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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES ARE OPEN DAILY
FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
BUT NOT ON SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS, AND LEGAL HOLIDAYS.
DURING REGISTRATION PERIODS THESE OFFICES ARE OPEN ON SATURDAYS.
AN INFORMATION AND CAMPUS TOUR CENTER, AVAILABLE TO VISITORS TO THE CAMPUS,
IS LOCATED IN THE NORTH ENTRANCE LOBBY OF THE ILLINI UNION BUILDING.
THE CENTER IS OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M. DAILY, INCLUDING ALL DAY
SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS. THE CENTER'S TELEPHONE NUMBER IS 333-4666.
AN INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER IN 104A LIBRARY
IS OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, AND FROM 7:00 TO 10:00 P.M. SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY.
THE TELEPHONE NUMBER IS 333-6548.
NOTICE: Return or renew all Library Materials! The Minimum Fee for
each Lost Book is $50.00.
The person charging this material is responsible for
its return to the library from which it was withdrawn
on or before the Latest Date stamped below.
Theft, mutilation, and underlining of books are reasons for discipli-
nary action and may result in dismissal from the University.
To renew call Telephone Center, 333-8400









July 29, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not at-
tended a college or university in the United States
to apply for admission in September, 1970.
Aug. 26, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or university
in the United States, to apply for admission or
readmission in September, 1970.
Sept. 7, Mon Labor Day (all-University holiday).
Sept. 8, Tues. (1:00 p.m.)-Sept. 14, Mon New Student Program.
Sept. 9, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Sept. 10, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Sept. 12, Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents.
Sept. 12, Sat., 8:00a.m.-12:00noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 14, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 19, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Oregon).
Sept. 24, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the
University or reducing program range.
Sept. 26, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Tulane University).
Sept. 28, Mon., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to add a new course.
Sept. 28, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 3, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Syracuse University).
Oct. 12, Mon., 3:10 p.m
,
Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 15, Thurs October graduation date (no Commencement exer-
cises) .
Oct. 17, Sat Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. Indiana Univer-
sity).
Oct. 24, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Ohio State University).
Nov. 2, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (seven weeks
completed).
Nov. 5, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 6, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
Nov. 6, Fri., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to withdraw from a
course without penalty.
Nov. 9, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Nov. 11, Wed Veterans Day observance (classes dismissed 10:45 to
11:15 a.m.). (Nonacademic holiday.)
Nov. 14, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. University of Wis-
consin) .
Nov. 17, Tues.-Nov. 24, Tues Advance enrollment for spring, 1971 (continuing
students).
Nov. 25, Wed., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 26, Thurs.-Nov. 27, Fri Thanksgiving (all-University holidays).
Dec. 1, Tues., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. 3, Thurs Illinois Day (State admitted to the Union, 1818)
.
Dec. 11, Fri Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
Dec. 12, Sat Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the
University for military service (twelve weeks com-
pleted) .
Dec. 14, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Dec. 19, Sat., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Dec. 24, Thurs., 12:00 noon-Dec. 25, Fri Christmas (all-University holidays).
Jan. 1, Fri New Year's Day (all-University holiday).
Jan. 4, Mon., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 11, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Jan. 16, Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 18, Mon.-Jan. 26, Tues Semester examinations.
Feb. 1, Mon Lincoln's Birthday (not a University holiday).
Feb. 8. Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 15, Mon Washington's Birthday (not a University holiday).
Feb. 15, Mon February graduation date (no Commencement ex-
ercises).
Second Semester, 1970-1971
Feb. 1, Mon Lincoln's Birthday (not a University holiday).
Feb. 1, Mon.-Feb. 6. Sat New Student Program.
Feb. 3, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Feb. 4, Thurs., 8 :00a.m.-Feb. 6, Sat., 12:00 noon. . .Registration of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents.
Feb. 6, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Feb. 8, Mon., 7 :00 a.m Instruction begins.
Feb. 8, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 15, Mon Latest date for students currently enrolled to apply
for student teaching assignment in fall or spring
semester 1971-1972.
Feb. 15, Mon Washington's Birthday (not a University holiday).
Feb. 15, Mon Graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
Feb. 18, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the
University or reducing program range.
Feb. 22, Mon., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to add a new course.
March 2, Tues University Day (University opened, 1868; not a
holiday)
.
March 8, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
March 29, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (seven weeks
completed).
April 1, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
April 2, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
April 2, Fri., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to withdraw from a
course without penalty.
April 3, Sat., 1 :00 p.m Spring vacation begins.
April 9, Fri Good Friday (all-University holiday).
April 12, Mon., 1:00 p.m Spring vacation ends.
April 12, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
April 28, Wed.-May 5, Wed Advance enrollment for fall, 1971 (continuing stu-
dents).
April 30, Fri Honors Day (classes dismissed at 12:00 noon).
April 30, Fri.-May 2, Sunday Campus Mother's Day weekend.
May 7, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
May 10, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
May 11, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the
University for military service (twelve weeks com-
pleted).
May 27, Thurs.-May 28, Fri Registration for 1971 summer session off-campus
courses, College of Law, and student registration
staff, including payment of tuition and fees.
May 29, Sat Last day of instruction.
May 31, Mon Memorial Day (all-University holiday).
June 1, Tues.,-June 9, Wed Semester examinations.
June 7, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
June 19, Sat Commencement.
Eight-Week Summer Session, 1971
May 27, Thurs.-May 28, Fri Registration for 1971 Summer Session off-campus
courses, College of Law, and student registration
staff, including payment of tuition and fees.
June 7, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
June 7, Mon.-July 14, Wed First session. Summer Law Program.
June 11, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from
first five and one-half-week Law session. (First
five days.)
June 17, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from
eleven-week Law term. (First ten days.)
June 2 1 , Mon Registration.
June 22, Tues., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
June 22, Tues.-Aug. 5, Thurs Advance enrollment for fall, 1971 (freshmen, new
transfers, and readmitted former students).
June 23, Wed., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from first five and one-half-week Law session.
(First fifteen days.)
June 28, Mon Last date for undergraduates to add a new course
June 28, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the
University or reducing program range in eight-
week session. (First five days.)
July 4, Sun Independence Day.
July 5, Mon Independence Day holiday (all-University holiday).
July 15, Thurs.-Aug. 21, Sat Second session, Summer Law Program.
July 19, Mon Beginning of second four-week courses.
July 19, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from eleven-week Law term. (First six weeks.)
July 19, Mon., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to withdraw from a
course without penalty.
July 20, Tues., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range in
eight-week session. (First four weeks.)
July 20, Tues., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from second
five and one-half-week Law session. (First five
days.)
July 21, Wed Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (four weeks
completed), except Law.
July 23, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from second
four-week courses only. (First five days.)
July 28, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not at-
tended a college or university in the United States
to apply for admission in September, 1971.
July 29, Thurs Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
July 30, Fri., 5:00 p.fh Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second four-week courses only. (First two
weeks.)
July 30, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second five and one-half-week Law session.
(First fifteen days.)
Aug. 4, Wed Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the
University for military service (six weeks instruc-
tion completed) , except Law.
Aug. 12, Thurs Last day of instruction in eight-week session.
Aug. 13, Fri.-Aug. 14, Sat Summer Session final examinations.
Aug. 16, Mon August graduation date (no Commencement exer-
cises).
Aug. 25, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or university
in the United States, to apply for admission or
readmission in September, 1971.
First Semester, 1971-1972
July 28, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not at-
tended a college or university in the United States
to apply for admission in September, 1971.
Aug. 25, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or university in
the United States, to apply for admission or re-
admission in September, 1971.
Sept. 6, Mon Labor Day (all-University holiday).
Sept. 7, Tues. (1 :00 p.m.)-Sept. 12, Sun New Student Program.
Sept. 8, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Sept. 9, Thurs., 8:00a.m.-Sept. 11, Sat., 12:00noon. Registration of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents.
Sept. 11, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 13, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 18, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of North Carolina).
Sept. 23, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees (except
nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the
University or reducing program range.
Sept. 27, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Sept. 27, Mon., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to add a new course.
Oct. 2, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Washington).
Oct. 9, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Indiana University).
Oct. 11, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 11, Mon Columbus Day (not a University holiday).
Oct. 15, Fri October graduation date (no Commencement ex-
ercises) .
Oct. 23, Sat Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. Purdue Univer-
sity) .
Oct. 25, Mon Veterans Day Observance (classes dismissed 10:45
to 11:15 a.m.). (Nonacademic holiday.)
Nov. 1, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from
the University for military service (seven weeks
completed).
Nov. 4, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 5, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program range.
Nov. 5, Fri., 5:00 p.m Last date for undergraduates to withdraw from a
course without penalty.
Nov. 6, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. University of
Michigan).
Nov. 8, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Nov. 16, Tues.-Nov. 23, Tues Advance enrollment for spring, 1972 ^continuing
students).
Nov. 20, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Iowa).
Nov. 24, Wed., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 25, Thurs.-Nov. 26, Fri Thanksgiving (all-University holidays).
Nov. 30, Tues., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. 3, Fri Illinois Day (State admitted to the Union, 1818).
Dec. 10, Fri Latest date to withdraw from the University with-
out petitioning for readmission.
Dec. 10, Fri Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the
University for military service (twelve weeks com-
pleted).
Dec. 13, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Dec. 18, Sat., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Dec. 24, Fri.-Dec. 25, Sat Christmas (all-University holidays).
Dec. 31, Fri.-Jan. 1, Sat New Year (all-University holidays).
Jan. 3, Mon., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 10, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Jan. 15, Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 17, Mon.-Jan. 25, Tues Semester examinations.
Feb. 7, Mon Lincoln's Birthday (not a University holiday).
Feb. 14, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.


















































F.A.A.—Fine and Applied Arts























































































The following directory of University offices is provided for the convenience of those seeking in-
formation or assistance from such offices.
Abbott Power Plant, Engineer's Ofc 333-0723
Ofc 333-2082
Operator's Desk 333-1923
Academic Year Institute, Mathematics:
Director W. M. Zaring, 303 A.H. 333-2168
Ofc Mrs. Diane S. Waaler, 304 A.H. 333-2167
Associate Director P. G. Braunfeld, 301 A.H. 333-2042
Accident Compensation:
Supervisor M. N. Pike, 303 McKinley Hospital 333-1080
Ofc Mrs. Helen Stutzman, 303 McKinley Hospital 333-1081
Accountancy:
Head of Dept E. J. DeMaris, 360 Commerce(W) 333-2451
Secy Mrs. Mildred B. Brumfield, 360 Commerce(W) 333-0857
Accounting Division, Bus. Affairs Ofc 248 Adm. 333-4568
Acquisition Dept., Library 220a Lib.jgjj'jQ^
Librarian Miss Marilyn Satterlee, 220a Lib. 333-1054
Administrative Data Processing:
University Ofc.
Director J. F. Chaney, 201 Illini Tower 333-0404
Secy Mrs. Betty C. McMullen, 201 Illini Tower 333-0408
Associate Director R. A. Wallhaus, 201 Illini Tower 333-6531
Secy Mrs. Cheryl A. Kopmann, 201 Illini Tower 333-6539
Assistant to Director C. E. Tucker, Jr., 201 Illini Tower 333-0452
Data Systems G. D. Devine, 201 Illini Tower 333-0391
Staff Analysts R. J. Colver, 201 Illini Tower 333-0320
J. D. Hathaway, 201 Illini Tower 333-1353
J. E. Hayes, 201 Illini Tower 333-0370
." R. L. Mann, 201 Illini Tower 333-1497
Operations Research P. J. Czajkowski, 201 Illini Tower 333-1167
Staff Analysts C. H. Heider, 201 Illini Tower 333-0375
E. A. Narragon, 201 Illini Tower 333-6504
R. Winter, 201 Illini Tower 333-6539
Systems Programming W. J. Rothamel, 201 Illini Tower 333-1048
W. J. Schmidt, 201 Illini Tower 333-1295
Campus Ofc.
Director W. W. Williams, 54 Adm. 333-4820
Assistant Director for Systems
Management/Development H. E. Bomzer, 54 Adm. 333-7030
Secy 54 Adm. 333-4821
Ofc 54 Adm. 333-3840
Business Manager W. R. Farnell, Jr., 54 Adm. 333-4802
Personnel Records Mrs. Mary E. Creech, 54 Adm. 333-4801
Data Area Managers:
Operations J. L. Davis, 54 Adm. 333-4805
Financial Data W. R. Starkey, 54 Adm. 333-4803
Institutional and Special Data R. G. Waldbillig, 54 Adm. 333-6286
Student Data J. E. Bolin, 54 Adm. 333-4831
Administrative Studies, Ofc. of:
Director J. E. Terwilliger, 909 S. Sixth, C. 333-3554
Secy Mrs. Donna Staley, 909 S. Sixth, C. 333-3551
Assistant Director W. C. Tousey, 909 S. Sixth, C. 333-3551
Statistical Reports J. H. Fung, 909 S. Sixth, C. 333-3555
Admissions and Records:
Director C. E. Warwick, 108 Adm. 333-2033
Adm. Secy Mrs. Eileen M. Chapman, 108 Adm. 333-2034
Associate Directors R. F. Corcoran, 178 Adm. 333-3283
R. Dremuk, 126 Adm. 333-0999
J. R. Payne, 69 Adm. 333-0218
Assistant Directors F. A. Bridgewater, 180 Adm. 333-2036
G. R. Engelgau, 108 Adm. 333-3648
J. T. Hashbarger, Fourth Floor, M.M.B. 333-1945
C. Maxey, 100a Adm. 333-0306
Assistants to the Director Miss Dorothy B. Clark, 176 Adm. 333-0215
E. J. Smith, Fourth Floor, M.M.B. 333-1565
Internal Operations G. R. Engelgau, 108 Adm. 333-3648
Mailing Unit Mrs. Lucille I. Felgenhour, 10 Adm. 333-0416
Personnel Records F. A. Bridgewater, 180 Adm. 333-2036
Procedures and Systems Mrs. Paula Gatzke, Fourth Floor, M.M.B. 333-0098
B. L. Wallen, Fourth Floor, M.M.B. 333-0098
Admissions:
Undergraduate Admissions:
Associate Director R. F. Corcoran, 178 Adm. 333-3283
Admissions Examiners:
Pre-College Programs Mrs. Jane Azim, 177 Adm. [ffflofof
Admissions and Records (continued):
Mrs. Mary Dean, 177 Adm.
Residency Determination W. F. Fierke, 177 Adm.
S.E.O.P. Admissions Miss Delores Parmer,- 177 Adm.
W. H. Washington, 177 Adm.
W. E. Harms, 177 Adm.Admissions Operations
Graduate and Foreign Admissions:
Associate Director R. Dremuk, 126 Adm.
Assistant Director C. Maxey, 100a Adm.
Graduate Admissions Mrs. Barbara Seagle, 100a Adm.
Foreign Admissions 627 1/2 S. Wright, C.
Advanced Placement Mrs. Bertha Gorman, 75b Adm.
C.P.A. Information E. J. Smith, Fourth Floor, M.M.B.
Records, Registration, and Statistics:
Information 69 Adm.
Associate Director J. R. Payne, 69 Adm.
Academic Records Mrs. Myra Rucker, 69 Adm.
Advance Enrollment, Continuing Students Mrs. Agnes Green, 69 Adm.
Diplomas Mrs. May L. Sanders, 69 Adm.
Enrollment Statistics and Registration Arrangements O. D. Denhart, 69 Adm.
Extramural Registration and Records Mrs. May L. Sanders, 69 Adm.
Fee Assessments Mrs. Vivian L. Wood, 1 32 Adm.
Office Publications Miss Dorothy B. Clark, 176 Adm.
Selective Service Records 69 Adm.
Systems and Procedures M. Zvilius, 69 Adm.
Transcripts and Certification Mrs. Berenice McGinty, 69 Adm.
Advanced Study, Center for:
Acting Director R. H. Green, 912 W. Illinois, U.
Ofc Mrs. Betty Yankwich, 912 W. Illinois, U.
Advertising:
Head of Dept S. W. Dunn, 101 G.H.
Ofc Mrs. Ruth McKnight, 103a G.H.
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering:
Head of Dept H. S. Stillwell, 101 T.B.
Secy Miss Dorothy E. Nugent, 101 T.B.
Aerodynamics Lab Aero. Lab. A and B
Combustion Lab 112a M.E.L.
Magnetohydrodynamics Lab 106 Woodshop and Foundry
Propulsion Lab Aero. Lab. A and B
Shock Tube Lab Aero. Lab. B
Shop Aero. Lab. A
Structures Lab Aero. Lab. B
Student Records 105 T.B.
Aeronomy Lab 312 E.E.R.L.
Aeronomy Field Station Thomasboro
Data Processing and Rocket Program Aeronomy Lab.
Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
Director J. Ransom, Jr., 136 P.S.B.
Secy Mrs. Rosalind D. Lewis, 136 P.S.B.
Clerical Learner Program:
Supervisor Mrs. Fredrika T. Pharr, 627 1/2 S. Wright, C.
Ofc Mrs. Jacquelyn L. Hardmon, 627 1/2 S. Wright, C.
Recruitment and Job Development T. R. Adkisson, 136 P.S.B.
Guidance and Counseling, Administrator of Clerical Learner
Program Mrs. Cecelia S. Dade, 136 P.S.B.
Program Development and Publicity R. R. Vonesh, 136 P.S.B.
African Studies:
Chairman A. Peshkin, 236 Education
Ofc 236 Education
Afro-American Studies Commission:























































Evelyn Burnett, 10 Y.M.C.A. Bldg.
D. K. Cox, 174 L.H.
Secy
Academic Director
Cultural Center 1003 W. Nevada, U.
Agricultural Communications:
Head of Ofc H. Read, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Ofc ... Mrs. Sandra Manuel, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Instructional Media E. W. Vernon, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Instructional Resources J. C. Everly, 64 Mumford Hall 333-4786
Media Services D. T. Dahl, 69 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Teaching and Research J. F. Evans, 66 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Agricultural Economics: . . __ „ mmm „„„„
Head of Dept R. L. Feltner, 305a Mumford Hall 333-1810
Secy Mrs. Genevieve L. Handke, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1882
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Accounts S. C. Sanderson, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1882
Associate Head of Dept 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Extension H. J. Schweitzer, 408 Mumford Hall 333-6313
Research 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Teaching J. R. Roush, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1830
Agricultural Finance 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Agricultural Policy and Outlook L. H. Simerl, 312 Mumford Hall 333-0148
Agricultural Law N. G. P. Krausz, 151 Bevier Hall 333-1829
Farm Business — Farm Management D. F. Wilken, 452 Mumford Hall 333-0754
Farm Cost Accounts A. G. Mueller, 450 Mumford Hall 333-0753
Marketing:
Farm Supplies R. J. Mutti, 309 Mumford Hall 333-1818
Food Merchandising G. M. England, 300c Mumford Hall 333-1812
Fruits and Vegetables R. A. Kelly, 300a Mumford Hall 333-1823
Grain L. F. Stice, 421 Mumford Hall 333-4132
Livestock M. B. Kirtley, 431 Mumford Hall 333-6582
Milk J. W. Gruebele, 433 Mumford Hall 333-0725
Poultry J. R. Roush, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1830
Prices and Statistics G. G. Judge, 302b Mumford Hall 333-2857
Rural Sociology F. C. Fliegel, 301a Mumford Hall 333-4211
Agricultural Education P. E. Hemp, 357 Education 333-3166
Agricultural Engineering:
Head of Dept F. B. Lanham, 241 Agr. Eng. 333-3570
Ofe Mrs. Georgianna Noel, 245 Agr. Eng. 333-3571
Extension 202 Agr. Eng. 333-3572
Farm Machinery B. J. Butler, 108 Agr. Eng. 333-3119
Farm Structures and Housing D. G. Jedele, 210 Agr. Eng. 333-2611
Rural Electrification F. W. Andrew, 236 Agr. Eng. 333-0511
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage R. C. Hay, 206a Agr. Eng. 333-4949
Farm Machinery Design and Development R. R. Yoerger, 107 Agr. Eng. 333-3000
Farm Structures and Housing E. L. Hansen, 212 Agr. Eng. 333-2504
Rural Electrification E. F. Olver, 228 Agr. Eng. 333-3010
Shop H. W. Hempler, Agr. Eng. 333-2734
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage B. A. Jones, Jr., 208 Agr. Eng. 333-0944
Agricultural Finance 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Agricultural Law N. G. P. Krausz, 151 Bevier Hall 333-1829
Agricultural Policy and Outlook L. H. Simerl, 312 Mumford Hall 333-0148
Agriculture, College of:
Dean O. G. Bentley, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Adm. Aide Mrs. Neva B. Millard, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Secy. . Mrs. Marcella Nance, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Cooperative Extension:
Director; Associate Dean of College J. B. Claar, 122 Mumford Hall 333-2660
Secy Mrs. L. Katherine Darland, 122 Mumford Hall 333-2661
Associate Director .*. M. S. Williams, 116 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Assistant Directors Miss Martha L. Dunlap, 528 Bevier Hall 333-0520
E. E. Golden, 120 Mumford Hall 333-2664
H. Read, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Assistant to the Director W. A. Bouslog, 118 Mumford Hall 333-2662
Leaders, 4-H and Rural Youth R. O. Lyon, 47 Mumford Hall 333-0910
Expanded Nutrition Program Miss Carol Rebbe, 535 Bevier Hall 333-2566
Extension Education E. W. Anderson, 116 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Special Projects F. A. Painter, 329 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Chief, Ofc. of Recreation and Park Resources J. J. Bannon, 136 P.S.B. 333-1567
Experiment Station:
Director; Associate Dean of College G. W. Salisbury, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Secy Mrs. Nedra Cole, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Assistant Directors R. J. Miller, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
R. J. Webb, Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson 949-2101
Assistant to the Director D. B. Bauling, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Resident Instruction:
Director- Associate Dean of College K. E. Gardner, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Adm. Secy Mrs. Mary Applegate, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Student Records Mrs. Kathryn Hill, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Assistant Deans CD. Smith, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
W. K. Wessels, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Assistant to the Dean Mrs. Kathryn Hill, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Agricultural Business Ofc.
Division Chief Accountant R. E. Sullivan, 111 Mumford Hall 333-0001
Ofc Mrs. Katherine R. Hoeffliger, 1 1 1 Mumford Hall 333-0003
General Accounting R. R. Renfrew, 111 Mumford Hall 333-0003
Payrolls and Appointments Mrs. Eunice M. Mayhood, 111 Mumford Hall 333-0002
Communications, Head H. Read, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Ofc Mrs. Sandra Manuel, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1 130
Instructional Media E. W. Vernon, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Instructional Resources J. C. Everly, 64 Mumford Hall 333-4786
Media Services D. T. Dahl, 69 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Teaching and Research J. F. Evans, 66 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Conference Room 426 Mumford Hall 333-2631
Files 102 Mumford Hall 333-0462
International Programs:
Director W. D. Buddemeier, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Secy Mrs. Maribelle Dean, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
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Agriculture, College of (continued):
Assistant Directors E. R. Leng, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Njala Program J. Kastelic, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Library D. A. Brown, 226 Mumford Hall 333-2416
Mumford Hall Mail 57 Mumford Hall 333-6635
Placement Ofc W. K. Wessels, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Publications, Head A. W. Janes, 123 Mumford Hall 333-2548
Ofc 123 Mumford Hall 333-2007
Duplicating Services 58 Mumford Hall 333-3107
Services Building E. E. Lowry, Agr. Services Bldg. 333-3980
Mumford Hall Mail 57 Mumford Hall 333-6635
Recreation and Park Resources J. J. Bannon, 312 Armory 333-1567
Safety O. L. Hogsett, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1 130
Salesroom J. F. Bonnell, 1.43 Davenport Hall 333-3404
Soil Conservation R. D. Walker, 213 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Special Projects F. A. Painter, 329 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Student Records Mrs. Kathryn Hill, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Vocational Agriculture Service J. W. Matthews, 434 Mumford Hall 333-3870
See also departmental listings.
Agronomy:
Acting Head of Dept F. W. Slife, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Secy Mrs. Janice Small, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Associate Head of Dept CM. Brown, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Administrative Assistant J. B. Kelly, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Accounts Mrs. Elvera Keen, W-201 T.H. 333-3423
Farm Crops:
Corn Breeding and Genetics D. E. Alexander, S-110 T.H. 333-4254
Crop Extension W. O. Scott, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Crop Production J. W. Pendleton, S-308 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Breeding D. A. Miller, S-310 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Crop Extension D. W. Grams, W-301 T.H. 333-4424
Forage Production * J. A. Jackobs, S-312 T.H. 333-4373
Morphology O. T. Bonnett, 129 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Physiology R. H. Hegeman, 236 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Small Grains Breeding C. M. Brown, 216 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Soybean Genetics H. H. Hadley, C-113 T.H. 333-4254
Teaching D. A. Miller, S-310 T.H. 333-4373
Weed Extension E. L. Knake, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Weed Research F. W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Greenhouse Agron. Greenhouse 333-2418
Service Laboratories:
Plant Analysis T. R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
Soil Testing T. R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
Statistical R. D. Seif, W-501 T.H. 333-0158
Soils:
Chemistry L. T. Kurtz, S-508 T.H. 333-4376
Classification Extension W. R. Oschwald, N-315 T.H. 333-4424
Experiment Fields J. W. Pendleton, S-308 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility L. F. Welch, S-316 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility Extension R. D. Voss, N-307 T.H. 333-4424
Management Extension W. R. Oschwald, N-315 T.H. 333-4424
Mineralogy A. H. Beavers, S-406 T.H. 333-4250
Organic Matter F. J. Stevenson, S-408 T.H. 333-4250
Physics C. W. Boast, S-216 T.H. 333-4370
Survey Mapping and Reports J. B. Fehrenbacher, N-405 T.H. 333-3650
Testing Lab T. R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
South Farm M. G. Oldham, South Farm 333-2965
Air Force Aerospace Studies:
Professor of Aerospace Studies Col. A. T. Reid, 229 Armory 333-0113
Secy Miss Chris Kuklinski, 230 Armory 333-1927
Commandant of Cadets Capt. F. L. Bowers, 223 Armory 333-1927
Administration Officer Capt. T. B. Dunning, 224 Armory 333-1927
Information Officer Capt. J. F. Schlosberg, 225 Armory 333-1927
AS 100 Instructor Capt. T. B. Dunning, 224 Armory 333-1927
AS 200 Instructor Col. A. T. Reid, 229 Armory 333-0113
AS 300 Instructor Capt. F. L. Bowers, 223 Armory 333-1927
AS 400 Instructor Capt. J. F. Schlosberg, 225 Armory 333-1927
Sergeant Major M/Sgt. F. O. Selders, 232 Armory 333-1927
Administration T/Sgt. L. D. Goslar, 232 Armory 333-1927
Cadet Administration M/Sgt. F. O. Selders, 232 Armory 333-1927





Aircraft Maintenance Ofc 333-0072
Airport Plant and Services 333-3204





Ozark Air Lines, Airport Ofc 359-5271
Reservations 352-5291
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Allen Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-1100
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Allerton House:
Resident Director Box 72, Monticello {"^Oll
Director N. W. Johnson, 116 I.H. 333-2880
Allerton Park (See Robert Allerton Park)
Alpha House 1207 W. Springfield, U. 344-1034
Alumni Association:
Executive Director J. E. Vermette, 227 I.U. 333-1474
Secy Mrs. Evelyn Dahl, 227 I.U. 333-1472
Ofc 227 I.U. 333-1471
Associate Directors D. R. Dodds, 227 I.U. 333-1471
L. D. Liay, 227 I.U. 333-1471
Office Manager Mrs. Clotilde H. Sion, 227 I.U. 333-1477
Bookkeeping Mrs. Lorene Ducey, 227 I.U. 333-1475
Editor J. C. Sutton, 227 I.U. 333-1473
Associate Editor Miss Ruth E. Weinard, 227 I.U. 333-1473
Records Dept Mrs. Jane Tingley, 227 I.U. 333-1476
Reunion Secy Mrs. Barbara J. Fortna, 227 I.U. 333-1472
AMBULANCE (to call an ambulance) 333-1212
American Association of Teachers of French (National Headquarters):
Executive Secretary F. W. Nachtmann, 59 E. Armory, C. 333-2842
American Association of University Professors:
President H. Hilton, 101a T.B. 333-2653
Vice-President M. O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Secy J. N. Young, 237 Law 333-0061
Treasurer E. R. Swanson, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1828
American Business Communication Association:
Executive Director F. W. Weeks, 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Editor G. H. Douglas, 317b D.K.H. 333-2960
American Philological Association:
Secretary-Treasurer J. J. Bateman, 359 L.H. 333-1038
Assistant Miss Kay Dasenbrock, 359 L.H. 333-1038
Analog Computer Lab 263 E.E.B. 333-1935
Animal Care Lab 241 V.M. 333-2564
Animal Facility, Zoology M. L. Harris, 71 Morrill Hall 333-6864
Animal Science:
Head of Dept D. E. Becker, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Secy Mrs. Beulah V. Dodd, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1044
Accounts W. Mank, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1044
Associate Head of Dept J. Kastelic, 332 Mumford Hall 333-0124
Departmental Offices:
Animal Genetics Mrs. Alberta McClara, 101 An. Gen. 333-2900
Animal Sciences Lab Mrs. Alma E. White, 124 A.S.L. 333-3131
Davenport Hall Miss Carolyn Carter, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1683
Stock Pavilion Mrs. Mary Skidmore, 110 S.P. 333-1780
Departmental Study Areas:
Animal Nutrition D. E. Becker, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Beef Cattle U. S. Garrigus, 103 S.P. 333-1784
Body Composition T. G. Lohman, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1686
Environmental Physiology S. E. Curtis, 126 A.S.L. 333-7861
Extension:
Livestock H. G. Russell, 326 Mumford Hall 333-0013
Poultry S. F. Ridlen, 322 Mumford Hall 333-2207
Genetics B. A. Rasmusen, 1 10 An. Gen. 333-2900
Horses W. W. Albert, 104 S.P. 333-1785
Meat Science J. R. Romans, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1684
Muscle Biology R. M. Robson, 160 A.S.L. 333-3132
Nutritional Biochemistry R. M. Forbes, 120 A.S.L. 333-3130
Physiology A. V. Nalbandov, 102 An. Gen. 333-2900
Poultry D. J. Bray, 324 Mumford Hall 333-3456
Sheep U. S. Garrigus, 103 S.P. 333-1784
Statistics H. W. Norton, 327 Mumford Hall 333-0625
Swine A. H. Jensen, 319 Mumford Hall 333-2669
World Animal Agriculture J. Kastelic, 332 Mumford Hall 333-0124
Farms and Barns
:
Animal Science Farms M. Key, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Beef Cattle Barn D. L. Hixon, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Dixon Springs F. C. Hinds, 264 A.S.L. 333-4189
Feed Storage W. E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Horse Barn M. Key, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm D. M. Woods, S. Fourth, C. 333-2223
Poultry Farm R. D. Rowland, St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-3439
Sheep Farm B. B. Doane, St. Mary's Rd., C. 332-0265
Swine Farm H. Cook, S. First, C. 333-0153
Laboratories:
Abattoir S.P. 333-1447
Counter Lab T. G. Lohman, S. Fourth, C. 333-1168
Glassblowing J. R. Starr, 11 A.S.L. 333-0787
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Animal Science (continued):
Meat Chemical Lab 243 A.S.L. 333-4459
Meat Processing Lab 149 Davenport Hall 333-2068
Physiology Research Lab A. V. Nalbandov, S. Fourth, C. 333-0197
Poultry Lab 242 A.S.L. 333-4366
Ruminant Lab 264 A.S.L. 333-1334
Swine Lab 234 A.S.L. 333-4366
Salesroom J. F. Bonnell, 143 Davenport Hall 333-3404
Antenna Lab 400 E.E.B. 333-1200
Anthropology:
Department Information Mrs. LaVergne Nauseda, 109c Davenport Hall 333-3616
Archaeology D. W. Lathrap, 396c Davenport Hall 333-1315
Biological Anthropology E. F. Giles, 110 Davenport Hall 333-4367
Ethnology and Social Anthropology F. K. Lehman, 209h Davenport Hall 333-0801
Head of Dept D. W. Plath, 109e Davenport Hall 333-0874
Associate Head of Dept H. M. Ross, 109f Davenport Hall 333-2767
Adm. Secy Mrs. Neva Long, 109d Davenport Hall 333-3616
Accounts Mrs. Velma Gadbury, 109d Davenport Hall 333-3616
Archaeology Lab 64a L.H. 333-0667
Highway Salvage Archaeology Project 396b Davenport Hall 333-1708
Honors Adviser J. C. McGregor, 109b Davenport Hall 333-2872
Illinois Archaeological Survey 396b Davenport Hall 333-1708
Laboratory and Museum Coordinator Mrs. Joan Lathrap, 188a Davenport Hall 333-1636
Library J. A. Walker, 100 Library 333-2305
Steward Anthropological Society 293 Davenport Hall 333-0250
Student Affairs:
Student Records Mrs. Theresa Guiney, 109c Davenport Hall 333-3616
Graduate Program F. K. Lehman, 209h Davenport Hall 333-0801
Undergraduate Program H. M. Ross, 109f Davenport Hall 333-2767
Aquatic Biology, S.N.H. Surv 271 N.R.{|||;|||J
Archaeology Lab., Anthropology 64a L.H. 333-0667
Architecture:
Head of Dept J. H. Swing, 106 Arch. 333-1330
Secy Mrs. Barbara A. Schaede, 106 Arch. 333-1330
Ofc 104 Arch. 333-1332
Graduate Ofc Mrs. Ruth Montena, 115 Arch. 333-1330
Associate Head of Dept J. G. Replinger, 106 Arch. 333-1330
Assistant Head of Dept R. T. Mooney, 102 Arch. 333-1330
Architectural Construction G. T. Clayton, 404 Arch. 333-1883
Architectural Design H. C. Young, 117 Arch. 333-1330
Architectural Engineering S. J. Y. Tang, 312 Arch. 333-2599
Architectural History A. K. Laing, 103 Arch. 333-1798
Graduate Design W. L. Fash, 412 Arch. 333-1330
Graduate Structures S. J. Y. Tang, 312 Arch. 333-2599
Library Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
Placement-Counseling S. T. Lanford, 402 Arch. 333-8022
Slide Curator Mrs. Tobi Christianson, 201 Arch. 333-3292
Archives, University M. J. Brichford, 19 Lib. 333-0798
Armed Forces R.O.T.C.
Coordinator H. E. Carter, 107 Coble Hall 333-6677
Assistant Coordinator D. Pickett, 107 Coble Hall 333-4524
Air Eorce R.O.T.C.
Professor of Aerospace Studies Col. A. T. Reid, 229 Armory 333-0113
Secy Miss Chris Kuklinski, 230 Armory 333-1927
Commandant of Cadets Capt. F. L. Bowers, 223 Armory 333-1927
Administration Officer Capt. T. B. Dunning, 224 Armory 333-1927
Information Officer Capt. J. B. Schlosberg, 225 Armory 333-1927
AS 100 Instructor Capt. T. B. Dunning, 224 Armory 333-1927
AS 200 Instructor Col. A. T. Reid, 229 Armory 333-0113
AS 300 Instructor Capt. F. L. Bowers, 223 Armory 333-1927
AS 400 Instructor Capt. J. B. Schlosberg, 225 Armory 333-1927
Sergeant Major M/Sgt. F. O. Selders, 232 Armory 333-1927
Administration T/Sgt. L. D. Goslar, 232 Armory 333-1927
Cadet Administration M/Sgt. F. O. Selders, 232 Armory 333-1927
Supply S/Sgt. J. C. Biddison, 232 Armory 333-1927
Army R.O.T.C.
Professor of Military Science Col. C. E. Curran, Jr., 107 Armory 333-1669
Executive Officer Lt. Col. J. M. Tanner, 110 Armory 333-1551
Secy Miss Mary E. Beach, 110 Armory 333-1551
Sergeant Major SFC J. D. Pirie, Sr., Ill Armory 333-1550
Cadet Administration Mrs. Elfrieda V. Staley, 113 Armory 333-3418
Director of Instruction Maj. P. G. Neal, 205 Armory 333-7052
Naval R.O.T.C.
Administrative Ofc 239 Armory 333-1062
Commanding Officer Col. T. D. Johnson, 236 Armory 333-1061
Secy Mrs. LaNee Throckmorton, 239 Armory 333-1062
Executive Officer Cdr. J. Riley, 238 Armory 333-1061
Marine Ofc Maj. J. P. McHenry, 236b Armory 333-1062
Naval Ofc Lt. F. H. Beaudry, 238 Armory 333-1062
Lt. D. G. Hershey, 238 Armory 333-1062
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Lt. W. L. Kostar, 240 Armory 333-1062
Storekeeper W-l H. J. Anderson, 236c Armory 333-1062
Yeoman YNC D. M. L. Alchin, 239 Armory 333.1062
Art:
Head of Dept J. R. Shipley, 143 F.A.B. 333-0855
Secy Mrs. Marjorie Schlatter, 143 F.A.B. 333-0856
Associate Head of Dept E. C. Wicks, 139f F.A.B. 333-6632
Art Education, Graduate G. W. Hardiman, 120 F.A.B. 333-3083
Undergraduate H. J. Marshall, 116 F.A.B. 333-3986
Art History J. Ziff, 217 D.K.H. 333-4497
Crafts Studio D. E. Frith, 152 N.E.L. 333-4686
Freehand Drawing for Architects N. Britsky, 130 F.A.B. 333-2829
Graduate Programs Coordinator W. F. Doolittle, 140 F.A.B. 333-0642
Graduate Painting and Printmaking Studio 26 E. Springfield, C. 333-2764
Graduate Sculpture Studio 2122 Griffith Dr., C. 333-2985
Graphic Design R. Perlman, 138 F.A.B. 333-1619
Industrial Design E. J. Zagorski, 128 F.A.B. 333-1459
Library Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
Lithography Studio J. E. Dowell, 103a Surveying 333-0577
Painting, Graduate J. A. Savage, 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Undergraduate G. R. Bradshaw, 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Placement Ofc E. C. Wicks, 139f F.A.B. 333-6632
Sculpture F. Gallo, 142 F.A.B. 333-1725
Art Education, Graduate G. W. Hardiman, 120 F.A.B. 333-3083
Undergraduate H. J. Marshall, 116 F.A.B. 333-3986
Art History J. Ziff, 217 D.K.H. 333-4497
Arts, Visual, Extension in W. M. Johnson, 127 F.A.B. 333-0419
Asian Languages (See Asian Studies Center)
Asian Studies Center:
Director R. B. Crawford, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Ofc Mrs. Hertha Vandiver, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Associate Director G. L. Tikku, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Libraries:
Far Eastern E. Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
South and West Asia N. K. Aggarwal, 225 Lib. 333-2492
Assembly Hall:
Director T. P. Parkinson, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Secy Miss Mary C. Smith, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Assistant Director W. N. Hecht, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Accountant J. F. Moluf, Assembly Hall 333-2954
Box Ofc G. W. Crane, Assembly Hall 333-3141
Events Manager Assembly Hall 333-2923
Operations Manager M. M. Pierce, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Publicity Manager H. J. Dotten, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Public Relations Mrs. Pat Metzger, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Stage Manager Assembly Hall 333-2923
Superintendent D. W. Holmes, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Astronomy:
Acting Head of Dept G. W. Swenson, Jr., Observatory 333-3090
Ofc Miss Murle Edwards, Observatory 333-3090
Honors Adviser S. P. Wyatt, Observatory 333-3090
Prairie Observatory Oakland 346-5661
Undergraduate Advising Chairman S. P. Wyatt, Observatory 333-3090
Vermilion River Observatory Danville 446-7373
Athletic Association:
Director E. E. Vance, 112 Assembly Hall 333-3630
Secy Mrs. Shirlee N. Chapman, 112 Assembly Hall 333-3631
Associate Director R. Eliot, 121 Assembly Hall 333-2241
Business Manager R. W. Sticklen, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1282
Secy Mrs. Dorothy Damewood, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1281
Assistant Business Manager G. E. Fender, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1282
Bookkeeper Miss Beverly A. Smith, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1281
Coaches:
Baseball L. P. Eilbracht, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3400
Basketball H. F. Schmidt, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3400
Fencing M. R. Garret, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0362
Football, Head Coach J. J. Valek, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1400
Secy Miss Linda Michael, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1400
Assistant Coaches 123 Assembly Hall 333-1402
Freshman Coach J. Robinson, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1400
Golf R. S. Youngberg, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1404
Gymnastics C. P. Pond, 300 Old Gym. 333-2795
Swimming A. B. Klingel, 113 Huff Gym. 333-0083
Tennis D. B. Olson, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1404
Track R. Wright, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3401
Wrestling J. R. Robinson, 110 Old Gym. 333-1252
Garage 333-2303
Operations and Maintenance Stadium 333-2303
Sports Information Director N. Sheya, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1390
Secy Mrs. Esther M. Fletcher, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1391
Assistant Sports Information Director D. Gaumer, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1932
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Athletic Association (continued) :
Stadium Garage 333-2303
Stadium Storeroom 333-2063
Ticket Manager G. A. Legg, 100 Assembly Hall 333-3470
Trainer R. S. Behnke, Stadium 333-2279
Atmospheric Research Lab.
Director Y. Ogura, 5-113 C.S.L. 333-2192
Ofc 5-111 C.S.L. 333-2046
Atmospheric Science Lab J. E. Pearson, 401 T.B. 333-3160
Atmospheric Sciences, State Water Surv 271b W.R. 333-4260
Audio-Visual Aids 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1360
Auditing Division, Vice-President and Comptroller's Ofc B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Automobile Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Aviation, Institute of:
Director's Ofc Terminal Bldg., Airport 333-2410
Director R. E. Flexman, Airport 333-241
1
Associate Director J. W. Stonecipher, Airport 333-2410
Administrative Aide Mrs. Jean Wright, Airport 333-2410
Business Manager J. M. Johnson, Airport 333-6471
Editor Miss Eva Weise, Airport 333-6472
Special Asst. for Program Development N. C. Merrill, Airport 333-6472
Academics:
Chief, Maintenance Training W. D. Truluck, Airport 333-3052
Ofc Mrs. Marian Armstrong, Airport 333-3035
Chief, Pilot Training O. Benn, Airport 333-2162
Ofc Mrs. Kay Ziegenhorn, Airport 333-2127
Ground School T. Emanuel, 317 E. H. 333-6132
Aircraft Maintenance:
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer F. L. Lancaster, Airport 333-0072
Ofc Mrs. Patricia Estergard, Airport 333-0072
Stockroom Airport 333-0412
Airport Plant and Services
:
Airport Manager N. C. Grimm, Airport 333-3205
Ofc Mrs. Sandy Steffen, Airport 333-3204
Garage 333-0995
Aviation Research Lab.
Associate Director S. N. Roscoe, Airport 333-3250
Ofc Mrs. Julie Hicks, Airport 333-3162
Flight Services:
Manager R. L. Ayers, Airport 333-3908
Ofc Mrs. Jane Knop, Airport 333-3907
SATS Hangar 333-0942
Babcock Hall (Men's Residence Hall) 902 College Ct., U. 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Bands:
Director H. Begian, 144 Band 333-3026
Ofc Mrs. Claudine A. Hayes, 140 Band 333-3025
Assistant Directors E. D. Kisinger, 1 32 Band 333-3027
G. M. Duker, 136 Band 333-3028
Library J. E. Cranford, 157 Band 333-3029
Barns (See Farms and Barns)
Barton Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Basic Medical Sciences, School of:
Dean D. K. Bloomfield, 322 E. Chem. {333I9HJ
Secy Mrs. Ellen L. Rhode, 322 E. Chem. {H3I9293
Beef Cattle (See Animal Science)
Beekeeping E. R. Jaycox, 107d H.F. Lab. 333-2948
Bicycle Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Billiard Room, Illini Union Ground Floor, I.U.(N) 333-2526
Binding Division, Library W. T. Henderson, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Bioacoustics Research 204 E.E. Annex 333-1640
Biochemistry (See School of Chemical Sciences)
Biological Computer Lab 216 E.E.R.L. 333-2654
Biological Control Lab., S.N.H. Surv R. D. Pausch, B.C.L. 333-6659
Biology (See School of Life Sciences)
Biology Library L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Biophysics 300a N.L. 333-1630
Black Curriculum Project 130 Com. Annex 333-6513
Carnegie Corporation Preschool Reading Project 379 Education 333-1670
Reading Research and Instruction Center 10 Education 333-4577
Science Center and Lab 4 Education 333-1599
Black Students Association 294 I.U.(S) 333-2304
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Blaisdell Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 902 College Ct., U. 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Board of Trustees:
Secy Earl W. Porter, 354 Adm. 333-1920
Ofc Miss Virginia Hendrix, 354 Adm. 333-1921
Assistant Secretary R. C. Wicklund, 354 Adm. 333-0053
Book Center Mrs. Judith M. Bryan, 135 I.U.(N) 333-0437
Book Repair, Library Miss Carolyn J. Gammon, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Bookstacks, Library R. R. Powell, 203 Lib. 333-0313
Bookstore, Illini Union:
Manager L. D. Eisenhauer, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Assistant Managers A. Barrowman, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Miss Jane Mautz, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
D. Smith, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Book Center Mrs. Judith M. Bryan, 135 I.U.(N) 333-0437
Botany:
Head of Dept J. B. Hanson, 297 Morrill Hall 333-3260
Ofc Mrs. Evelyn V. Menges, 297 Morrill Hall 333-3261
Botany Annex Greenhouse 1209 W. Springfield, U. 333-3828
Herbarium, Curator W. W. Payne, 350 N.H. 333-2522
Honors Adviser J. S. Boyer, 155 Morrill Hall 333-6109
Library : L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
North Greenhouse 333-3058
Botany, S.N.H. Surv 385 N.R.{|||;|JJJ
Bowling Lanes, Illini Union F. Broad, Ground Floor, I.U.(S) 333-2415
Broadcasting Division, Director F. E. Schooley, 227 G.H. 333-0850
Browsing Room, Illini Union Mrs. Anne Martel, 133 I.U.(N) 333-2475
Bureau of Business Management 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Bureau of Economic and Business Research 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Bureau of Educational Research. 288 Education 333-3023
Bureau of Institutional Research, University 252 Illini Tower 333-3851
Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research 1202 W. California, U. 333-3020
Bursar's Division, Bus. Affairs Ofc 162 Adm. 333-2184
Busey Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-0860
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Business Administration:
Acting Head of Dept J. N. Sheth, 350 Commerce(W) 333-4240
Secy Mrs. Patricia A. Shaw, 350 Commerce(W) 333-4240
Assistant to Head of Dept K. M. Rowland, 350 Commerce(W) 333-4240
Business and Technical Writing:
Chairman F. W. Weeks, 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Secy Mrs. Louise W. Steele, 313 D.K.H. 333-1006
Business Management, Bureau of:
Acting Director J. O. Weisenberg, 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Secy Miss Elsa L. Singbusch, 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Business Ofc.
University Ofc.
Vice-President and Comptroller H. O. Farber, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Ofc Miss Gladys L. Paul, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Assistant Comptroller M.S. Kessler, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Assistant to Comptroller R. D. Franks, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Auditor W. J. Thorn, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Ofc Mrs. Rita J. Gossett, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Assistant to Auditor— Systems C. R. Nash, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Campus Ofc. of Business Affairs:
Director of Business Affairs S. M. Stafford, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Ofc Mrs. Marian G. Neef, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Assistant Director H. G. Poindexter, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Assistant to the Director J. R. Johns, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Academic Budget V. O. Greene, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Miss Katherine Bailey, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Accounting Division:
Chief Accountant R. N. Parker, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Ofc Mrs. Kay Roberts, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Assistant Chief Accountant R. H. Suter, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Ofc Mrs. Violet Gaschler, 279 Adm. 333-0781
Assistant to Chief Accountant Miss Rita Peters, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Supervisor of Affiliated Organizations Accounting M. L. Jones, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Supervisor of Credits and Collections R. W. Hamilton, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Supervisor of Disbursements C. O. Parvin, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Supervising Accountant M. L. Crowell, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Account Code System M. L. Crowell, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Accounts Receivable Mrs. Esther Theilmann, 257 Adm. 333-4438
Files, Departmental Copies Mrs. Betty Wagner, 257 Adm. 333-0783
Forms 248 Adm. 333-4568




Invoice and Travel Vouchers Mrs. Ruth Bryant, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Mail Remittances and Distribution Mrs. Wanda Whitton, 247 Adm. 333-2655
Organizations Records Mrs. Jeane Zeman, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Stores Vouchers Mrs. Audrey Orr, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Bursars Division:
Bursar C. C. DeLong, 162 Adm. 333-2184
.
°.fc • 162 Adm. 333-2184
Assistant Bursar R. W. Zimmer, 162 Adm. 333-2184
Cashiers:
Window Transactions P. J. Foil, 100b Adm. 333-4870
Mail Transactions D. T. Boyer, 100b Adm. 333-4871
Investments Mrs. Alwynne A. Paulson, 162 Adm. 333-2184
Payroll
:
Supervisor J. C. Mahaffey, 125 Adm. 333-2443
Academic (monthly) Mrs. Hortense S. Johnson, 125 Adm. 333-2190
Assistants and Fellows Miss Helen J. Polk, 100b Adm. 333-6520
Deductions (insurance, annuities, etc.) J. R. Carlson, 125 Adm. 333-2191
Nonacademic (monthly) Mrs. Betty A. Cekander, 100b Adm. 333-2182
Student and Hourly (bi-weekly) Miss Mary I. Crowley, 100b Adm. 333-2183
Research Grants and Contracts:
Assistant Bursar (Negotiations) W. M. Griffith, 105 Davenport House 333-2186
Information Mrs. Martha A. Glenn, 105 Davenport House 333-2186
Accounting (Government) S. E. Read, 210 Davenport House 333-4880
Student Accounts Receivable and Student Loans:
Supervisor Mrs. Elaine C. Wells, 163 Adm. 333-2180
Credits and Collections 100b Adm. 333-2180
Student Accounts Receivable Mrs. Karen K. Duncan, 100b Adm. 333-2180
Student Loan Information Miss Alice M. Winter, 100b Adm. 333-4849
Insurance Ofc.
Manager of Insurance, Employee Benefits J. R. Gallivan, B-l Coble Hall 333-3111
Ofc B-2 Coble Hall 333-31 10
Campus Coordinator of Insurance J. B. Justus, B-3 Coble Hall 333-3110
Hospital-Medical-Surgical Insurance B-3 Coble Hall 333-3110
Purchasing Division:
Director of Purchases L. E. Elliott, 228 Adm. 333-3580
Ofc Mrs. Bernice E. Bothwell, 228 Adm. 333-3581
Assistant Director of Purchases G. W. Kiningham, 228 Adm. 333-3582
Purchasing Operations J. W. Gomperts, 223 Adm. 333-3585
Systems Mrs. M. Elaine Kirk, 228 Adm. 333-3583
Accountant M. T. Voegtle, 228 Adm. 333-3583
Buyers M. M. Matthews, 223 Adm. 333-3586
D. L. Hartman, 223 Adm. 333-3587
M. M. Davis, 223 Adm. 333-0778
R. F. Hott, 3a Central Food Stores 333-1408
W. E. Crawford, 223 Adm. 333-3588
R. A. Martin, 223 Adm. 333-3584
R. C. Jones, 223 Adm. 333-0776
F. D. Garland, 223 Adm. 333-0777
R. Reuter, 223 Adm. 333-0775
H. B. Chew, 223 Adm. 333-3591
223 Adm. 333-0779
M. L. Sapoznik, 223 Adm. 333-0095
R. C. Baker, 223 Adm. 333-3589
Expediting/Order Status R. F. Canaday, 223 Adm. 333-3594
R. J. Cheek, 223 Adm. 333-3594
Traffic— Accounts Payable:
Manager W. H. Whetstone, 223 Adm. 333-3592
Traffic-Routing J. L. Kaiser, 223 Adm. 333-3561
Invoices R. G. Drollinger, 223 Adm. 333-3593
Continuous Orders Mrs. Sarah F. Block, 223 Adm. 333-3597
Military Property Custodian W. E. Wells, 114 Armory 333-0137
Office Machine Repair 223 Adm. 333-3590
Receiving and Stores Operations (Central Receiving Building, 1609 S. Oak, C):
Manager, Operations L. E. Bailey, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
Central Receiving Station C. L. Hoch, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1653
Storerooms:
General Chemical Stores, Manager L. E. Bailey, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
R. L. Hardman, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0096
55 N.L. 333-8168
Warehouse, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-2035
Office Supply Store, Manager L. W. Williamson, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1040
Cafeteria, Home Economics Miss Beulah Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Mrs. Ann S. Baughman, 297 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Calendar, University 119 U.P. 333-0953
Campus Mail C. N. Taylor, 76 Adm. 333-2029
Campus Tour Ofc Mrs. Phyllis Compton, North Entrance, I.U. 333-3668
Car Pool and South Garage 333-3910
Car Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Card Division, Library 246a Lib. 333-2348
Carr Hall (Men's Residence Hall) 902 College Ct., U. 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
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Cashier, Bus. Affairs Ofc 100b Adm. 333-4870
Catalog Dept., Library 246 Lib. 333-3399
Librarian Miss Betty M. E. Croft, 246d Lib. 333-3285
Center for Advanced Study:
Acting Director R. H. Green, 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6729
Ofc Mrs. Betty Yankwich, 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-2563
Center for Asian Studies:
Director R. B. Crawford, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Ofc Mrs. Hertha Vandiver, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Associate Director G. L. Tikku, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Libraries:
Far Eastern E. Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
South and West Asia N. K. Aggarwal, 225 Lib. 333-2492
Center for Human Ecology:
Director N. D. Levine, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Ofc Mrs. Janet Manning, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation:
Director J. T. Hastings, 270c Education 333-3770
Secy Miss Lois M. Williamson, 270d Education 333-3771
Associate Director R. E. Stake, 270b Education 333-0988
Evaluation of the Illinois Gifted Program 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-3744
Project for Development of Materials for Evaluation
of Gifted Projects 270b Education 333-0988
Center for International Comparative Studies
:
Director J. B. Casagrande, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Ofc Mrs. Anita Lipschutz, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Associate Director
ft
R. E. Scott, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Center for International Education and Research in Accounting:
Director V. K. Zimmerman, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
Center for Latin-American Studies:
Director J. P. Augelli, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy Osborne, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Associate Director C. W. Deal, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Center for Russian and East European Studies:
Director R. T. Fisher, Jr., Rm. 304, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1244
Ofc Mrs. Amy E. Henschen, Rm. 305, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1244
Library L. H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Central Receiving Station, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc 1609 S. Oak, C. 333-1653
Ceramic Engineering:
Head of Dept A. L. Friedberg, 203 Cer. 333-0965
Secy Mrs. Mary K. Volden, 204 Cer. 333-1770
Dept. Ofc 204 Cer. 333-1771
Ceramics-Materials Research Lab 428 M.R.L. 333-3458
Graduate Students Third Floor Hall, Cer. 333-6341
Library Mrs. Mary M. Duitsman, 212 Cer. 333-4305
Storeroom G. W. Conlee, 104 Cer. 333-3009
C.P.A. Information Fourth Floor, M.M.B. 333-1565
Chancellor's Ofc.
Chancellor J. W. Peltason, 112 E.B. 333-6290
Adm. Secy Mrs. Carolyn J. Higgs, 112 E.B. 333-6292
Administrative Assistant Miss Mildred M. Luther, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
Assistant Chancellor L. E. Berry, 112 E.B. 333-6296
Secy Miss Janice F. Parrill, 112 E.B. 333-6296
Assistants to the Chancellor D. R. McClelland, 133 Davenport House 333-6814
Secy Mrs. Janet H. Gravlin, 133 Davenport House 333-6814
J. H. Smith, 112 E.B. 333-6815
Ofc Mrs. Vicki Z„ Frew, 112 E.B. 333-6815
W. K. Williams, 322 I.U. 333-1345
Ofc Miss Patricia L. Ford, 322 I.U. 333-1345
Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs H. E. Carter, 107 Coble Hall 333-6677
Secy Mrs. Marjorie E. Tingley, 107 Coble Hall 333-6678
Associate Vice-Chancellor D. S. Pickett, 107 Coble Hall 333-4524
Secy Miss Rebecca A. Peterson, 107 Coble Hall 333-4524
Assistant Vice-Chancellors A. F. Graziano, 107 Coble Hall 333-4493
Secy Mrs. Susan K. Cole, 107 Coble Hall 333-4493
R. E. Martin, 107 Coble Hall 333-4523
Secy Mrs. Bobbly L. Wilson, 107 Coble Hall 333-4523
Staff Assistant Miss Carolyn G. Burrell, 107 Coble Hall 333-2793
Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Affairs J. W. Briscoe, 112 E.B. 333-6536
Ofc Mrs. Beverly J. Frederick, 112 E.B. 333-6537
Assistant Vice-Chancellor P. S. Riegel, 112 E.B. 333-6394
Ofc Mrs. Elizabeth C. Smith, 112 E.B. 333-6394
Assistant to the Vice-Chancellor R. E. Hartz, 133 Davenport House 333-4238
Vice-Chancellor for Campus Affairs G. T. Frampton, 107 Coble Hall 333-2353
Secy Mrs. Joyce A. Elliott, 107 Coble Hall 333-2354
Summer Session D. S. Pickett, 107 Coble Hall 333-4524
Administrative Assistant Miss Mildred M. Luther, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
Charged Particle Research Lab 405 M.M.B. 333-0890
Chemical Engineering (See School of Chemical Sciences)
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Chemical Sciences, School of:
Director H. S. Gutowsky, 108 N.L. 333-0710
Ofc 106 N.L. 333-0711
Adm. Aide Mrs. Elsie Wilson, 110c N.L. 333-0712
Assistant to the Director W. R. Lowstuter, 110b N.L. 333-0713
Business Ofc L. G. Hess, 105 N.L. 333-1237
Library Miss Ruth T. Power, 257 N.L. 333-3737
Placement Ofc Mrs. Margaret N. Durham, 107 N.L. 333-1050
Biochemistry:
Head of Dept L. P. Hager, 413 E. Chem. 333-3945
Ofc Mrs. Lee Johnstone, 415 E. Chem. 333-2013
Adm. Asst B. Marshall, 415 E. Chem. 333-2012
Undergraduate and Honors Advising J. M. Clark, 309 E. Chem. 333-3966
Chemical Engineering:
Head of Dept J. W. Westwater, 113 E. Chem. 333-3641
Ofc Miss Marjorie Honn, 114 E. Chem. 333-3640
Undergraduate and Honors Advising C. A. Eckert, 213 E. Chem. 333-3634
Chemistry:
Head of Dept H. S. Gutowsky, 108 N.L. 333-0710
Ofc Mrs. Avice Woodward, 106 N.L. 333-0710
Associate Head of Dept D. Y. Curtin, 354b E. Chem. 333-0797
Undergraduate Honors Advising D. E. Applequist, 345b E. Chem. 333-2356
Undergraduate Advising R. L. Belford, 366c N.L. 333-2553
Ofc Mrs. Marilyn Wagner, 107 Chem. Annex 333-6845
Analytical 166 E. Chem. 333-0675
Biophysical 76a N.L. 333-3374
Chemical Physics 366b N.L. 333-2555
Inorganic 456 N.L. 333-0296
Organic 271 E. Chem. 333-1792
Physical 168 N.L. 333-0937
General Chemistry (Chemistry 100, 101, 102, 107, 108):
Director G. P. Haight, Jr., 107 Chem. Annex 333-3015
Ofc Mrs. Lois Guiher, 107 Chem. Annex 333-3015
Assistant to the Director E. Curran, 107 Chem. Annex 333-3015
Chemistry (See School of Chemical Sciences)
Chemistry, Mineral Resources Research, State Geol. Surv 361 N.R. 189-232
Analytical Chemistry 337 N.R. 189-233
Geochemistry 361 N.R. 189-232
Minerals Engineering 368 N.R. 189-281
Chief Telephone Operator Miss Stella A. Cameron, 45 Clark Hall 333-0133
Child Behavior Lab S. W. Bijou, 403 E. Healey, C. 333-1369
Child Development Miss Queenie B. Mills, 210 CD. 333-0896
Ofc Mrs. LaDema Esarey, 206 CD. 333-3869
Nursery School Information 333-3869
Children's Research Center:
Director R. L. Sprague, 117 CR.C 333-4123
Ofc Miss Ellean Avery, 113 CR.C 333-4123
Choral Ofc K.C.P.A. 333-3206
Circulation Dept., Library 203 Lib. 333-2934
Director of Public Services R. W. Oram, 209 Lib. 333-2079
Librarian E. R. Oelz, 203 Lib. 333-8288
Citizens Committee, Director C. E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
Civil Defense H. P. Schaudt, 420 I.U. 333-0553
H. A. Combes, 420 I.U. 333-0652
Civil Defense Instructors Training 117 I.H. 333-4138
Civil Engineering:
Department Information 1114 C.E.B. 333-3814
Head of Dept N. M. Newmark, 1114a C.E.B. 333-3813
Associate Head of Dept J. D. Haltiwanger, 1116 C.E.B. 333-3291
Adm. Secy Mrs. Doyne Proudfit, 1114 C.E.B. 333-3814
Student Records Mrs. Kathryn J. Davis, 1105 C.E.B. 333-3811
Engineering Hall Suboffice E. Danner, 205a E.H. 333-3819
Ofc Mrs. Betty Wise, 205 E.H. 333-3820
Research Contracts Administrator D. E. McCulley, 1203 C.E.B. 333-3817
Concrete Research C E. Kesler, 2129e C.E.B. 333-3394
Lab 1220 C.E.B. 333-6920
Construction Engineering and Management L. T. Boyer, 2150 C.E.B. 333-4982
Drafting Ofc E. E. Boatz, B112 C.E.B. 333-6983
Duplicating Ofc T. A. Percival, B114 C.E.B. 333-6925
Highway Pavements and Materials M. Herrin, 111b T.L. 333-0858
Ofc Ill T.L. 333-3921
Highway Materials Lab T. L. Irvin 333-3637
Hydrosystems Engineering and Lab V. T. Chow, 2527c Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0107
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy A. Dilley, 2527 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0687
Lab W. H. C Maxwell, 2527a Hydrosystems Lab. 333-4935
Watershed Experimentation System B. C Yen, Hydr. Eng. Lab. 333-4161
Lab. Ofc Mrs. Joanne Garth, 2527 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0687
Instrumentation and Electronics V. J. McDonald, 1243 C.E.B. 333-6917
Metz Reference Room B106 C.E.B. 333-1516
Pavement Test Track 333-3637
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Photogrammetry and Geodesy H. M. Karara, 210 Woodshop 333-4311
Ofc Mrs. Ruth Pembroke, 208 Woodshop 333-0174
Photogrammetric and Geodetic Research 205 Woodshop 333-2436
Sanitary Engineering R. S. Engelbrecht, 3230 C.E.B. 333-3822
Lab J. E. Matherly, 4123 C.E.B. 333-0728
Soil Mechanics and Foundations R. B. Peck, 2230b C.E.B. 333-2542
Rock Mechanics D. U. Deere, 2230c C.E.B. 333-2541
Stockroom 1135 C.E.B. 333-6913
Structural Dynamics G. K. Sinnamon, 1106 C.E.B. 333-3926
Lab S. L^ Paul 333-4911
Structural Engineering:
Concrete C. P. Siess, 3129b C.E.B. 333-3924
Metals W. H. Munse, 2129b C.E.B. 333-3925
Welding and Fatigue J. E. Stallmeyer, 2118 C.E.B. 333-3928
Machine Shop O. H. Ray, 1135 C.E.B. 333-6913
Surveying M. O. Schmidt, 207 Woodshop 333-4304
Systems S. J. Fenves (on leave of absence), 3140 C.E.B. 333-3823
R. W. Woodhead, 2122 C.E.B. 333-0047
Ofc Mrs. Barbara Reuter, 2147 C.E.B. 333-3821
Lab 2145 C.E.B. 333-2058
Lab. Manager A. C. Brooks, 2151 C.E.B. 333-2465
Lab. Preparation Room 2144 C.E.B. 333-6378
Traffic Engineering J. E. Baerwald, 418 E.H. 333-1270
Lab W. Littlefield, 408 E.H. 333-6809
Civil Service System:
Director Miss Kathryn G. Hansen, 1205 W. California, U. 333-3151
Assistant to the Director R. W. Ivens, 1205 W. California, U. 333-3150
Clark Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Classical and European Culture Museum 484 L.H. 333-2360
Director O. H. Dodson, 484 L.H. 333-2360
Ofc Mrs. Anne M. Koscher, 484 L.H. 333-2360
Preparator L. E. King, 484 L.H. 333-2360
Research Associate S. T. Kang, 484 L.H. 333-2360
Classical Civilization 361 L.H. 333-1008
Classics:
Head of Dept J. J. Bateman, 361 L.H. 333-1008
Ofc Mrs. Gerry G. Eisenberg, 361 L.H. 333-1008
Assistants' Ofc 306 H.H. 333-6430
Executive Secretary H. M. Dunn, 360c L.H. 333-2974
Honors Adviser H. Jacobson, 360b L.H. 333-0664
Latin Teacher Education R. T. Scanlan, 360c L.H. 333-2974
Library Mrs. Suzanne M. Griffiths, 419 Lib. 333-1 124
Classroom Assignments V. E. Troehler, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Clay Minerals Research, State Geol. Surv 129 N.R. 189-208
Climatology and Weather Records, State Water Surv 271 W.R. 333-4963
Clothing and Textiles Miss Helen K. Zwolanek, 133 Bevier Hall 333-0114
Coal Research, State Geol. Surv 209 N.R. 189-260
Coking Research, State Geol. Surv 368 N.R. 189-281
College Democrats 268 I.U.(S) 333-8080
Commencement Committee, Chairman (on leave of absence first semester 1970-1971)
R. R. Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0826
Acting Chairman R. W. Bokenkamp, 101 E.H. 333-2280
Secy Mrs. Sherry Shelton, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Commerce and Business Administration, College of:
Student Records 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
Dean J. W. McGuire, 260 Commerce(W) 333-2747
Secy Mrs. Maxine Zbinden, 260 Commerce(W) 333-2747
Associate Deans E. Cammack, 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
J. L. Johnson, 101 D.K.H. 333-2840
D. H. Skadden, 260 Commerce(W) 333-2747
Assistant Dean J. D. Markese, 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
Library Miss Esther M. Clausen, 101 Lib. 333-3619
Placement
, J. L. Johnson, 101 D.K.H. 333-2840
See also departmental listings.
Communications, College of:
Dean T. Peterson, 119 G.H. 333-2350
Ofc Mrs. Julia P. Snyder, 119 G.H. 333-2351
Assistant to the Dean W. W. Alfeld, 119 G.H. 333-2351
Library Miss Eleanor Blum, 122 G.H. 333-2216
Photographic Lab R. L. Hildwein, 13 G.H. 333-2103
Placement A. E. Strang, 117 G.H. 333-2874
See also departmental listings.
Communications Graduate Program, Chairman J. W. Carey, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
Communications Research, Institute of:
Director J. W. Carey, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
Ofc 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
14 G.H. 333-2790
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Communications Research, Institute of (continued):
Center for Comparative Psycholinguistics C. E. Osgood, 120 G.H. 333-1259
637 Psych. Bldg. 333-1547
Comparative Literature Graduate Program, Chairman H. Knust, 401 L.H. 333-4987
Comptroller's Ofc 342 Adm. 333-2400
Computer-based Education Research Lab.
Director D. L. Bitzer, 252a E.R.L. 333-1138
Assistant to the Director Miss Nancv A. Risser, 254 E.R.L. 333-6210
Ofc Mrs. Sally Balog, 252 E.R.L. 333-6210
Associate Directors, Education M. Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Planning F. Propst, 358 E.R.L. 333-6500
Technology D. Skaperdas, 356a E.R.L. 333-6500
Computer Science:
Departmental Information 333-6465
Departmental Business Manager L. Whyte, 238 D.C.L. 333-3278
Ofc Mrs. Charlotte J. Brownfield, 238 D.C.L. 333-6804
Laboratory Manager S. J. Rankin, 234 D.C.L. 333-6530
Program Administrative Assistants C. F. Helm, 236 D.C.L. 333-0028
S. D. Suter, 236 D.C.L. 333-4695
Mailing Center Mrs. Erna A. Wright, 222 D.C.L. 333-6464
Head of Dept J. N. Snyder, 252 D.C.L. 333-3426
Secy Mrs. Gayanne Carpenter, 252 D.C.L. 333-3427
Ofc Mrs. Anna Rita Ferris, 252 D.C.L. 333-3425
ILLIAC 3 B. H. McCormick, 295 D.C.L. 333-1115
Ofc : Mrs. Betty J. Gunsalus, 297 D.C.L. 333-6158
ILLIAC 4 D. L. Slotnick, 164 E.R.L. 333-0925
Secy Mrs. Frieda M. Anderson, 162 E.R.L. 333-0385
Administrative Assistant R. F. Borelli, 165 E.R.L. 333-6375
Circuit and Hardware Research W. J. Poppelbaum, 230 D.C.L. 333-0871
Ofc Miss Carla S. Donaldson, 232 D.C.L. 333-1878
Programming Research C. W. Gear, 181 D.C.L. 333-0195
Ofc Miss Barbara A. Hurdle, 179 D.C.L. 333-6454
Statistical Research (SOUPAC) K. W. Dickman, 138 D.C.L. 333-2170
Ofc Mrs. Pamela Rosborough, 138 D.C.L. 333-2170
Concert and Entertainment Board Ofc 266 I.U.(S) 333-0457
Concrete Research C. E. Kesler, 2129e C.E.B. 333-3394
Lab 1220 C.E.B. 333-6920
Conferences and Short Courses 1 16 I.H. 333-2881
Construction Engineering and Management L. T. Boyer, 2150 C.E.B. 333-4982
Control Systems Research Lab 268 E.E.B. 333-4341
Cooperative Extension Service (See Agriculture)
Coordinated Science Lab.
Acting Director R. T. Chien, 287 C.S.L. 333-2510
Adm. Secy Mrs. Rosalya F. Schmidt, 291 C.S.L. 333-2511
Assistant to the Director W. C. Prothe, 280 C.S.L. 333-2515
Drafting Room R. F. MacFarlane, 165 C.S.L. 333-1664
Glass Shop W. I. Lawrence, 151 C.S.L. 333-3603
Library Nilah Hanoka, 269 C.S.L. 333-0746
Machine Shop L. E. Bandy, 108 C.S.L. 333-3696
Photofabrication J. W. Cummings, 91 C.S.L. 333-7718
Photography R. T. Gladin, 87 C.S.L. 333-3464
Special Projects Lab N. Vassos, 140 C.S.L. 333-1710
Storeroom CM. Lofton, 164 C.S.L. 333-1799
Coordinating Placement Ofc.
Coordinating Placement Officer G. W. Peck, 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Secy 2 S.S.B. 333-2534
Placement Officer Mrs. Syble E. Henderson, 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
See also Placement Offices.
Correspondence Courses:
Information 104 I.H. 333-1321
Head of Dept P. H. Tippy, 104 I.H. 333-1320
Chief Clerk Mrs. Darlene T. White, 104 I.H. 333-3758
Lessons and Examinations 104 I.H. 333-3016
Corrosion Research, State Water Surv 137 W.R. 333-2214
Council for Research in Music Education ^ 57 E. Armory, C. 333-1027
Counseling Service (See Psychological and Counseling Center)




Treasurer-Manager G. A. Pickens, 512 S. Third, C. ^333-0590
1333-0591
Crippled Children, Division of Services for 2125 S. First, C. 333-6528
Medical Social Consultant C. Nyiti, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6528
Nursing Consultant B. Maxeiner, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6528
Speech and Hearing Consultants T. Borton, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6529
R. Forcucci, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6529
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Credit Union 512 S. Third, C.
Curriculum Laboratory:
Director M. Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Executive Assistant to the Director W. M. Golden, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secy Mrs. Rita M. Schmidt, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Mathematics Curriculum Development Project (UICSM):
Director M. Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secy Mrs. Rita M. Schmidt, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Associate Director R. E. Zwoyer, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Executive Assistant to the Director W. M. Golden, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Social Studies Curriculum Development Project:
Director Miss Ella C. Leppert, 215 U.H.S. 333-2845
University High School:
Principal A. F. Gregorc, 103 U.H.S. 333-2870
Secy Mrs. Florence Carson, 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Assistant Principal D. F. Hendrix, 101 U.H.S. 333-2870
Washington School Project on Mathematics and Science:
Director M. Beberman, 606 E. Grove, C. 333-1906
Associate Director P. B. Shoresman, 606 E. Grove, C. 333-1906
Daily Illini Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Dairy Science:
Head of Dept K. E. Harshbarger, 315 A.S.L. 333-3462
Secy Mrs. Ruth Taylor, 315 A.S.L. 333-3463
Accounts S. J. Dunn, 315 A.S.L. 333-3461
Barns, Round St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-0582
South Lincoln Avenue R. L. Shirley, S. Lincoln, U. 333-0472
Biochemistry B. L. Larson, 324 A.S.L. 333-0223
Dairy Cattle S. L. Spahr, 215 A.S.L. 333-2624
Extension L. R. Fryman, 336 A.S.L. 333-2928
Genetics 2U A.S.L. 333-2627
Microbiology M. P. Bryant, 458 A.S.L. 333-2090
Nutrition R. E. Brown, 315 A.S.L. 333-0123
Lab C. L. Davis, Round Barns 333-2296
Physiology 425 A.S.L. 333-0814
Dairy Technology 104 D.Mfrs. 333-4441
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy J. Brower, 104 D.Mfrs. 333-4441
Dance:
Head of Dept Mrs. Janis S. Simonds, 162 K.C.P.A. 333-1011
Ofc Mrs. Susan R. Parker, 162 K.C.P.A. 333-1010
Graduate Program, Director Miss Margaret Erlanger, 901 W. Illinois, U. 333-6565
Daniels Hall (Single Graduate Students' Residence Hall) 1010 W. Green, U. 333-0464
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Dean of Students:
Dean of Students H. M. Satterlee, 310 S.S.B. 333-1300
Secy Miss Carroll A. Hales, 310 S.S.B. 333-1301
Associate Deans S. R. Levy, 310 S.S.B. 333-1302
J. Scouffas, 310 S.S.B. 333-3853
Assistant J. L. Abram, 310 S.S.B. 333-3853
Assistant Dean V. J. Hampton, 278 I.U. 333-1190
Administrative Aide Miss Antoinette La Voie, 310 S.S.B. 333-1302
Editor Mrs. Elizabeth A. McKenzie, 310 S.S.B. 333-1309
Campus Information Ofc 115 I.U.(N) 333-4666
Information and Referral Center 104a Lib. 333-6548
Tour Ofc 115 I.U.(N) 333-3668
Foreign Student Affairs Ofc 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Housing Ofc 420 S.S.B. 333-0610
Placement, Coordinating 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Student Discipline Ofc 331 S.S.B. 333-3680
Student Financial Aids Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Student Organizations and Activities 278 I.U.(S) 333-1190
Student Personnel Ofc 130 S.S.B. 333-2121
Student Programs and Services 110 S.S.B. 333-0480
Delta House 903 W. Nevada, U. 344-1931
Digital Computer (G-20) 143 E.E.B. 333-0705
Discipline (See Student Discipline)
Division of General Studies 221 A.H. 333-2918
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center:
Assistant Director R. J. Webb, Simpson 949-2101
Superintendent, Extension Programs R. J. Webb, Simpson 949-2101
Ofc Mrs. Charlotte R. Benard, Simpson 949-2101
Dramatic Productions:
Supervisor J. W. Scott, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3538
Ofc Mrs. Ellen Sprenkel, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Bus. Ofc L. D. Sweet, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3523
Economic and Business Research, Bureau of:
Director V L. Bassie, 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Secy Mrs. Sheridan L. Ware, 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Economic Entomology, S.N.H. Surv 163 N.R.{|||^|5
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Economics:
Chairman of Dept M. Frankel, 330 Commerce(W) 333-0120
Secy Mrs. Dorothy Parker, 330 Commerce(W) 333-0120
Vice-Chairman of Dept R. J. Arnould, 330 Commerce(W) 333-0120
Staff Assistant Miss Helen L. Howard, 330 Commerce(W) 333-0120
Center for Economic Education D. W. Paden, 226 D.K.H. 333-2682
Education, College of:
Information 110 Education 333-0962
Dean J. M. Atkin, 110 Education 333-0960
Secy Miss Betty A. Richards, 110 Education 333-0960
Administrative Assistant D. E. Burgin, 110 Education 333-0961
Associate Deans:
Administration J. E. Thomas, 110 Education 333-0961
Secy 110 Education 333-0961
Research and Service A. Grotelueschen, 140m Education 333-3532
Secy 140m Education 333-3532
Instruction J. M. Slater, 120 Education 333-2801
Secy Mrs. Jeannette Bialeschki, 120 Education 333-2800
Bureau of Educational Research W. P. McLure, 288 Education 333-3023
Graduate Study:
Coordinator F. H. Finch, 110 Education 333-0964
Secy Mrs. Margaret L. Ford, 110 Education 333-0964
Advanced Graduate Students R. E. Pingry, 110 Education 333-0963
Master's Degree Students G. S. Helgesen, 110 Education 333-0963
Undergraduate Study:
Undergraduate Counseling J. B. Hastings, 120 Education 333-2800
Student Records 120 Education 333-2800
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation:
Director J. T. Hastings, 270c Education 333-3770
Secy Miss Lois M. Williamson, 270d Education 333-3771
Associate Director R. E. Stake, 270b Education 333-0988
Curriculum Lab., Director M. Beberman, 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Educational Devices Lab., Director G. R. Frost, 121 Com. Annex 333-6523
Institute for Research on Exceptional Children, Acting Director
S. P. Quigley, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1850
Library J. A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Placement Ofc T. L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Publications, Illinois Teacher 342 Education 333-2736
Stenographic Dept Miss Ruth Gorrell, 370 Education 333-3863
Student Teaching 236 Education 333-4898
University High School. A. F. Gregorc, 103 U.H.S. 333-2870
See also departmental listings.
Educational Administration and Supervision:
Chairman of Dept F. M. Raubinger, 320 Education 333-2155
Ofc Mrs. Alice Myers, 314 Education 333-2155
Educational Devices Lab., Director G. R. Frost, 121 Com. Annex 333-6523
Educational Placement Ofc.
Director T. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Ofc Mrs. Mary F. Mauk, 140 Education 333-0740
College and University Placement Head G. C. Kettelkamp, 140 Education 333-0743
Placement Consultants T. Delaney, 140 Education 333-0740
T. Gates, 130 Education 333-0740
E. Harris, 140 Education 333-0740
P. Harrison, 140 Education 333-0740
T. Neher, 140 Education 333-0740
F. Preston, 140 Education 333-0740
W. Roy, 140 Education 333-0740
L. Week, 140 Education 333-0740
Educational Psychology:
Chairman of Dept M. L. Maehr, 339 Education 333-2245
Ofc Miss Cleta A. Conerty, 333 Education 333-2245
Counselor Education D. J. Delaney, 188 Education 333-2550
Ofc Mrs. Anna J. Bretzlaff, 188 Education 333-2550
Educational Research, Bureau of:
Director W. P. McLure, 288 Education 333-3023
Secy Mrs. Sandra Overman, 288 Education 333-3023
Educational Research Information Clearinghouse:
Director Mrs. Lilian Katz, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1386
Secy Mrs. Mildred Goff
,
805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1386
Assistant Director Mrs. Barbara B. O'Neil, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1386
Electrical Engineering:
Head of Dept E. C. Jordan, 158 E.E.B. 333-2300
Ofc Mrs. Marcia Peterman, 155 E.E.B. 333-2301
Acting Associate Heads of Dept E. W. Ernst, 152 E.E.B. 333-2302
O. L. Gaddy, 152 E.E.B. 333-2302
Departmental Business Manager H. B. Lawler, 156 E.E.B. 333-2810
Graduate Student Counseling W. L. Emery, 154 E.E.B. 333-0207
G. H. Fett, 154 E.E.B. 333-0207
Undergraduate Student Counseling G. R. Peirce, 147 E.E.B. 333-4209
M.S. McVay, 147 E.E.B. 333-2861
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Laboratories:
Aeronomy S. A. Bowhill, 312d E.E.R.L. 333-4150
Ofc Mrs. Belva Edwards, 312 E.E.R.L. 333-4151
Rocket Program E. A. Mechtly, 102 Aeronomy Lab. 333-4152
Data Processing 201 Aeronomy Lab. 333-4157
Technical Services and Workshop
G. W. Henry, Jr., Aeronomy Field Station, Thomasboro 643-7311
Theoretical Program C. F. Sechrist, Jr., 312f E.E.R.L. 333-4153
M. A. Geller, 312e E.E.R.L. 333-4154
Analog Computer M. S. McVay, 263 E.E.B. 333-1935
Antenna G. Deschamps, 461 E.E.B. 333-1202
J. D. Dyson, 451 E.E.B. 333-1201
Y. T. Lo, 441 E.E.B. 333-1202
P. E. Mayes, 455 E.E.B. 333-1200
R. Mittra, 447 E.E.B. 333-1200
Biological Computer H. Von Foerster, 216 E.E.R.L. 333-2654
Bioacoustics Research H. W. Ades, 308 E.E. Annex 333-3440
F. Dunn, 208 E.E. Annex 333-3133
F. J. Fry, 313 E.E. Annex 333-4913
Charged Particle CD. Hendricks, Jr., 405 M.M.B. 333-0891
Control System Research B. C. Kuo, 268 E.E.B. 333-4341
Electro-Optical D. F. Holhouser, 217 E.E.R.L. 333-1959
.- O. L. Gaddy, 215 E.E.R.L. 333-1959
Electro-Physics P. D. Coleman, 200f E.E.R.L. 333-2765
G-20 Digital Computer E. W. Ernst, 357 E.E.B. 333-3876
R. A. Vossler, 143 E.E.B. 333-0705
Gaseous Electronics L. Goldstein, 104 G.E.L. 333-2480
J. T. Verdeyen, 110 E.E.R.L. 333-1840
Ionospheric Research K. C. Yeh, 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Geophysical Observatory 333-0023
Moon Reflection H. D. Webb, 372b E.E.B. 333-4204
Danville Field Station Danville 446-7616
Music and Electronics J. W. Beauchamp, 329c E.E.B. 333-2413
Radio Astronomy G. W. Swenson, Jr., 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Vermilion River Observatory Danville 446-7373
Radiolocation A. D. Bailey, 307 E.E.R.L. 333-2310
E. W. Ernst, 301d E.E.R.L. 333-2310
W. W. Wood, 300c E.E.R.L. 333-2310
Bondville Field Station Bondville 863-5335
Monticello Road Field Station Savoy 359-5696
Thomasboro Field Station Thomasboro 643-2080
Solid State Devices N. Holonyak, Jr., 214 E.E.R.L. 333-4149
Solid State Electronics C. T. Sah, 210 E.E.R.L. 333-2496
Service Areas:
Electronics Lab R. T. Parks, 265 E.E.B. 333-2173
Electro-Chemical Lab E. D. Boose, 223 E.E.R.L. 333-2107
Glass Shop K. A. Kuehl, 224 E.E.R.L. 333-2107
Machine Shop CM. Boley, 66 E.E.B. 333-1954
Publications Ofc Mrs. Lilian Beck, 37 E.E.B. 333-2516
Shipping and Receiving D. J. Maxwell, 66d E.E.B. 333-4905
Special Processes Lab A. B. Wilson, 226 E.E.R.L. 333-2107
Storeroom D. D. Pritchard, 100 E.E.R.L. 333-1916
Electron Microscope Facility:
Director B. V. Hall, 110 Vivarium 333-1611
Ofc 84a Bevier Hall 333-0127
Ofc Mrs. Olive L. Stayton, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Engineer L. L. Dreyer, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Electro-Optical Lab 215 E.E.R.L. 333-1959
Electro-Physics Lab 200g E.E.R.L. 333-2765
Elementary Education:
Chairman of Dept T. Manolakes, 306a Education 333-2560
Ofc Miss Katie Hamrick, 306 Education 333-2560
Carnegie Corporation Preschool Reading Project 116 Com. Annex 333-1670
Instructional Materials Center 16 Education 333-4577
Reading Research and Instruction Center 10 Education 333-4577
Ofc Mrs. Phyllis Smith, 10a Education 333-4577
Science Lab. and Center 4 Education 333-1599
Advisement, Undergraduate Student Program. .Mrs. Kathryn Burtness, 311 Education 333-1841
Graduate Ofc Mrs. Marsha Rubin, 304 Education 333-2560
Student Teaching and Laboratory Experiences. . . .Mrs. Nancy Weston, 303 Education 333-2561
Ofc Mrs. Jerry Evans, 304 Education 333-2561
Supervisors, Student Teaching 390 Education 333-3757








Supervisor D. W. Swift, P.S.B. 333-3109
Clerical Mrs. Anne C Daley, P.S.B. 333-2137
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Employment Offices (continued):
Service Miss Irene Dorsey, P.S.B. 333-2138
Technical-Professional W. J. Hylbert, P.S.B. 333-2139
Student:
Coordinator Mrs. Cherie D. Barstead, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0603
Payroll Authorization Miss Martha Dwyer, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0714
Engineering, College and Station:
Dean D. C. Drucker, 106 E.H. 333-2150
Adm. Secy Miss Verna L. Finder, 106 E.H. 333-2151
Director, Station, and Associate Dean R. J. Martin, 106 E.H. 333-2152
Associate Dean H. L. Wakeland, 101 E.H. 333-2282
Ofc Miss Ramona L. Huber, 101 E.H. 333-2281
Assistant Deans D. R. Opperman, 101 E.H. 333-2283
R. W. Bokenkamp, 101 E.H. 333-2280
F. A. Morrison, Jr., 101 E.H. 333-2280
Associate Director, Station J. J. Desmond, 102 E.H. 333-2153
Coordinators of Industrial Relations M. E. Krasnow, 202 E.H. 333-3836
M. K. Blanchard, 202 E.H. 333-3836
Ofc Mrs. Bea Harrell, 202 E.H. 333-3836
Library L. Coburn, 221 E.H. 333-3576
Measurement Program (Instruments and Standards Lab.) 130 N.E.L. 333-1943
Placement Mrs. Pauline V. Chapman, 109 E.H. 333-1960
Publications, Director „ L. W. Barry, 112 E.H. 333-1510
Document Center 208 E.H. 333-1510
Illustrations and Design D. C. Hunter, 210 E.H. 333-3796
See also departmental listings.
Engineering, Extension in J. W. Seyler, 112 I.H. 333-6634
Engineering Geology, State Geol. Surv 300 N.R. 189-266
English:
Head of Dept A. L. Altenbernd, 100 E.B. 333-2390
Ofc Mrs. Mary K. Peer, 100 E.B. 333-2391
Business and Technical Writing F. W. Weeks, 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Curriculum Study Center J. N. Hook, 1210 W. California, U. 333-0832
English as a Second Language Miss Katharine O. Aston, 317 E.B. 333-1506
English Major Advisers, Chairman J. A. Hamilton, 109 E.B. 333-3251
Executive Secretary A. Purves, 100 E.B. 333-4642
Freshman Rhetoric, Chairman C. Sanders, 100 E.B. 333-2392
Graduate Students, Director J. Stillinger, 102 E.B. 333-3646
Honors Advisers, Chairman Mrs. Nina Baym, 203 E.B. 333-2989
Library .' Miss Eva F. Benton, 321 Lib. 333-2220
Teacher Training Advisers, Chairman P. Jacobs, 109 E.B. 333-3251
Writing Clinic A. C. Tillman, 311 E.B. 333-1656
Entomology
:
Head of Dept J. R. Larsen, 318c Morrill Hall 333-0835
Ofc Mrs. Ruth A. Plymire, 320 Morrill Hall 333-2910
Library L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Entomology, S.N.H. Surv.
Biocontrol Lab B.C.L. 333-6659
Extension 280 N.R. 333-6650
Identification and Surveys 287 NR
- {33^6847
Research 163 N.R. 333-6656
Environmental Geology, State Geol. Surv.
Chemical Research N. F. Shimp, 337 N.R. 189-233
Geological Research R. E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Equal Opportunity Officer, University B. Munitz, 364 Adm. 333-4706
Evans Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1115 W. Nevada, U. 333-0860
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Executive Development Center:
Director W. F. Egloff, 311 Commerce(W) 333-4552
Secy Mrs. Judith L. Klecker, 309 Commerce!W) 333-4552
Executive Vice-President and Provost's Ofc.
Executive Vice-President and Provost L. H. Lanier, 349 Adm. 333-1560
Adm. Asst Miss Ruth M. Anderson, 349 Adm. 333-1561
Secy Miss Myla M. Messman, 349 Adm. 333-1560
Associate Provost and Director of Institutional Studies M. L. Zeigler, 363 Adm. 333-1562
Assistant to Director of Institutional Studies S. F. Jablonsky, 363 Adm. 333-1562
Secy Mrs. L. Winifred Coatney, 363 Adm. 333-1562
Survey Research Lab R. Ferber, 411 D.K.H. 333-4273
University Bureau of Institutional Research G. J. Froehlich, 240 Illini Tower 333-3850
University Ofc. of Administrative Data Processing J. F. Chaney, 201 Illini Tower 333-0404
University Ofc. of School and College Relations E. E. Oliver, 351 Illini Tower 333-2030
University Ofc. of Space Programming H. D. Bareither, 226 Illini Tower 333-6602
Exercise Therapy Clinic R. E. Shelton, 106 Old Gym. 333-3347
Extension Division, University:
Dean S. C. Robinson, 118 I.H. 333-1460
Secy Mrs. Marjorie Mosbarger, 118 I.H. 333-1461
Associate Dean W. G. Anderson, 1 18 I.H. 333-1462
Secy. (Extension Payroll Information) Mrs. Virginia Stahl, 118 I.H. 333-1462
Assistant Dean D. A. Dahl, 118 I.H. 333-1464
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Civil Defense Instructors Training J. P. Liggett, 117 I.H. 333-4138
Conference Centers N. W. Johnson, 1 16 I.H. 333-2880
Allerton House Box 72, Monticello j^"^87
Hott Memorial Center Box 72, Monticello [f||lfoil
Correspondence Courses:
Information 104 I.H. 333-1321
Head of Dept P. H. Tippy, 104 I.H. 333-1320
Chief Clerk Mrs. Darlene White, 104 I.H. 333-3758
Lessons and Examinations 104 I.H. 333-3016
Duplicating Service Unit R. J. Silver, 209 Arcade 333-0605
Engineering, Extension in J. W. Seyler, 112 I.H. 333-6634
Extension Travel Mrs. Ruth Rank, 118 I.H. 333-1463
Extramural Classes S. B. York, 101 I.H. 333-3060
Ofc 101 I.H. 333-3061
Firemanship Training W. J. Eckert, 103 I.H. 333-3800
Graphic Arts Unit M. Paris, 300 Arcade 333-0605
Information Services Mrs. Helen S. Farlow, 208 Arcade 333-0517
International Affairs, Extension in J. T. Iversen, 103a I.H. 333-1465
Music, Extension in:
Head D. Kimpton, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1580
Elementary and Junior
High School Music Education R. E. Thomas, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Illinois Summer Youth Music R. L. Schaefer, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Instructional Materials J. A. O'Connor, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Off-Campus Performances, Clinics A. L. Johnson, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
String Education T. J. Wisniewski, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
D. L. Miller, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Police Training Institute:
Director C. R. Taylor, 606i/2 E. Green, C. 333-2337
Assistant to Director J. F. Schaich, 6O6V2 E. Green, C. 333-2337
Ofc 6O61/2 E. Green, C. 333-2338
Short Courses and Conferences 116 I.H. 333-2881
Director N. W. Johnson, 116 I.H. 333-2880
Assistant Director E. C. Kalb, 116 I.H. 333-2884
Special Programs and Research H. W. Wecke, 120 I.H. 333-1444
Visual Aids Service 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1362
Director T. H. Boardman, 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1362
Assistant Director J. E. Sexson, 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1362
Booking 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1360
Visual Arts, Extension in W. J. Johnson, 127 F.A.B. 333-0419
Ofc 127 F.A.B. 333-0418
Extension Service, Cooperative (See Agriculture)
Extramural Classes 101 I.H. 333-3061
Faculty Letter 380 Adm. 333-2174
Farm Cost Accounts A. G. Mueller, 450 Mumford Hall 333-0753
Farm Crops:
Corn Breeding and Genetics D. E. Alexander, S-110 T.H. 333-4254
Crop Extension VV. O. Scott, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Crop Production J. W. Pendleton, S-308 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Breeding D. A. Miller, S-310 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Crop Extension D. W. Graffis, W-301 T.H. 333-4424
Forage Production J. A. Jackobs, S-312 T.H. 333-4373
Morphology O. T. Bonnett, 129 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Physiology R. H. Hageman, 236 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Small Grains Breeding CM. Brown, 216 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Soybean Genetics H. H. Hadley, C-l 13 T.H. 333-4254
Teaching A. W. Burger, N-115 T.H. 333-4254
Weed Extension E. L. Knake, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Weed Research F. W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Farm Machinery Design and Development R. R. Yoerger, 107 Agr. Eng. 333-3000
Farm Management:
Farm Business — Farm Management D. F. Wilken, 452 Mumford Hall 333-0754
Farm Cost Accounts A. G. Mueller, 450 Mumford Hall 333-0753
Farm Structures and Housing E. L. Hansen, 212 Agr. Eng. 333-2504
Farms and Barns:
Agronomy Seed House M. G. Oldham, South Farm 333-2965
Animal Science M. Key, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Beef Cattle Barn D. L. Hixson, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Dairy Cattle Barns St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-0582
S. Lincoln, U. 333-0472
Feed Storage W. E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Horse Barn M. Key, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Horticulture Farm Philo Rd., U. 333-0109
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm D. M. Woods, S. Fourth, C. 333-2223
Poultry Farm R. D. Rowland, St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-3439
Sheep Barn B. B. Doane, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0265
Swine Barns H. Cook, S. First, C. 333-0153
Fatigue of Metals G. M. Sinclair, 321b T.L. 333-3173
Feed Storage W. E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
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Film Council, Chairman H. L. Mueller, 113 L.H. 333-1864
Film Society, President C. L. Dawson, 260 L.H. 333-0680
Filtration Plant 333-3465
If no answer call 333-0340
Finance:
Head of Dept P. M. Van Arsdell, 340 Commerce(W) 333-2110
Secy Miss Janie Fetrow, 340 Commerce(W) 333-2110
Fine and Applied Arts, College of:
Information 333-1661
Dean A. S. Weller, 110 Arch. 333-1660
Secy Mrs. Jeajnette M. Lytle, 110 Arch. 333-1661
Associate Deans R. P. Link, 114 Arch. 333-6062
J. H. McKenzie, 110 Arch. 333-1662
Assistant Deans N. Gambill, 114 Arch. 333-6063
D. L. Kohut, 114 Arch. 333-6064
Student Records 114 Arch. 333-6061
Libraries:
City Planning and Landscape Architecture. .Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Music M. M. McClellan, 220 S.M.H. 333-1173
Ricker Library of Art and Architecture. .. .Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
See also departmental listings.
FIRE (to report a campus fire) 333-2424
Firemanship Training 103 LH. 333-3800
FIRST AID Emergency Room, McKinley Health Center 333-2700
Fisheries Research, S.N.H. Surv 271 N.R.{f||"||Jjj
Flagg Hall (Single Graduate Students' Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For resident's numbers, see the Student Directory.
Food Processing Lab S. Wing, H.F. Lab. 333-1870
Food Science:
Head of Dept R. T. Milner, 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Secy Mrs. Mary M. Ellis, 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Dairy Technology 104 D. Mfrs. 333-4441
Food Chemistry Burnsides Res. Lab. 333-1874
Food Microbiology 580 Bevier Hall 333-0516
Food Processing Lab S. Wing, H.F. Lab. 333-1870
Nutritional Sciences H. H. Draper, 437 Bevier Hall 333-2527
Foods and Nutrition Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 461 Bevier Hall 333-1325
Ofc Mrs. Lois M. Brownfield, 443 Bevier Hall 333-1326
Foods Research Lab Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 486 Bevier Hall 333-0892
Forbes Hall (Men's Residence Hall) E. Gregory, C. 333-1651
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Foreign Student Affairs:
Director B. L. Meyerson, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Secy Mrs. Linda L. Perkins, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Assistant Director H. J. Caquelin, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Counselors J. W. Price, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Miss Carole J. Van Osdol, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Foreign Students:
English as a Second Language Miss Katharine O. Aston, 317 E.B. 333-1506
Foreign Visitors Ofc.
Director R. W. Jugenheimer, 352 Illini Tower 333-1992
Ofc Mrs. Reba N. Corray, 352 Illini Tower 333-1992
Leader R. C. Ross, 352 Illini Tower 333-1922
Forest Science Lab C. S. Walters, F.S.L. 333-2406
Forestry:
Head of Dept W. R. Boggess, 222 Mumford Hall 333-2770
Ofc Miss Dorothy E. Hanke, 219 Mumford Hall 333-2770
Assistants' Ofc 206 F.S.L. 333-2776
Adhesives and Wood Anatomy J. K. Guiher, 203a F.S.L. 333-6271
Dendrology R. W. Lorenz, 215 Mumford Hall 333-2772
Extension L. B. Culver, 211 Mumford Hall 333-2777
Ofc Mrs. Merrian E. Lourash, 219 Mumford Hall 333-2771
Forest Ecology and Hydrology W. R. Boggess, 222 Mumford Hall 333-2770
Forest Economics I. I. Holland, 216 Mumford Hall 333-2774
Forest Entomology R. G. Rennels, 200a F.S.L. 333-2775
Forest Genetics J. J. Jokela, 203 F.S.L. 333-6270
Forest Management T. R. Yocom, 202a F.S.L. 333-6258
Forest Soils R. F. Fisher, 399a Bevier Hall 333-7489
Tree Physiology A. R. Gilmore, 399 Bevier Hall 333-4308
Wood Science C. S. Walters, 217 Mumford Hall 333-2773
Lab F.S.L. 333-2406
Foundation, University:
Executive Director J. W. Skehen, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Adm. Secy Mrs. Zerla M. Young, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Chief Clerk Mrs. Betty L. Peters, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Staff Associate J. C. Colvin, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Associate Directors R. R. Mayor, 224 I.U. 333-0810
C. D. Eaton, 224 I.U. 3330810
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Grants-in-Aid Project, Director J. G. Pace, 333 I.U. 333-6595
Associate Director T. D. Eddleman, 333 I.U. 333-6595
Foundry 12 Foundry 333-1779
Four-H Club— Rural Youth R. O. Lyon, 47 Mumford Hall 333-0910
Memorial Camp, Superintendent F. H. Root 333-3287
Monticello 762-2721
Ofc Monticello 762-2721
Caretaker R. J. Dowle, Monticello 762-2359
Caretaker (summer) F. Turok, Monticello 762-2741
Freehand Drawing for Architects N. Britsky, 130 F^A.B. 333-2829
French:
Head of Dept B. H. Mainous, 244 L.H. 333-2020
Ofc Mrs. Harriett Hatchel, 244 L.H. 333-2021
Executive Secretary S. L. Shinall, 244 L.H. 333-2022
French 101, 102, 103, 104, 400, 401 E. Talbot, 244 L.H. 333-2022
French Teacher Education S. L. Shinall, 244 L.H. 333-2022
Honors Adviser C. P. Viens, 229 L.H. 333-2610
Illinois-Iowa Year Abroad Program G. Savignon, 244 L.H. 333-0046
Library C. L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
French House, 901 S. Lincoln, U. 344-0385
Gamma House 307 E. Daniel, C. 344-1779
Garages:
Athletic Association 333-2303
South and Car Pool 333-3910
State Geological Survey 333-6849
State Natural History Survey 333-6849
Garner Hall (Men's Residence Hall) E. Gregory, C. 333-1651
For residents' numbers, see Student Directory.
Gaseous Electronics Lab 104 G.E.L. 333-2480
110 E.E.R.L. 333-1840
General Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc. ... Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
55 N.L. 333-8168
General Engineering:
Head of Dept J. S. Dobrovolny, 115 T.B. 333-2730
•Adm. Clerk Mrs. Ethelmae Hale, 117 T.B. 333-2730
Atmospheric Science Lab J. E. Pearson, 401 T.B. 333-3160
Junior Engineering Technical Society D. C. O'Bryant, 214 T.B. 333-0726
Secy Mrs. Amaryllis Butler, 214 T.B. 333-0726
Genetics:
Animal Genetics B. A. Rasmusen, 102 An. Gen. 333-2900
Life Sciences, School of 387 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Plant Breeding D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Plant Genetics
, S-108 T.H. 333-4254
Geography:
Head of Dept J. Thompson, 220 Davenport Hall 333-1881
Ofc Mrs. Marjorie Beauregard, 220 Davenport Hall 333-1880
Honors Adviser (Departmental and James Scholars)
J. D. Fellmann, 122 Davenport Hall 333-3135
Library R. C. White, 418 Lib. 333-0827
Geological Survey (See State Geological Survey)
Geology:
Information 249 N.H. 333-3540
Head of Dept F. A. Donath, 249 N.H. 333-3542
Adm. Secy Mrs. Dorothy G. Smith, 249 N.H. 333-3542
Assistant to Head of Dept W. R. Latham III, 249 N.H. 333-3540
Accounts Miss Linda Zindars, 249 N.H. 333-3541
Acting Educational Coordinator T. F. Anderson, 118 N.H. 333-0355
Graduate Miss Janice Nicholson, 249 N.H. 333-3540
Undergraduate Mrs. Candace Jenisio, 254 N.H. 333-2584
Cartographer L. Lewis, 414 N.H. 333-6696
Honors Adviser D. B. Blake, 126 N.H. 333-6376
Library Mrs. Harriet W. Smith, 223 N.H. 333-1266
Machine Shop J. Bauerle, 117 N.H. 333-6698
Thin Section Lab J. Pullen, 121 N.H. 333-6379
Geophysics Research, State Geol. Surv 431 N.R. 189-221
Germanic Languages and Literatures:
Head of Dept H. G. Haile, 371 L.H. 333-1289
Ofc Miss Erna M. Jochum, 371 L.H. 333-1288
Executive Secretary J. M. McGlathery, 378 L.H. 333-0809
Assistants' Ofc 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-1312
German 101, 102 R. Figge, 907 S. Sixth, C. 333-6318
German Teacher Education G. H. Gerlach, 907 S. Sixth, C. 333-6325
Honors Adviser H. Stegemeier, 372 L.H. 333-2637
Library C. L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
Glassblowing, Animal Science J. R. Starr, 11 A.S.L. 333-0787
Golf Course Pro Shop Savoy 359-5613
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Government and Public Affairs, Institute of:
Director S. K. Gove, 1201 W. Nevada, U. 333-3340
Secy Mrs. Jean M. Baker, 1201 W. Nevada, U. 333-3340
Graduate College:
Information, General 330 Adm. 333-0035
Student Records Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, 321 Adm. 333-0032
Theses Mrs. Kazuko S. Shimooka, 306 Adm. 333-6278
Appointments Ofc Mrs. Edith B. Reimann, 337 Adm. 333-0038
Fellowship Ofc 311 Adm. 333-0036
Federal Programs Mrs. Helen Peterson, 311 Adm. 333-6715
Research Board Miss Eileene E. Foil, 338 Adm. 333-0037
Dean D. Alpert, 338 Adm. 333-0034
Ofc Mrs. Peggy Harris, 338 Adm. 333-0034
Mrs. Darlene Evans, 330 Adm. 333-6808
Mrs. Helen Hay, 330 Adm. 333-0030
Associate Deans G. Hendrick, 314 Adm. 333-0031
H. R. Snyder, 338 Adm. 333-0037
V. I. West, 338 Adm. 333-6807
Assistant Dean R. Clark, 3 1 1 Adm. 333-2983
Staff Associate R. W. Anderson, 330 Adm. 333-1227
Editor Mrs. Priscilla Obertino, 320 Adm. 333-1084
Graduate Student Association 299 I.U.(S) 333-6353
Graphic Design R. Perlman, 138 F.A.B. 333-1619
Greek 361 L.H. 333-1008
Greenhouses:
Agronomy. 333-2418





Groundwater Geology, State Geol. Surv 431 N.R. 189-221
Groundwater Hydrology, State Water Surv 238 W.R. 333-0239
Gymnasiums (Huff and Men's Old):
Information 205 Huff Gym. 333-3510
Reservations 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
Health and Safety Education:
Head of Dept W. H. Creswell, Jr., 117 Huff Gym. 333-2307
Secy Mrs. Violet Cosgrove, 117 Huff Gym. 333-2307
Health Education Lab., Director D. B. Stone, 114 Huff Gym. 333-0173
Health Education Research Lab., Director.. W. H. Creswell, Jr., 1203 W. Oregon, U. 333-3163
Safety Education Consultant A. E. Florio, 117 Huff Gym. 333-1139
Safety and Driver Education Lab., Director W. J. Huffman, 116 Huff Gym. 333-0144
Undergraduate Adviser for Men and Women J. Conley, 116 Huff Gym. 333-0144
Health Professions Information Ofc J. Frankenberg, 235h Armory 333-7079
Ofc 235h Armory 333-7072
Health Science 317 McKinley Health Center 333-2723
Health Service (McKinley):
Director L. M. Hursh, 195 McKinley Health Center 333-2711
Secy Mrs. Marilyn Lewis, 195 McKinley Health Center 333-2711
Information McKinley Health Center {333I3263
Associate Director M. D. Kinzie, 191 McKinley Health Center 333-2714
Appointment Desk Mrs. Betty Clapper, 107 McKinley Health Center 333-2716
Administrator F. Fillingin, 199 McKinley Health Center 333-0180
Secy Miss Virginia Starwalt, 199 McKinley Health Center 333-0180
Admissions Ofc Mrs. Norma Curry, 103 McKinley Health Center 333-3263
Birth Control Information McKinley Health Center 333-8652
Business Ofc C. Swinehart, 115 McKinley Health Center 333-9238
Dietitian Miss Maria Figueroa, 13 McKinley Health Center 333-8920
Emergency Calls McKinley Health Center 333-2700
Employee On-the-job Accidents McKinley Health Center 333-2714
Environmental Health Division:
Head of Div H. Koertge, 319 McKinley Health Center 333-2755
Microbiology Lab Mrs. Alice Simpson, 314 McKinley Health Center 333-6736
Health Science Division:
Head of Div H. I. Teigler, 171 McKinley Health Center 333-2830
Secy Mrs. Sue Crawford, 3-17 McKinley Health Center 333-2723
Medical Laboratory Technologist 86 McKinley Health Center 333-2750
Medical Records Librarian Miss Charlotte Bossi, 180 McKinley Health Center 333-2720
Mental Health Division:
Appointment Secy 143 McKinley Health Center 333-2705
Head of Div T. A. Kiersch, 141 McKinley Health Center 333-2710
Nursing Service Director Mrs. Catherine Blackwell, 111 McKinely Health Center 333-9773
Physical Therapist Mrs. Nancy Malpass, 74 McKinley Health Center 333-2751
X-ray Department J. Carlson, 77 McKinley Health Center 333-2752
Heating Repairs 333-0340
Herbarium, Curator W. W. Payne, 350 N.H. 333-2522
Highway Pavements and Materials M. Herrin, 111b T.L. 333-0858
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Ofc Ill T.L. 333-3921
Highway Materials Lab T. L. Irvin 333-3637
Highway Salvage Archaeology Project, Anthropology 396b Davenport Hall 333-1708
Highway Traffic Safety Center, Director J. E. Baerwald, 418 E.H. 333-1270
Historical Survey, Director R. M. Sutton, la Lib. 333-1777
History:
Chairman of Dept W. U. Solberg, 309 G.H. 333-1155
Secy Mrs. Ruth H. Lewis, 309 G.H. 333-4193
Assistant to Chairman of Dept J. D. Hoeveler, 309 G.H. 333-1155
Graduate Advisers R. M. McColley, 300 G.H. 333-4931
P. W. Schroeder, 300b G.H. 333-0829
Honors Advisers W. Farnham, 314 G.H. 333-3799
B. Uroff , 446e G.H. 333-4144
Library Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Teaching Assistants 333-2099
Undergraduate Advising Mrs. Beth Klumb, 300 G.H. 333-4145
History and Philosophy of Education:
Chairman of Dept C. J. Karier, 368 Education 333-2446
Ofc Mrs. Yvette Cobb, 363 Education 333-8131
Home Economics:
Head of Dept Miss Janice M. Smith, 260 Bevier Hall 333-3790
Secy Mrs. Nadine C. Askins, 260 Bevier Hall 333-3791
Accounts Miss Dorothy E. Porter, 260g Bevier Hall 333-3794
Extension:
Assistant Director Miss Martha L. Dunlap, 528a Bevier Hall 333-0520
Ofc Mrs. Mildred M. Lair, 528 Bevier Hall 333-0521
Clothing Miss Esther E. Siemen, 539 Bevier Hall 333-2447
Family Economics Miss Jeanne L. Hafstrom, 547 Bevier Hall 333-0060
Family Life Miss Lucile Pepoon, 561 Bevier Hall 333-2612
Foods and Nutrition Miss Geraldine E. Acker, 533 Bevier Hall 333-1654
Health Education L. B. O'Reilly, 555 Bevier Hall 333-3065
Home Furnishings Miss K. Virginia Seidel, 563 Bevier Hall 333-3196
Home Management Miss Dorothy Goss, 557 Bevier Hall 333-2069
Housing and Equipment Miss Glenda Pifer, 535 Bevier Hall 333-2566
Nutrition (special program) Miss Carol V. Rebbe, 535 Bevier Hall 333-2566
Library Mrs. Barbara C. Swain, 314 Bevier Hall 333-0748
Student Records and Placement Miss Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Ofc Mrs. Audrey L. Hicks, 268 Bevier Hall 333-0254
Teaching and Research:
Cafeteria Miss Beulah Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Child Development Miss Queenie B. Mills, 210 CD. 333-0896
Clothing and Textiles Miss Helen K. Zwolanek, 133 Bevier Hall 333-0114
Foods and Nutrition Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 461 Bevier Hall 333-1325
Foods Research Lab Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 486 Bevier Hall 333-0892
Home Economics Education Miss Mary E. Mather, 354 Education 333-3038
Home Management Miss Margaret R. Goodvear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Home Management House Miss M. Virginia Guthrie, 1202 W. Green, U. 333-1275
Institution Management Miss Beulah Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Nutrition Miss Beulah V. McKey, 403 Bevier Hall 333-2289
Restaurant Management Miss Beulah Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Spice Box Mrs. Vera C. Crusius, 295 Bevier Hall 333-2024
Home Economics Education Miss Mary E. Mather, 354 Education 333-3038
Home Economics Extension 528 Bevier Hall 333-052
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Home Management Miss Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Home Management House Miss M. Virginia Guthrie, 1202 W. Green, U. 333-1275
Honors Day Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm. 333-0221
Honors Programs, University:
Information:
Edmund J. James Scholars Mrs. Carol Cox, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Honors Day Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm. 333-0221
Off-Campus Awards R. E. Underwood, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Director (on leave of absence first semester
1970-1971) R. R. Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0826
Associate Director (Acting Director first semester 1970-1971)
K. Broadrick, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0826
Assistant Directors J. T. Hashbarger, 176 Adm. 333-1945
M. Jean Phillips, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
R. E. Underwood, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0825
Hopkins Hall (Men's Residence Hall) E. Gregory, C. 333-1651
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Horticulture:
Head of Dept C. J. Birkeland, 125 Mumford Hall 333-0350
Secy Miss Arlene A. Wakefield, 124 Mumford Hall 333-0351
Accounts Miss Carol Dallas, 124 Mumford Hall 333-0352
Extension:
Beekeeping E. R. Jaycox, 107d H.F. Lab. 333-2948
Fruits D. B. Meador, 104 H.F. Lab. 333-1522
Landscape Design W. R. Nelson, Jr., 200 Flor. 333-2123
Ornamental Horticulture M. C. Carbonneau, 202 Flor. 333-2123
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Horticulture (continued):
Turfgrasses J. D. Butler, 202 Flor. 333-2123
Vegetable Crops J. S. Vandemark, 208 Veg. Crops 333-1969
Farm Foreman H. McGee, South Farm 333-0109
Field Lab 103 H.F. Lab. 333-1520
Ornamental Horticulture J. B. Gartner, 100 Flor. 333-2123
Ofc 100 Flor. 333-2123
Greenhouse D. C. Saupe 333-2123
Plant Breeding D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Pomology D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Ofc Mrs. Barbara Woodward, 103 H.F. Lab. 333-1520
Vegetable Crops A. E. Thompson, 106 Veg. Crops 333-3438
Ofc Mrs. Judi Elder, 101 Veg. Crops 333-1965
Horticulture Field Lab 103 H.F.L. 333-f520
Hospital, McKinley (See Health Service)
Hospital-Medical-Surgical Insurance B-3 Coble Hall 333-3110
Hott Memorial Center:
Resident Director Box 72, Monticello {fUlfofl
Director N. W. Johnson, 116" I.H. 333-2880
Housing Division:
Information 420 S.S.B. 333-1421
Director S. J. Rebecca, 420 S.S.B. 333-0610
Ofc Mrs. Carolyn Hearn, 420 S.S.B. 333-0611
Associate Director for Administrative Affairs L. J. Gaffney, 420 S.S.B. 333-1428
Ofc Mrs. Kathy Dehne, 420 S.S.B. 333-1429
Associate Director for Student Affairs M. W. Stelter, 420 S.S.B. 333-0616
Ofc Mrs. Joyce Skokowski, 420 S.S.B. 333-0617
Director of Food Services S. K. Dohrman, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Ofc Mrs. Etha J. Broom, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Business Ofc.
Business Manager J. A. Miller, 420 S.S.B. 333-1755
Accounting D. J. Alberts, 420 S.S.B. {fffljyfg
Housing Operations and Assignments C. J. Hubble, 420 S.S.B. 333-1750
Illi-Bus C. J. Hubble, 420 S.S.B. 333-1750
Payrolls Mrs. C. Pearl Johnson, 420 S.S.B. 333-1760
University Telephone Service Mrs. Lois Overmyer, 174 Weston Hall 333-2275
Conference, Family, Graduate, and Housing Information:
General Information 420 S.S.B. 333-1420
Assistant Director R. Gruelle, 420 S.S.B. 333-4476
Ofc Mrs. Kathleen Stokes, 420 S.S.B. 333-4477
Conference Coordinator R. D. Barger, 420 S.S.B. 333-1766
Family and Graduate Coordinator C. W. Shull, 420 S.S.B. 333-0819
Graduate Housing Manager A. L. Wilson, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
Orchard Apartments Manager J. B. Smith, 1842-A Orchard PL, U. 333-4365
Housing Information Coordinator A. Kaufman, 420 S.S.B. 333-1420
Housing Consultants L. C. Clark, 420 S.S.B. 333-1473
Mrs. Dee Frame, 420 S.S.B. 333-1426
M. E. Green, 420 S.S.B. 333-1474
R. C. Ross, 420 S.S.B. 333-1423
F. S. Staley, 420 S.S.B. 333-1424
Food Services:
Director of Food Services S. K. Dohrman, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Ofc Mrs. Etha Broom, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Assistant Director — Planning O. E. Unger, 16 L.A.R. 333-7044
Residence Halls Food Service Manager L. M. Mathews, Central Food Stores 333-1407
Manager of Snack Bars P. C. Conlinm, R.H. Snack Bar 333-2176
Manager of Vending Services R. L. Hart, Illinois Street Residence Halls 333-4400
Manager of Central Food Stores Central Food Stores 333-1410
Ofc Central Food Stores 333-1410
Accounting J. L. Hayes, Central Food Stores 333-1409
Purchasing R. F. Hott, Central Food Stores 333-1408
Administrative Dietitian Miss Hortensia Ramos, Central Food Stores 333-1411
Personnel:
Personnel and Affirmative Action Ofc D. Flach, 420 S.S.B. 333-4394
Residence Halls:
Switchboard (Information) 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Florida Avenue Residence Halls (Oglesby, Trelease)
:
Area Director M. J. Archer, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0840
Ofc Miss Karen Hackett, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0840
Head Residents:
Oglesby Hall G. Pavela, 101 Oglesby Hall 332-5061
G. Schement, 117 Oglesby Hall 332-5073
Trelease Hall J. Anthony, 101 Trelease Hall 332-5416
F. Fitzgerald, 117 Trelease Hall 332-5428
Food Production Manager Miss Olivia R. Magtira, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0843
Custodial Ofc H. O. Williams, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0845
Maintenance Ofc L. J. Clennon, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0846
Fourth Street Halls (Barton, Clark, Lundgren, Flagg, Noble, Taft, Van Doren)
:
Area Director Miss Jean Kelley, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
Ofc Mrs. Leah Revell, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
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Barton, Clark, and Lundgren Halls:
Ofc Mrs. Leah Revell, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
Head Resident Mrs. Anna Stacey, 100 Clark Hall 332-0007
Food Production Manager 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-1891
Custodial Ofc J. Cambron, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0869
Maintenance Ofc D. N. Reynolds, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0597
Flagg Hall:
Ofc 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
Head Resident Miss Kirstine Winn, 305 Flagg Hall 333-0572
Taft, Van Doren, and Noble Halls:
Ofc 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
Head Residents:
Noble Hall S. Oman, 104 Noble Hall 332-0364
Taft Hall Miss Kristine Winn, 9 Taft Hall 332-0572
Van Doren Hall Mrs. Florence Ritchie, 9 Van Doren Hall 332-0456
Custodial Ofc J. Cambron, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0869
Maintenance Ofc D. N. Reynolds, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0597
Graduate Residence Halls (Daniels and Sherman):
Manager A. L. Wilson, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
Daniels Hall:
Ofc Mrs. Margaret J. Eiskamp, 1010 W. Green, U. 333-0464
Resident Manager. ... J. B. Reynolds, 1010 W. Green, U. 332-2129
Maintenance Ofc E. E. Durbin, 1010 W. Green, U. 333-2265
Sherman Hall:
Ofc Mrs. Kay Goings, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
Resident Managers Mrs. Nelle Stone, 909 S. Fifth, C. 332-4635
W. F. Kenzler, 909 S. Fifth, C. 332-4773
Maintenance Ofc E. E. Durbin, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2265
Gregory Drive Halls (Forbes, Garner, Hopkins):
Area Director J. Burnette, Garner Hall 333-1651
Ofc Mrs. Fiana Fackler, Garner Hall 333-1651
Head Residents:
Forbes Hall J. Merrick, 182 Forbes Hall 332-0916
Garner Hall G. Richardson, 152 Garner Hall 332-0703
Hopkins Hall D. Huber, 102 Hopkins Hall 332-1163
Food Production Manager Mrs. Florence B. Allen, Garner Hall 333-3670
Custodial Ofc C. W. Brown, Garner Hall 333-1393
Maintenance Ofc R. H. Kirby, Garner Hall 333-1394
Illinois Street Residence Halls (Townsend, Wardall)
:
Area Director L. A. Freelow, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4640
Ofc Miss Sharen Slade, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4640
Head Residents:
Townsend Hall, North C. Wolf, 103 Townsend Hall 332-3986
South D. DeRita, 183 Townsend Hall 332-4046
Wardall Hall Miss Suszanna Tucker, 116 Wardall Hall 332-4309
Mrs. Bonnie Agnew, 1 1 1 Wardall Hall 332-4308
Food Production Manager Mrs. Ladyne K. Dendy, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4630
Custodial Ofc W. Cox, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4633
Maintenance Ofc H. Reiss, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4646
Lincoln-Nevada Residence Halls (Allen, Busey-Evans, Cooperative Houses, Lin-
coln Avenue Residence) :
Area Director Mrs. Barbara Barnes, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-1100
Ofc Mrs. Judy Taylor, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-1100
Allen Hall:
Ofc Mrs. Judy Taylor, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-1100
Head Residents:
North Sister Mary E. Lucky, 153 Allen Hall 332-3276
South Miss Mary Beth Riva, 145 Allen Hall 332-3141
Food Production Manager Mrs. Wilma L. Nosier, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-0310
Custodial Ofc M. W. Schreifer, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-4661
Maintenance Ofc M. D. Dawson, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-3453
Busey-Evans Halls:
Ofc 1115 W. Nevada, U. 333-0860
Head Residents:
Busey Hall Mrs. Catherine N. Wells, 119 Busey Hall 332-2587
Evans Hall Miss Lynn Rapin, 135 Evans Hall 332-2694
Food Production Manager J. A. Adkisson, 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-0575
Custodial Ofc M. W. Schreifer, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-4661
Maintenance Ofc J. A. Cacioppo, 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-3454
Cooperative Houses:
Ofc 333-1100
Alpha House Director Sister Cecilia Mahr, 1207 W. Springfield, U. 344-1034
Delta House Director Mrs. Lelia Curtis, 903 W. Nevada, U. 344-1921
French House Director Miss Elizabeth Naab, 901 S. Lincoln, U. 344-5955
Gamma House Director Miss Arleen Slive, 307 E. Daniel, C. 344-0829
Lincoln Avenue Residence Hall:
Ofc Mrs. Reuella Consoer, 1005 S. Lincoln, U. 333-0200
Head Residents:
North Miss Rita Harding, 155 L.A.R. 332-2939
South Miss June D. Mitchell, 146 L.A.R. 332-2836
Food Production Manager Mrs. Wilma L. Nosier, 1005 S. Lincoln, U. 333-0310
Custodial Ofc M. W. Schreifer, 1005 S. Lincoln, U. 333-4661
Maintenance Ofc M. D. Dawson, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-3453
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Housing Division (continued) :
Peabody Drive Halls (Scott, Snyder, Weston):
Area Director B. M. Pleskoff, Snyder Hall 333-2394
Ofc Mrs. Betty Gordon, Snyder Hall 333-2394
Head Residents:
Scott Hall C. R. Novak, 102 Scott Hall 332-1406
Snyder Hall P. Daniel, 130 Snyder Hall 332-1647
Weston Hall D. Stanczak, 152 Weston Hall 332-1909
Food Production Manager Mrs. Lenora Morgan, Snyder Hall 333-1290
Custodial Ofc V. Minyard, Snyder Hall 333-1439
Maintenance Ofc S. P. Warren, Snyder Hall 333-2344
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls (Babcock, Blaisdell, Carr, Saunders):
Area Director M. M. Judy, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2950
Ofc Mrs. Helen Brookey, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2950
Head Residents:
Babcock Hall R. DeLong, 129 Babcock Hall 332-3746
Blaisdell Hall Mrs. Shirley Strong, 129 Blaisdell Hall 332-3476
Carr Hall R. Townsend, 129 Carr Hall 332-3881
Saunders Hall Miss Marilyn Michal, 129 Saunders Hall 332-3611
Food Production Manager Mrs. Ruby Waldron, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2160
Custodial Ofc M. Temple, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2953
Maintenance Ofc K. M. Klemick, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2645
Residential Services:
Assistant Director K. H. Love, 7 L.A.R. 333-6242
Ofc Miss Donna Martin, 7 L.A.R. 333-8078
Mrs. Althea Stockwell, 7 L.A.R. 333-3450
Custodial Supervisor R. R. Tucker, 12 L.A.R. 333-4771
Equipment Inventory S. K. Brownfield, Al Allen Hall 333-1395
Interior Design and Furnishings W. J. Donaldson, 8 L.A.R. 333-1002
Maintenance and Construction 7 L.A.R. 333-3450
Special Projects:
Assistant Director S. W. Rahn, 130 S.S.B. 333-0613
Student Affairs:
Associate Director M. W. Stelter, 420 S.S.B. 333-0616
Ofc Mrs. Joyce Skokowski, 420 S.S.B. 333-0617
Coordinators:
Operations Mrs. Rose Alexander, 420 S.S.B. 333-1755
Student Development R. J. Henderson, M.R.H. Snack Bar Ofc. 333-0940
Staff Recruiting and Training E. J. Petty, M.R.H. Snack Bar Ofc. 333-0940
Special Programming Miss Venita Boyd, P.A.R. Ofc. 333-2950
Assistant Coordinators Miss Marilyn Michal, M.R.H. Snack Bar Ofc. 333-0940
F. Miles, M.R.H. Snack Bar Ofc. 333-0940
L. Morris, M.R.H. Snack Bar Ofc. 333-0940
M.R.H. Ofc Mrs. Jean Block, M.R.H. Snack Bar Ofc. 333-0940
Housing Research and Development, Committee on:
Chairman R. D. Katz, 360 Armory 333-7330
Ofc Mrs. Ann Talbott, 360 Armory 333-7330
Human Ecology, Center for:
Director N. D. Levine, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Ofc Mrs. Janet Manning, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Hydraulic Systems, State Water Surv 53 W.R. 333-2212
Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics J. M. Robertson, 219 T.L. 333-1957
Hydrology, State Water Surv.
Head of Section 245 W.R. 333-0235
Evaporation and Transpiration 140 W.R. 333-0238
Groundwater Hydrology 238 W.R. 333-0239
Reservoir Development, Surface Water Resources .. 55 W.R. 333-1495
Reservoir Sedimentation 242 W.R. 333-0237
Surface Water Hydrology 242 W.R. 333-0237
Hydrosystems Engineering and Lab V. T. Chow, 2527c Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0107
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy A. Dilley, 2527 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0687
Lab W. H. C. Maxwell, 2527a Hydrosystems Lab. 333-4935
Watershed Experimentation System B. C. Yen, Hydr. Eng. Lab. 333-4161
Lab. Ofc Mrs. Joanne Garth, 2527 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0687
Ice Rink 406 E. Armory, C. 344-1764
Illi-Bus C. J. Hubble, 420 S.S.B. 333-1750
Illini Girl Service 1203 W. Oregon, U. 333-4752
Illini Grove:
Monday through Friday (8 : 00 a.m. to 5 : 00 p.m.) 333-1230
Monday through Friday (after 5:00 p.m.), Saturday, and Sunday 333-2946
Illini Publishing Company:
General Manager R. Sublette, Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Office Manager Mrs. Carolyn Lewis, Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Daily Illini:
Circulation Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Classified Advertising Mrs. Margie Stanton, Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Display Advertising W. Shaw, Basement, I.H. 333-3730
News and Editorial Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Sports Basement, I.H. 333-3730
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Illio:
Business Ofc , . . .205 Arcade 333-1284
Editorial Ofc 205 Arcade 333-0400
Editor 205 Arcade 333-0535
Conference Room 205 Arcade 333-4625
Technograph 302 E.H. 333-3558
WPGU Weston Hall 337-2016
Illini Union:
Director E. F. Finder, 165 I.U. (E) 333-0160
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy Hagner, 165 I.U.(E) 333-0161
Assistant Director J. W. Corker, 165 I.U.(E) 333-0162
Assistants to the Director J. S. Becker, 165 I.U.(E) 333-3950
C. E. Wertz, 165 I.U. (E) 333-0693
Accounting:
Accountant K. M. Clark, 165 I.U. (E) 333-3955
Customer Accounts 165 I.U. (E) 333-3952
Invoice-Vouchers and Purchase Orders 165 I.U. (E) 333-3953
Billiard Room Ground Floor, I.U.(N) 333-2526
Book Center Mrs. Judith M. Bryan, 135 I.U.(N) 333-0437
Bookstore L. D. Eisenhauer, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Bowling Lanes F. Broad, Ground Floor, I.U.(S) 333-2415
Browsing Room Mrs. Anne S. Martel, 133 I.U.(N) 333-2475
Campus Information Services (8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily)
R. E. Lumsden, 115 I.U.(N) 333-3668
Campus Tours Mrs. Phyllis Compton, 115 I.U.(N) 333-3668
Chief Building Operating Engineer W. H. Baker, Sr., 115 I.U.(N) 333-3954
Duplicating and Sign Service H. F. Tiedemann, 125c I.U.(N) 333-3068
Engine Room Ground Floor, I.U.(N) 333-2114
Food Service:
Ofc 165 I.U.(E) 333-1141
After 5 : 00 p.m. and weekends 333-0700
Manager Miss Marjorie S. Arkwright, 165 I.U.(E) 333-1140
Assistant Managers Mrs. Alice S. Hurt, 165 I.U. (E) 333-0126
Mrs. Vivian P. Larson, 165 I.U. (E) 333-2325
Catering 165 I.U.(E) 333-0126
Coffee Service 165 I.U.(E) 333-1141
Main Kitchen Ground Floor, I.U. (E) 333-0700
Reservations 165 I.U.(E) 333-0690
Guest Rooms:
Supervisor M. W. Glenn, 125 I.U.(N) 333-1243
Reservations 125 I.U. (N) 333-1241
To contact guests 333-3030
344-1330
Lost and Found (open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday).. 115 I.U.(N) 333-1629
Main Desk (newspapers, candy, etc.) P. W. Utterback, 174 I.U.(W) 333-3685
Night Supervisor R. L. McNabb, 165 I.U. (E) 333-0690
Personnel J. S. Becker, 165 LU.(E) 333-3950
Ofc Mrs. Lucia Green, 165 I.U.(E) 333-3951
Program Department:
Director D. M. Hubler, 284 I.U.(S) 333-0445
Ofc Miss Gynel Zumbahlen, 284 I.U. (S) 333-3665
Receptionist 284 I.U. (S) 333-3660
Assistant Program Directors A. B. Courier, 284 I.U.(S) 333-3666
A. J. Rozak, 284 I.U.(S) 333-4775
Miss Willda Shaw, 284 I.U.(S) 333-3667
Miss Velda Smith, 284 I.U. (S) 333-3662
Public Relations Mrs. Karen Leebrick, 165 I.U.(E) 333-0168
Receiving Room Ground Floor, I.U. (N) 333-3809
Receptionist Miss Amanda Smith, 165 I.U. (E) 333-0143
Reservations:
Colonial Dining Room 165 I.U. (E) 333-0690
Guest Rooms 125 I.U. (N) 333-1241
Meeting Rooms 165 I.U. (E) 333-0691
Safety and Security R. W. Otis, 324 I.U.(N) 333-9343
Student Activities, Illini Union 284 I.U.(S) 333-3660
Illini Union Board Directors 284 I.U.(S) 333-3663
Ticket Ofc P. W. Utterback, 174 I.U.(W) 333-1262
Illinois Alumni News 227 I.U. 333-1473
Illinois Archaeological Survey, Anthropology 396b Davenport Hall 333-1708
Illinois Historical Survey, Director R. M. Sutton, la Lib. 333-1777
Illinois Teaching Experiences Lab W. D. Johnson, 276 Education 333-4898
Secy Mrs. Barbara Rys, 276 Education 333-4898
Illinois Technograph 302 E.H. 333-3558
Illio:
Business Ofc 205 Arcade 333-1284
Editorial Ofc 205 Arcade 333-0400
Editor 205 Arcade 333-0535
Conference Room 205 Arcade 333-4625
Industrial Design E. J. Zagorski, 128 F.A.B. 333-1459
Industrial Education R. M. Tomlinson, 51 E. Armory, C. {^"oso?
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Industrial Minerals and Construction Materials, State Geol. Surv 309 N.R. 189-236
INFORMATION:
Faculty, Staff, and Office Telephone Numbers (numbers beginning 333-) :
From within the University 333-0920
From outside the University 333-1000
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
Campus Information Ofc. (8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily) North Entrance, I.U. 333-4666
Information and Referral Center (10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday;
7 : 00 to 10 : 00 p.m. Sunday through Thursday) 104a Lib. 333-6548
Public Information Ofc 131 Davenport House 333-1085
Student Activities Information 278 I.U.(S) 333-1190
Insect Survey, S.N.H. Surv 287 N.R.{|||;Jg}*
Institution Management Miss Beulah Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Institutional Research, University Bureau of:
Director G. J. Froehlich, 252 Illini Tower 333-3850
Ofc Miss Diana R. Brayman, 252 Illini Tower 333-3851
Associate Director F. L. Duff, 252 Illini Tower 333-6790
Cost Analyses C. N. Dold, 252 Illini Tower 333-6791
Faculty Resources
. R. Carey, 252 Illini Tower 333-6792
Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation, Center for:
Director J. T. Hastings, 270c Education 333-3770
Secy Miss Lois M. Williamson, 270d Education 333-3771
Associate Director R. E. Stake, 270b Education 333-0988
Instructional Resources Ofc.
Director C. J. Mclntyre, 205 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3370
Secy Miss Susanne Sinnamon, 205 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3370
Course Development Div., Head H. R. Smock, 205 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3370
Instructional Materials* Div., Head D. L. Isaacs, 407 E.H. 333-3690
College of Education Lab 37 Education 333-0269
Engineering Hall Lab 407 E.H. 333-3690
Measurement and Research Div., Head L. M. Aleamoni, 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3490
Television Div., Head R. C. Boston, 302 N. Goodwin, U. 333-1070
Instruments and Standards Lab., Engineering (See Measurement Program)
Insurance Ofc.
Manager of Insurance, Employee Benefits J. R. Gallivan, B-l Coble Hall 333-3111
Ofc B-2 Coble Hall 333-3110
Campus Coordinator of Insurance J. B. Justus, B-3 Coble Hall 333-3110
Hospital-Medical-Surgical Insurance B-3 Coble Hall 333-3110
Interfraternity Council 274 I.U.(S) 333-3703
International Affairs, Extension in 103a I.H. 333-1465
International Agricultural Programs:
Director W. D. Buddemeier, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Secy Mrs. Maribelle Dean, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Assistant Directors E. R. Leng, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Njala Program J. Kastelic, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
International Comparative Studies, Center for:
Director J. B. Casagrande, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Ofc Mrs. Anita Lipschutz, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Associate Director R. E. Scott, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
International Education and Research in Accounting, Center for:
Director V. K. Zimmerman, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
International Programs and Studies:
Director G. K. Brinegar, 309 Illini Tower 333-6104
Secy Mrs. Clarissa B. Barnes, 309 Illini Tower 333-6105
Associate Director V. K. Zimmerman, 309 Illini Tower 333-6104
Assistant Director Miss Barbara A. Yates, 309 Illini Tower 333-6104
Center for International Comparative Studies:
Director J. B. Casagrande, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Ofc Mrs. Anita Lipschutz, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Associate Director R. E. Scott, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Foreign Visitors Ofc.
Director R. W. Jugenheimer, 352 Illini Tower 333-1992
Ofc Mrs. Reba N. Corray, 352 Illini Tower 333-1992
Leader R. C. Ross, 352 Illini Tower 333-1992
Graduate and Foreign Admissions:
Associate Director R. Dremuk, 126 Adm. 333-0999
Assistant Director C. T. Maxey, 100a Adm. 333-0306
International Staff and Visitor Services Ofc.
Director B. L. Meyerson, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Secy Mrs. Linda Perkins, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Overseas Projects Ofc.
Director R. W. Jugenheimer, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Secy Mrs. Nancy Suits, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Secy, for Participants' Affairs Mrs. Shirley Lovenguth, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Associate Director T. A. McCowen, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Students Abroad Ofc.
Director C. G. Duffy, 301 Illini Tower 333-6322
Ofc Mrs. Carol Mullis, 301 Illini Tower 333-6322
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Tehran Research Unit-Campus:
Coordinator C. E. Dawn, 330 Illini Tower 333-1977
Ofc Mrs. Carol Mullis, 301 Illini Tower 333-1977
Intramural Activities Division:
Director D. O. Matthews, 205 Huff Gym. 333-3513
Secy Miss Erlene B. Russell, 205 Huff Gym. 333-3510
Co-Recreational and Women's Activities, Supervisor. .
.J. A. Peterson, 205 Huff Gym. 333-3510
Men's Activities, Supervisor R. J. McGuire, 204 Huff Gym. 333-3510
Ofc Miss Vicki Yeagle, 204 Huff Gym. 333-3510
Inventory Supervisor, Bus. Affairs Ofc C. J. Culver, 245 Adm. 333-0786
Ionospheric Research Lab 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Geophysical Observatory 333-0023
Italian 224 L.H. 333-3391
James Scholars Center (See University Honors Programs)
Janitor Service 333-0340
Journalism:
Head of Dept J. W. Jensen, 120a G.H. 333-0709
Ofc Mrs. Agnes Wilson, 1 19 G.H. 333-0709
Journals:
American Journal of Psychology, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Assistant Editor Miss Sharon Ferguson, 434 Psych. Bldg. 333-3504
Animal Behavior, Editor J. Hirsch, 627 Psych. Bldg. 333-0373
Assistant Editor E. M. Banks, 383 Morrill Hall 333-4884
Business Communication G. H. Douglas, 317b D.K.H. 333-2960
Comparative Literature Studies, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Editor A. O. Aldridge, 383 L.H. 333-0830
Educational Theory Mrs. Barbara Bergan, 117 Com. Annex 333-3003
Illinois Journal of Mathematics, Technical Editor Mrs. Carol Ash, 306 A.H. 333-3410
Ofc Mrs. Carolyn J. Bloemker, 306 A.H. 333-3410
Editors Miss Mary-Elizabeth Hamstrom, 327 Coble Hall 333-4797
M. Suzuki, 371 A.H. 333-0759
International Journal of Accounting, Editor. . .V. K. Zimmerman, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
Journal of Aesthetic Education, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Editor R. A. Smith, 288b Education 333-6584
Journal of American Statistical Association, Editor R. Ferber, 411 D.K.H. 333-4273
Asst. to Editor Miss Susan Sheldon, 432 D.K.H. 333-0011
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Board of Editors J. Stillinger, 107 E.B. 333-3989
Law Forum 127 Law 333-6756
Associate Editor Mrs. Zelda Derber, 125 Law 333-0104
Library Trends, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Managing Editor H. Goldhor, 329 Lib. 333-3280
Assistant to Editor Mrs. Barbara DiNovo, 215 Armory 333-1359
Quarterly Digest of Urban and Regional Research, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Editor S. Keyes, 1201 W. California, U. 333-1949
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business V L. Bassie, 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Key Inventory P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4916
Krannert Art Museum:
Director A. S. Weller, 110 Arch. 333-1660
Associate Director Mrs. Muriel B. Christison, 171 K.A.M. 333-1860
Information and Reservations Mrs. Heidi Renteria, 163 K.A.M. 333-1860
Business Secy Mrs. Mary B. DeLong, 163 K.A.M. 333-1861
Assistant Curator Miss Nada C. Conway, 169 K.A.M. 333-1861
Preparator J.. O. Sowers, 72 K.A.M. 333-2078
Assistant Preparator J. Ducey, 74 K.A.M. 333-2078
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts:
Director J. Burrell, K.C.P.A. 333-6720
Secy Mrs. Mary Scouffas, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Accountant C. McDaniel, K.C.P.A. 333-6701
Audio Director J. K. Spek, K.C.P.A. 333-6708
Building Superintendent W. Nash, K.C.P.A. 333-6702
Business Manager W. Manske, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Costume Designer Miss Susan Benson, K.C.P.A. 333-2703
Costume Shop Manager Mrs. Joan McTeer, K.C.P.A. 333-2703
Development and Community Relations Director G. Wright, K.C.P.A. 333-6719
Lighting Director R. Caton, K.C.P.A. 333-6709
Promotion and Publicity B. Johnson, K.C.P.A. 333-6704
Production Manager ..CD. Miller, K.C.P.A. 333-6706
Technical Director W. C. Lindstrom, K.C.P.A. 333-6402
Tickets, Krannert Center Box Ofc, Manager P. Bunting, K.C.P.A. 333-6280
Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of:
Director M. Rothbaum, 249 L.I.R. 333-1480
Secy Miss Mary L. Murray, 247 L.I.R.-333-1480
Assistant to the Director Mrs. Marion S. Holhouser, 205 L.I.R. 333-1534
Reception and General Information Mrs. Joy Margolis, 247 L.I.R. 333-1482
Admissions, Ofc Mrs. Jorgi Maclin, 247 L.I.R. 333-1534
Chairman M. Derber, 115 L.I.R. 333-1489
Clerical Ofc, Supervisor Miss Anice J. Duncan, 223 L.I.R. 333-2386
Editorial Ofc, Editor Mrs. Dorothy Wetzel, 125 L.I.R. 333-1488
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Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of (continued):
Extension Services, Ofc Mrs. Maria Boniol, 247 L.I.R. 333-0980
Labor Coordinator P. L. Carman, 243 L.I.R. 333-0980
Chicago Labor Programs Coordinator S. Rosen, 222 LaSalle Hotel, Chicago 663-2623
Library Mrs. JoAnn Sokkar, 145 L.I.R. 333-2380
Placement Ofc W. E. Frank, 219 L.I.R. 333-2388
Research Assistants and Fellows 333-0984
Laboratory Animal Care
:
Director W. M. Newton, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Ofc Mrs. Elizabeth Blundy, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Program Administrative Assistant T. R. Wainwright, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Coordinator J. E. Hacker III, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Landscape Architecture:
Head of Dept R. B. Riley, 205 Mumford Hall 333-0175
Ofc Mrs. Donna Schultz, 205 Mumford Hall 333-0176
Library Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Placement Ofc R. L. Holaday, 210 Mumford House 333-0179
Landscape Design, Agriculture W. R. Nelson, Jr., 200 Flor. 333-2123
Language Lab.
Coordinator M. K. Myers, 214 L.H. 333-1719
Ofc Mrs. Elizabeth W. Schultz, 214 L.H. 333-1719
Assistant to the Director R. A. Ariew, 214 L.H. 333-1719
Large Animal Clinic, Vet. Med 333-2000
Latin 361 L.H. 333-1008
Latin-American Studies Center:
Director J. P. Augelli, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy Osborne, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Associate Director C. .W. Deal, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Law, College of:
Dean J. E. Cribbet, 209 Law 333-0930
Secy Mrs. Rosemary Tucker, 209 Law 333-0931
Associate Dean W. R. LaFave, 127 Law 333-8713
Assistant Deans E. J. Kionka, 209 Law 333-0932
G. R. Broom, 209 Law 333-0932
Office Supervisor Mrs. Brenda Nolan, 209 Law 333-0163
Admissions and Records:
Adm. Secy Miss Marian Martin, 1 1 1 Law 333-1 134
Chief Clerk Miss Margaret Wascher, 111 Law 333-6714
Law Forum, Editor 127 Law 333-6756
Associate Editor Mrs. Zelda Derber, 125 Law 333-0104
Library:
Librarian E. F. Hess, Jr., 104 Law 333-2914
Secy Mrs. Bonnie Froehlick, 104 Law 333-2193
Information 333-2915
Acquisitions Mrs. Martha Chambers, 104h Law 333-2913
Circulation Desk S. S. Y. Huang, 104 Law 333-2915
Documents Mrs. Sandra Meyer, 104k Law 333-2008
Foreign Law Materials C. Kim, 104j Law 333-2913
Reference Miss Kathie Price, 104k Law 333-2008
Technical Processing Miss Barbara Bullock, 104a Law 333-2915
Legal Counsel (See University Counsel's Ofc.)
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of:
Student Ofc. (Student Records) Mrs. Betty B. Smith, 294 L.H. 333-1705
Associate Deans:
Students T. C. Bloomer, 294 L.H. 333-1700
Secy Mrs. jean M. Miller, 294 L.H. 333-1700
Program Development R. K. Applebee, 294 L.H. 333-0838
Undergraduate Affairs R. A. Waller, 294 L.H. 333-1747
Assistant Deans:
H. F. Cahalan, 294 L.H. 333-4923
D. K. Cox, 294 L.H. 333-1158
Health Professions Information J. Frankenberg, 235h Armory 333-7079
G. F. Hatch, 294 L.H. 333-1749
Study Abroad C. G. Duffy, 301 Illini Tower 333-6322
W. P. Hood, 294 L.H. 333-1748
L. J. Snyder, 294 L.H. 333-1704
R. B. Hinely, 294 L.H. 333-1703
Assistants Miss Sallie Guy, 294 L.H. 333-1705
A. G. Klein, 294 L.H. 333-1705
R. B. Young, 294 L.H. 333-1705
Assistant to the Dean W. M. Plater, 294 L.H. 333-1702
Honors Program, Executive Secretary W. R. Feyerharm, 294 L.H. 333-1748
Dean R. W. Rogers, 294 L.H. 333-1350
Secy Mrs. Elizabeth Campbell, 294 L.H. 333-1351
Administrative Assistant Miss Lucille N. Ellis, 288a L.H. 333-1352
General Curriculum
:
Ofc Mrs. Delores J. Grice, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Director of General Curriculum;
Assistant Dean of College. . . R. W. Holmes, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4713
Assistant Director of General Curriculum;
Assistant Dean of College P. L. Miller, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4714
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Assistant Examiner Mrs. Dorothy D. Crane, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4634
Assistants:
Miss Kathryn S. Campbell, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Mrs. Pamela T. Eversole, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Miss Margaret M. Gillman, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Miss Diane C. Kirkpatrick, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
W. F. Krejci, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
J. B. Luedeke, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
R. M. Manuel, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Miss Sara Miles, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
J. D. Sherrill, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Mrs. Shirley D. Strieker, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
T. M. Wilmot, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
A. H. Young, 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710
Library:
Dean of Library Administration R. B. Downs, 222 Lib
Secy Mrs. Clarabelle Gunning, 222 Lib





Technical Depts R. L.
Heussman, 222 Lib.
W. White, 301 Lib.
F. Delzell, 305 Lib.
W. Oram, 209 Lib.
Talmadge, 302 Lib.
Acquisition Dept 220a Lib.
Librarian Miss Marilyn Satterlee, 220a Lib.
Gifts and Exchanges Mrs. Mary Ann Bowman. 220a Lib.
Latin-American Section C. W. Deal, 1 1 1w Lib.
Catalog Dept 246 Lib.
Librarian Miss Betty M. E. Croft, 264d Lib.
Card Division 246a Lib.
Circulation Dept 203 Lib.
Director, Public Services R. W. Oram, 209 Lib.
Librarian E. R. Oelz, 203 Lib.
Assistant Circulation Librarians, Bookstacks R. R. Powell, 203 Lib.
Circulation Desk Mrs. Rosemary Singh, 203 Lib.
Extramural Loans 231 Lib.
Illinois Interlibrary Lending Mrs. Elaine Albright, 405 Lib.
Interlibrary Lending R. W. Kidder, 203 Lib.
Departmental Libraries:
Agriculture D. A. Brown, 226 Mumford Hall
Architecture Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch.
Biology L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall
Ceramics Mrs. Mary Duitsman, 212 Cer.
Chemistry Miss Ruth T. Power, 257 N.L.
City Planning Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall
Classics Mrs. Suzanne M. Griffiths, 419a Lib.
Commerce Miss Esther M. Clausen, 101 Lib.
Education and Social Sciences J. A. Walker, 100 Lib.
Engineering L. Coburn, 221 E.H.
English Miss Eva F. Benton, 321 Lib.
Geological Survey Mrs. Linda K. Clem, 469 N.R.
Geology Mrs. Harriet W. Smith, 223 N.H.
History and Philosophy Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib.
Home Economics Mrs. Barbara C. Swain, 314 Bevier Hall
Illini Union Browsing Room Mrs. Anne S. Martel, 133 I.U.
Illinois Historical Survey Mrs. Lynn Smith, la Lib.
Journalism and Communications Miss Eleanor Blum, 122 G.H.
Labor and Industrial Relations Mrs. JoAnn Sokkar, 145 L.I.R.
Landscape Architecture Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall
Law E. H. Hess, Jr., 104 Law
General Information 104 Law
Library Science Mrs. Kathleen Draper, 308 Lib.
Map and Geography R. C. White, 418b Lib.
Mathematics H. A. Messman, 216 A.H.
Modern Languages C. L. Parmenter, 425 Lib.
Music W. M. McClellan, 220 S.M.H.
Natural History Survey Mrs. Doris F. Dodds, 196 N.R.
Newspaper W. A. Barbour, 1 Lib.
Philosophy Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib.
Physical Education Miss M. Jean Lokke, 146 Lib.
Physics Mrs. Bernice L. Hulsizer, 204 Physics Bldg.
Political Science J. A. Walker, 100 Lib.
Psychology J. A. Walker, 100 Lib.
Rare Book Room N. F. Nash, 346 Lib.
Social Work J. A. Walker, 100 Lib.
Sociology J. A. Walker, 100 Lib.
Undergraduate U.L.
University Archives M. J. Brichford, 19 Lib.
University High School Mrs. Joan E. Van Nord, 201 U.H.S.
Urban Planning (See City Planning and Landscape Architecture)
Veterinary Medicine Miss Marian T. Estep, 250 V.M.


























































































Reference Dept 200 Lib.
Librarian T. E. Ratcliffe, 200 Lib.
Card Catalog Information 203 Lib.
Periodical Section 200 Lib.
Serials Dept 220s Lib.
Librarian W. H. Huff, 220s Lib.
Serials Acquisitions 220s Lib.
Librarian N. B. Brown, 220s Lib.
Serials Cataloging 220s Lib.
Serials Records 220s Lib.
Binding Div 12 Lib.
Librarian W. T. Henderson, 12 Lib.
Book Repair Miss Carolyn Gammon, 12 Lib.
Marking Mrs. Phyllis Kelley, 12 Lib.
Documents Div J. M. Littlewood, 220d Lib.
Shipping and Receiving Room C. K. Gifford, 22 Lib.
Special Languages Dept 225 Lib.
Librarian L. H. Miller, 225 Lib.
Far Eastern Library E. Wolff, 227 Lib.
Slavic Cataloging Section D. M. Shtohryn, 225»Lib.
South and West Asian Section N. K. Aggarwal, 225 Lib.
Library Research Center T. Crowley, 428 L
Library Science, Graduate School of:
Director H. Goldhor, 329 Lib. 333-3280
Assistant Director R. E. Brown, 329 Lib. 333-3281
Adm. Asst Miss Helen Knights, 415 Lib. 333-0734
General Ofc 329 Lib. 333-3281
Library Mrs. Kathleen Draper, 308 Lib. 333-3804
Library Research Center T. Crowley, 428 Lib. 333-1980
Placement Ofc Miss Helen Knights, 415 Lib. 333-0734
Life Sciences, School of:
Director R. E. Kallio, 387 Morrill Hall 333-3044
Ofc 387 Morrill Hall 333-3044
Assistant to the Director Miss Helen E. Hess, 395 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Business Ofc 391 Morrill Hall 333-3046
Biology Advising and Student Records 393 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Biology Library L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Biology Shop A. S. Wilson, 59 Burrill Hall 333-0609
Instrument Lab F. Dilley, 339 Burrill Hall 333-2288
Scientific Artist Mrs. Alice Prickett, 94 Bevier Hall 333-2448
Natural History Museum
:
Director D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Assistant to the Director Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Curator of Exhibits. H. C. Henriksen, 320 N.H. 333-1149
University Electron Microscope Facility:
Director B. V. Hall, 110 Vivarium 333-1611
84a Bevier Hall 333-0127
Ofc Mrs. Olive L. Stayton, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Engineer L. L. Dreyer, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Lincoln Avenue Residence (Women's Residence Hall) 1005 S. Lincoln, U. 333-0200
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Linguistics:
Head of Dept B. B. Kachru, 309h Davenport Hall 333-3563
Ofc Mrs. Pat Mooney, 309k Davenport Hall 333-4166
Assistant to Head of Dept Mrs. Josephine L. Wilcock, 3091 Davenport Hall 333-1433
Dardic Language Project B. B. Kachru, 1116 W. Illinois, U. 333-7129
Graduate Admissions Mrs. Josephine L. Wilcock, 3091 Davenport Hall 333-1433
Library G. Hackman, 309s Davenport Hall 333-2630
M. Makiuchi, 309s Davenport Hall 333-2630
Linguistics Club Mrs. Pat Mooney, 309k Davenport Hall 333-4166
Phonetics Lab C.-W. Kim, 314 E.H. 333-2165
309c Davenport Hall 333-2106
Livestock Extension H. G. Russell, 326 Mumford Hall 333-0013
Lost and Found (open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday) ... 115 I.U.(N) 333-1629
Lundgren Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Mail, Campus C. N. Taylor, 76 Adm. 333-2029
Mailing Service, University Press 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6101
Map and Geography Library R. C. White, 418b Lib. 333-0827
Marketing, Agricultural:
Farm Supplies R. J. Mutti, 309 Mumford Hall 333-1818
Food Merchandising G. M. England, 300c Mumford Hall 333-1812
Fruits and Vegetables R. A. Kelly, 300a Mumford Hall 333-1823
Grain L. F. Stice, 421 Mumford Hall 333-4132
Livestock M. B. Kirtley, 431 Mumford Hall 333-6582
Milk . ... J. W. Gruebele, 433 Mumford Hall 333-0725
Poultry J. R. Roush, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1830
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Materials Research Lab.
Director R. J. Maurer, 206 M.R.L. 333-1370
Secy Mrs. E. Ann Wells, 202 M.R.L. 333-1371
Associate Director G. A. Russell, 201 M.R.L. 333-1372
Business Manager J. Stanley, 201 M.R.L. 333-1372
Purchasing, Services C. A. Burkhead, 264 M.R.L. 333-1374
General Stores R. K. Arnold, 190N M.R.L. 333-1375
Metals Stores C. L. Sarver, 190G M.R.L. 333-1378
Shop Ofc F. S. Wise, 148B M.R.L. 333-1376
Mathematics:
Head of Dept P. T. Bateman, 273 A.H. 333-3350
Ofc Mrs. Marion S. Corzine, 273 A.H. 333-3350
Executive Secretary W. A. Ferguson, 274 A.H. 333-3353
Academic Year Institute W. M. Zaring, 303 A.H. 333-2168
Graduate Student Supervisor F. E. Hohn, 263 A.H. 333-3354
Library Miss Linda Chapek, 216 A.H. 333-0258
Undergraduate and Honors Advisers J. W. Peters, 267 A.H. 333-3355
H. Paley, 265 A.H. 333-1108
Mathematics Curriculum Development Project (UICSM), Curriculum Lab.
Director M. Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secy Mrs. Rita M. Schmidt, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Associate Director r R. E. Zwoyer, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Executive Assistant to Director W. M. Golden, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
McKinley Health Center and McKinley Hospital (See Health Service)
Measurement Program (Instruments and Standards Laboratory), Engineering:
Acting Director W. O. Risley, 130 N.E.L. 333-1943
Instrument Repair and Stockroom 130 N.E.L. 333-1941
Meat Laboratories 149 Davenport Hall 333-2068
Meat Science J. R. Romans, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1684
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering:
Head of Dept H. H. Korst, 148 M.E.B. 333-1175
Secy '. Mrs. Delitha Feltz, 144 M.E.B. 333-1176
Associate Head of Dept J. W. Bayne, 154 M.E.B. 333-2027
Registration Information Mrs. Margaret Walden, 152 M.E.B. 333-2027
Alumni Secretary R. P. Strout, 104 M.E.L. 333-3054
Business Accounts Records Mrs. Mildred Potts, 142 M.E.B. 333-0755
Instrument Room M. F. Sadorus, 106 M.E.L. 333-2041
Inventory Clerk D. H. McKinney, 102 M.E.L. 333-3992
Laboratories:
Dynamics G. D. Myrick, 358 M.E.B. 333-6638
Electronics Shop J. L. Link, 65 M.E.B. 333-2815
Foundry J. L. Leach, 12 Foundry 333-1779
Heat Transfer B. T. Chao, 35 M.E.B. 333-1250
Heat Treatment of Metals B. P. Bardes, 114 M.E.B. 333-0747
Internal Combustion Engine W. L. Hull, 101 M.E.B. 333-0226
Machine Design C. S. Larson, 362 M.E.B. 333-1964
Machine Tool K. J. Trigger, 217 M.E.B. 333-0699
Ergonomics Research B. A. Hertig, 119 M.E.L. 333-3686
Power E. F. Hebrank, 208 M.E.L. 333-0867
Thermodynamics S. L. Soo, 51 M.E.B. 333-3288
Machine Shops:
Automotive W. L. Hull, 102 M.E.B. 333-0226
Machine Tool 217 M.E.B. 333-6099
Power Lab 110 M.E.L. 333-0867
Publications Ofc Mrs. June Kempka, 43 M.E.B. 333-0958
Receiving Ofc M. F. Sadorus, 106 M.E.L. 333-2041
Men's Independent Association 293 I.U. (S) 333-0899
Men's Residence Halls Association 37 Snyder Hall 333-1180
Metallurgy and Mining Engineering:
Head of Dept C. A. Wert, 201 M.M.B. 333-1440
Adm. Secy Mrs. Vera Sands, 201 M.M.B. 333-1441
Dept. Business Ofc P. F. Mortensen, 203 M.M.B. 333-1442
Machine Shop 150 M.M.B. 333-2909
Receiving Room 216 M.M.B. 333-1443
Microbiology:
Head of Dept L. L. Campbell, 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy A. Retzolk, 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
Honors Adviser J. W. Drake, 363 Burrill Hall 333-2195
Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities, Inc.'
Treasurer S. M. Stafford, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Ofc Mrs. Eva Rosenfield, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Accountant J. R. Johns, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Military Science:
Professor of Military Science Col. C. E. Curran, Jr., 107 Armory 333-1669
Executive Officer Lt. Col. J. M. Tanner, 110 Armory 333-1551
Secy Miss Mary E. Beach, 110 Armory 333-1551
Sergeant Major SFC J. D. Pirie, Sr., Ill Armory 333-1550
Cadet Administration Mrs. Elfrieda V. Staley, 113 Armory 333-3418
Director of Instruction Maj. P. G. Neal, 205 Armory 333-7052
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Miller, George A., University Lecture Committee, Information 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6138
Mineral Beneficiation, State Geol. Surv 366 N.R. 189-291
Mineral Economics, State Geol. Surv 200 N.R. 189-264
Moon Reflections Lab 372b E.E.B. 333-4204
Field Station Danville 446-7616
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm D. M. Woods, S. Fourth, C. 333-2223
Motion Picture Production Center 501 S. Wright, C.^l^g?
Supervisor of Productions J. Hall, 501 S. Wright, C. j^-0279
Motorcycle Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Museums:
Art (Krannert), Director A. S. Weller, 110 Arch. 333-1660
Associate Director Mrs. Muriel B. Christison, 169 K.A.M. 333-1860
Classical and European Culture, Director O. H. Dodson, 484 L.H. 333-2360
Natural History, Director D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Exhibits H. C. Henriksen, 320 N.H. 333-1149
Music, Extension in Theory Annex 333-1580
Musicp School of:
Director D. A. Branigan, 100 S.M.H. 333-2622
Secy Miss Lillian Marr, 100 S.M.H. 333-2620
Assistant Director A. M. Carter, 100 S.M.H. 333-2620
Choral Ofc 4-133 K.C.P.A. 333-3206
Extension in Music Theory Annex 333-1581
Graduate Records Mrs. Carolyn Dodd, 1203 W. Nevada, U. 333-1712
Library 220 S.M.H. 333-1173
Librarian W. M. McClellan, 220 S.M.H. 333-6161
Record Room 295 U.L. 333-2713
Music Education 1203 W. Nevada, U. 333-3565
Opera Ofc 2-139 K.C.P.A. 333-3254
Orchestra Ofc 2-123 K.C.P.A. 333-3208
Practice Annex 1205^2 W. Nevada, U. 333-2471
Recording Facilities 352 S.M.H. 333-1137
String Annex 1205 W. Nevada, U. 333-1172
Theory Annex 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-3635
Music Communications 912 Westfield Dr., C. 352-0380
Music Education 1203 W. Nevada, U. 333-3565
Natural Areas, Committee on S. C. Kendeigh, 104 Vivarium 333-1632
Natural History Museum:
Director D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Assistant to Director Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith, 435 N.H. 333-6438
438 N.H. 333-2517
Curator of Exhibits H. C. Henriksen, 320 N.H. 333-1149
438 N.H. 333-2517
Museum Ofc Mrs. Arlene Webb, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Natural History Survey (See State Natural History Survey)
Naval Research Ofc.
Resident Representative J. P. Cathey, 605 S. Goodwin, U. 333-2430
Secy Miss Mary M. Scott, 605 S. Goodwin, U. 333-2430
Naval Science:
Administrative Ofc 239 Armory 333-1062
Commanding Officer Col. T. D. Johnson, 236 Armory 333-1061
Secy Mrs. LaNee Throckmorton, 239 Armory 333-1062
Executive Officer Cdr. J. Riley, 238 Armory 333-1061
Marine Ofc Maj. J. P. McHenry, 236b Armory 333-1062
Naval Ofc . . Lt. F. H. Beaudry, 238 Armory 333-1062
Lt. D. G. Hershey, 238 Armory 333-1062
Lt. W. L. Kostar, 240 Armory 333-1062
Storekeeper W-l H. J. Anderson, 236c Armory 333-1062
Yeoman YNC D. M. L. Alchin, 239 Armory 333-1062
Neutron Activation Analysis, State Geol. Surv 320 N.R. 189-229
Newspaper Library W. A. Barbour, 1 Lib. 333-1509
Noble Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Nonacademic Personnel, University Ofc.
Director O. S. Smith, 302 Illini Tower 333-2590
Secy Mrs. Ginger Heath, 302 Illini Tower 333-2590
Assistants to Director J. S. Anderson, 302 Illini Tower 333-2789
H. Garver, 302 Illini Tower 333-2538
E. S. Sawtelle, 302 Illini Tower 333-4915
Personnel Officer H. W. Moore, 302 Illini Tower 333-2585
Publications Editor Miss Jean Somers, 302 Illini Tower 333-2788
See Personnel Services Ofc. for campus employment.
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools:
Chairman, Illinois State Committee, Commission on Secondary Schools
L. B. Fisher, 338 Illini Tower 333-1122
Secy Mrs. Aileen Wyninger, 338 Illini Tower 333-1 120
Associate Chairman J. S. Kemp, 338 Illini Tower 333-1121
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Nuclear Engineering:
Chairman of Program M. E. Wyman, 216 N.E.L. 333-2295
Secy Mrs. Carol M. Mathis, 214 N.E.L. 333-2295
Nuclear Reactor Lab G. P. Beck {^^(j
Nutrition:
Animal D. E. Becker, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Dairy R. E. Brown, 315 A.S.L. 333-0123
Food Science H. H. Draper, 437 Bevier Hall 333-2527
Home Economics Miss Beula V. McKey, 403 Bevier Hall 333-2289
Nutritional Biochemistry R. M. Forbes, 120 A.S.L. 333-3130
Nutritional Sciences H. H. Draper, 437 Bevier Hall 333-2527
Lab H. H. Draper, 448 Bevier Hall 333-4589
Food Science Mrs. Betty E. Haskell, 439 Bevier Hall 333-1805
Lab Mrs. Betty E. Haskell, 438 Bevier Hall 333-4598
Observatory 333-3090
Occupational Therapy Miss Beatrice D. Wade, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2261
Office Machine Repair, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc 223 Adm. 333-3590
Office Supply Storeroom, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc. .. .Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1040
Oglesby Hall (Men's Residence Hall) 1001 College Ct., U. 333-0840
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Oil and Gas Research, State Geol. Surv 238 N.R. 189-242
Ombudsman W. K. Williams, 322 LU. 333-1345
Ofc Miss Patricia L. Ford, 322 LU. 333-1345
Operation and Maintenance Division, Plant and Services P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2501
Ornamental Horticulture J. B. Gartner, 100 Flor. 333-2123
Overseas Projects Ofc.
Director R. W. Jugenheimer, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Secy Mrs. Nancy Suits, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Secy, for Participant Affairs Mrs. Shirley R. Lovenguth, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Associate Director T. A. McCowen, 352 Illini Tower 333-1990
Ozark Air Lines, Airport Ofc 359-5271
Reservations 352-5291
Painting, Graduate J. A. Savage, 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
J. A. Savage, 26 E. Springfield, C. 333-2764
Undergraduate G. R. Bradshaw, 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Panhellenic 274 I.U.(S) 333-1546
Parking, Traffic, and Transportation, Division of:
Director J. E. Blaze, 420 LU. 333-7216
Secy 420 LU. 333-7217
Supervisor R. W. Meeker, 109 Service Bldg. Annex 333-3531
Assistant Supervisor D. H. Hoferkamp, 109 Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Ofc 109 Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Automobile Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Bicycle Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Motorcycle Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Payroll Dept., Bus. Affairs Ofc.
Supervisor J. C. Mahaffey, 125 Adm. 333-2443
Academic (monthly) Mrs. Hortense S. Johnson, 125 Adm. 333-2190
Assistants and Fellows Miss Helen J. Polk, 100b Adm. 333-6520
Deductions (insurance, annuities, etc.) J. R. Carlson, 125 Adm. 333-2190
Nonacademic (monthly) Mrs. Betty A. Cekander, 100b Adm. 333-2182
Student and Hourly (bi-weekly) Miss Mary I. Crowley, 100b Adm. 333-2183
Peace Corps, Information and Liaison 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Personnel Services Ofc.
Director T. Y. Kahr, P.S.B. 333-3101
Secy Miss Sharon L. Smith, P.S.B. 333-3217
Associate Director E. W. Faught, P.S.B. 333-3105
Administration and Records, Supervisor Miss Grace M. Gifford, P.S.B. 333-2143
Chief Clerks Miss Patricia Fifer, P.S.B. 333-4218
. . . Mrs. Doris Wylie, P.S.B. 333-2145
Classification and Salary Administration, Supervisor J. W. McCreedy, P.S.B. 333-2136
Personnel Officers Miss Karen Krueger, P.S.B. 333-4417
R. Hartman, P.S.B. 333-2432
J. B. Kirk, P.S.B. 333-2149
R. K. Hess, P.S.B. 333-4494
Employment Services, Supervisor D. W. Swift, P.S.B. 333-3109
Personnel Officers, Clerical Mrs. Anne C. Daley, P.S.B. 333-2137
Service Miss Irene Dorsey, P.S.B. 333-2138
Technical, Professional W. J. Hylbert, P.S.B. 333-2139
Labor Relations, Supervisor W. R. Bensyl, P.S.B. 333-8341
Testing, Supervisor Mrs. Beryl Freund, P.S.B. 333-0199
Training and Employee Development, Supervisor W. R. Nielsen, P.S.B. 333-4237
Personnel Officers R. E. Berkman, P.S.B. 333-6199
A. G. Dries, P.S.B. 333-6110
Visiting Nurse Mrs. Lola G. Myers, P.S.B. 333-4395
Pest Control Service 333-0340
Petroleum Engineering, State Geol. Surv 425a N.R. 189-295
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Philosophy:
Chairman of Dept J. D. Wallace, 105 G.H. 333-2889
Ofc Mrs. Marjorie Beasley, 105 G.H. 333-2890
Vice-Chairman of Dept R. C. Stalnaker, 105 G.H. 333-0253
Honors Adviser F. W. Neely, 109 G.H. 333-4703
Library Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Photoelastic Research C. E. Taylor, 300 T.L. 333-2659
Photogrammetry and Geodesy H. M. Karara, 210 Woodshop 333-4311
Ofc Mrs. Ruth Pembroke, 208 Woodshop 333-0174
Photogrammetric and Geodetic Research 205 Woodshop 333-2436
Photographic Service \ . .713 S. Wright, C. 333-4677
To secure photographer 333-4670
Physical Education, College of:
Dean K. J. McCristal, 107 Huff Gym. 333-2131
Secy Mrs. Leona F. Alexander, 107 Huff Gym. 333-2131
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs A. C. Moore, 106 Huff Gym. 333-2129
Assistant Dean for Facilities R. J. Keller, 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
Graduate Records 121 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Library Miss M. Jean Lokke, 146 Lib. 333-3615
Supply Room C. F. Hale, 95 Huff Gym. 333-3118
S. A. Chapman, 109 Old Gym. 333-3956
Swimming Pools, Ofc 113 Huff Gym. 333-0083
Pools 113 Huff Gym. 333-3099
204 Old Gym. 333-3064
118 E.B. 333-2066
Life Guard Service, Supervisor T. F. Krizan, 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
Undergraduate Student Records Mrs. Rose Cofone, 107 Huff Gym. 333-2130
See also departmental listings.
Physical Education for Men:
Information:
Pools and Gymnasium 333-3510
Pool and Gymnasium Reservations 333-3268
Basic Instruction Courses (P.E.M. 100-149) 333-1680
Professional Preparation Courses (P.E.M. 150 and above) 333-2460
Graduate Courses 333-2460
Head of Dept., Executive Officer of Graduate Program. .R. G. Wright, 120a Huff Gym. 333-2460
Secy Mrs. Naomi Vonesh, 120b Huff Gym. 333-2460
Assistant to Head of Dept., Graduate Admissions R. T. Trimble, 120d Huff Gym. 333-2460
Secy Mrs. Jean Ellis, 120 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Undergraduate Professional Program, Director T. E. Flanigan, 121a Huff Gym. 333-2460
Undergraduate Advisers J. Bell, 120c Huff Gym. 333-2460
W. Considine, 121c Huff Gym. 333-2460
W. E. Dannehl, 121b Huff Gym. 333-2460
D. Fallon, 228 Huff Gym. 333-6863
Secy Mrs. Elizabeth Meeks, 121 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Basic Instruction Program, Director J. E. Razor, 201 Old Gym. 333-1680
Assistant to Director D. Arnold, 201 Old Gym. 333-1680
Secy Mrs. Ann Fottler, 201 Old Gym. 333-2460
Exercise Therapy Clinic, Director R. E. Shelton, 106 Old Gym. 333-3347
History and Philosophy Center E. F. Zeigler, 213a Huff Gym. 333-1102
Measurement and Evaluation Lab R. H. Pohndorf, 300 Huff Gym. 333-2808
Oral History Research Ofc Miss Marianna Trekell, 116 Huff Gym. 333-3765
Secy Mrs. Doreen Knight, 116 Huff Gym. 333-3765
Physical Fitness Institute, Director T. K. Cureton, 141 Armory 333-1730
Physical Fitness Research Lab., Director B. H. Massey, 213 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Assistant Director R. Boileau, 212a Huff Gym. 333-1103
Medical Technician Mrs. Betty Frey, 305 Huff Gym. 333-1 103
Research Engineer R. Geeseman, 305 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Secy Mrs. Dorothy Sullivan, 213 Huff Gym. 333-1 103
Sports Psychology Research Lab., Director A. W. Hubbard, 300 Huff Gym. 333-2808
Secy Mrs. Juanita Nogle, 300 Huff Gym. 333-2808
Physical Education for Women:
Head of Dept Miss Laura J. Huelster, 118 Freer Gym. 333-0470
Ofc Mrs. Frances Hoffman, 117 Freer Gym. 333-0470
Basic Instruction Miss Flo Grebner, 126 Freer Gym. 333-3806
Ofc Mrs. Rita Blockman, 126 Freer Gym. 333-3806
Professional Preparation Miss Phyllis Hill, 128 Freer Gym. 333-9136
Ofc Mrs. Nancy Slaton, 128 Freer Gym. 333-9136
Director Human Movement Research Lab Miss Marjorie Souder, 15 E.B. 333-3906
Recreational Sports Mrs. Marv Ann Bender, 127 Freer Gym. 333-6508
Swimming Pool Miss Marjorie Harris, 118 E.B. 333-2066
Ofc Mrs. Karmen Martinie, 118 E.B. 333-2066
Physical Plant Planning and Construction:
Director C. S. Havens, 276 Adm. 333-3620
Secy Mrs. Eileen P. Wilske, 276 Adm. 333-3621
Associate Director V. L. Kretschmer, 276 Adm. 333-4720
Assistants to Director:
Administration E. S. Pitcher, 276 Adm. 333-3625
Construction J. F. Green, 610 S. Sixth, C. 333-2440
Finance E. S. Sefcik, 276 Adm. 333-3623




Urbana-Champaign Campus B. W. Maxwell, 605 E. Green, C. 333-1690
Secy Mrs. Mildred Schalk, 605 E. Green, C. 333-1690
Superintendent R. R. Gifford, 605 E. Green, C. 333-1695
Accountant L. B. Highsmith, 605 E. Green, C. 333-1690
Drafting Room S. A. Dahlstrom, 605 E. Green, C. 333-1690
Physics:
Head of Dept R. O. Simmons, 215 Phvsics Bldg. 333-3760
Associate Head of Dept G. A. Russell, 209 Physics Bldg. 333-3762
Adm. Secy Mrs. Bess G. Matteson, 211 Physics Bldg. 333-3761
Graduate Student Appointments Mrs. Barbara Wallman, 205 Physics Bldg. 333-3645
Business Manager J. L. Pence, 210 Physics Bldg. 333-0570
Purchasing Services H. C. Gersbaugh, 203 Physics Bldg. 333-0572
Library Mrs. Bernice L. Hulsizer, 204 Physics Bldg. 333-2101
Physics Research Lab 209 Physics Res. Lab. 333-3190
Physics 101, 102, 106, 107, 108 Ofc Miss Dorothy D. Coslet, 233 Physics Bldg. 333-4361
Radiation Hazards Health Physicist J. J. Steerman, 61 Physics Bldg. 333-3013
If no answer, call 333-1591
Shop and Drafting Services F. S. Wise, 104a Physics Bldg. 333-1376
Undergraduate Records. . . . : Mrs. Doris A. Davis, 231 Physics Bldg. 333-3114
Physics Research Lab Stadium Dr., C. 333-3190
Physiology and Biophysics:
Head of Dept W. W. Sleator, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1734
Ofc Mrs. Phyllis L. Mannering, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1735
Financial Records Mrs. Edythe Davis, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1733
Biophysics C. Sybesma, 300d N.L. 333-2582
Ofc Mrs. Darlene Bouck, 300a N.L. 333-1630
Honors Adviser R. E. Johnson, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1735
Library L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Storeroom R. J. Gillogly, 428 Burrill Hall 333-1285
Placement Offices:
Coordinating Placement Ofc.
Coordinating Placement Officer G. W. Peck, 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Secy 2 S.S.B. 333-2534
Placement Officer Mrs. Syble E. Henderson, 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Specialized Placement Offices:
Agriculture W. K. Wessels, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Architecture S. T. Lanford, 402 Arch. 333-8022
Art E. C. Wicks, 139b F.A.B. 333-6632
Chemical Sciences Mrs. Margaret N. Durham, 107 N.L. 333-1050
Commerce and Business Administration J. L. Johnson, 101 D.K.H. 333-2840
Communications A. E. Strang, 1 19 G.H. 333-2874
Education T. L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Engineering Mrs. Pauline V. Chapman, 109 E.H. 333-1960
Home Economics Miss Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Labor and Industrial Relations W. E. Franke, 219 L.I.R. 333-2388
Landscape Architecture R. L. Holaday, 210 Mumford House 333-0179
Law G. R. Broom, 209 Law 333-0932
Library Science Miss Helen Knights, 415 Lib. 333-0734
Urban and Regional Planning W. I. Goodman, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Plant and Services:
Director V. L. Kretschmer, 276 Adm. 333-4720
Secy Mrs. Nancy Schultz, 276 Adm. 333-4721
Associate Director P. J. Doebel, 420 I.U. 333-2920
Secy Mrs. Virginia Drake, 420 I.U. 333-2921
Assistants to Director:
Administration W. F. Wiese, 420 I.U. 333-4937
Civil Defense H. P. Schaudt, 420 I.U. 333-0553
H. A. Combes, 420 I.U. 333-0652
Operation and Maintenance Division:
Director L. G. Hernecheck, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2500
Secy Mrs. Mary A. Mason, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2501
Assistant to Director E. A. Cousins, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1417
Files and Personnel Records Mrs. Beverly Brownfield, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2368
Accounting Section:
Accountants * C. B. Roberts, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1469
J. C. Ambrose, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4909
L. C. Lain, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1287
Keys P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4916
Payrolls Miss Edith J. McBride, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-6480
Building Maintenance, Superintendent R. F. Vogel, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1143
Structural Engineer L. A. Corby, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-3830
Supervisor of Building Craftsmen L. E. Douglass, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-3398
Electrical Engineer R. L. Smith, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4159
Assistant Electrical Engineer S. C. Kiser, P.P. Service Bldg. ,333-2867
Assistant Mechanical Engineer C. E. Gotschall, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2334
Junior Mechanical Engineer W. C. Lane, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-0263
Project Engineers W. D. Greenwood, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4158
G. L. Purcell, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1090
W. R. Swanson, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2783
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Plant and Services (continued)
:
Building Inspectors D. S. Charlton, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-6574
R. W. Jacobson, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4116
J. G. Peters, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1188
Equal Opportunity Officer E. F. Clark, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-2597
Department Job Orders 333-0343
Light Bulb Replacement 333-0340
Plumbing, Heating, and General Repairs 333-0340
Operations, Superintendent J. C. Gabbard, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-3295
Superintendent of Building Services J. T. Harroun, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1491
Assistant Superintendent of Building Services. ..
.J. P. Beatty, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4113
Supervisor of Building Services W. T. Garrison, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1492
Auto Reservations and Car Pool 333-3910
Civil Engineer J. H. Trail, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4122
Horticulturist B. L. Johnson, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-0828
Janitor Service, Truck Service, and Grounds Maintenance 333-0340
Project Engineer O. E. Witte, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4112
Public Functions H. I. Haugaard, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1490
H. L. Thrush, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-6417
University Mail Ofc 74 Adm. 333-2029
Projection Service 333-0340
Routing Ofc J. E. Russell, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-0344
Department Job Orders 333-0343
Repair and Truck Service 333-0340
Sanitation and Safety, Superintendent P. J. Voegtle, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4111
Storeroom:
Ofc P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1 150
Chief Clerk J. C. Fisher, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1150
Stores Supervisor D. L. Wolf, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1150
Electrical and Metal Supplies P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4332
Hardware, Plumbing, and Industrial Supplies P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4333
Janitorial, Paint, Grounds, and Lumber Supplies P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4330
Receiving P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4334
Utilities, Superintendent G. P. Porter, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-3437
Abbott Power Plant, Power Plant Mechanical Engineer T. A. Bradbury 333-0723
Ofc : 333-2082
Operator's Desk 333-1923
Drafting L. G. Lariviere, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-0923
Electrical Distribution:
Electrical Engineers W. W. Hinshaw, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1584
B. W. Anderson, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1665
R. C. Murdock, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1364
J. D. Spencer, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1430
Estimates W. W. Hinshaw, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1584
R. C. Murdock, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1364
B. W. Anderson, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1665
Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning:
Mechanical Engineers W. H. Lawyer, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4117
J. L. Hoffman, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4469
Mechanical Construction Superintendents D. W. Trewin, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-3267
J. L. Hoffman, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4469
Water Distribution and Surveying,
Civil Engineer W. E. Folts, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1095
Pest Control and Fumigation 333-0340
Water Supply and Treatment. 333-1095
Parking, Traffic, and Transportation, Division of:
Director J. E. Blaze, 420 I.U. 333-7216
Secy 420 I.U. 333-7217
Supervisor R. W. Meeker, 109 Service Bldg. Annex 333-3531
Assistant Supervisor D. H. Hoferkamp, 109 Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Ofc 109 Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Automobile Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Bicycle Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Motorcycle Registration Service Bldg. Annex 333-3530
Security, Campus:
Director P. J. Doebel, 420 I.U. 333-2920
Secy Mrs. Virginia Drake, 420 I.U. 333-2921
Fire Inspection Officer R. G. Jessup, 313 McKinley Hospital 333-7142
Investigations:
Coordinator M. A. Irvin, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
Secy Mrs. Cheryl Johnsorr; 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
Investigators C. D. Moore, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
P. W. Dollins, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
R. D. Burch, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
Police, Supervisor Ill Service Bldg. Annex 333-1216
Assistant Supervisor V. A. Kroes, 115a Service Bldg. Annex 333-1217
Plant Breeding:
_
Agronomy . S-108 T.H. 333-4254
Horticulture D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Plant Pathology:
Head of Dept W. M. Bever, 218 Mumford Hall 333-3170
Secy. Mrs. M. Arleah Dix, 218 Mumford Hall 333-3171
Ofc..'. 218 Mumford Hall 333-3172
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Plant Pathology, S.N.H. Surv 385 N.R.{|||^||J
Plumbing Repairs 333-0340
POLICE (to call the campus police) 333-1212
Police Training Institute 6O61/2 E. Green, C. 333-2337
Political Science:
Head of Dept P. Monypenny, 326 L.H. 333-3880
Ofc Mrs. Betty J. Turner, 326 L.H. 333-3881
Honors Adviser S. Douglas, 408 S. Goodwin, U. 333-2956
Library J. A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Pomology D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Pools (Huff Gym. and Men's Old Gym.) :
Information 205 Huff Gym. 333-3510
Reservations 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
Portuguese 224 L.H. 333-3391
Poultry D. J. Bray, 324 Mumford Hall 333-3456
Poultry Farm R. D. Rowland, St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-3439
Practice Annex, Music 1205i/2 W. Nevada, U. 333-2471
Prairie Observatory, Astronomy Oakland 346-5661
President's Ofc.
General Ofc 364 Adm. 333-3071
President David D. Henry, 364 Adm. 333-3070
Executive Assistant to the President G. H. Bargh, 364 Adm. 333-3074
Staff Associate B. Munitz, 364 Adm. 333-4706
Assistant to the President C. E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
Administrative Assistant, Legislative Relations W. H. Rice, 136 Davenport House 333-1086
Appointments with the President Miss Margaret R. Selin, 364 Adm. 333-3071
Faculty Letter Editor Miss Lucille Turigliatto, 380 Adm. 333-2174
Faculty Records Miss Thelma I. Radwell, 364 Adm. 333-3075
Secretary Mrs. Frances G. Dickman, 364 Adm. 333-3073
Staff Assistant Mrs. Shirley B. Pfaller, 364 Adm. 333-3076
Press, University:
Director M. Muntyan, 115 U.P. 333-0952
Secy Mrs. Harriet P. Stockanes, 100 U.P. 333-0950
Associate Director and Editor R. L. Wentworth, 120 U.P. 333-0957
Business Manager E. M. Edwards, 102a U.P. 333-0950
Books and Journals:
Assistant Director F. O. Williams, 124 U.P. 333-0957
Production Miss Mary Ruth Kelley, 135 U.P. 333-0951
Promotion Mrs. Christie B. Schuetz, 102b U.P. 333-0955
Sales, Assistant Director A. L. Steinberg, 101 U.P. 333-0955
General University Publications Mrs. Helen S. Sutherland, 119 U.P. 333-0953
Production R. R. Day, 135 U.P. 333-0951
Art and Design H. L. Sterrett, 134 U.P. 333-0956
Mailing Service:
Supervisor L. M. Bowden, 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6102
Ofc Mrs. Nethel M. Zane, 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6101
Printing Division:
Superintendent 234 U.P. 333-0427
Ofc Mrs. Opal O. Maris, 234 U.P. 333-0428
Prices and Statistics, Agriculture G. G. Judge, 302b Mumford Hall 333-2857
Printing Division, University Press 234 U.P. 333-0428
Projection Service 333-0340
Provost's Ofc 349 Adm. 333-1560
Psychological and Counseling Center:
Appointment Desk 206 S.S.B. 333-3705
333-3704
Director W. M. Gilbert, 213 S.S.B. 333-3700
Secy Mrs. Dorothy K. Frerichs, 215 S.S.B. 333-3701
Ofc 215 S.S.B. 333-3702
Associate Director T. N. Ewing, 212 S.S.B. 333-3719
Educational, Vocational, Psychological, and Marriage Counseling 206 S.S.B. 333-3704
Faculty Counselors 206 S.S.B. 333-3705
Reading and Study Methods B. B. Jackson, 219 S.S.B. 333-3707
Testing and Scoring Services 249 S.S.B. 333-3706




General Information 308 Psych. Bldg. 333-0631
Psychological Experiments 308 Psych. Bldg. 333-0631
Undergraduate Counselor J. Fiore, 12 Psych. Bldg. 333-6478
Graduate Records Mrs. Marion Lindhjem, 305 Psych. Bldg. 333-2169
Business Ofc. and Staff Records Mrs. Edna Glass, 314 Psych. Bldg. 333-0630
Contracts Information Mrs. Ruth Thornton, 318 Psych. Bldg. 333-0647
Mimeograph Miss Ruth Brumm, 334 Psych. Bldg. 333-3361
Animal Caretaker P. Trinkle, 832 Psych. Bldg. 333-4472
Center for Comparative Psycholinguistics W. May, 634 Psych. Bldg. 333-1547
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Psychology (continued):
Child Behavior Lab S. W. Bijou, 403 E. Healey, C. 333-4369
Children's Center Preschool Mrs. Nita Eriksen. 79 C.R.C. 333-3996
Computer Room Operator 453 Psych. Bldg. 333-4412
Department Shop O. Richter, 39 Psych. Bldg. 333-2580
Head of Dept M. W. Weir, 315a Psych. Bldg. 333-0632
Secy, to Head of Dept Mrs. Phyllis Steward, 315 Psych. Bldg. 333-0632
Associate Head of Department G. Greenberg, 323 Psych. Bldg. 333-4198
Library J. A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Psychological Clinic D. T. Shannon, 158 C.R.C. 333-0040
Public Address System Service 333-0340
Public Information:
University Ofc.
University Director C. E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
Adm. Secy Mrs. Helen H. Ogata, 139 Davenport House 333-0671
Secy Mrs. Yuki Llewellyn, 141 Davenport House 333-6312
Editor Mrs. Virginia T. Lawler, 141 Davenport House 333-0672
Radio and Television Coordinator Mrs. Maxine C. Engert, 141 Davenport House 333-0880
Campus Ofc.
Director R. W. Evans, 134 Davenport House 333-1085
Secy Mrs. Diana G. Mitchell, 131 Davenport House 333-1085
Associate Director G. F. Mohn, 131 Davenport House 333-6248
Assistant Directors R. C. Carroll, 142 Davenport House 333-8550
T. W. Day, 121 Davenport House 333-0568
A. R. Wildhagen, 125 Davenport House 333-0566
Mrs. Dorothy W. Williams, 122 Davenport House 333-0567
Editorial Writer Mrs. Judith Rowan, 121 Davenport House 333-0568
Press Room 115 Davenport House 333-0569
Publications:
Agricultural Experiment Station
and Cooperative Extension Service 123 Mumford Hall 333-2007
Aviation, Institute of Airport 333-2410
Business Management, Bureau of 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Economic and Business Research, Bureau of 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Educational Research, Bureau of 288 Education 333-3023
Engineering 112 E.H. 333-1510
Government and Public Affairs, Institute of 1201 W. Nevada, U. 333-3340
Home Economics Extension 528 Bevier Hall 333-2026
Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of 125 L.I.R. 333-1488
Press, University 100 U.P. 333-0950
Small Homes Council-Building Research Council 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1802
State Geological Survey 139 N.R. 189-205
State Natural History Survey 172 N.R. 333-6880
State Water Survey..... 153a W.R. 333-4950
See also Journals and Daily Illini.
Purchasing Division, Bus. Affairs Ofc 223 Adm. 333-3505
Radiation Hazards, Health Physicist J. J. Steerman, 61 Physics Bldg. 333-3013
If no answer, call 333-3761
Radio and Television:
Head of Dept P. Welch, 121b G.H. 333-2352
Ofc Mrs. Betty Cutchin, 119 G.H. 333-2352
Radio Astronomy Lab 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Vermilion River Observatory Danville 446-7373
Radiocarbon Dating Lab., State Geol. Surv 21 N.R. 189-223
Radioisotope Lab R. F. Nystrom, 139 Davenport Hall 333-0476
Radiolocation Lab 301 E.E.R.L. 333-2310
Bondville Field Station Bondville 863-5335
Monticello Road Field Station Savoy 359-5696
Thomasboro Field Station Thomasboro 643-2080
Radio Station:
Director of Broadcasting F. E. Schooley, 227 G.H. 333-0850
Chief Engineer R. R. Beldon, 242 G.H. 333-0850
Educational Program Director R. Walsh, 234 G.H. 333-0850
Music Director K. L. Cutler, 231 G.H. 333-0850
News Director J. E. Cramer, 236 G.H. 333-0850
Studios 228 G.H. 333-0850
Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
Railway Wheel Research H. R. Wetenkamp, 224 T.L. 333-2313
Rare Book Room N. F. Nash, 346 Lib. 333-3777
Recording Facilities 352 S.M.H. 333-1137
Recording Service, Recording Engineer 41 G.H. 333-0850
Recreation and Park Administration:
Head of Dept A. V. Sapora, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0105
Secy Mrs. Nesbit Siems, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0105
Ofc 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
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Curriculum and Instruction:
Program Director G. A. Lowrey, Jr., 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Undergraduate Advisers D. R. Austin, 136b Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4627
M. R. Garret, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0362
Mrs. Bessie Gerstenberger, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
D. W. Kennedy, 136b Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4627
D. N. Miller, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
H. E. Weaver, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Field Services:
Acting Chief, Ofc. of Recreation
and Park Resources C. W. Pezoldt, 312 Armory 333-1567
Recreation Specialists A. Jubenville, 312 Armory 333-1824
..J. B. Kelly, 312 Armory 333-2945
:. B. ME. eroney, 312 Armory 333-1826
Field Training Supervision M. R. Garret, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0362
Outdoor Education-Recreation F. D. Lupton, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
J. R. Van Meter, 305 Armory 333-4410
H. E. Weaver, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Recreation Research:
Motor Performance and Play Research Lab M. J. Ellis, 95 C.R.C. 333-6563
Recreation Resources Research J. R. Van Meter, 305 Armory 333-4410
Socio-Psychological Research D. W. Bishop, 203 Huff Gym. 333-4411
Therapeutic Recreation D. R. Austin, 136b Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4627
J. B. Kelly, 136b Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4627
D. W. Kennedy, 136b Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4627
A. G. Linford, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0362
Recreation and Park Resources, Agriculture J. J. Bannon, 312 Armory 333-1567
Outdoor Recreation A. Jubenville, 312 Armory 333-1826
Community Recreation C. W. Pezoldt, 312 Armory 333-2945
Reference Dept., Library 200 Lib. 333-2290
Librarian T. E. Ratcliffe, 200 Lib. 333-2291
Periodical Section 200 Lib. 333-1900
Rehabilitation-Education Services, Division of:
General Ofc. and Information Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-1970
Director T. J. Nugent, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4600
Secy Mrs. Carolyn Corn, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4600
Assistant Director, Admissions, Student Personnel
J. F. Konitzki, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4602
Secy Mrs. Leta M. Cox, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4602
Business Ofc R. W. Dart, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-1971
Counseling F. D. Maglione, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4622
Equipment and Facilities R. L. Wright, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4616
Federal-State Agency Functions E. Nicholas, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4620
Medical Services M. D. Kinzie, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4618
Occupational Therapy and Prosthetics
Miss Patricia J. McLean, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4613
Physical Therapy and Functional Training C. D. Elmer, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4608
Recreation and Athletics S. Labanowich, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4606
Services for Blind and Deaf R. Texley, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4604
Repairs:
Instrument Service 333-1941
Light Bulb Replacement 333-0340
Office Machines, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc 223 Adm. 333-3590
Plumbing, Heating, and General Repairs 333-0340
Telephone Changes in Service 333-1 161
Telephone Repairs 352-9954
Research in Music Education, Council for 57 E. Armory, C. 333-1027
Research on Exceptional Children, Institute for:
Acting Director S. P. Quigley, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1850




Colonial Dining Room 165 I.U.(E) 333-0690
Guest Rooms 125 I.U.(N) 333-1241
Meeting Rooms 165 I.U.(E) 333-0691
University:
Classroom Assignments V. E. Troehler, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Illini Grove
:
Monday through Friday (8 : 00 a.m. to 5 : 00 p.m.) 333-1230
Monday through Friday (after 5:00 p.m.) Saturday, and Sunday 333-2946
University Buildings Miss Karen Salata, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
University Club 1201 W. Oregon, U. 333-1578
R.O.T.C.
Air Force Ofc 232 Armory 333-1927
Army Ofc Ill Armory 333-3446
Navy Ofc 239 Armory 333-1062
Residence Halls (See Housing)
Restaurant Management Miss Beulah Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
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Retirement System:
Executive Director and Secretary of Board E. S. Gibala, 807 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3860
Assistant Secretary L. C. Goad, 807 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3860
Administrative Assistant D. Hoffmeister, 807 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3860
Accountant J. J. Dickey, 807 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3860
Accountant-Statistician M. W. Hinton, 807 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3860
Supervisor of Claims C. W. Gordon, 807 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3860
Rhetoric Ofc 100 E.B. 333-2392
Ricker Library Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
Robert Allerton Park:
Park Director W. M. Keith, 205 Mumford Hall 333-4147
Assistant Director F. H. Root 333-3287
Monticello 762-2721
Memorial Camp, Ofc. (summer only) Monticello 762-2741
Caretaker R. J. Dowdle, Monticello 762-2359
See also Allerton House.
Rolling Load Testing Room Railway Wheel Lab. 333-3797
Routing Ofc P.P. Service Bldg. 333-0340
Ruminants Division (See Animal Science)
Rural Electrification „ E. F. Olver, 228 Agr. Eng. 333-3010
Rural Sociology F. C. Fliegel, 301a Mumford Hall 333-4211
Russian 260 L.H. 333-0680
See also Slavic Languages and Literatures.
Russian and East European Center:
Director R. T. Fisher, Jr., Rm. 304, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1244
Ofc Mrs. Amy E. Henschen, Rm. 305, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1244
Library L. H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Safety Coordinator, Ofc. of:
Safety Coordinator 222a Armory 333-1 106
Secy Mrs. Barbara Reichert, 222a Armory 333-1 106
Safety Officers R. A. Adams, 222a Armory 333-1 106
C. B. Wingstrom, 222a Armory 333-1 106
Safety Education (See Health and Safety Education)
Salesroom, Animal Science J. F. Bonnell, 143 Davenport Hall 333-3404
Sanitary Engineering R. S. Englebrecht, 3230 C.E.B. 333-3822
Lab J. E. Matherly, 4123 C.E.B. 333-0728
Sanitation and Safety, Superintendent P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4111
Saunders Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 902 College Ct., U. 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Scholarship Information .* Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
School and College Relations, University Ofc. of:
Director E. E. Oliver, 351 Illini Tower 333-2030
Secy Miss Elizabeth Bailie, 351 Illini Tower 333-2031
Assistant Director D. J. Wermers, 359 Illini Tower 333-1187
School and College Relations:
Coordinator; Chairman of Illinois State Committee, Commission on
Secondary Schools, North Central Association. .L. B. Fisher, 338 Illini Tower 333-1122
Secy .Mrs. Aileen Wyninger, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Assistant Coordinator; Associate Chairman of Illinois State
Committee, Commission on Secondary Schools, North Central
Association J. S. Kemp, 338 Illini Tower 333-1121
Research and Testing, Coordinator Mrs. Jane W. Loeb, 348 Illini Tower 333-1171
Assistant Coordinator Mrs. Susan Bahlke, 348 Illini Tower 333-1171
Student Data System, Coordinator L. E. Aukes, 359 Illini Tower 333-4947
University-Junior College Relations, Coordinator. .. .E. F. Anderson, 348 Illini Tower 333-2032
Editor Miss Gail Crotts, 351 Illini Tower 333-6496
Scott Hall (Men's Residence Hall) Peabody Dr., C. 333-2394
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Secondary and Continuing Education:
Chairman of Dept R. W. Burnett, 395 Education 333-0227
Ofc Mrs. Linda S. Rawlings, 395 Education 333-0227
Instructional Materials Center 17 Education 333-1499
Science Education Center 4 Education 333-1599
Secretary of the University:
Secretary Earl W. Porter, 354 Adm. 333-3493
Ofc Mrs. Sara M. Richman, 354 Adm. 333-3493
Assistant Secretary R. C. Wicklund, 354 Adm. 333-0053
Security, Campus:
Director P. J. Doebel, 420 I.U. 333-2920
Secy Mrs. Virginia Drake, 420 I.U. 333-2921
Fire Inspection Officer R. G. Jessup, 313 McKinley Hospital 333-7142
Investigations:
Coordinator M. A. Irvin, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
Secy Mrs. Cheryl Johnson, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
Investigators R. D. Burch, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
P. W. Dollins, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213CD. Moore, 333 McKinley Hospital 333-3213
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Police, Supervisor Ill Service Bldg. Annex 333-1216
Assistant Supervisor V. A. Kroes, 115a Service Bldg. Annex 333-1217
Selective Service:
Information and Counseling G. A. Kamp, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Records Miss Judy Martin, 69 Adm. 333-0219
Serials Dept., Library 220s Lib. 333-4164
Librarian W. H. Huff, 220s Lib. 333-4163
Sheep (See Animal Science)
Sherman Hall (Single Graduate Students' Residence Hall) 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Short Courses and Conferences 116 I.H. 333-2881
Skating Rink 406 E. Armory, C. 344-1764
Slavic Languages and Literatures:
Head of Dept C. L. Dawson, 260a L.H. 333-0681
Ofc Mrs. Mary K. Johnson, 260 L.H. 333-0680
Bilingual Secretary Miss Lena Hamrick, 260 L.H. 333-0680
Honors Adviser K. Klein, 266 L.H. 333-3443
Library L. H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Small Animal Clinic, Vet. Med 333-2980
Small Homes Council-Building Research Council:
Director R. A. Jones, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1800
Ofc Mrs. Jeannette C. Montgomery, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1801
Editor H. R. Spies, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0358
Publications 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1802
Snyder Hall (Men's Residence Hall) Peabody Dr., C. 333-2394
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Social Studies Curriculum Development Project, Curriculum Lab 215 U.H.S. 333-2845
Social Work, Jane Addams Graduate School of:
Director M. P. Hale, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2260
Secy 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2261
Admissions and Financial Records, Secy.
Mrs. Maxine A. Mason, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2261
Library J. A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Sociology:
Head of Dept F. C. Fliegel, 352 L.H. 333-1950
Adm. Secy Mrs. Norma E. Robinson, 350 L.H. 333-1950
Ofc 342 L.H. 333-1951
Associate Head of Dept S. J. Kronus, 342c L.H. 333-1953
Library , J. A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Statistical Lab , . 86 L.H. 333-1742
Teaching Assistants 905 W. Illinois, U. 333-2070
Soil Mechanics and Foundations R. B. Peck, 2230b C.E.B. 333-2542
Rock Mechanics D. U. Deere, 2230c C.E.B. 333-2541
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage B. A. Jones, Jr., 208 Agr. Eng. 333-0944
Soils:
Chemistry L. T. Kurtz, S-508 T.H. 333-4376
Classification Extension W. R. Oschwald, N-315 T.H. 333-4424
Experiment Fields J. W. Pendleton, S-308 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility L. F. Welch, S-316 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility Extension R. D. Voss, N-307 T.H. 333-4424
Management Extension W. R. Oschwald, N-315 T.H. 333-4424
Mineralogy A. H. Beavers, S-406 T.H. 333-4250
Organic Matter F. J. Stevenson, S-408 T.H. 333-4250
Physics C. W. Boast, S-216 T.H. 333-4370
Survey Mapping and Reports J. B. Fehrenbacher, N-405 T.H. 333-3650
Testing Lab T. R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
Solid State Devices Lab 214 E.E.R.L. 333-4149
Solid State Electronics Lab 202 E.E.R.L. 333-2496
South Garage and Car Pool 333-3910
Soybean Lab R. L. Cooper, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Space Programming, University Ofc. of:
Director H. D. Bareither, 226 Illini Tower 333-6602
Secy Mrs. Geraldine Penninger, 226 Illini Tower 333-6602
Staff Associate J. R. Cain, 226 Illini Tower 333-6600
Research Associates T. G. Hicks, 226 Illini Tower 333-6601
D. E. Henard, 226 Illini Tower 333-6601
Space Administrators D. Y. Buehler, 226 Illini Tower 333-6601
Mrs. Joyce A. Andrews, 226 Illini Tower 333-6601
J. J. Matt, 226 Illini Tower 333-6601
Space Utilization, Ofc. of:
Director W. E. Stallman, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Secy Mrs. Barbara Smith, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Assistant Directors D. A. Wack, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
E. C. Wahl, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
Assistants to Director J. A. Fisk, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
G. D. Schleef, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
R. L. Walker, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
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Space Utilization, Ofc. of (continued) :
Classroom Assignments V. E. Troehler, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Reservations Miss Diana R. Brayman, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
Miss Karen Salata, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese:
Head of Dept A. M. Pasquariello, 226 L.H. 333-3390
Ofc Mrs. Judy Penley, 224 L.H. 333-3391
Honors Adviser W. C. Blaylock, 272 L.H. 333-3363
Library C. L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
Special Education:
Chairman of Dept R. A. Henderson, 210f Education 333-0260
Ofc Mrs. Marie F. Broadrick, 210e Education 333-0260
Special Languages Dept., Library 225 Lib. 333-1349
Librarian L. H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Far Eastern Library E. Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
Slavic Cataloging Section D. M. Shtohryn, 225 Lib. 333-1340
South and West Asia Section N. K. Aggarwal, 225 Lib. 333-2492
Special Programs and Research, Univ. Ext. Div 120 I.H. 333-1444
Speech:
Head of Dept R. E. Nebergall, 129 L.H. 333-2683
Ofc Mrs. Ruth S. Bowman, 131 L.H. 333-2683
Debate Supervisor C. Willard, 256 Armory 333-2370
Speech and Hearing Clinic J. J. O'Neill, 601 E. John, C. 333-2230
Hearing Clinic E. W. Stark, 336 I.H. 333-3103
Speech Communication Lab Miss Ruth A. Clark, 281 Armory 333-1542
Speech Research Lab W. R. Zemlin, 338 I.H. 333-3050
Undergraduate Advising Chairman R. L. Ince, 136 L.H. 333-3617
Speech and Hearing Clinic:
Director J. J. O'Neill, 601 E. John, C. 333-2230
Ofc. Mrs. Betty Kempton, 601 E. John, C. 333-2231
Hearing Clinic E. W. Stark, 336 I.H. 333-3103
Speech Research Lab W. R. Zemlin, 338 I.H. 333-3050
Ofc Mrs. Carol L. Palmer, 332 I.H. 333-3050
Spice Box, Home Economics Mrs. Vera C. Crusius, 295 Bevier Hall 333-2024
Stadium:
Dressing Room 333-2279
Equipment Rooms, East 333-2063
West 333-1926
Garage S. W. Tower 333-2303
Training Room 333-2279
Star Course Ofc 266 I.U.(S) 333-0457
State Climatologist, U.S. Weather Bureau 259 W.R. 333-2213
State Geological Survey (from University phone dial 189 plus extension) 344-1481
Chief J. C. Frye, 121 N.R. 189-211
Ofc Mrs. Helen E. McMorris, 121 N.R. 189-212
Assistant Chief H. E. Risser, 118 N.R. 189-264
Ofc Miss Mary M. Sullivan, 118 N.R. 189-222
Administrative Engineer G. R. Eadie, 116 N.R. 189-274
Fiscal Assistant to Chief Miss Velda A. Millard, 111 N.R. 189-257
Administrative Group
:
Administrator G. R. Eadie, 116 N.R. 189-274
Ofc Miss Paula Grabenstein, 117 N.R. 189-274
Drafting Room Mrs. Marie Martin, 113 N.R. 189-270
Editors Mrs. Betty M. Lynch, 404 N.R. 189-254
Miss Mary Ann Noonan, 409 N.R. 189-287
Educational Extension D. L. Reinertsen, 100 N.R. 189-268
Garage J. E. Taylor, N.R. Garage 333-6849
Information Mrs. Peggy Schroeder, 139 N.R. 189-205
Instrument Shop M. Ridgley, N.R. Garage 189-253
Library Mrs. Linda Clem, 469 N.R. 189-252
Mailing and Receiving Room W. W. Nofftz, 136 N.R. 189-216
Publications 139 N.R. 189-205
Chemical Group:
Principal Chemist G. C. Finger, 361 N.R. 189-232
Ofc Mrs. Thelma J. Chapman, 361 N.R. 189-232
Analytical Chemistry N. F. Shimp, 337 N.R. 189-233
Applied Research Lab G.S.R.L. 344-1483
Coal Chemistry G. R. Yohe, 322 N.R. 189-239
Coking Research R. J. Helfinstine, 368 N.R. 189-281
Combustion Engineering R. J. Helfinstine, G.S.R.L. 189-215
Environmental Research Coordinator N. F. Shimp, 337 N.R. 189-233
Geochemistry G. C. Finger, 361 N.R. 189-232
Mineral Beneficiation H. P. Ehrlinger, 366 N.R. 189-291
Minerals Engineering R. J. Helfinstine, 368 N.R. 189-281
Neutron Activation Analysis R. R. Ruch, 320 N.R. 189-229
Physical Chemistry J. Thomas, Jr., 221 N.R. 189-220
Radiocarbon Dating Lab D. D. Coleman, 21 N.R. 189-223
X-Ray Diffraction Analysis J. Thomas, Jr., 221 N.R. 189-220
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Geological Group:
Principal Geologist J. A. Simon, 213 N.R. 189-206
Ofc Mrs. Frances H. Alsterlund, 211 N.R. 189-206
Clay Resources W. A. White, 129b N.R. 189-208
Coal Resources M. E. Hopkins, 209 N.R. 189-260
Engineering Geology W. C. Smith, 300 N.R. 189-266
Environmental Geology Coordinator R. E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Geological Records Miss Vivian Gordon, 227 N.R. 189-219
Geological Samples Library R. W. Frama, 464 N.R. 189-218
Geophysical Exploration M. B. Buhle, 433 N.R. 189-244
Ground-Water Geology R. E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Industrial Minerals and Construction Materials J. C. Bradbury, 309 N.R. 189-236
Northeast Illinois Ofc G. M. Hughes, Warrenville 393-1466
Oil and Gas D. C. Bond, 238 N.R. 189-242
Stratigraphy and Areal Geology C. Collinson, 239 N.R. 189-201
Topographic Mapping W. C. Smith, 300 N.R. 189-266
Mineral Economics Group:
Principal Mineral Economist H. E. Risser, 200 N.R. 189-264
Ofc Mrs. Portia Smith, 200 N.R. 189-263
State Natural History Survey 333-6880
Administrative:
Chief G. Sprugel, Jr., 175 N.R. {JJJlJSl
Ofc Mrs. Alice P. Campbell, 179 N.R. 333-6831
Administrative Services R. O. Watson, 184 N.R. 333-6832
Assistant for Operations R. O. Ellis, 174 N.R. 333-6880
Financial Records M. Schwartz, 183 N.R. 333-6834
Inventory and Trust Accounts Mrs. Wilma G. Dillman, 185 N.R. 333-6835
Animal Collections (See Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification)
Aquatic Biology:
Aquatic Biologist and Head G. W. Bennett, 271 N.R. {f33*6890
Ofc Miss Mary F. Martin, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Commercial Fisheries and River Investigations W. C. Starrett, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Experimental Fish Populations and Fish Farming D. H. Buck, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Fish Hybridization and Pollution Biology W. F. Childers, 275 N.R. 333-6889
Game Fish Ecology D. F. Hansen, 276 N.R. 333-6889
Lake Management G. W. Bennett, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Pollution Chemistry and Aquatic Weed Control R. C. Hiltibran, 273 N.R. 333-6889
Stream Management R. W. Larimore, 277 N.R. 333-6889
Biological Control Lab. (See Economic Entomology)
Botany and Plant Pathology:
Plant Pathologist and Head J. C. Carter, 387 N.R. {^"."ggs?
Ofc Mrs. Betty Nelson, 385 N.R. 333-6887
Collections and Identifications R. A. Evers, 393 N.R. 333-6886
Greenhouse and Ornamental Plant Diseases J. L. Forsberg, 383 N.R. 333-6887
Mycological Collections J. L. Crane, 391 N.R. 333-6887
Shade and Forest Tree Diseases J. C. Carter, 387 N.R. 333-6887
Economic Entomology:
Entomologist and Head W. H. Luckmann, 163 N.R. {|||l6657
Ofc Mrs. Sue Watkins, 163 N.R. 333-6656
Biological Control Lab R. D. Pausch, B.C.L. 333-6659
Cereal Insects R. Sechriest, 74 N.R. 333-6826
Demonstration and Education H. B. Petty, 282 N.R. 333-6652
Greenhouse and Ornamental Plant Insects J. E. Appleby, 165 N.R. 333-6824
Household and Domestic Animal Insects R. D. Pausch, B.C.L. 333-6659
Insect Behavior and Ecology M. Kogan, B.C.L. 333-1005
Insect Pathology J. V. Maddox, 68 N.R. 333-6823
Insecticide Residue Investigations W. N. Bruce, 167 N.R. 333-6825
Meadow and Pasture Insects E. J. Armbrust, 171 N.R. 333-6820
Orchard Insects R. Meyer, 74 N.R. 333-6826
Vegetable Crop Insects R. Randell, 380 N.R. 333-6653
Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification:
Taxonomist and Head P. W. Smith, 289 N.R. {ffflsfj*
Ofc Mrs. Bernice P. Sweeney, 287 N.R. 333-6846
General Identification M. W. Sanderson, 295 N.R. 333-6846
General Invertebrate Collections J. D. Unzicker, 93 N.R. 333-6846
General Vertebrate Collections L. M. Page, 91 N.R. 333-6848
Bees and Ants W. E. LaBerge, 291 N.R. 333-6846
Flies and Aquatic Insects D. W. Webb, 296 N.R. 333-6846
Moths and Butterflies R. W. Poole, 296 N.R. 333-6846
Ticks and Mites L. J. Stannard, 285 N.R. 333-6846
Fisheries Research (See Aquatic Biology)
Game Research and Management (See Wildlife Research)
Garage J. Taylor, N.R. Garage 333-6849
Greenhouse J. Sergent, N.R. Greenhouse 333-6895
Information Mrs. Dorothy M. Diehl, 174 N.R. 333-6880
Insect Collections and Identification (See Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification)
Insect Control (See Economic Entomology)
Library Mrs. Doris F. Dodds, 196 N.R. 333-6892
Photography (See Publications and Public Relations)
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State Natural History Survey (continued):
Plant Diseases (See Botany and Plant Pathology)
Publications Distribution J. W. Lusk, 172 N.R. 333-6880
Publications and Public Relations:
Technical Editor O. F. Glissendorf, 189 N.R. 333-6882
Photography W. D. Zehr, 466 N.R. 333-6883
Wildlife Research:
Wildlife Specialist and Head G. C. Sanderson, 279 N.R. 333-6870
Ofc Mrs. Eleanore Wilson, 279 N.R. 333-6855
333-6856
333-6857
Electronics and Radiotelemetry W. W. Cochran, 495 N.R. 333-6857
Mammalogy:
Cottontail Rabbit Research G. B. Rose, 496 N.R. 333-6856
Game Mammals W. R. Edwards, 493 N.R. 333-6856
Non-game Mammals G. C. Sanderson, 281 N.R. 333-6870
Ornithology:
Canada Goose Research H. C. Hanson, 283 N.R. 333-6855
Game Birds R. F. Labisky, 284 N.R. 333-6855
Non-game Birds R. R. Graber, 491 N.R. 333-6856
Orientation and Migration F. C. Bellrose, 279 N.R. 333-6856
Pesticides Lab W. L. Anderson, 497 N.R. 333-6857
Pittman-Robertson Cooperative Research G. C. Sanderson, 281 N.R. 333-6870
Wildlife Populations and Ecology W. R. Edwards, 493 N.R. 333-6856
State Public Health Lab., Chief J. B. Hundley, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6907
State Water Survey:
Chief W. C. Ackermann, 155 W.R. 333-2210
Administrative Ofc Mrs. Joye M. Dutton, 153 W.R. 333-2211
L. A. Sticher, 154a W.R. 333-4977
Library Mrs. Adele S. Douglass, 145 W.R. 333-4956
Statistical Unit J. C. Neill, 163 W.R. 333-3866
Technical Editor Mrs. J. Loreena Ivens, 159 W.R. 333-2850
Atmospheric Sciences:
Acting Head of Section S. A. Changnon, 271b W.R. 333-4260
Climatology and Weather Records J. W. Wilson, 269 W.R. 333-4963
Hail and Urban Studies S. A. Changnon, 271b W.R. 333-4260
Precipitation Physics R. G. Semonin, 261 W.R. 333-4967
Rainfall Studies F. A. Huff, 267 W.R. 333-4261
State Climatologist, U.S. Weather Bureau W. L. Denmark, 259 W.R. 333-2213
Chemistry:
Head of Section T. E. Larson, 137 W.R. 333-2214
Institutional Water Treatment R. W. Lane, 138 W.R. 333-4954
Research F. W. Sollo, 128 W.R. 333-2780
Stream Quality Studies R. H. Harmeson, 51 W.R. 333-2594
Water Analyses L. M. Henley, 228 W.R. 333-0802
Hydraulic Systems:
Head of Section H. W. Humphreys, 53 W.R. 333-2212
Hydrology:
Head of Section H. F. Smith, 245 W.R. 333-0235
Evaporation and Transpiration W. J. Roberts, 140 W.R. 333-0238
Ground-Water Information and Records W. H. Walker, 240 W.R. 333-0236
Ground-Water Hydrology R. J. Schicht, 238 W.R. 333-0239
Reservoir Development, Surface Water Resources J. H. Dawes, 55 W.R. 333-1495
Reservoir Sedimentation J. B. Stall, 242 W.R. 333-0237
Surface Water Hydrology J. B. Stall, 242 W.R. 333-0237
Warrenville Ofc, Northeast Illinois Study R. T. Sasman, Warrenville 393-1607
Water Quality, Head of Section R. L. Evans, Peoria 674-5725
Stenographic Bureau 1203 W. Oregon, U. 333-1601
Illini Girl Service 1203 W. Oregon, U. 333-4752
Stock Pavilion, Ofc Mrs. Mary Skidmore, 110 S.P. 333-1780
Storerooms
:
Animal Science C. H. Anders, 118 A.S.L. 333-3131
Ceramic Engineering G. W. Conlee, 104 Cer. 333-3009
Computer Science V. B. Apke, 53a D.C.L. 333-1514
Coordinated Science Lab 164 C.S.L. 333-1799
Electrical Engineering D. D. Pritchard, 100 E.E.R.L. 333-1916
Feed Storage W. E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
General Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc. . .Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
Sub-stores - 55 N.L. 333-8168
Office Supply Stores, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1040
Photographic Stores 713 S. Wright, C. 333-4673
Physiology and Biophysics R. J. Gillogly, 428 Burrill Hall 333-1285
Plant and Services P.P. Service Bldg. 333-1150
Zoology R. W. Hinton, 329 N.H. 333-2329
String Annex, Music 1205 W. Nevada, U. 333-1172
Structural Engineering:
Concrete C. P. Siess, 3129b C.E.B. 333-3924
Metals W. H. Munse, 2129b C.E.B. 333-3925
Welding and Fatigue J. E. Stallmeyer, 2118 C.E.B. 333-3928
Machine Shop O. H. Ray, 1135 C.E.B. 333-6913








Executive Director W. T. Morgan,
Secy, to Director Mrs. Muriel Libby
Secy, to Committees Mrs. Grace Meyers
Research Assistant C. E. Curran III,
Committee Chairmen:
Senate Committee L. M. Jones, 131 V.M.
Subcommittee A 331 S.S.B.
Subcommittee B K. W. Perry, 208 Commerce(W)
Referral Committee J. Scouffas, 319 S.S.B.
Student Employment Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
Coordinator Mrs. Cherie D. Barstead, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
Payroll Authorization Miss Martha Dwyer, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Director E. T. Sanford,
Secy Mrs. Eleanor Simms,
Associate Director A. M. Engels,
Assistant Director, Operations J. T. Douglas,
Accounting D. I. Creekmur,
Counselors D. M. Edwards,
D. G. Felty,
J. J. Hamilton,
Mrs. Delores Y. Myers, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C
County Scholarships Mrs. Evelyn Hart, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C
Undergraduate Scholarships Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C
Veterans Benefits Mrs. Virginia Nowning, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C.
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107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
107, 707 S. Sixth, C.
109, 707 S. Sixth, C.
Associate Director J. R. Griffin, Rm
Loan Coordinator K. A. Blue, Rm
Loan Information Miss Linda Wilson, Rm
Student Employment Coordinator
Mrs. Cherie D. Barstead, Rm
Ofc Rm
College Work-Study Mrs. Cherie D. Barstead, Rm
Payroll Authorization Mrs. Martha Dwyer, Rm
Student Loans Rm
Student Organizations and Activities V. J. Hampton, 278 I.U.(S)
Student Personnel Ofc.
Dean Miss Miriam A. Shelden, 130 S.S.B.
Secy Mrs. Sally Gamboa, 130 S.S.B.
Associate Deans Miss Eunice M. Dowse, 130 S.S.B.
C. Shelley, 130 S.S.B.
Assistant Deans:
Freshmen and Transfers Miss Marv I. Pollock, 130 S.S.B.
General Administration D. L. Pierce, 130 S.S.B.
General Counseling Miss Mary E. Harrison, 130 S.S.B.
Married Students Miss Betty L. Hembrough, 130 S.S.B.
Selective Service and Veterans Affairs G. A. Kamp, 130 S.S.B.
Assistants to the Dean:
Dads Association S. W. Rahn, 130 S.S.B.
General Advising T. E. Gamble, 130 S.S.B.
M. S. Shirley, 130 S.S.B.
Married Students Mrs. Ona B. Harpestad, 130 S.S.B.
Mothers Association Mrs. Elouise A. Worthy, 130 S.S.B.
Research E.
Special Educational Opportunities Program (SEOP) :
Director C.
Assistant Directors Miss Jean
W. L.
Assistant Deans:
Coordinator, Junior Year Program Mrs. Sandra N. Jones, 130 S.S.B.
Counselors Miss Venita N. Boyd, 130 S.S.B.
DeLeers, 130 S.S.B.
Esquilin, 130 S.S.B.
J. E. Sullivan, 130 S.S.B.
Student Programs and Services:
Dean D. J. Perrino, 110 S.S.B.
Secy Mrs. Susan Rose, 110 S.S.B.
Associate Dean R. G. Brown, 110 S.S.B.
Secy Mrs. Sandra Roberts, 110 S.S.B.
Housing Group Governments, Assistant Deans:
Fraternities, Men's Independent Association, Men's Residence Halls
Association D. S. Bechtel, 110 S.S.B.
Sororities, Women's Independent Student Association. .Miss Jaclyn Kras, 110 S.S.B.
Assistants to the Dean C. L. Caturia, 110 S.S.B.
Miss Carolyn Jones, 110 S.S.B.
W. J. Schilling, 110 S.S.B.
Intellectual and Cultural Affairs:
Assistant Dean and Coordinator F. L. Nasca, 110 S.S.B.
Secy Mrs. Ellen Rice, 110 S.S.B.
Assistants to the Dean A. C. Parsons, 110 S.S.B.
Miss Karen Jensen, 110 S.S.B.
P. May, 130 S.S.B.
Shelley, 130 S.S.B.








































































Student Programs and Services (continued) :
Special Programs, Staff Associate K. K. Allen, 110 S.S.B. 333-0480
University/Community Related Programs B. D. Nesbitt, 110 S.S.B. 333-0480
Student Teaching (See Teacher Education)
Student and Staff Telephone Number Information 333-0920
Students Abroad Ofc.
Director C. G. Duffy, 301 Illini Tower 333-6322
Ofc Mrs. Carol Mullis, 301 Illini Tower 333-6322
Summer Session D. S. Pickett, 107 Coble Hall 333-4524
Administrative Assistant Miss Mildred M. Luther, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
Survey Research Lab.
Director R. Ferber, 411 D.K.H. 333-4273
Ofc Miss Kathy Shumaker, 414 D.K.H. 333-4279
Administrative Aide Mrs. Margaret Greene, 414 D.K.H. 333-4273
Project Planning and Coordination W. H. Wilson, 419 D.K.H. 333-2243
Field Operations M. Hauck, 418 D.K.H. 333-6489
Sampling S. Sudman, 417 D.K.H. 333-4276
Data Reduction Mrs. Dorothy Nemanich, 433 D.K.H. 333-6774
Data Processing Mrs. Nancy Morrison, 3 D.K.H. 333-3494
Data Archive Miss Meredith Scovill, 3 D.K.H. 333-6572
Surveying M. O. Schmidt, 207 Woodshop 333-4304
Ofc Mrs. Ruth Pembroke, 213 Woodshop 333-0174
Swine A. H. Jensen, 319 Mumford Hall 333-2669
Swine Barns H. Cook, S. First, C. 333-0153
Systems S. J. Fenves (on leave of absence), 3140 C.E.B. 333-3823
R. W. Woodhead, 2122 C.E.B. 333-0047
Ofc Mrs. Barbara Reuter, 2147 C.E.B. 333-3821
Lab 2145 C.E.B. 333-2058
Lab. Manager A. C. Brooks, 2151 C.E.B. 333-2465
Lab. Preparation Room 2144 C.E.B. 333-6378
Taft Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Teacher Education, Urbana Council on:
Coordinator J. M. Slater, 120 Education 333-2801
Ofc 120 Education 333-2800
Counseling Services R. E. Williams, 120 Education 333-2802
Counselor J. B. Hastings, 120 Education 333-2800
Educational Placement T. L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Student Teaching:
Elementary Education 311 Education 333-2561
Secondary Education 391 Education 333-4897
Special Education 210 Education 333-0260
Vocational and Technical Education 347 Education 333-0807
Illinois Teaching Experiences Lab W. D. Johnson, 276 Education 333-4898
Teaching Techniques Lab 103 Com. Annex 333-6491
Technograph Ofc 302 E.H. 333-3558
Tehran Research Unit:
Campus Coordinator C. E. Dawn, 330 Illini Tower 333-1977
Ofc Mrs. Carol Mullis, 301 Illini Tower 333-1977
Telephone Service:
Administrative and Accounting Ofc Mrs. Lois E. Overmyer, 174 Weston Hall 333-2275
Chief Operator Miss Stella A. Cameron, 45 Clark Hall 333-0133
Repair Service 352-9954
Changes or Additions in Telephone Service 333-1161
Student and Staff Telephone Number Information . 333-0920
Television Station:
Director of Broadcasting F. E. Schooley, 227 G.H. 333-0850
Assistant Manager of Station R. C. Boston, 1110 W. Main, U. 333-1070
Studio 302 N. Goodwin, U. 333-1070
The People 270 I.U.(S) 333-4774
Theatre :
Chairman of Dept B. W. Hewitt, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Ofc Mrs. Betty Hess, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Theatre, University:
Director J. W. Scott, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3538
Ofc Mrs. Ellen Sprenkel, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Bus. Ofc L. D. Sweet, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3523
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics:
Head of Dept R. T. Shield, 212 T.L. 333-2320
Secy Mrs. Marilyn A. Wright, 212 T.L. 333-2322
Administrative Associate H. French, 213 T.L. 333-2323
Concrete Lab T.L. 333-2838
Concrete Research C. E. Kesler, 2129 C.E.B. 333-3394
Fatigue of Metals G. M. Sinclair, 321b T.L. 333-3173
Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics Research J. M. Robertson, 219 T.L. 333-1957
Instrument Room W. A. Carlson, 302g T.L. 333-2636
Machine Shop 319 T.L. 333-3515
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Photoelastic Research C. E. Taylor, 300 T.L. 333-2659
Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
Railway Wheel Research H. R. Wetenkamp, 224 T.L. 333-2313
Rolling Load Testing Room Railway Wheel Lab. 333-3797
Theory Annex:
Extension in Music 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1580
School of Music Studios 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-3635
Tickets:
Assembly Hall Box Ofc Assembly Hall 333-3141
Athletic Association Box Ofc Assembly Hall 333-3470
Illini Union Box Ofc First Floor, I.U. (W) 333-1262
Krannert Center Box Ofc K.C.P.A. 333-6280
Topographic Mapping, State Geol. Surv 300 N.R. 189-266
Townsend Hall (Men's Residence Hall) 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4640
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Traffic Engineering J. E. Baerwald, 418 E.H. 333-1270
Lab W. Littlefield, 408 E.H. 333-6809
Trelease Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1001 College Ct., U. 333-0840
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Trustees, Board of, Ofc " 354 Adm. 333-1921
Turfgrasses J. D. Butler, 202 Flor. 333-2123
Undergraduate Library U.L. 333-1031
Undergraduate Scholarships Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Undergraduate Student Association 297 I.U.(S) 333-0112
Associated Student Travel Service 298 I.U.(S) 333-6353
United States Department of Agiiculture:
Agricultural Research Service:
Cereal Viruses H. Jedlinski, 248 Davenport Hall 333-1117
Corn Physiology C. M. Wilson, 213 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Farm Electrification H. B. Puckett, 226 Agr. Eng. 333-0808
Harvesting and Farm Processing W. R. Nave, 230 Agr. Eng. 333-6459
Nematologist (Soybeans) D. I. Edwards, 106f H.F. Lab. 333-0583
Plant Pest Control B. B. McClung, 223 P.O. Bldg., U. 367-2370
Plant Physiologist J. T. Woolley, 237 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Regional Soybean Lab., Director R. L. Cooper, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Ofc Mrs. Patricia Lathouwers, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Soil and Water Conservation D. B. Peters, S-210 T.H. 333-4370
Ofc Mrs. Geraldine E. Miller, S-212 T.H. 333-4370
Soybean Microbiologist L. E. Gray, 167 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Soybean Diseases D. W. Chamberlain, 243 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Weeds L. M. Wax, 215 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Soil Conservation Service, State Conservationist H. W. Busch, 200 W. Church, C. 356-3785
University Calendar 119 U.P. 333-0953
University Club:
Ofc 1201 W. Oregon, U. 333-1578
President S. W. Rahn, 138 Allen Hall 333-0613
House Chairman Mrs. Wilma Tinkham, 1406 Dawson Dr., C. 356-0755
Secretary G. J. Froehlich, 240 Illini Tower 333-3851
Treasurer C. E. Leverich, 919 W. John, C. 352-4800
House Residents 1201 W. Oregon, U. 333-1714
University Counsel's Ofc.
University Counsel J. J. Costello, 266 Adm. 333-0563
Adm. Aide Mrs. Mary N. Schumm, 266 Adm. 333-0564
Campus Legal Counsel and Associate University Counsel 258 Adm. 333-0560
Assistant Campus Legal Counsels E. L. Palmberg, 258 Adm. 333-0561
W. H. Glockner, 258 Adm. 333-0561
L. E. Eaton, 258 Adm. 333-0561
University Electron Microscope Facility:
Director B. V. Hall, 110 Vivarium 333-1611
84a Bevier Hall 333-0172
Ofc Mrs. Olive L. Stayton, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Engineer L. L. Dreyer, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
University Extension (See Extension)
University Film Council, Chairman H. L. Mueller, 113 L.H. 333-1864
University High School:
Principal A. F. Gregorc, 103 U.H.S. 333-2870
Secy Mrs. Florence Carson, 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Assistant Principal D. F. Hendrix, 101 U.H.S. 333-2870
Art Mrs. Muriel J. Hesse, 313 U.H.S. 333-2870
English Mrs. Charlene Tibbetts, 1207 W. Stoughton, U. 333-4490
French Mrs. Carol A. Unzicker, 220 U.H.S. 333-2870
German E. I. Levin, 306 U.H.S. 333-2870
Guidance R. E. Boyd, 104a U.H.S. 333-2873
Home Economics Mrs. Kathryn W. Smith, 116 U.H.S. 333-2870
Industrial Arts W. M. Mattson, 106 U.H.S. 333-2870
Latin Miss Helen LaMont, 112 U.H.S. 333-2870
Library Mrs. Joan E. VanNord, 201 U.H.S. 333-1589
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University High School (continued):
Mathematics S. Szabo, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Music F. C. Jacobs, 307 U.H.S. 333-2870
Physical Education L. M. Sion, 113 U.H.S. 333-0323
Public Relations W. L. Royer, 105 U.H.S. 333-0909
Russian Mrs. Constance O. Curtin, 209 U.H.S. 333-2844
Science J. W. Ashenfelter, 309 U.H.S. 333-2847
Social Studies Miss Ella C. Leppert, 215 U.H.S. 333-2845
Typing Mrs. Judy Davisson, 308 U.H.S. 333-2870
University Honors Programs:
Information:
Edmund J. James Scholars Mrs. Carol Cox, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Honors Day Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm. 333-0221
Off-Campus Awards R. E. Underwood, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Director (on leave of absence first semester 1970-1971)
R. R. Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0826
Associate Director (Acting Director first semester
1970-1971) K. Broadrick, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0826
Assistant Directors J. T. Hashbarger, 176 Adm. 333-1945
M. Jean Phillips, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
R. E. Underwood, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0825
Uniyersity Press (See Press)
University Theatre:
Director J. W. Scott, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3538
Ofc Mrs. Ellen Sprenkel, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Bus. Ofc L. D. Sweet, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3523
Urban and Regional Planning:
Chairman of Dept W. I. Goodman, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Secy Mrs. Judith A. Corray, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3891
Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research,
Director E. C. Freund, 1202 W. California, U. 333-3020
Ofc Mrs. Janet Gillespie, 1202 W. California, U. 333-3020
Quarterly Digest of Urban and Regional Research, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Editor S. Keyes, 1202 W. California, U. 333-1949
Library Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Utilities (See Plant and Services)
Van Doren Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0420
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Vegetable Crops A. E. Thompson, 106 Veg. Crops 333-3438
Vermilion River Observatory, Astronomy Danville 446-7373
Veterans Affairs, Information and Counseling G. A. Kamp, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Veterans Educational Benefits Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Veterinary Biological Structure:
Head of Dept J. E. Lovell, 335 V.M. 333-1025
Secy Mrs. Lenore Harkins, 333 V.M. 333-1025
Veterinary Clinical Medicine:
Head of Dept A. J. Cawley, 244 S.A.C. 333-7434
Ofc Mrs. Blanche Hamilton, 242 S.A.C. 333-7434
Ambulatory Clinic 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
Large Animal Clinicians J. W. Arbaugh, 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
B. O. Brodie, 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
J. G. Eagelman, 203 L.A.C. 333-2000
B. G. Erwin, 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
H. J. Hardenbrook, 210 L.A.C. 333-2000
R. D. Hatch, 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
V. D. Ladwig, 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
D. R. Lingard, 207 L.A.C. 333-2000
J. P. Manning, 219 L.A.C. 333-2000
H. D. Ratliff, 210 L.A.C. 333-2000
J. C. Thurmon, 219 L.A.C. 333-2000
Small Animal Clinicians T. J. Burke, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
J. L. Dorner, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
C. L. Gendreau, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
E. E. Musselman, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
A. J. Parker, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
C. A. Reyer, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
A. G. Schiller, 261 S.A.C. 333-7001
,
Mrs. Sandra G. Siwe, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001
R. Slusher, 180c S.A.C. 333-7001
E. Small, 100a S.A.C. 333-7001




From campus telephones 333-7001
From other telephones 344-5030
Veterinary Medicine, College of:
Dean . L. M. Jones, 131 V.M. 333-2760
Secy Miss Jayne Shy, 131 V.M. 333-2760
58
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs L. E. Boley, 137 V.M. 333-1192
Secy Miss Joyce Walle, 137 V.M. 333-1192
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Training K. W. Sloan, 141 V.M. 333-4291
Secy Mrs. Rosalind McKenzie, 141 V.M. 333-4291
Assistant Dean R. B. Morgan, 131 V.M. 333-2762
Secy Mrs. Shirley Seets, 131 V.M. 333-2762
Accounting Miss Doris Richards, 153 V.M. 333-2298
Diagnostic Service M. E. Bergeland, V.M. Annex 333-1620
Editor K. R. Kessler, 269 V.M. 333-4945
Extension J. R. Pickard, 161 V.M. 333-2907
Information Mrs. Margaret McWhorter, 155 V.M. 333-1937
Library Miss Marian Estep, 250 V.M. 333-2193
See also departmental listings.
Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene:
Head of Dept L. E. Hanson, 61 V.M. 333-2449
Secy Mrs. Eileen J. Walters, 61 V.M. 333-2449
Bacteriology H. E. Rhoades, 46 V.M. 333-3577
Clinical Pathology J. L. Dorner, 40 V.M. 333-3290
Extension J. R. Pickard, 161 V.M. 333-2907
Immunology D. Segre, 203 V.M. Annex 333-2349
Parasitology N. D. Levine, 143 V.M. 333-2766
Pathology P. D. Beamer, 33 V.M. 333-4855
Public Health G. T. Woods, 63 V.M. 333-0141
Virology R. C. Meyer, 64 V.M. 333-4761
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology:
Head of Dept R. P. Link, 263 V.M. {333IJ937
Secy Mrs. Virginia Mitchell, 259 V.M. 333-2506
Pharmacology W. G. Huber, 267 V. M. 333-0353
Physiology H. F. Downey, 265 V.M. 333-3612
G. L. Jackson, 239 V.M. 333-0745
W. M. Newton, 241 V.M. 333-2564
A. R. Twardock, 235 V.M. 333-1109
Radiobiology J. J. B. Anderson, 261 V.M. 333-6693
A. R. Twardock, 235 V.M. 333-1109
Veterinary Research 141 V..M. 333-4291
Veterinary Research Farm S. Race St. Rd., U. 333-1445
Vice-Chancellors (See Chancellor's Ofc.)
Vice-President's Ofc.
Vice-President E. L. Johnson, 377 Adm. 333-3077
Assistant to the Vice-President 377 Adm. 333-3079
Ofc Mrs. Dorothy McAndrews, 377 Adm. 333-3078
Mrs. Rose Holmes, 377 Adm. 333-3078
Vice-President and Comptroller's Ofc.
Vice-President and Comptroller H. O. Farber, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Ofc Miss Gladys L. Paul, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Assistant Comptroller M.S. Kessler, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Assistant to the Comptroller R. D. Franks, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Visual Aids Service 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1360
Visual Arts, Extension in W. M. Johnson, 127 F.A.B. 333-0419
Vivarium Mrs. Ruth F. Bruckner, 202a Vivarium 333-1631
Vocational Agriculture Service J. W. Matthews, 434 Mumford Hall 333-3870
Ofc Mrs. Willadean McElwee, 434 Mumford Hall 333-3871
Vocational and Technical Education:
Chairman of Dept L. J. Phipps, 347a Education 333-0807
Ofc Mrs. Evelyn L. Stewart, 347 Education 333-0807
Volunteer Illini Projects 328 I.U.(N) 333-1020
Wardall Hall (Women's Residence Hall) 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4640
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Washington School Project, Curriculum Lab 606 E. Grove, C. 333-1960
Water Analyses, State Water Surv 229 W.R. 333-0802
Water Resources Center, Director B. B. Ewing, 2535 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0536
Water Survey (See State Water Survey)
Weather Records, State Water Surv 271 W.R. 333-4963
Weed Extension E. L. Knake, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Weed Research F. W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Weston Hall (Men's Residence Hall) Peabody Dr., C. 333-2394
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
WILL Radio Station 228 G.H. 333-0850
WILL Television Station 1110 W. Main, U. 333-1070
Women's Liberation 270a I.U. (S) 333-6030
59
W P G U Radio Station Weston Hall 333-2016
Writing Clinic A. C. Tillman, 311 E.B. 333-1656
Young Republicans 268 I.U. (S) 333-9400
Zoology:
Head of Dept R. L. Metcalf, 287 Morrill Hall 333-3430
Ofc Mrs. Nancy Jahr, 287 Morrill Hall 333-3431
Administrative Assistant C. M. Flewelling, 287 Morrill Hall 333-3432
Honors Adviser D. L. Nanney, 481 Morrill Hall 333-2308
Library L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Shop A. Kosowski, 1 Vivarium 333-2355
Storeroom R. W. Hinton, 329 N.H. 333-2329




This directory includes all students registered in the Urbana-Champaign
departments of the University of Illinois on September 18, 1970. Each
student's entry shows his college and class, local address and phone
number, and home address. An asterisk (*) precedes the names of stu-
dents who are married. All addresses in Urbana have zip code 61801,
those in Champaign 61820. Telephone numbers for both Urbana and
Champaign have area code 217. A few entries are incomplete because
information was lacking on the student's registration card.
Names of the colleges and schools are abbreviated as follows:
AGR College of Agriculture
AVI Institute of Aviation
BUS College of Commerce and Business Administration
COM College of Communications
ED College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate College
LAS College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
LAW College of Law
PE College of Physical Education
VM College of Veterinary Medicine
Class years for undergraduate students are indicated following the
college or school in which the student is enrolled. Class years are not





5 Unclassified (not candidates for degrees)
6 Irregular (holding degrees but registered for undergrad-
uate work)
INFORMATION
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
General University Information. . .North Entrance, lllini Union 333-4666
Student Activities Information 278 lllini Union (S) 333-1190
Information and Referral Center 104a Library 333-6548
AAB JAMES L LAWl
AABYE RENFE J ED 1
AAOSEN DUANE ROONEY GRAD
AARON BRITT L AGRl
AARON PHILIP S LAS2
AARON ROBERT L LAS3
ABATE MARK R BUS2
ABBAS ELIZABETH K GRAO
ABBAS KAREN J LAS2
ABBATE FRANK M BUS2
ABBEY ALICE MCLEAN ED 4
ABBOTT ALFRED R ENGl
ABBOTT BARBARA D PE 2
ABBOTT BARBARA ELLEN GRAD
ABBCTT ROBERT PATTER ENG4
ABBOTT STEPHEN C ENG1
ABBOTT SUSAN J FAA3
ABDALLAH ABDEL S M GRAD
ABOEL AZIZ YOUSSFF I GRAD
ABDEL-GALIL IBRAHIM GRAD
ABOEL-HALIM AHMED A GRAD
ABDEL-KHALIK A - GRAD
ABDEL-MAGUIO MOUSTAF GRAD
ABDEL-WAHAB ABDEL R GRAD
ABDELNJUR JAMAL GRAD
ABDELNOUR MARIANA K GRAD
*ABF. TAIZO GRAD
ABEL JACQUELINE J LAS2
ABEL LUTHER C GRAD
ABFL THFODORF FNG4
ABELL MARY A LAS3
ABELS DAWN A FAA1
ABELSON RICHARD W LASl
ABENDROTH JOHNNIF R ENG1
ABFRLE LINDA M ENGl
ABFRNATHY DAVID PICH LAS4
ABERNATHY DONNA G LASl
ABERNATHY JOHN RAY GRAD
ABERNATHY TONI Y FAA1
ABFZETIAN GREGORY M PE 1
ABLEMAN ANDREA E FAA3
ABPU-YJUSSEF M H GRAD
ABRAHAM ADAM E FAA2
ABRAHAM OAVID LAS2
ABRAHAM MAVIS A FAA1
ABRAHAM THCMAS HENRY LAS4
ABRAHAMSON TERRY A COM3
ABRAJANO ROBERT F ENG4
ABRAMAT HANS-DIETER LASl
ABPAMS ELYSE J LAS2
ABRAMS FRED JAY FAA4
ABRAMS IRWIN R AGRl
ABRAMS JEFFREY R LASl
ABPAMS MARILYN A LAS3
ABRAMS RICHARD N BUS3
ABRAMS SUSAN G ED 2
ABPAMSON CAVID VICTO FAA4
ABRAMSON JANICE M LAS2
APRAMS'JN NANCY M ED 3
ABREHE BEPHANF GRAD
ABREU NFTO AMARC L D GRAD
ABRUZZO OANIFL N GRAD
ACCIARI LAWRENCF BUS2
ACERRA MAPIO V I TO ENG4
ACEVFDO CAPMELO AVI2
ACHARRY THANU GRAD
ACHTIEN HENDRIK P. BUS3
ACHUTA MURTHY P N GRAD
ACKER ALAN S TNG1
ACKERMAN CINDA J LAS2
ACKERMAN JOAN M FAA2
ACKERMAN MARCIA LYNN ED 4
ACKERMAN STEVEN LAS3
ACKLAM CHARLES R BUS3
ACKLAND GARY A BUS3
ACKLI N GLENN D LASl
ACORD CAROL W GRAD
ACUFF FRANK LEE GRAD
ADACHI KAKJICHIRO GRAD
ADAJIAN "MCHAFL B LAS2
ADAM JOHN HAM1LTCN GRAD
ADAM ROBFRT FLMER ED 4
APAMCZYK ANDREW A GRAD
APAMCZYK RICHARD S BUS2
ADAMI DAVID RICHARD GRAD
ADAMI PAUL EDWARD AGR3
ADAMS ALAN M AGR2
ADAMS BENNIE AUSTIN GRAD
APAMS BOBBIE L LAS?
ADAMS CATLYN J LAS3
ADAMS CHERYL LYNN GRAD
ADAMS DANNY COM3
ADAMS DAVID E ENG4
ADAMS DAVID GRAY GRAD
ADAMS DEAN A LAW2
ADAMS EDWARD N III GRAD
ADAMS GRFGORY L ENGl
1406 N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH BARTON 322 C 332-0166
URH DANIELS 430 U
URH TOWNSEND 312 U 332-4121
1009 W MAIN U
URH BABCUCK 309 U 332-3786
1004 S 2ND C
112 HOL I DAY PARK C
URH ALLEN 287 U 332-3332
URH GARNER 112 C
2409 MELROSE C 359-2673
URH WESTON 386 C 332-2043
405 E JOHN C 344-0556
URH DANIELS 239 U
WASHINGTON ILL
URH TOWNSEND 516 U 332-4253
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
401 S 6TH C
802 W GREFN U 367-0428
STA A BOX 2149 C 332-4778
UC7 W GREEN 228 U 344-4090
407 S STATE C
300 S GOODWIN 203 U
STA A BOX 2149 C
STA A BOX 2847 C 344-0587
STA A BOX 2847 C 344-0587
406 E STOUGHTON 9 C 356-7107
URH WARDALL 811 U 332-4464
1612 W WILLIAM C 352-7978
910 S 3RD 211 C 337-5030
501 E SPNGFLD C 359-7493
1106 S LINCOLN U
301 F ARMORY C
URH FORBES 239 C 332-0970
URH SAUNDERS 231 U 332-3642
406 E SPNGFLD C
FITHIAN ILL
607 BLOOMINGTON RO C
URH WARDALL 1024 U 332-4524
URH SCOTT 326 C 332-1521
47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
610 LASELL C 356-4267
URH TOWNSEND 106 U 332-3988
URH FORBES 291 C 332-1008
URH TAFT 312 C 332-0640
102 E CHALMERS C 344-723?
910 S 3RD 603 C 344-5000
112 E JOHN C
306 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 324 U 332-5489
307 E HEALFY 11 C
907 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 223 C 332-1205
URH WARDALL 310 U 332-4342
301 E ARMORY C 344-6460
910 S 3PD 928 C 337-5257
908 W NEVADA U 344-4688
URH WARDALL 1002 U 332-4503
1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
URH SHERMAN 353 C 332-4816
URH DANIELS 633 U 332-2355
1012 W SPNGFLD 2 U 344-5140
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
904 W GREEN U
102 F ARMORY C
902 W ILLINOIS U
1004 S 1ST C 344-7419
1114 W SPNGFLD U
110 E CHALMFRS C
URH TRELEASE 1123 U 332-5729
611 E DANIFL C 344-6590
1205 W MAIN U 344-5847
305 DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 203 C 344-3651
URH OGLESBY 110 U 332-5067
RANTOUL ILL
111 S BUSEY U 344-4417
1405 STOUT U
407 1/2 W CALIF U 367-8968
URH FORBES 414 C 33?-1094
1014 S OAK C 359-0067
44 MAPLEWOOn U
2018 FLETCHER 10 U
URH SNYDER 291 C 332-1734
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
1301 S BUSEY U
311 E GREFN 409 C
URH TRELEASF 820 U 332-5636
VIENNA AUST
302 W LOCUST 10 U 344-3378
1005 S 2ND C
URH CARR 311 U
309 S DRAPER C 352-2063
1008 S BUSEY U 344-5367
907 E GREEN U 367-7522





















300 S GOODWIN 203
8500 S CALUMET AV





















1535 S MAPLE AV





6252 G N HOYNE AV





2651 W GREEN LEAF






1715 W 17TH ST












506 W LANG RO
5-2-15 NAGASAKI
990 ILLINOIS RD
4453 N HAMILTON AV
RR 2







200 1/2 W LEWI S
730 N ST







































































































ADAMS HAROLD C II GRAD
ADAMS HUGH W JR GRAD
ADAMS JAY W LAS2
ADAMS JEAN WATTFRSON GRAD
APAMS JEANNE LURETTA GRAD
ADAMS JFRCMF THOMAS GRAD
ADAMS JOANNE L PE 1
ADAMS JOHN M L AS2
ADAMS JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
ADAMS JUDE A FAA4
ADAMS KATHLEEN M LAS4
ADAMS KATHRYN A PE 1
ADAMS LARRY LANE FAA4
ADAMS LAWRENCE J BUS2
ADAMS MARTHA J LASl
ADAMS MARY L BUS2
APAMS MATT CORDELL FAA3
ADAMS MICHAEL JOHN ENG4
ADAMS MICHAEL RAYMON VM 3
ADAMS NANCY COULTAS LAS3
ADAMS RICHARD F GRAD
ADAMS ROBERT.DARYL FAA3
ADAMS ROY D GRAD
ADAMS STFVFN P BUS3
ADAMS VFRA A LAS2
ADAMS VERNON ARCELL GRAD
ADAMS VICKI L FAA1
ADAMS WILLIAM GARY GRAD
ACAMSKI MARY A L A S4
ADAMSON JAMES R LASl
ADAMSON MARK T COM3
ADAMSON SUSAN K E r) 4
ADAVAL SURESH C GRAD
APAY DOUGLAS M BUS4
ADDAMS JAMES C GRAD
ADDIS MARK D BUS2
ADDIS STEPHANY L LAW1
ADDIS WILLIAM H ENG4
ADDISON HOWARD A LAS4
ADDY SANDRA TUPNFY GRAD
ADE MARY E FAA1
ADELMAN BETTE LAS4
ADELMAN CONSTANCE K GRAD
ADELMAN MELVIN LEONA GRAD
ADELMAN NANCY S LASl
ADELSGN MARLA K GRAD
ADELT RICHARD ALLEN E NG4
ADER RICHARD A LASl
ADERHOLO DEBORAH L LAS2
ADES WILLIAM E BUS2
ADKINS ALBERT S III BUS3
ADKINS CATHERINE L AGR1
ADKINS CHAR1.ES D ENG1
ADKINS CHERIE M BUS1
ADKINS CLIFTON RAY BUS3
ADKINS DWAIN LEF ED 4
ADKINS MA K LASl
ADKINS MICHAEL D ENG3
ADKINS RUSSELL L ENG1
ADKINS VIRGIL DWIGHT LAS2
ADKINS WILMA C LAS3
ADKISSON STANIFY W LASl
ADLER CAROL JOHNSRUD GRAD
ADLER JOAN M LAS2
ADLER RICHARD RAYMON GRAD
ADLER SHERYl LASl
ADLER STFVEN G GRAD
ADRIAN JAMES JOSFPH GRAD
ADRIGNOLA LEONARD GRAD
AESCHLEMAN RODNFY L ENG3
AFT LAWRFNCE STUART GRAD
AGARWAL SURESH KUMAR GRAD
AGER BONITA M LAS3
AGES KAREN MARIE ED 4
AGGARWAL VI JAY B GRAD
AGIN RHODA LEAH GRAD
AGINS ANN S LAS3
AGLER THOMAS C ENG4
AGNELLO NINFA LAS4
AGNEW DAVID M L AW I
AGOCS ENORE J LAS2
AGOSTA PATRICIA AGR1
AGOSTI WILLIAM BRFNT E NG4
AGOSTINO GUY J LASl
AGRAWAL VISHWANI DEO GRAD
AGRE GARY L ED 3
AGRE NORMAN EUGENE LAS4
AGRON SHEILA H LASl
AGUSTO ROBERT L LAW1
AHCIN ALAN JOHN GRAD
AHFARN JOSEPH PHI GRAD
AHERN ARTHUR F LASl
AHERN JOHN E BUS2
AHERN KFVIN CHRISTOP LAS4
AHERN THOMAS J L AS 3
AHL KAREN L LAS4
AHLBERG CHARLES D GRAD
2120 ORCH ST 2^2 U
5 DUNNELLEN U
58 F GREGORY C
105 W FRANKLIN U
903 S MATTIS C
1832 D ORCH PL U
URH LAR 133 U




URH BLAISDELL 204 U
705 W CHURCH C
URH FORBES 469 C
URH ALLEN 346 U
URH WARDALL 418 U
910 S 3RD 606 C
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
905 E MAIN U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SHERMAN U
VERSAILLES FR
105 W FRANKLIN U
DANFORTH ILL
URH CLARK 307 C
NORMAL ILL
URH FLAGG 431 C
901 S MATTIS 2 C
2101 W WHITE 117 C
URH HOPKINS 482 C
URH WESTON 123 C
506 E SPNGFLD 8 C
406 E HFALEY C
309 S VANDOREN C
POTOMAC ILL
1105 S 4TH C
1202 W MAIN 2 U
1012 W SPNGFLD U
503 E JOHN C
1706 GOLFVIEW U
URH FLAGG 431 C
910 W WHITE C
1604 CORONADO C
AUGERVILLE RD U
URH ALLEN 208 U
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
1105 S 4TH C
UPH GARNER 218 C
URH VANDOREN 2 27 C
709 W CHURCH 6 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH LUNDGREN 402 C
URH HOPKINS 264 C
48 GREENCROFT C
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 317 U
30 1 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN 435 U
301 W OREGON U
103 E STOUGHTON C
108 S 5TH C
URH GARNER 441 C
1963 A ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMRS 1612 C
1963 A ORCH ST U
URH CLARK 420 C
URH 0GLES8Y 214 U
502 W MAIN 124 U
URH CARR 216 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
502 W MAIN 211 U
705 W SPNGFLD U
907 S WRIGHT C
904 S LINCOLN U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 102 C
1201 OREGON U
617 1/2 S WRIGHT 2 C
BONDVILLE ILL
DES PLAINES ILL
URH WARDALL 116 U
311 E GREEN 308 C
URH ALLEN 175 U
805 S LINCOLN 7 U
311 E ARMORY C
2087 A ORCH ST U
801 E GREEN U
7 HERITAGE C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS U
908 W UNIVERSITY 6 U
2511 LAWNDALE C
URH CARR 424 U
URH CARR 412 U
707 W CLARK U
302 W HEALEY C
102 N GREGORY U






























































822 E UNION AV
105 W FRANKLIN




1030 W TETON DR
109 A STAFF ROW
512 FAIRLAWN
308 COVENTRY LN
1910 W BAY RD
5 85 W 8TH ST
19 WAGNER DR
4814 SEINE DR









901 S MATTIS 2
4909 W WALTON







RR 2 BOX 90
RR 2 BOX 90
3839 CLIFFORD
1706 GOLFVIEW






3937 N NORA AV
365 OAKWOOD ST
308 CIRCLE DR
709 * CHURCH ST












1963 A ORCH ST
229 N LOCUST
1963 A ORCHARD ST
7840 S CRANDON
136 N 107TH ST
502 W MAIN
504 FUR MAN
502 W MAIN 211
NATIONALS ROAD
353 HIGHLAND DR







1640 S HOME AV
1628 S WESTERN
603 RAY AV
8446 W 50TH ST















































































































AHLEMUS JOHN PAUL GRAD
AHLF ANN JUNETTA L AS4
AHLM TIMOTHY ALLAN LAS4
AHLSTEAO MARIANNE T LAS?
AHMED BASHIR GRAD
AHNELL ARDEN D FNG1
AHNGFR SUSAN E GRAD
*AHO GFRHARD GRAD
AHTCLA ANJA ANNELI GRAD
AHTOLA OLLI TAPANI GRAD
AICHELE ROLF H ENG1
AIDEM DIANE M ED 3
AIEX NOLA KORTNER GRAD
AIKEN JOHN D LAS2
AIKUS AL8FRT J FNG3
AIKUS DOROTHY A LAS1
AIMARO JOSEPH P ENG2
AIMONE MICHAEL L LAS1
AIUPPA THOMAS A GRAO
AI ZUSS FLLEN S ED 1




*AKEMANN JOHN FRANK GRAD
AKFRHAUGEN ELLFN A LAST
AKERHIELM DANIEL S ENG1
AKERS DEANNA I 4GR1
AKERS JAMES L AGRl
AKFRS MARCELLE J LAS5
AKIN CHRISTOPHER 3 ENG1
AKINS KENNETH E PE 1
AKINS MAURICE M FAA1
AKR IGHT GAYLE L AGR3
AKST GEORGE GRAD
AKTAN A EMIN GRAD
AKULOW OKSANA A LAS1
AKULOW OREST B ENG2
AL-HAKKAK MOHAMMED J GRAD
AL-KISHTAINl SABAH F GRAD
*ALAM A^WAR GRAD
ALBAN LAURIF S LAS3
AI BANESF JANICE A ED 3
ALBANO DANIEL V GRAD
ALBANO DEBORAH L LAS1
ALBERS ROBERT J BUS?
ALBERSTEIN DAVID G»AO
ALBERT EDNA GRAD
ALBERT GORDON K LAS3
ALBERT JEROME BTRNAR G3.AD
ALBERT THCMAS RUSSEL GRAD
ALBERTSCN 3ARBAPA JI FAA4
ALBERTSON THOMAS J FAA1
ALBIN BENNY DOW GRAD
AL3IN MARTIN L AGRl
ALBIN PERRY S AGR2
ALBIN RICHARD W GRAD
ALBIN WILLIAM B bNGl
ALBRECHT CAROL J LAS1
ALBRECHT DAVID WALTF LAS4
ALBRECHT DWAIN S GRAD
ALBRFCHT I I TA ANNE I AS1
ALBRFCHT PETER D ENG3
ALBUN CARL J LAS2
ALCOPN JOHN RANDOLPH LAS2
ALCORN RICHARD S GRAD
ALDANA ADFLFP LFON GRAD
ALDEN JCHN F LAS3
ALDEN JOHN WEIDKAN GRAD
ALDEN LYNN ELLEN GRAD
ALDEN SYLVIA KAY GRAD
ALDERMAN BRENDA E LAS3
ALDERMAN PHILIP K 3RAD
ALDERSCN ARTHUR NORM ENG4
ALDERSON C.LA"FNCF R GRAD
ALDERSON MARY FLLEN GRAD
ALDERSON SCSAN K LAS?
ALDRICH C H I I I GRAD
ALDRICH DAVID BUS1
ALDRICH EPIC L LAS3
ALDRICH PHYLLIS J LAS?
ALDRICH RPBERT A VM ?
ALDRIOGE Ana UNA G GRAD
AIDRIDGE MARGARFT B LAS'*
ALFSSANDRI EDWIN T GRAD
*ALESSANDRI KATHRYN H AGP. 4
ALEXANDER ALBERT W J L AS4
ALFXANDFR BRIAN E LAS2
ALEXANDER BUDDY R BUS1
ALEXANDFR CHARLFS A 3US3
ALEXANDER CHARLES RF FAA4
ALEXANDER DAVID F LAW?
ALEXANDER DEBORAH J IAS3
ALEXANDFR GLENN M LAS2
ALEXANDER GRFGORY LF F NG4
ALEXANDER JAMES ENG4
ALEXANDFR JEFFPFY C "E 2
402 W MICHIGAN U
207 E JOHN C
MAHOMFT ILL
URH WARDALL 1008 U
URH DANIELS 606 U
URH NOBLE 415 C
1102 STOUGHTON U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
300 S GOODWIN 64 U
300 S GOODWIN 611 U
130 1 E MUMFORD U
409 F CHALMRS 1114 C
4 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
911 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
URH VANDOREN 312 C
URH GARNER 286 C
URH TOWNSEND 231 U
20? S LINCOLN 10 U
910 S 3RD 914 C
13 19 A ORCH PL U
307 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 330 U
713 S STATE C
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 101 U
URH SCOTT ?09 C
1303 C ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 378 C
URH OGLFSBY 320 U
URH 0GLES3Y 1207 U
URH BUSEY 325 U
103 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH SHERMAN 650 C
URH BLAISDELL 11 U
URH HOPKINS 250 C
ELEC ENG BLDG U
2029 C HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 511 U
505 E WHITE 8 C
108 E HEAL EY C
501 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 396 U
URH SCOTT 371 C
URH DANIELS 419 U
201 BLISS U
URH CARR 104 U
602 E STOUGHTON C
905 S 1ST C
207 W ILLINOIS U
URH BABCOCK 310 U
DANVILLE ILL
809 W PENN U
710 E M ICHIGAN U
903 W OREGON U
NFWMAN ILL
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
1007 S 3RD C
506 S URBANA U
URH WARDALL 1213 U
3 6 LEXINGTON U
104 1/2 UNIV C
URH CARR 1?7 U
2101 HAZWD OR 304 U
102 F OREGON U
?1? N MCCULLOUGH 4 U
803 HAWTHORNF U
201 N BUSEY U
PEORIA ILL
1105 N 5TH C
1?C7 W CLARK U
618 W HILL C
613 3REFN C
613 BREEN C
URH VANOJREN 123 C
URH SHERMAN 856 C
URH FORBES 275 C
URH TOWNSEND 414 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
4 SALEM RU U
ini E CHALMERS C
1605 HENRY C
70 5 HAWTHORNE U
705 E HAWTHORNE U
URH OGLESBY 1104 U
716 W HARVARD C
1111 S 1ST C
803 W OREGON U
TUSCOLA ILL
WHITE HEATH ILL
50? F WHITE C
URH BABCOCK U
808 W NEVADA U
































































309 E OAK ST
8100 LAKE ST

























1803 C ORCH PL
2226 GOEBBERT RD
651 W 63RD PL








J N AGRIL U
3126 W JARVIS AV
322 W EDSON PL
514 CORPINTHIA CT
3733 N KENNETH
2856 W 21ST PL
1711 W TULARE
23 W VANBUPEN ST
109 DELMONT ST











RR 1 BOX 230
403 S JACKSON ST
6551 N SACRAMENTO
2512 19TH AV
2101 HAZWD DR 304
102 E OREGON
331 RED COACH LN
803 F'AWTHRONE
RR 3
RR 2 BOX 60






814 W GRAND RIVER
700 N WALNUT
2105 ZUPPKE



















































































































ALEXANDER KENNFTH J GRAD
ALFXANUFR MARION U GRAD
ALFXANDFR MAPJORIE A GRAD
ALEXANDFR "I CHAFL M L4S3
ALFXANOER NANCY KAY COM4
At FXANDER RFX H ENG3
ALEXANOrw RICHARD B LAS1
ALEXANDFR RONALD K FNG?
ALEXANDER STEPHTN D LAS4
ALEXANDER SUSAN J I. ASl
ALEXANDER SYRILLA D GRAD
ALFXANDFR TF"RY LFF GRAD
ALFXAN'JER WILLIAM A L AW 1
ALF THOMAS B TJS1
ALFELD ANN ROSALIA LAS3
ALFREDSO.N GARY W LAS1
ALFREDSON THOMAS V LAS?
ALGARIN PEDRO JOSE GRAD
*AlGUERO MANUEL S GRAD
ALHALEL NORMAN D COM3
AL I LAT IF HASSAN GRAD
ALI SAIYFD M ENG1
AL IABAOI YOUSSEF S LAS4
ALISON IDA KATHLEEN GRAD
AL I SON SUSAN C AGR3
ALLARDICE eRUCE S LAS1
ALLARDICE ROBFRT D LAS4
AILBPITTEN GEORGE C 13US2
ALLCCCK STEPHEN W FAA4
ALLEMAN DEBRA L PE 1
ALLEMCNG JOHN J FNG2
*ALLEN ARTHUR L GRAD
ALLEN BARBARA L LAS1
ALLEN BERNARD J LAS4
ALLEN BOBBIE JEWEL GRAD
ALLEN CAROL A L ASl
ALLEN CATHERINE L LAS1
ALLEN CATHFRINE S E'J 2
ALLEN DANIEL M ENG1
ALLEN DAVID M LAS2
ALLEN EDWARD LFF GRAD
Al LEN GARY BRUCE LAS4
ALLFN GWENDOLYN F GRAD
ALLEN HFIDI T L AS 1
*ALLFN JAMES RICHARD ED 4
ALLEN JAY F A GR
3
ALLEN JOHN JOSFPH GRAD
ALLEN JOHN P LAS2
ALLEN JOHN S LAS1
ALLEN JOHN W ENG3
ALL EN JUDITH G LAS1
ALLEN KAREN B LAS2
ALLEN KATHFRINE G FAA1
ALLEN KEITH R FAA2
ALLEN KFNNETH B LAS3
ALLEN KENNETH J LAS?
ALLEN KENNETH WILBUR GRAD
ALLEN KENNITH E ENG1
ALLEN LARRY DON ELL PE 2
ALLEN MARIBETH FAA4
ALLEN MARK E AGR3
ALLEN MICHAEL B BUS3
ALLEN NEIL KEITH GRAD
ALLEN PATPICK JOSEPH GRAD
ALLEN PAUL A LAW1
ALLEN RICHARD BLAIR L A S4
ALLEN ROBERT B LAS?
ALLEN ROBIN H LAS1
ALLEN SANDRA C GRAD
ALLEN SARAH C LAS1
ALLEN SARAH C L\S2
ALLEN STEPHEN M ENG1
ALLEN STEVEN F PF 3
ALLEN SUSAN E SMITH GRAD
ALLEN THOMAS G LAS4
ALLEN WILBERT GRAD
ALLEN WILLIAM C GRAD
ALLEN WILLIAM H LAS1
ALLENDER DAVID W GRAD
ALLENDER JULIE A LAS2
ALLER JOHN EARL GRAD
ALLETAG NANCY S LAS*
ALLGAIER GEORGF JOHN GRAD
ALLHANDS RODGFP V A GR
2
ALL IE BARBARA S GRAD
ALL IE GARY RUSSELL .GRAD
ALLIN MARY M LAS1
ALLING JUDITH L LAS1
ALLING NANCY LEF GRAD
ALLISON BONNIE J LAS2
ALLI SON JOHN H I I I FNG1
ALL ISON JOHN M LAS1
ALLISON THEODORE E GRAD
ALLISON VIVIAN FD 1
ALLMAN MARGARET RUTH GRAD
ALLMAN MICHAEL E ENG2
ALLSPACH PAMELA JILL GRAD
TTLONO ILL
1 1 10 W CLARK U
606 W PFNN U
1J04 W NEVADA U
611 E DANIEL C
1008 S 4TH C
RIO W ORCGUN U
URH SCTTT 160 C
12 04 W ST0UGHT3N U
UPH BLAISDELL 42 7 U
TUSCOLA ILL
2007 CURE TON U
270<? TRAFALGAR SO. C
URH SCOTT 218 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
URH GARNER ?44 C
GENFVA ILL
CHICAGO ILL
2083 A (JRCH ST U
??15 S 1ST 301 C
00 3 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY ?42 U
50R E STOUGHTON C
1 360 VALLFY RD C
U»H WAROALL 617 U
URH OGLESBY 322 U
M r. E WHITE 9 C
303 E CHALMERS C
715 W IOWA U
8 05 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 365 C
1916 R ORCH ST U
URH VANIDOREN 19 C
1001 S WR IGHT C
UPH SHFRMAN 846 C
URH WARDALL 1006 U
URH WARDALL 221 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 218 C
URH GARNER 128 C
904 SHURTS U
URH SNYDER 340 C
1916 B ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 4?5 C
TUSCOLA ILL
URH OGLESBY 1112 U
MANSFIELD ILL
URH SCOTT 470 C
URH SNYDER 42 1 C
8 ROSEWOOD DL U
1802 PLEASANT U
URH L AR 423 U
URH FLAGG 309 C
URH BABCOCK 421 U
409 F CHALMERS 613 C
402 E DANIEL C
?705 W WILLIAM C
URH OGLESBY 742 U
URH HOPKINS 210 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
58 F GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 1111 U
2305 S 1ST 103 C
1201 W NEVADA U
1213 W CHARLES C
URH GARNEP 372 C
202 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 420 U
1106 S 2ND 3 C
URH SAUNDERS 410 U
101 MEADOW U
URH OGLESBY 830 U
1008 S 2ND 2 C
2O06 VAWTFR U
404 E CLARK C
2311 S 1ST MANOR C
606 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 386 C
14 OUNELLFN U
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
SADORUS ILL
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
1008 E DELAWARE U
URH SNYDER 361 C
20 WAYSIDE RD U
20 WAYSIDE RD U
209 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 429 U
1004 S 4TH C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 475 C
303 E CHALMERS C
706 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 268 U
URH DANIELS 383 U
URH GARNER 110 C









































































71 1 HAINES BLVD
402 HILLCRFST OR
RR 2
























1916 B ORCH ST
RR 1
114 ARIZONA
4305 W 14TH ST





















706 W JOHN ADAMS




2305 S 1ST 103
1705 N 31ST
JFLLIFF MILL RD
116 W MARION ST
TERRACE VIEW RR 3
2705 W WILLIAM







12"9 S 13TH ST
1630 GOLF CLUB DR
504 S DONALD AV
14 DUNELLEN
88 W SCHILLER AV
RR 1
1002 SHORE CLUB DR
5 PERKINS CT




907 S 4TH AV
RR 1
107 HARRI SON AV
2610 EDWARDS ST
314 EMILI E DR
7 FOREST HILLS DR





















































































ST CLAIR SH MICH
















AL L SUP MARK S FAA2
ALLSWANG BARRY S LAS3
ALLYN WILLIAM R ENG 2
ALM KATHLFFN GRAD
ALMAN DF3RA A LAS1
ALMAN R03FRT E FNG1
Al MAN STEVEN A LAS1
Al MBERG MARK J LAS3
ALMENDINGE" POSFMARY GRAD
ALMGRFN NANCY ANNE L AS4
ALMIROL EDWIN BOADO GRAD
ALMCN GEORGIE I ED 3
ALMCN RICHARD R GRAO
ALMQUIST FDWARD ENG?
ALMS RONALD C AGR3
ALDNSO REBECCA R FAA6
Al PNZO AIDA MAPGUFR I LASA
Al PER MARl A K L AS1
ALPE"N MICHAEL ENG4
Al PERN MICHAFL S GRAD
+ALSBFRG PETER ALLYN GRAD
ALSIP JAMES F PE 3
ALSIP RUSSELL H PE ?
ALSTFR JOAN MANNING GRAD
ALSUP CARL RICHARC GRAD
ALT MARK E ENG1
ALTAY FROL M FAA 1
ALTEKRUSE LINDA K B'JSl
Al TER BARBARA P LAS2
Al TEP JAN H L AS1
ALTFRMAN NEAL G LAS2
ALTHAUS DIANE J AGR1
Al THFIOE JFRfLYN S FAA?
ALTI7ER ROLFY D GRAD
ALTON GUY R ENG 2
ALTSCHUL BFTTY JEAN LAS3
ALTSCHUL MARLA K FAA2
ALTSTEIN HOWARD GRAD
ALTSTIEL LARRY D LAS3
ALVARCS KENNETH MICH GRAD
ALVFY CONSTANCE JOY GRAD
*AL VEY HARPY maiCPLM GRAD
ALVEY LARRY RUSSELL LAS4
ALVEY THOMAS R LAS3
AMADO RICHARD STEVFN GRAD
AMADON CYNTHIA COM4
AMADOR LAURA K LAS2
AMATO ANGFLA F LAS2
AMBERG STEPHEN CHARL BUS4
AMBEPC SUSAN JEAN LAS4
AMDAL JAMES RUSSELL FAA4
AMFFL JOHN JULES GRAD
AMFNDOLA RICHARD L LAS1
AMENT SUSIE LAS4
AMES MELINDA L LAS2
AMES ROGER GERALD GRAD
AKICK BARBARA LOUISE GRAD
AMIOEO WILLIAM F LAW1
AMIDON RUTH ELLEN LAS4
AMIRHOR PARVIZ GRAD
AMLING JFNNIFER I L AS1
AMLING RUBFRT M AGR3
AMMAPI MOHAMMAD AL I G3AD
AMMADI SORAYYA M GRAD
AMMER JERCME JOSFPH GRAD
*AMMONS FL IZA3ETH M 5RAD
AMMCNS MARK WALTON GRAD
AMOAKU GEPALDINE A ED 1
AMCAKU WILLIAM KOMLA GRAD
AMONT LARRY M LAS2
AMORE FRANCIS JOSFPH GRAD
AMORUSO WILLIAM B LAS 2
AMOTH BENJAMIN OWIRA GRAD
AMP AM JACK C 1. AS2
AMSTUTZ PAUL E AGR1
AMUNDSEN DORIS J LAS3
AMUNDSEN STEVEN BREN FAA4
AMUSA ADEBOWALF L AS2
AMUSA AOEMOI.A GRAD
ANCHOR CHARLENE K FAA4
ANDELMAN LYNN J LA S3
ANDER NANCY LEE FAA4
ANDERBERG STEPHFN J AVI2
ANDCBEPG THOMAS A FNG4
AC'DERER JEFFPEY A LAS 2
Af'DEPM.AN DAVID BRUCE ED 4
ANDERMANN RONALD E L AS3
ANDERS MARJ1RIF J LAS4
ANDEPSEN DAVID J 1 ASI
ANDERSEN DAVID M ENG 3
ANDERSEN DENNIS D AGKl
ANDERSEN OtNMS L LAS3
ANDERSFN HENPY T LAS?
ANDERSEN MAPY K LAS?
ANDERSEN RUSSELL M 3US3
ANDERSON ALICE LONG GRAD
ANDERSON ALICE V FAA1
URH TOWNSEND 5 09 U
801 W HILL C
91 I S 4TH C
605 S STATF C
URH WARDALL 223 U
URH SCOTT 175 C
URH SCOTT 317 C
1823 W JOHN C
406 W OREGON U
301 E UNIVERSITY 1 C
ion*, s 4TH ST C
URH SAUNOERS 111 U
1008 W UNIVERSITY U
3 05 F JOHN C
408 F GREEN C
7 PFNN CT U
108 E HEALEY 2 C
URH TRELEASF 620 U
808 W CALIFORNIA U
603 W CAL 1F0RNIA U
5 BUENA VISTA CT U
150? DAWSON C
1007 S 3RD C
406 F GREEN 203 C
406 GLEN U
1103 S BUSEY U
308 N "ROSPFCT C
URH LUNDGREN 210 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
URH TRELEASF 10C8 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 483 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 1152 C
URH 8ABC0CK 323 U
409 E CHALMRS 160"* C
706 S MATHFWS U
1807 SOUTHWOOD C
305 S STATE C
?30l S 1ST ?0? C
BURPILL HALL 524 U
2407 S POND U
501 1/2 E GREEN C
MAHOMET ILL
204 HOLIDAY PK 3C1 C
URH EVANS 428 U
907 S 3RD 18 C
30? E ARMORY C
1B56 VALLEY RD U
1005 S 6TH 7 C
VERSAILLES FR
603 W NEVADA 3 U
URH SNYDER 4 76 C
58 E JOHN 13 C
URH WARDALL llll U
1 13 ENNIS LN U
URH SHERMAN 1266 C
URH FORBES 480 C
710 W OHIO U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
405 F JOHN C
206 S GREGORY U
?">?7 R HA7KD CT U
2027 B HAZWD CT U
1111 S 3RD 204 C
605 E UNIVERSITY C
6 05 E UNIVERSITY C
1610 MAYNARD C
412 E GREEN C
911 S 4TH C
1975 C ORCH ST U
313 F CHALMFRS C
6 08 S 1ST C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 370 C
URH LAR 462 U
?04 F JOHN C
1106 W CLARK U
1 106 W CLARK U
OAK PARK ILL
41 E GREEN C
1107 W GREEN 134 U
URH OGLFSBY 624 U
1 10 S GREGORY 4 U
URH WESTON 278 C
1009 W UNIVFPSITY U
URH TOWNSEND 518 U
URH ALLEN 385 U
URH HOPKINS 453 C
1109 ARBOR 5 C
806 W MAIN U
507 E UNI VERSI TY C
UPH TOWNSEND 378 U
?18 C GREGORY 30? C
209 E ARMORY C
302 6UFNA VISTA C







































































409 NE 2ND ST
U OF PHILIPPINFS
4645 LEVI S LN
1008 W UNIVERSITY
5250 N LFAMINGTON




























603 W MILLER ST
42 LARKSPUR DR
509 F STOUGHTON203
525 F CGLLEGF AV
1104 S WESTERN AV
5000 N OZARK
298 W GUERTIN ST
?98 W GUERTIN ST
2 7 MONTGOMERY ST
603 W NEVADA 3
3712 WREN LN S
7061 N KEDZIF
3148 BELWOOD LN
113 ENNI S LN
53 DOWNEY DR
STA A BOX 2205
404 E WILLIAMS ST
1107 1/2 W OPFGON
409 E 5TH ST
409 F 5TH
2027 B HAZWD CT
203 W STANAGE
1019 N KEDVALF AV
1525 JOSEPH ST
1525 JOSEPH ST
2840 S STATE 403
U OF GHANA
149 S WFSTLAWN AV














3544 W 1UTH ST
164 CLINTON
601 S 9TH AV
3312 C DARWOOD OR
5128 WOODLAND AV
348 MERRIMAC
701 S WAIOLA AV
334 S WAIOLA
275 S CIRCLE





































































































ANDERSON BARBARA J LAS? URH CLARK 21
9
C 3^2-0019
ANDERSON PERNADETTE GRAD URH SHERMAN 526 C
ANDEPSON BONNIE C GRAO 55 F HEALEY 203 C
ANDERSON CARL VICTOR ENG4 302 BUENA VISTA C 356-5784
ANDERSON CAROLYN B GRAD 1934 D ORCH ST U 344-5136
ANDERSON CATHY GRAD URH SHERMAN 254 c
ANDERSON CHARLES F FAA3 1108 S 1ST c 3^4-7445
ANDERSON CHERYL L LAS2 URH LAP 294 u 332-3C01
ANDERSON CHRISTINE M LAS2 URH BLAISOELL 313 u
ANDERSON CLARK L LAS1 URH CARR 314 u 332-3926
ANDERSON CI YDF R AGR3 B01 W NEVADA u 344-3410
ANDERSON CRAIG ALLEN GRAD 503 S PROSPECT c 356-0006
ANDFRSON CRAIG L BUS2 1009 W PFNN u 344-9513
ANDERSON CRIS J L AS2 URH LAR 192 u 332-2963
ANDERSON DALE H AGR3 B01 W NEVADA u 344-3410
ANDERSON DANIEL J AGR4 804 S BUSEY u 344-6323
AN D6RSON CANNY NEAL GRAD MAHOMET ILL
ANDERSON DAVID L TJS3 RANTOUL ILL
ANDERSON DAVID M ENG1 URH GARNER 344 c 332-0806
ANDERSON DAVID u FMG3 1007 S 3RD c
ANDERSON DENNIS M FAA2 1608 CAROLYN c 352-0182
ANDERSON DENNIS R AGR2 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152
ANDERSON DIANF L FAA1 URH BUSEY 426 u 332-2668
ANDERSON DIFRDPE A LAS1 URH TRELEASE 712 u
ANOERSON DON IF ROY GRAD 604 N MAPLE 16 u 367-8949
ANDERSON DONALD WAYN FNG4 1106 W STOUGHTON 3 u 367-7851
ANDERSON DOROTHY LAS2 1 1 16 W CHURCH c 352-2824
ANDERSON DOUGLAS \ GRAD 2604 SANG4M0N c 356-7420
ANDERSON EDWARD V LAS3 6">4 E ARMORY 317 c
ANDERSON GAIL M PE 3 608 W WASHINGTON u 344-6908
ANDFRSON GAIL MARIF LAS4 409 E CHALMFRS c 344-2311
ANDERSON GARY A LAS1 305 F JOHN c
ANDERSON GARY ALAN GRAD 203 N LYNN 38 c 356-8116
ANDERSON GARY b FNG? URH SNYDER 241 c 332-1699
ANDERSON GARY W FAA4 1007 S 3RD c 344-9511
ANDERSON GAYE NUSS ED 9 524 FAIRLAWN u 367-2761
ANDERSON GLEN WAYNE AGR4 1-346 VAILEY RD c 352-0148
ANDERSCN GREGORY C BUS4 1004 S 2ND c 344-9783
ANDERSON HAROLD A LAS3 URH BABCOCK 328 u 332-3806
ANDERSON HAROLD D LAS1 URH HOPKINS 204 c 332-1188
ANDERSON HARRY R GRAD 1401 ADAMS u 367-6459
ANDERSON HOLLY S ED 1 URH TRELEASE 123 u 332-5431
ANDERSON HOWARD L JR BUS3 505 E CHALMERS c 344-5529
ANDERSON JACK KIRK GRAD 607 HARWOOD CT c
ANDERSON JAMFS e ENG1 URH SNYDER 326 c 332-1762
ANDERSON JAMES D GRAD 502 W MAIN 130 u
ANDERSON JAMES HOWAP GRAD
ANDERSCN JAMES M L AS1 URH TOWNSENO 409 u 332-4182
ANDERSON JAMES W GRAD 703 E COLORADO 102 u 367-8055
ANDERSON JAMFS WALLA FAA4 306 E GREEN c 359-1402
ANDERSON JANET IVY GRAD PIVER FOREST ILL
ANDERSON J^NNIEFP A LAS5
ANDERSON JFNNY SUE GRAD 702 S LYNN c 352-6819
ANDERSON JOHN H JR ENG3 310 COLUMBIA c
ANDERSON JOHN L EONAR GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD 3 c
ANDERSON JONATHAN J LAS2 310 E JOHN c 344-0808
ANDERSON JUDITH ANN GRAD 222 1 S 1ST ST RD c 348-5894
ANDERSON JUDITH L LAS1 URH ALLEN 321 u 332-3193
ANDERSON KATHLFEN A LAS1 URH VANDOREN 307 c 332-0520
ANDFRSON KIMS 3US1 URH SNYDER 24? c 332-1700
ANDERSCN KIMBALL R LAS1 URH SCOTT 157 c 332-1412
ANDERSON KIRK P LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 278 u 332-4105
ANDERSON LARRY ALLEN GRAD 2212 BROADMOOR c 352-0670
ANDERSON LARRY E GRAD 2201 HAZWD DR 302 IJ 344-6829
ANDERSON MARGAPFT G ED 3 410 E GREEN c
ANDERSON MARILYN R AGR3 49 MAPLEWOOD u 367-8857
ANDERSCN MARK ALLFN LAS2 211 E DANIEL c 344-7C40
ANDERSON MARK P BUS4 DANVILLE ILL 442-6368
ANDERSON MARLA J L AS4 URH SAUNDERS 329 u 332-3671
ANDERSON MARTHA B GPAD 203 W IOWA u 367-4929
ANDERSON MARY N LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1312 c 344-0400
ANDERSON MAXINF LAS4 409 F CHALMRS 1008 c 344-6596
ANDERSON MORRY R FAA2 812 W MAIN u 36 5-1097
ANDERSON NANCY F GRAD SAVOY ILL
ANDFRSON NANCY L °E 1 URH ALLEN 27 1 u
ANDERSON NEAL F LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 315 u 332-4124
ANDERSON NEAL G LAS3 803 W OREGON u
ANDERSON NEIL OPREN G"AD 2412 E FLM u 367-7324
ANDERSON PAMELA K LAS2 1009 W MAIN 12 u 367-7450
ANDERSON PATRICIA C LAS2 URH LAR 293 u 332-3000
ANDERSON PATRICIA L ED ^ URH BLAISOELL 110 u 332-3457
ANDERSON PAUl D FNG3 211 E ARMORY c 344-9500
ANDERSON PAUL E LAS3 401 E GREEN c
ANDERSON PAUL R ENG1 URH SNYDFR 286 c 332-1730
ANDERSON PAUL S ENG1 1007 S 3RD c
ANDERSON PHIl IP J ENG1 URH SCOTT 240 c 332-1458
ANDERSON RICHAPO C FAA4 49 MAPLEWOOD u 367-8857
ANDERSON PICHAPD EPN GRAD 1934 D ORCH ST u 344-5136
ANDERSON RICHARD F AGR3 313 E ARMORY c 344-9766
ANDERSON PICHAPD LEF AGR3 309 E DANIEL c
ANDERSON RICHARD W LAS4 604 N MAPLE 6 u 367-6034
ANDERSON PICK J ENG4 2113 KIRBY c 359-4082
ANDERSCN ROBERT ALAN GRAD 2027 C HAZWD CT u 344-4631
ANDERSON ROBERT CHAR BUS* 402 F ARMORY c 344-9713
ANDERSON ROBERT D GRAD 1408 N MCKINLEY I c 359-1308
ANDERSON POBEPT EVAN CNG4 1207 W CLARK u
At DERSON ROBERTA SUE FAA2 905 S 1ST c
RP 1
L949 CENTR4L AV















808 W ILL INOIS



















RR 2 BOX 365






RR 1 BOX 205








311 N MINERAL SPR























2431 SILVER CRK DR
14 N FREMONT
5308 CENTRAL AV







1934 D ORCH ST
PLAINFIELD RD RR
914 S AVENUE
604 N MAPLE 6
2113 W KIRBY







































































































ANDERSON ROBERTA T GRAD
ANDERSON ROBIN L FAA1
ANDERSON ROBYN E LAS4
ANDERSON ROGER S FNG4
ANOERSON RONALD S LAS1
ANDERSON ROSS BYRON AGR4
ANDERSON RUSSFIL D LAW2
ANDERSON RUTH A AGR2
ANDERSON SALLY t OU GRAD
ANDERSON SAMMY L FNG3
ANDERSON SHARON JOY GRAD
ANDERSON SHARON ROSE GRAD
ANDERSON SIDNFY DW I G PF 4
ANDERSON STEPHEN C LAS1
ANDERSON STEPHFN K LASl
ANDFRSON STEVEN G LAS2
ANDERSON STEVEN R BUS4
ANDERSON STEVEN R LAS2
ANDERSON SUE MARIE GRAD
ANDERSON SUSAN DIANE LAS4
ANDERSON SUSAN M L AS 3
ANDERSON THOMAS A BUS1
ANDERSON THOMAS C GRAD
ANDERSON THCMAS E 3JS4
ANDERSON THOMAS E LASl
ANDERSON THOMAS R LAS2
ANDERSON TIMOTHY LEE F AA4
ANDERSON WAYNE F AGR
1
ANDERSON WAYNE R GRAD
ANDERSON WILLIAM F AVI1
ANOERSON WILLIAM JR FAA3
ANDERSON WILLIAM L GRAD
ANDERT DEBORAH LYNN GRAD
ANDERT KATHERINE P GRAD
ANDERT3N STFPHFN S LAS4
ANDES STEVEN MARTIN GRAD
ANDRE JFFFREY A FAM
ANDRE THOMAS GRAD
ANDREAS NANCY E L AS 3
ANDRES EDMUND GRAD
ANDRES RDBFRT J CNG3
ANDRES SUSAN C FO 3




ANDREWS ANITA J ED 2
ANDREWS AUSTIN M u GRAD
ANDREWS CONNIE SUE LAS4
ANDREWS DAVID J ED 4
ANDREWS DEBORAH E LAS2
ANDREWS GAIL LYNN LAS3
ANDRFWS GEORGE JAMES LAS4
ANDRFWS HEFROLD D LAW2
ANDREWS JENNIFER ED 1
ANDRFWS KFNNETH R GRAD
ANDREWS MICHAFl J LASl
ANDREWS MICHAEL J BUS4
ANDREWS MICHAEL JOHN ED 4
ANDRFWS R03FRT JAY ^NG4
ANDREWS ULIN STANLEY GRAD
ANDRICHIK DAVID WESL FAA3
ANDRICK STEPHEN C 3US3
ANORIS MARVIN R AGR4
ANDRUCH JOHN P JR AGR2
ANDRYSIAK DAVID M L \ S4
ANFSTOS THFMISTOCLES GRAD
ANGFl ICH DAVID LAWRF l>E 4
ANGFLL PATRICIA JANE PE 4
ANGERAME WAYNE MICHA FAA4
ANGEVINE ROGER L GRAD
ANGUS JOHN A FAA2
ANGUS ROBERT HAROLD AGR4
ANIOLOWSKI JEROMF J L Aw 1
ANKIN MICHAEL GARY LAS3
ANNIN WILLIAM C GRAD
ANNOR KWAME PCKU GRAD
ANSAI MICHAEL H ENG1
AhSEL LESI IE F LAS2
ANSEL MARC JCEL L AS4
ANSOLABEHERF JEAN M G=AD
ANSPACH KENNFTH G LASl
ANSTAOT NEAL A GRAD
ANTHONY ClARFTHA G*AD
ANTHONY JULIANNE V GRAD
ANTHONY PAUL J EMG3
ANTHOMY STEVEN J GRAD
ANTHONY WILLIAM n ENG1
ANTICOL 30NNIE DALE ED 4
ANTMAN FAYE EO 2
ANTOFF RICHARD C L\S1
ANTCNACCI JOHN L ENG3
ANTONTP JAMES S GRAD
ANTONIU KATHLEEN R LAS3
ANTOS JOHN JEFFREY 3US4
ANTRIM GML I LAS3
ANT1 IM PAMELA J LASl
APEL GARY ALLEN GRAD
APKE THOMAS LEE LAS3
807 N ORCH U
URH TRELEASE 624 U
URH ALLEN 92 U
904 W GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 412 C
80 3 W OREGON U
524 FAIRLAWN U
3 12 F DAN I EL C
314 LANDO PL C
311 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 260 U
909 S OAK C
103 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 280 U
URH GARNER 460 C
806 W MAIN U
400 BRIAR LN 2 C
305 E JOHN C
707 S 6TH 314 C
706 W CHURCH 2 C
904 S LINCOLN U
1101 W PENN U
1 706 VALLEY RD C
202 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 263 C
URH WFSTUN 409 C
VERSAILLES FR
URH TOWNSEND 513 U
1201 W NEVADA U
TUSCOLA ILL
216 E GREGORY 304 C
TOLONO ILL
1404 GRANOVIEW C
402 S HIGHLAND C
707 S 6TH 214 C
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 388 C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK
1110 W NEVADA U
6 04 F ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 242 C
URH TRELEASE 1131 U
3 06 E THOMPSON U
SAL ISBURY MD
URH VANDOREN 124 C
901 S MATTIS 1 C
501 E SPNGFLD 3 C
<M 2 C
URH WARDALL 606 U
302 E ARMORY C
400 BRIAR LN 7 C
ROYAL ILL
405 E JOHN C
ASHEBORO N C
409 F CHALMERS 710 C
URH FORBES 391 C
URH TOWNSEND 126 U
URH GARNER 238 C
OAKLAND ILL
1007 S 3RD C
906 S 1ST C
804 W OREGON
URH OGLESBY 626 P
STA A BOX 2942 C
1213 W CLARK U
905 S 1ST C
1008 S 2ND 2 C
80 3 W OREGON U
707 W CHURCH U
402 E ARMORY C
309 W PENN U
1406 N MCKINLEY 6 C
307 S PRAIRIE C
710 HAMILTON C
3203 CAMERON C
URH TOWNSEND 2*>8 U
URH TRELEASE 409 U
907 S 4TH C
708 DUNCAN PD C
URH SNYDER 313 C
409 W CHALMERS C
107 F CHALMERS 7 C
URH TRELEASE 101 U
U.<H TOWNSEND 119 U
905 S RACE U
URH SCOTT 373 C
409 F CHALMERS 802 C
URH TRELEASE 410 U
URH TOWNSEMO 230 U
212 E DANIEL C
30 4 LPCUST U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1 12 F DANIEL C
11C2 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 421 C
URH DANIELS 124 U






























































RR 1 BOX 20
524 FAIRLAWN











844 W 8TH ST
706 W CHURCH 2





403 b COURT ST
619 BRYAN




RR 2 BOX 141A
1404 GRANDVIEW
402 S HIGHLAND
2341 S ODE ST
9546 S CJLFAX
1937 E SPRUCE ST






SALI SBURY STA COL
125 GRIGGS ST





392 E CHURCH ST
BOX 65
226 W 16TH PL
520 CLIFF RD
913 GLENWOOD LN




20 W 431 MARLBROGH
124 HILLCREST DR
RR 1
ROUTE 1 BOX 194
8931 S MAIN ST
610 k ELM
8112 S CHRISTIANA

















351 N MISSION AV
169 POLSIN DR
7800 N MCCEF ST
6215 N FAIRFIFLD
2546 B W JEROME ST











































































































APPEL CURTIS H LAS3
A^ P61 SUSAN OH AD
APPEIBAOM LAUPA PUTH OR An
AFPELL THOMAS J ENG1
APPENZFLLER BI1LTE K BJS2
APPEPSOK VIOLA E FAA4
AFPIER BRADLEY W T4A1
APPLE NF\L L LASl
Af-PLEBAU* ALAN J LAS?
APPLE8EY JOHN P ENG1
AFPLEGATE JA^FS P FAA4
APPLFM\N JOHN S EN G
1
APRIIL ARNOLD N LAS1
APc ILl KiPEN 1 AG" 1
APRIIL 1" THOMAS J JR GRAP
AQUINO PHSAUPO CENDN GRAD
APAI Z A- ARENAS A GRAO
Ah A NO A THEOOORF R GRAD
APASI ANTHONY SRAD
Af-AZI JULIE FAA3
*APCFSE JOSEPH FALLOT HUS4
ABf.HFR POBERT S VM 1
ARCHER SANDRA D LAS3
AFCHI8ALO MAICCLM A GRAD
APCUS CHRISTGPHFP G LAS1
APniSSONO JAMFS A AVH
APOISSONO PAUL E 3US2
APP17ZONE ANTHCNY VI L AS4
ARFLl ANO-ABARCA R GRAP
ARENDS LFPNARO W FNG3
APFNOS MLKF n AGR4
ARFNSON PETER T LAS2
APENSON RAYMCNP P FAA1
AFENSON SUSAN L LAS1
APENTZ JCAN M C OM
3
APGO THEODORE FRANC.T FAA3
APIIAPT RICHARD JAMES GRAD
APIANA STEVEN F 3JS2
APIFW ROBERT ABFL dR\0
AP IEW °OGFR G*AD
APTEW SUSAN A GRAD
APINZF JUSTIN C O'AD
ARKIN GERALD F GRAD
APKI SS GENl SE JOY FAA4
APLING GRFGDPY H GRAD
ARMATG KEITH C BUS?
AP.MBORST DAVID EPWAP GRAP
*APM3RJST BARBARA A FO 4
ARMBRUST DFNNIS W 3US3
APMBRUST P'JNALO ORAN ENG4
ARMENGOL ARMANOO ORAO
AP MI TANO-MATHFUS n A GRAD
APMCN PPBFRT ANDREW FAA4
APMON WILLIAM JOHN J AGR3
ARMOUR JAMES E ENG2
ApMSTEAD LAOELL M H GRAD
ARMSTRONG ALLFN L LAS?
ARMSTRONG BENTON L T BUS2
ARMSTRONG CHERYL J AGR3
ARMSTRONG CHRISTINE FO 4
ARMSTRONG CLINTON L ENG3
ARMSTRONG FLIZABETH LAS1
ARMSTRONG GREGORY BUS1
ARMSTRONG JOHN JERRY GRAP
APMSTPONG KERCHAL F GRAD
ARMSTRONG MARGOT R AGR2
ARMSTRONG MARY BETH GRAD
ARMSTRONG MICHAEL J E NO 1
ARMSTRONG PHILLIP G BJS4
ARMSTRONG REBECCA S 3US1
APMSTRONG ROBERT ALA LAS4
ARMSTRONG POBEPT F L L AS 1
ARMSTRONG RONALD K LASl
APMSTRCNG ROY M GRAD
APMSTRONG STEVEN W LASl
ARMSTRONG THOMAS W GRAP
ARND LI ZABETH J LASl
APNE BARBARA R \GR3
ARNE ROBERT DAVID GRAD
APNETT KATHLFFN ANN LAS3
APNFTT ROY ALBERT PE 1
APNOFF HOWARD JOFL COM4
APNOFF LAWRENCE H LASl
ARNOLD CHARLTS C ENG1
ARNOLD CLARA SUE GRAD
ARNOLD DOUGLAS S LAS4
ARNOLD JAMES R LASl
ARNOLD JF AN MARIAN LASl
ARNOLD JOHN R B'JS3
APNOLP JOSEPH H JR GRAP
ARNOLD PHYLLIS JFAN GRAD
ARNOLD ROBERT JAMES GRAD
ARNOLD PONALP G ENG3
APNOLP SANDRA K LASl
ARNOLD STEVEN G FNG1
ARNOLD VOIZA 01 SON GRAD
APNCOL SHERYL A LAS3
107 F CHALMERS C
107 C CHALMERS C
VRH DANIELS 290 U
2^6 S GREGORY U
URH TAFT 116 C
70S N ORCH U
1 1 P B S 1 S T C.
URH SNYPER 396 C
609 W f AL IFOPNIA U
URH NOBLE 120 C
URH SCOTT 35? C
1 109 S ATH C
URH TOWNS END 172 U
URH WARDALL 3?4 U
6 in w STOUGHTON 1 U
307 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 616 U
?084 A ORCH ST U
904 w CLARK U
1306 A CLARK U
31? S PRAIRIE 101 C
??15 S 1ST ?01 C
URH BL AISOFLL 11? U
306 N MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 436 C
URH HOPKINS ?26 C
20 1 E JOHN C
110? W CLARK U
6^4 E ARMORY C
5B E GREGORY C
P5 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 432 C
910 S 3PP C
4 SAFFER CT U
604 S LINCOLN 2 U
808 N LINCOLN 9 U
313 F CHALMERS C
1601 N KILER C
3 1? E WHITE C
312 E WHITE 3 C
405 N MATHEWS U
909 S MATTIS (.
903 S 4TH C
804 W SPNGFLP U
270? S 1ST ST RD C
909 S 1ST 19 C
RANKIN ILL
1200 S VINE U
??19 S 1ST 303 C
2111 HAZWD DR U
1107 W GRFEN 5 36 U
810 S 3RD C
104 W FLOR IDA U
URH GARNER 410 C
URH SHERMAN 233 C
URH OGLFSBY 207 U
309 F CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 610 U
5 09 E STOUGHTON C
402 E DANIEL C
URH TRFLEASF 1007 U
URH GARNER 476 C
905 COUNTRY SQUIRE U
1003 MCHENRY U
903 h NEVADA U
CHARLESTON ILL
?12 E DANIEL C
800 S MATTIS 12 C
805 W OHIO U
307 E HEALEY 10 C
?09 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 118 C
309 W INDIANA U
URH WESTON 340 C
803 W WHITE C
URH LAR 362 U
URH ALLEN 41 U
6 n 2 E STOUGHTON 1? C
309 S 1ST 31 C
URH SNYDER 219 C
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3P0 804 C
URH TOWNSEND 519 U
URH LAR 38 1 U
709 S GREGORY PL U
URH HOPKINS 346 C
URH WARDALl 1113 U
1908 DIANA C
2 FISHERS CT U
504 S BUSEY U
705 S RACE U
URH GARNER 34 1 C
URH TRELFASE 630 U
URH TOWNSEND 360 U
2 FISHERS CT U











































































331 8-33PD AV CT
9?25 KAPLPV
609 W CAL IFOPNl A
821 N SPRING ST
RR 1
1 HARMON OR
4639 W BRU^MFL ST
1739 F 86TH ST












2 EL IZABETH CT
1443 W OLI VE AV
CAREPA 15 NO 93A10











312 E WHI TE
BOX 411 ONITSHA
909 S MATTIS
7321 S SHORE OR
1203 S MAIN ST
7131 N MELVINA








36 S RUBY LN
1915 REED ST
635 S QUINCY
1106 ST LOUIS ST























6123 N CENTRAL PK

















































































































ARNOST MICHAFL J FNG1
ARNOTE JAN G LAS1
ARNTZEN OAVIO M LAS1
ARONSON CAROLYN J FAA*
ARONSON LARRY LAS*
ARORA ANIL KUMAR GRAD
APORA RRIJ MOHAN GRAD
APREGUIN ESTHER R ".RAD
ARRIAGA DIAZ CAMILA GRAD
ARSENTY RICHARD P GRAD
ARSHAM GARY MARTIN GRAD
ARSONS GEORGEAN E M GRAD
ARTABASY THEODORE J GRAD
ARTHUR BARBARA A ED 3
ARTHUR NANCY E GRAD
ARTHUR POBFRT BRUCE ENG*
APWAY KENNETH M FAA3
ASBURY SONJA D LAS1
ASCHAUER MART IN N LAS*
ASCHAUFR RUTH E LAS1
ASCHER BARRY H ENG3
ASCHER JANICE F COM3
ASCHFR LINDA KAYE GRAD
ASCHOBER RENATE MAR I GRAD
ASCOLI ALBERT P LAS1
ASH ANTHONY DFCOSTA GRAD
ASH JAMES R FAA3
ASH JANE F LAS1
ASH L INDA DUIS GRAD
ASHAMY CQRINNF M LAS*
ASHBROOK JOHN M LAS3
ASHBURN NANCY F LAS2
ASHBY FRANKLIN E BUS3
*ASHBY RICHARD ALAN LAS3
ASHE WI LLIAM M LAS2
ASHEIM PAUL W BUS1
ASHER IRA M LAS1
ASHER JON F FAA3
ASHER JONATHAN ELLIS LAS3
ASHER KAREN D LAS2
ASHER LOUIS TOPPY FD *
ASHER SHARON KAY L AS 3
ASHKINAZ MARK D LAS3
ASHLEY DANIEL J LAS1
ASHLFY JAY E LAS?
ASHLFY LANF J LAS1
ASHLEY RICHARD FRANK GRAD
ASHLnCK GILBERT L AGR1
ASHTON GUY THEODORE GRAD
ASHTON JAMFS B ENG2
ASHWFLL SUSAN M LAS1
ASHWHRTH CAVIO C BUS1
ASHWORTH IRIS JAN GRAD
ASKENAZI MARC GRAD
ASKFW CHARLES P PAA2
ASKEW DUANE CLYDE GRAD
ASKEW SUSAN J BUS1
ASLAKSEN JAMES GILES LAS*
ASMELASH TSEGAYE G^AD
ASOPA VIJENDRA NATH GRAD
ASPELIN JOHN H LAW1
ASPER CHERYL D LAS2
ASPER GLORIA F LAS*
ASPER MARY J AGR1
ASPROOTH ELLEN MAR I F GRAD
ASSELBORN DEAN F ENG1
ASSELBORN DONNA M AGR3
ASSELIN GILLES P GRAD
ASSELL WILLIAM LEE GRAD
ASSINK ANNE HOEKSTRA L AW I
ASSINK ROGER ALYN GRAD
ASTA JOHN J FNG2
ASTLING GEORGE FRANK GRAD
ASTROTH JEFFREY D LAS3
ATA^NA SAID GRAD
ATANDA GABRIEL M GRAD
ATCHISON JAMFS A ENG1
ATCHISTN LILLIAN F GRAD
ATCHISON LINDA J FAA3
ATCHISON LINDA J LAS1
ATCHISON PEGGY J AGR3
ATCHLEY DARYL N FAA3
ATE LYNN MARIE LAS*
ATEL BASHIR AHMAD GRAD
ATHERTON CHARLES ROB GRAD
ATHERTOM JAMFS H ENG3
ATHERTON KIRBY KATHR LAS3
ATHERTON MICHAFL J AGR?
ATHERTJN THOMAS M LAW1
ATHEY MICHAFL K LAS3
ATHEY RALPH RANDOLPH GRAD
ATHON KENNFTH J LAS1
AT ILANO PICAPDP J L AS1
ATKFNSON LINDA A FO 3
ATKINS PTVERLY A LAS*
ATKINS CAVID B LAWl
ATKINS JEFFRFY Al AN LAS*
URH SCOTT 3*1 C
1910 MCDONALD C
URH WFSTON *60 C
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
*11 E HEALEY 5 C
VET MED BLDG 155 U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
1717 W PARK C
105 E JOHN 102 C
610 W STOUGHTON 8 U
602 E STOUGHTON 3* C
2*08 E NEVADA U
308 E GREEN C
70* N COLER U
URH DANIELS *69 U
707 S 6TH *09 C
506 fc SPNGFLD C
URH VANDOREN 227 C
909 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 308 U
2*10 E MAIN 12 U
URH LUNDGREN 110 C
2*10 E MAIN 12 U
803 1/2 W GREEN U
607 W OREGON U
927 N LINVIEW U
502 W MAIN 105 U
URH FLAGG *13 C
FAIRBURY ILL
1202 W NEVADA U
*02 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 926 U
807 S COTTAGE GR U
STA A BOX 2117 C
102 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD B06 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
81* CHURCH C
URH- LUNDGRFN 117 C
1005 CALIFORNIA U
URH BARTON 217 C
URH TOWNS END 335 U
URH BABCOCK 315 U
B02 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 386 C
URH FORBES 102 C
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
URH WESTON 125 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
U3H BABCOCK 15 U
URH DANIELS 265 U
52? FAIRLAWN U
313 E ARMORY C
CLIFTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 1005 U
301 COUNTRY FR 51 C
1012 S 1ST ST RO 2 C
910 W CAL IFORNIA U
311 W NEVADA U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH LUNDGREN 221 C
URH EVANS 137 U
509 M NEVADA U
URH GARNER 3** C
108 E HEALEY 2 C
1107 W GREEN *32 U
1303 MAYFAIR RD C
21 OAKWOOD U
21 OAKWOOD U
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
80* OAKLAND 206 U
809 S BUSEY U
303 W HIGH U
1102 W NEVADA U
60* E ARMORY 105 C
URH DANIELS 271 U
URH LAR 228 U
URH BLAISDELl U
706 S MATHEWS U
60* E ARMORY 1 C
*0 1 W VFRMONT U
616 F DANIEL C
1313 CLOVER LN C
80* W OREGON U
108 E HEALFY 5 C
*09 E CHALMERS 61* C
28 CARRIAGE FST U
LISLE ILL
1*09 N HICKORY C
URH GARNER 3*2 C
URH TOWNS END 1 0* U
508 E ARMORY C
URH WAPOALL 512 U
*01 EDGEBROOK C


































































*ll F HEALEY 5
VET MED BLDG 155











1130 E *2ND ST 306
RR 1
*3** ELM ST
2*10 E MAIN 12
2122 N 17TH






611 W PALLADIUM DR
333 LINCOLN DR
*06 23RD ST
807 S COTTAGE GR
STA A BOX 2117
8018 S CALUMET AV
1605 E WASHINGTON
505 MANCHESTER DR











U OF LOS ANDES
9203 PICTURE RIDGE
282* SUGAR CIRCLE
303 S ORCHARD DR









































10207 S SAWYER AV
RR 2
9*01 S UNION



































































































ATKINS RONALD LFF LAS1
ATKINS HAITFR J JR GRAO
ATKINSON DAVID C LAS2
ATKINSON DAVID F LAS1
ATKINSON DAVID T GRAD
ATKINSON JAMFS W BUS3
ATKINSCN MARGARfcT-L GRAO
ATKINSON PUSSFLL R ENG4
ATLAS ALVIN C LASl
ATLAS BARPY F LAS2
ATLAS MARILYN J L AS3
ATPN RUTH C LASl
ATON THOMAS JOHN GRAD
ATOR R GRFGORY ENG1
ATTAJARUSIT T GRAD
ATTAWAY GFORGE A LAS3
ATTEBEPRY MARTHA S GRAD
*ATTEBURY JOHN C GRAD
ATTIG L INDA M LAS2
ATTRILL STEVFN E BUS3
ATWOPD CHARLES L FAA1
ATWOOD DOUGLAS WAYNE GRAD
ATWOC1D HERBERT JR GRAD
ATWOOD HERBERT W FD 2
ATWOOD KAREN E GRAD
AU JOSEPH JIM-SAI GRAD
AUBRFCHT KATHRYN A LAS2
AUBREY KATHLFFN SUF GRAD
AUCUNAS DANIEL AGR1
AUDI LOUIS D GRAD
AUDIA LINDA M LAS3
AUDO ANTHONY JAMES FAA6
AUDY AfvNE MICHELE LAW1
AUERBACH ELIZABETH S GRAD
AUERBACH MYRON B LAS2
AUERBACH STEPHEN D GRAD
AUFRBACH VIVIAN S LASl
AUFDERHEIDE ANN B LAS2
AUFMUTH MARY A B FAA4
AUFMUTH RAYMOND E GRAO
AUGITTO JOSEPH ANTHO FAA4
AUGSBURGER BRUCE E AGR1
AUGUST BRETT A LASl
AUGUSTINE A J JR LAW1
AUGUSTINE BARBARA A 30M4
AUGUSTINE WILLIAM L AGR3
AUKERMAN RONALD KEIT ENG4
AUKES LFWIS EHME GRAD
AUL JERRY S AGR1
AULBACH JOHN ROBERT ENG4
AULD RONALD C ENG1
AULERT ROBE-RT H JR ENG2
AULETTA CAROL CAREY GRAD
AULT DONALD F LASl
AULT JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
AULT MARGARET JEAN PE 4
AUMILLER BILL J FAA3
AUMILLER ROBERT M BUS2
AUPPERLE DALE EUGENE AGR3
AUPPERLE DAVID A AGR2
AURAND JOHN DAVID GRAD
AURENCHE JEAN-PIERRE GRAD
AUSICH WILLIAM I LASl
AUSLANDER CARTER JAY LAS4
AUSTIN ALLEN ALFRED GRAD
AUSTIN BEVERLY LUF LAS3
AUSTIN DAVID ROSS GRAD
AUSTIN DENNIS K LAS3
AUSTIN HOWARD B FAA1
AUSTIN JOYCE D ED 2
AUSTIN PETER F ENG3
AUSTIN ROBERT H GRAD
AUSTIN ROWLAND E 3US1
AUSTIN SUSAN GRAD
AUSTIN THEODORE R LASl
AUSTIN WILLIAM H GRAD
AUSTMAN JERRY PAUL AGR4
AUTEN JAMES HUDSON GRAD
AUTEN LAWRENCE JOHN LAW?
AUTH MARY K AGR1
AUTH PHIL IP A LAS3
AUTOR STEPHEN ROGER GRAD
AVAKIAN NANCY L AGR1
AVALOS DIANA E AGR3
AVCIN MATTHEW JOHN GRAD
AVCIN SUSAN BOSWORTH GRAD
AVELLANEDA ANDRES GRAD
AVELLANEOA MARGARITA GRAD
AVENSON JULIE L GRAD
AVFRBUCH AARON JOSEP GRAD
AVERY DOUGLAS P F.NG3
AVFRY GALFN W LAS2
AVERY THOMAS A PE 3
AVILA FELIPE RAFAEL GRAD
AVNER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
AVRIL GARY L ENGl
AWAD MOHAMED ELMUSTA GRAD
URH CARR 110 U
1609 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH GARNER 261 C
URH TOWNSEND 537 U
BOURBONNAIS ILL
208 E CLARK C
URH DANIELS 338 U
URH CARR 213 U
URH OGLESBY 621 U
52 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 516 U
URH DAN IELS 704 U
URH SNYOER 274 C
URH SHERMAN 563 C




URH WESTON 124 C
URH TOWNSEND. 265 U
2207 PHILO RD U
1004 W HILL C
PANTOUL ILL
2207 PHILO RD U
313 MET & MIN BLDG U
URH ALLEN 474 U
605 S 4TH 210 C
URH OGLFSBY 62L U
202 N COLER 2 U
306 N ROMINE 3 U
803 W ILLINOIS U
901 S 1ST 19 C
603 S ELM C
910 S 3RD 502 C
603 S ELM C
URH BLAISOELL 314 U
URH LAR 413 U
810 S 3RD C
1103 HOLIDAY C
704 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 332 C
URH SCOTT 493 C
URH SHERMAN 1267 C
501 E SPNGFLD C
ATWOOD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 107 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 374 C
409 E CHALMERS 702 C
URH HOPKINS 273 C
URH WESTON 478 C
405 HESSEL C
URH SNYDER 171 C
RANTOUL ILL
312 E DANIEL C
1108 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 494 C
106 E HEALEY C
106 E HEALEY 2 C
WARREN ILL
101 N BUSEY 2 U
URH GARNER 442 C
53 E JOHN C
105 N ELM C
311 E GREEN 207 C
1405 BRIARCLIFF U
URH SNYDER 328 C
URH NOBLE 109 C
105 E DANIEL C
STA A BOX 2886 C
502 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 256 C
105 N ELM C
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
RANTOUL ILL
2200 PERKINS RD U
2110 ROLAND C
WILSON TRLR PK 30 U
URH BUSEY 426 U
604 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
508 E ARMORY C
1005 S 6TH 23 C
1005 S 6TH 23 C
502 W MAIN 315 U
502 W MAIN 315 U
1006 S 3RD 6 C
2116 S PLYMOUTH C
URH WESTON 404 C
1111 S 1ST C
1111 S 1ST C
1824 A ORCH ST U
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 248 U

































































RR 1 BOX 161
1210 WAYNE DR
403 1/2 S MAIN AV







2002 E ST NW
704-13TH AVFNUE CT
PANASNIKOM
117 W GARDNER ST
2721 WESTERN
804 N 76TH ST
RR 3
1317 WAGNER AV










306 N ROMINE 3












2111 N MULLIGAN AV
5718 S TALMAN
















46 RUE PIERE DUPNT
511 S W 4TH AV
180 SAUNDERS





4106 W CERMAK RD















502 W MAIN 315




915 N HELFRICH AV







































































































AWALT SUSAN LISBETH ENG4
AWE OARVIN R LAS1
AWKER RANDAL W ENG3
AWSIENKO NINA GRAD
AWUWOLOYE EZEKIEL GRAD
AX ROY L JR AGR2
AX WAYNE A LAS1
AXEN KAREL J LAS2
AXT RANOOLPH W LAS3
AYERS BETH A ED 3
*AYERS JAMES R BUS*
AYERS JAMES R BUS3
AYERS JEAN ADDICKS GRAD
AYERS STEPHEN ROBERT AGR4
AYLSWORTH JAMES QUEN GRAD
AYLWARD LINDA L ED 1
AYRAULT GUY GRAD
AYRE ALBERT G LAW2
AYRES ROBERT A LAS3
AYUK-TAKEM JACOB A GRAD
AZIM AHMED NAGUIB AB GRAD
AZOFF SHARI L LASl
AZZARELLO ELLEN J LAS3
*BA8AKHANIAN GRACE S GRAD
BABAMOV VASIL KRUM GRAD
8ABB JAMES LOWELL LAS2
BABB RICHARD A 8US1
BABBITT JEAN H FAA2
BAB3ITT JULIET C LAS3
BABBITT ROBERT H LASl
BABCOCK BRET STEVEN LAW2
BABCOCK MARGARET A GRAD
BABCOCK PHYLLIS A LAS2
BABIARZ CAROL J LASl
BABICKI GUDRUN P GRAD
BABIL SIMON GRAD
BABKA MARIANN ELIZAB PE 4
BABLER ROBERT BOYD 5NG4
BACCHI DIANE M FAA2
BACCOUR ABDELMAJID GRAD
BACE LYNN A LASl
BACH EDWARD E JR BUS1
BACH HAROLD WILLIAM AGR3
BACH JANICE A AGR3
BACH LYDIA A LAS2
BACH MARY L LAS2
BACH MICHAEL WILLIAM LAS4
*BACH PALTIEL JOSEPH GRAD
BACH ROBERT FAA2
BACHELDER LYNN A LAS2
BACHHU8ER ROBERT W LAS2
BACHHUBER WENDY L LASl
BACHMAN DALE A AGR4
BACHMAN GEORGE T GRAD
BACHTA JOSEPH K ENG3
BACKF CAROL LYNNE LAS2
BACKER SUSAN K LAS3
BACKEY JAMES EARL GRAD
BACKS WILLIAM M LAS2
BACCN THOMAS F LASl
BACUS JOSEPH A LAW2
BACZYNSKI JAMES MICH LAS4
BADAL JULIA CAROLINE GRAD
BADESCH ROBERT T LAS3
BADGER BARBARA J LAS3
BADGLEY BRAD L LASl
BADNER HOLLY SUZANNE ED 4
BAECHLE DANIEL A LAS2
BAECHLE FRED B BUSl
BAECHLE R08FRT LOUIS ENG4
BAEDER ALICE J LAS2
BAEDER ARTHUR III GRAD
BAER DAVIC A LAS2
BAER DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
BAER DENISE LOP LAS2
BAER JAMES F LASl
BAFR JEFFREY A LAS3
BAER LAURIE J LAS3
BAER MICHAEL LAS3
BAER RICHARD K ENG1
BAER ROBERT B LAS3
BAER ROBERT S LASl
BAGAASEN MELVIN SANF GRAD
BAG8Y JUNE STRIBLING GRAD
BAGLEY KATHY ANNE LAS4
BAGLEY MARTHA C GRAD
BAGNES niANE M GRAD
BAGSBY DAPHNF R fO 3
BAHAMON GUERPA FIDEL GRAD
BAHLER GLENN R FAA1
BAHNKE JOHN EMIL LAS3
BAHNO MERRYANN LASl
BAHRNS KEITH H AGR2
BAIE MARGARET P LASl
BAIER JAMES P BUS1
BAILEN DENNIS MARC GRAD
BAILEN JOHN R LAS2
409 E CHALMERS 903 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 413 U
URH OANIELS 383 U
405 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 275 C
URH SCOTT 202 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 161 C
URH ALLEN 273 U
508 W GREEN C
312 E ARMORY C
1507 KIRBY 5 C
BEMENT ILL
317 AVONDALE C
URH BLAISDELL 311 U
208 W GREEN U
2112 ORCH ST 103 U
URH OGLESBY 209 U
207 E GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 206 U
508 E ARMORY C
1003 S BUSEY U
502 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 251 U
URH FORBES 428 C
907 S WRIGHT C
907 S WRIGHT C
1105 S 1ST C
2103 W WHITE 130 C
URH SHERMAN 954 C
URH ALLEN 478 U
URH SAUNDERS U
1004 S 4TH 8 C
1916 D ORCH ST U
1106 S LINCOLN U
206 S GREGORY U
URH BUSEY 205 U
515 BASH C
URH VANOOREN 305 C
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
FORREST ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SAUNDERS 415 U
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
1008 OREGON U
808 S FAIR C
911 S 4TH C
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
URH BABCOCK 320 U
URH ALLEN 325 U
2215 S 1ST MANOR C
609 W MAIN 22 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 219 U
503 S LYNN C
URH SHERMAN 550 C
805 W OREGON 8 U
411 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 380 C
604 E ARMORY C
620 W HEALEY C
301 E ARMORY C
715 W MICHIGAN U
713 OHIO U
1006 S 3RD C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 318 C
212 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH LUNDGREN 23 C
RR 1 U
411 E GREFN C
404 E STOUGHTON C
1203 1/2 W MAIN ? U
URH GARNER 314 C
TUSCOLA ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
800 W CHURCH C
URH BABCOCK U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH TOWNSEND 264 U
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
5 SAFFER CT U
502 W MAIN 301 U
216 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
807 S 1ST C
614 W ILL INOIS U
URH NOBLE 109 C
410 S BUSFY U
URH TAFT 204 C
URH HOPKINS 370 C
URH LAR 213 U
URH FORBES 464 C
301 W BIRCH C














































































SENIC VIEW TRLR CT









5929 W 16TH ST
1003 S BUSEY
OORCE PETROV 2
1404 N SCOTT ST
170 SERENA DR
7010 N TETON DR




15337 S ASHLAND AV
2336 W CORTEZ
2605 6TH ST CR





85 N ORCHARD DR
1350 KENILWOOD LN
RR 2
2534 N CENTRAL PK




437 BRAESIDE N DR
318 WINDSOR ST
625 S EDWARD ST
625 S EDWARD ST
RR 1






9652 S HOYNfc AV
905 EASTWOOD
21411 JEAN AV








304 E SCHOOL LN
RR 1
28 S MAPLE AV
404 E STOUGHTON











502 W MAIN 301
14965 SWENSON ST
7719 S FAST END
CALLE 104 N 13A29
4836 WASHINGTON
418 E SHERMAN
41 W 113TH PL
RR 1
2008 CUMBERLAND ST






































































































































































































FAA2 URH TAFT 218 C 332-0621
BUS2 1008 NEVADA U
GRAD 2016 D ORCH ST U
AVI2 URH HOPKINS 171 c 33 2-1177
LAS2 313 F ARMORY c 344-9766
AGR1 URH ALLEN 433 u 332-3411
LAS4 URH BUSEY 235 u 332-2618
LAS4 NEW DELHI INDIA
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344-3821
LAS2
GRAD 17 DUNELLFN u 367-8569
GRAD 306 DAVIDSON 1 c
GRAD 824 OAKLAND 208 u
LAS1 URH BUSEY 255 u
AGP1 1009 W EUREKA c 359-1296
LAS2 108 S GREGORY u
GRAD 311 E SPNGFLD c
LAS4 605 S BIRCH u 367-7415
LAS1 URH FORBES 392 c 332-1079
GRAD 605 S BIRCH u 367-7415
FAA1 1007 S 3RD c 344-9501
LASl URH FLAGG 415 c 332-0331
LAW1 2108 ORCH. ST 212 u 344-7781
LAWl 910 S 3RD 310 c
LASl URH ALLEN 249 u 332-3179
GRAD 306 H ROM INF 1 u 36 7-60 73
PUSl 1911 DIANA LN c 359-3471
GPAD 407 S LINCOLN u
COM4 202C N MATTIS c
LASl URH ALLFN 107 u 332-3120
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 906 u 332-5653
LAS2 80 6 W OHIO u
GRAD 2112 W WHITE 162 c 356-9830
FAA3 619 W SPNGFLD c
COM4 GLENDALt WIS
LASl 105 E ARMORY c
COM4 URH EVANS 424 u 332-2770
FAAl URH TRELEASE 723 u 332-5609
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 321 c 332-1273
LAS4 202 S LYNN 4 u 344-7330
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 522 u 3 3 2-42 59
LAS4 203 W ELM u 344-4741
FAA3 URH LAR 124 u 332-2826
LAS4 MANSFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 3 u
GRAD 508 RIDGEWOOD CT c 352-3104
GRAD 2305 S 1ST 204 c
FAA2 URH SCOTT 325 c 332-1520
LAS4 103 E ARMORY c 344-0205
FAA2 1105 S 1ST c 344-9770
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
PE 3 58 E JOHN 7 c 356-0721
AGR4 710 W OHIO u 344-6212
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 527 u
AGR2 3207 BROWNFIELD RD u 367-7422
LAS2 907 S 3RD c
ED 4 SAVOY ILL 359-5440
BUS2 URH FORBES 367 c 332-1062
PE 1 URH LAR 484 u 332-3062
GRAD BOX 393 u 365-2070
LAS4 203 W ELM u 344-4 741
LAS3 1111 S 2ND c 359-4428
GRAD 118 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-7433
LAS3 312 E DANIEL c 344-0671
LAS3 308 E ARMORY c 344-3530
ENG3 LINCOLN ILL
AGR1 2805 CARRELTON c 352-0104
LAS2 412 E GREEN c
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c 344-0571
LAS3 SADORUS ILL
PE 4 MONTICELLO ILL
COM3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 421 c 332-0552
GRAD 2114 ORCH ST 104 u 344-6114
LAS3 102 E ARMORY 11 c
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 350 u 332-4149
LAS3 3326 STONEYBROOK c 359-8878
LAS2 1210 W STOUGHTON u 344-5338
GRAD URH SHERMAN 330 c
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 350 u 332-4149
GRAD 1782 VALLEY RD c 359-6977
LASl URH CARR 312 u
GRAD 2205 DALE 3 c 359-3896
GRAD 1909 COUNTRY SQI u 367-6271
GRAD 2313 S 1ST 301 c 344-0898
AGR1 3207 BROWNFIELD RD u 367-7422
BUS1 409 E CHALMERS 712 c
GRAD URH DANIELS 477 u
LASl 409 E CHALMERS c
ED 4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344-3821
FAA3 1004 W NEVADA u 344-1237
AGR2 801 W NEVADA u 344-3410
ENG4 1403 HOLLYCREST c 356-8C74
GRAD 1973 A ORCH ST u
GRAD 106 E GREEN c
BUS2 1101 W PENN u

























404 S CLARK ST




1708 ST CLAIP DR
2102 ZUPPKE
2102 ZUPPKE














2305 S 1ST 204




1016 N STATE ST
11 HICKORY HILL
1107 W GREEN 527
3207 BROWNFIELD RD
416 E 66TH TERR
305 W CHURCH


























RR 1 BOX 24














































































































BAKRI MAARIB L GRAO
BALACHANDPAN M LAW2
BALACHANDRAN S GRAD
BALASI MARK G L'VSl
BALAZS RODNEY JOSEPH GRAD
BALAZS RONALD M FNG1
BALBACH BARBARA C LAS1
BALBACH EDITH D LAS1
RA1COM CAROL ANN GRAO
BALDACC I JOHN W ENG1
BALDING JEFFREY H COM3
BALDO EL IZABFTH L AS1
BALOONI CHRISTOPHER L AS2
BALDONI JOSEPH G II GRAD
BALDUS DAWN M LAS2
BALDWIN CHARLES G GRAD
BALDW IN GARY E L AS4
BALDWIN GERALD E LAS3
BALDWIN JUNE C ED 1
BALDWIN MICHAEL J LAW1
BALDWIN STEPHFN E FNG4
BALFE JOAN MARILYN GRAD
BALGLEY KATHLEEN A LAS1
BALIN PAULA MERLF L AS3
BALINSKI KENNETH A LAS3
BALKE NELSON EDWARD AGR4
BALKEMA CAROLYN JO GRAD
6ALKEY JACK T FNG1
BALL K4THRYN J LAS3
BALL THERESE A LAS3
BALLARD ALBERT D BUS1
BALLARD CANDACE BUSS GRAD
BALLARD KARL D A GR 1
RALL4RD LEXIS S PE 2
BALLARD LINDA J LAS1
BALLARD REBECCA J ED 1
RALIARD THOMAS H GRAD
BALLIET EARL JAMFS GRAD
BAI.LIN SHARON G LAS1
BALLPU ALAN E ENG?
BALMES JCHN P LAS3
BALMES SHARON N L4S2
BALODIS JURIS ARTURS GRAD
BALOG CYRIL EDWARD GRAD
BALSAN JOHN R FNG2
BALSLEY JOE DEXTER AGR1
BALSLFY STEPHEN G LAW1
BALSTE»S KENNFTH F AGR2
BALTER MICHAFL HENRY GRAD
BAl TZ RICHARD H GRAD
BALU DALE M tNGl
BAMBERGER JUDY A LAS1
BAMERT MARY ROGERS LAS5
BAMMI DALIP GRAD
BANCROFT RICHARD H LAS2
3AN0STRA ARNOLD B JR GRAD
BANDSTRA BARRY L LAS3
RANDY 8ETH RAF FD 3
BANDY DALE GLEN E iMG4
BANDY JOHN R LAS2
BANDY THEODORE R A GR 3
BANE DAVID P AGR1
BANG JOHN G LAS1
BANGERT CATHERINE S GRAD
BANGERT JOHN I SSAC GRAD
BANGHAM MARY R LAS3
BANIASSADI NASRCLLAH GRAD
BANICH WILLIAM R LAS2
3ANIEWICZ ROBERT J LAS1
BANJAVIC RICHARD A GRAD
BANKOFF JOSEPH R LAW3
BANKS BEVERLY A LAS1
BANKS OCNNA RAE GRAD
BANKS LAWRENCE C LAS1
BANKS MARSHALL D GRAD
BANKS NATHANIEL C FAA3
BANKS PATRICIA M LAS3
BANKS WILLIAM S PE I
BANKS WILSON PALMER GRAD
BANNER DAVID L GRAO
BANNER DELMAR KEITH L \W2
BANNFR DONALD J LAWl
BANNER JOHN G BUS2
BANNON JILL A LAS2
BANNCN JOSEPH JOHN GRAD
BANTCHENKO NATALIE GRAD
BANTOFT STEPHEN K GRAD
BANTZ JAMFS R BUS1
BANTZ STEPHEN FARL LAS4
BANUl ROBIN BOS3
BAQUERO INES D LAS3
BARA DIANE B PE ?
BARABOLAK ALEX BUS3
BARAGIIA JAMFS PASOU LAS4
3ARAN BARBARA K LAWl
RARAN JOHN P F A 46
BARAN SANFORD B FNG3
1515 KIRBY C
300 S GOODWIN 205 U
300 S GOODWIN 205 U
URH FORBES 288 C
URH DANIELS 713 U
URH SNYDER 311 C
URH ALLEN 264 U
URH VANDOREN 325 C
URH SHERMAN 103 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH 0GLES8Y 307 U
URH WARDALL 910 U
1109 S 4TH C
103 N NEW C
1504 HEDGE RD C
601 W UNIVERSITY C
1726 VALLEY RO C
1004 S 4TH 201 C
U»H BLAISDFLL 212 U
URH SHERMAN 1062 C
404 E ELM U
UPH DANIELS 294 U
URH ALLEN 27 U
102 N LINCOLN 2 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 550 U
221 W MAIN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 479 U
1101 S EUCLID C
URH WARDALL 1108 U
URH TOWNSEND 551 U
1 106 S EUCLID 302 C
URH CARR 122 IJ
904 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 105 C
URH SAUNDERS 125 U
1106 S FUCLID 302 C
2018 FLETCHER I U
910 S 3RD C
806 W MAIN U
810 W CHURCH 4 U
810 W CHURCH 4 C
1 10 2 W NEVADA U
1005 S MATT IS 2-8 C
URH FORBES 123 C
DAMVILLF ILL
404 FDGEBROOK 213 C
URH WESTON 358 C
103 F SPNGFLD C
2109 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH WESTON 286 C
URH VANDOREN 319 C
1401 HOLLYCPEST C
URH SHERMAN 1052 C
211 E DANIEL C
406 S EDWIN C
406 S EDWIN C
URH WARDALL 1117 U
2313 S 1ST RO C
501 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 509 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 367 C
RANKIN ILL
RANKIN ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
514 1/2 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 388 C
CHICAGO HTS ILL
611 W HEALEY 13 C
1308 W CLARK U
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
URH SAUNDERS 416 U
URH OGLFSBY 622 U
2105 HAZWD OR 301 II
40 7 N 3RD C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
1113 S 2ND 374 C
822 OAKLAND 103 U
708 S FOLEY C
1115 W CHURCH C
URH OGLESBY 317 U
URH CLARK 333 C
515 S R IDGEWAY C
URH SHERMAN 405 C
616 W HEALEY 3 C
URH HOPKINS 367 C
807 W HESSEL C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
URH TRELEASE 1007 U
218 E GREGORY 302 C
305 F JOHN C
505 E CHALMERS C
307 DAVIDSON C
307 DAVIDSON C








































































53 T P KOIL ST
305 MELODY LN
85-68 102N0 ST
1007 W 123RD ST
1005 S DOUGLAS
1005 S OOUGLAS
RR I ROUTE 101 A
5226 W ROSCOE ST
5484 LINDALE DR
851 S WOLF RD




RR 3 BOX 302
524 E SOUTH AV
6538 S KIMBARK





314 S PRINDLE AV
RR 3 BOX 266
5823 NE 182ND
643 SARATOGA DR
ROUTE 1 BOX 182
441 ANTHONY TRAIL
2514 W VANBUREN
1106 S EUCLID 302
RR 1
3033 W SHFRWIN AV
4500S STATE ST1609
RR 1
1106 S FUCLID 30 2
RR 1 BOX 311
1905 N 76TH CT
539 CLARK ST
810 W CHURCH 4
810 W CHURCH 4
2921 WALDORF AV
1005 S MATTIS 2-8
10642 S TERRY DR
1512 E VOOTHEFS
329 E FRANKLIN ST
RR 1 BOX 10
11040 S KFELER





1000 S SEMINARY AV
406 S EDWIN




RR I BOX 102
RR 1
413 S CARLYLE PL









1320 N KING CHAS
935 RILEY AV
2105 HAZWD DR 301
407 N 3RD






5531 W AGATITF AV




7 N WILLIAM ST
807 W HESSEL
619 E 31ST ST
20 MERIDIAN TERR
5104 N OAK PARK AV
5735 W 23RD PL
517 WOODBINE
5115 TURTLE CREEK





































































































BARANOV OAVIDA ALINE FD 4
BAPANOWSKI WAYNF S BUS?
BARBARO ANTHONY J ENG1
BARBFR CARLA S EO 1
BARBER CAROLYN PE *
BARBER DONALD R GRAD
BARBER JANET L El 2
BARBFR JULIE A EO 1
BARBER KAREN A LAS1
BARBFR KATHLEEN M FAA?
BARBER MARSHA ANN LAS4
BARBER PAULA J FD 3
BARBRE LARRY F GRAD
BARCH BRIAN MICHAEL BUS*
BARCH PAULA BATES LAS3
BARD HELENE M L AS I
BARDELMFIER DENNIS G VM 1
BARDOLPH MARIAN E LAS3
BARDUSCH ALBFPT T LAS*
BAREITHFR CHARLFS H BUS*
BAREITHER CANI EL J LAS2
3AREN BEVERLY E LAS2
BAREN TOBEY L LAS2
BARENDREGT BEA J AGR1
BAPENFANGER CHARLES ENG3
BARFIFLD HENRY H LAS3
BARFORD DAVID C FAA3
BAPFORD MICHAEL A LAS1
BARGER ROBERT NFWTON GRAD
BARGER SHIRLEY M COM3
BARGERON CECIL BRFNT GRAD
BARGREN PAUL E L4S2
BARHAM JOFL R LAS2
BARICKMAN KENNETH W LAS*
BARIFF MARTIN LOUIS GRAD
BARISH ROBIN I AGR1
BARISKA ARTHUR J JR LAS1
BARK MARLA E COM2
BARKEI CAROLYNF JOY LAS*
BARKER BARBARA ED 3
BARKER MARSHA L FD 1
BARKER MARY FOSTER GRAD
BARKER NOEL WILLIAM GRAD
BARKLEY ALICE A COM4
BARLOW WILLIAM JEAN GRAD
BARNAL FDGAR M ENG1
BARNARD CHRISTIE K LAS3
BARNARD DENNIS L AGR1
BARNARD JAMES ALLAN GRAD
BARNARD JAMES B BUS1
BARNARD KATHLEEN LAS3
BARNARD MARY ELIZABE LAS*
BARNARD MARY KAY LAS4
BARNAS CANIEL R LAS4
BARNES CARL BAIRD GRAD
BARNES CRAIG MARTIN FAA*
BARNES DEBORAH K A GR3
BARNES EVELYN W GRAO
BARNES GARY LAS3
BARNES HENRY M LAS1
BARNES JAMES F II LAW2
BARNES JOHN JACOB GRAD
BARNES KENNETH R GRAO
BAPNFS LAURIE L LAS1
BARNES LINDA S LAS1
BARNES MALCOLM D LAW1
BARNES MARCIA D GRAD
BARNES MARTHA S GRAD
BARNES PATRICIA A LAS2
BARNES PAUL F LAS2
BARNES SCOTT R BUSl
BARNES SIDNEY EDWARD GRAD
BARNES STEVEN RESSOR FAA*
BARNES THOMAS R GRAO
BARNES WALTER RAY LAS1
BARNES WILLIAM HUBBA LAS*
BARNETT BENITA K LAS1
BARNETT BRUCE A LAS1
BARNFTT CAROL B GRAD
BARNETT DORIS J LAS1
BARNETT GEORGE AARON LAS*
BARNETT JANE E LAS3
BARNETT JO A LAS3
BARNETT LYNN A BUS2
BARNFTT MICHAFL A BUSl
BARNETT PAUL A LAS2
BARNEY ALAN FREDRICK GRAD
BARNEY CAROL R FAA*
BARNEY CHARLES R VM 1
BARNEY ROBERT J LAS1
BARNHART JON R ENG*
BARNHART PATRICIA xJ GRAD
BARNOW MARLA S LAS2
BARNOWSKI ROBERT E ENG1
BARON DANIEL T ENG2
BARON DAVID S FAA1
URH HOPKINS 2** C
*7 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD *28 C
60* E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 812 U
102 N GREGORY 12 U
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
URH TAFT 216 C
URH WARDALL 812 U
URH TAFT 21 C
URH LUNDGREN 121 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
801 W NEVADA U
908 S LOCUST C
908 S LOCUST 306 C
URH BLAISDELL 203 U
1005 S NEIL C
105 S MCCULLOUGH U
RANTOUL ILL
802 W PARK 5 C
1101 W PENN U
508 E CHALMERS C
90* S 3RD C
URH ALLEN *22 U
902 W ILLINOIS U
*09 F CHALMERS C
1108 S 1ST C
209 ARMORY C
60* E ARMORY C
1110 W NEVADA U
2037 C ORCH ST U
URH GARNER **2 C
1712 PARKHAVEN C
ANCONA ILL
705 W CHURCH C
910 S 3RD 1018 C
510 E CHALMERS C
90* S 3RD C
60* E CLARK C
1507 S MATTIS C
1507 S MATTI S C
1507 S MATTIS C
CHICAGO ILL
56 E DANIEL * C
MANSFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSFND 3*9 U
URH SAUNDERS *18 U
URH HOPKINS 36* C
FISHER ILL
HINSDALE ILL
508 E ARMORY C
101 S BUSEY U
102 N GREGORY 12 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1*0* S LINCOLN U
53 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS *13 C
110 FLORA C
807 S MATTIS * C
268 S DEWEY U
URH ALLEN *3* U
URH BLAISDELL 229 U
1107 W GREEN 327 U
1107 W GREEN 327 U
110 FLORA C
URH CLARK *31 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
*01 E JOHN C
2002 GARDEN HILLS C
URH WESTON *59 C
902 KIRBY C
1831 VALLEY RD C
903 S *TH C
URH BLAISDELL 12 8 U
709 E CHALMERS 709 C
301* VALLEYBROOK C
URH EVANS 103 U
310 W ELLS C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 305 U
11 10 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
712 W GREEN U
712 W GREEN U
URH GARNER 310 C
URH BABCOCK 11* U
LEONORE ILL
RR 3 U
*7 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 382 C
URH OGLESBY 221 U




































































811* N LOWELL AV
2632 W MORSE
753 S EUCLID AV












908 S LOCUST 306




















3043 W SHERWIN AV
413 TERRY DR
8722 DRAKE








*23 S *TH ST
RR 2
*10 S 5TH 5
92* N OAKWOOD TERR




*00 E CANEDY 4
50 BONNIE LN
2408 WILLIAM




807 S MATTIS 4
268 S OFWEY
RR 1 BOX 222B
2112 W OVERBROOK
1107 W GREEN 327
1107 W GREEN 327
110 FLORA
5046 1/2 W WSHNGTN
50 BONNIE LN
RR 1 BOX 125B
2002 GARDEN HILLS
309 N MAIN












3200 LAKE SHORE OR
712 W GREEN
712 W GREEN




8 849 KENTON AV
458 BURNO DR


























































CLARENDON HL S ILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
MIAMI FL







































BARON OENNIS JOSEPH LAS2
BARON GREG J BUS*
BARON HENRY JAMES GRAO
BARON JAMES H LAS2
BARON JOANNE LAS3
BARON MARVIN LEONARD GRAO
BARONE MARTIN RALPH GRAD
BARR DAVIO J LAS4
BARR JOHN R LAS2
BARP JOHN R BUS3
BARR KENNETH H ENG3
BARR MARTIN P LAS2
BARR MICHAEL J AVI3
BARR PATRICIA W ED 3
BARR SANFORO L LAS1
BARR WILLIAM JAMESON GRAD
BARRA JOHN ANTHONY COM4
BARRAGRY MARY ANN GRAD
BARRATT STEPHEN J LAS2
BARRERA PEREZ RUBEN GRAD
BARRETO PEDRO PAULO GRAD
BARRETT ANNA K LAS4
BARRETT BRADLEY C BUS1
BARRETT JEAN E LAS4
BARRETT MARY S LAS2
BARRETT MICHAEL P LAS3
BARRETT ROBERT C ENG1
BARRETT ROBERT LEWIS BUS3
BARRETT WILLIAM J JR LAS3
BARRETT-SMITH C W ENG3
BARRIE ROBERT BUS1
BARRON DAVID MILTON GRAD
BARRON JAMES ALDEN GRAO
BARRON MARGARET M LAS3
BARRON MICHAEL ANTHO LAS4
BARRON PAUL W LAS1
BARRON SUSAN L FAA4
BARRON VICKI L LASl
BARROS NICOLAS R A GRAD
BARROW RANDALL D LAS1
BARRY CATHERINE M LAS1
BARRY EDWARD J FAA2
BARRY JOAN CATHERINE ED 4
BARRY PATRICIA E ED 2
BARRY WILLIAM T ENG1
BARSANTI CARL M LAS4
BARSHINGER JOAN RUTH AGR3
BARSKY GARY J LAS2
BART-WILLIAMS E GRAD
BARTASH JOANNE M LAS1
BARTEE NEALE KING GRAD
BARTEL BARBARA ANNE LAS4
BARTEL LANCE BRIAN LAS4
BARTEL RICHARD J BUS3
BARTELS HERBERT D JR ENG2
BARTELS WILLIAM J ENG1
BARTELSON CARYL G BUS3
BARTELSTEIN RONALD A BUS2
BARTELT ROBERT L ENG1
BARTENSTEIN JULIE LAS3
BARTFIELD STEVEN LAS3
BARTH CHARLES E CW AR D GRAD
BARTH ELIZABETH S LAS4
BARTH RODNEY JOSEPH EO 4
BARTH ROGER E ENG1
BARTHELL DANIEL WILL GRAD
BARTHELME JOHN W GRAD
BARTHOLOMEW CHARLES GRAD
BARTHOLOMEW DFBRA K 3US1
BARTIK STEVEN R ENG1
BARTILSON STANLEY JR LAS1
BARTLETT BARBARA J LAS1
BARTLETT DONALD L ENG3
BARTLETT EVAN A FAA2
BARTLETT RICHARD S LAS3
BARTLETTI JOSEPH JR BUS3
BARTLING BRUCE W ENG4
BARTLING CHRISTINE E FAA3
BA5TLOTTI LEONARD N LAS2
BARTCLI CONSTANCE IR LAS*
BARTOLINI LEANDRO A GRAD
BARTOLONI MARY K LAS3
BARTON CHRISTINE A LAS4
BARTON OAVID R ENG*
BARTON ERIC MCMILLAN GRAD
BARTON JAMES DEREK LAS*
BARTON JAMES MICHAEL LAS*
BARTON PETER M ENG1
BJRTOS MARK F FAA1
BARTOSIAK EDMUND JR BUS2
BARTSCHT CRAIG M AVI2
BARTZ ALLAN T ENG*
BARTZ CLARENCE D ENG4
BARWICK CYNTHIA F FAA2
BARWICK STEVEN JAMES GRAD
BARYLSKE THEODORE E LAS*
BARZ THOMAS EINAR PE 1
909 S 3RD 213 C
AlO S BUSEY U
2020 N MATTIS 30* C
211 E DANIEL C
406 E SPNGFLD C
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
308 E THOMPSON U
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
1008 S *TH C
1010 E COLORADO 4? U
URH TOWNS END 116 U
1007 S 3RD C
909 S 3RD C
1010 E COLORADO *2 U
1105 S 1ST C
505 E UNIVERSITY 3 C
1110 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 313 C
901 S 2ND C
U OF I PHYSICS U
2201 HAZWD DR 30* U
105 E CHALMERS 305 C
URH FORBES 112 C
901 S LINCOLN 7 U
URH WARDALL 719 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYOER *11 C
313 E ARMORY C
60* E ARMORY C
705 ILLINOIS U
*10 E JOHN C
305 1/2 W OREGON U
1116 BROADMOOR 2 C
URH CLARK 339 C
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SNYDER 493 C
305 1/2 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS *23 U
612 W CALIFORNIA U
60* E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 218 C
80* OREGON U
90* S LINCOLN U
312 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER *0* C
1207 GERTRUDE C
508 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C




70? W WASHINGTON U
ROCKFORD ILL
301 E WHITE C
1101 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 328 U
URH HOPKINS 319 C
*01 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
912 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 829 U
1505 KIRBY 5 C
OAK FOREST ILL
URH WARDALL 213 U
URH FORBES 128 C
URH SNYDER *18 C
URH SHERMAN 118 C
1706 W PARK C
1001 RAINBOW VIEW U
161* GLEN BURNIE C
60* E ARMORY 231 C
URH HOPKINS *10 C
URH LAR 105 U
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
URH OGLESBY 728 U
*08 E STOUGHTON * C
501 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL
508 E CHALMERS C
90* W GREEN 601 U
90* S LINCOLN U
*09 N WILLIS C
URH CLARK 307 C
STA A BOX 2020 C
RR 3 C
509 S 5TH 18 C
901 S 6TH C
1107 HARRINGTON C
URH SCOTT 3** C
URH HOPKINS 365 C
1111 S 1ST C
201 E JOHN C
100* S 2ND C
100* W OREGON U
* SAFFER CT U
* ROXBURY RD U
URH TOWNSEND 536 U









































































137 W 5TH ST
RR 2





2723 W JARLATH ST
9613 WAOSWORTH DR
1106 N CHURCH ST
7329 N IROQUOIS RD
10917 S KILBOURN
1165 CUAUHTEMOC











305 1/2 W OREGON
115 W FENNVILLE ST
6810 N OLCOTT
7731 W 79TH PLACE
3S066 MULBERRY
305 1/2 W OREGON
918F N MILWAUKFE
612 W CALIFORNIA





619 N 3RD AV

























56 LIBERTY BL VD
1017 E LONDON AV
305 E ELM
205 SHADY LAWN DR
506 COLLEGE AV









605 S NA-WA-TA AV
1107 HARRINGTON
411 FAIRVIEW AV




























MEXICO 13 DF MEX












































































CNTRY CLUB HL S ILL
8ASALAY PAUL R FAA3
BASAL AY ROBERT JOSEP GRAO
BASEMAN KENNETH JAN GRAO
BASH PATR IC I A J FAA2
BASIC BARBARA L BUS2
TASIL LAWRENCE P FAA3
BASILE EVELYN L L AS 1
BASINGER DAVID P 8US2
BASINSKI CAVIO G AGR2
BASKIN CRAIG P LAS2
BAS'.ER ROBERT C JR BUS3
BASOFIN PETER LAS1
BASS DEBORAH S LAS2
BASS LARRY A LASl
BASS STEVEN A LASl
BASSETT JOHN K LAS3
BASSIS BARBARA ANNE GRAD
BASSO JAMES A GRAD
8ASSO RONALO W FAA3
BASTIAN JOHN F LAS2
BASTJAN CAROL PULS GRAD
BASTCNE ROBERT PETER L AS3
BASTRCN VICTOR C GRAO
BATALI 4 BARBARA LAS4
BATCH BARBARA A PE 3
BATCHELDER SUE E LAS3
BATCHELDER WILBUR M GRAD
BATEMAN JAMES R JR ENG1
BATEMAN KRISTINE M LAS2
BATEMAN PHILIP L ENG1
BATEMAN STEPHEN L LAS4
BATES CHARLES M ENG4
BATES CHRISTOPHER J BUS1
BATES DENNI S J AGR3
BATES JOHN BRADLEY BUS4
BATES KENT CLARK GRAD
BATES LOU A LAS3
BATES PETER ALLYNN GRAD
BATES PRESCOTT EDWAR LAS4
BATES RANDALL E E D 4
BATES RICHARD LARRY GRAD
BATES RHBERT J JR LAS2
BATES WILLIAM BUS1
BATES WILLIAM R COM4
BATH THOMAS J FAA?
BATHKE CHARLES GARY GRAD
BATISTA OAVID E LAS3
8ATKA LAUREL P LAS2
BATKO KENNETH ALAN LAS*
BATMANGHELIDJ S LAS4
I3ATRA HARISH CHANDER GRAD
BATRICEVICH DALE R LASl
BATSCHA PAUL L GRAD
BATT KEITH F LASl
BATTAGLIA AUGUST F F AA
1
BATTAGLIA RICHARD J L AW 1
BATTERHAM ROBERT L GRAO
BATTERMAN KAREN S ED 2
BATTERMAN KEITH H ENG3
BATTERSHELL LARRY JO LAS3
BATTISTCNI ORCHARD L FAA2
BATTLE FRANCIS t JR ENG3
BATTLE GREGORY PETER LAS*
BATTLE VUANITA RENE ED 2
BATTS JERRY HOLM BUS1
BATY WILLIAM M LAS2
BAUOINO LOWANDA FAY LAS3
BAUDINO RODNEY JAY ENG4
BAUER CAROL A ENG3
BAUER OARRYLL PAYMON ENG4
BAUER DAVID CARL LAS4
BAUER DAVID W LAS2
BAUER JACK H AGR1
BAUER JOANNE L LAS2
BAUER KNUT T FAA2
BAUER NANCY K LASl
BAUER RICKY K BUS2
BAUER STEPHEN MARK' LAS4
BAUER WILLIAM C LAS4
8AUERNFEIND DEBANEY COM3
BAUERNSMITH JAMES L LAS2
BAUGHER KENNETH D AGR4
BAUGHER NORMAN f JR LAS2
BAUGHMAN DAVID E AGR2
BAUGHMAN KATHY ANN LAS3
BAUGHMAN SHERR I ANN PE 4
BAUKERT EMIL E ED 4
BAUM MICHAEL L LAS2
BAUM REBECCA MARIE GRAD
BAUMAN OAVID A GRAD
BAUMAN OOREEN A AGR2
BAUMANN JANET N LAS5
BAUMBERGER NANCY J AGR1
BAUMER REBECCA L AGR1
BAUMGARONER ROBERT L BUSl
BAUMGART THOMAS A ENGl
BAUMGARTEN DEAN JOSE FAA4
70S S LINCOLN U
606 W OHIO U
403 N HARVEY U
502 HESSEL C
URH TRELEASE 223 U
802 S LOCUST C
URH TAFT 427 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 216 C
910 S 3RD C
306 1/2 E GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
306 E DANI EL C
URH SCOTT 417 C
112 E DANIEL C
509 W MAIN U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
911 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 113 C
1406 N MCKINLEY 3 C
1101 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 55? C
302 1/2 BARR U
1404 S LINCOLN U
510 N WILLIS C
URH SHERMAN 153 C
URH HOPKINS 392 C
URH TRELEASE 911 U
URH FORBES 111 C
909 S 3RD C
PESOTUM ILL
URH FORBES 273 C
PESOTUM ILL
605 S -BROADWAY U
601 W GREEN U
URH CLARK 339 C
1010 W CHURCH C
209 PAUL C
1310 GRANDVIEW C
108 S 5TH C
508 E WHI TE 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 453 U
2303 S 1ST 201 C
URH FORBES 443 C
URH SHERMAN 1364 C
URH 0GLES3Y 407 U
URH TRELEASE 223 U
52 F ARMORY C
210 E MAIN U
310 E CLARK C
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
RR 4 U
URH BABCOCK 209 U
URH NOBLE 420 C
URH SHERMAN 558 C
URH SHFRMAN 1063 C
URH BLAISOELL 224 U
URH CARR 324 U
URH OGLESBY 206 U
410 E GREFN 17 C
1852 VALLEY RD C
911 S 3RD C
57 E JOHN 7 C
105 E CLARK C
URH HOPKINS 174 C
URH LAR 297 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 321 U
11 DUNELLEN U
311 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 210 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH TAFT 323 C
1400 W WASHINGTON C
URH TRELJTASE 53 1 U
URH SCOTT 208 C
URH GARNER 242 C
607 W HEALEY C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 724 U
2070 ORCH ST U
402 S 6TH C
URH WESTON 341 C
907 S WRIGHT C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 266 C
URH GARNER 271 C
102 E DANIEL C
1600 W BRADLEY 34 C
802 W OREGON U
2020 N MATTIS 104 C
405 E JOHN C
TOLONO ILL
1010 S 2N0 C





































































1212 N I AKE SHORE
517 S MT PROSPECT
917 CASTLEWOOD
4915 S ASHLANO AV

































6642 S LOOMIS BLVD
















806 N JEFFERSON ST









213 S PEACH ST














100 E 1ST ST
3831 GROVE AV
ROUTE 5 BOX 373
314 COVENTRY DR
21040 CROMWELL AV
569 E 93RD ST








































































































*BAUMGARTEN JOHN R GRAO
BAUMGARTNER FRFDFRIC AGR4
BAUMHAROT GARY R GRAD
BAUMHEUTER LINDA M LASl
BAUMLER BRETT E LAS2
BAUMLER KURT T LASl
RAUMRUCKER JANICE MA ED 4
BAVESTER SARA K BUSl
BAVOR HERBERT J JR GRAD
BAWDEN RALPH E LAW2
BAWDEN WILL I AM F GRAD
BAXA ROBERT M BUS3
BAXTFP OAVIO K FNG3
BAXTER LAWRENCE W LAW2
BAXTER MARTY S, LASl
BAXTER WILLIAM J III LAS2
BAYER RCBERT G LAS3
BAYERS MICHAEL R ENG1
*BAYKO EMIL T LAW1
BAYNE NANCY R BUS*
BAZIL CHARLES E LAS3
3AZZETTA JAMES J LASl
BEACH CYNTHIA JFANNE AGR3
BEACH DAVID K LAS2
BEACH EDGAR S FAAl
BFACH MARY ELIZABETH LASl
*BFACH RICHARD WALCC GRAD
BEAGLF JAMES W ENG1
BEAL REBECCA S ED 2
3FAL RICHARD LEE LAS4
BEAL ROYCF GRAD
BEALE CONSTANCE KAY GRAD
BFALL TIMOTHY W 3US3
*BEALS ALAN JAMES GRAD
BFALS CAIRN MARIF COM3
BEALS DENNIS MELVIN ED 4
BFAM CARUL L AGR2
BEAM CHRISTOPHER M GRAD
BFAMER NORMAN H GRAD
BEAMON KAREN LASl
BEAMS DAVID M ENG1
BEAN CHARLES E TAA1
BFAN THEODORE W JR LAS4
BFANBLOSSOM GFPRY L AGR2
BEANBLOSSOM LARRY S AGR2
BFAR KAREN S FAAl
BEARCE MAYNARD P LASl
BEARD ALFRED L FAAl
BFARO CAROL BOWELS GRAD
BEARD DAVID J LASl
*BEARD JAMFS S FAA2
BEARD PAULA G LAS4
BEARD RHONDA K L AS2
BEAR DEN JUDITH ANNE GRAD
*BFARDEN ROBERT C GRAD
*8EARE JAMS GAY GRAD
*3EASLFY LARRY E GRAD
*BEASLCY MARJORIF M LASl




REASLEY RONALD VM 1
REATTIE CHARLENF L LAS2
BEATTIE MARGARET H GRAD
BEATTY DUE L ^USl
BbATTY RANDOLPH P LASl
BEATY CATHERINE ED 2
*BEATY JOHN HOWARD GRAD
BrATY WILLIAM EARL GRAD
3EAUCHAMP-N0BRS C G LAS2
BEAUDFTTE ROBFRT W LASl
*BEAUDRY FRFOERICK GRAD
BFA'JORY JAMFS GEORGF GRAD
BEAUMONT CAROL J GRAD
BEAUMONT GARY LANE COM4
BEAUMONT JAMES ALAN ENG4
BFAUMONT JAMFS M FNG2
BEAUMONT JOYCE L FD 2
BEAUPRIE SCOTT EDWIN ENG4
8FAURLINF ANDREW G BUSl
BEAVERS JOHN A ENG3
*3FAVFRS LAURIE J G FAA9
BEAVERS RAYMOND S LAS2
BFCHARD WARREN D GRAO
3ECHEM ANTHONY JOSEP ENG4
*BFCHER ANDREW C LAW2
BECHER KENNETH R BUS3
3ECHLY CAROLYN JANE PE 3
3FCH1 Y THOMAS E ENG1
3ECHT OFNNIS J L AS3
*BECHTEL DAVID SAMUEI GRAD
BECK 8APPARA JO LAS3
BFCK BARBARA L FAA2
BECK BRUCE A 3 US 3
BECK DALE ALLEN LAS4
BECK DANIEL LAS4
BECK DAVID A ENG2
BFCK DFNVFR MAURICE PR 2








703 W NEVADA '
604 E ARMORY
URH SHERMAN 1348
























1603 VALLEY RD 1
URH TRELEASE 1202
URH SHERMAN 305







910 S 3^0 1324
URH SNYDER 182
URH BABCOCK 40 7
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1
URH TOWNS END 432
POCKFORD ILL
309 E GREEN 7
URH TRFLFASE 1124
URH SHERMAN 952
506 E SPNGFLD 2
807 W ILLINOIS 6











205 E HFALEY 3
202 r CALIFORNIA
URH CARR 411
1003 S MATTIS 1-4
508 W MICHIGAN
50 2 W GR IGGS 311
7 04 S 3RD
112 E DANIEL






















c 356-8548 9800 S UTICA AV
c 344-7152 RR 2
U 36 7-7175 RR 2
U 332-2711 203 ST CHRISTOPHER
c 344-9583 7952 N NORA
c 344-0513 7952 N NORA
u 332-4394 9106 FAIRVIEW AV
u 816 S MERCER
u 344-0371 845 W PERSHING RD
c 344-0611 920 N LAKFSHORE
c 332-5031 RR 7
c 344-1266 2556 HAWTHORNE AV
c 806 36TH ST
c 344-7996 ROUTF 2
c 5145 W WASHINGTON
c 332-1200 264 RFADING AV
IJ 316 WICKLIFF ST
c 332-1553 1704 MARVIN PKWY
u 1338 RIVERVIEW DR
u 332-3052 2017 DUNDEE RD
c 312 DUNDEE RD
c 332-1810 3213 N SHERIDAN RD
u 344-1144 RR 3
c 332-0808 FIELDON RD ROUTE 3
c 332-0868 273 WOODLAND AV
c 356-0173 1212 W HEALEY
c 356-7428 1507 KIRBY 6
c 332-0862 1105 MUIRFIELD AV
c 830 N UTH
c 352-5151 8 30 N 11TH ST
u 367-1948 2454 BANKHEAD HWY
u 330 1/2 S SANDUSKY
c 359-4 399 15210 WABASH
u 367-5617 2006 E VERMONT
c 344-1840 122 KENWOOD
c 1002 OGDEN'AV
IJ 332-5739 2073 WEBSTER LN
c 332-4677 41 SPRING ST
u 344-0224 4107 CRESTVIEW RD
c 33 2-0155 528 N 29TH ST
c 332-0862 2201 S 14TH ST
c 407 F MYRICK AV
u 332-3969 1301 HIGHLAND LN
c 344-7222 RR 2
c 344-7222 RR 2
c 337-5323 3944 W 58TH ST
c 3121 GREENBRIER
u 332-3815 7042 S PRAIRIE
u 36 7-3360 864 MOUNTAIN RD
u 332-4237 1310 HUBER LN
5812 DAFRED DR
c 813 W WOOD
IJ 332-5730 34 N FOX MILL LN
c 1521 KILLDEER DR
c 352-6899 506 E SPNGFLD 2
u 3247 ANN ST
u 367-8914 2104 ORCH ST 201
BOX 182
u 344-0059 710 COUNTRY CLUB
c 356-8258 2C7 W WILLIAM
c 352-9350 RR 3
u 332-5144 3015 SUNNYSIDE AV
u 344-5320 909 W OREGON
u 332-5197 46 N MADI SON ST
1328A TALBOTT DR
u 332-3585 1111 W ROOSEVELT
RR 2
c 4322 NW 13TH ST
u 1515 E CENTRAL RD
u 332-3954 8638 FERNALO AV
c 356-8187 1003 S MATTIS 1-4
u 344-3945 508 W MICHIGAN
1111 PRAIRIE
c 1 WESTWOOO DR
c 356-7936 1500 BROPHY
c 3 '+4- 12 61 1427 HOLMES AV
c 344-0571 1500 S BROPHY
c 344-6369 10142 DORA ST
u 356-9542 180 OLIVE
c 352-8820 2505 STANFORD
,u 344-6108 417 FAIRLAWN
u 344-6108 417 FAIPLAWN
272 GRAND ST
u 224 S HACKMAN
c 359-5792 910 GAMON RD
c 332-0795 2408 N 48TH ST
u 332-4454 5 WESTWOOD CT
c 332-1010 5 WFSTWCOD CT
1409 GATES DR
c 359-1828 1310 W WASHINGTON
u 5 108 OAK CENTER OR
IJ 332-3527 1508 E CAMPBELL ST
u 344-9735 3400 W SPRAGUE RD
c 352-2227 321 HIGHLAND DR
u 344-3460 435 HARVEY AV



































































































BECK DIANf S FAAl
BECK DONNA MAR IF AGR4
BECK GREGORY W ENG1
BECK JAMES FRANCIS CAD
BECK JAMES R BUS1
BECK J*VNET J LAS2
BECK JOHN LEONARD LAS3
BECK JULIE F AGR2
BbCK MAPIANNF ADLER GRAD
BECK PAUL J LAS1
BFCK PENNY J LAS1
BFCK SUF F LAS1
BECK WILLIAM AUSTIN LAS2
BECKEMEYfcR RONALD E r N G-<v
BECKER BARBARA B LAS5
BECKER BARBARA S ED 3
BECKER CATHIE ANN LAS1
BECKER CYNTHIA L PE 2
BECKER ELLEN LAURIE GRAD
BECKER ETHEL ANN C D 3
BECKER JAPES KALEV FNG4
BECKER JAMES LEO GRAD
BECKER JAN A L AS4
BECKFR JOHN H GRAD
BECKER JOHN PETER COM3
BECKER KENNETH MTCHA LAS4
BFCKER LAWRENCE F LAS1
BECKER LFE A LAS3
BECKFR LEIGH CARL GRAD
BECKER LINDA LAS3
BECKER LINDA HOPE GRAD
BECKFR MARGARFT K AGR1
BECKER MARK LOUIS GRAD
BECKER RICHARD A FAA4
BFCKER TESSIA RUTH LAS4
BFCKER WILLIAM A JR BUS1
BECKER WILLIAM B LAS1
BECKERLF MICHAEL J E NG
1
BECKERMAN GRACE E LAS3
BECKES PATRICIA L 4GR4
BFCKETT JOHN S LAWl
BFCKETT RCBERT L JR GRAD
BECKFFLD MARY C LAS2
9ECKHART PAUL E BUS2
BECKMAN PATRICK F FAA2
BECKRUM GAYRETTA L V LAS1
BECKTEL ROBERT J ENG1
BECKWITH HOWARD LEE GRAD
BECKWITH ROY IAN GRAD
BECTON LINDA C BUS!
BEDALOW JOHN F PF 1
BtDELL GLFNN WFSLEY GRAD
BEDFORD SHELLEY R LAS2
BEDNAR SUSAN G LAS3
BEDNARD BARBARA JEAN GRAD
BEDOWS ELLIOTT DAVID GRAD
BEDOWS ROBERT L AVI2
BEDOWS STANLEY MARK GRAD
BEECHAM JUDY KAY GRAD
BEELER JOSEPH K ENG2
BFELER JUDY A FAA1
BEEM RICHARD STINE GRAD
BEEN STEVEN A LAS1
BEER BETTY L FAA4
BFER DEBORAH R ED 2
BEER HAROLD J ED 3
BEER KENNETH J ENG1
BFERMAN ROBERT PHILL ENG4
BEFRS TERESA J ED 3
BEESON KARL WAYNE GRAD
BEGICH MICHAEL T FAA3
BFGITSCHKE RAYMOND P ENG3
BEGLEY DOUGLAS G FAA3
BEGLEY JAMES B LAS2
BEGLEY THOMAS R ENG3
REGOUN AVIS J LAS3
8EHENSKY JAMES F JR LAS3
BEHENSKY PATRICIA M LAS1
BEHGOOY MOHAMAD J FAA4
BEHLES KENNETH L FAA2
BEHMER CARL F FAA3
3EHR WILLIAM CARLTON ENG4
BEHRENDS GARRFL K LAS3-
BEHRENS ANN K S GRAD
BEHRENS ANNE J FAAl
BEHRENS JACK H BUS3
BFHRENSMEYER MICHAEL ENG2
BEIERGROHSLEIN D GRAD
BEIERMANN JEROME L ENG2
BEIGER SHERYL L FAA1
BFIMAN A8BIE W GRAD
BFIMAN IRVING H JR GRAD
BEIN RICHARD PAUL GRAD
BEINOR MARGARET MARY GRAD
BEIRIGER SUSAN C FAA4
BEITMAN HARTFORD 8US3
BEITZ LINDA M LAS1
URH FLAGG 427 C
S3 E JOHN 10 C
1105 S 4TH C
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 374 C
URH EVANS 306 U
1405 S STATE C
TANDOM HOUSE E C
802 CFNTFNNIAL C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARUALL 423 U
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
20 5 E ARMORY C
34 ROXBURY RD U
808 W CHARLES C
1110 W NEVADA U
4 02 S LINCOLN U
211 W GREEN 3 U
URH SHERMAN 323 C
107 F CHALMERS C
512 W GRIGGS U
206 E JOHN C
60 1 BUSEY U
1004 S 4TH C
806 S 3RD 24 C
311 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD ST 806 C
753 MATTIS C
URH SHERMAN 1259 C
505 E WHI TE 12 C
2109 W WHITE 201 C
URH ALLEN 179 U
WOODSTOCK ILL
78 VERSAILLES FP
319 S RUSSELL C
URH SCOTT 443 C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH FORBES 211 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 213 U
513 E FAIRLAWN U
1836 A ORCH PL U
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
110 E ARMORY C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 1024 U
URH WESTON 488 C
404 E OANIEL C
207 CRYSTAL LAKE U
URH BARTON 25 C
409 E CHALMERS C
309 S COLER U
URH TRELEASE 709 U
608 S 1ST C
502 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
URH OGLESBY 730 U
1600 BRADLEY 48 C
RANTOUL ILL
904 W GREEN U
907 S WRIGHT C
1002 W SPNGFLD C
URH SNYDER 177 C
1201 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 416 U
PAXTON ILL
URH SCOTT 346 C
211 N COLER U
703 W ELM U
URH DANIELS 634 U
112 E DANIEL C
911 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 108 C
305 PARK U
URH OGLESBY 1111 U
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
URH OGLESBY 731 U
URH TRELEASE 431 U
STA A BOX 2438 C
1108 S 1ST C
807 S BUSEY U
1509 KILER C
URH BABCOCK 13 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1206 W NEVADA 4 U
410 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 336 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 494 C
URH LAR 430 U
207 COUNTRY FR 32 C
207 COUNTRY FR 32 C
601 S BUSEY U
KANKAKEE ILL
903 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C




































































300 S MAIN ST
263 CANDLEWOOD EST
119 ROCKFORD AV
2807 W 141ST PL





1505 N LOGAN AV
1109 PRAIRIE VIEW
707 W MAIN ST
808 W CHARLES
149 W PARK DR
5200 W HOME AV









3150 N LAKE SHORE
8933 N FOREST VIEW

















1210 N BUSEY AV
120 N EDGE WOOD
ROUTE 1 BOX 131
BOX 231
8831 S MORGAN
7310 W 72N0 ST
309 S COLER
1710 W SUNSET DR
608 S 1ST
619 S CALUMET
5724 N BERNARD ST
7927 KENTON AV
7927 N KENTON


















2313 S 61ST CT
2313 S 61ST CT










207 COUNTRY FR 32
207 COUNTRY FR 32
4516 LINSCOTT AV
2 CHARLTON DR
725 S GRANT ST
1760 BALSAM RD



































































































BEKERMEIER LINOA A LAS3
BFKKEDAL TEKLA K GRAD
BEKOWSKY IRA B BUS2
BFLAK BARBARA JEAN LAS3
BFLDEN JEFFERY L LAS?
BELOEN JOHN PHILLIP GRAD
BELEW WALTER ERNEST ENG4
BELGRAM WENZEL ENG4
BELIN WALTFR S LAS2
BFLL BRADLEY J BUSl
BELL CAROLINE OU t NN GRAD
BFLL CYNTHIA S LAS2
BELL DEBRA S LAS2
BELL DONALD MAURICE L ASA
BFLL DONNA JCAN LAS2
BELL DOROTHY EILEEN GRAD
BELL EMILY R LAS3
BELL HENRY PFRRY BUS4
BELL IRA M ED 2
BFLL IVAN DON "5RAD
BFLL JCHNNY F AVI1
BELL KRISTINE R ED 4
BELL LAIRD A LAS2
BELL LARRY M FAA1
BELL MARVIN LEE JR 3US4
BELL MARY F FAA4
BELL PATRICIA M LAS3
BTLL ROGER E ENG1
BELL SCOTT A F*A2
BELL SUSAN KAREN ED 3
BELL SUS4N LEE ED 4
BFLL TERRENCE JULES GRAD
BELL THOMAS H ENG4
BELL TIMOTHY G FAA2
BELL TIMOTHY J ENG1
BFLL VICTOR CHARLES GRAD
BELL WILLIAM D BUS3
RFLLAIRS JERALD MICH LAS4
BELLAMY EDWARD E GRAD
BELLE MAXINE J FAA1
RELLEN JANICE M LAS1
BELLER SCOTT M LAS3
BELLESON GEORGE A GRAD
BELLETIRE STEVEN P FAA3
BELLIS MARILYN LEE LAS
3
BELLISARIO LARRY R ENG3
6ELLOCQ JEAN-MICHEL GRAD
BFLLOCQ SUSANNA S GRAD
BELLOWS MICHAFL F LAS1
BELLUCCI THOMAS LOUI FAA4
BFLLUS CAROL A LAS1
BELMAN SHELDON LARY GRAD
8EL0K0N ELAINE A LAS4
RELSHAW DOUGLAS J GRAD
BFLSLEY KATHRYN G LAS3
BELSON DAWN LAS1
BELSCN LANE KEITH BUS2
RFLSSNER CHARLES NOR 8US4
BFLTRAMI ROGER D GRAD
BELTRAMINI RICHARD F COM3
BELT7 WILLIAM F ENG3
BELZ CAMEL JOSEPH EN G4
BEMI MICHAEL JOSEPH LAS3
BEN-JONATHAN NIRA GRAD
BENANTI SAMUEL G ENG1
BFNARO RRUCF R BUS3
BENA"D DAVID JAMES GRAD
BENARO MARY ROCKWOOD LAWl
RENAS JFANNE M LAS1
RENASSI JOHN MARIO ENG4
BEN3EPRY HERSHbL CLA PE 4
BFNCHIK 3ARBARA ANN LAS4
BEND DONALD D AGR4
RENDEL ANDREW ALAN GRAD
RENDEL SUSAN G FAA2
BENDELL CHRISTINE J GRAD
BENDER ALLAN D LAS1
BENDER BERT LFSLIE FAA4
BENDER CAROL J EO 1
RENDER CAROLYN AMEL I COM4
BENDER DANIFL E LAS1
RFNDER MARILYN J F9 1
RENDER ROBERT LARUE GRAD
BENECKI STANLEY GRAD
BENEDICT WILLIAM WAI LAS3
BENES MARYGRACE LAS2
RENES R03ERT J LAS3
BENEWICH KATHLEEN S LAS2
BENFORT ROBERT J FAA3
RENG JOSEPH C GRAD
BFNGHIAT RUSSELL A GRAD
BENGTSON ARDELL M GRAD
BFNGTSON JANICE F GRAD
BENHART JAMES L ENG1
BENJAMIN FRED P LAS1
BENJAMIN JAMES C BUSl
URH SAUNDERS 3 05 U
URH BUSEY 156 U
901 S 1ST 3 C
110 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1006 C
URH BABCOCK 40? U
1004 HARDING U
RR 2 U
1105 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS 812 C
URH OGLESRY 503 U
URH SHERMAN 529 C
302 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1312 C
1660 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 126 U
1410 W GREEN C
404 E STOUGHTON 1 C
205 COUNTRY FR 38 C
311 E GREEN C
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
URH GARNER 408 C
1109 E MAIN U
URH CAR" U
URH SNYDER 392 C
1812 VALLEY RD C
TWN ORCH MBL HM PK U
URH BUSEY 321 U
URH TOWNSEND 24C U
URH WESTON 302 C
URH BARTON 110 C
1207 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 602 U
1306 SILVER U
1009 W CAL IFORMIA U
URH OGLES BY 416 U
2 OAKWOOD U
1912 A ORCH ST U
2028 B HAZWD CT U
301 W WASHINGTON U
1204 W EADS U
URH LAR 177 U
609 W MAIN 2 U
1009 W MAIN 23 U
21" HESSEL C
503 E WHITE 11 C
URH SNYDER 200 C
803 W GREEN U
803 W GREEN U
URH OGLESBY 625 U
PR 4 U
URH WARDALL 326 U
404 S LINCOLN . U
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U
1932 A ORCH ST U
611 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 912 C
910 S 3RD 406 C
1111 S 1ST C
101 W PARK 302 U
58 E JOHN 12 C
1111 S 2ND C
211 SPNGFLD 101 C
1405 S STATE C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FORBES 378 C
4 01 E DANIFL C
300 S GOODWIN 51 5 U
300 S GOODWIN 515 U
URH TRELEASF 819 U-
206 E GREEN C
604 S 3RD 3 C
58 E JOHN 18 C
910 S 3RD 423 C
904 N BROADWAY U
URH EVANS 407 U
URH SHERMAN 508 C
505 E CHALMEPS C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 524 U
lllOW NEVADA U
THOMASBCRJ ILL
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
407 W WASHINGTON U
URH DANIELS 97 U
507 N RUSSELL C
UPH WARDALL 2 24 U
201 F JOHN C
AURORA ILL
URH GARNER 300 C
KUMASI GH\NA
108 W VINE C
706 W SPNGFLD C
2503 COTTAGE GROVE U
URH BABCOCK 202 U
U<?H SNYDFR 474 C





























































409 E CHALMRS 1006






6506 BELLS MILL RD
714 N 3RD AV
2652 ESTES
14 W 141ST ST
1812 GREENBAY RD
1410 W GREEN
2735 W NORTH SHORE











946 N SPRING ST
8709 KEDVALE
346 WAVERLY









6220 W BARRY AV
2534 A W JEROME
454 S WISCONSIN
1923 N 75TH AV
9032 W 27TH ST








1932 A ORCH ST
3815 OAK PARK DR
12 ELMWUOD OR
12 ELMWOOD DR
4557 N OVERHILL AV
101 W PARK 3C2






1305 E WOODFORD PL
300 S GOODWIN 515
300 S GOODWIN 515
4938 W DOBSON ST
940 WINDSOR RD
BOX 84
1800 S CLARENCE AV







6031 W 127TH PL
RR 1












332 E PARK ST
6919 N WAYNE



































































































BENJAMIN RANDALL H E^Gl
BfcNN MARVIN N LM(2
BFNNER BARRY WILLIAM GRAD
BENNER BETH F <~AA2
8ENNER DANA J PF 3
BENNETT BARBARA A I AS2
BENNETT BARBARA S LAW1
BFNNETT BRUCE K A GR
3
BFNNETT CATHER INF J EH 1
BENNETT DONALD K LASl
BENNETT EVAN D LAS3
BENNETT FORDYCF R 3RAD
RFNNFTT FREDERICK P LASl
BENNETT GRFGOPY R ENG3
BENNETT JAMFS F LAS2
BENNETT JANET L FAAi
*BENNFTT KEITH ERVIN GRAD
BFNNFTT LESLIF MARK GRAD
*BFNNFTT MARGARET C GRAD
BENNETT MARGUERITE H G^AD
BFNNETT MARILYN ANN GRAD
BENNETT MARILYN THER LAS3
BENNETT MARY M LAS2
BFNNETT MICHAEL S 3U51
BENNETT PATRICI A J LAS2
*RFNNETT RICHARD DOUG GRAD
BENNETT ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
BENNFTT SARI JOHANNA GRAD
BENNETT STEVEN B LAS3
BFNNETT THEODORE A LAS2
BENNETT THOMAS D JP E NGA
BENNETTS DAVID PAUL GRAD
RFNNETTS SANDRA L ED 2
REr>NIN LOIS KATHRYN GRAD
BENNINGTON TIMOTHY R ENGA
BENNINK MAURICF RAY GRAD
BFNNIS JOHN MAXWELL LAS4
BENNISON MARCIA K LAS3
BENCLKEN SARAH L FAA3
BENSEMAN VIRGINIA L Pf 2
BENSEN LINDA L FD 3
BFNSEN ROBERT P GRAD
BENSHIMOL MEDINA A GRAD
BENSON ANTHONY LAS2
BFNSQN BARRETT E GRAD
BENSON CHARLES G AGR1
BENSON CHERYL Y LASl
BENSON CONSTANCE C EO A
BENSON FRANK T JR FAA4
BENSON FRFDRIC LAW1
BENSON GORDON JOHN VM 3
BENSCN J D LAS2
BFNSON JAMES E VM 1
BFNSON JAMES R LAW1
BENSON MICHAEL H GRAD
BENSON RANDOLPH B GRAD
BENSCN RICHARD CHARL GRAD
BENSON ROBERT KENT AGRA
BENSON STFVEN W ENG1
BFNSON SWAN WILLIAM LASA
BENSYL WILLIAM RAY GRAD
BENTCOVCR TERI LYNN LAS3
BENTE ROSS J FAA3
BENTEN JAMES S ENGA
BENTHAUS JULIE L LASl
BENTLEY ROBERT ALLAN GRAD
BENTLEY THOMAS I ED 4
BENTON ANTHONY STUAR LAS4
BENTON FRED W JP GRAD
BENTON JAMES WALKER GRAD
BENTON MARK C ENG1
BENTON RONALD L LAS3
BENWAY RALPH B ENG1
BENZ STEVEN E BUS2
BENZULY ROBERT C ENG2
BERAUER LINDA M LAS2
BERBAUM SHIRLFY P. AGR3
BEREGSASI ADALBERT ' BUSA
BEREITER DAVID ALLEN GRAD
BFRENS JEROME JAY BUSA
BERENSON SHARON M FAA2
BEREZIN IRIS MICHELE GRAD
BEREZIN MARC FREDERI LASA
BERFIELD MARGO LAS3
BFPG ALLEN C BUS3
BERG BRYAN S LASl
BERG CRAIG P AGR3
BERG DALE RAY GRAD
BFPG GAIL MAPY GRAD
BERG KENNETH D ENG1
8ERG LINDA ANN ED A
BERG MARY C FAAI
BERG MICHAEL J LAS3
BERG STEVEN W LASl
BFRGDOLT ANITA LOUIS ED 3
BERGE JAMES JOHN BUSA
BERGENS CATHERINE A LAS3
II RH OGLES BY 1006 U
205 W UNIVERSITY C
1002 S 2ND C
URH BARTON 12A C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 215 U
31A S ELM 4 C
1002 E OREGON C
URH LAR 397 U
601 S ATM C
90A W GREEN A21 U
1002 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH GARNER 210 C
URH GARNER 326 C
URH GARNER 122 C
MAHOMET ILL
707 S 6TH 318 C
912 W CHURCH C
R05 S LYNN C
10O2 W SPNT.FLD 1 U
711 S RANDOLPH 10 C
URH BUSEY 115 U
URH SAUNDERS U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN 3A5 U
602 W ALABAMA C
808 OAKLAND 106 U
802 S LOCUST C
URH OGLESBY 603 U
URH FORBES 306 C
311 E ARMORY C
907 S 2ND 3 C
907 S 2ND 3 C
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
301 COUNTRY FR 59 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
1600 W BRADLFY Al C
1103 S EUCLID C
901 S 6TH C
90A S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 30A U
A06 E GREEN 302 J
312 S PRAIRIF 201 C
URH GARNER 30A C
1005 W PARK C
URH HOPKINS 3A2 C
URH CLARK A2A C
31A PRAIRIE 10A C
16C0 W BRADLEY 36 C
1111 ARBOR C
31A S PRAIRIE C
211 E DANIEL C
90A W GREEN 528 U
URH DANIELS 322 U
303 COUNTRY FR C
167A VAILEY RD C
502 W GRIGGS 201 U
2317 S 1ST 30A C
URH TOWNSEND 175 U
208 HOL IOAY PARK C
FAIRMOUNT ILL
A09 E CHALMERS C
1108 S 1ST C
208 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 818 U
203 S DODSON U
DANVILLE ILL
1702 W BRADLEY 59 C
1010 S 2ND 31A C
801 E SUNNYCREST U
URH SCOTT 160 C
URH SCOTT 260 C
URH CARR 108 U
1608 MAYNARD C
URH GARNER 226 C
URH BUSEY ,161 U
1203 W STOUGHTON U
912 W CHURCH C
502 W ELM 2 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 322 U
URH DANIELS 385 U
30 A S 6TH C
URH BUSEY 35A U
907 S ATH C
URH SNYDER A5A C
100A S ATH C
A03 S LYNN C
URH DANIELS A62 U
URH HOPKINS All C
805 W OHIO U
URH LAR 102 U
711 W ILLINOIS U
URH BABCOCK 317 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
2319 S 1ST 203 C



















































































1002 W SPNGFLD 1
2312 N BIGELOW
720 N CHERRY ST
903 CLAY ST
RR 1
ROUTF 2 BOX 155E
912 W CHURCH
200 CIRCLE DR
1002 W SPNGFLD 1
2A37 PORTER ST NW
4UA W 58TH PL







2210 N W 72ND ST
1414 FORD AV
441 W EMPIRE ST
907 S 2ND 3
2619 WEDEMFYER ST
301 COUNTRY FR 59
1441C 68TH AV
20 E WOODLAWN RD
16W155 TIMBER TRL
ROUTE 2 BOX 227
197 GAGE RD
1505 N LAWLFR
1006 N PRAIRIE AV
CALLE OTA BERTHA
5205 W VAN BUREN








RR 6 BOX 15A
RR 2
303 COUNTRY FR 6A
167A VALLEY RD
238 PRETTY LAKE HT




















523A N ASHLAND AV
502 W ELM 2





3825 N PINE GROVE
88A6 CRANDON
439 HOLLY AV











































































































BERGER ARLENE R LAS1
BERGER BARBARA M FAA2
RFPGER BETH S LAS2
BERGER BRIAN BERNARD LAS4
BERGER CATHY M LAS1
BFRGFR DANIEL B LAS3
BFRGER DERRA F I.AS3
BERGER ELLEN P ED 3
BFRGFR GARY LFE LAS4
BERGER JOEL EMANUEL LAS4
RFRGER JOFL R GRAD
SERGE" MICHAFL D LAS1
BERGFK MICHAEL F ENG1
BFRGFR MICHAEL S FAA1
BERGER RENEE I LAS3
BERGER SHELDON N GRAD
BERGER SUSAN J ED 2
*BERGER WILLARD FRFD GRAD
BEPGFRON BARBARA ANN GRAD
BERGERON CEBORAH A FAA2
*BEPGrELD VINCENT M AGR4
BFRGL KATHLEEN LAS3
3ERGLANC MARTHA S GRAD
BFRGLING FREDERICK R LAS2
6ERGLUND CHARLES A GRAD
*BFRGLUND DAVID C JR F D 4
BF^GMAN ANNA MAPIE GRAD
*8ERGMAN| B FRANK GRAD
RFRGMAN CARL F 3US2
BERGMAN GARY L .AS1
BFRGMAN JAN E PE 2
BERGMAN ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
BFRGMAN SHELL FY FAA1
BERGMAN STEVEN C AGR2
BERGMANN HARRY W JR LAS3
3ERGQUIST MARY E GRAD
BFRGSCHNFIDEP ROBERT LAS4
BtRGSTRANC STEPHEN C BUS3
BEPGSTRCM ERIC KCNNE ENG4
BEPGSTROM RICHARD LF fNCt
BERGSTROM ROBIN P L AS 3
BERIBAK LINDA M LAS2
BEKK MITCHCLL L LAS?
*RERK ROBERT A GRAD
BERKBIGLER DENNIS L LAW1
BEPKE SAMUEL D LAS1
BFRKEL EDGAR LFCNARU L AS4
BF"KENSTADT DEBBIF S FD 3
BEPKHOUT THFRESE ANN FAA4
BERKLACICH FRANK M LAS4
BFRKMAN FEL ICE F LAS1
BEPKMAN PETEP M LAS1
BERKOVER ROBFRT L LAW2
BEPKOW PFTbR FREDEKI LAS3
3E"KnwlCZ HOWARD H LAS1
BFRKOWITZ JUDITH LAS3
BFRKOWITZ RICHARD A LAS3
BEOKSON ANDREA J LAS3
BFP.KSON CANDICE J L AS 1
8FPLAND KAREN INA GRAD
*BERLE JAMFS A FAA4
BFPLES KATHIF ANN GRAD
BERLIANT MAPC N LAS2
BFPLIN STEPHEN R FAA4
8TRLINE JAMFS HOWARD GRAD
BEPLINFR RONALD RICH GRAD
BFRMAN BONNIE S LAS2
BEPMAN CAROL I. LAS1
BFRMAN CHARLFS H BUS1
BFRMAN CHFRYL R L4S1
BERMAN DAVID FLIOT COM4
BEPMAN DAVID SAMUEL C AA4
BEPMAN GLENN M L AS4
BEPMAN LINC A F FD 2
BERMAN MONA RITA FAA4




REBMAN SCPTT Z LAS3
BERMAN WENDY C LAS2
BFRMINGHAM CHARLES F LAS2
BERNACKI MARYLOU LAS3
*BEPNARO EDNA JONES GRAD
BEPNARTI PRUCF A ^NGl
BERNAROI JOHN V LAS3
3FRNARDCNI RICHARD J BUS2
RFRNAR1Y JOHANNA M LAS1
BE&NBAUM ADRIEN S FAA2
B^PNBAJM LOUISE M GRAD
BFPNPFRG MICHAEL N LAS1
BERNDT WAYNE EDWARD ENG4
8ERNEE RONALD A F\G1
BF°NER HAPOLD G L AS2
BERNHARD DCjNNA J LAS1
QEPNHARD STANLEY M GRAD
*HEPNHARD WINFRIED H GRAD
BFRNHAROI STrPHFN A LAS4
BF<?NHASDT TPACEY A AGR3
URH TRELEASF 925 U
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
URH LAR 465 U
404 E WHI TE C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 315 U
706 S 1ST 302- C
R09 S 5TH C
57 E JOHN I C
1106 S 3RD C
STA A BOX 2467 C
URH FORBES 361 C
10 3 E ARMORY C
DEPT OF PSYCH U
U»H ALLEN 263 U
2901 W WILLIAM C
URH SHFRMAN 446 C
URH WARDALL 1012 U
406 N ROMINE U
URH VANDOREN 114 C
509 E GREEN C
706 W OHIU U
12 WAYSIDE U
2202 HAZWO 304 U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
URH SHERMAN 243 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 315 U
904 S 3RD C
1105 S 4 TH C
URH FLAGG 425 C
53 E GREGORY C
112 E JOHN C
407 W GREEN C
502 FLM 5 U
HOOPESTON ILL
310 E JOHN C
211 r DANIEL C
1815 W JOHN C
URH WARDALL 604 U
URH OGLESBY 105 U
2039 A HA7WU CT U
2205 HAZWO OR 204 U
301 E ARMORY C
107 F CHALMERS C
47 F CHALMERS C
1101 S EUCLID C
1207 GERTRUDE C
URH TRELEASE 710 U
52 E ARMORY C
1414 N MCKINLEY C
1209 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 315 C
706 S MATHEWS U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 303 U
URH BLAISDELL ?23 U
URH SHERMAN 114 C
108 W GREFN C
910 S 3RD C
211 F DA\IEL C
604 S COLEK U
1519 W GREFN C
511 F MITCHELL CT C
47 F CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
301 F ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
908 W NEVADA IJ
213 E CHALMERS C
709 SOUTHWFST C
904 S 3RD C
102 GRCSSBACK U
URH HOPKINS 16? C
1007 S 1ST 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WFSTON 108 C
302 E ARMORY C
40 7 ELLIOT U
URH FORBES 378 C
DANVILLE ILL
604 E ARMORY 140 C
URH CLARK 239 C
302 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 1216 C
CHICAGO ILL
904 W GREEN 521 IJ
907 S 4TH C
URH CARR 307 U
URH BLAISOELL 221 U
2107 HAZWD OR 103 U
1113 W GREEN U
812 W PENN U





























































































9 19 S STONE
ROUTE 2
1045 W CENTER ST
346 LOGAN ST
215 S SMITH ST
222 N MARION ST
1122 THEODORE ST
1817 G W HOOD




809 E PENN ST
111 S STOUGH ST
182 SUNSET
15 W ORCHARD
1518 S MARENGO AV
5823 S KENNETH





1050 N 3RD AV
309 WESLEY
9215 N KENNETH





6515 N KNOX AV
441 SUNSET DP
441 SUNSET DP
531 E LINCOLN AV
108 W GREEN
313 WILKINSON
676 TIMBER HILL RO
141C WARRINGTON
1519 W GREEN















6337 W HOL BROOK
407 ELIOT
2119 BUCHANAN ST
537 F MAIN ST
508 MLLER DR
800 CUTER PARK DR
860 OLD TRAIL RD
17 WOODLAWN
6420 N SACRAMENTO




10609 APACHE AV NE
1 113 W GREEN
9526 LEXINGTON AV



































































































BFPNICKAS JOHN! V LAS4
BERNING BFVERI Y J L AS 1
BURNING OFPAin V AGR?
BERNING JUDITH A LAS1
RbRNTNG RfNDAIL KARL RUS3
BERNOVEP RUSANNF H ED A
RERNS FREDERIC J LAW2
BERMSE? FRFDERICK P ENG4
BFRNSFE Rf'BFRT W LAS3
BERNSTEIN ALAN D LAS1
BFRNSTEIN AVIS M IAS3
BERNSTEIN GAIl S LAS2
BFRNSTEIN HFLANE I LAS1
BFRNSTF IN KARFN S I. AS1
BCRNSTEIN MARCIA A FAA1
BFRNSTEIN ROBIN M LAS1
RFKNTHU CAVID G L AS3
*BERNTSEN DENIS A LAW1
BfPO CAROL A I.AS2
BEROSKY JCHN M fc NG2
BFPOWSKI DONALD F ENG3
*BFRRA DONNA REARY GRAD
*BCSRA GARCIA-roSS R GRAD
BER^AFATl FRANK A GRAD
BFRRIOS-ORTIZ ANGCL GRAD
HFRROYFR BARRARA M COM4
BERRY BONNIE JEAN ED 4
BFRRY CATHERINE A LAS1
BFRRY DAVID P LAS1
BERRY ERNESTINE LAS2
BFRRY FRED f) LAS4
BERRY HFNRY T JR ENG3
*BEPRY ISAAC HARCLD GRAD
BERRY JACQUELINE L LAS3
*RFRRY JAMES MACALIST GRAD
BERRY LETHA DARLENE GRAD
BERRY LINDA CARLENF GRAD
BFRRY LINDA RACHEL L AS4
BERRY MICHAEL GRAYDC) E NG4
BFRRY MICHAEL L FROY COM4
BERRY SUSAN F BUS3
BE'RY SUSAN LYNN LAS4
BERRY SUZANNE D PF 2
HERS ALAN B LAW1
*BERS TRUCY HAFFRON GRAD
BFRSHAO BLAINE D FAA1
BEPSIN ALFX G LAS2
BFRSON BRUCE A LAS3
*BERTELSEN DONALD J GRAD
BEPTELSEN JULIA S LAS2
BERTELSEN WILLIAM D LAS4
BERTHIA BARBARA K LAS2
BERTHOLD CHARLES F LAS3
BERTHOLD ROBERT C LAS1
*BFRTINE MARCIA R BUS1
BERTOGLIO MARK RAYMO LAS4
RFRTOLET JAMFS CECIL LAS4
BFPTONCTNI CHARLES P LAS4
BERTRAM AUGUST M LAS4
BERTRAND CHRISTIAN R GRAD
BERTSCHY TIMOTHY L LAS1
BFRZINS MARIS LAS4
BESCHORNER RANDALL L LAS2
RFSORF MARY A LAS1
BESS ROREPT MONROE ED 4
*BESS RCNALD WARREN GRAD
*BFSSF ANITRA S F^A3
BEST DAVID A AGR1
BEST JUDITH LYNNE GRAD
BEST KATHLEEN ELAINE AGR1
BEST LARRY V ENG4
*BFST LOUIS BROWN GRAD
BEST R ICHARD M FNG4
BESWICK DONALD DEWIT AGR4
BETANCFS ROEDAN JOSE GRAD
*BETCHART MARGARET M GRAD
BETCHART WILL B GRAD
BETHUNE CHRISTINE L LAS3
BETKA LOIS EMELE LAS4
*BETLEY MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
BETTENHAUSEN EOWAPD AGR1
BETTINARDI DAVID A BUS1
BETTINGFR KARL KEITH FAA4
BETTIS KENNETH R AGR2
BETTMAN BARBARA A ED I
8ETTNER ALLEN WAYNE FNG4
*BETTS JAMES F PE 4
BFTZ MERVIN A GRAD
BEUK ELSA KATHERINE GRAD
BEUKFLMAN ROGER L BUS4
BEUTH RICHARD IRVIN AGR4
BFUTLER CARL E ENG2
BEVELANDEP CHARLES D £RAO
BFVER JOSEPH FRANK LAS2
BEVERIDGE JAMES P F NG4
REVILL RICHARD F JR GRAD
BEWERSDORF JAMES W LAS3
201 S BIRCH U
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
URH HOPKINS 393 C
URH ALLFN 117 U
URH UGLFSBY 1120 U
106 HEALEY C
RANTOUL ILL
1007 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
URH TRFLEASE 301 U
URH TRFLEASE 310 U
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 424 U
URH TRELEASE 728 U
URH TRELEASE 404 U
911 S 4TH C
310 S PRAIRIE 101 C
URH SAUNiJFRS 213 U
1111 S 1ST C
206 S GREGORY U
1973 D ORCH ST U
1973 D ORCH ST U
U°H SHERMAN 1 161 C
1013 S 1ST C
«?6 LINVIEW U
902 S 2ND C
URH BUSEY 337 U
URH TOWNSEND 510 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
504 W MAIN 303 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH BARTON 125 C
2017 1/2 CURETON U
VILLA GROVE ILL
VILLA GROVE ILL
907 S WRIGHT C
PINE ACRES TRLR 2 U
409 W ELM 5 U
302 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 309 U
1600 W BRADLEY 39 C
PARK RIDGE ILL
URH SCOTT 332 U
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
910 S 3RD C
704 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 233 U
URH CARR 310 U
105 F DANIEL C
705 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSENO 469 U
1303 LARCH U
305 E GREEN 5 C
705 KENWOOD C
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
1307 BRIARWOOD C
614 W ILLINOIS U
URH CARR 320 U
504 W MAIN 107 U
1001 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 624 U
1101 W PENN U
2109 HAZWD 302 U
SIDNEY ILL
URH FORBES 271 C
URH SHERMAN 309 C
PARK RIDGE ILL
210 E JOHN C
1936 D ORCH PL U
512 E STOUGHTON C
58 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 203 U
1805 B ORCH PL U
1805 B ORCH PL U
URH LAR 171 U
309 E JOHN C
2028 C HAZWD CT U
10OR S 4TH C
310 E JOHN C
1603 S LINDEN U
302 HOL IDAY PK 240 C
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
112 E DANIEL C
812 OAKLAND 106 U
URH SHERMAN 161 C
MORRILL HALL 377 C
807 S RANDOLPH 2 C
508 E WHI TE C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH SHERMAN 750 C
URH GARNER 270 C
705 S 3RD C
1005 E FLORIDA U
















































































1546 N 187TH ST
8421 S KEATING
2812 WAYNE AV


















RR 2 BOX 44
210 HARLAN ST
739 fc BENTON ST
RR 1
5125 S LATROBE AV










1422 MARCUS CT E
1803 LARCH
39 COUNTRY CLUB DR










RR 1 BOX 32
814 S CUYLER
621 HARRISON AV SW
733 S HAMLIN
300 E HIGH ST
FARR W DR ROUTE 3
1720 S 4TH
RR 4
350 FUERTES ST 4
1805 B ORCH PL
1805 B ORCH PL
635 SWIFT AV
RR 1
2028 C HAZWD CT
RR 1 BOX 438


















































































































BEYDA MARCIA L LAS2
BEYER ANTHONY THOMAS E NG4
BEYER SHARON E L AS 3
BEYERLEIN ROBERT ALL GRAD
BEYERS JOSEPH W ENG1
BEYERS THOMAS F 8US1
BFYEPS THOMAS G AGRl
BEZDEK ANNA M GRAD
*BEZDEK ROGER HUGH GRAD
BHANOS ALEX PARIS GRAD
3HASKAR WILLIAM C ENG1
BHATIA TEJ KRISHAN GRAD
3HATNAGAR SATVIR K GRAD
BMATTACHARYYA P GRAD
BHOWAL PRABIR PANJAN GRAD
BIAGI THOMAS J BUS2
BIAGINI BRUCE J LAW2
BIAL CATHFRINE A LAS2
RIAL WILLIAM M LAS2
BIANCALANA FLORA F LAS2
*BI8EF JACK L GRAD
BIBLE CLAUDIA E LAS3
BIBLY KATHERINF LAS3
*8IBO PHILIP GEORGE GRAD
BICFK MARGARET J LAS3
*BICKER ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
BICKERS BARBARA L COM3
BICKFT JOHN G LAS2
*BICKFORO KENNFTH G COM4
8ICKHFM LARRY LAS1
BICKLER JEROME EDWIN FNG4
BICKLER BELINDA K ED 2
BICKLEY MARTHA R GRAD
BICKUS JULIE J LAS3
BIDENKAP JAY L LAS3
BIDERMAN ROBERT J LAS3
BIDLE DOUGLAS C L AS 1
BIONF» MARILYN J AGR3
BIOWFLL VANDA I L AS 3
BI EBFL ROBERT I FD ?
BIFBFP JUDITH ANNE AGR4
BIE8FR MARK S BUS1
BIEBER SUSAN LAS2
RIFOFRMANN JO A ED 4
9IEDPON MICHAEL S LAS1
BIEHL LAVADA J LAS1
BIELAK CHRISTINE M LAS]
RIELAWA DANIEL k BUS3
*QIELRY DFNISE D A GR
4
*BIELBY WILLIAM T GRAD
BIELEMA BRIAN J LAS'.
BIELENBERG JAMFS JR BUS2
*BIELENRCRG JOHN R GRAD
3IELFELDT JANFT M ED 3
3IFLSKI MICHAEL E GRAD
BIENIASZ KATHLEEN A LAS1
8IFN1EWSKI ANNE M GRAD
BIERBAJM PAUL H JR LAW1
BIFPIG JEFFRFY D BUS2
BIERSCHENK BFPT A FNG1
RIFSCHKE COLLEFN F LAS2
BIESFMEIEP DONALD JR LAS3
BIESIADECKI KATHRYN C0M9
BIEWFNGA CAVID MICHA FD 4
BIEZE ROLLAND i. LAS1
RTGELOW LINDA L GRAD
BIGGINS JOHN PATRICK 6US4
BIGGCTT ROBERT B AV 1
1
*3IGGS INA A B R ro 4
BICGS JOYCE M PE 1
BIGGS LAURA LYNN PE 4
BIJON JEAN-PIERRF LAS3
RILES WILLIAM R LAS3
8IL IAC.K STUAPT A LAS1
BILL JOHN RICHARD BUS4
BILL LINDA M LAS1
8ILLER CAROL N LAS2
BILLER JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
BILLHARDT ANDREA LAS1
8ILLIG LINDA LEE LAS3
RILLING MICHAEL G ENG1
BILLMAN BARBARA J I.AS3
BILLMAN CAVID W LAS2
BILLMAN MARILYN J ED 1
BILYEU THOMAS M LAS3
BIMS HAMILTCN JTSEPH GRAD
BINA KATHPYN JOAN GRAD
BINA STEVEN M BUSl
BINA TONI L LAS1
BINCH BARBARA A FAA1
RINCH SAMUEL R JR LAS1
BINOENAGEL JAMFS D LAS4
BINDFP MICHAEL M LAS4
BINDER PATTI J LAS3
BINDER SUSAN K AGR2
BU.EGAR CARLA K LAS1
8INFNFELD JAN SUSAN I AS4
409 F CHUMRS 1110 C
110 E APMURY C
URH WARDALL 1223 U
808 N LINCOLN 3 U
604 F ARMORY 239 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 311 C
2610 F ILL INOIS U
2610 E ILLINOIS U
602 E STOUGHTON 33 C
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
808 W INOIANA U
URH DANIELS 99 U
109 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 329 U
URH SNYDER 236 C
6 LEXINGTON U
302 E ARMORY C
106 F ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1003 U
807 W ILL INQIS U
624 1/2 S 5TH 3 C
207 S WRIGHT C
PARIS ILL
URH TRFLEASE 803 U
609 S NEW C
802 W OREGON 2 3 U
1109 S 4TH C
802 E GREEN U
URH HOPKI NS 175 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
715 W MICHIGAN U
NORMAL ILL
URH LAR 195 U
708 W HIGH U
1004 S 4TH C
410 E JOHN C
805 W OHIO U
609 W SPNGFLD C
212 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 207 U
910 S 3RD C
"10 S 3RD 1220 C
WESTVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 282 C
2308 RODNEY C
URH SAUNDERS 412 U
906 S 1ST C
712 W GREEN 2 U
712 W GREEN 2 U
404 S 6TH C
110 1 W PENN U
MAHOMET ILL
12C4 S LINCOLN U
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
URH WARDALL 1104 U
TOWN £ COUNTRY APT U
URH SCOTT 380 C
URH OGLESBY 607 U
URH SNYDER 482 C
5 08 E ARMORY C
601 S 4TH C
RANTOUL ILL
3 217 KIPBY C
URH FORBES 109 C
1331 A ORCH PL U
61 1 W HEALEY 10 C
50) F DANIEL C
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH WARDALL 1102 U
53 & JOHN C
« n 2 M GREEN U
1702 W WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 244 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 205 U
409 E CHALMRS 14C3 C
1940 B ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 105 U
URH TRELEASE 921 U
2305 ROLAND C
URH BARTON 22 C
URH FORBES 100 C
URH BARTON 302 C
604 E ARMORY 1 10 C
311 F GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL




1301 S BUSEY U
1004 W NEVADA U
802 W OREGON U
802 W OREGON U
9 NORMANDY PL C








































































602 F STOUGHTON 33
1203 HILL ST
U OF I L INGUISTICS






808 N GRANT ST
633 BRYAN
535 SHARON LN
624 1/2 S 5TH 3
2512 S RIDGEWAY
323 N CENTRAL AV
5407 HARVEY AV









1755 MAPLE IN 3
5614 S HARVEY AV










1828 N PAULINA ST
2509 3RD AV
712 W GREFN 2









7033 N KEDZIE 616
258 W 68TH ST
7346 W MAIN
809 S CHICAGO AV






1889 BIG BEND DR
201 OAK
1802 W SCHOOL ST
2311 26TH ST
172 HAWTUOPNE LN










2225 N 38TH ST
3649 N MAIN
229 N HANOVER ST
311 F GREEN
766 E HIGHVIFW




7904 N ALPINF RD
4910 N RIDGFWAY
401 S RAILROAD
401 S RAILROAD ST
RR 2



































































































«INENFFLD *ARC L BUS3
RING FRANK ^NG4
RING WILL A JF AN GRAD
RINGFNHE IMFR PORF<>T COM4
BINGHAM JERRY WAYNE FT 4
BINGHA* JOHN Jt'SFPH GRAD
BINGHAM M ICHAEl W L AS2
RINK IN GERI S LAS?
ftINZ DANIEL A FAAl
BIOLCHINI RITA J EO 4
BIONDOLINC KARFN M I.AS2
•RirNnOLlNT STFPHEN P BUS?
BIRCH LINA K LAS?
BIRCH WAYNE E ENG3
RIRCHFIELF BRIAN G FAA3
RIPCHMDRF MFLINCA T GRAD
RT°P OONUD MERLE GRAO
RJRO RONALD F L AS 3
BTROSELL FDWAOD D \GRl
BIPDSONG GAIL E ED I
BIRKEMOE OIANF S GRAD
BIRKFNKAMP RAY T LAS?
BIRKFY JACQUELINE F L AS9
BIRKCY MAYNARD R AGR2
BIRKFY RICHARD C FD 3
BIRKEY WILl IAM N ENG3
RIRKNER JAMES P PE 4
BIRLEW ROGER K 3IJS2
RIPLFY WARTIN HAROLD GRAD
BIRNBAUM DAVID ALAN GRAD
BIRNBAUM LINDA S GRAD
BIRNEY THP«AS JAMES GRAD
BIRRFLL GFORGF S GRAD
RIRSTFIN KAREN S LAS1
8T°T LFTTI ED 3
RIRTCHER ROBERT C GRAD
BI&TCHER WILLIAM ALA ENG4
BIRTIC S'JSAN L FD 1
BI SBERG KATHLFEN F LAS4
BISCEGL IE FRANK T ENG4
RISCHOFF FRANK SCOTT L ASA
BISCHOFF THOMAS ARTH AGR4
BISHAF PHILLIP CHARL ENG4
9ISHIR JOAN K LAS?
RISHOP COROELL M FNG1
BISHOP CANA 9US3
BISHOP DARRFLL LYNN ENG4
HISHOP PFNN IS P FNG3
RISHCP JGHN DALF GRAD
BISHOP PATRICIA B GRAO
BISHOP STEPHFN F LAS1
RISHOP STFVFN FUGFNF FAA4
BISHOP THEODORE A ENG4
BISHOP THOMAS B JR FAA2
RISHOP WILLIAM R FAA4
RISKUP WILLIA" S BUS4
QISPLTNGHPFF G C GRAD
BISPLINGHOFF ROSS L ENG2
*BISS KENNETH OWEN GRAD
BISSFLL PAUL KEVIN E NG4
BISSET RICHARD P LAS1
*BITTFLL JAMES FDWAPO GRAD
BITTELL JEAN TILFORD GRAD
81TTERLING CONNIE L EO 4
BITTLF PAMELLA JANF GRAD
BITTNER SAMUEL PHILL FAA4
BITZ DONALD H ENG2
9ITZFR JOHN L LAS1
BITZER NANCY MARILYN PE 4
BIVFR DAVID LOUIS AGR4
BIVINS WALTFP PERRY LAS4
8IWER THOMAS CHARLES GRAD
BIXBY NANCY M LAS2
BIZAR JANET S ED 2
BJARLESTAM SVEN AKE GRAD
BJERKAAS ALLAN WAYNF GRAD
BJORSETH KATHLEEN M FAAl
BJORSETH RICHARD F ' LAS3
BJURSTRCM DONALD R LAS1
8LAASE JANE A LAS1
BLACK BRUCE WALLACE LAW2
BLACK CARTER STEVEN LAS3
BLACK ELLEN J LAS1
BLACK FREDERICK M GRAD
BLACK GEORGE R tAW2
BLACK HENRY W LAS1
BLACK JAMES HFNRY FAA4
*BIACK JANE ELLFN ED 4
BLACK JEAN BAKER FD 4
BLACK JENNIFER J L AS 1
BLACK JOHN WILLIAM ENG3
BLACK LYNN ERV IN AGR4
BLACK MARCIA L L AS3
BLACK MARK M LAS3
BLACK NANCY S ED 2
BLACK RONALD ALAN VM 1
BLACK WENDY RAFILSON LAS3
^•01 W SPNf.FLD U
URH SNYDER 466 C
ST2 E WHITE 16 C
1 113 W GRFEN 120 U
3218 CAMER3N C
170S VALLFY RP C
214 E CLARK C
URH TRFIEASE 707 U
URH SNYDER 261 C
URH VANDOREN 11C C
00 7 S WRIGHT C
ROO S MATTIS 34 C
713 S FLM C
URH WESTON 268 C
4 ?7 FAIRLAWN U
URH SHERMAN 753 C
1307 BRIARCLIFF U
306 SCOTTSWOCD U
53 F GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 65 U
401 W PARK U
604 F ARMORY C
SCHIFF ESTATFS 12 U
FOOSLANO ILL
212 W WASH C
URH TOWNS END 4?4 U
n04 S 4TH 107 C
URH SNYDER 395 C
FLFC ENG RES LAB U
2034 D ORCH ST U
2034 D ORCH ST U
2104 W WHITF 9 3 C
2 110 ORCH ST 203 U
URH TRFLEASE 428 II
URH VANDOREN 226 C
502 W MAIN 3C2 U
302 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 322 U
902 W ILLINOIS U
611 W HEALFY 11 C
URH TOWNS END 168 U
810 W OREGON U
905 F COLORADO 46 U
URH WARDALL 606 U
URH HOPKINS 469 C
TUSCOLA ILL
1 636 VALLFY RD C
URH SCOTT 267 C
HUDSON ILL
URH SHFRMAN 4?9 C
URH CARR 320 U
91] S 4TH C
?8 SALFM RD U
211 E JOHN C
2319 S 1ST 302 C
2006 VAWTER 9 U
7 FISHER CT U
URH WESTON 306 C
609 W WHITE C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 228 U
2070 B ORCH ST U
2070 B ORCH ST U
218 S DEWEY U
402 S RACE 9 U
4^3 N LYNN C
URH TOWNSEND 205 U
202 E DANIFL C
1005 S WRIGHT C
508 E WHITF 12 C
706 S VINE U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 1126 U
1104 W NEVADA U
1004 S 4TH C
2014 C ORGH ST U
URH ALL FN 115 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH GARNER 132 C
405 E JOHN C
TOtONO ILL
311 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
URH DANIELS 503 U
212 E GREGORY 101 C
URH GARNER 323 C
1101 S MATTIS 1-5 C
807 W ILLINOIS 9 U
108 ELMWOOD C
108 ELMWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 171 U
807 W ILL INOIS U
103 S MCCULLOUGH 4 U
5? E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 249 U
58 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
367-3689






























































5701 N SHFRIOAN RD
258 W ALEXANDER
127 MAIN ST




103 F COVENTRY LN
RR 1
415 MORMON ST
803 KENTON BL VD
















1304 ST RAPHAEL ST
BIRKENHEAD
2034 D ORCH ST
2034 D ORCH ST
42 FUNNI OR
2110 ORCH ST 203






290 W IRVING PARK
14401 S WILL COUK
RR 1
8512 HARDING






3713 F 147TH ST








609 M WHI TE
703 GPEFN ST
1641 MARQUETTE RO
2070 B ORCHARD ST
2070 B ORCH ST
218 S DFWEY
402 S RACE 9
RR 1
1208 S SCHOOL AV
611 N 6TH ST
611 N 6TH
2600 S 59TH ST
1011 E LA FAYETTE




2014 C ORCHARD ST
2135 BRENTWOOD RD
2135 BPFNTWOOD RD
599 U 2ND ST
460 E BROADWAY
501 S MAIN ST
116 S WALNUT
3101 DALE AV 8
ROUTE 4 BOX 90
858 E JACKSON ST
2525 CLAWSON ST




9955 S TRUMBULL AV
ROUTE 1
167 N MAYFAIR PL
9108 N LAWLER





































































































BLACK W ILL I AM J ENG4
BLACKBURN BPIGGS B BUS2
BLACKBURN JOHN M 3US2
8LACKM0RE TIMOTHY W FAA2
BIACKWFLOER PEGGY J LAS3
BLACKWELL DONALD K LAS2
BLACKWOOD TIMOTHY J LAW1
BLAESING KAREN A AGR2
BLAHA SHARALYN R PE 1
81AHAUVIETZ LARRY L GRAD
BLAIN PHYLLIS ELAINE GRAD
BLAIN ROBFRT K LAW1
BLAIN STEPHEN PEEC GRAD
BLAINE KEVIN. F LAS3
BLAIR ANN LESLIE GRAD
BLAIR 3RADLEY J BUS3
BLAIR CHARLES W 3US2
BLAIR CULVERSON E GRAD
BL AIR DAVID BROOKS IAS4
BLAIR EDWARD A B'JS2
BLAIR GUY W P ENG1
BLAIR HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
QLAIP JANF WHEELER F GRAD
BLAIR MELVIN ROBFRT FAA3
BLAIR RONALD L LAS1
BLAIR STEPHEN T LAS2
BLAIR TERRY M AGR2
BLAIR WILLIE CLIFTON GRAD
BLAKE CHAPLFS F GRAD
BLAKE DAVID BARNARD BUS3
BLAKF OAVID P LASl
BLAKE GARY L AGR!
BLAKE LUANA SHIRLEY GRAD
BLAKF MARTHA ABEL GRAD
BLAKE RHONDA L L AS 3
BLAKELY CPAIG H BUS1
BLAKFLY ELEANOR A ^RAD
BLAKELY NORA BROOKS FD 2
RLAKEMAN CLYDE T LAS3
BLAKEMORE THOMAS F BUS3
BLAKFY HARRY L JR PE 1
BLALOCK ARTHUR G LAS2
BLALOCK DENISE LASl
3LALOCK KARL E BUS3
BLAN KENNITH WILLIAM LAW2
BLANC PETER L LASl
3LANCHAR0 ANN E LAS4
BLANCHARD CHERYL ANN GRAD
BLANCHARD JAMES D ENG3
BLANCHARD RAY MILTON GRAD
BLANCK COLLEFN A ID 1
BLANCK JOHN E LAS3
BLANCO ELLEN AURORA BUS4
BLANCO JOSF M LASl
BLANCO MARIA ELENA LAS2
BLANCO SANDRA K LAS3
BLAND DIANNA SUE GRAD
BLAND THOMAS ANTHONY GRAD
3LANOFORD DICK K GRAD
8LANDFORD JAMES B ENG4
Bl ANE BARBARA A FAA4
BLANE NANCY A LAS3
BLANK RICHARD GEPALC LAS4
BLANK RUTH E AGRl
BLANK VIRGINIA ROSS LAS3
BLANK WILLIAM CFARLE F AA4
BLANKENSHIP BONNIE L COM4
3LANKENSHIP C b PE 4
BLANKENSHIP LAWRENCE LASl
BLANKFNSHIP MICHAEL BIJS3
BLANNER KPISTINE R LASl
BLASKFY BETH ANN GRAD
3LATH BARBARA ANN ED 4
BLATTER ALFRED WAYNE GRAD
BLATTER MARILYN D GR AD
BLATTNER BETTY RUTH GRAD
BLAU M<VRK L LASl
BLAUERT GARY THFMAS AGR4
BLAUSER DOUGLAS S BUS1
BLA7E THOMAS F PE 1
BLAZFK JUDITH J LASl
BLAZEK RONALD DAVID GRAD
Bl FAKNEY THOMAS H GRAD
3LECH FREDERICK C AGR4
Bl FCHA MICHAEL JOHN AGR4
BLECHA ROBERT D ENG1
BLECK THOMAS G LASl
BLFFFE" MICHAEL JOSE LAS4
BLEGEN NILES P FAA2
BLFICH KAPNA K AGRl
3LES JOHN S ENG1
BLFSSIN OAVIO W ENG1
BLESSIN ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
BLESSIS GEORGF H GRAD
3LESSMAN BARBARA K LAS3
41 FVINS CHARLES W GRAD
BLEVINS DAVID EUGENE GRAD
2113 BARBERRY C 352-5067
205 E ARMORY C 344-7847
431 N PROSPECT C 359-6985
309 E DANIEL C
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
URH FORBES 470 C
905 S MATTIS 2 C 359-5939
302 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 1205 U 332-5742
205 S LYNN C
1003 S ANDERSON U 367-1760
URH SHERMAN 257 C 332-4798
1003 S ANDERSON U 367-1760
1004 S 2ND C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C 359-5986
1106 S 3RD C
1010 S 2ND C
502 E WHITE 13 C 352-6466
203 N HARVEY U
URH CARR 223 U 332-3904
WINNETKA ILL
301 COUNTRY FR 60 C
1313 VALLEY RD C 359-2539
609 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 208 C 332-1190
501 F DANIEL C 344-1510
1202 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 314 U 328-3028
300 S GOODWIN 501 U
1404 E SILVER U 328-3678
1008 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 240 C 332-1458
URH BUSEY 155 U
502 S MATTIS C 359-8533
URH CLARK 204 C 332-0009
URH FORBES 492 C
URH DANIELS 382 U 332-2517
910 S 3RD C 337-5368
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
URH SNYDER 482 C
URH OGLESBY 1008 U 332-5330
CHICAGO ILL
URH EVANS 303 U 322-2730
URH SCOTT 321 C 332-1516
1002 HARDING U 367-3235
URH CARR 410 U 332-3953
612 BREEN C 356-9571
URH DANIELS 390 U
112 F DANIEL C 356-7936
407 E GREEN U 367-2705
URH TRELEASE 731 U 332-5617
DECATUR ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-0577
URH SNYDER 491 C 332-1874
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
URH EVANS 108 U 332-2690
510 W GREEN U
910 S 3RD 312 C
URH DANIELS 534 U
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
58 E DANIEL 1 C 356-2367
802 E OREGON 21 U 328-3886
1001 W STOUGHTJN U 367-0106
URH VANDOKEN 303 C 332-0516
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
205 E ARMORY C
1316 GRANOVIEW C 356-0897
211 W GREEN 5 U 344-0648
406 E CHALMERS 813 C 384-5164
URH OGLESBY 330 U 332-5141
URH LUNDGREN 125 C 332-0233
805 W GREEN 4 U
707 S 6TH 416 C 344-7097
904 HOLIDAY C 352-1522
904 HOLIDAY C 352-1522
707 S 6TH C 344-7450
URH SNYDER 296 C 332-1739
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SNYDER 240 C 332-1698
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH ALLEN 323 U 332-3195
OAKLAWN ILL
URH DANIELS 719 U 332-2375
604 E ARMORY C
801 W HILL 5 C
URH SNYDER 472 C 332-1863
URH TOWNS END 516 U 332-4253
106 S GREGORY U 344-1893
1108 W NEVADA 10 U 344-4493
URH ALLEN 168 U 332-3281
URH HOPKINS 465 C 332-1372
URH TOWNSEND 237 U 332-4074
55 F HFALEY 202 C 356-5155
FNG HALL 402 U
URH TRELEASE 713 U 332-5600
703 W °ARK C
80S N MCK INLEY C
2113 BARBERRY






































556 S PARK RD
13083 S ELLIS AV
4049 W 21 ST PL
5722 S WABASH AV
2233 WHITTIER AV
1002 HARDING




















N64 W 23420 MAIN
1316 GPANDVIEW












5205 S NEENAH AV
8029 S MASSASOIT
4012 STONEYBROOK
1003 E FORREST HL
811 S CLAY ST
104 GARDEN AV













































































































BLEVINS JACK LOUIS GRAD
BLICHARZ WAYNF T ^AA2
BLICKFNSOERFFR T L LAS1
RLINO RUTH JOANNE LAS1
BL INSKl ADR IENNF J Ef) 1
BLISS BONNIE B LAS1
BLISS FRFO CHARLES E NG4
*Bl ISS WELDON EARL GRAD
3LITSTEIN MARK L AS 3
BL ITSTIFN HOPF S LAS1
BL ITSTIFN LORI SUF £D 4
BLIX BRUCE E LAS1
BLIZNIAK STEVE J FAA3
BLOCH ELIZABETH M LAS1
BLOCH ROSANNE LOUISE LAS4
BLOCK CYNTHIA S LAS1
BLOCK GERALD A ^NGl
BLOCK JAMES H VM 2
BLOCK JAMES IRWIN L AS4
BLOCK JOEL J LAS1
BLOCK MARY R FAA2
BLOCK MICHAEL G LAS?
BLOCK NOWMAN MARK GRAO
BLOCK PATRICIA L EO 3
BLOCK RICHARD N BUS4
BLOCK THOMAS LYNN AGR4
BLOCK VERNE DAVID FAA?
BLOCK WILLIAM HFNRY GRAO
*BLOCKMAN ARNOLD F L AW 1
BLODGETT DENNIS J VM 1
BLOECKS RENATF S FAA2
BLOEMENDAAL RALPH E LAS1
BLOEMER ROBERT WILLI LAS4
BLOESE RODNEY T LAS2
BLOHOWIAK JANET A GRAD
*3LOM BERNHARD EMILE LAS3
RLONG BEATRICE ANN GRAD
BLONN REBECCA A L'iSl
*BLfCM A WILLIAM JR GRAD
BLOOM AUDRFY E FAA3
BLOOM BARBARA L ED ^
BLOCM 8ARBARA L LAS2
BLOOM ELLYN J COM3
BLOCM FREDERICK R LAS1
BLOOM GEORGETTE E ED 4
BLOOM IRVING AARON L4S4
BLOOM MARK L BUS3
BLOOM PRESGOTT FLLER GRAD
BLCCM ROBFRT A LAS3
*BLOOM THOMAS KIRBY GRAD
BLOOMFIELD MICHAEL J FAA1
BLHOMOUIST JAMES L ENG2
BLOSS DONALD R ENG4
BLOSSER DANIEL D AGR1
BLOUNT DALE R AGR1
BLOUNT JOYCE ANN GRAD
BLOWERS MELVIN LYNN GRAD
BLUCK ELLEN M COM3
BLUCK JOHN GEORGE GRAD
*BLUCKER JAMES DWIGHT FAA4
BLUCKER MARSHA F AGR4
BLUE BARRY R GRAD
BLUE GREG T ENG3
BLUE JAMES M ENG1
*BLUE KEN ALAN GRAD
BLUE RONALD A LASl
BLUEBOND MYRA HONORE GRAD
BLUEM MELVIN FRANCIS GRAD
BLUESTEIN KAPFN SUE LAS4
BLUESTONE ROBIN J LAS2
BLUHM DONALD R LAS4
*3LUHM KARFN L E LAS3
BLUHM KENNETH ROBERT FAA4
BLUHM LEROY HERBERT AGR4
BLUHM LINDA M LAS2
*BLUHM LOUI S H GRAD
BLUHM RONALD RAY LAS4
BLUM ARTHUR LEE LAS*
BLUM DAVID S ENGl
BLUM EUGENE JAY LAS4
*BLUM LECNA A LAS2
BLUM MARADANA COM4
BLUM ROSANNE D LAS3
BLUM SHARYL L ED 1
BLUM STEVEN T LASl
BLUM SUSAN A LAS2
BLUMBERG FRED A ED 3
BLUME VERNA CLAUDIA ED 4
BLUMENFELD BARRY H LAS3
BLUMENFELD BETH J LASl
BLUMENFIELD SHELLEY LAS3
BLUMENSHINE GARY BAK GRAD
BLUMENTHAL DIANF H FAA4
BLUMENTHAL HOWARD M LAS2
BLUMENTHAL MARC J FAA2
BLUMENTHAL MICHAEL E E NG4
BLUMHARDT KAREN R LASl
305 COUNTRY FR C
URH FORBES 495 C
URH OGLESBY 642 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 1028 C
URH SAUNDERS 216 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
204 S DEWEY U
1105 S 1ST C
9 10 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN 13 C
URH NOBLE 311 C
100 7 S LOCUST C
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
3 08 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 195 U
URH CARR 417 IJ
603 W CHURCH 6 C
605 S BROADWAY IJ
URH FORBES 361 C
URH CLARK 206 C
URH SCOTT 159 C
306 E GREEN C
706 S MATTHEWS U
58 F JOHN C
1725 PARKHAVEN C
505 E WHITE 7 C
2201 FLFTCHER U
114 HOLIDAY PK C
311 W NEVADA U
706 S 2ND C
URH CARR 117 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
906 S 1ST C
ST JOSEPH ILL
TOLONO ILL
808 S LINCOLN U
URH CLARK 302 C
1209 N DIVISION U
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
503 E STOUGHTON 7 C
URH TRELEASE 805 U
910 S 3RD 1105 C
URH NOBLE 302 C
603 W CHURCH C
205 E GREEN 6 C
110 E CHALMERS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1414 N MCKINLEY C
1930 C ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 469 C
909 S 3RD C
312 S LYNN C
URH CARR 122 U
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
509 S 5TH C
1782 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 501 U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
402 N ELM C
402 N ELM C
618 E DANIEL C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 420 C
406 N PROSPECT C
URH TOWNSEND 219 U
109 E CHALMERS 7 C
807 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1107 W GRFEN 329 U
1404 W UNIVERSITY U
706 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 719 U
1107 W GREEN 329 U
102 E ARMORY 11 C
508 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 406 U
508 E CLARK C
2013 SOUTHWOOD C
910 S 3RD 915 C
910 S 3RD 1217 C
URH TRELEASE 330 U
1010 S 2ND C
902 S 2ND C
310 E JOHN C
302 S 4TH 4 C
URH OGLESBY 811 U
URH TRELEASE 612 U
218 E GREGORY 101 C
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 718 C
301 E ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C















































































7033 N KEDZIE 1101
645 N GIBBONS AV
12500 PRINCETON S
265 SYLVAN RO
1 107 SKOKIE RDG OR
6921 W 157TH PL
3009 JEROME
307 LAWNDALE






































21 W 444 FAIRWAY




16951 OAK PARK AV
215 CREST RD
406 N PROSPFCT
217 E 4TH ST
109 E CHALMERS 7
ROUTE 2









5838 N KENMOPE AV
6007 N SHERIDAN 37
2013 SOUTHWOOD
2707 ASBURY
















































































































BLUNIER DORIS E LAS1
BLUNTER STANLEY R AGRl
BLUNK JAMFS R LAW2
BLUSTEIN JUDY R LAS2
BLUTH LINDA FRAN GRAD
*BLY THOMAS GFORGE ENG3
BLYLY DON A ENG2
BLYTHE JOHN F ENG2
BOAN JAMES S FAA?
BPARDMAN RICHARD C GRAO
BOAS LINDA ANN LAS3
*BOAS WILLIAM SCOTT GRAD
BOB SUSAN LINDA FAA9
30BAK DENNIS M ENG2
BOBORCI JOSEPH F LAS2
BOBULA CHARLFS M III LAS?
BOBUS JAMES M LAS1
BOCHENKO LAWRFNCE E ENG1
BOCK KAREN L LAS3
*BPCK MARY E JOHNSTON GRAO
BOCK ROGER W AGR2
BOCK SUSAN L HSl
BOCKA LARRY EUGENE LAS*
BOCZULAK MARILYN LAS1
BODANIS MYRA ANNE PE 4
BODDINGTON ROBERT GRAD
BODDY BOBETTE J AGRl
BODOY JAMFS ROY GRAD
BODDY MICHAEL S AGR3
BODFE RICHARD L BUS2
3CDELL JEAN M FAA1
BODEM CHARLES R LAS2
BODENSTAB STEVFN R ENG3
BODENSTAB VALERIE K FAM
30DENSTEIN ANNF H ED 3
BCDLE MARGERY A FAA3
RODNAR KAREN S LAS2
80DNAR MAUREFN M LAS1
BODNAR PFTER FAA2
BODNAR SUSAN M LAS3
BOFBEL ROBERT FAA1
*BOEHM EDWARD ALLAN GRAD
BOEHM FREDERICK J II LAS2
BGEHM MARK W AGR2
BPEHMER JOHN M LAS3
BOEHNERT JUDY M FAA2
BOEING CHARLENE ADEL VM 2
BOEKELMAN JOHN P LAS3
BOEKHAUS KENNETH L ENG2




*BPERMA HENRY ROGER GRAD
BOERSCHINGER MICHAEL LAS1
BOFSEN THCMAS P LAS1
BOESHART ALICE ANN LAS2
BPETTCHER JOHN W GRAD
BOETTCHER ROBERT CAR FAA3
BC'FMAN MARK S LAS1
*8CGAERTS STEPHEN C LAS3
BPGAN MELISSA J LAS1
BOGAR ANNE E LASl
BCGARD WILLIAM T E NG4
BOGAPDUS JACK E JR LASl
BPGARDUS RC'NALD M LAS4
BPGART B ALEXANDRIA LASl
BPGDAN LINDA ESTHER FAA4
ROGETZ MAPTIN S LASl
*BOGG JOSEPH JAMES GRAD
BPGIN JAMIE E PE 2
BOGNER OEAN L AGR3
BOP.NFP LOPAINE E ASR1
BUGORAD JEROLD P FNG1
BOGORAD PHYLLIS LYNN ED 3
BOHACEK ROBERT J VM 1
BOHAN DANIEL JAMFS LAS4
BOHAN KIMBERLY L A FAA2
RPHARTC ROBERT V L AW 1
*30HART JAMES ARTHUR GRAD
BOHBRINK CLARK G BUS3
flCHL BETTY J LAS2
BPHL KENNFTH o ENG1
BOHLMANN STEVEN I 3'ISl
BPHN Af.'NA E LASl
BOHN REBECCA L LAS?
*BPHN ROBFPT ERNEST GRAD
RPHNHPFF ROBERT JOHN AGR4
BPHRFN JOYCE ELAINE GRAD
BOHRER BRUCE F LAS2
BOHPFR DOUGLAS R LAS4
BDI KENNETH L LASl
BPI MARTIN T ENG2
BCIM DAVID S LASl
BCIME SUSAN ILENF LAS4
BOIRUM PALPH N ENG4
BPJAN MICHAEL J 3'JS1
RPKSA KAREN A LASl








































409 E CHAIMRS 1006
URH HOPKINS 302
1006 HOLLYCREST
URH TOWNSEND 3 19
1110 S 2ND
6 SAFFER CT




1009 W MAIN 12





WOOOHAVN TRLR CT 8 U
URH OGLESRY 930
1 10 E CHALMERS




















20 14 G HUFF
U"H HOPKINS 465
9U S 4TH
URH BUS FY 16 1
URH WARDALL 816













u 332-3632 RR 2
u 344-3410 RR 2
c 356-0488 790 PROSPECT AV
c 9347 KEDVALE
u 36 5-1758 106 N GREGORY
BOX 278
C 332-1170 825 W RUSSELL ST
C 356-7908 1725 FAYETTE
u 332-4919 225 S BRAINARD
C 1703 W 104TH PL
u 344-0425 843 HUTCHISON RD
u 328-1077 843 HUTCHISCN RD
c 6?3 1/2 S WRIGHT
c 332-1146 220 DELLWOOD AV
c 344-9645 3270 W PALMER
c 332-1293 7511 MAIN ST
c 332-1117 7571 W HORTENSE
c 4212 W MELROSE
u 344-1 173 917 SUMMIT ST
c 352-1363 33 HIGHWOOD CT
c RR 1
u 332-3159 917 SUMMI T ST
c 356-0C24 RD 2
u 332-5433 3318 W 31ST
c 356-7663 2856 W JARVIS
2120 N MONROE 61
c 332-0089 RR 2
c 4359-1960 1715 W PARK
c RR 2
u 344-9735 1730 IDLEWILD LN
u 332-3648 2911 N KNOXVILLE
c 332-167? 226 E THORNDALE
c 209 CHESTER LN
u 332-3036 319 S EDWARD ST
c 9124 KILBOURN
u 213 W ILLINOIS
c 332-0272 9106 27TH ST
u 332-0585 1222 BRASSIE AV
u 367-3848 RR 2
c 384-5454 1222 BRASSIE AV
c 33 2-12 57 77 WILDWOOO RD
c 352-6943 1006 HOLLYCREST
u 332-4118 1419 WATSON CT
c 344-5250 RR ?
u 332-7050 733 DE KALB AV
c 344-0557 2433 6TH AV
c 332-4960 4708 WHITE OAK
c 135 E GRANTLEY
u 332-4017 BOX 95
u 367-745^ 509 N WRIGHT
u 344-1676 2 044 D ORCH ST
u 344-1676 2044 D ORCH ST
c 332-1425 2206 MILES AV
u 33 2-4867 1032 W LOI S AV
u 42 MAGNOL I A DR
u 643-7428 WOODHAVEN TRLR CT
u 1308 PENNSYLVANIA
c 8158 N KILDARE
c 359-7679 91 PLEASANT HILL
u 344-1391 BOX 267
u 332-2997 1 19 WARWICK ST
c 344-0884 700 E 6TH ST
c 404 E STOUGHTON
c 2042 N ALBANY ST
u 332-2722 807 W MAIN ST
c 337-5327 3301 GEORGE ST
u 332-5258 9667S VANVLISINGEN
u 7900 DEERWCOD DR
c 337-5324 6312 N CENTRAL PK
u 332-4203 RR 1 BOX 74
RR 1 BOX 74
c 332-1861 1653 NORFOLK
u 332-5423 1653 NORFOLK AV
u 3 4 4-0 C 55 608 WEBFORD AV
u 332-4139 612 E REPUBLIC
c 4 DARBY LN
u 332-5336 9044 BEECHNUT
u 328-2961 421 FAIRLAWN
RR 1
u 36 7-4519 2014 GEORGE HUFF
c 332-1372 1510 S OAKLAND AV
c 1581 W HICKORY
u 332-2597 1704 STATE ST
u 332-4468 RR I
c 356-2984 1623 W UNIVERSITY
u RR 2
c 332-4896 23107 PARK LN
u 332-5184 6046 N CENTRAL PK
u 332-5278 919 VERNON
c 332-1829 3N271 HOWARD AV
c 332-2013 3N 271 HOWARD AV
c 9119 N KILBOURN
u 332-2901 3929 W JARLATH
c 359-5159 611 W HEALEY 3
c 1460 SANDERS PD
u 455-6 194 11124 MCLEAN AV


































































































BOKUNIEWICZ HENRY J LAS'*
BCLAND KATHLEFN U LAS?
BPLAND KEITH D FNG?
OPLANOS JdHN H B'JS3
BOLCHERT JOHN PAUL FA'V4
ROLDEN Mt L ISSA J GRAD
BC'LOPFY VALORIE A LAS2
BOLDT JAMES D AGR3
301 DT KENNETH A BJS4
BOLDT ROBERT CURTIS BUS4
3CLOUC ROPFRT G ENG4
BOLEK CAROL A (VGR2
liOLEN GARY L BUS6
HOLFING BRADFORD J GRAO
BOLIN DANIEL JOE GRAD
BOL IN GLORIA ARLFNF LAS3
BOLIN MICHAEL F AGR3
8PLINGEP HARRY E JR GRAO
BCLKE RICHARD G JR EO 4
BOLL FREDERICK E ENG2
BOLL R08ERTA J AGR1
BOLLERO PAULA J COM3
BPLLINGFR LYNN DAVID GRAD
BOLLMEIER ELLFN RUTH GRAD
BOLL^EIFP JAMFS A VM 3
BOLLWEG DORIS F LAS4
301 MEY CARLOS A LAS3
BOLOTIN ROBERT D LAS1
BPLOZKY NFTA FAA4
60LDZKY SHMUEL GRAD
ROLT CRAIG R FNG2
BOLT DONNA M LAS2
BOLTON JAMES R JR LAS3
BOLTON TFRPY L VM ?
BOLT? DIANE M L AS3
ROLTZ PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
BOLYARD GLENDA L GRAD
BOLZ CHARLES RFDFERN GRAD
BOLZ RICHARD F L4S1
SOMA ROGER FRANCIS BJS3
BCM8ELLES G NINA L GRAD
BCMBERG WILLIAM H BUS3
BOMKE ARTHUR A GRAD
*BOMZFR HERBERT W G*AD
BONACQUISTI FRANK C FAA1
BCNANSINGA MICHAEL J LAS3
3CNANSINGA TIM J LAW1
Bf NAVI A MARK S BUS3
SCNIAVIA NANCY EILEEN COM3
BOND DALE A ENGl
BOND DALE RAY GRAD
BOND DIANE C FAA2
BONO FRANCFS D GRAD
BOND GEORGE B JR FAA1
BONOURANT EDWARD H GRAD
BONE ROBFPT GFHLMANN LAS4
BONE SHARON KAY LAS4
*BONEN ARFND GRAD
BCNETTI JOHN FRANK GRAD
30NETTI WILLIAM C LAS1
BCNFIELD EDWARD HARV GRAD
BONHAM POBTRT A LAS6
BONHFIM DAVID S LAS1
BONJOJR DOUGLAS P 8US3
BONNELL ALICF K ED 2
BONNELL LINDA M LAS2
BCNNFR BETTY JANF G^AD
BONNER VICTORIA S A GR
1
80NNERS ANGEl INE L LAS1
BONNETT PATRICIA A LAS3
BUNNETTE KATHERINF M LAS4
SONNOM RANDALL C LAS2
BONO BETTE L I.AS3
3CN0 STFVFN B FAA1
BCNOMI WILLIAM J ENGl
BOOBLE THOMAS M LAS1
BCODNICK LYNN LAS1
BOOK MARLENE C ED 3
BOOKER HARRY GIPSCN PE 2
BOOKFR SHELLEY D LAS2
BOOKMAN JOEL D L AS 1
BOOKS DONALD K LAS2
BCOKSHESTER JOYCE C *GRAD
BOOMGAARDT JOHN GRAD
BOOMGAARDT SUSAN A GRAD
BOONE CHERYL R FAA3
BPONF LESTER VERLIN GRAD
800NF LUANN TUCKER LAS3
BOONE TIMOTHY J VM 1
BOONMA CHAMNIFN GRAD
BOORKMAN JO ANNE GRAD
BOOS SHEILA K ED 4
BOOTH DOUGLAS A LAS4
BOOTH NORMAN KENT GRAD
BOOTH PAUL G FNG2
BOPP FRITZ WILHELM GRAD
BORAH GARY L AGRA
1203 1/? W MAIN 3 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SCOTT 356 C
310 E GREGORY C
VERSAILLES FR
1416 HOLLY HILL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
2217 S 1ST ST RO C
1004 S 4TH C
501 N RANDOLPH C
"H F ARMORY 10 C
URH WARDALL 1004 U
906 E HARDING 201 U
2006 VAWTER U
CHARLESTON ILL
506 W ELM U
150? MAPLFCREST C
606 1/2 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 230 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 13 C
BLOOM INGTON ILL
URH DANIELS 235 U
40? W FLORIDA U
402 W FLORIDA U
1106 S EUCLID 301 C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 423 C
?079 C HAZWD CT U
2079 C HAZWD CT U
URH FORBES 221 C
URH TRELEASE 805 U
505 E UNIVERSITY C
714 S RACE U
URH TRELEASE 426 U
1513 KIRBY 6 C
1727 HENRY 2 C
614 W HILL C
URH SNYDER 400 C
1304 N MARKET C
NORMAL ILL
211 E ARMORY C
MAHOMFT ILL
2510 STANFORD C
108 S GREGORY U
URH OGLESRY 313 U
1711 W JOHN 3 C
40 2 E ARMORY C
508 E STOUGHTON C
604 E ARMORY 118 C
1108 DUNCAN RD C
710 OHIO U
2042 A ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 220 C
1511 W WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN 10 C
105 F CHALMERS 206 C
806 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 475 U
TUSCALOOSA ALA
2005 CRESCENT C
URH GARNER 267 C
901 S 2ND C
312 E DANIEL C
1301 WINDING LN C
URH DANIELS 274 U
URH BARTON C
URH CLARK 213 C
URH CLARK 310 C
DANVILLE ILL
1206 W NEVADA C
URH WARDALL 1218 U
URH N03LB 212 C
URH WESTON 488 C
URH FORBES 343 C
URH BARTON 103 C
107 E CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 352 C
URH VANDUREN 221 C
URH OGLESBY 1012 U
DECATUR ILL
707 S 6TH C
2021 B ORCH ST U
2021 B ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 120 C
2804 SANGAMON C
1105 W OREGON 11 U
1105 W OREGON U
300 S GOODWIN 409 U
1107 S EUCLID 3 C
URH LAR 482 U
901 S 1ST C
104 W OREGON U
1109 S 4TH C
80? W GREEN U










































































404 S CAN-DOTA AV
1335 S MAPLL
310 E GREGORY

















2010 E TAYLOR ST
NASHAWTUC RD
402 W FLORIDA
711 E MAIN ST
MAIN ST BOX 389
843 JUDSON AV
8910 KENTON AV
2079 C HAZWD CT
6 RUPPIN ST
3658-31ST AV
174 W VAN BUREN













837 S ENGLISH AV
4221 CUSHMAN RD
4221 CUSHMAN RD
1501 S ROSLYN RD
1108 DUNCAN RD
712 SYLVIAWOOD














1117 W 1ST ST
2315 N CLUB RD
390 MEADOW LN
1906 CYPRESS




















6441 DE LEON ST




































































































8 MUENCHEN 23 GER
MT ERIE IL
90
BORAK ANDREA J FAA2
BORAZ ROYCE ELLEN LAS4
BORBELY JAMES K L AW 1
BORCHARD RONALD E GRAD
BCRCHERS AMY C GRAD
BCRCMERS MARLA SUE GRAD
BDRCHERS NANCY B GRAD
BORCHERT KATHLEEN R PE 3
BORCZAK RICHARD P ENG2
BOR0EAUX JANICE DIAN FAA3
BORDEN DENNIS GRAD
BOPDENK IRCHER JOHN J 3US4
BORDENKIRCHEP THOMAS ENG2
BORDERS DONAID R LAS1
BCEK EVALYN 3 E 1
ROREK SAM LAS2
*30RtLLI RAYMOND F GRAD
BORENSTEIN DEBORAH LAS3
BORESI ANNETTE LASl
BORGE JEFFREY A A3R1
BORGESON JEFFREY R FAA4
BORGIA PETER T GRAD
RTRGSMILLFR SANDRA K FAA4
BORIA PHILIP J LAS3
BrPK JEFFREY L LAS1
BORKGREN STEVEN RAYM ENG4
BPRLA JANICE GRAD
BCPN CHRISTOPHER P ENG2
BORN GERALD LLOYD GRAD
BOPNHOFF WILLIAM J LASl
BOPOK ROBERT I LAS4
BOROK RONALD S RUS1
BOPOOAH RONJI GRAD
BLROVEC JACQUELYN M LAS3
3PROWSKI MICHAFL C FA41
BOROWY EDWARD ANTHOM ED 4
BORRE KRISTFN S LASl
BORRENPOHL LAVONNE LAS?
BOPRENPOHL NANCY L LAS3
HORRFNPOHL TFRRY E AORl
BORROWMAN PHILLIP fc FAA2
BORRUWMAN VALFRIE K AGP 1
BOPSDORF WILLIAM ALB E NG4
BORTH DAVIO E ENG1
80RT0N THOMAS ERNEST GRAD
BUPTZ SHER I I L AS4
BORTZ TRUDY L ED 1
BORUCH MARIANNE J ED 3
BORUP EPIC EINAR LAS4
BORUTA NICHOLAS ENG4
RORYK ANN WILSON GRAD
BL:RYS CHERYL L LAS3
RORYS CYNTHIA A L'\S2
BORZONI CHRISTINE E L AS3
BCSANAC STEVAN N LAS2
BOSCH ELIZABETH M LAS?
3LSF DEBASISH GRAD
BOSKE GARY J AGR1
BCSKCY OAVID W LASl
BOSKEY DONALD B LAS?
BOSLEY DEBORAH SUE G"AO
BCSMENY RRUCE E LASl
BOSOLD PATRICIA A LAS3
BOSS MARGARET A LAS2
BOSSERT MICHAEL G F AA1
BOSSHART DONALD ARTH GRAD
BOST BARBARA A LAS3
BOSTIAN SANDRA L FA41
Br STIC GENEVA FOOTE LAS?
BOSTIC VICTORIA E LAS?
ROSTPOM MARY BFTH L AS3
BOSY GEORGE S ENG1
8CTFLS0N ROGER A AGR2
BOTT JOHN PATRICK GRAD
BCTTERBUSCH CORINNF PE 4
80TTFR0N MARY A LAS3
80TTFPON NORMAN G SR P E 1
BOTTORFF ALLYM C AGR1
BOTTUM GREGORY FLISH GRAD
BOUCEK CAROL L LAS3
BOUCHER HENRI P FNG1
BOUCHER JEAN-LOUIS J GRAD
ROUDART MARY G LASl
BOUDET SYIVIE M GRAD
BOUDREAU CHARLES A GRAD
3CUDREAU JAMES K F.MG1
BOUGAS GEORGE N RUS?
BOUGON MICHEL G GRAD
BOUILLON MICHAEL R LASl
BCUNKEOPRASEUTH B H ENG5
BOURDAGE DCNALD G LAS?
BOURDAGE JAMES S LASl
BOURGEOIS THOMAS W LASl
RHURLAND GAYLAND D LASl
BOURNS WILLIAM F GRAD
BCUSEMAN JOHN KEITH GRAD
BOUSLOG LYLE FUGENE FNG3
URH WARDALL 1025 U
1004 W STOUGHTON U
502 W MAIN 213 U
1004 E FLORIDA U
PEORIA ILL
406 S LINCOLN U
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
409 F CHALMRS 1013 C
1005 S 2ND C
601 S 5TH C
1406 W CLARK C
502 E HEALEY 1 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 305 U
910 S 3RD C
1418 N MCKINLEY C
MONTICELLO ILL
303 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1109 U
911 S 3RD C
103 E STOUGHTON 8 C
1819 B ORCH PL U
30? E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 426 C
URH OGLESBY 411 U
310 F JOHN C
9 10 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 221 C
1002 E HARDING U
URH HOPKINS 350 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 454 U
UC7 S EUCLID 1 C
2020 N MATTIS 204 C
URH OGLESBY 328 U
?01 S WRIGHT C
212 E JOHN 7 C
907 S WRIGHT C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 271 C
212 t DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 923 U
U'H BABCOCK 326 U
URH SCOTI 767 C
502 W MAIN 222 U
URH EVANS 440 U
URH VANDOREN 409 C
410 GREEN C
311 E GREEN 104 C
606 E ILLINOIS 6 U
412 E GREEN 12 C
URH TRELEASE U
POUEN FR
309 E HEALEY 10 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 224 U
URH DANIELS 120 U
204 HOLIDAY PK 305 C
URH SNYDER 441 C
URH SNYDER 243 C
205 W ELM U
URH CARR 2 07 U
URH WARDALL 617 U
907 S 3R0 ?4 C
URH GARNER 445 C
P01 W SPNGELO C
URH WARDALL 1123 U
URH ALLEN 305 U
706 S MATHEWS U
402 E CHURCH C
409 E CHALMRS 1209 C
201 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 354 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
58 E JOHN 17 C
1207 W MAIN U
306 PARK 106 C
110 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
URH TRELEASE 603 U
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
1962 A ORCH ST U
URH LUNDGREN 212 C
URH DANIELS U
709 W CHURCH 5 C
URH SNYDER 343 C
URH WESTON 492 C
BOX 1159 C
URH HOPKINS 176 C
TOLONO ILL
URH OGLESBY 1130 U
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
URH SNYDER 364 C
URH TOWNSEND 504 U
311 W NEVADA U
1806 KIRBY C

















































































5625 N ST LOUIS
5625 N ST LOUIS
804 ADAMS CT
















2020 N MATTIS 204










502 W MAIN 222
365 GREEN BAY RD
365 GREEN BAY RD
890 BALDWIN DR
6237 SCHOOL ST
2139 N KEYSTONE AV
216 I STREET NE
2313 2ND ST
2313 2ND ST
309 E HEALEY 10














1718 N TANEY ST
1911 5TH ST













709 W CHURCH 5
388 HAMPSHIRE LN




























































































OTTAWA 8 ONT CAN
WILMETTE IL















bouslog thomas d 5us2
bouwkamp james willi las4
rtuwkamp thomas g las1
bpuxsein francis ii eng2
bcuxsfin jhhn p iii lawi
bovin donald g avi 3
bovinet sherry lynn grad
hovio thomas a 3us3
row roijh tyan grad
bc'war gary l grad
bowdon mary s las2
bowen ofnnis p emg1
rowen evel yn rose com4
8pwen kevin f las2
rowen mack l grao
rowen marshall ailfn grao
bowen robert f las1
rowen sandra l agr3
rowen stephen j eo 3
rower petfr ros3
bower william george grad
rowers dorothy grace grad
bowers james a vm 1
bowers james l jr las3
rowfrs kenneth j las1
bowie morri s b las1
bowie rogina l pe 1
rcwitz helen grao
bowker barbara k las2
bowles cynthia a agrl
bowles jeanette m las3
bowles marl in lynn grad
bowli n dan owen las4
bowlin howard b faa3
bowling arthur l jr grad
bowlus stephen byron grad
BOWMAN DAVID B AGRl
BOWMAN JEANNE At^N ED 4
ROWMAN JFANNE MARIE GRAD
BOWMAN JOFL PITKIN GRAD
ROWMAN JOHN E JR LASl
BOWMAN JOHN K ENG1
BOWMAN LINDA MARIE LAS3
BOWMAN RICHARD L LASl
BOWNE PETER S LASl
BOWS RONNA L LASl
BOWSHFR GERALDINE C GRAD
ROWSHER STEVEN JAY BUS3
BOWTON CONSTANCE G LASl
BOWTON DAVID LOWELL LAS4
BCWYER TIMOTHY H GRAD
BOXER GARY H LAS2
BOXER LAIJRENCF R GRAD
BOXERMAN KEITH ALAN LAS4
BOXEPMAN NAOMI L LASl
BOXLEY MARK LANE LAS3
BPYCF JAMES BUCKLEY GRAD
BOYCE KATHLEEN D GRAD
BCYCE TIM A LASl
BOYD ALVIN LYLE GRAD
BOYD ARTHUR L JR GRAD
RQYD BARBARA ANN GRAD
BOYD BRIAN E LAS3
BOYD CARNELL LASl
BOYD GAIL L ED 2
BOYD IVAN MAC AGR2
BOYD JOHN A LAS2
BOYD JON M FAA1
BOYD LARRY A BUS2
BOYD MARY L LAS2
BOYD MICHAEL J LAW2
BOYD PATRICIA ANNF LAS4
BOYD ROGER EUGENE AGR4
BOYD ROGER W ENG1
BOYD STEPHEN DEAN GRAD
BOYD SUSAN GARPETT VM 1
BCYD THOMAS E GRAD
BOYDSTUN JAY BRYAN FAA3
ROYER BARBARA J AGR3
BOYER BRAD HALL LAS4
BOYER KENNETH WAYNE GRAD
BCYER NEDRA JOYCE ED. I
ROYER THOMAS ALAN BUSl
BOYER WILLIAM DAVID FAA4
BOYETT ROBERT L LASl
BOYINGTON BARBARA A LASl
BOYLAN DAVID D LAS2
BOYLE RONNIE L GRAD
BOYLE JOSEPH F JR FAA1-
BOYLE THOMAS CHARLES LAS4
BOYLE WALTER OURLEY AGR4
BOYLES CHARLES H JR FNG4
ROYLES DAVE A ENG4
BOYSEN GREGORY P ENG2
BCYSEN JEAN L ED 3
80ZARTH JOHN LUTHER FAA4
BOZIC CAROLE S AGRl
906 S 1ST C




URH TOWNSEND 340 U
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
RIO W CHURCH C
KEENE N H
604 E ARMORY 303 C
URH DANIELS 707 U
1310 R ORCH PL U
231R RROOKSHIRE C
1106 S 3RD C
11 10 W STOUGHTON U
1106 S 3RD C
206 S HARTLE U
300 S GOODWIN 401 U
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
URH LAR 374 U
7 10 W INDIANA U
401 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 503 U
RLOOMINGTON ILL
802 1/2 W GREEN U
802 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 225 C
402 S LINCOLN C
URH BUSEY 226 U
105 E CHALMERS 103 C
URH WAROALL 1021 U
URH WARDALL 522 U
502 E STOUGHTON C
502 E STOUGHTON C
1822 VALLEY RD C
1808 KIR8Y C
208 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
2 13 W JCHN 3 C
URH HOPKINS 364 C
312 E DANIEL C
1106 EUCLID 303 C
2210 PERKINS RD U
URH NOBLE 22 C
URH HOPKINS 293 C
706 S MATHEWS U
201 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 140 C
URH LAR 407 U
FISHER ILL
1111 S 1ST C
URH SAUNDERS 114 U
URH OGLESBY 814 U
1732 LINCOLN PL C
URH FORBES 445 C
1304 D ORCH PL U
52 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 207 U
1113 W GREEN 320 U
406 W MAIN U
406 W MAIN U
904 W GREEN U
502 E SPNGFLD C
L INDEN N J
URH DANIELS 350 U
311 E GREEN 402 C
URH FORBES 346 C
611 E GROVE C
1203 MITCHEM U
58 E JOHN C
310 E GREGORY C
2018 SILVER 8 U
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
2018 FLETCHER 23 U
408 W ILLINOIS 9 U
1 12 ENNIS LN U
URH SCOTT 374 C
405 E SPNGFLD C
2018 FLETCHER 23 U
URH DANIELS 222 U
211 E JOHN C
313 E JOHN C
505 E CHALMERS C
2807 CARRELTON C
2084 C ORCH ST U
CHANUTE AFB ILL
2084 C ORCH ST U
URH BABCOCK 315 U
URH VANDOREN 419 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
502 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 828 U
314 S PRAIRIE 101 C
809 W PENN U
609 HARWOOD CT C
URH GARNER 280 C
URH SCOTT 425 C
URH LAR 128 U
402 W CLARK 9 C








































































1033 S LESLIE LN
















1115 E MONROE ST






240 W 37TH PL
2551 W COYLE AV
455 LAKELAWN BLVD
1323 E GROVE ST
502 E STOUGHTON
501 MAIN AV
105 S MCKINLEY ST
1808 KIRBY
2212 INDIAN HILL
213 W JOHN 3





122 N OAKWOOD AV
228 W WILSON





365 E GROVE ST
5250 EL ROBLE ST
1732 LINCOLN PL
2204 FIR ST





4 06 W MAIN
312 W PATTERSON ST
302 CHANDLER AV
1839 E 86TH ST
741 S ANDMORE















1230 E LAKE SHORE
507 E SCOTT
GEN DEL IG BOYER








































































































































































BRAMHALL JASON C V
BPANAM MICHAEL LFE






































3PASSEUR ALAIN J V
BPASWELL JOYCE P
GRAD 50 E GREEN C
LAS2 3D F SALEM RD U
AGR1 URH GARNER 491 C
LAS2 URH SCOTT 162 C
FNG1 URH HOPKINS 314 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 229 U
FAA4 612 S 4TH C
AGR3 MIDDLFTOWN ILL
ENG4 URH CARR 217 U
GRAD 1825 C ORCH PL U
GRAD 1825 C ORCH PL U
BUS* 103 PFEFFER RD U
ENG2 310 E GREGORY C
BUS* URH BABCOCK 208 U
LAS2 810 W OREGON U
LAS4 810 W OREGON U
BUS3 604 E ARMORY 233 C
LAS2 403 BRIAR LN 2.08 C
AGR3 502 W MAIN 126 U
ENG4 406 W CLARK 101 C
FAA4 402 E ARMORY C
ENG4 312 S COLER U
AVI1 URH SCOTT 378 C
LAS4 25 HERITAGE C
LAS2 707 S 3RD C
BUS1 URH GARNER ?C9 C
LAS1 URH LUNDGRFN 102 C
LAS3 VIENNA AUST
LAS1 URH CARR 32B U
LASl URH BABCOCK 401 U
LAS1 URH GARNER 241 C
AGR2 URH TOWNS END 583 U
LAS3 URH WARDALL 419 U
GRAD 1201 W NEVADA U
COM4 907 S 3RD 19 C
LAS2 URH LAP 313 U
GRAD 1852 VALLEY RD C
LAS3 URH BUSEY 326 U
PE 3 906 SUNNYCREST DR U
FAA1 URH FORBES 220 C
PE 4 604 S RACE U
LAS4 803 W HEALEY C
GRAD 28 BLUE SPRUCE C
LAS3 509 E STOUGHTON C
BUS4 1110 W STOUGHTON U
PE 2 1111 S 1ST C
GRAD 902 W OREGON 3 U
GRAD URH SHFRMAN 752 C
BUS2 1010 S 2ND 211 C
LAS4 405 1/2 E WHITE C
LASl 405 1/2 E WHITE C
ENG1 URH OGLESRY 527 U
LAS3 URH LUNDGRFN 114 C
AGR9
GRAD WILSON TRLR CT 11 U
ENG4 34 ROXBURY RD U
BUS3 409 E CHALMERS 801 C
G*AD 705 W ELM 6 U
GRAD 705 W ELM 6 U
GRAD 50 4 W PENN U
LAW2 URH SHFRMAN 1155 C
GRAD 1206 S ELM C
FAA4 501 S RACE 6 U
FNG3 409 E CHALMERS 70 C
PE 1 URH ALLEN 498 U
LASl 1007 S 3RD C
LAS4 101 N BUSEY 1 U
COM3 706 S 1ST 102 C
BUS6 303 E WHITE C
LASl 212 W SPNGFLD C
LASl URH BLAISDELL 204 U
LAW1 1628 VALLEY RD C
GRAD 213 W JOHN C
AGR4 1 106 S EUCLID 2 C
AVI2 URH WESTON 394 C
GRAD 1203 W MAIN 3 U
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 120 5 W MAIN 2 U
LAS2 52 E ARMORY C
LASl U^H FORBES 223 C
ENG2 604 F ARMORY 330 C
LAS2 URH 0GLES3Y 522 U
AGR3 409 E CHALMFRS C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 722 U
GRAD 801 FAIROAKS C
LAS2 802 W OREGON 32 U
AGR4 601 W GREEN U
LAS3 106 E ARMORY C
GRAD 110 S COTTAGE GR U
3US1 U»H NOBLE 225 C
LASl 1002 COUNTRY SJ U
ENG2 1004 S 2ND C
LAS3 910 S 3P0 502 C
FAA1 URH VAN DOR EN 318 C
LASl URH TOWNSEND 548 U
GRAD 106 1/2 W IOWA C


































































112 E 12TH ST










319 W 3RD S
319 W 3RD S
4 THOMAS DR
9205 S MICHIGAN AV
1203 EMERSON AV
904 JEFFERSON




2877 E 77TH ST









715 S YALE AV








807 N STRATFCRD AV








2415 S ANGLE CT
WILSON TRLR CT 11
WILSON TRLR CT 11
1104 QUINCY CT










410 N 23RD ST
1101 S COOPER 1
303 E WHITE
802 S OAK PARK AV





















6128 N CENTRAL PK
706 N 3RD ST
RR 1
14 RUE JULES WATEW
13600 MONTICELLO
URBANA ILL

































































































BPASWELL ROBFRT L LASl
BP ATLIEN SHARON L I AS I
BPATRUDF PAMELA S L AS3
BPATTON JAY PHILIP LASA
SPATTSTEN LENA B GRAD
BPAUFR DAVID A LAW1
BFAUER DAVID G FMG1
BPAUER OAVID JOHN GRAD
BPAUFR KENNETH R GRAD
BPAUER MARY ALICE LASA
BRAUER RDGFR LFE GRAD
BPAUGHER CHERYL A LAS1
BPAUN 8CNNIE SUE LASA
BPAUN DONALD P LAS3
*BPAUN GORDON P ENG3
BPAUN JEROME SHELDGN LASA
BPAUN KURT 5NG1
BPAUN LYNN PE ?
BPAUN MARY J PE 1
BPAUN NANCY E LAS3
BPAUN ROBERT ALAN GRAD
BPAUN TIMOTHY A L AW2
BPAUN WILL IAM C LAS3
BPAUN WILLIAM J LAS2
BPAVERMAN BLAIR I LAS1
BPAVERMAN MARLA D L AS 3
BPAVO ANITA UHL LAS9
BRAVO JOHN EARL GRAD
BRAY JAMES P LAS1
BRAY JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
BRAY LINDA J ED 1
BRAY NORMAN W JP GRAD
BRAYBOY MADELINE F LAS2
BRAYNOICK STFVEN D LAS3
BPAYTON DONALD MAX GRAD
BPAZAITIS EDNA C LAS3
BPA7AITIS JOHN B LAS1
BPAZELTON DAN A ED 3
BPAZIE TOMMY LOUIS GRAD
BPDLIK DEAN M LASA
BPEBACH EMILY S GRAD
BPEBACH RAYMOND T GRAD
BREDBERG CANIFL J LAS1
BREDBERG KARL A L AS2
BREDE RICHARD MILTCN GRAD
BPEDWELL THOMAS EUGE tNG4
BPEE JUDITH ANN GRAD
*BPFED THOMAS FDWARDS GRAD
BREEN GFRALD D BUSA
BREEN JOSEPH R LAS3
BREEN MICHAEL K AGRA
BPEEN THOMAS JOHN ENGA
BREEZE CLARK ALAN LASA
BREEZE CYNTHIA M FAAA
BPEGER LANCE HARRIS GRAD
BPFHMER STEPHEN C 3US3
BPEI JEFFREY W FAA2
BREIHAN WILLIAM C LAS2
BREIT LAWRENCE M LAS1
BPEITENSTEIN FRANCIS LAS2
BPEITMEYER JUDY M GRAD
BREMER BARBARA E GRAD
BPEMER CHARLES D LAS3
BPEMFR CAVID L AGR
1
BRFNER SCOTT H LAS3
BPENGLE JOHN MATHIAS FAAA
BRENNAN ALFRFD E LAS1
BPENNAN PATRICK P ENGA
BPENNAN RICHARD JAME FNGA
BPFNNAN STEVEN E LAS1
BPENNAN TERENCE J ENG1
BRENNE LYNDA E AGR?
BRENNECKE JANE A COM?
BPFNNFMAN RICHARD D ENGA
BPENNEN PATRICK W GRAD
BPENNFR BARBARA J0AN LASA
BRENNER DIANE C AGR3
BPENNER KAREN L LAS3
BRENNER MARK ALAN ENGA
BPENNER ROGER J ED A
BPENNFR SCOTT D LAS2
BPENT ELIZABETH LEE LAS3
BPENZA LECNAPO A LASl
BRESE DENIS J LAS3
BPFSKOVICH KARFN J FD I
RRESLIN ELIZABETH M GRAD
BRFSLIN MICHAEL J LAS3
BPESLIN PHYLLIS M GRAD
BPESLIN RICHARD JERO BUSA
BPESLIN STEPHEN J AVI3
BRESNAHAN JAMES F VM 1
BP ESNAHAN KERRY A LASl
BPESNAN MICHAEL P BUSA
BRESNAN REGINA F LAS2
BRESS LARRY K LASl
BRFSSLER SHARR I G ED 3
BP ESSMAN ROBERT A LASl
707 S 3RD C
URH LAP 339 U
URH TRELEASF 707 U
URH SNYDER 266 C
815 N MCKINLEY C
URH DANIELS 730 U
URH SCOTT All C
606 W OHIO U
907 W STOUGHTON U
105 E CHALMERS 301 C
TOLONO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
108 E HEALEY A C
A01 F JOHN C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
?0? E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 323 C
URH WARDALL 1020 U
URH TRELEASE 608 U




STA A BOX 28AA C
URH GARNER 265 C
URH WFSTON A92 C
907 S ATH C
910 S 3RD 1209 C
PANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY ?0A U
URH DANIELS 627 U
URH ALLEN 65 U
1 107 W GREEN 535 U
505 E' WHI TE 5 C
106 E ARMORY C
10A 1/2 E ARMORY C
1007 W STOUGHTJN U
URH HOPKINS 239 C
URH GARNER 311 C
606 W OHIO U
809 BUSFY U
1107 E WASHINGTON U
1107 F WASHINGTON U
URH WESTON 2A5 C
URH SNYDER 22A C
3 1/2 SHARLYN U
URH FORBES 318 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
DECATUR ILL
21A E GREGORY 201 C
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
60A E ARMORY A18 C
58 F ARMORY 10 C
1118 W CHURCH C
1 118 W CHURCH C
907 W STOUGHTON U
CFDRIC AA U
A02 E DANIEL C
510 W PARK C
URH GARNER 292 C
906 S 1ST C
1101 W UNIVERSITY C
503 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
80A W OREGON U
BOA W OREGON U
100 5 S 2ND C
1630 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 373 C
1722 VALLEY C
1101 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 290 C
60A E ARMORY 10A U
1110 W NEVADA U
A09 E CHALMERS 907 C
URH TOWNSEND 107 U
55 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 128 U
120A S LINCOLN U
A09 E CHALMERS C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
805 1/2 W WHITE C
52 E ARMORY C
509 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 290 C
A02 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 276 U
213 W ILLINOIS U
212 1/2 S HARTLE U
212 1/2 S HARTLE U
URH GARNER 2A2 C
URH GARNER 308 C
108 S MATTIS C
URH TAFT 319 C
60A E ARMORY 110 C
906 W HILL C
910 S 3RD C
90A S 3RD C


































































31A N SUNSFT AV
RR 1
6A6 N DRAKE
1022 N WOODBINE AV
927 S WASHINGTON
1 18 HOLIDAY PK 3A9
5522 N KIMBALL












1007 N ILLINOIS AV
758 CIRCLE DR
1133 BIRCH LN
A9509 35TH ST W
































253 N SUTTON RD
1203 BRIARCLIFF
7239 W LILL ST






1100 1ST AV S
975 COBB BLVD





2800 LAKE SHORE DR
3637 W 58TH ST
16 KOSSUTH ST
1336 DAKOTA DR
869 E SQUANTUM ST
212 1/2 S HARTLE U
212 1/2 S HARTLE
6902 W A ST
6902 W A ST
2621 E 2ATH ST
2060 W CHASE



































































































































BP IDGFS FLORA WILSON












BR IGGS LARRY L
BRIGGS LAURA E
BP IGGS MARTHA L








BR IGHT PEGGY RENFE
BPIGHT3ILL FREDERICK
BP IGHTON WILLIAM D
BRIGHTWELL MARTHA V
BRILL 3ETTE S
BP ILL L INDA A
BPILL WENOY J
BP INCK ROBERT W
BR TNCKERHOFF PETER H
BPINEGAR GEORGE B
BR ING RONNIE







BP INKMANN KENNETH G
BPINKMANN THOMAS L
BPINOVFC JANFT L
BRI NSON L ARRY A
BRINZA SHELLEY ANN
BPISCOE BRUCE W
BPISCOE CHARLES E JP
BRISCOF MAPCIA J
BPISKMAN ETHEL
BP I SKMAN RANPY J
BP ITSKY MAR INA A
BPITT 3EVYN J
BRITT RITA L
BP ITTAIN RICHARC G
BPITZ DARREN ERNEST












LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1226 U 332-5407
BUS2 302 S 4TH 1 C
LAS3 105 E HEALEY C
GRAD TOLONO ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 221 U 332-4066
FAA2 1005 S 2ND C
3US3 8 QUINCE C 352-9689
LAS3 PHILO ILL
GRAD 1314 N LOCKRAV.EN C 359-0718
GRAD 1807 CARLE U 344-7458
GRAD PARIS ILL
LAS4 PHILO ILL
ED 3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
AGR4 URH BABCOCK 124 U 332-3741
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 210 U 332-4055
LAS1 URH TAFT 108 C 332-0593
GRAD 704 W NEVADA 7 U 344-3731
LAS3 505 E UNIVERSITY C
ENG3 URH CARR 330 U 332-3942
LAS2 1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
BUS3 508 E WHITE C 356-2898
LAS1 URH BUSEY 237 U 332-2619
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1130 U 332-5381
LAS1 409 F CHALMERS 802 C
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
GRAD HOMFR ILL
GRAD 2018 FLETCHER 6 U
ENG1
COM4
FAA2 608 E WASHINGTON C
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 471 C 332-1378
FAA4 2049 A HAZWD CT U 344-6356
LAS4 107 1/2 E JOHN 30 3 C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 602 U 332-4406
BUS1 209 E CLARK 2 C 352-6051
LAS2 URH WESTON 318 C 332-1995
ENG1 302 E GREGORY C
LAS3 309 E JOHN C
LAS3 URH FORBES 263 C 332-0987
GRAD 1662 yALEY RD C 359-6366
LAW1 108 E CALIFORNIA 1 U 344-0604
AGR1 URH FORBES 415 C 332-1095
LAS4 URH BUSEY 304 U 332-2(35
ED 1 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
LAS2 311 E GREEN C 344-1474
FAA1 URH VANDOREN 210 C 332-0501
GRAD NAT PES BLOG 272 U 333-6889
LAS3 STA A BOX 2379 C
LAS3 104 E JOHN 8 C 352-1167
GRAD NAT RES BLDG 272 U 333-6889
LAS1 URH TAFT 108 C 332-0593
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA U 344-3378
FAA4 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
BUS1 URH CARR 404 U 332-3947
LAS2 609 W G"EEN U 367-9866
LAS2 302 E ARMORY C
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 337-5248
FAA2 409 E CHALMRS 1112 C
PE 1 LOUISVILLE KY
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS C 344-9741
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1009 U 332-5331
3US3 1507 MAPLECREST C 352-0790
GRAD STA A BOX 2437 C 367-8019
PE 1 207 E JOHN C 356-8738
3US2 1005 W VINE C 352-0455
GRAD 1510 AZTEC C 356-6946
LAS3 802 S LOCUST 2 C
LAS2 1000 W CALIFORNIA U 344-0065
AGR1 URH WESTON 390 C 332-2046
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 219 C 332-0506
AGR3 URH WESTON 374 C 332-2037
ENG2 804 W OREGON U
LAS3 PERU ILL
3US4 412 GREEN C
FAA4 URH FLAGG 405 C 332-0322
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 384 U 332-4175
EMG2 1101 W PENN U
L4S3 409 F CHALMERS C
LAS2 *7 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
ED 2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
LAS3 1410 S VINE U 367-0854
LAS1 URH FORBES 490 C 332-1148
AGR2 310 E DANIEL C
FAA2 URH WFSTON 325 C 332-2003
LAS4 503 E STOUGHTON C 359-4510
GRAD SAVOY ILL
PE 4 70 3 CALIFORNIA U 36 7-9872
VM 1 506 M MICHIGAN U 344-5814
LAS4 1606 W HEALEY C 352-2485
ENG1 904 E GREFN U
GRAD URH TRELEASE 714 U
LAS? URH CARR 123 U 332-3876
GRAD 910 S WEBBER U
G7A0 105A WOOOSHOP U 333-1775
ENG4 2309 S 1ST ST C
GRAD 1601 VALLEY PD 132 C















3632 N HAMILTON AV
2214 WINNEBAGO DR
3632 N HAMILTON
336 W 9TH ST
427 W BENTON AV
RR 1








2016 B ORCH ST










2859 S LOWE AV
RR 1
108 E CALIFORNIA





RR 3 BOX 171
BOX 2379 STA A
289 S GREENWOOD AV
RR 3 BOX 171
858 VALLEY CREST
10532 S LAWLER AV
















RR 1 BOX 214
3435 N MARSHFIELD
RR 1













120 MIDDLE PK DR
403 ELLEN AV
2740 GROVE AV
6935 S CAMPBFLL AV
1606 W HEALEY









































































































BROCK MARY COOPER GRAD
PPOCK STEPHEN G LASl
BROCK THOMAS HARL GRAO
BPOCKER KENNFTH R LAS2
BROCKFTT JERRY KFITH 3US3
BROCKFTT MARY K AGR1
RPOCKHOUSE ROBERT A LAW1
BPOCKMAN LAUPA C LAS2
BROCKMAN MARGARFT A LAS4
BPOCKMAN SAND D A KAY GRAD
BROCKMANN FREOFRICK LAS4
BPOCKMEYER CHERYL A LAS2
RPOCKMI3YFR JERPY WAY ENG4
BROOBECK JOHN ECWARD ENG4
BPOOEMUS JOHN STANLF L AS4
BPOOEMUS ROBERT M LAS2
BROOERICK JAMES F AGR2
BPODERICK JOAN GRAD
BPODERICK THOMAS F LAS1
BPODERICK THOMAS S ENG2
BPODHEAD JANF LAS1
8PODTE JAMES R LAW1
BPOOIN MAPY E LAS4
BPODNICK GREGORY R ENG1
RPCDSKY DANIEL PAUL FAA4
BPODSKY GEORGF D LAS2
BPODSKY MICHAFL A LAS3
BPODY ADRIAN LYNN LAS3
BRPDY BARBARA D ED 1
BROEKER DEBORAH A LAS1
BPOEKER JOAN C LAS3
BROFKER STEVEN L BUS1
BROFMM WILLIAM J JR LAS3
BRCEREN CECILE M ED 4
BPOERS SHARON K ED 2
RPOGA ABIGAIL B LAS4
BROHMAN SUSAN R LAS1
BPOKASKE LAWRENCE B BUS4
8POKAW JOHN TAYLOR LAS2
BROKAW SUSAN L L AS2
BPOKOSKI CANDICE E LAS3
BROLINE JAMES CURTIS ENG3
BROLSMA BRUCE EDWARC GRAD
BPOMELAND JOYCE A AGR2
BROMLEY KATHRYN M LAS2
BRONGFL MARY J LAS4
BRCNSTEIN JOHN M GRAD
BPONSTEIN LINDA L G LAS3
BPOOCKS GAY- G FAA2
BPOOK ELAINE M FD 2
BPOOK ROGER A BUS1
BPOOKENS MELINDA J GRAD
BROOKENS RUTH SCHURM GRAD
BROOKFS IAN MACKEN2I GRAD
BPOOKMAN BARBARA J GRAD
BROOKRESON WILLIAM E GRAD
BROOKS ALBERT CONRAD GRAD
BROOKS BEVERLY S LAS3
BROOKS DANNY PAUL AGR4
BROOKS DAVID J PE 1
BPCOKS EILEEN D LAS3
*BPOOKS JEFFREY DEAN GRAD
BROOKS JOHN L AGR1
BPPOKS JONES HENRY GRAD
*BPOOKS JOSEPH JORDAN GRAD
BROOKS JULIA W GRAD
BROOKS KEVIN W FNG1
BROOKS MCNTEL TYRONF LAS4
BROOKS NANCY SUE FAA4
BROOKS PETER D ENG1
BROOKS RICHARD L LAS3
BROOKS RITA M ED 2
*BROOKS TERESSIA M ED 1
*BPOOKS THOMAS G VM 2
BROOM DAVID A ENG3
BROOM ERIC FREDERICK GRAD
BPOO* WILLARD LESLIF COM4
BROOM WILLIAM L III L AW 1
BROPHY MARY J LAS4
BROQUARD MILDRED M GRAD
BROQUARD VICTOR E GRAD
BPOSCH SHIRLEY ANN H GRAD
BROSCHKA GREGORY L LAS1
BPOSE CAREY K ENG1
BROSF WILLIAM R ENG3
BROSH DENNIS J LAS1
BROSI BRUCF LEE BUS2
BROSIOUS MARY A LAS2
BROSI OUS RITA A LAS2
BPOSSMAN RONALD H AGR4
BROST BRADFORD J LAS1
BROSZ SALLY JFANETTE GRAD




BROUDY RICHARD M LAS1
2022 D ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 412 C
307 W CLARK 304 C
401 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 206 C
URH ALLFN 174 U
109 E CHALMERS C
PANTOUL ILL
309 E HEALEY 5 C
711 S RANDOLPH 2 C
1010 W SPNGFLD U
405 E JOHN C
507 W WHITE C
110 ENNIS LN U
URH FORBES 250 C
908 S VINE U
1004 S 2ND C
610 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 361 C
URH HOPKINS 262 C
URH ALLEN 335 U
57 E CHALMERS C
UPH CLARK 412 C
URH TOWNSEND 269 U
710 LASELL C
901 S 2ND C
411 W WHITE C
205 E GREEN 10 C
URH TRELEASE 412 U
URH ALLEN 207 U
URH LAR 261 U
URH FORBES 219 C
2311 S 1ST 204 C
2002 HEMLOCK C
706 S MATHEWS U
803 S MAPLE U
URH TRELEASE 602 U
312 W SPNGFLD 4 U
711 E GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS U
31 E JOHN C
209 F ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 567 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
903 W NEVADA U
309 E HFALEY C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
505 E UNIVERSITY I C
URH VANDOREN 421 C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 124 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
508 W MAIN U
807 W NEVADA U
407 W COLUMBIA 2 C
2109 HAZWD OR 202 U
2510 SHERIDAN C
501 E SPNGFLD C
905 E WASHINGTON U
URH WESTON 275 C
1006 S 3RD C
PR 4 LOT 58 U
URH NOBLE HI C
1408 EASTERN U
2074 A ORCH ST U
307 N PRAIRIE 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 445 U
2109 HAZWD OR 303 U
710 W CALIFORNIA 4 U
URH FORBES 49 1 C
LUDLOW ILL
URH WARDALL 1124 U
1702 W BRADLEY C
3 DUNELLEN U
1004 S 2ND C
2047 C HAZWD CT U
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
1804 W WILLIAM 5 C
305 E GREEN 2 C
JOHNSONS LN U
JOHNSONS LANE U
1602 W JOHN C
604 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 410 U
104 S GROVE U
1846 VALLEY RD C
410 F JOHN C
307 E DANIEL C
307 E DANIEL C
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
310 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 1358 C
URH SHERMAN 460 C
807 S 1ST 3 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 912 U








































































121 E CHAMPAIGN AV
214 S I-OKA AV
1403 1/2 14TH ST
117 S WALNUT







2606 N MANITOU TRL
610 PRAIRIE AV
55 HAWTHORNE






















1203 W EUCLID AV
303 E ROWE ST










421 W 2ND ST
















205 S LAKEVIEW DR
1155 W 50TH AV
609 VINE
RR 2 BOX 8
1907 MELROSE






RR 1 BOX 240B
2100 LINDSAY RD
2925 N 75TH AV











































































































BPOUGHTON GARY R FAA1
BFOUHARD JACK WILLIA ENG4
BPOUSEK LOUISE M FAA1
BPOUWER JOEKIE LAS2
BPOUWERS ELISABETH M LAS3
BROWAR DEBORAH A LAS1
BROWAR JOHN L BUS2
BROWN ALAN W FAA3
BROWN ALEXANDER FREW GRAD
BROWN ANTHONY L ELAND ENG4
BROWN BARBARA J PE 1
BPOWN BARRY WAYNE LAS?
BROWN BELINDA CAROL LAS3
BROWN BENNIE DREW LAW1
BROWN BEVERLY A LAS3
BPOWN BRUCE A LAW1
BROWN BRUCE STILWELL GRAD
BROWN BRUCE T LAS4
BPOWN BRUCE W FAA2
BPOWN CAROLYN G FAA1
BROWN CAROLYN M LAS1
BROWN CHARLES G AGR2
BROWN ORISTINA R GRAD
B*ROWN CHRISTOPHER A BUS1
BPOWN CHRISTOPHER G FAA2
BROWN CLIFFORD A LAS2
BROWN CONSTANCE M PE 1
BPOWN CRAIG T LAS2
BROWN CYNTHIA J LAS3
BROWN DALE W BUS3
BPOWN DANIEL H LAS2
BPOWN DANNY C ED 2
BPOWN OAVID HAROLD BUS4
BROWN OAVID M E NG2
BPOWN DAVID SMITH GRAD
BROWN DEBORAH R LAS1
BROWN DEBORAH S LAS2
BPOWN DEBRA D LAS2
BROWN DELBERT M LAS1
BROWN DONALD JEROME ED 2
BROWN DONALD LEE GRAD
BROWN DOUGLAS W ENG1
BPOWN EDWARD J LAS1
BPOWN ELIZABETH A G LAW1
BPOWN ELIZABETH ANNE LAS1
BROWN FRANCES S AGR2
BROWN FRANCINE P L AS3
BROWN FRANK WILLIAM GRAD
BROWN FRANKLIN HAYES LAS4
BPOWN GENIE A ED 3
BPOWN GERALD WILLIAM FAA4
BROWN GLENDA JEAN GRAD
BROWN GLFNN C 8US3
BPOWN GLORIA JEAN PE 1
BPOWN HAROLD WAYNE GRAD
BROWN HERBERT M AGR4
BROWN ILA D BUS1
BPOWN JACK KENNETH COM4
BROWN JAMES J ENG1
BROWN JAMES M LAS1
BPOWN JAMES MAPCE GRAD
BROWN JAMES MITCHFLL COM4
BROWN JANICE KAY 3US2
BPUWN JAY R VM 1
BPOWN JEANNE C ED 1
BROWN JEFFREY PAUL LAS4
BROWN JERRY JOHN FAA4
BROWN JOAN MARIE GRAD
BPOWN JOEL M FAA1
BROWN JOHN K JR GRAD
BROWN JOHN R LAS2
BROWN JOSEPH FRANCIS ED 6
BROWN JOSEPH N BUS3
BPOWN JUDITH HARDIN GRAO
BPOWN JUNE T LAS3
BROWN KARFN A PE 3
BROWN KAREN SUZANNE AGR4
BROWN KATHLEFN f LAS1
BPOWN KEITH ASTOR F GRAD
BPOWN KENNETH DEMPS I ED 4
BPOWN KEVIN P FNG4
BPOWN KIM STUAPT AGR4
BFOWN LAURA ANN F AA4
BPOWN LAUREN A LAS1
BPOWN LAWRENCE M ENG1
BPOWN LAWRENCF P LAS4
BROWN LEASON H AVI2
BFOWN LINDA L LAS1
BROWN LINN C FAA1
BROWN LOUISE PETERS GRAD
BPOWN LUANN ED 3
BPOWN LYDIA LOUISE GRAD
BPOWN LYNNE L AGR3
BPOWN MARC. BARRON LAS2
BPOWN MARGARET D ENG1
BPOWN MARGARET FLLEN LAS4
BPOWN MARK L LAS2
URH NOBLE 424 C
702 1/2 E UNIV U
URH LAR 418 U
URH CLARK 233 C
STA A BOX 2852 C
URH CLARK 420 C
53 E JOHN 15 C
URH OGLESBY 910 U
URH SHERMAN 448 C
801 MAPLE PARK C
URH LAR 166 U
707 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN 23 C
805 W HILL U
URH LUNDGREN 217 C
URH SHERMAN 1258 C
106 N BUSEY U
URH GARNER .368 C
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN 344 U
URH LAR 372 U
809 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 392 U
URH WESTON 332 C
2012 ANDERSON U
604 E ARMORY 315 C
302 F ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 322 U
URH LAR 215 U
1813 HESSEL MANOR C
713 W ILLINOIS U
911 S 3RD 6 C
1 101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 102 C
1207 BRIARCLIFF U
URH ALLEN 181 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
903 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 324 C
1109 W SPNGFLD C
2011 E VERMONT U
URH GARNER 475 C
URH FORBES 223 C
EHLERS TRLR CT 35 U
URH ALLEN 292 U
904 S 3RD C
201 S LINCOLN U
1103 E DELAWARE U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 208 U
1201 W NEVADA U
1731 VALLEY RD C
MAHOMET ILL
1711 W JOHN C
LEVERETTE RD C
2101 W WHITE 110 C
URH BLAISOELL 127 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 469 C
208 E JOHN C
611 W SPNGFLD C
205 W PENN U
URH TAFT 20 C
PR 2 U
URH ALLEN 68 U
URH OGLESBY 1101 U
2015 B ORCH ST U
907 W ILLINOIS U
110 E CHALMERS C
304 BRIAR LN C
URH SCOTT 493 C
POTOMAC ILL
505 E CHALMERS C
812 OAKLAND ?08 U
URH LUNDGREN 115 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
URH BARTON 103 C
807 S LOCUST C
90 1 S 2ND C
805 E MAIN U
58 E GREGORY C
302 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 209 U
1012 S 1ST ST RF 1 C
URH GARNER C
URH BLAISOELL 413 U
URH TRELEASE 642 U
508 W INDIANA U
910 S 3RD 907 C
56 E DANIEL 1 C
706 W OHIO U
406 W HIGH U
URH LAR 436 U




































































314 W SUNSET 7
702 1/2 E UNIV
2437 S 10TH AV
410 GREENWOOD AV
1206 W STOUGHTON
2772 E 75TH ST



























































8074 28TH AV N
2015 B ORCH ST
2155 N SPAULDING









101 N CATHERINE AV
MT PLEASANT
3812 S 57TH CT
1617 CHEVY CHASE










56 E DANIEL 1
RR 1
7641 S PAXTON
55 S EDGEWOOD AV




































































































BPOWN "<F<?PAS VFRNFLL AGR3
RPOWN MICHAEL A ENG2
BPOWN MICHAEL E LAS3
BROWN MICHAEL EILIOT LAS4
BROWN MICHAEL LAUREN FNG4
RPOWN miki am p GRAD
BROWN NANCY A L AS1
BPOWN NANCY GAY PF 4
BPOWN MFIL LEONARD GRAD
BROWN NORTON HFNRY GRAD
•BPOWN OR A LEE GRAD
BPOWN "AMELA R L AS3
BPOWN PAMELA RUTH FD 6
BPOWN PATRICE C LAS2
BPOWN PATRICIA A LAS1
BPOWN PATRICIA K GRAD
3ROWN PHIL IP L AVI 1
BPOWN PRESTON M ENG1
BPOWN PRISCILLA J LAS3
BPOWN RANFALL H ENGl
BR OWN RANDALL S BUS3
BPOWN RANDI M 3US1
BROWN RENDELL E LAW1
BPOWN RICHARD A ENGl
BPOWN RICHARH L ENG3
BPOWN RICHARD W ENG3
BPOWN ROBERT A LAS3
BPOWN Rn^ERT B 3US3
BPOWN ROBERT Dili GRAD
BROWN ROBERT F FNG3
BROWN ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
BpnwN ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
BFOWN ROBERT GFNE GRAD
BPOWN ROBERT JOSFPH GRAD
BROWN ROBILEE LAS1
BPOWN ROGFR F AGR?
BROWN ROGER HOWARD GRAD
BPOWN ROGER K LAS?
BPCWN ROGFR MARK FAA4
BPOWN RONALD B LAW1
BPOWN RONALD CCNKLIN GRAD
BROWN ROSE A PE 2
BROWN SHERRY B ED 1
BPOWN SHERYL YVCNNE PE 3
BPOWN STEPHEN F LAS1
BPOWN STEPHEN H BUS1
BPOWN STFVEN KENT PE 1
BPOWN STEVEN N ENG3
BPOWN STEWART J LAS2
BPOWN TERRELL N LAW1
BROWN THOMAS G FNG4
BPOWN THOMAS H LAS1
BPOWN THOMAS HFNRY GRAD
BPOWN THOMAS ROBERT FAA4
BROWN TIMOTHY W LAS3
BPOWN VFRNADEAN LAS2
BPOWN WARREN C BUS 4
BPOWN WILLIAM C GRAD
BPOWN WILLIAM M GRAD
BROWNE DALLAS L GRAD
BROWNF YVONNE A LAS2
BROWNER WILLIAM J FAA2
BROWNFIELD LINDA K LAS1
BROWNING JAMFS EL DON GRAD
8ROWNLEE MARY S LAS1
BPOWNLIE STEVFN GRAD
BPOWNOLO FLLEN S PE 3
BPOWNRIDGE ENOS A BUS3
BPOWNSTEIN CAROL SUE LAS4
BPOXHAM GREGORY W LAS1
BPTIS JOHN S ENG3
BPUBAKEP CRAIG LAS3
8RUBAKER NANCY ED 3
BRUBAKER POLLY BRIST LAS4
BPUBAKER THOMAS C ' FAA1
BPUCE DENNIS M ENG3
BRUCE DIANE L FAA2
BPUCE FRANK NEELY GRAD
BPUCE JEFFREY D LAS3
BRUCE JOANNE M LAS1
BRUCE KENNETH EUGENE GRAD
BRUCE ROBERT J LAS1
BRUCE ROSALIND C GRAD
BRUCE SANDRA J LAS1
RPUCKFR MAURICE H GRAD
RPUDNICKI EDWIN D FAA4
BRUEGGE ROBERT T BUS*
BRUEGGERT MARL IN S ENGl
BRUELL LARPY F BUS1
BPUHN JAMES HOWARD BUS1
BPUIN CHRISTINE M LAS1
BRULL JOHN J ENG3
BRUMFIELD ISAAC W GRAD
BRUM IS JOY BUSl
BRUMIS MELODY LAS2
BRUMl FVF CHARLES E LAS2






1304 W CLARK 4
URH 8LAIS0FLL 126
611 F DANIEL
2 I ? W J OH N
1107 W GRFEN 235
805 W HILL







305 E GPFEN 2
URH GARNER 444
UKH GARNER 370






1106 S EUCLID 203















311 E GREEN 209
URH OGLESBY 609
URH FORBES 473
1304 W WILLIAMS 4
URH TOWNSENO 437
URH SCOTT 288







211 W SPNGFLD 204
1409 COMMANCHE
1010 S 1ST 10




































1418 S MATTI S
408
u 332-4389 7656 S DANTE
C 344-5000 8600 N CENTRAL PK
1129 CATALPA LN
c 6240 N CLAREMONT
C 240 SHARON DR
u 344-6584 5421 WEBSTER
u 332-3473 151? S 4TH ST
c 344-1840 927 E 1ST N
c 1416 HARLEM BLVD
u 1014 SHFRWOOD DR
u 367-8320 805 W HILL
u 344-6975 508 W INDIANA
c 337-5046 910 S 3RD
u 332-3098 4734 N SACRAMENTO
c 332-0037 1132 E 42ND PL 903
RR 2
c 367-695S 1712 E FAIRLAWN
c 33 2-1800 RR I
c 16 STAMFORD AV
c 332-0876 1136 ONTARIO
c 332-0824 RR 1
c 337-5369 2213 SANDY LN
c 524 DURHAM ST
c 332-1603 4738 N KENMORE AV
c RR 8 BOX 34
u RR 2
u 42 KITSON
c 344-4558 4 WOODRIDGE
c 359-0043 1866 PATRICK HENRY
u 344-0614 414 E FERNWOOD ST
c 1914 EVERGREEN RD
104 MCKINLEY DR
c 8 BEL AIRE CT
c 344-1266 S MALTA RD RR 1
136 CIRCLE DR
c 332-0908
c 40 PROSPECT ST
c 9612 S CRANDON
u 367-4668 65 E 3RD ST
c 332-4 846 66 CAMBRIA CT
u 344-1819 812 OAKLAND 208
u 332-4388 RR 1 BOX 81
c 6240 CLARFMCNT
c 5512 S PERRY
u 332-5211 42 SHIRLWIN DP
c 333-1139 1604 S GROVE
c 1804 W WILLIAMS 4
u 332-4202 7411 OXFORD
c 332-1491 706 ELM ST
u EHLEPS TRLR PK 35
c 352-6286 630-15TH ST
c BOX 37
u 367-2846 1106 N LINCOLN
c 344-0540 4550 TELLER
c 4278 WILSON AV
c 332-0255 6101 S BISHOP
c 356-2826 401 E MAIN
c 359-6996 1409 CCMMANCHE
c 344-3044 1010 S 1ST 10
u 333-3616 250 W SWANN
c 356-0257 27 HERITAGE
u 705 S 15TH
u 332-4522 RR 1
5770 N PENN ST
c 332-0015 1225 S CENTRAL PK
u 267 ROBERTA AV
u ROUTE 3 BOX 732C
u 332-4016 4918 TUDOR
c 5654 N SPAULDING
c 332-1333 127 BERKSHIRE DR
u 2$12 COLLINS
u 3 3 2-5 340 362 NIAGARA
c 805 E UNION
u 344-5975 362 NIAGARA ST
u 332-4 130 805 E UNION AV
c 344-1266 6604 W SCHREIBER
c 352-3626 3109 STONEYBROOK
523 CARSWELL ST
c 332-0692 2200 ELEANOR AV
u 332-5429 4306 W LEMOYNE
u 367-3190 2017 E MICHIGAN
c 332-1751 4633 MAIN ST
u 367-3190 2017 MICHIGAN
u 332-5440 FAIRWAY ESTATES 28
c 711 SOUTHWEST
c 675 WINSTON DR
c 445 N 11TH
u 345 W SECTION ST
c 332-1264 RR
u 332-3546 272 E 157TH ST
c 356-7936 2900 S -LINCOLN AV
c 6333 N GALVEZ ST
c KEAN AV 99TH
c 99TH C KEAN AV
c 332-0993 304 b MAIN ST

































































































































BRUNSCN FRED W JR
BPUNTON 8YRLF BARRON
































































LAS3 303 COUNTRY FAIR C 359-5022
LAS2 303 COUNTRY FR 62 c 359-5022
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 246 C 332-1221
GRAD 1508 LINCOLNSHIRE c 359-4551
ENG1 URH CARR 109 U 332-3861
GRAD PEORIA ILL
COM3 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1444
BUSl 605 F ARMORY c
GRAD PHILO ILL
GRAD 608 6 STOUGHTON C
LAS3 ROUEN FR
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344-5812
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 395 C 332-1325
LAS4 801 W IOWA u
GRAD 2020 A ORCH ST u 344-1234
AGR1 URH CLARK 414 C 332-0070
LAS1 1106 S 3R0 C 344-9442
ENG4 23? S DRAPER C 356-9681
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 254 C 332-1223
GRAD 1510 GRANDVIEW 5 C 359-4525
VM 3 2017 PHILO RD 7 u
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 308 u 332-3650
LAS3 URH CARR 419 u 332-3962
LAS3 1106 S EUCLID 2 c
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 417 c 332-0285
BUSl URH LAR 208 u 332-2844
FNG4 URH CARR 311 u
AGR2 URH WESTON 240 c 332-1938
GRAD 1008 4 CHARLES c 352-8159
AGR3 508 E STOUGHTON c 359-8392
AGR3 801 IOWA u
ENG2 URH GARNER 400 c
AGR3 804 W OREGON u
GRAD URH DANIELS 361 u 332-2496
LAS3 108 S GREGORY u
COM3 6 SAFFER CT u 344-7050
COM4 312 S COLER u 344-4248
ENG2 409 F GREEN c 359-8904
FNGl URH FLAGG 409 c 332-0325
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 373 c 332-1310
GRAD FISHER ILL
FAA4 WHITE HEATH ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 416 c 332-1096
LAS3 1102 S 2ND c
GRAD 8 LEXINGTON u 344-7258
FNG3 803 W OREGON u 367-3259
LAW1 707 S 6TH 409 c
LAS? 1306 BELMEADE c
PE 3 55 LAKFSIOE TR u 367-0378
ED 2 1003 S ORCH u 344-6895
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON c 359-8285
BUS3 618 W HILL c
LAS3 URH ALLEN 247 u 33 2-3177
LAS4 1004 S 2ND c 344-9783
LAS1 URH FLAGG 434 c 33 2-0 350
GRAD PINE ACRES u 367-1912
LAS2 URH FORBES 424 c 332-1104
FNG4 307 W CLARK 103 c 359-7109
FNG3 904 W GREEN 507 u
LAS2 URH TRELEASF 1224 u 332-5760
GRAD 910 S 3RD c 33 7-50 00
GRAD 2413 LAWNDALE c
ENG4 URH WESTON 452 c
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 210 u 332-3486
PE 3 URH SNYOER 352 c 332-1776
FAA4 61 E JOHN c 356-0024
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 16 c 332-0206
ED 6 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD BROWNSBURG IND
GRAD 2048 B HAZWO CT u 344-0220
LAS4 RANTOUL ILL
BUSl 912 2ND c 344-9732
PE 2 URH TRELEASE 1110 u
PE 1 URH LUNDGREN c 332-1096
LAS3 506 W UNION c 356-4539
GRAD URH DANIELS 736 u 332-2390
GRAD 625 1/2 E GREFN 2 c
ENG3 URH GARNER 220 c 3 32-07 19
GRAD 1809 W JOHN c 356-3205
LAS4 404 E WHI TE c 352-9434
ED 4 1006 S 3RD 23 c 344-6765
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1007 u 332-4508
AGR1 801 W NEVADA u 344-341"
FNGl URH SNYOER 344 c 332-1772
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 570 u
ENG3 921 LINVIEW u 328-3957
L AS2 URH WARDALL 518 u
LAS4 904 W GREEN 419 u 382-5906
LAS2 608 S STATE c 359-3851
FAA4 608 S STATF c 359-3851
LAS4 404 SPNGFLD c 359-7386
GRAD 118 HOLIOAY PARK c 352-0439
LAS3 URH WAPDALL 202 u 332-4310
LAS4 50 3 E STOUGHTON I c 359-4510
GRAD URH DANIELS 608 u
BUS3 1111 S 1ST c 332-1930
GRAD URH SHFRMAN 1266 c
303 COUNTRY FAIR
303 COUNTRY FR 62
RR 1 BOX 232
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE
1005 LAFAYETTE
2704 N LEHMAN RD
3525-14TH ST
3525-14TH ST





823 S ELMWOOD AV












356 W HIGHT ST
RR 6
1008 W CHARLES




9 IVY HILL OR








806 E 19TH ST
1339 E LYN CT
VICTORIA CLARENOON
634 S PLEASANT ST














VIA L CHERZl 13
2413 LAWNDALE
RR 2 BOX 77-A




1345 HARMON DR 3
ROUTE 1 BOX 85
2048 B HAZWD CT
1345 HARMON DR 3
1414 CAMOEN




625 1/2 E GREEN 2








62 6 S 9TH ST
3 BOUNTIFUL DR
3 BOUNTIFUL DR




9 E 140TH CT
RR 1
U OF I GEOLOGY




































































































































































































BUS3 310 E GREGORY C 3AA-3298
LAS4 STA A BOX 28A2 C A85-5555
ENG3 1509 WINSTON C
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 128. U 332-3610
FAAA 78 VERSAILLES FR
ED 1 URH TRFLEASE 1020 U 332-5696
AGR 1 UPH ALLEN 26 u 332-3101
LAS'* 508 W GREEN C
GRAD LOS ANGELOS CAL
LASA URH SCOTT 219 C 332-1AAA
LAS3 URH SNYDER 272 C 332-1723
ENGA 1103 S BUSEY u
LAS1 60A ARMORY C
FNG3 A ROSEWOOD PL U 367-6133
FAA4 A01 BROOKWOOD c 359-A70A
AVI1 URH BABCOCK 102 u 332-3719
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 931 U 332-5322
AVI1 URH SNYDER 332 c
GRAD
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 213 u 332-AC58
BUS3 116 HOL IDAY PARK c
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 5A9 u 332-A303
ENG1 URH SCOTT 212 c 332-1A37
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1122 u 332-A5A6
GRAD 60A N MAPLE 27 u 367-06A6
GRAD 1308 GRANDVIEW c 3 59-2 72A
COM2 2802 LAWNDALF c
ENGA 1202 S VINE u
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 576 u 332-A295
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 258 c 332-A799
AGRA 1002 S LINCOLN u 3AA-3532
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 13 u 332-3581
LASA 57 E JOHN c 356-9851
GRAD 507 E GREFN u 367-7A31
COM3 1A0A S LINCOLN u 3AA-3821
GRAD THOMASBORO ILL
ENG3 LUDLOW ILL
BUS1 501 E DANIEL c
AGR2 58 E GREGORY c 3AA-7152
ENG1 URH SNYDER A10 c 332-1816
LAS2 URH ALLEN 75 u 332-3266
LASA 58 E ARMORY A c
BUS3 URH OGLESBY A31 u 332-5172
FAA3 711 W CHURCH 1 c 356-1A76
AGRA 711 W CHURCH 1 c 356-1A76
LAS2 302 E ARMORY c
LASA 901 W SPNGFLD 18 u 3AA-0658
LAS3 58 E ARMORY 13 c 356-5979
L AS1 URH LAR 395 u 332-3032
FAA3 1A05 S STATE c 352-5532
GRAD URH SHERMAN A65 c
ENG2 URH GARNER A02 c 332-08AA
GRAD URH DANIELS 362 u 332-2A97
LASA 1001 S 1ST ST RD c
BUS3 URH FORBES A06 c 332-1087
LAS2 503 W WASHINGTON u 3AA-0032
GRAD 503 W WASHINGTON u 3AA-0032
GRAD 1308 S GRANDVIEW c 359-50A6
LASA 803 W OREGON u 3AA-A1A0
GRAD 50A W MAIN 212 u 367-0A61
VM 1 508 W MICHIGAN u 3AA-5550
GRAD 33 E CHALMERS 122 c 359-70A5
BUS3 URH OGLESBY 525 u 332-5196
ED A 502 W SPNGFLD c
FAA2 URH ALLFN 255 u 332-3308
GRAD 907 S MATTIS A c 359-660A
LASA A09 E CHALMRS 1007 c 3AA-6527
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1007 u 332-A508
GRAD 507 W COLUMBIA c 359-2371
GRAD 507 W COLUMBIA c
LASA 1106 S LINCOLN u 3AA-3616
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u 3A4-3616
GRAD 1213 W MAIN u 367-25A1
LAS1 URH ALLEN 317 u 332-3192
GRAD 301 W GREEN c 352-7557
FAAA 78 VERSAILLES FR
LAS2 308 W GREEN 9 u
GRAD URH SHERMAN A12 c 332-A717
LAS2 URH ALLEN 251 u 332-3305
ENGA 307 W ELM u 367-2673
LASA 307 W ELM u 367-2673
GRAD 606 W ELM u 36 5-10 68
LASA URH SNYOER 258 c 332-1709
GRAD 808 W SPNGFLD A u
ENG1 URH HOPKINS A20 c 332-13A2
AGR 3 MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 URH LAR A6A u 332-30A6
AGRl URH BARTON 302 c 33 2-0150
LASA 613 W SPNGFLD 1 c 3 59-9611
LASA 503 E WHITE 12 c
LAS2 URH FORBES 367 c 332-1062
FAAl URH ALLEN 26 u 332-3101
GRAD 906 1/2 W NEVADA A u 3AA-6295
8US9 3102 ARLENE u 367-31A8
LASA 10C9 MAIN u 3AA-3696
LAS3 1501 WILEY u 328-3683
GRAD TERRE HAUTE INO
39A2 W MARGUETTE






810 E LAFAYETTE ST
810 E LAFAYETTE ST
2A2 KINKAID CT
2A2 KINKAID CT
5332 W 30TH PL
6020 N NASSAU AV
5A13 N NEENAH AV
A01 BROOKWOOD
366 HIGHLAND AV
1910 N WABASH AV
1910 N WABASH AV
13 DONNA DR
301 MILLER AV
116 HOLIDAY PK 369
RR 1 BOX 113
A2 N LINDEN AV
332 BURTON AV
60A N MAPLE 27















305 N OAK ST








5029 W 32ND ST












1067 N CHERRY ST
A621 RED BLUFF DR
53 HARMON DR
907 S MATTIS A
3200 N LAKE SHORE






















5637 N CHRI STI ANA






































































































































BURGHARD HENRI ETTE K
BURGHART CANIEL L
BURGIN MARTHA D


















BURKE R ICHARO E
BURKE THOMAS JEFFERY
BURKE THOMAS L








































BURNS LAURENCE C JR
BURNS LFSL IE LFT
BURNS MARY A
LAS3 105 E GREEN 10 C
LAS1 URH FORBES 320 C
FAA3 ARMSTRONG ILL
PE 1 ARMSTRONG ILL
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 116 C
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS C
ENG1 604 E ARMORY 132 C
LAS2 106 E ARMORY C
LAS4 401 S LINCOLN U
LAS1 URH TAFT 321 C
ENG2 904 W GREEN 417 U
ENG3 904 W GREEN U
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS 408 C
GRAD 1301 MITCHEM 6 U
GRAD 1 ROXBUPY RD U
GRAD 705 S 1ST C
ED 2 805 W OHIO U
LAS5 2087 D ORCH ST U
LAS2 508 CHALMERS C
BUS1 URH TOWNS END 540 U
GRAD 1404 WILEY U
GRAD 2101 POND U
LAW3 URH GARNER 230 C
LAS1 URH TOWNSFND 510 U
LAS3 212 E DANIEL 201 C
ENG1 URH SNYDER 246 C
GRAD URH LAR 211 U
PE I 212 E DANIEL C
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1228 U
GRAD 306 KELLY CT C
L4S1 URH LAR 487 U
ENG2 508 E WHITE C
FAA2 URH BARTON 124 C
LASl URH ALLEN 339 U
BUS4 URH OGLESBY 425 U
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 813 U
LAS4 106 E HEALEY 12 C
BUS? URH FORBES 242 C
AGR3 212 E CHALMERS C
ENG2 WOOD RIVER ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 425 C
GRAD 1618 WILLIAMSBURG C
LAS3 1106 S 3RD C
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 438 C
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 449 U
ENG2 302 E GREGORY C
ENG? URH WESTON 318 C
BUS6 CHICAGO ILL
BUS2 2215 S 1ST 304 C
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U
GRAD 901 W CALIFORNIA U
LASl URH HOPKINS 175 C
GRAD TOLONO ILL
ENG2 1109 S 4TH C
GRAD 11C8 W NEVADA U
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 716 S BROADWAY U
ENG2 URH SNYDER 232 C
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1212 U
BUS3 112 E GREEN 204 C
AGR2 311 E ARMORY C
GRAD URH DANIELS 130 U
LAS3 URH WESTON 216 C
ENG2 501 E DANIFL C
AGR1 1806 DIANA LN C
LASl 506 W OREGON U
LASl 506 W OREGON U
GRAD 50 8 WHITE C
GRAD 311 W CLARK 203 C
AGR2 804 W OREGON U
AGR1 804 OREGON U
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1119 U
ED 2 409 F CHALMERS C
LASl 1209 FAIRLAWN U
ENG3 807 S BUSEY U
LAS4 404 E WHITF C
LAS4 904 W GREEN U
GRAD 11C8 W SPNGFLD U
GRAO 1108 W SPNGFLD U
FAA4 1805 CARLE U
GRAD 1304 SILVER 11 U
GRAD 1604 CORONADO 2 C
PE 6 904 S LOCUST C
L AS3 1 1 10 W NEVADA U
AGR1 URH ALLEN 168 U
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C
GRAD LORAL MBL PK 7 U
FAA4 904 W NEVAD4 U
GRAD 918 W CHARLES C
LASl URH FORBES 332 C
ENG4 910 1/2 S LOCUST 2 C
FAA2 6T4 E ARMORY 317 C
VM 1 STA A BOX 2329 C
LAS? UP.H WARDALL 1013 U
F4M URH SCOTT 210 C
LAS4 102 F CHALMEPS C






























































412 W WALL ST
595 WEBFORD
RR 1



























500 W 16TH ST 4C9
9322 W MILL RD
117 E LAFAYETTE ST
442 W 14TH PL
116 INDIANWOOD DR
1489 SUNNYSIDE AV
1204 E 85TH ST
309 LINDEN
RR 2 BOX 43
242 S 9TH ST
2136 HARRISON ST
1618 WILLIAMSBURG
234 N BROADWAY AV





























8320 N CENTRAL PK
1209 FAIRLAWN
458 POPLAR AV









409 W FRANKLIN ST
RR 2




910 1/2 S LOCUST
621 W HIGHLAND AV








































































































BURNS MICHAEL F BUS2
BURNS PATRICK GRADY ENG4
BURNS RICHARD I A GR 1
BURNS ROBFRT B JR FNG?
BURNS ROBERT BRUCr °E 4
BURNS ROBFRT IJ ENG3
BURNS STEPHEN T ENG1
BURNS THUMAS M LAS?
BURNS THTMAS P AGR1
BUR* JONATHAN H FAA1
BUVR ROBERT CALF II BUS3
BURRELL PATRICK A GR4D
BURRELL SIDNEY C GRAD
3UPRFN BRIAN T CUD
BURREN JUDITH A Z LAS3
BURRIGHT JAMFS L ENG3
BURRIS JUDY L PE ?
BU n 'US SHEPYL ANN AGR4
BURRIS WILLIAM S LAS3
<MIRR[TT SCOTT A ENG1
BURROUGHS EILEEN F LAS4
BURROUGHS JUDY LAMF GRAD
BURROUGHS STACY R GRAD
BURROUGHS SUSAN LEE GRAO
BURROW BRUCE ALAN BUS3
BURROW DAM EL C AGR3
BURROW RICHARD C GRAD
BURROWS ROBEPT I ENG1
BURROWS VINCENT C LAS1
BURSON CRAIG NIMAN ENG4
BURSON GAFY HERBERT ENG4
BUPSCN JOHN S ENG1
BURSON LOPEN S LAS2
BURSON MICHAEL A ENG2
BURSTEIN MAURICE IRW LAS3
BURSTFIN TOBY GRAD
BURT GLORIA A ED 2
BURT JAMES VINTON GRAD
BURT TIMOTHY EUGENE BUS3
BURTEN JANET G ED 2
BURTLF PATRICIA J LASl
BURTLF PAUL W AGR3
BUPTNESS KATHRYN G ED 2
BUPTNESS NFIL J LASl
BURTNESS ROGER W JR ENG4
BURTON CHARLES A LAS3
BURTON CHARLES MARV I LAS4
BURTON JEFFREY hADE FAA2
BURTON PATRICIA G GRAD
BURTON ROY N L AW 1
BURTON SUSAN M LASl
*BUPTZ DONALD LEE GRAD
3URWITZ LESLIE GRAD
BURY BRUCE B FNG4
BURY JEANNE MARIE ED 2
BUS KENNETH P LAS3
BUS300M DfcBRA J LAS3
BUSBY LFONA J LAS3
BUSBY MICHAEL GLEN GRAD
BUSCH CAROL N LASl
BUSCH CHARLES DCUGLA FAA4
BUSCH DOUGLAS I F AA
1
BUSCH REBECCA BROWN ED 4
BUSCHBACH SUSAN K ED 2
BUSCHBACH THOMAS R ENG4
BUSH DARA M LAS2
BUSH DEBORAH S LAS2
BUSH DOUGLAS JAN BUS4
BUSH ELLEN SU7ANNE GRAD
BUSH GAIL L EO 2
BUSH GARY ALLAN E NG4
BUSH HAPPY P III LAS3
BUSH RICHARD DALE GRAD
BUSHBY PHILIP ASA VM 2
BUSHEE OEBRA G LASl
BUSHING LYNN RIPPEL LAS4
BUSHING ROBERT LOUIS FAA4
BUSHMAN JOSEPH E GRAD
BUSHMAN MARY ANN LAS4
BUSHMEYER GAIL E ED 2
BUSHNICK PHILIP N LAS?
BUSHOUSF JOAN GRAD
BUSHUE DEBORAH J ED 1
BUSICK STEPHEN LEE AGR3
BUSS DONALD C LAS3
BUSS MARLFNE B LASl
BUSS STEPHEN A ENG6
BUSSA ROBERT G BUS4
BUSSE DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
BUSSE JOAN H LAS2
BUSSEY MARY EMILY GRAD
BUSSEY RONALD DAVID BUS4
BUSTFR KAREN J LASl
BUSWELL BARBARA A LAS3
BUTE DANIEL J LAS2
BUTERA SUSAN D FAA2
BUTH DONALD GEORGE LAS4
501 E DANIEL C
103 1/2 S 3RD C
BOO S MATTIS I C
URH OGLESBY 709 U
16 n W BRAOL FY 1 34 C
901 W SPNGFLD 17 U
URH OGLESBY 521 U
?L2 E CHALMERS C
1110 S 2ND C
URH NOBLF 404 C
PANTOUL ILL
5 08 W HIGH U
606 1/2 E GREEN C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
1004 W NEVADA U
611 E DANIELS C
706 S MATHEWS U
FLGIN ILL
URH WFSTON 490 C
?07 E JOHN C
RR 3 U
PR 3 BUX 10 U
1912 SOUTHWOOD C
208 W SPNGFLP C
801 W NCVADA (J
URH DANIELS 199 U
URH NOBLF ?2 1 C
URH SCOTT 494 C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
306 N MATHEWS U
URH WES ION 319 C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
50 1 E DANIEL C
ROUFN FR
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
1509 S MATTIS C
814 1/2 W CHURCH IJ
9 12 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 412 U




URH SCOTT 276 C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 216 U
UPH SHERMAN 1362 C
207 E HEALEY 6 C
1302 SUNSET C
1009 S 1ST ST RD ? C
1 111 S 3RD C
URH LAR 178 U
206 W CLARK 2 C
805 W OHIO U
? RAINBOW VIFW CT U
? RAINBOWVIEW CT U
URH ALLEN 74 U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
301 E ARMORY C
1?03 1/? WILl ARD U
6 04 PARK LN C
604 PARKLANE C
510 W GREEN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
501 E DANIEL C
307 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 1011 U
URH FORBES 330 C
510 W GREEN U
401 W GREEN 1 C
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH BLAISDELL 109 U
303 COUNTRY FR 61 C
303 COUNTRY FR 61 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
307 fc HEALEY 5 C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
105 E ARMORY C
SAVOY ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1210 C
URH HOPKINS 217 C
URH SNYDER 312 C
920 W COLUMBIA C
URH TOWNSEND 345 U
604 E ARMORY 328 C
1207 N BUSEY U
1110 W NEVADA U
301 E WHITE 5 C
608 E WHITE C
URH WARUALL 1121 U
URH TRELEASF 807 U
URH SCOTT 422 C
URH WAR DAL L 818 U















































































1828 N PEORIA AV
8243 W GUNNISON
RR 1
LLUYD LN RR 3
110 MI TCHELL CT
6 DUKF ST







417 S CFNTFR ST
42?9 N MEADE
RR 3 ? OVERMANS CT
RR 3 BOX 10
1912 SOUTHWOOD
326 N ELMWOOD LN
RR 3
1640 S 85TH ST
474 SUMAC RD
717 E 89TH PL
917 KENYON ST







814 1/2 W CHURCH
1520 VANDALIA RD















295 E VAN BUPEN
RR 1
2 RAINBOW VIEW CT
287 W 15TH ST
















303 COUNTRY FR 61






RR 2 BOX 154
RR I





1504 W 186TH PL
3149 E WOOD VAL NW
RR 3 BOX 239
464 HIGH POINT DR
546 N ACADEMY ST
1506 E KENT ST





































































































BUTIKAS WILLIAM A GRAO
8UTITTA JOHN MICHAEL LAS4
BUTKUNAS AUDREY B LAS1
BUTKUS ALEXANDER JR ENG1
BUTLER AUDREY K LAS2
BUTLER CARL WENDELL LAS2
BUTLER DEBORAH K ED I
BUTLER GERALD JOSEPH ENG4
BUTLER HAROLD S GRAD
BUTLER JAMES F BUS3
BUTLER JAMES M BUS2
BUTLER JFWFL EDWARD PE 2
BUTLFR JOHN ALAN LAS4
BUTLER JOHN C LAS2
BUTLFR JOHN ROBERT PE 2
BUTLFR LARRY WYNN LAS2
BUTLER BEGINA A LAS3
BUTLER ROBERT PERRY L AS4
BUTLER ROBERTA L AGR3
BUTLER SHIRLEY W PE 1
BUTLER THOMAS RICHAP ENG4
BUTLER VIRGIL A GRAD
BUTLFR WILLIAM ARCH GRAD
BUTOWSKY HARRY ALLEN GRAD
BUTRIOGE JAMES S ENG3
BUTTER PAUL STFPHFN FNG3
BUTTERFIELD CAPCLF D LAS3
BUTTINGFR PAUL R ENG1
BUTTON JAMFS F ENG2
BUTTS JOYCE ANN LAS2
BUTTS LARRY JOHN ENG4
BUTZOW CHARLES E FAA2
BUWCLDA JOHN W JR BUS1
BUXRAMPER BARPY B GRAD
BUY KAREN A LAS3
BUYSSF BARBARA A ED 1
BUYSSF JAMES L GRAD
BUZELLI JAMES AV II
8U7ZARD MICHAEL W AGR2
BYARS ROCHELLE V LAS1
BYCZEK SUSAM LINDA LAS3
BYERLY CHARLES S GRAD
BYERLY STEPHEN L FAA4
BYERS BLAINE HARRY GRAD
BYERS DAVIO J LAS2
BYFRS FRANKLIN H II BUS1
BYERS JOHN GEORGE BUS4
BYFRS KENNETH U ENG2
BYERS RCNNI E DEAN AGR4
BYLENOK BARBARA A ED 3
BYLER BENNIF LEE GRAD
BYLER LINDA F B GRAD
BYLINA DFNNTS T AVI3
BYI SMA GLENN A ENG3
BYNAPD JOHN J BUS3
BYON JAF HWANG GRAD
BYON YOONHEE YOO GRAD
BYRAM OONALD R ED 4
BYRO ARTHUR JR LAS2
BYRO MICHAEL R BUS2
BYRN STEPHEN ROBERT GRAO
BYRNE BARBARA I LAS4
BYRNE CHRISTOPHFP M FAA3
BYRNE DAVID UDELL LAS4
BYRNE EILEEN M LAS4
BYRNE EL IZABFTH A LAS2
BYRNF GRACE E FAA3
BYRNE RORFRT J LAS4
BYRNES HFLENE MARIE GRAD
BYRNES JOHN MARTIN E MG4
BYRNES SHIRLFY MAY GRAD
BYTHFLL CAROL A LAS2
BZDYL DONALD GPEGORY GRAO
CA3ALLERO C AV I
D
LAS 3
CABALLEPC LUIS F FAA1
CABALLERO-ALVARFZ J GRAD
CABALQIJINTO LUIS C GRAD
CA3ANISS CHARLFS H GRAD
CABAY BARBARA L LAS3
CABAY TFRRENCE A E NG3
CA3AYAN HPAIR GRAD
CABELL ELISABETHANN FAA1
CABLE \NN F ED 3
CABLE CAROLE L GRAD
CABRERA EDFLBERTO Jl GRAO
CABRERA JOAN C L AS1
CABRERA LOUISE M LAS2
CACCIAIl! DARLENE LAS3
WESTVILLE ILL
701 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 295 U
URH GARNER 132 C
URH SAUNDERS 215 U
URH TOWNSFND 533 U
URH BLAISDELL' 104 U
1842 VALLEY RD C
2309 RAINBOW VIEW U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH WFSTON 215 C
1612 FAIRLAWN U
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
402 F ARMORY C
807 S RANDOLPH 1 C
51 CARRIAGE ESTS U
URH TAFT 127 C
211 E ARMORY C
207 E JOHN C
URH BLA1SDELL 418 U
313 E ARMORY C
HFYWORTH ILL
CANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 949 C
1108 S LINCOLN U
313 E CHALMERS C
501 E SPNGFLD C
502 W GRIGGS 202 U
110 E ARMORY C
309 E JOHN C
211 C DANIEL C
ST JOSEPH ILL
MARKHAM ILL
140 8 N MCKINLEY 2 C
907 S WRIGHT C
409 E CHALMERS C
502 S MATTIS U C
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
107 S DEWEY OR U
409 E CHALMERS C
508 E WHITE 10 C
308 BUFNA VISTA C
2011 PHILO RD U
606 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 240 C
110 E ARMORY C
910 W NEVADA U
RR 1 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD 1316 C
802 MAPLEPARK C
802 MAPLEPARK C
201 E JOHN C
806 W MAIN U
URH ISR 2 60 U
300 S GOODWIN 408 U
300 S GOODWIN 408 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSFND 551 U
405 1/2 E WHITE C
57 F CHALMERS C
803 S 2ND C
314 S ELM C
1112 S ARBOR 203 C
URH ALLEN 285 U
URH WARDALL 803 U
URH BARTON 302 C
706 S GREGORY U
505 F WHITE 10 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 413 C
URH TAFT 118 C
105 E GREFN 1 C
604 E ARMORY 126 C
604 E ARMORY 126 C
110 S GREGORY I U
60 7 W CAL IFORNIA U
1906 LYNWOOD C
1204 S LINCOLN U
100 7 S 3RD C
1109 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 319 U
1822 ORCH DOWNS U






















































URH TAFT 122 C 332-0603
9^3 W NFVADA U 344-67C8




9842 S TURNER AV











807 S RANDOLPH 1









1825 OAK LANE RO
2330 FIR ST
1719 W AYRES AV






1408 N MCKINLEY 2
7900 131ST ST
RR 1 BOX 66
















3937 W 57TH ST
2704 GOOLD ST
4707 S LOREL AV
YANGCHON-RI
300 S GOODWIN 408
1314 PERRYSVILLE
2655 ST CLAIR AV




3824 N LAKE BLVD




505 E WHI TE 10
9308 S FRANCISCO
2004 OAK ST
125 E PARK BLVD
2253 W 21ST PL
4518 N ASHLAND AV




6804 W HOBART AV
5136 N NATOMA AV
ELEC ENG BLDG 449
518 N MARTHA ST
620 TFRRY DR
606 S COLER
2003 C ORCH ST
1223 ROSS CT
1223 ROSS CT


























































































CAD* CONSTANCE L I AS1
CADE LILLIAN FFRRARA GRAD
CADWALAOER ROBEPT E I AS1
C A DWELL RALPH C COM4
CADY "MCHAEL LOWELL Gf<AD
CAOY P\l P\i LOWELL LAS4
CA')Y RHONDA I LAS1
802 W OREGON 15
URH VANOOREN 419
80 1 S COLFR
URH FORBES 359
SPRINGFIELD ILL
























6355 W RAVEN ST
220 S 47TH AV
801 S COLER
217 F lOfH ST
1539 HOMf-WOOD AV










K ANKAK! I II
CADY WAYNF ALLEN GRAO
CAFARELLA JEAN M LAS2
CAFFARINI GARY M LAS1
CAFOUROS SUZANNF A FAA4
CAGLFUSO KENNETH J BUS2
CAGNEY KATHLEEN LAS3
CAHALAN MARGARET W GRAD
CAHAIAN ROBERT F GRAO
CAHILL JOHN A LAS3
CAHILL KATHERINE I LAS3
CAHILL PATRICIA M LAS1
CAHILL SALLY F L AS 1
CAHILL W R BUS3
CAHILL WILLIAM T L AW 1
CAHN FREDERICK HANKF FAAl
CAIN BRIAN WILLIAM GRAD
CAIN DIANE L LASl
CAIN HAL KNIGHT GRAO
CA IN JOHN H FAAl
CAIN LEO D LASl
CAIN MARY ANN D GRAD
CAIN ROBERT L FAAl
CAINE GEOFFRFY GRAO
CAINE JANET A LAS3
CAIRO STEVEN LASl
CALARRESE BARBARA J LASl
CALAFIORE LINDA C LASl
CALCAGNO ROBERT S4MU ENG4
CALCESE WILLIAM G LAS3
CALDER JUDITH A FAA2
CALDERO CARMEN LAS2
CALDERONELLO JOHN A GRAD
CALDERWOOD TERRY J BUS1
CALDWELL ELIZABETH I ED 3
CALDWELL FRANK W JR GRAD
CALDWELL LORETTA S ED I
CALDWELL MARCUS L ENG1
CALDWELL WILLIAN1 P E NG1
CALHOUN ISAAC FRANK LAS*
CALHCUN PAULA W GRAD
CALHOUN ROGER LEE LAS4
CALHOUN TOMMIF W GRAD
CAL1ENDO CATHRYN AGR2
CALISKANER ASAF GRAD
CALL JERRY MAX GRAD
CALLAGHAN PATRICK F LAS2
CALLAHAN BILL E AGR1
CALLAHAN COLLEEN R AGR2
CALLAHAN JOHN A FAA2
CALLAHAN JOSEPH M LAS2
CALLEB BENJAMIN GRAD
CALLECOD ROBERT L GRAD
CALLEN HOLLY LFVY GRAD
CALLEN JOHN B GRAD
CALLIGEP RICHARD J ENG2
CALTON DAVID WARREN LAS3
CALVERT CLAY A VM 2
CALVERT DAVID MICHAE ENG4
CALVERT GLEN P ENG3
CALVFTTI PAMELA J ENG3
CALVI DIANE V ED 3
CALVIN CHRISTOPHER L BUS1
CALVO L INDA B LASl
CALVO MARY ELIZABETH FAA3
CAMBRIDGE PATRICIA G LAS3
CAMERON DENNIS BRIAN GRAD
CAMERON DON KENNETH GRAD
CAMERON DOUGLAS R BUS1
CAMERON LINDA L LAS2
CAMERON NANCY S LAS2
CAMERON WILLIAM A LAS2
CAMILLO SUSAN M LAS2
CAMMON DALE L LAS3
CAMMON MARCELLUS LAS3
CAMODECA SILVIO J LAS2
CAMP L INDA M ED 1
CAMP RONALD L FAA4
CAMP THOMAS ROBERT GRAD
CAMP WILLIAM F FAA9
CAMPANELLA CARL J LASl
CAMPBELL BETTY JANE GRAD
CAMPBELL BILLIE L FAAl
CAMPBELL BRENDA J LASl
CAMPBELL BRUCE E LASl
CAMPBELL CALVIN B GRAD
CAMPBELL CHRISTOPHER BUS1
CAMPBELL CLARENCE W GRAD
CAMPBELL CLIVE D ENG1
CAMPBELL CON B ENG4
CAMPBELL CRAIG C BUS2
CAMPBFLL DEBORAH J LAS2
CAMPBELL DONALO ALAN GRAD
CAMPBELL DONALD T JR BUS3
CAMPBELL ELMA R LASl
CAMPBELL GEORGE R VM 3
CAMPBELL GERALD R JR GRAO
CAMPBELL GLENWOOD S FAAl
809 W ILLINOIS U
URH WAROALL 909 U
URH NOBLE 215 C
311 E GREEN 215 C
URH HOPKINS 318 C
URH VANDOREN 311 C
1823 W JOHN C
1823 W JOHN C
50* W ELM C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH LAP 417 U
URH WARDALL 1016 U
706 S 1ST 202 C
310 E CLARK C
307 W INDIANA U
2410 E MAIN 11 U
URH WARDALL 712 U
URH DANIELS 94 U
URH HOPKINS 295 C
604 E ARMORY C
2410 E MAIN 11 U
URH FORBES 222 C
URH SHFRMAN 159 C
ROUEN FR
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BARTON 203 C
URH BLAISOELL U
1110 W SPNGFLD U
URH OGLESBY 710 U
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
203 S COLER U
URH SHERMAN 1166 C
URH GARNER 463 C
302 E ARMORY C
1834 B ORCH PL U
URH BLAISDELL U
URH NOBLE 32 7 C
121 N RACE 4 U
209 E WASHINGTON C
1308 N NEIL C
1308 N NEIL C
2716 E ILLINOIS U
URH ALLFN 209 U
307 E JOHN ST C
802 W PARK C
1009 PENN U
URH HOPKINS 468 C
805 W OHIO U
URH WESTON 295 C
1004 W OREGON U
101 S GREGORY U
601 E WASHINGTON U
2313 S 1ST 203 C
2313 S 1ST 203 C
102 1/2 E HEALEY 1 C
6 SAFFER CT U
MAHOMET ILL
2315 S 1ST MANOR C
601 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 209 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 259 C
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
209 E GREEN 5 C
URH BUSEY 601 U
URH DANIELS 84 U
MARSHALL MICH
302 S 4TH 6 C
URH WARDALL 706 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 918 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 308 C
1111 1ST C
URH WARDALL 703 U
609 W MAIN 25 U
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 574 U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BUSEY 237 U
URH BARTON 117 C
URH SNYDER 419 C
CHARLESTON ILL
1009 W PENN U
1836 C ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 342 C
705 W CHURCH C
401 E DANIEL C
1106 S LINCOLN U
401 W GREEN 2 C
1101 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 620 U
MAHOMET ILL
RANTOUL ILL














































































621 SALLY LN 5
RR 2 BOX 146B
203 S COLER
2113 BAY AV
322 N KENTUCKY ST
216 PARIS AV
1500 N HOSKINS RD
7640 S VERNON,
216 PARIS AV









RR 3 BOX 64
810 W THOMAS ST
1018 E TRIPP
OTK SCHOL KNDU BAY
601 E WASHINGTON
2313 S 1ST 203
2313 S 1ST 203
102 1/2 E HEALEY 1
420 FAR HILLS DR
201 GILLESPIE AV







401 E LINCOLN AV
2536 23RD ST
RR 3 OIL SPRINGS





312 N MILL ST
4021 W 21ST PL
575 WESTMERE RD
573 S HARMONY LN
609 W MAIN
209 W GREEN











136 E SOUTHGATE RD







































































































CAMPBELL JACK DONALD GRAD
CAMPBELL JAMES A LAS2
CAMPBELL JAMES ALDEN GRAD
CAMPBELL JAMES EARL LAS3
CAMPBELL JAMES EMERS 3US3
CAMPBELL JEANNETTE M LAS2
CAMPBELL JOE CHARLES GRAD
CAMPBELL JOHN A AGR3
CAMPBELL JOHN G LAS2
CAMPBELL JOHN HYDE GRAD
CAMPBELL JOHN LEWIS GRAD
CAMPBELL JOSEPH M LAS3
CAMPRELL KATHRYN SUE GRAD
CAMPRFLL LARRY LEE GRAD
CAMPBELL LEE R BJS2
CAMPBELL MARGARET RO FAA4
CAMPBELL MARY E LAS1
CAMPBELL NANCY J LAS4
CAMPBELL RAND ALAN 3US3
CAMPBELL RICHARD DEN LAS4
CAMPBELL RICHARD T LAS1
CAMPBELL ROBERT J LAS3
CAMPRELL ROBERT P ENG2
CAMPRELL RONALD A GRAD
CAMPRELL RCNALD M FAA9
CAMPBELL STEVEN D BUS2
CAMPBELL STEVEN K FAA4
CAMPBELL TED SCOTT LAS4
CAMPBELL TIMOTHY F LAW1
CAMPBELL WILLA A GRAD
CAMPBELL WILLIAM D LAS3
CAMPBELL WILLIAM III PF I
CAMPBELL WILLIAM K AGR2
CAMPHOUSE WILLIAM M FAA3
CAMPION MICHAEL A GRAD
CAMPO RINCON RAFAEL GRAD
CAMRAS ROBERT A ENG1
CANADAY HOLLIS B FAA3
CANADAY RICHARD F BUS3
CANEL ROBERT L COM3
CANELOS MARY E FAA3
CANENE SCOTT E LAS1
CANESTARO JAMES C GRAD
CANFIELD BRETT K AGR2
CANGELOSI LARRY FRAN FAA3
CANN GERALD A ENG1
CANN STEPHEN R LAS2
CANNAN JUDITH ANN L AS4
CANNEDY CARL W FAA1
CANNELIN MARGARET R L AS 1
CANNELL CAROL A LAS2
CANNELL LYNELL E GRAD
CANNELL SHEVA R AGR3
CANNON DAVID STUART GRAD
CANNCN DOUGLAS CHARL LAS3
CANNON JAMES C LAS1
CANNON MICHAEL E FAA1
CANNCN RICHARD L GRAD
CANNON RONALD C FAA1
CANNCN SUSAN E LAS3
CANTERBURY SARAH F AGR4
CANTILLON WATT JOSEP GRAD
CANTOR CHARLES JAY GRAD
CANTOR CHERYL A GRAD
CANTRALL DENISE G LAS3
CANTRALL WILLIAM II GRAD
CANTPELL JAMES M LAS3
CANTPFLL JAMES R BUS1
CAN'TRELL JOHN K LASl
CANTY SANDRA L LAS2
CAPADO^A CAROL ANN FAA4
CAPETTINI ROBERT J GRAD
CAPLAN DAVID G LASl
CAPONERA PAUL FRANK LAS4
CAPPEL CARL ROBERT GRAD
CAPPONI PAUL D ENG3
CAPPS KENNETH LFE GRAD
CAPRILE JOSEPH P FAA3
CAPUTO TONI J LASl
CARACCI PETER ANTHON LAS4
CARAGHER KATHEPINE A GRAD
CARAVELLI ALFRED L PE 2
CARAWAY MYRA S LASl
CARBARY JAMES F L AS2
CARBONELL N JR BUS4
CARDELLA RICHARD G LASl
CARDELLI JAMES A LAS2
CARDFNAS RUDOLPH S P FAA4
CARDINAL R08FRT L GRAD
CARDOZO LAWRENCF E BUS2
CARDKELL ROBERT T ENG4
CAREL JEROME LEE GRAD
CAREY DOUGLAS L LAS3
CAREY JAMFS A FAA1
CAREY PATRICK KEVIN GRAD
CAREY RICHARD P LAW1
CAREY STEPHEN LEE PE 3
ONARGA ILL
URH SCOTT 466 C
URH SHERMAN 1359 C
102 E ARMORY C
HOMER ILL
URH EVANS 141 U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
110 E ARMORY 8 C
409 E CHALMERS 810 C
311 S STATE 21 C
URH DANIELS 517 U
URH HOPKINS 159 C
909 S 1ST 5 C
1011 S MATTIS 5-1 C
805 W OREGON U
SAVOY ILL
URH ALLEN. 215 U
URH LAR 311 U
DANVILLE ILL
110 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 323 C
207 W CLARK 8 C
URH OGLESRY 830 U
209 E GREEN C
RANTOUL ILL
111 E WHITE C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
505 F CHALMERS C
412 W HILL 1 C
URH SHERMAN 231 C
50 1 E OREGON U
508 F WHITE C
203 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY C
2102 ORCH ST 204 U
CARACAS VENEZUELA
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
URH TRELEASE 507 U
ADMIN BLDG 223 U
110 E CHALMERS C
1306 W CLARK 3 U
URH HOPKINS 363 C
401 EDGEBROOK 202 C
313 E CHALMERS C
903 ADA C
311 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1024 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH NOBLE 424 C
URH ALLEN 279 U
URH WARDALL 1119 U
URH DANIELS 279 U
URH WARDALL 1119 U
1010 S ORCH ST U
3 13 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 490 C
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
FITHIAN ILL
807 S BUSEY U
907 W ILLINOIS U
510 W PARK C
202 E GREGORY C
306 E THOMPSON U
306 F THOMPSON U
1005 S 6TH 14 C
1005 S 6TH 14 C
604 N MAPLE 35 U
1106 GRANT PL U
310 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 917 U
409 E CHALMRS 1106 C
909 S MATTIS C
URH WESTON 446 C
1001 S 1ST C
2201 HAZWD DP 303 U
URH SNYDER 182 C
1315 S STATE C
308 E ARMIORY C
URH ALLEN 449 U
708 W HIGH U
URH SHERMAN 228 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH SAUNDERS 323 U
URH WESTON 363 C
506 E GREEN U
URH SNYDER 363 C
203 W NEVADA U
502 S MATTIS C
COLUMBUS OHIO
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
1209 W CLARK U
PANTOUL ILL
813 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 324 C
1008 W OREGON U
204 F CLARK C

































































RR 1 BOX 403
82 N COUNTRY CLUB
311 S STATE 21
URH DANIELS 517
145 GOODRICH AV
1703 S COUNTRY CLB
1011 S MATTIS 5-1
5-N-235 ITASCA RD
10510 S DRAKE AV
33 S GARFIELD
5411 HOLMES










411 W MAIN ST




3522 S 59TH AV




610 W 4TH ST
6101 N SHERIDAN
1306 W CLARK 3
15134 OAK ST
5 JOY ST












533 S PIATT ST








1005 S 6TH 14
811 MAPLE






10145 S YATES AV
1022 N PULASKI
2201 HAZWD DR 303
RR 1
298 HILLCREST CR
3324 N CENTRAL PK
525 ILLINOIS ST
1828 N 17TH AV
222 E FERNWOOO
4116 N ATLANTIC AV
321 GRANT CT









221 N LOUISIANA AV
522 59TH ST
612 BUELL AV




































































































CARFY SU7ANNE FULTON GRAD
CARFY «i ILL [AM G '3US4
CARGILE MICHELE M IVJS4
CAPGILL GREGORY DEAN ENG4
CAR ICC JCHN WILLIAM CNG4
CARIENS GARY L AGR2
CAPINGFLLO MARIANNE BUS3
CAKITIVOS GEORGE FOW FNG4
CARIUS JEFFREY RAPP L4S3
CARIUS JULIE KRAUT LAS'.
CAPKEEK THOMAS G LAS1
CAPKIN JAMESW ENG2
CARLBFRG KRISTINA L LAS2
CAPLEY STFPHFN E LAS1
CARLISLF GEORGE R JR LAST
CARLCSS JEFFREY W FAA3
CAP LOTA 4NNADAISY J GRAD
CAPLOTA SALVADOR T GRAD
CARLS ERNEST GLENN GRAD
CARLSEN CHARLFS J GRAD
CAPLSEN DEBORAH LYNN PE 4
CARLSON ALLEN M LAS2
CARLSON ANN M LAS?
CARLSON BRUCF ELBERT LAS4
CARLSON DAVID H BUS?
CARLSON DEBORAH L L AS I
*CARLSON DONALD A FNG4
CARLSCN FPEDPIC E GRAD
CARLSCN GARY J FNG1
CARLSON HAL A FNG1
CARLSON HILARY L PE 3
CARLSON JANET PISTOL LHS4
CARLSON JAY A LAS1
CARLSCN JCAN DIANF LAS4
CARLSON JOAN M ED 3
CARLSCN JON GRAD
CARLSON JOSEPH W LAS1
CARLSON JOYCE ANITA GRAD
CARLSON JUDITH ANN GRAD
CARLSON JUNE E LAS1
CARLSCN KEITH D AV 1
1
CARLSON KENNETH R FAA1
CARLSON KENNETH W GRAD
CAPLSCN MARTIN S L AW 1
CARLSON MELISSA F PE 2
CARLSCN PETER J LAS1
CARLSCN PHILIP C BUS3
CARLSON PHILLIP A GRAD
CARLSCN PRISCILLA E LAS3
CARLSON REBECCA I FD 1
CARLSON RICHARD A LAS3
CAPLSCN RICHARD E LAS1
CAPLSON RICHAPD JOHN GRAD
CARLSON RICHARC W GRAD
CARLSON ROBEPT B ENG3
CARLSON STEVE CARL ENG4
CARLSON STFVEN C LAS2
CARLSON STEVEN F FNG1
CARLSON STEVEN P FAA1
CARLSCN THOMAS F LAS2
CAPLSON WAYNE CUPTIS GRAD
CARLTON REBECCA A LAS1
CARLTON ROBERT A LAS1
CARLTON SARAH L LAS2
CAR^ACK MARY A PE 2
CARMICHAEL CATHY J ED 1
CARMICHAEL JAMS E ED 1
CARNAHAN JOSEPH FDWA LAS4
CAPNFIRO ANAMARIA M GRAD
CARNFIRO GILSON M GRAD
CARNEVALE ROBFRT ENG4
CARNEY VERNON R BUS]
*CARON JOEL FULTON GRAD
*CAROTHERS DIANE F ' LAS3
CAROTHERS STEVEN W GRAD
*CAROZZI MARGUERITE P LAS5
CARPARELLI FFL ICIA A LAS1
CARPENTER CAROL M FAA1
CARPENTER DONALD L J FAA4
CARPENTER HENRY A L AS 3
CARPENTER JAMES A ENG1
CARPENTER JERRY A LAST
CARPENTER JOHN F FAA4
CARPENTER LYNN ALLEN GRAD
CARPENTER LYNN ANN GRAD
CARPENTER MARVIN R LAS2
CARPENTER MICHAEL L AGR4
CARPENTER NANCY J ED 1
CARPENTER PAUL S AGR2
CARPENTER ROBERT B LAS2
CARPENTER ROBERT E BUS3
CARPENTER ROGER S EO 4
CARPENTER TERRELL LAS1
CARR EDWARD ELLIS GRAD
CARR JOSEPH CONRAD I LAS4
CAgR MICHAEL J LAS2
CARR ROBIN R AGR3
814 W CHARLES C
506 N MCKINLEY C
2008 A HA7WD CT U
308 E ARMORY C
76 SALEM RD U
URH SNYDER 342 C
813 W SPNGFLD U
912 S 2ND C
H03SMATTIS2 C
21 JUNIPER C
URH BABCOCK 303 U
U^H TOWNSEND 271 U
1106 S 1ST ST RD C
202 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 350 C
904 W GREEN U
1107 W GREEN 2 ? 6 U
1107 W GRFEN 226 U
610 1/2 GLOVER U
634 E ARMORY C
508 E STGIJGHTON C
URH GARNER 226 C
409 E CHALMERS C
50 1 F DANIEL C
U»H FORBES 370 C
URH WARD ALL 70 3 U
25 SALEM RD U
URH DANIELS 314 U
PFKIN ILL
URH FORBES 390 C
58 E JOHN 16 C
25 SALE" RD U
910 S 3R3 421 C
58 E JOHN 18 C
106 E HEALEY 5 C
1707 CINDY LYNN CT U
URH NOBLE 408 C
503 W WASHINGTON U
411 F HEALEY 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH NOBLE 220 C
121 1 W CLARK 34 U
404 E GREEN U
1110 W NEVADA U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WFSTON 212 C
1404 SILVER U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 204 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 444 C
208 S 1ST C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH GARNER 320 C
2215 S 1ST 101 C
URH GARNER 313 C
URH NUBLE 413 C
URH FORBES 376 C
URH FORBES 312 C
607 W HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 404 U
URH SNYDER 425 C
61 1 E DANIEL C
405 E JOHN C
URH LAR 199 U
2008 PARKDALE C
604 E ARMORY 212 C
2106 S ORCH 301 U
2106 ORCH ST 301 U
205 E GREEN C
401 E JOHN C
708 LASELL C
404 BURKWOOD U
1831 C ORCH PL U
709 W DELAWARE IJ
URH WARDALL 925 U
URH TRELEASE 725 U
1101 W PENN U
1608 MAYNARD C
URH TOWNSEND 411 U
URH HOPKINS 215 C
5 04 W MAIN U
510 E WASHINGTON U
502 E HEALEY 103 C
311 E DANIEL 8 C
URH BABCOCK 231 U
URH ALLEN 94 U
102 E CHALMERS C
503 W CHARLES C
910 S 3RD 424 C
112 E JOHN C
URH CARR 227 U
403 N DRAPER C
609 W MAIN 13 U
URH GARNER 291 C






































































2008 A HAZWD CT
1 75 N DENNIS
16 W 460 3RD AV
PR 2
5614 S PULASKI
12232 W HOLT AV
214 N 3RD
21 JUMPER













228 S STOTT ST











1 707 CINDY LYNN CT
6225 HAMILTON RD
5 WHITNEY DR
411 E HEALEY 2






100 CHEVY CHASE DR
602 13TH AV
2612 BUCKINGHAM DR
410 N SUNSET AV
170 18 PRINCE DR
3413 HAWTHORNE
1711 W OAKTON





5539 S MONROE ST








































































































































CARR WAYMON M BUSl
CARRARO ROBERT E GRAD
CARRASCO CARLOS E GRAD
CARRICK JONATHAN R ENG3
CARRIGLIO JACK J LAS2
CARRIKER ROY RONALO GRAD
CARRILLO JOSEPH M VM 2
CARRISON CRAIG L ENG2
CARROLL ANN C LAS4
CARROLL PRUCE J GRAD
CARROLL CHRISTINE ED 3
CARROLL DAVID J III GRAD
CARROLL DIANE JUNE GRAD
CARROLL FRANK JAMES LAW1
CARROLL KENNETH J ENG3
CARROLL MICHAEL G LAW1
CARROLL MONICA LAS1
CARROLL NORMA LEE GRAD
CARROLL PATRICIA A LAS1
CARROLL PATRICK J GRAD
CARROLL PFGGY K L A S4
CAPWCLL ROBERT E LAS3
CARROLL SUSAN L LAS1
CARSON DAVID A LAS3
CARSON ROBERT N ENG1
CARSON THOMAS E LAS2
CARSTENS RICHARC STO ENG4
CARTEGINI CHARLES GRAD
CARTFN JOHN E GRAD
CARTER CAROL A AGR1
CARTER CAROLYN E LAS1
CARTER CATHERINF C LAS4
CARTER CHARLES H VM 1
CARTER CHARLIE GRAD
CARTER CHRISTINE A LAS1
CARTFR CHRISTOPHER BUS3
CARTER CLAUDIA S LAS3
CARTER OAVID A LAS3
CARTER DUNCAN ALBERT GRAD
CARTER FREDERICK E J BUS4
CARTER GARRY L ENG3
CARTER GARY L LAS1
CARTER GFORGE E ENG2
CARTER GLFNN LAS4
CARTFR HARRIET V GRAD
CARTFR HENRY EDWARD BUS4
CARTER JAMES W JR LAWl
CARTER JANE E PF 1
CARTER JANICE I HS3
CARTER JOEL STFVEN FNG4
CARTER JOHN F GRAD
CARTER LARRY LEE AGR4
CARTFR MICHAEL A LAS1
CARTER MICHAEL W LAS2
CARTFR OLIVIA L AGRl
CARTFR RONALD DUDLEY GRAD
CARTER SARA J ED 3
CARTER SCOTT K FAA2
CARTCR STEPHFN RICH LAS4
CAPTNAL MICHAEL D F NG 1
CARTWRIGHT DONALD I GRAD
CARTWRIGHT KEROS GRAD
CARUANA ROGFR JAMES ENG4
CARVALHC CELIA N AGR4
CARY JOHN HOWARD BUS4
CARY RONALD D EN G2
CASAGRANDE JAMES B LAS1
CASCIA M^RK A LAS1
CASCIO ANTHONY T E NG3
CASE ELIZABETH A LAS4
CASF JACK N ENGl
CASE JIMMIE A FAA2
CASE R3BE»T FRANK LAS4
CASELLI OAVID K E NG4
:ASELTON MARILYN S L ^S2
CASEY EVA W GRAD
CASEY JAM^S A LAS1
CASFY JIMMY WAYNF G»AD
CAS^Y JfJHN J JP GRAO
r.ASFY JOHN S L\S1
CASFY NANCY MCDANIFL LASl
CASEY PAT HAMILTON GRAD
CASFY SOBER i JL HN 3'JS4
CASH L AOR1MU S L\S1
CASH I'AMFL A JFAN GRAD
CASH R ICHA I J L \S1
CAS 1 ) JAN JAMES F LAS4
CAST) L\S ROBFR T M 3 J>4
CAS''* Y Al AN !' 1 f E G !AO
CASON KAPFNI A I iS2
CAS )N m ICHAEL R "US 3
CASPER HAVTD fi VI 1
CASPER ^ RFR T I FE UJS4
CASPTP THOMAS f I AW 1
CASPFP JCN PAUl G L A 1",
*( ASSAOY PAT^ If K DWI GSAD
CASSEL C'.OKGIA F AGRl
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
410 S BUSEY U
501 S ELM C
1111 S 1ST C
FISHER ILL
MAHOMET ILL
408 W ELM U
1907 ROBERTA LN C
205 N CENTRAL U
937 S WRIGHT C
2104 ORCH ST 202 U
104 S GROVE 4 U
807 S MATTIS 1 C
UPH SCOTT 450 C
1907 ROBERTA LN C
URH BLAISOELL 331 U
906 NEVADA 7 U
URH TRELEASE 528 U
1200 S VINE. 32 U
611 W UNIVERSITY C
304 S BUSEY U
URH BLAISDELI 330 U
807 S BUSEY l»
714 W IOWA U
714 W IOWA U
2217 S 1ST 201 C
URH SHERMAN 361 C
311 E GREEN 307 C
URH LAR 434 U
URH 8LAISDELL 106 U
2315 S 1ST 304 C
903 SCOTTSDALE C
809 S 5TH C
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
POTOMAC ILL
616 E DANIEL C
111 SLINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
STA A BOX 2472 C
URH WFSTON 206 C
URH FORBES 436 C
URH TOWNSEND 447 U
1410 GARDEN LN C
URH SHERMAN 323 C
1305 W UNIVERSITY C
2 06 2 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 498 U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
1306 W CLARK U
502 SUNRISE U
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
URH HOPKINS 241 C
URH SCOTT 320 C
1305 W UNIVERSITY C
1317 LARKSPUR LN C
URH BUSEY 327 U
713 W OHIO U
1004 S 2ND C
IJPH SNYDER 338 C
URH DANIELS 722 U
313 S WHFATON C
706 W OHIO U
50 3 E STOUGHTON 6 C
URH OGLESBY 805 U
URH GARNER 341 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 317 C
409 E CHALMERS 413 C
502 F STOUGHTON 3 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
108 S GREGORY U
909 S 3RD C
30? E ARMORY U
URH SHERMAN 117 C
URH TOWNSEND 106 U
1306 ELLIS U
403 liRTAR LN 109 C
4 ">1 J OH N C
2120 HRCH 201 U
2120 ORCH ST 201 U
206 S CEDAR U
1 10 F CHALMERS C
f I HALMERS C
09 W STOUGHTON U
05 W MAIN 2 U
2 F DANIEL C
H TRELEASE 5 > 3 U
h fopkf ; ?on ;:
1 S WRIGHT ? r
01 w PARK U
B* 1 ORCH SJ u
\43 C
lb B ORCH ST U






























































233 K ING LN





1110 W KERN ST
2104 ORCH ST 202




205 W CLARENDON RD
7441 REUTER
10510 LONGWOOD DR










RR 2 BOX 74
1406 EASTERN DR
255 N VALLFY RD
227 E ELM ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 34T
255 N VALLEY
RR 2 BOX 74
924 WESTCHESTER DR
417 POLK ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 295







3511 OAK PARK AV

















2311 S 1ST ST RD
64 COUNTRY CLUB OR






RR 2 BOX 100
812 VIVIAN
3718 RPADGATE CT
2719 F 75TH PL
6427 S LANGLEY
1306 ELLIS
141 N AUSTIN BLVO
317 HOLlYRinGE CR
2 12 ORCH ST 201
2120 ORCH ST 201
10359 S CALUMET





























































































L530 I 'IVFL ANO
2 03', B HRCn ST
4 3^ PORTER AV
1976 B ORCH ST
606 E POLO DR
CHICAGO I LI
R ICK ISl AND ILL
Gl ENVIEW II I
FAST i t OUl S ILL
ROCKFORD II







cassflls mae buford las1
cassioy rosanne las2
cassineilt pfter j faa4
cassioppi marie p faa2
cast juhn m rus3
castagno barbara ann grad
castan allan hillard rus4
castan ronald f las1
casteel diana b las3
casteel margarete i lasl
castellani jerry ala bus*
castellani michael a bus1
castfllanoz vincent las1
castillo-barahona l grad
castle arlene j ed 2
castle donna j las1
castlesfrry michael eng3
castleman david gale bus*
castnfr james d faa2
catalano jeanine a bus2
catalanq john g bus3
cataldi dan j com3
catania frank j las2
catellani joseph e fng1
cates marshall louis grad
catlett stfven tilto bus4
catlin marilyn j las2
cato marcus e faa2
catron david las4
catron dennis gale las2
catt marianne pe 2
cattell rcderic g lasl
:atto loretta ed 2
cattoen richard a jr las3
cattron david leon grad
cattron thelma l lasl
*catupia ann heiting grad
caturi* calvin lee grad
caudle james l agr2
caudle norman e agr4
caughey daniel m jr las3
caughey karen m lasl
caughlan christine m faal
caughlan james glove las3
caulfield edwarc m eng3
caulfiel9 michael r lasl
CAUSEY JAMES D FAAl
CAVANAGH BRIAN R ENG2
*CAVANAUGH GFRARD P GRAD
CAVANAUGH RAYMOND J LAS4
*CAVE EDWARD EARL III GRAD
CAVE JOHN S VM 2
CAWLEY GEORGIA L FAA3
CAWN GARY MARC FAA4
CEASER EDMUND H BUS1
CFBULSKI NEDRA K LASl
CFCCHINI GARY L GRAD
CECH CLAUDE GABRIEL GRAD
CECH JOHN PHILIP GRAD
CFCH MARVIN K FAAl
CECH PAULA-ANN FAAl
CECH THOMAS JOSEPH ENG4
*CFCHNER PAUL E VM 1
CEDAR ROBERT B LASl
CEDERHOLM FRED W LAS3
CEDERSTROM PEGGY A FAA2
CEGLINSKI EUGENE W VM 1
CEKAY ROBERT A LAW1
CELA JORGE GRAD
CELESK ROGER A LAS4
CELLA MARY T LASl
CFLLA PAUL A LAS2
CELNIK ESTHER LASl
*CENDER ROSA BEACHEY GRAD
CENGEL THOMAS A LAW2
CENTER CAVID S LAS2
CEPEK ROBERT J LASl
CEPICKY JACQUELYN L LAS*
CERA MARY J PE 2
CERCONE DAVID JOSEPH LAS4
CERDA JANE ELIZABETH LAS4
CERKEL HARVEY B BUS1
CERMAK ROBERT D LAS3
CERNAUSKAS HELEN M LASl
CEROKE PAUL J LAS3
CEROTZKE CAVID A ENG3
CERRONE KIMBERLIE L LASl
CERVENKA RICHARD C PE 2
CESAK LINDA L ED 3
CESARONE BERNARD J LAS2
CESARONE ROBERT J ED 1
CETERA LAWRENCE J ENG1
CETERA WILLIAM JOSEP FAA4
CETWINSKI EUGENE SAM GRAD
CHA WEI-YUAN GRAD
CHABAN MARY ELLEN LAS4
*CHABAY RUTH WRIGHT GRAD
906 S LOCUST 206 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
505 E WHI TE 9 C
URH ALLEN 301 U
505 E CHALMERS C
608 BREEN C
2409 S 1ST ST RD C
URH HOPKINS 304 C
URH WARDALL 616 U
URH FLAGG 333 C
URH OGLESBY 429 U
URH OGLESBY 627 U
211 E ARMORY C
1830 A ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 412 C
904 W CLARK 6 U
URH OGLESBY 1225 U
1505 W KIRBY 1 C
URH FORBES 374 C
URH CLARK 236 C
306 F GREGORY C
104 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 376 C
URH SNYDER 463 C
713 S WALNUT U
205 E ARMORY C
1715 SALEM RD C
1008 W NEVADA U
201 S BIRCH U
411 E GREEN 4 C
611 E DANIEL C
615 KIRBY C
URH WARDALL 626 U
807 S BUSEY U
305 W PARK C
305 W PARK 8 U
2006 C ORCH ST U
2006 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 223 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 925 U
URH SAUNDERS 114 U
1010 S 2ND C
1010 S 2ND C
202 GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY 220 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 113 C
1924 B ORCH ST U
105 E GREEN 10 C
DECATUR ILL
1009 1/2 S LYNN U
50 E HEALEY 204 C
1404 N MCKINLEY 6 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 225 C
3219 KIRBY C
1604 CORONADO 12 C
1405 STOUT U
URH NOBLE 212 C
URH ALLEN 211 U
110 E ARMORY C
1302 N BERKLEY U
1004 S 4TH C
904 W GREEN 607 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
801 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 858 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 289 C
URH ALLEN 365 U
409 E CHALMERS 406 C
802 W OREGON U
GIBSON CITY ILL
709 W CHURCH C
206 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 414 C
51 E SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 113 U
58 E JOHN 21 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMERS C
201 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE h16 U
207 E WASHINGTON U
URH HOPKINS 450 C
URH VANOOREN 316 C
203 ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 79 U
URH OGLESBY 231 U
URH GARNER 215 C
URH SNYDER 406 C
1501 N HIGHLAND C
509 W MAIN U
1105 W MAIN U
313 E JOHN C
































































325 E CIRCLE AV






1505 W KIRBY 1















605 S 8TH ST
RR I
305 W PARK 8
2006 C ORCH ST
402 S CHANUTE ST
RR 1











1009 1/2 S LYNN
4 10 W MAPLE DR






715 S 10TH AV
217B WASHINGTON





309 N DELAWARE ST






215 W 18TH ST
709 W CHURCH
8842 LINCOLNWOOD
2532 S 5TH AV
18 BUCKINGHAM RD
1626 LAPORTE AV
907 N 21ST AV
E RIDGE RD
2742 W FARRAGUT







1731 N SAYRE AV




STA A BOX 2077
434 N MAIN ST



































































































CHABEN JANET R FAA2
CHABEN SUSAN P LAS2
CHABOT RONALD THOMAS ED 4
CHACE GORDON K LAS2
CHACE PHYLLIS M AGR2
CHACE SHELLA ODOM LAS3
CHADWELL PHYL I S R COM4
CHAFETZ BARRY R LAW1
CHAFETZ RONALD S PE 1
CHA! HON WAH GRAD
CHAIKEN DAVID LAS2
CHAIKIN JUDY S LAS2
CHAKER AMAR ALAIN GRAD
CHAKRA3ARTI S C GRAD
CHAKRAPANI DURGAM G GRAD
CHAKRAVARTI AMALA GRAD
CHAKRAVORTY SUDHANSU GRAD
CHALCRAFT JOYCE K LAS3
CHALEK MICHAEL E ENG2
CHALFEN MARC J LAS2
CHALMERS HELEN GRAD
CHALUPNICEK ALAN J LAS3





CHAMBERLIN THOMAS L GRAD
CHAMBERS CRAIG M GRAD
CHAMBERS CRAIG R FAA3
CHAMBERS JAMES THOMA GRAD
CHAMBERS PATP ICK T LAS2
CHAMBERS PEGGY A LAS2
CHAMBERS ROBERT R FAA1
CHAMBERS ROBERT SLOA GRAD
CHAMBERS RONALD M LAS2
CHAMBLESS LLOYD ELLW GRAD
CHAMOT ERNEST W LAS3
CHAMPAGNE ANTHONY M GRAD
CHAMPAGNE JOHN A GRAD
CHAMPION BARBARA R AGR1
CHAMPION JOHN H ENG4
CHAMPION LINDA J H COM4
CHAMPION MICHAEL J GRAD
CHAMPION PAUL MORRIS GRAD
CHAMPION WILLIAM FAA9
CHAMPION WILLIAM JR BUSl
CHAMPLEY THOMAS H VM 3
CHAN DAISY S LAS1
CHAN EVA Y LAS3
CHAN HING CHUN GRAD
CHAN HOWCHING F GRAD
CHAN JAMES LAP-CHI BUS3
CHAN JIMMY SIU-LEUNG ENG4
CHAN LAWRENCE K GRAD
CHAN MICHAEL C GRAD
CHAN MIKE HIUSING ENG2
CHAN PAUL FRANCIS GRAD
CHAN RICHARD A ENG3
CHAN POBERT SHING FNG4
CHAN SHIPLEY SUILING GRAD
CHAN SIN KWAN GRAD
CHAN SUSAN SOU-HAN GRAD
CHAN WAI KUNG ENG4
CHAN WAI-MAN WAYNE GRAD
CHANCE JCHN KFRON GRAD
CHANCELLOR ROSE MARY LAS2
CHANDLER CATHERINE J LAS1
CHANDLER CATHERINE M LAS3
CHANDLER DEBRA E LAS2
CHANDLER DIANA L LAS3
CHANDLER ELAINE E LAS2
CHANDRA PRABHAT GRAD
CHANEY DENNIS L LAS3
CHANEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CHANFY KAREN LYNN ED 4
CHANEY MARY DIEREKS GRAD
CHANG CHANG-CHUNG GRAD






CHANG JAMES SHIH TSI GRAD
CHANG KUO-CHENG GRAD
CHANG MARGARET C GRAO
CHANG MICHAEL LOH T FAA4
CHANG MIN GRAD
CHANG SECHANG GRAD
CHANG SHIN SHYONG GRAD
CHANG SHU-JEN GRAD
CHANG SING-JU GRAD






409 E CHALMRS 1501 C
409 E CHALMRS 1508 C
DECATUR ILL
URH CARR 15 U
805 W OHIO U
602 W ELM 4 U
907 S WRIGHT C
37 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 610 C
URH SHERMAN 301 C
105 E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2456 C
206 E WHITE C
1121 W CLARK U
300 S GOODWIN 610 U
URH DANIELS 252 U
URH DANIELS 73 3 U
URH SAUNDERS 217 U
604 E ARMORY 223 C
301 E ARMORY C
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FORBES 225 C
804 S 3RD C
103 E SPNGFLD C
105 E DANIEL C
501 S ELM C
DANVILLE ILL
URH OGLESBY 330 U
2023 D ORCH ST U
URH NEWMAN 416 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 375 C
URH SHERMAN 1355 C
URH GARNER 316 C
1801 C ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 291 C
105 E CHALMERS 102 C
53 E JOHN 2 C
URH ALLEN 71 U
202 E DANIEL C
RR 4 C
307 W ELM U
204 N WOODS U
RR 4 C
1010 E COLORADO U
URH TAFT 24 C
508 E CHALMERS C
706 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 242 U
1010 S 1ST 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 208 U
STA A BOX 2335 C
URH DANIELS 233 U
404 E DANIEL C
1310 W UNIVERSI TY U
URH GARNER 400 C
509 E CLARK C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 4 U
URH DANIELS 255 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 8 U
503 E WHITE 9 C
ELEC ENG BLDG 155 U
2111 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH ALLEN 192 U
URH TRELEASE 1026 U
URH BUSEY 256 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 410 C
URH ALLEN 221 U
411 E GREEN C
824 OAKLAND 205 U
104 E JOHN 5 C
824 OAKLAND 205 U
1102 W NEVADA U
309 E GREEN 1 C
1103 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 208 C
URH DANIELS 484 U
103 S GREGORY U
URH DANIELS 414 U
607 S 1ST C
2 10 E MAIN U
URH DANIELS 249 U
STA A BOX 2301 C
907 W MAIN 1 U
1 DUNELLEN U
1002 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 337 U
URH DANIELS 733 U
URH DANIELS 710 U
URH DANIELS 711 U
1711 WESTHAVEN C
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
























































602 W ELM 4
677 MAWMAN BOX 128
1641 W FARWELL
3032 W SHERWIN
120 TSAT TSE MUI 2
8538 KIMBALL AV
STA A BOX 2456
6BI S RUE COURBET
010 HAUZ KAS ENCLV
386 BAZAAR ST
74 A ASHOK AV
15A/1 WEA KARL BGH
329 W WASHINGTON
530 S DARTMOUTH LN
500 RAVINE DR
1504 W JARVIS AV




















12439 S 69TH CT









27A SEYMOUR RD LG2
205A FA YUEN ST
B65-67 KIMBERLEY
307 WALLABOUT ST
3009 W HOWARD ST
29 E DIVI SION ST
8927 S EAST END

























2 LN 122 KAISHAN
10 LANE 52
15 KAI YUEN TERR













































































































CHAD HSIN KETTY GRAD
*CHAO KENNETH K GRAD
CHAO M IN GRAD
CHAO NANCY KIM-LONG GRAD
CHAO NANCY S LAS1
CHAO RICHARD LING C GRAD
CHAO SHOU-PO GRAD
CHAPAS JEAN KESSEL GRAD
CHAPAS RICHARD B GRAD
CHOPIN N^LL M FAA2
CHAPIN THOMAS J GRAD
CHAPIN WI LLI AM P III L AS2
CHAPLA JACQUELINE D GRAD
CHAPLICK ROSE L M FD 1
CHAPLIN RAY K ED 4
CHAPLIN RONALD K GRAD
CHAPMAN RARRY S LAS4
CHAPMAN DAVID A BUS1
CHAPMAN EDWARD A ENG3
CHAPMAN GAYLE MARIE LAS3
CHAPMAN GEORGE S ENG1
CHAPMAN JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CHAPMAN KEITH W RUS1
CHAPMAN KIMBERLY L ENG2
CHAPMAN LFF J L AS3
CHAPMAN LFSLIE B ED 3
CHAPMAN PHILIP W 8US1
CHAPMAN RICHARD W GRAD
CHAPMAN ROGEP A III LAS1
CHAPMAN WAYNE ALLEN ENG4
CHAPMAN WILLIAM CARL BUS4
CHAPPE RICHARD M L AS3
CHAPPEL WILLIAM E AGR3
CHAPPLE MELVIN L JR BUS1
CHAPPLE RICHARD LYNN GRAD
CHAPUIS LARRY EDWARD BUS4
CHARBCNNEAU LARRY F GRAD
CHARBONNEAU MICHAEL LAS4
CHAREONSUPKUL A GRAD
CHARLES CAROL J LAS1
CHARLES MARY C LAS2
CHARLES MICHAEL LFON BUS*
CHARLESTON DAVID ALB AGP4
CHARLSON GARY SAMUEL GRAD
CHARLTON DONALC S FAA6
CHARM RORFRT W GRAD
CHARNESS NEAL M LAS1
CHARNEY WAYNE M FAA2
CHASF JACQUELINE M LAS1
CHASE PENNY J LAS2
CHASE RICHARD DANA LAS4
CHASE ROBERT S LAS4
CHASTAIN MARJOPIE A GRAD
CHASTAIN SUSAN E FAA1
CHATTEN JEFFRFY C AVI1
CHAUDHARY MUHAMMAD H GRAO
CHAUDUIP LEONARD H FAA4
CHAUNCEY JOAN M LAS2
CHAUSOW ALAN M LAS2
CHAVARRY ROBERTO G LAS5
CHAVENGSAKSCNGKRAM C GRAD
CHAVEZ MIGUEL ANGEL GRAD
CHAWDHRY MUHAMMAD A GRAD
CHAWLA KRISHAN KUMAR GRAD
CHAWLA NIVEDITA GRAD
CHAZFN CATHY ANN GRAD
CHEATHAM ROSALIE M GRAD
CHFATOM CHRISTINE H LAW1
CHECK GEOFFREY DAVI C ENG3
CHFCKER JUDITH ANNE GRAD
CHEE WILBERT C PAA4
CHEEK BECKY JOANNE LAS4
CHEEK CHARLES E LAS3
CHFEVER MATTHEW A* AGR1
CHFEVE* SHERYL LYNN LAS4
CHFLCUN GREG W LAS3
CHFLFMSKY MAPLFNE L AS 1
CHELF JEANETTF LAS4
CHFLF PATRICK LAS1
CHELINF THOMAS W AGR1
CHELSETH ROBERT S FAA2
CHFN ALAN W ENG3
CHFN ALLFN WEN-SHIN GRAD
CHFN ANDREW C FAA1
CHFN ANDRFW CHUNG-H GRAD
CHFN CHFNG-1 GRAD
CHFN CHI-CHU WU GRAD
CHFN CHING HSIANG GRAD
CHEN CHP1U-NAN GRAD
CHF.N C.HONG-TONG GRAD
CHFN CONRAD K GRAD
CHFN EDWARD S ENG3
CHFN GLHPIA WEN GRAD
CHFN HEN-CHIE GRAD
CHFN HFRBFRT ENG2
CHFN JE»»Y CHIH-LI GRAD
CHFN JOYCF TSAI GRAD
909 S 1ST 20 C
300 S GOODWIN 210 U
URH SHERMAN 165 C
URH DANIELS 275 U
URH VANDOREN 316 C
URH DANIFLS 505 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
2010 D ORCH ST U
2010 D ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
505 E CLARK 31 C
URH TOWNSFND 279 U
701 W ELM U
URH FLAGG 311 C
2011 PHILO RD U
2028 A HAZWO CT U
909 S OAK C
302 S 4TH 1 C
1405 BRIARWOOD C
409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
URH TOWNSEND 476 IJ
2305 SOUTHWOOD C
309 F CHALMFRS C
URH TOWNSEND 205 U
URH TOWNSFND 282 U
409 E CHALMRS 1402 C
URH HOPKINS 388 C
2601 CLIFTON U
URH HOPKINS 409 C
1405 MITTENDORF C
203 E .ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 122 U
53 E GREGORY C
URH HOPKINS 216 C
10 5 S LYNN U
URH OGLESBY 1124 U
2082 ORCH ST U
105 E GREEN 10 C
URH OANIELS 175 U
906 BURKWOOD U
GARY ILL
311 E ARMORY C
809 S BUSEY U
1002 E WASHINGTON U
2008 W GREENDALE C
URH SHERMAN 766 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 361 C
URH SAUNDERS 403 U
URH WARDALL 226 U
2301 S 1ST C
106 E HEALEY 3 C
1802 S VINE ST U
URH TRELEASF 810 U
URH SCOTT 415 C
609 E CHALMERS 367 C
1310 W GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 217 U
409 E CHALMERS 801 C
815 N MCKINLEY C
300 S GOODWIN 102 U
806 S 1ST 3 C
MUMFORD HALL 406 U
2068 D HAZWD CT U
2068 HAZWD CT U
URH SHERMAN 432 C
1408 N MCKINLEY 7 C
2104 ORCH ST 301 U
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
607 E PARK C
1211 W CLARK 21 U
1104 N DIVISION U
212 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 443 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 269 C
URH ALLEN 355 U
603 W CHURCH 1 C
409 E CHALMFRS 710 C
URH GARNER 400 C
409 E CHALMERS 405 C
202 E GREGORY 202 C
1B13 8 ORCH PL U
URH WESTON 324 C
1 108 W NEVADA 5 U
I 108 W NEVADA U
912 FRANK C
601 W ILLINOIS U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1829 A ORCH PL U
URH OGLESBY 910 U
1829 A ORCH PL U
307 E GREFN 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
1211 W CLARK 13 U













































































153 S 25TH AV
2011 PHILO RD





16 S PRINCETON CT
105 E GREEN
715 JAMIE LN












2471 W HIGHLAND AV
2082 D ORCHARD ST
266 N EVERGREEN AV
551 BEHIND SOMDEJ
906 BURKWOOD
ROUTE I BOX 397












803 S CRESCENT AV
RR 6 NORTH 12TH
PUNJB AGR RES INST
1310 W GREEN






2068 D HAZWD CT











6824 N KEELER AV
3909 CRESTWOOD DR
318 MARY ALICE RD





629 1/2 F UNI V
TA LI ST 1 LN 160
24 MIN SHENG LN I
912 FRANK
131-4 LIOAN CHIALI
U OF I AG ECON
107 JAO-HO ST







































































































CHEN JUDY SOONG GRAD
CHEN JULIA TSE-YEE GRAD
CHEN LANI R LAS4
CHEN NAI-FUNG GRAD
CHEN PETER Y LAS1
CHEN ROSl TA S GRAD
CHEN SHIFW NAN GRAD
CHEN SHIRLEY HANG GRAD
CHEN SHYH-CHING GRAD
CHEN THOMAS TAR-FFI GRAD
CHEN TSUN-HUEI LAS1
CHEN WEN-YING WENDY GRAD
CHENAIL MARK S FAA1
CHENAULT W C JP GRAD
CHFNEY DOUGLAS ALAN LAS4
CHFNEY LARRY A FAA2
CHFNEY MICHAFL R FAA1
CHFNG BO-CHING GRAD
CHFNG HUAI NAN GRAD
CHFNG LE-CHUNG GRAD
CHFNG LINDA LAS3
CHFNG PETER JAMES LAS4
CHFNG SLOANE M LAS1
CHENG STEVEN LAS1
CHENG TIEN-RFN R G3AD
CHENG YAO-CHUNG GRAD
CHENOViFTH RICHARD E GRAD
CHERGOSKI PAMELA J LAS2
CHERNEY DAVID T LAS2
CHERNIET RHONDA I LAS3
CHERT THOMAS H 3US3
CHFROT R ANTONIO PE 4
CHERRY CYNTHIA ANNE GRAD
CHERRY DAVID R BUS3
CHFRRY RONALD HOWARD GRAD
CHERRY THORNTON EUGE LAS4
CHERTKOW FERN J ED 3
CHERVENY RONALD G LAS?
CHERVINKO JAMFS S GRAD
CHESKO KATHLEEN A LAS1
CHESLER STEPHFN NORM GRAD
CHESLEY GFORGE L LAW1
CHESLEY PATRICK JOHN ENG4
CHESNA LAURA A LAS1
CHESNEY CHARLES P GRAD
CHFSROW GEORGF W LAS3
CHESS SUSAN T LAS2
CHESSMORF RONALD B GRAD
CHESTER GARY P, 8JS1
CHESTER JOANNF MALVl LAS4
CHEUNG KIN-TUNG GRAD
CHEVALIER GILLFS GRAD
CHEVALIER JOSFPH A ENG1
CHEVALIER MARY MARGA LAS4
CHFVERUD THOMAS R LAS3
CHEW DEBORAH L LAS1
CHEW GREGORY S LAS2
CHEWNING DIANF S LAS2
CHIA MING-CHU WU GRAD
CHIA SWEE PING GRAD
CHIANG ROBERT LING GRAD
CHIBNIK HERMAN BART L AS4
CHICKE KATHLEFN F AA4
CHICKFRNFO ALAN LEE ED 4
CHICOINE STFPHEN D LAS3
CHICOINE SUSAN E LASl
CHIDSTFP MARJORIE S LASl
CHIEN *NDRFW KWANGNI GRAD
CHIEN LIEN Q LAS3
ChlEN PAUL TA-CHIH FNG4
CHIEN YOEN G*AD
CHIEN YUFH-HSIU GRAD
CHILBERG PFGGY J LAS?
CHILCOTF PHILIP K FAA1
CHILD CHANDA A ED 1
CHILDRESS NEIL RAKER ENG4
CHILDRESS RICHARD JR ENG3
CHTLDS GERALD D AVI3
CHILIGIRIS MARY E LASl
CHILTOM SARA DEANE GRAD
CHIN GEORGF LAS2
CHIN JANET SAU-YING GRAD
CHIN ROBERT MIN LAS3
CHIN TING-YUN GRAD
CHIN WILL I AM S N ENG3
CHIOU CHUNG-YI GRAD
CHIOU SHIRLEY LEE GRAD
CHIPMAN CHARLES H ENG3
CHIPMAN JEFFREY T LAS2
CHIPMAN JTHN A FAA3
CHIRIC3 JEFFREY B PE 1
CHIROLAS DARLFNE JEA AGR4
CHISEK MICHAEL A LAS2
CHISHOLM JALAINF E CQ I
CHISHOLM MARY C LASl
CHISMAN JANET KAY GRAD
CHIU CHUNG-KWONG GRAD
1813 B ORCH PL U
403 EVERGREEN CT W U
309 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 318 U
202 GREGORY 202 C
53 E DANIEL C
1002 W SPNGFLD' 5 U
1211 W CLARK 13 U
907 W MAIN U
2064 D ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 461 C
309 E GREFN C
URH GARNER 1 10 C
808 S RANDOLPH C
309 S PRAIRIE C
401 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSFND 505 U
311 E GREEN 408 C
URH DANIELS 77 U
802 W ILLINOIS 5 U
URH TRELEASE 910 U
820 OAKLAND 103 U
URH TRELEASE 831 U
URH TOWNSEND 581 U
2035 C ORCH ST U
311 E DANIFL C
1 505 KIRBY 4 C
URH BARTON 224 C
20 9 N GOODWIN U
307 S PRAIRIF J C
URH OGLESBY 305 U
2014 D ORCH ST U
408 E STOUGHTON 8 C
2215 TIM8ERVIEW U
1206 NEVADA 2 U
102 E ARMORY C
307 E DANIEL C
URH F'ORBES 404 C
110 7 S EUCLID 4 C
URH BLAI5DELL 211 U
804 SCOVILL U
1203 1/2 N COLER U
202 S LYNN 11 U
URH LAR 325 U
301 E CHALMERS C
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
802 W OREGON 33 U
404 E MAIN U
UPH FORBES 460 C
1210 W STOUGTON U
URH DANIELS 621 U
2118 ORCH ST 201 U
1102 N DIVISION U
URH EVANS 237 U
AUGERVILLE RD U
1106 FOOTHILL C
301 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
2047 D HAZWD CT U
2047 D HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 607 U
203 S RANDOLPH C
URH BUSEY 143 U
715 KENWOOD C
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 408 U
URH EVANS 204 U
URH DANIELS 734 U
NORTHBROOK ILL
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
311 F GREEN C
URH DANIELS 2 85 U
URH SAUNDERS 202 U
WH TOWNSFND 348 U
URH TAFT 12 C
2305 S 1ST 104 C
RR 1 U
11 HERITAGE C
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
206 1/2 W GPFEN U
403 N EDWIN C
URH DANIELS 237 U
URH OGLESBY 1219 U
1 102 W NEVADA U
409 E HEALEY C
1400 N MCKINLEY 2 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 2 C
1706 W PARK C
URH GARNER 466 C
708 W HIGH U
309 E CHALMERS C
309 F HEALEY 12 C
URH SNYDER 240 C
1 105 N 5TH 30 C
URH BLAISDELL 426 U
1006 S 3RD 6 C


































































403 EVERGREEN CT W
6427 N GLENWOOD
22 CAUSEQAY RO 2F
481 6TH AV
EN-KO TOWN











MET £ MIN BLDG
20-2 LN 61 LIN YI








1012 N PARK ST
2700 W PRATT









1227 S 58TH AV




9523 S 49TH AV
















U OF I CHEMISTRY








ROOSEVELT RD SEC 3
1680 LONG VALLEY




912 S JOLIET ST
LORAL TRL PK 9
11 HERITAGE
323 W MACON
206 1/2 W GREEN
403 N EDWIN
321 W 23RD PL









613 N JACKSON ST
10840 S NORMAL
6645 N GRATZ ST





































































































CHIU JULIE MO-HO GRAD
CHIVFRTCN EOWARD M ENG4
CHLAPATY GARY J BUS1
CHMELIR EL I ZABFTH B LAS2
CHMELIR PETER S ENG2
CHO DONG WOO GRAO
CHO HAN-RU GRAO
CHOOAN RYSZARDA H LAS1
CHOI CHANG-KOON GRAD
CHOI JAE WON GRAD
CHOI TATYIN BONIFACE FNG4
CHOISSER JAMFS D BUS3
CHOISSER RALPH V, II LAW1
CHDISSER SHARON M FAA4
CHOISSER STEVEN CARL GRAO
CHOJNACKI AARON P FNG1
CHOLLET RAYMOND GRAD
CHOMKO DANIEL S BUS3
CHONG DIANNE LAS4
CHOO LFF KEN GRAD
CHOOKASZIAN DONALD C PE 3
CHORBA BRUCE RICHARD GRAD
CHORBA CAROL A LAS1
CHOU CHENG KWE I GRAD
CHOU IIH-NAN GRAD
CHOU KUO-HOWERE YU GRAO
CHOUINARD BRUCE A LAS3
CHOUINARO PAUL L GRAD
CHOVELAK FLISSA M LASl
CHOW TSEN GRAD
CHOW TZF SHOW GRAO
CHOY DAVID MUN-HIEN GRAD
CHRAMOWICZ GEORGE BUS3
CHRETIEN MARGARET M GRAD
CHRISMAN BRUCE CHARL EN G4
CHRISMAN BRUCE LOWEL GRAD
CHR ISMAN RICHARD ED 4
CHRISMAN RICHARD A LAS3
CHRIST ALAN R ENG3
CHRIST ALAN T BUS4
CHRIST DEAN WAYNE LAS3
CHRIST RUTH ANN AGR4
CHRISTEN BARBARA A LASl
CHRISTEN DARRYL K LAS3
CHRISTENSEN ALICE FA LAS4
CHRISTENSEN BARRY H ENG4
CHRISTENSEN DANA K AGR1
CHRISTENSEN DONALD E GRAD
CHRISTENSEN GARY M LAS3
CHRISTENSFN GARY W BUS4
CHRISTENSEN GLENN M ENG2
CHRISTENSEN GUY R ENG3
CHRISTENSEN JAMES E LAS3
CHRISTENSEN RICHARD LAS3
CHRISTIAN CHARLES M GRAD
CHRISTIAN FRANCES K GRAD
CHRISTIANS CLIFFORD GRAD
CHRISTIANS DEBORAH L LAS2
CHRISTIANSFN ALAN GRAD
CHRISTIANSEN DAVID K LAS2
CHRISTIANSEN LARRY W AGR1
CHRISTIANSEN LIZA GE FAA4
CHRISTIANSEN NANCY A LASl
CHRISTIANSEN SIGURD GRAD
CHRISTIANSEN SUSANNE ED 1
CHRISTIANSON DUANE R GRAD
CHRISTIF PATRICIA J LAS2
CHRISTMAN JAMES N GRAD
CHRISTMAN KATHY L LAS3
CHRISTMAN REBECCA S LAS2
CHRISTOE CATHERINE GRAD
CHRISTOFANELLI ROBIN LAS4
CHRISTOFF DOUGLAS NI ENG4
CHRISTOFF RICHARD W LAS3
CHRISTOFFERSFN ALAN LAS4
CHRISTOFFERSON APRIL L AS2
CHRISTON KATHARINA B GRAD
CHRISTON STEPHEN P LA$4
CHRISTOPFEL WILLIAM GRAD
CHRISTOPH RICHARD S LAS2
CHRISTOPHER BARBARA LAS2
CHRISTOPHER GUY T ED 4
CHROMEK JAMES T LAS3
CHROMEK PAUL G LAW1
CHRUSCIEL SOPHIA E LAS4
CHU CHING-LI BUS4
CHU FA-MEI ELAINF GRAD
CHU GRACE T LASl
CHU HELFN FAA2
CHU MARGARET PU-NING GRAD





CHUBBUCK JUDSON IV LAS2
CHUN HYOCK GRAD
STA A BOX 2875 C
1212 W CLARK U
1007 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 517 U
URH GARNER 239 C
1 107 W GREEN 532 U
URH DANIELS 113 U
URH VANOOREN 112 C
300 S GOODWIN 108 U
2110 ORCH ST 204 U
URH WESTON 265 C
207 1/2 N 8USEY U
308 HOLIDAY 243 C
207 1/2 N BUSEY U
207 1/2 N BUSEY U
306 E DANIEL C
2081 B ORCH ST U
202 E DANIEL C
STA A BOX 2420 C
504 E GREEN 4 C
1 1 1 1 S 1 S T C
901 S 1ST 17 C
URH ALLEN 352 U
URH DANIELS 85 U
2106 ORCH ST 302 U
2106 ORCH ST 302 U
URH GARNER 424 C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 522 U
1107 W GREEN 122 U
1920 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 226 U
306 E DANIEL 7 C
506 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSENO 272 U
BATAVIA ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 214 C
112 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 400 C
106 E HEALEY 1 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 618 U
110 E ARMORY C
207 E JOHN C
401 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 306 C
201 COUNTRY FR 12 C
604 E ARMORY 211 C
TOLONO ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 100 C
URH CARR 215 U
URH SNYDER 332 C
2107 HAZWO OR 104 U
DANVILLE ILL
802 E PENN U
1202 W NEVADA U
1404 N MCKINLEY 3 C
URH SCOTT 491 C
URH FORBES 218 C
102 N GREGORY 12 U
URH ALLEN 234 U
1904 GREENDALE C
16 CEDRIC DR RR4 U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
202 S MCKINLEY C
URH NOBLE 326 C
405 E WHITE C
URH WARDALL 603 U
302 W LOCUST U
508 E CHALMERS C
1921 BROWNFIELO RD U
106 E ARMORY C
2311 S 1ST 204 C
910 NEVADA 1 U
203 S 6TH C
203 S 6TH C
201 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 344 C
302 E ARMORY C
1111 S 2ND 2 C
312 W CHURCH C
312 S PRAIRIE C
609 E PARK 4 C
1002 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 288 U
URH ALLFN 45 U
301 E WHITE C
909 S 1ST 20 C
2904 ALTON C
URH DANIELS 329 U
2001 A ORCH ST U
2 904 ALTON C
103 S GREGORY U
810 W OREGON U































































320 W CHANGAN RD
212 DEMFNT AV
5228 DOBSON
659 N EAGLE ST
BOX 328





151 3RD ST 3RD FL
205 E CHURCH ST
705 DEWEY ST
207 1/2 N BUSEY
205 E CHURCH
9009 FOREST LN E
2081 B URCH ST
4937 CENTRAL AV
315 N ELMWOOD AV
BX4053 SATHER GATE
6308 W BARRY AV
259 CHURCH HILL AV
2614 WILLIAM AV
MING-SHENG RO 8
2106 ORCH ST 302




SHING HSAN RD 5




315 W SUMMI T ST
BOX 500
1242 HAASE AV
519 W 10TH ST
9002 ROUTE 176




420 W STATE ST
LIGHTFOOT LN RR 2




RR 1 BOX 71 LOT FF
200 JULIAN ST 911
840 F CHAPIN ST
443 N STONE AV
523 PRAIRIE ST




1404 N MCKINLEY 3
613 GLENDALE RD
554 CHIPPENDALE CT


















191 N PAMELA DR
445 AVERY ST
445 AVERY
4922 W 29TH ST
1002 W NEVADA
URH DANIELS 288












































































































CHUNG PO SHEUN GRAD
CHUNG SAE-GU GRAD
CHUNG SUNG KEF GRAD
CHUNG WON LYANG GRAO
CHURCH HARRISON L LAW2
CHURCH KENNETH E AGR1
CHURCH LAUREL MADSEN GRAD
CHURITCH PETER A LAS*
CHURNS NORA K GRAD
CHVOSTA RUTH A R LAS3
CHWISTEK LOIS J LAS1
CICERO JOAN G LAS2
*CICHY BETTY M GRAD
CIELLO MARILEE LAS1
CIELLO RICHARD A ENG*
CIEMIEGA CAVID J FAA2
CIEPLY BRIAN ANDREW LAS*
*CIESA JACK C ENG*
CIFSLA GAIL ED 1
CIESLAR ALICIA MAY GRAD
CIHAK JOHN A LAS1
CIHLA VIRGIL F LAS2
CIHLAR DOROTHY J LAS1
CIHLAR RONALD L L AS 3
CIMA LAWRENCE M LAS1
CINDRIC THOMAS A GRAO
CINNAMON THOMAS R BUS1
CINOFSKY TERRI B ED 1
CINOTTO CRAIG J 3US3
CINOTTO JAMES H LAS2
CIONI RAYMOND P FAA1
CIOPER ANTHCNY P FAA3
CIOPER JAMES J ENG1
CIPRA DALE L LAS2
CIPRIANO MARY LYNN GRAO
CIPANGLE ERNEST FRAN FAA*
*CIRKS CLAUDETTE T LAS3
CI RONE RONALD S GRAD
CISKOWSKI ROBERT D LAS3
CISSIK JOHN HENRY GRAD
CITRON DALE J AGR2
CIUKAJ JOSEPH G ENG2
CIULLA FRANK JOSEPH 8US3
CIZMAR DAWN K LAS3
CLAAR CHARLOTTE W EO 3
CLACK R03FRT M AGR3
*CLAEYS GARY JOSEPH VM 1
CLAFFEY TIMOTHY J BUS1
CLAGGETT JAMES P LAS2
*CLAIR WILLIAM P VM 2
CLAMAGE ARTHUR E LAS3
CLANCY MICHAEL J LAS3
CLANCY MICHAEL JOHN LAS*
CLANCY THERESE A PF 1
CLANTQN MICHAEL E LAS1
CLAPMAN MYRIM ENG4
CLAPPER CONNIE S LAS1
CLARICOATES GREGORY LAS3
CLARK ALAN LEROY LAS2
CLARK ALICE A AGR1
CLARK BRUCE A FAA4
CLARK BRUCE ARTHUR GRAD
CLARK CALEB MORGAN GRAD
CLARK CARMELITA L FO 2
CLARK CAROL ANN LAS3
CLARK CAROLYN LAS1
CLARK CHARLES E LAS1
CLARK CHARLES F LAS3
CLARK CHERYL JEAN L»S4
CLARK CHRISTINE F GRAD
CLARK CLARETHA A L 4S2
CLARK CONSTANCE M LAS2
CLARK CRAIG R LAS2
CLARK CYNTHIA L LAS2
CLARK DAN OLIN GRAD
CLARK DANIEL F BUS*
CLARK DONALD D COM3
CLARK DCNALD GFOFFRE BUS*
CLARK DORIS A LAS1
CLARK ERNEST FELTON BUS1
CLARK FARNSWORTH D ENG2
CLARK FREFMAN GERALD GRAD
CLARK GAIL LAS1
CLARK GEORGE BYRON GRAD
CLARK GEORGE L JP ENG*
CLARK GECRGE R JR L AW 1
CLARK GEORGE W JR GRAD
CLARK HORACE P LAS*
CLARK JANE BROWN GRAD
CLARK JANET M GRAD
CLARK JEFFREY F L AS 1
CLARK JERRY EDWIN EO *
CLARK JOOELL PE 1
CLARK JOHN DENNIS GRAD
CLARK JOHN MITCHELL GRAD
CLARK KRISTINE LEE LAS*
CLARK LINDA A LAS1
URH DANIELS 11* U
*09 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 720 U
URH DANIELS 256 U
603 S *TH 103 C
58 E GREGORY C
1203 S ORCH ST U
707 S 6TH 2 01 C
509 S 5TH 22 C
801 W IOWA U
URH TAFT 122 C
URH EVANS 226 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH LAR 177 U
710 W CHURCH 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 175 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
509 E CLARK U
URH ALLEN 189 U
URH DANIELS 2*7 U
URH TOWNSEND 582 U
2313 S 1ST 10* C
URH SAUNDERS *10 U
201 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 2*1 C
1901 MELINDA LN C
210 HOLIDAY PK C
URH VANDOREN 23 C
URH GARNER *22 C
URH 0GLES8Y 218 U
URH BABCOCK 226 U
2307 S 1ST MANOR C
ELMHURST ILL
URH OGLESBY 520 U
805 OAKLAND 208 U
205 W ELM U
1103 W CHURCH C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 373 C
1003 S MATTIS 1-6 C
409 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C
2317 S 1ST 201 C
207 1/2 E GREEN C
3329 STONEYBROOK C
803 OREGON U
RR 1 BOX 79 U
URH SCOTT 388 C
1301 S BUSFY U
906 1/2 S VINE U
211 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
BOX 2105 C
URH ALLEN 16* U
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH WARDALL 1203 U
URH GARNER 376 C
603 S 5TH C
URH SAUNDERS 110 U
703 E COLORADO 205 U
2013 D ORCH ST U
101 E JOHN C
U»H BUSEY 225 U
703 W CAL IFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 335 U
URH SCOTT 378 C
1109 S *TH C
308 W GREEN 5 U
707 S 6TH 311 C
URH VANDOREN 322 C
URH ALLEN 257 U
URH GARNER 291 C
URH TAFT 316 C
1*0* W CHURCH C
912 S 2ND C
2003 LYNWOOD C
501 F DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
1205 GOODWIN U
GALESBURG ILL
2011 C ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 82* U
2*22 E ELM U
6 ROSEWOOD PL U
311 E JOHN 6 C
2075 D ORCH ST U
502 W MAIN 319 U
1*0* W CHURCH C
101 E JOHN C
1008 S *TH C
1201 1/2 N BUSEY U
URH ALLEN *25 U
5* COACHMAN U
1319 C ORCH PL U
53 E JOHN 2 C




















































































6210 W BARRY AV
7737 W THORNDALE






19W018 AV NRMNDY E
6455 W 28TH ST
217 S RIDGELAND AV
354 S HAMILTON AV
113 S OLIVE ST
2944 W GREENLEAF
MAPLE RD 460









8409 W BETTY TERR
1300 W 6TH ST
8831 KENNETH TERR
1851 W 35TH ST
2411 BELL AV
1800 W 96 TH ST
3329 STONEYBROOK
311 S HENRY ST
RR 1 BOX 79
646 PROSPECT
612 CENTER ST
906 1/2 S VINE
98*1 S CENTRAL PK
*87 PROSPECT




1136 E PRATT OR
938 E 16*TH CT
8101 S PRINCETON
18212 HARMONY RD
703 E COLORADO 205






RR 2 BOX 9*
*22 W FRANKLIN ST
4123 HAWTHORNE PL










467 E GROVE ST
2011 C ORCH ST
162*6 WINCHESTER
2*22 E ELM
910 SHARON PARK DR






1201 1/2 N BUSEY
2106 CURETON
54 COACHMAN DR
1819 C ORCH PL
1388 OAK PARK DR




































































































































































































FNG1 U?H TRELEASE 831 U 332-5647
L AS1 URH BLAISDELL 310 U 332-3517
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
LASl URH SAUNDERS 306 U 332-3648
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 622 U 332-5578
ED 2 603 W LOUISIANA C 356-9278
FAA? URH LUNDGREN 422 C 332-0287
GRAD 311 E JOHN 6 C 344-4922
PE 3 715 W MICHIGAN u 344-3128
BUS6 60 5 S BROADWAY u 367-9061
AGR3 12 04 S LINCOLN u 344-9892
FAA3 90? S WRIGHT c 344-0545
BUS 3 1308 W SPNGFLO C
GRAD CNTRY FP STA 3332 c 352-6802
GRAD 1004 S 4TH c
LAW1 2020 N MATTIS 101 c 352-8462
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 208 c
LAW1 706 S RACE u
ED 5 2013 D ORCH ST u 344-5456
LAS2 1019 W NEVADA 6 c
GRAD 705 S 1ST c
FNG1 URH TOWNSENO 434 u 332-4239
ED 1 603 LOUISIANA c 356-9278
LASl URH BABCOCK 430 u 332-3838
BUS3 307 E WHITE c
GRAD 4 30 FA I RL AWN u 36 7-9549
RUS1 URH WARDALL 808 u 332-4461
LASl URH VAN OOREN 326 c 332-0535
GRAD 811 S LOCUST c
GRAD URH DANIELS 303 u 332-2210
LAS3 410 E JOHN c
LAS3 305 E GREEN 9 c 344-7141
LAS3 URH WARDALL 720 u 332-4447
AGR2 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152
ENG3 101 S BUSEY 4 u
FAA2 URH TOWNSENO 517 u 332-4254
AGR3 702 W WASHINGTON u 344-6530
FO 3 URH WARDALL 312 u 332-4344
LAS4 404 W STOUGHTON c 356-5700
LASl URH FORBES 446 c 332-1119
ENG2 URH TOWNSENO 216 u 332-4061
ENG1 604 E ARMORY 1-707 c
LAS2 604 E ARMORY 1 c 344-1266
GRAD GIFFORD ILL
ED I URH LAR 422 u 332-2922
GRAD 204 E ROPFR c 356-9179
GRAD 204 E ROPER c 356-9179
FAA4 RR 1 u 367-3791
AVI2 SAVOY ILL
LAS2 310 E JOHN c 344-0808
LAS4 608 E WHITE c 352-0210
FAA4 PR 1 u
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 513 u 332-5185
LASl URH SAUNDERS 229 u 332-3640
GRAD
LAW1 605 S 4TH 111 c 359-5166
LAS4 907 STOUGHTON 302 u 367-1692
LAS2 1009 CUNNINGHAM u
PE 3 RR 1 u
BUS1 URH TOWNSENO 372 u 332-4163
PE 1 URH LAR 287 u 332-2996
LAS2 61 E JOHN c 356-0024
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 951 c 332-4946
LAS4 707 S 6TH 512 c
GRAD FARMER CITY ILL
FAA9 909 S ANDERSON u 36 7-7 844
GRAD 909 S ANDERSON u 367-7844
LAWl 207 E HEALEY c
GRAD 1975 D ORCH ST u 344-5429
GRAD 1930 A ORCH ST u 344-1870
GRAD 1975 D ORCH ST u 344-5429
BUS3 1102 W CLARK u 367-3782
ENG3 210 E JOHN c
LASl URH VANDOREN 302 c 332-0515
FAA4 1009 W SPNGFLD u 36 5-2166
GRAD 302 IOWA u
FAA3 URH SCOTT 259 c 332-1469
LAS3 814 N CHURCH c 359-5361
PE 2 URH TAFT 322 c
ENG4 706 S VINE u
PE 4 1107 N 6TH c 356-4593
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS u 367-0371
LAS4 2201 HAZWD 203 u 344-1386
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS u 367-0371
GRAD 2201 HAZWO 203 u 344-1386
GRAD TWIN ORCH MBL HMS u
LAS4 302 E ARMORY c
PE 2 309 W HESSEL BLVD c
COM3 URH SCOTT 246 c 332-1464
LAS4 412 E GREEN c
BUS4 905 S 6TH c 344-3199
PE 4 516 E JOHN c
BUS3 101 2ND c 352-0337
GRAD 901 S 1ST 26 c
LASl 1207 W SPNGFLD u 344-0511
BUS2 340 DANIELS c 332-2246
GRAD 1418 N MCKINLEY 1 c 3 59-2 645
5352 CENTER AV
603 LOUISIANA AV





311 E JOHN 6
505 BUCKFYE DR
260 E MAOI SON






730 E PERSHING RO
1581 HARDING RD








214 E 42ND ST
110 N 17TH ST
LINCOLN HALL 371
ROUTE 5 BOX 266
48 GOLF AV
1497 JUNEWAY












1013 N 3RD ST
8129 S MICHIGAN
8129 S MICHIGAN AV
RR 1
404 E WASHINGTON
606 N 7TH ST
2001 GROVE ST
RR 1
7433 W ARGYLE ST












905 OAK VIEW CT
905 OAKVIEW CT
RR 3
1975 D ORCH ST
1930 A ORCH ST
1975 D ORCH ST
18W098 16TH ST
308 W SEMINARY AV
20926 HOMELAND RD
8130 S EXCHANGE AV







2201 HAZWD DR 20 3
303 W ILLINOIS
2201 HAZWD OR 203
TWIN ORCH MBL HMS












































































































CLIFTON MITCHELL H LAS3
CLIFTON PAMELA P LAS?
CLIFTON WALTER S BUS1
CL INCH SUSAN M FAA1
CLINE HERSCHEL M GRAO
CLINE LINDA F AGR2
CLINF LYNN S LAS3
CL INF ROBERT L AGR3
CL INE STEVEN P AGR1
CLINTON DAVID W LAS3
*CLINTON TYRONF M ENG3
CLOOFFLTER JOHN J LAS'*
CIPDFELTFR LINDSAY D LAS4
CLOOFFLTER MICHAEL C LAS2
CLODIUS FSTELl Y GRAD
CLOE JOHN M FAA2
CLORY PAULA JFAN GRAD
CLPTFFLTER JAY KENT FAA4
ClOUD STEPHEN M LAS3
CLTUGH JFAN A COM3
CLPUSE ROBERT ALAN GRAD
CLOW SCOTT FRANKLIN GRAD
CLPWER CATHERAN A FAA1
CLUM MARY ANN LAS4
CLUPPER DARWIN D JR LAWl
CLUVFP DENNIS P FAA1
ClYNF DAVID W LAS3
CLYNE PATRICIA S PE 1
COAD FRED ALLEN 8US6
COAOY JCHN P LAS1
COARSON TIM R ENGl
CPATFS WILLIAM J JR GRAD
COATS DONALD WAYNF GRAD
COATS JOEL ROBERT GRAD
COBB FRED THOMAS L AS 1
*COBB HARVEY DFAN III VM 3
COBB JAMES COLLINS LAS4
*C0B8 JOHN S LAW2
COBB LAURENCE J FAA3
COBB MICHAEL A LAS1
COBB ROLAND F ENGl
COBB SUSAN SCHROEDER 3RAD
COBBLE JAMES F JR LAS2
CPRBS DOROTHY LFF LAS4
CPBERLY GLEN C ENG4
CORERT PHILIP A ENG2
*COBIN ELL IOTT I GRAD
COBLF ANNA JANE GRAD
CPBLF BETTY OSE FD 2
*COBLE ELVIS RAY GRAD
COBLF PARKS M GRAD
COCAGNE DENNIS L BUS3
COCHRAN CHRISTOPHER AGR1
CCCHPAN DONALD K AGR1
COCHRAN LAURA W T,RAD
COCHRAN STEVEN REX FAA4
COCHRAN STUART A AGR4
COCHRANE WILLIAM A GRAD
COCKBILL THCMAS W COM3
COCK&ELL PLORICE JR ENG2
COCKRELL WILLIAM D GRAO
CODY ROBERT LYNN GRAD
CPE JAMES D GRAD
COE KATHY J FAA3
CPE LARRY R BUS1
COF PATRICIA A FD 1
COE ROCKY L FAA2
COEN STFVFN D ENG3
COFFIN LINDA A ED 3
COFFING DFBOPA C FAA1
CPFFMAN GARY KEN GRAD
COFIFLD GARRETT P GRAD
COFONE FRANK JF LAS1
CPGAN ANN L LAS1
COGAN YFHUDITH LAS9
CPGGESHALL ALICF JFA I AS4
CCGHLAN DAVID L LAS1
CPGHLAN "ARGA<?FT MAR LAS4
CTGNATA LPUIS J PNG4
CPGSWFLI JANICE COR" \",^3
COHAN BARPARA C LAS2
COHART JUDITH NANCY GRAD
CPHEA LINDA DIANE GRAD
CCHEM ALBERT S LAS3
COHEN A\NF LOUISE El) 4
COHEN ARNOLO COMA
COHEN BARBARA J PF 3
COHEN BAPFY STEVEN GRAn
CPHEN' BFUE J LAS1
COHEN fJCNNIE K LAS1
COHEN ftGNNIE M L AS 1
COHEN BRUCF ARKCLH LAS4
CPHEN CHKPYL JANF GRAD
CPHFN OAl F E >V)S2
ffHFN OAVIJ A LAS3
cohen gep An a \_\s^
CPHFM HARVEY SPENCER GRAD
URH SNYDER 174 C
URH WARDALL 619 U
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
URH L AR 368 U
MAHOMET ILL
903 W NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 319 U
SIDNEY ILL
URH GARNER 42p C
URH OGLESBY 319 U
2202 HAZWD DR 101 U
MONTICELLO ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
40 1 E JOHN C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 495 C
URH SHERMAN 530 C
505 E CHALMERS C
CHARLESTON ILL
508 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
1819 D ORCH PL U
1008 HOLIDAY C
30? E ARMORY C
808 S LINCOLN U
706 W OHIO U
711 W GREEN U
URH FLAGG 428 C
815 W PARK U
202 F DANIEL C
311 F ARMORY C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1010 W MAIN U
807 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 380 C
32 FORSYTHIA C
503 STOUGHTON 9 C
422 FAIRLAWN U
910 S 3RD 413 C
URH SCOTT 266 C
URH TOWNSEND 237 U
422 FAIRLAWN U
305 EDGEBROOK C
811 W CLARK U
210 HOLIDAY PK 348 C
URH CARR 415 U
2109 HAZWD DR U
1 ROWENA U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH DANIELS 108 U
URH FORBES 212 C
URH HOPKINS 339 C
1301 S BUSEY U
800 S MATTIS 26 C
800 S MATTIS 26 C
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
5 LEXINGTON U
112 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 275 C
604 N MAPLE 15 U
1965 ORCH ST U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1207 W SPNGFLD U
603 S 5TH U
805 W OHIO U
603 S 5TH C
1010 S 2ND C
306 N CARSON C
URH LAR 216 U
408 E GREEN 11 C
URH SHERMAN 251 C
312 S PRAIRIE C
URH LAR A 32 U
802 W OREGON U
URH PGLESBY 721 U
509 S RANDOLPH C
1002 W OREGUN U
508 E ARMORY C
1 104 NEVADA U
1821 VALLEY RD C
URH SHERMAN 334 C
URH GARNER 222 C
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
108 E HEALEY C
409 F CHALMRS 1405 C
URH OANIEtS 234 U
910 S 3RD 1302 C
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
URH LAR 104 U
510 F JOHN C
509 S 5TH C
910 S 3«D 704 C
100 3 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMERS 4^1 C































































2920 S STATE 308







2202 HAZWD DR 101




1 S CRESCENT DR
71 STANDI SH RD
841 N LINCOLN
2021 MEADOWLAKE DR
5236 N OLEANDER AV
































2413 S 14TH AV
RR 1
800 S MATTIS 26
800 S MATTIS 26
204 HOLIDAY PK 303
2301GLENDALE GARON
3310 COVENTRY CT











219 N 3CTH ST
312 S PRAIRIE
2722 E 77TH ST
84 HATISHBI STR
10430 S LEAVITT ST
1043C S LEAVITT ST








9517 N LOREL AV
538 N ALTA VISTA
4555 GREENWOOD
463 BOULEVARD 6




6 741 N FRANCISCO
9314 N KEELfcR AV



































































































COHEN HOWARD J LAS4
COHEN HUGUETTE S GRAO
COHEN JFFFREY D LAS2
COHEN JEROME P BUS3
COHEN JFRPY L GRAD
COHEN JORDAN R GRAO
COHEN JUDITH A LAS?
COHEN JUDITH F LASl
COHEN JUDY M LAS2
COHEN JULIF H LAS2
COHEN LARRY A ED 4
COHEN LAWRENCE ALAN LAS?
CHHEN LOIS E ED 1
COHEN MARILYN F GRAD
COHEN MARLENE E ED 3
COHEN MARSHALL CAVID LAS'*
COHEN MICHAEL A 8US1
COHEN MITCHELL R LAS3
COHEN MYRON S LAS3
COHEN NANCY J LAS2
COHEN NEAL IAN BUS"*
COHEN PAMFLA S LAS2
COHEN PATTI K ED 1
COHEN PAUL EDWARD GRAD
COHEN PAUL FREDFRICK GRAD
COHEN ROBERTA A S GRAD
COHEN ROBFRTA STOCK GRAD
COHEN SHARON A LAS1
COHEN SHELDON BRUCE BUS3
COHEN STUART H LAS1
COHEN SUSAN A COM4
COHIL DENNIS JOSEPH GRAD
COHLER LAWRENCE N LASL
COHN ARNOLD KEITH L AS4
CCHN CLAUOETTE B FAA3
COHN DAVID L LASl
COHN DORITH R LAS2
COHN JOANNE LAS2
COHN JUDY ED 1
COHN LAURIE E LAS2
COHN MAOJORIE L LAS2
COHN PAULA P ED 3
COHN RALPH MICHAEL LAS4
COHN RONALD HERBERT GRAD
COHN SUE SPAK ED 2
COHN WILLIAM E FNG2
COKER ROBFRT CHARLES GRAD
COKER VIRGIL MORRIS LAS4
COLANDER P.ATPICIA M FAA1
COLBERG ANNE IONE LAS4
COLBERG ARLEN G 3US4
COLBFRG JANICE M ED 3
COLBERG THOMAS P GRAD
COLBERT CATHY C GRAD
COLBERT GREGORY A GRAD
COLBERT JANET L LASl
COL3FRT MARC H LAS3
COLBERT NANCY L ED 1
COLBFRT REBECCA S PE 1
COLBERT SUSAN ELYSE LAS*
COLBRESE BARBARA J PE 1
COLBRESE WILLIAM L GRAD
COLBURN THERESE J LAS3
COLBY GREGORY W ENG1
COLBY VIRGINIA G LAS3
COLE CLARENCE B GRAO
COLE ELYNE JOHNSON ED 4
COLE FREDERICK R GRAD
COLF GARY NEAL ENG4
COLE GWENDOLYN D EO 2
CCLE HELENE M LASl
COLE JAMES ROBFRT GRAD
COLE JEROME F PE 3
COLE JULIF B LAS2
COLE KIM E ED 1
COLE NANCY M FAA1
COLE NANCY RUTH LAS4
COLE NANCY S LAS4
COLE PETER L AGR2
COLE PRUDENCE B GRAO
COLE RODNEY W ENG3
COLE STEVEN HENRY GRAO
COLE STEVEN W LASl
COLE TERRY WAYNE PE 4
COLE VALERIE Y LAS2
COLEAN GLORIA MARIE LAS4
COLEGATE ROBERT L GRAD
COLEHOUR LINDA K LASl
COLEMAN DIANN A LAS2
COLEMAN DONALD L ED 4
COLEMAN JACQUELINE A FAAl
COLEMAN JAMES HAROLD ENG4
COLFMAN JAMES J ENG3
COLEMAN JAMES PATRIC ENG4
COLEMAN LARRY ROSS LAS4
COLEMAN LEONARD F JR ENG2
COLEMAN LYNN A ED 2
55 E HEALEY 104 C
303 BURKWOOD CT U
110 E CLARK C
1004 S 4TH C 328-1458
2116 ORCH ST 301 U 344-6981
RANTOUL ILL
410 E GREEN 12 C
URH ALLEN 101 U 332-3114
URH TRELEASE 318 U 332-4583
801 IOWA U 367-4989
913 S LOCUST C 352-5826
URH SNYDER 322 C 332-1758
URH VANDUREN 408 C 332-0543
2116 ORCH ST U 344-6981
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
609 W HEALEY 7 C 352-0840
907 S 4TH C 367-0367
2307 S 1ST 304 C
907 S 4TH C 359-4054
1315 GRANDVIEW C
5? E ARMORY C 356-7715
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-4692
URH LAR 472 U 332-3053
706 S 1ST 301 C 359-3139
URH DANIELS 234 U 332-2187
908 S LOCUST 301 C 356-0333
800 1/2 S VINE U
URH TRELEASE 906 U 332-3653
106 E HEALEY 12 C
URH OGLESBY 722 U 332-5253
1207 W SPNGFLD U 344-0511
605 S 4TH ST C
106 E ARMORY C
707 S 6TH 212 C 344-3607
716 S FOLEY C 352-1857
URH OGLESBY 226 U 332-5107
802 W OREGON U
802 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 260 U 332-3313
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C 337-5000
908 S 1ST C
408 E HEALEY 3 C
111 E HEALEY C
707 S 6TH 212 C
URH OGLESBY 419 U 332-5160
201 W PARK U 367-1243
1005 W CALIFORNIA U 344-2297
URH LAR 478 U 332-3058
RANTOUL ILL
8 POMPTON PL U 367-3785
8 POMPTON PL U 367-3785
RANTOUL ILL
107 E HEALEY 17 C 359-5481
604 E ARMORY 125 C 344-0608
URH BUSEY 328 U 332-2646
1412 W CLARK C 352-5047
URH ALLEN 24 U 332-3099
URH FLAGG 314 C 332-0305
408 E STOUGHTON C 359-5427
URH ALLEN 22 U 322-3097
105 E JOHN 202 C 359-5036
URH CLARK 406 C
URH GARNER 263 C 332-0747
URH TRELEASE 1111 U
1971 D ORCH ST U
913 N HARVEY U 367-0121
URH SHERMAN 1366 C 332-5049
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
107 E HEALEY I C
URH ALLEN 32 U 332-3104
RANTOUL ILL
URH GARNER 389 C 332-0836
URH TRELEASE 309 U 332-5475
URH FLAGG 330 C 332-0317
URH LAR 117 U 332-3466
605 W INDIANA U
409 E CHALMRS 1309 C
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
1903 E MICHIGAN U
910 W CAL IFORNIA U
PEORIA ILL
306 E GREGORY U
913 N HARVEY U 367-0121
URH TRELEASE 503 U 332-5529
1202 W OREGON U
WILSON TRLR CT 23 U 367-0697
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
URH WARDALL 619 U 332-4422
112 W IOWA U 367-0609
708 MUM FORD U 367-9064
502 W ELM 11 U 344-1438
URH TOWNSEND 442 U 332-4207
803 W OREGON U 344-1112
112 W IOWA U 367-0609
URH OGLESBY 523 U 332-5194
55 E HEALEY 104
303 BURKWOOD CT W












9332 N LOWELL AV
865 OLD TRAIL
140 E MANOR COURT






706 S 1ST 301
538 N ALTA VISTA
908 S LOCUST 301
130/4F MAKOS HAIM
3438 W BRYN MAWR
6825 N LOWELL AV
6614 N MAPLEWOOD
9729 S MERRION AV
801 OAKLAND AV
5928 N ROCKWELL









214 COLONIAL DR 5
111 E HEALEY
707 S 6TH 212
5014 GREENWOOD
1218 E EDWARDS AV
206 S BECKER LN











6720 N ST LOUIS
1840-187TH ST
1840 187TH ST
12406 S 91ST AV
105 KENTUCKY
3815 10TH ST







1614 5TH AV S

























































































































COLEMAN LYNNF R ED 2
COLEMAN MARY L LAS1
COLEMAN REED FLLIS GRAD
COLEMAN ROGER A LAS1
COLEMAN SHELLEY J ED 1
COLEMAN SUSAN DARE GRAD
COLET JIM GLENN LAS4
*COLEY BASIL GLASFORD GRAD
CPLEY DIANA M LAS1
COLGAN CONSTANCF K AGR3
COLGAN DAVID L AGR2
COLGAN PATRICK D BUS3
COLKY SCOTT C BUS1
COLLARD JANINE CLARE GRAD
COLLEBRUSCO MARK J ENG1
COLLECCHIA FRANK E FNG1
COLLER ALAN ROSS GRAD
COLLIER CAROL RUTHER GRAD
COLLIER GLENN H LAS3
COLLIER JAMES F AGR3
COLLIFR SARA F LAS1
COLLIER TERRY LEE GRAD
COLLIER WADE H L GRAD
COLLIFLOWER CHARLES FNG3
"COLLINS CANDACE C LAS1
COLLINS CATHERINE ED 3
COLLINS CATHERINE M COM3
COLLINS CECIL EUGENE LAS4
COLLINS CHARLES P LAS2
COLLINS CHARLOTTE L LAS1
COLLINS DANIFL J BUS1
COLLINS DAVID A FAA3
COLLINS ELIZARETH L LAS4
COLLINS JAMES L L AS3
COLLINS JEAN LAS4
COLLINS JEFFREY C ENG3
COLLINS KATHERINE M AGR3
COLLINS KEITH ROBERT BUS4
COLLINS LARRY LYNN LAS4
COLLINS LINDA S LAS1
COLLINS LLOYD C III BUS1
COLLINS MARY M FAA3
COLLINS MICHAEL ENG4
COLLINS ROBERT C JR BUS2
COLLINS ROBERT J LAS1
COLLINS ROY F BUS?
COLLINS RUTH A LAS1
COLLINS SUSAN L LAS2
COLLINS VERONICA L PF 2
COLLINS WILLIAM G JR ED 1
COLLINS WILLIAM J ENG1
COLLINS-THOMPSON D L GRAD
COLLONS CINDY J LAS1
CCLLORD ROSS B ENG1
COLLSEN CINDA LEE LAS4
COLLURA JOSEPH FAA1
COLLYER CATHLEEN A L AS4
COLON AUGUSTINE LAS2
CCLCN FRANCIS R GRAD
COLSON JOHN GILBERT GRAD
COLSON WILLIAM WILDE GRAD
COLTER LARRY W JR GRAD
COtTHURST NANINE C LAS3
COLVER RICHARD J AY E GRAD
CCLWELL PRISCILLA JA GRAD
COLWIN ROSEMARY D AG"9
COLWIN THOMAS L GRAD
COMBS CATHLEEN M LAS4
COMBS GORDON DE*N GRAD
COMBS JUDITH L LAS1
COMEAU WAYNE M VM 1
COMERFORD LEO P JR GRAD
COMERFORD NICHOLAS B ENG1
COMERFORD ROBERT L LAS4
COMFORT NANCY L LAS3
COMMEROT GERARD GRAD
COMPRATT ROBERT A BUS*
COMPTON CHARLES C LAS2
COMPTON MARILYN M L AS4
COMPTON PHYLLIS F PE 5
COMPTON RAY A LAS3
COMPTON THOMAS K GRAD
CONAGHAN THOMAS M BUS2
CONCKLIN LEWIS F FAA2
CCNDFR PAULA M GRAD
CONDILL MICHAFL JOHN BUS4
CONDON IDABELLE S ED 3
CONDON JANE C LAS2
CONDON ROBFRT JOHN GRAD
CONDON SUSAN J BUS1
CONDREVA KENNETH JAM ENG4
CONE RAYMOND BARRY LAS4
CONFORTI PAUL M BUS1
CONFORTI PAUL MICHAE LAS4
CCNGLETCN CATHLEEN C PE 4
CONIGLIO THCMAS WILF BUS4
COKKL IN RICHARD L FAA2
URH TRELEASE 1112 U
URH VANDOREN 314 C
2030 A ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 340 C
URH EVANS 323 U
710 PARK LN C
703 W HILL C
STA A BOX 2333 C
URH TAFT 227 C
805 W OHIO U
1105 S 4TH C
MONTICELLO ILL
910 S 3RD 518 C
212 E GREGORY 212 C
URH CARR 323 U
URH GARNER 317 C
2706 CARRELTON C
34 CARRIAGE ESTS U
URH FORBES 276 C
8 ROSEWOOD U
405 E JOHN C
403 1/2 E GREEN 3 C
34 CARRIAGE PL U
1005 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 418 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
313 E JOHN C
603 S 5TH C
URH SNYDER 243 C
URH SAUNDERS 428 U
URH NOBLE 417 C
505 E WHI TE 7 C
502 W ELM 13 U
1207 W CLARK U
1007 S 1ST 9 C
2313 S 1ST C
901 W SPNGFLD 9 U
102 E CHALMERS C
508 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 810 U
URH GARNER 256 C
1207 W NEVADA U
211 N COLER 12 U
URH OGLES BY 816 U
URH SNYDER 468 C
URH GARNER 428 C
80? W OREGON U
URH BARTON 322 C
URH LUNDGREN 216 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH TOWNS END 366 U
2032 C ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 306 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 286 C
611 E DANIEL C
402 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 620 U
806 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
802 S WESTLAWN C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
2007 SANGAMON C
1605 HOLMSTROM C
502 W GRIGGS 304 U
1201 W OREGON U
CATLIN ILL
910 S 3RD 1212 C
604 N MAPLE 43 U
1005 S B'JSEY U
URH NOBLE 121 C
1004 S 2ND C
1106 S LINCOLN U
104 E ARMORY C
ENG RES LAB 165 U
313 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 130 U
1107 W GREEN 322 U
HOMER ILL
1107 W GREEN 322 U
URH OGLESBY 81? U
URH OGLESBY 803 U
OGDFN ILL
713 W OHIO U
CATLIN ILL
URH WARDALL 1010 U
53 F SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 455 U
1106 S EUCLID C
106 S GREGORY U
1105 S 4TH C
URH CARR 114 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
2311 S 1ST 103 C






























































946 E 133RD ST
1108 ST MARGARET











117 S 9TH ST








27 N 14TH ST
519 HALIEN TERR
4935 GRANOVIEW OR
249 S STEVENS AV







6327 N KEDZIE AV
2724 CHARIOT LN
RR 1 BOX 263









325 S KANSAS ST
77 W HAZEL DELL











806 1/2 S PPATRIE
2919 COMPTON RD




502 W GRIGGS 304
429 E OAK WOOD DR
506 WEBSTER
RR 1







3003 E OAKLAND AV
204 SHEFFIELD DR
1107 W GREEN 322
RR 2




?13 W LINCOLN AV
RR 1
815 S KENIL WORTH
RR 2 BOX 57









































































































CPNKP I~,HT TOMMY DEAN GRAD
CCNLEF ANN COPFLAND AGR?
CONLEY CARY D ENG4
CONLEY JACK MICHAEL GRAO
CCNLIN JAMES M FAA2
CCNLIN THOMAS E LAS4
CCNLON EDWARD J LAS2
CONLON GEORGIA S LAS3
CONLCN MAPY A LAS3
CONN CHARLES R AGR3
CONN JANICE KWIT LAS4
CONNELL JAMES L LAW2
CONNELL PATRICK N ENG1
CONNELL STEPHEN D LAS2
CLNNFLLY HUGH T LAS'*
CONNELLY LEE AVI1
CONNELLY RICHARD J ENG2
CONNELLY SHANNON M COM3
CONNELLY STEPHEN D LAS2
CONNELLY TERRFNCF M BUS1
CONNER AION70 D "E 2
CONNER APRIL L PC 3
CONNER CLARENCE F LAS2
CONNER EVELYN A LAS3
CONNER TUMMIF JEAN GRAO
CONNERS JFPRY PATRIC LAS4
CONNERS PATRICIA ANN PE 4
CONNOLLY JAMFS M ENG2
CONNOLLY MARY C FAA3
CONNOLLY YOLANDA GRAO
CONNOR BETH K AGR1
CONNOR GREGORY JOHN GRAD
CONNOR JOMNY ^OORE GRAD
CONNOR JOSEPH F AGR1
CONNOR PETER YUNKFR GRAD
CONNOR SHARON ANN LAS3
CONNOR THOMAS E ENG3
CONNOR TIMUTHY E VM 1
CONOUR JOHN FRANKLIN ENG4
CONOVER MINOY L AGR1
CCNOVER PATRICIA A LASl
CONRAD ALAN B LAS3
CTNRAO CYNTHIA A PE 2
CONRAD GARY R FNG1
CCNRAD JAMES RICHARD LAS4
CCNRAD KARY M GRAD
CCNRAD PENNY LOUISE ED 3
CONRAD RICHARD LEE GRAD
CCNRAD RONALD F VM 1
CONRADl ROBERT A LAS1
CLNROY JOHN A BUS2
CONROY KATHLEEN R LASl
CONROY MICHAEL E GRAD
CONROYD DAVID C LASl
CONSTAN ATHANASFA N GRAD
CONSTAN EVANGFLO T LAS3
CONSTANTINF ADRIANN AGR2
CONSTANTINE ANNETTE GRAD
CONSTANTINE CAROL A COM3
CONSTANTINF PAUL E GRAD
CONTRERAS BEN GRAD
CONVERS RONALD JOHN GRAD
CONVERSE MICHAEL J LASl
CONWAY JOHN BUS1
CONWAY MARY SHARON BUS1
CONWAY PETER N LAS4
CONWAY ROBERT P LASl
CONWAY WALTER 3US3
COOK DEBRA S ED 2
COOK DONALD A FNG2
COOK EDWIN JOHN GRAD
COOK FRANKLIN E AGR2
COOK GARY L ENG3
COOK GAY COM3
COOK JAPES CARL BUS*
COOK JANET MARIF GRAD
COOK JEAN HALL GRAD
COOK JEFFREY ALLAN PE 4
COCK JEFFREY S LASl
COOK JO R AGR3
COPK JOFL ENG3
COOK JGHN P ENG1
COOK KARA L LAS2
COOK KATHARINE M ED 4
COOK MARILYN L AS4
COOK ^APIL YN K ED 3
CCOK MART IN L LAS2
CO^K MARY C LASl
CCOK MICHAEL WILLIAM FAA4
COOK RONNA JOY LAS3
COOK SHERRY L LASl
COOK T-ICMAS RUSH LAS3
COOK .JILL I AM R JR LAS2
COPKF OAV ID H L AS3
COOKE PHILIP P LAS3
COOKS EILEEN N FD I
UOL MICHAEL I. ED 3
1 104 I/? CRESCENT C
211 W HIGH U
301 W WASHINGTON U
207 E GREEN 8 C
311 E ARMORY C
809 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDFR 364 C
935 S 1ST 1 C
502 E HEALEY 110 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
PR 2 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH HOPKINS 345 C
2085 8 ORCH ST U
301 S ELM C
URH NOBLE 321 C
402 E ARMORY C
804 W SPNGFLO U
912 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
URH SNYDER 213 C
URH CLARK 2L5 C
17 TULIP TREE C
URH CLARK 230 C
URH DANIELS 291 U
URH SNYDER 359 C
805 W OHIO U
112 E DANIEL C
DECATUR ILL
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 1228 U
2305 TAMARACK C
300 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 311 C
PARK FOREST ILL
710 W OHIO U
URH HOPKINS 311 C
MORRIS ILL
815 N MCKINLEY C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
URH FLAGG 433 C
URH HOPKINS 261 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 286 C
112 F JOHN C
1107 W GREEN 124 U
508 E CHALMERS C
105 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 112 C
URH NOBLE 317 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 315 U
2202 HAZWD DR U
URH NOBLE 115 C
URH BUSFY 331 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 229 U
904 W HILL U
302 E ARMORY C
904 W HILL U
1314 W WHITE C
2203 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH GARNER 319 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 223 U
104 S GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 922 U
URH OGLESBY 922 U
URH BLAISOELL 322 U
302 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD 216 C
401 E DANIEL C
904 W GREEN 502 U
707 S 6TH 512 C
201 COUNTRY FR 10 C
801 W HILL 8 C
401 N MCKINLEY C
FISHER ILL
9 10 S 3RD 72 8 C
610 1/2 S GLOVER 2 U
910 S 3RD 315 C
URH HOPKINS 310 C
URH WARDALL 909 U
PAXTON ILL
205 E HEALFY 9 C
URH LAR ?25 U
90 4 W GRFTN 601 U
URH TAFT 420 C
610 1/2 S GLOVER ? U
108 E HEALEY 18 C
URH ALLEN 421 U
111 W CHARLES C
URH OGLFSBY 312 U
917 S 4TH C
121 I W UNIVERSITY U
URH TRELEASE 502 U






















































































2085 6 ORCH ST
15419 S DOBSON AV
RR 4 BOX 186C
20917 BROOKSIDE DP
9001 GOLF RO 8H
RR 2
9821 S LCAVITT ST
983 E MOUND ST
RR 1
17 TULIP TREE
205 N EASTERN AV
4954 W FULTON ST
129 WARREN PL
RR 1
1551 S BOEGER AV









3 05 NORTH ST
1000 W JEFFERSON
1022 S ESTES RD
OAK HILL DR R0UTE2
651 W HAROING RD
1720 W HICKORY
1628 LINSTEAD DR
258 E VILLAGE DR










221 N EDWARD ST





2203 HAZWD DR 302
BOX 26
3720 - 23RD AV
1340 ASTOR ST
2116 W ARTHUR AV






1700 40TH ST CT
RR 1
76 N DREXEL AV
801 W HILL 8
401 N MCKINLEY
107 W DIVISION ST
4 72 6 A MAIN ST
1306 N STATE
1602 E GLEN AV
140 8 JACKSON ST
2637 E 74TH PL
129 ,!UNEAU ST
1845-41ST ST
1 89 W 158TH ST
831 S 19TH
605 HIRSCH ST
1306 N STATE ST
4726 MAIN ST
203 S ROCKFORD AV








































































































CTOLEY BENFDICT B GRAD
CCOLEY GLEN D AGR2
CCCLICAN BRYAN FRANC BUS4
CCOLING THOMAS L ENG3
COOMBE WILLIAM D AGR3
CCOMBS MARILYN R PE 2
COOMBS NANCY SUE GRAO
COOMFS BARBARA A GRAD
COON OAVID LEROY GRAD
CCONEY CHARLES F III LAS2
CCCNEY KENT H BUS2
COONEY RAYMOND PAUL BUS4
COONEY STEVEN G G AGR1
CCOP KENNETH. F ENG1
CTOPF DANIEL F GRAD
COOPER ANN T LAS2
COOPER CHARLES HENRY LAS1
CCOPFR DARCY J LAS1
COOPER CAVID C BUS1
CCOPER DIANE M BUS3
COOPER EDWARD HORRFL G3AD
CCOPFR FLIOT D LAS2
COOPFR GAIL L BUS2
COOPER GARY WAYNE GRAD
CCOPFR GEORGE F GRAD
COOPFR GEORGE J 3US2
CCOPFR GEORGE K ENG1
COHPER JAMES E JR LAS3
CCOPCR KAREN ED 1
COOPER KAREN J ED 1
COOPFR KATHRYN D LAS2
COOPER KIMBAL E FAA1
COOPFR LARRY P ENG3
COOPFR LAWRENCE G LAS2
COOPER PEHERNOSH N GRAD
COOPER NANCY J AGR3
CCOPFR NORMAN L L AS 1
COOPER PHILIP ASA L ASA
CCOPFR PHYLLIS SWANS LAS4
CCOPER RICHARD A 8USI
COOPFR ROBERT C LAS3
CCOPER ROBERT M AGR4
CCOPFR SALLIE QUINN L4S4
COOPER STEPHEN M |_AW2
CCOPER VICTORIA A FAA2
COOPER WAYNE F BUS1
CCOPER WILLIAM L LASl
CCOPFR WI LLIAM V ENG9
CCOPRIDER DAVID OLEN GRAD
CCOPWOOD GLORIA T LAS3
COPELAND JANE A LAS3
CCPELANO RUTH E BUS2
CCPPFR KEVIN B LAS3
CORADINI TERRFNCE D FAA4
COR6AN GAYLF L LAS4
CORBETT LYN E LASl
CORBETT PATRICIA L FAA2
CCRBIN RUTH ANN AGR4
CORBITT THOMAS J LASl
CORCORAN GERARD J JR GRAO
CORCORAN GREGORY E GRAD
CORCORAN JANET SCHUH ED 4
CORCORAN JEROME M AGR1
CORCORAN MARY P LAS2
CCRCOPAN ROBERT FRAN GRAD
CORCORAN ROBERT JOHN FAA3
CORCORAN WILLIAM J LASl
CORD GLEN M LAW1
CORDOVA RANDY M BUSZ
CORDOVA SHIRLEY P L AS1
CCRDULACK JOHN HFRBE GRAD
CORDULACK SHFLLFY W GRAD
CORETZ WENDY L LASl
CORFIELD LINN THOMAS 3US4
CCRIELL DIANF M FAA2
CCRK TIMOTHY RYAN LAS4
CORKINS SANDRA P FAA1
CCRLFY J^HN WILLIAM GRAD
CCRLFY ROBERT L TAA2
COPMAN ILENE FSTH^R FAA4
CORMELL LAIRD RENNY GRAD
CORN LAWRENCE A BUS3
CCRN LILA S LAS?
CORN PAUL S LASl
COPNFLIS IVAN GRAD
CORNELIUS GARY F ENG1
CORNELILS JOSEPHINE I AS2
CORNFLIUS MICHAEL L ENG3
CCRNFLIUS PAUL LFROY GRAD
CORNFLIUS STEVEN G AGR2
CCRNELIUS WILLIAM T 3US2
CORNFR BRADLEY R LAS3
CORNER JOHN B PE I
CORNUE PAUL LELAND GRAD
COPONA DAVID ANTHONY FAA3
COPRADIDELL ACQUA L GRAD
CCRREALF MICHAFL G ENG2
808 E WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 156 C
708 S PROSPECT C
404 S 6TH C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 261 U
116 W FLORIDA U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1405 N DIVISION U
1106 S 3RD C
410 E JOHN C
806 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 289 C
904 W GREEN U
106 N BUSEY U
URH EVANS 219 U
604 ARMORY 116 C
URH SAUNDERS 230 U
URH NOBLE 417 C
313 F JOHN 18 C
RANTOUL ILL
52 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1602 C
311 E SPNGF1D C
7 SALEM RD U




URH FLAGG 330 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 124 C
URH OGLESBY 1107 U
907 S 2ND C
URH SHFRMAN 749 C
URH WARDALL 1207 U
URH HOPKINS 210 C
501 1/2 E GREEN C
918 W DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
202 E DANIEL C
510 E JOHN 2 C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
2116 ORCH ST 304 U
URH LUNDGREN 315 C
52 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSFND 246 U
210 E CHURCH C
DECATUR ILL
URH TAFT 307 C
107 E HEAL FY 24 C
URH WARDALL 303 U
313 E CHALMERS C
VERSAILLES FR
710 W OHtO U
URH ALLEN 248 U
URH LUNDGREN 424 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 224 C
2018 FLETCHER 18 U
207 F HEALEY C
207 F HFALEY 4 C
OTTAWA ILL
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
2014 CURETON U
1308 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 417 C
804 FAIRLAWN U
1101 W PFNN U
URH VANDOREN 25 C
1005 S 6TH 5 C
1005 S 6TH 5 C
URH WARDALL 924 U
2315 S 1ST 101 C
URH TRELEASE 32? U
609 W MAIN 13 U
URH LAP 467 U
606 E COLORADO U
203 N HARVEY U
108 HEALEY C
16C0 W 8RADLEY 69 C
2 06 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1601 C
MATTOON ILL
300 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 269 C
URH VANDOREN 105 C
27 F JOHN C
1913 LYNWOOD C
URH FORBES 468 C
URH SCOTT 365 C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
313 E ARMORY C
700 W OREGON U
608 E WHITE C
508 E STOUGHTON C














































































305 E GREENWOOD ST
49 HEMLOCK
2322 E LAKE DR
1216 ELIZABETH ST
216 E 5TH ST





















ROUTE 2 BOX 183






51 LA SALLE DR
1505 UNION AV
403 W 2ND ST
RR 1
1411 LAKEWOOD DR
4 09 RANDOLPH ST
JEFFERY ST












172 7 LINCOLN RD 6













6440 N KILBOURN AV
8919 SAMOSET TRAIL
1313 S 15TH ST
300 S GOODWIN








517 N MAPLE ST


































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
119
CORRFLL COY BOOTH LAS4
CORRIE ROBERT R AGRl
CORRIGAN DFNNIS MICH GRAD
CORRY DENNIS M BUSl
copry francis ecward bus4
cortfs una menooza grao
cortes tfoooro grad
cortes-rivera g grad
cortesi charles r vm i
cortes i robert r las2
ccrtez jerry vincent grad
ccrum larry j agr4
corum shirley rhodes las3
corush jerrold s grad
corwin deborah wflls las3
corwin mary e eng4
corzatt clifton e grad
corzine beverly ruth pe 2
corzine lfon c agr3
cosfntino paul a bus2
coser richard j las3
cosgrovf donna m l^s1
cosgrove fllen grace grad
cosgrovf james m lawl
cosgrove john r avi2
ccsgrove mary f las3
cosgrovf violft k com4
costa eugene anthony grad
costa ipfne w las2
COSTA JOHN L ENG2
COSTA PAULO MELGACO GRAD
COSTE CAROLYN LAS3
COSTELLO DAN D ENG3
COSTELLO DENNIS R FAA3
COSTELLO JAMES J JR LAS4
COSTELLO JEANNE A PE 3
COSTELLO JOHN W GRAO
COSTIN WILLIAM T BUSl
CCSTLEY LINDA S LAS4
COSTON DAVID B ENG1
COSTONIS MAUREEN N GRAD
COTE JOSEPH TERRANCE GRAD
COTE WILLIAM EM.ERSON GRAD
COTNER CHARLES L LAS1
COTNER ROBERT L E NG4
CCTTER MARY T LAS3
COTTER PATRICK t> ENG3
COTTERELL LOUISE MAR PE 4
CCTTINGHAM JOHN T GRAD
COTTON BEVERLFY L BUS3
COTTON CLENCIF LEWIS LAW2
COTTON MARILYN P ED 2
COUCEYRO CARMEN V GRAD
COUCH JOHN A GRAD
COUDRON PHILIP E GRAD
COUGHENOUR GREGORY A BUS4
COUGHLAN JOHN R JR GRAD
COUGHLAN LORETTA R LAS2
COUGHLIN COLLEEN LAS2
COUGHLIN PATRICIA A GRAD
COUGHLIN RICHARD T BUSl
COUGHLIN WENDY RITA L ASA
COULIAS DALE C LAS1
COULMAN DEBORAH DORO LAS4
COULSON WILLIAM R LAW1
COULSTON JOHN W ENG4
COULTAS DEWEY H ENG1
COULTAS NANCY C LAS2
COULTER GEORGE ALBER ENG4
COULTHURST JAMES J GRAD
COUNTRYMAN IAN D GRAD
COURNOYER ANN K LAS2
COURSEY EDWARD R GRAD
COURT CHARLES MICHAE LAS4
COURT MARCIA L ED 1
COURTNEY HARRISON R LAS1
COURTRIGHT ROBERT LE LAS4
COURVOISIER DAVID P LAS1
COURVOISIER JOAN M GRAD
COURVOISIER NANCY D FAA3
COUSINEAU ALAIN GRAD
COUSINEAU THOMAS J LAS2
COUSINS DOUGLAS K AGR2
COUTANT ALAN R ENG4
COVELESKIE RICHARD A GRAD
COVER DAVID LEE BUS3
COVEY WILLIAM DANNY GRAD
COVICK LAWRENCE A LASl
COVINGTON ELAINE LASl
COVINGTON RICHARD JR LAS2
COVINGTON VICTORIA L GRAD
COVO CLAUDE ELISE GRAD
COWAN LETA C COM2
COWAN STEPHEN DAVIS LAS4
COWELL JAMES L GRAD
COWELL RCNALD J LAS4
COWGILL CYNTHIA A GRAD
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
205 E ARMORY C
107 E CHALMERS 1 C
URH WFSTON 313 C
URH WESTON 376 C
1977 C ORCH ST U
1977 C ORCH ST U
2016 A ORCH ST U
403 W COLUMBIA C
URH GARNER 107 C




58 E JOHN C
710 W OHIO U
603 W GREFN U
801 W IOWA U
809 W PENN U
WESTERN SPRS ILL
URH TOWNSEND 212 U
URH BLAISDELL 419 U
711 W WASHINGTON U
25 MAGNOLIA C
1101 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1113 U
2107 PLYMOUTH C
1107 N GREEN 323 U
1107 W GRFEN 323 U
URH WESTON 218 C
1806 C ORCH PL U
101 S BUSEY 4 U
604 E ARMORY 422 C
402 W WASHINGTON U
705 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS 1405 C
1216 CAMBRIDGE C
604 E ARMORY C
307 W JOHN C
URH FORBES 324 C
612 W OREGON U
2111 HAZWD OR 301 U
1810 LARCH PL U
110 E ARMORY C
FARMER CITY ILL
501 E SPNGFLD C
308 E ARMORY C
203 S COLER U
617 W HEALEY C
1005 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3RD 505 C
URH EVANS 229 U
URH SHERMAN 430 C
DECATUR ILL
URH DANIELS 93 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH BARTON 304 C
612 W PARK C
URH GARNER 356 C
2307 S 1ST 202 C
URH TRELEASF 628 U
URH TAFT 403 C
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
904 W GREEN 412 U
402 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 212 C
1776 VALLEY RD C
MAHOMET ILL
URH SHERMAN 411 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
502 E HEALEY 305 U
URH ALLEN 326 U
URH WESTON 252 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
URH CARR 102 U
2007 S PHILO RD U
URH TAFT 103 C
1720 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 425 C
31 E JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
606 W OHIO U
707 S 6TH 402 C
608 E STOUGHTON C
URH SNYDER 182 C
URH BUSEY 225 U
809 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 130 U
505 S 1ST C
1006 S 3R0 C
404 E STOUGHTON 4 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
2018 FLETCHER U
























































































1107 N GREEN 323
1107 W GREEN
304 MASSEY LN
UNIV FED DE VICOSA
802 N VAIL AV


















ROUTE 2 BOX 69
3118 SUBMIT
817 E DOUGLAS ST
3045 LAKE BLUFF DR
ROUTE 1
52 PRESCOTT AV
1559 B WHITE DR




7342 N ODELL AV
7814 CLARENDON HLS
1031 PACIFIC AV
316 S 24TH AV
RR 2
KESPOHL ST RR 3




















2322 E 70TH ST
BOX 387
ROUTE 3
9 RUE AMBROISE PAR
5015 N HARDING
420 SUMMIT ST





































































































COWIN JACK LEE GRAD
COWIN MARK A BUS1
COWSKY DAVID LYNN GRAD
*COWSKY ELLEN BISHOP GRAD
COX CATHERINE B LAS2
COX CHRISTOPHER FRAN GRAD
COX OANIEL R AV 1
1
COX DARRELL EUGENE GRAD
COX EDWARD PAUL ENG3
COX GRACE E LAS*
COX JAMES E JR ENG4
COX MONICA J ED 1
COX RICHARD N LAS2
COX STEPHEN EARL LAS4
COX STEVEN C 6NG1
*COX STEVEN HESTON ENG4
COX VADA C PE 3
COX VICTOR BEERY GRAD
COY BARBARA L LAS1
COY CHARLES Y ENG1
COY RUTH LOUISE GRAD
COYLE LAURA M FAA1
CCYLE MATTHEW T ED 1
COYLE WILLIAM K JR LAS4
COYNE JOHN ANDERSON VM 4
COZZA THOMAS F LAS1
CRA3ILL LEMUEL D GRAD
CRABILL MARY A LAS3
CRABILL MELVIN R AGR3
CRABTRfcE PHILIP L ENG1
CRAFT ANDREA A AGR2
CRAFT CHARLES A LAS1
CRAFT CHARLES V L AS3
*CPAFT CAR INKA GRAD
CPAGG KEVIN MARK GRAD
CRAIG 9ERYL S GRAD
CRAIG CLIFORO A LAS1
CRAIG CAVID E AGR3
CRAIG DAVID R LAW1
CRAIG LAWRENCE U °E 1
CRAIG LEON HAROLD GRAD
CPAIG LESLIE J BUS1
CRAIG TIM E 8US1
*CRAIGIE MICHAEL JAME GRAD
CRAIN OEBRA N LAS1
CRAIN MARTIN R LAS2
CRAIN VIRGINIA E LAS3
CRAKES BETTY FAA6
CPALL DALE L LASl
CRALLEY WILLIAM E ENG2
CRAMER CONSTANCE B LASl
CRAMER MARK JAY LAS4
CRAMER MARK JONATHAN GRAD
CRAMER WARD H JR GRAD
CPAMES LIZABFTH G COM3
CRAMCND RICHARD JR GRAD
CRAMSEY RICHARD G AGR1
CRANDALL CLAUDIA A LASl
CPANDALL ROBERT S ENG1
CRANE BRIAN R L4S2
CRANE CAROL ANN AGR4
CRANE CATHERINE L F 4A1
CRANE CHARLES F LAS3
CRANE CONSTANCE C LAS2
CRANE JAMES FRANK BUS4
CRANE JAMES K LAS3
CRANE JANN M LAS4
CPANE JEFFREY ENG1
CRANE JULIE F ED 3
CRANE MARY J LASl
CRANE ROBERT G LAS2
CRANE RONALD W GRAD
CRANK DAVID A VM 1
CRANMER CATHARINE J GRAD
CRATER BARBARA A LAS2
CRAWFORD ALICE D GRAD
CRAWFORD CATHERINE S PE 3
CRAWFORD DAVID L AGR1
CRAWFORD DEBORAH A LASl
CRAWFORD DONNA KAY PE 3
CRAWFORD ERNEST W LASl
CRAWFORD JAN EO 1
CRAWFORD JOHN ROGER GRAD
CRAWFORD JUDY LAS4
CRAWFORD KENNETH H GRAD
CRAWFORD LAETITIA E LAS?
CRAWFORD LORNA C LASl
CRAWFORD MARGARET E LAS4
CRAWFORD ROBERT D LAS3
CRAWFORD TIMOTHY L ENG4
CRAWFORD WAYNE D LAW1
CRAYTON BETTYE JO LASl
CRAYTON JERRY LEE COM3
CREACY CHARLES S ENG1
CREAMER BRUCE C GRAD
CPFANEY DANIEL A ENG4
CRFASON JANE SWENGEL GRAD
103 E STOUGHTON 9 C
907 S 4TH C
TEHRIN IRAN
BARBERTON OHIO
309 E JOHN C
312 W CALIFORNIA U
URH CARR 10 U
SAVOY ILL
904 GREEN 507 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 206 C
URH LAR 487 U
113 W MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
URH WESTON 440 C
1211 W CLARK 33 U
802 W OREGON 16 U
1306 N MARKET C
605 S FAIR C
504 W WASHINGTON C
605 S FAIR C
URH TAFT 422 C
URH SCOTT 343 C
1107 W MAIN U
205 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
CHARLESTON ILL
904 S LINCOLN U
1605 LINCOLNWOOD U
URH TOWNSEND 253 U
URH BUSEY 427 U
URH BABCOCK 113 U
2804 E WASHINGTON U
LIBRARY 225 U
1008 S BUSEY U
1002 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 336 C
58 E GREGORY C
2410 E GREEN U
607 K WILLIS C
2110 E MAIN U
URH WARDALL 626 U
16C0 W BRADLEY 23 C
RR 1 BOX 49 U
URH ALLEN 435 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 113 U
47 MAPLEWOOD U
URH GARNER 128 C
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
URH TRELEASE 1218 U
313 E CHALMERS C
CHCAGO ILL
206 S GREGORY 13 U
910 S 3RD 1126 C
URH DANIELS 424 U
58 E GREGORY C
410 E GREEN C
112 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 466 C
1103 MITCHEM U
URH TAFT 422 C
1111 S 1ST C
904 S LINCOLN U
412 E GREEN C
2315 S 1ST ST 203 C
711 W SPNGFLD C
301 E ARMORY C
410 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 916 U v
52 E ARMORY C
711 W SPNGFLD C
1611 VALLEY PD 3 C
ARCOLA ILL
URH LAR 209 U
901 N MCKINLEY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 1116 C
907 S WRIGHT C
PHILA PA
URH TRELEASE 506 U
901 N MCKINLEY C
1207 W NEVADA U
SAVOY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 212 U
URH ALLEN 487 U
902 W CLARK 6 U
409 E CHALMERS 811 C
909 S 3RD C
207 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 410 C
URH SCOTT 220 C
URH SCOTT 200 C
1709 VALLEY RO C



























































3 6 7-044 9
332-0661










RR 2 BOX 132
113 W MICHIGAN
113 W MICHIGAN



























59 E ST NE
3904 PAXTON
3528-30 ST
TWIN ORCH MBL PK





403 NORMAL AV A
916 PARK LN
224 AMHERST LN
5480 S CORNELL 101
5735 DEARBORN PK WY
1480 W MACON








430 N PARK RD
217 S ROSEDALE
32 7 DUNDEE RD
711 W SPNGFLD
975 ELM RIDGE DR































































































































CPEDICOTT CAVID E GRAD
CPEEDON TIMOTHY J BUS1
CREEK MARDENA B LAS4
CREEL OAVID RUSSELL LAS4
CPEININ HOWARO LEE GRAD
CPFMfcNS AMN MARIE ED 4
CRENSHAW RONALD LAS2
CRENSHAW SARAH L FAA1
CRFSPI PAMELA L EO 2
CESPI STEPHEN C *US2
CREUTZBURG EARL R GRAD
CPEVISTON DEAN I AGR1
CPErf STEVEN T VM 1
CP ISEL JFRRY E LAW1
CRISP BARBARA J LAS3
CRISP RAYMOND DWIGHT GRAD
CRIST BETTY CAUTHORN GRAD
CRIST JANET LOPRAINF GRAD
CRIST MICHAEL C ENG2
CRISTAO FRANK P ENG1
CPISTY DEBORAH A I1US1
CRI STY LARRY W AGR2
CPITCHF'ELO MILTON GRAD
CPITELL1 JOSEPH H GRAD
CPITES ELLEN CAPPOLL LAS4
CRITTENDEN ANITA LAS1
CRITTENDEN BARBARA J PE 1
CRNEKOVIC VICTORIA E LAS2
CPNKOVICH BARBARA B GRAD
CPNKOVICH CHARLES M F AA4
CPOAK DCUGLAS P LAS2




CROCKETT JERRY LLOYD GRAD
CROCKETT ROGER ALAN GRAD
CROFT MICHAEL Z LAS2
CROFT STEVEN M LAS1
CROHAN ROBERT E FAAl
CPOISANT WILLIAM J GRAD
CPOKE LILLIAN J ED 2
CROKER REBECCA A LAS2
CRCMBIE HOWARD F GRAD
CPOMBIE PETER B LAS1
CROME VICTOR PAUL JR ENG4
CROMLEY JOHN T ENG3
CPOMLICH KATHLEENE D AGR1
CROMWELL STEVEN R LAS3
CPONAU CHRISTINE LAS1
CRONE CHARLES L LAS2
CRONE RICHARD C AGR1
CPONE RICHARD L LAS3
CRONIN MARY E ENG1
CROOK HOWARD ALAN GRAD
CROOK SHARON K ED 3
CROOK WILLIAM H JR FAA3
CROOKS SYLVIA D GRAD
CROOKS TERENCE JOHN GRAD
CROOKS THOMAS CARL LAS4
CROOKS WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
CROPPER DONALD VCLNE BIJS3
CROPPER LEIGH C LR T I S GRAD
CROPPER MARTHA GRAD
CROSS ALICE JEAN LAS4
CROSS ANITA L LAS4
CROSS ARTHUR H GRAD
CROSS GARY ALAN GRAD
CROSS GREG W AGR1
CROSS JANET A LAS3
CROSS STANLEY A GRAD
CROSS STEVEN D ENG2
CFOSSAN BRUCE G LAS1
CPOSSLAND JANICE L GRAD
CROSSLAND WILLIAM J GRAD
CROSSLIN RICK A FAA2
CPUSSMAN CAROLINA G GRAD
CROSSMAN RICHARD A ' GRAD
CPOTHERS PAUL K LAS2
CROTTS GLENNA GAIL GRAO
CROUCH JOHN M 3US2
CROUCH MICHAEL E LAS1
CROUCH SARA J LAS1
CPOUSE SHIRLEY L LAS2
CROW CYNTHIA L E«0 1
CROW DAVID LFF E NG4
CROW GARY H LAS1
CROW RANDALL KENYON FAA4
CPOWE CYNTHIA LOUISE GRAD
CROWF DONALD OSBORNE GRAD
CPOWE DONALD R LAW2
CPOWE KENNETH R GRAD
CROWE MICHAEL J L AS4
CROWF PATRICIA MAPY GRAD
CROWFLL WANDA F AY
E
GRAD
CROWLEY CANDICE A ;. M\
CROWLEY FRANCIS III FJKAU
CROWLEY MICHAEL J LA)
CROWLEY MICHAFL J LAS?
1412 N MCKINLEY 6 C
604 E ARMORY 142 C
504 W HEALEY C
502 MATTIS C
DUMONT N J
58 F ARMORY C
1601 VALLEY PD C
URH LAR 176 U
611 DANIEL C
309 E CHALMERS C
1901 SOUTHWOOD C
URH OGLESBY 719 U
2712 SANGAMON C
604 N MAPLE U
1008 W CLA»K 1 U
1711 PAULA C
ROUTE 2 U
216 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
604 E ARMORY 218 C
URH TOWNSEND 233 U
URH ALLEN 242 U
1008 S 4TH C
701 W CHURCH U
806 W GREEN U
31 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 225 U
URH BUSEY 226 U
CHICAGO ILL
207 COUNTRY FR 27 C
207 COUNTRY FR 27 C
URH WFSTON 344 C
502 W SPNGFLD C
1307 W UNIVERSITY U
107 E JOHN 202 C
311 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 119 U
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS U
URH BUSEY 228 U
URH LUNDGREN 25 C
70 3 S FOLEY C
URH HOPKINS 482 C
816 OAKLAND 206 U
604 E ARMORY C
2506 MAPLEWOOD C
URH OGLESBY 628 U
1605 JEANNE C
715 S PRAIRIE C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1207 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 718 U
311 E JOHN 11 C
URH TAFT 408 C
1012 W CLARK U
LINCOLN HALL 8 U
URH SHERMAN 116 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
602 SCOTTSWOOD U
URH OGLESBY 1027 U
2114 ORCH ST 304 U
2208 E UNIVERSITY U
508 E ARMORY C
508 E WHITE 4 C
109 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 68 U
809 W PENN 4069 U
1007 W STOUGHTON U
904 W GREEN 219 U
URH SCOTT 406 C
URH CARR 313 U
808 N LINCOLN 6 U
808 N LINCOLN U
3 06 E GREGORY C
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 392 C
800 S MATTIS 22 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 438 C
URH TRELEASE 1227 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 307 U
6 WESTWOOD PL U
410 E JOHN C
78 VERSAILLES FR
GISSON C ITYILL
5 1ST ,<0 C
2 306 1/2 CLIFTON U
CARI ;\'V r '.LE ILL
106 E HEALEY 13 C
URH Lfet' ^81 U
1404 GRANDVIEW 5 C
URH LAR 197 U
1802 MCCONALD C
604 E ARMORY C






























































ROUTE 1 THISTLF CK
75 ANDOVER AV
61 11 N PAULINA ST









14430 S KOLIN AV
ROUTE 2
216 1/2 W MAIN 1
300 CARPENTER DR
132 E MORSE





1130 E 42ND ST 103
1130 E 42ND ST 103
1928 W CULLERTON
207 COUNTRY FR 27
207 COUNTRY FR 27
10307 KENT ST
352 E BERNICE DR
301 S 40TH ST
ROUTE 4
219 GARNET ST
305 WILSHIRE DR W
3936 ENFIELD






























2130 N HAMPTON CT
930 SAN MATEO DR
2765 TUCK-A-WAY
614 S 22ND
808 N LINCOLN 6
808 N LINCOLN




800 S MATTIS 22
68 1ST S SHORES AV








S 1ST ST RD
3530 W 80TH PL
OAKBROOK SUBD RR 3
2801 W 85TH PL
1301 W HIGH ST
1404 GRANDVIEW 5
8637 S KILDARE AV
1802 MCOONALD
444 WLSTGATE AV



































































































CPPWLEY MICHAEL R LAS1
CROWLEY TIMOTHY J LAS3
CPOWTHER WILLIAM J BUS*
CROY DAVID W AGR3
CROZIER SUSAN S A GR
2
CROZIER TFPRY ERNFST ENG4
*CRUM ROBERT LYNN GRAD
CRUMP JOHN GEORGE ENG4
CRUMRINE ANN LOUISE GRAD
CRUTCHER ALAN B AGR1
CRUTCHFIELD RONALD W GRAO
CRUZ CARMEN AIDA FO 3
CRUZ MARIA CARMEN GRAD
CRUZ MARIA DFL C GRAD
CRUZ MARYFLLEN L LAS6
CRYLEN EDWARD A ENG1
CRYSTAL HOWARD L LAS1
CSANDA CAVID L ENG1
CUADRADO JOHN I GRAD
CUDA WILLIAM K JP BUS1
CUDMORE BYRON G AGR1
CUFRVO CLEMENCIA LAS3
CUFVA FRANK BUS3
CULBERSON WAYNE B GRAD
CULBFRT BRUCF PARKER LAS4
CULBFRTSCN FRANK A FAA4
CULICH ALEKSANDRA LAS1
CULICH DESANKA ED 1
CULKIN DAVID FRANCIS GRAD
CULLFN JFANIF L CD I
CULLEN PATRICE J LAS2
CULLFN ROBFRT W LAS3
CULLFRTON CATHFRINE LAS4
CULLINAN GEORGE J GRAD
2ULLINAN MICHAEL N LAW1
CULLINEY JAY N GRAD
CULLODEN CAROL ANN PE 4
CULLOOEN CHARLES A BUS3
CULLOTTA CAROLYN D ED 2
CULLUM ROBERT DONALD GRAD
CULP ANTHONY F LAS1
CULP JAMFS L ENG3
CULPEP"FR DIANE M FAA4
CULUMBER THOMAS EMIT RUS4
CULVER STEVEN RANDAL ENG4
CUMBY CHARLES C JR LAS1
CUMBY MICHAEL C LAS3
CUMMFR CONSTANCE L LAS3
CUMMING JOHN GRAD
CUMMTNGS CHARLFS K 6NG1
CUMMINGS GLENN P. BUS1
CUMMINGS JERROLD A LAW2
CUMMINGS JOHN R RUS2
CUMMINGS MARGARET A LAS2
CUMMINGS MARK R BUSl
CUMMINGS ROBERT C GRAD
CUMMINGS STFVE C LAS3
CUMMINS CHRISTINF M P6 1
CUMMINS DENISF L LAS2
CUMMINS KAY GRAD
*CUMMINS ROBERT F LAW1
CUMMINS WANDA S GRAD
CU^MISKFY KAREN K AGR2
CUMPATA JAMES A AGR3
CUNDALL ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
CUNNIFF ANN M LAS1
CUNNIFF MICHAFL E AGR4
CUNNINGHAM ANDREW P BUS4
CUNNINGHAM DAVID E ENG3
CUNNINGHAM GREGORY P ENG2
CUNNINGHAM HELENA S FAA4
CUNNINGHAM IAN M GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JO ELLEN GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JOHN F FAA1
CUNNINGHAM JOHN T FNG2
CUNNINGHAM JOSFPH P LAW1
CUNNINGHAM LEE R LAS3
CUNNINGHAM MARY P LAS1
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL A LASl
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL R BUS2
CUNNINGHAM PATRICIA LASl
CUNNINGHAM SUE A AGR1
CUNNINGHAM VIRGINIA LASl
CUNNINGHAM WILLIAM A BUS4
CUNNINGHAM WILLIAM M BUS2
CUNY CHARLES DENNIS BUS6
CUPFC JAMES C LAS3
CUPPS MARGARET F T LAS3
CUPPS WILLIAM DONALD GRAD
CURATOLA SANDRA ANNE LAS4
CURETON KIRK J GRAD
CURINKA MARTIN J ENG2
CUPL DAVID L LAS2
CURL MARY JEAN GRAO
CURRAN CAROL A PE 2
CURRAN CHARLFS E III LAW1
CURRAN KRISTINE M LASl
URH NOBLE 23 C
•502 E STOUGHTON 1 C
105 E GREEN C
106 S GREGORY U
402 W ILLINOIS U
402 W ILLINOIS U
1924 A ORCH ST U
608 E MAIN U
URH DANIELS 118 U
URH TOWNSEND 260 U
FARMER CITY ILL
405 S 6TH C
1005 S MATTIS 22 C
104 S MCCULLOUGH U
111 1/2 S BUSFY U
RIVERPALE ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 1109 U
808 OAKLAND U
URH FORBES 300 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 521 U
311 E GREEN C
204 E THOMPSON U
ROSSVILLE ILL
RELLWOOD ILL
URH FLAGG 423 C
URH FLAGG 423 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 22 U
URH WARDALL 517 U
URH SNYDER 161 C
URH WARDALL 210 U
906 1/2 S VINE 303 U
1823 VALLEY RO C
URH DANIELS 95 U
1404 SILVER U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 226 U
1013 W CHURCH C
URH GARNER 104 C
URH FORBES 208 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
809 W STOUGHTON U
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 452 C
URH TOWNSEND 475 U
PARIS FR
2110 WHITE 156 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 396 C
908 S LOCUST C
1001 S WRIGHT 4 C
309 E HEALEY 9 C
URH GARNER 278 C
603 S BLSEY U
904 W CLARK 4 U
URH LAR 212 U
URH TRELEASE 922 U
809 W NEVADA U
601 E ILLINOIS U
601 E ILLINOIS U
313 E JOHN 11 C
URH WESTON 322 C
312 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 642 U
809 W PfcNN U
1101 W PENN U
URH HOPKI NS 252 C
604 E ARMORY 209 C
507 W GREEN U
2205 HAZWD OR 201 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH SCOTT 236 C
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
URH DANIELS 184 U
URH OGLESBY 413 U
URH TRFLEASE 626 U
URH TOWNSEND 360 U
904 W GREEN 407 U
908 S 1ST , C
URH TRELEASE 1211 U
URH BLAISDELL 306 U
507 S ELM C
EVANSTON ILL
URH SNYDER 402 C
URH GARNER 354 C
502 E HEALEY 308 C
502 E HEALEY 308 C
URH BLAISDELL U
501 E WASHINGTON U
URH FORBES 467 C
604 E ARMORY 233 C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
207 E JOHN C
2309 S 1ST 203 C
URH ALLEN 404 U






36 7-7871 1211 N CHESTNUT AV
332-2145 1041 SMITH RO
331 S JOHN ST
1312 N LEAVITT
1005 S MATTIS 2-2
333-1494 2837 W DIVISION
367-7593 1749 BURR OAK
356-7936 14320 S EMERALD AV
337-5211 9617 N KILOARE AV
332-5361 4832 N NORDICA AV
367-0977 108-14TH ST
332-1014 4422 N MALDEN
1412 ROYAL ST
332-4400 CALLE 72 13-69
384-5C08 917 MARGATE
204 E THOMPSON
74 8-6 817 512 N CHICAGO ST
3411 JACKSON ST
332-0336 6210 PENGUIN DR
6210 PENGUIN DR
344-7847 RR 1
322-3097 3419 52ND ST CT
332-4396 623 S WALNUT
332-1656 104 N MARION ST
1601 N 76 CT
367-8086 215 TAYLOR AV




332-4333 5733 REBA ST
333-1986 PR 3
332-0863 3212 MCBREFN AV
332-0947 1802 JEPFERSON
367-6380 1515 S HARVARD
367-2475 2N256 PPAIRIF AV
344-3079 9949 HARNEW RD W
332-1846 BOX 268
332-4230 189 HERRICK RD
1206 F VERNON AV
356-3696 465 HIAWATHA DR
352-5151 4025 LINDEN AV
332-1326 2143 WOODLAWN RD
356-1026 946 LOCUST
506 COLUMBINF CR
356-1648 4025 LINDEN AV
332-0761 1148 E MADISON
702 TAMPA
328-2035 609 E LEXINGTON
332-2847 5415 W POTOMAC
332-5668 311 IMPALA DR
1083 TUCSON
367-4177 104 S RFYNOLOS
367-4177 RR 1
207 S MORGAN AV
332-2000 ROUTE 25 BOX 617
105 F CHALMERS 102
1115 HINMAN AV
344-4069 RR 1




2205 HAZWD DR 201
207 F SCOTT
332-1455 465 N STARK DR
332-5391 130 S 10TH ST
332-2443 17736 CHERRYWOOD
5316 CENTRAL AV
332-5582 428 W GREENWAY PL
2212 BENNETT
RR 2
2925 W 99TH PL
332-5748 1104 E CHESTNUT ST
332-3513 1028 VERNON AV
359-6014 507 S ELM
2212 BENNETT AV
332-1811 112 N FORRFST AV
332-0810 1507 W NELSON ST
352-7666 502 t HEALEY 308
352-7493 7857 WOOSTER PIKE
332-3441 3N534 WILLOW ST
367-1262 501 E WASHINGTON
332-1133 1206 ELSIE OR
344-1266 RR 1
121 S FRANKLIN ST
356-8502 207 S CURRAN RD
344-1968 1710 GEORGETOWN



































































































CUPRAN PATRICIA M GRAD
CURRAN RANDY J ENG2
CURRENT FRFD R LAW1
CUPRIE CHARLES P LAS2
CUPRIE JEFFREY S COM3
CURRIER EDWARO C JR LAS4
CURRINS STEVEN CHARL PE 4
CURRY CRAIG GA 11 GRAD
CURRY DOUGLAS ECWARD GRAD
CURRY LINDA LOU GRAD
CURRY LORENZO W JR LAS3
CURRY MARLO L L4S1
CURRY ROBERT LEE GRAD
CURRY WILLIE JULIUS FAA5
CURTIN JAMES F FAA3
CURTIN MARK R FAA2
CURTIS CAROLYN S LAS3
CURTIS CLARK B ENG2
CURTIS JAMES ALLEN GRAD
CURTIS JAMES-WYLIE A LAS2
CURTIS JONATHAN U FAA2
CURTIS KENNETH J VM 1
CURTIS KENNEY MOORE GRAD
CURTIS NANCY E LAS1
CURTIS TERESA M LAS3
CURTIS THOMAS R GRAD
CURTRIGHT JANE A LAS4
CURTTRIGHT JOHN M II LAS4
CURZI JAMES JOHN GRAD
CUSACK ANNE M LAS1
CUSACK MARGARET E GRAD
CUSACK Tt-EODORE G BUS1
CU SHINS G M ED 3
CUSICK PATRICIA H A GR
3
CUSICK ROBERT W ENG1
CUSIMANO ROBERT C ENG2
CUSTER TERRY R ED 3
CUTLER CAROLE A LAS1
CUTLER DEBORAH S LAS1
CUTLFR JAMES L ENG4
CUTLER LEONARD IRA COM4
CUTLER ROBERT B LAS1
CUTRIGHT KAY LYNNE BUS4
CUTTING WILLIAM S GRAD
CUTTONE DONNA M LAS1
CUYKENDALL CHRISTINA LAS2
CYBORSKI MYRA LESLIE ED 4
CYCOTTE MARK A AGR1
CYCOTTE STEVEN R FAA1
CYGAN EDWARD A LAS2
CYGAN RICHARD A AVI1
CYGNAR BRUCE A LAS4
CYPHERS ANN M LAS3
CYR DAVID GREGORY GRAD
CYPOG JAYNE A FAA3
CZAJA FRANK W ED 3
CZAJKOWSKI MARC D LAS3
CZAJKOWSKI PAUL G LAS3
CZAJKOWSKI PETER J GRAD
CZAPAR CAROL A LAS1
CZESTOCHOWSKI JOSFPH LAS4
CZ.OPKIEWICZ ANDREW S ENG1
CZWGRNIAK CAROL J LAS1
CZWORNOG MICHAEL RUS1
CZYL PETER E ENG4
CZYNSKI MARK ANDREW ENG4
CZYZEWSKI PHYLLIS E GRAD
DAAR ELLEN JAY L AW2
DABROSKI CRAIG ADAM GRAD
OABROSKI JANICE B LAS2
DACHMAN CAREY B LAS2
DADANT MELISSA JANE GRAD
DADE JERALD TYRONE GRAD
DADE PAULA ALLEN GRAD
DADIS CHARLIE S GRAD
DAGEN NANCY E LAS2
DAGES MICHELE T LASl
DAGES PETER F LAS3
DAGGITT MARGARET SUE GRAD
DAGUE MARTHA JO GRAD
DAGUE MICHAEL G LAS2
DAGUE SARA L AG.R2
DAHL ALLEN G ENG1
DAHLBERG LEON K ENG4
DAHLGREN LEONARD ROY LAS4
DAHLKE CHARLES KENRI LAS3
DAHLQUIST BRUCE ROBE FAA4
DAHLSTRAND AVA C LAS2
DAHLSTRAND DONNA D PE 3
DAHLSTRAND KENTON C LASl
DAHLSTRAND WILLIAM C GRAD
*DAHM JAKES MARTIN GRAD
DAHMASH NAIM HUSNI GRAD
I'.AHMYA MOHAMED T GRAD
OAILEY CHRISTINE L LASl
(VvILEY GEORGE JAMES GRAD
DAILEY MARGARET E FAA2
205 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 122 C 332-0934
61 1 W HEALEY C 359-8554
604 E ARMORY 210* C 344-0(31
1007 S 1ST C
106 S GREGORY U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-9809
ST JOSEPH ILL
1922 B PRCH ST U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH OGLESBY 1121 U 332-5372
308 E GREEN U 367-2930
RANTOUL ILL
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
604 E ARMORY 220 C
505 S VICTOR C 359-3153
URH OGLESBY 1026 U 332-5347
811 E MAIN U 367-4837
20 BLUE SPRUCE C
604 E ARMORY 324 C 344-4938
URH SHERMAN 946 C 332-4941
804 S LOCUST I C 352-3534
505 S VICTOR C 359-3153
811 E MAIN 1 U 367-4837
STA A BOX 2880 C
307 E HEALEY 4 C 352-9754
107 E JOHN 302 C 356-4461
1 103 N MARKET C 356-2C10
URH LUNDGREN 324 C 332-0276
1113 ARBOR C 344-0C50
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
604 E ARMORY 208 C 344-1266
919 W WILLIAM C
212 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 372 C 332-1552
HOOPESTON ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5279
URH LUNDGREN 325 C 33 2-0277
1008 S 4TH C 344-12C7
103 F STOUGHTON 6 C 352-3634
URH TOWNSEND 448 U 332-4211
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
1004 S 4TH 212 C 367-3555
URH WARDALL 302 U 332-4334
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
703 W PARK C
404 N ELM C
404 N ELM 5 C 352-8751
604 E ARMORY 115 C 344-1266
604 E ARMORY 115 C 344-1266
1103 OREGON U
907 W MAIN U 367-7443
1310 W UNIVERSITY U
409 E CHALMRS 1504 C
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
1911 DAVID C 356-9308
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
2208 BARBERRY C 352-0211
URH ALLEN U 332-3090
404 STOUGHTON C 359-5118
1010 S 2ND C
URH FLAGG 421 C 332-0334
604 E ARMORY C
910 W CALIFORNIA U 328-3190
1209 W CLARK U 367-7085
URH WARDALL 414 U 332-4370
1109 S 3RD 202 C 344-7743
805 OAKLAND 106 U
805 OAKLAND 106 U
URH BABCOCK 12 U 332-3715
105 F JOHN C
502 W MAIN 214 U
502 W MAIN 214 U 344-1723
URH SHFRMAN 1365 C 332-5048
URH LUNDGREN 205 C 332-0239
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
4 10 E JOHN C
1007 S 1ST C 352-0110
LONGVIEW ILL
URH OGLESBY 1105 U 332-5357
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
URH OGLESBY 619 U 332-5220
48 ROXBURY U
URH WESTON 326 C 332-2004
807 1/2 W MAIN U 367-4278
78 VERSAILLES FR
409 E CHALMRS 1014 C 344-7014
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1920
302 E JOHN C 344-5464
2219 S 1ST ST RD C 344-3450
2103 HAZWD DR 203 U
2038 B HAZWD CT U
56 F DANIEL 2 C 352-8853
URH ALLEN 449 U 332-3255
CHANUTE AFB ILL
709 S 2ND C




205 S HOME AV
1016 MARIE
1922 B ORCH ST
ROUTE 2
9548 S PARK











ELBA HWY ROUTE 4
505 S VICTOR
811 E MAIN 1
STA A BOX 2880
366 ELM ST











1653 E 55TH ST
1103 W VINE









3904 W 69TH ST









6314 N KOLMAR AV
70-46 66TH ST
6410S NARRAGANSETT
5537 S MULLIGAN AV
50 BERMUDA LN


















RR 1 BOX 89
10419 S LEAVITT ST
10824 KEELER













































































































OAILEY MICHAEL JOSEP BUS*
DAILY JOHN EUGENE GRAD
DAILY WAYNE E JR ENG*
DAIZOVI ROBERT BUS2
DAKAN DAVID ENG*
DALBA JOEL A LAW2
DALBANI THOMAS L BUS2
DALE ALAN T ENG2
DALE BARBARA L LAS3
DALE CHRISTOPHER L LAS3
DALE DONALD A JR ENG1
DALE PAUL ALLAN GRAD
DALENBERG DONALD W AGR2
DALENBERG KENNETH LE AGR*
DALEY ANN M LAS2
DALEY DAVID B LAW1
DALEY MARY J PE 1
DALEY PATRICIA J LAS*
DALEY THOMAS M LAW1
DALKOFF MALCOLM COM*
DALLACOSTA CAREY V LAS2
DALLAS BENNIE EARL GRAD
•DALLAS EDWARD D AGR3
DALLEY CAROLYN A ED 3
DALLING MICHAFL JOHN GRAD
DALLINGER CAROL JEAN GRAD
OALLMAN BRIAN EUGENE GRAD
DALLMAN CHRIS ALLEN AVI*
DALLY EDWIN P CCM3
DALPORTO GARY A ENGl
OALSANTO LOIS D LAS2
DALTON GARY F PAA1
DAI. TON JAMES A JR AVI1
DALTCN JFRRY L LAS3
DALY EUGENE M LAW1
DALY JEFFERY F ENG3
DALY JOAN M AGR1
DALY KR ISTIN L LAS1
DALY PATRICIA LAS*
DALY SUSAN BLOW AGR*
DALY WILLIAM R VM 1
DAMA KEITH A ENG2
DAMBROGIO MARGARET M LAS2
DAMER MARY K LAS1
DAMERY DARRELL R AGR3
DAMERY RICHARD D A GR
1
DAMES JOHN M BUS2
DAMHORST MARY L AGR3
DAMICO ANGELINA C LAS1
DAMICT DENNIS FRANK GRAD
DAMICO DONALD P FAA1
DAMICO JOSEPH LAWREN BUS*
DAMKO KAREN ANNF ED *
DAMLER JAMES MICHAEL LAS*
DAMLER KAY ELLEN GRAD
OAMMANN LAURENCF G GRAD
DAMON CAVID A LAS*
DAMOS DIANNE LYNN GRAD
DAMGS DCNN S PE 3
DAMQTTE DONALD L ENG3
DANA KFNT OLIVER LAS3
DANCA ALEXANDER E FAA3
DANCEY BURT LEE GRAD
OANCFY CAN CHARLES ENG*
DANOELLES RICHARD L LAS?
DANEK JOHN F ENG3
DANENBERG GAIL C FAA2
DANFORTH CRAIG PAUL LAS*
DANGERFIELD PHILIP L FAA*
DANGLES GEORGE J LAS1
DANHAUS PAUL EDVARD LAS*
DANHOF RICHARD HENRY GRAD
OANIFL DCNNIF L ADD GRAD
DANIFL KAREN JOYCE AG**
DANIEL PHILIP TERRIE GRAD
DANIEL SAM MORDOCHAI GRAD
DANIELS BELINDA SUSA ED *
DANIELS BRUCE A FAA1
DANIELS DAVID E BUS?
DANIELS LESLEY D LAS?
DANIELS MARK F ENGl
DANIELS MARLON C LAS1
DANIFLS PATRICIA ELA PE *
DAVIFLS RICHARD F JR BUS2
DANIFLS WALTER L ENGl
DANIFLSON CHARLFS F FAA3
DANIFLSON JAMES FNG3
DANIELSCN LINDA SUE LAS1
DANIFLSON STEVEN L LAS2
DANILOFF SHIRLFY ANN GRAD
DANIS DANIELLE P LAS2
DANISCH BRYANT JAMFS P^ *
DAMKO HFNRY GRAD
OANLEY ANN LAS?
DANN BARBARA J AG"2
DAM MICHAFL HAPLEY COM4
DANNFHL /gAYNE EDWARD GRAD
TAYLORVILLE ILL
HI* LINCOLNSHIRE C
1106 S 3RD C
1709 W JOHN C
1613 HEDGE RD C
611 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
URH LAR 305 U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SNYDER *0* C
2303 S 1ST 30* C
801 W NEVADA U
80* S BUSEY U
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
101 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS *01 U
707 S 6TH 505 C
20*2 C ORCH ST U
112 E GREEN 206 U
1106 S 3RD C
913 W CHURCH 9 C
URH SCOTT 25* C
706 S MATHEWS U
2078 B HAZWD CT U
1201 W OREGON 15 U
317 FAIRLAWN U
1006 W NEVADA 1 U
URH WESTON *59 C
URH FORBES 25* C
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 122 C
1*03 W GREEN C
*06 E GREEN 30* U
URH SNYDER 391 C
SCOTT AFB ILL




URH OGLESBY 826 U
706 S 2ND 3 C
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
2 NEWPORT U
URH HOPKINS 3*2 C
505 E WHITE * C
107 W OREGON 2 U
907 S 3RD 22 C
*11 W ILLINOIS U
60* F ARMORY 120 C
905 S 1ST C
1005 S 6TH C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 203 C
1111 W GREEN C
811 E MAIN U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
309 E CHALMERS C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WFSTON 128 C
306 E OANIEL 10 C
51 E DANIEL C
51 F DANIFL C
112 F GREEN 201 C
1007 S 3RD C
*10 E GREEN 16 C
70 5 W CHURCH C
10* E JOHN C
URH TOWNS END 5*6 U
100* S 2ND C
1333 W JOHN C
?10* DRCH ST 10* U
120* W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 130 C
1901 SANGAMON C
607 W UNIVERSITY C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSFND 2*1 U
URH TRELEASE 802 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSFND 511 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
12C8 S ANDERSON U
1 12 E JOHN C
3* F CHALMERS C
906 S 1ST C
1616 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 802 U
35 F CHALMERS C
90* S LINCOLN U
308 F ARMORY C
212 E CHALMERS U
URH LUNDGREN 213 C
URH BUSEY 156 U
60^ E ARMORY 103 C















































































539 W 126TH PL
913 W CHURCH 9
8 S COLLEGE
*21 S YALE AV












9001 GOLF RD 8-H







RR 1 BOX 1*7
7253 W 62N0 ST
221 S ILLINOIS AV
266 GREENBRIAR ST




300 S 6TH ST











20* S ELIZABETH ST
6519 N KEDZIE AV










2916 W *OTH PL
3838 WHITE CLOUD



















































































































DANNELS CAVID ALLEN LAS4
DANNFNFELDT DIANF S LAS3
DANNFNFFLDT JOHN C ENG1
DANNFR CHARLES S G3AD
DANNER ELIZABETH S GRAD
DANNFR FORREST C JR P 6 1
DANNER GRFGORV JAMFS ENG4
DANNER MFRRY A FO 2
DANNFR PHYLLIS fcEBER GRAO
DANS GFRARO CHARLES GKAD
DANSERFAU ALFRED JR GRAO
DANTONI FRANCES MARY GRAO
OANUSF 1} STEPHAN ALAN BUS4
OANZIGFR LARRY H LAS2
DANZINGER MICHAEL ENG3
DAO FU SHING FAA4
OAOUST RAYMOND W JR GRAO
OAPRGN HARRY LEF L AS4
OAPSE' WAYNE ROBERT LAS3
OAPARARIS JOHN G L AS 1
DARBY PETER EDWIN GRAO
DARBY Tt-OMAS PAUL GRAO
DAPCY WARREN J GRAD
OAROING DARRELI R BUS4
OARE HENRY J AGP.3
DARFLINGER JOSFPH J LAW1
DAPKFN WENDY K ED 3
DARLING JAMFS S JR L AS 3
DARLING SYLVIA LAS?
DAPLINGTON JAMES D PE 2
OARMSTADTER LYNN E L AS2
OAPNALL OENISE L LAS1
DARNELL CAROL LYNN LAS4
DARNELL DEBRA M LAS2
DARNELL KAY POWNALL GRAD
DARNFR DAVID R BUS1
OAPNFR ROBERT G LAS2
DARO DEBORAH ANN COM4
DARR LANA ELAINF GRAD
DARRING GERALD F GRAD
*DARRCCH DOROTHY B GRAD
DARROUGH NANCY S LAS3
*DAPRCW CAPROIL K GRAD
DAS BUOY KISHOPE GRAD
DAS PINAKI RANJAN G1AD
DASENBROCK LOUIS W AGR4
DASILVA LUIZ COSTA GRAD
*DATTA ISHWAR CHANCRA GRAO
DATTA SOMNATH GRAD
DAU KHALIFA GRAD
DAU8ARD CATHERINE A LAS2
OAUBARD JOHN D AGR1
DAUBEN DANIEL R ENG3
DAUBS JANIE JO LAS4
DAUFFENBACH R C JR GRAD
OAUGHERITY KERRY L LAS2
DAUGHERTY ELZA L GRAD
OAUGHERTY JAMES L ENG3
DAUK PHILIP CARL GRAD
DAUM DAVID B FAA3
OAUM LARRY ALLAN BUS3
DAUM PATRICK L ENG2
DAUM THOMAS D LAS1
DAIiPHINAIS JAY P BUS3
DAVENPORT FRED T JR ENG3
DAVENPORT HARBERT W GRAD
DAVENPORT JACK B LAS4
DAVENPORT JANICE C GRAD
DAVENPORT KENT W 3US1
DAVENPORT LYNN A JR E NG4
DAVEY GFRARD PAUL COM4
DAVEY PAUL J LAS2
DAVID BRIAN A LAW1
DAVID DCNALD C ,LAS2
DAVID JACQUELINE D LAS2
DAVID JEFFRY M BUS2
DAVID MARTIN E LAS2
DAVID MYRNA A LAS3
DAVIDIAN BAROW JAMES GRAD
DAVIDOFF SUSAN H FAA1
DAVIDSON ALLEN LOY GRAD
DAVIDSON ANDREW R GRAD
DAVIDSON DENISF G LAS3
DAVIDSON GUY WARREN LAS4
DAVIDSON JAMES B LAS2
DAVIDSON JANICE A LAS4
DAVIDSON KAREN S COM3
DAVIDSON LINDSAY A FAA1
DAVIDSON LYNN D LAS3
DAVIDSON MARK PETER GRAD
DAVIDSON PATRICIA L LAS3
DAVIDSON SUE LAS2
DAVIDSON VICTOR L LAS1
DAVIDSON WILLIAM T AGR2
DAVIFS BALUGUN M E GRAD
DAVIES BRUCE GRAD
DAVI«S GWEN C GRAD
URH TOWNSEND 481 U 332-4236
URH TAFT 208 C
URH GARNER 458 C 332-0882
1207 PAULA C 355-6881
2109 W WHITE 193 C 352-1324
OGDEN ILL
1016 W UNION C 352-3274
706 S MATHEWS U
12C7 PAULA C 359-6881
508 E STUUGHTON C 359-8182
404 EDGEBROOK 106 C
504 W ILLINOI S U
707 S 6TH 205 C
11C5 S 1ST C 344-9770
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
STA A BOX 2191 C
909 S 1ST 19 C 359-3C87
URH CARR 221 U 332-3902
1766 VALLEY RD C 359-1975
URH BABCOCK 12 U
2077 A HAZWD CT IJ
707 S 6TH 408 C
1418 N MCKINLEY 2 C 356-5861
112 EDGEBROOK C
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
505 W SPNGFLO C 359-5027
1202 W NEVAOA U 344-1173
802 E SCOVILL U
URH WARDALL 217 U 332-4324
URH FORBES 436 C
URH TRELEASC 312 U 332-5478
URH ALLEN 475 U 332-3405
1006 S 3R0 21 C
URH LAR 309 U 332-2878
1805 D ORCH PL U
URH WFSTON 432 C 332-2077
URH CARR 301 U 332-3913
108 E HEALEY 13 C
218 E GREGORY 301 C 344-0020
2116 ORCH ST 203 U 344-5262
1402 S RACE U 365-2635
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-4337
POTOMAC ILL
URH DANIELS 420 U
1107 W GREEN 333 U 344-0343
100? W OREGON U
906 S VINE U 333-4157
406 E HEALEY C
1107 W GREEN 425 U 344-4919
URH SHERMAN 247 C
504 E UNIVERSITY C 352-9540
1109 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 250 C
URH EVANS 425 U 332-2771
1006 S ANDERSON U 367-0247
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
802 E MICHIGAN U
212 E CHALMERS 1 C 344-1563
URH SHERMAN 1149 C 332-4988
URH OGLFSBY 219 U 332-5100
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
URH OGLESRY 505 U 332-5177
URH GARNER 274 C 332-0758
403 1/2 E GREEN C
1012 W SPNGFLO 6 U 344-3130
WARRENSBURG MO
203 S WRIGHT 3 C 352-0272
SAVOY ILL
4 10 E JOHN C
618 W HILL C
1004 S 1ST ST RD C
910 S 3RD 616 C 337-5155
407 S STATE 11 C 359-6376
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
URH TRELEASE 222 U 332-5457
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
409 E CHALMRS 1014 C 344-7014
1310 GRANOVIEW C 359-9849
URH BLAISDELL U 332-3439
1212 PAULA C
1505 KIRBY 4 C 359-5C72
1006 S 3RD C
109 W VINE C
1505 KIRBY C 359-1591
URH ALLEN 19 U
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-6163
402 E ARMORY C
1632 VALLEY RD C 359-4706
1008 W OREGON U 333-3128
URH TRELEASE 1117 U 332-5423
402 E DANIEL C 344-1841
URH HOPKINS 371 C 332-1308
1002 W OREGON U 328-1369
1008 W CLARK U
908 S LOCUST 305 C
1202 W MAIN 2 U 344-7400
503 CROSS ST
6712 N 2ND ST
6712 N 2ND ST
409 W DELAWARE














4827 S KEOVALE AV
11422 KING DR
6066 COBURG RO




5331 W 35TH ST
435 ELM ST
17830 CHERRYWOOD
2701 S DEARBORN ST
941 WASHINGTON ST
4912 W SHERWIN AV
1735 WILLOW LN
192 GLENWOOD AV








316 SW OAKVIEW DR
101 LANE
SHEIKH BAZAR
1107 W GREEN 333
504 E FAYETTE AV
906 S VINE
GOTEGAON











4341 W 99TH ST
693 COOPER AV
509 WESTNEDGE
4341 W 99TH ST
11246 S TALMAN



































































































































OAVIES JAMES R II AGR1
OAVIES MICHAEL GRAO
OAVIES SANCRA L LAS2
DAVIFS THOMAS F BUS3
OAVIES THOMAS H BUS1
OAVILA FEL IX S GRAO
DAVIS ALAN F ENG3
DAVIS ALAN MARK GRAD
DAVIS ALICE MARIE AGR2
DAVIS ANDREW WILLIE FAA4
DAVIS ANN E LAS3
DAVIS ANNA JANE FD 4
DAVIS ARTHUR L FAA1
DAVIS BARBARA A FAA1
DAVIS BRIDGET ,IPNA GRAD
DAVIS BRUCE K FAA1
DAVIS CANDACE J LAS3
DAVIS CANDACE WITT LAS3
DAVIS CAROL BETH L AS4
DAVIS CATHLEEN A LAS1
DAVIS CELIA ROGERS GRAD
nAVIS CHARLES DARWIN LAS'*
DAVIS CHARLES J BUS3
DAVIS CHRISTINF J AGR1
DAVIS CLARA FOPD LAS2
DAVIS CRAIG K BUS?
DAVIS CYNTHIA S LASl
DAVIS DANIFL LEF GRAD
DAVIS DEBBIE D AGR1
DAVIS DEBRA K AGR1
DAVIS DENISE M FAA2
DAVIS DENNIS ROYAL GRAD
DAVIS DIANA P LAS2
DAVIS DOLORES JFAN LAS3
DAVIS DONALD G JR GRAD
DAVIS DONNA L FAA4
DAVIS DONNA SUZANNE LAS4
DAVIS EDWARD W JR GRAD
DAVIS ELLEN NFSSA LAS4
DAVIS ESCENIATH S LAS4
DAVIS FRANC IS J LAW2
DAVIS FRED A ENG4
DAVIS GARY L BUS2
DAVIS GARY L GRAD
DAVIS HARPY G ENG3
DAVIS HOWARD J BUS1
DAVIS JACQUELINE C LAS2
DAVIS JACQUELINF D ED 1
DAVIS JAMES F LASl
DAVIS JAMFS MICHAEL 3US3
DAVIS JAMES PRFSTON GRAD
DAVIS JANET L LAS2
DAVIS JEFFREY A VM 2
DAVIS JEFFREY J BUS2
DAVIS JIMMIE RAY FNG4
DAVIS JIMMY HENRY GRAD
DAVIS JOEL J LAS3
DAVIS JOHN BRYAN GRAO
DAVIS JOHN F LAS3
DAVIS JOHN G FNG1
DAVIS JOHN R LAS2
DAVIS JUDY E LASl
DAVIS KATHLEEN ANNE LAS*
DAVIS KATHRYN A F NG
1
DAVIS LARRY D FAA2
DAVIS LAURA REBECCA LAS4
DAVIS LFROY GRAD
DAVIS LINDA J LAS2
DAVIS LLOYD ERNEST GRAD
DAVIS LLOYD S LASl
DAVIS MARGERY S AGR3
DAVIS MARGO LASl
DAVIS MARILYN D ED 2
DAVIS MARILYN F 3US3
DAVIS MARILYN JOANN GRAO
DAVIS MARTHA E GRAD
DAVIS MICHAFL A AGR1
DAVIS MICHAFL F RUS2
DAVIS NANCY ELLFN LASl
DAVIS NANCY J PE 2
DAVIS NANCY M LAS3
DAVIS PAULA M AGP4
DAVIS PAULA WINSOR LAS*
DAVIS PHILLIP HOWARD GRAD
DAVIS PHILLIP V LAS?
DAVIS PHYLLIS A AGR4
DAVIS RANDALL D ENG1
DAVIS RANDY W ENG4
DAVIS REBA J GRAD
DAVIS 3HEA FLLEN FAA2
DAVIS ROBERT C LAW1
DAVI S ROBERT F LAS3
DAVIS ROBERT W ENG3
DAVIS ROBFRT W LAS3
DAVIS RONALD L LAS?
DAVIS RCNAL D T BUS3
DAVI S RLSSELL ALLEN LASl
58 E GREGORY C
410 N EDWIN C
URH CLARK 304 C
911 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 294 C
1012 1/2 W MAIN II
URH TOWNS END 460 U
201 S WRIGHT C
SIDNEY ILL
2103 HAZWD CT 201 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 386 C
URH VANDOREN IB C
910 S 3RD 1003 C
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
URH ALLEN 285 U
SAVOY ILL
907 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3RD C
307 1/2 S VANDOREN C
108 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT 206 C
URH TRELEASE 1209 U
URH ALLEN 349 U
URH FORBES 296 C
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
307 1/2 S VANDOREN C
URH ALLEN 103 U
910 S 3RD 1124 C
URH ALLFN 383 U
RR 1 U
MAHOMET ILL
603 S 5TH C
605 HARWOOD CT C
209 F GREEN 3 C
608 S 1ST C
1932 D ORCH ST U
503 F STOUGHTON 6 C
1107 \i GREEN 523 U
1520 MARIGOLD LN C
1306 SILVER 3 U
1009 W PENN U
307 S PRAIRIE 6 C
11C7 W GREEN 628 U
URH TOWNSEND 110 U
1207 DORIF MILLER C
URH ALLEN 223 U
URH SCOTT 412 C
1202 S VINE U
2039 C HAZWD CT U
URH LUNDGREN 204 C
1108 E MICHIGAN U
DEWFY ILL
SIDELL ILL
6 06 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
2103 HAZWD OR U
21 1 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 218 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 135 U
216 E GREGORY IC4 C
URH VANDOREN 308 C
URH GARNER 289 C
1004 W STOUGHTON U
2003 A ORCH ST U
1004 S 4TH C
DANVILLE ILL
91C S 3RD C
2106 ORCH ST 20? U
409 E CHALMERS C
1104 W NEVADA U
12^8 BROADMOOR C
208 W WASHINGTON U
58 E GREGORY C
105 HEALEY 3 C
URH VANDOREN 20 C
1202 W NEVADA U
1106 S LINCOLN U
603 W HIGH U
618 E DANIFL 4 C
2072 B ORCH ST U
604 E ARMORY 4 07 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 408 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
207 W VINE C
URH EVANS 319 U
URH 0GLES8Y 714 U
2 02 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 312 C
604 F ARMORY 137 C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
URH SHFRMAN 766 C








































































3470 N LAKE SHORE







307 1/2 S VANDOREN
ROUTE 1 BOX 116
1317 W GREENLEAF
3324 S EUCLID AV
224 MARTIN
BOX 291A
535 N MICHIGAN AV
825 K GETTYSBURG































2003 A ORCH ST
915 S WAIOLA AV
POLAND PD
2C56 OLD BRIAR RD
2106 ORCH ST 202
111 E CHURCH
9408 TRIPP
12851 N COLONY DR
1208 BROADMOOR
84? HARRISON AV
406 S MAPLF AV
8520 LARAMIE
804 OTTO ST




















































































































DAVIS SANDRA W GRAO
DAVIS STEPHEN CUANE ENG1
DAVIS STEVEN LEROY HUS4
DAVIS STUART ALLEN LAS4
DAVIS SUSAN E AGR2
DAVIS SYLVIA R LAS2
DAVIS THOMAS L ENG1
DAVIS THOMAS MICHAEL GRAD
DAVIS THOMAS P LAS3
DAVIS THOMAS R A GR
1
DA VI S WAYNE A LASL
DAVIS WILLIAM ARTHUR GRAO
DAVIS WILLIAM C JR LAWl
DAVIS WILL IAM KEITH LAS4
DAVIS WILLIE ANDREW LAS4
DAVISON ALLENE B GRAD
DAVISON CECIL WYMAN GRAD
DAVISON LINDA K FAA1
DAVISON MARILOU LAS4
DAVISCN MARK LEONARD GRAD
DAVISSON GLENN R AVI3
DAW MAUREEN B LAS1
DAWES DEANN OBCRN GRAD
DAWN JULIA A LAS2
DAWSON BERNARR E JR ENG3
DAWSON CLYDE W LAS?
DAWSON JASMINE J LAWl
DAWSON JULIAN R LAS2
DAWSON MICHEAL R BUS4
DAWSON PHILLIP BUS2
DAWSON SUSAN H COM3
DAWSON WILLIAM C LAS1
DAWSON WILLIAM E BUS3
DAY CHARLES M ENG4
DAY CHERYL G PE 2
DAY DALE R LAS3
DAY DAVID ROBERT GRAD
DAY DONALD G LAS2
DAY DOUGLAS J LAS3
DAY DOUGLAS STEPHEN FAA4
DAY EMMANUEL ENG1
DAY GEORGE M LAS3
DAY GREGORY LLOYD LAS4
DAY JOHN DOUGLAS GRAD
DAY JOHN STEELF GRAD
DAY MICHAEL S BUS3
DAY RAYMOND E II LAS3
DAY RICHARD J LAS2
DAY ROGFR A FAA1
DAY SHAPON ALBERT GRAD
DAY TCM WYLES GRAD
DAY WINFIELD S AGR1
DAYE DONALD MYRON GRAD
DAYNARD LESLIE M ED 3
DAYTON KAY E LAS2
DAZEY DENNIS D AGR1
DAZEY DOYLE MARLON AGR1
DE-LA-CPUZ DAVIO R ED 4
DEAKIN EDWARD Bill GRAD
DFAKIN GREGORY A AGR1
DEAN CAROL A LAS4
DEAN DONALD LERCY GRAD
DEAN JAMES WILLIAM LAS4
OEAN KAREN A LAS3
DEAN MARTHA GAIL GRAD
DEAN PAULA M LAS3
DEAN SHARON G GRAD
DEAN STACY L LAS2
DEANE TERRY A ENG1
DEARBORN FREDERICK T GRAD
DFARDORFF THOMAS C LAS1
DEARLOVE GEORGE E GRAD
DFARMOND JAMES DAVID 3US4
DEASON DEBRA A A GR
DEATLEY JERRY L ENG4
DEATLEY JUDITH R GRAD
DEATLEY RICHARD DONA ENG4
DEBATES ANTHONY LOUI ENG4
DEBATES MARYJO LAS2
DEBATIN LAVERNE E GRAD
DEBENSHIMOL MARIA E FAA1
DEBESSONET CAP.Y G GRAD
DEBOER SUSAN KAY GRAD
DEBOICE MARY. L ED 2
DFBORD BARBARA MARY ED 4
DEBOUCK MICHAEL J FNG2
DEBRUIN JEROME E GRAD
DEBRUYN RANDALL K GRAD
DECALUWE MARY C ED 1
DECARDY MARGARET G GRAD
DECARLO VINCENT RALP GRAD
OECARVALHO AGUINALDO GRAD
DECESARF MICHAEL J LAS3
DECHENE GAIL S ED 2
DECHO JANET A LAS4
DECHO JOANN M ED 2
DECK TERRY L LAWl
2072 B ORCH ST U
502 FAIRLAWN U
2007 PHILO RD 2 U
1706 W UNIVERSITY C
MAHOMET ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1112 C
URH NOBLE 324 C
804 W MICHIGAN U
203 N HARVEY U
URH FORBES 210 C
URH FORBES 102 C
2106 ORCH ST 202 U
203 W HESSEL C
URH SNYDER 359 C
1 107 W GREEN U
2021 BOUDREAU U
2317 PHILO RD 5 U
URH ALLEN 305 U
219 S LOCUST C
307 S STATE 2 C
407 E MAIN U
URH LUNDGREN 125 C
808 W INDIANA U
1504 S GROVE U
300 S GOODWIN 216 U
URH WESTON 369 C
URH BARTON 19 C
URH FORBES 258 C
MANSFIELD ILL
URH FORBES 3 54 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 21 C
STA A BOX 2884 C
52 1/2 DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 42 5 U
312 E ARMORY C
505 W DELAWARE U
URH FORBES 393 C
909 S 1ST 6 C
301 S ELM C
URH CARR 14 U
401 E JOHN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
704 W HIGH U
1207 W NEVADA U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
401 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 420 C
313 E ARMORY C
704 W HIGH U
509 E SHURTS U
401 F DANIEL C
106 W IOWA U
904 S LINCOLN U





809 W PENN U
HOOPESTON ILL
HOOPESTON ILL
603 S 1ST C
URH WARDALL 309 U
DECATUR ILL
URH SAUNDERS 4 U
608 E CHALMERS C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
205 S 6TH C
105 W DELAWARE U
402 W STANAGE C
706 S 3RD C
URH LAR 425 U
DANVILLE ILL
2117 LYNWOOD C
URH OGLESBY 929 U
1405 MITTENDORF C
409 E CHALMRS 1210 C
WILSON TRLR CT 54 U
312 S PRAIRIE 201 C
1107 S EUCLID 5 C
URH DANIELS 69 U
URH TAFT 416 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 408 C
1106 S EUCLID C
1102 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 61 U
312 W AVON DALE C
CHARLESTON ILL
1976 D ORCH ST U
404 E DANIEL C
URH TAFT 212 C
URH ALLEN 250 U
URH TRELEASE 219 U


































































ANNA ST BOX 43
804 W MICHIGAN
16015 DREXEL AV
2719 W LAURA AV
27 CLEVELAND AV






135 K ILLINOI S
7448 N SEELEY
3321 W LOCUST






107 SAN LOUISE DR











909 S 1ST 6
2601 N KINGSTON DR











237 W MAIN RD
BATDORF RD
3 GRENADIER CT
2012 S GEO HUFF
554 N MARKET ST




513 E LINCOLN ST
301 N 8TH AV
369 MARION ST
369 MARION ST





















716 S MYRTLE AV
1492 DEBRUIN RD
2133 S BURDICK ST
2136 W ESTES AV
312 W AVONDALE
159 KNICKERBOCKER
1976 D ORCH ST





































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
128
DECKER JUDY J LAS1
DECKFR MARC C LAS2
DFCKER PAUL OSBURN BUS4
DECKER STEVEN P BUS1
DFCKERT CHERYL ANN GRAD
*DFCKERT GLENN DAVID GRAD
DECKINGA JOHN GRAD
DECLARK GARY K ENGl
DECOSTER CHARLES L COM4
DECOSTER LOREN R LAS1
OFCOSTER STEPHEN M FAA4
*DECUADRA CELIA R GRAD
DFCYK ROXANNE J LAS1
DEOECKER JAMES R PE 2
DFDFCKER KATHLEEN A LAS1
DEOECKER MARK L AGR2
DEDERING GLENN ERIK L AS4
OEFDS STEVEN R BUS3
DEFM GEORGIA CAROL FAA9
DEFM TIMOTHY C LAS1
DFEN SANUSI SWARAY GRAD
DEERY HUGH G I I LAS4
DEETFR FMILY L L AS2
DEETS ALAN L AGR2
*DEFALCG KAREN S GRAD
DEFFFNRAUGH C A FAA1
DEFFENBAUGH RODNEY E FNG4
DFFFLEY EDWARD W BUS2
DEFORD HAPVEY D FNG3
DEFOREST THOMAS R FAA2
DFFOTIS CONSTANCE FAA2
DEFRANK MICHAEl N LAS2
DEFRONZO MICHAFL LAS2
DEGRAAF DOUGLAS WARR ENG4
DEGRAFF MARC J LAS1
DEGRAFF NORMAN PAUL GRAD
DEGRAW LARRY D ED 4
DFGREVE CHARLFS E GRAD
DEGUIRE DFNISE M LAS3
OEGUIRF PETER J LAS1
DEHAAN LAUREL A LAS1
DEHASETH DIANNE M LAS2
DEHERTOGH LYNNEL L PE 1
5EHMLOW NANCY JFAN FAA1
DEHN JEFFREY LEE LAS4
OEHR DIANA L ED 1
*DEILE ANDREW JOHN IV GRAD
*DEILE CAROLYN C GRAD
DEININGER MARK W LAS2
DEININGER MARTHA R LAS1
OEISINGER ROBERT D FNG1
DEISS DONALD DEAN AGR3
DEITCH MARGARET H ED 4
DEITERS SUZANNE P BUS1
OEITZ ROBERT G BUS6
DFJONG JOHN A L AW2
DEJONGE ROBERT R JR LAS3
*DEKAY CAVID EDWIN GRAD
*DEKEYSER NICOLE LAS1
DEKEYSER ROBERT J LAS2
DEKKER DIANE J FAA3
DEKNOCK JANICE E COM3
DEKRAKER LYNN A LAS2
OEKRUIF STEPHEN KNOX ENG4
OFI AFT ANNE LOUISE °E 4
DELAHUNT SUSAN BUS1
DELANEY CAROL J LAS3
DELANEY COLLENF JAYN GRAD
*DFLANFY PATRICK RAYM GRAD
DELANEY THOMAS PAUL GRAD
DELANEY WILLIAM P GRAD
OELAP TIMOTHY K LAS2
DELAURA RONALD F LAS2
DELAVERIS STEVEN L LAS1
DEL3U0N0 LORRAINE J LAS1
DFLEERS VINCFNT J GRAD
DFLFIACCO LINDA M LAS3
DELGADILLO ALEXANDER LAS1
DELGADO MELVIN LAS3
DELGIUOICE CARMEN JO COM4
DELGRECO ROBERT DAV I GRAD
DELHEIMER DENNIS M FAA2
DELHEIMER STEVEN CRA LAS4
DELIA GABRIELLE M GRAD
DELIN BARRY STEVEN LAS4
DELIC ALFRED ENG3
DELISE WALTER E GRAD
DELKER GE"ALD LEE GRAD
DELL RONALD MARK GRAD
DELLAS HERCULFS A LAS2
*DELLFR RICHARD WILLI GRAD
DELMAN ELLIOTT R GRAD
DELOACH CHARLFNF P GRAD
*DELOACH WILLIAM B F GRAD
*OELOACHE JUDY S GRAD
DELCNG DEBORAH L BUS1
DELONG FRANCES ANNE GRAD
URH LAR 488 U
URH 0GLES8Y 520 U
112 E DANIEL C
907 S 4TH C
408 E STOUGHTON 7 C
TEHRAN IRAN
809 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER 414 C
111 W CHARLES C
URH SNYDER 238 C
319 ROYAL CT C
300 S GOODWIN U
URH ALLEN 437 U
URH SNYDER 318 C
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
801 W NEVADA U
1107 MAIN U
URH SNYDER 157 C
505 E CLARK 23 C
1308 E PENN U
56 E DANIEL 2 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH CLARK 435 C
URH GARNER 294 C
1511 S MATTIS C
URH TRELEASE 1105 U
58 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 126 C
505 E WHITE 4 C
310 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1019 U
604 E ARMORY 229 C
211 E ARMORY C
106 E HEALEY 16 C
910 S 3RD 727 C
FISHER ILL
1002 W OREGON U
MAHOMET ILL
1110 S ARBOR 104 C
URH WFSTON 127 C
URH TRELEASE 531 U
209 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 527 U
URH BUSEY 343 U
312 N EDWIN C
URH BUSEY 307 U
1638 VALLEY RD C
1638 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 122 C
URH SAUNDERS 427 U
URH CARR 112 U
URH WFSTON 352 C
1103 EUCLID C
URH VANDOREN 412 C
STA A BOX 2086 C
1707 W GREEN C
302 S 4TH C
2055 D ORCH ST U
205 E HEALEY 36 C
URH CARR 417 U
URH SAUNDERS 411 U
710 OHIO U
409 E CHALMRS 1402 C
1106 3RD C
URH BARTON 423 C
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
1202 W NEVADA U
103 S LINCOLN U
SYCAMORE ILL
1809 A ORCH PL U
211 W VINE C
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
911 S 4TH C
URH CARR 401 U
URH LAR 104 U
SADORUS ILL
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 142 U
URH OGLES BY 442 C
1106 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 457 C
2803 F CALIFORNIA U
1702 W HENRY C
102 N L INCOLN 3 U
505 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH GARNER 250 C
209 E CLARK 2 C
URH DANIELS 129 U
1404 W MCKINLEY I C
1004 S 2ND C
30 JUNIPER C
111 W CHARLES C
1107 W GREEN 136 U
1107 W GREEN 136 U
907 W OREGGN U
URH EVANS 140 U






























































































609 N CENTER ST
RR 1





193 S YORK RD
16825 RIVERSODE
9201 HAMLIN






310 M ONWENTSIA RD











STA A BOX 2086
PAXTON AV
302 S 4TH
2055 D ORCHARD ST











1809 A ORCH PL
U OF I ANTH
2027 S 19TH AV





8358 S BURLEY AV
CAPARRA TERRACE
281 BRADDOCK DR




505 1/2 E STOUGHTN
513 MARSHALL AV
2713 S LOMBARD AV
7270 ORCHARD ST
1517 BELLE PLAINE
2444 E B BROOK LN
30 JUNIPER
9643 S LUELLA







































































































OELONG JOHN R GRAD
DFLORFNZO DANIEL J FAA1
DEICTIS ESTHER T GRAD
OELP JAMES EARL ^GR4
DELPLAIN RORFRT C GRAD
DFLROSARTO RGMUAL DO GRAD
DELUCA »ICHARD JOHN GRAD
OFIUTRI JOSEPH RICHA GRAD
OELVENTO CONNIF A L AS2
DEMA^CO CIANF M ENG1
OFM*VRCO MARGARET SUF L ASA
DFMAREST PORERT E GRAD
DE M ARIA MARY L LAS2
DFMftRS ROHIN A LAS2
OE M AS THOMAS I BUS?
DFMRSKI BARBARA H LAS?
OFMENT HFMKY ROBERT FAA4
DFMETRAKOPOULOS T H GRAD
UFMIAN DAVID R AVI 1
DE^IAN LARPY A FAAl
DFMICK RICHARD J AGR3
DEMING LET DRAKE GRAD
DEMMERT JAMES J IAS?
DEMMIN JULIA LAKER GRAD
DEMOS STANLEY GFORGF FAA4
OEMOSS JON W LAW1
DFMPSEY CHARLOTTE E GRAD
DEMPSFY PAUL N LAS3
DEMPSTER JACQUELYN S LAS2
DEMUTH LEONARD M ED 3
DFNADEL RAYMOND LEE GRAD
DFNAP FRANK A HUS2
DENARDIS MICHAEL W ENGl
DENAROO KAREN M LAS3
DENAULT RRUCF A LAS2
DFNAULT JOHN LAS2
DENBY ROBERT V GRAD
DFNENBEPG JEFFPEY E COMA
*DENENBERG STEWART A GRAD
DENHARTOG GERALD A GRAD
DENHARTOG GFPRIT L GRAD
OEMGHT JOSEPHIfvE A FAA1
DENINNO MARY A ED 2
DENIS CLYDE I LAS3
DENISCN ALLEN B PE 1
DENK CHARLES A ENG2
DENLINGER DAVID LAND GRAD
DFNNA JOHN H 3US1
OENNFY DAVID CONKLIN GRAD
DENNHARDT W H JR GRAD
DENN IS ALBERT J LAS1
DENNIS GLORIA JFAN GRAD
DENNIS JOHN D BUS1
DENNIS JON F LAS2
DENNIS KEITH A L AS2
DENNIS MARY L LAS3
DENNIS PATRICK D ENG3
DENNI S PATRICK L LAS2
DENNIS SUSAN E LAS1
OFNNIS SUSAN L EO 4
DENNISTON ANN C LAS2
DENNY GERALD WAYNE GRAD
DENNY JACK W LAS2
DENNY PHYLLIS MAE GRAD
DENNY STEVEN K E NG3
DENOV ANGELA M LASL
DENCVO POBFRT C LAS3
DENSBERGER ROGER A FAAl
DENSLOW DAVID ALLEN ENG4
DENSLOW MARTHA F FAAl
DENST GREGORY A BUS1
DENTON CHARLA K LAS4
DENTON DENNIS WILLIA LAS4
DENTON MEDONA BONNER GRAD
DENTON SHARON H LAS2
DEOGUN JITENDER S GRAD
DEORFO KAPEN DAVIS GRAD
DEPARA DOMINGO E ENG4
DEPAULO JOSEPH A ENGl
DEPEC MARC PIFRRF S ENG4
OEPIETRO RUSSFLL J FAA4
DEPINTO JACQUFLINE M LAS3
DEPKF JANET M LAS1
DEPK5 KATHLEEN ELLEN GRAD
DEPLAND HUBERT JP GRAD
DEPLONTY JANICE R LAS2
DEPORTER DENNIS A LAW2
DEPP STEVEN WADE GRAD
DEPPFRT VIVIAN J FAAl
DEPROSPERIS LYNNE R LAS?
DEPUTY LYNETTE f AGR1
DERAVFDISIAN R A GRAD
DEPEX MICHAEL S LAS1
DEPITA DAVID J GRAD
DEPOO PETFR D BUS3
DERR BRENDA SUE GRAD
•DERRIG JAMES R LAWl
URH BABCOCK 129 U
URH FORBES 244 C
2020 N MATTIS 303 C
URH 3ABC0CK 331 U
212 E CHALMERS C
508 E GREEN C
1107 W GREEN 627 U
803 1/2 W GRFEN U
URH BUSEY 105 U
URH SAUNDERS 3?6 U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
512 S MCKINLEY C
URH ALLEN 363 U
90? S 2ND C
1002 W OREGON U
URH LAR 262 U
604 E ARMORY 335 C
310 1/2 F GREEN C
URH NOBLE 321 C
URH TOWNSEND 407 U
604 E ARMORY 224 C
301 W WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 227 U
509 W CALIFORNIA U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1902 F VERMONT U
901 MUMFORD U
312 S COLER U
901 S LYNN C
PAXTON ILL
110 2 S 2ND 1 C
306 ARMORY C
URH WESTON 286 C
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
URH BABCOCK 127 U
URH SNYDER 282 C
403 BROOKWOOD LN C
16C0 W BRADLFY 24 C
1502 ROSE C
104 W ORFGON U
250 DEWEY U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 213 U
1111 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
1004 S 2ND C
2112 ORCH ST 302 U
URH HOPKINS 394 C
1517 KIRBY 11 C
504 W MAIN 212 U
URH SNYDER 464 C
502 E WHITE 23 C
URH BABCOCK 208 U
URH OGLESBY 1013 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
904 S LINCOLN U
112 E DANIEL C
1101 W PENN U
URH LAR 496 U
611 F DANIEL C
URH ALLEN U
CLINTON ILL
URH FORBES 425 C
308 W IOWA U
302 E GREGORY C
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 328 C
403 N LYNN C
URH WARDALL 205 U
URH SCOTT 259 C
705 S 1ST C
606 E OHIO U
806 SCOVILLE U
806 SCOVILL U
103 E ARMORY C
1605 VALLEY RD 1 C
1205 1/2 MAIN 2 U
URH OGLESBY 331 U
103 E GREEN C
216 E GREGORY 303 C
URH WARDALL 313 U
URH VANDOREN 308 C
URH LAR 281 U
URH SHERMAN 761 C
URH VANDOREN 124 C
STA A BOX 2252 C
1513 KIRBY 4 C
URH TRELEASE 322 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 122 U
705 W MAIN 3 U
1008 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 183 U
307 E WHI TE C
URH SHERMAN 1057 C








































































221 W 15TH PL
512 S MCKINLFY
1524 PAWNFE PD
2623 W ARTHUR AV
?432 N NEVA AV
7042 N ORIOLE AV
441 MITCHELL AV
310 1/2 E GREEN
8319 S COLFAX AV
3415-172ND PL
RR 2
4845 E 56TH ST
105 S HILUSI AV
509 W CAL IFORNIA
3719 W 79TH ST
1902 E VERMONT
901 MUMFORD
536 N BATAVIA AV
901 S LYNN





431 S 5TH AV
RR 4
403 BROOKWOOD LN








16 S ALFRED ST





5 SW 7TH AV













7725 S CRANDON AV




RR 2 BOX 317





1605 VALLEY RD 1
824 CHATHAM







ROUTE 1 BOX 471





705 M MAIN 3
7902 KOSTNER
20 ACORN ST
327 E 2ND ST
912 1/2 S FOUNTAIN



































































































OERRIG MICHAEL K FNGl
OERRIG ROBERT G A GR 3
DERUNTZ MICHAEL L LAS1
OERUS MICHELE L COM4
DESALVO MARY ANN GRAD
OESCHENE STEVEN R LAS2
DESHAZOR NANCY LEE LAS2
DESOUSA STUART B LASl
OESROSIFRS DORIS RIT LAS4
OESSOUKY I8TESAP A P LAS2
OESTEFANO JAMES N LAS2
OESTEFANO MICHAEL ENG1
DESTROIS MAISONS P GRAD
OETAR MARVIN BPADFOP LAS4
DETELLA KATHERINE M LASl
DETERS ROBERT LOUIS LAS4
DETRAY JEFFREY ENG2
DETRTCH JEFFREY J BUS4
OETTMERING DIANF A EO 4
OETTRO CHRISTOPHER F GRAD
DETWILER TIMOTHY L ENG4
DEUTSCH DENISF L LASl
DEUTSCH HELFN CCM4
OEUTSCH JOEL A LAW2
DEUTSCH PETER W GRAD
OEUTSCH THOMAS M LASl
DEUTSCHER JANICE L LAS2
DEV AKANT GRAD
DEVACHT GLORIA L FAA2
DEVAL VISHWAS V GRAD
DEVALL RICHARD S ENG1
DEVANE BENJAMIN L ENG1
DEVENS CHARLES J LASl
DEVEREAUX LESLIE C GRAD
DEVERELL DAVID A LAS3
DEVERMAN RONALD W ENG2
OEVIN LONNIF K FAA2
DEVINE DANIEL JAMES LAS4
DEVINE JAPES T ENG1
DEVINE LARRY P LAS2
DEVINF PAUL JOSEPH J GRAD
DEVINE RUSSELL RANDO LAS4
DEVINEY MADELINE J L AS2
*DFVITI S JOSEPH L GRAD
DEVITTON GERARD GRAD
DEVON MAR I LY N C LASl
DEVORE CYNTHIA L LAS3
DEVCRE ROGER K LAS2
DEVORE WILLIAM LYNN GRAD
DEVOSS JOSEPH SHERR I FAA4
DEVRIES CAROLYN LAS4
OEVRIES GENEVA ANN GRAD
DFVRIES JAMES HENRY GRAD
DEVRIES JCHN GREY VM 1
DFVRIES LARRY A AGR4
DEVRIES STEVEN R LASl
DEVUONO JOSEPH LAS3
DEVUONO MARY LAS3
DEVUONO PATRICK M LAS3
DFWAR HOWARD L LAS3
DEWAR RCNALD BRUCE FAA5
DEWEESE JOSEPH E ENG4
DEWERFF GARY D ENG3
DEWES LESLIE JAMES FAA4
DEWEY WAYNE P FNG4
DEWITT DEBORAH A LAS4
DEWITT DTANE M LAS2
DEWITT JFRALD RAY GRAD
DEWITT NANCY D GRAD
DEWITT PEGGY RAE 9US2
DEWITT ROGER M AGR3
DEWTTT THOMAS W BUS1
DEWITTE MAARTEN J LAS2
DEWULF GERALD MICHAE BUS3
DEXTER CLARK OPFL GRAD
DEYOUNG WAYNE W AGR2
DEZORT TOMMY E BUS3
DE7WAAN JACK GRAD
DHALL SUDARSHAN K GRAD
*DHALLA H S GRAD
DHAUTECniJPT ALAIN H ENG4
DHUSE MFRRIE L AGR3
DHUSE RICHARD L VM 1
DIAL CAVID WILL IAH L 4S4
DIAL GARY 4GR2
DIAMENT FAYF H LAS4
DIAMOND DAVID L BUS1
DIAMOND JEFFRFY B ^USl
DIAMOND MARC S BUS1
OIAMCND MARTIN A GRAD
DIAMOND NANCY Al.TMAN GRAD
OIAMCND ROBERT ED 4
DIAMOND RCNALD M FNGl
DIANA THOMAS L ENGl
DIAZ SAMUEL ISAAC GRAD
QI8B DAVID WALTER GRAD
DIBBLE SUZANNE L FAA4
URH GARNER 450 C
804 W ORFGON U
606 W OHIO U
1005 S 6TH 15 C
URH SHERMAN 525 C
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
910 S 3RD 1224 C
URH FORBES 486 C
URH ALLEN 185' U
1106 MITCHEM DR U
306 E GREGORY C
URH SNYDER 246 C
502 N MCKINLEY C
809 S BUSEY U
URH CLARK 209 C
203 CCUNTRY FR 23 C
URH GARNER 126 C
505 E CLARK 37 C
URH WARDALL 512 U
110 E JOHN 8 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
URH SAUNDERS 210 U
502 S MATTIS C
PHYSICS BLDG U
715 S RANDOLPH C
URH ALLEN 413 U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
508 E CHALMERS C
501 S ELM 8 C
3 13 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 310 C
URH GARNER 274 C
URH SHERMAN 119 C
URH GARNER 259 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 395 C
1403 E STOUT U
URH TOWNSEND 315 U
504 E GREEN 4 C
203 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 240 U
300 S GOODWIN 404 U
URH SHERMAN 1066 C
URH TRELEASE 430 U
DECATUR ILL
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
201 W HEALEY C
105 E GREFN 15 C
303 1/2 E UNIV C
URH DANIELS 339 U
904 N WILLIS C
1021 S ANDERSON U
URH SCOTT 312 C
URH SNYDER 419 C
JOWETT ILL
1716 ALLEN CT U
404 E DANIEL C
211 E DANIEL C
2024 GREENDALE C
205 E GREEN 11 C
WOKOMIS ILL
205 COUNTRY FR 47 C
311 E GREEN C
710 W OHIO U
302 E ARMORY C
19 SALEM RD U
19 SALEM U
1413 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 296 C
1413 W CHURCH C
207 W PENN U
1004 W NEVADA U
2209 PHILO RD U
301 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 341 C
614 W ILLINOIS U
105 E HEALEY C
505 W WASHINGTON U
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
URH LAR 125 U
YORKVILLE ILL
617 W HEALEY C
CLINTON ILL
117 1/? F JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESRY 420 U
301 ARMORY C
410 W COLUMBIA C
1603 S GROVE U
809 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 460 U
U"H CARR 208 U
1510 GRANDVIEW 3 C
2 108 OPCH ST 104 U












































































3823 W 212TH PL
9545 S MILLARD






7260 S SHORE DR
9 WATCH HILL RD
DEPT OF PHYSICS
715 S RANDOLPH
1810 LONG VAL RD





10710 S HARDING AV






824 N PRESTON ST
6157 12TH ST N




















205 E GREEN 11
401 MONROE ST

















87 MOLLIS TERR N










6559 N KEDZIE AV
3 W RUTH ST
6336 W FLETCHER ST
1510 GRANDVIEW 3
85 S 3RD EAST 5



































































































DIBELLO NANCY M BUS2
DIBENEDETTO GUY R GRAD
DIBIASE OENISE M LAS2
OIBRELL GLENNA A AGR3
DICHRISTINA SAMUEL J GRAD
DICK FL IZABETH J AGR1
OICKENS CAROL J EO 1
OICKERSON LONNA JO H GRAD
DICKERSON WAYNE BEAL GRAD
DICKFY KATHARINE S FAA2
DICKEY LAURA MEI LAS3
DICKEY LYNN F LAS3
DICKFY MARK R ENGl
DICKEY MICHAEL DENF LAS4
DICKEY PHILIP ALAN GRAD
*DICKFY STEVEN L AGR3
*DICKEY WILLIAM S EO 3
DICKINSON BARBARA C LAS1
DICKINSCN KRISTA I PE 1
DICKINSON LISA H GRAD
DICKINSCN RICHARD W AGR3
DICKINSON WILLIAM K FAA1
OICKMAN RE1TY J FAA2
DICKMAN BRUCE S COM3
DICKMAN DAVID M BUS2
DICKMAN THFTA A FAA3
DICKS ORVILLE W AGR3
DICKSON ROBERT J JR LAW1
DICKSON SYDNEY S GRAD
DICKSCN WILBUR J GRAD
OIDECH DEAN MICHAEL LAS4
DIDIER JOANNE K PE 2
DIDIER JOHN LINK AGR4
DIOOMENICO JANET M LAS3
DIPOMINICK ERNFST C AGR4
DIF BONAO GABRIEL GRAD
DIFDRICH JOHN M AGR1
DIEDRICH LINDA M GRAD
DIFFENBACH MARK A AGR1
DIEHL ANNE L LAS2
DIFHL JEFFREY ROBERT LAS4
DIEHL KAREN A LAS1
DIEHL MARY A AGR1
DIEHL MARY ELIZABETH LAS4
DIEHL MARY LOUISE W GRAD
DIEHL RANDY LEE LAS4
DIEHL RITA J LAS3
DIEKEN DOUGLAS HEYE PE 3
DIEL STEVEN LYNN AGR4
DIEMFR GARY B ENGl
DIENFR ALAN R LASl
DIFRBECK LEIGH J LAS2
DIFRCKMAN BIRGINIA M PE 2
DIERCKMAN THOMAS EDW ENG4
DIFRCKS DWIGHT P GRAD
DIERKER CONNIE J AGR1
DIFRKER DONALD E AGR
1
DIERKS PATRICIA ELLE A GR4
DIEROLF GARY M AGR3
DIERSTEIN JULIE J AGR2
DIFSTELMEIER JOAN E ED 3
DIETER LOIS IRENE BUS4
DIETER OTTO M B ENG3
*DIETFRICH DANIEL J GRAD
DIETFRICH DAVID A GRAD
DIETRICH DEBRA J LASl
DIETRICH SHARON D AGR3
DIETZ KATHRYN G ED 2
DIET7EN KEITH D LAS2
DIETZLER DANIEL PATR ENG4
DIETZLER SALLY E LAS2
3IFABIO CELESTE M GRAD
DIFANIS THOMAS J LAW2
DIFFERDING JAMES C FAA4
DIFONZO KENNETH W BUS2
DIGANGI CLAUDIA A LASl
DIGGLF REBECCA AGR3
DIGIACOMO CAROL A LAS2
DTGIOVANNI DONNA M LAS2
DIGIOVINE ANTHONY J LAS3
DIGMAN MARY ELIZABET LAS3
DIIORIO ANTHONY GRAD
DIIORIO GINO JOSEPH GRAD
DILG WALTER C JR LASl
DILL JAMES R LAS3
DILLABAUGH SUSAN I AGR2
DILLAVOU JOHN R BUS1
DILLE MARILYN S LASl
DILLER MARILYN ANN FAA4
DILLFY GARY L ENGl
DILLEY LARRY DALE- ENG4
DILLINER JOHN B AGR2
DILLINGHAM KATHLEEN LASl
DILLINGHAM LARRY M FAA6
DILLION MELINDA BUS1
DILLMAN VICTOR E GRAD
DILLON CYNTHIA MARIE AGR4
1106 W SPNGFLD U
2106 ORCH ST 103 U
URH LAR 271 U
309 HEALEY 13 C
501 FAIRLAWN U
URH BUSEY 207 U
URH ALLEN 78 U
15 BRIDLE LN U
15 BRIDLE LN U
410 E GREEN 17 C
THE HEATHER 2 C
URH ALLEN 78 U
URH NOBLE 121 C
110 S GREGORY 4 U
URH DANIELS 169 U
903 W WESTERN U
2 THE HEATHER C
URH FLAGG 421 C
910 S 3RD C
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH OGLESBY 203 U
1101 W PENN U
805 W OHIO U
2215 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 503 C
805 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 382 C
506 W PARK C
CHICO CAL
DANVILLE ILL
606 S MATTIS C
URH BLAISOELL 422 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
URH LAR 338 U
1815 JOHN C
910 S 3RD 208 C
SYCAMORE ILL
109 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 246 C
URH TAFT 325 C
909 S 3RD 11 C
2306 BRETT DR C
URH TRELEASE 542 U
313 E JOHN C
211 E WHITE C
211 E WHITE C
508 E CHALMERS C
1600 W BRADLEY C
SAVOY ILL
URH NOBLE 222 C
1910 AUGUSTA C
URH GARNER 102 C
509 E GREEN C
509 E GREEN 300 C
800 S MATTIS 25 C
URH ALLEN 165 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
307 E DANIEL C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
715 W MICHIGAN U
409 E CHLMRS 1005 C
108 E HEALEY 2 C
909 W ILL INOIS U
1006 N WILLIS C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH TRELEASE 316 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 901 C
URH BABCOCK 415 U
1815 W JOHN C
URH WARDALL 912 U
URH DANIELS 195 U
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH WFSTON 369 C
URH LAR 485 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1110 S ARBOR C
410 E GREEN C
601 S 4TH 6 C
909 S 6TH C
510 S 4TH C
708 W ELM U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
209 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 109 U
URH HOPKINS 396 C
URH LAR 476 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
403 COTTAGE GROVE U
2017 PHILO RD 12 U
801 W NEVADA U
1604 N MATTIS C
1604 N MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 303 U
2600 LAWNDALE C











































































2106 ORCH ST 103
3304 W 84TH PL
515 E MAIN ST
501 FAIRLAWN







211 W WILSON ST



















RR 1 BOX 163
1821 S ASHLANO AV
518 51ST AV
2424 MASS AV NW
RR 1
RR 2
RR 2 BOX 202
119 S LEE ST
521 FORD ST
ROUTE 1
440 S LAGRANGE RD
119 S LEE ST
1250 W STOVER
225 S CHERRY
RR 1 BOX 60
209 PROSPECT AV
12 GOLFVIEW CT
















1614 N 12TH ST
RR 2
1302 S ELM
457 W OAKWOOD DR
707 S CAMBRIDGE
707 S CAMBRIDGE OR
20157 VEACH ST



























































































































DILLON JOHN EOHIN GRAO
DILLON ROBERT J ED 3
DILLON WILLIAM S JR L AW 1
DILLOW CONNIE J FAA1
DILLOW HELEN RUTH GRAD
DILLS STEVEN MICHAEL LAS4
DIM CLAUDIA E PE 1
DIMARZIO PHILIP L LAW1
DIMBERG MARK C LAS1
DIMIT JOHN HILL JR FAA4
DIMKE WILLIAM DAVID ENG4
DIMMITT LOUIS A ENG3
DIMCND JOHN RAY GRAD
DINATALE EILEEN E GRAD
DINGER KARL E FAA2
DINGES CLARINE A LAS4
DINGES JUDY L ED 2
DINGLE SUSAN M LAS2
DINKELMAN MICHAEL D ENG1
DINOI FO ANTHONY M FAAl
*DINOVO JOHN C LAS4
DINSMORE ELIZABETH A LAS1
DlNSMORE JEFFREY PAU ENG4
DINSMORE REBECCA E PE 3
DINVERNO NANCY C ED 4
DION GEORGE PHILLIP LAS4
DIORIO THOMAS JAMES PE 4
DIPAOLO RONALD F BUS1
OIPERT DENISE K LAS2
DIPIFTRO JOSEPH A AGR2
DIPPEL KATHRYN SUSAN FAA4
DIRKS JOHN ALAN L AS4
DIRKS ROGER A ENG1
DIRKSEN DENNIS D AGR3
DIRSCHERL REINHARD GRAD
DIRST VICTORIA A LAS2
DISABATO DAN MICHAEL LAS4
DISABATO MICHAEL D LAS3
DISABATO TED L LAS2
DISPENSA GARY S BUS1
DISSELER MICHAEL A ENG2
DITCHKUS DAVID W FAA2
DITOMMASO ANTHONY G BUS1
DITTIG SUSAN L LAS2
DITTMAMN CHARLES W AGR4
DITTMANN MARTHA L LAS1
DITTMER GARY LEF ENG4
DITTMER JOY ELLFN COM4
DITTO GFRALD R FAA3
DIVER JOSEPH W LAW2
DIVITO ANTHONY S ENG1
DIX KAREN T BUS1
DIX RONALD L BUS2
DIXCN CAROL KATHRYN FD 4
DIXON DIXIE LEF GRAD
DIXON JANICE I LAS1
DIXON JESSE THOMAS PE 4
DIXON LORETTA JANE GRAD
DIXON MICHAEL ALBERT FAA4
DIXON NATHANIEL L PE 4
DIXON RANDALL G FAA2
DIXCN REBECCA GILES GRAD
DIXON ROBERT EARL GRAD
DIXON ROBFRT L ENG1
DIXON SUSAN L ED 2
DIXON THERESA A LAS1
DIXON WESLEY G PE 3
DIXSON MAMIE L BUS1
DIZIKES GEORGE J LAS3
DIZIKES JCAN J PE 1
DLUZYN DAVID ANTHONY GRAD
DCAK ROBERT FREDRICK BUS4
DOBBINS TERRY A LAW1
DOBBLES WILLIAM J GRAO
DOBBS LAURA ELLEN LAS4
DOBKIN JEFFRY P LAS1
DOBRANSKY RITA ANN GRAD
DCBRATZ GLENN E FNG2
OOBRINSKI THOMAS J BUS1
DOBROFSKY MARK LEE 3US4
DCBROVOLNY JAMES L ENG4
DOBROW ROBIN C LAS1
DOBRYMAN FRIEDA ED 2
DOBRZENIECKI MICHAEL PE 2
DOBSKI eRAD T ENG1
DCRSKI SCOTT W ENG2
DOBSON BRUCE A BUS1
DCBSON CHARLES R JR BUS4
DORYNS MABEL FALBERG GRAD
DPCHTERMANN LUANNE F LAS2
DOCKSTADER DORAN R ENG4
DODDS BERNARD FONDA GRAD
DOODS JOANNE E FAAl
DODGE CAROLINE JANE GRAD
DODGE RYL AND T III ENG1
DODGSON DAVID S ENG1
DODSWORTH CLARK S JR LAS2
1303 BRIARWOOD C
DOLTON ILL
URH SHERMAN 451 C
URH FVANS 227 U
503 E MICHIGAN U
1110 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
310 E CLARK C
URH FORBES 340 C
305 E JOHN C
211 E JOHN C
2101 HAZWD DR 202 U
700 S GOODWIN U
502 E WHITE C
310 E GREGORY C
409 E CHLMRS 1102 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 341 U
URH NOBLE 426 C
URH NOBLE 220 C
105 N ELM C
URH ALLFN 206 U
107 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 315 C
MADRID SPAIN
415 W MAIN U
617 1/2 S WRIGHT C
604 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 1128 U
URH OGLESBY 310 U
MT PROSPECT ILL
310 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 263 C
706 S 1ST C
407 E STOUGHTON C
410 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 316 C
410 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 314 C
912 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
URH OGLESBY 125 U
604 E ARMORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1712 PAULA C
1712 PAULA C
302 S 4TH C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
2319 S 1ST 103 C
510 S ELM 8 C
604 E ARMORY 217 C
URH ALLEN 377 U
207 N GREGORY U
604 S RACE U
DECATUR ILL
URH BUSEY 255 U
801 S WALNUT U
1007 S 3RD C
108 E BELEFONTAINE C
1404 W PARK C
URH DANIELS 324 U
URH HOPKINS 390 C
URH TRELEASE 424 U
URH ALLEN 203 U
300 S GOODWIN 316 U
URH ALLEN 76 U
1009 W PENN U
409 E CHALMRS 1502 C
1112 NOFFTZ C
313 E ARMORY C
2316 S MATTIS C
DANVILLE ILL
107 W CALI FORNIA 6 U
URH HOPKINS 482 C
1109 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 440 C
URH HOPKINS 408 C
1109 S 3RD C
608 W GREFN C
URH TRELEASE 525 U
1104 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 326 C
URH SNYDER 346 C
URH SCOTT 365 C
URH HOPKINS 321 C
206 N NEW 2 C
2016 G HUFF U
1316 ALMS C
URH TOWNS END 124 U
208 E DOOSON U
URH BUSEY 433 U
1733 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 200 C
URH TOWNS END 214 U























































































405 N CHURCH ST
















RR 1 BOX 49-B
2122 W GROVE ST
2122 GROVE
2122 GROVE ST
104 W 47TH ST






107 W AUTUMN LN
ROUTE 2
122 WESLEY
510 S ELM 8
517 HILLSIDE AV




717 E 89TH PL
801 S WALNUT
302 1/2 W MAIN

























2950 E 81ST ST
RR 1 BOX 733
ROUTE 3 BOX 864
4130E PL RN PKWY N
6507 ABENDROTH CR
2016 GEORGE HUFF










































































































DTFMFLT MARTHA JOAN GRAO
DOFRDER FRANCIS PAUL GRAD
DPERGE GEORGE W FAA3
ODFRR SAMORA JFAN AGR3
OrGGETT BCNNIF CNE I L GRAD
OOHANICH SARA E LAS4
OCHERTY NORFFN T ENGl
DOHMAN THOMAS P LAS2
DPHRFN DAVID JOHN LAS4
DCHRN R03FRTA M ED 3
l)^L^N DEAN HUGH GRAO
DOLAN EILFFN P PE 2
DOLAN JOHN A LAS1
OOLAN KATHRYN C BUS1
DCLAN THOMAS R LAS1
DC LAN WILLIAM H JR ENG4
DCUC^ OERORAH J I. AS2
*DCLO CHARLES NCRMAN GRAD
DCLO DIANE DOANE GRAD
DOLE KEVIN D FAA3
OCLE WANDA VICTORIA GRAD
DOLEGOWSKI JOHN P ENG2
OOLifJS JEFFRFY P BUS2
DPLEJS ROBERT A LAS2
DCLIN NANCY A LAS3
DOLIN STFWART BUS1
POLINAJ GEORGE G AVI 1
DOLL DONALD F AGR1
DOLL DOUGLAS C LASl
*DCLL STEVEN JOSEPH AGR3
DCLL THCMAS R AGR1
DCLLINGER MARK J LAS3
DOLNEY EDWIN LFC GRAD
DOLSON WILLIAM R ENGl
DOMAGALA MONICA LASl
DCMAGALA ROBFRT F JR BUS1
DOMAGALA RONALD F GRAD
DOMAN JEFFREY I LASl
DOMANICO DARYLE R FNG3
DCMAR JOHN E ENGl
DTMBRJW RONALD EDWIN ENG4
DOMBROWSKI RONALD JR LAS2
DOMBROWSKl STEPHEN C- ENG2
DOMINIK DANIEL F ENG2
DOMKF ELIZABETH C LAS4
DOMKE LANCE JEFFREY GRAD
DOMORADZKI JEANNE Y LAS3
DCMOTO MARK PE 3
DOMOVIC RICHARD M GRAO
DON MARCIA LASl
DPNAHOE THERESA MARY ED 4
DONAHUE CAROL J LAS3
DONAHUE DANIEL M ENGl
DONAHUE FRANCES L AGR2
DONAHUE JANE M F AA4
DONAHUE PATRIC M BUS3
DONALD RICARDO LAS2
DONALDSON CARLOS F LASl
DfNALDSCN DFBORAH LAS3
OCNALDSON GFOPGF III FNG3
DCNALOSCN LESL IE S FAA1
DONALDSON SUSAN KAY GRAD
DONALDSON TERPFNCE GRAD
DCNAT MARCIA JUNE GRAD
DCNCARLOS MICHAFL W LAS2
DCNELSON CHARLES JOS BUS3
DCNEY BART J ENG3
DONILE DONNA M AGR3
*DONLAN ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
DONNELL CAROLYN L GRAD
DONNELL STEVFN L LASl
DONNFLLAN EDWARD J BUSi
DONNELLY FRANK W ENGl
DONNELLY JOHN J JR BUS4
DONNELLY MONA MAI*Y GRAD
DONNFLLY PATRICK M ENG4
DONNELLY ROBFRT E LAS2
DONNER JOHN D LAS2
DCNOGHUE GEORGE III LAWl
DONOGHUE GERALD T LAS2
DCNUGHUE JOHN I JR LAS4
DONOHUE JAMES P LAS2
DONOHUE KATHLEEN M* L AS2
DONOVAN BRIAN S LASl
DONOVAN FRIC B L AS3
DONOVAN FPFOERICK W GRAD
DONOVAN JANIS P COM2
DONOVAN MARGARFT J GRAD
DONOVAN MARGO R AGR2
DONJVAN MICHAEL FRAN AGR4
DONOVAN NANCY KRUMP GRAD
DONOVAN SUSAN J AGRl
DONOVAN WAI. TfcR E GRAD
DONSBACH MICHAEL A ENGl
DONZELLA MCHAFL A GRAO
DOODY DANIEL P LAS2
OOCLEY JEAN HARMAN GRAD
CHARLFSTON ILL
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
1008 S 4TH C
509 E STUUGHTON C
102 E DANIEL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH HOPKINS 241 C
410 F JOHN C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
313 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 273 C
URH ALLFN U
1111 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL
URH EVANS 439 U
708 S BUSEY U
708 S BUSEY U
9 10 S 3RD C
URH CARR 113 U
URH SNYDER 366 C
URH OGLESBY 723 U
URH BARTON C
106 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 392 C
801 W NFVADA U
URH SNYDER 386 C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
807 S BUSEY U
503 E STOUGHTON C
STA A BOX 2115 C
604 E ARMORY 237 C
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
URH TOWNSEND 376 U
1002 W HILL C
301 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 2 54 U
URH HOPKINS 315 C
URH TOWNS ENO 247 U
URH CARP 423 U
URH GARNER 402 C
205 E ARMORY C
WILSON TRLR PK 31 U
WILSON TRLR PK 31 U
802 W OREGON 25 U
310 W COLUMBIA C
706 S RACE U
URH BLAISDELL U
1207 W NEVADA U
501 SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 294 C
1106 LINCOLN U
URH LAR 269 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 392 C
1302 N ROMINE U
URH LAR 278 U
URH FORBES 267 C
URH EVANS 201 U
URH DANIELS 264 U
URH DANIELS 224 U
URH SHERMAN 520 C
303 E CHALMERS C
303 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
URH ALLEN 82 U
20 2 W GREEN 2 U
URH SHERMAN 326 C
URH FORBES 288 C
URH BABCOCK 329 U
URH WESTON 324 C
URH BAflCTCK 126 U
THOMASBORO ILL
1004 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 1050 C
401 E DANIEL C
1010 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 317 C
URH TAFT 103 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
106 E GREEN 5 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 473 U
805 W OHIO U
209 E ARMORY C
PFORIA ILL
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
305 N MATHEWS U
URH HHPKINS 260 C
604 N MAPLE U
1007 S 3RD C









































































300 S 13TH ST
9557 S HOYNE AV
7531 COLES AV
325 LEGRANDF






6437 N WAYNE AV






3036 S CENTRAL PK
2107 E ST JAMES CT
6219 N RICHMOND
2108 W ARTHUR
8839 S 55TH CT
RR 1
RR I BOX 98
1258 W PLEASANT
RR
22 TOWER HILL CT
20 GRANVILLF AV




525 W FISK ST
284 UNIVERSITY DR
1642 SCOVILLE AV
6216 S ARTESIAN AV
6N474 ANDRENE LN
202 MARTIN LN
WILSON TRLR PK 31
118 E REYNOLDS
2700 N HARDING AV
310 W COLUMBIA


























RR 1 BOX 36MM
2004 CAPRI AV
1445 LK SHORE DR S
RR 6 BOX 3





















































































































DCOLING JAMES T GRAD
DCOLING NANCY L LAS3
OfORNBOS ANNETTF I LASl
DCOSF DENNIS LASl
DOPPELT OEBRA L BUSl
DORBAND K IMBERtY A LASl
DORDAN M4RY L LAS*
OOGDEK HARVEY JOEL LAS*
DORDI DARAESH M GRAD
nOREN CATHY S PE 1
OORENBOS APRIL L PE 1
nORF R')Z LYNN LAS*
DORF STEPHEN M LAS3
DORFMAN ALLEN A LAS3
DCRFMAN DONALD M BUSl
DORFMAN MARK STANLEY GRAD
DORGAN TTPOTHY M ENG1
DOPHFIM MARCIA L ED 1
DORN ALAN S LASl
DORN BRUCE FARRFL LAS*
DCRN VIRGINIA R GRAD
DORNAUS SARA J FAA3
*DORNER VICKI FINF GRAD
DOROGHAZl PAUL f LASl
DORIGHAZI ROBERT M LAS2
DOROZYNSKY LEO G LAS3
DLRSETT DAVID MERRIM BUS*
DOPSFY DANIEL W BUSl
DORSFY MICHAEL C LAS2
DORSFY ROSALIND E LAS?
DORSFY WILLIAM FAA1
OUSSFY JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
DCTLICH DAVID L L4S3
DOTLICH SHERRY KAY GRAD
DOTREPPF JEAN-CLAUDF GRAD
DC T SON VICTOR ALAN LAS3
DOTTERER PAUL DAVID ENG9
OOTY DAVID WARRFN GRAD
OCTY DOUGLAS A BUSl
DOTY GREGORY P LASl
DOTY JANE L LASl
DOTY JENIFER HOKMAN GRAD
DOTY KAREN F LAS?
DOTY LYNN M LAS2
DOTY RICHARD A ENG3
OOUSEK DENNIS LEE GRAD
DCUBEK PONALD A ENG1
DOUBET SCOTT A AGR*
DOUD BEVERLY W LAW1
DriJD GARY R E NG*
DOUGHERTY CHERYL ANN LAS*
DOUGHTY JOHN RICHARD GRAD
DOUGLAS BRUCE R BUSl
DOUGLAS CATHARINE T LAS3
DOUGLAS CHARLES N JR ED 5
DOUGLAS CHARLES R ENG3
OniJGLAS DAVID JOSEPH LAS*
OOUGLAS DAVID LEE LAS*
DOUGLAS DIANE B T LAS*
DOUGLAS JOHN G GRAD
DOUGLAS VIRGINIA LEE GRAD
DOUGLAS WILLIAM M 3US1
DOUGLASS EDWARD F II GRAD
DOUVILLE MICHAEL R LAS2
DOVE LARRY EL DON GRAD
DGW CATHY A PE 1
DOW JAMES S AGP2
DOWO KAREN M LASl
DOWDALL RICK A ENG1
DOWOCN DOUGLAS C ENG1
DOWDING CHARLES H II GRAD
DOWELL DAVID HARRY FNG3
DCWELL ELLEN S LASl
DOWELL MICHAEL A FAA1
DOWELL THOMAS P L JR GRAD
DCWIAT JAMES B ENG2
DOWLAND JAMES H FNG1
DCWLER CLL IE K COM*
DTWLING GLORIA V LAS*
DOWLING JOHN BERNARD GRAD
DCWLING KATHLEEN A PE 1
DOWLING NORMAN EDWIN GRAD
DOWNEN JAMES M 8US2
DCWNES PATRICIA ANNE LAS3
DOWNEY JAMES MfcRRITT GRAD
DCWNFY JEFFERY M PE 1
DOWNEY KATHLEEN M GRAD
DOWNEY PHILIP J LASl
DOWNFY STEVEN G LASl
DOWNEY TIM'JTHY W AGP1
DOWNEY WILLIAM C BUSl
DOWNING DANIEL E LAS2
DOWNING DFBOPAH L LASl
DOWNING RF3ECCA A FAA*
DOWNING STEPHEN D GRAD
DOWNING TODD RALPH ENG*
DOWNS ALAN R ENG2
1200 S VINE 23 U
URH TAFT 220 C
209 E JOHN C
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1005 U
URH VANDOREN 22 C
*09 E CHALMRS 130* C
207 S WRIGHT C
*ll E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 307 U
313 E JOHN C
206 E WHITE C
705 W CHURCH C
1213 MAIN * U
301 F ARMORY C
OXFORD OHIO
URH SCOTT 3*1 C
*0* E CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND *73 U
1110W STOUGHTON U
FISHER ILL
URH LAR 32 7 U
TOLONO ILL
URH OGLESBY *27 U
URH OGLESBY *2* U
106 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
*09 E CHALMERS 507 C
506 E SPNGFLD C
URH CLARK 323 C
URH BABCOCK 306 U
NORMAL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 266 U
URH DANIELS 3*8 U
URH SHERMAN 10*9 C
707 S 6TH 217 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
*06 W COLUMBIA C
URH SNYDER 317 C
920 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH BARTON 318 C
*06 W COLUMBIA C
URH WARDALL 508 U
313 F JOHN C
313 F ARMORY C
606 W OHIO U
URH GARNER *90 C
58 E GREGORY C
EHLERS TRLR CT 70 U
EHLERS TRLR CT 70 U
URH EVANS 230 U
HAMPSHIRE ILL
311 E ARMORY C
1102 S LINCOLN U
709 S RACE U
GRANITE CITY ILL
713 S 6TH 20? C
*0 1 E DANIEL C
1206 NEVADA U
1015 W BRADLEY C
URH SHERMAN 256 C
310 S JOHN C
*12 HESSEL C
URH SCOTT **0 C
707 E CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 612 U
URH WESTON *82 C
URH LAP. 118 U
URH NOBLE 112 C
URH GARNER **3 C
1316 FREDERICK C
URH OGLESBY 928 U
URH ALLEN 109 U
URH FORBES *10 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TOWNSEND 11* U
URH TOWNSEND 279 U
30 7 W JOHN C
1115 W GREEN 317 U
211* ORCH ST 101 U
URH ALLEN 277 U
URH DANIELS *05 U
805 W OREGON U
URH LAR 178 U
192* ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 338 C
URH SHERMAN 120 C
URH OGLESBY 221 U
URH NOBLE *08 C
809 W PENN U
202 E DANIEL C
911 S 3RD 2 C
URH TRELEASE 122 U
105 E CHALMERS 305 C
20* E JOHN C
502 E STOUGHTON 2 C











































































6*19 N BELL AV
6625 N WHIPPLE
*23 BROOKVIEW CT









38 E ROBIN LN








* RUE DE LHONNEUX
707 S 6TH 217






765 S MORGAN ST
92* CEDAR AV
302 ORCHARD AV
1002 W DISTRICT ST
1106 N MITCHELL AV
617 WILLOW RD
83*1 N OLCOTT
5 16 S COMMONWEALTH
RR 2













35*3 N NEW ENGLAND






3205 N ILLINOIS 23
RR 1
207 N OWEN ST
12 WESTFAIR
RICHVIEW RD RR 2
1115 W GREEN 317
211* ORCH ST 101




192* D ORCH ST
605 S HUGHES RD
3112 TWIN OAKS DR








77 E 155TH ST



































































































DOXEY ALAN D FAA1
OOY JOHN R LAS1
DtYLE DANIEL BISSELL V* 3
DOYLF DANIEL RICHARD ENG1
DOYLE OOROTHY A LAS2
DOYLE FRANK W LAS3
DOYLE JAMFS FRANCIS BUS1
DOYLE JAMES J BUS1
DOYLE JOAN M LAS1
DOYLE JOHN THOMAS GRAD
DOYLE MARY D L AS4
DOYLF MARY F LAS1
DOYLF PATRICK JOSEPH FAA2
DOYLE PAUL R LAS4
DOYLE TERRANCE A LAS3
DOYLE THOMAS E BUS3
DOZIER BFNJAMIN A JR ED 2
DOZ ICR JOHN H AGR1
DOZIFR RONALD C LAW1
DRA8ANT DONALD J EMG2
DRACHMAN DAVID A LAS3
DRAGICH MARY S ED I
DPAGISIC NICK PETER LAS3
DRAGO JOHN L ED 2
DPAGO JOSEPH P LAS3
DRAGO PATRICIA JOAN PE 1
DRAHNAK REGINA M LAS2
DRAHNAK TIMOTHY J LAS1
DRAINE PAULARIE LAS2
DRAKE ALLEN C ENG1
DRAKE CALEB JOSEPH L4S4
DRAKE DALE A LAS2
OR AKE CAVID L COM3
DRAKE ELIZABFTH A PE 1
DRAKE KARL E BUS2
DRAKE MARGARET RUTH AGR4
DRAKE PRISCILLA KAY GRAD
DRAKE STEPHANIE SUE LAS4
DRAP ALBERT JOSEPH J FAA4
DRAPP PHYLLIS H LAS2
DRASITES ROY RONALD GRAD
DRASLER GREGORY J FAA1
DRASLFR WILLIAM J LAS3
DRASSLER STEPHEN J 9US2
DRAY LOWELL I LAS4
DRAYTON CAROL J G FAA4
DRAYTON JANET A LAS3
*DRAYTON JOHN ROBERT FAA4
DRAZNER FREDRICK H VM 2
DRAZNIN ANNE L LAW2
DRECHSLER JANET L GRAD
DPEFFEIN WILLIAM J PE 1
DREIFUSS SUSAN H ED 2
DRELL STEVEN A LAS2
DRFLt. SUSAN W FAA2
*DRESBACK SUSAN M GRAD
DRESCH HENRY J ENG6
DRESCH LINDA MONAHAN GRAD
DRESCHER CANIEL J ENG1
DRESDNER RANDY STEVE LAS4
DRESHAR KAREN L BUS3
DRESSER CYNTHIA A LAS4
DRESSLER LAWRENCE T LAS3
DREVENY DONNA M LAS2
DREW DEBORAH A LAS1
DREW JANE CHRISTINE LAW1
DREW ROBERT N ED 4
DREW TODD S AVI3
DRFYER PAUL IAN GRAD
DREYFR RICHARD F LAS2
DRFYFUS IDA RUTH LAS4
DRIBIN DEBORAH S LAS2
DRIBIN MICHELE R LAS2
DPIEMEYER DANIEL E ENG1
DRIES ALICE FAZFKAS GRAD
DRIES ALLEN GUSTAV GRAD
DRIGGERS MICHAEL K FAA1
DRINAN MARK A BUS2
DRINKA DENNIS E BUS2
DRINKALL ANITA P ED 4
ORINKWATER DENISE A LAS2
DRINKWATER JOHN H JR LAS1
DRINNIN BEVERLY S LAS3
DP INN IN JOHN ROBERT LAS4
DRISCOLL DENNIS M BUS1
DRISCOLL LAWRENCE J GRAD
DRISCOLL STEPHEN J BUS2
DRI TZ STEVEN B BUSl
DRIVER GEOFFREY GRAD
DRIVER ROSALIND POPE GRAD
DROHAN PAUL JOSEPH GRAD
DROLEN DEBORAH K LAS1
DROLEN RANDALL B COM4
DROLET RICHARD P LAS1
DROLL RANCALL BOGARD GRAD
DRONE FRED J LAS4
DPOPKO DANIEL G FAA3
URH FORRES 315 C
URH SCOTT 370 C
506 W MICHIGAN U
1110 S 2ND C
URH CLARK 221 C
URH FAR 442 U
208 W WASHINGTON U
URH SCOTT 495 C
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
1102 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 206 U
URH ALLEN 117 U
3 13 E CLARK C
403 BRIAR LN 113 C
205 E ARMORY C
809 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 338 C
2018 FLETCHER 22 U
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
URH BABCOCK 420 U
URH FLAGG 320 C
400 BRIAR LN 7 C
706 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 207 U
URH SAUNDERS 12 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH LAR 304 U
URH FORBES 413 C
1008 W OREGON U
211 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 276 C
URH FLAGG 420 C
RANTOUL ILL
1001 W OREGON U
102 S GREGORY 2 U
URH ALLEN 285 U
URH WESTON 209 C
URH TRELEASE 628 U
309 W WHITE C
URH GARNER 292 C
510 E STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 272 C
306 E DANIEL 1 C
502 E UNIVERSITY C
URH BARTON 101 C
502 E UNIVERSITY C
804 S CEDAR U
1216 W CHURCH C
1004 SHURTS U
URH TOWNSEND 360 U
409 E CHALMERS C
301 E ARMORY C
509 S PRAIRIE C
801 W OHIO U
1805 MELINDA LN C
1805 MELINDA LN C
604 E ARMORY 134 C
2317 S 1ST 101 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
1007 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 642 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 1009 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
1010 E COLORADO 2 U
612 W IOWA U
706 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 549 U
URH CLARK 433 C
409 E CHALMRS 1202 C
URH TRELEASE 225 U
URH SNYDER 310 C
DANVILLE ILL
1715 VALLEY RD C
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
URH BABCOCK 231 U
501 E DANIEL C
805 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 305 U
URH NOBLE 117 C
908 N RANDOLPH C
908 N RANDOLPH C
CHICAGO ILL
URH DANIELS 171 U
URH OGLESBY 525 U
105 E ARMORY C
1107 W GREEN 421 U
1107 W GREEN 421 U
316 S PRAIRIE 204 C
410 E GREEN C
310 E OANIEL C
URH SCOTT 238 C
408 E GREEN 8 C
URH BABCOCK 105 U





































































407 N PRESIDENT 11
117 W SOUTH
BOX 337










828 N KASPAR AV











11413 S ST LOUIS
11413 S ST LOUIS
8313 S WABASH AV
505 E 2ND ST
219 N LEE
RR 3 BOX 233
417 GILBERT TERR
123 W ROYAL DR
1109 ENGLEWOOD OR
RR 1
312 N OAK CREST
320 E HIGH ST
225 S HOBSON ST




















6042 N CENTRAL PK
6843 W ARMITAGE AV
1007 S 2ND
7545 N OSCEOLA AV
7654 SPRUCEWOOD





508 S PARK AV
7246 S COLES AV
9801 GLENDALE
9308 LOCKWOOD
308 N KANSAS ST
107 ROBINSON
1715 VALLEY RD
2020 N MATTIS 203
810 SUNSET DR
205 S MARTIN AV
BOX 621
828 S GRANT ST
828 S GRANT ST
908 N RANDOLPH
908 N RANDOLPH
2855 W 102ND PL
URH DANIELS 171
1112 W 102ND ST
2956 BRYN MAWR
15 MONACO DR










































































































DROPSON BARBARA PE 3
DROY CYNTHIA A LAS1
DROZD ANN-MARIE GRAD
DROZD MYROSLAWA LAS3
ORUCKER JANICE A LAS1
DPUOE KENNETH PAUL GRAD
DRUOING JAMES T ENGl
DRUKER PENNY L LAS4
DRUMMER MIRO MICHAEL GRAD
DRUMMET CAROL A LAS1
DPUMMINGS HARRIET BUS?
DRUMMOND FRED HENRY LAS4
ORUMMOND NANCY G GRAD
DRUMMOND PETER C LAW1
ORURY JONATHAN D GRAD
DRYSCH MARY ANN ED 3
ORYSDALE DENISE E LAS1
DRYSDALE LINDA W GRAD
DRYSDALE WILLIAM H GRAD
*DUARTE SERGIO GRAD
DUBACH MURY A LAS2
DUBACK DAVID W ENGl
DUBAS LAWRENCE F LAS1
DUBBS JOHN Will BUS2
DUBBS JUDITH CANDICE FAA4
DUBE VISHWA NATH GRAD
DUBERCHIN GAIL LAURA LAS4
DUBEY DENNIS R LAS3
DUBIN BARBARA H GRAD
DUBIN MAURY HOWARD LAS4
DUBNER BERYLE LAS1
DUBOIS JEANNE MARIE GRAD
DUBOSE CHARLES R BUS3
DUBOSE JANE A LAS1
DUBREE THOMAS E ENG3
DUBRISH ROBERT E LAS1
DUBROFF RICHARD E GRAD
DUBS KATHLEEN E GRAD
DUBS1N GEOFFREY N LAS2
DUBSON RONALD STEPHE LAS4
DUCASSE EDGAR GEORGE GRAD
DUCETT DONALD D LAS2
DUCEY LAUREN S PE 2
DUCEY ROCH A FAA3
OUCHAN JUDITH FELSON GRAD
DUCHETTE EDWIN SCOTT AGR4
*DUCHON CATHI GFNTRY PE 4
DUCHON JANE K LAS1
*DUCHON MARTHA V. FAA4
DUCHON METHOD A LAS4
DUCK KATHLFEN CLARE GRAD
DUCKWORTH WILLIAM E GRAD
DUCOFF BARBARA E LAS2
DUDA JONELL ANNE GRAD
DUDAS KAREN MARIE GRAD
DUDASH MICHAEL J ENG3
DUDDY GAIL L BUS!
DUDEK DAVID FRANCIS GRAD
DUDEK EDWARD J ENGl
DUDKA LEONARD THOMAS GRAD
DUDLEY JOHN ROGERS GRAD
DUDLFY MARIAN PRICE COM4
DUDLEY MARILYN K ED 4
DUDMAN THOMAS EDWARD LAS4
DUDOVITZ DENISE R FAA2
DUELLO MARY BETH GRAD
DUENOW LARRY A LAS3
DUENSER JOHN F ENGl
DUFR MARGARET L M GRAD
DUERINGER WILLIAM J LAW2
DUFZ DAVID J LAW1
DUFELMEIER JAMES L PE 3
DUFFEY GEORGE L GRAD
DUFFIELD WILLIAM J GRAD
DUFFIN JOHN T LAS1
DUFFY BARBARA MILLER GRAD
DUFFY EILEEN L LAS3
DUFFY JOHN R LAW1
DUFFY KATHLEEN V LAS2
DUFFY THOMAS J BUS2
DUFFY THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
DUGAN ROBERT C BUS1
DUGDALE SHARON S GRAD
OUGGAN CAVID MICHAEL GRAD
DUGGAN PATRICK E ED 4
DUGGAN TIMOTHY E BUSl
DUGGER YVONNE L LAS3
DUGINGER MARILYN M FAA1
DUGUID JCHN R LAS3
DUHAMEL ELLEN M PE I
DUHAMEL GRAHAM G LASl
DUIS LESLIE CARL GRAD
DUITSMAN MARK W FAA3
DUITSMAN VAUGHN J ENG2
DUJMOVICH CHERYL A LASl
DUKE BETTY ANN GRAD
DUKE CAROL A PE 1
URH ALLEN 162 U
URH BARTON 124 C
1410 W WHITE C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH TAFT 123 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 11 C
713 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 63 U
800 S MATTIS 6 C
URH BUSEY 431 U
URH WARDALL 1214 U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 314 U
910 S 3RD 205 C
24 DUNNELLFN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
RANTOUL I4.L
2105 W WHITE 172 C
2105 WHITE 172' C
1613 VALLEY RD 1 C
1207 SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
URH HOPKINS 414 C
1009 PENN U
910 S 3RD 1016 C
109 E HEALEY C
2217 S 1ST 303 C
208 E CLARK C
URH SHERMAN 306 C
1006 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
605 W INDIANA U
604 E ARMORY 415 C
URH LAR 395 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 361 C
URH SHERMAN 566 C
2007 PHILO RD U
URH HOPKINS 157 C
210 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 514 U
URH GARNER 436 C
1107 E MAIN U
1107 E MAIN U
502 W MAIN 312 U
HOOPESTON ILL
412 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
300 S GOODWIN 609 U
300 S GOODWIN U
URH BARTON 306 C
2051 C ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 306 U
URH DANIELS 630 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 3 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
URH OANIELS 723 U
1010 S 2ND C
2061 A ORCH ST U
114 HOL IDAY PARK C
1102 S LINCOLN U
WESTVILLE ILL
SIDNEY ILL
910 S 3RD C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
912 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 472 C
URH DANIELS 356 U
911 S 1ST C
2113 W WHITE 226 C
309 E CHALMERS C
510 W UNIVERSITY C
COLFAX ILL
URH BABCOCK 418 U
260 DEWEY U
URH WARDALL 313 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH TRELEASE 1123 U
URH SCOTT 269 C
1212 W CLARK U
410 E JOHN C
1 108 W CLARK U
URH SHERMAN 128 C
1766 VALLEY RD C
URH BABCOCK 126 U
URH LAR 415 U
URH LAR 467 U
410 S BUSEY U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 109 U
MILFORD ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH LAR 393 U
300 S GOODWIN 202 U




































































727 N HOYNE AV
6043 N WHIPPLE




309 W 2ND ST
213-26 NASHVILLE
525 PUTNAM





















345 W MADISON RD
MILL HEIGHTS
525 E BRIAR LN
350 CAROL CT
524 ENGLEWOOD AV






502 W MAIN 312
RR 1
309 W UNIVERSITY 2
5650 INVERNESS DR
300 S GOODWIN 609
5650 INVERNESS DR
5617 SEMINOLE ST





1051 S STEWART AV
1608 3RD ST
3753 S HONORE
2061 A ORCH ST
2109 NOEL
RR 1
RR 2 BOX 208
4024 W GROVE
653 ELMGATE OR
ROUTE 1 BOX 240











525 W DEMPSTER ST
5939 N CALIFORNIA














1135 WHITE STA RD



































































































DUKE CEC IL WILLIAM LAW1
DUKER GREGORY JAMFS BUS3
DUKES HAROLD G LAS1
DUKES ROBERT R LAS1
DUl LTA JOHN F JP ENG1
OULSKI ROY J BUS2
DULYS NANCY CAROL GRAD
•JUMICH OONALD N FNG3
DUMICH PETER S ENG1
DUNiTOV ELAINF TISCH LASA
OUNBAR ERIC F AGR2
DUNBAR GLFN RFRRY JUSA
DUNCAN BRUCE C BUS?
DUNCAN BRUCE D L ASA
DUNCAN CONSTANCE C GRAD
DUNCAN DANNY G LASA
DUNCAN EDWARD R JR L AW 1
DUNCAN JOHN M LAS1
DUNCAN WILLIAM K AGRA
DUNHAM DIANE P LAS?
DUNIVENT AMY A LAS1
OUNIVER HELMA V L AS I
DUNKEL3FRGER JOHN II GRAD
DUSKER AMALIE P FAA?
*DUNKER ROBERT E AGR3
DUNKFR WILLIAM A LASA
DUNLAP MYRTLE ED 2
DUNLAP RAYMOND N FAA3
DUNLAP ROBIN A LAS2
DUNLAP SAMUEL G JR ENG1
*DUNLOP BURTON DAVID GRAD
DUNLOP WAYNE EDWARD GRAD
DUNN DANIEL B LAS2
DUNN GAYE L LAS3
DUNN JOHN F AVI2
DUNN JOHN RICHARD LASA
DUNN MARK S LAS1
DUNN ROBERT M GRAD
DUNN SYLVIA V LAS1
DUNN TERRY L LAS3
DUNN VICKI CAROL GRAD
*DUNN WILLIAM ELLIS GRAD
DUNNAN THERESA C ED ?
DUNNE EDWARD J GRAD
DUNNE EILEEN A LAS1
DUNNF KATHLEEN T LAS3
*DUNNTNG DAVID M GRAD
*DUNNING MARY M GRAD
DUNNING MICHAEL F ENG1
DUNPHY CLYDE E VM 1
DUNSETH MAX ALLEN ED A
DUNSMOOP DOUGLAS D LAW1
OUNSTER SHELBY L FAA1
DUNTEMAN PAUl L LASA
DUNWOODY JOHN E GRAD
DUPONT JOHN R BUS3
DUPPFRT KATHRYN JEAN ED 2
DUPRF STEVEN C LAS1
*DUPREE THOMAS W JR BUSA
DUPUIS BARBARA LAW LAS6
DUPUIS LAWRENCE R GRAD
DUPUIS ROGER ALAN VM 3
DUPUIS RUSSELL DEAN GRAD
DUPUIS WILLIAM T LAS3
DURAN PAMELA RAE BUS3
OURAND LEPOY GRAD
DUPBIN ELLEN JANE LASA
DURCHHOLZ DALE L AGRA
DURFFY DALE LAWRENCE ENGA
DURHAM GAYLE L LAS1
DURHAM LEONARD D FAA3
DURHAM VALERIE A AGR1
DURING RODNEY D AGRA
DUPKFE DECNNA R F AA2
DUPKFE MARY C LAS?
DURKEE THOMAS FDW/iRD COMA
DURKIN JOHN FRANCIS LASA
DURKIN JOHN P JR BUS3
DURKIN PAUL B JR FAA3
DURK IN THOMAS M LAS2
DURLEY CHERYL ANNE LASA
DURMFNT NORMAN D LAS3
DUPMENT SUZANNE LAS1
DURNELL GFORGE P GRAD
DURREE EDWARD R LASA
DURRENBERGER ROBERT FNGl
DURRENBERGER WILLIAM LASA
DURRER WILLIAM G GRAO
DUPSO LAWRENCE A LAS1
*DURUKAN AHMET BUS6
OURWARD JOHN M AGR1
DURYFA JOHN SHERMAN BUS3
DUSEK DENNIS ANDREW LASA
DUSEK RTSANNE M LASl
DUSSAULT THOMAS LEE BUSA
DUSTMAN DONNA KAY GRAD
DUTCH WILLIAM ALAN LAS2
300 GOODWIN 20? U
1108 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER A17 C
URH HOPKINS 39A C
U"»H TOWNSEND A51 U
URH TOWNSEND 360 U
709 W NEVADA U
U«H BABCOCK A13 U
URH SNYDER A20 C
207 FOGEBRQOK C
URH WFSTUN 236 C
1008 W CLARK U
1 109 CALIFORNIA U
DECATUR ILL
URH SHERMAN A31 C
305 E JOHN C
103 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 3A5 C
RR 3 C
A09 E CHALMRS 1310 C
URH WARDALL A16 U
URH LUNDGREN 222 C
909 S 1ST 17 C
URH ALLfcN 5 U
RR A U
37 E GREFN C
POTOMAC ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 388 C
2510 F WASHINGTON U
106 W IOWA U
100A S ATH C
1A0A ADAMS U
URH SCOTT AAO C
URH TOWNSEND A12 U
60A E ARMORY 129 C
210A W WHITE 99 C
URH TRELEASE 622 U
911 S ATH C
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
30A HOLIDAY PARK C
611 E DANIEL C
801 S MATTIS 1 C
URH SAUNDERS A2? U
URH WAPDALL 1125 U
803 W WASHINGTON C
803 W WASHINGTON C
305 E JOHN C
WILSON TRLR PK A7 U
305 E WHITE C
31? E WHITE C
URH LUNDGREN 113 C
URH OGLESBY 630 U
815 N MCKINLEY 30 C
?ll E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
110 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
STA A BOX ?83? C
3? E GREEN C
107 I/? E JOHN 30A C
211 PFEFFER 7 U
UPH OGLESBY 302 U
302 S ATH 10 C
DECATUR ILL
206 S CEDAR U
2319 S 1ST 10A C
2812 CARRELTON C
URH ALLEN A5A U
A01 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 179 U
800 1/2 W WHITE C
802 W OREGON 35 U
URH LUNDGREN ?A C
301 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD A1A C
1010 E COLORADO ?A U
2301 E UNIVERSITY U
URH GARNER ?96 C
50? W SPNGFLD 5 C
URH TOWNSEND A12 U
URH SAUNDERS 112 U
URH DANIELS 323 U
POUTE I U
60A E ARMORY A17 C
1012 S 1ST ST RD A C
1 103 S BUSEY U
118 S RACF U
209 W PARK C
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 33A U
1108 W NEVADA U
A12 E GREEN C
































































1135 WHITE STA RD
32 1? TRI-HILL RD
222 ALLEGHENY ST
522 W HICKORY ST
A7? PINE CT
RR 1 BOX 5?-B
80AA S TALMAN




120A S PARK ST
655 DUANE
38 GREEN OAK DP.
5979 MARY LN
7332 S UNION
501 N PRAIRIE AV
A DEER PATH
3002 E STATE ST




26A5 W 107TH ST
RR A








12117 S INDIANA AV








801 S MATTIS 1
1016 N ILLINOIS AV













STA A BOX 2832
352 FARWELL TERR
RR 2 BOX 108
RR 2 BOX 108
1 S A65 LEWIS AV
122 ROSEWOOD LN
A219 ROSEWOOD DR
1108 E GLEN AV
RR 1
101 N CREST AV
1209 WAYNE DR
2725 WHIPPOORWILL






1010 E COLORADO 2A
WILSONS TRLR CT 26
1A835 WABASH





1012 S 1ST A






216 ST CLAIR DR
8629 W A5TH ST
3A SFMEL AV
208 W CORBIN



































































































DUTKO WALTER R BUS1
DUTRO SANDY GUNN LAS4
OUTTON KENNETH E AVI1
DUVAL MICHAEL B LAS3
OUVALL LINDA L L AS 1
DUZYNSKI SUSAN M LAS3
DVORAK DAVID A LAW2
DVORAK LINDA MAYE LAS4
DVORAK WAYNE DFAN GRAD
DWIGHT ARTHUR A AVI2
DWYER JAMES W LAS2
DWYER LAWRENCE HFNRY GRAD
DWYER PATRICE E L AS 1
DWYER SHAUN P BUS4
DWYER WILL I AM T JR L AW 1
DWYER WILSON GRAD
DYAL JAMES ALAN GRAD
DYAR JANICE M FAA3
DYCK DAVID K LAS1
DYCK RODNEY I J ENG3
DYCZKOWSKI STANLEY GRAD
DYE BARBARA A LAS4
DYFN DORIS JANE GRAD
DYER CLIFFORD L PE 2
*DYER KRISTIN SW ANSON COM4
DYFR LEROY WILLIAM AGR4
DYER LYNDFLL F BUS3
DYFR MARK A LAS1
DYKINS MICHELE D LAS2
DYKSTRA CL IFFORD E LAS2
DYKSTRA GREGORY LEE PE 4
DYKSTRA LARRY R EMG3
DYKSTRA ROGER FVERET ENG4
DYKYJ LECN W FAA1
DYMIT JOSEPH M FAA1
DYREK EDWARD L BUSl
OYRENFORTH SUSAN 10 GRAD
DYSERT ALAN R LAS2
DYSFRT TERRY GENE ENG4
*OYSON MARGARET C GRAD
DZIEDZIC JANET MILDP LAS4
DZIEDZIC JOYCE E L4S2
DZIEN WALTER PAUL VM 3
DZIEWIONTKUSKI CATHY AGR2
EAGAN CHFRYL J LAS3
EAGAN ROBERT JOHN GRAD
EAKLF CHRISTINE D LAS1
*FAKLE JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
EALY THOMAS J BUS2
EANFS I3PENDA BUSl
EARHART STEPHFN P BUS4
EARL OUFNTIN VICTOR GRAD
FAPL RONALD K BUS3
EARL WILLIAM F LAS1
EARLF BETTY H L4S4
EARLE WILLIAM R AVI4
EARLEYWINE MARY JO LAS4
EAPLS JOHN CHARLES GRAD
EARLY ANN JULIA K GRAD
*EARLY ANTHONY JOHN GRAD
EARLY JOHN F LAW2
EARLY MICHAEL B LAS2
EARNEST DAVID W LAS2
EAPNEST KEITH IRVIN GRAD
FARP LAWRENCE M FAA1
EASH MERLINE R ED 1
EASLEY GLORIA A LAS2
EASLEY SYRAL W FAA2
EASLFY TRUDY A LAS2
EASON KARFN L LAS3
FAST PATRICIA J AGR1
FASTBURN ROBERT P GRAD
EASTFS WAITFP LAWSON GRAD
EASTMAN CURTIS LEROY LAS3
FASTMAN ROBERT P ENG1
EASTON CARL LEROY F NG4
FASTON KURT L ENG1
EATMAN PAULA MAVIS L4S4
EATON DENNIS HAMMOND GRAD
EATON HENRY BUSl
EATON JAMFS E GRAD
EATON NANCY UDELL LAS3
EATON ROBFRTA TATE LAW2
FBBING STEVFN J ENGl
EBFL ARTHUR J JR LAS3
EBENS SHARON K LAS3
EBERHARD DENNIS J GRAD
EBFRHARDT ARTHUR CUR GRAD
FBERHARDT LUAN jrYCE AGR4
EBERHARDT NANCY M ED 1
FBERLE CLAMORE D US?
EBERLE WILLIAM M GRAD
EBFRLINE CHAPLFS N GRAD
EP.FRS DEBORAH L LAS1
EBERS LARRY GENE AGR2
EBFRSOLF GARY L ENG3
EBFOSPACHER EDWARD C LAS4
URH WESTON 460 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1105 S 4TH • C
306 F GREGORY C
RR 3 U
URH WARDALL 1026 U
306 W NEVADA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
608 S STATE 4 C
URH HOPKINS 161 C
912 S 2ND C
106 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 217 U
807 1/2 W MAIN U
URH CARR 316 U
48 MAPLEWOOD U
508 W ELM U
URH LAR 192 U
904 W GREEN 627 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 151 C
URH WARDALL 1005 U
608 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLFSBY 1028 U
2002 B ORCH ST U
2002 B ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 259 C
803 W OREGON U
504 W ELM U
309 W SPNGFLD 2 C
URH HOPKINS 402 C
312 E ARMORY C
309 W SPNGFLD C
URH NOBLE 127 C
URH FORBES 396 C
URH WESTON 292 C
906 S MAPLE U
1101 W PENN U
210 E ARMORY C
1004 S WESTERN C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH CLARK 212 C
715 W IOWA U
611 S STATE 1 C
1107 S 3RD 304 C
1101 W STOUGHTON 2 U
URH TAFT 105 C
OANVILLE ILL
209 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
58 E DANIEL C
1508 MAYFAIR RD C
501 F DANIEL C
URH GARNER 382 C
307 E WHI TE C
307 E WHITE C
URH VANDOREN 402 C
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
906 1/2 W NEVADA 2 U
906 1/2 W NEVADA U
URH 8ABC0CK 431 U
1007 S 3RD C
DANVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 275 C
URH ALLEN 266 U
57 E JOHN 7 C
1109 W HILL U
URH ALLEN 185 U
202 N WOODS U
URH WARDALL 407 U
9 SALEM U
602 E STOUGHTON 15 C
1003 W OREGON U
604 E ARMORY C
2311 S 1ST ST MANR C
URH WESTON 286 C
204 S GREGORY PL U
111 S BUSEY I U
1827 ORCH PL B U
816 OAKLAND 107 U
102 N L INCOLN U
182 7 B ORCH PL U
604 E ARMORY 1 35 C
806 S RANDOLPH C
710 W OHIO U
1108 W NEVADA 10 U
23 MAPLEWOOD U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 376 U
URH GARNER 418 C
40 1 S LINCOLN U
409 E GREEN C
URH CLARK 237 C
URH OGLESBY 1203 U










































































6741 W 88TH PL
RR 3





8406 S CRANDON AV
106 S 3RD
8406 S CRANDON AV
7301 IRIS AV
1948 W 101ST PL
156 GLENWOOD AV





1955 PARADI SE AV
282 ARLINGTON








5425 W OTTO PL
1436 N CENTRAL PK
4N024 DUPAGE AV





5630 S KENNETH AV
5630 S KENNETH AV
5727 W WAVELAND

















906 1/2 W NEVADA 2
RR 1 BOX 23A
320 S LFWIS
502 S VAN BUREN
RR 2 LAKELAND ADD







602 F STOUGHTON 15
907 N FELL AV
1072 TIMBERLAKE DR
501 EMERALD DR
501 S EMERALD DR
2801 BIRCHWOOD





1 S PARK TERR
6425 S WASHTENAW
720 WOODLAND DR








RR 1 BOX 142
RR 1
219 N WASHINGTON


































































































EBERT JAMFS A LAS2
ERERT JOHN FREDERICK GRAO
EBFRT MICHAEL R LAS1
EBLER JAMES ROBERT LAS4
FBI. ING JOHN CLEMETT ED 3
EBREY JOHN A VM 2
ECKARD BONNIF JEAN F AA4
ECKART GEORGE W LAS1
FCKE GARY J ENG3
ECKEL ALLAN D GRAD
ECKELMAN LARRY CEAN GRAD
ECKENSTEIN RAYMOND D ENG1
FCKERL ING GORDON S LAS1
ECKERLTNG SALLY ELLE ED 4
ECKERMAN DIANE F RUS1
FCKERT ANTHONY C ENG2
ECKERT JUDITH A PE 1
ECKERT STEPHEN A LAS1
ECKERT THELMA FORCE GRAD
ECKHOUSE EILEEN SHIR PE 3
ECKHOUSE FELICE L LAS1
ECKLES DAVID G LAS1
ECKMAN JOHN CHRIST GRAD
ECKSTEIN BEVERLY J FAA1
ECKSTEIN BRYNA B LAS4
ECKSTEIN DONALD P AVU
ECKSTROM DAVID L GRAO
ED DAVID DEAN LAS4
EOOINGS NANCY L AGR3
EDDINGS SHARON L ED 1
EDDLEMAN DIANA F FAA3
EDELHEIT ELLEN B L AS3
EDELMAN ELAINE D LAS4
EDELMAN MARLA J LAS1
EDELMAN SANDRA L L AS2
EDELSON MARTHA J LAS1
EDELSON RICHARD I GRAD
EDFLSON STEVEN D BUS3
EDEN BRENT E ENGl
EDEN CRAIG L ENG2
EDEN OAVID J BUS4
EDEN KEITH EUGENE ENG3
*EDEN STANLEY RAY GRAD
EDENS RHODA BELLE GRAD
EDER WILLIAM J ENGl
EDGAR JUDY OLIVIA GRAD
EDGAR JULIA JEANNE LAS1
EDGAR MARILYN L AS 1
EDGAR NICHOLAS J GRAD
EDGE RONALD DEAN GRAD
EDGERTON JAMES R LASl
EDGERTON THOMAS R BUS2
EDGINGTON KEITH D GRAD
EDGINGTON MARK E LAS4
EDISON PRESTON F LAS3
*EDLEY WILLIAM F BUS4
EDMONDS JONATHAN P LAS2
EDMONSON DAVID A LAS2
EDMUNO MARIE L LAS3
EDMUNDS NANCY JEAN GRAD
EDSTRCM ROBERT C ENGl
EDUCATE ERIC J BUS1
EDWARDS BARBARA R LASl
EDWARDS BETTY A PE 3
EDWARDS CAROL ABE GRAD
EDWARDS CHARLES G PE I
EDWARDS CYNTHIA ANN ED 4
EDWARDS DAVID L LAW1
EDWARDS DENNIS M GRAD
EDWARDS DONNA J LASl
EDWARDS GRACE MARY GRAD
EDWARDS HAROLD V GRAD
EDWARDS JAMES L BUS2
EDWARDS JANET P LASl
EDWARDS JESSIE MURLE ED 4
EDWARDS JOANNA COM4
EDWARDS JOHN FRANCIS ENG4
EDWARDS JOHN H GRAD
EDWARDS JON JEFFREY GRAD
EDWARDS LARRY W LAS4
EDWARDS LYNDA S BUS!
EDWARDS MARK F LASl
EDWARDS MARY C GRAD
EDWARDS MICHAEL K LAS3
EDWARDS NANCY L LASl
EDWARDS RANDA JEAN GRAD
EDWARDS ROBERT L AGR4
EDWARDS ROBERT W BUS2
EDWARDS ROGER HARRY GRAD
EDWARDS SALLIE J LASl
EDWARDS STEPHEN D PE 2
EOWARDS SUSAN HCLLY GRAD
EDWARDS WILLIAM H GRAD
EDWAROS WILLIAM S GRAD
EEN ANDREA RUTH GRAD
EENIGENBURG JOHN M ENGl
EFAW JULIE A FAA1
1008 W NEVADA U
309 1/2 S VANDOREN C
211 E DANIEL C
704 S 6TH C
501 N RANDOLPH C
708 W NEVADA U
1001 W OREGON U
40? E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 242 C
303 E HFALEY C
2031 C ORCH ST U
1007 S 3RD C
52 E ARMORY C
512 STOUGHTON C
URH VANDOREN 123 C
URH GARNER 300 C
URH TRELEASE U
307 E HEALEY 1 C
2308 ANDERSON U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 126 U
URH HOPKINS 244 C
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
URH TRELEASE 730 U
509 E GREEN 201 C
TOLONO ILL
811 W VINE C
312 E ARMORY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
312 E DANIEL C
907 S WRIGHT C
101 S BUSEY 2 U
213 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 518 U
URH TRELEASE 802 U
910 S 3RD C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
110 E CHALMERS C
706 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
1107 S 3RD 104 C
706 W OHIO U
807 HESSEL C
205 N BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 742 U
702 W GREEN U
507 E GREEN U
URH WARDALL 421 U
29 CEDRIC U
2205 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH CARR 305 U
202 E DANIEL C
206 HOL IDAY PARK C
RR 2 U
901 W SPNGFLD U
1315 S STATE C
URH WESTON 106 C
URH TOWNSEND 311 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1201 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 215 U
URH GARNER 240 C
URH CLARK 338 C
HOMEWOOD ILL
2073 C ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 304 C
5 12 E STOUGHTON C
1816 VALLEY RD C
1508 WESTFIELD C
URH LAR 106 U
808 N LINCOLN 7 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH GARNER 261 C
URH ALLEN 136 U
BOX 354 U
409 E CHALMERS 910 C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
608 S STATE C
307 W ELM U
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH FLAGG 331 C




409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SCOTT 356 C
2073 C ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 823 U
URH WESTON 302 C
906 W CALIFORNIA U
3 REGENT CT C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
901 W SPNGFLD 10 U
1002 W OREGON U














































































306 N TAYLOR ST
303 E HEALEY
2031 C ORCH ST






636 S COUNTY LINE
2308 ANDERSON
545 CARTER ST
9733 S MERRILL AV
1610 N FELL
12911 FOREST VIEW




723 N OSBORNE AV
207 W OLI VER
207 W OLIVER
110 E 18TH ST
5836 N DRAKE AV
1201 W HILL ST
4900 N MARINE DR
8136 N KILDARE
9101 N KENTON AV
308 HOLIDAY PARK
5844 N VIRGINIA
















1600 S 17TH AV
1315 S STATE
2507 GABOURY DR NE





244 W 95TH ST
18003 LOOMIS AV
2073 C ORCH ST
218 S DIAMOND
614 E PARK















40 IRVING ST 2
1909 ROBERT
1633 HOME PARK
ROUTE 2 BOX 138
18003 LOOMIS AV
2073 C ORCH ST
420 W MELROSE ST









































































































EFFLAND NANCY LOUISE LAS4
EFFORT EDMUND DENORD LAS2
EGAN GALE SWAN LAS3
EGAN JERRY R 8US2
EGAN KATHLEEN A LAS1
EGAN MARY A LAS1
EGAN PATR ICK J LAS2
*EGAN ROBERT ANTHONY AGR4
EGEL JULIE M LAS2
EGGEMAN GTORGE WAYNE GRAD
*EGGEMEYER BYRON A ED 4
EGGFRDING CAROLINE LAS2
EGGERS CYNTHIA M AGR2
EGGERT DONALD LOUIS LAS4
EGGERT JUDITH L FD I
EGGERT RUSSELL R LAW1
EGGLFSTON CONNIE J LAS4
EGGLFSTCN PATRICIA J GRAD
EGIZIO PHYLLIS C LAS4
EGLOFF WILLIAM M FAA1
EGNER ROBERT G ENG1
EHLBECK MICHAEL W FAA4
EHLERS DONALD DEAN GRAD
*EHLERS RANDALL B LAW1
EHLERS SUSAN E J LAS3
EHLERT WILLIAM D LAW1
EHMAN GREG S ENG1
EHRFNTHAL THERA CHER LAS4
EHRET MARK ALLEN LAS4
EHRET PAUL J AGR1
EHPGOTT JOHN F ENG4
EHRHARDT CAROLYN LAS3
*EHRHARDT MELVIN E LAW1
EHRHART MARGARET J GRAD
EHRLICH EDWARD S ENGl
EHRMANNTRAUT KARIN BUS3
EHRMANNTRAUT RALPH P BUSl
EHRMANTRAUT LYNN ANN LAS4
EICH EDWARD JOSEPH AGR3
EICHHORN TIMOTHY P ENG2
EICHMAN PAMELA K GRAD
EICHMAN THOMAS LEE GRAD
EICHORST THOMAS E LAS1
EICKHORST STEVEN J LAS2
EICKMAN GARY EDWIN GRAD
EICKMAN JENNIFER S GRAD
EICKMEYER JOHN W GRAD
EIDE MARDELLE L GRAD
EIERMANN MARY KAY GRAD
EIERMANN ROBERT ARTH VM 3
EIFERT DAVID R 8US2
EIGEL JAY STANLEY LAS4
EIGENBRODT GAIL JEAN GRAD
EIGHMEY GEORGE V LAW1
EIKF STFVEN E LAS3
EIKENBERRY JAMES FAAl
EIL AND GAIL L AS 1
EILENBERGER SONJA JE GRAD
EIMER BARBARA S LASl
EIMER RCNALO WILLIAP FAA4
FIMSTAD WFNDY MAE LAS4
EINHORN HOWARD L LAS3
EINHORN MARA E PE I
EINSTEIN MARILYN 3 LAS2
EISCHEN MARCIA W GRAD
EISEL DANIEL C LAS3
EISEL JOHN LESLIE BUS4
EISEL SUSAN J LAS2
EISELE BONNIE JANE LAS4
EISELE DONALD EOWARD LAS4
EISELE JOHN G ENGl
EISEN MARILYN E ED 1
EISEN8ERG ARNEE JAY LAS3
EISENBERG BARRY S LAS3
EISENBERG CHER I F AGR1
EISENBERG IRVING M BUSl
EISENBERG JOANN B GRAD
EISENBERG JOHN D LASl
EISENBERG MARSHALL E LAW2
EISENBERG MARTIN L BUS3
EISENBERG MICHAEL JA L4S4
EISENHAMMER FREO A LASl
EISENHAMMER STANLEY LAW1
EISENHART MARY J LASl
EISENSTACT RENEE G LAS2
EI SENSTEIN ANN R LASl
EISENSTEIN MARTIN I BUS3
EISENSTEIN ROBERT AL COM4
EISENSTEIN STANLEY LAW1
EISENSTEIN SUSAN G FAA4
EISNER RCBFRT ED 1
EISNFR SCOTT M BUS3
EISSFELDT THEODORE L BUS3
FITELBACH DAVID LOUI GRAD
EITZEN VINCENT G 5RAD
EKBLAO JAMES A ENGl
FKBLAD JOANN LASl
901 W SPNGFLD 9 U
903 W ILLINOIS U
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
308 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 419 C
URH LAR 318 U
211 E ARMORY C
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
409 E CHALMERS C
405 ELIOT U
MATTOON ILL
308 W GREEN U
URH VANDOREN 420 C
806 W OHIO U
URH BARTON 220 C
URH OGLESBY 1214 U
307 E HEALEY IS C
URH SHERMAN 1264 C
508 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SNYDER 309 C
814 N PROSPECT C
2204 GLENOAK C
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
205 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSENO 452 U
52 E GREEN C
312 S ELM C
URH WESTON 290 C
309 S VAN DOREN C
ROUEN FR
RR 2 U
1005 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 916 U
URH LAR 469 U
1009 W PENN U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
58 E GREGORY C
URH HOPKINS 343 C
URH TRELEASE 214 U
EVANSVILLE IND
1106 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 262 C
MONTICELLO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
30 7 W GREEN 2 C
902 W OREGON 3 U
1307 WESTERN C
1307 WESTERN C
1004 S 1ST C
1702 W ANTHONY C
URH DANIELS 485 U
2 PLYMOUTH RD U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 201 C
URH BABCOCK 123 U
URH ALLEN 254 U
URH TRELEASE 904 U
URH FORBES 495 C
412 E GREEN C
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 1006 C
409 E CHALMERS 906 C
106 N GREGORY 9 U
URH WESTON 475 C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
606 W OHIO U
202 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 472 U
751 S MATTIS C
904 W GREEN 401 U
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
800 S MATTIS C
URH OGLESBY 809 U
800 S MATTIS C
203 N HARVEY U
731 S MATTIS C
URH HOPKINS 223 C
58 E JOHN 19 C
URH WARDALL 1122 U
910 S 3RD 907 C
URH SAUNDERS 210 U
301 E ARMORY C
610 HARWOOO CT C
URH DANIELS 223 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
812 W UNIVERSITY C
URH HOPKINS 182 C
602 E CHALMERS C
1942 ORCH ST U
203 E HEALEY C
102 F CHALMERS C


































































RR 1 BOX 67
6711 S STEWART










RR 1 BOX 80A-1
1235 W 123RD ST
3712 W 81ST ST
1333 WESTCHESTER
3548 S GILES AV
3250 ONEIL CR 31J
625 BOWLINGREEN CT
26 COUNTRY CLUB OR






























3837 W 82ND PL
6716 W HILLSIOE RD




4248 W 13TH ST
16 C ATLANTIC DR
2929 GREGORY






2848 W 84TH ST
5817 GIDDINGS AV
5817 GIDDINGS AV
429 E 8TH AV
1356 JEFFERY DR
37 W HAZEL DELL




























































































































EKFBFRG STEVFN F LASl
FKL TFFRY A LAW1
EKMAN SLSAN K LASl
EKROTH CARL S LASl
EKSTRAND OANIFL ROSS E NG4
FKSTRAND RICHAPC LEb FAA4
EKSTPCM OAVID HAROLC GRAD
EKSTROM JOHN PETFK GRAD
FKSTPOM LFE MARTIN ENG*
EKSTROM PAULA KUSY AGRA
FKSTROM TOnO A AGR1
FKfcERE AM OKOKON GRAD
FL-HFNNAWI MDHAMEO S GRAD
EL-MOFTY SAMAR » F GRAO
*FL-SAADI FARIOA M L AS5
EL-SAADI MUHAMED A t GRAD
EL-SCNNT MOHAMED T GRAD
ElAM DAVID A FNG1
FLBL MICHAEL W ENG*
ELBL RICK T ENG4
EL3QW VALEPIF A COM3
ELDE.M OOUGLAS L LAW1
ELDER ANGFLINE H GRAD
ELDER JOHN E L4W1
ELDER JOHN H LAW1
ELDER LAURA SCHMIDT GRAD
ELHER OL IVER D LAW2
ELDER PHILLIP DALF LAS3
ELDER ROBERT LFASUPE GRAD
ELDERTON SUSAN K LAS2
FLDL MARSHA A S LAS3
ELDRED GARY WAYNE GRAD
FLDRFO RONALD JOEL GRAD
ELFGANT LINDA FAYF LAS*
ELFK KALMAN STEPHEN GRAD
FLETSON BRIDGET A LAS2
ELEY DAVID FRANCIS LAS3
ELEYAE AWOTURE GRAD
ELIADES ALFXANDFR J GRAD
EL IAS JOEL H GRAD
ELIAS JOHN CHARLES FAA*
EL IAS MARGARET E LAS2
FLKABAS CHARL ES GRAD
ELKIN DENIS V I GRAD
FLKIN JANIS ED *
ELKINS THOMAS C LASl
ElKUSS BRONWYN C FAAl
ELLEDGE ROBERT A LASl
FLLEMEMT MICHAFL F ENG2
ELLEN3Y CHERYL I PE 1
ELLENBY MARC J LAS3
ELIEP CHARLES GRAO
FLLER JANET E LAS4
ELLER JOHN THOMAS GRAD
ELLERMAN PAMELA JOYC FAA4
ELLGASS MICHAEL G LAS3
FLLICOTT ALLEN RAY GRAO
ELL ING MEMEL R LAS3
ELLINGER WILLIAM H GRAD
ELLINGHAUSEN D E JR LASl
ELLINGSON JERRY WAYN LAS3
ELLINGWOOD BRUCE R GRAD
ELLIOTT CAROL A LASl
FLLIOTT EDWARD C GRAD
ELLIOTT EDWIN B AGR2
ELLIOTT EMORY B JR GRAD
ELLIOTT GEORGE DAVID GRAD
ELLIOTT HERBFRT A JR GRAO
FLLICTT KENNETH RAY BUS4
ELLIOTT MARILYN JANF BUS4
ELLIOTT MARY A AGR3
ELLIOTT NANCY J AGR3
ELLIOTT RANDALL TODD BUS*




ELLIOTT VERLIF JEAN FAA*
ELLIOTT WILLIAM N LAS2
ELLIS BENJAMIN F JR BUS1
FLLIS DANIEL JOSEPH LAS3
EILIS DEBRA L LAS2
ELL IS DORR IS J LAS3
ELLIS EDDIE LEE LAS*
ELLIS INGE JOHANSEN *LAS2
ELLIS JEAN E LAS3
ELLIS JEFFREY JAMES LAS*
ELL IS JEFFRY R LASl
ELLIS JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
ELLIS JOHN CONARO LAS*
ELLIS JOHN RICHARD LAS3
ELLIS LINDA L LAS*
ELLIS PAUL D LASl
ELL IS RICHARD L LAS2
ELLIS ROLAND LEE GRAD
ELLIS RONALD S LASl
ELLIS ROSLYN FD 3
ELLIS SANDRA PAULA ED *
ELLIS STEVEN R GRAD
URH TOWNSENO 30 3 U
509 E STJUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 225 U
URH NOBLE 23 C
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
*0* N ROMINE U
1706 VALLEY RD C
2107 HAZWO DR 30* U
1011 S LOCUST * C
1011 S LOCUST * C
URH BABCOCK 302 U
106 S 3RD 2 C
910 S 3RD 310 C
1107 W GREEN 228 U
2037 B ORCH ST U
2037 B ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 255 C
URH NOBLE 30* C
503 W GREEN 11 U
151* GRANDVIEW 3 C
903 W NEVADA U
1731 VALLEY RD C
1101 S MATTIS C
VILLA GROVF ILL
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
2103 W WHITF 123 C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
1007 S ANDERSON U
2103 W WHI TF 123 C
313 E JOHN C
151* GRANDVIEW 3 C
610 HAJNES C
CANVILLE ILL
107 E CHALMERS C
1*05 STOUT U
802 W OREGON 16 U
308 E ARMORY C
311 E GREEN C
100* S 4TH C
305 S ELM C
502 S MATTIS C
URH TRELEASE 221 U
URH SHERMAN 135* C
211 N COLER 5 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1003 C
URH SNYDER 15* C
URH LAR 196 U
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 392 C
*09 E CHALMRS 1506 C
*01 W SPNGFLD U
2102 ORCH ST 203 U
1005 S OAK C
URH DANIELS 708 U
901 CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSENO 2*1 U
2073 A ORCH ST U
*09 E CHALMRS 1613 C
1*10 N MCKINL EY 6 C
URH SCOTT 2*5 C
212 W WHITE C
2001 1/2 RANBW VIW U
URH BLAISDELL 112 U
MATTOON ILL
1002 S LINCOLN U
*08 HESSEL C
2511 BROWNFIELO RD U
*0* EDGEBROOK 11* C
615 W HEALEY C
1110 W WASHINGTON C
URH TRELEASE 110 U
*09 E CHALMERS 910 C
1308 N BROADWAY U
302 HOL ICTAY PARK C
URH TOWNS END 2*6 U
506 W ELM U
URH SCOTT 276 C
701 W ILLINOIS U
1101 W PENN U
URH LUNDGREN 18 C
101 N BUSEY 1 U
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
*09 E CHALMERS 606 C
URH FORBES **2 C
211* ORCH ST 202 U
310 E GREGORY C
306 E ARMORY C
*09 E CHALMRS 1*10 C
URH OGLESBY 1122 U
310 E GREGORY C
205 E HEALEY * C
URH SCOTT 350 C
412 E GREEN 10 C







































































2107 HAZWO DR 30*
152*5 OAK




1107 W GREEN 228









50* S SPRUCE *
1203 BELT AV
2103 W WHITE 123
5 EASTVIEW DR
1007 S ANDERSON












5225 N LARNED AV
*60 RIVERSIDF DR
*6 SARANTE BLVO 6
16 E 69TH ST
695* N SHERIDAN RO
350 SANS SOUCI DR
27 W ROCKET CIRCLE
91*5 DILLON DR
1*320 S UNION AV
3866 W FARGO
3866 FARGO AV
2102 ORCH ST 203
1005 S OAK
742 S LOMBARD AV
293 PARK BLVD
8219 N OCTAVIA
2073 A ORCH ST
1317 MCKINLEY ST
6760 MAD RIVER RD
2301 W WAGNER LN
212 W WHI TE
2001 1/2 RANBW VIW
402 S MAIN
1027 ANNI S AV
RR 1














16 N STEWART ST






2 11* ORCH CT 202
3*06 N NORTH ST
319 S MAIN ST
365 ANDREWS DR
2917 CLAIRE BLVD
3*06 N NORTH ST
*17 11TH ST N
918 COMMUNITY DR













































TORONTO 19 ONT CAN























































ELLIS STUART HALL GRAO
ELLIS WENDY L COM3
ELLIS WILLIAM A III ENG1
ELLIS WILLIAM THCMAS ENG4
ELLISON JUDITH M LASl
ELLISCN LINOA K LAS3
ELLISTON RONALD J GRAO
FLLMAN RHONDA L LAS1
ELLMANN LINDA C LAS1
ELLSTRAND NORMAN C LAS1
ELLSWORTH GLENN C LAW2
FLLSWORTH JOHN C ENGl
ELLSWORTH LOREL BETH LAS'*
ELLSWORTH PATRICIA S GRAD
ELMAN STEPHAN A LAWl
ELMER KAY D ED 3
FLMHORST RANDALL ALA LAS4
ELMORE MARK A FAA3
ELMORE RONNIE GENE VM 2
ELMORE VIRGINIA K FAA3
FLMQUIST CHRISTINE L AGR3
ELMQUIST RONALD E BUS*
ELOUL NIRA STEINBERG LAS3
ELPHINGSTONE GERALD GRAD
ELSE DANIEL H III ENG2
ELSESSER MICHAEL R ENGl
FLSHABRAWY C B GRAD
ELSHABRAWY MAHMOUD S GRAD
EISNER RONALD FREC GRAD
ELSON STANLEY E AGR2
ELSTNER LOIS B LAS4
ELSTNER MARK LEONARD FAA4
ELSTON JETTA R LAS1
ELSTCN JOHN MILTON GRAD
ELSTON TODD W LAS2
ELY RICHARD WOODMAN GRAD
ELYN JACLYN RENCALL GRAD
EMANUEL TCM W JR GRAD
EMANUELE BETTY A LAS2
FMANUELSON CAV I D NOR PE 4
EMERICK MICHAEL S GRAD
EMERICK RICHARD WARN ENG3
EMERICK SANDRA M GRAD
EMERICK WILLIAM E LAS3
EMERSON FlIZABETH A LAS2
EMERSON JAMES C BUS2
EMERSON TIMOTHY LYNN GRAD
EMFRSON WILLIAM D GRAD
EMERY BARBARA A LAS3
EMERY MARY KAY GRAD
EMERY SUZANNE ELIZAB LAS4
EMERY WARREN L ENGl
EMIG CHARLES D VM 2
FMMERICH PHILIP LAS2
EMMERLING MARK A ENGl
EMMONS GEORGE HERBER GRAD
EMMONS P4UL RAYMOND GRAD
EMC JACQUELINE C ED 3
EMOUNGU PAUL-ALBERT GRAD
EMPARAN CARLOS BORIS GRAD
EMRICH JUHN E LAS4
EMP ICH MAPY J FAA3
EMRICH RHONDA J LAS1
EMRY JEFFREY H BUS2
FMSHOFF JAMES G LASl
ENDELMAN SUE ELLEN ED 4
ENDERS WILLIAM R ENGl
FNDICOTT SHERYN ELAI ED 4
ENDLFR MAPLENE LYNN 3US3
ENDO DAVID J LAS2
ENDRES MARY R LAS1
ENORES VICTORIA A LAS2
ENDRESS STEVEN E AGR1
FNDRI S FRFDRIC J FAA1
FNG CYNTHIA L AGR1
ENG OCK FAA2
ENGBERG JOHN AGRl
ENGDAHL CYNTHIA L LAS3
ENGEL BARBARA ANNE LAS4
ENGEL DENISE K AGR3
ENGEL STEVEN E ENGl
FNGEL8ERG SUZANN'E GRAD
ENGFLBEPG WARREN FAA1
ENGELBRETSEN K L LAS2
ENGELHARD NANCY J LAS4
ENGELHAROT JOHN PAUL FAA4
ENGEI.HAPDT LUDfeIG E LAS4
ENGELHAROT WILLIAM F LAS1
ENGELING PAUL DCUGLA GRAD
FNGELKFMFIR RICHARD LAS2
ENGELKING JOHNA D ED 1
FNGFLMANN JARI T GRAO
ENCELS BARBARA J LAS3
EKCELSEN VI VI AM M FAA3
ENC-FLSTAO TERRY A LAS2
ENGELSVTLD OPVA M LAWl
ENGERMAN' GLORIA C EL) 4
110 E ARMORY C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SCOTT 423 C
32L S ELM C
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
URH EVANS 228 U
2201 EASY U
910 S 3RD 1320 C
URH VAN DOREN 26 C
URH SNYDER 375 C
1109 W CHURCH 3 C
URH SCOTT 432 C
1407 S MAPLE U
1109 W CHURCH C
1813 VALLEY RD C
2006 BROADMOOR C
2317 S 1ST 302 C
305 E JOHN C
202 HOLIDAY PK 291 C
106 E HEALEY 5 C
309 E GREEN C
1008 W NEVADA U
CAMARGO ILL
305 KELLY CT C
203 E ARMORY 10 C
URH SNYDER 412 C
2009 B HAZWD CT U
2009 B HAZWD CT U
109 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 417 U
1107 S EUCLID 11 C
1107 S EUCLID 11 C
URH LAP 487 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
306 E DANIEL C
U OF I GEOLOGY U
909 W OREGON 207 U
1719 1/2 LYNWOOD C
URH BLAISDELL 42 8 U
909 S 1ST C
RANTOUL ILL
305 W ELLS C
RANTOUL ILL
401 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 404 U
410 E JOHN C
202 E GREGORY 302 C
48 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 206 U
618 E OANIEL 4 C
307 E HEALEY 4 C
1612 W HEALEY C
VET CLINIC LA U
1301 S BUSEY 25 U
URH SNYDER 244 C
901 W SPNGFLD U
701 W OREGON U
URH VANDOREN 106 C
300 S GOODWIN 213 U
URH BABCOCK 119 U
URH BUSEY L59 U
URH TREl EASE 205 U
1009 W PENN U
URH BABCOCK 113 U
309 E HEALEY C
URH NOBLE 318 C
30 2 S 4TH 4 C
910 S 3RD 1102 C
URH OGLESBY 405 U
URH WARDALL 1026 U
URH WARDALL 1021 U
LORAL PARK 8 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 342 C
302 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1006 C
706 W OHIO U
509 E GREFN 7 C
URH FORBES 238 C
1004 S 4TH C
1209 W MAIN U
VERSAILLES FR
URH CARR 121 U
1 12 E JOHN C
2306 CARL ISLE C
URH WFSTON 491 C
URH BLAISDELL 1C9 U
URH D4NIELS 39 1 U
URH SAUNDERS 422 U
105 E SPNGFLD C
91 1 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 213 C

















































































1109 W CHURCH 3
1813 VALLEY RD
2C06 BROADMOOR
3799 W 78TH PL
526 RIDGE AV
805 E MAIN ST
5106 RIVER AIRE DR
5106 RIVER AIRE DR
206 BEN-YEHOUDA ST
305 KELLY CT




5711 N MOODY AV
RR 1
1107 S EUCLID 11
911 N MAIN
























209 E HANCOCK ST
640 N BROADWAY
1825 D ORCH PL
300 S GOODWIN 213
682 HARTWELL AV
626 S HARVARD AV




21 ELMWOOD DR RR 5
325 S 14TH ST
2923 W SHERWIN AV
5212 CHURCH ST
418 N PARK AV
418 N PARK AV
RR 1


























































































































FNGLAND DOROTHY E GRAO
FNGLANO STEPHEN J LAS2
ENGLE DAVID C FAA3
ENGLE HOWARD STUART BUS4
FNGLF LIWAYWAY M GRAD
ENGLFHARDT ANDRFA S FAA4
FNGLFR SHERI JARVA GRAD
ENGLISH CALE E AGR1
ENGLISH JAMES R GRAD
ENGLUM DONALO E AGR3
FNGLUND CHARLES JEFF E NG4
ENGSTRAND THOMAS B FAA4
ENGSTROM JOHN C LAS3
FNGSTROM KATHY S LAS2
ENKE ROBERT W ENG1
FNLOE DOUGLAS A LAW1
ENLOE STUART F AGR4
ENLOW MARSHA LOU LAS3
FNNIS MAUREEN A LAS2
ENNIS WILLIAM D FAA1
ENSLIN BEVERLY A LAS2
ENSOR DANIEL J BUSl
ENSTROM GFORGE E LAS3
FNSTROM KEITH ALLEN ENG4
FNSTROM KENNETH D ENG2
ENTMAN BRUCE R LAS1
ENTSMINGER B L JR LAS1
ENZINGER PICHARC SMI BUS4
EOVALDI PAULA K LAS2
EPHRAIM GARY DAVID ENG3
EPHRAIM HFLEN RUTH GRAD
EPHRON MARK S L AS3
EPNER PAUL L LAS3
EPPERSON STFVEN C GRAD
EPPING MYRA L LAS3
EPPINK BETTY A IAS4
EPPLE RCNALD GARTH GRAD
FPPLIN EUGENE H LAS1
EPPLIN JEROME JOSEPH LAS4
EPPLIN M\RGARET ANN LAS4
EPSKY MARILYN R LAS2
FPSKY NANCY D LAS1
EPSTEFN RALPH H BUSl
EPSTEIN BEVERLY A FAA2
EPSTEIN BOB E LAS1
EPSTEIN CHARLES B BUS2
EPSTEIN DAVID M GRAD
EPSTEIN OINA AGR1
EPSTEIN EDWARD L LAS1
FPSTEIN ELLEN DAVIS GRAD
EPSTEIN JEFFRFY BUSl
EPSTEIN LLOYD M ENG2
EPSTEIN MARC A LAS1
EPSTEIN RYBA L T GRAD
EPSTEIN SHARON L LAS1
EPSTEIN STEVEN L GRAD
ERANOSIAN NANCY E GRAD
ERB BRUCE JOHN ED 4
ERBACH ECWARD ALAN FAA4
ERBACHER JAMES M AGR1
ERBES ROBERT L GRAD
ERCEGOVAC MILOS D GRAD
ERCEGOVAC ZORANA GRAD
ERCIUS MARK S LAS1
EPDMAN CARL ARTHUR GRAD
ERDMAN RICHARD A LAS3
EPDMAN WILLIAM A L AW 1
ERDMANN RICHARD LAW1
ERF LINDA ANN GRAD
ERHARDT PENNY JANE LAS4
ERICKSEN JAMES HENRY GRAD
ERICKSON CAREY V FAA3
ERICKSON DONNA R PE 1
ERICKSON DOUGLAS B LAS1
ERICKSON JAMES E LAS3
ERICKSON JOHN EDWARD GRAD
ERlCKSCN JONATHAN R LAS1
FR ICKSON KAREN J ED 2
ERICKSON KEITH B ENG2
ERICKSON KEITH R ENG4
ERICKSON LINDA ELLEN FAA4
ERICKSON MARGARET F GRAD
ERICKSON MARSHA L LAS2
ERICKSON PAMELA I LAS2
ERICKSON PAUL M ENG1
ERICKSON RICHARD E BUS2
ERICKSON ROGER H JR FAA1
ERICKSON SALLIE J LAS3
ERICKSON SCOTT A BUSl
ERICKSON STEPHEN LEE ENG4
ERICKSON TERYL L LAS3
ERICKSON WILLIAM B BUSl
ERICSON MICHAEL R LAS1
ERIN PAT COM3
ERIN ROD ENG4
ERIN STEVEN PE 2
EPION JAMES D AVI3
405 EVERGREEN CT U
912 S 2ND C
1108 S 1ST C
705 W CHURCH C
120 1 W OREGON U
TUSCOLA ILL
311 E GREEN 201 C
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
205 E GREEN 6 C
URH WESTON 374 C
2101 HAZWD DR 204 U
503 E WHITE 2 C
URH FORBES 473 C
URH EVANS 226 U
URH SNYDER 478 C
210 BIRCH C
907 W OREGON U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH VANDOREN 103 C
URH WESTON 415 C
4 SAFFER CT U
212 E DANIEL C
205 E HEALEY C
312 S PRAIRIE 104 C
URH FORBES 252 C
907 S 4TH C
402 E ARMORY C
1004 S 3RD C
508 E CHALMERS C
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 243 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
201 S BIRCH U
902 KIRBY C
410 E GREEN C
URH LUNDGREN 215 C
803 W GREEN U
URH BA8C0CK 203 U
URH TOWNS END 534 U
2307 S 1ST ST MANR C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH BARTON 103 C
URH WESTON 488 C
URH TRELEASE 806 U
910 S 3RD 713 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
508 W GREEN C
1954 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 443 C
2074 D ORCH ST U
52 E ARMORY C
105 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 406 U
508 W GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 11 U
2074 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 630 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH FORBES 317 C
2419 E ILLINOIS U
505 E CLARK 34 C
505 E CLARK 34 C
105 E ARMORY C
CHARLOTTESVILLE VA
408 E GREEN C
404 E WHITE C
3205 CAMERON C
CHICAGO ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
115 W GREEN 208 C
1002 W OREGON C
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
URH CARR 424 U
URH GARNER 322 C
510 W CALIFORNIA U
URH NOBLE 408 C
URH LAR 292 U
URH SNYDER 378 C
406 W HIGH 4 U
904 W NEVADA U
109 W DELAWARE U
URH TRELEASE 319 U
1206 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 415 C
1504 CURTISS U
URH FORBES 345 C
URH CLARK 306 C
URH FORBES 411 C
URH TOWNSEND 115 U
URH WARDALL 413 U
1101 PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
URH GARNER 311 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 271 U
















































































2101 HAZWD DR 204
3719 CRESCENT DR













8625 N TRUMBULL AV
3512 CARPENTER ST
24 PHILLI PS RD
1205 W MONROE ST







10511 S HALE AV
204 S BEAUCOUP ST
204 S BEAUCOUP ST
RR 1 BOX 106
913 E OLIVE ST







2074 D ORCH ST
8738 N CRAWFORD
5712 N BERNARD
2219 W ROSEMONT AV
508 W GREEN
1809 N WILSHIRE LN
2074 D ORCH ST
2610 CORONET BLVD
1633 IMPERIAL DR
513 S MAIN ST








4909 W MAIN ST
2720 9TH ST
308 S MAPLE
4653 ROCK BLUFF DR





666 PARK AV E
4084 GARDEN AV
509 N PEARL ST














OS 629 FOREST ST
0S629 FOREST ST
0S629 FOREST ST



































































































ERISMAN JOHN GARY GRAD
ERKERT ALLEN CHRISTI LAS*
ERKERT ROSEMARY L LAS3
ERLANDSON DAVID KEIT AGR*
ERLANDSCN GHYNETH JO GRAD
ERLANDSON HOWARD E GRAD
ERLANDSCN MARY E LAS3
ERLENBUSH WILLIAM D BUS*
ERLICH BARRY A LAW2
ERLICH RICHARD DEE GRAD
ERMAN HOWARD D LAS1
ERNAT JOHN R AGR*
ERNEST CHARLES L JR GRAD
ERNEST MARION D GRAD
ERNST ANNE HARRIET GRAD
ERNST DAVID EARL LAS*
EPNST GARRY EUGENE VM 1
ERNST GREGORY JOHN E NG*
EPNST JEFFREY L LAS3
ERNST MICHAEL E AGR2
ERNST ROBERT M 3US3
ERNSTEIN BARBARA JEA LAS3
ERNZER CHARLES BOYD GRAD
ERON JOSEPH BERNARD GRAD
EROS LARRY PAUL LAS*
EPTMER MARION J AGR3
ERVIN ALEXANDER MACK GRAD
ERVIN LESLIE J LAS3
ERVIN STANLEY C JR BUS1
ERVIN YVETTE LAS2
ERWIN LELAND R AGR3
ERWIN LINDA LEE ED 3
ERWIN MEREDITH K ED 3
ERWIN THOMAS K BUS3
EPXLFBEN EDWARD J JR GRAD
ERXLEBEN RITA L AGR2
ESBROOK DAVID G LAS2
ESCALLON GABRIEL GRAD
ESCH ROBERT WILLIAM AGR*
ESCHE DAVID LAS2
ESCHENFELDT WILLIAM LAS3
ESCO DIANNE BEATRICE LAS2
ESENTHER BARBARA E ED *
ESENTHER CORT A PE 1
ESHELMAN PAUL EDWIN GRAD
ESKER KATHRYN JANE LAS*
ESKER STEPHEN C GRAD
ESKRIDGE SAMUEL EDWA ENG*
ESLAVA R LUIS F GRAD
*ESPE RICHARD APVID AGR*
ESPENSCHIED LINDA L AGR1
FSPOSITO CHARMAINE P FAA1
ESQUERRA ROLAND F GRAD
FSQUILIN DIANNE N GRAD
ESQUILIN LUIS RAMON GRAD
ESSEGIAN DONNA LEE GRAD
ESSENFELD IDYTH LAS2
ESSENPREIS PATRICIA LAS*
ESSER DALE L LAS3
ESSER STEPHEN CARL GRAD
ESSERMAN BCNNI E ROSE LAS*
ESSERMAN DALE L FAAl
ESSIG DEAN R LAW2
ESSLINGER CARL W GRAD
ESTELITA THOMAS A GRAD
ESTERL SUSAN K LAS3
ESTERMAN ALAN STUART GRAD
ESTES THOMAS P AGR2
ESTRADA-URIBE G GRAD
ESTRELLA RUBENS E S GRAD
ESTRIN ROBERT DANA GRAD
ESWORTHY DIANA L ED 3
ETCHASON CHERLYN S LAS1
ETHERTON BOBBY J ENG1
ETHERTON CHARLES E BUS3
ETHERTON LARRY L ENG*
ETHERTON TERRY DEAN AGR*
ETHERTON VALERIE L GRAD
ETHERTON WILLIAM J GRAD
ETHRIDGE JAMES IVAN GRAD
ETNYRE VANCE ALLEN GRAD
ETSCHEID WYLIE E JR BUS*
ETTEMA WAYNE GRAD
ETTEN SHERRY S LAS1
ETTER STANLEY LEE GRAD
ETZEL LINDA M FAA3
ETZKCRN SHEILA M FAAl
EUBANK ALICE R EO 3
EULIEN HAROLD B FNG1
EUSTICE DEBORAH C LAS2
FVANS ARTHUR H BUS*
EVANS BARRY LEROY GRAD
EVANS BERNARD ENG3
EVANS BRUCE DAVID BUS*
EVANS CHARLES DAVIS PE 2
EVANS CINDY A ED 2
EVANS CLARA LINDA GRAD
NORMAL ILL
806 N PROSPECT C
URH TRELEASE 227 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
2912 MAPLEWOOD C
RR * C
URH ALLEN *78 U
URH WESTON 210 C
URH SHERMAN 12*9 C
309 E HEALEY I C
URH SNYDER **l C
905 E COLORADO 55 U
103 E STOUGHTON 12 C
711 S MATTIS C
URH DANIELS 309 U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
1308 GRANOVIEW 8 C
90 7 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 158 C
*01 E JOHN C
203 N HARVEY U
110* W NEVADA U
*01 S L INCOLN U
905 S 1ST 13 C
401 E DANIEL C
910 CALIFORNIA U
907 W OREGON U
907 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS *50 C
URH BLAISDELL 225 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH WARDALL 609 U
805 W OHIO U
18*6 VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS 305 U
10 WAYSIDE U
505 PARKHAVEN CT C
URH SHERMAN 266 C
108 CRYSTAL LAKE U
URH SNYDER 388 C
807 S BUSEY U
URH TAFT 110 C
1207 W NEVADA U
211 E DANIEL C
105 E CHALMERS 105 C
809 S 1ST 31 C
508 E WHITE C
305 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 166 C
RR 3 C
1107 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 235 U
1952 B ORCH ST U
315 S STATE C
315 S STATE C
URH DANIELS 298 U
*09 E CHALMRS 1612 C
307 E HEALEY 6 C
120* S L INCOLN U
208 E CLARK 3 C
90* S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 207 U
SAVOY ILL
DANVILLE ILL
270* E WASHINGTON U
612 W ELM U
108 E HEAL FY 8 C
711 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 126 U
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
1600 W BRADLEY 35 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
312 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES *50 C
SPARTA ILL
URH SNYDER 223 C
*01 E DANIEL C
1902 W WILLIAMS * C
1826 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 130 C
1102 E PENN U
911 S *TH C
508 1/2 E SPNGFLO C
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH ALLEN 357 U
URH TRELEASE 819 U
URH ALLEN 102 U
URH CLARK 207 C
*06 E GREEN 20* U
206 S STATE C
DECATUR ILL
310 E JOHN C
URH GARNER *72 C
1102 S LINCOLN U







































































215 S GARDINER AV
RR 2











1225 S PENN AV
333 BOHLANO AV












58** N ORIOLE AV











2735 8 1/2 AV
2735-8 1/2 AV




338 S EDGEWOOD AV








*800 W CAROL 3N
28* PROSPECT AV







605 1/2 W INDIANA
1* OAK DALE AV
*03 E DOUGLAS BX5*
117 E 3RD ST
BOX 65
*11 N MILLER ST
1501 E DICKINSON
RR 2
1802 W WILLIAMS *
712 N SANGAMON
212 S MAPLE ST
1102 E PENN
228 SCOTT AV

















































































































EVANS DONALD C ENG1
EVANS DORRFTTA J GRAD
EVANS ESTELLAR GREEN GRAD
*EVAr>S JOEL E GRAD
EVANS JOHN E LAW1
EVANS JOHN M ENG2
EVANS MARGARET ANN L AS4
EVANS PAMELA A FAA3
EVANS SCOTT M LAS3
EVANS STEPHEN G LAW2
EVANS SUSAN L LAS1
EVANS WILLIAM FRED GRAD
EVANS WILLIAM M ENG2
FVANS WILLIAM THEODO ENG4
EVANS WILLIE J LAS1
EVBUOMA STANISLAUS N GRAD
EVF DONALD G 8US4
EVELAND LARRY WAYNE GRAD
EVENS WAYNE C GRAD
EVERETT DALE EDWARD GRAD
FVERETTE WALTER A BUS4
EVERHART WILLIAM D GRAD
FVFRLING BRUCE W GRAD
EVERLY CAROL RAE GRAD
EVFRS CARL L AGR1
EVERSOLE DAVID A L4SI
EVERSOLF JAMES J GRAD
EVERTTS JAMES LYSTON GRAD
EVINS BEVERLY I AGR1
EVOLA KATHLEEN A AGR2
EVRARD STEPHEN K LAS2
FWALT EVAN JAMES LAS4
EWAN JANE MAPIF GRAD
EWAN JUDITH A LAS1
EWANIC DEBRA E LAS1
EWAYS SAAD EDDIN S GRAD
EWERS SUSAN L ED 1
EWERS THOMAS BEARD LAS4
EWERT THOMAS M LAW2
EWING CAROLE E ED 2
EWING GENE E LAS2
EWING KATHARYN L LAS1
EWING PATRICIA A PE 2
EWING PHYLLIS MAE BUS6
FWOLDT ROBERT GEORGE ENG4
EXNER BONNIE R ED 1
EYFELLS INGOLFUR H GRAD
EYLES RANDALL A FAA2
EYRICH JAMES S N LAS2
FYTCN JOHN RONALD GRAD
EZRING MURRAY LAS2
FAAS CURTIS G RUS2
FABAC JOHN NICK ED 3
FABER CELESTE L B FAA4
FABER EMILY C LAS3
FABER JOHN PIERRE ENG4
FABFR PATRICIA S ED 1
FABER TERRANCE A BUS1
FABIAN DIANE C LAS1
FABIANO LINDA A ED 1
FABIN PAUL ENG3
FABISH SUSAN F LAS3
FABREGAS VICTORIA S GRAD
FABRIZIO JAMES POCCO LAS3
FABRIZIO JUDITH E LAS1
FACEN LEYMOND E BUS1
FADDEN WILLIAM D AGR4
FADER RONALD ALAN LAS3
FAELLACI JOHN K ENG2
FAETH GERALDINE ANN GRAD
FAGAN DANNY JOE FAA3
FAGAN DENNIS RICHARD GRAD
FAGAN KATHLEEN THERE LAS3
FAGAN MICHAEL J ENG2
FAGAN PATRICIA A ' LAS1
FAGBENLE HELEN H GRAD
FAGBENLE RICHARD GRAD
FAGEL BRUCE GARY GRAD
FAGERBURG CHARLCTTE ED 1
FAGFRBUPG TIMOTHY L LAS4
FAGOT TAMARA A LAS3
FAHLSING FREDERICK O GRAD
FAIKUS SU7ANNE FAA2
FAINTICH JUDITH C BUS1
FAINTICH MARSHALL B GRAD
FAIR C JAMES LAS2
FAIRBAIRN GARY C ENG1
FAIRBANK WILLIAM ALL LAS4
FAIRCHILO DAPYL R GRAD
FAIRCHILO DIANE D GRAD
FAIRCHILO GEORGF BUR 3US4
FAIRCHILD JACOUFLINE BUS2
FAIRCHILO TIMOTHY R GRAD
FAIRFAX BEN FLOYD GRAD
FAIVRE STEPHEN M AGR2
FAJARDO RENEE GRAD
FAJERSTEIN RONALD M BUS!
U*H GARNER 20? C
URH SHERMAN 332 C
2116 ORCH ST U
303 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 280 C
713 W OHIO U
309 E HEALEY 2 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
411 E GREEN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 625 U
305 1/2 S RACE 3 U
URH GARNER 239 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 472 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
FHLER TRLR CT 53 U
PARIS ILL
3005 RIDGEWOOD CT C
44 MAPLE CT C
910 S WEBBER U
2507 POND U
1009 S MATTIS 4 C
URH SHERMAN 211 C
URH HOPKINS 490 C
409 E CHALMERS 710 C
RR 2 U
1415 S WESTERN C
URH TRELEASF 108 U
1102 S 2ND C
DECATUR ILL
604 SCOLER U
URH SHERMAN 67 C
URH ALLEN 403 U
URH ALLEN 191 U
STA A BOX 2234 C
URH TRELEASE 902 U
401 E DANIEL C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH LAR 299 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 123 U
904 S LINCOLN U
2016 S VINE U
202 N GREGORY U
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
307 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 226 U
URH CARR 407 U
1408 BRIARCLIFF U
503 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 107 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH BUSEY 329 U
209 E GREEN C
1009 W PENN U
URH LUNDGREN 17 C
URH GARNER 240 C
URH EVANS 328 U
URH FLAGG 306 C
302 E GREGORY C
110? S EUCLID C
1107 W GREEN 223 U
505 E WHITE 11 C
URH WARDALL 212 U
URH SCOTT 256 C
807 S RANDOLPH 2 C
1308 W UNIVERSITY U
1004 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 1360 C
EHLERS TRLR PK 14 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
5? E GREEN 1 C
URH FORBES 309 C
313 E JOHN C
1825 A CRCH ST U
1825 A ORCH PL U
CHICAGO ILL
URH BUSEY 237 U
619 W HILL C
611 E DANIEL C
1828 D ORCH PL U
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
2011 D ORCH ST U
2011 D ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 454 C
713 W OHIO U
106 E ARMORY C
VILLA GROVE ILL
818 OAKLAND 204 U
309 E CHALMERS C
601 S WESTERN C
818 OAKLAND 204 U
URH SHERMAN 531 C
URH SNYDER 367 C
URH SHERMAN 1347 C
















































































305 1/2 S RACE 3






















5306 N NATCHEZ AV
STA A BOX 2234
419 W ARCH ST
205 EASTVIEW
8449 S VERNON AV
322 N 5TH ST













2444 E 72ND ST
105 W NORTH AV
8908 OSCEOLA
105 W NORTH AV
14723 MASSASOIT AV
2217 BELL AV











3 1/2 PROCTOR LN
1631 PRATT 3E
16924 DOB SON







1828 D ORCH ST
103 1/2 E HEALEY
2011 D ORCH ST
2011 D ORCH ST
227 MAPLE LN






4104 AUBURN ST 212
6037 BROOK DR





































































































FAJFAR DENNIS J ENG2
FAJGMAN LEA S PE 3
FAKLIS JAMES JOHN II LAS3
FAKLIS NICHOLAS J LAS2
FALB THOMAS LAS3
*FALCONE CARL DANA GRAO
FALCONER JUDITH A PE I
FALCONER PATTI J EO 3
FALCONIO LINDA S LAS3
FALK BARBARA MAP.IF GRAD
FALK KIMRERLY G LAS1
FALK VINCENT P C LAS3
FALK ZENA MARLYN LAS4
FALKFNTHAL $COTT V LAS1
FALKFNTHAL SUSAN M AGR4
FALLON DENNIS JAMES GRAD
FALLS DONALD M LAS2
FALLS KAREN LOUISE COM3
FALTA ROBERT J LAS1
FALTUS VICKI L LAS2
*FALVO EUGENIE GATENS GRAD
FAN YU-DAR GRAD
FANCHER DOROTHY FRAN LAS4
FANCHER LINDA Y AGR1
FANELLI RICHARD M LAS1
FANG LESLIE SHU-TUNG GRAO
FANG SHIRLEY KUANG-S GRAD
FANNING PATRICK G LAS1
FANNING WILLIAM J BUS1
FANT LAUREL L AGR2
FARACI MICHAEL J ENG2
FARBER DANIEL A LAS4
FARBER HERBERT G PE 1
FARBER NEIL H AGR2
FARBER SLSAN DONNA LAS2
FA"BY BARBARA S LAS3
FARDI HCMA SHAPOURI GRAD
FAROI MOHSEN A GRAD
FARDI-RAD PARVIZ GRAD
FAREWELL THOMAS E GRAD
FARHAT ALI JOSEPH BUS4
FARINA TERRENCE J ENG1
FARISS SLSAN L AGR3
FARK RONALD KENNETH GRAD
FARKAS IRENE J LAS5
FARKAS JACQUFS N LAS1
FARKAS MARSHALL GRAD
FARKAS REGINA E COM3
FARLEY CARL DAVID BUS2
FARLEY LAURA I LAS2
FARLEY PATRICIA M LAS3
FARLEY ROBERT K AGR1
FARMFR CHARLENF G GRAD
FARMER DAVID K 3US3
FARMER JOHN T FNG1
FARMER MARY L S PE 2
FARMER MICHAEL T FAA3
FAR^FR VIRGINIA GRAD
FARNAN MICHAEL M ENG1
FARNEY JAMES EUGFNE PE 4
FARNEY JOHN F FAA3
FARNHAM LINDA JANE LAS4
FAPNHAM NANCY E LAS3
FARNHAM WFNDY S FAA3
FARNSWORTH GEOFFRFY FAA4
FARNUM CAROL ANN GRAD
FARR ELLEN M L ASl
FARRAGHER EDWARD J GRAD
FARRAR JOEL CRAIG GRAD
FARRAR RAYMON S GRAD
FARRELL JAMES W ED 5
FARRELL JAY ARTHUR GRAD
FARRELL MICHAEL E L AS4
FARRFLL MIRIAM L GRAD
FARRELL WILLIAM M LAS4
FARRINGTON DOROTHY W GRAD
FARRINGTON THOMAS A GRAD
FARRIS CATHLEEN L LAS3
FARRIS FAY JUANITA LAS1
FARRIS MICHAEL R AGR
1
FARRUGGIA ROBERT V LAS1
FARWELL MARILYN RUTH GRAD
FASSFR'J BRUCE A AV 13
FASSETT NANCY J LAS2
FASSLER CYNTHIA B COM4
FASULES JAMES W LAS1
FATHAUER DALE W GRAD
FATHERRFE ROBFRT P FAA3
FAU MARY FUSTFLLA GRAD
FAUCHIER JESS F II GRAD
FAUCHIER MARGARET B GRAD
FAULCONER DEBRA A FAA1
FAULOS DOUGLAS R BUS3
FAULKS JEAN A PE 1
FAULMANN ROGER RAY GRAD
FAULS MARY F WEISS LAS*
FAULS THOMAS PATRICK GRAD
URH FORBES 419 C
URH TRELEASF 211 U
402 E ARMORY C
402 E ARMORY C
410 E JOHN C
204 S ORCH C
URH WARDALL 621 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 241 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 229 U
604 E ARMORY 321 C
2315 S 1ST 304 C
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1909 REBECCA C
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
611 E DANIEL C
308 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 485 U
1318 ALMS C
URH DANIELS 191 U
802 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 111 U
URH GARNFR 125 C
1007 S MATTIS 3-8 C
307 E JOHN C
1104 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 573 U
URH LUNDGRFN 209 C
URH SCOTT 315 C
711 SUNNYCREST U
URH 0GLES8Y 311 U
206 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1214 C
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
1977 B ORCH ST U
1977 B ORCH ST U
1 301 S BUSEY U
2604 E WASHINGTON U
702 S BROADWAY U
URH OGLESBY 503 U
904 S LINCOLN U
811 S MATTIS 2 C
907 E MAIN U
907 S 4TH C
704 S GROVE U
313 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 368 U
URH ALLEN 252 U
409 E CHALMRS 1214 C
501 E DANIEL C
1709 W JOHN 6 C
112 W FLORIDA U
401 E JOHN C
PR 1 C
RR 1 C
118 W VERMONT U
URH HOPKINS 182 C
106 N VINE 22 U
910 S 3RD 805 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 259 U
1103 S EUCLID C
2116 ORCH ST 202 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH CLARK 221 C
806 W OREGON U
1916 C ORCH ST U
906 1/2 S VINE 102 U
RANTOUL ILL
605 S COLER U
URH WESTON 322 C
1022 W DANIEL C
1 103 W MAIN U
1107 1/2 E WSHNGTN U
1107 1/2 E WASH U
1725 ANITA C
1725 ANITA C
309 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 208 U
102 N LINCOLN 3 U
703 N BUSEY U
1202 W NEVADA U
205 E GREEN 9 C
URH HOPKINS 209 C
DANVILLE ILL
19 MONTCLAIR U
URH SHERMAN 324 C
107 S PRAIRIF 3 C
107 S PRAIRIE 3 C
URH TRELEASE 331 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH LUNDGREN 223 C
NORMAL ILL
1609 VALLEY RD C


























































































1007 S MATTIS 3-8













ROUTE 2 BOX 170








6217 S CALUMET 310
116 WHITEHALL
RR I
RR 3 BOX 625










FERRY RD ROUTE 2
600 S PRINCETON AV
1224 MAPLE AV
1008 E SEMINARY
9012 W 92ND PL
15058 VAUGHAN
1916 C ORCH ST
7216 N ODELL
1016 DEMPSTER
2543 W WI LSON AV
1022 W OANIEL
9144 S DOBSGN
1107 1/2 E WSHNGTN










32 DIXIE ACRES RO
19 MONTCLAIR
4800 S LAWLER AV
1817 7TH AV SE
1817 7TH AV S E
229 GREENFIELD DR
836 SHERWOOD RD
1465 N SHERIDAN RD
403 MILES LN




































































































FAULSTICH GRFTCHEN A LAS3
FAULSTICH LEO J LAS1
FAUST MARSHA A LAS1
FAUST THOMAS W FAA2
FAUST WILLIAM K ENG4
FAVERQ KEVIN T LAS3
FAVORS HERBERT C LAS1
FAVRE CLEMENT P LAS2
FAWCETT BRAOIY K E NG
1
FAWCETT RICHARD S GRAO
FAWCETT WILLIAM B GRAO
FAY CHARLES R LAS1
*FAY FREDERICK ALLAN GRAD
FAY JOSEPH W ENG1
FAY LINOA ANNE LAS2
FAY MARSHA IDELL COM3
FAY R ICHARO BR IAN AGR2
FAY ROBERT A AGR1
FAY SHELLEY J ED 2
FAY TIM J LAS2
FAYFAR STANLEY C JR FAA2
FAYMONVILLE LORETTA LAS2
FEAGAN MARVIN C LAS1
FEAGANS DAVID LEF GRAD
FEARNEYHOUGH SHAREN ED 3
FEATHERSTONE LARRY D AGR3
FEBRES-COPDERO EDGAR GRAD
FECHTER ANITA S FAA4
FECHTIG JAMES EDWIN ENG4
FEDER ALVIN B LAW1
FEDER MARC S FAA2
FEDER STEVEN L BUS2
FEDOROW BRADLEY T LAW1
FEDROWITZ JOSEPH H LAS1
FEELEY JEANNF E FAA1
FEENEY ROBERT C LAS2
FEFNEY SHARON ANNE LAS3
FEHLBERG KEITH C ENG3
FEHR DANIEL C AGR3
FEHR DENNIS E BUS1
FEHR EDWARD T LAW2
FEHRENBACHER P H LAW2
FEHRENBACHER PHILIP AVI2
FEHRENBACHER RICHARC AGR1
FEHRMANN THOMAS JOSE AGR4
FEIBELMAN PETER J GRAD
FEICHTER MELANIE L BUS3
FEIGON TER-I A ED 1
FEILEN MARTIN F LAS3
FEILER KEITH EDWARD GRAD
FEINBERG ELEANOR K GRAD
FEINBERG JOYCE M LAS1
FEINBERG RONALD C BUS2
FEINBERG STEPHEN J E NG3
FEINBERG STEVEN B LAS2
FEINGOLD JEFFREY M LAS3
FEINNER ELYSE B ED 2
FEINSTEIN RENEE ILEN LAS4
FEIST ELLFN SUE LAS*
FEIST LINDA L LAS2
FELD MERLE LEWIS GRAD
FPLDMAN ALAN D BUS1
FELDMAN ANITA S LAS1
FELOMAN DEBORAH L LAS1
FELDMAN EDWARD C VM 1
FELDMAN IRA F L FAA4
FELDMAN JACK MICHAEL GRAD
FELDMAN JAMES E LAS2
FELDMAN JAY HOWARD FAA4
FELDMAN JEROME I LAS2
FELDMAN JILL L ED 3
FELDMAN JOHN MICHAEL ENG4
FELOMAN MARK IRVilN ENG4
FELDMAN ROBERT J LAS3
FELDMAN STEVEN LAS3
FELDMAN WILLIAM T GRAD
FELDMANN LINDA L AGR3
FELDMANN MARK R ENG1
FELDPAUSCH JOAN E T FAA4
FELDT DANIEL D FAA4
FELESENA NORMAN D BUS3
FELKE DENNIS J ENG1
FELL DAVID ALAN LAS4
FELLE MARY J LASl
FELLER BARBARA JEAN GRAD
FELLER MARJORIE C GRAD
FELLMAN CHARLES WALT ENG4
FELLMAN JANICE LYNN LAS3
FELLNER KAREN J LAS3
FELLOWS LELAND G LAS2
FELS EILEEN S ED 4
FELSENTHAL ALAN D BUS*
FELSENTHAL CAROL J G L AS*
FELSENTHAL RANDY I LASl
FELSENTHAL STEVEN AL LAS*
FELSHER JANET RUTH ED 4
FELT STEPHEN J LASl
308 W GREEN 5 U
URH SCOTT 309 C
313 E JOHN C
803 W OREGON U
MAHOMET ILL
708 W HIGH U
URH SCOTT 258 C
URH BABCOCK 105 U
URH WESTON 271 C
URH OANIELS 527 U
613 W SPNGFLD 5 C
URH HOPKINS 336 C
300 S GOODWIN 215 U
URH TOWNSEND 404 U
300 S GOODWIN 215 U
902 W ILLINOIS U
110 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1106 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
903 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 452 U
DANVILLF ILL
715 W MICHIGAN U
804 W OREGON U
2008 B HAZWD CT U
409 E CHALMERS 903 C
MAHCMET ILL
409 E CHALMERS 804 C
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
52 E ARMORY C
1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 363 C
CHICAGO ILL
106 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
808 W INDIANA U
1204 STOUGHTON U
702 1/2 E NEVADA U
303 W GREEN U
MATTCON ILL
PHILO ILL
URH NOBLE 111 C
33 E HEALEY C
1002 W SPNGFLD U
WATSEKA ILL
URH TRELEASE U
1106 S 3RD C
1203 WILLARD U
URH TRELEASE 525 U
52 E ARMORY C
1505 KIRBY 7 C
110 E CHALMERS C
503 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 908 C
503 E STOUGHTON 11 C
707 S 6TH 416 C
1004 S 4TH C
606 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
URH TRELEASE 407 U
910 S 3RD C
911 S 1ST C
904 W GREEN U
SAVOY ILL
804 W OREGON U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1009 W MAIN U
47 E CHALMERS C
312 W SPNGFLD 9 U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
1105 S 1ST C
1109 W UNIVERSITY U
201 S WRIGHT 3 C
URH LAR 239 U
110 E ARMORY C
107 HEALEY 4 C
1008 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 494 C
804 W OREGON U
307 S PRAIRIE 7 C
URH ALLEN 11 U
311 E GREEN C
606 N PRAIRIE C
112 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1011 U
706 S MATHEWS U
6 SAFFER CT U
910 S 3RD 1019 C
503 W GREEN C
707 S 6TH C
1105 S 1ST C
707 S 6TH 306 C
1104 W NEVADA U






































































300 S GOODWIN 215
8S061 SEMINOLE DR
300 S GOODWIN 215
















8 524 N CHRISTIANA











503 S 7TH ST
RR 1
1002 W SPNGFLD
RR 4 BOX 187
1350 SHERWOOD RD
7616 S MARSHFIELD
611 N VINE ST
1007 W PARK
6731 N CENTRAL PK
2432 W FITCH AV
7337 S SHORE DR
6731 N CENTRAL PK
2836 W ARTHUR
321 W WESTWOOD DR




2021 OLD BRIAR RD
7418 OAVIS ST
1729 MONROE ST
7337 S SHORE DR417
8537 ORCHARD AV

































































































































FELT THOMAS C LAS4
FELTES CHARLES V LAW1
FELTES TERRENCE ROWL 3US4
FELTY DENNIS G GRAD
FELTY HAROLD CLARK GRAD
FELTY JAN MICHAEL ENG4
FELUS LEON E FAA3
FEMRITE NORMAN A ENG2
FENBERG SUSAN L LAS2
FENCHEL ROBERTA J ED 3
FENCL DONALD DAVID LAS3
FFNCL GLENN F LAS1
FENCL KAREN L PE 2
FENCL RICHARD E FAA4
FENOERSON LEON L LAS1
FENGEL DAVID A ENG3
FENN ELLEN M LAS2
FENN MARSHA L FAA4
FENNELL JAMES E LAS1
FENNEMAN DAVID BENTL GRAD
FENNESSEY KIMBERLY S LAS2
FENROW EUGENE L GRAD
FENSKE GEORGE P ENG3
FENSKE GREGG P LAS2
*FENSKF JANE D M GRAD
FENSKE RICHARD PAUL GRAD
FENTCN DONALD LEE GRAD
FENTON JAMES G BUS3
FENTON RAYMOND J LAW1
FERBER ELLEN J LAS2
FERENCE GEORGIA ANN LAS4
FERENCZ GLENN E LAS2
FERER MARTIN VINCENT GRAD
FERETICH ROBERT A ENG1
FERGUSON APRIL Y GRAD
FERGUSON CATHERINE GRAD
FERGUSON DONNA IRWIN GRAD
FERGUSON DWIGHT R LAS2
FERGUSON JEFFREY J AGR3
FERGUSON ROBERT M FAA3
FERGUSON SUSAN L GRAD
FERGUSON TERRY R AGR1
FERGUSON THOMAS C BUS3
FERMAZIN JERI LAS2
FERNALD STEPHEN C LAS1
FERNANDEZ ELVIRA GRAD
FERRALL HEIDI ANN LAS1
FERRANS JAMES C LAS1
FERRANTINO KENNETH J GRAD
FERRARA DANIEL P LASl
FERRARI GUICO JOSE GRAD
FERRE PAULA K AGR2
FERRE SHARON PETER GRAD
FERREE ALBERTA P GRAD
FERRFIRA LESLIF S GRAD
FERREIRA MARIA D GRAD
FERRELL ALAN D GRAD
FERREN PATRICK THOMA 8US4
FERRERA-ROZA RAFAEL GRAD
FERRERO JAMES ALBERT LAS4
FERRIN JOEL H LAW1
FERRIS CHRISTINE A AGR2
FERRIS JOHN PETER COM4
FERRIS RICHARD EARL GRAD
FEPRO PETFR A JR BUS2
FERRY CAROLE LYNN GRAD
FERRY JAMES G GRAD
FERRY JOHN L LAS2
FERSHTMAN SUSAN G ED 1
FERTIK MARIAN IRENE GRAD
FESL JAMES J ENG3
FESL MARY L A LAS2
FESSER DALE JOHN AGR4
FETMAN LINDA J ED 2
FETT WILLIAM F LAS1
FETTER EL IZABETH A GRAD
FETTERS NANCY ELLEN GRAD
FETTIG JUDITH A ED 1
FETZER LARRY LEE VM 3
FEUCHUK MICHAEL JAME BUS3
FEUER DEERA H LASl
FEURER WILLIAM E JR LAW2
FEWELL THOMAS WILLIA AGR4
FEY JEANNE T ED 4
FFY JUSTINE L LAS2
FEY LAWRENCE C ENG1
FEYEN GORDCN ENG2
FIALA CHARLENF M LASl
FIALEK LEON WALTER GRAD
FI4LLO JOSE R FAA1
FIARMAN LAWRENCE MOR LAS4
FICEK JUDITH A LAS2
FICHTFR JOHN KENNETH GRAD
FICKEL EVON S LASl
FICKLE JAMFS STEWART GRAD
FICKLEN JOSEPH BURWE GRAD
FIDELER LOUIS E III CCM3
URH CARR 325 U
URH SHERMAN 454 C




904 W GREEN U
112 E DANIEL C
209 E JOHN C
1104 W NEVADA U
911 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 441 C
302 E ARMORY C
VERSAILLES FR
URH HOPKINS 258 U
URH TOWNSEND 260 U
1104 NEVADA U
URH BARTON 211 C
URH TOWNSEND 407 U
1004 S GARFIELD U
URH BARTON 115 C
810 OAKLAND 104 U
509 S 5TH 9 C
URH GARNER 313 C
409 1/2 W UN IV C
409 1/2 W UN IV C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
406 E GREEN 201 C
NORMAL ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1105 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 408 U
URH TOWNSEND 440 U
URH SHERMAN C
URH SHERMAN 307 C
RR 3 RISING RD C
URH SNYDER 244 C
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
STA A BOX 2885 C
URH DANIELS 176 U
URH 0GLES8Y 1216 U
URH WESTON 241 C
307 E HEALEY 7 C
URH SNYDER 462 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
409 E CHALMRS 1414 C
URH NOBLE 21 C
903 ADA C
URH TOWNSEND U
1973 C ORCH ST U
805 W OHIO U
DECATUR ILL
1403 HONEYSUCKLE C
200 E ROPER C
804 S LOCUST 5 C
MAHOMET ILL
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
1004 S 4TH C
509 STOUGHTON 203 C
615 W HEALEY C
904 S LINCOLN U
814 W CHURCH C
GEN DEL U
11 BRIDLE LN U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
2102 ORCH ST 104 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 728 U
910 S 3RD 223 C
804 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 264 U
706 W OHIO U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 390 C
URH SHERMAN 115 C
706 S WALNUT U
URH VANDOREN 208 C
MAHOMET ILL
205 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 323 C
812 FAIRVIEW U
58 E ARMORY 4 C
1005 S WR IGHT C
908 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 450 C
URH GARNER 243 C
URH LAR 499 U
601 W WASHINGTON C
URH SNYDER 288 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMERS 905 C
202 GREGORY C
1505 MAPLECREST C
321 ROYAL CT C
803 S CEDAR U

























































1350 S WAYSIDE DR
















6226 N ALBANY AV
1004 S GARFIELD





409 1/2 W UN IV
26 ALLISON AV
2246 S 50TH AV















ROUTF 1 BOX 280
2616 HERRON LN
861 NW 1ST ST
3415 CORBRIDGE LN
6 029 BLODGETT AV
4218 ROSE AV
1934 N NEWCASTLE
ED BUCGRE ALTO 4-2


































9367 S LONGWOOD DR
4129 W 25TH PL
500 AUSTIN AV
4165 W 25TH ST
2216 S SCOVILLE
1825 N RAYNOR AV
1523 PUTNAM ST








































































































FIDUK KENNFTH W JR FNG2
FIEBFLKORN BARBARA C ED 1
FIFOLER DANIEL JOHN ENG'*
FIEDLFR NANCY J LAS1
FIFOLER WAYNE E ENG3
FIEGFNBAUM STEVEN J LASl
FIELD ANN E FAA3
FIFLD DAMFL P L AS3
FIELD DONALD MARTIN ENG4
FIELD JANICE L FAA
1
FIELD JEAN A LASl
FIELD MARGARFT F GRAD
FIELD ROBERT ALLEN GRAO
FIELD SCOTT R ENGl
FIELD STEVEN D LAS2
FIELD SUSAN FRANCES LAS4
FIELDEN RICHARD E BUS1
FIFLDHOUSF JAMFS M LAS2
FIELDING GAYLF F AGR3
FIELDING KATHERINE B LAS5
FIELDING KENNETH G GRAD
*FIFLDS BETTY CAROL PE 4
FIELDS GARY L LASl
FIELDS GLORIA E BUS1
FIELDS JACQUFLINF E LAS4
FIELDS JOAN E FAAl
FIELDS JONLYN C LAS2
FIELDS SCOTT I LAS2
FIELFKE CURTIS S LAS2
FIFRKE CHARLFS A D E 4
FIERKF WIILIAM FRANK GRAD
FIERSTEIN IRA LASl
FIFIELD DAVID H LAW1
FIFIELD WILLIAM L JR FAAl
FIFTAL STEVEN D LAS2
FIGATNER JAMFS S LAW1
FIGATNER JOEL GARRET LAS4
FIGURA ROBERT M ENG4
FIGURES THOMAS HENRY LAW2
FIGUS MARCIA ANN W GRAD
FIGUS THADOEUS S LAW1
FIJOLEK JOHN G FAA2
FIKE DOUGLAS P LAS2
FIKE RANDALL E FAAl
FILAS CLYDE LOUIS LAS2
FILAS JOSEPH M BUS1
FILBFCK LOREN HAROLD GRAD
FILBEY MELISSA A ED 3
FILDES ROGER D ENG3
FILECCIA ROBERT JOSE GRAD
FILES JAMFS L COM4
FILEWICZ MARK V ENGl
FIL IATREAU JAY C LASl
*FILICSKY MICHAEL B GRAD
*FILICSKY SHARON JFAN LAS2
FILION MARY A LAS3
FILIP RUSSELL L ENG3
FILIP SUSANNE R AGR4
FILIPFK DAVID M GRAD
FILLIPO JOHN ANTHONY ED 6
FILLMAN KRISTIN L LAS2
FILSON PAMELA S GRAD
FILSON ROY GLEN LAS4
FIMBIANTl JOSEPH P BUS1
FIMOFF MARK J ENG3
FIN TERESA M FAA3
FINBLOOM NEIL M FAAl
FINCH ANGELINE COM3
FINCH ANNA L BUS3
FINCH GEORGANNE GRAD
FINCH JAMES K GRAD
FINCH ROBERT M LAW1
FINCK JANANNE AGR4
FINCKE DEBRA M LAS2
FINDLAY WILLIAM G ENGl
FINDLEY ANN E LASl
FINE CAROLE S ED 3
FINE LAWRENCE R LASl
FINE SHERRY KRAMER BUS3
FINE STEVEN JOEL COM4
FINE STEVEN M LASl
FINERTY JAMES HOWARD GRAD
FINET EDWINA G ED 3
FINFROCK BARBARA LEE PE 2
FINGER MARK J FAAl
FINK BETTY ANN COM4
FINK ESTHER LAS4
FINK ILENE G LAS2
FINK KARL JULIUS GRAD
FINK MARSHA ANN LAS3
FINK TERRENCE S LAS4
FINKE JEFFREY W LAS3
FINKE ROBERT LAWRENC ENG4
FINKEL BARRY SHOLEM LAS4
FINKEL VICKI A LASl
gINKELSTEIN MICHAEL LAS2
URH WARDALL 1113 U
604 E ARMORY 218 C
2412 KIRBY C
605 S BROADWAY U
805 W OHIO U
URH WFSTON 350 C
URH HOPKINS 352 C
1106 S 1ST C
1101 W PENN U
309 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 456 U
URH SAUNDERS 314 U
URH TAFT 202 C
206 N BUSEY U
URH WESTON 442 C
910 S 3RD C
108 E HEALEY 3 C
313 F CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 403 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1401 F MUMFORD U
1401 E MUMFORD U
1ST 6 ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
4 12 E GREEN 14 C
URH TRELEASE 403 U
MT 01 LIVER MANOR C
URH OGLESBY 827 U
URH OGLESBY 626 U
URH SCOTT 300 C
2 304 GLENOAK C
910 S 3RD 516 C
URH TOWNS END 226 U
2212 E UNIVERSITY U
1009 W PENN U
1829 VALLEY RD C
601 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD 701 C
56 E DANIEL 4 C
1205 E DELAWARE U
120 5 E DELAWARE U
URH FORBES 209 C
209 W HEALEY C
URH FORBES 420 C
1010 S 2ND C
1106 S 3RD C
4 FISHER CT U
806 W OREGON 35 U
1109 S 4TH C
RR 1 U
611 W HEALEY 2 C
URH SCOTT 340 C
409 E CHALMERS 409 C
606 W HIGH U
606 W HIGH U
URH TRELEASE 2 06 U
1405 BRIARWOOD C
36 E GREEN C
1709 W JOHN 7 C
408 W CLARK C
URH WARDALL 816 U
610 W WASHINGTON U
610 W WASHINGTON U
604 E ARMORY C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 212 U
URH NOBLE 209 C
802 W OREGON 35 U
URH TRELEASE 910 U
603 BREEN C
408 E MAIN 4 U
603 BREEN C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 711 U
910 S 3RD 803 C
URH SAUNDERS 329 U
409 E CHALMRS 1314 C
110 E CHALMERS C
105 E CHALMERS 201 C
105 E CHALMERS 201 C
910 S 3RD C
611 W UNIVERSITY C
WESTVILLE ILL
1903 GEORGE HUFF U
URH SCOTT 391 C
1104 W NEVADA U
108 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 310 U
1614 CRUI SING LN C
1006 S 3RD C
810 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
107 W CAL IFORNIA 8 U
904 W GREEN 610 U
URH TRELEASE 911 U

























































































610 P ICE ST
13316 KEDVALL
1141 HOHLFELDER








9 144 S PAXTON AV
2621 W 24TH PL
5909 W HAVEN DR
1205 E DELAWARE
1205 E DELAWARE




508 S 12TH ST
4 FISHER CT
305 W PENN
RR 1 BOX 436
7230 CALVIN RD
14645 PARKSIDE DR






1709 W JOHN 7
13915 W 147TH PL








RR 2 BOX 14
602 W NEVADA
408 E MAIN 4
186 SUNSET
406 N GALENA AV
1607 N 17TH ST
947 CRESCENT BLVD
391 N VALLEY CT
5489 CORNELL
9137 KOSTNER
105 E CHALMERS 201
105 E CHALMERS 201
4714 C MAIN ST
611 W UNIVERSITY











10314 S OAKLEY AV







































































































FINKLE PHILIP K LAW1
FINKLE RONALD L AGR3
FINKLEY JANE HILL ED 4
FINKS NANCY JEAN LAS4
FINKS SARA A LAS3
FINLAY GRFTCHEN J LAS1
FINLAY VIRGINI A K ED 2
FI NLEY CARLOS V ENG1
FINLEY JEFFREY L LAS3
FINLEY JOHN BERNARD VM 3
FINLEY ROBERT C I II GRAD
FINLEY RONALD D LAS3
FINLCN MARYANN LAS1
FINN THOMAS W LAS2
FINNEGAN DANIEt J ENG2
FINNERMAN DORIS S LAS3
FINNEPTY DONNA J LAS2
FINNESSY THOMAS J LAS3
FINNEY BRUCE R ENG3
FINNEY CHARLES WILLI AGR4
FINSON WILLIAM H LAW1
FIORATO ANTHONY FMIL GRAD
FIORE CLAUDIA MARIE AGRA
*FIore JOHN PETER GRAD
FIORENZA JOHN P LAS2
FIORIO PAMELA WELLS FAA4
FIORIO WILLIAM S LAS4
FIORITO JACK T 8US1
FIPPFN CHERYL LYNN FAA3
FIRESTONE DIANF S LAS1
FIRESTONF GLENDA S ED 3
FIRFER BARBARA J LAS3
FIRNHA8ER SUSAN RAE GRAD
FIRSZT STEVEN A FAA1
FISCFBACH MARILYN GRAD
FISCHBACH PETER GRAD
FISCHER BRIAN TOM FAA4
FISCHER CARL F ENGl
FISCHER CHRISTA W LAS3
FISCHER GEORGE FRED GRAD
FISCHER HAROLD A FAA2
FISCHER JANET L LAS1
FISCHER JONATHAN FAA4
FISCHER KAREN I LAS1
FISCHER MARY C GRAD
FISCHER MARY MARGARE FO 3
FISCHER RICHARD LAS1
FISCHER ROBERT LEROY GRAD
FISCHER SCOTT W ENGl
FISCHER STFPHFN MARK ENG4
FISCHER WILLIAM D GRAD
FISCHER ZOLTAN GRAD
FISCUS TOWARD E AVI3
FISER-POPOVIC ANA F GRAD
FISH GAIL LAS1
FISHBAIN MICHAEL L LAS2
FISHBECK JOHN E FAA1
FISHBEIN SALLY J LAS1
FISHBEIN SUE ANN GRAD
FISHFR ANDREA R LAS 3
FISHFR ANNA M LAS3
FISHER ANNE M AGR2
FISHER CHARLES G GRAD
FISHER CHARLES H JR ENGl
FISHER CHARLES L JR GRAD
FISHER CANIEL B LAS1
FISHER DAVE H FNG1
FISHF' DAVID ELON GRAD
FISHER DEBORAH ANN 3US3
FISHFR DON LORENZ GRAD
FISHER DONALD CHARLE GRAD
FISHFR EILEEN F AGR3
FISHFR JOHN A AGR4
FISHER JOHN TIMOTHY GRAD
FISHFR JOY D LAS1
FISHFR JOYCE M EO 1
FISHER KENNETH H L AS 3
FISHER LAUREN I ED 2
FISHER MARILYN J ED I
FISHER MERLE BETH LAS2
FISHFR MICHELLE F PE 3
FISHER PAUL A ENG2
FISHFR RALPH TALCOTT LAS4
FISHER RAYMOND L LAS?
FISHPR RFBEKAH S FAA1
FISHF" PICHAFD LYLE ED 4
FISHFR RICHARD S LAS1
FISHER ROLL AND ROY GRAD
FISHrQ SCOTT H LAS3
FISHFR SHFRRY K L AS 1
FISHFR STEPHEN C VM 1
FISHED STUART G GRAD
PI SHER THOMAS SCOTT ED 4
FISHE" THOD ALAN 'NG4
URH SCOTT 158 C
309 E JOHN C
510 S 1ST C
103 N NEW C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
907 S WRIGHT C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 195 U
516 W JOHN C
URH 0GLES3Y 918 U
URH GARNER 122 C
1010 E COLORADO 5 U
803 W OREGON U
1005 1/2 S 2ND C
URH SAUNDERS 108 U
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
806 W MAIN 5 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH TAFT 118 C
312 COL ER U
URH HOPKINS 262 C
2315 S 1ST 103 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
CE HALL 2214 U
509 RACE U
2003 WILLOW RD U
402 E ARMORY C
1508 HEDGE RD C
1508 HEDGE RD C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH EVANS 222 U
URH VANDOREN 418 C
303 E JOHN C
512 S 4TH C
205 E HEALEY 1 C
URH WFSTON 336 C
URH ALLFN 430 U
URH SHERMAN 1059 C
VERSAILLES FR
URH TOWNSEND 128 U
103 1/2 E HEALFY C
DANVILLE ILL
907 S 4TH C
URH BLAISDELL 30 1 U
901 S 2ND C
URH FLAGG 413 C
URH SHERMAN 967 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 124 C
507 W WASHINGTON C
URH GARNER 488 C
1205 W MAIN U
24 SALEM RD U
907 W STOUGHTON U
808 W UNIVERSITY U
403 W SPNGFLD U
URH EVANS 326 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 228 U
URH TRELEASE 302 U
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
URH ALLEN 92 U
801 W IOWA 202 U
801 IOWA 204 C
1004 S 4TH C
901 S 2ND C
312 WHEATON C
UKH HOPKINS 292 C
URH NOBLE 117 C
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
313 E JOHN C
504 W DELAWARE U
1944 B ORCH ST U
1204 W STOUGHTDN U
702 N MCKINLEY C
2017 D ORCH ST U
URH VANDOREN 323 C
URH ALLEN 463 U
401 E GREEN 2 C
URH TRELEASE 20? U
URH VANDOREN 14 C
47 E CHALMERS C
1816 KIRBY C
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
806 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 426 C
2221 GEORGETOWN C
910 S 3RD C
2313 CARLISLE C
2^9 E ARMORY C
URH BUSFY 337 U
907 S 4TH C
603 W CALIFORNIA U
310 fc JOHN C








































































































205 E HEALEY 1
2905 THRUSH LN
1358 S ZUNI ST
4516 N VIRGINIA AV
2556 WOODLAND PARK
273 N WOOODALE RD
























5325 E 30TH PL
676 MITCHELL AV
111 ELDER LN 5B
406 E WILSON AV
100 S WILLIAM ST
1108 N MARKET
4 06 NE 7TH AV
200 GILLMAN ST
1944 B ORCHARD ST
1184 HEWITT DR
























































































































FISHFR WALTER H PF 2
FISHER WILLIAM AGR3
FISHER WILLIAM C GRAD
FISHMAN GLEN P L AS 1
FISHMAN REGINA * LAS1
FISHMAN STEVEN A LAS3
FISK ROGFR L JR GRAD
FITCH CHERLYNNE S LAS1
FITCH JANET PAE GRAD
FITCH JOANNE S ED 3
FITTING DONALD C ENG2
FITTING ROGER RCY ENG4
FITZ DALE EDWARD GRAD
FITZER SUSAN L LAS2
FITZGFRALD CATHFRINF LAS1
FITZGERALD JAMES T GRAO
FITZGERALD JOAN M LAS2
FITZGERALD LAUREL A LAS3
FITZGERALD THOMAS M BUS3
FITZHENRY JAMES D BUS2
FITZHENRY PATRICK GRAD
FITZHENRY SUSAN COM4
FITZHUGH JAMES R FAA2
FITZPATRICK DAVID A LAS4
FITZPATRICK DENNIS L BUS1
FITZPATRICK JOHN P 6NG3
FITZPATRICK LINCA M LAS3
FITZPATRICK RITA D LAS1
FJERSTAO ERIK A E NG
I
FLACH MARK C LAS1
FLACH MAYBELL L LAS3
FLACH MICHAEL GENE ENG4
FLACH PHILIP LEO LAS3
FLACK ALAN L AGR3
FLACK PAUL LESLIE GRAD
FLACK SHERIDETH L FAA2
FLACK STEVEN L FAA2
FLAHAVEN JUDITH A LAS3
FLAHERTY BRUCE W GRAD
FLAHERTY JOHN FAA2
FLAHERTY KURT G ENG3
FLAHERTY NANCY JEAN ED 6
FLAHERTY WILLIAP B GRAD
FLAKE JANICE LOUISE GRAD
FLAKES AUBERRIE L GRAD
FLANAGAN PATRICK B ENG4
FLANAGAN STEPHEN A AGR4
FLANAGAN STEPHEN MAR LAS4
FLANDERS THOMAS A GRAD
FLANEGIN JOAN LAS1
FLANEGIN SHARON LAS4
FLANIGAN JAMES R AGR3
FLANIGAN THOMAS ECWA GRAD
FLANNELL DANNY L LAS1
FLANNIGAN TIMOTHY R LAS1
FLASAR JAMES J VM 1
FLASCH FRANK L ENG4
FLATHOUSE VIRGIL E GRAD
FLATLEY ROBERT F GRAD
FLATNER CINDY THEA LAS4
FLATT PHYLLIS K BUS3
F.LAXMAN CHERYLL DAWN LAS4
FLEAGLE JOHN T LAS1
FLECK ROBERT AYDELOT GRAD
FLEEGEL CARL W FAA2
FLEENER BERNARD PAUL GRAD
FLEENER CHRISTINE D LAS2
FLEETWOOD ROBERT S LAS3
FLEIG WILBUR JOHN JR FAA4
FLEISCHER KENNFTH J LAS2
FLEISCHHAUER G G JR LAS2
FLEISCHMANN THOMAS B GRAD
FLEISHER HOMER L III AGR1
FLEISHER JANICE M COM3
FLFISHER MARTIN JOEL GRAD
FLFISHMAN JANICE T LAS2
FLEISHMAN MARK L FAA1
FLEMING BRUCE J BUS1
FLEMING DENNIS J PE 3
FLEMING ELIZABETH C LAS*
FLEMING JAMES F GRAD
FLEMING JANE L LAS2
FLEMING JEFFREY E LAW2
FLEMING KELSEY GLENN BUS4
FLEMING LINDA S LASL
FLEMING MICHAEL J FAA1
FLEMING NADINE YVONN ED 4
FLEMING RICHARD W ENG1
FLEMING ROBERT T GRAD
FLEMING THOMAS K ENG1
FLEMING YVONNE J LAS1
FLEMINGS REGINA C LAS1
FLENER FREO GRAD
FLENNIKEN CINDY L AGRl
FLENNIKEN JOHN M AGR2
FLERLAGE ELLEN P GRAD
FLESHMAN JAMES PAUL PE 3
URH GARNER 213 C
1106 S 3RD C
MAHOMET ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1502 C
31? E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH EVANS 204 U
221 W MAIN 1 U
1504 DOBBINS C
URH SNYDER 268 C
URH SNYDER 273 C
302 W LOCUST 4 U
805 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 616 U
1301 MITCHEM U
508 E CHALMERS C
602 EVERGREEN CT E U





710 W CHURCH 2 C
604 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN 504 U
URH LAR 462 U
URH VANDOREN 409 C
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
URH GARNER 486 C
52 ROXBURY RD U
52 ROXBURY RD U
2017 PHILO RD 24 U
910 CALIFORNIA U
34 LEXINGTON U
URH CLARK 312 C
1511 W CLARK C
URH ALLEN 473 U
URH SHERMAN 649 C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U




URH SHERMAN 1150 C
34 ROXBURY RD U
RANTOUL ILL
URH SNYDER 272 C
719 S FOLEY C
URH TRELEASE 23C U
813 W SPNGFLD U
URH FORBES 210 C
1004 BROADMOOR C
910 S 3RD 420 C
URH HOPKINS 178 C
205 DEWEY U
1636 VALLEY RD C
302 KELLY CT C
304 N ROMINE U
1008 S 2ND C
URH LAR 216 U
707 S 6TH 515 C
URH 0GLES8Y 508 U
808 FAIROAKS C
URH HOPKINS 326 C
609 PARKLANE C
URH LUNDGREN 15 C
ARCOLA ILL
VERSAILLES FR
110 E CHALMERS C
303 E CHALMERS C
304 W WASHINGTON C
URH OGLESBY 824 U
904 S 3RD C
618 W HEALEY 6 C
URH TRELEASE 1125 U
URH OGLESBY 1110 U
URH BABCOCK 223 U
1101 W PENN U
1110 W NEVADA U
104 W OREGON U
508 E ARMORY C
218 E GREGORY 202 C
EVANSTON ILL
URH TAFT 409 C
URH HOPKINS 489 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 217 C
2017 PHILO RD 21 U
URH BABCOCK 404 U
URH TRELEASE 927 U
URH LAR 161 U
206 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 61 U
401 BUENA VISTA C
101 E JOHN C





























































136 W 83RD ST
9936 BUELL CT
406 20TH ST




21 ST CABRINI CT
2528 CATALINA LN
1504 DOBBINS
320 W STATE ST
320 STATE ST





602 E EVERGREEN CT
URH TRELEASE 117
226 N MAIN ST
RR 6 HILLSIDE MANR























48 18TH CT S
BOX 83
4632 W 115TH PL



























2134 E 98TH ST
4 LUTHIN RO
31 E 124TH ST
114 W MAIN ST






733 W 8TH ST
435 W DRUMMOND DR
11605 S TROY DR
104 STEVENS DR
1 LOGAN TERR









































































































FLESS GUNTHER MICHAE GRAD
FLESSNER STEPHEN M LAS1
FLETCHER DEEtDRAH M FAA3
FLETCHER KAREN E LAS2
FLETCHER KENNETH A PE 1
FLETCHER MICHAEL STE FAA3
FLETCHER TAMURLA JAN LAS3
FLETTRE MARGARET A LAS1
*FLEXMAN CHARLES H ENG1
FL ICHT MYRA L LAS1
*FLICKINGER ROBERT E GRAD
*FL IEGEL RUTH H GRAD
FLINT ALAN CHARLES GRAD
FLINT PATRICIA A LAS1
*FL INT VIVIAN W FAA4
FLINT WILLIAM W JR GRAD
FLODSTRCM ARTHUR NOR GRAD
FLOECKHER JAMES M AGR4
FLOM KAREN A LAS2
FLOOD JAMES RICHARD GRAD
FLCOO SUSAN JANE LAS4
FLCORE CHARLES LAS2
FLOORE SANDRA F LAS1
FLOR PHILLIP RUSSELL AGR3
FLORA SCOTT HAGERTY BUS3
FLORA STEVEN K LAS2
FLORA WARE B BUS2
FLOREK GREGORY S FAA2
FLORENTINO RICHARD A GRAD
FLORFS JAMES FAA1
FLOROS MICHAEL A ENG1
FLORY SYLVIA LOUISE GRAD
FLOTTMAN WILLIAM K GRAD
FLOWERS ELLIOTT G JR GRAD
FLOWERS JEANENE SUE AGR4
FLOWERS STERLING LAS2
FLOYD BRUCE M LAS3
FLOYD CHARLES R GRAD
FLOYD NANCY F ED 1
FLUCAS SADIE FRANCE GRAD
FLUCK DEANNA M LAS2
FLUEGGE MARYLOU C LAS3
FLUSCHE BRUCE L LAS1
*FLYNN EDITH ELISABET GRAD
FLYNN KATHLEEN E ED 1
FLYNN MICHAELA A ED 4
FLYNN STEPHEN W BUS3
FLYNN THOMAS P BUS1
FLYNN WINSTON EMERY LAS4
FOAT GALEN DELBFRT ENG4
FODOR MICHAEL ALAN AVI3
FOERTSCH THOMAS M BUS1
FOGEL GRETCHEN SUE FAA9
FOGEL MAUREEN G LAS3
FOGELBERG DANIEL G FAA2
FOGELBERG PETER KENT LAS4
FOGERTY THOMAS M LAS1
FOGLE JANE LESLIE AGR4
FOHRMAN LINDA L LAS3
FOHRMAN LYNN A LAS2
FOHRMAN MONICA MARCI LAS4
FOJTIK PAUL S ENG1
FOLEY ANNE PE 2
FOLEY ANNE MARIE GRAD
FOLEY DONALD L FAA1
FOLEY DONALD PAUL PE 1
FOLEY JANE E ED 1
FOLEY JOSEPH E 3US2
FOLEY MICHAEL J LAS3
FOLEY STANLEY E AGR4
FOLGATE RANDALL L BUS3
FOLINSBEE JAMES T GRAD
FOLK DANIEL H LAS1
FOLKERTS CHARLES H ENG3
FOLKOFF BARBARA I LAS1
FOLLETT ANTHONY B GRAD
FOLLIS WILLIAM JOSEP ENG3
FOLLMER ROBERT P LAS2
FOLLSTAEDT DAVID M GRAD
FOLTER SIEGRUN H GRAD
FOLTIN BELA JR GRAD
FOLTZ JOHN W LAW1
FOLTZ NORMA L ENG1
FON GERALD L BUS1
FTNDRIE BARBARA K LAS2
FONG PETER K FAA1
PONNER RANDY E LAS2
FONSECA LUIS M PE 1
FONTANA THOMAS P ENG4
FONTFNOT RONALD S ENG2
FOO CHOR LING GRAD
FOODY ROBERT J BUSl
FCOTE BONITA F LAS1
FOOTE JEFFREY H GRAD
FOOTF ROBERT A LAS1
FOOTE ROBERT C LAS3
FCOTE SUSAN MESKILL FAA4
BURNS IDES RES LAB U
URH FORBES 418 C
409 E CHALMERS C
609 E COLORADO U
401 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 254 C
1511 S MATTIS C
URH WARDALL 921 U
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMERS C
1101 FRANK C
606 W CHURCH C
URH SHERMAN 1367 C




606 R ICHARD LN C
URH WARDALL 611 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
508 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 505 U
BLACKOUCK MINN
107 W CALIFORNIA 9 U
410 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 465 U
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
URH DANIELS 635 U
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
URH SCOTT 161 C
502 W GRIGGS 303 U
MATTOON ILL
203 COUNTRY FR C
206 S 6TH C
URH GARNER 408 C
211 E DANIEL C
1010 W CHURCH 2 C
URH LAR 495 U
1802 A ORCH PL U
313 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 110 U
402 E ARMORY C
1717 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 505 U
508 E ARMORY C
1210 W BROADMOOR C
URH HOPKINS 312 C
1717 VALLEY RD C
809 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 254 U
URH WESTON 432 C
810 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 928 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
804 W CLARK C
URH GARNER 252 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 613 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 114 U
URH SNYDER 470 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
206 HOLIDAY PK 322 C
604 E ARMORY C
308 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 329 C
410 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 326 C
919 W WILLIAM C
910 S 3RD 616 C
1103 W HILL U
URH NOBLE 215 C
604 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
711 W CHURCH 12 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 368 C
URH DANIELS 430 U
1009 S MATTIS 4-6 C
602 S LINCOLN U
2219 S 1ST 2C4 C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
109 E JOHN C
URH WAROALL 82? U
URH FORBES 417 C
1713 PARKHAVEN C
URH OGLESBY 409 U
803 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 421 C
URH DANIELS 190 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 161 U
1305 N HICKORY C
URH GARNER 474 C
409 E CHALMERS 505 C














































































ST MARYS COL ENGL
606 RICHARDS LN
2237 S 9TH AV
1106 W STOUGHTON 3
1305 E ELM ST
14 F S GOMPEP HMS
14F SAMUEL GOMPERS
17708 67TH AV















1802 A ORCH PL
410 E CHESTNUT ST


































1934 SW CASTLE AV
524 BROADWAY
801 ADRIAN ST
706 N 8TH ST




ROUTE 3 BOX 277
31451 SLEEPY HOLLW
226 W 23RD ST
1713 PARKHAVEN
1611 N ALBANY AV
6663 CELESTINE ST
3743 W CERMAK



























EAST ST LOUIS ILL




























































































FC'PO JOHN JAMES I II
FORD JOHN LEARNFD















































































3US1 URH SCOTT 271 C 332-IA81
L AS1 URH SAUNDERS 327 U 3 3 2-3669
LAS2 60A E ARMORY C 3AA-A550
GRAD 508 W ILLINOIS U
ENG1 URH GARNER 369 c 332-0823
GRAD 818 OAKLAND 103 u 367-8721
GRAD 2112 ORCH ST 102 u
ENGA 2007 PHILO RD 1 u
LAS3 2006 S VINE u 3AA-668A
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 30A c
GRAD 1952 C ORCH ST u
GRAD 260A SHERIDAN c 35 2-8 153
FD I URH TRELFASE A02 u 332-5A98
FAA1 URH HOPKINS A39 c 332-135A
LAS2 30 SALEM RD u 367-798A
ENG1 URH SCOTT A91 c 332-163A
GRAD 1808 D ORCH PL u 3AA-A017
GRAD 706 W STOUGHTON u 367-232A
PE 2 1207 W NEVADA u
FAAA 201 S WRIGHT c 359-0435
ENGA 301 F CHALMERS c
GRAD 506 W STOUGHTON u 367-1088
GRAD 1908 D ORCH PL u 3AA-A017
ED 3 URH ALLEN 219 u
GRAD M2 W SPNGFLD 11 u 3AA-727A
FAA1 URH ALLEN A53 u 332-3387
LASA A08 E STOUGHTON 1 c 359-6631
GRAD 1503 BFLLEPARK c 359-0A3A
GRAD 2103 W WHITF c 352-3627
LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 1A u 332-3AA7
FAA3 A01 S RACE 1 u 328-2827
LAS3 A01 S RACE u 328-2827
L AS1 URH WARDALL 1120 u 332-A5AA
LAS1 URH NOBLE 219 c 332-0 395
LAS1 URH ALLEN 205 c
L AS2 910 S 3RD 816 c 3AA-5000
GRAD 907 S DOGWOOD c
LAS3 509 F STOUGHTON c 359-3750
GRAD URH SHERMAN 66A c 332-A893
GRAD 1961 C ORCH ST u 3AA-A650
BUS2 A01 E DANIEL c 3AA-1261
ED 3 710 S BROADWAY 3 u
L AS3 URH ALLEN 298 u 332-33A2
AGR2 URH SCOTT 2A3 c 332-1A61
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 321 u
LAS3 207 E JOHN c 356-8738
ENG3 ROSELLE ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 332 c 332-0C56
FAA1 URH GARNER 315 c 332-078A
FAA1 1007 W STOUGHTON u
LAS1 URH FORBFS 108 c
LAS1 URH GARNER 278 c 332-0761
LAS3 URH CARR 105 u 332-3857
LAS1 URH ALLEN 201 u 332-31A2
GRAD 503 S CHICAGO c 356-9708
GRAD BOURBONNAIS ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1103 u 332-5710
COMA 108 F HEALEY 9 c 359-6360
LAS3 URH CLARK 215 c 332-0018
ED A 207 W HEALEY c 359-2899
FAA1 URH FORBES 238 c 332-0969
GRAD 2102 ORCH ST 303 u
LASA 2102 ORCH ST u 32 8-3 9A6
ENGA A09 W ELM u 367-3599
FAA3 605 S ATH 211 c
GRAD 1902 C ORCH ST u 3AA-1067
FAAA 60A W MICHIGAN u 3AA-696A
LAS2
GRAD 311 E GREFN 309 c 3AA-9627
GRAD 901 S 1ST c 352-18A1
FAA5 707 S 6TH A06 c 3AA-3900
LASA 100A ATH c
ENG3 URH GARNER A10 c 332-0 8A9
FAA2 201 E jpHN c
ED 2 URH LUNDGREN 105 c 332-2018
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 309 c 332-0522
FAA1 OLNEY ILL
BUS3 603 S BUSEY u 33A-7307
FAA2 A09 E CHALMERS A12 c 38A-5996
GRAD 306 S LINCOLN u
GRAD 1002 S 2ND 5 c
LASA A01 W GREEN c
LAS1 310 S PRAIRIE 202 c
GRAD 2 MCDONALD CT c 359-0023
LASL URH GARNER A65 c 332-0889
GRAD 2106 ORCH ST 102 u 3AA-A202
AGR1 URH FORBES 282 c
GRAD 2118 ORCH ST 102 u
GRAD 21A E GREGORY 101 c 333-2901
LAS1 URH SCOTT A63 c 332-1613
ENGA URH WESTON 200 c
BUS3 GIBSON CITY
PE 2 URH SNYDER 318 c 332-175A
BUS3 1501 S ANDERSON u 3AA-5A3A
LAS 3 211 E ARMORY c 3AA-9500
LASA 2317 S 1ST 201 c 38A-5AA8
AGR6 603 E WHITE c 359-2376
1700 CLEVELAND
1218 MAPLE AV
2A0 S PARK RD
508 V. ILLINOIS
A07 W MAI N
818 OAKLAND 103










1808 D ORCH PL
706 W STOUGHTON
15A0 WHITNEY BLVD
72 GOLF VIEW LN
506 W STOUGHTON
1808 D ORCH PL
810 S COLLEGE AV
3637 W ECHO LN









1251 S CENTRAL PK
9A10 OZANAM
RR A BOX 168
6133 N CENTRAL PK
62 LA BARRE ST
1961 C ORCHARO ST
1219 TAYLOR ST









733 E MAGNOLIA CR
1A226 S MICHIGAN




3358 W CUYLER AV
207 W HEALEY
5A0 WATER ST
2102 ORCH ST 303
2102 ORCH ST
330 GLADSTONE RD
8A23 S MICHIGAN AV
36 ZALMAN SHNEVR
30A8 N 15 1/2 ST
2316 29 1/2 ST
730 S PROSPECT
1617 N 3ATH AV
3618 SOWDER SQ
,ROUTE 1 BOX 16
RR A
5A2 E WILDWOOD
2210 OLD WILLOW RD
A35 E NORTH AV
A35 E NORTH AV
331 W HARDING RD









2118 ORCH ST 102
19A MIAMI
850 S ENGLISH





205 W 19TH ST
EVANSTON IL






























































































ST CLAIR SHRS MICH
GIBSON CITY IL
FOSTER JOHN Fill LAS1
FOSTER JOHN KEITH COM3
FOSTER JUDITH ANN LAS*
FOSTER LARRY EUGENE GRAD
FOSTER LORN SAMUEL GRAD
FOSTER LYNN C LAS2
FOSTER MARY A LAS3
FOSTER m^ry LOUISF LAS2
FOSTER MARY LULA FAA3
FOSTER MICHAEL JOE GRAD
FOSTFR MICHAEL S BUS*
FOSTER MIRIAM THRALL GRAD
FOSTER ORLANO T FAA4
FOSTFR ROBERT K JR ENC3
FOSTFR STFPHAN L ENG1
FOSTER STEVEN D BUS3
FOSTER SUSAN K FD *
FOSTER TERRY J LAWl
FOSTIAK ROSTYSLAW J ENG2
FOTH RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
FOULDS LFSLIE J LAS?
FOULKS ALAN L FNG1
FOURCANS ANDRE G GRAD
FOURCANS EEATRIX L GRAD
FOURMAN JEANFTTE E LAS1
FOURMAN MARLIN P JR BUS2
FCURNIE RAYMOND R LAS2
FCURNIER MICHAEL R LAS2
FOUPNIER PATRICIA A PE 1
FCUTRIS CHRISTINE S LAS*
FOWLER BRUCE WAYNF GRAD
FOWLER ROBERT R LAW2
FOX ANN SANDBERG GRAD
FOX CAROL ILENE FAA3
FOX CYNTHIA J LAS2
FOX DOUGLAS S LAS1
FOX GLORIA H LAS1
FOX JANET E LAS1
FOX JERRY CULL EN GRAD
FOX JESSE BRUCE GRAD
FOX JOANNF K FAA1
FOX JOEL B LAS2
FOX JOHN H LAS1
FOX KAREN WENDY LAS3
FCX KATHRYN MARY COM3
FOX MARK A E NG2
FCX MARY HACKBAPTH GRAD
FOX SHERYL DIANE LAS3
FOX SUSAN N LAS3
FCY JAMFS C LAS1
FRACK VICTORIA C LAS2
FRADKIN STEVEN G BUSl
FRAHLMAN MARK A LAS1
FRAHM ERIC J LAS*
FRAILEY MAX LEE ENG4
FRA ILEY PHYLLI S R M ED 3
FPAKER PAMELA JEAN GRAD
FRAKES AUDREY M LASl
FRALICK JANET L LAS3
FPAMBERGER VICKIE L LASl
FRAME CHARLES EDWARD ENG4
FRAME SUSAN C LAS3
FRANCE BRADLEY B ENG1
FRANCES STICKNEY N GRAD
FRANCH KENNETH C FAA3
FRANCHI FILIS S LAS4
FRANCIS AUDREY M GRAD
FRANCIS BARBARA B GRAD
FRANCIS GRACF FFPN GRAD
FRANCIS HARRY F AVI6
FRANCIS LAPRY D GRAD
FRANCIS LAUREL K GRAD
FPANCIS PAUL M LAWl
FRANCIS ROBERT B GRAD
FRANCIS ROGER GLENN GRAD
FRANCIS STEVF ALAN GRAD
FPANCIS WILLIAM ARTH AGR4
FRANC ISCC RONALD A GRAD
FRANCO JOYCE L FD 2
FPANCOEUR ROGER T ENG3
FPANDSEN ROGER K LAWl
FRANK \RTHUR J L^2
FRANK BARRY PHILIP GRAD
FRANK CHARLES ROY LAS3
F°ANK CHRISTINE I G*AD
FPANK. CURTIS WOGDRCW GRAD
FRANK DARCY E LASl
FRANK DAVID P VM 1
FRANK DOUGLAS N ENG1
FRA'jK E&IKA A FAA2
FPANK FRECRICA ANNE GRAD
FRANK GERI LAS*
FF'ANK JAMES F GR 40
FRANK JANES SfDNFY GRAD
FPANK JERO LAS3
FRANK JOANN KENNY GRAD
FPANK KATiiLEEN M AGR1
910 S 3RD 526 C
909 E PENN U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 7 C
*11 FAIRLAWN U
URH BABCOCK 216 U
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
901 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 62 6 U
302 KERR U
*09 E CHALMERS 60* C
1*18 N MCKINLEY C
208 S MATTIS C
509 S 5TH 2 C
310 S PRAIRIE 202 C
URH SCOTT 386 C
711 W COLUMBIA C
909 E PENN U
615 W HEALEY 5 C
313 E ARMORY C
2502 S RACE U
1110 W NEVADA U
53 COACHMAN U
191* B ORCH ST U
191* B ORCH ST U
601 S ANDERSON U
601 S ANDERSON U
*09 E CHALMERS *05 C
1009 W PENN U
URH LAR *97 U
URH SAUNDERS 203 U
6 SUTTON PL U
*0* EDGEBP.OOK 207 C
610 W HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 820 C
URH LAR 132 U
910 S 3RD 607 C
URH SAUNDERS 222 U
URH TAFT *09 C
URH OGLESBY 731 U
TOLONO ILL
URH TAFT 321 C
305 1/2 CUNTRY CLB U
URH SCOTT *92 C
URH WARDALL 513 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 315 C
202 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
106 E HEALEY 7 C
*02 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 170 U
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 52* U
90* W GREEN 627 U
*0* E WATER U
205 COUNTRY FR *3 C
205 COUNTRY FR *3 C
BURR ILL HALL 131 U
URH LAR *8 3 U
505 E WHI TE C
URH SAUNDERS 320 U
306 E GREGORY C
1207 W NEVADA U
311 E ARMORY C
705 W CHURCH C
URH GARNER 362 C
URH VANDOREN 116 C
NORMAL ILL
2303 S 1ST 301 C
2217 PHILO RD U
2110 W WHITE 1*8 C
809 W ILL INOIS 8 U
URH SHERMAN 208 C
20 5 E HEAL EY 8 C
2303 S 1ST 301 C
904 W GREEN U
910 S 3RD C
58 E GREGORY C
501 W SPNGFLD C
1801 LYNWOOD C
URH WESTON 272 C
412 W HILL 1 C
1702 ANTHUNY C
31 LINDEN C
205 E CALIFORNIA U
1109 S 3RD 101 C
208* D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN *3 U
50? W MAIN 106 U
URH SNYDER 2** C
URH TAFT 109 C
1702 ANTHONY C
58 E ARMORY 6 C
608 S STATE 1 C
606 S BROADWAY U
TEL AVIV ISRAEL
2084 D PHCH ST U






































































3 5 9-1 7*0
367-9680
710 S GRANGER ST
909 E PENN
1916 E CHESTNUT ST
411 FAIRLAWN
1926 S VICTORIA AV
5685 NEW HAMPSHIRE
1916 E CHESTNUT ST













804 W 15TH ST
2029 N WATER ST
FOURCANS 64




RR 2 BOX 158
ROUTE 2 BOX 158
4824 N FAIRFIELD







17 W 747 71ST PL
118 E 2ND AV







2 02 1/2 F SPNGFLD
7033 N KEDZIE 1613
1515 W BRUMMEL ST
16 LAUTERBACH DR
806 N MAPLETON AV
9301 N KENTON






27 RFGENCY CT W
3520 E 69TH PL S




















1020 OAK RIDGE DR
210 WILLIAMSON AV
1020 OAK RIDGE DR
PINE ST
2084 D ORCH ST
1051 PFINGSTEN RD
502 W MAIN 106
1508 VALENCIA RD
2835 N RACINE AV
1702 ANTHONY
5401 N KIMBALL
608 S STATE 1
606 S BROADWAY
7610 SUFFIELD ST





































































































































































































BUS1 URH CARR 14 U 332-5832
GRAD 208 HOLIDAY PARK c 352-8879
AGR1 306 E GREGORY c
LAS4 408 E GREEN 1 c
ENG1 URH SCOTT 200 C
LAS1 910 S 3RD c 33 7-6964
LAW1 1804 B ORCH PL u
LAS3 206 E JOHN 9 c
FAA4 213 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 449 C
L ASA 207 E OREGON u 367-4808
BUS* 305 E DANIEL c
LAS3 2307 S 1ST 302 C 344-4456
GRAD 2014 1/2 W WILLIAM C 352-0449
GRAD 309 E HEALEY 1 C 352-5359
BUS4 802 SCOTTSWOOD u 367-4121
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 421 C 332-1343
LAS1 URH WARDALL 903 u 332-4480
ENG4 506 E SPNGFLD c
LAS2 509 S 5TH C
LAS3 URH CARR 218 u 332-3899
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 723 u 332-5251
ENG3 URH WESTON 350 c
VM 1 URH OGLESBY 201 u 332-5083
GRAD 1509 N KILER 8 C 352-9284
GRAD 1915 REBECCA c 356-0096
GRAD URH SHERMAN 767 C
GRAD 1114 W PARK c 356-4767
LASl STA A BOX 2050 C
GRAD 507 E ILLINOIS u 367-9682
FAA2 1 114 W PARK c 356-4767
GRAD 902 KIRBY c 359-8376
GRAD 1009 C CUNNINGHAM u
GRAD 1114 W PARK c 356-4767
LAS2 1114 W PARK c 356-4767
LASl 912 S 2ND c
GRAD 2201 HAZWD DR 102 u
ENG2 URH FORBES 252 C 332-0979
LAS2 URH WESTON 456 c 332-2091
LASl URH ALLEN 438 u 332-3244
ENG2 URH SCOTT 356 c 332-1537
LASl URH TRELEASE 627 u 332-5583
GRAD 706 W ILLINOIS u 367-4220
GRAD 1004 S 4TH 216 c
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 1108 u 332-5360
L AS2 1202 W UNIVERSITY u
ED 3 106 GREGORY u
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 239 c 332-1214
GRAD 408 E ELM u 344-6027
COM3 715 IOWA u
GRAD 210 HOLIDAY PK 340 C
GRAD 201 W CLARK c 359-8702
LASl URH SAUNDERS 222 u 332-3633
LASl URH SCOTT 467 C 332-1617
GRAD 303 1/2 E UNIV c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 866 c 332-4939
GRAD 614 W ILL INOIS u 3 67-7 395
BUS2 URH TRELEASE 210 u 332-5446
COM2 508 E CHALMERS c
VM 3 URH LAR 321 u 332-2887
LAS2 303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
ENG4 808 W ILL INOIS u 367-5787
ENG2 402 E DANIEL c 344-5410
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO 38 u 367-0821
LASl URH TRELEASE 507 u 332-5533
AGR4 1006 W NEVADA u
VM 1 508 W MICHIGAN u 344-5550
ED 1 905 S CARLE u 344-6210
LAS4 1107 W GREEN 121 u 344-1760
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1017 u 332-4517
AGR9 1607 KILER 8 c 359-2571
LAS3 905 S CARLE u 344-6210
LAW1 1601 KILER c
AGR6 1812 WINCHESTER c 356-0850
ENG4 708 W ELM u 367-4852
ENG2 URH GARNER 324 c 332-0793
LAS4 405 S 6TH 4 c 359-6926
ENG4 405 S 6TH c 359-6926
GRAD 1007 S 1ST 10 c
LAS3 907 S 4TH c 344-9694
BUS3 URH WESTON 445 c
LAS4 910 N BUSEY u
AGR2 URH CLARK 207 c 332-0011
ED I
FAA3 URH BUSEY 341 u 332-2654
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA u
LAS 3 404 E STOUGHTON c 359-6426
GRAD BEVERLY HILLS CAL
AGR4 103 S 3RD c 359-1294
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 410 u 332-5506
LASl URH TRELEASE 502 u 332-5528
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1126 u 332-5732
FAA3 1106 S 1ST c
LAS2 904 S 3RD c 344-9579
LAS3 904 S 3RD c 344-9579





RR 1 BOX 33A
5000 S CORNELL AV
1804 B ORCH PL
2035 W 99TH ST
3818 LAKEVIEW DR
537 HOLIDAY AV
409 WILSHIRE DR E
7310 YATES BLVO
8840 KARLOV
2020 N MATTIS 303
309 E HEALEY 1
802 SCOTTSWOOD
5531 AVON PL
224 S HENDERSON ST
RR 2
1429 S CHRISTIANA




















RR 1 BOX 318
1043 W WASHINGTON
706 W ILLINOIS











303 1/2 E UNIV
950 WOODYCREST AV




300 E 4TH ST
RR 1
3301 W 4TH ST
406 MARGARET ST
1010 E COLORADO 38
740 LAKE AV
169 E HILLSIDE RD
905 S CARLE
206 PEARL











6844 N WILDWOOD AV









3525 A CHURCH ST
9533 LOWELL




































































































FREEHILL LAWRENCE R LAS1
FRFEHILL MICHAEL B BUS*
FREEK MARY L LAS*
FREEMAN JOHN V LAW1
FREEMAN JUDITH ANN GRAD
FREEMAN LANCE LAS2
FREEMAN LAURIE L LAS2
FREEMAN LISA E LAS?
FREEMAN MAYNARD L LAS3
FREEMAN NANCY J LASl
FREEMAN PAUL GLENN LAS2
FREEMAN RANDOLPH M ENGl
FREEMAN ROSS HARRY GRAD
FREEMAN SHERILYN H GRAD
FREEMAN STEVEN DALE LAS*
FREEMAN VIRGINIA A AGR1
FRFEMAN WAYNE L LAS2
FREEMON JAMES P AVI3
FPEESE CHRISSIE E FAA1
FREESE GEORGE THOMAS GRAD
FREESE JOHN D ENGl
FRFESE WALTER FRANK GR40
FREESMAN GEORGE GRAD
FREESMAN LINDA FINE ED 3
FREGEAU JAY P BUS 1
FREGEAU JOHN CHARLES BUS*
FPEIBAUM BERNARD BUS2
FREIBOTH WILLIAM H LAS*
FREIDINGER JOY L LAS3
FRFIER JERCME ELDEN GRAD
FREIMUTH GLEN ALOIS GRAD
*FREIPE ANTONIO C GRAD
FREIREICH VALERIE J LASl
FREISE WAYNE H AGR3
FREISINGER SHELDON D LAS*
FPEMGEN TIMOTHY M FAA2
FREMIN HERBERT JOSEP FAA*
FREMMING SUSAN E LASl
FREMONT LORA R LAS3
FRENCH BARBARA L PE ?
FRENCH CATHERINE L ED 2
FRENCH DAVID ALLEN GRAD
FRENCH ECWARD HARRY LAS*
FRENCH JAMES H GRAD
FRENCH JAMES R LAS3
FRENCH NANCY A FAA1
FRENCH ROBERT W JR AGR2
FRENCH WILLIAM GREGG ED *
FRERICHS ROBERT N ENGl
FRETT MICHAEL C ENG*
FREUDENBERG GARY S BUS1
FREUND ADRIAN P FAA3
FREUND THOMAS J ENG*
FREW STEPHEN A LAW2
FPEY BARRY A LASl
FREY CHRISTINE E GRAD
FREY DEBORAH A LASl
FRFY PAUL D ENG3
FREY ROBERT W LASl
FREY TERPY W AGR1
FREYMAN WILLIAM C LAS3
FRFYRE MARIA LUISA GRAD
FRIAR STEPHEN L ENG*
FRICHTL THCMAS H FAA6
FRICHTL WILLIAM JAME ENG*
FRICK MARY L T ED *
FRICK ROGER DARYL AGR*
FRICKE BARBARA J ED 3
FRICKE CAVID A BUS3
FRICKE RICHARD T ENG*
FRTCKS CATHY M LAS2
FRIED RICHARD NFAL GRAD
FRIEDEMAN JOHN W LAW1
FRIEDERICH ALLAN G BUS2
FRIEDERICH JANFT A LAS2
FRIEDKIN JO-ANN JANE AGR2
FPIEDLAND MARY KATHR LAS*
FRIEDLAND NANCY E LAS2
FRIEDLANDER ARNOLD M GRAD
FRIEDLINE JAMES RAY BUS3
FRIEDMAN ANDREA JOAN GRAD
FRIEDMAN CARYN B LASl
FRIEDMAN OARLENE LASl
FRIEDMAN OEPBI E M LASl
FRIEDMAN DEBORAH J LASl
FRIEDMAN DEBRA F LASl
FRIEDMAN JAMIE ROSE LAS*
FRIEDMAN JANET L FD 2
FRIEDMAN JOANN M ED 3
FRIEDMAN JOEL LAS2
FRIEDMAN JOEL MARK BUS*
FRIEDMAN JOSEPH PAUL GRAD
FR IEDMAN JUDITH C LAS2
FP IEDMAN KARL A ENGl
FRIEDMAN KENNETH A LAS3
FRIEDMAN LEE LASl
FRIEOMAN LESL IF A LASl
URH OGLESBY **2 U
SKOKIE ILL
*0* EDGEBROOK 112 C
1209 W CLARK U
URH OANIELS *71 U
URH GARNER 37* C
910 S 3RD 1226 C
URH ALLEN U
*08 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN U
URH SNYDER 170 C
BELLEVILLE ILL
211 W OREGON U
105 E GREEN 6 C
800 W CHURCH C
URH BARTON 202 C
105 E ARMORY C
909 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
CERRO GORDO ILL
URH BABCOCK 106 U
619 W HILL C
2060 D ORCH ST U
2060 D ORCH ST U
1101 W PENN U
907 W STOUGHTON U
*09 E CHALMERS 802 C
502 W MAIN 109 U
805 W OHIO U
603 W GREEN U
29 MAPLE U
19*2 A ORCH PL U
URH TRELEASE *21 U
URH GARNER 259 C
810 W CHURCH U
211 E JOHN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SAUNDERS *26 U
110* W NEVADA U
*09 E CHALMRS 1306 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
50 MAPLEWOOD U
100* S 2N0 C
2201 HAZWD OR 103 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH CLARK 239 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
211 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 20* U
*01 W SPNGFLD U
211 E ARMORY C
810 W OREGON U
509 E STOUGHTON C
101 N BUSEY 3 U
URH FORBES 336 C
81* W MAIN U
URH TAFT 111 C
206 S GREGORY U
907 S *TH C
URH NOBLE *ll C
URH OGLESBY 728 U
301 E WHITE C
URH WESTON 395 C
MAHOMET ILL
906 W SPNGFLD 5 U
305 S URBANA U
59 1/2 W ARMORY C
302 F ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 3*0 C
MAHCMET ILL
*09 E CHALMERS 912 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
502 E WHITE 31 C
2 MAYFAIR CT C
2 MAYFAIR CT C
110* W NEVADA U
*09 W ILL INOIS U
URH TAFT 22* C
*05 W ILL INOIS U
URH CARR *19 U
805 CEDAR U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 112 U
URH VANDOREN 125 C
URH VANDOREN 325 C
910 S 3RD C
1106 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD C
*09 E CHALMRS 1305 C
URH OGLESBY 220 U
910 S 3RD 528 C
1002 W NEVADA 2 U
URH TRELEASE 318 U
U*H SNYDER 200 C
109 W VINE C
URH NOBLE 320 C













































































303 S MORGAN ST
36*5 N 15TH ST




















9101 W 92ND ST




















1926 N CHURCH ST
701 WARRENVILLE RD
















2219 S 1ST ST RD
5*1 E 7TH ST
2 MAYFAIR CT
2 MAYFAIR CT
66 29 IONIA AV
1020 GRACEWOOD DR
1020 GRACEWOOD DR





















































































































FRIEDMAN MARCIA TONI LAS4
FRIFDMAN MARK fc LAW1
FP IEOMAN MARK S LAW1
FRIFDMAN MARY SFIDFL LAS4
FRIEDMAN PAUL J LAS4
FRIEDMAN RANDALL L LAS1
FRIEDMAN ROBERT S BUS2
FRIEDMAN ROBFRT S LAS1
FRIEDMAN ROSS MICHAE COM4
FRIEDMAN SANDRA A ED 2
FRIEDMAN SANDRA L LAS4
FR IFDMAN SHEILA K ED 3
FRIEDMAN STEPHFN J LAS3
*FP. IEDMANN ANNE C F FAA4
FRIFDRICH GREGORY J LAS1
FPIFDRICH JAMFS F ENG2
FRIEDSTAT RORFRT A LAS3
FRIEND KATHLEFN D LAS1
FRIEND LAUREL H LAS2
FRIEND MARGARET ANNE LAS4
FPIES THOMAS PICHARD GRAD
FRIESEL GAIL F LAS3
FRIESEL MARK A FAA2
FRIESEN BARBARA K LAS3
FRIESZ JOHN L BUS3
*FRIHART CHARLES R GRAD
FRILING PAUL M ENG2
FRILLMAN STEPHEN M PE 3
FRINK JOHN W ENG1
FPISBI E ANNE C FAA2
FRISBIE THOMAS R LAS1
FRISHMAN RICHARD A L AS 2
FRISHMUTH RONALD E GRAD
FRISINGER JURGEN GRAD
FRISKE DOUGLAS A ENG4
FPITCH HARVEY L ENG3
FRITH EUGFNIA C FAA3
FRITSCH JANE F LAS1
FPITSCH KATHLFFN C LAS2
FRITSCHER KURT W BUS2
FRITZ ALAN BARPY BUS3
FRITZ CHERYL M ED 3
FRITZ DARRELL ROY AGR4
FRITZ FREDERICK J ENG3
FRITZ GAIL L AGR1
FRITZ GARY GPUBER GRAD
FRITZ JAMES R LAS1
FRITZ JOANNE LAS3
FRITZ RONALD E ENG6
FRITZ STEPHEN GLFNN LAS4
FRITZE JAMES R LAW1
FRITZEN JORJA CAROL GRAD
FRITZEN THEODORE A LAS2
FPITZINGEP DAVID ALA FAA4
*FRIZZELL DONALD DALE GRAD
FRODYMA RICHARD J BUS1
FROEHLICH DORL A R ED 2
FROEHLICH JOAN CARCL GRAD
FROEHLICH KURT P LAW1
FROEHLICH PAULA J ED 3
FROEHLIG JOHN A FAA3
FROEHLING ALAN L LAS2
FROHAROT BARBARA J ED 4
FROLAND MARSHALL T COM4
FROM BERNICE L LAS3
*FROMM WILLIAM WAYNE GRAD
FPOMME BARRIE FRANK COM4
FRONCZAK FRANK J JR ENG3
FRONCZAK MARY M FAA2
FROCM JOAN E LAS4
FROST EDGAR LEE GRAD
FPOST IRA M BUS1
FROST JAMES LEROY ENG4
FROST JEFFREY C GRAD
FPOST PATRICIA A FAA2
FROST THOMAS J FAA3
FROWEIN KAREN L FD 3
FRUEH PATRICIA L LAS1
FRUIN RANDALL L AGR1
FRUIN STEPHEN FRANCI LAS4
FRUS JOHN R FNG2
FRY DOROTHY E GRAD
FRY FREDERICK STEELE'GRAD
FRY JON S LAS1
FRY NORMAN J ENG3
FRY ROBERT CARL LAS4
FRYDMAN SHARON LAS1
FRYE DAVID CHARLES BUS3
FPYE JANICE M LAS2
FRYE JEFFREY M BUS1
FPYE KARt; N R LAS1
FPYE ROBERT DEAN GRAD
*FRYHOFF MONTFLL F AGR3
FRYK JAMES L FAA2
FRYKMAN DANIFL PAUL ENG4
FRYKMAN DUANE V LAS3
FRYKMAN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
408 E STOUGHTON 11 C 359-8412
605 W MAIN U 328-3869
SKOKIE ILL
308 W ILLINOIS U 365-3247
URH BABCOCK 314 U 332-3791
106 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 417 C 337-5096
1106 S 3RD C 944-3442
606 S MATTIS C
URH TRELEASE 323 U 332-5488
108 F HEALEY 15 C
URH WARDALL 412 U 332-4368
901 S 2ND C 344-7541
516 S ELM C 356-6502
URH FORBFS 260 C 332-0904
604 E ARMORY 3 32 C
907 S 4TH C 344-9694
URH TAFT 111 C
URH TRELEASE 312 U 332-5478
603 W CHURCH 12 C 356-8988
DANVILLE ILL
1205 E MAIN 1 U
URH FORBES 321 C 332-1031
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
604 E ARMORY 107 C
2017 PHILO RD 14 U
URH WESTON 340 C 332-2011
804 S PROSPECT C 359-2808
1009 S OAK C
1004 S 4TH C 344-5231
URH SNYDER 445 C 332-1843
1005 S 6TH 23 C 344-5293
2805 E CALIFORNIA U
300 S GOODWIN U
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
408 W ELM U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH BLAISDELL 228 U 332-3504
URH EVANS 408 U 332-2762
804 W OREGON U
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
211 W SPNGFLO 101 C
305 E JOHN C 344-4321
802 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 316 U 332-4347
SANTIAGO CHILE
URH NOBLE 215 C
URH BLAISDELL 324 U 332-3531
608 W HILL C 359-9161
URH BABCOCK 110 U 332-3727
URH SHERMAN 1257 C 332-5018
808 W ILLINOIS U 367-5787
607 W STOUGHTON U 367-0614
316 CEDAR C 359-7928
2 509 ARDEN C
URH GARNER 414 C 332-0853
1110 STOUGHTON 207 U
URH DANIELS 248 U
907 S MATTIS 5 C 359-5583
907 S WRIGHT C
909 S 3R0 C
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
409 E CHALMRS 1002 C 344-5951
URH TOWNSENO 152 U 33 2-4024
409 E CHLMRS 1005 C
803 E HARMON U 367-4106
910 S 3RD 508 C 337-5117
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
706 S 2ND C 359-9374
1402 WAVERLY C 356-5897
109 S BUSEY 1 U 367-3158
URH SCOTT 293 C 332-1496
1808 VALLEY RD C 359-1811
311 E GRPEN 304 C
903 W NEVADA 7 U 344-6708
212 E CHALMERS 9 C
URH BUSEY 359 U 332-2630
312 E DANIEL C 344-7270
810 OREGON U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 4 C 344-7089
URH CARR 422 U 332-3965
1006 W NEVADA 3 U 344-1143
606 W OHIO U
403 BRIAR LN 201 C
URH OGLFSBY 1103 U 332-5355
URH BABCOCK 224 U 332-3770
URH TRELEASE 306 U 332-5472
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
910 S 3RD 817 C
URH SAUNDERS 407 U
HOMER [11
611 W HEALEY C 352-9479
URH TOWNSENO 451 U 332-4214
509 E STOUGHTON C
2311 S 1ST 204 C
1101 MATTIS 2-5 C
1600 NW 22ND
505 N LAKE SHORE
9812 N KARLOV
308 W ILLINOI S
1625 CLEVELAND ST























1C6 W CYPRESS ST
631 N DUN TON
631 N DUNTON AV






























54 N 7TH AV
3620 OLEANDER AV
19436 MAYALL ST
1346 S COLUMBUS ST
803 E HARMON
335 N MCAREE RD






















140 S WESTLAWN AV
808 S BRUNER ST








































































































FRYMAN RODNEY G ED A
FRYML KIM G LAS?
FRYZFL THOMAS HALTER LAS*
FTACEK ANOREW P JR E NG4
*FU HORNG-SEN GRAD
FUCHS 9ERRY J FAA1
FUCHS ELAINE V LAS3
FUCHS FAYE NAOINE GRAD
FUCHS LINDA A LAS2
FUCHS MARC E LAW1
FUCHS NANCY M FAA3
FUCHS RICHARD C FAA3
FUCHSEN MARY' JUDINE ED 4
FUEHRING DOROTHY J GRAD
FUFNTES ALINA C LAS2
FUERMANN WARREN BRYA GRAD
FUGAMI CAROL J LAS2
FUGIT BRIAN BLAIR GRAD
FUGIT CLAIRE A LANE GRAD
FUGMAN ROBERT EDWARD FAA4
FUJII MIDORI LAS3
FUJIMORI YUSHINORI GRAD
FUJ IMOTO GORDON T L AS 1
FUKAMI M4RK K ENG1
FUKE SIDNFY MITSUO GRAD
FUKUYA SYLVIA M LAS1
FULGENZI GEORGIA L LAS2
FULK RANDAL CLAYTON GRAD
FULKERSCN DON K FNG3
FULKERSON JANICF A AGR1
FULKS RONALD THCMAS GRAD
FULLARD JOYCF GRAD
FULLFR CRYSTAL T LAS1
FULLER DANIEL LEROY AGR4
FULLER DONALD B LAW2
FULLER EDWIN R JR GRAD
FULLER FAYE IRWIN LAS4
FULLER FOSTER DEVINF GRAD
FULLER JOHN ERWIN ENG4
FULLFR KIM F ENG4
FULLER MICHAEL K BUS2
FULLER ROB ALAN LAS2
FULLER SHERRY EDWINA LAS3
FULLFR STEPHEN C FAA2
FULLER THEODORF D LAS2
FULLER WILLIAM CRAIG GRAD
FULLERTCN DAVID A AVI2
FULLERTON OAVID S LAW2
FULLERTON GAIL A LAS1
FULLERTON LINDA C GRAD
FULLFTT SANCRA E ED 1
FULMER ANTHONY T AGR3
FULTON CAROLYN D LAS1
FULTCN CLIFTON D GRAD
FULTON DARREL LEON GRAD
FULTON GWFNDOLYN C LASl
FULTCN JOHN R FAA2
FULTON JUDITH KAYE GRAD
FULTCN NANCY J ED 3
FULTON ROBERT F 8US2
FULTON SUSAN MARIE ED 4
FULTON THOMAS W GRAD
FULTZ EDWARD W LASl
FULTZ TAWNFY WRAY LAS3
FUMENTO TOBEY B LAS4
FUNCIK RICHARD J ENG1
FUNG LANCE FAA3
FUNG MATTHEW KFN FAA4
FUNK CARL JOHN ENG4
FUNK CLINTON G LAS2
FUNK CONNIE SUE LAS3
FUNK DAVID B LAS3
FUNK JAMES LORAINE AGR4
FUNK MELBA ROLF AGR4
FUNK TED L ENGl
FUOCO LINDA MARIE COM4
FUOSS OENNIS E ENGl
FUQUA OIRK BRIAN ENG4
FURAR CAROL ANN LAS4
FURKERT RICHARD E GRAD
FURLAN JAMES E ENG3
FURLONG JOANNE C LAS3
FURLONG TERRI H ED 3
FURMAN MICHAEL P ENGl
FURMAN RICHARD L ENGl
FURRER EMFRY C ENGl
FURRH DANIEL L LAW1
FURRH VAN FAA1
FYHRIE CARL MATTSON FAA9
FYIt JOHN PAT ENG4
FYIE JOSEPH A AGR1
GAAR GEOFFREY A 3US4
GARBAPO LUCTNA P GRAD
GABBFRT JANIS A LAS4
GAR-BFRT WILLIAM V GRAD
GABBFTT JOHANNA M LASl
GABEHART GARY W AGRl
213 W JOHN C 359-6432
URH CLARK 419 C 332-0072
2217 S 1ST C 344-3305
509 E STOUGHTON C 352-9577
2042 D ORCH ST U 344-1565
URH TRELEASE 508 U 332-5534
URH TRELEASE 424 U 332-5519
612 W GREEN U 344-3509
409 E CHALMERS 905 C
604 E ARMORY 408 C
URH WARDALL 203 U 332-4311
URH GARNER 123 C 332-0695
107 W CALIFORNIA 6 U 367-7612
611 S JAMES C 356-4033
URH ALLEN 385 U 332-3372
806 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 202 C 332-0128
2003 WINCHESTER C 359-2500
2003 WINCHESTER C 359-2500
1207 W CLARK U
URH WARDALL 513 U 332-4393
300 S GOODWIN 110 C
311 ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 830 U 332-5291
11 SUTTON PL U
URH BLAISOELL 427 U 332-3565
907 S 3RD C
905 S BUSEY U
201 E JOHN C 352-3347
URH TRELEASE 1209 U 332-5746
URH DANIELS 123 U
101 N BUSEY 4 U
URH WARDALL 1107 U 332-4532
MATTOON ILL
612 W GREEN C 359-4315
302 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-7373
409 E CHALMERS 812 C 344-2311
18C4 W WILLIAM 2 C 359-1876
409 F CHALMERS 508 C
URH GARNER 452 C 332-0879
203 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH BABCOCK 227 U 332-3773
URH OGLESBY 306 U
16C1 N KILER C 352-0422
URH FORBES 221 C 332-0960
1114 BROADMOOR C 356-3183
URH TAFT 21 C 332-0580
1114 BROADMOOR C 356-3183
URH TRELEASE 705 U 332-5592
506 S DRAPER C 356-9457
URH ALLEN U 332-3086
URH DANIELS 406 U 332-2266
114 EDGEBROOK C 399-6832
URH WARDALL 702 U 332-4430
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
STA A BOX 2067 C
URH ALLEN U
URH SCOTT 489 C 332-1632
802 W OREGON 34 U 344-6084
712 W OHIO U 344-5063
702 W GREEN U 367-6010
702 W GREEN U 328-1196
1404 WESTFIELD C
URH NOBLE 322 C 332-0418
803 W OREGON U 344-1992
SKOKIE ILL
309 E HEALEY 8 C 359-9793
211 E JOHN C
504 W MAIN 208 U
803 W OREGON U 344-3039
809 W ILLINOIS 1 U 344-5050
809 W ILLINOIS 1 U 344-5050
R03 W OREGON U 344-3039
1108 W NEVADA 7 U 328-3538
110 E ARMORY C
803 W ILL INOIS U
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
1110 S ARBOR 204 C 344-3914
URH FORBES 200 C 332-0943
URH WARDALL 209 U 332-4317
URH EVANS 108 U 332-2690
URH SNYDER 408 C 332-1814
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
URH WFSTON 250 C
408 N DRAPER C 359-6467
URH FORBES 436 C 332-1109
402 W GREEN C
804 S BUSEY U 328-2233
URH HOPKINS 424 C
710 S ELM C 359-0668
CHARLFSTON ILL
907 S 3RD C 352-5988
2302 HAZWD OR 202 U 328-3443
URH LAR 473 U 332-3054















2031 W 175TH ST
1220 MAPLE






7136 W 176TH ST
704 N ELMHURST RD
74 NAAVAO ST
7007 N CRAWFORD
7322 N OTTAWA AV
RR 1





















































7348 N RIDGE BLVD
206 IVY LN
821 N VAN BUREN
206 RICH RD
58 W HICKORY ST
408 N DRAPER
209 N CENTER ST











































































































GAREL ALLAN A GRAD
GAREL ANDREW LAS2
GABEL HOWARD ENG4
GAREL WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
GABRIEL KEITH R ENG2
*GARRIELSE JIM STFPHE F AA4
GARRIELSON EDWARD W FAA1
GABRY MICHAEL ROBERT ENG2
GAC FRANK D ENG2
GAC MARTHA H LASl
GAD AMADO GAYON GRAO
GADBOIS RICHARD A BUS3
GADE JAMES P FAA2
GADEA-OLTRA F GRAO
GADIA SHASHI KUMAR GRAD
GAEBLFR DEBORAH J LASl
GAE TANO CAROL S FAA1
GAFFNEY DENNIS JOHN GRAD
GAFFNEY E7ELL C LASl
GAFFNEY JOHN LAWRENC GRAD
GAFFNEY KATIE PARKER LAS2
GAFFRON ROBERT A JR LAS4
GAGE PATRICK ALBERT VM 1
GAGERMAN JAMCE R LAS3
GAGOSIAN STEPHEN D FAA4
GAHLCN JAMES MAURITZ BUS*
GAHR THOMAS AUSTIN FAA3
GAHWILER BARBARA L LAS3
GAINES CAROL A LASl
GAINES HARRIET R L4S2
GAINES KAY B LAS2
GAINES RICHARD LEROY FAA3
GAINES ROBERT ALAN COM4
GAINES SAM LASl
GAINES SCOTT P LAS2
GAINES STUART L BUS1
GAINEY BARBARA L LASl
GAJDORUS GEORGE J JR ENG2
GALANDAK EMIL R FAA4
GALANTI JAMES J LAS4
GALBRAITH SUE ZANE GRAD
GALBREATH TERRY S ED 3
GALE VIRGINIA A LASl
GALECKE GARY A BUS2
GALEN NANCY ELLEN D LAS3
GALL ARTHUR ENG4
GALLAGHER AUDREY L LAS2
GALLAGHFR DANIEL F LAW1
GALLAGHER DANIEL H LASl
GALLAGHER DANIEL THO ENG4
GALLAGHER DON R ENG3
GALLAGHER JAMES P LASl
GALLAGHER KATHRYN A GRAD
GALLAGHER MICHAEL M BUS1
GALLAGHER MICHAEL T AGR4
GALLAGHER ROBERT W ENG3
GALLAGHER TANYA M GRAD
GALLAGHER TIMOTHY J BUS1
GALLAHER STUART ALLA GRAD
GALLANT CHARLES D GRAD
GALLE JOYCE M LASl
GALL I NICHOLAS A GRAD
GALLIS PAUL LOUIS GRAD
GALLISATH BARBARA L LAS2
GALLISATH KAREN S ED 3
GALLIVAN REBECCA J LASl
GALLC JAMES M BUS1
GALLOWAY DAVID ARTHU FAA3
GALLOWAY JOEL DAVID GRAD
GALLOWAY PHYLLIS ANN FAA2
GALLOWAY SAMUEL H AGR1
GALLOWAY TERESA A LASl
GALO ARTURO GALO GRAD
GALOWITCH KATHY E GRAD
GALT ENONE S LAS2
GALUS KENNETH WAYNE LAS4
GALUSKA DENISE R ED 1
GALUSKA RAYMOND J BUS3
GALVIN MARTIN J LAW1
GAMAGE ALDEN E BUS3
GAMAGE MARK L BUS2
GAMBACH NANCY L LAS2
GAMBILL JOHN B FAA3
GAMBILL STEPHEN T BUS3
GAMRLE EUGENE V JR GRAD
GAMBLE JAMES CLIFTON GRAD
GAMBLE JOHN CLARK GRAD
GAMBLE THOMAS E GRAD
GAMBLES LARRY ED 3
GAMBREL ROGER KENT LAS3
GAMM IRA I COM3
GAMS LINDA ED 2
GAMSU LYNN EVE AGR4
GANAKOS BARBARA E COM3
GANBARG WILLIAM G ENG5
GANDHI FIROZE D GRAD
GANDHI PARVIZ SHAVAK GRAD
TWIN nRCH MBL PK U
307 E HEALEY 14 C
1005 FRANCIS C
406 W HIGH 7 U
URH WESTON 354 C
1305 W WASHINGTON C
URH WESTON 2 59 C
604 E ARMORY 33* C
112 E DANIEL C
313 E JOHN C
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
MISISSAUGA ONT CAN
608 S STATE 10 C
604 E ARMORY C
ALTGELD HALL U
URH TRELEASE 430 U
URH TAFT 22 C
DE KALB ILL
1806 D ORCH PL U
305 W WASHINGTON C
1806 D ORCH PL U
32 E DANIEL C
CICERO ILL
309 E JOHN 3 C
51 E JOHN 9 C
502 E HEALEY 307 C
URH SNYDER 394 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH EVANS 326 U
311 E GREEN 208 C
1202 W NEVADA U
78 VERSAILLES FR
609 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 109 U
URH OGLESBY 727 U
URH BABCOCK 401 U
URH FLAGG 324 C
807 S BUSEY U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
708 W ELM U
1011 W STOUGHTON U
203 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 154 U
604 E ARMORY C
211 W GREEN 1 U
903 W OREGON U
706 S 2ND C
610 1/2 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 822 U
URH GARNER 378 C
URH OGLESBY U
URH SCOTT 206 C
URH SHERMAN 107 C
URH WESTON 418 C
2319 S 1ST 301 C
URH CARR 107 U
705 RICHARDS LN C
310 E GREGORY C
1601 N KILER C
2071 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 708 U
102 S GREGORY U
502 S MATTIS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
307 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 203 U
URH GARNER 306 C
211 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
503 W ILLINOIS U
604 N MAPLE 38 U
URH LAR 123 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 193 U
MONTICELLO ILL
606 W OHIO U
URH LAR 463 U
705 S LINCOLN U
602 E STOUGHTON C
2317 S 1ST 203 C
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
URH WARDALL 706 U
301 E GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 521 U
105 W OREGON U
403 W HILL 3 C
2403 BRETT C
618 W GREEN C
707 S 3RD C
1008 W NEVADA U
907 S 4TH C
403 S LINCOLN U
303 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 319 U
1410 DOBBINS U
1206 W MAIN U




























































TWIN ORCH MBL PK
RR 1
7733 S SHORE DR
2372 NORTHWEST
RR 1 BOX 473
1632 MULDOON DR
522 S HARVARD AV
9514 RIDGEWAY
2641 WASHINGTON AV
1645 W 17TH ST
1012 1/2 Vi MAIN
3260 CREDIT WDLNOS





835 EDGEBRCOK DR E
1806 D ORCH PL
305 W WASHINGTON
1806 D ORCH PL
1431 N CHURCH ST










426 W 1ST ST




3418 MADI SON ST
9806 S LEAVITT ST
1011 W STOUGHTON
132 COOLIDGE AV
612 N BROADWAY ST
2222 W 81ST PL









10011 S HOYNE AV
6538 WINDSOR AV


















6842 N JEAN AV
478 N ELM BLVD





RR 1 LK PETERSBURG
728 GRANT ST
301 E GREEN







4843 W LUNT AV
6929 N AVERS
400 LAVERGNE






































































































GANDOLFI BOB J PE 3
GANEK DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
GANEY JAMES W ENG1
GANEY JOSEPH L LAS1
GANEY TIM M LAS2
GANG SAMUEL HIRSH GRAD
GANGE RICHARD J BUS2
GANGULI PRADIP KUMAR GRAD
GANGULY BIDYUT KUMAR GRAD
GANGULY SHIVAJI GRAD
GANISON DORIS J BUSl
GANLEY JAMES T GRAO
GANN JOHN R PE 1
GANNAWAY STEPHEN D GRAD
GANNON DAVID L LAS4
GANNS JOAN ANGELYNE GRAD
GANO CATHERINE ANN ED 4
GANOW HAROLD CURTIS GRAD
GANS ALAN R ENG1
GANSCHOW DEAN R AGR1
GANSER DONALD RCMAN LAS3
. GANSER LINDA GRAD
GANSKE ELISE NCRDBRO GRAD
GANSKE KENNETH R LAS4
GANSKI LINDA S LAS2
GANT PHILLIP MARSHAL COM4
GANTNER JAMES D FAA1
GANTZERT GORDON M AGR2
GANTZERT MARILYN A 8US1
GANZ ROSALYN ED 3
GAPEN CLARK J FAA1
GARAVALIA SHIRLEE A LAS4
GARAY JOHN FREDERICK ENG4
GARB JEFFREY L LAS2
GAPBE KIRK D FAA1
GARBE PAUL L LAS2
GARBER JEFFREY P LAS1
GARBER JOSEPH ALLEN GRAD
GARBER JOSEPH L FAA4
GARBUTT JAMES CAMERO LAS4
GARCIA DORA LAS2
GARCIA EDUARDO G GRAD
GARCIA LAWRENCE P BUS4
GARCIA MARTHA LAS4
GARCIA REYES JORGE GRAD
GARCIA RICHARD J GRAD
GARCIA-MARTINEZ A H GRAD
GARCIA-MARTINEZ E M GRAD
GARCIA-HCRENO CLARA GRAD
GAPD GAYLORD LYNN ENG4
GAROEI BRIAN R FAA2
GARDINER GLENN R FAA1
GARDNER BARRY JAY ED 4
GARDNER BENJAMIN JR ENG1
GARDNER FRANCIS E JR GRAD
GARDNER FRANCIS E JR ENG1
GARDNER GARY A GRAD
GARDNER GERALD W BUS*
GARDNER GERALDINE LAS2
GARDNER JACQUELINE V GRAD
GARDNER JANE F LAS3
GARDNER JOSEPH W ED 1
GARDNER MARGARET L AGR2
GARDNER MARK RICHARC GRAD
GARDNER MARSHA ANN LAS1
GARDNER PHYLLIS I LAS3
GARDNER ROLLIN J FAA4
GARDNER TERRY J BUS3
GARDNER VICKIE LUHR AGR4
GARDNER WILLIAM DEAN GRAD
GAPDON ROGER JFAN GRAD
GARDZE ERIC PAUL JR ENG4
GAREN WENDY S AGR1
GAREPIS CHRIS N LAS3
GARESCHE GAIL M LAS1
GARFI ELD ALAN H LAS4
GARFIELD LAREN H LAS1
GARFINKEL ELAINE K LAS4
GARG SHRI KRISHNA GRAD
GARGO STEVEN FRANKLY L AS4
GARIFO S4NDRA KRATZ ED 4
GARINGER CYNTHIA S ED 1
GARLAND ELAINF PE 2
GA"LISCH LARRY A AGR3
GARLITS JCHN R BUS*
GARMAGER KRISTOFER L AS3
GARMAGER TIMOTHY R LAS1
GARMES WILLIAM T BUS2
GARNER JAMES M ENG3
GARNER JOhN RICHARD GRAO
GARNER MARSHALL D BUS2
GAPNIER PATRICK R GRAD
GAPR GINGER M FAA2
GARRET BRUCE H PE 2
GARRFTSON SARAH M LAS3
GARRETT PATRICIA S ED 2
GARRETT PATRICK E LAS1
B13 W MAIN U
410 W HIGH U
URH GARNER 454 C
URH SNYDER 443 C
311 W NEVADA U
307 EVERGREEN W U
604 E ARMORY 139 C
1904 D ORCH ST U
1904 D ORCH ST U
307 E JOHN C
URH LAR 185 U
502 E SPNGFLO C
URH GARNER 371 C
RR 2 U
58 E JOHN C
1911 HARDING U
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
307 KELLY CT C
910 S 3RD C
401 E JOHN C
1009 W PENN U
DECATUR ILL
807 W INDIANA U
807 W INDIANA U
URH WARDALL 802 U
707 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 388 C
310 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 387 U
URH WARDALL 319 U
211 DANIEL C
URH LAR 386 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
URH GARNER 438 C
URH SCOTT 372 C
910 S 3RD 327 C
502 E WHITE 10 C
609 W MAIN 14 U
URH LAR 394 U
501 N MCCULLOUGH 8 U
601 N ELM C
URH EVANS 327 U
602 E STOUGHTON C
3 CEDRIC DR U
704 W MAPLE C
704 W MAPLE C
URH DANIELS 349 U
706 W CHURCH 9 C
1005 S 6TH 8 C
URH OGLESBY 1142 U
1200 VINE 11 U
URH NOBLE 426 C
1015 S ANDERSON U
1007 S 3RD C
721 W WASHINGTON C
GEORGETOWN ILL
58 E ARMORY C
407 S PRAIRIE C
URH WARDALL 716 U
1211 W PARK C
URH WARDALL 905 U
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
URH BUSEY 317 U
URH WARDALL 1220 U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 202 C
URH OGLFSBY 126 U
901 W SPNGFLD 7
203 N LYNN 35 C
509 E GREEN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
URH OGLESBY 111 U
URH VANDOREN 409 C
751 S MATTIS C
URH OGLESBY 1127 U
812 W ILLINOIS U
U OF I VET MED U
URH SNYDER 336 C
209 E GREEN 4 C
2422 MAPLEWOOD C
URH ALLEN 162 U
URH 8ABC0CK 321 U
1906 ALDER LN C
106 E HEALFY 3 C
106 E HEALEY 3 C
409 E CHALMERS 406 C
508 W GREEN U
59 F CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 323 C
2001 C ORCH ST U
1004 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMFRS 512 C
RANTOUL ILL






















































































5512 W 35TH ST
5250 S INDIANA
2 HENNEBERRY LN
RR 1 BOX 131
9036 NILES CNTR RD
343 HERRICK RD
207 DWIGHT AV
6228 N OAKLEY AV
52 MONEE RD
RR 3 BOX 327
5244 LAWN AV
9040 N KILBOURN
502 E WHITE 10
8632 S JEFFERY AV
905 CARTER AV
2651 W THOMAS ST
COL IMA 366-4 PISO
601 N ELM
2318 E 92ND PL
511 W CHURCH 5
3 CEDRIC









2151 W IRVING PARK
1323 FRANKLIN
MOBILE MANOR 6
812 W 14 TH ST
COMMUNITY BEACH RD
4219 W SOLON RD
1211 W PARK





7012 W NEWPORT AV
SYCAMORE DR BOX 98
203 N LYNN 35




134 S 6TH AV
5251 GALITZ
5251 W GALI TZ
812 W ILLINOIS










112 W OAK LN
RR 3
9015 S MAY








































































































GARRFTT THOMAS C S LAS3
GARRICK MARSHALL LOU L AS4
GARRIGUES GILLES P F GRAD
GARRIG'JS MARK TYLER IAS4
GARRISON CARL FLMO GRAD
GARRISON MARTHA E LAS4
GARRISON MICHAFl C GRAD
GAPRITANO JOHN R GRAO
GARRITY CATHY A LAS1
GARRITY KIM A COM3
GARPOTT FRECR ICK C FNG4
GARRY CONSTANCE I ED 2
GARRY MARK T L4S2
GARRY PAULA M PE 1
GARSTECKI L'.FAN C GRAD
GARTH GFRTRUDE GRAD
GARTH JOHN MORRIS GRAD
GARTON BARBARA J A L*\S4
GA"TON PAVID P BUS2
GARTON RICHARD CFAN GRAD
GARVERICK KENNETH B LAS3
GAKVERT MARY R FAA3
GAPVEY MICHAEL S VM 1
GAPVEY NANCY ANN LAS4
GARVIN FRANK GILBERT GRAD
GAPVIN STEPHFN D BUS2
GARVIN VIRGINIA ANN GRAD
GAPWIN ARTHUR H LAS4
GARWOOD GREGORY FRAN AGRA
GARWOOD JANE LOUISE LAS4
GARY BRUCE WILLAPD E NG4
GARZA JOSEPH M L AS 1
GASIOR TIMOTHY D FAA2
GASKE MARGARET A LAS3
GASKILL WARREN C BUS2
GASKIN THOMAS JR LAS1
GAS°ARICH JOSFPH A BUS2
GASPARRO FRANK A LAS3
GASS GERALDINE L ED 3
GASS GREGORY CHARLES GRAD
GASS JEROME H AGR1
GASS JOANNE M 3US1
GASS VIRGIL J FAA4
GASS ZACHARY IRVING LAS4
GASSMAN MARSHA A A GR
1
GAST ANNE S LAS2
CAST DWIGHT V FAA3
GAST JAMFS A LAS3
GA ST STEPHEN R LAS3
GASTON NEIL E LAW1
GATES GREGORY C LAS2
GATFS JAMES T GRAD
GATES JOELEN J LAS2
GATES MADFLINE GRACE GRAO
GATES MARKLAND T GRAD
GATES MARY I FAA1
GATEWOOD JOHN BPOOKI LAS4
GATHARD DENNIS PAY ENG4
GATS JAMES PAUL ENG4
GATS ROBERT J AGR3
GATSIS KAREN LAS1
GATSIS RFNEE LAS3
GATTFRMEIR ROBERT JR ENG1
GATTO JOHN J ENG1
GATZIOLIS SO"HIA LAS3
GATZKE HARRY W GRAD
GAU FRED LOUIS GRAD
GAU GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
GAU JOYCE ANN L AS3
GAUDIOSO LYNN M LAS2
GAUDUTIS DONALD JOSE LAS3
GAUEN JO L ED I
GAUEN KEITH ALAN LAS4
GAUEN MARY ABBOTT LAS4
GAUGER GREGG AMES LAS4
GAULT LGNNE K LAS2
GAULT LUCINDA L LAS1
GAULT WAYNE B ENG3
GAUS PAULA J LAS2
GAUTHIER RICHARD F GRAD
GAVARES NICKI J LAS3
GAVENDA ROBERT ANTHO ENG4
GAVLIN NANCY L *LAS1
GAVLIN SUZANNE LAS2
GAVLINSKI PATRICK JO ED 4
GAVZER LAURA N LAS2
GAWLIK STFVEN J FAA2
GAY KARFN M EO 1
GAY THOMAS L JP ENG4
GAYDEN LOU W LAS2
GAYDOS ANDREA K AGR1
GAYE BARBARA ANN COM4
GAYER ROBFRT J LAS2
GAYLE BRIAN G LAS1
GAYMONT STEPHEN A BUS1
GAYNES RANDY L BUS1
GAYNCR JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
808 W CAL IFORNIA U
509 F GREEN 303 C
501 E DANIEL C
1207 BROADMOOR C
408 E HEALFY 2 C
105 E GREEN 13 C
2101 HAZWD DR 20 3 U
URH ALLEN 39 U
URH TAFT 121 C
501 E DANIFL C
706 S MATTHEWS U
MO F JOHN C
URH LAR 392 U
1105 BLOOMINGTON C
507 E GROVE C
508 W BEAROSLEY C
212 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
410 E JOHN C
212 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
404 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 345 U
URH HOPKINS 430 C
1205 W CHARLES C
MONTICELLO ILL
1007 S 3RD C
MONTICELLO ILL
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
809 W PENN U
1404 S LINCOLN U
613 W UNION C
URH FORBES 212 C
URH SCOTT 178 C
410 E GREEN 5 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSENO 519 U
205 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
241 S DEWEY U
604 E ARMORY 230 C
URH LAR 273 U
URH FORBES 495 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 724 U
10 WAYSIDE U
611 S STATE 7 C
10 WAYSIDE U
URH WESTON 263 C
1404 N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH TOWNSFND 504 U
405 W HEALEY C
903 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 266 U
TUSCOLA ILL
610 W OHIO U
1006 W NEVADA 2 C
911 S 4TH C
407 S STATE 2 C
URH BABCOCK 229 U
URH VANDOREN 324 C
209 E JOHN C
921 L1NVIEW U
URH SNYDER 226 C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
707 S 6TH C
901 W SPNGFLD 6 C
910 S 3RD C
707 S 6TH 515 C
URH BARTON 123 C
108 E HEALEY 10 C
URH TAFT 209 C
909 W MAIN U
909 W MAIM U
306 1/2 E GREEN C
URH BARTON 102 C
URH TRELEASE 1007 U
2108 ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMRS 1614 C
211 W OREGON U
1204 S LINCOLN U
610 W STOUGHTON 9 U
URH TAFT 104 C
URH TAFT 405 C
902 W ILLINOIS U
303 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 360 C
URH BUSEY 328 U
1604 CORONADO 11 C
1307 W UNIVERSITY U
URH WARDALL 821 U
303 E JOHN C
URH CARR 111 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C









































































221 E 3RD ST
808 W CAL IFORNIA
TRFSURERIE GENERAL



















11528 S NORMAL AV
7145 S CAMPBELL
418 E MARION ST
4710 SARATOGA ST














301 N BELT E
513 KANSAS AV






3027 N WILSON DR
45 MARTELL DR






1005 N STATE RD
RR 4




1305 S KELLOGG ST
215 E 118TH ST
6631 N LIGHTFOOT
7C7 S 6TH 518




3812 W 148TH ST
1200 W CLAY ST
909 W MAIN
909 W MAIN
ROUTE 173 BX 3016
506 46TH ST
2543 29TH AV CT
2923 WENDOVER DR
419 W HARRI SON RD
2302 N TRACY ST
1331 CRESTWOOD OR
390 W 14TH PL
7046 KENTON
7046 N KENTON AV







615 S MADISON AV
16509 EMERALD AV
1327 CARIANN LN





































































































GAYNOR RACHEL LOUISE LAS*
GAZDA PHILIP ALLEN F NG*
GAZDZIAK ALAN J FNG1
GBANI ANTHONY BOBOR GRAD
GEAR SHARON SMITH GRAD
GEARING DEBORAH J LAS3
GEBHARDT JOHN F BUS1
GEBHART BARBARA J LASl
GEBHART PAUL A AGR2
GEBHART PENELOPE KAY GRAD
GECAN GARY JOHN LAS*
GECAN PAMELA S LAS2
GEDDES BRUCE D ENG3
GEDEN WILLIAM FRANCI LAS*
GEDGAUDAS THOMAS V 9US3
GEOLU JARA GRAD
GEDMAN STACY BUS*
GEDNFY ROY C LAS4
GEF CAROLYN E LAS2
*GEER JANIE CLARK GRAD
GEHL WILLIAM H III ENGl
GEHL9ACH ELLEN I LASl
GEHMAN JOHN CLAYTON GRAD
GEHRIG DOUGLAS B ENG3
GFHRING DURWARD J FNG1
GEHRING ROBERT ELL 10 ENG*
GEHRI S ROBERT J AGR2
GEHRS RONALD FEROINA BUS*
GEIDERMAN JOEL M LAS3
GEIGER DEBORAH A LAS?
GEIGER GAPREL E AGR2
GEIGFR VIVIFNNE L LAS3
GEIL WILMA JEAN GRAD
GEILS CORRENCF E PE 3
GEIMFR MICHAEL J LAS3
GEIMER STEPHEN C ENGl
GEISFNDORFER JOHN W ENG3
GEISER DENNIS R VM 2
GEISLER GARY F LASl
GEISLER HARLYNNE ED 3
GEISS ALBFRT EDWARD BUS*
GEISTER MICHAEL A LAS2
GELARD6N CAROLYN S G GRAD
GELBER ANTHONY R AGR1
GELBER ERIC R GRAD
GELBRON VICTOR A LAS3
GELDER BRADLEY S LAS*
GELDZAHLER BERNARD J LAS*
*GELDZAHLER MARILYN S GRAD
GFLFELD ADRIENNE R L AS3
GELFIUS LINDA F AGR3
GELLAR JAMES K FAA2
GELLER LYNDA G LAS*
GELLER MARTIN ISAAC BUS*
GfcLLER RICHARD M BUS2
GELOIN GHISLAINE GRAD
GENAZE ROBERT R LASl
GENCARELLA GARY W GRAD
GENCHUR JOHN A LAW2
GENCZO STEVEN G ENG*
GENDEK ALLEN E ENGl
GENDLER ALAN MATTHEW GRAD
GENDLER SANDRA LYKE GRAD
GENDON DIANE G LASl
GENDRON MICHELF M GRAD
GENERALLY ISAAC J FAA1
GENGE GEORGE ENG2
*GENGE JERCME VM 2
GENGENBACH BURLF G GRAD
GENGFN8ACH LOUETTA V GRAD
SENGENBACHER G G LAS*
GENGLER MICHAEL RICH FAA*
GENOVESE THOMAS M LAW1
GFNSON JEFFREY D BUS2
GENT NANCY C LAS*
GENT WILLIAM J VM 1
GENTEMAN CAROL J LAS2
GENTES GERALD C 3US1
GENTES LINDA GAY ED 3
GENTRY CURTIS M LAW1
GENTRY DANIEL HESLER ENG4
GENTRY DAVID A LAS2
GENT7LE CRAIG F LAS?
GEPRGAKIS CHRISTOS GRAD
GEORGE CHRISTINE L GRAD
GEORGE DONALD J ENGl
GEORGE E8ENEZFR GRAD
GEORGE JOHN M JR GRAD
GEORGE KENNFTH R JR L4S3
GEORGE KERRY E LAS?
GEORGE PAUL M LASl
GFORGE SANETTA LELIA GRAD
GEORGE STEPHEN C 3US1
GEORGE STFVE M LAS?
GEORGES MICHAEL P J» GRAD
GFPHAPT MAPY F LASl
GEPPNER "ATRICIA A LASl
60* E CLARK C
120* W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER *15 C
*06 E SPNGFLD C
1302 ELIOT U
307 E DANIEL 8 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE *16 U
205 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
618 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN *08 C
2309 S 1ST 303 C
180* VALLEY RD C
*0* E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH SHERMAN 50* C
1106 EUCLIO C
1756 VALLEY RD C
*12 E GREEN C
20* HOLIDAY PK RD C
URH SNYDER *20 C
URH BLAISDELL 21* U
205 N BUSEY U
212 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 32* C
618 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 252 C
URH WESTON 312 C
1505 KIRBY C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 3*1 C
URH WARDALL 307 U
708 S COTTAGE GR U
1*0* S LINCOLN U
*09 E CHALMERS 501 C
URH GARNER 260 C
509 E CLARK 17 C
1856 VALLEY RO C
907 S *TH C
URH TRELEASE 201 U
2116 ORCH ST 20* U
1008 S LINCOLN U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 250 C
1906 D ORCH ST U
JOLIET ILL
910 W CALIF U
*08 W ELM U
*08 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 1206 U
URH LAR 23* U
910 S 3RD C
208 HESSEL C
58 E JOHN 19 C
301 E ARMORY C
901 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 3*2 C
306 W MAPLE C
2206 SOUTHWOOD C
URH TOWNS FND 109 U
1010 S 2ND C
57 E CHALMERS 3 C
57 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 203 U
URH DANIELS 297 U
URH SNYDER 26* C
URH GARNER 3*4 C
2106 ORCH ST 303 U
2012 D ORCH ST U
2012 D ORCH ST U
2105 W WHITE 180 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
51* W BEARDSLEY C
URH GARNER *21 C
713 S 6TH 204 C
URH BABCOCK 310 U
URH WARDALL 711 U
311 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
401 AVONDALE C
2307 S 1ST 20* C
901 S 2ND C
*10 E JOHN C
606 S PRAIRIE C
URH BUSEY ?31 U
URH BABCOCK 121 U
5 08 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 130 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 10 U
URH SCOTT 163 C
*0* E GREEN 103 U
URH SNYDER *39 C
URH FORBES 12* C
*09 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 8 30 U




































































RR 1 BOX 67
RR 1
8731 W 166TH PL
7362 S SHORE DR
29 PATTEN AV



















708 S COTTAGE GR
115 S MAPLE AV










1906 D ORCH ST




3104 W JEROME ST
ROUTE 1
1082 OLD ELM LN
208 HESSEL BL VD
8445 N LARAMIE AV
84*5 N LARAMIE






57 E CHALMERS 3
57 E CHALMERS 3
175 E DELAWARE5007
OC/OP DPT OF STATE
RR 1 BOX 160
BOX 113
2106 ORCH ST 303
2012 D ORCH ST
2012 D ORCH ST




2057 N 20TH ST
910 JUNIPER RD















9216 S GREEN ST







































































































GER WILLIAM S LAS1
*GERACI DANIEL V GRAD
*GERACl CIANNE N GRAD
GERALD MARILYN L L AS 1
GERALD NFIL DOUGLAS LAS4
GERBER ANITA S LAS1
GERBFR PRUCE STEVEN LAS4
GERBER DONALD WAYNE GRAD
GERBER GARY E LAS3
GERBER I INDA LOU GRAD
GERBER LOWELL IAN GRAD
GFRBER NANCY L ED 2
GERBER RICHARD LARRY LAS4
GERBFR RICHARDE C ED 1
GERBER ROBIN M LAS1
GERDEMANN CALF D LAS1
GERDES GARY L ENG3
GERDES LARRY GENE AGR4
GERDES LELA MAE AGR4
GFRDES MICHAEL I LAS2
GERDFS ROGER A LAS3
GEPEMIA NATALIE A LAS3
GFRENSTEIN JAN LOIS LAS*
GERGANS MARK A ENG3
*GERHART PHILIP M GRAD
GFR IG REGINALD R JR LAS2
GERIG RCDNEY E ENG3
GERK ALVIN PHILLIP GRAD
GERKEN EDWIN J LAS3
GERL JAMES D LAS1
GERLACH KARL R ENG3
GERLACH STEVEN C GRAD
GERLEVE FRANK JAMES ENG4
GERMAIN EDWARD M III LAS1
GERMAINE MELANIE C AGR4
GERMAN MARY SUE GRAD
GERMAN SANDRA LYNN FAA4
GERMAN THCMAS JOHN BUS2
GERNAND CHRISTOPHER LASl
GERNFR LAWRENCF F GRAD
GEROME RICHARD A BUS1
*GEPONEMUS DIANN FOX GRAD
*GERONEMUS ROBERT P GRAD
*GEROW WARD DEMING GRAD
GERRITY ANNE T LAS3
GERSBAUGH CHRISTINE LAS2
GFRSHEN MARTIN GRAD
GERSHENZCN BRUCE W 8US4
GERSHENZON RICHARD N BUS4
GERSHON MICHAEL R ENG4
GERSHON SHARON K LAS2
GERSICH ANDREW J FAA3
GERSICK SHELLEY A LAS3
GERSON DAVID R LAS2
GEPSON JANET C FAA4
GERSTEIN JUDITH M ED 3
GERSTEIN MARK LOWELL LAS4
GERSTFIN MINDY F ED 1
GERSTEIN ROESIA H LAS2
GERSTENBERGER BESSIE GRAD
GERSTENBERGER RITA A LASl
GERSTNER WILLIAM C LAS3
GERTEN LAWRENCE J LAS3
GERTSCH RUSSELL H LAS2
GFRULAT FERNE WINIFR PE 4
GERULAT GARY W FAA2
GERZA GEORGE HUGH 3US3
GESCHKE WAYNE B LAS2
GESKFY MARILYN ELFRI COMA
GETSON MELINDA R LASl
GETSON PAMELA R LAS3
GETTLEMAN CHAD H BUS2
GETTS KRISTY KAY LAS3
GETTY MARC D LASl
GETZ KAREN A LASl
*GETZ MARY RUTH LAS4
GETZELMAN A ROBERT AGR3
*GETZEN PUFUS THOMAS GRAD
*GETZIN NANCY W GRAD
GETZOFF WILLIAM M LAW2
GEUTHER HAROLD W JR LAS2
GEWEKE DEBRA L PE 2
*GHAREB MOHAMED NOSHY GRAD
GHAZI DJENAT. M K GRAD
*GHENT JOCELYN MAYNAR GRAD
GHERE DAVID LYNN ED 3
GHESQUIERE JAMES R GRAD
GHIDINA JULIE A LASl
GHOSH ASOK KUMAR GRAD
GIACOBE ANTHONY J LAS3
GIACOMINI THOMAS ENG3
GIAMBRONE CHARLES P GRAD
GIAMPOLI FRANK J LAS3
GIAMPOLI JOHN J BUS2
GIANNESCHI CYNTHIA V LASl
GIANNESCHI DANISE MA LAS4
GIANNETTI LINDA K LAS4
URH SCOTT 311 C
2305 S LYNN U
2305 S LYNN U
URH WARDALL 923 ' U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
910 S 3RD C
404 E DANIEL 3 C
2106 RODNEY C
110 W CHARLES C
1611 VALLEY PD 2 C
120 E UNIVERSITY C
1104 W NEVADA U
723 MATTI S C
RANTOUL ILL
URH VANDOREN 119 C
URH HOPKINS 414 C
URH TOWNSEND 173 U
58 E GREGORY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 296 C
1301 S BUSEY U
508 E CHALMERS C
407 S RANDOLPH C
910 S 3RD 520 C
14 PERSIMMON C
URH WESTON 200 C
706 S 1ST 202 C
1505 W SPNGFLD C
2319 S 1ST 103 C
URH SNYDER 454 C
URH SCOTT 272 C
2106 ORCH ST 101 U
206 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
904 S LINCOLN U
402 W CLARK C
1108 W NEVADA U
107 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH SNYDER 445 C
312 E CLARK C
URH NOBLE 225 C
909 S MATTIS 6 C
909 S MATTIS C
1614 W PARK 6 C
URH WARDALL 307 U
URH LUNDGREN 102 C
1107 W GREEN U
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
213 E CHALMERS C
309 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 1105 C
511 E WHITE 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 1402 U
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
102 N LINCOLN 4 U
409 E CHALMERS C
2009 PHILO RD U
409 E CHALMERS C
903 W NEVADA U
1309 W HEALEY C
1309 W HEALEY C
DECATUR ILL
2217 S 1ST 204 C
URH OGLESBY 424 U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH OGLESBY 826 U
211 W SPNGFLD 204 C
URH CARR 111 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL 409 U
URH WARDALL 623 U
409 E CHALMERS 712 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 336 C
URH BUSEY 302 U
2L13 LYNWOOD C
2 02 E DANIEL C
805 N MCKINLEY 2 C
906 E SCOVILL U
901 S 1ST C
JACKSONVILLE ILL
URH TAFT 426 C
2107 HAZWD DR 302 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
2014 ZUPPKE CR U
313 E CHALMERS C
2202 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
MET £ MIN BLDG 201 U
604 N MAPLE 28 U
9 OAK WOOD U
505 E CLARK 17 C
305 E UNIVERSITY C
306 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 116 U
307 E HEALEY 15 C









































































1611 VALLEY RD 2



















2112 W 35TH ST
1211 E EUCLID




















2530 W 63RD ST
511 E WHITE 3
1212 42N0 AV
630 ARGYLE
175 E DELAWARE PL
1024 JUNIPER TR
3750 LAKE SHORE DR

















100 S KANSAS ST
2113 LYNWOOD
RR 2
ROUTE 1 BOX 9
906 E SCOVILL ST
715 FOREST
839 W DOUGLAS
314 S FISHER RD


















































































































GIBALA NICHOLAS J 3US2
GIBALA ROCCO ENG4
GIBB DIANNE FISHER GRAD
GIBBAR PERCY J JR FAA4
*GIBBENS WILLARD AGR3
GIBBONS BRANCA LOBO LAS4
GIBBONS CAROL M L AS 1
GIBBONS DAVID LOUIS GRAD
GIBBONS DCNNA J FAA2
GIBBONS JAMES F ENG2
GIBBONS JAMES HENRY GRAD
GIBBONS JAMES J ENG4
GIBBONS JOHN G AGR3
GIBBONS KATHERINE B GRAD
GIBBONS KATHLEEN K LAS3
GIBBS CHARLES MYRON LAS4
GIBBS JOYCE K ED 1
GIBBS SANDRA F GRAD
GIBBS SPENCER CRAIG LAW1
GIBBS WESLEY F JR FAA3
GIBES JOSEPH G ENG2
• GIBFRIED PAUL R AVI3
GIBLICHMAN MERLE BET L AS4
GIBLIN ROSEMARY WAHL LAS3
GIBLIN WILLIAM THOMA BUS*
GIBRICH CRAIG ELLIS LAS4
GI8RICK MARSHA LYNN AGR3
GIBSON ALBERT JCSFPH FAA2
GIBSON CAMILLE MARY GRAD
GIBSCN CAROL ANN GRAD
GIBSON CHARLES S ENG1
GIBSON DAVID J BUS1
GIBSON ERNEST L ENG4
GIBSON GAIL ELAINE LAS3
GIBSON KATHLEEN R LAS2
GIBSON MICHAEL A FAA3
GIBSON PATRICIA ANN PE 4
GIBSON STEPHEN A LAS2
GIBSON SUE ANN LAS3
GIBSON TFRRENCE LYNN ENG3
GIBSON WILLIAM H JR GRAD
GIFBELHAUSEN MARTHA LAS2
GIFHL DAVID E ENG2
GIELING THEODORLS M GRAD
GIELNIEWSKA JOLANTA ENGl
GIERACH DENICE A LAS1
GIERACH STEPHEN A GRAD
GIERING ROBERT R LASl
GIERINGER GEORGE J AGR2
GIERKE TIMOTHY DEE GRAD
GIERMAN BARBARA S FAA2
GIERMAN MARY KAY LAS*
GIERMAN SHARON F LAS3
GIFRSCH JACQUELINE J PE 3
GIES JOHN VICTOR ENG6
GIES MARIE L GRAD
GIES SUSAN KAISER LAS4
GIFS THOMAS M GRAD
GIESF DOUGLAS DWIGHT FNG4
GIETL JUDITH K BUS3
GIFFORO BFRNICE ED 4
GIFFORD JOHN LYTTON L AS4
GIFFORD PETER BARTON GRAD
GIFFORD TIMOTHY J LAW1
GIGLIO LORA F LAS3
GIGLCTTO JOSEPH M LASl
GILBERT BRICN C LAS3
GILBERT CHARLFS F LASl
GILBERT GREGORY S ENG4
GILBERT JOHN I LAS2
GILBERT JCHN PHIL LAS4
GILBERT JUDITH GRACE PE 3
GILBERT L INDA K LAS3
GILCREST SUSAN ANNE GRAD
GILDE FRIEDEMANN LAS3
GILDERSLFEVE CHARLES BUS4
GILDIG THOMAS J LAS2
GILE FRANK LESLIE GRAD
GILFS DAVID PE 3
GILES GEOFFRFY L LAS4
GILES JANICE FISHER L4S4
GILES JOHN EDWIN FAA4
GILFILLAN JAMES W LAS2
GILFILLAN MICHAEL S FAA1
GILGER DALE R AVI2
GILKFRSON LINDA GRAD
GILKFSQN JOHN C LASl
GILL ANTCINETTF M ED 1
GILL DAVID B LAS3
GILL JUDY R LASl
GILL MAPY E LAS2
GILL RCNALD E AGR2
GILL STANLEY D LAS2
GILL VIRGINIA E ED 4
GILLEN MICHAEL P ENG4
GILLFS ANTHONY F GRAD
URH SNYDER 294 C
506 BURKWOOD CT E U
506 BURKWOOD CT U
CHATSWORTH ILL
617 W HILL C
1500 CAMBRIDGE C
2033 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 194 U
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
URH LUNDGREN 124 C
1109 S 4TH C
2033 A ORCH ST U
23 RAINTREE C
310 E GREGORY C
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
URH LUNDGREN 104 C
800 S MATTIS 2 C
URH LAR 375 U
URH SHERMAN 523 C
609 E PARK 2 U
1010 S 2N0 C
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
110 W ARMORY C
108 E HEALEY 4 C
2305 S 1ST 102 C
2305 S 1ST 102 C
URH WESTON 261 C
409 E CHALMERS C
206 W FLORIDA U
URH SHERMAN 113 C
CHICAGO ILL
313 E ARMORY C
1109 S 4TH C
51 MAPLEWOOD U
1104 N DIVISION U
URH EVANS 421 U
601 W GREEN U
409 F CHALMRS 1101 C
1808 E MAIN U
URH LUNDGREN 104 C
URH GARNER 258 C
308 W HIGH U
URH WARDALL 717 U
URH WESTON 422 C
705 W HIGH 2 U
URH LAR 217 U
URH LAR 318 U
SIDNEY ILL
URH SCOTT 338 C
904 W GREEN U
408 E MAIN 8 U
508 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 122 U
CHICAGO ILL
306 E PARK 306 C
2107 HAZWD DP 204 U
306 E PARK C
2107 HAZWD DR 204 U
1707 SHERIDAN RD C
URH LAR 437 U
1104 ALTON C
1408 S GROVE U
2024 A ORCH ST U
209 COTTAGE GROVE U
802 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
URH GARNER 275 C
910 S 3RD C
506 F WHITE C
1405 KIRBY 5 C
1303 S WESTERN C
1821 VALLEY RD C
5 1 E SPNGFID C
1609 VALLEY RD C
801 N RANDOLPH 3 C
307 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 405 C
1403 BRIARWOOO C
URH FORBES 341 C
603 S 4TH 3 C
506 E WHI TE 4 C
506 E WHITE 4 C
URH OGLESBY 208 U
409 F CHALMERS 703 C
409 E CHALMFRS 806 C
804 W PARK 3 C
URH HOPKINS 290 C
URH TAFT 209 C
URH CARR 119 U
URH TAFT 23 C
706 S MATHFWS U
801 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 215 C
906 S MAPLE U
604 N MAPLE U








































































506 BURKWOOD CT E
506 BURKWOOD CT
608 E ELM ST
9906 CAMBRIA DR
1500 CAMBRIDGE
2033 A ORCH ST
1327 PRAIRIE LAWN
2305 S 1ST 203
1327 PRAIRIE LAWN
703 N FAIRVIEW
2033 A ORCH ST
602 S VERMILLION
2305 S 1ST ST RD
505 BROADWAY
800 S MATTIS 2
15019 VINE AV
2124 CROSS
609 E PARK 2
1600 CENTRAL
RR 1 BOX 56
520 SPRINGSIDE LN
3138 HILL LN
51 E JOHN 5
BOX 95








717 S LINCOLN ST
1801-47TH ST CT







RR 2 BOX 187
37 RUE JOSEPH II
3228 W CRYSTAL
9761 S 50TH CT
202 N SCARBOROUGH
9738 S ALBANY AV
990 MT PROSPECT RD









53 E JOHN 1



















316 E DETROIT AV
603 S 4TH 3
506 E WHITE 4

















































































































GILLESPIE DANIEL L LAS3
GILLESPIE GENE F 8US3
GILLFSPIF IRMA R GRAO
GILLESPIE JOAN M LAS2
GILLESPIF JOHN PCLAN ENG4
GILLESPIE KENNETH DA EMG4
GILLESPIF MARTIN P LAS3
GILLESPIE MAUREEN F LAS4
GILLETTF OALE D AGR3
GILLETTT RICHAPC H L AS 1
GILLHAM JAMES R GRAO
GILLHOUSF CAVID R 6NG1
*GILLHOUSE LAWRENCE M FAA4
GILLHOUSE MARTHA F BUS1
GILLIAM JAMES K LAS4
GILLIAND DONNA JEAN LAS4
GILLIARD DONALD W BUS3
GILLILAND DEBORAH AN COM3
GILL ING HARRY W LAS?
GILLINGHAM JOHN CHAR LAS3
GILLTO VICKIE A LAW1
GILLIS JAMES A ENG3
GILLIS PAUL E ENG1
GILLIS WILLIAM R AGR1
GILLMAN MARGARET M GRAD
GILLOCK LINDA SUE LAS4
GILLULY MAUREEN E GRAD
GILMAN ALAN D L AS 1
GILMAN ERNEST S LAS1
GILMAN SUSAN B ED 1
GILMORE ANDREW R AGR1
GILMORE DOUG J ENG1
GILMORE FREDERICK EO FAA4
GILMORE IVY E PE 1
GILMORE JOHN T BUS2
GILMCRE RFBECCA C LAS3
GILMORE THOMAS G COM3
GILOMEN DAVID J BUS3
GILPIN MARY J LAS?
GILPIN WALTER D JR PAA 1
GILSON RUTH ANN GRAD
GILSTRAP NANCY J LAS4
GIMBEL GREGORY GUY GRAD
GIMPEL ALLEN BERNARD BUS3
GINDER GORDON DEAN LAS4
GINDER MARCUS D LAS1
GINDER MARIE A AGR2
GINDER SHARON K EO 1
GINE8RA CARLOS A LAS4
GINGERICH MARY TERES ED 4
GINGERICH WILLIAM D LAS4
GINGOLO ALAN ROBERT GRAD
GINN DARYL LAS3
GINNETTI ANDREA ANNE AGR4
GINOS ALAN D BUS1
GINCS JANET LOUISE LAS4
GINSBERG LESLIF J LAS3
GINSBERG MICHAEL L LAW1
GINSBERG RICHARD L LAS2
GINSBURG ELLIOT K LAS1
GINSBURG MARVIN L LAS2
GINSBURGH STEVEN A GRAD
GINTAUTIENE KRISTINA GRAD
GINTHER DEAN WEBSTER GRAD
GINTZLER JANICE M LAS3
GINZFL MARVIN G LAS4
GIORDANO JOSEPH A LAS4
GIORDANO KAREN S LAS4
GIPSCN JOELLA H GRAD
GIRALDOMCRFNO OMAR ENG4
GIPARD CAVID R 3US1
GIRAPD WESLEY RCBERT AGR4
GIROUD JORGE MANUEL LAS4
GIRSHOFF BARBARA E GRAO
GI SH SANDRA L ED 3
GISINGER JACK LOR IN <ENG4
GISSING ROBERT ED 4
GITA KUTHUR R GRAD
GITANY RAMSEY HAMID GRAD
GITELIS MICHAEL LAS2
GITELIS STEVEN LAS2
GITELMAN NORMA L GRAD
GITLI S KAPYN RAF GRAD
GITMAN CAVID LAS1
GITTINGS MARK D ENG1
GIUDICI BARBARA J LAS1
GIUFFRE MARY L ED 3
GIULIETTI ROSALIND V LAS2
GIUNTOLI AVA B LAS4
GIUNTOLI LISA M LAS1
GIUNTOLI PHILIP ALFR FAA4
GIURATO ROBERT SANTO ENG4
GIVEN GAY P LAS3
GIVEN THOMAS W LAS2
GIVENS DONNA STINE GRAO
GIVENS ROBERT PARKER GRAD
GIVENS ROGER WAYNE GRAD
URH FORBES 341 C
2020 N MATTIS 302 C
1401 PARKVIEW C
URH LUNDGRTN 417 C
2217 S 1ST 101 C
1 111 S 1ST C
309 E HEALFY 12 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 128 U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 6 C
604 E ARMORY C
1010 S OAK C
URH TRELEASE 903 U
URH OGLESBY 309 U
URH WARDALL 1225 U
1105 S 4TH C
1202 W NEVADA U
904 W CLARK U
205 E ARMORY C
I.RH TPELEASE 1114 U
804 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 339 C
URH GARNER 480 C
504 W FLM 14 U
302 W HEALEY C
URH DANIELS 74 U
URH OGLESBY 1124 U
URH OGLESBY 524 U
URH LAR 493 U
IMC CHEVY CHASE C
URH SNYDER 450 C
800 S MATTIS 35 C
910 S 3RD C
402 E ARMORY C
800 S MATTIS 35 C
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
1010 E COLORADO 1 U
409 E CHALMRS 1212 C
910 S 3RD 707 C
URH DANIELS 727 U
409 E CHALMERS 905 C
603 1/2 W CLARK U
809 S BUSEY U
1835 VALLEY RO C
URH NOBLE 118 C
312 E DANIEL C
312 E DANIEL C
BOX 2814 C
310 W JAMES C
2 33 S DEWEY U
753 MATTIS C
507 E ILLINOIS U
105 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 108 C
URH WARDALL 1217 U
910 S 3RD 1214 C
2107 W WHITE 188 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 271 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
1408 MCKINLEY 9 C
706 S BROADWAY U
905 E COLORADO 53 U
5 SAFFER CT U
2719 E ILLINOIS U
1006 W CLARK U
1006 W CLARK U
1823 VALLEY RD C
201 N LYNN 27 C
URH WESTON 102 C
906 W SPNGFLD 5 U
203 S WRIGHT C
211 W ILLINOIS U
1005 S WRIGHT C
26 SALEM RO U
1004 COUNTRY SQ I U
300 S GOODWIN 302 U
1107 W GREEN 533 U
52 F ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
2008 SILVER CT E U
707 S 6TH 418 C
105 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 362 U
1203 N CHAMPAIGN C
URH TRELEASE 703 U
201 COUNTRY FR 1 C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
201 COUNTRY FR 1 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH LUNDGREN 211 C
URH SNYDER 289 C
300 S GOODWIN 509 U
300 S GOODWIN 509 U





































































304 S 5TH 30






309 E HFALEY 1?
KR 1
2260 TANGLEWOCD
1012 S 1ST 6
1103 S 22ND
1103 S 22ND ST





1517 E WING ST
589 DWIGHT DR
3950 W KEENEY ST
6754 S 78TH AV
1604 S 6TH AV
RR 4
820 18TH ST
21 N KENILWORTH AV
3 HUNTINGTON PL





800 S MATTIS 35
7937 W BECKWITH
2805 WALTERS AV
800 S MATTIS 35
611 W OHIO
1010 E COLORADO 1
4012 W MAPLE AV












8950 S LUELLA AV
4 WARWICK CT
1801 BARTHELONE ST
1447 VANDAL I A RD
1447 VANDALIA RD
1340 W ARTHUR
2107 W WHITE 188
4718 GREENWOOD
2923 W JEROME
6148 N TALMAN AV
8925 NASHVILLE
3103 W 71ST ST
314 SHABBONA
9841 S AVALON AV
420 E 4TH ST
23W500 JAMES WAY
23 W 500 JAMES WAY
1210 W SPNGFLD
201 N LYNN 27
35 FISHER AV
1412 N 20TH AV












1435 A FAITH DR
1203 N CHAMPAIGN
3454 N NEVA






300 S GOODWIN 509


































































































WILL IAMSON N Y
166
GIVENS SALLY LOUISE LAS4
GIVLER JOHN S LAS1
GIZYNSKI SHARON L FAA2
GJERSFT DOUGLAS W GRAD
GJETNES IVAR GRAD
GLAD JOSEPH A ENG4
GLADHILL THEODORE JR ENG2
GLADSTONE 8RYAN W FAA1
GLADSTONE RITA E R FAA3
GLADZIS7FWSKI CYNTHI BUS3
GLAENZER CAVID L AGR2
GLANDER GERAID JOHN GRAD
GLANKWAHMDFE A GRAD
GLAS CAROL M L AS2
GLAS CORINNE 'LORRAIN LAS4
GLASCOE WILLIE C FNG4
GLASCOTT KEITH F BUS3
GLASER CARY N LAS3
GLASER HEIDI E FAA2
GLASGOW JAMES W LAS3
GLASGOW WILLIAM C LAW1
GLASNER JAMES A LAS4
GLASS LIND4 M FAA1
GLASS L INDA SUE GRAD
GLASS LISHA A FAA1
GLASSBERG BUDD S BUS3
*GLASSCOCK DAVID GENE GRAD
GLASSER JANE H LAS1
GLASS MAN MYRON GRAD
GLASSMAN PAUL GRAD
GLASSMAN ROBERT M LAS2
GLASSNER BARRY L LAS3
GLASSNER LISA JILL FAA3
GLATHART DOROTHY KAY GRAD
GLATT BARBARA S LAS1
GLATTMAN POSLYN LEE LAS4
GLAUM CARL P FAA3
GLAZAR EDWARD J R-US1
GLAZE JAMES REFD GRAD
GLAZE KURT T LAS1
GLAZE LAUREL A ED 2
*GLAZER CAROL H AGR3
GLAZER IRWIN BUS*
GLAZER JANE B AGR1
GLAZER MARVIN A ENG2
GLEASON JAMES N ENG3
GLFASCN JOHN S III L AW 1
GLEASON PATRICIA A L AS 3
GLFASON VICKI L LAS3
GLEASON WILLIAM A FAA3
GLEES ROBFRT J LAS2
GLEESPEN DONNA M LAS4
GLEICHER MARVIN AVRU LAS3
GLEICHMAN ELnON LEON GRAD
GLFIM HOLGER D LAS1
GLEIM IRVIN N GRAD
GLFNDE JON MARK LAS4
GLENN DALE PATRICK GRAD
GLFNN DIANA L FAA3
GLENN JOAN THOMPSON GRAD
GLFNN NORMAN D GRAD
GLENNER LINDA C ED 3
GLENNIE DONALD L 3US3
GLENNON EILEEN A GRAD
GLENNCN KATHLEEN LAS2
GLENNON ROBERT F JR PE 4
GLFRUM RILEY DONALD FAA4
GLESNE ANN I LAS2
GLESNE CORRINE ELAIN LAS4
GLETTY BRUCE EDWARD ENG4
GLICK JEFFREY S ENG2
GLICK PAMELA L FAA3
GLICK ROBERT D LAS2
GLICK ROBERTA P LAS1
GLICK ROGER KEITH GRAD
GLICKEN CANDICE FAA1
GLICKER JOSEPH L ENG1
GLICKMAN ARON JEFFRE BUS4
GLICKSON SCOTT LESTF LAS3
GL ICKSTFIN SUF A EO 4
GLIDDON SCOTT U LAS?
GLIEBERMAN BRUCE A LAS2
GLINK MARTIN L BUS1
GLISKER JANICE L LAS2
GLISPIE ALFPEOA BUS1
GLOBERSON TERRY L LAS3
GLORVIGEN BRADLEY W GRAD
GLOS STEPHEN A LAS1
GLOSS D I ANNE M L 4S 1
GLOSS RICHARD J JP FAA1
GLOSS TERESA GUERRA GRAD
GLOVER DONALD RAY GRAD
GLOVED DONALD S B.JS1
GLHVER LAOUIDA L AS 3
GLOVER TERESA D AGR1
GLOWINSKI ANNE M LAS?
GLUPKER MAX A LAS1
802 W OREGON U
URH CARR 423 U
URH WARDALL 426 U
2107 W WHITE C
1316 HEDGE RD C
311 S PRAIRIE 7 C
URH CARR 428 U
URH FORBES 293 C
URH LAR 306 U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH WESTON 328 C
903 ADA C
1003 W MAIN 4 U
409 E CHALMRS 1306 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
1010 S 2ND C
306 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 197 U
604 E ARMORY C
?219 S 1ST ST RD C
904 W CLARK 1 U
URH WARDALL 1211 U
512 E JOHN 2 C
PHILA PA
704 S 3RD C
DECATUR ILL
URH LAR 287 U
212 E GREGORY 201 C
URH GREGORY 119 U
1009 W MAIN 33 U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
508 E CHALMERS C
308 W GREEN 10 U
910 S 3RD C
204 S GREGORY PL U
803 W OREGON U
1007 S 3RD C
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 346 C
URH WARDALL 518 U
1107 W GREEN 123 U
1 107 W GREFN 123 U
910 S 3RD C
URH 0GLES8Y 705 U
806 S 1ST 5 C
RR 1 U
CHICAGO ILL
706 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 476 C
58 E JOHN ->b C
305 E DANIEL C
1304 WESTERN C
URH CARR 3?4 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
614 W SPNGFLD C
505 ALABAMA C
800 S MATTIS 31 C
505 ALABAMA C
106 N GREGORY 1 U
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 412 C
911 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMERS C
BEMENT ILL
2219 S 1ST 103 C
805 W OHIO U
902 W ILLINOIS U
910 W CALIFORNIA 8 U
URH FORBES 425 C
902 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1118 U
910 S 3R0 C
1205 W CLA»K U
URH ALLEN 344 U
URH HOPKINS 371 C
804 S LOCUST 65 C
211 E DANIEL C
701 W ELM U
301 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 423 U
110 E CHALMERS C
907 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1107 U
105 E ARMORY C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WESTON 472 C
URH ALLEN 406 U
10C5 S 2ND C
2016 C ORCH ST U
1811 B ORCH PL U
924 W ARMORY C
107 F HFALEY 9 C
709 PARK LANE C
URH ALLEN ?59 U



































































STA A 80X 2414
311 S PRAIRIE 7
214 W 4TH ST
318 MANITOWAC
2006 W 10TH AV
1300 W 52N0 ST
RR 1 BOX 143
106 KENMORE AV
PHIBULSONGKRAM RD
2149 N PARKSIDE AV




2918 N SAWYER AV
3219 PAMELA CT
413 S CHARTER
216 S 46TH AV
6505 WINSTON OR
1234 BACON ST
1935 W HILTON ST
3355 W NORTH SHORE
5 FFNTON DR
1760 DUFFY LN
9 W 137TH PL
265 W 72ND ST
8942 BELLEFORT
9118 D SKOKIE BLVD
206 FIR ST




1441 N MONITOR AV
1643 TWINING DR
22010 MAIN
404 N MICHIGAN AV
1107 W GREEN 123
1107 W GREEN 123
12-37TH ST PL





3132 W 100TH ST
1409 CROWN LN
3795 E MAYNOP ST
6236 N TALMAN
1304 WESTERN








BOX 301 14 JAN AV
27 S ARCHER AV
RR 2
201 S MORGAN ST
1610 S 14TH AV
1312 STATE ST
1312 STATE ST
110 W LINCOLN ST
1604 CRESCENT DR
9314 TRIPP







1420 W ESTES 2-B
313 S SYCAMORE ST
7614 N EASTLAKE
5038 HOWARD







2016 C URCH ST
1811 B ORCH PL
924 W ARMORY
845 E 88TH PL
709 PARKLANE
3320 N OPAL AV



































































































GLUSKIN LAWRENCE E LAS1
GLUSTOFF BARBARA S LAS1
GLYDE GERALD PATRICK GRAD
GLYNN ANN L ED 2
GMITEREK HENRY STANL ENG4
GMITRD ARTHUR F JR ENG1
GNAEDINGEP MARK ENG1
GNAHGUI BRICF ENG1
GNAVI WALTER M JR LAS1
GNIEWEK DARLA R LAS1
GOAD GAIL F COM4
GPBEN BETTY A LAS4
GOBLF BONNIE J LAS3
GOBLE JANICE E LAS1
GOBLE ROBERT THOMAS GRAD
GOCH MARTIN G LAS2
GOCK CHRISTINE M FAA4
GODAR MARY K LAS4
GODARD DONALD W GRAD
GODDARO MARY S LAS2
GODDARO TYRONE M GRAD
GODFREY JENNIFFR M LAS3
GODLFWSKI PAUL S LAS3
GODOW ANNETTE GAMM GRAD
GODOW REW A JR GRAD
GODOWSKI THERESA L LAS3
GODWIN MILTON C JR LAS1
*GPECKNEP DANIFL J LAS3
GCECKNER MARY DEVITT LAS3
GOEDDE PAUL ALLEN AGR4
GOEDERT JEANNE E GRAD
GOEKE JOSEPH CONRAD AGR4
GOELDNER PAULA A FAA1
GOELITZ ROBERT W AGR2
GOENNE DORIS FRENCH GRAD
GOEPPINGER LYNNE E LASl
GOERKE ILONA M LAS2
GOETTER STEPHEN R LAS3
GOETTING MARK L FAA2
GOETZ ERNEST TIMOTHY GRAD
GOETZ JUDITH D LAS3
GCFTZ RICHARD G LAW1
GOETZKE MARK ALAN LAS3
GOETZMANN JOHN P ENG3
GCFF CLIFFORD N III GRAD
*GOFF OONALO L LAW1
GOFF JACQUELYN A LAW1
*GOFF JANE-T LEF GRAD
GOGGINS MAUREEN I LAS4
GOGLIA FREDERICK J FAA3
GOGLIA STEVEN J LAS3
GOGOL SARA LOUISE LAS4
GOGOLA PAULINE K LAS2
GOHL BARBARA JEAN GRAD
GOHL DEBRA A LASl
GOHR DONALD LAWRENCE BUS4
GOIER ALLEN T ENG3
GOLAB JAN E LAS4
GOLAS DONALD DENNIS FAA4
GOLAS RUTH M LAS2
*GOLD DAVID EARL GRAD
G'OLD DAVID L LAS2
GOLD DEBORAH T LAS3
GOLD DIANE M LASl
GOLD ELIZABETH EVANS GRAD
*GPLD ELLEN REID GRAD
GOLD G S LAS2
GOLD HARRIET L LAS2
GOLD ILYSE K ED I
GOLD JEFFREY A LAS3
GOLD LORI S BUS1
GOLD MARVIN E GRAD
GOLD NANCY J FAA1
GOLD PENNY H GRAD
GOLD THERESA LAS2
GOLDASICH JOHN G ENG3
GOLDBERG ALLAN I LASl
GOLDBERG BRUCE J BUS1
GOLDBERG DORIS LEE LAS6
GOLDBERG FRANK GRAD
GOLDBERG GEOFFREY I BUS1
GOLDBERG HERBERT L LAS2
GOLDBERG JACOB GRAD
GOLDBERG JANE ANN GRAD
GOLDBERG JANIS K LAS2
GOLDBERG JEFFREY L ENG1
GOLDBERG JULIA A LAS2
GOLDBERG LARRY S LAW2
GOLDBERG LEE B LAW2
GOLDBERG LINDA G GRAD
GOLDBERG MARLENE SUE LAS4
GOLDBERG MARTIN H LAS4
GOLDBERG MARVIN EARL GRAD
GOLDBERG MAXINE J LAS4
GOLDBERG MAXINE S GRAD
GOLOBERG MICHAEL BAR BUS4
GOLDBERG MICHAEL JER LAS3
910 S 3RD 817 C
URH WARDALL 608 U
1206 W WILLIAMS' C
URH CLARK 408 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH SCOTT 443 C
URH SNYDER ?42 C
210 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
URH SAUNDERS 108 U
503 E WHITE 1 C
URH TRELEASE 425 U
URH LAR 126 U
URH BUSEY 205 U
1507 KIRBY 1 C
910 S 3RD C
705 W ELM U
1112 S ARBOR 304 C
URH SHERMAN 660 C
URH EVANS 405 U
2120 ORCH ST 301 U
URH LAR 338 U
909 S 3RD C
614 E COLORADO U
614 E COLORADO U
URH BUSEY 101 U
910 S 3RD 303 C
1010 E COLORADO 46 U
1010 E COLORADO 46 U
713 W SPNGFLO U
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
105 E CHALMERS 304 C
URH TAFT 305 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
DECATUR ILL
URH ALLEN 77 U
URH WARDALL 605 U
310 E JOHN C
404 E STOUGHTON 6 C
306 DAVIDSON 4 C
URH TRELEASE 429 U
902 E DELAWARE U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
209 E ARMORY C
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
1006 N BUSEY U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
608 W GREFN 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 324 U
702 W ILLINOIS U
306 E DANIEL C
1011 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 409 U
TOWN C COUNTRY APT U
URH ALLEN 101 U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
904 W GREEN U
415 W MAIN U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH VAN DOR EN 118 C
103 S GLOVER U
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
URH BLAISDELL 404 U
URH TRELEASE 316 U
103 S GLOVER U
606 S HIGHLAND C
409 E CHALMERS 410 C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 328 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 202 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1302 C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
1009 DEVONSHIRE C
502 W MAIN 217 U
910 S 3RD ST C
105 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 521 C
URH EVANS 104 U
105 E ARMORY C
24 GREENCROFT C
1603 VALLEY RD C
1412 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1204 W OREGON U
205 E GREEN 10 C
406 E GREEN 204 U
MONTREAL CAN
910 S 3RD C
502 W MAIN 217 U
1105 S 1ST C









































































RR 1 PORT WSHNGTON
136TH £ MAPLE













1112 S ARBOR 304
3425 SW 98TH
400 E CANEDY 6







1010 E COLORADO 46
1010 E COLORADO 46
9912 W MAIN ST
522 WILLIAM ST
RR 2






703 E MAIN ST
306 DAVIDSON 4







608 W GREEN 2






710 W BREEN DR
2047 W 83RD ST
1802 S WENONAH AV
BUFFALO RUN C YORK
2917 E 96TH ST










3750 LAKE SHORE DR









502 W MAIN 217
824 BROMMEL













502 W MAIN 217
9221 KENNETH AV



































































































GOLDBERG MICHAEL L BUS3
GOLDBERG MYRA B ED 2
GOLDBERG NANCY H GRAD
GOLDBERG NEAL LASA
GOLDBERG ROBERT E LAS3
GOLDBERG SANDRA L LAS1
GOLDBERG SHEILA R GRAD
GOLDBERG STEPHANIE B LAS2
GOLDBERG STEVFN E LASA
GOLDBERG STEVFN H FAA3
GOLDBERG SUSAN C LAS1
GOLDBERGER GAIL E LAS3
GOLDBLATT JODY L LAS1
GOLDBLATT SUSAN D LAS1
GOLDEN ANN E L AS 1
GOLOEN BARBARA J ED 3
GOLOEN IRIS GLAZER GRAD
GOLDEN JAMES EDWARD LASl
GOLDEN LARRY I ENG2
GOLDEN RENATA M LASl
GOLDEN RONALD M BUS1
GOLDENBERG GAIL A ED 3
GOLDEN8ERG LEON FAAA
GOLDENBERG MARK C LAW1
GOLDFARB STANLEY M VM 2
GOLDFEIN LARRY K LAS2
GOLDFEIN MICHAEL R LAS3
GOLOFLIES LONNY G LAS2
GCLDFLIES MITCHELL L LASA
GOLDHOR ELIZABETH P LAS2
GOLOING JOSEPH FORD LAS3
GOLDING MICHELE MARY ED 3
GOLDIS NORMAN Z FAAA
GOLDMAN ALAN LEE LASA
GOLDMAN ALAN N LAS3
GOLDMAN DAVID E LAS2
GOLDMAN DENNIS GRAD
GOLDMAN DIANE P ED 3
GOLDMAN DONALD L BUS2
GOLDMAN ELLEN LASl
GOLDMAN HAROLD S GRAD
GOLOMAN HARVEY K LAS2
GOLDMAN J C JR GRAD
GOLOMAN JANET A ED 3
GOLDMAN JEFFREY H LAS2
GOLDMAN JOHN EDWARD ENGA
GOLDMAN JOSHUA W LASA
GOLDMAN JULIE R ED 2
GOLDMAN LINDA ED 1
GOLDMAN MYRNA LASA
GOLDMAN PAULA L LASl
GOLDMAN PFGGY J BUS1
GOLDMAN RICHARD G LASl
GOLDMAN RUTH SUSAN LAS3
GOLDMAN STEVFN L BUSl
GOLDMAN TOBY MARCIA LASA
GOLDNER ARTHUR A FAA2
GOLDRICH HOWARD M LAS2
GOLDSCHMIDT JONA COM3
GrLDSCHMIDT MICHAEL LASA
GOLDSCHMIDT ROBERT A LAS2
GOLDSHGLL JUDITH L ED 3
GOLDSMITH MARLENE JO ED A
GOLDSMITH SANDRA S ED 2
GOLDSMITH STEWART P LAS2
GOLDSMITH SUZANNE E GRAD
GOLDSTEAD ROBERT W FAA3
GOLDSTEIN BETTY L LAS2
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES R AVI2
GOLDSTEIN HARVEY JAY FAAA
GOLDSTEIN JAMES A LAS3
GOLDSTEIN JAY L LASl
GOLDSTEIN JOSEPH A GRAD
GOLDSTEIN JUDY ANN LASA
GOLDSTEIN LAURENCE J LASl
GOLDSTEIN MARCEY R LASl
GOLDSTEIN MARNA P FAA1
G0L3STEIN MILORED M BUSl
GOLDSTEIN NANCY L LASl
GOLDSTEIN PERRY FAA1
GOLDSTEIN RICHARD H LAS3
GOLDSTEIN RICHARD M LASl
GOLDSTEIN WAYNE M LASl
GOLDWARE MYRNA P LAS3
GOLDWASSER KATHFRINE LASA
GOLEM8IEWSKI GFOPGE ED A
GOLIO JAMFS PETER LASA
GOLISH LANG MICHAEL FAA3
GOLKOWSKI GREGORY E FAA3
GOLLAY HOWARD D ENG1
GOLLAY LINDA S AGR2
GOLLUB ALLEN B LAS2
GOLMAN GAIL S LASl
GOLOB DENNIS J LASl
GOLOFF ALEXANDER A GRAD
GOLOFF CHARLES N ENG3
GOLSHAN MAHTASH E GRAD
313 E CHALMERS C




URH OGLESBY 801 U
A09 W ELM 1 U
910 S 3RD 1219 C
2A GREENCROFT 8 C
URH WARDALL 213 U
108 E HEALEY IA C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
URH SAUNDERS A29 U
URH WARDALL 1205 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 315 U
212 W SPNGFLD C
1900 DIANA LN C
URH CARR IA U
301 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 378 U
1007 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN C
610 W WASHINGTON U
503 E STOUGHTON C
212 W WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
A09 E CHALMERS A1A C
105 E ARMORY C
801 S MATTIS 3 C
A05 E JOHN C
32 SALEM RD U
1211 W CLARK 11 U
1010 S 2ND C
907 S ATH C
55 E HEALEY C
907 S ATH C
910 S 3RD 802 C
A09 E CHALMRS 1307 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 913 C
1216 W CHURCH C
910 S 3RD C
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
A09 E CHALMRS 1308 C
1105 S 1ST C
26 ROXBURY RD U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 222 U
910 S 3RD C
URH CLARK A32 C
URH TRELEASE 70A U
URH SAUNDERS A21 U
URH OGLESBY A06 U
310 N JAMFS C
1105 S 1ST C
110A W NEVADA U
311 E SPNGFLD C
A09 E CHALMERS C
805 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 25A C
305 E JOHN C
902 S 2ND C
1006 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 511 U
105 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 225 C
100A S ATH C
910 S NEW C
100A S ATH C
103 E STOUGHTON C
AOA W CLARK C
9L0 S 3RD C
501 W JOHN C
908 W NEVADA U
907 S ATH C
URH VAN DOREN 8 C
URH TRELEASE 612 U
910 S 3RD 1302 C
URH BUSEY 302 U
URH FORBES 332 C
170? W ANTHONY C
URH OGLESBY 1007 U
910 S 3RD C
A09 E CHALMERS C
1007 S OAK C
URH WESTON 267 C
AOA S 6TH C
1108 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 211 U
URH OGLESBY 226 U
URH TRELEASE 308 U
1005 S 6TH 12 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 103 U
33 E CHALMERS 2 C
1113 W HILL U





















































































TWIN ORCH TRLR PK
1702 W MARLENE
6007 N SHERIDAN RD









61A5 N SHERIDAN RD
7339 N KEELER
9 SYLVANIA DR
1110 W 18TH ST























1920 N 76 TH CT



















































































































































GOLSON JERRCLD J BUS2
GOl. TERHANN CARL W ENG1
GOLT7 CHERYL ARLENE GRAO
GOLUBA NICHOLAS W JR L AW2
GOLUBSKI MICHAEL J BUS2
GOMBERG BFTH M LAS2
GOMBOS ANDREW M GRAD
GOMEZ HERNANDO FAA4
GOMFZ ^ARIA DFCPILAR GRAD
GOMPFRTS JOHN D BUS2
GONDZUR GARY FNG1
GONSALVES VIRGINIA L GRAD
GONZALES ESCUDERO J GRAD
GONZALEZ DENMS GRAD
GONZALFZ MARIA T LAS1
GONZALEZ NELLY S GRAD
GONZALEZ PAUL VICTOR GRAD
GONZALEZ PEDRO J LAS1
GONZALFZ REBECCA LAS3
GONZALEZ ROBERT A LAS3
GONZALEZ STEPHEN GRAD
GONZO SUSAN THIEDE GRAD
GOOCH MORRIS WILLIAM GRAD
GOOD BARBARA JFAN GRAD
GOOD DALE WARDEN GRAD
GrOD JUDITH RICE GRAD
GOOO MICHAEL T LAS3
GOOD NICHOLAS EUGENE FAA4
GOOO SALLY J FD 3
GOOD THOMAS M BUS?
GOOD VERDA HERSHBFRG ED 4
GOODAPPLE PAUL T ENG4
GOOOBAN JOHN N GRAD
GOODBRAKE TIMOTHY L E NG4
GOnOBRED GREGGORY D LAS2
GOODF CAROLYN H GRAD
GOODE JOANNE L LAS3
GOODE MARK B BUS2
GCODELL JCHN R LAS2
GOODFRIEND ARTHUR A FAA3
GOODGION GILBERT GRAD
GCOOGION LAUREL F GRAD
G009IN DEBRA K LAS3
GOODIN FRANK LEF LAS4
GOODING MICHAFL JOHN ENG4
GOODKIN IPA FAA6
GOODKIN HANDEL IAS4
GOODKIN MARIE W GRAD
GOOOLING MICHAFL D LAS3
GOODMAN ALLAN L ENG1
GOODMAN APDEN PATRIC LAS3
GOODMAN BETH F LAS1
GOODMAN CAROLYN J L AS2
GOODMAN DONALD B LAS2
GCODMAN DOUGLAS S GRAD
GOODMAN GARY M BUS1
GOODMAN JUDITH SUSAN ED 4
GOODMAN KAREN R LAS1
GOODMAN LOWELL R GRAD
GOODMAN HARK ALAN GRAD
GCODMAN PAUL B LAS2
GOODMAN SANDRA H ED 3
GCODMAN STEVEN L LAS2
GOODMAN SUE FLAINE FAA4
GOODMAN WILLIAM G BUS4
GOODMON GRFGORY G BUS4
GOODWIN AMY LEE GRAD
GOODWIN DAVID R JR GRAD
GOODWIN GARY R AGR2
GOODWIN GREGORY LANG GRAD
GOODWIN PEGGY J AGR6
GOODWIN RANDAL F AVI1
GOODWIN SARAH ANN L AS3
GOODWIN STEVEN R AGRl
GOODWIN SUSAN J ED I
GOODWINE DOUGLAS J BUSl
GOODYEAR CAROL S AGRl
GOODYEAR ROONEY KESS GRAD
GOODZEY JOHN R BUS2
GOOLER DENNIS D GRAD
GOOLEY DORIS JEAN GRAD
GOOLEY JANET S LAS2
GOOSSENS GREGG PAUL BUS4
GOOT ARNOLD L LAS3
GCOTRAD PETER J FAA1
GCOTZEIT DEBRA S LAS1
GOOUD GEORGE S FAA1
GOPWANI V MURALI GRAD
GORAJSKI GEORGE A 8US3
GORD DAVID WILLARD ENG3
GORDEN SUSAN ANNETTE LAS4
GOROLEY JANICE F FAA2
GORDON AARON J L AS 3
GORDON ALLEN M LAS4
GORDON CANDACE J GRAD
GORDON CONSTANCE GRAD
1826 ORCH PL U
302 S 4TH C
1004 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 509 C
411 GLENN U
1001 S WRIGHT C
1104 W NEVADA U
1004 S 4TH 213 C
806 W CAL IFORNIA U
URH DANIELS U
1105 FAIRLAWN U
1101 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 517 C
803 W OREGON U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 1019 U
501 SHUMAN U
1400 N DIVISION U
URH FORBES 471 C
903 W NEVADA U
207 F GREEN C
212 W JOHN C
1727 LINCOLN RD C
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT U
211 W SPNGFLO C
211 W SPNGFLO 202 C
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT U
904 W ILLINOIS 4 U
1907 S PROSPECT C
1210 W CHARLES C
RANTOUL ILL
707 S 6TH 501 C
910 S 3RD C
DECATUR ILL
URH OGLESBY 1125 U
INDPLS INO
505 E WHITE 8 C
907 S 4TH C
611 EVERGREEN CT E U
409 E CHALMERS 405 C
814 OAKLAND 202 U
814 OAKLAND 202 U
PLEASANT HILL ILL
URH WFSTON 314 C
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
106 E OREGON U
510 W GREEN 3 U
106 E OREGON U
URH SNYDER 173 C
URH TOWNSEND 137 U
207 E WHI TE 2 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1011 U
1105 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 311 U
910 S 3RD C
102 N LINCOLN 2 U
URH ALLEN 227 U
2704 W WILLIAMS C
605 S BROADWAY U
1105 S 1ST C
902 S 2ND C
1105 S 1ST C
503 W ILLINOIS U
806 W DANIEL C
1723 VALLEY RD C
209 W PENN U
209 W HEALEY C
1008 S LINCOLN U
1916 A ORCH ST U
1916 A ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 360 C
URH BLAISDELL 12 U
URH GARNER 360 C
URH LAR 173 U
POTOMAC ILL
1010 E COLORADO 25 U
1010 E COLORADO 25 U
912 S 2ND C
906 E MICHIGAN U
907 S 2ND 5 C
URH LAR 263 U
1807 W JOHN C
404 E GREEN 303 U
910 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 313 C
URH BABCOCK 429 U
URH SHERMAN 1357 C
URH FORBES 386 C
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
805 W OHIO U
606 W PARK 16 C
1772 VALLEY C
910 S 3RD 704 C
1922 D ORCH ST U

























































































TWIN ORCH TRLR 60
455 N 15TH ST










4359 N ILLINOIS ST
3180 LAKE SHORE DR
2883 ARLINGTON
611 EVERGREEN CT E
7456 N KARLOV
123 W PRAIRIE AV
123 W PRAIRIE AV
98 DIETERICH AV






207 F WHITE 2
7844 N KOSTNER AV
1950 E WOOD ST















RR 1 BOX 90
1916 A ORCH ST












1015 S ELMWOOD AV
3129 W FARGO
724 WOODRIDGE LN









1922 D ORCH ST




































































































GORDON ELLIS JP GRAD
GORDON FRANCINE E ED 2
GORDON GLENDA G LAS3
GORDON JANICE RHODES FAA3
GORDON JANICE S LAS2
GORDON JEFFRY STUART GRAD
GOROON JOSEPH P JR LAS1
GORDON LUKE ENG3
GORDON MICHAEL D FAA2
GORDON PATRICK D BUS1
GOROON RANDALL L BUS*
GORDCN RICHARD R ENG1
GORDON ROBERT PE 1
GORDON ROBERT DAVID GRAD
GORDON RONALD DAVID GRAD
GORDON RUSSELL H LAS3
GOROON STEPHEN B BUSl
GORDON STUART D LAW1
GOROON THOMAS E LAS I
GORDON YALE MICHAEL LAS*
GORE CHARLES PHILIP LAS3
GPRECKI JAMES L AVI2
GOREN PHYLLIS S GRAD
GORENS EDWARD H JR ENG1
GORENSTEIN MELANIE ED 3
GORENSTFIN STEVEN BUS*
GORFNZ RICHAPO J LAS3
GORIN FLLEN F L AS I
GORINI HELEN M LAS*
GORISHFK MICHAEL A FAA1
GORMAN DONALD J LAS2
GORMAN JULIAN FCWARD LAS?
GORMAN LAWRENCE J FAA2
GORMAN THOMAS M BUSl
GORMAN WILLIAM J GRAD
GORMLEY CAROL JANET ED 2
GORNTO ELFANOR FRANC GRAD
GORON JOYCE MARIE GRAD
GORRELL JCHN GLFN GRAD
GORSHE RANCAL L LAS?
GORSKI HARRIET F GRAD
GORSKI STASZ T FAA2
GORSKY CARLA LAS2
GOSHGARIAN JOHN R LAW2
GOSPODARCZYK M F LAS3
GOSS GREGORY V FAA1
GOSS JACK CHARLES JR ENG2
GOSS RICHARO M BUS3
GOSS STEPHEN ANTHONY FNG*
GOSSFTT JANET K FD 2
GOTHELF PAMELA BUSl
GOTSCHALL STANLEY G ENG1
GOTTFINER ROBIN D LAS1
GOTTEMOLLER PAUL J ENG1
GOTTFRIED JOAN MAE LAS*
GOTTI ENRICO GRAD
GOTTLIEB ESTER GRAO
GOTTSELIG L INDA L GRAD
GOUDIE JAMES E ENG2
GOULD ARTHUR E LAS3
GCULD LAURIE E ED 1
GOULD MARCIA E LAS2
GOULD WAYNE ALAN FNG*
GOULETTE ROGER J ENG*
GOULKA JOANNE LYNN LAS*
GOUNDAS CHRISTINF LAS3
GOURLFY BARRY MICHAE 3US*
GOURLFY MICHAEL LEE LAS*
GOURLFY PATRICK J ED *
GOVERNALE CARMEN E ENG1
GOVERNALI JOSEPH F GRAD
GOVERNILE CANIEL FRA BUS*
GOWDY LIZA LAS1
GOWLER CEDRIC M JR LAS1
GOWLER VICKI S LAS2
GOYAL LAKSHMI N GRAD
GOZDZIALSKI JAMFS S FAA3
GPABB MIGNON S GRAD
GRABBE VERN P AGR3
GPA3ENHOFER BONNIE S c>E ^




GPABnw CAVID ALLEN GRAD
GRABOW ELLEN LAS1
GPABOW KAPEN MINDA LAS*
GRA3SKE ROGER EDWARD BUS*
GPABSKl ANN M LAS1
GRACE DAVID L LAS3
GRACEFFA THOMAS G FAA*
GPACEN JORIF B FAA1
GRiVCEN TOOD GRAD
GPACHAN ALLAN F LAS?
GRAC7YK PAULFTTE M LASl
GKA'J CHARLES FAA3
1 PATRICIA CT C
1107 W GREEN 221 U
90* S 3RD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1107 W GREEN 332 U
110* W NEVADA U
3213 KIR8Y C
URH TOWNS END 567 U
*09 E CHALMERS *05 C
100* S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 125 U
56 E DANIEL 3 C
URH HOPKINS **l C
1105 S 1ST C
1922 ORCH ST U
1 PATRICIA CT C
207 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3RD C
*0* E WHITE C
URH NOBLE *12 C
1503 KIRBY C
*01 E JOHN C
1206 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 176 U
URH TOWNSEND 578 U
DANVILLE ILL
305 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 163 C
URH BLAISDELL 328 U
URH TAFT 126 C
URH NOBLE ?17 C
1202 W MAIN U
*0l E JOHN C
URH FORBES 122 C
310 E GRFGORY C
1782 VALLEY RO C
*09 F CHALMRS 1012 C
300 S GOODWIN 613 U
URH DANIELS 29 3 U
809 W ILLINOIS U
URH BABCOCK 6 U
*10 W DELAWARE U
100* LINCOLNSHIRE C
*09 E CHALMRS 1508 C
1603 W GREEN C
URH WARDALL 112* U
1010 S 2ND 317 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY *03 U
509 E CLARK C
TWIN ORCHARDS 9* U
URH SAUNDERS 223 U
URH WESTON 311 C
90* S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 296 C
309 F HEALEY 2 C
816 W MAIN U
*03 PFEFFER RD C
301 S WHEATON C
*01 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1217 U
URH ALLEN *57 U
URH BLAISDELL *06 U
909 ILLINOIS 11 U
RR 2 U
1002 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 1123 U
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
SIDNEY ILL
URH BABCOCK 110 U
*0l E JOHN C
2101 HAZWO 10* U
2311 S 1ST 103 C
URH ALLEN 227 U
URH SNYDER *52 C
URH ALLEN 37 U
URH DANIELS 320 U
60* E ARMORY C
302 HOLIDAY PK 230 C
URH HOPKINS 232 C
URH EVANS *23 U
URH FORBES *13 C
301 COUNTRY FR 52 C
URH WARDALL 623 U
802 W OREGON 11 U
URH WESTON 130 C
URH BUSEY *25 U
1006 S 3RD 21 C
803 MATTIS 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 221 U
211 E ARMORY C
2 10 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 165 U
506 1/2 N FLM C
URH THWNSENO 371 U
URH BUSEY 2*5 U































































1107 W GREEN 221
89 BURNING TREE OR
237 LEITCH






*65 E ADAMS ST
3*9 LARKSPUR DR
835 VERNON AV
9222 N MAJOR AV
1922 D ORCH ST
1 PATRICI A CT
BOX *0*
1535 W FARGO
190* GREEN BAY RD
6731 W 105TH ST
9222 MAJOR
1805 STATE ST















1372 E 57TH ST
1608 N CENTER ST
RR 1




RR 1 BOX 77











VIA E ZACCONI 8
*2 U7IEL ST
69* W IRVING PK RD
11211 S TROY
89** KIL BOURN AV
1519 W CHARLES
1500 13TH AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 298
12*0 WALTERS AV






DARK HOLLOW BLDG *
212 MCHAEL JOHN DR





302 HOLIDAY PK 230
319 W CENTRAL
292 N MYRTLE










7000 W CAROL AV
7000 CAROL
ROUTE 3




































































































GPADLE WILLIAM J AGR1
GRADOWSK! CHARLES T BUS4
GRADY DANIEL C LAS1
GPAOY MAMIE BUS4
GRADY MICHAEL JOSEPH COM4
GRAEFF CLAUDE L GRAD
GRAEGIN DON PAUL GRAD
GPAESSER KENNETH A 8US2
GPAESSER ROBERT J LAS3
GRAESSLF CHARLES A GRAD
GRAF MARGARET E ED I
GRAFF KAREN NILSQN GRAD
GRAFF DOUGLAS J AGR2
GRAFF GLSTAV GRAD
GRAFF KATHY ANN GRAD
GRAFF KIM M LAS1
GRAFF LAWRENCE E AGR2
GRAFF RICHARD F ENG4
GRAFFAM DAVID B ENG1
GRAGG KATHLEEN M L AS 1
GRAHAM BRUCE L ENG2
GRAHAM CONNIE S PE 2
GRAHAM DENNIS D BUS3
GRAHAM DONALD W JR GRAD
GRAHAM FRANKLIN EARL COM4
GRAHAM GARY LINN GRAD
GRAHAM GEORGE K ENG3
GRAHAM JOHN L PE 2
GRAHAM JOHN P BUS1
GRAHAM JUDITH LYNNE GRAD
GRAHAM KATHLEEN A LAS2
GRAHAM KATHLEEN E COM3
GRAHAM MARVIN LCWELL GRAD
GRAHAM MICHAEL D ENG2
GRAHAM MICHAEL F GRAD
GRAHAM MICHAEL PAUL BUS4
GRAHAM NANCY L LAS1
GRAHAM PHILIP G BUS1
GRAHAM ROBERT K AGR1
GRAHAM ROBERT S LAS3
GRAHAM ROGER DAVID ENG6
GRAHAM ROY ARTHUR GRAD
GRAHAM RUPERT F JR ENG2
GRAHAM WILLIAM F GRAD
GPAHOVEC JOY D LAS2
GRAMAN THOMAS L LAS2
GRAMLING WILLIAM EDG GRAD
GPAMM CYNTHIA L AGR3
GRAMM DALE E ENG1
GPAMM MICHAEL L AGR3
GRAMM PATRICIA MARLE LAS*
GRAN GARY R ENG1
GRAN GREGORY JOHN BUS4
GPANACHER MICHAEL J ENG1
GPANAT ALAN LESLIE LAS3
GRANAT DAVID JOEL GRAD
GRANAT DONNA G GRAD
GRANATH JAMES WILTON LAS4
GRANDCHAMP BARBARA R L AS 1
GRANDCHAMP ROBERT JO GRAD
GPANDCOLAS SHIRLEY A LAS3
GRANDONF HELEN F GRAD
GRANDT ALTEN F JR GRAD
GRANDT KATHLEEN R ED 1
GRANDT LESTER LYN AGR4
GRANOT TERRENCE ALAN VM 1
GRANDYS ALVIN K GRAD
GPANEY JANET M LAW1
GRANS SUSAN ELLEN LAS4
GRANS THOMAS M SUS1
GPANSE JANICE L M FAA9
GRANT CELIA M LAS1
GRANT CHERYL KAY BUS4
GRANT CHRISTINE ANNE GRAD
GRANT DEBRA S LAS3
GRANT DON T ENG3
GRANT JOE WALTER JR GRAD
GRANT KELLY W LAS1
GPANT ROBYN TAMARA GRAD
GRANT WILLIAM M LAS3
GPASKE HENRY F JR VM. 2
GRASS EUGENE R LAS2
GRASS FRANK STEPHEN GRAD
GRASSEL KEITH A LAS3
GRATTEAU PHILLIP R FAA3
GPAUBART JEFFREY P E NG
1
GRAUEL NED WILLIAM LAS4
GRAUER PAUL WILLIAM LAW2
GRAUL CHARLES H ENG1
GRAVENHORST BRIAN A ENG3
GRAVES BETTIE JEAN ED 2
GRAVES CHARLES E GRAD
GRAVES DEBORAH LAS1
GPAVFS DOUGLAS B LAS2
GRAVES FRED K LAS1
GRAVES GODDARD C GRAD
GRAVES KAYE M LAS3
URH HOPKI NS 424 C
URH BABCOCK 124 U
URH WESTON 373 C
105 E DANIEL C
908 E FLORIDA U
2904 CARRELTON C
908 S LOCUST 304 C
URH WESTON 216 C
URH WESTON 258 C
701 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 27 C
406 S LINCOLN U
58 E GREGORY C
1107 GREEN U
205 E GREEN 19 C
604 E ARMORY 428 C
307 E GREEN C
604 E ARMORY 428 C
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
URH TRELEASE 1016 U
803 OREGON U
URH BLAISDELL 422 U
2113 W WHITE 220 C
700 DOVER PL C
1509 KILER C
703 E COLORADO 209 U
URH WESTON 314 C
URH HOPKINS 220 C
URH SNYDER 495 C
50 E HEALEY C
URH LAR 275 U
URH WARDALL 412 U
608 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 363 C
2087 C ORCH ST U
1001 S 1ST C
URH LUNDGREN C
URH GARNER 473 C
313 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C
2401 MELROSE C
URH SHERMAN 652 C
105 E GREEN 8 C
URH DANIELS 326 U
706 S MATHEWS U
206 S GREGORY U
1004 E DELAWARE U
URH WARDALL 1222 U
401 E GREEN C
106 E HEALEY C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
409 E CHALMERS 705 C
608 E MAIN U
312 E ARMORY C
58 E JOHN 4 C
909 W OREGON 104 U
909 W OREGON 104 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH TAFT 203 C
604 N MAPLE 24 U
URH ALLEN 41 U
2103 W WHITE 127 C
701 W CHURCH U
URH VANDOREN 16 C
801 W NEVADA U
607 N COLER U
510 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 505 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
202 E DANIEL C
33 E CHALMERS I C
URH ALLEN 375 U
409 E CHALMRS 1102 C
705 S VINE U
URH LUNDGREN 31C C
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
RR 1 BOX 61 U
URH TOWNSEND 460 U
107 N BUSEY U
409 E CHALMERS 609 C
2303 S 1ST 203 C
401 E DANIEL C
2006 VAWTER 2 U
1007 S 3RD C
402 W GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
507 E CLARK C
2200 SOUTHWOOD C
904 W GREEN 503 U
URH WESTON 4-54 C
URH VANDOREN 225 C
502 E WHITE 12 C
URH BARTON 104 C
URH WESTON 126 C
URH OGLESBY 225 U
STA A BOX 2249 U





































































229 N LINCOLN ST
1801 N LAWNDALE
3712 S KING OR


















2113 W WHITE 220
2338 WALTERS AV
304 E FLORIDA
703 E COLORADO 209
RR 2
308 MOORE ST
516 E GROVE ST
415 FORD ST
722 CLARENCE AV
205 N EASTWOOD AV
608 W GREEN
348-28TH AV



















817 W COLLEGE AV
6536 N TROY ST
909 W OREGON 104
909 W OREGON 104
1958 LARKDALE
12505 HIGHLAND
604 N MAPLE 24









33 F CHALMERS 1
10341 PROSPECT








2303 S 1ST 203
BOX 726
2006 VAWTER 2





813 W STATE ST
112 GLENLAKE AV
16156 OXFORD DR
1200 N PRIEUR ST B
1411 ARGONNE DR
107 S MEADOW ST
8724 S PARK




































































































GRAVES SUSAN P EO 2
GRAVFS VILDA J LAS2
GRAWEY LYNETTE K LAS2
GRAY ALBERT EO 3
GRAY CHARLES H EO 3
GRAY DAVID P ENG1
GRAY DEBORAH S LAS2
GRAY DIANE L GRAD
GRAY GEORGENE E FAA3
GRAY JAMES A ENG2
GRAY JOHN DENNIS LAS2
GRAY JULIE A LAS1
GRAY KATHER INF P AGR1
*GRAY LORRAINE BAS ICH GRAD
GRAY MICHAEL J LAS1
GRAY NANCY BUSH GRAD
GRAY RODNEY JOHN GRAD
GRAY RONALD L AGRl
GRAY THELMA S LAS3
GRAY TIMOTHY L LAS1
GRAY WILLIAM T IV GRAD
GRAYBEAL JUDITH C PE 4
GRAYBEAL RUSSELL OAK PE 4
GRAYS EDDIE M LAS1
GRAZIAN JAN ELLEN L AS4
GRAZIAN LAURIE J LAS2
GRAZIANI KENNETH R GRAD
GRAZIER DONALD LAS4
GREATHOUSE JANICE L LAS1
GREAVES ELIZABETH J LASl
GRFAVES ELLEN C PE 3
GREAVES NANCY L ED 1
GREAVES ROBERT PAUL LAS4
GREAVES WILLIAM W LAS3
GREBFL ALICE J LASl
GRFBFNAR SANDRA LEE COM3
GPFBNER FLORENCE D GRAD
GRECO ERNEST A LAS3
GRFCO ROBERT J ENG4
GREDE FREDERICK J ENG1
GRFEN AGNES HAYES GRAD
GREEN DANIEL EMERSON GRAD
GREEN DAVID B AGR2
GREEN DEBRA SACKS LAS3
GREEN DIANE MARIE EO 4
GREEN DUANE M JR ENG2
GREEN ELIZABETH IREN LAS3
GREEN EUGENE GRAD
GREEN FRANK AUGUST GRAD
GREEN GEORGE E ENG4
GREEN GUERDON P III LASl
GREEN HAROLD A AVU
GREEN HENRY A ENG1
GRFEN HERMAN G JR GRAD
GPEEN JAMES DONALD GRAD
GRFEN JAMES E BUS1
GPEEN JEARLINE LASl
GPEEN JOSEPH STUART GRAD
GREEN KAREN JOY LAS4
GREEN KENNETH ALLEN ENG4
GREEN KENNETH J ENG4
GREEN LARRY ARTHUR GRAD
GPEEN LAWRENCE ARTHU LAS4
GRFEN LOIS PE 2
GREEN MARGARET J LAS4
GRFEN MARGARETE B GRAD
GPEEN MELANIE SPENCE LAS3
GREEN MICHAEL G GRAD
GREEN NANCY L ED 2
GREEN PAMELA A LAS2
GREEN RICHARD A LAW1
GREEN RICHARD D GRAD
GREEN RICHARD JORDAN LAS4
GREEN ROBERT FRITZ LAS4
GPEEN ROBFRT M AVI 1
GREEN SHARRI E LAS3
GREEN SOL BJS4
GREEN VALERIE J LASl
GRFFN VIVIAN TAYLOR GRAD
GRFEN VONGALEE J FAA2
GREEN WALTER PE 1
GREENBAUM IONE S GRAD
GREENBERG BARRY SCOT LAS4
GREFNBERG DANIEL A LAS2
GPEENBERG HOWARD S BUS3
GREENBERG JEFFREY S ENG2
GREENBERG LESLEY B ED 1
GREENBERG LYNN LAS2
GREENBERG MARSHA K PE 2
GREENBERG MURRAY LASl
GREENBERG NANCY J M FAA9
GREENBERG RICHARD A GRAD
GREENBERG RICKY S LASl
GREENBERG ROBERTA M PE 1
GREENE BRENDAN D LASl
GREENE DONALD F GRAD
GREENE ELWOOD W JR GRAD
508 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 257 U
URH TRELEASE 512 U
501 1/2 W CAL IFRNA U
401 E GREEN U
URH FORBES 418 C
910 S 3RD 917 C
703 W OREGON U
1207 W NEVADA U
1 PENN CT U
RR 4 C
URH EVANS 307 U
URH BLAISOELL 220 U
2109 ZUPPKE U
URH NOBLE 111 C
2202 HAZWD 102 C
15 OUNELLEN U
311 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1205 U
CHILLICOTHE ILL
RANTOUL ILL
618 W GREEN 3 C
618 W GREEN 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
802 W OREGON 34 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
2075 C ORCH ST U
316 S PRAIRIE 101 C
URH TRELEASE 1218 U
URH TRELEASE 928 U
URH WARDALL 723 U
URH ALLEN 373 U
604 E CLARK C
307 E HEALEY 8 C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
601 S 1ST C
1205 W CHURCH C
502 W MAIN U
404 S LINCOLN U
505 E CHALMERS C
1517 SUMMIT RIDGE C
1202 N MCKINLEY C
102 E CHALMERS C
1011 S OAK C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 107 C
URH WARDALL 622 U
901 S 1ST C
WASHINGTON ILL
1004 S 4TH 101 C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
URH FORBES 478 C
608 W PENN U
2201 HAZWD DR 202 U
618 W GREEN C
1007 3RD C
URH EVANS 337 U
RANTOUL ILL
910 S 3R0 1202 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
106 N GREGORY U
MAHOMET ILL
601 S 4TH C
URH BLAISDELL 107 U
806 W INDIANA U
108 W GREEN 209 C
1204 W UNION C
50 2 WOO DL AWN C
1105 N BEAROSLEY C
URH WARDALL 713 U
207 COUNTRY FR 28 C
54 E JOHN 2 C
806 W INDIANA U
406 E STOUGHTON 5 C
505 E CHALMERS C
904 S 3RD C
1011 S OAK C
604 E WHITE C
2201 HAZWD DR 202 U
804 S LOCUST 25 C
URH FORBES 213 C
URH DANIELS 67 U
52 E ARMORY C
503 W GREEN U
312 S COLER U
URH TRELEASE 510 U
910 S 3RD C
902 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSFND 207 U
2006 SOUTHWOOD C
813 N LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 338 U
310 E GREGORY C
MONTICELLO ILL
402 S RACE U
344-0501 622 W 129TH PL
332-3310 500 E 33RD ST
332-5538 331 CLARA AV
367-4371 6217 S CALUMET
BOX 644
332-1098 RR
337-5246 124 LA RUE
3115 OLD FARM RD
344-1459 1109 S ALDINE
367-1032 1 PENN CT
359-2322 3722 SPRINGDALE
332-2734 555 F HICKORY ST
332-3496 406 BYRON CT
365-1455 2109 ZUPPKE
332-0 369 1002 ENOS LN
328-1885 2307 ELMWOOD ST
NEWTOWNBREDA
RR 1
332-4554 3722 SPRINGDALE AV
236 W SHERIDAN RR2
511 E SANGAMON
356-5880 618 W GREEN 3
356-5880 618 W GREEN 3
1341 E 83RD ST
344-6084 9504 OLIPHANT
344-3616 9504 OLIPHANT AV
328-1521
352-0319
2075 C ORCH ST
316 S PRAIRIE 101
332-5754 352 CHAUNCEY ST
332-5674 516 COUNTY LINE CT
516 COUNTY LINE CT
332-3363 20 BRIARCLIFFE DR
356-4915 20 BRIARCLIFFE DR
20 BRIARCLIFFE DR
344-0511 473 BUENA VISTA
2945 N MASON AV
359-3041 RR 2
36 5-2485 8652 N OZARK
344-6730 5337 k CRYSTAL ST
14 OLD OAK TRAIL
359-4805 1517 SUMMIT RIDGE
356-0720 1202 N MCKINLEY
344-7232 BOX 298
352-5061 1011 S OAK
344-0571 2001 GRANT
332-0925 5326 N UNIVFRSITY
332-4425 509 N JEFFERSON AV
352-0551 6243 N DRAKE
RR 1
334-1C71 2717 S PASFIELD
332-4049 263 KEITH AV
332-1143 RR 3
344-6880 608 W PENN
344-4955 2201 HAZWD DR
356-7408 618 W GREEN
306 S PROSPECT ST
2735 W LEXINGTON
403 S SUNSFT PL
337-5321 3750 LAKE SHORE DR
359-4117 620 THORNWOOD DR
RR 3
CANDELWOOD EST
4223 W JARVIS AV
332-3454 4541 MAIN ST
344-0 581 806 W INDIANA
212 DALE AV
359-7 173 1204 W UNION
304 N STATE
352-8803 920 COOK
332-4441 1060 GLENWOOD AV
352-2502 1117 N 16TH ST
356-0940 3159 WINLOW ST
344-0581 806 W INDIANA
359-4634 955 JOHNSTON DR
639 S REED
344-9579 9316 N HARDING
352-5061 1011 S OAK
352-6950 1106 WESTOVER LN
344-4955 2201 HAZWD DR 202
359-0865 3440 N 23R0 ST
332-0952 1702 ST CLAIR AV
3260 CRUGER AV
356-7715 4300 W FOSTER ST
351 FERNDALE
367-8850 1631 S NORFOLK
2215 EDGEBROOK DR
332-5536 6531 N S6ELEY
344-5000 5251 W GALITZ
344-0489 2003 W TOUHY
2946 W CHASE
356-2390 2 006 SOUTHWOOD
367-0627 3047 W BIRCHWOOD
337-5134 4063 TOUHY
332-3206 6127 N CLAREMONT





































































































GREENE HOWARD CARY ENG4
GR EENE JOAN MAR IS EO 4
GREENE JUNE M GRAD
GREENE KEVIN P LAS1
GREENE LARRY E ENG?
GREENF MARGARET P LASS
GREENE NANCY ANNE El 1
GREENE NANCY HAWL EY GRAD
GREENE TERRY G ENGl
GREENE THOMAS L AGR4
GREENE WILLIAM f L AS 1
GREENER JANICE L PE 2
GREENFELDT BARBARA L LAS4
GREENFIELD ANNE M FAA3
GREENFIFLn DEBORAH N GRAD
GREENFIELD EDWARD AL BUS*
GREENFIELD HAZEL G LAS3
GPFENFIELD JONATHAN VM 3
GREENFIFLD PAUL STEV LAS3
GFEENGOSS FAITH A PE 1
GREENHALGH DEBORAH J LAS3
GREENING ELAINE GRA.D
GREENING LANCF R GRAD
GRFENLEE ANNE LAS2
GPFENLEE WILLIAM J ENGl
GREENO'JGH KIMBALL E LAS1
GREFNSPAHN BARBARA H LAS2
GRFFNSPAHN BRUCE ROB LAS4
GREENSPAN BENNETT S LAS3
GREENSPAN BRAD K LAS1
GREENSTFIN ALAN H AGR2
GREENSTEIN LARRY P LAS1
GREENSTEIN NANCY A ED 3
GREENSTEIN SANDRA J ED 2
GRFENTHAL RICHARD S BUS1
GREENWALC CARL J ENG4
GREENWOOD KENNETH M VM 1
GRFFNWCOD WILLIAM D ENG4
GREER SHERRY L LAS4
GRFEP WILBUR CHARLES ENG4
GREFFE ANNETTA J LAS3
GREGER NANCY G LAS1
GREGG DAVID WILLIAM AGR4
GREGG DOUGLAS A VM 2
GRFGG KAREN C FAA2
GRFGGA WILLIAM B LAS3
GREGOR JOHN D ENG2
GRFGORCY GLENN MARCE LAS4
GREGORSKI ARNELL V FAA1
GREGORY ADRIANNE D FAA2
GREGORY CAROLINE G LAS3
GREGORY ERIK S LAS3
SPEGORY FRED ANDREW ENG4
GREGORY JOHN F ENGl
GREGORY JOHN JOSEPH LAS3
GREGORY LANNIF JOE 3US4
GREGORY MARK W I LL AR D GRAD
GREIM BARBARA DIANE GRAD
GRFINER JAMES A LAS4
GREINER JOHN A BUS2
GREINER STEVFN P LAS1
GREISMAN ROBERT S LAS2
GREIVE ANNETTF L FAA3
GREMBOWICZ MONICA J FAA2
GRENINGER LEONARD GRAD
GRENNAN DEBRA J FAA1
GRENNAN MICHAEL J AGR3
GRENOBLE DANE CLARK GRAD
GRESCHEK KATHLEEN A LAS1
GRESEY JENNIFER J FAA2
GRESH JOHN DALLAS ENG4
GRESKO GERALD ALLEN BUS*
GRESLIN ARTHUR F LAS2
GRESS DIRK WILHELM LAS4
GRETSCHMANN KENNgTH LAS2
GREVF JAMES THOVAS L AS3
GREVE JANE ED 2
GREVER GLENN ALBERT GRAD
GREVICE GARY STFVEN BUS4
GRGAS JOHN MICHAEL ENG4
GRGAS WILLIAM K BUS1
GPICE STEPHEN E BUS2
GRIDER JOHN B LAS2
GRIEB DONALD L ENGl
GRIEBENOW ROBFRT R FAA3
GRIEME LINDA J LAS3
GR IEPSON ANDY RAY LAS3
GRIESEMER CHARLES T BUS2
GRIESHABER GARY H BUS2
GR IEVE WILL IAM G SRAD
GRIFFARD ROBERT PAUL CUM4
GPIFFARD THOMAS J FAA4
GPIFFET CAROL KNOTT GRAD
GRIFFEY JOHN JAY COM4
GR IFFIN ALAN DALE LAS2
GRIFFIN ANDRF FAA2
GR IFF IN DEBORAH L LAS2
1006 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1406 C
URH DANIELS 729 U
URH NOBLE 407 C
904 W GREEN 517 U
DKH 414 U
409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
URH SHERMAN 1349 C
URH FORBES 111 C
URH CARR 225 U
310 E GREGORY U
URH CLARK 212 C
RANTOUL ILL
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
90 1 S 6TH C
1301 E MITCHEM U
409 E CHALMRS 1007 C
1217 JOANNE LN C
731 S MATTIS C
910 S 3RD C
611 E DANIEL C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
508 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 410 C
l'>76 VALLEY RD C
904 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 519 C
910 S 3RD 302 C
1720 LYNWOOD C
910 S- 3RD C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1315 GRANDVIEW C
URH SCOTT 468 C
205 S 6TH C
801 OREGON U
1702 WILLIAMSBURG C
1006 W NEVADA 6 U
2309 S 1ST MANOR C
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
URH BLAISOELL 409 U
801 W NEVADA U
711 W FLORIDA U
URH WARDALL 1025 U
410 E JOHN C
906 E WATER U
1009 W PENN U
URH FORBES 489 C
31 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 1107 U
URH CARR 228 U
902 W CLARK 8 U
URH SNYDER 472 C
URH SCOTT 208 C
2311 S 1ST 202 C
MOWEAQUA ILL
801 E MAIN U
307 E HEALEY 13 C
URH FORBES 226 C
URH FORBES 226 C
URH OGLESBY 804 U
409 F CHALMRS 1208 C
URH BUSEY 219 U
2704 ALTON C
URH TRELEASE 331 U
809 W PENN U
2049 B HAZWD CT U
URH LAR 424 U
URH CLARK 333 C
609 W MAIN U
906 W SPR INGFIELD U
205 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
202 E JOHN C
801 MAPLE PARK C
URH TRELEASE 909 U
NORMAL ILL
209 W WASHINGTON C
1007 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
4 ROSEWOOD U
URH HOPKINS 221 C
URH SCOTT 389 C
URH SNYDER 376 C
MUNICH GER
205 S LYNN 7 C
311 E ARMORY C
320 E GREGORY C
1610 GLEN BURNIE C
609 W MAIN 14 U
617 W HILL C
206 W BEARDSLEY C
706 S 1ST 302 C















































































9715 S OGLESBY AV
1217 JOANNE IN

















1915 S VINE AV




112 5 W ADAMS
ROUTE 2 BOX 231
RR I









9311 N E PRAIRIE
5529 N ODELL




2111 N BONNIE BROK
2111N BONNIE BROOK
2111 N BONNIE BRK
5122 W ESTES AV
RR 1




2049 B HAZWD CT
3304 N LARAMIE AV
1214 N FORREST AV
515 FISK AV
529 EAST PARK BLVD
241 GILLETT
313 S THOMAS
610 S 6TH ST
4117 MARYVILLE RD





520 S 3RD ST
840 MEADOWLARK LN















































































































GRIFFIN EDWARD L GRAD
GRIFF IN GARY T LAS2
GRIFFIN JAMES R LASl
GRIFFIN JOE L LASl
GR IFFIN JOHN E BUS4
GRIFFIN LORRAINE E LASl
GRIFFIN RICHARD J LASl
GRIFFIN TIMOTHY A BUS3
GRIFFIN WOODSON JACK ENG4
GPIFFITH HARRY D LAS2
GRIFFITH HOWARD EDWA LAS4
*GR IFFITH JAMES P FAA4
GRIFFITH JEFFREY A ENG1
GRIFFITH LAWRENCE B LAS4
*GR IFFITH WALTER E GRAD
GRIFFITHS SUSANNE K GRAD
GRIFFITHS THOMAS D GRAD
GRIFFITHS WILLIAM S BUS1
GRIGALUNAS STEPHEN A ENG3
GRIGG ANN ELLIS LAS4
GRIGG JIMMIE L LASl
*GRIGG STEVEN ANDREW GRAD
GRIGGS DONOVAN LAS2
GRIGGS JOHN R LASl
*GR IGGS MILDRED P GRAD
GRIGGS RUBY LASl
GRIGSBY MARY JO BUS3
GRIGUS CAROL A FAA4
*GPIMES BERNADETTE E GRAD
GRIMES COLLEEN E AGR1
GRIMES GENE DOUGLAS LAW1
GRIMES GWENDOLYN LAS2
GRIMES JAMES JOSEPH FAA4
GRIMES JANEEN A LAS2
GRIMES JOHN W JR ENG2
GRIMES MICHAEL G PE 1
GRIMES PAMELA L BUS2
*GRIMES ROBERT JOHN GRAD
GRIMM EVELYN ELIZABE LAS4
GRIMM GRETCHEN MARY COMA
GRIMMELBEIN JEFFREY AGR2
GPIMMELBEIN MARK W LAS3
*GRIMSHAW WILLIAM J GRAD
GPINDE GERALD S GRAD
GRIPPANDO ANNE M ED 4
GRISCHOW PAUL R ENG1
GRISLI S AI VAR R LASl
*GRISMER GAYLE W BUS3
GRISOLANO JAMES M JR ENG1
GRISOLANO KATHY LAS2
GPISS MARTIN LEWIS GRAD
GRISS PNINA ED 3




GRISWOLD PATRICIA S LASl
GRISWOLD PAULA R ED 2
GRITCHEN LYLE STEVEN LAS3
GRITTON ROSANNF LAS2
GRMAN MICHAEL E ENG2
GROBARCIK MICHAEL C ENG3
GROCH SHARON A LASl
GROCHOCINSKI DAVID E LAS2
GROCHOWSKI JOHN J LASl
GRODSKY SHARON D LAS?
GRODY ANNETTE M FAA3
GPODY EDWARD H JR GRAD
*GRODZINSKY FRANCES S GRAD
GRODZINSKY STEPHEN F GRAD
GROEBE CAVID A FAA1
GROEBE KIMBERLY A FAA2
GPOENE LAWRENCE R ENG1
GRCENWALD RICHARD A GRAD
GPOESBECK CARL T FAA2
GPOESCH GARY L LASl
GROESCHEL EVFRETT LY AGRA
GROFF JAMES JOSEPH FAAA
GROFF SUSAN ELLEN LASA
GROGMAN BRUCE I ENG1
GROH ANNETTE M LAS?
GPOHNE JAMES A L AW I
GROM PATRICIA A LAS3
GPONER EILFEN LEVINE GRAD
GRONER JEFFREY P LASl
*GRONER MICHAEL IRWIN GRAD
GP0NEW0L3 MARC1A D FAA1
GRONLI MICHAEL E ENG1
GPONSKI JAN M GRAD
GROOM GREGORY E LASl
GROPPEL JACK L AGR2
GPOSCH TERESA A COM3
GPOSHONG D1NALD E L4W1
GROSS ALAN M LASl
GPnss ALLEN F BUS3
GPUSS ANORbA F LAS4
GROSS RPUCE EUGENF GRAD
GROSS DENNIS C GRAD
GROSS GA°Y E LAS3
706 S WALNUT 6 U
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
60A E ARMORY C
707 S 3RD C
1613 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH ALLEN 365 U
305 W VINE C
1101 STOUGHTON 101 U
2 11 E ARMORY C
A0 1 E JOHN C
1600 W BRADLEY 46 C
1807 W WILLIAM C
URH OGLES BY 1003 U
911 S 3RD 6 C
1101 E MUMFORD U
TOLONO ILL
80A S NEW C
URH WESTON 3A3 C
20? W WHITF C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
3 PENN CT U
106 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 309 C
906 W HILL U
URH TAFT 222 C
503 E WHI TE C
URH SAUNDERS 315 U
A06 W HIGH 10 U
URH WARDALL 1110 U
211 E ARMORY C
311 E SPNGFLD 303 C
105 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1110 U
URH HOPKINS 2A0 C
URH HOPKINS 369 C
URH LAR A03 U
2113 W WHITE C
107 W CALIFORNIA 6 U
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
URH FORBES 132 C
710 W IOWA U
A01 S LINCOLN U
RR 2 U
712 W ILLINOIS U
1010 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 368 C
A09 1/2 W UNIV C
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
A09 F CHALMRS 1306 C
1962 C ORCH ST U
1962 C ORCH ST U
CHARLESTON ILL
1110 W SPNGFLD U
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
URH WARDALL 816 U
907 S ATH C
URH CLARK 21A C
URH SCOTT A20 C
URH TOWNSEND A60 U
URH VAN DOREN 5 C
URH OGLESBY 110A U
URH NOBLE 325 C
URH TRELEASE 1010 U
303 E JOHN C
175A VALLEY RD C
1975 A ORCH ST U
1975 A ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 228 C
HARVEY ILL
URH SCOTT 361 C
57 COACHMAN U
911 S ATH C
URH BABCOCK 210 U
1007 S 1ST C
20A E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 223 C
URH HOPKINS 378 C
URH BARTON C
1802 W WILLIAMS 3 C
908 S LINCOLN U
2062 B ORCH U
URH OGLESBY A30 U
2062 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 115 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 515 U
URH BABCOCK 328 U
URH OGLESBY 1105 U
URH LAR 223 U
PR 1 U
URH OGLESBY 607 U
URH OGLESBY 319 U
910 S 3R0 13 23 C
3 SAFFEP CT U
CHARLESTON ILL




























































































710 S 17TH ST
530 LINDEN
2106 DICKEY AV





A06 W HIGH 10
5022 CATALPA
A06 BAY
905 A RENO PL
A037 BUCKINGHAM
5022 W CATALPA AV
707 N JOHNSTON AV
39A E 270TH ST
771A S PARK AV
2113 W WHfTE
8 N ELM ST
205 E RICHMOND ST
COLLEGE RD
ROUTE 1 BOX 327
1440 E 60TH PL
RR 2
14716 PRINCETON
19 W 6A1 GEORGE




1962 C ORCHARD ST
1962 C ORCH ST
2424 VILLAGE RD







570A S TROY ST
1110 DARROW AV
5AI HITCHCOCK
3610 MAPLE LEAF DR
570 S ATH AV







219 W FRANKLIN ST
1020 N BOND ST
5852 N MANTON AV
GREY ROCK GARDENS
1451 N SHERIDAN RO
108 N WHEELING RD
17 WESTGATE
1505 GLENWOOD
510 LAKE SHORE OR
2062 B ORCH ST
5842 N SPAULDING
58A2 N SPAULDING
RR 1 BOX 263
706 DRESSER DR





3223 W OLIVE AV







































































































GROSS JAN M FAA3
GROSS JCHN A AGR3
GROSS LARRY RAYMOND GRAD
GROSS NATHAN I RUS1
GROSS NORMA VIRGINIA LAS4
GROSS RICHARD G II RUS3
GROSS ROBERT M FAA1
GROSS ROGER A AGR4
GROSS STEVEN J BUS1
GROSS TOO RONALD GRAD
GROSS WALTER S FAAl
GROSSBERG STEPHEN JA FAA4
GROSSBLATT ARNOLD L LAS3
GROSSF EDWARD T LAS3
GROSSF MICHAEL h L AS 1
GROSSE ROBERT CHARLF LAS4
GROSSEL JOAN SCHMEIG GRAD
GROSSEL ROGER L GRAD
GROSSI GILBERT J ENG2
GROSSMAN ARTHUR A GRAD
GROSSMAN DENNIS L LAS2
GROSSMAN LAWRENCE M LAS2
GROSSMAN MARGARET R GRAD
GROSSMAN NEIL MARC LAS3
GROSSMAN STEVEN J LAS1
GROSSMARK STEPHEN T ENG1
GROSZKO WALTER J ENG4
GROT SANDRA KAY LAS4
GROTEFENDT RICHARD A AGR3
GROTH STEVEN L ENG1
GROTHENDICK LINDA LE ED 4
GROVE GREGORY R FAAl
GROVE KURT A LAS2
GROVE RICHARD L PE 3
GROVE SHARON K LAS2
GROVE WENDY S LAS1
GROVER ELISSA KAY A GR 2
GROVER JOEL WILLIAM GRAD
GROVES HAROLD JAMES ENG4
GROVES JOEL LEE GRAD
GROVFS MARY SUMMERS GRAD
GROVES THEODORE R GRAO
GRU3B RICHARD DALE GRAD
GRUBBS RICHARD LARRY GRAD
GRUBE DENNIS ARTHUR AGR4
GPUBE SUSAN LYNNE P FAA4
GRUBE VICTORIA J ED 2
GRUEBEL JEPOLD V GRAD
GRUENDER TIMOTHY LEE GRAD
GRUNER CYNTHIA H AGR2
GRUNEWALD GORDON JR LAS3
GPUSH JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
GRUSSING YVONNE JOAN ED 4
GRUSY WAYNE EDWARD GRAD
GRUSZKA PHILIP J AGR1
GRUTZIUS DAVID P BUS3
GRUWELL ROBERT E BUS4
GRUZALSKI PHIL A LAS3
GRYGA MARGARET M LAS1
GPYGA MARILYN A COM2
GRYGIEL JOHN CARL GRAD
GRZESIAK RONALD JOSE LAS4
GSCHWEND JOHN A LAS1
GU.DAUSKAS MINNIE J GRAD
GUDENRATH LARRY R FAA2
GUDERLEY SUSAN G ED 1
GUDGFL JOHN ROBERT GRAD
GUDGEON JOHN W BUS3
GUDMUNDSEN VANCE C LAW1
GUENTHER ERIC R BUS2
GUENTHER JAMES A BUS3
GUENZLER JANE ELLEN PE 4
GUECUIERRE JAMES SCO FAA4
GUERIN ROGER J LAW2
GUERREIN ROBERT T GRAD
GUERRERO JOSE LUIS GRAD
GUERRERO NORA H GRAD
GUERRERORAMIREZ J GRAD




GUHA JAYANTA K GRAD
GUICE VIOLA MURIEL COM3
GUIDA FRANK JOSEPH J FAA4
GUIDA KIM A PE 2
GUIDI PAUL F LAS1
GUIDO DIANE C LAS1
GUIDO SALVATORE F LAS2
GUIDRY RICHARD M GRAD
GUILFORD MELVIN S GRAD
GUILFORD SARAH * LAS4
GUILINGER ANNE C GRAD
GUILLERMO OSWALDO GRAD
GUIMOND DONALD L LAS1
GUINN LINDA L LAS4
GUINN RICHARD A ENG2
URH LUNDGREN 311 C
706 S GREGORY U
1916 LYNWOOD C
URH WESTON 419 C
1112 W CLARK U
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 492 C
FISHER ILL
910 S 3RD C
605 W UNIVERSITY C
URH SCOTT 441 C
VERSAILLES FR
404 W CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND 294 U
313 E ARMORY C
203 COUNTRY FR 23 C
260 3 LAWN DALE C
2603 LAWNDALE C
URH SCOTT 371 C
104 1/2 E ARMORY C
URH 0GLES8Y 905 U
702 MCCULLOUGH U
1833 VALLEY RD C
910 S 3RD 717 C
URH SCOTT 417 C
907 S 4TH C
512 E STOUGHTON C
1106 S LINCOLN U
503 W FLM U
1002 S LINCOLN U
302 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 426 U
409 E CHALMERS 413 C
RANTOUL ILL
207 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 364 U
804 S LOCUST 6 C
2303 S 1ST 104 C
URH BABCOCK 4 10 U
605 S COLER U
605 S COLER C
1929 B ORCH PL U
SOUTHFIELD M ICH
URH SHERMAN 415 C
606 E ELM 1 U
606 E ELM I U
312 E DANIEL C
1003 W MAIN U
910 S NEW C
405 E JOHN C
1772 VALLEY RD C
112 E GREEN 205 C
SIDNEY ILL
1606 CHEVY CHASE C
URH CARR 406 U
1007 S 3RD C
1005 S 6TH C
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
URH ALLEN 362 U
802 W OREGON 36 U
DANVILLE ILL
2319 S 1ST 204 C
URH BABCOCK 103 U
135 W CLARK C
URH WESTON 308 C
URH TRELEASE 924 U
ROCHESTER ILL
211 E ARMORY C
1301 MITCHEM U
URH BABCOCK 312 U
604 E ARMORY 128 C
508 E CHALMERS C
308 N STATE C
1405 KIRBY C
URH SHERMAN 455 C
1833 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 218 C
URH SHERMAN 850 C
501 S WILLIS C
URH WARDALL 722 U
604 E ARMORY 119 C
2109 HAZWD OR 201 U
1004 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 205 U
309 E HEALEY 8 C
801 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 475 C
URH WARDALL 610 U
203 HARVEY U
1833 B ORCH PL U
RANTOUL ILL
705 W HIGH U
708 S 1ST 10 C
1700 W BRADLEY 170 C
URH GARNER 416 C
URH BLAISDELL 331 U






































































58 GREEN OAK DR
5617 S ELM ST
5617 S ELM ST
2603 LAWNDALE OR
2603 LAWNDALE
1529 S 57TH CT
2608 W PRATT.
1722 17TH AV



























427 S MADISON ST










8007 W LAKE ST
1615 WESTVIEW






77 E LARKDALE RO
605 HILL RD
1722 W 102ND ST
4208 N BELT W
WOODSIDE DR
308 N STATE
10425 S TALMAN AV




3828 W 57TH PL
200 VANCE BOX 156
10747 COTTAGE GR




1322 W 175TH ST
250 DERBY
10300 CRESTWOOO LN
112 S LEWIS AV




1700 W BRADLEY 170
2243 WASHINGTON RD
RR 1



































































































GUITHER GEOFFREY P FAA4
GULKAN POLAT GRAD
GULLANG DEBORAH JEAN LAS3
GULLBERG JAMES R LAS2
GULLBERG JANICE L BUS2
GULLEDGE JOHN H ENG3
GULLEY LAWRENCE GRAD
GULLEY WILLIAM B LAS3
*GULL!CKSON JAMES A LAS2
GULLICN KATHRYN D AGRA
GULVAS ELLEN LOUISE LAS4
GUM MARY E LAS2
GUMBEL MICHAEL CLAIR BUS3
GUMBINER KENNFTH J LAW2
GUNDERSEN LEE K ED 3
GUNOERSGN MARK R LAS3
GUNDLACH GREGORY J ENG2
GUNGOR ISMET GRAO
GUNJI KIMIKO Y GRAD
GUNKEL MARGUERITE AN COM3
GUNN DONALD B FNG1
GUNN JERRY B LAS1
GUNN JOEL DENNIS BUS4
GUNN NANCY ANN PE 3
*GUNN STEVEN C LAS3
GUNNARSSON THOR ENG4
*GUNNFR SANDRA HILL LAS4
GUNTENSPERGEN GLENN ENG1
GUNTERBERG BARBARA A LAS2
3UNTERMAN CAROL A LAS1
GUNTHER ROBERT WILLI ENG4
GUNTHNER ROBERT JAME LAS4
GUNTZFL CORINNE ANN GRAD
GUPTA AJAY GRAD
GUPTA AJAYA KUMAR GRAD
GUPTA 8ALDEV SAHAI GRAD
GUPTA SHIVA KUMAR GRAD
GUPTA SUDHIR KUMAR GRAD
GUREWITZ PAULA S FAA1
GURGA LEROY STEVEN LAS4
GURION HENRY B LAS3
GURR STEVEN HYATT BUS3
GURWITZ DEBORAH SUZE LAS2
GUSCHL RANDOLPH J GRAD
GUSE DAVID P ENG1
GUSE MICHAEL P LAS3
GUSHWA MARY E GRAD
GUSSE GARETH RENE FAA4
GUSSIS ALAN HARVEY BUS4
GUSTAFSON CATHERINE LAS3
GUSTAFSON CHARLES B LAS3
GUSTAFSON FARLE WAYN ENG4
GUSTAFSON ELAINE M ED 3
GUSTAFSON JANET A PE 1
GUSTAFSON JAY C ENG2
GUSTAFSON JEAN E LAS1
GUSTAFSON KAREN F ED 3
GUSTAFSON LARRY W GRAD
GUSTAFSON MICHAEL E AGR1
GUSTAFSON ROBERT JOH ENG4
GUSTAFSON WILLIAM B LAS4
GUSTUS LEON T ENG1
GUTEN SHARON EILEEN ED 4
GUTENKAUF LINDA A LAS1
GUTGSELL JOSEPH R BUS3
GUTH GLENN J LAS1
GUTH NANCY J AGR3
GUTHMANN JOFL E LAS1
GUTHRIDGE JIM ENG3
GUTHRIE GALE J LAS3
GUTHRIE JOSEPH A GRAD
GUTHRIE LARRY FIELDS GRAD
GUTHRIE MAX E ENG1
GUTHRIE ROGER ALAN ED 4
GUTIERRFZ MARIA L ED 1
GUTMAN GREGORY U LASl
GUTMAN JOFL H LAS2
GUTNIK RANDI B LASl
GUTNIK SUSAN ILENE FAA3
GUTSCHE GLENN E LAW2
GUTSHALL CHRISTINE A AGR2
GUTSHALL JAMES M AGR4
GUTTER ANDREW E VM 2
GUTTERRIDGE LARRY G LAW3
GUTTING JFFFREY S LAS2
GUTTMAN MICHAEL K LAS2
GL'TZEIT DIANE L VM 1
GUY HOMER ROBERT GRAD
GUY JOSEPH FRANCIS GRAD
GUY S ALL IF ANN GRAD
GUY THEODORE KING FAA4
GUYFTTE LEONARD E GRAD
GUYMON MARK S ENG3
3UYOT JFAN CHARLES GRAD
GUYSENIR DEBORAH M ED 2
GUYTON THOMAS LEE LAS4
GUZASKI ROBERT M LAS4
212 E DANIEL C
2009 A HAZWD CT U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 436 C 332-0869
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 823 U 332-5284
402 W CLARK 7 C
30 6 E DANIEL C 344-2 340
2109 HAZWO DR 204 U
1106 S EUCLID 103 C 344-3396
1206 W STOUGHTON U 328-3941
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
1731 VALLEY RD C 359-6623
URH EVANS 415 U 332-2765
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
911 S 4TH C 344-9 560
2024 C ORCH ST U
1009 KIRBY C 356-0864
505 E WHI TE C 356-8093
URH TOWNSEND 112 U 332-3994
401 E JOHN C
102 E ARMORY C
56 E DANIFL 1 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
1600 W BRADLEY 27 C 352-3108
202 S LINCOLN 6 U
1010 S 2ND 113 C
508 E ARMORY C 334-0501
URH WARDALL 509 U 332-4389
CALUMET CITY ILL
312 E ARMORY C 344-3654
STA A BOX 2870 C
CE HALL U
2075 B ORCH ST U
411 E GREEN C 344-9634
602 N LINCOLN U
300 S GOODWIN 511 U 344-0177
URH TRELEASE 706 U 332-5593
1103 W OREGON U 344-7413
401 1/2 SPNGFLD C
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-4758
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
402 E DANIEL C 344-1056
URH GARNER 462 C 332-0886
URH DANIELS 374 U 332-2509
709 W CHURCH 5 C 359-6074
106 E HEALEY C 359-6808
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
311 W NEVADA U 367-7103
305 E JOHN C 344-1844
URH ALLEN 476 U 332-3406
URH ALLEN 360 U 332-3354
URH SNYDER 172 C
URH FLAGG 418 C 332-0332
URH BUSEY 107 U 332-2585
509 S 5TH 17 C 352-9550
309 E DANIEL C
1204 W STOUGHTON U 344-3928
413 FAIRLAWN U 367-0372
URH WFSTUN 389 C 332-2045
409 E CHALMRS 1406 C 344-1368
URH ALLEN 358 U
202 E CANIEL C 352-5151
1111 S 1ST C 344-7231
907 W STOUGHTON U 328-3892
URH OGLESBY 906 U 332-5298
909 S 3RD C
ROUEN FR
809 S 1ST 22 C 359-7534
215 S DEWEY U 365-2778
501 E DANIEL C
237 DEWEY U
URH TRELEASE 731 U 332-5617
URH HOPKINS 315 C
URH OGLESBY 705 U 332-5237
URH VANDOREN 203 C 332-0494
URH CLARK 415 C 332-0071
611 W CHURCH C 359-8554
307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
1102 W NEVADA U
710 W CHURCH C 356-2064
809 S MATTIS 6 C
URH OGLESBY 701 U 332-5233
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1110 STOUGHTON 108 U 367-0510
800 W CHURCH 7 C 352-2888
GAINESVILLE FLA




109 S BUSEY U 367-1558
910 S 3RD C 344-50C0
503 E STOUGHTON C 359-4510
URH BABCOCK 116 U 332-3733











309 N NEBRASKA ST
650 THORNHOUSE
642 WASHINGTON










1535 N CHARLES ST
122 ROSEDALE
1328 PITNER
16919 OLD ELM DR




STA A BOX 2870




300 S GOODWIN 511
5509 N CHRISTIANA




1014 S 88TH ST
5 WESTFAIR DR
5 WESTFAIR OR
RR 5 BOX 102





4237 N MONITOR AV
1734 INDIANA DR
1103 W 3RD ST
18657 HOMEWOOD AV
326 LATHROP
2407 N ROCKTON AV
RR 2





3841 W 217TH ST





















800 W CHURCH 7





14 RUE CHARLES DVR
6816-C N RIDGE





































































































GUZLAS DEAN L BUS2
GUZY LAWRENCE L ENGl
GVILLO FREDRICK HENR AGR4
GVILLO KATHERINE J K LAS4
GWILLIM JFRRY L AGR3
GWIN JUDITH BROWN GRAD
GWIZDALSKI BONITA L4S2
GWCZDZ PETER STANLEY GRAD
GWYN JENNIFER L LAS'*
GWYNN TONYA KATHLEEN GRAD
GYENES LAWRENCF A BUS3
GYLLSTRCM GREGORY W BUS2
GYLLSTRCM THOMAS HAR FAA4
GYNAC GERALD C BUS2
GYURA KAREN L ED 2
HAAB DALE A AGR2
HAAG GRFGORY R ENG3
HAAG RANDALL F ENG3
HAAGA ERKKI I FAA2
HAAK JONATHAN RAY AGR1
HAAK RONALD OTTO GRAD
HAAKE MARK P LAS2
HAAKE MICHAEL LFE FAA4
HAAKE ROBERT P AGR1
HAAKSMA LARRY ALAN LAS3
HAAR THCMAS B ENG4
HAAS DAMEL DILLON LAS4
HAAS DANIEL LOUIS ENG4
HAAS DAVID LEE GRAD
HAAS DEBORAH R LAS1
HAAS DONNA L AGR1
HAAS JERYLL ESTFLLA GRAD
HAAS JOHN C LAS3
HAAS KENNETH EDWARD ENG3
HAAS MARY C LAS2
*HAAS PAMELA J B ED 3
HAAS RICHARD J ENG4
HAAS RORERT B 8US3
HAAS RUDOLPH R ENGl
HAAS THERESE MARIF C ED 4
HAASE MILTON CRAIG LAW2
HARECK CARMEN C LAS1
HABERKORN MICHAEL H GRAD
HABERLEN JUHN BLACK GRAD
HABERLFN MARGITA M ED 5
HARERMAN KATHRYN B AGR3
HABERMAN ROBERT W GRAD
HACELAS MARINO J F GRAD
HACHENBFRGER ALAN E 3US3
HACHTEL MARY KAY GRAD
HACK GRFGORY P LAS2
HACK RANDOLPH L ENG3
HACKERSON MICHAEL W AGR3
HACKETT JANETTE I GRAD
HACKETT KATHLEEN T LAS3
HACKFTT SUSAN I BUS1
HACKETT TIM A AGR1
HACKLEMAN EDWIN C JR GRAD
HACKLER GEORGE JR GRAD
HACKMAN GEOFFREY J GRAD
HACKMAN JULIANA M GRAD
HACKMAN WILLIAM H LAW2
HACKMANN WILLIAM S LAS3
HADDAD CAROLYN K GRAD
HADIWIGENO SOETATWO GRAD
HADJISTAVROS STAVROS GRAD
HADLEY JAMES CLEMENT GRAD
HADLEY JAMES FDWARD GRAD
HADLEY JOHN CLINTON ED 1
HADLEY LINDA S LAS1
HADLEY LYNN LAS*
HADRABA BARBARA J AGR1
HAEFLINGER PAUt E LAS2
HAEGELE CURTIS FRANK LAS4
HAEGFR VIRGINIA L FAA2
HAEGSTRCM JOHN ARTHU FAA4
HAFENRICHTER MARY J AGR2
HAFER NANCY LYNN LAS4
HAFF ROBERT STEPHEN GRAD
HAFNER THOMAS BENNET LAS4
HAFNER WILLIAM F GRAD
HAFSTROM JEANNE LOUI GRAD
HAGA WILL IAM J GRAD
HAGAN J KEVIN AGR1
HAGAN WILLIAM K III ENG2
HAG8ERG RUSSELL K ENGl
HAGEMAN JAY A AGR1
HAGEMEYER LAWRENCE P ENG4
HAGEN BETTY LOU GRAD
HAGEN CAROL ANN GRAD
HAGEN CHARLES ROBERT BUS*
HAGEN DANIEL R AGR1
HAGEN DAVID L ENGl
HAGEN DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
HAGEN DONALD L GRAD
HAGEN JAMES E LAS2
406 W ELM U
URH WESTON 492 C
URH OGLFSBY 903 U
S3 E HEALEY C
53 E HEALEY C
S-)?WMAIN318 U
805 S LYNN C
URH WARDALL 212 U
403 S COLER U
58 E ARMORY C
616 W HEALEY 3 C
URH FORBES 254 C
U*H WESTON 441 C
VERSAILLES FR
URH FORBES 472 C
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 316 C
403 1/2 E GREEN 1 C
1111 S 1ST C
202 PELL CR U
712 A HILL C
205 E ARMORY C
2217 S 1ST 104 C
205 F ARMORY C
820 OAKLAND 108 U
312 E STOUGHTON C
604 N MAPLE 19 U
202 E GRFGORY 101 C
2102 ORCH ST 103 U
URH ALLEN 354 U
URH ALLEN 354 U
306 S LOCUST C
209 E ARMORY C
210 F JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 922 U
604 N MAPLE 19 U
209 E CLARK 8 C
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 394 C
610 W WASHINGTON U
1017 W JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 105 U
1109 S 3RD 201 C
1604 CORONADO C
1604 CORONADO 4 C
2020 C ORCH ST U
2020 C ORCH ST U
2037 D ORCH ST U
208 SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 212 C
URH SCOTT 376 C
URH GARNER 339 C
807 S BUSEY U
306 W WASHINGTON 2 C
1603 KINGSTON DR U
URH LUNDGREN 11 C
313 E ARMORY C
NORMAL ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
1601 N MCKINLEY C
1206 W CLARK U
1206 W CLARK U
1004 W OREGON U
2021 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 214 U
1908 BELLAMY C
103 E HEALEY C
1013 1/2 S 1ST ST C
URH TRELEASE 506 U
1006 S 3RD 21 C
URH WARDALL 322 U
URH CARR 226 U
502 E SPNGFLD C
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 1021 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
910 W NEVADA 3 U
405 S MCKINLEY C
310 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 605 U
5 KENT CT C
URH SNYDER 350 C
URH WESTON 421 C
URH SCOTT 209 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1600 W BRADLEY 129 C
URH ALLEN 70 U
TAYLORVILLE ILL
901 S 1ST 18 C
URH FORBES 482 C
URH TOWNSEND 154 U
1411 HOLLYCREST C
2703 CLIFTON U















































































210 W 1ST ST




9041 FORE ST LN W
3922 W 76TH ST
RR 2
752 W DEMPSTER ST








RR 1 BOX 315
604 N MAPLE 19
1516 E GROVE






201 N AUGUST ST
604 N MAPLE 19





8137 W 129TH ST
215 JOLIET RD
MAIN ST
2020 C ORCH ST
2432 HOLMES ST





207 E LINCOLN ST























RR 2 BOX 322
1309 S VAIL
RR 2 HALLOCK RD










2 20 W ADAMS







































































































HA GEN JUDY K LAS 3
HAGEN KAREN LYNN GRAD
HAGEN ROBERT S GRAD
HAGENBUCH DAVID GLEf> AGR4
HAGENER GARY L ENG1
HAGENSICK JOHN L ENGl
HAGER JAMES ROBERT GRAD
HAGER JEAN CAROL GRAD
HAGER PAUL WILLIAM H BUS3
HAGER ROGER R LAS2
*HAGER VIRGINIA R GRAD
HAGERUP MARK L BUS3
HAGG CHRISTINE I LAS2
HAGLER STEPHEN R LAS2
HAGOOD RICHARD A GRAD
HAHN CHARLES A BUS2
HAHN JANE E LAS I
HAHN JONATHAN H LAS1
HAHN MELVIN J AGR3
HAHN NANCY ELLFN LAS1
HAHN RICHARD L AGR1
*HAHN ROBERT HERMAN VM 1
HAHN ROBERT WILLIAM ENG4
HAHN RONALD LEE AGR4
HAHN RUSSELL S FAA3
HAHN SANDRA JEANNE FAA4
HAHN STFPHEN R FAA3
HAHN STE°HEN R LAS2
HAHN TERRI SUZANNE LAS3
HAHN THOMAS FREDRICK ENG4
HAIGHT CHARLFNF E BUS2
HAILS CAROL E AGR2
HAINAUT JOHN JOSEPH ENG4
HAINES ROGER F ENG3
MAINLINE RUSSELL T GRAD
HAJDUK MICHAEL A LAS1
*HAKE JANE BEALL GRAD
HAKES BETH L FAA4
HAKES DAN R L4S4
HAKES HARRY W BUS3
HAKES ROBERT L >>E 1
HALASA NICHOLAS A GRAD
HALBACH JOSFPH L LAS I
HALBACH KENNETH J VM 2
HALBACH MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
HALBACH ROBERT W FAA3
HALBERG HFRBERT PAUL GRAD
HALBUR JOHN D LAS2
HALCROW GAYLE FFARN AGR2
HALCROW RONALD BRUCE LAS4
HALE ARTHUR HERMAN GRAD
HALE JAMES M ENGl
HALE LINDA W BUS 3
HALES HERBERT F JR GRAD
HALES JIMAL B LAS3
HALE-: JOHN H ENGl
HALEY DELORFS A L AS1
HALEY DIANNE E AGR3
HALF\ PATRICIA K LAS4
HALEY WILLIAM H LAW1
HALFAR ELIZABETH A LAS1
HALFAR STEPHEN A LAS3
HALFFIELD DONALD JR LAS1
HALFVARSON ERIC F FAA1
HALICK I ROBERT PAY COM3
HALIK GFORGE P FAA2
HALL ALVA A LAW2
HALL ANTHONY S BUS1
HALL BARBARA L LAS?
HALL BENJAMIN J LAS2
HALL BEVERLY KAY BUS 3
*HALL BRENDA ROSSUN LAS4
HALL CATHERINE J FAA3
HALL OAVID G FNG3
HALL DEBRA A LAS1
HALL DIANA S LAS3
HALL DONNA M EO 3
HALL DOUGLAS R ENG3
HALL GEORGE A B GRAD
HALL GRETCHEN P GRAD
HALL JAMES J LAS2
HALL JAMFS LOWELL ENG4
HALL JAMES RICHARD GRAD
HALL JAMES RICHARD FAA4
HALL JANICE FAA4
HALL JESSIE M LAS2
HALL JOHN MICHAFL GRAD
HALL JOHN TRUMAN GRAD
HALL JUNE P LAS4
HALL KENNETH J LAW1
HALL KENTON ALLFN JR GRAD
HALL LOTS MARY GRAD
HALL LOUIS OLLMAN GRAD
HALL MARY J BUS1
HALL MELVTN EDDIE LAS4
HALL MICHAFL F LAW1
HALL NATALIE OFF GRAD
504 W ELM
AUSTIN TEX
URH SHERMAN 1263 C
58 E GREGORY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 390 C
1505 S MATTIS C
URH SHERMAN 222 C
llll S 1ST C
NORMAL ILL
URH OGLESBY 1025 U
1205 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1227 U
2012 A ORCH ST U
1807 W JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1206 U
907 S 4TH C
311 E OANIEL C
URH TAFT 427 C
53 E GREGORY C
WILSON TRLR CT 14 U
1 307 W JOHN C
311 E DANIEL C
601 W GREEN U
504 S BUSFY U
URH WESTON 339 C
URH TOWNSEND 245 U
30 3 E JOHN C
506 E SPNGFLD C
108 E PENN U
907 W ILL INOIS U
608 W GREEN 4 C
1101 W PENN U
CATLIN ILL
901 S 2ND C
1 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
303 COUNTRY FR 72 C
303' COUNTRY FR 72 C
910 S 3RD 721 C
URH WFSTON 417 C
502 W MAIN 302 U
URH TOWNSEND 267 U
2014 B ORCH ST U
114 SCOTTSWOOD U
706 S 3RD C
808 KIRBY C
URH GARNER 464 C
306 MATTHEWS U
1101 MAYFAIR C
500 W UNIVERSITY U
URH OGLESBY 616 U
105 E HEALEY 1 C
DANVILLE ILL
1011 N 4TH C
911 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 1209 U
URH WARDALL 920 U
1212 GERTRUDE C
103 E JOHN C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
203 N HARVEY U
URH SNYDER 346 C
URH SCOTT 474 C
706 S 1ST 202 C
URH OGLESBY 216 U
1210 S DUNCAN RD C
713 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMRS 1403 C
305 E JOHN C
1006 S 3RD 16 C
809 E PARK U
1609 W WHITE C
2102 W WHITE 85 C
URH ALLEN 461 U
SAVOY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 425 U
URH GARNER 308 C
1805 C ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS 346, U
203 N HARVEY U
1107 N MARKET C
501 S PRAIRIE 3 C
1207 GERTRUDE C
603 W CHURCH 2 C
14 DUNBAR CT U
2107 HAZWD DR 202 U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
904 S LOCUST C
URH SHERMAN 767 C
1213 ANDERSON U
BROADWELL ILL
809 S 1ST 32 C
URH VANDOREN 318 C
603 S 5TH C
1503 KIRBY I C


































































U OF TEX MICRO








238 S GREENWOOD AV
117 S WILSHIRE
501 WESTFIELD DR















1301 E EASTMAN ST
108 E PENN
RR I





2305 S 1ST 302





8210 W 131 ST
114 SCOTTSWOOD
706 S 3RD












130 E SHERMAN ST
408 W ELM ST
408 W ELM
RR 3 BOX 260
1105 W DOWNER PL
RR 1
1944 DAVIS AV
1210 S DUNCAN RD
926 RALEIGH RD
705 EDGEWOOD AV















603 W CHURCH 2
14 DUNBAR CT
2107 HAZWD DR 202
RR 2
33 EVA ST
827 S 19TH ST





5 03 7 44 TH AV




































































































































































































HAMMES ROBERT M JR
LAS3 1111 S 1ST C 34*-731*
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 3*2 U 332-*l*3
PE 2 URH SAUNDERS 117 u 332-3599
LAW1 116 HOLIDAY PARK c 356-5895
LAS2 *06 E GREEN 101 c
LAS2 URH WARDALL 607 u
GRAD MUNCIE ILL
ENG2 SAVOY ILL 359-5*73
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 305 u 332-5*71
LAS2 URH WARDALL 919 u 332-**95
LAS1 305 E JOHN c
LAS2 URH FORBES 35* c
ENGl URH WESTON 309 c 332-1986
LAS1 URH HOPKINS *73 c
GRAD 56 E DANIEL 1 c
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 1*8 u 332-*020
AGR3 URH HOPKINS 232 c 332-1211
ENG* *01 W ELM u 367-6583
LAS* *0* E STOUGHTON c
COM2 503 E WHITE 7 c
FAA3 URH TOWNSEND 171 u 33 2-*035
LAW2 1603 W GREEN c
ENG* RR 2 u
ENG* *0* E OANIEL 7 c
AVI2 12 11 W CLARK 22 u 328-3713
LAS* 710 W CHURCH c 359-77*6
3US1 URH TRELEASE 730 u 332-5616
GRAD 1106 1/2 E MICHIGN u 328-3*20
VM 2 710 W CHURCH c 359-77*6
LAWl 58 E DANIEL c 352-918*
ED 1 URH BLAISDEL 220 u 332-3*96
LAS* 1102 S LINCOLN u 3**-*206
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 513 u 332-5539
FAA2 URH ALLEN 37* u 332-336*
GRAD 1005 SCOTTSDALE c 359-* 190
ED 3 111 E WHITE c 359-5722
BUS1 URH NOBLE 320 c 332-0*0*
GRAD 306 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-5309
GRAD 212 E WHITE 6 c
LAS* *10 E GREEN c 356-7820
LAWl
LAS1 URH SNYDER 368 c 332-1789
8US1 URH TOWNSEND 250 u 332-*085
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u 3**-3616
BUS3 211 E DANIEL c
PE 1 1101 W PENN u
LAS2 907 S *TH c
LAS* 503 E WHI TE c
FAA3 605 S GARFIELD c 356-**33
LAS3
FAA2 3 09 E DANIELS c
GRAD 715 S PRAIRIE c
ENG3 60* E ARMORY 107 c
GRAD 609 W MAIN 1 u
COM4 1110 W NEVADA u 3**-7*20
AGR3 URH WARDALL 1126 u 332-*550
PE 1 URH LAR 188 u 332-2961
8US* 1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 u
GRAD 306 E GREEN 5 c 359-3582
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 55* u
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL *05 u 332-3 5*9
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 233 u
GRAD 2116 ORCH ST 303 u 367-6 5*0
PE 3 312 E DANIEL c 3**-067l
BUS* 505 E WHITE 11 c 359-0789
ENG* FISHER ILL
GRAD 618 W SPNGFLD c
ENG* *05 S CHICAGO c 359-3805
GRAD URH SHERMAN 350 c 332-*813
BUS* 37 LINDEN c 352-5889
LAS1 60* E ARMORY 136 c
GRAD 1909 ALTON c 359-*856
ENGl CASEYVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 210 u 332-*318
LAS 3 37 A LINDEN c 352-5889
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT c 3**-*530
ENG* 1006 W NEVADA 1 u
FAA9 18 G H BAKER u 367-6959
GRAD *08 E GREEN c
LAS* 1008 S *TH c 3**-1207
ENG6 305 W PARK u
FAA1 URH TRELEASE *18 u 332-5513
LAS! 511 S PRAIRIE c 356-12*3
LAS1 121* W CHURCH c 356-1556
GRAD 121* W CHURCH c 356-1556
BUS3 205 E ARMORY c 3**-78*7
BUS1 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD BELL FLOWER ILL 722-3375
LAS* 1700 W BRADLEY c
COM3 1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 u 367-16*3
LAS3 *09 E CHALMERS c 3**-231l
GRAD 903 S MATTIS 2 c 359-1937
EO * URH WESTON 228 c 332-1932
LASl URH BLAISDELL *17 u 332-3555
ENG2 URH SNYDER 388 c 332-1801
GRAD URH DANIELS 260 u 332-2*57










117 W 10TH ST
706 S KOSTNER
1885 2*TH AVENUE A


























730 N 13TH ST






109 S STATE ST
605 S GARFIELD
102*9 VANVLISSINGN
605 S GARFIELD AV
909 FRANK
75 S OAK ST
110* W SPNGFLD
8032 S ARTESIAN
609 W MAIN 1
721 STOCKTON HTS
RR 3 BOX 207
RR MCNEAL RD
1555 S WALNUT AV



























162 N 5TH ST
RR I
RR 1










































































































HAMMOND DOUGLAS E LAS2
HAMMOND JAMES ROSS LAS4
HAMMONO JEFFREY KEIT ENG4
HAMMOND JOHN B ENG4
HAMMOND JOHN H GRAD
HAMMOND VINCENT E GRAD
HAMMONDS CLEVELAND GRAD
HAMMONTREE JAMES L GRAD
HAMOUS RONALD S AV II
HAMPEL GUY W FAA2
HAMPER GEORGE JOSEPH ENG4
HAMPER THOMAS J ENG1
HAMPTON MERLE K FAA2
HAMPTON TFRRY G BUS3
HAMPTON VERN J I II BUS3
HAMRICK KENDALL A LAS3
HAMRICK LENA J GRAD
HAMRIN DAVID R LAS3
HAMSTRA BRUCE WARREN GRAD
HAN JOSEPH CHING-CHI GRAD
HAN MYUNG-HEE GRAD
HANAU HELEN L AS I
HANBACK DAVID L LAS3
HANCOCK JOHN M LAS3
HANCOCK LIZA B LAS3
HANCOCK MARTHA A LAS1
HANCOCK ROBERT RAY GRAD
HANCOCK THOMAS F GRAD
HANCOCK WINSLOW HARR GRAD
HAND CRYSTAL KAY COM4
HAND FRANK R JR GRAD
HAND JANF M ENGl
HAND ROBERT L E NG4
HANDELMAN SUSAN FAA2
HANDELSMAN SUSAN E LAS2
HANDLER JOEL F LAS3
HANDLER TOM ALLAN FAA3
HANDLEY PATRICIA A LAS2
HANDLON BARBARA JANE FAA4
HANDOUS BOURAOUI GRAD
HANDWERGFR CAROL J LAS2
HANDWERKER MICHAEL L ENG3
HANDY DELMAR JOSEPH BUS4
HANELY JOHN S ENGl
HANES CAROL A AGR2
HANES JOHN BUS1
HANES RICHARD ARTHUR AGR4
HANEY CYNTHIA K LAS2
HANEY CYNTHIA KAY LAS2
HANEY FORREST LEON BUS3
HANFT DON H ENG4
HANGGI DIANE M PE 3
HANING RICHARD C LAS2
HANKES RAYMOND N GRAD
HANKIN ARONA LAS2
HANKIN REBECCA J LAS2
HANKINS GAIL JACOUEL LAS4
HANKINS GROVER G LAW1
HANKINS STANLEY J ENGl
HANKINSON ANITA J LAS1
HANLEY SCOTT R FNG1
HANLON ANN ELEANOR LAS4
HANLON JAMES A ENG3
HANLYN CAREN M LAS3
HANN ELIZABETH K LAS1
HANN RANDY R LAS2
HANNA BRUCE F ENG2
HANNA BRUCE PHILLIPS GRAD
HANNA JANICE GAIL GRAD
HANNA JEANNE TINSLEY GRAD
HANNA MICHAEL HENRY GRAD
HANNA RONALD LAW2
HANNASCH JAMES D LASl
HANNASCH THOMAS P BUS3
HANNELL DENICF M LAS3
HANNES GERALD PAUL GRAD
HANNIBAL SUSAN D LASl
HANNIG GARY L BUSl
HANNO MILDRED SARA GRAD
HANNO WILLIAM J JR LAS2
HANNON JOHN PAUL BUS4
HANNON PATRICIA M LASl
HANNON ROBERT J ED 4
HANNULA THOMAS L FAA2
HANOKA LENORE J LASl
HANOWSKY OLEH S GRAD
HANRAHAN PATRICK L GRAD
HANRAHAN PATRICK R LAS3
HANS GERALD L AGR2
HANSEN BARBARA E LAS2
HANSEN BARBARA J ED 3
HANSEN CHRISTINA A L LAS3
HANSEN CURT ALAN BUS3
HANSEN rAVID A AGR2
HANSEN DEBORAH A LASl
HANSFN DIANE CAROLYN GRAD
HANSEN EDMUND JOSEPH FAA4
212 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 430 C 332-1593
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
1823 VALLEY RD C 352-4564
1009 S MATTIS 4-5 C 352-8340
URH SHERMAN 1066 C
2002 WINCHESTER C 352-6737
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 10 I) 332-3848
401 ELM U
204 E JOHN C
URH CARR 323 U 332-3539
604 E ARMORY 141 C
401 E JOHN C 344-1600
701 S PROSPECT C 352-5003
8 ROSEWOOD PL U 365-2637
1109 S 3R0 301 C 3*4-7599
URH OGLESBY 928 U 332-5319
1505 W KIRBY C 359-5072
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH SHERMAN 304 C
URH BLAISDELL 314 U 332-3521
802 LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 205 U 332-3751
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
URH TRELEASE 107 U 332-5419
55 E CHALMERS C
707 S 6TH 409 C
307 S WRIGHT C 352-1028
58 E JOHN 23 C
URH SHERMAN 1053 C
URH LAR 188 U 332-2961
MILLVILLE N J
409 E CHALMRS 1112 C 384-5178
URH BARTON 214 C 332-0138
105 F ARMORY C 344-7875
109 W VINE C
URH WARDALL 907 U 332-4844
202 E CLARK C
711 S RANDOLPH 9 C
409 E CHALMRS 1306 C
707 W UNIVERSITY U
2016 VAWTER 5 U
URH BABCOCK 308 U 332-3785
405 E JOHN C 3.44-0556
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
2315 S 1ST 103 C
URH LUNDGREN 122 C 332-0230
58 E JOHN 8 C
706 S GREGORY U 344-0743
30 E CHALMERS 10 C
903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
URH WESTON 493 C 332-2120
2807 MAPLE WD C 352-4049
URH TRELEASE 202 U 332-5438
403 S LINCOLN U 328-1750
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
2105 HAZWD DR 201 U 344-7986
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH WARDALL 406 U 332-4362
211 E ARMORY C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U 367-0477
URH WESTON 400 C
URH EVANS 301 U 332-2728
URH SAUNDERS 11 U 332-3579
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
URH SNYDER 372 C 332-1793
207 E STOUGHTON C 356-8777
URH SHERMAN 315 C 332-4687
207 E STOUGHTON C
2018 FLETCHER 12 U
19 APRICOT C 356-4352
URH SCOTT 157 C 332-1412
302 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDFRS 327 U 332-3669
505 E WHITE 1 C
URH WARDALL 206 U 332-4318
604 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 433 C 332-4738
311 E GREEN 403 C
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1403
408 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 495 C 332-0912
815 N MCKINLEY 6 C 356-8029
210 W COLUMBIA C 352-8995
606 W OHIO U
106 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 320 C 332-1997
808 W IOWA U 344-4782
907 S WRIGHT C
3209 K IR3Y C 359-9027
112 E DANIEL C 352-6286
URH CARR 409 U 332-3952
URH TRELEASE 1220 U 332-5756
URH SHERMAN 122 C
704 S 3RD C 344-0704
622 S VAIL AV
194 MYRTLE AV
177 MARSCH AV





























19 E POWELL ST
4250 N MARINE DR
4501 SEELEY
6146 N CENTRAL PK
3950 LK SHORE DR
1936 KENSINGTON
2153 BEECHWOOD
3 RUE HASSINE BEY
7060 N RIDGE
19 N EVANSTON
610 E MULBERRY ST
1319 JOAN
234 E CHERRY ST
603 E WASHINGTON
RR 2
1420 E GREEN LN
1003 W SHILOH



























708 W PARK PLAINS
111 N ILL ST
2810 W 174TH ST
2810 W 174TH ST
1645 HENRY AV
301 PARK CT
2905 N 77TH AV
758 HASTINGS ST
815 N MCKINLEY 6
2137 W SUPERIOR ST
1566 SE MILLER
7580 PARKER DR
ROUTE 6 BOX 80
808 W IOWA









































































































HANSEN GARY A F NIGA
HANSFN GLFNN FRED BUSA
HANSEN JOAN CAROLE FD A
HANSEN JONATHAN C. LAS1
HANSEN JOYCE M LAS3
HANSEN KENNETH A ENG1
HANSFN LARRY R ENG1
HANSEN LAWPFNCF JEFF LASA
HANSFN LINCA RAE GRAD
HANSFN LINOA S L AS2
HANSEN MARGARET S FAA2
HANSEN MICHAFL J LAS2
HANSEN MICHAFL WAYNE GRAD
HANSEN PENNY KOCH GRAO
HANSEN ROBERT M t3US2
HANSEN SUSAN MARIF L ASA
HANSMIRE WILLIAM H GRAD
HANSON ANTOINrTTF M AGR3
HANSON BRIAN A LASA
HANSON CAROL L LAS1
HANSON CRAIG A FAAA
HANSON DONALD ALAN GRAD
HANSON DONALD F G»AD
HANSON DONALD R BUS1
HANSON DOUGLAS L ENG3
HANSON EDWARD V FNG3
HANSON FLANA L ED 2
HANSON ELIZABFTH C GRAD
HANSON FRICA J FAA1
HANSON FUGENF J JR GRAD
HANSON GWEN LAS2
HANSON HARRY W LAW1
HANSON HOLLY D LAS2
HANSON HOWARD P ENG3
HANSON JANIS A LAS1
HANSON JOHN H JR LAS1
HANSON JCFN R ENG2
HANSON KAREN R ED 3
HANSON KEVIN T BUS3
HANSON MARGARET ANN COMA
HANSON MELBA M GRAD
HANSON PETER J BUS3
HANSON PETER R BUSL
HANSON RICHARD C ENG1
HANSON ROBERT E LAW1
HANSON RONALD J GRAD
HANSON SUE ANN LASA
HANSOTIA BFHRAM J GRAD
HANTHORN IVAN EDWARD GRAO
HANUS BERNICE LCUISF LAS3
HAO LINDA LAS2
HAPAC DCNNA MARIF FAAA
HAPKE STEPHFN H LAS2
HAPP JAMES L ENGA
HAPP NORBERT A ENGA
HAPPEL FREDERICK J ENGA
HAPPEL SELMA L ED 1
HARA DEAN L ENG1
HARASEK LYNN LOUISE BUSA
HARBAUGH BARBARA ELL LAS3
HARBAUGH GEORGE LAS2
HARBER KR ISTINE E LAS3
HARBERT fcAYNE FUGENE GRAD
HARBOUR JANIS I PE 1
HARBUZIUK ALEX DAVID COMA
HARDEN KFRMIT LAVERN GRAO
HARDER DEBORA J BUS3
HARDER PHILIP A BUSl
HARDERS ROBERT T LASA
HARDIN ELEANOR P GRAD
HARDIN ERNEST L JR GRAD
HARDIN LARRY LAVERNE BUSA
HARDIN MICHAEL W LAS3
HARDIN THOMAS LEWIS GRAD
HARDINE JOHN W BUS2
HARDING RITA ANN GRAD
HAPDMAN OSWALD CLYDE GRAD
HARDRICT GLORIA J FAA1
HARDT ATHIA LEE GRAD
HARDT HOWARD E ENG1
HARDT PEGGY ANN GRAD
HARDTKE MIMI L FAA2
HARDUVEL MARIA C ED 3
HARDWICK JILL AW ED 3
HARDY BETSY L LASA
HARDY DORIS BARNES LAS2
HARDY GREGORY LASl
HARDY H S LAS2
HARDY JOHN R FAA2
HARDY VAN G LAS3
HAROY WILLIAM H II GRAD
HARE BEVERLY C LASl
HARFST WILLIAM F LAS3
HARGER PACELA S AGR1
HARGROVE BARBARA E LAS3
HARGUS GREGORY C FAAA
HARI RORERT F JR AGR2
1R23 VALLEY RD C
PANTOUL ILL
ATA E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH SCOTT AAO C
URH WARDALL 818 U
URH HOPKINS 2P8 C
URH SNYDER A09 C
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
WATSEKA ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
611 F DANIEL C
URH TOWNSFND 1A5 U
1006 E DELAWARE U
1607 LINCOLNWOOD U
URH SNYDER AOO C
618 E DANIEL C
1825 W JOHN C
907 S WRIGHT C
A09 E CHALMERS A07 C
URH 8LAISDELL A08 U
31 E JOHN C
703 E COLORADO 301 U
510 W G<?EFN A U
URH OSLESBY 1225 U
51 F JOHN C
906 E CALIFORNIA U
H06 WINCHESTER C
800 S MATTIS 19 C
URH LAR 3 76 U
1015 W HARVARD C
120A S LINCOLN U
905 E COLORADO 5A U
URH VANDOREN 10A C
URH WFSTON 263 C
URH TAFT 1A C
URH SCOTT 20A C
URH SNYDER 325 C
207 E JOHN C
312 E ARMORY C
907 STOUGHTON 302 U
703 E COLORADO 301 U
URH SNYDER 35A C
URH HOPKINS A59 C
URH FORBES 3A2 C
URH SHERMAN 253 C
2012 B ORCH ST U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
602 N LINCOLN U
1207 S ANDERSON U
57 E JOHN A C
1006 S 3RD C
1106 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 371 C
FITHIAN ILL
311 E DANIEL C
311 E JOHN 8 C
URH ALLEN 351 U
URH HOPKINS A20 C
302 E ARMORY C
1107 W GREEN 121 U
310 E GREGORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
SAVOY ILL
URH WARDALL 618 U
210 E JOHN C
307 EVERGREEN CT U
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
URH OGLESBY 230 U
STA A BOX 2159 C
1803 S CRESCENT C
1803 CRESCENT C
URH TOWNSEND 321 U
211 E DANIEL 3 C
URH SHERMAN 1361 C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 155 U
2063 A ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 109 U
1206 W NEVADA 5 U
60A E ARMORY 2A1 C
302 ATH ST C
100A S ATH 5 C
URH WARDALL 911 U
502 S MATTIS C
URH ALLEN 82 U
505 E WHITE C
URH FORBES 3A6 C
309 E DANIEL C
302 S ATH 1 C
12 BLUE SPRUCE U
202 HOL IDAY PK 296 C
URH FLAGG 323 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 397 U
URH 8USEY 105 U
1108 S 1ST C



















































































5119 N ROUTE A7
310 S CHERRY HILL
1006 E DELAWARE
1607 LINCOLNWOOD































2012 B ORCH ST
281A MINNESOTA AV
PARSI CULONY OADAR




195A BIG BEND DR
DONALD ST
RR 3












831A S KEDVALE AV








2063 A ORCH ST
5A56 MAPLE ST















7A00 W 87TH PL
235 S MAPLE
7569 LAKE ST



































































































HARING CRAIG ROBERT LAS3
HARJES KEN A PE 2
HARKNESS CAROL LYNNE LAS*
HARKNESS CHARLES E LAS2
HARLAN JERRY W JR FNG1
HARLAN JUDITH M LAS2
HARLESS ALLEN EUGENF AGR*
HARLESS CYNTHI A A LAS2
HARLEY MICHAEL S FAA1
HARM THOMAS A LAS1
HARMAN DAVID JOHN GRAD
HARMAN KENNETH AGR
1
HARMESON JANET C GRAD
HA°MESON TERRY ALAN E NG4
HARMON BFTTE CAMILLE GRAD
HARMON JANET M L AS 1
HARMON JOSFPH E LAS4
HARMON PFGGY L L AS 1
HARMON TROY L AVI2
HARMS ALFRED GLEN JR LAS*
HARMS CAROL A LAS2
HARMS CHARLOTTE E LAS3
HARMS CLIFFORD HERBE A GR4
HARMS DANIEL C LAS3
HARMS DANIEL R ENG2
HARMS DANIEL W AGR3
HARMS DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
HARMS DIANE SUE FAA4
HARMS DONALD DEAN JR LAS1
HARMS ELLEN SATHPE GRAD
HARMS HARVEY JOHN BUS*
HARMS JAMES EDWIN ENG4
HARMS MARK A LAS1
HARMS MARY LAZZARI LAS3
HARMS RICHARD PAUL GRAD
HARMS ROBERT W BUS1
HARMS SONIA DIETRICH GRAD
HARMS TED F 3'JS3
HARMS THOMAS F AGR2
HA°NED WILLIAM HOWAR GRAD
HARNFR JAMES L GRAD
HARNER JAMES PHILIP GRAD
HARNETT EILEEN TERRY GRAD
HAPNLY JOHN CARROLL GRAD
HARNOIS DE3RA M L4S1
HARCLDSCN NANCY J LAS1
HARPER CHARLES HENRY GRAD
HARPFR DENVER LAS*
HARPER ETTA LAS2
HARPER GERARD V LASl
HARPER GRFGORY L LAS*
HARPER JAMES H LASl
HAPPFR LEONARD LAW3
HARPER PAULA M ED 2
HARPFR RICHARD ALLAN VM 1
HARPER SCOTT T LASl
HARPFR SHIRLFY ANN GRAD
HARPESTAD ALICIA A K LAS2
HARPESTAD ONA B GRAD
HARR KRISTIN F PE 1
HARR RHONDA J LAS2
HARRAL WARREN DALE GRAD
HARRE CHARLENE M LAS3
HARRELL HARLAN L LAS3
HARRELL PAMELA SUE FAA*
HARRELL TRUMAN B JR VM 1
HARRES DANIEL N ENG1
HARRIMAN LYNDA C GRAD
HARKING M ICHAEL A LAS3
HARRINGTON CLAIRE S EO 3
HARRINGTON DAPLFNF LASl
HARRINGTON HAROLD L LAS2
HARRINGTCN MARGARET AGR1
HARRINGTON MARY C LASl
HARRINGTON THOMAS A ENG3
HARRINGTON THOMAS J ENG1
HARRINGTON TIMOTHY A ENG2
HARRINGTON WARPEN J LAS2
HARRIS BRUCE R GRAD
HARRIS DAVID G LAS2
HARRIS DAVID M LAS*
HARRIS DAVID M COM3
HARRIS DENNIS GFORGF GRAD
HARRIS DONNA JFANNE LAS*
HARRIS EVERETT WAYNF GRAD
HARRIS GARY B LAS3
HARRIS GARY T ENG3
HARRIS GEURGETTE NIN LAS*
HARRIS GEORGIA ANN GRAD
HARRIS HARLENE D LASl
HAPRI S HAROLD L LASl
HARRIS HOWARD ROY C-UD
HARRIS ILA LASl
HAORi s JAMFS FVEPT GRAD
HARRIS JANET A GRAD
HARRIS JOAN FFWELL GRAD
HARRIS JOHN BENJAMIN '3 US 3
100* S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
1 109 S 3RD 102 C
URH WESTON 321 C
90* S LINCOLN U
208 HOLIOAY PARK C
307 F DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 211 U
URH SNYDER 157 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH BABCOCK 206 U
280* JUDITH OR C
310 E JOHN C
1913 WEAVER U
URH ALLEN 17* U
1007 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 403 U
1001 W SPNGFLD C
1903 D ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN **7 U
802 W OREGON 32 U
URH BABCOCK 127 U
URH TOWNSEND 320 U
URH GARNER 286 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
*33 FAIRLAWN U
120* S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
*0* E STOUGHTON 10 C
U"H TOWNSEND *73 U
URH TOWNSEND *60 U
1803 ORCH PL C
507 W GRIGGS U
URH GARNER 393 C
507 W GRIGGS U
102 E CHALMERS C
809 W PENN U
808 N LINCOLN * U
1509 N KILER 7 C
AN SCI BLDG 220 U
901 S 1ST 27 C
STA A BOX 2385 C
URH SAUNDERS 112 U
URH WARDALL 322 U
109 E JOHN C
*0* S 6TH C
201 N GOODWIN 3 U
URH NOBLE 210 C
50* 1/2 E GREEN C
202 E DANIEL C
302 HOLIOAY PARK C
URH TRFLEASE 1021 U
911 S OAK U
URH SCOTT 42 8 C
180* CARLE U
URH WAROALL 306 U
1*19 CAMBR IDGE C
URH WARDALL 320 U
URH WARDALL 216 U
1*06 N MCKINLEY 6 C
URH TRELEASE 425 U
URH GARNER HI C
*10 E GREFN C
1510 W GRANDVIEW 7 C
URH OGLESBY 223 U
608 BREEN C
1005 S 2N0 C
URH BARTON *25 C
URH LAR U
1837 ORCH PL U
URH BARTON 15 C
URH TAFT 19 C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WFSTON *58 C
URH SNYDER 150 C
URH SNYDER 150 C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
506 E JOHN 6 C
*11 W OREGON U
212 E DANIEL C
612 LA SELL C
108 E PENN U
907 FAIRLAWN U
301 F ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND *60 U
URH TRELEASE *1* U
813 W MAIN U
910 S 3PD 1020 C
910 S 3RD 80* C
2020 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
MAHOMET ILL
1208 E FLORIDA U
2020 B ORCH ST U










































































6712 N HAMLIN AV
624 S THURLOW ST
2016 BATES AV
550 NORMAL RO















1803 D ORCH PL
223 TOWER LN












1803 D ORCH PL
507 W GPIGGS
GOV HWY BOX 340A
507 W GPIIJGS
3636 BLANCHAN AV
RR 3 BOX 227H
1509 N KILFR 7
RR 1
1021 MUNROE AV
U OF I HIST
3550 W 84TH PL
3**3 BROADWAY
501 PFKIN AV
212 N JACKSON ST
74*3 S COLFAX
15501 CHAMPLAIN AV















1510 W GRANDVIEW 7
612 S PCLK ST
419 S TANNER ST 13








RR 3 BOX 42
RR 3 BOX 42
2313 S 1ST 20*















































































































































HARRIS WILLIAM H JR
HARRIS YOLANDA
HARRISON BEVERLY E



































































GRAD 716 W IOWA U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 296 U 33 2-3340
AGR2 312 E DANIEL C 34 4-7443
ED 2 1902 DIANA c 359-8124
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c
LAS4 AUGERVILLE RO u
LAS2 URH SNYDER 261 c 332-1712
eusi URH CARR 402 u 332-3945
LAS1 URH LAR 162 u 332-2942
LAS4 306 E GREFN u 367-6711
LAS4
ENG4 1209 W UN IVERSITY u 367-5797
GRAO 205 W BEARDSLEY c 359-1491
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1039 u 332-5296
LAS1 308 W GREEN 4 u
ENG3 312 E ARMORY c 344-9761
BUS2 URH FORBES 241 c 332-0972
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 904 u 332-5296
FNG1 URH BABCOCK 430 u 332-3838
LAS2 409 F CHALMERS c 384-5269
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 363 c
FAA3 URH GARNER 100 c
LAS4 812 W MAIN u
FAA1 URH FORBES 471 c 33 2-1137
LAW1 307 S PRAIRIE c 359-5789
LAS4 3207 CAMERON c
LAS3 URH GARNER 368 c 332-0822
GRAO 701 W CLARK u 365-1471
LAS2 URH WAROALL 909 u 332-4485
LAW1 URH SAUNDERS 216 u 332-3627
LAS1 URH LAR 232 u 332-2864
LAS4 1203 W MAIN 2 u 344-3252
LAS3 908 W NEVADA u 344-4888
FAA9 URH SHERMAN 514 c 332-4752
GRAD 902 W CALIFORNIA u 344-0835
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 219 u 332-3495
ENG3 604 S 3RD c 359-8256
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 301 u 332-3778
PE 5 2402 KIRBY c 356-8030
GRAD MORRILL HALL 287 u
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 324 c 332-0533
ED 1 URH LAR 282 u 332-2988
ENG4 209 E ARMORY c 344-7 7 33
GRAD 909 S 5TH 1163 c 332-5002
GRAD 902 W CALIFORNIA u 344-0 835
GRAD 1301 S MITCHEM 5 u 344-5772
RUS2 806 W MAIN u
LAS1 902 W CALIFORNIA u 344-0835
LAS4 1007 W OREGON u
BUS1 URH WESTON 367 c 332-2030
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 666 c
GRAD 601 E MUMFORO u 365-2276
ENG3 1511 CURTISS u 36 5-1197
LAS2 2007 S PHILO RD 7 u 36 5-1220
AGR4 51 E JOHN 6 c 352-7545
ED 4 1954 B ORCH ST u 344-0856
LAS3 URH CARR 221 u
GRAD 51 E JOHN c 352-2545
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 424 u 332-3697
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1225 u 332-4573
GRAD NORMAL ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL u 332-4507
ENG4 205 E ARMORY c 344-7847
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
BUS2 910 S 3RD c 337-5156
GRAD 810 W CHURCH c 356-8232
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 214 c 332-1196
LAS3 301 E CHALMERS 8 c
GRAD 807 W ILL INOIS u
LAS4 810 W CHURCH 1 c 356-8232
GRAD 205 E GREEN 17 c
LAS2 URH TAFT 205 c 332-0612
LAS4 1009 W PENN u 344-1956
GRAD 807 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 207 COUNTRY FR 33 c 359-7767
GRAD 1509 KILER 4 c
LAS3 2317 S 1ST 201 c
GRAD 1107 1/2 W OREGON u 344-3 954
LAS4 1107 1/2 W OREGON u 344-3954
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS 907 c 384-5621
GRAD 1784 VALLEY RD c 359-0980
LAS3 708 S 1ST 1 c
VM 3 2118 ORCH ST 304 u 344-1249
BUS3 URH GARNER 359 c 332-0813
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1217 u 332-4565
ENG2 URH SCOTT 315 c 332-1510
PE 2 URH WARDALL 602 u 332-4406
LAS2 URH EVANS 335 u 332-2752
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 107 u 332-3742
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 313 u 332-3520
LAS3 1014 W HARVARD c
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 111 u 33 2-3593
GRAD 2217 S 1ST 201 c 384-5054
FAA4 907 S WRIGHT c 344-0545
LAS 3 211 E DANIEL c 356-9583
BUS6 2511 SHERIDAN c 352-9413
VM 1 2217 S 1ST 201 c 384-5054
716 W IOWA






11123 S ASHLAND AV
550 S RAND RD
306 E GREEN
W 272 FAIRVIEW DR









3231 W VICTORIA ST
1145 E 101ST ST
640 VASSAR
132 N PARK AV











307 W 65TH ST






426 E NORTH AV
1475 SPRING DR
902 W CALIFORNIA
7033 N KEDZIE 416
6437 W 167TH ST
902 W CALIFORNIA
673 LESLIE AV
3915 W 213TH ST
14815 S SEELEY AV
601 E MUMFORD
1511 CURTISS
2007 PHILO RD 7
RICHARDSON AV
1954 B ORCH ST
223 KENTUCKY
RR 4
3018 OAK GROVE LN
113 E MCKENNEY ST
1004 HOWARD ST C
3561 HOOKER
370 S BISSELL ST
530 CANDLEWOOD EST
4923 W JARVIS
810 W CHURCH 1
RR 4 BOX 59
116 WISCONSIN DR
807 W ILLINOIS
810 W CHURCH 1
526 W PARKWAY
1107 BILGER ST
10120 S HOYNE AV
807 W ILLINOIS
207 COUNTRY FR 33
1744 CECELIA ST
1631 CHICAGO AV
1107 1/2 W OREGON




2118 ORCH ST 304






213 E JAMES ST








































































































HARTMAN MICHAEL J LASA
HARTMAN PAUL L LAS1
HARTMANN ALOIS BUSA
HARTMANN CARL LEE FAAA
HARTMANN KENNFTH ORV LASA
HARTMANN MARK C FAA2
HARTMANN PAULA K L \S1
HARTNELL THOMAS K LAS3
HARTOG CURT HARDIN GRAD
*HARTOG NANCY W M LAS1
HARTRICK LARRY ALAN LASA
HARTRICK PAULA ED 2
HARTSHORN MARTHA A LAS3
HARTSTIRN RANDALL R AGR1
HARTWEG DAVID C AGR3
HARTWIG JOHN EDWARO GRAD
HARTWIG JCHN L ENG2
HARTY OANIEL PATRICK ENGA
*HARTY JOHN R GRAD
HARTZ CHARLES E ENGl
HARTZELL MARK DAVID BUS3
HARTZLER PHILIP D AGRA
HARVEY BRYAN BUS1
HARVEY DONALD LLOYD GRAD
HARVEY EDWARD WILSON PE 4
HARVEY GREGORY ALAN GRAD
HARVEY LYNN LAS2
*HARVFY MARIAN MOORE LAS3
HARVEY MAX J BUS3
HARVEY PETER MICHAEL GRAD
HARVEY ROBERT C GRAD
HARVEY SCOTT M LASA
HARVIE ROBERT A GRAD
HARWOOD CHARLES L GRAD
HARZ HAROLD D ENGL
HASBROUCK LAWRENCE F 3US2
HASEGAWA WAYNE KAZUM ENGA
HASELHORST PETER OHR ENGA
HASELKORN MICHAEL H GRAD
HASEMEYER JAMES PAUL BUSA
HASEN3ERG JOHN M FAA2
HASENYAGER JAMES R LAS3
*HASHIM MOHAMAD Y GRAD
HASKIN MARK A LAS1
HA SKIN ROGER L ENG3
HASKIN TESSIE C LASA
HASKINS CHARLES G JR LAS3
HASKINS DANIEL F LAS2
HASKINS LUTHER GUI BUS2
HASKO JOHN J GRAD
HASLER JOHN F GRAD
HASON NINO FAA?
HASS CARL FREDERICK GRAD
HASS GENEVIEVE RUGG SRAD
HASS JUDITH ED 2
HASSANI MARGARET F GRAD
HASSANI SADREDDIN B GRAD
HASSELBACHER KFVIN ENGA
HASSEN RANDOLPH R LAS1
HASSERT RICHARD A 3US2
HASSIEPFN GAY LYNN COM3
HASSLER SANDRA LYNNE AGR9
HASSLINGFR NYLF R JR AGR2
HASTALIS STEVEN P LAS2
HASTINGS CHARLES N LASA
HASTINGS JAMES R JR FAAA
HASTINGS JAY BRADLEY GRAD
HASTINGS LAURA S GRAD
HASTINGS MICHAEL L AGR1
HASTINGS SALLY A LAS3
HASTINGS STEPHEN EDW ENGA
HASTO ROBERT J ENGl
HASTY JAMES HICKS GRAD
HASTY ROBERT J LAS1
HATCH DANIEL J LAS1
HATCH DEBORAH MCCOWN FAAA
HATCH DIANE JANE FD A
HATCH GREGORY F PE 3
HATCH JOSEPH RAY GRAD
HATCH ROBERT P LAS3
HATFIELD DONALD E ENG3
HATFIELD DOUGLAS PHI AGRA
HATFIELD MARY LESLIE LASA
HATFIELD RICHARD M ENGl
HATHAWAY MARGARET V LASA
HATHAWAY STEPHEN A GRAD
HATHAWAY WILLIAM L LAS1
HATTABAUGH FPEDCIE L GRAD
HATTENDORF DONALD W ENGA
HATTENDORF TERRY D 8US3
HATTIS CYNTHIA E ED 2
HATTUN ROYCF D AGR3
HATZFR TIMOTHY B AGRl
HAUB MI LLIAM C ENG2
HAUBER TIMOTHY JAMES »E 3
HAUBTLD JANET T 3US1
HAUCK LALRA SWAIN GRAD
905 E WASHINGTON U
2032 BURL I SON U
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
VERSAILLES FR
1102 W STOUGHTON U
1301 S BUSEY 3 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1101 C
A08 E ELM U
509 S RACE U
509 S RACE U
1216 W CHURCH U
RR 3 C
URH TAFT A02 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
706 W OHIO U
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FORBES 110 C
URH TOWNSEND 35? U
190A BROADMOOR C
URH BABCOCK A05 U
136 E ARMORY C




305 S URBANA U
URH TRELEASE 817 U
310 S PRAIRIE 203 C
80A FRANK C
1008 W OREGON U
208 W JOHN C
616 E DANIEL 3 C
2311 TAMARACH C
212 E WHITE 3 C
URH FAR 7A2 C
URH WESTON A70 C
1009 W MAIN 22 U
112 E DANIEL C
807 W NEVADA U
613 ;, UNION C
URH GARNER 315 C
311 E GREFN C
A08 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 3A6 C
DANVILLE ILL
OANVILLF ILL
711 W GREFN U
A09 F CHALMERS A06 C
A02 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER A80 C
FITHIAN ILL
702 S MCCULLOUGH U
OGDEN ILL
OGDEN ILL
A7 E CHALMERS C
711 W MAIN U
711 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 262 C
URH SCOTT A28 C
805 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 212 U
OVERMANS TRLR PK U
801 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 108 C
203 E MUMFORD U
701 W GREEN U
901 BURKWOOD U
URH CARR U
802 W OREGON 13 U
307 W CLARK 303 C
805 OREGON U
902 N GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 602 U
106 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
308 W GREEN U
502 S HIGHLAND C
1103 SCOVILL U
URH WESTON A75 C
301 E CHALMERS C
1103 S WESTLAWN C
1103 S WESTLAWN C
URH FORBES A02 C
208 W WASHINGTON U
2112 ORCH ST 303 U
URH SNYDER 320 C
CHARLESTON ILL
2103 HAZWD DR 10A U
URH WESTON AOA C
A09 E CHALMRS 1201 C
URH GARNER 395 C
URH FORBES 338 C
URH TOWNSEND 235 U






























































23A9 2ATH 1/2 ST
2032 BURLISON
2228 UNIVERSITY
RR 1 BOX 51A
361 MILBURN
601 N 3RD
GLIDDEN RD RR 1
























380 W EVERETT RD
2311 TAMARACK
212 E WHITE 3
123 S HOME
290 E PARK AV










211 N KASPAR 101
9926 S WINCHESTER
RR 1 BOX 1550
563 SARATOGA ST
ROUTE 2









80A8 S LUELLA AV
OVERMANS TRLR PK
210 S POPLAR ST
5709 CRESTVIFW DR




















2112 ORCH ST 303
225 E NORMAN DR
ROUTE A
2103 HAZWD 10A










































































































HAUCK 1FF0 KFITH F NG4
HAUERT DOPINE DTE AGR3
HAUFE LORRAINE M ED 1
HAUFF DOROTHY M L*S1
HAUG DEBORAH MARIE LAS4
HAUGEN PUflERT K GRAD
HAUGHEY IRENF K LAS3
HAUGHFY JAMES L AV I 1
HAUGHNEY GARY V ENGI
HAUGHNEY JOSEPH D LAS1
HAUPT CHERYL L LAS1
HAUPTFUEHPER PATTI J EO 2
HAUPTLE MARY E LAS1
HAUPTMANN DAVID W LAW1
HAUR I CHRISTINF GAIL COM3
HAURI ROBERT J GRAO
HAUSER ALAN L FAA1
HAUSFR RICHARD TED VM 3
HAUTER SARA DOEPING COM4
HAUVERSBURK RICHARD BUS2
HAVENS ARNOLD I LAW1
HAVERKAMP LANNY JOHN LAS4
HAVILL JUANITA RUTH LAS4
HAVLTK SANDRA J EO 3
HAVRANFK LOIS LAS?
HAVRAN.EK ROSEMARY LAS4
HAWES ROBERT TURLFY ENG4
HAWICKHORST Al AN M FAA1
HAWK LINDA LFF GRAD
HAWKFR DENNIS EAPLE GRAD
HAWKFR GREGORY A LAS1
HAWKEY SHARON B GRAD
HAWKINS JOHN M LAS2
HAWKINS LINDA KAY LAS4
HAWKINS MARVIN LAS1
HAWKINS NORMA T GRAD
HAWKINS SHERYL C C L AS 1
HAWKINS SUSAN C LAS1
HAWKINS THOMAS W FAA2
HAWKINS VIRGINIA K GRAD
HAWKINS WILLIAM ROBE LAS4
HAWKINSON ANN E LAS3
HAWKINSON HOWARD C GRAD
HAWLEY BETH JOAN GRAD
HAWN GREGORY EARL COM4
HAWN JEANINE H LAS4
HAWORTH R08ERT H ENG3
*HAWS OTTO SHERP ILL ED 5
HAWTHORNE STEVEN R A GR3
HAWTREF JAMES STEVEN LAS4
HAXBY KENNFTH D LAS2
HAXEL BERNARD F LAS3
*HAY CARL MARTIN GRAD
HAY MARY ELI7ABETH GRAO
HAY ROBERT K LAS2
HAY ROOGER K LAW1
HAYASHI ELMER K GRAD
HAYASHI NANCY MASUMT LAS4
HAYASHI TOSHIO LAS4
HAYDEL JUDITH F GRAD
HAYDEN CHERYL M LAS1
HAYDEN JAMIE E ED I
HAYDEN JUDY LYNNE LAS3
HAYES ALVA GILBERT GRAD
HAYES BEATRICE LAS?
HAYES CAVID M LAS2
HAYES DENNIS R LAS3
HAYES DONALD MERWYN GRAD
HAYES EUGCNE MICHAEL LAW2
HAYES EVERELL G AGR4
HAYES GWENDOLYN ANN LAS4
HAYES HARRY JOSEPH GRAD
HAYES JAMES HENRY JR GRAD
HAYES JAMES R LAS1
HAYES JAMES RICHARD E NG4
HAYES JOHN C JR LAS2
HAYES JOSEPH E LAS6
HAYES KATHLEEN E LAS1
HAYES KATHRYN MARIE GRAD
HAYES LYDIA B LAS3
HAYES MARK L LAS2
HAYES MARTHA J ED 4
HAYES PATRICK TIMOTH BUS*
HAYES RAMONA HORN GRAD
HAYES ROLAND L FAAl
HAYES SUSAN M LASl
HAYES VIRGIS L LAS2
HAYHOE HENRY NELSON GRAD
HAYLES MICHAEL K AVI1
HAYMAKER PATRICIA A GRAD
HAYMAN SARAH FAAl
HAYMOND WILLIAM ROSS BUS3
HAYN DON P LAS2
HAYNFR CAROL KAY GRAD
HAYNER ROBERT DAVID GRAD
HAYNES LEONARD L III LAWl
U/YNES ROBERT PAUL GRAD
300 S GOODWIN 40b II
408 E ELM IJ
URH ALLEN 489 U
URH VANDOREN 419 C
707 S 6TH 307 C
106 S GREGORY U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 358 C
URH SCOTT 354 C
URH HOPKINS 219 C
URH EVANS 105 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 295 U
307 E JOHN C
50? W MAIN 208 U
2005 ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 154 U
1414 N MCKINLEY 3 C
508 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 127 C
307 W CLARK 302 C
508 F WHITE 3 C
901 S LINCOLN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 241 U
305 E GREEN 7 C
URH OGLESBY 426 U
604 E ARMORY C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
2110 ORCH ST 104 U
URH WESTON 346 C
VAHOMET ILL
1004 W NEVAOA U
58 F JOHN 18 C
URH SCOTT 154 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TAFT 311 C
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
810 W OREGON U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH GARNER 376 C
URH CLARK 311 C
81? N MCKINLEY C
510 E STOUGHTON C
2105 HAZWD CT 202 U
2105 HAZWD DR U
URH FORBES 358 C
1003 S MATTIS C
804 W OREGON U
1011 W STOUGHTON U
1109 S 4TH C
1008 W NEVADA U
802 S VICTOR C
1110 STOUGHTON 301 U
URH GARNER 366 C
URH SHERMAN 646 C
2111 HAZWD DR 201 U
URH BUSEY 227 U
URH GARNER 358 C
104 E JOHN 2 C
URH VANDOREN 107 C
URH VANDOREN 12 C
1110 STOUGHTON U
1830 B ORCH PL U
URH SAUNDERS 428 U
URH OGLFSBY 227 U
212 E DANIEL C
2055 A CRCH ST U
403 BRIAR LN 106 C
1725 PARK HAVEN C
105 E DANIEL C
2005 B ORCH ST U
RANTOUU ILL
URH HOPKINS 475 C
60? E STOUGHTON 16 C
301 W DELEWARE U
810 W OANIEL C
URH ALLEN 185 U
404 E GREEN 104 U
URH LAR 371 U
1008 W DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 113 U
307 N PROSPECT C
1112 N DIVISION U
URH SNYDER 338 C
URH LAR 393 U
1601 S VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS 411 U
53 E GREEN U
207 1/2 E CLARK C
URH TRELEASE 224 U
2219 S 1ST 203 C
URH OGLESBY 308 U
2 079 A HAZWD CT U
2079 A HAZWD CT U
1910 D ORCH ST U

































































1275 DENN IS PL
RR 1 BOX 185
8537 ST LOUI S AV
308 N HADOOW






1C02 N MAIN ST
6 LOMBARD CIRCLE
RR 2 BOX 329
330 W CHURCH
846 S HARVARD AV
5 HICKORY LN
331 LEGRANOE BLVO
4519 N RICHMOND ST
BOX 162







636 W MACON ST
203 W WALNUT ST
2520 W GILBERT
913 PARK RIDGE RD
2919 COLEMAN AV
RR 1
319 N HORN ST
721 S CHESTNUT
5233 S MICHIGAN AV
1602 E MAIN ST
2077 VERMONT ST




1065 N KELLOGG ST
2136 PLEASUREVIEW
523 S COOK ST
2105 HAZWD CT 202











2111 HAZWD DR 201
6315 N WAYNE AV
6315 N WAYNE





4311 W 15TH ST
205 EDGEMONT LN
1921 N 7TH
2055 A ORCH ST
521 NETTLE ST
2505 31ST AV CT
2507 MEADOW ST
2005 B ORCH ST
212 WASHINGTON ST
2804 GARFIELD OR
602 E STOUGHTON 16
301 W DELAWARE
810 W DANIEL
360 S WABASH AV
413 E GREEN ST
466 96 TH ST
1C08 W DANIEL




1001 W 129TH PL
8925 S MAY
31 RIVER BEND DR
8646 BELDEN AV
2C7 1/2 E CLARK




2079 A HAZWD CT




































































































HAYNES ROY A JR PE 2
HAYS CRAIG W 3US2
HAYS EMILY FESSLER ED 4
HAYS JEFFREY LEE GRAD
HAYS JONATHAN V ENG1
HAYS LEONARD K JR LAWl
HAYS MICHAEL RAY GRAD
HAYS PHILIP GRANVILL LAS'*
HAYS SANDRA CASH AGR3
HAYS STEVEN RAY ENG4
HAYSE KAREN M LAS2
HAYWARD OELORES J LAS2
HAYWARO LESLIE R FAA3
HAYWOOD VERDIA LEE GRAD
HAZARIKA BISHNU P GRAD
HAZE RONALD DAVID LAS4
HAZE SUSAN J LAS1
HA7EL JEFFREY RONALD GRAD
HAZEL JUDYTHE M LAS4
HAZELKORN MICHAEL NE L AS4
HEAD CAROLYN ANN COM4
HEADS TOM BALDWIN GRAD
HEADY GEORGE R LAS2
HFAL ROBERT W AGR1
HEALY CAROLYN JFAN B GRAD
HEALY DAVID A FAA4
HEALY CAVID CHARLES GRAD
HEALY EILEEN M AGR1
HFALY JOHN J LAS3
HEALY MICHAEL J FNG1
HEALY PATRICK W LAS2
HFALY REBFCCA SUE COM4
HEALY RICHARD W LAS1
HEALY THOMAS EUGENE LAS4
HEANEY MARJORY GROSS GRAD
HFAP JOHN L ENG4
HEAPS RICHARD WAYNE ED 4
HFARD BARBARA J LAS1
HEARD FREDERICK J LAS3
HEARD ROBERT L BUS3
HEARL RAYMOND EDWARD BUS3
HFARN DAVID E FAA1
HEARN KENNETH RCY E NG4
HEATH DAVID L ENG1
HEATH JOHN R FAA1
HFATH KENNETH BRUCE PE 5
HEATH ROBERT B LAS!
HEATH ROBFRT L GRAD
HEATON RICHARD C GRAD
HFATON TED D AGR2
HEAVNER RICHARD L BUS1
HFBDA JOHN F ENG1
HEBDON DAVID E ENG4
HFBEISEN CHERYL D LAS2
HEPEISEN KEITH A LAS1
HEBERFR DWIGHT H LAS1
HFRERT CAROLYN LUCIA GRAD
HEBRON WILLIAM STEPH L AS4
HECHT ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
HECHT RONALD ALLAN ED 4
HECK ANNE KASSON GRAD
HECK CYRIL DANIEL GRAD
HECK DANIEL C LAS2
HECK JANIS ETHFRTON AGR4
HECK JOSEPH G LAS1
HECK SANDRA LEE GRAD
HECKER JAMES MILLARD LAS2
HECKER JOHN C FAA3
HECKFRT VICKIF I ED 2
HECKIER RODNEY R LAS2
HECKMAN DAVIO C BUS2
HEDBERG BAR3ARA L LAS3
HEDBFRG GARY G LAS?
HFDBFRG SUSAN J LAS2
HEDDINS MARY E FAA1
HEDFFN ROBERT A ENG3
HEDEL CHARLES W AGR2
HFDGF ANNA WILLIAMS GRAD
HEDGE BARBARA A ED 2
HEDGFS ALLAN P GRAD
HEDGES DONALD G LAS3
HEDGFS JOAN C LAS1
HEDRICH NORMAN LAS3
HEORICK JOHN R BUS3
HEDRICK LINDA JEAN AGR4
HEFNAN MONICA M BUS1
HrFNAN PATRICIA A ED 6
HEFFERNAN MARTHA J LASI
HEFFLEY EARLE F III LAS2
HFFFLEY GAY J ED I
HEFFT RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
HEFNER ROBERT FDWARD ENC4
HEGENER MICHAEL W LASL
HECFR ANNEMARIF LAS3
HFGG ARLENE P L AS2
HFGLAR RONALD FNG?
HFHN JACK W FAA2
URH HOPKINS 270 C




2803 W ALTON C
1008 PINE C
URH SCOTT 230 C
401 EDGEBROOK C
501 E DANIEL C
508 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 102 C
108 S GREGORY U
1004 S 4TH ST C
1206 W MAIN U
509 STOUGHTON C
URH TAFT 308 C
702 W MAPLE C
702 W MAPLE C
STA A BOX 2410 C
108 E HEALEY 13 C
LINCOLN ILL
URH HOPKINS 291 C
305 E JOHN C
116 HOL I DAY PARK C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
1213 W MAIN U
URH ALLEN 494 U
711 W GREEN U
110 5 4TH C
410 E JOHN C
106 E HEALEY 17 C
604 E ARMORY 231 C
2L0 F JOHN C
BOX 166 C
16 MAPLEWOOD U
207 E OREGON U
URH BLAISOELL 227 U
CENTRALIA ILL
URH GARNER 204 C
1210 W CLARK U
URH FORBES 459 C
219 S LOCUST C
211 E ARMORY C
807 S BUSEY U
302 HOLIDAY PK 238 C
URH OGLESBY 919 U
1208 E DELAWARE U
207 PFEFFER RD 3 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNS END 377 U
CHICAGO HTS ILL
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
URH EVANS 40 3 U
URH NOBLE 422 C
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 394 U
110 1 W PENN U
901 F DELAWARE U
406 E GREEN 203 U
315 1/2 S STATE C
315 1/2 S STATE C
211 E ARMORY C
307 S LINCOLN 1 U
URH WESTON 244 C
URH DANIFLS 354 U
804 W OREGON U
804 W OREGON U
1202 W NEVADA U
303 F CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 240 C
URH LUNDGREN C
URH GARNER 406 C
URH LUNDGREN 22 C
URH SAUNDERS 305 U
URH TOWNSEND 428 U
601 S 4TH C
10 10 E COLORADO U
715 W MICHIGAN U
209 E HEALEY 3 C
501 E OREGON U
URH TRFLEASE 216 U
120O S VINE 13 U
313 E CHALMERS C
2320 F UNIVERSITY U
URH LAR 3^2 U
502 A ELM 16 U
910 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 231 U
URH VANDOREN 306 C
55 E SPNGFLD C
502 E HEALEY 109 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
8 02 W OREGON 13 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 421 C








































































620 S 20TH AV
7008 MURRAY LN































645 W GALENA BLVD
302 HOLIDAY PK 238
157 PLYMOUTH DR
1208 E DELAWARE
207 PFEFFER RD 3
RR 1
5208 WICK-WAY DR




417 W OAK ST




315 1/2 S STATE




916 S SCHOOL ST
6309 REGAL RD
6309 REGAL RD
808 W 13TH ST
303 E CHALMERS





























































































































HEHNFK JANICE J L AS 1
HEIDFCKFR JOAN M LAS3
HFIDELMEIER BONNIE J FAA2
HFIOEHANN STANLFY F FNG4
HEIOFN JOHN SCOTT LAS3
HEIOEN MARK S LAS1
HFIOFNREICH RHGFR LE BUS4
HEIDFO CHARLES HENRY 3RAO
HEIDER JOHN CLARENCE GRAO
*HEIDER SARAH BETTS GRAO
HEIDIG ROSEMARY F FAA3
HFIDKAMP MARY J LAS?
HEIOORN TIMOTHY B ENGl
HEIORICH JOHN G BUSl
HEIDTKE OAVIO P FAA?
HEIGHG MAXWELL S GRAD
HFIKEN EDWARD F JR 3US3
HFIL NANCY J LAS1
HEIL PATRICIA ANN L GRAO
HFIL TIMOTHY GERALD GRAD
HFILF. BARBARA A FAA 1
HEILIG ALMA R PE 2
*HEIM ALICE LEDERMAN GRAD
*HEIM CAVID EUGENE GRAD
HEIM HOLLY LISBETH LAS3
HFIM SANDRA L LAS1
HEIMANN WILLIAM C ENG3
HEIMBACH CYNTHIA J LAS1
HEIMBURGER RUTH E LAS1
HEIMERDINGER WALTER GRAD
HFIML ICH FSTHER LAS2
HEIMLICH SUSAN MARIL GRAD
HEIMSOTH LARRY HERBE BUS*
HEIN FRANK R ENGl
HFINBUCH LYNN A AGRl
HE INF RONALD EUGENE GRAD
HEINECKE STEVFN A GRAD
HFINEMANN RUTH ILENE GRAD
HFINES HENRY GRAD
HEINIGER JAMES L FAA4
HFINKING GARY ENG4
HEINRICH FRANK M L AS 1
HEINRICH RICHARD R BUS'*
HFIN" ICH THOMAS H LAS3
HEINRICH TOM D AGR4
HFINRICH WILLIAM M 3US2
HEINRICHS AUDREY S GRAD
HEINS BRUCE R LAS?
HFINS CHARLES G BUS?
HEINSEN LTNDSAY W LAS3
HEINSEN RICHARD DALE GRAD
HEINTZ GEORGE W LAW1
HEINZ BARBARA K LAS1
HEINZ CAROL SQUIRES GRAD
HEINZ KENNETH JOHN LAS4
HEINZ THCMAS A FAA3
HEINZ WILLIAM D L AW 1
HEINZE JOHN C AGR2
HEINZE JOHN EDWARD GRAD
HEINZFL JAMES THOMAS COM4
HEINZEROTH LOREN R COM3
HEIRES CHR ISTINF A LAS1
HEISER LARRY W LAW3
HEISLER SUSAN B LAS3
HEISNER BERNARD M AGR4
HEISNFR KATHLEEN J LAS1
HEISNER RONALD W GRAD
HEISNER WILLIAM C JR BUS 1
HEISS DIRK FREDERICK ENG4
HFISS HOWARD FDWARD LAS3
HEISS ROLLAND LEE GRAD
HEISTERMAN JANE M LAS3
HEITNER RAYMOND J ENG4
HEITSCH JANET M LAS4
HFITSCHMIDT WILLIAM ENG4
HE1TZ HENRY K LAS4
HEITZ MICHAEL GEORGE BUS4
HEITZMAN MARY K LAS2
HEITZMANN CHRISTINE ED 4
HEJNA CAROLYN IRENE GRAD
HEKMAN BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
HELANDER DANIEL J FAA3
HELD DENNIS P LAS1
HELD RUTH M LAS1
HELD THOMAS A ENG2
HELFAND CORY M BUS2
HELFAND ELYSF B PE 1
HELFAND MARC R LAS1
HELFAND MITCHELL J BUS1
HELFFR JOEL JAY 8US4
HELFER MICHAEL T BUS2
HELFRICH DONALD L ENG4
HELFRICH JOHN ALAN GRAD
HELFRICH JOSEF M BUS2
HELFRICH PATRICIA A FAA1
HELGESEN GREGG S GRAD
HFLLE DUANE V AVI2
URH SAUNDERS 318 U 332-3660
619 1/2 W CLARK C 359-6989
URH SAUNDERS 307 U 332-3649
610 1/? E GRFEN C 356-9890
1004 S 2ND C 344-5160
1004 S 2ND C
1 L 10 S 2ND C 344-7222
1003 W UNION C
1 716 PAULA C 356-3896
1716 PAULA C 356-3896
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
509 STOUGHTON 305 C 359-4014
URH SCOTT 404 C 332-1571
910 S 3RD 809 C 337-5208
URH SCOTT 368 C 332-1548
2018 S COTTAGE GR U
409 W GREEN 403 U
URH SAUNDERS 118 U 332-3600
2113 HAZWD OR 103 U 328-3279
2113 HAZWD 103 U 328-3279
URH LAR 369 U 332-3016
503 E STOUGHTON 8 C 356-5583
503 N MCCULLOUGH 1 U 365-1945
503 N MCCULLOUGH U
URH EVANS 202 U 332-2700
URH WARDALL 913 U 332-4490
512 E STOUGHTON C 359-7572
URH VANDOREN 112 C 332-0480
TOLONO ILL
706 S 1ST C 359-1277
409 E CHALMRS 1014 C 344-7014
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1600 W BRADLEY 51 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH VANDOREN 211 C 332-0502
305 W CHARLES C
WILSON TRLR CT 49 U 367-8001
URH SHERMAN 522 C
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
607 W HEALEY 4 C
112 E DANIEL C 352-2424
URH FORBES 262 C
URH WFSTON 395 C 332-2071
URH SNYDER 376 C 332-1797
105 E CHALMERS 101 C 344-3918
URH OGLESBY 706 U 332-5238
1708 HENRY C 356-0297
706 W OHIO U 344-0676
401 E JOHN C 344-1650
404 S LINCOLN U
311 E GREEN C 344-1918
1302 SILVER 10 U
URH ALLEN 32 U
906 E HARDING 303 U 367-3404
4 POMPTON PL U 367-3242
1004 S 4TH 205 C 328-1451
906 E HARDING 303 U 367-3404
910 S 3RD 428 C
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
1007 S 3RD C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 388 U 332-3031
2203 1/2 LANTRN HL U 365-1970
303 E JOHN C 344-5724
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
409 E CHALMRS 1501 C 384-5100
507 W COLUMBIA C 352-0507
URH BABCOCK 203 U 332-3749
URH HOPKINS 466 C
907 S 4TH C 344-9694
804 S WEBBER U 344-0172
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
610 1/2 E GREEN C 356-9890
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
1007 S 3RD C 344-7229
910 W CAL IFORNIA U
205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
URH SAUNDERS U
405 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 352 U 332-2258
207 1/2 W OREGON U 367-0242
1217 W PARK C 352-8546
URH SNYDER 338 C 332-1766
URH ALLEN 36 U 332-3107
803 W OREGON 4 U
URH HOPKINS 177 C 332-1183
910 S 3RD C 337-5322
110 E CHALMERS C 344-79 10
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
409 E CHALMERS C 344-7666
1972 B ORCH ST U 344-5419
604 E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2780 C 367-2966
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH LUNDGREN 204 C 332-0238
1612 W LOCKRAVEN C 356-4685
1004 S 4TH C










1133 MAPLE AV 2-L
5317 BELLE PLAINE
119 S HICKORY ST
165 LONGCOMMON RD
9125 MANGO AV
2018 S COTTAGE GR
368 W 2ND ST
30 ARTHUR AV
2113 HAZWD DR 103
2113 HAZWD DR 103








5 04 E WALNUT







44 S KENSINGTON AV
6 ARBIT RD
109 BEHRENDS CT
4831 W 98TH ST
2816 S CHICAGO AV
RR 1
ROUTE 2








7112 W TALCOTT AV
633 E MAIN ST
4 POMPTON PL
7915 KILBOURN AV
633 E MAIN ST





2203 1/2 LANTRN HL
OLD NAPERVILLE RD








4041 W 106TH ST
928 N EUCLID






207 1/2 W OREGON
RR 1
20819STATE LINE RD
7535 N BELL AV


















































































































HELLER DAVID M LAS1
HELLER DOUGLAS P LAWl
HELLER EDWARD J LAWl
HELLFR HARLAN K LAS1
HFLLER JOAN SHARON FAA3
HELLER PEDRO J GRAD
HELLFR STEPHEN J LAS1
HFLLMAN HOWARD MARV I LAS*
HELLMAN RICHARD M LAS1
HELLMICH JANET M AGR
1
HELM CAROL JFAN GRAD
HELM DARRELL GENE GRAD
HELM EDGAR RICHARO GRAD
HELM JAMES A LAWl
HELM STEVEN M LAWl
HELM STEVEN P LAS1
HELMAN BRUCE F BUS1
HFLMER JOHN PAUL ENG*
HELMFR PAMELA THRAEN GRAD
HELMER RICHARD M GRAD
HELMICK MICHAEL D ENG1
HFLMS DENNIS G AGR3
HELMS JACKIE M LAS1
HELMS MARILYN HRUSKA LAS*
HFLMS RANDOLPH J AGR1
HELSPER NORMA J LASl
HEMANS CHARLFS HENRY GRAD
HEMANS NORMA GRANT AGR*
HEMENWAY STEPHFN I GRAD
HFMINGER JAMES F LASl
HEMKAMON SAWAD GRAD
HEMP GLADYS ANDERSON GRAD
HEMPF LINDA L ED 1
HEMPEN CAROLYN J LAS2
HEMPEN GREGORY S ENG1
HEMPFER HAZEL M BUS*
HEMPHILL JOSEPH A GRAD
HEMPHILL RITA K LAS3
HENARD OAVID EARL GRAD
HENCH DALE MARTIN GRAD
HENDEE RANDAL J LAS*
HENDERSON CHARLES E BUS1
HFNDFRSON GARY STARK LAS*
HENDERSON GORDON W ENG1
HENDERSON HARRY G LAS2
HFNDERSON JAMES A JR ENG?
HENDERSON JAMFS E BUS3
HENDERSON JFRRY WAYN ED *
HENDERSON JUNE C GRAD
HENDERSON MARK NELSO LAS4
HENDERSON MERRILL D LAS2
HENDERSON RICHARD C LAS2
HENDERSON RICHARD E GRAD
HENDERSON RORBE LYNN GRAD
HENDERSON ROBERT L LAS*
HENDERSON S HUNT LAWl
HENDERSON SANDRA COM*
HENDERSON SONDRA C FAA*
HENDERSON STEVEN R LAS2
HFNDFRSCN VESTA ANN GRAD
HENDERSON WILLIAM R LAS2
HENDERSON WILLIAM T GRAD
HENDRICKS ALBERT L GRAD
HENDRICKS BEN B AV15
HENDRICKS BEVERLY S FD 3
HENDRICKS BRYAN LYNN GRAD
HENDRICKS EARNEST G BUS1
HENDRICKS GFORGE P ENG*
HENDRICKS GLORIA H ED 3
HENDRICKS JAMES A GRAD
HENDRICKS JERRY D ENG3
HENDRICKS KENNETH C ENG*
HENDRICKS MICHAEl G FAA2
HENDR ICKSEN CAROL GRAD
HENDRICKSON DIANE W ED 2
HENDRICKSON MARK S LAS2
HENDRICKSCN PENNY A GRAD
HENDRICKSON PHILIP D ENG3
HENDRICKSCN ROBERT T GRAD
HENDRICKSON ROY A BUS*
HENDRICKSCN TERRY R 3US3
HENDRIX DAVID FLOYD GRAD
HENDRIX GARY GAYLCPD AGR*
HENDPIX MERLF GENE LAS*
HENDRIX PATRICIA A LAS2
HENDRY DENISE F ED 2
HENEK JUDITH A ED 1
HENINGFR JAMES R JR FAA1
HENINGER JANE F LASl
HENINGFR STEPHEN D LAS2
HEMKIN AVIS ILENE LAS*
HENKIN CHARLES JOSEP GRAD
HENLEY COLETTE M GRAD
HENLEY DEBORAH L LAS2
HENLEY DONALD RICHAR G^AD
HENNEGAN MARGARET A LAS3
HENNEGAN NFAL M FNG1
910 S 3RD C
207 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD 202 C
URH GARNER *59 C
*09 E CHALMRS 1307 C
802 W ILLINOIS 1 U
1109 S *TH C
206 STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 536 U
URH ALLEN U
URH SHERMAN 767 C
906 S STATE C
2109 W WHITE C
115 W GREEN C
706 W CHURCH 11 C
URH WESTON *20 C
URH GARNER 12* C
705 W CHURCH C
205 E HEALEY 35 C
205 E HEALEY 35 C
URH WESTON 259 C
160* MAYNAPD C
URH FLAGG *32 C
160* MAYNARD C
URH TOWNSEND 12* U
URH BUSEY 102 U
300 S GOODWIN 307 U
300 S GOODWIN 307 U
303 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 2*0 C
111* W SPNGFLD U
711 PARK LN C
URH TRELEASE 928 U
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH NOBLE 207 C
209 W PENN U
2313 S 1ST 20* C
*09 E CHALMERS 910 C
811 S WEBBER U
1302 SUNSET C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER *95 C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND *0* U
URH OGLESBY 1206 U
URH FORBES *22 C
505 E CHALMERS C
307 W CLARK 303 C
807 S MAPLE U
1613 VALLEY RD C
URH BABCOCK U
312 W ARMORY C
606 W OHIO U
105 E DANIEL C
302 W GREEN U
306 E THOMPSON U
10 5 E DANIEL C
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U
106 E CHALMERS C
56 E DANIEL 1 C
*09 E CHALMERS C
1207 W BEARDSLEY C
*06 E STOUGHTON * C
107 N 6TH C
1971 A ORCH ST U
55 E SPNGFLD C
20** A ORCH ST U
809 W SPNGFLD U
20** A ORCH ST U
606 SCOVILL U
60* E FAIRLAWN U
1822 VALLEY RD C
1203 W CHURCH C
BJSEY I SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 385 U
1109 S *TH C
URH FLAGG 305 C
18*2 VALLEY RD C
RR 1 U
*08 W CLARK C
*10 E JOHN C
160* S VINE U
907 W STOUGHTON U
901 W SPNGFLD U
120* S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 102 C
URH TRELEASE 72C U
URH CARR 328 U
URH LUNDGREN 13 C
*10 E JOHN C
908 W NEVADA U
PHYSICS BLDG U
706 S 1ST 203 C
1009 S VICTOR C
706 S 1ST 203 C
1005 S WRIGHT C















































































13 COUNTRY CLUB RD
9*52 N LOREL AV








907 N WILSHIRE LN




205 t HEALEY 35
205 E HEALEY 35
3120 N GEORGE ST
160* MAYNARD CHAMP
1018 N BROAD ST
160* MAYNARD
1*312 WALLACE




2308 S 15TH AV





1001 N DEARBORN ST
*01 BUENA VISTA







107 W 2ND ST
5710 MERRIMAC
20*55 DOR IA LN
807 S MAPLE
75775 SEMINOLE
56*5 N HAMILTON RD
1007 S PINE
*06 E JACKSON ST






9616 S UNION AV
610 MARKLAND
1207 W BEARDSLEY




20** A ORCH ST
9111 NORTH AV
20** A ORCH ST
%P HENDRICKS
60* E FAIRLAWN











319 N MAIN ST
909 S FOLEY
317 S 8TH AV
7717 FARGO




U OF I PHYSICS
706 S 1ST 203
1009 S VICTOR
706 S 1ST 203
520 N PARK RD
































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
LAGRANGE PARK IL
189
HENNENFENT DONNA J LAS3
HENNFSSY DANIEL RCGF GRAO
HENNESSY LINDA K ET 4
HENNESSY MAUREEN C GRAD
HENNESSY VIRGINIA D L4S2
HENNIG FALKE GRAD
HENNIG WILLIAM A LAS1
HENNIGAN WILLIAM F BUS3
HENNING STEVEN M AGR2
HENNING STUART KENT ENG4
HENNINGS KENNETH E AGS 1
HENRICHS KFITH 4GR2
HENRICHS MARK A ENG1
HENRICKS JOHN D LAS3
HFNRICKS MADFLINE C FAA1
HENRICKS PUBERT L EF ENG6
HENRIKSEN CHARLFS W ENG1
HENRIKSEN DAVID KEND COM4
HFNRIKSEN RICHARD L FAA2
HrNRIKSCN DIANF E ED 1
HENRY DAVID G ENG2
HENRY DAVID J LASl
HENRY DAVID K LASl
HENRY GEORGE W JR GRAD
HFNRY JOHN REEVES ED 3
HFNRY MATTHEW W AGR2
HENRY MICHAEL ECWARD FAA4
HENRY ROBERT J FAA1
HFNRY VAUGHN W AGR2
HENSCHEN LAWRENCE J GRAD
HENSFL DONALD D BUS1
HENSEN STEVEN R LASl
HFNSEN VERNEAL KAY LASl
HENSEY ROBERT S LAS4
HENSLER GARY L GRAD
HENSLER WILLIAM JOHN F NG4
HENSLEY JERRY RAY GRAD
HENSLEY JOHN B LAS2
HENSLEY MARILYN J LAS3
HENSOLO JACK LAS2
HENSON DAVI D A BUS2
HENSON OLEN DEVAULLF GRAD
HENSON VICKI BARTH GRAD
HFNWOOD HARRY JAMES BUS4
HENZEL LINDA HELEN " E 4
HEPPFRLY PAUL P AGR1
HEPPERLY THOMAS P VM 1
HERATH RHBERT M VM 2
HERATH WILLIAM A JR VM 2
HERBECK JANICF L LAS2
HERBERGER GARY R ENG1
HERBERT GEORGE WAYNE LAS4
HERBERT GORDON J LAS3
HERBERT JOHN T LASl
HERBERT PATRICIA I LAS3
HERBERTS ROGER F GRAD
HERBST BRUCE RAYMOND FAA4
HERBST KAREN AGR1
HERBST RALPH G LASl
HERBSTER BARBARA A LAS3
HERBSTMAN BRYNA G LASl
HERBSTMAN BURTON L LAS2
HERCER RONALD LEE LAS3
HERDRICH KATHRYN A LAS2
HERDT KATHY LYN GRAD
HEREN LAWRENCE P FAA2
HFRGES MICHAEL J AGR1
HERGET ROBERT T LAS3
HERING WILLIAM M JR GRAD
HERINGTON JOHN P GRAD
HERLIEN ROBERT A ENG2
HERLINGER GAIL M LASl
HERM ARTHUR ADAM VM 1
HERMAN GREGORY S LASl
HERMAN HOLLY L LASl
HERMAN JEANNE BRETT ' GRAD
HERMAN JOHN M III GRAD
HERMAN MARJOPIE A ED 3
HERMAN PAUL P LASl
HERMAN RAY MICHAEL ENG4
HERMAN ROBERT D LASl
HERMAN THOMAS EARL LAS3
HERMAN WILLIAM A bASl
HERMANN BRUCE RAYMON GRAD
HERMAMN JOHN PATRICK GRAD
HERMANN LINDA L L AS 1
HERMANN ROBFRT A BUS2
HEPMANSSON GUNNAP GRAD
HERMtLE GRETA I ED 2
H/RM ,ME IER MAP I LYN S FD 3
HEPNANrEi. DENNIS LASl
HERN. NDfcZ HTCTLiR GRAD
HERMAN)!. •' NIETO H M i.RAO
HFRNECHFCK MARILYN S AGRl
HtRNES FRIK GRAiJ
HERNON BARBARA E GRAD
HEPOD MICHAEL D AVI3
58 F JOHN 16 C
703 S BROADWAY U
58 F ARMORY 3 C
58 E JOHN 18 C
703 S BROADWAY U
URH SHFRMAN 867 C
URH 0GLES8Y 219 U
1010 S 2ND C
703 COLORADO RIDGE U
803 W OREGON U
207 W VINE C
110 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 288 C
204 F JOHN C
URH BARTON 14 C
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH HOPK INS 438 C
21C4 BRISTOL C
2104 BRISTOL C
URH TRELEASE 1016 U
1523 HARRINGTON C
URH FORBES 458 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
808 W CHURCH U
SAVOY ILL
1101 W PENN U
912 S 2ND C
1523 HARRINGTON C
URH SCOTT 221 C
1414 ROSE C
202 E DANIEL C
1807 SANGAMON C
1 PLYMOUTH RD U
1103 S 1ST C
1005 S BUSEY U
1809 VALLEY RO C
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 177 C
1203 W DUBLIN U
URH FORBES 104 C
409 E CHALMERS C
SAVOY ILL
108 W PENN U
2215 S 1ST 202 C
30? HOL IDAY PARK C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 419 C
801 W OREGON U
909 W ILLINOIS U
1202 NEVADA U
URH GARNER 482 C
604 E ARMORY 144 C
404 S JOHNSON U
URH GARNER 121 C
URH TRELEASE 813 U
NORMAL ILL
1108 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 495 U
URH HOPKINS 417 C
1006 W NEVADA 6 U
URH ALLEN 444 U
110 E CHALMERS C
61 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 22 C
205 E HEALEY 28 C
URH SNYDER 223 C
URH HOPKINS 338 C
401 E JOHN C
1113 JOANNE LN C
2120 ORCH ST 303 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH ALLEN 294 U
804 W PENN U
URH TOWNSE^D 267 U
503 E STOUGHTON C
2102 POND U
2102 POND U
URH LAR 402 U
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSENO 319 U
URH SCOTT 366 C
406 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 456 C
EL EC ENG BLDG 60 U
2010 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 293 U
604 E ARMORY 215 C
1975 B ORCH ST U
902 S 2ND C
308 W CREPN I U
URH NOBLE 425 C
LRh SHERM/* J 85f C
106 F JOHN I
URH ALLEN 479 U
RR 2 ,!103 BU W L )
209 W WASHINGTON C







































































40 7 SUNSET LN





27 N MEYER CT
1523 HARRINGTON


























ROUTE 1 BOX 2964





2424 ALTA VISTA DR




6939 W FLETCHER ST
2748 LINNEMAN


















4212 W 91ST PL
3044 N 78TH CT




2010 A ORCH ST
11965 LOVE RD













































































































HEROD THOMAS B LAS4
HFRR JAMFS L LASL
HFRREWEYERS JFROME K ENG1
HERRICK ELIZABFTH A LAS2
HERRTMAN ROGER D AGR3
HFRRIN LOUIS ANDREW VM 1
HERRIN PATRICIA ANN GRAO
HFRRING JACOB HENRY GRAD
HERRING JAMES FARL PF 2
HEPRIOTT GREGORY A FNG2
HERRIOTT JOAN JONES GRAD
HERRIOTT LtSLIF A AGR4
HFRRIOTT MARIIYN KAY EO 4
HERRIOTT MARK DANIEL LAS3
HERRIOTT MARSHA A ED 1
HERRMANN JEAN'L AGR1
HERRMANN PAUL PFTER GRAD
HFRRON HENDFRSON S GRAO
HFRRON KATHLFFN J ED 1
HERRON LESTER W ENG2
HERRON THFLMA M GRAD
HFRRON THCMAS Y ENG1
HFRRSTROM OAIL ADELF LAS4
HFRRSTROM SYLVIA J LAS4
*HERSCHBACH DFNNIS R GRAD
HFPSCHBACH MARY P LAST
HERSCHFOE ALFRED J GRAO
HFRSCHMAN JEFFREY D LAW1
HERSH ADRIENNE J L AS 3
HERSHFY DAVID G GRAD
HERSON ALBERT I LAS3
HFRSTEO STEVEN W BUS3
HERTFL DONALD P BUS3
HERTFL PAMELA ANNE L AS 3
HERTICH CHARLES J VM 3
HFRTL ING DAVID R GRAD
HERTZ DALLAS EDWIN FAA4
HFPTZ JFD B 8US4
HERTZ3ERG PAUL STUAR BUS4
HEPTZMAN LEE GRAD
HERZ GORDON I LAS1
HERZ THEDA M GRAD
HFRZMANN FRANK JUERG BUS4
HERZOG AVIGDOR I GRAO
HERZCG JOAN MAPIF GRAD
HERZOG MARTHA L LAS2
HERZOG SYLVIA WACKER GRAD
HERZOG WENDY A LAS3
HESELOV CAROLE BONNI FAA3
HE SLA STEVEN KFNNETH GRAD
HESLER SUSAN LAS3
HESS EDWARD F III LAS4
HESS GEORGE ARTHUR GRAD
HFSS PAMELA A LAS?
HESS RANDY K GRAD
HESS ROBERT H 3US1
HESS ROSANNE LYNN GRAD
HESSE -1URIEL JUNE GRAD
HFSSE WENDY A FAA1
HESSFLGRAVE RONALD P GRAO
HFSSELING ANN MARIE GRAD
HESSELL CHARLES BARR LAS4
HESSFLSCHWERDT STEVE FAA4
HESSLFR GERTRAUD H VM 1
HESTAO MARSHA A ED 3
HESTANO KFNNETH H GRAD
HETT DAVID S : OM
3
*HFTTICH R03ERT E GRAD
HETZLER RONALD K LASl
HEUER DANIEL ALAN ENG3
HEUER MARY JANE AGR4
HEUER THOMAS A ENG1
HEUERTZ CHARLES M FAA2
HEURING ELLEN ZUCKER LAS2
HEURING WAYNE ROBERT GRAD
HEUSINKVELD NANCY AN GRAD
HEUS\ER GARY L AGR2
*HFUSSER ROBERT T GRAD
HEVERLY EARL Dili GRAD
HEVEPLY PAMELA D PE I
HEVRDEJS JUDITH K AGR2
HEWES LINDA J LASl
HEWETT THOMAS TAYSUM GRAD
HFWITT FLIZABETH ANN LAS4
HFWITT WILLIAM G JR LAS3
HFWKIN GREGORY C LAS3
HEX^E" GYORGY GRAD
HFXNER PAMELA Z GRAD
HEYFN JAMES MALCCLM BUS6
HEYEN LAPPY L HW1
HFYER ARTHUR J GRAD
HEYER CONSTANCF J LASl
HFYMAM PATRICIA A LAS3
HEYWOOD GLENN R ENG1
HIATT CATHY SHEETS FD 4
HIEBARO CAROL A FAA4
HIBBARO DONALD F LAS4
703 S GREGORY U
URH HOPKINS 160 C
URH FORBES 476 C
URH WARDALL 5 19 U
URH GARNER 389 C
802 1/2 W GRFEN U
URH SHERMAN 5 10 C
807 S LOCUST C
1010 S 2ND ST C
1 10 E ARMORY C
FISHER ILL
URH ALLEN 350 U
511 W GREEN U
307 W JOHN C
511 W GREFN U
URH ALLEN 451 U
30 7 E JOHN C
1002 W WHITE C
URH VANOORCN 302 C
URH BABCOCK 424 U
1002 W WHITE C
URH SNYOER 412 C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1608 C
608 W STOUGHTON C
608 STOUGHTON U
906 S OAK C
URH SHERMAN 346 C
802 W OREGON 23 U
1009 S MATTIS 4-1 C
404 W CLARK C
904 W GREEN 409 U
2311 S 1ST 304 C
URH WARDALL 516 U
ROUTE 1 U
110 F ARMORY C
1307 W CLARK C
505 E STOUGHTON C
707 S 6TH C
807 W INDIANA U
URH SCOTT 459 C
408 E STOUGHTON 2 C
406 E GREEN 204 C
7832 C ORCH PL U
802 W OREGON U
209 E JOHN C
306 W STANAGE C
1102 W CLARK U
706 S MATHEWS U
1212 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 1110 U
610 W MICHIGAN U
1207 F MICHIGAN U
1409 N CHAMPAIGN C
1012 BROADMOOR C
713 W OHIO U
URH DANIELS 470 U
1502 S VINE U
URH BLAISDELL 411 U
URH DANIELS 167 U
URH DANIELS 323 U
773 S MATTIS C
710 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 361 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
KENWOOD C
102 E CHALMERS C
135 CLARK 204 C
713 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
707 S 6TH 511 C
URH GARNER 302 C
URH FORBES 424 C
603 S ELM C
603 S ELM C
606 E STOUGHTON C
401 E DANIEL C
407 W WHITE 15 C
1822 PARKOALE C
URH LAR 199 U
805 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 460 U
906 S VINE 304 U
102 N LINCOLN 4 U
107 E HEALEY 23 C
202 S LYNN 1 U
317 S STATF 19 C
307 S STATE 19 C
910 S 3R0 C
1 736 VALLEY RD C
2501 BROWNFIELD RD U
URH SAUNOERS 228 U
506 F SPNGFLO 6 C
URH OGLESBY 1205 U
DEWEY ILL
606 E ELM C















































































































995 S OSBORN AV
2528 W ESTES
1170 ELM PARK DR
1445 EXECUTIVE LN
RR 3 BOX 136





888 BOB LINK RO
826 S OAK ST
ROUTE 1
2069 N COLLEGE ST















122 S OHIO ST













ROUTE 2 BOX 458
245 KFNMORE AV

















































































































HIRBARO JOSEPH DONAL GRAD
HIB8ARD BOY D AGR1
HI8BELN OAVID R LAS1
HIB1S JOYCE MARIE GRAD
HIBLER CAROLL ANN LAS3
HICKEN JEFFREY P LAW1
HICKEN MARY SCHMICT LAS4
HICKEY DONALD RCBERT GRAD
HICKEY MAUREEN GRAD
HICKEY TIMOTHY J FAA2
HICKLE GREGORY A FAA2
HICKLE MARY L FD 1
HICKMAN ANDREW D LASl
HICKMAN DONALD G ED 4
HICKMAN MARYANN GRAD
HICKMAN PAUL A LAS3
HICKMAN ROBERTA F GRAD
HICKMAN SUSAN K LASl
HICKS ARTHUR JAMES GRAD
HICKS CONNIE J LASl
HICKS DEBORAH L LAS2
HICKS JEFFREY L FAA1
HICKS JERRY R AGR4
HICKS KENNETH B ENG4
HICKS MARTHELL ED 9
HICKS RAYMOND PAYNE LAS2
HICKS RHONDA T LASl
HICKS TERRILL GEORGF GRAD
HIDDE JANET L GRAD
HIDDE LETHA J AGR2
HIEBERT ELFRIEDA T GRAD
HIEBERT JAMES GRAD
HIENZ WILLIAM M JR GRAD
HIETT DAVID EARL E NG4
HIGASHI STFVEN L PE 2
HIGDON MATTHEW L COM3
HIGGERSCN DONALD G ENG3
HIGGINS BRYON MARK LAS4
HIGGINS CHELEEN MAHA GRAO
HIGGINS HAROLD KENNE FAA4
HIGGINS MICHAEL JAME GRAD
HIGGINS MICHAFL JOHN GRAD
HIGGINS MICHAEL THOM BUS4
HIGGINS STEPHEN K AGR3
HIGGINS SUZANNE LAS4
HIGGINS THOMAS J GRAD
HIGGINS WILLIAM M LAS2
HIGGS DEBORAH R PE 2
HIGH GREGORY E LAW1
HIGHLAND WILLIAM R FNG2
HIGHLEY RANDALL M BUS2
HIGHSMITH CHERYL E LASl
HIGHSMITH JUNE F GRAD
HIGHT DOUGLAS S LAS3
HIGHTMAN PHILIP C LAS3
HIGHTOWER JANE E FAA3
HIGLEY ELWOOD JOHN LAS4
HILBFRT ANN R LAW2
HUBERT STEVEN R ENG1
HILD JEAN M BUS3
HILDEBRAND BARBARA J LASl
HILDEBRAND HAROLD A GRAD
HTLDEBRAND KAY ELAIN AGR4
HILOERBRAND JOHN A BUS3
HILEMAN KATHLEEN ANN LAS*
HILEMAN PATRICIA GRAD
HILER GFORGE MYERS AGR4
HILER STEVEN E AGRl
HILFIKER CAROL D GRAD
HILL AARON JOHN LAS2
HILL ANDISON JR LAS2
HILL ANN B GRAD
HILL CLOYDIA F LAS2
HILL DAVID A JR LAS2
HILL DORIS DAVIS FAA9
HILL ELEANOR ANN AGR4
HILL ELIZABETH S FAA3
HILL FREDERICK H LASl
HILL GARY EUGENE BUS3
HILL JANET DEMETRA LAS2
HILL JOHN C LAS3
HILL JOHN P ENG1
HILL JONATHAN C LASl
HILL KATHLEEN LAS2
HILL LAWRENCE J LAS2
HILL LOIS J LASl
HILL MADEL INE RUTH PE 4
HILL MARCIA GILLES GRAD
HILL MARCIA S LAS3
HILL MARTIN E LAS2
HILL NANCY JFAN LAS3
HILL PAMELA D LAS3
HILL PATRICK D GRAD
HILL REGINALD JAMES GRAD
HILL RICHARD S FAA2
HILL ROBERT ARTHUR LAS4
HILL ROBERT E FAA4
307 F GREEN 7 C
URH BABCOCK 326 U
URH OGLESBY 106 U
URH SHERMAN 532 C
805 W GREEN 5 U
300 S GOODWIN 204 U
300 S GOOOWIN 2C4 U
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 250 U
411 E GREEN 9 C
RR 4 C
URH TAFT 211 C
URH SCOTT 414 C
1105 E MUMFORD U
204 1/2 W JOHN C
806 W MAIN U
1105 E MUMFORD U
URH WARDALL 920 U
2701 E ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 231 U
URH WARDALL 519 U
URH CARR 404 U
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
3211 KIRBY C
RANTOUL ILL
1109 S ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
MONTICELLO ILL
608 S STATE 2 C
URH VANDOREN 25 C
205 E HEALEY 26 C
205 E HEALEY 26 C
201 S PROSPECT C
203 W HESSEL C
308 E ARMORY C
403 S COLER U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1600 W BRADLEY 58 C
107 E DANIEL C
304 E DANIEL C
107 E DANIEL C
901 W SPNGFLD 10 U
810 OAKLAND U
58 E JOHN C
803 S MATTIS C
1203 W PARK C
305 E GREEN 3 C
URH BLAISOELL 109 U
604 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 440 C
1101 W PENN U
URH FLAGG 318 C
PHILO ILL
910 S 3RD 301 C
907 4TH C
508 W ELM U
1304 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 284 U
URH CARR 430 U
903 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD 1007 C
714 S RACE U
1103 S EUCLID C
807 BALBOA C
305 E GREEN 7 C
503 1/2 S RANDOLPH C
806 N GERALDINE U
801 W NEVADA U
102 N GREGORY U
107 E HEALEY 15 C
URH TOWNSENO 507 U
MAHOMET ILL
1005 S RACE U
313 E ARMORY C
502 W MAIN 129 U
108 E HEALEY 5 C
608 S STATE 8 C
URH SCOTT 432 C
6 PLYMOUTH RD U
URH LUNDGREN 226 C
URH GARNER 295 C
URH SNYDER 475 C
URH OGLESBY 1009 U
URH SAUNDERS 109 U
URH SNYDER 291 C
URH CLARK 321 C
307 E HEALEY 4 C
MAHOMET ILL
1202 W NEVADA U
58 E JOHN 20 C
URH TRELEASE 304 U
402 S RACE 8 U
310 W GREEN U
MAHOMET ILL
URH SNYDER 365 C
1856 VALLEY RD C




























































307 E GREEN 7
4812 WAILBANK AV
4515S29 WEST AV
805 W GREEN 5'
615 LINCOLN DR
1570-6TH AV S
3747-80 VIS COM S

















617 E 37TH ST




205 E HEALEY 26




202 E JOHNSON ST





















9221 S LAFLIN ST





8 15 CAROL AV
503 1/2 S RANDOLPH
806 N GERALDINE







502 W MAIN 129
258 MINOCQUA
1515 BROOKSIDE AV











425 E STATE ST
22 W ROCKET CIRCLE




13540 NE 1ST AV




































































































HILL ROBERT WHITE GRAD
HILL RONALD S LAS2
HILL RUBY JEAN EO 3
HILL STEPHEN TALBOTT VM 1
HILL STEVEN R BUS1
HILL SUELLA JANE AGR1
HILL SUSAN MCGUIRE GRAO
HILL TERREL MORGAN GRAD
HILL WILLIAM F GRAO
HILL WILLIAM FRANCIS BUS6
HILL YOSHIKO LAS1
HILLAN JUDITH LYNN LAS4
HILLAN KATHLEEN M ED 1
HILLARY KENNETH D LAS2
HILLEARY JAMES W BUS1
HILLEBRAND JOHN J GRAD
HILLEN LOWELL FRANCI GRAD
HILLIARD JOHN A JR GRAD
HILLIER KAREN E GRAD
HILLIS PAUL H JR L AW 1
HILLMAN ARTHUR B III GRAD
'HILLMAN CAROL L LAS1
HILLMAN GLENN ROBERT COM3
HILLS LARRY A AGR3
HILLS LARRY J LAS2
HILLS SALLY L FAA2
HILLSTRCM RICHARD C LAS4
HILLYARO BOYCF E LAS1
HILST KIRK M BUS1
HILTENBRAND WILLIAM FAA3
HILTIBRAN CHERYL M AGR2
HILTON CONSTANCE M COM3
HILTCN RICHARD S LAS2
HIMEL LORRAYNE V LAS4
HIMEL RAYMOND L FAA3
HIMES FRANKLIN J FAA2
HIMLFY MARGARET H LAS3
HIMMAUGH ROBFRT J I I LAS1
HIMSTEDT SHARON A LAS3
HIMWICH HAROLD A GRAD
HINABER PAUL EDWARD GRAD
HINATA SATOSHI GRAD
HINCH DAVID LERCY GRAD
HINCHER JAMES CLYDE GRAD
HINDERLITER SUF ANN LAS3
HINOLE LAWRENCE WILL ENG4
HINDMAN JOHN ROBERT LAS3
HINOMAN STEPHEN P BUS3
HINDMARCH TERRY R GRAD
HINE MARK LANE ENG4
HINES BARRY LAW1
HINES FRFDERICK R LAS3
HINES JAMFS M BUS3
HINES THOMAS J E NG2
HINES WALTER E FAA2
HINKFL OAMEL F LAW1
HINKEN JOHN P JR AGR4
HIM<LE RONALD L LAS2
HINKLE RUSSELL DALE FNG4
HINMAN MARCIA A LAS2
HINO ELSBETH L AS 1
HINRICHS KEITH E AGR2
HINRICHS LINDA KEIR GRAD
HINRICHS PHILLIP M GRAD
HINRICHS PICHAPD L ENG2
HINRICHS STEVEN R FAA1
HINRICHSEN JAMES J LAS4
HINRICHSEN LYNN E LAS3
HINSBERGER MICHAEL W PE 1
HINSHAW PAUL ONEIL LAS3
HINSON ALBERT RONALD GRAD
HINSON VICKI L LAS3
HINTERLONG G ROBERT 3US2
HINTHORN JAMES LFSLI LAS4
HINTON JAMES B LAS1
HINTCN JAMES E FAA2
HINTON JOSEPH ALLEN GRAD
HINTON MARY B AGR1
HINTON VIRGINIA F GRAD
HINUEBFR JEFFREY G LAS3
HINZ PAUL R ENG4
HINZ ZBIGNIEW JACK LAS4
HI»PE PAUL J BUS1
HIPPLE CONSTANCE GRAD
HIPSKIND JOHN G FAA1
HIPSKY BARBARA G FAA3
HIRCHERT KURT W LAS4
HIPUNS JAMES L 3US2
HIROSE YASUO GRAD
HIPSCH BERNARD ALAN GRAD
HIPSCH CLAUDIA LAS1
HIRSCH KAREN I LAS?
HIRSCH LAWRENCE S GRAD
HIPSCH PCNNIE J LAS1
HIRSCHBERG ILENE S F AA9
HIRSCHHORN SUSAN F FAA?
HIRSCHLER MICHAFL W LAS4
502 W MAIN 129 U
URH WESTON 428 C
URH TAFT 23 C
801 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 302 C
HUME ILL
608 S STATE 8 C
2015 A ORCH ST U
608 S STATE 8 C
602 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 17 U
307 E HEALEY 15 C
URH TRELEASE 116 U
110 E ARMORY C
308 E ARMORY C
904 DOGWOOD C
1908 CYPRESS C
1756 VALLEY RD C
505 S 4TH C
1317 FREDERICK C
218 E GREGORY 201 C
URH SAUNDERS 324 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
2307 S 1ST C
102 E CHALMERS C
1306 SILVER 10 U
904 W GREEN U
307 E GREEN C
1001 S WRIGHT C
608 E WASHINGTON U
1513 MAPLECREST C
1106 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
209 N GOODWIN U
1004 S 4TH C
406 E STOUGHTON 8 C
URH FORBES 423 C
410 E GREFN C
1002 W SPNGFLD U
211 W GREEN 4 U
300 S GOODWIN 512 U
2018 FLETCHER 2 U
1 834 D ORCH PL U
1007 FRANCIS 3 C
509 W NEVADA U
1006 S PROSPECT C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
2306 1/2 CLIFTON U
URH OGLESBY 803 U
2017 PHILO RD 20 U
CHICAGO ILL
713 W OHIO U
URH WESTON 342 C
URH TOWNSEND 504 U
205 W HIGH U
3 SALEM RO U
URH CARR 128 U
809 W SPNGFLD U
URH TAFT 316 C
1012 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 294 C
502 W ILLINOI S U
502 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH BABCOCK 308 U
309 E CHALMERS C
1013 S ANDERSON U
1013 S ANDERSON U
604 E ARMORY 306 C
503 W GREEN U
CHARLESTON ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1101 C
707 S 6TH C
2309 S 1ST 202 C
1008 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 608 C
305 E ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 24 U
305 E ILL INOIS U
WHITE BEAR LK MINN
1010 S 2ND C
1005 S 2ND C
310 E JOHN C
712 W GREEN 3 U
1108 S 1ST C
409 E CHLMRS 1010 C
URH OGLESBY 1213 U
MT VERNON ILL
URH DANIELS 84 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH BLAISOELL 306 U
URH TRELEASE 213 U
1306 W CLARK U
910 S 3RD 702 C
2020 N MATTIS 104 C
910 S 3RD 1128 C



































































502 W MAIN 129













1201 W VOORHEES ST
1721 SEVARD

















4870 N FRANCI SCO
905 S 8TH
403 WINNEMAC






STAR RT 1 BOX 119





















2528 W CARRIAGE LN
1013 S ANDERSEN
1013 S ANDERSEN










305 E ILLINOI S
3713 SUN TERR













5744 N ST LOUIS AV
34 GARRET PL




































































































HIPSCHTICK EILFEN E GRAD
HIRSCHTICK ROBFRT E LAS1
HIRSCHTICK STFVFN R LAW2
HIRSFN SIEVEN ALFRED COM4
HIRSH DAVID J <UJS1
HIRSHENSON JFFFRFY LAS3
HIPSLEY ALLEN G I AS2
MIRT7FR BRUCE WILLIA FNG4
HIPYAK PEGGY L LAS1
HISAW JUDY D LAS2
HISC° JANFT LYNN BUS4
HISFR MARK W LAS3
HISEROTE KIM D ENG1
HITCHENS SHARON P LAS1
HITCHENS WILLIAM P GRAD
HITCHINS RANDA S LAS2
HITCHNER VANCE M LAS4
HITF RONALYN T PE 3
HITTLE ANITA (MORRIS GRAD
HITTLE RICHARD M LAS3
HITZEMAN BARBARA A ED 4
HI T7FM4NN JERALD D BUS3
HITZEROTH ROBERT H ENG1
HIVELY LEE MIZENER GRAD
HIXSON MARY A LAS3
HIXSCN PAUL C ED 6
HJERTSTEDT MARSHALL FAA4
HLADY BRAD F LAS1
HLADY GARY W LAS3
HLAVACEK JAMES D GRAD
HLAVACEK MARGARET H LAS3
HLAVATY JOSEPH V BUS2
HLAVNA DEBORAH P BUS4
HLAVNA PENNY M >3iJS2
HLFTKO SANDRA JANE GRAD
HNATUSKC ROBERT M LAS3
*HO ANNIE SHING-YAMG GRAD
HO BILL P EMG3
HO DAVID SU-MINC GRAD
HO ELLFN Y LAS2
*HO WIN-SOW GRAD
HC YI GRAD
HOAG MARGARET M LAS3
HOBAN JAMES LEON JR GRAD
HOBBS DOLORES ANN ED 4
HOBFOLL STEVAN E LAS2
HOCENIC DENISE J LAS2
HOCHBERG GAIL E ED 2
*HOCHBERG MICHAEL L GRAD
HOCHBFRG SUSAN M ED 2
HOCHHAUSER DANIEL E LAS3
HOCHSCHILD RICHARD N ENG4
HOCK DIANE LUCILLE LAS4
HOCK KARFN P ENG1
HOCKENYOS KAREN ED 4
*HOCKFTT MICHAEL F ED 3
*HOCKETT WILLIFORD A GRAD
HOCKMAN DANIEL MACK GRAD
HODACHOK STEPHEN N BUS3
HODAK LAWRENCE J FAA2
HPDANICK ADRIENNE F ENGl
HODEL CHARLES A AGR2
HPDEL EDWARD T JR AGR1
HODEL RONNIE LEE FAA3
HODFS MICHAEL G LAS2
*HODGE ERNEST STERLIN ENG3
HODGE WILLIAM A ENG1
HODGFS ROBERT LFF GRAD
HODGES WILLIAM J PE 2
HOOGETT CANDACE MARI LAS4
HODGSON GREGORY B ENG3
HODGSON JAMES R ENG4
HOFBEL JOHN LOUIS GRAD
HOEDEBECKE EDWARD L VM 2
HOEDEBECKE ROBERTA L FAA3
HOEFLER GARY S LAS3
HOEFLINGER JAY P ENGl
HOEGL EUNICE A LAS4
HOEGLE BARBARA ANN GRAD
HOEHNE JERALD HOWARD GRAD
HOEKENDORF SHARON J ED A
HOFKSEMA SUSAN GRAD
HOENE KENNETH F ENGl
HOEPPER CHARLFS T BUS4
HOERR DtANNE M ED 2
HOERR WILLIAM ALAN FAA4
HOFSTERFY BARBARA L LAS2
HOEVELER JOHN DAVID GRAD
HOEVET GLFNN A ENG1
HOFBAUER BRIAN C AGR1
HOFELDT WILLIAM A FAA1
HOFER CHARLES F BUS1
HOFF DAVID H COM3
HOFFENBERG STEVEN M LAS1
HOFFEP JOSEPH ARTHUR GRAD
HOFFER STEFAN N GRAD
HOFFING ANN J LASL
2112 W WHITE 158 C
910 S 3RD 417 C
2112 W WHITF 158 C
106 N GRFGORY 5 U
9 10 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 217 C
URH WESTON 311 C
509 S 5TH C
URH FLAGG 327 C
RANTOUL ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
112 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 482 C
URH CLARK 237 C
URH DANIELS 709 U
URH LAR 367 U
311 E GPEEN 415 C
401 FDGEBROOK 102 C
208 E CLARK C
1860 VALLEY RD C
910 S 3RD 301 C
URH TOWNSEND 578 U
URH DANIELS 109 U
706 S 2ND C
817 W HILL U
2215 S 1ST 101 C
URH HOPKINS 274 C
713 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN 1350 C
508 E CHALMERS C
108 E HEALEY 7 C
FISHER ILL
URH TRELEASE 420 U
314 S FLM 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
2003 B ORCH ST II
508 F SPNGFLD C
1009 W MAIN 22 U
URH WARDALL 419 U
2003 B ORCH ST U
1002 W SPNGFLD 5 U
409 E CHALMERS C
806 S 3RD 15 C
505 S COLER U
1004 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 909 U
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
512 W UNIVERSITY C
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
711 W ILLINOIS U
605 N PRAIRIE C
214 E GREGORY 101 C
URH LUNDGREN 416 C
108 E HFALEY 16 C
311 E CLARK C
OAKWOOD ILL
55 E CHALMERS C
108 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 376 C
910 S 3RD 1004 C
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 431 U
12C5 1/2 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 396 C
1107 S 6TH 411 C
1101 W PENN U
1005 BURKWOOD U
309 W CHALMERS C
509 E GREEN 201 C
1852 VALLEY RD C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
1205 W MAIN 1 U
710 W CHU6CH I C
1404 S LINCOLN U
52 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 294 C
209 W SPNGFLD C
URH LUNOGREN 109 C
URH DANIELS 412 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1007 S 1ST 7 C
URH FORBES 394 C
609 S 4ST 9 C
1207 W NEVADA U
502 E STOUGHTON C
URH EVANS 437 U
723 S RANDOLPH C
URH WESTON 120 C
URH CARR 308 U
URH FORBES 275 C
58 E GRFGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 505 U
105 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
URH SHERMAN 1247 C

































































2112 W WHITE 158
6501 N DRAKE
2112 W WHITE 158

















6117 N OZARK AV



















11 MA SO RD





816 E MONROE ST
6157 N SHERIDAN RD
512 W UNIVERSITY
2926 W BERWYN
7 S 150 MADISON ST
2123 CENTRAL PK AV
915 E 6TH ST















3242 N CFNTRAL PK
B908 S EAST END
322 CATALPA ST
531 PARK AV W
BOX 264
316 WATER ST




836 A BELOIT AV
4628 JOHNSON AV


















































































































HOFFMAN ALAN D LAS3
HOFFMAN ALANA S LAS2
HOFFMAN ALLEN F LAS2
HOFFMAN ANITA ROSF F 4
HOFFMAN ARLENE JOYCE L AS 3
HOFFMAN ARTHUR C GRAD
HOFFMAN BARBARA K ED 1
HOFFMAN CHARLES WILL LAS3
HOFFMAN DANIEL R AGR1
HOFFMAN DENNIS LAS3
HOFFMAN DONALD J GRAD
HOFFMAN EDWARO LAS3
HOFFMAN JAMES C BUS3
HOFFMAN JAMES FDWARO GRAD
HOFFMAN JOANNE POSE GRAD
HOFFMAN JOHN F FNG2
HOFFMAN JOHN M ENG1
HOFFMAN LARRY ALLEN GRAD
HOFFMAN LEE FD 4
HOFFMAN L INDA S ED 3
HOFFMAN MARK FREDRIC L *S3
HOFFMAN MARK L BUSl
HOFFMAN MARK R 3US2
HOFFMAN MARK W PNG1
HOFFMAN MELVIN H LAW1
HOFFMAN MICHAEL P GRAD
HOFFMAN NANCY J PE 3
HOFFMAN PATRICIA ANN LAS4
HOFFMAN PATRICIA F LAS2
HOFFMAN PAUL F ED 4
HOFFMAN PAUL G LAS3
HOFFMAN PAUL MICHAEL BUS4
HOFFMAN PAULA L PE 2
HOFFMAN RITCHIE L LAS1
HOFFMAN ROBFPT CHAPl 3US4
HOFFMAN ROBERT J LAS3
HOFFMAN ROBERT S GRAD
HOFFMAN ROBIN D LAS1
HOFFMAN STEVEN C ENG1
HOFFMAN THOMAS CRAIG FAA4
HOFFMAN WILLIAM WARD GRAD
HOFFMANN ALFRED GRAD
HOFFMANN JOHN F LAS1
HOFFMANN JOSEPH RAYM GRAD
HOFFMANN ROGER OSCAR GRAD
HOFFMANN STEPHEN E BUS2
HOFFMEISTER DOUGLAS FAA3
HOFFMEISTER JAMFS R GRAD
HOFFMEISTER MAPTLYN GRAD
HOFFMEISTER ROBERT A AGR3
HOFMAIER SANDRA A L AS 1
HOFMAIER THOMAS G FAA3
HOFMAN SUZANNE U LAS2
HCFMANN HFLEN MARIA GRAD
HOFMANN JOYCE ELLEN GRAD
HOFMANN ROBERT T LAS1
HOFMANN RUSSFLL JCHN GRAD
HOFMFISTER PATRICIA G3AD
HOFMEISTER RUDOLF AN GRAD
HCFSAS JOHN F GRAD
HCFSTRA ROBERT J LAS3
HOFSTRAND RICHARD K GRAD
HOGAN COLLEEN A AGRl
HOGAN DENNIS J FAA1
HOGAN DONNA M GRAD
HOGAN FLIZABFTH A COM3
HOGAN JOHN M ENG1
HOGAN JOSEPH W AGR3
HOGAN MARK T BUS2
HOGAN STEPHEN J BUS3
HOGAN STEPHFN M FAA3
HOGANSON GEORGE E ENG1
HOGLF SANDRA HARPIET LAS3
HOGLUND BARRY POBERT GRAD
HOGREFE GARY LYNN GRAD
HOGRErfE BONNIE SUF LAS4
HOH RONALD A LAS3
HOHEN8ERGER HENRY K GRAD
HDHENSFE HOLLIS A LAS4
HOHF MICHAEL HAFRIS FAA4
HOHMANN STFVEN J LAS2
HCHN CHRISTOPHFR C FAA1
HOHN MARTHA ALICE GRAD
HOHULIN CONNIE P T LAS4
HOHULIN KFITH RICHAR LAS4
HOI T MICHAEL IAN FAA3
HOJNACKI MICHAEL J FAA2
HOKE DALE W LAS2
HOKE FRANCIS FLLFT LAS4
HOKIN GARY S LAS3
HOLAOAY ALLAN SCOTT AGR4
HOLADAY BRUCE L LAS1
HOLAN CARTER J LAS1
HOLAVES CHRIS PFTE GRAD
HCLAWAY STUART L 3US1
HOLBERG BRUCE CHARLE BUS4
HOLBROOK LELAND E JP BUS6
1005 1/2 S 2ND C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1206 U
58 F JOHN 2 C
2215 S 1ST 304 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH SAUNDERS 225 U
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
716 W WASHINGTON C
604 E ARMORY 130 C
BROWNFIELD RO U
507 E CLARK C
402 E ARMORY C
3 01 E WHITE 1 C
URH DANIELS 361 U
911 S 4TH C
1 12 E DANIEL C
909 E PARK U
106 E HEAI.FY 10 C
URH ALLEN 137 U
318 ELMWOOD C
URH WESTON 444 C
205 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
610 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 165 U
URH ALLEN 137 U
URH TRELEASE 1014 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH BABCOCK 313 U
103 N COLER 2 U
81 1 W HILL 4 C
209 E JOHN C
809 W PFNN U
2319 S 1ST 101 C
110 E CHALMERS C
1808 VALLEY RO C
URH BABCOCK 106 U
205 E ARMORY C
707 S 6TH C
302 W LOCUST U
RR L U
ARL INGTON HTS ILL
3 PERSIMMON CIRCLE U
1727 CRESCENT C
310 E GREGORY C
208 HOI IOAY PARK C
300 S GOODWIN 505 U
300 S GOODWIN 505 U
1004 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1120 U
907 S 2ND 11 C
904 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 131 U
URH DANIELS 76 U
URH SCOTT 159 C
53 E HEAL EY C
2'~>34 C ORCH ST U
2034 C ORCH ST U
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 209 U
2604 L AWN DALE C
URH LAR U
604 E ARMORY 318 C
214 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 202 U
URH SNYDER 446 C
MONTICFLLO ILL
604 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 614 C
1002 W BEARDSLEY C
URH SNYDER 428 C
612 W ELM U
715 S STATE C
205 S 6TH C
307 E HEALEY 12 C
604 E ARMORY C
614 W SPNGFLD C
308 E ARMORY C
WHITE HEATH ILL
601 S 4TH C
2206 BOUOREAU CR U
1001 W OREGON 3 U
420 FAIRLAWN U
420 FAIRLAWN U
301 S ELM C
URH SCOTT 321 C
URH GARNER 338 C
402 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 415 C
308 E COLORADO U
308 E COLORADO C
910 S 3RD 517 C
807 1/2 E HIGH U
URH WFSTON 396 C
1004 S 2ND C





































































1534 3RD ST 12
1612 HARLEM BLVD
1931 S 16TH AV
507 WILLIAMS ST
512 S 20TH ST
BROWNFIELD RD
23C0 SHERIDAN RD
















616 OAK KNOLLS N
1504 BURTON ST
RR 1




5215 N VIRGINIA AV
6145 SHERIDAN RD
RR 1
1000 E FORREST HL













74 SHADY GLEN RD
11484 SANFORD
5816 W RICE ST
22W627 AHLSTRAND
3842 GROVE AV
2034 C ORCH ST



















1808 N 77TH CT







5556 S KOLIN AV
BOX 227





807 1/2 E HIGH
RR 3
1205 ARBOR VITAE



































































































HOLCOMB KFNNETH C ENG4
HOLCCMB MARILYNN E LASl
HOLCOMB RUTH A LAS3
HOl.CCMB SUSAN R A GR 2
HOLOEN CAROL DIANE GRAO
HOLOEN CHRISTINF 8 LASl
HCLOEN JOHN W ENG3
HOLOEN JUDITH L LASl
HOLDEN NATALIE A LAS4
HOLDENER FREDERICK J FNG4
HCl TER LINDA L FAA4
HOLDFRMAN CATHFRINE GRAD
HOLDFRMAN JAMES F JR LAW2
HOLDING BRIAN R LASl
HOLDMAN RANDY GLENN GRAD
HOLDSWORTH ALLFN W AGR4
HOLECEK BRUCE R ENG4
HOLECHEK PAUL E FAA3
HOLEMAN TIMOTHY A LAS2
HOLFURO BARBARA J AGR2
HOLIDAY HOWARD R PE 3
HOLLAAR LEE ALLEN GRAD
HOLLAHAN THOMAS J BUS1
HOLLAND 8FVERI.Y J AGR1
HOLLANO CARL L ENG1
HOLLAND CORA J LASl
HOLLAND GREGORY ENG4
HOLLAND LAUREN S LASl
HOLLAND MARY IRIS GRAD
HOLLANDER JON W ENG2
HOLLATZ LAWRENCE C ENG4
HOLLE LOIS MILDRED LAS4
HCLLF PAMELA D LAS2
HOLLENBECK CAROLE L GRAD
HOLLEN8ERG CHEP I L ED 2
HOLLENKAMP RONALD W FAA2
HOLLEY DONALD B LAS4
HOLLEYMAN KIRK B LASl
HOLLIDAY PAUL K ENG4
HCLLIMAN JOHN H LAS4
HOLLINGSHEAD MARK A ENG2
HOLLINGSWORTH AMY B AGR9
HOLLINGSWORTH HOLLY GRAD
HOLLINGSWORTH R L GRAD
HOLLINS DONALD BUS1
HOLLISTER STEVEN F AGR4
HOLLON TAMARA L ED 1
HOLLONBECK STEPHEN F ENG3
HOLLOWAY DAVID C GRAD
HOLLOWAY SHARRON D FAA4
HOLLOWELL JACOB JOHN ED 1
HOLLY BEATRICE D LAS4
*HOLM DALE ANDREW GRAD
HOLM LINDA M LASl
HOLM PATRICIA A LASl
HOLM TERRENCE JOSEPH BUS3
HOLMAN ANITA L LASl
HOLMAN HILDA I LASl
HCLMAN LARRY LASl
HOLMAN SOLOMAN ENG2
H.OLMAN TERRY LINN BUS*
HOLMAN THERESA A LAS2
HOLMAN TCMLINSON II GRAD
HOLMAN WILLIAM KARL L AS4
HOLMBERG BRADLEY OWE ENG4
HOLMBERG CHARLES VIC LAS4
HOLMBERG KRISTIN J LASl
HOLMEN NEIL ERIK BUS4
HOLMEN RALPH W ENG1
HOLMES ARMOND CONTE LAS3
HOLMES BETTY ANN M PE 3
HOLMES CHARLES F ENG3
HOLMES JEFFREY G LAS3
HOLMFS LINOA MAE FAA3
HOLMFS LLOYD W J GRAD
HOLMES MELANIE G LASl
HOLMES ROGER W BUS2
HOLMES THOMAS ROBERT GRAD
HOLMGREN JENNE S LASl
HOLMGREN MARY LYNN LAS4
HOLMGREN STEVEN F LAS3
HOLMQUIST ANTONE G LAS2
HOLMQUIST GERALD PET GRAD
HOLMSTRCM JOHN T LAS4
HOLMSTRCM ROGER K AGR2
HOLOONICKI STEVEN M LAS2
HCLOUBEK CARL M BUS1
HOLSHOUSFR MARK C LAS4
HOLSTE DONALD ERNEST GRAD
HOLSTE MARK D ENG1
HOLSTINE ANNE LOUISF AGR4
HOLSTINE JAMES R AGR2
HOLT CHARLES F GRAD
HOLT OEBRA A LASl
HOLT GARY A AGR1
HOLT HARRIET B GRAD
HOLT JEAN A LAS2
104 S GROVE U
URH TRELEASE 204 U
RR 2 U
910 S 3RD C
2015 CURETON U
903 W NEVADA U
911 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1502 C
101 S LINCOLN U
212 E DANIEL C
1006 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 219 U
1603 VALLEY RD 2 C
RR 3 U
409 E CHALMERS 711 C
606 1/2 W WHITE C
URH FORBES 268 C
805 W OHIO U
713 W OHIO U
725 S MATTIS C
604 E ARMORY 235 C
URH ALLEN 494 U
URH GARNER 202 C
URH LUNDGREN 125 C
904 W GREEN 623 U
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
PANTOUL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
2009 COUNTRY SQI U
910 S 3RD 213 C
208 E CLARK C
NEW LENOX ILL
715 W MICHIGAN U
6 SAFFER CT U
806 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 618 U
206 S GREGORY U
410 E JOHN C
206 S GREGORY 5 U
1605 S ANDERSON U
2074 B ORCH ST U
2104 ORCH ST 203 U
URH TOWNSEND 453 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH EVANS 107 U
911 S 4TH C
1709 RIDGELAND C
207 W JOHN 4 C
RANTOUL ILL
406 W HIGH U
1110 W PARK C
URH WARDALL 525 U
2708 WILLOPARK C
809 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 405 U
URH BLAISDELL 402 U
URH SCOTT 270 C
412 E GREEN C
814 W CHURCH C
URH EVANS 217 U
MAHOMET ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
2309 S 1ST C
508 W STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 1008 U
2313 S 1ST 201 C
URH SNYDER 492 C
URH FORBES 258 C
107 E JOHN C
TUSCOLA ILL
1010 S 2ND C
705 S RANDOLPH C
505 E CLARK 35 C
URH TRELEASE 1212 U
URH FORBES 326 C
107 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 426 U
611 E DANIEL C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 126 U
MORRILL HALL 297 U
1101 W PENN U
809 W PENN U
501 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 218 U
913 W CHURCH 6 C
505 S MCKINLEY C




URH TRELEASE 504 U
58 E GREGORY C
FRONTAGE RD 25 U



































































33 SE RIVER RD
BOX 274
1230 W MOSS
33 S EAST RIVER RD
RR 1
1006 W SPNGFLD
2525 CATON FARM RD
RR 1




RR 1 BOX 167A
10514 LINCOLN TRL







302 11 TH ST
2632 HARRISON











193 E NEWMAN ST
1605 S ANDERSON
570 GARDEN ST
3801 W 104TH ST
6602 S JUSTINE
916 W DOUGLAS ST
918 S CATHERINE
515 N VAN BUREN
1709 RIDGELAND


















6250 W HOLBROOK ST
6250 W HOLBROOK ST






















RR 3 BOX 286
FRONTAGE RD






































































































HOLT RITA A FAA3
HOLT WILLIAM M LAS1
HOLTAN RAMER B JR LAW1
HOLTAWAY JOHN A LAS1
HOLTAWAY THOMAS S ENG4
HOLTSBERG WARREN F J COM3
HOLTUM EDWIN ALFRED GRAD
HOLTY SUSAN GRAD
HOLTZ MARILYN R FAA3
HOLTZBLATT LESTER J LAS4
HOLTZMAN LYNN IRA PE 4
HOLTZMAN RICHARD M LAS2
HOLTZMAN ROBERTA SUE L AS4
HOLTZMAN WILLIAM C LAS1
HOLUB DEAN A BUS1
HOLUB KENNETH JOSEPH ED 4
HOLUM IVAN W LAS2
HOLVERSCN PAUL R LAS1
HOLYCROSS MICHAEL L BUS3
HOLYOKE KATHLEEN M LAS1
HOLZ PAUL D ENG2
HOLZF GORDON HENRY GRAD
*HOLZER VERENA S GRAD
HOLZGRAEFE DAVID P AGR1
HOLZINGER LYNETTE A FAA2
HOLZMAN NANCY S LAS2
HOMA MICHAEL LUDWIG ENG4
HOMAN DAN CHARLES LAS4
HOMAN DORIS DENNY GRAD
HOMAN GARY GENE GRAD
HOMAN GARY P LAS2
HOMAN PAMELA LOUISE FD 4
HOMAN PETER ROBERT GRAD
*HOMAN TIMOTHY LAS2
HOMFR JEFFREY B L AS2
HOMICZ DIANE M LAS3
HOMMEL CHARLES T LAS3
HONEYCUTT DAVID C BUS3
HONN DARRELL J AGR1
HONN JERRY EUGENE LAS3
HONN STANLEY L FAA3
HONNOLD DENNIS DYER GRAD
HCNTOIR YVES RAYMOND GRAD
HOOD EUGENE MICHAEL GRAD
HOOD JAMES L ENG3
HOOD JANE ANN FAA3
HOOD STEVEN C BUS2
HOODWIM JUDY S LAS1
HrOGHEEM THOMAS J AGR2
HOOK JUDITH ANNE GRAD
HOOKER ELLEN Z GRAD
HOOKER JOSFPH E LAS2
HOOKS CHARLES LEE AGR4
HOCKS DAVID A AGR3
HOOPER JAMES EUGFNE VM 3
HOOPER JERRY A I.AS3
HOOPER MARGARET A LAS4
HOOPFR RICHARD C GRAD
HroSAIN RUMJAHN GRAD
HCOTFN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
HOOVER DANIEL L BUS2
HOOVER ELLAN J L AS4
HOOVFR KEITH M ENG2
HOPKINS ERNEST DEAN ED 9
HOPKINS HARLAND G ENG2
HOPKINS JAMES P BUS3
HOPKINS LARRY I LAS1
HOPKINS RICHARD LFE FAA3
HOPKINS ROBERT MICHA LAS4
HOPKINS STEPHFN PETE COM3
HOPKINS THERESA M GRAD
HOPKINS THOMAS M FAA1
HOPKINS WI LLIAM P L AS 3
HO°P RANDOLPH L FNG3
HOPP RICHARD W LAW2
HOPPE DONALD N LAW1
HOPPE MARK W LAS3
HCPENSTANO JEFFREY LAS2
HOOPER JAMES F JP 3US1
HOPPFR PAULA ROSE FAA3
HOPSON WAYNE A LAS4
HO^WOOO SAMUFL CRAIG GRAD
HORAK LOUIS F LAS?
HORAK WILLIAM C ENG3
HORAN STELLA J LAS1
HOR3FRG LAWRFNCF K LAS?
HORBERG PAUL R 3US1
HORI YUTORIQ CLAUDE GRAD
HORIKAWA KIYOSHI GRAD
HORIKOSHI HIROKO GRAD
HORKY ROBERT J FNG1
HOLLANDER KENNETH K GRAD
HORMFLL JEAN LFVAN GRAD
HORMPLL ROBEPT ALLFN GRAD
HC C N CHARLES S \ r,R 3
HORN CYNTHI A L LAS1
HORN HOWARD P GRAD
URH LAR 306 U
URH CARR 207 U
502 W SPNGFLD C
1009 W SPNGFLD 5 U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
704 E HIGH U
515 BASH CT 7 C
506 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
401 W ELM U
308 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS 1105 C
URH SNYDER 468 C
URH SCOTT 489 C
URH FORBES 366 C
URH FORBES 263 C
URH WESTON 350 C
509 S 6TH C
URH LAR 222 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 526 U
808 S WEBBER U
URH OGLESBY 610 U
209 E JOHN C
801 W IOWA 202 U
274 DEWEY U
610 S GLOVER U
1211 W CHURCH C
TALBOT LAB 311 U
URH FORBES 123 C
URH LUNDGREN 116 C
610 S GLOVER U
50? E UNIVERSITY C
910 S 3RD 615 C
209 N COLER 11 U
711 W GREFN U
108 W GREFN 109 C
305 E JOHN C
1516 N MATTIS C
1210 MIMOSA C
1809 VALLEY RD C
508 E STOUGHTON C
205 W EURFKA C
URH TOWNS END 184 U
5 SAFFER CT U
813 W COLUMBIA C
503 STOUGHTON C
312 E ARMORY C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
4 ILL INI CIRCLE U
105 S LINCOLN U
907 W OREGON U
907 W OREGON 3 U
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN C
1005 S 2ND C
901 S LINCOLN 4 U
URH SHERMAN 657 C
URH SHERMAN 458 C
1314 B ORCH PL U
409 E ELM U
109 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH CARR 422 U
2012 GREENDALE C
409 E CHALMERS 70 1 C
1008 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
1004 W OREGON U
312 E ARMORY G
401 W GREEN 4 C
URH HOPKINS 445 C
URH SNYDER 178 C
URH OGLESBY 329 U
1738 VALLEY RD C
1628 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 200 C
1004 S 4TH 3 C
MONTICELLO ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U
503 E STOUGHTON C
432 FAIRLAWN U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOGK 212 U
URH LUNDGREN 126 C
809 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMFRS 705 C
URH SHERMAN 854 C
URH DANIELS 82 U
STA A BOX 2171 C
URH FORBES 372 C
DANVILLF ILL
31* W MICHIGAN U
306 W MICHIGAN U
907 S 4TH C
URH SAUNOtRS U































































33 2-3 5 75
943 N CHERRY
824 SANTA MARIA OR
627 W STEPHENSON
420 W CHICAGO AV
420 W CHICAGO AV
602 WILLOW LN
704 F HIGH
30 E 5TH ST
296 E 149TH ST
1822 BERKELEY RD
519 CORNELL ST
3100 N SHERIDAN RD
508 BAINBRIDGE RD
1746 N 77TH CT
7217 W ROOSEVELT
8236 S SAWYER
254 N MICHIGAN AV
RR 1
1534 HAWTHORNE LN
1019 E LAKE SHORE
97 N STATE ST
808 S WEBBER


















2230 RAVINA PK RD
26 AV DE OINANT




2772 E 75TH ST
2727-15TH AV
116 1ST
4 I LL INI CIRCLE
608 S KENNICOTT
RR 1 BOX 142






RR 1 VEVERLY HILL
W 33PD ST RR 1
3611 OAK KNOLL N








1011 S MATTIS 5-7
419 BLEECHER ST
31 ROOSFVELT ST
RR 4 BOX 123








6 29 S ASHLAND
904 POMAYNF AV








306 W MICHIGAN AV





































































































HORN JACK G PNG1
HORN JANET L LASl
HORN JOSEPH AGR1
HORN LOPRAINF K LAS2
HORN RICHARD A FNG1
HORNBACHER MARY B GRAD
HORNBAKER DONALO JR L AS4
HORNBUCKLE SHARTN L LAS2
HUPNE FRED JOHN LAS*
HORNr PAULA P FAA1
HORNE SHERRY RENFF LAS1
HCRNhR HARVEY A LAS2
HORNER RICHARD A LAS1
HORNER WESLEY W II GRAD
HORNICKEL CANIFL R VM 1
HORNING DARRELL GRAD
HORNKOHL FRFD W ENG?
HORNKOHL RHODA GWFN LAS4
H0P.NS8Y WILLIAM E JP LAS2
HOROWITZ JOROAN JAY LAS4
HORSMAN ROBERT I AGR1
HORTIN JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
HORTIN MARY J AGR1
HORTON BRIAN EDWARD GRAD
HOPTON CAVID M PE 1
HORTON DORFTHA M D FAA1
'HORTON EDWARD MCCAPT BUS*
HCRTON JEFFREY L ENG2
HOPTON JENNIFER K LAS2
*HOPTCN JOSEPH P LAS2
HORTON MARCIA D F!) 4
HORVATH CARY A LAS2
HORVATH JAMES LEE LAS*
HORVATH ROBERT k GRAD
HORVATH STEVEN J FAA1
HORVATIN RAYMONP J ENG3
HORVE DAVID M ENG1
HORWITZ JEROME R BUS3
HORWI TZ MARSHA LAS2
HORWITZ RICHARD L LAW1
HCRWTTZ SHELLEY MARL LAS2
HOSEK RAYMOND WlLLIA LAS4
HOSKIN JOHN H L AS 3
HOSKINS ANDREW C ENG2
HOSKINS JAMES P AGR4
HOSKINS TERESA L LAS2
HOSKINS THOMAS HENRY AGR4
HOSKINSON RICHARD AL LAS4
HOSMER JAMES L GRAD
HOSTERT JOHN D LAS3
HOSTETLER JEAN LYNN GRAD
HOSTETTER BETH A LAS1
HOTT MARTHA J LAS2
HOTZE JOHN KETTH BUS*
HOUCK JOHN DAVID FNG4
HOUDEN PATRICTA A FAA1
HOUOESHFLL DAVID M GRAD
HOUDESHELL MARSHA K LAS6
HOUGH GERALD RICHARD ED 2
HOUGH JOSEPH P FAA1
HOUGH SCOTT E LAS2
HOUGH THOMAS W BUS2
HOUGH WILLIAM S GRAD
HOUGHAM ROBERT G BUS3
HOUGHTON JO ANN M LAS4
HOUGHTON JOHN M GRAD
HOUGHTON KRISHNA E FAA1
HOUGHTON LINDA ANN ED 4
HOUGLAND HAROLD M JR BUS2
HCJUK RALPH EDWIN FAA4
HOUKOM JOHN A ENG2
HOULDSWORTH PATRICIA LAS2
HOULIHAN EOWARD M FAA3
HOULIHAN THOMAS A COM4
HOUSE DEBORAH M LAS1
HOUSE LAURA S LAS3
HOUSE PAULA J COM3
HOUSF ROXANNE LAS4
HOUSEHOLTER ELDO D GRAD
HOUSEMAN GERALD LAVF GRAD
HOUSER C SCOTT BUS4
HOUSER DAVID EUGENE GRAD
HOUSER GARY A LASl
HOUSER JOHN R LASl
HOUSER KRISTINE A LAS2
HOUSER SARAH ELIZABE ED 4
HOUSKA JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
HOUSTON DENNIS M LAS2
HOUSTON ELISABFTH G LAS4
HOUSTON GREGORY K LASl
HOUSTON JACK F BUS1
HOUSTON MICHAEL J GRAD
HOUSTON PAULA ELAINE LAS3
HOUSTON ROGER L LAS2
HOUTZEL RAYMOND W LAS3
HOVAR FRANK E JR ENG1
HOVDE PETER LYNN GRAD
410 E JOHN C
URH TR6LFASE 1222 U
907 S 4TH C
URH LAR 2<>* U
310 JOHN C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH BLAISOELL 321 U
DAVFNPOPT HALL 109 U
URH LAR 362 U
I I 10 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 29} C
URH GARNER 210 C
URH SHERMAN 1260 C
B01 W NEVADA U
35 E HEALEY C
112 F DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1223 U
601 S *TH C
1011 1/2 N COLER U
URH TOWNSEND 260 U
105 E CHALMERS 106 C
URH VANDOREN 32C C
211 N CULFR 5 U
102 E CHALMERS C
2111 HAZWD DR 304 U
306 N MATHEWS 1 U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
URH WARDALL 1003 U
2111 HAZWD DR 304 U
409 E CHALMERS 913 C
1101 W PENN U
1007 DIVISION U
URH SHERMAN 227 C
URH OGLESBY 1002 U
URH SCOTT 352 C
URH HOPKINS 288 C
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
902 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 514 U
902 S 2ND C
1111 S 3RD 304 C
307 E HEALEY 1 C
URH FORBES 224 C
2118 ORCH ST 204 U
STA A BOX 2873 C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
207 E WHITE 5 C
910 S 3RD ST 215 C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 226 C
405 E JOHN C
URH VANDOREN 205 C
112 E DANIEL C
103 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH ALLEN 291 U
1402 N MCKINLEY 5 C
1402 N MCKINLEY 5 C
36 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 474 C
501 E DANIEL C
1101 W PENN U
1920 WINCHESTER C
312 E ARMORY C
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
308 W GREEN 2 U
501 E DANIEL C
909 W MAIN U
310 E JOHN C
207 E JOHN C
1101 W PENN U
410 E JOHN C
611 E DANIEL C
504 W ELM 12 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C
706 S GREGORY PL U
1970 ORCH ST U
ROUTE 1 U
307 E HEALEY 9 C
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
804 W OREGON U
508 E CHALMERS C
802 W OREGON U
MONTICELLO ILL
313 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 219 C
URH SNYDER 345 C
URH BABCOCK 324 U
MACOMB ILL
604 E CLARK C
1004 S 3RD 5 C
URH GARNER 412 C
604 E ARMORY 319 C









































































12239 S 76TH AV
542 SENFCA DR
611 F GROVF
RR 1 BOX 125A
1907 HOME PARK AV
2116 W 3RD AV
1333 KENNETH DR
619 CONVERSE






626 N 11TH ST
2942 W FARGO
RR 4
105 E CHALMERS 106
4 COLLEGE BLVD
14 N VIEW KEIGHLEY
138 HOLLY AV
36 GRAND B
ROUTE 1 BOX 20-G
BOX 37
30211 MEADOW LN







RR 8 BOX 134
3023 GREENWOOD
9420 N KARLOV AV
533 DOVER AV
8426 N KIMBALL AV
3140 S EUCLID AV
821 LINDEN AV




2C7 E WHI TE 5
505 NANTUCKET DR
506 W BROADWAY






1402 N MCKINLEY 5















STRECKER RD BOX 25
24 COUR MADELEINE
2264 BERKLEY AV




1970 A ORCH ST
515 E THRUSH
















































































































































































































LAS1 URH SCOTT 212 C 332-1437
ENG1 2112 ORCH ST 204 U 344-3077
3US2 URH TOWNSEND 138 u 332-4012
AGR2 100S S 2ND c 344-3984
LAS1 URH ALLEN 445 u 332-3251
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 430 u 332-5171
LAS4 404 EDGEBROOK C 359-1547
GRAD URH SHERMAN 331 c 332-4703
LAS? URH LUNDGREN- 24 c 332-0212
GRAD 2028 D HAZWD CT u 344-6823
LAS4 102 N GREGORY 8 u
LAS1 URH CLARK 323 C 332-0049
GRAD 1760 VALLEY PD c
BUS1 URH BLAISDELL 14 u 332-3447
GRAD 2006 VAWTER 7 u 367-0287
LAS2
LAS2 907 W ILLINOIS u 344-0698
LASl 910 S 3RD 1322 c 337-5371
AGR4 307 W CLARK 103 c
LAW1 1010 E COLORADO u 365-2387
PE 1 URH ALLEN 139 u 332-3140
3US4 202 E DANIEL c 352-5151
GRAD 2215 S 1ST ST RD c
GRAD RR 1 u
GRAD RR 1 u 36 5-3196
ENG? 112 E DANIEL c 356-7936
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 213 u 332-5095
LAS4 607 1/2 W UNIV c 359-5029
AGR4 1609 MAYNARD c
GRAD 502 MAIN 220 u 36 7-4580
GRAD 1674 VALLEY RD c
LAS 2 209 E JOHN 2 c
ENG3 SPRINGFIELD ILL
ED 2 URH WARDALL 1118 u 332-4 542
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1118 u 332-4542
ENG2 807 S BUSFY u
GRAD 110 5 N COLER u 328-3746
LAS4 603 S BUSEY 1 u
FAA4 406 E GREEN 301 c
GRAD 1009 BROADMOOR c
GRAD 501 S MITCHEL CT c
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON u
LAS4 403 S RANDOLPH c 356-4526
GRAD 1204 1/2 SILVFR u
ENG4 910 S 3RD 414 c 337-5C93
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 309 c 332-1261
LAW1 LAKEWOOD GARDENS c
ENG4 25 SYCAMORE c 359-8240
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS 12 c
LASl URH LAR 497 u 332-3C73
LAS4 707 S BROADWAY u 344-4035
GRAD 512 E CHALMERS c
FAA1 URH EVANS 430 u 332-2776
8US3 509 W NEVADA u
ENG4 402 E DANIEL c 344-0540
GRAD 406 BRIAR LN 5 c
GRAD 406 BRIAR LN 5 c
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1109 u 332-5716
ENG4 1510 S LINCOLNSHRT c 352-5464
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 317 c 332-1269
LAS4 1004 S 4TH c
FAA? URH WARDALL 825 u
GRAD 1511 KIRBY 8 c 356-3455
GRAD 151 1 KIRBY 8 c 356-3455
LAS3 1106 S 3RD c 3/,4-9442
AGR2 1106 S 3RD c 344-9442
GRAD 605 E CHALMERS 4 c 344-2231
GRAD 1111 W MAIN u 367-7267
GRAD 1111 W MAIN u 367-7267
GRAD URH DANIELS 509 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 233 u 332-2186
GRAD 1115 W GREFN 217 u 344-0113
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 7 u 344-1759
GRAD 4 11 W SPNGFLD u 367-6282
GRAD 411 W SPNGFLD u
GRAD 503 F WHITE 10 c 359-8863
GRAD 1956 D ORCH ST u 328-1380
GRAD 50 4 E STOUGHTON c r
GRAD URH DANIELS 467 'J 332-2540
GRAD U OF I BOTANY u 333-0665
GRAD 1971 B ORCH ST u 328-1617
GRAD 404 E DANIEL c 344-0703
GRAD URH DANIELS 262 u 332-2459
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA u 344-7616
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GPEEN 5 u 344-4658
GRAD 1107 W GREFN 534 u 344-6672
SRAD 1970 D ORCH ST u 344-3694
3RAD 306 S 5TH c 359-3387
LASl URH WESTON 250 c
GRAD 1103 W OREGON u
GRAD 1970 D ORCH ST u 344-3694
GRAD URH DANIELS 367 u 332-2502
GRAD 803 S 2ND c 352-6758
GRAD 803 S 2ND c 352-6758
GRAD 1103 W ORFGON u
LAS2 409 F CHALMERS 913 c
GRAD 603 W GREEN u 367-4549
701 N STARK OR
2112 ORCH ST 204
3413 RICHMOND AV
RR 1
3044 W WARREN BLVD
926 N DRYDEN AV
1 EL IZABETH LN
2720 TAYLOR ST
BOX 247


















607 1/2 W UNIV
RR 1
11111 MCGOUNEY ST








6 14 N OAK
2010 WINCHESTER
501 S MITCHEL CT
320 N PERSHING






107 F CHALMERS 12





















12 LN 3 CHENG-KON
1115 W GREEN 217
TSIA-NAN RD
MUCHA
15-3 LN 65 LINCHI
335 CHIA-SHIN ST
E CHEM 499




27 LN 170 TUNG HUA
4-5 NAN-CHANG ST
LN 291 NANKNG E RD
221 LUNG CHIANG ST








8 03 S 2ND
9 1 HOU-JUANG TOWF



































































































HUBBARD jnSFPH D GRAD
HUBBARD KATHLFEN G PE 2
HUBBARD KAY FRANCES FD 4
HUBBARD KEVIN L ENG2
HUBBARD LAURENCE R LAS3
HUBBARD LINDA D PE 1
HUBBARD ROBERT A ENG1
HUBBARD RUBERT K AGR4
HUBBART GERALD D LAW2
HUBBLF HOWELL K ENG1
HUBBLE STEVEN GFORGE ENG4
HUBER AMNA C LAS1
HUBER BRUCE A ENG2
HUBER BRUCE ALAN ENG4
HUBER DAVID ALLEN BUS3
*HUBFR DENNIS M L AW 1
*HUBER ELIZABETH H GRAD
HUBER GREGORY A FAA2
HUBER JANET ZIEL LAS*
HUBER NANCY E BRIGGS LAS4
HUBER PAUL J LAS1
HUBERT CRAIG DUNLOP PE 4
HUBERT EVELYN WOLF LAS1
HUBERT LEONA F ED 4
HUBLER STUART ALDEN FAA4
HUBLY EDWARD C AGR2
HUBNER GUNTER GRAD
HUCK ROBERT LEO LAS4
HUCKLESBY SYLVIA C GRAD
HUCKO JOSEPHINE T LAS1
HUDACHEK MARY A PE 3
HUDAK JOSEPH LFON GRAD
HUDDLESTON KFNNETH F 3RAD
HUDDLESTCN RODNFY K LAS1
HUDDLESTONE JAMES W BUS1
HUDEK CHRISTAL M LAS1
HUDKINS GLENNA G AGR1
HUDSON ANGEL INE D PE 2
HUDSON CAROLINE LAS2
HUDSON CHRIS A FAA1
HUDSON JAMES E LAS2
HUDSON JANFTTE CATGN GRAD
HUDSON JEFFERY D AGR3
HUDSCN JOHN A LAS3
HUDSON JOHN W JR LAS4
HUDSON LINDA JEAN AGR4
HUDSON MARK E AGR2
HUDSON MARY J LAS2
HUDSON SUSAN A BUS2
HUDSON TIGHE FRANCIS LAS*
HUDSON VALORIE A LAS1
HUDSON WANDA G LAS1
HUDZIK ALBERT G BUS2
HUEBNER DENNIS L LAS2
HUEGERICH ROGER THOM LAS3
HUEHLS LLOYD BRIAN FAA4
HUEHNER DAVID ROBERT GRAD
HUFLSING JOSEPH H LAS6
HUFLSKOETTER LYNN R AGR3
HUENEMANN KAREN E LAS2
HUENSCH PAUL R III BUS2
HUEYYOU ALBERT JR ENG4
HUFF 8RENDA CORNWELL BUS2
HUFF CHARLES J LAS3
HUFF GREGORY A BUS3
HUFF JAMES C LAS2
HUFF JULIUS ALBERT GRAD
HUFF KARL A FAA2
HUFF MARTHA E LAS2
HUFF RAYMOND L LAW1
HUFF STEPHEN M LAS3
HUFF WESLEY AUGUSTUS GRAD
HUFFER GREGORY J LAS1
HUFFMAN DEBORAH K LAS3
HUFFMAN PATRICIA JAN LAS3
HUFFORD JEFFFRY M LAS1
HUGHES ANN R LAS1
HUGHES BILL E LAS2
HUGHES CAROL A LAS3
HUGHES CAROL J LAS1
HUGHES CHARLES E JR ENG3
HUGHFS DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
HUGHES ETHEL MCCOART LAS1
HUGHES JOHN M FAA2
HUGHFS JOHN S ENG1
HUGHES JUDITH M LAS1
HUGHES LINDA F LASl
HUGHES MAUREEN T A GRAD
HUGHFS MICHAEL T AVI2
HUGHES PATRICIA A LAS2
HUGHES ROBERT OWEN. GRAD
HUGHES SCOTT E ENGl
HUGHES SUSAN K ED 3
HUGHFS THOMAS C LAS4
HUGHES VICTOR W JR ENGl
HUGHFY SUSAN E LASl
HUGI ROSS EDWARD VM 3
STA A BOX 2423 C
30? E ARMORY C
BOX 66 U
URH HOPKINS 157. C
906 1ST C
URH LAR 198 U
URH GARNER 494 C
BOX 66 U
103 S POPLAR 2 C
URH SNYDER 478 C
401 FAIRLAWN U
URH VANDOREN 219 C
URH WESTON 421 C
904 W GREEN U
1005 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 102 C
TOLONO ILL
URH SNYDER 295 C
URH HOPKINS 102 C
1005 S 6TH 22 C





1002 S LINCOLN U
107 W CALIFORNIA 4 U
1004 2ND C
2203 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH BLAISDELL 322 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SHFRMAN 555 C
2116 ORCH ST 302 U
URH GARNER 214 C
URH HOPKINS 396 C
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C
URH ALLEN 432 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
509 E STOUGHTON C
809 W PENN U
URH OGLESBY 825 U
403 W INDIANA U
305 E JOHN C
913 W CHURCH 5 C
DANVILLE ILL
904 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 420 C
URH TAFT 106 C
508 E ARMORY C
803 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 336 U
URH LAR 185 U
URH SNYDER 380 C
409 E CHALMERS 608 C
2215 S 1ST C
RANKIN ILL
404 S WEBBER U
709 W VERMONT U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 1120 U
URH SNYDER 366 C
909 S 1ST 22 C
STA A BOX 2377 C
URH HOPKINS 323 C
STA A BOX 2377 C
URH GARNER 424 C
URH DANIELS 93 II
URH HOPKINS 270 C
907 S WRIGHT C
806 W OREGON U
STA A BOX 2377 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH OGLESBY 406 U
2 DONNYBRDOK C
CARBONDALE ILL
URH SNYDER 310 C
URH WARDALL 922 U
URH TOWNS END 274 U
207 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 526 U
URH BABCOCK 220 U
KANSAS ILL
1108 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 268 U
URH ALLEN 439 U
1105 N 5TH 30 C
1007 S 1ST 2 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1221 U
1322 HONEYSUCKLE C
908 E SUNNYCREST U
URH BUSEY 101 U
508 E WHITE C
URH GARNER 100 C
URH TRELEASE 918 U










































































5045 N KILDARE AV
1271 ALGARDI









1005 S 6TH 22
ROUTE 1 BOX 594
BOX 396
BOX 396




1006 E 2ND ST
2203 HAZWD OR 102
12500 S 76TH AV
604 E 3RD ST
17907 COMMUNITY





7710 S KING DR























3413 A VENUS CR
2020 N MATTIS 101
515 E LOCUST
STA A BOX 2377
520 BRYANT AV
874 S MCKINLEY ST
402 E 90TH ST
311 OAKWOOD ST
1832 W SMITH ST
PERRINE RD RR 2
12 05 1/2 W MAIN 3
27 JUANITA PL
211 S JEFFERSON ST




257 E 7TH ST
4433 WASHINGTON
602 CLEVELAND





525 N 27TH ST
4525 N REDWOOD DR




207 N GARFIELD ST
4349 W 21ST ST
2011 W NEWMAN PKWY





































































































































































































GRAD 705 S FOLEY C 352-3780
LAS2 1009 W PENN u 344-9518
GRAD 102 N GREGORY 9 u 367-8163
ENG4 URH GARNER 264 c 332-0748
PE 2 URH WESTON 352 c
ENG3 305 E JOHN c
GRAD 1302 N HICKORY c 356-1645
LAS3 1002 W NEVADA u
GRAD 1001 S OAK c 356-1597
GRAD 30B N COLER u
AGR2 URH BUSEY 356 u 332-2660
LAS1 URH CARR 107 u 332-3859
LAW3 501 ELIOT u 36 5-2237
GRAD 807 W ILLINOIS u
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 842 u
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 328 u 33 2-3670
LAS4 58 E JOHN 8 c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 562 c 332-4869
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON 11 c 359-0790
LAW1 404 E GREEN 201 u 344-6285
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 496 c 332-1396
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 149 c 332-4774
ENG1 URH WESTON 304 c 33 2-1983
ED 3 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0426
AGR3 609 W HEALEY 1 c
GRAD 602 S RACE u
GRAD 1803 SOUTHWOOD c 359-5735
LAS 3 409 E CHALMRS 1107 c
ENG3 505 W UNIVERSITY c
GRAD STA A BOX 2104 c
LAS3 1111 S 1ST c
GRAD 705 W NEVADA 2 u 344-1803
GRAD 505 W UNIVERSITY c 359-0461
GRAD 904 W GREEN 402 u
VM 3 310 W EUREKA c
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 126 u 332-3608
GRAO 2113 W WHITE 224 c 356-0402
GRAD 407 W WHITE c 352-2609
ED 4 1003 W WILLIAM c 356-0428
3US2 409 E CHALMERS 807 c
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS 509 c
BUS3 110 W CHARLES 4 c
GRAD 15 1/2 UNIVERSITY c
ENG4 508 F WHITE 6 c
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
BUS 2 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
LAS3 URH BARTON 402 c 332-0171
LAS2 58 E ARMORY c 356-6578
LAS2 URH BARTON 424 c 332-0191
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 278 c 332-1244
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 313 c 332-1265
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 423 c 332-1345
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
ENG1 1809 S MATTIS c
ENG1 110 E ARMORY c
LAS1
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 376 c 332-1313
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c 344-7011
BUS1 CHICAGO ILL
ED 4 PR 2 u
LAS2 URH LAR 316 u 332-2884
AGR2 URH LAR 314 u 332-2882
GRAD 509 S 5TH 6 c 356-7595
ENG4 604 W CALIFORNIA u 328-3024
LAS4 604 W CALIFORNIA u 328-3024
AGR4 501 E DANIEL c 344-1510
BUS4 210 E JOHN c
LAS2 802 W OREGON u 344-5863
PE 1 401 E DANIEL c
LAS3 201 ELMWOOD c 352-2614
LAS2 603 S 5TH c
LAS1 URH WFSTGN 224 c 332-1929
LAS1 URH ALLEN 289 u 332-3334
ED 1 URH ALLEN 463 u 332-3397
ENG1 1004 S 2ND c 344-3629
LAS4 110 S GREGORY u
LAS2 110 S GREGORY u
PE I URH SCOTT 389 c 332-1562
3US3 DANVILLE ILL
AGRA 707 S RACE u 367-8783
GRAO 707 S RACE u 367-8783
LAS4 104 W VERMONT u 367-2014
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 316 u 332-5127
AGR2 URH SAUNDERS 217 u 332-3628
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS c 344-9741
GRAD 311 E SPNGFLD c
LAS2 URH GARNER 209 c 332-0708
AGR4 409 E CHALMRS 1113 c
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1103 c 384-5550
LAS2 811 W HILL 1 c 3 59-1946
GRAD
GRAD 1 108 W STOUGHTON u 36 5-1404
GRAD 1700 W BRADLEY 176 u 356-4883
BUS3 312 E ARMORY c 344-9761
GRAD STA A BOX 2837 c 333-6495
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS 309 u




11 TIN HAU TEMPLE
RR 1
RR 2
109 E SOUTH ST









58 E JOHN 8
45 ROSSLYN ST
917 N BROADWAY








409 E CHALMRS 1506
17235 69TH AV







2113 W WHITE 224





416 N 8TH ST
14 PAUL HESSER OR
1500 WHITTIER
1500 WHITTIER
1500 S WHITTIER AV
4742 WASHINGTON










2029 W LAKE 113
RR 2
711 GRAND AV
ROUTE 2 BOX 166
3802 EMERSON OR







82 DWIGHT ST 8D
















1035 E FREMONT ST
306 W MAIN




1848 25TH AV CT
STA A BOX 2837




































































































































































































GKAD 308 HOL IOAY PARK C 359-8463
GRAO 203 1/2 FLORA C
1US3 310 E JOHN c 344-0808
LAS1 303 E CHALMFRS c 344-9861
BUS3 1004 S 2ND c 344-9783
UJS3 505 E CHALMERS c 3<t4-9741
GRAO 1904 C ORCH ST u 3'+4-0439
LAS? 202 E DANIEL c 359-5454
LAW1 URH FORBES 430 c 332-1108
L AS1 807 W PARK u 365-2790
VM 3 1301 S BUSFY u
LAS4 404 E WHITE c
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 258 c 332-1325
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 371 u 33 2-4162
LAS4 1002 W ORFGON u
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 804 u 332-5627
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1213 u 332-4562
FD 4 U*H TRELEASF 921 u 332-5667
AGR4 504 W MAIN 109 u 344-0203
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 110? u 332-5709
GRAD 1004 S LOCUST c 356-6441
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 442 c 332-1357
ENG2 106 E DANIEL c
GRAD 509 E CLARK c
GRAD 503 W GREEN 5 u 367-8863
GRAD 808 S 1ST c
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c
LAS4 505 E CLARK 15 c 359-8627
ENG1 U3H SCOTT 450 c
FAA4 208 W OREGON u
GRAO URH SHERMAN 659 c
ENG3 803 W OREGON u
LAS1 URH FORBES 430 c
FNG1 URH HOPKINS 470 c 332-1377
GRAO 811 S PINE c 356-5653
ENG2 811 S PINE c 356-5653
BUS1 1105 1ST c
ED 1
FAA5 404 S 3USEY u 367-0656
BUS4 705 W CHURCH c 356-5C54
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 430 u
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 430 u
GRAD 1942 B ORCH ST u 367-8281
LAS1 URH ALLEN 274 u 33 2-3 323
FAA3 506 W ELM u 367-3767
LAS1 URH TRELEASE u
FAA4 CHARLESTON ILL
GRAD 2605 ARLENE u 367-4161
BUS1 901 S 2ND c
LAS3 901 S 2ND c 344-7541
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 303 u 332-5115
FAA1 URH TAFT 25 c 332-0584
GRAD 501 W SPNGFLD c 352-1671
LAS4 URH CARR 321 u
SRAD 501 W SPNGFLD c 352-1671
LAS3 URH BARTON 23 c 332-0103
LAS3 711 W GREEN u 367-7664
ENG4 306 E GREGORY c 344-9795
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 221 u 332-5456
LAS4 URH WARDALL 506 u 332-4336
LAS1 110 E ARMORY c
GRAD 302 E PARK 301 c 359-0087
GRAD POTOMAC ILL
AGR3 904 S LINCOLN u 344-139?
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
ED 4 706 W CHURCH 7 c 359-4028
GRAD URH OANIELS 267 u 332-2464
FAA3 1207 W NEVADA u 344-2063
GRAD T EON-NAM KORFA
GRAD 1500 ROSE c
BUS2 505 WHITE 4 c
ENG4 1211 W MAIN u
GRAD 1200 S VINE 21 u
GRAD 509 N W IL,L IS c 3 59-0 864
GRAD 1103 S HOLLYCREST c 359-1730
FAA4 1010 S 1ST 7 c 344-0158
LAS3 106 S GREGORY u
BUS1 URH NOBLE 409 c 332-0427
AGR4 910 S 3RD 510 c
LAS1 URH WESTON 213 c 332-1918
GRAD 1010 S 2ND c
AGR3 57 E JOHN 12 c 352-5677
LAS1 URH TAFT 123 c 332-0604
LAS1 URH SNYDER 393 c 332-1806
BUS1 URH SNYDER 320 c 332-1756
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 431 u 332-3569
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 326 u 322-3668
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS 406 c
PE 2 904 S LINCOLN u
ED 5 RANTOUL ILL
ENG3 58 E DANIEL 3 c 352-4536
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 260 c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 440 u 332-3246
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 407 u 332-3680
GRAD 2202 ORCH ST 102 u
GRAD 310 S LOCUST c 352-0440
FAA4 1764 VALLEY RD c 359-2 390






1518 W 73RD ST
122 W DOUGLAS







536 N 27TH ST






1212 N LAKE SHORE
7641N SANTA MONICA
503 W GREEN 5
10538 S SAWYER
9210 S WOODLAWN AV
256 ASH ST
1651 SILVER PINE








301 S MAY ST






558A N 24TH ST
1102 W JOHN
BOX E
292 F CHURCH ST
292 E CHURCH ST
912 S STATE ST







9222 S BENNETT AV
1024 N DRURY LANE
56 MITCHELL














1010 S 1ST 7
306 W 9TH ST
5 732 N MARMORA AV
RR 2







5 35 SUNSET DR
9054 S LUELLA AV
1133 JEANNETTE
16 S PARKWAY
58 E DANIEL 3
3109 ADAMS ST
2224 S GROVE AV
4617 FOREST HILLS
FREETOWN
P/366 FORST OFF RD































































































SIERRA LEONE W AFR
RAWALPINDI W PAK
CHICAGO ILL
ICENOGLE RICHARD E LAS1
ICHEN LILA LAS2
ICKES JEAN A GRAD
IDFUS MARVIN DFAN LAS4
IEHL BRUCE HERBERT LAS4
IFHL WAYNE R AGR3
IFFT LARRY DEAN AGRA
IFFT NANCY J EO 2
IGNATOWICZ STFVEN A ENG3
IGWE BERTRAM SUNDAY GRAD
IHRIG GLENN F LAS1
IHRIG LLCYD R LAS3
*IHRIG MAUREEN M PE 9
*IKEDA MASARU ' GRAD
IKEMATSU MASAMORI GRAD
IKLER JEFFREY M LAS2
ILARDO JOAN L LAS1
ILLING SUSAN MARY LAS4
[MADA KATHERINE LOU GRAD
IMANAKA MICHAEL M ENG4
IMBERT EARL A LAS2
IMHOFF BRUCE LAING ENG4
IMMER MARK C LAS2
IMPENS WILLIAM FRANC GRAD
INCAPREPO JOSEPH F LAS4
INCE FUAT GRAD
INDIA DONALD J ENG2
INDRA ROBERTA L LAS1
INFUSINO CATHY ANN ED 4
INGALLS CAROLYN L AS4
INGERSOLL JAMFS W GRAD
*INGERSOLL VIRGINIA H GRAD
INGLE DONALD LEE GRAD
INGLE LESLIE J LASl
INGLFMAN DEAN RAY FNG3
INGLES THOMAS G FAA9
INGLIS HUGH JAMES GRAD
INGOLO HENRY WILLARD ENG3
INGRAHAM TIMOTHY A LAW1
INGRAM GAYLYNN F ED 2
INGRAM LARRY S ENG2
INGRAM PAMELA S COM3
INGRAM RICHARD G ENG2
INGRAM ROBERT D GRAD
INGRAM ROBERT W JR GRAD
INGRAM SCOTT L BUS2
INGRASSIA LAWRENCE A LASl
INGRASSIA PAUL J COM2
INGRASSIA SUSAN M LAS3
INGRUM TOM MARIE LAS4
INGWCR MARSHA J LAS2
INLANDER DAVID W LAS3
INMAN DAVID FOSTFR PE 4
INMAN DAVID MARSHALL BUS4
INMAN DONALD P. 3US3
INMAN MARGARET A LASl
INMAN MARK M LASl
INMAN STFPHEN J L AS 3
INN ANDRES GRAD
INNIS JUDITH ANN GRAD
INOUE TORU GRAD
TNSKEEP LEROY G LAW1
INSKFEP SUSAN LCCMIS LAS4
INTARATHAI KHOONTONG 33AD
INTARATHAT KATSUYO K GRAD
INTARATIP ADISAK GRAD
INTINI ANTHONY III BUS3
IOVINELLI RALPH W GRAD
IPPOLITO CHERYL D FAA3
IPPCLITO JOSEPHINE A GRAD
IRACKI EDWIN STANLEY GRAD
IP FLAN UNA M FAA4
IRELAND MARIN FAE LASl
IRELAND MARK L LAS2
IRELAND PATRICK S GRAD
IRFLANO RICHARD M JR LASl
IRION SUSAN F LAS3
TPLAM ROBERT S ENG2
IRLE JOSEPH L AGR1
IPMO STEPHEN G CUM
3
IRVIN GARY J ENG3
IRVIN MARK A ENG1
IRVIN STEPHEN R ENG2
IRVING PHILIP G LAS3
IRWIN DEBORAH ANN LAS?
IRWIN EDWARD R I I VM 3
IRWIN JOHN J ENG3
IRWIN LAURIE C LASl
IPWIN STACEY L C1M3
ISAAC SUZANNE E AGR3
ISAACS ANDREA B LASl
I SAACS SUSAN C LAS2
ISAACSON GAIL S FAA1
ISAACSON HAROLD R GRAD
ISAACSON IRA J LAS?
ISAACSON JAMES M GRAD
ISAACSON LINDA SUF ED 4
URH SCOTT 442 C
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
URH SHERMAN 504 C
1105 S 4TH C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
710 1/2 S RAGE U
513 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 202 C
408 N MATHEWS U
URH NOBLE 422 C
201 E JOHN C
1412 CAMBR1DGF C
1727 W HENRY 1 C
300 S GOODWIN 612 U
URH OGLESBY 1018 U
URH VANDOREN 404 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 295 U
1211 CLARK U
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
WHITE HEATH ILL
313 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1154 C
402 E ARMORY C
616 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1112 U
URH LAR 363 U
1110 W NEVADA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
2305 S 1ST 202 C
2305 S 1ST 202 C
2069 C HAZWD CT U
303 E JOHN C
1003 W PARK C
1507 GRANDVIEW C
1809 WINCHESTER C
URH WESTON 208 C
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
511 W UNIVERSITY C
206 GREGORY 22 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH WESTON 256 C
511 W UNIVERSITY C
1101 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 220 C
203 W HESSEL C
1006 S 3RD 21 C
201 E DEWEY U
URH TRELEASF 205 U
409 E CHALMERS 613 C
EHLERS TRLR CT 62 U
709 W ILLINOIS U
709 W ILL INO IS U
URH VANDOREN 411 C
401 E JOHN C
108 S GREGORY U
204 N GREGORY U
PEORIA ILL
1004 S 4TH 208 C
1700 W BRADLEY 183 C
1700 W BRADLEY 183 C
1107 W GRFFN 525 U
1107 W GREEN 525 U
URH DANIELS 73 U
312 S PRAIRIF 105 C
406 E GREEN C
1207 W NEVADA U
9 10 S 3RD C
2009 HAZWD CT U
305 E GREEN 4 C
URH FLAGG 325 C
URH CARR 6 U
606 W OHIO U
501 E DANIEL C
12 04 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 321 C
ROUTE 4 C
1102 W STOUGHTUN U
901 N MCK INLEY C
URH SCOTT 492 C
RANTOUL ILL
906 S 1ST C
303 E JOHN C
310 W EUREKA C
URH SNYDER 163 C
URH TRELEASF 626 U
1006 S 3RD C
508 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 703 U
302 S 4TH 6 C
910 S 3RD C
1712 KIRBY C
910 S 3RD C
1774 VALLEY RD C












































































277 S FULTON AV
TECHNION CITY
1715 ARGONNE DR









400 F 33RD ST 903
3801 WESTERN





5117 N OCONTO AV
4628 OZARK AV
114 GREEN VALLEY
2305 S 1ST ST
2305 S 1ST 202
























50 E NORTH AVENUE

































8141 N KULMAR AV
8141 N KOLMAR AV
7033 N KEDZIE 713
1712 KIRBY





































































































ISAACSON PAULA R GRAD
ISAACSON RICHARD E GRAD
ISAACSON ROBERT EDWA FENG^-
ISAAK EUGENE DENNIS LAS4
ISAMBERT FREDDY GUY GRAD
ISRELL BILLIF JEAN R GRAD
ISBELL SUSAN M LAS2
ISRELL WILLIAM H GRAD
ISFNBURG LARRY D LAS2
ISFNHART KIM A ENGl
ISENHART RICHARD D GRAD
ISFNHART ROSEMARY S LAS4
I SHAM CANOACE J LAS3
ISHAM MARK FREDERIC LAS4
ISHFRWOOD WILLIAM D ENG4
ISHIDA BERNICE YAF.KO GRAD
ISHinA LYNN C ED 3
ISHIDA MERTON T GRAD
ISHIGURO EDWARD EIIC GRAD
ISHIHARA TAKAO GRAD
ISLAM MOHAMMED A GRAD
ISMAIL MOHAMMED A GRAD
ISOE MITCHELL A LAS2
ISOM HARRIET C GRAD
ISOM JOHN H LAW1
ISRAEL MARILYN J ED 1
ISRAEL MARVIN MYRON GRAD
ISRINGHAUSEN M E JR LAS1
ISRINGHAUSEN PAUL E BUS4
ISSAK BARBARA ELLEN LAS4
ISTANBULLUOGLU ERSIN GRAD
ISTOK ROBERT J 8US3
ITAMI RICHARD J BUS4
ITKIN NANCY ANNETTE LAS4
ITKIN STUART M LAS2
ITO DQNNA S ED 2
*ITO MASAYASU GRAD
ITTERSAGEN JOHN M BUS2
ITURRIETA ARNALDO J ENG3
IVACIC DONALD LEE GRAD
IVENER SHELLEY M LAS3
IVERSEN JANE SEXTON GRAD
IVERSON ALLEN S L AS 1
IVFRSON BARBE S LAS2
IVFRSON DFNNIS W LAS2
IVFRSCN ROGER LYNN GRAD
IVERSON StEVFN NELS GRAD
IVERSON THOMAS ELDEN GRAD
IVEY BRENDA L LAS2
IVINS ROBERT E GRAD
IVSIN MICHAL ENG4
IWAMOTO ERIC HIROMU LAS4
IWAMOTO HARVEY ATAPU LAS4
IWAMOTO KRISTINF H LAS4
IWAOKA WAYNE TADASHI GRAD
IWERT GARY F LAS1
IZENMAN MICKEY LAS3
JABLE GLENN E LAS2
JABLONSKI BEVERLY J AGR2
JABLONSKY LINDA S LAS3
JABLONSKY MARY L LAS1
JABLCNSKY PATRICIA J LASl
JABLONSKY STFPHEN F GRAD
JABSEN JEAN F FAA1
JACHIMEK LINDA JULIA GRAD
JACHIMOWICZ WOLF GRAD
JACK BRIAN M FAA2
JACK MARILEE P LASl
JACKANICZ DONALC W LAS3
JACKLIN JUDITH V FAA2
JACKOWIAK THOMAS EDW 8US4
JACKS GUY L ENGl
JACKSON ALLEN E LAS3
JACKSON ANDREW J LAS2
JACKSON ANITA JOYCE PE 4
JACKSON ANN L LAS4
JACKSON ARETHA COM2
JACKSON BARBARA E LAS3
JACKSON BARRY D AGR4
JACKSON BILLY GALE GRAD
JACKSON BRADLEY L AGR2
JACKSCN BRENDA S LAS2
JACKSON DARLENE JAYE COM4
JACKSON DAVID ARDEN GRAD
JACKSON DAVID CARL PE 4
JACKSON DAVID WALTER GRAD
JACKSON DIXIE SMITH GRAD
JACKSON DOUGLAS A LAS2
JACKSON FRANCINE M s LAS3
JACKSON FRANKLIN D R GRAD
JACKSON FREDERIC III BUS2
JACKSCN GREGORY HOWA COM4
JACKSON HENRY W GRAD
JACKSON ISABELLE C FAA3
JACKSCN JANE ANN LAS3
JACKSON JUANITA M LASl
JACKSON KAREN A LASl
1712 KIRBY C
90 1 W SPNGFLD 3 U
904 W CLARK 3 U
502 W ELM 12 U
610 1/2 W URFGON U
718 S STATE C
URH LAR 183 U
718 S STATE C
URH SCOTT 418 C
URH HOPKINS 422 C
602 S BUSEY U
602 S BUSEY U
1106 S LINCOLN U
504 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSENO 176 U
MAHOMET ILL
409 E CHLMRS 1309 C
MAHOMFT ILL
315 F UNIVERSITY C
1004 S 4TH 210 C
2112 ORCH ST 104 U
1206 W NEVADA U
1400 W WASHINGTON C
2081 D ORCH ST U
2081 D ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 931 U
411 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSENO 349 U
705 E MAIN U
903 S 4TH 5 C
1803 PLEASANT U
1316 VALLEY RD 1 C
201 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 818 U
910 S 3RD C
313 E JUHN C
300 S GOODWIN 308 U
713 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 282 C
1208 W CLARK C
702 S GOODWIN U
2301 S 1ST ST RD C
PARK R IDGE ILL
URH TRELEASE 1107 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 962 C
URH DANIELS 716 U
1011 S LOCUST I C
URH CLARK 210 C
2203 HAZWD DR 104 U
501 S RACE U
707 S 6TH 514 C
707 S 6TH 514 C
1002 S 2ND 6 C
1 WESTWOOD PL U
URH SNYDER 180 C
723 S MATTIS C
URH GARNER 338 C
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
URH BARTON 402 C
URH TRELEASE 430 U
URH ALLEN 261 U
2206 BRETT C
URH TAFT 409 C
711 S RANDOLPH C
308 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 216 U
URH WARDALL 723 U
102 W ARMORY 12 C
707 W SPNGFLD U
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
409 E CHALMERS 712 C
URH OGLESBY 1042 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
805 W OHIO U
URH EVANS 339 U
URH LAR 295 U
URH WARDALL 222 U
2313 S 1ST 102 C
814 N CUNNINGHAM U
1010 S 2ND C
URH BUSEY 157 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
807 W NEVADA U
903 W ILL INOIS U
2006 VAWTER 7 U
109 E MUMFORD U
URH TOWNSENO 165 U
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
807 S LOCUST C
604 E ARMORY C
2113 HAZWD DR 203 U
1950 ORCH U
URH WARDALL 410 U
URH TAFT 327 C
URH CLARK 237 C





































































505 N LAKE SHORE
12 N KASPAR
502 W ELM L2





































2301 S 1ST 101
118 S HOME AV
5133 WASHINGTON
3521 N BOSWORTH AV
315 TIMBERLANE
URH DANIELS 716
1011 S LOCUST 1
16225 CLEARVIEW AV









1012 S ASHLAND AV
DIXON AV





AU AMSTERDAM 128 4
5844 STONY ISLAND
642 S EVERGREEN AV
3802 N KENNETH AV
707 W SPNGFLD



















GLOS ST BOX 111




IS 561 MARSHALL RD



































































































JACKSON LON A LASl
JACKSON PALLIF BELLE BUS2
JACKSON MARIANNE LAW1
JACKSON MARK SENNETT GRAO
JACKSON MARY M FAA3
JACKSON MELVIN LOUIS COM3
JACKSON MICHAEL BURN FAA4
JACKSON ORESTES M LAS2
JACKSON PATRICK A ENG1
JACKSON PAUL HYATT GRAD
JACKSON PHYLLI S V LAS1
JACKSON PRESTON F GRAD
JACKSON RANOALL JAN COM3
JACKSON RICHARD A LAS2
JACKSON ROBERT S GRAD
JACKSON ROSCOE G II GRAD
JACKSON RUTH L ED 4
JACKSON SALLY A LASl
JACKSON SHARON F H LAS3
JACKSON THGMAS C PE I
JACKSON THOMAS V LAS3
JACKSCN TYLER M GRAD
JACKSON WAYNE DAVID LAS3
JACKSON WILLIAM B JR BUS*
JACKSON WILLIE B LASl
JACOB DENNIS S AGR1
JACOB HFLENE B LAS2
JACOB JEAN COBLF F AA4
JACOB JUDITH DARLINE GRAD
JACOB PAUL DAVID PE 3
JACOB ROGER P LASl
JACOBI NEAL H LASl
JACOBS AARON J LAS2
JACOBS ALFXANDER M FAAl
JACOBS ALISON LAS2
JACOBS DEBRA L ED 3
JACCBS DONALD M LAS4
JACOBS DONALD R ENG1
JACOBS ELLEN LAS4
JACOBS FLMER LOWELL GRAD
JACOBS FRANK CHARLES GRAD
JACOBS FRED LAWRENCE LAS4
JACOBS HARRIET A LAS3
JACOBS JAMES E AGR2
JACOBS JEAN C BRELOS LAS4
JACOBS JOHN R 3US2
JACOBS MARCEE L ^ 1
JACOBS MARY K COM3
JACOBS SUSAN JCY AGR4
JACOBS VINCENT E LAS2
JACOBSEN CARL L LASl
JACOBSEN DENNIS J LAW1
JACOBSEN DENNIS R GRAD
JACOBSEN JOHN K LAS4
JACOBSON BRUCE JOHN FAA4
JACOBSON JANET SUSAN GRAD
JACOBSON JOANNE LASl
JACOBSON LORETTA J LAS3
JACOBSON PAUL G LAS3
JACOBSON ROBERT C GRAD
JACOBSON RUTH IRENE GRAD
JACOBSON SHELLEY A LASl
JACOBSON SUSAN A FAA2
JACOBSON WAYNE STEVF LAS4
JACOBUS CHARLES J ENG2
JACOT DONALD R LAS4
JACQUES JOHN DONALD ENG4
JACQUES VIRGUS C LASl
JADERNAK JOHN EDWARD LAS4
JAEGER DAVID THOMAS GRAD
JAEGER FREDERIC W ENG3
JAEGER PHILIP L LAW1
JAEGER VICTORIA L LASl
JAFGER VIRGINIA S LAS2
JAESCHKE FRANK E ENG2
JAFFA JOSFPH JERRY GRAD
JAFFF ALVIN NORMAN LAWl
JAFFF AUSTIN J LASl
JAFFE STEVEN H FAA2
JAGMIN LAWRENCE E LAS3
JAHER SUSAN L GRAD
JAHIEL JESSICA LAS2
JAHN LAWRENCE F PE 3
JAIN JAIN SWARUP GRAD
JAIN KANTILAL GRAD
JAIN MARY ANNE FAA3
JAKAWICH EDWARD D ENG2
JAKES DOLORES R FAAl
JAKES KATHRYN ANGELA AGR4
JAKLE CYNTHIA A ED 3
JAKOSA RICHARD NEAL PE 4
JAKOWSKY RICHARD H ENG2
JAKSE NANCY E ENG1
JAKSETICH JANICE M GRAD
JAKUBCIN ROBERT LEE LAS2
JAKUBEK MARTIN M BUSl
JAKUBIK JFRCME W L AW2
608 S PROSPECT C
URH TAFT 125 C
501 W SPNGFLD C
508 S STATE C
106 E HEALEY 17 C
URH WFSTON 236 C
1007 S 2ND C
903 W ILLINOIS U
URH SNYDER 346 C
814 E OAKLAND 102 U
URH ALLEN 254 U
822 1/2 N RANDOLPH C
510 E STOUGHTON C
911 S 4TH C
512 W WHITE C
1005 S 6TH 18 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 222- U
1022 W VINE C
404 HESSEL C
1007 S 3RD C
602 E STOUGHTON 21 C
2 04 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 420 U
604 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1313 C
1304 SILVFR 7 U
FISHER ILL
1304 SILVER 7 U
URH HOPKINS 462 C
URH SNYDER 396 C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 438 C
1104 W NEVADA U
604 W COLUMBIA C
53 E JOHN 6 C
URH HOPKINS 345 C
303 F JOHN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
404 W HIGH 7 U
1011 1/2 N COLER U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 109 C
53 F JOHN 6 C
804 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
1002 BURKWOOD U
903 W NEVADA U
206 S CEOAR U
URH TOWNSEND 251 U
1105 S EUCLID C
2107 HAZWD DR 301 U
106 ARMORY C
410 S BUSEY U
1006 S 3RD 7 C
URH VANDOREN 319 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
709 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 613 U
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
910 S 3RD C
706 S 2ND C
901 S 2ND C
URH CARR 213 U
1009 W MAIN U
608 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 400 C
URH HOPKINS 320 C
904 W GREEN 523 U
1008 S 4TH C
403 BRIAR LN 217 C
URH ALLFN 340 U
URH BLAISDELL 123 U
URH BABCOCK 121 U
URH SHERMAN 666 C
910 S 3RD 207 C
URH HOPKINS 340 C
URH OGLESBY 707 U
6 SAFFER CT U
406 W IOWA U
305 COLORADO U
1 106 S 3RD C
1950 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 91 U
301 MAPLE C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 304 C
1108 W NEVADA U
1105 BRIGHTON U
303 E CHALMERS C
211 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 118 U
URH DANIELS 293 U
806 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 388 C




































































4216 W WEST END





1405 N SHORE DR
814 E OAKLAND






















3750 N LAKE SHORE
15429 DOB SON





































9175 N PICTURE RDG

















79 S 51ST AV








































































































JAKUPCAK JOSEPH M LAS3
JAKUPCAK KENNETH A ENG1
JAKUPCAK MICHAEL JR GRAD
*JAMHCR BRUNO JEAN GRAD
JAMEPSON PAUL ENG1
JAMES CHRYSANTHEMUM EJ 1
JAMFS DARWIN WILEY GOAD
JAMES DAVID CHPISTGP FNG4
JAMES GARY ENG1
JAMES GREGORY ROBERT LAS?
JAMES HARDIN T JR LAS2
JAMES JENNIFER A LAS4
JAMES PAMFLA AGR2
JAMES PHILIP GRAD
JAMES RICHARD A AGR1
JAMES ROBERT B 3US3
JAMES ROBFRT L LAST-
JAMES THOMAS C BUS1
JAMESON! GARY J FAA3
JAMESON WALTER GENE 6US4
JAMIESON MICHAEL WAR LAS4
JAMIESON ROBERT B BUS3
JAMISON GEORGE FRANK GRAD
JAMISON GWENDOLYN A L AS 1
JAMISON HELEN TOI GRAD
JAMISCN JAMES BYRON GRAD
JAMISON MARION M GRAD
JAMISON PHYLIS A PE 1
JAMNEJAD OAILAMI V GRAD
JAMRISKO STEVEN FRAN LAS4
JAMRCK POSF A FAA3
JAMSHIOI MOHAMMAD GRAD
JANCO HOWARD L LAW1
JANCZAK R ICHARD T ENG3
JANCZARFK KATHtRINE GRAD
JANOFSKA GFRRY D ENG3
JANDFSKA WILLIAM FRA GRAD
JANFCEK THOMAS JOHN GRAD
JANERETTE HOPE E ED 3
JANES ELIZABETH A LAS3
JANES JOHN R JR LAS1
JANIAK CARL MICHAEL GRAD
JANIAK MAPTIN JOSEPH GRAD
JANICKI NICHOLAS LAS3
JANICKI TERENCE GRAD
JANIK MARY E LAS?
JANIKOWSKI WACLAW R LAS?
JANIS PAULA J LAS2
JANISKFF ROBERT LEO GRAD
JANJIGIAN SONA GRAD
JANKAUSKIS JOSEPH J LAS1
JANKAUSKIS LINCA JEA LAS4
JANKE MARK C ENG3
JANKCUSKY EVELYN A FAA3
JANKOWSKI CHESTER F ENG3
JANKOWSKI WALTFR E LAS2
JANNEY DEBORAH K LAS2
JANNOTTA DANIFL J LAS1
JANORIA MAHESH P GRAD
JANOSIK PICHARD B LAS1
JANOTA ROBERT PAYMON LAS3
JANOTTA DAVID P BUS1
JANOV RICKY ELLIOT LAW1
JANOVETZ GLORIA BETH AGR1
JANOVIC SANDRA LEE AGR4
JANOWSKI DEBRA S AGR1
JANGWSKI JEAN M LAS1
JANSEN BERNARD JAN FAA3
JANSEN CHERYL K AGR1
JANSEN JAKE H L AS 1
JANSFN JAMES H FAA1
JANSEN KATE CARUS FAA3
JANSEN LEONARD H ENG4
JANSEN VIRGIL W ENG4
JANSSEN PAMELA S ED 2
JANSSEN RACHEL L AGR2
JANSSFN SANDRA LYNN GRAD
JANSSEN SHARON E LAS3
JANSSFN TERRY L 8US4
JANUZIK GALE A LAS2
JANZEN SHARON B FAA1
JAOUFS DOUGLAS PAUL GRAD
JARAND JENNETH W GRAD
JARAND ROGER LECN GRAD
JAR8CE JACQUELYN C LAS2
JARBCE ROBERT E GRAD
JARCHOW KATHLEEN ANN LAS4
JARMAN PPISCILLA S LAS1
JARNHOLM ARNE R ENG2
JAPOSCH LYNELL PLAS LAS3
JAROSEMICH STEVFN A LAS2
JAROSZ SHARON H LAS1
JARRFLL KATHERINE LY AGR3
JARRELL RONALD G LAS3
JARRFLL VINCENT C BUS1
JARVIS ALAN JOSEPH LAW1
JARVIS JUDITH K COM4
6">4 F ARMORY C 344-5685
614 E ARMORY C 344-1266
P02 S LOCUST 5 C 359-5161
?107 PHILO RD U 367-7153
URH SCOTT 482 C 332-1629
URH LAR 42? U
RANTOUL ILL
URH GARNER 378 C 332-0831
URH GARNER 471 C 332-0895
419 W ELM 2 U
80? S LINCOLN U
51 F SPNGFLD C
URH BARTON 125 C 332-0125
ROCHFSTFR ILL
URH FORBES 452 C 332-1121
2020 N MATTIS 301 C
911 S 3RD C 344-4959
1101 W PENN U
201 N GOODWIN 6 U
MAHOMFT ILL
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 C 328-1656
410 W STANAGE C 359-6501
502 E HEALEY 204 C 359-0325
URH ALL FN 381 U
505 F CLARK C
KANKAKEF ILL
1105 S RACE U 367-4392
URH DANIELS 516 U
503 STOUGHTON 9 C
URH TRELEASE 810 U 332-5736
URH DANIELS 206 U
URH SHFRMAN 466 C 332-4851
URH OGLESBY 921 U 332-5312
1410 N MCKINLEY 7 C
URH T0WNS6ND 333 U 332-4134
805 W STOUGHTON U 367-1073
307 F ILLINOIS U 367-7782
URH LAR 174 U 332-2949
404 S LINCCLN U
URH OGLESRY 327 U 332-5138
508 S STATE C 356-7166
URH DANIELS 726 U
1 111 S 1ST C
503 F STOUGHTON 12 C 359-7254
URH LAR 387 U 332-3030
URH SCOTT 31^ C 332-1514
URH TRELEASE 1028 U 332-5704
2420 F WASHINGTON U 365-3198
URH DANIELS 375 U 332-2510
URH GARNER ?69 C 332-0753
URH EVANS 427 U
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
1009 W UNIVERSITY U 344-4728
604 F ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
58 E ARMORY 1 U 359-7175
URH FORBES 466 C 332-1132
1836 B ORCH PL U 344-2159
URH SNYDER 313 C 332-1749
807 S BUSEY U
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
210 HOLIDAY PARK C 352-1742
3311 KIMBERLY C
1202 W NEVADA U 344-5731
URH WARDALL 820 U 332-4472
URH BLAISDELL 209 U 332-3485
TWN ORCH MBL CT 12 U
URH TRELEASE 519 U 332-5544
104 E JOHN C 344-7696
URH SCOTT 364 C 332-1544
TWIN ORCH MBLE CT U 367-0765
1301 S BUSEY U 344-3640
509 E STOUGHTON C 352-9577
URH BARTON 206 C 332-0132
1102 S LINCOLN U
1011 W CHURCH C 352-7170
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
RR 1 U
URH WARDALL 817 U 332-4469
URH BARTON C 332-0090
201 W VINE 2 C
2202 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-6401
2202 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-6401
207 E JOHN C 356-8738
2118 ORCH ST 202 U 344-7606
802 W OREGON 23 U
URH TRELEASE 602 U 332-5559
URH WESTON 443 C 332-2085
SAVOY ILL 359-5497
MAHOMET ILL
URH LAR 476 U 332-3057
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-1309
1111 1/2 S 3RD 201 C 344-7049
URH TOWNSEND 540 U 332-4269
URH SHERMAN 462 C 332-4847
1302 E GREEN U 367-2982
STRICKFR CTS
STRICKER COURTS






421 S 13TH ST









145 S ELMWOOD DR
PKHL MBL ESTS 229
1004 BLACK RD
1909 S 2ND AV
321 W ADAMS
1708 E 8LTH PL
ROUTE 1 BOX 308
505 E CLARK 14
40 3 S MAIN
1105 S RACE
SHAHABAD
2110 S GROVE AV
11250 W 79TH ST
36 BUCK HILL RO
7033 N KEOZIE 1001
1329 MAGNOLIA ST
26500 LATHRUP BLVD















5249 S HARDING AV

















2201 ST FRANCIS AV









1507 E MINER ST
2528 S 10TH AV
201 W VINE 2
2202 HAZWD DR 202
2202 HAZWD DR 202





322 E 170TH PL








































































































JARVIS LARRY M ENG2
*JARVIS RICHARD W BUS2
JARVIS SUSAN EILEEN AGR3
JARVIS THOMAS LEE GRAD
JASINSKI CAROL A LAS2
JASINSKI CLEMENTINE LAS4
JASKIEWICZ RICHARO N LAS2
JASMICK AOAM W LAS3
JASON THOMAS W ENG3
JASPER JERRY G LAS2
JASPER RUOY H F LAS3
JASPER STEVEN P LASl
JASTROW WILLIAM T F AA1
JASTRZEMBSKI JAMES E GRAD
JAUHCLA BARBARA ELLE LAS4
JAUHOLA CHRISTINE A LAS2
JAVAHERI ALI RASOOL GRAD
JAVIO SHABON H ENG2
JAVUREK CLAYTON G LAS2
JAVUREK JEFFREY JAY LAS4
JAWOREK MICHAEL A LASl
JAWORSKI ALLAN WILLI ENG4
JAWORSKI LAWRFNCE P ENG3
JAY WILLIAM F AGR2
JAYARAMAMURTHY S N GRAD
JAYCCX JOHN D ENG1
JAYNE LINDA L LASl
JAYNES GERALO D LAS3
*JAYNFS MARY ANN GRAD
JFAKINS DANIEL LEE FAA4
JEANRENAUD CLAUDINE GRAD
JECKEL LAWRENCE L LAS2
JECKEL MARY D AGR1
JECMEN ROBERT MILTON ENG4
JEDD STEVEN J AGR1
JEDLICKA JANIE E LAS3
JEE DANIEL P BUSl
*JEFFERS JAMES STEVEN GRAD
JEFFFRSON DAVID H LASl
JEFFERSON MARK A LAS2
JFFFREY RONALD ROBER GRAD
JEFFREY TERRY DAVID LAS4
JEFFRIES WARNER S LAS2
JFGL GEORGENE LOXAS LAS4
JEGL WILL IAM GUY GRAD
JFN KEN S ENGl
JEN TSUN-TAI GRAD
JENEN PAUL RAYMOND BUS3
JENG SINKONEY G GRAD
JENIK ROBERT A LASl
*JENISIO STEVEN LEE AV 19
JFNKINS DAVID R AGR4
JENKINS EDWARD S 3JS1
JENKINS JAMES ERNEST GRAD
JENKINS JERRY LEE LAS2
JENKINS JOSEPH J LAS2
JENKINS LEWIS ENGl
JENKINS MICHAEL ENG4
JENKINS RHONDA S LAS2
JENKINS STUART E GRAD
JENKINS THOMAS E ENGl
JFNKINS WALTER M GRAD
JENKINSON ROY THOMAS GRAD
JENNE ROBERT C LAS3
JENNER CAROL BETH LAS4
JENNINGS FLOYD ENG4
JENNINGS FRANK W III FAA4
JENNINGS JERRY W BUS2
JENNINGS LEE R AGR1
JENNINGS MARY ELLEN GRAD
JENNINGS PAUL A GRAD
JENNINGS TERESE L FAA1
JENO MARYELLEN LAS2
JENSEN CLARK DAVID LAS4
JENSEN CLRTIS ROBERT GRAD
JENSEN DAVID B LAS4
JENSFN DAVID M BUSl
JFNSEN EDWARD CHARLE AGR4
JENSEN GEORGIA K P GRAD
JENSEN GERALD M ENG3
JFNSEN JOHN M E NG4
JENSEN JCHN R LAS3
JENSEN JOHN WAYNE ENG4
JENSFN JULIE ANNE LAS3
JFNSEN KAREN LYNNE GRAD
JENSFN KENNETH EDWIN ENG2
JENSEN KIRK B LASl
JENSEN LINDA S LAS2
JFNSEN RICHARD S GRAD
JENSEN SCCTT R FAA1
JENSEN STEPHEN M ENGl
JENSFN SUSAN H LAS3
JENSEN TERRY C ENG4
JENSKY LEONARD MARTI BUS3
JEPSEN ALAN M ENGl
JEPSEN JAMES CHARLES GRAD
JEPSEN PHILLIP RICHM L AS4
209 E ARMORY C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
311 E GREEN 205 C
1302 E GREEN U
1004 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHLMRS 1607 C
URH SNYDER 361 C
URH WESTON 219 C
URH CARR 105 U
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 407 C
URH NOBLE 211 C
102 E CHALMERS C
1205 W MAIN 1 U
URH EVANS 235 U
1107 W GREEN 433 U
409 E CHALMERS 809 C
901 S 2ND C
901 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 486 C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 242 C
URH WESTON 406 C
URH SHERMAN 246 C
URH NOBLE 318 C
URH LUNDGREN 17 C
910 N GREGORY U
2201 HAZWD OR U
509 STOUGHTON C
1105 N BUSEY U
209 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 473 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FORBES 417 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 219 C
1201 W NEVADA U
1002 OREGON U
816 1/2 W CLARK U
404 E STOUGHTON 5 C
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
20 1 N GOODWIN 5 U
201 W GOODWIN 6 U
URH SNYDER 222 C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 1 U
311 E JOHN C
707 S GREGORY U
URH GARNER 373 C
808 S OAKLAND 205 U
URH FORBES 213 C
807 W ILL INOIS 4 U
1963 B ORCH ST U
PHILA PA
URH SCOTT 486 C
408 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS 1110 C
1111 W CHARLES C
URH WESTON 113 C
PAXTON ILL
304 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 708 U
URH TRELEASE 901 U
URH CARR 330 U
309 E CHALMERS C
205 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 342 C
URH SHERMAN C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH VANDOREN 323 C
URH BUSEY 249 U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1201 W NEVADA U
MINNETONKA MINN
URH TOWNSEND 469 U
202 E DANIEL C
SAVOY ILL
URH CARR 217 U
TOLONO ILL
1105 S 4TH C
2101 W WHITE 118 C
810 S 3RD 4 C
409 E CHALMERS C
FISHFR ILL
URH GARNER 267 C
URH WARDALL 707 U
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 347 U
URH OGLESBY 506 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH SNYDER 289 C
406 E GREEN 202 U
604 E ARMORY 341 C
1201 W NEVADA U




































































728 S LYMAN AV
728 S LYMAN AV
1302 E GREEN
2506 W CORTLAND ST
2218 S AUSTIN BLVD
7029 N HIAWATHA AV
11830 KOMENSKY
1756 BIRCH ST





5017 34TH AV A
5017 34TH AVENUE A
1107 W GREEN 433
1010 N PARK DR
4104 S CLINTON














4208 S GROVE AV
1328 WESTCHESTER
6930 W 29TH PL
5936 W CHICAGO AV
2715 S MCARTHUR





2820 W 99TH PL
4824 SEELEY
202 W CERMAK RO




3 04 S 5TH
808 OAKLAND 205
2569 78TH AV








ROUTE 2 BOX 8
304 E DANIEL
64 ALLEN BEND DR
307 ALMA ST
RR 3






7727 W 65TH ST



















225 S MAC ARTHUR
420 TIMBERLINE














































































































JERRELL THCMAS A JR
























































































GRAD AOA E DANIEL C 3AA-1296
AGR3 60A N MAPLE 11 U
ENG2 209 E ARMORY C 3AA-7733
ENG2 209 E ARMORY C
GRAD 70A W ILLINOIS u 367-3761
COMA 20A W PENN u
LAS1 URH VANDOREN A26 c 283-3680
GRAD URH SHERMAN 7A7 c
LAS2 URH SCOTT 161 c 332-1416
COMA 907 W STOUGHTON u 367-1692
ED 3 710 W OHIO u 3AA-6212
LAS4 910 W CALIFORNIA u 3AA-6782
BUS1 URH BABCOCK All u 332-3819
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 509 u 332-5535
BUS3 60A E ARMORY 329 c
LAS2 706 S MATTHEWS u 3AA-0136
FAA3 URH BABCOCK 225 u 332-3771
LAS3 1101 W OREGON 6 u 3AA-A357
PE 1 309 E CHALMERS c 3A4-9620
GRAD MILFORD ILL
GRAD 601 W COLUMBIA c
GRAD 1A12 WINDING LN c 359-5379
AGR5 502 E WASHINGTON u 367-5209
GRAD 502 E WASHINGTON u 367-5209
ENGA 2311 S 1ST ST RD c
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 442 c 332-1357
LAS 3 112 E JOHN c
LAS2 2200 PERKINS RD 5 u 356-2780
AGR1 URH LAR 483 u 332-3061
LAS2 URH FORBES 363 c 332-1058
GRAD 58 E JOHN 26 c
GRAD 58 E JOHN 26 c
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN u 3AA-6150
ENG1 URH WESTON 246 c 332-19A5
GRAD 2101 HAZWO OR u 3AA-7046
ENGA 2319 S 1ST ST RD c
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 118 c
ENGA 604 E ARMORY c 34A- 1266
BUSA 2104 W WHITE 103 c 359-6115
ENGA 609 S ATH 3 c 352-4490
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1023 u 332-5699
LAS3 31 E JOHN c
COMA 106 E PENN u 367-8839
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1112 u 332-5364
BUS1 URH WESTON 416 c 332-2064
GRAD 5 FLORA CT c
ED 2 611 E DANIEL c 3AA-18A0
FAA1 202 W IOWA u 367-6836
GRAD 406 E HEALEY c 356-2925
GRAD URH DANIELS 404 u 332-2264
GRAD 112 E GREEN 101 c
AGR2 1007 W COLUMBIA c 352-9147
LAW2 WILSON TRLR CT 21 u 367-0524
BUS1 URH WESTON 463 c 332-2067
BUS1 301 E ARMORY c
GRAD TWIN ORCH MBL PK 5 u 367-1473
LASA 308 E ARMORY c
ENG1 URH CARR 430 u 332-3973
FAAl URH SCOTT 392 c 332-1565
LAS3 313 E JOHN c 384-5387
AVIA URH GARNER 391 c 332-0838
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 139 u 332-4013
LASA 706 W OHIO u 344-0676
LAS3 207 COUNTRY FR 26 c 359-0100
ED A 205 E GREEN 12 c
ENG2 URH WESTON 461 c
LASA URH HOPKINS 154 c 332-1167
ENG2 URH CARR 106 u 332-3858
LASA URH HOPKINS 154 c 332-1167
LASA 510 E STOUGHTON c 352-3320
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 125 u 332-5078
LAS2 1004 S 2ND c 344-7298
LASA PAXTON ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 560 u
LAS1 105 E DANIEL c
FAA2 706 S 2ND c
PE 3 1708 S VINE u 367-3559
LAS1 URH EVANS 103 u 332-2685
AGR3 902 S LINCOLN 102 u
ED 3 409 E CHALMRS 1405 c
LASA 101 S BUSEY 3 u 328-3766
GRAD URH DANIELS u 332-2464
LAS1 URH TAFT 222 c 332-0625
GRAD RR 4 c 359-0830
ED 2 URH TAFT 205 c 332-0612
LAS3 URH WAROALL 520 u 332-4399
ED 4 706 S MATTHEWS u 344-0136
LAS1 RR 1 c 356-6561
AGR1 URH TAFT 24 c 332-0583
LASA 208 BEARDSLEY c
ENG2 URH FORBES 236 c 332-0968
GRAD 202 S LYNN u 367-0948
GRAD MOLINE ILL
GRAD 306 N HARVEY u 367-7529
BUS2 401 E JOHN c 344-1650
LASA 201 S BIRCH u 344-0513
LAS3 609 W MAIN 6 u 328-2199












Al OAK RIDGE DR
111A S 23RD AV
111A S 23RD AV
1513 GLENDALE AV
1513 GLENDALE AV
1101 W OREGON 6
A918 N KILDARE AV







2076 N 19TH ST
2200 PERKINS RD 5






2101 HAZWD DR 303





2500 LAKE VIEW AV
33A W CLEVELAND













TWIN ORCH MBL PK 5
720 CHESTNUT
531 W 3RD ST
700 HILLDALE










RR I BOX 191
711 BITTERSWEET
1700 KILLARNEY LN















1560 STATE LINE AV
1928 ST CLAIR DR
98 PEYTON
202 S LYNN 2










































































































JOHNSON CANDICE A LAS3 312 E DANIEL C 3**-0671 1 S 528 MAPLE LN
JOHNSON CHARLES T GRAD 80* W PARK * C 3 56-* 83
9
BOX 8 SALTERPATH
JOHNSON CHERYL A GRAD URH SHERMAN 327 C 66 E SCHREYER PL
JOHNSON CHRISTINA K ED 2 URH EVANS 308 U 332-2735 711 S 16TH ST
JOHNSON CHRISTINA M LAS3 902 S LINCOLN 206 u 3**- 3 11* 902 S LINCOLN 206
JOHNSON CHRISTINE A LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516 u 332-55*1 38*5 PRAIRIE AV
JOHNSON CHRISTINE M LAS2 URH TRELEASE 52* u 332-55*9 120 S CUYLER AV
JOHNSON CLAUDIA D GRAD 2105 HAZWO OR 10* u 367-7156 2105 HAZWD DR 10*
JOHNSON COLUMBUS L LAS2 903 W ILLINOIS u 3**-9878 535 E 88TH PL
JOHNSON CONSTANCE M LAS1 800 S MATTIS 28 c 359-*276 800 S MATTIS 28
JOHNSON CURTIS V LAS1 URH CARR 110 u 332-3862 1152* S ELIZABETH
JOHNSON CYNTHIA K LAS2 URH VANDOREN *06 C 332-05*1 *15 WILKIN RD
JOHNSON DANIELLE P K GRAD 80* W INDIANA u 80* W INDIANA
JOHNSON DARRELL R COM3 URH OGLESBY 925 u 332-5316 1305 EDGERTON DR
JOHNSON DAVID BERT LAS* 505 E CHALMERS C *029 NELSON WALK
JOHNSON DAVID H LAS3 2217 S 1ST ST RD C 3**-*959 5317 GRAND
JOHNSON DAVID L GRAD 2201 1/2 LNTRN HLL u 367-0886 RR 1 BOX 115
JOHNSON DAVID L LAS1 URH WESTON Z92 C 332-1977 3*15 *5TH ST
JOHNSON DAVID LEROY GRAD U OF I PHYSICS u 333-*712 2727 PRIMROSE DR
JOHNSON DAVID LOREN GRAD 2208 TAMARACK C 359-2183 2208 TAMARACK
JOHNSON DAVID M ENG3 206 S GREGORY u ILLINOIS RO 595
JOHNSON DAVID R LAW1 706 S WALNUT 6 u 328-2352 *801 N NORTH ST
JOHNSON DAVID S BUS3 910 S 3RD 25 C 3 37-50** 275 FAIR ST
JOHNSON DAVID W BUS* 810 W CHURCH 3 C 1*216 S WABASH
JOHNSON DERRY LAS1 707 S 3RD C 63*7 LANGLEY
JOHNSON DIANE H LAS* 108 E HEALEY 5 c 1208 KNOLLWOOD
JOHNSON DIANE K ED 1 URH FLAGG 306 c 33 2-0 297 1507 GREENMOUNT ST
JOHNSON DIANE KAYE LAS2 PAXTON ILL 379-3*91 2*3 W PATTON ST
JOHNSON DIANE R FAA2 URH LUNDGREN *09 c 332-0282 315 S RAMMER AV
JOHNSON DONALD LEE AGR* 1722 VALLEY c RR 1
JOHNSON CONALD OTTO GRAD 1803 VALLEY RD c 359-*595 1803 VALLEY RD
JOHNSON DONALD RAY GRAD 1010 E COLORADO u 367-3672 RR 7
JOHNSCN DONN E LAS* 1206 W STOUGHTON u 367-7500 1027 HUNTER RD
JOHNSON DONNA L LAS2 URH TRELEASE 905 u 332-5652 1023 PULASKI ST
JOHNSON DOROTHY A LAS1 URH LAR 118 u 332-2822 763* S MORGAN
JOHNSON DOUGLAS H LAS1 URH WESTON 315 c 332-1992 76*2 S DANTE AV
JOHNSON DOUGLAS R AGR2 1009 S OAK c RR 1
JOHNSON DUANE HENRY ENG* 1110 W STOUGHTON u RT 2
JOHNSON EDWIN CLIFFO PE * 502 S MATTIS 1 c 1118 9TH AV
JOHNSON ELANA S LASl 301 E ARMORY c *15 S PRESIDENT
JCHNSON ELIZABETH N LASl URH SAUNDERS 123 u 332-3605 1622 GARDNER RD
JOHNSON ELLEN C LASl URH WARDALL 326 u 332-*357 5532 S SHORE 1*0
JOHNSON ELLEN L LAS* 107 E HEALEY 10* c RR 2 BOX 100
JOHNSON ERIC FOSTER GRAD 1*05 KIRBY * c 352-5802 3010 PRESCOTT DR
JOHNSON ERIC KAI LAS3 1101 W PENN u 3**-9735 715 N FOR OHAM AV
JOHNSON ERIC SHANKS GRAD 510 N GARFIELD c 359-^7652 9372 LIBERTY RD
JOHNSON ERNEST M GRAD 1702 W CLARK c 352-2*36 1702 W CLARK
JOHNSON EUGENE E 9US2 URH GARNER *68 c 332-0892 1622 GARDNER RD
JOHNSON GARLAND R JR GRAD 901 W SPNGFLD 11 u 3**-3069 1925 GREENTREE RD
JOHNSON GARY B ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 107 u 332-3989 ROUTE 5
JOHNSON GARY K FAA3 312 E ARMORY c 3**-9 761 516 N ALDINE
JOHNSON GEORGE W GRAD 1806 A ORCH PL u 3**-0930 1806 A ORCH PL
JOHNSON GILBERT ENG2 URH HOPKINS 206 c 332-1189 9353 NORMAL AV
JOHNSON GLENDA V GRAD 21* S DEWEY u 36 5-290* 21* S DEWEY
JOHNSON GLENN ROBERT ENG3 302 N HARVEY u 22*21 RICHTON SQ
JOHNSON GLORIA C GRAD URH SHERMAN 230 c 100*-33RD AV N
JOHNSON GLORIA J LAS* *06 E GREEN 103 u 328-1795 10*6 HEATHERFIELD
JOHNSON GREGORY A FAAl 910 W CALIFORNIA 9 u 557 E EXCHANGE
JOHNSCN GREGORY R LAS2 805 1/2 PARK u 1280 S 8TH AV
JOHNSON GUY HENRY AGR* CHICAGO ILL 2639 W 107TH ST
JOHNSON HENRY E FAA* 80* W PARK u BOX 387
JOHNSON HOWARD J JR GRAD 606 W OHIO u 3**-5812 1212 E ALAN AV
JOHNSON I ZONA LAS2 URH BUSEY 221 u 332-2608 71* W 58TH ST
JOHNSON JAMES A LAS2 URH CARR 12* u 33 2-3876 317 W GREEN ST
JOHNSON JAMES JOHN GRAD 1112 W BEARDSLEY c 356-067* 1112 W BEARDSLEY
JOHNSON JAMES M BUS2 800 S MATTIS 28 c 359-*276 800 S MATTIS 28
JOHNSON JAMES R ENG2 URH TOWNSEND *72 u 332-*227 210 N YATES LN
JOHNSON JANE C FAA2 URH WARDALL 1023 u 332-*523 1560 STATE LINE AV
JOHNSCN JANET CATHER LAS* 1110 W STOUGHTON u 367-0 510 3115 31ST AV
JOHNSON JANET SUE AGR3 605 W VERMONT u 3**-1269 901 W CHARLES
JOHNSON JANIS A LAS2 *09 E CHALMERS c 38*-5702 621 PLAMONDON CT
JOHNSON JARED LOGAN GRAD URH DANIELS 523 u 21* E CHERRY
JOHNSON JAY D LAS2 *01 E DANIEL c 3**-1261 6019 N SHERIDAN RD
JOHNSON JAY W GRAD 2805 CLIFTON u 3**-5825 2805 CLIFTON
JOHNSON JEAN A FAA2 URH BLAISDELL 309 u 332-3516 35* N 5TH ST
JOHNSON JEFFREY A LASl URH NOBLE *12 c 8** FLORENCE DR
JOHNSON JEFFREY K LAS2 509 E STOUGHTON c 356-7522 18357 ABERDEEN
JOHNSON JEROLENE S J LAS* 208 BEARDSLEY c 2205 BELMONT DR
JOHNSON JERRY LEE PE 1 903 W ILLINOIS u 328-3868 1922 SEYMOUR AV
JOHNSON JILL MARIE AGR3 URH TRELEASE 610 u 332-5567 367 E OTTAWA ST
JOHNSON JOANN ED 3 606 W WASHINGTON c 352-1053 606 W WASHINGTON
JOHNSON JOE S FAAl URH FORBES *20 c 332-1100 1501 W JEFFERSON
JOHNSON JOHN D ENG1 URH NOBLE *10 c 332-0*28 RR 1
JCHNSON JOHN DAVID LAS* 106 E ARMORY c RR 2 BOX 7
JOHNSON JOHN F GRAD *02 E WHITE c 356-0155 1108 WICKFORD DR
JOHNSON JOHN HENRY ENG1 MOLINF ILL 233* 11TH ST
JOHNSON JOHN JEROME GRAD 706 S RACE u 367-9927 61 SALEM LN
JOHNSON JOHN W FAAl URH SCOTT 318 c 332-1513 1613 W GIFT
JOHNSON JOSEPH A FAA6 102 W MUM FORD
JOHNSON JUDITH A AGR2 URH BLAISDELL 330 u 332-3537 RR 3 BOX 219
JOHNSON JUDITH L ED * 58 E JOHN 2* c 356-9101 *561 SCOTT ST
JOHNSON JUDITH ROYCE GRAD 8 SALEM RO u 367-2778 1300 PINEMONT DR
JOHNSON KAREN LASl URH ALLEN 278 u 332-3327 8707 OSCEOLA
JOHNSON KAREN E LAS3 1207 W NEVADA u 1217 WAYNE DR
JCHNSON KAREN J ED * 802 W OREGON 15 u 2233 QUAIL RUN
JOHNSON KAREN R LASl URH BLAISDELL 201 u 332-3*77 330 NOKOMIS
JOHNSON KATHLEEN C GRAD STA A BOX 2872 c 367-8981 STA A BOX 2872
GLEN ELLYN ILL


































































































JOHNSON KATHLFEN JEA LAS3 1104 N DIVISION U 328-3151 10921 S HOYNE
JOHNSON KEITH R ENG3 710 W INDIANA U 328-2844 3942 FRANKLIN AV
JOHNSON KENNETH LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 337 U 1112 S KEELER
JOHNSON KENNETH A ENG4 203 S WRIGHT C RR 1
JOHNSON KENNETH R GRAD 606 E DODSON U 367^0279 606 E DODSON
JOHNSON KEVIN MICHAF AGR4 URH SCOTT 291 C 332-1494 RR 3
JOHNSON KIM DOUGLAS GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812 6956 N OVERHILL AV
JOHNSON KIM L 3 US 3 UKH CARR 214 U 332-3895 1262 E PALATINE RD
JOHNSON KRISTEEN C LAS1 URH BARTON 3 c 332-0C89 514 N PINE
JOHNSON LARRY ALAN ENG3 RR 2 u 367-6043 RR 2
JOHNSON LARRY C BUS2 409 E CHALMERS c 344-1854 BOX 487
JOHNSON LARRY F 3US3 809 W PFNN u 344-4C69 933 GAMBLE DR
JOHNSON LARRY G 3US3 URH GARNER 476 c 332-0900 7225 S UNIVERSITY
JOHNSON LARRY LAVERN GRAD RR 1 u RR 1
JOHNSON LAURENCE F LAW1 RR 4 c RR 4
JOHNSON LAWRENCE LYN LAS4 707 S 6TH 504 c 2502 SPRINGFIELD
JOHNSON LENORA R LAS 2 5335 ARLINGTON ST
JOHNSON LEONARD K ENGl URH TOWNSEND 114 u 332-3996 8251 HESS AV
JOHNSON LEONARD R LAS2 URH WESTON 493 c 510 S LOUIS ST
JOHNSON LESLIE S LAS2 URH CLARK 207 c 332-0011 1305 EDGERTON DR
JOHNSON LESTER R AGRA 1301 S BUSEY u 344-3640 RR I BOX 159
JOHNSON LINDA E BUS I URH ALLFN 236 u 332-3166 919 N WALNUT AV
JOHNSON LINDA J ED 2 URH TRELEASE 924 u 332-5670 519 E WOOD
JOHNSON LINWOOD J GRAD URH DANIELS 93 u 214 E CHERRY ST
JOHNSON LCUISE MARIE LAS* 107 E CALIFORNIA u 344-3504 1712 S 7TH AV
JOHNSON LYNN A LAS2 URH WARDALL 822 u 332-4474 500 MAYFAIR RD
JOHNSON MARGARET R LAS1 URH ALLEN 402 u 332-3219 784 S BROAD ST
JOHNSON MARGO A AGR3 URH LAR 294 u 332-3001 RR 1 BOX 133
JOHNSON MARILYN L LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN u 344-6150 6019 N SHERIDAN RO
JOHNSON MARJEAN K LAS2 URH WARDALL 1112 u 332-4537
JOHNSON MARK A BUS1 URH FORBES 372 c 332-1067 1622 MAYFIELD AV
JOHNSCN MARK EDWARD GRAD 408 FAIRLAWN u 367-4994 408 FAIRLAWN
JOHNSON MARTIN H FAA4 409 E CHALMERS c 5532 S SHORE DR
JOHNSON MARTIN JEROM ENG4 2217 S 1ST 101 c 267 MONTEREY AV
JOHNSON MARTIN R ENGl URH OGLFSBY 830 u 332-5291 210 N YATES LN
JOHNSON MARY A LASl URH BLAISDELL 423 u 332-3571 COUNTY LINE RD
JDHNSON MARY K LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1122 u 332-5728 1001 GROVE ST
JOHNSON MAURICE C JR ENG4 13 MAGNOLA c 13 MAGNOLIA
JOHNSON MICHAEL A ENG2 2602 SHERIDAN c 359-1495 2602 SHERIDAN
JOHNSON MICHAEL C FAA3 URH OGLESBY 1208 u 332-5390 726 DUNDEE AV
JOHNSON MICHAEL K ENG4 703 E COLORADO 308 u 36 7-6524 703 F COLORADO 308
JOHNSON NANCY A BUS3 611 E DANIEL c 344-1840 1118 9TH AV
JOHNSON NANCY A LAS2 URH BARTJN 225 c 33 2-0147 6550 W 171ST ST
JOHNSON NANCY J AGR2 URH LUNDGREN 209 c 332-0241 RR 2 BOX 49
JOHNSON NANCY MARIE ED 4 37 E GREEN 2 c 352-7594 37 E GREEN 2
JOHNSON NANCY OLIVIA GRAD 1302 N BERKLEY u 2842 W EASTWOOD AV
JOHNSON NED CHARLES AGR3 706 W OHIO u 344-0676 RR 1
JOHNSON OSCAR L ENGl URH SNYDER 300 c 401 F WALNUT
JOHNSON PAMELA C LASl URH LAR 428 u 332-2927 928 MILNE DR
JOHNSON PATRICA A LAS4 58 E ARMORY 1 c 359-7175 130 WALNUT ST
JOHNSON PATRICIA A LAS 2 1204 S LINCOLN u 701 E STATE ST
JOHNSON PAUL C AGR2 URH SNYDER 292 c 332-1735 RR 2
JOHNSON PETER R ENG4 904 W GREEN u 5131 N NASHVILLE
JOHNSON PHILLIP W BUS2 1301 N WILLIS c 356-8652 1301 N WILLIS
JOHNSON PRENTIS L 3USI URH CARR 124 u 249 N 61ST
JOHNSON R L BUS1 URH SCOTT 345 c 33 2-1533 3525 W 13TH PL
JOHNSON RALPH EVERET FAA4 610 W WASHINGTON u 10413 S TROY ST
JOHNSON RANDALL D BUS1 1110 S 2ND c 344-7222 807 BURCHWOOD
JOHNSON RANDALL JOHN BUS3 803 W OREGON u 805 6TH AV
JOHNSON RANDOLPH FAA2 URH SCOTT 258 c 1424 S RIDGEWAY
JOHNSON RAYMOND FRAN BUS3 URH TOWNSEND 168 u 332-4032 3530 W 76TH PL
JOHNSON RAYMOND PETE GRAD 402 HESSEL c 356-9 366 715 S PRAIRIE
JOHNSON REBECCA A PE 1 URH TRELEASE 512 u 332-5538 367 E OTTAWA
JOHNSON REGINALD L ED 3 1306 SILVER 10 u 344-7428 1105 SHERIDAN RD
JOHNSON RFIO S FAA2 401 E JOHN c 7 REGENT CT
JOHNSON RICHARD A VM 2 722 S BROADWAY 2 u 344-4678 722 S BROADWAY
JOHNSON RICHARD E GRAD 906 S VINE 102 u 367-1865 906 S VINE 102
JOHNSON RICHARD HARO ENG4 1004 W NEVADA u 344-40 94 BOX 22
JOHNSON RICHARD HOWA GRAD 1403 CENTENNIAL c 359-3523 1403 CENTENNIAL
JOHNSON RICHARD P LAW1 2105 W WHITE 173 c 359-5666 2105 W WHITE 173
JOHNSON RICKY DANE COM4 2315 S 1ST c 356-7e57 ROUTE 1
JOHNSON ROBERT C LAS2 604 E ARMORY 227 c 719 PARK AV
JOHNSON ROBERT H BUS2 URH OGLESBY 410 u 332-5152 416 E HILL VALLEY
JOHNSON ROBERT K GRAD PHYSICS BLDG 57 u 333-3128 267 MIDVALE DR NE
JOHNSON RODNEY KSNNE ENG4 1208 1/2 E MICH u 5445 TAMOSHANTER
JOHNSON RONALD BERT GRAD 702 N LINCOLN u 731 N GARDINER
JOHNSON RONALD M AGR2 URH BABCOCK 417 u 332-3434 RR 1
JOHNSON RONALD W BUS2 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261 1305 STRATFORD AV
JOHNSON ROSE MARIE LASl 1310 W EADS u 367-1276 1310 W EADS
JOHNSON ROSS HERMAN GRAD 7 REGENT CT c 359-4902 7 REGENT CT
JOHNSON ROY E JR GRAD 1216 W CHARLES c 352-4551 1216 W CHARLES
JOHNSON RUSSELL D
,
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 422 u 332-4195 RR 2 BOX 7
JOHNSON SANDRA ROSE LAS2 703 S WALNUT u 344-1654 703 S WALNUT
JOHNSON SARAH A AGR1 URH ALLEN 37 7 u 332-3367 1451 GLORIA DR
JOHNSON SCOTT A ENG2 401 E GREEN c 344-1616 2115 FARNSWORTH
JOHNSON STEPHEN C LAS3 309 E DANIEL c 2118 BRENTWOOD DR
JOHNSON STEVEN H AGR3 409 E CHALMERS 614 c RR 2
JOHNSON STEVEN LEE GRAD 703 S WALNUT u 344-1654 703 S WALNUT
JOHNSON STEVEN R FAA2 402 E ARMORY c 344-9713 1235 DAMICO DR
JOHNSON STEVEN RALPH LAS4 512 E WHITE 1 c 359-7687 210 HARDING
JOHNSON STEVEN W AGR4 502 E HEALEY 209 c 359-5755 10206 JOHNSON RO
JOHNSON SUSAN A LASl URH TRELEASE 1127 u 332-5733 267 MONTEREY
JOHNSON SUSAN E AGRl URH ALLEN 246 u 332-3176 316 S' 8TH AV
JOHNSON SUSAN M FAA2 1207 W NEVADA u 302 N DWYER AV
JOHNSON SUZANNE FAA4 1203 W MAIN 1 u 367-5733 324 TUPELO
JOHNSON TAYLOR F LAW1 105 E JOHN c 359-6622 602 W GROVE


































































































JOHNSON THIRL DAV f
D
GRAO
JOHNSON THOMAS A BUS3
JOHNSON THOMAS C GRAO
JOHNSON THOMAS E AGR3
JOHNSON THOMAS MAURI AGR4
JOHNSON THOMAS P LAW2
JOHNSON THOMAS W GRAD
JOHNSON TIMOTHY E GRAO
JOHNSON TIMOTHY V LAW1
JOHNSON TOBY D FAA1
JOHNSON VALERIE A ED 3
JOHNSON VICKI A LAS1
JOHNSON VICTOR I GRAD
JOHNSON WALTER R BUS2
JOHNSON WARRFN ALBER COM4
JOHNSON WARREN LAS4
JOHNSON WAYNE LFE GRAD
JOHNSON WENDIINE A LAS1
JOHNSON WI LLI AK B ED 4
JOHNSON WILLIAM C LAS3
JOHNSON WILL I AN FRAN ENG4
JOHNSON WILLIAM L FAA4
JOHNSON WILLIAM L PE 1
JOHNSON WILLIAM M AGR1
JOHNSTON BARBARA F COM3
JOHNSTON DANIEL LEE GRAD
JOHNSTON DAVID A LAS4
JOHNSTON DEBPA L ED 1
JOHNSTON HERBERT S PE 6
JOHNSTON JOAN EMILY GRAD
JOHNSTON LINDA ALICE GRAD
JOHNSTON PAUL HENRY FAA4
JOHNSTON PAUL L LAW1
JOHNSTON RALPH ON FY GRAD
JOHNSTON RICHARD K L AS 1
JOHNSTON SARAH L LAS2
JOHNSTON STEVFN C LAS2
JOHNSTON SUSAN D FD 4
JOHNSTON THOMAS 8 FAA4
JOHNSTON WILLIAM L LAS3
JOHNSTON WILLIAM R. LASl
JOINER JEWELL LAS2
JOLLFY KIM C AGR1
JOLLIE MAICOLM R LASl
JCLLY RICHARD JOHN GRAD
JOLLY SHARON KAY AGR2
JCNAS DAVID A BUS 3
JONAS JOANNE LASl
JCNCICH DAVID MICHAF GRAD
JONCICH MARCY JONES GRAD
JONES AARON BUS3
JONES ADRIAN F ED 3
JONES ALMUT GITTFR GRAD
JCNFS ANEDPIA A LAS2
JONES ARNOLD PEARSCN GRAD
JONES BARBARA A ED 1
JCNES BARBARA ANN LAS4
JONES BARBARA GAYF L AS4
JONES 3RAC T ENGl
JONES BRENDA J LASl
JONES 3RENT R ENG2
JONES 3RIAN J LAS2
JONES CAMILLIA MARSH GRAD
JONES CAROLYN L N LAS3
JCNES CAROLYN TISDEL GRAD
JONES CH"kRLES A ENG4
JONES CHARLES H BUS3
JONFS CLARENCE JAMES LAS2
JONES DANA E AGR1
JCNFS DANA RAY BUS3
JCNES DAVID M ENG1
JCNES DAVID P ENG2
JCNES DEAN PAUL LAS4
JONES DEBORA S LAS2
JONES DEBORAH A ED 1
JCNES DFBORAH ANN GRAD
JCNES DENNIS EDWARD ENG3
JCNES DEWITT GRAD
JCNES DONALD J LAS2
JONES EDDIE J ED 2
JCNES FRIC L FAA4
JCNFS ERVIN FLROY GRAD
JCNES ETHFL LOUISE GRAD
JCNFS GAIL M LASl
JCNFS GEORGE A FAA1
JCNFS GERALD A ENG3
JONES GLENDA G PE 2
JCNES GRACE I SCHEEL GRAD
JCNES GREGORY E ENGl
JONFS HELEN RENFF GRAD
JONES IRENE M GRAO
JCNES JAKF A I II FAA3
JONES JAMFS A FAA?
JCNFS JAMES E ENGl
JONES JAMES H PE 1
JCNES JAMES S A GR3
JCNES JANICE K B LAS2
1704 HENRY C
URH CARR 103 U
502 W MAIN 320 U
809 W PENN U
URH FORBES 289 C
210 HOL IDAY PARK C
12 02 W UNIVE.RSITY C
MACOMB ILL
704 EVERGREEN CR U
URH OGLFSSY 1128 U
URH BARTON 408 C
URH TRELEASE 623 U
2070 C ORCH ST U
502 E WHITE 25 C
706 W OHIO >J
1510 GRANDVIEW 9 C
214 S DEWEY U
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
805 1/2 W PARK U
31 F JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1029 U
1113 S ARBOR I C
URH SCOTT 490 C
URH TOWNSEND 1 50 U
1101 S EUCLID C
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 201 U
URH WARDALL 406 U
802 HFSSEL C
1510 GRANDVIEW 8 C
1730 VALLFY RD C
313 E ARMORY C
709 HAWTHORNF U
607 W ELM U
URH NOBLE 307 C
MATTOON ILL
URH BABCOCK U
702. WESTERN 2 U
URH OGLESBY 408 U
URH WESTON 294 C
URH OGLFSBY 1218 U
URH TAFT 120 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 43fl C
BOX 963 C
URH LUNDGREN 222 C
9 CEDRIC U
URH BLAISDELL 414 U
807 W ILLINOIS 1 U
807 W ILLINOIS 1 U
1205 W BRADLEY U
205 COUNTRY FR 44 C
804 W MAIN U
505 E WHI TE 5 C
URH SHERMAN C
URH LAR 464 U
409 E CHALMRS 1001 C
URH EVANS 426 U
PAXTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 1004 U
URH FORBES 491 C
60 1 S 4TH C
2506 BROWNFIELD RD U
906 1 11 W NEVADA 3 U
1410 W GREEN C
305 W PARK 6 U
42 CE0R1C U
1506 W LINCOLNSHRE C
URH WARDALL 811 U
URH GARNER 228 C
URH HOPKINS 263 C
402 F DANIEL C
2219 S 1ST 202 C
URH EVANS 323 U
URH WARDALL 724 U
204 1/2 W JOHN C
6 SAFFER U
1107 W GREEN 528 U
1106 S 3RD C
603 S 5TH C
305 COUNTRY FR 78 C
610 E VINE C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR U
URH BABCOCK 306 U
URH SCOTT 150 C
508 E CHALMERS C
908 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 390 C
301 E WHITE 8 C
506 W STOUGHTON 3 U
110 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 206 U
1601 VALLEY RD C
804 W OREGON U


































































516 OAK KNOLLS N





917 W PIPER ST
704 EVERGREEN CR
1729 W LAMONT
5 1 S SEYMOUR
2118 BRENTWOOD OR
NJALA UNIV COLLEGE




535 E 88TH PL
1280 S 8TH AV
713 PARK LN
219A S MAPLE AV



























807 W ILLINOIS 1
1205 W BRADLEY
205 COUNTRY FR 44
804 W MAIN
2104 S HARDING
1735 E 92ND ST
1301 N ARGUS
2210 DEWEY ST
411 SE 3RD ST
647 E PATTON
1216 N BELL AV
2654 E 77TH ST
741 FULLER ST
2506 BROWNFIELD RD
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
20913 MASTICK RD
305 W PARK 6
7 BRIAN DR RR 6
1861 S MILLARD
716 S FAIRVIEW AV
212 E NORTH ST
1903 FLORENCE
204 N 20TH ST
3244 CARLSON AV
3122 N SHERIDAN RD
1631 ST LOUIS AV
204 1/2 W JOHN ST
257 N RAYNOR
ROUTF 2 BOX 87
1408 VEPNON
1322 S HEATH AV
305 COUNTRY FR
610 F VINE
207 N ELM ST




816 N PRESIDENT ST
RR 1 BOX 10
1888 CONRAD AV SE
506 W STOUGHTON 3














































































GRANITE C ITY ILL
PEORIA IL
























JCNES JOHN' MORTON GR AD
JCNES JUDITH ANN GRAD
JONES JULIE ANN ED 4
JCNES KAREN L FAA3
JONES KAREN M FAA2
JCNES KATHERYNF PE 2
JCNES KATHLEFN ELLEN LAS1
JONES LEE A L AS 1
JONES LFLA C LAS3
JONES LESLIE A GRAD
JCNES LESLIE CAROL AGR4
jrNES LEWIS HAMMOND GRAD
JCNES LINDA BERGER LAS2
JONES MARILYN E LAS3
JONES MARION H LAS3
JONES MARK W AGR2
JCNES MARSHA F GRAD
JCNES MARY S LAS2
JCNES MCKINLEY A GRAD
JCNES MICHAEL E LAW2
JONES MICHAEL J LAS1
JCNES NANCY LYN FAA4
JCNES NANCY P ED 1
JONES PATRICIA A LAS4
JONES PATRICIA S COM3
JONES PAULA E LAS1
JONES PAULA JEAN LAS3
JONES PAULETTE GRAD
JONES PEGGY A LAS4
JONES PHILIP ANDREW GRAD
JONES PORTIA R LAS1
JONES RAYMOND C GRAD
JONES RICHARD D ENG2
JCNES RICHARD L ENG2
JONES RICHARD M LAS1
JCNES ROBERT F GRAD
JONES ROBERT W III LAW1
JCNES RONALD ALAN GRAD
JONES RONALD DEAN AGR4
JONES RONALD S LAS3
JONES RONALD VANCE GRAD
JONES ROY LAW1
JONES ROYSTON FRANK GRAD
JONES RUSSELL W BJS3
JONES SANDRA NORRIS GRAD
JONES STANLEY LEIGH GRAD
JONES STEPHAN E LAS2
JONES STEPHEN LAS1
JCNES STUART K LAW2
JONES TERRY W COM3
JCNES THOMAS ABRAHAM PE 3
JONES THOMAS LFE GRAD
JONES THOMAS LESLIE GRAD
JONES THOMAS S ENG1
JONES VERITA D BUS2
JONES VINCENT C GRAD
JONES WALTER LAWl
JONES WENDY D LAS4
JONES WILLIAM EDWARD GRAO
JONES WILLIAM H ENG3
JGNESON DALE ALAN FAA4
JONTES DAVID R LAWL
JOOS MAPALEE A LAS2
JORAY MARYBETH N GRAD
JORAY PAUL ALBERT GRAD
JORCZAK ROBERT LEE ENG3
JORDAN ANN DOWNEN LAS3
JORDAN CRAIG L LAS2
JORDAN EUGENE NOEL LAS4
JORDAN J MICHAFL AGR2
JORDAN JANIS EVELYN GRAD
JORDAN JOSEPH LOUIS GRAD
JORDAN JUDITH A LAS2
JORDAN KEVIN L LAS2
JORDAN LARRY ELBERT GRAD
JORDAN MARGARET A COM3
JORDAN MICHAEL GRAD
JORDAN MICHAEL C LAS1
JORDAN SHARON A LAS2
JORDAN THOMAS BRUCE ENG1
JORDAN VIDA LAS1
JORDANI DAVID A GRAD
JORDON SARAH >! ED 3
JORGENSEN GEORGE NOR GRAO
JORGENSEN JAMES EDWI ED 4
JORGENSEN KENNETH A ENG2
JORGENSEN MARY E FAA3
JORGENSEN SHARON S LAS3
JORGESEN BRIAN D LAS4
JORSTAO SUSAN K LAS2
JOSEPH GARY M LAS2
JOSEPHITES DANIEL W LAS3
JOSEPHSON DONNA L LASl
JOSHI SHRIDHAR B GRAD
JOSLYN GEORGE R BUS?
JOSLYN NANCY M LAWl
JOST BEATRICE HEIDI LAS2
DANVILLE ILL
504 S 5TH C
1102 S LINCOLN U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH BARTON 304 C
URH TRELEASE 207 U
307 E HEALEY 16 C
205 COUNTRY FR 44 C
306 N ROMINE U
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
1001 S OAK C
42 CEDRIC U
1106 EUCLID 301 C
1804 C ORCH PL U
110 E ARMORY 15 C
PANTOUL ILL
209 E JOHN C
609 W HEALEY C
229 S DEWEY U
URH BABCOCK 411 U
508 E ARMORY C
907 S WRIGHT C
409 E CHALMRS 1102 C
409 E CHALMRS 1408 C
URH VANDORFN 306 C
518 1/2 E GREEN C
2110 S ORCH ST 103 U
1004 S 4TH C
RR 2 BROWNFIELD U
URH CLARK 322 C
URH WESTON 330 C
URH GARNER 328 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH GARNER 215 C
MATTOON ILL
1107 S EUCLID 9 C
714 S RACE U
2315 S 1ST 102 C
1101 W PENN U
511 W VINE C
2110 ORCH ST U
1006 W CHURCH C
305 HIGHLAND U
2801 LAWNOALE C
806 S MCCULLOUGH U
URH BABCOCK 318 U
URH CARR 403 U
705 W SPNGFLD U
60 3 S 5TH C
1205 THEODORE C
1219 JOANNE LN C
313 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 503 U
508 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 302 C
308 E WHITE C
RANKIN ILL
311 E DANIEL C
401 1/2 N RACE U
1802 W WILLIAM C
URH BLAISDELL 117 U
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
2305 S 1ST 201 C
302 S 4TH C
704 1/2 S COTTG GR U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
707 W OREGON U
1006 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 486 U
402 E ARMORY C
106 E HEALEY 4 C
802 W OREGON 33 U
1803 W JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 708 C
URH BARTON 224 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
209 E JOHN 3 C
301 W GREEN 1 C
309 E JOHN C
1514 E GRANOVIEW 4 C
713 W OHIO U
713 W OHIO U
URH BUSEY 358 U
904 S LINCCLN U
1600 W BRADLEY 23 C
URH ALLEN 94 U
114 1/2 E UNIV C
108 E HEALEY 7 C
910 S 3RD 901 C
411 E GREEN C
309 E CHALMERS C
1005 S 6TH C
























































307 E HEALEY 16
205 COUNTRY FR 44
306 N ROMINE
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
5 BIRCH LN
1025 NELA VIEW RD
RR 2
BOX 164
1804 C ORCH PL
RR 2
534 OKLAHOMA AV NE
5209 FAIR ELMS
804 N 24TH ST
229 S DEWEY
1093 W MCKINLEY AV
10 S ABINGDON ST
318 S BLUFFS EDGE
2532 DUNLAY CT
935 S BEVERLY LN
15036 BLACKSTONE
114 W 12TH ST

















609 W HEALEY 1
806 S MCCULLOUGH
165 N LEAMINGTON






5 02 W OAK 204
BOX 103






116 N ELM ST
2305 S 1ST ST RD
EUREKA COLLEGE
2139 E 217TH ST
704 1/2 S COTTAGE
RR 1 BOX 214
2106 W ALICE ST
840 N FRONT ST
1218 W MARGARET










301 W GREEN 1















































































































































JUKOFSKY DENNIS I EE
JULE ROBERT W
































































BUS3 1109 W CHARLES C 359-6757
LAS4 203 CCUNTRY FR 14 C
COM4 1914 SOUTHWOOD C 352-9525
FAA4 1108 W CLARK u 367-7285
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 110 u 332-3592
LAS* 1109 S ARBOR 6 C 344-3111
GRAD 1600 W BRADLEY 42 c
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532
ED 3 URH TAFT 320 c 332-0(45
ED 1 URH LAR 236 u 332-2868
LAW2 1306 SILVER 9 u 344-7901
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 514 u 344-5672
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 514 u 344-5672
FAA1 URH NOBLE 124 c 332-0379
LAS1 URH ALLEN 248 u 332-3178
LAS4 221 S LOCUST 3 c 356-5297
AGR9
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 722 u 332-5608
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 260 c 332-1227
FAA1 1117 MAYFAIR RO c 352-1105
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c
BUS3 406 HIGH u
LAS4 2 06 E JOHN c 356-7592
LAS3 URH BUSEY 436 u 332-2677
GRAD URH DANIELS 65 u
LAS1 508 E CHALMERS c 344-1171
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 116 u 33 2-50 72
GRAD 2019 PHILO RD u 328-3846
G^AD 2019 PHILO u 328-3 846
GRAD 309 E HEALEY 7 c
LAS1 URH TRELEASF 1023 u 332-5699
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u 344-4320
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1021 u 33 2-3 342
BUS1 URH GARNER 473 c 544-0970
BUS4 901 S 2ND c 344-4701
LAS1 URH LAR 336 u 332-2900
BUS4 1106 S 3RD c 344-9442
FAA1 205 E ARMORY c
FAA4 905 S 1ST c 356-5985
COM4 112 F JOHN c 356-5985
LAS4 211 E DANIEL c 344-9583
ENG4 803 W ILLINOIS u
LAS1 URH CARR 401 u 33 2-3944
GRAD 906 W CALIFORNIA 2 u 344-5914
GRAD 1203 W MAIN u 344-3252
ENG4 201 S BIRCH u 344-0513
GRAD 3 SAFFER CT u
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS c
FAA2 URH SCOTT 217 c
GRAD 502 W MAIN 216 u
AVI2 1010 S 2ND c
GRAD 306 W WASHINGTON 7 c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 423 u 332-3233
LAS4 603 S BUSEY 301 u
ENGl URH HOPKINS 265 c 332-1232
GRAD URH DANIELS 535 u
LAS1 URH ALLEN 334 u 332-32C2
ENG3 URH FORBES 386 c 332-1074
LAW1 206 E GREFN c 359-0690
FAA4 206 E CLARK c 356-5213
LAS1 URH TOWNS END 367 u 332-4158
LAS4 402 E ARMORY c 344-1776
GRAD 2309 S 1ST 204 c 384-5681
GRAD 2309 S 1ST 204 c 384-5681
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN u
ENG4 510 E STOUGHTON c 359-9857
BUS1 604 E ARMORY 311 c 344-7995
ENGl URH GARNER 492 c 332-0909
ENG4 URH TOWNSFND 120 u 332-4002
GRAD 1113 S 3RD 104 c
LAS4 1113 S 3RD c
LAS1 URH LAR 438 u 332-2936
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c 344-9566
GRAD 910 S 3RD 214 c 337-5033
GRAD WILSON TRLR PK 50 u
LAS1 713 W OHIO u 344-5434
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 122 u 332-5075
AGR1 URH NOBLE 310 c 332-0408
AGR1 1008 S LINCOLN u 344-3901
GRAD 902 FRANK c 352-4589
ENGl URH ALLEN 499 u 33 2-3423
3US4 509 E CLARK 33 c
BUS3 URH BABCUCK 406 u 332-3814
COM4 LINCOLN TRLR CT 7 u 344-7925
ENG3 402 E DANIEL c 344-1056
ENG2 402 E OANIEL c 344-0540
ENGl URH HOPKINS 472 c
GRAD URH DANIELS 622 u 332-2346
LAS3 710 W OHIO u 344-6212
GRAO 305 W PARK 5 u 367-3324
LAS2 902 S 2ND c 344-0 170
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1356 c
ED 2 URH EVANS 104 u 332-2686
LAS4 903 N COLER u 367-8527
LAS2 409 E CHALMFRS c
AGR1 910 S 3RD 801 c 332-5200
1109 W CHARLES
1429 SHERMER AV
KLEMME RD RR 1
1108 W CLARK
2750 W 70TH ST
410 N HUMPHREY AV
3651 MILLIGAN RD
RR I




5 117 LN NAN LUNG
1826 S 12TH AV
1300 W BROADWAY
221 S LOCUST 3
221 S LOCUST 3
4316 N NORTH ST
809 N CLEVELAND
1117 MAYFAIR RD









1401 W ELMDALE AV
1157 E 100TH ST
1530S SURREY RIDGE
36 S 50TH AV
190 ATTERIDGE RD
1852 N NATCHEZ AV
8246 KNOX
10 KNOLLCREST CT




547 W 115TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 43-E







RIDGFLAWN DR BX 28
4044 S GROVE AV
3138 BLACKSTONE












4231 W 108TH PL
4545 CLAYTON RD
4021 MADISON ST




2910 W SHERWIN AV
2325 CORONA RD
WILSON TRLR PK 50
8313 W 126TH ST
10207 MCNERNEY DR






8220 NEW HMPSHR NE
10721 S TRIPP CT
10721 S TRIPP CT
1928 PLEASANT AV
2636 N 96TH ST
5237 HOWARD AV
305 W PARK 5
4020 N SHORE







































































































KADQW CAROL L LAS3
KAE3NICK JAMES W GRAD
*KAEDING IRENE P GRAD
KAE il CHARLES E JR LAS3
KAFGI OFBBIE J LAS1
KAEISER ROBERT F GRAD
KAELIM KEVIN GERARD BUS2
KAELIN THOMAS M LAS1
KAFKA FDWARD M LAS1
KAGAN JOYCE ELLFN CD 4
KAGAN ROSALYN H ED 2
KAHAN ANDREW JACOB GRAD
KAHAN ELLARY STEVEN ENG4
KAHAN GAIL B GRAD
KAHAN JAMES BARRY GRAD
KAHANE CHARLFS TOOLE GRAD
KAHLE PAUL R AGR3
KAHLER KATHERINF T 6 AGR2
KAHLFR LAWRENCF M BUS3
KAHLING MARK A BUS2
KAHN CHAIN-TIE GRAD
KAHN DEBORAH JEAN LAS4
KAHN HELEN S LASl
KAHN JAMES R BUS1
KAHN MARCY H LAS2
KAHN MARLA R LAS2
KAHN PAMELA N HS2
KAHN ROBERT CHARLES ENG4
KAHN WENDY H LAS2
KAHN WILLIAM MICHAFL AGR4
KAHR HEIGA LAS3
KAHR J1HANN JR FAA1
*KAHR TOBY YALE GRAD
KAIDEN JUDY A LAS2
KAIM ALAN M LAS2
*KAIN EDWARD JAMES GRAD
KATSFR CHARLES L FAA1
KAISER CHRISTINE LFE AGR4
KAISFR DENNIS L FAA2
KAISER EDDIE H AGR3
KA ISER FRED CHP. IS ENG4
KAISER JEFFFRY D COM3
KAISER JOHN Z 0M4
KAISER JOHN P LASl
KAI SER JOSEPH M GRAD
KAISER MADELEINE M LAS2
KAISER PAUL RICHARD FAA4
KAISER ROBERT C L4S4
KAISER SIDNEY V FNG4
KAJITA MASAMI GRAD
KAKITA HARRIET EIKO LAS4
KALACHNIK JOHN E LAS3
KALACHNIK MARK J LASl
KALAN JONATHAN R COM3
KALDEN3ERG JUDITH E GRAD
KALEKO MIRIAM LAS2
*KALER MAXINE G LAS3
KALEY ROBERT G II GRAD
KAL IN DANIEL H LASl
KALIN GENF S LAS3
KALIN MARY K FD A
KALINA KENNETH G JR LAS2
KALINAK KATHRYN M LASl
KAIINOWSKI JUDITH GA AGR4
KALINSKI ALICIA M LASl
KALIS LINDA M AGR1
KAL ISH DAVID RAY LAS4
KALISH MARK A LASl
KAL ISH STEVE B LASl
KALISKl CHARLES J GRAD
KALIVODA KATHRYN A LAS3
KALIVODA PAULA J LASl
KALKANIAN GEORGETTE ED 3
KALLAL HENRY JOSFPH GRAD
KALLAL MARY J AGR3
KALLAL THERESA M AGR1
KALLICK SANDY LAS2
KALLMAN DAVID R BUS2
KALLON MANNAH F GRAD
KALMANEK LINDA LAW1
KALMANSON MARK A FAA3
KALNES WILLIAM A AGR3
KALOWSKI FLIZABETH J'PE 2
KALVELAGF GERALD C FAA4
KALYAN SUNDAR V GRAD
KAMANDA DANIEL S GRAD
KAMARA ALL IEU I GRAD
KAMBER DENNIS F LAS?
KAMENEAR CHARLEYNE GRAD
KAMENEAR LINDA ROBYN LASl
KAMERER CAROL C GRAD
KAMHOLZ GARY L BUS2
KAMIENSKI PATRICIA L LAS2
KAMIKOW RONA L ED I
KAMIN DENNIS ROBERT ENG4
*KAMIN LAWRENCE FLORI GRAD
KAMIN SCOTT P LAS2
907 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 12S6 C
DECATUR ILL
2217 S 1ST C 344-4959
URH WARDALL 1237 U 332-4556
ARCOLA ILL
604 E ARMORY 331 C
409 F CHALMERS 805 C
URH WFSTON 221 C 332-1926
108 E HEALEY 4 C 359-7907
URH TRELEASE 209 U
111 E HEALEY C 356-4520
1727 W HENRY C 356-1223
HI E HFALEY 10 C
URH NOBLE 126 C 332-0381
URH BABCOCK 228 U 332-3774
509 E GREEN 301 C 367-4531
509 E GREEN 301 C 367-4531
312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
402 W MICHIGAN U 344-2086
1001 W OREGON U 328-3855
URH TRELEASE 126 U 332-5434
40 1 JOHN C
41 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS 1412 C
1104 W NEVADA U 344-3830
512 E STOUGHTON C
1103 EUCLID C 344-4036
104 W FLORIDA U 367-9098
114 1/2 E UNIV C 356-9119
114 1/2 E UNIV C 356-9119
803 PARK LN C 359-2721
URH LAR 385 U 332-3028
909 CRESTWOOD U 367-1461
1107 W GREEN 234 U
URH CARR 331 U 332-3943
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
1108 S 1ST C 344-3698
403 S RANDOLPH C
1204 STOUGHTON 21 U 344-3928
211 E ARMORY C 344-3719
1101 W PENN U 344-9469
URH TOWNSEMD 124 U 332-4C05
53 E JOHN 14 C 359-6398
URH BUSEY 245 U 332-2622
1101 N COLER U 367-2535
609 W MAIN 34 U 365-2798
41 S 6TH C 359-7304
1102 W STUUGHTON U 367-5107
1004 S 3RD 4 C
URH GARNER 466 C 332-0891
910 S 3RD C 337-5041
102 S GREGORY 5 U
URH TRELEASE 1207 U 332-5744
907 SUNNYCREST U 367-1963
1601 N KILER 9 C
URH WESTON 365 C 332-2028
URH TOWNS END 140 U 332-4014
209 N COLER U 367-1462
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
URH LAR 485 U 332-3063
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
URH TAFT 304 C 332-0633
409 F CHALMERS C 384-5103
URH TOWNSEND 109 U 332-3991
1105 S 1ST C 344-4845
1105 S 1ST C 344-4845
107 W OREGON U 328-2149
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-6156
URH ALLEN 108 U 332-3121
URH ALLEN 178 U 332-3288
MAHOMET TLL
URH LAR 260 U
URH ALLFN 411 U 332-3227
907 S 4TH C 344-9694
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
STA A BOX 2212 C 352-3399
624 1/2 S 5TH C 352-6465
409 E CHALMERS 612 C
URH OGLESBY 127 U 332-5080
411 E HEALEY 4 C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
URH SHERMAN 567 C 332-4874
406 E SPNGFLD C
509 E CHALMERS 352 C
910 S 3RD 409 C 337-5088
108 E HEALEY 18 C
1006 S 3RD C
411 S KENWOOD RD C 352-1366
URH FORBES 472 C 332-1138
URH LAR 431 U 332-2929
URH WARDALL 426 U
1005 S 2ND C 344-6691
308 W ELM U 367-3368






2703 2ND PR IVATE
BOX 345
URH WESTON 221
9054 S PAXTON AV
6743 N CALIFORNI A
616 W HFALEY
6134 N KFNMORE
111 F HFALEY 10
2618 W FARRAGUT AV
808 \n OREGON
RR 1
509 F GREEN 301






7601 S CLYDE AV
3141 W BIRCHWOOD
1584 ROBIN HOOD PL











548 W EMPIRE ST
RR 1
RR 1
517 S EDGE WOOD AV
1528 E FOX ST
1239 WALTERS AV
224 M 28TH ST
528 SELBORNE RO
3732 N 84TH ST
261 BEACH RD
609 W MAIN 34
KASUGAI-SHI
4448 MALDEN
3409 N 14TH AV





1601 N KILER 9
8247 E PRAIRIE RD
9231 TWIN OAKS LN
1951 TERRACF RD
2 32 8 S 10TH AV
3805 W 83RD ST







616 CALVIN PK BLVD





1700 E 87TH PL
736 N GIBBONS
STA A BOX 2212
624 1/2 S 5TH
8912 N CRAWFORD AV
10551 S SPAULDING
5430 W BERTEAU AV
576 E CRYSTAL LAKE





6700 N LA PORTE
411 S KENWOOD RD
400 RILEY DR







































































































KAMIN WILLIAM B BUS4
KAMINEN CAROL J LAS3
KAMINSKI JAMES S L4S2
KAMINSKI JAN M FAA1
KAMINSKI JERALD LEO GRAD
KAMINSKI MICHAEL W BUSl
KAMINSKI STEPHFN J ENG2
KAMINSKI THCMAS M LAS3
KAMM CHERYL L LAS3
KAMM MARLENE S LAS1
KAMM RICHARD W ED 4
KAMMENZIND RICHARD H LAS1
KAMMERAHL HANNA RUTH GRAD
KAMMLAOE MARILYN F LAS3
KAMMRATH WILLIAM H GRAD
KAMOWSKI RICHARb M LAS2
*KAMP GENE ALAN GRAD
KAMPF ELIZABETH LAS2
KAMRADT THOMAS F LAS4
KAMRAVA MASOUD LAS2
KANADY DALE EUGENE BUS*
KANAGY SHERMAN P II GRAD
KANALI FRED SHIMOLI GRAD
KANAPICKI CHARLES J ENG3
KANOEL EUNICE S GRAD
KANDELMAN RONALD GRAD
KANE CHERYL F ED 1
KANE DAVID A BUS1
KANE DENNIS J LAS3
KANE EDWARD T BUS2
KANES ROBERT JEFFERY COM4
KANG JACK HSU-HSIUNG GRAD
KANIA BRUCE JOHN ENG4
KAMA KENNETH J ENG2
KANNALL GREGORY A ENG1
KANNING EUNICE L GRAD
KANOKVICHITRA PULSRI GRAD
KANSY JANICE W LAS3
KANSY ROBFRT J JR GRAD
KANT CAPUL R LAS3
KANT JACK FDWIN FAA1
KANT RENEF J LAS3
KANT STFVEN D ENG1
KANTER CHAPLENF R LAS2
KANTER JANICE LAS1
KANTER JCANNE LAS1
KANTER RICHARD J LAS?
KANTNER GARY M FNG3
KANTNER JFRRY E BUSl
KANTOR CHARLENE J ED 1
*KANTOR JAMES CHARLES GRAD
KANTOR merry BLAKE LAS4
KANTOR SUSAN M LAS3
KANZ WILLIAM F ENG1
KANZLEITFR RAYMCND D LAS2
KAO LIDIA L IU GRAD
*KAO RACE LI-CHAN GRAD
KAG WILLIAM HSIA GRAD
KAPCHE JAMES A FAA1
KAPILLA CHRISTOPHFR GRAO
KAPLAN ADALYNN ED 2
KAPLAN BLAIR HALE LAS4
KAPLAN BRUCE LFWIS LAS3
KAPLAN BRUCE S COM3
KAPLAN DARYL LAS1
KAPLAN DFBRA H LAS1
KAPLAN EILEEN CAROLE GRAO
KAPLAN HENRIETTA R LAS1
KAPLAN ILENfc S FAA3
KAPLAN JEFFREY LAS1
KAPLAN JOHN E LAS2
KAPLAN JORDAN L LAS2
KAPLAN LESTER J LAS3
KAPLAN L INDA B AGR3
KAPLAN LYNDA B LAS4
KAPLAN MAETA LASl
KAPLAN MARTHA R GRAO
KAPLAN MARTIN LEE GRAD
KAPLAN PHILIP A LAS?
KAPLAN ROSALYN B GRAD
KAPLAN SHARON F LAS3
KAPLAN SHERYL ED 1
KAPLAN STEVEN J BUS3
KA°P JEFFREY A LAS2
KAPPAUF CATHARINF H GRAD
KAPPAUF WILLIAM F ENG1
KAPPEL BRUCE P. AVI3
KAPPFR EDWIN C GRAD
KA°PER RONALD D FNG3
KAPPES JOSEPH MARK GRAD
KAPPES ROSEMARY K AGR3
KAPPES SUSAN M AGR1
KAPRAL DENNIS H EMG2
KAPROS LAURA E LASl
KAPUSTKA LAWRENCE J FAA3
KARA RONALD A BUS1
KA°ABIN MARYBFTH I.AS4
1204 SILVER U
509 S 5TH 8 C
410 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 452 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH CARR 412 U
URH WESTON 313 C
1106 S 3RD C
611 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 721 U
202 1/2 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 109 C
6L3 W CHURCH C
1005 S WRIGHT C
MELROSE PARK ILL
1007 S 3RD C
703 S WILLIS C
313 E JOHN C
306 N ROMINE U
904 W GREEN U
501 E DANIEL C
606 1/2 W WHITE C
ST A A BOX 28 56 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
FISHER ILL
607 E PARK C
URH LAR 498 U
URH FORBES 319 C
URH WESTON 204 C
308 E ARMORY C
305 E GREEN C
607 W CALIFORNIA U
707 S 6TH C
URH FORBES 366 C
URH HOPKINS 310 C
URH SHERMAN 512 C
1112 S ARBOR C
910 S LOCUST C
910 S LOCUST 1 C
808 W ILLINUIS U
URH TOWNSEND 545 U
808 W ILLINOIS U
URH BABCOCK 10 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
110 E CHALMERS C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
910 S 3RD 1321 C
2053 B ORCH ST U
2053 B ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 703 U
URH FORBES 332 C
409 E CHALMERS 809 C
2029 D HAZWD CT U
2029 D HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 615 U
URH SCDTT 439 C
408 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
800 W CHURCH C
1 007 N DIVISION U
URH SCOTT 375 C
URH TRELEASE 121 U
URH TRELEASE 1008 U
108 W GRFEN 204 C
URH WARDALL 425 U
URH LUNDGREN 316 C
URH NOBLE 22 C
52 F ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
609 W MAIN U
1 104 W NEVADA U
511 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 44 2 U
707 S 6TH 313 C
409 W ELM U
110 E CLARK C
1^05 S 6TH 6 C
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
URH TRELEASE 702 U
405 PROSPECT C
1105 S 1ST C
1401 WAV ERLY C
910 S 3RD 422 C
URH SNYDER 245 C
CHATSWORTH ILL
URH TOWNSEND 441 U
211 PFEFFER RD 8 U
81? W COLUMBIA C
?3?0 F MAIN U
401 E JUHN C
URH BUSEY 430 U
1204 STOUGHTON 12 U
906 HARDING 301 U









































































514 N BUTRICK ST
29 MAYWOOO
374 N OLD RAND RO










1539 N 24TH AV
7720 W PALATINE AV
703 S WILLIS
2044 W CULLOM AV
306 N ROMINE
JAMI ST 199
910 W CENTER ST
BOX 303 STAR ROUTE
1204 W CALIFORNIA
1329 CASA VERDE DR
304 W SANGAMON





368 N DEERE PK DR
445 CHUNG-CHENG RD
3901 W 56TH PL


















2053 B ORCH ST
1850 N NEVA AV
384 NUTTALL RD
BOX 107
2029 D HAZWD CT



















1700 E 56TH 2408
6313 ALLOTT AV
6606 N SEELEY AV
2819 W CHASE AV
8913 KEELER
2432 W FARWELL AV
625 RIDGE AV
8714 HAMLIN




HI N 7TH ST
875 S BELMONT




704 E LAKE SHORE
5107 N NEWLAND




































































































KARANOSKY ANNF L LASl
KARANUSIC MAYA T FAA3
KARCH THOMAS L BUSl
KARCZEWSKI LFONARD P LAS4
KARDAT7KE JAMES T GRAO
KARDFLL GARY R LAW1
*KARDONG KENNETH V GRAD
KAREKEN JOHN A LAS2
KAREL JOHN A LAS3
KARELA JAMES F L AS3
KARESH JOHN W LAS2
KARI FRANK W AGR1
KARISH SHIRLEY R GRAO
KARKTS JERIE B LAS3
KARKULA CYNTHIA HELE PE 4
KARL EDWARD VIRGIL GRAD
KARL LINDA A LAS3
KARLEN DOUGLAS MELVI LAS4
KARL IN BETH LYNN :OM3
KARLIN BRUCE M FAA1
KARLIN ROBERT ELLIS GRAO
KARLINSKY L AN A REBEC LAS4
KARLQUIST DAVID W FAA4
*KARLSSON BENGT I GRAD
KARLSSON KATHRYN M GRAD
KARLSTRCM DEBORAH A ED 2
KARNES DIANE S LASl
KARNETT RFNEE L FD 3
KARNFTT VINETTA J LASl
*KARNIG ALBERT K GRAO
KARON MINDA SUE LAS4
KARCW ROBERT H ENG1
KARP CHRISTOPHER L LASl
KARPAS ARTHUR BAREND GRAD
KARPIAK CRAIG A ENG2
KARPLUS LESTER C LASl
KARPS PAUL D LASl
KARRAS MAUREEN GEORG LAS4
KARTASASMITA RADEN B GRAD
KARTFN STEVEN GRAD
KARTHEISEP JAMES A ENG1
KARTUN ALLAN D LAS2
KARUBAS JOHN PETER GRAD
KARWOSKI GFORGF P BUS3
*KARZ ROBERT STEPHEN GRAD
KASAB FARIDA LAS4
KASAK MARY E LASl
KASANOV JOEL STEVFN LAS4
KASCH BARBARA KAY GRAD
KASCH MARJORIE A ED 2
KASCUS JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
KASDORF NANCY JEANNF 3US3
KASH GARY G LASl
KASNICK MARVIN BRADL COM4
KASON BONNIE A LAS2
KASPAR GARY C ENG3
KASPER ELLEN JANE LAS4
KASPER JCHN J LAS2
KASPER KATHY L COM3
KASPER LLOYD HOWARD VM 1
KASPER STEVEN H BUSl
KASPRZYCKI ELIZABETH LAS2
KASS DAVID ARTHUR BUS4
KASS IRWIN L LAS3
KASSAIAN IRAJ GRAD
KASSANITS FRANK J LAS3
KASSEL JAMES W ENGl
KASSLY CHRISTINE E LASl
KASSNER DEBRA A LASl
KASTELIC LAWRFNCF L ENG2
KASTHOLM JOHN III FAA3
KASTTGAR LINDA J LASl
KASTOR GWEN D FAA1
KASZYNSKI JERRY J LAS3
KATAHIRA KENNETH D BUS3
KATAMAY CANDACE M LASl
KATERNDAHL DAVID A LAS2
*KATHALYNAS EDWARD L E NG2
KATHAN ARTHUR E ENGl
KATICH JAMES ALAN ENG4
KATO DONNA K FAA1
KATO JOANNE M LAS2
*KATOH TAKEHIKO GRAD
*KATRE RAM KISHORE GRAD
*KATULA RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
KATUZIENSKI CYNTHIA FAA1
KATZ ALAN MARVIN GRAO
KATZ DAVID ALAN GRAD
KATZ GERALDINE R ED 1
KATZ IONE E ED 2
KATZ IRENE T LAS3
KATZ IVY RAE LAS4
KATZ JORDON R BUS2
KATZ LEE D LAS3
KATZ LINDA L LAS3
KATZ MICHAEL G LAWl
KATZ PAUL D LAWl
URH SAUNDERS 122 U
608 E STATE C
102 E CHALMERS C
203 E ARMORY C
305 W PARK 11 U
10 3 E ARMORY C
1934 C ORCH ST U
203 N HARVEY U
807 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 123 U
110 E CHALMERS C
312 E ARMORY C
404 E GREEN 202 U
801 W IOWA U
1207 W NEVADA U
508 E STOUGHTON C
903 W NEVADA U
URH BA8C0CK 111 U
1013 S 1ST C
903 W OREGON U
408 N GOODWIN U
204 S GREGORY PL U
2219 S 1ST C
2064 B ORCH ST U
2064 B ORCH ST U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
URH BLAISDELL 410 U
URH BLAISDELL 410 U
URH WARDALL 1013 U
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
2210 S LYNN U
103 S MAPLE U
URH SNYDER 204 C
URH BABCOCK U
910 S 3R0 C
1202 W NEVADA U
102 E ARMORY 10 C
105 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 332 C
910 S 3RD C
402 W STANAGE C
402 W GREEN C
407 W WHI TE 21 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH BARTON 102 C
58 E JOHN 22 C
107 E HEALEY 16 C
URH TRELEASE 327 U
1111 ARBOR C
107 E HEALEY 21 C
URH HOPKINS 417 C
102 N GREGORY 11 U
1110 ARBOR C
URH HOPKINS 225 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
110 F ARMORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
58 E DANIEL 4 C
URH SNYDER 319 C
URH BUSEY 201 U
108 E CLARK C
207 GREEN C
STA A BOX 2475 C
1106 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 471 C
URH SAUNDERS 121 U
URH FLAGG 410 C
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
406 HIGH U
URH BLAISDELL 415 U
URH ALLEN 171 C
803 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS C
URH LAR 315 U
URH CARR 203 U
6 09 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 465 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 321 U
1110 W NEVADA U
1005 W MAIN U
1206 W MAIN U
203 COUNTRY FR 16 C
URH LAR 102 U
1611 VALLEY RO 3 C
2103 W WHITE 124 C
802 W OREGON U
904 S 3RD C
107 1/2 E JOHN 103 C
47 E CHALMERS C
301 E ARMORY C
907 S 4TH C
802 W OREGON 25 U
1607 VALLEY RD 2 C














































































1934 C ORCH ST
142 N MAIN ST






521 S REUTER DR
RR 8 BOX 393
18814 CARSON DR
315 N MAPLE
6615 N ST LOUIS
3150 LAKESHORF DR
8518 MAJOR
5222 N VIRGINIA AV




175 KING MUIR RO
1410 W 14TH ST
1410W 14TH ST 1102
2114 ORCH ST
3104 38TH ST













407 W WHI TE 21
'
15W642 LEXINGTON
3 W PEIFFER AV





5757 N SHERIDAN 5B
6540 WHITE DOE TRL
7825 S WINCHESTER
3732 W 63RD ST
213 E KATHLEEN DR
213 E KATHLEEN DR
1508 ILLINI DR
1450 WAVERLY RD
7848 W ARCADIA ST
3409 ADAMS ST
505 AVENUE D
9481 N HAMLIN AV
STA A BOX 2475
1507 W 53RD ST
2280 MAYFLOWER ST
1 POWDER MILL RD
7453 W ARDMORE AV






























































































































KATZ RICHARD M BUS2
KATZ SHARON E ED 3
KATZ STEVEN M BUS4
KATZ STUART MARC ENG4
KATZ SUSAN AVA LAS4
KATZENBACH MICHAEL J 3US4
*KAU DANIEL CHIN-SHAN GRAD
KAU KUN-YUAN PAUL GRAD
KAUAHIKAUA DWIGHT P ENG1
KAUFFMAN BYRON FORRE GRAD
KAUFFMAN LYNN ELAINE GRAD
KAUFFMAN PETER H LAW1
KAUFFMAN RONALD M LAS1
KAUFFMAN RUTH A BUS2
KAUFFMAN SANDRA E LAS2
KAUFFMANN MIRIAM 8 GRAD
KAUFMAN ALAN SCOTT LAS4
KAUFMAN BRUCE DAVID LAS4
KAUFMAN DALE M LAS3
KAUFMAN DAVID J LAS1
KAUFMAN DEBRA L BUS1
KAUFMAN GREGORY D ENG2
KAUFMAN HOWARD T BUS1
KAUFMAN JAMES A LAS3
KAUFMAN JAMES M ENG2
KAUFMAN KAREL K LAS2
KAUFMAN LINDA J LAS1
KAUFMAN MARK ALLEN GRAD
KAUFMAN MARK STEVEN FAA3
KAUFMAN SHEILA L ED 2
KAUFMANN BERNICF K GRAD
*KAUFMANN LEON MARK GRAD
KAULFUSS DEBORAH L FAAI
KAUSAL JOHN F JR BUS!
KAUTZ SUSAN JANE LAS4
KAVANAUGH MARGARET M LASl
KAVITT BARBARA J LASl
KAWABATA KARFN M ED 3
KAWACHI RICK TSUTOMU ENG4
KAWAMURA CHARLENE K LAS2
KAY ANNE T ED 3
KAY CAROL J ED 2
KAY DARLA I AGR1
KAY ELLEN ROSALIE GRAD
KAY MICHAFL R LAS2
KAY ROBERT K LAS4
KAY THOMAS GEORGE LAS2
KAYE BENNETT A LASl
KAYE BRYCE WILLIAM GRAD
KAYE RONALD KFNNETH 3US4
KAYF RUTH GUSTAFSON GRAD
KAYHS REBECCA A ED 1
KAYS KEVIN E LASl
KAZANIWSKYJ LEO W GRAD
KAZENSKE EDWARD R ENG4
KAZMER STEVEN C FAAI
KAZMIERCWICZ MARIE C FAA3
KAZUK KATHLEEN LAS2
KAZUK SUSAN LASl
KAZURINSKY TIMOTHY J COM4
KFACH KELVIN G 3US2
KEADY MARIANNE C LASl
KEAGLE WILLIAM ROY GRAD
KEAL DEAN H ENG2
KEARLEY TIMOTHY GEOR LAS4
KEARNEY FRANCIS W GRAD
KFARNEY JAMES A LAS2
KEARNS DENNIS A LAW1
KEARNS LI SA T LASl
KEASLER MICHAEL J LASi
KEASLER ROBERT N ENG?
KEASLER WILLIAM E JR ENG3
KEATING EDWARD JOSEP FAA4
KEATING GENEVIEVE W LAS3
KEATING GWENDOLYN E AGR4
KEATING LENORE J AGR3
KEATING VICKI FAYE GRAD
KEATON PATRICIA A ED 1
KEAVENEY MADELINE MA GRAD
KEAYS JAMES HARVEY GRAD
KEB80N ROBERT N FAA3
KFCA DANIEL JOSEPH J LAS3
KECK WILL IAM F FAA2
KECKEISEN PAUL JOSEP LAS3
KEEFF KATHLEFN LAS2
KFEFE PATRICK B PE 1
KEEGAN BARBARA W LAS2
KEEGAN JAMFS FRANCIS PE 3
KEEGAN PETER C LAS3
KFEHN SUSAN J LAS2
KEELE DWIGHT WENDALL GRAD
KEELER CHERRYL L AGR2
KEFLFR MARK A LASl
KEELEY DANIEL J ENG2
KEELEY EDWARD W LASl
KEFLEY PATRICK C ENG1
KEEN JAMES PATRICK COM3
301 E ARMORY C
908 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 511 C
301 E ARMORY C
508 E STOUGHTON C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
508 W OREGON U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 400 C
406 E STOUGHTON 3 C
U OF I ANTHRO U
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH FORBES 217 C
304 GREENVIEW U
URH WARDALL 1005 U
205 W HIGH U
URH OGLESBY 906 U
212 E DANIEL 209 C
58 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 234 U
URH TRELEASE 919 U
1717 BURNETTA C
URH SNYDER 336 C
806 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 336 C
309 E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 25 C
511 A MITCHEL CT C
909 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 225 U
208 S HOLIDAY PK C
208 S HOL I DAY PARK C
URH EVANS 201 U
1009 W PENN U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
402 S RACE 8 U
URH BLAISDELL 308 U
URH BUSEY 332 U
209 E CLARK 6 C
URH ALLEN 413 U
URH LAR 291 U
409 E CHALMRS 1401 C
URH TRELEASE 110 U
910 S 3RD 903 C
909 S 3RD C
1213 W BRADLEY C
203 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
201 E CALIFORNIA U
2315 S 1ST ST C
201 E CALIFORNIA U
URH VANDOREN 23 C
904 W GREEN U
307 W STANAGE C
URH TOWNSEND 240 U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
302 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 217 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 422 C
URH TAFT 16 C
ARGENTA ILL
904 W GREEN U
51 E SPNGFLD C
R4NT0UL ILL
URH WESTON 262 C
308 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 335 U
URH SCOTT 438 C
URH WESTON 471 C
1010 S 2ND C
110 7 W OREGON U
1107 W OREGON U
URH LAR 337 U
URH WARDALL 303 U
URH SHERMAN 222 C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
STA A BOX 2399 C
502 W MAIN 116 U
604 S LINCOLN 2 U
16C0 W BRADLEY 134 C
URH OGLESBY 711 U
307 E HEALEY 10 C
URH ALLEN 279 U
911 S 4TH C
204H B ORCH ST U
2113 HAZWD DR 101 U
2040 B ORCH ST U
U*H ALLEN 222 U
1901 ALDER LN C
107 E DANIEL 3 C
RANTOUL ILL
604 E ARMORY 342 C
URH SNYDER 440 C
401 JOHN C


























































































3843 W JARVIS AV
208 S HOLIDAY PK
208 S HOLIDAY PARK
35 W LOCUST LN
711 SURREY LN






140 S CUYLER AV
365 BARBERRY RD
2331 W FARWELL
3907 MADI SON AV
29 JAN AV
542 S MICHIGAN AV
BOX 528














4314 N KOSTNER AV
250 W BROADWAY
RR 1
1185 S EAST AV
2285 RIVERSIDF DR
304 S HICKORY ST
21 SPINNG WHEL RD
10440 S SEELEY AV







257 N 29TH ST
8330 GREENWOOD
610 S 4TH 1















3729 W 64TH ST
353 N RAYNOR AV



































































































KFFNAN CHARLES E iRAD
KFENAN FRANCIS WILSP GRAD
KEENAN RICHARD T GRAD
<FFNAN ROBERT F ENG3
KEFN'VN ROLAND PATRIC 3US*
KEENAN THOMAS ROBERT 'IRAQ
KEENE DONALD W FNG3
KEENER KAREN MAROELL GRAD
KEFNTR PHILIP D BUS?
KEENER STEVEN G ENG3
KFFNEY JANF F FAA*
KEEVIL CHARLES H LAS3
KEFFER KATHRYN G FAA1
KEH HSIAO-MEI GRAD
KEHE PATRICIA ANN COM4
KEHM BARRY S 3 US 1
KEHOE DANEA M LAS1
KFHCE JOHN T LAS3
KEHOF RICHARD JAMES BUS3
KEHR DEBEPA J L AS3
KEHR8ERG CHRISTINE L LAS*
KEIGHER ELAINF K GRAD
KEIGHER KATHLEFN LAS2
KEIGHER WILLIAM FRAN GRAD
KEIL JOHN K LASl
KEIM CHRISTOPHER L AGR2
KEIM CURTIS E ENG1
*KEIM JAMES FLVIN GRAD
KEIR ROBERT A LAS3
KEISER HAROLD W ENG3
KEISER PHILLIP W FAA3
KFISFR STEVFN LUVENE LAS3
KEISLER GAIL MAE LAS*
KEI STER JAN KAY GRAD
KFITH ALVIN T ENG2
KEITH JAY J LAS 3
KEITH JOHN RAY GRAD
KEIZFR PICHAPD L ENG1
KELAHAN DENNIS P LASl
KELIKIAN ARMEN S LAS3
*KELL JAMES ROBERT GRAD
KELL KEVIN J ENG3
KELLEHER NANCY A LAS3
KELLEHER TEPRENCE J GRAD
KELLEN RICHARD T FNG3
KELLER GEMA E LAS2
KELLER JAMES R LAS2
KELLER JOHN C LASl
KELLER JGHN MICHAEL GRAO
*KELLFR JOSEPH H GRAD
KELLER JUDITH B BUS1
KELLFR LARRY E LAS3
KELLER LAURA C ED 3
KELLER MICHAEL M BUS2
KELLER MICHAEL P ENG1
KELLFR NANCY L LAS3
KELLER PATRICIA A LAS*
KELLFR SIDNEY A ENG3
KELLER STEPHEN CLAY LAS*
KELLFR SUSAN L LAS2
KELLER WILLIAM GRIMM BUS3
KELLERHALS DOYN M LASl
KELLFY DAVID J LAS*
KELLFY JAMES TERRY 3US3
*KELLFY JERRY DEAN GRAD
KELLEY KARFN R LAS2
KELLEY KATHARINE A ED 6
KELLEY KENNETH BYRON GRAD
KELLEY LYNDA L LAS2
KELLEY MARK S LASl
KELLFY MAX WARREN GRAD
KELLEY MICHAEL STEPH LAS*
KELLEY PETER R VM 1
KELLEY RITA M AGR1
KELLEY STEVEN H GRAD
KELLFY WILLIAM T GRAD
KELLMAN JEFFREY A BUS2
KELLNER BILL L LAS2
KELLNER FREO N LAW2
KELLNER KAREN L ED 1
KELLOGG JAMES EDWIN FAA*
KELLOGG RUSSELL H JR 1H I
KELLUM GREGG MICHAEL LASl
KELLY BRIGHID A LAS3
KELLY DUANE J LAS3
KELLY EDWARD F GRAD
KELLY EDWARD GEORGE GRAD
KELLY GEORGE F PE 2
KELLY GWENDOLYN D LASl
KELLY JAMES D LAW1
KELLY JAMES PATRICK GRAD
KELLY JOANNE W GRAD
KELLY JOHN J AGR1
KELLY JOHN PAUL BUS*
KELLY KATHLEEN JANET GRAD
KELLY KEVIN M LASl
KELLY KEVIN W FAA2
URH SHERMAN 1058 C
RR * C
909 S 1ST I* C
URH SNYDER 2*6 C
608 E MAIN U
2027 D HAZWD CT U
106 E HEALEY C
610 1/2 W COLUMBIA C
*01 F ARMORY C
909 S 3RD C
603 W CHURCH C
1 102 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 2*9 U
1C08 1/2 W GREEN 1 U
58 ARMOi<Y 8 C
URH FORBES *59 C
URH LAR *88 U
URH FORBES 332 C
60* E ARMORY 311 C
URH ALLEN 353 U
619 1/2 S WRIGHT C
61* E COLORADO U
URH BARTON *10 C




801 W NEVADA U
801 W NEVADA U
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 211 U
1 709 TARA C
1600 W BRADLEY *0 C
MT ZION ILL
710 W OHIO U
805 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 202 C
1008 S *TH C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
*09 E CHALMERS 713 C
URH BABCOCK 213 U
805 W OREGON U
1608 N MATTIS C
1111 S 1ST C
309 E HEALEY 5 C
URH DANIELS 536 U
1105 S *TH C
901 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 372 C
URH GARNER *90 C
701 W OREGON U
306 E WHITE 1 C
URH BLAISDELL 127 U
2101 HAZWD DR 301 U
2101 HAZWD DR 301 U
106 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 382 C
502 W ELM 3 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
*03 W GREEN U
1301 S BUSFY U
1005 S WRIGHT C
202 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 207 C
MONTICELLO ILL
*10 E JOHN C
705 MATTIS C
URH WARDALL 810 U
822 OAKLAND 20* U
*06 W HIGH 8 U
90* S LINCOLN C
URH GARNER *88 C
1107 W GRFEN 129 U
1711 W JOHN 2 C
PHILO ILL
URH ALLE*J 2*6 U
822 OAKLAND 20* U
1602 GATES C
910 S 3RD C
907 S *TH C
502 S MATTIS C
910 S 3RD ST C
VERSAILLES FP
801 W OREGON U
901 W SPNGFLD U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
*01 E JUHN C
2051 A ORCH ST U
1815 VALLEY RD C
805 W OREGON 12 U
1112 S ARBOR C
502 W JOHN C
2110 GALEN C
URH BABCOCK 128 U
60* E ARMORY 203 C
URH WARDALL 31* U


































































27*7 W 8*TH ST
RR *
910 N LAKE SHORE
*160 S 1*TH ST
1120 RIDGEWAY
2027 D HAZWD CT
813 N CHICAGO ST
610 1/2 W COLUMBIA




2027 N JACKSON ST





1823 N NEWLAND AV
80* S OWEN ST































2101 HAZWD DR 301
2101 HAZWD DR 301
50* W PRAIRIE
RR 1 BOX *18A


















112 E LIBERTY ST
838 LEYDEN LN
11*25 TONSING DR









2051 A ORCH ST
1815 VALLEY RD
7729 S LOWE












































































































KFLLY L ISBETH A LAS1
KELLY MARGOT C FAA1
KELLY MARY L COM3
KELLY MAURICE C JR CCM3
KELLY MICHAEL BURCH LAS3
KELLY MICHAEL LAS3
KFLLY MILTON DOW FAA4
KELLY PATRICIA ELLEN PE 4
KELLY PATRICIA L LAS1
KFLLY PAUL SAMUEL GRAD
KELLY RICHARD BRIAN LAW3
KFLLY SUZANNE. E GRAD
KELLY THOMAS JAMES GRAD
KELLY THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
KFLLY THOMAS P L AS 1
KELLY WILLIAM D JR LAS2
KELLY WILLIAM D JR L AS 3
KELLY WILLIAM DANIEL BUS4
KFLLY WILLIAM L BUS1
KFLM BEVERLY A LAS2
KELM STEPHEN EDWARD LAS4
KELMAN BRUCE JERRY GRAD
KELMAN DONNA ELI EN GRAD
KELMAN KFITH NATHAN BUS3
KELMAN PAUL BRIAN GRAD
KELPSAS CHARl ES A 3US2
KELSEY P.RUCE R LAW1
KELSEY CHRISTINE G LAS1
KELSFY CRAIG ALIEN LAS3
KELSEY DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
KELTON CHRISTOPHER T FAA2
KEMELGOR PRUCF H GRAD
KEMERLING SUSAN ANNE L AS 1
KEMMIS JOHN L AGR1
KEMMIS TIMOTHY JOE AGR4
KEMNA DOLGLAS W ENG1
KFMNER CARL A LAS1
KEMP ALLEN PHILLIP L AS4
KEMP BERNITA PAULINE GRAD
KEMP NANCY M LAS1
KEMPER BONNIE B LAS3
KEMPF JOHN J ENG2
KFMPHUES JEAN C AGR1
KEMPKF RONALD L LAS3
KEMPLF MARVIN DAVIC GRAD
KENDALL DONNA JEAN LAS3
KFNDALL WENDY L LAS1
KENORICK CAVID R ENG2
KENDRICK JUDITH A ED 1
KENORICK KATHRYN S AGR
I
KFNDRICK LAURA JEAN LAS4
KENOZIOR ELIZABETH A GRAD
KENGOTT DAVID 3US1
KFNIS LINDA J LAS1
KFNNARD CINDY L ENG1
KFNNARO DONALD R L AS2
KENNARD RICHARD GARY GRAD
KENNARD RUTH I LAS1
KENNEDY ANN KARIF GRAD
KENNEDY BR ENDA T LAS4
KENNEDY CATHERINE I LAS1
KENNFDY DAN W GRAD
KENNEDY DANIFL M BUS1
KENNFDY DAVID B LAS1
KENNFDY EDWARD J ENG4
KFNNFOY GFORGE M A GRAD
KENNFDY ISABEL B FAA9
KENNEDY KENNETH F 3US4
KENNFDY LARRY P AGR2
KENNEDY LAWRENCF A GRAD
KENNFDY LORA M LAS1
KENNEDY LUKE J L *S4
KENNEDY MARTIN J LAWl
KENNEDY MARY K FAA4
KENNEDY NEDENIA C GRAD
KENNEDY PATRICIA A LAS3
KENNFDY PATRICK C AVI2
KENNEDY RITA F LAWl
KENNEDY ROBERT J GRAD
KENNEDY ROBERT PAUL ENG4
KENNEDY THOMAS F III LAW2
KENNEDY THOMAS J LAS2
KENNEDY WILLARD III COM3
KENNEDY WILLIAM T BUS6
KENNEL BR! AN C L AS3
KENNFL JAMES ENG1
KENNELLY T AMAR A J GRAD
KENNFR LARRY A LAS2
KENNFY THOMAS A FAA
KENNICUTT KAREN SUE GRAD
KFNNICUTT MARILYN J GRAD
KENNY COLBY I BUS1
KFNNY OIANF MARIF LAS4
KENS LEO F LAS3
KENSHOL KENNETH ALBE LAS4
KENSIL DAVID P AGR1
KENSINGFR ROBERT A ENG2
URH LAR 434 U
URH LUNDGREN 411 C
URH ALLEN 297 U
308 E ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C
RR 1 U
FISHER ILL
612 W ELM U
URH LAR 317 U
609 W HILL C
MAHOMET ILL
507 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL
40 3 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 219 C
URH FORBES 240 C
313 E ARMORY C
712 S PRAIRIE C
1509 JOANNE LN C
710 W OHIO U
2315 S 1ST 202 C
1 107 W GREEN 633 U
2305 S 1ST 304 C
313 E CHALMERS C
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SCOTT 218 C
309 W INDIANA U
URH TRELEASE 422 U
311 F JOHN 1 C
502 W MAIN 103 U
804 W OREGON U
2057 A ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL ^20 U
URH BABCOCK 221 U
58 E GREGORY C
410 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 232 C
URH OGLESBY 917 U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
URH LAR 426 U
2011 1/2 W WILLIAM C
409 E CHALMERS C
1913 CRESCENT C
604 N MAPLE 7 U
205 N BUSFY 2 U
WDHAVFN MBL HM CT U
URH BARTON 325 C
205 E ARMORY C
405 E JOHN C
URH LAR 425 U
901 S LINCOLN U
1514 E GRANDVIEW 2 C
URH SCOTT 452 C
URH TAFT 221 C
URH TRELEASE 718 U
URH TOWNSEND 303 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH ALLEN 197 U
DANVILLE ILL
214 ARCADIA C
URH BARTON 225 C
3215 KIRBY C
URH SNYDER 339 C
1007 S 3RD C
1908 DIANA C
308 HOLLIDAY 243 C
BOX 2293 STA A C
URH GARNER 294 C
508 F STOUGHTON C
URH SAUNDERS 308 U
505 1/2 E STOUGHTM C
URH SHERMAN 262 C
107 W DELAWARE U
601 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 115 U
1005 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 356 U
1201 W NEVADA U
RR 2 U
1904 MEADOW C
904 W GREEN U
1829 HESSEL MANOR C
1829 PARK LN C
URH SCOTT 362 C
1008 S 4TH C
13C2 W CLARK U
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 311 C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 604 U
URH TRELEASE 304 U
711 W GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 324 C
801 W NEVADA U







































































516 N 6TH ST
1509 JOANNE LN
226 N TAYLOR
RR 1 BOX 790
1030 E PRAIRIE AV
6030 N KENMORE 501
1030 PRAIRIE
5688 SW 5TH TERR
3419 W 82ND ST
9001 LINCOLN
66 COVENTRY RD
311 E JOHN 1
268 FALL ST
51 RICKERT DR
2C57 A ORCH ST
5706 DOVE« DR
RR 1














225 OAK TREE DR
ROUTE 2





















3513 W 115TH ST






2867 E 77TH ST







1575 ROBIN HOOD PL
12322 S ELIZABETH
212 N KANSAS
RR 1 GRFEN ACRES 1
41 WILLOW AV
41 WILLOW






































































































































































































KHAN RAFAT AL I
GRAD 2049 D HAZWO CT U 344-5121
GRAD 2049 D HAZWD CT U 344-5121
BUST URH TOWNSEND 581 U 332-4300
8US3 1200 S VINE 32 U 344-7830
LASl URH TRELEASE 419 U 332-5514
BUS4 2219 S 1ST 303 C 365-1903
LAS2 908 S 1ST C 344-3086
GRAD URH SHERMAN 148 c 332-4773
LAS3 106 N GREGORY 3 u 344-6540
LAS'* 106 N GREGORY U 344-6540
LASl 313 E JOHN c
BUS3 WHEATON ILL
ENG1 URH ALLEN 479 u
GRAD 1012 S 1ST 5 C 344-4479
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 531 u 344-6123
ENG4 1 1 1C STOUGHTON 205 u 36 5-3268
LAS 3 URH SAUNDERS 307 u 332-3649
LAS3 706 S 3RD c 367-7948
LAS2 3104 VALLEYBROOK c 356-2332
GRAD 703 E COLORADO 105 u 367-0277
GRAD 906 1/2 S VINE 102 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 633 u 332-2355
ENG2 URH LAR 474 u 332-3055
LAS3 405 N MCKINLEY c
BUS 2 URH CARR 413 u 332-3956
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO u 367-1661
ENG4 608 E MAIN u 367-7177
GRAD 1831 VALLEY RD c 352-9750
FAA3 211 E ARMORY c 344-5284
LASl URH ALLEN 322 u 332-3194
BUS4 1006 S 1ST 5 c 328-2143
GRAD 202 N COLER u 328-3083
GRAD 101 N COLER u 367-5208
LAS3 810 W OREGON u 344-6485
LAS4 1008 W CLARK 4 u 367-7999
BUS3 9 SUTTON PL u
PF 2 710 W OHIO u 344-6212
PF 4 53 E JOHN 17 c 356-3053
LAS4 1108 W NEVADA 7 u 328-3538
BUS2 52 E ARMORY c 356-7715
AGR4 802 W OREGON u 344-5863
GRAD 707 S 6TH 508 c 344-1310
LAS2 ST ANNE ILL
ED 4 715 W MICHIGAN u
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS 808 c 367-6495
GRAD 311 E GREEN c 344-9627
BUS1 1008 S 4TH c
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 106 u 332-5063
FAA3 URH BUSEY 104 u 332-2582
BUS3 SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE c 356-9202
FAA2 402 E CHURCH c
LASl URH VANDOREN 425 c 33 2-0 556
ENG2 8 14 W CHURCH c 359-4685
GRAD URH SHERMAN 966 c
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 907 u 332-5299
FNG4 1202 W MAIN 1 u
AGR2 1010 S 2ND 313 c
GRAD 753 S MATTIS c 352-1116
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 147 u 332-4019
GRAD 1304 SILVER 10 u
GRAD 201 W WASHINGTON u
LAS4 906 W SPNGFLD u 328-3220
LAS3 8r>5 W OHIO u 344-4784
LAS4 RR 3 c 356-4598
PE 3 58 E JOHN 25 c 359-2263
AGR1 WATERMAN ILL
LAW1 910 S 3RD c 337-5245
GRAD 50 E HFALEY c 352-7701
LASl URH TOWNSEND 204 u 332-4049
LAS3 1006 NEVADA u
COM4 307 S PRAIRIE c 359-8668
BUS1 110 E CHALMERS c
AGR2 47 E CHALMERS c 356-7663
LAS3 906 1/2 S VINE 304 u 328-3277
ENG4 URH DANIELS 706 u 332-2 362
ENG4 705 W STOUGHTON u 344-1521
GRAD 605 S CHICAGO c 359-0714
LAS3 106 W PENN u 367-8839
gr'ao 814 OAKLANO 203 u 367-2690
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 1310 E PENN u
LAW1 TOLONO ILL
GRAD 1806 W WILLIAMS 5 c
FAA4 103 1/2 E DANIEL c 344-5C93
ENG4 46 MAPLEWOOD u 36 5-2 765
LAS2 61 E JOHN c 356-5584
LASl URH FLAGG 334 c 332-0321
LASl URH SNYDER 222 c 332-1688
AGR2 205 E ARMORY c
BUS2 1008 S 4TH c 344-1207
LAS4 1008 S 4TH c 344-1207
GRAD NAT RES BLOG 163 u 333-6822
ENG6 TUSCOLA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 335 u 332-2271
GRAD 1109 W STOUGHTON u
GRAD URH DANIELS 105 u 332-2132
2049 D HAZELWD CT
2049 D HAZWO CT
419 W VIRGINIA
RR 2









S SA THORN RD



























707 S 6TH 508
570 W GRANT ST
1311 E ELM ST
2002 S VINE




















58 E JOHN 25
PRESERVE RD
7550 KILDARE AV
1603 W YORK LN
2648 W JEROME













111 W 38TH ST
780 N MAIN ST
127TH ST
RR 1 BOX 12-E
634 N LEWIS
1702 VICTORIA ST
W HAVEN RD RR 2
CMR 119 FAR HILLS
CMR 119 FAR HILLS
N-5 GREEN PK MAIN





































































































KHARADIA VIRABHAI C GRAD
KHARBANDA PREM OUTT GRAD
KHARCHE KASHINATH G GRAO
KHFRA VINIT BALA GRAD
KHESHGI ZAREENA B LASl
KHOKHAR JAVED AKHTAR GRAD
KHURANA NAVEEN GRAD
KIBBEY OAVID L GRAD
KIBBY WILLIAM D BUS2
KIBERT LYNN LAHFY LAS3
KIBERT RONALD E LAS4
KIBIKAS WILLIAM A LAS2
KIBURZ ARNOLD J III LAS3
KICK ELAINF TERESA GRAD
KIDD DAVID MICHAEL ENG4
KIDD JEANNE M LAS2
KIDD KATHPYN RUTH LAS2
KIDD MILLIE MARIE L AS 1
KIDD PAMELA NOVOTNY GRAD
KIDD RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
KIDD ROBERT L III GRAD
KIDD RONALD W ENG4
KlbDELL WILLIAM R BUS2
KIDWELL KERRY L ENG2
KIDWELL REBECCA SUE COM4
KIEBACK LOIS E LAS4
KIEDAISCH LAURA S PE I
KIFFER JERRY LAS4
KIEFT RICHARD LEONAR GRAD
KIFLHACK BERKLEY R BUS1
KIELHORN JANFT S LAS2
KIELIAN GERALD G LAS3
KIFLP DAVID 1 BUS1
KIFLTYKA CHARLES J FAA2
KIELTYKA DAVID E LASl
KIELY MARY A LASl
KIENZLER LAWRENCE R ENG1
KIFPURA DIANE L S GRAD
KIFPURA PAUL J FAA1
KItPURA THOMAS A LAW2
KIERGAN STEPHEN EOWA GRAD
KIERIG PAUL N LASl
KIERNAN SUSAN GAEL LAS4
KIES GERARD CHARLES COM4
KIES JACQUELIN LASl
KIES KARLA K LASl
KIFSKOWSKI C W COM4
KIETZMAN JAMES LASl
KIISKILA MARK G BUS1
KIJEK WILLIAM J BUS4
KILAR JOSEPH HENRY ENG4
KTLBANE ROBBYN L FAA2
KILDAHL NICHOLAS K GRAD
KILEY JAN LASl
KILEY MICHAEL P LAS2
KILGORE PAUL D FAA2
KILIMNIK ROBIN L LASl
KILKENNY SHARON LEE GRAD
KILLIAN JAMES M A GR
1
KILLIAN JOSEPH A VM 1
KILLION AVON JR LASl
KILLION DAVID PAUL BUS3
KILPATRICK DIANF C GRAD
KILTCN TOM DIXON GRAD
KIM AIJA RHEF GRAD
KIM HA SUCK GRAD
KIM HAE SHIK GRAD
KIM MOON KYU GRAD
KIM NANCY COCHRAN GRAD
KIM SEUNG JAI GRAO
KIM YOUNG AKIRA LAS4
KIM YOUNG CHOONG GRAD
KIM YOUNG JIP GRAD
KIMBALL PAUL G ENG3
KIMBERLEY WANDA J LAS3
KIMBLE CHRISTOPHFR J COM3
KIME DCNNA LOUISE GRAD
KIMMF DENNIS A FAA2
KIMMEL FLIZABFTH S GRAD
KIMMEL ERIC ALAN GRAD
KIMMEL LESLIE ERVIN FD 4
KIMMEL THOMAS A LASl
KIMMTCH JOHN F FAA3
KIMNACH DONALD J JP FNG1
KIMPTON JEFFREY S FAA3
KIMPTON JOHN S BUS1
KINCAID GA3Y D FAA3
KINCAID KAROL L FAA1
KINCAID MAURFFN A LAS3
KINC7EWSKI KATHY A L AS2
KINDEL JANET G ED I
KINDER JO L FD 2
KINDORF WILLIAM III BUSl
KINDRED BARBARA S FAA2
KINDRFD HUGH MALCOLM GRAD
KINFR "}ARY P RUS3
KING ARTHUR R LAS3
1206 W MAIN U
HORT FIELD LAB 2 U 333-0430
1308 W MAIN U 365-2691
105 E STOUGHTON C
URH BUSEY 357 U 332-2661
URH DANIELS 335 U 332-2241
URH DANIELS 210 U
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C 356-0419
URH WESTON 300 C
705 W CALIFORNIA 1 U 344-5068
201 N GOODWIN I U
URH TOWNSEND 233 U 332-4070
URH FORBES 493 C 332-1151
712 W CALIFORNIA U
209 E HEALEY 5 C 359-8082
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
URH TRELEASE 808 U 332-5625
2063 C ORCH ST U
55 E HEALEY 303 C
2063 C ORCH ST U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 307 U 332-4116
1210 W CLARK U
URH TOWNSEND 218 U 332-4063
2017 PHILO RD 7 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 423 U 332-3233
319 N FAIR C 356r 3140
502 W MAIN 202 U 367-9090
URH WESTON 469 C 332-2103
URH CLARK 233 C 332-0028
806 W GREEN U
URH OGLESBY 230 U 332-5111
URH WESTON 423 C 332-2071
URH HOPKINS 432 C 332-1351
URH ALLEN 193 U 332-3297
URH SNYDER 413 C
1405 KIRBY 10 C 359-8128
URH TOWNSEND 354 U 332-4153
1405 KIRBY 10 C 359-8128
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 378 U 332-4169
1111 1/2 S 3RD 101 C
103 ARMORY I C
URH TAFT 125 C 332-0606
URH LAR 423 U 332-2923
1010 S 2ND C 823-9540
110 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 230 U 332-5111
URH SNYDER 382 C
URH SNYDER 306 C 332-1743
URH VANDOREN 103 C 332-0472
2501 BROWNFIELD RD U 328-1760
405 E JOHN C
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
1106 E FLORIDA U 367-7811
910 S 3RD 1226 C 337-5345
1110 1/2 ARBOR 201 C
URH HOPKINS 494 C 332-1394
911 S 1ST C 359-3158
1204 ELLI S U 367-7574
505 E CHALMERS C 344-9741
502 W ILLINOIS U 367-1008
403 BRIAR LN 212 C
URH DANIELS 530 U 332-2322
URH DANIELS 306 U 332-2213
URH SHERMAN 966 C 332-4961
URH DANIELS 415 U
NORMAL ILL
204 W GREEN U
RANTOUL ILL
URH DANIELS 425 U 332-2285
1834 A ORCH PL U 344-7815
URH SCOTT 308 C 332-1503
URH BLAISDELL 215 U 332-3491
1012 W CLARK U 367-5831
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
2032 B ORCH ST U 367-6174
2032 B ORCH ST U
506 F WHITE 3 C 359-0675
URH FORBES 265 C 332-0989
1009 W PENN U 344-9518
211 E ARMORY C 3'+4-95C0
1209 W CHARLES C 352-8977
1209 W CHARLES C 352-8977
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
URH BUSEY 257 U 332-2627
GLEN FLLYN ILL
611 E DANIEL C 344-1862
2403 LYNDHURST C
508 E CHALMERS C
202 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 809 U 332-4465
508 W GREFN C 359-6980
401 E GREEN C 344-1616
306 E DANIEL C 344-0601
DIST B K








705 W CALIFORNIA 1
1018 CAPOUSE AV
505 N FILLMORE ST
707 LISA RO
1118-8TH AV
209 E HEALEY 5










1622 S 55TH CT













106 W CHURCH 263
812 S 8TH AV
26 PFARL ST
156 S RANDALL AV








404 E GREEN 104


















1834 A ORCH PL
59 N EDISON AV
1509 N 17TH AV
323 N BOONE
1540 FLORIAN AV
9447 S 84 TH CT
2032 B ORCH ST
2032 B URCH ST
RR 2 BOX 72
255 PARK PL
2033 WILLEMOORE
654 F LOCUST ST
1209 W CHARLES
1209 W CHARl ES
197 BRIARHURST RD













































































































*king cer. II W
KING CLIFFORD ROY
KING OARLFNE
KING DAVID MERR ILL
KING DAVID ROBERT
KING DI ANE M
KING DOROTHY M


























KING WI LLI AM A
KING WILLIAM CHARLES
KING WILLIAM J



























































-AS1 URH BLAISDELL 303 U 332-3510
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 411 C 332-0546
BUS4 1010 E COLORADO u 367-8725
GRAD 1782 VALLEY RD c
GR AD URH DANIELS 284 u 332-2481
FAA4 600 W CHURCH c
GRAD 504 S BUSEY u
8US2 706 S MATHFWS u 344-0 136
ED 1 1 906 MEADOW c 352-1243
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3 532
GRAD 106 N RUSSELL c 359-2267
GRAD 922 W CHARLES c 352-5586
GRAD URH SHERMAN 325 c
BUS 3 102 E ARMORY 8 c
LAS3 1111 S 3RD 304 c
LAS1 407 W GREEN c 359-6228
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1353 c
BUS* 604 E WHI TF c 352-6950
ENG2 112 E DANIEL c 356-7936
LAWl 407 W WHI TE 19 c 359-6760
GRAD 703 W PARK 2 c
LAS2 URH FORBES 340 c 332-1042
FD 2 211 W HIGH u 367-5164
FAA2 203 N HARVEY u 367-9236
L AS3 106 E HFALEY c 359-7483
BUS3 910 S 3RD 1009 c
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 128 u
GRAD BOX 143 c 923-2048
LAWl 905 N BUSEY u 367-2434
ENG4 1004 S 2ND c 344-7341
LAS3 409 W FLM u 367-9586
AGR1 URH CLARK 424 c 332-0076
GRAD 2402 CAMPBELL c 356-5568
FAA3 HOMER ILL
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 420 u 332-3828
GRAD 701 W INDIANA u
ENG1 402 E ARMORY c
LAS2 313 E ARMORY c 344-9766
AGR1 809 W PENN u
AGR4 809 W PENN u 344-4069
FAA3 402 E GREEN 3 c
FAA3 URH EVANS 223 u 332-2714
LAS3 1101 W PENN u 344-9735
GRAD 905 S 1ST 21 c 359-7931
LAS1 URH NOBLE 219 c 332-0415
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1047 c
ENG1 URH TRELEASE 1116 u 332-5722
FAA2 508 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 204 N COLER u 36 5-2954
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 327 u 332-5138
AGR3 CARBONDALE ILL
GRAD NORMAL ILL
GRAD 602 E MAIN u 367-2874
LAS2 410 E JOHN c 344-9477
AVI 2 2103 HAZWO OR 101 u 344-5077
LAS1 URH CLARK 320 c 332-0046
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 205 u
LAS4 302 W VERMONT u 367-3564
LAS1 608 BREEN c
ENG2 URH FORBES 393 c 332-1080
LAS2 508 E ARMORY c 344-0 501
GRAD BEECHER ILL
PE 3 URH TRELEASE 427 u 332-5522
LAS2 1723 GEORGETOWN c 352-5234
GRAD 1105 S WESTERN c 356-0497
AGR4 306 E GREGORY c 344-7204
GRAD 408 E GREEN u 367-0923
LAS2 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261
PE 3 URH TRELEASE 419 u 332-5522
LAS 2 1204 S LINCOLN u
LAS1 URH LAR 399 u 332-3041
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 403 u
LAS2 211 E DANIEL c 344-9583
LAS1 904 S LINCOLN u
ENG2 URH SCOTT 454 c 332-1606
GRAD 615 W WHITE c 359-1848
LAS4 912 S 2ND c 344-9732
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 907 u 332-5654
GRAD RR 2 u
AGR3 URH ALLEN 378 u 332-3368
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1125 u 332-5731
BUS2 MONTICELLO ILL
ENG4 404 E STOUGHTON c
ENG4 STA A BOX 2409 c
GRAD 201 COUNTRY FR 8 c
LAS1 URH LAR 368 u 332-3015
LAS2 URH OGLFSBY 109 u 332-5066
LAS2 URH GARNER 406 c 332-0846
ENG3 2105 HAZWD DR u 344-7598
AVI1 804 HAWTHORN u 367-5390
GRAD 1101 W PENN u 344-3603
GRAD 116 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-6490
AGR2 201 E JOHN c 356-7e57
GRAD WESTVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1129 u 332-5735


















4138 MEADE ST NF
604 E WHITE
14 RIVIERA DR
407 W WHITE 19
1503 E GROVF ST
2638 FORESTVIEW RD
211 W HIGH
127 PARK PLAZA CT
407 SYCAMORE










1626 S STUART ST
7930 S KILPATRICK






444 W STATE ST




ASAGAYAKI TA 6 CHCM
504 S RAWLINGS 14
100 E IRVING AV
1002 8TH ST
707 S MAIN ST












503 E MAIN ST































































































































KIRKPATRICK ROBERT J GRAO
KIRKSEY ELPHRETTA GRAO
KIRKTON CAROLE M GRAO
KIRKTON DAVIO JAMES GRAD
KIRKWOOO BETTY M LASl
KIRKWOOO JILL F LAS2
KIRKWOOO JUOITH A LAS2
KIRSCH ROBERT B BUS1
*KIRSCHKE GARY NOPMAN GRAO
KIRSCHNER BARBARA L LAS3
KIRSHEN8AUM SAMMY J BUS2
KIRSINAS LORETTA S EO 3
KIRSTEIN JULIA E LASl
KISER CHARLES F JR ENG2
KISER JEFFREY ECWAN LAS4
KISER MARGARET S M COM3
*KISER STANLEY CLAREN EO 4
KISH ROGER A FAA1
KISILL CAROL J LASl
*KISS JOHN MICHAEL GRAO
KISS SHARON SEARIGHT FO 4
KI SSANE CHRISTINE BUS3
KISSEL GREGORY P BUS2
KISSEL JAMES E LAS2
KISSICK DUANE LEE FAA4
KISSIL MARTIN SAMUEL GRAD
KIST OLGA LAS3
KISTLE DAVIO CHARLES GRAD
KISTLER JOAN L LAS2
*KISTNFR KENNETH T GRAD
KITA DENNIS MICHAEL COM4
KITCHELL FRANK A LASl
KITCHEN JERRY N ENG4
KITE STEVEN B I AS4
KITICK RODNEY GEORGE ENG4
KITLEY GARY MICHAEL GRAD
KITSUSE BRUCE DONALD LAS4
KITTLE WILLIAM LEROY GRAD
KITTLER CHARLES E PE 1
KITTLER WILLIAM D FNG1
KITTLESCN SHERWIN S GRAD
KIVES DAVID GEORGE GRAD
KIVES KAREN BIHL GRAD
KIVLAND 3CNNIE J FAA3
KIZEVIC JOSEPH G FAA3
KJELLANDER ROBERT JR GRAD
KJOS MAP.Y ANN JCHNSO LASl
KLAAS PALMER V BUS1
KLACHKO MICHAEL C LAS2
KLAGES PETER H LAS3
KLAGES THOMAS NEAL LASl
KLAMECKI BRONISLAUS GRAD
*KLAMM RICHARD DALE ENG4
KLAMMT GERHARD WOLFG E NG4
KLANN LAWRENCE K LASl
KLARCUIST ROBERT L LAW1
KLARQUIST VIRGINIA L GRAO
KLAS R ICHARD L LAS2
KLATT GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
KLATT KAREN L LASl
KLATT MARY J LAS3
KLAUKE DIANE M ED 3
KLAUKE SALLY A LASl
KLAUSNER MICHAEL GRAD
KLAUZAR KATHFRINE J LASl
KLAVITER JANE BAKKEN GRAD
KLAWANS CHARLES S LASl
KLAYMAN HENRY JOSEPH GRAD
KLAZURA PAUL J ENG2
KLFBEK CHRISTINE J LAS3
KLECK GARY D LAS2
KLFCKA EDWARD J AVI2
KLECKA JOSFPH A GRAD
KLFCKER JOHN L ENG4
KLFCKLER OANNY R AGR1
KLECKNER JEAN E GRAD
KLECKNER KENNETH BER ENG4
KLEEMAK'N JOSEPH L GRAD
KLEHM ARNOLD J AGR?
KLEIDCN CAPOL A LASl
KLfclMAN ANGELA B GRAD
KLFIPAN GEORGE G GRAD
KLFIMAN HOWARD MICHA COM4
KLEIMA\ L INDA G FAA2
KLEIMAN RONALD JERPO VM 3
KLEIN ALVIN GEORGE GRAD
KLEIN ANITA CAROL GRAD
KLEIN BARBARA A LAS2
KLEIN BARBARA PINCUS GRAD
KLFIN BARRY L LAS2
KLEIN 8RENDA JEAN GRAD
KLFIN CARTER H LAWl
KLEIN CHARLES ALLEN ENG4
KLEIN CRAIG R BUS1
KLEIN OEN1SE R LASl
KLEIN DONALD J BUS2
DANVILLE ILL
2055 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 170 U
304 HOL IDAY PARK C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TRELEASE 1222 U
URH EVANS 409 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
301 E ARMORY C
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMERS C
105 E ARMORY C
1005 S 6TH C
URH BUSEY 161 U
HOOPESTON ILL
2109 W WHITF 199 C
2109 W WHITE 199 C
2204 BROOKHAVEN C
URH 0GLES8Y 202 U
URH TAFT 326 C
107 1/2 E JOHN C
107 1/2 E JOHN 104 C
URH LAR 264 U
415 W MAIN U
301 E ARMORY C
ROCKFORO ILL
401 EDGE8R00K C
406 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 1067 C
1110 W NEVADA U
NORMAL ILL
706 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 312 U
SILVIS ILL
URH OGLESBY 710 U
201 COUNTRY FR 7 C
804 S 1ST C
URH WESTON 230 C
2047 B HAZWD CT U
URH FORBES 262 C




606 W HIGH U
1816 ROBERT C
705 W CHURCH C
411 W GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 139 U
URH HOPKINS 245 C
URH TOWNSENO 414 U
URH HOPKINS 474 C
704 W NEVAOA U
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
509 E CLARK 24 C
URH BABCOCK U
501 MITCHEL CT C
501 MITCHELL CT C
URH HOPKINS 250 C
1802 W WILLIAMS 1 C
URH VANOOREN 41 1 C
URH LAR 115 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 321 C
403 W NEVAOA U
URH ALLEN 287 U
805 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 625 U
309 W INDIANA U
1005 S 2ND C
31 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 113 C
URH HOPKINS 320 C
URH SHERMAN 1352 C
1006 S ANDERSON U
URH SNYDER 386 C
910 S 3RD 214 C
108 E HEALFY 7 C
60 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 403 U
URH SAUNDERS 101 U
808 W ILLINOIS 6 U
808 W ILLINOIS U
110 E CHALMERS C
MADPID SPAIN
312 S PRAIRIE 202 C
2061 R ORCH ST U
308 E OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 629 U
403 W VERMONT U
52 F ARMURY C
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1105 S EUCLID C
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
URH OGLESBY 425 U
URH TRELFASE 530 U











































































125 N GILBERT ST

































8056 N KENTON AV
305 COUNTRY FR 83
RR 3
1344 CARMEN
2047 B HAZWD CT
917 S CHURCH




1127 N WINDSOR DR
2206 SHERMAN AV
4212 N KEELER AV
411 W GREEN







107 W ORCHARD PL
7338 W FARWELL AV
7338 W FARWELL
1104 E LAKE SHORE
36 RIPLEY RD
1239-26TH AV




RR 1 BOX 68
14924 VINE AV




406 S CRAIG PL
3736 W 82ND ST
3428 S 61ST AV
1006 S ANDERSON
RR 2
3335 SUN VALLEY 6
RR 1
507 28TH
5 15 N STATE
3344 S HOYNE AV
MANCO CAPAC 1502











RR 1 BOX 6
7504 EMERSON ST
618 GILBERT DR




































































































KLEIN HOWARD PE 1
KLEIN JAPES M BUS*
KLFIN JAMES ROBERT GRAD
KLEIN JUDITH F ED I
KLEIN LARRY B LAS2
KLEIN LYNN E LAS1
KLFIN MARGARET ANN LAS*
KLEIN MARIE ANNETTE GRAD
KLFIN MARTIN E LAS2
KLEIN MARTIN IRA GRAD
KLEIN MICHELE FRANCE COM4.
KLEIN MIRIAM N FAA1
KLEIN NEAL A LAS3
KLEIN OTTO LAS1
KLEIN PAMELA ALLYN LAS?
KLEIN PAULA A LAS3
KLEIN RICHARD L LAS2
KLEIN ROSEMARY LAS1
KLEIN SUSAN BETH ED 4
KLEIN THERESA MARY FAA4
KLFIN WILLIAM HARVEY GRAD
KLEINER LARRY E AGR2
KLEINER LORENE E LAS1
KLEINER RODNEY C AGR1
KLEINHANS JAMES W LAS2
KLEINMAN CARRFN C LAWl
KLEINSCHMIDT DALE A AGR3
KLEINSCHMIDT GARY D GRAD
KLEISS ALICE JOAN AGR4
KLEISS HAROLD JOSEPH GRAD
KLEKAMP DAVID H LAS3
KLFMA ROBERT BRIAN LAS4
KLFMENS THOMAS D BUS1
KLEMENS WILLIAM H ENG2
KLEMKE JUDITH A COM3
KLEMM MARGARET A FAA2
KLEMM ROGER C LAS3
KLEMPNER MARTIN JAY LAS4
KLEMT LAURA L LAS4
KLEMT LEROY CARL GRAD
KLEN DAVID S LAS1
KLENDER JO A PE I
KLENKE JAMES R ENG1
KLEPPER STEVEN C FAA4
KLESH JOHN R LAS1
KLETT JAMES ELMER GRAD
KLETT JEFFREY H LAS1
KLETT KRISTI L LAS2
KLICK JUDY A LAS2
KLICKNA KIM FAA3
KLIEBENSTEIN JAMES B GRAD
KLIEN RAYMOND E BUS4
KLIER GENE ANN F LAS2
KLIER JOHN D GRAD
KLIER ROBERT IRA ENG4
KLIETSCH WILLIAM S ENG2
KLIFF MICHAEL D LAS2
KLIGER ELIZABETH L LAS1
KLIMCHAK JOHN J PE 1
KLJMEK JAMES H LAS1
KLIMEK PATRICIA E LAS3
KLIMKOW KIRK J ENG2
KLINE GEOFFREY C ENG6
KLINE JAMES W LAS2
KL INE JUDITH M LAS3
KLINE KATHLEEN THERE ED 3
KLINE STEPHEN L AGR3
KLINE THOMAS F ENG4
KLINEFELTER DANNY A GRAD
KLING JANET E LASl
KLING RICHARD J ED 3
KLING THOMAS J ENG1
KLING VICTORIA FAA
1
KLINGEL STEPHEN CHAR BUS4
KLINGER CYNTHIA S LASl
KLINGER GARY D LAS2
KLINGER UWE ROLAND GRAD
KLINGLER ROBERT JOHN LAS4
KLINK ROGER A ENG3
KLINT RONALD EUGENE BUS3
KLIOT KATHRYN S LAS3
KLIOT WILLIAM S BUS1
KL IPOWICZ STEVEN W LAS2
KLIPPERT LINDA S LAS3
KLITCHMAN RICHARD G LAS3
KLITZ JAMES DAVID GRAD
KLOBUCAR JOHN M LASl
KLOCK DAVID R GRAD
KLOCKE DENNIS R LAS3
KLOCKE NORMAN LEE ENG4
KLOCKENGA MICHAEL E ENG3
KLOEMPKEN RICHARD H LASl
KLOEPPING ANNETTE M ED 4
KLOHR MARILYN JUNE GRAD
KLOHR RONALD LEE ENG4
KLOMP KAREN E AGR2
1 105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 368 C
RR 2 U
910 S 3RD 919 C
URH OGLESBY 907 U
URH TRELEASE 605 U
URH LAR 111 U
RR 2 U
907 S 4TH C
2001 COUNTRY SQI U
303 E JOHN C
URH VANDOREN 18 C
409 E CHALMERS 514 C
URH GARNER 240 C
907 S 3RD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
907 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 435 U
503 STOUGHTON 7 C
CHICAGO ILL
1106 W STOUGHTON U
801 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 119 C
DANVILLE ILL
1008 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD 224 C
904 W GREEN 530 U
RANTOUL ILL
1102 S 2ND 3 C
2203 HAZWD DR 2203 U
6 SAFFER CT U
90 3 S 4TH 6 C
713 W OHIO U
1005 S MATTIS 2-7 C
URH BUSEY 435 U
URH WARDALL 1212 U
URH OGLESBY 924 U
213 E CHALMERS C
2065 D ORCH ST U
2065 D ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 213 C
URH LAR 198 U
URH SNYDER 250 C
1010 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY 245 C
URH WESTON 364 C
URH ALLEN 313 U
URH ALLEN 243 U
1009 W PENN U
2085 D ORCH ST U
TWN ORCH MBL PK 97 U
207 E JOHN C
311 E JOHN 14 C
2016 VAWTER 2 U
1009 W PENN U
910 S 3RD 614 C
URH EVANS 404 U
URH TOWNSEND 206 U
15 TULIP TREE C
15 TULIP TREE C
211 E ARMORY C
2012 VAWTER 3 U
605 S 4TH 201 C
URH ALLEN 493 U
307 E GREEN C
CASEY ILL
URH GARNER 328 C
2060 C ORCH ST U
706 S MATHEWS U
812 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 344 C
MARENGO ILL
209 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 4 U
URH GARNER 225 C
1613 VALLEY RD 1 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH TOWNSEND 319 U
URH ALLEN 299 U
URH WESTON 413 C
URH FORBES 242 C
503 E WHITE 11 C
1307 W GREEN C
1910 C ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 346 C
608 E SCOVILL U
209 E ARMORY C
812 W CHURCH 3 C
URH OGLESBY 1107 U
URH HOPKINS 473 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
705 W GREEN U














































































150 E MAPLE ST
RR 2
2837 W JARVIS AV
1661 COMMONWEALTH







RR I BOX 6
7861 NILES CNTR RD





420 S DELPHIA AV













2065 D ORCH ST
2065 D ORCH ST
16751 BULGER AV
9S 551 LORRAINE DR




1209 S MAIN ST
1209 S MAIN







314 N ALDINE AV
222 YARMOUTH RD
1923 WARREN ST







1744 W 106TH PL
RR 2
123 PINE ST






RR 1 BOX 191B









1248 W 54TH PL
RR 2 BOX 151
12756 S MUSKEGON
21 KENDALL LN
245 E WAYNE PL
RR 1
RR 2
6254 N INDIAN RD
RR 2


































































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
CHAMPAIGN IL
224
KLOMPMAKER OARCY L PE 3
KLONTZ JEFFREY T LAS1
KLONTZ KEITH W ENG1
KLOOCK JANET E FAA2
KLOPF GREGORY PAUL LAS3
KLOR BARBARA A AGR3
KLOSS DENNIS J ENG2
KLOSS SANDRA A LAS3
KLOSTER SHAREN EARLE GRAD
KLOSTERMAN JAMES C FAA1
KLOSTFRMANN NORBERT ENG1
KLOTT GARY LEONARD LAS4
KLOTT RICHARD S LAS1
KLOTTER KEVIN A LAS2
KLCTWOG PATRICIA L COM3
KLOW LAUREL R LAS4
KLOWDEN JOYCE ANN LAS4
KLOZA CHRISTINE J AGR4
KLUG PAUL E AGR1
KLUGE JANICE V PE 1
KLUMB THOMAS M GRAD
KLUNDER WILLARD CARL GRAD
kLUTE SALLY AGR2
KLYNSTRA MELINDA L LAS2
KMETZ ANNE M LAS1
KMIEC THOMAS KEVIN COM4
KMIOTEK ALICE M LAS1
KNAAK BEVERLY J LAS1
KNAAK LINDA R FAA4
KNAB JOHN W AGR3
KNAMILLER CHRISTINE ED 4
KNAMILLFR GARY WAYNE GRAD
KNAPP DAVID J ENG3
KNAPP JOHN VICTOR GRAD
KNAPP KIRK FNG1
KNAPP RICHARD L ENG1
KNAPP THOMAS J LAS1
KNAPP WILLIAM J ENG2
KNARA SUSAN K LAS4
KNAUER CHARLINDA LAS4
KNAUSS CRAIG H E NG2
KNAUST LAUREL GRACE AGR2
KNAUTH KENNETH ALAN AGR4
KNEBEL KIM J BUS3
KNFCHT EDWARD GENE AGR3
*KNECHT JAMES A LAW1
KNECHT RONALD LEE LAS4
KNECHT STEPHEN E LASl
*KNECHT THOMAS WALTER GRAD
KNEEDY JANE ELLEN GRAD
KNFFDY MARK J LAW1
KNEISEL THOMAS FREDR ENG4
KNELL CHARLES D LAS2
KNELL CHARLES PINCOF ENG4
KNELL JUDITH A AGR2
KNELL RAYMOND ECWARD GRAD
KNELLER JOHN M 8US2
KNEPLER LOURDES TARA FAA3
KNFPP GARY LYNN ENG3
KNEPP SHIRLEY A PE 1
KNERR ROBERT C ENG2
KNETSCH TANA S LAS2
KNICKERBOCKER GEORGE LAW2
KNIEF RONALD ALLEN GRAD
KNIEPKAMP MARY MARGA LAS3
KNIERIEM DAVID W AVI 1
KNIFONG JAMES DAN GRAD
KNIGHT CHARLES D LASl
KNIGHT CHARLES F AVI3
KNIGHT CHARLES h ENG3
KNIGHT DOUGLAS J FAA3
*KNIGHT JEFFREY CALE ENG6
KNIGHT JOHN P LASl
KNIGHT LAWRENCE L GRAD
KNIGHT PAMFLA JAMES GRAD
KNIGHT RICHARO P LAS2
KNIGHT WOODRPW H GRAD
KNIPE JAMES STUART GRAD
KNISKERN DAVID PAUL GRAD
KNISS RONALD E LAS4
KNl ZF ROBERT D ENG1
KNOBLOCH DEAN A ENG2
KNODLE BEVERLY A LAS3
KNODLE WALTER S GRAD
KNOL RORERT CLAUDE GRAD
KNOLL GFRALDINE C ED 3
KNOLL RENEE C FAA4
KNOPF MICHAEL A LAS2
KNOPF RF3EKAH CAROLI LAS4
KNORR KATHLEEN A LAS2
KNOWLES KENNFTH G BUS3
KNOWLES MICHAEL HUGH GRAD
KNOWLES SCOTT E ENG1
KNOWLTON GORDON R ENG1
KNOX CAROLYN L ED 1
KNOX DAVID E FAA2
KNOX ENOS PHILLIPS L AW2
509 E CLARK 22 C
9 10 S 3RD 824 C
311 E ARMORY C
410 E GREEN C
211 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 322 U
URH SCOTT 324 C
URH EVANS 435 U
ST JOSFPH ILL
URH SCOTT 410 C
URH FORBES 308 C
58 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 51 C
URH HOPKINS 361 C
302 S 4TH 6 C
303 E JOHN C




URH SAUNDERS 104 U
2810 W DANIEL C
410 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 107 U
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
1715 WESTHAVEN C
308 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 423 U
URH ALLEN 30 7 U
902 W ILLINOIS U
110 E ARMORY C
2061 C ORCH ST U
2061 C ORCH ST U
706 W OHIO U
2005 A ORCH ST U
URH CARR 11 U
URH CARR 329 U
URH HOPKINS 360 C
311 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 1102 C
1107 S EUCLID 7 C
604 E ARMORY C
307 E HEALEY 2 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
415 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 322 C
1009 W SPNGFLD 4 U
203 1/2 E HEALEY C
URH TOWNSEND 269 U
806 S BIRCH U
611 W NEVADA U
611 1/2 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
1101 W PENN U
URH TOWNSENO 352 U
URH TAFT 224 C
1909 DAVID C
212 N MCCULLOUGH U
1001 S MATTIS 2-9 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH SAUNDERS 221 U
220 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
NUC ENG LAB 2 14 U
1007 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 282 C
306 W CAL IFORNIA U
803 S COLER U
1106 S 3RD C
212 E DANIEL C
107 E DANIEL C
MAHOMET ILL
803 S COLER U
TERRE HAUTE INO
ST JOSEPH ILL
1008 S LINCOLN U
2109 HAZWD DR 301 U
724 S BROADWAY U
22 DUNELLEN U
1001 S WRIGHT C
URH SNYDER 418 C
1103 S BUSEY U
505 E WHITE 2 C
PHYSICS BLDG 211 U
14C1 SILVER 11 U
URH BUSEY 260 U
6 11 W CHURCH C
201 F JOHN C
307 E HEALEY 15 C
209 E GREEN 4 C
804 W OREGON U
704 W HIGH U
URH TOWNSEND 367 U
302 E GREGORY U
1810 E MICHIGAN U
URH GARNER 411 C

































































16080 S PARK AV
2161 OXNARD OR
3606 W MAIN ST
7820 IOWA ST
3 CYPRESS DR
413 W WALNUT ST




















2243 N MANGO AV
255 LONGCOMMON RD
ROUTE 1 BOX 157
611 S GRAY DR
2061 C ORCH ST
2061 B ORCH ST
1229 W MARKET
2005 A ORCH CT
1436 LARK LN
1229 W MARKET ST
3558 W 97TH ST
132 S RING ST
211 HARTWAY CT
705 SHERIDAN RD
3216 S MAIN ST
ROUTE 3









209 N LEONARD DR
105 E MAIN
480 W JACKSON ST
480 W JACKSON
53 BOYCE PL






1603 VALLEY RD 1
636 WALNUT LN
720 S PENNSYLVANIA















3344 S 61ST AV
RR 3

















































































































KNOX HELFN S VM 1
KNUCKLES BARBARA M GRAD
KNUCKLES JEFFRY J LAW1
KNUnSON CHARLES FLBE AGR4
KNUOSON OOUGIAS E AGR2
KNUDSON KAREN S AGR2
KNUF GEORGE M LAS2
KNUEPFER PIANE F F AA2
KNULTY JAMTS M FAA1
KNUTSCN DIANA M LAS1
KNUTSON MICHAEL K ENG1
KOBE RICHARD J FAA1
KORLER MARY A LAS2
KOBOS REBFCCA M FAA3
KOROSKY JUDY K LAS3
KORRITZ LAUREN S LAS1
<OBUS RICHARD L FAA1
KOBUSSEN ANTHONY J LAS3
KOBYLECKY JOHN G LAS2
KOBYLECKY JUDITH K LAS1
KOCAL JAMES T AGR3
KUCAL LOUISE M LAS1
KOCEK CLAIRE A FAA1
KOCH ALFRFD P LAS1
KOCH ALLEN R LAS3
KOCH ANN A ED 1
KOCH BEVERLY ANN AGR4
KOCH DENNIS L LAW1
KOCH DOUGLAS RAY PE 4
KOCH ERIC NEAL GRAD
KOCH HAROLD LEE GRAD
*KOCH JOHN ALLFN GRAD
*KOCH JCHN EDWARD GRAD
KOCH LAURIF A FAA1
KOCH LEON W LAS*
KOCH MARY CHAPMAN LAS5
KOCH MICHAEL SILAS LAS4
KOCH MYRON W A GR 3
KOCH ROBERT EMIL GRAD
KOCH ROGER D ENG2
KOCHER DAVID LEE AGR4
KOCHER VIRGINIA M LAS1
KOCINSKI EDWIN J LAS3
KOCINSKI JOAN K LAS1
KOCZOR JUDY LAS3
KODIMER DENNIS A GRAD
KOE FRANK JR LAS3
KOE KWOCK K LASl
KOEBBEMAN KATHLEEN L FAA4
KOEBBEMAN RALPH F JR GRAD
KOFBFL ARCATH BOYD GRAD
KOEBEL LENORF ELAINE LAS3
KOEHLER GALE J FAA2
KOEHLER GARY P AGR1
KOEHLER KATHLEEN M GRAD
KOEHLER LINDA K LASl
KOEHLER RICHARD F LASl
KOEHLER SUSAN L ED 1
KOEHLER THOMAS C FAA4
KOEHLER THOMAS L ENG2
*KOEHM JOHN A VM 2
KOELBL BONNIE K AGR1
KOELLING MARK A ENG2
KOELLING SUSAN L PE 1
KOFNIG BARBARA A FAA1
*KOFNIG CHARLES J GRAD
KOENIG CANIEL JOSEPF GRAO
KOENIG KURT F ENG1
KOENIG MARILYN G LAS2
KOENIG RUTH FISSEL GRAD
KOENIG STEVEN MARK BUS3
KCENIG THOMAS C BUS3
KOENTOPP KURT KRFAHL FAA4
KOEPKE OAVID A BUS4
KOEPKE KARYL L LASl
KOEPKE LINDA C LAS4
KOEPKE NANCY J ED 2
KOEPPEN BRUCE M LAS2
KOEPPEN STEPHEN HOWA GRAD
KOERMENDY ADRIENNE LAS3
KOERNER BETTY RAYMON FAA4
KOERNER JOHN E LASl
KOERNER KAREN S LAS2
KOERNER MAURINE LAS3
KOERTGE DOUGLAS J GRAD
KOESTER CONNIE K LASl
KOESTER RODGER W ENG1
KOESTER VALERIE A LASl
KOESTERER MARY P LAS2
KOEUNE EUGENE N III AGR4
KOFRON JOEL J ENG1
KOGAN JENNY LAS2
KOGUT ANTHONY C LASl
KOHAN ROBERT ENG3
KOHAN SUSAN JANE GRAD
KOHEN WILLIAM GRAD
KOHL KATHLEEN HARRIE LAS4
1648 VALLEY RD C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
803 W OREGON U
313 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 258 U
604 E ARMORY 322 C
URH TRELEASE 726 U
URH OGLESBY 331 U
URH TRELEASE 416 U
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
URH OGLESBY 842 U
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
1102 S 2ND C
URH BLAISDELL 417 U
URH TRELEASE 1006 U
URH HOPKINS 300 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 231 U
URH SAUNDERS U
1106 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 442
, U
URH TAFT 302 C
URH NOBLE 210 C
409 E CHALMERS 507 C
URH BUS FY 433 U
2311 S 1ST 102 C
311 W CLARK 202 C
308 E ARMORY C
603 W NEVADA U
204 E SPNGFLD C
1302 SILVER 7 U
2022 C 0RCH ST U
URH BUSEY 333 U
58 E JOHN 27 C
2022 C ORCH ST U
911 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY C
708 S 1ST 9 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
311 E DANIEL C
207 E JOHN C
311 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
108 S GREGORY U
DCL 214 U
URH GARNER 325 C
URH HOPKINS 463 C
CARY ILL
506 W ELM U
1814 VALLEY RD C
802 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS 609 C
904 W GREEN 606 U
URH DANIELS 479 U
URH LUNDGREN 207 C
URH OGLESBY 1018 U
URH WARDALL 916 U
RR 2 U
URH BABCOCK 111 U
2110 S ORCH ST 201 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH CARR 411 U
URH WARDALL 725 U
URH LAR 434 U
URH DANIELS U
1402 E FLORIDA U
306 E GREGORY C
302 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
405 1/2 E WHITE C
807 S BUSEY U
402 E ARMORY C
601 W CLARK, C
URH FLAGG 409 C
1821 VALLEY RD C
URH TAFT 223 C
209 E ARMORY C
6 LEMON TREE C
URH TRELEASE 614 U
703 E COLORADO U
URH SCOTT 419 C
URH TRELEASE 220 U
103 F ARMORY C
912 E OREGON U
URH ALLEN 441 U
URH DGLESBY 316 U
URH TRELEASE 408 U
URH SAUNDERS 11 U
1007 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 264 C
302 BLISS U
URH GARNER 409 C
305 E GREEN 3 C
311 E GREEN C
908 S LOCUST 202 C





































































1105 1/2 W OREGON







209 W CIRCLE DR
304 W HARDING RD
1359 BUFFALO






7506 W 59TH ST
7506 W 59TH ST
1425 JACKSON ST
105 FORESTDALE PK
6950 W 96TH ST









2022 C ORCH ST
RR 1
RR 2
2022 C ORCH ST






3034 N MONITOR AV
3034 N MONITOR
107 W MUMFORD






7070 W SCHOOL ST
1929 14TH ST
RR 6 BOX 110
URH DANIELS 479
430 LAWRENCE AV




2110 ORCH ST 201
RR 1
844 OSTLE DR
409 N MAIN ST





2 9 HIGHLAND SHORE
6712 N KENNETH
514,1 W BYRON ST





209 N MANDEL LN
6 LEMON TREE DR
7812 SHERMAN RD
703 E COLORADO









6937 W 29TH PL
302 BLISS







































































































KOHLFR PAUL S GRAD
KOHLMEIER JAMFS A ENGl
KOHN LAWRENCE J BUS1
KOHN RICHARD A LASl
*KOHN ROZSA IBOLYA LASl
KOHN SUSAN B ED 2
KOHOUT DAVID B BUSl
KOHRING KATHLFEN RUT AGR4
KOHUT MICHAEL B BUSl
KOIDIN FLLEN S LASl
KOLAR KEITH C ENG1
*KOLATA DENNIS ROBFRT GRAD
KOLATA ROBERT, T LAS3
KTLAZ DAVID JAMES FNG4
KOLB CAROLE A LAS2
KOLB DAVID ALLEN GRAD
KOLB GEOFFREY K LASl
KOLB MARGUERITE D GRAD
KOLB STEPHEN L ENG4
KOLBER SUSAN L ED I
KOLBUK MICHAEL TED LAS4
KOLBY L INOA M LASl
KOLESAR FERDINAND C LAS2
KOLFSAR MARCY A LASl
KOLL STEVEN A LASl
KCLLER JAMES BUS3
KOLLFR JAMES PAUL ENG4
KOLLINS APHRODITE F FAA4
KOLMAN GABRIFL MARY L AS4
KCLMAN MARGARET M LAS2
KOLMAS ELLEN G LAS2
KOLODZIEJ JAMES M ENG2
KOLONDA FAROOK GRAD
*KOLTE GOPAL NAMDEO GRAD
KOLTER MARSHA L LAS2
KOLTSE GEORGE LAS4
KOLTUN DAVID GRAD
KOLTUN PHILIP LOUIS LAS4
KCLTVEIT DAVID E AGR2
KOLTVEIT JOHN AGR3
KDLVES BETTY JEAN GRAD
KOMADINA BRUCE M ENG3
KOMANETSKY RUTH ANN AGR2
KOMER ALBERT G ENG3
KOMIE CYNTHIA A EO 1
KOMINEK KAREN L LASl
KOMMERS RICHARD W LAW1
KONEN BRUCE PAUL ENG4
KONETT LFE CHARLES J BUS4
KONETT PAULA J °E 1
*KONG ANA CHIN CHUNG GRAD
KCNG LUZ L GRAD
*KONG PEDRO LEE GRAD
KONIECZNY LORRAINE M FAA1
KONOPKA ALLAN EUGENF L^S4
KCNRAD JANE E ED 2
KONRAD PATRICIA FRAN LAS4
KONRAD STEVEN SCOTT LAS*
KONRAD WILLIAM K ENG1
KONRATH DONALD J LASl
KONSLER CAROLE L FAA2
KONTELAS GEORGE D LAS4
KONVALINKA MAR I F AGR3
KOOd DENISE LASl
*KCOI JOHN HERBERT LAS4
KOOI THOMAS E AGR
1
KOOLISH MEGAN I LASl
KOONCE WAYNE ALLAN LAS3
KCONTZ STEPHEN W ENG1
KCOPMAN RALPH W LAS4
KC'OS DANIEL A LASl
KOPAN NICHOLAS FAA9
KCPCHAK MARTIN J ENG2
KOPCHELL MARK CRAIG FAA4
KOPEC ANDREW M LAS3
KOPEC BRUCE A ENG1
KOPEC JEFFREY B ENG2
KOPEL ROANN R LAS3
KOPERA ANNE T LASl
KOPF KEITH A BUS3
KOPISCH JAMES ARTHUR LAS3
KOPP MARLENE ELAINE LAS4
KOPPFRMAN PAUL FDWAR GRAD
KOPPLIN JOANNE RUTH VM 3
KOPPLIN JUDITH A LAS2
KOPPLIN RONALD PHILI VM 3
KOPRIVA EARL ROBFRT GRAD
KOPRIVA JAMES W JR LASl
KOPRIVA ROBERT S BUS2
KOPROSKF GLENN K BUSl
KPPS DEBORAH S FAA1
KORAB WESLEY S FAA1
KGPANG EMMANUEL A GRAD
KORASEK BARBARA L PE 2
*KORB ANNE DOUGLAS GRAD
*KORB HAROLD WILFRED GRAD
KCPBA ROSEMARY L AS2
4 ONEIL CT C
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
910 S 3RD 715 C
URH WESTON 496 C
RR 2 U
902 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 486 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1010 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 304 C
URH OGLESBY 323 U
2202 HAZWD OR 303 U
604 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 919 U
2001 COUNTRY SQ U
URH GARNER 214 C
311 S PRAIRIE 12 C
904 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 204 U
URH FORBES' 228 C
URH VANDORFN 410 C
URH OGLESBY 1219 U
URH TRELEASE 521 U
URH FORBES 290 C
910 S 3RD 406 C
302 E GREGORY C
1012 S 1ST C
URH EVANS 317 U
URH EVANS 317 U
URH TRELEASE 1101 U
402 E ARMORY C
609 S 4TH C
VET MED BLDG 150 U
409 E CHALMRS 1011 C
910 S 3RD 314 C
URH DANIELS 173 U
60 1 S 4TH C
URH SNYDER 156 C
URH HOPKINS 217 C
2020 N MATTIS 303 C
502 W MAIN 201 U
508 E ARMORY C
1105 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 907 U
URH LAR 227 U
URH SHERMAN 757 C
2309 S 1ST 104 C
1403 S GROVE U
URH TRELEASE 321 U
504 W MAIN 101 U
504 W MAIN 101 U
504 W MAIN 101 U
URH WARDALL 1012 U
508 F STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 35 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 209 C
306 E GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 324 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
103 E ARMORY C
36 E GREEN C
URH LAR 423 U
2018 FLFTCHER 17 U
URH BABCOCK 314 U
URH BUSEY 154 U
910 S 3RD 228 C
URH FORBES 388 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 102 U
107 W WILL IAM C
URH TOWNSEND 552 U
312 W SPNGFLD 4 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 296 C
URH OGL ESBY 726 U
URH SAUNDERS 429 U
URH ALLEN 104 U
706 W OHIO U
705 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 416 U
503 S FLM C
1320 HEDGF RD C
URH ALLEN 255 U
1320 HEDGE RD C
103 E STOUGHTON 1 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 278 C
URH WESTON 316 C
URH LAR 232 U
604 E ARMORY 318 C
512 E WHITE 3 C
1104 W NEVADA U
1207 WESTFIELD C
1207 WESTFIELD C





















































































340 W MADISON ST
2202 HAZWD DR 303
1011 N VINE ST
1505 N 8TH ST
1510 WILLIAM ST
303 E SHERMAN

















VET MED B,LDG 155

















88 N DOMINGO ST
88 N DOMINGO ST
6351 S KOLIN AV
3130 N NOTTINGHAM
37 JERICHO RD







665 1 N ASHLAND
2018 FLETCHER 17
1136 S STONE AV
984 PINE TREE LN
711 E 4TH
17W715 71ST PL







1507 E WAKEMAN AV
5350 S HARDING AV
1408 E MAIN









7720 S HAMILTON AV
5220 N DIVERSEY
3507 LOUISE
























































SAN JUN RIZAL PHIL














































KPRBECKI JAMES V, ENG4
KORBY JAMES L BUS3
KPRCHECK MITCHELL W GRAD
KCROICK JFAN LOUISE LAS2
KPREN NANCY MARIE LAS4
KPRFNBAUM JAN M LAS4
KPRENBLIT ALLEN D LAS3
KORENGOLO HELEN L LAS2
KORENJAK JOHN S ENG2
KORESCH KENNETH J FNG2
KOREY MICHAEL S LAS3
KOREY RICKI S ED 2
KPRINKO LORRAINE H ED I
KORKOWSKI SARAH H LAS4
KORN CHERI M LAS3
KORN MARTIN ENG3
KORNBLATT IRA B LAS2
KORNBLITH SANDER JAY LAS4
KORNBLUM BARBARA LEE LAS4
KCRNFEINU JOHN G BUS2
KORRY MICHELLE ED 3
KOPS BRIAN ALAN LAS4
KORSGARO WILLIAM W FAA3
KORSMFYFR STANLEY J VM 1
KORTE NIC EUGFNE LAS4
KORTE RCBERT A LAS1
KORTE^EIER THOMAS HE BUS4
KORTH BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
KORZEC KATHLEEN F LAS3
KOS WALTER S ENG4
KOSAR CRAIG JAN ENG4
KOSCHE KENNETH T GRAD
KOSCHER ANNE M LAS2
KOSCHER WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
KOSCIK RICHARD A FNG4
KOSICK JOHN E ENG1
KOSIYANON NANCY GRAD
KOSKI GERALD WILLIAM ENG4
KOSMACH GEQRGF S FAA2
KOSOGLAD JEROME A LAS2
KOSOVSKI MAURA S FAA2
KOSOVSKI ROBIN LAS4
KOSS FREDERICK H ENG1
KOSS KATHLEEN G VM 1
KOSS LOIS G LAS2
KOST STEPHENIE R FAA4
KOST TARA.KIM GRAD
KOSTAOINOVICH STEVAN ENG1
KOSTAL JERI L LAS4
KOSTAR WILLIAM LEE GRAD
KOSTELECKY JAN FAA4
KOSTELNICK CHARLES J FAA3
*KOSTER FLAINE M LAS3
KOSTER FRFDERICK J ENG4
KOSTER JUDY LAS3
KOSTER MARK REMI PE 4
*KOSTUN VASIL GRAD
KOSZCZUK JANET ANN ED 4
KOTCHABHAKDI N GRAD
KOTECKI JEFFREY D ENG2
KOTEK JOSFPH J LAS2
KOTEK RAYMOND A GRAD
KOTELFS GARY T LAS1
*KOTELES JOHN P ENG3
*KOTHARI SUSHIL J GRAD
KOTIN ANTHONY M LAS1
KOTLARIK JOHN J JR ENG1
KOTLFR LORNE HOWARD GRAD
KOTLFR MICHAEL E BUS3
KOTLICKY MICHAEL LAS4
KOTTEMANN 3RUCE C LAS2
KOTVA LOUTS EMIL LAS4
KPUBFK DORIS SCHRAFT GRAD
KOUBEK KENNETH JAMES GRAD
KOUCHOUKOS JOHN J JR LAS1
*KOUL OMKAR NATH GRAD
KOURIM DIANE MARTHA FAA4
KOURIS PAUL ANDREW GRAD
KOUZIOS JOHN NICK BUS 3
KOVAC PATRICIA E ED 4
KOVAL JOAN B LAS3
KOVALCIK RAMONA A AGR2
KOVALESKI CHARLES J LAW1
KOVAL IC MARY LOU L AS4
KOVALICK BARBARA A LAS4
KOVALY LORAN M ENG1
KOVAR PATRICK JOSEPH L ASA
KOVAR PETER S LAS3
KOVARSKY KAREN E ED 1
KUVELL RICHARD L FAAl
KOVICH RONALD H BUSl
KOVNAT SUSAN A 3US1
KOWACK JANINE LAS2
KOWALCZYK CLARICE A LAS1
KOWALCZYK JAMES J LAS4
KOWALCZYK KENNETH J LAS2
KOWALCZYK MELODY A AGR1
5 09 S 5TH C





1102 S LINCOLN U
310 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 272 U
209 E CLARK C
URH SCOTT 394 C
URH FORBES 360 C
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BARTON 20 1 C
SIDNEY ILL
1006 S 3RD 16 C
SKOKIE ILL
910 S 3RD 507 C
307 E HFALEY 8 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH SNYDER 296 C
801 HAMILTON C
U«H TOWNSEND 115 U
302 1/2 BARR U
809 W PENN U
311 W CLARK 202 C
URH HOPKINS 416 C
2006 VAWTER 9 U
STA A BOX 2255 C
409 E CHALMRS 1002 C
1004 W NEVADA U
58 E JOHN 12 C
TUSCOLA ILL
703 W HIGH I U
703 W HIGH 1 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 332 C
URH DANIELS 474 U
909 W ILLINOIS 5 U
1106 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 504 C
URH ALLEN 256 U
212 W WHITE C
URH FORBES 313 C
URH DANIELS U
URH BLAISDELL 312 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
906 S VINE 303 U
302 E GREGORY C
409 E CHLMRS 1105 C
1710 BRADLEY 181 C
909 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 345 C
605 E CHALMERS C
509 E CLARK C
902 W ILLINOIS U
605 F CHALMERS 1 C
2421 E OREGON U
1110 W NEVADA U
1004 S 4TH ST C
URH GARNER 217 C
URH WESTON 468 C
811 S VICTOR C
URH HOPKINS 264 C
310 W COLUMBIA C
60? N LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 156 C
URH TOWNSEND 405 U
616 W HEALEY 1 C
1010 S 2ND C
106 E HEALEY 13 C
URH SNYDER 176 U
1004 S 2ND C
907 1/2 S OAK C
907 1/2 S OAK C
URH HOPKINS 461 C
406 E HEALEY C
1203 W MAIN 1 U
105 E GREEN C
1111 S 1ST C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 908 U
URH TRELEASE 1224 U
URH SHERMAN 1052 C
1106 S EUCLID C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 172 C
202 S LYNN 9 U
104 E JOHN 1 C
910 S 3RD C
401 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 438 C
URH WARDALL 1211 U
URH ALLEN 265 U
URH LAR 418 U
508 W ILL INOIS U
601 S 4TH 3 C

























































12411 S 76TH AV
4952 S LAFLIN ST








9312 N KILBOURN AV
23 BR INK ST
RR 1
6445 N KNOX

















703 W HIGH 1
58 HOMESTRETCH
141 POTTER ST
3649 N BELL AV
HUAMARK







2625 N 74TH AV
124 W MEEK









605 E CHALMERS 1
1603 W HEALEY









5826 N KOSTNER AV




907 1/2 S OAK








1303 N PRAIRIE AV
38179 N JULIAN











933 E MORRI S DR
2452 N LOTUS AV



































































































KOWALEWSKl EDMUND JR GRAD
•KOWALKE PAULA L LAS3
KOWALKE SCOTT J ED 4
KOWALL KENNETH R FAA2
KOWALL RICHARD J ENG3
KOWALL ROBERT T ENG1
KOWALSKI BRIAN LAS2
KOWALSKI SUSAN M LAS3
KOZELKA ROBERT STEPH LAS4
KOZIK THOMAS J LAS'*
KOZIKOWSKl CONSTANCE GRAO
KOZIOL FRANK S L AW 1
KOZIOL FREDERICK E FAA3
KOZLCFF DENISE C LASl
KOZLOFF JOANNE G LAS3
KOZLOW KAREN H LAS2
KOZLOWSKI BARBARA M LAS3
KOZLOHSKI BEATRICE A LAS!
KOZLOWSKI JOHN HENRY LAS4
KOZLOWSKI MARIANNE C GRAD
KOZLOWSKI ZENON JOHN FNG3
KOOLOWSK& GE-ALD P GRAD
KRAATZ JAMES M GRAD
KRA3BE DIMITRA GRAD
*KRABBE SHIRLIF PAUL ENG4
KRACHER KAREN KRISTI ED 4
KRADLE DEBORAH L LAS2
KRAFT DIANA MARIE LAS4
KRAFT ROBERT A BUS2
KRAFT SHERRY ED 1
KRAFT THEODORE E GRAD
KRAHL MARCIA T AGR3
KRAITSIK MICHAEL J FNG3
KRAIVICHIEN VIRASAK GRAD
KRAJFWSKI DANIEL J FAA4
KPAKAUER NEIL J LASl
KRAKER KAREN K LAS?
KRAKER ROBERT G ENG4
KRAKOW AMY PE 1
KRAL KATHPYN MARY LAS4
KRAMER BRUCE MARTIN VM 1
KPAMFR CHARLES H LASl
KRAMER DAVID P LAS4
KRAMER DOUGLAS HFNRY ENG4
KRAMER GREGORY R LAS2
KRAMER JEFFREY L AS3
KRAMFR JOAN E FAA1
KRAMER JOSEPH C ENG2
KRAMER JUDITH ANN GRAD
KRAMER KATHY W AGR1
KRAMER LESLIE A LASl
KRAMER MARCIA LYNNE COM4
KRAMER NORMAN L ENG1
KRAMER ROBERT W LASl
KRAMER RONALD J LAS4
KRAMER SANDRA L AGR2
KRAMER SUSAN C LASl
KPANICH WANCA MAE GRAD
KRANZ WILLIAM P BUS1
KPASINSKI KEITH MICH LAS4
*KRASKA MICHAEL J BUS3
*KRASKA PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
KRASKA SALLY MAISON GRAD
KRASNOFF JUSTIN F GRAD
KPASNOW RENEE C LASl
KRASNY SANDRA E LAS2
KRATOCHVIL CRAIG W LASl
KPATOVIL ROBFRT A GRAD
KRATZER DAVID EDWIN GRAD
KR AUKLI S ANDREW T FAA2
KPAUS DARREL R FNG1
KPAUS EMMETT FRANCIS GRAD
KPAUS GEORGE ALBFRT FNG3
KRAUS GERHARD ENG1
KRAUS HFRREPT P LAW1
KRAUS SUSAN S EO 1
KRAUS WILLIAM LEE GRAD
KRAUSE CAROL SUSAN LAS3
KPAUSE EVA D GRAD
KRAUSE KENNETH E E NG2
KRAUSE MARTIN F JR LASl
KRAUSE MARTIN JAMFS BIJS4
KRAUSE STEVEN E 3US3
KPAUSF WALTER P LASl
*KPAUSS FRED GRAD
KRAUSS JOHN P LASl
KPAUSS KFVIN E ENG1
KRAUSS MARGARET L LAS3
KPAUSZ KENNETH J 3US3
KPAUSZ NIKY LYNN GRAD
KPAVISH JUDITH M LAS4
KPAVITZ HOWARD M LAS3
KPAVITZ KFNNETH M FNG1
KRAVITZ MARILYN A LAS?
KPAWCHUK GARY F DUS1
KRAWCZYK LYNN A LAS3
KRAWITZ JEFFREY S FMG2
213 W ILLINOIS U
509 W MAIN 12 U
509 W MAIN 12 U
402 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 242 C
604 E ARMORY 242 C
710 W CHURCH C
1211 W CLARK U
901 S 2ND C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1910 ROBERT C
URH TOWNSEND 426 U
1110 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 1001 C
1006 S 3RD 22 C
URH TRELEASE 1127 U
URH TAFT 402 C
URH SAUNDERS 324 U
535 E WHITE 9 C
URH DANIELS 429 U
405 S LINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
FNG RES LAB 258 U
1201 REDWOOD C
1201 REDWOOO C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 216 U
503 W ILLINOIS U
202 S LYNN 1 U
910 S 3RD C
311 E SPNGFLD C
58 E JOHN C
1008 S 4TH C
1004 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 295 C
409 E CHALMERS 713 C
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
URH OGLESBY 507 U
URH TRELEASE 1012 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
502 E WHITE 37 C
409 E CHALMERS 708 C
1722 VALLEY C
307 E HFALEY 11 C
306 E DANIEL C
800 W CHURCH C
910 S 3RD C
1008 S 4TH C
1202 E MAIN U
URH BLAISDELL 412 U
URH CLARK 219 C
410 W GREEN 2 U
URH OGLESBY 502 U
URH NOBLE 419 C
403 BRIAR LN 107 C
910 S 3RD C
1814 MEADOW C
BOURBONNAIS ILL
URH NOBLE 313 C
ITASCA ILL
1206 W STOUGHTON U
2512 POND U
2512 POND U
800 W CHURCH 2 C
URH TRELEASE 823 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 271 C
URH SHERMAN 363 C
3206 CAMER1N C
505 F WHI TF 4 C
MAHOMET ILL
406 W CLARK 303 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 438 C
905 1/2 E ILLINOIS U
URH TAFT 19 C
2040 A ORCH ST U
1404 S LINCOLN U
903 SILVER U
URH OGLESBY 210 U
URH SCOTT 292 C
1329 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
URH WESTON 238 C
TUSCOLA ILL
1004 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 245 C
URH EVANS 223 U
2309 S 1ST 303 C
1205 W MAIN 2 C
URH EVANS '40 U
409 E CHALMERS 410 C
URH WESTON 466 C
58 E ARMORY 7 C
1007 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 1120 C

































































509 W MAIN 12
509 W MAIN 12
7506 N OCONTO
2415 E GROVE ST
2415 E GROVE ST
6056 W LAWRENCE AV
530 S WESLEY
7001 JONQUIL TERR
3718 N OAK PARK AV
1910 S ROBERT
189 MAY ST
3802 W ALTGELD ST
1212N LK SHOR 21AS
1212 LAKE SHORE DR
5141 W MEDILL AV























221 S GIBBONS AV
6125 N BERNARD ST
417 N KENILWORTH

























2 09 K BURLINGTON
161 N ILLINOI
S
505 E WHITE 4
105 WOODHILL APTS
1155 W 54TH ST
2726 CENTRAL ST
2444 W SUNNYSIOE
202 HOLIDAY PK 299









RR I BOX 75
16 WfcHRHEIM RD
301 N EDISON ST
16 WEHRHEIM RD











































































































KPAYBILL CANIFL ENGl URH OGLESBY 706 U 3 3 2-5 2 38
KPAYBILL DAVID MARTI GRAD 1602 CRESCENT C 352-3240
KPAZINSKI JOHN L FNG3 URH CARR 319 U 332-3931
KRCHAK CAVID F LAS2 1004 S 4TH 103 C
KRFBS AL3FRT T III FAA3 URH SCOTT 365 c 332-1545
KREBS JOHN W JR GRAD 70 3 GREGORY PL u 344-3501
KRFBS KARFN L L AS1 URH ALLEN 399 u 332-3383
KRTBS KURT H JR LAS3 URH FORBES 462 c 332-1128
KRFBS LAWRENCE F ENG2 URH SNYDER 271 c 332-1722
KPFDA LARRY ALAN BUS4 801 S MATTIS 3 c 359-4317
KREFFT ROBERT H LASI URH OGLE SB Y 1109 u 332-5361
KRFGG GEOFFREY FLL 10 SUS4 URH FORBES 406 c 332-1087
KREHBIEI COURTNFY E ENG2 604 E ARMORY 122 c
KREHFR ALVIN WILLIAM VM 1 801 W OREGON u 3*4-7889
KREll ING ALBERT LEE GRAD 607 W HEAL FY 11 c 359-6273
KPEIMEIER VIRGINIA E FT 3 710 W OHIO u 344-6212
KPFITER JULIE PF 1 910 S 3RD c 3 37-52 53
KRFITFR MARC S LAS3 1105 S 1ST c 344-0356
KPEJCl RONALD FRED FAA4 406 E GREEN 203 u
KPELLE JAMES R PE 3 202 E DANIEL c
*KRFLOFF MICHAEL A LAW2 509 W MAIN 5 u 328-1810
KPEMFR EARBARA KAY GRAD URH DANIELS 78 u
KPEMFRS JAN HOWARD GRAD 17 E MARSHALL c 359-1867
KPFMITZKI ALAN L ENGl URH FORBES 261 c
KRFMPELY DENNIS T ENG3 1110 W SPNGFLO u
KPFNEK DAVID A GRAD 2508 E WASHINGTON u 367-6207
KPEPEL PAU1 E I.AS2 1613 VALLEY RO 1 c 356-9577
KPEPS NANCY J LAS2 URH WARDALL 707 u 332-4435
KPESCA JAMES R LAS2 706 W OHIO u
KRESEK ROBERT G ENG3 1 107 S 3RD 303 c 344-3667
KRESL STEPHEN G 3US2 313 E CHALMERS c 344-4313
KRESLER ROBERT C 3US2 901 S 2ND c 344-7541
KRESS CHARLES W JR FAA3 78 VERSAILLES FR
KRESS JAMES D LAW1 URH DANIELS 334 u 332-2240
KRETCHMAR STUART R LASI 301 E ARMORY c
KRETT KAREN M LASI URH ALLEN 332 u 332-3201
KREUSCH KA30LYN J L AS3 509 E GREEN 4 c 344-0075
KREUSER MARY T ED 1 URH SAUNOERS 419 u 332-3692
KFFUTZER JOHN D FAA1 URH TOWNSEND 207 u 332-4052
KRICHEVSKY LAURA E LASI 910 S 3RD c 337-5332
KPICK KRISTINE S COM3 URH LAR 396 u
*KR ICK MARY POND GRAD 608 S STATE 13 c 356-6091
KRIOER ALAN J FAA1 URH GARNER 4 39 c 332-0871
KRIEBERG RICHARD J BUS2 910 S 3RD c 337-5112
KPIEBLE KRISTINE S LAS3 710 OHIO u
KRIECH3AUM JEANNF LY LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON 11 c 359-0790
*KP IEGER BRADLEY W BUS3 708 W SPNGFLO 6 c 356-0461
KRIESHOK THOMAS S LASI URH BABCOCK 213 u 332-3759
KPIISA THOMAS E LAS2 URH WESTON 410 c 332-2058
KRILE CHARLES A LAS3 505 E WHITE 7 c
KRINGELIS GUNARS BUS1 URH GARNER 274 c 332-0758
KPISCHER JOFL E LAS3 1105 S 1ST c 344-9770
*KRISCHKF RONALD H ENG4 2706 E HIGH u 367-2656
KRISTAK RICHARD MICH PE 3
KR ISTEN CHRISTINF E FAA1 URH VANDOREN 21 c 33 2-0 464
KPI STJANSDOTTIP T J GRAD 1002 W NEVADA u 344-3697
KPISTJANSSON SVANUR GRAD URH DANIELS 106 u
KPISTOVIC CAVID G ENG2 311 E GREEN c 344-2192
KP.IVACEK CHERYL A LAS3 URH ALLEN 302 u 332-3181
KP IZ DAVID G C LAS4 307 E HFALEY 9 c 3 5s- 86 79
KRI Z KENNFTH J ENGl URH 0GLES8Y 509 u 33 2-5181
KPIZ LINDA R FAA2 URH LAR 260 u
KPCBER ALFRED C GRAD 704 N LINCOLN u 344-5652
KRHEGER MARIANNE LAS2 706 S 2ND c 359-9374
KROES MICHAEL J AVI2 310 SUNNYCREST CT u 367-1596
KROGSRUD L STEPHEN LAS3 URH GARNER 208 c 332-0707
KPOHE MARY C LAS2 URH LAR 404 u 332-2907
KPOICHICK ELLEN ED 1 910 S 3RD 1017 c 337-5276
KROL ANN M LASI URH ALLEN 15 u 332-3094
KPOL EDWARD M LAS2 URH SCOTT 318 c 332-1513
KROL KATHLEEN ANN LAS4 501 E SPNGFLO 10 c
KROL RONALD LEE BUS4 912 S 2ND c 344-9732
KROLAK LUCY A ED 4 URH VANDOREN 110 c 332-0479
KROLICK KEITH A LAS2 601 S 4TH c 359-6263
*KPOLL EDWIN B JR AVI2 1604 WILEY u 367-9501
KPOLL GLORIANE P LASI URH LAR 194 u 332-2965
KPOMM LEROY G FAA1 URH HCPKINS 476 c 332-1383
KPOMM STEVF DALE AGR4 302 S 4TH 8 c
*KROMPHARDT JAMES F I ENG4 20 IE FLETCHER 14 u
KRON NICHOLAS G LASI URH OGLESBY 231 u 332-5112
KPON PRISCILLA L LASI URH BLAISDELL 304 u 332-3511
KPONBERG BARBARA SUE GRAD 186C VALLEY RD c 359-3129
*KPONE LAWRENCF JAMES GRAD 207J D ORCH ST u 344-7381
KRONENBERG WILLIAM E LAS3 1006 W NEVADA u
KRONENFELD PHILLIP D PE 3 409 E CHALMERS 401 c 384-5837
KRCNSTED TERRY LEE GRAD HEYWORTH ILL
KRUEGER CURTIS J BUS1 205 E ARMORY c 344-7847
KRUEGFR DONALD F ENGl URH SNYDER 414 c 332-1820
KRUEGER GLORIA R PE 3 61 E JOHN c 359-5961
KRUEGER JANET MARY LAS4 URH BUSEY 259 u 332-2629
KRUEGER JOYCE L FAA2 URH EVANS 241 U 332-2727
KRUEGER KARL ALBERT AGR4 URH CARR 9 u 332-3847
KRUEGER KEITH W LAS3 508 E SPNGFLO c 352-8814
KRUEGER KERRY LASI URH OGLESBY 309 u 332-5121
KRUEGER PHIL R AGR2 URH FORBES 218 c 332-0957
KRUEGER RICHARD D ENG3






209 W CYPRESS ST
821 WALTER
821 WALTER AV
170 BLOR HILL PASS
6415 KENTON
7311 N CKETO AV
706 MCKINLEY
601 FOREST VIEW DP
503 S MARKET ST
6C7 W HEALEY 11
11 ROYAL VALE DR
6618 N CHRI STI ANA
7350 N KILBOURN
1913 W 60TH ST
400 SANS SOUCI DR
509 W MAIN 5
12915 CONWAY RO
17 E MARSHALL
201 N 22N0 ST
1421 MONROE AV




1107 S 3RD 303
337 S JULIAN ST
1311 S FINLEY 314
745 OAK ST
108 HICKORY ST
2 714 SHERIDAN RO
52 S MEYER CT
811 E JULES ST








47 W 125TH ST
3814 MILLBROOK RD
2444 PINE ST
1227 S MAFFIT ST
601 MARKET ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 280
3009 W SHERWIN
2706 E HIGH




9520 S COLFAX AV
1405 S WESLEY /»V
S 744 SUMMIT AV









2836 N 74TH CT









30 S WAREHAM LN
1514 SCOTDALE RD
3601 VANBUREN ST
2072 D ORCH ST










RR I BOX 164


























































































































































KUBIK PHILI P M
KUBISAK THOMAS J
KUBY ANDREW EW I NG II
KUCEPA GEOFFREY J



















KUEHN MILTCN C III
KUENSTLER WILLIAM F




















BUS2 410 E JOHN C
ENG3 904 W GREEN C
LAS? URH BLAISOELL 118 U
LAW1 910 S 3RD C
GRAD 2308 BARBERRY C
AGRA 515 BASH CT C
LAS1 URH EVANS 235 U
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 431 U
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS C
PE 4 1203 1/2 W MAIN U
LAS3 802 W OREGON 33 U
LAS2 506 W MAIN U




LASl URH BLAISOELL 230 U
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON C
ED 3 910 S 3RD 528 C
VM 2 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 628 U
LAS4 706 S 2ND C
LAS2 4 SAFFER CT U
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1026 U
BUS3 URH OGLESBY 611 U
= AA2 URH WARDALL 422 U
AGR3 53 F GREGORY C
GRAD 2515 ARDEN C
AGR9 2515 ARDEN C
ENG3 604 E ARMORY 301 C
GRAD 1403 W WILLIAMS C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 108 U
ENG3 210 E JOHN C
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON C
GRAD BONDVILLE ILL
PE 3 1111 S 3RD C
LAS3 1101 W PENN U
ENG3 311 E DANIEL C
FAA4 705 W STOUGHTON U
LAS4 502 W FLM U
GRAD STA A BOX 2195 C
GRAD 2044 B ORCH ST U
ENG4 502 F SPNGFLD C
FAA3 URH SCOTT 362 C
LASl URH LAP 339 U
LASl URH TOWNSEND 404 U
LAS3 URH LAR 193 U
LAS3 URH 0GLES8Y 703 U
GRAD 2410 F MAIN 9 U
LAW2 2410 f: MAIN 8 U
GRAD 707 S 6TH 206 C
ED 3 1202 W NEVADA U
8US3 URH OGLESBY 1224 U
8US1 LANSING ILL
FAA4
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 515 U
BUS2 URH SCOTT 391 C
LAS4 502 W SPNGFLD 5 C
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 802 W OREGON 24 U
LASl 404 E STOUGHTON C
FAA3 404 E STOUGHTON C
ENG2 URH SCOTT 456 C
LAS4 SPRINGFIELO ILL
GRAD 404 E WHITE 4 C
LAS4 309 E HEALEY 2 C
FAA4 2219 S 1ST ST RD C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 416 U
LASl URH WARDALL 1209 U
LASl URH LAR 328 U
LASl URH HOPKINS 430 C
LAS3 108 E HEALEY 1 C
AGR2 110 E ARMORY C
ED 2 URH SAUNDERS 402 U
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U
BUS2 401 E JOHN C
AGR4 311 E DANIEL C
LASl URH SAUNDERS 128 U
LAWl URH SHERMAN 950 C
LASl URH B'JSEY 217 U
ED 3 502 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
ENG4 809 BUSEY U
AGR4 58 E GREGORY C
LASl URH LUNDGREN 224 C
LASl URH LAR 407 U
GRAD
LAS4 12 04 S LINCOLN U
GRAD 56 E DANIEL 3 C
LAS2 310 F GREGORY C
FNG1 URH NOBLE 207 C
GRAD 1001 FAIRLAWN U
LASl URH TRELEASE 115 U
PE 2 URH VANDOREN 127 C
FAA3 58 E JOHN 5 C
COM3 508 E WHI TE 11 C





































































932 LEAHY CIRCLE E

















PKHL MBL EST 182






















10620 S AVERS AV
615 E ROBERTA AV
11124 AVENUE N
17W556 71ST PL
4844 W POTOMAC AV
2851 E 97TH ST
2410 E MAIN 9
2410 E MAIN 9
707 S 6TH 206
9741 S LEAVITT ST
1024 PAM ANNE DR
1824C SCHOOL ST
315 S VALLEY HILL
RR 1
2808 S CENTRAL PK





114 S 1ST ST
19 KRELL OR























56 E DANIEL 3
1611 SYCAMORE










































































































KUHN WILLIAM C L AS 1
*KUHNEN JANICE W BUS3
KUHNKFY PHILIP G AVI 2
KUHNS GARY L AGR3
KUHNS SHARON LEE AGR4
KUIPbRS EDWARD JAY GRAD
KUJAWA RICHARD JAMES LAS4
KUJAWINSKI THOMAS A LAS3
KUJAWSKI MARGARFT M LAS1
KUJAWSKI MARY THFRES FAA4
KULA JOFN JOSEPH FAA4
KULAK MARCIA A LAS2
KULASA FDWIN LFF LAS4
KULCZEWSKI ALAN JOSE LAS4
KULCZEWSKI PAUL F ENG2
KULCZYCKI ANTOINETTE GRAD
KULEK DONALD J ENG2
KULHAVY RAYMOND W GRAD
KULICK KENNETH L GRAD
KULIKOWSKI LINDA M LAS1
KULKARNI SUBHASH B 3RAD
KULL ANITA KAY GRAD
KULL JOHN DAVID ENG3
KULTCN BARBARA A LAS1
KULWIN JOAN L LAS1
KULWIN MAURY H LAS3
KULY KAREN LYNN COM3
KUMAKl MARGARET A LAS2
KUMAR AMRESH GRAD
KUMAR ANANCA H GRAD
KUMAR LALIT GRAD
KUMMERQW KAY L AGR3
KUMNICK RICHARD A F AA4
KUMQRFK RAYMOND T LAS3
KUNA ROBERT J ENG1
KUNDE BRAOFORD JAMES LAS4
KUNDE CAROLYN ANN ED 1
KUNDE LYNN E LAS2
KUNFY JOHN BRUCE III FAA4
KUNIMURA RUTH A LAW1
KUNKFL DAVID W BUS1
KUNKfcLMANN CHAPLFS W ENG3
KUNKLE GEORGE L AGR1
KUNKLE JAMES E AGR3
KUNNEMANN RHONDA LY N LAS4
KUNTNFR LINDA LOU GRAD
KUNTZ DONNA J ED 1
KUNTZ JANE E FAA1
KUNTZ JANICE A BUS1
KUNTZ MARK T FAA3
KUNTZ PAULA M LAS1
KUNTZ RAYMOND CARL LAS4
KUNT7 STEVE L ENG1
KUNZ GARY LOUIS GRAD
KUNZ JUDITH LOUISE GRAD
KUNZMAN GLEN GARY GRAD
KUO PETER CHIH-CHAO GRAD
KUO PONG-KUEN GRAD
KUO WU-YU GRAD
KUO YUE-HWA YVONNE GRAD
KUPEC LYNN M LAS4
KUPELIAN LENA OHANNE GRAD
KUPFFR BARBARA B L AS I
KUPFFRBFRG BRADLFY J LAS1
KUPPERMAN DAVID SAND GRAD
KUPSCO JOHN GEORGE BUS4
KURAS JOHN CHARLES ENG4
KURAS WILL IAM J PE 3
*KURASCH DONALD A LAW2
KURASEK JERRY A BUS3
KURATA MARIAN LAW2
KURDZIEL MICHAEL J AGR2
KURKOWSKI RICHARD M BUS4
KUPLANO JEFFREY MARK BUS4
KURLINKUS DAVID J LAS2
KURMAROHITA BOONKUN GRAD
KURMAROHITA KUNCHIT GRAD
KUROWSKI JAMES A ENG2
KUPOWSKI MARY L FAA3
KURTH DALE R ENG1
KURTOCK SARAH B LAS2
KURTZ DANIEL BARNETT ENG4
KURTZ DONALD L LAS3
KURTZ KENNETH S BUS2
KURTZ ROBERT A LAS3
KURTZ STEPHAN R GRAD
KURYLO CATHERINE A LAS1
KURZ DAVID W LAS1
KURZ THERESE M LAS2
KURZEJA PAUL L LAS3
KUSCHMIRZ JUDITH ANN FAA4
KUSEK THOMAS H 6NG1
KUSH JAMES C BUS1
KUSHFNBACH JOHN P JR LAS2
KUSHMUK JAMES W LAS2
KUSHNER MARK S LAS2
KUSHNER SHARON JOYCE GRAD
1105 S 4TH C





2907 1/2 E MAIN U
202 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 809 U
203 S COLER U
406 E GREEN C
903 S 4TH C
2018 FLETCHEP 5 U
40 2 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 6 U
URH DANIELS 268 U
URH FORBES 304 C
2113 HAZWD OR 201 U
URH DANIELS 734 U
URH VANDOREN 212 C
605 W GREEN U
609 W MAIN U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH CLARK 222 C
URH WARDALL 704 U
108 E HEALEY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TRFLEASF 511 U
VET MED BLDG 155 U
1102 W GREEN 632 U
21C7 HAZWD OR 101 U
URH SAUNDERS 120 U
1007 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 433 U
URH SNYDER 215 C
2219 S 1ST 202 C
1616 SANGAMON C
URH LAR 224 U
401 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 299 U
URH OGLESBY 516 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
809 W PENN U
809 W PENN U
409 E CHLMRS 1604 C
312 W SPNGFLD 10 U
URH LAR 499 U
URH ALLEN 232 U
URH ALLEN 232 U
URH GARNER 290 C
URH WARDALL 9 10 U
1008 S 4TH C
BELLFLOWER ILL
904 S WEBBER U
URH SHERMAN 201 C
1803 A ORCH PL U
1914 A ORCH ST U
607 W CAL IFORNIA U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 5 U
107 E CHALMERS 10 C
106 N GREGORY 5 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
1105 S 1ST C
2004 C ORCH ST U
1110 S 2ND C
12 09 W UNIVERSITY U
DANVILLE ILL
2038-D HAZWD CT U
103 ARCADIA C
1005 S 6TH 19 C
URH HOPKINS 359 C
309 E CLARK C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 442 C
1107 W GREEN 330 U
1107 W GREEN 330 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 237 U
URH GARNER 332 C
URH WARDALL 1226 U
210 E MAIN U
1008 W NEVADA 17 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
2317 S 1ST 202 C
URH TAFT 421 C
URH HOPKINS 426 C
410 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 307 U
305 E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 127 C
604 E WHITE C
URH FORBES 454 C
1009 W MAIN 24 U
305 E JOHN C



































































1402 1/2 W SPNGFLD
1216 LAWNWAY DR







6223 W GRACE ST





2125 N 22ND ST
2113 HAZWD DR 201
5 ONDERDONK RD











14A64 WEA KARL BGH
28 MONTCLAIR
2114 S UTH AV
RR 1
5205 S MOZART ST
641 W WASH ST
1616 SANGAMON







201 S CROWN DR
8149 ELMORE ST
513 WARREN AV
760 E BENTON ST
760 E BENTON ST
236 W KENILWORTH










9246 S 50TH AV
6921 N RIDGE AV
8238 KILPATRICK
3324 MAPLE LEAF DR
2004 C ORCH ST





1005 S 6TH 19
6435 W 93RD PL
5142 N CENTRAL PK
9045 N KILDARE
4107 SEWARD AV
312 PHYA THAI RD
312 PHYATHAI RD
2445 S 10TH AV
2445 S 10TH AV














9122 W 28TH ST
7217 CRAIN AV






























BULANDSHEHR UP I NO
MYSORE STATE INDIA




































































KUSICIEL JANET E L AS2
KUSICK JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
KUSLES RICHARD K 3US2
KUSNERZ RAYMOND LEE AGR4
KUSNIR RICHARD BUS3
KUSTFR MAX HUBFRT GRAD
KUSTES JOHN T AGR3
KUSTOK ALLAN J 8US1
KUSTON CASSANDRA A LAS2
KUSZ JOHN PAUL FAA4
KUTTNER JILL COM3
KUTTNER KATHY V FAA1
KUTZ KATHRYN JEANICE LAS4
KUTZLER SANDPA J AGRl
KUYKENDALL RONALD C COM4
KUZEL ANDREW JOSEPH LAS1
*KUZIAN SANDRA K A LAS2
KUZMA JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
KUZMINSKI DAVID JOSE LAS4
*KWANT JANE VAVRCCH GRAD
KWASINSKI CRISTINE A GRAD
KWAS.MAN MARC G LAS2
KWIATKOWSKI CAROLINE LAS3
KWIECINSKI RICHARD A 8US3
KWINN PATRICIA ANNE LAS3
KWITKOWSKI PETER A E NG4
KWOH JUO-WEI ROSIE LAS4
KWOK CASEY KIN-CHOR GRAD
KV.UN YOUNG HOON GRAD
KYBURZ HENRY P AGR2
KYLANOER ELLEN C GRAD
KYLE STEVFN P FAA3
*KYRIAKOU LUCIA B GRAD
KYRIAS MARY K PF 1
LAAKSO LI ISA L J LAS2
LA9ADIE LFE LAS3
LABEDZ GERALD P ENG3
LABELLARTE LYNN M ED 2
LABEN NEAL EDWARD ENG4
LABMALA SURASUGCI GRAD
LABOTKA RICHARD J LAS3
LABOTKA THEODORF C LAS4
LABOY EDWIN PE 1
LABRECQUE BRUCE PE 1
LABRIE MICHAEL JAY GRAD
LABUN LANCE CONFER GRAD
LABUS MARY POPIK GRAD
LABUS THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
LACER MARGARET A AGRl
LACER MICHAEL LFE BUS4
LACERENZA MARK D ENG1
LACEY RICHARD HUGH PE 4
*LACEY WILLIAM ANDREW GRAD
LACH IVAN JOHN GRAD
LACH MICHAEL W ENG3
LACH NORMAN L FAA4
LACH STEVEN D LAS1
LACHAPELLF MICHAEL J LAS4
LACHKY JOSEPH N LAS3
LACK CHFRYL S LAS3
LACKE MICHAEL R ENG2
LACKMAN SARAH LAS2
LACKPOUR MEHRZAO GRAD
LACOMBE SUSAN K LAS1
LACQUET JOANN M GRAD
LACROSSE JAMES PAUL LAS4
LACY JEFFREY LINN GRAD
LACY STEPHEN R 8US4
LADAGE TERRY LEE GRAD
LADERSON RUBY E F AA
1
LADEVICH LAUREL A LAS2
LADEW STEPHEN H ENG3
LADOLCE DEBORAH L LAS3
LADOLCE DENISE A LASl
LADOUCEUR LYNN E LASl
LAOWTG GAIL JFAN LAS3
LAEGELER PATRICK S BUS3
LAERM JOHN ROLF GRAD
LAESCH ELLEN M FAA2
LAESCH PHILIP T AGR3
LAESCH RUTH E ED 3
LAFF NED SCOTT LAS4
LAFFERTY ELIZABETH A FAA1
LAFFERTY ROBERT H LAS2
LAFFEY CHARLOTTE M LAS3
LAFFEY TIM LAS3
LAFLEUR ALBERT L FAA4
LAFLEUR LAWRENCE WAL GRAD
LAFLEUR MARY S LAS2
LAFOND STEPHEN C ENG2
LAFORCE NORMAN C LASl
LAFRANCE JACOUFS E GRAD
LAFRANCO ROSALIF A LAS2
LAFRANK SAMUEL E FNG2
LAGER DAVID CHARLES GRAD
LAGER MARTHA L AGR2
LAGEPQUIST LINDA CAR LAS4
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
502 W MAIN U
1101 STOUGHTON 101 U
912 S 2ND C
212 E DANIEL C
JOLIET ILL
URH OGLESBY 124 U
604 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
806 W MAIN U
512 STOUGHTON 205 C
URH TAFT 302 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 304 U
909 W ILLINOIS U
1010 S 2ND C
OGDEN ILL
905 W WASHINGTON C
707 S 6TH C
2410 E MAIN 4 U
PEOPIA ILL
110 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 721 U
URH FORBES 216 C
URH EVANS 329 U
LE ROY ILL
URH WARDALL 813 U
URH DANIELS 507 U
2080 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 225 C
1709 MAYFAIR U
102 E CHALMERS C
109 S BUSEY 5 U
URH VANDOREN 420 C
403 E GREEN ST C
URH GARNER 282 C
206 S GREGORY U
URH BARTON 204 C
CHICAGO ILL
1206 W MAIN U
203 N HARVEY U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH SNYDER 210 C
1004 S 2ND C
405 N PROSPECT C
512 E STOUGHTON C
210 HOLIDAY PK C
210 HOL IDAY PK 344 C
407 W GREEN 5 U
809 S BUSEY U
URH FORBES 300 C
717 S MATTIS C
107 E JOHN C
MATTOPN ILL
PHILO ILL
1004 S 4TH C
106 E ARMORY C
1009 W PENN U
310 E GREGORY C
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 603 U
URH DANIELS 168 U
URH SAUNDERS 125 U
21 RAINTRFE C
31 F DANIEL C
2505 ARDEN C
1013 W CHURCH C
1700 W BRADLEY 47 C
412 E GREEN C
611 E DANIEL C
308 E GREEN C
URH 8LAISDELL 217 U
URH TAFT 304 C
URH FLAGG 308 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH BABCOCK 14 U
RR 3 U
URH CLARK 339 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 906 U
720 S BROADWAY U
URH TAFT 25 C
URH BABCOCK 210 U
1007 W OREGON U
1007 W OREGON U
434 FAIRLAWN U
838 BELLEPARK C
URH BARTON 208 C
URH WESTON 410 C
205 E ARMORY C
103 W OREGON 1 U
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
310 E JOHN C
502 W MAIN U
URH BUSEY 159 U































































5604 N REDWOOD DR
502 W MAIN




11935 S STATE ST
626 N PARKWOOD AV






4838 W GLADYS AV
RR I
905 W WASHINGTON
1301 E 93RD ST
254 S HIGHLAND
5414 W SCHOOL ST
3512 BRYN MAWR
4837 W 107TH ST
969 BLAZE TRAIL
3319 W 61ST PL
211 1/2 W NORTH ST
346 DUNDEE RD











7611 W CLARENCE AV
BAN SOMDJ TECH COL
332 OLMSTED RD
332 OLMSTED RD




5727 S SAYRE AV
5727 S SAYRE AV
407 W GREEN 5
702 W WASHINGTON




721 N NOBLE ST
2030 ILLINOIS
1818 S 3RD AV
4332 W 1UTH ST
133 S CRAWFORD
































714 E COUNTRY LN
1451 NORTHWOODS
801 S GROVE AV
810 TULIP LANE






















































































































LAKOTA ROXWELL J II
LAKOW1CZ JOSEPH R J
LALLA DOUGLAS JOHN























LAMBERT LINDA MAR I F
LAMBERT MARSHA LYNN
LAM3ESI S ANASTASI A R
LAMBCOY MAPY A












































LANDI S DAVID GEORGE
LANOIS EDITH I
LANDIS FRED SIMCN
LAS2 313 E JOHN C
PE 2 703 W CALIFORNIA U 367-9872
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
ENG4 6 ROSFWOOD PL U 367-4480
GRAO 309 S STATE 6 C
LAS3 306 E DANIFL 2 c
8US1 URH HOPKINS 456 c 332-1364
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 424 u
GRAD 1410 W UNIVERSITY u 367-6807
GRAD 1008 W MAIN u 367-1935
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON u 367-9614
BUS3 URH SCOTT 310 c 332-1505
LAS1 505 F CHALMERS c
ED 4 1106 NOFFTZ c 352-3518
LAS3 URH TAFT 306 c 332-0635
LAS4 601 S 1ST c
EO 2 904 S LINCOLN u
BUS1 VAHOMET ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 373 u 332-3019
GRAD 1102 S COTTAGE GR u 365-1671
VM 3 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 1009 W STOUGHTON u 328-3761
GRAD 806 W OHIO u 344-9876
GRAD TALBOT LAB 225 u
FAA2 2422 E OREGON u
LASl URH OGLFSBY 530 u
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 573 u 3 3 2-42 92
AGR3 802 OREGON 15 u
LAS3 URH SNYDER 275 c 332-1726
BUS1 24 MAPLEWOOD u 367-8048
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS c
BUS4 1912 -C ORCH ST u 344-1239
LAS1 URH FLAGG 318 c 332-0306
ENG2 904 W GREEN 528 u
GRAD 508 E WHITE c 356-2898
GRAD URH SHERMAN 303 c 332-4675
C AA4 306 E GREEN 8 c 359-1402
LAS1 URH WARDALL 511 u 332-4391
GRAD 714 W CALIFORNIA u 334-5314
GRAD 508 E GREEN c 352-4444
FAAl URH FORBES 436 c 332-1109
ENG1 URH SNYDER 442 c 332-1840
FAA4 712 W CAL IFORNIA u
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 302 u 332-3644
GRAD 1207 JOANNE LN c 352-7967
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS 908 c 384-5228
LAS4 409 E CHALMRS 1008 c 344-6596
PE 2 302 E ARMORY c
GRAO 807 S CEDAR u 367-3693
LAS1 URH LAR 208 u
BUS3 711 W GREEN u
LASl URH VANOOREN 19 c 332-0462
BUS3 301 W BIRCH 7 c 359-5764
LAS4 504 1/2 E SPNGFLD c 356-7503
LAS3 313 E ARMORY c 344-9766
GRAD FISHER ILL
ENG1 303 E CHALMERS c
LAW1 2309 S 1ST ST RD c 344-1968
GRAD ENG RES LAB 252 u 333-6500
BUS4 102 E ARMORY 12 c
LAS3 URH BLAISOELL 327 u 332-3534
GRAD 1321 ALMS c 352-0494
BUS1 1306 S ANDERSON u 367-9726
COM3 URH OGLESBY 612 u 332-5214
BUS4 505 E STOUGHTON c
BUS2 URH TOWNSEND 478 u 332-4233
3US2 URH WARDALL 211 u 332-4319
LAS3 URH GARNER 224 c 332-0723
LASl URH VANDOREN 425 c 332-0556
ENGl 29 E HEALEY c
ENG3 29 E HEALEY c
ED 4 303 E JOHN c 344-1103
LASl URH LAR 408 u 3 32-2 911
GRAD io shum'an CIRCLE u 367-1366
ENG4 408 W ELM u
ENG4 1106 W STOUGHTON 1 u
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1255 c 332-5016
LASl URH OGLESBY 627 u 332-5228
AGR2 308 F ARMORY c 344-9742
LAS4 409 E CHALMRS 1111 c 344-2104
LAS4 503 E STOUGHTON 12 c 352-7254
LAS3 1009 W PENN u 344-7545
FAA4 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261
PE 2 URH BLAISOELL 108 u 332-3455
GRAD 705 W ELM 1 u 36 5-1684
BUS1 910 S 3RD 426 c 337-5105
FAA3
GRAD URH DANIELS 2 54 u 332-2207
AGR3 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152
FAAl URH FLAGG 426 c 332-0 342
GRAD NEWMAN ILL
LAS* 505 E WHITE 3 c 359-7909
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0 425
LAS4 1202 W UNIVERSITY u
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 324 u 332-5489
GRAD 503 E WHITE 5 c 356-3989
3417 MAPLE LEAF






1107 W GRFEN 424
INST MOORN HISTORY










1 102 S COTTAGE GR
PKHL MBL ESTS 206
3472 FRIENDSHIP ST





10039 S SEELEY AV
1301 WILSON AV
416 W 2N0























































7336 N KILBOURN AV
4020 GROVE AV
4680 BOURRET AV
RR 2 BOX 81
RR 1 BOX 7
ROUTE I
3004 W SHERWIN










































































ROUND LK BEACH ILL



























LANDIS PAULETTF L PE 1
LANDIS RICHARD C AVI2
LANDOLT SHERYL S EO 1
LANDROCHE MARIE C LAS*
LANDSMAN HENRY R JR LAS2
LANDWEHR BARBARA D LAS3
LANDY CRAIG A LAS2
LANDY STEVEN B GRAD
LANE CHARLES RAY LAS*
LANE DAVID J ENG3
LANE DENNIS DEL ENG3
LANE DIANA L FAA2
LANE JOHN ROBERT GRAD
LANE PHILIP J ENG3
LANE SHFRMAN 3US2
LANE THOMAS S ENG1
LANEY CARTER C'AMERON BUS*
LANFAIR EDWARD C LAS1
LANG CAROL SUSAN LAS3
LANG DAVID JAMES FNG*
LANG GLORIA L AS 1
LANG JAPES DAVID GRAD
LANG JANET M LAS2
LANG JUDITH L ED 1
LANG I nuIS I LAS4
LANG PATRICIA ANNE GRAD
LANG PHYLLIS MARTIN GRAD
LANG RITA A AGR3
LANGOON LOIS M GRAD
LANGE ARTHUR JOSEPH LAS4
LANGE GARY B BUS3
LANGE PEGGY MARIF t>E 2
LANGF RICHARO C LAS1
LANGE RICHARD FRANK ED 4
LANGF RIDGLEY ELMER GRAD
LANGEFELD DOUGLAS RA LAS*
LANGEFELD EDWARD P BUS1
LANGFR BARBARA E LAS1
LANGERMAN DEBORAH J COM3
LANGFORD LAUREl A ED 1
LANGGUTH SUSAN J AGRl
LANGHAM WESLEY S AGR2
LANGHOLFF CANDACE F PF 1
LANGILL H CHRIS GRAD
LANGILLE BRUCE E 3US3
LANGLFY DEBORAH A ED 1
LANGLEY DONALD CLARK ENG3
LANGLEY GARY RICHARO GRAD
LANGLEY WILLIAM MARK LAS4
LANGLOl S DON PAUL LAS*
LANGLOIS THOMAS G LAS1
LANGMEAD LAUREN L LAS1
LANGNER THOMAS JAMES COM*
LANGOUSSIS ALEXANDER LAS3
LANGSJOFN MARCIA ANN LAS2
LANGSTON DONNFLL PE 3
LANGSTON GRFGORY W BUS3
LANGSTON IRA W IV GRAD
LANGSTON L INDA S ED *
LANGWINSKI MARY C LAS1
LANGWOOTHY BYPON H GRAD
LANGWORTHY DIANE C GRAD
LANIGAN WILLIAM M LAW1
LANMAN TRESHA WOl FE ED *
LANNIN SUSAN D LAS3
LANSFORD CLAUDIA A L AGR3
LANSING PAUL LAW2
LANSING SUFANNE LAS3
LANSPERY GLORIA JEAN LAS*
LANTAIJ RENFE LAS3
LANTFR JA^FS F LAW1
LANTfR KFNT J LAS3
LANTZ ARLENE S FAA2
LANTZ DAVID A LAS3
LANTZ PATRICK E LAS1
LANUCHA MARY LOL LAS*
LANUTI JOSEPH EUGENE BUS*
LANYS BIRUTE MARIA GRAD
LANZEN BRIAN A ENG1
LAC TIAN BEN GRAD
LAPAGE RONALD NEAL GRAD
LAPAT MICHAEL J LAS3
LAPIDQS RALPH C LAS3
LAPIDUS JUDITH P LAS?
LAPCLLA JAMES PETER LAS*
LAPCNTE MARK A LAS1
Lf.PP KATHLFFN S LAS2
LAPP ROGER LEF GRAD
LAPP SLSAN KAY LAS3
LAPPIN ALIEN RALPH GRAD
LAPPING RONALD LAS1
LARABEE JUDITH MARIE LAS*
LARCOMBE FLSA MARGAR L AS3
LARFAU LESLIE S GRAD
LARFDO JULIO R ENG1
LAPEN TIMOTHY DANIEL F AA*
LARFY 1FTH A LAS1
URH SAUNDERS 10* U
URH SCOTT 182 C
URH LAR *06 U
1107 W GREEN 125 U
211 E JOHN C
505 WHITE 12 C
311 SPNGFLD C
1103 W HILL U
60* E ARMORY 103 C
503 E STOUGHTON * C
1010 E COLORADO U
*08 E HEALEY C
70 5 W MAIN U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
1103 N MARKET C
706 W OHIO U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 567 U
URH CLARK 3*0 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH BUS FY 103 U
1105 W OREGON 7 U
313 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN U
52 F ARMORY C
509 S 5TH 7 C
JACKSONVILLE ILL
910 S 3RD 1008 C
7 S HUM AN CIRCLE U
100* W NEVADA U
11 11 S 1ST C
120* S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 15 U
URH BABCOCK 312 U
53 E JOHN 3 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 125 U
212 E JOHN C
URH 8LAISDELL U
URH ALLEN *91 U
90* W GREEN U
URH LAR 33* U
URH CARP. 116 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR *95 U
102 E CHALMERS C
CICERO ILL
58 E JOHN 26 C
1310 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1310 LINCOLSHIRE C
URH ALLEN 168 U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
100* S *TH C
1208 BROADMOOR C
URH GARNER *56 C
1010 S 2ND C
2706 LAWNDALE C
2706 LAWNDALE C
URH ALLEN 376 U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
16C0 W BRADLEY *5 C
805 MAPLEPARK C
URH WARDALL 1108 U
302 W LOCUST 7 U
1101 N BUSEY U
URH BUSEY 107 U
URH ALLEN 178 U
URH TRELEASE 218 U
1002 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 250 C
910 S 3RD C
610 1/2 S GLOVER U
URH HOPKINS *26 C
905 N WILLIS C
505 E WHITE C
608 S STATE 9 C
URH WESTON 273 C
URH DANIELS 183 U
205 E STOUGHTON C
WILMETTF ILL
503 E STUUGHTON * C
SKOKIP ILL
31? E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS *62 C
*09 F CHALMERS 901 C
3209 BRENTWOOD C
*03 S LINCOLN U
1007 W SPNGFLD U
52 E ARMORY C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
URH BLAISDELL 10 U
109 GEORGE HUFF U
60* E ARMORY 605 C
73 VERSAILLES FR












































































813 E MAPLE ST
BOX 12
408 E HEALEY
705 W MAIN ST







28*2 W POLK ST








1738 W SUPERIOR ST





1181 S EUCLID AV
1181 S EUCLID
8511 N DRA*KE AV
1524 MULFORD





1827 E LIBERTY DR
HIGH ST
BOX 261






RR 1 BOX 103
1203 BROADMOOR















113 E GFORGE ST
100 SOUTHGATE



























































































































LAPGE LAURA I EF GRAD
LARIMER MARK W LAS2
LARISON BRENDA I LAS*
LARISON R ICHARD W FNG3
LAPKIN JOSEPH PAYNE GRAD
LARMORE GERRY K LAS4
LAROCCO JOHN B 3US2
LAROCK RALPH C FAA2
LAPOCQUF BARBARA J LAS3
LAPCSF ROGER W LAS1
LAROSSA ROBERT A GRAD
LARRICK NANCY JANE BJS1
LARSFN JOHN A FAA2
LAPSEN LFONARD A GRAO
LARSEN TERESA A LAS2
LARSON ANDREA B GRAD
LARSON ANNA MARIE G GRAD
LARSON ARTHUR B AGR2
LARSON CAROL J FAA2
LARSON CYNTHIA S LAS1
LARSON OALF BRADLEY COM4
LARSON DAVID W FAA3
LARSON DEAN W ENG3
LARSON DEBORAH L LAS2
LARSON DONALD C 8US4
LARSON DOUGLAS ERIK ENG4
LARSON DUANE PAUL ENG4
LARSCN ELI EN LAS4
LARSON ERIC A ENG2
LARSON GLORIA I FAA2
LARSON HENRY R L AS 1
LARSON JACK J ENG4
LARSCN JAMES L FAA1
LARSON JOHN LFONARD LAS4
LARSON JON HOWARD GRAD
LARSON KATHLENE A ED 4
LARSON KRISTINE G ED 4
LARSON LARS LESTER GRAD
LARSON LAURA-LEE FAA3
LARSON LAWRENCE H AV12
LARSCN LAWRENCE M AGR3
LARSON MARK W LAS3
LARSON MELINDA S AGR
1
LARSON MICHAEL J LAS2
LARSON MYRA JOAN GRAD
LARSON NANCY C FAA2
LARSON ROBERT J BUS2
LARSON ROBERT M LAS3
LARSON ROGER W LAS1
LARSON SCOTT P BUS1
LARSON STEVEN A ENG3
LARSON STEVEN L FAA1
LARSON SUZANNE AGR1
LARSON TIM P FAA3
LARSON WARREN H LAS1
LARSSEN BRADLEY G LAS3
LARUE JACQUELINE FAA2
LARVENZ KENNETH M FAA4
LASAILE DANA L FAA4
LASBY GARY AlAN GRAD
LASCH JEAN L FD 1
LASH PAUL L JR AGR2
LASH RALPH M ENG3
LASHER WILLIAM L JR AGRA
LASKOWSKI JOSEPH P FAA3
LASKOWSKI RUDOLPH J FAA4
LASKY JOSEPH L L AS4
LASKY MARSHA I EO 1
LASPISA CFCILIA AGRl
LASSFR BRIAN A FAA2
LASSWELL DAVID C ENG2
LASTOVICKA JOHN L COM3
LASWELL ELIZABETH A LAS2
LASZEWSKI MARILYN B FAA4
LASZEWSKI RONALD M GRAD
LATCH JOHN LOCKHART GRAD
LATCHEM KENNETH R LAS2
LATEER JAMES W LAW1
LATEER JANE P LAS2
LATEER JUDITH A LAS1
LATER BRIDGET ANNE GRAD
LATHAM WILLIAM R III GRAD
LATHOUWERS CLIFFORD BUS3
LATMAN JANICE L LAS2
LATOCHA SUZANNE K GRAD
LATORTUE REGINE A GRAD
LATOS LINDA A LAS3
LATOZA BRUNO K VM ?.
LATREILLE RENEE F ENG1
LATROFA NINA LAS1
LATTA JERRY LECN GRAD
LATTA STEPHEN F LAS2
LATTAL JOSEPH M ENG3
LAUBAUGH RACHEL ANN ED 4
LAUBE BRUCE A BUS4
LAUBE CATHERINE S LAS4






URH FORBFS 2 1
5
1016 1/2 MAIN
1016 1/2 W MAIN




106 1/2 E ARMORY
URH WESTON 468

































URH TOWNS END 305






















901 S 1ST 25
URH WARDALL 1009
URH LAR 109




110 E JOHN 2
110 E JOHN 2
1406 E FLORIDA








































































































33 S HAZEL DELL
33 S HAZEL OELL





RR 3 BOX 407
225 NETHERWOOD AV
12 MAYWGOD DR






320 E MAIN ST
10509 S LASALLE ST
300 S GOODWIN 306
507 FAIRVIEW
76 S COUNTRY CLUB
301 LAKE SHORE DR
421 MICHAEL JOHN
1640 N 20TH ST







316 S LA SALLE
421 N MAIN
2306 7TH ST




ROUTE 3 BOX 235
909 E WASHINGTON
3244 N UNIVERSITY
705 W ELM 8
18458 DUNDEE AV
660 S MAY AV
5810 W MELROSE
621 LOGAN AV
ROUTE 3 BOX 235
BOX 334
235 PARK AV
2339 CEDAR GLEN OR
RR 1 MULFORD RD
729 FOREST VIEW DR
2690 W WIN HAVEN
22 INDIAN TRAIL RD
3501-4TH AV















110 E JOHN 2
4536 S OAK PARK AV
33 SUMMERFIELD RD





RR 1 BOX 6
2421 E NEVADA
9528 S COLFAX
136TH ST RR 1
1324 JONQUIL ST NW
5742 W AINSLIE ST







408 E SOUTH ST
1101 MUIRFIELD AV


































































































LAUBER PATRICIA R AGR2
LAUDE JOHN W LASl
LAUOENSLAGER EDWARD ENG1
LAUDER DAVID CHARLES LAS3
LAUFER KENNETH W GRAD
LAUFFENBURGER SANDRA LAS3
LAUGAL PAMELA J LASl
LAUGAL PATTI L ED 3
LAUGHLIN DANIEL C VM 2
LAUGHLIN JAMES F LAS3
*LAUGHLIN JENNIFER W LAS2
LAUGHLIN PHILIP M LASl
LAUGHLIN THOMAS E LAWl
LAUGHNAN GREGORY V AGR4
LAUGHNAN PENELOPE F GRAD
LAUGHTON JOHN F FAA3
LAUNIUS CARL JUDSON LAS3
LAUNSPACH JEAN A LASl
LAURAITIS KRISTINA N GRAD
LAURENT MARTIN S LAS3
LAURFNTI LUELLEN W GRAD
LAURIDSEN CYNTHIA AN F AA4
LAUSE MICHAEL F LAWl
LAUSMANN STEVFN K ENG4
LAUTER NANCY ANN GRAD
LAUTERBACH ALLEN A BUS1
LAUTERBACH OENNIS L B US2
LAUTFRSTEIN DAVID J FAA4
LAUX FRANCIS H FAA1
LAVANDER JEANNETTE M LAS3
LAVANWAY FRANCES J ED 1
LAVELLF ANTHONY J BUS1
LAVELLE CHRISTINE LAS2
LAVELLF JAMES R LAS3
LAVENDER HORATIO P GRAD
LAVENOER SHEILA F GRAD
LAVIGUEUR HENRY GRAD
LAVIN DAVID GRAD
LAVIN PATRICK J BUS3
LAVINE GLENN FAA4
LAVINE RONALD M BUS2
LAVINE RONI LYNN N GRAD
LAVITT ALAN JAY VM 1
LAW LORETTA A BUS3
LAW MELISSA J LASl
LAW PING YEE GRAD
LAWHORN GERALD M LAS2
LAWHORN JEFFERY J GRAD
LAWHORN PAMELA H BUS4
LAWICKI JOY M LAS3
LAWING MICHAEL E GRAD
LAWING SUSAN REED GRAD
LAWLER DENNIS F V^ 1
LAWLER JAMES EDWARD GRAD
LAWLER KEITH B LAS3
LAWLER SALLIE A PE 2
LAWLOR LAWRENCE M LAS4
LAWLOR MARY DOLCRFS L AS4
LAWLOR MAPY L LAS2
LAWLYES CAROLYN F ED 4
LAWRENCF ALLFN RAY GRAD
LAWRFNCE EDDIE JR GRAD
LAWRENCE JAMES ALBER COM3
LAWRENCE JANET L LAS2
LAWRENCE LARRY G ENG2
LAWRFNCE PATRICIA L LAS2
LAWRENCE ROBERT G BJS1
LAWRENCF ROLAND C VM 1
LAWRENCE SHARON E LASl
LAWRENCE SUANNE LAS3
LAWRIE DUNCAN HAMISH GRAD
LAWRY THOMAS F GRAD
LAWS CRYSTAL N ED 1
LAWS JANET ETHEL GRAD
LAWS JOHN W ENG3
LAWS MARVIN NEAL JR LAS4
LAWSER WILLIAM H 20M3
LAWSON ANITA L LASl
LAWSON ISAIAH GRAD
LAWSCN JOAN LAS3
LAWSON KENNETH DALE GRAD
LAWSON KIM S LAS2
LAWSCN MARK R ENG3
LAWSON RONALD LEE GRAD
LAWSON STEPHEN C ENG1
LAWSCN TOM EDGAR GRAD
LAWT3N NANCY JANE LAS2
LAWYER JAMES L LAS2
LAY MARK A E NG2
LAYA RICHARD J FAA3
LAYFIELD ERNFST I II BUS1
LAYMAN TERRY JAMFS GRAD
LAYTON RALPH PHILLIP GRAD
LAYTON RITA RAE GRAD
LAZ BARBAPA JFAN GRAD
LAZ CREIGHTON B 3US1
LAZ ELIZABETH M PE 2
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 154 C
URH SNYDER 442 C
1110 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 656 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
URH CLARK 421 C
MAHOMET ILL
808 S LINCOLN 3 U
808 S LINCOLN 3 U
URH GARNER 425 C
RR I BOX 72 U
305 W MICHIGAN U
908 S LINCOLN U
804 W OREGON U
1011 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 401 U
714 W GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 1001 U
NORMAL ILL
309 S NEW C
URH BABCOCK 406 U
910 1/2 S LOCUST 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 118 U
212 E DANIEL C
206 N LINCOLN U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 319 U
URH LAR 214 U
CHICAGO ILL
1102 LINCOLN U
407 W WHITE 10 C
2108 ORCH ST 103 U
9 CANTERBURY CT C
707 S 6TH 219 C
800 S MATTIS C
URH FORBES 274 C
307 S PRAIRIE C
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
URH DANIELS 355 U
URH OGLESBY 623 U
RR 1 U
PR 1 C
URH SHERMAN 853 C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
910 1/2 S LOCUST C
910 1/2 S LOCUST 3 C
1110 W NEVADA U
108 N BUSEY U
108 N BUSEY U
URH DANIELS 185 U
409 E FLORIDA U
URH GARNER 264 C
409 E FLORIDA U
803 OREGON U
108 N GOODWIN U
URH LAR 262 U
OANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
2033 D ORCH ST U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO ILL
729 MATTIS U
URH LAR 293 U
102 E ARMORY U
1106 S EUCLID 202 C
URH ALLFN 124 U
URH SAUNDERS 431 U
706 S 1ST C
804 S ELM C
406 E GREEN 102 U
URH SHERMAN 410 C
1007 S 3RD C
1600 W BRADLEY 26 C
906 S 1ST C
URH LAR 205 U
903 W ILLINOIS U
1202 NEVADA U
1711 W JOHN 3 C
212 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 628 C
2007 BRUCE U
URH FORBES 314 C
2007 S PHILO RD 3 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
402 E DANIEL C
1108 S 1ST C
URH CARR 402 U
1211 W CLARK 14 U
URH DANIELS 413 U
URH SHERMAN 522 C
509 S 5TH 19 C
202 E DANIEL 127 C





































































731 W HIGHLAND AV





808 S LINCOLN 3
808 S LINCOLN 3
225 FLOSSMOOR RD
RR 1 BOX 72
305 W MICHIGAN
908 S LINCOLN
300 W MACKIE ST
1011 W STOUGHTON
4302 WESTERN AV
2109 S 48TH CT
227 BANBURY
705 S UNI VERSI TY
241 BRIAR LN 4N
3300 WILCOX
8553 S MARSHFIELD
18 S MERRILL AV
2106 WARWICK DR
911 N SHERIDAN RD
RR 2
121 F MADISON
120 N ILLINOIS AV
3714 N OCONTO
SHOREWOOD DR
407 W WHI TE 10




203 N CHARLOTTE ST








910 1/2 S LOCUST




741 N 76TH ST
409 E FLORIDA




6535 N OSHKOSH AV








10018 S BELL AV







605 NW 9TH ST
513 MONTANA AV
1432 E PARIS




















































































































LAZ PEGGY A £>F 3
LAZAR BURTON WAYNF LAS4
LAZAR CHtPYL A LAS4
LAZAR JEROME MILES G3AD
LAZAR MARILEE ADFNSA GRAD
LAZAR WALTER PAUL FAA4
LAZARSKl PICHARC AUG GRAO
LAZARUS JAY L LAS2
LAZARUS JOEL D 3US?
LA7ENBY SHARON M P GRAD
LA7EWSKT TONY GRAO
LAZO OIMtTRI DANIEL GRAO
LAZZARI FLLEN L PE I
LF CHl-SANH FAA4
LFACH HOWARD J L AS 1
LFACH JAPFS M F NG4
LFACH JEFTREY L FAA1
LFACH JCN G FNG1
LFACH STEPHEN M LAS2
LEACH TERFSE ANN FO 4
LEADER RICHARD E LAS4
LFAF CHRISTINE A 4GR I
LEAHFY GRACE EVANS LAS3
LEAHEY THOMAS HARDY GRAD
LEAHY CYNTHIA K LAS3
LEAHY KATHRYN M FD 1
LFAHY WILLIAM E LAS?
LEAMNSON ROBERT N GRAD
LFAMON JOHN A ENG2
LEANG WILLIAM N ENG3
LEAKY JAMES K BUS?
*LFARY RICHARD L GRAD
LEASMAN MARYHFLEN LAS3
LEATHERS MARY E GRAD
LFATHERWOOD MARYA L FAA3
LEAVFR WI LLIAM H FNG3
LEAVITT ILONA S LAS2
LEAVITT STEVEN WARRE LAS4
LFBARRON LINDA R FAA2
LFBEDA DANIEL E VM I
LEBFNSORGER FRED J ENG1
LEBENSORGFR WILLIAM ENG3
LEBLANC ALBERT HENRY GRAO
LEBLEBICI HUSFYIN GRAO
LFBLOCH DOREEN K FAA3
LFBLOCH JAMES G L AW 1
LEBLOCH LCI S C GRAO
LFBLONO OAVIO JOSEPH LAS4
LFBOVITS KICHELLE L LAS1
LECHOWICZ PATRICIA A LAS3
LFCHTENBERG TOM R FAA2
LECKENBY JOHN GRAD
*LECOCQ PHILIPPE L P GRAD
LECOMTE JCHN R LAW1
LEDBETTER ALAN R LAS2
LEDBFTTER JOSSIE M GRAO
LEDBFTTFR KENNETH G ENG1
LEDBETTER MAPCIA A LAS1
LFDEN WI LLIAM E ENG2
LEDENE KENNETH M JR 3US3
LEOERER LFSLIE T LAW1
LEDERFR ROGER JOSEPH GRAD
LFDOUX THOMAS A GRAD
LFDUC JOHN WILLIAM GRAO
LEDVINA CHRISTOPHER BUSl
LEE ALFRED M ENG3
LEE ALVINA EWINC LAS'*
LEE AN-HORNG GRAD
LEF BARBARA LAS4
LFE BARBARA A ED 2
LFF BENSON LAS2
LEE BETTY LAS3
LEF BONNIE J LAS2
*LEE CHANG HAN GRAD
LEE CHENG HSIUNG' GRAD
*LFF CHUNG KEFL GRAO
LEE CHUNG RYU GRAD
LEE DAVID LOUIS GRAD
*LEF OEAN T I -CHUN GRAD
LEE EDWIN KING LAS4
LFE ELIZABETH K GRAD
LEE ELIZABFTH SUSAN AGR4
LEE ELLEN C LAS2
LFE FLORA M L AS4
LEE FRANK S ED 2
LEE GAIL L FAA1
LFE GREGORY J AGR4
LEE HOWARO CHIN-HAO GRAD
LEF JAMES ERNEST COM3
LEE JANET JEN-I GRAO
LEE JEFFREY P FAA1
LEE JERGME E LAW1
LEE JOHN SKEELFS LAS4
LFE JONG KOO GRAD
LFE JUDY SHIAO-LING GRAD
LFE KYUNG WON GRAD
LFE LARRY W LAS2
509 E CLARK 22 C
106 ARMORY 3 C
107 E CHALMERS 5 C
31 1 W GREEN C
311 W GREEN C
78 VERSAILLES FR
SPR INGFIGLD ILL
907 S 4TH C
405 S RANDOLPH C
CHARLFSTON ILL
URH DANIELS 415 U
?01 COUNTRY FR 6 C
URH ALLEN 361 U
805 W INDIANA U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
311 E ARMORY C
U^H OGLESBY 342 U
URH SNYDER 422 C
713 ILLINOI S 2 U
910 S 3RD 1016 C
306 E DANIEL C
611 F DANIEL C
309 W SPNGFLD 3 C
309 W SPNGFLD 3 C
URH TRELEASE 1111 U
URH SAUNDERS 218 U
U«H OGLESBY 827 U
304 N WILL IS C
WILSON TRL3 PK U
URH WESTON 214 C
410 E JOHN C
4 04 S 5TH C
611 E DAN I EL C
URH SHFRMAN C
107 S WRIGHT 5 C
LODA ILL
URH TRELEASE 631 U
913 S LOCUST C
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
801 W OREGON U
604 E ARMORY 244 C
URH OGLFSBY 342 U
URH DANIELS 104 U
614 W WASHINGTON U
30? E ARMORY C
713 S ELM C
713 S ELM C
404 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 122 U
410 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 415 C
306 W CALIFORNIA U
40 3 S 3RD C
1410 E PENN U
URH FORBES 259 C
URH DANIELS 493 U
409 E CHALMFRS 514 C
URH VANDOREN 24 C
302 W LOCUST 8 U
1007 S 3RD C




305 F JOHN C
1006 W NEVADA 5 U
1114 BROADMOOR 4 C
601 W ILLINOIS U
710 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 118 U
URH GARNER 216 C
58 E ARMORY C
409 E pHALMRS 1601 C
3 SAFFER CT U
URH DANIELS 611 U
1107 W GREEN 427 U
1107 W GREEN 427 U
1784 VALLEY RD C
2108 ORCH ST 102 U
304 S 5TH C
PONTIAC ILL
712 W ILLINUIS U
URH SAUNDERS 318 U
409 W ILLINOIS U
2104 ORCH ST 204 U
URH LAR 109 U
2105 W WHITE 169 C
1105 W MAIN U
STA A BOX 2298 C
505 S COL ER U
313 E CHALMERS C
58 E JOHN 14 C
703 W NEVADA U
1004 S 4TH 218 C
309 E GREEN C
709 W WASHINGTON U












































































8507 W 122 PL
1818 W FORREST HL
416 9TH ST
717 AUSTIN ST
309 W SPNGFLD 3











22 BRIAR HILL RD









9121 S 89TH AV
9121 S 89TH
3002 PAYSON RD




4530 E PIGEON RD
31 RJE BOIS LEVEQU
7635 N TRIPP AV
241 FLEETWOOD LN









5107 N CENTRAL PK
5529 S DORCHESTER
2 1 W 14TH ST
35 TZU-YU RD
2 62 F 2ND











309 W LINCOLN ST
939 BURTON TERR
8324 N KILBOURN AV
5529 S DORCHESTER















































































































LEE LINDA A LAS1
LEE LISA H LAS1
*LEE LUCY CHAO GRAD
LEE MARGARET YU-LING GRAD
LEE MARJORIE W GRAD
LEE MARYANN LASl
LEE MYON KI GRAD
LEE NANCY S LASl
LEF PATRICIA A ED 3
LEE PETER K ENG3
LEE PETER S C ENG1
LEE PETER W ENG1
LEE REBECCA A ED 1
LEF RICHARD ALAN LAS4
LEE ROBFRT BRUCE LAS4
LEE ROBIN ELIZABETH LAS3
LEF ROGER E ENG1
LEF ROY T LAS2
LFF SHOU-MEI GRAD
LEE STFPHANIE L LAS3
LEE STEPHEN BACON GRAD
LFF STEPHEN CRAIG LAS4
*LEE STEPHFN S GRAD
*I_EF SUK WOO GRAD
LFE SU7ANNE LAS3
LEE THEODORE M LASl
*LEE THOMAS TAH-SHINE GRAD
LEE VICENTE TAN JR GRAD
LEF YING-YEN STELLA GRAD
LEE YUN-KO GRAD
*LFFB STFPHEN L GRAD
LFFBRICK JOHN R ENG6
LEEBRICK KARFN GRAY GRAD
LEEDS MARCY K EO 1
LEEDS MICHAEL S LAS3
LEEDS PHILIP B LASl
LFEDY EVEIYN ELAINE GRAD
LEEFFRS LARRY A LAS2
LFEPER LARRY A AVI3
LEFPER RANDALL A GRAD
LEER STEPHEN RAY GRAD
LEES DOUGLAS A FNGl
LEFS NORWYN WENDELL F NG4
LFES RAYMOND W FAA1
LEESMAN KAREN S LASl
LFFSMAN LUTHER V AGR1
LEESMAN MARIANNE ED 1
LEFSON ROBERT JOSEPH LAS4
LEFCOURT RONALD L LASl
LEFF DEAN B FAA3
LEFFINGWELL DEAN A ENG4
LEFFKOWITZ LAUREEN LAS3
LEFORGE JUDITH LAS3
LFFORT JO C FAA3
LEFTWIT.H WILLIAM C I FAA4
LFGARE GARY L LAS3
LEGARE OWEN L ENG3
LEGEl DENNIS RAE LAS4
LEGEL DONALD ALAN GRAD
LEGENSKI DENNIS JOSE ENG4
LEGGANS STEPHEN E ED 3
LEGGFTT ERNEST W JR GRAD
LEGGS TONI ELIZABETH LAS4
LEGWOLO GARY A LAS3
LEHARES WILLIAM P LAS2
LFHENEY MICHAEL J LASl
LEHFR PAUL S LAS3
LEHMAN JEANNE A LASl
LFHMAN JOHN H ENG3
LFHMAN PAUL J FNGl
LEHMANN JAY A LAS2
LEHMAMN JOHN DANIFL AGR2
LEHMANN RANOALl E ENG1
LFHNE ROBERT MICHAEL LAS4
LEHNFN DAVID C FNG2
LEHNER BRIGITTb A GRAD
LEHOCKY ROBERT S GRAD
LEHR JANF GOIN GRAD
LEHR JUDITH G LAS3
LEHR LFSL1E I LAS3
LEHR NOLA RUTH LAS4
LFHRNFR I T NDA S ED 2
LEHTO MARGARFT A LAS2
LtlBACH STEVEN J LASl
LEIBFR STFPHEN A ENG1
LFIBSON DAVID ALAN LAS4
LEIBSON PAUL J LASl
*LEIBY JACK L LAS4
LEICHT1 JEAN BETH EO 4
LEICHTI ROBERT J AGR1
LEICK THOMAS J AGR4
LEIDFR CAVID J AGR?
LEIDER STFVEN J AGR3
LFTDING REPA M LAS3
LEIFER ROBIN G BUS1
LEIFHEIT FUGENE JOHN LAS2
LFIGH JAMIE J AGR1
URH FLAGG 411 C
URH BLAISDELL 421 U
906 E HARDING 104 U
309 E GREEN 1 C
2104 ORCH ST 204 U
1207 W NEVADA C
URH DANIELS 256 U
313 E JOHN C
211 W SPNGFLD 101 C
URH GARNER 222 C
URH HOPKINS 454 C
URH HOPKINS 469 C
URH LAR 236 U
212 W SPNGFLD C
212 W SPNGFLD C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SNYOER 426 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
URH DANIELS 269 U
910 S 3RD C
2 06 E WHITE C
URH BABCOCK U
1202 1/2 W PARK U
1206 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 604 U
URH FORBES 438 C
U OF I BIOCHEMISTY U
URH SHERMAN 467 C
309 E GREEN 1 C
URH DANIELS 316 U
312 W SPNGFLD U
906 S ANDERSON U
906 S ANDERSON U
URH TRELEASE 721 U
910 S 3RD - C
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
URH ALLEN 370 U
402 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
804 1/2 E MAIN U
1826 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 486 C
911 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 369 U
URH CLARK 231 C
URH WESTON 282 C
URH BUSEY 305 U
105 S WRIGHT C
301 F ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 501 C
811 E MAIN U
902 S 2ND C
58 E JOHN 8 C
302 E ARMORY C
904 W GREFN U
106 E ARMORY C
2 07 S 6TH C
110 E ARMORY C
2006 VAWTER U
58 E ARMORY 10 C
URH CARR 415 U
URH SHERMAN 1262 C
URH BARTON 403 C
1101 W PENN U
604 E ARMORY 314 C
URH TOWNSEND 428 U
URH SCOTT 328 C
URH TAFT 303 C
634 E ARMORY 205 C
604 E ARMORY 1 39 C
310 E GREGORY C
809 W PENN U
URH GARNER 470 C
1209 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 367 C
1004 S 4TH C
603 DOGWOOD C
2104 W WHITE 105 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
503 E STOUGHTON 5 C
1202 W NEVADA U
904 S 3RD C
URH LAR 486 II
URH SCOTT 293 C
URH OGLESBY 419 U
URH TOWNSEND 314 U
URH SCOTT 364 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
310 F GREGORY C
804 W SPNGFLD U
1009 W MAIN 24 U
1007 W ORFGON U
508 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
13C7 STOUT U






























































1130 S HIGHLAND AV
906 E HARDING 104
26 LN 147 HSIN-YI
4406 DUBOIS PL SE
17109 S HOLMES
JOONGWON-KUN
4814 W 99TH ST
572 HICKORY RD
4211 N LEAVITT ST
315 W 24TH PL













1014 N ELLIS ST
1614 KEENEY ST
6 LN 28 TUNG-AN ST
U WASH 601 MCMAHON
216-2 ANTUNG ST
110B ARGYLE ST











6852 METRC PARK DR
728 N HICKORY






7936 S KIRKLAND AV
540 S 4TH ST
1333 MAPLE AV
1105 N MAPLE LN
1060 8TH ST S
301 W 10TH ST












418 S WHITTAKER ST
669 N EAGLE ST
669 N EAGLE ST
16719 TINLEY PARK
ROUTE 1





2104 W WHITE 105
150 N ELMWPOD
150 N ELMWOOD AV
203 S W 10TH
6758 E PRAIRIE RD
314 WOODLAND PD
2 854 TWIN OAKS DR
2 29 S 8TH AV
344 OAKWOOD
344 OAKWOOD
407 1/2 N FLM
4729 WAILBANK
4729 WALLBANK









































































































LEIGH JOHNNIE SAMUEL GRAD
LEIGH KARFN V BUSl
LFIGH SUSAN LAS3
*LEINGANG HENRY J BUS4
LFININGER DAVID A LAS3
LEIS RICHARD J ENG3
LFISENRING JOHN P GRAO
LFITHEM WILLIAM G ENG3
LFITNER DAVID J L4S2
LFITNFR GREGORY LEST LAS4
LEITNER RONA K ED 1
LEKI ILONA NINA GRAD
LEKI PETER J LAS1
LFKI ROBERT H AGR2
LFKOVISH KATHLFEN A LAS2
LELAND FLINOR JANE GRAD
LELLMAN JAMES J ENG3
LEMAN ALLEN DUANE GRAD
LFMAN MARCUS L ENG3
LEMAN MARVIN G ENG3
LFMAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD
LFMAN RUSSELL A AGR2
LFMAN STEVFN J AGR3
*LEMAR EARL RAY GRAD
LEMAR JAMES K ENG1
LFMAR REBECCA LAS2
LEMBKEY JILL K LAS3
LEMCOE ROBERT L ENG3
LEMEIN GREGG D ENG3
LEMEN QCN JOSEPH ENG4
LEMEN FOBERT J BUSl
LFMENAGER RONALD P AGRl
LEMKF ALAN K GRAD
LEMKE LEE EDWARD AGRA
LFMKF STANLEY D ENG1
LEMME CHRISTOPHER J ENG1
LEMMEL JFRRY W AGRA
LEMMON ALAN HADLOW GRAD
LEMMCN DOUGLAS C GRAO
LEMMONS JAMES CURTIS ENG4
LFMNA CAROL BOOOH LAS4
LEMNA JOHN EDWARD COM4
LEMON OAVID E LAS3
LEMCN LARRY DEAN GRAD
LEMONS DFMETRIA KAYE LAS1
LEMONS GERALINE GRAD
LENAHAN JAMES J LAS1
LENAHAN JOHN T LAS1
LENAHAN RI-CHARD M ENG1
LENART CHRISTINE M ED 1
LFNART JOHN LAWRENCE LAS4
LENBURG PAUL STEVEN GRAD
*LENDRUM LESTER MARTI GRAD
LENFFST DONNA OUFF GRAD
LENGFELDFR JULIF R LAS1
LENGFELDER WILLIAM G LAS2
LENIHAN DERMOT PATRI BUS3
LENKAITIS LYNDA ANN LAS4
LENKART THOMAS ANTHO GRAD
LENNON DINAH J LAS1
LENNY DAVID M LAS3
LENOX RONALD S GRAD
LENS PATRICIA A ED 1
LENTFK GEORGE A ENG4
LENTI MARY A LAS2
LENTINE FRANK G ENG3
*LENTZ ROBERT JOHN GRAD
LENTZE HUGO GRAD
LENTZE MONIKA G GRAD
LENZ ROBERT A ENG2
LENZ ROBERT L LAS3
LENZ WILLIAM J LAS2
LENZI GENE E ENG4
LFNZINI PETER ARNOLD GRAD
LEO JANICE M LAS3
LEO RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
LEONARD DANIEL GRAD
LEONARD OAVID E BUS4
LEONARD EDWARD ALBER VM 3
LFCNARD GARRY STEPHE FAA4
LFONARD JAMES R LAS3
LEONARD JOHN MICHAEL PE 3
LEONARD JOHN P AGR2
LFONARD LAWRENCE E GRAD
LEONARD MARCIA L ED 3
LEONARD MARGARFT MAR LAS4
LEONARD MARYVONNE GRAO
LEONARO MICHAEL L ENG3
LEONARD SCOTT F LAS1
LEONARD THOMAS M ENG4
LEONARDI JUDITH A AGRl
LEONF HOPE CLAIR ED 3
LEONE PAUL MATTHEW BUS*
LEONG HENRY M LAS2
LEONG JOHNNY M ENG1
LEONG PETER M GRAD
LFOPOLD CHARLES J ENG3
406 E SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
60 E HEALEY C
108 1/2 N URBANA U
URH OGLESBY 819 U
404 EOGEBROOK 204 C
1503 KIR8Y 3 C
URH OGLESBY 909 U
1009 W MAIN 31 U
1010 S 1ST ST RD 9 C
URH WAROALL 321 U
URH SHERMAN 128 C
URH FORBES 641 C
URH FORBES 46 1 C
303 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS U
URH TOWNSEND 539 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
112 E DANIEL C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
1204 W STOUGHTQN U
2113 W WHITE 228 C
URH OGLESBY 408 U
611 E DANIEL C
202 S LINCOLN 5 U
112 E DANIEL C
212 E DANIEL 303. C
209 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C
401 BUENA VISTA C
2203 HAZWD DR U
PR 1 C
URH NOBLE 322 C
URH CARR 108 U
401 E DANIEL C
108 GOODWIN U
1108 W NEVADA U
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1105 S EUCLO C
1105 S EUCLID C
URH OGLESBY 611 U
RR 2
URH TRELEASE 504 U
URH DANIELS U
URH SNYDER 275 C
URH GARNER 396 C
URH FORBES 319 C
URH LAR 334 U
URH BA3C0CK 328 U
111 W CLARK U
1802 W WILLIAM 6 C
802 S ELM C
URH VANDOREN 10 C
310 E JOHN C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
106 E HEALEY 5 C
402 N ELM C
URH FLAGG 308 C
616 E DANIEL 3 C
403 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 528 U
203 W STANAGE C
412 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 121 U
MONTICELLO ILL
1974 ORCH ST U
1974 D ORCH ST U
310 E JOHN C
706 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 436 C
107 E HEALEY 14 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH ALLEN 275 U
3 SUTTON PL U
1014 1/2 W MAIN U
810 W CHURCH 5 C
603 1/2 S WESTERN C
78 VERSAILLES FR
607 S LYNN C
1208 S ANDERSON U
URH SCOTT 224 C
502 W GRIGGS 202 U
507 W OREGON U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 206 C
URH SNYDER 382 C
401 E JOHN C
406 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 338 U
URH ALLEN 5 U
907 STOUGHTON U
1004 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 531 U
300 S GOODWIN 301 U











































































1010 S 1ST 9
9069 GRACE AV
4030 N HARDING
4030 N HARDING AV
4030 N HARDING AV
208 N CASS AV
5025 WILKENS AV
24 N BEREMAN RD
405 N MATHEWS
RR 1



























3728 W 78TH PL





1802 W WILLIAM 6
802 S ELM
836 N METTER
836 N METTER ST
641 MASSENA AV





8639 S TRIPP AV
3738 S 58TH AV
105 E HEALEY 7A
1215 E MAPLE ST
656 E MEYERS
1974 ORCH ST
1974 D ORCH ST
617 ROBINHOOO LN
1459 N PARKER DR





20 AV ALFRED OVGNY






502 W GRIGGS 202










300 S GOODWIN 301



































































































LEOPOLD WILBUR R III LAS*
LEPAK ERIC G LAS1
LEPINSKl MARY BETH F GRAD
LEPLEY JOHN A BUS1
LEPP DONALD LEE VM 3
LFPP LINDA CAROL LAS4
LEPPER TERRY R VH 2
LEPPERD THOMAS E III LAS3
LEPSC IER JOHN JR LAS2
*LFRCHE RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
LERITZ JAMES PETER FAA4
LER ITZ JAYNE M L AS1
LERMIT RAYMOND J GRAD
LERMONO MARGARET V ED 4
LERNER BRENCA FAGAN GRAD
LERNFR EDWARD MARK LAS*
LERNER JANE L LAS3
LERNER JUDITH W LAS2
LERNER LIA SCHVARTZ GRAD
LERNER PEARL E LAS1
LERNER WAYNE MICHAEL LAS*
LFRTBUSYA NANTAPORN GRAD
. LESAGE CAVID BERNARD AGR*
LESH CAROL ANN GRAD
LESHNER HELEN MICHEL ED *
LESHNER NANCY L FAA1
LESHT DAVID LAS2
LESHT STEVEN W LAS1
LESK HELENE LAS4
LESKE DEBORAH A ED I
LESKO JACQUELINE JEA LAS3
LFSKOSKY RICHARD J GRAD
LESLIE CYNTHIA G LAS1
LESLIE PAUL C LAS2
LESLIE RICHARD M LAS3
LESLIE SCOTT G ENG2
LESNER DEAN W FAAl
LESNIAK GREGORY J LAS1
LESNIAK JFRRY PAUL BUS*
LESNIESKI THOMAS J LAS1
LESPERANCE KATHLEEN COM*
LESS LARRY P LAS*
LESS YVCNNE VIRGINIA LAS*
LESSARIS CONSTANCE A LAS1
LESSER FERN M LAS3
LESSIG ROBERT W ENG2
LESSLEY JAMFS V AGR3
LESTER GREGG H FAAl
LESTER KATHRYN EDNA FAA*
LESTER LINDA S LAS2
LESTER REeECCA LAS3
LESTIKOW JAMES M L AW 1
LESTON JOAN LORRAINE PE *
LESTCN RONALD S L AS 1
LESZCZYNSKI DENNIS E GRAD
LESZKIEWICZ JOANNE M LAS*
LESZNER KATHLEEN M LAS1
LFTKO JOSEPH J ENG1
LETNER TAfMY L ED 3
LETSCHE LINDA C FAAl
LETTFR TIMOTHY J BUS*
LETTS WILLIAM R JR ENG1
LEUBPIE WILLIAM P LAS2
LEUCHS EDWARD C FAA3
LEUNG BRIAN HUNG-TAK GRAD
LEUNG CASEY KA CHAl ENG*
LEUNG HENRY CHUEN GRAD
LEUNG HENRY KIN-HANG GRAD
LEUNG KIMMY MAY-TAK ENG2
LEUNG PAK-TONG GRAD
LEUTLOFF CYNTHIA A LAS1
LEV ALLEN P LAW2
LFV JAMES R FAA3
LFV JAN BERRY GRAD
LFVAN BEVERLY J AGR2
LEVAN HOLLIS C AGR1
LEVAN STEVE DONALD FAA3
LEVANOER LARK D LAS3
LEVANTI GAILA FAAl
LFVANTI JOHN G PF 1
LEVANTI MICHAEL L PE 2
LEVARO MARY KAY GRAD
LFVARO RICHARD A GRAD
LEVENE DAVID ARTHUR FAA*
LFVENS JEFFREY B LAS*
LEVENSHON IRIS G LAS1
LEVENSTEIN GARY I LAS2
LFVERENZ AMY L AGR2
LFVEMCH RICHARD B LAS1
LEVEY JOAN K FAA2
LEVI CAROL E PE 3
LEVIE JAMES H ENG1
LEVIE MARK R LAS2
LFVIN ARNOLD LAWRENC LAS*
LEVIN BARBARA M LAS2
LFVIN BARRY CHARLES LAS*
LEVIN BARRY S LAS1
URH TOWNSEND 568 U
910 S 3RD *2l C
I CEDAR CIRCLE U
508 WHITE C
3205 KIRBY C
508 E WHITE * C
23 COACHMAN U
911 S *TH C
100* S *TH C
1317 COMMANCHE C
817 W CHURCH U
URH TAFT *11 C
URH DANIELS *18 U
1202 W NEVADA U
1202 FOOTHILL C
706 S 1ST 302 C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 1028 U
20* W FLORIDA U
URH TRELEASE 806 U
1105 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN *09 C
809 S 5TH C
510 E STOUGHTON C
503 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH WARDALL 32* U
*0* E STOUGHTON 6 C
URH OGLESBY 512 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE *07 U
3217 STONEYBROOK C
508 W ELM U
URH ALLEN *26 U
1008 W NEVADA U
1301 MARKEM U
112 E DANIEL C
*01 E DANIEL U
URH SCOTT *88 C
910 S 3RD 528 C
URH GARNER **6 C
58 E JOHN 10 C
1008 S *TH C
616 E DANIEL 2 C
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
URH WARDALL 311 U
URH SNYDER 26* C
URH OGLESBY 1025 U
URH SNYDER 2** C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TREIEASE 905 U
URH ALLEN 392 U
310 E CLARK C
120* S LINCOLN U
*0* E STOUGHTON C
BURRILL HALL 131 U
1213 W CLARK U
URH ALLEN 276 U
URH SNYDER *** C
URH TRELEASE *23 U
URH FLAGG 327 C
URH OGLESBY 507 U
URH OGLESBY 502 U
1 108 W SPNGFLD U
1823 W JOHN C
192* C ORCH ST U
*06 W HIGH * U
1*00 N MCKINLEY 11 C
URH DANIELS 167 U
1207 SPNGFLD U
1107 W GREEN 132 U
URH LAR 20* U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
57 E CHALMERS 6 C
1613 VALLEY RO 3 C
URH ALLEN 251 U
URH BLAISDELL 305 U
505 1/2 S RACE U
URH WARDALL 906 U
URH LAR 203 U
608 MCKINLEY C
608 S MCKINLEY C
1109 W CHURCH 2 C
1109 W CHURCH 2 C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
103 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 125 U
907 S *TH C
907 S 3RD 2 C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 6 U
120* S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT *88 C
*09 E CHALMERS 807 C
URH TOWNSEND 518 U
*09 E CHALMRS 1110 C
610 1/2 S GLOVER U












































































29 N COUNTRY CLUB
788 LENOX RD
1 CEDAR CIRCLE













85** N LAWNDALE AV
3800 W ESTES AV
20* W FLORIDA
9212 S EUCLID
400 E PARK AV




1736 E 92ND PL
3237 W ARDMORE AV

















2654 W RASCHER AV
OAKDALE DR RR 4
RR 3








2307 N AVERS AV
168 ARIZONA BLVD
471 W 15TH ST
412 N 4TH ST
1005 W WILDWOOD DR
16765 TRAPET AV
5542 THRUSH AV
419 N LOMBARD AV
276 KINGS RO




2 79 CASTLE PECK RD
CHEUNG SHA WAN EST
ROUTE 2
3**0 N LAKE SHORE
1120 ARBOR LN
1613 VALLEY RD B3
ROUTE 2 BOX 151C
7033N KEDZIE AV301
ROUTE 2 BOX 151C
6*30 W PAMELA LN
404 N LINCOLN ST
608 S MCKINLEY
608 S MCKINLEY
1109 W CHURCH 2

















































































































LFVIN ELLIS IRA GRAO
LFVIN GERALD S LAS1
LEVIN IRA M L AS3
LEVIN JOEL C LAS4
LTVIN MARK H LAS2
LEVIN RICHARD L FAA1
LEVIN RICHARD NORMAN ENG4
LEVIN ROBFRT R B US 1
LFVIN ROXANNE L LAS1
LEVIN SHELLEY LAS1
LFVIN STEPHEN M LAS3
LEVIN TEDD LAS2
LEVIN TFRPY A LAS1
LEVINE BARBARA A LAS2
LEVINE BRUCE S AGR2




LEVINE HOWARD DENNIS LAS4
LEVINE JOSEPH D L AS 1
LEVINE LAWRENCE M GRAD
LEVINE RICHARD J LAS2
LEVINE RICHARD S GRAD
LEVINE SIDNEY M BUS2
LEVINE SUSAN C LAS?
LEVINSON GARY F LAS3
LFV INSON GAYLE LAS3
LEVINSON GLENN A LAS1
LEVINSON LOUIS HENRY LAS4
LTVINSON ROBERTA A LAS2
LFVINSON STEPHEN G LAS1
LFVIS WILLIAM H LAW1
LEVISON WILLIAM SAMU GRAD
LEVIT SHARON I LAS1
LEVITAN DANA L LAS2
LFVITCN FRED J LAS1
LFVITOM LAURFNCE JOS ENG4
LEVITT MARTIN J L AS 1
LEVITT ROBFRT B BUS2
LFVITZ LEONARD STEPI- GRAD
LCVUN ROY A LAS2
I EVY ALAN M LAS1
LEVY EDWARD S BUS2
LEVY JERROLD M LAS2
LEVY JOEL A LAS2
LEVY JOHN ISAAC GRAD
*LEVY JOSEPH GRAD
LEVY LAURA LAS1
LEVY LEE M BUS*
LEVY MICHAEL M LAS3
*LEVY MILTCN JR BUS2
LEVY NANCY J LAS2
LEVY PETER ALEXANDER LAS4
LFVY ROGER DAVID GRAD
LEVY SANFORD S FAA2
LEVY SUSANNE TFRRY LAS3
LEWALD BARRETT C LAS2
LEWANOOWSKI ARTHUR R GRAD
LEWANDOWSKI GEORGF A ENG1
LFWICKI LEONAPD P LAW1
LEWIN DAVID IAN GRAD
LEWIN MERLE S PE 2
LEWIS BARBARA LAS2
LEWIS BARBARA LAS2
LEWIS BARBARA ALLEN GRAD
LEWIS BOBBY JOE GRAO
LEWIS BRENDA J LAS2
LEWIS CARL GEORGE FAA9
LEWIS CYNTHIA A LAS1
LEWIS DALE M BUS4
LEWIS CAVID C LAS2
LEWIS DAVID J LAW1
LEWIS EDWARD MICHAEL VM 2
LEWIS EDWARD R L AS 1
LEWIS EVELYN B LAS1
LEWIS GARY A BUS1
LEWIS GEORGE WILLIAM AGRA
LEWIS GERALD H LAS3
LEWIS GREGORY A LAS1
LEWIS GREGORY A VM 1
LEWIS GUY LOPAN GRAD
LEWIS HERMAN P BUS3
LEWIS JAMFS C LAS1
LEWIS JAMES DAVID GRAD
LEWIS JAMES M BUS1
LEWIS JAY V LAS2
LEWIS JOSEPH A BUS2
LEWIS JUDITH ANN LASl
LEWIS KARYN S AGR1
LEWIS KATHERINE E LASl
LEWIS KATHRYN A LASl
LEWIS LARRY D LASl
LEWIS LAURA LAS2
LEWIS L INDA ALICE GRAD
LEWIS MADELINE ED 1
LEWIS MAMIE PE 2
LEWIS MARILYN T LAS*
LEWIS MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
1620 VALLEY RD C
907 S 4TH C
105 E ARMORY C
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH TOWNSENO 43* U
URH SCOTT 170 C
1505 PHILO RD U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 491 U
910 S 3RD 1311 C
401 W SPNGFLD U
URH OGLFSBY 1010 U
URH OGLESBY 721 U
904 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 403 U
URH DANIELS 70 U
1202 E MAIN 6 U
507 S RANDOLPH C
URH FORBES 441 C
806 S 3RD 19 C
502 E WHITE C
2051 D ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 814 C
904 S 3RD C
508 S MATTIS 21 C
58 E DANIEL 4 C
URH SNYDER 175 C
800 W CHURCH 16 C
904 S 3RD C
910 S 3R0 C
409 W ELM 12 U
403 S BUSEY 8 U
910 S 3RD C
713 KENWOOD C
105 F ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 167 U
URH SNYDER 254 C
1004 S 4TH C
906 S MAPLE U
1110 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1120 C
URH TOWNSFND 584 U
URH HOPKINS 36? C
URH OGLESBY 727 U
707 S LUCUST C
2 004 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 330 U
509 E CLARK 25 C
URH BABCOCK 309 U
311 E JOHN 2 C
611 E DANIEL C
307 S PRAIRIE 7 C
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 162 C
1104 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
3 NEWPORT U
URH HOPKINS 242 C
RR 2 U
206 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 803 U
URH LAR 491 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1807 A ORCH PL U
58 E ARMORY 9 C
108 F HEALEY 3 C
URH ALLEN 340 U
EHLERS TRLR PK 9 U
URH SNYDER 339 C
314 S PRAIRIE 102 C
404 EDGEBROOK 212 C
URH TOWNSEND 166 U
910 S 3R» 1128 C
URH TOWNSEND 415 U
1103 W CHURCH 1 C
907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL'
801 W OREGON U
907 S WABASH U
URH OGLESBY 124 U
URH WESTON 356 C
1107 PATTON U
610 VENTURA C
URH CARR 3 U
URH HOPKINS 202 C
308 W FLORIDA U
409 E CHALMRS 1512 C
URH TRELEASE 124 U
1004 S 4TH C
729 S MATTIS C
1801 LYNWOOD C
1821 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 330 U
URH WARDALL 526 U





























































































6216 N CENTRAL PK
1115 1/2 WAUKEGAN
7409 N WASHTENAW
900 LAKE SHORE OR
























2004 A ORCH ST
9332 HOME CT
7621 SHERIDAN RD 1
10124 PEACH PKWY








1409 S 56TH CT
5026 N LAWNDALE
980 MCINTIRE ST
2541 A W JEROME
1400 WINSTON PLAZA
1502 W ACRES RD
401 N 5TH ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 27
7340 S RHODES AV
509 MADISON ST
7018 KELLAR CT
212 W LARUE ST
1714 40TH ST CT
314 S PRAIRIE 102
7831 W 43RD ST



























































































































LFWIS MATTIE L GRAD
LFWIS MERFDITH W COM4
LEWIS MICHAEL J ENG3
LFWIS MICHAEL P ENG1
LFWIS MOLLY ANNF L AS4
LEWIS PATRICIA AGR1
LEWIS PATRICIA M EO 2
LEWIS PAUL E AGR2
LFWI S RHONDA MARIA LAS3
LEWIS RICKY ENG3
LEWIS ROBERT W BUS3




LEWIS ROSA KFITH GRAD
LEWIS SPENCFR H JR LAW1
LFWIS STEVEN W FNG1
LEWIS TIMOTHY ALBERT GRAD
LFWIS VERONICA JANE GRAD
LEWIS WILLIAM R 3US1
LFWITTES MARK FVAN E NG4
LFWKE BARBARA OARL ED 4
LEWKO JOHN HFNRY GRAD
LEWTON LARRY L AGR3
LFX JOSEPH ROHAN JR LAS2
LI ANGELA WU GRAD




LIAO JULIE PEI-MIN GRAD
LIAO SHU SHENG GRAD
LIAW GOANG-TZER GRAD
LIBBEY MAURICE C GRAD
LIBBIN JAMES D AGR3
LIBBRA ALAN G AGR2
LIB3Y JEFFREY M LASl
LIBBY ROBERT GRAD
LIBERMAN DE BR A A ED 3
LIBERMAN LUIS GRAD
LIBERMAN MERLE F P5 3
LIBERSHER PAUL R LAS3
LIBERT3R JOAN ANITA GRAD
LIBIT REGINA M LAS2
LIBKI N KENNETH S GRAD
LICARI SAMUEL JOHN LAS4
LICHCN FRANCIS S LAS1
LICHT JODY H AGR1
LICHT RHEA J AGR1
LICHT THOMAS E LASl
LICHTENSTEIN ALAN L LASl
LICHTENWALTER CHRIS AGR2
LICHTER JOHN CARL FNG4
LICHTI ESTHER S GRAD
LICHTI ROGER LYNN GRAD
LICINA GEORGE JOSEPH ENG4
LICKISS KAREN P LAS3
LICKTON NANCY B LAS3
LIDHOLM THOMAS A BUS1
LIDINSKY PAMELA ANN LAS4
LIDL BARBARA A LAS3
LIDRAL KAPEL A FAA1
LIEB LAWRENCE L AGR2
LIFBER DEBORAH LEE LAS4
LIEBER THOMAS A FAA4
LIF3FRMAN ARIENF J M ED 4
LIF3EPMAN DAVID P.OBE LAS4
LIEBERMAN JOFL B 9US1
LIFBEPMAN MARK C BUS3
LIFBERMAN ROBERT EDW LAS4
LIEBERMAN STUART T BUS1
LIEBERTHAL BRUCE M EMG3
LIEBLER RICHARC A JR GRAD
LIEBLING JEFFREY SCO FAA3
LIFBOVICH I OUIS W LAS4
LIEBOVICH THFODORF LAS3
LIEBOVI TZ SUSAN G LAS3
LIFBRECHT JANE M LAS3
LIFCHTY RICHARD LAS2
LIF^FR RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
LIEHR DANIEL B AGR2
LIEM KHIAN KIOE GRAD
LIEN FRIC L GRAD
LIFNFSCH WILl I AM C GRAD
LIERMAN JOSEPH HUDSO 3US4
LIFRMAN MARY E PE 2
LIFSKF DFBBORH A LASl
LIESZ RICHARD JOHN ENG4
LIET7 STEPHEN T LAS3
LIEVANO SAMPER A A LAS5
LIFTON NEIL B FAA2
LTGCN ELIZABETH ADEL LAS4
LILJA NANCY K FAA2
LILJA STEVEN GPFGORY TAA4
LILL CYNTHIA C F A A3
LILLIENFELD POCHELLE LAS4
LILLQUIST JAMES R LAS?
LILLY GFORGF P LASl
1307 A ORCH PL U
509 E CLARK C
211 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
611 E DANIEL C
805 W OHIO U
2113 HAZWD OR 303 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 281 U
729 S MATTIS C
110 S GREGORY 2 U
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 351 U
2205 HAZWD DR U
??05 HAZWD DR 202 U
URH NOBLE 319 C
1211 W UNIVERSITY C
813 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 492 C
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1009 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
713 W OHIO U
17 LEXINGTON U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
URH DANIELS 255 U
ELEC ENG BLDG U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
URH DANIELS 46 5 U
STA A BOX 2017 C
1107 W GREFN 335 U
LIBRARY 329 U
URH CARR 302 U
URH FORBES 391 C
52 F ARMORY C
1005- S 6TH 27 C
URH WARDALL 1204 U
404 E GREEN 204 U
URH LAR 191 U
URH TOWNSEND 428 C
309 F JOHN C
47 E CHALMERS C
1706 VALLEY RD C
707 S 6TH 504 C
URH GARNER 346 C
URH ALLEN 452 U
1104 N BUSEY U
301 S COTTAGE GR U
301 F ARMORY C
CLINTON ILL
106 N GREGORY 10 U
509 E GREFN C
509 E GREEN 203 C
URH SCOTT 393 C
106 E HEALEY C
509 E GREFN 200 C
401 E JOHN C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH BARTON 312 C
URH HOPKINS 476 C
207 W VINE C
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
617 W HILL C
102 S GROVE U
102 S GROVE U
910 S 3RD C
2317 S 1ST 302 C
1109 W UNIVERSITY U
301 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 504 U
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
404 ROMINF U
102 N GREGORY 7 U
313 E CHALMERS C
3 03 E JOHN C
1102 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 225 C
1611 VALLFY RD I C
501 E DANIFL C
102 S LINCOLN U
2107 W WHITF 18? C
URH SHERMAN 1254 C
411 W HILL C
411 W HILL C
URH TAFT 206 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
806 S 1ST 5 C
U^H FORBES 256 C
211 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1107 C
801 W IOWA U
URH BABCUCK 316 U
706 W GREEN U
504 W ELM 14 U
311 E DANIEl C







































































ROUTE 2 BOX 303









548 26TH AV CT







548 26TH AV CT
1927 WARREN ST
831 S CATHERINE AV
KING KIPKLAND
RR 1
311 S ORANGE ST




1107 W OREGON 4
3 LANE 72 YU-LO ST
FON YUAN TOWN
1107 W GREEN 335
32 HEATHER DR















301 S COTTAGE GR
6034 N CLARFMONT
708 E WASHINGTON
106 N GREGORY 10
509 E GREEN
509 E GREEN





1927 N HOWE ST

























301 I S LLOYD AV





869 S 6TH AV
869 S 6TH AV
1013 GOLF LN











EAST ST LOUIS ILL

























































































LILLY LDI S L GRAD
LILLY PAMELA M BUS1
LIM THOMAS WING GRAO
LIM YAU-YAN GRAO
LIMA ALMIR PA7 DE GRAD
LIMA SAMUEL S JR LAS3
L IMACHER MARY T A GR
1
LIMERICK JILL PE 3
*LIN CHI-HUNG GRAD
LIN CHING GRAO






LINARURY FLT7ABETH A LAS2
LINARO PI TA A FAA1
LIN4S CHR ISTINE LAS4
LINCICOME RICK A FAA3
LINCOLN CHARLES E ENGl
LINCOLN LINOA LEF FAA4
LINO ALLEN EDWARD ENG4
LINO ARTHUR J ENG2
LINO BELLE H COM3
LINO BONNIE MARIF LAS4
LIND JANICE MAR IE LAS3
LINO RICHARD F LAS2
LINO RICHARD N LAS2
LINDABERRY DOUGLAS FAA
3
LINOAUER MARK F ENG3
LINDBERG CARL RONALD GRAD
LINDBERG CHARLES A BUS3
LINOBLAD JOHN EMIL FAA4
LINDBLAD LANA MARIE LAS4
LINDBLAD VIRGINIA LAS1
LINOFLL PAMELA JEAN LAS4
LINOEMAN LENORE HELE COM4
LINOEMANN BRUCE A LASl
LTNDEMANN GARY F LAS2
LINDEN OAVIO SCOTT GRAD
LINDEN DAVID W ENG2
LINDEN ELIZABETH ANN ED 3
LINDEN GARY A AGR1
LINDEN NICHOLAS A LAS2
LINDEN RCWENE B AGR9
LINDEN SANDRA M PE 2
LINOER BARBARA K H LAS3
LINGER CAVID C LAS2
LINDER SHARON M LAS3
LINDGREN MICHAEL C BUS2
LINDGRFN NANCY E LAS4
LINDGREN RICHARC A LASl
LINDGREN TIMOTHY F ENGl
LINDHOLM JOHN ROBERT LAS3
LINDLEY CRAIG C LASl
LINDLEY DOUGLAS C AGR1
LINDOUIST CAROLE E LAS3
LINOQUIST CAROLYN U GRAD
LimOQUIST KENNETH W LAS4
LINDQUIST ROBERT G GRAD
LINDQUIST SANDRA J LASl
LINDQUIST SHARON R LASl
LINDQUIST SUSAN LEE LAS4
LINDQUIST WILLIAM C LAS4
LINOROTH CAROL J AGR2
LINDSAY CASEY W LASl
L INDSAY CYNTHIA A COM3
LINDSAY CAVID ERNEST GRAD
LINDSAY GLEN ALLAN BUS*
LINDSAY JOHN A LASl
LINDSAY JOHN E BUS1
LINDSAY KAY E VM 1
LINDSAY LAWRENCE E LAS2
LINDSAY THOMAS S LASl
LINDSEY DONALD ROY ENG4
LINDSEY ELLEN K Q LAS4
LINDSEY EUNICE IRENE LAS3
LINDSEY JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
LINDSEY THOMAS J ED 1
LINDSEY WILLIAM F LAS3
LINOSTEDT BROCK S ENGl
LINDSTROM RICHARD K LAS3
LINDUSKA MARY E FAA3
LINDWALL GERALD P ENG2
LINFORD ANTHONY G GRAD
LINGEMAN ALISON A FAA1
LINGLEY DENNIS A AGR3
LINGRELL KAREN N FAA3
LINK BRUCE DAVID GRAD
LINK CAROL BARTUSIAK GRAD
LINK OWIGHT ERIC GRAD
LINK JACQUELYN L BUS3
LINK KATHLEEN M LAS2
LINK REGINA LEE GRAD
LINKA ROBERT A LAS3
LINKE LINDA FORST GRAD
MONTICELLO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
URH SHERMAN 1367 C
URH DANIELS 317 U
1107 W GRFEN 623 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 274 U
303 E JOHN C
2013 A ORCH ST U
1954 ORCH ST U
STA A BOX 2064 C
601 W ILLINOIS U
1954 D ORCH ST U
601 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 330 U
URH DANIELS 435 U
URH LAR 332 U
URH ALLFN 125 U
URH LAR 439 U
502 S ANDERSON U
URH HOPKINS 317 C
313 E JOHN C
508 W ELM U
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
410 E GREEN C
307 E HEALEY C
412 E GREEN C
URH WESTON 267 C
URH CARR 24 U
211 F JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
URH DANIELS 433 U
205 E ARMORY C
AUGURVILLE RD U
1007 S 1ST 6 C
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
508 W ILLINOIS U
1106 S LINCOLN U
311 E ARMORY C
311 E ARMORY C
604 N MAPL E 47 U
URH TOWNSFND 338 U
907 W ILL INOIS U
310 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 716 C
BRADFORD ILL
309 HFALEY 13 C
6 POMPTON PL U
URH SNYDER 208 C
URH TRELEASE 406 U
910 S 3RD C
409 1/2 W PARK U
URH GARNER 396 C
URH TOWNSEND 372 U
311 S PRAIRIE C
URH SNYDER 262 C
58 GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 309 U
1202 F MAIN U
714 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 262 U
URH ALLEN 341 U
URH FLAGG 407 C
509 E GREEN C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
URH WARDALL 402 U
URH NOBLE 407 C
617 1/2 S WRIGHT 2 C
FISHER ILL
800 S MATTIS 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 278 U
URH FORBES 390 C
2221 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 904 U
URH OGLESBY 1208 U
1205 W MAIN 1 U
314 S PRAIRIE 201 C
503 S 5TH C
402 BRIAR LN 8 C
312 ARMORY C
310 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSENO 219 U
805 W OREGON U
412 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 202 U
PR 2 U
URH ALLEN 199 U
17 SALEM RD U
1404 S LINCOLN U
25 LEXINGTON C
300 S GOODWIN 214 U
1013 W WASHINGTON C
802 W OREGON 36 U
1005 WRIGHT ST C
25 LEXINGTON U



































































1116 W 4TH AV






2013 A ORCH ST
KUN MING ST










1240 S WALNUT AV
400 W TOUHY AV 492







939 W NEW YORK ST
BAYLES LAKE
5226 N OLEANDER
1013C N HARLEM AV
911 BUELL AV














150 S GIFFORD ST
300 S SEMINARY ST
4439 N ST LOUIS AV
619 HITCHCOCK
194 EGGLESTON AV
4439 N ST LOUIS AV
6133 W ROSEDALE
206 W ILLINOIS
RR 1 BOX 92
411 W BERKLEY DR
RR 2 BOX 347
2310 GLEN FLORA AV
19119 PIERCE
2310 GLEN FLORA AV




315 W VANBUREN ST
132 PARIS AV
105 E SANGAMON
800 S MATTIS 24
15615 TURLINGTON
301 INDIANAPOLIS
524 E ILLINOIS AV
1656 S KOMENSKY
116 E CLAREMONT ST
360 ELM ST
310 S PRAIRIE 101
205 W ELM
541 E PARK AV




















































































































LINKS RICHARC ARNOLD GRAD
LINKUL WILLIAM F LAW1
LINN DANIEL S FAA3
LINN JUDITH A LAS1
LINNET LINDA MARIE C LAS4
LINS DAVID ALOYSIUS GRAD
LINSKY JEAN F ED 2
LINSKY MILES ALAN LAS4
LINSKY SALLY A ED 3
LINSTER CHARLES A LAS2
LINSTROM8ERG THOMAS LAS4
LINTHICUM DAVID H GRAD
LINTON CRAIG A FAA1
LINTON NORMA JEAN GRAD
LINTZENICH ROBERT W FAA4
LINZ WENDY K ED 3
LINZER ANNE FAA1
LIONBERGER EDWARD EA ENG4
*LICU YAW-YEONG GRAD
LIPINSKI EDWARD J LAS4
LIPINSKI LINDA F GRAD
LIPINSKI MARTIN EDWA GRAD
LIPINSKI MICHAEL J LAS1
LIPKIN ARCHIE BUS3
LIPKIN DAVID M LAS3
*LIPP CHARLES HERBERT FAA4
*LIPP LINDA SHERMAN GRAD
LIPPI BARBARA J LAS3
LIPPINCOTT PETER W ED 6
LIPPMAN RICHARD A GRAD
LIPPOLD KAREN MARIE LAS4
LIPPCLD KATHRYN G LAS2
LIPSCHULTZ CLAIRE M LAS2
LIPSCHULTZ PHILIP A LAS1
LIPSCHULTZ SUSAN F ED 3
LIPSCOMB DARLENE M LAS2
LIPSCOMB JOHN DEWALD GRAD
LIPSCOMB MARILYNN E LAS3
LIPSEY KAREN GRAD
LIPSEY RICHARD LYNN GRAD
LIPSHULTZ RONALD J LAS1
LIPSKE ROBERT F JR ENG1
LIPSKI DCNNA A LAS2
LIPSKIF LARRY C GRAD
LIPSKY FCWARD S LAS3
LIPSKY IRI S J ED 3
LIPSON SELMA J LAS1
LIPSON SHELLEY M ED 2
LIPTAK ALAN BUS1
LIPTON ALAN R LAS4
LIPTRAP JAMES M LAS2
LIRTZMAN MITCHELL D LAS1
LISAGOR AARON BUS3
LISHKA GERALD R FAA4
LISKA WILLIAM M BUS3
LISS GENE A BUS4
LISS MARY B LAS2
LISS PAUL L LAS3
LISSAK DEBRA J LASl
LISSY MICHELE F GRAD
LIST ROBERT NELSON GRAD
LISTON JAMES WILLIAM ENG4
LISTON JEANETTE K L AS I
LITCHFIELD JOHN W AGR1
LITCHFIFLO WILLIAM J LAS3
LITE JOSFPH RICHARD GRAD
LITE SUSAN GROSS GRAD
LITEN NAOMI K LAS2
LITHERLAND PAUL S GRAD
LITHGOW CRAIG S ENG1
LITMAN NEAL HOWARD COM4
LITOBORSKI LAWRENCE LAS1
LITROWNIK ALAN JAY GRAD
LITROWNIK ROBFRT L GRAD
LITTFRST ROBERT K LAS1
LITTLE ALLEN L LAS1
LITTLE CHARLES C GRAD
LITTLE CPAIG R LAS1
LITTLE OAMEL EASTMA LAS4
LITTLE JAMES DANIEL ENG4
LITTLE JOAN ELIZABET GRAD
LITTLE JONATHON N LAS2
LITTLE KIRK F LAS3
LITTLE LINCOLN K LAS1
LITTLE LINDA ROSE GRAD
LITTLE MARION E GRAD
LITTl E MARY E ED 2
LITTLE MICHAEL P ENG4
LITTLE PETER S LAS2
LITTLE ROBERTA D LASl
*LITTLE WILLIAM IV GRAD
LITTLE WILLIAM L JR LAS3
LITTON GARY D FAA1
LITWIN DANIEL J ENG2
LITWIN JAMES M LASl
LITWIN LFNORE FPEDDA LAS3
LITZ EMIL JOE ENG4
URH DANIELS 96 U
IANSING MICH
1400 W WASHINGTON C
908 S 1ST C
802 W OREGON U
1706 PAULA C
URH VANDOREN 410 C
409 E CHALMERS C
207 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 160 C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
901 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 371 C
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
URH CARR 13 U
58 E ARMORY 7 C
URH ALLEN '224 U
1205 W MAIN U
504 E STOUGHTON C
708 W ILLINOIS U
708 W ILLINOIS U
708 W ILL INOIS U
1010 S 2ND C
2003 BROADMOOR C
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
1005 N ELM C
1005 N ELM C
1101 HARRINGTON C
404 S BUSEY U
1009 COUNTRY SOI U
508 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 71 U
904 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 432 C
902 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 712 U
606 W OHIO U
1206 CRISPUS C
1114 W SPNGFLO 6 U
1922 A ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 488 C
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
URH SHERMAN 267 C
409 ELM 1 U
47 E CHALMFRS C
URH ALLEN 348 U
409 E CHALMRS 1609 C
URH OGLESBY 8 16 U
2307 S 1ST C
URH OGLESRY 604 U
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
1109 S 3RD 201 C
URH WESTON 372 C
510 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 405 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 223 U
707 W WHITE C
805 W GREEN U
909 S MATTIS 1 C
URH SAUNDERS U
URH OGLESBY 824 U
102 E CHALMERS C
2009 S PHILO 12 U
2009 S PHILO RD 12 U
URH SAUNDERS 415 U
URH TOWNSEND 162 U
URH SNYDER 288 C
604 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 475 C
DECATUR ILL
901 S 1ST 4 C
401 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
311 E GREEN 310 C
1501 S MAPLE U
311 E GREEN C
2067 B HAZWD CT U
URH SHERMAN 421 C
410 N ELM C
URH GARNER 127 C
URH BABCOCK 122 U
URH SHERMAN 220 C
URH SHERMAN 317 C
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
410 W CHURCH C
408 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 217 U
703 E COLORADO 109 U
406 S VINE U
URH SNYDER 439 C
URH FORBES 386 C
910 S 3RD 418 C
904 S 3RD C


























































































5015 W 32ND ST
708 W ILLINOIS
708 W ILLINOIS

















1922 A ORCH ST
10021D FRONTAGE RD
4537 SHERWOOD AV
2059 W 19TH ST
296 DUMFRIES AV






1119 S HOME AV
646 W BITTERSWEET
4839 N DRAKE












2009 S PHILO RD 12



































































































































LIU CHAO-LI JACK GRAD
LIU CHIANG GRAO
LIU CHUN-LAN LEt GRAD
LIU HERBERT GONG GRAD
L IU NAN- I GRAD
L IU PITA YU HWA GRAD
LIU TSO-KAI GRAO
L IU WING KI ENGA
LIVAS STEPHAM PE ?
I I VENGOOD KAY R GRAD
LIVERGrOO LINDA K LAS2
LIVPRTDN CATHLFFN A LASl
LIVESAY JAMES PAY II BUS*
LIVFV JAY ALBFRT L AS 3
LIVINGSTON CATHERINE GRAD
LIVINGSTON PETER A GRAD
LIVINGSTON THOMAS JR ENG4
LLAGUNO CLARO TORRES GRAD
LLAGUNO ELMA C GRAD
LLARENA PFLAYO FAAA
*LLEWFLLYN CHARLFS S GRAD
LLEWELLYN JULIA S FAA3
LLORENS ALBERT J LASl
LI OYD FDWARD G BUS3
LLOYD JAMES P F NGA
LLOYO JOHN T ENGl
LLOYD JOSEPH F LAS?
LLOYD ROBERT D AGRA
LLOYD THOMAS CARL GRAD
LC DAVID CHAN-WAI GRAD
LO FENNY YEH-CHYN GRAD
LO RONNIF HUNG-KIE GRAD
LO SOPHIE GRAD
LOADHOLT JAY T III GRAD
LOB CLIFFORD G FNG2
L088 GEORGE R PE 1
L0B8 LARRY D GRAD
LOBELL DAVID PRICE LAS4
LOBERG SUZANNE S LASA
LOBO JOSE OFHMICHEN GRAD
LOBOSCO ANTOINETTF LASA
LOBUE THOMAS J 3US2
LOCANDER WILLIAM B GRAD
LCCHBAUM SUSAN WOLZ GRAD
LOCHNER FRANK ELMS PE A
LOCHNER VIOLA D GRAD
LOCIN JANET SUE PE A
LOCIN MITCHELL R LAS?
LOCK DRINDA K AGR?
LOCKARD HENRY CLAY J GRAD
LOCKF DUDLFY LASl
LrCKE FRANCES RITA LAS3
LOCKE JAMES W JR ENGA
LOCKE VIRGINIA J FAAA
LOCKETT IRIS FISHFR LAS2
LOCKHART DONALP L AGR3
LOCKHART VICKI J AGR?
LOCKMILLEP RICHARD G LAS3
LCCKWOOD DAVID A 3US1
LOCKWOOD WAYNE N JR GRAD
LODAL BETH A FAA?
LODATO ROBFRT F GRAD
LODUHA PAUL P FAA3
LOFB EDWARD N LASl
LOEBACH RUTH A LAS3
LOECHELL KIRSTEN A LAS2
LOEDING WILLIAM L ENGl
LOEFFLER JAY W LASl
LOEHMAN WILLIAM C LAS3
LOEHR ROBERT JOHN GRAD
LOERA GEORGE JR ENG2
LOESSEL MARGO S LAS?
LOESSEL MARK C GRAD
LOFTF JOHN M ENG2
LOEWEN DAVID B LASA
LOEWFNSTEIN DAVID H BUS3
LOEWENSTFIN MARK J LAW1
LOEWENSfEINER DANIEL LAS4
LOFGREN JFRRY L LAS2
LOFLAND CAROLYN ANN G«AD
LOFTON CHARLES W ED 2
LOFTON JOHN C LAS3
LOFTUS JOSEPH L LASl
LOFTUS MARY F FAA1
LOFTUS MARY LOUISE LAS3
LOFTUS MICHAFL JOHN F AAA
LOGAN KATHLYN H ED A
LOGAN LISA R ED 3
LOGAN PAUL A ENGl
LOGAN ROBERT H ENG3
LOGAS WILLIAM G LASl
LOGIN STEVEN WAYNE GRAD
LDGIUDICE JOSEPH F LAS3
LOGSDON KFNNETH L BUS1
LOGSDON RONALD L LAS2
907 W MAIN 1 U
306 S 5TH C
808 W ILL INOIS 7 U
1103 W OREGON U
605 W ILLINOIS U
908 S RACE U
U OF I CHEM U
908 S RACF U
2057 D DRCH ST U
AOA E DANIEL C
310 S PRARIF 205 C
URH SHERMAN A07 C
313 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 31? U
RR 1 U
1105 S ATH C
1 70A W CHURCH C
URH DANIELS 98 U
1 111 S 1ST C
1107 W GREFN 336 U
1107 W GREFN 336 U
URH 0GLES8Y 902 U
1811 LARCH PL U
2308 DALE C
URH SNYDER 210 C
1010 S 2ND 318 C
1302 SILVER U
A02 F ARMORY C
URH GARNER 35? C
1511 KIRRY 10 C
10 10 S 2ND C
603 W NEVADA U
109 F CHALMER 5 C
2118 ORCH ST 303 U
705 W GREEN U
1A01 SILVER 7 U
A09 E CHALMERS 81A C
URH CARR A U
HOOPESTON ILL
108 F HEALEY C
80? S LOCUST C
?05 N BUSFY U
?07 E JOHN C
1009 PFNN U
800 S MATTIS Al C
MONTICELLO ILL
KOLN GER
URH DANIELS 261 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER AA6 C
805 W OHIO U
809 S 1ST 21 C
URH WESTON A17 C
120? UNIVERSITY U
307 E GREEN A C
108 W GREEN C
105 F GREEN A C
URH OGLESBY 813 U
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
URH OGLFSBY 209 U
211 E ARMORY C
NORMAL ILL
A09 E CHALMRS 1602 C
80A W SPNGFLD U
310 W COLUMBIA C
910 S 3RD 810 C
108 E HEALEY 1 C
209 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 336 C
60A E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 717 U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
308 E ARMORY C
209 F JOHN C
508 E GREEN C
URH GARNER A6A C
HONOLULU HA
1105 S 1ST C
110 E JOHN C
907 W STOUGHTON U
102 E CHALMERS C
ST JOSEPH ILL
305 F GREEN 1 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SNYDER 326 C
URH BUSEY 217 U
302 S ATH 10 C
106 F HEAL EY 16 C
710 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 11A U
URH OGLESBY All U
URH CARR 115 U
URH WESTON 392 C
31A S PRAIRIE 20A C
URH OGLESBY 1129 U
307 S LINCOLN 6 U
806 W OHIO 10 U
333-1775


























































1A SEC2 HSIN SHENG





SEC 3 JFN-AI RD
1 LN 22 WEN CHOW
Al A GRAMPIAN A/F
3705 N SOUTHPORT
IA7-S 3RD ST
818 N WORTH ST





















21 TAI-SHING E RD
108 V 39TH ST
817 WILSHIRF BLVD
72A SYLVIAWOOD





521 S ROSEWOOD AV
9622 W HIGGINS 1-D
909 LINCOLN DR









970 N 2ND AV












103 S PLUM GROVE
128 PORTLAND PL
2308 S 22ND
A17 S ILLINOIS ST
1103C OXFORD












1AA5 N KOLIN AV
N LAKE RD PR A
NORTH LAKE RD
813 WILLIAMS BLVD
RR 2 BOX 96
681 MONROE AV
912 5 PARK-SIDE AV
1621 WELLINGTON DR
31A S PRAIRIE 20A
516 N MEADOW ST




































































































LOGUF MICHELE M 3US1
LOHMANN WALTER F ENG2
LOHMEYER LINDA E LAS3
LOHNES JAMES EARL FNG4
LOHRMANN JANFT A L AS3
LOHROFF RICHARD FRAN ENG4
LOIACONO MADELINE C LAS3
LOIACONO NICHOLAS A BUS1
LOICHLE LEON JOSEPH GRAD
LOISELLE LINDA A L AS3
LOIZFAU CATHERINE M GRAD
LOLLI GERALD R BUS3
*LOMAX LAURA M ED 3
LOMBARDI MICHELLE JE LAS4
LOMBARDI ROBERT P ED 1
LOMBARDO DAVID A AVI1
LOMBARDO JOHN L JR GRAD
LOMPERIS JUDITH ANN FAA3
LCMPERIS LINDA S LAS1
LTNCKA SHIRLEY M LAS2
LONDON DEBORAH ED 3
LONDON JILL A LAS1
*LLNQCN ROBERT FLLIOT GRAD
LONG ALLAN K LAS3
LONG BEVERLY ANN GRAD
LONG DAVID A LAS1
LONG DAVID R BUS1
LONG DIANE MARY GRAD
LONG DOUGLAS F 3US1
*LONG EDNA LEE GRAD
LONG GRACE BENINGO VM 3
LONG JAMFS LFF GRAD
LONG JAMES ROBERT AGR4
LONG JANE E COM3
LONG JOHN PERRY LAS4
LrNG JUDY K FAA3
LONG KATHLEEN C LAS1
LONG LINDA A ED 1
LONG LINDA I LAS3
LTNG MARTIN P LAS2
LONG REBECCA L LAS2
LONG ROBERT LAS1
LONG ROBERT P ENG3
*LONG RONALD PE 4
*LONG STEWART LOUIS GRAD
LONG THOMAS ARTHUR PE 4
LONG WALLACE B LAS1
LONGLEY JOHN C AGR3
LGNGMIRE DEBORAH LAS3
LONGOS JODY R LAS1
LONGTIN ROGER L L AW 1
LONGWELL LARRY C TUS3
*LOO RUSSELL MUN YU 1RAD
LCOCHTAN RICHARD M LAS3
LOOK DAVID WALTFR FAA4
LCCKER PATRICIA ANN LAS4
LCOKINGRILL DARRFLL LAS4
LOOKINGRILL DONALD L LAS4
LCONER LEANNA DAWN FAA4
*LOOMIS JOHN SCOTT GRAD
LCOS DAVID E BUS3
LOOSLI GRFGORY P 8US3
LOOSLI RONALD FUGFNE BUS*
LOPATER DAVID A LAS2
LOPATIN DENNIS E GRAD
LOPATIN MICHAEL A LAS2
LOPATKA WALTFR LFO ENG4
LOPEZ ASSMUS F F LAS5
LOPEZ EDWIN LAS1
LOPE? TONY S LAS1
LOPEZ-COLFS CARLOS M ED 3
LOPINSKI JOHN H I I L AS 1
LORBER GERI G ED 1
LORBER MARC I LAS2
LORD ROBERT J LAS1
LORD SANFORO APVIN BUS3
LORF SHARON D L AS I
LORENCF ANDREA T GRAD
LTPENTZ CARL WINFREC ENG4
LCRENTZ FDWARD C ENG3
LOPENZ DONALD A PE 1
LOPFNZ JAKES A BUS2
LOPENZI STEVE J BUS4
LORESCH PAMELA S AGR1
LOPFY PAULA SUE LAS1
LOREY SUSAN M LAS3
LOREY WILLIAM H ENGl
LOPGE MICHAEL M LASl
LOSASSO LEA A LAS2
LOSSAU JOAN C LAS1
LOTEMPIO SUSAN M COM3
LOTH PODGER A AVI2
LOTHROP JAMES DENNY FAA4
LOTKA KENNETH A LAS1
LCTKER MICHAEL GRAD
LOTMAN LORETTA COM4
*LOTT EARLE S JR GRAD
URH ALLEN 242 U
URH BABCOCK 402 U
1716 W JOHN C
1208 W CLARK U
URH TAFT 207 C
2706 E ILLINOIS U
1110 S ARBOR 103 C
401 E JOHN C
2006 D ORCH ST U
URH LAR 184 U
711 W WASHINGTON U
804 OAKLAND 206 U
OAKWOOD ILL
55 E HEALEY 302 C
1101 PENN U
1806 WILLIAMS 4 C
603 E PARK C
URH CLARK 312 C
URH ALLEN 408 U
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
URH BARTON 116 C
910 S 3RD 1301 C
202 S LINCOLN 4 U
19 LEXINGTON U
URH SHERMAN 112 C
URH OGLESBY 318 U
URH GARNER 394 C
1306 W CLARK U
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
1208 E BRIARCLIFF U
314 S PRAIRIE 103 C
314 S PRAIRIE 103 C
30? F GREGORY C
BLUE MOUND ILL
81C W OREGON U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
915 N HARVEY U
URH ALLEN 446 U
URH HOPKINS 393 C
710 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 511 U
URH TOWNSEND 3 34 U
1208 F BRIARCLIFF U
2609 E CALIFORNIA U
1618 SHERIDAN RD C
URH SCOTT 419 C
URH TOWNSEND 135 U
611 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 321 C
112 E GREEN 201 C
507 1/2 ROBINSON C
104 BUENA VISTA 3 C
409 F CHALMERS C
1108 S 1ST C
1015 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1108 CAMBRIDGE C
112 E JOHN C
808 E OREGON U
24 APRICOT C
1010 S 2ND 207 C
912 S 2ND C
912 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 23? C
312 W SPNGFLO 1 U
URH OGLESBY 229 U
302 S 4TH 12 C
URH HOPKINS 226 C
URH CARR 304 U
URH WESTON 111 C
610 W ELM U
URH GARNER 386 C
802 W ORFGON U
52 F ARMORY C
URH WESTON 362 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH VANDOREN 218 C
901 w SPNGFLD 9 U
1213 M MAIN 1 U
DUNLAP ILL
706 W WASHINGTON U
706 W WASHINGTON U
901 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 2 96 U
URH TRELEASE 731 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
310 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
405 E JOHN C
URH BARTON C
URH ALLEN 113 U
URH HOPKINS 353 C
305 E UNIVERSITY C
URH WFSTON 496 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1106 S EUCLID 103 C




















































































2305 S OAKLEY AV
917 FOREST AV










11364 W 77TH ST
1207 W SUNSET RD
1 306 W CLARK
6776 N KEOTA
1208 E BRIARCLIFF
314 S PRAIRIE 103
314 S PRAIRIE 103
RR ?
RR 2 BOX 119




7358 W LAKE ST
10628 S TRIPP AV
RR 1 BOX 96
7813 S KIMBARK AV





RR 2 BOX 189
2419 27TH ST
3048 S HARDING
6 19 S SMALL
507 1/2R0BINS0N CT
104 BUENA VISTA 3
8150 N KENNETH AV










312 W SPNGFLD 1
8615 E PRAIRIE RD
134 N CORNELL AV
CARREPA 20 5?-27






66 W MANCHESTER DR
5023 N HARDING
1656 BUCKINGHAM AV






















































































































LCHTTS ROSANNA C LAS3
*LOTTES STEVEN ARTHUR LAS4
LOTZ CHARLES FCWARD VM 3
LOU JANE LAS3
LOU JENNG-CHING B GRAD
LOUDON DARREL R AGR2
LOUER CRAIG R BUS3
LOUGH LESLIE D LAS1
LOUGH VIRGINIA FAA4
LOUGH WILLIAM B GRAO
LPUGHMAN PHIl IP G FAA4
LOUGHMILLFR EDWARD A GRAD
LOUGHRIN ELLEN E GRAD
LOUIE GLORIA J LAS2
LOUIE LI-TAK GRAD
LOURGOS JAMES G LAS I
LCUSSAERT DALE F GRAD
LOVDA JOHN MICHAFL GRAD
LOVE CYNTHIA ANNE FAA4
LOVE EDDIF LEF GRAO
LOVE HENRY P LAS1
LOVE KENNETH HAROLD GRAD
LPVF KIM FAA1
LOVE MADFLAINE M LAS3
*LOVF MARCIA K GRAD
LOVE MARSHA A LAS?
LOVE VICTOR L D FAA5
LOVEKAMP JAMES M ENG2
LOVEKAMP JOHN A AGR1
LOVELACE DAVID B LAS2
LOVELESS DAVID W GRAD
LOVELESS GEANNE M FAA2
LOVELESS TIMOTHY C AGR3
LOVENTHAL ANN MARJOR LAS3
LGVERDE BRIAN VINCEN GRAD
LIVING JUANITA E BUSl
LOVING LINDA SUE EO 2
LC'VINGER NACMI A LAS1
LOVSE DANNY WAYNF GRAD
LOW CLIFTCN L BUS3
LOW TOM WILLIAM LAS4
LOWDEN JOHN KENCALL L AS3
LOWE CAROLYN J GRAD
LOWE JOHN CHFUNG FNG3
LOWE KENNETH NORMAN LAS'*
LOWE LARRY A BUSl
*LCWF LARRY JAMES GRAD
LOWE RICHARD WILLIAM LAS3
LOWENSTEIN SUF E LAS2
LOWERY ELIZABFTH E LAS2
LOWER Y LINDA L AGR2
LOWEY JUDITH HARRIS GRAD
LOWMAN JOHN J JR FAA2
LOWMAN LUCIENNE LAS3
LOWRANCE RAYMOND HUG L AS3
LOWREY BRADLEY J LAS3
LOWRY ANN FRANCES GRAO
LOWRY JAMFS D GRAD
LOWRY MARY L LAS3
LOWRY MELISSA JANE GRAD
LOWRY MICHAEL M LAS3
LOWRY ROBERT WESLEY FAA1
L'OWRY THOMAS F III BUSl
LOWRY WILLIAM E LAS1
LOWSTUTER BRUCE R FNG2
LOWSTUTER CLYDE C GRAD
LOWSTUTER WILLIAM JR ENG3
LOWY TED A LAS3
LOY DEAN STANTON GRAO
LOY HAROLD M AGR3
LOYET JERRY LEE GRAD
LOYET STEVE L VM 2




LUBAWY JAMES J FAA1
LUBBEN SUZANNE MARIE FAA1
LUBEN MARY C LAS1
LUBER JOAN M LAS2
LUBERSHANE AUDREY COM3
LUBIEN RAYMOND B LAS3
LUBIN STUART FREDRIC LAS4
LUBITZ RALPH GEORGE GRAD
LUCADO DANIEL JAMES LAS4
LUCAS ANDREW DANIEL LAS3
LUCAS DAVID J ENG1
LUCAS KRISTY J PE 1
LUCAS LINDA M LAS2
LUCAS LLOYD R BUS4
LUCCO JOSEPH W LAW1
LUCHSINGER JOAN Y GRAD
LUCIER TERRENCE ARTH ENG4
LUCK ELIZABETH JULIA FAA4
LUCK JULIE A ED 1
LUCKERMAN SHARON E LAS4




101 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 184 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
401 E JOHN C
URH LAR 325 U
509 E GREEN 302 C
1504 JOANNE LN C
202 S LYNN 4 U
LINCOLN ILL
DECATUR ILL
309 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 198 U
317 W OHIO U
1006 S 1ST 2 C
1754 VALLEY RD C
801 W IOWA U
209 E WASHINGTON C
URH FORBES 392 C
408 BURKWOOO CT W U
URH SNYDER 438 C
703 W CALIFORNIA U
206 W PENN U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 388 C
URH WESTON 394 C
809 W PENN U
URH CARR 123 U
105 E GREEN 9 C
409 E CHALMERS 912 C
313 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON 2? U
2065 B ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 103 U
URH EVANS 228 U
910 S 3RD 207 C
URH CARR 8 U
507 F CLARK C
203 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 478 U
URH TOWNSENO 405 U
709 OREGON U
202 E DANIEL C
58 E GREGORY C
312 W SPNGFLD 9 U
910 S 3RD 1215 C
URH ALLEN 213 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
ARCOLA ILL
URH SCOTT 374 C
URH LAR 477 U
105 S URBANA U
202 E DANIEL C
910 S LOCUST 3 C
408 E STOUGHTON 6 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1114 U
URH TOWNSEND 177 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
110 E ARMORY U
URH OGLESBY 716 U
1206 DEVONSHIRE C
1014 W CHURCH C
1310 GRANOVIEW C
301 E ARMORY C
211 W GREEN U
904 W GREEN 530 U
805 W DANIEL C
801 OREGON U
406 E IOWA U
109 E CHALMERS 5 C
707 S GREGORY PL U
1102 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 389 C
URH WARDALL 505 U
URH CLARK 238 C
1006 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1105 C
313 E ARMORY C
305 E DANIEL C
BOX 1164 C
803 S MATTIS 2 C
103 S 3RD C




211 W HILL C
604 N MAPLE 31 U
209 W BEARDSLEY C
910 S 3RD 1007 C
URH TRELEASE 1025 U
1304 W CLARK 3 U







































































114 1ST ST 3/F
8501 S SPRINGFIELC
RR 1




408 BURKWOOD CT W











6728 S OGLESBY AV













2631 W 97TH PL
9438 KILDARE
122 E UNION
































8543 N CENTRAL PK
BOX 1164















































































































LUCKMANN CHARLES M LAS2
LUCKMANN NANCY J LAS1
LUCKY WILLIAM STEVEN GRAD
LUCZAJ GREGORY JOHN COM4
LUCZKIW WALTER J LAS1
LUODEN MARY J LAS2
LUDMER CHARLES HENRY GRAD
LUDOWISE MICHAEL J ENG2
LUDVIGSON DAVID G 8US3
LUDWIG BRADLEY J AGR1
LUDWIG DIANA RENEE K GRAD
LUOWIG ELIZABFTH C FAA3
LUDWIG JACK D AGR1
LUOWIG PAUL S AGR1
LUDWIG STEVE E NG 1
LUDWIG TERRY GERALD GRAD
LUDWIG THOMAS S BJS3
LUEBCHOW SUSAN E AGR2
LUEBKE CHARLES M FAA3
LUFBKEMAN DAVID JOHN FAA4
LUFBS CRAIG JOHN ENG4
LUECK RUSSELL A ENG1
LUECKING JAMES G LAS?
*LUFDEKE JOHN BARTON GRAD
LUEDERS SCOTT W LAS2
LUERY DAVID ALFRED GRAD
LUESSE STEPHEN P LAS*
LUETKEMEYER JOHN L LAS3
LUFTKEMEYER MARK H LAS2
LUFKIN JOHN K ENG3
LUGINBILL MARK J BUS1
LUGOSKI JOHN D JR L4S1
LUHR ROBERT J ENG2
LUK VICTORIA H GRAD
LUKAS JAMES C LAS2
LUKAS JOSFPH V LAS3
LUKAS VIRGINIA KAYE AGR4
LUKEHART CHERYL L PE 3
LUKEHART GORDON C JR BUS*
LUKEN BONNIE L LAS?
LUKEN3ACH FLVIN RUSS GRAD
LUKEVICH JANET E AGR3
LUKOSUS FELIX R BUS3
LULICH DAVID J PE 3
LULLO THOMAS A BUS3
LUM GERALD HOONG WUN FAA4
LUM KENNFTH LANG LAS4
LUMPKIN ELIZABETH BUS1
LUMPP PERETTE A LAS1
LUND CARL MEREDITH GRAD
LUND CHRISTINE L AGR2
LUND NEAL T ENG1
*LUNDAHL NEAL DOUGLAS GRAD
LUNDBERG JAY A BUS1
LUNDBERG JEAN M LAS1
LUNDBERG MARY D LAS3
LUNDE BRADFORD S ENG2
LUNDE PAULA ANN LAS4
LUNDEEN MATTHFW A BUS1
LUNOELL WILLIAM R GRAD
LUNDFELT JEAN K LAS3
LUNDFELT STEPHEN J LAS1
LUNDGREN DIANF RUTH LAS4
LUNDGRFN JAMES C 3JS3
LUNDGREN PAUL M GRAD
LUNDGREN SANDRA E GRAD
LUNDIN GARY V LAS3
LUNDIN RICHARD A ENG3
LUNDMARK JAMES S BUS1
LUNDQUIST RONALD EVA GRAD
LUNDQUIST ROY ARTHUR LAS4
LUNDY JANICE E ED 1
LUNGSTRUM RUTH MARIE GRAD
LUNSFORD WILLIE B GRAD
LUNT DANIEL LFF GRAD
*LUNT JANA S ROTZ LAS4
LUNT ROBERT GENE VM 3
LUNTE MICHAEL J ENG4
LUPTON FRANK D JR GRAD
LURIE GORDON ALLEN GRAD
LURIE MARILYN E AGR2
LURQUIN JOHN HENRY GRAD
LUSTFR GORDON PAY LAS4
LUSTFELDT MARGARET M LAS1
LUTH GARY EDWARC AGR4
LUTH LARRY DALE AGR4
LUTHE MICHAEL J AGR1
LUTHI ALAN RUDOLPH PE 4
LtJTHI WARO E PF 3
LUTHY LISA A LAS1
LUTCN DOTSON DUDLEY GRAD
LUTSKY ALAN LEON GRAD
LUTSKY BARRY NEAL GRAD
LUTSKY JUDITH KAY B GRAD
LUTTRELL WILLIAM PEE AGR4
LUTZ CATHY A LAS1
LUTZ DONALD H AG»3
2504 S PROSPECT C
2504 S PROSPECT C
805 S MATTIS 2 C
904 W STOUGHTON U
URH OGLESRY 222 U
406 E STOUGHTON 6 C
312 W SPNGFLD 1 U
805 W OREGON U
713 W OHIO U
FITHIAN ILL
205 E GREEN 2 C
1202 W NEVADA U
FITHIAN ILL
604 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 426 C
205 E GREEN 2 C
1008 S 4TH C
710 W OHIO U
URH WESTON 360 C
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
409 E CHALMERS 613 C
URH FORBES 121 C
URH HOPKINS 170 C
606 S EDWIN C
1005 S 6TH C
1852 VALLEY RD C
36 E CHALMERS C
310 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 443 C
409 E CHALMERS 610 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
URH TOWNSEND 246 U
903 S 4TH 4 C
URH HOPKINS 375 C
401 S LINCOLN U
405 E GREFN C
611 E DANIEL C
712 1/2 WABASH U
409 F CHALMRS 1210 C
48 E JOHN C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 254 C
303 E CHALMERS C
409 F CHALMERS 501 C
1211 W CLARK 21 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH BLAISDELL 402 U
218 E GREGORY 302 C
URH DANIELS 219 U
URH LAR 265 U
URH GARNER 413 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH FORBES 323 C
URH ALLEN 201 U
309 E HEALEY 9 C
URH GARNER 270 C
403 S LINCOLN U
209 E ARMORY C
2104 ORCH ST 101 U
URH BUSEY 229 U
URH NOBLE 420 C
707 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 172 C
104 W OREGON U
509 1/2 E GREEN C
311 F GREEN C
ROCKFORD ILL
URH SCOTT 300 C
2118 ORCH ST 103 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH BLAISDELL 302 U
llll S 3RD 104 C
URH SHERMAN 653 C
1109 ARBOR 4 C
RR 1 U
22 MAPLEWOOD U
306 E GREGORY C
1308 GLENDALF C
508 S STATE C
1006 S 3RD 15 C
1208 SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 252 U
2016 VAWTER 2 U
809 W PENN U
1321 FREDERICK C
URH WESTON 386 C
205 E ARMORY 211 C
1009 W PENN U
URH CLARK 436 C
URH DANIELS 623 U
508 N GARFIELD C
57 E JOHN 11 C
508 N GARFIELD C
101 E DANIFL C
URH LAR 218 U


































































805 S MATTIS 2





958 CENTRAL PK AV
RR 1











511 L IBERTY ST
606 S EDWIN
1880 GARLAND AV






























ROUTF 1 BOX 160
3443-49TH ST
15215 S ASHLAND
2634 7TH ST CT








































































































































LUTZ JOLEEN M LAS3
*LUTZ KATHY A GRAO
LUTZ PATRICIA ED 1
*LUTZ RICHARD JOHN GRAD
LUTZ ROLLIN J JR LAS3
LUTZ THOMAS J ENG4
LUX FRANK C LAS1
*LUX FRED EDWIN GRAO
LUXION DENNIS H ENG1
LUZWICK JCHN LEC GRAO
LY SANCHEZ FRANCISCO AGRA
LYBAS JOHN MICHAEL GRAO
LYKINS JOHN DAVID GRAD
LYKINS MARGARET MARY COMA
LYKINS MARILYN H GRAD
LYKKEBAK BARBARA J EO 3
LYLE CHARLA H LAS1
LYLE DAVID PARRY BUS2
LYLE JANET LOUISE GRAD
LYLE KAREN K LAS2
LYMN HARRY CHARLFS GRAD
LYNAUGH CELFSTE M AGR2
LYNCH COLLEEN A ED 4
LYNCH DENNIS E LAS1
LYNCH FRANCIS L LAS3
LYNCH JAMES M LAS1
LYNCH JAMES TIMOTHY GRAD
LYNCH JOHN C ENG1
LYNCH JOHN F BUS3
LYNCH MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
LYNCH ROBERT J LAS1
LYNGAAS MICHAEL E LAS2
LYNK JUDITH ANN LAS3
LYNK MARY J ED 2
LYNK WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
LYNN JOHN F LAS2
LYNN MARY F LAS3
LYNN MICHAEL W BUS3
LYNN NORMAN S 8JS3
LYNN SALLEE DEF ED 4
LYON DANIEL ROGFR COM4
LYON FRANCES I LAS2
LYON JAMES CYRIL GRAD
LYON RICHARD DEAN ENG4
LYON ROBERT A BUS1
LYON SANDRA L ED 4
LYONS BARRY WILSON ENG3
LYONS BETTY J ED 4
LYONS FRANCES DIANNE GRAO
LYONS FREDERICK A GRAD
LYONS NAOMI LAS2
LYONS SALLY A LAS1
LYTLE RAYMOND H GRAD
MA EVELYN T LAS1
MA JAMES HSIENNE GRAD
MAACK RODNEY A LAS1
MAAS JOSEPH T LAS1
MABEE BRUCE FAA3
MABINS OTHERINE ED 1
MABRAY SUSAN K FAA1
MABRFY FRANCES S ED 2
MABRY JEAN MARIE AGR4
MABRY THOMAS W LAS2
MABUNI CLAYTON TOSHI GRAD
MACARTHUR MARY LAS1
MACCALLUM ROBERT C GRAD
MACDCNALD BRUCF ANDR BUS4
MACDONALD J AMF S M FAA1
MACDONALO JOHN J ENG1
MACDONALD MARTAN L GRAD
MACDONALD REGINA H GRAD
MACDONALD T JR GRAD
MACEDA EDWARD LOUIS GRAD
MACEK CATHERTNF M LAS1
MACGREGOR DOUGLAS ,NE LAS4
MACGREGOR LOIS ANNE GRAD
MACGREGOR ROBERT JR LAS2
MACGREGOR STEVEN W FAA1
MACHADO ARLENE F GRAD
MACHADO NELSON C GRAD
MACHALA JOYCE C LAS3
MACHENS GEORGE M BUS3
MACHETTI TERRY J BUS3
MACHMER THOMAS JAMES LAS4
MACHULA RUTH STROUD GRAD
MACIFJEWSKI RICHARD LAS1
MACICROWSKI MARCIA A LAS2
MACK DAVID S LAS1
MACK DENNIS DEAN AGR4
MACK DOUGLAS H LAS1
MACK FAITE ROYJIER GRAD
MACK GARY M FAA1
MACK JEFFREY T LAS?
MACK MAPILYNN JEAN LAS3
MACK ROBERT A AGR1
MACK STEVEN M L4S4
MACK TCM E AGR2
710 W OHIO U
201 W UNIVERSITY U
URH WARDALL 1 104 U
2"1 W UNIVERSITY U
1009 W PENN U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1010 S 2ND C
MILMINE ILL
URH SNYDER 393 C
604 E ARMORY 139 C
URH TOWNSEND 222 U
URH DANIELS 90 U
VET MED ANNEX 109 U
508 E ARMORY C
MANSFIELD ILL
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 220 C
1103 W HILL U
URH DANIELS 360 U
URH TAFT 322 C
739 S MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
109 E SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 440 C
1109 S 3R0 C
URH FORBES 464 C
URH SNYDER 202 C
URH OGLESBY 1110 U
211 E ARMORY C
2103 HAZWD DP 102 U
211 E ARMORY C
1007 S. 3RD C
611 E DANIEL C
611 E DANIEL C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH FORBES 408 C
106 E HEALEY 5 C
URH WESTON 215 C
105 E ARMORY C
56 E DANIELS 4 C
30 8 W GREEN 8 U
URH EVANS 301 U
1R04 REBECCA OR C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 231 U
1804 REBECCA C
PRAIRIE VW TRLR CT C
12C7 W MAIN U
URH DANIELS 240 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 526 U
URH VANDQREN 219 C
715 W UNIVERSITY C
URH FLAGG 410 C
1701 LINCOLN RD C
URH SCOTT 345 C
1007 S 3RD C
1106 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
1309 W CLARK C
URH SAUNDERS 203 U
URH BUSEY 330 U
110 E ARMORY C
405 E GREEN C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
2006 VAWTER 7 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 493 C
URH TOWNSEND 113 U
212 E WHITE 4 C
702 W UNI VFRSITY 4 C
702 W UNIVERSITY C
56 E DANIEL C
URH WARtfALL 610 U
1101 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 241 U
URH SNYDER 176 C
URH WESTON 271 C
1914 D ORCH ST U
1914 D ORCH ST U
5 SAFFER CT U
205 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 212 C
219 S LOCUST C
1011 S ELM C
URH GARNER 373 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
URH FORBES 359 C
URH DANIELS 525 U
URH BABCOCK 125 U
212 E CHALMERS 11 U
102 N LINCOLN 5 U
URH HOPKINS 294 C
106 E JOHN C



































































































































10 W ROCKET CIRCLE
122 W OAK ST
122 W OAK ST
405 E GREEN
142 ABINGDON AV
136 N CHICAGO AV
1046 E VILLA DR
8918 WOODWARD










1914 D ORCH ST
1914 D ORCH ST
605 S SLEIGHT





2929 W 40TH ST
299 R IDGE RD
RR 3
307 FAIR AV
7133 S EBERHART ST
18W232 BUCKINGHAM
275 ARLINGTON AV
2947 W BRYN MAWR
RR 3
275 ARLINGTON AV










































































































*MACKIE FREDER ICK D
MACKIE WILLIAM A
MACKIN CAROLF A




































MADEJ MARY CAROL R


















































FAA3 1108 S 1ST C 359-5011 5808 S SACRAMENTO
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 506 U 332-4243 RR 2
GRAD 816 1/2 W CLARK u 558 W BELDEN
LAS4 704 W HIGH u 344-3933 426 N BLACKHAWK
AGR2 1102 S LINCOLN u 344-4506 ROUTE 1
BUS3 309 E HEALEY. 14 c 352-2701 3516 LILY PCND RD
LAS3 MANSFIELD ILL MCKINLEY ST
GRAD 1302 S MAPLE u 367-6982 1302 S MAPLF
GRAD 2303 S ANDERSON u 367-0394 2303 S ANDERSON
LAS? URH TRELEASE 1130 u 332-5736 5038 N SPR INGFIELD
ENG4 610 1/2 E GREEN c 2620 W NORTH SHORE
GRAD 902 KIRBY c 804 S GREENWOOD AV
LAS4 2307 S 1ST 302 c 344-4456 300 CEDAR AV
ENG1 40? E DANIEL c 1122 SHERIDAN RD
I AS1 URH BLAISDELL 209 u 332-3485 2951 N AVERS AV
FAA1 URH SAUNDERS 145 u 332-3671 2858 N ALBANY AV
GRAD 102 S DODSON u 367-3661 102 S DODSON
GRAD 601 W GREEN u 601 W GREEN
VM 1 URH BABCOCK 302 u 332-3779 1433 W GREGORY AV
LAS1 URH LAR 214 u 332-2849 310 E BEACH ST
ED 3 504 W ELM 6 u 310 BFACH ST
LAW1 504 W ELM u 310 E BEACH ST
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173 1159 HIAWATHA DR
LAS5 52 LAKE PK c 359-5858 52 LAKE PK
LAW1 923 W CHARLES c 205 E HEALEY
LAS1 URH ALLEN 293 u 332-3337 517 COTTAGE ST
GRAD 705 W CHURCH c 359-8636 321 W UNION AV
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344-5812 3130 SE 73RD
FNG1 1811 SANGAMON c 359-2 593 1811 SANGAMON
FAA2 URH GARNER 395 c 332-0842 109 N FAIRVIEW
LAS3 804 W OREGON u 2S338 WILLIAMS RD
FAA2 110 E ARMORY c 344-7630 22 MIDLAND AV
ENG4 110 E ARMORY c 22 MIDLAND
PE 3 409 E CHALMRS 101? c 205 BERRY ST
LAS4 408 E SPNGFLD c 7303 GREENLEAF ST
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN 211 c 92 MAGNOLIA AV
LAS3 910 S 3RD 612 c WOODSIDE DR
ED 1 RANTOUL ILL 1548 MARCIA DR
GRAD 407 W WHI TF 17 c 3.52-2281 407 W WHITE 17
PE 1 URH HOPKINS 150 c 332-1165 358 WABASH
LAW1 2006 VAWTER 8 u 3525 ROSEMFAP
GRAD 306 HOLIDAY PK c 356-5157 306 HOLIOAY PARK
LAS3 908 W NEVADA u 3501 E COOK
LAS? URH ALLEN 194 I) 332-3298 3107 CENTER DR
GRAD URH DANIELS 403 u 13760 S WALLACE
LAS4 604 S 1ST c 359-8470 6104 S TRIPP
GRAD URH VANDOREN 126 c 332-0491 95 ROCHFLLE PARK
PE 1 910 S 3RD c 337-5320 9453 N LECLAIRE
LAS4 408 E GREFN c 352-8399 112 CEDAR ST
GRAD 502 E HEALEY u 369-7625 6012 GROVE CT
GRAD 3 BUENA VISTA CT u 367-5629 3 BUENA VISTA CT
GRAD 3 BUENA VISTA CT u 367-5629 3 BUENA VISTA CT
GRAD 2071 C ORCH ST u 2071 C ORCH ST
PE 2 511 L/2 W VINE c 359-9437 100 S WALNUT
BUS2 706 W OHIO u 344-0676 443 N SEMINARY ST
ED 4 TOLUCA ILL 122 N WALNUT ST
GRAD 511 1/2 W VINE c 359-9437 511 1/2 W VINE
LAS1 1828 STANFORD PL
BUS1 URH SCOTT 468 c 332-1618 9105 N LAWLER AV
TNG 4 20 17 PHILO RD u 2500 HOLMES
FNG3 705 W ILL INOIS u RR 2 BOX 723
LAS1 URH ALLEN 417 u 332-3230 2238 HAMPSHIRE
LAS? 303 E JOHN c 344-1103
LAS3 809 W ILLINOIS 2 u 344-6658 111 SUNSET AV
LAS4 512 E WHI TE c 1403 GABLES BLVD
ED 4 809 W ILL INOIS 2 u 344-6658
LASl URH EVANS 328 u 332-2748 5516 LA PALM DR
LAS? 4^4 E DANIEL 6 c 10632 KILDARE
GRAD 21 13 HAZWD DR 102 u 344-7052 2113 HAZWD DR 102
FAA1 URH ALLEN 468 u 332-3401 4302-17TH 'AV
LASl URH LAR 288 u 312 SOMONAUK ST
L ASA 53 F ARMORY 6 c 8534 W CATALPA
3 US 2 URH BABCOCK 14 u 332-3717 9230 N OKETO
GRAD 2081 A ORCH ST u 367-1297 CP 28-CAMPINAS
GRAD NFW YORK N Y U OF I ANTH
GRAD 809 S BUSEY u AV NUEVC LEON 97-5
LAS2 1007 S 3RD c 616 E 158TH ST
LAW 2 107 E CHALMERS c 344-7994 920 N LAKE SHORE
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 212 u 332-3285 415 WILLOW AV
AGRl URH ALLEN 175 u 332-3285 BOX 329
GRAD 702 SCOVILL u 367-5960 702 SCOVILL
FNG2 URH OGLESBY 519 u 332-5190 9009 N LARAMIE
ENG? URH OGLESBY 519 u 332-5190 9009 N LARAMIE AV
GRAD URH SHERMAN 364 c 1600 YULUPA 15
BUS4 TOLONO ILL BOX 1033
GRAD 201 I SILVER CT E u 367-6410 2011 SILVER CT E
PE 4 612 W GREEN u 344-3509 541 N Lt'MBARD
LAS3 ?319 S 1ST ST RD c 384-5385 541 N LOMBARD AV
LAW1 505 E UNIVERSITY c 22 Tophi ll ln
BUS3 501 F DANIEL c 344-1510 502 W HARRISON ST
LAS3 604 F ARMORY 315 c 209 W WINTER AV
BUS1 914 DEVONSHIRE
LAS4 102 GR0SS3ACH u 112 LINDEN AV
LAS2 604 E ARMORY 309 c 3008 COLLEGE AV
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 616 u 332-5217 3630 SUNSET LN
ENG? URH WARDALL 725 u 332-4453 4037 W WELLINGTON


































































































MAGNUSON ERIC EARL GRAD
MAGNUSON PATR ICIA A PE 1
MAGOON LINDA M LAS1
MAGRAKFN JACK LAW1
MAGSAMEN KATHRYN A LAS1
MAH DAN F LAS3
MAHACHEK PAUL F F NG 1
MAHAFFEY THOMAS FAA 1
MAHAN JAMFS M GRAD
MAHAN LINDA L GRAD
*MAHAR CARCL BOWSFR GRAD
*MAHAR JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
MAHER HARRY E LAS1
MAHER JOHN TIMOTHY L AW2
MAHER LOIS CUNDIFF EO 4
MAHFR RICHARD JEFFRE L ASA
MAHIEU PATRICIA IRMA GRAD
MAHIN LINDA RUTH GRAD
MAHLBURG SUZANNF E GRAD
MAHLER PETER ALLFN GRAD
MAHON GFRALD P L AS 1
MAHON JEFFREY 8US2
MAHONEY DENNIS F GRAD
MAHONEY ELIZABETH F GRAD
MAHONEY JOHN H AGR1
MAHCNEY PATRICK M LAW2
MAHONEY ROSLYN M LAS3
MAHONEY TIMOTHY B GRAD
MAHOOD MELISSA LAS2
MAHR CHRISTINE M LAS1
MAHR MARTHA E GRAD
MAIER DFBPA K ED 3
MAIER JOSEPH P LAS3
MAIEP LEONARD ALLFN GRAD
MA IER THOMAS GRAD
MAIERHOFEP ROBERT L LAS2
MAIERHOFER WILLIAM J LAS4
MMEWSKIJ VALENTINA LAS3
MAILLOUX MICHELE A FAA1
MAINES PENELOPE D FAA2
MAINZER JAMES M BUS?
MAISI AK RICHARD S LAS4
MAI STO KF ITH D LAS3
MAITLAND MORRIS HUGO GRAD
MAJCHROWICZ DENNIS M E NG
1
MAJDTAK CATHERINE A GRAD
MAJERUS JOHN NEIL GRAD
MAJESKI JAMES D BUS!
MAJETICH KENNETH A FAA4
MAJEWSKI RICHARD S AGRl
MAJEWSKI TERFSITA LAS1
MAJKO RICHARD M LAS2
MAJOR BARBARA A PE 1
MAJOR DAVID R LAW1
MAJOR DOUGLAS I LAS2
MAJOR JOHN B JR GRAD
MAJOR LEROY BYRD GRAD
MAJOR ROBERT IVAN GRAD
MAJOR ROBERT LEAR GRAD
*MAJZEL JAMES M PE 2
MAJZEL JANICE L GRAD
MAJZLER KATHLEEN T FAA3
MAK ALAN SUNG-CHI ENG4
MAK KUI NANG ENG3
MAKAR JOHN ANTON ENG4
MAKEEVER GERALD W GRAD
MAKI JUDY L LAS2
MAKI MARY KATHERINE LAS3
MAKI PATR ICIA C BUS2
MAKINO YASUKO HOSOYA GRAD
MAKIUCHI MASARU GRAD
MAKRICKAS RICHARD J ENG2
MAKURA NICHOLAS G GRAD
MALAGA JOSEPH F JR LAS3
MALAISE MAURICE G ENG3
MALAISE RICHARD F E NG4
MALANY BARBARA B GRAD
MALANY CCLLEEN M PE 2
MALCOM JOHN DAVID GRAD
MALCOM RICHARD L PTi 2
*MALCOM SUSAN A PE 4
MALE RUTH ANN ENG4
MAI.EK CHARLES J ENG1
MALEKSETIAN AZAD GRAD
MALEN JUDITH L LAS2
MALERICH THOMAS M PF 1
MALEY DALE MURRAY LAS4
MALEY JAMES J III BUS2
MALEY SHARON A LAS3
MALEY THOMAS JOHN LAS3
MALIK AMIR ALAM GRAD
MALINA HOWARD F LAS1
MALINA JO ANN L AS4
MALINOWSKI MICHAEL E GRAD
MALINOWSKI ROSANN N AGR2
MALINSKY STEVEN P LAS3
MALIS AMY B LAS1
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH WARDALL 1212 U
URH TREl EASE 630 U
1848 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 213 C
1209 W CLARK U
URH GARNER 470 C
URH HOPKINS 269 C
2007 S PHILO RO 3 U
605 W MAIN U
1002 E DELAWARE U
1002 E DELAWARE U
URH BABCOCK 30 J U
103 F JOHN C
1 107 W OREGON U
110 7 W OREGON 5 U
URH VANDOREN 202 C
101 W PARK 302 U
1015 W MAIN U
1001 S OAK C
URH SCOTT 469 C
508 E WHITE 2 C
710 S BROADWAY 1 U
2205 HAZdD 203 U
URH CARP 326 U
2205 HAZWO 203 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
905 N CUNNINGHAM U
URH BLAISOELL 125 U
URH TRELEASE 812 U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 1103 U
406 E GREEN 201 U
1809 VALLEY RD C
1814 A GRCH ST U
311 DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 227 C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
URH TAFT 22 C
URH ALLEN 379 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSENO 133 U
910 S 3RD 227 C
URH SCOTT 314 C
204 W INDIANA U
1944 C ORCH ST U
URH CARR 117 U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 202 C
URH FORBES 463 C
URH BUSEY 243 U
URH BABCOCK 221 U
106 S 1ST 14 C
710 1/2 W JOHN C
710 1/2 W JOHN C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH DANIELS 410 U
202 S LINCOLN 3 U
405 N RACE 2 U
1405 COMMANCHE C
1405 COMMANCHE C
URH LAR 223 U
403 BRIAR LN 213 C
URH TOWNSENO 411 U
313 E CHALMERS C
707 S 6TH 413 C
URH TRELEASE 1227 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 38 U
1008 SCOTTSOALE C
300 S GOODWIN 208 U
URH HOPKINS 258 C
612 E VINE C
401 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 362 C
814 VFNTURI RD C
214 W BEARDSLEY C
1207 W NEVADA U
3 06 N ROMINE 2 U
809 W PENN U
306 N ROMINE U
1110 STOUGHTON 308 U
URH 0GLES8Y 527 U
902 W ILLINOIS U
1202 W NEVADA U
313 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 326 U
URH WESTON 278 C
402 E GREEN 7 C
URH WESTON 2 82 C
BEVIER HALL 462 U
409 E CHALMERS C
307 E DANIEL C
2083 B ORCH ST U
47 E CHALMERS C
303 E CHALMERS C





























































500 F 14TH ST B
917 N KNIGHT
273 CINDY LN
2300 S 50TH AV
RP 1
3010 W DZOON
RR 3 BOX 248
2215 ST FRANCIS AV











125 W 4TH ST
1437 COLORADO AV
ROUTF 3 BOX 114-C
710 S BROADWAY











158 COMMODORE PK WY
301 CHRISTIE ST
301 CHRISTIE ST
114 1/2 E UNIV
1106 E 5TH ST





7759 S KOMENSKY AV
204 W INDIANA
6105RICKW00D DR NW
690 N OAKWOOD AV
12 S WILLIAM
1332 S MAPLE AV
BOX 39
3546 N PARIS AV
BROADWAY 219
710 1/2 W JOHN
219 BROADWAY
BOX 137
ROUTE 3 BOX 56
202 S LINCOLN 3




16 JAVA RD 2/F















306 N ROMINE 2
610 E 6TH ST
306 N ROMINE
212 MCCONAUGHEY AV
1638 S GROVE AV
STA A BOX 2223
818 MEADOW LN










































































N POINT HONG KONG
HONG KONG


































MALISKAS EDWARD NOEL LAS3
MALK CHARLES R ED 1
MALKFWICZ PHILIP P LAS2
MALKI ALAN E LAS3
MALLAK BERNARD L BUS2
*MALLAK LUDMILLA CORA ED 4
MALLEN RICHARD F ENGl
MALLICOAT HERMAN A BUS2
MALLIN THOMAS W ENGl
MALLINGER DONALD P BUS3
MALLON LANCE R LAW1
MALLCRY ROBERT M BUS3
MALLORY STEPHEN W FAA4
MALLOY ROBERT GERALD LAS4
MALM PAUL EDWARD BUS*
MALMGREN HELFN ANNE ED 4
MALMGREN PAUL D BUS3
MALMROSE JOHN H LAS2
MALO GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
MALOCHA DONALD C ENG3
MALONE MARY KIM LAS*
MALONE MICHAEL P LAW1
MALONE MICHAEL P LAS2
MALONE THOMAS G FNG1
MALONE WILLIAM C ENG2
MALONEY BARBARA ANN GRAD
MALONEY CAROLE A LAS1
MALONEY JOSEPH J LAS4
MALOTT MARGARFT F BUS1
MALOVANY HOWARD LAS3
MALSBERRY PATRICK D LAS1
MALTEN KATHLEEN S LAS3
MALTMAN ALEXANDER J GRAD
MALT? HARRY A BUS1
MALUSA RICHARD A LAS1
MALYSIAK FDWARD J JR LAS1
MAMFR BRUCE J LAS1
MAMER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
MAMMINGA JAMFS R FAA1
MAMMINGA MARGARFT LAS*
MAMMOSER CELESTE R BUS1
MAN DIANE G LAS2
MAN JACQUELINE A LAS3
MAN NORMAN L LAS1
MANAK RITA CAROL GRAD
MANAWWAR ZARINA V GRAD
MANCINI LOUIS J ENG3
MANCUSO CYNTHIA C LAS*
MANCUSO JOSEPHINE T GRAD
MANCZAK JOHN EDWARD ENG4
MANDEL DOUGLAS J LAS2
MANDEL GAYLE S LAS2
MANDEL HECTOR L4S2
MANDEL JAMES PAUL GRAD
MANDFL LINDA S PE 1
MANDEL MIRIAM S ED 1
MANDFLBAUM JAYNE S LAS2
MANDELL FLOYD A LAW1
MANDELL MARIANNE LAS4
MANDELL MICHAEL S LAS1
MANDFRA FRANKLIN R GRAD
MANDEVILLE ROBERT A ENGl
MANDLER THOMAS Y LAW2
MANELLA KATHLEEN J BUS1
MANGAN BONNIF F LAS2
MANGAS MARY F LAS3
MANGEL MARC S LAS*
MANGELSDORF RONALC A ENG3
MANGIERI CHRISTINF R L AS2
MANGION GAILE F COM3
MANGO ROBFRT J FAA2
MANGUN TCDD R ENG2
MANGURTEN MICHAEL L LAS2
MANIFOLD PATRICIA A LAS2
MANI RE DAWN L ED 2
MANK BONNIE J AVI2
MANKEY JENNIFER S LAS3
MANKIN LAWRFNCE D GRAD
MANKIN MICHAFL J FAA4
MANLEY LYNN W FAA4
MANLEY MARGARET A LAS3
MANLEY REBECCA LAS2
MANLEY SUSAN K FAA2
MANN DAVID GEORGE ENG4
MANN FRED R FAA1
MANN JAMES L LAW1
MANN JAMES N JR FAA6
MANN JAY M LAS3
MANN JUDITH KAY LAS4
MANN KATHLEEN A LAS2
MANN KEITH 8RUC.E LAS4
MANN KENT R LAS2
MANN MARGARET FMLY GRAD
MANN MARK L BUS1
MANN MARK S LAS?
MANN MARY L ED 2
MANN MICHAEL K ENGl
1311 W UNIVERSITY C
907 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 444 C
URH BABCOCK 320 U
402 E DANIEL C
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 521 U
809 W PENN U
URH OGLESBY 1222 U
716 S ELM C
ROUTE 17 U
211 E ARMORY C
406 E SPNGFLD C
URH CARR 202 U
112 E JOHN C
802 W OREGON 34 U
915 LINCOLNSHIRE C
401 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 354 C
URH SCOTT 222 C
URH BARTON 424 C
1523 LINCONSHIRF R C
706 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 444 C
URH WESTON 486 C
806 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 425 U
80 6 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 387 U
301 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 113 U
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C
NAT HIST BLDG 200 U
910 S 3RD 426 C
URH OGLESBY 605 U
310 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 303 U
6 MONTCLAIR RD U
807 S BUSEY U
708 BUSEY U
URH TRELEASE 1212 U
URH BARTON 114 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 542 U
207 PFEFFER 2 U
URH DANIELS 427 U
706 S 1ST 201 C
706 W ELM U
1205 W CHURCH C
203 E HEALEY C
URH CARR 303 U
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
304 S 5TH C
312 W SPNGFLD 12 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 209 U
409 CHALMERS C
509 E CLARK 27 C
1104 W NEVADA U
52 E ARMORY C
804 1/2 W CHURCH C
904 W GREEN U
1607 VALLEY RD 3 C
1714 SCOTTSDALE C
URH LAR 278 U
410 E GREEN C
106 N GREGORY 2 U
201 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 411 U
907 S 3RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
1101 W PENN U
301 E ARMORY C
504 E UNIVERSITY C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
1318 HONEYSUCKLE C
6 17 1/2 S WR IGHT C
105 E CHALMERS 303 C
URH SNYDER 172 C
102 N GREGORY 6 U
RANTOUL ILL
1711 LINCOLN RD C
707 S 6TH 511 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
702 W WASHINGTON U
902 KIRBY C
HOMER ILL
307 E HEALFY 14 C
102 N LINCOLN 5 U
URH TRELEASE 218 U
201 S BIRCH U
URH SCOTT 424 C
URH SHERMAN 210 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 207 U
URH ALLEN 35 U








































































2445 S 20TH AV






107 E 9TH ST
716 S ELM
6116 S KEDVALE




5726 N RENWOOD AV
7151 S FAIRFIELD
14651 SHEPARD DR
RR 1 BOX 208
5627 N MOODY AV
1820 FOREST DR
1219 BARNESWOOD
3709 W 153RD ST
14721 KEYSTONE
















7020 N SIOUX AV
3377 OLD MILL RD
3377 OLD MILL RD










312 W SPNGFLD 12





408 WILSHIPE DR W


















1006 N MERCHANT ST




513 N 21ST ST
512 E OHIO
314 FINLEY
4 01 S MAIN
3341 W PRATT AV











































































































MANN RICHARD LEWIS GRAD
*MANN ROY I EF GRAD
MANN SHFLDON H LAS4
MANN SHIRLEY K GRAD
MANN STANLEY LINDEN ENG3
MANN STEWART P LAS3
MANN THCMAS WILLIAM LAS3
MANNA LYNNE S LAS3
MANNFRING JO L LAS2
MANNERING STANTON C LASl
MANNFRS GENE DAVID GRAD
MANNERS JUNE H GRAD
MANNIK MART RAYMOND FAA4
MANNINEM CHARLES LAS?
MANNING DAVID R VM ?
MANNING GUY H MA 1
MANNING JEANNE MARIE LAS2
MANNING JFNNIFER L FAA1
MANNING JOSEPH C FNG3
MANNING MARY A ED 3
MANNING PATRICK F ENG2
MANNING RICHARD P AVI2
MANNING ROBERT G 4V I 3
MANNING SUSAN K LAS?
MANNS THOMAS E BUS1
MANNS WILl I AM J JR LAS3
MANNY CLYDE V I I BUS4
MANNY ODILE MARIF E GRAD
MANOGG WILLIAM L GRAD
MANOYAN DANIEL F COM3
MANSFELDT JANICF A LAS1
MANSFIELD RICHARD S FAA4
MANSKER JOSEPH H JR ENG1
MANTAS GEORGF P GRAD
MANTEUFFEL RICHARD L ENG1
MANTEUFFEL THOMAS A GRAD
MANTHEI JOANNE M AGR4
MANTICA THOMAS J GRAD
MANTON ANNE BERKLEY GRAD
MANTON CAVID FRANK GRAD
MANUEL RALPH NIXON GRAD
MAO HUEY JIUN JOANNA GRAD
MAPES BARBARA A LAS1
MAPLE CLAIRE JANE LAS3
MAPLE ROBERT E ENG2
MAPLE RCBERT FRANK GRAD
MAPOTHER FLLEN LAS3
MAPOTHFR SUSAN E LAS1
MAR TED GRAD
MARANTZ MARLA J LAS1
MARBACH WALTER J L AS4
MARBURY EDDIE LAS3
MARCADO SUSAN J LAS2
MARCANO GLADYS E LAS2
MARCANTONIO DONNA M L AS 1
MARCEAU JANICE C LAS2
MARCELL JAMES E LAS3
MARCELLOS HARRY GRAD
MARCHAND RAYMOND L H GRAD
MARCHELYA MICHAEL A LAS2
MARCHEN GAYLF ELIZAB LAS4
MARCHESE FRANK J LAS1
MARCHETTA MARILYN F AGR4
MAPCHI CATHERINE A HS1
MARCHI STEPHEN AL8ER ENG4
MARCHIANDO ALBERT W LASl
MARCHIANDO PETER J GRAD
MARCINIAK JOHN JOSEP GRAD
MARCINIAK PATRICIA R AGR4
MARCO GAIL D BUS2
MARCO LESLIE STEPHAN ENG4
MARCONETT BRUCE L ENG1
MARCONNET JAMES E ENG3
MARCOOT ROGER E AGR3
MARCOTT RICHARD J 3US1
MARCOTTE MARY J *LAS2
MARCOVICH DPAGOSLAV LAS2
MARCOWITZ JEFFREY L FAA2
MARCUM DUDLEY RAY GRAD
MARCUM PATRICIA J GRAD
MARCUS ALAN R LASl
MARCUS DEBRA E PE 1
MARCUS FAL I LAS4
MARCUS HARVEY STEVEN BUS*
MARCUS HILARY IRIS LAS3
MARCUS JAN RICKA LAS4
MARCUS LAURA HEARNE GRAD
MARCUS LAURA N LASl
MARCUS LINDA E ED 3
MARCUS MARC RICHARD LAS4
MARCUS RICHARD H LAS3
MARCUS RICHARD J LASl
MARCYK GEPALD T ENG2
MARCZAK LARRY LASl
MARDER ROBERT J LAS3
MAREK RAYMOND F BUS3
MARENTIC MICHAEL J ENG3
1905 REBECCA C
607 W HEALEY C
403 S BUSEY 10 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 320 U
URH OGLESBY 121 U
209 E WHITE C
ROUFN FR
1901 WINCHESTER C
1101 S MATTIS 1-7 C
506 W STOUGHTON 2 U
506 W STOUGHTON 2 U
VERSAILLES FR
409 W ELM 6 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 801 U
URH LUNDGREN C
1005 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMERS 901 C
URH SCOTT 472 C
URH GARNER 217 C
803 S MATTIS 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 111 U
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
110 E ARMORY C
607 W HEALEY 3 C
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
20? S LINCOLN 2 U
910 S 3RD 614 C
URH LAR 194 U
518 1/2. E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 121 C
702 W GREEN U
URH NOBLE 413 C
807 NEVADA U
1112 W CLARK U
INTERNATONAL HOUSF U
401 W WASHINGTON U
401 W WASHINGTON U
703 E HAWTHORNE U
URH DANIELS 367 U
URH TRELEASE 216 U
URH BUSEY 335 U
URH TOWNSEND 415 U
TEHRAN IRAN
808 S FOLEY C
URH EVANS 217 U
MORRILL HALL 265 U
URH TRELEASE 302 U
601 S 4TH C
URH CARR 219 U
409 E CHALMRS 1108 C
URH TRELEASE 520 U
URH WARDALL 1016 U
903 F OREGON U
608 W ELM U
901 E OREGON U
STA A BOX 2142 C
901 S 2ND C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 314 C
409 E CHLMRS 1607 C
URH TAFT 219 C
904 W GREEN 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 314 U
FAIRBORN OHIO
212 TALBOT LAB U
URH BUSEY 332 U
409 E CHALMRS 1110 C
2315 S 1ST MANOR C
ESCALON CAL
206 S GREGORY U
711 S RANDflLPH 3 C
URH SNYDER 491 C
URH BARTON 24 C
2509 COTTAGE GROVE U
301 E ARMORY C
408 W ELLS C
1006 S LOCUST C
105 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1506 C
1012 S 1ST 1 C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1104 W NEVADA U
512 STOUGHTON 207 C
1904 S VINE U
URH TAFT 412 C
409 E CHALMRS 1307 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 369 C
1010 S 2ND 315 C
603 E WHITE C



































































13 PIN OAK LN
3348 N SCHULTZ DR
RR 1




1101A S MATTIS 1-7
506 W STOUGHTON 2





7742 S KEDZIE AV
MAPLF LANE PD





1080 N 8TH ST
27 FRONTENAC PL
RR 3 BOX ?19C


























3050 W NORTH AV









7319 W TREY RD




738 S CUYLER AV
8550 CONSTANCE
6129 W 82ND PL





























































































































MARGOLICK SALLY ANNE GRAD
MARGOLIS ALLISON H L AS 1
MARGOLIS DIANE J ED 1
MARGOLIS ELIZABETH COM4
MARGCLTS JOY CLAIRE GRAD
MARGOLIS KAREN JUNE FAA4
MARGOLIS MARLA JAN LAS4
MARGOLI S MICHAEL D LASl
*MARGOLIS STEPHEN P LAW2
MARGOLIS TUBY H FAA2
MARGPNIS CYNTHIA T LASl
MARGOSCIN EDWARD JR ENG1
MARGULI S HOWARD LAS?
MARIANI CELESTE J LASl
MARIENTHAL JANICE LASl
MARIETTA GARY L FNG3
MARIK WARREN J LAS4
MARINANGEL RICHARD M AV 1
3
MARINCE CHARLES D FAA1
MARINE JAMES ALAN GRAD
MARINE KENNETH LEE BUS4
MARINE MURIEL P GRAD
MARINE THCMAS J ENG1
MARINICH MARYANNE A LAS2
MARINO JOANNE GAYLE LAS4
MARINO PAMrLA J LAS4
MARION BRAD A FNG2
MARION RAYMOND H ENG3
MARIOTTO MARCO J GRAD
MARK ARTHUR B JR GRAD
MARK BARBARA DPAHOS GRAD
MARK DANIEL LFT GRAD
MARK EDWARD A GRAD
MARK JEFFREY S FAAl
MARK ROBERT C AGR4
MARKEL DIANE FLAINE GRAD
MARKEN CRAIG DENNIS GRAD
MARKFR CARL J ENG2
MARKER DENNIS KFITH GRAD
MARKER TERRY L LAS3
MARKERT LILA S GRAD
MARKESE JOHN DAVID GRAD
MARKEY CAVID N FAA3
MARKEY JANICE S LAS3
MARKLUND DIXIE JANE ED 4
MARKMAN BARBARA E I.AS2
MARKOVITZ DENNIS I LASl
MARKOWITZ MELVIN M GRAD
MARKUWSKI MICHAEL R LASl
MARKOWSKI WILLIAM D FAA4
MARKS ALAN R ED I
MARKS ALLEN PHILIP GRAD
MARKS DANIEL G LASl
MARKS GLCNN WARREN GRAD
MARKS LARRY JONES GRAD
MARKS LESLEE ANN LAS3
MARKS LINDA ALLEMS GRAD
MAPKS PEGGY D LAS3
MARKS RUSSELL GRAD
MARKS WILLIAM F L AS3
MARKSON CHARLOTTE MA COM4
MARKSTAHLER F A L ED 3
MARKSTAHLER MICHAEL "E 3
MARKUNAS JEANFTTE P GRAD
MfRKUS FUAD IBRAHIM GRAD
MARKWALDEP ELISABETH GRAD
MARKWELL JOHN L ENG1
MARKWELL PATRICIA L ED 2
MARKWORTH NORMAN L LAS3
MARLATT SHAWN R LAS2
MARLIN JOHN C LAS4
MARLIN JON M LAS3
MARLIN MICHAFL P ENG3
MARLCR ALAN JAMES GRAD
MARLOVITS FRANCIS S ENG3
MARLOW EDWARD KEITH GRAD
MARLOWE FAYE SUSAN FAA4
MARLOWE LINDA S FAAl
MARf ILL ION PAUL E LASl
-1ARJVITZ MITCHFLL E COM3
MAPPLE WENOFLL DEAN LAS4
MAR2UAROT JOHN DAVID GRAD
MARQUESS CYNTHIA H LASl
MARQUESS JAMES R LAS3
MARQUFZ IRENF LAS?
MA<?QUI S JACQUES A GRAD
MARQUIS OSCAR LAW1
MARQUI S PAULETTE R LASl
MARRA WILL I AM A ENG1
MARRFRO JUAN F LAS2
MARRIEIT JANF ELLEN GRAD
MARRCCCC ONORATINO GRAD
MARROCO MARY W G*AO
MARRON JAMIE PATR IC I LAS4
MAPRON STEVEN PHILLI LAS4
MARRONE DAVID ALLEN GRAD
727 S MATTIS C 356-0362
501 S RACE 3 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5307
910 S 3RD C
1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-9841
101 W PARK U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD C 344-5000
URH TOWNSEND 5.37 U 332-4266
101 W PARK U
47 E CHALMFRS C
URH FLAGG 326 C 332-0313
URH SCOTT 177 C 332-1426
910 S 3RD C 337-5095
URH TRELEASE 908 U 332-5655
URH TAFT 104 C 332-0589
1211 W CLARK 22 U 328-3713
312 W SPNGFLD 8 U
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
URH FORBES 441 C 332-1114
2078 D HAZWD CT U 344-7748
1412 N MCKINLEY 5 C
2078 HAZWD CT U
URH FORBES 443 C 332-1116
URH WARDALL 1112 U 332-4537
702 S GOODWIN U 367-5028
URH WARDALL 405 U
112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
URH TOWNSEND 421 U 332-4194
1207 1/2 LINVIEW U 367-7185
733 S MATTIS C 352-7216
815 SUNSET U 367-4188
2503 CLIFTON U 367-1937
815 SUNSET U 367-4188
URH NOBLE 211 C 332-0389
MAHOMET ILL
URH CAMELS 380 U
408 WEST HILL 23 C
URH WESTON 375 C 332-2038
506 SUNRISE U 367-0546
URH ALLEN 397 U
URH BLAISDELL 416 U 332-3554
502 E HEALEY 210 C 359-5019
SIDNEY ILL
URH SHFRMAN 506 C 332-4744
CLIFTON ILL
910 S 3RD 1217 C 337-5336
110 E CHALMERS C
504 N ROMINE U 367-3053
URH OGLESBY 222 U 332-5103
604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
105 E ARMORY C
803 1/2 S LOCUST C 356-9005
URH OGLESBY 712 U 332-5244
811 S FOLEY C 359-1281
2033 D ORCH ST U
508 E WHITF 10 C 356-2979
604 W PARK 1 U
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
604 W PARK I U 365-1961
305 W ELLS C 352-7174
710 S GOODWIN U 344-2161
806 S STATE C 359-2570
806 S STATE C 359-2570
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
STA A BOX 2835 C 344-0948
108 E CALIFORNIA U
1101 PENN U 344-5107
313 E JOHN C
706 W OHIO U 344-0676
URH WARDALL 1013 U
209 E STOUGHTON C 359-1855
URH OGLESBY 208 U 332-5090
906 S 1ST C 344-5938
URH SHFRMAN 1265 C 332-5C26
1402 N MCKINLEY 6 C
ATWOOD ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
URH TRELEASE 623 U 332-5579
604 E ARMORY 314 C
313 F CHALMERS C 344-7613
111 3 S 3R0 304 C 344-6125
2111 W WHITE 214 C 359-5086
URH TAFT 420 C 332-0667
604 ARMORY C 344-1266
URH TRELEASF 101C U 332-5687
12^3 MIMOSA C 356-6700
URH DANIELS 433 U 332-2291
URH LAP 324 U
URH SCOTT 290 C 332-1493
409 E CHALMERS 812 C
201 S WRIGHT 8 C 356-7472
SHOREWOOD WIS
2103 W WHITE 125 C 359-4049
10^7 S 1ST 7 C 352-5371
508 F WHITE 9 C 356-9464
307 E HEALFY C 359-0297
727 S MATTIS
4601 MCNTCLAIR AV
2700 W CHASE AV
2142 W FARWELL
1110 W STOUGHTON





6240 N TALMAN AV
519 MARGARET ST




ROUTE 1 BOX 37
312 W SPNGFLD 8







4443 N MANGO AV
4849 W ADDISON
8917 BELLEFORT
406 ST THOMAS LN
1207 1/2 LINVIEW












502 E HEALEY 210
BOX 73








803 1/2 S LOCUST
9114 S OGLESBY AV
811 S FOLEY
ROUTE 1 BOX 100
8210 ELMWOOD
604 W PARK 1






9 19 STRATFORD AV
HAMZEH SHATILLA
1711 W ATKINSON RD
404 E WASHINGTON








47 N CHURCH ST
1713 W JEFFERSON
8246 OCTAVIA
2010 W ILLINOI S AV
1113 S 3RD 304
2111 W WHITE 214
725 W ELEANOR PL
22W 689 ELMWOOD DR
8905 ORIOLE
1203 MIMOSA












































































































MARKS MICHAEL P BUS3
MARSALA FRANK P ENG2
MARSALA JUDITH A LAS3
MAPSDEN CHARLFS R ENG3
MARSH CHARLFS S 3US1
MARSH EMILY J L AS3
MARSH ERNFST M JR ENG3
MARSH J FAN E AGRA
MARSH JOHN A BUS1
MARSH PAMELA M LAS2
MARSH PATRICIA I ED 1
MARSH RANDOLPH W JR LAW1
MARSH RICHARD S GRAD
MARSH ROBERT LFROY GRAD
MARSHAK LAURA E LAS2
MARSHALL DON ALLFN GRAD
MARSHALL ELI7ABETH M LAS1
MARSHALL GERALD EARL GRAD
MARSHALL GLENY S GRAD
MARSHALL JOHN DAVID BUS3
MARSHALL LARRY GENE GRAD
MARSHALL LYLE F ENG3
MARSHALL MARY C LAS1
MARSHALL MICHAEL J FAA1
MARSHALL PAUL EDWARD AGRA
MARSHALL PHILIP H GRAD
MARSHALL PRFNTICE JR LAS1
MARSHALL ROBERT J BUS1
MARSHALL ROGER G LAS2
MARSHALL RUSSELL FRA GRAD
MARSHALL SCOTT D 8US1
MARSHALL SHARON LYNN AGRA
MARSHALL STEPHEN J LAS3
MARSHALL STEVEN A LAS1
MARSHALL VICKI J LAS1
MARSHALL WILLIAM G FAAL
MARSHALLA LINDA POSE LASA
MARSHALLA RAYMOND W LAS1
MARSHALLA ROBERT A ENG3
MARSTON BECKY L LAS1
MARSTON BOBBE JOANN COMA
MAPSZALEK CHRISTINE PE 3
MARTAN JOSEPH RUDOLF LASA
MARTEN CHARLES F FNG2
MARTEN RANDY A AGR2
MARTENS CARL WILLIAM LASA
MARTFNS CAROL LYNN LASA
MARTENS CHRISTINE L LAS1
MARTENS GALLON G ENG2
MARTENS KATHRYN I LAS1
MARTENS PETER GEORGE GRAD
MARTFNS RANDALL CRAI LAS3
MARTERSTECK C P FAA2
MARTIGNAGO ALFX A LAS3
MARTIN BONITA LAS2
MARTIN BRUCE A ENG1
MARTIN CATHERINE L LAS3
MARTIN DANNY C ED 3
MARTIN DANNY KAY ED A
MARTIN DAVID K LAS3
MARTIN DIANE M LAS3
MARTIN DCNALD RAYMON LAS3
MARTIN DONALD W LAS2
MARTIN ELLEN M L AS 1
MARTIN GARY BUSA
MARTIN GEORGE C PE 1
MARTIN GREGORY CLARK GRAD
MAPTIN JACK WILLIAM GRAD
MARTIN JAMES A LAS3
MARTIN JAMES A ENG1
MARTIN JAMES ANDY LAW1
MARTIN JAMES P FAA3
MARTIN JANE A FAA2
MARTIN JOHN F L AW 1
MARTIN JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
MARTIN JOHN R AVI 1
MARTIN JCHN R JR FAAA
MARTIN JOHN WILLIAM FAAA
MARTIN JOSEPH P LAS2
MARTIN KATHIE LASA
MARTIN KATHLEEN J LAS1
MARTIN KENNETH L LAS3
MARTIN KENT M VM 1
MARTIN KEVIN E AGR1
MARTIN KEVIN. AVI2
MARTIN LAJEAN F GRAD
MARTIN LARRY G AGRA
MARTIN LAURA J BUS1
MARTIN LINDA L FAA1
MARTIN LINCA LEE AGR3
MARTIN MARC R ENG3
MARTIN MARILOU LASA
MAPTIN MICHAEL C AGRl
MARTIN MICHAEL E GRAD
MARTIN MICHAEL K ED 1
MARTIN MICHAEL S BUS1
MARTIN NANCY L FAA2
PALATINE ILL
URH WFSTON 389 C
CHICAGO ILL
710 W INDIANA U
URH CARR 309 U
URH EVANS A03 U
311 S PRAIRIES 10 C
509 S RACE U
URH HOPKINS 22A C
A09 E CHALMRS 1612 C
URH WARDALL 507 U
URH CARP A16 U
2911 LAWNDALF C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELFASE 1122 U
208 AVONDALE C
URH BUSEY 102 U
2609 KIR8Y C
309 E HEALEY 7 C
2315 S 1ST 202 C
PRAIRIE VIEW TRLR C
105 E JOHN 201 C
URH ALLEN A07 U
URH NOBLE 209 C
A01 E DANIEL C
30A HOLIDAY PK 269 C
1820 B ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT A86 C
A09 E CHALMERS A12 C
1209 WESTFIELD C
URH OGLESBY 22A U
908 S LINCOLN U
RR 2 U
URH NOBLE 309 C
URH ALLEN 317 U
URH WFSTON A13 C
107 1/2 E JOHN 303 C
URH SCOTT A13 C
1009 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 13 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
202 GREGURY 201 C
URH WESTON 20A C
2306 KIRBY C
58 E GREGORY C
509 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 1018 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1503 C
URH WESTON 220 C
URH TRELEASE 1105 C
310 N JAMES C
302 S ATH C
310 E GREGORY C
A01 E JOHN C
706 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER A59 C
URH BARTON 323 C
EHLERS TRLR PK 50 U
URH OGLESBY 31A U
AOA S BUSEY U
URH EVANS 105 U
70A S 3RD C
205 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 606 U
609 W MAIN A U
ENTERPRISE AL
808 S LINCOLN 10 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH GARNER 37A C
URH GARNER 2A1 C
URH DANIELS U
210 E JOHN C
611 E DANIEL C
A12 E GREEN C
301 W SPNGFLD U
URH SCOTT 282 C
505 W SPNGFLD C
81A W CHURCH C
1301 S BUSEY U
302 E ARMORY 2A C
URH FLAGG 328 C
URH BABCOCK 112 U
1310 S BROADWAY U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1028 U
URH DANIELS 172 U
2311 S 1ST 202 C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
URH TRELEASE U
313 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 628 U
110A N DIVISION U
URH OGLESBY 1216 U
503 W GREEN I U
URH HOPKINS 263 C
URH FORBES A92 C






































































516 N WHITTIER AV
2228 S BELL AV
510 DEWEY AV
620 F MAIN ST
305 MCKINLEY OR
A9A8 N WINCHESTER
BARTl ETT LN RR 1
305 MCKINLEY DR








232 S HIGH ST
203 N LIVE OAK DR
1016 S 5TH ST
50A W 15TH
1115 1/2 1ATH ST
70A S TAYLOR AV
TALL OAKS BOX 60
BOX 1AA
30A HOLIDAY PK 269
612 W OHIO
10901-62ND ST
































170 W 157 ST
ON 251 GARY AV
3710 OWL DR
390 E MAIN ST
208 VALLEY HILL DR
808 S LINCOLN
216 W MARION
907 W INDIANA AV
2506 S WALNUT
281A DOGWOOD AV
1A11 EDGE WOOD LN






3A38 W 5ATH ST









61A N JACKSON ST








































































































MARTIN NEIL R JR GRAD
MARTIN PAMELA LFE ED *
MARTIN PAUL ALBERT 3RAD
MARTIN PEGGY A AGR1
MARTIN RANDAL C AGR2
MARTIN RICHARD K VM 1
MARTIN RICHARD PAUL LAS*
MARTIN ROBERT A LAS2
MARTIN ROBERT J JR GRAO
MARTIN ROBERT L LAS3
MARTIN SAMUEL P AGR1
MARTIN SHARON B PF 2
MARTIN SHEILA A LAS1
MARTIN SIDNEY A II GRAD
MARTIN STEPHEN M BIJS2
MARTIN SUSAN L FAA1
MARTIN SUSAN P ED 2
MARTIN THOMAS JEFFRE AGR3
MARTIN VICKI ED *
MARTIN WILLIAM LEE GRAD
MARTIN WILLIAM L AW 1
MARTINA JOSEPH P LAS1
"MARTINEAU WALTER S ENG2
MARTINEK LAUREL E FAA2
MARTINEK RUSSELL GEO BUS*
MARTINEK STEPHEN J ENG?
MARTINEZ BELMA L AS 1
MARTINEZ JOSEPH A FAA*
MARTINEZ RICHARD A ENG1
MARTINEZ-LOPEZ G GRAD
MARTING JOHN CHARLES FAA*
MARTINI SONIA GRAD
MARTINO CLAUDIA LAS2
MARTINO JAMFS A ENG?
MARTINOWICZ PETFR H GRAD
MARTINUCCI GABPIELLA LAS3
MARTURANO ARLFNE R GRAD
MARTZ DEBRA A LAS3
MARUKO KEIKO LAS3
MARULANDA POSADA A GRAD
MARUNA JACQUELINE LAS*
MARUSAK PATRICIA A GRAD
MARUYAMA OONALD W ENG1
MARUYAMA KIYOSHI GRAD
MARVELLI PATRICIA M FAA3
MARVELLI RITA A FAA1
MARVIN MELODY L LAS1
MARX ALLEN L FAA3
MARX CHPI STY L FAAl
MARX DONNA J LAS2
MARX LEONIE A GRAD
MARX RONALD F FAAl
MARZAL VINCENT A FAA3
MARZAN FFFREDESWINDA GRAD
MARZAN GENARO T GRAD
MARZEC MARIANNE M LAS1
MAPZULLO EL 10 GRAD
MASAR TERRY WILLIAMS LAS*
MASARANI MUHAMAO F GRAO
MASCARENI-AS CRISTINA GRAD
MASCOTTI FDWARD C BUS*
MASEK DAWN MAR IF ED *
MASEK TERRENCF J COM3
MASHKFS SUSAN LAS3
MASLOV EDWARD I BUS2
MASLUVITZ ROCHELLF C FAA2
MASON AL JAY AGR3
MASCN OONALD C LAS3
MASON EDWARD VINCENT LAS*
MASON GREGORY A FNG*
MASON JAMES D ENG2
MASON JAMES R LAS3
MASON JERRY L ENG2
MASON MARK A LAS?
MASON PEGGY ANN GRAD
MASON RICHARD J LAS2
MASON ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
MASON SHIPLFY TAYLOR GRAD
MASON THOMAS WESLEY GRAD
MASON VE"A FRNFSTINE LAS*
MASCN WESLEY EUGENE GRAD
MASS FRFDRICK BRUCE ENG*
MASSARSKY MICHAFI PE 3
MASSAT HELMUTH G LAS2
MASSEY KATHRYN J LAS2
MASSEY LANNY EDWARD LAS3
MASSEY ROGER G LAS3
MASSEY SANDRA GOSSEN LAS*
MASSIE BARR IE JOAN ED *
MASSIF DUANE KEITH AGR*
MASSIE KENT L FAA2
MASSIF LAURA D ED 1
MASSIE MICHAEL E LAW1
MASSINGILL LARRY W ENG3
MASSINGILL MARSHA E LAS3
MAST CATHFP INE S LAS2
MAST OUNALO R ENG3
2007 REBECCA C
1102 S LINCOLN U
160* CORONADO C
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH FORBES 282 C
31* W HILL C
URH CARR 303 U
611 W HILL C
1*00 W WASHINGTON C
201 E JOHN C
URH LAR 291 U
URH TAFT 208 C
311 E GREEN 105 C
2319 S 1ST 301 C
URH ALLEN 2** U
508 F CHALMERS C
1101 S MATTIS 2-7 C
110* W NEVADA U
DECATUR ILL
800 S MATTIS 27 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 238 C
URH ALLEN 391 U
711 S RANDOLPH C
URH CARR 12* U
URH BARTON 308 C
VERSAILLES 78 FR
URH WESTON 332 C
1835 B ORCH PL U
*06 W NEVADA U
604 S 1ST C
URH BARTON 313 C
308 E ARMORY C
508 W MICHIGAN U
212 N MCCULLOUGH * U
2918 S 1ST C
202 GREGORY C
URH LAR 101 U
URH SHERMAN 266 C
20* S GREGORY U
URH DANIELS 17* U
URH OGLESBY 1103 U
807 W NEVADA U
55 E HEALEY C
URH TAFT 305 C
URH ALLEN *03 U
URH FORBES *39 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 38* U
1716 SALEM RD C
URH HOPKINS *91 C
1007 W 3RD C
2072 A ORCH ST U
2072 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 106 U
1208 W MAIN U
205 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 352 C
80* S LOCUST 5 C
109 S WRIGHT C
1005 S 6TH C
URH OGLESBY 926 U
1301 OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 1005 U
URH TRELEASE 631 U
URH TOWNSFND *28 U
510 F JOHN C
COLE VALLEY ILL
1*03 ROSEWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
211 E ARMORY C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
URH DANIELS 283 U
105 E ARMORY C
202 1/2 PROSPECT C
*07 W WHITE 23 C
*10 HESSEL C
106 E HEALEY * C
*07 W WHITE 23 C
813 W HILL C
56 E DANIEL C
108 S GREGORY U
URH SAUNDERS *30 U
1 106 EUCLIO 20* C
URH HOPKINS 368 C
1106 EUCLIO 20* C
90* S 3RD C
1105 S *TH C
90* W GREEN U
904 S 3P0 C
90* S WEBBER U
1*08 N MCKINLEY 6 C
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
URH CLARK 221 C




















































































*018 E *5TH PL
2319 S 1ST 301
3839 S HOME AV
672 BUENA VISTA DR
RR 1
6031 N LAWNDALE










CARRERA 7 N 60-51
ROLLINGWOOD LN RRl
38 RUE LAPONNERAYE
67*2 S WOOD ST
110 N CLEVELAND ST
3** MCGUINNESS






























7712 N NORA AV






TWIN ORCH PK RR 1




*07 W WHITE 23
*10 HESSEL
6566 S ROSS AV
*07 W WHI TE 23


















































































































MAST PETTR K ENG1
MAST PHIL IP F LAS3
MAST TEPPY L AV I 1
MAST TERRY R E NG4
MASTER? CURTIS B BUS1
MASTERS DAVID A ENG1
MASTERS MARJORIF LUF BIIS4
MASTERS RICHARD F JR BUS2
MASTERS UAYNE EDWARD GRAD
MASTTRSON OONALO JOS GRAD
MASUD SHAPIF MD GRAD
MASUL IS CHRISTINE M LAS1
MASUMI AHMAD E GRAD
MASURE PIERRE H LAS3
MATAL IS THOMAS V GRAD
MATAYOSHI FDMUND D LAS'?
MATCH JOEL JONATHAN GRAD
MATCER DON MFTZ L AW3
MATEFR JACOUEIYN H LAS4
MATEJCAK RAYMOND J LAS2
MATEJCEK PAUL ROBERT LAS1
MATEJKO JANICE F LAS3
MATFJKOWSKI DALE W FNG4
MATEJZEL AUGUST LAS4
MATEK 3ETH S LAS2
MATERK'J DEBORAH M FAA1
MATESKI JAMES EDWARD ENG4
MATEVICH PETER MICHA LAS4
MATHENY BILLIE D GRAD
MATHENY MARY FRANCES GRAD
MATHENY PATRICIA LAS3
MATHENY REBECCA J LAS2
MATHERS KRIS L E NG
2
MATHERS LAURA A BUS1
*MATHESON VANCE LEE FAA4
MATHFWS AVA JOY LAS4
MATHEWS CHARLOTTE C GRAD
MATHEWS ELBERT LYNN GRAD
MATHEWS STEPHFN J BUS2
MATHEWSON THEODORE D GRAD
MATHIAS ROBERT J BUS1
MATHIESON MICHAFL R BUS1
MATHIS JEANINF C LAS2
MATHISEN RALPH E LAS3
MATHUR KAILASH GRAD
MATIS CPAIG FAA2
MATIS JANET C LAS1
MATIS LOUIS P ENG3
MATCNE PHILIP JEAN ENG'»
MATOUSEK LYNN A FAA2
MATRANGA MATTHEW F LAS3
MAT SIN HARRISON E LAS3
MATSON JON E ED 4
MATSCN MARVIN JAY BUS4
*MATT PAMELA HARRIS GRAD
MATTAS RICHARD F GRAD
MATTAX MICHAEL L FAA2
MATTCHEN MICHAEL K LAS4
MATTCHEN PATRICIA K LAS3
MATTFA JACOUELYN J LAS1
MATTFIS ANNE VFSCIO GRAD
*MATTEIS FIORE TONY GRAD
MATTEN DALE BETH H GRAD
MATTER JOHN CHARLES GRAD
MATTER KATHY HAINS GRAD
MATTERN PATRICIA JOY GRAD
MATTES AARON LLOYC GRAD
MATTESON LINDA S AGR3
MATTESON MICHAFL A LAS2
MATTHEIS JAMES R LAS3
MATTHEW CAROLYN J BUS3
MATTHEW NORMAN L LAS?
MATTHEWS ALBERT L ENG3
MATTHEWS CAROLYN L GRAD
MATTHEWS CHARLES C VM 3
MATTHEWS DARRELL L ENG1
MATTHEWS DAVID ALLAN GRAD
MATTHEWS GEORGE W L AS 1
MATTHEWS PAIGE E ED 2
MATTHEWS ROBERT J BUS2
MATTHFWS ROBERT JOHN BUS?
MATTHEWS SHELDON HAR LAS4
MATTHEWS WILLIAK R *E NG4
MATTHIAS LINDA K LAS2
MATTINGLEY GREGORY A BUS4
MATTIS HENRY EDWARD LAS4
MATTIX DANA M LAS1
MATTIX LARRY GRAD
MATTSON 3RFNDA L LAS2
MATTSON JAMES W LAS2
MATTSON JOAN FLLEN ED 4
MATTSON RICHAPD L LA S2
MATTSON SHARON LAS1
MATTSON WALTER M GRAD
MATUGA JOSEPH P LAS2
MATUSIAK LOUIS WAYNE BUS3
MATUSIAK RALPH C FNG?
UWH OGLES BY 22? U 33 2-510'*
11? E DANIEL C 356-7936
151S MARIGOLD C 356-2880
TWIN CTY MBL HOMES C
URH TOWNSEND 480 U 332-4235
URH WFSTON 467 C 332-2101
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1171
ITS URBANA U 328-2290
GILMAN ILL
1208 W CLARK U 365-3118
705 W CAL IFORNIA U
URH BLAISDELL 124 U 332-3471
904 W GREEN 508 U
805 S LINCOLN U
202 S LINCOLN 10 U
605 S BROACWAY U 367-2048
120 S RACE 2 U 365-3187
2053 D ORCH ST U 344-0821
2053 ORCH ST U 344-0821
URH SCOTT 25? C 332-1465
STA A BOX 2476 C 356-6810
URH TRELEASE 617 U 332-5573
1310 JOANNE LN C 352-6022
617 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELFASE 1211 U
URH ALLEN 264 U 332-3317
URH SNYDER 256 C
1008 W NEVADA U 344-9710
7?? FOLEY C
512 S 4TH C 359-2835
601 W OREGON U 328-3048
U^H VANDOREN 26 C
711 W OHIO U 344-4411
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
805 S 1ST 35 C 359-8242
409 E CHALMERS 801 C 344-6507
901 CFNTENNIAL C 359-0533
713 S BROADWAY U
URH SNYDER 350 C 332-1775
BLCCMINGTON RD C
1101 PENN C
310 E JOHN C 3'+4-0808
503 E ARMORY C 344-5283
URH GARNER 121 C 332-0693
2059 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 170 C 332-1419
URH LAR 492 U 332-3068
307 HEALEY 14 C
1827 C ORCH PL U 367-2964
1005 WRIGHT C 344-4692
1 33 E ARMO"Y 1 C
103 1/2 fc HEALEY C 356-4739
904 W CLARK U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-4758
604 W HEALEY C 359-6732
2001 D ORCH ST U 328-1861
1101 W PENN U 333-9735
808 W ILLINOIS 7 U 344-4406
808 W ILLINOIS U 344-4406
URH LAR 272 U 332-2980
50? W MAIN 309 U 367-2591
502 W MAIN 309 U 367-2594
411 E HEALEY 1 C 359-2554
1924 D ORCH ST U 344-3934
1924 ORCH ST U 344-3934
HENRY ILL
202 N WOODS U 367-4292
URH LAR 235 U 332-2867
18 SALEM RD U
1108 MAYFAIR C 352-9196
910 S 3RD 1126 C 344-5C00
105 ARMORY C
404 N GOODWIN U
19?0 D ORCH ST U 344-4149
710 S BROADWAY 2 U 367-9763
URH HOPKINS 200 C
1920 D ORCH ST U 344-4149
308 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 341 U 332-2756
308 E ARMORY C
708 S SCOTTSWOOD U 367-2518
215 EDGEBROOK C
1112 S ARBOR L03 C 344-4184
URH TRELEASE 920 U
URH OGLESBY 1027 U 332-5348
URH TOWNSEND 134 U 332-4008
URH TOWNSEND 354 U 332-4153
URH DANIELS 97 U
802 W OREGON 24 U
1109 S 4TH C 344-4301
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
58 E JOHN 20 C
URH LAR 336 U 332-2900
WHITE HEATH ILL
URH FORBES 42 6 C 332-1106
311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
URH TOWNSEND 141 U 332-4015
2039 BEECHWCOD AV















120 S RACE 2
320 S KNIGHT
320 S KNIGHT AV
714 MACK ST
STA A BOX 2476







430 S CRYFR AV
104 S 13TH ST
601 M OREGON
104 S 13TH ST







309 F 5TH ST
227 W PINE ST
805 E MCKINLEY ST
445 N ALDINE ST
206 CINDY LN
2059 C ORCH ST
1723 ASBURY AV
577 S GRACE ST
577 S GRACE ST
1827 A ORCH PL






2001 D ORCH ST




502 M MAIN 309
502 W MAIN 309
6159 N FAIRFIELD
1924 D ORCH ST









19?0 D ORCH ST
3405 N SCHULTZ DR
RR 1 BOX 101






16 JO ANN CIRCLE
5016 GRACELANO DR
2316 GRANDVIEW DR
110 t 6TH ST
610 NORTH COURT
1930 CLOVIA LN
RR 2 BOX 62A










































































































MATUSKA JAMES H AGR3
MATZKO CATHFRINE EO 2
MAT7KO PAUL JR LAS*
MATZNER KENNETH E GRAD
MAU TEPRY J LAS?
MAUCK DAV ID C ENG3
MAUCK LAWRENCE MFRLF BUS4
MAUGHMER MARK ENG3
MAUL CYNTHI A J LAS1
MAUL GRFGORY A ENG4
MAUPIN ALLAN J AGR1
MAUPIN ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
MAURFR CHRISTOPHFR A L AS4
MAURER DAVID L LAS3
MAURFR EVA DFLL GRAD
MAURER GARY R OUSL
MAURER HELEN F GRAD
MAURFR JAMES H RUSI
MAURER REGINA A LAS4
MAURI CI PENNY A L AS 1
MAURIDES ELLANI JO LAS4
MAURIDES GEORGE D LAS?
MAURO KENNETH ALAN ED 4
MAUSCHBAUGH LFNNY W ENG3
MAUTZ CARL D BUS*
MAUTZ KRISTIN B AGR*
MAVRES KFLLY POPI LAS*
MAWHINEY BCNNIE JEAN LAS*
MAWICKE JEFFPFY J LAWl
MAWSON STEVEN D AGR3
MAWULI AGOGO GRAD
MAXFIELD JILL A SUS1
MAXFTFLP MADONNA R AGR*
MAXHEIMER JEAN F LAS3
MAXHFIMER JUDITH A LAS1
MAXON LINDA SUE LAS*
MAXSON MARK T FAA2
MAXWELL BARRY S BUS3
MAXWELL DAVID HAMMAN GRAD
MAXWELL JAMES L LAS?
MAXWELL MARGARET LAWl
MAXWELL MARGO J LAS2
MAXWELL MARILYN J FAA1
MAXWELL MARK C VM I
MAXWELL MICHAEL R LAS*
MAXWFLL NANCY ANN GRAD
MAXWELL PARKER A 3US2
MAX/JELL REBECCA LAWl
MAXWFLL RICHARD W LAS3
MAY CAROL ANN GRAD
MAY DALE ENG2
MAY DAVID C AGR1
MAY DAVID V ENG?
MAY DOMALD W 3US2
MAY DOUGLAS ROBERT BUS*
MAY EUGENE PINKNFY GRAD
MAY JACKIE L JP BUS1
MAY JAMES STEPHEN GRAD
MAY JEAN S LAS*
MAY JOHN V JR ENG3
«AY JOY P LAS1
MAY JUOITH ANN GRAD
MAY JUDY PATRICIA FAA*
MAY MARCIA MAGGIORE LAS*
MAY MARK ANTHONY AGR*
MAY NANCY K LAS1
MAY REBECCA J ED 2
MAY ROBFRT EOWARD JR FAA*
MAY SUSAN LAS*
MAY THEODORE A FAA6
MAY WILLIAM A FAA3
MAY WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
MAYBERRY STEPHEN AGP1
MAYE ERIKA L LAS3
MAYE ROLAND W FNG1
MAYER ALICE E LAS3
MAYER CYNTHIA A LAS1
MAYER ELEANOR LAS3
MAYER JEAN M LAS3
MAYER JF4NNE L L4S3
MAYER LEF R LAW?
MAYER PATRICIA A LAS3
MAYER ROBERT K LAS2
MAYER SCOTT A LAS2
MAYER SFLIM N 3US3
MAYER SHFILA M LAS2
MAYER WILLIAM C F AA1
MAYEROFF JPRRY M LAS1
MAYEROFF marcia E LAS?
MAYFIPLD JOHN MORGAN LAS*
MAYFIELO WILFPED T GRAD
MAYKA RONALD JOSEPH GRAD
MAYLAND RUTH ANN FAA*
MAYNARD JOHN C AGR1
MAYNCRICH FRANK JR FNG1
MAYNES GORDON G GRAD
MAYO CHARLES FRANKLI LAS*
URH OGLESBY 821 U
URH WARDALL *2* U
URH WESTON 122 C
705 W OREGON U
1009 W MAIN 13 U
301 E CHALMFRS C
303 E CHALMERS C
211 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
508 E WHITE 12 C
100-5 2ND C
FISHER ILL
610 W DELAWARE U
10C9 W PENN U
502 W GRIGGS 305 U
*01 E JOHN C
SULLIVAN ILL
1010 S ?N0 C
510 S 1ST 5 C
1009 S 2ND C
53 E ARMORY 13 C
*10 E JOHN C
1731 VALLEY RD C
606 E ELM 3 U
1112 MAYFA1R RD C
1112 MAYFAIR RD C
GEORGETOWN ILL
309 E HEALEY 15 C
910 S 3RD 313 C
1600 W BRADLEY 5* C
URH TRELEASE *20 U
URH WAPDALL 710 U
*09 E CHLMRS 1509 C
*09 E CHALMRS 1509 C
110? W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 170 C
909 S 3RD C
MACOMB ILL
*10 E JOHN C
1811 VALLFY RD C
617 W JOHN C
208 W VERMONT U
BOX 92 U
100* S *TH C
1202 W GREFN U
URH GARNFR 290 C
1811 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 352 C
605 S STATE C
URH WESTON *39 C
URH SNYDFR 278 C
URH OGLESBY 30* U
26 LFXINGTON U
20? N WOODS U
90* W GREEN 619 U
URH TOWNSEND *70 U
*01 N PROSPECT C
503 1/2 S *TH C
EHLFR TRLR PK 30 U
URH TRFl EASE 307 U
2108 ORCH ST 303 U
508 E CHALMERS C
2002 C ORCH ST U
2002 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 625 U
URH ALLFN 263 U
VERSAILLES FR
URH TRELEASE 1229 U
*0* W HILL C
1009 GRANT PL U
506 N MCKINLEY C
908 S LOCUST U
901 S L INCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND *08 U
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN *2* U
URH EVANS ?06 U
PO? W OREGON U
503 N MCCULLOUGH U
510 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR *27 U
209 E ARMORY C
305 E JOHN C
503 N MCCULLOUGH U
URH BUSFY 203 U
URH HOPKINS *93 C
URH WFSTON **6 C
CHICAGO ILL
1*01 SILVER 6 U
2067 A HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS *3* U
312 W SPNGFLD 7 U
URH BABCOCK 11* U
UPH FORBFS 236 C
1514 E GRANDVIEW C



















































































218 N WINNEBAGO ST
9408 OVERHILL
9408 OVERHILL AV
21 OAK CREST RD

















408 W ADAMS ST
DELANEY RD RR I
208 W VERMONT
1014 SUNSET DR
765 W BRYN MAWR
RR 2
BOX 101








90* W GPFEN 619
3925 E LUGAN ST
*76 WOODLAWN AV
503 1/2 S *TH
8033 W CHARMAINE
l*22POSE CIRCLE DR





















1 11 9TH ST













19 W MILTCN ST
600 FNOS




























































































































































































MCCARTY RUTH E SMITH
MCCARTY STEPHEN W
MCCAULEY DENNl S J
MCCAULEY JOHN P
MCCAULEY JOSEPH I I I
MCCAULFY MARLIN D
MCCAULLA MARCI A J
FAA4 207 E WHITE 1 C 359-0952
LAS1 1109 S 4TH C 344-4301
PE 2 URH BUSEY 241 U 332-3630
FAA2 1101 W PENN U 344-9735
L<VS1 509 S 5TH c 359-9227
LAS3 311 E SPNGFLD c
L*S2 URH BABCOCK 221 u 332-3474
GHAO
GRAD 502 E WHITE 17 c 359-5099
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 210 u 332-5446
LAS2 1106 STOUGHTON 2 u 365-1020
GR'VD 203 S WRIGHT 6 c 359-4217
GRAD 2110 ORCH ST 301 u 328-1899
PE 3 47 E CHALMERS c
BUS3 URH GARNER 243 c 332-0735
EO 1 URH SCOTT 156 c 332-1411
GRAD
GRAD 109 E JOHN c
FAA4 110 1 W OREGON u 344-0287
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1123 u 332-5374
FAA4 1005 S 6TH 20 c 344-5699
GRAD URH DANIELS 211 u 332-2166
ENGL URH OGLFSBY 542 u
BUS2 URH BLAISOELL 213 u 332-3489
GRAD 504 E ARMORY c 333-0984
ENG2 313 E CHALMERS c
FD 1 URH BLAISOELL 104 u 332-3451
GRAD 705 W GREEN u
GRAD 8 PLYMOUTH RD u 367-8620
ED 2 URH LAR 299 u 332-3006
FAA1 912 S 2ND c
PE 2 URH SNYDER 330 c
FAA2 URH ALLEN 239 u 332-3169
FAA4 1202 W MAIN 3 u
BUS3 1609 VALLEY RD 2 c
3US1 111 1 COUNTRY LN c 356-9161
GRAD 1111 COUNTRY LN c 356-9161
GRAD 603 S BUSEY u
ENG1 URH WESTON 462 c 332-2096
L AS3 1101 W PENN u
GRAD 2064 D ORCH ST u
ENG1 URH CARR 118 u 332-3870
LAS2 308 W GREEN 5 u 367-1857
AGRA 801 W NEVADA u 344-3410
LAS 3 103 S POPLAR u
GRAD 2025 B ORCH ST u 344-6334
FAA4 2025 B ORCH ST u 344-6334
L4S2 402 E ARMORY c 344-9713
GRAD URH SHERMAN 308 c
ED 4 202 E DANIEL c 359-5454
LAS1 URH NOBLE 217 c 332-0 393
COM3 1111 S 1ST c 344-1211
ENG1 URH SCOTT 490 c 332-1633
FAAl URH SNYDER 274 c 332-1725
BUS3 URH 0GLES8Y 713 u 332-5245
LAS3 1402 HILLCREST u 367-8848
LAS4 508 E ARMORY c 344-0501
COM3 309 E CHALMERS c 344-7134
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 107 u
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c 344-2166
ED 3 URH BARTON 304 c 344-7637
PF 2 409 E CHALMERS 803 c
GRAD 503 MUMFORD u 367-3954
LAS3 BELLEVILLE ILL
AGR1 604 E ARMORY 117 c 344-1266
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 229 u 332-3640
LAS1 1612 NORMANDY c 352-3141
LAS3 108 W GREEN 106 c 356-6281
LAW1 1007 S MATTIS 33 c 352-0658
LAS1 URH WARDALL 918 u 332-4494
GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL
LAS3 905 S 1ST 22 c 359-0883
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c
GRAD 2207 KIRBY c 359-2772
AGR2 URH BUSEY 416 u 332-2666
GRAD 206 W WILL I AM c 359-9019
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 204 c 332-0495
FAAl URH HOPKINS 491 c 332-1391
LAS2 509 E STOUGHTON c 359-4014
AGR1 URH GARNER 245 c 332-0737
BUS3 RANTOUL ILL
LAS1 300 S GOODWIN u
BUS4 713 W OHIO u 344-9 581
GRAD 905 S 1ST c 359-0883
COM3 URH WARDALL 713 u 332-4441
3US3 505 E CHALMERS c 344-6022
LAS1 URH GARNER 263 c 332-0747
FAAl TUSCOLA ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 203 c 332-0129
BUS3 110 E ARMORY c 344-9471
LAS4 703 E COLORADO 309 u 367-3930
LAW1 703 E COLORADO 309 u 367-3430
BUS* SAVOY ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 356 c 332-0811
FAAl URH WESTON 463 c 332-2097
LAS1 URH WESTON 338 c 332-2009












P 3/10 NEW COLONY

























242 NE AMY ST
1932 S STATE ST
650 TIMBER HILL RD
425 ORANGE 115
2542 W 118TH ST
1492 S ASHLAND AV
4742 S KARLOV
2025 B ORCH PL










401 W BEECHTREE LN










1C055 W 125TH ST
BOX 122 LEBANON RD
4095 GARDEN AV
420 N CHURCH ST
905 S 1ST 22


















703 E COLORADO 309
703 E COLORADO 309
402 W OREGON
2557 W 79TH PL
























ST LOUI S MO
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
NORTH CHICAGO ILL









































































MCCAULLEY ALLEN R 8US4
MCCAW DANE MORRIS AGRA
MCCAW DUDLEY L VM 2
MCCAW ELEANOR ANN ED 4
MCCAWLEY DWIGHT L AYN GRAD
MCCLANE BILL F PE 3
MCCLANNAHAN DAVID M ENG1
*MCCLARO JAMES C GRAD
MCCLARY ELMER R ENGl
MCCLARY RICHARD D LAS1
MCCLAYTCN THOMAS R BUS3
MCCLFISH MICHAEL L ENG4
MCCLELLAN GAIL J LAS3
*MCCLELLAN JAMES L LAS4
MCCLELLAN LEONARD LAS3
MCCLELLAND GARY M LAS3
MCCLELLAND ROBERTA P ED 4
MCCLENAHAN JOHN STEW PE 4
MCCLFNDON YVETTE N ED ?
MCCLENNY RUTH L LAS3
MCCLERNON NICKI L BUS1
MCCLINTICK MICHAEL S LAS1
MCCLINTOCK GREGORY K LAS3
MCCLINTOCK JOHN R ENG2
MCCLINTOCK MARGARET GRAD
MCCLCSKEY MARY K LAS?
MCCLOY WILLIAM B GRAD
MCCLURE GRFGORY J LAS3
MCCLURE MARSHA J FAA1
MCCLURE RANDOLPH A LAS3
MCCLUSKEY NANCY L FAA1
MCCLUSKEY ROBERT A LAS3
MCCOLGIN LINDA C PE 3
MCCOLLEY DIANE KELSF GRAO
MCCOLLUM DANNEL GRAD
MCCOLLUM PORTIA E GRAD
MCCOLLUM TOQUALEE LAS?
MCCOMAS CHARLES T GRAD
MCCOMBE WILLIAM J GRAD
MCCONACHIE KENNFTH R AGR4
MCCONACHIE KRISTINE LAW2
MCCONAGHY DANIEL R FAA1
MCCONAGHY GEORGE A GRAD
MCCONE LANA E LAS1
MCCONKEY ROSEMARY A GRAD
MCCONNELL GAIL S ED 4
MCCONNELL GARY F AGR1
MCCONNELL STEPHEN L LAS3
MCCGNVILLE EDWARD J BUS3
MCCORD GLORIA ANN ED 1
MCCORMACK GARY J LAS3
MCCORMACK RONALD HAR FAA4
MCCORMICK EDITH M ED 2
MCCORMICK ELLEN ED 1
MCCORMICK JANICE LAS2
MCCORMICK KATHRYN A GRAD
MCCORMICK MARGARET M L AS 1
MCCORMICK NORLYN L AGR3
MCCORMICK ROBFRT JR ENG2
MCCOWAN ALLEN C GRAO
MCCOY GARY L FMG2
MCCOY MICHAEL D ENG3
MCCOY PATRICK E PE 2
MCCOY RE3ECCA S LAS3
MCCOY RICHARD W ENG3
MCCOY ROBERT G LAS?
MCCOY STEVEN GEORGE LAS4
MCCOY SLSAN A L\S1
MCCRAE JAMES T LAS1
MCCRARY PAUL T ENG2
MCCRAW JOHN R LAS1
MCCRAY CCNNELl E LAS2
MCCREAOIE MARSHA ANN GRAD
MCCRFARY MARY VFEDEP GRAD
MCCREOIE BONNIE F GRAD
MCCUE >3RIAN JAMES GRAD
MCCUE DON J LAW2
MCCUE GEORGE FDWARD GRAD
MCCUISTON ANNA BFLL GRAD
MCCULLAGH GRANT G FAA2
MCCULLEY JOHN R AGR2
MCCULLEY MICHAEL TOD FAA4
MCCULLEY PAMFLA A LAS1
MCCULLOCH ELIEN A LAS3
MCCUl LOCH JAMES D AGR2
MCCULLOR BFVERLY L AS 1
MCCULLOUGH BRENDA J LAS1
MCCULLOUGH GEORGF W L'VSl
MCCULLOUGH GERALD W FAA3
MCCULLOUGH PATRICK T GRAD
MCCULLOUGH SAHAR A GRAD
MCCULLOUGH STEPHEN L AGR3
MCCULLY GREGORY L A GR 1
MCCUM^ER DOUGLAS RAY BUS4
MCCUMftER ELLA MARTIN GRAD
MCCIJMREP PTGFR K BUS4
MCCU'-IBER THOMAS L LAS2
2317 S 1ST 104 C
311 E ARMORY C
801 W OREGON U
508 E ARMORY C
2303 S 1ST C
PAXTON ILL
315 N FAIR C
ARGFNTA ILL
URH SNYDER 371 C
URH TOWNSEND 381 U
211 E DANIEL 11 C
505 E CLARK 23 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1404 SILVER 13 U
905 E COLORADO 50 U
URH HOPKINS 266 C
1604 S HILLCREST U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 729 U
502 E WHITE 33 C
URH SAUNDERS 408 U
URH SCOTT 220 C
211 E DANIEL C
1106 S 3RD C
302 W LOCUST 3 U
706 S MATHEWS U
808 W INDIANA U
408 E GREEN C
URH LAR 117 U
203 N 4TH C
URH FLAGG 412 C
908 S LUCUST C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1101 S ORCH U
713 ARLINGTON CT C
URH VANDOREN 327 C
URH ALLEN 379 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
709 W GREEN U
2315 S 1ST MANOR C
906 S VINE 303 U
URH TOWNSEND 128 U
707 S 6TH 517 C
URH LUNOGREN 224 C
706 HFSSEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
1010 S 2ND C
404 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 150 C
2202 HA7WD DR 203 U
91? S 2ND C
VERSAILLES FR
1202 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 277 U
709 S 2ND C
TOLONO ILL
URH LUNOGREN 102 C
912 S 2ND C
MCHENRY ILL
604 N MAPLE 6 U
URH SNYDER 325 C
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 288 C
URH TRELEASE 1221 U
604 F ARMORY C
NORMAL ILL
904 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 1016 U
URH HOPKINS 415 C
BEMFNT ILL
MONTICFLLO ILL
10C9 W CALIFORNIA C
ENGL BLDG U
DECATUR ILL
URH DANIELS 399 U
512 E WHITE 1 C
904 W GREEN U
CROPSFY ILL
URH SHERMAN 108 C
40 1 E DANIEL C
501 E DANIEL C
VERSAILLES FR
908 KIR BY C
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
401 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 620 U
U°H SAUNDERS 126 U
URH SCOTT 238 C
30C S GOODWIN 516 I)
300 S GOODWIN 5 16 U
100 8 S 4TH C
































































203 S TOWER RD
923 S KNIGHT
419 N CENTRAL AV
517 S EDWARD ST
1404 SILVER 13
ROUTE 1 BOX 60
1601 CHERRY ST
1604 S HILLCREST
11358 S GREEN ST
5226 PENNSGROVE ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 110
1900 S GLENWOOD
2305 S STATE
1405 F 2ND AV
RR 4
603 E BROACWAY





2531 N JACKSON ST
22 MARBERRY DR
24 MARBERRY
1101 S ORCHARD ST
713 ARLINGTON CT

























132C W MADISON ST
73 LAFAYETTE AV












500 W 4TH ST
40 E CEDAR 15-A









3324 W 13TH ST
BOX 36
193? DELCY DR
1477 W 112TH PL
300 S GOODWIN 516








































































































M( CUNF DAVID CLARK L AS 3
MCCUR'JY OAVID S LAS4
MCCURDY JPHN T LAS2
MCCURDY VICKY L LAS?
MfDADE I INN A S LAS4
MCDANIFL ALLAN C ENGL
MCDANIEL CATHY J En 3
MCCANIFL DAVID B 0"JS L
MCOANIEL PAVID J LAS3
MCDANIEL GFOOGE T FAA4
MCOANIEL JANET ANN PE 2
MCOANIEL LINDA K LAS3
MCDANIFL MARK CRA 3US4
MCOANIEL MARSHA CO 1
MCDANIFL WILLIAM C L AS?
MCDERMOTT JOAN MAR IF GRAD
MCDERMOTT KATHLEEN A LAS3
MCDERMJTT KYLE L LAS?
MCDERMOTT MAPGARFT F GRAD
MCUFPMOTT MARY E BUS!
MCDERMOTT PATRICK W BUS3
MCDERMOTT PAUL eARRY GRAD
MCDFRM JTT TEPR I J FAAl
MCDOLE MARILYN SUE LAS3
MCOHNALD BERNARO W L AS4
MCDONALD BFTH M PAA2
MCDONALD CATHERINE M LAS2
MCDONALD CHARLFS L LAS1
MCDONALD CAVID LEE LAS4
MCDONALD DFNNIS M ENG1
MCOONALD JEROME JOSF GRAD
MCDONALD JOHN M FAA3
MCDONALD KEVIN J LASL
MCDCNALD LEE F LAS2
MCDONALD MARGARET F FAAl
MCDONALD MARY K FAA3
MCDONALD MAUREEN R L AS 1
*MCDONALD MICHAEL RAY GRAD
MCDCNALD PAUL ANDERS LAS4
MCDONALD ROBERT EDWA L AS4
MCDONALD ROBERT GRAD
MCDCNALD STANLEY G LAS?
MCDONALD TERRY L LAW1
MCDONALD THOMAS J 3US3
MCDONALD VIOLA LAS2
MCDONNELL BARBARA A FAA4
MCDONNELL MARY HOPE BUS3
MCDONNELL ROBERT L COM3
MCDONN1UGH LORNE T 3US1
MCDONOUGH CRAIG V GRAD
MCDONOUGH DAVID L FAAl
MCDONOUGH MARLAINF J FAA3
MCDONOUGH MARY E LAS3
MCDOUGAL SERIE JR 3US4
MCDOUGALD ROLANC JR LAS2
MCDOWELL BEVERLY J ED 1
MCDOWELL JERRY DEAN LAS4
MCDOWELL KARLFNF S GRAD
MCDOWELL KENNETH P J LAS4
MCDOWELL LAURIE A LAS1
MCOOWFLL NANCY E LAS1
MCDOWELL ROBERT ALAN BUS4
MCDUFFEE JENMFFP L PE 1
MCDUFFEE MARY M GRAD
MCDUFFY ISADORE N BUS2
MCEACHRON STEPHEN E AGR1
MCELFRESH GAPY LAS?
MCELLIGOTT MARY ELLF LAS4
MCELLIGCTT ROBERT M LAS?
MCFLROY BRENDA J LAS?
MCELROY CHRISTOPHER FAA2
MCFLVAIN L P LAS?
MCELVAIN MICHAEL B LAW1
MCELVAIME MICHAFL D LAS2
MCELWAIN JANICE M FAA3
MCFLWAIN ROBERT * LAS2
MCEMROE JOHN T LAS1
MCEVOY MARTIN B BUS3
MCrWAN BETTE E LAS3
MCEWFN BROOKS A FAA3
MCFWEN GERALD N JR GRAD
MCFADDEN ANOREA P FAA4
MCFADDEN JAMES E LAS1
MCFADDEN WILLIAM J GRAD
MCFALL PAMFLA JEAN LAS4
MCFALL SANDRA KAY GRAD
MCFARLAND HAROLO R ENG1
MCTARLAND JOSEPH MOR ENG3
MCFARLAND MARY R PE 3
MCFAPLAND PATRICK A BUS3
MCGANN JANICE E LAS1
MCGARY SUSAN J LAS2
MCGAW BARPY GRAD
MCGAW MARGARET S GRAD
MCGEE CECELIA Y LAS2
MCGEE CHARLES F JR BUS3
MCGEE L C JR BUS2
1105 S 4TH C
2 05 S 6TH C
URH TOWNSEND 224 U
U ,:*H TRELEASF 826 U
Ml W WASHINGTON U
804 W OREGON U
409 E CHM.MRS 1006 C
URH BABCOCK 330 U
1 829 PARKOAL E C
709 N BUSEY U
160 1 CORONADO C
1*0'* S LINCOLN U
309 F CLARK C
URH CLARK 210 C
U3H CARR 327 U
205 W HIGH U
409 F CHALMERS 905 C
URH WARDALL 1103 U
URH SHERMAN 126 C
URH SAUNDERS 303 U
URH WFSTON 38? C
1110 S FOLEY C
URH TTLEASE 124 U
509 E STOUGHTON U
301 COUNTRY FR 50 C
URH WARDALL 1216 U
409 E CHALMRS 1610 C
711 W ILLINOIS U
90 1 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 408 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH GARNER 320 C
URH GARNER 218 C
1009 W PENN U
URH TAFT 421 C
307 E HEALEY 2 C
URH LAR 312 U
MAHCMET ILL
205 E GREEN 5 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
2068 B HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 1227 U
607 S LINCOLN 6 U
401 F JOHN C
404 E GREEN 104 U
910 S 3RD 1210 C
URH LAR 4?7 U
1007 S 3RD C
1010 S ?ND C
2103 HAZWD DP 202 U
1600 W BRADLEY 30 C
URH TRELEASE 1121 U
58 E JOHN 26 C




URH TRELEASE 1021 U
207 W BEARDSLEY C
SIDNEY ILL
408 E HEALEY C
URH FLAGG 414 C
URH TAFT 119 C
?1? E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 1118 C
SIONEY ILL
URH GARNER 364 C
URH WESTON 319 C
URH HOPKINS 306 C
1719 ROBERT C
1719 ROBERT C
URH ALLEN 73 U
804 W OREGON 10 U
809 W PFNN U
?07 S UPBANA U
URH GARNER 293 C
URH TAFT 121 C
URH SCOTT 412 C
URH SNYDER ?09 C
607 S PINE C
URH EVANS 404 U
1001 W OREGON I U
808 OAKLAND 208 U
1402 DUNCAN RD C
URH SCOTT 369 C
1402 DUNCAN RD C
2221 S 1ST C
205 E HEALEY 28 C
URH SNYDER 415 C
mi s 1st c
1106 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
URH WARDALL 812 U
URH WARDALL 817 U
2035 A ORCH ST U
2035 A ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 525 U
PANTOUL ILL
2217 S 1ST 103 C
















































































717 E 40TH ST
321 S WAIOLA AV









301 COUNTRY FR 50
1334 BELMONT








233 S MIL TON AV












10036 S TALMAN AV
















221 1/2 S WATER










264 ILLINOI S DR
938 N GROVE
607 S PINE















3932 W POLK ST
327 N DELAWARE ST














































SIOUX FALLS S D
ROCKFORD ILL
CHICAGO ILL


















































MCGEE LILLIE M LAS3
MCGEE MARK WILLIAM AGR4
MCGEE SUSAN KAY AGRA
MCGEE TERESA DAWN ED 4
MCGEHEE CYNTHIA L LASl
MCGEHEE JAMES A VM 1
MCGEOUGH PAMELA A LASl
MC GET RICK JOHN J L AS 1
MCGHEF MICHAEL BRUCE GRAD
MCGILL ALAN JAMES RUS3
MCGILL BRIDGET G LASl
MCGILL GENE E BUS1
MCGILL JEFFREY C LAS2
MCGILL JOHN ELLIOTT RUS4
MCGILL KATHLEFN M E NG
1
MCGINNIS MARILYNN T GRAO
MCGINNES PAUL R GRAD
MCGINNIS JAMES ENG1
MCGINNIS MICHAEL T FAA2
MCGINNIS MIKF J FAA3
MCGINTY JAMES F III LAS1
MCGINTY MICHAEL LAS4
MCGIVERN MICHAEL J LAS1
MCGIVNEY NANCY M LAS3
MCGLOPY ANDREW V FAA2
MCGONNAGLE JAMFS CAV LAS4
MfGOUGH MARGARET E BUS3
MCGOUGH TIMOTHY P LAS1
MCGOVERN GERALD M COM3
*MCG3V=RN MICHAEL LAWl
MCGOVNEY JAMES F LAS2
MCGOWAxj DAVID A ENG1
MCGOWAN PHILIP JAMFS ENG2
MCGOWEN DAWN K ED 1
MCGOWEN RANDALL E GRAD
MCGOWN DOUGLAS H FAA2
MCGRAOY CHARLES B BUS1
MCGRADY DOUGLAS J LAS3
MCGRATH ANN L LAS2
MCGRATH ANN T L A S3
MCGRATH DANIEL J BUS3
MCGRATH GARY M BUS3
MCGRATH JAMES T BUS1
*MCGRATH JOHN PHILLIP GRAD
MCGRATH NEAL F LAS2
MCGRATH P VINCFNT F NG4
MCGRATH ROBERT A GRAD
MCGRATH THCMAS J BUS3
MCGREAL DCNNA L LAS?
*MCGREAL SHIRLEY S GRAO
MCGREFVY CAROLYN OAL LAS4
*MCGREW RALPH WAYNE VM 1
MCGUIRF APVIN CAPL BUS4
*MCGUIRF CHARLES R JR LAW2
MCGUIRF. EDWARD V ENG6
MCGUIRE HOWARD JP GRAD
MCGUIRE JAMES J L AS 1
MCGUIRE JAMES THOMAS LAS3
MCGUIRE JOHN J L AS 1
MCGUIRE JOHN W LAS3
*MCGUIRE JOSEPH F GRAD
MCGUIRE MARGARET J LAS2
MCGUIRE MAUREEN A LAS3
**CGUIRF "AYMOND J GRAD
MCGUIRE REGINA M BUS1
MCGUIRE RICHARD G LAS2
MCGUIRE THOMAS P LAS3
MCGUIRE WILLIAM J AGRA
MCGUIRE WILLIAM P LAS2
MCGIJRK JAMES A LAWl
*MCHFNRY EVELYN P ED 4
MCHENRY JAMES P GRAD
MCHENRY KATHY L ED 1
MCHENRY SALI IE ANN ^AA3
MCHENRY SUSAN A LAS2
MCHOOD THOMAS B BUS1
*MCHUGH CAMPBEI I D LAW?
MCHUGH CAROLE A LAS3
*MCHUGH HOWARD V GRAD
MCHUGH MAPGFRY P PE 1
MCILVOY THOMAS W BUS4
MCINNES ALLAN WILLIA GRAD
MONTI RE ROBERT F L AW 2
MCINTOSH RRENT R ENG2
MC INTOSH KEVIN P LAS1
MCINTOSH L K L \S4
MC INTOSH LLOYH L FNG1
MC INTOSH PATRIC IA D ED 2
*MCINTYRP CAROLYN S AGR3
MC INTYRF JANET K FAA2
MCINTYRE THOMAS EDWA BUS4
MCISAAC COL IN A III ENG2
MCKAHAN KATHLFFN H LAS1
MCKAY HOLLY A LASl
MCKAY SCOTT L LASl
MCKAY SHEPRY M FAA4
MCKEAPNAN MICHAFL J BUS3
URH WARDALL 808 U
2319 S 1ST 104 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
103 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 13 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 428 U
URH HOPKINS 2.82 C
609 W MAIN 17 U
URH SNYDER 390 C
URH TAFT 419 C
URH WESTON 317 C
1105 S NEW C
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH BUSEY 305 U
60 1 E COLORADO U
601 E COLORADO U
URH TOWNSEND 353 U
URH FORBES 374 C
URH TOWNSEND 465 U
3309 STONEYBROOK C
3309 STONEYBROOK C
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
1008 W OREGON U
URH BABCOCK 325 U
409 E CHALMERS 607 C
URH ALLEN 71 U
URH GARNER 244 C
609 E MAIN 4 U
1404 N MATTIS C
URH HOPKINS 365 C
40? E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 366 U
104 W OREGON U
mi s 1st c
URH GARNER 306 C
503 S WEBBER U
706 W ELM U
14C4 S LINCOLN U
604 S COLER U
URH HOPKINS 332 C
U»H NOBLE 409 C
1010 2ND C
URH WESTON 443 C
102 E ARMORY C
702 W UNIVERSITY 7 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 421 U
1508 ALMA C
905 S 1ST C
PR 4 C
904 W GREFN 526 U
^05 W WHITE C
2705 JUDITH C
604 E STOUGHTON C
40 1 F JOHN C
2309 S 1ST 202 C
307 WHEATON C
106 E ARMORY C
612 HAINES C
URH TAFT 225 C
URH ALLEN 353 U
2311 BARBERRY C
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
U»H GARNFR 363 C
URH CARP 224 U
808 S LINCOLN 7 U
URH FORBES 462 C
707 S 6TH 404 C
505 S GARFIELD C
505 S GARFIELD C
PHILO ILL
302 E ARMORY C
1102 S LINCOLN C
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
2206 RAINBOW VIEW U
2806 SANGAMON C
16 OUNELLEN U
URH ALLtN 208 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 221 U
1700 W BRAOLEY 28 C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 221 C
903 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 436 C
UP.H SAUNDERS 103 U
SIDNEY ILL
410 E GREEN 15 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1766 VALLEY PD C
URH TRELEASE 422 U
URH ALLEN 375 U
401 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 114 U









































































7929 OLD RIVER RD
110 F ARMORY
14135 PARKER RD















9209 S RICHMOND AV




407 S IOKA AV









5 08 W OAK ST
1276 DEER TRAIL








426 S CHASE AV






1445 14TH ST N
604 E STOUGHTON
21 BLACK OAK DR













415 N 6TH ST









6 2 RIVIFPA DR
BOX 269
1700 W BRADLEY 28
223 S MAPLE ST
102 N WATERMAN
1510 W 13TH ST
ROUTE 3
1510 W 13TH ST 202
RR 1
1138 WOODROW
28 W 321 MAIN ST
1732 GLEASON DR
277 CHESTNUT ST






































































































MCKFCHNIf THELMA L LAS2
MCKEE MICHAEL J LAS4
MCKEE PATRICIA E AGR3
MfKEEHAN MICHAEL L LAS1
MCKEFVER CHARLES D GRAD
MCKEIGHFN RONALD EUG G^AD
MCKFIVIE MARK R LAS2
MCKENZIE ELI GRAD
MCKENZIF JOHN DAVID FAA4
MCKENZIE KATHLEEN M LAS3
MCKENZIE LEE F GRAD
MCKENZIE MARK W LAS1
MCKECK JJSEPHINE T GRAD
MCKEQN LAWRENCE M LAS2
MCKEONE BARRY J L AS 1
MCKEOWN PATRICIA R GRAD
MCKIBBEN CLAUDE FRAN ENG4
MCKIBBEN GARY E VM 2
MCKIB3IN JOHN G LAS2
MCKINLEY EDWARD A BUS1
MCKINLEY MARGARET E LAS2
MCKINLFY WILLIAM JR LAS2
MCKINNEY BILL D ENG3
MCK1NNEY KARYL L LAS2
*MCKINNEY MURPHY GRAD
*MCKINNFY PHILLIP VM 3
MCKINNEY WILLIAM L SRAD
MCKINNON SARA LOUISE GRAD
MCKIRGAN NANCY A LAS1
MCKNIGHT CURTIS CLAU GRAD
MCKNIGHT GEORGE FRAN GRAD
MCKNIGHT MICHELYNN S GRAD
MCKNIGHT RICHARD JR LAS2
MCKOWN BETTE FURGANG GRAD
MCKOWN RUSSELL CARL ENGl
MCLAIN PETER R BUS 1
MCLAIN SYLVIA A LAS1
MCLANE BRUCE L LAS3
MCLANE DAVID NEIL GRAD
MCLANE SHIRLEY P LAS4
MCLANE WI LLIAM B FAA3
MCLANEY AMANDA J LAS2
MCLAREN DAVID JAMES LAS4
MCLAREN MARK L AGR2
MCLAREN SCOTT H BUS*
MCLAREN TIMOTHY STUA AVI*
MCLAIJCHLAN DAVID C LAWl
MCLAUGHLI-N JACKIE LE BUS3
MCLAUGHLIN LAWRENCE GRAD
MCLAUGHLIN MARGARET GRAD
MCLAUGHLIK MARY E ED 3
MCLAUGHLIN MICHAEL D AGR2
MCLAUGHLIN MICHAEL J BUS3
MCLAUGHLIN STEPHEN J AGR4
MCLAURIN VIRGINIA ED 2
MCLEAN CHRISTINE R LAS1
MCLEAN KIM PE 1
MCLEAN SANDRA LAS1
MCLEFS MARILYN H LAS3
MCLELLAN JEFFREY CRE PE 4
MCLECD JOHN JAY GRAD
MtLERRAN THELMA C C ED 3
MCLEVIGE WILLIAM V ENGl
MCLOUGHLIN SUSAN A LAS4
MCLYNN SHEILA M LAS2
MCMAHAN EARL PAY GRAD
MCMAHON JAMES P LAS1
MCMAHON KATHLEEN A LAS2
MCMAHON LAURIE JO GRAD
MCMAHON MARY J GRAD
MCMAHON TIMOTHY R LAS2
MCMAKI N DEAN E FAA4
MCMANAMA CAROL SUE GRAD
MCMENAMIN WILLIAM G LAWl
MCMILLAN CHARLES ANS LAS4
MCMILLAN JOHN H LAS1
MCMILLAN KFNDELL C L AS2
MCMILLAN MOSES W GRAD
MCMILLAN NELSON K JR GRAD
MCMILLAN PATRICIA AN PE 4
MCMILLAN WESLEY J GRAD
MCMILLIN DAVID R GRAD
MCMILLIN KIM I LAS2
MCMILLIN KIRK EUGENE EN G4
MCMILLIQN KATHLEEN J COM4
MCMONAGLE COLLEEN LAS1
MCMULLEN CATHY A LAS2
MCMULLEN CHRISTINA L LAS2
MCMULLEN DAVID KOCH GRAD
MCMULLEN HELEN P GRAD
MCMULLEN LINDA SUE PE 4
MCMULLEN MICHAEL D ENG3
MCMURRAY ALICE LAS3
MCMURRAY BRYAN A LAS1
MCMURRAY DARRELL W GRAD
MCMURRAY LAURA E LAS4
MCMURRAY RUTH C GRAD
URH WARDALL 211 U
URH BABCOCK 327 U
URH TRELEASE lt21 U
804 W VERMONT U
RANTOUL ILL
612 W ILLINOIS U
20 1 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 426 U
610 W WASHINGTON U
410 E GREEN C
CARRIAGE PL 37 U
URH SCOTT 300 C
URH DANIELS 429 U
40 1 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 211 C
707 S 6TH 505 C
205 E GREEN 5 C
18 56 VALLEY RD C
112 E DANIEL C
313 E ARMORY C
216 1/2 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMERS 801 C
909 S 3RD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1305 W EUREKA U
307 S DRAPER C
811 W MAIN U
2307 S 1ST 103 C
URH LAR 231 U
805 S LINCOLN 5 U
404 E HEALEY 2 C
805 S LINCOLN 5 U
URH OGL ESBY 1204 U
1602 HOLMSTROM C
624 1/2 S 5TH C
310 E JOHN C
URH SAUNOERS 425 U
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
114 BRADY LN U
2313 S 1ST 103 C
MAHOMET ILL
611 E DANIEL C
618 E DANIEL 6 C
3214 CAMERON C
URH SNYDER 390 C
6 ROSEWOOD PL U
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
58 E GREGORY C
316 S PRAIRIE 104 C
2303 S LYNN U
611 E DANIEL C
58 E GREGORY C
502 MCKINNLEY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
309 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 432 U
URH BARTON 15 C
URH LAR 303 U
URH BLAISDELL HI U
109 E HEALEY C
URH DANIELS 85 U
1916 CLOVER LN C
URH GARNER 458 C
URH WARDALL 408 U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
606 S LOCUST C
911 S 4TH C
URH CLARK 304 C
57 E JOHN 4 C
509 S RANDOLPH C
URH HOPKINS 309 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 482 U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH OGLESBY 810 U
409 E CHALMERS 713 C
URH OGLESBY 810 U
2030 B ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 654 C
710 W OHIO U
1509 KIRBY 9 C
2501 BROWN FIELD RD U
706 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 261 C
207 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1013 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 447 U
BLOOMINGTON IND
1007 E WASHINGTON U
801 W IOWA C
1219 PAULA C
102 N LINCOLN 7 U
URH HOPKINS 150 C
1706 VALL EY RD C
102 N LINCOLN 7 U








































































7635 W 66TH ST
413 MARSEILLES AV
581 WELLINGTON AV



















805 S LINCOLN 5
433 S ROSE ST
1107 W GREEN 524
403 N MADISON
4130 CHELSEA PL
TAMARACK LN PR 2





147 N BLAINE AV
RR BOX 35






322 N 2ND ST
RR 2
322 N 2ND ST
6715 W MENOMINEE
101 W 104TH ST









1634 W 101ST ST
RR I






3259 W 48TH ST




1025 NW 58TH ST




3810 N WATER ST










1015 W 129TH PL
54 ROSARIA RD




































































































MCMURTRIE BRUCE E FAA1
MCMURTRY BARBARA HUG GRAD
MCNAB BARBARA L ED 1
MCNABB LOUIS J LAS3
MCNABB ROBFRT LOUIS FAA2
MCNAIR JOHN A LAS3
MCNAIR LEONARD ED 3
MCNAIR THOMAS M LAS2
MCNALLY DEBORAH JOAN LAS'*
MCNALLY MARY E LAS1
MCNAMARA JAMES A ENG3
MCNAMARA JOHN B F AA3
MCNAMARA MICHAEL L LAS4
MCNAMARA PAULA K LAS4
MCNAMARA PHYLLIS A LAS2
MCNAMARA ROBERT RUSS ENG3
MCNAMARA SUSAN M LASl
MCNAMARA THOMAS A ENG1
MCNAMEE BARBARA A LASl
MCNAUGHTON JAMES H BUS4
MCNAUGHTON JAMFS L ENG4
MCNAUGHTON JOYCE A PF 2
MCNEAL MARVA A PE 1
MCNEAR ALAN BEAHM GRAD
MCNE4R VERNON WAYNE AGR4
MCNEELY JAMES HARRY FAA4
MCNEFLY MARY A ED 3
MCNEFSE DENNIS T ENG2
MCNEIL CHARLES L BUS2
MCNEIL OEBORAH KAY EO 4
MCNEIL JEAN CAHOONE GRAD
MCNEIL ROBERT I ITI GRAD
MCNEIL SCCTT D AGR2
MCNEILL ALLAN R GRAD
MCNEILL MYRNA R LAS3
MCNELLIS THOMAS E FAA1
MCNICHOLS DANIEL L J LAS4
MCNICHDLS PHILIP BUS1
MCNULTY CRAIG M BJS1
MCNURNEY JAMFS WILLI LAS4
MCNURNEY JOHN M GRAD
MCNURNEY THOMAS J LASl
*MCNUTT BARBARA GRAD
MCNUTT DAVID W BUS3
MCNUTT FRANK FOREST AGR4
*MCNUTT MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
MCPHAIL JOYCE L FAA1
MCPHEE RICHARD J FAA2
MCPHETERS BRIAN L LAW1
MCPIKE FLIZABFTH ANN GRAD
MCQUALITY MARK S LASl
MCQUEEN CHARLES E LASl
MCQUEEN CHARLES R LAS2
MCQUEEN ROBERT W AGR2
MCQUEEN RUTH A FAA2
MCREYNOLDS DANA R LAS3
MCROBERTS JERRY W GRAD
MCROBFRTS KAREN M LAS2
MCSHERRY WILLIAM JR LAW1
MCSCRLEY THOMAS L JR FAA2
MCTAGGART TERESA L AGR3
MCTEAGUE JEANNE M LAS2
MCTHUNE LUROYAL LASl
MCVEY GLENN R ENG3
MCVEY MICHAEL R BUS3
MCVOY TIMOTHY J BUS2
MCVOY WALTER SCOTT GRAD
MCWARD REBECCA L AGR3
MCWEAY CHERYL A BUS3
MCWEAY PAULA F AGR4
MCWELL JEROME E ENG3
MCWILLIAMS JULIE LASl
MCWILLIAMS MARIANNE LAS2
MCWILLIAMS MICHAEL D BUS4
MCWILLIAMS MICHAEL W ENG3
MCWILLIAMS SAMUEL LASl
MCWILLIAMS STEPHEN J FAA4
*MEACHAM CHARLES H GRAD
*MFACHAM HOWARD D FAA3
MEACHUM BRUCE JAY LAS4
MEACHUM CAROL J LAS2
MEACHUM JANET R ED 1
MEAD BERNARD F JR GRAD
*MEAD JOANNE J GRAD
MEADE CYNTHIA ANN ED 4
MFADE DEBORAH J LASl
MEADE WILLIAM H PE 3
MEADORS DEAN KEITH GRAD
MEADORS LINDA LEE COM4
MEADOWS BYRON DAVID ENG4
MEAGHER GARY J FAA1
MEAGHER GREGORY M ENG1
MEALIFF DAVID F AGR3
MEARA JAMES LEWIS ENG4
MEARS MARALEE E AGR3
MEATTE MARK C FAA2
MFCHLING SUSAN E LAS2
URH BABCOCK 428 U
1664 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 292 U
URH SCOTT 375 C
201 S WRIGHT 7 C
URH WFSTON 123 C
1209 W TREMONT U
URH FORBES 241 C
908 W NEVADA 1 U
URH TRELEASE 830 U
105 S LINCOLN U
1204 STOUGHTON U
1308 W UNIVERSITY U
509 E STOUGHTON C
715 W MICHIGAN U
308 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 173 U
URH NOBLE 120 C
URH TAFT 14 C
1700 W BRADLEY 15 C
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
URH TRELEASE 303 U
URH BLAISDELL 418 U
CHANUTE AFB ILL
URH SNYDER 358 C
405 S 3RD C
58 E LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 342 C
313 E CHALMERS C
802 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 330 U
606 W OHIO U
1008 S 4TH C
NORMAL ILL
URH TAFT 406 C
URH WESTON 316 C
1007 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
310 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 407 U
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
MAHOMET ILL
311 E ARMORY C
2215 S 1ST MANOR C
MAHOMET ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1510 C
1010 S 2ND C
208 E JOHN C
1101 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
URH OGLESBY 920 U
58 E GREGORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
302 4TH 11 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH LAR 384 U
616 W HEALEY I C
40 2 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 328 C
URH TRELEASE 1001 U
URH WARDALL 702 U
URH GARNER 109 C
URH CARR 106 U
713 W OHIO U
2010 C ORCH ST U
908 OREGON 21 U
102 N LINCOLN 6 U
102 N LINCOLN 6 U
706 W GREEN U
URH VANDOREN 423 C
URH BARTON 416 C
1110 S 2ND C
211 E DANIEL C
707 S 3RD C
1110 S 2ND C
1410 N MCKINLEY 2 C
709 W WESTERN U
205 E ARMORY C




1207 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 625 U
1005 S 2ND C
1102 BRIGHTON U
715 W MICHIGAN U
804 W PARK U
URH NOBLE 420 C
URH SCOTT 458 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
618 E DANIEL C
805 W OHIO U
201 E ARMORY 12 C






























































8246 N NEVA AV
2005 S 3RD ST






17726 OAK PARK AV
3819 FLORIDA DR
925 RALEIGH RD




300 N WILLE ST
2413 WAGNER LN
12621 S 73RD CT
509 S 22ND
12621 73RD CT
1454 E 69TH ST
103 A STAFF ROW
RR 4
5721 N VIRGINIA AV
RR 5
103 PATTON AV
304 W CHE STNUT














225 S ROHLWING RD
RR 1 BOX 85
301 WOODHILL 2















4617 W 97TH PL
4830 W VANBUREN
RR 1
BOX 178 ROUTE 7
445 PARK BLVD 1L
2010 C ORCH ST
BOX 21
1348 MADISON ST NW
1348 MADI SON ST NW
86 GOMPFRS
618 N MONTGOMERY
938 W DOWNER PL
RR 2
2823 ABBOTT PL NW
6157 S RHODES
313 N CHARLES ST
1410 N MCKINLEY 2
1403 GUNNELL LN




















































































































MECOZZI WALTER P ENG1
MECUM KKH ING P LAS?
MFCUM SCOTT A LAS3
MEfUM TIMOTHY G LAS2
MEDAL MENDIETA L A ENG4
MEDDHCK PAMELA KANE GRAO
MFDOOCK TFRRY D GRAD
MFDE SHARON M FD 3
MrnFMA DONALD J ENG3
MEDENIS ISMENE LAS3
MEOER BENNETT JOSEPH FAA4
MtniNE ALLEN J ENG3
MEDLFY EARL GENE PE 2
MEDLEY FRANK W JR GRAD
MFDLEY JAMES LAS?
MEDLFY MAL1NDA J FAA1
MEDLOCK JAMES R GRAD
MEECE JOHN M AGR2
MEECE MFL1SSA J 3US1
MEEDER DIANE L LAS1
MEEHAN PATTI M "E 1
MEEK CHARLES CAPPS GRAO
*MFEK FREDERIC E GRAD
MEFK JOHN 3 ENG2
MEEKER DONALD J GRAD
*MEEKER GABRIELLE 8 GRAD
MEEKER JIN R ENG1
MEEKS OARPELL ECWARD ENG4
MEEKS ELIZABFTH J GRAD
MFEKS GLENN BUS1
MEEKS JOEY LEE BUS4
MEFKS JOHN MONELL GRAD
MFEKS JOHN RALPH GRAD
*MEEKS MARGARFT QUINN GRAD
MEERS FDWARD WILLIAM GRAD
MFERS SHARON S LAS3
MFFRSMAN PETFR MOSS LAS4
MEESSMANN DANIEL G LAS1
MEGGINSCN SANDRA KAY LAS3
MEGGINSCN THEODORE C AGR4
MFHAFFEY KATHLEEN E AGR4
MEHELIC JANIS M PE 3
MEHL DAVID ARTHUR LAS4
MEHL LOUIS B ENG3
MEHL RICHARD M LAS2
MFHLER CHRISTINE H GRAD
MFHLER GRETCHEN I LAS4
MEHLER LEE N FAA2
KEHLMAN MICHAEL J GRAD
MFHOCHKO KENNETH E BUS2
MEHTA TARA GRAO
MEI LEN GRAD
METD PATRICIA A FAA2
METER DUANE EDWARD LAS4
MEIER GEORGF A LAW1
MEIER JANICE KAY GRAD
MEIER JERRY B A GR4
MEIFR KLALS VOLKER GRAD
MEIFR MICHAEL V ENG1
MEIER PAUL F ENG3
MFIER RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
MEIER ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
MFIER STUART A AVI1
MEIER THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
MEIER WILLIAM DALE GRAD
MEILACH SUSAN ELLEN COM4
MEIN CALVIN EINAR GRAD
MFINER DAVID J 3US1
MEINERT JOHN CHRISTI LAS4
MEINHART JOHN P L AS4
MEINHEIT CATHERINE J LAS2
MEINHEIT HERBERT BRU GRAD
MEINHEIT SUZANNE M GRAD
MFINHOLO CAROL T LAS1
MEINHOLD JANE M LAS2
MEINHOLD VAUN HAPOLT) AGR4
MEINKE LINDA M LAS1
MEINKOTH DONALD CHAR E NG4
MEINTRUP ROBERT A II LAS2
MEIS MICHAEL G GRAD
MEISELS HENRY ISAAC LAS3
MEISENBACH JOSEPH A GRAD
MEISENBACH WILLIAM K.LAS4
MEISENHFIMER NANCY J GRAD
MFISMER CANIEL R LAS1
MEISMER MICHAEL J AGR3
MEISNER DAVID B FNG3
MEISNER KEITH GFORGE LAS4
MEI SNER MARY J LAS1
MEISNER MICHAEL J LAS3
MEISS HARRIETTE L LAS4
MEISSEN JOHN L ENG1
MEISTER EARL FDWARD ENG4
MEISTER GEORGE PHILL E NG4
MEISTFR SUSAN J LAS1
MEIXNFR JOHN BERNARD LAS4
MELAHN LEROY CARL FAA4
311 E ARMORY C
1700 JEANNE C
4 MEADOW CT C
lbOl 1/2 N MCKINLY C
804 S LOCUST 45 C
804 E WASHINGTON U
804 E WASHINGTON U
1110 W NEVADA U
904 W GREEN 504 U
108 E HEALEY 9 C
609 W MAIN 13 U
109 E JOHN C
313 E CHALMERS C
2505 LAWNDALE C
URH HOPKINS 376 C
URH BUSEY 206 U
EVANSTON ILL
110 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 901 C
URH BUSEY 230 U
URH TRELEASE 1219 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
THOMASBORO ILL
309 E CHALMERS C
RR 3 U
RR 3 U
URH HOPKINS 422 C
814 W CHURCH C
814 W CHURCH C
611 W GREFN U
201 N ELM C
609 S 4TH C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
211 SPNGFLO 304 C
706 S MATHEWS U
1207 GERTRUDE C
406 E ARMORY 217 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
2309 S 1ST 103 C
804 F PFNN U
715 W MICHIGAN U
702 N LINCOLN U
508 E STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 160 C
PEORIA ILL
URH LAR 2 84 U
URH GARNER 495 C
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
5 NEWPORT RD U
1201 W OREGON U
1102 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 121 C
URH CARR 126 U
504 W MAIN 209 U
RANTOUL ILL
104 W OREGON U
905 COLORADO 49 U
604 E ARMORY 222 C
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
1411 MITTENDORF C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH SCOTT 432 C
407 E GREEN C
PEORIA ILL
509 F CLARK 23 C
1812 LARCH PL U
URH WESTON 414 C
904 W GREEN U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH BLAISDELL 424 U
502 E SPNGFLD C
608 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 102 U
URH WARDALL 506 U
214 E GREGORY 201 C
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
804 W OREGON U
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
1410 N MCKINLEY 5 C
503 E STOUGHTON 12 C
105 E GREEN 14 C
URH BABCOCK 327 U
503 E STOUGHTON 10 C
URH FAR 104 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 436 U
1008 W CLARK U
URH ALLEN 121 U
806 W OHIO U
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
604 F ARMORY 308 C
2215 S 1ST C
2007 PHILO RD 10 U
805 W OHIO U
205 E ARMORY C




















































1601 1/2 N MCKINLY
7 5 MT AUBURN ST
804 E WASHINGTON
804 F WASHINGTON
19127 LOOMI S AV
4941 SUNRISE LN
211 SOUTHCOTE RD
1232 N 17TH ST
16 S ELM AV










803 S MERCER AV
112 WHIPPANY RD
1 12 WHI PPANY RD
BOX 351







RR 2 BOX 148
2321 13TH ST
225 FAIRVIEW AV
350 N 1ST ST
RR 1
804 E PENN








306 E 2ND ST
1226 NAPIER TOWN
MING SEN E RD















203 N STATE ST
RR 1
4203 W VOLLMFR RD
3 719 W 213TH PL





4C8 E STATE ST
1301 ST LOUIS ST
1851 W MAIN
6434 N MOZART ST
BOX 35
1414 FULTON ST
2590 E 14TH AV
RR 2
RR 2
1827 N ROLLING LN
901 GARDEN AV
6 39 S BOD IN
639 S 80DIN ST
JACKSONVL-HEDDING
609 N 13TH
152 S RUSSELL AV
310 W CHESTNUT ST





































































































MELCHER RICHARD EARL LAS4
MELCHI EDWARD C ED 1
MELCHING ANNA V L ED 4
MELDI DOMINIC M LAS1
MELIA MARY J LAS3
MELICHER STEPHEN ALA ENG4
MELKA LAURENCE W GRAD
MELKA NANCY LEE GRAD
MELLANDER JEFFREY J FAA2
MELLBERG WILLIAM F ENG1
MELLEN THOMAS J LAW2
MELLENBERGER ROGER W GRAD
MELLENTHIN SUF-ANN S LAS3
MELLER DAVID V ENG4
MELLER LEE R FAA4
MELLETTE ROBER.T R ED 3
MELLINGER MARY E LAS4
MELLOM LEA A L AS I
MELLOW KAREN R ED 3
MFL^AN JANET E LAS2
MFLNICK NINA LAS1
MFLNYK JOHN G LASl
MELO NIELS S COM4
MELSHENKFR STFVEN RA 30M4
MFLTCN RICHARD R AGR3
MELTZFR HENRY LEO GRAD
MELTZFR JEANNETTE FAA9
MELTZER MICHAEL H L AS 2
MFLVIN ANNE M LASl
MFLVIN BfcPNICE S GRAD
MELVIN LINDA MAE COM4
MELVIN RICHARD OWEN ENG4
MELVIN TYPCNE R LASl
MELZER BEVERLY M PE 3
MEMERING MELVIN N GRAD
MFNARD LLCYD RAYMOND GRAD
MENASCE JUL IE LAS3
MENCHHOFF JERRY A LAS2
MENDFL BARRY M BUS3
MENDELOWITZ DAVID S LAS4
MENDELSCN DONALD L COM3
MENDFNHALL ERRYL E ENG4
MENDENHALL JOHN P FAA3
MENDENHALL KARL G GRAD
MENDIUS BARBARA JANE LAS4
MENDOZA MYRIAM D LAS4
MENDOZA RAUL LAS4
MENEES SHERYL I ED 1
MENFGHTM ROBERT LAS3
MENG BONNIE K ED 4
MFNG CONNIE F ED 4
MENG RONALD L LAS3
MENGE JAMFS R AGR1
MENN MICHAEL A FAA1
MENNENGA ARLENE K LASl
MENNFNGA CARRELL L AGR6
MENNENGA LOWELL E ENG2
MENNIE SCOTT D LAS?
*MENOCAL NARCISO G GRAD
MENONI MICHAEL R BUS1
MENSAVAGE JEANETTE L ED 3
MENTEN THOMAS GRANT GRAD
MFNTKOWSKI TIMOTHY F ENG4
MENTZER RAY A ENG1
MENZ KATHRYN A ED I
MENZEL DAVID LEE FAA4
MENZEL MICHAEL C BUS3
MENZEL SUSAN J LAS4
MERANTO BARBARA S LAS5
MERCER BARBARA C LAS3
MERCER CHARLES DALE BUS2
MERCER ELIZABETH GRAD
MERCER JAMES WAYNE GRAD
MERCER JCHN P LASl
MFRCER JON H ENG1
MERCER JOSEPH OLIVER GRAD
MERCER ROBERT L GRAD
MERCHUT WILLIAM J FAA4
MERDIAN JO A ED 2
MEREDITH PICHARC LEE GRAD
MEREL R ICHARD A BUS2
MERHLEY LINDA M LAS3
MFRIW6THEP ELLEN RAE LAS4
MERK DAVID JAMES GRAD
MERK ELLEN MACKENZIE GRAD
MERKFL EARL L JR COM3
MERKEL LINDA C LAS2
MEPKEL PHILIP L L AW1
MFRKER POBERT I LAS2
MERKIN JACALYN N ED 3
MERKIN ROBERT JOE VM 1
MERKLE JUDITH A AGR3
MERLIE MELISSA A LASl
MFRLIE MICHAFL J LAS4
MERNIN CATHEPINF S LAS4
MEPONEK MICHAEL S ENG3
MERONEY ELMO B JR GRAD
910 S 3RD 408 C
1301 N HICKORY C
URH GARNER 463 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
509 E CLARK C
NORMAL ILL
1106 S EUCLID 1 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 462 ' C
DANVILLE ILL
2103 HAZWD DR 102 U
2508 CLIFTON U
406 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS 712 C
ROUTE 1 U
901 S MATTIS 6 C
URH BLAISDELL 405 U
1006 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 326 U
URH LAR 409 U
1009 PENN U
403 BRIAR LN 214 C
1727 HFNRY 8 C
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
502 W MAIN 104 U
502 W MAIN 104 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 302 U
503 BASH CT C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH SNYDER 266 C
URH SCOTT 245 C
URH BARTON 104 C
1203 W MAIN 3 U
15 APRICOT C
508 E WHITE C
URH SNYDER 314 C
110 E CHALMERS C
906 N NEIL C
URH TOWNS END U
106 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 405 U
URH DANIELS 75 U
1107 W GREEN 127 U
2113 GALEN C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 489 U
403 S COLFR U
URH BLAISDELL 326 U
URH BLAISDELL 326 U
511 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
URH CARR 8 U
907 S 4TH C
URH LAP 108 U
THOMASBORO ILL
GIFFORD ILL
713 W OHIO U
1834 C ORCH PL U
1007 S 3RD C
GEORGETOWN ILL
804 W PARK U
911 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 204 U
URH SAUNDERS 414 U
40 2 E DANIEL C
402 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 908 C
902 HOLIDAY C
300 S GOODWIN 304 U
DANVILLE ILL
RR 2 U
300 S GOOOWIN 304 U
URH FORBES 325 C
URH ISR 360 C
605 W GREEN U
2205 HAZWD DR 103 U
1009 W MAIN 14 U
805 W OHIO U
1821 W JOHN C
105 E ARMORY C





URH ALLEN 313 U
617 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 564 U
URH WAROALL 412 U
1 719 N NEIL C
URH ALLEN 105 U
URH W<\R0ALL 1 116 U
212 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 396 U





























































1106 S SEMINARY AV
355 HILLTOP DR
402 E CHERRY
7945 S HOMAN AV
110 GEORGE ST
1912 S ASHLAND AV
206 JOHNSON AV






506 S 2ND ST
9026 KENNETH
9349 N LAWLER AV
2649 W RASCHER AV
1420 W 4TH ST
1064 SPRUCE ST
2857 W PRATT
ROUTE 1 BOX 57
BOX 3075
BOX 1384
4155 W DAVIS ST
RR 1 BOX 138
5351 PARKER ST
RR 2











510 W HICKORY ST









376 OLD ELM RD




1834 C ORCH PL
219 EVOLUTION AV
E L4TH ST
8 04 K PARK







300 S GOODWIN 304
1515 GERNAND
13 THOMPSON DR




















1815 N STATE ST
1815 N STATE
2057 MARL AND



























SAN JSE COSTA RICA
SAN JOSE COSTA RCA
SKOKIE IL
CARTHAGE IL





































































MFRRIAM GUY DOUGLAS GRAD
MFRRICK ANN F H LAS4
MFRR ICK JILL S FAA2
MFPRICK LYNN K ED 1
MERRICK ROBERT F LAS3
MFRRIDITH DIANNE KAY LAS3
MERRILL FRNFST S GRAD
MFRRIMAN JDSFPH FRAN GRAD
MFRRION MICHAFL THOM LAS4
MERRIOM PAUL R BUSL
MFRRITT BURCH DANIEL GRAD
MERRITT JAMES A LAS2
MFRRITT LORENCE H LASL
MFRRITT SFARS W LAS3
MERRITT WILLIAM R GRAD
MFRRI WEATHER RONALD ENG3
MERRIWETHFR ROBERT L LAS3
MERSCH I CIS J ED 3
MFRTFS PATRICE S LAS2
MERTFS SUSAN LAS4
MERTZ RONALD R LAS2
MERVIS STEVEN A FAA3
MERWIN DAVID B LAW1
MFRWIN MARY R GRAD
*MESBAH BFDI E NG2
MFSETZ PENNY L LAS3
MFSFWICZ NORMAN LAS2
MFSHON STEVEN PHILIP GRAD
MESIC DENNIS ALLEN GRAD
MESICH JAMES JOHN LAS4
MESKAUSKAS NORA D LAS4
MESKILL PATRICIA A AGR2
MFSSAGE FRANCOISF GRAD
MESSENGER DAVID L LAS4
MESSENGER KATHARINE GRAD
MESSENGER KENNETH II LAS1
MESSENGER LON K ENG3
MESSENGER MANETTE C LASl
MESSENGER SHARON M FAA4
MESSFTT JANE A COM3
MESSIER MARTA HAAKE GRAD
MESSIER RONALD FRANC GRAD
MESSIMEP MARY B LAS3
MESSINA GREGORY T LAS2
MFSSINA JAN C LAS2
MFSSINA MARY L BUS1
MESSINA SHERRY L FAA1
MESSINGFR MARGARET A GRAD
MESSINGER- RAY MILTON GRAD
MESSLING MARY K GRAD
MFSSMAN GERALD PAUL FAA4
MESSMAN JOHN HENRY LAS2
MESSMAN RONALD ALBER LAS4
MESSMER JANET C GRAD
MESSMER RUTH HECRICK GRAD
MEST LOWELL P BUS3
MFTALLO SHARON M ED I
METCALF MICHAEL R LASl
METCALF ROBERT A LAS4
METHENY LINDA JO GRAD
METRICK SCOTT A LASl
METTEMEYER RICHARD A GRAD
METTLING STEPHEN R LAS2
METZ DIANA L LAS2
MFTZ PATRICIA A 30M4
METZ PETER R LAS2
METZ RAYMOND J LAS3
MFTZ RICHARO CHARLES LAS4
MFTZ RUSSELL A LAS3
MFTZ VIOLET P GRAD
METZEL PEYTON S LAS3
MFTZGER DENNIS V. LAS2
METZGER HAROLD FRANK FAA4
METZOW MARION SELDA GRAD
MEVERT DAVID W ENG2
MEYER ALAN HARVEY GRAD
MEYER ALLEN E FAA4
MEYER BRADLEY K LASl
MEYER CAROLYN A AGR3
MEYER CHRISTINE L AGR1
MEYER DANIEL A LASl
MEYER DAVID F ENG1
MEYER DAVID W LASl
MEYFR DENNIS P FAA1
MEYER DIANE M LASl
MEYER DONALD J BUS2
MEYER EDDIE A FAA2
MEYER ELKE LAS4
MEYER FREDERICK A GRAD
MEYER GARY L AGR1
MEYER GILBERT W LAS4
MEYER JOAN E LAS3
MEYER JUDITH M LAS3
MEYER LARRY J LASl
MEYER LEONARD C ENG4
MEYER MARCIA EPSTEIN GRAD
MEYER MICHAEL LAWREN FAA4
306 W PFNN U
URH FORBFS 182 C
707 SPNGFLD U
URH BUSFY 355 U
910 N BUSEY U
808 HAWTHORNF U
403 1/2 F GREEN 3 C
311 W SPNGFLD C
902 W OREGON U
402 E DANIEL C
51 E JOHN 3 C
1008 4TH C
URH GARNER 492 C
URH FORBES 350 C
DECATUR ILL
1807 B ORCH PL U
729 S MATTIS C
108 E HEALEY 16 C
409 E CHLMRS 1012 C
URH CLARK 413 C
1111 S 1ST C
907 S 4TH C
MAHOMET ILL
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1110 W NEVADA U
1106 S 3RD C
2105 HAZWO DR 103 U
502 W MAIN 113 U
1309 WINSTON C
URH WAPDALL 516 U
1202 W NEVADA U
307 E JOHN C
202 E GREGORY 101 C
URH DANIELS 345 U
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
300 S GOODWIN 411 U
URH TRELEASE 331 U
307 E GREEN 6 C
58 E JOHN 9 C
709 W NEVADA U
709 W NEVADA 1 U
URH LAR 435 U
URH OGLESBY 811 U
504 E UNIVERSITY C
URH ALLEN 303 U
URH ALLEN 409 U
1900 ROBERTA C
1900 ROBERTA LN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 419 C
320 E GREGORY C
405 E GREEN 2 C
2104 W WHITE 106 C
704 W WESTERN U




407 S 4TH C
506 W BEARDSLEY C
807 ILLINOIS 3 U
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
105 E CLARK C
401 E DANIEL C
609 S 4TH 5 C
904 W GREEN U
809 S BUSEY U
106 W IOWA U
URH OGLESBY 603 U
URH CARR 425 U
VERSAILLES FR
606 W VERMONT U
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
807 E HIGH U
605 S 3RD C
211 E DANIEL C
303 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 118 U
URH WESTON 402 C
URH SCOTT 311 C
URH HOPKINS 445 C
URH LUNDGREN 15 C
1301 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD C
1008 W OREGON U
105 S HARTLE U
505 S GLOVER U
604 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 323 U
508 E ARMORY C
910 S 3R0 C
WILSON TRLR PK 3 U

















































































1807 B ORCH PL
620 POST PL
603 34TH AV









2105 HA7WD DR 103








322 E NORTH ST
317 POPLAR LN





656 ST MARYS PKWY
II S AUSTIN BLVD
6147 S MOODY AV







1025 W MOSS AV
2104 W WHITE 106
BOX 148









421 N CARLYLE PL
12210 S 71ST AV
3446 BUFORD HWY NE
5S649 WRIGHT ST
106 W IOWA
9219 N PICTURE RDG
1853 PFINGSTEN RD
443 LEITCH AV
2644 N 96TH ST










RR 1 BOX 7






65 E LINCOLN HILL
10027A FRONTAGE RD





































































































MEYER MICHAEL LOUIS L AS4
MEYER RANDY B BUS1
MEYER ROBERT F GRAD
MEYER ROGER FRED GRAD
MEYER RONALD A LAS3
MEYER RUSSELL W FAA4
MEYER STEPHEN B BUS3
MEYER STEVEN R LAS2
MEYER SUSAN L ED I
MEYFR WILLIAM A GRAD
MEYER WILLIAM A LAS2
*EYER WILLIAM JEFFRE GRAD
MEYER WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
MEYERHOFF KEITH F BUS1
MEYERING WILLIAM JR BUS*
MEYERS ALBERT L GRAD
MEYERS GLENNA R LAS3
MEYERS JANELLE G FAA2
MEYERS JOYCE M LAS2
MEYFRS MARY J PE 2
MEYERS MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
MEYERS PAMELA A LAS2
MEYERSOK MARION D GRAD
MEZGA DUANE MICHAEL GRAD
MICEL I FRANK C BUS1
MICELI MICHAEL V LAS2
MICETICH MARYANN L AGR2
MICHAEL GARY RAYMOND GRAD
MICHAEL MARYJANE S L AS3
MICHAEL PHILLIP E LAS3
MICHAELS CHERYL MARY GRAD
MICHAELS DEBBIE L LAS1
MICHAELS GREGORY P LAS4
MICHAELSON MARVIN J PE 1
MICHALAK DAVID L LAS3
MICHALAK MARLENE MAR FAA4
MICHALEK MARILYN J FAA1
*MICHALIK JOEL J ENG4
MICHALSKI PHYLLIS M FD 4
MICHAUD RAYMOND J GRAD
MICHEL JANET BUSWELL GRAD
MICHEL KENNETH J ENG2
MICHFLAU SANDRA L FAA3
MICHELL RICHARD E CW
A
GRAD
MICHELS MATTHEW F LAS1
MICHELS THOMAS JOSEP ENG4
MICHELSFN LINDA J LAS3
MICHELSON BELINDA G LAS4
MICHELSCN MARK C GRAD
MICHELSON PAUL N AVI2
MICHIELSEN PEGGY A LAS2
MICHLIK MARTIN JOHN GRAD
MICHUD4 LORRAINE L LAS3
MICHUDA VICTOR R ENG4
MICK DAN N LAS3
MICKA THOMAS GRAD
MICKELBERRY ORVILLE GRAD
MICKELSEN DAVID J LAS2
MICKELSCN RONALD E GRAD
MICKEN8ECKER KATHLEE L AS4
MICKENBECKER THERESF LAS2
MICKEY MARK J BUS2
MICKS KATHLEEN A ED 3
MICLOW SUSAN MARY ED 3
MICON NANCY SUE CCM4
MIDDLETON DIANE L LAS1
MIDDLETCN JOHN A ENG3
MIDDLETON RANDALL L PE 3
MIDDLETON WILLARD B GRAD
MIDSTOKKE PEGGY E L AS 1
MIELE MICHAEL A ENG1
MIELE MICHAEL ALAN GRAD
MIELEC PCGER ENG4
MIELENZ JONATHAN R GRAD
MIELING TERENCE MICH LAS4
MIENER ROBERT GLENN FAA4
MIERNICKI MARYANN C LAS2
MIFRZWA THCMAS F LAS2
MIES DAVID WESLEY GRAD
MIES MARGARET A LAS1
MIES SHARRON PAYNE GRAD
MIES VERA J ED 2
MIFFLIN JOHN S ENG3
MIGALSKI MICHAEL E LAS1
MIGAS JAMES BRUNO LAS3
MIGDOW JEFFREY A LAS2
MIGIELICZ FRANCES A LAS1
MIGLANI SHYAM GRAD
MIGLIACIO PAUL A ENG1
MIGLIN BRUCE P LAS1
MIGLIN LINDA M AGR2
MIGLIO JAMES P ENG4
MIGLIORI ALBERT GRAD
MIGNIN ROBERT J LAW1
MIHALKA ALEX M ENG2
MIHALOVITS DEAN EARL E NG3
MIHEL ROBERT P LAS3
501 E OREGON U
1301 S BUSEY U
708 N COLER U
105 E GREEN 7 C
204 E JOHN C
llll S 3RD 204 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
910 S 3RD 1019 C
1004 HARDING U
1007 S 3RD C
1510 GRANDVIEW 2 C
502 W GRIGGS 210 U
URH CARR 222 U
212 E WHITE C
2706 KIRBY C
1106 S LI.NCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
707 S 6TH 207 C
904 S LINCOLN U
302 S 4TH C
1202 W NEVADA U
1739 WESTHAVEN C
311 S STATE 1 C
URH GARNER 494 C
802 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 509 U
300 S GOODWIN 1C3 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH OGLESBY 931 U
409 E CHALMRS 1404 C
URH ALLEN 407 U
106 E HEALEY 8 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 325 C
409 E CHALMERS 903 C
URH LAR 103 U
109 E HEALEY C
309 F JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 855 C
707 S 6TH 415 C
302 E GREGORY C
9041/2 N BROADWAY U
2 HORT FIELD LAB U
604 E ARMORY 116 C
URH CARR 202 U
706 MATTHEWS U
901 S LINCOLN C
202 S LYNN 8 U
URH SNYDER 206 C
URH WARDALL 726 U
1723 ANITA C
URH WARDALL 913 U
URH TOWNSEND 535 U
401 E DANIEL C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
808 N LINCOLN 5 U
1711 W JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 926 U
1007 S 3RD C
501 N PROSPECT C
312 E DANIEL 7 C
902 S 2ND C
URH BLAISDELL 315 U
URH GARNER 220 C
3004 VALLEY BROOK C
707 S LOCUST C
URH LAR 409 U
URH TOWNSEND 328 U
508 E CLARK C
510 S 4TH C
1003 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SNYDER 252 C
URH TAFT 216 C
1008 S 4TH C
BROADLANOS ILL
307 E DANIEL C
BROADLANDS ILL
805 W OHIO U
1008 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 486 C
1011 S FRANCIS 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 141 U
URH WARDALL 917 U
URH HOPKINS 350 C
URH SNYDER 225 C
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
1748 HESSFL MANOR C
303 W ILLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN 1157 C
403 S COLFR U
403 1/2 E GREEN 1 C






















































RR 1 BOX 7
456 N SALISBURY
819 E MARKET ST
3946 GARDEN AV
12 N ADAMS ST
BOX 295
1 84 1 NORMAN AV
6536 S FRANCISCO
1004 HARDING DR
6612 W 174TH PL
1510 GRANDVIEW
502 W GRIGGS 210







243 W 17TH ST
10820 CPESTVIEW
1739 WESTHAVEN
311 S STATE 1
4033 W 105TH PL
3448 N GREFNVIEW
503 SIEGMUND ST
L42 3 3RD AV












707 S 6TH 415
22 COUR DE LA REIN
231 VALLEY RD
309 S NEW 4
230 S ORCHARD DR
BOX 21
4903 VOLTAIRE DR






732 W 118 TH ST
1258 DAKOTA DR
146 W WCOD ST
3235 E CHESTNUT AV
611 E ILLINOIS
605 SHADOWLAWN PL














ROUTE 1 BOX 103
9 SYCAMORE DR
405 E RCOSEVELT RD







2115 W 175TH ST
7510 W 57TH PL














































































































MIHEl ICH MARY K AGR1
MIJALSK! MARTIN T GR A
D
MIKA THOMAS R IAS1
MIKFL JOHANNA M LAS1
MIKES JFFFREY A L AS 1
MIKFS JOY F LAS3
MIKES JUDITH L ED A
MIKIS JANF ELLEN COM3
**IKKELSEN MICHAEL JA FNGA
MIKKILA SUSAN M AGR3
MIKLFS FREDIKA A HS2
MIKNAITIS VYTAS S ENG1
MIKOLAITIS JAMES CRA ENGA
MTKOLS THAD E LAS3
MIKSTA CANIEL LESLIE BUSA
MIKULA BARBARA J FAA2
MIKULIC CAROLYN LAS1
MIKULICH MICHAEL S LAS2
MIKYSKA JOAN DOROTHY GRAD
MILBURN DAVID J ENG1
MTLBURN JOHN A GRAD
MILES CYNTHIA S AGR1
MI LES OCNALO E LASL
MILES DONN"A LENORE FAAA
MILES DOUGLAS E BUS3
MILES FRANK I I I LAW2
MILFS GENE BYRON GRAD
MILES JANE E VICIC LAS'*
MILES JOHN EDWARD GRAD
MILES JOSEPH M ENGA
MILES KATHY ANN T GRAD
MILES LINDA M LAS3
MILES RANDOLPH S LAS2
MILES WILLIAM C GRAD
MILESKI JUDITH E LAS2
MILFY THOMAS P LAS1
MILFORD SCOT A LAS2
MILITZ RICHARD G LAS2
MILKF SUSAN C PE 3
MILKINTAS JOHN C GRAD
MILKCWSKI ANDREW L LAS3
MILLAR GEORGE B AGR2
MILLAR WILLIAM ROBER ENGA
MILLARD ANTHONY J LAS2
MILLARD PATRICIA A LAS2
MTLLAS GRACE ANN GRAD
MILLAS JOSEPH JOHN GRAD
MILLFR ALAN C BUSl
MTLLFR ALAN E LAS3
MILLFR ALAN H ENG2
MILLER ALLEN ARTHUR LAS3
MILLER AMANDA M LAS1
MILLER ANN K LASl
MILLFR ARLENE C LASl
MILLER ARNOLD REED GRAD
MILLER BARBARA J LASl
MILLER BARBARA V GRAD
MILLER BARRY V BUSl
MILLFR BRENDA A LAS2
MI LLER BRIAN J LASA
MILLER BRIAN N LAS3
MILLER BRIAN T ENG2
MILLER BRINK P GRAD
MILLER BRUCE D LASl
MILLER BRUCE N LAS2
MILLER CAROL ANNE GRAD
MILLER CAROLYN N LASl
MILLER CATHERINE L GRAD
MILLER CHARLFS D FAA3
MILLER CHERYL A LAS3
MILLER CHRISTINE KA" LASA
MILLER CRAIG H GRAD
MILLER CYNTHIA A FAA1
MILLER CYNTHIA L LASl
MILLER DALE RAY AGRA
MILLER DAVID G LASl
MILLER DAVID J LASA
MILLFR DAVID LEE GRAD
MILLER DAVID LEROY GRAD
MILLER DAVID NEIL GRAD
MILLER DAVID R LASl
MILLER DEBORAH A PE 1
MILLER DEBRA S LASl
MILLER DIANA L LAS2
MILLER DCNNA G LASA
MILLER DOUGLAS H FAA1
MILLER ELIZABETH T GRAD
MILLFR FRNEST M LAS2
MILLER EUGENE H LAW1
MILLER EVERETT fi JR BUS3
MILLER FRANCES D LAS2
MILLER FREDDIE L PE 3
MILLER GALEN ELIOT AGRA
MILLER GARY J LASA
MILLER GARY R BUS3
MILLER GARY WILLIAM GRAD
MILLER GEORGE P BUSl
903 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 610 U
A09 E CHALMERS A13 C
URH WARDALL 1116 U
URH SCOTT Al 3 C
508 E ARMORY C
508 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON 26 U
18 MAPLEWOOD U
307 E HEALEY 2 C
50A W ELM 9 U
URH GARNER 392 C
URH TOWNS END 3A6 U
URH GARNER 22A C
713 W OHIO U
URH BARTON AOA C
URH ALLEN 311 U
55 E HEALY 30A C
1727 LINCOLN RO C
URH SNYDER A65 C
2203 HA7WD DR 101 U
URH LAR A88 U
809 W PENN U
512 S ATH C
202 E DANIEL C
702 W UNIVERSITY 1 C
909 S 1ST 16 C
60A N MAPLE 22 U
A07 S DODSON U
60A N MAPLE 22 U
702 W UNIVERSITY 1 C
URH WARDALL A13 U
202 E DANI EL C
909 CRESTWOOD U
302 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 307 C
URH SCOTT A9A C
A02 E ARMORY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
108 W GREEN 207 C
URH GARNER 276 C
509 E STOUGHTON 3 C
206 E GREEN C
URH WESTON 393 C
A09 E CHALMERS 912 C
709 W CAL IFORNIA U
709 W CAL IFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 816 U
1505 COMMANCHE C
2 102 W WHI TE 96 C
18 APRICOT C
URH LAR 301 U
URH ALLEN AAA U
URH LAR 105 U
606 S WEBBER U
URH TRELEASE 916 U
WILSON TRLR PK A5 U
URH SNYDER A88 C
1110 W NEVADA U
611 W HEALEY C
6 SAFFER CT U
URH TOWNSEND 150 U
1A10 GLENOALE C
URH OGLESBY 631 U
1005 S 6TH ST 2A C
606 S WEBBER U
URH TAFT All C
URH SHERMAN A27 C
A01 E JOHN C
90A S 3RD C
1005 S 6TH C
1960 D ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1216 U
URH TRELEASE 509 U
2219 S 1ST 201 C
907 S ATH C
201 S BIRCH U
601 E CALIFORNIA U
708 S BIRCH U
502 W MAIN 329 U
URH FORBES 20A C
URH ALLEN 268 U
URH WARDALL 912 U
910 S 3RD 1110 C
URH TRELEASE 109 U
1108 S 1ST C
705 S GREGORY PL U
52 E ARMORY C
HA HOLIDAY PK 381 C
A02 E ARMORY C
2205 FLETCHER U
2101 HAZWD OR 302 U
1301 S BUSEY U
513 S RUSSELL C
1110 S 2ND C
33 1/2 E DANIEL C





















































































121 S COOPER RD
6721 S ROCKWELL ST






15A0 W 105TH ST
1336 S BROPHY
I All GLEN WOOD OR
318 HILL ST
ROUTE 2
1 OLD COLONY LN
318 HILL ST
702 W UNIVERSITY 1
1315 E MAIN ST
60A N MAPLE 22
A07 S DODSON
203 TERRACE CT
702 W UNIVERSITY 1








333A W 59TH PL






709 W CAL IFORNIA
2817 W JARVIS AV
2007 39TH ST
530 S 1ST ST
RR 1
RR 1 BOX A3
79A0 S KOLIN AV















32 BARRING TON RD
68A0 N KEYSTONE
10525 S HALE
1)960 D ORCH ST
A1A S LINCOLN LN
2A2 LINDEN AV
RR 1
















2101 HAZWD DR 302
RR 2
513 S RUSSELL








































































































































































































































































































































































































1008 W NEVADA U 367-9159
URH OGLESBY 60 1 U
RR 4 u 367-6056
906 N NEIL C 356-1165
24 CEDRIC u
901 S LINCOLN u
URH SNYDER 424 C 332-1830
URH HOPKINS 326 c 332-1278
1405 S MATTIS c 359-3147
1111 MIMOSA C 352-7 126
1004 S 4TH c
SADORUS ILL
300 S GOODWIN 415 u 344-5392
2104 ORCH ST 102 u
URH ALLEN 443 u 33^-3249
URH TRELEASE 917 u 332-5663
1111 S 3RD 303 C 367-5756
URH BLAISDELL u 332-3438
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
URH WARDALL 1112 u 332-4537
1111 S 3RD C 367-5756
URH HOPKINS 423 C
1006 W CLARK u
410 E JOHN C
1004 4TH c
URH NOBLE 310 C 332-0408
910 S 3RD C 337-5225
56 E DANIEL C
513 S RUSSELL c 356-5922
2309 S 1ST 301 c
2006 VAWTER 3 u 367-3645
603 W GREEN u 367-4606
804 W PARK u 328-3026
URH CLARK 328 c 332-0053
58 E ARMORY 6 c
715 W MICHIGAN u 344-6150
904 S LINCOLN u
URH TRELEASE 1025 u 332-5701
305 N BUSEY u 344-1025
URH ALLEN 183 u
VERSAILLES FR
58 E JOHN 15 c 352-9118
URH WARDALL 819 u
URH WARDALL 819 u 332-4471
408 W ILLINOIS u
URH TRELEASE 722 u 332-5608
URH WARDALL 1208 u 332-4558
URH SHERMAN 760 c
1404 S LINCOLN u 344-3821
1006 S 3RD 2 3 c 344-6765
URH TRELEASE 726 u 332-5612
1207 W SPNGFLD u
URH CLARK 334 c 332-0058
302 1/2 W HEALEY C 359-3773
URH WESTON 496 C 332-2123
611 E DANIEL c 344-1840
604 S LINCOLN c
105 E JOHN 104 c
URH TRELEASE 1120 u
802 W OREGON 24 u
802 W OREGON 22 u 344-6608
URH TRELEASE 426 u 332-5521
705 W GREEN u
501 N PROSPECT C
705 S GREGORY PL L) 344-1721
URH ALLEN 437 u 332-3243
804 W OREGON u
OAKWOOD ILL 354-45«35
410 F JOHN C 344-9477
58 E DANIELS 1 c 359-6801
URH OGLESBY 1222 u 332-5403
201 S WRIGHT c
URH ALLFN 66 u 332-3261
1204 S LINCOLN u 344-2007
121 1 W CHURCH 11 c 359-5198
URH SCOTT 266 c
STA A BOX 2960 c
1009 W PENN u 344-1238
PARK RIDGE ILL
URH VANDOREN 107 c 332-0476
URH SAUNDFRS 124 u 332-3606
1216 W ARMORY c 359-3781
103 E HEALEY c 359-6962
507 E CLARK c 359-0611
URH SCOTT 4T6 c 332-1623
907 S 4TH c
URH GARNER 288 c 332-0765
URH 0GLES3Y 1202 u 332-5384
408 W ILL INOIS u
910 W CALIFORNIA u 344-7585
1004 S 2ND c
1004 S 4TH 206 u
WILSON TRLR PK 45 u 367-3223
1211 CHURCH c 359-5198
501 N PROSPECT c
410 F JOHN c 344-9477






915 W BURNSIDE DR
10119 WASHTENAW AV
5757 S MOZART
















125 N WOLF RD
1000 BELL AV
2675 CRFSTWOOD LN
7130 N MANNING DR
RR 2 BOX 166







701 W FORREST HILL
3901 W FARGO
BOX 2
RR 5 BOX 2,83
1395 PARKSIDE DR
6247 W PETERSON AV
1121 CONNWAY DR








4849 W EDDY ST
915 N CHERRY ST
1417 W ARLINGTON
402 N 2ND AV
944 MITCHELL
302 1/2 W HEALEY







14927 S KEELER AV
622 N LINCOLN G06
501 N PROSPECT






414 METROPOLI S ST
1830 W RIVERVIEW
8110 S KOLMAR
2636 W BURR OAK AV
822 E 3RD
715 W FRONT ST




8920 S 49TH AV
1216 W ARMORY
313 THATCHER








RR 2 BOX 41
1044 F AV
822 E 3RD ST
501 N PROSPECT
5932 N TRENTON LN
629 28TH AV
VERONA ILL

































































































MILLER SANDRA F LAS4
MILLFR SANDRA L CU LAS3
MILLER SCOTT C AGR2
MILLER SCOTT M LAS1
MILLER SCOTT W LAS3
MILLFR SHAYLE LASl
MILLER SHELLEY 8US2
*MI LLFR STEVEN F GRAD
MILLER STEVEN J ENG3
MILLER STEVEN R LAS1
MILLER SUE RAU LAS3
MILLER SUSAN E ED 3
MILLER TERRY LYNN GRAD
MILLTR THOMAS D 9US1
MILLER THOMAS J FAA2
MILLER THOMAS R LAW1
MILLFR VICKI L FAA2
MILLER VICKI S AGR4
MILLER VINCENT T LAS3
MILLFR VIVFTTE H GRAD
MILLER WALTER HUGH GRAD
MILLFR WARREN GLENN LAS4
MILLER WAYNE M LAS1
MILLER WENDY M LAS2
MILLER WILLIAM CARL ENG4
MILLER WILLIAM F BUS1
MILLER WILLIAM GOSSF LAS4
MILLER WI LLIAM K ED 1
MILLETT MARK LEWIS FAA4
MILLHOUSER ROBERT J LAS4
MILLIGAN KEVIN R LAS3
MILLIGAN MICHAEL R LAS2
MILLIGAN STUART CARR BUS4
MILLIN TED R ENG1
MILLIREN ALAN PERSON GRAD
MILLMAN MICHAEL L LASl
MILLNS JAMES G JR <>E 4
MILLONES BLANCA F GRAD
MILLONES LUIS GRAD
MILLS ANTHONY L LASl
MILLS BARBARA KAY FAA4
MILLS DOUGLAS R A GR
1
MILLS GEOFREY THOMAS BUS4
MILLS JAMES M ENG1
MILLS JOHN E AGR1
MILLS PFTER GRAY GRAD
MILLS ROBERT D AVI2
MILLS ROBERT L FAA3
MILLS ROXANNE E PF 4
MILLS STEVEN HARLON GRAD
MILNE JENNIFER 6 LASl
MILNER BRIAN R ENG1
MILNER PATRICIA K LAS2
MILO DARLENE M LASl
MILO MICHAEL D ENG4
MILOCH KAREN E LAS3
MILSK NORMAN V LAS2
MILSTEIN SIDNEY M ENG2
MILTNER BRIAN R LASl
MILTON JOHN WHITNEY GRAD
MILTON MARY TAYLOR GRAD
MILTON PENNY M AGR2
MINAMI TAKAO GRAD
MINARCIN KARYN B PE 2
MINARICH CORNELIA L LAS2
MINARIK NORMAN E BUSl
MINCEY ETHEL BERRY GRAD
MINDOCK KEVIN L ENG1
MINDRUM ROBERT L LAS3
MINECONZO MICHAEL A FAA4
MINER DCNALD L LAS2
MINER JANICE M LAS2
MINER JOYCE A ED 1
MINER SONNA LANGFORD GRAD
MINER WILLIAM H ENG2
MINETZ ROBERT S LAW1
MINGC LORETTA GRAD
MINICK RICHARD D LAS2
MINIKEL JEFFREY L LAS2
MINIKEL SUSAN C LAS3
MINISCALCO JUDITH AN LAS4
MINK CHARLES P FAA2
MINK HARVEY RAY JR LAS4
MINK MARILYN E PE 2
MINKUS MARC S ENG1
MINNEMAN MARILYN K PE 3
MINNER JUDITH ELLEN LAS4
MINNES MASON R PE 2
MINNICK CRAIG A LAS2
MINNICK MARY J LASl
MINNIS JOANNE E GRAD
MINOR BARBARA S FAA3
MINOR BRENDA A ED 1
MINOR GLADYS C ED 1
MINOR HARRY CAMERON GRAD
MINOR JAMES RICHARD LAS4
405 E JOHN C 344-0557
604 S LINCOLN C
508 F ARMORY C 344-0501
7 SAFFER CT C
910 S 3RD 826 C
804 W OREGON U 344-5113
301 ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 303 C 337-5052
315 W BIRCH C 359-6361
1007 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
2101 HAZWO DP 302 U 344-7387
URH TRELEASE 1131 U 332-5737
12 TULIP TREE C
URH SCOTT 344 C 332-1538
1660 S VALLEY RD C
MONTICELLO ILL
902 S 2ND C 344-4424
1801 VALLEY RO C 352-7822
1009 W PENN U 344-9518
33 1/2 E DANIEL C 352-6118
1216 W UNIVFPSITY C 359-2432
302 1/2 M HEALEY C 359-3773
URH HOPKINS 340 C 332-1285
209 E CLARK 3 C 356-9452
609 W HEALEY 15 C 359-4527
206 BUENA VISTA C 352-4761
904 W GREEN 412 U 344-7436
URH SCOTT 400 C
210 E ARMORY C 344-1811
201 N GOODWIN 2 U
210 E ARMORY C
713 W OHIO U 344-0C54
210 E ARMORY C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U 367-1509
NORMAL ILL
409 E CHALMERS 509 C
8 SOUTHWOOO CT C 359-4321
502 W OREGON U 328-1058
502 W OREGON U 328-1058
55 E HEALEY 304 C
URH WARDALL 1202 U 332-4551
URH HOPKINS 467 C
502 S MATTIS C 356-1078
URH FORBES 278 C
URH WESTON 246 C 332-1945
2009 BRUCE U 367-7653
1118 CENTENNIAL C 356-9589
409 E CHALMERS 612 C
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
1802 B ORCH PL U 344-5502
URH FLAGG 326 C 332-0313
URH OGLFSBY 1006 U 332-5328
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
URH TRELEASE 812 U 332-5629
904 W GREEN 601 C
URH WARDALL 624 U 332-4427
URH OGLESBY 1005 U 332-5327
112 E DANIEL C 359-7473
1111 S 1ST C
300 S GOODWIN U 344-2031
300 S GOODWIN U 344-2031
312 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 867 C 332-4940
URH ALLEN 37 U 332-3108
URH LAR 296 U 332-3003
640 E ARMORY 104 C
2048 C HAZWD CT U 344-3820
URH SCOTT 344 C 332-1532
904 W GREEN U 344-4074
216 E GREGORY C
URH CARR 428 U 332-3971
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
URH VANDOREN 205 C 332-0496
RR 3 C 356-2920
URH WESTON 359 C 332-2022
714 W CALIFORNIA U 344-53 14
URH SHERMAN 762 C
209 E ARMORY C 344-7733
URH FORBES 426 C 332-1106
410 E GREEN C 359-7446
302 E ARMORY C 344-5834
1005 S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 429 U 332-3837
URH TRELEASE 313 U 332-5479
URH OGLESBY 326 U 332-5137
URH ALLEN 177 U 332-3287
106 HEALEY C
URH SNYDER 228 C 332-1693
409 E CHALMERS 807 C 384-5241
URH LAR 277 U 332-2985
703 W OREGON U
113 N POPLAR U
URH TAFT 18 C 332-0577
URH BLAISDELL 302 U 332-3509
507 N LYNN C












2101 HAZWD DR 302
RR 2




8956 N KNOX AV
1227 S 12TH ST
SPRING BAY RD
33 1/2 E DANIEL
1216 W UNIVERSITY
302 1/2 W HEALEY
18238 S SACRAMENTO
7355 N WINCHESTER




631 S FOREST HILL
905 N KASPAR AV
402 E COOK ST
504 N ROSE AV















3320 W ROCKY BEACH
















1414 W OGDEN AV
















626 S MEMORIAL ST




804 N 6TH ST
7418 W LAKE ST









































































































MINOR PENELOPE ANN LAS*
MINOTT BRUCE C LAS3
MINSTER DEBORAH M GRAO
MINTON MARK A LAS3
MINTZ PATRICIA FAYE FAA3
MINUS BRUCE ALLEN LAS4
MINUSKIN MICHAEL CEA BUS3
MIRANDA ROSE N LAS2
MIRANTI SANTI V LAS1
MIRAREFI ALI GRAD
MIRAREFI MEHRNAZ K 8US1
MIRETZKY MARTIN C LASl
MIRICH BARBARA A BUS3
MIROCHA LAWRENCF THO ENG4
MIROCK RICHARD LEONA BUS 3
MIS BARBARA BEPNICE LAS4
MISFELDT MICHAEL L LAS3
MISHRA SANAK GRAD
MISIORA 3ERNADINE M LAS4
MISKINIS JOHN S GRAD
MISKOCI MINDY L LAS2
MISKOVIC LINDA SUSAN ED 4
MISLES CEIL A 3US3
MISNER JAMES E JR GRAD
MISNER MARILYN S GRAD
MISSAL JAMES B LASl
MISSAVAGE ARLENE F GRAD
MISSAVAGE ROGER JOSE LAS4
MISTRETTA MARTIN JOS LAS4
MITA NORA K LAS3
MITCHACK JAMES A GRAD
MITCHARD JACOUELYN G LAS2
MITCHELL ANNE C LAS3
MITCHELL BARBARA LEE GRAD
MITCHELL BRADLEY W ENG1
MITCHELL CARL DAVID LAS4
MITCHELL CAROL JANE GRAD
MITCHELL CHARLES JR GRAD
MITCHELL DAVID J AGR1
MITCHELL DENNIS F LAS3
MITCHELL EARL GRAD
MITCHELL HELEN P BUS5
MITCHELL JAMES W FAA2
MITCHELL JANE T LAS2
MITCHELL JANET ANN LAS3
MITCHELL JEAN M LAS2
MITCHELL JEFFREY JOH F A A4
MITCHELL JERRY V LAS3
MITCHELL JOAN L GRAD
MITCHELL JOHN POBFRT GRAD
MITCHELL KAY A LAS2
MITCHELL LOIS T GRAD
MITCHELL NATALIE C LASl
MITCHELL PAMELA SUE ED 4
MITCHELL RUSINE LASl
MITCHELL SALLIE GRAD
MITCHELL SALLY JO LAS3
MITCHELL SHARON E ED 4
MITCHELL STANLEY E ENG2
MITCHELL THOMAS E GRAD
MITCHELL THOMAS LEE GRAD
MITCHELL VICKI L AGR2
MITCHUM KENNETH LAS4
MITRENGA LAURANCE A LAS4
MI TRI JAN H GRAD
MITRI TALAAT KHAIRI GRAD
MITRICK MICHAEL FRAN LAS4
MITRICK VERONICA J LAS2
MITSIS AMALIA G LASl
MITSI S CHRISOULA LAS2
MITTCLMAN RICHARD S LASl
MITTFLMAN SHARON I LASl
MITTELST4EDT LINOA P FAA1
MIURA KENICHI GRAD
MI XON ALLEN C BUS1
MIZENER MARK R L4S1
MIZERA RICHARD A LASl
MIZOCK DEBRA L ED I
MKANDAWIRE JIMMY B GRAD
MLODINOFF RHONDA LYN LAS3
MLYNAR ALAN D LAS3
MLYNIEC RICHARC A AGR1
MNISZEWSKI MALVINA T ED 1
MOAKE MICHFLLF E LAS4
MOAKE REBECCA ELLEN GRAD
MOAN ROBERT A ENG3
MOATE NANCY K LASl
MOBEPG BRAD T ENGl
MOBLEY BAPBAPA JEAN GRAD
MOBLFY ROBERT W BUS2
MOBURG CHARLES E IAS4
MOBURG RICHARD HOWAR ENG4
MHCELLA "ICHAFL T GRAD
MOCHEL JANET L FAA4
MOCOGNI PAUL E BUS1
MOOER MARGARET R FAA2
MPDEROW THOMAS C ENGl
URH BLAISOELL 413 U
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
2206 N DALE 2 C
910 S 3RD 516 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
411 W ILLINOIS U
2319 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 520 U
URH HOPKINS 463 C
300 S GOODWIN 407 U
300 S GOODWIN 407 U
URH OGLESBY 608 U
808 1/2 W MAPLE C
302 S 4TH C
312 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMRS 1107 C
209 E ARMORY C
1206 W MAIN U
1001 W OREGON U
815 N CUNNINGHAM U
1404 S LINCOLN U
802 W OREGON 34 U
409 E CHALMERS C
1732 LINCOLN RD 1 C
1732 LINCOLN RD 1 C
110 E ARMORY C
1662 VALLEY RD C
1004 S 4TH C
601 S 4TH C
312 W WHITE C
URH SHERMAN 163 C
907 S 2ND C
302 E ARMORY C
411 W GREEN U
505 E CHALMERS C
LINCOLN TRLR PK U
URH DANIELS 38 1 U
OAKWOOD ILL
1110 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1205 U
2120 ORCH ST 203 U
2010 BURLISON U
50 1 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 322 C
BOX 2389 STA A C
907 W ILL INOIS 907 U
D4NVILLF ILL
1207 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 373 U
101 W PARK 304 U
URH ALLEN 446 U
1315 ALMS C
URH TRELEASE 631 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 313 U
909 S 1ST C
URH 8USEY 354 U
409 F CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 294 C
108 E HEALEY 11 C
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
313 E JOHN C
311 E GREEN 109 C
201 S GROVE U
805 S LYNN C
MATTOON ILL
501 E DANIEL C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WAROALL 923 U
URH TAFT 206 C'
URH SNYDER 382 C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
NILES ILL
1203 W MAIN 2 U
URH OGLESBY 718 U
URH BABCOCK 305 U
URH NOBLE 208 C
URH LAR 365 U
605 S 4TH C
SKOKIE ILL
31 E OANIFL 2 C
URH HOPKINS 480 C
URH LAR 233 U
1103 S COTTAGE GR U
206 EOGEBROOK C
812 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 604 U
604 E ARMORY 319 C
URH DANIELS 368 U
URH OGLESBY 303 U
310 E JOHN C
30 2 S 4TH 11 C
1211 HOLLYCREST C
2101 WHITE 109 C
1007 S 3RD C
908 S 1ST C





























































8123 S PARK AV
845 14TH AV




6121 N RICHMOND ST
3614 W PALMER ST






5475 N NEWLAND AV
4236 N MENARD
2238 GROVE ST
MET C MIN BLOG
4948 W 91ST ST
921 LAKE ST
208 WESTERN ST
5731 S TALMAN AV
6550 N KENTON
1732 LINCOLN
1732 LINCOLN PL 1
245 E 150TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 323
RR 1 BOX 323
1607 MACARTHUR DR
4908 N GLENWOOD AV
1454 THOME
9844 ROOSEVELT RD






















703 N GIBBONS AV
615 HAINES
418 W CHURCH ST
STA A BOX 2395
112 W LINOELL ST
10740 W CERMAK 2W






401 LAFAYETTE E AV
401 LAFAYETTE E AV
8243 S HOMAN





8712 N OSCEOLA AV
ENG RES LAB 201
11216 S PEORIA
4900 NORTHCOTT AV




2721 LYNN RD RR 2
7305 MYERS RD
8644 PHILLIPS AV





2614 E EMMA ST
57 RIVIERA DR
610 CENTER AV




LINCOLN LN RR 3



































































































MODERT PETER M ENG1
MODLIN WILLIAM MARK GRAD
MODRIC RUTH KAREN F AA4
MOORY JOHN A FNG1
MOE DAVID W ENGl
MOEHLING ROBERT I ENG?
MOFHLMANN JON G GRAD
MOFHRING K» !STINE L FHAl
MOFHRING WILLIAM LEE BUS2
MOFL SUZANNE FAA2
MOFLIODIHAROJO J GRAD
MQFLLFR DARYL D ENG4
MOELLER FVFRETT W GRAD
MOELLER LENORA L ED 1
MPFLLFR LFWIS MICHAF BUS4
MOELLER LON DREW BUS4
MOELLER RAYMOND J JR L AS4
MCEN CRAIG ALAN LAS4
MOFNTMAN DEAN LEROY VM 3
MOERY JOHN A AGR2
MOEWS CYNTHIA M LAS?
MOEWS LAWRENCE P LAS?
MOEWS PAMELA A LAS1
MOFFETT HOWARD W GRAD
MOGILL MICHAFL A LAS3
MOHAN JUDE FRANCIS GRAD
MOHAN PAUL L ENGl
MCHANTY PRASANNA KU* GRAD
MOHAUPT RICHARD B ENG3
MOHLER KATHLEEN A L AS 1
MOHLER ROBERTA JANE FAA1
MOHR DAVID ROLLA AGR4
MOHR DEBORAH L LAS1
MOHR JON E GRAD
MOHR MARGARET A LAS1
MOHR MARILYN W EO 6
MOHR RONALD HONCE AGR6
MOHRA7 JANE ANDERSON GRAD
MOISAN LAWRENCE G AGR3
MOISSIDES LYDIA E GRAD
MOK LEWIS STEPHEN FAA4
MOKATE RITA LOPENE ED 4
MOKWUNYF AUGUSTINF U GRAD
MOKWUNYE FLAINE GRAH ED ?
MOL RUMOLD GRAD
MCLOFNHALIER JUDITH A FAA?
MOLDOFF DOUGLAS L VM 1
MOLINA MATTHEW J ENG?
MOLINA PARDO ADOLFO GRAD
MOLINARI JANET E LAS?
MOLINARO MICHAEL JER FAA4
MOLITOR MICHAEL J ENG2
MOLITORIS BRUCE A AGR2
MOLL DANIFL W LAS1
MOLLENHAUFR GFORGE W 3US1
MCLLER ARTHUR C III LAW?
MOLLFT ALAN T FNG1
MOLLFT MARILYN J AGR?
MOLLFT WILLIAM LEE GRAD
MOLLCY BRONWYN K FAA?
MOLLOY JAMES J L AS4
MOLLOY MICHAEL KARL ENG4
MOLODOW LYNDA LAS3
MOLT MICHAEL JEROME 9US4
MOMENT STUART L ENGl
MCNAGHAN JAY B LAS4
MCNAHAN TIMOTHY E ENGl
MONCELLE MICHAEL F ENG?
MONCK DAVID FRANCIS GRAD
MDNCKTON SUSAN P LAS1
MCNDAL MOHAMMAD HOSS GRAD
MONDRUS MICHAFL M ENG4
MONDSCHEAN JOHN S LAW1
MONFREDINI JAMES L ED 4
MONGEAU DENISE M LAS1
MONHART FRANK J III FAA?
MONIER JAY R LAS?
MONINGER WILLIAM II GRAD
MONK JANICE JONES GRAD
MONK WILLIAM P FAA?
MCNKFN JON E PE 1
MONKKONEN GAYLE A FAA3
MONKS BARBARA E LAS1
MCNROE JAMES D LAS?
MONROE RANDY B LAS3
MONROE ROBERT P BUS2
MONROE RONALD LEE GRAD
MONROE SHARON D AGR3
MCNROE WILLIAM K LASl
MONSON ANNE FAA2
MONSON DANA M AVI3
MONSON TYRUS KENT ENG3
MONSSON JANE E ED 1
MCNTAG MICHAEL J ENGl
MONTAGUE PHYLLIS R GRAD
MONTALTO GARY A ENGl
MONTANELLI RICHARD G GRAD
URH HOPKINS 421 C 332-1343
URH SHERMAN 964 C 332-4959
UKH LUNDGREN 314 C
URH WESTON 264 C
URH SCOTT 411 C 332-1576
URH TOWNSENO 3*3 U 332-0471
2011 PHIL 5 U
URH TAFT 10 C 332-0573
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
URH TRELEASE 902 U 332-5649
2062 A ORCH ST U 344-4258
URH HOPKINS 400 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 408 U 33?-?911
603 S BUSFY U
904 W GREFN 6?9 U 344-3780
URH SCOTT 246 C 33?-1464
URH BABCOCK 313 U 332-3790
801 W OREGON U 344-7889
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
312 F DANIFL C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 231 U 332-2863
1204 CAMBRIDGE C
1716 ALLEN CT U
URH SHERMAN 566 C
URH OGLESBY 321 U 332-513?
MORRILL ?83 U 333-6844
112 E JOHN C
URH CLARK 234 C 332-0029
409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
110 E ARMORY C 344-7572
URH VANDOREN 218 C 332-0505
2104 WHITE 100 C
URH TAFT 418 C 332-0665
BROADLANDS ILL
BRCADLANDS ILL
105 FLORA C 359-9389
URH TOWNSENO 269 U 332-4096
URH DANIELS 273 U 332-2470
1003 W CLARK U
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3P21
1972 A ORCH ST U
1972 A ORCH ST U 344-0578
CHICAGO ILL
URH ALLEN 391 U 332-3375
1726 VALLEY RD C 352-8549
707 S 6TH 412 C
1313 D ORCH PL U 344-3563
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
302 W EUREKA C 356-3732
URH CARR 125 U
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
URH HOPKINS 246 C 332-1221
NAPERVILLE ILL
301 E WHITE 6 C 352-3804
URH SNYDER 415 C 332-1821
312 E OANIEL C 344-7928
URH DANIELS 194 U 332-2451
208 E CLARK C 356-0432
605 W WASHINGTON U 344-2398
609 W MAIN 23 U 367-0756
212 E GREGORY 101 C
1525 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-5396
URH SCOTT 409 C
1111 S 1ST C 344-3765
URH BABCOCK 408 U 332-3816
1103 S BUSEY U
808 W WHITE C 352-7591
URH ALLEN 358 U 332-3352
300 S GOODWIN 109 U 344-4515
58 E DANIEL U 352-9811
1112 S ARBOR 104 C
1007 S 1$T ST RD C 359-7408
408 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 404 C
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
1101 W STOUGHTON U 344-0224
717 BREEN C 356-5292
509 E STOUGHTON C 359-4117
401 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 239 U
URH LAR 213 U 33?-?848
URH WFSTON 476 C 344-?61?
URH GARNER 419 C 33?-0858
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
815 N MCKINLEY C 35?-4988
815 N MCKINLEY C 35?-4988
URH BABCOCK 409 U 33?-3817
URH EVANS 319 U 33?-?740
1008 S LINCOLN U 344-7589
URH GARNER ?04 C 33?-0705
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
URH SCOTT ?86 C
1008 STRATFORD C 35?-l688
URH SCOTT 336 C 332-1525
203 N GOODWIN U 344-7417
15 NORTHBROOK DR
1700 RUTLAND AV
2906 N 74TH CT
1341 PORTSMOUTH AV
18746 CASTLC
3 95 N 8TH AV






























8713 W 124TH ST
24 HOLLIS ST
1003 W CLARK
209 N ELMHURST AV
1972 A ORCH ST
6551 S GREENWOOD
S WOLCOTT 901
430 S MADISON ST
85 GARFIELD ST
3211 E 91ST ST























3108 W FARGO AV



























































































































MONTBLANC MICHAEL R E NG*




MONTFNA RICHARD M FAA6
MCNTERASTELLI STFVEN BUS*
MONTGOMERY BARBARA A PE *
MONTGOMERY BYRON 3US2
MONTGOMERY OALE E AGR3
MONTGOMERY GEORGE K GR\D
MONTGOMERY GFORGE P GRAD
MONTGOMERY ILENE N GRAO
MONTGOMERY KATHFR INF LAS1
MONTGOMERY LYNN A LAS*
MONTGOMFRY NANCY E LAS2
MrNTGOMERY RICHARD S GRAD
MONTGOMERY SYLVESTER LAS1
MONTGOMERY THOMAS W LAW1
MONTGOMERY VERNELL T GRAD
MCNTOOTH DOROTHY JAN AGR*
MONTOOTH MARTHA S PE 1
MONTROY GERALD I LAW1
MONTS DAVID ALAN GRAD
MONTS DAVID L LAS2
MPNYPENNY ALICE LAS3
MCNYPFNNY LAURA LAS3
MT08FRRY DAVID B LAW1
MrODY DOUGLAS WILLI A PE *
MOODY GARRY L LAS1
MCOJY HUNTER C 3US6
MOODY JILL E ED 3
MCODY MARCIA A LAS3
MOODY MARILEE LOGAN GRAD
MOODY MARY A LAS?
MOODY ROBERT B LAS1
MOODY ROBERT D FAA2
MOODY SUSAN E LAS2
MOODY WILLIAM LEE ENG*
MOOGK GARY W FNG6
MOON BYUNG SOO GRAD
MOON JAMFS LOMAN JR COM4
MOON JANICE SUE GRAO
MOON KYUNG SOME GRAD
MOON SANG HEUP GRAO
MOON THOMAS PAUL LAS*
MC'OMEY MICHAEL JAY LAW1
MOONIN RONALD C GRAD
MOOR BARBARA LOUISE GRAD
MOOR DAVID MCKIM GRAD
MOORE ALAN WESLEY GRAD
MOORF ALFRED L FAA2
MOORE ANDREW JAY FAA*
MOORE BETTY BOWMAN GRAD
MOORE 3U»EN D LAS1
MOORE BYRON KEITH GRAD
MOORE CARL A ENG3
MCOXE CAPL R PE 3
MOORE CATHFRINE A LAS*
MOORF CHARLES L GRAD
MOORE DANIEL T LAS3
MfORF DAVID DONALD GRAD
MOORE DAVID P LAS2
MOORF. DAVID WALTER BUS3
MOORF DAVID BARREN GRAD
MOORE DEBORAH JEAN LAS1
MfORF DEBRA L LAS1
MTORE DENNIS ENG*
MOORE OIANE ELAINE LAS*
MOORF DOLORES MCCORD GRAD
MOORF DONALD L LAW1
MOORE DOUGLAS C GRAD
MOORF OOL-GLAS W FAA2
MOORE EDWIN G AGR3
MOORE ELIZABETH A LAS2
MOORF ELIZABFTH L ED 3
MOORE FRANK S GRAD
MOORF GARLAND D F AA2
MOORE GARY STEVFN LASl
MOORF GLADYS C GRAD
MOHRE JAMES BAUMAN LAS*
MOORF JAMFS C III ENG*
MOORE JAMES STRAIGHT LAS*
MOORE JANNYCE Y LASl
MOORE JEFFREY A ENG1
MOnRE JOHN C G«AD
MOORE KAPFN A LASl
MCORE KAREN A LASl
MrORE KA"EN A LASl
MOORF KENDRA S LAS2
MLORF KENTON P VM 2
MOORE KEVIN A LAS2
MOORF LARRY D AGR3
MOORF LINDA GUOGFL ED *
MOORE LINDA SHAVER GRAD
MrORF LYNN V L\S2
MOORE LYNNE LASl
•MOORE MARCIA PECK LAS3
MCORF MAPK E FAA1
601 S *TH 2 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
910 S 3RD 601 C
1*0* E FLORIDA U
50B E STOUGHTON C
210 HOLIDAY PK C
905 E COLORADO U
URH SNYDER 212 C
1001 1/2 W HILL C
1107 W GREEN 529 U
1107 W GREEN 529 U
URH TAFT *2* U
URH WESTON 268 C
1*0* S LINCOLN U
*09 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 20* C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
160* CORONADC 8 C
309 E HEALEY 1* C
URH BARTON 126 C
612 E PARK C
URH DANIELS 103 U
URH HOPKINS 2*0 C
URH CLARK 32* C
URH CLARK *32 C
URH SHERMAN 1166 C
1700 W BRADLEY 15 C
URH HOPKINS *16 C
1705 VALLEY PD C
207 1/2 E GREEN C
102 N GRFGORY U
1705 VALLEY RD C
URH BLAISDELL 120 U
URH SNYDER **0 C
URH HOPKINS 366 C
907 S WRIGHT C
1110 S 2ND C
601 W SPNGFLD * C
306 S 5TH C
22 CEORIC U
URH EVANS 106 U
20* W PFNN U
URH DANIELS 66 U
1660 VALLEY RD C
108 ENNIS LN U
707 S 6TH 503 C
107 E CHALMEPS 11 C
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
509 W HEALEY C
300 S GOODWIN *10 U
303 N GREGORY U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH SCOTT *0* C
100* W CLARK U
1219 W DANIEL C
*12 FAIRLAWN U
106 F HEALEY 1* C
508 S LYNN C
203 N HARVEY U
URH DANIELS *3* U
*02 E DANIEL C
110* CRESCENT C
URH VANDQREN 112 C
URH L AR 388 U
11* HOLIDAY PARK C
302 S *TH 9 C
STA A BOX 23*2 C
*06 W UNIVERSITY IJ
1905 JOANNE LN C
1107 N MARKET C
1008 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 127 U
703 W HILL C
208 S HARTLE U
60* E ARMORY C
908 S LOCUST C
CANVILLE ILL
TOLONO ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
508 E WHITE C
URH LAR 383 U
URH OGLESBY 312 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH CLARK 232 C
URH TRELEASE 608 U
URH LAR 315 U
1*0* S LINCOLN U
FARMFR CITY ILL
URH OGLESBY 606 U
313 E ARMORY C
2017 PHILO 19 U
FISHER ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 298 U
1008 S BUSEY U





































































1107 W GREEN 529
1107 W GREEN 529
329 ELMWOOD AV














68 N HWY 59
8338 S TRIPP AV
1705 VALLEY RO
108*3 S WOOD ST
108*2 FOREST AV
1705 VALLEY RD
711 N LOCUST ST
9215 S FOREST AV
2017 PARKVIFW DR











WOODCREEK RD RR 2
WOODCREEK RO RR 2
509 W HFALEY
8316 S DREXEL
18 DROMS RD EXT
153* 3RD ST 5











212 S 18TH AV








73* N ROUTE 59
703 W HILL
69 E 7TH ST
*N21C NORRIS AV
1001 W GIRARD AV






506 W MONROE ST
2762 W WILSON AV
1236 HILLVIEW
558 N HOWARD AV
1823 E ILLINOIS ST





662* W 171ST ST
1601 S GROVE
1008 S BUSEY



































































































MOO**E "4ARY A 3US1
MOORE MARY A FD 3
MOORE MARY I LAS2
MOORE MCKINLEY FNG4
MOORE MELVIN MAURICE LAS1
MOORE MICHAFL J FAA1
MCCRE MILLER L L AS 1
MOORE NANCY A PE 2
MOORE PATRICIA RUTH LAS4
MOORE PATRICK J LAS?
MOORE PETFR ROBERT GRAO
MOORF RICHARD EDWARD GRAD
MCORE ROBERT A COM3
MOORE ROBERT C L4S1
MOORE ROBERT L ENG2
MOORE RONALD M FNG3
MCORE SALLY K BUS2
MOORE STFPHEN J LAS1
MOORE STFVEN L AGR2
MOORE SUSAN E FAA2
MOORE TERI A LAS2
MOORE T IMOTHY F GRAD
MOORF WILLIAM A FNG1
MOOREHOUSE MILES P FAA3
MCORHEAD CHARLES ALA ENG4
MOORMAN MARY M M LAS4
MOOS PATR ICK T LAW1
MLOSE PAULA ANN AGR3
MOOTZ ARLENE R GRAD
MORA-TOVAR JOSE J GRAD
MORACHE MICHAEL A ENG3
MORALES LYDIA ESTHER LAS4
MORAN DARYL M LAS2
MORAN DONALD W LAS2
MORAN RICHARD M ENG2
MORAVEC ROBERT J ENG2
MORAVECEK JAMES J ENG2
MORAVEK JAMES M ENG3
MORBY ALLAN R ENG1
MOROFN ROBERT DFAN GRAD
MORE LINDA A AGR3
MOREAU RICHARO ALAN GRAD
MOREHART ANNE M BUS3
MORELAND ALICE G GRAD
MORFLAND BERNICE R LAS2
MORFLAMD CURTINA M B GRAD
MORELAND MICHAEL A FAA2
MORENO SAMUEL PRAXFC L AS4
MORENO VIC-TOR GRAD
MORESCKI SANDRA KAY LAS3
MORETTI LOUIS JOHN GRAD
MOREY ROBERT F ENG4
MORF PAUL FREDERICK GRAD
MORFORO LYNN E FAA1
MOPFORD RAYMOND S II LAS3
MORFCRD RONALD LEROY GRAD
MORGALLA MICHAEL MAR GRAD
MORGAN CAROLE L L AS2
MORGAN CHARLES G ENGl
MORGAN CYNTHIA A LAS1
MORGAN CARLENE M ED I
MORGAN DONNA D LAS3
MORGAN EDWARD A LAS3
MORGAN FRANCFS AIRDC AGR4
MORGAN FRANK MERRIAM GRAD
MORGAN GIOVANNI P 3US2
MORGAN IRVING JACK BUS6
MORGAN JAMES W ENGl
MORGAN JANICE RUTH GRAD
MORGAN JOHN G LAS1
MORGAN JOHN G ENGl
MORGAN KEITH W AGR1
MORGAN LARRY BRENT GRAD
MORGAN LENNIE G ENGl
MORGAN LEONARD EUGEN FAA3
MORGAN LINDA RAE GRAD
MORGAN MARGARET E FAA1
MORGAN MARGARET LEE GRAD
MORGAN MARIAN L LAS1
MORGAN MARY ALICE GRAD
MORGAN MICHELLE L COM3
MORGAN OCTAVUS ENGl
MORGAN RANDOLPH J AGR1
MORGAN RICHARD C GRAD
MORGAN RICHARD W BUS1
MORGAN ROBERT B GRAD
MORGAN ROBERT M ENG3
MORGANEGG DENNIS A BUS2
MORHARDT KEITH A AGR1
MORIARITY SHANE R GRAD
MORIARTY DAVID JOHN GRAD
MORILLA ANTONIO GRAD
MORIN CATHERINF LOUI LAS*
MORING GARY F ENGl
MORITA STIRLING P COM3
MORITZ JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
MORITZ SANDRA RUTH LAS3
URH VANDOREN 2?0 C
B07 E OREGON U
URH ALLEN 34 U
909 N 8USEY U
URH SNYDER 304 C
URH WESTON 416 C
URH NOBl E 315 C
710 W OHIO U
URH EVANS 139 U
1007 S 3RD C
7 04 E GREEN U
SOB W GREEN C
303 S ELM C
1007 3RD C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 238 C
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C
URH HOPKINS 425 C
URH WESTON 236 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISOELL 328 U
303 S ELM C
URH HOPKINS 363 C
1204 STOUGHTON 31 U
610 HAINES C
STA A BOX 2312 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMERS 912 C
1105 W OREGON 3 U
1825 B ORCH PL U
1008 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 117 U
URH ALLEN 283 U
URH SNYDER 206 C
URH SNYDER 372 C
URH WESTON 495 C
URH GARNER 206 C
904 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 414 U
128 DEWFY U
705 S 1ST C
1406 QUEENS WAY C
1110 S ARBOR 104 C
1203 W STOUGHTON U
59 LAKE SIDE TERR U
804 W PARK C
OFALLON ILL
101 W PARK 101 U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
1514 GRANDVIEW 5 C
12 WAYSIDE RD U
1405 MITTENDORF C
307 CEDAR C
URH LAR 369 U
211 E DANIEL 5 C
URH SHERMAN 961 C
108 S 5TH C
707 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH HOPKINS 474 C
1520 BRANCH C
URH SAUNDERS 404 U
52 MAPLEWOOD U
URH OGLESBY 926 U
605 S COLER U
408 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 368 U
1208 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH NOBLE 418 C
URH SHERMAN 215 C
URH GARNER 494 C
URH FORBES 450 C
58 E GREGORY C
2080 D ORCH ST U
RANTOUL ILL
605 S COLER U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH T AFT 411 C
URH SHERMAN 111 C
URH LAR 133 U
908 S LOCUST 106 C
URH TRELEASE 320 U
URH FORBES 322 C
URH GARNER 293 C
URH FORBES 494 C
1312 LARKSPUR C
210 E JOHN C
1207 W CLARK U
URH GARNER 452 C
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
1009 W MAIN 23 U
URH DANIELS 230 U
3 07 E HEALEY 4 C
URH NOBLE 418 C
URH HOPKINS 392 C
405 N GARFIELD C







































































500 S AMTA ST
217 S 18TH ST
5420- 7TH AV
908 COUNTRY LN
602 S FINLEY RO
21 WEDGFWOOD DR
37 SOUTHVIEW DR
331 S COLLEGE AV
602 S FINLEY RD
1421 B HOBSON DR
MCCLINTOCK RD RR 3
1531 CARSON CT












1825 B ORCH PL
16865 HEAD AV
237 S WEST ST
16755 HARLEM AV
8410 S KENWOOD AV
1340 VIRGINIA DR
1626 EUCLID AV








59 LAKE SIDE TERR
405 24TH AV W
RR 1 BOX 27

































151 S 14TH AV








436 S VILLA AV
CALIFORNIA 87
PLUM HOLLOW RD
929 E LINCOLN AV
841 S HAWTHORNE AV
405 N GARFIELO



































































































MORITZ SUSAN ADA LAS4
MORK PEGGY A LASl
MORLOCK HAROLD A JR GRAD
MORODER ANTHONY A JR FAA1
MORONI JAMES J LAW1
MORPURGO HAROLD B GRAD
MORPURGO JANE S GRAD
MORR GARY FRANCIS GRAD
MORRELL JOHN H AV 1
1
MORREY KEVIN P BUS1
MORRICE ALAN GEORGE GRAD
MORRILL ALLAN E 8US1
MORRIS ALAN E LAS*
MORRIS ANNE DARBY GRAD
MORRIS BARBARA JO GRAD
MORRIS BERTRAM C JR LAS4
MORRIS BILLY J LAS2
MORRIS CAROLYN SUF PE 4
MORRIS CHARLES C ENG3
MORRIS CHARLFS D GRAD
MORRIS CL IFFORD T LAS2
MORRIS DAVID S COM3
MORRIS EDWARD K JR GRAD
MORRIS ELAINE GRAD
MORRI S GARY L LAS3
MORRIS GEORGE F LAS3
MORRIS GEORGE RONALD GRAD
MORRIS GREGORY F LASl
MORRIS JACQUELINE M LAS3
MORRIS JAMES W LAW1
MORRIS JEFFREY A E NG3
MORRIS JOEL P LAS3
MORRI S JOHN A L4S1
MORRIS JOHN A ENG4
MORRIS JOHN GILBERT GRAD
MORRIS JOHN P ENG1
MORRIS JOHN R BUS3
MORRIS JUNE LASl
MORRIS KATHLEEN A LASl
MORRIS KATHLEEN J VM 1
MORRI S LESLIF CARL BUS4
MORRIS LINDA M EO 2
MORRIS LYNN K LAS2
MORRIS MARTHA ELLEN FAA4
MORRIS MICHAEL B PE 3
MORRIS MICHAEL L BUS1
MORRIS PHYLLIS MARIE LAS2
MORRIS RICHARD C LAS?
MORRIS RICHARD H VM 1
MORRIS ROBERT B ENG2
MORRI S VERONICA A J LHS4
MORRIS Wit DA WEBBER GRAD
MORRIS MLLIAM JR BUS1
MORRISON BARRY A FAA2
MORRISON CAROL A A GRAD
MORRISON CATHY ANN LAS3
MORRISON DAVIO L LAS?
MORRISON DAWN M LASl
MORRISON DWAYNE I LAW1
MORRISON EDWARD W 8US1
MORRISON JAMES L GRAD
MORRISON JAMES R LAW2
MORRISON JANICE E AGR3
MORRISON JOHN W GRAD
MORRISON LARRY J LAS3
MORRISON MARY A LASl
MORRISON MARY J GRAD
MORRISON MATTHEW G LAS4
MORRISON MICHAEL P E NG2
MORRISON NANCY S LASl
MORRISON ROGER L AGR3
MORRISON RONALD C GRAD
MORRISON RONALD STEP AGR4
MORRISON STEVEN LEON ENG4
MORRISON THERESA D LAS2
MORRISON WILDFY D JR LAS3
MORRISON WILLIAM H GRAD
MORRISROE PAUL E GRAD
MOPROW DWIGHT W BUS1
MORROW GREGORY J LASl
MORROW JAMES E JR BUS1
MORROW JOHN K ENG1
MORROW MARC I A E ED 1
MORROW REBECCA A LAS2
MORROW ROBERT J LAW1
MORSCH EMIL GRAD
MORSCHEISER JOHN C PE 2
MORSF MARNELL M ENG3
MORSE SAUL J LAW1
MORSTADT ROBERT ALAN GRAD
MCRTENSEN HAROLC H ENG2
MORTLAND DANIEL LEE ENG4
MOPTLAND MARY TEMPFL LAS4
MORTON CAROLYN A LASl
MORTON DAVID RAY AGR4
MORTON CIANE L BUS1
MORTON JAMES HERMAN GRAD
1007 S 1ST 9 C
URH LAR 308 U
STA A BOX 2285 C
URH FORBES 200 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 10 C
1002 S FRANK C
1002 S FRANK C
1502 WILEY U
901 W SPNGFLD 2 U
410 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
URH TOWNS END 478 U
5? E ARMORY C
505 E CLARK 36 C
406 W HIGH 9 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH SCOTT 310 C
907 S WRIGHT C
209 E ARMORY C
230 DEWEY U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLES BY 307 U
910 S 3RD 82? C
URH DANIELS 286 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
401 E DANIEL C
TWIN ORCH TRLR 59 U
URH GARNER 221 C
URH LAR 403 U
2018 FLETCHER U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
508 E WHITE 5 U
URH FORBES 344 C
58 E JOHN 27 C
2114 ORCH ST 203 U
302 E GREGORY C
102 E CHALMERS C
1008 W JOHN C
URH TAFT 221 C
2221 S 1ST ST RD C
405 W WHITE C
1104 NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 120 C
URH SNYDER 211 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 116 U
URH SNYOER 215 C
801 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 454 C
710 w OHIO U
SOUTH BEND IND
URH SNYDER 259 C
305 E JOHN C
906 W SPNGFLD 2 U
1301 STOUT U
URH 0GLES3Y 927 U
URH LUNDGREN 411 C
1646 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 116 U
611 W HEALEY 11 C
10C6 S OAK C
1202 W NEVADA U
311 HESSEL C
911 S 4TH C
URH BLAISOELL U
1304 W CLARK 2 U
306 DAVIDSON 8 C
804 W OREGON U
311 HESSFL C
40 MAPLEWOOD U
906 W SPNGFLD 2 U
PR 2 U
800 W CHURCH 4 C
URH ALLEN 415 U
URH FORBES 496 C
16C0 W BRADLEY 50 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 603 C
URH TOWNSEND 454 U
URH SCOTT 289 C
401 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 317 U
410 E GREEN C
55 E HEALEY 103 C
ARGENTA ILL
309 E CHALMERS C
306 E GREGORY C
705 W CHURCH C
907 STOUGHTON 201 U
302 E GREGORY C
1950 D ORCH ST U
1950 D ORCH U
URH WARDALL 221 U
307 W CLARK 103 C
URH TRELEASE 903 U





























































200 S 34TH ST










119 F AUTUMN LN





101 S EDWARD ST





956 A RUTH CT
RR 1 BOX 64
535 S BOWMAN AV
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT
101 S EDWARD ST
8714 S PEORIA
BOX 912
ROUTE 1 BOX W-58
3407 PINE RIDGE DR
RR 5
806 N 9TH ST
2114 ORCH ST 103
701 N HANCOCK














14214 S UNION AV
1908 F ST
1514 EASTMONT PL






200 N BERNARD ST
RR 1




710 N WORTH ST
1304 W CLARK 2
226 BIRCHWOOD RD





























































































































MORTON KATHLEEN M L AS2
MORTON SALLY JEAN LAS4
MOPTVEOT DONALD F GRAD
MORVlCH JCHN JP LAS2
MPRZLOCK FRANK VUC I
C
GRAD
MOSRORG STELLA FRANK GRAD
MOS3Y CHAPLFS LFWIS GRAD
MPSCHFL BRUCE CARY LAS4
MPSELY JEANNINE L4S1
MUSENFELDER RICHARD BUS3
MOSFR CYNTHIA LOUISF ED 4
MOSCR FL IZABETH A LAS2
MOSER JAMES FAPL ENG4
MOSES BARBARA S FAM
MOSES SHFLLFY FAA3
MOSIIFR K«=viN L BUS3
MOSHCR RALPH P L AS3
MOSHFR SHARUN L4S2
MCSKAL ROBERT A VM 2
MOSKOwITZ CANTEL « GRAO
MOSKOWITZ MARILYN ED 3
MOSKOWI T7 SUSAN M FD 3
MOSLEY KF ITH A 3US1
MCSLFY WAYNE J LAWL
MOSS ARTHUR Z GR4D
MOSS CAVID A AGR1
MOSS JpNATHAN YOST BUS4
MOSS KALENE E LAS2
MOSS MARK T LAS2
MOSS MERILYN S LAS1
MOSS ROBERT J LAS1
MOSSBERGFR GRFGG LEE L4S4
MOSSFR JANE L LAS1
MOSSER LUCRETTA C GRAD
MPSSIPSSIAN VAROUJAN GRAD
MOSTAFAVI MASOUC GRAD
MOTEL JOEL LURIE LAS4
MOTEL ROBERT A LAS2
MOTENKO GAIL L LAS1
MOTLEY DANA T LAS3
MOTT DENNIS D LAS2
MOTTL GLEN J ENG1
MOTTWFILER RICHARD R BUS1
MCTYCKA SUSAN L LAS2
MOUEN ERNEST D GRAD
MCULIC JAMES RANDAL ENG4
MOULTON STEPHEN WAYN F\G4
MOUNT KRISTINE A LAS1
MOUNTS ROBERT BURNS GRAD
MOUNTZ ROBERT EDWIN GRAD




*MCUSSERI SHOSHANA S L AS 1
MOVESIAN STEPHFN J LAS3
MOWBRAY JOHN RANDOLP GRAD
MOWERS LEILA S L4S1
MOWERS RAYMOND I GRAD
MOWERS RONALD PAUL GRAD
MOWEPY DOROTHY J ED 3
MOWRER HOBART T ENG2
MOY AUDREY L ED 3
MOY COLLEEN D ED 1
MOY DONALD FAA2
MGY HERMAN YUNCHEE ENG4
MOY MARK MUNK LAS4
MOY MARY M LAS1
MOY MAY M LAS3
MOY ROBERT FAA3
MOY ROSE C ED 1
MOYE CHARLES E BUS1
MOYE CHRISTINE E LAS3
MOYER ELAINE S FAA1
MOYER JAMES E 3US4
MOYER MARK ALBERT LAS4
MOYER ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
MOYFR THOMAS JEROME GRAD
MOYER THOMAS W LAS3
MOYLAN PRUDENCE ANN GRAD
MRAZ COLLEEN J FAA2
MRAZ MARILYNN R AGR1
MFOZEK JAMCE MARIE FAA4
MROZEK WILLIAM LOUIS GRAD
MPOZOWICZ MICHAEL E BUS3
MRSTIK BERNARD J GRAD
MUCCI DAVID MICHAEL ENG4
MUCCI JOHN JOSEPH FAA1
MUCH PAUL J RUS4
MUCK KATIE BLANCHE T GRAD
MUCK LEON GENE 8US4
MUDGE TREVOR NIGEL GRAD
MUDGETT CLINTON C GRAD
MUDORE JOHN L BUS1
MUDRO JEAN M BUSl
MUFHLEMANN JAMES R FAA4
MUEHLEMANN M K S LAS2
URH LAR 332 U
SOR F ARMORY C
709 S RANDOLPH C
804 W OREGON U
714 W CAL IFORNIA U
6 REGENT CT C
URH SHERMAN 546 C
09 E CHALMERS 607 C
2007 S PROSPECT C
2819 GLENDALE C
405 E JUHN C
URH CLARK 228 C
112 E DANIEL C
904 S 3RD C
408 E STOUGHTON C
604 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 309 C
URH ALLEN 376 U
2319 S 1ST 303 C
58 E GREEN C
902 S 2ND C
904 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
910 S 3RD 201 C
12 05 W MAIN 3 U
604 E ARMORY C
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 327 U
706 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
910 S 3RD C
1 103 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 20? U
1731 VALLEY RD C
2003 D ORCH ST U
STA A BOX 2146 C
913 W CHURCH C
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
713 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 121 C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
410 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1019 U
URH DANIELS 313 U
105 E GREEN C
505 E WHITE 6 C
URH LAR 164 U
1708 PRINCETON C
2903 W WILLIAM C
303 W HIGH U
MONTICELLO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
2004 D ORCH ST U
2004 D ORCH ST U
1004 W OREGON U
1007 S MATTIS 3-2 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
TOULON ILL
2301 S 1ST ST RO C
URH LAR 402 U
120 1/2 W UNIV C
URH TAFT 320 C
URH BLAISDELL 15 U
108 E HEALEY C
108 E HEALEY 6 C
504 E GREEN C
URH VANDOREN 204 C
URH BUSEY ?04 U
108 E HEALEY 6 U
URH TRELEASE 804 U
URH WESTON 241 C
409 E CHALMRS 1601 C
URH LAR 677 U
306 BURKWOOD CT U
907 W STOUGHTON U
2205 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH SHERMAN 362 C
39 CEDRIC U
602 E STOUGHTON 23 C
URH CLARK 312 C
URH ALLEN 75 U
1106 S 1ST C
506 E SPNGFLD 9 C
706 S GREGORY PL U
504 W MAIN 102 U
URH FORBES 493 C
608 W GREEN C
1209 W CLARK U
906 E HARDING 304 U
906 E HARDING 304 U
806 W OHIO U
1211 NORTHWOOD S C
URH HOPKINS 461 C
409 E CHALMRS 1501 C
617 W HILL C

































































200 RIVER BLUFF RD
38 HARVESTER LN
808 F POPLAR ST
4938 CAREY
6 REGENT CT





1953 E CARTFP AV








4621 N ROSE ME AD DR










1104 N DOUGLAS AV
403 LUCAS
1731 VALLEY RD
2003 D ORCH ST
19 OSTANDARI AV
5847 WARREN
6315 N OAKLEY AV
6437 KNOX
713 W CHURCH










STA A BOX 2163
706 S BUCHANAN DR
706 S BUCHANAN DR
2004 D ORCH ST
2004 D ORCH ST
15 N 98TH ST
1007 S MATTIS 3-2





312 W GENEVA ST
312 M GENEVA ST
4449 BROADWAY
940 W GUNNISON ST
823 W LAWRENCE
903 W 87TH ST
854 W 79TH ST
4449 N BROADWAY





1537 W 186TH PL






S 652 EUCLID AV





ROUTE 1 BOX 328
906 E HARDING 304
906 E HARDING 304
222 GREEN ST
1211 NORTHWOOD S






































































































MUEHLENBEIN OAN EDWA FAA4
MUEHLENPFORT CARRIE PE 3
MUEHLER DEAN LEWIS GRAO
MUFLLER ARTHUR H AG»2
MUELLER BECKY R EO 2
MUELLER BRUCE L ENG3
MUELLER CRAIG R ENG1
MUFLLER OFBORAH A PE 2
MUFLLER DONALD SCOTT CAD
MUELLER FRANK F JR GRAD
MUELLER JAMES F VM 1
MUELLER JAMES I LAS2
MUELLER JAMES J ENG3




MUELLER JOYCE A AGR2
MUELLER KATHFRINE W GRAD
MUELLER LINDA S LAS3
MUELLER MARK C ENG1
MUELLER MARY J AGR2
MUELLER MARY LOU ED 4
MUELLER MELINDA MAE SUS3
MUFLLFR MICHAEL D FAA1
MUELLER PETER H LAS4
MUELLER STEVE ROGFR ENG4
MUELLER THOMAS FDWAR AGR4
MUELLER THOMAS JAMES ENG2
MUELLER WILLIAM A JR L AW 1
MUENCH ANN MARIF GRAD
MUFNCH JACQELYN R L AS2
MUENC.HOW PAUL P LAW2
MUFTING CARL V LAS4
MUFF JCHN C GRAD
MUHONEN GARY M ENG2
MUHS DANIFL R LAS3
MUHS LAURIE J LAS2
MUI DAVID LAS4
MUI RUTH LAS4
MUIR CHARLES R FAA3
MUIR ROBERT W ENG3
MUIR WILLIAM M AGR4
MUIRHEAD ALAN ROSS GRAD
MUIRHEAD KATHARINE M GRAD
MUIRHEID WILtARD K BUS3
MUKHOPADHYAY ANUP K GRAD
MULA THCMAS P FAA2
MULARZ THOMAS E LAS3
MULCAHEY ROBERT W LAS3
MULCAHFY TOM L AVI2
MULCAHY JOHN HENRY LAS4
MULCH ROBERT F JR LAS2
MULCRONE KFVIN J BUS2
MULDER GAIL M LAS?
MULDOWNFY KENNETH J BUS4
MULHALL MARTIN F LAS1
MULHOLLAND JUDITH E ED 1
MULHOLLAND STEPHEN W LAS1
MULKFY HEATHER LYNN FAA4
MULLALLY DCNALD P LAW2
MULLARKFY PATRICIA D AGR1
MUI LEN CATHY SUE AGR4
MULLEN DENNIS M 8US4
MULLEN JOHN GRANT BUS4
MULLEN JCHN P JR LAS2
MULLEN MAUREFN ANNE LAS3
MULLFN PAMFLA J LAS2
MULLEN VICTORI A A LAS1
MULLFNOORF MARK F LAS2
MULLER GORDON J GRAD
MULLCR RICKI SUE FO 3
MULLIGAN PATRICIA AN LAS3
MULLIN JEFFREY L ENG1
MULLIN LINDA K FAA?
MULLIN THOMAS F FNG?
MULLINS MICHAEL S BUS1
MULLOR-SEBASTIAN A GRAD
MULROY MAUREEN B LAS1
MULROY PATRICK F LAS3
MULVANY KENNETH D FAA1
MULVANY KFNNFTH M GRAD
MULVIHILL COLLEFN Y FAA1
MULVIHILL EILEEN R LAS3
MULVIHILL FLORENCE A PE 3
MUMM RUSSELL CPAIG LAS4
MUMMA STANLEY ALLAN GRAD
MUNAKATA YOKO h GRAD
MUNARETTO RAYMOND F LAS3
MUNCH NANCY J L AS2
MUNDT GORDON K LAS?
MUNGER MICHAEL LEE F AA4
MUMTZ JEAN THPPPSCN GRAD
MUNN JAMES R AVI2
MUNSON ARNOLD ISAAC LAS4
MUNSON C R AG"
3
MUMST'N JACK MICFAEL GRAD
MUNSCN JAMES R FNG1
MUNSON JOHN MICHAEL F NG4
VERSAILLES FR
309 E JOHN C
1826 VALLEY RD C
801 W NEVADA U
801 W IOWA U
604 E ARMORY 209 C
604 E ARMORY 209 U
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
2004 B ORCH ST U
501 N NEW C
URH CARR 421 U
URH OGLESBY 804 U
URH FORBES 239 C
URH BARTON 226 C
811 W CHARLES C
312 E DANIEL C
2004 B ORCH ST U
710 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 831 U
805 W OHIO U
101 N BUSEY 8 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 423 C
1101 W OREGON U
103 E STOUGHTON C
809 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 419 U
611 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 333 U
904 LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 249 C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
409 E ELM U
211 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 232 C
901 S LINCOLN U
706 S 2ND C
1838 VALLEY RD C
1007 S 2ND C
708 W STOUGHTON U
1110 W SPNGFLD U
1005 S 6TH 13 C
1005 S 6TH 13 C
,1013 W JOHN C
URH DANIELS 519 U
1005 W OREGON U
901 S 2ND C
713 S ELM C
OTTAWA KANS
409 E SPNGFLD C
706 W OHIO U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH CLARK 228 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SNYDER 444 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 428 C
1106 STOUGHTON 2 U
2303 S 1ST 103 C
URH LAR 387 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
401 E JOHN C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
604 E ARMORY 336 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH BUSEY 301 U
URH TRELEASE 1024 U
DECATUR ILL
2015 C ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS C
307 E HEALFY 15 C
803 W OREGON U
URH LUNDGREN 112 C
URH FORBES 470 C
604 E ARMORY C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 6 U
URH LUNDGREN 18 C





URH SAUNDERS 20 8 U
1407 CENTENNIAL C
1407 CENTENNIAL C
504 S BUSEY U
2711 CARRELTON C
2006 BOUDREAU U
URH BABCOCK 11 U
405 F JOHN C
URH SCOTT 182 C
1630 VALLEY RD C
713 ORFGON U
3 QUINCE C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 368 C
800 S MATTIS 41 C
URH SNYDER 286 C





































































619 W TOWNSHIP LN
BOX 45






2004 B ORCH ST
501 N NEW






2004 B ORCH ST
319 W WINDSOR AV
306 N PINE ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 139
RR 2
1333 EDGEWOOD LN
RR 1 BOX 155
609 S PARK
465 S KENILWORTH





5630 W EASTWOOD AV
902 S CALHOUN ST
RR 2
RR 3
206 E MADISON AV
206 E MADI SON AV
7117 N RltfGE
807 RIDGE RD
910 N 4TH AV
708 W STOUGHTON
1540 W CAPI TAL
1005 S 6TH 13
1005 S 6TH 13
1013 W JOHN
ANDAL BURDWAN













2303 S 1ST 103
911 W GUNNISON ST
133 W BIRCH ST
1130 S MAIN ST
2609 7TH ST






3420 LAKE SHORE DR
307 E HEALEY 15
209 LAWNRIDGE AV
1469 ROSEHILL OR
2720 WILLOW ST SW
506 S PLYMOUTH LN
SANJURJO 4 2
138 S LINDEN
138 S LINDEN AV
ROUTE 3




















































































































MUNSON STFPHAN D LAS1
MUNSTERMAN ARDELL W AGR3
MUNTNFR MICHAEL S ENG1
MUNTON DARRELL E ENG3
MUNTON LARRY GENE GRAD
MUNTZ RONALD LCE GRAD
MUNVFZ MARTIN P LAS1
MUNZ OOUGIAS B ENG4
MUNZ JOHN HARTZELL BUS4
MURABITO WILLIAM J GRAD
MURAMOTCI SIDNEY W ENG3
MURAOKA YOICHI GRAD
MUPASKI MARY J LAS1
MURDOCH COLIN GRAD
MURDOCK DEREK V ENG1
MURUnCK JOSEPH P L AS4
MURDOCK MICHAEl BUS1
MUREN GARY PATRICK GRAD
MURIN CAROL J FNG1
MUROWCHICK LINDA S LAS?
MURPHY ALAN R ENG1
MUPPHY ANGELA P LAS1
MURPHY BILLY J ENG1
MURPHY BRADLEY W LAW1
MURPHY CATHLFEN C LAS1
MURPHY DAVID H GRAD
MUPPHY DAVID T FAA2
MURPHY DIANA TAYLOR BUS3
MURPHY DON J LAS1
MU"PHY GLFNN E AGR2
MURPHY HARRY T JR ENG1
MURPHY JAMES D JR GRAD
MURPHY JAMES J II GRAD
MURPHY JAMFS MICHAEL BUS4
MURPHY JAMES P LAW1
MURPHY JEFFREY LANE LAS3
MURPHY JOAN T ED 1
MURPHY JOHN J BUS4
MUPPHY JUDITH RION GRAD
MURPHY JULIA C LAS3
MUPPHY JULIE A ED 1
MURPHY KAREN KREBS GRAD
MUPPHY KATHLEEN F L AS 2
MURPHY LINDA A LAS2
MURPHY LYNNE A LAS1
MURPHY MAPIANNA LAS2
MURPHY MARTIN DAVID GRAD
MURPHY MARY E FAAl
MURPHY MICHAFL E BUS1
MUPPHY PAMELA E GRAO
MURPHY PAMELA J LAS1
MURPHY PAUL JUSTIN BUS4
MUPPHY PEGINA L LAS1
MURPHY ROBERT J LAS1
MURPHY SHIRLEY ANN ED 2
MURPHY THERESE ANN FAA4
MURPHY THOMAS K BJS2
MURPHY WILLIAM M LAS2
MURPHY WILLIAM S LAW1
MURPHY WILLIAM T E NG4
MURRAY BEVERLY L LAS2
MURRAY CHRISTOPHER C LAS4
MURRAY DENNIS J LAS1
MURRAY GERALDINE A LAS2
MURRAY JUDITH ANN GRAD
MURRAY LEE ENG1
MURRAY MARGIE LEE P AGR9
MURRAY MARY F AGR1
MURRAY RICHARD C II ENG4
MURRELL SYLVIA ED 2
MURRIE CAVID MICHAEL LAS4
MURRIE KATHERINE E GRAD
MURRY JACK EVAN GRAD
MUSCH THOMAS OWEN PE 4
MUSCHEWSKE LYNN M ED 4
MUSE BONNIE J LAS1
MUSE JOHN E ENG3
MUSGROVE MONTE R VM 2
MUSIAL MICHAEL E ENG2
MUSIAL MICHAEL E ENG1
MUSIELAK JOHN J LAS4
MUSIKANTOW ROBERT A LAS1
MUSSELMAN EUGENE JR GRAO
MUSSELMAN WANDA H GRAD
MUSSFR PHILLIP DONAL GRAD
MUSSMAN CRAIG L BUS3
MUSSULMAN RONALD LYN GRAD
MUSTAFA ABDUL AZIZ GRAD
MUSTAIN DOUGLAS D BUS4
MUSUR ROBERT J ENG1
MUSZYNSKI OAVID DONA LAS3
MUSZYNSKI IRVIN L- JR LAS2
MUSZYNSKI LAWRENCE C FAA3
MUTAW KATHLEEN E LAS2
MUTH WILLIAM STEPHEN BUS2
MUTSCHER HELEN f GRAD
MUTTER ALAN DANIEL GRAD
210 E JOHN C
ONARGA ILL
507 F FAIRLAWN U
209 PFEFFER BO 4 U
PHILO ILL
1 82 7 D ORCH PL U
409 E CHALMERS 706 C
URH TOWNSEND 306 U
URH SHERMAN 947 C
13 PERSIMMON C
URH BABCOCK 30 1 U
211 W SPNGFLD 203 C
URH BARTON 324 C
307 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 918 U
URH WESTON 111 C
URH SNYDER 440 C
104 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 207 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
911 S 4TH C
URH LAR 136 U
904 W GREEN U
605 S 4TH 202 C
URH VANDOREN 412 C
MATTOON ILL
110 E ARMORY C
710 W CHURCH 7 C
707 S 3RD C
1^08 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 290 C
PHYSICS BLDG 211 U
402 BRIAR LN 7 C
URH SCOTT 330 C
205 E HEALEY 9 C
300 S GOODWIN 510 U
710 W CHURCH 7 C
903 S CARLE U
URH BUSEY 349 U
608 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 510 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FLAGG 415 C
405 E JOHN C
2031 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 403 U
URH NOBLE 411 C
URH DANIELS 80 U
URH VANDOREN 27 C
3216 CAMERON C
URH BARTON 13 C
URH BABCOCK 329 U
309 E JOHN 5 C
801 W IOWA U
604 E ARMORY C
1002 OREGON U
1702 ANTHONY C
906 W SPNGFLD 8 U
409 E CHALMRS 1205 C
105 E GREEN 2 C
URH HOPKINS 425 C
107 E HEALEY 13 C
802 PARK LN C
URH NOBLE 209 C
105 E GREEN C
5 SAFFER CT U
41 1/2 E MAIN 4 C
1004 S ORCH ST U
408 E GREEN C
309 E JOHN C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH N3BLE 202 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 13 U
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
305 COUNTRY FR 83 C
1005 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 342 C
214 W WASHINGTON C




202 N GREGORY U
1202 W MAIN U
2014 A ORCH ST U
810 HAWTHORNE U
URH TOWNSEND 524 U
1009 W MAIN 31 U
1009 W MAIN U
715 S RANDOLPH C
URH TRELEASE 203 U
406 W HIGH U
1200 WILLARD U

































































1107 W GREEN 625
1025 LOIS PL 303
601 GARFIELD
1827 D ORCH PL
2943 ESTES






325 E 248TH ST
1709 MARKET











306 S 74TH ST
5203 S FAIRVIEW AV




706 S 1ST 101
RR I BOX 1
826 E WASHINGTON
205 E HEALEY
340 S WESTERN 1013
5203 S FAIRVIEW AV







ROUTE 1 BOX 108



















3400 W FORREST HL




201 N GREEN ST
201 N GREEN ST
829 FRANKLIN
9020 KEDVALE
2020 N BONNIE BROK
1114 COACH RD
1114 COACH RD
1200 N SILVER ST
11404 S EMERALD AV
424 S DONALD AV




206 W MAIN BOX 301
RR 2 BOX 204
RR 2 BOX 290
2014 A ORCH ST
RR 2
7138 S AVERS AV
508 S MAIN




258 E WALNUT ST



































































































MUZ IK EDWARD J
MUZZY PAMELA J
MYFR SALLY K






























































































BUS2 URH TOWNSEND 575 U 332-4294
AGR1 URH ALLEN 96 u 332-3278
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 214 u 332-3625
LAW2 108 S 4TH c 359-5169
BUS3 1204 S LINCOLN u 344-9892
LAW1 2112 RAINBOW VIEW u 367-0829
LAW1 2109 W WHITE 200 c 356-8322
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 123 u 332-5431
VM 1 1105 S 4TH c 344-7497
GRAD URH SHERMAN 167 c
GRAD 2017 B ORCH ST u 3 6 7-2176
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON c 344-1849
3US2 401 E OANIEL c 344-1261
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS u
LAS4 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261
LAW2 1825 W JOHN c 352-1463
GRAD 305 S URBANA u 365-2003
FAA1 URH LAR 367 u 332-3014
LAS1 207 E JOHN c 356-8738
AGR3 1208 W CHARLES c 356-1967
AGR1 1909 S VINE u 344-6249
GRAD 1208 W CLARK u 365-2750
LAS1 211 E DANIEL c
FAA1 401 S WEBBER u 367-7399
GRAD 2 09 N COLER u 367-1462
FAA4 312 S ELM c
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 384 u 332-4175
VM 3 54 E JOHN c 3*59-0134
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN u 367-6802
GRAD 207 GREEN 2 c 356-7617
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA u 344-1459
LAW1 901 S 2ND c 344-4701
LAS3 102 E ARMORY c
ED 4 35 LAKE PARK c 359-5520
ED 3 35 LAKE PARK c 359-5520
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS c 384-5058
SRAD 510 S ELM 9 c
LAS2 URH BARTON 17 c 332-0099
LAS4 901 S LINCOLN u 344-5955
BUS1 URH NOBLE 421 c 332-0437
8US4 312 SPNGFLD 2 u 36 7-4354
FNG4 904 W GREEN 621 u 344-3755
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 119 c
AGR1 910 S 3RD c
FAA4 907 S 4TH c 34,4-9694
EO 1 URH TAFT 211 c 332-0618
GRAD ELEC ENG BLDG u 333-2765
LAS3 610 W JOHN c 356-8706
FAA3 610 W JOHN c 356-8706
LAS2 809 S LYNN c 356-4866
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 224 u 332-5459
LAS1 U«H ALLEN u
LAW1 212 W WHITE c
LAS3 406 E GREEN u 328-1795
BUS1 910 S 3RD c 3 3 7-5 377
FAA4 2102 ORCH 304 u 3'+4-5060
GRAD URH DANIELS 625 u 332-2349
BUS1 907 S 4TH c
3US4 404 E GREEN u
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 140 u
GRAD 57 E JOHN 6 c
LAS1 URH LAR 134 u 332-2834
L AS1 URH TAFT 310 c 332-0639
GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL
LAS4 801 W IOWA u
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS 312 u 367-3188
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 1401 SILVER 11 u 367-5728
ENG4 508 E WHITE c 352-9471
GRAD 1213 W CLARK u 365-1890
GRAD 2073 B ORCH ST u 344-7794
GRAD 902 W CLARK 5 u
5RAD 1963 C ORCH ST u 344-7874
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 331 u
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 331 u 344-1083
GRAD URH DANIELS 261 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 227 u 332-2182
LAS1 U»H LAR 378 u 332-3023
GRAD 1114 W SPNGFLD u
HS1 URH SCOTT 294 c 332-1497
GRAD URH DANIELS 296 u 332-2491
FNG1 RANTOUL ILL
LAS1 1408 HILLCREST u 367-0432
ENG2 URH FORBES 245 c 332-0976
GRAD U OF I MATH u
GRAD CLINTON ILL
LAS3 TEL AVIV ISRAEL
LAS4 713 S 6TH c 344-7 796
FAA? 1108 S 1ST c 344-7011
GRAD URH SHERMAN 849 c
LAW1 908 S LOCUST 302 c 359-5084
GRAD 1803 B ORCH PL u 344-7349
GRAD 1803 B ORCH PL u 344-7349
GRAD 2210 BROOKSHIRE c 356-9887
LAS4 1209 MIMOSA c
LAS2 1209 MIMOSA c
GRAD 2049 C HAZWD CT u 344-1504
10429 S DRAKE
5 LINNWOOD




312 W MAIN ST
222 S RAMMER AV




233 N 1ST ST
28 OAKLANE
233 N 1ST ST
1909 S VINE
BOX 97









1120 N RIDER ST
54 E JOHN
765 S FAIRFAX DR








































HORT FIELD LAB 2
1818 ALBANY ST
SHINAGAWAKU
1963 C ORCH ST
7332 S DORCHESTER
1107 W GREEN 331
2-23-10 SENZOKU













909 S 5TH 849








































































































NASH RETTY WRIGHT GRAD
NASH CURTIS L4W1
NASH JUNE DOLORES GRAD
NASH MCKINLEY M GRAD
NASH MICHAEL ENG4
NASH ROR c RT N 8JS2
NASH *'II L MM K BUS3
NASLUNO HOWARD P L4S3
NASLUNO LINDA R L4S1
NASLUNT SFEASTIAN C GRAD
NASSGS JOHN C LAS1
NAST JUDI TH A LAS1
NATAL BARBARA A LAS2
NATALF CHRISTINE M GRAD
NATALE GAYLE A "F I
NATHAN JOHN EDWARD LAS'*
NATHANSON ALAN HOWAR V'4 2
NATHANSCN ELLFN SUE RE A
NATHANSON WFNDY C AGRl
NATIFLLH BARBARA G F442
NATKFR ANDREW JAY BUS4
NAUFR KATHLEEN YVONN F AAA
NAUERT DOLORES A FAA2
NAUGHTON PATRICIA A L 4S3
NAUMAM DANIFL L BUS3
NAUS DAN JAY GRAD
NAUYALl S MADELCN L ED 3
NAUYOK GEORGE F JR LAS1
NAVARA BEVERLY C FD 3
NAVARRO MICHAEL J OF I
NAVARRO ROBERTO C GRAD
NAVIDI MEENA K GRAD
NAVIK LANCE K LAS3
NAWROCKI ALOYSIUS D GRAD
NAYLOR CORLISS P LAS2
NAYLCR GARY L AGR3
NA7IMEK LARRY F ENG4
NEAL CRAIG T LAS1
NEAL GRANT S LASl
NEAL MARGARET MARY GRAD
NEAL MARY MCGL INCHEY GRAD
NEAL MICHAEL J LAS2
NFAL PATRICIA SUE GRAD
NEAL PAUL GEORGE GRAD
NFAL PHILLIP G BUS2
NEAL SHIRLEY ZWOYER GRAD
NFAL THCMAS PAUL GRAD
NFAL WILLIAM R FAA3
NEALIS NEAL C JR ENG2
NTAR WILLIAM R LAS2
NEASE TIMOTHY J FAA1
NEATHAMMER VALERIA J BUS1
NEAVILL 4RTHUR T GRAD
NEBECK JOHN H BUS3
NEBFL KATHLEFN A L4S2
NFBEN MICHAEL F BUS*
NFBES CHARLES LAS3
NEBOSKA ELIZABETH G LAS4
NEBOSKA KENNETH E LAS3
NFCCO CHARLES R GRAD
NECKOPULOS ANTHONY S LAS2
NEDELJKOVIC ARSENIJF GRAD
NEEDELMAN HOWARD W LAS4
NEEDHAM TERENCE EDWA GRAD
NEFF MARIAN HUSS ED 1
NEELD RONALD LOUIS GRAD
NEELEY MICHAEL B BUS2
NEELEY RICHARD LEWIS GRAD
NEELY DAVID B FAA2
NEELY KFVIN K LASl
NEELY YVONNE M FD 1
NFFR MICHAEL R L ASA
NEFF ANDREW N ENG1
NEGELF JAMES ROBERT ENG4
NEGRETE LOLA J LAS3
NEHER TIMOTHY JAMES GRAD
NEI LESL IE ISABEL GRAD
NFIOENBACH JUDY C LASl
NEIKES CANNY E ENG2
NFILS EILEEN T LAS2
NEILSON ARLENE L AGR2
NE ILSSON GARY L LAS2
NEIMAN GARY SCOTT GRAD
NEITZKE THOMAS G ENG2
NEKERVIS PATRICIA A LAS2
NEKOLA MARY VIRGINIA GRAD
NEKOLNY BOB G ENG1
NFLLE MARIANNE LAS3
NELLI R KFITH PE A
NFLSFN GARY J LASl
NELSEN TERRY C LAS2
NFLSON ADR IANE L BUS3
NELSON ALBERT E LAS2
NELSON ANGELA L L AS2
NELSCN BRIAN TERRILL BUSA
NELSON BRUCE GOPDCN ED A
NELSON BURR LASA
130A 4 ORCH PL U
2049 C HAZWD CT U
SOUTH BEND IND
1 304 A ORCH PL U
509 E STO'JGHTON U
60A F ARMORY All C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH FORBES 272 C
URH TAFT 227 C
STA A BOX 2A66 C
URH NOBLE 208 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TAFT A2A C
URH WARDALL 81A U
URH ALLEN 139 U
2217 S 1ST 302 C
801 W OREGON U
1902 WILLOW U
910 S 3R0 C
U^H EVANS 1A1 U
58 E DANIEL 3 C
2 0A WOODS U
AURORA ILL
URH VANOOREN 106 C
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
URH LAR 123 U
URH SNYDER 290 C
706 S 3RD C
1111 S 1ST ST C
AOA S 6TH C
105 E JOHN 102 C
URH WESTON 322 C
1108 WESTFIELD C
1006 W STOUGHTON U
58 E GREGORY C
60A E ARMORY 335 C
313 ARMORY U
HAZEL CREST ILL
105 E JOHN C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
URH CARR 211 U
1106 S EUCLID 1 C
1109 HOL IDAY PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 341 U
TUSCOLA ILL
2121 ORCH ST 103 U
MAHOMFT ILL
111 1 S 1ST C
411 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 439 C
URH FLAGG 422 C
432 FAIRLAWN U
2219 S 1ST 201 C
1114 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 351 U
403 S RANDOLPH C
509 E CLARK 34 C
509 E CLARK 34 C
707 S MATTIS C
910 S 3RD 428 C
A09 F GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 506 C
405 E GREEN C
RP 4 C
URH DANIELS 717 U
40 1 E JOHN C
108 W GREEN 203 C
306 GREEN 7 C
2310 ROLAND C
URH LAR 113 U
311 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 388 C
1111 MIMOSA C
URH LAR 201 U
FISHER ILL
URH SHERMAN 209 C
URH WARDALL 612 U
URH HOPKINS 240 C
409 E CHALMRS 1609 C
URH BUSEY 232 U
501 E DANIEL C
17 BLUE SPRUCE C
URH CARR 318 U
URH WARDALL 309 U
URH DANIELS 494 U
URH OGLESBY 1012 U
1304 SILVER RD 4 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 212 U
15 LEXINGTON U
1204 S LINCOLN U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 505 U
URH OGLESBY 924 U
202 LYNN 11 U



























































407 W GREEN ST
5510 S CURNFLL
4318 GABRIEL CR




178 N 8TH AV
ST MARTINS ABBEY
4410 W 116TH PL
6630 N KIMBALL AV
8158 OGLF SBY












RR 8 BOX 117
529 W 4TH ST
210 7TH ST














225 N CARR ST
3452 NICOLLET AV
HAZELWOOD RO RR 1
701 E SCOTT





2409 W CURTIS RD
164 CARTER LN
7551 W DEVON
3513 W 63RD PL
1056 WHITEHALL DR
18121 S SACRAMENTO
509 E CLARK 34
5408 S NEW ENGLAND
707 S MATTIS
8A8 WASHINGTON







624 W SCHUETZ ST
2310 ROLAND
409 E 64TH ST
5116 CAROLINE
RR I









5418 N CHRI STINA
6 S MAPLE ST
194 LONGFELLOW DR
1703 W 18TH PL
4549 CENTER AV
1732 S PARK AV




6 30 HIL.L BROOK
14-C OPR WFATHERS
18445 POPLAR




































































































NEl SON CARL L LAS1
NFLSON CARL SHERWOOD FAA3
NELSON CAROLYN ANNE LAS9
NELSON CHERYL A PE 2
NELSON CHRISTINA AIL COM'*
NFLSON CHRISTINA H GRAD
NELSON CYNTHIA C AGR1
NFLSON CYNTHIA C LAS3
NFLSCN DANNY LEE ENG4
NFLSON DEBRA J FAA1
NEl SON DEBRA L LAS1
NELSON DWIGHT M LAS1
NFLSON ELLEN P ED 3
NFLSCN FLORENCE M LAS4
NELSON FRED ALLAN LAS4
NFLSON GARY D E NG4
NELSON GARY D LAS3
NELSCN GEOFFREY B LAS3
NFLSON GREGORY C FAA3
NFLSCN GREGORY LLOYD FAA4
NFLSON HAROLD R ENG1
NFLSON JAMES K JR ENG1
NELSON JAMES R BUS1
NELSON JANET BARBARA LAS3
NELSCN JEFFREY H GRAD
NELSON JEFFREY L LAS3
NFLSCN JOANN G FAA4
NELSCN JON H BUS2
NELSON JORDAN ROY GRAD
NFLSCN JOSEPH BERNAR BUS3
NELSON JOSEPH R GRAD
NELSCN JUDY R PE 1
NFLSGN KATHLEEN E L AS I
NFLSON KATHLEEN L LAS3
NFLSCN KEITH R 3US
1
NELSON KENNETH RUSSE FAA4
NFLSON KIM A FAA1
NELSON LAURA L LASl
NELSON LAWRENCF E GRAD
NFLSON LYNETTE H LAS3
NELSON MARK A AVI?
NFLSON MARK D LAS4
NELSON MARK W ENG1
NELSON MONICA L ED I
NELSON PAUL KENNETH ENG4
NELSON PAUL M FAA1
NFLSON RANDAL B LAW1
NELSON RICHARD A "E 3
NEl SON RICHARD A AGR1
NELSON RICHARD HERBE LAS4
NELSCN RICHARD J VM 1
NFLSON ROBERT C LAW1
NELSCN ROBERT E LAW1
NFLSON ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
NELSON ROBERT M LAS2
NELSON ROBERT MARK I PE 4
NELSON ROGER C BUS2
NFLSON ROGER W AGR2
NELSON RONALD DAVID L AS4
NFLSON RUDOLPH E ED 3
NELSON RUSSELL W LAS1
NELSON SANDRA SHARON I.AS3
NELSON SCOTT B l.ASl
NFLSON STEPHEN T LAS?
Nf"LSON SUZANNF J LAS3
NELSON TERRY LEE LAS4
NFLSON THOMAS E ENG3
NFLSON WALTER EARL FA43
NELSON WAYNE G AGR1
NELSON WILLIAM D LAS4
NELSCN WILLIAM ECWAR FNG3
NFLSON WILLIAM G AGR3
NEMANICH ARLENE M LAS?
NEMANICH EUGFNE J LAS4
NEMEC DONALD OTTO ENG4
NrMECEK GEORGETTE M GRAD
NEMENOFF HOWARD B LASl
NFMETH BONITA C FAA2
NEMETH LUDWIG W GRAD
NFMEYER DAVID L BUS2
NCNN ALLAN J BUS4
NENNINGER MARK H ENG3
NCNSEL THOMAS F LAS1
NEPTN GARY REID LAS4
NFPON JANICE L FAA2
NFPOTE JOSEPH J II GRAD
NEPI THOMAS J MS?
NES8IT CHARLFS L LAW!
NESBIT ROGER W LAS3
NES3ITT MICHAFL J LAS1
NFSBITT STEPHFN L LASl
NESHFIM SANDRA L LASl
NESLADEK NANCY K AGR3
NESLER GARY A A GR
NESPECHAL ROBERT JR ENG4
NESS ARNCLD RUteEN GRAD
NESSLER FRFDERIC W AGR2
5 BEL AIRE CT C 352-1081
1004 S 2ND C 3*4-9783
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
508 F CHALMERS C 344-1170
?108 GRANGE U 344-5600
URH TRELEASE 724 U 332-5610
216 GREGORY 104 C 328-1829
207 W ILLINOIS U 367-6248
URH LAR 308 U 332-2877
URH BLAISDELL 311 U 332-3518
URH GARNER 309 C 33.2-0778
503 E WHITE 7 C 359-4986
107 N BUSEY 5 U 367-7282
URH TOWNSEND 147 U 332-4019
311 E GREEN C
DECATUR ILL
URH FORBES 113 C 332-0931
307 E GREEN 5 C 328-3224
URH SNYDER 465 C 33?-lfi56
URH NOBl E 325 C 332-0420
URH HOPKINS 402 C 332-1327
302 W LOCUST 5 U 367-6035
URH HOPKINS 230 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
709 N ORCH U 365-3297
URH OGLESBY 523 U 332-5194
1784 VALLFY RO C 359-0980
604 E ARMORY 203 C 344-3651
806 OAKLAND 104 U
409 E CHALMRS 1013 C
402 S JAMES C 356-4364
URH LAP 313 U 332-2881
409 W ELM 6 U
VERSAILLES FR
URH WARDALL 806 U 3?2-4459
URH VANDGREN 211 C
210 WILBER C
URH TRELEASE 1217 U 33-2-5753
910 S 3RD 516 C
211 E JOHN C 359-2170
URH SCOTT 338 C 332-1526
URH TAFT 318 C 332-0643
55 E HEALEY 2 02 C 356-5155
URH CARR 314 U 332-3926
202 W WHITE C
3? APRICOT C 356-6537
URH SCOTT 254 C 332-1466
URH CARR 128 U 332-3880
603 4TH 1 C 352-1610
606 GATTl S C 356-7715
16C0 W BRADLEY 25 C 352-2357
1505 W WASHINGTON C 359-6365
1009 W PENN U 344-9513
407 S NEW C
201 E JOHN C 359-6771
URH SCOTT 221 C 332-1446
107 N BUSEY 5 U 367-7282
1600 W BRADLEY 66 C 352-1566
URH WESTON 112 C 322-1895
707 S 6TH 307 C
802 S LINCOLN U
6 SAFFER CT U 344-7C50
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
1808 VALLEY RD C 359-1811
105 E GREEN 1 C
2313 S 1ST 101 C
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
1404 W UNIVERSITY U 367-3050
212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
705 W STOUGHTON U
509 W STOUGHTON C 359-7421
2107 M WHITE C 352-1657
DCWNERS GROVE ILL
URH DANIELS 237 U 332-2190
409 E CHALMERS C
1007 W STOUGHTON U 367-2526
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
209 N COLER 211 U 367-5384
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO
1007 S 3RD C
1002 W WILLIAM C 359-8509
1206 W STOUGHTON U
707 S 6TH 305 C 344-3991
URH GARNER 418 C 332-0857
URH TOWNSEND 526 U 332-6241
URH FORBES 450 C 332-1120
URH GARNER 375 C 332-0829
URH NOBLE 308 C 332-0406
URH BLAISDELL 411 U 332-3549
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
URH WESTON 200 C
1110 S 2ND C
3207 W WILLIAM C 356-9677
40 1 E JOHN C
5 BEL-AIRE CT
101 24TH AV CT







10851 S LOWE AV
122 ALDER AV
2008 15TH AV
606 N ROHMANN CT
107 N BUSEY 5
14428 EGGLESTON
2510 ARDEN
L16 S PLUM ST
646 S SEIGEL ST
738 GREGORY RD
1015 W GROVE ST
1124 N HARVEY AV






3485 W LORAS DR
2350 BOWMONT DR








12 WESTERN AV HTS
1516 N HARLEM AV
225 W U3TH ST








RR 1 BOX 14
10740 S HAMLIN AV
511 DIVI SION ST
230 S BLUFF
OAK HILL RR2 BX151
1505 W WASHINGTON
2290 WYCKWOOD DR
2511 W ARDMORE PL
1918 BURNS AV
S MALTA RD RR 1
107 N BUSEY 5
1918 BURNS AV
1014 E 2ND ST
620 F KIMBALL
3706 W MAIN ST
19 WINDING RIVER
512 E BAUER RD
349 S SMALL








1535 W 75TH ST






ROUTE 2 BOX 552A
246 SOUTH ST
1002 W WILLIAM









2416 S 57TH CT
RR 2 BOX 191





































































































NESTA WILLIAM A BUS2
NESTFR PATRICK ALLEN GRAD
NLSTOR DANIEL C LAW1
NFSVIG JACKLYN A LAS3
NESVIG KRISTIN L L AS 1
NETFMFYER PATRICK R LAS2
NETHERTCN MARTHA JAN LAS4
NCTTFLHORST SUSAN LAS4
NFTTFR CRAIG C RUS3
NETTCR MAURICE ALLEN LAS4
NETTLES STEVEN S LAS3
NrUBAIJER IRENE C SRAO
NFUBAUER WILLIAM G GRAD
NEUBECK TFRRENCE J RUS3
NEUBERGER ANDREA R LAS2
NEUBERT FRFDERIC B ENG2
NEUKDMM JAN A LAS1
NEUMAN BRAD H IAS4
NEUMAN GLEN A ^NGl
NEUMANN BETH A LAS3
NrUMANN LARRY CRAIG GRAD
NEUMANN MARK J BUS2
NEUMANN NANCY L LAS4
NfcUMANN ROBERT E L4S1
NEUMANN RONALD F FAA3
NEUMANN SUSAN J ENGl
NEUMAPK JONATHAN JAY LAS4
NEUNABER DEBORAH C LAS2
NFUREUTHER JANET F LAS2
NFUSCHWANDER JAMFS H GRAD
NFUSTADT DONALD HCWA LAS4
NFUSTADTL SARA JANE COM4
NEUTFNS JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
NFVELL PATRICK L BUS2
NEVFNHOVEN RICHAPD A LAS3
NFVILLE GARY M COM3
NFVILS RODNFY L PE 2
NEVINGER RONALD CAL E GRAD
NEVINS ANN LAS4
NFW NASH HARRISON PE 4
NEWBERG THCMAS G BUS2
NEWBERRY RALPH J LAS3
*NEWCQMB JILL WOOD GRAD
NFWCOMB KAREN JEAN GRAD
*NFWCOMB MARTIN E GRAD
NEWCOMER ANNF LOUISE AGR4
NFWELL CHARLES LAS2
NEWELL DANNY JEROME LAS3
NEWELL JOHN F ED 3
NFWELL KARL MAXIM GRAD
NEWELL LARRY M LAS1
NEWELL LINDA B LAS2
NFWHAGEN PAUL ENG3
NFWHOUSE DIANF M P GRAD
NFWHOUSF SHFRRILL L BUS3
*NEWHOUSF WILLIAM R ENG3
NFWLAND JED REPASS GRAD
NEWLAND THERYL E LAS3
NFWLIN JAMFS R JR L AS 3
NEWMAN ALLAN N GRAD
NEWMAN BAIRD C ENG4
NFWMAN CHARLES R FAA3
NEWMAN CYNTHIA S AGR3
NFWMAN OENISE L ED 1
NEWMAN DEVRA K LAS1
NFWMAN JAMFS E LAS1
NEWMAN JAMES W LAS1
NEWMAN JOHN FDWIN GRAD
NEWMAN MARK R LAW1
NEWMAN MARVA ANN LAS3
NFWMAN MERWYN G ENG3
NEWMAN MICHAEL E ENGl
NEWMAN NORMAN B LAS2
NEWMAN ROBERT C LAW2
NEWMAN ROBERT H LAS1
NEWMAN ROBERT N LAS3
NEWMAN WILLIAM t> LAS2
NEWPORT CHARLES C ENGl
NFWPORT TERESA A FAA2
NFWSOM THOMAS C ENGl
NFWTON DALE E FAA3
NFWTON CAVID R GRAD
NEWTON DAVID WAYNE GRAD
NFWTON GRANT L LAS3
NFWTON PHILIP JOHN GRAD
NEWTON SARAH J FAA4
NEYRA CARLOS ADOLFO GRAD
NG HOW NGEE GRAD
NG KATIE MAY CHI GRAD
NG PATRICK K GRAD
NG PATRICK PING GRAD
NG SPENCER WAH-FUNG GRAD
NG WILLIAM CHEK-NGCK GRAD
NG WINNIE CHOW GRAD
NGO TEODORA GRAD
NGUYEN THI HUONG LAM BUS1
NIANICK CHERI L ED 2
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
803 E OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 746 C
910 NEVADA I U
URH WARDALL 903 U
202 E JOHN C
436 E GREFN 103 U
URH WARDALL 409 U
912 S 2ND C
907 W STOUGHTON U




410 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 107 C
URH WESTON 408 C
URH TOWNSEND 374 U
5? E ARMORY C
2215 S 1ST C
604 E CHALMERS C
1105 S 1ST C
503 E WHITE 1 C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
706 W OHIO U
URH FLAGG 430 C
ROUEN FR
405 E JOHN C
URH VANDOREN 122 C
MELVIN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 424 U
1102 W CLARK U
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
102 E ARMORY 9 C
206 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 412 C
URH SCOTT 410 C
1509 KILER 3 C
105 E CHALMERS 301 C
36 ROXBURY RD U
URH SCOTT 269 C
TOLONO ILL
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
307 E JOHN C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
309 E HEALEY 16 C
URH WESTON 221 C
703 W CHURCH U
URH GARNER 365 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH SCOTT 346 C
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
1005 S 2ND C
SIDELL ILL
715 W MICHIGAN U
SIDELL ILL
1102 WILLARD U
702 S RACE U
GEORGETOWN ILL
810 OAKCREST C
901 S 1ST C
410 E JUHN C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 402 U
URH TRELEASE 706 U
URH SCOTT 482 C
205 E ARMORY C
246 DEWEY U
910 S 3RD 311 C
URH ALLEN 470 U
410 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 442 C
52 E ARMORY C
408 E STOUGHTON 9 C
809 W PENN U
2311 S 1ST 204 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH FORBES 236 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 386 C
2 SAFFER CT U
617 W SPRING C
1007-34 S MATTIS C
411 GREEN C
619 W SPNGFLD C
904 W NEVADA U
1920 B ORCH ST U
504 E CHALMERS 7 C
URH DANIELS 244 U
URH DANIELS 334 U
URH DANIELS 185 U
COORD SCI LAB U
207 S WRIGHT C
207 S WRIGHT 4 C
1201 W OREGON U




























































9340 S SAWYER AV
634 STUART LN
634 STUART LN




































































616 N ELMHURST AV
913 BEVERLY DR










U OF I MATH
3510 MOUNTAIN BLVD
1216 15TH ST S
KIU WANG MANSION E
COORD SCI LAB
BOX 2018






































































































NIBECK BARBARA J LASl
NIRECK CLAUDIA A S GRAO
NIBLACK ROBERT L JR LASl
NIBLING JACK E AGR1
NICHOLAS EDEN GRAD
NICHOLAS GENO MARTIN ENG4
NICHOLAS JOHN M GRAD
NICHOLAS JOSEPH C AGR3
NICHOLAS MARGARET J LAS3
NICHOLLS SAMUEL R GRAD
NICHOLS ALICE MARIE GRAD
NICHOLS CHRISTINA LAS2
NICHOLS JOHN CURTIS ED 4
NICHOLS JOHN H BUS3
NICHOLS K ERNEST GRAD
NICHOLS MARTHA P GRAD
NICHOLS NORMAN CARL BUS2
NICHOLS ROBERT H LASl
NICHCLS RONDA A LAS4
NICHOLS SALLY ANN PE 3
NICHOLS STEVEN L LASl
NICHOLS WILLIAM F ENG3
NICHOLSGN DEBRA JEAN LAS4
NICHOLSON GARRY C COM3
NICHOLSON JAMES FOYE GRAD
NICHOLSON PETER A LAS2
NICHTER MARK S SUS2
NICK4S GEORGE D GRAD
NICKELL DOROTHY M GRAD
NICKELS JOSEPH J JR ENG4
NICKCLS PENNY G LAS2
NICKELSCN LEE ERNST LAS4
NICKERSON THOMAS J BUS2
NICKERSON WILLIAM J GRAD
NICKFSCN HOLLY K ED 3
NICKLES ANA CIABURRI GRAD
NICKCLLS JOHN R ENG3
NICKOLLS JUDITH B LASl
NICKOLS OANIEL Fill LASl
NICKSARLIAN MARY H LAS4
NICKSARLIAN SONYA LASl
NICKS IC BEVERLY J COM3
NICKSIC TERRENCE D GRAD
NICKUM LYNNETTE E ED 4
NICOARA JOHN P LAW1
NICGL ARTHUR DUEY LAS4
NICOL JEANNE M FAA2
NICOL THOMAS H ENG1
NICOLAY DAVID E RUS3
NICOLAYSEN DENIS R GRAD
NIDZIEKO WALTER S LAS2
NIEBRUEGGE FRANK W LAS3
NIEBRUGGE DANIEL J LASl
NIF8UHR BRUCE RICHAR LAS4
NIEBUR THOMAS P ENG2
NIFD GERALD T VM 1
NIEDER JULIE D LASl
NIEDERBRACH JOHN R GRAD
NIFDERMAYFR LYNN MAR LAS4
NIEOERMEYER THOMAS E GRAD
NIFHAUS JEFFREY A ENG1
NIEHAUS MARTIN G AGR1
NIEHAUS RONALD CARL AGR4
NTEHOFF DENNIS DEAN 6NG4
NIFHOFF JAMES K FNG1
MIELSEN ALLAN V ENG2
NIELSEN ANNE H LASl
NIELSEN CATHERINE J LAS2
NIELSEN CHARLES F AVI3
NIELSEN DAVID J 3US2
NIELSEN EILEEN ANN LAS4
NIELSEN ERNFST K LAW1
NIELSEN KENNETH P BUS1
NIELSEN MICHAEL C COM3
NIELSEN PAUL HOWARD LAS4
NIELSEN WARREN R GRAD
NIEMAN JOYCE A LAS3
NIEMANN DAVID A ENG2
NIFMANN OAYLON A AGR3
NIFMANN GAIL A LASl
NIEMANN JANET K LAS2
NIFMANN JEAN MARIE GRAD
NIEMCZYK SUSAN K AGP3
NIEMEYER DENNIS C ENG2
NIEMI TRACEY JON FNG4
NIEMIEC GARRICK L FAA1
NIFMIFC MARILYNN L F AA2
NIEPFR LOUIS PAUL F FNG4
NIFSTRADT JAMES EUGE FNG3
NIETO-PESCETTO A S GRAD
NIETZEL CFFDRA 3 LAW2
*NIETZEL MICHAEL TODD GRAD
NIETZKE DOUGLAS A GRAD
NIFWOFHNFR GERAID J GRAD
NIGAM S K GRAD
*NIGG HEPBFRT N G»AD
NIGHTINGALE FRED M AGR3
URH EVANS 309 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH FORBES 344 C
313 E ARMORY C
REHAB CENTER 102 C
105 S LINCOLN U
605 INDIANA U
2506 F SLAYBACK U
URH TRELEASE 423 U
NORMAL ILL
URH WAROALL 614 U
URH ALLEN 258 U
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
DANVILLE ILL
2084 C ORCH ST U
504 E GREEN 3 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
URH HOPKINS 394 C
606 W PARK 16 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 302 C
1008 S 4TH C
409 W ELM 8 U
URH SCOTT 256 C
2107 HAZWD OR 203 U
910 S 3RD 419 C
URH SNYDER 216 C
OBSERVATORY U
BONDVILLE ILL
59 F CHALMERS C
1110 W NEVADA U
907 S 2ND C
URH CARR 127 U
902 N GREGORY U
URH LAR 132 U
901 HARMON U
URH TOWNSEND 152 U
URH VANDOREN 305 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH LAR 266 U
URH WARDALL 1202 U
710 W OHIO U
304 N WILLIS C
807 S 1ST 24 C
31 E DANIEL 4 C
URH WESTON 228 C
URH TAFT 426 C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
1101 S MATTIS 2-4 C
205 E GREEN C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 254 U
URH CARR 322 U
URH SCOTT 246 C
URH OGLESBY 505 U
108 MATTIS C
409 E CHALMRS 1305 C
1210 N HICKORY C
1006 S 3RD 21 C
1007 W HILL C
URH WESTON 294 C
URH CARR 302 U
RR 1 U
105 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 242 C
URH SAUNDERS 102 U
URH ALLEN U
908 S 1ST C
1007 S 3RD C
610 S 4TH C
609 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 275 C
1111 S 2ND C
2319 S 1ST 101 C
4 STANFORD PL C
1008 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY 322 C
910 W CAL IFORNIA U
URH BARTON 416 C
URH BLA1S0ELL 431 U
2102 W WHITE 88 C
URH TRELEASE 325 U
202 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 252 U
URH HOPKINS 389 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 421 U
804 W OREGON U
U OF I GEOLOGY C
2303 S 1ST 204 C
2303 S 1ST C
NORMAL ILL
2309 CARLISLE C
1009 W SPNGFLD 3 U
1004 SCOTTSOALF C







































































319 N VORCEY ST







711 N OLEANDER AV
1903 SYRCLE DR





204 W VAN BUREN
4615 FAIRVIEW AV









3526 W 79TH PL
1855 W JEFFERSON











807 S 1ST 24
3040 W RIDGE RD
28W165 HILLVIEW DR





RR 1 BOX 5
RR 3

















322 S STEWART AV




714 N 1ST ST
450 N 7TH ST
RR 1
1724 N STATE ST
2192 E WILMAR
BOX 375




12742 S MOBILE AV
2825 YEOMAN
577 E TWYMAN ST






















CALGARY 5 ALTA CAN
GREENFIELD MA


















































































NIGRO KIRSTEN F GRAD
NtKLAS KAPl. JOSEPH ",RAD
NIKLEWSKI JERZY B GRAD
NIKRIN DEBRA L LASl
MHES LESLIE R AGR1
NILI-POUR REZA GRAD
NILSON NANCY ANN COM4
NILSSCN MARC C BUS*
NIMER RAYMOND GEORGE ENG*
*NIMRICK KENNETH ORVI GRAO
NIMS JUDITH V LAS3
*NIMZ CHERYL KEISTFR LAS3
NING TAK HUNG GRAD
NINSUVANNAKUL PRAWIT GRAD
*NIPPA DOUGLAS LAWRFN LAS*
*NIPPA PCLLY MAYLAND LAS*
NIRULA RANJANA ED *
NISBET PATRICIA F LAS3
NISBET ROBIN M LAS2
NISBET WALKER A FAA2
NISBETT JANET E FAA*
NISHIMOTO BARBARA J ED 2
NISHIMOTO WARREN S LAS3
NISHIMURA JANICE A LAS?
NITKA BFNJAMIN S LAS2
NITZKIN JEFFREY LEE LAS*
NITZSCHE JANE CHANCE GRAD
NIX DAN F LAS2
NIX KENNETH R LAS1
NI XON DAVID H 3US2
NIXCN DAVID W III GRAD
NJUKU ATHANASIUS 0" GRAD
NOBBF CAVID E 3US1
NOBLE GRANT D BUS1
NOBLE GPIFFIN CARTER GRAD
NOBLE SCOTT W LASl
*NOBLF STEVEN L ENG*
NOBLE WILLIAM W LASl
*NODARSE SAMUEL GRAD
NODELMAN NEIL H GRAD
NODULMAN LAWRENCE J GRAD
NOE MICHAFL JAKES GRAD
NOFL DOUGLAS C ENG1
NOFLKE THOMAS ROBERT ED *
NOFFKE MATTHEW W LASl
NOFFKE R ICHARD A LAW1
NOFZ MICHAEL P ENG1
NOGGLE EDWIN L FD 3
NOGGLE REX A AGR*
NOGGLE THOMAS LYNN ENG*
NOGUCHI DAVID A F NG
I
*NOH KILLION GRAD
NOHL DANIEL E LAS2
NCHREN GARY WAYNE AGR*
NOJIRI JOANN MISAO GRAD
NOLAN CAROL A LAS*
NOLAN MARGARET M LASl
NOLAN MARK S ENG3
NOLAN MARY E LAS2
NOLAN MICHAEL E LASl
NOLAN WILLIAM J AGR1
NOLAND DAVID F LASl
NCLAND THOMAS A JR LASl
NOLEN DONALD MARVIN GRAD
NOLLE LEROY A LASl
NOLLFR THOMAS W LAS3





NOON DENNIS J FAA3
NCON THOMAS FRANCIS ENG*
NOONAN DEBORAH G LAS2
NrONAN DENNIS RICHAR LAS*
NOONAN FRANCIS X ENG*
NOONAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
NOONAN KATHLEEN A PE 1
NOR ARTHUP GEORGE AGR*
*NORBY RODNEY DALE GRAD
NOPD LAWRENCE R BUS*
*NORD RONALD STEVEN VM 3
NORDBERG DONALD E LAS*
NORDBY ROBERT A FAA1
NORDGREN CAROL A LAS3
NORDHEDEN ANGELENE C LAS2
NOROHEDEN RITA-MARIE GRAD
NORDIN GERALD LEROY GRAD
NORDLUND JEFFREY R LAS3
NORDMANN BERNARD J GRAD
NORDMARK ERIC B FAA3
NORDQUIST RONALD D LASl
NORDQUIST STEVEN L BUS2
NORDSTRCM ERIC W ENG3
NOPDSTROM FRED S AGR2
NORDSTROM PETER J ENG2
N&RDSTROM POBFRT J GRAD
50* N RCMINE U
DEWEY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 323 U
URH HOPKINS *9* C
URH DANIELS 705 U
50B E ARMORY C
109 E HEALEY C
2101 HAZWD DR 20 1 U
*0* S PRAIRIF 5 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
*05 W HILL 7 C
URH DANIELS 127 U
1010 S 1ST 8 C
311 E JOHN 15 C
311 E JOHN 15 C
1008 W CLARK * U
*05 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 126 C
URH GARNER 123 C
712 W CAL I FORM A U
URH BUSFY 233 U
2317 S 1 ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN *13 U
1731 VALLEY RD C
907 S *TH C
1009 W FRANCIS 5 C
URH SNYDER 270 C
310 E GREGORY C
312 F ARMORY C
2311 CAMPBELL C
MUMFORD HALL 305 U
URH HOPKINS 388 C
211 E JOHN C
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
90* W GREEN 515 U
303 COUNTRY FR C
URH SNYDER 389 C
70* W HIGH U
910 S 3RD 5 C
URH DANIELS 118 U
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SNYDER *22 C
206 W DELAWARE U
1003 S RUSSELL C
PR 3 C
URH NOBLE 207 C
GEORGETOWN ILL
GEORGETOWN ILL
1107 N MARKET C
URH BABCOCK *22 U
110* W SPRINGFIELD 'J
1109 S *TH C
URH WESTON 328 C
DECATUR ILL
1108 W NEVADA 8 U
URH VANDOREN 207 C
906 S 1ST C
1211 W CLARK 12 U
912 S 2ND C
801 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND *66 U
URH SNYDER **6 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH GARNER 31* C
*02 E DANIEL C
*10 W CLARK C
1008 S LINCOLN U
STA A BOX 2*63 C
URH WESTON 338 C
608 E STOUGHTON C
505 E CHALMERS C
1303 S WESTERN C
URH TRELEASE 327 U
909 S MATTIS 1 C
901 W CALIFORNIA U
107 W CALIFORNIA * U
URH ALLEN 36* U
502 E HEALEY 209 C
1970 B ORCH ST U
2219 S 1ST 103 C
505 MITCHELL CT C
80* W OREGON U
URH GARNER 223 C
209 E JOHN C
309 ELIOT U
1200 N GOODWIN U
1601 N KILER C
311 E GREEN C
181* D ORCH PL U
102 E CHALMERS C
310 E DANIEL C
310 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 310 C
URH SCOTT *59 C








































































160* W CHANNEL BCH
FORUGI ST
917 GRFENLFAF AV








311 E JOHN 15





1 S 355 MONTEREY
1920 PAUOA RD
*869 N MAGNOLIA AV
805* NILES AV
*07 BROOKSIDE DR
1009 W FRANCIS 5
116 N SARATOGA
5529 VINE ST





17 N MARTIN ST
23* FIR ST
303 COUNTRY FR

















1962 N 17TH AV












RR I BOX 115






1 109 S ELMWOOD
5807 N WINTHROP
1112 S WELLER
616 S CEDAR ST
8705 RT 173
1970 B ORCH ST
2319 COWPER
*230 W 79TH PL
738 N PARKER AV















































































































NORDSTROM TONI L FAA1
NOREEN BRYAN CARROLL LAS4
NOREIKO JOANNF LAS1
NOR EM GARY R AGR2
NOREM JOLFNE F LAS1
NOREM ROBERT JAMES BUS4
NORLIN RAYMOND HARRY VM I
NORMAN BARBARA G LAS2
NORMAN CAROLYN D ENG3
NORMAN J SCOTT LAS1
NORMAN JACK BRUCE GRAO
NORMAN JFRRY JEROME LAS1
NORMAN POILY ANN GRAO
NORMAN ROBERT 'M GRAO
NORMAN RCSANNE LAS4
NORMILE OANIFL K COM3
NORR LYNETTF C LAS1
NORRIS CAROL S GRAO
NORRIS CHARLES H GRAO
NOPRIS CURTIS BUS2
NORRI S DOROTHY M GRAO
NORRIS JEFFREY B LAS1
NORRIS JOHN W LAS3
NORRIS JULIE 4 LAS3
NORRIS KAREN DYFR GRAD
NORRIS LYNOA L LAS3
NORRIS VALERIE G ED 1
NORTH ALICF M LAS3
NORTH JAMFS B GRAD
NORTH MARK H ENG3
NORTH ROBERT ARTHUR GRAD
NORTH WILLIAM C LAW2
NORTHERN TINA MARIE GRAD
NORTHROP ROGER J LAS4
NORTHRUP MARK D LAW1
NORTON HEPBIE R LAS2
NORTON LAUREN L PE 3
NORTON MARIBETH GRAD
NORTON PATRICIA KERR LAS3
NORTON THOMAS CARTER GRAD
NPRWCOD ROBERT LEE GRAD
NOSAKA FRED GARY ENG4
NOSBTSCH MARLENF M AGR2
NOSBISCH TIMOTHY L ENG3
NOSEK GARY R LAS2
NOSEK MARIE A FAA1
NOSEK RICHARD D LAS3
NOSKO JUCITH E LAS1
NOTEBCOM CHARLES m LAS1
NOTHOURFT GRACE L LAS3
NDTHFISEN LAURIN D FAA2
NOTHNAGEL MARGARET E LAS3
NOTTOLI MARGARET MAR L AS4
NCURSE SHERRY R ED 4
NOVACK THOMAS E LAS3
NOVAK CHARLES R GRAD
NOVAK DANIEL A ENG1
NOVAK DANIFL ENG3
NOVAK DAVIO PAUL GRAD
NOVAK DEBORAH G LAS1
NOVAK DEBORAH M L AS 1
NOVAK EDWARD M JR BUS2
NOVAK GREGORY C FNG3
NOVAK LEE M BUS 1
NOVAK LINDA J LAS1
NOVAK LUCILLE H GRAD
NOVAK PETFR E LASl
NOVAK RICHARD EDWIN GRAD
NOVAK ROBERT A BUS2
NOVAK ROBERT F LAS2
NJPVARIA ROBERT J ENG?
NOVEY WILLIAM ECWARD ENG4
NOVICK ALAN J LAS?
NOVICK WILLIAM P LASl
NOVICKAS ALGIS J FAA2
NOVICKY BETTY-JANF GRAD
NOVGSAD THOMAS W FAA2
NPVOTNEY LAWRENCF G LAS3
NOVOTNY DONALD M 3US1
NOVY CHRISTINE D AGR1
NOVY STFVFN R FAA3
NOWAK DAVID ALBERT GRAD
NOWAK EDWARD DANIEL E NG4
NCWAK FRANK JOHN GRAD
NOWAK JOHN E LAW2
NOWAK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
NOWAK MARYELLEN G ORAD
NCWAK MICHAEL W ENG2
NOWAK RALPH G BUS2
NDMAKOMSKI DONALD J ENG1
NOWARD CHPISTI L LASl
NOWICKI RONALD J FAAl
NCWIK EDWARD J JR LAS3
NOWLAIN ROBERT E II LAS2




NOYES JFRRALO L L AS2
URH TAFT 10 C
1101 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 347 U
58 E GREGORY C
405 E JOHN C
609 S 4TH 9 C
HAMPSHIRE ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 311 C
312 E ARMORY C
1603 VALLEY RO 2 C
URH HOPKINS 243 C
URH SHERMAN 507 C
607 W SPNGFLD 8 C
101 S BUSEY 1 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1212 U
1203 SILVER U
1002 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSCNO 508 U
816 W HILL C
410 E JOHN C
110 F ARMORY C
URH EVANS 241 U
URH DANIELS 337 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 211 C
1112 W CLARK U
502 W MAIN U
1112 W CLARK U
1012 1ST 3 C
URH SHERMAN 748 C
URH DANIELS 475 U
502 S MATTIS C
1301 MITCHEM 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 434 U
312 E DANIFL C
1701 SHERIDAN RD C
909 S 1ST 25 C
909 S 1ST 25 C
211 E WASHINGTON C
URH FORBES 243 C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
910 CALIFORNIA U
311 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 124 C
URH SNYDER 236 C
URH TRELEASE 5 30 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 299 U
URH LUNDGREN 403 C
409 E CHALMRS 1212 C
1106 S 2ND 6 C
906 * SPNGFLD 1 U
509 STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 102 C
URH SNYDER 463 C
904 W GREEN 509 U
1973 B ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 824 U
URH LAR 227 U
312 F ARMORY C
URH CARR 230 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 1116 U
1973 B ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 474 C
401 EDGESROOK 101 C
313 E ARMORY C
1001 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
102 N GREGORY U
URH WESTON 325 C
URH WESTON 332 C
URH FORBES 238 C
URH DANIELS 299 U
URH SNYDER 175 C
URH WESTON 320 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 336 U
UPH SCOTT 25? C
R4NT0UL ILL
205 E GREEN 18 C
3?17 CAMERON C
301 COUNTRY FR 54 C
2505 POND U
3217 CAMERON C
URH SCOTT 394 C
URH SNYDER 268 C
URH FORBES 296 C
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
1407 BRIARCLIFF U
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
URH TOWNSEND 410 U
TOULON ILL
108 E HEALFY C




































































6152 S 75TH AV
RR 1
700 NEWBERRY
1021 S 4TH ST




19113 3RD AV NW
709 BOND AV
2101 BARRETT AV
607 W SPNGFLD 8


















825 S RYBOLT AV
1118 W LAKE AV




909 S 1ST 25












2261 W 113TH ST
511 N PROSPECT
RR 2 BOX 577
217 S HI-LUSI AV
URH SCOTT 102
414 N GRANT ST
529 MONTGOMERY ST





6533 N HOYNE AV
2455 8TH AV
1973 B ORCHARD ST
1702 E WILLOW





















1502 W BAY RD
534-5 W 23RD PL









































































































NOYES JOHN A F AA3
NUCCin DENISE M GRAD
NUOEL BARRY BUS1
NUESSEL FRANK HENRY GRAD
NUGENT JAMES K COM3
NUGENT PETER DANIEL GRAD
NUGENT ROBERT L LAWl
NUGER PAULA J LAS2
NULL NED LYNN AGR4
NUMMFDAL DAG GRAD
NUMRICH PAUL D LAS1
NUNEMAKER RICHARD A GRAD
NUNN LARRY EUGENF BUS4
NUNO TERESA LAS3
NUSBAUM MARK E AGR2
NUSRAUM THEODORE JAY LAS3
NUSINOW ALAN IRA 8US4
NUSINOW MINDY A AGR2
NUSS WILLIAM E III BJS3
NUSTRA CHERYL S LAS3
NUTE CHARLES ROBERT LAS4
NUTTING DEBORAH L LAS2
NUZZI MICHAEL JOSEPH VM 2
NYBERG DENNIS WAYNE GRAD
NYE BRUCE RICHARD ENG4
NYF DONALD EDWARD GRAD
NYE STEPHEN P ENG2
NYHOLT DEBORAH L LAS3
NYINDO MRAMBA B A GRAD
NYITI RAPHAEL MAJALA GRAD
NYKIEL JOANNE M GRAD
NYLANDER GERALD T LAS4
NYLUND MARY K LAS2
NYMAN ALICE J LAS1
NYMAN ANDRA L FAA2
NYMAN DOUGLAS JACK GRAD
NYMAN EMILY A LAS1
NYMAN JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
NYMAN SUSAN RANSOME ED 3
NYMAN WTLLARD NATHAN LAW2
NYSTFDT STEVEN PAUL ENG4
NYSTRCM DONNA KAY BUS4
NYSTROM HALVARD E ENG4
OAKES DAVID W LAS1
OAKES HOWARD L LAS3
OAKES JULIAN D BUS2
OAKES ROBERT LYNN ED 4
OAKES THOtfAS E LAS3
OAKLANO DENNIS A LAS2
OAKLFY DEBORAH IRENE GRAD
OAKS JOHN D LAS1
OAKWOOD JUDITH KAY GRAD
OATES WAYNE R BUS1
OBAL MARY A LAS3
OBENAR JOHN DEMARION GRAD
OBENAUF CARL D LAS3
OBENAUF RONALD S BUS2
OBENLAND ROBERT JAME FAA4
OBENSHAIN LOUISE L GRAD
OBERBECK PETER ERNST GRAD
OB.ERHAUSEN JAMES R ENG1
OBERLE LINDA A AGR1
OBERLIN LORRIE A LAS2
OBERMAN MARVIN N BUS3
OeERROTMAN ALAN M BUS3
OBERTINO JAMES R JR GRAD
OBI CHERYL LAND LASl
OBI IGNATIUS U GRAD
OBOYLE SUSAN E FAA1
OBRIEN CATHERINE J GRAD
OBRIEN DANIEL S FAA3
OBRIEN DOROTHY ANN LAS3
OBRIEN JAMES J LAS3
OBRIEN JAMES H LASl
OBRIEN JILL LOUISE GRAD
OBRIEN JOHN A LASl
OBRIEN KATHLEEN L PE 3
OBRIEN KATHLEEN M LAS2
OBRIEN KATHLEEN M GRAD
OBRIEN KEVIN V LASl
OBRIEN LARRY S ENG1
OBRIFN LISA M LAS2
OBRIEN M KATHLEEN BUS1
OBRIEN M SHARON LAS3
OBRIEN MARTIN CYRIL BUS3
OBRIEN MARYBETH K FAA2
OBRIEN MICHAEL J LAWl
OBRIEN MICHAEL R BUS3
OBRIEN MICHAEL WILLI GRAD
OBRIFN PAULA M LAS2
OBRIEN SHERRILL P GRAD
OBRIEN TERRENCE E COM2
OBRIEN THOMAS P LAS4
OBRIEN TIMOTHY N BUS*
OBRYAN MARGIE C GRAD
OBRYAN NANCY S ED 2
OBRYAN NELSON B JR GRAD
URH OGLESBY 1017 U
LINCOLN HALL 224 U
URH TOWNSEND 304* U
URH SHERMAN 365 C
1004 S 1ST C
1801 D ORCH PL U
820 OAKLAND U
910 S 3RD 1217 C
910 W CAL IFORNIA U
URH SHFRMAN 155 C
URH SNYDER 375 C
37 E GREEN 3 C
606 N LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 231 U
URH BABCOCK 415 U
106 E HEALEY I C
910 LINCOLNSHIRE C
904 S 3RD C
PAXTON ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
912 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1106 U
URH OGLESBY 1114 U
210 E STOUGHTON C
205 E HEALEY 36 C
807 W NEVADA U
607 W HEALEY 15 C
702 W GREEN U
1004 S 4TH C
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SHERMAN 234 C
URH CARR 225 U
URH TRELEASE 220 U
URH SAUNDERS 423 U
403 E GREEN 2 C
808 S LINCOLN 13 U
URH SAUNDERS 323 U
202 S LYNN 54 U
808 S LINCOLN 13 U
620 W HEALEY 6 C
710 INDIANA U
409 E CHALMERS 903 C
URH TOWNSEND 571 U
URH CARR 210 U
1507 W COLUMBIA C
208 1/2 E MAIN U
URH SCOTT 264 C
URH SCOTT 176 C
URH SCOTT 312 C
706 S WALNUT 7 U
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
OAKWOOD ILL
URH FORBES 240 C
URH WARDALL 1126 U
713 W ILL INOIS 4 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 371 C
206 E CLARK C
URH DANIELS 263 U
503 S WEBBER U
URH HOPKINS 470 C
URH BARTON 325 C
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C
211 W SPNGFLD 304 C
1105 S 1ST C
406 W OREGON 6 U
2011 B ORCH ST U
2011 B ORCH ST U
URH LAR 378 U
206 W INDIANA U
URH TOWNSEND 433 U
1 110 W NEVADA 11 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 392 C
910 S 3RD 219 C
URH HOPKINS 236 C
URH ALLEN 273 U
706 S 2ND C
509 E WHITE C
URH FORBES 339 C
URH WESTON 390 C
URH BUSEY 228 U
URH ALLEN 196 U
URH ALLEN 363 U
705 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 305 C
104 E ARMORY C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
408 W HILL C
URH SAUNOERS U
214 E GREGORY 302 C
706 W OHIO U
1008 S 4TH C
203 N HARVEY U
806 W HILL C
1110 W NEVADA U








































































7344 W 62ND PL
5737 W LYONS ST
14412 S NORMAL AV
874 MARGRET ST
1801 D ORCH PL
820 OAKLANO



















2334 N RIDGEWAY AV




220 W 108TH ST
29 GLENVIEW RD
601 S 4TH AV
819 MEADOW LN
1 CRESTWOOD
60 1 S 4TH AV
468 HACKBERRY RD
808 S LINCOLN 13
673 BEECHER AV
413 CORY




208 1/2 E MAIN ST
220 W JACKSON
1902 KENILWORTH PL




709 S HATLEN AV
1423 N CHESTNUT ST
2750 CHAYES CT E
3005 LONGFELLOW









5510 W 86TH ST
2011 B ORCH ST





1642 W 33RD ST
10027 S BEVERLY AV
6230 N LUNDY
625 WELTY AV










3342 N NEWLANO AV
600 S OAK
408 W HILL
1571 W 100TH PL
1204 E MAPLE ST
718 S DOUGLAS



























HAODON HEIGHTS N J
CHAMPAIGN ILL










































































OBRYAN PAULA LOY AGRA
OBYRNE ELLEN ANN LAS1
OBYRNE STEPHEN M LAS3
OBYRNE TERRENCE D GRAD
OCAMPO SATURNINO JR GRAD
OCHS DAVID NICHOLAS ENGA
OCHS HARRY TILGHMAN GRAD
OCHS JOHN D AGR?
OCIEPKA MARY R AGR3
OCKER WILLIAM EUGENF BUSA
OCKERT JILL A L AS 3
OCONNELL CATHFRINE GRAD
OCONNELL DAVID JOSEP BUS*
OCONNELL JOHN PATRIC COMA
OCONNELL KATHLFFN M LAS2
OCONNELL KEVIN M GRAD
OCONNELL RICHARD HAR ENGA
OCONNELL SHIRLEY G LASA
OCONNELL VIRGINIA E LAS1
OCONNOR BARBARA A GRAD
OCCNNOR BRIAN M GRAD
OCCNNOR DARLENE C GRAD
OCONNOR DONALD STEPH ENGA
OCONNOR FRANCFS M AGR1
OCONNOR GARY LEN LASA
OCONNOR HAROLD J LAW1
OCONNOR JAMES P L AS 1
OCONNOR JON T GRAD
OCCNNOR MM LEE COM3
OCONNOR MARIAN E LASA
OCONNOR MARY E LAS3
OCCNNOR MATTHFW R LAS1
OCONNOR MICHAEL C L4S1
OCCNNOR PATRICIA A LAS1
OCONNOR SUSAN J LAS2
OCONNOR THOMAS P LAS3
OCCNNOR WILLI AM C LAS2
OCVIRK ROBERT JOE FAA2
OCZKOWSKI PHILIP J 30M3
ODA STANLEY M ENG2
ODANIELL ROBERT K LAS3
ODBERT JOHN TURNER GRAD
ODDO SANDRA M LAS2
ODELL STEVEN J LAS2
ODELL STFVEN R FAA3
ODEN SHERRI LEE GRAD
ODENTHAL WILLIAM ART LAS3
ODENWELLER T W FAA2
ODISHOO THOMAS K LAW1
ODLE MICHAEL ALAN LAS4
OOLE PATRICK A BUS1
ODLING CAVID L FNG2
ODOM THCMAS R ENGl
ODONNELL ARLENF A LAS1
OOCNNELL BARBARA J PE 2
ODONNELL EDWARD JR GRAD
ODONNELL JAMES F LASA
ODONNELL JOHN PATRIC ENGA
ODONNELL JOSEPH GRAD
ODONNELL KATHLEEN M LAS3
ODONNELL KITTY C GRAD
ODONNELL LINDA D LAS1
ODONNELL LINDA K GRAD
ODONNELL MAURFFN C PE 3
ODONNELL MICHAEL JOS COM3
ODONNELL PATRICK B LAS1
ODONNELL PHIILIP F LASl
ODONOGHUE MICHAEL J LASA
ODWYER PAMELA G LAS2
OFCHSFL JFANNE A FAA1
OECHSEL RUSSFLL H JR LAS3
OEDEWALDT WAYNE R ENGl
OEHLER WOLFGANG GRAD
OEHLSEN DFNNIS W ENG3
OFLLIEN DEA B GRAD
OERTFL NANCY M LAS2
OETTING ROBERT L GRAD
OETTING VICKI R AGR3
OFFEDAHL LAURA R LASl
OFIANA FRANK G LAS2
OFNER C M ENGl
OFTEDAHL GLEN FRANK BUS3
OGARA THOMAS C BUS1
OGASAWARA MICHAEL J LAS3
OGAWA TIMOTHY T ENGl
OGDEN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
OGEARY MAPY A ED 2
OGILVIE PAMELA J FAA2
OGLE KAREN A LASl
OGLESBY WANDA J LASA
OGLETRFE MYRTLE M LAS2
UGLIETTI BERNARD ALA USA
OGNJANOVIC CATHFRINE GRAD
OGOLIN WILLIAM J JR L AS 3
OGOZELFC MICHAEL W LAS3
OGRADY ALICE PATRICI LAS3
OGRCN JANET S LAS2
PARIS ILL
33A9 STONEYBROOK C 356-6277
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
901 S 1ST 28 C
URH SHERMAN 766 C 332-A917
815 N MCKINLEY C 356-8C76
BOX 2007 C
311 E DANIEL C
802 W OREGON 32 U 3AA-7263
THOMASBORO ILL
URH WARDALL 1220 U 332-4568
100A S ATH C 3AA-AA55
18A2 VALLEY RD C 359-8A21
308 N STATE 2 C 359-83A6
URH BLAISDELL 218 U 332-3A9A
55 E HEALEY 103 C 359-7C87
1105 S ATH C 3AA-1587
308 N STATE 2 C 359-83A6
URH VANDOREN 111 C
2313 S 1ST 30A C
URH DANIELS 228 U 332-2183
1101 S RACE U 367-693A
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 5 C 352-5736
1106 S LINCOLN U 34A-3616
30A KELLY CT C 352-0A28
207 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 31A C 332-1750
205 E HEALEY 38 C
313 E JOHN C
80A HOLIDAY C 356-6902
706 S MATHEWS U 3AA-0136
URH SNYDER AA2 C 332-18A0
URH OGLESBY 60A U 332-5206
207 E JOHN C 356-8502
508 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSFND 583 U
URH FORBES A65 C 332-1131
URH HOPKINS 156 C 332-1168
URH SNYDER 269 C 332-1720
URH FORBES 388 C 332-1075
STA A BOX 2097 C 3AA-12A8
MAHOMET ILL
URH BARTON 222 C 332-01AA
URH WESTON A25 C 332-2073
OGDEN ILL
1733 VALLEY RD C
100A W NEVADA U 3AA-6555
1202 W CLARK U 365-1381
135 W CLARK 306 C
501 E OREGON U 367-8169
URH HOPKINS A53 C 332-1365
102 E CHALMERS C 3AA-3972
ELMHURST ILL
A09 E CHALMERS 51A C
URH WARDALL A22 U
112 E JOHN C 352-929A
205 COUNTRY FR 39 C 356-3976
URH TOWNSEND 217 U 332-A062
RANTOUL ILL
209 E GREEN C 359-7111
URH DANIELS 253 U
URH LAR 328 U 332-2 893
URH SHERMAN A29 C
URH ALLEN 222 U 332-3156
508 E WHITE 3 C
112 E JOHN C
60A F ARMORY 10 1 C
203 S WRIGHT 1 C 352-3923
URH BARTON 223 C 332-01A5
URH LUNDGREN 22A C
201 COUNTRY FR 11 C 359-6536
A09 E CHALMERS A05 C
URH SHERMAN C 332-A852
1005 S 2ND C
1108 SCOVILL U
URH TAFT 212 C 332-0619
112 E JOHN C
202 S GREGORY U 367-2030
URH ALLEN 362 U
URH GARNER 228 C 332-0727
807 S BUSEY U
306 N WASHINGTON C 359-3211
URH SCOTT 29A C 332-1A97
URH HOPKINS AOO C
URH HOPKINS AAl ' C 332-1356
2217 S 1ST 301 C 3AA-562A
URH TRELEASE 309 U 332-5A75
URH BUSEY 1A3 U 332-2589
URH CLARK 302 C
A09 E CHALMRS 1107 C
URH LUNDGREN 225 C 332-0255
1110 W STOUGHTON U
609 W MAIN 16 U
1001 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 363 C 332-0817
A09 E CHALMRS 1A12 C 384-5229




901 S 1ST 28
BATAC




205 W EADS ST
BOX AA5
601 DELAWARE AV














WHl TE PINES RD
205 E HEALEY 38
A3A8 W CULLOM
80A HOLIDAY
1A1A N AUSTIN BLVD
2031 W 7TH AV








STA A BOX 2097
290 DU PAGE





































1332 N WESTERN AV
192 GREEN TRAILS
BOX L
6268 N KNOX AV
5715 N MOZART
A2A1 N ASHLAND AV









1A28 S 57TH AV
2711 N DRAKE AV



































































































OGURFK ROBERT FRANCI LAS4
OGUT SONEP GRAD
OH SE HYUCK GRAD
OHALL4 JOHN L FAA4
*OHALLORAN BARBARA H FAA6
OHALLORAN RICHARD J GRAD
OHARA DFNN1S JOSFPH LAW1
OHARA EUGENE J BUS1
OHARA FREDERICK M JR GRAD
OHARA MICHAEL W LAS1
OHARA PATRICK J LAS1
OHARA RICHARD EDWARD FAA4
OHARE JAMES M BUS3
OHARE KATHLEFN A LAS2
OHARF RANDALL SCOTT BUS4
OHIRA SUZUKO GRAD
OHLEMILLEP GARY W LAS2
OHLENDORF RICHARD J LAS3
*OHLER THOMAS CHFSTER GRAD
OHMAN SANDRA M LAS3
OHOLLERAN JOHN V ENG2
*OHR DEBORAH COVENY L AS3
OHTSU MAKOTO GRAD
01 LILLY LAS3
OKAMOTO BYRON Y GRAD
OKAMOTC HIROAK I GRAD
OKAMOTO JANE M AGR3
OKAMOTO MAY F LAS2
OKASAKO DENISE S ED 1
OKEEFE ALBA CORRADO GRAD
OKEEFE CCLLEEN M VM I
OKEEFE DANIEL J LAS3
OKFEFF PATRICIA T LAS2
OKEEFFE PATRICK J FAA3
OKELLY TERENCE D GRAD
OKEN STUART M LAS2
OKEREN IZIM GRAD
OKERSTROM MARK W LAS3
OKESON ROY RALPH LAS4
OKONSKI JAMES A ENG1
OKRUCH ALICE I LAS2
OLAND C BARRY ENG3
OLANDER WALTER KARL GRAD
*OLANDER ZULEMA S GRAD
OLCOTT DAVID WAYNE GRAD
OLD R08FRT LEE JR ENG4
OLDAKER ALISON LAS1
OLDANI PAUL L LAS1
OLDENBURG JIM A LAS1
*OLDENDORF WALTER P GRAD
OLDHAM JAMES R ENG2
OLDHAM LCIS PAULINE GRAD
*OLDWEILER CORWIN E ENG3
OLEARY AILEEN ED 1
OLEARY KAREN M AGR1
OL FARY KATHLEEN A LAS2
OLEARY LINCA K LAS1
OLEARY MARY CELINE GRAD
OLEARY MAUREEN ED 1
OLFARY SHEILA LAS3
OLECH RONALD C FAA4
OLECK PATRICIA LYNN LAS4
OLFFSKY MARK J BUS2
OLEKSINSKI JOHN J LAS2
OLENICK MICHAEL R LAS2
OLESKER KATHY J LAS4
OLESON CLAUDIA R PE I
OLESZKIEWICZ RAYMOND BUS2
OLIC RUTH L LAS2
OLILA KARIN JEAN FAA4
OLIN RAF S FAA3
OLIVE ALFONSO L PE 2
OLIVER BRUCE A ENG3
OLIVFR BRUCE WOODROW FAA4
OLIVER GAIL COM4
OLIVER GORDON GLENN ENG4
OLIVER JANET DOREEN GRAD
OLIVER ORTEGA S LAS1
OLIVER SONORA A LAS2
OLIVFR WILLIAM L JR GRAD
OLIVIER GEORGE A GRAD
OLIVIERI HENRY J BUS2
OLKIEWICZ EDWARD OEN ENG3
OLLAR MARGIE ALEXIS LAS4
OLLINGFR JANET GRAD
OLMSTFAD ALVIN D ENG4
OLMSTEAD SARAH L FAA1
OLSEN BRET GEORGE LAS4
OLSEN CAROL ANN LAS4
OLSEN CHRISTINE L LAS1
OLSEN CRAIG ALAN ENG4
OLSEN GEARY W LASl
OLSEN GLENN HOWARD VM 3
OLSEN JANELLEN LAS2
OLSEN MARCIA D FAAl
OLSEN MARGARET SUSAN LAS4
*OLSEN MARK S LAS2
URH CARR 214 U
616 F DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 617 U
1108 S LINCOLN U
706 W IOWA U
1010 E COLORADO U
URH SHERMAN 1248 C
URH SCOTT 238 C
2114 ORCH ST 204 U
URH GARNER 367 C
URH GARNER 367 C
108 F JOHN C
1212 W CLARK U
907 S 3RD 24 C
211 F OANIFL C
HI F HEALEY 7 C
URH WFSTON 396 C
BOMBAY INDIA
1201 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 278 U
URH FORBES 356 C
514 FAIRLAWN U
808 S LINCOLN 9 U
309 E HEALEY 5 C
URH DANIELS 435 U
300 S GOODWIN 303 U
URH LUNDGRFN 403 C
URH FLAGG 334 C
URH BUSEY 106 U
406 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 442 U
URH TOWNS END 3 75 U
409 E CHALMRS 1113 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 603 U
105 E ARMORY C
901 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH BA8C0CK 13 U
509 E CLARK 24 C
URH GARNER 414 C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH GARNER 312 C
1837 A ORCH PL U
1937 A ORCH PL U
DAVENPORT HALL 220 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH EVANS 109 U
URH FORBES 214 C
URH NOBLE 419 C
NORMAL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
WHEATON ILL
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 1026 U
URH LAR 493 U
URH LAR 265 U
URH SAUNDERS 301 U
108 N GOODWIN U
URH VAN DOREN 22 C
URH WARDALL 1011 U
URH SCOTT 308 C
58 E ARMORY 6 C
105 E ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C
1110 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 230 U
URH ALLEN 468 U
URH OGLESBY 623 U
102 N GREGORY 5 U
907 W OREGON 4 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 271 C
URH OGLESBY 110 U
DANVILLE* ILL
713 S 6TH 204 C
409 W ELM 2 U
URH SHERMAN 106 C
URH CARR 304 U
URH BLAISDELL 310 U
URH DANIELS 735 U
408 E GREEN C
1106 S 3RD C
507 N RUSSEL C
1112 W CLARK U
901 WESTERN U
1816 B ORCH PL U
URH TRELEASE 809 U
211 E DANIEL C
106 N GREGORY 5 U
URH LAP 426 U
URH CARR 427 U
URH HOPKINS 409 C
801 H OREGON U
URH WARDALL 826 U
URH SAUNDERS 420 U
720 S BROAOWAY U







































































5350 S NATOMA AV
706 W IOWA
8245 68TH WAY N
606 W PARK ST















808 S LINCOLN 9
246 W 24TH ST
7530 OCCIDENTAL RO
MET £ MIN BLDG 201
4038 W 81ST ST




13 N OWEN ST








1210 E 93RD ST
211 S SYCAMORE ST
4104 IOWA AV
1215 20TH AV
11241 SE PINE CT
431 SELBOURNE RD
2319 W 170TH ST
1421 N 13TH ST
18046 OAK AV
21 AROITH DR
450 S OAK GLENN DR
1111 S SUMNER








1520 N LAWLER AV
3390 W HOLLYWOOD
9122 A SKOKIE BLVD
1525 CIRCLE CT
840 N HUMPHREY






300 N HAMLIN AV
120 W MOUND RD
504 HARVEY ST
7 3 MARQUETTE ST
931 E HYDE PARK
URH SHERMAN 106
57 E 83R0 ST
1335 POLK ST













26 W 285 BLACKHAWK






































































































OLSEN MARLENE K LAS1
OLSON ALLEN W LAS3
OLSON BENJAMIN HARRY FAA4
OLSCN BETTY SCHMIDT LAS3
OLSON BRADFORD A AGRL
OLSON CHRISTIE GRAD
OLSON DAVID FLOYD GRAD
OLSON DAVID R BUS2
OLSON DAVID W BUS3
OLSON DEBORAH R LAS2
OLSON DOUGLAS G LAW2
OLSCN E L AGR2
OLSON ELIZABETH ANN LAS4
OLSON ERNEST GARTH GRAD
OLSON GARY KEITH GRAD
OLSON GAYLORD L AGR2
OLSCN GREGORY SCOTT GRAD
OLSON J SCOTT GRAD
OLSON JAMES H AGR3
OLSCN JIMMY KARL GRAD
OLSON JOHN LEONARD BUS3
OLSCN JOHN M AGR4
OLSON KAREN H LAS2
OLSON KAREN M BUS3
OLSCN KATHRYN L FAA2
OLSON KEITH MARTIN VM 3
OLSON KENNETH ERWIN GRAD
OLSON KENNETH JAMES GRAD
OLSON LARRY G AGR2
OLSCN LEONARD EUGENE GRAD
OLSON LINDA JEAN LAS4
OLSON MARCIA J LAS3
OLSON MARILYN SUE AGR1
01 SON MARTHA L ED I
OLSCN MDIRA DEI AROSA ED 6
OLSCN NANCY P EO 1
3LS0N NEIL HENRY GRAD
OLSCN NELS A LAS4
OLSON PAUL R ENG3
OLSON ROBERT EDWIN GRAD
OLSCN ROBERT L LAS3
OLSON ROBERT T LAS1
OLSCN THOMAS G BUS4
OLSON VICKI MAY LAS4
OLSSON WILLIAM A GRAD
OLSWANG LESLEY B GRAD
OLSWANG STEVEN G L AW2
OLSZCWY JOYCE A GRAD
OLT THOMAS S BUS2
OLTMAN GREGORY R AGR3
OLTMANNS LARRY K FAA2
OMAHEN LYNN KATHLEEN GRAD
OMAHFN SUSAN C LAS3
OMALLFY BERNARD M LAS3
OMALLEY JOHN P VM 1
OMALLEY KATHLEEN ANN LAS4
OMALLEY MARY M PE 1
OMALLEY MONICA ANNE LAS2
OMALLEY WILLIAM P BUS2
OMAN STEPHEN PAUL BUS'*
OMANSCN RICHARO C LAS1
OMELL STACFY K LAS2
ONCKEN NANCY LORAINE GRAO
ONCKFN RICHARD L AGR1
ONDERISIN JANET R AGR2
ONFAL LARRY DWAYNE LAS4
ONEILL DCNNA LEE GRAD
ONEILL EDWARD W AGR2
ONEILL PAMELA J L AS 2
ONEILL RICHARD T GRAD
ONEILL TERFSA M LAS1
ONEILL THCMAS M FNG1
ONEILL THOMAS S LAW1
ONEILL WILLIAM J GRAD
ONERHEIM CAROL OLSGN LAS4
ONG KAO-TWAN GRAD
OMSCHUK STFVFN JAME ENG4
OMSHI HARUO GRAD
ONO JOYCE KAZUYO GRAD
ONON NICHOLAS M ENG4
OPACIC GOROANA GRAD
HPALEK ROBERT C ENG3
OPIELA DIANE J AGR1
OPOLION JACK L LAS3
OPPENHEI" MARK G L AS3
OPPENHEIMER WILLIAM LAS3
OPPERMAN LINDA J LAS2
OPREA DAVID M F NG3
OOUINN JANICE MARIE FD 4
ORAM DAVID E JR GRAD
ORAM RICHARD W LAS2
ORAVIS LARRY T ENG4
OPBAN CCNNIE D FAA2
OPCUTT DANIEL W LAS3





URH LAR 224 U
106 ARMORY C
VERSAILLES FR
1107 S EUCLID 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
412 E GREEN C
1112 CENTENNIAL C
URH WESTON 132 C
1101 W PENN U
706 S MATHEWS U
2309 S 1ST 203 C
805 W OHIO U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
2110 HAZWO CT 101 U
601 S BUSEY U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 914 U
1213 W BRADLEY C
905 E COLORADO 55 U
611 FAIRLAWN U
110 E ARMORY C
1106 S EUCLID 201 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 325 U
706 S 2ND C
VET CLINIC SA U
PANTOUL ILL
723 S RANDOLPH C
58 E GREGORY C
602 S BROADWAY U
505 E WHITE 12 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 451 U
URH LAR 134 U
1106 S EUCLID 201 C
URH TRELEASE 811 U
URH DANIELS 205 U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BABCOCK 214 U
1107 S EUCLID 2 C
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH FORBES 411 C
508 W STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 424 U
800 S MATTIS 39 C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
703 W NEVADA 1 U
URH SNYDER 294 C
809 W PENN U
URH FORBES 375 C
URH DANIELS 285 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
909 W ILLINOIS U
808 S CEDAR U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1922 MAYNARD C
1107 EUCLID 12 C
604 E ARMORY 312 C
URH NOBLE 104 C
URH WESTON 346 C
URH TRELEASE 517 U
URH DANIELS 365 U
URH GARNER 404 C
805 W OHID U
GIBSON C ITY ILL
URH SHERMAN 134 C
URH OGLESBY 605 U
312 W CLARK 1 C
1804 CYPRESS C
312 W CLARK C
URH FORBES 396 C
103 E JOHN C
1201 W NEVADA U
1211 W CLARK U
300 S GOODWIN 606 U
313 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 863 C
102 N GREGORY 4 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
603 1/2 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 526 U
CHICAGO ILL
911 S 3RD C
1005 S 2ND C
URH BUSEY 330 U
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 1017 U
606 S LOCUST C
URH TOWNSEND 211 U
408 E STOUGHTON 6 C
908 S 1ST C
30? W HEALEY C
206 E MUMFORD U
LOCKPORT ILL






























































































1808 W 54TH PL














1609 VALLEY RD 3





7722 S LARAMIE AV








4720 BLACK OAK TRL
4900 FOREST AV 105
RR 3 BOX 24
ROUTE 2 BOX 159
145TH ST FOREST HL
215 S MELVIN
14 SALVATORE CR



















1108 S COTTAGE GR
4125 N KEYSTONE
9009 S EAST END
331 E CHERRY ST
706. W MICHIGAN




138TH £ STATE RD



































































































OPFILLY ANDRFW PFTER GRAD
ORFILLY MARGARET M ENG3
OPEILLY PATRICIA A LAS4
ORELCVE FRED P LAS2
OPFANDS GEORGE K GRAD
ORGAN PATRICIA ANN LAS'*
ORI DAVID BRUCE BUS1
HPI AIN MICHAEL D M GRAD
ORLANDC MARIO E LAS1
OPLEN VICTORIA M LAS?
ORLINSKY GARY DAVID GRAD
*ORLOWSKI DUANF E GRAD
*ORLOWSKI KATHLEEN S GRAD
ORLOWSKI MICHAEL E GRAD
ORLOWSKY ALAN GEORGE BUS4
ORLOWSKY EDWARD PAUL BUS4
ORMAN SUSAN L L AS 1
ORMS THOMAS R LAS3
ORMSBEE DEBORAH L ED 2
ORNDORFF MICHFLINE C LAS3
ORNER WILLIAM R GRAD
ORNSTEIN BARBARA ELL LAS3
OPPSZ JERRY MICHAEL GRAD
OPOURKE BERNARD JOSE FAA4
OROURKE TERESA A PE 1
OPOURKE THOMAS DENIS GRAD
OROZCO DIONISIA ED 1
ORPET CATHERINE I LAS1
ORR BRUCE W LAS1
ORR HAROLD D LAS3
ORR JAMES W JR ENG2
ORR PHILIP B ENG3
OPR RICHARD KENNFTH FAA4
*ORR ROBERT H GRAD
ORR TRENT W LAS1
ORRANTIA DAGORERTO GRAD
ORRICK REBECCA A ED 3
ORRIS HOLLY A LAS3
HPRIS JAMES BURDEANE GRAD
OPSAY CHARLES PRESTO LAS4
ORTBAL JOHN D FAA1
OPTGIESEN BRUCF W ENG4
ORTHWEIN KARLA F LAS1
*ORTI7 MIGUEL ANTONIO LAS1
ORTO FRANKLIN S L AS3
OPTON MICHELE KAE GRAD
ORTSCHEID ROBERT ALL ENG4
ORWIG DAVID L LAS2
ORWIG ROBERT RICHARD ENG4
ORWIG TROY L A GR 2
ORWIN JOHN P ENG1
ORYAN MARIE FSTFLLE LAS4
OSA MARY J LAS1
OSAKWE CHRISTOPHER GRAD
OSBORN CARRIE L LASl
OSBCRN CCNNIE G LASl
OSBORN KEVIN S LAS2
OSBCRN RICHARD A AGR3
OSBORN TERENCE A VM 2
OSBORNE CERETTA A LASl
OSRORNE DONALD L FAA1
OSBORNE JOHN S LAS2
*OSBCRNE SOLOMON C LAW1
OSBURN GERALD GLENN GRAD
OSBURN KFITH D FNG1
OSCARSON DENISE CARO COM3
OSENGA DAVID M ENG1
OSGOOD JUDY K LASl
OSGOOD THOMAS WENDEL GRAD
OSHEA NORMAN E ENG3
OSHEL MICHAEL V LASl
OSIER JOHN FREDERICK GRAD
OSIP CAROL JEAN GRAD
OSLEY WILLIE GLENN PE 2
OSORNO-ESCARENO B GRAD
OSSOLA KENNETH J BUS2
OSSOWSKI TIMOTHY L AGRL
OSSYRA MICHAEL T LASl
OSTEN RICHARD MICHAE GRAD
OSTENDORF DAVID E ENG2
OSTENDORF JOELLEN LASl
OSTENSEN RAYMOND W GRAD
OSTERBUR CYNTHIA A LAS2
OSTERBUR RANDALL L ENG1
OSTERBUR RANDALL LEW BUS4
OSTERGREN PETER JON GRAD
*OSTERHOUDT ROBERT G GRAD
OSTERMANN WALDEMAR G GRAD
OSTERTAG EDWARD L GRAD
OSTFELD LYNNE R GRAD
OSTGAARD LARRY A BUS2
OSTH JOHN ANDREW GRAD
*OSTH LYNN WIERSMA GRAD
OSTLER RAYMOND J LAS3
OSTRANDER BARRARA M LASl
OSTRANDER CHARLES W E NG4
OSTRFICHER JEFFREY I LASl
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 377 U
106 E HEALEY 14 C
URH GARNER 293 C
702 F MAIN 7 U
611 W GREEN 2 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 319 U
URH OGLESBY 822 U
URH BLAISDELL 124 U
510 E JOHN C
2120 ORCH ST 302 U
2120 ORCH ST 302 U
105 F GREEN 3 C
1410 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1410 LINCOLNSHIRE C
707 W SPNGFLD 3 U
101 S BUSEY U
307 E DANIEL C
504 W PENN U
809 S BUSEY U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
2018 FLETCHER U
VERSAILLES FR
URH TRELEASE 1106 U
5 04 N ROMINE U
URH BUSEY 306 U
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
URH TOWNSEND 346 U
URH SCOTT 350 U
112 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1042 U
108 F WHITE C
1713 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 345 C
32 1/2 E DANIFL C
URH LAR 228 U
URH WARDALL 608 U
610 W STOUGHTON 3 U
1707 W GREEN C
604 E ARMORY 430 C
2114 ORCH ST 102 U
URH ALLEN 432 U
1832 A ORCH PL U
604 E ARMORY C
301 E UNIVERSITY 1 C
708 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 304 C
PR I BOX 75 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 377 U
212 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 419 C
URH SHERMAN 463 C
URH LAR 373 U
313 E JOHN 19 C
URH FVANS 224 U
URH SCOTT 472 C
611 W SPNGFLD C
URH EVANS 333 U
URH HOPKINS 290 C
DANVILLE ILL
1914 C ORCH ST U
1004 E HARDING 205 U
URH GARNER 475 C
614 CHURCH C
URH FORBES 246 C
URH ALLEN 204 U
206 S 4TH C
205 E GREEN 8 C
410 E JOHN C
504 1/2 E PARK C
1709 CLOVER LN C
URH HOPKINS 212 C
910 S 3RD 206 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 282 C
713 W OHIO U
610 STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 230 C
URH TRELEASE 1130 U
612 W HEALEY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 452 C
804 S BUSEY U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1003 S MATTIS 1-5 C
804 W CHURCH C
408 E GREEN C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 290 C
6 FISHERS CT U
FISHER CT 6 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 460 U
911 S 4TH C



































































9608 S WINSTON AV
9110 HILLCREST LN
5311 N KI MBALL
KERASITSA
436 DES PLAINES AV
I WALKER AV
II WHITON TERENURE
7 W 144TH ST
139 GERONIMO ST
5000 S CORNELL
2120 ORCH ST 302




8137 S OGLESBY AV
340 S 24TH
605 S MITCHELL AV
RR 1
2643 BROADWAY
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
COLLEGE LN BOX 60











1010 N CHURCH ST
STA A BOX 2365
2222 CASEY AV
22125 CENTRAL PARK





1832 A ORCH ST
1420 VICTORIA
301 E UNIVERSITY 1
1849 N CHESTNUT













2204 N ALPINE RD
907 W VOORHEES
ROUTE 2 BOX 397
1004 E HARDING 205
849 OXFORD RD
2701 DAIQUIRI












601 E 32ND ST





3620 HOLI DAY DR
308 S WATER













































































































OSTREM DAWN EMITA LAS4
OSTRFNGA 8ERNADINE A LASl
OSTRIHON CHERYL A ED 3
OSTRODKA STEPHEN L ENG1
OSTROF ADRIANS B LAS*
OSTROWSKI BARBARA A LAS2
OSTROWSKI CHARLES J BUS3
OSTROWSKI CHRISTINA COM3
OSTROWSKI IRENE M LAS2
OSWALD GALE A BUS1
OSWALD GAYLE LOUISE F AA3
OSWALD KEITH J ENG1
OTANI SHUNSUKE GRAD
OTEY NANCY A LAS2
OTIS CRAIG HOWE ENG4
OTOOLE BARTHOLOMEW R FAA2
OTOOLE FRANCIS M LAS4
OTSUKA BYRON W ENG2
OTT STEVEN A LASl
OTTE JOHN A AGR2
OTTEN LOUISE C AGRl
OTTLF THOMAS C LAS2
OTTO CHARLOTTF FORD GRAD
OTTO CRAIG W LAS2
OTTO LOUISE E LAS2
OTTO MERLYN W BUS3
OTTO NORMAN CHARLES GRAD
OTTOLIN JAMES L LASl
OUART DAVID L VM 1
OUDIN ROBERT J ENG2
OURADA ROBYN RUTH LAS4
OUSEPH EAYO GRAD
OUTLAW JESSE LAS?
OUVRIER ALAIN ANDRE GRAD
OVERHULTZ GARY L ENG2
OVERLEESE JEFFREY L LAS?
OVERMAN GREGORY S LAS2
OVERMAN GUY J JR FAA1
OVFRMAM WARREN C JR 3US4
OVERMAN WILLIAM H LAS3
OVERMYEP PHILLIP I GRAD
UVERTON TREVOR CHARL ENG4
3VERTURF BRAD WILLIA LAS4
OVITSKY DENNIS J FAA2
OVITT DORIS TOMB ED 4
3WFN DANIEL PETER FAA?
OWFN DEBORAH A LAS3
OWEN EDWARD SHERMAN GRAD
*OKEN HOWARD HENRY FAA4
OWEN JANICE R ED 3
OWEN JOANNE STARK LASl
OWEN MARTHA M LAS3
OWFN ROGER N LAS3
OWFN RUSSELL F III BUS*
UWFN THOMAS E LASl
OWEN WILLIAM M LAW3
OWENS ALBERT JR GRAD
OWENS BARBARA L LASl
OWENS 3ETTY JO GRAD
OWENS DARRYL B ENG1
OWENS FRANK ROBERT GRAD
OWENS GARY R LASl
OWENS JAMES L GRAD
OWENS JOHN R COM3
OWENS JOHN V JR LASl
OWENS LINDA JEANNEAN LAS4
OWENS LOREN C BUS2
OWENS MARCIA J FAA3
OWENS PATRI CIA A FD 3
OWENS REGINALD LEE GRAD
OWINGS LORI S LASl
OKINGS NICK STAFFORD LAS4
OXLEY DCNALD WAYNE GRAD
OYER VERLE C AG»2
OYCUNG MANSIE J AGRl
OZBAY ENVER ENG1
OZDEMIR HALUK SRAD
OZEROL TULAY AKIN GRAD
OZIMEK STEVEN J ENG1
OZOR JOSEPH EVARIS ENG6
OZCUF WESLEY A LASl
OZYUOT GUNES E ENG3
OZYURT YILOIZ GULER LAS2
PA4PE JOHN CONPAD FAA4
PAAR PATRICIA ANN LAS4
PAARLBERG RICHARD M AGR?
PAAS ALFRED OTTO GRAD
PABALAN ROBERTA L LAS3
OABICH JAMES M LASl
PABISCH PETER KARL GRAD
PACANQWSKI RONALD F L AS4
PACE CHARLES E ENG1
PACE GARY JAMES GRAD
PACF JOFL M FAA2
PACEK JAMES L C E 3US3
PACENTA VAURINF E GRAD
PACENTA WFNDY L LAS2
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 418 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 410 C
904 S 3RD C
1008 N NEIL C
105 E GREEN 4 C
403 S LINCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 464 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH GARNER 413 C
406 N MATHEWS U
617 W JOHN C
910 S 3RD 312 C
1009 W PENN U
1304 SILVER 3 U
11? E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 418 U
URH WESTON 225 C
601 W WASHINGTON U
910 S 3RD C
1606 HOLMSTROM C
910 S 3RD 725 C
URH TAFT 116 C
904 W GREEN U
1606 HOLMSTROM C
URH FORBES 286 C
801 W OREGON U
309 E CHALMERS C
1402 SUMMIT RIDGE C
URH DANIELS 424 U
URH SNYDER 323 C
502 W MAIN 304 U
URH GARNER 324 C
URH FORBES 269 C
409 E CHALMERS 70? C
URH SCOTT 382 C
309 E CHALMERS C
1110 S 2ND C
1804 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 120 U
112 E DANIEL C
503 E STOUGHTON 5 C
RANTOUL ILL
904 W CLARK U
706 S MATHEWS U
1107 W GREEN 321 U
2113 W WHITE 227 C
URH TRELEASE 611 U
1107 W GREEN 3?1 U
1713 VALLFY PD C
1107 S 3RD 104 C
PARKLAND TERR APTS C
URH WESTON 232 C
URH SHERMAN 557 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 1009 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH GARNER 273 C
714 S NEW C
PAXTON ILL
700 LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 306 C
URH LAR 415 U
904 W GREEN 629 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH TAFT 114 C
URH SCOTT 280 C
URH ALLEN 342 U
2061 D ORCH ST U
811 S MATTIS 5 C
URH SCOTT 418 C
URH FLAGG 432 C
URH CARR 125 U
URH DANIELS 612 U
501 E DANIEL C
1012 S 1ST 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 582 U
1 700 W BRADLEY 44 C
611 E DANIEL C
103 S MCCULLOUGH C
907 S 3RD 25 C
URH SCOTT 206 C
2506 S POND U
205 E GPEEM C
904 W GREEN U
?037 A ORCH ST U
1103 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 382 U
50 1 S FLM C
URH SNYDER 288 C
?11 F DANIEL C
1001 E WASHINGTON U













































































2137 N 74TH AV
1618 N LATR08E AV
RR 2 BOX 72
7845 S KILBOURN






10410 S LEAVITT ST
3116 W 55TH ST







































411 F BELLF AV
330 SANS SOUCI DR










1514 W MASTER ST
BOX 555
1520 MYRTLE DR
2061 D ORCH ST







1012 S 1ST 2





PAXTON AV BOX 166
2506 S POND
6335 N BELL AV
1119 LOCUST RD










































































































PACEP ALAN F 8US4
PACEWICZ EDWARD A -3US4
PACEY STEPHEN P GRAD
PACHCIARZ JOHN C LAST
PACHECQ KFITH A L AS4
PACHOLKE JAMFS BENHA FAA4
PACHTER FREDERICK JO LAS4
PACIN MARILYN SUE LAS4
PACINI CHARLES M LAS2
PACIOREK ALAN E LAS3
PACKARD HILARY A FAA1
PACKER TEPRENCE L ENG2
PACKER THOMAS A ENGl
PADOICK MICHELE F AGR1
PADEN ROGER K LAS1
PADILLA MCRA RAMON GRAD
PADILLA RAUL H GRAD
PADILLA VIRGINIA H GRAD
PADORR JEROMF I FAA1
PAETAU GERHARD E FAA3
PAETAU HOLGER H PE 1
PAFTZ STEPHEN H BUS3
PAFT7HOLD GEOFFRFY L ED 1
PAGE DANNY JOE L ASA-
PAGE DONAL D W BUS I
PAGE GERARD B LAS3
*PAGE KENNFTH RAY VM 3
PAGE LARRY MERLE GRAD
PAGE MICHAEL R AVI2
PAGE PATRICIA A LAS2
PAGE PATRICIA L FAA2
PAGE PAULA J PF I
PAGE RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
PAGE ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
PAGE ROGER L BUS4
PAGF SALLY J LAS3
PAGE VAUGHN J LAS1
PAGEL EDWARD J ENGl
PAGEL SHERWOOD H ENG3
PAGONE VINCENT C LAS3
PAGORIA SHARON M LAS3
PAHLKE BARBARA J ED 3
PAHN JOEL ALAN FAA4
PAHOJA MURLIDHAR H GRAD
PAHUCHY ANNA GRAD
PAHUCHY WASIL JR ENG2
PAIGE MICHAEL R GRAD
PAIK KFE DUK GRAD
PAINE ARTHUR RAY GRAD
PAINE CFCELIA ROSE FAA3
PAINE RICHARD W AGR1
PAINE ROBERT L AGR1
PAINE THEODORE E LAS1
PAINTER STEVEN A LAS2
PAISLEY DEEANN LAS4
PAISLEY RICHARD W ENGl
PALADE LUCIA D GRAD
*PALANIAPPAN S GRAD
PALCZEWSKI CARL A ENGl
PALESE RUSSELL V, BUS1
PALEY DEBORAH K AGR1
PALINCSAR JOHN E LAW1
PAL IT DAVID K GRAD
PALIT MARTHA HOERDT GRAD
PALKO JUDITH A LAS3
PALKO VICTORIA L AGR1
PALLADINO DCNALD J GRAD
PALLARDY STEPHEN G AGR2
PALLAS BRENT J LAS2
PALLY EVA CAROLINE LAS3
PALM CATHER INF A LAS2
PALM JONATHAN C ENG3
PALMATIER DAVID A LAS3
PALMBERG ADELE T GRAD
PALMBERG CARL ALAN ENG4
PALMBERG STEPHEN L GRAD
PALMER BARBARA JANE AGRA
PALMER CHRISTINE AGR1
PALMER DCNNA M LAS2
PALMER FRED J LAS1
PALMER GEORGE E GRAD
PALMER HOWARD J JR ENG4
PALMER HUGH HEGELER BUS*
PALMER JAMES L LAW1
PALMER JANETTE B GRAD
PALMER JCHN RAYMOND LAS4
PALMER KENNETH M BUSl
PALMER LARRY A FAA3
PALMER LAVONNE A GRAD
PALMER LOIS M LAS3
PALMER MARILYN K L ASA
PALMER MICHAEL K LAS1
PALMER MIRIAM KAYE GRAD
PALMER REBECCA A LAS1
PALMER RICHARD A LAS2
PALMER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
PALMER ROLAND DENNIS GRAD
707 S 6TH 402 C
606 W WASHINGTON U
1201 W NEVADA U
100? OREGON U
2319 S 1ST 204 C
5 02 E S TO UGH TON C
URH TOWNSEND 348 U
1013 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 575 U
409 E CHALMERS 502 C
URH ALLEN 332 U
804 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 482 C
910 S 3RD 11 17 C
2112 S RACE U
URH DANIELS 618 U
311 E CLARK C
311 E CLARK C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 369 C
URH WESTON 275 C
503 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH OGLESBY 423 U
703 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 465 C
308 E ARMORY C
503 S WEBBER U
209 E STOUGHTON C
401 E JOHN C
ROUTE 4 C
100 8 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 4-01 U
1503 KIRBY C
1600 W BRADLEY 27 C
1404 SILVER 14 U
URH TRELFASE 1002 U
UPH TOWNSEND 138 U
URH SNYDER 392 C
401 E GREEN C
303 E CHALMERS C
1009 S VICTOR C
1207 W MAIN U
1110 S ARBOR 303 C
URH DANIELS 715 U
1538 VALLEY PD C
URH TOWNSEND 467 U
502 W MAIN 103 U
2048 A HAZWO CT U
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
410 E GREEN C
311 E OANIEL C
URH WFSTON 291 C
URH GARNER 465 C
URH SNYDER 224 C
4 SAFFER CT U
1001 S 1ST C
908 W CALIFORNIA U
1107 W GREEN 634 U
201 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 173 C
URH BLAISDELL 305 U
1816 VALLEY RO C
1507 CENTENNIAL C
1507 CENTENNIAL C
207 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 233 U
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH OGLESBY 412 U
URH SCOTT 265 C
URH WARDALL 408 U
405 E JOHN C
512 E STOUGHTON C




2311 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FLAGG 407 C
URH TAFT 408 C




508 W STOUGHTON 8 U
111 S BUSEY U
305 W PARK 1 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 580 U
1722 ROBERT C




207 E JOHN C
809 W PENN U





















































































8740 S 51ST AV
5731 S MENARD AV
322 DAVIS CT








701 S OAK PARK AV








116 W 2ND ST
RR 4
ROUTE 1 BOX 75F
3036 CENTRAL AV





BOX 169 RR 3
2311 S 1ST MANOR





2740 N VISTA LN
2740 N VISTA LN
30 HAVELOCK RD
























U6-B W AUSTIN AV
408 S PATTON




118 W HINTZ RO
7675 E STATE
6712 N MONTICELLO
1810 FT JESSE RD
2 705 SANGAMON
1662 N VERMILION
125 1/3 N 6TH
111 S BUSEY
305 W PARK 1
8154 S MARQUETTE
RR 4 BOX 31
1722 ROBERT
931 N LOMBARD









































































































PALMER TERESA M GRAD
PALMER WILLIAM H II PE 2
PALMERI MARCIA K FAA1
PALMGREN PAUL W AGR1
PALMIERI VINCENT L 8US3
PALMINI DENNIS JOHN GRAD
PALMISANG JOHN V LAS3
PALMLEIS LILLIAN C GRAD
PALMORE LARRY MITCHE ENG4
PALO MICHAEL F GRAD
PALOMO MANUEL F ENG1
PALSHIS CHARLENE A LAS1
PALUCCI ROBERTA J EO 1
PALUSKA ANNETTE S COM3
PAMPE MARCIA L LAS2
PAMPEL FRED C JR LAS2
PAMPEL WILLIAM C LAS1
PAN SHENG-DER GRAD
PANANOS WILLl'AM J GRAD
PANCOAST ROBFRT F 8US2
PANCOTTO LINDA R LAS3
PANCZNEP JOAN MARIE GRAD
PANDFY RAM K GRAD
PANDEY VIJAY KUMAR GRAD
PANDIT CNKAR NATH GRAD
PANDIT UMA GRAD
PANFIL LEROY F JR LAS3
PANICALI ANTONIO R GRAD
PANICE MICHAEL M BUS2
PANIGRAHI GODAVARISH GRAD
PANIKIS KIRK G FAA4
PANIQUE KENNETH L PE 1
PANITCH ARNOLD GRAD
PANKAU JAMES J LAS4
PANKAU JOSEPH W LAS5
PANKAU JUDITH A LAS2
PANKCW DIANNF E VM 2
PANN HAROLD DAVID FAA4
PANNIER STEVEN R AGR3
PANSWAO THONGCHAI GRAD
PANT RAMESH CHANDRH GRAD
PANTELIDFS SOKRATES GRAD
PANTHER MICHAEL J BUS2
PANWAR JAIPAL SINGH GRAD
PANZER JAMES A ED 4
PAOLASINI ARNOLD L GRAD
PAPANIKOLAOU BASIL GRAD
PAPAS ANDREAS GRAD
PAPE CAROLYN J LAS3
PAPE GERALD G ENGl
PAPERO JANES RUSSELL AGR4
PAPKE MARY ELIZABFTH LAS4
PAPKE SUSAN A LAS3
PAPKE WILLIAM W AGR1
PAPPAS LOUIS J 3US1
PAPPAS MARCUS A LAS2
PARAHAM CHARLFS E LAS1
PARCHERT WAYNE W AGR1
PARCHETA THOMAS GENE LAS4
PARDEE WILLIAM JOSEP GRAD
PARDYS MICHAEL A LAS3
PAREKH H^RI KANT B GRAD
PARENTE DONALD EDWIN GRAD
PARENTI DENNIS W LAS2
OARFITT LYNN THEPESF PE 4
PARI GORDON A 3US3
PARIS GARY A ENG4
PARIS JAN A ED 3
PARIS JILL D AGR1
PARIS °EGGY J FAA3
PARISE FRANK S ENG2
PARISE RICHARD J BUS1
PAR ISH CARREL F AGR3
PARISH JAMES M LAS1
PARISH JEFFREY LEE GRAD
PARISH JDYCELYN P LAS3
PARISH SHEILA D GRAD
DAR ISH SYLVIA N L AS2
PARISH THOMAS S GRAD
PAPISI JOHN J 3US1
PARISI MARIA S G ED 4
PARISI WILLIAM PATRI PE 4
PARK ALYN S AGR2
PARK CHOONG WHAN GRAD
PARK GEORGE G AGR1
PARK JOHN M LAS3
PARK KI-HONG AGR6
PARK STEPHEN M ENGl
PARK WCOK GRAD
PARKAY MARILYN W GRAD
PARKER ALAN JOHN GRAD
PARKER ANDREW L LAS1
PARKER BOBBIE JEAN H LAS3
PARKER BRIAN D LAS2
PARKFR DENNIS WINSLO ENG4
PARKER GLORIA M ED 3
PARKFR HAPLEY W JR BUS4
NORMAL ILL
1722 ROBERT C
URH ALLEN 462 U
408 E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH CARR 126 U
URH SHERMAN 955 C
611 W HEALEY 2 C
203 COUNTRY FR C
306 W HILL C
URH WESTON 466 C
URH LAR 328 . U
URH FLAGG 311 C
URH LAR 131 U
URH ALLEN 474 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 236 C
BOX 2858 STA A C
612 LASELL C
URH WESTON 243 C
611 E DANIEL C
814 W DANIEL C
605 W OREGON U
MUMFORD HALL 305 U
2081 C ORCH ST U
2081 C ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSENO U
1818 A ORCH PL U
1110 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 216 U
514 S STATE C
URH HOPKINS 228 C
STA A BOX 2825 C
RR 3 C
1912 GALEN C
1207 W NEVADA U
908 S LINCOLN U
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FORBES 208 C
URH DANIELS 99 U
MORRILL HALL 297 U
603 S 4TH 3 C
1007 S 3RD C
512 W CALIFORNIA U
2420 E OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 348 C
606 BREEN C
2073 D ORCH ST U
1402 DOBBINS C
URH GARNER 232 C
706 S COLER U
713 S 6TH 202 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH NOBLE 107 C
604 E ARMORY C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 201 U
URH SNYDER 374 C
URH WESTON 430 C
2069 B HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 821 U
AN SCI LAB 215 U
1012 W SPNGFLD U
1007 S 3RD C
601 S 1ST C
1700 W BRADLEY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 1109 U
URH WARDALL 1222 U
408 E STOUGHTON 12 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 280 C
2 NEWPORT U
URH FORBES 395 C
URH DANIELS 619 U
2116 ORCH ST U
103 E DANIEL 6 C
URH LAR 360 U
2116 ORCH ST U
612 W WILLIAM C
612 W WILLIAM C
1007 S 3RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
5 SALEM RD U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 124 C
210 E JOHN C
904 W GREEN 625 U
709 W CHURCH 1 C
513 S MCKINLEY C
2001 COUNTRY SO U
401 E DANIEL C
402 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 510 C
PANTOUL ILL
705 S RANDOLPH 1 C































































1810 FT JESSE RD
1722 ROBERT
1003 20TH ST
2705 W 99TH ST
1806 N 79TH AV
11650 LOVE RD RR 1
1139 N GROVE AV
RR I
1734 44TH ST
200 JULIAN ST 1212
714 N HARRI SON ST
808 N PARK AV
4824 FLINTRIDGE CT
1010 E LOCUST ST
217 N HARVARD AV
217 N HARVARD AV








2081 C ORCH ST
5 MICHAEL MANOR

























413 F IRVING PK






2069 B HAZWD CT
2827 W BALMORAL










8530 S KEELER AV
RR 3 BOX 284
209 S HARVARD
5306 W 24 ST
812 W GROVE






ROUTE 2 HILANOA AD
157-9 DAE JO DONG
421 BURTON AV
186-11 SUNGBNK-ONG






2 640 W MORSE
612 EDEN PARK DR
1739 BELMONT AV



































































































PARKER HARVEY W III GRAD
PARKFR FFNRY HFRBIN GRAD
PARKFR JAMES E LAWl
PARKER KENNETH P ENG3
PARKFR LINCA K LAS3
PARKER MARLA J LASl
PARKER NANCY PUCKETT GRAD
PARKER PATRICIA L LAS2
PARKER ROBERT GEORGF GRAO
PARKER SCOTT R LASl
PARKER STEVEN H ENG1
PARKER YVONNE G LAS6
PARKFS JOHN JOSEPH ENG4
PARKHILL LAWRENCE J ENG1
PARKHURST CHRISTINA LAS4
PARKHURST HUGH J JR GRAD
PARKHURST JUDITH I GRAD
PARKHURST SCOTT P LASl
PARKIN JUDD L FAA1
PARKIN MARK A L AS 3
PARKINSON ANN N LAS2
PARKINSCN DONALD R LAW2
PARKINSCN RICHARD G GRAD
PARKS ALFRED LFON GRAD
PARKS BARRY J FAA4
PARKS CHARLES LFF LAS3
°ARKS DARRYL W FAA?
PARKS DAVID LESLIE FAA4
PARKS DAVID MOORE F NG4
PARKS JOHN L LAS2
PARKS JOHN R BUS1
PARKS JUL IA L LASl
PARKS MARCIA M FAA2
PARKS NOREEN MARY GRAO
PARKS PAMELA A LASl
PARKS PAUL BROWNLEE LAS4
PARKS TERRANCE C GRAD
PARLIN BRADLEY W GRAD
PARLIN SUSAN DALE GRAD
PARMER JESS H I II GRAD
PARMLEY JANE A FAA2
PARNELL JOHN EDWARD GRAD
PARR BILLIE J LASl
PARR JAY ANDREW JR GRAD
PARR THOMAS ROBERT LAS3
PARRETT DOUGLAS F AGR2
PARRILLO PHILIP P LASl
PARRIN GARY E LAS2
PARRI SH JANICE B LAS?
PAPRISH MARY D LASl
PARRO CRAJG D LASl
PARRY CYNTHIA A LAS3
PARRY REAH F AGR6
PARSELL LARRY L AGR3
PAPSHALL STEVEN A FAA2
PARSONS ALAN CLIFFOR L ASA
PARSONS DAVID J LAW2
PARSONS DIANA SUE GRAD
PARSONS DONALD F GRAD
PAPSONS GERALDINE A LAS4
PARSCNS JON R LAS3
PARSONS JOSEPH A GRAD
PARSONS MARK A BUS2
PARTH DONALD JAMES GRAD
PARTRIDGE EUGENIA JO AGR4
PARTRIOGE RICHARD L GRAD
PARVIN JON G BUS1
PARYS BARBARA P ED 1
PARYS MARY L LAS2
PAPZ DANIEL J LAW2
PARZYCH PHILLIP S BUS1
PASCARELLA SHARCN M LAS2
PASCHKE BILL DAVID GRAD
PASCO SHELLEY LOWREY ED 3
PASCO WILLIAM JOEL VM 2
PASH KAYE LADD GRAD
PASK ALAN JOSEPH VM 1
PASKOV MAPIJAN R GRAD
PASSAFIUME DIANNE M LASl
PASSAGLIA ANDREW A BUS1
PASSAPELLA MICHAEL P VM 2
PASSEN ADRIENNE C FAA3
PASSEY JOEL CRAIG GRAD
PASTOR RICHARD A AGR3
PASTORE JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
PASULKA WALTER R GRAD
PASVOGEL GLENN FDGAR GRAD
PASZCZYK JOSEPH R COM4
PATANELLA JAMES E ENG1
PATAY GEGRGE F LAS2
PATCH ROBERT WARNER LAS4
PATCHETT JUNE J GRAD
PATE DENNIS E AGR2
PATE MITCHELL V ENG4
PATEJUNAS CONSTANCE LASl
PATEK KATHERINE J LAS2
1002 W NEVADA U
203 FLORA C
402 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 565 C
313 E CHALMERS C
1006 BROADMOOR C
URH TRELEASE 428 U
BONVILLE ILL
313 F JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 133 U
211 E DANIEL C
810 N COLER U
504 W ELM 4 U
URH HOPKINS 428 C
611 E DANIEL C
710 S BROADWAY U
50? W MAIN 112 U
URH OGLESBY 716 U
URH NOBLE 103 C
1213 W MAIN 4 U
SAVOY ILL
905 S 1ST 18 C
SAVOY ILL
URH DANIELS 42? U
406 E GREEN C
804 E MICHIGAN U
URH OGLESRY 823 U
509 ROBINSON CT C
S 1 ST ST MANOR C
URH WESTON 423 C
210 ARCADIA C
URH TRELEASE 823 U
309 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 116 U
URH TAFT 19 C




406 W GREEN U
904 S 3RD C
822 OAKLAND 201 U
URH LUNDGREN 317 C
1103 HARDING U
MADRID SPAIN
URH SCOTT 224 C
URH NOBLE 320 C
URH GARNER 343 C
URH BLAISDELL 218 U
URH LAR 218 U
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
URH TRELEASE 912 U
1403 WESTERN C
URH BABCOCK 219 U
1108 S 1ST C
1603 W GREEN C
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH SHERMAN 963 C
RANTOUL ILL
MCCRAIGN PL 2 U
2113 HAZWD DR 202 U
205 E ARMORY C
504 E WHITE C
URH SAUNDERS 116 U
URH SHERMAN 1252 C
1909 JOANNE LN C
URH LAR 177 U
307 E DANIEL C
207 1/2 E CLARK 4 C
URH OGLESBY 942 U
URH BARTON 202 C
706 E MAIN U
909 W OREGON 208 U
909 W OREGON 208 U
307 W SPNGFLD C
801 W OREGON U
606 S STATE C
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
URH SNYDER 480 C
20 DUNELLEN U
URH ALLEN 79 U
2114 ORCH ST 301 U
URH BABCOCK 322 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH SHERMAN C
406 E STOUGHTON 1 C
1509 KILER C
URH HOPKINS 419 C
203 N HARVEY U
411 E GREEN C
BROCTON ILL
2207 GLFNOAK C
1212 W CLARK U
URH SAUNDERS 13 U















































































502 W MAIN 112
RR 2 BOX 47
935 SHERIDAN RO
1213 W MAIN 4
42 LANGE
6150 N WINTHROP 9
42 LANGE
1408 HELEN



































10057 S HILL TERR
2113 HAZWD DR 202
RR 2
504 E WHI TE



















804 S ILLINOIS ST
620 E 10TH ST
1918 N WHIPPLE ST
205 W EUCLID
1509 KILER






1654 W 57TH ST



































































































PATEL ANIL NAVALRAI GRAO
PATEL HARIHARBHAI K GRAD
PATEY JEREMY W LAS2
PATHAK PADMAKAR N GRAO
PATIL 8HIVARA0 R GRAO
PATINKIN LYNN D LAS3
PATINKIN MARSHA GAIL ED 4
PATINKIN TERRY ALLAN LAS*
PATINO GEORGE PRACO ENG4
PATIS KENNETH H LAS2
PATON JOHN R ENG4
PATRICK CATHERINE A GRAD
PATRICK FREDRICK A ENG1
PATRICK GEORGE DEMET GRAD
PATRICK HAROLD E ENGl
PATRICK RICHARD A ENG4
PATRICK SHAWN S LAS4
PATTEN CRAIG M FAA4
PATTEN KEITH DAVID LAS3
PATTEN LEE I AGR3
PATTERSON C H LAS1
PATTERSON CAROL A LAS3
PATTFRSON CHARLES S LAS1
PATTERSON CAVID W BUS4
PATTERSCN DONALD LES LAS4
PATTERSON GIL A LAS1
PATTERSON GORDON R GRAD
PATTERSCN GREG R AVI2
PATTERSON GWFNDOLYN ED 2
PATTERSON JAMFS EDWA ENG4
PATTFRSCN JOHN R FNG1
PATTFRSON MARK A LAS3
PATTERSCN MICHAEL R FAA3
PATTERSON POLA NEGRI GRAD
PATTERSON RICHARD A ENG2
PATTERSON SUSAN H LAS2
PATTFRSON TARA M LAS3
PATTERSON THOMAS M FAA2
PATTERSON TRUDI A L A S4
PATTERSON WILLIAM W GRAO
PATTON CHARLES DUANE GRAD
PATTON CONNIE S BUS1
PATTON DONALD L ENG3
PATTON MICHAEL M LAS1
PATTON NANCY K GRAD
PATTON PHILIP ANDREW PE 1
PATTON VERNON L LAS2
PATZER SUSAN K LAS1
PATZKE FRANK T LAS2
PAUKSTIS STEVEN J FAA3
PAUL DEBORAH A AGR1
PAUL DENISE M LAS2
PAUL JEROME ERWIN GRAD
PAUL MARLA H LAS1
PAUL RICHARD H FAAl
PAULASKAS ANNFTTF M LAS2
PAULDING RUSSFLL K ENGl
PAULEY DOUGLAS A A GR
1
PAULL MATTHEW H LAS3
PAULSEN ARNE J FAA2
PAULSEN JON PETER GRAD
PAULSFN KENNETH DANN GRAD
PAULSEN MARK S ENGl
PAULSEN MARSHA J COM2
PAULSON ALWYNNE G 8US2
PAULSCN EINAR JR GRAD
PAULSON JAMES C GRAD
PAULUS KRISTl J 3US1
PAULY JOHN JAMES JR ENG4
PAULY JOHN LFON GRAD
PAUSCH LOIS M GRAD
PAVA ENID G COM4
PAVEL AGNES MARIA GRAD
PAVELA GARY M LAW1
PAVIA JOSEPH D JR ENGl
PAVIA MARY J E L AS 1
PAVILONIS BARBARA ED 3
PAVIS VALFRIE A ED ?
PAVISH DANNY L LAS2
PAVLETIC MARY A LAS3
PAVLFTIC MICHAFL M VM 1
PAVLIK EDWARD CCNALC GRAO
PAVLIK MICHAFL EDWAR LAS4
PAVLIS ROSZANN MARIE GRAD
PAWELAK JAMES E LAS4
PAWELAK JEROME EDWIN LAS4
PAWLAK RENEE ED 1
PAWLICKI ALEX W GRAD
PAWLOWSKI MARGARET M PE 3
PAXSON RANDALL L LAS1
PAXSON WILLIAM F FAA2
PAXTON THCMAS C FAA3
PAYDON LINDA J PF 1
PAYNE BETTYF J LAS3
PAYNE CAROLE GRAD
PAYNE JAMES GREGORY LAS4
PAYNE JAMES R III 3US4
602 N LINCOLN U
1107 S EUCLID I C
802 S LINCOLN U
109 E JOHN C
1107 W GREEN 422 U
2003 RAINBOW U
1206 W CAL IFORNIA U
907 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 149 U
203 N HARVEY U
MAHOMET ILL
205 E GREEN 19 C
URH GARNER 211 C
1110 NOFFTZ C
URH WESTON 269 C
URH WFSTON 269 C
URH TOWNSEND 213 U
1007 S 2ND C
306 E DANIEL C
1005 S 2ND C
603 W MAIN U
URH LAR 108 U
URH CARR 113 U
2029 B HAZWD CT U
811-2 MATTIS C
URH WFSTON 260 C
409 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 510 C
1110 W NEVADA U
1835 A ORCH ST U
TUSCOLA ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
706 S VINE U
201 COUNTRY FR 2 C
2307 S 1ST 201 C
910 S 3RD 1101 C
309 E HEALEY 16 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 309 U
2016 VAWTER U
1006 HOLIDAY C
U"H ALLEN 226 U
URH FORBES 432 C
1908 GOLFVIEW U
URH VANDOREN 403 C
1103 W UNIVERSITY U
707 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 461 U
1108 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1003 U
URH TRELEASE 923 U
URH EVANS 429 U
504 1/2 E GREEN C
URH FLAGG 412 C
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
1101 S EUCLID C
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
URH WESTON 450 C
409 E CHALMERS C
313 E ARMORY C
406 E GREEN U
1004 S 4TH C
URH BABCOCK 408 U
5S E HEALEY C
1610 PARK HAVEN C
1610 PARKHAVEN C
1724 HENRY C
URH ALLEN 394 U
2217 S 1ST 204 C
1836 VALLEY RD C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1104 W NEVADA U
311 E GREEN 212 C
URH FAR 101 U
URH SNYDER 360 C
URH FLAGG 307 C
URH BUSEY 158 U
URH TRELEASE 618 U
1105 S 4TH C
705 W GREFN U
11 10 S ARBOR 302 C
306 MAPLE C
1007 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 238 U
1007 S 1ST 3 C
1007 S 1ST 3 C
URH BARTON 303 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
9 10 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 295 C
706 W OHIO U
102 E CHALMERS C
8 05 W OHIO U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SHFRMAN 50 1 C







































































1741 W PRATT BLVD
106 W COOK
8970 PARKSIDE 206






2517 S STATE ST




2905 W 97TH PL
916 1/2 S 8TH ST
2029 B HAZWD CT
118 N KENDALL ST
440 E 81ST ST
RR 2
110 CHANDLER DR
211 S KASPAR AV
1 C7 W CYPRESS
305 E BARKER
3320 W 205TH ST
1525 GRACE ST
201 COUNTRY FR DR
2




















406 N OAK ST
13545 BUFFALO AV
7643 JOSEPH DR
RR 1 BOX 52
9630 N KARLOV
900 FULTON AV
260 W 14TH ST
3526 13TH ST




















176 W 28TH PL
3658 PERRYSVILLE
5636 S TROY
5636 S TROY ST
601 FREELAND AV
9200 KOMENSKY
3122 S 53RD CT
625 N STOCKTON DR
10921 S HERMOSA
4 S 600 FENDER RD
RR 1
1025 RANDALL





































































































PAYNE JOHN M 8US1
PAYNF LARRY NEWELL GRAO
PAYNF REGINALD G LAS1
PAYNE THOMAS HEADLEY GRAD
PAYNE THOMAS OWEN GRAD
PAZERO JOSEPH E JR LASl
PEACE GEORGE EARL GRAD
PEACH JANIS KAY GRAD
PEALE THOMAS RAY LAS3
PFARCF ARLYCE L LASl
PFARCE BARBARA BUS3
PEARCE CALVIN L ENG1
PEARCE CAVID A LAS4
PEARCE JILL S LAS2
PEARCE SCOTT GILBERT LAS4
PEARD BEVERLY A LAS3
PEARD JOHN C ENG1
PEARL BARTON LEF COM4
PEARL F S BUS2
*PEARL STEPHEN LEE GRAD
PFARLMAN ANDREA KAY COM2
PEARLMAN 3ARBARA R LAS3
PEARLMAN ELLEN L LASl
PFARLMAN ELLEN RAY LAS3
PFARLMAN MICHAEL D GRAD
PEARSE MARY KATHRYN LAS4
PEARSE POBERT B FD 1
PEARSE SUSAN J ED 2
PEARSON CAROL FAA2
PFARSON CAROL I LASl
PFARSON CHARLES E LAS4
PEARSON CYNTHI A J LASl
PFARSON DEBORAH J FAAl
PEARSON DONALD R ENG5
PEARSON GLENN A ENG2
PEARSON GREGORY EDWI 8US4
PEARSON HEATHER JEAN FAA4
PEARSON JAMES P ENG2
PFARSCN JOHN POBERT LAS4
PEARSON JOY LASl
PEARSON KENNETH WAYN ENG4
PEARSON LARRY J AGR3
PEARSON LAUREL W LAS4
PEARSON RICHARD H LAS3
PEARSON WILLIAM RAYM LAS4
PEASCOE JUDITH GOULD GRAD
PEASE SARAH G LAS3
PECENY MARY C FAAl
PFCH ROBERT H ENG2
PECH WILLIAM C L AS 3
PFCHARICH ANDREW JAM AGR4
PECHMAN KENNETH J GRAD
PECHTER DEBORAH J ED 2
PtCHTER EDWARD ALLEN LAS4
PECHTER GARY E LAS3
PECHTFR MARILYN R ED 1
PECK DON E ENG4
PECK JAPES R LASl
PECK JOHN ALEXANDER GRAD
PECK KEN E ENG4
PECK LINDA G FAA3
PECK MICHAEL ROBERT LAS4
PECK PATRICIA A LAS4
PECK RAYMOND K LAS2
PFCK ROBERT KENNIE GRAD
PECKHART LAWRENCE A FAA4
PECORI SERGIO A ENG3
PEDDICORD KENNETH LE GRAD
PEDEN MARK E ENG1
PEDERSEN AUDREY M FAAl
PEDERSEN BERTEL S GRAD
PEDERSEN CAROLYN A AGR1
PEDERSEN JANE COLSON GRAD
PEDERSEN RAYMOND F LAS2
PFOERSEN POBERT G LAS3
PEDERSON PETFR EDWAR AGR4
PFDICONE MARY AGNES FAA4
PFDIGO LYNN LOUISE GRAD
PEEK KAREN L LASl
PFELE MARK L ENGl
PEER SANDRA F LAS4
PEGG GARY D FAA2
PEGORARO KATHLEEN M LASl
PEGORARO ROBERT ANTH PE 4
PEHLKE ROBERT ERVIN AGR4
PEIFFR JAMES F L AW 1
PEIRCE JANICE CORUM GRAD
PEIRCE STEPHEN R AVI3
PEISCH DAVID I LASl
PEKAR RUSSELL GEORGE LAS4
PEKOVICH MARIANNE LASl
PELANT EDWARD D LAS3
PELC PAULETTE AYN LAS*
PELEHAC CAROL ANN GRAD
PELETZ BERNADINE F GRAD
PELINI GREGORY EUGEN LAS4
PELISH JAMES A LAW1
URH WESTON 366 C
2017 PHILO RD 3 IJ
URH CARR 317 U
300 S GOODWIN 101 U
10? S GREGORY U
URH GARNER 467 C
606 W OHIO U
1501 N WILLI S C
1101 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 519 U
309 E HFALEY U
URH WESTON 293 C
602 W MICHIGAN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
410 F JOHN C
URH ALLEN 302 U
URH SNYDER 360 C
803 S MATTIS 3 C
911 S 3RD C
316 S PRAIRIE C
910 S 3RD 916 C
58 E ARMORY 7 C
URH FLAGG 312 C
209 W UNIVERSITY 5 C
1965 C ORCH ST U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 173 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
509 S 5TH C
URH ALLEN 493 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH TRELEASE 1006 U
URH ALLEN 249 U
1203 W EUREKA U
URH WESTON 356 C
1111 S 1ST C
107 1/2 E JOHN C
URH TCWNSEND 383 U
211 F DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 315 U
57 E JOHN 8 C
1008 S 4TH C
57 E JOHN 8 C
501 E DANIEL C
808 N LINCOLN 2 U
URH DANIELS 491 U
405 E JOHN C
URH LAR 398 U
URH HOPKINS 391 C
1004 S 4TH C
809 W PENN U
428 FAIRLAWN U
910 S 3RD C
1105 S 1ST C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 208 U
1611 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TOWNS END 304 U
URH SHFRMAN 453 C
URH TOWNSEND 311 U
603 E WHITE 2 C
404 E S TO UGH TON 5 C
603 E WHITE 2 C
106 E ARMORY C
904 W HILL U
1106 S EUCLID 101 C
212 E DANIEL C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 462 C
URH ALLEN 306 U
1734 VALLEY RD C
1734 VALLEY RD C
804 W OREGON U
609 W MAIN 2 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
511 BASH CT C
URH SHERMAN 416 C
URH WARDALL 916 U
40 1 E JOHN C
212 1/2 W JOHN C
310 W COLUMBIA C
URH ALLEN 462 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 908 U
506 W STOUGHTON U
2104 W WHITE 108 C
301 W UNIVERSITY C
URH OGLFSBY 612 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 233 U
402 E ARMORY C
510 W GREEN U
308 W HIGH U
1108 S LINCOLN U
406 E GREEN C


































































1038 E 132ND ST


























2712 N DECHMAN AV
1209 MAYFAIR
4940 LAWN AV
2620 BURR OAK AV
1203 W EUREKA
410 S SLUSSFR ST
515 ST LOUIS AV
693 SPRING RD
304 N SCOTT ST













6504 S WHIPPLE ST
































506 W STOUGHTON I
2104 W WHITE 108
RR 4
4N220 SWIFT RD
40 W 24TH ST
8850 ESCANA9A AV
1909 S WESLEY AV
1425 N UNION ST
3631 S HARVEY
ROUTE'l HARBOR RD
717 W ELEANOR PL


































































































PELLAK OARLEEN R LAS1
PELLETIER DONALD H GRAD
PELLETIER NELSON E LAW1
PELLIKAN CHRISTOPHER LAS2
PELMORE WILLIE MAE ED 3
PFLOQUIN PHILLIP JR LAW1
PELZ ANN ARTHUR GRAD
PELZ MARK F AGR2
PELZ VERNON D JR AGR1
PEMBERTCN SARA R ED 1
PEM8ERTON SCOTT B LAS2
PEMBERTON STEPHEN C LAS3
PEMPER MARY J LAS1
PENCE MICHAEL M LAS3
PENCE PAMELA J LAS2
PENCE ROBERT 'J LAS2
PENDERGAST THOMAS J COM3
PENOFRGRASS DANIEL B GRAD
PENDERGPASS JAMES W GRAD
PENDERGRASS JOHN L LAS3
PENDLETON CHARLES W GRAD
PENDLETON OONALD K AGRl
PENDLETON JOHN T GRAD
PENG WEI SAN LILY GRAD
PFNKAVA ROBERTA LAS*
PENLEY MICHAEL W GRAD
PENMAN MARJORIE JEAN GRAO
PENN CANOACE M L AS3
*PENN ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
PENN RUSSELL L LASL
PENNA MICHAEL A GRAO
*PENNELL DANNY JOE GRAO
PENNELL PEGGY N FAA1
PENNER RAYMOND G JR LAS3
PENNER RONALO B LAS2
PENNER VIVI H AGR3
PFNNINGFR CRAIG J FAAl
PENNINGTON DAVID E GRAD
PENNINGTON FLOYD C GRAD
PFNNINGTON RODNFY C ENG1
PENNINGTON WILLIAM A LASl
PENNOCK CLIFFORD D GRAD
*PENSON JOHN B JR GRAD
PENSTONF ANN E LASl
PENTECOST EDWIN DEAN GRAD
PENWELL WILLIAM L LAS2
PENWILL CHARLES R GRAD
PFO GFOPGE EDWIN JR ENG4
PEO MARGARET L LAS2
PEPPER ALAN M FAA4
PEPPFR CANIEL LAS2
PEPPERS LEROY B JR LAS2
PEPPING JENNIFER J LAS2
PEPPING RICHARD E ENG3
PFRALTA DIANA ED 1
f>FRBOHNER JOHN J LAS4
PERCIACH SUSAN J AGR2
PERCIVAL MARK A AGRl
PEREBINOSSOFF P R GRAD
PERFIRA JOSE F GRAD
PE<?ELLA JACK R ENG4
PERELMAN JEFFREY S LAS2
PEPELMAN ROBERT D LASl
PERETZ SHELLY P L AS2
PEREZ HUGO LASl
PEREZ JOSE L FAAl
PERINO KATHLEEN A ED 4
PFRISHO KATHLEEN ED 4
PERISHO RONALD JAY ENG4
PERKFRS KENT J LAS3
PFPKINS CAROL A LAS3
PERKINS GERALD PE 3
PFRKINS JAMES S LAS3
PERK INS JOHN F GRAD
PERKINS KIMBARK ED 4
PERKINS MICHAEL M LASl
PERKINS NANCY J FAA3
PERKINS PATRICIA GAI FAA4
PERKINS ROGER GENE GRAD
PERKINS THOMAS W LASl
PERKINS TIMOTHY A AGR2
PFRKINSON CAVID PAUL LAS3
PFRKINSON GARY LYNN GRAO
PFRKINSON PAUL M LASl
PERKO KENNETH J ENG1
PERKO LAWRENCE N ENG2
PERKOFF DAVID ALAN LAS3
PFRLEN MARK P LAS2
PF^LEN MICHAEL C 3US4
PERLET WILLIAM S ENG1
PFPLETZ LAWRENCF L GRAD
PERLIK SUSAN FLYSE ED 4
PERLMAN BRUCE S LAS3
PFRLMAN HOWARD A FAA3
PFRLMAN LAURENCE A GRAD
PFRLMAN REID M LAS2
PFPLMAN WENDY FAITH GRAD
URH TRELEASE 1027 U
508 1/2 F SPNGFLD C
WILSON TRLR PK 40 U
802 S LINCOLN U
2102 ORCH ST 302 U
504 W ELM U
1108 S LINCOLN 5 U
203 W HARVEY U
809 W PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 204 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 707 U
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH HOPKINS 152 C
616 E DANIEL C
201 E JOHN C
311 E SPNGFLD C
502 E HEALEY 309 C




18 37 C ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS 460 U
706 W GREEN 2 U
1211 W CHURCH 1 C
URH BLAISDELL 216 U
URH BLAISDELL 420 U
1816 LARCH PL U
URH OGLESBY 1212 U
PR 4 U
1960 C ORCH ST U
ROUTE 2 C
409 E CHALMERS 712 C
409 CHALMERS 409 C
409 E CHALMERS 914 C
MANSFIELD ILL
1406 CORONADO 3 C
1907 SOUTHWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
RANTOUL ILL
1113 W CLARK U
1116 W UNION C
URH FLAGG 309 C
1605 WILEY U
401 E GREEN C
107 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
501 S ELM 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 424 U
1402 1/2 E MICHIGN U
1112 S ARBOR 203 C
URH SNYDER 230 C
URH WARDALL 1221 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 59 U
910 S 3RD 623 C
URH BLAISDELL 325 U
TOLONO ILL
1108 CAMBRIDGE C
URH SHERMAN 647 C
408 E CHALMERS 608 C
105 E ARMORY C
310 S 3RD 707 C
URH TRELEASE 603 U
URH OGLESBY U
CHICAGO ILL
URH VANOOREN 121 C
401 S 6TH C
401 S 6TH C
28 SALEM U
URH ALLEN 256 U
1120 W PARK C
3L1 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
1202 W NEVADA U
1101 PENN U
106 E HEALEY 17 C
1605 CORONADO C
2105 HAZWD DR U
URH OGLESBY 620 U
2083 D ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 315 C
URH HOPKINS 419 C
URH HOPKINS 356 C
58 W GREEN C
1007 S 3RD C
LOCK RAVEN C
211 E DANIEL C
502 W MAIN 320 U
1007 S 1ST 9 C
409 E CHALMERS 506 C
910 S 3RD 607 C
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
409 F CHALMERS 410 C































































307 E MAIN ST
WILSON TRLR PK 40
3736 N SACRAMENTO
112 STANAGE













FACKLER RD RR 3
403 SOUTHLAND DR S
905 SHERIDAN RD
RR 3









1960 C ORCH ST
ROUTE 2
2027 77TH AV













501 S ELM 2
RR 5 BOX 418





2632 W 22ND ST
43 SHERIDAN RD
























2083 D ORCH ST
221 F LINCOLN









7926 N KEFLFR AV






































































































































































































GRAD 405 S NEW C 3 5 6-5497
GRAD 10 1 N BUSEY 5 U
LAS3 1503 KIRBY C
GRAD 103 1/2 GROSSBACH U 367-9999
LAS3 104 E ARMORY C
GRAD 605 W ILLINOIS U
GRAD 2023 B ORCH ST U 3*4-0 269
GRAD 2023 B ORCH ST U 344-0269
FAA4 URH SCOTT 393 C 332-1566
GRAD 1203 W MAIN 3A u 367-4720
GRAD 806 W STOUGHTON u 367-8287
GRAD 806 W STOUGHTON u
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 166 u 332-4030
GRAD 212 CRYSTAL LAKE u 367-0553
AGR2 310 E JOHN c
LAS3 URH BUSEY 159 u 332-2595
EO 1 URH LAR 299 u 33 2-3C06
FAA4 205 W HIGH u
LAW1 1002 W OREGON u 344-5513
BUS3 212 E DANIEL c 356-7908
FNG2 URH WESTON 495 C 332-2122
ED 4 408 W CLARK C 352-6483
GRAD 1962 D ORCH ST u 344-4369
LAS2 311 E GREEN 311 c
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 505 u
GRAD 404 S NEW c 359-9042
GRAD SEYMOUR ILL
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 122 u 332-3739
GRAD 1962 D ORCH ST u 344-4369
LAS1 URH WARDALL 825 u 332-4477
LAS2 URH GARNER 275 c 332-0759
ENG3 105 E GREEN 11 c
ENG4 STNGHTN&GODWN APTS u 344-9783
LAS2 509 E STOUGHTON c 359-4718
BUS3 URH WESTON 378 c 332-2040
COM3 303 E JOHN c 344-1103
GRAD 509 W IOWA u 344-3525
GRAD 509 W IOWA u 344-3525
LAS1
GRAD URH SHERMAN 450 c
AGR2 URH BLAISDELL 115 u 332-3462
ENG2 302 E GREGORY c 344-7511
PE 1 URH BUSEY 254 u
FAA4 406 E SPNGFLD c 359-4303
AGR2 URH SCOTT 225 c 332-1450
GRAD 1004 S *TH c 367-9094
LAS4 1205 1/2 JOANNE LN c 359-2839
GRAD 704 S PROSPECT c 352-6271
LAS1 409 E CHALMRS 1503 c 384-5905
BUS3 713 W OHIO u
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 122 u 332-3604
BUS2 URH TOWNSEND 468 u 332-4223
ENG1 910 S 3RD c 337-5124
GRAD 502 E HEALEY 203 c 352-5099
LAS3 FOREST PARK ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 266 c 332-0990
BUS1 URH NOBLE 409 c 332-0427
GRAD 1508 S MATTIS c 356-1184
BUS2 URH GARNER 359 c 332-0813
BUS1 URH SCOTT 463 c 332-1613
FAA3 209 E GREEN 1 c 359-7111
FAA2 412 E GREEN 5 c
AGR2 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
BUS* 2104 ORCH ST 304 u 344-3409
ENG4 505 W UNIVERSITY c 356-3833
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 214 u 332-3490
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 636 u 344-1092
LAS2 411 E GREEN c 344-94 34
GRAD 1833 C ORCH PL u 344-0528
GRAD
ENG1 URH GARNER 478 c 332-0901
PE 3 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
GRAD LUDLOW ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 276 u 332-2984
FAA1 URH LAR 317 u 332-2885
LASl URH ALLEN 434 u 332-3240
AGR.3 706 W OHIO u 344-0676
LASl URH WAROALL 223 u 332-4330
GRAD 1000 E COLORADO 52 u 365-3171
BUS2 2104 S ORCH ST 304 u 344-3490
3US1 URH WESTON 364 c 332-2027
BUS2 102 E CHALMERS c
AGR1 URH ALLEN 491 u 332-3415
BUS3 URH SCOTT 250 c
FAA1 901 S 2ND c 344-7541
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c 359-7936
LASl 604 E ARMORY 316 c 344-1266
LAS3 URH BARTON 205 c 332-0131
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS 902 c 384-5297
COM4 410 S BUSEY u
LASl URH FLAGG 333 c 332-0320
ED 3 URH ALLEN u 332-3084
ENG4 301 E CHALMERS c
AGR3 508 E ARMORY u
ENG3 112 E DANIEL c 359-1492
GRAD 504 FAIRLAWN u 367-9634







2023 B ORCH ST
2023 B ORCH ST
14704 S WABASH DOL
321 E ATLANTIC AV
806 W STOUGHTON
806 W STOUGHTON























1322 N VAIL AV
509 W IOWA
509 W IOWA
2446 W 54TH ST















625 S HARLEM AV
149 W WASHINGTON

















RR 2 BOX 120
1141 N OAK PARK AV
RR 1
317 E CHERRY ST
1000 E COLORADO 52









962 8 S KENNETH
412 10TH ST
190 W JACKSON AV
616 S LINCOLN AV




























































































































PETERSON GORDON E I I
PETERSON GORDON M











































































ENG1 URH WESTON 290 C 332-1975
LAS3 502 W ELM 9 U 328-3722
GRAD 311 S PRAIRIE 1 C 352-0948
LAW1 312 S GARFIELD C 356-7473
LAS3 1707 W GREEN C
GRAD 2079 B HAZWD CT u 367-3625
LAS3 704 S 3RD c 344-6191
GRAD 606 W HILL C 356-2394
AVIl URH SCOTT 300 c
GRAD IVESDALE ILL
LAS4 41 1/2 E MAIN 4 C
FAA6 707 W SPNGFLD 3 c 352-8052
GRAD 804 OAKLAND 105 u 367-0834
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH 2 C
PF 1 URH WESTON 432 C 332-2077
ENG1 URH FORBES 422 C 332-1102
LAS2 URH VAN DOR EN 404 c 332-0539
BUS2 202 E DANIEL C
LAS4 904 W CLARK u 333-3 960
BUS1 URH BABCOCK 204 u
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 267 c 332-1234
ENG3 URH CARR 229 u 332-3910
ENG4 28 SALEM RD u 367-7571
GRAD 707 W SPNGFLD c 352-8052
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 337-5104
GRAD 907 S MATTIS 6 C
LAS4 811 W HILL 8 c 356-4007
BUS1 URH ALLEN 496 u 33,2-3420
FAA3 313 E JOHN c
GRAD 2079 B HAZWD CT u
GRAD 701 W ELM u
LAS3 209 E ARMORY C
ED 3 1004 S 1ST C
LAW2 1825 W JOHN c 352-1423
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 230 u 332-3641
GRAD 1519 W HEALEY 4 c 359-8937
LAS3 URH 0GLES8Y 518 u 33 2-5189
LAW2 1107 W GREEN u 344-2286
LAS4 1012 W SPNGFLD 3 u
ENG3 URH CARR 229 u 332-3910
GRAD 1414 CAMBRIDGE c 359-3388
LAS3 311 S PRAIRIE 5 c
LAS2 URH TRELEASF 708 u 332-5595
LAS2 209 E JOHN C
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 135 u 332-0049
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 224 u 332-3635
AGR3 211 W SPNGFLD 303 c 352-4650
LAS1 URH FORBES 364 c 332-1059
ENG2 URH GARNER 278 C 332-0761
FAA1 URH SCOTT 273 c 232-1483
LAS4 URH FORBES 228 c 332-0966
FO 2 1C04 S 4TH C 344-3687
ENG2 URH WESTON 243 c 332-1942
PE L 1005 S WRIGHT c
8US4 URH OGLESBY 805 u 332-5267
VM 1 311 S PRAIRIE 5 c
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1024 u 332-5345
BUS4 2311 S 1ST 103 c 384-51C7
GRAD 1103 W HILL u 367-0686
ED 4 112 W IOWA u 367-0609
LAS1
LAS4 1209 W MAIN u 344-0043
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 310 c 332-0523
LAS1 211 E DANIEL c
LAS2 URH FORBES 371 c 332-1066
ED 1 URH FORBES 421 c
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 326 u 332-4133
LAS1 URH SNYDER 276 c
GRAD 104 W OREGON u
LAS4 402 E ARMORY c 344-9713
AVIl URH SNYDER 390 c 332-1803
ENG3 212 E DANIFL c 356-7908
GRAD 1723 VALLEY RD c 359-6692
ED 4 907 S WRIGHT c 344-0 545
ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
LAS3 URH WARDALL 805 u
LAS3 URH LAR 435 u 332-3658
LAS1 URH ALLEN 459 u 332-3393
PE 1 URH ALLEN 459 u 333-3393
ED 3 409 E CHALMRS 1104 c 344-0522
LAS3 312 S ELM c
FNG1 URH TOWNSEND 110 u 332-3992
FD I URH LAR 499 u 332-3C75
LAS3 911 S 3RD c 344-5549
LAS2 URH WARDALL 208 u 332-4316
FAA4 904 W ILLINOIS 4 u 367-8291
LAS3 BOX 2890 STA A c
LAS2 URH ALLEN 192 u 33 2-3 296
FAA4 106 E ARMORY c
PE 1 2419 MAPLEWOOD c 356-8833
LAS2 16 CFDRIC u 328-3715
LAS3 310 F JOHN c 344-0808
ENG1 604 E ARMORY 332 c
LAS1 306 E PARK 105 c 356-6114
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 1106 u 332-5713
LAS2 1109 S 4TH c 344-4301
1308 LONG CT
502 W ELM 9
311 S PRAIRIE 1
312 S GARFIELD
922 PARK VIEW AV
2079 B HAZWD CT
8221 NEWCASTLE
606 W HILL
RR 3 BOX 189
1020 ASH ST











5407 N BFRNARD ST
920 FONTAINE PL
1408 N MCKINLEY





2079 B HAZWD CT
510 E STOUGHTON
1255 E RIVERSIDE
9719 E ROUTE 173
RR 1
3508-41ST AV
1519 W HEALEY 4
12048 S STATE ST
1107 W GREEN
101 E 141ST ST
5407 N BERNARD ST
1414 CAMBRIDGE
7653 OLEANDER
613 W SPRING ST
849 LINOEN
1718 N 72ND CT
3414 W 82ND PL
753 BLAINE ST
1022 BRIARWOOD LN
2822 S CALUMET 109
2040 DUFFY LN




1233 W 183RD ST
7653 OLEANDER AV
9315 LATROBE
96 N FOREST GLEN
1659 CHAMBER ST
26928 210 AVE SE
1020 ASH








11?1 W SCHUBERT AV
6018 S KILBOURN AV
5001 ST PAUL CT
1508 STEPHENS
RR 1 BOX 381
8510 W WINONA ST
8510 W WINONA ST




7314 W FOSTER ST
944 WESTERN AV
1736 E GATE PKWY
436 ILLINOIS AV
2699 FAIRMOUNT
8916 S SPROAT AV
16W562 2ND CT






127 N VINE ST
306 E PARK 105
RR 1




































































































































































PHILLIPS EDWIN R JR
PHILLIPS ELLIOTT R
PHILL IPS FRANK BUDD
PHILLIPS GARY ALAN
PHILLIPS GORDON DALE













PHILLIPS MARY S K












AGR4 URH WARDALL 214 U 332-4322
BUS1 URH WFSTON 332 C 332-2007
GRAD
LAS3 1008 S 2ND C 344-4325
BUS4 806 W OHIO U 3 't 4-9 8 76
GRAD FISHERS CT 5 U 367-1629
ENG3 1010 S 2ND C
LAS2 112 F DANIEL c 356-7936
AVI? 1008 W NEVADA U
PF I 402 E GPEFN C
GRAD 2510 MAPLEWOOD C
GRAD 2417 E ELM u 367-0875
GRAD 2510 MAPLFWOOD C
GRAD 604 W MICHIGAN u 344-5425
FAA1 URH ALLEN 373 u 332-3363
GRAD 1107 MITCHEM u 367-8800
ENG? URH FORBES 267 C 332-0991
FNG3 708 W HIGH u 367-6579
LAW1 1835 VALL EY RD c 359-6101
ENG1 URH TOWNSFNO 318 u 332-4127
GRAD 905 S 1ST 7 C 352-0570
BUS2 URH WESTON 4?6 C 332-2074
FAA2 2309 S 1ST c
BUS4 906 OAKCREST C 356-4771
BUS1 URH GARNER 336 c 332-0799
VM 1 408 E STOUGHTON 9 c
GRAD 316 S PRAIRIE 205 c 356-3589
GRAD 316 S PRAIRIE 205 c 356-3589
ENG2 URH WESTON 254 c 332-1947
LA S3 URH TRELEASE 601 u 332-5558
BUS2 408 W SPNGFLD c
AGR1 1008 S LINCOLN u
LASl 1002 S 2ND c
COM3 1007 S 3RD c 344-0917
F AA2 RR 4 c
FNG4 1210 W CLARK u 367-0770
GRAD URH DANIELS 2 76 u
ENG4 55 E HEALEY 301 c 352-8468
LASl 1101 W PENN u
LASl URH FORBES 244 c 332-0975
GRAD 1514 GRANDVIEW 3 c 356-7575
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 481 u 332-4236
ED 4 311 E GREEN c
ENG4 302 E GREGORY c 344-7 511
GRAD 310 1/2 E GREEN c 352-8495
GRAD URH DANIELS 180 u 332-2439
BUS3 URH HOPKINS 200 c
LASl URH WESTON 436 c 332-2078
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 379 u 332-4170
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1219 u 332-4567
ED 3 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0425
ENG1 801 W NEVADA u 334-3410
GRAD NORMAL ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 466 u
GRAD 11 E LOGAN c 359-6765
GRAD 1600 W BRADLEY 35 c 352-94 16
L AS4 URH CLARK 324 c 332-0050
LAS2 302 S 4TH 5 c 356-9459
FAA3 409 E CHALMRS 1202 c
LAS 2 1108 FRANK c 352-2417
BUS3 1002 OREGON u 36 7-3170
ED 4 706 BETHUNE CT c 352-9404
ENG4 1711 MAYFAIR c 352-6728
VM 2 1505 KIRBY u
LASl URH OGLESBY 642 u
ENG1 URH NOBLE 218 c 3 32-0 394
GRAD 707 BALBOA c 352-0837
LAS4 URH SNYDER 430 c 332-1834
BUS6 802 OAKLAND 101 u 367-9565
ENG4 800 S MATTIS 17 c 356-5943
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1363 c
ENG1 URH SCOTT 296 c 332-1499
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 20 c 332-0463
GRAD 1612 CHEW CHASE c
BUS2 1002 W OREGON u
BUS1 URH EVANS 309 u 332-2736
ENG4 605 BROADWAY u 367-2048
PE 4 707 SUNNYCREST u 367-6984
LASl URH WESTON 336 c 332-2008
GRAD 3208 CAMERON c 359-9177
VM 3 1505 KIRBY u
LASl URH NOBLE 112 c 584-1562
PE 2 707 SUNNYCREST u 367-6984
ED 2 2001 CYPRESS c 352-4332
BUS6 1612 CHEVY CHASE c 359-7965
LAS4 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 550 u 332-4277
PE 2 URH HOPKINS 212 c 332-1194
LASl
LAS4 305 COUNTRY FR 76 c
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 614 u
LAS3 808 S LINCOLN 14 u 367-3147
GRAD 501 S BROADWAY u
BUS2 310 E GREGORY c 344-7113
LAS2 308 E ARMORY c 344-7942
LAS2 URH EVANS 405 u 332-2759
ENG1 1110 S 2ND c 344-7222
RR 1
202 W LOWFR ST
309 W HESSEL
213 N 3RD ST
1081 NEW CIRCLE NE
F I SHERS CT 5
2 CHARLES OR
295 S DOUGLAS AV
RR 1

















316 S PRAIRIE 205














302 N WILLE ST
319 VILLAGE RD
7330 N MCVICKER
310 1/2 E GREEN
9191 RIVES JCT RD






127 E VIEW DR
320 ABBOTSFORD RD
6592 JOCELYN HLLW
508 W 4TH ST
224 E HICKS PL
302 S 4TH 5
9401 LATROBE
1108 FRANK







5030 N MARINE 1703
802 OAKLAND 101
800 S MATTIS 17








811 S LANCASTER AV
3300 52N0 ST
6124 N MAPLEWOOD

















































































































PIACENTI MERLE A LAS3
PIANO LAWRENCE JOHN GRAO
PIASKOWY ANDREW JAME FAA4
PIATT JAMES HOBART FAA4
PIATT THOMAS J LAS2
PIAZZA JAN FAA1
PICARO JULIE LAS3
PICCIOL I JANICE M LAS1
PICHAMUTHU JOSEPH P GRAD
PICHE KENT D LAS1
PICHMAN JANICE M BUS3
PICHMAN THOMAS P BUS3
PICK MICHAEL A LAS2




PICKARD JOANNE M ED 3
PICKARO SCOTT STREET ENG3
PICKENS SCOTT E BUS3
PICKER RONALD STEVEN FAA3
PICKFRING BETH A LAS1
PICKERING JOHN LAS1
PICKERING MICHAEL D BUS3
PICKERING SALLY V LAS1
PICKETT JAMES STEWAR GRAD
PICKETT MARVIN TED ENG6
PICKREL SHEILA S FAA2
PICKRELL WILLIAM H BUS3
PICL FRANK M LAS1
PIFCH CHRISTINE E FAA1
PIECH HENRY J JR ENG1
PIFCH MICHAELFNE J LAS3
PIFCHOCINSKI JANICE LAS4
PIFHN LAWRENCE D ENG1
PIELSTICK JAMIE SUE LAS3
PIEMONTE ROBERT R LAS4
PIFNKOS BARBARA L El I
PIENKOS JAMES M ENG3
PIENKOS PHILIP T LASl
PIEPER JOHN NAGEL LAS4
PIEPFR LAWRENCE W BUS1
PIEPFR RICHARD WAYNE E NG4
PIEPER RONALD E LASl
PIER RAYMOND T LAS2
*PIERCE CAROLYN REED GRAD
PIERCE CAVID L LAW1
PIERCE GROVER CLEVEL LAS4
PIERCE JEFFREY L LAS3
PIERCE KFNNETH R FAA1
PIERCE MARK R LAS3
PIERCE MICHAEL E GRAD
PIERCE PATRICIA L LAS2
PIERCF PATRICIA M LAS3
PIERCE ROBERT C LAS3
*PIFRCE RONALD G VM 2
PIFRCE SCOTT F LASl
PIERCE SHARON EMMONS AGR4
PIERCE STEVEN DOUGLA LAS4
PIFRCE SUSAN M LASl
PIERCE WARREN D LASl
PIFRCEY JANET LOUISE PE 4
PIERCY JAMES W JR ENG1
PIERDILUCA MICHAEL V FAA4
PIERNAS GAIL B FAA2
PIERRE WAYNE F FNG1
PIFRRO ANGELA NANCY GRAD
PIFRSOL DEBORAH L LASl
PIERSON GLENN M ED 1
PIFRSON JAMES ALLEN GRAD
PIFRSON STEVEN J FAA3
P1ET JANE M FAA2
PIFTRUCHA MICHAEL A FAA2
PIETRUCHA RAYMOND C 3USI
PIETRZAK JOHN J COM3
PIFTR7AK LAWRENCE R FAA2
PIETRZAK MICHAEL JOS LAS4
PIETSEK DAVID J J LAS3
PIFKE ROBERT C JR LAS2
PIGG STFVEN K ENGl
PIGO EDWARD ALFRED GRAD
*PIGOTT HENRY DALE GRAD
*PIGOTT SHIRLEY P GRAD
PIHL BETTY F ED 1
PIKE ALEXANDER M LASl
PIKE GERALD ADOLPH L AS4
PIKSA VFRNE A BUS1
PILARSKI JEFFREY H LASl
PILCHARD GREGORY 4 AGR1
PILE LARRY W LAS4
PILGER THEODORE ROBE AGR4
PILGRIM LAURA J LASl
PILIBOSIAM DIANE JEA LAS4
PILLER DANIEL L ENG3
PILLIFANT JANET E GRAD
PILLING SUE A LASl
PILLOTE DELPHINE M ENGl
PILLOTE SHARON A LAS3
PILOTTE DIANA M ED 2
URH GARNER 254 C
URH SHERMAN 662 C
VERSAILLES FR
VERSAILLES FR
URH FORBES 232 C
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C
URH LAR 399 U
URH DANIELS 107 U
313 E CHALMERS C
706 S MATHEWS U
1604 HOLMSTROM C
910 S 3RD 617 C
700 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 458 U
47 E CHALMERS C
205 E ARMORY C
505 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 401 C
URH LAR 388 U
URH FORBES 292 C
1111 S 1ST C
URH LAR 287 U
URH DANIELS 128 U
2606 SHERIDAN C
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 239 C
URH LAR 475 U
URH SCOTT 292 C
1613 VALLEY PD 3 C
503 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 490 C
51 E SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 341 U
URH LAR 498 U
URH SNYDER 300 C
URH GARNER 461 C
211 E DANIEL C
406 E ARMORY 221 C
803 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 365 C
313 E ARMORY C
1510 CENTENNIAL C
URH SHERMAN 948 C
219 S LOCUST C
910 S 3RD 417 C
1002 W OREGON U
411 W WHI TE C
904 S WEBBER U
URH ALLEN 73 U
306 E GREEN 1 C
106 E HEALEY 9 C
2111 HAZWD OR 203 U
URH FORBES 470 C
2111 HAZWD DR 203 U
106 E HEALEY C
URH LAR 172 U
910 S 3RD C
30 3 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 309 C
1009 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 605 U
URH SCOTT 342 C
2 OAK WOOD U
406 E GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 243 C
1750 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 729 U
409 E CHALMERS 810 C
3702 S 1ST ST MANR C
URH HOPKINS 286 C
102 E CHALMERS C
91? S 2ND C
307 W WASHINGTON C
URH OGLESBY 330 U
301 E ARMORY C
58 E GREGORY C
818 E OAKLAND 104 U
530 FAIRLAWN U
530 FAIRLAWN U
409 E CHALMRS 1603 C
RANTOUL ILL
607 W WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 492 C
URH TOWNSEND 506 U
211 E DANIEL C
113 E STOUGHTON C
809 W PENN U
1509 KILOR 5 C
509 S 5TH 8 C
804 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 221 C
URH ALLEN 304 U
URH WARDALL 225 U
URH BLAISOELL 227 U















































































3470 LAKE SHORE DR
BOX F
1 HAYES RD CROSS
309 PROSPECT
13002 S 86TH AV



















1613 VALLEY RD 3
503 W GREEN







1517 S 34TH ST










222 N STATE ST
924 S THURLOW ST
201 S BUSSE RD
2111 HAZWD DR 203
201 S BUSSE RO
2111 HAZWD DR 203
201 S BUSSE RD
3127 N 92ND ST
9814 KEDVALE




602 S VAIL AV
742 GOODING




1045 S EDGEWOOD AV
2231 MAPLEWOOD AV
2231 N MAPLFWOOD
8424 MANI STEE AV

















1542 HYDE PARK AV
4929 N NORMANDY AV
6024 N AVONDALE 25






































































































PILTZ GLFNOA S FAA4
PILZ DAVID P LAS2
PIME LESLIE I LAS3
PINC M\RJORIF ANN GR.AD
PINCHOTT GORDON A ENG3
PINFS 30NNIE J LAS1
PINES JAN P LAS1
PING CHIEH-MIN GRAD
PINILLA FRANCISCO A GRAD
PINKNEY ARTHUR T 3US1
PINKSTAFF LANNY CHAP ENG4
PINKWATER MERLE N PE 1
PINNER CAVID W BUSl
*PINNOW PAUL FDWARD BUS6
PINSON SHARON ELAINE GRAD
PINTO CLIFFORD W ENG4
PINTO FOWARD JOSEPH LAS4
*PINTO ILZA MARIA F L AS 1
PINZARRONF JOSEPH J GRAO
PINZARRONE NINA V GRAD
PINZARRCNE PAUL F FAA2
PINZUR MICHAEL STEVE L AS4
PINZUR NEIL S BUSl
PIONATI FRANCIS ANTH GRAD
PIOTROWSKI THOMAS CA FNG4
PIPAS GEORGE MICHAEL GRAD
PIPER KENNETH M AGR4
PIPER MELISSA K LAS3
PI PER PAMFLA L ENG2
PIPER PATRICIA K LAS3
*PIPFR RICHARD ALLAN FAA4
PIPER RITA LYNN PE 1
PIPER RONALD R LAS3
PIPER STEPHEN ROBERT LAS4
PIPHER PAMELA L ED 1
PIPKIN CYNTHIA F FAA3
PIPPION DANNY L LAS1
*PIRIE JAMES D SR BUSl
*PIRNAT CHARLES RAYMO GRAD
PIRSCH ADRIANNE M LAS1
PISAM LOUIS L ENG1
PISCHKE KEITH M ENG1
PISCHL CHRISTINE M LAS6
*PISKIN KEMAL GRAO
PISTORILS NANCY JEAN FAA3
PISTORIUS ROSFKARY LAS3
PISZ KAREN ANN BUS4
PITAYANON TAWEEWAT GRAD
PITCHER EUGENE S LAS4
PI TTMAN MARY H AGR3
PITTROFF KATHRYN E LAS2
*PI TTS ALBERT L LAS4
PITTS ALICE A LAS3
PITTS EMILY L LAS4
PITTS JOHN W AGR2
PITTS KAY A8ELL LAS5
PITTS KENNETH E JR BUSl
PITTS TERENCE R LAS3
PITZFN TRACY J AGRl
PIVOVAR GREG MICHAEL LAS2
PJOJIAN MARGARET H GRAD
*PLACE BARRY GEORGE GRAD
PLACEK BRUCE PHILLIP LAS4
*PLACEK ROBERT WALTER GRAD
*PLACHNO RONALD JOHN ENG6
PLACK JAMES A BUS3
PLACKE JOAN W LAS2
PLAGGE GLENN D ENG2
*PLAIR NORMAN V GRAD
PLANCHON HARRY P JR GRAD
PLANT CATHERINE A PE 2
PLASS JANE P LAS1
PLATER ROBERT S 8US1
PLATER WILLIAM M GRAD
PLATH MARILYN LUSHER GRAD
PLATT CYNTHIA ANN LAS4
PLATT HARRY RICHARD LAS4
*PLATT JERRY JOE GRAD
PLATT MICHAEL W BUS3
PLATTNER PAUL F LAS3
PLAUT JOHN ERNST ENG3
PLAYER J SCOT LAS3
PLAYTIS ANTHONY J GRAD
PLECHAVICIUS RAIMA M LAS2
*PLECK MARY SEYMOUR GRAD
PLECKI GERARD D LAS2
PLEIMANN LARRY G GRAD
PLEIMANN SALLY H GRAD
PLEMICH DAMIAN T LAS1
PLENCNER ROBERT M ENG2
PLENDER RICHARD OWE.N GRAD
PLENIEWICZ RICHARD ENG3
PLENIEWICZ SHARON G GRAD
PLESH STEPHEN ENG2
PLESKO ANDREW R LAS2
PLESKO JOHN TODD LAS3
PLESKO TIMOTHY JOHN LAS4
URH BUSEY 358 U
409 E CHALMERS 702 C
105 F ARMORY C
105 E GREEN 14 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 212 U
URH BLAISDELL 223 U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
606 W OHIO U
CHICAGO ILL
2215 S 1ST 204 C
1006 S 3RD C
211 E ARMORY C
1<?04 HEMLOCK C
58 F ARMORY 14 C
URH OGLES BY 1106 U
808 N LINCOLN U
1107 W GREEN 623 U
2107 RAINBOW VIEW U
2107 RAINBOW VIEW U
2107 RAINBOW VIEW U
731 S MATTIS C
907 S 4TH C
410 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 318 C
MAHOMET ILL
1812 VALLEY RD C
DECATUR ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1307 C
URH WARDALL 918 U
800 S MATTIS 10 C
URH SAUNDERS 123 U
805 W OREGON U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 219 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 270 C
2009 SOUTHWOOD C
305 1/2 W WASHNGTN C
910 S 3RD C
212 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 246 C
307 DAVIDSON C
1310 GLENDALE C
1007 S 1ST 5 C
URH TRELEASE 807 U
58 E JOHN 1 C
1102 W NEVADA U
304 COUNTRY FR 2 C
URH TRELEASE 413 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
311 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 520 U
910 S 3RD 1111 C
313 E CHALMERS C
311 E JOHN 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 568 U
53 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 363 C
409 E CHALMERS 506 C
3212 CAMERON C
105 E GREEN 8 C
312 E ARMORY C
2113 HAZWD DR 104 U
1703 W UNIVERSITY C
401 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 202 U
URH WESTON 256 C
112 1/2 E GARWOOD C
1128 CLOVER LN C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH ALLEN 443 U
URH GARNER 369 C
208 S 1ST C
801 W WASHINGTON C
212 W WHITE C
302 S 4TH 7 C
912 S NEW C
GLENWOOD ILL
1108 W SPNGFLD U
STA A BOX 2322 C
1303 S WESTERN C
201 W PARK U
1204 S LINCOLN U
802 S FAIR C
1009 W MAIN U
2112 ORCH ST 101 U
2112 ORCH ST 101 U
URH SCOTT 471 C
URH FORBES 410 C
307 E JOHN C
208 W BEAROSLEY C
208 W BEAROSLEY C
1106 S 3RD C
305 E JOHN 1 C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C











































































LN 123 TUNG-HUA ST
1307 LAKE DR SE



















RR 1 BOX 160
102 S MAIN ST
800 S MATTIS 10
RR 2
4911 SARATOGA









11248 S NATOMA AV
1310 GLENDALE
RR 2 BOX 172
215 N HANOVER ST
6516 S KOLIN
WISWLTHKASART RD












101 PARK FOREST RD






















2026 W 68TH PL
802 S FAIR
7514 N ODELL
2112 ORCH ST 101












































































































PLFSKOW DEBORAH G FAA1
PLETCHER DOUGLAS HAV COM4
PLETCHER KENNETH R LAS2
PLETCHER WILLIAM R LAS4
PLETICHA MARK C ENG2
PLEVIAK ANTHONY J PE 6
PLEVIAK JOHN A LAS2
PLIENIS ANTHONY J LAS2
PLINSKE LUCIA S LAS2
PLISKA MARTHA MAY GRAD
PLIURA VYTAUTAS F BUS1
PLIZGA JOHN E LAS1
PLODZIN RICHARD A ENG4
PLOETZ CATHERINE S LAS2
*PLOG MICHAEL BELLAMY GRAD
PLOTKIN STEVEN JOEL LAS3
PLOTKIN WENDY LAS4
PLUMER MICHAEL DEAN AGR4
PLUMLEY CHRISTINE MY LAS4
PLUMMER CAROL J FAA2
PLUMMER FREDERICK JR GRAD
PLUMMER JOYCE M LAS1
PLUMMER SARAH E GRAD
PLUMMER VERNON L LAS3
PLUNK MARY B LAS1
PLUNK THOMAS M FNG2
PLUTCHAK MARLENE ANN LAS1
PLYMIRE WILLIAM C GRAD
PNAZFK KARL STEVEN LAS4
PNAZEK KEITH A LAS1
POCHOS STFPHEN P LAS*
POCIASK RICK S FAA1
POCIASK THOMAS JOHN FAA4
POCIUS ALPHONSUS V GRAD
POCKLINGTON MARY A AGR2
POCKLINGTON TERRENCE GRAD
POCAGROSl ERNFSTO G GRAD
PODELL JUDITH S ED 2
PODESCHI JOHN BATTIS GRAD
PODJASEK ANNE M ED 3
PODLASEK ROBFRT J GRAD
PODLIPNIK CAROL JOY LAS4
PODLISKA SHARON D EO 1
PODOLSKY RARRY M BUS2
PODOLSKY BONNIE LYNN BUS*
POE ARTHUR C III GRAD
*POE CLYDE DOUGLAS GRAD
POE GEORGE COLIN GRAD
POEHLER DAVID W LAS2
POEHLER JANE E AGR3
PCELKER THOMAS J ENG1
POEPSEL JAMES E LAS3
POESCHL ROBERT HENRY FAA4
POESCHL THCMAS J LAS2
POFFENBERGER CRAIG A LAS2
POGGENDCRF DONALD ED 5
POGOFSKY TERRY JAY LAS4
POHLE JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
POHLMAN JEFFREY THOM ENG4
POHLMAN JUDITH K FAA1
POHLMAN STEPHEN H PE 1
POHLMANN JAMES A BUS3
POHLMANN KENNETH C ENG1
POHLOD PATRICIA ANN GRAD
POHLSON HAROLD OL'JF LAS3
POHLSGN LAWRENCE M LAS3
POHNAN WILLIAM G LAS4
POHREN PEPRI A LAS1
POKER DAVID B LAS2
POKORNY JACQUELINE A LAS3
POL VICTOR ENG1
POLACEK DENISE C LAS1
POLACH RAYMOND F LAS3
POLAK ANTHONY JAMES GRAD
POLAK STEVE STANLEY BUS1
POLAN CAVID E 3US2
POLAN DAVID J LAS3
POLANSEK THOMAS JR BUS4
POLENSKY PEGGY A FAA3
PCLESKY RICHARD W ENG3
POLETTI PATRICIA A COM3
PCLFTTI PETER JOSEPH AGR4
POLHEMUS JOHN M GRAD
POLI JOSEPH J FAA1
POLIN GLENN MICHAEL GRAD
POLING BRUCE EARL GRAD
POLING DOW PETER GRAD
PPLISKY JEFFREY I VM 1
POLISKY JOEL S SUS1
POLITIS HARRY MIKE COM3
POLITO MARIAN LAS1
POLITSCH LEE A LAS1
POLIVKA BRIAN F LAS2
POLIVKA TERRY GEORGE BUS*
POLIZZOTTl RICHARD S GRAD
POLJACK DIANE M LAS3
POLK CAPLA R LAS2
409 E CHALMRS 1614 C
1005 W CAL IFORNIA U
102 E CHALMERS C
51 E SPNGFLD C
604 E ARMORY 207 C
107 E STOUGHTON C
1101 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 225 C
URH BUSEY 416 U
URH SHERMAN 219 C
904 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS 705 C
55 E HEALEY 301 C
URH BUSEY 230 U
PAXTON ILL
908 W NEVADA U
309 E HEALEY 16 C
WILSON TRLR PK U
710 W OHIO U
1207 W MAIN U
2405 LAWNDALE C
URH TRELEASE 607 U
1104 W CLARK U
1105 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
1101 W PENN U
1107 W GREEN 121 U
1109 MITCHEM U
1908 DIANA C
URH NOBLE 419 C
1007 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
204 E JOHN C
606 E ELM 4 U
URH BARTON 216 C
607 W HEALEY 16 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 228 U
URH SHERMAN 264 C
1202 W NEVAOA U
2025 C ORCH ST U
1110W NEVADA U
URH VANDUREN 210 C
409 E CHALMERS 606 C
309 E HEALEY 4 C
URH HOPKINS 152 C
38 WOODHAVEN U
MUMFORD HALL 218 U
URH TOWNSFND 450 U
805 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 394 C
URH WESTON 452 C
VERSAILLES FP
2106 BOODREAU U
URH SCOTT 426 C
DANVILLE ILL
503 E WHITE 12 C
URH SHERMAN 1054 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 108 U
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
NORMAL ILL
URH HOPKINS 443 C
802 W ILL INOIS 6 U
80? E MAIN 4 U
802 E MAIN 5 U
URH BABCOCK 119 U
URH ALLEN 311 U
URH SCOTT 426 C
URH LAR 183 U
URH SCOTT 338 C
URH TRELEASE 605 U
1004 S 2ND C
512 E STOUGHTON C
703 W PARK C
URH SCOTT 311 C
105 E ARMORY C
9 RAIN TREE C
URH ALLEN 419 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 204 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
405 N RACE U
URH SNYDER 436 C
1008 W OREGON U
1822 B ORCH ST U
2205 S COTTAGE GR U
305 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 706 C
URH OGLESBY 820 U
URH ALLEN 132 U
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
URH GARNER 276 C
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
52 1/2 E DANIEL C
906 S OAK C










































































4450 N MASON AV
BRIGGS HILL RD
101 W SCHOOL ST
335 EVERGREEN
4905 MCVICKFR







14 N 5TH ST
9427 S VERNON AV




RR 1 BOX 86
1109 MITCHEM
8837 W 131TH PL
8837 W 131ST PL
13711 A STEWART
14748 PALMER AV
3852 E SOMFRS AV








7659 W 124TH PL
510 N GARFIELD




202 W WATER ST
2804 RICHMOND AV
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 182
2108 W 68TH PL




6826 N KOSTNER AV
1003 WALNUT ST










RR 1 BOX 568
12 WARWICK PL





710 E 15TH ST
2522 HARRISON ST
133 N GRETTA




351 S EDGEWOOD AV
950 BLANCHARD
8948 N OAK PARK AV
ROUTE 4
1255 GARFIELD
2772 E 75TH ST
6228 N SACRAMENTO
5423 W LAWRENCE AV
7849 W DEERWOOD OR
184 S PERU BOX 406
8729 S FAIRFIELD
6037 S SAWYFR AV
52 1/2 E DANIEL




































































































POLK DIANA 8 LAS4
POLK GARY R ENGl
POLK JANINE L LAS1
POLLACK CHARLES J 3US4
POLLACK DEAN A ENG1
POLLACK MICHAEL D BUS1
POLLACK RHODA E EO 2
POLLACK SHARON LEE LAS4
POLLARD CALVIN N GRAD
POLLARO VERNON M BUS3
POLLEY EUGENE J JR GRAD
POLLEY LAWRENCE H JR LAS1
POLLINA MARY MITTL GRAD
POLLINA RONALD P GRAD
POLLOCK AUDREY M LAS2
POLLOCK KIM CLANCY FNG4
POLLOCK MA, ISABEL GRAD
POLLCCK RANCALL JAME ENG4
POLLOCK TERI S LAS1
POLCCK ROBERT J PE 2
POLOVIN DANIEL PAUL ED 3
OOLSON DUANE ROBERT ENG4
POLSCN KARIN S LAS1
POLUDNIAK NORMAN HEN GRAD
POLZIN DAVID J AGR2
PCMAZAL RICHARD J GRAD
POMERANZ FERN ED 2
POMRfcNKE BONNIE J L AS 3
PCNCEDELECN I RMA LAS2
POND DONALD A ED 3
*POND STEPHEN FULLERT GRAO
PONDER GRFGG C AGR3
PONICKI CHARLES J BUS2
PONOROFF CAROL R ED 2
PONSONBY RALPH E ENG1
PONT DONALD EARL GRAD
POOJARA HASMUKH B GRAD
POOL ANDRE C GRAD
POOL JANE GRAD
POOLE BEVERLY R GRAD
POOLF BOBBY CALDWELL GRAD
POOLE DORI S G GRAD
POOLF MARSHALL E GRAD
PCOR GEOFFREY WAYNE LAS4
POORMON JANICE LEE FAA4
POPA SHARON K ED 1
POPE JAMFS W LAS3
POPE JEANNE E LAS1
POPE PAUL WILLIAM E NG4
POPE RICHARD S LAS1
POPE RICHARD T LAS4
POPE ROBERT W VM 1
POPE ROY F FAA2
POPE TERRY A AGR2
POPE WHITNEY SUZANNE LAS3
POPELKA JASON PAUL FAA3
POPHAM TERESA V LAS2
POPINSKI MEREDITH A LAS4
POPKO SUSAN ELLEN FAA4
POPMA CHRISTOPHER M LAS4
POPOV IC ANNA LAS3
POPOVIC BOJAN GRAD
POPOVICH DONNA LAS2
POPP CLARENCE J LAS3
POPP DANIEL L BUS3
POPP GREGORY T ENG3
POPP JOSEPH KENNETH ENG4
POPPER ALLAN ROBERT BUS*
PORADA ROBERT M ENG2
POPCELLA BREWSTER GRAD
PORDY MICHAEL GREGOR LAS4
POREBSKI JAMES MATTH LAS4
PORICK DOUGLAS A GRAD
PORIKOS PETER G LAW1
PORN PATRICIA M ED 2
PORRECA ANNE GRAD
PORTELLI RANDALL R LAS2
PORTEN RUTH AM ED 1
PORTER AARON LEE GRAD
PORTER BELINDA J LAS2
PORTER BILLIE J LAS4
PORTER BRENOA D LAS1
PORTFR BRUCE T LAS3
PORTER DARCY A LAS2
PORTER GEORGE W II BUS1
PORTER JOHN A ED *
PORTER JOHN WENDELL LAS4
PORTER KATHLYN G BUS1
PORTER LAWRENCE N JR LAS4
PORTER LINCBERGH JR LAS2
PORTER LONNIE S LAS1
PORTFR LOUISE R PE 3
PORTER MARLENE A PE 2
PORTER MARY JOSEPHIN LAS4
PORTER MICHELLE D LAS1
PORTER PAULA J LAS2
PORTER PETER J LAW2
1* BRADLEY MCKINLY C
RR 3 U
URH LAR 198 U
609 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 317 C
910 S 3RD 602 C
209 E CLARK C
909 S 1ST 23 C
1808 S PROSPECT C
404 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD 221 C
URH BABCOCK 42 7 U
603 W SPNGFLD C
603 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 230 U
URH HOPKINS 180 C
308 HOLIDAY PK 251 C
208 N HARVEY U
URH LAR 398 U
309 E CHALMERS C
105 E ARMORY C
2313 S 1ST 104 C
URH ALLEN 122 U
201 N LYNN C
URH OGLESBY 911 U
115 W GREFN 207 C
409 E CHALMRS 1201 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 231 U
408 E GREEN C
1970 C ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 819 U
URH OGLESBY 203 U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 120 C
415 S DODSON U
602 N LINCOLN U
108 W VINE C
BOX 484 U
RR 1 U
2107 WHITE 190 C
1208 W CLARK U
1208 W CLARK U
306 S PROSPECT C
MT PROSPECT ILL
URH BLAISDELL 15 U
1002 OREGON U
1207 W NEVADA U
106 S GREGORY U
URH FORBES 404 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
313 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 223 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
CHARLESTON ILL
907 W MAIN U
105 E HEALEY 7 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 285 U
403 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 244 C
306 E GREGORY C
705 W OREGON U
604 W COLUMBIA C
301 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 204 C
410 W ELM U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 335 U
809 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 330 C
908 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 366 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 418 C
URH SHERMAN 452 C
2206 BARBERRY C
58 E JOHN 3 C
URH CLARK 320 C
311 E DANIEL C
URH TAFT 306 C
909 S 3RD C
1105 S 4TH C
41 1/2 E MAIN C
URH LAR 208 U
810 OAKLAND 102 U
905 E COLORADO 50 U
910 S 3RD 416 C
URH OGLESBY U
2010 SILVER CT W U
903 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 282 U
1404 S LINCOLN U













































































308 HOLIOAY PK 251
125 S RAYNOR
708 MILL VALLEY RD
5149 W HOMER ST
8001 N LOCKWOOO
12211 93RD AV
7801 OAK RIDGE OR
201 N LYNN
901 N LAGRANGE RD
115 W GREEN 207
1827 CLAVEY RD
309 N STRATFORO RD
2213 N HOYNE
819 GROVER ST

















2 3W546 ST CHARLES
RR 1 BOX 55
5619 S THURLOW ST
710 S SEE-GWUN
710 S SEEGWUN






4138 W 81ST PL
2739 W HUNT
3447 N KEDZIE AV
V KARADZICA 7A
689 N WALNUT
397 N MILWAUKEE AV
7413 W HORTENSE
RR 3 BOX 85-8
7413 W HORTENSE AV
6301 N SHERIDAN RD




11502 W 194TH ST
1359 W THORNDALE
10244 S CHARLES ST
1142 LASALLE AV
323 E JOE ORR RD
4801 S WILDWOOD DR





15315 SW 82ND CT
2253 COLLINS ST
620 ARDMORE TERR
2114 DRIVING PK RD
12 ALDON RD
2071 LIONCREST DR
ROUTE 3 BOX 6
4440 PALMA PL
631 CARON CT
2010 SI-LVER CT W






































































































PORTER ROBERT BURTON GRAO
PORTER ROBERT LAS3
PORTER ROBERT L ENG2
PORTER STEVEN M EAA1
PORTERFIELD ERNEST GRAO
PORTES NANCY BRAZIE BUS3
PORTILLO MANUEL G GRAO
PORTMAN DAVID E AGRL
PORTMAN MARK L B US 1
PORTO MARY J FAA3
PORTSCHELLER ARTHUR LAS2
PORTUGAL MITCHFLL T LAS1
POSKA DAVID LEE GRAD
*POSKA ELAINE F LAS2
POSKA FREDERICK J ENG1
POSKIN ARMANO E ENG1
POSKOZIM JAME.S G ENG4
POSLUSZNY ANN C GRAD
POST LESLIE C FAA3
POST WARREN M LAS4
POSTHUMUS CHARLES FAA3
POSTON BOYD STEPHEN GRAD
POSTULA KATHLEEN M LAS3
POSTULA MICHAFL J GRAD
POTAMIANCS PETFR G GRAD
POTASEK MARY JOYCE GRAD
POTEMPA CHRISTINE V LAS3
POTHIER GUY CHARLES GRAD
POTISH HERBERT AARON GRAD
POTSCH RONALD A BUS3
POTSIC SANDRA A LAS4
POTT CAROL LYNN AGR3
POTT EDWARD J ENG4
POTTEBAUM JAMES A LAS1
POTTER DON H JR ENG1
POTTER GERALD R GRAD
POTTFR JAMIE LAS1
POTTER JO KATHERINE GRAD
POTTER JOHN C LAW1
POTTFR OTIS LEE GRAD
POTTER PAMELA S PE I
POTTER PATRICIA LYNN 3US4
PGTTORFF JOHN R GRAD
POTTS CAROLYN J LAS1
POTTS KENNETH C LAS2
POTTS MARY J LAS2
*POTTS NEHEMIAH LAS3
POTTS NOEL LAWRENCE ENG4
POTTS PAMELA M LAS1
POTTS ROBERT SCOTT GRAD
POTYNSKI VICTORIA FAA2
POUERIE MEJLA MANUEL LAS3
POULAKOS EMMANUEL M ENG3
POULIOT RONALD A GRAD
POUND JACK P AGR2
POUND JAMES A ENG1
POVENMIRE HARLO K GRAD
POVILUS DAVID S ENG3
POVILUS ROGER PETER LAS4
POWDER CHARLES R GR AD
POWE BRENDA J ED 3
PCWELL ARTI SS L LAS3
POWELL GARY DEAN GRAD
POWELL GAYLE CARY GRAD
POWELL GEORGE DUNCAN GRAD
POWELL JAMES M FAA2
POWELL JANSEN FAA1
POWELL JEFFREY R ENG1
POWELL JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
POWELL LANNY C GRAD
POWELL LARRY HERBERT GRAD
POWELL LENORA A ED 1
POWELL LENORE MAGILL GRAD
POWELL LINDA L LAS1
POWELL MARITA ANN LAS4
POWELL MICHAEL EDWIN GRAD
POWELL PAMELA H GRAD
POWELL PAULA L LAS3
POWELL RICHARD R GRAD
POWELL RONALD POWE GRAD
POWFLL SUSAN M FAA1
POWELL TERRY N FNG2
POWELL THE* M GRAD
POWELL THOMAS J AGR2
POWER DESMOND JCHN GRAD
POWER DIANE ELIZABET LAS4
POWER MARY OKANE GRAD
POWER ROBERT J FAA4
POWFRS CHARLES H JR LAS2
POWERS DAVID W 3US3
PDWFRS JAMES EARL FAA4
POWERS JANIS E LAS1
POWFRS JOHN LASl
POWERS RICHARD J BUS1
POWERS RCBERT THOMAS ENG4
POWERS THOMAS ANTHON L AS4
POWERS WILLIAM W AGR3
1201 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 706 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 317 C
2105 HAZWD OR 102 U
1701 W HEALEY C
CHIHUAHUA CHIH MEX
52 E ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 203 U
1008 W OREGON U
110 E CHALMERS C
300 S GOODWIN 105 U
300 S GOODWIN 105 U
URH SCOTT 460 C
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
58 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 420 C
708 W HIGH U
URH OGLESBY 916 U
406 S EDWIN C
1103 W HILL U
502 E UNIVERSITY C
502 E UNIVERSITY C
2305 1/2 S ANDERSN U
911 W SPNGFLD U
URH SAUNDERS 115 U
URH SHERMAN 164 C
605 S 4TH 208 C
1004 S 4TH 201 C
109 S BUSEY 6 U
503 E WHITE C
2112 ORCH ST 301 U
URH CARR 322 U
211 E ARMORY C
201 1/2 W HEALEY C
URH SAUNDERS 107 U
16 MONTCLAIR RD U
16 MONTCLAIR U
403 BRIAR LN 115 C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
407 S RANDOLPH C
610 N PROSPECT C
URH LAR 401 U
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
URH SAUNDERS 120 U
RANTOUL ILL
1007 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
URH LAR 317 U
2118 ORCH ST U
URH LUNDGREN 219 C
URH TOWNSEND 369 U
URH CARR U
BERLIN NH
URH BABCOCK 425 U
URH BABCOCK 425 U
SAVOY ILL
201 S WRIGHT 9 C
802 W DELAWARE U
807 W NFVADA U
1105 N 5TH 29 C
URH GARNER 304 C
2103 HAZWD OR U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
602 E STOUGHTON 36 C
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
1205 WILL IAMSBURG C
1 10 E ARMORY C
2040 D ORCH ST U
SAVOY ILL
1830 C ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN 464 U
URH LAR 113 U
612 W GREEN U
300 S GOODWIN 507 U
1830 C ORCH PL U
URH LAR 184 U
1004 S 4TH C
718 S BROADWAY U
URH VANDOREN 21 C
URH SNYDER 236 C
602 E STOUGHTON 36 C
501 E DANIEL C
1826 B ORCH PL U
508 E ARMORY C
1826 B ORCH PL U
400 BRIAR LN 2 C
705 S 3RD C
410 E JOHN C
1210 W CLARK U
URH VANDOREN 424 C
URH SNYOER 406 C
410 E JOHN C
812 W STOUGHTON U
604 E ARMORY C































































508 W JEFFERSON A
2114 DRIVING PK RD
5647 ELEVATOR RD
401 S REED ST



















27 E 11TH ST
2305 1/2 S ANDERSN
310 62N0 WAY
3446 N PACIFIC
3689 BASIN VIEW DR
93C0 KOSTNER
2 824 WALNUT AV
4727 W 19TH ST
908 ELSIE OR
4045 W 90 TH PL






403 BRIAR LN 115







3C6 E JEFFERSON AV
63 S SEYMOUR
2118 ORCH ST
4821 N KEDZIE AV






8146 S KILBOURN AV
8146 S KILBOURN
2646 HANSON ST
1105 N 5TH BLDG 6
2854 N 8TH ST
2103 HAZWD DR


















1716 W GLENN AV
4224 S MOZART
RR 1





215 S WESTERN AV
1927 SHARON AV
1501 ELMWOOD AV
2440 W BERWYN AV
215 S WESTERN AV

















































































































PRAISA FOWARD J JR
PRAKASH OM
PRALL GEORGE M



















































































BUS1 URH CARR 315 U 332-3927
I3US4 703 E COLORADO 201 U 367-2354
LAS4 1105 S 4TH C 344-7997
LAS4 209 E CLARK 6 C 356-9444
LASl URH BUSEY 106 U 332-2584
BUS4 1111 S 2ND C 344-1383
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
LASl URH GARNER 292 C 332-0769
LAS3 URH BARTON 112 C 332-0114
LAS2 1101 W PENN U 344-4238
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1267 C
LAS* 604 S 1ST C 359-8470
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 336 U 332-4115
GRAD URH TURNER 211 U 333-4370
LAW1 1942 C ORCH ST U 367-6894
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 317 U 332-3659
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 1104 u 332-5711
PE 3 904 S LINCOLN u 344-1392
LASl 305 E JOHN c
GRAD 2103 HAZWD OR 103 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 251 u
GRAD 2103 HAZWD DR 103 u 328-1500
FNG4 605 N PRAIRIE C 359-4421
\/M 2 1 MAPLEWOOD u 367-4117
LASl URH NOBLE 119 C
GRAD 907 DOGWOOD c 352-2828
BUS* 1748 HESSEL MANOR c
LASl 604 E ARMORY c 384-5099
LASl URH SCOTT 414 c 33 2-1579
ED 4 704 W STOUGHTON u 344-0711
ENG4 704 W STOUGHTON u 344-0711
LAS2 410 E JOHN c 344-9477
ENG2 813 MAIN u
BUS1 1007 S 3RD c 344-9605
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 1101 c 384-5294
FAA2 1111 S 1ST c 344-4963
GRAD 11 HEDGE CT c 359-6350
LAS4 307 E HEALEY 6 c 359-3611
LAS2 501 E DANIEL c 344-1510
LAS3 903 W NEVADA u 344-0776
LASl URH FORBES 408 c 332-1C88
LAS3 URH EVANS 225 u 332-2716
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS c 344-5897
GRAD 2901 LAWNDALE c 3 52-2 048
BUS4 503 E STOUGHTON 3 c 359-4298
LASl 409 E CHALMERS c
BUS3 205 E HEALEY 6 c
ENG2 1110 S 2ND c 344-7222
FAA1 URH BUSEY 343 u 332-2655
GRAD 703 PFEFFER RO u 367-4337
BUS2 300 S GOODWIN 106 u 344-0795
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1226 u 332-5407
LASl URH LUNDGREN 13 c 332-0203
LAS3 303 W GREEN u
LAW2 303 W GREEN u
LAS2 URH BARTON 213 c 332-0137
FAA2 2120 ORCH ST 102 u 367-1727
GRAD 905 E COLORADO u 367-4511
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS c 344-0400
GRAD 1208 W CLARK u
BUS4 1406 W UNIVERSITY u
LAS4 1107 S 3RD 304 c 344-7863
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 216 c 332-1198
AGR1 URH EVANS 333 u 332-2751
FAA1 409 E CHALMRS 1601 c
LASl URH GARNER 467 c 332-0891
AGR1 URH FLAGG 331 c 332-0318
GRAD 2020 N MATTIS 203 c
LAS4 705 W CHURCH c
LAW1 58 E ARMORY c 352-3181
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
BUS1 211 E DANIEL c 344-9583
COM4 213 E CHALMERS c 344-1644
AGR1 URH VANDOREN 303 c 332-0516
GRAD 58 E ARMORY 2 c 352-3181
ENG4 807 S BUSEY u 344-5940
FAA2 604 E ARMORY 130 c
LAW2 2018 FLETCHER 24 u 367-5296
LAW1 804 W HILL c
LAS4 701 N BUSEY 8 u 367-3380
GRAD 311 W CLARK 101 c
VM 2 403 W HILL 2 c 359-7581
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 606 u 332-5563
GRAD 511 W OREGON u 367-6468
GRAD 511 W OREGON u
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 560 u
GRAD 603 S 4TH 1 c 352-1610
LAS3 URH SNYDER 340 c 332-1768
GRAD URH DANIELS 347 u 332-2253
GRAD 1952 D ORCH ST u 328-3109
GRAD 1952 D ORCH ST u 328-3109
FAA3 RR 4 c 35 2-6070
LAS2 URH WARDALL 523 u 332-4402
LAS3 1503 S ANDERSON u 367-6451
LASl STERLING ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 717 u 332-5603
64 3 S QUE NT IN RD
905 N VAN BUR EN
2811 GREENWOOD
301 W 24TH ST





8822 W 120TH PL
LA FAUCONNIE
5722 N ST LOUIS AV
2300 HAWTHORNE
TURNER HALL 211
1942 C ORCH ST
2417 S GROVE AV
BOX 153
25 S ASHLAND
158 S PLYMOUTH OR
2103 HAZWD DR 103
290 LIVINGSTONE AV













1013 W LINCOLN HWY
1013 W LINCOLN HWY
II HEDGE CT




HICKORY HILLS RR 3














































410 S PROSPECT AV
6919 W 31ST ST
1952 D ORCH ST
1952 D ORCH ST
RR 4
1503 S ANDERSON




































































































PRINGLE SALLY J PE 1
PRISCO ANNE L LAS1
PRITCHARO LESTER THO LAS3
PRITCHARO MARK A LAS1
PRITCHARD MARY J LAS1
PRITCHARO MICHAEL W LAS4
PRITCHARO SUZANNE LAS1
PRITIKIN ARLENE M FAA2
PRITIKIN NANCY KUNZ COM4
PRITKIN OALE ALAN LAS4
PRITKIN NANCI H LAS2
PRITKIN RICHARD L 3US1
PRITKIN STEVEN BLAIR VM 3
PRITSCH JAMES D JR FAA2
PRIZER STEPHEN E FAA3
PROANO LAWRENCE LAS3
PPOBASCO LEE ELEANOR GRAD
PROBST CARL S AGRA
PROBST CAVID GLEN F AA3
PROBST DENNIS A AGR1
PROBST JAMES HERBERT GRAD
PROBST LAWRENCE J BUS1
PROBST RONALD D BUS1
PROCH KATHLEEN GRAD
PPOCH KENNETH PICHAR ENG4
PROCH RUSSELL A LAS1
PROCHASKA BRADLEY J FAA1
PPOCHASKA GAIL L LAS1
PROCTOR PETTY L EO 3
PROCTOR CHARLES M LASA
PROCTOR MICHEAL W LAS3
PROCTOR TERESA C LAS1
PROEFROCK DAVID W LAS2
PROFFITT JAMES L LAW1
PROHNY ANNA GRAD
PPOHOV THFODORE H LA S
1
PPOJAHN JUDITH ELAIN LASA
PROKOP LINDA LEE LAS3
PROKOP PAULINE SMITH GRAD
PROKCP ROXANNE J LAS1
PROKSA ROSEMARY LAS2
PROPER ROBERTA S FAA3
PROPFS PATRICIA M FAA3
PROPP SHARON R LAS1
PROPST CHARLES M LAS2
PRCPST MATHIAS J BUS4
PRORAK DCNALD E FAA3
PRORAK STEVEN L LAS1
PROSECKY ANNE M FAAl
PPOSECKY MICHAEL A FNG2
PROSEK ALLEN RICHARD LASA
PRDSISE JAMES ROBERT ENGA
PROSISE WILLIAM E LAS2
PPOTACIO DELIA C GRAD
PROTEAU GREGORY LASA
PPOTKO CHERYL LOU BUS4
PROVAN EVA BETH LASA
PROVFNZANO GEORGE P GRAD
PROVFNZANO NOLFN J R GRAO
PROVINCE RICHARD A LAS2
PROVINSE JAMES M ENGA
PPUET MELISSA S FAAl
PRUETT GORDON R EMG1
PPUITT CLAUDIA ANN L 4S4
PRUITT REBFCCA L LAS1
PRUNKARD DONNA E LAS3
PRUSSIUG LAUREL LUNT GRAD
PRUZAN BAR8ARA I LASA
PRUZAN KAREN L LAS2
PRYOR CRAIG E BUS3
PPYSTALSKI JOHN J LAS3
PRZETACZNIK THOMAS M BUS2
PRZFWLOCKI ROBERT A 3US2
PRZYBYCIEN COLLETTE GRAD
PRZY3YCIN JEROME MAR ENGA
PRZYBYCIN RENEE C FAA2
PRZYBYLA CYNTHIA A LAS2
PPZYBYLSKl JAMES T GRAD
PPZYRYLSKI KENNETH S LAS1
PPZYWARA KENNETH P LAS3
PSIHARIS PETER L ENG2
PTAK JAMES R LAS2
PUCKETT CHERYL LYNN GRAD
PUCKFTT HOYLE B JR AGR1
PUCKETT MARY ELAINE GRAD
PUCKETT ROBERT F ENG1
PUCZYNSKI MARK S LAS3
PUFSCHFL GARY t ENG3
PUFAHL ALAN R BUS3
*PUFFFR FRANCES SUTER GRAD
PUFFER KAREL GRAD
*PUGH BETTY E B LAS1
PUGH DAVID A LASA
PUGH JOETTA LAS1
PUGH MARK C BUS2
PUKSZTA FAITH MARIE LASA
PULICK MARLA P AGR1
URH ALLEN 419 U
URH LAR 172 U
URH FORBES 100 C
SAVOY ILL
URH VANDOREN 102 C
904 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 96 U
910 S 3RD C
1200 S VINE 33 U
810 OAKLAND 102 U
910 S 3RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
603 W CHURCH 7 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH TGWNSEND 37A U
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
1001 W OREGON 5 U
1301 S BUSEY U
RANTOUL ILL
1301 S BUSEY U
806 IOWA U
URH FORBES 3 1A C
URH GARNER A86 C
AOA N GOODWIN U
AOA N GOODWIN U
URH SNYDER 319 C
URH FORBES 395 C
URH SAUNDERS 312 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1105 C
301 W UNIVERSITY C
606 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 30A U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
1600 W BRADLEY 25 C
58 E ARMORY 2 C
910 S 3RD A19 C
IA0A S LINCOLN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL 206 U
A09 E CHALMRS LA03 C
30 3 E JOHN C
2A E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 707 U
URH FORBES 260 C
SIDNEY ILL
1111 S 2ND C
1111 S 2N0 C
URH SAUNDERS A20 U
URH SNYDER 369 C
1727 LINCOLN RD C
1006 W NEVADA 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 165 U
URH DANIELS 231 U
911 S ATH C
1106 S EUCLID 30A C
910 S 3RD C
2203 HAZWD DP 30A U
2203 HAZWD DR 30A U
URH OGLESBY 528 U
1212 W CLARK U
URH BLAISDELL 30A U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 1018 U
URH ALLEN 395 U
URH BARTON 122 C
2106 GRANGE U
1101 S EUCLID C
303 E JOHN C
1006 W CHURCH C
309 E CHALMERS C
313 E CHALMERS C
212 MCCULLOUGH U
URH SHERMAN A1A C
106 E HEALEY 16 C
URH WARDALL A26 U
URH LAR A65 U
URH DANIELS 629 U
URH OGLESBY 730 U
909 S 3RD C
205 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 362 C
502 W GRIGGS 211 U
RR 2 U
URH SHERMAN 511 C
URH SNYDER 280 C
URH SCOTT 358 C
PFORIA ILL
STA A BOX 2375 C
2101 HAZWD OR 101 U
2101 HAZWD 101 U
URH ALLEN 2A0 U
URH SCOTT 382 C
URH LAR 226 U
80A VENTURA RD C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C


































































265 N CALHOUN ST
345 PARK LANE DR
47 LANGE AV
557 N 14TH ST
RR 1 BOX 200
1121 N WALNUT ST
1700 E 56TH ST 301




2840 B CHAYES PARK




RR 1 BOX 7
512 BROADMEADOW RD







1A10 W MINER ST
501 S MAIN ST
A10 SANDBURG ST
802 N BROADWAY
322 N BELMONT AV
322 N BELMONT AV














40 E KATHLEEN DR










2203 HAZWD DR 30A
2203 HAZWD DR 304
703 W ELM ST
2214 VORHOF
4900 BELMONT RD
916 N 14TH ST
206 S CHICAGO ST





219 N MAIN ST
1844 W 187TH ST
1610 PLEASANT AV
1621 CLINTON CT






8618 W WILSON AV
404 OLIVE
4411 ELM AV

















































































































PULLEN RONALD FUGENE L \S2
PULLIAM DEAN W ENG2
PULLIN FTHFL ANN AGR*
PULLIS DEBORAH A LAS3
PULSA JAMES BRUNO BUS*
PULSFUS DWIGHT WESLE LAS3
PUMFREY MARION A GRAD
PUMMILL JANET W GRAD
PUMMI LL JOHN D GRAD
PUMPLIN DAVID W GRAD
*PUMPLIN SUSAN W GRAD
PUNCH LINOA GAYLE COM*
PUNCHES DENNIS ENG*
PURCELL JAMES FRANCI BUS3
PURCFLL JOHN W LAS?
PURCFLL JUDITH LEE GRAD
PURCFLL MICHAFL F ENG3
PURCELL ROBIN R LAS2
PURCHASE DONALD L JR LAS1
PURDUE PATRICK C BUS3
PURDY BARBARA A LAS2
PURDY DAVID J ENG*
PURDY GFORGE BARRY GRAD
PURDY JANE L LAS*
PURDY KATHERINE A FAA3
PURDY RICHARD R BUS1
PURICELLI WAYNE T GRAD
PURKISER WILLIAM R PE A
PURPURA ROBERT J JR LASl
PURSE GREGORY P L4S2
PURSELL MARCIA D BUS!
PURTLE GEORGE A ENG1
PURVES ANITA PARKER LAS6
PURVIS ALBERT C GRAD
PURVI S DAVID M LAS2
PURVIS JOHN DAVID GRAD
PURVY ROBERT E LAS3
PUSICH MICHAEL MORRI FAA*
PUSKAR GEORGE E BUS1
PUTFRBALGH GERALD DU ED *
PUTERBAUGH NORMA K H ED *
PUTNAM TIMOTHY DUANE LAS*
PUTNICK WILLIAM W FNG1
PUTTCAMP CAROL E LAS*
PUTTERMAN LAWRENCE N BUS1
PUZEY ALAN L AGR1
PUZEY HAROLD WILLIAM E NG*
PYE JAMES THOMAS ENG2
PYE STEVEN R LAS3
PYHRR CARRIE H GRAD
PYHRR STEPHEN A GRAD
PYHRR STUART WALTER LAS*
PYLE CHARLES R JR GRAD
PYLE DONALD W JR LAS*
PYSTER ARTHUR B LAS3
PYTKO CYNTHIA C LAS2
QADRI MOHAMMAD S GRAD
QUACKENBUSH STANLEY GRAD
OUAID TERESA A LAS2
QUAKA THOMAS EDWARD ENG*
QUAMME PATRICIA G BUSl
QUANSTRCM CARL MARTI AGR*
QUANSTROM NANCY L ED 2
OUARTELL ROBERT J LASl
QUAST JAMES J FAA2
QUAST THEODORE E JR GRAD
QUEEN MICHAEL B LASl
QUELLER KURT J LASl
OUERINO CARL EDWARD GRAD
QUERRY JANET L LASl
QUFYPO WESLEY FAA*
OU ICK CHARLES P LAS*
QUICK JAMES D FAA2
QUICK JOHN ENNIS BUS*
QUICK JUDITH GRAD
QUICKSTAD CAROL J ED 2
QUIGG CAVID H AGR1
QUIGLEY ANN J GRAD
QUIGLEY LEONARD T LASl
QUILLINAN QUINN W ENG3
QUINDRY GERALD E ENG1
QUINLAN CAROLYN M LASl
QUINLAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD
QUINN GEORGE F LAS2
QUINN JAMES G AVIl
QUINN JAMES S ED 2
QUINN JOHN W LAS3
QUINN KATHRYN IRENE GRAD
QUINN MARYELLEN GRAD
QUINN MAUREEN T LAS2
QUINN RICHARD CARTER GRAD
QUINN ROBERT A PE 3
QUINN ROSEMARY C LASl
QUINN RUTHANN LAS3
QUINN SUSANNE TELLIS GRAD
QUINN YVONNE S LAS2










I LEMON TREE LN
1 LEMONTREE LN
*0* E STOUGHTON 11
MAHOMET ILL
608 E MAIN
























60* E ARMORY *26
302 W LOCUST 1
302 W LOCUST 1






601 S *TH 7

















































u 8*0 1 KENWOOD
C 33*-7511 217 E MAIN ST
U 332-2823
u 332-2861 1920 OLIVE ST
c 356-*529 35*8 ERNST ST
C 332-1*28 265 HOLLY CT
u 328-305* 28 SUNNYVIEW CT
u 367-8199 230* S LYNN
u 367-8199 2 30* S LYNN
C 352-7225 I LEMON TREE LN
c 352-7225 1 LEMONTREE LN
c 359-0790 120* W EUCLID
37 PULASKI
u 367-7871 19*0 HERBERT
c 655 WINGATE RD
u 367-1799 309 S CLINTON
c *09 HUDSON
c 332-0029 309 S CLINTON
u 332-*173 1516 ILLINOIS AV
1605 GLENVIFW
c 301 ILLINI ST
c 3**-6383 238 W 115TH ST
c 356-2190 20* S 6TH
c 356-2190 20* S 6TH
c 810 E LOCUST ST
u 332-*23* 238 W 115TH ST
88*3 GRANADA PL
u 367-5759 CARRIAGE ESTS 22
c 332-1757 792* S MANISTEE AV
c 3**-976i 3516-**TH ST
u 332-*557 120 WEGO TRAIL
c 332-1271 10* GROVE AV
u 3**-2185 310 W DELAWARE
u 3**-*852 DAVENPORT HALL 212
c 332-1*87 1*23 MANDEL AV
u 6126 E 2*TH ST
u 332-527* 935 E 158TH ST
u 111 S 2ND ST
c 213 S MAIN ST
u 367-1553 602 N MAIN
u 367-1553 30* HOENER
u 3**-7058 71 S FOREST
c 2305 WESTVIEW DR
u 332-2825 706 W DIVISION ST
c 3**-9566 6730 N KARLOV
c 332-19*5 RR 1
c 332-2033 RR 1
c 27 MIDWAY CT
c 27 MIDWAY CT
u 367-9727 1110 W STOUGHTON
u 367-9727 6*2* N TAHOMA
u 365-2959 6*2* N TAHOMA AV
u 367-25*0 *3*7 REGAL AV NE
u 3*4-1910 7653 MONROE
c *910 N WASHTENAW
u 332-*359 6015 S NATOMA AV
u BUNDER RD
c 359-8*01 1801 MEADOW
c 7733 S LUNA
c ROUTE *
u 16310 KENWOOD
c MONEE MANHATTAN RD
c 332-0626 1*01 BIRCH RD
c 332-1835 *136 N CAMPBELL AV
c 33 2-1962 193 N 91ST PL
c 352-0999 602 E STOUGHTON
c 332-1092 637 W PARK ST
c 356-7560 2*06 S PROSPECT
u 265 RIDGE ST
c 352-*620 906 FRANK
c 356-002* 61 E JOHN
u 367-2105 *8 CEDRIC LN
c RR 5
u 367-7067 2*69 W SUNSET
u 332-2913 295 BAYSIDE DR
u 332-3675 5611 N GRACELAND
c 3**-7152 RR 2
c 123 W 6TH ST
c 205 WILLOW AV
c 352-3583 *02 W SPNGFLD
c 33*-1510 30* W DOUGLAS ST
u 332-5*36 8932 FRANCISCO
c 359-3256 RR 2
c 3**-0917 832 COUNTRYSIDE
c ***9 N SAYRE AV
u 367-5901 812 E OAKLAND
c *09 S CENTER
u LA VERNA HEIGHTS
c 359-5186 1*3 PRIES AV
c 2137 CEDAR
u 5921 S WOLF RD
c 3**-731* 230 E SYCAMORE
u 332-2816 1311 MONROE ST
u 3**-l*59 230 E SYCAMORE ST
u 812 E OAKLAND
u 332-5666 RR 1 BOX 70


































































































QUIRIN JAMES DARRELL GRAO
QUIRIN MARY LUCINOA LAS4
QUIRK EUGENE FRANCIS GR4D
QUIRK KATHLEEN M FAA2
QUIRK PATRICK J LAS4
QUIRSFELD F C JR GRAO
*QUITNO PAUL M LAS4
RAAB GLENN M ENG3
RAAP L INDA S PE 3
RAB WILLIAM MARTIN AGR3
RA9BANI MOHAMMAD G GRAD
RABBERS CAVIO L ENG3
*RA8BERS JILL KORGIE FAA4
RABCHUK JOHN E BUS3
RABCHJK MARY K FAA1
RABIN ALAN J LAS3
RABIN OCNNA LEE ED 3
RABIN LINDA S LAS1
RABUN DANA S LAS4
RABYNE LAWRENCE STEV BUS*
RACHMELER DALE N ENG2
RACILA EOWARD J ENG2
RACINE DAVID P LAS1
RACY ALI JIHAD GRAD
RACZKOWSKI ANDREW W LAS4
RAOAKOVITZ WILLIAM J GRAD
RADASZEfcSKI G M LAS3
RADCLIFFE SCOTT D BUS2
RADDATZ RUSSELL E PE 3
RADELL JFANNE M LAS1
RADEMACHER HAROLD A GRAO
*RADER BILLIE T ENG2
RADER LINCA LOUISE I AS4
RADES NANCY LEE FAA4
RAPEWAGEN JOHN R BUS3
RADI MARK LEWIS LAS4
RADIN ROBERT S LAS2
RADISCH LYNNE W LAS2
RADIVOJEVIC B M LAS6
RADKE RICHARD W FAA1
RADKE SUSAN NELL LAS3
RADKEY ROBERT L GRAD
RADKEY WILLIAM A LAS3
RAOLOFF STUART JAY LAS4
RADOCHONSKI FRANKLIN FAA2
RADOCHONSKI PIERRE A ENG4
RADOSTA ELIZABETH A FAA2
RADOVANCEV ESTELA E GRAD
RADOVANCEV MASA FAA4
RADOYEVICH MYRA ENG1
RADTKE RICHARD ERNES LAS4
RADWINE SAMUEL B FAA1
RADZEVICIUS ALDONA T LAS2
RAETHER GARY W BUS2
*RAFTZKE CAROLYN A P GRAD
RAFACZ MICHAEL A AGR2
RAFALOSKI DENNIS PE 3
RAFF ROBBY M LAS1
RAFFE MARC R AGR3
RAFFERTY PATRICK K LAS3
RAFTERY TIMOTHY MICH BUS4
RAGALIE DIANE L PE 1
RAGALIE GLENN F LAS2
RAGEL STEPHEN W AVI2
RAGER REINHOLO FAA2
RAGGI PAMELA A FAA1
RAGHFB MCUNIR GIRGIS GRAD
RAGO FRANK ROSARIO LAS4
RAGO LEONARD M ENG1
RAGCN LANDI S D ENG1
RAGSDALF STEPHEN M ENGl
RAHE PATRICIA A LAS1
RAHE THERESA J LAS2
RAHIM AYESHA A LAS2
RAHIM OWYNIELLE Y FAA2
RAHMAN SYED ANFESUR ENGl
RAHN ALICE GRISHAM GRAD
RAHN ROBERT RONALD GRAD
RAHN TAMRA L LAS3
RAHN WILLIAM J LAS2
RAIA LOUIS J LAS1
RAIBLEY TIMOTHY A FAA3
RAIDL MARTHA A LAS2
RAIDL ROBERT FRANCIS LAS4
RAIFF JANET FAA2
RAIMAN ROBERT A FAA2
RAIMER BURTON MURRY GRAD
RAINBOTH WALTER J JR LAS4
RAINER BR IAN L GRAD
RAINES RICHARD D ENG4
RAINO WILLIAM H LAS4
RAISCH VERONICA ANN LAS4
RAISEN LYNN LAS1
*RAISLER ROBERT B ENG4
RAITHER BARBARA P LAS4
RAITHFR SIEGBFPT W GRAD
RAJ TILAK GRAD
904 W GREEN 612 U
URH CLARK 311 C
803 W MAIN U
URH LUNDGREN 123 C
1102 W NEVADA 7 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
2020 D ORCH ST U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WAROALL 726 U
112 E JOHN C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
STA A BOX 2315 C
STA A BOX 2315 C
804 W PARK U
URH VANOOREN 12 C
301 ARMORY C
108 E HEALEY 9 C
409 E CHALMRS 1203 C
706 MATHEWS U
203 1/2 E HEALEY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON .218 C
URH OGLESBY 1007 U
STA A BOX 2165 C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
818 OAKLAND 202 U
URH ALLEN 237 U
1101 DEVONSHIRE C
308 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 308 U
807 W HILL C
205 S LYNN C
403 S POPLAR U
604 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 306 C
1105 S 4TH C
52 E ARMORY C
1207 W NEVADA U
2417 E NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 115 C
URH BLAISDELL 10 U
406 W CLARK 303 C
URH FORBES 270 C
1105 S 1ST C
1110 S 2ND C
1110 S 2ND C
511 BASH CT C
610 W STOUGHTON U
610 W STOUGHTON U
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
1405 MITTENDORF C
URH CARR 329 U
URH BUSEY 104 U
URH SCOTT 406 C
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
910 S 3RD 504 C
WEST MIFFLIN PA
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 400 C
URH OGLESBY 404 U
1406 MCKINLEY C
URH ALLEN 366 U
URH GARNER 288 C
508 E WHITE C
212 E DANIFL C
URH LAR 330 U
HUFF GYM 104 C
404 S 5TH 1 C
URH GARNER 346 C
URH SCOTT 444 C
URH TOWNSEND 312 U
URH FLAGG 411 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1011 W CLARK U
1011 W CLARK U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
809 E WASHINGTON U
2118 ORCH ST 101 U
URH EVANS 225 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 474 C
FARMER CITY ILL
URH EVANS 422 U
103 E STOUGHTON 1 C
1006 S 3RD C
911 S 4TH C
STA A BOX 2185 U
DANVILLE ILL
509 W GREFN 11 C
1212 W CLARK U
909 W ILLINOIS U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 1012 U
MAHOMET ILL
305 E GREEN 6 C
305 E GREEN 6 C








































































10 N SMITH ST




1710 E LIBERTY DR
210 W ALDEN ST
600 FRIAR TUCK RD
9813 S 54TH AV
ROUTE 2
KACHARIPARA
STA A BOX 2315











STA A BOX 2165
3118 W FULLERTON
4652 N RIVER RD
5113 S LAPORTE AV
1101 DEVONSHIRE
















2514 E 91ST ST
2514 E 91ST ST
165 DESPLAINES LN
610 W STOUGHTON
530 W SURF ST
10939 AVENUE F
BOX 227
602 N CHEROKEE ST
6615 S CAMPBELL AV
1722 DUNCAN AV
310 HOLIDAY PARK





222 N MAD I SON












1440 W 14TH ST
1440 W 14TH ST
AIRPORT POLICE STA
809 E WASHINGTON




225 1/2 W 6TH ST
1811 S 59TH AV
1811 S 59TH AV
6014 N MAPLEWOOO
15605 UNIVERSITY
STA A BOX 2185
110 E 10TH ST




1706 E 91ST PL
461 MACON ST
305 E GREEN 6


































































































NEW DELHI 17 INDIA
311
RAKER JAMES C ENG2
RAKER RODNEY J LAS3
RAKERS JAMES BERNARD ENG4
RALEIGH PHILIP M LAW1
RALLO MICHAEL JAMES LAS4
RALSTON ALAN L BUS2





RAMBO ROBERT G ENGl
RAMBOW JAMES W GRAD
RAMIREZ SCNIA TFRESA GRAO
RAMLOW LINNA D PE 2
RAMMON PICHARO SCHTT LAS3
RAMMON RCBERT DALE LAS3
RAMON CPAIG P LAW1
RAMCS MARY LAS1
RAMP MEREDITH C BUS3
RAMP PAMELA FAA3
RAMPA JANET MARIAN LAS3
RAMQUIST F C JR ENG3
RAMSEY DOUGLAS JESSE COM4
RAMSEY JOHN M LAS2
RAMSEY LINDA K LAS2
RAMSEY MICHAEL D FAA2
RAMSEY RICHARD N GRAD
*RAMU GADDEHOSUR N GRAD
RAMULT CAROLYN J BUS3
RANAHAN EDWARD F JR GRAD
*RANALLO JAMES JR GRAD
RAND CYNTHIA COM3
RANDA 3ETTE M FAA2
*RANDA JAMFS PAUL GRAD
RANDAL NARENA LAS9
RANDALL AMY LEE LAS4
RANDALL ANNE C ED 1
RANDALL DEBORAH S FAA2
RANDALL DOROTHY Y LAS2
RANDALL JUDITH ANN LAS4
RANDALL LAUREL W PE 2
RANDALL LEAH LAS3
RANDALL MARK C LAS3
RANDALL MARK J ENG2
RANDALL PATRICIA KAY GRAD
RANDALL PAUL GEORGE FAA2
RANDALL PAULETTE L ED 3
RANDALL RENEE A LAS1
RANDELL ALAN WILLIAM GRAD
RANDELL LARRY P ENGl
RANDLE DOUGLAS C BUS1
RANOLE JOSEPH F FAA1
RANDOLPH BELINDA Y FAA2
RANDOLPH MYRA E LAS1
RANDOLPH OTTO S ENGl
RANDOLPH WILLIAM W GRAD
RANDOLPH ZONA S LAS2
RANGE BONNIE R ENGl
RANGE GARY J FAA2
RANKAITIS JANET J LAS3
RANKAITIS SUSAN ANNE F AA4
RANKIN DEAN L BJS3
RANKIN JOHN P LAS3
RANKINS CRANDAL D L AS 1
RANNEY RICHARD G BUS1
RANNEY THOMAS C BUS3
RANSEL TERRY HOLMA LAS4
RANSICK MARJORIE M GRAD
RANSICK THOMAS F GRAD
RANSOME EMERSON J JR GRAD
RANSOME FREDERICK D ENG2
RANSON WILLIAM F III GRAD
RANZENBERGER ANN L LAS2
RAO PALADUGU V GRAD
RAO V R GOPALA GRAD
RAPACZ RONALD R F AA2
RAPAPORT DIANE S ED I
RAPIER MARTHA E PE 2
RAPIN LYNN S GRAD
RAPOPORT ALAN B FAA2
RAPOPORT PAUL ERNEST GRAD
RAPP ELSA MARY E GRAD
RAPP JAMES A COM3
RAPP PAUL ERNEST LAS4
RAPPAPORT ILENE RON A COM3
RAPPS MICHAEL W ENG4
RARDIN PATRICIA A AGR
1
RARICK JOSEPH F JR LAS3
RASBID LAWRENCE W ENG4
RASCOE DANIEL LEE.. GRAD
RASGUS JEROME WAYNE GRAD
RASKE CAVID T GRAD
RASLAVICIUS JOLANTA LAS4
RASMUS JAMES L LAS1
RASMUSSEN DALE A ENGl
RASMUSSEN DONALD NIE VM 3
URH TUWNSEND 468 U
509 W UNIVERSITY C
506 E GREEN U
406 E STOUGHTON 4 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 470 C
402 E ARMORY C
1934 A ORCH ST U
HORT FI FLD LAB 106 U
300 S GOODWIN 302 U
300 S GOODWIN 302 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 651 C
URH SHERMAN 551 C
904 S LINCOLN U
103 E ARMORY C
103 F ARMORY C
1101 S MATTIS 2-10 C
URH TRELEASE 1019 U
205 F GREEN 13 C
205 E GREEN C
1006 NEVADA U
902 N OREGON U
203 N HARVEY U
401 E JOHN C
508 E CHALMERS C
1101 W PENN U
803 W MAIN U
905 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 718 U
1114 BROADMOOR C
743 S MATTIS C
1101 EUCLIO C
405 E GREEN C
1910 B ORCH ST U
1723 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 264 U
405 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 10 U
URH VANDOREN 225 C
1005 S OAK C
URH LAR 385 U
311 E GREEN C
311 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 336 C
706 S WALNUT 3 U
URH CARR 219 U
URH TRELEASE 211 U
URH VANDOREN 426 C
807 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 726 U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 106 C
300 S GOODWIN U
205 E ARMORY C
513 S PROSPECT C
409 E CHALMRS 1205 C
URH LAR 474 U
URH FORBES 370 C
URH TAFT 407 C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
105 E CLARK C
605 S PINE C
1418 N MCKINLEY 1 C
URH TOWNS END 422 U
502 N MCKINLEY C
1106 W MAIN U
1910 A ORCH ST U
1910 A ORCH ST U
803 N LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
2713 E CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 1024 U
CHARLESTON ILL
1114 W SPNGFLD 2 U
URH SCOTT 241 C
URH TAFT 27 C
312 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 135 C
58 E GREEN C
308 1/2 W GREEN U
RR 2 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
502 W MAIN 204 U
302 S 4TH C
713 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 466 U
408 E SPNGFLD 4 C
507 W ELM U
MANSFIELD ILL
408 E STOUGHTON C
106 S FAIR C
501 E SPNGFLD C
909 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 464 C









































































406 E STOUGHTON 4
RR 3 BOX 230
600 S PINE AV
BOX 63
1934 A ORCH ST
LINCOLN COLLEGE
300 GOODWIN 302





8544 ST LOUIS AV
8544 ST LOUIS AV
8500 N OZARK AV
1304 N WESTERN
205 E GREEN 13
205 E GREEN 13
112 S EAST ST
4209 CLINTON AV





2025 D ORCH ST
14315 PENNSYLVANIA
1112 S 2ND 104
3421 ELDER LN
240 TOWER RD
6934 W 115TH PL







RR 2 BOX 108A
RR 2 BOX 108A
BOX 27
205 FLEETWOOD DR
2541 W COLUMBIA AV




411 W MAIN ST
4030 W CNGRES PKWY
2605-A NORRIS CT



















1509 N LOGAN AV
1017 ARTHUR AV
U OF I MATH
2114 N LOCKWOOD AV
6532 N DRAKE AV
538 S EVERGREEN AV
708 NE 16TH CT
6642 S RICHMOND
90 CHILTERN HL RD
122 LUQUER RD
2325 ELM





3320 W WARNER AV
463 CHERRY RIDGE
8221 S WHIPPLE ST
106 S FAIR
7234 S SACRAMENTO
RR 1 BOX 23
4 WALBERTA DR




































































































































































































LAS1 URH FORBES 409 C
BUS1 URH SCOTT 461 C
GRAD 910 S 3RD C
LAS4 712 W ILLINOIS U
LAS2 1103 S BUSEY U
GRAD 502 E SPNGFLD C
GRAD 1340 VALLEY RD C
FNG2 URH FORBES 491 C
LAS2 1804 S PROSPECT C
LAW1 1600 W BRADLEY 51 C
AGR1 11 10 S 2ND C
COM4 1207 W SPNGFLD U
LAW1 57 E CHALMERS 2 C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 219 U
GRAD 2306 S LYNN U
COM4 URH LUNDGREN 301 C
AGR1 URH NOBLE 310 C
BUS4 1710 W PARK C
GRAD 101 N BUSEY 2 U
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 524 U
GRAD 1107 W GREFN 524 U
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U
LAS2 907 S 4TH C
LAS3 411 W GREEN U
GRAD STA A BOX 2883 C
ENG1 URH SCOTT 290 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 236 U
GRAD 205 W HIGH U
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 347 U
LAS3 202 S LYNN U
GRAD 505 W HEALEY C
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 306 U
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 121 U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 326 U
FNG3 609 W MAIN 23 U
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 242 U
ENG4 2012 C ORCH ST U
GRAD 507 S MCCULLOUGH U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1261 C
ENG4 1204 W STOUGHTON U
ENG3 112 E DANIEL C
LAS3 URH OGLESRY 431 U
LAS1 URH LAR 401 U
ENG3 904 W GREEN 621 U
FNG3 904 W GREEN U
GRAD 1302 W CLARK C
ED 4 RANTOUL ILL
ENG4 801 S URBAN A U
ENG3 807 S BUSEY U
FAA1 103 S 3RD C
ENG2 306 E GREGORY C
ENG2 904 W GREFN 628 U
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 446 C
PF 3 1517 W GREEN C
AGR2 409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 206 U
VM 3 MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 110 C
BUS2 URH BLAISDELL 429 U
LASl DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 2109 W WHITE 204 C
GRAD 2109 W WHITE 204 C
LASl URH ALLEN 274 U
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1056 C
BUS3 707 S 3RD C
PE 2 RR 2 U
ENG4 RR 2 U
GRAD 8 SOUTHWUOD CT C
GRAO 604 S VICTOR C
ENG3 802 S LINCOLN U
GRAO M.1RRILL HALL 297 U
GRAD 606 S PRAIRIE 2 C
GRAD 2102 ORCH ST 102 U
LAS2 710 OHIO U
AGR2 501 E DANIEL C
GRAD URH DANIELS 325 U
AGR1 839 W PENN U
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS C
LASl URH TAFT 303 C
LAS4 310 E GREGORY C
FAA4 1002 W NEVADA U
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 225 C
GRAD 1831 VALLEY RD C
LASl URH WESTON 275 C
FAA3 511 W CALIFORNIA U
LAS4 403 1/2 S LINCOLN U
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 406 C
FAA2 URH BABCOCK 120 U
LAS4 1005 W CALIFORNIA U
GRAD 1210 W STOUGHTON U
LAS4 914 W WILLIAM C
LAS4 809 S 5TH C
LAS4 1111 S 2ND C





























































































1009 W 61ST ST
9007 SAMOSET TRAIL
505 W HEALEY





2012 C ORCH ST





















RR 1 BOX 166
920 N VFRMILION
2109 W WHITE 204








8690 15TH ST N
2304 ELM AV
136 N FOLGER ST
216 5TH ST
2321 LINDSEY DR
215 W WEBSTER ST
RR 1
1615 INTFRLAKFN PL





















































































































REATO VICTUR J LASl
REAVILL SCOTT L ENG3
REBACK JOHN STEVEN ENG4
REBBE LOIS RUTH LAS4
RERFCHINI ALICF IREN FAA3
REBHUHN DEBORAH GRAO
RERITZER SANDY J LAS3
RECHEL KATHY J LAS2
RFCHKEMMER MICHAEL L LAS4
RECHT SUSAN M L AS 1
RECKA JOSEPH M LAW2
REDARD THOMAS E LAS 1
RFDBORG KURT ERIC LAS4
RFODEN NANCY GWYN GRAO
REDOFN PHYLLIS J B'JS2
REODY PATRICIA A LAS1
REDOY THOMAS MARTIN FAA4
RFDENBAUGH DAVIO R GRAD
REDENBAUGH JANET KAY GRAO
RFDFFRN FLWIN M ENG1
REDFIFLD JOEL PETER GRAD
REDING JOHN J LAS1
REDING RORFRT A ENG1
RFDLICH JAMES W ENG1
REDMAN ARNOLD LECNAP BUS*
REDMAN JUDITH B ED *
REDMANN DOUGLAS H PE 4
REDMOND DONALD M GRAD
RFDMONO THOMAS R LAS1
RFDSHAW MICHAEL DENN LAS4
REDWOOD ANTHONY LEO GRAD
REED ALICE A ED 3
REED BARBARA LONG GRAD
REFD BRUCE J LAS1
REED CHERYL BODINE ED 3
REED DAVID BRIAN GRAD
RFED DAVID C LAS3
REED GERALD S BUS1
REED JFANETTF W GRAD
*REED JOHN D VM 2
REED JOHN M 3US1
*REFD JOHN W VM 2
REED KAREN ELIZABETH LAS4
REED LARRY DEAN GRAD
REED 4ARY J ED 1
REED <4;<Y V L AS*
REEO M?CKAEL ROBERT BUS3
RFED PATRICIA A LAS2
REED RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
REED RICHARD C ENG4
RFED ROBERT P LAS1
REED RONALD OWEN BUS4
RFED THOMAS A GRAD
RFEDER ALAN H LAS4
RFFDER GERALD W AGR3
REEDER GUY S LAS3
REEDER KIRSTEN R LAS3
REEDER REBECCA T LAS4
REEDY COLLEEN A LAS4
REEDY JOSEPH B ENG3
REEDY MAYNARD E ENG1
REEDY ROBERT F GRAD
REEL AIMEE S VM 1
RFEM DENISE ELAINE FAA4
REEP DENNIS L LAS2
REEP JOHN DOUGLAS AGR4
REES LEMUEL P JR LAS3
REES MICHAEL L LAS3
REES STEVEN R LAS1
REES WILLIAM M AGR4
REESE JOHN HAROLD GRAD
REESE ROBERT L ENG3
RFFSER PHILIP D VM I
SCcSER SARA J FAA2
*RtEVE JOHN ALLAN GRAD
KccVE STEWART A AGR3
REEVES KIV w LAS2
REEVES RODNEY F LAS4
REFIEUNA LAURIE J LAS3
REGAL DIANE A AGRl
REGAN LUCY L LAS2
REGAN RANDY P FAA3
REGAS GUS R LAS1
REGMAN ROBERT S ENG2
REGNIER EMILY C FAA3
REGNIER JAMES M LAW1
REHFELDT ROGER R BUS1
REHN LYNN EDWARD GRAD
REICH HENRY E LAS2
REICH ROBERT E VM 2
REICHART VICKI S AGR2
REICHELT JANIS M LAS3
REICHEN RONALD L AGR2
REICHLE JOSEPH A ENG3
REICHS ARVILS BUS3
RFID DENNIS A ENG3
REID FRANK OLAF GRAD
URH GARNER 111 C
211 E DANIEL C
1213 W BRADLEY C
409 E CHALMERS C
410 E GREEN C
809 W NEVADA U
409 E CHLMRS 902 C
URH BLAISDELL 425 U
1600 W BRADLEY 49 C
URH LAR 307 U
519 FAIRLAWN U
URH 0GLES8Y 920 U
DANVILLF ILL
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
508 E ARMORY C




URH SCOTT 244 C
706 S 1ST 104 C
URH TOWNSEND 560 U
706 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 331 U
901 S 1ST 23 C
URH WARDALL 320 U
1416 N MCKINLEY C
1310 E UNIVERSITY U
604 E ARMORY 117 C
110 E ARMORY C
2085 C ORCH ST U
DANVILLE ILL
703 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 390 C
1107 W GREEN 334 U
2311 S 1ST 203 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 465 C
1013 HOLLYCREST C
RR 4 C
URH NOBLE 110 C
305 S 3RD C
101 N BUSEY 5 U
1107 W GREEN 334 U
URH EVANS 337 U
901 S LINCOLN U
2312 F MAIN U
URH CLARK 412 C
2311 S 1ST 203 C
URH SNYDER 260 C
1101 W PENN U
505 E WHITE C
URH WESTON 280 C
405 N RACE U
ATWOOD ILL
DECATUR ILL
URH LAR 131 U
405 N RACE 1 U
805 W OHIO U
URH BABCOCK 205 U
2 108 ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
509 S 5TH 11 C
405 E JOHN C
1004 S 4TH C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1906 B ORCH ST U
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
58 E GREGORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
DANVILLE ILL
58 E GREGORY C
URH WARDALL 312 U
2068 C HAZWD CT U
1008 S LINCOLN U
120 E CHALMERS C
508 S JOHNSON U
309 E HEALEY 15 C
1113 S 2ND C
1102 S LINCOLN U
212 E DANIEL C
302 1/2 W GREEN C
112 E DANIEL C
1304 S VINE U
2116 ORCH ST 104 U
URH BABCOCK 223 U
1208 W CLARK U
1010 S 2ND 317 C
76 TWIN ORCHARD U
409 E CHALMRS 1201 C
URH EVANS 435 U
URH GARNER 268 C
402 E DANIEL C
207 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 260 U



























































512 S EASTERN AV
2529 S 10TH AV
















814 SOUTH ST 2A
6446 N MOZART














1107 W GREEN 334
105 BYERLY DR
2040 PILGRM PKWY E












1751 W 187TH ST
2106 BARBERRY DR






405 N RACE 1
RR 1
125 DELMAR DR










2319 LYNN HAVEN RD
2204 N VERMILION
RR 1 BOX 87
1605 HIGHVIEW RD
2068 C HAZWD CT
RR 2
203 W SIBLEY









148 S MAPLE CT







5 N HOWARD AV
4490 TULLOCKS WOOD



































































































REID LINDA A ED 1
REID ROBERT W BUS2
*REIO THOMAS AUGUSTUS GRAD
REIF THOMAS P BUS2
REIFF RICHARD PAUL ENG3
REIFMAN WILLIAM J LAS2
REILLEY GINGER L LAS1
*REILLY CHRISTINA N GRAD
REILLY JOHN BARNETT GRAD
REILLY JOHN P LAS2
REILLY MICHAEL D LASl
REILLY PATRICIA E LASl
REIMER FRANCIE J FAA1
RFIMERS TONLPHYLLIS LAS4
REIN JOHN H LAW1
REINBOLD KETURAH ANN GRAD
REINBOLT KATHLEEN M LAS2
REINEBACH LEE R BUS2
REINEMANN MARY LOIS LAS4
REINER CARL C ENG4
*REINER CAVID LAWRENC LAS4
REINER GLENN BERT BUS4
RFINER JOHN C ENG4
REINER PETER ALAN LASl
REINERS GARY R AGR3
REINGOLD RUTH N GRAD
REINHARDT GARY D LAS2
RFINHART CAROL LOUIS COM4
REINHART GREGORY D LAS2
REINHART RICK A PE 1
REINHART RONALD JOHN ED 3
REINHART TERRY EUGEN AGR4
REINKEN STEPHEN D ENG1
*REINMAN ROBERT A GRAD
REINNING NANCY L AGR1
REINOLD THOMAS F LAS3
REINSCH STEVEN A LASl
*REINSCHMIDT ALBERT J GRAD
REINWALD THOMAS P GRAD
REINWAND STEPHAN F FAA3
REIS DEBORAH L LASl
REIS THOMAS L LAS4
*REISIG TERRI HOBBS LAS4
REISINGER GENE A LAS3
REISINGER MICHAEL F ENG1
REISLER OONNA BETH GRAD
REISLER JANICE MAE FAA2
REISLFR LYNN F FAA2
RFISMAN CARY S LAW1
RFISMAN PAUL L LAS3
REISS WILLIAM L AGR3
REITEN IDUN GRAD
REITH DAVID JEROME GRAD
REITHEL DAWN CHERYL COM4
REITZ LYNN M LASl
REITZ RANDY LOUIS LAS3
RFITZEL NORMAN L JR ENG2
RELLER ANN WILLBERN GRAD
*RFLLFR STUART P GRAD
REMACK ANDREW F LAS2
REM3ERT GEORGE E FAA2
REMESCH ANTHONY J ENG1
*REMPE DAVID MAHER GRAD
REMPFL RICHARD STANL GRAD
REMSTNG LINDA M ED 1
REMUS MARTIN S LASl
RFNA ALEMAR BRAGA GRAD
RENCHEN THOMAS E ENG1
RENDE RICHARD J LASl
RENDER SCOTT D FAA1
RENDLEMAN JACQUELINE GRAD
RENFRO CHARLES R LAS3
RENFRO CLIFFORD WAYN ENG4
RENKEN GERALD WALTER GRAD
RFNKFN MARY J LAS2
RENKEN SCOTT K FAA2
RENKES DEAN ARNOLD BUS4
RENNELS MARGARET A LAS2
RENNER FRANKLIN LFE L AW3
P.ENNFR ROSINA LAS3
RENNER WI LLIAM F GRAD
RENNICK ANNE C ED 2
RENNICK MARY ALICE GRAD
RFNO JEFFREY M FNG1
RENSVOLD RAND F GRAD
RFNTERIA PHILIP L GRAD
RENWICK <5RI AN L ENG2
RENWICK BRUCE ALLEN ENG4
RFOCK SUSAN AGR2
RFPKA JANICE A LAS2
REPLINGER JOHN G JR LAS2
REPLINGER ROBERT L FAAL
REPShER THOMAS HARRY GRAD
REPULSKI EDWARD F JR AGR4
RFOUA DAVID L LASl
RESCH TRACY W LAW1
RESH MARK S ENG4
URH EVANS 207 U
209 E ARMORY C
305 W PARK U
110 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 445 U
910 S 3RD 516 C
URH VANDOREN 222 C
1817 KIRBY C
1817 KIRBY C
603 1/2 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 439 C
URH LAR 277 U
URH ALLAN 453 U
1110 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
603 W NEVADA 4 U
1110 W NEVADA U
210 E JOHN C
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
806 W SPRINGFIELD U
706 W OHIO U
1101 S MATTIS 1-9 C
101 E MICHIGAN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1742 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 212 C
507 HESSEL C
URH SNYDER 218 C
URH SNYDER 290 C
705 W OODSON U
808 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 378 C
2705 MAPLEWOOD C
URH BLAISDELL 412 U
910 S 3R0 801 C
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
311 E JOHN 13 C
407 S STATE C
9 11 S 3RD 3 C
URH WARDALL 807 U
2 1 1 E D AN I EL C
611 W GREEN 5 U
604 E ARMORY 224 C
2114 ORCH ST 302 U
606 1/2 STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 135 U
713 S 6TH 203 C
1213 W MAIN 3 U
110 E CHALMERS C
2107 LANTERN HILL U
URH SHERMAN 529 C
1605 VALLEY RO 2 C
508 E CHALMERS C
405 W SPNGFLD 3 U
809 W PENN U
3111 W WILLIAM C
1011 S 1ST 1 C
1011 S 1ST 1 C
604 E ARMORY C
306 E DANIEL C
904 S RACE U
1607 VALLEY RD 2 C
1118 W CHURCH C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
URH FORBES 125 C
1830 ORCH PL U
311 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 388 C
URH FORBES 300 C
URH DANIELS 193 U
309 E CHALMERS C
1766 VALLEY RD C
304 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 312 U
1108 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 508 C
URH WARDALL 602 U
709 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMRS 1414 C
DECATUR ILL
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH DANIELS 355 U
URH SNYDER 467 C
713 S MATTIS C
813 N WILL IS C
URH WESTON 476 C
URH WESTON 474 C
URH LUNDGREN 111 C
508 W STOUGHTON U
4 BURNETT CR U
URH NOBLE 109 C
2018 FLETCHER 16 U
907 S BUSEY U
URH BABCOCK 426 U
910 S 3RD 201 C










































































1652 N KELLOGG ST
305 W PARK
101 PEORIA OR







2125 S 6TH AV
303 LINDEN AV
617 EASTWOOD AV
5217 W 22N0 PL
603 W NEVADA 4
10 THOMAS DR
1842 SUFFOLK AV
820 N 7TH ST
624 E JOLIET ST
806 W SPRINGFIELD
8310 RIDGEWAY AV













216 S LONDON AV
22W423 FOSTER AV
311 E JOHN 13
BONNEY HILL RD









1213 W MAIN 3
3820 BIRCHWOOD
2107 LANTERN HILL
U OF OSLO BLINDERN
324 SHERMAN AV
371 W HICKORY








1607 VALLEY RO 2
1118 W CHURCH
229 GRAYLYNN DR





















521 E WALL ST
521 E WALL ST





320 E 4TH ST
1605 GLEASON DR




































































































RESNICK CFCILY ANN GRAD
RESNICK DONALD I LAS3
RESNICK GARY A LAW1
RTSNICK LYNNE KAREN LAS4
RFSNICK VICKIE M EO 2
RESNIK DANIEL M LASl
RFSNIK SHERI I LAS2
RFST SANDRA LAS3
RETEL DERRA L LAS1
RETERSTOFF JANE F FAA3
RFTTBERG RANDALL D GRAD
RETTOERG R ICHARC J LAS2
RFTTRERG SHARON L L AS 1
RETTBERG WILLIAM A E NG4
RFTTERER RUSSFLL F GRAD
RETTOF GFORGE RICHAR LAS4
RFTZKE JEAN E LAS1
RFTZSCH BRUCE W FAA2
REUBEN GAIL BETH L ASA
REUREN GILBERT WAYNE BUS3
REUBEN GORDON P LAS1
RCUHL NANCY L LAS1
REULER PEGGY ROSE LAS4
REUM ROGER L AGR1
PEUSS DAVID LEE ENG3
REUTFLL KENNETH PAUL ENG4
RFUTFNS 4NTHONY J GRAD
REUTFR BARBARA A LASl
RFUTER EDWARD CARL BUS*
RFUTERFORS DAVID LASl
RFUTERrORS ROBERT E LAW1
REVAK JOANN LAS3
RFVAK MARY L FAA1
REVAK ROBERT STEPHAN GRAD
REVFLL JOSEPH LAWREN AGRA
REVORD SHFRRY A LAS2
RFXROAD WILLIAM MAX GRAD
RFXROAT PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
REY CHRISTIAN A F GRAD
REYFS BENJAMIN LASl
REYNOLDS ALLEN L BUS1
REYNOLDS DALLAS KENT FAA3
REYNOLDS DAVID M BUS3
REYNOLDS DOUGLAS I BUS2
REYNOLDS JAMES B LAS4
RFYNOLDS JAMFS P PE 3
RFYNULDS MARY K FAAl
REYNOLDS -PAMELA HUNT GRAD
REYNOLDS PATRICK T LASl
REYNOLDS PETER BUCK GRAD
REYNOLDS ROBFRT JOSE LAS4
REYNOLDS RONALD PAUL GRAD
REYNOLDS SCOTT H LAS2
REYNOLDS SHARON NOEL AGR1
REYNOLDS SHELLEY P LAS3
REYNOLDS SUE E LAS2
REYNOLDS TERI ELAINE LAS4
REYNOLDS TERRY LEE GRAD
REYNOLDS VINSON B GRAD
RFYNOLDS WILLIAM DON GRAD
REZNIICK JOHN C LAW1
REZNICK LYNN KUEHN FAA4
RFZNIK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
REZNIK RONALD J ENG3
RHEA LORA L FAA2
RHEA TIMOTHY DICKSON GRAD
RHEINGANS JAMES E ENG1
RHEINWALD JOHN G AGR2
RHINE GORDON K VM 2
RHINEHART ROBERT E LAS2
RHOADES BRUCE ELDON GRAD
RHOADES CATHY A ED 3
RHOADES DUANE GRAD
RHOADS DEAN BERNARD LAS*
RHODES ALISON JEBB EO I
RHODES BEVERLY P LAS4
RHODES HOWARD ECGAR LAS4
RHODES KANDA D ED 3
RHODES LANDON H GRAD
RHODES WAYNE S LASl
RHOTON JUNE E BUS3
RHYNE LINDA D GRAD
RHYNE TRENTON G E NG2
RIBBLE DAN A LAW1
RICCA CAVID E ENG4
RICCA LESLIE A ENG1
RICCARDI NICOLYN LAS3
RICCI ELLEN C LASl
RICCI TERRENCE A LAS4
RICE CATHERINE N LASl
RICE DONNA MARIE GRAD
RICE GENEVIEVE K FAA3
RICE HAROLD MICHAEL GRAD
RICE JAMES C ENG1
RICE JAMES S GRAD
RICE JEROME ENG3
RICE KARL C GRAD
102 N GREGORY 4 U
503 F WHITE 3 C
910 S 3RD 206 C
604 E WHI TF C
URH TRELEASE 825 U
910 S 3RD C
409 F CHALMERS C
906 S OAK C
URH VANDOREN 423 C
207 W ILLINOIS U
1424 MAYFAIR RD C
URH WESTON 122 C
URH FLAGG 314 C
1009 W MAIN 34 U
3 PATRICIA CT C
501 E DANIEL C
URH LUNOGREN 23 C
309 E CHALMERS C
309 E HEALEY 4 C
706 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 412 U
URH ALLEN 36 1 U
604 S RACE U
URH BABCOCK 223 U
URH OGLESBY 212 U
ADDISON ILL
U OF I AGR U
704 S RACE U
2024 D ORCH ST 36 U
URH SNYDER 496 C
URH SHERMAN 1064 C
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
902 S NEW C
401 E DANIEL C
908 S 1ST C
CARLOCK ILL
721 W WASHINGTON C
201 S WRIGHT 6 C
URH OGLESBY 409 U
URH WESTON 107 C
23 SALEM RD U
902 W CLARK 3 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 133 U
713 W OHIO U
URH LUNDGREN 12 C
300 S GOODWIN 309 U
1007 3RD C
300 S GOODWIN 309 U
106 N GREGORY U
902 N GREGORY U
URH SCOTT 443 C
23 SALEM RD U
URH TRELEASE 701 U
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
504 W MAIN 203 U
402 E ARMORY C
FITHIAN ILL
URH DANIELS 730 U
2502 E ILLINOIS U
3223 CAMERON C
URH CARR 215 U
907 S WRIGHT C
601 W WASHINGTON C
URH SNYDER 459 C
URH WESTON 239 C
ROUTE I U
313 E ARMORY C
1811 VALLEY RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
2112 ORCH ST 202 U
705 W OREGON U
701 N ORCHARD U
1010 S 1ST C
701 N ORCH ST U
508 E ARMORY C
1010 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS 710 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
301 E WHITE 8 C
209 E ARMORY C
407 S STATE C
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
URH TOWNSEND 170 U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1225 U
408 E HEALEY C
206 S 6TH C
908 S LOCUST C
910 S 3R0 C
2038 C HAZWD CT U
URH FORBES 274 C





































































7321 S SHORE DR
3520 W GLENLAKE AV
7847 TRENTON AV
5303 W JARVIS
6132 N HARDING AV
7061 N KEDZIE AV
906 S OAK
2405 S 13TH AV
108 48TH AV
1424 MAYFAIR RD
4821 W GEORGE ST
1424 MAYFAIR RD











707 N HARRISON ST
611 E HOLLY CT
14 PETALING
704 S RACE


















1474 W HAWKINS ST
300 S GOODWIN 309
1300 S STEWART
















683 E BERRIEN ST







5811 S ADAMS ST






1101 N EDMER AV
301 E WHITE 8
347 WASHINGTON
520 ANTHONY
6215 S ADAMS ST














































































































RICE MARGARET ANN GRAD
RICE MARTHA J LAS2
RICE MARY KATHLEEN GRAO
RICE RAYMOND DONALD GRAD
RICE ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
RICE ROBERT JAY GRAD
RICE ROBIN RAE GRAD
RICE THOMAS GLENN AGR4
RICH ANNE B LAW1
RICH GARY R ED 3
RICH JOHN KEITH GRAD
RICH KEVIN LAS3
RICH LARRY L FAA2
RICH MARSHA B ED 1
RICH PHILIP J ENG3
RICH ROBERT ALAN GRAD
RICH ROBERT M JR PE 3
RICHARO ALVIN JOSEPH GRAD
RICHARD ARTHUR PAUL LAS4
RICHARD CAVID P BUS4
RICHARD KRISHNA M AGR2
RICHARDS GARY LEE AGR4
RICHARDS LAUREL A LAS3
RICHARDS MARGARET E COM4
RICHARDS MARY J LAS1
RICHARDS MARY L LAS2
RICHARDS PATRICK R ENG1
RICHARDS RICHARD C LAS3
RICHARDS ROSS L AGR4
RICHARDS STEPHEN J ENG1
RICHARDS STEVEN B GRAD
RICHARDS STEVEN CRAI LAS4
RICHARDS WENDY S L AS 1
RICHARDS WILLIAM F GRAD
RICHARDSON BETH C GRAD
RICHARDSCN BRENCA K PE 2
RICHARDSON BRIAN W GRAD
RICHARDSCN CAROL A L AS 2
RICHARDSON DIANA B GRAD
RICHARDSON DONNA L LAS4
RICHARDSON ELIJAH LAS3
RICHARDSON EUGENIA ED 2
RICHARDSON GARY L GRAD
RICHARDSON GEORGE G ENG1
RICHARDSON JAMES J GRAD
RICHARDSON JANE A ED 3
RICHARDSON JEAN A LAS2
RICHARDSON JOHN ERNE ENG3
RICHARDSON JOYCE B GRAD
RICHARDSON KATHY V LAS4
RICHARDSON LARRY S LAS2
RICHARDSON LUCY J LAS1
RICHARDSON MICHAEL B GRAD
RICHARDSON NICK A BUS1
RICHARDSON PATRICIA LAS1
RICHARDSON RICHARD R GRAD
RICHARDSON ROBERT AGR4
RICHARDSON STEPHEN M GRAD
RICHARDSON THOMAS L LAS1
RICHARDSON VERLIN D FAA3
RICHARDSON WILLIAM F LAW1
RICHART LANNY RONALD LAS3
RICHERT JANET E GRAD
RICHERT PAUL GRAD
RICHFIELD MARK ALAN GRAD
RICHTER BERNICE LAS3
RICHTER ELVER STUART FAA4
RICHTER GEORGE E LAS2
RICHTER GUNTER W GRAD
RICHTER JANICE K GRAD
RICHTER PETER GRAD
RICHTER SCOTT R ENG2
RICK JAMES S FAA2
RICK THCMAS CHARLES GRAD
RICKARD RONALD G LAW2
RICKFLMAN JOSEPH G LAS1
RICKER AXEL C LAS2
RICKER RANDALL E ENG1
RICKER SUSAN L FAA2
RICKER WALTER H GRAD
RICKERT KATHLEEN A ED 1
RICKERT MICHAEL THCM BUS4
RICKETTS JOHN A FAA2
RICKMAN ROBERT LEE GRAD
RIDDILE RANDAL L LAS1
RIDDLE CAPTOR IA T ED 1
RIDDLE GUY G LAS2
RIDDLE RONALD W GRAO
RIDER ALLEN R GRAD
RIDER STEVEN W BUS2
RIDGE rfAY GEORGE E JR LAS4
RIDGWAY NINETTE E AGR3
RIDLEN BARBARA J ED 2
RIE3EL DAVID ARTHUR RUS2
RIEBOLD THGMAS W VM ?
RIECHMANN DONNA MAE GRAD
RIECKE JOANN GRAD
2032 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
55 E HEALEY 203 C
2032 A ORCH ST U
FISHER ILL
URH SHERMAN 162 C
509 E GREEN 6 C
706 S 1ST C
402 W IOWA U
911 S 3RD C
1711 CINDY LYNN U
201 W MAIN 205 U
URH SNYDER 380 C
URH VANDOREN 24 C
URH CARR 11 U
URH OANIELS 333 U
808 S LINCOLN 3 U
1107 W GREEN 426 U
53 1/2 E HEALEY C
1418 ROSEWOOD C
409 E CHALMERS 914 C
1008 S ANDERSON U
URH TAFT 407 C
612 W ELM U
URH BLAISDELl 231 U
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
URH SNYDER 421 C
118 HOL IDAY PK 354 C
503 WHITE 12 C
URH SCOTT 496 C
MAHOMET ILL
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
203 S COLER 1 U
URH ALLEN 368 U
URH DANIELS 215 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 109 U
1915 CRESCENT C
URH OGLESBY 301 U
URH BARTON 310 C
URH GARNER 152 C
URH NOBLE 18 C
1904 COUNTRY SQI U
URH WARDALL 716 U
URH BUSEY 202 U
URH FORBES 352 C
URH SHERMAN 105 C
1308 W GRFEN C
1004 S 1ST ST RO C
URH BLAISDELL 4 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 367 C
URH LAR 409 U
MELVIN ILL
URH SCOTT 474 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 622 U
911 S 3RD 3 C
105 E GREEN 7 C
106 E HEALEY 6 C
2109 W WHITE 201 C
URH NOBLE 402 C
115 W GREEN 207 C
URH ALLEN 2 U
URH WESTON 282 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 560 C
404 EDGE3R00K 101 C
2301 S 1ST 301 C
URH GARNER 106 C
815 N MCKINLEY C
306 HOL IDAY PARK C
1603 W GREEN C
URH GARNER 486 C
805 W OREGON 10 U
URH WESTON 372 C
URH LAR 199 U
URH LAR 382 U
312 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY 16 C
107 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 177 C
1505 MATTHEW U
URH HOPKINS 266 C
1503 CAMBRIDGE C
1402 MCHENRY U
URH SCOTT 262 C
409 W GREEN C
URH WARDALL 1109 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 3L9 C
711 W FLORIDA U
CAPROLLTON ILL



















































































15 OAK HILL DR
340 S DIVISION
416 CHEVY CHASE DR
283 N ASHLAND AV
1608 W CIMARRON
321 SPRING CREEK














ROUTE 1 BOX 42
9407 RICHARDSON RD
5510 S WOODLAWN AV
RR 1 BOX 77
96 GILDERSLEEVE RD
205 COUNTRY FR 43











233 E 6TH ST
505 W MAPLE ST
45 SUMMIT RO
9600 W KEEFE AV
6711 N WASHTENAW
1412 2ND AV
1502 W BRYN MAWR
39E HICBER ST 39E
8729 N OLEANDER
2301 S 1ST 301
1028 S EDSON AV
815 N MCKINLEY
306 HOLIDAY PK 283
3860 EDGEVIEW DR
703 S 1ST ST
8816 W 120TH PL
426 S 13TH ST
2661 ASBURY AV
BURNSIDES RES LAB
6117 S ILLINOIS 23


















































































































RIEDEL PETER W AVI1
RIEDEL PHILIP A LAS3
RIEOELL CAROLYN B FAAl
RIFGER BRIAN L BUS3
RIEGER GEORGE E ENG2
RIEGER JUDY E ED 2
RIEGER RODNEY k ENG4
RIEGER SUSAN RUTH GRAD
RIEKE ARTHUR R AGR3
RIEKE BRENT E ENG4
RIEKE MARK H PE 2
RI EKENA GLORIA INGA PE 4
RIEKER KEITH E AGR3
RIELLY THOMAS M BUS2
RIFMAN SARAH C GRAD
RIEMER JAY R L AS 1
RIEPENHOFF DEBORAH L LAS3
RIES ROGER PHILIP GRAD
RIESTER MARK W LAS3
RIETZ MARY C LAS1
RIFWSKI MARTIN F JR LAS2
RIFAS SUSAN HARRIET LAS4
RIFE JAMES E LAS3
RIFFER ROCHELLE B ED 3
RIFKEN JEFFREY B LAW1
RIFKIN LOIS BREGFR GRAD
RIFKIN WILLIAM TERRY LAW2
RIGBY DAVID B LAS2
R I GOON SUSAN MARIE GRAD
RIGERT JAMES ALOYSIU GRAD
*RIGG LARRY JOE GRAD
RIGGIN LINDA J LAS3
RIGGINS BETTY SUE GRAD
RIGGINS JANET K ED 3
RIGGINS MARVEN PAGE ENG4
RIGGINS ROBERT ELDON ENG4
RIGGINS VIRGINIA G LAS4
RIGO HENRI GPEGOR GRAD
PIGSBY MICHAEL ALAN LAS3
RUSE ARNE JOHANNES GRAD
RIJOS LUZ ESTHER GRAD
RILEY ANN R FAA4
RILEY CHARLES M LAS1
RILEY JACK GRAD
RILEY JAMES K ENG3
RILEY JOSEPH E ENG2
RILEY JOYCE B GRAD
RILEY KAREN S LASL
RILEY KENT DOUGLAS LAS3
RILEY MARGARET L LAS2
RILEY NANCY KILLS LAW3
RILEY OLLIE JR GRAD
RILEY ROBERT A LAS3
RILEY THOMAS ROY BUS4
RILEY THOMAS W LAS2
RIM EUI-DO GRAD
RIMAS AL A VM 1
RIMDZIUS ROBERT J LAS2
RIMM DOROTHY H LAS1
RIMNAC RANDALL C BUS1
RINCK LESLIE P ENG3
RINCKER HARRY GENE AGR3
RINCKER JAMES DARREL AGR4
RINDLER MICHAEL E BUS2
RINGBERG KEITH E LAS2
RINGENBERG STEVEN EA BUS4
RINGER MIRIAM EVELYN GRAD
RINGERMACHER CELIA LAS1
RINGHOFER OOUGLAS E BUS2
RINGHOFER JEFFREY A AGR1
RINGHOFER STEPHEN M AGR4
RINGLER DONALD F AGR2
RINGLER GEORGE ARTHU AGR4
RINGLESPAUGH LEONARD ENG2
RINKEL RICHARD LEE GRAD
RINKENBERGER JAMES A GRAD
RINKENBERGER KENNETH AGR1
RINKENBERGER ROGER E LAS4
RINKENBERGER RONALD AGR3
RINKER ALAN D LAS3
RINKER CANDISS EGGER BUS3
RIORDAN GAVIN P LAS4
RIORDAN PAMELA A LAS4
RIOS JOSE RANGEL LAS4
RIPPE LAWRENCE C LAW1
RIPPELMEYER LYNN J LAS2
RIPPEY JOHN HODSDEN GRAD
RISATTI HOWARD A GRAD
RISATTI JAMES B JR GRAD
RISEMAN JAY A LAS1
RISER DOROTHY MAE GRAD
RISH LOUIS D LAW1
RISIK ROBERT ALAN LAS4
RI SLEY DAVID E LAS1
RISSER NANCY ARLEEN GRAD
RISSMAN ALAN KENT GRAD
RISSMANN GEORGE C BUS2

























1200 S VINE 24



















2109 HAZWD DR 304
URH LAR 218
913 W CHURCH 1




305 E JOHN 2
URH TOWNSEND 438
























502 E HEALEY 2









URH NOBLE 30 2
URH DANIELS 485




905 S 1ST 8
604 E ARMORY 219
c 359-1690 711 W CHURCH 5
c 344-3102 104 N CHARLOTTE ST
u 332-3165 6822 W 34TH ST
c 344-7535 2729 LONGMEADOW DR
u 332-4145 238 GILLICK ST
u 332-3173 147 E ELM ST
u 238 GILLICK ST
u 147 E ELM ST
u 332-5169 RR
u 344-6485 RR 1
u 344-6485 RR
u RR 1
u 344-3532 RR 1
u 129 CALIFORNIA ST
u 332-2530 105 MUNDY ST
u 809 FULLER ST
u 344-0658 6044 LEYCROSS DR
c 352-7576 1707 W CLARK
c 344-9 500 17 PAWNEE DR
u 332-3353 3932 N NORA
c 332-1475 1752 E WILLIAM ST
c 359-6435 7731 EASTLAKE TERR
u RR 3
u 332-2931 8604 S CHAPPEL
726 E CHICAGO ST
u 328-2099 2933 W FARWELL
u 328-2099 2933 W FARWELL
c 1114 WHEELER ST
609 W MAIN 21
c 344-3350 604 E ARMORY
u 367-8537 2901 CLIFTON
c 352-9857 304 FAIRVIEW
c 359-1129 2808 SANGAMON
u 518 W JACKSON
u 332-4278 2306 N COURT ST
e 356-9833 719 S CHESTNUT
c 356-9833 1604 CORONADO 5
c 352-9266 8458 COLUMBIA RD
c 707 KENWOOD
c 359-2536 NATLANDSVEI 42
c 344-1640 CEREZA 1-16
c BOX 52
c 332-1978 106 W LINCOLN ST
c 352-4589 814 HOLIDAY
c 344-4301 1508 N 5TH ST
c 332-1096 1161 W MARIETTA
u 344-0291 4091 E 147TH ST
u 332-2853 1126 E BOSTON
c 356-9090 913 W CHURCH 1
c 384-5559 ROUTE 2 BOX 161
u 367-7133 MUMFORD HALL 107
c 2 840A N 6TH ST
c 344-9583 1126 E BOSTON
c 384-5290 106 W LINCOLN
u 332-4203 304 N LOCUST
u 36 7-0 853 SUNGBUK-KU
c 503 BASH CT
u 332-5271 2347 4TH AV
u 5851 N ELSTON
c 332-0932 2412 22ND AV
c 344-7232 252 E 141ST ST
c 332-1678 RR 1
u 344-3532 RR 1
c 332-1984 16 HILLGROVE AV
c 2 32 8 3 7TH ST
u 344-5462 401 COMMERCIAL
c 11 STANFORD PL
u 332-5764 9713 HASTINGS DR
u 219 B S MAPLE AV
c 332-1499 10005 S HOMAN
c 356-3675 219 S MAPLE
c 352-5464 fcR 1
c 352-5464 RR 1
c 344-9477 514 GLENDALE RD
u 367-7061 RR 4 BOX 410
c 356-6580 2606 LAWNDALE
u RR 2
c 352-5464 320 E 5TH ST
c 352-9038 RR 2
c 502 E HEALEY 2
c 502 F HEALEY 2
u 344-6488 501 W JOE ORR RD
c 359-8311 501 W JOE ORR RD
c 332-0812 105 N MAIN
c 332-5001 5300 HAMILTON AV
u RR 2
u 328-2926 307 W WASHINGTON
u 11447 ST LAWRENCE
u 707 W CHURCH
c 332-0403 1328 IVYWOOD DR
u BOX 10
c 337-5027 6108 N HARDING AV
u 328-3915 139 N 'BUTTERFIELD
RR 1
c 352-5449 1729 VALLEY RD









































































































RITCHFR GARY K I PP
RITCHEY BPUCE N


























RI VERS GORDON T






























































"CBERTS STFWART ELL I
ENG4 302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
GRAD 908 N MCKINLEY 2 C 352-4C74
LAS1 URH CARR 414 U 332-3957
LAS2 308 E ARMORY c 344-9742
LAS2 501 E DANIEL c
FAA4 401 E DANIEL c 344-0549
ENG2 URH FORBES 309 c 332-1019
ED 1 902 S 3RD c 337-5720
LAS4 1006 S 3RD c 344-5868
LAS1 URH BROMLEY 501 c 337-5110
PE 3 618 E DANIEL 2 c 344-5573
BUS1 20 COACHMAN PK u 367-8803
ENGl TWIN ORCH ESTATES u
AGR2 URH ALLEN 266 U
VM 1 801 W OREGON u 344-7889
LAS3 910 S 3RD 519 c 337-5128
LAS2 TWIN ORCH MBL EST u
BUS4 810 W OREGON u 344-6485
GRAD 311 E GREEN 301 c 344-9627
AGR3 804 W OREGON u
LAS3 313 E JOHN c
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516 u 332-5541
FAA4 2315 S 1ST ST RD c
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 324 c 332-0276
LAS4 408 W HEALEY c
GRAD 405 E UNIVERSITY c
LAS1 URH BUSEY 306 u 332-2637
L AS2 URH LAR 2 73 u 332-2981
LAS1 URH ALLEN 337 u 332-3205
LAS3 58 E ARMORY 15 C
GRAD 800 W CHURCH 2 C 352-5963
FAA1 109 W STANAGE c
PE 1 707 S 3RD c
LAS4 505 E WHITE 9 c
GRAD URH DANIEL 384 u
FAA4 706 S MATHEWS u 344-0136
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS c 356-7663
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 825 u 332-5641
LAS4 1600 W- BRADLEY 48 c 3 52-1379
AVI3 308 E ARMORY c 344-1045
PE 3 URH BABCOCK 112 u 332.-3729
ENG3 807 S BUSEY u
AGR2 CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 400 BRIAR LN 4 C
ENGl 313 E CHALMERS C
FAA3 MANSFIELD ILL
LAS2 1203 W MAIN 1 u
D E 2 URH SAUNDERS 405 u 332-3678
LAS1 1009 W MAIN 13 u 367-8501
LAS4 22 E CHALMERS c 359-7822
LAS3 508 S STATF C 3 56-7166
ENG4 606 MATTIS c
PE 4 606 W CHURCH c
3US3 URH CLARK 430 c 332-0008
GRAD 606 W UNION c
LAS3 301 E CHALMERS u
LAS4 1006 S 3R0 23 C 344-6765
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 10 c 332-0457
GRAD 910 S 3RD 1303 c
ED 4 605 W UNIVERSITY c 359-9764
ENG4 609 W MAIN 22 u 344-5705
GRAD URH SHERMAN 516 c 332-4754
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS c 344-9459
LAS4 1601 VALLEY RD c 352-4108
LAS4 1101 E PENN u
LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 301 u 332-3508
ENGl URH NOBLE 18 c 332-0356
LAS2 1109 S 4TH c 344-4301
LASl URH FORBES 322 c 332-1032
LAS3 716 TAWNEY CT c 356-4180
GRAD 605 E RACE u 365-1839
GRAD 1811 SHADOWLAWN c 356-0756
ED 3 5 LORAL PK u 367-8128
FD 1 RANTOUL ILL
LAS4 58 E JOHN 24 c 356-9101
LASl 402 E ARMORY c
FAA4 1110 S ARBOR 303 c 344-0552
PE 3 910 S 3RD 301 c 337-5050
LASl 904 W GREEN 409 u
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 318 u 332-5129
GRAD 113 W PENN u 367-3367
COM3 706 S 1ST 102 c 359-7015
LASl URH TAFT 310 c 332-0639
LAS3 904 W ILLINOIS u 367-6807
ENG4 DECATUR ILL
GRAD 604 E ARMORY 140 c
LAS3 702 S GOODWIN u 367-5028
LAS4 802 W OREGON 26 u 344-3966
LAS2 URH WARDALL 709 u 332-4437
GRAD 901 S 1ST 16 c
LAS2 URH WESTON 223 c 332-1928
ENGl URH WESTON 388 c 332-2044
LAS2 URH LAR 431 u 332-2929
AGR1 805 W OHIO u 344-4784
ENGl 604 E ARMORY 345 c
ENG4 510 S ELM 9 c 352-1319
5032 DOBSON ST
9441 S LOOMIS
285 N DEERE PARK
285 N DEERE PARK





4153 N OZARK AV
RR 3
20 COACHMAN
TWIN ORCH EST 41
105 KENTUCKY










214 W ADAMS ST
804 S FAIRFIELD
910 N HOMAN
1149 N NOBLE ST
1537 N CLAREMONT
6238 N OAKLEY
2615 MANL J SE OTHN
109 W STANAGE
2469 N 28TH ST
1325 EL ENCANTO
2673 E 77TH ST
607 S MAIN *ST
4550 DAVIS ST
1111 N 20 TH AV








RR 1 BOX 202
1828 PEORIA ST
944 A WAUKEGAN RD







418 N 8TH ST
418 N 8TH ST
2819 BALMORAL
443 E WALNUT ST
18 GREENWAY PARK
16 CHALMERS RD










RR 1 5 LORAL PARK
RR 1 BOX 91
986 MI TCHELL AV






519 E 37TH ST
















































































































































































































3RAO URH SHERMAN *06 C
LAS3 8 MUNICH 23 GER
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
LAS* 1*05 MAYFAIR RD C 356-8139
ED * 105 E DANIEL C 3**-9723
LAS* 507 W ILLINOIS u 367-35**
FAA2 URH LAR *16 u 332-2918
FAA1 313 E JOHN c
ENG1 URH SCOTT 350 c
LAS* 50* W ELM 9 u 3**-3699
GRAD 1908 WEAVER u 367-8009
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
AGR2 313 E JOHN C 3**-6098
LAS3 *09 W ELM 2 u
GRAD 1706 PLEASANT u 367-76*9
LAS5 1211 N WALNUT c 356-6133
GRAD 507 W ILLINOIS u 367-35**
BUS3 1106 *TH c
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 123 c 332-0231
LAS* 50* W ELM u 367-5818
LAS3 2* JUNIPER c 356-*097
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c 3**-9566
LAS3 301 E ARMORY c 3**-9506
ENG2 910 S 3RD 60* c 337-51*3
LAS3 810 N COLER u 367-*9l5
ED 3 2107 HAZWD DR 201 u
AGR2 URH BARTON 212 c 332-0136
LAS2 611 E DANIEL c
PE 3 URH FORBES 276 c 332-1001
LASl URH TRELEASE 531 u 332-5557
LAS2 717 S MATTIS c 359-5 3*0
LAS* URH TOWNSEND 552 u
GRAD 1010 S 2ND c
LAS3 2612 KIRBY c 359-7861
LASl URH TOWNSEND 381 u 33 2-* 172
LAS3 1105 S 1ST c 3**-9770
GRAD 1801 A ORCH PL u
LAS3 *10 E JOHN c 3**-9*77
GRAD 502 W MAIN 305 u 36 5-3159
COM3 1316 W COLUMBIA c 352-2768
LAS2 URH BLAISOELL *23 u 332-3561
PE * 2107 HAZWD DR 201 u
GRAD URH DANIELS *76 u
GRAD 1801 A ORCH PL u 3**-0 86*
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1128 u 332-5379
LASl *02 S 6TH c
LASl URH VANDOREN 310 c 332-0523
ED 1 URH LAR 116 u 332-2820
GRAD 110* W CLARK 1 u
GRAD 1108 RAINBOW VIEW u 367-7667
LASl URH GARNER **6 c 332-0878
GRAD 1206 N NEIL c 352-86*3
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 386 c 332-1317
FAA3 312 E ARMORY c 3**-9761
BUS1 URH GARNER *17 c
GRAD 1206 N NEIL c 352-86*3
LAS* 106 N GREGORY 2 u 367-60*9
GRAD WHITE HEATH ILL
COM* 310 E JOHN c 3**-0808
GRAD 917 W WHITE c 356-3008
BUS3 1007 W OREGON u
GRAD 52 E GREEN c
LASl URH ALLEN 17 u 332-3095
GRAD 909 W OREGON 102 u 367-6900
GRAD 909 W OREGON 102 u 367-6900
GRAD 601 W SPNGFLD I c 359-2229
GRAD 125 DEWEY u 367-15*6
LAS2 URH WESTON 222 c 332-1927
GRAD 21* E GREGORY 102 c 3**-*37*
ED * 1302 BRIARWOOO c 359-*855
GRAD 1302 BRIARWOOO c 359-*855
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1205 u 332-57*2
LASl URH CLARK 209 c 332-0013
ENG2 URH SNYDER 230 c 332-169*
LAW2 1101 N BUSEY u 367-0693
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID 3 c 367-9523
LAS2 *7 E CHALMERS c 356-7663
LASl 202 DANIEL c
BUS* *02 S 6TH c 359-6261
FAA* MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 1103 1/2 HARDING u
LAS2 URH CLARK 337 c 332-0060
LASl URH LAR 1005 u 332-3026
BUS* 1770 HESSEL MANOR c 359-035*
ENG* 1101 W PENN u 3**-3*87
GRAD 1113 W GREEN 319 u 3**-02*2
GRAD 1113 W GREEN 319 u 3**-02*2
LAS 2 URH SCOTT *73 c 332-1623
LASl 105 E ARMORY c 3**-9566
GRAD URH SHERMAN 661 c
ENG3 100* W NEVADA u 3**- 1237
LAS2 611 W OHIO u
LAS2 URH CARR u 332-38*5
AGR1 1922 WINCHESTER c 359-1859
LAS3 1207 W CLARK u 3**-7283






















2908 W FARGO AV
2908 W FARGO
2933 W JEROME
8722 N CENTRAL PK
2056 RUBY
2107 HAZWD DR 201
939 W NFW YORK ST






3517 S FEDERAL ST
915 N 8TH ST
2619 W BALMORAL
1801 A ORCH PL
7** WAUKEGAN RD
502 W MAIN 305
1316 W COLUMBIA
285 N VALLEY RD
2107 HAZWD DR 201
2700 VALENTINE XT
1801 A ORCH PL
31* N MAIN ST
USS OZARK MCS-2
1206 JACKSON
10*6 E 100TH PL
110* W CLARK 1





ROUTE 3 BOX 72
1206 N NEIL
9338 N KEELER
12767 PACIFIC AV 7
135* S FINLEY RD
917 W WHI TE
1* 7TH ST
185 N FRANKLIN ST
1750 W 100TH ST
909 W OREGON 102
909 W OREGON 102
601 W SPNGFLD 1
BOX 8






8*51 S KILBOURN AV
985 E 26TH ST
8*25 ESSEX AV
652* N KILBOURN








1113 W GREEN 319
1113 W GREEN 319









































































































WASHINGTON 15 D C
RODDY MATTHEW J LAS1
RODE ALEXANDER M BUS3
RODE MARVIN WILLIAM GRAD
RODELL DANIEL FLIAS LAS4
ROOEN PATRICK H VM 3
RODEN RONALD E LAS4
RODENBURG JOHN R JR BUS3
RODERICK CRAIG B LAS2
RODERICK RICHARD M LAS1
RODEWALD RICHARD G AGRl
RODGERS CAVID E AGRl
RODGERS JANICE E BUS1
RODGERS LARRY WAYNE GRAD
RODGERS MILES E II LAS2
RODGERS ROBERT R FAA1
RODGERS ROBERT W ENG2
RODGERSON JANET R LAS3
RODIN CURT N COM3
RODIN JOANNE DALE FAA4
RODIN MIRIAM BETH GRAD
RODRIGUEZ AMEL IA M L AS 1
RODRIGUEZ ANDRES C R FAA4
RODRIGUEZ CANDIDO M GRAD
RODRIGUEZ FLORA V GRAD
RODRIGUEZ MICHAEL A GRAD
RODRIGUEZ RACHEL LAS1
RODRIGUEZ SANTIAGO F E NG4
RODRIGUEZ-SEDA ASELA GRAD
RODRIOUEZ OALE F LAS3
ROE DAVID C AGR3
ROE PETFR G GRAD
ROE REBECCA JANE AGR4
ROE VIRGINIA L AGRl
ROFBUCK STEWART M LAS1
ROECKEMAN JOHN D LAS3
RDECKER FRFDERICK J FAA4
ROFCKER JAMES ALLEN GRAD
ROEDER CHARLFS V» GRAD
ROEDER HAZEL DAVIS LAS4
ROFDIGER GARY A ENG4
ROEDL FRANCIS E BUS4
ROEHRIG JOHN T L AS 1
ROFHRKASSE RICHARD F GRAD
ROFING RICHARD A LAS2
ROELLE CAVIO R ENG3
ROELLIG KENNETH E GRAD
ROFMER JANICE M PE 1
ROEMER JOHN G JR PE 3
ROENNIGKE ROBERT J BUS1
ROEPKE ROBERT W ENG1
ROFR KATHLEEN M LAS2
ROESCH SUSAN R LAS3
ROFSCHLEY STEPHEN R ENG4
ROESE STEVEN H LAS2
ROESKE ROGFR H LAS2
ROETTGER CINDY K ED 3
ROGAK MAUREEN J FD I
ROGAL BRIAN J FAA3
ROGAL IRA A 8US2
ROGAS JAMES LYNN COM3
ROGAS PALL A ENG2
ROGER JOHN FRANCIS BUS3
ROGERS BRUCE ALLAN GRAO
ROGERS CHERYL A LAS2
ROGERS CARREL R ENG2
ROGERS DAVID RAY LAS4
ROGERS DONALD D GRAD
ROGERS JAMES EDWARD GRAD
ROGERS LORLYS FAAl
ROGERS MARVIN DALE GRAD
ROGERS MICHAEL L AGR2
ROGERS NORMA L GRAD
ROGERS PAMELA ANN LAS3
ROGERS ROSALIF K LAS2
ROGERS STEVEN M 8US2
ROGERS STEVEN P ENG1
ROGGE CATHERINE L PE 1
ROGGF ELAINE TERESA GRAD
ROGGE PAULA A LAS2
ROGOFF HARVEY IRA GRAD
ROGOWSKEY THOMAS ALL LAS4
ROH CHAISUNG GRAD
ROHA WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
ROHDE DENNIS F VM 2
ROHDE DOUGLAS JOHN LAS4
ROHDE JANET G LAS3
ROHLFING KENNETH E GRAD
ROHLFING MICHAEL R L AS2
ROHN DAVID A III LAS2
SOHNER LAWRENCE C GRAD
ROHNER MARJORI F L LAS2
ROHR BRIAN PAUL GRAD
ROHR KAREN GFGNER GRAD
ROHR MARY G PUDESILL GRAD
ROHRBACK STEVFN J AGR3
ROHRBAUGH JOHN W GRAD
ROHRBAUGH VALERIE K GRAD
URH FORBES 282 C
URH BABCOCK 11 U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FORBES 496 C
709 W VERMONT U
1308 W CLARK U
912 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 325 U
604 E ARMORY 144 C
URH FORBES 466 C
URH TOWNSEND 574 U
URH SAUNDERS 312 U
2424 E ELM U
URH BABCOCK 322 U
501 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 570 U
508 E ARMORY C
110 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 1ST C
604 S RACE U
URH TRELEASE 405 U
501 E CLARK C
2105 HAZWD 304 U
1112 W CLARK U
1213 W BRADLEY C
URH ALLEN 166 U
URH OGLESBY 442 U
905 S 1ST 17 C
302 E PARK C
URH OGLESBY 818 U
511 E WHITE C
URH BUSEY 215 U
URH BARTON 303 C
STA A BOX 2224 C
URH OGLESBY 630 U
906 S VINE 104 U
906 S VINE 104 U
410 W CHURCH 10 C
WATSEKA ILL
706 W OHIO U
605 S BROADWAY U
URH FORBES 292 C
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH CARR 421 U
104 N 5TH C
SADORUS ILL
URH CLARK 305 C
URH TOWNSEND 233 U
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH SNYDER 306 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 359 U
1204 E STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 204 U
URH LAR 493 U
910 S 3RD C
1112 S 2ND C
805 W OREGON U
1102 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 276 U
503 E STOUGHTON 2 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH VANDOREN 125 C
URH GARNER 440 C
URH BABCOCK 214 U
807 W ILLINOIS 7 U
WILSON TRLR CT 2 U
URH BARTON 17 C
2062 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 363 C
25 TULIP TREF C
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 378 U
URH SCOTT 366 C
URH HOPKINS 443 C
URH TRELEASE 719 U
107 E CHLAMERS 10 C
313 E JOHN C
503 W GREEN C
305 E UNIVERSITY C
URH SHERMAN 1065 C
URH SHERMAN 959 C
VET CLINIC LA U
111 S BUSEY 5 U
409 E CHALMRS 1305 C
301 W GREEN C
910 S 3RD 719 C
PICHTON PARK ILL
439 FAI RLAWN U
3341 STONYBROOK C
905 N CUNNINGHAM U
811 W MICHIGAN U
905 N CUNNINGHAM U
401 E DANIEL C
505 E HfcALEY C






















































































2810 W WABANSIA AV
4506 W IRVING PARK
GAMBOA 12B
302 E PARK
2902 N FARWELL AV
803 E MAIN
GENERAL DELIVERY
240 E PENN ST
BOX 34
349 MISSOURI AV
349 MI SSOURI AV




521 E PASADENA AV
1125 E MARKET





















407 S VAN BUREN ST
807 W ILLINOIS 7












3 W RUTH ST
211 E RUSSELL
58-19 UNG AM DONG
8205 PARKVIEW RD
601 BELDEN
111 S BUSEY 5
8807 S LUELLA AV
301 W GPEEN












































































































ROHRER SUSAN JANE GR*0
ROHRKASTE LINDA K LAS1
ROJEK CHRISTINE H FAA4
ROKHSAR 4NOUSHIRAVAN GRAO
ROKOS KATHLEEN J EO 1
ROKOSCH DONALD K J LAS3
RCLAND JAMES EDWIN GRAD
ROLANDO DONNA MAE C L AS2
ROIANDO STEVEN A ENG3
ROLEY DANIEL G GRAD
ROLEY DAVID RAY GRAD
RfLEY ROBFRT D ENG2
ROLF JAMES K AGR3
ROLFE GARY L GRAD
ROLFE JUDY MOLLER GRAD
ROLL CHERYL LYNN LAS3
ROLL DAVID EUGENF GRAO
RCLL JOHN L ENG4
RPLLANO JOHN PAUL GRAO
ROLLINS RARBARA LEE GRAD
ROLLINS RICHARO A LAS1
ROLLINS ROGER DEAN GRAD
ROLLMAN CHARLOTTE JO GRAD
ROMACK CHARLES M 3USI
ROMACK KEITH DUANE GRAO
ROMAIN PAUL L L AS4
ROMAN NAN P LAS1
ROMAN RONALD B LASI
ROM.\NOTTO PETFR J ENG3
ROMEIN STEPHEN FAA4
RCMFO PAUL PETER BUS4





ROMINE AARON J AGR4
ROMINE DEBORAH KAY FAA4
ROMINE DENNIS K LAS2
ROMINE ROSS W LAS3
ROMITO JOSEPH A JR LAS4
ROMPS R J ENG3
ROMWEBER SUSAN T LASI
RCNAT CHER I R LAS3
RONAY EMESE VANDA GRAD
RCNAYNE PATRICK J 3US4
RONCEK DENNIS W GRAD
RONEY ELLEN F LAS2
RCNOUILLO CARLOS R ENG2
RLNQUILLO DAVID P BUS1
RONSVALLE JOHN LYNN GRAD
RONZ HOWARD G BUS1
ROOD PHYLLIS JEAN GRAD
ROOF JAY E LASI
ROOF JULIA GENE EO 4
ROOF MICHAEL R LASI
ROOF STEVEN E LAS3
ROOK DENNIS WILLIAM GRAD
ROOK RENEE R COM3
ROOKFR LEWIS W LAS4
ROOKER MAUREEN E LAS2
ROOMBOS JAMES RICHAR ED 4
ROOP JAMES M ENG3
ROOP RAYMOND MERVIN GRAD
ROOS ADCNNA J LAS2
ROOS DONALD W FAA1
ROOSE THOMAS R ENG1
ROOSEVELT GREG E 3US2
ROOT DEANE LESLIE GRAO
ROOT REBECCA L PE 2
ROOT ROBERT GERALD GRAD
ROPP JAMES WALLACE GRAO
ROOUETTE CHRISTIAN GRAD
ROREM RALPH ROY JR FAA4
ROSALES PORFIRIC JR LAS2
ROSBACH JAMES HENRY LAS4
ROSBERG JOHN A JR L AW I
R0S3ERG TAMARA ANN GRAO
ROSBOROUGH BRUCE D AGR2
ROSBOROUGH OONNA J AGR3
ROSBOROUGH ELLEN M G LAS4
ROSBOROUGH GEORGE W ENG4
ROSBOROUGH MICHAFL J tAWl
ROSCETTI DENNIS A ENG2
ROSCETTI THOMAS LEE GRAD
ROSCOE JACK FAA1
ROSE ANDREA DAWN ED 3
ROSE CAROLYN S LASI
ROSE CYNTHIA J LAS3
ROSE DAVID A LAS3
ROSE DEBRA M LASI
ROSE DENNIS E LAW1
ROSE ELLA LOUISE GRAD
ROSE ELLEN S LASI
ROSE JAMES EDWARD ENG4
ROSE MARK J LASI
ROSE MAX E LASI
606 W HILL
URH TRELEASE 306 ii
300 S GOODWIN 313 U
URH TRELEASE 702 U
DANVILLE ILL
1505 RUTLEDGE U
2207 PHILO RD U
22C7 1/2 PHILO RO U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1 110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 394 C
809 W PENN U
21 MAPLFWOOD U
2 1 MAPLEWOOO U
610 S 4TH 3 C
606 W OHIO U
112 E DANIEL C
605 S 3R0 C
1107 W GREEN 622 U
URH SNYDER 309 C
1107 W GREFN 622 U
108 ENNIS LN U
URH TOWNSENO 210 U
TOLEDO ILL
URH 0GLES8Y 1010 U
URH TAFT 127 C
907 S 4TH C
212 E DANIEL C
5 1 E JOHN 4 C
302 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 366 U
808 MAPLEPARK C
1121 WESTFIELO C
1815 W JOHN C
CARLOCK ILL
ATWOOD ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
801 S LINCOLN U
1004 W OREGON U
URH CARR 102 U
904 GREEN U
URH LAR 363 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
611 W HEALEY C
800 S MATTIS 31 C
505 E CLARK C
URH WAROALL 902 U
401 S COLER U
401 S COLFR U
705 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 522 U
URH DANIELS 170 U
202 E DANIEL C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDER 282 U
109 W WILLIAM C
1404 S LINCOLN U
RR 1 U
URH LAR 187 U
202 LYNN 11 U
URH WESTON 474 C
901 W SPNGFLD 8 U
URH BUSEY 345 U
URH NOBLE 204 C
904 W GREEN U
205 F ARMORY C
54 E JOHN 2 C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 86 U
RANTOUL ILL
1010 2ND C
1012 W SPKGFLD U
URH SCOTT 491 C
1009 W MAIN 23 U
1113 ARBOR C
1113 ARBOR C
URH TOWNSENO 178 U
107 HEALEY 104 C
2202 HAZWO OR 104 U
1306 SILVER 12 U
2202 HAZWD DR 104 U
1109 S 4TH C
406 E GREEN 203 U
2117 BRISTOL RO C
409 E CHALMRS 1408 C
URH LAR 387 U
309 E JOHN C
106 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 208 U
404 E GREEN 201 U
ARROWSMITH ILL
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH BABCOCK 414 U
105 E ARMORY C






























































121 W HILL ST















434 W 88TH ST
620 6TH ST
404 E OREGON
1107 W GREEN 632
207 N ROUSE





37C0 RIVER OAKS LN
2121 COLLETT LN
3344 E ENOS AV
RR 3
1580 76TH ST
1100 N HUMPHREY AV
808 MAPLEPARK


























729 S PEARL ST
ROUTE 5 BOX 295
7960 EXECUTIVE CT
1107 BASIN DP
901 W SPNGFLD 8
11440 W 79TH ST
510 YALE AV












546 N ALFRED ST
RR 3 BOX 65
ROUTE 3 BOX 65
RR 3
RR 3 BOX 65
229 W KIMBLE














































































































ROSE PATRICIA A FAA1
ROSE RANDAL PHILIP GRAD
ROSE RICHARD A ENG4
*ROSE RICHARD HERSCHE FAA4
ROSE RONALD A LAS1
ROSE WALTER D JR LAS4
ROSE WAYNE MYRON GRAD
ROSE WILLIAM H LAS3
ROSE WILLIAM RICHARD GRAD
ROSE WILLIAM WARREN LAS4
ROSECRANS RICHARD K LAS2
ROSELLI RONALD C LAS3
ROSEMONT JOANN M ED *
ROSEN ALAN M FAA2
ROSEN BARRY S LASl
ROSEN CAROLYN A LAS2
ROSEN DOROTHY SCHACK GRAD
ROSEN ELISSE A LAS3
ROSEN HAROLD HARVEY GRAD
ROSEN HOWARD S LAS2
ROSEN JOANN TOBY ED 2
ROSEN JOSEPH NATHAN ENG4
ROSEN LESLIE J BUSl
ROSEN MARK I LASl
ROSEN NEIL ARTHUR VM 3
ROSEN RANDY H BUS2
ROSENBALM RICHARD L 8US1
ROSENBARGER ROBERT ENG1
ROSENBAUM ALIEN J LASl
ROSENBAUM DAVID N LAS3
ROSENBAUM JERRCLD FAA4
ROSENBAUM JUDY J GRAD
ROSENBAUM LINDA J LAS3
ROSENBAUM MARY J LAS3
ROSENBAUM MICHAEL A BUS1
ROSENBAUM RICHARD M LAS2
ROSENBAUM STEPHEN EA GRAD
ROSENBERG ADRTENNF R PE 1
ROSENBERG ALAN S LAS2
ROSENBERG DIANE F LAS2
ROSENBERG ELI IRA GRAD
ROSENBERG GERALD A AGR1
ROSENBERG IRVING C ENG4
ROSENBERG JAMES A LAS3
ROSENBERG JANF L AGR3
ROSENBERG JUDITH G GRAD
ROSENBERG JUDY H AGR2
ROSENBERG KAREN L LASl
ROSENBERG MARC S GRAD
ROSENBERG MARK RICHA LAS3
ROSENBERG MARSHALL E GRAD
ROSENBERG MEPIBETH GRAD
ROSENBERG MICHAEL G L AW 1
ROSENBERG MICHAEL S LASl
ROSENBERG RALPH BUS3
ROSENBERG SUSAN L PE 1
ROSENBLOOM GAIL J AGR1
ROSENBLOCM MICHAEL H BUS4
ROSENBLOCM ROCHELLE LAS3
ROSENBLOOM SIDNEY S LAS4
ROSENBLUM DAVID B LASl
ROSENBLUM LAURA C LASl
ROSENBLUM MARTIN JAY FAA4
ROSENBOHM JOHN PHILL AGR4
ROSENBUSH STUAPT W LAS3
ROSENCRANZ LINCA L AW 1
ROSENE PAUL EAPL GRAD
ROSENFELO BABETTE H LASl
ROSENFELD CAVID GRAD
ROSENFELO MARLA J ED 1
RCSENGREN DONALD J AGR1
ROSENGREN RICHARD I BUS3
ROSENKOETTER L I GRAD
ROSENKRANZ DENNIS A LAS3
ROSENOW OAROLD K ENG4
RCSENOW ROBERT P FAA4
ROSENTHAL JUDITH I ED 2
ROSENTHAL KENNETH L LAS3
ROSENTHAL RICHARD H LAS3
ROSENTHAL ROBERT LAW1
ROSENTHAL STUART D ENG3
RCSFNTRFTER KATHIE R LASl




RCSENZWEIG ISAAC B LASl
ROSENZWEIG STMON GRAD
RCSER DOYLE WAYNE AGR4
ROSETT BONNIE G LAS4
ROSETT PHILLIP D LASl
ROSFELO JOHN FZRA GRAD
POSHQLT ROBERT M ENG1
ROSINIA RICHARD WILL LAS3
RCSINSKI KENNETH A LASl
ROSINSKI KENNETH J LAS3
ROSINSKI LYNN A LAS4
ROSKOS DREW E LAS3
ROSMAN JOSEPH K LAS3
URH TAFT 203 C
TUSCOLA ILL
1711 W JOHN 2 C
3 PLYMOUTH RD U
URH NOBLE 20 C
409 E SPNGFLD C
704 W JOHN C
705 W MAIN 5 U
211 W OREGON U
903 W ILLINOIS U
203 N HARVEY U
URH WESTON 354 C
204 BLISS U
1203 W CHURCH C
1105 S 1ST C
508 E ARMORY C
1417 MAYFAIR C
409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
910 S 3RD ST C
401 E DANIEL C
303 E JOHN C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
URH SAUNDERS 427 U
URH TOWNSENO 538 U
307 S PRAIRIE 17 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 256 C
URH SCOTT 458 C
110 E CHALMERS C
FARMER CITY ILL
3217 KIR8Y C
1702 VALLEY RD C
904 S 3RD C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 422 C
1702 VALLEY RD C
910 S 3RD 1119 C
409 E CHALMERS 503 C
802 W OREGON 15 U
1601 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 467 C
508 E WHITE 7 C
1004 S 3RD U
902 S 2ND C
904 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL U
URH SHERMAN 862 C
509 E CLARK C
2102 W WHITE C
312 E WHITE 2 C
1404 MCKINLEY C
105 E ARMORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 496 U
URH TRELEASE 828 U
58 E JOHN 6 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 174 C
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
EVANSTON ILL
2317 S 1ST C
2014 VAWTER 5 U
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
5.8 E ARMORY 11 C
NORMAL ILL
URH ALLEN 355 U
504 W MAIN 102 U
URH TRELEASE 530 U
58 E GREGORY C
401 E GREEN C
206 W WASHINGTON C
312 W PRAIRIE 203 C
604 W COLUMBIA C
1301 S BUSEY 31 U
URH ALLEN 476 U
U3H OGLESBY 123 U
409 E CHALMERS 402 C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
506 N MICHIGAN U
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
604 E ARMORY C
1404 N MCKINLEY 6 C
URH CARR 414 U
MANSFIELD ILL
206 S GREGORY U
409 E CHALMRS 1608 C
105 E ARMORY C
BOURBONNAIS ILL
URH GARNER 441 C
208 E CLARK C
URH FORBES 290 C
211 E DANIEL C
207 E JOHN C
302 E GREGORY C













































































1 S HIGHWAY 21
204 BLISS






314 W 16TH PL
7419 N KARLOV
1110 1/2 S ARBOR
6433 N WASHTENAW







7225 A N CAMPBELL
1702 VALLEY RD
6048 N FAIRFIELD








5456 W WALTON ST




8642 ST LOUIS AV
8642 ST LOUIS
33-64 21ST ST





8641 N GROSS POINT







1325 E 7TH ST
2014 VAWTER 5
4052 W ARGYLE









102 S CHERRY ST
525 NW 3RD AV
5213 N MOODY AV
7401 ARCADIA
945 GAY AV













4024 W 58TH ST



































































































CNTRY CLB HILS ILL
WILMETTE ILL
323
ROSMARIN IRWIN LLOYD LAS3
ROSNER EDITH MIRIAM LAS3
RTSNER JOHATHAN S LAS3
ROSNER KRISTINE MAR I LAS*
ROSNFR RAYMOND J ENG2
ROSS ALLEN MORfcY JR FAA*
ROSS CARL A BUSl
ROSS CHRISTOPHER S FNG2
RCSS DAVID J BUS1
ROSS DAVID M LAS3
ROSS DONALD JR L AS 1
RTSS DONNA J BUS3
*ROSS IRWIN "iRAD
ROSS JAMFS P BUS3
ROSS JOYCE L ED 2
ROSS JULIUS M JR GRAD
ROSS KATHRYN P FAA1
ROSS LINDA A VM 1
ROSS MARGARET E ED 1
*ROSS MARGIE PALOIAN GRAD
ROSS MARILYN KATHLEE LAS*
ROSS MARK A LAS3
ROSS MARTHA JFAN GRAD
ROSS MICHAEL DFAN GRAD
ROSS MICHAEL F LAS2
ROSS NORMAN F ENG2
*ROSS NORMAND IVAN ED *
*ROSS RAY LAWPFNCE GRAD
ROSS RICKEY DFE LAS*
ROSS ROBIN LAS*
RGSS RONALD L FNG2
ROSS SALINORA LORFTTA GRAD
ROSS STEPHEN P BUS1
ROSS SUSAN E FAA1
ROSS SUZANNE LAS3
ROSS THEODA JR FAA2
ROSS THOMAS LAS3
RCSSEN MARJORI F E LAS3
ROSSI HARRIETT M GRAD
ROSSI KATHRYN M AGR3
ROSSI MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
ROSSMAN ELISABETH A ENG1
ROSSMAN LEWIS A GRAD
ROSSMAN PATRICIA N 3RAD
ROSSO PATRICIA M LAS3
ROSSOFF MERRY C AGR2
ROSTELLO D8NNA J LAS1
ROSZAK RONALD E AGR1
ROSZKOWSKI MARK EDWA BUS*
ROTER GLEN A LAS1
ROTFELD HERBERT J LAS2
ROTH BARBARA M LAS2
ROTH BEN M BUS2
ROTH DEBORAH FAA2
ROTH EILEEN J LAS*
RCTH FRANCIS DALLIER ENG*
ROTH GALE L LAS1
ROTH GARY FRANCIS LAS*
ROTH JOHN MARTIN GRAD
ROTH KEVEN S LAS3
ROTH REBECCA L LAS3
ROTH ROLAND RAY GRAD
ROTH STEPHEN L LAS3
ROTH STEVEN DOUGLAS ENG3
ROTH STEVEN E BUS2
ROTH WAYNF A LAS3
ROTH WILLIAM H ENG3
ROTH WI LLI AM J JR BUS1
ROTH WILLIAM PETER BUS*
ROTHAMEL WILLIAM J GRAD
ROTHBAUM SUSAN A LAS2
ROTHBLATT DEBORAH E LAS*
ROTHE DIANA J AGR2
ROTHE ROBERT R VM 2
ROTHFNBERGER GEORGE ENG1
ROTHERMEL DCNALD M AVIl
ROTHKOPF JAMES P LAS2
ROTHMAN ROBIN G ED 2
ROTHMEELER ALAN JOHN LAS*
ROTHROCK STUART E LAS2
ROTHROCK SUSAN RUTH LAS*
ROTHSCHILD BRUCF L LAS1
ROTHSCHILD CAVIC E FAA2
ROTHSCHILD EDWARD M LAW1
ROTHSTEIN RICHARD BUSl
ROTMENSCH JACOB LAS*
ROTTMAN BARRY H LAS3
ROTTMAN D/VID BRUCE FAA*
ROTZOLL DANIEL W PE 3
ROUFFA MICHAEL ALAN LAS*
ROUGHTQN MICHAEL V ENG*
ROULANO SHARON L AGR3
ROUNSAVILLE WILFORD PE 1
ROURKE NANCY B ED 1
ROURKE TIMOTHY J LAS3
ROUSE RONALD L LAS2
ROUSE WESLEY D ENG3
50* W VINE C
409 E CHALMRS 1209 C
90B W NEVADA U 367-3983
100* W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 392 C 332-1565
505 E CHALMERS C
60* E ARMORY 3*1 C
URH SCOTT 390 C 332-1536
*ll E GREEN C 3**-9*3*
1001 W STOUGHTON U
URH CLARK *39 C 332-008*
2707 SANGAMON C 356-973*
210 HOLIDAY PK 3*3 C 356-29**
*09 E CHALMRS 1*08 C 38*-5*29
1760 VALLEY RD C 359-75*0
URH TRELEASE 529 U 332-5523
URH BARTON 10 C 332-0093
2707 SANGAMON C 356-973*
58 E ARMORY 11 C
609 W MAIN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH SHERMAN 265 C 332-*806
110 E CHALMERS C 3**-70*l
90* W GREEN U
PAXTON ILL 379-3968
305 W CHARLES C
310 E GREGORY C 3**-7113
57 E JOHN 10 C 356-9851
210 S DEWEY U 367-1*72
107 E CHALMERS 3 C
1111 S 1ST C
URH BUSEY 160 U 332-2596
202 E CALIFORNIA U
50* E UNIVERSITY C 352-95*0
URH WARDALL 1105 U 332-*530
URH SHERMAN 515 C
URH LAR *92 U 332-3068
URH SHERMAN 852 C 332-*925
URH FLAGG *29 C 333-03*5
*01 S LINCOLN U
1*08 DOBBINS C 352-92*6
*10 E GREEN C 359-8517
910 S 3RD 1202 C 337-5321
706 S MATTHEWS U 3**-0136
URH GARNER 3<»* C 332-80*1
*0l E DANIEL C 3**-l 261
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 258 C 332-1950
*09 E CHALMRS 1312 C 3**-0*00
*09 E CHALMERS 606 C 38*-5632
URH WARDALL *ll U 332-*367
910 S 3RD 220 C 337-5039
203 E ARMORY C 3**-22*2
URH WARDALL 302 U 332-*33*
907 W STOUGHTON U
207* C ORCH ST U 3**-5288
307 E GREEN 3 C 3**- 3*99
2508 MAPLEWOOD C 356-7015
1003 S 1ST ST RD C
BOX 2*56 C
URH TOWNSEND 108 U 332-5990
905 DOGWOOD C
URH WESTON C
URH OGLESBY 909 U 332-5301
JOLIET ILL
1815 W JOHN C 352-8253
909 MAPLE PARK C
220* S LYNN U 365-1850
512 STOUGHTON 207 C 359-8857
313 E JOHN C
710 S FOLEY C 359-1*56
URH OGLESBY *02 U 332-51**
112 E JOHN C 359-2*72
URH TOWNSEND 307 U 332-*116
910 S 3RD C 3**-5000
211 E ARMORY C 3**-528*
URH BABCOCK 222 U 332-3768
URH WARDALL 710 U 332-**38
90* GREEN U
301 E ARMORY C 3**-9506
209 E GREEN C 359-3220
910 S 3RD C 337-5215
605 S BROADWAY U 367-20*8
609 W MAIN U
601 S *TH C 352-298*
308 E ARMORY C 3**-*297
50* E UNIVERSITY C 352-95*0
102 E CHALMERS C 3**-7232
URH WARDALL 20* U 332-*312
URH SCOTT 35* C 332-1536
URH ALLEN U
1106 S 3RD C 3**-9**2
802 S LINCOLN U












1925 N 23RD ST





3219 W 97TH ST
136 N STOUGH ST
2707 SANGAMON
1051 ROLLING DR
1387 N HINGHAM RD





112* N 6TH ST






































































































































































ROUSEFF FAY F LAS2
ROUSH DANIEL M ENG2
ROUSH JOHN DONALD GRAO
ROUSH MICHAEL H ENG2
ROUSH PAUL KEITH LAS3
ROUSOS LINDA A LASl
*ROVEL JEROME EDWARD LAS4
ROVEL KATHERINE M P LAS3
ROVEL MARSHA H LASl
ROVELL MICHAEL J LAW1
ROVENS CAROL L LAS2
ROWAN JUDITH MARRS GRAD
ROWAND SCOTT W AVI1
ROWE DAVID C PE 2
ROWE DAVID D LAS3
ROWE DIANA PERDUE LAS2
ROWE ELIZABETH H FAA3
ROWE JEFFREY B LAS3
ROWE MARIANNE RENEE LAS3
ROWE RAYMOND GRANT GRAD
ROWE RICHARD FRANCIS GRAD
•ROWE STEVEN E LASl
ROWE SUSAN E LAS2
*ROWE THOMAS R ENG2
ROWE VANCE W AGR1
ROWELL RONALD LEE AGR3
ROWLAND 30NETA J LASl
ROWLAND JAMES E LASl
ROWLAND JAY A LAW1
ROWLAND ROBERT DALE GRAD
ROWLAND SHERYL ANN PE 4
ROWLAND VIRGINIA A AGR2
ROWLEY THOMAS N LAS4
ROWLEY TIMOTHY EARL GRAD
ROXWORTHY JAMES L E NG
1
ROY FLSA BARANDUN GRAD
ROY GIRISH CHANDRA GRAO
ROY WILLIAM ANTHONY GRAD
ROYALTY FREDRIC III LAS4
ROYEM REED P ENG2
ROYER JAMES LEONARD GRAD
ROYER THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
ROYSTFR TIMOTHY GRAD
ROZAK ANTHONY JOSEPH GRAD
ROZANSKI JOSEPH M LASl
ROZDAY PETER ALAN GRAD
ROZENSKY NEIL R BUSl
ROZENSKY RONALD HOWA LAS4
RCZICH ROBERT L FAA2
ROZMAN ANTHONY J ENG2
RCZYCKt CARLA J LASl
ROZYCKI TIMOTHY L ENG4
RUBAIHAYO ELIZABETH GRAD
RUBAIHAYO PATRICK GRAD
RUREL ROBERT CHARLES LAS4
RUBENACKER JEROME M BUS4
RUBFNACKER KATHLEEN ED 3
RUBENACKER LARRY J ENG4
RUBENDUNST ROBERT P ENG2
RUBENKING MARLA K ED 3
RUBFNSTEIN JOAN B PE 2
RURFNSTFIN SHELLEY E COM3
RUBERRY MARTIN E GRAD
RUBERRY THOMAS M LAS3
RUBIANO ALFONSO GRAD
RUBIANO CONNIE LAS4
RUBIDA LANA J L AS4
RURIN ALAN E LASl
RUBIN BERNARD R LAS3
RUBIN BRIAN NEAL BUS3
RUBIN CAROL J ED 4
RUBIN CARYN L LAS2
RUBIN DAVID BERNARD LAS4
RUBIN DAVID I LAS3
RUBIN DEBORAH R LAS2
RUBIN FRFO A FAA3
RUBIN GLORIA M ED 1
RURIN JAMES S LAW1
RUBIN JFRRY A 3US3
RUBIN MARC L LASl
RUBIN MARC R FAA2
RURIN ROGER ALLAN L AW 3
RUBIN RCNALD T 3US3
RUBIN ROSE MILLS LAS3
RUBIN ROSS N LAWl
RUBIN SHELLEY E AG»2
RUBINSTEIN CHARISSA LAS3
RUBINSTEIN CHARLOTTE BUSl
RUBINSTEIN JOFL S LAWl
RUBLF MARCELLA L FAA3
RUBOVITS JAMES JAY G^AD
RUBHVITS PAMFLA C GRAD
RUBY LARRY LFE GRAD
RUBY ROBERT A ENG2
RUCH PAUL DEAN AGR4
RUCH PEGGIt M LAS3
RUCH PHILLIP L AGR1
611 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 308 U 332-3920
PRAIRIE VEW MBL PK C
URH GARNER 366 C
URH OGLESBY 926 U 332-5317
URH VANDOREN 314 C 332-0525
212 E JOHN 6 C 359-7131
212 E JOHN 6 C 359-7131
URH TAFT 16 C 332-0576
705 W CHURCH C
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
707 W SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 432 C
211 F ARMORY C 344-9500
URH TOWNSEND 212 U 332-4057
RANTOUL ILL
1015 1/2 W MAIN U 367-4569
URH WESTON 361 C 332-2024
1213 W CLARK U 344-7505
307 S PRAIRIE 6 C 356-2647
3204 CAMERON C 352-0771
58 E GREGORY C
URH LAR 412 U 332-2914
MAHOMET ILL
URH SNYDER 480 C 332-1869
1404 SILVER U
I
URH OGLESBY 108 U 332-5065
1301 W COLUMBIA C 352-5701
ST MARYS RO U 367-5948
805 S LINCOLN 7 U 367-6372
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
709 W CLARK U 367-3885
1308 GRANDVIEW 3 C 356-2707
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
908 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4105
203 S WRIGHT C
2113 W WHITE 223 C
1008 W NEVADA U 344-9710
106 E ARMORY C
RR 3 C
1611 MAYFAIR C 359-4224
203 AVONDALE C 356-6789
2116 HAZWO DR 10 1 U 344-1220
URH SCOTT 442 C 332-1600
BERWYN PA
URH TOWNSEND 373 U 332-4164
102 N GREGORY 3 U 344-3328
URH BABCOCK 225 U
URH TOWNSEND 583 U 332-4302
URH BLAISOELL 403 U 332-3541
306 N MATHEWS 2 U
1829 C ORCH PL U 344-2054
1829 C ORCH PL U
110 E ARMORY C 344-6344
1003 N JAMES C 352-8129
1003 N JAMES C 352-8129
211 E DANIEL C
URH BABCUCK 215 U 332-3761
DEWEY ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5255
503 E STOUGHTON 6 C
1010 W SPNGFLD U 367-9509
604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
605 S RACE U
903 S 4TH 2 C 344-7405
316 CEDAR 4 C
106 E ARMORY C,
301 ARMORY C 344-6408
607 E PARK C 352-5377
303 E JOHN C 344-1103
URH TRELEASE 1208 U
910 W NEVADA U 367-3586
704 S 3RD C 344-6191
URH WARDALL 40 7 U 332-4363
706 W ELM U
URH TRELEASE 705 U 332-5592
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C 359-5932
301 E ARMORY C 344-9307
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
307 E HEALEY 8 C
402 BRIAR LN 1 C 356-5397
907 S 4TH C 344-4345
910 W NEVADA U 337-3586
3213 KIRBY C 359-7539
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C 359-7324
90 2 S 2ND C 344-4424
URH ALLEN 198 U 332-3302
307 S PRAIRIE C 356-5789
705 S 1ST C 352-6821
807 S WABASH U 365-2161
807 S WABASH U 36 5-2161
MAHOMET ILL
904 GPEFN U
803 W OREGON U 344-0907
URH ALLEN 258 U 332-3311
804 W OREGON U 344-09C7
7922 ESSEX AV
298 COUNTRY CT














1015 1/2 W MAIN
2444 W SUNNYSIDE
233 W ELIZABETH ST





ROUTE 1 BOX 122
RR 1





































10335 S HALE AV
605 S RACE
230 S GRACE ST
124 WASHINGTON ST
6314 N CLAREMONT







4952 N ST LOUIS
2721 W FITCH AV
4120 SUFFIELD CT
9334 N KOSTNER
8910 N KEFLEP AV
4120 SUFFIELD CT
402 BRIAR LN 1

















































































































RUCKES OOPOTHY J LAW1
RUCKS JAMES E BUS2
RUOAK FAYF L LAS2
RUDD NANCY MARIE GRAD
RUDD STEPHFN MICHAEL GRAD
RUCDFLL BRIAN WAYNE BUS4
RUODFLL DEBORAH G FAA4
RUODFLL PAUL F GRAO
RUDE CAROLYN DETJEN GRAO
RUDE DONALD WARREN GRAD
9UDE KATHLEEN CULP GRAD
RUDICH ROGER DAVID COM4
RUDINS JOHN J LAS2
RUDCLF HOMER GRAD
RUDOLPH BFNNETT LLOY GRAD
RUDOLPH BRENDA A LAS2
RUDOLPH BUNNIF Z ED 4
RUDOLPH LOUIS B AGR1
RUDOLPH RICHARD G GRAD
RUDOLPH STEPHEN EDWA GRAD
RUDOLPH VIRGIE L LAS1
RUDOLPH WILLIAM A AV I
1
RUDOLPHI ADOLPH L AGR4
RUDOLPHI DIANE E LAS1
RUDOLPHI JOSEPH P AGR1
RUDSINSKI JANICE R LAS3
RUDSINSKI SALLY A BUS2
RUDY DAVID HENRY GRAD
RUDY LINDA S AGR1
RUDZIK BARBARA ANN GRAD
PUEBUSH SARAH J PE 2
RUEDI JANE WINJE GRAD
RUEFFER TERRY C LAS?
RUFGEMER KAREN L LAS1
RUEHE FREDERIC R LAS2
RUEHRWEIN DONALD N ENG3
RUEMMLER LAWRENCE L LAW1
RUFSCH CAROL L FAA1
RUFTER ELAINE H FAA1
RUETER MARILYN L PE 3
RUF PAMALA JOAN GRAD
RUFF CAROLYN JUNE D GRAD
RUFF DONALD EUGENE LAS3
RUFF JOHN ALLEN GRAD
RUFFATTI ROBERT P ENG3
RUFFIN WILLIE ED LAS2
RUFFNER GREGORY N ENG1
RUFFNER ROBERT H LAS1
RUFFOLO LAWRENCE M LAS3
RUFLI JOHN HERMAN LAS4
RUGEN KAREN ANN COM4
RUGG ROBERT DEAN ED 1
RUHAAK THOMAS ALFRED LAS4
RUHL JACLYNN N ED 2
RUHL JOHN ALLEN GRAD
RULE HOWARD KEITH FAA4
RULISON JOHN F ENG2
RULISCN ROBERT C LAS3
RULISON VIRGINIA L LAS1
RULLMAN JOHN DAVID GRAD
RUMLEY STEVEN R GRAD
RUMNEY THOMAS ARTHUR GRAD
RUMCRE CHARLES A GRAD
RUMPH HELEN JACKSON ED 2
RUND LAURETTA F AGR4
RUNOBLAD GARY U ENG1
RUNDE RICHARD A LAS1
RUNDE STEPHEN J ENG1
RUNDELL CANIFL R BUS?.
RUNDELL EDWARD N COM3
RUNDELL KATHERIKE L FAA4
RUNDQUI ST BARBARA J LAS2
RUNGE KENNETH D ENG3
RUNGE THOMAS FRED LAS3
RUNION GARTH E GRAD
RUNKEL RONALD W GRAD
RUNKLE DOUGLAS S AGR1
RUNYON DAVID A BUS1
RUPERT ELIZABETH ANN GRAD
RUPP MARY COM3
RUPP STEPHEN F ENG1
RUPPRECHT JEAN A AGR4
RUPRECHT THOMAS L RAAl
RUSCH LEE A LAS3
RUSCHLI EDWARO J JR BUS*
RUSCIOLELLI THOMAS M LAS3
RUSEK LILY HELEN GRAD
RUSH DAVID ALAN GRAD
RUSH JAMES D FAA2
RUSH JAMES HARVEY ENG4
RUSH KARMA LEE ED 4
RUSH MARY E FAA2
RUSH ROBERT A LAS1
RUSH SANDRA ALVERSON LAS2
RUSHFORD KIM A LAS1
RUSHFORD MICHAEL A BUS1
RUSHING PAUL D FAA4
1?03 1/2 W EADS
URH SNYDER 322
URH ALLFN 25
802 W ILLINOIS 2
1600 W BRADLEY 68
509 W MAIN 2





1600 W BRADLEY 63
1007 S 3RD




























812 W CHURCH 9
401 E DANIEL











1609 VALLEY RD 3



















































































































330 BROWNLEE RD SW
2807 WARNER AV RR3
6313 N SACRAMENTO
802 W ILLINOI S 2
1600 W BRADLEY 68
210 N DIVISION




1300 DENNISCN DR B
3150 LAKE SHORE DR
610 S GREEN VALLEY
WILSON TRLR CT 55
8109 N KENTON AV










8 8 FAY AV
880 DIETZ ST
1602 N BELMONT




519 W JEFFERSON AV
2041 GLENDALE AV
604 ESSEX PARK DR










1210 ST LOUIS AV
1664 W WAGGONER
1239 ST LOUIS ST
6316 N OLCOTT AV
1020 FERRY ST
1972 SUMMERTON PL
RR 1 BOX 63
1323 E NEBRASKA AV
56 W 140TH ST























2003 S 6TH AV
2063 OAK ST
343 E GREENWOOD


























































































































RUSHING PHILIP JAY GRAD
RUSHTON RICHARD G VM 2
RUSKIN WILLIAM D L AS I
RUSNIAK IRENE LAS1
RUSS ANN K LAS2
RUSSELL ALAN H FAA4
RUSSFLL ALLISON OEAN GRAD
RUSSELL CHARLES R BUS1
RUSSELL DAVID E LAS3
RUSSELL DONALD C GRAD
RUSSFLL OCNALD J ENG4
RUSSELL DONNA CORDES GRAD
RUSSELL GEORGE A GRAD
RUSSFLL GEORGIA W GRAD
RUSSELL JAMES K ENG1
RUSSELL KEITH W GRAD
RUSSELL MARTIR M LAS1
RUSSELL MARY ROSE C LAS3
RUSSELL MARY SOLTFR LAS4
RUSSELL MICHAEL B GRAD
RUSSELL PATRICIA L B LAS4
RUSSELL RICHARD B LAS3
RUSSELL RICHARD C GRAD
RUSSELL RICHARD K GRAD
RUSSELL ROBERT F LAW1
RUSSELL RONALD WILLI ENG4
RUSSELL ROSALIE M AGR1
RUSSELL SUSAN D LAS2
RUSSELL SUZANNE J LAS3
RUSSELL THEODORE E LAS1
RUSSELL WILLIAM H GRAD
RUSSIN GERALD R BUS4
RUSSO JEAN FLORA GRAD
RUSSOH STEPHEN J ENG2
RUST BERT W GRAD
RUST NANCY J FAA1
RUSTFBERG WENDY ANN LAS4
RUTGARD JEFFREY J LAS1
RUTGARD MARLA B FAA3
RUTGER RCNALD PUSSEL ENG4
RUTGER TERESA J LAS4
RUTH CHARLES W ENG3
RUTH DE80RAH A LAS2
RUTHENBECK DAVID E ENG1
RUTHER JOHN G BUS4
PUTHERFORD REGINALD GRAD
RUTKOVSKY PAUl M GRAD
RUTLfcDGE DAVID A LASl
RUTLEDGE DEBORAH A AGR3
RUTLEDGE JAMES EDWAR LAS4
RUTLEDGE PATRICIA P GRAD
RUTLEDGE THOMAS L AGR3
RUTTEN8ERG ALLEN ROB AGR4
RUTZ PATRICIA ANN LAS4
RUUD JAMES E LAS3
RUYLE WANDA VOGEL GRAD
RUZEVICK MICHAEL A LAS2
RUZICH STEPHEN G FAA2
RYAN JOAN MARIE GRAD
RYAN JOHN EDWARD GRAD
RYAN J1HN FRANCIS GRAD
RYAN JCHN JOSEPH II GRAD
RYAN JOSEPH S ENG1
RYAN KATHARINA RUDY PE 3
RYAN KATHERINE E LAS3
RYAN KATHLEEN ANNE AGR3
RYAN KRISTINE R PE 4
RYAN LAWRFNCE DAVID GRAD
RYAN MARK R LASl
RYAN MARY ANNFTTE GRAD
RYAN M*VRY-JOAN FAA1
RYAN MICHAEL JOSEPH PE 4
RYAN MICHAEL OLIVER GRAD
RYAN MICHAEL PHILLIP GRAD
RYAN NANCY LORETTA LAS3
RYAN NORMA J AGR2
RYAN RICHARD JOHN ENG4
RYAN RICK L GRAD
RYAN ROGER E LAW1
RYAN TERRANCE C GRAD
RYAN THOMAS P LAS2
RYAN WILLIAM J LASl
RYBACK JOANNE ANNE LAS4
RYBAR LINDA J FAA2
RYBEL VINCENT WALTER ENG4
RYBEL WILLIAM J ENG3
RYBICKI MICHAFL J GRAD
RYCHLIK SUSAN J AGR4
RYCZEK GARY L E NG3
RYDEN JAMES R BUS2
RYDER JAMES T GRAD
RYDER JANFT WAYHAM GRAD
RYDER JOHN S BUS2
RYDEP RICHARD GFORGE GRAD
RYDER STERLING MAC LAW2
RYDER SUSAN KRCGH GRAD
RYDING DAVID GENE ENG3
808 S LINCOLN 2 U
VET MED BLDG U
103 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 332 C
URH WARDALL 1106 U
10 ROXBURY RD U
910 N BUSEY U
410 E JOHN C
1008 W NEVADA U
503 W GREEN C
301 W BIRCH 4 C
607 FAIRLAWN U
809 MAPLE PARK C
910 N BUSEY U
URH CARR 109 U
126 DEWEY U
URH TRELEASE 927 U
301 W BIRCH 4 C
706 W CHURCH 8 C
607 FAIRLAWN U
2205 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH OGLESBY 602 U
706 W CHURCH 8 C
703 W OHIO U
107 W CALIFORNIA 9 U
502 S MATTIS 1 C
URH LAR 234 U
1009 W MAIN 13 U
303 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 225 U
2205 HAZWD DR 302 U
2069 A HAZWD CT U
1507 KIRBY 5 C
30 3 E CHALMERS C
2101 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH TRELEASE 827 U
302 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
47 E CHALMERS C
301 COUNTRY FR 58 C
URH WARDALL 716 U
809 W PENN U
URH TAFT 218 C
URH GARNER 318 C
501 S ELM C
1306 COTTAGE GROVE U
307 W GREEN 1 C
URH 8ABC0CK 324 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 312 C
12C1 W HEALEY C
58 F GREGORY C
105 E GREEN 7 C
408 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH WESTON 365 C
URH SNYDER 365 C
URH DANIELS 377 U
MARATHON N Y
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
RANTOUL ILL
1105 S 4TH C
310 W WASHINGTON 4 C
URH BARTON 204 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1 DAVIDSON C
301 E OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 333 C
903 W NEVADA U
310 W WASHINGTON C
URH DANIELS 204 U
206 E GREEN C
108 W MUMFORD U
URH EVANS 417 U
302 E GREGORY C
606 W OHIO U
1913 MEADOW C
108 W MUMFORD U
312 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 475 C
311 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 393 U
2219 S 1ST 201 C
URH TOWNS END 308 U
2017 PHILO RD 3 U
1006 W NEVADA I)
409 E CHALMERS 609 C
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
1302 N WALNUT C
1302 N WALNUT C
2313 S 1ST 301 C
URH SHERMAN 357 C
606 W NEVADA U
606 W NEVADA U
















































































895 PINE TREE LN
9515 S MARION AV





















2069 A HAZWD CT
16050 NE 4TH AV
5245 N WAyNE AV
2101 HAZWD DR 102
240 N KANSAS AV
726 W HASTINGS
5124 FAIRVIEW LN






















1108 E 124TH AV B
45 ROSE DR
5663 N MANOR LN
110 N MAIN ST
ROUTE 2
69 N GILBERT AV
6105 FOREST HILLS
317 OVERLOOK DR










2301 WEST E ST
WOODLEA RD ROUTE 2
4921 PARIS DR

















































































































RYDINSKY ALLEN k GRAD
RYDZEWSKI LAWRENCF E ENG1
RYF RICHARD F FAA3
RYERSON WAYNE THOMAS FAA3
RYMFR ANDREW F LAS2
RYNIEC ALLFN W BUS1
RYOTI DON EINO GRAD
RYPINSKI ADAM D LAS1
*RYS BARBARA CHFSNA GRAD
*RYS STANLEY C ENGA
RZFMIENSKI WALTER E BUS3
RZEPKA PATRICIA M PE 1
RZDNCA CHESTER S GRAD
*RZONCA REBECCA P GRAD
RZYMSKI JOHN F LAS2
SAAK MARY T LAS1
SAARI WILBERT R JR BUSl
SA'iATH BARRY A LAS1
SA3AT INO PAULA J LAS3
SABERHAGFN KATHRYN A LAS1
SABERSON ROGER G LAW1
SARIN CRAIG LEE LASA
SABIN NFTTIF F F AA2
*SABIN PHIL IP D FD 3
SABIN ROBFRT L 8US2
SABIN WENDY LAS1
SABITT MARK NEIL LASA
SABO ALAN W AGR3
*SARUCO ROY A LAW1
SACADAT STEFFI SUE LAS3
SACCO GREGORY JOSEPH 8US3
SACERDOTF CAROL R GRAD
SACERDOTF GEORGE STE GRAD
SACHS JEAN L LAS3
SACHSE THOMAS P LAS3
SACHTLEBEN DALE R LAS3
SACHTLEBEN DALE W BUS3
SACK SUSAN MARY LASA
*SACKETT PHILIP B GRAD
SACKETT VERNON P BUS3
SACKHEIM JACQUELINE ED 3
SACKHEIM PUTH MIRIAN GRAD
SACKHEIM SUSAN A ED 3
SACKLEY EDWARD J III AVI1
SACKS NANCY D LAS2
SACKS ROSEANN LAS1
SAOAUSKAS JONAS L LAS2
SADEWATER CONNIE A AGR1
SADILEK JONELLE B GRAD
SADILEK RICHARD A GRAD
SADIQ ABDULLAH GRAD
SADLER KARAN D LASA
SADLFR THOMAS W LAW1
SADOCK LAURENCE ALLE LASA
*SADOWSKI ANDREW LASA
*SAENGER RUDOLF WOLFR GRAD
SAFFIR JANICE T FAA2
SAFFOLD ROSIE M LAS3
SAFFORD JAMES H ENG2
SAFFORD SHARON ANN LASA
SAFFRO RICHARD KENNE LAS3
SAGAN CAROLE ED 1
*SAGE JUNE K BOCK GRAD
SAGE VICTOR T FAA2
SAGER BRIAN P AGR1
SAGER TERRY MARCEL GRAD
SAGER ZOANN J LAS1
SAGO DORIS J 3US1
SAHAYDA CHRISTINE G GRAD
SAHAYDA JOHN ALLEN GRAD
SAIDANE HASSINE GRAD
SAIKLEY GILBERT H LAW1
SAILE ANDPENE ALLEN GRAD
SAILER LOU E AGR1
SAILLARD PATRICIA A LAS2
SAILORS RICHARD H GRAD
SAINATI LECNARD GEOR ENGA
SAINATI PERRY M BUSl
SAINDON ROCHELLE M LASA
SAIPE MERYL D LAS2
SAJDAK JOANNE MARIE LASA
SAJKEWYCZ IRENE A LASA
SAKAMOTO DAVID T LASA
SAKOL BARRE M BUS3
SAKRY DOLORES JEAN GRAD
SAKS ARNOLD HENRY FAA3
*SAKS DAVID LAW1
SAKS RANDALL W LAS1
SALADINO DAVID A GRAD
SALADINO JO-ANN C LAS1
SALAMON CLARE M LASA
*SALAMCN SONYA BLANK GRAD
SALAMONE JOHANNA MAR PE A
SALCH MICHAEL C ENGA
SALEFSKI GARY L ENG3
SALEFSKI MARK A ENGl
SALEHI KOMBIZ GRAD
19 CEDRIC OR U
URH SNYDER AL6 C
506 W INDIANA U
URH GARNER 391 C
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS C
80A BELLEPARK C
305 E JOHN C
1010 S 1ST ST RD C
1010 S 1ST C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
URH TRELEASE 106 U
RR A C
ROUTE A C
912 S 2ND C
URH BLAISDELL A30 IJ
110 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 2AA C
309 E JOHN 3 C
URH TRELEASE 913 U
2901 WILLOWPARK C
1503 KIRBY A C
URH CLARK 206 C
7 CEDRIC U
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
1007 N DIVISION U
URH OGLESBY A23 U
PANTOUL ILL
URH SAUNDERS A17 U
31 MAPLEWOOD U
2057 B ORCH ST U
2057 B ORCH ST U
90A S 3RD C
601 S ATH 5 C
URH OGLESBY 717 U
A01 E DANIEL C
A09 E CHALMERS C
1611 1/2 N MARKET C
URH OGLESBY 613 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1208 C
20A S GREGORY PL U
A09 E CHALMRS 1007 C
URH OGLESBY 631 U
URH TRELEASE 228 U
9L0 S 3RD 1112 C
URH TOWNSEND 309 U
URH BUSEY 317 U
908 S LOCUST 201 C
908 S LOCUST 201 C
PHYSICS BLDG U
A09 E CHALMRS 1A02 C
57 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
PANTOUL ILL
A09 E CHALMERS 8 C
910 S 3RD C
10A E ARMORY 3 C
806 W MAIN U
710 W OHIO U
All W WHITE C
A09 E CHALMRS 1506 C
1005 FRANCIS 6 C
1106 S 3RD C
912 S 2ND C
708 S 6TH C
A09 E CHALMRS 1506 C
URH WARDALL 325 U
1205 JOANN LN C
1205 JOANNE LN C
A01 S 6TH C
112 EDGEBROOK C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
URH BUSEY 2A5 U
1001 S COTTAGE GR U
211 E DANIEL C
211 E DANIEL C
URH TAFT 307 C
90A S 3RD C
505 E WHI TF 2 C
907 S 3RD 8 C
URH GARNER 216 C
301 E ARMORY C
306 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
1105 1ST C
LEROY ILL
URH ALLEN 193 U
309 E HEALFY 10 C
70A W IOWA U
905 S 1ST 9 C
112 E JOHN C
100A S 3RD C




































































6206 S MULLIGAN AV
1010 S 1ST 11
5806 S NEENAH
1030A WIGHT ST
8111 N OCONTO AV
78 FAST ST
ROUTE A
857 N PAULINA ST
2 37 MIAMI
1010 W WOOD ST














2057 B ORCH ST
253 E PALISADE AV
2921 CHAYES PARK




1611 1/2 N MARKET
A105 STEARNS AV
9151 N CRAWFORD AV
9151 N CRAWFORD
9151 N CRAWFORD
9301 N CENTRAL PK
A133 SUFFIELD CT
200 MILL8R00K
1A2A W MACON ST
1001 HOLIDAY PARK
8811 CALIFORNIA AV




151 W BURTON PL
A6 OLD MAIN RD
109 E CHALMERS 8
770 ELDER CT






















8732 S MERRILL AV
505 E WHITE 2
3900 W 216TH ST




2303 S 1ST 102
3909 SUGAR LOAF LN
A08 E PINE ST D
12272 N LEOGES DR









































































































SALEM LEE A LAS1
SALEM MOHAMMAD H GRAD
SALEMI MARK S LAS1
SALERNO CARMINE D AVI3
SALETTE JOSEPH C III LAS3
SALIAN SCOTT C LAS3
SALINE GARY DUANE AGR3
SALIS NANCY FAAl
SALISBURY JOHN E LAS2
SALKIN MARC J LAS4
SALLER RICHARD P ENG1
SALLINGER RICHARD J COM4
SAL^I CARY M 3US2
SALM CORVONNE THADY LAS*
SALM KURT LEF FAA4
SALM ROBERT JAY ENG4
SALMAN RANDY K FAA2
SALMON JACK KENDALL GRAD
SALMON MICHAEL C LAS2
SALNA HARRY V LAS2
•SAL NA INTA I A GR 1
SALNICK RICHARD EUGE ENG4
SALOGA WILLIAM ALBER ED 4
SALOMON ELLEN R LAS2
SALOMONE ANN M LAS1
SALONGA ALMAPIOT 3US6
SALRIN THOMAS R AGR4
SALS TERRENCE A LAS2
SALSTCNE SANDE LEE GRAD
SALSTROM STEPHEN L LAS3
SALTIEL DEBORAH N ED 2
SALTIEL JOHN GRAD
SALTIEL SUZANNE S GRAD
SALTZ IRWIN J LAW1
SALTZMAN MICHAEL A BUS2
SALVATI MICHAEl E ENG1
SALVIA JANE SFYMOUR LAS1
SALYERS STEVEN C LAS1
SALZ NORBERT JOHN GRAD
SALZMAN GARY H LAS1
SALZMAN MARJOR1E E AGR1
SALZMAN MELINDA C FAA3
SALZMAN STEVEN R LAS4
SAMARAS KATHRYN T FAAl
SAMATA SAM N ENG3
SAMBORSKI ROBERT FAA2
SAMELSCN LOUIS J GRAD
SAMELSCN STEWART LAS3
SAMLAND THOMAS V ENG1
SAMMANN ERNEST A ENG4
SAMMARCO GREGORY F LAS2
SAMMIT GARY MATTHEW LAS*
SAMMONS JAMIE M GRAD
SAMMONS JFRRY KENT BUS2
SAMMONS MORRIS JAY GRAD
SAMMY WALLACE ERIC ED 4
SAMOJEDNY GEORGE S PE 2
SAMPRACOS ANDREA LAS1
SAMPSON DIANA JO LAS2
SAMPSON JAMES ALAN FAA4
SAMPSON JTAN MARIE GRAD
SAMPS1N KAREN L ED 4
SAMPSON LESLIE R LAS2
SAMPSON LTNDA L AGR1
SAMPSON RICHARD G FAA3
SAMPSON ROBERT H AVI2
SAMPSON WAYNF KFNT GRAD
SAMS REBECCA JANE ED 3
SAMSON LOIS HILBFRT 4GR9
SAMUEL REBECCA J ED 2
SAMUELS GEORGE J LAS!
SAMUELS SHARI PUBIN GRAD
SAMUELSON KIM A FAA2
SAMWEB3ER MARK J LAS2
SANAZARO STEVEN PAUL GRAD
SANBORN BARBARA J GRAD
SANBURG LARRY LEE GRAD
SANCES JAMES J ENG1
SANCHE ROBERT PAUL GRAD
SANCHEZ-SINENCIO E GRAD
SAND DOUGLAS STUART GRAD
SANDA DONALD J FAA2
SANDAGER MARK S LAS2
SANDBERG DOUGLAS R 3US1
SANDBERG JER I ELIZAB °E 4
SANDBERGER JENS D GRAD
SANDBLOM LINDA JEAN AGR4
SANDEFUR WILLIAM M GRAD
SANDFJAS TERFSA S GRAD
SANDELSKI THOMAS S ENG1
SANDER LUCILLE ALICF GRAD
SANDER NORBERT F G GRAD
SANDER WILLIAM H III LAS*
SANDERFORD MARK V FAA4
SANDERMAN ARTHUR P LAS1
SANDERS CARMEN W ED 2
SANDERS DEBORAH S LAS2
301 E ARMORY C
401 S 6TH C 352-5799
URH GARNER 236 C
OXFORD N J
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
910 S 3RD 708 C 337-5177
609 W MAIN 15 U
URH LAR 203 U 332-2839
906 S 2ND C
1402 1/2 N LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 373 C 332-1794
URH TOWNSEND 406 U 332-4179
URH SNYDER 241 C 332-1699
RR 2 C 359-5610
809 S BUSEY U 344-4930
1ST ST RD C 359-5610
310 E GREGORY C
307 N GARFIELD C 352-3351
1009 W MAIN U
308 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNOERS 413 U 332-3686
505 S RANDOLPH C
1106 W MAIN U 344-6464
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH FLAGG 329 C 332-0316
300 S GOODWIN 604 U 344-0889
58 E JOHN 27 C
308 E ARMORY C 344-9741
55 E HEALEY 303 C
310 E GREGORY C 344-4598
910 S 3RD C 337-5320
601 W OREGON U 344-1599
601 W OREGON U 344-1599
706 S 1ST 103 C 359-3540
URH OGLESBY 623 U 332-5224
URH HOPKINS 492 C 332-1392
303 E CHALMERS C
5 CEDRIC U
105 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
1102 S 2ND 4 C 344-1994
401 F JOHN C 344-0533
URH ALLFN 244 U 332-3174
409 E CHALMERS C 344-6736
URH OGLESBY 704 U 332-5236
921 W DANIEL C 359-0428
URH OGLESBY 725 U 332-5256
311 E ARMORY C
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
URH CARR 312 U 332-3924
1004 W OREGON U 344-1542
2071 B ORCH ST C 367-5840
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
2071 B ORCH ST U 367-5840
604 W COLUMBIA C
308 E ARMORY C 344-4792
URH SAUNDERS 314 U 332-3656
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-4692
306 E WHITE C 356-9899
URH SHERMAN 223 C 332-4658
URH LAR 433 U 332-2931
URH WARDALL 304 U 332-4336
802 W OREGON 14 U
409 E CHALMERS 610 C
URH OGLESBY 323 U 332-5134
DECATUR ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
401 W GREEN U
URH TAFT 105 C 332-0590
URH GARNER 490 C 332-0907
20 MAPLEWOOD U 367-8819
URH GARNER 493 C 332-0910
URH OGLESBY 807 U
205 E GREEN 14 C 356-C478
URH SHERMAN 232 C 332-4671
URH SHERMAN 456 C
URH WESTON 491 C 332-2118
1805 A ORCH PL U 367-7435
301 COTTAGE CT C
810 OAKLAND 101 U
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
706 W OHIO U 344-0676
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
811 S LOCUST C
101 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 212 U 332-2167
URH CANIELS 530 U 332-2322
302 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 272 U 332-2469
800 S MATTIS 20 C 359-6135
307 E JOHN C
608 W HILL C
URH NOBLE 22 C 332-0360
GEORGETOWN ILL




RR 1 BOX 256A
11 CANTERBURY RD

































2029 B HAZWD CT
9246 N KILDARE
RR 1
1102 S 2ND 4
200 VALLEY VIEW DR







5324 W DRUMMOND PL
8647 S 87TH AV 311
2071 B ORCH ST
RR
2C71 B ORCH ST
1419 PARK
15140 LACROSSE
5626 N VINE AV
1246 CARRIAGE LN





ROUTE 3 BOX 55



















2517 31ST AV CT
HAUPTSTRASSE 109




138 1/2 S 16TH ST
15 LAUTERER ST




















































































MEXICO 18 DF MEX
MINNEAPOLIS MINN


















SANDERS GPEG R ENG2
SANDERS JOEL L BUS3
SANDERS KAREN RENEE FAA2
SANDERS KATHLEEN MAR FD 4
SANDFRS KENNETH S LAS2
SANDERS MICKEY L LAS4
SANDERS PATRICIA ANN LAS3
SANDFRS RICHARD A FNG3
SANDERS RICHARD PAT GRAD
SANDFRS ROGER R AGR2
SANDERS STEVEN P LAS3
SANDERS WALTFR JOHN GRAD
SANDFRSON BETTY LEE PE 4
SANDERSON GARY G FAA1
SANDERSCN GRETCHEN L LAS3
SANDERSON JEFFREY P ENG1
SANDFRSON KEVIN C A GR4
SANDFORD COLLEEN M GRAD
SANDFORD SUZANNE MAR AGR3
SANDHU HARPRIT SINGH GRAD
SANDIFER BETTY RUTH AGR4
SANDIFER IVYNNELL LAS2
SANDIFER JOHN W LAS3
SANOLFR PHILIP W BUS!
SANDLER STEVEN A LAS2
SANDLER STEVFN M AVI1
SANDMAN CARY S LAS1
SANDMAN SUSAN CAROL ED 3
SANDNER MARY A LAS3
SANDOVAL JOHN D ENG1
SANDROLINI ELLEN LAS2
SANDROLINI LAURA ED 1
SANDS MICHAEL BRYCE GRAD
SANDSTROM LINDA J LAS1
SANDVALL DALE K LAS3
SANES FRANCINF S ED 3
SANFIELD LINDA LAS2
SANFORD CL*RK E LAS1
SANFORD JAMES CRAIG GRAD
SANFORD JAMES D LAS2
SANFORD JEFFERY A 3US3
SANFORD TERESA P GRAD
SANFORD WAYNE C GRAD
SANGHA GUPCHARAN K GRAD
SANKS GENE DAVID GRAD
SANNER JAMES D LAW1
SANOWSKIS ALBERT J EMG1
SANTAGATO LOUIS R BUS3
SANTANA ROSINA LAS3
SANTANOREA MARY F LASl
SANTANGELO ALDA V GRAD
SANTANGFLO JAMES ANG ENG4
SANTANNA DESI ENG2
SANTIAGO ALFREDO JR LAS3
SANTIC MARTIN G ENG1
SANTOGROSSI PATRICIA LASl
SANTORI DAVID J LAW1
SANTORI MARY-JEANNE LAS3
SANTOSDECASTRO ESTER GRAD
SANTOSTEFANO MARIA J LASl
SANTOW MICHAEL I LAW2
SANTUCCI CARLO BUS3
SAPER CLIFFORD B LAS3
SAPIENZA JAMES F ENG3
SAPINSKI RUSSELL W ENG1
SAPORITO FRED J ED 3
SAPOSNIK ALAN R BUS1
SAPOZNIK HENRY W BUS5
SAPP TERRY L AGR2
SARACENO SUSAN M LASl
SARAN RAM NARAYAN GRAD
SARAUSKAS EVELYN M LAS3
SARBAUGH WILLIAM M LAS2
SARENA MICHELE L LAS2
SARFATTY GEORGE M FAA3
SARGENT DAVID H GRAD
SARGENT GAYLA MARIE GRAD
SARGENT MARK EDWARD LAS3
SARGENT ROBERT AISNE FAA4
SARGENT STEVEN L FAA3
SARGENT WALTER L LASl
SARGIS DAVID R LAS3
SARMIENTO JOHN G PE 1
SARMIENTO JOSEPH J ENG3
SARNOW NEDRA RUTH GRAD
SARRACINO JOHN S GRAD
SARTORE STEPHAN J FAA1
SARUK MICHAEL L LAS2
SARVER JAY I LASl
SARVER JEFFREY D FAA1
SARVER PATRICIA DARL LAS4
SASAKI KATHLEEN R GRAD
SASAKI LYNNE T BUS1
SASAKI TADAHIRO GRAD
SASSE CHARLES EARL GRAD
SASSE WENDY J FAA1
URH NOBLE 20 C
604 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 610 C
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
409 E CHALMRS 1209 C
URH OGLESBY 903 U
205 N BUSEY 4 U
URH LAR 430 U
TWIN CITY MBL PK C
1729 VALLEY RD C
308 W LOCUST U
2105 W WHITE 174 C
2503 MAPLEWOOD C
905 S 1ST 9 C
URH WESTON 490 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 411 C
URH WESTON 494 C
905 S 2ND 5 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
2502 W CARROLTON C
103 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 211 U
822 1/2 N RANDOLF C
409 E CHALMERS 403 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 624 U
907 S 4TH C
47 E CHALMERS C
802 W OREGON 16 U
306 E GREGORY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 320 C
205 E HEALEY 29 C
URH ALLEN 13 U
2 POMPTON PL U
58 E JOHN C
90 3 S 4TH C
URH BABCOCK 211 U
CHATHAM ILL
2313 S 1ST 301 C
910 S 3RD 718 C
404 EDGEBROOK 206 C
1005 S 6TH C
102 N GREGORY U
204 N GREGORY U
URH WESTON 109 C
MAHOMET ILL
309 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 406 U
URH DANIELS 480 U
1505 PHILO U
909 S 3RD C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 410 U
URH BLAISDELL U
URH FORBES 280 C
205 W OREGON U
TEHRAN IRAN
URH ALLEN 339 U
753 S MATTIS C
604 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSFND 137 U
302 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 511 U
2021 D ORCH ST U
URH BA8C0CK 104 U
222 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 464 C
URH LAR 277 U
1102 W NEVADA C
410 1/2 W ELM U
501 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 436 U
910 S 3RD C
407 FAIRLAWN U
2413 E OREGON U
901 S 2ND C
1202 W MAIN U
912 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 362 C
401 JOHN C
211 E ARMORY C
211 E ARMORY C
805 S LINCOLN 4 U
URH DANIELS 181 U
URH HOPKINS 446 C
309 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 226 C
URH HOPKINS 495 C
61 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 393 U
URH EVANS 140 U
606 W OHIO U
2111 HAZWD DR 103 U





































































211 S MAPLE LN
1716 EDWARDSVILLE
25 LINDEN









6 34 E BUCHTEL AV















6510 S MAIN RD
OLD NAPERVILLE RD
9222 S CONSTANCE
2623 W LUNT AV
1229 S LAWNDALE
27 BONNIEBROOK










522 N LINCOLN AV






1232 W EDDY ST
1232 W EDDY ST
AVDA ALEM 551
248 W 29TH ST
169 N GROVE





9428 N LAVERGNE AV
222 W MAIN
RR 1
10344 PEL HAM ST
TURNER HALL 315
3839 W 65TH PL
1118 CLAY ST




906 S 5TH ST




















































































































*SATHER JAMES S LAW1
SATHRE JEANNE L LAS2
SATKOFF VINCENT A BUS1
SATO LINDA A LAS3
SATOLOE RALPH E BUS1
SATTERTHWAITE MARGAR LAS4
SATTERTHWAITE MARK C ENG1
SATTFRTHWAITE NEAL R LAS4
SATTERTHWAITE SUSAN LAS1
SATTERWHITE DAVID G E NG4
SATTIN JERRY PAUL GRAD
SATYANAPAYANA P GRAD
SAUBERLI RONALD F GRAD
SAUCEDO JARITA D ED 2
SAUDER HOWARD^ AVU
SAUDER RICHARD A AGR3
SAUDER SHFROL LEE FAA4
SAUDER STFVE E AGR3
SAUER ANDREW HUNTER AGR3
SAUER BRADLEY J ENG2
SAUFR CATHLEEN MARIE ED 3
SAUER CHARLES B III LAS3
SAUER CHARLES M LAS2
SAUER OAVID L LAS1
SAUER DUNCAN C LAS3
SAUER ROBERT F ENG2
SAUEPBRUNN CHARLOTTE LAS4
SAUFRBRUNN DEANNA D FAA4
SAUL DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
SAULOG TEOFILO M GRAD
SAULS RC8ERT J LAS1
SAULT <*UTH JEAN GRAD
SAUNDERS EARL F GRAD
SAUNDERS FRFD M GRAD
SAUNOERS JOHN T FAA4
SAUNDERS MARY M GRAD
SAUNDERS ROGER STEPH COM3
SAUNOERS THOMAS M ENG2
SAUR80RN EDWARD G GRAD
SAUSER JEFFRFY P LASl
SAUSSER MARTHA C FAA2
SAUTHOFF RALPH E ENG2
SAUTTER OIANNE LEE ED 4
SAVAGE BRYAN F L AS2
SAVAGE LESLIE A PE 3
SAVAGE MACARTHUR LASl
SAVAGE RICHARD J LAS2
SAVICH MARIA T LASl
SAVICH PATRICIA R GRAD
SAVICH RICHARD S GRAD
SAVIGNON SANDRA K GRAD
SAVILLE DAVID M FAA3
SAVITSKY ROBERT P BUS2
SAVITT JANICE V ED 2
SAVITZKY DAVID B LAS2
SAVITZKY ISRAEL I ENG1
SAVOIE MICHAEL G ENG1
SAVULA NANCY ANN LAS4
SAWDEY BARBARA M GRAD
SAWDEY MICHAEL RAYNO GRAD
SAWIN STEVEN PAUL GRAD
SAXENA KAMLESH GRAD
SAXLFR ROBERT J FAA2
SAXMAN NANCY J ED 3
SAXNFR JANET R FAA2
SAXON MICHAEL P COM4
SAXVIK GARY DALE GRAD
SAYDEL KENNETH M LAS3
SAYERS STEPHEN RICH 8US3
SAYERS WM K BUSl
SAYLES MELANIE SUSAN BUS4
SAYLOR BARBARA A AGR2
SAYRE ANN J LASl
SAYRE CLIFFORD R JR ENG1
SAYRE ROBERT J 3US3
SAYRE WILLIAM C GRAD
SAZUNIC BERNARDITA M LAS3
SBERTOLI ROBERT L JP ENG3
SCAFURI RALPH L L AS3
SCALFS R P ENG1
SCALES ROSEMARY LASl
SCALETTA LAWRENCE P LAS2
SrALETTA SAMUEL L PE 3
SCALFARO ARTHUR G BUSl
SCALIATINE JOHN J 8US3
SCALIATINE MARY DEAN GRAD
SCALISE LIBBY C WOLF COM3
SCALLON MARY S ED 3
SCALZITTI LUANNE M FAA1
SCANLAN GREGORY W AGR1
SCANLAN LAWRENCE A GRAD
SCANLAN RICHARD V LAS4
SCANNELL WILLIAM J GRAD
SCAPECCHI BRUCE ALAN LAS4
SCARFO STEPHEN R AGR1
SCARICH GREGORY VINC GRAD
SCARLETT CAROLYN «IAE GRAD
408 E SPNGFLO C
313 E JOHN 1 C
URH HOPKINS 404 C
910 S 3RD 1105 C
URH OGLESBY 704 U
URH WARDALL 318 U
101 E FLORIDA U
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
URH WARDALL 3-18 U
1707 W GREEN C
502 E WHI TE C
910 1/2 W CLARK U
1101 CLARK U
URH LUNDGREN 305 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
1103 S BUSEY 7 U
510 W GREEN U
1103 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER 258 C
URH SCOTT 368 C
904 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD 721 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 212 C
1202 S VINE U
URH WESTON 425 C
710 W OHIO U
HOOPESTON ILL
PHYSICS BUILDING U
1107 W GREEN 236 U
URH HOPKINS 446 C
502 E HEALEY 108 C
2509 HATHAWAY C
7 OAKWOOO U
312 E WHITE 1 C
508 W OREGON U
310 F GREGORY C
401 E JOHN C
1514 GRANDVIEW 6 C
URH WESTON 273 C
URH LUNDGREN 124 C
501 E DANIEL C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH 0GLES8Y 1031 U
1 104 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 263 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 309 C
820 OAKLAND 208 U
820 OAKLAND 203 U
503 HARDING U
URH SCOTT 239 C
URH FORBES 460 C
409 E CHALMRS 1312 C
910 S 3RD 624 C
URH OGLESBY 531 U
URH NOBLE 410 C
URH BUSEY 204 U
SEYMOUR ILL
SEYMOUR ILL
2017 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 273 U
URH GARNER 107 C
410 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS 1103 C
713 W OHIO U
1010 E COLORADO 41 U
912 S 2ND C
URH CARR 427 U
2107 W WHITE 139 C
BOX 2849 STA A C
802 W OREGON 21 U
URH FLAGG 312 C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
604 E ARMORY 303 C
1715 VALLEY RD C
609 E PARK C
508 E SPNGFLD C
6 SAFFER CT U
URH FORBES 446 C
URH ALLEN 203 U
URH BABCOCK 113 U
URH SNYDER 341 C
URH GARNER 340 C
811 W HILL U
811 W HILL U
103 MCCULLOUGH 2 U
DES PLAINES ILL
URH TAFT 112 C
URH SCOTT 444 C
2901 LAWNDALE C
604 E ARMORY C
607 N ORCH ST U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 107 C
310 E WASHINGTON U








































































701 N 8TH ST
10830 S DRAKE AV
5901 N SHERIDAN RD
7448 KEYSTONE
RR 3
101 E FLORIDA AV
16877 HEAD AV
RR 3




7549 S PRAIRIE AV
316 S JAMES ST
RR 2





16 S EVANSTON AV
2105 EASY ST
1202 S VINE
16 S EVANSTON AV
405 S MAIN
323 S 4TH ST
2751 BEECHWD BLVD
1107 W GREEN 236
209 S ERIE




315 W COLpNIAL AV
903 MITCHELL
154 GENEVA ST
1514 GRANDVIEW E 6
URH WESTON 273
1825 E MAPLE RIDGE
27 BETH ANN OR
1329 TRENTON RD
2815 W 82N0 ST
751 19C RANDALL RD
PAGE 15030







2825 W FI TCH
6628 N ARTESIAN
6507 N WASHTENAW










1010 E COLORADO 41
1639 KENILWORTH AV
BOX 44







2923 S WELLS ST
7N110 BRIARGATF












6830 N STARDUST CR
1715 PIKE ST
1309 SHARON LN





























































































































































































































































































































































409 E CHALMRS 1211









807 1/2 W MAIN
URH TOWNSEND 178
























2042 B ORCH ST
907 S BUSEY








































































3138 S HOME AV
3138 S HOME AV
112 S LIBERTY ST
108 N ST CLAIR
78 MONTGOMERY PL
630 SHARE RD 327
703 LASELL
RR 1 BOX 249
224 URBAN DR
148 CALDWELL ST
15 WESTERN AV HTS
15 WESTFRN AV HTS
RR 1
1607 PARK HAVEN
8210 S MICHIGAN AV
1558 VAN BUREN AV
615 W GREEN
8716 N MONTICELLO
2252 W EOGELY ST
210 E UTH ST
RR BOX 46
403 W BERKLEY DR
403 W BERKLEY DR
895 HUCKLEBERRY LN
RR 3









201 E CAL IFORNIA 4
1103 BRADFORD LN
442 S 24TH AV
1052 PECAN CT
5733 N ST LOUIS AV
23 RUSTY WIL DR
303 E MAIN ST
6620 BILLINGS DR
704 CRANE BLVD





643 S 22ND AV
2706 S 1ST ST RD










6100 N ARTESIAN AV
1614 SHADYWOOD AV
6087 N WHIPPLE ST
6087 N WHIPPLE ST
4547 DAVIS ST
4404 WILSON AV
222 N PROSPECT AV





309 N PRAIRIE AV











U OF I PHYSICS
907 S BUSEY
655 1 N WASHTENAW
RR 2
RR 2













































































































































































































BUS* 112 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-1906
LAS1 URH NOBLE 122 c 332-0378
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C 3**-9770
LAS2 URH CLARK *07 c
LAS* 112 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-1906
BUS2 906 S 1ST c 3**-5938
BUS3 60* E ARMORY 329 c 3**-1266
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 607 U 33 2-5 56*
BUS3 311 CLARK 20* c
ENG? 311 E ARMORY c
GRAO URH OGLES BY 117 u
GRAD 81* W MAIN u
LAS* 81* W MAIN u
FAA2 URH LUNDGREN *23 c 332-0288
LAS3 211 E DANIEL c 3**-9583
LAS1 URH NOBLE 308 c 332-0*06
GRAD 110 E JOHN 1 c
GRAD
GRAD 2010 COUNTRY SQI u
LAS1 209 E JOHN c
GRAD LONGVIEW ILL
LAS2 508 E WHITE C 359-5091
PE 1 URH LUNDGREN c 332-0196
BUS2 URH BABCOCK 113 u 33 2-3730
AGR1 *01 BUENA VISTA C 352-7765
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 105 u
BUS2 OTTAWA ILL
3US1 URH VANDOREN 220 c 332-10507
AGR* MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 1303 MUMFORD u 367-998*
LAS* 706 S 3RD c 3**-5106
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 321 u 332-5*86
ENG* 209 E CLARK 6 c 356-9***
ENG* *0* EDGEBROOK 103 c
LAS2 52 E ARMORY c 356-7715
ENG2 108 S GREGORY u
GRAD 206 E SPNGFLD C
GRAD 909 E PARK u 3**-6202
BUS* 311 E GREEN *03 c 3**-9655
AGR3 58 E GREGORY c 3**-7152
AGR* 2907 1/2 E MAIN u
LAS* WILMETTE ILL
AVI2 URH TOWNSEND *67 u 332-*222
LAS* 803 W OREGON u 3**-0907
LAS2 URH FORBES 268 c 332-0992
ENG1 60* F ARMORY 2*3 c 3 8*-5'099
BUS3 URH OGLESBY *03 u 332-51*5
ENG* *25 FAIRLAWN u
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 112 u 332-5069
GRAD 1107 W OREGON 2 u 3**-7918
FAA* URH SNYDER 370 c 332-1791
GRAD 1107 W OREGON 15 u 3**-7918
GRAD 10C8 W STOUGHTON u 365-3223
COM3 907 S WRIGHT c 3**-05*5
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1203 u 332-*552
AGR* 805 W OREGON 6 u
LAS1 URH HOPKINS *86 C 332-1387
GRAD 1316 S ALMS C 356-8552
BUS1 110 E CHALMERS c
BUS2 110 E CLARK c
PE 2 URH TOWNSEND 5*1 u 332-5270
FAA* 1010 S 2ND c
LAS2 URH BABCOCK *2l u 332-3829
FAA1 *09 E CHALMRS 1510 c
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 601 u
LAS* 1103 W CHURCH * c 359-6555
ENG1 URH BABCOCK *2* u 332-3832
AGR* 1103 W CHURCH * C 359-6555
LAW1 705 W CHURCH C 356-5399
LAS* 105 S LINCOLN u 367-5520
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 2*5 c 332-1220
FAA* 209 E GREEN c
LAS* 1007 S 1ST 5 c 359-7117
COM* 1102 S 2ND 3 u 3**-5195
GRAD URH SHERMAN *17 c 332-*722
BUS1 URH LAR 187 u 332-2960
BUS1 URH SNYDER 296 c
GRAD 506 E WHITE c
LAS3 URH SCOTT 367 C 332-15*7
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 811 u 332-5628
GRAD 209 E HEALEY 1 c 356-10*8
BUS* 313 E JOHN c
AGR1 URH CARR 306 u 332-3918
GRAD 1203 W MAIN 2 u
ENG1 URH SCOTT 3*2 c 332-1530
LAS* BOX 2387 STA A c
LAS* 510 F JOHN c 3**-U65
AGR* 309 ELM u
BUS3 203 COUNTRY FR 19 c
GRAD
VM 3 117 W DELAWARE u 367-3615
AGR* 1209 W CLARK u
LAS* URH TAFT *06 c 332-0657
LAS* 102 N GREGORY u 328-38*2
LAS2 307 E DANIEL C 3**-1779
ENGl URH SCOTT *16 c
FAA3 URH SNYDER 391 c 332-180*




112 HOLIDAY PK 389
3821 JACKSON ST





305 N PINE ST
19 N WILLE ST
305 N PINE ST
190 BODE RD
*120 W 100TH ST

















800 S MAPLE DR
*3 TERRACE LN
900 S KENDALL









716 S BRUNER ST
808 S CARPENTER AV
*25 FAIRLAWN
7*60 N MOHAWK












3733 N SHERIDAN RD
518 S UNION








18-03 SPLIT RCK RD
639 MORNINGSIDE
1325 PLUM ST
*1*5 W 79TH ST
*26 INDIANA ST
506 E WHI TE
*136 ROSE AV
*27 MERLE LN






5*55 N SHERIDAN RD
303 JACKSON ST
203 COUNTRY FAIR
107 E CHALMERS 10
RR 1 BOX 12*
BOX 182






































































































SCHLFMBACH JAMES J ENG1
SCHLFMBACH JOHN M ENG4
SCHLFSINGER MARC L LAS2
SCHLESINGFR MICHAFL FAA1
SCHLFSINGER MORTON L ENG4
SCHLESINGFR PAUL K LASl
SCHLESINGFR STEVEN C A GR
3
SCHLFSSFR JOSFPH E LAS3
SCHLICHTER DOR IS J GRAD
SCHLICHTING JANAN M LASl
SC.HLICKSUP MARY E LAS4
SCHLIFKE JAMES S L AW 1
SCHLIPF JANET S FAAl
SCHLIPPFR DONNA M FD 1
SCHLITT JEFFREY D LAS4
SCHLITT JOHN WILLIAM ENG3
SCHLOMANN LARRY R FNG3
SCHLQSS JOANNE L FAAl
SCHLOSS LARRY M LASl
SCHLOSSEP DONALD E ENG2
SCHLOZ CAROLE R LAS2
SCHLOZ MARY S COM3
SCHLUETER ROBERT G LAS2
SCHLUGER PAUL R GRAD
SCHLUNZ THCMAS PAUL GRAO
SCHLUP LEONARD CLARE GRAD
SCHMALZ PHILIP F GRAD
SCHMALZ RICHARD J BUS1
SCHMALZ THOMAS G GRAD
SCHMFAL THOMAS HOWAR BUS4
SCHMEDAKE NANCY LEE LAS3
SCHMERLING MICHAEL A GRAD
SCHMERLING SUSAN F GRAO
SCHMICHER JUDITH WAN LAS4
SCHMID BENJAMIN D AGR3
SCHMID MARGIE L LAS2
SCHMIDLY DAVID JAMES GRAD
SCHMIDT ARNOLD J LAS2
SCHMIDT BARBARA ANN LAS3
SCHMIDT BARRY L LASl
SCHMIDT BART DAVID LAS3
SCHMIDT BENJAMIN L ENG3
SCHMIDT BOBBIE NELL GRAD
SCHMIDT BRADLFY J ENG4
SCHMIDT CHERYL L ED 1
SCHMIDT CHRISTOPHER LASl
SCHMIDT CHRISTY K LAS3
SCHMIDT CLIFFORD JR GRAD
SCHMIDT DANIEL L LAS2
SCHMIDT DOUGLAS C GRAD
SCHMIDT GARY COM4
SCHMIDT GARY RANDALL AGR4
SCHMIDT GAYLA MARIE LAS4
SCHMIDT GREGORY A ENG2
SCHMIDT GRFGORY GLEN LAS4
SCHMIDT HILDEGARD GRAD
SCHMIDT JAMES M VM I
SCHMIDT JAMES R VM 1
SCHMIDT JAN ALLAN GRAD
SCHMIDT JEFFREY H GRAD
SCHMIDT JOHN W ENG2
SCHMIDT JULIE ANN GRAD
SCHMIDT KEITH D AGR2
SCHMIDT LAURIE E LASl
SCHMIDT LINDA G LAS2
SCHMIDT MARK S FAA4
SCHMIDT MARY ELLEN GRAD
SCHMIDT ROBERT K LASl
SCHMIDT SHARON A FAA2
SCHMIDT STEPHEN P LAS3
SCHMIDT STEVEN LEE VM 3
SCHMIDT SUSAN M BUS1
SCHMIDT THOMAS W LAS2
SCHMIDT TIMMY LINN 9US3
SCHMIDT WAYNE JOHN GRAD
SCHMIDT WILLIAM G BUS3
SCHMIDT WILMA P LASl
SCHMIDT-LANGE ANNE A GRAD
SCHMIECHEN JAMES A GRAD
SCHMIEDEKNECHT JAMES ENG2
SCHMIEDL NANCY E LASl
SCHMISSEUR ROBERT J AGR1
SCHMITT DAVID RAYM0N*ENG4
SCHMITT DONALD J BUS3
SCHMITT IRENE M AGR3
SCHMITT JAMES C ENG2
SCHMITT LOREN OTIS GRAD
SCHMITT MARY K FAAl
SCHMITT RICHARD L ENG2
SCHMITT STEPHEN M VM 1
SCHMITZ ALAN F FAA2
SCHMITZ KATHY A LAS2
SCHMITZ MICHAEL R LAS3
SCHMITZ PETER JAMES GRAD
SCHMITZ ROBERTA H LAS4
SCHMITZ STEPHEN P LAS4
SCHMUDDE JAMES F ENG2
URH SNYDER 373 C
809 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMERS 808 C
URH GARNER 245 C
1600 W BRADLEY 27 C
910 S 3RD 702 C
911 S 3RD 5 C
URH HOPKINS 222 C
703 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 209 C
58 F JOHN 9 C
1007 W FRANCIS 2 C
URH TRELEASE 219 U
URH LAR 186 U
1013 W CHURCH C
112 E OANIEL C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 725 U
URH BABCOCK 412 U
URH SCOTT 396 C
1008 S WABASH U
302 F ARMOPY C
6 SAFFER CT U
822 1/2 HILL U
2107 W WHITE 187 C
901 S 1ST 22 C
404 E WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 408 C
809 S 1ST 22 C
504 W MAIN 107 U
URH LAR 333 U
1835 D ORCH PL U
1835 D ORCH PL U
106 E HEALEY 17 C
URH SCOTT 396 C
307 E HEALEY 2 C
11 BLUE SPRUCE C
1848 VALLEY RD C
209 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 202 C
310 E JOHN C
804 W OREGON U
705 W MAIN 7 U
106 E HEALEY 16 C
URH ALLEN 454 U
URH WESTON 288 C
904 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
URH SNYDER 228 C
610 W STOUGHTON 2 U
209 E ARMORY C
509 N WILLIS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
110 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 207 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
6 04 N MAPLE 5 U
403 W NFVADA U
1006 S 3RD C
112 E DANIEL C
MONTICELLO ILL
58 E GREGORY C
309 E JOHN 4 C
313 E JOHN 16 C
507 E UNIVERSITY C
610 W STOUGHTON 2 U
URH SCOTT 442 C
409 E CHALMERS 914 C
511 S CHICAGO C
905 E MAIN U
202 DANIEL C
1110 S 2ND C
1831 VALLEY RD C
1111 S 1ST C
509 W WILLIS C
402 W OREGON 4 U
103 E DANIEL C
1006 NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 477 U
URH GARNER 439 C
1305 W COLUMBIA C
604 E ARMORY C
428 E FAIRLAWN U
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
URH SHERMAN 1363 C
URH FLAGG 310 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 604 U
904 W GREEN 603 U
URH VANDOREN 27 C
608 E MAIN U
807 W NEVADA U
207 E WASHINGTON U
207 E WASHINGTON U








































































211 t ROUTE 120
2900 S 9TH
RR 3






416 S CHERRY ST
6451 N CAMPBELL AV
2117 COLLETT LN
802 W LINCOLN ST
1008 S WABASH
403 E 4TH ST
518 HICKORY DR
822 1/2 HILL
2107 W WHITE 187






1835 D ORCH PL
1835 D ORCHARD PL
745 S CATHERINE
RR











15 OLD ORCHARD LN
BOX 186
1512 LOGAN ST
610 W STOUGHTON 2
2 02 SOUTH H
RR 1
RR 4
110 S SCHOOL LN
510 N MAPLE ST
307 S PRAIRIE




4848 N MOBILE AV
1001 E WASHINGTON
RR 1
308 W COOK AV
394 S EVERGREEN
502 SPRING ST
610 W STOUGHTON 2
BOX 116
795 W HAWKINS








1965 S LINK AV
9825 S CAMPBELL
8431 S DAMEN AV
10170 S 52ND AV
RR 1
3612 ROCKWOOD RD
1007 1/2 OAKLEY AV
428 E FAIRLAWN




830 E 2ND SOUTH ST
5422 S CALIFORNIA
1811 MADISON ST







































































































SCHMUDE DENNIS M BUS4
SCHNAKE MARK A ENG3
SCHNAUFER JOYCE BUS!
SCHNAYER JEROLD B ENG3
SCHNAYER MICHELLE C LAS3
SCHNECK KENNETH D LAS3
SCHNEID GARY F GRAO
SCHNEIDER ANDREA L LAS4
SCHNEIDER DANIEL J LASl
SCHNEIDER DANNY L LAS3
SCHNEIDFR DAVID M LAS4
SCHNEIDER OAVID RAY ENG4
SCHNEIDER DEBRA A LASl
SCHNEIDER ELIZABETH GRAD
SCHNEIDER FORREST M GRAD
SCHNEIDER GEORGE EDW FAA4
SCHNEIDER GILBERT L ENG2
SCHNEIDER GREGG A AGR3
SCHNFIDER GREGG D LASl
SCHNEIDER JAMES C LAS2
SCHNEIDER JAMES M LAS2
SCHNFIDER JAY A BUS3
SCHNEIDER JOACHIM B LASl
SCHNEIDER JOHN A ENG3
SCHNEIDER JOHN L GRAD
SCHNEIDER JUDITH A AGR1
SCHNEIDER KAY JERUM GRAD
SCHNFIOER LORFN G ENG2
SCHNEIDFR MARC D FAA4
SCHNEIDER MARILYN LAS2
SCHNEIDER MARY T GRAD
SCHNEIDER MICHAEL H ENG1
SCHNEIDER NANCY J LASl
SCHNEIDER PAUL L LAS2
SCHNEIDER PETRA R LASl
SCHNEIDER PHYLLIS J LASl
SCHNFIDER RAYMOND W GRAD
SCHNEIDER RENEE S LAS2
SCHNEIDFR RICHARD L FAA2
SCHNEIDER RONALC W ENG3
SCHNEIDER STFVEN IRA BUS3
SCHNEIDER SUSAN M LAS2
SCHNEIDER WALTER LAS4
SCHNEIDER WENDI A GRAD
SCHNFIDERMANN NAHUM GRAD
SCHNEIDMAN BRUCE ALA LAS4
SCHNELL THEODORE A FAA4
SCHNIEDWIND L W JR LAS2
SCHNIEPP HENRY C LASl
SCHNIFPP JOHN F GRAD
SCHNIERLE HAROLD S LAS3
SCHNITTGRUND GARY D GRAD
SCHNITZ KAREN LYNNE GRAO
SCHNITZLEIN CHARLES GRAD
SCHNIZLEIN JOHN M LAS2
SCHNULLF BETTY Z FAA1
SCHOCH LINDA S LASl
SCHOCK BONITA J FAA3
SCHOCK RICHARD F II LAS4
SCHOEBEPL MARK ROBIN GRAD
SCHOEN DELORES 6 ED 3
SCHOENBFRG DANIEL R LAS4
SCHOENBERG KURT F ENG3
SCHOENEMAN JANET E LAS3
SCHOENEMAN LARRY FAA4
SCHOENFELD MARGIT F GRAO
SCHOENHFRR BEVERLY A AGRl
SCHOENIKF JEPALD W GRAD
SCHOFFSTALL PHILLIP GRAO
SCHOFIELO BRUCE E LAS3
SCHOFIELD DONALD W FAA1
SCHOKNECHT JEAN DONZ GRAD
SCHOKNECHT WILLIAM E GRAD
SCHOLES JULIA AKNE GRAO
SCHOLL MARK S AGR2
SCHOLTEN JAMES R GRAD
SCHOLTFNS EUGENE E F AA4
SCHOLTENS LINDA H LAS4
SCHOLTES MICHAEL R ENG2
SCHOLZ GORDON PAUL GRAD
SCHOLZ RICHARD F III LAS2
SCHOM8URG JAMES CARL BUS3
SCHOMER PAUL DAVID GRAD
SCMQMISCH RICHARD J LASl
SCHONERT RICKY C LASl
SCHONEY RICHARD A GRAD
SCHONFELD MARC E ENG1
SCHOONOVFP CRAIG A ENG3
SCHOPFER DONALD KEIT LAS4
SCHOPP SUSAN M AGRl
SCHOTT GARY L LAS2
SCHOTT KRISTINE M ED 3
SCHOTT LAWRENCF H FAA3
SCHOTTMAN FREDERICK ENG4
SCHGUSBOE NICOLAI B LAS2
SCHOUSBOE VIBEKF N ED 3
SCHOY KENNETH M L AS 3
1110 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 318 C
509 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1108 C
SAVOY ILL
23 E HOWARD C
910 S 3RD C
1104 W CHURCH C
1772 VALLEY RD C
1600 W BRADLEY C
206 S GREGORY U
URH WARDALL 921 U
601 W CLARK C
1600 W BRADLEY 32 C
112 E DANIFL C
211 E JOHN C
305 E JOHN U
1105 S 1ST C
105 E ARMORY C
813 W UNIVERSITY C
206 E JOHN C
LA GRANGE ILL
112 E JOHN C
3207 KIRBY C
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
406 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 382 C
404 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 1027 U
URH SHERMAN 104 C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASF 931 U
1104 W CHURCH C
URH BLAISOELL 12 U
URH ALLEN 224 U
2013 B ORCH ST U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 326 C
1510 GRANOVIEW 11 C
508 E WHITE C
URH EVANS 208 U
URH CARR 120 U
URH DANIELS 280 U
406 E CLARK C
1015 1/2 W MAIN U
112 E GREEN 203 C
URH FORBES 242 C
URH HOPKINS 436 C
208 E CLARK C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
2209 1/2 PHILO RD U
URH ALLEN 330 U
1724 HENRY 1 C
URH CARR 406 U
URH LAR 475 U
URH BARTON 324 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
106 E HEALEY C
505 E CLARK 33 C
ARMSTRONG ILL
910 S 3RD 308 C
URH FORBES 358 C
URH ALLEN 275 U
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
618 W JOHN C
URH ALLEN 456 U
606 S LOCUST C
TUSCOLA ILL
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 270 C
2069 D HAZWD CT U
2069 D HAZWD CT U
URH SHERMAN 123 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
602 E STOUGHTON 36 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
112 HOLIDAY PK 386 C
URH TOWNSFND 151 U
1113 S 3RD 204 C
212 E DANIEL C
302 S STATE C
2020 N MATTIS C
URH HOPKINS 410 C
106 AVONDALE C
205 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 224 C
T'JLONO ILL
202 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 908 U
202 DANIELS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1208 W CLARK U
URH CARR 310 U
2104 S LYNN U
2104 S LYNN U



































































1104 W CHURCH ST
105 WALNUT DR
6216 N MONTICELLO















4331 N OAK PARK AV
2772 E 75TH ST 4
8847 S TALMAN




307 S SPARTA ST
1418 W GEORGE ST





1352 GREEN BAY RD
515 S RIVERSIDE DR











1460 N WEBSTER ST




933 W CENTRAL PK
BOX 52
1078 MT PLEASANT
105 N LOUIS ST
2127 DOBSON
18434 S STEWART AV
618 W JOHN
328 SPRUCE DR




2069 D HAZWD CT















716 W HOLMES ST
3319 N ISABELL
RR 1
1116 S WILKE RO







































































































SCHRADER CAROL E AGR3
SCHRAOER MARVIN JOHN FAA1
SCHRAIOT JAMFS A UUS2
SCHRAIOT SALLIE M QUS1
SCHRAM RICHARD M FAA2
SCHRAMM CHARLES M LAS2
SCHRAMM MARCIA M GRAD
SCHRANZ NORBERT J ENG2
SCHRATZ JAMES P GRAD
SCHRAUF LINDA M FAA4
SCHRAUT BARBARA A A GR4
SCHRECK REED C LAS2
SCHRECKENGOST SUSAN AGR1
SCHREI3ER BENN L LASl
SCHRFIBER BRIAN F FNG2
SCHREI3ER NANCY H PE 1
SCHREIER KENNETH P ENG3
SCHREINER AXEL T GRAD
SCHREINER JANFT A LAS3
SCHREINER PAUL W GRAD
SCHREINER VIRGINIA C LASl
SCHREMSER VICTORIA C LAS2
SCHRENZEL STEVEN N LAW1
SCHREYER eARBARA ANN GRAD
SCHRIBER PAUL T BUS1
SCHRICKEL SUSAN M LAS3
SCHRICKEL THOMAS E LAS2
SCHRINER MARILYN G ED 3
SCHRIVER KATHRYN M LAS2
SCHR1VER ROBERT E P ENG2
SCHROADER JON L COM4
SCHROCK CARL M L AS 3
SCHROCK JUDITH L AGR6
SCHROCK MARK DAVID GRAD
SCHRODER CHERRYL L LAS2
SCHRODT CONNIE E LAS2
SCHROEDER ALAN CCNRA LAS3
SCHROEDER ALAN RANDA LAS4
SCHRCEDER CARL JOHN LASl
SCHROEDER CAROL L LAS3
SCHROEDER CHARLES M GRAD
SCHROEDER GREGG W FAA1
SCHROEDER GREGORY J ENG1
SCHROEDER GREGORY L VM 7.
SCHROEDER JAMES E ENG2
SCHROEDER JILL S ED 2
SCHROEDER JOHN F ENG1
SCHROEDER JOYCE K LAS2
SCHROEDER KATHLEEN A LAS3
SCHRCEDER LORRAINE E LASl
SCHROEDER MARIANNE P FAA3
SCHROEDER MARILYN B L AS2
SCHROEDER PAUL R ENG1
SCHROEDER PAUL R BUS3
SCHROEDER PAUL W L AW 1
SCHROEDER PHILIP J BUS4
SCHROEDER RAYMOND E GRAD
SCHROEDER RICHARD II LAS3
SCHROEDER STEPHEN M ENG1
SCHROEDER STEVEN A LAS2
SCHROEDER THERESA AN LAS4
SCHROEDER WILLIAM J F AA 1
SCHROEDER WILLIAM L ENG4
SCHROEN LINDA J LAS3
SCHROER ANN E ED 3
SCHROM LINDA K LAS3
SCHRUMPF FREDERICK B PE 4
SCHUB ORA NEHAMA LAS4
SCHUB ZEVA LAS3
SCHUBERT DEAN K LASl
SCHUBERT DONALD K LAS3
SCHUBERT JEFFREY P LAS3
SCHUBERT LARRY C ENG3
SCHUBERT RICHARD N LASl
SCHUBERT VIRGINIA S LAS3
SCHUCH JEROME P LAS2
SCHUCH PAUL MICHAEL ENG4
SCHUCH SUSAN N LASl
SCHUCK WILLIAM J JR GRAD
SCHUCKEL ALICE A GRAD
SCHUCKEL HARRY P LAS4
SCHUCKER RUSSELL C LAS3
SCHUCKER SALLY R LASl
SCHUELER CHERYL J ED 3
SCHUELER LAUREN K BUS2
SCHUENGEL SUSAN R LAS2
SCHUERING ERIC ROGER LAS4
SCHUERING STEVEN T LAS3
SCHUETT LORI J LASl
SCHUETT MARLEN V LAS2
SCHUETTE CAROL ANN LAS6
SCHUETTE KARLYN A FAA3
SCHUETTE PETER M LAS3
SCHUETTNFP RICHARD C BUS3
SCHUETZ CHRISTINE A LASl
SCHUETZ DENNIS L LAS3
SCHUETZ PHILLIP W ENG3
412 E GREFN C
706 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 524 U
URH OGLESBY 402 U
URH OGLESBY 528 U
703 S COLFR U
URH WESTON 232 C
2087 B ORCH ST U
1102 S LINCOLN U
508 E WHITF C
901 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 360 U
URH HOPKINS 486 C
URH FORBES 338 C
URH FLAGG 428 C
601 S 4TH 5 C
URH SHERMAN 1158 C
1110 W NEVADA U
2201 HAZWD 204 U
URH TAFT 21 C
URH TRELEASE 524 U
8 SUTTON PL U
URH SHERMAN 847 C
510 W STOUGHTON U
PALATINE ILL
URH WESTON 424 C
904 S LINCOLN U
903 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 412 U
URH SCOTT 243 C
211 W SPNGFLD 201 C
1401 SILVER 5 U
1401 SILVER 5 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 357 U
304 W EUREKA C
19 MAGNOLIA C
URH SNYDER 267 C
URH LAR 201 U
URH SHERMAN 1164 C
912 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 428 C
38 APPLETREE U
401 E GREEN C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 478 C
URH ALLEN 448 U
5 SAFFER CT U
URH ALLEN 359 U
710 W CALIFORNIA 6 U
19 MAGNOLIA C
URH FORBES 211 C
410 E JOHN C
426 FAIRLAWN U
GLENVIEW ILL
URH DANIELS 521 U
710 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WESTON 438 C
URH SNYDER 292 C
1102 W PARK C
211 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 908 C
311 S PRAIRIE 9 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
905 S 6TH C
703 W OREGON U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
306 E GREGORY U
1716 ALLEN CT U
306 E GREGORY C
1111 S 2ND C
904 W GREEN 406 U
904 S LINCOLN U
107 E HEALEY 22 C
105 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 219 C
1706 CRESCENT C
1107 W GREEN 128 U
1001 S WRIGHT C
FARMER CITY ILL
URH SAUNDERS 121 U
507 S WRIGHT C
100 5 S WRIGHT C
209 E JOHN C
202 S LYNN 12 U
403 S RANDOLPH C
URH LAR 372 U
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
55 E HEALEY 102 C
508 E CHALMERS C
55 E HEALEY 102 C
713 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 1111 U
804 W OREGON U





































































7654 WHITE PINE PL





6549 S MOZART ST
550 G CLEVELAND
50 S CLIFTON AV
646 WEHRLI DR
918 N LAKE ST
443 KNOLLCREST DR
4012 CROSBY ST
39 COUNTRY PARK RD








FURLONG RD RR 2
510 W STOUGHTON
1127 E SAYLES DR
1127 E SAYLES DR








802 E SCOTT ST
306 W SPRING ST






























9666 S BRENNAN AV
1206 W STOUGHTON
1125 BLACK OAK DR
9234 KEDVALE




182 N YORK ST
58 W FRONT ST
10101 S ALBANY AV
109 E ADAMS ST




825 TURES LN S
825 TURES LN
741 S 8TH AV
203 A SEN OFF ROW
203A SR OFICER ROW
106 W POME ROY
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD









































































































SCHUFELDT HARLAN A LAS1
SCHUH MARK WILLIAM GRAD
SCHUH RICHARD AGR1
SCHUIT DALE PE 1
SCHULER GREGORY G LAS1
SCHULER MICHAEL J LAS2
SCHULER PAUL G LAW!
SCHULER SHELLEY S LAS3
SCHULFER RCNALD L BUS1
SCHULGASSER HENRY W BUS?
SCHULGASSER JORDAN T LAS1
SCHULLERY LOUISE M GRAD
SCHULMAN DAVID W ENG1
SCHULMAN ELISSA ED 2
SCHULMAN MARCY ANN GRAD
SCHULMAN RICHARD ARN BUS*
SCHULMAN STEVEN L LAS1
SCHULNER ROCHELLE LAS2
SCHULT CHARLES WILLI FAA*
*SCHULTE RICHARD HARO VM 3
SCHULTE STEPHEN J VM 1
*SCHULTZ BARBARA J LAS*
SCHULTZ CLIFFORD L LAS1
SCHULTZ DANA C ED 3
SCHULTZ DAVID W LAS3
SCHULTZ DAWN MARIE LAS*
SCHULTZ DIANE M LAS1
SCHULTZ EMERIC GRAD
SCHULTZ GEORGF R GRAD
SCHULTZ JANET R LAS3
SCHULTZ JEAN E FAA1
SCHULTZ JOHN M LAS1
SCHULTZ KAREN M ED 2
SCHULTZ KATHY A FAA3
SCHULTZ KEVIN L LAS1
SCHULTZ LAURA ANN BUS*
SCHULTZ RHONDA B ED 3
SCHULTZ RICHARD CLAY FNG3
SCHULTZ RICHARD JOHN GRAD
SCHULTZ ROBERT R LAS2
SCHULTZ RONALD N LAS2
SCHULTZ TFRRY ALLEN GRAD
SCHULTZ WILLIAM J FAA*
SCHULTZE QUENTIN J ENG1
SCHULZ B A LAS1
SCHULZE HOLLY E AGR3
SCHUMACHER KENNFTH N GRAD
SCHUMACHER KURT GREG LAS*
SCHUMACHER RUTH D GRAD
SCHUMAKER CAROL A AGR2
SCHUMER SCOTT L LAS1
SCHUMM GILBERT C LAS1
SCHUPBACH WILLIAM E AGR3
SCHUPP ELVA STEWART FAA6
SCHURG A KENT LAS1
SCHURTER NEILL PAUL GRAD
SCHURTER PATRICIA D GRAD
SCHUSTEFF HELFNE LAS*
SCHUSTER BFTTE EVINS GRAD
SCHUSTER CARL JOHN ENG*
SCHUSTER CAROL A LAS2
SCHUSTER CYNTHIA L PE 3
SCHUSTER LANITA L GRAD
SCHUSTER RICHARD L LAS3
SCHUSTER SALLY A LAS1
SCHUSTER STEWART ARN GRAD
SCHUTH JAMES N LAW2
SCHUTT ERNEST GEORGE LAS*
SCHUTT PAULA LORENE GRAD
SCHUTTE JOHN D ENG3
SCHUTTLER GEORG W GRAD
SCHUTZ CHARLES E ENG1
SCHUTZ RANDALL W AGR2
SCHUTZ RONALD WALTER LAS*
SCHUVER ANDREA M LAS1
SCHUWERK ANDREW B AGR3
SCHUYLER MELISSA S FAA1
SCHWAB FRANK AVI2
SCHWAB JOHN AVI 2
SCHWAB JULIE A LAS3
SCHWAB MICHAEL J LAS3
SCHWAB MICHAEL R ENG*
SCHWABE LYNNE E PE 1
SCHWALBACH JOHN E JR BUS1
SCHWALBE LARRY ALLEN GRAD
SCHWALL NANCY J LAS2
SCHWALLENSTECKFR M E LAS*
SCHWANDNER ANDY L BUS*
SCHWANTES MICHAEL A LAS1
SCHWAPPACH KAREN M L AS 1
SCHWAPPACH KATHLEEN LAS3
SCHWARBFRG JAN A COM*
SCHWART JOANNE L LAS2
SCHWARTZ ARIANA M GRAD
SCHWARTZ BONNIE HELE LAS3
SCHWARTZ BRADFORD S LASl
SCHWARTZ CARL W II COM4
1105 S 1ST C
108 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 209 C
URH TOWNSFND 3*5 U
URH SNYDER 209 C
100* S 2ND C
2102 ORCH ST 201 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 276 C
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U
105 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 2 70 U
105 E ARMORY C
*09 E CHALMRS 1313 C
URH SHERMAN 86* C
105 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 311 C
*09 E CHALMRS 1*12 C
503 W GREEN C
510 S STATE ST C
*01 E DANIEL C
205 F HEALEY 5 C
URH WESTON 222 C
*09 E CHALMERS 913 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 136 U
309 E GREEN * C
51 W CHURCH 13 C
URH TRELEASE 607 U
URH LAR *63 U
URH SCOTT *36 C
URH TAFT 107 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 630 U
302 E ARMORY C
110* W NEVADA U
906 S 1ST C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1010 2ND C
URH WESTON 217 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1*05 STOUT U
URH WESTON 362 C
URH LAR 312 U
*09 E CHALMRS 1003 C
BOX 1*1 U
1101 W OREGON 7 U
BOX 1*1 U
907 WRIGHT C
910 3RD *ll C
URH FORBES 128 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
905 PFRKINS RD U
518 N FAIR C
RANTOUL ILL
308 HOL I DAY PARK C
*09 F CHALMRS 1607 C
615 W SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 806 U
110* W NEVADA U
*09 E CHALMRS 1001 C
2505 HATHAWAY C
*09 E CHALMERS 613 C
URH WARDALL 316 U
615 W SPNGFLD C
311 W GREEN C
1110 S 2ND C
*08 E STOUGHTON 2 C
URH GARNER 200 C
506 W GRIGGS U
301 E ARMORY C
505 E CHALMERS C
1*05 KIRBY C
*09 E CHALMRS 1603 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH LAR *1* U
110 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
RR I U
105 E ARMORY C
*09 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
212 E DANIEL C
906 W SPNGFLD * U
URH TRELEASE 1208 U
20* E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 300 C
URH FORBES **0 C
URH TRELEASE 316 U
URH BLAISDELL 325 U
50* S 5TH C
URH WARDALL 122* U
30* W EUREKA C
58 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 396 C


































































207 ST JOHN OR
1*722 S MOZART
2010 S 6TH AV
92* CHESTNUT
8705 HOGBAC RD
2816 W 97TH PL










808 S IOKA AV
RR 2






313 N MAPLE ST
309 E GREEN *






221 E LASALLE ST
218 MEMORIAL DR



















RR 2 BOX 25A
308 HOLIDAY PK 2*2
8712 N OLCOTT AV
615 W SPNGFLD
8211 W EASTWOOD AV
30* GRANADA RD






12* S CRAIG PL
*08 E STOUGHTON 2
351 N SILVER ST
*0 ARBOR DR
6701 BENNETT AV
6*0 S MAIN ST




















8501 SW *3 TERR
*706 N DRAKE AV
9136 N LAWLER



































































































SCHWARTZ CHARLES F GRAD
SCHWARTZ CHARLES M ENG1
SCHWARTZ CHRISTINF M LAS4
SCHWARTZ CANIEL L FAA9
SCHWARTZ DAVID P LAS1
SCHWARTZ DIANE P GRAO
SCHWARTZ EILFFN DONN ED 4
SCHWARTZ FRANKLIN W GRAD
SCHWARTZ GERRY JOHN GRAO
SCHWARTZ HARVFY S COM2
SCHWARTZ IRVING GRAD
SCHWARTZ JAMES R BUS?
SCHWARTZ JERROLD F LAS*
SCHWARTZ JOHN GEORGE LAS1
SCHWARTZ LAUREt B PE 1
SCHWARTZ LINDA J ED 1
SCHWARTZ LYNN D LAS2
SCHWARTZ MARK B LAS4
SCHWARTZ MERLE L ED 1
SCHWARTZ MICHAEL A L AW 1
SCHWARTZ PAUL MORTON GRAD
SCHWARTZ ROBERT L LAS1
SCHWARTZ ROBERT W AGR1
SCHWARTZ SAMUEL C LAS1
SCHWARTZ STANLEY T AGR2
SCHWARTZ STEVEN BUS1
SCHWARTZ SUSAN M LAS2
SCHWARTZ TIMMOTHY J LAS1
SCHWARTZ WILLIAM H ENG1
SCHWARTZPERG ALLEN ENG3
SCHWARTZENBERG CH4RL FAA4
SCHWARZ DAVID S ENG1
SCHV«ARZ FRANK G ENG1
SCHWARZKOPF [ T NDA J. LAS2
SCHWEBEL JOHN CHARLE GRAD
SCHWEIGERT A ! AN L ENG3
SCHWEIGHART SANDRA K LAS4
SCHWEIKLE ROBERT H BUS4
SCHWEITZER DAVID KAR BUS4
SCHWEITZER EP I C A ENG?
SCHWEITZER JEAN E GRAD
SCHWEITZ r P KEITH E ED 4
SCHWEITZER MARILYN L LAS3
SCHWEITZER SUSAN RUT LAS4
SCHWEITZEP VALARIF M PE 4
SCHWENDE U ">N SUSAN M ED 4
SCHWENGFL BONITA ELL LAS4
SCHWENGEL RHONDA S LAS1
SCHWENNESEN JOAN M GRAD
SCHWERIN LEROY F JR ENG1
SCHWERTMAN DENNIS A ENG1
SCHWICHTENBEPG B R LAS2
SCHWIERJOHN ROGER G BUS3
SCHWIESOW BEVFRLY L LAS1
SCHWIESOW JON PETER VM 3
SCHWILK DCNNA L PE 3
SCHWIMMFR DONALD H LAS1
SCHWIND HERBERT L JR ENG1
SCHWINGEL JAMIE I LAS1
SCHWINGL PAMELA J LAS4
SCHWOERER THOMAS L AGR3
SCHWULST WARRFN PAUL FAA4
SCIBONA GUY 1 FAA1
SCIFRES DONALD R GRAD
SCOFIELD EDRA ANN J LAS3
SCOGGINS ELIZABETH A LAS3
SCOPELEAL KENETH GRAD
SCOPP PHILIP B FAA?
SCOTT ALLAN NORMAN LAS2
SCOTT ANTHONY E PE 1
SCOTT BAREARA J ED 2
SCOTT BOBBY RANDOLPH GRAD
SCOTT BODE C LAS3
SCOTT CAROL A LAS3
SCOTT CHARLES F LAS4
SCOTT DAVID C ENG1
SCOTT DAVID RICHARD LAS3
SC"TT DON J LAS2
SCOTT EDWARD RAY GRAD
?COTT EMMA J ED 4
SCOTT GREGORY B LAS2
SCOTT JANET EDWARDS COM3
SCOTT JENNIFER L FAA1
SCOTT JUDITH ANN LAS4
SCOTT JUDITH ANN GRAD
SCOTT JUDITH W PE 4
SCOTT MARGARET ANN LAS3
SCOTT MELVIN L BUS4
SCOTT MINNIE Z LAS1
SCOTT NANCY S AGR2
SCOTT PATRICIA J COM4
SCOTT RANDY JOE LAS4
SCOTT RAYMOND DALE PE 4
SCOTT REBECCA C LAS1
SCOTT RICHARD P L AS2
SCOTT ROBERT JOHN BUS4
SCOTT ROBERT W LAW1
606 S MATTIS C
110 E CHALMERS C
1306 W CLARK U
605 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 404 U
407 S STATE 10 C
1006 S 3RD 24 C
407 S STATE 10 C
URH DANIELS 7H U
706 W OHIO U
3108 S 1ST C
508 E STOUGHTON C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 326 C
URH ALL FN 294 U
URH TRELEASE 323 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSENO 416 U
409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
URH SHERMAN 360 C
410 W CHURCH 14 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 338 C
110 E CHALMERS U
801 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 727 U
904 GREEN U
URH GARNER 302 C
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
213 E CHALMERS C
URH FAR 506 U
URH SNYDER 250 C
URH SAUNDERS 411 U
312 W SPNGFLD 11 U
1103 S BUSEY U
2003 CYPRESS C
2319 S 1ST C
1105 S 4TH C
1106 S 3RD C
1211 W CLARK U
805 S LINCOLN 8 U
1211 W CLARK 31 U
802 W OREGON 26 U
805 S LINCOLN 8 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
802 W OREGON 31 U
URH BLAISDELL 106 U
605 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 302 C
URH OGLESBY 609 U
401 W PENN U
805 W OREGON 8 U
URH VANDOREN 424 C
VET CLINIC SA U
409 E CHALMERS 908 C
URH HOPKINS 236 C
URH CARR 410 U
URH LAR 127 U
707 S RACE U
URH OGLESBY 931 U
501 1/2 E GREEN 3 C
604 E ARMORY C
102 S GREGORY 3 U
705 HAINES C
313 E JOHN C
2006 A ORCH ST U
204 E JOHN 9 C
216 BROOKWOOD C
212 W JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 618 U
207 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 333 U
505 E UNIVERSITY C
URH SC0TT»473 C
URH GARNER 319 C
302 S 4TH 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
2202 HAZWD DR 204 U
109 E STOUGHTON C
313 E ARMORY C
613 W DELAWARE U
URH ALLEN 409 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
TEHRAN IRAN
RANTOUL ILL
1404 SILVER 22 U
CATLIN ILL
URH WARDALL 325 U
904 S LINCOLN U
1206 E FLORIDA U
404 S BUSEY U
801 W PARK U
801 W IOWA U
URH WESTON 392 C
613 W DELAWARE U






















































































410 W CHURCH 14
2920 W JARVIS AV
230 W HICKORY PT
726 JUNIOR TERR
6906 N LARAMIE AV
320 W PELLS ST
1624 SUMMIT DR
18832 CARSON DR
541 NW 190TH ST
10 S 501TH GLENN
6239 N ARTESIAN
1729 N CHURCH ST
105 N WILLE ST
312 W SPNGFLD 11
RR 2
2003 CYPRESS DR






9310 N FRYE RD
1023 N MAIN ST
223 MILLTOWN RD
RR 3 PIN OAK RD
RR 3 BOX 350














446 S BENTON ST









42fc N 6TH ST
335 W DOUGLAS AV
5832 S CARPENTER
RR 2 BOX 383
524 S EDGEWOOD AV





318 N CENTER ST
511 W DELAWARE
1314 E 9TH ST
16 ROSE DR
211 N SANDUSKY ST











































































































SCOTT SANDRA R AGR1
SCOTT SHARON A EO 4
SCOTT SHARON LEE GRAD
SCOTT SUSAN E LAS3
*SCOTT THOMAS JOSEPH BUS*
*SCOTT THOMAS LEE BUS4
SCOTT WILLIAM R LAS3
SCOUFFAS JOHN R FAA3
SCOUFFAS NICHOLAS S LAS1
SCOVILL MARY EOITH GRAD
SCOVILLE RICKY C ENG3
SCREMENTI ANTHONY C BUS4
SCRIRNER KATHY ANN AGR2
SCROGIN CARROLL W GRAD
SCUDAMORE SHUt AR R ENG4
SCUDIERO CARMEN A JR GRAD
*SCULLE KEITH ALDWYN GRAD
SCULLY TIMOTHY J ENG1
SCUTERI GLENN ANDREW LAS4
SFA SUSAN DAWN LASl
SEABERG ROBERT JOHN COM4
SEABERRY JAMES J ENG1
SEABOLD TERRY R AGR3
SEABORN STEVEN E LAS3
SEAGLE SUSAN SAMPSON LAS4
SEAGLUND GORDON B BUS2
SEAMAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
SEAMAN THOMAS M LAS2
SEARS DOUGLAS F ENG1
SEARS GEORGIA T LAS2
SEARS LYNNE MARIE PE 4
SEATON MARY FRANCES LAS4
SEATON PAUL E ENG4
SEATON WILLIAM F L AS3
SEATOR LYNETTE H GRAD
SERASTIAN JAMES DION GRAD
SEBASTIAN JOHN T JR LASl
SEBASTIAN PAMELA T GRAD
SEBAT FRANK GRAD
SEBEK JAMES JOSEPH L AS4
SEBELA KAREN M LAS3
SFBENIK MARCIA K LAS3
SEBENS GARY R A3R2
SERENS LOWELL M AGR1
SEBOCK STEPHANIE EO 1
SFRONIA MICHAEL J ENG1
SEBRIGHT TERENCE FAY GRAD
SECHAN NEIL HOWARD GRAD
SECRIST JDHN A II I GRAD
SFCTER ROBERT H LAS2
SEDEHI MAHBOUBEH LASl
SEDER3ERG SCOTT R LASl
SEDLACEK CAROL ANN ED 4
SEDLAK MICHELLE S LAS2
SEDORY DENIS R LAS2
SEEBACHER ROGER A ENG1
SEERER KIM E ENG3
SEEBOLD BONNIE J COM4
SEFFELDT CLARK W LAW1
SEEGFR MARC A LAS3
SEEGERS DALE P 6US1
SFFGERT MICHAEL L AVI2
SEELIG JEROME MARC FAA4
SEEMAN JAMES DOUGLAS GRAD
SFEMAN TIMOTHY J ENG3
SFFMAYER KATHLEEN M LAS2
SEERMON KAREN A LASl
SFFRS ANSCN K ENG1
SEFCIK RICHARD L VM 2
SFFCIK STEPHAN E II LASl
SEGAL JORY H ED 3
SEGAL NATHANIEL J FAA2
SEGALL HENRY JOHN GRAD
SEGEL MARC KALMAN FAA4
SEGHERS PATRICIA A PE 3
SEGLIN VICKI L L AS4
SEGOVICH FRED ANDREW LAS4
SEGRE CARLO U LASl
SFGUIN GARY BRUNO GRAD
SEHY DENNIS MARTIN LAS4
SEHY STFPHEN L GRAD
SEIRERLING LESLIE K LAS3
SEIBERT DONALD B BUS2
SEIBFRT JEFFREY M GRAD
SEI3FRT MARY K L LAS3
SEIBERT TOM FOX AGR4
SEID WILLIAM ENG1
SEIDEL AVA F ED 1
SEIDEL BRUCE LAS4
SEIDEL ROBERT C ENG2
SEIDFNBERG STEVEN LAS3
SEIDENSTICKER CAROLE 1US4
SEIDMAN BRENDA CAROL LAS3
SEIOMAN CHRISTOPHER LAS2
SE IDMAN LISA A LASl
SEIDMAN MARC B LAS2
SEIDMAN TERRI A FAA1
URH BARTON C
409 E CHALMRS 1405 C
1116 W WASHINGTON C
307 E HEALEY C
2068 A HAZWD CT U
232 DEWEY U
312 E ARMORY C
2611 KIRBY C
2 LEXINGTON U
URH SHERMAN 513 C
302 E GREGORY C
503 E WHITE C
2308 BROOKSHIRE C
MOWEAQUA ILL
407 S STATE 4 C
URH DANIELS 203 U
1505 KIRBY 43 C
URH SCOTT 459 C
912 W CHURCH C
URH ALLEN 74 U
1211 W UNIVERSITY C
URH HOPKINS 213 C
404 S 6TH C
208 E CLARK C
806 S STATE 3 C
800 S MATTIS 24 C
501 S RACE 5 U
URH TOWNSENO 111 U
1001 S WRIGHT C
RANTOUL ILL
58 E JOHN 7 C
409 E CHALMERS 808 C
407 S NEW C
502 W GRIGGS 203 U
2080 A ORCH ST U
406 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 244 C
1206 W NEVADA 25 U
508 W GREEN C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISOELL 222 U
URH WARDALL 316 U
URH CARR 223 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 375 U
URH WESTON 438 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH DANIELS 130 U
2035 D ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 393 C
URH ALLEN 171 U
URH SNYDER 354 C
2307 S 1ST 202 C
309 E JOHN C
1004 1ST C
URH GARNER 336 C
507 W ELM U
1404 SILVER 17 U
404 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 606 C
URH SCOTT 452 C
URH HOPKINS 325 C
709 W CAL IFORNIA U
809 W HILL C
1004 S 3RD 4 C
URH BLAISDELL 108 U
URH TRELEASE 904 U
STICKNEY ILL
808 W UNIVERSITY U
URH CARR 113 U
409 E CHALMRS 1405 C
URH TOWNSENO 174 U
202 BRADY LN U
VERSAILLES FR
58 E JOHN 16 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
307 HEALEY 10 C
2010 BC1UDREAU U
1600 W BRADLEY 43 C
61 E JOHN C
MATTOON ILL
URH BUSEY 349 U
910 S 3RD C
311 E GREEN 401 C
501 E SPNGFLD 6 C
809 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 494 C
URH ALLEN 198 U
512 STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 262 C
1111 S 2ND C
58 E JOHN C
102 N LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 304 U
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
URH GARNER 421 C


































































614 N GLENWOOO PL
810 S SUMMIT AV
1505 KIRBY
1817 ROBIN CREST














RR 1 BOX 41
502 W GRIGGS 203
9 NEWLAND LN
1002 N SCHOOL ST
1709 MARGUERITE ST
1804 N 51ST ST 4
34 MAYWOOD
2816 S HIGHLAND AV
2320 GUNOERSON AV
755 S ELMWOOD AV
220 E ORCHARD AV


















RR 3 BOX 110
300 W CHICAGO
809 W HILL
MARVIN LN ROUTE 2
6322 N NORMANDY
3006 POLLY LN
















43 NEW BRITAIN AV
509 E 7TH ST
RR 1
638 15TH ST












































































































SEIFERT GAYLENE L EO 2
SEIFRIEO SU7ANNF M FAA1
SEIGFL OONALD LAS3
SEIGEL LYNNE N LAS2
SEIL WILLIAM J LAS3
SE ILER SALLY A EO 3
SFITZ CHARLES C riUS3
SEITZ ERNEST FREDERI ENG4
SEITZ GARY A 8US1
SEITZ HAROLD LEROY LAS4
SEITZ MICHAEL W LAS3
SE IZ DENNIS L AGR4
SEKA CAROL J LAS1
SEKCN JOSEPH ANCREW GRAD
SEKULSKI JANET M LAS2
SFKUTOrfSKI DENNIS G GRAD
SFKYT JOHN CHRISTIAN GRAD
SFKYRA WIILIAM JOHN BUS4
SELANDER JOHN M ENG2
SEL4NDFR LAWRENCE L LAW2
SELBREDE STFVEN C ENG2
SFLBY JOHN HUNTER FNG2
SELBY ROSEMARY LAS2
SFLBY SALLY J LAS2
SFLBY THOMAS GEORGE GRAD
SFLDERS FLORENCE H ED 1
SFLDIS PHILIP J GRAD
SELF EDWIN ANDERSON GRAD
*SELFRIOGE RICHARD J LAS4
SELIGMAN LAURIE A LAS2
SELIN AUDREY E LAS1
SELIVONCHICK DAMEL GRAD
SELKE DANIEL S BUS1
SELL DOUGLAS KEITH GRAD
SELL LARRY M ENG1
SELLARS TERRY KEITH GRAD
SELLERGREN KAREN ANN LAS4
SELLERS EARLANE L C FAA4
SELLERS GREGORY JUDE GRAD
SELLFRS KATHLFFN ANN LAS4
SELLERS LINDA J LAS2
SELLERS SUE A LAS3
SELLKE DAVE WILLIAM FAA4
SELLS CRAIG LAMONTE ED 3
SELLS JOHN H LAS1
SELON MICHAEL D FAA1
SELTZER SIDNEY A PE 2
SEMLFR LUCINDA JANE LAS4
SEMMELINK LAMBERTUS ENG2
SEMMELMAN PATRICIA A ED 4
SEMONIN CECELIA C LAS2
SEMPLE DANIEL JOHN ENG4
SFMPLF MARGARET A LAS1
SEMPLE ROBERT MORTON GRAD
SEMUGURUKA WILLIAM D GRAD
SENALIK STANLEY S BUS2
SENDELBACH JOHN L FAA4
SENDRA SUSAN R LAS2
SENFF THOMAS EARL GRAD
SENFT WERNER H ENG4
SENG MICHAEL FNG3
SENNF MARY KATHRYN AGR4
SENNEFF MICHAEL DALE ENG4
SENNELLO JANE M LAS1
SFNNELLO RHODA JEAN GRAD
SFNNER OIANE ANITA LAS3
SENNER WILLIAM LEWIS L AS3
SENNETT JOHN P ENG1
SENSENBRFNNER KENNET ENG4
SENSEN3RENNER RUTH E ED 4
SENYSZYN JAMES GRAD
SEPTON ALLEN M LAS3
SERBIN JOHN J JR GRAD
SFPBY KAREN J LAS3
SERCHUK PETER R LAS2
SFREN NANCY G LAS3
SERENE MARILYN K LAS2
SERFASS ROSALIND E FAA3
SERGO JOHN P LAS1
SERGOTT PAULFTTE A ED 4
SEROTA ARNOLD I LAS2
SERPE ROGER A ED 2
SERRITELLA WILLIAM D LAW2
SERVI MARINA K LAS2
SERWINT NANCY J. LAS2
SERZEN KEITH M ENG1
SESSION DAVID HENRY GRAD
SETHI SHARANJIT KAUR GRAD
SETLAK JOHN J ENG1
SETTLE HOWARD L ENG4
SETTLER STEVEN AGR1
SEURING RANDALL D ENG4
SEVCIK DCNALD J LAS3
SEVERIN BLAINE F LASl
SEVERIN WARREN D ENG2
SEVERINGHAUS WILLIAM GRAD
SEVERINO GISELA K GRAD
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
URH WARDALL 616 U
401 W SPNGFLD U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 265 C
URH LAR 175 U
609 W MAIN 22 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 292 C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
205 E ARMORY C
618 W HILL C
URH BARTON 123 C
206 N WOODS U
RR 4 C
311 E DANIEL C
1813 ORCH PL U
209 E CLARK 2 C
1714 GEORGETOWN C
906 E HARDING U
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
316 PRAIRIE 205 C
1202 W NEVADA U
907 S WRIGHT C
103 E CHALMERS C
1405 CENTENNIAL C
311 E GREFN 101 C
207 W GREEN C
2102 W WHITE C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
7 DUNELIFN U
URH SNYDER 321 C
903 E DELAWARE U
URH SCOTT 240 C
4 CARMEN CT U
508 E CHALMERS C
2905 W WILLIAM C
1001 S OAK C
1005 S 6TH 11 C
URH BARTON 410 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
210 W HESSEL C
1109 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 389 C
910 S 3RD C
902 S 2ND C
605 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 386 C
802 W PARK C
1005 S WRIGHT C
401 E GREEN C
207 E JOHN C
705 W HIGH U
URH DANIELS 235 U
1105 S 4TH C
728 S STATE C
1204 S LINCOLN U
FRANKFORT KY
RR 4 U
911 S 4TH C
508 E ARMORY C
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 477 U
105 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1214 C
609 W HEALEY 7 C
URH SNYDER 450 C
1202 MUMFORD U
1701 VALLEY RD C
102 E ARMORY 11 C
510 STOUGHTON 312 C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 38 U
1004 S 4TH C
603 E WHITE C
URH ALLEN 448 U
URH CLARK 336 C
URH SNYDER 488 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
301 E ARMORY C
1111 S 1ST C
212 E GREGORY 101 C
URH VANDOREN 108 C
URH ALLEN 485 U
URH SNYDER 461 C
2312 TAMARACK C
URH DANIELS U
URH GARNER 246 C
TOLONO ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 206 C
BERWYN ILL
URH FORBES 438 C
806 W OHIO U
1831 D ORCH PL U

























































































15 W HALE ST
1903 GUILES AV















5350 BIG HOLLOW RD
1210 N PARKSIDE OR
6841 RIVERSIDE DR
1763 CORA ST












1606 W MONROE ST
RR 1 BOX 121
ROUTE 2 BOX 122
8 ASHMORE AV




5 724 LAWN DR
5724 LAWN DR
9618 CRAWFORD
7120 N SHERIDAN RD
525 S WILLE
1202 E MUMFORD DR
RR 2
102 E ARMORY 11
5013 N MONTICELLO




301 N ELM ST
200 PELICAN







1287 BLACK HAWK DR
2312 TAMARACK
SECTOR 15 D











































































































SEVERNS DANIEL WILME AGR4
*SEVERNS JOAN ZAGAR GRAD
SEVERSON SCOTT A LAS1
*SEVUK AHMET SUHA GRAO
SEWARD LESLIE C III LAS4
SEWELL CAROLYN HESSE LAS4
SEXSON JANE ANN L AS2
SEXTON JOHN PAUL FAA4
SEXTON LAURENCE ALLE LAS4
SEXTON ROBERT A LAS1
SFXTCN TIMOTHY J FAA2
SEYBOLD LAUREN K LAS1
SEYFERT SHEILA S AGR1
SEYLER BARBARA L PE 3
SEYLLER WAYNE EDWARD FAA4
SEYMOUR ALLISON J JR GRAD
SEYMOUR ROBERT ROLAfv BUS4
SEYMOUR SAMUEL J GRAD
SEYMOUR STEVEN P LAW2
SFONDILIAS JOHN S LAS1
SHAABAN FAROUK AHMED GRAD
SHABEL MICHAEL F LAS1
SHACHMAN LYNN P LAS3
SHACKELFORD L H LAS1
SHACKELFORD RUDOLPH GRAD
SHACKLETTE LAWRENCE GRAD
SHADE WANDA LOUISE LAS2
SHADOW MICHAEL J GRAD
SHAE GARY S LAS1
SHAE LAURA H LAS4
SHAFER JAMES B FAA2
SHAFER JUDITH A LAS1
SHAFER MARTHA J LAS1
SHAFER STEPHEN CRAIG LAS4
SHAFFER DUANE L FAA4
SHAFFER JANET I LAS1
SHAFFER JFRREL L ENG2
SHAFFER RONALD ALLAN ENG4
SHAFFER TODD A PF 2
SHAFTER ALEERT J LAW1
SHAFTMAN SARAH M LAS2
SHAH DILIP MANILAL GRAD
SHAHAB--UO-DIN ABU S GRAD
SHAKON TEPRENCF J LAS1
SHANAHAN BILLY R II ENG2
SHANDELSON MARLA B LASl
SHANE NANCY F LASl
SHANE PHILIP BARRY BUS4
SHANER JEFFRFY L BUS2
SHANK PATRICIA L ED 4
SHANKS PATRICIA LONG GRAD
SHANKS ROGER LAS2
SHANKS WILLIAM H GRAD
SHANLEY JOHN B BUS4
SHANNON EDWARD J III GRAD
SHANNON EWA M LAS4
SHANNON JOSEPH P LAS3
SHANNON KATHLEEN L GRAD
SHANNON LAURIE T LAS2
SHANNON MARY E GRAD
SHANNON THCMAS L ENG1
SHAPERO 3ARBARA RUTH LAS3
SHAPIRO DAVID H LASl
SHAPIRO DEBORAH LASl
SHAPIRO DEBRA A ED 2
SHAPIRO DENYSE JAN LAS3
SHAPIRO DONALD ALLAN LAS4
SHAPIRO HELEN DEBORA LAS4
SHAPIRO IRIS F LAS2
SHAPIRO JOEL H LAS3
SHAPIRO KENNETH F ENG1
SHAPIRO LEON E LAS3
SHAPIRO MARILYN DALE LAS3
SHAPIRO MICHAEL R LAS2
SHAPIRO PAULA HOPE ED 4
SHAPIRO RICHARD A L AS2
SHAPIRO RITA A LAS3
SHAPIRO ROBERT BRUCE COM3
SHAPIRO ROBYN G FAA2
SHAPIRO SARAH B VM 1
SHAPIRO SHERRY A COM3
SHAPIRO STEPHEN L BUS4
SHAPIRO WAYNF STEWAR LAS4
SHAPLAND HELEN S GRAD
SHAPLAND LOIS F LAS4
SHAPLAND MARY C LAS3
SHAPLAND PATRICIA A LAS2
SHAPLAND ROBERT ROSS 3US4
SHAPLAND THOMAS M ENGl
SHARE ALAN M LAS2
SHARKEY JOHN T ENG4
SHARMA AVDHESH KUMAR GRAD
SHARMA RAJINDER M GRAD
SHARMA SHEO MIJRTI GRAD
SHARMAN HEATHER E GRAD
SHARP CAROLYN LAS4
209 E STOUGHTON C
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
1222 FOOTHILL C
211 E ARMORY C
2015 D ORCH ST U
1308 N BROADWAY U
305 COUNTRY FR 79 C
507 E WASHINGTON U
605 W NEVADA U
209 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 472 C
URH FORBES C
URH BLAISDELL 217 U
URH LAR 188 U
502 E HARDING U
903 S STATE C
MAHOMET ILL
1008 W NEVADA U
1203 W MAIN 3 U
411 W GREEN 1 U
URH GARNER 444 C
1910 A ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 402 C
303 E JOHN C
1008 S LINCOLN U
909 S 1ST 11 C
204 N GREGORY U
405 S 6TH C
810 KIRBY C
907 S 4TH C
908 W NEVADA U
1004 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 711 U
URH LAR 114 U
800 S MATTIS 42 C
305 W PARK 10 U
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
URH TOWNSEND 512 U
URH TOWNSEND 520 U
505 E CHALMERS C
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
209 E JOHN C
411 E GREEN C
1107 W GREEN 526 U
URH NOBLE 311 C
SAVOY ILL
URH ALLEN 417 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
1310 LOCK RAVEN C
URH WESTON 482 C
58 E ARMORY 3 C
805 S LINCOLN I U
URH FORBES 412 C
805 S LINCOLN 1 U
618 E DANIEL C
1666 VALLEY RD C
307 E JOHN C
302 W HEALEY C
901 S 1ST 21 C
409 E CHALMRS 1411 C
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH 0GLFS3Y 321 U
58 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 120 C
910 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
47 E CHALMERS C
106 E DANIEL C
611 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 906 C
310 W ELLS C
URH CARR 431 U
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 920 C
1105 S 1ST C
2112 WHITE C
105 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 311 U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD 1302 C
URH ALLEN 450 U
URH CLARK U
1110 S 2ND C
102 N GREGORY 3 U
1515 GRANDVIEW C
1515 GRANDVIEW C
612 W HtSSEL C
202 E DANIEL C
3221 STONEYBROUK C
52 F ARMORY C
301 E CHALMERS C
TURNER HALL 411 U
207 E GREEN C
TURNER HALL 307 U
2033 C ORCH ST U









































































5 07 E. WASHINGTON
605 W NEVADA
833 MORGAN








5907 EL MORRO LN
439 GREENFIELD














305 W PARK 10
1120 HEATHERFIELD
3817 N MACARTHUR




132 SUKHSAGAR S V
50 INDIRA RD TEJGN







805 S LINCOLN 1
ROUTE 2 BOX 396









6653 E FARM ACRES
350 GREENLEAF AV
6520 N CENTRAL PK
8629 SHERMER RD
8707 N SPRINGFIELD
505 N LAKE SHORE
3814 CRESTWOOD DR










1621 W LUNT AV
32 N JEFFERSON AV
1000 LAKESHORE PLZ
9688 S LUELLA AV
























































































































































































SHELONZEK HENRY J JR
SHELTON BROOKS EDWAR























GRAO 408 E MAIN U 367-0462
LAS1 URH SCOTT 446 C
BUS2 1708 WILLOW RD U
ED 4 WILSON TRLR PK 53 U 365-1096
FD 4 URH OGLESBY 426 U 332-5160
ED 2 1202 W NEVADA u
LAW1 MAHOMET ILL
FAA4 1207 W CLARK u
AVI 1 URH HOPKINS 478 C 332-1384
ENG3 305 GLENN u 365-3280
BUS1 URH NOBLE 110 C 332-0 368
BUS4 1106 S 3R0 C 344-9442
GRAD URH DANIELS 417 u 332-2277
LAS* 1005 S 2ND c 344-3665
LAS4 URH TRELFASE 406 u 332-5502
AVI2 808 W MICHIGAN u 344-0665
GRAD 1 733 VALLFV RD c 352-8313
LAS4 SAVOY ILL
LAS3 58 F JOHN 2 c
FAA4 1706 CAROLYN c 359-1322
ENG6 1527 HEDGE RD c 359-7184
ENG1 211 E DANIEL c
PE 1 705 W SPNGFLD u 367-1634
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 724 u 332-5255
ENG3 401 W ELM u 367-6583
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS 2 c 344-7C88
LAS4 401 E JOHN c
LAS3 708 W HIGH u 367-6579
GRAD 2417 E NEVADA u 367-0592
BUS2 URH OGLFSBY 308 u 332-5120
3US2 904 W GREEN 409 u
ED 3 1 780 VALLEY RD c 359-4746
LAS2 603 S 5TH c
GRAD 108 ENNIS LN u 367-7009
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 611 u 332-5568
FAA4 901 S MATTIS 6 c 359-1039
ED 3 904 S 3RD c 344-4426
LAS1 907 S 4TH c
LAS4 904 W GREEN 413 u 344-1007
BUS1 URH FORBES 311 c
LAS3 1111 S 1ST c 344-1206
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS c 344-0928
FAA4 201 W GREEN u
AGR4 2215 S 1ST MANOR c
AGR2 604 E ARMORY 323 c 344-1266
BUS4 135 W CLARK 308 c
ENG4 MOLINE ILL
LAS4 1006 W NEVADA 4 u
GRAD 6 ONEIL CT c
LAS3 ROUEN FR
LAS4 RR 2 u 367-3227
ENG1 URH FORBES 467 c 332-1133
BUS3 806 W OHIO u
COM3 611 E DANIEL c 344-1840
GRAD 105 E SPNGFLD c 359-4813
GRAD 105 E SPNGFLD c 359-4813
BUS3 URH SNYDER 176 c
PE 4 709 W ILLINOIS u 344-0695
LAS4 503 W ELM u
LAS4 1107 S 3RD 203 c
BUS4 1107 S 3RD 203 c
ED 4 GIFFORD ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 404 u 332-5146
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 209 c 332-0500
GRAD 1910 A ORCH ST u 344-0486
LAS3 207 E JOHN c 356-8738
LAS3 1202 S VINE u
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 421 u 332-5162
GRAD 254 DEWEY u 367-1870
LAS4 URH WARDALL 405 u 332-4361
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 408 u 332-3681
LAS* URH LUNDGREN 419 c 332-0286
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 332 c 332-1281
LAS4 210 E MAIN u 367-9673
LAS4 32 BLUE SPRUCE c 352-3485
ENG4 1006 E MICHIGAN u 367-4997
LAS3 1107 W OREGON 3 u 344-0814
ENG2 URH SNYDER 308 c 332-1744
LAS2 SPRINGFIELD ILL
AGR4 2305 S 1ST 301 c
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 375 c 332-1312
ENG1 NILES ILL
GRAD 2027 A HAZWO CT u 344-4991
GRAD 2027 A HAZWD CT u 344-4991
GRAD URH DANIELS 277 u 332-2474
GRAD 1002 W SPNGFLD 5 u 367-2513
GRAD AN SCI LAB 215 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 439 u
GRAO 1974 B ORCH ST u 344-7214
LAS2 URH WARDALL 926 u 332-4502
GRAD 2082 A ORCH ST u 344-6123
LAS3 1006 S 3RD 16 c 344-3148
LAS2 910 S 3RD 925 c
LAS4 501 S POPLAR u 367-9910
GRAD 205 E GREEN 4 c
GRAD 2120 ORCH 304 u 344-0493




WILSON TRLR PK 53












6725 N REDWOOD CT
511 N 21ST ST
1706 CAROLYN
249 MOHAWK DR
1224 E 166TH PL
705 W SPNGFLD


















88 N PARK RD
1617 S MATTIS
RR 1 BOX 109






4537 W 101ST ST









407 S PARK ST
5450 E VIEW PK
411 N LOMBARD
1910 A ORCHARD ST
310-15TH ST
9543 LINCOLN AV
609 N ROHLWING RD
254 DEWEY
127 N MASON
314 N WALNUT ST
4 Oil 3 ELM
2038 S 2ND AV




4500 S STATE 901
1216 E JACKSON ST
RFD 3
2554 W 67TH ST
7544 KIRK OR
2027 A HAZWD CT
106A HATISHB ST
2903 STARDUST DR
108 RD 4 TIEN MOU




2082 A ORCH ST
915 E DUANE BLVD
715 LAMON AV





































































































SHEPARD TRENT A JR BUS2
SHEPHERD CANNY M BUS**
SHEPHERD ELAINE R GRAD
SHEPHERD MAURICE D GRAD
SHEPHERD BELINDA C LAS3
SHEPHERD NANCY LEE LAS4
SHEPHERD PATRICK A LAS2
SHEPHERD SALLY V LAS1
SHEPHERD TERRY R GRAD
SHFPHERO WILLIAM GRAD
SHFPPARO TERRY LEE LAS4
SHFR JUDITH RENEF ED 3
SHERBENOU JERRE W LAS3
SHERER LESTER KNOX GRAD
SHEREY BRENDA LEE LAS*
SHERFEY WILLIAM J FAA1
SHERIDAN CHARLES F LAS2
SHFRIDAN CHARLES BUS3
SHERIDAN FILEEN MARY GRAD
SHERIDAN JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
SHERIDAN WILLIAM JR LAW1
SHERMAN BARBARA A LAS2
SHFRMAN BETSY J LAS2
SHERMAN CYNTHIA R LAS1
SHERMAN FRANK B JR GRAD
SHFRMAN GLENN H GRAD
SHERMAN JOHN HOWARD GRAD
SHERMAN JUDITH F LAS1
SHFRMAN LAWRENCE E ENG1
SHERMAN LINDA F L AS2
SHERMAN MARK P LAS3
SHERMAN MICHAEL R L AS2
SHFRMAN PATRICIA A LAS2
SHFRMAN PATRICIA MAR ED 4
SHERMAN RONALD W BUS3
SHERMAN ROSFMAPY E FAA1
SHERMAN SCOTT P LAS2
SHFRMAN STEVEN PARC LAS4
SHFRRILL BEVERLEY D GRAD
SHERRILL JEFFERY D GRAD
SHERROD DANIEL WALLA LAS3
SHERRON JOHN THOMAS GRAD
SHERRY HAROLD R GRAD
SHERWAN SCOTT R LAS1
SHERWIN KEITH CHARLE BUS4
SHERWIN NANCY J FAA3
SHERWIN SCOTT DAVID LAS4
SHERWOOD ARLYN KAY GRAD
SHERWOOD GAGE D LAW2
SHERWOOD MICHAEL F ENG1
SHFTTEL NORMAN LESLI VM 3
SHEVIAK CHARLES JOHN GRAD
SHFVLIN DENNIS W LAW1
SHEVLIN MARIANNE W LAS1
SHEWMAKER RODGER D AGR3




SHICK JAMES R LAS3
SHIELDS CHARLES J LAS2
SHIELDS JOHN A LAS4
SHIELDS MARK ALAN LAS3
SHIELDS MARY S LAS1
SHIELDS MICHAFL JOHN LAS4
SHIELDS WAYNE ROBERT LAS4
SHIELS LINDA HARRIS FAA3
SHIFFLET BONNES T LAS4
SHIFFLET JAMES D GRAD
SHIFFLETT LEONARD S LAS4
SHIFRIN CAROL A LAS2
SHIFRIN HARVEY SAUL COM4
SHIH CHIEN-CHENG GRAD
SHIH KATHERINF I P GRAD
SHIH TSO-SHIN GRAD
SHIKAMI DFBORAH J ED 1
SHIKF DARYL DEAN AGR4
SHIKIAR BARBARA W GRAD
SHIKIAR RICHARD GRAD
SHILFY DOROTHY L GRAD
SHILGALIS THOMAS W GRAD
SHILLIDAY CAVID A LAS2
SHILLING LINDA K LAS3
SHIM KYUNG-KU GRAD
SHIMADA SHCKO GRAD
SHIMBO PAUL KIYOSHI LAS3
SHIMEL DENNIS W AGR3
ShIMMIN LYNN R AGR1
SHIMOJIMA ANNE L ED 3
SHIMOMURA GARY T ENG1
SHIMP KATHLEFN A LAS2
SHIN BYCNG SIK GRAD
SHIN DJH CHULL GRAD
SHIN HYUNG TAI GRAD
SHIN SANG HO GRAD
SHINDLE JANE M LAS1
SHINE NAOMI LASl
312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
2215 S 1ST 202 C 344-7365
1700 W BRADLEY 182 C 359-3860
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BLAISDELL 215 U
505 E WHI TE 3 C 359-7909
1005 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1210 U 332-4559
33 COACHMAN U 367-3631
1700 W BRADLEY 182 C
WILSON TRLR PK U 365-3286
58 E JOHN C
URH BARCOCK 319 U 332-3796
MONTICELLO ILL
608 E CHALMERS C 344-0481
URH WESTON 388 C 332-2044
1004 W OREGON U 344-1542
URH OGLESRY 111 U
1005 S 6TH 15 C 328-3801
1954 C ORCH ST U
1628 VALLEY RD C 359-8953
409 E CHALMRS 1302 C
409 E CHALMRS 1412 C
URH TAFT 226 U 332-0269
2012 VAWTER 5 U 344-4905
1605 VALLEY RD 2 C 359-6658
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 925 U 332-5671
URH WESTON 290 C 332-1975
URH WARDALL 904 U 332-4481
URH TOWNSEND 416 U 322-4189
URH OGLESBY 93 U 332-5321
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
% C PONSONBY C
208 W SPNGFLD C 356-9129
URH LUNDGREN 105 C 332-0218
URH OGLESBY 1123 U 332-5374
URH OGLESBY 908 U 332-5300
1411 CENTENNIAL C 359-7273
1411 CENTENNIAL C 359-7273
1102 S WABASH U 367-6765
911 S MATTIS 4 C 359-4C05
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-9809
URH SCOTT 386 C 332-1560
URH OGLESBY 501 U 332-5173
URH TRELEASE 1118 U 332-5724
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH DANIELS 484 U
2108 WHITE 140 C 352-2605
URH SCOTT 228 C 332-1452
310 W EUREKA C
1005 S MATTIS 2-1 C 356-3758
2104 ORCH ST 103 U 344-3196
702 WASHINGTON U
226 DEWEY U 367-4968
208 E JOHN C
401 S 6TH C 352-5 799
806 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 209 U 332-4054
URH CARR 413 U 332-3956
604 E ARMORY C 344-1826
102 N LINCOLN 7 U 344-6939
URH LAR 209 U
URH OGLESBY 725 U 332-5256
305 COUNTRY FR 76 C
URH CLARK 226 C 332-0023
1604 CORONADO I C
910 S MATTIS C 352-4093
1604 CORONADO I C
URH BLAISDELL 107 U 332-3454
509 E STOUGHTON C 359-4784
URH DANIELS 225 U
URH DANIELS 499 U 332-2570
URH TRELEASE 518 U 332-5543
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
1932 C ORCH ST U 344-4379
1932 C ORCH ST U 344-4379
ST JOSEPH ILL
NORMAL ILL
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH WAROALL 1105 U 332-4530
2034 A ORCH ST U 344-1131
1008 1/2 W GREEN 6 U 344-0505
509 E CLARK C
1004 S 3RD C
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
409 E CHLMRS 1309 C
URH SCOTT 445 C
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
URH DANIELS 327 U
2057 C ORCH ST U
1102 W NEVADA U
205 F UNIVERSITY U
603 W HIGH U










1700 W BRADLEY 182
WILSON TRLR PK 18
9417 N KILDARE
818A GREENBRIER





1954 C ORCH ST
286 TENNYSON DR




1605 VALLEY RD 2
1808 EATER DR
























1005 S MATTIS 2-1
917 N 82ND ST




















7 LANE 55 PEIFU RD
16 LN 21 MO-FAN ST
1218 ALBION
RR 2
1932 C ORCH ST
1932 C ORCH ST
RR 2
512 MARIAN AV




















































































































































































































LAS1 910 S 3RD C 337-5286
GRAD 20* E JOHN c
ENG* 1010 E COLORADO u 36 5-1298
LAS1 URH ALLEN *3 u 332-3112
ED 4 910 S 3RD 120* c 337-5323
GRAD 100* S *TH c 3**-1272
BUS3 URH WESTON 121 c
GRAD 1808 C ORCH PL u
GRAD 1828 A ORCH PL u 3**-7379
BUS2 312 E ARMORY c 3**-9761
LAS1 URH LAR *2* u 332-292*
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
AVI1 URH WESTON 120 c 332-1897
GRAD VALPARAISO IND
GRAD 2075 A ORCH ST u 3**-7278
GRAD 311 KELLY CT c 359-7365
LASl URH FORBES 121 c 332-0933
GRAD 2055 C ORCH ST u 3**-2383
BUS3 URH TRELEASE 6*2 u
LAS2 705 W ELM 5 u 328-1111
LAS2 *09 E CHALMERS 71* c
ENG1 URH FORBES 265 c *2 2-3 701
LAS3 505 1/2 S RACE 2 u
AGR4 906 1/2 E CAL IFRNA u
PE * 906 1/2 E CALFRNIA u
BUS2 58 E JOHN 15 c
FAA2 URH 0GLES8Y 1125 u 332-5376
LAW1 1306 N NEIL c 359-*632
LAS3 1207 N LINCOLN u 365-1339
GRAD *06 BRIAR LN 7 c 359-2976
ED 2 URH VANOOREN *08 c
FAA3 502 E HEALEY 110 c 352-8797
ENG* 310 E DANIEL c 344-69*1
LASl 9 10 S 3R0 c 337-5238
LAS* 1108 W NEVADA u 367-9725
ED * SPNGFLD c
LAS 5 5 CEDAR CIRCLE u 367-7861
8US3 501 E DANIEL c 3**-1510
GRAD *0* EDGEBROOK 110 c 356-3397
ENG1 URH SCOTT *67 c 332-1617
ENG* 206 F GREEN c 359-0690
LAS 3 110 E CHALMERS c 3**-6065
LAS* 211 W SPNGFLD 201 c
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 3**-5000
LASl 910 S 3RD c 337-52*0
FAA2 100* S *TH c 3**-1272
LASl 312 E DANIEL c 3**-7**3
LAS3 707 S BIRCH u 367-0358
ENG2 URH SNYDER *93 c 332-1876
LAS2 100* S 2ND c 3**-9783
ENG* 202 E DANIEL c 352-5151
BUS* 512 E STOUGHTON c 359-3509
LASl 508 W CALIFORNIA u 367-8865
GRAD *01 W MICHIGAN u 3**-3392
LAW1 58 E JOHN 1* c 359-6398
LASl *09 E CHALMERS 91* c
FAA3 7 WAYSIDE u 367-1510
LAS2 URH GARNER 271 c 332-0755
LASl URH ALLEN *21 u 332-3231
GRAD 106 F GREEN c
GRAD 307 W OREGON u
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 3 u
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD u 328-3581
LAS2 58 E JOHN 15 c 352-9118
GRAD URH SNYDER 152 c 332-16*9
GRAD CERAMICS BLDG u
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
FAA1 *09 E CHALMERS 709 c
ENG* 1005 CENTENNIAL c 356-1737
ENG* 1001 W OREGON 6 u 3*4-35*3
LAS* RANTOUL ILL
AGR2 1102 S LINCOLN u
ENG1 URH TOWNS END **0 u 332-*205
FAA3 *09 E CHALMERS *01 c 3**-3610
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND *37 u 332-*202
LASl *09 E CHALMERS 706 c
LAS3 2 313 S 1ST 20 2 c 38*-5337
LASl URH FORBES 336 c 332-1039
GRAD 1302 SILVER 11 u 328-1299
ENG2 URH SCOTT *22 c 332-1587
LAS2 713 W OHIO u
AGR2 URH LAR 28* u 332-2992
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 521 u 332-*258
LAS* *08 E GREEN c
GRAD 109 E JOHN c
PE * 90 3 N COLER u 367-8527
GRAD KENWOOD c 356-3668
GRAD 608 S STATE 2 c 352-*5*0
BUS2 URH BARTON *18 c 332-0178
LAS3 303 E JOHN c 3**-1103
LAS3 URH SNYDER *6* c 332-1855
LAS2 URH FORBES 10* c 332-0923
BUS3 910 S 3RD 716 c 337-5185
LASl URH SNYDER 300 c 332-17*0
PE 3 1005 S WRIGHT c
LASl URH NOBLE 309 c 332-0*07









1828 A ORCH PL
1722 W BAYWOOD
1635 N 25TH ST
1513 GATES DR






*0*3 N OZANAM AV
705 W ELM 5
107 WILSON ST
827 W CENTER ST
BOX **2
RR 2 BOX 36*
216 W MAIN
8251 S CORNELL AV
2*16 N CENTRAL
1306 N NEIL
1207 N LI NCOLN
*06 BRIAR LN 7
213 N YALE AV
8150 S EAST END AV
62 N LINCOLN AV










1183 ELM PARK DR
3309 ALTA VISTA RD
22*9 W AUGUSTA
1** EASTVIEW DR
9 N HILLCREST DR
1*216 GRACE AV
6*2 N BUTR1CK ST
23* COLUMBIA AV
302 13TH AV
508 W CAL IFORNIA
*01 W MICHIGAN






29 LN 165 CHNG HSR
7535 LAVERGNE







































































































































SHUTTER SHELLEY R AGR1
SHY CANOICE J LAS1
SHYMAN IRA S BUS1
SIADAK JOHN WILLIAM ED 4
SIATT WAYNE JOEL COM4
SIAVELIS SPIRO S FAAl
SIBILA R WADE BUSl
SIBLEY JACKIE R FAA3
SIBLEY RICKI DEAN FAA4
SICILIANO ANN K LAS1
SICKINGER DANIEL L ENGl
SICKS CAROL J LAS3
SIDELL BRUCE DAVIC GRAD
SIDERS CAROL PE 4
SIDERS JEFFREY L BUS3
SIDO KEVIN R LAS2
SIDRAN DEBORAH L ED 2
SIEBEN TERENCE LAS2
SIEBERT MARILY A LASl
SIEBERT ROY A BUS1
SIEBOLD BRUCE ANDREW GRAD
SI-EBOLD BRUCE EDWIN GRAD
SIEBRING SUSAN GRACE LAS4
SIEBURG EUGENE J BUS2
SIFOBAND LEONARD BUR LAS4
SIEDENTOP JAMES L AGR1
SIEDENTOP LARPY A AGR2
SIEFERT DALE F V M 2
SIEGAN JEROME A LAW1
SIFGAN WENDY L EO 1
*SIEGEL BROCK MARTIN GRAD
SIEGEL CATHY ROSE ED 4
SIEGEL CAN G LASl
SIEGFL ELEANOR HEATH LAS4
SIEGEL FLORENCE L LAS2
SIEGEL FREDERICK W GRAD
SIEGEL GARY H GRAD
SIEGEL JANET G LAS2
SIEGEL JUDITH A LASl
SIEGEL JUDY R ED 2
SIEGEL KEITH H FAA2
SIEGEL LAURANE GEARY GRAD
SIEGEL LINDA SALZMAN GRAD
SIFGEL MARTIN ALAN GRAD
SIEGEL MICHELLE J ED 2
SIEGEL NED R LAS3
SIEGEL PATRICIA A LAS2
SIEGFL STEVEN P BUS2
SIEGEL WILLIAM KARL L AS 3
SIEGFLMAN VICKI L ED 4
SIEGERT JUDITH A LAS3
SIEGERT KIMBERLEY A ENGl
SIEGLER RICHARD DENN FAA4
SIEKERKA PATRICIA A LAS3
SIEKMAN DIANA R LASl
SIFKMAN RANCALL R ENG3
SIEMENS TERRANCE LEE GRAD
SI EMFR RICHARD C LAS3
SIEMERS RICHARD J AGR1
SIEMFRS ROGER L AGR1
SIEMS WAYNE P ENG3
SIENGSUKON JIAM GRAD
SIERACKl CHARLES A GRAD
SIERACKI NANCY J LAS2
SIERACKl PAUL S ED 1
SIERACKI RAYMONC JOS ENG4
SIERACKI RICHARD J ENGl
SIEU BENNY L ENG2
SIEVERING HERMAN C GRAD
SIFVERS GLORIA KAY EO 3
SIEVERS MARY A ED 3
SIGGELKOW RONALC LOU FAA4
SIGLER LEONARD E GRAD
SIGNORETTI L AN A MAE GRAD
SIGWORTH HEATHER A GRAD
SIKICH CARROLL E LAS4
SIKICH JAMES ANTON BUS4
SIKKUT JURI ENG4
SIKORA GEORGE P BUS3
SIKOROWSKI LINDA S LAS3
SILADY FRED A GRAD
SILAVIN LOUISE C ED 2
SILAVIN SUSAN LAURIF LAS4
SILBER STEVEN KEITH LAS4
SILBERG NANCY JFAN GRAD
SILBERMAN HELFNE E PE 2
SILBERMAN RICHARD G BUS3
SILCHUCK MICHAEL L BUS1
SILER ACA MAXWELL LAS3
SILFR CAROLYN E AGR1
SILER PFGGY D AGR3
SILER SUSAN CAROL ED 2
SILES STEPHEN M LASl
SILIC NINOSLAV BUS3
SILIGMUELLER DALE SC BUS4
SILINS VALDIS AUGUST GRAD
SILITONGA MANGASA GRAD
URH CLARK 222 C
URH BLAISDELL 115 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 261 C
URH SNYDER 260 C
URH GARNER 236 C
1080 S 4TH C
1110 W NEVADA U
412 W HILL 2 C
URH LAR 212 U
URH FORBES 469 C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
2018 FLETCHER 11 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 127 C
URH SNYDER 370 C
URH TRELEASE 326 U
URH VANDOREN 405 C
URH HOPKINS 460 C
607 W HEALEY 2 C
709 W CHURCH 3 C
902 LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 294 C
URH TOWNSEND 524 U
URH BABCOCK 128 U
URH CARR 409 U
BOX 92 U
URH SHERMAN 561 C
910 S 3RD C
2031 D ORCH ST U
108 HEALEY 4 C
URH SNYDER 250 C
412 E GREEN 17 C
410 E GREEN 9 C
URH SHERMAN 459 C
2108 ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 1101 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
1004 3RD 2 C
2031 ORCH U
307 S PRAIRIE 15 C
307 S PRAIRIE 15 C
URH TRELEASE 203 U
URH CARR 201 U
409 E CHALMERS 906 C
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
211 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1005 C
713 S 6TH C
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LAR 191 U
910 S 3RD 1326 C
10 TULIP TREE C
1207 S WESTERN C
VIENNA AUST
URH SCOTT 215 C
URH SCOTT 215 C
1105 N CLOCK C
1104 STOUGHTON U
1912 D ORCH ST U
706 S 2ND U
URH WESTON 442 C
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH NOBLE 226 C
CHICAGO ILL
1109 W STOUGHTON U
503 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 175 U
URH WESTON 270 C
SCHIFF ESTS 7 U
508 W GREEN C
110 7 S FOLEY C
1610 JEANNE C
1610 JEANNE C
6 HIGH CT U
409 E CHALMERS 601 C
105 E GREEN C
1735 VALLEY RD C
URH EVANS 324 U
58 E ARMORY 13 C
606 W OHIO U
309 E HEALEY 10 C
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
307 S PRAIRIE C
URH SNYOER 489 C
502 E GREEN U
URH ALLEN 466 U
URH BARTON 122 C
205 E GREEN 20 C
410 E JOHN C
604 E WHITE C
310 E GREGORY C
401 W GREEN C
































































2942 N WI SNER AV















607 W HEALEY 2








2921 W CHASE AV
2031 D ORCH ST
1171 ELM PARK DR
38 CREST HAVEN DR
126 S MENARD AV
8422 N SPRINGFIELD
16616 E CORAL RD
2108 ORCH ST
3755 W GRANVILLE
125 BAL HARBOUR OR
7442 LAKE ST
6576 N OLIPHANT
141 S BARRY ST
307 S PRAIRIE 15
3C7 S PRAIRIE 15
9301 KENTON
38 CREST HAVEN DR
2821 STONINGTON
272 LESLEE LN
815 N 8TH AV






RR 2 BOX 14
1207 S WESTERN















RR 2 SCHIFF ESTS
514 N GALENA RD
3537 N JACKSON AV




8400 W NORTH AV






7657 N SHERIDAN RD








2101 S 19TH AV



































































































SILKEY LESLIE F LAS2
SILKWORTH STEPHEN J FAA1
SILL KELLY L L AS 1
SILLAR MICHAFL R BUS3
SILLIMAN SCOTT E ENG3
*SI LLMAN WILLIAM C ENG4
SILVA GAIL R AGR1
SILVA-TULLA F FNG4
SILVER BARRY S LAS4
SILVFR DIANA LEE GRAD
SILVER FRANCINE S GRAO
SILVER HOWARD A GRAD
SILVER JUDITH F AGR1
SILVER MICHAFL I BUS3
SILVER SUZANNE LAS3
SILVERMAN ANN E LAS2
SILVERMAN CRAIG L LAS1
SILVERMAN CAVID L VM 1
SILVFRMAN HOWARD S LAS4
SILVFRMAN IRWIN M LASl
SILVERMAN JUDI EO 4
SILVERMAN MARLENE J LAS4
SILVERMAN NANCY J LAS5
SILVERMAN PATRICIA S LAS2
SILVERMAN PAUL A NELL GRAD
SILVERMAN RONALD B LAS4
SILVFRMAN STEVEN ELL LAS4
SILVERMAN STUART H GRAO
SILVFRN PAUL J FAA1
SILVERSTEIN MARILYN LAS2
SILVESTRE GLORIA C GRAD
SILVEY JACK D LAS3
SIMAAN MARWAN GRAD
STMCOX PAUL DAVID LAS4
SIMEK STANLEY M AVI3
SIMER DCNNA LOU AGR4
SIMER RICHARD D AGR3
SIMERL LAUREL ANN FAA4
SIMKINS RCNALD CYRIL GRAD
SIMMONOS RICHARD E AGRl
SIMONS BRENDA L AGR2
SIMMONS DAVID J LAS3
SIMMONS ELPOY LASl
SIMMONS GARY GENE ENG4
SIMMONS MOSBY L III GRAD
SIMMONS PETER C GRAD
SIMMONS VICTOR H LAS3
SIMMONS WILLIAM E II GRAD
SIMMS JAMES M BUS2
SIMMS KENNETH W AVI2
SIMMS LAURA J ED 3
SIMMS RANY L LAW1
SIMMS ROGER S AGRl
SIMON CAROL ANN LAS4
SIMON ERIC E LAS3
SIMON HOWARD S 8US3
SIMON ILENE LAS3
SIMON JACQUELINE A GRAD
SIMON JAMES L FAA4
SIMON JEFFREY f LAS3
SIMON JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
SIMON MARC J LASl
SIMON MARC S LAW1
SIMON PETER D LAS3
SIMON ROBERT A PE 3
SIMON ROGER A LASl
SIMCN POSALYN W LAS4
SIMON STEVEN A LASl
SIMONOS CHARLES HENR GRAD
SIMONICH DALE MARTIN GRAD
SIMONINI ANN E AGR2
SIMONINI NANCY JEANN ED 3
SIMONS ARTHUR GRAD
SIMONS DAVID STUART GRAD
SIMONS JANET GRAD
SIMONS KRISTINE G LAS2
SIMONS MARK G AGR2
SIMCNS ROBERT WALTER LAS2
SIMONS SANDRA DALE GRAD
SIMONS THEODORE H JR LAW1
SIMONSEN CARL J ENG2
SIMONSON ALAN M ENGl
SIMONSON LLOYD L GRAD
SIMONSON RICHARD D ENG4
SIMPSON AARON LEE AGR2
SIMPSON CYNTHIA R GRAD
SIMPSON JAMES GILMOU LAS4
SIMPSON JAMES P FAA3
SIMPSON JOHN R LAS2
SIMPSON MARK RAYMOND GRAD
SIMPSON THEODORE F AGRl
SIMPSON THOMAS B ENGl
SIMS BRENDA JO LAS4
SIMS CLARK A FAA4
SIMS OAVID M LAW2
SIMS GLENN B AGRl
SIMS JOANNE F LASL
1005 S PINE C
U«H SCOTT 236 C
URH NOBLE 119 C
211 F JOHN C
401 W ELM U
118 HOL IDAY PARK C
URH ALLEN 205 U
300 S GOODWIN 413 U
5 8 F JOHN 6 C
URH SHERMAN 1346 C
203 S WRIGHT C
203 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 108 U
805 W OREGON C
313 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 609 U
910 S 3RD 603 C
2307 S 1ST 203 C
503 E WHITE 12 C
1105 S 1ST C
1706 RIDGE RD C
1611 WILLIAMSBURG C
1817 W JOHN C
805 S 1ST 5 C
410 W COLUMBIA C
805 S 1ST 5 C
906 1/2 S VINE 304 U
1611 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH NOBLE 211 C
802 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 426 C
URH WESTON 436 C
URH DANIELS 624 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
URH HOPKINS 324 C
1101 S MATTIS 2 C
211 AVONDALE C
907 S 2ND C
507 W NEVADA U
807 S BUSEY U
805 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 328 C
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
1706 RIDGELAND C
1 LEXINGTON U
801 S MATTIS 4 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1412 N MCKINLEY C
RANTOUL ILL
1004 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 298 U
610 W CAL IFORNIA U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 317 U
409 E CHALMERS 406 C
2307 S 1ST C
902 S 2ND C
2017 PHILO RD 2 U
910 S 3RD C
52 E ARMORY C
2017 PHILO RD U
910 S 3RD C
1600 W BRADLEY 64 C
206 S CEDAR U
2317 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 526 U
812 HOLIDAY C
910 S 3RD C
805 W CALIFORNIA U
814 OAKLAND 201 U
1207 W NEVADA U
1102 S LINCOLN U
806 OAKLAND 103 U
907 W STOBGHTON U
806 OAKLAND 103 U
807 OAKLAND 103 U
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
THOMASBORO ILL
609 W HEALEY C
401 W EDGEBROOK C
401 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 213 C
909 S 1ST 10 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH SNYDER 350 C
509 N WILLIS C
URH OGLESBY 90 1 U
URH SNYDER 328 C
212 E DANIEL C
404 E GREEN 102 U
112 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 260 C
407 S RANDOLPH C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1205 W MAIN 2 U
URH HOPKINS 468 C


















































































3438 W MAIN ST






805 S 1ST 5
410 W COLUMBIA






413 N VIRGINIA AV
515 SEMPLE ST 3
2051 BROWNLOW CT















1127 N COLTON AV
802 S GROVE ST
RR 1 BOX 15
309 W 19TH ST




1014 N WILLIAM ST
149 PINE POINT DR
8548 KARLOV AV
624 N BLUFF ST
9030 N CENTRAL AV













700 E 142ND ST
1906 W WHITE OAK
RR 1
ROUTE 2
7710 S ST LAWRENCE




RR 2 BOX 95
509 N WILLIS
2341 DE COOK CT S
514 N 8TH ST












































































































SIMS MICHAEL A ENG3
SIMS NORMAN HOWARO COM4
SIMS SUSAN JANE LAS4
SIMS WAYNE R AGRl
SIMUTIS FRANK J LAW2
SINA AZIZ ENG4
SINADINOS NICHOLAS C FAA3
SINADINOS WILLIAM LAS2
SINASON DAVID H ENG1
SINAY BARBARA J LAS2
SINCLAIR JOAN ELLEN EO 1
SINDER DALE R ENG1
SINDEWALD WALTER JR 8US4
SINGER JUDITH L LAS2
SINGER LINOA D LAS3
SINGER MARC L BUS2
SINGER MARK E LAS3
SINGER ROBERT GARY LAS4
SINGER SHARON LYNN EO 4
SINGER THOMAS C LAS1




SINGH HAR PAL GRAD
SINGH KATAR GRAD
SINGH KUSUM GRAD
SINGH MAHENDRA PAL GRAD
SINGH RAMCHANDRA S GRAD
SINGH SATYA PAL GRAO
SINGH SUMAN GRAD
SINGH YOGENDRA GRAD
SINGLER RANDEL L AV I 2
SINGLFR RONALD EUGEN AGR4
SINGLETON DEBORAH A FAA2
SINGLETCN DEBORAH J ENG1
SINGLETON THEODORE R LAST
SINGLETON VIVIAN G LAS2
SINISE RICHARD H LAS2
SINKEVITCH LINDA MAR LAS4
SINKHORN CLARENCE P L AS 1
SINKS STEPHEN ALAN LAS4
SINN CARL ALBERT BUS4
SINOPQLI JACQUELINE ED 3
SINORADZKI HELEN M GRAD
SINOW DAVID M L AW 1
STNQUEFIELO WILLIAM LAS2
SINSABAUGH FRANCINE GRAD
SINTCV JOAN HANSON LAS4
SINTOV JOSEPH DANIEL LAS4
SIPICH CIANE RADER GRAD
SIPPFL ROGER A LAS1
SIPPFL WILLIAM H GRAD
SIR LOUIS DOROTHEA M GRAD
SIS LEONARD BART GRAD
SISLOW ROBERT L LAS1
SISMAN DENISE A LAS4
SISSORS DANIEL LFLAN LAS4
SISTER BAHR JANICE M GRAD
SISTER BLOOM C M GRAD
SISTER CLEARY C GRAD
SISTER COSTANZO R GRAD
SISTER COX MAPITA GRAD
SISTER CALTON JANET GRAD
SISTER DONNELLY F D GRAD
SISTER DUFFIN EILEEN GRAD
SISTER EFFINGER S T GRAD
SISTER FEHRINGER C GRAD
SISTER FOX BERTHA M GRAD
SISTER GOLLA MARIE GRAD
SISTER HUPP JEANETTF GRAD
SI STER HWOPEK D A GRAD
SISTFR KEANE DOROTHY GRAD
SISTER KELLY SEAN M GRAD
SISTER KOPEL J GRAD
SISTE" LUCKEY MARY F GRAD
SISTER LUTHER GRACE GRAD
SISTFR LUTZ LOUISE M GRAD
SISTER MAHLA JEREMY GRAD
SISTFR MANIATIS B GRAD
SISTER MCKEAN G GRAD
SISTER MEHUYS MARY A GRAD
SISTER ROTHAN ADELE GRAD
SISTER RUSSO GLORIA GRAD
ST STER SCHAUF M D GRAD
SISTER SHUBELLA M K GRAD
SISTER WARD MARY F FAA6
SI STER ZMI JA C GRAD
SISTER ZUCCO MARY D GRAD
SISTLER FREDERICK E GRAD
SIT AMY SHUI YING ^US3
SIT ELAINE CAROLYN L ASA
SIT IONA CHING YING SUS4
SITHICHAIKASEM S 3RAO
SITKO STEVE M EO 1
SITRICK DAVID H ENG3
URH FORBES 316 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
305 E UNIVERSITY C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 494 C
1204 S ANDERSON U
407 E STOUGHTON C
801 MAPLE PARK C
30 SALEM RO U
URH SCOTT 286 C
URH TAFT 208 C
608 HARDING U
URH FORBES 313 C
509 W STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C
605 W INDIAN U
907 S 4TH C
FVANSTON ILL
504 E UNIVERSITY C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 488 C
300 S GOOOWIN 111 U
1801 B ORCH PL U
1301 B ORCH PL U
2048 HAZWD CT U
703 W ILLINOIS U
103 S GREGORY U
2078 C HAZWD CT U
2078 C HAZWD CT U
300 S GOOOWIN 616 U
705 W SPNGFLD U
10 2 N LINCCLN 5 U
URH SHERMAN 848 C
1214 THOMAS C
1214 THOMAS C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FLAGG 430 C
URH WESTON 439 C
715 MICHIGAN U
URH GARNER 296 C
313 1/2 COTTAGE CT C
1007 3RD U
STA A BOX 2456 C
605 S BROADWAY U
URH LAR 385 U
805 S LINCOLN 4 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN I U
URH OGLESBY 703 U
412 W ELM U
402 W OREGON 3 U
402 W OREGON 3 U
403 S POPLAR U
URH FORBES 343 C
1102 MAPLEPARK C
905 S 1ST C
910 DUNCAN RD C
308 E ARMORY C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 206 U
406 W WHITE C
406 W WHITE C
604 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 312 C
URH SHERMAN 434 C
URH SHERMAN 132 C
URH SHERMAN 404 C
URH SHERMAN 321 C
911 W SPNGFLD U
URH DANIELS 462 U
URH DANIELS 398 U
URH SHERMAN 320 C
911 W MAIN C
1113 S ARBOR 2 C
URH SHERMAN 318 C
URH SHERMAN 319 C
URH ALLAN 153 U
URH SHERMAN 314 C
1210 W SPNGFLD U
URH DANIELS 378 U
1400 W PARK U
207 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 322 C
406 W WHI TE C
BRIGHTON MASS
911 W SPNGFLD 2 U
1303 LINCOLNSHIRE C
102 E DANIEL C
1303 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1005 S WRIGHT U
22 ROXBURY RD U
URH LAR 374 U
409 E CHALMRS 1002 C
URH LAR 386 U
11 13 W GREEN 119 U
URH TOWNSEND 334 U

































































2510 S PARK AV
2510 S PARK AV
32 CAMBRIDGE RD















VET MED BLDG 339
103 S GREGORY














3715 W 148TH PL
2212 W ALICE
208 WALNUT ST
571 W 8TH ST











ROUTE 1 BOX 202





4114 W 79TH PL
3000 CENTRAL RD
2408 W HEADING AV















ST PIUS X CONVENT





2223 W HEADING AV
520 PLAINFIFLD AV
110 CANTERBURY DR
RR 2 BOX 106
11 N VERMILION
2920 W FOSTER AV
11 N VERMILION ST































BOLANDSHAHR UP I NO





































































SIU WAYNE W C FAA4
SI VASU8RAMANI AN P GRAD
SIVERTSEN DOUGLAS G I AS4
SIVERTSFN nWIGHT A ENG1
SIVILLF RANDAL LAS1
SI WE SANDRA G GRAD
SIWO MARY NYARUAI GRAD
SI X JAMES A AGR1
SIXSMITH BARBARA A LAS1
SrxSMITH NANCY E GRAD
SIZE WILLIAM BACHTRU GRAD
SIZEMORE MICHAEL J LAS4
SKADDEN JOHN DONALD rtUS4
SKAFIDAS THOMAS M LAS1
SKAGER PAUL S ENG2
SKAGGS DALE A LAS2
SKAGGS GARY M ENG2
SKAPERDAS CLAIRE K GRAD
SKAR80NKIEWICZ ROBER ENG4
SKARZYNSKI CAROL A ED 2
SKAU MICHAEL WALTER GRAD
SKELTON BRIAN LAUFEP FAA4
SKELTON JAMES DWIGHT FAA4
SKIBBE JANET RUTH FAA4
SKIBBE JEFFREY 3US4
SKIBBE WILLIAM G LAS3
SKIBBE WILLIAM P LAS2
SKIDMORE RONALD HART FAA4
SKILES BARBARA A LAS4
*SKILES DOREEN H ED A
SKILFS KENNETH A JR BUS3
SKILES LANDA SUE LAS4
SKILES LISSA L AGR3
SKINNER PATRICK N FAA6
SKINNER ROGER E JR LAS2
SKINNER WILLIAM DALE GRAD
SKLAIR TERRY L LAS2
SKLANSKY JEAN LAS3
SKLENCAR MARY B LAS2
SKLOM EMANUEL M LAS1
SKOFF RAYMCND P BUS2
SKOGSBERG DUNCAN ERI LAS4
SKOGSBERG KATHY IREN LAS4
SKOKOWSKI HENRY FAA4
SKOLASKI SANDRA L LAS2
SKOLNIK CAROL S FAA3
SKOLNIK HOWARD R FAAl
SKOLNIK NANCY S LAS2
SKONFCZKA DENNIS LEE ENG4
SKONECZKA MARILYN S GRAD
SKONEY SANDRA LOUINE GRAD
SKOOG CHARLES A BUS3
SKORBURG JOHN W BUS2
SKORNIA LEE CHARLES GRAD
SKOUSEN ROYAL JON GRAD
SKOV CHERYL JEAN ENG4
SKOVRONSKI ANNETTE PE 1
SKOWRONSKI THOMAS M ENG2
SKOZA DANIEL J LAS2
SKRHA SHERRY L AGR3
SKRZYNIECKI ALAN F GRAD
SKUDRNA LYNN MARSHA ED 3
SKUPIEN RONALD J LAS2
SKVCRC POBERTA M FAA2
SKWERES MARYANN FAAl
SLABY KENNETH PETER GRAD
SLACK DALE E ENG3
SLACK JAMES L FAA4
SLACK LAURA S LAS1
SLACK MARK BENNETT ENG3
SLADE LEONARD ARVIE GRAD
SLADE ROBERT E LAS4
SLADE R03ERTA H FAA6
SLADEK JCHN M ENGl
SLADEN BERNARD J LAS1
SLAGELL DANIEL LEF AGR4
SLAGER JOSEPH ARTHUR ENG4
SLAGER LARRY DEAN AGR3
SLAMA MARGARET J A GR
I
SLAMAR RICHARD PE 1
SLATE APCH Y LAS2
SLATER ALLEN E FAAl
SLATER ANNE E LAS1
SLATER CAVID W AGR2
SLATER JOAN C LAS1
SLATER KAY L AGR2
SLATER THEDA ED 2
SLATON JOHN CONRAD GRAD
SL ATTERY JUDITH A LAS2
SLATTERY KATHER INE' LAS4
SLAUGHTER DEBRA J BUS4
SLAVENS RICHARD E BUS2
SLAVIK JtM L ENGl
SLAVIK NELSON SIGMAN GRAD
SLAVIN SUSAN T ED 3
SLAVINSKAS VIDA M BUS1
SLAYKAN TIMOTHY KENT LAS2
1211 W CLARK 21 U
300 S GOODWIN 605 U
402 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 211 C
URH OGLESBY 123 U
1010 W WILLIAM C
URH SHERMAN 508 C
URH WESTON 394 C
URH WARDALL 916 U
901 S 6TH C
1803 VALLEY RD C
614 W HILL C
3 FLORIDA CT U
1110 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 342 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
112 E DANIEL C
912 W PARK C
1004 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
516 N GARFIELD C
904 W GREEN U
1103 S 1ST ST C
313 F JOHN C
PHILO ILL
100 8 S 4TH C
3 12 E ARMORY C
213 E CLARK I C
58 E JOHN 24 C
2014 VAWTER 8 U
2014 VAWTER 8 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
58 E JOHN 24 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH GARNER 262 C
609 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS 1610 C
URH BARTON 111 C
URH ALLEN 415 U
310 E GREGORY C
211 E ARMORY C
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
1101 S 1ST 2 C
1838 B ORCH PL U
URH WARDALL 823 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 2 U
409 E CHALMERS 713 C
URH TAFT 204 C
TWIN CITY TRL CT C
2 JUNIPER C
BOX 345 C
301 E CHALMERS C
310 E JOHN C
1015 W HILL C
2106 ORCH ST 104 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 427 U
URH WESTON 444 C
409 E CHALMERS 513 C
508 E ARMORY C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
302 E ARMORY C
311 E ARMORY C
WESTMONT ILL
URH BUSEY 217 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
904 W GREEN C
604 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 403 U
CHICAGO ILL
300 S GOODWIN 412 U
111 S DODSUN U
300 S GOODWIN 412 U
URH SNYDER 342 C
URH SCOTT 175 C
MAHOMET ILL
2315 S 1ST 101 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH BARTON C
1008 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 221 U
URH GARNER 489 C
URH FLAGG 422 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH FLAGG 414 C
805 W OHIO U
URH LAR 160 U
504 W DELAWARE U
URH LAR 421 U
206 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 371 U
1904 ROBERTA LN C
URH NOBLE 324 C
812 OAKLAND 206 U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH BARTON 225 C


















































































415 N OAK AV
516 N GARFIELD








703 W NORTH ST




9 E ROCKET CIRCLE
ROUTE 1






219 S MONROE ST




131 S FERNANDEZ AV





2105 S 22ND AV
2106 ORCH ST 104
5716 WOODLAND DR
5425 N KIMBALL
5240 S OAK PARK AV
8240 W 91ST ST
311 S PECK AV
705 W CALIFORNIA
6473 BLACKHAWK TRL
5704 S MOODY AV
18W327 CLAREMNT DR
5712 W LELANO AV
1232 FORD ST
9608 W ADDISON ST
309 N JOHN ST
3655 POPLAR RO
904 MYRTLE
114 HANLEY LN 4
111 S DODSON
KENTUCKY ST C BX84
1924 NORFOLK AV





















3630 W 81ST ST



































































































SLAYTCN DENNIS P FAA*
SLAYTON JERRY PAUL AGR*
SLAYTON JOHN C AGR1
SLAYTCN MICHAEL D AGR1
SLEOD GREGORY J LAS1
SLEDGE YVETTE L BUS1
SLEDZ HENRY WALTER BUS*
SLEEP RICHARD A BUS2
SLEEZER JEANETTE C AGR2
SLEIGHT LYNN G GRAD
SLEJKO FRANK LUCIANO GRAD
SLENTZ ROBERT J BUS3
SLEPICKA CHARLES H LAS2
SLEZAK CHARLENE M FAA2
SLIDER CARRELL L LAS1
SL IFE CHARLES W LAS3
SLIFF PEGGY S AGR2
SLIGAR STEPHEN GARY GRAD
SL IGER MARY L LAS3
SLINGERLAND BARRY A BUS3
SLIPAKOFF DENNIS H GRAD
SLIVA NANCY A PE 3
*SL1VA OSCAR JOSEPH ENG*
SL IVE ARLEEN F GRAD
SLIVKA VINCENT III FAA2
SLIVKEN BETH J LAS3
*SLIVKEN EDWARD C BUS3
*SLIVKEN SUSAN G BUS3
SLIVON LOUISF D LAS1
SLIVON SYLVIA LCUISF LAS*
SLIWINSKI BEN J ENG1
SLOAN EUGENE DENNIS FAA3
SLOAN JANE ANN LAS2
SLOAN MARLA F »E 1
SLOAN PAMELA M FAA1
SLOAN RICHARD ELMONT LAS*
SLOAN PCSELLEN J BUS1
SLOAN SUSAN S LAS2
SLOANE SCOTT I LAW2
SLOBODIN LEONARD F GRAD
*SLOCUM DAVID K LAW2
SLOCUM SUZANNE M ED 2
SLOCUM8 CATHERINE E LAS3
*SLONKOSKY CARL S GRAD
SLONKOSKY CRAIG LOU I LAS*
*SLONNEGER KENNETH RA GRAD
*SLORP LFE HFNRY GRAD
SLOSAR CATHERINE A LAS2
SLOTO JAMES R LAS2
SLOTT DCNN RICHARD BUS*
SLOTTOW STEPHEN P FAA2
SLOWIK JOHN HENRY GRAD
SLOWIKOWSKl RICHARD ENG1
SLOWINSKI BRUCE E LAS1
SLOWN DAVID J ENG2
*SLUIS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
SLUIZER SUSAN I LAS2
*SLUSHER CARROLL WAYN ENG*
SLUSHFR LAVONNF C GRAD
*SLUSHER ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
SLUTKIN GARY LAS*
SLUTSKY RAEL DON FAA*
SLUTZKY JFRROLO E BUS1
SLUT7KY RODNEY CLARK LAW1
SLY WAYNE A LAS?
SKAAROYK JANE E FAA3
SMAGA JOHN A ENG3
SMALE MARCELYN e GRAD
SMALE WILLIAM B JR GRAD
SMALL JACK E JP ENG1
SMALL SARAH ELLEN LAS*
SMALLER DANA L FAA1
SMALLEY CAROL L LAS3
SMALLEY CHERYL ANN LAS2
SMALLEY JOHNNF VM 1
SMALL WfCD RICHARD L LAW1
SMALTER SLSAN L LAS1
SMARON JOSEPH JAMES BUS3
SMARCN RONALD JOSEPH FAA*
S^ART BARBARA J ED 2
SMART WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
SMAW ALONZO L LAS2
SMEJKAL DONNA MARIE BUS*
SMELCER JOHN B II L AS 1
SMELCER WILMA JEAN ED *
SMELTZER MICHAEL K LAS3
SMIDL JANET R LAS2
SMIETANSKI ALAN F LAS2
SMILANIC JOHN M GRAD
SMI LEY ELLEN E GRAD
SMILEY JOHN MILTON PE *
SMILEY LINDA S L AS2
SMILFY ROBERT W LAS*
SMILFY THOMAS D ENG2
SMILJANIC MILAN M GRAD
SMISKO MARSHA J LAS*
SMITAL LINDA M LASl
ALTON ILL
1002 S LINCOLN U
809 W PENN U
URH GARNER *0* C
1007 S 3RD C
URH CLARK 338 C
907 S 2ND 10 C
URH OGLESBY 305 U
URH LUNDGREN 313 C
1*10 ROSE C
606 W OHIO U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON *73 C
URH WARDALL 1216 U
URH FORBES **2 C
2025 BURL I SON U
URH EVANS 32* U
818 OAKLAND 202 U
1*06 PHILO RD U
1107 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 763 C
*09 E CHALMERS 902 C
THAWVILLE ILL
307 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES *00 C
902 S 2ND C
*06 SUNRISE U
*06 SUNRISE U
URH ALLEN *38 U
706 W ELM U
URH OGLESBY 616 U
311 E SPNGFLD C
506 S LINCOLN * U
URH TRELEASF 808 U
910 S 3RD C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 312 C
URH BLAISDELL *0* U
URH SHERMAN 1253 C
710 S ELM C
FARMER CITY ILL
*09 E CHALMRS 101* C
302 E ARMORY C
207 COUNTRY FR 35 C
509 E CLARK 36 C
311 E JOHN 16 C
2106 ORCH ST 201 U
URH VANDOREN *06 C
907 S *TH C
URH WESTON 378 C
203 N HARVEY U
URH DANIELS 63* U
311 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON *38 C
URH HOPKINS 221 C
309 S STATE C
509 E STOUGHTON C
*12 W FLM U
1709 W WILLIAM C
1709 W WILLIAM C
106 W PENN U
213 E CLARK 1 C
910 S 3RD *18 C
617 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND *66 U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH FORBES 200 C
905 W SPNGFLD U
905 W SPNGFLD U
90* W GREEN 613 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 257 U
TOLONO ILL
1101 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS *63 U
905 S 6TH C
URH FLAGG *08 C
310 F GREGORY C
URH SCOTT *80 C
URH BARTON 326 C
1317 FREDERICK C
1*18 N MCKINLEY 1 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 389 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
310 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 907 U
URH TOWNSEND 305 U
URH SHERMAN 1151 C
120* W STOUGHTON U
11C7 S 3RD C
90* S 3PD C
URH SCOTT 21* C
URH BABCOCK 218 U
STA A BOX 2392 C
309 E JOHN C













































































9209 S 51ST AV
10731 S MCVICKER
ROUTE 1 BOX 2*3
1*10 ROSE
3*81 N CRAMER ST
3**1 IONIA AV
*0*8 PRESCOTT AV
3832 S EUCLID AV
1*** VISTA LN












11** S ELMWOOD AV
11** S ELMWOOO AV












207 COUNTRY FR 35
8 S 680 LINDEN AV
311 E JOHN 16
2106 ORCH ST 201
835 RIDGE




3710 S CENTRAL AV


















2*17 W 207TH ST







1235 S 23RD ST
602 PRICE ST































































































FOREST CITY N C
PHILA PA
















SMITH ADDISON L GRAD PANTOUL ILL 1704 EATER OR
SMITH ALAN CLAFENCE ENG4 2215 S 1ST 202 C 344-7365 BOX 177
SMITH ALLEN HFNRY ENG3 804 W OREGON U WINAKl TRL RR 1
SMI TH ANTHONY RALPH GRAD 535 E CLARK 16 C 418 F HURON ST
SMITH ARLENE F LAS3 316 S PRAIRIE 103 C 7726 CATALPA
SMITH ARLENE K LAS2 URH EVANS 304 U 332-2731 RR 3
SMITH ARNOLD RAY GRAD 114 W MUMFORD U 344-5800 RR 1
SMITH ARTHUR F LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 344-9506 1330 MEPRIMAC
SMITH BARBARA E ED 1 URH LAR 302 u 332-2871 736 WALNUT ST
SMITH BARBARA F FAA4 409 1/2 W WASHNGTN C 359-1171 1417 GRANT
SMITH BARBARA J LAS2 URH BARTON 305 C 332-0153 227 WALTER CT
SMITH BARRY C LAS3 409 F CHALMERS C 344-6099 8230 ELMWOOD 209
SMITH BFTTY A ED 2 URH WARDALL 1023 U 332-4523 7433 N RIDGE AV 2C
SMITH BEVERLY A B FAA4 901 W MAIN u 365-2736 901 M MAIN
SMITH BFVERLY ANN GRAD 112 HOL IDAY PARK C 356-0210 112 HOLIDAY PARK
SMITH BRADLEY T FAA1 URH NOBLE 212 c 332-0390 1418 SOUTHLIN OR
SMITH BRI AN L ENG3 URH WESTON 370 c 332-2032 ROUTE 1
SMITH BRUCE D LAS1 URH OGLESBY 218 u 645 W VINE
SMITH CAMPBELL D FAA2 5 WILLOWBROOK CT c 356-7156 5 WILLOWBROOK CT
SMITH CANDACF L ED 3 RR 1 c 359-5812 RR 1
SMITH CARL M LAS3 604 W CAL IFORNIA u 344-4243 604 W CALIFORNIA
SMITH CAROL A LAW1 URH DANIELS 282 u 332-2479 1016 1/2CHARLEST0N
SMITH CAROLINE M LAS1 URH TAFT 26 c 332-0585 12631 S LAPORTE AV
SMI TH CATHARINE T GRAD CHARLESTON ILL RR 4
SMITH CATHRYN S ED 4 305 S ELM c 352-3397 305 S ELM
SMITH CHARLENE M LAW1 2013 C ORCH ST u 344-0 582 1113 N MARKET
SMITH CHAKLES A COM3 URH HOPKINS 156 c 332-1168 609 PORTER ST
SMITH CHARLES LEE JP BUS* 904 W GREEN 510 u 384-5034 BOX 21
SMITH CHARLES R ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 403 u 332-4176 508 E SUNNYSIDE
SMITH CHARLES W GRAD 2301 BROOKSHIRE c 359-3632 2301 BROOKSHIRE
SMITH CHIHAE ARAFUNE GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN u 350 CANANDAIQUA ST
SMITH CHRISTIANA KOL GRAD 2409 CARRELTON c 2409 CARRELTON
SMITH CRAIG B LAS1 URH HOPKINS 415 c 332-1337 BOX 41
SMITH CRAIG M FAA1 URH NOBLE 204 c 332-0384 2717 COVINGTON
SMITH CRAIG M LAS2 URH GARNER 364 c 605 W 4TH AV
SMITH CURTIS D LAS2 203 N HARVEY u 328-2510 621 E SHAWNEE
SMITH CYNTHIA L LAS3 URH TAFT 121 c 332-0602 301 N WILLIAMS DR
SMITH DANIEL B ENGl URH TOWNSEND 474 u 332-4229 22 PEGGY ANN DR
SMITH DANIEL J ENG1 URH NOBLE 221 c 332-0397 444 S STE WART AV
SMITH DANIEL L PE 1 3409 LAKESHORE c 356-3830 3409 LAKESHORE
SMITH DANIEL S AGR2 URH WESTON 411 c 662 TIMBER HILL RD
SMITH DARRYL LYLE GRAD URH SHERMAN 166 c 5708 CREEK VALLEY
SM I TH DAVID BRUCF LAS3 1205 W PARK c 352-9376 1205 W PARK
SMITH DAVID BUCK GRAD 110 W CHARLES 2 c 1708 TUNE AV
SMITH DAVID EDWARD AGR4 URH OGLESBY 617 u RR 1 BOX 108
SMITH DAVID FREDRICK GRAD DE KALB ILL 1215 N SOMONAUK RD
SMITH OAVIO J ED 4 1001 S WRIGHT c 1518 N PRAIRIE
SMITH DAVID M FAA2 URH OGLESBY 202 u 332-5084 662 TIMBER HILL RD
SMITH DAVID R GRAD 1 OAKWOOD u 1 OAKWOOD
SMITH DEBORA D LAS2 904 S LINCOLN u 344-1391 324 N OHIO
SMITH DENISE M LAS4 111 S BUSEY 4 u 367-1616 111 S BUSEY 4
SMITH DENNIS C AVI3 202 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-6380 202 HOLIDAY PK 298
SMITH DENNIS EUGENE ENG4 509 STOUGHTON c RR 1
SMITH DIANA C LAS4 305 E GREEN 10 c 344-7319 175 W OAK LN
SMITH DIANA S AGR1 URH ALLEN 492 u 332-3416 71 HILLCREST DR
SMITH DONNA SLIFER LAS3 208 S HARTLE u 1407 S 4TH
SMITH DOROTHEA ELLEN GRAD 2408 S POND u 367-0567 2408 S POND
SMITH DOROTHY HLFF LAS4 111 S BUSEY 6 u 111 S BUSEY 6
SMITH DRAIN P BUS3 58 E DANIEL 2 c 359-7857 8450 S SANGAMON ST
SMITH DWIGHT DAVID GRAD RANTOUL ILL 1118-4 FALCON DR
SMITH DYRICE ED 1 URH ALLEN 356 u 332-3350 839 N CLEVELAND
SMITH EDWARD R AVI1 URH HOPKINS 271 c 678 N EAGLE LN
SMITH ELIZABFTH J AGR3 706 MATTHEWS u 1002 S WASHINGTON
SMITH ELIZABETH J AGR1 URH LAR 269 u 1708 CHEVY CHASE
SMITH ERNEST LUTHER GRAD RANTOUL ILL 1663 TWINING DR
SMITH ETHEL J P LAS3 1501 HOLLY HILL c 356-6367 1501 HOLLY HILL
SMITH FRANK JAMES GRAD 1009 1/2 N BERKLEY u 367-5368 1009 1/2 N BERKLEY
SMITH FRED L AGR3 801 W NEVADA u 344-3410 RR 1
SMITH GARY E AGR1 URH OGLESBY 618 u 332-5219 662 TIMBER HILL RC
SMITH GARY FDWARD LAS4 106 S GREGORY u 1220 E 156TH ST
SMITH GARY G ENG3 URH OGLESBY 205 u 332-5087 1646 ASH ST
SMITH GARY LOYAL ENG4 1107 N MARKET c 323i GARVER AV
SMITH GERALD FRANCIS GRAD 604 E ARMORY c 344-1266 5317 W SMITHVILLE
SMITH GERALD M BUS1 604 E ARMORY 330 c 344-1260 4320 DOTY RD
SMITH GERRITT F LASl URH HOPKINS 386 c 332-1317 121 W JACKSON
SMITH GLENN F ENGl URH OGLESBY 942 u 651 W LINCOLN BLVO
SMITH GLORIA FULLER GRAD RANTOUL ILL 1663 TWINING
SMITH GLORIA HORSLEY GRAD 209 W PENN u 367-9558 930 HAWKINS. RD
SMITH GREGORY DEAN GRAD 703 W PARK c 3826 ARTHUR CT
SMITH GREGORY P LAS3 901 S 2ND c 344-7541 336 FERNDALE
SMITH GREGORY R LASl URH FORBES 108 c 332-0269 2012 GREENFIELD LN
SMITH HFATHER C FAA1 URH EVANS 109 u ?3?-^691 14819 MAIN ST
SMITH HELEN I L%S1 URH FLAGG 420 c 332-0333 594 W LINCOLN HWY
SMITH HOLLY D LAS3 810 S 3RD 3 c 344-6837 810 S 3RD 3
SMITH JACK C ENGl URH BABCOCK 419 u 33 2-3 827 508 E MILL RD
SMITH JAMES BLAIN JR ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 342 u 332-4143 12631 S LAPORTE
SMITH JAMES E AGR2 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152 RR 3
SMITH JAMES EDWARD ENG3 208 W SPNGFLD c 2C8 W SPNGFLD
SMITH JAMES EDWARD J LAS4 48 ROXBURY RD u 1446 BRISTOL
SMITH JAMES F LASl 311 E ARMORY c 344-7453 4203 NORTHCOTT AV
SMITH JAMES GORDON GRAD 901 W MAIN u 36 5-2736 901 W MAIN
SMITH JAMES L BUS3 URH OGLESBY 823 u 333-5284 230 N CEDAR ST
SMITH JAMES M JR FAA4 918 W HILL c 359-1095 RR 3
SMITH JAMES R LASl URH SNYDER 288 c RR 3
SMITH JAMES W ENG2 URH WESTON 471 c PERRY RD ROUTE 1
SMITH JAN E LAS2 URH TAFT 325 c 332-0650 406 VALLEY LN


































































































SMITH JANET BERTRAM LAS3 1110 1/2 S ARBOR C 344-6292
SMITH JAY A LASl 910 S 3RD C 337-5142
SMITH JEFFREY S GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 107 u 344-3212
SMITH JOANN P ED 3 URH VANDOREN 226 c 332-0513
SMITH JOHN 8 AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532
SMITH JOHN LEE GRAD 53 E JOHN 5 c
SMITH JOHN T GRAD 3227 CAMERON c
SMITH JONATHAN AGRA URH CARR 9 u 332-3847
SMITH JULIE BRYANT GRAD RR 2 u 367-6012
SMITH JULIETTE PE 2 URH TAFT 110 c
SMITH KAREN E FAA1 URH FLAGG 321 c 332-0308
SMITH KAREN L LASl URH BUSEY 258 u 332-2628
SMITH KAREN S LASl URH VANDOREN 19 c
SMITH KAREN SUE GRAD 1314 ROSEWOOD c 356-0709
SMITH KATHLEEN V LAS 2 702 E GREEN 1 u 367-8705
SMITH KATHRYN JANE L LAS3 706 W ELM u
SMITH KEITH L ENG1 URH WESTON 462 c
SMITH LARRY HERBERT BUS* 1636 VALLEY RD c 359-7481
SMITH LARRY L FAA2 THOMASBORO ILL
SMITH LARRY PAUL GRAD WESTVILLE ILL
SMI TH LAWRENCE LEE GRAD MAHOMET ILL
SMITH LAWENCE N GRAD 403 PFEFFER RD u
SMITH LEONARD ALLEN ENG3 510 W GREEN 1 u
SMITH LINDA SUE ED 4 907 S WRIGHT c 344-0546
SMITH LOUIS C GRAD 703 W WASHINGTON u 344-1751
SMITH LOWFLL B LAS4 604 E ARMORY 226 c 344-7146
SMITH LUCILLE OLIVIA LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 344-6168
SMITH LUTHER A JR LAS3 601 W GREEN u 367-8697
SMITH MADELINE JANES GRAD 311 S PRAIRIE c 352-1847
SMITH MARCUS G LAS4 208 S HARTLE u
SMITH MARCARFT B ED 4 2608 MELROSE c 352-6061
SMITH MARGARET J LASl 706 S NEW c 352-3 791
SMITH MARGARET P GRAD 306 E MAIN u 367-0641
SMI TH MARGARET W GRAD
SMITH MARIANNE GRAD URH SHERMAN 316 c
SMITH MARILYNN UNGER GRAD 708 S BIRCH u 365-2437
SMITH MARK A LASl URH CARR 224 u 332-3905
SMITH MARK ANDREW GRAD 1972 D ORCH ST u 344-6626
SMITH MARK S AGRl 810 W OREGON u
SMITH MARY D F GRAD 208 HOLIDAY PARK c
SMITH MICHAEL ALLEN LAS2 58 E GREGORY c 344-0629
SMITH MICHAFL D LAS2 904 W CLARK u
SMITH MICHAEL F GRAD 208 HOLIDAY PARK c
SMITH MICHAEL F ENG4 URH CARR 331 u
SMITH MICHAEL GARY LAS4 702 E GREEN u 367-8705
SMITH MICHAEL J AGR3 1110 W STOUGHTON u
SMITH MICHAEL FAA3 810 S 3RD 3 c 344-6837
SMITH MICHAEL W AGR2 1301 S BUSEY u 344-1405
SKITH MYRON JAMES GRAD 1411 BR I AP CLIFF u 367-9475
SMITH NICKY LEF GRAD 111 S BUSEY 4 u 367-1616
SMITH NORMAN ROBERT GRAD 603 S BUSEY u 344-6646
SMITH PATRICIA A LASl URH BLAISDELL 13 u 332-3446
SMITH PATRICIA C LASl URH TAFT 114 c 332-0597
SMITH PATRICIA f LASl URH WARDALL 804 u 332-4457
SMITH PAUL ARTHUR ENG4 528 FAIRLAWN u
SMITH PAUL DEAN GRAD 1302 SUNSET c 359-8220
SMITH PAUL R JR LAS4 603 S BUSEY u
SMITH PAUL S LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 80<3 c
SMITH PETER B FAA1 112 E DANIEL c
SMITH PHILLIP A GRAD DANVILLE ILL
SMITH PHILLIP D LAS3 ?12 E DANIEL c
SMITH PORTER 4LEXIAN LAS2 702 S MCCULLOUGH u 637-6345
SMITH RANDY LEMUFL LAS3 609 W MAIN 4 u
SMITH RICHARD CCN ENG4 1110 1/2 S ARBOR c 344-6292
SMITH RICHARD LEE GRAD 708 S BIRCH u 365-2437
SMITH ROBERT ALAN LAS4 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE c 356-9202
SMI TH ROBFP.T ARTHUR ENG4 404 E STOUGHTON c
SMITH ROBERT C BUS4 801 N RANDOLPH 4 c
SMITH ROBERT GOROON GRAD 502 W GRIGGS 209 u
SMITH ROBERT J LASl URH FORBES 125 c 332-0937
SMITH ROBERT J LASl URH HOPKINS 486 c 332-1387
SMITH ROBERT LEF GRAD 105 E GREEN 13 c
SMITH ROBERT LFROY ED 4 714 DOVER PL c 352-6963
SMITH ROBFRT M AGR4 DANVILLE ILL
SMITH ROBERT M LAS3 910 W CALIFORNIA u
SMITH ROBERT W LAW1 316 S PRAIRIE 103 c
SMITH ROGER KENT GRAD 2313 S 1ST ST RD c
SMITH ROGER L L AW2 WILSON TRLR PK 14 u 367-4370
SMITH RCNALD DEE GRAD 116 HOLIDAY PARK c
SMITH RONALD ROY LAS4 804 W OREGON u 344-1534
SMITH RUSSEL EUGENE AGR4 111 S BUSEY 6 u
SMITH S ALL IE A PE 1 1010 E COLORADO u 367-0654
SMI TH SANDRA A ED 2 URH TRELEASE 1004 u 332-5681
SMITH SARAH B BUS1 URH ALLEN 394 u 332-3378
SMITH SCOTT MARTIN LAS4 1B46 VALLEY RD c 352-0148
SMITH SHARON K LAS2 URH LAR 283 u 332-2989
SMITH SHIRLEY ANN LAS 2 URH LUNDGREN 219 c 33 2-0 2 50
SMITH SHIPLEY M AGR2 URH LAR 283 u 332-2989
SMITH STEPHEN CARROL GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD 3 c 352-9700
SMI TH STEPHEN L LAW2 URH HOPKINS 380 c 332-1315
SMITH STEVEN L ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 169 u 332-4033
SMITH STEVEN M BUS3 3409 LAKESHORE c 356-3830
SMITH SUELLEN G PE 4 RANTOUL ILL
SMITH SUSAN ENG1 2408 S POND u 367-0567
SM I TH SUSAN I LAS3 2102 W WILLIAM c 356-8 197
SMITH SUSANNAH A GRAD 707 S 6TH 211 c 344-1203
SMITH TED M LAS3 4 DANELLEN u
206 S CHICAGO ST
6239 N FAIRFIELD
2715 WEST DR
1520 W HASTINGS ST




550 W 85TH ST
4118 WOODLAND AV
633 PINECROFT DR
RR 1 BOX 316
6644 E 26TH PL
702 E GREEN 1
1009 SUNSET CT
407 E GRAHAM ST
1105 E CLAY ST
611 W BEAROSLEY







122 W FRANKLIN ST
333 WOODLAWN AV
311 S PRAIRIE












109 N RUSSEL ST
208 HOLIDAY PK 325
4744 N OLCOTT
702 E GREEN
















37 E GARFIELD BLVD











RR 1 BOX 141
316 S PRAIRIE 103
545 W HOLDEN
119 S MAIN
207 E JEFFERSON ST

















































































































SMITH TFRUKO L AS 1
SMITH THEDOORF FRANK GRAO
SMITH THFODORE V GRAD
SMITH THOMAS ADRIAN GRAO
SMI TH THOMAS F BUS4
SMITH TIMOTHY L AW 1
SMITH TRACY FAA3
SMITH U SCOTT III COM3
SMITH WARD WHITLOCK LAS4
SMITH WARREN DEAN GRAD
SMITH WARREN J PE 2
SMITH WARREN K AGR3
SMITH WAYNE E FAA4
SMITH WFNDY A LAS3
SMITH WILLIAM A JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM C JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM P JR LAS3
SMITH WILLIAM RCY JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM YANCY GRAD
SMITH YOLANDA MARIE GRAD
SMITHF ALAN JOHN VM 3
SMITHWICK THOMAS M LAS2
SMOCK L INDA J LAS2
SMOLEN DAVID J 8US1
SMOLICH NADINE F FAA1
SMOLIK JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
SMOLLER BARBARA GAIL LAS4
SMOLTICH KATHLEEN A AGR3
SMOCT DENNIS G LAS4
SMOOT LAWRENCE R LAS1
SMOOT TFRPY J BUS1
SMOSNA RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
SMOTT PEGGY J ED 2
S MUCKER DOUGLAS A GRAD
SMUDA FRIEDMAR F GRAD
SMYTH SUSAN D BUS3
SMYTHE BRIAN B GRAD
SNAJDR EDWARD A GRAD
SNAJCR SALLEE ANNE GRAD
SNAPP JAMFS F LAS?
SNARSKIS JOYCE B GRAD
SNAVELY ROBERT JAMES GRAD
SNEARLY CYNTHIA L ED 3
SNELSON RODGFR K JR LASl
SNIDER LANE S LAS2
SNIDER LARRY A FAA1
SNIDER WILLIAM T II BUS3
SNIVELY STEPHFN WAYN LAS4
SNOBLE KAPEL ANTHONY LAS4
SNODGRASS JOYCE L FAA1
SNODGRASS KIRK A ENG4
SNODGRASS NANCY THER GRAD
SNOEYENBOS SUE FAA2
SNOKF THOMAS EDWIN ENG4
SNOOK MARGARET LOUIS GRAD
SNOOK MAURICE C BUS3
SNOPKO JOHN L AGR2
SNOW JACK E VM 3
SNOW JAMES B LAS4
SNOWDEN CAROL S ED 3
SNOWDEN CHERYL E LASl
SNUGGS JEAN C PE 4
SNUGGS NANCY S AGR1
SNYDER ARTHUR ERNEST GRAD
SNYDER CHARLOTTE A LAS3
SNYDER DAVID LANCE GRAD
SNYDER JAMES EDWARD FAA4
SNYDER JERRY L BUS3
SNYDER JOHN F III FAA2
SNYDER KATHRYN K LAS2
SNYDER KOERT L BUS2
SNYDER LINDA JUNE GRAD
SNYDER LYNN J GRAD
SNYDER MARILYN K L AS4
SNYDER MARY J AGR3
SNYDER RICHARD E GRAD
SNYDER ROBERT A ENG4
SNYDER ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
SNYDER ROBERT DAROLD GRAD
SNYDER ROBERT J JR BUS2
SNYDER RONALD W ENG2
SNYDER ROSALYN G GRAD
SNYDER STEVEN DANIEL ENG3
SNYDER TERRY LEE BUS3
SNYDER TERRY N ENG3
SNYDER WESLEY EDWIN GRAD
SNYDER WILLIAM G ENG1
SNYDER WILLIAM L BUS1
SOBCZAK JANE E LAS3
SOBELMAN MARTIN B BUS2
SOBHAN-ARDAKANI M GRAD
SOBOL GARY DUDLEY BUS4
SOBOLEWSKI JAMES M ENG2
SOBOTA JAMES S BUS3
SOCHINSKI ANN BUS2
SOCCL ROBERT S BUS1
SODER CHERYLL M ED 3
URH ALLEN 219 U
311 S PRAIRIE C 352-1847
1310 S FREDERICK C
409 1/2 N WILLIS C
806 W SPNGFLD U 367-6778
609 W OHIO U 344-6922
706 W ELM U
1010 S 2ND 3C5 C
307 E HEALEY 13 C
1501 WESTFIELO C 352-9746
805 BURKWOOD U 367-7171
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH FORBES 400 C
URH WARDALL 813 U 332-4466
306 E MAIN U 367-0641
1410 E PENN U 367-0708
URH SCOTT 322 C 332-1517
2013 C ORCH ST U 3*4-0582
404 E GREEN 103 U 344-1134
207 CENTRAL U
312 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 431 U 332-2673
URH NOBLE 421 C 332-0437
URH SAUNDERS 304 U 332-3646
405 E GREEN C
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
602 E STOUGHTON 16 C
URH FORBES 416 C 332-1096
URH SNYDER 475 C 332-1866
2113 HAZWO CT 302 U 344-5701
1202 W NEVADA U
307 W ELM U 367-3250
1411 W CHURCH C
URH LAR 235 U 332-2867
URH SHERMAN 958 C
1110 N DIVISION U 367-6859
1110 N DIVISION U
URH TOWNSEND 276 U
URH SHERMAN 663 C
506 W HFALEY C 352-1504
904 S LINCCLN U 344-1391
URH BABCOCK 108 U 332-3725
612 W CHURCH C
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
PARKLAND APTS 60 C
URH SCOTT 219 C
URH ALLEN 436 U 332-3242
904 W GREEN U 344-4405
URH SHERMAN 665 C 332-4894
URH WARDALL 202 U 223-4310
RANTOUL ILL
URH SHERMAN 224 C
SAVOY ILL
203 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
2301 S 1ST ST RO C
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
URH VANDOREN 416 C 333-0548
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
URH SAUNDERS 224 U 332-3635
302 W LOCUST 3 U
GEORGETOWN ILL
903 W OREGON U
907 W MAIN 4 U
604 E ARMORY 143 C
203 N HARVEY U
104 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 302 C 332-1500
URH DANIELS 307 U 332-2214
1118 W HEALEY C 356-7049
URH LAR 238 U 332-2869
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
2064 C ORCH ST U 344-0121
707 W SPNGFLD 2 U
2017 PHILO RD 10 U 367-4464
1019 W JOHN C 356-0965
409 E CHALMERS 502 C
814 OAKLAND 104 U
2205 HAZWO 303 U
MONTICELLO ILL
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
814 OAKLAND 104 U
2205 HAZWD DR 303 U 344-7968
MAPLE SHADE N J
URH HOPKINS 456 C 332-1364
MADRID SPAIN
910 S 3RD C 337-5220
TURNER HALL 406 U 333-6862
915 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-0295
604 E ARMORY 228 C
910 S 3RD 726 C 344-5000
URH CLARK 411 C 332-0067
301 E ARMORY C














43 G H BAKER
2905 W PLATTE AV
3734 W 82ND ST
155 NEVADA DR













104 RIDGE DR RR 3




















1132 MONROE ST SE
RR 3






3314 W SHOFF CR
17 PARK HILL CT
2035 MARSTON LN
2035 MARSTON LN
19365 MEL INDA CR



















111 N 3RD ST
705 HILLOALE
2205 HAZWD DR 30 3
736 HAVERFORD AV
2910SCOTT CRESCENT
4411 W 182ND ST
50-03 229TH ST
TURNFR HALL 406
14459 S GREEN ST
311 E LAKE SHORE
3045 N CENTRAL PK
108 S KENILWORTH
3438 W MAIN ST




































































































SOOERBERG ROBIN M BUS4
SODERSTROM JANE ANN LAS4
SOEFKER LOUIS J JR LAS1
SCELLNER NANCY A LAS1
SOENKSEN JERRY L LAS3
SOER BARBARA SUE LAS4
SOERENSEN GARY LEE GRAO
SOFFER GARY M BUS1
SOFO JACQUELINE H LAS1
*SOFRANKO DOLORFS ANN GRAD
*SOGIN DENISE EITZEN GRAO
SOGIN MITCHELL LOYD GRAO
SOHN CAROL A KURFMAN GRAD
SOHN RONALD E 3US4
SOKAL JOSEPH W ENG2
SOKKAR FAT-HI F GRAD
SCKCL BRADLEY F ENG2
SOKOL JUDITH D LAS2
SOKOL RONALD J LAS3
SOKCL RCNALD P LAS3
SCKOLOWSKI BOHDAN L E NG4
SCKCLOWSKI ELIZABETH LAS4
SOKOLOWSKI STEPHEN J LAS3
SOKOLSKY PIERRE V GRAD
SOLA PETER A GRAD
*SOLAUN JOAN DAVIES GRAD
SOLEIMANI AYOUB 3RAD
SOLFVIN GERALD F GRAD
SOLIN JOHN RICHARD GRAD
SOLING JOE L JR ENG4
SPLIWON LCTHAR ERNST GRAD
SOLL ANDREW KAY GRAD
SOLNER JANICE G LAS2
SPLOCK MARK WARREN LAS4
SCLCF MARILYNN ANNET LAS4
SOLOMON ARTHUR ROBER GRAD
SCLOMON BARRY R LAS2
SOLOMON DAVID B LAS1
SOLOMON JEFFRFY P LAS3
SCLOMON JERRY S COM3
SOLOMCN KEITH ROSS GRAD
SOLOMON LINDA CAROL LAS4
SOLOMON ROBERTA H LAS2
SOLON BART J AGR4
SOLON EDWIN G AGR3
SOLON EVERETT J AGR1
SOLON JUOITH A LAS2
SOLCNE MARK J BUS2
SOLOW SHELDON L LAS3
SOLOWAY BARBARA I LAS1
SOMA JOHN T LAW1
SOMENZI CANDACE JOYC FAA4
SCMER LAWRENCE ERIC GRAD
SCMERS PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
SOMMER CHARLES J LAS2
SOMMER HENRY J III ENG1
SOMMER KATHRYN L FAA2
SCMMER RANCALL G ENG2
SOMMER VINCENT H JR AVI2
SOMMEPS DAVID ARTHUR ENG4
SOMMERS MATTHEW W FAAl
SOMMERS RICHARD L LAS1





SONNA LINDA G LAS3
SONNEBORN THOMAS F LAS3
SONNEM4KER MICHAEL W L AS4
SONNENBERG MARK L LAS4
SONNENFELD CHARLOTTE GRAO
SONNEVILLE STEPHEN T ENG4
SONNI STEPHEN JOSEPH ED 4
SONS SHARON L LAS4
SCNSINI FRANK CHARLE LAS4
SOO SHIRLEY A FAAl
SCONG JUDY YANG LAS4
SOPEP MARY ELLEN GRAD
SOPER MICHAEL P ENG2
SCPKO MICHAEL JOHN BUS4
SOPPFT WILLIAM K ENG1
SOREN GAIL R FAA4
SCRENSFN FRANCIS W GRAD
SORENSEN GARY L FAAl
SORENSEN JANET I LAS3
SORENSEN KAREN L LAS2
SORENSEN LARRY R BUS3
SORENSEN MARK W LAS3
SORENSON JEFFREY L ENG4
SORENSON LARRY R I CHA FAA4
SORG THCMAS J LAS4
SCPHAUG TERJE GRAD
SORKIN SAMUEL M BUS3
SORN RONALD R ENG4
SOPOKIM BEVERLY ROSE FAA4
URH SNYOER 392 C
701 W ELM U
1206 STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 171 C
URH ALLEN 36 U
URH CARR 318 U
207 E JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 538 U
409 E CHALMRS 1509 C
706 S ANDERSON U
108 1/2 E DANIEL C
108 1/2 E DANIEL C
2404 KIRBY C
2404 KIRBY C
604 E ARMORY 206 C
3 08 HOLIDAY PARK C
301 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 427 U
907 S 4TH C
706 W OHIO U
406 W ELM U
406 W ELM U
906 E CALIFORNIA U
409 W ELM U
1960 B ORCH ST U
408 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 1060 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SHERMAN 1061 C
311 E ARMORY C
107 E JOHN C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 402 U
908 W NEVADA U
STA A BOX 2427 C
409 E OREGON U
105 E ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
52 F ARMORY C
907 S 4TH C
1010 S 2ND C
108 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD 901 C
1961 B ORCH U
URH WESTON 296 C
URH WESTON 296 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
310 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 556 C
108 E HFALEY 17 C
URH SHERMAN 861 C
612 S PROSPECT C
URH FORBES 110 C
URH GARNER 393 C
4 SAFFER CT U
PEORIA ILL
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
2007 S PHILO RO 1 U
URH BABCOCK 428 U
URH NOBLE 125 C
URH TOWNSEND 572 U
1712 PRINCETON C
URH SAUNDERS U
2114 ORCH ST 201 U
URH OGLESBY 1117 U
901 S LINCOLN 9 U
1010 S 2ND C
1101 W PENN U
1304 SILVER 3 U
CHICAGO ILL
509 E STOUGHTON C
1778 VALLEY RD C
603 W CHURCH 5 C
901 S 1ST 23 C
2020 CURETON U
2215 S 1ST ST MAN C
51 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 328 C
309 PFEFFER U
URH HOPKINS 454 C
106 E HEALEY 7 C
4 PATRICIA CT C
310 E GREGORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
715 W M ICHIGAN U
409 E CHALMERS 601 C
ROSEWOOD 3 U
URH OGLESBY 916 U
5 1ST ST RD 101 C
813 W MAIN U
182 7 A ORCH PL U







































































213 S SCHOOL ST
201 W 5TH















2609 N SAWYFR AV
406 W ELM
4852 S LINDER AV
14920 N BLVD
1960 B ORCH ST
STA A BOX 2029
119 E COLUMBIA ST










6090 N ALBANY AV
1020 BLUFF RD
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
BROOKLYN
6329 N MONTICELLO













RR 6 BOX 109
684 LINCOLN AV







4155 W 82ND PL
CHONGWONGUN
9328 PARKSIDE DR
605 S CATHERINE AV
541 W VINE
7613 N EDGEWILD DR
1014 N PRAIRIE
3930 N PINE GROVE
1 303-4 TH ST
536 S MAIN ST
PARKHILLS SBDV RR1























































































































SORRFLL S JAMES A LAS4
SCRUIKA GEORGIA K COM4
SOSOTAN BRI AN J LAS4
SOSIN LYNNE C FAA2
SOSNA NANCY E AGR1
SOSS KEVIN M LAS2
SOSS SUSAN ED 2
SOSTRIN CAROL L AGR2
SOSTRIN JUDITH SUSAN LAS4
SOUCY CONSTANCE M LAS1
SOUKUP CADY A LAS3
SOUKUP ROBERT J ENG2
SOIJLE PHILLIP F LAS3
SOULIER JFAN ELAINE GRAD
SOUROUR AHMED RAMZY GRAD
SOUTHAM ANDREW THOMA GRAO
SGUTHAM JOHN RALPH GRAD
SOUTHARD BURTON M GRAD
SOUTHERN CHARLES JR GRAD
SOUTHON EDWARD HENRY LAS4
SOUZA JAMES H LAS3
SOVA JEFFREY L LAS3
SOWERBY ROGER L GRAD
SOWINSKI JOHN F BUS1
SOWINSKI MICHAEL J BUS3
SOWLE SUSAN E LAS3
SPACEK DIANE MARIE LAS3
SPACINSKY JOHN JOSEP ENG4
SPADING GORDON D FAA3
SPAFFORD JERILYN SUE GRAD
SPAGAT LINDA S LASl
SPAGNA REBECCA S LAS2
SPAHN JOHN R BUSl
SPAKOWICZ CHRISTINE FAA1
SPALDING FREDRIC EAR LAS4
SPALDING JAY A LAS3
SPANBAUER RONALD F GRAD
SPANGLER DOUGLAS R AGR4
SPANGLER PSYCHE M FAA1
SPANGLER SUZANNE P PE 4
SPANIOL MICHAEL A BUS2
SPANNAUS TIMOTHY W GRAD
SPARACIO STEVEN J LASl
SPARBEL MARY L GRAD
SPARKS DAVID C LASl
SPATA JAMES MARTIN GRAD
SPATZ DIANE LEA COM4
SPATZ JO A AGR1
SPAULDING KATHLEEN S GRAD
SPAULDING ROBERT W ENG1
SPEAKER ELAINE M ED 2
SPEAR EDWARD DOMINIC GRAD
SPEAR MICHAEL AGR3
SPEAR MICHELLE E LASl
SPEAR THOMAS M LAS4
SPEARMAN WILLIAM N ED 4
SPFCHT DONALD A AVI3
SPECK MARTHA L BUSl
SPECOGNI JOSEPH P ENG1
SPFER DAVID J BUS3
SPEER DOUGLAS R 8US4
SPEER DWAIN HOBART GRAD
SPEER MICHAEL C BUSl
SPEERS ROBERT LEWIS LAW2
SPEERS STEPHEN H LASl
SPEIR GEORGE A II I FAA4
SPEISER JAMES R LASl
SPELL LYNNDEN LOUISE FAA1
SPELLMAN BUDDY BYRON VM 1
SPELLMAN JAMES F GRAD
SPELTER HENRY N AGR3
SPELTZ MATTHEW LOUIS LAS3
SPENCE CLARENCE W GRAD
SPENCE DAVID ROGER FAA4
SPENCE ELIZABETH H< GRAD
SPENCE JOANNE C ED 5
SPENCE OLLIE I LAS2
SPENCER CRISSAN A LAS2
SPENCER DAN F III LASl
SPENCER FAITH M GRAD
SPENCER GEOFFREY B LASl
SPENCER GLENN R1CHAR. ENG4
SPENCER GWYNNE L ENG1
SPENCER HAROLD S JR AVI 1
SPENCER JAMES A CCM3
SPENCER MARY DANA GRAD
SPENCER OTHELDA A FAA3
SPENCER PATRICIA W GRAD
SPENCER RANDALL A 3US4
SPENCER REBECCA ANNE GRAD
SPENCER ROGER LEE ENG4
SPENCER SAMIA I GRAD
SPENCER STEPHEN C ENG4
SPENCER STEVEN C LASl
SPENCER TERRY L AGR1
SPENGLER RICHARD A ENG3
SP^NN THEODORE R LAW1
1009 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9696
1106 S LINCOLN 16 U 344-3616
2317 S 1ST 301 C 344-1114
801 W IOWA U 344-6316
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
209 E ARMORY C
908 S 1ST C 344-7637
409 E CHALMRS 1313 C
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C 344-2008
URH TRELEASE 105 U 332-5417
209 W CLARK C
URH SCOTT 316 C 332-1511
804 W OREGON U
901 S 1ST 24 C 356-8826
804 W CHURCH C 359-3214
1107 W OREGON 3 U 344-0814
810 W INDIANA U
ST JOSEPH ILL
109 E JOHN C 356-7615
1706 CRESCENT C 359-4210
408 W ILLINOIS C
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9459
URH DANIELS 177 U
URH GARNER 415 C 332-0854
URH HOPKINS 350 C
URH VAN OOREN 14 C
210 N HARVEY 2 U
LOMBARD ILL
17 COACHMAN U 367-5320
509 E WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 521 U 332-5546
URH WARDALL 521 U 332-4395
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
URH FLAGG 344 C 332-0349
604 E ARMORY C 344-5 358
URH SCOTT 172 C 332-1421
100? N JAMES C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 176 U 332-2951
509 S 5TH 19 C 359-5997
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
408 N DRAPFR C 359-7843
URH GARNER 340 C 332-0802
PRARE VIEW TRLR CT C
URH SCOTT 174 C 332-1423
S W HORT FIELD LAB U
613 W HEALEY C 356-6470
URH TRELEASE 1104 U 332-5711
611 W DELAWARE U 344-5997
URH WESTON 323 C 332-2001
URH VANDUREN 407 C 332-0542
404 W SPNGFLD C 359-0390
GIFFORD ILL
URH TRELEASE 704 U 332-5591
SAVOY ILL
IVESDALE ILL
1004 S 1ST C 344-7419
URH WARDALL 924 U 332-4500
URH FORBES 290 C
208 E CLARK C
1004 W OREGON U 344-9473
1001 BRENTWOOD C 359-1204
607 S 4TH C
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH SCOTT 360 C 332-1540
505 S RANDOLPH C
3006 VALLEYBROOK C 352-9653
URH TRELEASE 609 U 332-5566
405 S POPLAR U
709 N BUSEY U 367-7661
108 S GREGORY U 344-2328
1404 E SILVER U 328-3678
1961 A ORCH ST U 367-6816
609 W SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 342 U
1961 A ORCH ST U 367-6816
URH BUSEY 157 U 332-2593
URH LAR 413 U 332-2915
URH HOPKINS 391 C 332-1321
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH OGLESBY 1116 U 332-5367
602 S BROADWAY U
URH WESTON 104 C 332-1888
URH OGLESBY 231 U 332-5112
OGOEN ILL
205 E GREEN 17 C 359-9782
URH GARNER 295 C 332-0772
605 FAIRLAWN U 367-0030
910 S 3RD C 337-5186
402 BRIAR LN 4 C 359-7244
2017 S PHILO RD 11 U
2111 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-1899
1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-9681
313 E CHALMERS C 328-1669
URH OGLESBY 1216 U 332-5397
904 W GREEN 612 U
URH SHERMAN 860 C 332-4933
354
205 W HARRIS AV
1013 S SEMINARY AV
2317 S 1ST 301
1107 ARBOR LN
23 RERKSHIRE LN













3134 S HIGHLAND AV
515 S CALUMET
1403 OLD FARM DR
BOX 669




804 E WILSON RD













2435 S HARVEY AV
PRAIRIE VIEW TRLR
820 9TH AV
S W HORT FIELD LAB







1230 S OAK PARK AV
BOX 124







246 S WESTERN AV
4612 N ORIOLE















809 S VINE ST
308 FINLEY
3600 W 98TH ST
RR 2
308 ELLEN DR




402 BRIAR LN 4
309 S 5TH ST







































































































SPERLING MARC L LAS2
SPERLING RUTH S LAS2




SPERRY CHARLES E ENG2
SPFRSRUD NORMAN C FAA6
SPESE JAMES E ENG1
*SPETA CHARLES JAMES GRAD
SPETZ GARY W ENG1
SPETZLER BERTRAM W LAS3
SPEYER BARBARA KAY LAS*
SPHAR JANET S LAS3
SPHAR WILLIAM M LAS2
SPICER CAVID ALAN ENG1
SPIEGEL SUZANNE ED *
SPIEGLER ALLAN' J LAS3
SPIELMAN SHEILA M BUS 1
SPIELMAN STEPHEN C ENG1
SPIELMAN STEWART A LAS3
SPIER EDWARD MICHAEL ENG*
SPIETH CATHERINE A ED 3
SPIEZER AARON M LAS*
SPIKE THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
SPILKER GAYLORO J AGR3
SPILKER ROBERT L ENG*
SPILLER JOHN W PE 2
SPILSBURY GEORGE C LAW1
SPILSBURY IQBAL GRAO
SPINA ALAN J LAS*
SPINA RONALD L AVI2
SPINDLER JEAN M FAA3
SPINNER GERALD A LAS3
SPINNER LEE LOUIS BUS*
SP IRA NEAL E LAS3
SPIRDUSO GARY A LAS3
SPIRN STEVEN GRAD
SPITTLER KAREN ANN LAS*
SPITZ ALAN J LAS1
SPITZ DONALO L ENG1
SPITZ RCNALD LAS*
SPITZE GLENNA D LAS*
SPITZER ALLAN J ENG2
SPITZFR AMY J LAS2
SPITZER BRUCE C LAW1
SPITZER GREG J AGR1
SPITZER JEFFREY MEL LAS*
SPITZER KAREN ANN AGR3
SPITZER ROY HENRY LAS*
SPITZER TERRY-ANN LAS1
SPITZER WILLIAM JOHN LAS*
SPIVACK ANDREW L LAS1
SPIVEY DONALD LAS*
SPLITHOFF PATRICIA A LAS1
SPOETH STEPHEN ALLEN AVI*
SPOHN TERRENCE J LAS*
SPOHN THERESA A LAS2
SPOKES PEGGY FAA3
SPOCNAMCRE JOHN IRVI GRAD
SPOONER MARK W BUS2
SPOOR ROBERT LOUIS ENG*
SPORLEQER PAMELA A LAS1
SPRADLEY BRUCE S LASl
SPRAGUE BARBARA J FAA1
SPRAGUE GARY EARL GRAD
SPRAGUE PAMELA FAA1
SPRAGUE RICHARD LEIG BUS*
SPRAGUE ROSS F LAS*
SPRATLIN JUDY J LASl
SPRATLIN NANCY M LAS2
SPPECHER DAVID J AGR2
SPRECKMAN JEFFRFY AL PE *
SPRENKEL RICHARD K GRAD
SPRIETSMA LYNDI R LAS2
SPRINGER eARRY A LASl
SPRINGER CHARLES R ENG*
SPRINGER PATRICIA JE AGR*
SPRINGER VICTOR BUS2
SPRINGFIELD EZELL FAA3
SPRINGMAN JOHN f FAA2
SPRINGROSE JOHN H BUS1
SPRINGWATER DAVID K LAS3
SPROAT CAVID A 3US2
SPPOCK FREDERICK JR GRAD
SPROUL GOROON CUANE GRAD
SPROUL MARIE C N GRAD
SPROULS EPIC PAUL GRAD
SPROULS LINDA SUE EO 3
SPROULS MARK WARREN AGR3
SPUDIC MICHAEL W LAS3
SPUNGEN CAROL A LASl
SPURGEON CHARLES W VM 1
SPURGEON WILLIAf A GRAD
SPURGETIS JAMES P LAS3
SPURGETIS THEODORE D LAS*
SQUIFR STEPHEN W LAS2
SOUILLO PAUL S ENG1
SQUIRE JUANTTA J GRAD
URH TOWNSEND 56* U
URH ALLEN 2*7 U
URH SCOTT 361 C
URH OGLESBY 629 U
URH SNYDER 362 C
802 W ILLINOI S U
URH OGLESBY 1202 U
1*01 WESTFIELD C
URH SNYDER 217 C
*09 E CHALMERS 505 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1009 S OAK C
1009 S OAK C
506 N MCKINLEY C
*09 E CHALMRS 131* C
URH OGLESBY 22* U
URH BUSEY *25 U
URH SNYOER *6l C
2219 S 1ST 30* C
URH TOWNSEND 253 U
* SAFFER CT U
30 2 S *TH 2 C
201 S COTTAGE GR U
1002 S LINCOLN U
107 E CHALMERS * C
1101 W PENN U
2109 HAZWD DR 203 U
56 E DANIEL 2 C
309 W JOHN I C
2108 W WHITE 13* C
URH LAR 221 U
URH SNYDER 162 C
1807 W JOHN C
609 W MAIN U
312 E ARMORY C
1101 N BUSEY AV U
505 E WHITE 12 C
910 S 3RD 52* C
1708 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 236 U
209 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND *08 U
910 S 3RD C
6 HIGH CT U
308 E ARMORY C
1307 STOUT U
707 S 6TH 202 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS *17 U
URH OGLESBY 529 U
URH OGLESBY 531 U
906 1/2 S VINE 303 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
505 W UNIVERSITY C
601 W GREEN U
907 S 3RD C
903 S *TH C
MONTICELLO ILL
1111 S 1ST C
PRAIRIE VIEW TRLR C
URH TRELEASE 1018 U
HAZWD DR U
URH WARDALL 712 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH EVANS 209 U
608 W GREEN 3 C
130* N NEIL C
URH EVANS 203 U
URH WARDALL 122* U
URH SCOTT 162 C
507 S RANDOLPH C
112 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 31* U
1105 S 1ST C
1212 W CLARK U
1 110 1/2 S ARBOR C
1111 S 1ST C
702 S MCCULLOUGH U
203 W NEVAOA U
URH SNYDER *69 C
1002 W OREGON U
211 E ARMORY C
905 S 1ST 12 C
103 N COLER U
103 N COLER U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
806 W OHIO U
713 W SPNGFLD U
URH TAFT *05 C
603 S BUSEY U
905 S 1ST C
505 E CHALMERS C
505 E CHALMERS C
901 S 2ND C
60* E ARMORY 3*0 C






















































































560* N ST LOUIS










155** WOO DL AWN E
6905 S PRINCE CR









505 E WHI *E 12
8501 N LAWNDALE
1708 W SPRINGFIELD
















9321 S 81ST CT
2*0* JAY LN
173 N 2*TH ST
1608 CORNELL
1105 8TH AV N












509 E SECTION ST









PKHL MBL EST 30*
RR I











































































































SQUIRES JOHN H LAW2
SRINIVASAN CAOAMBl A GRAD
SRINIVASAN R GRAD
SROKA BARBARA J AGR2
SPHKA THOMAS LAS4
SRUTOWSKI NINA M LAS2
STAAHL DIANE E LAS1
STAAT LARRY GEORGE BUS4
STABB CHARLES LAW1
STABEN CHRISTINE M LAS1
STABILE STEPHEN M COM3
STABLER MARK D LAS3
STABOSZ RAF D LAS4
STABOSZ WILLIAM L LAS4
STACEY PAUL H LASl
STACHURA JAMES S BUS1
STACHURA MICHAEL F GRAO
STACK BRIAN R ENG1
STACK CAROL A LAS2
STACK CHERYL E AGR2
STACK ROBERT J ENG3
STACKENWALT FRANCIS GRAO
STACY WILLIAM EARL ENG4
STAOLER KATHRYN FAA1
STAONICK STEVEN JAN GRAD
STAEHL IN JAMES H ENG2
STAEHLING JONATHAN J ENG2
STAFFORO CHRISTOPHER BUS2
STAFFORD MARY FORD 3US2
STAFFORD SYLVIA V GRAD
STAFSETH DAVID R BUS3
STAGG NANCY S GRAD
STAGGS SARAH R LAS2
STAGGS SUE E LASl
STAHL CHARLES SUMNER ENG4
STAHL CHARLES W BUS2
STAHL OEANNA ROSE AGR4
*STAHL FRFD ALAN GRAD
STAHL KAREN A PE 3
STAHL ROGER E LAS3
*STAHL THOMAS RAY GRAD
STAHLE DOUGLAS A GRAD
STAHLER WILLIAM DONA ENG4
STAHLHUT RANDALL K ENG2
STAHLMAN DANIEL LEE LAS4
STAHLMAN STEVE W AGR3
STAHNKE JILL A LASl
STAKE 3ERNADINE E GRAD
STAKE JEFFREY F LASl
STAKELON THOMAS STAN GRAD
STAL TERRY L ENG1
STALCUP STANLEY F AVI1
STALETS LINDA M ED 1
STALEY BRUCE M ENG1
STALEY DEBORAH A P LAS4
STALEY JUDITH C GRAD
STALEY LAURA L LAS3
STALLINGS CAMILLE FAA1
STALLMAN MARGAPITE GRAD
STALLMANN CHERYL A BUS1
STALLMANN JAMES E LASl
STALLONE VERNA A LAS3
9TALLW0RTH ROBERT E AGR3
STALTER DANIEL J FAA3
STAMBACH ROBERT GREG BUS*
STAMBACH SALLY ANN ED 3
STAMBERGER MARTHA A AGR3
STAMER JESSE L BUS1
STAMER WILLIAM A BUS3
STAMERJCFN DAVID M LAS3
STAMERJOHN RALPH W ENG2
STAMM GARY MELVIN GRAD
STAMM JAMES CARL ENG4
STAMMER BARBARA ANN ED 4
STAMP ELAINE RENEE LAS4
STAMP NANCY H LAS2
STAMP STEPHEN L ENG3
STAMPER JOHN W FAA2
STAMPS HELEN LECNE P GRAD
STAMPS ROBERT F BUS3
STAMPS THOMAS P LAS2
STANCIK MARYANN LAS2
STANCPOK BARBARA J AGR1
STANCZAK DAVID LOREN LAW3
STANCZAK MARILYN M LAS4
STANCZAK STANLEY L BUS3
STANDERWICK BRUCE B ENG3
STANDRING ROBERT T BUSl
STANFORD RAYMONO ALD ENG4
STANGE CAROL S ED 2
STANGEL GREGORY L ENG2
STANGER DAVID C BUSl
STANGL SUSAN T A GR 1
STANIS MARIANNE C FAA3
STANISH MICHAEL A ENG2
STANISLAWSKI JANICE LASl
STANKUS BARBARA MARI LAS4
1206 HEDGE RD C
1115 W GRFEN 118 U 344-4608
707 S 6TH 308 C 344-5505
URH WARDALL 705 U 332-4433
URH CARR U 332-3843
URH LUNDGREN 309 C 332-0263
URH VANDOREN 224 C 332-3511
309 W UNIVERSITY 3 C 359-1909
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TRELEASE 1026 U 332-5706
910 W CALI FORNIA U
308 E ARMORY C 344-6899
300 S GOODWIN 207 U
300 S GOODWIN 207 U 344-0250
309 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 411 C 332-0429
2008 D HAZWD CT U 328-3090
1010 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 393 U
703 W CALIFORNIA U 36 7-9872
2812 CARRELTON C 359-4213
2108 ORCH ST U 344-0908
502 N MCKINLEY C
URH LUNDGREN 425 C 332-0920
502 S ELM C 359-3308
URH GARNER 206 C 332-0706
URH OGLESBY 631 U 332-5232
604 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 207 C 332-0614
PEORIA ILL 676-2497
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
809 S 5TH C 344-2220
URH EVANS 202 U 332-2700
URH TRELEASE 1226 U 332-5762
1016 W CHARLES C 352-2648
803 S 2ND C 359-7449
53 E JOHN 7 C 356-0721
STA A BOX 2139 C
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
1005 S 6TH C 344-6369
302 S STATE 3 C 359-8250
RANTOUL ILL
1007 S 3RD C 356-0917
URH HOPKINS 328 C 332-1279
URH WESTON 128 C 332-1905
7 SAFFER CT U
URH ALLEN 194 U 332-3298
304 W IOWA U 365-2487
304 W IOWA U 365-2487
410 W HIGH U
URH CARR 405 U 332-3948
2206 CAMPBELL C
URH TRELEASE 6 19 U 332-5575
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
DECATUR ILL
NEWTON ILL
URH BARTON C 332-0087
URH TRELEASE 328 U 332-5493
1504 W CHARLES C
URH TRELEASE 821 U 332-5637
URH HOPKINS 432 C 332-1351
806 OAKLAND 204 U 328-2578
1010 S 2ND C
206 CLARK C
800 S MATTIS 3 C 359-4172
205 E HEALEY 31 C 352-4791
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
905 E COLORADO 42 U 367-9040
905 E COLORADO 42 U 367-9040
URH GARNER 322 C 332-0791
URH GARNER 440 C 332-0872
1306 N HICKORY C
305 E JOHN C
611 E DANIEL C 344-1964
303 E JOHN C 344-1103
URH TRELEASE 226 U 332-5461
110 E ARMORY C
505 E CHALMERS C
30 LAKE PARK C 359-5640
30 LAKE PARK C 359-5640
30 LAKE PK C 359-5640
URH BLAISDELL 113 U 332-3460
URH ALLEN 398 U 332-3382
URH WESTON 152 C 332-1909
2101 W WHITE 117 C 359-4142
2101 W WHITE 117 C 359-4142
604 E ARMORY 404 C
604 ARMORY C 344-1266
URH SNYDER 358 C 332-1779
903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
URH FORBES 445 C 332-1118
URH FORBES 127 C 332-0939
URH ALLEN 481 U 332-3410
1304 W CLARKE U 328-3896
409 E CHALMERS 812 C
URH LAR 187 U 332-2960
302 S 4TH 10 C 356-5042






1341 N HIGHLAND AV
225 N KENSINGTON





















217 W 2ND AV
19 WREN CIRCLE
809 S 5TH
RR 1 BOX 108
RR 1 BOX 108
1016 W CHARLES









5 MAIN EXT RR 2
4513 N RIVERDALE






5 18 N CHESTNUT











800 S MATTIS 3
1502 N 9TH
RR 1 BOX 11
3320 N ROCKY BEACH
3320 N ROCKY BEACH
127 CRESTVIEW
124 MARY PL
RR I BOX 280
3931 N HOYNE AV
211 DIERKS OR
6635 N WHIPPLE






2704 W 23R0 PL
708 ILLINOIS DR
1005 ATLANTIC AV
2101 W WHITE 117
2101 W WHITE 117
332 TEE LN





9732 S UTICA AV
3209 ALTA VISTA RD
847 CAMBRIDGE
4806 S TRIPP



































































































STANKUS SYLVIA 8 GRAO
STANLEY DANIEL RAY LAS*
STANLEY DAVID W FAA3
STANLEY ELIZABETH C GRAD
STANLEY EUGENE A GRAD
STANLEY GALEN W ENG*
STANLEY JACK HOWARD GRAD
STANLEY LAUREL L LAS3
STANLEY TOBIN A E NG*
STANLEY WILLIAM GRAD
STANOWSKI DANIEL R LAS1
STANOWSKI DAVIC RICH ENG*
STANSIL DOUGLAS B BUS2
STANTON CATHFRINE G LAS*
STANTON LAVATTA E LAS2
STANZEL HOLLY B FAA1
STAPLETON MAUREEN T LAS2
STAPLETON PATRICIA A GRAD
STAR MERRIE D LAS1
STARBIRD FREDERICK C FAA*
STARCK JAMES P FAA3
STARK GREGORY C AGR2
STARK LINDSAY CRAIG ENG*
STARK MARGARET MARY FAA2
STARK MARILYNN W I BL
E
GRAD
STARK MARY MARGARET L AS3
STARK ROBERT L GRAD
STARK RUTH J LAS3
STARK TERRENCE L ENG*
STARKE CAVID H LAS1
STARKEY JERRY M LAS2
STARKS LINDA J BUS1
STARKS TANYA M LAS1
STARKS TERRY ALLAN PE 3
STARKS THEOLA LAS3
STARNES ROBERT MICHA GRAD
STAROSCIK JUDY M LAS2
STARR ALLEN LEE GRAD
STARR DOROTHY A FAA2
STARR PHILIP ROBERT GRAD
STARR RANOI LAS1
STARR RICHARD L ENG*
STARR ROSALYN L LAS1
STARR WILLIAM ERNEST FAA*
STARRICK KATHI S ED 1
STARWALT JACK D ENG3
STASEN EDWARD R LAS2
STASHWK.K JANICE L LAS1
STASIEK ROBERT J FAA2
STASIK MARK G BUS1
STASINSKI DAVID D LAS*
STASKON SANDRA MARIE GRAD
STATOFIELD GARY E LAS1
STATKUS FRANCINE M LAS3
STATON JOSEPH MICHAE ENG*
STATTON MARTHA ANNE GRAD
STAUBER JOSEPH W BUS*
STAURFR MARIAN E D LAS*
STAUBER RAYMOND W JR LAW1
STAUDER LOUIS FRANCI ENG*
STAUDER MELANIE A AGR3
STAUFF KURT ERNEST ED 2
STAUFFER ANN THFRESE GRAD
STAVER DAVID ROBERT LAS2
STAYTON GREGORY T ENG3
STAZZCNE PETER BUS2
STEADMAN GARY L L AW2
STEAGALL MARK R ENG1
STEARNS SUSAN M LAS*
STEBBINS GARY LEE COM*
STEC JOHN F ENG1
STEC PAULA COM3
STFCH LAWRENCE R LAS3
STECZ WILLIAM A FAA1
STED CHARLES A LAS3
STEOMAN PATRICIA ANN ED *
STEELE DEBORAH PE 1
STEELE IAN MCKAY GRAD
STEELE JAMES CURTIS GRAO
STEELE LCUISE W BUS3
STEELE MALINDA A LAS3
STEELE MICHAEL A BUS3
STEELE RICHARD A ENG1
STEELE ROBFRT B LAS*
STEELMAN BURNELL K LAS3
STEER STEVEN ALLEN LAS*
STEERE CAVID E GRAD
STFFRMAN CHRISTINE M LAS1
STEE"S PHILIP L III BUS*
STFFANI JOHN D COM2
STEFANIAK ALAN L LAW1
STEFANIK ANDREW M ENG2
STEFANINI MARIO J ENG1
STEFFEN CLAIRE P AGR3
STEFFEN DANIEL EUGEN LAS*
STEFFEN DAVID E ENG*
STEFFEN JAMES R AGRl
208 N HARVEY U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
*09 E CHALMERS 507 C
MAHOMET ILL
606 S RUSSELL C
207 W HEALEY C
MAHOMET ILL
*10 E GREEN C
503 E STOUGHTON C
1112 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 703 C
1*05 BRIARWOOD C
1111 S 1ST C
URH EVANS *06 U
URH WARDALL *10 U
URH LAR 106 U
502 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
1005 S 6TH 17 C
URH LAR 196 U
205 E STOUGHTON C
305 PARK U
110 E ARMORY C
100* W NEVADA U
1101 S EUCLID C
NORMAL ILL
1101 S EUCLID C
735 S MATTIS C
209 W GREEN C
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH BABCOCK *05 U
URH BABCOCK 120 U
URH CLARK 33C C
URH ALLEN 3*3 U
2907 E MAIN U
300 S GOODWIN 310 U
502 W MAIN 103 U
307 E HEALEY C
602 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH BUSEY 301 U
1*1* N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH LUNDGREN 30* C
308 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 716 U
VERSAILLES FR
URH BARTON 18 C
SHERMAN ILL
*09 W ELM 3 U
URH LAR 117 U
60* E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS *38 C
197* C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 91* U
102 E CHALMERS C
611 E DANIEL C
906 W STOUGHTON U
212 E GREGORY 202 C
*02 E DANIEL C
207 E CLARK C
207 E CLARK C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
302 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 930 U
URH DANIELS 116 U
URH OGLESBY 1229 U
1603 W PARK C
211 E DANIEL C
310 W WASHINGTON C
URH HOPKINS 296 C
107 E CHALMERS 6 C
1016 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 390 C
URH CLARK 208 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 388 C
102 E CHALMERS C
108 E HEALEY 2 C
URH BARTON 16 C
2059 D ORCH ST U
70* W WASHINGTON U
70* W WASHINGTON U
70* W WASHINGTON U
1006 W CLARK U
URH BABCOCK *22 U
URH SCOTT 360 C
CATLIN ILL
100* S 2ND C
100* S *TH C
1507 N COLER U
URH TOWNSFND 310 U
306 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 355 C
URH HOPKINS 382 C
911 S *TH C
DANVILLE ILL
817 BALBOA RD C
100* S *TH 101 C
























































































5100 MARINE DR 238
10*09 AVENUE E
320 ROOSEVELT RD

















901 S *TH ST
*12 N 8TH ST
RR 1
826 W CHASE ST
2755 N MENARD AV
3917 N SAWYER AV
1066 HUNTING DR
197* C ORCH ST
3538 W 96TH ST
*385 WILDWOOD LN
9326 N PINETREE RD
906 W STOUGHTON














90* E GARDEN ST
10723 S TRIPP CT
10723 S TRIPP CT




8571 S KENWOOD AV






















































































































STEFFEN KENNETH L BUS1
STEFFEN RONALD W ENGA
STEFFENS BRUCE CHASE LASA
STEFFENS GARY A LAS3
STEFFENSEN JAMFS JR LAS1
*STFFFENSEN MARGARET GRAD
STEFFEY KAREN DEE AGRA
STEGEMFIFR HENRI K LAS3
STEGFR ROBERTA A LAS2
STFGMANN JAMES LEE BUSA
STEHMAN JAMES J LAS1
STFICHEN MICHAEL G LASA
STFIGER WILLIAM E LAS2
STEIN ALAN LASA
STEIN ALEX MICHAEL LASA
STEIN CHERYL I LAS2
STEIN CHERYL J L AS 1
STEIN CYNTHIA A LAS2
*STEIN DAVID BRUCE GRAD
STEIN ELIZABETH ANN LAS3
STFIN JEFFREY S LAS2
STEIN JOHN D BUS1
STEIN JLANITA S PE 3
STEIN LESLFY E LAS1
STEIN LINDA H LAS2
*STEIN MAREN ALLAN GRAD
STEIN NORMA JEAN FAAA
STFIN PATRICIA L FAA2
STEIN RICHARD H E NG
1
STEIN ROGER DANIEL LASA
STEIN SANDRA H FD 1
STFIN STEPHEN R BUS1
STEINBACH FRED RICHA ENGA
STEINBACH SUSAN MARI LASA
STEINBERG LOUIS I LAS3
STFIN3ERG MICHAEL L AW2
STEINBERG NAOMI A LAS2
STEINBERG SARA J LAS1
STEINBERG THEODORE L GRAD
STEINBOCK ANNE L LAS1
STFINBRFCHER KATHLEE PE 1
STEINBRINK ELIZABETH ED A
STEINER DAVID WARD COMA
STEINER LESLIE J AGR1
STEINER MARLENE GRAD
STFINER MARTIN GRAD
STFINER WILLIAM ERIC LAS2
STEINFORT SCOTT BUSA
STEINGOLD EUGENE LAW1
STEINHAGEN CAROL T GRAD
STEINHOLTZ SUSAN B ED 1
STFINKAMP JOHN G LAS1
STFINKAMP LAVERNE L LASA
STEINKAMP MARJORIE W GRAD
STEINKE GARRY LEE GRAD
STEINKE TERRY MICHAE FAA3
STEINKELLNER LESLIE GRAD
STEINKEN DANIEL J LAS1
STEINMAN DOUGLAS H LASA
STEINMAN JANET W LAS2
STEINMAN LYNNF A LAS1
STFINMANN EDWARD R GRAD
STEINMANN SANDRA J COM3
STEINMETZ JOHN C GRAD
STEINSDOERFER GARY R LAS1
STEISKAL ALISON M LAS1
STFJSKAL FRANK PAUL ENGA
STELLA MARIO A ENGA
STELLA MARVIN J ENGA
*STELLATO DONALD E LAW1
STELLER GARY A GRAD
STELLHORN WILLIAM H GRAD
STELLWAY RICHARD J GRAD
STEMLER ALAN JAMES GRAD
STEMLER KENNETH H AGRl
STENDER JERRY H U.AS3
STENFRSON DENNIS L LAS2
STENGEL RICHARD J D FAA3
STENGER DAVID MICHAE AGRA
STENGER JOHN FRANCIS LASA
STENQUIST RICHARD F LAS1
STENZEL KEITH DELMAR GRAD
STENZEL MARK RAYMOND GRAD
STENZEL WENDY T AGRA
STENZEL WILLIAM J ENG2
STEPANCZUK PAUL P AGRl
STEPANEK DAVID C LAS2
STEPHAN FREDERICK J FAA2
STEPHAN JAMES JACOB BUS2
STEPHEN BARBARA J AGRl
STEPHEN ROSS GORDON GRAD
STEPHEN VALERIE ANN LASA
STEPHENITCH MARK A BUS3
STEPHENITCH PAUL D BUS3
STEPHENS ARTHUR C ENG1
STFPHENS CAVID E ENG3
STEPHENS DAVID GEORG BUSA
501 E DANIEL C
909 S 3RD C
URH WFSTON 132 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SCOTT 359 C
805 W ILLINOIS U
503 E STOUGHTON 6 C
A10 E JOHN C
URH LAR 2 92 U
URH OGLESBY 902 U
URH TOWNSEND 31A U
810 OAKLAND 201 U
URH TOWNSFND 28A U
URH BABCOCK 207 U
910 S 3RD 622 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 1218 U
URH BLAISOELL 120 C
1319 FREDERICK C
A7 E CHALMERS C
305 N GOODWIN U
301 E ARMORY C
305 N GOODWIN U
URH TRELEASE 616 U
90A S 3RD C
508 W GRIGGS U
907 S WRIGHT C
COLLINSVILLE ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 720 U
907 S ATH C
201 E JOHN C
AOA E STOUGHTON 11 C
JERUSALEM ISRAEL
1A12 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WARDALL 613 U
URH TRELEASE 831 U
807 S 1ST 3A C
URH BLAISOELL 219 U
URH LAR 109 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1005 C
108 N GOODWIN U
A01 E GREEN C
908 W NEVADA 2 U
URH SHERMAN 75A C
502 W ELM 17 U
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
1005 S 6TH 18 C
1A00 N MCKINLEY 12 C
910 S 3RD C
60A E ARMORY 3A3 C
908 W NEVADA U
602 W DELAWARE U
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
307 E GREEN 5 C
NORMAL ILL
URH NOBLE 122 C
115 W GREEN 206 C
90A S ORCHARD U
URH WARDALL 807 U
805 W OREGON U
A09 E CHALMRS 1109 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH FORBES AAO C
URH CLARK 233 C
URH SCOTT 27A C
1010 S 2ND C
60A E ARMORY C
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
AOA EDGEBROOK 117 C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1003 W HILL C
MORRILL HAL,L U
URH GARNER 375 C
709 S WEST C
A09 E CHALMERS C
2311 S 1ST 30A C
2315 S 1ST C
1007 S 3RD C
305 E JOHN C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
1318 1/2 ALMS C
1318 1/2 ALMS C
909 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND AA7 U
URH CARR A03 U
URH SCOTT 17A C
URH ALLEN A81 U
308 S COLER U
A09 E CHALMERS C
911 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 206 U
URH NOBLE 327 C
102 E CHALMERS C
































































100 W ORCHARD PL








525 N STONE AV
12352 S LASALLE ST
52A DREXEL AV























9A1 NW HOLCOMB DR






6A2A N FRANCI SCO
69-25 218TH ST
















803 BIG ROCK AV
706 S MATHEWS
182 PETERSON PKWY
12A N AUSTIN BLVO
1 S 550 ROUTE 53
11A22 S LOWE AV





U OF I BOTANY
RR 2 BOX 202





16A3 W 93RD PL
RR 2 BOX A3
RR 2
52A0 S CAMPBELL AV
15912 DREXEL













































































































STEPHENS HARRY BENNE 3US4
STEPHENS HOWARD PAGE GRAO
STEPHENS JEANETTE E LAS4
*STFPHENS JOHN A GRAO
STEPHENS KENNETH LEO ENG4
STEPHENS KIRK HAROLD BUS*
STEPHENS MARGARET L GRAD
STEPHENS MICHAEL H BUS1
STEPHENS MICHAEL V SUS1
STEPHENS MICHAEL P GRAD
STEPHENS NANCY J COM3
STEPHENS NORMA N LAS3
STEPHENS RICK t BUS4
STEPHENSON ROBERT M LAW1
STEPHENSON STEPHEN J LASl
STEPINA LEE P LAS2
STEPNICKA CRAIG DOUG 3US4
STEPP RENEE AGR1
STEPPIG BRUCE A AVI2
STFRBA ANTON W LAS2
STERBA STEVEN C FAA3
STERN ARTHUR I FAA2
STERN CARRIE FAA1
STERN ELLEN P LAS3
STERN FRANCINE ED 1
STERN GARY M BUS2
STERN KAREN J LASl
STERN LAURIE K PE 2
STERN LINDA S LAS2
STERN MARY C AGR2
STERN MICHAEL C LAW1
STERN NANCY I LAS3
STERN PETER A ED 1
STERN PHILIP WINTER LAS4
STERN RICHARD 8 FAA3
STERN ROBERT S 8US3
STERN STEPHEN GRAD
STERNAL JAYNE R LASl
STERNBERG LAWRENCE I LAS2
STERNFELD BARBARA H LASl
STEPRETT HELEN J GRAD
STETSON GREG GUY ENG4
STETSON MICHAEL B GRAD
STETZLER REBECCA J AGR2
STFUART RAYMOND C GRAD
STFUDEL NANCY L LASl
STEURY CHARLES P LAS2
STEURY JOHN H ENG1
STEVENS AL ICE J LAS2
STFVENS CAROLYN AGR2
STEVENS ELIZABETH H LAS2
STEVENS JAMES E JR GRAD
STEVENS KATHLEEN V LAS2
STEVFNS MICHAEL J ENG1
STEVENS STANLEY C GRAD
STEVENS TERRY J 3US4
STEVENS WENDELL L AGR3
STEVENSON CRAIG A VM 1
STEVFNSON JAMES M FAAl
STEVENSON JOHN C LAS3
STEVENSON LINDA D LAS2
STEVENSON SCOTT W LAS2
STEVENSCN TERESA G AGR1
STFVER RONALD C ENG6
STEWART CHARLES NEIL GRAD
STEWART CONNIE A BUS2
STFWAPT CAVID L ENG4
STFWART DFBORAH L LASl
STEWART DIANE L LAS3
STEWART DONALD K ENG3
STEWART DORETHA M LASl
STEWART GARY GENE ENG2
STEWART GLEN P BUS1
STFWART IDA S GRAD
STEWART JAMES LOCKHA GRAD
STEWART JOHN C LAW1
STEWART JOHN H LAS2
STEWART JOHN H JR BUS6
STFWART KAREN J LASl
STEWART KATHLEFN A ENG1
STEWART LINDA SUSAN LAS3
STEWART LYNDA JEANNE GRAD
STEWART PATSY E LAS4
STEWART RALPH N ENG1
STEWART RAYMOND STAN GRAD
STEWART ROBERT D BUS4
STEWART ROBERT D LAS2
STEWART ROBERTS R ENG2
STEWART RCY T JR GRAD
STFWART STEVEN ENG2
STEWART THOMAS S E NG3
STGERMAIN JOHN H LAS2
ST IAK JUDITH K LAS4
STICE JAMES L LAS4
STICE SUSAN LYNN GRAD
ST ICHA MARK W FAA2
STICHA PAUL J LAS4
107 E CHALMERS 4 C
713 ARLINGTON CT C
407 S RANDOLPH C
264 DEWEY U
509 E STOUGHTON C
603 W CHURCH 10 C
1012 HOLIDAY C
URH GARNER 460 C
URH SCOTT 216 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 122 U
2107 HAZWD 102 U
1510 GRANDVIEW 12 C
URH SHERMAN 756 C
CLINTON ILL
1106 S 3R0 C
108 E HEALEY 10 C
URH BARTON 25 C
102 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS 509 C
URH GARNER 132 C
404 S LINCOLN U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 465 U
URH BARTON 10 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 426 U
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 221 U
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
2317 S 1ST C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 421 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 317 C
301 E ARMORY C
502 E WHITE C
URH WARDALL 510 U
409 E CHALMERS 413 C
URH WARDALL 902 U
706 SHERWOOD TERR C
408 W SPNGFLD C
2101 HAZWD DR 103 U
URH TRELEASE 1002 U
1109 W CLARK U
URH BUSEY 337 U
911 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 418 C
URH ALLEN 473 U
URH BUSEY 333 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1211 W CLARK 14 U
907 S 2ND 12 C
URH SNYDER 416 C
103 N COLER U
1609 CORNELL C
1700 W BRADLEY C
2108 ORCH ST 301 U
URH GARNER 428 C
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
2108 ORCH ST 331 U
URH GARNER 426 C
URH LUNOGREN 14 C
OGDEN ILL
304 CRYSTAL LAKE U
URH BLAISOELL 121 U
URH CARR 204 U
URH VANDOREN 307 C
508 E WHITE 11 C
URH GARNER 258 C
1107 W GREEN U
210 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 263 C
1410 ROSEWOOD DR C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
1110 S ARBOR C
810 W OREGON U
1011 S OAK 2 C
URH BUSEY 429 U
URH ALLEN 499 U
901 S 1ST 15 C
1838 VALLEY RD C
906 1/2 S VINE U
URH FORBES 278 C
602 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 266 U
2217 S 1ST C
URH CARR 203 U
1707 PRINCETON C
URH BABCOCK 213 U
906 S 1ST C
108 S GOODWIN U
309 E HEALEY 15 C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
311 E DANIEL C











































































3743 N PINE GROVE
264 DEWEY
509 E STOUGHTON
22 W 538 BALSAM DR
1012 HOLIDAY
3418 N SUSAN DR
1520 PRINCETON CT
8009 BROMLEY









































1211 W CLARK 14
5443 W HADDON
4140 W 82ND ST
103 N COLER
1609 CORNELL
RR 1 BOX 97
2108 ORCH ST 301
505 PARK BLVD
HI PEARL AV
2108 ORCH ST 301
505 PARK BLVD
213 FLEETWOOD
2917 W RHODORA AV
304 CRYSTAL LAKE
415 HOLLY CT
RR 1 BOX 206A






1003 S MATTIS 1-7
2020 N MATTIS 103
410 N KANKAKEE
17 RANGER DR












165 N DOUGLAS AV
417 11TH ST
913 E FREDERICK





































































































LA GRANGE PARK ILL
359
STICKELMAIER H C III ENG1
STICKLEN ROBERT W ENG3
STICKLER JAMES HART ENG4
STICKLER JOSEPH COLL GRAD
STICKLER SARA L FAA1
STICKROD ROB G BUS2
*ST IEBER CATHY V LAS?
STIEBER DOUGLAS JOSE BUS4
STIEFEL GILBERT S FD A
STTEFFL KAREN LAPIN LAS4
STIEGEMEIER TAMRA LY FAA3
STIEGMAN GREGORY VAN LAS4
STIER BETTY J BUS1
STIFR GLENN R ENG3
STIERMAN CHARLES F LAS2
STIERWALT BONITA K AGR1
*STIFFLER ERIC M GRAD
STIGALL JAMES R GRAD
STIGBERG DAVID KFNNE GRAD
STILES CAROLYN L LAS1
STILFS RANDALL JAY GRAD
STILL STEVFN MICHAEL GRAD
STILLE KENT A ENG3
STILLE RICHARD C ENG1
STILLERMAN SIDNFY J LAS1
STILLI SUSAN A LAS1
STILLWELL HFNRY S II BUS4
STILTS RONALD G BUS*
STILTZ RICHARD LEE AGR4
ST ILWELL CAROLYN E LAS1
STIMFK BARBARA L LAS2
STINF BRYAN ANDREW FAA4
STINE JAMES RONALD GRAD
STINE OWEN JAY FAA1
STINEBAUGH LORELEI J LAS3
STINSON CRAIG M PE 3
STINSON KENNETH R ENG2
STINSON RICHARD A ENG3
STINTON CYNTHIA LOU COM4
STIPE MARY E LAS1
STIPP THOMAS P PE 1
STIRNIMAN ROBERT PAU ENG4
STISSER MARCELLA R BUS1
STITH RUDOLPH LAS1
STITH STEPHANIE L AGR1
STIVERS J-AMES DANIEL GRAD
STJOHN GRFGORY J LAS3
STJOHN KENNETH A VM 1
STLOUIS GENE N LAS2
STLUKA GARY W FAA3
STLUKA THOMAS HAROLC LAS4
STOCK DARRELL A ENG3
STOCK DUANE RICHARD AGR4
STOCK KENNETH RICHAR FAA4
STOCK PATRICIA KAREN FAA1
STOCK RICHARD M BUS1
STOCKDALE LAWRENCE E LAS4
STOCKER DANNY L ENG4
STOCKER THOMAS ENG1
S*TOCKMENT RICHARD LE BUS3
STOCKNER ALAN RAY ENG4
STOCKNER DEBRA FRANK LAS3
STOCKS ARTHUR IAN GRAD
STODDARD JAMES A AGR2
STODDARD PHILIP W GRAD
STODDART LINDA GRAD
STODDART STEWART A GRAD
STODDEN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
STOEBER JEROME COUGL FAA4
STOECKER SUSAN MARGA LAS3
STOFFEL MARILYN C ED 3
STOFFELS SHELLY R LAS1
STOFFREGEN JOHN V LAS2
STOHLE MICHAEL R LAS2
STOJAK WALTER S FAA3
STOJAN CRAIG THOMAS LAS4
STOJAN CURTIS C AGR2
STOKES ALFRED ALLEN GRAD
STOKES LARRY D BUS4
STOKES RONNIE J LAS2
STOKLOSA CYNTHIA K LAS2
STOKOLS JEFFERY M LAS1
STOKOLS MARLEEN S LAS2
STOLARSKI DENNIS P ENG2
STOLARSKY LANA S GRAD
STOLL CHARLES PETER LAS4
STOLL HANS G ENG1
STOLL HARRY GENE GRAD
STOLL HENRY W JR GRAD
STOLL MARIAN MAE LAS4
STOLL MICHAEL E LAS3
STOLL PATRICIA D GRAD
STOLLER GEORGE EDWAR ENG4
STOLLER JAMES E LAW2
STCLLER JAMES JOSEPH AGR4
STOLLER JOYCE R LAS*
STOLLER ROBERT C LAS3
URH SCOTT 294 C
1107 BROADMOOR C




107 1/2 E JOHN 203 C
107 1/2 E JOHN C
710 S BROADWAY U
710 S BROADWAY 2 U
5 SAFFER CT U
1770 VALLEY RD C
313 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL
1111 S 1ST C
URH EVANS 315 U
1009 W STOUGHTON U
604 N MAPLE U
409 W ILLINOIS U
URH VANDOREN 416 C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
606 N NEW C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 248 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 307 U
2509 STANFORD OR C
205 W HIGH U
809 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 202 U
URH WARDALL 502 U
URH CARR 205 U
URH SHERMAN 464 C
505 W SPNGFLD C
207 E JOHN C
1715 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 359 C
402 W GREEN C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH VANDOREN 223 C
1004 S 4TH C
707 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 236 U
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
URH WARDALL 507 U
2203 HAZWD DR 204 U
URH SCOTT 322 C
2114 ORCH ST 303 U
URH WESTON 470 C
URH SCOTT 232 C
608 W GREEN 7 C
1110 W SPNGFLD U
804 S BUSEY U
VERSAILLES FR
313 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 421 C
1206 W CLARK C
URH CARR 204 U
URH WESTON 237 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
814 W HILL C
814 W HILL C
URH DANIELS 626 U
58 E GREGORY C
2006 B ORCH ST U
1107 W GREEN 224 U
1107 W GREEN 224 U
2065 C ORCH ST U
309 CLARK C
1648 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 298 U
URH TAFT 226 C
URH TOWNSEND 409 U
105 E ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 913 U
501 E OREGON U
609 W MAIN U
2112 ORCH ST 203 U
URH SCOTT 313 C
1004 CENTENNIAL C
910 S 3RD 606 C
410 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 411 C
1005 S 6TH 9 C
URH CARR 114 U
402 E ARMORY C
2422 E NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 79 U
URH VANDOREN 402 C
803 W OREGON U
2422 E NEVADA U
1111 S 2ND C
505 E HEALEY C
58 E GREGORY C
902 W ILLINOIS U




































































507 N 7TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 248
422 N FRONT
BX282 OAK GLEN STA
1741 DEIOGIER OR
710 S BROADWAY
710 S BROADWAY 2















2304 S 6TH ST
RR 1
1383 W RIVERVIEW
4944 W CORNELIA AV
1205 GRANT
99 BELMONT AV
615 W SOUTH ST
2800 S AMPTON DR
1715 W CHURCH










1932 N NEWLAND AV
2114 ORCH ST 303
619 E PATTON
9020 KEDVALE AV








812 E LOCUST ST
RR 1
130 E 11TH ST
80 CHAPMAN CRESC
RR
7611 N HOLLYWOOD A
1107 W GREEN 224
1107 W GREEN 224
2065 C ORCH ST
20 KNCLLCREST CT
1534 FOREST AV
121 N 49TH ST




BOX 113 RR 2
RR 2 BOX 113
609 W MAIN
2112 ORCH ST 203
402 W CHIPPEWA
1004 CENTENNIAL
9000 N LOWELL AV
9245 KILPATRICK
137 N GILBERT
1005 S 6TH 9
128 N MARTIN AV
34TH £ COLGATE AV
2422 NEVADA
34 BURLINGTON AV
11503 S HALE AV
2422 NEVADA







































































































STOLLER ROBERT JOHN PE 4
STOLLER RONALD J BUS1
STOLLMAN JEFFERY P LAS1
STOLTE DENISE L LAS1
STOLTENBERG JOAN M LAS1
STOLTENBERG JOHN J LAS4
STOLTZ SHELDON D ENG1
STOLTZ TERRY LEE ENG4
STOMPANATO DIA M LAS2
STOMPER CONNIE M ED 1
STONE CAROLE J AGR2
STONE CHARLES W GRAD
STONE DANIEL LAWRENC BUS4
STONE GFORGE LAWRENC GRAD
STONE HOWARD PHILIP GRAD
STONE JAMES M BUS1
STONE JANAAN C AGR1
STONE JOHN B LAS2
STONE JULIA A LASl
STONE KENNETH BRUCE LAS4
STONE MAUREEN C ENG3
STCNE REBECCA A FAA1
STONE ROBERT DOUGLAS GRAD
STONE RONALD W AGR1
STONE TERESA L LASl
STONE TERRY M FAA3
STCNE WILLIAM F GRAD
STONEBURNER ROBERT L GRAD
STONECIPHER JERRE LE ENG3
STONEHAM SANDRA L FAA3
STONEHOLSE JEANNE M LASA
STCNER DAVID JAMES AGRA
STONER JAMES R BUS1
STONITSCH LAURA L LASl
STOOPS WALTER R FAA2
STPRCH STEPHEN D GRAD
STORM GARY ALLYN GRAD
*STORM GRETCHEN A GRAD
STORM JOHN HENRY GRAD
STORM KRISTINE AGR2
STORM MELVIN G GRAD
STORM STEWART L ENG1
STORM TIM E AGR3
STORTZUM JAY R GRAD
STORZ STEVEN E AGRA
STOTLER ROBERT WAGNF BUS3
STOTMEISTER KEVIN S E NGA
STOTT MARK A ENG1
STOTTLER MARCIA ANN COM3
STOUT ALAN CAVITT ENGA
STOUT FRANK L ENG1
STOUT FRANKLIN M GRAD
STOUT JANIFER V LAS2
STOUT LARRY DALTON VM 3
STOUT LAWRENCE NEFF GRAD
STOUT TIMOTHY LEE VM 3
STOVALL CLAUDYNE C GRAD
STOVALL THOMAS STUAR FAAA
STOVER MERRY B FAA3




STRADER CARTER ALLEN AGRA
STRAHINICH CANIEL J LASl
STRAHINICH JOHN JAME LASA
STRAHL GERALD A ENGA
STRAIN CAVID A LAS3
STRAIN GEORGE MICHAE ENGA
STRAL ERIC RICHARD LAS3
STRALL MARGARET A LAS3
STRALOW MARTIN J LAS3
STRANC THOMAS L ENGA
STRAND ERIC J ENG1
STRAND HELEN M LASl
STRAND ROBERT R ENG3
STRANDBERG PAMELA R FAA2
STPANOELL DONALC R FAA4
STRANG AUDREY LYNN FD A
STRANG COLIN WRIGHT GRAD
STRANG PHILIP ANDREW COMA
STRANG TIMOTHY H FAAA
STRANG WILLIAM J 3US2
STRANGE PAMELA C GRAD
STRASBtJRGER RITA M GRAD
STRATER DONALO B BUSA
STRATTON PATRICIA A L4S2
ST°ATTON STEVEN F LAS?
STRATTON SUSAN JEAN GRAD
STRATTON TRUDY L\S2
STRAUB BEVERLY C FAA1
STPAUGHN IRMA V GRAD
STRAUS JUSTINE J LASl
STRAUS LYNN LASl
STPALSS ALAN R LAS2
STRAUSS DAVID STEPHE LASA
STRAUSS JAMES B ET 3
STPAUSS MILINDA N LASA
STRAWBRIDCE KFNNETH LAS3
505 E HEALEY C
52 E ARMORY C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
1001 COUNTY SQUIRE U
URH BARTON C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
URH FORBES 126 C
2313 S 1ST MANOR C
URH TRELEASE 709 U
URH SAUNDERS 208 U
URH BUSEY 356 U
62A W HARVARD C
910 S 3RD 218 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
1207 W CLARK U
URH WESTON AAA C
URH LUNDGREN 205 C
URH OGLESBY 1004 U
URH TRELEASE 809 U
809 S BUSEY U
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
URH FLAGG 328 C
209 PFEFFER RD U
910 S 3RD C
URH TAFT A16 C
800 S MATTIS A2 C
1009 S ANDERSON U
2309 TAMARACK C
908 DOGWOOD C
206 N WOOOS U
501 E SPNGFLD 5 C
1835 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT A96 C
A09 E CHAMLRS 151A C
URH FORBES 373 C
707 S PRAIRIE C
2101 BURL I SON U
2101 BURLISON U
1008 W COLUMBIA C
URH BARTON 301 C
709 W NEVADA 2 U
URH NOBLE A18 C
ASHKUM ILL
TUSCOLA ILL
1303 S WESTERN C
1010 W CLARK C
A09 F CHALMERS 602 C
60A E ARMORY 2A1 C
A09 E CHALMERS 913 C
1213 W MAIN U
DEWEY ILL
OLNEY ILL
URH ALLEN 37A U
607 W SPNGFLD 11 C
602 E STOUGHTON C
801 W OREGON U
103 E CHURCH C
514 S STATE C
URH TAFT 311 C
33 JUNIPER C
20A E CLARK C
HINDSBORO ILL
URH NOBLE 20 C
109 E JOHN 13 C
URH GARNER 312 C
110 2 W STOUGHTON U
1001 S WRIGHT C
503 E WHITE C
907 ILLINOIS U
107 E HEALEY 23 C
510 S 1ST 7A C
URH WESTON 420 C
URH VANDOREN 209 C
2309 S 1ST 303 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
218 E GREGORY 102 C
312 E DANIEL C
901 W SPNGFLD U
PINE ACRES U
809 S 5TH C
209 E ARMORY C
54 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 110 C
SAVOY ILL
702 W UNIVERSITY 5 C
1101 W PENN U
58 E DANIEL 4 C
URH TRELEASE 111 U
URH BARTON C
URH BLAISDELL 316 U
URH TAFT 319 C
URH VANDOREN 119 C
URH TOWNSEND 542 U
907 1/2 S OAK C
1616 LOCK RAVEN C
907 1/2 S OAK C



































































4605 N OSAGE AV











321 N ORANGE ST














































6932 W ARGYLE ST
RR 1 BOX 184
2107 S 61ST CT
3617 N EMERSON
362 TURNER AV
12238 S MORGAN ST
2600 GOLF RD 605
9525 GREENWOOD DR
424 S ELMWOOD









514 W MINER l-F
1433 LADD AV
5331 MEADOW LN
23 ST MARKS AV
905 CORNELIA
411 STANTON
8619 LILL IBET TERR
907 1/2 S OAK
1616 LOCK RAVEN


































































































MAN I TO IL
361
STRAWSER TFRRY LEE LAS*
STRAYHORN EARLENE E AGR1
STREBIN JACQUELINF S LAS*
STREEM STEVAN BRIAN LAS*
STREEPER CONSTANCE A LAS1
STREER PAUL JOSEPH GRAD
STREET GAIL D LAS1
STREETER IMOGENF C GRAD
STRFHLOW JAMES E ENG1
STREICKER NANCY L LAS2
STREIO KATHLFEN A LAS*
STREIO PETER J AGRl
STREIFLER SHAUL GRAD
STREIGHT DENNIS A FAA3
STRFITBERGER WILLIAM GRAD
STRFITMATTER CLEON C ENG*
STRFITMATTER MICHAEL FNG*
STRELECKY MARTIN J ENG1
STREVER MARGARET J PE 3
STRIRLEN MARK WILLIA LAS*
STRIBLEN SCOTT R GRAD
STRICKER GARY DALE GRAD
STRICKER SHIRLEY D GRAD
STRICKLAND HOWARD S LASl
STRICKLEN JOHN LAS2
STRICKLER KENNETH D GRAD
STRIGHT CAROL JUNE GRAD
STRIKER THOMAS ALLEN GRAD
STPILKY MIRIAM L LASl
STRINGER ANN ELIZABE LAS3
*STPINGEP BARBARA T AGR*
STRITAR CYNTHIA R LASl
STROBEL SANDRA LEE GRAD
STROBEL VICKI L FAA2
STRODE CARL B AGR2
STRODE ROGER D LAW1
STROH SANDRA G AGR*
STPOHACKER FRED MART E NG*
STROHFCKER JFR ILYN K GRAD
STROHL DONALD FLOYD GRAD
STROHL JANET C LAS2
STROHM CHERYL ANN GRAD
STROHM DAVI D C LAS2
STROM DAVID CLIFFORD BUS*
STROM DE80RAH K L AS 3
STROM GERALD STEVEN GRAD
STROM MICHAEL A LASl
STROMBERG FRANK R BUS3
STROMBERG ROBFRT R BUS1
STRONACH JAMES P LAS*
STRONG BARBARA J FAA1
STRONG GARY M ENG*
STRONG MARGARET L FAA3
STRONG PAUL LEON GRAD
STRONG ROBYN L LASl
STRONG SAMUEL MANLEY GRAD
STROPUS GEORGETTE J LAS*
STROSHANE RONALD M GRAD
STROTHMANN JAMES C LAW1
STROTHMANN PATRICIA AGRl
STROUP CLYDE E ENG1
STROUSE KAY E LAS2
STPOW PETER H LAWl
STRUBBE MARY A LAS2
STRUBE CAVID C LAS3
STRUBE PAUL D ED 3
STPUCHEN DEBORAH L LASl
STRUEBER THOMAS J COM*
STRUEBING WESLEY A LAS*
STRUFE FREDERICK E LAWl
STRUKEL JOHN W ED 3
STRUM JERRY S FAA2
STRUS DAVID FREDRICK GRAD
STRUSS JAMES E FAA3
STRUSS STEVEN R E NG
1
STRUTIN CAROL RCCHEL LAS3
STRYJEWSKI LINDA M FAA2
STRYKER JANE L LASl
STSZESZYNSKI GEORGE FAA3
STTHOMAS STEPHEN F BUS3
STUART ROBERT A JR LAWl
STUART SHARON E LAS3
STUCKEL MARILYN A LAS3
STUCKEMEYER ROY D BUS2
STUCKER WENDY E LAS2
STUCKHARDT MICHAEL H GRAD
STUCKMAN DEBORAH A AGR2
STUCKY KAAREN MORK ED 5
STUDIER EPMYLOU AGR3
STUDIER JOHN M ENG1
STUDLEY WILLIAM M GRAD
STUONICKY JOAN ANN GRAD
STUDWELL DONNA P LAS3
STUEBE JOHN WALTER BUS*
STUEBE PATRICIA L LAS3
STUEMPFIG OANIEL W GRAD
STWFF J GLYNDON GRAD
URH TOWNSEND 13* U
URH BARTON 16 C
605 S *TH 105 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 523 U
100* S *TH 216 C
URH LUNDGREN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH OGLESBY 530 U
58 E ARMORY 12 C
906 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH SCOTT *** C
GREGORY HALL I* U
DECATUR ILL
309 KELLY CT C
108 W GREEN 110 C
1111 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 390 C
302 E ARMORY C
313 E CHALMERS C
THOMASBORO ILL
708 W SPR INGFIELO U
708 W SPNGFLD U
202 F DANIEL C
URH GARNER 365 C
811 S VICTOR C
URH DANIELS 38* U
206 N NEW C
910 S 3RD 1311 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH LAP *37 U
URH CLARK 209 C
URH TRELEASE 121* U
100* S *TH 1 C
706 W OHIO U
MAHOMET ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1301 MITCHEM OR U
HOMER ILL
1*0* S LINCOLN U
709 W CHURCH U
211 E ARMORY C
502 S MATTIS C
1207 W NEVADA U
2106 ORCH ST 20* U
URH SCOTT 290 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 520 U
1007 W OREGON U
URH LAR 36* U
URH TOWNSEND 310 U
URH CLARK 226 C
510 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 108 U
URH SHERMAN 160 C
406 W HIGH 9 U
2303 S 1ST 302 C
616 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 186 U
URH SNYDER *92 C
URH WARDALL 1102 U
1831 B ORCH PL U
1206 E STOUGHTON U
310 E GREGORY C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 502 U
*0 1 W GREEN * C
1000 E COLORADO *8 U
809 S RANDOLPH 6 C
1207 W CLARK U
URH SCOTT 359 C
DECATUR 'ILL
100* S *TH C
URH NOBLE *15 C
60* S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 127 U
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH SNYDER 367 C
32 SALEM RO U
910 S 3RD 205 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
1005 S 2ND C
902 S 2ND C
800 S MATTIS 1* C
URH BLAISDELL *28 U
100* MAYFAIR RD C
URH CLARK 319 C
URH HOPKINS 27* C
RR 3 C
103 1/2 E DANIEL 2 C
212 E WHITE 5 C
1111 S 1ST C
URH EVANS 221 U
907 S 2ND 6 C


































































106 W 5TH ST
525 W HAWTHORNE PL
*05 PROSPECT AV
69 DALE OR
























5920 COBB CREEK CT
3070 CARYN LN B*
*00 W GLOUCESTER
*21 W CLARENDON
PKHL MBL ESTS 91
RR 1
160 LINDEN AV
BOX 362 MAIN ST
111 HOLIDAY DR
515 W JACKSON ST
515 W JACKSON ST
112 N BROADWAY












2516 W 70TH ST













737 VALLEY VIEW DR













800 S MATTIS 1*
1131 MADONNA DR
100* MAYFAIR





858 E MAPLE ST
6018 W SCHOOL ST




































































































STUKENBERG KENNETH H LAS2
STULGIN PATRICK W LAS3
STULL JOHN DAVIS LAS1
STULTS KENNETH P GRAD
STUMPF ALAN E AGR2
STIJPAR MARK JOSEPH ENG4
STUPP GEORGE B JR GRAD
STURGEON DIANE M GRAD
STURHAN WILLIAM L BUS3
STURM OAVID C E NG2
STURM TIMOTHY DWAIN AGR4
STURMER FREDRICK C LASl
STURMON DANIBL E GRAD
STURMTHAL ANNF LENOR GRAD
STUTZ DOUGLAS RAY GRAD
STUTZ GEORGE A LASl
STUTZ WILLIAM G BUS1
STUT7MAN STACEY L LASl
STVAN DENNIS J ENG4
SU MARIA SHU-HSIANG GRAD
SU TZYH-CHUAN ROBERT GRAD
SUARDI MARK W LAS2
SUBBARAO KARUMURI V GRAD
SUBBARAO SARALA K GRAD
SUBECK BRUCE A BUS2
SUBECK STANTON IRWIN LAS4
SUBECK SUSAN N LAS3
SUBER DAVID ALAN LAS4
SUBERKROPP SHARON A ED 3
*SUBICK CAROL TARGETT GRAD
*SUBICK WILLIAM A GRAD
SUBJACK JAMES P LAWl
SUBJECT OAVID PAUL ENG4
SUBLETTE DORIS MOORE GRAD
SUBO ROBERT J ENGl
SUBRIN RICHARD I ENG3
SUCH MARK R ENG3
SUCHAN RICHARD ANTON L AS4
SUCHARD SUZANNE J LAS3
SUCHY LINDA SUSAN LAS3
SUCIC JEFF LAWRENCE PE 1
*SUCKOW CAROL SMITH LAS*
SUCKOW LEE GERHARDT COM4
SUDALNIK JAMES E COM3
SUDALNIK ROBERT A LASl
SUQDATH LOVICK P III GRAD
SUDETH GARY L LAWl
SUOLOW WILLIAM JOSEP ENG4
SUE IVAN P FAA2
SUESS BRADLEY H ENG2
SUESS JUDITH A LAS2
SUFSSENBACH SONJA C GRAD
SUFFERN BRUCE C BUS3
SUFFNESS MICHAEL B LAWl
SUFFRIN EDWARD STEVE COMA
SUGAHARA HAYASHI GRAD
SUGAR DAVID S BUS3
SUGARMAN ANITA F LAS3
SUGARMAN BARRETT BUS3
SUGAWA^A SHIGERU GRAD
SUGERMAN SUSAN K LAS3
SUGHPUA MARY S LASl
SUGIMURA GEORGE S GRAD
SUGIYA^A ATSUKO GRAD
SUH JU FEEAHN 3US2
SUH RAYMOND H GRAD
SUHARWARDY MOHAMMFD GRAD
SUHLER CARL GREGG GRAD
SUHRE DENNIS RAY GRAD
SUIDAN MUBADDA T GRAD
SUITOR DENNIS R BUS2
SUKACH JOHN THOMAS FAA3
SULCFSKI CLAUDIA M LAS2
SULENSKI JEFFREY M L ASA
SULKIN ROSALYN ED 4
SULLIVAN ALVAH R III ENG3
SULLIVAN ANN F LASl
SULLIVAN BILL FRANK GRAD
SULLIVAN CHESTER S GRAD
SULLIVAN OENNIS M LAS2
SULLIVAN DUANF E LASl
SULLIVAN FAY MICHAEL AGR3
SULLIVAN GARY J LAS4
SULLIVAN GEORGF R FAA2
SULLIVAN GERALD B PE 1
SULLIVAN HELEN F LASl
SULLIVAN JAMES A ENG2
SULLIVAN JOHN E III GRAD
SULLIVAN JOHN LEO GRAD
SULLIVAN JORETTA B FAA3
SULLIVAN KF ITH A ENGl
SULLIVAN MARSHALL F LASl
SULLIVAN MARY A COM3
SULLIVAN MARY JOANN ED 2
SULLIVAN MAUREEN E LAS2
SULLIVAN MICHAEL C E NGA
SULLIVAN "ICHAEL E GRAD
100A S 3RD C
URH TOWNS END A6A U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
801 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1113 U
61 E JOHN C
903 OREGON U
208 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 178 C
801 W NEVADA U
311 E ARMORY C
1108 S LINCOLN 1 U
1108 W CLARK U
1506 CURTISS U
URH CARR 230 U
URH NOBLE 312 C
URH WARDALL 902 U
A09 E CHALMERS C
1008 1/2 W GREEN U
1 103 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 302 C
2063 D ORCH ST U
2063 D ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
502 W COLUMBIA C
502 W COLUMBIA C
502 E STOUGHTON C
1102 S 2ND C
906 1/2 S VINE 101 U
906 1/2 S VINE 101 U
202 S GROVE U
203 E HEALEY C
80A W HEALEY C
URH NOBLE 226 C
A09 E CHALMERS A08 C
502 W ELM U
313 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE 3 C
A09 W ILLINOIS U
URH SNYDER 356 C
806 S 1ST 2 C
806 S 1ST 2 C
612 W CHURCH C
URH FORBES 300 C
130A LINCOLNSHIRE C
902 KIRBY C
809 S 5TH C
1105 S 4TH C
A09 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 806 U
102 S GREGORY 1 U
URH SNYDER 295 C
1A0A N MCKINLEY C
800 W CHURCH 11 C
706 S WALNUT 5 U
910 S 3RD 626 C
URH BUSEY 355 U
505 E CLARK 2A C
URH SHERMAN 559 C
1211 W CLARKE 31 U
URH CLARK 213 C
1001 S OAK C
608 F CHALMERS C
301 W BIRCH 8 C
301 W BIRCH 8 C
1206 W NEVADA U
905 E COLORADO 5A U
109 E JOHN C
STA A BOX 2238 C
505 E CHALMERS C
702 1/2 E GREEN U
URH LAR 263 U
601 S ATH C
A09 E CHALMRS 1003 C
604 E ARMORY 12A C
URH FLAGG 313 C
606 W OHIO U
120A W STOUGHTON U
1002 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 213 C
1311 W CLARK C
13A2 VALLEY RD C
707 S 6TH A13 C
URH GARNER 371 U
URH WARDALL 225 U
URH SCOTT 2A2 C
2612 KIRBY C
THOMASBURO ILL
503 W GREFN C
URH HOPKINS Al 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 507 U
1202 W NEVADA U
307 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL A02 U
A09 W ELM 10 U































































4 E HEGELER AV




201 W COLLEGE TERR
745 BRINTON AV
208 E STOUGHTON
5615 N WESTERN AV
RR 2
RR 1 BOX 172

















906 1/2 S VINE 101




528 N WARD ST
918 BEVERLY DR
388 TEE LANE
4611 S ARTHUR AV
711 S CEDAR ST
13000 BALTIMORE AV
BOX 397
806 S 1ST 2
806 S 1ST 2
4635 N DAMEN AV
4635 N DAMEN AV 1R
1304 LINCOLNSHIRE
1611 NORFOLK










1236 E MADISON PK
2-12-45 KITA AOYMA




301 W BIRCH 8
301 W BIRCH 8
159/3 CP £ BERAR
401 MAIN ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 211
309 E GREEN
113 STANLEY CT
540 N ATH AV






2237 W WARWICK DR
275 CARRIAGE HILL












912 N OAK PARK AV
RR 1
2237 W WARWICK DR
321 PINF AV























KAKINADA 2 AP IND



















































































SULL IVAN THERFSA M



















SUMMERS FPANCI S E
SUMMFRS GREGORY A



































































AGR2 409 W ELM 10 U 367-4607
GRAD CLINTON ILL
COM3 58 E JOHN 10 C
3US1 URH HOPKINS 228 C 332-1209
EIMG2 806 S 3RD C
C1M3 601 S 4TH c
GRAD 1804 MELINDA c 352-6489
LAW2 804 W HILL c 359-3022
GRAD URH OANIELS u 332-2566
LAW1 55 F HEALEY c
EO 1 1308 N MATTIS c 356-6130
^NG4 211 E DANIEL c 344-9583
GRAD 306 E GREEN 12 c
LAS3 706 S 1ST 201 c
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 419 u 332-3827
GRAD 307 E JOHN c 344-1640
GRAD 712 W OHIO u 344-3683
GRAD 712 W OHIO u 344-3683
ENG1 URH SCOTT 296 c
LAS3 706 W GREEN u
GRAD 1206 W NEVADA u
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 311 u 332-5477
LAS 3 URH WESTON 382 c 332-2042
COM4 2307 S 1ST 301 c
LAS2 907 S 4TH c 344-9694
LAS3 102 W FLORIDA u 367-6503
GRAD 704 W NEVADA u 344-7271
PE I 1810 S VINE u 367-7084
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
GRAD 806 N CUNNINGHAM u 367-0338
GRAD 205 W HIGH u
FAA3 604 E ARMORY 335 c 344-1266
ENG4 501 E OREGON u 367-8169
ENG4 704 W NEVADA 6 u
LAS4 URH CARR 120 u 332-3872
LAS3 1826 PARKDAL E c 359-3754
FAA2 212 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 RR 2 u 367-6470
BUS1 401 E JOHN u
FAA2 URH FORBES 315 c 332-1025
LAS1 URH SNYDER 490 c 332-1873
GRAD 806 W GREEN u
LAS3 302 F ARMORY c 344-0099
GRAD 707 S 6TH 308 c 344-5505
GRAD URH SHERMAN 351 c 332-4814
BUS2 211 E ARMORY c
BUS* 504 ELM 2 u
AVI2 URH SCOTT 182 c 332-1429
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 375 u 332-4166
LAW1 6 HIGH CT u 244-2045
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 516 u 332-5187
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS c
LAS 3 604 E ARMORY 232 c 344-1266
GRAD 604 S 3RD c
GRAD URH DANIELS 188 u 332-2446
ENG4 408 W HEALEY c
ENG1 URH ALLEN 497 u 332-3421
LAW1 58 E DANIEL c
LAS4 56 E DANIEL c 352-2264
ENG1 URH VANDOREN 127 c 332-0492
AGR3 1012 S 1ST 2 c
GRAD URH DANIELS 233 u 332-2191
LAS1 URH TAFT 314 c 332-0641
LAS2 907 S 2ND 12 c
ENG4 1200 S VINE 12 u
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 412 u 332-5508
LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 308 u 332-3515
ENG2 46 CEDRIC DR u
GRAD 2005 C ORCH ST u 344-0573
GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL
BUS3 URH TOWNSEND 441 u 332-4206
8US4 706 W GREEN 1 u
LAS4 509 S 5TH 23 c 356-7512
LAS1 URH BARTON 3 c
GRAD 2072 C ORCH ST u 344-6329
LAS3 URH SCOTT 382 c 332-1559
LAS4 58 E JOHN c 359-6044
LAS4 1610 MAYNARD c 352-1929
GRAD URH DANIELS 71 u
LAS3 URH LAR 124 u
GRAD 508 W GREEN u
GRAD 116 W FRANKLIN u 344-4821
GRAD URH SHERMAN 311 c
LAS3 106 E GREEN 3 c
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 108 u 332-3990
GRAD 106 E GREEN c
LAS4 1105 S 1ST c 344-9770
AGR1 URH SNYDER 286 c 332-1730
ENG4 201 E JOHN c
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 276 u 332-4103
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS 1 c
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS 1 c 328-3955
LAS* 309 W UNI VFRSITY 4 c 359-1895
GRAD 505 1/2 S RACE 3 u 367-9056
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1212 u 332-4561



















2817 W 97TH PL
5622 N NATOMA AV
B/3 KAMLA NEBRU RD
5028 W HOWARD ST
8012 S OCONTO
600 ELMWOOD














17 SILVER SPUR LN




364 HIGH ST 229









145 KNGS 12TH FL B
75 WONGNEICHONG RD
111 N3RTH ST




1012 S 1ST 2
65 RACHAWONG RD
1 834 CORNELL RD
241 S EUCLID AV




2005 C ORCH ST
1443 FORT AV
1345 E WOOD
717 W MAIN ST
243 W FOREST
717 S WILLIAM ST
37 HERZL ST
9928 TURNER AV














109 E CHALMERS 1
109 E CHALMERS 1
9228 CLIFTON PK AV










































































































SUTTLES KERRY LYNN FAA4
SUTTON ALAN EDWARD GRAD
SUTTON DAVID B ENG1
SUTTON JAMES W AGR3
SUTTON JEFFREY A LAS2
SUTTON JOHN T 8US1
SUTTON KENNETH CHARL ENG4
SUTTON LEE ANDER GRAD
SUTTCN LEE F LAS3
SUTTON LESLIE NF I L GRAD
SUTTON MICHAEL R AVI3
SUTTON ROPERT L JR BUS4
SUTTON STEPHEN ARTHU ENG4
*SUTTCN THOMAS H LAW1
SUTTON WILLIAM R LAS3
SUWANTRA ANAN ENG3
SUZUKI ROBERT H LAS4
SUZUKIDA IRENE M LAS1
SUZUKIDA JANE HOLLY LAS3
SVEAN KENNETH R AGR3
SVOBODA GAIL E LAS3
SVOBODA WAYNE ETNYRE AGR4
SWA80WSKI THOMAS J BUS2
SWAGER PATRICIA D AGR1
SWAGER RONALD JOHN GRAD
SWAIM JOSEPH VINCENT GRAD
SWAIM JUDY ELIZABETH GRAD
SWAIM SHERYL A FAA1
SWAIN CHARLES EUGENF GRAD
SWAIN PAULA C ED A
SWAKON LAWRENCE W PE 1
SWAN BRENDA F LAS1
SWAN FORREST JR GRAD
SWAN LARRY GENE ENG4
SWAN PAMELA JEAN LAS4
SWANGER JAMES C LAS2
SWANGREN VALERIE L LAS3
SWANK DOUGLAS A FAA2
SWANN DANA W AVI1
SWANSON BARBARA J LAS3
SWANSON BARTON MARSH COM4
SWANSON CARLA J LAS2
SWANSON DAVID AUGUST GRAD
SWANSON DAVID HEP3ER ENG4
SWANSON DOUGLAS HALE LAS2
SWANSON GARY S LAS2
SWANSON GERALD LYNN GRAD
SWANSON JACK A BUS1
SWANSON JAMES STANFO GRAD
SWANSON JANE E LAS1
SWANSON JANET FLIZAB PE 4
SWANSON JAY M LAS1
SWANSON JEFFREY L LAW1
SWANSON JOHN LAWRENC ENG4
SWANSCN JON C GRAD
SWANSON JUDITH F LAS3
SWANSON KAREN A LAS3
SWANSON KATHY A PE 1
SWANSON KFLLY H LAS4
SWANSON KURT R BUS3
SWANSCN LARRY ALLEN GRAD
SWANSON LARRY H LAS3
SWANSON LAWRENCF C LAS*
SWANSON LESLIE E LAS4
SWANSON MARY JEAN GRAD
SWANSON MERRILL R GRAD
SWANSON MIRIAM ANN GRAD
SWANSON NANCY E LAS3
SWANSON PAUL W ED 4
SWANSON RICHARD C ENG4
SWANSON RICHARD E LAS3
SWANSON RUTHANN C GRAD
SWANSON SHIRLEY I FAA3
SWANSON SUZANNE MARI LAS4
SWANSON VALERIE L LAS3
SWANSTROM JOHN JAY ENG2
SWART DANIEL J GRAD
SWARTOUT EUGENE F 8US2
SWARTWOUT MARK W ENG1
SWARTZ BRUCE H COM3
SWARTZ DOUGLAS B GRAD
SWARTZ PAMELA S LAS1
SWARTZENDRUBER LFON GRAD
SWARZMAN GERALD FRED GRAD
SWEANY RAY LEWIS GRAD
SWEARINGEN STEVEN LE ENG4
SWEAPINGEN WALTER S AGR4
SWEAT ALYSON A LAS1
SWEDELL DEDRA L L AS4
SKEELEY RICHARD J AGR2
SWEENEY ALEXANDRIA LASl
SWEENEY CATHLEFN A LASl
SWEENFY DANIEL L LASl
SWEENEY GAIL M LASl
SWEENEY KATHLEEN M LASl
SWFENFY PELBA T LASl
SWEENEY MICHAEL J LASl
407 W COLUMBIA 3 C
1956 A ORCH ST U
1207 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 310 C
1914 HARDING U
PHILO ILL
URH CARR 309 U
912 W CHURCH C
109 E JOHN C
2309 S 1ST 101 C
307 E HEALEY 8 C
URH BABCOCK 219 U
406 W HIGH 4 U
32 CARRIAGE ESTS U
1008 W NEVADA U
707 S 2ND C
806 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 1020 U
URH TRELEASE 320 U
URH GARNER 242 C
313 E JOHN C
312 E ARMORY C
1109 S 4TH C
49 IVANHOE ESTATES U
CAVENPORT HALL 267 U
1304 SILVER 5 U
URH SHERMAN 127 C
URH LUNDGREN C
1807 BROADMOOR C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS C
URH WARDALL 702 U
1004 S 4TH C
512 E STOUGHTON C
506 F SPNGFLD 11 C
URH 0GLES8Y 905 U
707 S 6TH 207 C
1 IMPERIAL CT C
407 W FLM U
405 E JOHN C
306 E GREGORY C
1113 S 3RD 203 C
404 E WHITE C
401 E GREEN C
410 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 469 C
101 N BUSFY 5 U
URH HOPKINS 286 C
1826 C ORCH PL U
URH LAR 365 U
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C
58 E GRFGORY C
305 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 342 U
50 E CHALMERS C
410 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 193 U
URH TRELEASE 303 U
311 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 548 U
410 W ILL INOIS U
PANTOUL ILL
2317 S 1ST C
1202 W MAIN 7 U
URH SHERMAN 1351 C
3 005 ARLENE U
URH DANIELS 292 U
104 BUENA VISTA C
URH SCOTT 309 C
104 BUENA VISTA C
37 E GREEN C
50 E CHALMERS C
207 S WRIGHT 2 C
URH BARTON 316 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 226 C
2024 B ORCH ST U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 490 C
RR 3 C
606 W OHIO U
URH VANDOREN 203 C
URH SHERMAN 658 C
1009 W CAL IFORNIA U
1101 W CLARK U
112 E DANIEL C
2311 S 1ST 202 C
URH FVANS 209 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
501 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 234 U
URH LAR 335 U
URH OGLESBY 116 U
URH LAR 303 U
URH LUNDGREN 11 C
URH ALLEN 215 U




































































LIVERPOOL L 15 7L2
1207 S BUSEY








7924 S 87TH AV
937 E MADISON






4902 N MASON AV
N MIX ST
N MIX ST
12514 S THROOP ST




RR 3 BOX 64
1807 BROADMOOR
206 W PIERCE






ROUTE 3 BOX 240J
1 IMPERIAL CT
407 W ELM
3 63 8 W 80 TH ST
3811 TENNFSSEE DR
















1652 W 187TH ST
2759 N PINE GROVE
1652 W 187TH ST
410 W ILLINOI S
23 TULIP CIRCLE
4130 N MEADE AV
206 N JEFFERSON
513 E 14TH ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 48














ROUTE 5 BOX 869










2001 W 101ST PL







































































































SWEENEY PATRICIA M BUS4
SWEET GAYLN L LAS1
SWEET LYNN OERRA LAS2
*SWEET LYNN DFLUS FAA1
SWEETING JOY HENNAGF GRAD
SWEETING ROGER L GRAD
SWEETNAM WILLIAM
.J GRAD
SWEETS HENRY HAYES I LAS4
SWFIT7ER HANIEL G LAS1
SWENBERG LISA LEF AGR3
SWENGfcL CATHY L LAS3
SWFNGFL STEVEN L LAS2
SWFNSON LORRAINE L L AS 1
SWENSON PAULA E LAS2
SWENSCN RANDALL B GRAD
SWFNSON RICHARD B VM 1
SWFTIK PAUL G LAS3
SWIATDWIEC FRANK JOH ENG4
SWIATOWIEC SANDRA J ED 2
SWIDER HOWARD F AVI1
SWIECH FRANK S BUS4
SWIETEK FRANCIS ROY GRAD
SWIFT LAURIE A FAAl
SWIFT SUSAN L FAAl
SWIGERT THOMAS C GRAD
SWIGERT WAYNF E AGR1
SWIM CAROL J LAS2
SWIM MICHAEL A ENG3
SWIM THEO S ENG1
SWIMMER GLENN I LAS1
SWINBURNE JAMES GRAD
SWINDELLS WILLIAM E BUS4
SWINDERMAN ROBERT TO ENG4
SWING CHRISTINA LESL FAA3
SWINGER MARLA R PE 1
SWINNERTON PETER G FAA3
SWINSON WILLIAM RICH LAS3
SWIRES BOBBIF G AGR3
SWISHER GAYLORD HULE FAA4
SWISHER RANDALL W BUS2
SWISS THOMAS B LAS1
SWITZER CYNTHIA K GRAD
SWTTZER DAVID FUGENE GRAD
SWITZER RALPH V JR L AW 1
SWITZER WINIFRED B GRAD
SWOBODA RODNEY E AGR2
SWOFFORD STEPHEN L ED 4
SWONICK ROBERT A PE 2
SWOPE EDWARD R ENG2
SWOPF JO CAROLYN GRAD




SYDOW JFANINE W AGR1
SYFERT RODNEY K LASl
SYKEF ROBERTA L PE 1
SYLTIE PAUL WARREN GRAD
SYLWESTRAK JOHN EDMU LAS3
SYPE JOHN R LAW1
SYPNIEWSKI E R LAS3
SYTKC THOMAS HENRY GRAD
SYVERTSEN GUY ROBERT GRAD
SYZ CATHERINE A AGR1
SYZ JOAN E AGR2
SYZ SUSAN MARION PE 4
SZABO PAUL LAS4
SZAMATOWICZ MARTIN J BUS1
SZARY SANDRA A FAAl
SZARZAK DANNY E LASl
SZATAN JERRY W LAS3
SZCZECH CHRISTINA M LASl
SZE HEVEN GRAD
SZERSZEN CAROL ANN FAA4
SZETO CATHERINE Y GRAD
SZOT BARBARA ANN GRAD
SZUJEWSKI HENRY I LASl
SZWED EDWARD BUS3
SZYDLO ROBERT B GRAD
SZYDLOWICZ ROSA LASl
SZYMANSKI ALAN R ENG1
SZYMANSKI CATHERINE ED 4
SZYMANSKI JOHN T GRAD
SZYMANSKI PAUL S ENG4
SZYMONIAK CYNTHIA K LAS2
TAAFFE DAVIO A LASl
TAAKE GREGORY A A GR
I
TAAKF KENNETH R ENG1
TABAT LAWRENCE MAX GRAD
TABER ELLA J B ED 4
TABER SARAH L PE 1
TABER THOMAS DEAN GRAD
TABLER EDWARD J LAS3
TABOR MARYBETH A LASl
TABORN DANNY G ENG1
TABORN DOYLE MCCALEB GRAD
TABUJARA ERNESTO G GRAD
904 1/2 N BROADWAY U
URH HOPKINS 209 C
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
913 HOLIDAY PARK C
903 E PENN U
903 E PENN U
707 HAWTHORNE U
606 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 219 C
5 SALEM RD U
1005 S WRIGHT C
202 E DANIEL C
1110 W NEVADA U
18 WAYSIDE RD U
1735 VALLEY RD C
IB WAYSIDE «D U
1004 S 3RD C
312 S ELM C
URH TRELEASE 727 U
910 S 3RD C
9 RAINTREE C
URH SHERMAN 1153 C
URH FLAGG 322 C
URH ALLEN 342 U
32 LEXINGTON U
URH CARR 425 U
URH TRELEASE 711 U
1011 FRANCIS C
URH FORBES 478 C
301 E ARMORY C
601 S BUSFY U
1505 W KIRBY 5 C
806 W MAIN 9 U
RR 3 U
805 W OHIO U
203 N 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
1001 S WRIGHT C
1725 PARKHAVEN C
506 E SPNGFLD 2 C
URH FORBES 458 C
805 CEDAR U
2108 WHITE 137 C
1003 S MATTIS 3 C
404 W MICHIGAN U
604 E ARMORY 418 C
NEWPORT BEACH CAL
URH TOWNSEND 206 U
2200 PERK INS RD 7 U
1603 S MAPLE U
608 S STATE 9 C
1114 W SPNGFLO U
603 S 4TH 204 C
502 W GRIGGS 206 U
URH ALLEN 106 U
MONTICELLO ILL
URH LUNDGREN C
615 W HEALEY 9 C
211 E DANIEL C
900 W PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
210 N CENTRAL U
904 W GREEN 525 U
URH TRELEASE 1225 U
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U
113 W GREEN C
1007 S 3RD U
URH VANDOREN 206 C
URH GARNER 246 C
309 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 826 U
311 E JOHN 10 C
502 E ST8UGHT0N 3 C
808 S LINCOLN 1 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 272 C
PARKLAND TERR 13 C
1719 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
URH GARNER 273 C
701 W GREEN U
701 W GREEN U
1509 WINSTON C
URH WARDALL 1004 U
URH NOBLE 307 C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
ULLIN ILL
URH DANIELS 614 U
1306 S ORCH U
URH ALLEN 356 U
1618 W WILLIAM C
711 W ILLINOIS U
URH TAFT 425 C
URH FORBES 316 C
1617 W UNIVERSITY C






































































360 S CENTER AV
116 S GROVE ST














312 W 145TH PL
3411 CROSS ST
3411 CROSS ST






RR 2 BOX 245
3305 25TH ST
3305-25TH ST
110 E PLEASANT ST
5235 FARGO AV
BOX 241
131 N CIRCLE DR
RR 2
RR 3
RR 1 BOX 33
400 COURTLAND AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 89
RR 1
RR 2
506 E SPNGFLD 2








2200 PERKINS RD 7
209 N CAR ICO
2700 S CLARENCE AV
1906 23RD ST NW
BOX 702
502 W GRIGGS
2 WILSON PARK DR
26 FOOTHILL RD
113 F OAK ST









600 E 158TH ST
18953 RIOGEWOOD AV
3547 W WOLFRAM ST
5345 FOSTER
9) S COLUMBIA ST
U OF CAL BOTANY
502 E STOUGHTON 3
406 BOSTON POST RD
8111 N WISNER ST









411 S STONE AV
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 34
3840 KAREN ST
1306 S ORCH ST
1246 NATIONAL AV
306 W COLUMBIA
624 E JEFFERSON ST
2232 S MARSHALL





































































































TACEY DONNA J PE 2
TACKITT JACK E BUS3
TADEL BARBARA A AGR1
TADELMAN RICHARD E PE 1
TAOEN MICHAEL L LAS1
TAOLOCK SHARON E PE 3
TAFT CARLTON ANTHONY GRAO
TAGGART JEFFREY C LAS2
TAGGE EMILIE D LAS1
TAGLER GEORGE J LAS3
TAI FUN-MEI GRAD
TAITT HENRY ALBFRT GRAD
TAKACS JULIUS LAS2
TAKAGISHI STEPHEN K ENG3
TAKAHASHI JOAN Y LAS1
TAKAHASHI RANDALL N GRAD
TAKAKURA TAMIO GRAD
TAKAMI LYNNE K LAS2
TAKIFF LOIS T FD 3
TALAAT MOHAMED M A GRAD
TALABER DAVID J LAS2
TALAMO JOHN J I I FAA3
TALAN RANDALL G LAW1
*T ALBERT DAVID F ENG2
TALBERT GINGER ILES GRAD
TALBERT RICHARD C BUS2
TALBOT CAVIO J LAS4
TALCOTT DAVID M LAS2
TALIB MOECHTAR GRAD
TALLEY JEFFREY W COM3
TALLEY RANDALL CRAIG COM3
TALLMAN L INDA S LAS1
TALLMAN MICHAEL G GRAD
TALMADGE BARBARA J LAS2
TALMADGE PATRICIA A GRAD
TALMADGE RICHARD N ENG3
TALMAGE PAUL KENYON FAA3
TAMAN BONNIE CAROL PE 4
TAM8A PATRICK SAHR GRAD
TAMILLO JOANN C LAS2
TAMILLOW ROBERT L LAS1
TAMMAKUL TANU GRAD
TAMNEY NANCY E LAS3
TAN AMELIA G GRAD
TAN ESTHER LEE GRAD
TAN SIN-LENG GRAD
TAN WINSTON IRVING LAS*
TANAKA HOZUMI GRAD
TANAKA JUDITH MARIE ED 4
TANAKATSUBO NILES S FAA3
TANAKATSUBO RAMSEY G LAS1
TANENBAUM BARBARA I LAS4
TANENBERG MARC T LAS2
*TANG BERNADETTE YIM GRAD
TANG CHIAN CHIAN GRAO
TANG GEOK-SENG GRAD
TANG KWOK LUN GRAD
TANGALOS DENNIS A ENG3
TANGMAN DARRELL G GRAD
TANGMAN ERIC SCOTT 3RAD
TANIS RICHARD C ENG1
TANKERSLEY JOSEPH BUS4
TANKERSLEY SHARON K ED 2
TANKERSLEY TERRY DAV BUS4
TANNER ELAINE BLACK LAS4
TANNER JOHN MI LFORD BUS6
TANNER JOSEPH R ENG3
TANNER PHILIP A LAS3
TANNER STEVEN OLIVER GRAD
TANOUYE RONALD LAS3
TANPATBOON BENJAWAN GRAD
TANQUARY MARY J ED 4
TANCUARY THOMAS R ENG1
TANRIKUT METE GRAD
TANTER MAURICE LAS1
TANTILLO PATRICK CAR LAS4
TANTIMEDH AMORNCHAI GRAD
TANTON RICHARD WILLI AGR4
TANTON ROBERT LYLE LAS3
TAO DAVID KE-CHIANG GRAD
TAO HO THI GRAD
TAPHORN MICHAEL W LAS2
TAPLFY TERRENCE A BUSl
TAPSCOTT JAMES F BUS3
TARABORI JAMFS ALLEN ENG3
TAPADEJNA RAYMONO M GRAO
TARANTO RICHARD J GRAD
TARAPA ROSS P VM 1
TAROY HELFN A LAS2
TARE NADINE S LAS2
TARESKI VAL GERARD GRAD
TAPKINGTCN GREGORY LAS3
TARKOY PETER J GRAD
TARPLEY JOHN PARKES LAS4
TARR ANNA M GRAD
TARR RICHARD D LAS1
TARR ROBERT STUART GRAD
URH VANDOREN 104 C
1110 S 2ND C
URH TAFT 324 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
104 E JOHN 5 C
1107 W GREEN 233 U
211 W SPNGFLD 201 C
URH ALLEN 440 U
211 E ARMORY C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 4 U
709 W WASHINGTON U
705 S RANDOLPH C
URH TOWNSENO 571 U
URH ALLEN 197 U
505 E CLARK C
609 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 411 U
802 W OREGON U
102 E ARMORY 10 C
604 E ARMORY C
1108 S 1ST C
1112 S ARBOR C
1710 TARA C
1710 TARA C
501 E DANIEL C
1404 SILVER 14 U
1106 S 3RD C
1930 B ORCH ST U
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
URH CLARK 236 C
1732 LINCOLN PL 2 C
503 BURKWOOD CT E U
503 BURKWOOD CT U
503 BURKWOOD CT U
1C09 W CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 308 C
URH.LUNDGREN 42 5 C
504 E UNIVERSITY C
606 S PRAIRIE 1 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
1201 W OREGON 11 U
STA A BOX 2435 C
U OF I MATH U
711 W CHARLES C
1012 S 1ST 1 C
URH WAROALL 326 U
1108 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 291 C
1006 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH DANIELS 395 U
STA A BOX 2136 C
URH DANIELS 112 U
911 S 4TH C
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
URH OGLESBY 114 U
URH TOWNS END 160 U
501 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 295 U
616 W SPNGFLD C
DANVILLE ILL
2012 VAWTER 1 U
DANVILLE ILL
703 GREGORY PL U
2201 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH TOWNSEND 308 U
URH SHERMAN 205 C
1112 ARBOR 304 C
URH SCOTT 436 C
1977 A ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 163 C
308 W CLARK C
URH SHERMAN 957 C
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
5 09 S 5TH 24 C
1405 W PARK U
URH OGLESBY 927 U
URH GARNER 266 C
212 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
708 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 636 U
501 S ELM 31 C
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
URH WARDALL 904 U
1835 C ORCH PL U
1109 S 3RD C
RR 1 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
300 S GOODWIN 315 U
URH CARR 210 U




































































2113 N 75TH AV




8TH ST CENTRAL AV
1822 13TH ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 384
2720 W 94TH PL
1008 1/2 W GREEN 4
LINCOLN HWY RD







252 EL FATH ST
1015 N EVERGREEN



























4924 N MAGNOLIA AV
1243 W FOSTER
1243 W FOSTER AV
5401 HYDE PK BLVD
2714 W COYLE
KIU HING MANSION
U OF I CHEMISTRY
STA A BOX 2136
8-10 HANKOW RD
315 E CHURCH ST
165 OAKMONT DR
165 OAKMONT DR













1977 A ORCH ST
3461 W ROOSEVELT
3651 N NORDICA AV
204 RAJAWONG
9960 HOLLISTON CT
6 NGUYEN TRI PHUNG
127 N PROSPECT ST
6917 S THROOP ST
766 F 163RD ST
2338 W 25TH ST
9208 ANTHONY
98 CARLTON AV
2813 CITY VIEW DR










































































































TARR STEPHEN BYRON T.RAD
TARTER WILLIAM R JR AGR1
TARTOL JOHN J LAS2
TASA OAVIO WAYNF GRAD
TASCA DIANE A GRAD
TASHMAN IRA H LAS3
TASSLER PAUL L LAS2
TASSD MARK J BUS1
*TASSON FABIAN JOSEPH GRAD
TATARA SUSAN M LAS1
TATE DONALD ELDO GRAD
TATE LOIS LAS1
TATF RICHARD LEE GRAD
TATEL8AME ILEANE F BUS1
TATJE JERILYN ANN GRAD
TATRHE STEPHEN R LAS1
TATTERSON DAVID F GRAD
*TATTON THOMAS JAMES GRAD
TATZ ALAN F LASl
TAUB RICHARD E LAS2
TAUBE ARNOLD A LASl
TAUBCLD RICHARD GRAD
TAUCHEN JOHN M FNG2
TAUFER DANA A FAA3
TAUNTCN MARTHA GRAD
TAURA JILL K FAA2
TAYLOR ALVA G VM 1
TAYLOR BARBARA B GRAD
TAYLOR BILLY MILES GRAD
TAYLOR BRADLEY A ENG2
TAYLOR CHAKLFS RANDA LAS4
TAYLOR CHERYL R ED 3
TAYLOR CHESLEA C II AGR2
TAYLOR CRAIG DAVID GRAD
TAYLOR CRAIG ELLIOT GRAD
TAYLOR CYNTHIA KAY LAS4
TAYLOR DAVID C ENG3
TAYLOR DAVID ROBERT ENG4
TAYLOR DEBORAH ANN AGR4
TAYLOR DELANOP E LAS2
TAYLOR DENISE L ED 1
TAYLOR DONALD P JR LAS2
TAYLOR DOROTHY A AGR1
TAYLOR DUANE W LAS2
TAYLOR EDWARD A GRAD
TAYLOR EDWARD L LAS3
TAYLOR FRED LADON AGR4
TAYLCR FREDERICK R LAS3
TAYLOR FRJDRICK G BUS2
TAYLOR GARY L ENG1
TAYLOR GARY STEVE ENG4
TAYLOR GRANT D GRAD
TAYLCR GREGORY S AGR2
TAYLOR GWENDOL LYNN LAS3
TAYLOR HAROLD A GRAD
TAYLOR HFNRY C AGR1
TAYLOR JAMES NICHOLS BUS4
TAYLOR JAMES S AVI1
TAYLOR JEAN Z LAS2
TAYLOR JEFFREY C LASl
TAYLOR JOHN L LASl
TAYLOR JOHN ROBERT BUS4
TAYLOR KAREN S AGR1
TAYLOR KATHLEFN MARY AGR3
TAYLOR KF ITH J FAA2
TAYLOR LAIRD CURTIS GRAD
TAYLOR LANCE DOYL LAS4
TAYLOR LARRY C ENG1
TAYLOR LARRY E ENG1
TAYLOR LARRY HUGH GRAD
TAYLOR LINDA I LAS2
TAYLOR MARCUS J BUS2
TAYLOR MARILYN G LAS2
TAYLOR MATHIS LASl
TAYLOR MICHELLE LASl
TAYLOR NANCY JILL FAA9
TAYLOR OSCAR ENG1
TAYLOR PAMELA A AGR2
TAYLOR PARIS ATTEE LAS2
TAYLOR PEGGY JO LAS4
TAYLOR PETER LEE GRAD
TAYLOR REGINALD D LAW1
TAYLOR ROGER LEON LAS4
TAYLOR RONALD EARL GRAD
TAYLOR RONALD P GRAD
TAYLOR RUSSELL G FAA4
TAYLOR RUSSELL H BUS*
TAYLOR STEPHEN M GRAD
TAYLOR SUSAN LAS3
TAYLOR SUSAN E PE 2
TAYLOR SUSAN M LASl
TAYLOR THADDEUS L JR LASl
TAYLOR TIM E ENG2
TAYLOR TIMOTHY N GRAD
TAYLOR VIRGINIA L GRAD
TAYLOR WILLIAM C II I BUS1
TAYLOR WILLIAM M GRAD
300 S GOODWIN 315 U
URH HOPKINS 300 C
1009 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 729 U
80 5 S LINCOLN U
1416 N MCKINLEY C
409 E CHALMERS 412 C
URH HOPKINS 444 C
1907 KIRBY C
URH TREIEASE 216 U
201 N LINCOLN U
URH CLARK 330 C
116 HOLIDAY PK 364 C
URH LAR 199 U
1208 E FLORIDA U
604 F ARMORY C
909 S 5TH C
1509 KIRBY 10 C
910 S 3RD C
1005 S 6TH 8 C
URH GARNER 417 C
606 WFST OHIO U
1008 S 4TH C
1204 STOUGHTON U
URH SHFRMAN 1167 C
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
20 SALEM RO U
509 S 6TH C
HEYWORTH ILL
URH TOWNSEND 222 U
604 E ARMORY C
616 W HEALEY 2 C
URH OGLESBY 428 U
3210 CAMERON C
1642 VALLEY RD C
307 E HEALEY 12 C
27 E JOHN C
1007 S OAK 4 C
901 S 1ST 21 C
URH LAR 209 U
URH LAR 416 U
501 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 411 U
409 E CHALMERS 513 C
203 W WILLIAM C
CLINTON ILL
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
106 E ARMORY C
36 MAPLEWOOD U
URH SNYDER 413 C
DUPO ILL
LUDLOW ILL
URH WESTON 225 C
904 S LINCOLN U
1815 A ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 490 C
URH GARNER 106 C
URH GARNER 318 C
URH WESTON 265 C
909 S 3RD C
1006 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 398 U
309 E JOHN C
306 E GREEN C
602 FAIRLAWN OR U
1808 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 406 C
URH GARNER 432 C
509 1/2 S 6TH C
409 E CHLMRS 1602 C
36 MAPLEWOOD DR U
URH TRELEASE 929 U
601 E GROVE C
URH FLAGG 424 C
608 GLOVER U
3205 WILLIAM C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 207 U
407 S RANDOLPH C
504 W MAIN 308 U
URH TOWNSEND 462 U
RR 2 C
602 M MICHIGAN U
1806 B ORCH PL U
106 HEALEY 9 C
410 E JOHN C
1301 MCHENRY U
305 E GREEN 2 C
907 W ILLINOIS U





URH HOPKINS 460 C

































































ROUTE 59 BOX 7N621
100 E SUNSET DR
805 S LINCOLN
2215 S 1ST






728 N LOTT BLVD













RR 3 BOX Mil


























1815 A ORCH PL
RR 2
1007 SWAIN AV
6349 W LAWRENCE AV
203 W WILLIAM
505 GALENA

















4508 S COTTAGE GR
406 S WALNUT ST








6 PINE LAKE DR
RR 1
HERMANS LN








































































































TAYLOR WILLIAM R ENGA
TAYLOR YVONNE REGINA GRAD
TAYMAN MARTIN ECWARC BUSA
TCHON SCOTT G LAS2
TEACHERSON GEORGE A ENGA
TEAGUE ROBIN WESLEY V M 1
TEAK JAMES W LAS1
TEALL JUDITH GRAD
TEBUSSEK CHARLES D AGRA
TEBUSSEK ROBERTA MAE PE 2
TEBUSSEK SHIRLEY D AGRA
TEBUSSEK WILLIAM A GRAD
TECLAW ROBERT F VM 2
TEOESCHI DAREEN A LAS3
TEDRAHN DAVID C ENG2
TEFHAN REGIS I FAA2
TFEPLE JANET BRUCE GRAD
TEETER JAMES R ENG1
TEEVAN PEGGY S LAS3
TFEVEN KEVIN MICHAEL LAW2
TEGELER JAMES J AGR1
TEGETHOFF RICHARD F ENGA
TEHAN MICHAEL J ENG1
TEICHMAN JAN W L AS 1
TEIJIDO JOSEPH ALBER AGRA
TELLER STEPHEN LEE LASA
TEMKE LESTER W AGRA
TFMPLE BENJAMIN C E GRAD
TEMPLE CARLA S LAS2
TEMPLE CAROL KAY AGRA
TFMPLE DONALD G AGR1
TEMPLE LINDA S LAS1
TEMPLETON HELENA L ED 1
TEMPLETCN JOHN E JR ENG3
TFMPLETCN MARK E BUS3
TFMPLIN JOHN ANDREW LASA
TEMPLIN NACMI RUTH GRAD
TEN CATE DALE ROBERT GRAD
TENCZAR CHARLENE T GRAD
TENCZAR PAUL JOHN GRAD
TENENHOLTZ RAYMOND L GRAD
TENG TSU-CHING JAMES GRAD
TENGA MICHAEL R GRAD
TENHAEFF LINDA A LAS1
TFNHOUSE ARTHUR R AGR1
TENNANT HARRY RALPH E NGA
TENNANT LFLAND E LAS1
TENNER RICHARD N E NGA
TENNISON KATHLEEN H LAS3
TENNYSON JUYCE A AGR1
TENTE GLENN A COM2
TENUT4 BRUCE ROBERT LAS2
TENZER VIRGINIA C LAS3
TEPPER LAWRENCE J GRAD
TEPPER MARK J BUS1
TEPPER MICHAEL S LASl
TEPPER SHERRY BARBAR LAS3
TFRAMOTO BRUCF T FAA1
TE"AO DAVID ENGA
TERAO MASAHIDE GRAD
TERDICH JOHN G FAA3
TEREBA ROBERT L SUS1
TEPLIZZI ERIC L ENG2
TERP SUSAN K LASl
TERPFNING ELLEN LOU I AGRA
TFRRELL EDDIF FAA1
TERSELL JAMES JOE BUSA
TERRELL LYNDA L LAS2
TERRILL GARRETT D ENGA
TERRILL MARILYN J LAS3
TERRILL VIVIAN B GRAD
TFPRY ALBERT E AVI1
TERRY ALBERT F BUSA
TERRY BARBARA E LAS2
TERRY DAVID A BUS2
TERRY DAVID RAY GRAD
TERRY DENNIS WILLIAM GRAD
TERRY JACQUELINE C GRAD
TERRY JAMES OLIVER LAS2
TERRY JEANNE M LAS2
TERRY JOSEPH LASl
TERRY ROBERT FDWARD GRAD
TERWILLIGER EDITH R GRAD
TESDALL VICTOR V. LASl
TESFAI ALFMSEGED GRAD
TESSAR PAUL A LAS3
TFSSIER PHYLLIS E LAS2
TESSIN JERRY GEORGE GRAD
TESSIN KATHRYN GRAD
TFSTIN ROBERT A ENGA
TFSTOLIN RENO B LAS3
TFTER JEAN M LASl
TETERYCZ BARBARA A FAA1
TETCN GAIL R FAA3
TETREV STFVEN R LASl
TFUSCHER VIRGINIA H LAS3
THACKFR SHERYL V GRAD
33 FORSYTHIA C
URH DANIELS A86 U
907 DOGWOOD C
URH HOPKINS 360 C
A09 E CHALMERS C
B01 W OREGON U
A09 E CHALMERS 805 C
URH DANIELS A98 U
60A W PARK A U
2070 A ORCH ST U
60A W PARK A U
2070 A ORCH ST U
SEYMOUR ILL
1207 W NEVADA U
A09 W ELM 3 U
58 E ARMORY 12 C
1730 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 3A3 C
1106 S 1ST C
511 MITCHEL C
URH FORBES 39A C
1205 W MAIN U
60A E ARMORY 307 C
URH LAR A17 U
60A E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2A31 C
1115 WESTFIELD C
1106 S LINCOLN U
805 W OHIO U
URH WESTON AAO C
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
URH BLAISDELL 201 U
A01 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK A09 U
207 W ILLINOIS U
LOUISVILLE ILL
708 W CALIFORNIA U
503 W WASHINGTON U
503 W WASHINGTON U
A03 W COLUMBIA C
1107 W GREEN 126 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR A38 U
809 W PENN U
710 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
FHLER TRAILER PARK U
603 W HIGH U
1A06 ROSEWOOD C
1007 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 216 C
509 E GREEN 302 C
1005 S BUSEY U
1008 S ATH C
105 E ARMORY C
607 S PROSPFCT C
URH SCOTT 152 C
608 S STATE C
URH DANIELS 513 U
301 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS AAA C
URH FORBES 356 C
URH LAR 331 U
202 S GREGORY U
URH SNYDER 30A C
309 S RUSSELL C
309 S RUSSELL C
1107 W GREEN 135 U
1707 W UNIVERSITY C
1707 W UNIVERSITY C
URH SCOTT A16 C
2315 S 1ST C
90A S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 21A U
2105 HAZWD 101 U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
1302 PHILO RD U
2113 HAZWD DR U
URH BARTON 222 C
URH WESTON 315 C
801 W HILL 7 C
801 W HEALEY C
3 10 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 261 C
106 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
2810 WILLOWPARK C
2810 WILLOWPARK C
1007 S 3RD C
90A W GREEN 623 U
URH SAUNDERS 227 U
URH FLAGG 310 C
1006 S 3RD 1A C
U4H FORBES AA3 C
2 3 OAKWOOD U
































































507 MAOISON ST NW
A10 CRAWFORD AV
810A N OTTAWA AV
6619 N DRAKE AV
2606 GRAND AV
909 E LAKE AV
LSU BOX. 188A8
95 TERRY CT








35A6 W 73RD ST
209 ALGONQUIN
226 CHERRY
ROUTE 3 BOX 208
5137 W 23RD ST
1820 PIERCE AV
7A25 N CLAREMONT
1825 S 12TH ST
2307 E VANBUREN
1115 WESTFIELD
COL OF AGR AND FOR
RR 1
RR 1














119 S KASPAR AV
762A W 123RD PL
RR 8 BOX 2A0
9352 SPRINGFIELD
IA06 ROSEWOOD













31A N WOLF RD










RIVER RD TRLR PARK
802 E 5A50 S























































































































THACKER WILLIAM C GRAD
THACKERAY PAULA K AGR1
THAENG-THONG C GRAD
THAIN JANICE E ^ LAS?
THAKER ANN SWENFY GRAD
THAKUR GANDHARVA S GRAD
THATCH CLINTON LEE GRAD
THATCHER LESLIF A FAA4
THAYER CHESTER A II GRAD




THFE LAURENCE EDWARD GRAD
THEESFELD TIMOTHY L 3RAD
THFILKEK MARK S LAS3
THEIS ALAN ROBERT GRAD
THEIS CHARLES THOMAS LAS4
THEIS KENNETH R ENG3
THFIS RANDALL L ENG3
THEISS CYNTHIA C GRAD
THEISS MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
THFLAN JOHN D ENG4
THEOBALD DONALD D LAS3
THFOBALD GLENN E LAWl
THEOBALD JAMES R FAA3
THEOBALD MICHAEL RAY E NG4
THFOBALD WALTER J AGR1
THEOBALD WILLIAM FRA LAS4
THFODOSSIADES NIKOS GRAD
THEPCHATRl THAKSIN GRAD
THERRY LINDA J A3R1
THETFORD JAMES CHARL BUS4
THIBEAU MARY K LAS1
THIBODEAU MARY J EO 2
THIEL CHRISTOPHER W LAS2
THIEL DENNIS LAS1
THIEL ERIC GEORGE FAA4
THIELE FRIEDRICH S GRAD
THIELKE STEPHEN C FAA3
THIES GREGORY THOMAS ENG4
THIESS PAUL ERIC GRAD
THIESSFN JONATHON WA EMG4
THIGPEM CHERLYNNF T GRAD
THILMONY MARTIN A BUS3
THOELF LAWRENCE A AGR1
THOENNES JOHN W FAA1
THOLIN KEITH VICTOR LAS4
THOLIN KENNETH A JR LAS4
THOM KATHLEEN M AGR1
THOMA ARTHUR JOHN JR L AS4
THOMA JERRY WAYNE GRAD
THOMAN BRUCE JEFFERY AGR3
THOMAN GARY EDWARD ENG4
THCMANN ALLAN M COM3
THOMAS ALFXANDER JR LAS2
THOMAS ANN M LAS2
THOMAS ANNA REGINA LAS2
THOMAS BARBARA FAA2
THOMAS BARBARA J AGR2
THOMAS BECKY S LAS1
THOMAS BETH A ED 3
THOMAS CATHERINE E LAS1
THOMAS CHARLFS A COM3
THOMAS CHARLES A BUS1
THOMAS CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
THOMAS DALE R ENG3
THOMAS DANIEL A GRAD
THOMAS DAVID LEROY LAW2
THOMAS DAYTON L LAW2
THOMAS DEBORAH F FAA1
THOMAS DEBRA L FAA2
THOMAS DIANA R GRAD
THOMAS DON ROY GRAD
THOMAS DONALD M ENG1
THOMAS DOROTHY MAY GRAD
THOMAS DWIGHT LEE VM 1
THOMAS JACKIE ENG3
THOMAS JAMES M LAS1
THOMAS JO BERICK LAS3
THOMAS JOAN MARIE GRAD
THOMAS JOHN LAS1
THOMAS JONATHAN M LAS2
THOMAS JUNE E FAAl
THOMAS KAREN NANCY ED 4
THOMAS KATHERINF ED 3
THOMAS LELAND M ENG3
THOMAS LEWIS POTTER GRAD
THOMAS MADALYN L ED 3
THOMAS MARGARET AC ED 1
THOMAS MARTIN J LAS1
THOMAS MICHAEL P VM I
THOMAS MILDRED D FAAl
THOMAS MIRIAM S AGR4
THOMAS PATRICIA RICH FAA3
THOMAS PAUL D ENG2
THOMAS PAULETTF L LAS3
THOMAS REBECCA L LAS1
THOMAS RICHARD L PE 3
30B S L INCOLN U
805 W OHIO U
1 104 W STOUGHTON U
URH WARDALL 8 18 U
506 S WEBBER U
NAT HIST BLDG 163 U
URH HOPKINS 330 C
3? F GREEN C
1963 D ORCH ST U
1507 N MCKINLEY C
910 W NEVADA U
RR 1 BOX 55 U
302 W WHITE C
401 E JOHN C
904 W GREFN 519 U
112 W IOWA U
604 E ARMORY 119 C
302 E GREGORY C
1007 W CLARK U
1007 W CLARK U
704 W STOUGHTON U
URH CARR 205 U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK 2 U
405 S 3RD C
MONICA ILL
URH SNYDER 471 C
904 W GREEN 304 U
2034B ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 403 U
URH BARTON C
URH GARNER 380 C
URH TRELEASE 616 U
URH LAR 275 U
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
910 S 3RD 406 C
805 W CHURCH U
306 E GREGORY C
1105 S 4TH C
814 W CHURCH C
601 S 4TH C
1113 W HILL U
LODA ILL
URH FORBES 394 C
URH NOBLE 224 C
112 W IOWA U
112 W IOWA U
URH ALLEN 487 U
805 1/2 W PARK U
URH DANIELS 207 U
URH FORBES 352 C
112 E DANIEL C
503 E WHITE C
707 S 3RD C
URH LAR 414 U
714 W WASHINGTON U
903 S 4TH C
710 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 1024 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 522 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 488 C
405 W GREEN U
211 E ARMORY C
907 S 2ND 9 C
1002 S 2ND C
MAHOMET ILL
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
401 W HIGH 1 U
19 LEXINGTON RD U
URH CARR 405 U
12 02 W MAIN 3 U
WILSON T&LR PK 28 U
URH WESTON 417 C
911 S 4TH C
312 E WHITE C
URH SHERMAN 124 C
URH SCOTT 409 C
URH WESTON 412 C
HEYWORTH ILL
1207 W NEVADA U
207 E JOHN C
312 E ARMORY C
40 ROXBURY RD U
710 W OHIO U
MAHOMET ILL
604 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 224 U
URH WARDALL 724 U
URH LAR 181 U
411 W HEALEY 1 C
910 S 3RD 808 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH ALLEN 205 U






































































131 F MILLERS RD
506 S WFBBER
NAT HIST BLDG 163
1101 E OCEAN VIEW
9851 S CRAWFORD
105 N STALLARD ST
1507 N MCKINLEY
929 5TH ST











TWIN ORCH MBL RR I
RR 1





213 W 13TH ST




571 WHITE OAK DR
805 W CHURCH
474 S MIDVALEBLVD









119 N SARATOGA ST
8909 LA CROSSE AV
14304 PARNELL
13 S MILL ST
601 BANGS ST
206 EDWARDS
7934 S WABASH 1A








606 N 2ND ST
405 W GREEN
111 WILCOX
907 S 2ND 9







WILSON TRLR PK 28
7840 S ESSEX
211 E EMBERT PL
312 E WHITE








9859 S BELL AV
559 RANDOLPH AV
1207 PROSPECT AV
316 N WRIGHT ST
730 ALHAMBRA CT
RR 1
411 W HEALEY 1
728 S 5TH ST
152 CIRCLE DR
RR 2 BOX 98
URBANA ILL

































































































THOMAS RICHARD M FNG3
THOMAS RICHARD S FAA1
THOMAS PICK A LAS3
THOMAS RICK L BUS1
THOMAS ROBERT GREGOR FAA4
THOMAS ROBERT I LAS1
THOMAS ROBERT R FAA3
THOMAS ROGER K ENG1
*THOMAS RONALD JAY AGR3
THOMAS ROSEMARY M LAS4
THOMAS RUSSELL F LAS2
THOMAS SANDRA A LAS2
THOMAS SARA HUDSON GRAD
THOMAS SHARON ANNE LAS2
THOMAS SHARON E LAS2
THOMAS SHEILA ' LAS2
THOMAS STEPHEN M LAS3
THOMAS STEVEN E LAS1
THOMAS SUSANNE K LAS4
THOMAS TERRANCE N FAA1
THOMAS TIMOTHY G AGR3
THCMAS VIRGINIA M GRAD
THOMAS WALT G 3US1
THOMAS WALTER Bill GRAO
THOMAS WANCA F LAS2
THOMAS WILBERT JR GRAD
THOMMA MARK S LAS3
THCMPSON ANNA L BUS1
THOMPSON CAROL A LASl
THOMPSON CAROL S LAS3
THCMPSON CAROLYN ANN GRAD
THOMPSON CAROLYN S LAS2
THOMPSON CHARLES L GRAD
THOMPSON DAVID A LAS3
THOMPSON DAVID E GRAD
THOMPSON DEAN RCBERT ENG3
THOMPSON DEBORAH L LAS2
THOMPSON EARL G JR GRAD
THOMPSON ERIC J AVI2
THOMPSON ESSIE MAE GRAD
THOMPSON FORREST GRAD
THOMPSON GREGORY JOH LAS4
THOMPSON JAMES M BUS3
THOMPSON JAMES R LASl
THOMPSON JAMES S AGR2
THOMPSON JANE HEGGE GRAD
THOMPSON JEAN LOUISE LAS4
THOMPSON JOHN W PE 1
THCMPSON JUOITH LAS4
THOMPSON KIRK HENRY LAS4
THOMPSON LARRY WAYNE GRAD
THOMPSON LINDSEY A ED 1
THOMPSON MARK H ENG1
THOMPSON MICHAEL P ENG1
THOMPSON NORMA J BUS4
THOMPSON PAUL A LASl
THOMPSON PAUL NEWMAN GRAD
THOMPSON RANDALL L GRAD
THOMPSON ROBERT G ENG1
THOMPSON ROBFRT L LAS3
THOMPSON ROBERT R ENG3
THOMPSON RONALD GENF GRAD
THOMPSON ROY E AGR1
THOMPSON SANDY W ENG1
THOMPSON STFPHEN J GRAD
THOMPSON STEVFN A LASl
THOMPSON STEVEN G ENG2
THOMPSON STEVEN R ENG1
THOMPSON TOMI RAY GRAD
THOMPSON VICTORIA W LAS4
THOMPSON VIRGINIA C LAS3
THOMPSON WILLIAH A VM 2
THOMPSON WILLIAM R GRAD
THOMSON ROBERT GLENN ENG4
THOMSON WILLIAM G F NG2
THOMTON CAROLYN SUE GRAD
THONN DAVID JOHN 8US4
THONN SUSAN MARY C LAS3
THONN WILLIAM EUGENF BUS4
THORBECKE LYN ANFTTE GRAD
THORN APLINE ROUSH GRAD
THORN LINDA MAURINE GRAD
THORNBERRY MARTHA L FAA3
THORNBURG DAVID D GRAD
THORNBURG HARVEY L GRAD
THORNBURG KATHEPINE GRAD
THORNBURG THOMAS A AGR1
THORNBJRN TIMOTHY N LAS4
THORNE MELVIN J LAS2
THORNES RICHARD H GRAD
THORNTON JAMES F JR FAA2
THORNTCN LEONARD M GRAD
THORNTON MARTIN G GRAD
THORNTON MICHAFL A COM2
THORNTON SHIPLEYAN W GRAD
THORP SAMUEL A FAA1
THORPF BARBARA ANN COM4
URH BABCOCK 330 U
URH CARR 305 U
URH SNYDER 273 C
URH HOPKINS 256 C
411 W HEALEY 1 C
URH WESTON 373 C
URH TOWNSEND 328 U
URH WESTON 461 C
MONTICELLO ILL
1820 D ORCH PL U
410 S BUSEY U
805 W OHIO U
306 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 210 C
URH VANDOREN 108 C
URH SAUNDERS 404 U
312 E WHITE 4 C
1001 S LYNN U
URH BUSEY 326 U
501 E DANIEL C
LEROY ILL
URH DANIELS 488 U
209 E ARMORY C
306 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 427 U
2806 CARRELTON C
1106 S 3RD C
101 S GREGORY U
URH ALLEN 337 U
611 E DANIEL C
505 E CLARK 11 C
URH WARDALL 704 U
DANVILLE ILL
710 W NEVADA U
1014 W CHURCH C
509 E CLARK C
URH LAR 316 U
610 W CAL IFORNIA U
312 E ARMORY C
403 BRIAR LN 101 C
402 W CLARK C
609 W MAIN 11 U
1612 MAYNARD C
URH TOWNSEND 366 U
809 W PENN U
108 S GREGORY U
502 W ELM 15 U
710 W NEVADA U
107 E HEALEY 2 C
1110 S 2ND C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH EVANS 107 U
URH SCOTT 446 C
URH CARR 212 U
509 E STUUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 1230 U
2014 BOUDREAU U
1703 RIDGELAND C
URH FORBES 340 C
1003 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSENO 173 U
207 E HEALEY 5 C
505 E CHALMERS C
1502 S LINCOLN U
307 W ELLS C
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 458 C
30 DUNELLEN U
1502 S LINCOLN U






504 E WHITE C
504 E WHITE C
607 W HEALEY C
902 S LINCOLN 102 U
HUNTINGTON W VA
URH FLAGG 433 C
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
502 W MAIN U
1208 1/2 N WALNUT C
502 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 480 C
1010 W HILL C
2205 COTTAGE GR U
503 FAIRLAWN U
1005 S 2ND C
RANTOUL ILL
VILLA GROVF ILL
707 S 3RD 302 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
604 E ARMORY C































































903 W BROOKWOOD ST
439 S FORDHAM AV
RR 2
411 W HEALEY









415 E MAIN CROSS
104 S HAMLIN
422 E ASH ST
1001 S LYNN
1910 N PAYNOR
104 S 10TH ST
1010 N WEST ST
13000 CEDAR RD






1515 N BOSWORTH AV
8 PRINCETON RD
2809 MOSS SIDE AV






700 S 16TH ST
2318 W SHERMAN
1204 CENTRAL ST
2292 NW 87TH ST
1037 S LESLIE LN
1986 F LINDEN ST











619N ARLI NGTON HTS
2014 BOUDREAU
1703 RIDGELAND
434 E CARPENTER DR
1003 W OREGON
2511 DAVISSON ST


















826 E SIDE DR
1602 S HILLCREST
502 W MAIN
1208 1/2 N WALNUT
502 W MAIN




2020 E JACKSON ST
RR 1 BOX 169
504 S SPRUCE 3
64 E 98TH PL






































































































































































































PF 2 802 W OREGON 25 U
LAS 3 URH HOPKINS 309 C 332-1260
ENG1 URH WESTON 3*0 C 332-2011
LAS* 90* S LINCOLN U 3**-1076
ENG1 311 E ARMORY C 3**-7*53
GRAD URH DANIELS U
GRAD 1012 S 1ST 6 C
GRAD OLD STATE RD U 365-1102
BUS1 URH TOWNSEND 509 u 33 2-* 2*6
AGR1 801 W NEVADA u 3<t*-3*10
GRAD 612 E PARK c 352-836*
FAA1 URH VANDOREN 309 c
LAS* 1202 W MAIN 7 u
LAS2 URH OGLESBY *27 u
FAA* 501 N RANDOLPH c
GRAD 509 E CLARK 30 c 352-1*07
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 213 u 332-3*89
ENG2 904 W GREEN 506 u
LAS3 603 1/2 S 1ST c 352-1^78
AGR1 URH LAR *06 u 332-2909
BUS* 1837 B ORCH PL u 3**-1210
LAS* 60* S LINCOLN u 3**-*26*
GRAD URH DANIELS 533 u 332-2323
GRAD URH SHERMAN 851 c
ENG2 1006 S 1ST 3 c 328-2532
•3US3 *10 E JOHN c 3**-9*77
LAS1 URH NOBLE M? c 332-0*38
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 517 u 332-*25*
GRAD 15 JUNIPER c 356-0*31
ENG2 310 E GREGORY c 3**-5171
LAS1 907 S *TH c
BUS1 910 S 3RD c 337-52*0
LAS3 201* 3URLIS0N u 3**-6*20
AGR1 URH NOBLE 213 c 332-0193
LAS1 URH FORBES 202 c 332-09**
LAS1 URH GARNER 108 c
LAS* URH WARDALL 1125 u 332-*5*9
GRAD 607 W IOWA u 328-2066
GRAD 311 E GREEN c 382-2*18
LAS3 205 E ARMORY c 3 56-18*7
LAS1 URH SNYDER *73 c 332-186*
LAS* *11 W WHITE c 359-8080
LAS1 URH NOBLE 125 c 332-0380
LAS1 URH FORBES 270 c 332-099*
ENG1 901 S 2ND c 3**-75*l
LAS1 URH FLAGG 323 c 332-0310
L AS1 1008 W NEVADA * u
FNG* 2017 PHILO RD * u 3**- 1895
GRAD URH DANIELS *92 u 332-2563
GRAD 1011 S LOCUST 7 c 352-*720
LAS1 URH EVANS 101 u 332-2683
ED 2 FAIRMOUNT ILL
LAS* URH SCOTT 395 c 332-1568
GRAD VET MED BLDG 155 u
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 265 c 332-1232
GRAD 172* HENRY c
EO 3 1202 W UNIVERSITY u
GRAD SAYBROOK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 72 u
LAW1 90* W CLARK 2 u 328-2035
GRAD 802 OAKLAND 103 u
BUS* 201* VAWTER 2 u 367-6308
LAS* 105 E GREEN 3 c 356-08*8
LAS* 105 E GREEN 3 c
ENG1 SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS* 502 W MAIN 205 u 328-3021
ED * 50 CARRIAGE EST u 367-* 736
GRAD 606 KIRBY c
ENG1 URH FORBES 308 c 332-1018
LAS2 URH GARNER *68 c 33 2-0 892
PE 1 URH LAR 217 u 332-2852
BUS* URH SCOTT 261 c 332-1*71
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL *15 u 332-3553
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
COM* 1106 S LINCOLN u 3**-3616
BUS1 *01 E JOHN c
BUS3 KANKAKEE ILL
LAS* 1106 S 3RD c 344-9442
ED * 1*06 DAWSON c 356-0755
GRAD 1013 W CHURCH 5 c
LAS2 URH WARDALL 211 u 332-*367
LASl 2002 E VERMONT u 36 7-6100
LASl URH VANDOREN 209 c 332-0 500
LAS* 1515 W PARK c 356-2188
LAS* 106 E JOHN c 359-5286
GRAD 603 FAIRLAWN u 367-1669
GRAD 602 N LINCOLN u
BUS3 13 DUNELLEN u 367-**7*
LAS2 207 E JOHN c 356-29*5
LASl URH VANDOREN 22* c 332-0511
GRAD 206 E JOHN c
FAA2 URH SNYDER 239 c 332-1697
GRAD *01 EDGEBROOK 302 c 359-6305
GRAD *01 EDGEBROOK 302 c 359-6305
LAS3 805 W NEVADA u 3**-*063
AGR* 107 W CALIFORNIA u 3**- 580*













919 W LABELLE AV
10 COUNTRY LN CT
9039 N KFYSTONE
509 E CLARK 30
ROUTE 3 BOX 150-A
662 OAK ST
603 1/2 S 1ST
RR 2
1837 B ORCH PL
328 ORR AV
ARMY ENGINEERS HQ
1 W 22ND ST 3A
91* LACEY AV 2
537 S 9TH AV


















6600 W 92ND ST
5831 WALL PL
1061 NE 179TH ST
2017 PHILO RD *
303 S SWAIN ST
1011 S LOCUST 7
213* W ROSEMONT
RR 2
60*2 S CAMPBELL AV
VET MED BLDG 155











502 W MAIN 205
CARRIAGE ESTS 50
71*7 WINDCREST SE
*36 S 2ND ST
603 E WASHINGTON
5619 S ROCKWELL
*28 N JACKSON ST
*28 N JACKSON
BOX 65*
22 W 520 BURR OAK
3020 E OAKLAND AV
839 S WILDWOOD
30* W 118TH ST
1*06 DAWSON









2309 N KEDVALE AV










































































































































































































GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 60 3 U 344-7*30
LAS* 807 1/2 W MAIN U 367-*278
LAS2 URH BA8C0CK *3l u 332-3839
LAS'* 58 E ARMORY 13 C 356-5979
FAA1 URH SNYDER 278 c 332-1728
GRAD CE HALL 213 u 333-6990
LAS2 URH WARDALL *0* u 332-*360
GRAD 51 E CHALMERS c 352-*729
COM3 58 E ARMORY 8 C
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 270 u 332-*097
GRAD *07 W SPNGFLD u
LAS2 908 S 1ST C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1202 u 332-A551
3US2 *05 S RANDOLPH c
GRAD 1*0* WAVERLY c 356-6212
FAA2 310 E JOHN c 3**-0808
LAS* *02 S LINCOLN u 328-1813
GRAD 811 W MAIN u
GRAD URH DANIELS u 333-1000
GRAD 113 1/2 S GLOVER u 365-1160
LAS3 103 E STOUGHTON 7 c
BUS* 905 S WABASH u 3**-0900
LAS3 *09 E CHALMERS c 3**-6736
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1128 u 332-573*
GRAD 29 LEICHNER c 359-3587
L AS3 1202 1/2 W UN IV u 3**-670*
LAS3 1670 VALLEY RD c
ED 1 URH LUNDGREN 1* c 3B2-020*
ED 2 58 E JOHN 3 c 359-604*
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 329 u 332-3536
ENG2 1007 S 3RD c 3**-9501
LAS1 *10 E GREFN * c 352-5 363
LAS* 102 E CHALMERS c 3**-053*
LAS1 URH LAR *17 u 332-2919
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN u 3**-3532
LAS1 URH NOBLE 118 c
BUS* 507 W ELM u 328-3915
GRAD RR 2 u 367-871*
AVI 2 102 E CHALMERS c
BUS* MAHOMET ILL
AGR2 809 S 5TH c 3 4*- 5 20
2
ENG2 112 E DANIEL c 356-7936
GRAD 915 W HILL c 359-29*3
GRAD 2009 A ORCH ST u 3**- 3681
LAS* STA A BOX 2055 c 3**-028i
3US3 313 F CHALMERS c 344-7535
LAS2 URH BUSEY 201 u
AGR3 URH BUSEY 325 u 332-26*3
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN u 3*4-6150
AGR1 90* W GREEN u
LAS? URH OGLESBY 82* u 332-5285
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS *18 u 332-3691
LAS2 URH GARNER c
LAS* 1007 S 3RD c 344-770*
COM3 313 E ARMORY c 3**-9766
LAS2 URH FORBES *09 c 332-1C89
ENG* URH WESTON 371 c 332-203*
ENG1 URH WESTUN 371 c 332-2034
LAS1 URH ALLEN 303 u 332-3182
AGR2 809 W PENN u 34*-* 069
LAS3 MUNICH GER
LAS1 URH ALLEN 3*1 u 332-3209
PE * 303 E CHALMERS c 3**-986l
AGR3 URH ALLEN 261 u 332-331*
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 359 c 33 2-1296
BUS2 31 1 W CLARK 20* c
FAA3 URH EVANS 215 u 332-2709
GRAD ELFC ENG BLDG 155 u
LAS3 203 COUNTRY FR 23 c
LAS2 URH SCOTT 217 c 332-1**2
ED 3 URH LAR 126 u 332-2828
ENG1 URH SNYDER *2* c 332-1830
GRAD 2032 D ORCH ST u 3**-0283
ENG3 URH WARDALL 323 u
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 22* u 33 2-3 500
LAS* 211 E DANIEL c 3*4-9583
LAS2 211 E DANIEL c 3**-9583
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 217 u 332-3*93
GRAD 1903 HEMLOCK c 356-1588
GRAD URH DANIELS 111 u
FAA2 107 S WRIGHT 5 c 352-5*86
3RAD 180? VALLEY RD c 359-01*2
GRAD 903 S *TH * c 3*4-0848
FAA3 URH SAUNDERS 3 15 u 332-3657
LAS1 URH WESTON *4 1 c 332-2083
3US? 60* E ARMORY c 3*4-1266
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 1*9 u 332-4C21
LAS? 1007 S 3RD c 344-0917
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 5*8 c 332-4855
AVI2 URH HOPKINS 276 c 332-12*3
AGR* 805 W OHIO u 3*4-4784
LAS1 URH LAR 4?3 u 3 3 2-2 923
GRAD 1960 A ORCH ST u
BUS1 URH WESTON *18 c 332-2066
FAA1 109 E JOHN c
FAAl URH HOPKINS ?82 c 332-1246
GRAD 705 W GREEN u
HURT FIELD LAB 103
526A POPLAR OR
905 W TAYLOR LN









5236 N LUDLAM AV
732* SUFFIELD
1*0* WAVERLY
1121 E GROVE ST
2911 YONGE ST
ROUTE 1
39 FOREST LAKE RD
113 1/2 S GLOVER





905 S CHERRY LN
905 S CHERRY LN
1701 WAVERLY DR
3732 W 63RD ST
6675 W HAYES






817 N OHIO ST
RR 2
*9*1 W RICE ST
*13 LEE
1800 N SEMINARY ST
235 N KANSAS
5*5 E 200TH N
*361 S 900 EAST



















716 S HOME AV
250* W COYLE
13236 HOUSTON AV
1618 S 58TH AV




















**5 S LOMBARD AV
60* W CLEVELAND ST
RR 1
RR 1







































































































TOOMFY JOHN J LAS1
TCPFL FRANK W ENG4
TO»OR JOHN M LASl
TOPOREK MORRIS ENGl
TOPPE RICHARD I LAS2
TOPPING HARRY F FAA3
TORELLI LATINO GRAD
TOREN CAROLYN J LASl
TORGFRSFN THOMAS LEE L AS4
TCRIl DIANE OSAKO ED 4
TORKAR ROBERT A 3US2
TPPOTORC JORGF A GRAD
TORRfcGRDSSA PONNIF W LASl
TOPRENCE SCOTT M BUS1
TORRES JAMES F GRAD
TOPREST MICHAEL A GRAD
TOPRE7 WI LLIAM C GRAD
TORS4N JOSEPH I LASl
TORTORELLO ROBFRT J BUS4
TPSCHAK MARY A FAA1
TOSETTI FRANK J LASl
TOSTADO JCHN ALVAREZ GRAD
TOTEL GREGORY LFF GRAD
TOTH FRANCIS THOMAS GRAD
TOTH ROBERT LOUIS BUS4
TOTSCH JAMES P AGR2
TOUCHBERRY PAMELA LAS2
TOUCHBERRY ROBERT JR ENG3
TOURKI RACHID GRAD
TOUSEY WALTER CORNEL GRAD
TCVIAN STEVEN M LAS4
TOWELL WILLIAM P GRAD
TOWER RICHARD W FAA3
TOWERS SUSAN P LAS3
TOWLE LYNN MARIE LAS3
TOWLE ROSS A LAS3
TOWNER ROBERT L FAA4
TOWNSEND DONALD J LAW1
TOWMSENO DOUGLAS W GRAD
TOWNSEND JANE E LASl
TOWNSEND JUDITH L GRAD
TOWNSEND MARY ADELIA LAS3
TOWNSEND MARY E LASl
TOWNSEND MICHAEL W GRAD
TOWNSEND RICHARD C LAW2
TOWNSEND TERRY E PE 1
TOWNSLEY ASHTON L GRAD
TCY ALBERT V ENG4
TRABER RICHARD L ENG3
TRABER THOMAS ALAN ENG4
TRABUE PATTI J AGR1
TRACHTEN3ARG DAVID E ENG4
TRACY JOHN S AGR3
TRACY ROBERT DOUGLAS LAS4
TPAFTON BARBARA M GRAD
TRAFTON TERRY GENE GRAD
TPAFTON WALTER F JR GRAD
TRAGER GARY MITCHELL LAS4
TRAGER JOHN C III LAS3
TRAGER MARCIA DRFW LASS
TRAICOFF CHRIS J LAW1
TRAICOFF JAMES T BUS3
TRAIL JAMES HERBERT GRAD
TRAINA ROBERT LASl
TRAINI RICHARD H GRAD
TRAINOR DENNIS RICHA FAA4
TRAMM EDWIN C LASl
TRAMM MARTHA ANN LAS4
TRANDEL LINDA A LASl
TPANKINA WILLIAM W GRAD
TRANQUILLI JOHN A GRAD
TRANQUILLI RITA M AGR1
TRANT RITA L COM3
TRANTINA GERALD GENE GRAD
TRAPANI JOHN J FAA1
TFAPP CHERYL ANN GRAD
TRAPP LOUIS HENRY AGR3
TRASK RICHARD M GRAD
TRASKA MARIA RITA LASl
TRATTLER ROSS ALAN LAS3
TRAUB IRENE L LASl
TRAUGHBER ARLIE E LAW1
TPAUGHBER COLLEEN M ,LAS2
TRAUSCHT JOHN M LAS4
TRAUSCHT MICHAEL R LAWl
TRAUTMAN MICHAEL L LAS2
TRAVAGLIO JOHN A COMA
TPAVEN DOUGLAS A LASl
TRAVER DOUGLAS S VM 1
TRAVERS ROBERT MICHA LAS4
TRAVEPS TIMOTHY E LAS3
TPAVERSO DANIEL III GRAD
TRAVIS BARBARA E GRAD
TRAVIS RICHARD W GRAD
TRAYLOR JACQUELINE A PE 2
TRAYLO* SAMUEL J LASl
TREADWAY WILLIAM J J LAS3
URH SNYDER 456 C
URH TOWNSEND 235 U
URH GARNER 396 C
URH SCOTT 226 C
URH BABCOCK 323 U
710 W INOIANA U
1906 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 405 U
904 W GREEN 11 U
58 F ARMORY 8 C
URH HOPKINS 289 C
2031 B ORCH ST U
705 S 3RD C
1 10 E ARMORY C
706 W SPNGFLD C
56 E DANIEL C
604 W COLUMBIA C
URH WFSTON 428 C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WAROALL 802 U
URH SCOTT 438 C
106 E GREEN C
800 S MATTIS 13 C
1008 W STOUGHTON 3 U
URH HOPKINS 443 C
801 W NFVADA U
URH WARDALL 502 U
1410 W UNIVERSITY IJ
1838 C ORCH PL U
1201 N COLER U
1106 W CLARK 2 U
309 E HEALEY 1 C
201 W PARK U
URH WARDALL 722 U
108 E HEALEY 16 C
203 N HARVEY U
707 W SPNGFLD 2 U
105 E GREEN 3 C
806 W OHIO 2 U
URH VANDOREN 312 C
URH CARR 129 U
DECATUR ILL
URH TRELEASF 912 U
204 HOLIDAY PK 309 C
URH CARR 129 U
604 1/2 N ASH C
URH SHERMAN 349 C
URH TOWNSEND 554 U
URH SNYDER 350 C
1101 W CLARK U
URH EVANS 305 U
15C5 KIRBY 5 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
808 N LINCOLN 5 U
407 E STOUGHTON C
2221 GEORGETOWN C
407 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD U
1211 W CHURCH 2 C
902 KIRBY C
309 E CHALMERS C
908 W CHARLES C
URH SNYDER 458 C
PENNS GROVE N J
RR I U
URH NOBLE 19 C
903 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 478 U
FITHIAN ILL
RR 4 C
URH ALLEN 492 U
URH WAROALL 616 U
109 1/2 W WASHNGTN U
603 W HIGH U
58 E GREGORY C
2109 HAZWD OR 101 U
URH LUNOGREN 405 C
209 N GOODWIN U
URH ALLEN 240 U
URH BABCOCK 416 U
805 W OHIO U
905 S 6TH C
311 E GREEN C
1 MAYFAIR CT C
URH OGLESBY 829 U
604 E ARMORY 139 C
826 W HARVARD C
205 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 496 C
505 S 4TH C
39 CARRIAGE PL U
39 CARRIAGE ESTS U
705 S RANDOLPH 1 C
URH GARNER 459 C

































































3310 W 61ST ST
6417 S TRIPP AV
1617 TOUHY
RR 5 BOX 248
2 ISLAND VIEW
VIA S PANCRAZIO 11
1390 WALNUT AV
1412 S WASHINGTON








3834 W 84TH ST
4C8 N LAVERGNE
5242 W 22ND PL






581 RICE CREK TERR





3158 N PIERCE ST









2240 W 115TH ST
204 HOLIDAY PARK
80 CLUBVIEW PL
604 1/2 N ASH
65 N UNION AV








210 TEDMARK CT 8
407 E STOUGHTON
6618 N ARTESIAN





6627 N CALDWELL AV









109 1/2 W WASHNGTN
907 S OAK
1917 S 12TH AV
RR 6






3453 W 84TH PL
4042 LONGMEADOW RD
I MAYFAIR CT
6679 N IONIA AV












































































































TRFBEIHORN RICHARD J ENG4
TREECE EDOIE J AGR2
TREECE LARRY G A GR
1
TREESE GERTRUDE ANN GRAD
TREFZGER JAMES E LAS2
TREGER PATRICIA A LAS1
TPEIBER RONALD L LASl
TRFICHEL CURTIS WYNN GRAD
TREIMAN SUSAN K LASl
TPFIN CATHERINE LAS2
TREMBLAY CLIFFORD W GRAD
TREMBLAY MICHAEL A ENG3
TPENDOFILOV VL ADO GRAD
TRENT DAVID A AGR3
TRENT ERNEST
( L JR ENGl
TRENT STEPHANIE L LAS3
*TRENT THOMAS MARTIN LAS4
TPEPATZ CAROL L 3US3
TPFVEN FREDERICK J FAA1
TRFVILLIAN CAROL A ED 2
TREVIRANUS KIM M LASl
TRFVOR RICHARD P LASl
TPEWARTHA JOHN RICHA AGR4
TRICE CLIFFORD D ENGl
TRICHE JACQUELINE D LAWl
TRIEGER ANN R LASl
TRIELOFF TODD D ENG2
TRIGGER CAROLYN B GRAD
TRIGGER JEFFREY C GRAD
TPIGGS EDWARD ARCHER FAA3
TPIGGS LINCA GWEN D FAA5
TRIMARCO GEORGE A JR FNG1
TRIMBLE DANA D AGR3
TRIMBLE RICHARD THOM GRAD
TPIMPE DALE WILBUR GRAD
TRINH HIEU NGHIA GRAD
TRIOLO FRANCO GRAD
TRIPLETT GEORGE H GRAD
TP [PLETT KEVIN T FAA1
TRIPP DAVID HERBERT ENG3
TPIPP JOHN CHARLES GRAD
TPIPP PETER AMES BUS2
TRIPP THOMAS A JR LAS2
TRIPP VICTOR KENT GRAD
TPISLFR JAMES KILLIA AGR3
TRITT TFRRY L FAA4
TRIVEDI KISHOR S GRAD
TPOGOON DARYL A FAA1
TROGNER EVELYN LAS2
TROIANO MARCO GRAD
TROJAN WILLIAM THOMA ENG4
TPOJANOWSKI RICHARD LAS2
TROM LAWRENCE W LAS2
TPOMPETER JEAN E LAW1
TROMPETER WILLIAM E COM3
TPONC ELAINE M LAS2
TRONC JANICE KENNEDY GRAD
TPONC MARK ALAN ENG4
TPONE THOMAS N BUS3
TROPINSKI MARK PETER FAA2
TROPPITO ANTHONY J ENGl
TPOSKY GEORGE ALBERT FAA4
TROST BARBARA L LAS3
TPOST CATHERINE A LASl
TROTTER DEBORAH A LAS3
TROTTER FUGENE E GRAD
TPOTTER MARK S BUS1
TROTTER MICHAEL LASl
TROUGHTON JEAN ANN LAS4
TROUSIL ELAINE BEVER GRAD
TROUT HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
TROVER HAVIO ROY BUS4
TROWBRIDGE LYNN MASO GRAD
TPOWFR WALTER D BUS1
TPOYK PHILIP R ENGl
TPUCKENBRODT RANDALL BUS3
TRUE CHRISTOPHER B LASl
TRUE GREGORY T FAA2
TRUEBLOOD JANET S LAS3
TRUESDALE LINDA SUE GRAD
TRUITT HENRY FAA4
TPUITT JACK FRANKLIN GRAD
TRUITT SHARON T GRAD
TRUITT TURNER LASl
TPUMMEL JOHN E LAS3
TRUMPETER PAUL WILLI GRAD
TPUMPINSKI ALETA ANN GRAD
TRUMPINSKI THOMAS E ENGl
TRUNGALE LINDA K LAS2
TRUSCHKF DEBORAH L FAA3
TRYBA HOLLY A FAA1
TRYBUS THOMAS W LAS3
TPYNDA RICHARD S VM 1
TPYON VIRGINIA A AGR1
TPYTTEN STEVEN E ENGl
TSAI SUNG CHU GRAD
TSAI WEN SHONG GRAD
706 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 213 C
URH CARR 407 U
1710 WILLOW RD U
URH CARR 15 U
URH LAR 107 U
URH OGLESBY 220 U
SAVOY ILL
URH BLAISDEL'L U
1113 S 3RD 203 C
1009 SCOTTSDALE C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 336 U
801 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 464 C
713 W CHURCH 3 C
713 W CHURCH 3 C
URH LAR 323 U
URH WFSTON 419 C
URH LAR 360 U
URH WESTON 102 C
URH NOBLE .308 C
URH BABCOCK 230 U
URH SNYDER 467 C
1724 W HENRY 2 C
URH TRELEASE 508 U
URH TOWNSEND 541 U
2101 W WHITE 120 C
2101 W WHITE 120 C
2205 HAZWD DR U
2205 HAZWD 304 U
212 E DANIEL C
WILSON TRLR PARK U
1416 SCOTTSDALE C
BEMENT ILL
URH DANIELS 712 U
L INCOLN HALL 401 U
CHARLESTON ILL
1108 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 360 C
URH DANIELS 508 U
URH SCOTT 173 C
911 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 229 C
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
405 S 3RD C
103 E ARMORY 7 C
10 PERSIMMON CR U
URH BARTON 102 C
302 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 423 C
80? S LINCOLN U
1004 S 4TH 4 C
808 W INDIANA U
URH ALLEN 34 U
305 W PARK 2 U
305 W PARK 2 U
306 E DANIEL C
1005 S 2fiO C
URH FORBES 463 C
2103 HAZWD DR 301 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 427 C
URH EVANS 327 U
224 DEWEY U
URH HOPKINS 49? C
URH SNYDER 242 C
312 W SPNGFLD 10 U
406 W SPNGFLD U
1111 W UNIVERSITY U
RANTOUL ILL
203 W OREGON U
1009 S OAK C
1110 S 2ND C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 336 C
URH SNYDER 214 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SHERMAN 408 C
CHULICOTHE ILL
111 W WASHINGTON U
111 W WASHINGTON U
312 F ARMORY C
802 S LINCOLN U
906 S MAPLE U
2020 N MATTIS 303 C
URH NOBLE 319 C
URH WARDALL 1010 U
706 S 2ND C
URH VANDOREN 304 C
URH HOPKINS C
801 W OREGON U
URH RLAISDELL 421 U
URH TOWNSEND 528 U
1103 W OREGON U











































































408 S 2ND AV
713 W CHURCH 3
713 W CHURCH 3
870 FRANKLIN ST
1619 8TH ST




201 E PARK AV
1724 W HENRY 2
5638 N CHRISTIANA
932 BANCROFT PL
2101 W WHITE 120
2101 W WHI TE 120
2205 HAZWD OR
2205 HAZWD DR 304
2514 N 79 TH AV
WILSON TRLR PK 26
1416 SCOTTSDALE
400 S SANGAMON
73 ST GEORGE 278







ROUTE 1 BOX 33A
RR 2












305 W PARK 2
102 2ND ST
1418 N 18 TH AV








210 W CHAPEL ST
406 W SPNGFLD
99 CHURCHILL AV
603 S MAPLEWOOD 4
203 W OREGON
RR 4





ROUTE 2 BOX 48
8 W SYCAMORE





2204 W ALICE AV
RR 1




1749 W 48TH ST






































































































TSANG HERBERT HINPOK GRAD
TSAO HUNG-PING GRAD
TSCHOPP LARRY' LEROY GRAD
TSF BFRNAPD KAPANG GRAD
TSF KUM-SUFN ENG3
TSFNG MIN NAN GRAD
TSHIBANGU REMY ENG3
TSIAKALS JOSFPH J LAS3
TSUKUNO GARY WAYNF LAS^




TUBBS CAROLYN J LAS1
TUCEK DIANF MAY GRAD
TUCKER ALAN D BUS1
TUCKER CAROLYN M LAS1
TUCKER CINOY L PE 3
TUCKER DANNY L 8US3
TUCKER CAVID I EO GRAD
TUCKER LLOYD JR GRAD
TUCKFR PAUL THOMAS GRAD
TUCKFR ROSEMARY H L AS 1
TUCKER SUSANNA T GRAD
TUCKER THOMAS J BUS2
TUCKER TRACY CLARK GRAD
*TUDELA MICHELE MARIE GRAD
TUDOR WILLIAM L JR GRAD
TUFTS JAMES J LAS2
TUININGA DUNCAN E GRAD
TUINSTRA RAYMOND LEE E NG4
TULEJA THOMAS F FNG2
TULL CLAUDIA J LAS2
TULLI S MARTA L ENG2
TULLY TIMOTHY R FAA1
TUMAN MAUREEN ANNE GRAD
*TUMER EROL GRAD
TUMFRMAN FAITH LASl
TUMMELSON GWEN ANN COM3
TUMMFLSON JAY M GRAD
TUMMINELLO MONICA L LASl
TUNCALP SECIL GRAD
TUNEL IUS EDWARD J ENG1
TUNG STEPHEN KIN-KEU GRAD
TUNGATE SUSAN R LAS2
TUNGSAROTE RARAI GRAD
TUNNELL STANLEY ARTH LAS4
TUNNFY ANN M LAS2
TUNNICLIFF -BROCK M AGR2
TUNSTALL GLORIA J AGR3
TUOHY JOHN THOMAS LAS3
TUOMI DONNA J LAS?
TURBIN ALAN W LAS2
TURBIN GAIL ANN LAS4
TURCO RICHARD PETER GRAD
TURCZYN PAUL J ENG3
TUREK CHARLES ANTON GRAD
TUREK JOHN J LASl
TUPEK LEE S PE 2
TUREK MARK EDWARD ENG4
TURFK RUSSELL C BUS1
TUREK SUSAN L LAS2
TUPES LUANN M LAS2
TURESKIS FRANK ALLEN LAS2
TURETT JAY BARRY GRAD
TURFA ALEXANDER III GRAD
TURICO KATHLEEN M BUS1
TURICO MICHAEL S ENG2
TURIM RICHARD S BUS2
TURK TIMOTHY M LAS2
TURKOWSKI DAVID STAN GRAD
TURKOWSKI ROBERT W GRAD
TURMAN GAYLE P LASl
TURMAN STEPHEN M LAS4
TURNBAUGH ANNE FAA2
TURNBAUGH LINDA L LAS4
TURNBEAUGH LYNN ELLE LAS4
TURNBULL GUY A FAA4
TURNBULL JOY SUZANNE ED 3
TURNBULL RICHARD POR LAS4
TURNER ALBERT E LAS4
TURNER BRYCE E ENG3
TURNER CHARLES T ENG2
TURNER DALE E BUS*
TURNER DALE ROY LAW2
TURNER DONALD KEITH LAS4
TURNER OORETHA ED 1
TURNER IAN BRUCE GRAD
TURNER JACQUELYN J ED 3
TURNER JILL ELAINE BUS*
TURNER JOHN A LAS2
TURNER JOHN A ENG4
TURNER KATHERINE SUE LAS*
TURNER KATHY A FAA4
TURNER KEVIN L BUS1
TURNER LEE CHESTER GRAD
TURNER MICHAEL GRAD
60b W CAL IFORNIA U
307 F GREEN C
304 1/2 W HILL C
U*H DANIELS 534 U
URH WESTON 214 C
306 S 5TH C
1012 S 1ST 6 C
901 S 1ST 14 C
1008 S 4TH C
308 E ARMORY C
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH SHERMAN 259 C
1107 W GREEN 225 U
URH FLAGG 424 C
URH SHERMAN 121 C
202 E DANIEL C
309 GLENN U
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
39 MAPLEWOOD U
1718 VALLEY RD C
39 MAPLEWOOD U
309 GLENN U
310 W WASHINGTON 7 C
URH WARDALL 111 U
TUSCOLA ILL
1407 KINCH U
4^1 FDGEBROOK 103 C
1011 S 1ST 2 C
311 E GREEN C
1111 MIMOSA C
105 E GREEN 14 C
URH HOPKINS 322 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
405 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 345 C
URH DANIELS 396 U
1807 C ORCH PL U
409 E CHALMRS 1512 C
611 E DANIEL C
601 N PROSPECT C
URH ALLEN 324 U
616 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 210 C
909 W ILLINOIS 6 U
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C
URH SHERMAN 419 C
URH WESTON 409 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 363 C
1956 B ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 104 C
URH TRELEASE 620 U
52 E ARMORY C
1006 S 3RD 14 C
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
PERU ILL
203 S FAIR C
URH SNYDER 458 C
URH OGLES BY 112 U
205 E GREEN 18 C
URH GARNER 252 C
405 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 926 U
207 DEWEY U
411 W ILLINOIS U
206 S 4TH C
URH VANDOREN 206 C
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 211 U
706 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 506 U
URH LAR 326 U
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U
URH EVANS 215 U
URH LAR 266 U
URH WARDALL 718 U
701 W WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 1118 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 16/ C
1404 SILVER 15 U
URH SCOTT 358 C
512 W VINE C
811 S LOCUST C
106 N GREGORY 11 U
URH VANDOREN 221 C
12 ROXBURY U
2103 8URLIS0N U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
1724 HENRY 6 C
405 E JOHN C
205 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 508 U
2108 S ORCH 304 U





































































606 W CAL IFORNIA
1-111-24 HANGCHOW




















310 W WASHINGTON 7
151 W 121ST ST
911 E NEWKIRK
MAIN RD
327 E 112TH ST
1011 S 1ST 2
755 MANCHESTER
64 PROMENADE ST
RR 1 BOX 273
1849 MANCHESTER
1400 GLENDALE AV
110 N WALNUT ST
508 ADAMS ST
7814 WESTWOOD DR










200 W 3RD ST
3100 W 80TH ST
939 BARTLETT TERR
16019 TRUMBULL
1922 E 52ND ST






5312 W 22ND PL
1698 ALISON DR
OS 626 EUCLID AV
1S-540 MACARTHUR
OS 626 EUCLID AV
527 1/2 7TH AV
207 DEWEY
























202 N ROBINSON ST
1 724 HENRY 6
2103 BURLISON
207 JULIE DR BX401
821 N 5TH ST

























NEW YORK N Y
TUSCOLA IL
SHERIDAN NY








































































TURNFR MICHAEL A VM 2
TURNER PATRICIA E GRAD
TURNER PETFR J LAS2
TURNER RALPH T LAW1
TURNER RENEE S LAS3
TURNER POBERT A FAA1
TURNFR RUBY L LAS1
TURNFR STEPHEN G LAS*
TURNER STEVEN ALAN GRAO
TURNER THOMAS G L4S3
TURNER VIRGINIA KAY GRAD
TURNER HALTER VERNON GRAD
TUROCI ESTHER MARIE GRAD
TURPEL ARTHUR R JR 8US2
TURSCH ILSE M LAS2
TURSKI KEITH 7 LAS1
TURSKI PATRICK A LAS3
TURSMAN LUCINDA L GRAD
TUSTISON RANDAL W GRAD
TUTT LUCIE E BUS*
TUTTLE ANN FAA3
TUTTLE BETTY TROTTER LAS*
"TUTTLE GARY J FAA*
TUTTLE JACK L VM I
TUTTLE KERRY LYNN VM 1
TUTTLE PENNY J LAS*
TWARANOVICA JOSEPH A GRAD
TWARDY RONALD DAVID LAS3
TWAROG CHARLOTTE E LAS2
TWEED DEBORAH F LAS*
TWI6TMEYER FAITH D LAS3
TWINE KAYLA D LAS3
TWISDALE LAWRFNCE JR GRAD
TWIST MICHAEL S PF 2
TWYNING JAMES V BUS3
TYAGI HARI RAM GRAD
TYRERG GARY A LAS3
TYF FREDERICK LAS2
TYGRET RFGINALD LEE ENG*
TYGRET SUSAN V I CK LAS*
TYLER JEFFREY JAMES LAS*
TYLER MARGARET C GRAD
TYLER THERESA ARLENE GRAD
TYLKE MARJORIE K GRAD
TYLMAN JAMES MICHAEL ENG3
TYMEC CHFRYL M LAS2
TYMOWICZ MICHAEL A GRAD
TYNAN DANIEL P FAA*
TYNDALL NORMAN B AVI2
TYNER LUCY A LAS1
TYRRELL LINDA C L AS 1
TYPRFLL MARTHA L LAS3
TYSON BERNETTE LAS1
TZENG CHUN-SHAN GRAD
TZFNG DIANA YU-MAAN 3RAD
TZENG SIN-FU GRAD
UBFLL FRANKLIN DAVID ENG*
URELL JOYCELYN A LAS1
UCHID4 KENNETH R BUS2
UCKAN YUKSEL G GRAD
UDEHN DAVID D LAS2
UDOLPH MICHAEL E BUS2
UDOW MICHAEL WILLIAM FAA*
UDWARI JOSFF J ENG2
UEBBING JANE F LAS*
UFNG CELIA MOU-PIN GRAD
UENO EMI ED 1
JENC RUMI LAS1
UFKES TED G ENG3
UHFR CHARLES V AVU
UHL ADRIENNE A L AS 1
UHL JEFFREY B LAS2
JHL ROSFANN C ED 3
UHLENBERG ROBERT ALA LAS*
UHLIR RICHARD FPFD GRAD
UJI IE JUNICHI GRAD
UKMAN BRENDA I LAS1
ULBRICHT GERALD T LAS*
ULFERS DONALD G AGR1
ULFERS JANET K AGR2
JLIS MICHAEL W ENG2
ULITZSCH STEPHEN J AGR3
ULL INSKEY GARY M LAS2
ULLOM JUDITH COHEN GRAD
ULLRICH DAVID A LAS1
ULMER EDWIN LAWRENCE ED 3
ULREY MICHAEL L GRAD
ULR ICH CHARLES PE 1
ULRICH EDWARD J JR GRAD
ULRICH NEIL F LAS3
ULRICH RICHARD LELAN GRAD
ULRICH ROBERT D BUS3
ULVILA JACOB W ENG3
UVMEL WILLA MEALIFF GRAD
UMPLFBY STUART A GRAD
UMSTED CARL ALBFPT LAS3
UNATIN JANICE ELLEN ED *
2319 S 1ST MANOR C
12 ROXBURY RD U
*05 S RANDOLPH C
2102 W WHITE 87 C
URH ALLEN 262 U
1106 S 3RD C
705 S RANDOLPH C
1007 W OREGON U
1*01 SILVER 2 U
2307 S 1ST 303 C
*08 E MAIN 7 U
617 1/2 S WR IGHT C
URH SHERMAN 216 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 313 U
60* E ARMORY 220 C
910 S 3RD 612 C
1001 W OREGON 1, U
801 S VINE U
207 E JOHN C
1102 S LINCOLN U
26 MAPLFWOOD U
1010 S 2ND C
26 MAPLEWOOD U
2*5 E DEWEY U
805 W OHIO U
802 S URBANA U
2309 S 1ST 301 C
511 1/2 W VINE C
URH LAR *82 U
309 E HEALEY C
*09 E CHALMRS 1213 C
URH SHERMAN 865 C
211 SPNGFLD C
60* E ARMORY 316 C
512 W CAL IFORNI A U
206 W CLARK 2 C
910 S 3RD 823 C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
707 S BROADWAY U
105 S MCCULLOUGH * U
URH SHERMAN 11*8 C
603 E CALIFORNIA U
CHARLFSTON ILL
URH WARDALL 720 U
PEORIA ILL
209 E CLARK 8 C
27 BLUE SPRUCE C
URH ALLEN *02 U
URH ALLEN 191 U
1102 S 2ND 2 C
URH VANDOREN 221 C
909 S 1ST 2* C
909 S 1ST 2* C
201 N L INCOLN 1 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 222 C
2111 HAZWD OR U
1107 W GREEN 626 U
URH HOPKINS 308 C
URH WESTON 391 C
PR 1 U
URH TOWNS END **6 U
307 E JOHN C
1008 1/2 W GREEN U
URH LAR 230 U
URH TAFT 210 C
1111 S 1ST C
U"H SNYDER 238 C
URH ALLEN 321 U
713 W OHIO U
URH LAR 296 U
203 S RANDOLPH C
800 1/2 W WHI TE C
1010 S 2MD C
910 S 3RD C
303 COUNTRY FR 68 C
URH HOPKINS *90 C
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
707 S 6TH 509 C
53 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 825 U
1758 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 461 C
210 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 22* U
2020 N MATTIS 201 C
100* S 3RD C
*03 MACARTHUR U
PAWLEY WILSON 28 U
112 E DANIEL C
1711 VALLEY RD C
509 1/2 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 176 C









































































*08 E MAIN 7
617 1/2 S WRIGHT
*15 S 6TH ST
15 RAILROAD AV














101 W ORCHARD PL
RR 1 ROUTE *3
1253* LAFLIN








105 S MCCULLOUGH *
ROUTE 5 BOX 802
603 E CALIFORNIA
7*3 1/2 6TH
**32 W 100TH PL
23** GLFNWOOD GREN
7*0 CARLI SLE
25 N SCHOOL ST
1131 N CEDAR RD
58*5 S MOBILE




6 LN 20 YU-TA RD
20* W LOCUST
20* W LOCUST















3909 W 70TH PL
800 1/2 W WHITE
2-11-1* ISHIKW-CHO
8**2 LOUWEN DR
303 COUNTRY FR 68
RR I
RR 1





*582 SCHL SECTN RD
1780R DOGWOOD LN










































































































UNDEEN ALBERT HAROLD GRAD
UNDERHILL F H JR LAW1
UNDERWOOD BETHEL LEE FAA2
UNDERWOOD CHER I L LAS2
UNDERWOOD DEBORAH M LAS4
UNDERWOOO GERALD LEE GRAD
UNOERWCOD MARILYN E LAS3
UNDERWOOD NEAL ROGER LAS4
UNDERWOOD THOMAS B LASl
UNDERWOOD WILLIAM K BUS2
UNEWITZ PETER P LASl
UNGER DONALD J LAS3
*UNGER JOHN THOMAS GRAD
UNGER LLTYD G JR BUS3
UNGER MICHAEL WILLIA LAS3
*UNGLAUB RONALD KARL LAS4
*UNNO ALICE TSUTAOKA LASl
*UNO KIMIO GRAD
UNSICKER ALAN L AGR4




UNTI DAVID LOUIS BUS3
UNUMB DEAN D BUS1
UNVER BAHTIYAR GRAD
UNVERZAGT NEIL G ED 4
UNZICKER SANDRA J LASl
UPCHURCH JONATHAN E ENG4
UPCHURCH MERRILL R ENG4
UPHOFF CAROLYN J LASl
UPHOFF DARYLE LEE LAW2
*UPHOFF ROGER A ENG3
UPHOFF SCOTT F ENG1
UPIN IRA FAA4
UPSTROM JOHN P ENG1
UPTON JERRY DEAN BUS*
*URAL ABIDIN TURGAY GRAD
URBA MARTIN A LASl
URBAN BONNIE JEAN LAS4
URBAN CAROL A LAS2
URBAN CHRISTINA D LAS2
URBAN JANICE M LAS3
URBAN JOHN L LAS2
URBAN MARGARET A LAS2
URBAN RANDY M ENG1
URBANEK KENNETH F LAS5
URBANI ROGER L ENG1
URPANICK PAMELA J LAS3
UPFK JAMES FRANK ENG4
UREMOVICH GEORGE E ENG1
URH FRED L ENG1
UPH KAREN S LASl
URICK RONALD S ED A
URISH PATRICIA DIANE AGR3
URSCHEL JOSEPH M LASl
URSICH RCBERT J LAS3
*URTON GARY DWAYNE GRAD
URTON SINCA J LAS3
URZUA JORGE LUIS GRAD
USELOING LINDA J FAA2
UTAWANIT THANIN GRAD
UTES FRANK A LAS3
UTHAISRI SATHIT GRAD
UTHOFF LINDA B LAS2
UTLEY 8EVERLY J FAA2
UTNE FRED TRYGVE BUS4
UTZINGER DENNIS M FAA3
UVODIC KATHLEEN T LASl
UZUANIS RICHARD A 8US4
*VAALER JEFF DAVID GRAD
VACHERLON JAMES F GRAD
VACHERLON MARY E LAS2
VACI TERESE A LASl
VACKETTA ORE H LAS2
VAGO MICHEL GRAD
VAHLE FREDERICK GALE GRAD
VAICEKONIS SAULIliS LAS2
VAIL JANE E AGR2
VAISHAMPAYAN SHARAD GRAD
VAKIL AMIN C GRAD
VALCIK LOUIS III BUS1
VALDES BERARDO J GRAD
VALDES RICHARD A GRAD
VALDEZ OAVID 1.AS4
VALEN A T ENGl
VALENTI CORNELIUS D LASl
VALENTINE ARLENE F LASl
VALENTINE CATHY L FAA1
VALENTINE CRYSTAL C LAS3
VALENTINE DEBORAH A AGR1
VALENTINE FREIDA J LAS3
VALENTINE IRA PEYTON LAS2
VALENTINE KAREN PE 4
VALENTINE MICHAEL GRAD
VALENTINE ROBERT S ENG2
VALENTINE THOMAS R ENG2
VALENTINE VICKI L LAS*
VALENTINO GAIL A LAS2
912 S LYNN U 367-2731
910 S 3RD 306 C 337-6055
58 E ARMORY C 356-6578
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
2307 S 1ST 103 C 344-2143
2309 S 1ST C 367-6263
4 04 S LINCOLN U
901 S 2ND C 344-7541
URH HOPKINS 442 C 332-1357
1301 S BUSEY U 344-4315
URH WESTON 424 C 332-2072
SPRINGFIELD ILL
407 1/2 N ELM C
604 E ARMORY 328 C 328-3814
807 S BUSEY U 367-587?
WILSON TRLR CT 5 U 367-0649
1309 WESTERN C 356-2226
1823 B ORCH PL U
1103 S BUSEY U
610 W WASHINGTON U 344-0482
405 E GREEN C
URH CARR 222 U 332-3902
205 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 507 C
201 E JOHN C 356-7857
1500 S WESTERN C 356-4632
URH TOWNSEND 177 U 332-4041
2319 S 1ST 103 C 384-5314
URH VANDOREN 309 C 332-0522
411 W GREEN U
RR 2 C 359-7794
313 E ARMORY U
213 E CHALMERS C 344-1644
110 E ARMORY C
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
501 N WILLIS C
URH GARNER 392 C 332-0839
108 E HEALEY 13 C
URH LAR 272 U 332-2980
501 GOODWIN U
408 E STOUGHTON 12 C
203 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1226 U 332-4574
URH NOBLE 415 C 332-0432
2802 W LAWNDALE C 352-0351
URH OGLESBY 1030 U 332-5351
URH BUSEY 143 U 332-2588
105 S LINCOLN U 367-5520
URH GARNER 361 C
URH FORBES 489 C 332-1147
URH ALLEN 436 U 332-3242
1110 W STOUGHTON U
207 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 478 C 332-1627
1106 S 3RD C 344-9442
2025 A ORCH ST U 344-1436
2025 A ORCH ST U 344-1436
URH DANIELS 333 U
URH ALLEN 221 U 332-3155
URH DANIELS 629 U
URH SNYDER 218 C 332-1684
300 S GOODWIN 503 U 344-3180
URH ALLEN 485 U 332-3412
URH VANDOREN 321 C 332-0530
308 E ARMORY C 344-9742
1108 S 1ST C 344-7011
URH BUSEY 207 U 332-2604
1007 S MATTIS C 356-9427
2067 D HAZWD CT U 367-2C76
1109 S 4TH C 344-4301
URH WARDALL 1020 U 332-4520
URH WARDALL 220 U
205 E ARMORY C
508 W ILLINOIS U
1611 VALLEY RD I C 359-8060
URH GARNER 496 C 332-0913
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
300 S GOODWIN 212 U
207 E GREEN C
209 E ARMORY C
2109 HAZWD OR 104 U 344-7024
309 W ELLS C 359-4605
706 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 217 U 332-4062
URH SCOTT 213 C 332-1438
URH TAFT 109 C 332-0594
URH VANDOREN 211 C 332-0502
702 WESTERN 4 U 367-2907
URH EVANS 305 U 332-2732
309 E HEALEY C
107 E HEALEY 1
9 10 S 3RD
URH BABCOCK 227


















WILSON TRLR CT 5
1309 WESTERN
3-6-23 TAKANAWA















440 S OAK ST
ARMOUR RD BX 41
ODTU ELEKTRIK B06
6526 S ROCKWELL ST
616 N LOCKWOOD
7117 S WHIPPLE ST
6106 N NEVA AV
2956 W PERSHING RD
1305 FENWICK DR
3036 CENTRAL ST








819 N HIGHLAND AV
265 GREEN
919 VINE ST
2025 A ORCH ST
2025 A ORCH ST
71E 32ND BOX 852
8118 OTTAWA AV
124 SOI CHALERMSUK
1095 S WOLF RD
300 S GOODWIN 503
8 34 N SHORE DR
8130 S WENTWORTH




2067 D HAZWD CT
169 WOODSIDE RD
169 WOODSIDE RD
RdUTE 2 BOX 240
426 S STATE ST
102 RUE DE GRENELE
RR 2
359 PARK ST






















































































































VAIERIO CHARLES J ENG3
VALLANDIGHAM PAUL H LAW1
VALLEJO RICHARD BUS3
VALLEY DAVID B SRAD
VALLINA PAUL LEWIS LAS3
VAN TRAN BAO GRAD
VANAGAS LOUIS F AGR3
VANAGS HARRY E EIMG1
VANALSTINF WM R JR VM 1
VANARSDALE JANET L LAS3
VANARSDALL ELIZABETH LAS2
VANARSDALL PAUL J ENG1
VANARSDALL ROY T GRAD
VANARSDELL PAUL M JR GRAD
VANARSDELL STEPHEN C BUS3
VANAS PAUL DANA GRAD
VANBLADEREN JOHN A EN63
VANBLARICUM MICHAEL ENG3
VANBUREN DAVID MARTI LAS4
VANBUREN PAUL R LAS4
VANBUSKIRK JAMES H J AGR4
VANCE CARL BRUCE LAS4
VANCE GARY MILES ENG4
VANCE JON ELLIS LAS4
VANCE JUDITH L LAS3
VANCE MARY MARTHA L AS4
VANCE STEPHEN PETER ENG2
VANCE THOMAS CARTER GRAD
VANCE WILLIAM F BUS3
VANCLEAVE BARBARA J LAS2
VANDEBERG MICHEAL J LAS4
VANDELL CRAIG A ENG3
VANDENBERG DENNIS A 8US2
VANDENBOSSCHE B A BUS1
VANDER MEULEN DAVID GRAD
VANDFRBORG WILLIAM P ENGl
VANDER3Y BERT A AGR1
VANDERBY RENAY BUS2
VANDFRJAGT GAIL AGR4
VANDEPKLOOT PFTER JR GRAD
VANDERLAAN RUTH A A LAS1
VANDERMEER GARY L LAS4
VANDERMEER KEES WILL AGR5
VANDERMEER PHILIP R GRAD
VANDEROSTYNE DEBORAH AGR3
VANDERPORT GENE MICH LAS4
VANDERSPOOL JAN P II ENGl
VANDERVOORN JOHN JR SRAD
VANDERWERFF ARLENE LAS4
VANDERWERFF JOSEPH A ENG4
VANDEUSEN DEREK L BUS3
VANDEVANTER BARBARA LAS1
VANDINE DORA F GRAD
VANDOSKE LAWRENCE H LAS1
VANDRESFR PATRICIA L FAA4
VANDUIJN JACOB J GRAD
VANDUYN THEODORE W J L AS3
VANOUYNF HERMAN J E NG4
VANDUZOR WILLIAM M LAS4
VANDYKE 3ARBARA RAE LAS4
VANDYKE CHARLES S LAS1
VANDYKE CHRISTINE M LASl
VANDYKE L INDA F LAS3
VANECEK DAVID J LAS4
VANES 3ETTE PERKEL GRAD
VANESTERIK JOHN L GRAD
VANESTERIK PENNY GRAD
VANETTEN GARY D PE 1
VANEYLEN MARGARET M LASl
VANGILDER KAY LOUISE GRAD
VANGILDER LON K AGR1
VANGUMDY MARTIN A BUS2
VANGUNTEN KATHERINE ED 4
VANHAGEY WILLIAM L AW 1
VANHASSEL JOHN H LAS2
VANHELTEBRAKE JERRY 3US1
VANHFRIK LISA MARIE L AS 2
VANHOESEN SUSAN H ED 1
VANHOOSER DOUGLAS PA LAS4
VANHOOZEN ALLEN L ENG3
VANHORNF JOHN T FAA3
VANHUELE CHRISTINE H LASl
VAMHUELE DENISE M PE 4
VANINWEGFN RICHARD G GRAD
VANKO DIANE FAA4
VANKO GLORIA A LAS2
VANLANDEGHEM DARYL J ED 4
VANLANDINGHAM JCHN T FAA1
VANLANDINGHAM LES W GRAD
VANMFLLE WILLIAf- J LASl
VANMETER JERRY R GRAD
VANMILLIGFN PATRICIA LAS3
VANNORD WAYNE GRAD
VANORMAN DAVID M AGR3
VANORMAN RICHARD N AGR1
VANOSTEN ROBFRT J 3US2
VAWPOUCKE STEPHFN M VM 1
1105 S 4TH C
304 W EUREKA C
905 S 1ST 20 C
2116 ORCH ST 102 U
212 E DANIEL C
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
604 E ARMORY 417 C
URH SNYDER 489 C
108 S MATTIS C
1005 S WRIGHT C
MAHOMFT ILL
911 S 4TH C
MAHOMET ILL
302 W WHITE C
209 W M ICHIGAN U
1302 W CLARK 6 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 340 U
1111 S 1ST C
1307 STOUT U
704 W NEVADA 5 U
312 E ARMORY C
FARMER CITY ILL
172 7 LINCOLN RD 4 C
URH LAR 323 U
508 E ARMORY C
203 N HARVEY U
CANVILLE ILL
1317 S STATE C
URH BUSEY 202 U
1702 GARDEN HILLS C
URH OGLESBY 1122 U
URH NOBLE 319 C
URH ALLEN 389 U
URH SHERMAN 1067 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH WFSTON 240 C
409 E CHALMERS 813 C
309 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 705 U
604 E ARMORY C
ST JOSEPH ILL
532 FAIRLAWN U
508 E CHALMERS C
OAKWOOD ILL
URH FORBES 488 C
606 W OHIO U
PARIS FR
1007 N RANDOLF C
URH WESTON 226 C
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
505 E CLARK 25 C
URH HOPKINS 267 C
111 1/2 S BUSEY U
901 W SPNGFLD U
SAVOY ILL
1214 MCKINLEY 5 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 490 C
URH SAUNDERS 228 U
508 E WHI TE 11 C
907 S MATTIS 2 C
3309 BRENTWOOD C
704 W OREGON U
704 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 369 C
URH VANDOREN 319 C
1701 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 368 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
2801 CARRELTON C
URH SCOTT 400 C
URH NOBLE 417 C
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 205 U
1412 N MCKINLEY C
URH GARNER 109 C
1007 S 1ST C
URH TAFT 19 C
58 E JOHN 17 C
3207 BROWNFIELD RD U
1113 S 2ND C
URH CLARK 238 C
311 E GREFN C
URH GARNER 345 C
909 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 408 C
2210 BRETT C
URH ALLEN 283 U
1206 EASTERN U
53 E GREGORY C
58 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 515 U

































































905 S 1ST 20
2116 ORCH ST 102
7910 W A ST
BOX 292
ROUTE 1 BOX 109
2738 N CENTRAL PK









16 N 1ST ST
5 INGLEWOOD RO
727 BROWN ST











RR 1 BOX 10
510 N DEMENT AV














132 7 S WATER
18059 TORRENCE AV
424 MCKINLEY AV
2130 N ASH ST
501 E WASHINGTON
94 N 2ND ST
11159 S PRELLER
629 S STEWART AV
10 VLIETWEG
233 N HINKLEY AV












306 E CRAWFORD ST
1310 WATERS CT
RR 1









429 S LINCOLN LN
















































































DON MILLS ONT CAN









































































































*VFPA CEDENO LUIS C
*VFRA DEBORAH KOLDITZ
VFRBIN HELAINE Z





















ENGl URH CARR 211 U 332-3892
LAS2 6 04 E ARMORY 333 c
AGR4 805 OAKLAND CR 2,05 u
ENG4 507 W ELM u
GRAD 309 S NEW 2 c
FAA2 604 E ARMURY c
ENG3 402 F DANIEL c 344-0540
LAS4 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 309 W UNIVERSITY c 359-0016
FAA4 MAHOMET ILL
FAA3 207 W JOHN c 352-9349
LAS1 311 E ARMORY c
AGR4 1615 SHERIDAN RD c 359-1812
L AS4 207 E JOHN c 344-6975
LAS4 905 E WASHINGTON u
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261
FAA3 518 LOUISIANA c 356-7379
ENGl 1107 W GRFEN 522 u 367-2303
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 522 u 367-2303
L AS4 5 SAFFER CT u 344-6978
BUS3 1111 S 1ST c 344-3613
GRAD URH SHERMAN 403 c 332-4708
GRAD STA A BOX 2235 c 356-4943
LAS4 707 S 6TH c 344-6094
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT c 344-0545
GRAD U OF I MATH u 333-6217
ENG3 302 W LOCUST 2 u
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 422 c 332-0553
COM4 URH OGLES BY 113 u 332-5070
ENG4 URH GARNER 238 c 332-0733
ENG4 907 W STOUGHTON u 367-4598
LAS3 URH SCOTT 332 c 332-1524
FAA4 VERSAILLES FR
GRAD 1525 LINCOLNSHIRE c 352-3227
FNG3 504 W ELM 12 u 365-2195
ENG3 403 S LYNN c
FAA1 URH SCOTT 450 c
ENG4 1003 W MAIN 2 u
LAS1 60 LAKESIDE TERR u 365-3127
ENG4 711 W GREEN u 367-5137
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR 41 c
BUS2 604 E ARMORY 106 c
GRAD 1 107 W GREEN 730 u 328-2249
GRAD 1 107 W GREEN 130 u 328-2249
ENGl URH TOWNS END 282 u 332-4109
L AS2 910 W CALIFORNIA 1 u
LAS2 603 E WHITF c
LAS3 411 1/2 W HILL c 356-8964
FA A
I
URH TOWNSEND 513 u 332-4250
FAA1 303 CHALMERS c
LAS2 URH TOWNSENO 477 u 322-4232
ENGl URH TRELEASE 630 u 332-5586
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c 356-7936
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344-3821
AGR1 202 E DANIEL c
ENGl URH 0GLES8Y 1022 u 332-5343
AGR1 HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 2053 A ORCH ST u 344-5187
FAA1 1009 W PENN u
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1409 c
LAS3 1207 W MAIN u 367-6996
ENG3 URH SCOTT 260 c 332-1470
ENGl URH HOPKINS 478 c 332-1384
GRAD URH SHERMAN 263 c
GRAD 104 S GROVE 5 u
GRAD 404 E HEALEY 3 c 356-4429
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 608 u 332-5210
LAS2 110 S GREGORY 2 u 328-2895
BUS2 URH SNYDER 219 c
ED 2 611 E DANIEL c
FAA4 503 W GREEN u 328-1305
8US4 309 E HEALEY 8 c 359-9793
GRAD 506 E GREEN u 367-5708
GRAD 506 E GREEN u 367-5708
FD 3 URH WARDALL 1219 u 332-4567
ED 4 307 S PRAIRIE c 352-3640
ENG4 307 S PRAIRIE c 352-3640
ENG4 401 E DANIEL c 344-1221
LAS3 1106 S 3RD c 344-4855
LAS4 509 S RANDOLPH c
LAS3 1005 S 2ND c 344-3967
LAS3 58 E ARMORY 1 c 359-7175
GRAD 705 W SPNGFLD u 367-1634
LAS4 501 W MAIN 3 u 344-3206
GRAD 2040 C ORCH ST u
LAS4 707 W SPNGFLD 1 u
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN u
LAS1 URH ALLEN 452 u 332-3386
GRAD 302 S STATE 1 c
LAS4 709 W OREGON 4 u
AVI1 310 E JOHN c
GRAD 604 W MICHIGAN u 344-5425
LAS1 URH EVANS 307 u
LAS1 URH FORBES 475 c 332-1141
LAS1 809 W NEVADA u 344-0C38
ENG3 509 E STOUGHTON c
12229 S MORGAN ST CHICAGO ILL
14415 S BRENTWOOD ORLAND PARK IL
805 OAKLAND CIRCLE URBANA ILL













100 PARK CIRCLE OR
RAILWAY RD
COL OF AG ENG PAU
RR 3 BOX 175
6506 N OLYMPIA AV
21 HOMA AV ZARTOSH










234 E WALKER PL
1525 LINCOLNSHIRE
504 W ELM 12
403 S LYNN
11855 BROADMOOR OR






ROUTE 8 BOX 320 A
CUNNINGHAM RD
1430 GRANVILLE









541 W BONNIE BRAE
BUXAR
433 FOULDS AV





















RR I BOX 207
1501 W VIRGINIA AV
DATTEPARA
311 DOUGLAS
U OF I DCL






1017 S HOCKER ST
WOOOLEA RD RR 2




































































































VEPSHAW THOMAS A LAS3
VFRSHUM EUGENE A GRAD
VFRTUNO EDWARD MICHA GRAO
VESFLY MARIAN GRAD
VESLEDAHL KENNETH E ENG1
VFSPA ROBERT E JR BUS2
VESS SUSAN MARIE GRAD
VEST GEORGIANA L AS 1
VETRIF MICHAEL T GRAD
VETROVEC KENNETH A AGR3
VFTTER ARTHUR F GRAD
VETTFR CRAIG WILLIAM GRAD
VETTER JOHN R LAS3
VEVERKA DONNA MARIF LAS4
VEVERKA JOYCE ANN PE 4
VEZENSKY KEITH W L AS 1
VIALL PFTER L AGR3
VIALL WILLARD L ENG1
VICARS ELIZABETH G L AS 1
*VICHICH WILLIAM M GRAD
VICIAN JOANNE M FD 2
*VICK LINDA HELGERSON GRAD
'VICK LYNN M FAA2
VICKERMAN LINDA J GRAD
VICKSTA DAVID JOHN LAS4
VICTOR ARNOLD R ENG1
VIDAS DANIEL F JR GRAD
*VIDAS LOUISE WALCZAK GRAD
VIDICAN DONALD E LAS2
VIELEY LARRY LEF ENG3
VIEREGG JAMES R BUS2
*VIFTTI TONA ROBFRTA ED 4
VIGILANTE PATRICIA D LAS1
VIGLIETTA KEITH P LAS3
VIGNEULLE ROY M GRAD
VIGNOCCHI MACALENA J BUS1
VIGNOCCHI MICHAEL J ED 3
VIGDN BRUCE W LAS2
VIHCN ROBERT S LAS1
VI I TA JOHN WAYNE ENG4
VIJARNSORN PISOOT GRAD
VI JAYALAKSHMI G GRAD
VIKTORA LINDA MARIE LAS2
*VILLALOBQS LINDA N GRAD
*VILLALOBOS RAUL A LAW1
VILLANO JAMES N AVI2
VILLARI PAULA LAS2
VILLERE MAURICE F GRAD
VINCENT CLYDE LYNN GRAD
VINCENT MARY m GRAD
VINCENT ROBERT J ENG2
VINCENT SHARRON L FAA3
VINCFNTI MICHAEL R AGR2
VINE RONALD A LAS2
VINKLER GREGORY J LAS3
VINKLER PAUL S 3US3
VINSON MARY ANN J ED 4
VINSON SHIRLEY P LAS?
VINSON WILLIAM KENT BUS4
VINTAR JAMES STANLEY LAS4
VIOLAS PATRICIA S A GR
1
VIRAVEC ANDREA 1 LAS1
VIRGILIO CA3ALLER0 C GRAD
VIR.NICH CHRISTINE J COMA
VIRTEL LFE T BUS1
VI SCONTI RALPH F BUS1
VISCUM KATHLEEN A L AS 2
VISIN DEBORAH J LAS2
VISK ROBERT P LAS4
VISK WI LLI AM G BUS2
VISSrR JOHN RICHARD ENG4
VISWANADHAM R K GRAD
VITALI ALBERT L VM 1
VITEK JUDITH L LAS1
VTTOUX MICHAEL E GRAD
VITT 3ARRARA A ED 1
VITULLO VEDA L L AS2
VIVIER MARCEL W ENG1
VIVIEN STEPHEN D ENG?
VIVCNA LOUISE F L AS 1
VIZFK JFRCME JAMES GRAD
VLADIKA DIANE C PE 1
VLADIKA KATHLENE V FAA3
*VLASICH JOHN R ENG2
VLIEGTR RODNEY J ENG3
VOBORMIK FREDERICK C BUS4
VOCINO LINDA CARTER GRAD
VOEGELE JAMFS WALDEN E NG4
VOEGTLE PHILIP J GRAD
VOFLKER GARY H LAS3
VOFLZ JEFFREY F ENG4
VOGEL JOAN TATE GRAD
VOGEI PATRICK A GRAD
VOGEL SLSAN GLORIA GRAO
VOGFl TYRONE R LAS I
VOGEL VICKI ANNE GRAD
VOGEL SINGER THO«AS "3US3
1520 N WILLIS C
1107 W GREEN 428 U
NOKOMIS ILL
URH DANIELS 220 U
RANTOUL ILL
401 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 866 C
URH ALLEN 202 U
709 W OHIO U
505 E CHALMERS C
1512 W UNIVERSITY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SCOTT 214 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
58 E JOHN 17 C
URH WESTON 446 C
604 E ARMORY 337 C
604 E ARMORY 338 C
URH TRELEASE 627 U
824 OAKLAND 206 U
706 S 2ND C
HOMEWOOD ILL
URH BARTON 303 C
705 S VINE U
1004 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 438 C
201 S HARTLE U
201 S HARTLE U
URH HOPKINS 362 C
PONTIAC ILL
3 11 E ARMORY C
807 W CLARK C
URH LAR 405 U
912 S 2ND C
BURRILL HALL 524 U
URH ALLEN 389 U
1004 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 325 C
301 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE 6 C
URH SHERMAN 267 C
URH DANIELS 461 U
1008 S BUSEY U
1008 S BUSEY U
511 N RANDOLPH C
URH BLAISDELL 117 U
804 W MICHIGAN U
1728 VALLEY RD C
1728 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 239 C
116 HOL IDAY PK 366 C
URH SNYDER 158 C
1112 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 513 U
404 S 6TH C
COLLISON ILL
2310 MARY LOU U
2018 FLETCHER 19 U
708 W HIGH U
210 W VERMONT U
URH EVANS 102 U
TEHRAN IRAN
1006 6TH C
URH WESTON 124 C
410 E JOHN C
908 S 1ST C
1207 W NFVADA U
604 F ARMORY C
URH WESTON 494 C
403 S COLER U
300 S GOODWIN 104 U
1110 STOUGHTON 205 U
URH LAR 162 U
602 SCOTTSWOOD U
409 E CHALMRS 1502 C
URH BUSEY 261 U
205 E ARMORY C
EAST HARTFORD CONN
URH ALLEN 405 U
2502 SANGAMON C
URH WARDALL 621 U
URH ALLEN 82 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 153 C
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
CHARLESTON ILL
1111 S 2ND C
502 S DUNCAN RD C
URH HOPKINS 215 C
1 SALEM RD LINCOLN U
DANVILLF ILL
307 S LINCOLN 5 U
URH DANIELS 460 U
URH CARR 313 U
910 S 3P J 204 C


































































15406 E 12TH AV
2209 OAKLAWN OR
709 W OHIO
3200 S ELM AV
320 F DAVENPORT ST
BOX 216
452 S GRAND W
629 THOPNWOOD DR




134 N GLENWOOD AV
506 LAWNDALE DR
1156 S HUMPHREY
2428 W 183 RD












3508 W 118TH ST
1197 GRIFFITH RD
1197 GRIFFITH RD














158 W JEFFERY AV
RR 1
2641 W COYLE
12600 S 83RD AV
8414 S SCOTTSDALE
BOX 3
2310 MARY LOU DR
RR 4
7428 W 56TH PL
210 W VFRMONT








4008 S GROVE AV
5601 W 98TH PL
HANAMKONDA
RR ?















502 S DUNCAN RD





414 S 16TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 497














































































3 ELL WOOD IL
WFSTVILLE IL
FAST HARTFORD CT
LA GRANGF PARK IL
CHAMPAIGN IL
LA GRANGE PARK IL











LONG ISLAND CTY NY
QUINCY IL
CFDAR HI LL MO
PONTIAC ILL
381
VOGELZANG HAROLD GEN AGRA
VOGLER CANIEL EUGENE GRAD
VOGT LARRY ALAN LASA
VOGT LINDA A LAS?
VC1GT LOUIS EUGENE BUS3
VOGT RICHARD LEE GRAO
VDIGHTMANN JAMES PAU LASA
VOIGT CHARLES EDWARD AGRA
VOIGT DEBORAH J LAS1
VOIGT JERRY RAY FAA1
VOISE ADRIENNE R LAS1
VOISS ROGER A ENG2
VOJNOVICH CHARLES F ENGA
*VOKAC THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
VOLCHKO MARIANNE M LASA
VOICHKC MARLENE LAS1
VQLDEN BARBARA J ENGl
VOLEK TIMOTHY J AV 1
1
VOLK APRIL DEF LASA
VOLK MICHAEL W ENG3
VOLK PHYLLIS L LAS2
VOLK RHEA M AGRl
VOLK SHELLEY P LAS3
VOLKERT JAMES F GRAD
VOLKMAR FREDDIE R LAS3
VCLTAGGIO FRANK T ENG?.
*VOLTZ LINDA SKAGGS AGR3
VPLTZ RICHARD J BUS2
VOLZ GEORGE R LAS1
VONBARGEN GARY M ENGl
VONBAUMGARTEK B M GRAD
*VONBAUMGARTFN GEORGE GRAD
VONBEHREN AUGUST ALA ENGA
VCNDERHAAP JULIF A LAS1
VONDEPOHE REBECCA J VM I
VONDRACEK FRANK JR FNGA
VONNAHME MARK CONRAD LASA
VONNER JACKIE L PE 2
VONTURKOVICH MARIA F LAS?
VONVOGT CHARLOTTE E LAS3
VOORHEES GREGORY D LAS2
VOORHEES PAULA MAE AGRA
VC1REIS RICHARD L AGRA
VOREL JOSEPH T BUS2
VORIFS PAMELA SUE W COMA
VORIS CRAIG H ENGl
VOSBURGH BRUCE A BUS2
VOSE GARY M BUS2
VOSEN VICTOR V LAS1
*VOSS BILL LFE GRAD
VCSS EUGENE J I I LAS2
VOSS GARY W FAA3
VOSS GEORGE DFNNIS ENGA
VOSS PATRICIA DIANE AGRA
VOSS PHILLIP E VM I
VOSSLFR CARLA S GRAD
VRANICAR DAVID J LAS3
VPANICAR MARY K LAS1
VRHEL KFITH DOUGLAS LASA
VRINER PETER S PE 1
VROMAN JAMES A L AW 1
VRONA OAVID ROBFRT LASA
VPOOM JAY J AGRl
VUCHA PETER RUHL LASA
VUKOV ELAINE LAS1
VULICH RADMILO LASA
VURSELL STEPHEN ARTH LASA
VUYLSTEKE LESLIE VE R LASA
VYBORNY GLENNA LAS2
VYBORNY JULIAN R PE 3
VYDRA FRANK N ENGl
VYDUNA JAMES B ENG2
VYSKOCIL JESSICA JEA LASA
VYSKCCIL THOMAS G BUS3
WAALER DIANE STEVENS LAS1
WACASER JOY J LAS1
WACHS THEODORE R GRAD
WACHTEL IRA NEIL LASA
WACHTEL RAYMOND LOU I ENGA
WACHTEL THOMAS J LAS3
*WACHTER DONALD H H GRAD
WACK RICHARD GECRGE FAA3
*WACKLER DANIEL M LASA
WADDELL RANDY LEE LASA
WADE ELLIS DUNCAN GRAD
WADE FRANCIS MARQUES GRAD
WADE JAMES L III ENGl
WADE LORETTA F LAS1
WADE MARTIN LOUIS BUSA
WADE MICHAEL J LAS1
WADE PATRICIA JONES GRAD
WADE ROGER ORVILLE BUSA
WADE WILLIAM MICHAEL GRAD
WADE WILLIE NELL ED 2
WADOLNY DAVID J BUS2
WAFLER TERRY ALAN FAAA
WAGENBRETH EUGENE LAS3
135 W CLARK 205 C
2302 ROLAND C
209 E CLARK 5 C
URH TRELEASE 311 U
A10 E JOHN C
1808 B ORCH PL U
1009 W MAIN 3A U
URH TOWNSEND 5A7 U
URH SAUNDERS 320 U
URH BABCOCK 107 U
URH TAFT A23 C
URH HOPKINS 2A2 C
58 E JOHN 19 C
2312 MAPYLOU U
80 2 W OREGON 26 U
710 W OHIO U
URH BARTON 1A C
URH SNYDER A86 C
312 S ATH A C
URH WESTON 339 C
802 W OREGON 16 C
URH TRELEASF 830 U
58 F JOHN 1 C
1203 BLOOMINGTON C
A09 E CHALMERS C
809 W PENN U
2 LEMON TREE C
2 LEMON TREE C
URH SCOTT A6A C
URH FORBES 30A C
210 W STANAGE C
210 W STANAGE C
1112 S ARBOR 30A C
URH CLARK 231 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
A07 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
130A SILVER 8 U
110 E CHURCH C
2302 S RACE U
901 S LINCOLN U
310 E GREGORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
502 W JOHN C
URH SCOTT 30A C
502 W JOHN C
URH NOBLE 222 C
URH SCOTT 210 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER A60 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON A56 C
1102 W SPNGFLD U
106 N GREGORY 6 U
2215 S 1ST 10A C
309 E CHALMERS C
909 SUNNYCREST U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH WARDALL 62A U
URH OGLESBY 703 U
301 E CLARK C
310 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
58 E GREGORY U
A05 W PARK U
207 E JOHN C
806 S 3RD 5 C
60A E ARMORY 123 C
603 S BUSEY U
715 W MICHIGAN U
60A E ARMORY 227 C
URH GARNER 382 C
112 E DANIELS C
509 E STOUGHTON C
201 E JOH&I C
1A12 BRIARWOOD C
URH FLAGG 318 C
A06 S VINE U
1010 W CHURCH C
105 E GREEN 5 C
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
1103 MAPLEPARK C
1101 W PENN U
FHLER TRLR PK 20 U
50A W MAIN 109 U
1202 W HEALEY C
NORMAL ILL
URH SNYDER A88 C
URH BLAISDELL A1A U
1101 W PENN U
601 S ATH U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
2 SAFFER CT U
URH SHERMAN 1159 C
510 W GREEN U
URH WESTON A06 C
URH OGLESBY 806 U





































































RR 2 BOX 269
2302 ROLAND
1A6 S MICHIGAN






1523 S REDWOOD AV
1203 W MACOUEEN
2312 MARYLOU
A07 S ELIZABETH DR
A07 S EL IZABETH DR
6A7 E PELLS





5701 N SHERIDAN RD









1112 S ARBOR 30A
701 FORREST AV
3A HEATHER HILLS









































1711 W ATKINSON RD
2950 191ST, ST
RR 1




















































































































WAGEN8RETH MARGF B LAS2
WAGENKNECHT PHILIP L VM 1
WAGGENER ROBERT R GRAD
WAGGONER MARGARET A LAS2
WAGHER BONNIE NELSON AGR2
WAGLER MARY J AGR3
WAGLEY ELIZABETH L LAS1
WAGNER ALAN PHILIP GRAD
WAGNER CATHERINE A GRAD
WAGNER DAVID ALLAN 3US3
WAGNER DAVID B PE 1
WAGNER DENNIS W AGR3
WAGNER FRANK S GRAD
WAGNER GEORGE W ENG1
WAGNER GREGORY S LAS4
WAGNER JAMES L LASl
WAGNER JAMES PATRICK GRAD
WAGNER JANET CLAIRE GRAD
WAGNER JEFFREY Q LAS2
WAGNER JERRY A ENG3
WAGNER JOHN A III 3US1
WAGNER JOSEPH GRAD
WAGNER JUDITH ANN BUS4
WAGNER LARRY J AGRl
WAGNER LINDA C LAS2
WAGNER LINDA J LAS2
WAGNER MICHELE IRENE ED 3
WAGNER NANCY LEE FAA4
WAGNER PATRICIA M GRAD
WAGNER RALPH J ENG3
WAGNER REBECCA A LAS3
WAGNER RICHARD C LAS2
WAGNER RICHARD M FAA3
WAGNER ROBERT A 3US2
WAGNER ROBERT G LAS3
WAGNER ROBERT LELAND GRAD
WAGNER STEVEN 8US1
WAGNER STEVEN M RUS1
WAGNER TERRY L FAA1
WAGNER THOMAS JAMES L AW 1
WAGNER VICKI SUE LAS4
WAGNER WILLIAM C JR ENG4
WAGONER DONALD GLENN GRAD
WAGONER JOSEPH L ENG4
WAGONER NANCY R PE 1
WAHI PURLSHOTAM LAL GRAD
WAHL MYRON D AGRl
WAHLERT STEVEN L ENG2
WAHLGREN MARGARET L LAS4
WAHLS RICHARD S BUS1
WAIDE JANE A LAS4
WAIDE MICHAEL JOSEPH BUS3
WAINDLE LOUISE MARIE GRAD
WAIT ERIC E AGRl
WAIT JAY JENNER ENG4
WAIT MARY K LASl
WAIT NANCY HELEN FAA9
WAITE REBFCCA D LAS4
WAITZ NANCY H AGRl
WAKAT DIANE KAY GRAD
WAKAT MARY C LAS2
WAKAT ROSANNE E LASl
WAKE WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
WAKE WILMA ELAINE GRAD
WAKEFIELD ANN M LAS3
WAKEFIELD CCNNIE L LAS4
WAKEFIELD DAVID L ENG1
WAKEFIELD JOHN F LASl
WAKEFIELD NANCY JANE GRAD
WAKEFIELD NECIA T COM3
WAKEFIELD STFVEN F LAS2
WAKFLAND LEZLIE C FAA1
WAKELEY ROBERT A II BUS3
WAKEMAN ALICE J LAS2
WAKEMAN LESLIE C LASl
WAKUKAWA KIYOSHI GRAD
WALAS JO ANN AGR3
WALBORN NANCY A ED 1
WALCHIRK SUSAN H EO 3
WALCZAK MICHAEL R GRAD
WALD SALLY ANN LAS4
WALD SUSAN L FAA2
WALDBAUFR STEPHANIE GRAD
WALDEN CHARLES JESSF LAS4
WALDEN ELLEN J AGR2
WALDEN FREDERIC E LASl
WALDEN GARY DEAN ENG4
WALDMANN KAREN R FAA3
WALD^ANN NANCY C LASl
WALDO DANIEL JR GRAD
WALDON ELLEN JARVI LAS4
WALOON ROBERT FIELDI LAS4
WALDORF WILLIAM J FAAl
WALDRON ELIZABFTH P LAS2
WALDRON JANI S L LASl
WALDRON KAREN S LAS3
WALDROP PARK D FNG3
411 N EDWIN C
715 W PENN U
1678 VALLEY RD C
URH BUSEY 232 U
203 S COTTAGE GR U
209 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 314 C
HOMEWOOD ILL
1009 S LYNN U
806 W OHIO U
40 1 E JOHN C
117 W DELAWARE U
600 S LOCUST C
302 S RANDOLPH C
URH OGLESBY 702 U
805 W OREGON U
1008 W CLARK U
RR 2 U
901 S 2ND C
GARDEN PRAIRIE ILL
310 GREGORY C
809 W NEVADA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 213 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 523 U
107 E CHALMERS C
208 W WASHINGTON U
809 W NEVADA U
2011 PHILO RD U
4 05 E JOHN C
FISHER ILL
1009 S LYNN U
FISHER ILL
1110 S 2ND C
810 W PARK U
URH FORBES 494 C
URH SNYDER 474 C
URH BLAISOELL 323 U
607 W WHITE C
1207 W NEVADA U
807 W ILLINOIS U
903 S 3RD C
CALIFORNIA CT 2 U
URH ALLEN 98 U
705 W CAL IFORNIA 7 U
URH TOWNSENO 4 74 U
URH WESTON 217 C
URH CLARK 240 C
401 E JOHN C
611 E DANIEL C
5 1ST ST MANOR 204 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH OGLESBY 719 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH LUNDGREN C
409 E CHALMERS C
1116 BROADMOOR C
URH WARDALL 905 U
606 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 709 U
URH WARDALL 207 U
110 S DEWEY U
212 N MCCULLOUGH 3 U
URH BUSEY 235 U
URH WARDALL 1014 U
URH HOPKINS 343 C
URH SCOTT 268 C
RR 3 U
306 E PARK 105 C
URH TOWNSENO 274 U
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
URH HOPKINS 372 C
710 W OHIO U
URH LAR 398 U
1004 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
URH VANOOREN 405 C
409 E CHALMRS 1314 C
307 W CLARK 304 ' C
303 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 302 U
1806 MAYNARD C
708 S 6TH C
412 E GREEN C
URH CARR 115 U
808 W WHITE C
URH WARDALL 911 U
URH TAFT 423 C
1801 VALLEY RD C
216 E GREGORY 203 C
216 E GREGORY 203 C
URH NOBLE 112 C
1010 N DIVISION U
URH ALLEN 187 U
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C















































































639 E COURT ST
203 S COTTAGE GR




1229 W FARWELL AV
1505 MYRTLE OR
RR 1 BOX 74








111 PT BLUFF DR
809 W NEVADA
RR 1










1002 N 9TH, AV
2027 W LAUREL ST
810 W PARK
1799 WEEG WAY
1229 W FARWELL AV
211 N MAPLE
9249 S LOOMIS















428 TOWER LAKE APT





1 10 S DFWEY
1804 EDGELAWN CT
2727 LINCOLN ST




306 E PARK 105






9813 S TRUMBULL AV
228 POLK AV
5201 S CORNELL 17F











216 E GRFGORY 203
216 E GREGORY 203
RR 2






































































































WAt ES SHERYL E ED ?
WALFIELO ALAN MARK GRAD
WALGRAVE STEVEN C ENG4
WALGREN GEORGE RICHA FAA4
WALK ANTHONY B ENG1
WALKFR ALICE I LAS2
WALKED AL ICE JFAMNE GRAD
WALKFR ARDIS L LAS2
WALKER BETTY WEFMS GRAD
WALKFR BCNNIF P LAS2
WALKFR BRUCE A ENG2
*WALKCR CAROL KYROS GRAD
WALKER CHAMIN HOL^FS GRAD
WALKFR CHAMP EUGENE PE 4
WALKER CHRIS FUGENE VM 1
WALKER CONSTANCE W GRAD
WALKER CURTIS AUSTIN LAS1
WALKFR DCNALD CARL E GRAD
WALKER DUANE DAVID GRAD
WALKER FREDER ICK A FAA4
WALKER GEORGE WARREN BUS3
*WALKER GRAHAM C GRAD
WALKER JAMES B SUS4
WALKFR JAMES R AGR2
WALKER JAMES WILEY GRAD
WALKER JANET H GRAD
WALKER JOE FDWARD ENGl
WALKFR JOHN DAVIFS GRAD
WALKER JUDITH ANN GRAD
WALKER KAREN S AGR2
WALKER KATHLEFN M L AS1
WALKER KFITH P LAS1
WALKFR LELAND N FAA3
WALKER LINDA M AGR9
WALKER LU A LASL
WALKER LUPLINE V GRAD
WALKER MARY K AGR3
WALKER MFLVIN E JR GRAD
WALKER MICHAEL B AGR2
WALKER MICHAEL C PE 2
WALKER MICHAFL E ENG4
WALKER MICHAEL S FAAl
WALKER MICHAEL W GRAD
WALKER NORMA E GRAD
WALKFR ROBERT EDWARD AGR4
WALKER SHARON R BUS1
WALKFR SHERRY L LAS2
WALKER STEVEN C FAA4
WALKER SUSAN M ENGl
WALKER VERONICA Z ED 4
WALKER WAYNE JAMES GRAD
WALKER WI LLIAM LAS3
WALKER WILLIAM HARRY GRAD
WALKFR WINSTON K GRAD
WALKINGTON JOHN W GRAD
WALKOWIAK VINCENT S LAW2
WALKUP MICHAFL JOHN LAS4
WALL BYLLE J LAS4
WALL FRFO K ENGl
WALL HARVEY G LAS1
WALL JON THOMAS LAS4
WALL MARK T AGR2
WALL PAMELA A FAA3
WALL R ICHARD F JR ENGl
WALL VICKY LYNN GRAD
WALLACE BARBARA GRAD
WALLACE CAROL H COM4
WALLACE DAVID A AGR4
WALLACE DAVID C BUS3
WALLACE FREDERICK T GRAD
WALLACE GARY CHARLES FAAl
WALLACE JERRY L EE AGR4
WALLACE JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
WALLACE JOHN W AGR4
WALLACE JONATHAN D FAA2
WALLACE JOSEPH M BUS3
WALLACE JUDITH A LAS2
WALLACE JUDITH M LAS2
WALLACE MALCOLM L I AW1
WALLACE NANCY SIMS GRAD
WALLACE RICHARD R ENG3
WALLACE ROBERT RAY GRAD
WALLACE SALLY FOSTER GRAD
WALLACE THOMAS C 8US2
WALLACE THCMAS E LAS4
WALLACE TIMOTHY G VM 1
WALLACE VINCENT C LAS2
WALLACE WILLIAM D AGR3
WALLACH BARBARA ,.P GRAD
WALLAT RICHARD J GRAD
WALLE DENNIS FRANCIS GRAD
WALLEN BARBARA J FAA6
WALLEN MICHAEL GLENN ENG4
WALLER CATHY LYNN LAS3
WALLER CHARLES SIDNE BUS4
WALLER DAN R BUS2
WALLER MICHAEL J LAW1
URH BARTON 318
910 S 3RD
1004 S 3RD 4










706 W CHURCH 3
904 W GREEN
1416 N MCKINl EY 5
URH WESTON 445
MAHOMET ILL
1009 W MAIM 2 3
1104 W STOUGHTON
URH CARR 209




1011 S LOCUST 6
URH CARR 220






















706 W CHURCH 3
URH SHERMAN 250
903 W ILL INOIS
623 W HILL
1206 W NEVADA 3
1502 HONEYSUCKLE
19C2 MEADOW









216 E GREGORY 103
1206 W CALIFORNIA
604 E ARMORY 228
151 PAULA
RANTOUL ILL
201 S WRIGHT 9
RR 1 BOX 75
1952 A ORCH ST
17 SALEM RD
101 W OREGON
6 07 W UNIVERSITY
URH BARTON 105
URH ALLEN 327
1700 W BRADLEY 161
1700 W BRADLEY 161










2203 HAZWD DR 203
105 N ELM
502 W MAIN 221
URH WARDALL 310
611 W HEALEY 10
URH SCOTT 262



















































































1745 E 16TH ST
RR 1









260 E CHESTNUT ST
706 W CHURCH 3
16 CAPE CT
1416 N MCKINLE-Y 5
4217 ST LAWRENCE
BOX 428 KENDALL ST
TOMAGENE DR
705 S 2ND
1242 N 46TH ST
78 FULTON AV
501 E BROW RO
RR 2 BOX 114
2030 D ORCH ST





1511 N 9TH AV
ROUTE 6
509 S RUSSELL




ROUTE 2 BOX 166
563 HAWKINSON AV
15204 WINCHESTER













1340 GIRARD ST NW
1502 HONEYSUCKLE
5141 S LUNA
















1952 A ORCH ST
RR
1138 TERRACE LN








4631 WHT HORSE TRL
717 S YORK ST





2203 HAZWD DR 203
105 N ELM

































OTTAWA 5 ONT CAN










































































WALLER PHILIP BRUCE GRAN
WALLER WILLIAM G BUS6
WALLER WILLIAM STITE 3US4
WALLERSTEIN BFTTE E LAS1
WALLICK NANCY E LAS2
WALLIES BRUCE GARY FAA4
WALLIN DIANE RUTH L AS4
WALLIN STEVEN CRAIG ENG4
WALLINGFORD DONALO A LAW1
WALLIS MARK BUS3
WALLIS ROGER GARY ENG4
WALLJASPER PAUL JOHN GRAO
WALLMAN LAWRENCE HEN GRAD
WALLNER PETER M LAS3
WALLS DFBRA J PE 1
WALOWITZ PAULA A LAS1
WALRAVEN DONNA MARIE PE 1
WALROD RONALD C LAS4
WAIROTH PHILIP RO BE R BUS4
WALSH ANNE ELIZABETH LAS3
WALSH APRIL KATHLEEN GRAD
WALSH BEVERLY A L AS 1
WAl SH CHRISTOPHER JR GRAO
WALSH DANIEL J LAS2
WALSH DANIEL J JR 8US2
WALSH DONALD F LAS3
WALSH HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
WALSH JAMES LINDSEY LAS3
WALSH JANE E LAS4
WALSH JANET M LASl
WALSH JEANMARIE 8US3
WALSH JOHN M LAW2
WALSH JUDITH A LASl
WALSH KATHLEEN TERES LAS4
WALSH L INDA E AGR2
WALSH MARK RICHARD GRAD
WALSH MARY ELLEN 3RAD
WALSH PATRICIA A LAS2
WALSH PATRICK M LAW2
WALSH RICHARD ANDREW AGR4
WALSH RICHARD JOSEPH LAW1
WALSH ROBERT EMMET GRAD
WALSH TERRFNCE M LAS3
WALSH THOMAS HARRY 3US6
WALSCN ROBERT PAUL GRAD
WALSTEN MICHAEL COLE GRAD
WALTER BELINDA ED 2
WALTER DAVID F GRAD
WALTER DIANE LEF GRAD
WALTER DONALD K LASl
WALTER JANE PRASHKER GRAO
WALTER JOAN E ED 2
WALTER JOHN A AGR3
WALTER JOHN H BUS4
WALTER KIM A LASl
WALTFR MARY A LAS2
WALTER PAUL F ENG1
WALTER RONALD LEE GRAD
WALTER STEVEN LCLIS L *VS4
WALTER THOMAS CHARLE LAS3
WALTER WENDY M LAS3
WALTER WILLIAM C GRAD
WALTERS DANIEL T ENG2
WALTERS DONALD SCOTT ENG4
WALTERS GARY B ENG1
WALTERS JOHN DENNIS GRAD
WALTERS JOSEPH J ENG3
WALTERS LYNN FAA3
WALTERS PATRICIA L GRAD
WALTERS PAUL D BUS3
WALTERS ROBERT S ENG2
WALTERS RONALD ERWIN GRAD
WALTERS SHARON S LAS2
WALTERS TIMOTHY LAWT ENG4
WALTERS WESLEY V ENG2
WALTERS WILLIAM HOWA LAS4
WALTERS WILLIAM P GRAD
WALTHER LUCY E BUS1
WALTHER MARGARET J LAS4
WALTON CLYDE DUANE LAS4
WALTCN DESMOND GRAD
WALTON DIANA S LASl
WALTON ERIC KELLER GRAD
WALTON LAMCJNT ED 2
WALTZ ROBFRT KEITH GRAD
WALTZ SAMUEL LEROY COM4
WALTZFK JILL MARIE GRAD
WALUSEK ROBERT A LASl
WAMPLER ROBERT N LAS3
WANCHH ARTHUR S LAS2
WANOELL DANA J AGR2
WANOELL DENNIS N FAA3
WANOELL JEFFREY ALAN GRAD
WANDELL JOANNE H GRAD
WANEX LEONARD A JR ENG1
WANG ANDREW HWEI-J GRAD
WANG BENJAMIN S GRAD
RR 2 U
807 S BUSEY U
1005 S 6TH C
URH LAR 466 U
903 W NEVADA 7 U
410 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 324 U
814 W CHURCH C
1005 S ANOERSON U
MAHOMET ILL
3218 CAMERON C
1306 PHILO RD U
701 N PROSPECT C
1105 S 4TH C
URH LUNOGREN 305 C
URH LAR 288 U
URH TAFT 8 C
707 S 6TH 305 C
208 W SPNGFLD C
206 N HARVEY U
1202 W MAIN U
URH ALLEN 278 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
U»H TOWNSENO 419 U
URH TOWNS END 250 U
703 S COLFR U
307 E GREEN U
503 E WHITE 6 C
707 S RACE U
URH EVANS 102 U
412 E GREFN 7 C
803 S MATTIS 5 C
URH BUSEY 429 U
309 E GREEN C
1404 S LINCOLN U
901 S MATTIS 5 C
401 EDGE3R00K C
URH WARDALL 218 U
2014 VAWTER 9 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
604 E ARMORY C
1004 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 354 C
708 S 1ST C
M IN t MET LAB U
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 604 U
502 W MAIN 225 U
1662 VA1LEY RD C
URH NOBLE 221 C
804 E MUMFORO U
409 E CHLMRS 1012 C
303 E CHALMERS C
MAHOMET ILL
URH SCOTT 323 C
URH TRELEASE 1221 U
URH HOPKINS 295 C
824 OAKLAND 108 U
URH SCOTT 152 C
404 E STOUGHTON 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
508 S JOHNSON U
1009 W PENN U
MONTICELLO ILL
401 E DANIELS U
201 COUNTRY FR 5 C
SKOKIE ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
TEHRAN IRAN
607 S UPBANA U
URH SCOTT 396 C
1401 SILVER 10 U
URH WARDALL 611 U
805 W OREGON U
302 E GREGORY C
102 N GREGORY U
2035 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN U
URH LAR 439 U
809 S 5TH C
URH DANIELS 83 U
URH ALLEN 408 U
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
903 W ILL INOIS U
FAIRMCUNT ILL
1011 S ANOERSON U
URH WARDALL 714 U
604 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
505 E CLARK C
RR 3 U
130 2 BRIAR CLIFF C
N DUNCAN RD C
PEORIA ILL
URH OGLESRY 212 U
URH DANIELS 718 U
































































































814 N CENTER ST
7552 S SEELEY AV
7552 S SEELEY
803 S MATTIS 5
RR 1 BOX 629 B
15048 S KILDARE
518 N JOHN ST
17 OSBORNE TERR
401 EDGEBROOK
ROUTE 2 BOX 80
321 BARTON AV
518 N JOHN




4C6 W CLARK 302
302 HOLIDAY PARK
BOX 11







5 S WINDSOR DR
305 S KING
RR 2
327 E EVANS ST
961 SPRING RD
1936 S AUSTIN BLVD
9815 ARTESIAN AV
4819 GRAND





36 GOLDEN LARCH DR
4 23 2ND AV
607 S URBANA




117 N HAMILTON ST
406 S BRUNER
2035 B ORCH ST





602 E STOUGHTON 14
1510 W 13TH ST
BOX 114











































































































































WARD ALBERT J III




























WARD TERENCE R IORDAN
WARD VIVIAN LEE
WARD WILLIAM HAROLD




































GRAD 1400 N MCKINLEY 4 C 356-3677
GRAD 504 E CHALMERS 7 c
GRAD
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 631 u 367-6022
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN u
GRAD U OF I CHFM FNG u
GRAO 1828 B ORCH PL u 344-6137
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 504 u 344-6514
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 631 u 367-6022
3RAO 707 S GREGORY u 344-0752
GRAD 1400 N MCKINLEY 4 c
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 2 u
GRAD 306 S 5TH C 359-3387
GRAD URH DANIELS 173 u 332-2432
GRAD URH SHERMAN 367 c 332-4830
GRAO URH DANIELS 386 u 332-2521
GRAD 1105 1/2 W OREGON u 344-0769
LAS2 505 CHALMERS c
BUS1 URH SCOTT 471 c 332-1621
LAS3 URH FORBES 243 c 332-0974
GRAD URH SHFRMAN 527 c 332-4 765
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c 344-7134
BUS3 604 E ARMORY 232 c 344-1266
LAS3 503 S LYNN c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 352 u 332-3346
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1127 u 332-5378
LAS3 910 S 3RD 1015 c 337-5256
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 317 u 332-3659
GRAD URH DANIELS 262 u
FNG2 205 E ARMORY c
ED 3 508 E WHITE 10 c
BUS4 609 S JAMES c 356-3322
ENGl U«H GARNER 390 c 332-0837
GRAD 1600 W BRADLEY 34 c
ED 2 913 W CHURCH 6 c
LAS4 611 E DANIEL c 344-1840
AGR2 1010 S 2ND c
LAS1 URH LAR 412 u 332-2914
LAS2 311 E GREEN 210 c
LAW1 2077 B HAZWO CT u
ENGl URH SNYDER 293 c 332-1736
BUS3 704 1/2 E STOUGHTN u
GRAD URH DANIELS 529 u 332-2321
GRAD 3 WILLOWBROOK CT c 359-4629
LAS1 306 E DANIEL c 344-7495
LAS1 609 S JAMES c 356-3322
LAS4 509 1/2 E GRFEN 4 c 344-0075
ENG4 506 FAIRLAWN u 367-5778
BUS2 URH SCOTT 288 c 332-1491
L AS4 211 SPNGFLD 101 c
LAS4 2077 B HAZWD CT u
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 268 c 332-1235
ENGl HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 923 u 332-5314
GRAD 105 N SABIN c
GRAD URH DANIELS 533 u
GRAD 37 MAPLEWOOD u 367-6144
ENGl URH SNYDER 316 c
BUS1 1010 S 2ND c
GRAD 308 W GREEN 3 u 365-1264
GRAD OGOEN ILL
LAS3 204 E CLARK c 352-8138
LAS2 509 S 5TH c
ED 1 URH FLAGG 320 c 332-0307
ENGl URH NOBLE 313 c 332-0411
GRAD 203 S 4TH c 352-3084
FAA2 1744 VALLEY RD c
GRAD 203 S 4TH c 352-3084
AGR3 16 04 W WASHINGTON c
FAAl URH SNYDER 282 c
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 311 u 332-5123
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 488 c 332-1388
GRAD 212 W JOHN c 356-7366
FAA2 RANTOUL ILL
FAA3 URH BARTON 314 c 33 2-0160
FAA3 409 E CHALMRS 1212 c
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 300 c
COM4 502 E STOUGHTON 3 c 356-9362
LAS1 409 E CHALMRS 1503 c 344-5905
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 212 u 332-5448
FAA4 707 S 6TH 407 c 344-1062
ENG2 URH SCOTT 343 c 332-1531
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 718 u 332-5249
GRAD 502 W MAIN 218 u 365-1203
BUS* 605 N PRAIRIE c
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 509 u 322-4246
GRAD URH SHERMAN 167 c
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
ENG3 1006 W NEVADA u 34 4-30 76
LAS3 909 S 3RD c
ENG4 306 E DANIEL c 344-9541
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 13 c 352-2584
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1220 u 332-5756
FAA3 907 S 3RD 22 c
GRAD 304 W WASHINGTON c 359-2 869
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS c 358-5428
ENG4 1410 W UNIVERSITY u
233 KWEI-YANG ST
504 E CHALMERS 7
1950 B ORCH ST
SHILIN
CHIN HUA ST
U OF I CHEM ENG
1828 B ORCH PL
SINGY1 RD
13 WUN-WU LN PADPU
SHFNKANG
BOX 84
31 88 FUNG CHIA RD
125 CHUNG-YI RD













3812 W LUNT AV
3031 S SCOTT ST
11 SAVAGE ST










2077 B HAZWD CT
7018 S WABASH
















14240 S KOSTNER AV
809 EDGEWOOD DR
703 BIG HOLLOW RD
1434 S 11TH AV
204 E CLARK
1209 S RACINE 40 5
559 OAK ST
1210 ARGYLE ST









217 N BUCHANAN ST













315 W 3RD S STREET
923 E NORWOOD AV
7500 N ELMHURST RD
BOX 482






































































































WARREN DOUGLAS RICHA ENG4
WARREN JOHN M EN G4
WARREN JOHN THOMAS GRAO
WARREN LELAND J LAS1
WARREN LINDA LCU LAS*
WARREN LORRAINE L LAS2
WARREN MICHAEL THOMA FAA4
WARREN PAMELA DARLEY PE 4
WARREN RICHARD M COM3
WARREN STEVEN EDWARD GRAD
WARREN STUART L AGRl
WARREN THOMAS G LAS1
WARREN TOM P ENG1
WARREN WILLIAM T GRAD
WARRENFELTZ STEVE J ENG1
WARRINGTON JAMES M 9US1
WARSASKI DEBRA A ED 1
WARSHAWSKY GALE S FAA1
WARSHAWSKY SANDEE L LAS1
WARSING R ICHARD W BUS2
WARWICK KATHERINE M FAA2
WARWICK PAULA LOUISE GRAD
WARYJAS CRAIG M GRAD
WASHATKO ALLEN F FAA2
WASHBURN ANNA F AGRl
WASHBURN CLAUDIA K PE 4
WASHBURN CAVID ALAN GRAD
WASHBURN SHARON SUE LAS3
WASHINGTON BOBBY L LAS2
WASHINGTON BRUCE FAA1
WASHINGTON CARNEAL T LASl
WASHINGTON ELAINE PE 3
WASHINGTON ELAINE N FAA5
WASHINGTON INEZ C LASl
WASHINGTON LILLIE J ED 2
WASHINGTON OSCAR LAS2
WASHINGTON WALTER H GRAD
WASHOW DONALD R AVI2
WASKFLT JACQUELINE L L AS2
WASMER MICHAEL L ED 3
WASS IRVING ROLAND GRAD
WASSEL TINA J ED 3
WASSERMAN JULIE B LASl
WASSERMAN LOUIS FAA3
WASSERMAN MARK AA&ON GRAD
WASSERMAN MARK IRA BUS1
WASSERMAN PATRICIA H GRAD
WASSERMAN PAUL I LAS3
WASSERMAN RICHARD L FAA2
WASSMANN VIRGINIA K GRAD
WASSON PATRICK M AV 12
WASSON STEVEN WAYNE LAS4
WASZ DONALD G BUS2
WASZAK SANDRA SUE LAS4
WATANABF MI SAO GRAD
WATERMAN SUSAN KAY FAA3
WATERS DANEIL C LASl
WATERS RICHARD E ED 3
WATKINS ALBERT L ENG1
WATKINS ALFRED HOMER LAS4
WATKINS BETTY GODWIN GRAD
WATKINS CURTIS M ENG1
WATKINS DFNNIS KEITH BUS4
WATKINS ELIZABETH A LASl
WATKINS JOHN W AGR2
WATKINS JUANITA M LAS2
WATKINS JUDITH t» LASl
WATKINS MICHAEL W LAS4
WATKINS NCEL HARVEY GRAD
WATKINS RICHARD K FAA2
WATKINS RICHARD WARR FAA4
WATNE CHRISTINE A ED 1
WATSON BARBARA L AGR3
WATSON BRENDA J LAS2
WATSON CARLIN M JR LAW1
WATSON CHARLES LYNN BUS6
WATSON CRAIG A LAS3
WATSON DENNIS ALAN GRAD
WATSON GEORGE C FAA2
WATSON JAMES LEE LAS4
WATSON JAMES RAY GRAD
WATSON JAMES S ENG1
WATSON JAMES SHAND GRAD
WATSON JERALD W JR PE 1
WATSCN JOHN R AGRl
WATSON LAURA L LAS4
WATSON LAWRENCE LEON AGR4
WATSON LONA JANET VM 3
WATSON MARGARET M 3USI
WATSCN MARGARET M LAS2
WATSON NANCY ADELE GRAD
WATSCN RICHARD A GRAD
WATSON RICHARD CHARL BUS4
WATSON RICHARD J GRAD
WATSON ROBERT JOHN ENG3
WATSON SAMMIE EARL BUS2
WATSON THOMAS HENRY BUS4
SAVOY ILL
2317 S 1ST 202 C 344-6960
PARK RIDGE ILL
212 E CHALMERS C
1204 W STOUGHTON U 344-1905
URH TRELEASE 227 U 332-5462
VERSAILLES FR
101 E ARMORY C 344-4268
502 E WHITE 26 C 352-5513
101 E ARMORY C 344-4268
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
URH SNYDER 486 C 33-2-1820
URH FORBES 245 C 332-0976
711 S RANDOLPH 11 C 352-5689
211 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 108 C 332-0366
904 S 3RD C
1310 LARKSPUR LN C 356-4565
910 S 3RD C 337-5301
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
808 W ILLINOIS U 328-1319
305 COUNTRY FR 81 C
304 S BUSEY U 367-2245
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 542 U
916 E WATFR U 367-9675
1826 A ORCH PL U 344-4273
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
URH CARR 220 U
URH BABCOCK 325 U
707 S 3RD C
807 S 1ST C 352-8612
1010 1/2 N 5TH C 352-1151
URH ALLEN 445 U 332-3251
107 1/2 E JOHN 204 C 359-9109
URH HOPKINS 376 C 332-1313
2202 HAZWD OR 203 U 344-7421
URH CARR 228 U 332-3909
URH TRELEASE 926 U 332-5672
58 E GREGORY C 352-7342
1115 1/2 BROADMOOR C
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
910 S 3RD C 337-5241
907 S 2ND C
902 W ILLINOIS U
910 S 3RD C 337-5115
902 W ILLINOIS U
503 S LYNN C
URH WESTON 345 C 332-2016
105 E GREFN 12 C
511 N RANDOLF C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 301 U 332-3913
1002 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 725 U 332-2381
1001 W OREGON I U 367-2808
URH CARR 206 U 332-3887
802 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 316 U 332-5127
1727 W HENRY 4 C 356-1223
DECATUR ILL
URH SCOTT 446 C 332-1604
509 E STOUGHTON C 356-7522
URH WARDALL 516 U 332-4395
URH WESTON 358 C 332-2021
805 W GREFN 5 U 344-1289
105 S DODSON U 367-7982
12 09 W UNIVERSITY U
607 W ELM U 356-1055
STA A BOX 2600 C 356-5972
URH SCOTT 369 C
URH BARTON 18 C 332-0100
710 W OHIO U 344-6541
904 S LINCOLN U 334-1391
RR 1 U 367-7626
BOX 1086 C 352-0228
URH SNYDER 232 C
RANTOUL ILL
312 E ARMORY C
50 GREENCROFT C 352-4538
1310 MITCHEM U 367-0574
904 W GREEN U
1011 N COLER U 367-5195
URH BABCOCK 123 U 332-3740
50 GREENCROFT C 352-4538
URH TRELEASE 1029 U 332-5705
1101 E OREGON U 365-2566
508 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH LAR 318 U 332-2886
URH CLARK 438 C 332-0C83
URH DANIELS 481 U
707 S 6TH 410 C
409 E CHALMERS 603 C 344-3109
300 S GOODWIN U
URH TOWNSEND 121 U 332-40C3
903 W ILLINOIS U 344-9879
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
424 MOOSEHEART DR





521 N LIBERTY ST
RR 5


















1226 N HARVEY AV
BOX 284
1818 COLLEGE
1440 W 13TH ST 809
728 1/2 N 22ND ST
7713 EAST END AV
1010 1/2 N 5TH
1440 W 13TH ST 809
107 1/2 E JOHN 204
URH HOPKINS 376
2202 HAZWD DP 203
5437 N LUDLAM
913 WENTWORTH AV
























RR 1 BOX 87
5135 S FEDERAL 509
10 5 S DODSON
1209 W UNIVERSITY
1201 W CASON ST
RR 2
117 S WESTLAWN
227 S OAK ST
RR 2




















































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
CHICAGO IL




































































WATSON WILLIAM M JR GRAD
WATT RICHARD C FAA2
WATT ROBFPT M LAS?
WATTERSCN JAMES R GRAD
WATTS ANN MCNAIR LAS2
WATTS DAVID C AGR2
WATTS GARY J FAA2
WATTS JAY M LAS3
WATTS KIMRERLEF S LAS1
WATTS MARIAN GRAD
WATTS ROBERT M LASl
*WATTS THOMAS RAY BUS1
WAUNG SHER^EN GRAD
WAVERLY LYNN L LAS1
WAX CVROLYN JANE GRAD
WAX JOHN FRVIN ^ GR 3
WAX MARTHA M AGR1
WAX SAUL LAS4
WAXLER ROBERT DEE LAS4
WAYNE DANIEL P LAS3
WAYNER MILDRED GRAD
WAZNIS THOMAS E LAS2
WEABEP KENNETH G JR GRAD
WFADOCK JOHN C BUS1
WEAR THGMAS G ENG2
WFATHERFFAO MAPY ANN LAS3
WFATHERHEAD PAUL C ENG3
WEATHERS GARY BRENT BUS4
WEATHERS JAMES P GRAD
WEATHERSPCON JAMCE LAS2
WFATHERSPOON LEVOTER PE 2
WEATHERSPCON WFNCA L L AS 2
WEATHINGTON F L JR GRAD
WEAVER ANNE STONE LAS3
WEAVER DIANNE SUE LAS4
WEAVER GARY A VM 1
WEAVER JANE L FAA1
WFAVER JANICE E GRAD
WEAVER KATHLEEN S AGR1
WEAVER KENNETH M LAS2
WEAVER MARK DENNIS FNG4
WFAVER ROBERT LOPEN LAS4
WEAVER STANLEY B JR BUS3
WEAVER VAUN C ENG4
WEAVER WALTER LESLIE GRAD
WEBB BRUCE RONALD LAS4




WEBB ROBERT DEAN GRAD
WFBB ROGER A LAS2
WEBB RONALD DUANE BUS4
WEBB SUSAN E LAS3
WEBB TERRENCE BYRNE COM4
WEBBER CARL M L AW1
WEBBFR DEBORAH L LAS2
WERBER JOHN J BUS2
WEBBER MARY R LAS4
WEBBER MICHAEL A ENG2
WEBEL STEPHEN KENT GRAD
WEBER ALAN MELCHIOR GRAD
WEBER BARBARA J LAS2
WEBER CHARLES R BUS3
WEBER CHARLES SCOTT LAS4
WEBER CHRISTINA A FAA2
WEBER DAVID PAUL GRAD
WEBER DIANE M LAS3
WEBER DON WAYNE ENG4
WEBER FREDERICK C FAA2
WEBER GLENN K AVI2
WEBER GRETCHEN J LAS2
WEBER JAMES RICHARD GRAD
WEBER JFROMF LECNARD ENG4
WEBER JOHN ROGFR GRAD
WEBER JOHN W BUS1
WEBER JOSEPH VINCENT GRAD
WEBER KATHLEEN A L AS3
WEBER KIMBERLY JANE AGR3
WEBER LARRY FRANCIS GRAD
WEBER MARY L LAS2
WEBER MICHAEL ROBERT AGR4
WEBER PAUL M BUS2
WEBER PENNY SUE LAS4
WEBER RAYMOND K LAS3
WEBER RAYMOND PHILIP L AS4
WEBER RICHARD GLENN GRAD
WEBER RICHARD JOHN LAS2
WEBER ROBERT J 8US3
WEBER RONALD J LAW1
WEBER SHARI VICKI ED 3
WEBER TIMOTHY JOHN ENG4
WEBER WARREN R LASl
WEBER WAYNE E AGR3
WEBNER GLEN R LAS2
WEBSTER CLYDE H ENG3
WEBSTER THOMAS W ENG4
502 W MAIN 322 U
409 E CHALMERS 408 C
203 N HARVEY ' C
1717 LINCOLN RD C
211 W GREEN U
211 W GREEN 2 U
URH OGLfcSBY 510 U
401 F DANIEL C
URH TAFT C
URH DANIELS 370 U
609 S 4TH C
DECATUR ILL
704 E CALIFORNIA U
URH LUNDGREN 101 C
1005 SUNNYCREST U
URH HOPKINS 276 C
B05 W OHIO U
307 S WRIGHT 2 C
307 S PRAIRIE C
URH HOPKINS 174 C
805 S LYNN C
URH TOWNSENO 482 U
603 S 4TH 1 C
URH SNYDER 158 C
1 10 E ARMORY C
508 E WHI TF C
2313 S 1ST C
1301 S BUSEY U
2080 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 126 U
URH SNYDER 159 C
URH WARDALL 504 U
URH 0GLES8Y 414 U
205 COUNTRY FR 48 C
713 W ILL INOIS U
608 S STATE 10 C
URH FLAGG 322 C
1002 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1202 U
207 W ILL INOIS C
713 W ILLINOIS U
2018 FLETCHER U
205 COUNTRY FP 48 C
310 S LOCUST C
310 E GREGORY C
10C7 MAPLEPARK C
URH FORBES 214 C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
404 N GOODWIN U
206 E JOHN C
1002 W OREGON U
2315 S 1ST 204 C
URH WARDALL 1009 U
709 W CHURCH 1 C
1808 LARCH PL U
1103 N COLER U
1111 1ST C
1808 LARCH PL U
2307 S 1ST 303 C
WILSON TRLR CT 51 U
20 2 WOOD 5 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH OGLESBY 205 U
909 W ILLINOI S 9 U
508 E CHALMERS C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
209 E CLARK C
1110 S 2ND C
807 S BUSEY U
202 HOL IDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 1102 U
207 E WHITE C
1600 W BRADLEY 51 C
502 E HEALEY 109 C
URH NOBLE 110 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 12 C
URH LAR 122 U
907 S WRIGHT C
707 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 324 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
410 E JOHN C
907 S WRIGHT C
GLEN CARBON ILL
1406 N MCKINLEY 2 C
405 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
2317 S 1ST 203 C
6 HIGH CT U
409 E CHALMRS 1607 C
912 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1019 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 456 C
703 W HIGH U











































































343 W CARROLL ST
3750 N WOODFORD ST












1033 N HAYES AV
526 L AUREL AV
526 LAUREL AV
23 E WEST ST
104 ISLAND DR
610 E BFARDSLEY
1025 7TH ST NE
51 BURCH VILLAGE
7209 S RHODES ST
3223-29TH AVENUE







209 E GRAHAM ST
RR 3
205 COUNTRY FR 48
450 W JACKSON
















1725 W 106TH PL




3429 MADI SON AV
506 FOREST DR



























































































































WECHSLER MICHAFL J BUS1
WFCK EDWARD A LAS1
*WECK LARRY DELNC GRAD
WEDEKING EDWINA C FAA4
WEDEKING PHILLIPS S GRAD
WEOENOJA LINDA A LAS2
WEDENOJA NANCY J LAS1
WEDER ROBERT A ENG1
*WEECH TFRRY L GRAD
WEEDMAN STEPHEN DALE PE 4
WEEKS ANDREW STEPHEN GRAD
WFEKS ARTHUR BRUCE FAA4
WEEKS BARBARA ELAINE AGR2
WEEKS CHARLES ANDREW GRAD
WEEKS DAVID G FAA2
WEEKS GREGORY PAUL GRAD
WEEKS KATHERINE C GRAD
WEEKS KENNETH A LAS1
WEEKS LARRY R LAW1
WEEKS MARJORIE E LAS1
WEEKS VIRGINIA L LAS4
WEEKS WILLIAM E JR ENG2
WEGENER HANS HERMAN GRAD
WEGER LAURA M LAS2
WEGLARZ DENNIS M ENG3
WEGLOSKI VICTORIA M LAS?
WFGMAN LARRY W LAS3
WEGMAN STEVEN S ENG1
WEGNER GARY M ENG3
WFGNER THEODORF H GRAD
WFGRZYN LAWRENCE M AVI3
WEHLING CONSTANCE LE LAS4
WEHLING EDWARD W BUS4
WEHMFR JAMES A LAS2
WEHRLY PAUL S AGR1
WEHRLY PETER J A GR
1
WEI GUANG-JONG GRAD
WEI JOHN SHI SUN GRAD
WEIBEL ROBERT JOHN ENG4
WEIO WILLIAM LEONARD ENG4
WEIDEMANN ELISABETH GRAD
WEIDEMIFR STFVEN G ENG4
WEIDENFELD DANNY OAV GRAD
WFIDNER ALBERT J ENG4
WEIDNER GARY WAYNE LAS4
WEIDNER MARK D LAS4
WEIDNER NANCY ELLEN LAS4
WEIDNER PAMELA INEZ GRAO
WEIDNER SANDRA LEE ENG1
WEIER FREDERICK E ENG2
WEIGEL GEORGE A GRAD
WEIGEL LINDA CLINK L AS 5
WEIGEL RICHARD CRAIG GRAD
WEIGEL RICHARD J GRAD
WEIGFL STEPHEN W FAA1
WEIGOLD CALVIN C FAA?
WFIKART GEORGE S ENG2
WEIL KENNETH W ENG1
WFIL MARGARET S LAS3
WEIL RONALD A BUS2
WFILAND ANDREA LOIS LAS4
WEILFR NANCY ANN GRAD
WEIMFR RICHARD M BUS4
WFIN8AUM STEVEN ALAN GRAD
WEINBERG CAROL A LAS2
WEINBERG DEBORAH M LAS2
WEINBERG HAROLD G LAW1
WFINBERG JOHN S ENG3
WEINBERG MARIAN J FAA1
WEINBERG NANCY S L AS4
WEINBERG RICKY ARTHU ED 4
WEINDRUCH RICHARD H LAS3
WEINECKF MICHAEL H LAS2
WEINER BARBARA C LAS2
WEINER CLAIRE LAS2
WEINER EDWARD J 8US1
WEINER LEE H LAS3
WEINER LESLIE C LAS2
WEINER LYNN RENEE L ED 4
WEINER RICHARD ARCEN LAS3
WEINGART SANDRA P L AS 3
WEINGARTEN JOEL C LAW1
WEINGARTEN JOHN D LAW1
WEINHOFF SAMUEL J LAS3
WEINHOUSE VALERIE M GRAD
WEININGFR DAVID A LAW1
WEINMEISTFR KENT P LAS3
WEINMEISTFR PATTI J LAS2
WEINSTEIN ANDREA J 3US3
WEINSTEIN DERRA E LAS2
WEINSTEIN ELLEN FAA4
WEINSTEIN JEPPALD COM3
WEINSTETN LESL IE G LAS2
WEINSTEIN LINDA M ED 1
WEINSTEIN LYNN E LAS3
WEINSTEIN LYNN GAIL ED 3
WFINSTEIN MICHAEL B LAW1
URH HOPKINS 344 C
URH FORBES 486 C
1002 E HARDING U
304 LOCUST U
304 LOCUST U
URH LAR 197 U
URH ALLEN 45 U
URH OGLESBY 421 U
107 N COLE R U
36 E CHALMERS C
E E BLDG 155 C
705 W ILLINOIS U
RR 2 U
804 W MICH U
URH GARNER 489 C
300 S GOODWIN 506 U
300 S GOODWIN 506 U
NAPERVILLE ILL-
501 W HIGH U
713 W WASHINGTON U
713 W WASHINGTON U
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
URH SHERMAN 953 C
URH EVANS 137 U
509 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 245 U
URH SNYDER 208 C
URH HOPKINS 288 C
10 BLUE SPRUCE C
205 E HEALEY 34 C
711 W GREEN U
1001 W OREGON 4 U
2317 S 1ST 304 C
70 5 KIR BY C
URH FORBES 468 C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
URH DANIELS 522 U





























503 E STOUGHTON 2 C 359-8241
208 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-5079
2511 HATHAWAY C
501 E DANIEL C
202 S LYNN 9 U
URH BARTON 205 C
706 S 2ND C
2511 HATHAWAY C
205 E ARMORY C
2901 LAWNDALE CT C
316 COTTAGE CT C
316 COTTAGE CT C
1001 S OAK C
URH SNYDER 288 C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 923 U
URH 8ABC0CK 304 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
309 E DANIEL C
618 E DANIEL 2 C
ASHMORE ILL
OAK WOOD 3 U
807 W NFVADA U
405 E JOHN C
904 S LINCOLN U
404 EDGEBRQOK 105 C
URH TOWNSEND 215 U
URH FLAGG 425 C
409 E CHALMRS 1510 C
904 W GREEN U
301 E ARMORY C
URH 8ABC0CK 220 U
108 E JOHN C
802 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
205 E CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD 917 C
2111 GALEN RD C
2009 S PHILO RD 16 U
URH BARTON 210 C
616 W HEALEY C
1004 S 4TH ST C
110 E CHALMERS C
1010 W STOUGHTON U
307 W CLARK C
911 S 4TH C
1206 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD 906 C
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
503 E STOUGHTON 3 C
1103 S EUCLID C
910 S 3RD 1121 C
ROUEN FR
902 S 2ND C






















































300 S GOODWTN 506




107 E ADAMS ST
4421 ARTESIAN
RR 2































212 FOREST PARK PL
380 BETHEL RD
122 N 5TH ST
3015 SIMPSON ST






6101 N SHERIDAN E







8 28 OAK TON ST
4624 W ELM TERR
1030 EDGEBROOK LN
1649 PARKVIEW AV




2406 S 99TH AV
9606 VANVL ISSINGEN
1055 OAK RIDGE DR
5754 N CHRISTIANA
404 NW 4TH AV








7615 N TRIPP AV



































































































WEINSTEIN PAUL E BUS2
WFINSTEIN SANDRA L LAS*
WEINSTEIN SUSAN LYNN LAS*
wriNSTEIN TERRI S LAS1
WFINSTOCK STEVEN R ENG1
WEINTHALER DIANE L ED 1
WEINTHALER JEANNE M F D *
WEINTRAUB ALAN IRWIN LAW2
WEINTRAUB BAR I GRAD
WEINTRAUB NAOMI B GRAD
WFINTROB DEBORAH L FAA3
WFIR ERIC EOWARD GRAD
*WFIR MARY KNOX GRAD
WEIR RICHARD ARTHUR GRAD
WEIR STANLEY LEWIS GRAD
WEIS EDWARD WAYLAND GRAD
WEIS MARCIA ANN GRAD
WEISBACH MARK A ENG2
WEISBERG DAVID PICHA ENG*
WEISBERG SUSAN E LAS1
WEISE EVA MARIA U GRAD
WEISF ROBFRT WILLIAM GRAD
WEISEL REBECCA LYNN LAS*
WEISEMANN JANE M GRAD
WEISER ALAN W ENG2
WFISER MALCOLM JAMES AGR*
WEISER PHILIP J LAS?
WEISER RONALD A BUS1
WEISHAAR KATHLFEN M LAS*
WEISHAR MICHAEL CHAR ENG*
WEISHAUS ENID R LAS2
*WEISIGER WILLIAM M BUS2
WEISKOPF EDNA AGR1
WEISKOPF JOAN FAA3
WEISMAN BONNIF P LAS1
WFISMAN CINDY ED 1
WEISMAN JAMES ALAN LAS3
WEISMAN JOSEPH PE 1
WEISMAN LARRY FDWARD LAS3
WEISMAM STEVEN P LAS2




WEISS BARRY HOWARD GRAD
WEISS CAREY A LAS1
*WEISS CARLA MURBACH FAA*
WEISS CYNTHIA ANN GRAD
WFI SS DONNA R PE 1
WEISS ELIZABETH R LAS1
WFISS ERIC WILLIAM GRAD
WEISS GAIL S LAS1
WEISS HOWARD J LAS2
WFISS JONATHAN DAVID GRAD
WEISS KATHERINE MARI LAS*
WEISS KATHRYN A LAS3
WEISS KEITH E BUSl
WEISS KENNETH OGDEN FAA*
WEISS LANCE J LAS3
WEISS MARGO K ED 1
WEISS MERLE ELLEN COM2
WEISS PAMELA A AGR3
WEISS RICHARD S ENG3
WEISS ROBERT LOUIS J FAA*
WFISS SHELDON A LAS?
WEISSLER CAROL KLEIN ED 1
*WEI SSLER EDWIN M GRAD
WEISSMAN DIANE M AGR2
WEISSMAN JOEL S LAS2
WEISSMAN SANDRA T ED 3
WEISSMAN STEVEN JAY GRAD
WEISSMAN SUSAN J LAS1
WEISSMAN THOMAS M LAS2
WEISSMANN KAREN L LAS1
WEIST LINDA K LAS*
WEITH GARY GEORGE BUS*
WEITLAUF WILLARD JR GRAD
WEITZ VIRGINIA LAS1
WEITZMAN EILEEN LAS1
WEIZMANN ONA TEPER GRAD
WELBORN MICHAEL E LAS3
WELBOURN WILLIAM ASH LAS*
WELCH BRADFORD M BUSl
WELCH BRYANT E LAS3
WELCH GEORGE LEE FAA*
WELCH HOLLY M LAS2
WELCH JANE ED 3
WELCH MARY GRAO
WELCH MICHAEL T BUS3
WELCH PAMELA J ED 3
WELCH ROBERT F LAS3
WELCH ROBERT L LAW1
WELCH STEVEN K BUS2
WELDON DAVID EUGENE GRAD
WELKER JON W FAA1
WELKER PEGGY J LAS2
WELKER WESTON J LAS1
WELLE STEPHEN L LAS1
WELLER ARTHUR RANDAL LAS*
910 S 3RD 828 C
1206 W CAL IFURNIA U
1007 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 120* U
URH GARNER 223 C
UPH ALLEN 183 U
107 E CHALMERS C
806 S LOCUST C
STA A BOX 2369 C
806 S LOCUST C
*09 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 52* C
602 W OREGON U
WHITE HEATH ILL
602 W OREGON U
502 E HEALEY 303 C
132* GRANDVIEW C
910 S 3RD C
1517 KIRBY 8 C
910 S 3RD 1201 C
800 S MATTIS 11 C
?078 A HAZWD CT U
91* W HILL C
107 E CHALMERS C
URH 3ABC0CK 22? U
URH WESTON 3** C
2219 S 1ST 102 C
301 E ARMORY C
*10 E GREEN 6 C
1110 W STOUGHTON C
TEL AVIV ISRAEL
1203 E MICHIGAN U
EVANSTON ILL
902 S 2ND C
URH BLAISDELL U
URH EVANS 101 U
2215 S 1ST 301 C
1105 S 1ST C
507 S RANDOLPH C
*09 E CHALMERS 803 C
108 E HEALEY 15 C
907 S 3RD C
2112 WHITE 159 C
URH GARNER *92 C
906 W NEVADA 8 U
URH SHERMAN 217 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 107 U
URH DANIELS 218 U
*09 E CHALMERS C
110 E CLARK C
URH SHERMAN 76* C
302 S *TH 9 C
1110 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD *16 C
906 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH LUNDGREN C
30 2 S *TH 6 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 250 C
URH CARR *26 U
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
2111 GALEN C
2111 GALEN C
110* W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 919 U
90* S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 751 C
URH TRELEASE 127 U
907 S *TH C
URH LAR 112 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3&D 523 C
URH DANIELS 129 U
URH BARTON 324 C
910 S 3RD 112* C
*07 W SPNGFLD U
1308 LARKSPUR LN C
803 N LINCOLN U
58 E GREGORY C
60* E ARMORY 30* C
*01 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 716 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
509 S RANDOLPH C
912 S 2ND C
URH LAR *36 U
*0l E DANIEL C
203 COUNTRY FR 18 C
URH HOPKINS 322 C
1113 1/2 JOANNE LN C
URH SNYDER *50 C
URH LUNDGREN 309 C
URH TOWNSENO 376 U
URH BABCOCK 30* U





































































2336 S 18TH AV
3N583 OAK LEAF DR
6101N SHERIDAN 16C




6251 N HAMLIN AV









800 S MATTIS 11





2219 S 1ST 102

















906 W NEVADA 8












121 S BROWN ST
7**5 N KENNETH
35*2 S WESLEY






6149 N ST LOUIS

















7*25 N ROUTE 88




203 COUNTRY FR 18
1318 BLACKHAWK DR




913 W MAIN ST



































































































WELLER DOUGLAS P AGR3
WELLER KAREN V LAS2
WELLFR LARRY M BUS3
WELLER ROBERT F BUS2
WELLS CATHERYN E ED 3
WFLLS CHRISTOPHER N ENG*
WELLS GARY NEIL GRAD
WELLS GORDON KEITH GRAD
WELLS JAMES FRANK LAW1
WELLS KERMIT JACK FAA*
WELLS LEON P LAS2
WELLS MELVIN W LAS*
WELLS MICHAEL E PE 2
WELLS MICHAEL J LAS1
WELLS ROBERT E FAA1
WFLLS SANDRA L LAS2
WELLS SARA L LASl
WELLS THURMAN LEE LAS1
WELSCH KATHRYN K LAS*
WELSCH ROBERT J LAS3
WELSCH THOMAS R ICHAR BUS*
WELSH ELLEN M FAA3
WELSH JAMES G PE 3
WELSH JOHN C LAS2
WELSH MARK W LASl
WELSH RIKKI LYNN ENG*
WELTER STEPHEN E BUS6
WEMLINGER JOHN C ENG1
WEMLINGER JOSEPH C LAS3
WEMLINGER MERRIE H LAS*
WEMPEN CHRISTINE LAS2
WEMPEN JULIANA GRAD
WEMPEN RICHARD L ED 3
WFN KUO YFN ENG*
WENCEL JUNE D BUS1
WENCEL MARGARET L PE 1
WENCK MARY J LAS3
WENDE GAIL A AGR3
WENDE KAREN J ED 2
WENDFL JAMES PAUL ENG*
WENDEL MARTHA ANN GRAD
WENDELKEN JOHN F GRAD
WFNOELL DEBORAH B ED *
WENDELL STEVEN JOHN FAA*
WENDER HOWARD M LAS2
WENDLAND GARY A FAAl
WENOLANDT RONALD MEL GRAD
WENDLER BRUCE H ENG1
WENDT GARY F FAA2
WENDTE LEON W AGR1
WFNER JEFFREY L LAS2
WENG CHIN-SHAN GRAD
WENGER MARILYN PE 1
WENGFRHOFF SUSAN M ED 3
WENGERT MARINA PEGIS GRAD
WENGROFF CHERYL D LASl
WFNK CAROLYN ELISE GRAD
WENNER GERALD PAUL FAA*
WENNFRHOLM ROBERT W LAW1
WENTA ANCNA E AGRl
WENTA DAVID JOSEPH PE *
WFNTA DIANE WALKER LAS3
WENTE MIKE M BUS1
WENTHE GARY D ENG*
WENTLAND PAUL SCOTT 3RAD
WFNTLING TIM L GRAO
WENTWORTH DENNIS F AGRl
WENTWORTH STEVEN A AGR3
WENTZ JAMES PAUL GRAD
WENZEL BR IAN L AGR2
WENZEL DUANE E LAS2
WENZEL FRANCES L AGR3
WENZEL JEANNE M LASl
WENZEL LYNN MARCUS GRAD
WENZEL SHARON ELIZAB AGR*
WERCH SHIFRA E FAA2
WFRDER EMILY D LAS*
WFRDERITS DONNA J LAS2
WERDERITS JOHN P BUS2
WERENICZ MARY FO 1
WERESZCZYNSKI B W LASl
WFRESZCZYNSKI JOHN S ENG*
WFRHAN LEE W FAA3
WFRMCRANTZ JOHN D FAA6
WERMERS DONALD J GRAD
WERMERS GRFGORY L LAS3
WERNER GARY T LASl
WERNER GERALD C ENG3
WERNER JACK L ENG2
WERNER JOAN A LASl
WERNER JOHN R ENG3
WFRNER LYNDON A AGRl
WERNER VALFRIE R S LAS*
WERNER WILLIAM DENNI ENG*
WEPRENRATH PETER C LAS*
WERSHKOFF JUDITH LYN LAS*
WFRT JULIA J LAS*
58 E GREGORY C
URH WARDALL 1017 U
2*08 CAMPBELL C
URH SCOTT 313 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
100* W NEVADA U
1011 S LOCUST C
URH DANIELS 115 U
URH SHERMAN 755 C
106 E GREEN C
501 E DANIEL C
909 S OAK C
309 CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 702 U
COLFAX ILL
1216 THOMAS C
URH ALLEN 395 U
URH OGLESBY 511 U
2118 ORCH ST 203 U
URH CARR 218 U
58 E JOHN 21 C
302 E ARMORY C
1700 W BRADLEY 3 C
URH WESTON 396 C
URH SNYDER *96 C
* OAKWOOD U
*0* E GREEN .301 U
1105 S *TH C
1105 S *TH C
1301 MITCHEM 6 U
1*0* S LINCOLN U
809 W PENN U
*0* E DANIEL C
URH FLAGG 332 C
URH WARDALL 6 12 U
307 E DANIEL C
90* S LINCCLN U
90* S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 121 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
*08 W NEVADA U
53 MAPLEWOOD U
53 MAPLEWOOD U
907 S *TH C
910 S 3R0 C
2111 WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 216 U
713 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
301 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 72* U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 905 C
308 DAVIDSON C
URH TRELEASE 828 U
URH DANIELS 399 U
102 GROSSBACK U
501 S ELM C
ST JOSEPH ILL
812 W HILL U
812 W HILL U
URH SNYDER 265 C
301 W BIRCH C
202 S LINCOLN U
2113 HAZWD OR 301 U
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
58 E GREGORY C
605 W WHITE 2 C
809 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 17* U
120* S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 321 C
BEMENT ILL
805 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 329 U
URH EVANS 3*0 U
URH WARDALL 1103 U
*29 E FAIRLAWN U
URH ALLEN 3*3 U
URH LAR *35 U
1009 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 132 C
URH SHERMAN 6*8 C
2810 W WILLIAM C
URH GARNER *93 C
URH GARNER 39* C
KANKAKEE ILL
*09 E CHALMERS 513 C
URH TRELEASE 730 U
100* S 2ND C
209 E ARMORY C
1605 W UNION C
URH WESTON 132 C
56 E DANIEL 3 C
*09 E CHALMRS 1*07 C
































































*06 S PECK AV
2*08 CAMPBELL








803* S ST LAWRENCE
606 HESTER AV
2068 N WATER
50* N CENTER ST
1216 THOMAS
10* POINT BLUFF DR
25*6 W MONROE ST
2118 ORCH ST 203
2*28 S 8TH AV






*0* E GREEN 301
1926S CANFIELD RD
1926 CANFIELD
1301 MITCHEM DR 6
108 PONTING ST
11* S WALNUT




























ROUTE 2 BOX 125














166 W FORT ST
1133 N RICHMOND
3738 N PI TTSBURGH
3738 N PITTSBURGH
3312 W FAIRWAY DR'
RAVINE DR BOX **8
2810 W WILLIAM
815 PEORIA AV
510 S CRESTWOOD LN
529 S ELM










































































































WFRTHEIMER JAY S LAS?
WFRTHEIMER TED B E NG
1
WFS8Y JOHN P JR ENG3
WF SCOTT GRFGPRY T BUS2
*WESEMANN LARRY EDWAR AGR4
WFSLEY GLENN LAS2
WESLTY WILLIAM M ENG1
WESLY EDWARD J LAS1
WESOLOSKI GEORGE D GRAD
WESOLOWSKI JAMES J COM3
WFSSE JANET L LAS2
WESSFL JODI L PE 1
WFSSFL PAUL S LAS1
WESSFL PETER C LAS!
WESSEL RICHARD LFE GRAD
WESSFLY JAMES R LAS1
WESSELY ROBERT P LAS3
WFSSLER ROBERT ALAN GRAD
WESSON GREGORY D AGR2
WFSSON SANDRA FLAINE GRAD
WESSON WILLIAM W AGR3
*WEST AVERILL ALLEN GRAD
WFST BARBARA T BUSl
WEST CRYSTAL K LAS3
WEST DEBORAH AGR4
WEST DENNIS J AVI2
WEST DOUGLAS I BUS3
WEST GEORGE J AGR1
WEST JOB G LAS1
WEST KENNETH IRVING ENG4
WFST MICHAEL ARTHUR FAA4
WEST MICHAEL D E NG3
WFST MICHAEL G FAA4
WFST ROBERT R LAS2
WEST SANDRA SWANN L AS2
WEST STANTCN R LAS2
WEST STEPHEN JAMES LAS4
WEST TIMOTHY E FAA2
WEST WILLIAM T ENG3
WESTBURG ROGER E ENG1
WESTCOTT JANICE A LAS1
WESTEFER ROBERT A LAS1
WESTERBERG KAREN A LAS2
WESTERHOLD ROGER W V M 1
WESTERMEYER GRFTCHEN LAS3
WESTFRMEYER MARK G ENG1
WFSTERVELT JAMES D LAS1
WESTJOHN MICHAEL H AVI1
WESTLAKE DONALD DEAN FAA4
WESTLAKE WALTON H F AA4
WFSTIUND PAUL HARRY GRAD
WFSTMAN RONALD A ENG2
WESTON EDWARD G LAS1
WESTON GALE KOZBERG GRAD
WESTON JEFFREY M LAW!
WESTON MARK H BUS4
WESTON RAYMOND A LAS*
WESTON WILLIAM F GRAD
WESTPHAL NELSON GRAD
WESTPHAL ROGER ALLEN BUS*
WESTPHAL THEODORE M LAS3
WESTRA CHERYL L ENG1
WESTRUP BRADFORD C BUS2
WETENKAMP SCOTT F ENG4
WETHERFORD MARGARET GRAD
WETTSTEIN NORMAN D AGR1
WETZEL NORMAN RODNEY GRAD
WEXLER ALAN L LAW2
WEXLER HOWARD B LAS3
WEXLER JAMES ALLEN GRAD
WEXMAN ERICA G LAS3
WEXMAN THOMAS J LAS1
WEYGANDT STEVEN L ENG1
WFYRAUCH JOHN B FAA2
WEYRAUCH JOHN R ENG3
WHALEN COLEEN ANN AGR4
WHALEN EDWARD JOSEPH GRAD
WHALFN MICHAEL R BUS3
WHALEN WENDY L LASl
WHALEN WILLIAM H BUS4
WHALEY ALFRED DENNIS ENG3
WHALEY DAVID ROBERT GRAD
WHALEY MARGARET S GRAD
WHALEY MICHAE-L R F LAS4
WHALIN KATHLEEN D LAS2
WHALLEY LAWRENCE R GRAD
WHALUM DORIS LOUISE LAW2
WHARTON MARGARET A GRAD
WHEAT LEONARD G AGR3
WHEAT PAMELA SZOSTEK GRAD
WHEAT THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
WHEATLEY BRUCE P GRAD
WHEDON DAVID F ENG1
WHEELER CLYDE DEAN GRAD
WHEELER DAVID M LAS3
WHEELER GLENN P LAS2
WHEELER GRAYDON S GRAD
910 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 313 C
URH OGLbSBY 742 . U
409 E CHALMERS B13 C
706 W CHURCH 1 C
URH FORBES 127 C
URH SNYDER 469 C
URH SNYDER 462 C
411 E HEALEY C
604 S COLER U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 822 U
URH OGLESBY 1004 U
URH OGLESBY 324 U
504 W MAIN 212 U
URH TOWNSEND 512 U
507 W ELM U
W ILSON TRLR PK 55 U
1107 W GREEN 230 U
URH SHERMAN 765 C
1010 S 2N0 313 C
OGDEN ILL
URH TRELEASE 431 U
URH CLARK 319 C
606 W PARK 16 C
URH TOWNSEND 572 U
617 W SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 440 C
URH SNYDER 174 C
107 CHALMERS 3 C
1630 VALLEY RD C
904 E GREEN U
907 S WRIGHT C
308 S 4TH C
617 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 436 U
708 W HIGH U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
MOLINE ILL
URH BABCOCK 115 U
URH BARTON 215 C
80 1 W OREGON U
5 BAYTREE C
205 S URBANA U
URH SCOTT 177 C
TOLONO ILL
SCHIFFS ESTATES 3 U
913 S FOLEY C
2110 ORCH ST 202 U
1107 HOLIDAY C
310 E JOHN C
2110 ORCH ST 304 U
707 S 6TH 210 C
310 E GREGORY C
310 E GREGORY C
2110 ORCH ST 304 U
401 GLENN U
406 E GREEN 4 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 242 U
805 1/2 W PARK U
1310 MUMFORD RD U
905 S 1ST 8 C
URH SCOTT 450 C
704 S BROADWAY U
804 W HILL C
212 W SPNGFLD C
2305 S 1ST C
102 N LINCOLN 7 U
52 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 467 C
URH SNYDER 150 C
URH OGLESBY 418 U
1107 S 3RD 204 C
GIFFORD ILL
1110 S 2ND C
URH SAUNDERS 124 U
1104 W SPNGFLD U
16 WAYSIDE RD U
610 W GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 328 U
205 W CALIFORNIA U
502 W SPNGFLD 6 C
704 W OREGON U
4 NEWPORT RD U
901 S 1ST 29 C
901 S 1ST C
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
URH SNYDER 482 C
2502 MAPLEWOOD C
401 E JOHN C
713 W OHIO U



































































RR 1 BOX 204
707 W PEARL ST
517 DAVIS
7311 S ROBERTS RD










8310 S IANGLEY AV
RR 1
205 W MAIN













939 W WALNUT ST
708 W HIGH










2110 ORCH ST 202
1107 HOLIDAY
834 LANGE ST
2110 ORCH ST 304
707 S 6TH 210
1744 CENTRAL AV
1404 MAPLE CREST




































































































































ELK GROVE VIL IL
WEATHERFORD OK




WHEELER HERBERT III LAS2
WHEELER JACQUELINE LAS1
WHEELFR JAMES WALTER GRAD
WHEELER JILL G FAA4
WHEELER JOHN HARVEY GRAD
WHEELER JONATHAN SPA ENG4
WHEELER MARCY L FAA3
WHEELER MARTHA H FAA2
WHEELER POLLY A LAS3
WHEELER SAMMYE M LAS4
WHEELER SHIRLEY H GRAD
WHEELER STEPHEN PAUL GRAD
WHEELER SUZANNE AGR3
WHEELER WILLIAM LEE LAS4
WHELAN MARGARET F GRAD
WHILDIN RONALD J ENG3
WHINFREY PETER KIRK BUS3
WHIPPLE MALCOLM H JR COM3
WHIPPLE MICHAEl C LAS1
WHISLFR NORMAN LEE GRAD
WHISNANT JOYCE B GRAD
WHISTON BRIAN RICHAR ENG4
•WHI TAKER JAMES WAYNE LAS4
WHITE ALAN B LAS2
WHITE AMON ALVIN GRAD
WHITE ANDREW BURTON ENG4
WHITE BARBARA J COM3
WHITE BEVERLY L GRAD
WHITE CAROL S ED 3
WHITE CHERRYL V ED 3
WHITE CHERYL L LAS4
WHITE CHRISTINE G FAA2
WHITE CHRISTINE S FAA2
WHITE CONSTANCE D FAA3
WHITE DANIEL CLAY GRAD
WHITE DAVID H L AS 1
WHITF DAVID S LAS2
WHITE DONALD 7 FAA3
WHITE DORIS ANN GRAD
WHITE DOUGLAS G LAS3
WHITE ERIC BORDERS LAS4
WHITE FABIENE VIOLA LAS3
WHITE FRANCINE J LAS2
WHITE GERALD L ENG1
WHITE GORDON E LAS1
WHITE GORDON EUGENE GRAD
WHITE GORDON P ENG3
WHITE HENRY W ENGl
WHITE HOWARD I LASl
WHITE JAMES E FNG1
WHITE JAMES LAS4
WHITE JAMES OLIVER GRAD
WHITE JANFT M LASl
WHITF JOHN A FAA2
WHITF JOHN B JP ENG4
WHITE JOHN CLINTON ENG4
WHITE JOSEPH LOYEO GRAD
WHITF JUDITH A LAS2
WHI TE KAREN S PE 1
WHITE KATHERINE S PE 3
WHITF LARRY J FAA2
WHITE LAVERN A BUS3
WHITE LAWRENCE KEITH GRAD
WHITE MAPIBETH S LASl
WHITE MARILYN DCMAS GRAD
WHITE MARILYN EATON FAA4
WHITE MARK H ENGl
WHITE MARY E FAA2
WHITE MARY L LAS4
WHITE MICHAEL B LAW1
WHITE MICHAEL J LAS2
WHITE MICHAEL M ENGl
WHITE OKLA THOMAS BUS4
WHITE PAULA J LASl
WHITE PENFLOPE C LAS2
WHITE PHILLIP ANTHON COM4
WHITE 3UENTIN J LAS3
WHITE RICHARD P III ENGl
WHITE RITA K LAS3
WHITE ROBERT H LAS3
WHITF ROBERT SMITH GRAD
WHITE ROGER B LASl
WHITE ROGER G FAA3
WHITE ROGER STUART GRAD
WHITE SARA LYNN LAS3
WHITE STEPHEN T LAS3
WHITE SUE ELLEN LAS4
WHI TF THOMAS J ENGl
WHITF TIMOTHY A LASl
WHITE VERNEEDA HAYES LAS3
WHITE WILLIAM RAYMON FNG4
WHITE WILLIAM S . L AW 1
WHITED MARTIN TRUMAN GRAD
WHITEHEAD LINDA D LASl
WHITFHEAD WILLARD J GRAD
WHITFHQUSE CHRISTINA LAS3
WHITELY PHILIP ALAN GRAD
URH SCOTT 370 C
URH 8USFY 103 U
URH DANIELS 303 U
713 S ELM C
4 1/2 SHARLYN U
706 W GREEN U
505 BASH CT C
4 1/2 SHARLYN U
URH VANDOREN 322 C
208 HOL IDAY PK 330 C
502 S MATTIS C
202 E DANIEL C
1204 S LINCOLN U
909 S BUSEY U
326 FAIRLAWN U
3 ROSEWOOD PL U
410 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
1302 W CLARK U
2405 ELIZABETH U
1311 W SPNGFLD C
311 E ARMORY C
705 W OREGON U
105 E ARMORY C
MONTICELLO ILL
1405 MITTENDORF C
1008 N NEIL C
DECATUR ILL
URH WARDALL 1117 U
URH LUNDGREN 214 C
104 E JOHN C
1806 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 821 U
105 E DANIEL C
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
2507 SANGAMON C
514 S WILLIS C
URH HOPKINS 338 C
URH SHERMAN 204 C
URH BABCOCK 307 U
305 E GREEN 3 C
105 F DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 226 U
RR ? U
URH WESTON 346 C
3309 LAKESHORE C
110 S ARMORY C
URH FORBES 346 C
910 S 3RD C
RR 2 U
1012 W SPNGFLD U
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH LUNDGREN C
1404 W UNIVERSITY U
2009 S PHILO RD U
EHLERS TRLR CT 62 U
306 W COLUMBIA C
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
URH ALLEN 323 U
1202 W NEVADA U
711 S RANDOLF 5 C
711 S RANDOLPH 5 C
606 W OHIO U
324 CLARK C
706 S COLER U
805 W ILLINOIS U
904 W GREEN U
405 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 417 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 242 C
URH SCOTT 202 C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
URH ALLEN 404 U
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
306 E GREGORY C
2215 S 1ST 103 C
1008 1/2 CRESCENT C
707 S BIRCH U
713 S UPBANA U
302 BARR U
URH SCOTT 2?6 C
705 W SPNGFLD 5 U
706 S COLER 7 U
SEYMOUR ILL
308 N PRAIRIE C
214 E GREGORY 101 C
URH HOPKINS 171 C
212 E DANIEL C
1829D ORCH U
205 N BUSEY 1 U
HESSEL MANOR 1848 C
1108 MITCHEM U
URH ALLEN 68 U
501 S WILL IS C


































































444 S LAGRANGE RD






407 1/2 W PIKE ST
139 N LONG AV
208 HOLIDAY PARK
502 S MATTIS
205 E HIGH ST

























301 N 2ND ST
1740 W GRAND BLVD
423 W BUTTERFIELD
2116 ST MICHAELS










1607 VALLEY RO I
301 W 1ST ST
4311 HAWTHORNE LN
2712 NEWMAN PKWY








109 S OWEN ST
706 S COLER
217 S PLUM




7861-C S SHORE DR
6132 WALKER AV



























































































































WHITFN LEON L AS I
WHITENHTLL WILLIAM E GRAD
WHITESELL STEPHFN R GRAD
WHITESIDE HELEN Z GRAD
WHITFSIDE STFPHEN E GRAD
WHITESIDE THOMAS MAR FAA*
WHITCSIDF WILLIAM F GRAD
WHITING DIXIE L ED 1
WHITING GARY S BUS1
WHITING JOHN G LAS1
WHITLEY CHARLFS A ENG3
WHITLOCK HARRY L VM 2
*WHITLOCK JOHN F AGR
I
WHITLOCK SUE ELLEN LAS'*
WHITMAN ANN M AGR2
WHITMAN RAY A VM 1
WHI TMAN RICHARD A LAS2
WHITNELL JANE E LAS1
WHITNEY ELIZABETH F GRAD
WHI TNEY HELEN R LAW1
WHITNEY JOHN CHARLES LAS*
WHITNEY JOHN M LAS3
WHITNEY KATHIE LYNN ED 3
WHITNEY LINDA M LAS3
WHITNEY MARK H LAS3
WHITNEY R ICHARD S LAS2
WHITNEY. SUSAN D LAS1
WHITSITT TIMOTHY J LAS3
WHITSON GEORGE M III GRAD
WHITSON LYNN LAS1
WHITT LFWIS ALAN VM 3
WHITTAKER PAUL A ENG3
WHITTAKER VICTOR A GRAD
WHITTEMORE MARTHA L GRAD
WHITTEN PATRICIA L LAS2
WHITTIER THEODORE BUS1
WHITTINGTON JOHN W LAS1
WHITTLES EDANA L AGR1
WHITWORTH THOMAS W AVI3
WHORTON NANCY J AGR2
WHYTE ROBERT L LAS1
WIBLE EUGENE F GRAD
WICE MARSHA N GRAD
WICE PAUL B GRAD
WICHMANN WILLIAM EDW LAS3
WICKBOLDT WAYNE WILL LAS*
WICKER PHYLLIS CLAUS GRAD
WICKERSHAM DONALD N PE 3
WICKERT LYNN E LASl
WICKLEIN M CHRISTINE GRAD
WICKLEIN ROBERT H ENG1
WICKS EDWARD E LAS3
WICKS JAMFS WILLIAM FAA*
WICKS JERRY RUSSELL GRAD
WICKWIRE KAREN S LASl
WIDDERSHEIM MARY ALI LAS3
WIDEBURG CHARLES A FAA1
WIDELL CHARLES D GRAD
WIDELL KATHY ANN LAS3
WIDHOLM BETH A AGR3
WIDMAR CANDACE H LAS3
WIDMEYER WM NEIL GRAD
WIDNER FARRELL CAVID BUS*
WIEBE ROGER ALLEN GRAD
WIEBERS JENNIFER L LASl
WIECHMAN JAMES A GRAD
WIFDEMAN CRAIG P ENG*
WIFDLING JUDITH L LASl
WIEDUWILT DAVID M LAS2
WIEGANO RICHARD E COM3
WIEGEL JEFFREY ALAN LAS*
WIEGMAN DIANE R LASl
WIEGMAN GLORIA G PE 1
WIEKHORST CAROL L GRAD
WIEKHORST WAYNE B GRAD
WIELAND DONALD L ENG3
WIELAND NANCY KAY GRAO
WIELAND THOMAS A ENG2
WIFMAN RUSSELL G BUS2
WIEMAN STEVEN CLYDE GRAD
WIEME MICHAEL P BUS*
WIEME WILLIAM J BUS2
WIEN PERRY tASl
WIENCEK HENRY Z LASl
WIENER ALISSA K GRAD
WIENER DAVID MORTON GRAD
WIENHOFF DONALD E ENG1
WIER KAREN J BUS3
WIERENGA LEANNE BETH GRAD
WIERER LAWRENCE L BUS1
WIERS MICHELLE E FAA3
WIERSMA DANIEL JOHN GRAD
WIERZBA THOMAS C LAS3
WIESBROCK DANIEL R LASl
WIESENMEYER HILDA R FAA2
WIESLER WENDY A LASl
WIESSNFR JOHN H LAS*
311 E GREEN 111



















307 E HEALEY 11
31 MAPLEWOOD
URH EVANS *11
*10 W GREFN 1
*09 W ELM
URH SNYDFR 216
URH L AR 16*
813 W MAIN














2112 ORCH ST 30*














1977 D ORCH DOWNS




60* E ARMORY 103















60* F ARMORY 229
910 S 3RD 302
RANTOUL ILL
RR *
















u 3**-3050 790 E 100 PL
2216 1/2 N 11TH ST
C 356-3*53 606 W GREEN
c 359-5922 1707 TORA
u 344-190* 182 0* EXCHANGE
315 TODO ST
u 332-3*52 211 N MAIN ST
c 33 2-12*7 501 W ADAMS
u 3508 IVANHOE
c 1700 N 8TH ST
u 333-3376 RR 2
c RR 2
c 3**- 1171 122 SUNSET POINT
c 3**-0671 610 N MCLEAN ST
u 3**-*S*5 1105 S ANDERSON
c 356-7715 7128 N KARLOV
c 332-0510 *33 S BANBURY RD
u 1*61 WENTWORTH AV
u 333-171* 1732 BATES AV
c RR 3 BOX 27A
u 367-5277 1236 W 97TH ST
u RR 1 BOX 106
u 367-2856 *10 W GREEN I
u 3**-0093 *09 W ELM
c 332-1682 1*61 WENTWORTH
u 332-29** 1*61 WENTWORTH AV
u 30* NEBRASKA ST
u 2111 HAZWD DR 302
u 332-3293 302 NEWMAN CT
c 356-3955 1001 S WESTERN
u 3**- 19*2 RR I
c 36 PRINCESS
c 3**-1310 7C7 S 6TH 508
u 332-5575 833 S 18TH AV
u 332-3763 1830 W WALNUT
u 15625 WOODLAWN E
c 332-05*2 BOX 192
c 3**-2212 620 N 3RD
c 332-0177 RR 1
c 912 WARRINGTON
c 3**-1266 3738 WOODFORD NW
u 3**-*801 2112 ORCH ST 30*
u 3**-*801 2112 ORCH ST 30*
c 332-07** 117 N EASTWOOD AV
u 367-*280 6333 FLETCHER
u 367-09*3 502 S BROADWAY
c 31* W HELLEN RD
u 332-3136 1326 MICHELE DR
c 332-5006 1822 HILLCREST RD
c 332-0371 1822 HILLCREST RD
c 332-19*3 6*1 E CALHOUN ST
u 66800 PINE RD
SURRY LN BOX 285
u 332-2 67* 3509 37TH AV
u 3**-*78* RR 1
c 33 2-210 3 6C7 FLORENCE DR
u 367-3*17 59 OGOEN ST
c *33 STRIEFF LN
u 3**-*025
u 332-5690 10 8TH ST
c 359-598* 6 FIELDS E
c 3**-0597 1*63 CAVELL AV
u 3**-0787 RR
u 322-30*1 156 W LANARK AV
321 ILLINOIS DR
u 3**-190* CATERPILLAR TRAIL
u 332-3131 311 E MYRICK AV
c 3**-93*3 609 ARROWHEAD DR
u 2600 GRANDVIEW AV
u 616 E MAIN ST
u 332-5*27 31B FOREST AV
u 332-3278 2302 ASBURY AV
c 352-6697 1703 GLEN PARK DR
c 352-6697 1703 GLEN PARK DR
c 332-1012 2507 WEDEMEYER ST
u 17 SUNNYSIDE DR
c 200* GREENFIELD LN
c 3**-1266 115 MAPLEWOOD DR
c 337-5000 ROUTE 1 BOX 95
709 MIKEL DR
c 352-0633 RR *
c 337-5065 9136 SKOKIE BLVD
c 121 HERON DR
u 367-3786 82 N MISSISIPI RIV
u 367-3786 82 N MISS R BLVD
c 332-0728 602 W PARK ST
c RR
u 328-1373 5525 OAK CENTER DR
c 332-0802 3803 CUYLER AV
u 332-2670 1*72 ST LOUIS ST
c *33S SHARON CHAPEL
c 3**-1261 1*06 CHANDLER
c 812 SOMONAUK ST
u 365-2020 602 S WALNUT
u 661* PATTON LN


































































































*WIETFBLOT WILLARD J GRAO
WIEZER JUDITH B LAS4
WIGELANO MARION A LAS1
WIGGAM SHARON ANN LAS4
WIGGAM STEPHANIE E LAS2
WIGGINS DONALD GLEN GRAD
WIGGINS JEROME GRIER FAA3
WIGGS TERRY ALLEN LAS3
WIGHT JAMES KENNETH GRAO
WIGODA HAL A LAS2
WIGOOA KIRA A LASl
WIGTON GREGORY L LAS3
WIJAS MARCIA JRENE ED 3
WIKENHAUSER CHARLES LAS4
WIKER STEVEN LEE LAS4
*WIKER TCNDA S LAS4
WIKHOLM ROYCE J ENG1
WIKOFF JOHN P LAS3
WIKOFF ROBERT W AGR1
WIKOFF TERRILL J LAS3
WILBAT BRUCE B BUS4
WILBER CLYDE A ENGl
WILBER HAROLD T LAS4
WILBER MARY JEAN GRAO
WILBERG RICHARD W JR BUS6
WILBON CAROLYN C LAS2
WILBRANDT LAURENCE A FAAl
WILBRANDT ROBERT A LAS3
WILBUR DAVID JAMFS GRAD
WILCHER PAUL DAVID LAW2
WILCOX BARBARA LEE GRAD
WILCOX DAVID MARLIN GRAD
WILCOX DONALD W JR COM3
WILCOX EDWARD A GRAD
WILCOX JOHN A ENG3
WILCGX KAREN M LAS2
WILCOXEN RICHARD L LASl
WILD ARTHUR MONROE FAA6
WILD GARY SHERWIN LAW2
WILDE MARY GOEKE GRAO
WILDE ROBERT R GRAD
WILDEBOER JOHN L LAWI
WILOEMUTH JAMES H ENG3
WILDER MARY C FAA2
WILDERMLiTH DIANE M LAS4
WILDERMUTH RICHARD J BUS4
WILOHAGEN DAVID L LASl
WILDMAN LINDA FAA3
WILENSKY SARA L S COM3
WILES EDWIN MCKINLEY GRAD
WILES SCOTT A LAS4
WILEY BIRDIE L LASl
WILEY CHARLOTTF M LAS4
WILEY MARK D ENGl
WILEY PAMFLA F LAS2
WILFORD LYNNF M LAS2
WILHARM STANLEY P ENGl
WILHELM CHARLES MICH *US4
WILHELM JOSEPH L LAS3
WILHELMSON NANCY R GRAD
WILHFLMSON ROBERT 8 GRAD
WILHITE JACK EDWARD GRAD
WILIMZIG ROBERT L LAS2
WILKFN GARY A ENG4
WILKFN LYNOELL K PE 3
WILKEN PHYLLIS A LAS4
WILKFN THEODORE R ENG2
WILKFNS RAY E AGR2
WILKENS TERRY L ENG2
WILKER ELLEN LEE ED 4
WILKERSON GEORGIA R LASl
WILKERSON JACK P ENG4
WILKERSON JERRI LEE LAS3
WILKERSON MICHAEL R LAS2
WILKERSON VERNCN F ENG2
WIIKES MARY I INDA GRAD
WILKES VINCENT G LASl
WILKEY MARIANNE PE 2
WILKEY MICHAEL L ENG3
WILKIE GREGORY D AGR2
WILKIN CHARLES CLARK GRAD
WILKIN REBECCA S LAS2
WILKINS DIANA AGR1
WILKINS FREDERICK M GRAD
WILKINS RONALD WAYNE GRAD
WILKINS SALLY FOOTE GRAD
WILKINSON GARY W AGR3
WILKINSON JOANNE LASl
WILKINSON MARK D FAAl
WILKINSON MICHAEL C BUS3
WILKINSON THOMAS H GRAD
WILKUS EDWARD F LASl
WILKUS JANICE A ED 3
WILL RICHARD E BUS*
WILLAND TIMOTHY N LAS4
WILLARD CHARLES ARTH GRAO
WILLARO DERALD DEAN GRAD
907 S 2ND C
2105 W WHI TE 178 C
URH BARTON 218 C
502 SUNNYCREST E U
502 SUNNYCREST CT U
3 JUNIPER C
URH SNYDER 163 C
1005 BROADMOOR C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH GARNER 212 C
URH ALLEN 401 U
401 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
10 LEXINGTON U
104 E JOHN 6 C
104 E JOHN 6 C
309 E DANIEL C
708 W WASHINGTON U
307 BURKWOOD CT U
303 E JOHN C
1110 S ARBOR 204 C
URH FORBES 452 C
1010 E COLORADO 34 U
909 S 1ST 15 C
800 S MATTIS 40 C
URH VANDOREN 120 C
URH SNYDER 245 C
708 W HIGH U
STA A BOX 2480 C
905 N CUNNINGHAM U
301 E WHITE 5 C
PEKIN ILL
2608 W CANIEL C
105 E GREEN 1 C
DECATUR ILL
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
2110 ORCH ST 302 U
312 W CLARK 202 C
3308 SYLVAN C
3308 SYLVAN C
1004 S 4TH C
807 S BUSEY U
911 W HILL C
708 SPNGFLO 6 C
408 E SPNGFLD C
URH SNYDER 494 C
910 S 3RD 1105 C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 225 C
401 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 42 2 U
URH LAR 261 U
URH HOPKINS 356 C
URH EVANS 417 U
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
URH WESTON 336 C
1004 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY 133 C
1201 W OREGON U
1203 W MAIN 3 U
ROUTE 2 U
URH OGLESBY 711 U
505 E WHITE 10 C
1205 MAYFAIR RD C
1205 MAYFAIR RD C
URH GARNER 420 C
1402 1/2 N LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 245 U
108 S 5TH C
URH EVANS 303 U
1965 B ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
604 E ARMORY 412 C
901 S 2ND C
707 W SPRINGFIELD U
URH SNYDER 2 93 C
URH BUSEY 241 U
URH OGLESBY 619 U
URH WESTON 239 C
806 CENTENNIAL C
806 CENTENNIAL C
URH ALLEN 166 U
102 E CHALMERS C
2 BUENA VISTA CT U
2 BUENA VISTA CT U
1001 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 461 U
URH FORBES 446 C
1211 W CHURCH 7 C
32 W SPNGFLD 9 U
1301 S BUSEY U
1109 ARBOR C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 347 U
502 S MATTIS C



















































































5037 N NEVA AV
10 LEXINGTON








1010 E COLORADO 34
902 WABAN HILL
800 S MATTIS 40
124 N HOYNE 302
480 OXFORD LN
480 OXFORD LN
STA A BOX 2480
905 N CUNNINGHAM
301 E WHI TE
USA SP GP JSA




116 S WESTOVER CT
2110 ORCH ST 302
3530 W LAKE ST






BX 459 OGDEN DUNES
152 E 22ND ST
7366 KINGSBURY
5 PENATAOUIT AV
705 S 9TH ST
4147 S BEND RD
202 E LARCH ST
2610 WAYNE AV
2610 WAYNE AV
114 t JACKSON AV
2023 GROVE LN
677 LINDEN AV



























2 BUENA VISTA CT
2 BUENA VISTA CT
1304 NE MADISON
26W261 PARKWAY DR
3404 W 218TH ST
1211 W CHURCH 7
3017 ENOCH
326 N ORCHARD
326 N ORCHARD DR
5918 N MULL IGAN
530 BOHLANO AV




































































































WILLARD DONALD A !HJS1
WIILARO JOHN WILLIAM BUS4
WILLARD LFF E FAA2
WILLAVFR EDWARD T GRAD
WI LLAVI ZE SUSAN A LAS1
WHLCOX CHRISTOPHER LAW1
WILLFMS JOAN M LAS2
WIILEN30RG BRIDGETTE LAS1
WILLFNBORG DAVID L CNG3
WILLER TIMOTHY C ENG1
WILLIAM JULIAN C L <\W1
WILLIAMS ALBERT M LAS2
WILLIAMS ALLAN RICHA ENG4
WILLIAMS ANNE CELEST COM4
WILLI *MS BEVERLY S GRAD
WILLIAMS BINNIF N LAS3
WILLIAMS BRUCF J FNG4
WILLIAMS CLARK W AGR1
WILLIAMS CYNTHIA A HS1
WILLIAMS DALE D AGR3
WILLIAMS DANIEL L LAS3
WILLIAMS DANIEL T JR LAW2
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS DAVID W ENG4
WI1 LIAMS DENNIS R BUS2
WILLIAMS DONALD L AS2
WILLIAMS DONALD L LAS2
WILLIAMS DCNNA BROWN LAS3
WILLIAMS DORIS D LAS4
WILLIAMS EARL H ENG3
WILLIAMS EDDIE H LAS1
WILLIAMS EDDIE LEE LAS2
WILLIAMS EDMUND C GRAD
WILLIAMS ELBERT E JR ENG1
WILLIAMS ELIZABETH A LAS2
WILLIAMS ESTHER AMY GRAD
WILLIAMS ETHFL MCCOY GRAD
WILLIAMS FRED L GRAD
WILLIAMS FRFODIE LAS1
WILLIAMS GAIL FAAl
WILLIAMS GEOFFREY P GRAD
WILLIAMS GEORGE B ENG2
WILLIAMS H E IV ENG3
WILLIAMS HAROLD D LAS3
WILLIAMS HERBERT C GRAD
WILLIAMS HERBERT L LAS4
WILLIAMS HOMER F LAS1
WILLIAMS fNA ASH LAS4
WILLIAMS JAMES G JR BUS2
WILLIAMS JAMES M BUS2
WILLIAMS JAMES T LAS1
WILLIAMS JEFFREY LYN ED 4
WILLIAMS JERRY LEE BUS4
WILLIAMS JILL D LAS2
WILLIAMS JOANN E AGR2
WILLIAMS JOHN A BUS3
WILLIAMS JOHN C GRAD
WILLIAMS JOHN J ENG2
WILLIAMS JOHN WESLEY GRAD
WILLIAMS JOSEPH B GRAD
WILLIAMS JOSEPH CLAU LAS4
WILLIAMS JOSFPH S LAS1
WILLIAMS JUDY RHODES GRAD
WILLIAMS KATHLFFN AN LAS4
WILLIAMS KEITH R ENG1
WILLIAMS KENNETH LEE BUS4
WILLIAMS KERRY G GRAD
WILLIAMS LARRY J BUS4
WILLIAMS LARRY JAMES GRAD
WILLIAMS LARRY JAMES GRAD
WILLIAMS LAWRENCE A LAS2
WILLIAMS LIZBETH L LAS2
WILLIAMS MARGARET B LAS3
WILLIAMS MARK EDWARD LAS4
WILLIAMS MARLA KAY ENG4
WILLIAMS MARY HALEY GRAD
WILLIAMS MARY L LAS3
WILLIAMS MARYLENE K LAS2
WILLIAMS MONA LISA LAS1
WILLIAMS OTIS GEORGE GRAD
WILLIAMS PATRICIA LAS3
WILLIAMS PATRICIA R GRAD
WILLIAMS PEGGY J BUS2
WILLIAMS RANDOLPH GRAD
WILLIAMS REBECCA J GRAD
WILLIAMS PENEE M LAS2
WILLIAMS RHON L ENG2
WILLIAMS RICHARD C AVU
WILLIAMS ROARK J „ BUS2
WILLIAMS ROBERT CLAR GRAD
WILLIAMS ROBERT H GRAD
WILLIAMS ROBERT JOSE BUS4
WILLIAMS ROBERT KIM COM3
WILLIAMS ROBERT L FAAl
WILLIAMS ROBERT WESL LAS4
WILLIAMS ROGER T ED 1
WILLIAMS ROXANNE C LAS1
401 E JOHN C
110 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 721 U
NEWTON ILL
URH ALLFN 439 U
URH SHERMAN 1251 C
URH ALLEN 465 U
URH ALLEN 123 U
URH TOWNSEND 580 U
604 E ARMORY 338 C
URH SHERMAN C
4 SAFFFR CT U
909 W ILLINOIS U
1110 W NEVADA U
303 SUNNYCREST CT U
910 S 3RD C
307 E HEALEY 9 C
URH FORBES 432 C
URH BUSEY 243 U
913 S LUCUST C
102 E CHALMERS C
1410 N MCKINLEY 4 C
207 HESSEL C
112 E DANIEL C
212 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 323 C
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
203 W ELM U
URH EVANS 117 U
URH CARR 104 U
URH WESTON 323 C
101 S 3RD C
1009 S MATTIS 4-3 C
URH TOWNSEND 576 U
URH BLAISDELL 309 U
2016 SOUTHWOOD C
GEORGETOWN ILL
409 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
URH TAFT 124 C
303 1/2 KELLY CT C
URH TOWNSEND 569 U
313 E CHALMERS C
2101 COUNTRY FR C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
203 ELM U
210 E JOHN C
311 E JOHN 9 C
212 E DANIEL C
308 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 109 U
1005 S 2ND C
212 E CHALMERS C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 281 U
2315 S 1ST ST RO C
56 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY C
2082 B ORCH ST U
918 W MAPLE C
URH SCOTT 264 C
URH GARNER 454 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 4 C
307 E HEALEY 15 C
2012 CURETON U
1727 LINCOLN RD 7 C
1008 1/2 W UNIV U
608 E MAIN U
CHARLESTON ILL
311 E JOHN 9 C
603 E PARK C
302 E ARMORY C
1110 W NEVADA U
809 W STOUGHTON U
301 W ILLINOIS 2 U
745 S MATTIS C
805 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 126 U
URH ALLEN 124 U
403 1/2 E GREEN C
107 1/2 E JOHN C
1940 D ORCH ST U
STA A BOX 2154 C
1708 PAULA C
RANTOUL ILL
1008 W STOUGHTON 4 U
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
911 S 4TH C
1971 C ORCH ST U
408 W HILL C
107 E CHALMERS 4 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 808 U
1105 S 4TH C




































































6004 W EDDY ST
1514 E GRANDVIEW 4
RR 1
RR 1















21603 S MAIN ST
1410 N MCKINLEY 4
207 HESSEL






RR 1 BOX 64
1128 E HYDE PARK
3337 MARKET AV








303 1/2 KELLY CT
408 E 89TH ST
124 FORESTWAY DR














2082 B ORCH ST
918 W MAPLE





1650 N MAIN ST
5013 51ST AV SW
4845 N NORMANOY
511 TAFT ST









518 E 90TH ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 273
5652 S INDIANA
1940 D ORCH ST
1932 HERVEY AV
1675 NW 4TH AV 601




2213 W MANOR PKWY
1971 C ORCH ST
722 S GRANT ST
17 STURMS PL
444 E WASHINGTON





































































































WILLIAMS RUSSELL K FAA4
WILLIAMS SAMUEL M BUS2
WILLIAMS SARAH M AGR1
WILLIAMS SHARON PARV LAS4
WILLIAMS SONJA L FAA1
WILLIAMS STEVEN B LAS2
WILLIAMS STEVEN D BUS*
WILLIAMS STEVEN M AGR4
WILLIAMS SUSAN J AGR1
WILLIAMS THERESA K LAS2
WILLIAMS THOMAS A LAS1
WILLIAMS THOMAS H GRAD
WILLIAMS THOMAS S AVI 1
WILLIAMS TOMMIE L LAS1
WILLIAMS WARREN EARL GRAD
WILLIAMSON CHARLOTTE GRAD
WILLIAMSON HAROLD E LAS3
WILLIAMSON JAMES F LAS3
WILLIAMSON JAMES J BUS3
WILLIAMSON JAMES P LAW1
WILLIAMSON JAMES R GRAD
WILLIAMSON JANE H L AS4
WILLIAMSON JANET L FAA2
WILLIAMSON LESLIE B L AS 1
WILLIAMSON NANCY M LAS1
WILLIAMSON STEPHEN M BUS3
WILLIS ANTHONY G GRAD
WILLIS GAIL R AGR3
WILLIS GRANT LESLIE GRAD
WILLI S HARRY GLFN ENG4
WILLIS JEFFREY OWEN GRAD
WILLIS LAURA N FAA1
WILLI S LEON M LAS2
WILLIS RAMONA S COM3
WILLIS RICHARD C AGR1
WILLIS STEPHEN I BUS2
WILLIS TERRY L ENG1
WILLIS WILLIAM JOSEP AGR4
WILLITS STEVEN L AGR2
WILLMAN CHARLES H BUS3
WILLMANN KURT D PE 3
WILLMER DORIS I ENG4
WILLMER JAMES LESTER ENG4
WILLMOTT GAIL ANN LAS3
WILLS ANN CHRISTINE LAS3
WILLS BOBBY J AGR1
WILLS DONALD N ENG3
WILLS EDWARD L LAS1
WILLS GARY PAUL LAS4
WILLS HOWARD W LAS1
WILLS SCOTT GORDON FAA4
WILLSKEY ROBERT T LAS3
WILLSON LAWRENCE JR ENG3
WILLWERTH MARY T BUS2
WILMOT TERRY MILLER GRAD
WILMOTH CYNTHIA W GRAD
WILNER DOUGLASS OWEN ENG4
WILSON ALAN G BUS4
WILSON ANNE M LAS1
WILSCN ARNOLD GILBER FAA4
WILSON ARNOLD K GRAD
WILSON AUBREY BLAINF GRAD
WILSON AVERY D L AS 1
WILSON BARRY GILMORF LAS4
WILSCN CAROL H FAA3
WILSON CAROL P GRAD
WILSON CHARLES B LAS1
WILSON CHARLFS E GRAD
WILSON CORALIE A LAS3
WILSCN DAVID A GRAD
WILSON DAVID D LAW1
WILSON DAVID JAMES GRAD
WILSON DEBORAH A PE 3
WILSON DELLA BENNETT GRAD
WILSON DENA MAE GRAD
WILSON DENNIS WAYNE LAS4
WILSON DONALD BATES LAS3
WILSON DONALD EUGENE ENG4
WILSON DONALD J E NG2
WILSON DONALD W BUS3
WILSON DOYLE WAYNE ENG4
WILSON FOREST R II GRAD
WILSCN FREDERIC T LAS2
WI LSON GARY A ENG1
WILSON GEORGE F GRAD
WILSON GREGORY LANCE PE 1
WILSON JAMES C L 4S1
WILSCN JAMFS H LAS3
WILSON JAMES M BUS3
WILSON JANICE M GRAD
WILSON JOHN CLINTON PE 1
WILSON JOHN R LAS2
WILSON LARRY LEON GRAD
WILSON LESLIE C GRAD
WILSON LINDA HINES AGR1
WILSCN LOREN G LAS1
WILSON MARCIA JEAN LAS4
1009 W CAL IFORNIA U
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 298 U
URH TAFT 127 C
204 E OREGON U
802 S LINCOLN U
58 E ARMORY 5 C
312 E ARMORY C
405 E JOHN C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH SNYDER 432 C
2015 COUNTRY SQI U
1408 N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH CARR 420 U
1940 D ORCH ST U
MAHOMET ILL
106 E GREEN 4 C
912 S 2ND C
815 W CHURCH U
1408 N MCKINLEY 12 C
605 W WASHINGTON U
907 S 3RD C
URH WAROALL 404 U
URH BABCOCK 427 U
URH ALLEN 455 U
1004 S 4TH 106 C
602 E STOUGHTON 22 C
URH LAR 125 U
803 VENTURA C
URH GARNER 370 C
2410 E MAIN 2 U
801 W IOWA U
URH FORBES 362 C
404 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH FORBES 106 C
52 E ARMORY C
WELDON ILL
209 CLARK 5 C
201 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 609 C
506 INDIANA U
703 W OREGON U
703 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 177 U
1107 S 3RD 204 C
58 E GREGORY C
211 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS C
2109 W WHITE 194 C
URH FORBES 286 C
808 W ILLINOIS U
204 W CHARLES C
URH TOWNS END 1 17 U
309 E HEALEY 13 C
512 W SPNGFLD C
1011 S 1ST 3 C
URH TOWNSENO 121 U
3211 CAMERON C
URH LAR 308 U
505 W VERMONT U
2513 SANGAMON C
1838 A ORCH PL U
1932 B ORCH U
31 FORSYTHIA C
URH EVANS 340 U
1205 LINVIEW U
508 S MCKINLEY C
505 W VERMONT U
RANTOUL ILL
301 COUNTRY FR 301 C
16C0 W BRADLEY 25 C
106 S URBANA U
URH LAR 373 U
CHRISMAN ILL
URH SHERMAN 329 C
104 BUENA VISTA 4 C
URH CARR 227 U
809 W ILL INOIS U
6 SAFFER CT U
911 S 4TH C
11 SALEM RD U
1109 W JOHN C
1202 W MAIN 6 U
904 W GREEN U
610 W ELM U
URH SNYDER 265 C
2007 S VINE U
URH WESTON 208 C
1007 S 3R0 C
104 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 337 C
409 E CHALMERS 810 C
1615 SANGAMON C


























































5021 N KENNISON AV
7835 S CREGIER
URH LAR 298
8536 S VFRNON AV
204 E OREGON
RR 1






1940 D ORCH ST
39 SPRING LAKE
401 S 4TH BOX 514




1509 W ACRES RD
4633 W 105TH PL
3040 HOME AV
1910 SPRUCE
RR 1 BOX 112D
602 E STOUGHTON 22
260 W OAK ST
803 VENTURA
260 W OAK ST
2410 E MAIN 2
1512 RUTLEDGE
1351 S KOMFNSKY











1107 S 3RD 204
RR
902 E EUCLID AV
2124 WENTWORTH AV




730 N CEDAR ST
















301 COUNTRY FR 57





104 BUENA VISTA 4
1513 E MATHENY
72 HILLCREST DR




1907 S WIRT AV
12117 LADUE HTS DR
69 DEANERY RD
335 E WISCONSIN AV
2007 S VINE
524 LOCUST ST IB
10331 5TH AV CUTOF
104 W PENN








































































































WILSON MARILYN A LAS2
WILSON MARK SHELTON GRAD
WILSON MARTHA VETTER LAS'*
WILSON MARTIN S BUS2
WILSCN MELVIN N GRAO
WILSON MICHAEL G LAS*
WILSON MICHAEL W FAA3
WILSON NANCY DUSCH LAS*
WIISON NANCY MARIE GRAO
WILSON OLA MAE LAS1
WILSON RAY ALLARD BUS*
WILSON REED J LAS1
WILSCN RICHARD F GRAD
WILSON RICHARD J LAW2
WILSON ROBERT C BUS3
WILSON RODERICK C BUS1
WILSON SCOTT C FAAl
WILSON SHARON S LAS*
WILSON SHEILA ANN GRAD
WILSON STEPHAN D 3US3
WILSON SUSAN B PE 1
WILSON SUSAN J FAA3
WILSON TED D LAS2
WILSON TERRY LEE GRAD
WILSON THOMAS DWIGHT GRAD
WILSON THOMAS HENRY GRAD
WILSON VI VIAN ANN GRAD
WILSCN WINIFRED M LAS1
WILTGEN RICHARD J GRAD
WILTON JAMES H LAS2
WILZBACH KENNETH S L AW 1
WILZBACH MARGARET A LAS2
WILZBACH PAUL A LAS1
WIMPE MARGARET A S GRAD
WIMPEE JOHN F GRAD
WIMSATT JEFF M ENGl
WIMSATT STEPHAN E ENG3
WINAND JOHN H LAS3
WINBORNE CAROL GRAD
WINBURN ALICE HUGHEY GRAD
WINCE JEFFREY H ENG*
WINCEK THOMAS J ENGl
WINDEN JOAN STENSEN GRAD
WINDEN WILLIAM CRAIG GRAD
WINDHORN ROGFR DEAN AGR3
WINDLE PHYLLIS N LAS3
WINDMLLER ANNE C FAAl
WINDMILLER JEAN M LAS3
WINDMILLER ROBERT A PE 3
WINDMILLFR SCOTT A AVI3
WINDSOR ISOBEL G GRAD
WINDSOR RICHARD A GRAD
WINDY GARY R PE 2
WINEFIELD RICHARD JR COM*
WINER RICHARD E BUS1
WINFREY JANICE S ED 2
WING JED D FAAl
WING JERRY W ENG*
WING PHILIP LEWIS GRAD
WINGATE CLARENCE K LAS1
WINGFIELD JUDITH G AGR3
WINGLER LORNA LYNN VM 1
WINHOLD LARRY M BUS3
WINICK JGEL A LAS1
WINKELHAKE CLAUDIA J LAS*
WINKELMANN GAIL L LAS2
WINKELMANN ROBERT E AGR2
WINKLE THOMAS LAS2
WINKLEBLACK DAVID M LAS3
WINKLEBLACK ROBERT W LAS1
WINKLER LOUIS MICHAE LAS*
WINLEY RONALD R LAS3
WINN DOROTHY LILLIAN LAS*
WINN KRISTINE ANN GRAD
WINN PAUL RICHARD GRAD
WINN SHERRY FAA2
WINNETT DAVID ADAMS LAS3
WINOGRAD LOUISE C GRAD
WINSHIP DENNIS J PE 1
WINSHIP STEVEN K LAS2
WINSKE DAN GRAD
WINSKI JOSEPH MARION GRAD
WINSLOW ANNE M *LAS2
WINSLOW CHRISTINE E LAS3
WINSLOW SANDRA W L AW 1
WINSOR ROGER ANDREW GRAD
WINSTON LAURA K LAS3
WINSTON MICHELLE ED *
WINSTON MORTON E GRAD
WINTER BARBARA A AGR*
WINTER BRUCE L GRAD
WINTER CAROLIN L LAS2
WINTER DALE E LAS*
WINTER DANIEL J AGR1
WINTER DOUGLAS E COM3
WINTER GERALD J AGR1
WINTER KATHLEEN M LAW2
2106 ORCH ST U 3*4-7940
608 W GREEN 6 C
104 BUENA VISTA C 356-7*13
409 E CHALMERS C
TWIN ORCH MBL HM U 328-2691
2106 ORCH ST 213 U 344-7940
802 S LINCOLN U
100* WESTFIELD C 359-5227
URH SHERMAN 213 C
57 BRADLEY MCKINLY C 359-9120
2109 W WHITE 198 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
56 E DANIEL 2 C 356-8288
1105 W OREGON 10 U 367-7725
*09 E CHALMERS 502 C
URH OGLESBY 1121 U 332-5372
URH HOPKINS *89 C 332-1389
2109 W WHITE 198 C 359-8367
502 E WHITF 22 C
102 E CHALMERS C
11 SALEM RD U 365-2318
URH LAR *77 U
909 HOLIDAY C 352-**19
305 S STATE C
NORMAL ILL
1930 D ORCH ST C
107 E CHALMERS 7 C 3**-7216
URH ALLEN 226 U 332-3160
308 F GREEN C
1101 W PENN U 3**-9735
*06 E STOUGHTON 6 C
*06 E STOUGHTON 6 C 352-3*01
URH SCOTT 46* C 332-161*
311 W HIGH U
311 W HIGH 2 U
URH GARNER 211 C 332-0710
RR 1 U
313 E CHALMERS C 3**-1849
308 W ELLS C
DEWEY ILL
806 W OHIO U 344-3006
URH WESTON 465 C 332-2099
915 W CHARLES C 359-3323
915 W CHARLES C 359-3323
1008 S LINCOLN U 3**-3901
URH BUSEY 359 U 332-2663
URH LUNDGREN 102 C 332-0215
URH LUNDGREN 201 C 332-0235
URH GARNER 209 C
URH TOWNSEND 236 U 332-*073
200* S VINE U 367-6150
112 E JOHN C
1111 1ST C
609 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 631 U 332-5232
2077 HAZWD CT U 367-77*2
URH NOBLE 23 C 332-0361
502 E SPNGFLD C 352-8760
ST JOSEPH ILL
120* ELLIS U
2105 W WHITE 176 C 352-1727
S 1ST C
2101 W WHITE 116 C
DECATUR ILL
710 W OHIO U 3**-2326
32 BAKER U 367-3987
URH BABCOCK 8 U 332-3711
80* S LOCUST 3 C 356-7031
CHARLESTON ILL
URH FORBES 256 C 332-0981
URH CARR U 332-38*3
2103 HAZWO OR 303 U 3*4-1938
509 S RACE U
URH TAFT »9 C
611 E DANIEL C
306 STATE 1 C
910 S 3RD C 337-5358
205 N BUSEY U 367-9899
URH TOWNSEND *10 U 332-*183
URH DANIELS 310 U
205 W DELAWARE U
URH TRELEASE 820 U 332-5636
URH CLARK 308 C 332-00*0
50* BUSEY ST U
2059 B ORCH ST U 3**-0689
813 W SPRINGFIELD U
503 E STOUGHTON 7 C
37 E GREEN * C
*05 E JOHN C 3**-0557
URH SHERMAN 859 C
URH LUNDGREN *16 C 332-028*
URH TOWNSEND 116 U 332-3998
1606 CHURCH C 359-3377
URH OGLESBY 50* U 332-5176
URH HOPKINS 236 C 332-1212























1205 N WALNUT ST















1803 JO ANNE DR
3315 W 112TH PL
1220* FOXHILL LN
1220* FOX HILL LN
331 S EVERGREEN










2077 D HAZWD CT
690 COVENTRY OR
1211 E 28TH ST
2 01 1/2 N 1ST ST
120* ELLIS
2105 WHITE 176
2101 W WHITE 116
62 WCODHILL CT
205 E MUMFORD DR
32 G H BAKER
















18 W 266 76TH ST
50* BUSEY














































































































WINTFR LARRY A BUS1
WINTFR MICHAEL J LAS1
WINTER ROBERT GRAD
WINTER STEPHEN M ENG3
WINTER WESLEY D AGR1
WINTERBAUER ALBERT L GRAD
WINTERBAUER CAROLE A LAS3
WINTERBAUER NANCY V COM3
WINTERGREEN DONNA B PE 1
WINTERMUTE ROBERT LE LAS4
WINTERS CARL W GRAD
WINTERS CLYDE LAS2
WINTERS DANIEL W LAW1
WINTERS JUDITH A LAS4
WINTERS LOIS L ED 3
WINTERS LOUISE F AGR2
WINTERS PATRICIA A ENGl
WINTERS SARAH BETH AGR3
WINTHEISER ROBERT W VM 1
WINTHEISER SHERYL M GRAD
WINZELL JAMES R GRAD
WIPERT MARCIA G AGR3
WIPPOLD WILLIAM M L AW 1
WIRE GARY LEE GRAD
WIRKA ROBERT CASEY J COM3
WIRSING ROBERT KURTH GRAD
WIRTH L INOA J PE 2
WIRTH RONALD BUS3
WIS ROBERT CLEMENT GRAD
WISAN GAIL RAE GRAD
WISCHNOWSKI HARVEY R BUS3
WISE CATHY P LAS4
WISE JACK R LAS2
WISE KATHLEEN T LAS2
WISE MICHAEL VM 2
WISE MICHAEL E LAS3
WISE RICHARD L GRAD
WISE STEVEN R AGR2
WISE TRACY LEON GRAD
WISEMAN DEBRA J LAS1
WI SEMAN GLEK'NA M ED 2
WISEMAN MARCIA L LAS3
WISEMAN ROBERT F GRAD
WISHART CHARLES M GRAD
WISHINSKY JANET LAS4
WISHNE BEROINE S LAS1
WISINSKI LAWRENCE J LAS2
WISLOW NANCY L AGR2
WISNER GAYLE S PE 2
WISNIEWSKI CHARMAINE ENGl
WISNIEWSKI ERNEST E GRAD
WISNIEWSKI FREDERICK LAS3
WISNIEWSKI GREGORY P FAA2
WISNIEWSKI MARY F LAS3
WI SNOSKY MARK G LAS3
WISS JAMES E LAS4
WISSEHR JAMES H ENG4
WISSMAN NANCY L ED 2
WISSNILLER KATHRYN A FAA3
WISWALL ROBERT R ENG2
WIT SAMUEL J ENGl
WITEK RICHARD S LAW1
WITHAM DOUGLAS PICHA LAS4
WITHEE CARL J GRAD
WITHERS ROSALYN Y LAS3
WITHERSPOON STANLEY BUS3
WI THROW JAMES MCCLAN BUS3
WITHROW STEPHEN PARK GRAD
WITKINS JAMES P LAS3
WITKOWSKI ALLFN JOHN LAS4
WITKOWSKY BEVERLY M PE 2
WITLIN JACK L 3US2
WITMAN DANIEL P III ENGl
WITMER ROBERT EARL GRAD
WI TNEY RUSSELL F GRAD
WITSCHY CARL E BUS1
WITT BRIAN L AGR2
WI TT JOHN DREW BUS3
WITT WAYNE A ED 5
WITTE BENJAMIN M ENG3
WITTE MELISSA A LAS1
WITTENAUER JOHN P ENGl
WITTENBERG DANNY R LASl
WITTENBORN C M JR PE I
WITTENBCRN J M LAS2
WITTFNBRINK BONIFACE GRAD
WITTENSTEIN BRUCE H LASl
WITTERT CYNTHIA LAS3
WITTIG MICHELE A GRAD
WITTKAMP JONATHAN H FAA4
WITTLER GLENN KYLE GRAD
WITTMER DALE F ENG2
WITTNER ANDREA M LASl
WITTWER STEVEN M FAA3
WITZIG VIRGINIA NELL LAS4
WIZA JOHN F PE 2
WLODARCZYK EDWARD J 8US1
URH OGLESBY 1224 U
301 E ARMORY C
1707 CAROLYN C
708 W HIGH U
402 E DANIEL C
403 1/2 S 3RD C
URH WAROALL 417 U
508 ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 348 U
309 E CHALMERS C
2301 S 1ST ST RO C
1813 C ORCH PL U
412 W HILL I C
503 E STOUGHTON 11 C
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
URH ALLEN 319 U
URH LAR 331 U
308 W GREEN U
800 S MATTIS 16 C
800 S MATTIS 16 C
905 E SUNNYCREST U
URH BUSEY 319 U
1003 S 1ST C
606 W PARK C
1005 W OREGON U
312 S PRAIRIE 104 C
URH BARTON 320 C
401 E DANIEL C
406 S LINCOLN U
403 W SPNGFLD U
406 W HIGH 3 U
613 W UNION C
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
901 S LINCOLN U
1205 S ORCH ST U
URH CARR 119 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
809 W PENN U
613 W UNION C
URH LAR 182 U
907 W ILL INOIS U
903 S 4TH I C
608 FAIRLAWN U
PARIS ILL
404 E WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 220 C
702 S GOODWIN U
URH BARTON 120 C
URH WARDALL 212 U
502 E STOUGHTON C
59 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 350 C
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
910 S LOCUST 1 C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
306 E GREGORY C
4 SAFFER CT U
706 S MATHEWS U
1209 W CLARK U
401 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 466 C
908 S VINE U
3 SANDALWOOD C
107 E HEALEY C
707 S 3RD C
706 W OHIO U
U OF I PHYSICS U
212 E DANIEL C
411 F GREEN C
1006 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 304 C
2064 A ORCH ST U
2 PATRICIA CT C
URH WESTON 464 C
URH BABCOCK 417 C
502 S MATTIS C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 210 C
URH ALLEN 291 U
URH GARNER 232 C
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 486 C
URH ALLEN 262 U
705 W HAINES C
710 W HILL C
TOLONO ILL
406 E GREEN 3 C
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
50 E HEALEY C
309 E CHALMERS C










































































1235 W NORTH SHORE
424 S 7TH AV
2301 S 1ST 202
5334 S WOODLAWN




1416 NOTRE DAME RD
BOX 335
800 S MATTIS 16











6649 PINE POINT DR
613 W UNION
























4B0 RIVER BLUFF RD
RR 1







U OF I PHYSICS
2209 N 15TH ST
2432 N WASHTENAW
217 MIAMI
3530 LAKE SHORE DR
22 RIOGE LN
2064 A ORCH PL
555 W CORNELIA








1212 N 13TH AV
1212 N 13TH AV
8022 MEMORY LN
9069 BARBERRY LN




229 E GLEN AV







































































































WIOOARCZYK STEVEN A GRAD
WNEK DONALD A f*US3
WNEK JAMES F LAS2
WC CATHERINE KUEN W GRAD
WO YIU KWAN GRAD
WCAN RONALD JEN-JIN GRAD
WPRITH DONALD D ENGl
WODETZKl CYNTHIA S LAS3
WUFHR WILUAM A FNG3
WOFLFEL MA3Y W LAS4
WOERTZ GLENN RUSSELL FAA4
WOFSSNER DAVID CARL BUS4
WOESSNER KRISTINA K LASl
WOFFORD FRANCES L LAS3
WOGNUM BARRARA S A GR
2
*WOr,UL IS EDWARD R GRAD
WOHLHUTFR PATRICIA A PE 1
WOHLSTEIN PONAID T GRAD
WOJCIECHOWSKI JAMFS 8US4
WOJCIK ANTHONY STEPH GRAD
WOJCIK JACOUFL INE L AS1
WOJDYGO LINDA LAS1
WOJEWNIK KAREN M LAS2
WOJICK LARRY FRANK FAA1
WOJICK MARK R ENGl
WOJNAR DEBORAH L LAS3
WOJSLAW RICHARD J GRAD
WOJSLAW ROBERT STANL LAS4
WTJTAN L INCA SUF LAS4
WQJTAS KEITH ENG3
WOJTENA JOSEPH STANL AVI4
WOJTOWICZ JANIS F LAS4
WCJTOWICZ PATRICK JO LAS4
WCLAK KATHLEEN M LAS3
WOLD GARY R EO 2
WOLDORF JAY J B US 1
WOLEN DEBORAH L L AS 1
WOLF BRENDA J LAS3
WOLF BRUCE RANDY LAS4
WOLF CONSTANCE P GRAD
WOLF CRAIG VAN DYKE 9US4
WOLF DANIEL JAY LAS4
WOLF OIANA C LASl
WOLF EARL STEWART LAS3
WCLF GAIL E LAS4
WOLF GARY L ENG2
WOLF GREGORY ERHARO ENG4
WOLF JACQUELINE H LASl
WOLF JON POBEPT AGR3
WOLF LINDA K AGR2
WOLF LOUTS M COM2
WOLF MARK RICHARD LAS4
WOLF MARVIN ROBERT J PE 4
WOLF MICHAEL A LAS2
WOLF NORMAN BARRY GRAO
WOLF PAMELA J LAS2
WOLF PAMELA PIERCE LAS3
WOLF PETER H LAS3
WOLF PHILIP M LAS2
WOLF RANDALL C ENGl
WOLF ROBERT LESLIE GRAD
WPLF SANDRA A LASl
WOLF STEPHEN MICHAEL GRAD
WOLF WARREN HAROLD GRAD
WOLF WILLIAM A LAS4
WOLFE DAVID L BUS2
WOLFE DAVID LEE GRAD
WLLFE HAROLD L L ASi
WCLFF JAMES ROBERT LAS4
WOLFF LINDA JANE LAS4
WOLFE LYNN M COM3
WOLFE MARY J LASl
WOLFE RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
WOLFE ROBERT L LAS2
WOLFE SALLY JANF GRAD
WOLFE SHEILA FRAN LAS3
WOLFF SUSAN M LAS2
WOLFE TIMOTHY LYNN LAS3
WOLFF BEVERLY ANNE GRAD
WOLFF CARRCL E ENG2
WOLFF EMERALD J LASl
WOLFF FREDRICK K LAS4
WOLFF GEORGE M LAS3
WOLFF HENRY PAUL LAS3
WOLFF IRA F BUS2
WOLFF MARCY P L AS2
WOLFF MARTIN LASl
WOLFF MERCEDES M LAS?
WOLFF MERLE S ED 2
WOLFF QUENTIN A LAS4
WOLFF SANDRALEE A EO 3
WOLFF SHARON L LASl
WOLFF STFPHEN S ENGl
WCLFF TERESA M LASl
WOLFINGER KENNETH F ENG3
WOLFLEY PETER FRANKL BUS4
WOLFORO ROBERT D AGR1
504 S CHICAGO C
910 S 3RD 616 C
URH GARNER 244 C
20 3 S WRIGHT 4 C
203 S WRIGHT 4 C
1115 W GRFEN 218 U
URH HOPKINS 37} C
202 S LINCOLN 5 U
211 W EURFKA C
315 AVONDALE C
102 N GREGORY 6 U
201 COUNTRY FR 11 C
URH TAFT 418 C
508 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
2205 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH TRELEASE 1219 U
2105 HAZWD DR 302 U
1748 HESSFL MANOR C
106 F HEALEY 15 C
URH FLAGG 408 C
URH CLARK 214 C
1110 W NEVADA U
809 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
907 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 609 U
809 S BUSEY U
102 N LINCOLN 5 U
211 E ARMORY C
401 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 313 C
URH OGLESBY 614 U
58 E JOHN 1 C
URH OGLESBY 1118 U
910 S 3RD C
URH LUNOGREN 302 C
505 E WHITE 8 C
507 W ELM U
URH SHERMAN 956 C
URH BABCOCK 413 U
NOPTHBROOK ILL
URH BLAISOELL 105 U
105 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 917 C
URH GARNER 338 C
1009 W PENN U
410 E GREEN C
809 W PENN U
907 W ILL INOIS U
110 E CHALMERS C
56 E DANIEL C
309 E CLARK C
URH HOPKINS 322 C
57 F JOHN C
URH CLARK 233 C
901 S 6TH C
URH OGLESBY 310 U
1111 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
2210 1/2 EASY U
URH FLAGG 418 C
901 S 6TH C
1004 S 4TH 203 C
809 S BUSEY U
706 W OHIO U
ATWOOD ILL
306 MCGEE RD U
109 W VINE C
307 E HEALEY 7 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 106 U
2101 WHITE 115 C
TOLONO ILL
106 E GREEN 6 C
405 W ILL INOIS U
409 E CHLMRS 1609 C
1006 W NEVADA 2 U
1211 HOLLYCREST C
112 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 203 C
103 SPNGFLD C
205 E ARMORY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
310 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD C
305 W VERMONT U
802 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
713 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 312 U
URH TRELEASE 127 U
904 W GREEN 410 U
URH ALLEN 347 U
211 E JOHN C
307 W WASHINGTON C




























































5608 W 26TH ST
6518 S ALBANY AV
146 CHAO CHOW ST
STA A BOX 2112
1115 W GREEN 218
909 WESTERN AV
90 FRANKLIN AV
4 322- 17TH AV
315 AVONDALE





2205 HAZWD DR 101
ROUTE 1 BOX 49
2105 HAZWD DR 302
1003 10TH ST
106 F HEALEY 15
744 N PROSPECT ST
1627 NEWCASTLE AV




34 W 14TH ST













100 S GEORGE ST
1311 ADIRONDACK
































311 N ELMHURST AV
2115 E 98TH PL
91 FARIES PARK
420 E 7TH
864 E BALDWIN RD




















































































































WOLFRED TIMOTHY ROBE GRAD
WOLFRUM PAUL L ENG1
WOLFSON BARBARA JEAN L AS4
WOLFSON MARK A BUS1
WOLGEL SARI L EO I
WOLIN ROBERT JON LAS4
WOLINETZ MIRIAM L EO 3
WOLINSKY ROBERT J FAA2
WOLINSKY SHELDON J 8US1
WOLKEN LELAND PAUL GRAD
WGLL PEGGY MAUOINE AGR3
WOLL STANLEY BERNARD GRAD
WPLLACK DEBORAH SUE LAS2
WPLLAM PAMELA J FAA2
WOLLEK ELLEN K AGR3
WOLLIS MICHAEL G FAA1
WOLOD GARY PAUL LAS2
WOLOWITZ DAVID LAS3
WOLSKE DONNA LEE FAA4
WOLSKI CHRISTINE ANN LAS3
WOLSKI JUDITH MARIE LAS4
WOLSKI WILLIAM J L AS2
WOLSKO JCHN G ENG1
W0LSTE9 SHARON MARIE L AS4
WOLSZON MARSHA A LAS3
WOLTERS BRUCE D 8US3
WPLTZEN LI SA A LAS2
*WOMICK JOHN P LAW2
WCNOOLOWSKI MCHELE COM4
WONG ALBERT M ENG1
WONG ALBERT Y AO CHEE GRAD
*WONG AMY LAI GRAD
WONG BEPT K W ENG1
WONG BETSY F P FAA4
WONG CHRISTINA Y M GRAD
WONG EDDIE 3US1
WONG EDWARD HUNG-HAY GRAD
WONG HAROLD H LAS4
WONG KAI SIN ENG1
WONG KAI-TAK GRAD
WONG LAWRENCE K GRAD
*WCNG LEI WAH LAS1
WONG SAI-KIE GRAD
*WONG TSZE YUE ENG1
WONGSWAOIWAT JIRAWAT GRAD
WONSOWICZ JOHN R GRAD
WOO ANNA M LAS3
WOO LOUISE MOY LAS4
WOO RICHARD M ENG3
WOO RUTH M LAS1
*WOO TONY C GRAD
WOOD CARLTON C E NG2
WOOD CHARLES F PE 3
WOOD CHRISTINA R GRAD
WOOD DONALD E LAS1
WOOD DOUGLAS A GRAD
*WOOD EDWARD SNOWDFN GRAD
WOOD KENNETH C ENG1
WOOD LARRY C COM3
WOOD LAWRENCE E ENG2
WOOD LAWRENCE WILLIA AVI4
WOOD MICHAEL W PE 2
WOOD PATRICIA A FAA3
WOOD PATRICIA ANN GRAD
*WLOD RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
WOOD ROBERT H ENG2
WOOD RQSWALD D LAS4
WOOD STEVEN K LAW2
WOOD THOMAS C LAS3
WOOD WILLIAM BERRY FNG3
WOOD WILLIAM FDWARD GRAD
WOOD WILLIAM S JR L AS 1
WOOD WINIFRED J LAS3
WOODALL SUSAN LIND GRAD
WCODARO ALLEN K LASl
WCOOARD CAROLYN J LAS2
WOODARD SCOTT E ENG2
WOODCOCK LARRY R VM 3
WOODHOUSE DAVID CONL FAAl
WCODHULL MARK A FAAl
wmOIN MARC C LAS3
WOODLEY THOMAS J GRAD
WOPDRICK MARIA D LAS3
*WOODRING RICHARD C BIJS4
WOODROW MARILYN M BUS1
WOODRUFF ROBYN D LAS3
WOODRUFF STEVEN D LASl
WCOOS CAROLE L GRAD
WOODS DAVID JORDAN LASl
WOODS DEBORAH A ED 3
*WCCDS DENNIS MEADF GRAD
WOODS JANET R BUS1
WOODS JOAN PHYLLIS LASl
WCODS KRI STINE J FAA3
WOODS LOPRYL D LAS?
*WOODS MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
WOODS ROBERT JAMFS FAA3
205 W BEARDSLEY C
URH SCOTT 340 C
710 W CAL IFORNIA 2 U
URH HOPKINS 372 C
URH ALLEN 173 U
106 E HEALEY 13 C
409 E CHALMPS 1305 C
URH FORBES 113 C
910 S 3RD C
707 E MAIN U
508 E CHALMERS C
312 W SPNGFLD 3 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH EVANS 315 U
1010 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 340 C
509 S 4TH C
106 E HEALEY 6 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
509 E CLARK 31 C
55 E HEALEY 204 C
URH WESTON 289 C
URH HOPKINS 389 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
1202 W NEVADA U
503 E STOUGHTON 9 C
508 E CHALMERS C
13 CARR IAGE ESTS U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 113 C
URH DANIELS 321 U
2079 D HAZWD CT U
URH WESTON 478 C
1113 S 3RD 303 C
404 EDGEBROOK 216 C
URH SNYDER 492 C
506 S GREGORY PL 3 U
PFSOTUM ILL
ST A A BOX 2182 C
1115 W GREEN 318 U
STA A BOX 2435 C
1115 W GREEN 318 U
STA A BOX 2454 C
URH OGLESBY 7 30 U
1111 3RD 203 C
4 08 F STOUGHTON 3 C
501 E SPNGFLD C
307 E HFALEY 12 C
URH TOWNSEND 208 U
URH VANDOREN 427 C
102 N GREGORY U
209 E ARMORY C
1010 S 2ND C
1712 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
606 W OHIO U
1712 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 288 C
1004 S 2ND C
812 W MAIN U
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
409 E CHALMERS 412 C
606 W HIGH U
BONDVILLE ILL
TOLONO ILL
UPH TOWNSEND 333 U
508 E WHITE C
112 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 496 c'
205 E ARMORY C
110 E JOHN 6 C
URH BABCGCK 115 U
URH W4RDALL 308 U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
402 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 14L0 C
604 E ARMORY 7 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
PEORIA ILL
URH FORBES 321 C
1109 S 4TH C
603 S BUSEY U
616 E DANIELS C
907 S 2N0 5 C
URH LUNDGREN 322 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
BELVIDERE ILL
901 MCHENRY U
311 E GREEN 203 C
ST MARYS RD U
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
URH LAR U
PERRY ILL
312 E OANIEL C
312 WHEATON C

































































143RD ST 6 80TH AV
45 LINDEN LN
9C07 S EUCLID
4615 W 82 NO PL
2609 JARLATH











RR 1 BOX 39CW
4200 WOLF RD
1247 S 58TH AV
1240 117 ST








326 W 24TH ST
177 LOCKHART RD
108 E BOUNDARY ST
3514 HARDING AV
1113 S 3RD
44 HILLWOOD RD 3F
1805 MADISON
144 A BOUNDARY ST
4233 OAKWOOD
BOX 6503
STA A BOX 2182
STA A BOX 2435
STA A BOX 2182
STA A BOX 2454
2317 S PRINCETON
27/3 ROMBURI RD
4227 N ORIOLE AV
321 W 24TH PL
321 W 24TH PL
219 W 22ND PL






16820 NE 11TH PL
1712 VALLEY RD
210 E LEE ST
RR 3
120 N HENRIETTA AV
NORTH RD
4 03 WALNUT ST




126 S 15TH AV
804 S VAN 8UREN ST
333 S HARVARD AV
504 EDEN PARK
110 E JOHN 6




603 E LOCUST ST
RR 2
BOX 357
304 HIGH POINT RO
LAMBERT AV 162
907 JEFFERSON ST

















































































































WOODS RUBY C ED 3
WOODS SUSAN SCHWEERS GRAD
WOODS THOMAS STFPHEN 3RAD
WOODSON TFRRY F ENG1
WOODSUM SUSAN M LAS2
WOODWARD DAVID B BUS2
WOODWARD JOHN G AGR2
WOODWARD MARK R LAS1
WfODWARD PAMFLA A BUS2
WOODWARD W1LLARD E GRAD
WCODWORTH LARRY A ENGA
WOODWORTH RAMON W LAS3
WOODYARD JOHN P ENG1
WOOLDRIDGE KENT E GRAD
WOOLDRIDGE SUSAN G FAA6
WOOLEN LINDA D FD 3
WOOLEVER MAX LEE AGRA
WOOLEY ANNIS HOPKINS GRAD
rtOOLFSON JACOB LEON GRAD
WOOLMAN FRANK J LAS3
WOOLRIDGE CECIL JR BUS2
WOOLSEY THOMAS RICHA LASA
WOOMFR EARL W JR LASA
WCCMFR PATRICIA MOHR LAS2
WOOTFN ORVIN L BUS1
WOOTFN ROBERT W LAS1
WOOTTON ROBERT T LAS1
WORBY DONALD GEORGE GRAD
WOPDEN MURIEL F BUS3
WORDEN RANDY J PE 2
WORK ROBERT LAS1
WORK WILLIAM JAMFS. GRAD
WORKMAN KENDRA K PE 1
WORKMAN STEVEN E BUS2
WORLEY CHRISTINE R AGR2
WORLEY JIMMY WELDON GRAD
WORLEY PAUL D BUS1
WORM HOLLY D LAS3
WORMLEY JOHNNY DEON FAAA
WORMLEY RICHARD B AGRA
WORNFR NANCY E LAS1
WCROSZ BARBARA FAFEY GRAD
WOROSZ THEOPHIL J GRAD
WORRELL DELBERT JR ENG1
WORRFLLS CECIL E GRAD
WOPSHAM PATRICK MICH BUSA
WORSHAM SANDRA JEAN GRAD
WORTH PENELOPE A LASA
WORTHEM DENNIS W AGR1
WORTHEN JOHN STUART LASA
WORTHLEY SANDRA E ED 1
WORTIS RUTH EMERSON GRAD
WORTMAN JEAN METCALF GRAD
WOSTRATZKY DONALD A LAS2
WOTELL GREGORY M ENGA
WOUTFRS PETER J BUSA
WOYWOD FERDINAND ANT LASA
WOZNIAK JCANN F GRAD
WOZNIAK PAMFLA A FAA3
WRAIGHT ROBERT CLAY ENGA
WRAY GREGORY G FAAL
WREN BILLY WAYNE LASA
WRENCHER ROSF MARY ED 2
WREND SUSAN J LAS1
WRENN ARLEEN TERESA GRAD
WRFNN ROBERT E LAS3
WRIGHT BRUCE DEAN AGR3
WRIGHT CARL C II BUS3
WRIGHT CARTER HCLLIS ENGA
WRIGHT CHRISTOPHER W BUSA
WRIGHT COLETTE ANN GRAD
WRIGHT CRAIG WILLIAM GRAD
WRIGHT DAVID GRAD
WEIGHT CAVID J BUS2
WRIGHT CAVID TERRY GRAD
WRIGHT ELMER JR LAW1
WRIGHT ERNEST LEROY GRAD
WRIGHT FRANK D JR GRAD
WRIGHT GARY D BUS1
WRIGHT GARY AGR3
WRIGHT GREGORY R LAS1
WEIGHT GWENITA M LAS2
WRIGHT HAROLD WILLIA ENGA
WRIGHT JAMES J LAS2
WRIGHT JAMES LYNN GRAD
WRIGHT JAMES W FAA2
WRIGHT JAMES WILBUR GRAD
WR IGHT JOHN R LAS2
WEIGHT KEITH L FAA1
WRIGHT LARRY ALLEN LAS3
WRIGHT LINDA KAY LASA
WKIGHT LOAELYN * ED 3
WEIGHT MARY K LAS*
WRIGHT MAAY T LAS2
WEIGHT MICHAEL D BUSl
WRIGHT MICHAEL K LAS1
URH SHERMAN 55A C
309 E JOHN 5 C
2039 B HAZWO CT U
2039 B HAZWO CT U
707 S 3RD C
NORTHBROOK ILL
100A S 2ND C
313 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 313 C




60A E ARMORY A25 C
208 W JOHN C
208 W JOHN C
706 S MATHEWS U
106 S GREGORY U
908 W OREGON U
A09 W CAL IFORNIA U
1005 S 2ND C
911 S ATH C
601 W SPNGFLD C
2113 ROLAND C
176A VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 221 C
URH BABCOCK 201 U
URH TOWNSEND A77 U
7 PLYMOUTH RD U
URH LAR A69 U
303 E CHALMERS C
1010 S 2ND C
606 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 822 U
110A PENN U
503 E WHITE 11 C
1922 C ORCH ST U
606 W WASHINGTON U
A12 E GREEN C
108 HEALEY 18 C
502 E SPNGFLD C
URH SAUNDERS 205 U
1107 W GREEN U
1107 W GREEN 32A U
905 E ILLINOIS U
2120 ORCH ST 10A U
111 S LINCOLN U
DECATUR ILL
506 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 113 C
2 SAFFER CT U
URH LUNDGREN C
90A W CALIFORNIA U
702 W MICHIGAN U
205 E ARMORY C
LA GRANGE ILL
1A18 MCKINLEY C
810 W CHURCH 7 C
1 ROSEWOOD PL U
312 E DANIEL C
90A W GREEN 60A U
AlO E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
URH LUNDGREN 312 C
URH EVANS 203 U
21A E STOUGHTON C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
909 S 3RD C




502 E UNIVERSITY C
610 W NEVADA U
GALESBURG ILL
1010 S 2ND C
1101 W PENN U
1A BAY TREE C
URH DANIELS 197 U
206 E GREEN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 308 C
58 E GREGORY C
90A GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 207 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 2A7 U
ASH4.AN0 ILL
1306 SILVER A U
RANTOUL ILL
A01 E DANIEL C
MAHOMET ILL
A01 E DANIEL C
505 E CLARK 12 C
2112 GALEN C
302 S ATH 9 C
URH LAft 222 U
2112 GALEN C
































































ROUTE 2 BOX 3A8
1510 W 13TH ST
2039 B HAZWO CT
2039 B HAZWO CT



























828 S GRABLES BLVD
1960 MENDOCINO ST
885 E ORLEANS
218 S WEST ST










2120 S ORCH ST 10A
All S CROSS AV












386 E NORMAN LN
727 S CHESTNUT ST
8223 WESTERN AV
17A5 N 57TH ST
5215 W VAN BUREN






80 1ST S SHORES AV







50A W ILLINOIS AV
BOX 66A
7A LAWTON RD




316 S DRAKE RD
622A CHADWELL RD











































































































WRIGHT PATRICIA L LAS2
WRIGHT RAYMOND L JR LAS3
WRIGHT RICHARD A GRAD
WRIGHT RICHARD L BUS3
WR IGHT RONALD G LAS3
WRIGHT SANDRA GCWLER LAS3
WRIGHT SANDRA MASON GRAD
WR IGHT STEVEN L BUS3
WRIGHT WALTER EDWARD LAS2
WRIGHTSMAN CHRISTIN LAS2
WRIGHTSMAN LOY D LAS3
WRIGLEY JOHN DAVID J GRAD
WROBEL BARBARA A LAS1
WPOBEL JOSEPH F GRAD
WROBLEWSKI ALICE E FAA1
WFOBLEWSKl KENNETH A ENG2
WROBLEWSKI LINDA M LAS3
WRONKIEWICZ JAMES A E NG4
WRONKIEWICZ ROBERT D GRAD
WSZOLEK DANIEL BUS3
*WU BEULAH HALL GRAD
*WU CHUNG-YUNG RCBERT GRAD
WU HORACE CHI SING ENG4
*WU HOWARD HO GRAD
WU JANG-MEI GLORIA GRAD
WU SU-HWA GRAD
*WU VINCENT HAU LECNG GRAD
WUBBEN JULIAN E ENG2
WUBBEN LARRY E ED 3
WUSBEN PATRICIA M LAS1
WUBBEN ROBERT C ENG3
WUEBBLFS BARBARA Y LAS3
WUEBBLES DONALD J GRAD
WUELLNER CHRISTOPHER !=AA2
WUELLNER JOSEPH W ENG2
WUELLNFR WILLIAM W ENG4
WULC CAROLYN LAS3
WULF ARTHUR S LAW1
WULF DAVID E BUS3
WULFF ALAN G LAS2
WULFF DONALD DENNIS GRAD
WUNDERLICH MITCHELL ENG4
WUNDERLICH RODGER CA COM4
WUORENMA RUTH A LAS1
WURFL MARGARITA GRAD
WURGLI TZ WI LLTAM A ENG2
WURMNEST JAMES VAL AGR4
WURST DOROTHY A LAS2
*WURST JOHN C GRAD
WURTH GENE R LAS2
*WURTH MICHAEL E FAA4
WURTZFL DOUGLAS M LAS2
WURTZEL JOSEPH L FAA3
WURZBURGER LARPY ALA BUS3
WLSTMANN BARBARA LU GRAD
WUTHRICH LAURELEE LAS2
WUTHR ICH MARK E FNG3
WUTTKE STEPHEN A ENG1
WYATT DENNIS LEE LAS4
WYCHE CLIFTON T LAS3
*WYCHE LAMONTE GEORGE GRAD
WYDICK SUSAN E FAA9
WYLDF ELROY FUGENE LAS4
WYLIE ANNE E LAS1
WYLIF DOUGLAS J LAS4
WYLIE SCOTT E LAS2
WYLLIE JAMES P AGR1
WYMAN JOHN FOWLER LAS4
WYNES KENNETH D ENG4
WYNKOOP WALKER A LAS2
WYNN ALICE LOUISF LAS3
WYNSTRA ROBERT JOHN GRAD
WYSOCKI BERNARD LAS4
WYSOCKI CONSTANCE S LAS2
WYSOCKI KATHERINE LAS1
WYSOCZANSKI MICHAEL FAA?
YACKFL RICHARD ALAN GRAD
YACKEL WALTER CARL J GRAD
YACOUMELOS NICK G GRAD
YADAVA UMEDI LAL GRAD
*YAFFE ALAN GRAD
YAFFEE M SUSAN LAS4
YAFFEE RICHARD S GRAD
YAGOW DANKY ROGER AGR2
YAGUCHI KOJI ENG3
YAHNKE GAYLE AGRA
YAKES SUSAN A LAS1
YAKUTIS DOROTHY J LAS3




YAMASHITA TED K GRAD
YAMAYE MAKOTO GRAD
YANAGIHARA GALEN H GRAD
YANCEY CHARLES T FAA9
YAMDELL KAREN L LAS3
907 S 3RD C
706 S 1ST 102 C
2067 C HAZWD CT U
URH GARNER 316 C
1006 W NEVADA 4 U
502 E UNIVERSITY C
408 N PRAIRIE 3 C
CABERY ILL
904 W GREEN 415 U
306 E DANIEL C
STA A BOX 2474 C
URH DANIELS 735 U
URH ALLEN 440 U
URH SHERMAN 750 C
307 E DANIEL C
1904 E MICHIGAN U
910 S 3RD 1120 C
2812 CARRELTON C
2215 S 1ST 302 C
URH CARR 103 U
705 W ELM U
112 E GREEN C
802 S LOCUST 6 C
1107 W GREEN 0429 U
URH DANIELS 464 U
URH DANIELS 364 U
705 W ELM 4 U
5 8 E GREGORY C
115 W GREEN 204 C
URH LAR 461 U
7 SAFFER CT U
212 E JOHN 7 C
212 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 807 U
URH WFSTON 242 C
202 N GREGORY U
30 2 E ARMORY C
2315 S 1ST C
107 E HEALEY 20 C
URH TOWNSEND 270 U
809 S MATTIS 6 C
50 3 E STOUGHTON 4 C
802 W DELAWARE U
URH ALLEN 424 U
NEW YORK CITY N Y
205 E ARMORY C
705 W OREGON U
URH EVANS 335 U
702 ARLINGTON CT C
URH OGLESBY 723 U
1808 A ORCH PL U
401 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 612 C
URH FORBES 210 C
URH ALLEN 270 U
302 E ARMORY C
702 W WASHINGTON U
904 W GREEN 515 C
1660 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 280 C
2111 HAZWD OR 204 U
112 W HILL C
1600 W BRADLEY 48 C
URH LUNDGREN 322 C
410 E JOHN C
312 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 119 C
201 S WRIGHT 9 C
800 W CHURCH 4 C
1004 W OREGON U
1604 W WASHINGTON C
207 W WILLIAMS C
1007 S 3RD C
404 N ROMINE U
409 E CHALMRS 1503 C
URH GARNER 432 C
58 E ARMORY 5 C
1906 C ORCH ST U
300 S GOODWIN 206 U
609 N MCK INLEY C
ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
402 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 246 C
1109 ARBGR 3 C
207 E JOHN C
307 E DANIEL C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 753 C
URH DANIELS 217 U
411 F GREEN C
805 WESTFIELU C
2023 A ORCH ST U
2005 RAINBOW VIEW U
513 S FDWIN C

















































3919 W 168TH ST
8557 S CREGIER AV















1400 N 5TH AV






U OF I MATH
CHANG-AN EAST RD
705 W ELM 4





3116 W 173RD ST
1502 BACON,










1930 W EDDY ST
4355 GRAND AV
702 ARLINGTON CT



























58 E ARMORY 5
58 E ARMORY 5




316 S ELM BOX 436
RR 1
906 E PATTEN DR
8606 LINDEN
2307 BIRCH LN











































































































YANDLE ELAINE LOUISE GRAO
YANEY JOHN H LAS1
YANG RUNLI GRAO
YANG CHARLES Y F'<JG4
YANG EVEL INE L IU GRAD
YANG GRACF W LAS1
YANG MICHAFL LAS?
YANG VIVIAN E PING FAA3
YANGUFZ-3ERNAL J A GRAF)
YANKF JAMES W ENG?
YANNEY JUAN E TAAl
YANNFY WILLIAM S GRAO
YANO KAZUYUKl GRAD
YANOV JOAN M LAS4
YANUSHKA ARTHUR A GRAD
YAO CHIN-WEN CHU GRAD
YAH HSUEH-CHUN GRAD
YAPHF JUDITH SHARE GRAD
YAPHF MICHAFL JCSEPH GRAD
YARDE R08FRT I AGR3
*YAPDLEY SFRENA SAVAG GRAD
YARHAM LINDA LEONORA L 4S6
YARNAtL TERRENCE G BUS2
YARNELL MICHAEL ALLA L4W3
YAPO,M NITZA GRAD
YARRINGTON PAUL GRAD
YASHKO CAROLYN MARIE GRAD
YASSKY CHARLFS L FAA3
YASUHARA KAZUKO GRAD
YASUI TOSHIO GRAO
YATES BARBARA ANN AV 16
YATES DEBORAH J LAS2
YATES JANE A LAS2
YATES PHYLLIS C LAS1
YATES SUSANNE MARIE GRAO
YATES WILSON DAVIS ENGI
YAU JOHN C ENG3
YAU SHIRLFY SOON-YUE GRAD
YAVITZ BAPPY F LAW2
YAW ROBFRT RIES LAS4
YFAMFY HAVID A E EDI
YEATFR REFD L LAS2
YEATMAN FRANK RAYMON GRAO
YEATS ELIZABETH H LAS3
YFDINAK JAMES E FNG3
YEE SHIRLEY LAS'*
YFH HSING-CHUNG GR *D
YEH MARY CHANG-LOH GRAD
YEH TZE GRAD
YELLIN LINDA C LAS2
YFLLIN SANDRA P LAS2
YTLLINA PAUL A AGR4
YELMOKAS WANDA E GRAO
YELTON ROBERT C III LAS2
YELVERTON ROBFRT CLE ENG4
*YEN ANDREW CHIEN-CHO GRAD
YEN GEORGE SHIH-TUNG GRAD
YEN JONG-TSENG GRAO
YEOMAN LYNN CHALMERS GRAO
YERGES JOHN R ENG2
YFRKES ROBERT S GRAD
YE.SINOWSKI JAMES PAU LAS4
YFUNG KAM FOOK GRAD
YEZAVITAS JAMES P LAS2
YIM KALVIN WAI-KIN ENG1
YIMER MAKONNEN GRAD
YIN CHANG-LUNG GRAD
YOCKEY LYLF DUANE ENG4
YOCOM R EBECCA A LAS2
YOCCM ROBERT J LAS1
YODER JANET SUZANNE GRAD
YODER PAMELA RUTH LAS4
YOFLIN MICHAEL L LAS4
YOHN KATHPYN S LAS1
YOKCYAMA KAZUHIRO GRAD
YOKOYAMA MELVIN TAKE GRAD
YCN DONALC RAY AGR4
YONCF HENPY DFRYL GRAD
YONGKITTIKUL C GRAD
YONGKITTIKUL T GRAO
YCNTZ RUTH A LAS2
YCON WOO YONG GRAD
YOPP STFVPN EDWARD BUS4
YORK BRUCE ALLAN GRAO
YORK GARY M ENG1
YORK JOHN R ENGI
YCPK KENNFTH JESSF GRAD
YORK LINDA M LAS3
YORK HAPY ELIZABETH GRAD
YCRK. ROBERT H 3US1
YCRK ROBERT T BUS1
YORK TIMOTHY F AGR4
YORK VICKIE J ED 2
YORKF PATRICK H III LAS1
VTSHA MICHAEL J LAS2
Y.'5.HIMURA OWfN K S GRAD
vi '-HIMURA ROBFRT T ENGI
URH DANIELS 360 U
713 W OHIO U
U OF I PHYSICS U
1 112 2ND C
URH WARDALL 512 U
STA A BOX 2359 C
307 E HEALEY 6 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 268 C
1207 HOLIDAY PK C
1207 HOLIDAY PARK C
1012 S 1ST C
1004 W STOUGHTON U
56 E DANIEL C
1107 W GREEN 332 U
1107 W GREEN 332 U
105 F JOHN 301 C
105 E JOHN 301 C
3 13 E ARMORY C
1601 ROSEWOOD C
I Z64 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 429 C
609 W ILLINOIS U
906 W CALIFORNIA U
2118 S ORCH ST 301 U
URH WARDALL 914 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 499 U
211 W SPNGFLO 203 C
510 W JOHN C
610 E JOHN C
903 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 301 U
URH SHERMAN 447 C
RR 4 C
CHICAGO ILL
1204 W STOUGHTON U
502 S MATTIS C
2215 S 1ST 101 C
STA A BOX 2821 C
URH WESTON 415 C
907 W OREGON U
617 1/2 WRIGHT 2 C
URH TOWNSENO 272 U
309 E HEALEY 5 C
URH DANIELS 723 U
URH DANIELS 245 U
911 S 3RD C
303 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
706 W OHIO U
906 W NEVADA 10 U
1111 S 1ST C
1748 HESSEL MANOR C
STA A BOX 2383 C
402 W MICHIGAN U
105 E JOHN 101 C
2808 WILLOW PARK C
409 E CHALMERS 510 C
311 S PRAIRIE 2 C
705 W SPR INGFIELD U
URH DANIELS 524 U
URH BABCOCK 423 U
URH TOWNSEND 351 U
53 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 721 U
URH CARR 13 U
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
300 S GOODWIN 414 U
106 E HEALEY 11 C
1410 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH BLAISDELL 211 U
315 E UNIVERSITY C
300 S GOODWIN 20 1 U
1908 GALEN C
2038 A HAZWD CT U
300 S GOODWIN 608 U
300 S GOODWIN 608 U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
401 S RACE U
1004 S 2ND C
213 S 1ST 2-01 C
URH NOBLE 222 C
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
709 W OREGON U
909 S 1ST 8 C
300 S GOODWIN 508 U
URH OGLESBY 808 U
713 W OHIO U
TOLONO ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 19 C
203 N HARVEY U
1211 W CLARK 34 U



















































1730 LINCOLN PL 1
1100 HARVARD LN
STA A BOX 2859
10021 W 146TH ST






117 N 5TH ST








17 1/2 N FRASER DR
906 W CALIFORNIA
2118-301 S ORCH ST
URH WARDALL 914











1628 N WEST ST





108 W WALNUT ST
8 LN 51 PO-AI RD




906 W NEVADA 10
447 W HARRI SON RO
ROUTE 1





311 S PRAIRIE 2
159 E WALNUT ST
4C WONGNEICHNG GAP




319 W BOND ST
200 E MAIN ST
1307 9TH AV
306 WATFRFORD RD
1172 W DAYTON DR
1133 THORN TREE LN
4 THERESA CT
KUGENUMA MATSUGAKA
300 S GOODWIN 20 1
1908 GALEN
DAVENPORT HALL 230













221 W LOGAN AV
203 N DENEEN LN
635 S BEVERLY LH
408 S W I SCON-SIN
3153 HUELANI PL













KI TA-GUN FHIME JAP
MORTON GROVE ILL




















































































YOSHIOKA GERALDINE A GRAD
YOSHIZUMI CURTIS FAA4
YOU YUAN-CHWEN GRAD
YOULE ROBERT E BUS2
YOULE VALERIE MARIE COM3
YOUNG ALAN HERSHEL GRAD
YOUNG ANNE MARIE FAA4
YOUNG BARBARA D LAS4
*YOUNG BELINDA J ED 1
YOUNG BENEDICT L ENG4
YOUNG BEVERLY J LAS1
YOUNG CATHERINE A LAS4
*YOUNG CHARLES H LAW1
*YOUNG CHARLES JR GRAD
YOUNG CHARMAINE L GRAD
YOUNG CHRISTOPHER J ENG4
YCUNG DARREYL MARIE LAS4
YOUNG DAVID C FAA2
YCUNG DENNIS M FAA1
*YUUNG DUANE D L AW 1
YOUNG EDWARD C FAA3
YOUNG ELVAN SHIU GRAD
•YOUNG ERIC WILLIAM GRAD
YOUNG GRACE HALSTEAD GRAD
YOUNG GREGORY ENG1
YOUNG GREGORY F BUS1
YOUNG HARPY CHIN FNG4
YOUNG HARPY W LAS3
YOUNG HELFN C LAS1
YOUNG JAMFS A LAS2
YOUNG JAN A LAS3
YOUNG JERRY CLAIR AGR4
YCUNG KATHLEEN J LAS4
YOUNG KATHY E ED 1
YOUNG KENNETH R ENG1
YOUNG LINDA L LAS3
YOUNG LINDA RUTH ED 4
YOUNG LLOYD MARTIN GRAD
YOUNG MARK J LAS2
YOUNG MARK S LAS2
YOUNG MAUREEN ANN D GRAD
YOUNG MICHAEL B LAS1
YOUNG MICHAEL F GRAD
YOUNG MICHAEL J LAS1
YCUNG MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
YOUNG MICHAEL P L AS 1
YOUNG NORMA F ED 3
YOUNG RANDY SUE LAS4
YOUNG RINDA STOWELL GRAD
YOUNG ROBERT L\S2
YOUNG ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
YOUNG ROBERT BOYD GRAD
YOUNG ROGER A 6NG3
YOUNG RONALD ROBERT GRAD
YOUNG RUSSFLL M BUS4
YOUNG STEPHEN WARREN GRAD
YOUNG STEVEN R LAS3
YOUNG VICK IF S LAS1
YOUNG VIRGINIA F F AA3
YOUNG WANDA JEAN COM4
YOUNG WFNDY CAMPBELL GRAD
YOUNG WILLIAM LAUREN GRAD
YCUNGBERG BONNIE B GRAD
YOUNGMAN GRANT E BUS?
YOUNGREN CARA T AGR3
YCUNGSTRUM CHRISTINE LAS2
YOUNI S SAMIR M GRAD
YOUNKER CHERYL M PE 3
YOUNKER WILLIS F ENG3
YOUNKIN SCOTT W LAS2
YOUNT BRUCE G LAS1
YOUNT MARY BOYD LAS4
YOUNT RICHARD C BUS4
YOUSLING SARA J FAA1
YOUTHEN CHARLES F LAS4
YUCEMEN MEHMET SEMIH GRAD
YUDCHIT7 WILLIAM L FAA3
YUDICE CEORGF A GRAD
YUFN SIK KEE GRAD
YUNG BERNICE M LAS2
YUNG HOY F FAA2
YUNG SUSAN GRAD
YUNKER LARRY F LAS3
YUNKER MARILYN J AGR1
YUNKER MICHAEL J LAS4
YURIECI MARY H VM 1
YURKFVICH DALF A ENG3
YUPKOVICF DAVID P AGR1
YUSKO DAVID AL BERT LAS1
YUZUG'JLLU OZAL GRAD
ZAANDFR MARK C LAS2
ZABEK STANLEY S BiSl
ZABEL DFRRA L LAS1
ZARINSKI ROSEMARIE C GRAD
7ABLEN LAWRENCE B GRAD
ZAROROWSKI ANDREW S ENGl
ZACHARY LAWRENCF S LAS1
URH DANIELS 393 U
503 W GREEN C
STA A BOX 2153 C
309 E CHALMERS C
105 E GREEN 6 C
704 W NEVADA 1 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
604 S WESTERN C
2077 D HAZWD CT U
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH CLARK 323 C
706 S MATHEWS U
707 S BROADWAY U
URH SHERMAN 356 C
2203 HAZWD CT 301 U
604 F ARMORY C
URH WESTON 274 C
URH WESTON 291 C
1212 JOANNE LN C
URH WESTON 276 C
910 S 3RD 216 C
URH DANIELS 703 U
URH DANIELS 344 U
URH SNYDER 332 C
2 01 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 276 C
URH GARNER 496 C
URH SAUNDERS 118 U
713 W OHIO U
2704 SHERIDAN C
1700 W BRADLEY 173 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH FLAGG 427 C
URH GARNER 445 C
24 MAPLEWOOD U
907 S WRIGHT C
1920 C ORCH ST U
312 F ARMORY C
312 F ARMORY C
NORMAL ILL
URH NOBLE 404 C
URH DANIELS 635 U
URH FORBES 396 C
1503 W JOHN C
URH GARNER 272 C
802 W OREGON 33 U
802 W OREGON 22 U
1405 PERKINS RD U
2077 D HAZWD CT U
WHITE HEATH ILL
509 S 5TH 15 C
1014 W V INE C
1405 PFRKINS RD U
905 E DELAWARE U
27 RAIN TREE C
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH LUNDGREN C
URH BLAISDELL 231 U
105 E DANIEL C
704 W NEVADA 1 U
708 W GREEN U
2502 BEDFORD C
713 W OHIO U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 265 U
300 S GOODWIN 406 U
801 W OHIO U
112 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 820 U
310 E JOHN C
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH ALLEN 4 U
1004 S 4TH C
CE HALL 2111 U
URH GARNER 282 C
702 1/2 E GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 1246 C
URH TRELEASE 308 U
URH HOPKINS 325 C
1301 STOUT U
URH TOWNSENO 528 U
312 E DANIEL C
405 E WHITE C
URH LAR 195 U
JOLIET ILL
UPH WESTON 100 C
URH TOWNSENO 534 U
1802 C ORCH PL U
409 W FLM 3 U
URH SCOTT 460 C
409 E CHALMRS 1510 C
URH SHERMAN 534 C
404 E GREEN 204 U
URH FORBES 488 C




































































MIN-SHENG E RD 770
614 S SCHOOL ST
614 S SCHOOL ST
704 W NEVADA 1
801 N LONG BOX 7
604 S WESTERN
2 077 HAZWD CT
RR 1
304 JACKSON ST





9734 S LA SALLE ST
4149 W 26TH ST
1015 BRIARBRAE DR
BOX 88





























2077 D HAZWD CT
RR 1







409 S 11TH ST
7050 S CALUMET




1515 ASTOR ST 5B
16506 S EVANS AV
300 S GOODWIN 406
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 140
224 E HAZEL DELL
1116 E OLIVE ST
1605 VALLEY RD 3






18 TONG SHUI RD
RR 1
11452 S FRONT ST






167 S 5TH AV





5616 S NEW FNGLAND
6830 TOBIAS AV




































































































ZACHFRT DAVID LEE E NG4
ZACK ANITA M LAS3
ZACK GREGORY WILLIAM ENG4
ZACK JAMES J LAS2
*ZACK JENNIFER RAKER LAS3
ZACK MARGARET A LAS2
*ZACK ROBERT JUSTIN GRAD
ZACKERY CIANE MARIE GRAO
*ZAOORA WALTER L FAA4
ZAGOREN OIANF LAS1
ZAGOZDON CHARLES A GRAO
ZAHARA DONNA JFAN LAS1
ZAHORIK ANTHONY JOHN GRAD
ZAHORIK DCNNA MARTIN GRAD
*ZAHOS SALLY A WORZ AGR2
ZAHOS STEPHEN C ENG3
ZAHRADNIK ALAN R ENG2
ZAIMAN DEBORAH LASl
ZAJONC MARGARET E FAA3
ZAKARAS ROBERT E FAA2
ZAKAS JOSEPH C LAS3
ZAKER RICHARD R LASl
ZAKHARIA GEORGE FUAD GRAD
ZAKIBE JANE E LAS2
ZAKOSEK THOMAS J LASl
ZAKRZEWSKI ADAM BUS1
ZAKRZEWSKI PAUL LAS2
*ZAKULA MITCHELL PAY GRAD
ZALAR CHARLES R LAW1
ZALE KENNETH R LAS2
ZALESKI ANTHONY P GRAD
ZALESKI ROBERT P AVI1
ZALL LAWRENCE P 3US2
ZALCN MADELYN E AGR2
ZALTZMAN LAUREN S LAS3
ZALTZMAN ROBIN L AGRl
*ZALUCKY HENRY K GRAD
*ZALUCKY MARIA R GRAD
ZAMMUTO RAYMOND F BUS2
ZANAGLIA ANTON D ENG2
ZANCHO WILLIAM FRANK ENG4
ZANDER DEBORAH J FAA2
ZANDER JOHN CHARLES GRAD
ZANDER WARREN E ENG4
ZANDERS ROONEY L BUS1
ZANGERL ARTHUR P LASl
*ZANGERL CARL HERMAN GRAD
*ZANGERL LAUREL S GRAD
ZANGHI WILLIAM A GRAD
ZANOM JOSEPH E ENG3
ZANOTTI HAPRY J JR LAS4
ZANT KENNETH RUSSELL LAS3
ZAR LEON R LAS2
ZAR LOREL E LAS3
ZARA GARY M BUS3
*ZARA SHARON REED GRAD
ZARET PHILLIP H LASl
ZARNDT MICHAEL W LAS3
ZARNOW DAVID F E NG
1
ZASLAVSKY MICHAEL A AGRl
ZASTERA JEANNE M LASl
ZASTROW JOYCE R GRAD
ZAUR GARY V BUS1
ZAVACKI RONALD P FAAl
ZAVAGLI STEVEN BENJA LAS4
*ZAVERL FRANK ENG4
ZAYAS ROSA M LAS4
ZAYNER NANCY A LASl
ZAZOVE DANIEL A LAW1
ZBOROWSKI CHESTER AL BUS3
ZBOROWSKI DAVID G ENG3
ZDANOWICZ RICHARD J ENG4
ZDARSKY MICHAEL G ENG1
ZDFNEK WILLIAM A PE 2
ZDUNEK JAMES M LAS4
ZEARS RUSSELL W ENG2
ZEBARTH DANIEL R BUS1
ZECK WILLIAM JOHN FAA4
ZEDD PAMELA A LASl
ZFECE MICHAEL GEORGE GRAD
ZEEDYK JOHN W ENG2
ZEGAR EDWARD J LASl
ZEGAR MARILYN J LASl
ZEGARSKI CHRISTINE M LAS2
ZEGART ELEANOR B M LAS3
ZFGART LESLEY ROBERT AGR4
ZEHNER RANDALL P FAAl
ZEHR SCOTT REAU GRAD
ZEIGLER BARBARA A FAA3
ZEIGLER ROBERT G GRAD
ZEIGLER ROBERT S LAS3
ZEILENGA WAYNE A VM I
ZEINZ MARIANNE PE 4
ZEISCHEGG PETER M GRAD
ZEITERS BARBARA J ED 1
ZEITZ EILEEN MOLLIE GRAD
ZEKOFF STEVE E LASl
402 E DANIEL C
313 E JOHN C
102 N GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 302 U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMERS 906 C
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH LUNDGREN 307 C
2120 ORCH ST 204 U
URH WARDALL 420 U
135 W CLARK C
1205 MAIN U
105 S GLOVER U
105 S GLOVER U
2105 W WHITE 170 C
2105 W WHI TF 170 C
URH WESTON 473 C
URH VANOOREN 16 C
302 E ARMORY C
310 E GREGORY C
1109 S ARBOR 1 C
URH FORBES 442 C
102 E ARMORY 10 C
URH ALLEN U
910 S 3RD 425 C
110 E ARMORY C
306 E GREGORY C
511 N GARFIELD C
1503 KIR8Y 1 C
604 E ARMORY C
109 E CLARK 4 C
306 E GREGORY C
907 S 4TH C
303 E JOHN C
1104 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
203 W VERMONT U
203 W VERMONT U
508 E WHITE 8 C
URH OGLESBY 509 U
URH CARR 209 U
302 E ARMORY C
105 E CLARK C
1101 W PENN U
URH CARR 317 U
URH NOBLE 425 C
207 COUNTRY FR 34 C
207 COUNTRY FR 34 C
URH DANIELS 110 U
112 E DANIEL C
1007 W STOUGHTON U
1308 N BROADWAY U
904 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 1204 U
504 S 5TH C
5 04 S 5TH C
URH TOWNSENO 480 U
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 109 C
1302 SILVER 3 U
URH GARNER 321 C
URH FORBES 476 C
306 E GREGORY C
502 W SPNGFLD C
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
URH WARDALL 820 U
403 BRIAR LN C
605 S BROADWAY U
604 E ARMORY 118 C
508 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSENO 528 U
312 E ARMORY C
308 E GREEN C
URH WESTON 290 C
URH WESTON 366 C
505 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 419 U
2106 ORCH ST 304 U
URH OGLESBY 802 U
URH CARR 112 U
URH TAFT 319 C
313 E JOHN C
101 W PARK 203 U
101 W PARK U
311 E DANIEL C
FISHER ILL
108 GREGORY U
URH SHERMAN 1156 C
2008 S ANDERSON U
1726 VALLEY RD C
907 W ILLINOIS U
617 W HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 381 U
58 E ARMORY 2 C












































































2105 W WHITE 170
2105 W WHI TF 170
4025 S CLINTON AV
1443 W WINNEMAC





5213A N MOODY AV
710 MCCLAPAN AV
2812 SUNNYSIDE AV




897 POND VIEW RD









8126 S LOTUS AV
133 N JULIAN ST
18405 MARSHFIFLD
586 W 16TH PL
206 S WARREN
3100 LONGFELLOW
2 07 COUNTRY FR 34
207 COUNTRY FR 34
155 VIRGIL AV
1000 S 23RD AV
802 1/2 W GPEEN















1219 N FOREST AV
8726 S MARSHFIELD
9353 EWING ST
3309 S 59TH CT
1311 PULASKI ST
8922 N OAK PARK AV






20 W STONEGATE OR













1564 N HIGHLAND AV
BROCKWEALE
RR 1 BOX 38A




































































































ZELEDON KATHPYN MICH LAS3
ZELEK EUGENE F JR ENG1
ZEIENKA SUSAN M LAS3
ZELENT CYNTHIA KAY EO *
ZELENT DEBORAH R AGR2
ZELENT JOAN L FAAl
ZELINGER ALLAN B LAS2
ZELINKA STEVE A ENG2
ZEL INSKE KIRK R BUS2
ZELISKO SANDRA P LAS3
ZELL WILLIAM B BUS2
ZELL WILLIAM ROGER ENG*
ZELLFR DEBORAH J FAA2
ZELLER RICHARD L VM 1
ZELNYS SYLVIA A LAS2
ZFMAN ANDREW E LAS3
ZEMAN CHRISTINE G LAS1
ZEMAN JAMES F LAS3
ZEMAN NANCY L AGR1
ZEMAN PAUL A LAWl
*ZEMITES WILLTAM R GRAD
ZENDEJAS JOHN J FAAl
ZENI ROBERT J ENG1
ZENIOS MARIOS C ENG1
ZENISEK STEVEN C LAS3
ZENK THCMAS EDWARD LAS*
ZEPECKI ROBERT G VM 1
ZERBEL STEVEN R LAS2
ZERBENSKI GLORIA J LAS2
ZERBY ROBERT KENESSO LAS*
ZERETZKE CAVID I ED 3
ZERGER RICHARD PAUL GRAD
ZERWEKH ROBERT A LAS3
ZEVENBERGEN DONNA J LAS*
ZEVIN ROBFRT J LAS3
ZFWDE ELIAS ENG2
ZGUSTA MONICA LAS1
ZIAK ADRIENNE G LAS3
ZIARKO MITCHELL J JR LAS*
ZICH JANE MARIE LAS*
ZICHTERMAN MICHAEL J LAS1
ZIFBARTH CHARLES M ENG3
ZIEBARTH CHRISTINE G PE 2
ZIECH JAMES FOLTAN GRAD
ZI ECH THOMAS R ENG3
*ZIEFLE HELMUT W GRAD
ZIEGENHCRN ROSS A ENG2
ZIEGLER CAMILLE K LAS1
ZIEGLER DCNALD BURR ENG3
ZIEGLER MARY E LAS3
ZIEGLER NANCY R LAS3
ZIEGLER WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
ZIEGWEID LUCY E LAS1
ZIFLINSKI ANNA M LAS2
ZIELINSKI EDWARD L ENG1
ZIELINSKI ROBERT V LAS*
ZIELKE DAVID R ENG1
ZIELKE ELIZABETH A LAS1
ZIELKE LINDA J LAS2
ZIELNICKI ROBERT J BUS1
ZIELONKA THOMAS A BUS1
ZIEMER BRUCE L BUS1
ZIFMINSKI GEORGE H LAS1
ZIEMINSKI RENADE M LAS1
ZIENTARA GARY S AVI2
ZIEREN JAMES JOSEPH VM 1
ZIERFUSS RANDALL W LAS3
ZIERK BRUCE A AGR3
ZIEROLD ECWARO JR GRAD
ZIFF HOWARD D BUS3
*ZIFF JANE FLANDERS FAAl
ZIFF SANDRA JOY COM4
ZIKMUNO LARRY PAUL ED 9
ZIKMUNO ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
ZILINSKAS BARBARA A GRAD
ZILIS STEVEN G ENG1
ZILKER DANIEL P JR GRAD
ZILLMER RANDl E LAS1
ZIMA JUDITH A LAS3
ZIMBLEMAN MICHAEL J LAS2
ZIMBLER IRA BUS*
ZIMKA JEROME EDMUND VM 3
ZIMMERLEIN RITA- A FAAl
ZIMMERLY ISABELLE M GRAD
ZIMMERMAN BRUCE ALAN AVI3
ZIMMERMAN EURA B LAS2
ZIMMERMAN FRANK LAS3
ZIMMERMAN FRANK WILL FAA*
ZIMMERMAN JACALYN J LAS2
ZIMMERMAN JOYCE E PE 1
ZIMMERMAN MARK ALLEN AGR*
ZIMMERMAN RICHARO II A GR 2
ZIMMERMAN RICHARD R LAS3
ZIMMERMAN ROBERT C ENG1
. ZIMMERMAN SUSAN B FAAl
ZIMMERMAN WILLIAM L LAS3
ZIMMERMAN ZOE ANN LAS2
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 272 C
120* S LINCOLN U
120* S LINCOLN U
120* S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 16 C
*09 E CHALMERS 81* C
URH SNYDER 256 C
1810 VALLEY RD C
URH BUSEY 158 U
URH WESTON 3** C
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
URH WARDALL 803 U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 80* U
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
URH SAUNDERS 12 U
100* S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 399 U
312 W CHURCH 3 C
1513 KIRBY 5 C
URH OGLESBY 1022 U
912 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 117 U
URH OGLESBY 731 U
305 W PARK I U
811 FAIR OAKS C
1110 S 2ND C
URH WAROALL 802 U
51* S STATE C
502 W SPNGFLD 8 C
URH DANIELS 30* U
URH GARNER 127 C
*05 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND *70 U
1720 PARKHAVEN C
*09 E CHALMRS 1213 C
2311 S 1ST 10* C
URH LAR 216 U
URH NOBLE 19 C
90* GREEN U
302 E ARMORY C
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U
ROSEWOOD PL 3 U
WHEATON ILL
URH TOWNSEND 222 U
URH VANDOREN *22 C
1107 W MAIN U
209 E JOHN C
URH LAR 305 U
612 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
URH ALLEN 383 U
90* W GREEN U
613 W CHURCH C
112 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 925 U
URH ALLEN 3 U
URH SNYDER *50 C
URH WESTON *12 C
URH GARNER 269 C
URH GARNER **6 C
URH BLAISDELL *19 U
URH HOPKINS 252 C
61* W WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 272 C
URH OGLESBY *30 U
RANTOUL ILL
209 N GOODWIN U
110* W NEVADA U
SCHIFF ESTATE 13 U
2020 N MATTI S 201 C
URH DANIELS 372 U
2219 S 1ST 30* C
URH HANIELS 535 U
URH BLAISDELL *26 U
910 S 3RD 1010 C
1110 CENTENNIAL C
503 E WHI TE 3 C
1*1* N MCKINLEY 3 C
*03 W NEVADA U
2019 RURLISON U
1010 E COLORADO 10 U
URH GARNER 10* C
709 SOUTHWEST C
RR 1 U
90* S 3RD C
URH CLARK *22 C
33 E HEALEY C
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
108 S GREGORY U
URH SCOTT 292 C
URH WARDALL *0. U
911 S *TH C







































































320* S WELLS ST
1829 KENSINGTON AV





19 BONNIE BROOK RD
532 CIRCLE AV
7159 S HOMAN




9010 W 22ND PL
ZZ^ N WARWICK
3109 WILCOX
23* N LINCOLN ST
1301 NEWCASTLE AV









2336 S 23RD AV
BOX 2*
907 N ALPINE RD
RR I BOX 19






317 PARK LANE DR
12512 S RICHARD AV




ON *60 FANCHON ST
RR 3
600 BUTTERNUT DR
3921 S KFDZIE AV
9610 S WINCHESTER







9257 S ALBANY AV






3620 S 56TH CT
RR 5
977 CLARK LN











3733 S 59TH AV
1110 CENTENNIAL
270* W BALMORAL
2023 N SAWYER AV
RR 2
2019 BURLISON
1010 E COLORADO 10














































































































ZIMMFRMANN JOHN L VM 3
ZIMNY ROBFRT W BUS1
ZINDFLL HOWARD T LAS?
ZINK SALLY A LAS3
ZINN CHARLFS MADISON ENG4
ZINNFR HOLLIS LESLIE LAS4
*ZINSER CHARLES IRWIN GRAD
ZINTEL NANCY L FAA4
ZINTL BRIGITTA M LAS4
ZIOLKO DAVID M FAA4
ZIPFEL hARR IETT J AGR?
ZIPPRICH GREGORY ADA ENG3
ZIRKLE KAY TAYLOR ED 4
ZIRLIN OEBRA A PE 1
ZITCH LAURA B LAS3
ZITNY CHRISTOPHER J ENG3
ZITO BRUCE EVAN GRAD
*ZI TO HUGH JOHN PE 4
ZITTFR ROBERT F LAS1
ZITZMAN LEWIS HENRY GRAD
ZIV JAMES KENNETH COM4
ZIVIC JERPOLD S LAS2
ZLATIN BARBARA S LAS1
ZL FTZ ELYN MARCIA BUS4
*ZLOCHFN STANLEY D GRAD
ZLOTNIK DEBORAH JEFF FAA4
ZLOTNIK IRENE BARBAR ED 4
ZNUDKA JAMES FRANCIS AGR4
ZOBAC GREGORY S FAA2
ZOCHFRT DAVID J LAS3
ZOELLICK MARILYN M LAS4
*ZOELLICK PUTHANN R GRAD
ZOELLICK WILLIAM N LAS4
*ZOFRB DAVID R ED 5
ZOLUAN JACK SHELDON LAS4
ZOLINE KENNETH C ENG1
ZOLLO PEGGY L LAS2
ZORDANI PAMELA A LAS1
ZORN JOF A ENG1
*ZORNS SUSAN J WAGNER FAA2
ZUBAK BARBARA A ED 1
ZUBFR KRTSTNA S AGR3
ZUBINSKI PAUL K L\S3
ZUB^ICKAS GEORGE J ENG1
ZUCKER ALAN J LAS1
ZUCKFR CYNTHIA A LAS2
ZUCKER PAUL S BUS1
*ZUECK VIOLET MARY LAS3
ZUIDFMA GREG A LAS3
ZUK KATHIE L LAS1
ZUKERMAN ILENE FAA4
ZUKOR PAUL R 3US1
ZUKOSKY CYNTHIA RUTH LAS3
ZUKOSKY WILLIAM C BUS1
ZUKROWSKI SOPHIE M LAS2
ZULKEY EDWARD J LAW1
ZUMBAHLEN LOUIS H JR FNG1
*ZUMPF JOSEPH EDWARD ED 4
ZUMWALT ANN A FAA3
ZUMWALT CONNIF B LAS2
ZUMWALT PHILIP F LAS?
ZUMWALT WAYNE L BUS2
ZUN JEFFERY LAS2
ZUPANCIC JAMES EDWAR 8US4
ZUPANCIC JOANNA LAS1
*ZUPSICH STEPHANIE C LAS2
ZUPAWSKI PHILIP JOSE AGR4
ZUREK MICHAEL W LAS2
ZKART MICHAEL J LAS3
ZWEIBAN BRUCF E LAS2
ZWFIG BARBARA A PE 1
*ZWEIG HERBERT M GRAD
ZWICKER HARRY RICHAR GRAD
ZWIEPLEIN VICTOR A LAS1
ZWIFRZYNA ANNE M LAS3
ZWIERZYNA MARYBFTH J L AS 1
ZWILLING JAMES J LAS4
ZWILL ING KENNETH W AGR3
ZWILLING PAUL E ENG1
ZYCH MARY E LAS2
ZYDEK CAROLE L LAS3
ZYDOWSKY MARY ELLEN LAS4
ZYSKO DEBPA A LAS1
ZYTKO JAMES S LAS3
URH DANIELS 504 U 332-2296
URH HOPKINS 404 C 332-1328
1009 W MAIN U
309 E HEALEY 2 C 359-2324
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
URH RUSEY 143 U 332-2588
1520 HOLLY HILL C
URH ALLEN U
FRE IBURG GER
2315 S 1ST ST RD C 344-7177
URH BARTON 417 C 332-0177
311 E DANIEL C
ONARGA ILL
URH ALLEN 98 U 332-3275
URH ALLEN 237 U 332-3167
211 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 520 U
802 S LOCUST 3 C 356-5846
URH BABCOCK 104 U 332-3721
205 E HEALEY 24 C
304 S 6TH C 352-9528
URH HOPKINS 368 C 332-1305
URH BLAISDELL 303 U 332-3510
10, E HFALEY 5 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH BARTON 216 C 332-0140
409 E CHALMRS 1114 C
305 W MICHIGAN U 384-5026
URH WESTON 220 C 332-1925
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
5 SAFFFR CT C 344-6978
909 S OAK C 359-6372
909 S OAK C 359-6372
DANVILLE ILL
207 E OREGON U 367-4808
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9549
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
URH FLAGG 307 C 332-0298
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
810 W CHURCH 2 C 359-4750
URH ALLEN 426 U 332-3236
URH VANDOREN 114 C 332-0481
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
URH OGLESBY 242 U
URH HOPKINS 488 C 332-1388
402 S LINCOLN U
URH WFSTON 110 C
308 W CLARK C
905 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 289 U 332-3334
409 E CHAl MRS 1208 C
URH GARNER 416 C 332-C855
URH SAUNDERS 430 U 332-3703
URH NOBLE 312 C 332-0410
409 F CHALMRS 1609 C 344-4197
URH SHERMAN 1051 C 332-4968
URH HOPKINS 464 C 332-1371
THOMASBORO ILL 643-7245
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
409 E CHALMFRS 909 C
URH TOWNSEND 364 U 332-4155
1 008 S 4TH C 344-1207
910 S 3RD 313 C 337-5062
409 E CHALMERS 508 C 344-6458
URH WARDALL 712 U 332-4440
107 E HFALFY 13 C
901 W SPNGFLD 12 U
312 E ARMORY C 344-6791
URH OGLESBY 431 U 332-5172
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 902 C 337-5231
2103 HAZWD DR 204 U
408 N MATHEWS U
URH OGLESBY 1023 U 332-5344
51 E SPNGFLD C
URH TAFT 326 C
311 E DANIEL C 344-6725
311 E DANIEL C 344-0761
311 E DAN I EL C
508 E ARMURY C 344-0501
URH BARTON 223 C 332-0145
904 S LINCOLN U 344-4267
URH ALLEN 25 U










2315 S 1ST 20?
RR 1
506 PLEASANT ST




5 8-21 205TH ST









7301 B N CAMPBELL
2087 LA HARPE ST
5651 S KOLIN AV










810 W CHURCH 2
2307 S 13TH AV







305 N ORANGE ST
8814 BOTANICAL AV
7C09 KEYSTONE
2500 S 60TH CT
3C7 1ST N
307 1ST NORTH
2121 N 75TH AV
5923 N MOBILF AV













2103 HAZWD DR 204
172 RENTHAM RD
3S-224 SHAGBARK LN







5536 N OKETO AV
5647 W 84TH ST
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July 28, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not
attended a college or university in the United
States to apply for admission in September,
1971.
Aug. 25, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign stu-
dents who have attended a college or univer-
sity in the United States, to apply for admis-
sion or readmission in September, 1971.
Sept. 6, Mon Labor Day (all-University holiday)
.
Sept. 7, Tues. (1:00 p.m.)-
Sept. 12, Sun New Student Program.
Sept. 8, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Sept. 9, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Sept. 11, Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Sept. 11, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 13, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 18, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of North
Carolina).
Sept. 23, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from the University or reducing program
range.
Sept. 27, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Sept. 27, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Sept. 27, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to elect Pass-Fail Option (first two
weeks of instruction).
Oct. 2, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Washington)
.
Oct. 9, Sat Dad's Day (Illinois vs. Ohio State University).
Oct. 11, Mon Columbus Day (not a holiday)
.
Oct. 15, Fri October graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Oct. 18, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 23, Sat Homecoming ( Football: Illinois vs. Purdue
University).
Oct. 25, Mon Veterans Day Observance (classes dismissed
10:45 to 11:15 a.m.). (Nonacademic holiday.)
Oct. 30, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Northwestern University)
Nov. 1, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks completed).
Nov. 4, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 5, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from the University or reducing
program range.
Nov. 5, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date to change from Pass-Fail Option to
Regular Grade Basis.
Nov. 5, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw from
a course without penalty.
Nov. 8, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Nov. 16, Tues.-Nov. 23, Tues Advance enrollment for spring semester of 1972
(continuing students).
Nov. 20, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Iowa).
Nov. 24, Wed., 1 : 00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 25, Thurs. -Nov. 26, Fri Thanksgiving (all-campus holidays).
Nov. 30, Tues., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. 3, Fri Illinois Day (state admitted to the Union,
1818).
Dec. 6, Mon Latest date for students currently enrolled to
apply for student teaching assignments in
fall or spring semester of 1972-1973.
Dec. 10, Fri Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
Dec. 10, Fri Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks completed).
Dec. 13, Mon., 3: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Dec. 18, Sat., 1:00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Dec. 24, Fri. -Dec. 25, Sat. Christmas (all-campus holidays).
Dec. 31, Fri. -Jan. 1, Sat New Year's (all-campus holidays).
Jan. 3, Mon., 1 : 00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 10; Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Jan. 15, Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 17, Mon.-Jan. 25, Tues Semester examinations.
Feb. 12, Sat Lincoln's birthday (not a holiday).
Feb. 14, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 15, Tues February graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Second Semester, 1971-1972
Jan. 31, Mon.-Feb. 6, Sun New Student Program.
Feb. 2, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Feb. 3, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Feb. 5, Sat., 12 .00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Feb. 5, Sat., 8:00 a.m. -12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Feb. 7, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Feb. 12, Sat Lincoln's birthday (not a holiday).
Feb. 14, Mon., 3:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 15, Tues Graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
Feb. 17, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from the University or reducing program
range.
Feb. 21, Mon Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Feb. 21, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduate students to add
a new course.
Feb. 21, Mon Washington's birthday (not a holiday).
March 2, Thurs University Day (University opened, 1868 — not
a holiday).
March 13, Mon., 3: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
March 25, Sat., 1:00 p.m Spring vacation begins.
March 27, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks completed).
March 31, Fri Good Friday (all-campus holiday).
April 3, Mon., 1 : 00 p.m Spring vacation ends.
April 6, Thurs., 5 : 00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
April 10, Mon., 3: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
April 10, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from the University or reducing pro-
gram range.
April 10, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduate students to with-
draw from a course without penalty.
April 10, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to change from Pass-Fail Option to
Regular Grade Basis.
April 26, Wed.-May 3, Wed Advance enrollment for fall semester of 1972
(continuing students).
May 5, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
May 5, Fri Honors Day (classes dismissed at 12:00 noon).
May 5, Fri.-May 7, Sun Campus Mother's Day weekend.
May 8, Mon., 3: 10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
May 12, Fri Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks completed).
May 25, Thurs.-May 26, Fri Registration for 1972 summer session off-cam-
pus courses and College of Law, including
payment of tuition and fees.
May 27, Sat Last day of instruction.
May 29, Mon Memorial Day (all-campus holiday).
May 30, Tues.-June 7, Wed Semester examinations.
June 10, Sat Commencement.
Eight-Week Summer Session, 1972
May 25, Thurs.-May 26, Fri Registration for 1972 summer session off-cam-
pus courses and College of Law, including
payment of tuition and fees.
June 5, Mon. -July 12, Wed First session Summer Law Program.
June 9, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from first five and one-half week Law
session. (First five days.)
June 15, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from eleven-week Law term. (First ten
days.)
June 16, Fri., 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m Registration of undergraduate students.
June 16, Fri., 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., and
June 17, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m Registration of graduate students.
June 19, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
June 19, Mon.-Aug. 2, Wed Advance enrollment (new and readmitted stu-
dents).
June 21, Wed., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from first five and one-half week
Law session. (First fifteen days.)
June 23, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from the University or reducing program
range in eight-week session. (First five days.)
June 26, Mon Latest date to elect Pass-Fail Option. (First
week.)
June 26, Mon Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course. (First week.)
July 4, Tues Independence Day (all-campus holiday).
July 13, Thurs.-Aug. 19, Sat Second session Summer Law Program.
July 17, Mon Beginning of second four-week courses.
July 17, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from eleven-week Law term. (First
six weeks.)
July 17, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from the University or reducing pro-
gram range in eight-week session. (First four
weeks.)
July 17, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw
from a course without penalty. (First four
weeks.)
July 17, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to' change from Pass-Fail Option to
Regular Grade Basis.
July 18, Tues Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
from the University for military service (four
weeks instruction completed), except College
of Law.
July 18, Tues., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from second five and one-half week Law
session. (First five days.)
July 21, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from second four-week courses only.
(First five days.)
July 27 , Thurs Latest date to withdraw from the University
without petitioning for readmission.
July 28, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from second five and one-half week
Law session. (First fifteen days.)
July 28, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if with-
drawing from second four-week courses only.
(First two weeks.)
Aug. 1, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing
from the University for military service (six
weeks instruction completed), except College
of Law.
Aug. 2, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not
attended a college or university in the United
States to apply for admission in September,
1972.
Aug. 10, Thurs Last day of instruction in eight-week session.
Aug. 11, Fri.,-Aug. 12, Sat Summer session final examinations.
Aug. 14, Mon August graduation date (no Commencement ex-
ercises).
Aug. 30, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign
students who have attended a college or uni-
versity in the United States, to apply for
admission or readmission in September, 1972.
First Semester, 1972-1973
Aug. 2, Wed Latest date for foreign students who have not
attended a college or university in the United
States to apply for admission in September,
1972.
Aug. 30, Wed Latest date for domestic students, or foreign
students who have attended a college or uni-
versity in the United States, to apply for ad-
mission or readmission in September, 1972.
Sept. 4, Mon.. Labor Day (all-University holiday).
Sept. 11, Mon.-Sept. 17, Sun New Student Program.
Sept. 13, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Sept. 14, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-
Sept. 16, Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Sept. 16, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 16, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Michigan State Univer-
sity).
Sept. 18, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 23, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Southern
California).
Sept. 28, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdraw-
ing from the University or reducing program
range.
Oct. 2, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Oct. 2, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Oct. 7, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity).
Oct. 9, Mon Columbus Day (not a holiday).
Oct. 16, Mon October graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Oct. 21, Sat Homecoming (Football : Illinois vs. University
of Michigan).
Oct. 23, Mon Veterans Day Observance (classes dismissed
10:45 to 11:15 a.m.). (Nonacademic holiday.)
Nov. 6, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks completed).
Nov. 9, Thurs. , 5 : 00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 10, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw
from a course without penalty.
Nov. 10, Fri., 5:00 p.m. Latest date to change from Pass-Fail Option to
Regular Grade Basis.
Nov. 11, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Indiana Uni-
versity).
Nov. 14, Tues.-Nov. 21, Tues Advance enrollment for spring semester of 1973
(continuing students).
Nov. 18, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Wisconsin).
Nov. 22, Wed., 1 : 00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 23, Thurs. -Nov. 24, Fri Thanksgiving (all-campus holidays).
Nov. 28, Tues., 1 : 00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. 3, Sun Illinois Day (state admitted to the Union,
1818).
Dec. 6, Wed Latest date for students currently enrolled to
apply' for student teaching assignments in fall
or spring semesters of 1973-74.
Dec. 12, Tues Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
Dec. 18, Mon Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks completed).
Dec. 22, Fri., 1:00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Dec. 25, Mon Christmas (all-campus holiday)
.
Jan. 1, Mon New Year's Day (all-campus holiday)
.
Jan. 3, Wed., 1 : 00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 13, Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 15, Mon. -Jan. 23, Tues Semester examinations.
Feb. 15, Thurs February graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
EXPLANATION OF LISTING
This directory includes all students registered in the Urbana-Champaign
departments of the University of Illinois on September 17, 1971. Each
student's entry shows his college and class, local address and phone
number, and home address. An asterisk (*) precedes the names of stu-
dents who are married. All addresses in Urbana have zip code 61801,
those in Champaign 61820. Telephone numbers for both Urbana and
Champaign have area code 217. A few entries are incomplete because
information was lacking on the student's registration card.
Names of the colleges and schools are abbreviated as follows:
AGR College of Agriculture
AVI Institute of Aviation
BUS College of Commerce and Business Administration
COM College of Communications
ED College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate College
LAS College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
LAW College of Law
PE College of Physical Education
VM College of Veterinary Medicine
Class years for undergraduate students are indicated following the
college or school in which the student is enrolled. Class years are not





5 Unclassified (not candidates for degrees)
6 Irregular (holding degrees but registered for undergrad-
uate work)
INFORMATION
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
General University Information. ..North Entrance, lllini Union 333-4666
Student Activities Information .. 110 Student Services Building 333-7060
Information and Referral Center 104a Library 333-6548
*AAB JAMES L LAW2
AABYE RENEE J ED 3
AADSEN DUANE RODNEY GRAD
AALTONEN MATTI T ENG3
AARON BRITT L LAS2
AARON ROBERT L LAS4
AAVANG TERRY L AVI1
ABANIME PATRICK GRAD
ABATAN AYOOELE GRAD
*ABATE ALEX M LAW1
ABATE MARK R BUS3
ABBAS KAY LENORE GRAD
ABBATE FRANK M BUS3
ABBEY ALICE MCLEAN ED 4
ABBEY DAVID R ENG3
ABBOTT ALFRED R AGR2
ABBOTT BARBARA D PE 3
ABBOTT BARBARA ELLEN GRAD
ABBOTT CYNTHIA L PE 1
ABBOTT GARY PETER GRAD
ABBOTT ROBERT PATTER ENG4
ABBOTT STEPHEN C ENG2
ABBOTT STUART MILTON GRAD
ABBOTT SUSAN J FAA4
ABDEL AZIZ YOUSSEF I GRAD
ABDEL-AZIM JANE Y LAW1
ABDEL-KHALIK A - GRAD
*ABDEL-MAGUID MOUSTAF GRAD
ABDEL-WAHAB ABDEL R GRAD
ABDELNOUR JAMAL GRAD
ABDELNOUR MARIANA K GRAD
ABDERHALOEN DEBRA L LAS1
ABEL ANTHONY T LAS1
ABEL JACQUELINE J COM3
ABEL KEITH A ENG1
*ABEL LUTHER C GRAD
ABELL MARY A LAS4
ABELL NANCY JOB GRAD
ABELL STEVEN GRAD
ABELS DAWN A FAA3
ABELSON RICHARD W LAS2
ABENDROTH JOHNNIE R ENG2
ABERLE LINDA M ENG2
ABERLE ROBERT W BUS1
ABERNATHY DONNA G LAS1
ABERNATHY JOHN RAY GRAD
ABERNATHY PHILIP B ENG1
ABERNATHY TON I Y FAA2
ABERT JAMES R ENG3
ABEZETIAN GREGORY M LAS1
ABLEMAN BONNIE F AGR1
ABOW STEVEN E LAW1
ABRAHAM ADAM E FAA2
ABRAHAM DAVID LAS2
ABRAHAM MAVIS A FAA2
ABRAHAMS GAIL S AGR1
ABRAHAMS NANCY G LAS1
ABRAHAMS PHILIP S ENG1
ABRAHAMSON TERRY A COM4
ABRAM JOYCE P LAS1
ABRAMAT HANS-DIETER LAS2
ABRAMOVITZ ROBERT H ED 1
ABRAMS ELLIOTT LAS3
ABRAMS FRED JAY FAA4
ABRAMS IRA S LAS1
ABRAMS IRWIN R LAS1
ABRAMS JEFFREY R LAS2
ABRAMS LOUISE B ED 1
ABRAMS MARILYN A LAS4
ABRAMS RICHARD N BUS4
ABRAMS SUSAN G ED 4
ABRAMSON JANICE M LAS3
ABREHE BERHANE GRAD
ABREU EVA J GRAD
ACCIARI LAWRENCE BUS3
ACERRA MARIO VITO ENG4
ACETO ARTHUR PALMER GRAD
ACHLITT DORLA F ED 3
ACHTERHOF BENTON J LAS1
ACHTIEN HENDRIK R BUS4
ACHUTA MURTHY P N GRAD
ACKER ALAN S BUS2
ACKERMAN BRUCE GRAD
ACKERMAN CINDA J LAS3
ACKERMAN DARCY J AGR1
ACKERMAN JANET L FAA1
ACKERMAN JOAN MARIE FAA4
ACKERMANN KATHERINE AGR1
ACKLAM CHARLES R BUS4
ACKLAND GARY A BUS4
ACKLEY JOHN W ENG1
ACTON JAMES C LAW1
ADACHI KAKUICHIRO GRAD
ADAJIAN MICHAEL B LAS3
ADAM JOHN HAMILTON GRAD
ADAM ROBERT ELMER ED 4
ADAMCZYK ANDREW A GRAD
507 S ELM C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
401 W MICHIGAN U
URH TOWNSEND 312 U
URH BLAISDELL 118 U
803 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS U
URH SHERMAN 666 C
106 N MCCULLOUGH U
1004 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 360 U
URH GARNER 112 C
2409 MELROSE C
2023 A ORCH ST U
1004 W NEVADA U
405 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 379 U
701 LASELL C
801 W PARK U
MANSFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 354 U
URH DANIELS 333 U
611 E DANIEL C
802 W GREEN U
818 OAKLAND U
407 S STATE C
300 S GOODWIN 203 U
CHICAGO ILL
STA A BOX 2847 C
STA A BOX 2847 C
2406 SHARLYN U
URH OGLESBY 807 U
URH CLARK 311 C
URH OGLESBY 1019 U
1612 W WILLIAM C
508 E STOUGHTON C
1807 B ORCH PL U
1807 B ORCH PL U
1106 S LINCOLN U
108 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 263 C
URH WARDALL 616 U
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
FITHIAN ILL
607 BLOOMINGTON RD C
209 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1108 U
904 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 439 C
910 S 3RD C
909 S 5TH C
2215 S 1ST C
306 N MATHEWS 3 U
URH GARNER 373 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1002 U
910 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN 6 C
URH TRELEASE 1126 U
306 E GREGORY C
55 E JOHN C
105 E HEALEY C
1004 S 4TH 106 C
URH TOWNSEND 269 U
907 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 260 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 310 U
907 STOUGHTON U
57 E JOHN 2 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SHERMAN 1146 C
CHICAGO ILL
313 E ARMORY C
408 E STOUGHTON 10 C
URH FLAGG 1215 C
MT PULASKI ILL
606 1/2 W WHITE C
58 E JOHN 12 C
1114 M SPNGFLD U
110 E CHALMERS C
212 E GREGORY C
605 S 1ST C
URH LAR 494 U
URH LAR 425 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 105 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 126 U
URH SNYDER 290 C
DANVILLE ILL
2074 B ORCH ST U
906 S 1ST C
1014 S OAK C
1852 VALLEY RD C









































































2023 A ORCH ST
RR 1
436 S SEIGEL ST
17 WESTWOOD CIRCLE
701 LASELL DR








300 S GOODWIN 203
8500 S CALUMENT
STA A BOX 2847
JEANNE DARC ST
2406 SHARLYN
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1610 E 102ND ST
7311 S EBERHART





1000 N LAKE SHORE






6252 G N HOYNE AV
3517 W WOLFRAM
































































































































ADAMCZYK ELIZABETH W GRAO
ADAMCZYK RICHARD S 8US3
ADAMI PAUL EDWARD AGR4
ADAMS ALAN M AGR3
ADAMS ALAN S LAS1
ADAMS ARNOLD L LAS1
ADAMS BENNIE AUSTIN GRAD
ADAMS BOBBIE L LAS3
ADAMS CAROLYN ALICE GRAD
ADAMS CAROLYN J LAS3
ADAMS CHERYL LYNN GRAD
ADAMS DANNY COM4
ADAMS DAVID E ENG4
ADAMS DAVID GRAY GRAD
ADAMS EARL LEE JR GRAD
ADAMS EOWARD N III GRAD
ADAMS ELSIE RICKS GRAD
ADAMS FRANCENA LAS1
ADAMS GREGORY L ENG2
ADAMS HUGH W JR GRAD
ADAMS JAY W COM3
ADAMS JEAN WATTERSON GRAD
ADAMS JEROME THOMAS GRAD
ADAMS JOANNE L PE 2
ADAMS JOHN M LAS3
ADAMS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
ADAMS JOHN VINCENT GRAD
ADAMS JULIA RAE GRAD
ADAMS KATHRYN A PE 2
ADAMS KINNY GWEN S GRAD
ADAMS LAWRENCE J BUS3
ADAMS LEMOND BUS1
ADAMS MARK JOHN GRAD
ADAMS MARTHA J LAS2
ADAMS MARY L LAS3
ADAMS MARY L BUS3
ADAMS MATT CORDELL FAA4
ADAMS MICHAEL JOHN ENG4
ADAMS MICHAEL RAYMON VM 4
ADAMS NANCY COULTAS LAS4
ADAMS RICHARD LEIGH GRAD
ADAMS ROBERT DARYL FAA4
ADAMS ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
ADAMS ROY D GRAD
ADAMS STEVEN P BUS4
ADAMS VICKI L FAA2
ADAMS WILLIAM GARY GRAD
ADAMSON MARK T COM4
ADAVAL SURESH C GRAO
ADDAMS JAMES C GRAD
ADDIS JAMES D AGR1
ADDIS STEPHANY L LAW2
ADDY SANDRA TURNEY GRAO
ADE MARY E FAA2
ADELMAN CONSTANCE K GRAD
ADELMAN JAMES E ENG3
ADELMAN MARGUERITE L FAA1
ADELMAN MELVIN LEONA GRAD
ADELMAN NANCY S LAS2
ADELMAN RONALD S BUS4
ADELT JAMES M ENG1
ADELT LEXINE L GRAD
ADELT RICHARD ALLEN ENG4
ADEN BRENDA L ED 3
ADEN KATHRYN MARIE GRAD
ADER RICHARD A LAS2
ADERHOLD DEBORAH L LAS4
ADES PHILIP A GRAD
ADES WILLIAM E BUS3
ADESSO NICHOLAS A LAS3
ADINKU WILLIAM GRAD
ADJOU-MOUMOUNI B GRAD
ADKINS ALBERT S III BUS4
ADKINS CATHERINE L AGR2
ADKINS CHARLES D LAS2
ADKINS CLIFTON RAY BUS4
ADKINS DWAIN LEE ED 4
ADKINS MIA K LAS2
ADKINS MICHAEL D ENG4
ADKINS RUSSELL L ENG2
ADKINS WILMA C LAS4
ADKINSON SHERYL S LAS3
ADKISSON STANLEY W LAS2
ADLER JOAN M LAS3
ADLER JOELLEN PE 1
ADLER SHERYL LAS2
ADLER STEVEN G GRAO
ADOM KWAME GRAD
ADRIAN JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
AORIAN JEROME M AVI1
ADSIT EOWARD A ENG3
AEGERTER JULIA JOYCE GRAO
AESCHLEMAN ROONEY L ENG4
AFFRUNTI ROBERT E ENG1
AGER BONITA M LAS4
AGGARWAL VIJAY B GRAD
AGHAMIRZA-GHAVAM S A GRAD
2018 FLETCHER 10 U
URH SNYDER 280 C
1008 S 4TH C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 342 C
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
1812 A ORCH PL U
URH TRELEASE 817 U
URH DANIELS U
URH BUSEY 306 U
509 W MAIN 4 U
604 W PARK 2 U
URH CARR 311 U
309 S DRAPER C
1107 W GREEN 635 U
907 E GREEN U
1812 A ORCH PL U
URH BUSEY 103 U
905 S LYNN C
5 DUNNELLEN U
58 E GREGORY C
105 W FRANKLIN U
1832 D ORCH PL U
1204 S LINCOLN U
707 S BROADWAY U
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C
RR 4 C
RR 4 C
1207 W NEVADA U
106 S GLOVER 3 U
1004 S 1ST C
120 E UNIVERSITY C
CRETE ILL
1207 W NEVADA U
URH DELTA HSE 3 U
205 E GREEN 4 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
509 E WHITE C
707 S BROADWAY U
1009 W PENN U
1113 S 3RD 304 C
ALEXANDRIA VA
105 W- FRANKLIN U
DANFORTH ILL
URH CLARK 236 C
901 S MATTIS 2 C
509 S 5TH 10 C
406 E HEALEY C
POTOMAC ILL
URH FORBES 210 C
213 E CLARK 4 C
1706 GOLFVIEW U
313 E JOHN C
PARK FOREST ILL
2006 VAWTER U
URH SCOTT 330 C
927 LINVIEW U
URH WARDALL 702 U
1007 1/2 W PARK C
URH SCOTT 358 C
625 1/2 E GREEN C
625 1/2 E GREEN C
60 SCHEMAUGER U
1008 S BUSEY 3 U
URH GARNER 218 C
509 STOUGHTON 301 C
URH FLAGG 310 C
1503 WILEY U
RANTOUL ILL
URH DANIELS 436 U
HYDE PARK ILL
1008 S 4TH C
URH LUNDGREN 114 C
410 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
805 N PROSPECT C
301 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN 435 U
URH OGLESBY 726 U
108 S 5TH C
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
URH ALLEN 376 U
802 W OREGON 15 U
409 E CHALMERS C
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
URH ALLEN 30 U
URH DANIELS 522 U
1207 W SPNGFLD C
URH SNYDER 341 C
MAHOMET ILL
910 S 3RD 318 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 418 U
907 S WRIGHT C









































































200 1/2 W LEWIS
730 N ST
282 W HIGHT ST
309 S DRAPER
2805 E 39TH CT N
907 E GREEN




822 E UNION AV
105 W FRANKLIN







106 S GLOVER 3
1910 W BAY RD
303 N 3RD
688 2ND









459 N ARMISTEAD ST
RR 4
822 S 18TH ST





RR 2 BOX 90
1706 GOLFVIEW
3348 S SPRING ST
344 WILDWOOD DR
1020 W MAPLE S
303 S PARK AV
927 LINVIEW
845 N FOROHAM
8341 N KOLMAR AV
3937 N NORA
625 1/2 E GREEN
3937 N NORA AV
60 SCHEMAUGER TRAL







5100 S CONNELL ST
1006 ST ANDREWS WY
1203 COLORADO AV
1203 COLORADO AV





















































































































NEW DELHI 5 INDIA
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGHI KRISHAN K GRAO
AGIN RHODA LEAH GRAO
AGINS ANN S LAS4
AGINS HOWARD J LAS1
AGNEW BONNIE SEDLER GRAD
AGNEW DAVID M LAW3
AGOCS ENDRE J COM3
AGOSTA PATRICIA AGR2
AGOSTINELLI JOHN E ENG4
AGOSTINO GUY J LAS2
AGRE GARY L ED 4
AGRELLA CANDACE LAS3
AGUSTI FILIBERTO LAS1
AGUSTO ROBERT L LAW2
AHASIC THOMAS J LAS3
AHCIN ALAN JOHN GRAD
*AHEARN JOSEPH P III GRAD
AHERN ARTHUR F LAS3
AHERN JOHN E BUS3
AHERN PHILIP FOWLER GRAD
AHERN THOMAS J LAS4
AHLSTEAD MARIANNE T PE 3
AHLUWALIA HARSHARAN GRAD
AHNELL ARDEN D LAS2
AHNGER SUSAN E GRAD
AHO GERHARD GRAD
AHTOLA ANJA ANNELI GRAD
AHTOLA OLLI TAPANI GRAD
AHUJA ROSHAN D BUS1
AICHELE ROLF H ENG2
AIDEM DIANE M ED 4
*AIEX NOLA KORTNER GRAD
AIGEN ALLEN ARTHUR GRAD
AIKEN JOHN D LAS3
AIKUS ALBERT J ENG4
AIKUS DOROTHY A LAS2
AIMARO JOSEPH P ENG3
AIMONE MICHAEL L BUS1
AIST REBECCA T FAA1
AIZUSS ELLEN S LAS2
*AJAYI ZACCHEAUS OLU GRAD
AJOLORE OLUSOLA GRAD
AKAI JANE AUSTIN GRAD




AKERHAUGEN ELLEN A LAS4
AKERHIELM DANIEL S ENG2
AKERS DFANNA L AGR2
*AKERS MARCELLE J LAS5
*AKHTAR MASOOD AHMAD GRAD
*AKINS JERRY GENE GRAD
AKINS KENNETH E PE 1
AKINS MAURICE M FAA2
AKK ANNE A ED 1
AKRIGHT GAYLE L AGR4
AKST GEORGE GRAD
*AKTAN AHMET EMIN GRAD
AKULOW OKSANA A LAS2
AKULOW OREST B AGR3
AL-BAGDADI FAKHRI A GRAD
AL-HAKKAK MOHAMMED J GRAD
AL-OURAINI AWNI A M GRAD
AL-OURAINI SAMEER A ENG1
ALAM ANWAR GRAD
ALBAN LAURIE S LAS4
ALBANESE JANICE A ED 4
ALBANO DEBORAH L LAS2
ALBARRAN MARIO F GRAD
ALBAUM ANDREA L ED 1
ALBERS JIMMIE E BUS2
ALBERS ROBERT J LAS3
ALBERSTEIN DAVID GRAO
ALBERT EDNA GRAD
ALBERT GORDON K LAS*
ALBERT JON B FAA1
ALBERT KAREN K FAA1
ALBERT LAURIE A FAA.1
ALBERT THOMAS RUSSEL GRAD
ALBERTI RONALD E ENG1
ALBERTSON THOMAS J FAA2
ALBIN BENNY DOW GRAD
*ALBIN PERRY S AGR3
ALBIN RICHARD W GRAD
ALBINI CHRISTOPHER R LAS1
ALBRFCHT CAROL J LAS2
ALBRECHT LITA ANNE LAS2
ALBRECHT MARTHA J AGR1
ALBRECHT PETER D ENG4
ALBRECHT ROSALIE TOM AGR4
ALBRIGHT JOHN BURTON GRAD
ALCOCER RICARDO L FAA1
ALCORN JOHN RANDOLPH LAS2
ALCORN MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
ALCORN RICHARD S GRAD
ALCORN SUSAN M ED 1
611 W HEALEY 4 C
1201 W OREGON U
301 E UNIVERSITY 1 C
409 E CHALMRS 812 C
URH GARNER 152 C
URH GARNER 152 C
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 326 U
2018 FLETCHER 24 U
311 E ARMORY C
801 E GREEN U
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
URH BABCOCK 208 U
URH DANIELS 510 U
URH CARR 225 U
1007 W CLARK U
2511 LAWNDALE C
URH CARR 424 U
URH ALLEN 298 U
209 PAUL 6 C
113 ENNIS LN U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN 865 C
URH TAFT 20 C
409 E CHALMERS 711 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
300 S GOODWIN 64 U
300 S GOODWIN 611 U
URH FORBES 402 C
1301 E MUMFORD U
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
4 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
URH SHERMAN 467 C
911 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
URH VANDOREN 304 C
URH GARNER 200 C
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
409 E CHALMRS 702 C
910 S 3RD C
1212 W CLARK U
1818 A ORCH PL U
1924 D ORCH ST U
1924 D ORCHARD ST U
URH SHERMAN 1359 C
111 E HEALEY C
URH EVANS 330 U
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 125 U
1803 C ORCH PL U
508 W GREEN U
CHANUTE AFB ILL
CHICAGO ILL
406 W HIGH U
URH ALLEN 217 U
1112 S 2ND 104 C
103 E STOUGHTON 12 C
2015 D ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 5 U
URH CARR 403 U
U OF I VET MED U
ELEC ENG BLDG U
URH DANIELS 715 U
URH TOWNSEND 520 U
1114 W SPNGFLD 4 U
505 E WHITE 8 C
405 W ILLINOIS U
4 SAFFER CT U
1114 W SPNGFLD 7 U
910 S 3RD C
617 W WHITE C
URH SCOTT 376 C
URH DANIELS 419 U
1828 C ORCH PL U
307 E HEALEY 2 C
URH ALLEN 458 U
URH LAR 476 U
URH ALLEN 132 U
705 W HILL C
1002 2ND C
203 N HARVEY U
DANVILLE ILL
710 E MICHIGAN U
306 OAVIOSON 2 C
URH BABCOCK 303 U
802 W OREGON 36 U
URH WARDALL 413 U
URH SAUNDERS 301 U
36 LEXINGTON U
36 LEXINGTON U
510 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 1 U
URH CARR 126 U
URH FLAGG 326 C
2101 HAZWD OR 304 U







































































1640 S HOME AV
1628 S WESTERN
242 WILDMERE RD
8446 W 50TH ST
801 E GREEN
1735 N 75TH CT
1206 CHANDLER
8042 S EVANS AV






2112 S 22ND AV
8100 LAKE ST
JAIPUR-4



















1924 D ORCH ST







1803 C ORCH PL
RAHMANIA H S
ROUTE 3
651 W 63RD PL











J N AGRIL U
3126 W JARVIS AV
322 W EDSON PL
3733 N KENNETH
1114 SPNGFLD 7
9433 N LAWLER AV
617 W WHITE
2856 W 21ST PL
1711 W TULARE
201 BLISS



















510 W NORTH ST


































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
ALDANA ADELFO LEON GRAD
ALOF DOUGLAS M GRAD
ALOEN GABRIELLA M LAS4
ALDEN JOHN F LAS4
ALDEN LYNN ELLEN GRAD
ALDERFER W K JR LAS1
ALOFRMAN BRENDA E LAS3
ALDERMAN JEAN E GRAD
ALDERSON SUSAN K ED 3
ALDRICH C H I II GRAD
ALDRICH DAVID BUS3
ALDRICH ERIC L LAS4
ALDRICH PATRICIA H LAS2
ALDRICH PHYLLIS J ED 3
ALDRICH ROBERT A VH <t
ALDRIDGE ADRIANA G GRAD
ALENDER JEFFREY R LAS1
ALESANORINI SUE E AGR
1
ALEX ELFRIEDA G ED 1
ALEXANOER ABBIF A AGR1
ALEXANDER BRIAN E LAS3
ALEXANDER BUDDY R BUS2
ALEXANDER CHARLES A BUS4
ALEXANDER CHARLES R GRAD
ALEXANDER DAVID F LAW3
ALEXANDER DEBORAH J LAS4
ALEXANDER ELIZABETH GRAD
ALEXANDER GLFNN M COM3
ALEXANDER GREGORY LE ENG4
ALEXANDER JAMES ENG4
ALEXANDER JUDY E ED 1
ALEXANDER MARJORIE A GRAD
ALEXANDER NANCIE C GRAD
ALEXANDER PATRICK L GRAO
ALEXANDER REX WAYNE BUS4
ALEXANDER RICHARD B LAS2
ALEXANDER RONALD K ENG3
ALEXANDER SUSAN J LAS1
ALEXANDER SYBILLA D GRAD
ALEXANDER TERRY LEE GRAD
ALEXANDER WILLIAM A LAW2
ALF THOMAS B BUS2
ALFELD ANN ROSALIA LAS4
ALFORD DIANE LYNN LAS3
ALFORD KATHLEEN S FAA1
ALFREDSON GARY W FAA2
ALFREDSON THOMAS V LAS3
ALHALEL NORMAN D COM4
ALI SAIYEO M ENG2
ALISAFAKIS SPYRIDON ENG1
ALISON IDA KATHLEEN GRAD
ALISON SUSAN C AGR4
ALKEMA SUSAN K LAS1
ALLAN RICHARD ARNOLD GRAD
ALLARDICE BRUCE S LAS2
ALLBRITTEN GEORGE C BUS3
ALLCOCK STEPHEN W FAA4
ALLEMAN DEBRA L PE 2
ALLEMONG JOHN J ENG3
ALLEN ARNOLD M LAS1
ALLEN BARBARA L LAS2
ALLEN BOBBIE JEWEL GRAD
ALLEN CAROL A LAS2
ALLEN CATHERINE L LAS2
ALLEN CATHERINE S ED 3
ALLEN CHARLES EDWARO GRAD
ALLEN DANIEL M ENG2
ALLEN DAVID M LAS3
ALLEN DEBORAH L AGR1
ALLEN DEBRA C LAS1
ALLEN EDWARD LEE GRAD
ALLEN ERIC CURT GRAD
ALLEN GARY BRUCE LAS4
ALLEN GREGORY C BUS1
ALLEN HEIDI T LAS2
ALLEN JAY F AGR4
ALLEN JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
ALLEN JOHN P LAS3
ALLEN JOHN S LAS2
ALLEN JOHN W ENG4
ALLEN KAREN B LAS2
ALLEN KATHERINE G FAA2
ALLEN KEITH R LAS3
ALLEN KENNETH B LAS4
ALLEN KENNETH J LAS3
ALLEN KENNITH E BUS1
ALLEN KERRY KENN GRAD
ALLEN LARRY DONELL PE 3
ALLEN MARIBETH AGRl
ALLEN MARK E AGR4
ALLEN MICHAEL B BUS4
ALLEN ROBERT B LAS3
ALLEN ROBERT BATES LAS1
ALLEN ROBERT J ENG4
ALLEN ROBIN H LAS2
ALLEN SARAH C LAS3
ALLEN SARAH C BUS2
102 E OREGON U
307 E WHITE 23 C
1008 W CLARK U
1008 W CLARK 1 U
201 N BUSEY U
URH GARNER 396 C
1105 N 5TH 25 C
URH DANIELS 292 U
URH SCOTT 218 C
URH SHERMAN 856 C
606 W WASHINGTON U
URH TOWNSEND 414 U
58 E JOHN C
1102 S LINCOLN U
4 SALEM RD U
101 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 402 U
URH TRELEASE 923 U
URH VANDOREN 425 C
URH ALLEN 449 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
716 W HARVARD C
1111 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 1160 C
1601 N KILER 2 C
MONTICELLO ILL
2007 CURETON U
707 S 6TH C
URH BLAISDELL 5 U
808 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 194 U
806 W PENN U
809 W INDIANA U
314 S VANDOREN C
1008 S 4TH C
810 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 160 C
URH BLAISDELL 327 U
1601 N KILER 2 C
2007 CURETON U
2709 TRAFALGAR SO C
URH SCOTT 239 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH TRELEASE 1131 U
405 E GREEN 2 C
1419 HOLLY HILL C
304 HOLIDAY PK 275 C
URH OGLESBY 418 U
URH NOBLE 321 C
1860 VALLEY RD C
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH GARNER 242 C
504 N NEW C
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
303 E CHALMERS C
1739 WEST HAVEN C
MAGNOLIA ILL
URH FORBES 365 C
313 E ARMORY U
409 E JOHN C
209 E CLARK 3 C
1207 W NEVADA U
1102 S LINCOLN U
2111 LYNWOOD C
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
GODFREY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 152 U
URH TRELEASE 430 U
URH TRELEASE 330 U
904 SHURTS U
1 SUTTON PL U
URH SNYDER 340 C
URH ALLEN 468 U
908 S 1ST C
305 W PARK 2 U
1010 HOLIDAY C
URH SCOTT 244 C
URH ALLEN ^62 U
505 WHITE 3 C
502 E STOUGHTON C
GREENVALLEY ILL
601 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 607 C
JACKSONVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 215 C
1822 ALDER LN C
URH HOPKINS 210 C
URH ALLEN 135 U
58 E GREGORY C
2007 PHILO RD 5 U
202 E JOHN C
1003 E WASHINGTON U
CHICAGO ILL
2705 W WILLIAM C
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C











































































414 W DAYTON ST
4 SALEM RD
101 E CHALMERS






421 S 12TH ST
337 BROOKMEADE
1601 N KILER 2
214 1/2 E GRANT ST























303 N 4TH ST
RR 2
RR 2







1102 S VALE ST
RR 1
4305 W 14TH ST























706 W JOHN ADAMS
2006 VAWTER




TERRACE VIEW RR 3
128 S CLINTON ST
9601 S WINCHESTER
2705 W WILLIAM



































































































ALLEN STEPHEN M ENG2
ALLEN SUSAN SMITH GRAD
ALLEN WILLIAM C GRAD
ALLEN WILLIAM H LAS2
ALLENDER OAVIO W GRAD
ALLENDER JULIE A COM3
ALLES JERI L LAS1
ALLEY GLENN M PE 2
ALLGAIER BEVERLY A LAS1
ALLHANDS RODGER V VM 1
ALLIN MARY M LAS2
ALLING JUDITH LYNN LAS2
ALLING NANCY LEE GRAD
ALLISON BONNIE J ED 2
ALLISON CANDACE J ED 1
ALLISON JOHN H III ENG2
ALLISON JOHN M LAS2
ALLISON VIVIAN ED 2
ALLMAN MICHAEL E ENG3
ALLSOP ERNIE D LAS4
ALLSUP MARK S FAA3
ALLSWANG BARRY S GRAD
ALLWOOD SUSAN A FAA1
ALLYN WILLIAM R ENG3
ALMAN DEBRA A LAS1
ALMAN STEVEN A LAS3
ALMBERG MARK J LAS4
ALMENDINGER ROSEMARY GRAD
ALMIROL EDWIN BOADO GRAD
ALMON GEORGIE L ED 4
ALMON RICHARD R GRAD
ALMOUIST EDWARD ENG3
ALMS RONALD C AGR4
ALPER BRUCE R LAS1
ALPER MARLA K LAS2
ALPERT BARRY E BUS1
ALPERT GARY S BUS1
ALPERT VIVIAN LEAH GRAD
ALPI JAMES E FAA1
ALSBERG JANE M GRAD
ALSTP JAMES F ED 4
ALSIP RUSSELL H PE 4
ALT JAMES T ENG1
ALT MARK E ENG2
ALTAY EROL M FAA3
ALTAY KAREN A LAS1
ALTER BARBARA P LAS3
ALTER JAN H LAS2
ALTHAUS DIANE J AGR2
ALTMAIER CHARLES W FAA1
ALTMAN ERIKA N LAS3
ALTSCHUL MARLA K FAA3
ALTSTADT AUDREY L LAS1
ALTSTIEL LARRY D LAS4
ALVAREZ MONICA D LAS2
ALVAREZ-TOSTADO JOHN GRAD
ALVEY CONSTANCE JOY GRAD
ALVEY THOMAS R LAS4
*ALWARD PHILLIP D GRAD
AMADO DONNA L LAS3
AMADO RICHARD STEVEN GRAD
AMAN MICHAEL GEORGE GRAD
AMANDES LORRAINE E FAA1
AMATO ANGELA E LAS3
AMBERG SUSAN JEAN GRAD
AMBERS SCOTT J LAS1
AMBRY JANICE M FAA1
AMDAL JAMES RUSSELL FAA4
AMECHI PATRICK C ENG2
AMEEL JOHN JULES GRAD
AMELSE JEFFREY A LAS1
AMES JEFFREY C AGR
1
AMES MELINDA L LAS3
AMICK BARBARA LOUISE GRAD
AMIDEO WILLIAM F LAW3
AMIDON GEOFFREY R LAS4
AMIRHOR PARVIZ GRAD
AMLING JENNIFER L LAS2
AMLING ROBERT M AGR4
AMMADI SORAYYA M GRAD
AMMONS ELIZABETH M GRAD
AMMONS MARK WALTON GRAD
AMMONS RONALD R BUS1
AMONI LARRY M LAS3
AMORUSO WILLIAM B LAS3
AMOTH BENJAMIN OWIRA GRAD
AMRAM JACK C LAS2
AMSBARY ROBIN PE 1
AMSTER MAIDA LAS3
AMSTUTZ PAUL E LAS2
AMUNDSEN STEVEN B FAA4
AMUNDSON KATHLEEN G LAS2
AMUSA ADEBOWALE LAS4
ANDELMAN LYNN J LAS3
ANDERBERG STEPHEN J ED 3
ANDERMANN ANNA W LAS2
ANDERMANN RONALD E LAS4
URH OGLESBY 818 U 332-5271
1822 ALDER C 359-7649
606 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 306 C 332-0776
14 DUNELLEN U 328-2771
601 S 1ST 2 C 359-9055
URH TRELEASE 302 U 332-5468
2118 ORCH 201 U
URH SAUNDERS 3 U 332-3571
801 W OREGON U 344-7889
612 W ELM U 344-4306
509 E WHITE C
1004 S 4TH C 344-6567
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
URH VANDOREN 16 C 332-0460
URH SCOTT 446 C 332-1468
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
URH ALLEN 248 U 332-3178
URH GARNER 108 C 332-0686
106 S DEWEY U 344-2273
1766 VALLEY RD C
CHICAGO ILL
URH TRELEASE 905 U 332-5652
911 S 4TH C 344-7616
URH WARDALL 210 U 332-4318
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
711 W MAIN U 367-8404
406 W OREGON U 367-7690
908 W OREGON U 344-1963
1006 W NEVADA 4 U
THOMASBORO ILL
209 E JOHN C 359-0073
802 W ILLINOIS U 344-7412
910 S 3RD C 337-5150
904 S 3RD C 344-8391
910 S 3RD C 337-5124
URH TAFT 205 C 332-0612
2311 S 1ST ST RO C 384-5963
URH SNYDER 436 C 332-1835
5 BUENA VISTA CT U
1502 DAWSON C 356-5885
1007 S 3R0 C 344-9502
URH BARTON 124 C 332-0124
2070 D ORCH ST U
308 N PROSPECT C 359-3321
URH HOPKINS 492 C
509 E STOUGHTON C 356-8918
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C 332-5685
URH ALLEN 425 U 332-3235
URH ALLEN 295 U
DELANO ILL
509 S 5TH 13 C 359-7872
URH ALLEN 101 U 332-3114
1830 VALLEY ROAD C
URH ALLEN H U 332-3118
106 E GREEN C 352-8963
BURRILL HALL 524 U
29 SHEMAYGER U
RR 1 C
URH WARDALL 1222 U 332-4570
308 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-0392
613 W HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 436 U 332-3242
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
1108 S LINCOLN 5 U 367-8548
URH OGLESBY 126 U 332-5079
URH LAR 118 U
7 12 W OHIO U 344-0372
2401 BARBERRY C
603 W NEVADA 3 U 344-1707
URH HOPKINS 221 C
URH CARR 221 U 332-3902
URH WARDALL 1113 U
URH SHERMAN 1266 C 352-6054
URH FORBES 480 C
109 E CHALMERS 2 C 344-4680
1107 1/2 W OREGON U 344-7754
405 E JOHN C 344-0556
1007 S 1ST ST RD 7 C
2027 B HAZWD CT U
605 E UNIVERSITY C 359-6590
605 E UNIVERSITY C 359-6590
URH HOPKINS 223 C 332-1205
1111 S 1ST ST RD C 344-1706
313 E CHALMERS C 344-2354
102 E ARMORY C
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
304 HESSEL C 356-0715
605 S RACE U 344-5870
FORREST ILL
614 W HILL C 359-1375
814 W CHURCH U 344-4318
1104 W STOUGHTON U 344-1177
509 S RACE U 367-6719
301 W ILLINOIS U
901 E COLORADO 73 U
901 E COLORADO 73 U
3905 PARK LN
1822 ALDER
1630 GOLF CLUB DR
504 S DONALD AV
14 DUNELLEN
88 W SCHILLER AV
6808 N LORON AV
2118 ORCH ST 201
7329 W BREEN
RR 2 BOX 339
220 GRAND BLVD


















2471 W HIGHLAND AV
GEN DEL
52-50 N LEAMINGTON






RR 2 BOX 21A
5 BUENA VISTA CT
104 N WALNUT
18101 ANTHONY


























22 ST STEPHENS RD





STA A BOX 2205
109 E CHALMERS 2
1107 1/2 W OREGON


















901 E COLORADO 73


































































































ANDERSFN BARBARA L LAS3 URH WARDALL 1217 U 332-4565
ANDERSEN CHRISTINA C LAS3 3205 CAMERON C 359-9462
ANDERSEN DENNIS D AGR3 RR 2 U 367-4737
ANDERSEN DENNIS L LAS4 3205 CAMERON c 359-9462
ANDERSEN FAYE A AGR3 URH CLARK 221 c
ANDERSEN HENRY T LAS3 509 E GREEN 202 c 344-7726
ANDERSEN LINDA A VM 1 RR 2 u 367-4737
ANDERSEN MARY K LAS3 218 E OREGON c 344-3056
ANDERSEN ROY ROBERT GRAO 1819 VALLEY RD c
ANDERSEN RUSSELL M BUS* 209 E ARMORY c 344-1414
ANDERSON ALICE LONG GRAD 302 BUENA VISTA c 356-5784
ANDERSON ALICE V EO 2 309 E JOHN c 384-5747
ANDERSON BARBARA J LAS3 MONTICELLO ILL
ANOERSON BONNIE C GRAD 1204 W STOUGHTON u 36 5-2480
ANDERSON BRADLEY C LAS3 URH CARR 426 u 332-3969
ANDERSON CARL VICTOR ENG4 302 BUENA VISTA c 356-5784
ANDERSON CAROLYN J GRAO URH SHERMAN 667 c
ANDERSON CHARLES E FAA4 78 VERSAILLES FR
ANDERSON CHERYL L LAS3 URH LAR 297 u 332-3004
ANDERSON CHRISTINE M LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 313 u 332-3520
ANDERSON CLARK L LAS2 1004 S 2ND c 344-9783
ANDERSON CLYDE R AGR4 1207 FLORIDA 22 u 367-7263
ANDERSON CRAIG L BUS3 1009 W PENN u 344-9518
ANDERSON CRIS J LAS3 URH LAR 192 u 332-2963
ANDERSON OALE H AGR4 801 W NEVADA u 344-3410
ANDERSON DAVID M ENG2 URH GARNER 326 c 332-0805
ANDERSON DAVID M AGR1 URH FORBES 290 c 332-1007
ANDERSON DENNIS M FAA3 1608 CAROLYN c
ANDERSON DENNIS R AGR3 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152
ANDERSON DERRICK A FAA1 URH WESTON 241 c 332-1939
ANDERSON DIANE L FAA2 501 E SPNGFLD c
ANDERSON DIERDRE A LAS2 URH TRELEASE 712 u 332-5599
ANDERSON DON LEROY GRAD 604 N MAPLE 16 u 367-8949
ANDERSON DON W ENG2 401 S LINCOLN u
ANDERSON DOROTHY LAS3 BADEN AUST
ANDERSON EDWARD J ENG1 URH ALLEN 68 u 332-3262
ANDERSON EDWARD L GRAD URH SHERMAN 1059 c 332-4976
ANDERSON EDWARD V LAS4 803 W OREGON u
ANDERSON GAIL M PE 4 608 W WASHINGTON u 344-6908
ANDERSON GARTH S LAS1 URH FORBES 342 c
ANDERSON GARY A ENG2 305 E JOHN c
ANDERSON GARY ALAN GRAD 1002 E HARDING u 328-2458
ANDERSON GARY E ENG3 713 W OHIO u
ANDERSON GARY LEE GRAD 210 HOLIDAY PK 343 c 359-0042
ANDERSON GARY ODELL GRAD 2506 S ANDERSON u
ANDERSON GAYLE L LAS1 URH LAR 435 u 332-2933
ANDERSON GREGORY R GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 5 u
ANOERSON HAROLD A LAS3 408 W ILLINOIS 2 u
ANDERSON HAROLD D LAS2 URH HOPKINS 204 c 332-1188
ANDERSON HELEN M GRAD URH DANIELS 618 u
ANDERSON HOLLY S ED 2 URH DELTA HSE 7 u 344-1931
ANDERSON HOWARD L JR BUS4 509 E STOUGHTON c
ANDERSON JACK KIRK GRAD 607 HARWOOD CT c
ANDERSON JAMES D GRAD 1760 VALLEY RD c 359-7540
ANDERSON JAMES D LAS1 409 E CHALMRS 1313 c
ANDERSON JAMES HOWAR GRAD 703 N ORCH u 367-2315
ANDERSON JAMES M LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 252 u 332-4182
ANDERSON JAMES R GRAD 212 E WHITE 5 c
ANDERSON JAMES R FAA1 URH ALLEN 3 u 332-3085
ANDERSON JANET IVY GRAD 57 E HEALEY c
ANDERSON JENNIFER A LAS5 1109 W GREEN c 356-0339
ANDERSON JOHN H JR ENG4 310 COLUMBIA c
ANDERSON JONATHAN J LAS3 310 E JOHN c 344-0808
ANDERSON JUDITH L BUS2 URH WARDALL 417 u 33 2-4372
ANDERSON KATHLEEN A LAS2 URH SCOTT 212 c 332-1437
ANDERSON KENNETH W GRAD OGDEN ILL
ANDERSON KIM S BUS2 110 E ARMORY c 344-7690
ANDERSON KIMBALL R LAS2 URH SCOTT 156 c 332-1411
ANDERSON KIRK P LAS4 907 S 2ND c 344-60 25
ANDERSON LARRY ALLEN GRAD 2212 BROADMOOR c 352-0670
ANDERSON LARRY E GRAD 2201 HAZWD OR 302 u 344-6829
ANDERSON LOREN E LAS1 URH TAFT 118 c
ANDERSON MARGARET G ED 3 714 4TH c
ANDERSON MARILYN R AGR4 49 MAPLEWOOO u 367-8857
ANDERSON MARK C BUS1 URH FLAGG 418 c 332-0332
ANDERSON MARK JARED GRAD URH FLAGG 322 c 332-0809
ANDERSON MARTHA B GRAD 203 W IOWA u 367-4929
ANDERSON MARY N COM3 5 SAFFER CT u
ANDERSON MORRY R FAA3 812 W MAIN u 36 5-1097
ANDERSON NANCY F GRAD SAVOY ILL
ANDERSON NANCY L PE 2 URH WARDALL 723 u 332-4451
ANDERSON NEAL F LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 315 u 332-4124
ANDERSON NEAL G LAS4 208 HARVEY 1 u 344-5336
ANDERSON PAMELA A LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 303 u
ANDERSON PAMELA K LAS4 209 N GOODWIN u 344-6806
ANDERSON PATRICIA C LAS3 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0114
ANDERSON PATRICIA L ED 4 1110 W STOUGHTON u 328-3795
ANDERSON PAUL D ENG4 211 E ARMORY c 344-9500
ANDERSON PAUL E ENG4 709 W ILLINOIS u 344-0409
ANDERSON PAUL R AGR2 URH SNYDER 274 c 332-1725
ANDERSON PHILIP J ENG2 URH SCOTT 265 c 332-1475
ANDERSON RAMONA L LAS1 URH LAR 288 u
ANDERSON RICHARD C FAA4 49 MAPLEWOOD u 367-8857
ANDERSON RICHARD ERN GRAD 2068 C HAZWD CT u 344-5136
ANDERSON RICHARD F AGR4 1109 S 3RD 102 c 344-7646
ANDERSON RICHARD G AGR2 205 N HARVEY u 367-8935
ANDERSON RICHARD LEE AGR4 2410 E MAIN 6 u
727 JAY ST
919 S WISCONSIN AV
RR 2
3205 CAMERON









7 W CEDAR ST





3537 W CAPITOL DR
603-33RD AV
ROUTE 1
328 S WINDSOR DR
851 E CANTRELL
RR 1










311 N MINERAL SPS





















212 E WHITE 5
404 CALVIN PK BLVD
7214 OAK ST
1LC9 W GREEN
311 N MINERAL SPR
9 WOODRUFF DR
15758 TURNER AV





























2068 C HAZWD CT
RR 2 BOX 59
RR 1


































































































ANDERSON RICK J ENG4
ANDERSON RIVERA D LAS1
ANDERSON ROBERT C BUS1
ANDERSON ROBERT CHAR BUS4
ANDERSON ROBERT E GRAD
ANDERSON ROBERT EVAN ED 4
ANDERSON ROBERT M AVI3
ANDERSON ROBERT R JR LAS4
ANDERSON ROBERTA SUE LAS3
ANDERSON ROBIN L FAA2
ANDERSON ROGER S ENG4
ANDERSON RONALD S LAS2
ANDERSON ROSS BYRON GRAD
ANDERSON ROSS T LAS1
ANDERSON RUTH A AGR3
ANOERSON RUTH ANN GRAD
ANDERSON SAMMY L ENG4
ANDERSON STEPHEN C LAS2
ANDERSON STEPHEN K LAS2
ANDERSON STEPHEN V AGR1
ANDERSON STEVEN G LAS3
ANDERSON STEVEN K ENG1
ANDERSON STEVEN R LAS3
ANDERSON STUART D GRAD
ANDERSON SUSAN K AGR1
ANDERSON SUSAN M LAS4
ANDERSON THOMAS E BUS4
ANDERSON THOMAS E LAS2
ANDERSON TIMOTHY LEE FAA4
ANDERSON WAYNE F AGR2
ANDERSON WILLIAM F AVI2
ANDERSON WILLIAM JR BUS4
ANDERSON WILMA F AGR1
ANDERTON CYNTHIA FOX LAS3




ANDRE JEFFREY A FAA2
ANDREAS NANCY E LAS4
ANDRES ROBERT J ENG4
ANDRESEN EARL R GRAD
ANDREW HAROLD F LAW2
ANDREW TERRY R FAA2
ANDREWS ANITA J ED 3
ANDREWS BEVERLY JO GRAD
ANDREWS DAVID J ED 4
ANDREWS DEBORAH E LAS3
ANDREWS DIANNE GRAD
ANDREWS JEFFREY L GRAD
ANDREWS JENNIFER ED 2
ANDREWS KENNETH R GRAD
ANDREWS MICHAEL J BUS4
ANDREWS MICHAEL J LAS2
ANDREWS MICHAEL JOHN ED 4
ANDREWS ROBERT L FAA2
ANDREWS SHARON HOOE GRAD
ANDREWS SHARON M LAS1
ANDREWS VEREEN L GRAD
ANDRICHIK DIANE D LAS3
ANDRIS LUCY RUTH GRAD
ANDRUCH JOHN P JR AGR3
ANDRUCZK LEO E AGR1
ANDRY ROBERT L FAA1
ANESTOS THEMISTOCLES GRAD
ANFIFLD CAROLINE L LAS1
ANGEL LUIS FERNANDO LAS1
ANGEL ROGER K LAW1
ANGELI ROBERT ENG1
ANGELICH DAVID LAWRE PE 4
ANGELLOTTI LOUIS M PE 3
ANGEVINE ROGER L GRAD
ANGILERI MICHAEL JR LAS1
ANGUS JOHN A FAA3
ANGUS PAMELA K PE I
ANIOLOWSKI JEROME J LAW2
ANKIN JACELYN S FAA1
ANSEL LESLIE F LAS3
ANSEL MARC J LAW1
ANSLOW DAVID D ENG1
ANSOLABEHERE JEAN M GRAD
ANSPACH KENNETH G LAS2
ANSPACH WILLIAM N JR LAW1
ANTHONY DEBRA CRAIN LAS2
ANTHONY JULIANNE V GRAD
ANTHONY PAUL J ENG4
ANTHONY WILLIAM D BUS2
ANTLEPT GARY A LAS3
ANTMAN FAYE ED 3
ANTOFF RICHARD C LAS2
ANTONACCI JOHN L ENG4
ANTONIE JAMES S GRAD
ANTONIU KATHLEEN R LAS4
ANTRIM GAIL L LAS4
ANTRIM PAMELA J LAS2
APEL GARY ALLEN GRAD
APLINGTON DAVID R BUS1
2113 KIRBY C
URH WARDALL 416 U
URH ALLEN 495 U
2101 S WHITE C
15 LEXINGTON U
607 W HEALEY C
2 SALEM U
201 S BIRCH U
605 HARWOOO CT C
URH TRELEASE 603 U
1006 3RD 2 C
201 E JOHN C
1003 E COLORADO 22 U
URH BABCOCK 225 U
312 E DANIEL C
212 E WHITE 5 C
201 S WRIGHT 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 280 U
URH GARNER 486 C
URH FORBES 376 C
URH OGLESBY 144 U
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
305 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS U
312 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
202 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 243 C
306 E GREEN 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 513 U
TUSCOLA ILL
411 W WHITE C
URH WARDALL 225 U
707 S 6TH 214 C
707 S 6TH 214 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 477 U
URH WARDALL 1223 U
URH GARNER 388 C
1110 W NEVADA U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
URH DANIELS 199 U
1010 E COLORADO U
703 W CHURCH C
URH SCOTT 214 C
307 W GREEN C
1600 W BRADLEY 34 C
WESTFIELD ILL
607 E PARK C
URH SHERMAN 566 C
405 E JOHN C
ASHEBORO N C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
1102 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 126 U
2201 HAZWD 203 U
DECATUR ILL
URH WARDALL 606 U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
806 S 3RD 15 C
1823 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 631 U
3216 BRENTWOOD C
URH SNYDER 392 C
1213 W CLARK U
URH VAN DOREN C
514 S STATE C
802 SCOTTSWOOD U
URH HOPKINS 236 C
905 S 1ST C
URH BABCOCK 109 U
707 W CHURCH U
604 E ARMORY C
402 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRTS 1306 C
507 E CLARK 22 C
910 S 3RD C
802 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL
URH HOPKINS 152 C
2807 WILLOW PARK C
1109 W STOUGHTON U
1109 ARBOR 2 C
54 MAPLEWOOD U
URH TRELEASE 101 U
URH TOWNSEND 119 U
54 MAPLEWOOD CT U
1106 W SPNGFLO U
409 E CHALMRS 1008 C
URH TOWNSEND 280 U
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
308 LOCUST U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 124 U





























































ROUTE 2 BOX 143
4 N REGENCY DR W
605 HARWOOD CT
ROUTE 2 BOX 110A
629 N LOMBARD
RR 2
RR 1 BOX 20
ROUTE 1 BOX 65




726 W WILSON ST
526 S CAMPBELL













2343 S PIERCE ST
9546 S COLFAX
1130 N CALIFORNIA
9647 S TULLEY AV
1937 E SPRUCE ST
2419 DOUGLAS
26W064 ARMBRUST AV









226 W 16TH PL
520 CLIFF RD




1382 W WOOD 2
4111 W 107TH ST
1110 1/2 S ARBOR
806 S 3RD 15
1823 VALLEY RD
ROUTE 1 BOX 194
3216 BRENTWOOD





1347 N GROVE AV
8112 S CHRISTIANA





3029 N HAMLIN AV
625 BRUCE AV
9157 S CHAPPEL







351 N MISSION AV
54 MAPLEWOOD CT
3356 GREENLEAF
2546 B W JEROME ST









































































































APP BENJAMIN R PE 1
APPEL CURTIS H LAS4
APPELBAUM LAURA RUTH GRAD
APPELBAUM STEWART N ENG1
APPELL THOMAS J ENG2
APPENZELLER BILLIE K BUS3
APPIFR BRADLEY W FAA2
APPLE DAVID A BUS1
APPLE NEAL L LAS2
APPLEBAUM ALAN J LAS3
APPLEBAUM ELLEN F LAS1
APPLEBEY JOHN P ENG2
APPLEBY MICHAEL L LAS1
APPLEMAN JAMES D LAS1
APPLEMAN JOHN S ENG2
APPLETON THOMAS R GRAD
APRILL KAREN L LAS2
APRILLE THOMAS J JR GRAD
APTER JOHN ROBERT GRAD
ARAI2A-ARENAS A GRAD
ARAZI JULIE LAS4
ARCHER ROBERT S VM 2
ARCHFR SANDRA D LAS4
ARCHEY GARY GLOYD GRAD
ARCHIBALD MALCOLM A GRAD
ARDISSONO JAMES A AV I 2
ARDISSONO PAUL E BUS3
ARENDS LEONARD W ENG4
ARENSON PETER T LAS3
ARENSON RAYMOND R FAA2
ARENSON SUSAN L LAS2
AREY RICHARD W FAA1
ARFA JACK A LAW1
ARGO THEODORE FRANCI FAA4
ARGOSH MARK A LAS1
ARGUBRIGHT SUSAN J LAS3
ARGYRAKIS PANAYIOTIS GRAD
ARIEW ROBERT ABEL GRAD
ARIEW ROGER GRAD
ARIEW SUSAN A GRAD
*ARKIN GERALD F GRAD
ARKISS GENISE JOY FAA4
ARLING GREGORY W GRAD
ARMBRUST DENNIS W BUS4
ARMBRUST RITA K BUS4
ARMBRUST RONALD ORAN GRAD
ARMENDAPIZ NANCY C GRAD
ARMENGOL ARMANDO GRAD
ARMES NANCY RUTH GRAD
ARMETTA NANCY A LAS4
ARMITAGE DIANE LYNN GRAD
ARMOUR JAMES E LAS3
ARMSTRONG ALLEN L FAA3
ARMSTRONG ANN E FAA1
ARMSTRONG BENTON L T BUS3
ARMSTRONG CHERYL J AGR4
ARMSTRONG CLINTON L ENG4
ARMSTRONG DAVID E LAS1
ARMSTRONG DAVID L BUS4
ARMSTRONG ELIZABETH PE 2
ARMSTRONG GREGORY FAA1
ARMSTRONG JEWEL E GRAD
ARMSTRONG JOHN JERRY GRAD
ARMSTRONG KERCHAL F GRAD
ARMSTRONG MARY BETH GRAD
ARMSTRONG MICHAEL J BUS1
ARMSTRONG REBECCA S BUS2
ARMSTRONG ROBERT E L LAS2
ARMSTRONG ROY M GRAD
ARMSTRONG RUSSELL D BUS3
ARMSTRONG SALLY J ED 1
ARMSTRONG SUSAN M GRAD
ARMSTRONG THOMAS W GRAD
ARMSTRONG WANDA GRAD
ARMSTRONG WILLIAM GRAD
ARNE BARBARA R AGR4
ARNE ROBERT DAVID GRAD
ARNOFF LAWRENCE H LAS2
ARNOLD CHARLES D ENG2
ARNOLD CLIFTON BUS2
ARNOLD DEAN JUOSON GRAD
ARNOLD DOUGLAS S LAS4
ARNOLD JEAN MARIAN LAS3
ARNQLO JOHN M LAS1
ARNOLD JOHN R BUS4
ARNOLD JOSEPH H JR GRAD
ARNOLD KATRINA LAS1
ARNOLD KENNETH D ENG1
ARNOLD PATRICIA C LAS1
ARNOLD PHYLLIS JEAN GRAD
ARNOLD ROBERT JAMES GRAD
ARNOLD RONALD G ENG4
ARNOLD SANDRA K LAS2
ARNOLD VOIZA OLSON GRAD
ARNOST MICHAEL J LAS2
ARNOTE JAN G LAS2
ARNTZEN DAVID M BUS2
URH HOPKINS 219 C
401 W SPNGFLD U
205 E JOHN C
212 E DANIEL C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 425 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 336 C
804 W OREGON U
609 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 279 U
URH CARR 315 U
1109 S 4TH C
1109 S 4TH C
102 N GREGORY U
URH WARDALL 324 U
2 ETON CT C
PARK FOREST ILL
URH SHERMAN 366 C
103 1/2 S 3RD C
806 S 1ST C
309 E HEALEY 14 C
CLINTON ILL
306 N MATHEWS U
201 E JOHN C
201 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 303 C
EVANSTON ILL
URH BABCOCK 125 U
904 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 340 C
307 S PRAIRIE C
78 VERSAILLES FR
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL U
URH DANIELS 723 U
1601 N KILER C
1207 GARDEN LN C
1207 GARDEN LN C
909 S MATTIS C
CHICAGO ILL
606 S BROADWAY U
1200 S VINE U
1200 S VINE 32 U
502 N MCKINLEY C
URH DANIELS 467 U
2111 HAZWD DR U
708 S 1ST 10 C
405 W ILLINOIS 1 U
608 BREEN C
URH GARNER 400 C
312 S ELM C
URH ALLEN 322 U
2118 ORCH ST 203 U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 6 C
614 W HILL C
URH ALLEN 24 U
905 S MATTIS 5 C
1202 W NEVADA U
206 S GREGORY U
URH SHERMAN 327 C
905 COUNTRY SOUIRE U
1003 MCHENRY U
CHARLESTON ILL
212 E DANIEL C
805 W OHIO U
209 E ARMORY C
1003 E COLORADO 32 U
104 HOLIDAY PK 466 C
URH HOPKINS 445 C
905 S MATTIS 5 C
803 W WHITE C
2118 ORCH ST 203 U
605 S 4TH 205 C
108 HEALEY 5 C
407 W WHITE C
753 S MATTIS C
URH TOWNSEND 519 U
56 E DANIEL 1 C
107 E HEALEY 12 C
709 S GREGORY PL U
509 E GREEN 202 C
URH FORBES 256 C
1806 W WILLIAMS C
2 FISHERS CT U
URH GARNER 243 C
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
URH TRELEASE 730 U
303 S BUSEY U
707 S 6TH 409 C
ROCK ISLANO ILL
302 E ARMORY C
2 FISHERS CT U

















































































403 NW 4TH AV

























7321 S SHORE DR
606 S BROADWAY
1200 S VINE
1200 S VINE 32
418 N ELM ST
325 1/2 LINCOLN AV
2111 ORCH ST 303




725 N WHEATON AV
2118 ORCH ST 203
1104 S FELL AV
901 EDGEHILL RD
635 S OUINCY























709 S GREGORY PL
623 W WASHINGTON
RR 2
10225 W 143RD ST
2 FISHERS CT












































































































ARONSON EVERETT VM 1
ARORA ANIL KUMAR GRAD
ARORA BRIJ MOHAN GRAD
ARREGUIN ESTHER R GRAD
ARRIAGA DIAZ CAMILA GRAD
ARSONS GEORGEAN E M GRAD
ARSONS ROLAND BUS2
ARTER DAVID BRUCE GRAD
ARTHUR BARBARA A ED 4
ARTHUR OOUGLAS P BUS1
ARTHUR NANCY E GRAD
ARTHUR RICHARD F ENG1
ARTHUR ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
ARTS ARNOLD MARTIN GRAD
ARTWOHL PAUL J ENG1
ARVEY STEVEN M BUS1
ASBURY THOMAS SCOTT GRAD
ASCHAUER MARTIN N GRAD
ASCHAUER RUTH E LAS2
ASCHER BARRY H ENG4
ASCHER JANICE E COM4
ASCHER LINDA KAYE GRAD
ASCHOBER RENATE MARI GRAD
ASCHWANDEN CHARLES R LAS1
ASENSIO JUAN A LAS1
ASH ANTHONY DECOSTA GRAD
ASH JAMES R FAA4
ASH JANE E LAS2
ASHBAUGH JIMMY H BUS3
ASHBROOK JOHN M LAS4
ASHBURN NANCY F LAS3
ASHBY FRANKLIN E BUS4
ASHE WILLIAM M LAS3
ASHEIM PAUL W BUS2
ASHENBREMER RANDOLPH FAA3
ASHER IRA M LAS2
ASHER JON F FAA4
ASHER LOUIS TOPPY ED 4
ASHER SHARON KAY LAS4
ASHER SHELDON D BUS1
ASHKINAZ MARK D LAS4
ASHLEY BARBARA A LAS1
ASHLEY DANIEL J LAS2
ASHLEY JAY E LAS3
ASHLEY LANE J LAS2
ASHLOCK GILBERT L AGR2
ASHLOCK RANDALL E ENG1
ASHTON GUY THEODORE GRAD
ASHTON JAMES B LAS3
ASHTON MARGARET J LAS1
ASHWELL SUSAN M LAS2
ASKEW CHARLES P FAA4
ASKEW DUANE CLYDE GRAD
ASKEW SUSAN J BUS1
ASLAKSEN JAMES GILES LAS4
ASPELIN JOHN H LAW2
ASPEP CHERYL D LAS3
ASPER GLORIA ELLEN GRAD
ASPER MARY J AGR2
ASSELBORN DEAN E ENG2
ASSELIN GILLES P GRAD
ASSELL WILLIAM LEE GRAD
ASSINK ANNE HOEKSTRA LAW2
ASSINK ROGER ALYN GRAD
ASTA JOHN J ENG4
ASTLING GEORGE FRANK GRAO
ASTROLOGES GARY W GRAD
ASTROTH JEFFREY D LAS4
ATCHISON JAMES A ENG2
ATCHISON LINDA J FAA4
ATCHISON LINDA J LAS2
ATCHLEY DARYL N FAA4
ATEL BASHIR AHMAD GRAD
ATHANASES STEVEN Z FAA1
ATHERTON JAMES H ENG4
ATHERTON MICHAEL J AGR4
ATHERTON THOMAS M LAW3
ATHEY MICHAEL KURT LAS4
ATHEY RALPH RANDOLPH GRAD
ATHON KENNETH J LAS2
ATILANO RICARDO J LAS2
ATKENSON LINDA A ED 4
ATKINS BEVERLY ANN GRAD
ATKINS DAVID B LAW3
ATKINS KENNETH LEE GRAO
ATKINS RONALD LEE LAS1
ATKINSON DAVID C LAS2
ATKINSON DAVID E LAS3
ATKINSON DAVID TRACY GRAD
ATKINSON JAMES W BUS4
ATKINSON JOHN K LAS1
ATKINSON RUSSELL R ENG4
ATLAS ALVIN C LAS2
ATLAS BARRY F LAS3
ATON RUTH C LAS2
ATON THOMAS JOHN GRAD
ATOR R GREGORY ENG2
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
1308 W MAIN U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
1717 W PARK C
STA A BOX 2351 C
2408 E NEVADA U
2408 E NEVADA U
2116 ORCH ST 204 U
704 N COLER U
STREAMWOOD ILL
1010 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
904 W GREEN 419 U
1717 PARKHAVEN C
URH TAFT 27 C
409 E CHALMRS 1001 U
501 1/2 E GREEN C
CHATHAM ILL
URH ALLEN 308 U
2410 E MAIN 12 U
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN U
2410 E MAIN U
803 W GREEN U
URH GARNER 216 C
105 E ARMORY C
927 N LINVIEW U
2116 ORCH ST 201 U
URH WARDALL 707 U
800 S MATTIS 20 C
402 E ARMORY C
1010 S 2ND 213 C
807 S COTTAGE GR U
102 E ARMORY C
212 E DANIEL C
207 S WRIGHT 3 C
910 S 3RD 609 C
516 S ELM C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
URH OGLESBY 602 U
URH OGLESBY 909 U
URH TRELEASE 1220 U
CHICAGO ILL
1002 W OREGON U
1004 S 4TH C
URH ISR 510 U
URH ALLEN 364 U
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
URH ALLEN 479 U
URH TRELEASE 1205 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
55 E HEALEY 103 C
CLIFTON ILL
SPRINGFIELD ILL
2006 A ORCH ST U
104 W OREGON U
715 W MICHIGAN U
705 W GREEN U
URH EVANS 139 U
URH ALLEN 375 U
1.107 W GREEN 432 U
1303 MAYFAIR RD C
21 OAKWOOD U
21 OAKWOOD U
1317 LARKSPUR LN C
804 OAKLAND 2C8 U
URH SHERMAN 260 C
1810 B ORCH PL U
209 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 222 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1010 S 2ND C
616 E DANIEL C
1105 S 4TH C
703 GREGORY PL U
905 E COLORADO 55 U
28 CARRIAGE ESTS U
LISLE ILL
1409 N HICKORY C
URH GARNER 392 C
311 E DANIEL C
107 E JOHN 202 C
313 E JOHN C
312 PRAIRIE 105 C
LA CRESCENTA CAL
URH BABCOCK 421 U
603 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 245 U
BOURBONNAIS ILL
MT PROSPECT ILL
URH TAFT 321 C
STA A BOX 2019 C
URH OGLESBY 621 U
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
904 S LINCOLN U
1021 ANDERSON U



























































3036 W PRATT AV
RAILWAY ROAD














501 1/2 E GREEN
RR 1
4344 ELM ST
2410 E MAIN 12
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN
2410 E MAIN
8 MUENCHEN 90





800 S MATTIS 20
333 LINCOLN DR
406 23RD ST
807 S COTTAGE GR
8018 S CALUMET AV
1605 E WASHINGTON



















































60 E 100TH PL
RR 1 BOX 161
13-52 MARGRET ST
LASALLE DR
310 N EMERSON ST










































































































ATTAWAY GEORGE A LAS4
ATTEBERRY MARTHA S GRAO
ATTEBURY JOHN C GRAD
ATTIG JOHN N AVI2
ATTRILL STEVEN E BUS3
ATWOOO CHARLES L FAA2
ATWOOD DOUGLAS WAYNE GRAD
ATWOOD HERBERT W ED 2
ATWOOD JIMMY DEE GRAD
AU JOSEPH JIM-SAI GRAD
AU YUE-KONG GRAD
AUBRECHT KATHRYN A LAS3
*AUDI LOUIS D GRAD
AUDO ANTHONY JAMES FAA6
AUDY ANNE MICHELE LAW3
AUER ARTHUR WILLIAM GRAD
AUERBACH MYRON B LAS3
AUERBACH VIVIAN S LAS2
AUFDERHEIDE ANN B LAS3
AUFMUTH MARY A B FAA4
*AUFMUTH RAYMOND E GRAD
AUGITTO JOSEPH ANTHO FAA4
AUGSPURGER JAMES J LASl
AUGUST BRETT A LAS2
AUGUSTINE A J JR LAW2
AUGUSTINE KATHRYN N GRAD
AUGUSTINE WILLIAM L VM 1
AUKERMAN RONALD KEIT ENG4
*AUKES LEWIS EHME GRAD
AUL JERRY S AGR2
AULBACH JOHN ROBERT ENG4
AULD RONALD C ENG2
AULERT ROBERT H JR ENG3
AULETTA CAROL CAREY GRAD
AULT CLIFFORD S LAS4
AULT DONALD F LAS2
*AULT JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
AUMILLER BILL J FAA4
AUMILLER ROBERT M BUS3
AUPPERLE DALE EUGENE AGR4
AUPPERLE DAVID A AGR3
AURAND JOHN DAVID GRAD
AURENCHE JEAN-PIERRE GRAD
AUSBECK PAUL J ENG1
AUSICH WILLIAM I LAS2
AUSTERMUEHLE PAUL F LASl
AUSTIN BEVERLY LUE COM4
AUSTIN DAVID ROSS GRAD
AUSTIN DENNIS K LAS4
AUSTIN HOWARD B FAA2
AUSTIN JAMES AGR
1
AUSTIN JOYCE D ED 4
AUSTIN PETER F ENG4
AUSTIN ROBERT H GRAD
AUSTIN THEODORE R LASl
AUTEN JAMES HUDSON GRAD
AUTH MARY K FAA2
AUYEUNG JESSICA T GRAD
AVAKIAN NANCY L AGR2
AVALOS DIANA E LAS4
*AVCIN MATTHEW JOHN GRAD
AVCIN SUSAN BOSWORTH GRAD
AVELIS JOHN JR GRAD
AVELLANEDA ANDRES GRAD
AVELLANEDA MARGARITA GRAD
AVERY CAROL J FAA1
AVERY CHAD H AGR1
AVERY CHARLES F FAA1
AVERY CHRIS LASl
AVERY DOUGLAS P LAS4
AVERY GALEN W BUS3
AVILA FELIPE RAFAEL GRAD
AVNER RICHARD ALLEN GRAO
AVRIL GARY L ENG2
AWALT SUSAN LISBETH ENG4
AWE DARVIN R BUS2
AWKER RANDAL W ENG4
AWOYALE JAMES Y GRAD
AWUWOLOYE EZEKIEL GRAD
AX BARBARA HERMANN ED 3
AX ROY L JR AGR3
AX WAYNE A LAS2
AXELROO DAVID J ENG1
AXELROD JANICE A ED 2
AXELSON CARL MARK GRAD
AXEN KAREL J LAS3
AXEN WENDI L ED 1
AXNESS JOHN K ENG1
AXT RANDOLPH W LAS4
AYERS BETH A ED 4
AYERS JAMES RODNEY BUS3
AYERS TERRY G ENG1
AYLSWORTH JAMES OUEN GRAD
AYLWARD LINDA L ED 2
AYRAULT GUY GRAD
STA A BOX 2886 C
URH DANIELS 524 U
URH HOPKINS 222 C
MATTOON ILL
405 W DODSON U
112 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 102 C
URH TOWNSEND 248 U
2207 PHILO RD U
RANTOUL ILL
1600 W BRADLEY 184 C
313 MET £ MIN BLDG U
505 E WHITE 7 C
1202 W NEVADA U
202 N COLER 2 U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
901 S 1ST 19 C
508 W HIGH U
910 S 3RD 708 C
URH WARDALL 1005 U
URH LAR 313 U
810 S 3RD C
1103 HOLIDAY C
318 ELMWOOD C
URH HOPKINS 288 C
URH TOWNSEND 233 U
URH SHERMAN 1246 C
URH SHERMAN 1165 C
BLUE MOUND ILL
108 W GREEN 103 C
RANTOUL ILL
604 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 613 C
URH BLAISDELL 6 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
1007 S MATTIS C
202 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 171 C
RANTOUL ILL
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH SCOTT 172 C
205 E HEALEY 26 C
1002 S BUSEY U
203 W ELM U
8 10 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 467 C
URH GARNER 420 C
URH NOBLE 208 C
901 S 1ST C
1405 BRIARCLIFF U
616 W HEALEY 5 C
URH TAFT 123 C
917 W CHARLES C
58 E DANIEL C
618 E DANIEL C
909 W MAIN U
707 S 3RD C
1508 DOBBINS C
URH LUNDGREN 16 C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 2 U
URH LAR 177 U
508 E ARMORY C
1005 S 6TH 23 C
1005 S 6TH 23 C
307 DAVIDSON 1 C
905 S MATTIS 3 C
905 S MATTIS 3 C
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
URH NOBLE 108 C
URH ALLEN 63 U
URH FORBES 490 C
305 E JOHN C
EVANSVILLE I ND
1824 A ORCH ST U
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 251 U
207 W HEALEY 1 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 413 U
URH SHERMAN 766 C
405 S 6TH C
30 MAPLEWOOD U
30 MAPLEWOOD U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
802 S LOCUST 2 C
1315 KIRBY 1 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 298 U
URH SNYDER 238 C
SUPERIOR WIS
203 S WRIGHT 3 C
312 E ARMORY C
3109 WILLIAM C
317 AVONDALE C
URH BLAISDELL 314 U































































117 W GARDNER ST
2721 WESTERN







4830 N CNTRL PK AV
14-4-41 75TH AV
807 RANDLE ST
202 N COLER 2











2111 N MULLIGAN AV

















46 RUE PIERE DUPNT
17631 GOLFVIEW AV







4106 W CERMAK RD











905 S MATTIS 3

































































































































AYRES KATHLEEN M LAS1
AYRES ROBERT A LAS4
AYRTON MICHAEL R LAS1
AZHA JAHANGIR GRAD
AZOFF SHARI L LAS2
AZWAR NORMAN RAZIEF GRAD
AZZARELLO ELLEN J LAS4
BABAKHANIAN GRACE S GRAD
BABAMOV VASIL KRUM GRAD
BABB JAMES LOWELL LAS4
BABB RICHARD A BUS2
BABBITT JEAN H FAA3
BABBITT JULIET C LAS4
BABBITT ROBERT H LAS2
BABBS ELIZABETH M ED 3
BABCOCK BOBBY R LAS1
BABCOCK MEAD D BUS1
BABCOCK MIKE WARD GRAD
BABCOCK PHYLLIS A LAS4
BABENDIR BRUCE J BUS1
BABIARZ CAROL J LAS1
3ABICH SANDRA A BUS4
BABLER ROBERT BOYD ENG4
BACCHI DIANE M FAA3
BACE LYNN A LAS2
BACH EDWARD E JR BUS2
BACH HAROLD WILLIAM AGR4
BACH JANICE A AGR4
BACH KAREN GAYLE GRAD
BACH LYDIA A LAS3
BACH MARY L LAS3
BACH ROBERT FAA3
BACHELDER LYNN A LAS3
BACHHUBER ROBERT W COM3
BACHHUBER WENDY L LAS2
BACHLEDA MATTHEW E AGR
1
BACHMAN DEAN E AGR3
BACHMAN GEORGE T GRAD
BACHMAN THEODORE J FAA1
*BACHRACH MARGARET S FAA4
BACKE CAROL LYNNE LAS3
*BACKEY CELIA M GRAD
BACKEY JAMES EARL GRAD
BACKS WILLIAM M LAS3
BACKUS CAROLYN ALICE GRAD
BACON CLOYDE R ENG3
BACON THOMAS F LAS2
BACONE JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
BADAL JULIA CAROLINE GRAD
BADESCH ROBERT T LAS4
BADESCH SCOTT B PE 1
BADGER BARBARA J LAS4
BADGLEY BRAD L LAS2
BADNER LAURA D PE 1
BAOTEN RONALD L BUS4
BAECHLE DANIEL A LAS3
BAECHLE FRED B BUS2
BAEDER ALICE J LAS3
BAEDER ARTHUR III VM 3
BAEK YOUNG KEE GRAD
BAER DAVID A LAS3
BAER DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
BAER DENISE LOR LAS2
BAER JEFFREY A FAA4
BAER KEITH D LAS1
BAER LAURIE J LAS4
BAER MICHAEL LAS4
BAER RICHARD K LAS2
*BAER ROBERT B LAS4
BAER ROBERT S LAS2
BAGBY BEATRICE HILL GRAD
BAGBY HELEN JEAN GRAD
BAGBY ROBIN E FAA1
BAGDONAS SAULIUS C ENG1
BAGGS LARRY E LAS2
BAGLEY KAREN D LAS1
BAGLEY MARTHA C GRAD
BAGNES DIANE M GRAD
BAGSBY DAPHNE R ED 4
BAHNKE JOHN EMIL LAS3
BAHR PHILLIP H FAA1
BAHRY DONNA LYNN GRAD
BAIER JAMES P BUS2
BAIETTO MICHAEL E PE 1
BAILEN JOHN R LAS3
BAILEY BONNIE I FAA3
BAILEY GERALD R BUS2
*BAILEY JAMES STEPHEN GRAD
BAILEY JANE E LAS1
BAILEY JOHN L LAS3
BAILEY JOHN M LAS3
BAILEY JOYCE LESLIE LAS4
BAILEY KATHLEEN C GRAD
*BAILEY KEITH DONALD GRAD
BAILEY LINDA L AGR2
BAILEY MARSHA L LAS3
BAILEY OLA MAE GRAD
URH TRELEASE 611 U
408 E STOUGHTON 6 C
URH BLAISDELL 11 U
URH DANIELS 353 U
URH SCOTT 391 C
URH DANIELS 110 U
508 E ARMORY C
1003 S BUSEY U
300 S GOODWIN 213 U
509 W MAIN 3 U
910 S 3RD 614 C
907 S WRIGHT C
907 S WRIGHT C
1105 S 1ST C
305 DODSON W U
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
URH TOWNSEND 214 U
1729 VALLEY RD C
406 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 216 U
URH WARDALL 1110 U
905 S 1ST 8 C
203 S WRIGHT C
616 W HILL C
902 S 2ND C
312 E ARMORY C
810 W CHURCH 7 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH DANIELS 237 U
309 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 624 U
911 S 4TH C
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
URH BLAISDELL 112 U
URH ALLEN 313 U
URH WESTON 356 C
809 W PENN U
1201 E FLORIDA 22 U
URH WESTON 454 C
800 1/2 S VINE U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
201 N LYNN 30 C
201 N LYNN 30 C
403 W GREEN 2 C
109 S BUSEY 5 U
1611 VALLEY RD 2 C
911 S 4TH C
110 E JOHN 8 C
620 W HEALEY C
615 W WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
715 W MICHIGAN U
713 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 1019 U
108 HOLIDAY PARK C
212 E CHALMERS C
110 E ARMORY C
BARCELONA SP
RR 1 U
1835 A ORCH PL U
703 ILLINOIS U
1012 W SPNGFLD U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
603 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 341 U
706 S MATHEWS U
1503 KIRBY 4 C
212 E DANIEL C
TUSCOLA ILL
URH TOWNSEND 264 U
RR 2 C
PETERSBURG ILL
URH SCOTT 326 C
URH ALLEN 43 U
URH BABCOCK 4 U
105 E DANIEL C
502 W MAIN 301 U
216 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
807 S 1ST C
410 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 400 C
URH SHERMAN 1264 C
URH FORBES 446 C
604 ARMORY 321 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH LUNDGREN 223 C
EAST ORANGE NJ
408 W HEALEY 2 C
URH SAUNDERS 431 U
URH HOPKINS 171 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 281 U
URH DANIELS 293 U
17 DUNELLEN U
1009 W EUREKA C
BADEN AUST






























































200 E AIRLINE DR





5929 W 16TH ST
1003 S BUSEY
DORCE PETROV 2
1404 N SCOTT ST
17-0 SERENA DR
7010 N TETON DR






15337 S ASHLAND AV












437 BRAESIDE N DR
318 WINDSOR ST
625 S EDWARD ST
625 S EDWARD ST
RR 1 BOX B 9




201 N LYNN 30




9652 S HOYNE AV










304 E SCHOOL LN
RR 1
1835 A ORCH PL
2419 OUGDALE
1012 W SPNGFLD







907 E MARION ST
RR 2
121 W JEFFERSON




502 W MAIN 301
2t6 1/2 W MAIN 3
7719 S EAST END
418 E SHERMAN
2^6 MONTE VISTA DR
1096 S MAIN ST

















































































































BAILEY ROBERT ELLIS GRAD
BAILEY ROBERT W FAA2
BAILEY RUTH ELLEN GRAD
BAILEY SHARON S LAS1
BAILEY SUSAN J LAS2
BAILEY THEODORE M LAW3
BAILEY VICKI L C LAS4
BAILEY WILLIE HENRY GRAO
BAILEY YVONNE LASl
BAILLEU KENNETH ROSS GRAD
BAILLIE ROBERT JOHN GRAD
BAIN BARBARA FAA1
BAIN GARY LASl
BAINBRIDGE ROBERT C LAS2
BAIR CYNTHIA M LAS2
BAIR KATHLEEN L LAS2
BAIR STEVEN L LAS4
BAIRD CRAIG A LASl
BAIRD CURTIS JAMES GRAD
BAIRD DONALD JOE GRAD
BAIRD JAMES A FAA4
BAJARS RITA N LAS2
BAJJALIEH NICHOLI L AGR2
BAJJALIEH SANDRA M LASl
BAKER ALLEN R ENG2
BAKER BARBARA A LAS4
BAKER BARBARA E LAS4
BAKER BETTY J PE 1
BAKER CAROLYN M FAA1
BAKER CLYDE JULIAN ENG6
BAKER DANIEL L JR FAA3
BAKER DAVID GENE GRAD
BAKER DEBORAH A LAS4
BAKER DONALD S LAS3
BAKER EDWARD E AGR3
BAKER EILEEN M AGR3
BAKER ELIZABETH R LAS3
BAKER ELLEN L GRAD
BAKER FELIX J BUS3
BAKER FRANCINE L PE 2
BAKER FRANK EDWARD GRAD
BAKER HOLLIS J LASl
BAKER JAMES A LAS4
BAKER JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
BAKER JEFFREY EWING GRAD
BAKER JOHN ALAN GRAD
BAKER JONATHAN R ENG4
BAKER KATHY L LAS3
BAKER LAWRENCE G ENG1
BAKER LOUIE C PE 4
BAKER LYNDA K COM4
BAKER MARGARET L LAS3
BAKER MARY B AGR1
BAKER MICHAEL EARL ENG4
BAKER NANCY E LAS4
BAKER NANCY L EO 4
BAKER NICHOLAS C LASl
BAKER PAUL ALLEN ENG4
BAKER ROBERT C LAS2
BAKER ROBERT SAMUEL GRAD
BAKER SANDRA S LAS3
BAKER SHARON FOX LAS2
BAKER SUSAN M GRAD
BAKER SUZANNE I LAS2
BAKER TIMOTHY G AGR3
BAKHREBAH SALEH A GRAD
BAKK JAMES C LASl
BAKKE NILES K BUS2
BAKRI MAARIB L GRAD
BALACHANDRAN M GRAD
BALACHANDRAN S GRAD
BALAKRISHNAN T R GRAD
BALASI MARK G FAA1
BALAZS RONALD M ENG2
BALBACH EDITH D LAS2
BALCOM CAROL ANN GRAD
BALDACCI JOHN W ENG2
BALDING JEFFREY H COM4
BALDO ELIZABETH LAS2
BALDO JONATHAN LASl
BALDONI JOSEPH G II GRAD
BALDWIN CLAYTON LEE FAA4
BALDWIN DONNA R GRAD
BALDWIN GERALD E LAS4
BALDWIN JEFFREY D ENG1
BALDWIN JUNE C ED 1
BALDWIN MICHAEL J LAW3
BALDWIN STEPHEN E ENG4
BALEIKO SUSAN E FAA1
BALESH EDWARD T LASl
BALGLEY KATHLEEN A LAS2
BALIN PAULA M LAS3
BALINSKI KENNETH A LAS4
BALKEMA CAROLYN JO GRAO
BALKEY JACK T BUS2
BALKONIS JOHN A ENG4
URH FORBES 319 C
605 S BIRCH U
1007 S 3RD C
RR 1 U
1009 W EUREKA C
URH GARNER 467 C
2108 ORCH ST 202 U
801 W HILL 3 C
1704 VALLEY RD C
URH BUSEY 302 U
601 W CLARK C
306 N ROMINE 1 U
URH GARNER 266 C
910 S 3RD C
45 IVANHOE U
URH WARDALL 525 U
URH TRELEASE 904 U
502 W ELM U
URH SNYDER 308 C
2112 W WHITE 162 C
709 S BROADWAY U
404 S NEW C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 321 C
URH LAR 338 U
URH TOWNSEND 534 U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SAUNDERS 8 U
URH LAR 391 U
503 W ILLINOIS U
411 S DODSON U
202 BRIAR LN C
110 W CHARLES 2 C
301 W GREEN 5 C
105 E GREEN 7 C
2608 BROWNFLD RD U
105 E GREEN 7 C
102 N GREGORY 6 U
SAVOY ILL
509 E STOUGHTON C
1010 S 2ND C
BOX 393 U
URH SAUNDERS 126 U
706 S 1ST 302 C
1113 WILLARD U
2114 ORCH ST 204 U
1211 W CLARK U
209 W GREEN 4 C
504 W WHITE C
URH ALLEN 73 U
MONTICELLO ILL
611 W SPNGFLD 4 C
URH BLAISDELL 404 U
URH VANOOREN 206 C
107 N BUSEY 5 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
209 W GREEN 4 C
URH FORBES 221 C
907 S 2ND 12 C
URH CARR 319 U
502 W MAIN 117 U
2016 S VAWTER 7 U
2608 BROWNFIELD RD U
MILTON MASS
409 E CHALMRS 1408 C
57 IVANHOE RR 4 U
2028 A HAZWD CT U
URH SCOTT 346 C
1101 W PENN U
2206 FLETCHER U
300 S GOODWIN 201 U
300 S GOODWIN 201 U
614 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 409 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 412 C
URH SHERMAN 103 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1C9 U
URH WARDALL 322 U
URH HOPKINS 258 C
BOX 114 C
211 E DANIEL C
DECATUR ILL
110 E CLARK C
1006 W WHITE C
URH BLAISDELL 422 U
URH SHERMAN 1062 C
112 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
URH SCOTT 346 C
1207 W NEVADA U
205 E CALIFORNIA U
1007 S 3RD C
221 W MAIN 2 U
501 E OANIEL C









































































1431 SILVA DALE RD
RQUTE 1 BOX 13
8412 S KERFOOT
1035 S 6TH ST




1708 ST CLAIR DR
2102 ZUPPKE
2102 ZUPPKE
901 S 2ND ST




4549 N MOBILE AV
4549 N MOBILE
5855 OLD MILLSTONE





3752 S HONORE ST




422 S CENTER ST
416 E 66TH TERR
305 W CHURCH






2114 ORCH ST 204
1745 187TH ST
RR 1
911 N MAIN ST
760 61ST ST




283 N POPLAR ST
3J26 STONEYBROOK
1419 JOAN DR
283 N POPLAR ST
220 GRANT ST
ST CATHARINES









300 S GOODWIN 201
300 S GOODWIN 201
157 W KIAWAI NAGAR
305 MELODY LN
1007 W 123RD ST
1005 S DOUGLAS
RR 1 ROUTE 101 A
332 S DALE
5484 LINDALE DR
851 S WOLF RD




524 E SOUTH AV
1006 W WHITE
6538 S KIMBARK
9110 W 125TH ST
4244 GARDEN AV
6043 W GIDDINGS ST
154 N HUMPHREY AV
147 HIGHTIDE DR
7122 N KEELER






































































































BALL BONNIE L AGR3
BALL KATHRYN J LAS3
BALLARD IDA MAE GRAO
BALLARO JOYCE E GRAO
BALLARD KARL D AGR2
BALLARD LINDA J LAS2
BALLARD LON R ENG1
BALLARD MARK J LAS1
BALLARD REBECCA J LAS2
BALLENGER THERESA I ED 1
BALLHEIM JOHN W GRAO
BALLIET EARL JAMES GRAD
BALLIN SHARON G LAS2
BALLOU ALAN E ENG3
BALMES JOHN R LAS4
*BALMES SHARON N LAS4
BALOG CYRIL EDWARD GRAD
BALSAN JOHN R ENG3
BALSANO BRUCE BUS3
*BALSLEY JOE DEXTER GRAD
BALSLEY LAWRENCE E ENG4
BALSLEY STEPHEN G LAW3
BALSTER NANCY LOUISE GRAD
BALSTERS KENNETH E AGR3
BALTAXE JAMES BERNAR GRAD
SALTER MICHAEL HENRY GRAD
BALTHAZOR TERRELL M GRAD
BALZ DANIEL JOHN GRAD
*BALZ NANCY J JOHNSON GRAD
BAMBERGER JUDY A LAS2
BAMMANN ANGELA RAE LAS1
BANDOLIK STEVEN D BUS1
BANDSTRA ARNOLD B JR GRAD
BANDY BETH RAE ED 4
BANDY JOHN R LAS3
BANOY THEODORE R AGRA
BANE DAVID P AGR2
BANET DAVID J LAS1
BANFI CARL E LAS1
BANG JOHN G LAS2
BANGASSER LINDA K FAA1
BANGHAM MARY R LAS4
BANICH WILLIAM R LAS3
SANIES DIANE FAA1




BANK HARRIET R ED 1
BANKOFF ESTHER H GRAO
BANKS BEVERLY A LAS2
BANKS CRAIG LAS1
BANKS DANIEL LEWIS AV I
1
BANKS DEBORAH KAYE FAA3
BANKS LAWRENCE C LAS2
BANKS MARSHALL D GRAD
BANKS NATHANIEL C FAA4
BANKS PATRICIA M LAS4
BANKS RICARDO LAS1
BANKS WILSON PALMER GRAD
BANNER DAVID L GRAD
BANNER DONALD J LAW3
BANNER JOHN G BUS3
BANNON JILL A LAS3
BANTOFT STEPHEN K GRAD
BANTZ JAMES R BUS2
BANUL ROBIN COM4
BANZ GREGORY S LAS1
BAO MARY Y LAS1
BAOUERO INES LAS4
BARABOLAK ALEX LAS4
BARACH KAREN G FAA3
BARAN BARBARA K LAW2
BARAN JOHN P FAA6
BARAN LEONARD C ENG1
BARAN SANFORD B ENG4
BARANOWSKI WAYNE S BUS3
BARAVIK DAVID P BUS3
BARBAKOFF ROBIN B ED 1
BARBARO ANTHONY J ENG2
BARBER CARLA S ED 2
BARBER JANET L ED 3
BARBER JULIE A LAS2
BARBER KAREN A LAS1
BARBER LINDA S LAS1
BARBER MICHAEL T LAS1
BARBER PAULA J ED 4
BARBERIE ANNE M AGR2
BARBERIE SUSAN E BUS1
BARBIER WAYNE A BUS1
BARCLAY JANICE L LAS1
BARD HELENE M LAS2
BARDELMEIER DENNIS G VM 3
BARDEN YVONNE DEE GRAD
BARDOLPH MARIAN E LAS4
BARDUSCH ALBERT T LAS4
BAREITHER DANIEL J LAS4
BAREN BEVERLY E LAS2
BARENDREGT BEA J LAS1
905 E COLORADO 46 U 344-8499
1004 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 193 U 332-2450
206 HOLIOAY PARK C
URH CARR 122 U
URH GARNER 356 C 332-0841
URH TOWNSEND 184 U 332-4047
URH BARTON 417 C 332-0177
URH SAUNDERS 125 U 332-3607
URH WARDALL 608 U 332-4412
RANTOUL ILL
503 E WHITE 10 C 352-6453
URH WARDALL 306 U 359-2398
605 S BROADWAY U 344-7888
810 W CHURCH 4 C 352-4711
810 W CHURCH 4 C 352-4711
1005 S MATTIS 2-8 C 352-8080
URH FORBES 123 C 332-0935
KANKAKEE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
1008 S BUSEY 7 U
404 EDGEBROOK 217 C 359-8639
URH DANIELS 374 U 332-2509
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
COLLISON ILL
1113 W GREEN 319 U 344-5463
1203 1/2 N COLER U 344-0841
1203 1/2 N COLER U 344-0841
URH EVANS 207 U 332-2705
URH TRELEASE 1227 U
409 E CHALMRS 1113 C
406 S EDWIN C 359-4556
1611 CORONADO C 356-6111
501 E DANIEL C 344-4570
910 S 3RD C 337-5118
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
URH HOPKINS 294 C 332-1254
URH FORBES 424 C
409 E CHALMRS 1512 C
URH WARDALL 924 U
OAK PARK ILL
URH SNYDER 388 C 332-1801
URH LUNDGREN 9 C
URH OGLESBY 1108 U 332-5360
URH OGLESBY 606 U 332-5208
910 S 3RD C 337-5230
EVANSTON ILL
URH GARNER 336 C 332-0799
URH TOWNSEND 180 U 332-4C44
1904 CRESCENT C 356-2930
407 N 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 123 U 332-5223
2114 ORCH ST 104 U 344-6938
407 N 3RD C 356-7154
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C 356-9401
URH TOWNSEND 528 U
NORMAL ILL
URH DANIELS 166 U
1115 W CHURCH C 359-5121
URH OGLESBY 801 U 332-5263
1202 W UNIVERSITY U 367-0603
504 E ARMORY C 333-0984
302 W GREEN U
109 E CHALMERS C 328-3204
604 E ARMORY 215 C
1004 E DELAWARE U
803 OAKLAND 102 U
1003 E COLORADO 24 U 367-7830
409 E CHALMERS 812 C
307 DAVIDSON C 359-4495
810 S 3RD C 344-5140
RANTOUL ILL
401 W SPNGFLD U 344-7082
910 S 3RD C 337-5107
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
910 S 3RD C 337-5254
604 E ARMORY 204 C 344-4355
URH WARDALL 809 U 332-4464
URH SCOTT 292 C 332-1495
URH WARDALL 811 U 332-4464
611 E DANIEL C 344-0480
URH PAR U 332-3559
URH SNYDER 320 C 332-1756
302 S 4TH 4 C
605 INDIANA U 344-7124
URH TRELEASE 1031 U 332-5707
URH WESTON 440 C 332-2082
URH SCOTT 392 C 332-1565
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C 332-3479
1005 S NEIL C 356-8906
URH DANIELS U 332-2143
103 S MCCULLOUGH 8 U 367-8116
RANTOUL ILL
1101 W PENN U 344-9469
712 W ILLINOIS U 344-3081
108 E HEALEY 16 C 359-2691
441 ANTHONY TR
ROUTE 1 BOX 182
1830 KANSAS ST
435 S HUDSON 7
RR 1






503 E WHITE 10
58 E ARMORY 15
1117 HAWKINSON 11
810 W CHURCH 4
810 W CHURCH 4
1005 S MATTIS 2-8
10642 S TERRY DR
935 S 8TH AV
1512 E VOOTHEES
1008 HINMAN AV
329 E FRANKLIN ST
2 DAWN DR
RR 1 BOX 10
DAVENPORT HALL 109
RR 1
1113 W GREEN 319
1203 1/2 N COLER
































5531 W AGATITE AV
22 DALE ALLEN DR
16 ROOKFIELD AV
7 N WILLIAM ST




5735 W 23RD PL
7440 N KEYSTONE AV
307 DAVIDSON
810 S 3RD
RR 1 BOX 56
6430 N FRANCISCO














328 S 7TH AV
217 E DODGE AV
RR 7






































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
13
BARENFANGER CHARLES ENG4
BARENFANGER WALTER E FAA1
BARESEL CRAIG F LAS1
BARFIELD HENRY H LAS4
BARFORO DAVID C FAA4
BARFDRD MICHAEL A LAS2
BARG JUDITH J LAS1
BARGER GARY WAYNE GRAD
BARGER SHIRLEY M COM4
BARGREN PAUL E COM3
BARHAM JOEL R LAS3
BARIFF MARTIN LOUIS GRAO
BARILLA BRUCE W ENG1
BARISH ROBIN I AGR2
BARITAKIS EMMANUEL ENG2
BARK MARLA E LAS4
BARKER BARBARA ED 4
BARKFR MARSHA L ED 2
BARKER NOEL WILLIAM GRAD
BARMASH MARILYN R LAS3
BARNAL EDGAR M ENG2
BARNARD CAROLYN E AGR3
BARNARD CHRISTIE K LAS4
BARNARD DENNIS L AGR2
BARNARD JAMES B LAS2
BARNARD KATHLEEN LAS4
BARNARD PATRICIA L LAS1
BARNATO CHARLES N JR GRAD
BARNATO CONSTANCE B GRAD
BARNES BARBARA ANNE GRAD
BARNES CHARLES L ENG1
BARNES DEBORAH K AGR4
BARNES DONALD E GRAD
BARNES DORA J LAS1
BARNES GARY LAS4
BARNES HENRY M LAS2
BARNES JACK D ENG3
BARNES JOHN JACOB GRAD
BARNES JOHN JR GRAD
BARNES KENNETH R GRAD
BARNES LAURIE L LAS2
BARNES LINDA K FAA1
BARNES LINDA S BUS2
BARNES MALCOLM LAW2
BARNES MAUREEN C LAS1
BARNES MICHELE M FAA1
BARNES PATRICIA A LAS3
BARNES PAUL F LAS3
BARNES RICHARD W LAS1
BARNES RONALD REX GRAD
BARNES SCOTT R BUS2
BARNES STEVEN RESSOR FAA4
BARNES THOMAS R GRAD
BARNETT BENITA K LAS2
BARNETT BRUCE A LAS2
BARNETT GEORGE GRAD
BARNETT JANE E LAS4
BARNETT JAY R FAA1
BARNETT JO A LAS4
BARNETT LYNN A LAS3
BARNETT MICHAEL A BUS2
BARNETT PAUL A LAS3
BARNEY CHARLES R VM 2
BARNEY JOHN S ENG1
BARNEY ROBERT J LAS2
BARNHART CHERYL S ED 3
BARNHART PATRICIA J GRAD
BARNHILL ELIZABETH P LAS1
BARNOW MARLA S LAS4
BARNOWSKI ROBERT E ENG2
BARNWELL JOHN D LAS!
BARON DANIEL T ENG3
BARON DAVID S FAA2
BARON DENNIS JOSEPH LAS3
BARON JAMES H LAS3
BARON MARY KELLEY GRAD
BARON PHILIP B FAA1
BARON WENDY S ED I
BARR ALISON L FAA1
BARR OANIEL P AGR
1
BARR GEORGE A LAS1
BARR JOHN R BUS4
BARR JOHN W JR LAS1
BARR KENNETH HARRY ENG4
BARR MARTIN P LAS3
BARR MICHAEL J BUS4
BARR PATRICIA W ED 4
BARR SANFORD L LAS3
BARR WILLIAM JAMESON GRAD
BARRATT STEPHEN J BUS3
BARRE WILLIAM M GRAD
BARRETT ANNA KAY GRAD
BARRETT BRAOLEY C BUS1
BARRETT JAMES L GRAD
BARRETT JEAN ELLEN LAS4
BARRETT MARY S LAS3
BARRETT MICHAEL P LAS4
URH TOWNSEND 149 U
URH OGLESBY 402 U
URH SNYDER 264 C
1205 W MAIN 3 U
1108 S 1ST C
209 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 235 U
1201 FLORIDA 34 U
1110 W NEVADA U
803 W OREGON U
8 DUDLEY RD C
705 W CHURCH . C
URH WESTON 474 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 425 C
569 E STOUGHTON C
1507 S MATTIS C
1507 S MATTIS C
CHICAGO ILL
902 S 2ND C
ELSAH ILL
411 VAN DOREN C
URH SAUNDERS 418 U
URH HOPKINS 364 C
313 E CHALMERS C
508 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 388 U
1304 SILVER 12 U
1304 SILVER 12 U
807 S MATTIS 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
2408 W WILLIAM C
1511-7 KIRBY C
URH BLAISDELL 328 U
53 E GREEN C
201 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
807 S MATTIS 4 C
1004 S 4TH C
268 S DEWEY U
URH ALLEN 401 U
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
706 S MATHEWS U
1107 W GREEN 327 U
URH HOPKINS 411 C
URH VANDOREN 420 C
URH CLARK 431 C
502 E SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 417 C
DANVILLE ILL
401 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 462 U
902 W KIRBY C
ARCOLA ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1101 C
411 E HEALEY C
1102 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD C
FLORA ILL
305 E GREEN 1 C
910 S 3RD C
404 S PRAIRIE C
WILSON TRLR CT 14 U
1009 W PENN C
URH BABCOCK 112 U
TOLONO ILL
RR 3 U
URH TRELEASE 1008 U
58 E ARMORY 15 C
URH HOPKINS 382 C
URH TOWNSEND 470 U
URH OGLESBY 202 U
410 S BUSEY U
909 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL
1010 S BUSEY U
URH FLAGG 413 C
URH LAR 106 U
URH HOPKINS C
212 E OANIEL C
URH ALLEN 27 U
1010 E COLORADO 42 U
URH HOPKINS 246 C
URH TOWNSEND 116 U
HOMEWOOD ILL
501 E DANIEL C
1010 E COLORADO 42 U
1105 S 1ST ST RO C
618 E DANIEL 4 C
901 S 2ND C
URH FLAGG 430 C
1809 VALLEY ROAD C
URH TOWNSEND 410 U
803 S LOCUST C
ROUNDLAKE ILL
606 W OHIO U







































































7538 S HOMAN AV









423 S 4TH ST
RR 2
924 N OAKWOOO TERR
903 E VALLEY LN
9500 N CRAWFORD
701 W CLEVELAND ST
BOX 279








807 S MATTIS 4
1110 MAXWELL ST
268 S DEWEY
RR 1 BOX 222B
RR 1
2112 W OVERBROOK
1107 W GREEN 327
109 ORCHARD
3003 WOODWORTH PL
5046 1/2 W WSHNGTN
5Q BONNIE LN
2428 E 290TH ST
RR 1



























86 LARKDALE E DR
1605 S ORCH ST
1256 HICKORY RD
5954 S KOLIN AV


















































































































BARRETT MICHAEL R LAS1
BARRETT ROBERT C LAS2
BARRETT ROBERT LEWIS BUS4
BARRETT WILLIAM J JR LAS4
BARRETTE ILONA LEKI GRAO
BARRON OAVID MILTON GRAD
BARRON ELISSA F LAS1
BARRON JAMES ALOEN GRAD
BARRON MARGARET M LAS4
BARRON MICHAEL ANTHO LAS4
BARRON PAUL W LAS2
BARRON VICKI L LAS2
BARROSO-AGUILAR LUIS GRAO
BARROW MICHAEL ALAN BUS4
BARROW RANDALL D FAA2
BARROWMAN LIANE LAS1
BARRY CATHERINE M LAS2
BARRY DONALD JOSEPH BUS1
BARRY EDWARD J FAA3
BARRY EDWARD J JR FAA1
BARRY JOHN B LAS1
BARRY PATRICIA E LAS3
BARRY WILLIAM T ENG2
BARSHINGER JOAN RUTH AGR4
BARSHINGER NANCY L ENG1
BARSI CHRISTOPHER P LAS1
BARSKY ARNOLD M LAS1
BARSKY BONNIE L PE 1
BARSKY ESTHER HELEN GRAD
BARSKY GARY J LAS3
BARSTIS LYNN GRAD
BARTASH JOANNE M LAS2
BARTASH PAULETTE A ED 3
BARTEE NEALE KING GRAD
BARTEL ALEXANDRA A LAS1
BARTEL RICHARD J BUS3
BARTELL LORRAINE M ED 3
BARTELS KENNETH A FAA2
BARTELS WILLIAM J LAS1
BARTELSON DARYL G BUS4
BARTELT ROBERT L ENG2
BARTENSTEIN JULIE LAS4
BARTFTELD STEVEN LAS4
BARTH KAROLYN K GRAD
BARTH RODNEY JOSEPH GRAD
BARTH ROGER E ENG2
BARTH STEPHEN W LAS1
BARTHELL DANIEL WILL GRAD
BARTHOLOMEW CHARLES GRAD
BARTHOLOMEW DALE T LAS1
BARTHOLOMEW DEBRA K LAS2
BARTIK STEVEN R LAS2
BARTILSON STANLEY JR LAS2
BARTLETT BARBARA J LAS2
BARTLETT DONALD L ENG4
BARTLETT EVAN A FAA3
BARTLETT GAIL M AGR1
BARTLETT JUDITH A FAA1
BARTLETT RICHARD S LAS4
BARTLETTI JOSEPH JR BUS3
BARTLEY ROBERT W LAS1
BARTLING CHRISTINE E FAA4
BARTLOTTI LEONARD N LAS3
BARTLOW CAROLYN L GRAD
BARTNING ALEJANDRO M LAW1
BARTOLINI LEANDRO A GRAD
BARTOLONI ANN E LAS3
BARTOLONI MARY K LAS4
BARTON DAVID R ENG4
BARTON ERIC MCMILLAN GRAD
BARTON PETER M ENG1
BARTOS MARK F FAA2
BARTSCHT CRAIG M ED 3
BARWICK CYNTHIA F FAA3
BARWICK STEVEN JAMES GRAD
BASALAY PAUL R FAA4
BASEMAN KENNETH JAN GRAD
BASGALL EDWARD J LAS1
BASH JAMES W LAS-2
BASH PATRICIA J FAA3
BASIC BARBARA L BUS3
BASIL LAWRENCE P FAA4
BASILE EVELYN L LAS2
BASINGER DAVID P COM3
BASINGER JONATHAN BUS1
BASINSKI DAVID G AGR3
BASKIN CRAIG P LAS3
BASLER ROBERT C JR BUS4
BASLER SUZANNE C PE 1
BASOFIN PETER LAS2
BASS DEBORAH S LAS3
BASS LARRY A LAS2
BASS VIVIAN DEE GRAD
BASSETT JOHN K LAS4
BASSETTO WILLIAM L ED 2
BASSIS BARBARA ANNE GRAD
BASSO RONALD W FAA4
URH FORBES 438 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 1 C
58 E JOHN 26 C
URH LAR 244 U
305 1/2 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 419 C
1116 BROADMOOR 2 C
905 S 1ST 2 C
1203 W CLARK U
URH CARR 207 U
URH CLARK 222 C
1975 A ORCH ST U
707 S 6TH C
808 W MICHIGAN U
URH WARDALL 1205 U
URH CLARK 337 C
1604 S PROSPECT C
804 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 430 U
URH ALLEN 24 U
312 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 374 U
508 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 294 C
URH TAFT 308 C
URH SNYDER 286 C
URH BUSEY 307 U
990 S 5TH C
111 E CHALMERS 14 C
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 441 U
GEORGETOWN ILL
1108 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 412 C
1112 S FOLEY C
URH EVANS 224 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 318 C
1602 HOLMSTROM C
912 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 19 C
204 W WSHNGTN 18 U
607 W HEALEY C
607 W HEALEY C
URH SNYDER 421 C
URH CARR 319 U
URH SHERMAN 118 C
1001 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH SNYDER 496 C
1614 GLEN BURNIE C
URH BARTON 410 C
URH HOPKINS 270 C
URH LAR 121 U
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
URH WARDALL 305 U
URH ALLEN 206 U
1209 W CLARK U
501 E DANIEL C
309 W SPNGFLD C
508 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 210 C
URH SHERMAN C
2005 B ORCH ST U
EDUC BLDG 376 U
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
506 E SPNGFLD 8 C
BOX 2028 STA A C
509 S 5TH 18 C
URH SCOTT 460 C
310 E GREGORY C
201 E JOHN C
202 W CALIFORNIA U
4 ROXBURY RD U
705 S LINCOLN U
513 W LOUISIANA C
URH SCOTT 271 C
705 W HEALEY C
502 HESSEL C
401 E CHALMERS 502 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH SCOTT 396 C
206 W WASHINGTON U
910 S 3R0 C
604 E ARMORY 124 C
910 S 3RD C
306 1/2 E GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS 709 C
URH OGLESBY 906 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
311 E DANIEL C
17 MAPLEWOOD U
112 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 914 C




























































































8926 BLUE GRASS RD
519 ATWOOD CT
93 VILLAGE GREEN
6325 S FAIRVIEW AV
314 CLARK ST
2644 INGLEWOOD RD



















1017 E LONDON AV
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK
205 SHADY LAWN DR
7631 S SHORE DR
1623 MELAIK
506 COLLEGE AV









BOX 2028 STA A
509 S 5TH 18
411 FAIRVIEW AV










1212 N LAKE SHORE
517 S MT PROSPECT
917 CASTLEWOOD
917 CASTLEWOOD
4915 S ASHLAND AV













































































































BASTIAN JOHN F LAS3
BATCHELDER WILBUR M GRAD
BATCHELOR BARBARA A GRAD
BATEMAN FRED A ENG1
BATEMAN HARRY ENG1
BATEMAN JAMES R JR LAS1
BATEMAN KRISTINE M LAS3
BATEMAN PHILIP L LAS2
BATES CHARLES M ENG4
BATES CHRISTOPHER J BUS2
BATES DENNIS E ENG1
BATES DENNIS J AGR4
BATES DUANE ADAIR GRAD
BATES JANET E LAS1
BATES KENT CLARK GRAD
BATES LOU A BUS3
BATES MICHAEL JULIAN GRAD
BATES PETER ALLYNN GRAD
BATES RICHARD LARRY GRAD
BATES ROBERT J JR LAS3
BATES SANDREA T GRAD
BATES WILLIAM LAS1
BATH THOMAS J FAA3
BATHKE CHARLES GARY GRAD
BATISTA DAVID E LAS4
BATKA LAUREL P COM3
BATKO KENNETH A BMSl
BATMANGHELIDJ S GRAD
BATRICEVICH DALE R LAS2
BATT KEITH F LAS2
BATTAGLIA ANTHONY J ENG1
BATTAGLIA AUGUST F FAA2
BATTAGLIA RICHARD J LAW2
BATTERMAN KAREN S ED 3
BATTERMAN KEITH H ENG3
BATTERSHELL LARRY JO LAS4
BATTERSHELL RICHARD FAA1
BATTISTONI ORCHARD L LAS3
BATTLE FRANCIS L JR ENG4
BATTLE VUANITA RENE ED 3
BATURA JOHN W BUS1
BATY WILLIAM M LAS3
BAUOINO LOWANDA FAY LAS4
BAUER BARBARA L BUS1
BAUER BECKIE S AGR1
BAUER CAROL A ENG4
BAUER DAVID W ENG3
BAUER DAVID W BUS2
BAUER ELIZABETH A J GRAD
BAUER GERARD M LAS1
BAUER JACK H AGR2
BAUER JOANNE L FAA3
BAUER JOHN E VM 1
BAUER KNUT T FAA3
BAUER RICKY K BUS4
BAUER ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
BAUERNFEIND DEBANEY COM4
BAUERNSMITH JAMES L LAS3
BAUGH WILLIAM E BUS4
BAUGHER NORMAN F JR LAS4
BAUGHMAN DAVIO E AGR3
BAUMAN DAVID A GRAD
BAUMAN DOREEN A AGR3
BAUMAN JON WARD GRAD
BAUMANN PAUL E AGR1
BAUMANN TERRY A ENG1
BAUMBERGER NANCY J AGR2
BAUMER DEBORAH S LAS1
BAUMER REBECCA L LAS2
BAUMGART THOMAS A BUS2
BAUMGARTEN DEAN JOSE FAA4
BAUMGARTNER G B JR GRAD
BAUMGARTNER W B BUS4
BAUMHEUTER LINDA M LAS2
BAUMLER BRETT E LAS4
BAUMLER KURT T LAS3
BAUMRUCKER JANICE M GRAD
BAUNBACH MARTIN B LAS1
BAUSCHKE LINDA CAROL GRAD
BAUWENS DALE E LASl
BAVESTER SARA K BUS2
BAWDEN WILLIAM F GRAD
BAXA ROBERT M BUS4
BAXTER DAVID K LAS4
BAXTER DEBORAH C ED 3
BAXTER JAMES RICKARD GRAD
BAXTER MARTY S LASl
BAXTER WILLIAM J III LAS3
BAYER ROBERT & COM4
BAYER SARA J FAA1
BAYERS MICHAEL R ENG2
BAYKO EMIL T LAW2
BAYLOR JOHN J FAA1
BAZZETTA JAMES J LAS2
BAZZETTA ROBERT R BUS1
BEACH DAVID K LAS3
BEACH EDGAR S FAA3
OLD TOWNE APTS U
UPH SHERMAN 154 C
504 E STOUGHTON C
URH BARTON 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 583 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 916 U
URH FORBES 102 C
410 W CALIFORNIA U
901 S 2ND C
1107 E FLORIDA U
1205 E FLORIDA 24 U
KINGSTON ONT CAN
URH ALLEN 224 U
STA A BOX 2106 C
511 N CARSON C
609 W MAIN 5 U
703 E SHURTS U
108 S 5TH C
909 S OAK C
611 W HEALEY 13 C
BOX 2269 STA A C
703 GREGORY PL U
URH SHERMAN 1364 C
URH OGLESBY 407 U
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
1305 SILVER 5 U
1003 E COLORADO 23 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH BABCOCK 207 U
URH FORBES 286 C
URH TAFT 422 C
URH SHERMAN 558 C
307 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 109 C
2020 N MATTIS 302 C
URH CARR 412 U
URH DELTA HSE 5 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FORBES 209 C
URH HOPKINS 174 C
1213 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
URH EVANS 335 U
1006 NEVADA 4 U
URH BABCOCK 322 U
URH OGLESBY 210 U
ROSSVILLE ILL
URH BABCOCK 412 U
602 W MICHIGAN U
301 W BIRCH 9 C
501 S RACE U
211 W VINE C
1616 CHEVY CHASE C
209 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 703 U
105 E GREEN 16 C
706 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 278 U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
802 W OREGON U
FROSTBURG MD
URH NOBLE 212 C
802 FAIRLAWN U
405 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 492 C
URH WARDALL 1206 U
1111 1ST ST RD C
URH BARTON 306 C
URH SHERMAN 1259 C
1301 W CLARK U
URH EVANS 117 U
211 E DANIEL C
211 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 514 U
URH SCOTT 242 C
909 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 317 C
907 S WRIGHT C
506 W WILLIAM C
203 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
1838 A ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 154 C
URH HOPKINS 218 C
1205 W MAIN U
URH ALLEN 175 U
URH SCOTT 373 C
1956 C ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 472 C
URH SNYDER 400 C
URH WESTON 209 C
310 E JOHN C




































































LEE ST BOX 134






















608 S EDWARD ST
4239 BOBOLINK TERR
STA A BOX 2119
1C300 AVENUE F
243 MANTUA





8C6 N JEFFERSON ST
806 N JEFFERSON
110 S WALNUT AV
TRUMBULL 10554
1610 POPLAR ST






363 E LINCOLN ST




3C1 W BIRCH 9
3940 N OKETO AV
211 W VINE
510 N 3RD ST
RR 1 BOX 277C
306 FAIRMONT OR





569 E 93RD ST





































































































































BEACH MARY ELIZABETH LAS2
BEACH RICHARO WALDO GRAD
BEAGLE JAMES WILLIAM ENG2
BEAL ANTHONY J BUS1
BEAL JOHN P ENG1
BEAL REBECCA S ED 3
BEAL ROYCE GRAD
BEAL TERRY L LAS1
ZEALAND GEORGE F JR ED 4
BEALL TIMOTHY W LAS4
BEALS CAIRN MARIE COM4
BEALS OENNIS MELVIN ED 4
BEAM BRUCE F AVI1
BEAM CAROL L AGR3
I-BEAM CHRISTOPHER M GRAD
BEAMAN BEVERLY A ED 1
BEAMAN SUSAN G LAS1
BEAMER NORMAN H GRAD
BEAMON KAREN D LAS1
BEAMS DAVID M ENG2
BEAN MELISSA A LAS1
BEAN PHILIP GARTH GRAD
BEANBLOSSOM GERRY L AGR3
BEANBLOSSOM LARRY S AGR3
BEAR KAREN S LAS2
BEARO ALFRED L LAS2
BEARD CAROL BOWERS GRAD
BEARD OAVID J LAS1
BEARD JAMES S FAA3
BEARD RHONDA K LAS3
BEARD RONALD R AGR
1
BEASLEY LARRY E GRAD
BEASLEY RONALD D VM 2
BEASLEY STEVEN A ENG3
BEATTIE MARGARET H GRAD
BEATTIE WILLIAM D GRAD
BEATTY DALE L BUS3
BEATTY RANDOLPH P LAS2
BEATY CATHERINE EO 2
BEATY JOHN HOWARD GRAD
BEAUCHAMP-NOBBS C G LAS4
BEAUCHAMP-NOBBS R E GRAD
BEAUDETTE ROBERT W LAS2
BEAUDRY JAMES GEORGE GRAD
BEAUMONT GARY LANE GRAD
BEAUMONT JAMES M LAS3
BEAUMONT JOHN B ENG1
BEAUMONT JOYCE L ED 3
BEAURLINE ANDREW G BUS2
BEAVER PATRICIA E ED 1
BEAVERS JOHN A ENG4
BEAVERS LAURIE GEHM FAA9
BEAVERS RAYMOND S LAS2
BECHEM ANTHONY JOSEP ENG4
BECHEM WILLIAM JACOB GRAD
BECHER KENNETH R BUS4
BECHLY CAROLYN JANE PE 4
BECHLY THOMAS E LAS2
BECHT DENNIS J LAS4
BECHTEL DAVID SAMUEL GRAD
BECHTEL PHILIP ALLEN GRAD
BECK BARBARA JO LAS4
BECK BRIAN D LAS1
BECK BRUCE A BUS4
BECK DANIEL LAS4
BECK DAVID A ENG3
BECK DAVID R LAS1
BECK DENVER MAURICE PE 3
BECK DIANE S FAA2
BECK GREGORY W ED 1
BECK HOWARD W ENG1
BECK JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
BECK JAMES R BUS2
BECK JANET J LAS4
BECK JEAN-LUC ENGl
BECK JULIE F AGR3
BECK PAUL J LAS2
BECK PENNY J PE 2
BECK ROBIN R LAS1
BECK SUE E LAS2
BECK SYLVIA R LAS1
BECKEMEYER JANET L LAS1
BECKER BARBARA S ED 4
BECKER ELLEN LAURIE GRAD
BECKER JAMES KALEV GRAD
BECKER JAMES LEO GRAD
BECKER JOHN HENRY GRAD
BECKER KIMBERLY L LAS1
BECKER LAWRENCE F LAS1
BECKER LINDA LAS4
BECKER LINDA HOPE GRAD
BECKER MARGARET K AGR1
BECKER RICHARD A FAA4
BECKER SHARI A ED 1
BECKER WILLIAM A JR BUS1
BECKER WILLIAM B LAS2
URH TAFT 418 C
1212 W HEALEY C
1507 KIRBY 6 C
URH GARNER 417 C
URH SNYDER 365 C
URH CARR 114 U
907 S WRIGHT C
812 W CHURCH 8 C
URH SNYDER 296 C
1410 BRIARCLIFF U
707 S 6TH C
611 E DANIEL C
LISLE ILL
URH BARTON 304 C
409 E CHALMRS 1405 C
1604 CORONADO 7 C
URH BUSEY 219 U
URH BUSEY 160 U
1101 W STOUGHTON U
URH LUNDGREN 313 C
URH GARNER 416 C
URH LAR 463 U
CHICAGO ILL
1110 S 2ND C
1110 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 407 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 482 U
211 W GREEN U
605 S 1ST C
URH BABCOCK 331 U
2104 ORCH ST 201 U
2 PERSIMMON DR C
1005 S 2ND C
909 W OREGON U
WEST LAFAYETTE IND
URH OGLESBY 526 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH SAUNDERS 103 U
MARTINSVILLE ILL
108 E CALIFORNIA U
AURORA ILL
URH SCOTT 372 C
508 W MICHIGAN U
1102 W NEVADA U
401 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 437 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
108 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 407 U
308 E ARMORY C
417 FAIRLAWN U
417 FAIRLAWN U
906 S VINE 104 U
806 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 326 C
58 E JOHN 16 C
1002 S 2ND C
RANTOUL ILL
1120 W DANIEL C
1010 S 1ST ST RD C
1103 W MAIN U
110 E ARMORY C
1101 W PENN U
208 HARTTLE U
BARRINGTON ILL
URH FORBES 436 C
211 W SPNGFLD 111 C
313 E JOHN C
1105 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 119 C
205 E WASHINGTON U
604 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 306 U
212 E CHALMERS C
706 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 628 U
URH WARDALL 426 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 626 U
URH TRELEASE 1110 U
URH LAR 437 U
1110 W NEVADA U
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
512 W GRIGGS U
MATTOON ILL
1004 S 4TH C
URH LAR 493 U
910 S 3RD C
209 E CLARK 8 C
605 RACE U
URH GARNER 239 C
904 W CLARK U
409 E CHALMRS 713 C
URH WESTON 363 C


















































































10727 S CHURCH ST
1844 SYCAMORE RD
4107 CRESTVIEW RD
1417 N 39TH ST
2201 S 14TH ST
418 MAPLE AV
400 E RANDOLPH ST
RR" 2
RR 2





34 N FOX MILL LN
RR 4




8-1 ROSS ADE DR
46 N MADISON ST
1328A TALBOTT OR
1111 W ROOSEVELT
1515 E CENTRAL RD



















601 W OREGON 5
5108 OAK CENTER DR
106 YEONAS DR SE






30C S MAIN ST
1508 E CAMPBELL
1103 E KERR RD
119 ROCKFORD AV






1505 N LOGAN AV
211 RICH RD
8 CIRCLE DR
149 W PARK DR









617 S MISSOURI AV
6957 N FRANCISCO
17926 OAKWOOD AV



































































































BECKER WILLIAM J BUS3
BECKER WILLIAM N GRAO
BECKERLE MICHAEL J ENG2
BECKERMAN GRACE E LAS4
BECKETT JOHN S LAW2
BECKFELD MARY C LAS3
BECKHART PAUL E BUS3
BECKMAN ALAN T ENG1
BECKMAN ANNE LAW3
BECKMAN PATRICK F LAS2
BECKRUM GAYRETTA L V LAS1
BECKWITH ROY IAN GRAD
BEDALOW JOHN F PE 3
BEDELL GLENN WESLEY GRAD
BEDFORD SHELLEY R LAS3
BEDNAR RICHARD K LAS1
BEDNAR RICHARD OLIN GRAD
BEDNAR SUSAN G LAS3
BEDNARZ RALPH L LAS1
BEDOWS ELLIOTT DAVID GRAD
BEDOWS ROBERT L LAS3
BEDOWS STANLEY MARK GRAD
BEDWORTH DAVID A GRAD
BEEBE LARRY LEE BUS2
BEELER JOSEPH K LAS3
BEELER JUDY A LAS3
BEEN STEVEN A LAS2
BEENE CARL J LAS1
BEENENGA KENNETH G GRAD
BEER DEBORAH R ED 3
BEER HAROLD J EO 4
BEERMAN ROBERT PHILL ENG4
BEESKE CATHERINE E ED 1
BEESON DON EVERETT GRAD
BEESON KARL WAYNE GRAD
BEETNER EMMET GENE GRAD
BEGICH MICHAEL T FAA4
BEGITSCHKE BRUCE A ENG1
BEGITSCHKE RAYMOND P ENG4
BEGITSCHKE VERNON C LAS1
BEGLEY DOUGLAS G FAA4
BEGLEY JAMES B LAS4
BEGLEY THOMAS R ENG4
BEGOUN AVIS J LAS4
BEHAGUE CECILIA P LAS5
BEHAN MICHAEL J JR AGR1
BtHARIE NEVILLE GRAD
BEHENSKY JAMES F JR LAS4
BEHENSKY PATRICIA M LAS2
BEHGOOY MOHAMAD J FAA4
BEHLE CHARLOTTE A AGR1
BEHLES KENNETH L FAA3
BEHLES SALLY JOAN GRAD
BEHMER CARL F FAA4
BEHR LOREN A LAS1
BEHRENDS DOUGLAS K FAA1
BEHRENDS GARREL K LAS4
BEHRENDS MARLA M AGR
1
BEHRENS ANNE J FAA2
BEHRENS GARY M LAS1
BEHRENS JACK H BUS4
BEHRENS JON STUART GRAD
BEHRENSMEYER MICHAEL ENG3
BEIERMANN JEROME L ENG3
BEIL RICHARD EUGENE GRAO
BEIMAN ABBIE W GRAD
BEIMAN IRVING H JR GRAD
BEIN RICHARD PAUL GRAD
BEINKE LUANNE E ENG1
BEISNER JOYCE W AVI5
BEISNER STEVEN DUANE GRAD
BEITMAN HARTFORD BUS4
BEITNER LELY S LAS1
BEITZ LINDA M LAS2
BEKENSTEIN SUSAN LAS2
BEKERMEIER JANET M LAS1
BEKERMEIER LINDA A LAS4
BEKKEDAL TEKLA K GRAD
BELAIR ALAN R ENG1
BELAK BARBARA JEAN LAS3
BELCOVE JANET S LAS1
BELOEN JEFFERY L LAS3
BELEC ADELE V LAS1
BELGRAM VICKY M LAS3
BELGRAM WENZEL ENG4
BELL ADRIENNE L LAS1
BELL ANGELA PIERRO GRAD
BELL BRADLEY J BUS2
BELL CYNTHIA S LAS3
BELL DE8RA R LAS2
BELL DEBRA S LAS3
BELL DONNA JEAN LAS3
BELL DOROTHY EILEEN GRAD
BELL EMILY R LAS4
BELL GREGORY SCOTT GRAD
BELL HAROLD LEONARD GRAD
BELL IRA M ED 3
409 E CHALMRS 903 C
32 IVANHOE U
URH FORBES 202 C
203 S COLER 2 U
513 E FAIRLAWN U
URH BLAISDELL 429 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 496 C
402 W IOWA U
1011 S 1ST ST RD C
106 E DANIEL C
207 CRYSTAL LAKE U
205 S LYNN C
309 S COLER U
1010 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 389 C
GALESBURG ILL
207 E WHITE 3 C
URH CARR 110 U
1205 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 725 U
1211 W CLARK 14 U
2005 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 228 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
907 S WRIGHT C
305 N RUSSEL C
URH TAFT 107 C
PAXTON ILL
607 W HEALEY C
PAXTON ILL
909 W ILLINOIS U
PARIS ILL
GIBSON CITY ILL
URH DANIELS 625 U
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
78 VFRSAILLES FR
URH WESTON 414 C
205 E GREEN 9 C
URH WESTON 294 C
108 N GOODWIN 3 U
1108 N CUNNINGHAM U
1010 S 1ST ST RD C
1110 STOUGHTON 205 U
913 W HILL C
110 E ARMORY C
NEW YORK N Y
1104 S WABASH U
URH TRELEASE 420 U
STA A BOX 2438 C
URH WARDALL 1213 U
101 N BUSEY 2 U
101 N BUSEY 2 U
1205 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 336 C
URH NOBLE 308 C
608 W HEALEY C
CLIFTON ILL
1 WILLOWBROOK CT C
306 E GREGORY C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
1600 BRADLEY 395 C
604 E ARMORY 336 C
URH WESTON 260 C
422 FAIRLAWN U
FISHER CT 1 U
FISHER CT 1 U
601 S BUSEY U
URH CLARK 212 C
404 S LINCOLN U
404 S LINCOLN U
605 S 4TH C
URH LUNOGREN 102 C
4 SAFFER CT NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1103 U
URH LAR 402 U
URH BUSEY 327 U
901 S 1ST 3 C
URH WESTON 467 C
409 E CHALMRS 1006 C
URH WARDALL 508 U
URH BABCOCK 402 U
URH GARNER 242 C
301 W BIRCH 6 C
301 W BIRCH C
URH TRELEASE 405 U
2 OAKWOOD U
URH OGLESBY 503 U
302 E ARMORY C
202 S LINCOLN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1517 GRANDVIEW C




















































































1667 N PRAIRIE ST
2e7 E WHITE 3
817 CHICAGO AV








7626 W 64TH ST





303 E 9TH ST
RR 1
ROUTE 4 BOX 130
7275 W CLARENCE
5356 W 91ST ST
1809 PAPOOSE RD
18C9 PAPOOSE RD





504 GLEN LAKE RD
324 W 101ST ST
2313 S 61ST CT
2313 S 61ST CT






363 E 214TH ST















5049 N KILDARE AV




8759 S 82ND AV
409 E CHALMRS 1006
4940 COYLE AV
218 N ELM ST
459 1ST ST
















































































































BELL IVAN OON GRAD
BELL JOANNE LAS1
BELL JOHNNY F ED 2
BELL JOY J LAS1
BELL JUDY R PE 1
BELL LAIRD A LAS3
BELL MARVIN R ED 3
BELL SCOTT A FAA2
BELL THOMAS H ENG4
BELL THOMAS J LAS1
BELL TIMOTHY G FAA3
BELL VICKA F ED 1
*BELL VICTOR CHARLES GRAD
BELL WILLIAM D BUS4
BELLE MAXINE J FAA2
BELLEN JANICE M LAS2
BELLER ROSANNE S LAS3
SELLER SCOTT M LAS4
BELLISARIO LARRY R ENG4
BELLOWS JANIS C LAS1
BELLOWS MICHAEL F LAS3
BELMAN SHELDON LARY GRAD
BELMONT FREDRICK A LAS3
BELOTE JAMES D JR GRAD
BELOTE LINDA SMITH GRAD
BELSLEY KATHRYN GENE GRAD
BELSON DAWN LAS1
BELSSNER CHARLES NOR BUS4
BELT ALICE A BUS3
BELTRAMI ROGER GRAD
BELTRAMINI RICHARD F COM4
BELTZ DONNA LOUISE GRAD
BELTZ WILLIAM F ENG4
BEMIS LAWRENCE P LAW1
BEN-HORIN GAD GRAD
BEN-JONATHAN NIRA GRAD
BENANTI SAMUEL G LAS2
BENARD BRUCE R BUS4
BENARD DAVID JAMES GRAD
BENARD MARY ROCKWOOD LAW3
BENAS JEANNE M LAS2
BENBERRY HERSHEL C GRAD
BEND DONALD D VM 1
BENDAS CHRISTINE LAS3
BENDEL ANDREW ALAN GRAD
BENDEL SUSAN G FAA3
BENDELL CHRISTINE J GRAD
BENDER CAROL J ED 2
BENDER DANIEL E LAS2
BENDER DAVID A ENG1
BENDER EDWARD DAVID GRAD
BENDER HELEN T PE 1
BENDER MARILYN J LAS2
BENECKI STANLEY GRAD
BENES MARYGRACE LAS3
BENES ROBERT J LAS3
BENEWICH KATHLEEN S LAS3
BENFORD ROBERT J FAA4
BENG JOSEPH C GRAD
BENGHIAT RUSSELL A GRAD
BENGTSON BRUCE G LAS1
BENGTSON JANICE F GRAD
BENIK BRUCE M ENG3
BENITZ ANTONIO M GRAD
BENJAMIN CLAUDIA GRAD
BENJAMIN GARY L GRAD
BENJAMIN JAMES C BUS2
BENJAMIN MICHAEL FAA1
BENJAMIN RANDALL H BUS2
BENJAMIN ROBERTA D LAS1
BENJAMIN TIMOTHY J AGR1
BENNER BARRY WILLIAM GRAD
BENNER BETH E FAA3
BENNER BYRON G AGR1
BENNETT BARBARA A LAS3
BENNETT BRUCE K AGR4
BENNETT CATHERINE J ED 2
BENNETT CHRISTINE LAS1
BENNETT DAVID J ENGl
BENNETT DONALD K LAS2
BENNETT EVAN D LAS4
BENNETT FORDYCE R GRAD
BENNETT FREDERICK P LAS2
BENNETT GREGORY R ENG4
BENNETT JANET L FAA2
BENNETT JOYCE M AGR1
BENNETT JUDITH K LASL
BENNETT MARGARET C GRAD
BENNETT MARGUERITE H GRAD
BENNETT MARY M LAS3
BENNETT RICHARD DOUG GRAD
BENNETT RICHARD P BUS4
BENNETT ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
BENNETT SARI JOHANNA GRAD
BENNETT SUSAN J LAS3
BENNETT THEODORE A LAS3
BENNETT VIVIAN D LAS1
93 TWIN ORCH MBL U
URH WARDALL 1207 U
URH GARNER 404 C
URH LAR 387 U
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 6 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 395 C
1208 1/2 N WALNUT C
401 E DANIEL C
607 1/2 E UNIV C
1912 A ORCH ST U
2 OAKWOOD U
1912 A ORCH ST U
19C6 E MICHIGAN U
309 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 411 U
401 SPNGFLD U
URH SNYDER 200 C
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
211 E JOHN C
MONTREAL OUE CAN
907 S 4TH C
GREENVILLE PA
ECUA SOUTH AMERICA
611 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
2020 N MATTIS 301 C
910 S 3RD C
101 W PARK 302 U
58 E JOHN 12 C
TUSCOLA ILL
1111 S 2ND C
1600 W BRADLEY 97 C
URH SHERMAN 250 C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
8 ROSEWOOD PL U
406 W HILL C
300 S GOODWIN 515 U
300 S GOODWIN 515 U
URH TRELEASE 818 U
URH OGLESBY 214 U
1207 FLORIDA 22 U
URH ALLEN 201 U
STA A BOX 2132 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
909 S 5TH C
URH WARDALL 511 U
THOMASBORO ILL
URH TAFT 325 C
PEORIA ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1506 C
URH GARNER 468 C
711 W CHURCH C
URH WARDALL 903 U
201 E JOHN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
813 MAIN U
1107 W GREEN 326 U
ENG HALL 112 U
URH NOBLE 122 C
2503 COTTAGE GROVE U
URH SNYDER 490 C
1615 SANGAMON C
URH DANIELS 262 U
LAGRANGE ILL
1004 S 4TH 112 C
URH WESTON 228 C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH TRELEASE 1121 U
58 E GREGORY C
702 1/2 E GREEN U
1111 1/2 S 3RD C
URH CARR 326 U
URH SAUNDERS 215 U
1002 W OREGON U
URH LAR 395 U
URH ALLEN 103 U
URH WESTON 294 C
601 S 4TH C
111 E CHALMERS C
1002 W SPNGFLD 1 U
BADEN AUST
605 S BROADWAY U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 603 U
MATTOON ILL
1002 W SPNGFLD 1 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
NORMAL ILL
306 E GREGORY C
808 OAKLAND 106 U
802 S LOCUST 4 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH FAR 1010 C



























































946 N SPRING ST
6231 S RICHMOND
2011 S ASHLAND AV
2220 SPRING




6220 W BARRY AV
4C4 WATSEKA
2534 A W JEROME









2020 N MATTIS 301
426 VIRGINIA
101 W PARK 302







1305 E WOODFORD PL
30C S GOODWIN 515
3C0 S GOODWIN 515
4938 W DOBSON ST
BOX 84
RR1 BX84 LELAND RD







2102 W SHERMAN AV
670 SYCAMORE LN













9900 58TH ST B-5















1002 W SPNGFLD 1
2312 N BIGELOW





1002 W SPNGFLO 1
483 WHITE OAK DR





2210 N W 72ND ST



































































































BFNNETTS DAVID PAUL GRAD
'BENNFTTS SANDRA L ED 3
BENNIN LOIS KATHRYN GRAD
'BENNINGFIELD LONNIE GRAD
"BENNINGTON TIMOTHY R ENG4
"BENNINK MAURICE RAY GRAD
BENO TERRY L LAS1
BENOIT LARRY F LAS3
BENOLKEN SARAH L FAA4
BENSEMAN VIRGINIA L PE 3
BENSFN GARY W FAA1
BENSEN LINDA L ED 4
KBENSEN ROBERT R GRAD
BENSON ANDREW J FAAl
BENSON ANTHONY LAS3
BENSON BARRETT E GRAD
BENSON CHARLES G AGR2
BENSON CHERYL Y LAS2
BENSON CHRISTOPHER D LAS1
"BENSON FRANK T JR FAA4
"BENSON FREDRIC LAW3
BENSON J D LAS3
BENSON JAMES E VM 2
BENSON JAMES R LAW3
BENSON JANET A LAS3
"BENSON LESLIE J ENG3
"BENSON MICHAEL H GRAD
BENSON RICHARD CHARL GRAD
BENSON ROBERT F GRAD
BENSON RODGER A AGR1
"BENSON TERRI SELLER GRAD
"BENSON TONI LOUISE GRAD
BENTCOVER TERI LYNN LAS4
BENTE ROSS J FAA4
BENTEN JAMES S ENG4
BENTHAUS JULIE L LAS2
BENTHAUS LINDA S LAS3
"BENTLEY ROBERT ALLAN GRAD
"BENTLEY RONALD RALPH GRAD
BENTON FRED W JR GRAD
BENTON MARK C ENG2
BENTON RONALD L LAS4
BENWAY RALPH B ENG2
BENZ STEVEN E BUS3
BENZULY ROBERT D ENG3
"BERBAUM SHIRLEY R AGR4
BERBERICH STEVEN M FAA3
BERCOS MICHAEL J LAW1
BEREGSASI ADALBERT BUS4
"BEREITER DAVID ALLEN GRAD
"BEREITER MARILYN P GRAD
BERENDSON RONALD A LAS1
BERENSON SHARON M FAA3
BERESKIN JUDITH R LAS1
BEREZIN IRIS MICHELE GRAD
BERG ALLEN C BUS4
BERG JAMES D LAS1
BERG KENNETH D ENG2
"BERG MARY ANN GRAD
BERG MARY C FAA2
BERG MICHAEL J LAS4
BERG PAMELA A AGR1
BERG ROBERT M BUS3
BERG STEVEN W LAS2
BERGAN KATHLEEN E GRAD
BERGAN MICHAEL R LAS1
BERGER ARLENE R LAS2
BERGER BARBARA J LAS1
BERGER BARBARA M FAA3
BERGER CAREN R ED 1
BERGER CATHY M LAS2
BERGER DANIEL B LAS4
BERGER ELLEN R ED 4
BERGER GLORIA J LAS1
BERGER JACK HAROLD GRAD
BERGER MICHAEL S FAA2
BERGER RENEE I LAS3
BERGER STEVEN P ENG1
BERGER SUSAN J ED 3
BERGERON ANN L FAAl
BERGERON DEBORAH A FAA3
"BERGGREN LORILEE J P GRAD
BERGHOFF CHARLES J AGR2
"BERGHORN PAULA H GRAD
BERGL KATHLEEN LAS4
"BERGLUND CHARLES A GRAD
"BERGLUND DAVID C JR ED 4
BERGLUND TERRY L LASl
"BERGMAN ANITA J PE 1
BERGMAN ANNA MARIE GRAD
"BERGMAN B FRANK GRAD
BERGMAN CARL E BUS2
BERGMAN GARY L LAS2
BERGMAN JAN E PE 3
BERGMAN ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
BERGMAN SHELLEY FAA2
BERGMAN STEVEN C AGR3
907 S 2ND 3 C
907 S 2ND 3 C
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
AKRON OHIO
301 COUNTRY FR 59 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
911 S 4TH C
BEAVERVILLE ILL
901 S 6TH C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 473 C
58 E ARMORY 10 C
502 1/2 N PRAIRIE C
URH FORBES 444 C
509 STOUGHTON MANR C
RR 1 U
604 E ARMORY 230 C
URH CLARK 424 C
804 W HILL C
1600 W BRADLEY 36 C
1111 ARBOR C
310 E CHURCH C
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U
URH DANIELS 322 U
313 E JOHN C
2118 ORCH ST 302 U
303 COUNTRY FR C
502 W GRIGGS 201 U
813 N WILLIS C
904 W GREEN 528 U
1111 ARBOR C
303 COUNTRY FR C
SKOKIE ILL
78 VERSAILLES FR
501 S PRAIRIE C
URH TRELEASE 818 U
DEERFIELD ILL
203 S DODSON U
49 KICKAPOO TRAIL U
1207 FLORIDA 31 U
URH SCOTT 160 C
URH SCOTT 260 C
URH BABCOCK 410 U
1604 CORONADO 11 C
URH GARNER 226 C
1203 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 5 U
508 W MICHIGAN U
910 S 3RD C
504 W ELM 9 U
504 W ELM 9 U
URH SCOTT 240 C
URH EVANS 319 U
URH TRELEASE 408 U
URH DANIELS 481 U
713 S MATTIS C
URH TOWNSEND 441 U
211 E JOHN 2 C
401 ELIOT U
1004 E STOUGHTON U
104 S GREGORY U
URH SAUNDERS 423 U
URH SNYDER 296 C
URH BLAISDELL 114 U
205 N BUSEY 3 U
604 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON 22 U
URH WARDALL 904 U
401 E CHAtMERS C
URH TRELEASE 520 U
306 E DANIEL C
307 E HEALEY 8 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD C
221 W MAIN 3 U
URH NOBLE 213 C
1211 W MAIN U
2901 WILLIAM C
6 SAFFER CT U
207 E JOHN C
910 W NEVADA 3 U
URH BARTON 222 C
805 W ILLINOIS U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
12 WAYSIDE U
604 S 3RD 1 C
URH LAR 122 U
RANTOUL ILL
1009 W SPNGFLO U
DECATUR ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 315 U
904 S 3RD C
1105 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 405 U





















































907 S 2ND 3
2619 WEDEMEYER ST
11C8 N PORTAGE
301 COUNTRY FR 59
112 HOLIDAY PARK
1820 N PARK LN
ROUTE 1




1006 N PRAIRIE AV
859 OSTERMAN AV




748 E NORTH ST
1600 W BRADLEY 36
1111 ARBOR
859 OSTERMAN AV
RR 6 BOX 154
RR 2
41 RUGBY RD
2118 ORCH ST 302
303 COUNTRY FR 64
502 W GRIGGS 201
541 I ST
RR 6 BOX 154
1111 ARBOR

















5234 N ASHLAND AV
504 W ELM 9





3825 N PINE GROVE
200 S 2ND ST

































1045 W CENTER ST
346 LOGAN
215 S SMITH ST
110 N KENILWORTH
1122 THEOOORE ST





































































































BERGMANN HARRY W JR LAS3
8ERG0UIST MARY E GRAD
BERGSTRANO STEPHEN C BUS*
BERGSTROM ERIC K GRAD
BERGSTROM ROBIN P LAS4
BERIBAK LINDA M LAS3
BERK ANDREA M PE 1
BERK JEFFERY A AVI1
BERK MITCHELL LEWIS GRAD
*BERKBIGLER DENNIS L LAW3
BERKE SAMUEL D LAS2
BERKE TERRY G AVI2
BERKENSTADT DEBBIE S ED 4
BERKER AHMET NIHAT GRAD
BERKER TERRELL LAS3
BFRKHOUT THERESE ANN FAA4
BERKLAND ANNA M AGR4
BERKMAN FELICE E LAS2
BERKMAN PETER M LAS2
BERKOVER ROBERT L LAW2
BERKOWICZ HOWARD H LAS2
BERKOWITZ JUDITH LAS4
BERKOWITZ RICHARD A LAS4
BERKSON ANDREA J LAS4
BERKSON CANDICE J LAS2
BERKSON DOROTHY W GRAD
BERKSON MICHAEL A GRAD
BERLAK ANDREA C AGR3
BERLE JAMES A FAA4
BERL1ANT LAWRENCE E LAS1
BERLIANT MARC N LAS3
BERLIN STEPHEN R FAA4
BERLINER RONALD RICH GRAD
BERMAN BONNIE S LAS3
BERMAN CAROL L LAS2
BERMAN CHARLES H BUS2
BERMAN CHERYL R LAS2
BERMAN DAVID SAMUEL FAA4
BERMAN EDWARD J LAW1
BERMAN LESLIE C ED 1
BERMAN LINDA F ED 3
BERMAN MYLES D LAS1
BERMAN RICHARD A LAS3
BERMAN RONALD C LAW1
BERMAN SCOTT Z LAS4
BERMAN WENDY C ED 3
BERMINGHAM CHARLES E LAS3
BERNACKI JOHN J LAS1
BERNACKI MARYLOU LAS4
BERNARD FRANCES H LAS1
BERNARD IRIS L ED 1
BERNARDI JOHN V LAS4
BERNARDI THOMAS F LAW1
BERNARDINI CHARLES R LAW3
BERNARDONI RICHARD J BUS3
BERNAROY JOHANNA M LAS1
BERNATOWICZ JOSEPH P ENG1
BERNBAUM ADRIEN S FAA4
BERNBERG MICHAEL N LAS2
BERNEE RONALD A LAS2
BERNER HAROLD G LAS3
BERNETT MARK D ENG1
BERNHARDT KENNETH C ENG1
BERNHARDT TRACEY A AGR4
BERNICKAS JOHN V LAS4
BERNIER JEAN-JACOUES GRAD
BERNING BEVERLY J ED 2
BERNING GERALD V AGR3
BERNING RANDALL KARL LAS1
BERNSEE FREDERICK R GRAD
BERNSEE ROBERT W LAS4
BERNSTEIN ALAN D LAS2
BERNSTEIN AVIS M LAS4
BERNSTEIN FERN A LAS1
BERNSTEIN GAIL S LAS3
BERNSTEIN HELANE I LAS2
BERNSTEIN KAREN S LAS2
BERNSTEIN MARCIA A FAA1
BERNSTEIN ROBIN M LAS2
BERNSTEIN TINA H ED 1
BERNSTEN JANICE G GRAD
BERNSTEN RICHARD H GRAD
BERNTHAL DAVID G LAS4
BERNTSEN DENIS A LAW3
BERO CAROL A LAS3
BEROSKY JOHN M BUS3
BEROWSKI DONALD F ENG4
BERRIOS-ORTIZ ANGEL GRAD
BERRY CATHERINE A LAS2
BERRY DAVID P LAS2
BERRY ERNESTINE LAS3
BERRY HENRY T JR COM4
BERRY JACOUELINE L LAS4
BERRY MICHAEL L COM4
BERRY SUSAN ELAINE LAS3
BERRY SUZANNE D PE 3
BERRY WILLIAM EARL GRAD
2020 N MATTIS 304
SAN FRAN CAL
2219 S 1ST ST RD










911 S MATTIS 5





























103 E DANIEL 11








105 E GREEN 12
305 S ELM
























409 E CHALMRS 714
910 S 3RD
301 E BRADLEY 28
301 E BRADLEY 28
911 S 4TH













505 E WHITE 1
C 356-5160 1038 W MAPLE
53 1/2 PROSPECT
c 809 E PENN ST
c 111 S STOUGH
c 359-6012 SPRING CT
U 332-4408 1518 S MARENGO AV
c 337-5275 8326 CENTRAL PARK
c 332-1778 3322 W CATALPA
c 5823 S KENNETH
u 344-5807 2205 HAZWD 204
c 344-9506 1421 FLOSSMOOR
c 332-2456 5937 MONROE
c 3130 NINA
c 359-9479 911 S MATTIS 5
c 359-9479 911 S MATTIS 5
U 328-3703 1050 N 3RD AV
163 E UNION ST
c 332-0234 9215 N KENNETH
c 356-7715 1917 OLD WILLOW RD
u 367-5608 7245 N KILPATRICK
c 344-6264 510 SKOKIE BLVD
u 384-1157 229 CIRCLE DR
u 108 N GOODWIN
u 332-4342 441 SUNSET DR
u 332-4348 441 SUNSET DR
u 367-8128 2111 HAZWD
u 367-8128 2111 HAZWD DR 103
c 332-0763 5736 N MOBILE AV
u 367-8599 103 N COLER
c 332-1122 676 TIMBER HILL RD
c 344-9 583 676 TIMBER HILL RD
c 14-10 WARRINGTON
c 356-1907 511 E MITCHELL CT
c 356-7663 2636 W GREENLEAF
c 337-8242 9250 KILDARE
c 344-9506 414 SANDY LN
c 384-5684 9109 PARKSIDE AV
c 7036 MEADE PL
c 356-5634 3180 LAKE SHORE DR
u 332-5624 9231 LOWELL AV
c 344-9579 8545 N CHRISTIANA
u 332-5328 5047 N RIDGEWAY
c 332-1174 8224 KNOX AV
c 344-5414 3555 LYONS ST
c 359-9336 5047 N RIDGEWAY
c 384-5971 1211 FAIRFIELD
c 17043 ANNETTA
c 332-1456 9817 S CICERO
c 344-7244 6337 W HOLBROOK
u 332-2640 1816 NARRAGANSETT
u 332-5755 8T45 E PRAIRIE RD
537 E MAIN ST
c 359-9716 1409 LOWELL
c 352-6892 305 S ELM
c 344-8101 508 MILLER DR
800 OUTER PARK OR
c 8459 S MANISTEE AV
u 860 OLD TRAIL RD
u 332-0741 6420 N SACRAMENTO
c 344-9694 2854 W FARRAGUT
c 1314 BROOK LN
c 332-1238 319 S PHELPS
u 9526 LEXINGTON
c 352-6782 9421 W 135TH ST
u 344-0513 1414 DEARBORN
c 1374 4TH AV
c 266 BOYD AV
c 332-1323 RR 1
u 332-5371 1006 ROSEMARY TERR
c 352-8155 7943 S KOMENSKY
c 344-0917 7943 S KOMENSKY AV
u 332-4080 653 PINE ST
u 332-2615 5110 GREENWOOD
u 332-5654 5123 N MONTICELLO
u 332-4311 1467 LYNDALE
c 344-2316 6612 N KENNETH AV
u 332-3688 8923 ODELL AV
u 332-5407 1341 JAMIE LN
c 123 DETROIT ST
c 6C20 N MONTICELLO
c 359-4740 10655 SW PARK ST
c 359-4740 2120 ELSMERE AV
c 344-9560 1310 HARMON
c 352-1805 1546 N 187TH ST
u 332-3624 7226 W 62ND ST
2812 WAYNE AV
u 367-5391 7214 N OVERHILL AV
u 367-8563 STA A BOX 2155
u 332-2653 4824 S LA PORTE
c 359-9685 342 CUSTER AV
c 13722 CLAIRE BLVD
507 N 3RD
c 332-C045 1230 N LARRABEE710
c 356-9812 210 HARLAN AV
c 344-7244 739 E BENTON
u 344-3821 7847 WILLOWOOD CT


































































































BERRYMAN RODNEY K AGR2
BERS ALAN B LAW2
*BERS TRUDY HAFFRON GRAD
BERSHAD BLAINE D FAA2
BERSIN ALEX G LAS3
BERSON BETH A ED 1
BERSON BRUCE A LAS*
BERTAGNOLLI LESLIE A GRAD
BERTELSEN JANET D LAS1
BERTELSEN JULIA S LAS3
BERTHIA BARBARA KAY LAS3
BERTHOLD ROBERT C LAS2
BERTINETTI RICHARD J LAS3
BERTRAND CHRISTIAN R GRAD
BERTRAND ELISABERH N GRAD
BERTSCHE RICHARD W ENG1
BERTSCHY TIMOTHY L LAS2
BERTUCCI SIDNEY J GRAD
BERTUCCI THOMAS E LAS1
BERZINS MARIS LAS4
BESCHORNER FRED III ENG1
BESORE MARY A LAS2
BESS RONALD WARREN GRAD
BESSE ANITRA S FAA3
BEST DAVID A LAS2
BEST LOUIS BROWN GRAD
BEST RICHARD M ENG4
BESTA RENEE M ENG1
BESTE RANDY T ENG3
BETANCOURT JORGE A GRAD
*BETCHART WILL B GRAO
BETHEL ROBERT W JR AGR3
BETHELL BEVERLY F LAS1
BETIAN HERBERT G JR ENG1
BETLEY MICHAEL JOHN GRAO
BETTENHAUSEN EDWARD BUS2
BETTENHAUSEN KENNETH BUS1
BETTINARDI DAVID A BUS1
BETTINGER KARL KEITH FAA4
*BETTIS KENNETH R AGR3
BETTMAN BARBARA A ED 2
BETTMAN LINDA S AGR1
BETTNER ALLEN WAYNE GRAD
BETTS THOMAS E BUS3
BETZ MERVIN A GRAD
BEUGELSDYK TONY JOHN GRAD
BEUTLER CARL E ENG4
BEVELANDER CHARLES D GRAD
BEVER GLENN A ENG1
BEVER JOSEPH FRANK LAS3
BEVILL RICHARD F JR GRAD
BEVILLE RICHARD D GRAD
BEWERSDORF JAMES W LAS4
BFYDA MARCIA L LAS3
BEYER SHARON E LAS4
*BEYERLEIN ROBERT ALL GRAD
BEYERS JOSEPH W ENG2
BEYERS ROBERT J LAW1
BEYERS STEPHEN J AGR1
BEYERS THOMAS F BUS2
BEYERS THOMAS G AGR2
BEZDEK ANNA M GRAD
BEZRUKI DONEL B LAS1
BHALARIA ASHA GRAD
BHARGAVA VINAY GRAD
BHASKAR WILLIAM C LAS2
BHATIA TEJ KRISHAN GRAO
BHATLA AJAY GRAD
BHATNAGAR SATVIR K GRAD
BHATTACHARYYA R GRAD
BHOWAL PRABIR RANJAN GRAD
BIAGI JOSEPH P ENG3
BIAGI THOMAS J BUS3
BIAGIOLI DENNIS R FAA4
BIAGIONI RICHARO N LAS1
BIAL CATHERINE A LAS3
BIAL WILLIAM M LAS4
BIALY BENITA M ENG1
BIANCALANA FLORA E LAS3
BIANCHI RICHARD L ED 3
BIANCO BETH A AGR
1
BIANG GEORGE L BUS3
BIBLY KATHERINE LAS4
*BIBO PHILIP GEORGE GRAO
BICEK MARGARET J LAS4
BICEK NANCY A E FAA1
BICKER ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
BICKERS BARBARA L COMA
BICKET JOHN GREGORY LAS2
BICKFORD KENNETH G GRAD
BICKHEM LARRY LAS1
B1CKLER MELINDA K ED 3
BICKLEY MARTHA R GRAO
BICKUS JULIE J LAS*
BIDOLE FREDRICK D ENG3
BIDENKAP JAY L LAS3
BIDERMAN ROBERT J LAS*
110 HOLIDAY PARK C
307 S PRAIRIE 17 C
PARK RIDGE ILL
406 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 1129 U
910 S 3RD C
807 S BUSEY U
401 E CHALMERS C
405 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 258 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 469 U
URH BABCOCK 4 U
805 S LINCOLN U
805 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 208 C
URH CARR 320 U
URH DANIELS 72 U
URH CARR 313 U
504 W MAIN 107 U
URH HOPKINS 365 C
URH TRELEASE 603 U
2109 HAZWD OR U
2106 ORCH ST 104 U
URH FORBES 271 C
1836 C ORCH PL U
1724 S VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 398 U
URH BARTON 322 C
1004 S 4TH C
1805 B ORCH PL U
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH SCOTT 490 C
URH WESTON 460 C
2028 C HAZWD CT U
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
302 HOLIDAY PK 240 C
A SAFFER CT U
URH CLARK 239 C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
507 E GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 161 C
606 W OHIO U
509 E WHITE 19 C
STA A BOX 2252 C
URH WESTON 467 C
606 W OHIO U
1005 E FLORIDA U
1001 E COLORADO 40 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
1006 S 3RD C
808 N LINCOLN 3 U
604 E ARMORY 204 C
2102 W MAIN 89 C
URH HOPKINS 391 C
604 E ARMORY 129 C
URH HOPKINS 311 C
2610 E ILLINOIS U
710 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SHERMAN 503 C
705 W SPNGFLD U
401 E DANIEL C
506 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 728 U
URH DANIELS 215 U
URH DANIELS 216 U
1206 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 439 C
58 E JOHN 9 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH BABCOCK 10 U
302 E ARMORY C
106 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 346 U
ELMHURST ILL
URH GARNER 113 C
URH SAUNDERS 409 U
URH BABCOCK 210 U
1102 W CLARK U
PARIS ILL
307 E HEALEY 13 C
URH ALLEN 109 U
407 W WHITE 7 C
802 W OREGON 23 U
1109 S 4TH C
802 E GREEN U
URH SNYDER 245 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
NORMAL ILL
504 E CLARK 32 C
807 N PROSPECT C
























































































2028 C HAZWD CT
RR 1 BOX 438
RR 1 BOX 438



























332 SL BHARGAVA RD
1203 HILL ST










808 N GRANT ST
2341 EUCLID AV
633 BRYAN
303 W 2ND ST
3822 N HARVARD
ROUTE 3 BOX 207
2512 S RIDGEWAY
















































































































BIDLE DOUGLAS C LASl
BIDWELL VANDA I COM4
BIEBEL ROBERT I BUS3
BIEBER DEBRA L LAS1
BIEBER MARK S BUS2
BIEBER SUSAN LAS3
BIEDRON MICHAEL S LAS2
BIEHL LAVAOA J LAS2
BIELAK CHRISTINE M LAS2
BIELAWA DANIEL W BUS4
BIELBY DENISE D GRAD
BIELBY WILLIAM T GRAD
BIELENBERG JAMES JR BUS3
BIELFELDT JANET M ED 4
BIELITZKI JOSEPH T GRAD
BIELSKI MICHAEL E GRAD
BIENIASZ KATHLEEN A LAS2
BIENIEK HENRY A ENG1
BIENIEWSKI ANNE M GRAD
BIERBAUM PAUL M JR LAW3
BIERMAN BONNIE L FAA1
BIERSCHENK BERT A ENG2
BIESCHKE COLLEEN E LAS4
BIESEMEIER DONALD JR LAS4
BIESIADECKI KATHRYN GRAD
*BIESIADECKI MARVIN J GRAD
BIEWENGA DAVID MICHA ED 4
BIGGOTT ROBERT B AVI2
*BIGGS INA A B R EO 4




BILES WILLIAM R LAS4
BILIACK STUART A LAS2
8ILINSKI ELAINE F FAA1
BILL LINDA M LAS2
BILLER JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
BILLETER ANNE M GRAD
BILLHARDT ANDREA LAS2
BILLING MICHAEL G ENG2
BILLMAN DAVID W LAS3
BILLMAN MARILYN J ED 2
BILOCERKOWYCZ B J GRAO
BILTGEN GARY L ENG3
BILYEU CATHY L PE 1
BILYEU THOMAS M LAS4
BILYNSKY CHRISTINE S GRAD
BIMBA MARGARET A AGR1
BINA STEVEN M BUS2
BINCH SAMUEL R JR LAS2
BINDER PATTI J LAS4
BINDER SUSAN K AGR3
BINEGAR CARLA K LASl
BINEK GEORGE M ENG1
BINENFELD MARC L BUS4
BING WILLA JEAN GRAD
BINGENHEIMER ROBERT FAA4
BINGHAM MICHAEL W LAS4
BINGHAM WILLIAM J GRAD
8INKIN GERI S LAS3
BIOLCHINI PAUL D ENG3
BIONDOLINO KAREN M LAS3
BIRCH L KATHLEEN LAS2
BIRCH WAYNE E ENG4
BIRCHMORE MELINDA T GRAO
BIRD GARY L AGR1
BIRD LINDA ANNE GRAD
BIRD MARY L LASl
BIRDSONG GAIL E ED 2
BIRGE KENNETH W JR LASl
BIRGER BERNARD B BUS1
BIRK ROBERT A LASl
BIRKELAND JOHN R LASl
BIRKENKAMP RAY T LAS3
BIRKEY JACOUELINE E ED 3
BIRKEY MAYNARD R AGR4
BIRKEY RICHARD C ED 4
BIRKEY WILLIAM N ENG4
BIRKHEIMER GEORGE F ENG1
BIRKNER DEBORAH C GRAD
BIRKNER WAYNE PE 2
BIRNBAUM BRIAN B BUS1
*BIRNBAUM DAVID ALAN GRAD
BIRNBAUM LINDA S GRAO
BIRNEY THOMAS JAMES GRAD
BIRRELL ALISON MARY GRAD
BIRRELL GEORGE S GRAD
BIRSTEIN KAREN S LAS2
BIRT LETTI EO 4
BIRTCHER ROBERT C GRAD
BIRTIC SUSAN L ED 2
BISBERG KATHLEEN F LAS4
BISBY RODNEY W AGR3
BISCHOFF FRANK S GRAO
BISHAF JANIS C LAS3
BISHOF JOHN S JR BUS3
409 E CHALMRS 1314 C
1209 E MAIN U
212 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 122 U
910 S 3RD C
56 E OANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 282 C
URH CLARK 210 C
BADEN AUST
906 S 1ST C
712 W GREEN 2 U
712 W GREEN 2 U
1101 PENN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
620 W HEALEY C
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
URH WARDALL 1103 U
URH FORBES 354 C
1203 E FLORIOA 34 U
URH SCOTT 352 C
URH SAUNDERS 208 U
URH NOBLE 120 C
NILES ILL
102 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
1302 SILVER 12 U
501 E DANIEL C
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH WARDALL 1113 U
URH SHERMAN 1354 C
809 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 205 U
1702 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 521 U
URH LAR 363 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1940 B ORCH ST U
106 E HEALEY 4 C
URH SAUNDERS 111 U
2305 ROLAND C
URH OGLESBY 521 U
1108 S 1ST C
1112 S ARBOUR C
112 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
709 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 74 U
URH TRELEASE 910 U
URH FORBES 206 C
1009 HOLLYCREST C
702 S MCCULLOUGH U
410 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
102 E CHALMERS C
401 W SPNGFLD U
1511 KINGS WAY C
303 1/2 W UNIV C
201 S WRIGHT C
1004 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
409 E CHALMRS 903 C
907 S WRIGHT C
713 S ELM C
106 E HEALEY 14 C
106 E HEALEY 11 C
URH BLAISDELL 213 U
URH SHERMAN 310 C
URH LAR 199 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH BARTON 218 C
URH HOPKINS 363 C
URH SNYDER 494 C
1004 W OREGON U
1008 S LINCOLN U
FRITCHEY ESTATES U
502 E HEALEY 107 C
212 W WASH C
505 E WHITE 12 C
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
2025 D ORCH ST U
2025 D ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 316 C
2034 D ORCH ST U
2034 D ORCH ST U
2104 W WHITE 98 C
627 1/2 S WRIGHT U
2110 ORCH ST 203 U
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
1107 S EUCLID C
512 E STOUGHTON C
710 W OHIO U
URH CLARK 408 C
BURNSIDE ILL
409 E CHALMERS 610 C
614 S 4TH 3 C































































601 S SUMMIT AV
1209 E MAIN






1828 N PAULINA ST
2509 3RD AV
712 W GREEN
712 W GREEN 2
3203 BILTMORE AV
RR 1




805 E OAKLAND 208
709 ELFGEN ST
8924 HARLEM
258 W 68TH ST
7346 W MAIN
809 S CHICAGO AV
210 E CHAMPAIGN AV
SOUTHLINE RD
840 S KENSINGTON
1889 BIG BEND DR
201 OAK
1602 W SCHOOL ST
7/2 RAMA 6TH RD
809 W NEVADA









2225 N 38TH ST
3649 N MAIN
2021 N WHIPPLE ST
406 INGLESIDE
RR 1
229 N HANOVER ST
422 RIDGE AV
BECKWITH LN
8 S 503 GRANT ST
1C09 HOLLYCREST
401 S RAILROAD
4Q1 S RAILROAD ST
RR 2
767 WASHINGTON
5701 N SHERIDAN RD
127 MAIN ST
303 1/2 W UNIV
201 S WRIGHT
87 BELLTOWN RD
103 E COVENTRY LN




















808 S 25TH ST
1612 HIGHLAND AV
2034 D ORCH ST
20-34 D ORCH ST
4Z RONNI DR
2110 ORCH ST 203
2110 ORCH ST 203











































































































BISHOP COROELL M ENG2
BISHOP DANA BUS*
BISHOP DENNIS R ENG4
BISHOP JACK LAWSON J GRAD
BISHOP JOHN DALE GRAD
BISHOP SHARON LEAH GRAD
BISHOP STEPHEN E LAS2
BISHOP STEVEN EUGENE FAA4
BISHOP THEODORE A ENG4
BISHOP THOMAS B JR FAA3
BISHOP WILLIAM A AGR I
BISKUP ROSEMARY A AGR
1
BISPLINGHOFF G C GRAD
BISPLINGHOFF RONALD GRAD
BISPLINGHOFF ROSS L ENG3
BISSEY MARY HARRIS GRAD
BITNER JAMES R LAS1
BITO TAKASHI GRAD
BITTELL JAMES EDWARD GRAD
BITTNER SAMUEL PHILL FAA4
BITZ DONALD M ENG3
BITZER ANN E PE I
BITZER JOHN L LAS2
BIVENS LOIS PAULETTE GRAD
BIWER THOMAS CHARLES GRAD
BIXBY NANCY M LAS3
BIZAR JANET S ED 3
BJERREGAARD WAYNE J BUS1
BJORLING RUSSELL L AGR3
BJORSETH KATHLEEN M FAA2
BJORSETH RICHARD E LAS4
BJURSTROM DONALD R LAS1
BLAASE JANE A LAS2
BLACK BETH E PE 1
BLACK CHARLES THOMAS LAS1
BLACK ELLEN J LAS1
BLACK FRANK J LAW1
BLACK HENRY W LAS1
BLACK JAMES T LAS1
BLACK JEAN BAKER GRAD
BLACK JENNIFER J PE 2
BLACK JOHN WILLIAM ENG4
BLACK MARK M LAS4
BLACK MELVIN EUGENE GRAD
BLACK RONALD ALAN VM 2
BLACK WILLIAM J ENG4
BLACKBURN JOHN M BUS4
BLACKMORE TIMOTHY W FAA2
BLACKWELDER PEGGY J LAS4
BLACKWELL DONALD K BUS3
BLACKWOOD TIMOTHY J LAW3
BLAESING KAREN A AGR3
BLAFORD BONNIE AGR1
BLAHA SHARALYN R PE 2
BLAHNIK CYNTHIA K ED 1
BLAIN ROBERT K LAW2
BLAINE KEVIN F LAS4
BLAIR ANN LESLIE GRAD
BLAIR BRADLEY J BUS4
BLAIR CHARLES W LAS3
BLAIR CHERYL KAMM LAS4
BLAIR CULVERSON E GRAD
BLAIR CURTIS J LAS3
BLAIR DEBORAH A BUS3
BLAIR EDWARD A BUS3
BLAIR GUY W R LAS2
BLAIR HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
BLAIR JANET M LAS1
BLAIR MELVIN ROBERT FAA3
BLAIR STEPHEN T LAS2
BLAIR TERRY M PE 3
BLAIS ALLAIN W BUS3
BLAKE CHARLES F GRAD
BLAKE DAVID BARNARD COM4
BLAKE GARY L AGR2
BLAKE LUANA SHIRLEY GRAD
BLAKE RHONDA L LAS4
BLAKE ROGER E BUS4
BLAKELY CRAIG H LAS2
BLAKELY ELEANOR A GRAD
BLAKELY NORA BROOKS ED 4
BLAKEMAN CLYDE T LAS4
BLAKEMORE THOMAS F BUS4
BLAKEY HARRY L JR PE 3
BLAKEY MARTHA A FAA1
BLALOCK DENISE LAS1
BLALOCK GEORGIA C LAS4
BLALOCK KARL E BUS4
BLANC PETER L LAS2
BLANCHARD JAMES D BUS4
BLANCHARD LAURE GRAD
BLANCHARD R III FAA1
BLANCHARD RAY MILTON GRAD
BLANCHARD TERRY M GRAD
BLANCHARD WOODROW W GRAD
BLANCK JOHN E LAS4
BLANCO JOSE M LAS2
URH ALLEN 273 U
TUSCOLA ILL
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
MIDLAND MICH
HUDSON ILL
URH SHERMAN 119 C
URH CARR 320 U
911 S 4TH C
3 SUTTON PL U
103 N COLER U
58 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD C
7 FISHER CT U
7 FISHER CT U
203 S 3RD C
29 JUNIPER C
URH WESTON 208 C
URH DANIELS 514 U
2070 B ORCH ST U
403 N LYNN C
URH TOWNSEND 205 U
URH ALLEN 421 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 1266 C
58 E DANIEL 2 C
201 COUNTRY FR 11 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 163 C
809 S 5TH C
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
URH GARNER 127 C
405 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 805 U
URH WESTON 432 U
URH BLAISDELL 420 U
212 E GREGORY 101 C
URH GARNER 224 C
URH GARNER 404 C
108 ELMWOOO C
611 E DANIEL C
1405 MITTENDORF C
1406 GLENDALE C
URH TOWNSEND 326 U
58 E JOHN 22 C
2113 BARBERRY C
1103 WILLARD U
209 E STOUGHTON C
508 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 470 C
1005 W OREGON U
302 E ARMORY C
407 W ELLS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 912 U
URH SHERMAN 257 C
519 FAIRLAWN C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
912 S 2ND C
406 BRIAR LN 2 C
502 E WHITE 13 C
URH NOBLE 23 C
URH CLARK 331 C
URH BLAISDELL 223 U
URH OGLESBY 531 U
301 COUNTRY FR 60 C
URH LAR 497 U
710 W IOWA U
501 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 805 U
KOWLOON HONG KONG
508 W BEARDSLEY C
URH SCOTT 265 C
DECATUR ILL
409 E CHALMERS 606 C
508 W BEARDSLEY C
URH FORBES 308 C
URH DANIELS U
910 S 3RD C
401 E DANIEL C
5 11 W CHURCH 13 C
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
URH LAR 425 U
URH HOPKINS 467 C
504 W BEARDSLEY C
504 W BEAROSLEY 1 C
URH CARR 417 U
112 E DANIEL C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
407 E GREEN U
612 BREEN C
614 WASHINGTON U
911 W SPNGFLD U






































































201 N MCLEAN ST
2850 OAKMAN BLVD












2070 B ORCHARD ST
RR 1
1208 S SCHOOL AV
611 N 6TH
611 N 6TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 35










































301 COUNTRY FR 60















511 W CHURCH 13
13083 S ELLIS AV
672 MT VERNON DR
4049 W 21ST PL
504 W BEAROSLEY
504 W BEARDSLEY
809 E GARFIELD ST
21 SPINNING WHEEL









































































































BLANCO SANDRA K LAS4
BLAND OIANNA SUE GRAD
BLAND THOMAS ANTHONY GRAD
BLANDFORO DICK K GRAD
BLANDFORD JAMES B GRAD
BLANDFORD SUSAN M ENGl
BLANE BARBARA A FAA4
BLANFORD JAMES H LAS1
BLANK RUTH E AGR2
BLANKE SCOTT B LAS1
BLANKENSHIP LAWRENCE LAS3
BLANKENSHIP MICHAEL BUS4
BLASKEY BETH ANN GRAD
BLASS DOUGLAS A ENGl
BLATTER ALFRED WAYNE GRAD
BLATTER MARILYN D GRAD
BLAU MARK L LAS2
BLAUSER DOUGLAS S BUS2
BLAUVELT GORDON ALAN GRAD
BLAZE THOMAS E PE 2
BLAZEK JUDITH J LAS2
BLAZEK ROBERT A COM3
BLECH FREDERICK C AGR4
BLECHA MICHAEL JOHN AGR4
BLECHA NOWELL E LAS3
BLECHA ROBERT D ENG2
BLECHL ANN E LAS1
BLECK THOMAS G LAS2
BLEICH KARNA K AGR2
BLES JOHN S ENG2
BLESSMAN BARBARA K LAS4
BLESSMAN ROBERT W LAS1
BLEVINS CHARLES W GRAD
BLEVINS DAVID EUGENE GRAD
BLICHARZ WAYNE T FAA3
BLICKENSOERFER T L LAS2
BLIEFNICK DEBORAH M LAS1
*BLIGH THOMAS JAMES GRAD
BLIND RUTH JOANNE LAS2
BLINSKI ADRIENNE J ED 2
BLISS BONNIE B LAS2
BLISS FRANK BURNLEY GRAD
BLISS SUSAN BROWN GRAD
BLISS WELDON EARL GRAD
BLITSTEIN MARK D LAS4
BLIX BRUCE E LAS1
BLIZNIAK STEVE J ENG3
BLOCK CYNTHIA S LAS2
BLOCK GERALD A ENG2
BLOCK JAMES H VM 4
BLOCK JAMES IRWIN GRAD
BLOCK JOEL J LAS1
BLOCK MARC BENNET LAS3
BLOCK MARY R FAA3
BLOCK MICHAEL G LAS3
BLOCK NORMAN MARK GRAD
BLOCK PATRICIA L ED 4
BLOCK RICHARD NORMAN GRAD
BLOCK ROBERT D BUS1
BLOCK RONALD D LAS1
BLOCK SHEREE A LAS1
BLOCK VERNE DAVID FAA4
BLOCK WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
BLOCKMAN ARNOLD F LAW2
BLOCKMAN RITA SHUBOW LAS2
BLODGETT DENNIS J VM 2
BLOECKS RENATE S FAA3
BLOEMENDAAL RALPH E LAS3
BLOEMER ROBERT WILLI ENG4
BLOESE RODNEY T LAS3
BLOHOWIAK JANET A GRAD
BLOMOUIST DONALD A ENG3
BLONDER JEFFREY ALAN GRAD
BLONN REBECCA A LAS2
BLOOM AUDREY E FAA4
BLOOM BARBARA L LAS3
BLOOM ELLYN JOY COM3
BLOOM FREDERICK R LAS2
BLOOM JOANNE ED 1
BLOOM MARK L BUS4
BLOOM STEPHEN C GRAD
BLOOM THEODORE A LAS1
BLOOM THOMAS KIRBY GRAD
BLOOMER THOMAS A LAS3
BLOOMFIELD MICHAEL J AGR2
BLOOMOUIST JAMES L ENG3
BLOUNT DALE R AGR2
BLOWERS MALCOLM E GRAD
BLUCK ELLEN M COM4
BLUCKER MARSHA F AGR4
BLUDORN GREGORY A AVU
BLUE GREG T ENG4
BLUE JAMES M LAS2
BLUE RONALO A LAS2
BLUE STEPHEN T LAS1
BLUEBOND MYRA HONORE GRAO
BLUEM MELVIN FRANCIS GRAD
1110 W STOUGHTON U
410 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD 227 C
URH DANIELS U
106 E HEALEY C
URH LAR 263 U
1206 W NEVADA 3 U
URH FORBES 286 C
URH SCOTT 415 C
URH OGLESBY 416 U
911 S 4TH C
1205 E FLORIDA 21 U
805 W GREEN 4 U
URH SNYDER 491 C
904 HOLIDAY C
904 HOLIDAY C
URH SNYDER 270 C
URH SCOTT 466 C
OGDEN ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH ALLEN 327 U
910 S 3RD C
218 E GREGORY 301 C
103 E SPNGFLD 1 C
103 E SPNGFLD 1 C
URH SNYDER 466 C
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
201 S BIRCH U
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 289 C
URH TRELEASE 713 U
URH OGLESBY 326 U
DECATUR ILL
805 N MCKINLEY C
URH FORBES 495 C
URH FORBES 127 C
URH ALLEN 438 U
819 OAKLAND U
209 E CLARK 2 C
910 S 3RD C
904 S LINCOLN U
1810 CINOY LYNN U
204 S DEWEY U
204 S DEWEY U
1105 S 1ST C
URH TAFT 216 C
1007 S LOCUST C
URH GARNER 263 C
805 OREGON U
STA A BOX 2011 C
504 E CLARK 23 C
409 E CHALMRS 1402 C
DEERFIELD ILL
URH CLARK 438 C
URH SCOTT 161 C
306 E GREEN C
706 S MATHEWS U
1310 N LOCKRAVEN C
URH OGLESBY 908 U
URH SNYDER 442 C
URH TRELEASE 302 U
1204 W WHITE 97 C
3311 RIDGEWOOD C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
KEWANEE ILL
706 S 2ND C
1207 W CLARK C
604 E ARMORY 342 C
906 S 1ST C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1813 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 221 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1006 S 3RD 24 C
307 E HEALEY 13 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 612 U
2007 S PHILO RO U
URH FLAGG 324 C
URH HOPKINS 392 C
1930 C ORCH ST U
711 S PRAIRIE C
1109 S 4TH C
909 S 3R0 C
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
1604 S GROVE U
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
ARTHUR ILL
URH BARTON 315 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 420 C
1101 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 288 C
DAVENPORT HALL U

































































211 VALE AV S
40 HIGH ST









205 W MAIN BOX 4A
207 S 4TH
5205 S NEENAH AV
2326 7TH AV
RR 1






















645 N GIBBONS AV
12500 S PRINCETON












4935 N HAMLIN AV
6636 N MONTICELLO
48" N OEVERON
603 S MAIN ST
























21 W 444 FAIRWAY
RR 2 BOX 44
645 S EDSON AV
16951 OAK PARK AV
21:5 CREST RO
217 E 4TH ST
RR 1 BOX 2 5




































































































BLUESTONE ROBIN J LAS3
BLUHM DONALD R LAS4
BLUHM EUGENE LEE ENG6
BLUHM KAREN L E LAS4
BLUHM LINDA M LAS3
*BLUHM LOUIS H GRAD
BLUHM PAUL F ENG1
BLUM DAVID S ENG2
BLUM JOHN HERBERT GRAD
*BLUM LEONA A LAS3
BLUM ROBERT STEPHEN GRAD
BLUM ROSANNE D LAS4
BLUM SHARYL L ED 2
BLUM STEVEN T LAS2
BLUM SUSAN A LAS3
BLUMBERG CARY G LAS1
BLUMBERG FRED A ED 4
*BLUME GLENDON WILBUR GRAD
BLUMEN IRA J PE 1
BLUMENFELD BARRY H LAS4
BLUMENFELD STEVEN M LAS1
BLUMENFIELD SHELLEY LAS4
BLUMENTHAL HOWARD M LAS3
BLUMENTHAL JEFFREY C ED I
BLUMENTHAL MARC J LAS3
BLUMHARDT KAREN R LAS2
BLUNIER DORIS E LAS2
BLUNIER STANLEY R AGR2
BLUSTEIN JUDY R LAS3
BLUTH GEORGE J JR LAS1
BLUTH LINDA FRAN GRAD
*BLY THOMAS GEORGE ENG4
BLYLY DON A ENG3
BOAN BECKY A AGR1
BOAN JAMES S FAA3
BOARD STEVEN C ENG1
BOARD THOMAS G JR ENG1
*BOAST CAROL C GRAD
*BOBAK MARILYN M LAS4
BOBERG THOMAS E ENG3
BOBICK JAMES EDWIN GRAD
BOBLETT VICTOR N PE 1
BOBULA CHARLES M III LAS3
BOBUS JAMES M LAS2
BOBZIEN BONNIE R LAS3
BOBZIEN RENEE A ED 1
BOCHENKO LAWRENCE E ENG2
*BOCK LINDA KOTCHER GRAD
*BOCK MARY E JOHNSTON GRAD
BOCK ROGER W AGR3
BOCK SUSAN L PE 2
BOCKA LARRY EUGENE GRAD
BOCKSTRUCK LLOYD D GRAD
BOCSKAY TINA M LAS1
BOCZULAK MARILYN LAS2
BODANIS AUDREY G AGR1
BODDY JEANNE A PE 1
BODDY MICHAEL S AGR4
BODEE RICHARD L BUS3
BODELL JEAN M FAA1
BODEM CHARLES R LAS3
BODEM JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
BODENSTAB STEVEN R ENG4
BODENSTAB VALERIE K FAA2
BODENSTEIN ANNE H ED 4
BODENSTEIN SANDRA L PE 1
BOONAR KAREN S LAS3
BODNAR MAUREEN M LAS2
BODNAR PETER D FAA3
BODNAR SUSAN M LAS4
BOEBEL ROBERT FAA2
BOEHM DOUGLAS A ENG1
BOEHM EDWARD ALLAN GRAD
BOEHM EDWARD J LAS3
BOEHM FREDERICK J II LAS3
BOEHM GERALD LEONARD ENG1
BOEHME ISABELLE S GRAD
BOEHMER MICHELLE T LAS1
BOEHNER SUSAN D LAS1
BOEING CHARLENE ADEL VM 4
BOEKELMAN JOHN R LAS4
BOEKHAUS KENNETH L ENG3
BOELTER VIRGINIA M LAS4
*BOERMA CYNTHIA WURTH AGR5
*BOERMA HENRY ROGER GRAD
BOERSCHINGER MICHAEL LAS1
BOESEN THOMAS P LAS2
BOESHART ALICE ANN LAS3
BOETTCHER JOHN W GRAD
BOETTCHER ROBERT CAR FAA4
BOGAERTS STEPHEN C LAS4
BOGAN MELISSA J LAS3
BOGARD JAMES B BUS1
BOGARD WILLIAM T ENG4
BOGARDUS JACK E JR LAS2
BOGART BELLE A LAS2
*BOGART MOLLIE M ED 2
509 E STOUGHTON C
ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
L107 W GREEN 329 U
URH TRELEASE 1023 U
1107 W GREEN 329 U
RR 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 412 U
URH SHERMAN 557 C
2013 SOUTHWOOD C
MACOMB ILL
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
907 S 4TH C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
310 E JOHN C
205 N BUSEY 1 U
907 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 813 U
EVANSTON ILL
706 S 1ST 303 C
9 10 S 3RD 803 C
409 E CHALMRS 813 C
301 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 221 U
801 W NEVADA U
409 W ELM U
URH HOPKINS 343 C
106 N GREGORY U
BETHANY ILL
URH HOPKINS 170 C
URH GARNER 267 C
505 E WHITE 10 C
URH ALLEN 25 U
URH BABCOCK 324 U
307 BLISS U
2108 ROONEY C
908 W NEVADA 1 U
1107 W GREEN 126 U
URH SNYDER 493 C
105 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 446 C
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
URH LAR 401 U
110 E ARMORY C
2103 GRANGE U
RR 3 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 312 U
61 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS U
URH WAROALL 1206 U
URH TRELEASE 106 U
URH ALLEN 104 U
URH VANDOREN 210 C
406 E GREEN C
1101 W PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
URH SNYDER 204 C
RANTOUL ILL
37 E GREEN C
URH LAR 394 U
409 E CHALMRS 11C8 C
910 S 3RD C
6 SAFFER CT U
409 E CHALMRS 905 C
RR 2 U
409 E CHALMRS 1006 C
URH HOPKINS 308 C
URH SNYDER 221 C
1006 HOLLYCREST C
URH TOWNSEND 552 U
URH TOWNSEND 309 U
803 W OREGON U
804 S LOCUST C
URH VANDOREN 303 C
URH LAR 309 U
URH SHERMAN 956 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 145 U
209 N GOODWIN U
2044 D ORCH ST U
2044 ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 180 C
URH TOWNSEND 539 U
URH WARDALL 711 U
WOODHAVN TRLR CT 8 U
URH OGLESBY 821 U
506 E SPNGFLO 4 C
904 S LINCOLN U
1110 2ND C
2215 S 1ST ST RO C
308 E ARMORY C













































































5838 N KENMORE AV








































105 S COLES ST
1970 KOEHLER DR
3318 W 31ST


























2044 D ORCH ST
2044 ORCH ST
2206 MILES AV






402 E RANDOLPH ST
700 E 6TH ST
308 E ARMORY




































































































BOGOANOFF ROBERT J BUS1
*BOGE DAVID S GRAD
BOGETZ MARTIN S LAS2
BOGGS DONALD L AGR
1
BOGGS PATRICIA A LASl
BOGGS STEPHEN H LASl
BOGIN JAMIE E LAS3
BOGNER DEAN L AGR4
BOGNER LORAINE E AGR2
BOGNER WILLIAM C ENG1
BOGOT FERN T LASl
BOHACEK ROBERT J VM 2
BOHAN KIMBERLY L A FAA3
BOHANON ANTHONY T ENG1
*BOHARIC ROBERT V LAW2
BOHL BETTY J LAS3
BOHL KENNETH R ENG2
BOHLEN LINDA LOU LAS2
BOHLIN RAYMOND G AGR1
BOHN ANNA E LAS2
BOHN JOSEPH W LASl
BOHN REBECCA L LAS3
*BOHN ROBERT ERNEST GRAD
BOHR MARK T ENGl
BOHRER BRUCE F LAS3
BOHRER DOUGLAS R LAS4
BOHRER ROBERT A LAW1
BOI KENNETH L LAS2
BOI MARTIN T ENG3
BOIM DAVID S LAS2
BOIRUM RALPH N ENG4
BOJAN MICHAEL J LASl
BOJANOWSKI HELEN A GRAD
BOKINA JOHN RICHARD GRAD
BOKSA KAREN A LAS2
BOKSZCZANIN N JR LAS4
BOLAND KATHLEEN U LAS4
BOLANO KEITH D BUS3
BOLANDER LARRY A ENG3
*BOLANOS JOHN H BUS4
BOLCHERT JOHN PAUL FAA4
*BOLDEN EDGAR L JR LASl
BOLDEN JOHN T LASl
BOLOREY CATHY D FAA1
BOLDREY VALORIE A LAS3
BOLDT JOHN R ENG3
*BOLDUC ROBERT G ENG4
*BOLDUC TERRILL W LAS4
BOLEK CAROL A AGR3
*BOLIN DANIEL JOE GRAD
BOLIN DIANE G FAA1
BOLIN MICHAEL F AGR4
BOLINGER HARRY E JR GRAD
BOLL FREDERICK E BUS3
BOLL ROBERTA J LAS2
BOLLERO ANN J GRAD
BOLLERO BARBARA L LASl
BOLLERO PAULA J COM4
BOLLINGER ROBERT E ENGl
BOLLMAN STEVEN D ENG3
BOLMEY CARLOS A LAS4
*BOLON WARREN MARTIN GRAD
BOLOTIN ROBERT D LAS2
*BOLOZKY NETA FAA4
*BOLQZKY SHMUEL GRAD
BOLS BERNARD K AGR3
BOLT CRAIG R ENG3
BOLT DONNA M LAS3
BOLTON JAMES R JR LAS4
BOLTON TERRY L VM 4
BOLTON WILBUR W LASl
*BOLTZ CAROL PERRY GRAD
BOLTZ DIANE M LAS4
*BOLTZ PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
BOLYAPD GLENDA L GRAD
*BOLZ CHARLES REDFERN GRAD
BOLZ RICHARD F LAS2
BOMBERG WILLIAM H BUS3
*BOMKE ARTHUR A GRAD
*BOMZER HERBERT W GRAD
BONA STANLEY A ENGl
BONACOUISTI FRANK C LAS2
BONANSINGA MICHAEL J LAS4
BONANSINGA TIM J LAW3
BOND DIANE C FAA3
BOND GEORGE B JR FAA2
BOND MARK LASl
BOND PETER P FAA3
BOND VERNON L ED 3
BOND WILLIAM I LAS2
BONDURANT EDWARD H GRAO
*BONEN AREND GRAD
*BONEN LINDA LINDSEY GRAD
BONETTI JOHN FRANK GRAD
BONETTI WILLIAM C LAS2
*BONFIELD EDWARD HAPV GRAD
*BONHAM ROBERT A GRAD
URH OGLESBY 912 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 727 U
801 W NEVAOA U
URH VANDOREN 102 C
URH WESTON 493 C
58 E JOHN C
618 W HILL C
URH LAR 369 U
URH SNYDER 444 C
URH ALLEN 101 U
WILSON TRLR PK 47 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 369 C
1106 S 2ND C
2014 G HUFF U
URH TOWNSEND 367 U
4C7 KERR U
312 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 226 U
ALTON tLL
1600 W BRADLEY 100 C
1623 W UNIVERSITY C
URH SNYDER 394 C
309 E HEALEY 1 C
URH OGLESBY 817 U
55 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 261 U
102 E CHALMERS C
301 E ARMORY C
1210 1/2 E MICHIGN U
URH TAFT 302 C
202 N WOODS 1 U
2109 W WHITE C
URH ALLEN 223 U
713 S ANDERSON U
706 S MATHEWS U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
34 ROXBURY RD U
1503 KIRBY C
511 W CALIFORNIA U
1403 S ANDERSON U
URH FORBES 388 C
URH TRELEASE 1112 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
212 E CHALMERS C
311 E JOHN 14 C
311 E JOHN 14 C
409 E CHALMRS 1205 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
1002 W OREGON U
606 1/2 E GREEN C
110 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 470 C
5C2 W MAIN 224 U
URH EVANS 327 U
502 W MAIN 224 U
URH SNYDER 470 C
1808 WILLOW RD U
1404 SILVER U
1515-3 KIRBY C
URH ALLEN 261 U
2079 C HAZWD CT U
2079 C HAZWD CT U
URH NOBLE 18 C
URH FORBES 245 C
307 E HEALEY 13 C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
714 S RACE U
URH GARNER 223 C
1513 KIRBY C
URH TRELEASE 413 U
1513 KIRBY 6 C
1727 HENRY 2 C
614 W HILL C
614 HILL C
211 E ARMORY C
22 IVANHOE U
2510 STANFORD C
URH TOWNSEND 205 U
1306 W CLARK 3 U
URH OGLESBY 313 U
2107 W WHITE 192 C
710 W OHIO U
1004 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 494 U
1711 W JOHN 3 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH BARTON 416 C
1511 W WHITE C
105 E CHALMERS 206 C
105 E CHALMERS 206 C
1102 W NEVADA U


































































611 S SPRING AV
1912 E TAYLOR
8729 N TRUMBULL
RR 1 BOX 85
1866 S KOMENSKY
273 PARKCHESTER RD
6312 N CENTRAL PK
RR 1 BOX 74
RR 1 BOX 74
1111 HAMILTON ST
3600 LAKE SHORE DR
608 WEBFORD AV
4 DARBY LN
2350 S STATE 608
9044 BEECHNUT
2014 GEORGE HUFF
1510 S OAKLAND AV
407 KERR










3N 271 HOWARD AV
9119 N KILBOURN
1210 1/2 E MICH
1460 SANDERS RD








4930 S ASHLAND AV
1403 S ANDERSON














2010 E TAYLOR ST
2010 E TAYLOR ST
142 N CEDAR ST




2079 C HAZWD CT
2079 C HAZWD CT
RR 2
3658-31ST AV
174 W VAN BUREN















837 S ENGLISH AV
712 SYLVIAWOOD













































































































BONHEIM DAVID S BUS2
BONING MICHELLE M LASl
BONJOUR DOUGLAS P BUS4
BONNELL ALICE K ED 3
BONNELL LINDA M LAS3
BONNER BETTY JANE GRAD
BONNOM RANDALL C LAS3
BONO BETTE L LAS4
BONOMI WILLIAM J ENG2
BONSE JEFFREY A BUS2
BOOBLE THOMAS M LAS2
BOOONICK LYNN LAS2
BOOK MARLENE B ED A
BOOKER HARRY GIPSON PE 3
BOOKER SHELLEY D ED 2
BOOKMAN JOEL D LAS2
BOOKS DONALD K LAS3
BOOMGAARDT JOHN GRAD
BOOMGAARDT SUSAN A GRAD
BOONE CHERYL R FAA4
BOONE LESTER VERLIN GRAO
BOONE LUANN TUCKER LAS4
BOONE TIMOTHY J VM 2
BOONMA CHAMNIEN GRAD
BOOR SUSAN ALDA GRAD
BOOS SHEILA KAY GRAD
BOOTH ALAN C ENG1
BOPP FRITZ WILHELM GRAD
BORAK ANDREA J FAA3
BORBELY JAMES K LAW3
BORCHARD RONALD E GRAD
BORCHERT KATHLEEN R PE A
BORDEN DENNIS GRAD
BORDENKIRCHER JOHN J BUS3
BORDENKIRCHER THOMAS LAS2
BORDER SAMUEL J ENG3
BORDERS DONALD R LAS2
BOREK EVALYN PE 2
BORELLI RAYMOND F GRAD
BORENSTEIN DEBORAH LAS4
BORESI ANNETTE LAS2
BORGE JEFFREY ALLAN AGR2
BORGGREN PAUL S BUS4
BORGIA PETER T GRAD
BORGSMILLER SANDRA K FAA4
BORIA PHILIP J LAS4
BORK RONALD D AGR3
BORKGREN STEVEN RAYM ENG4
BORKOWSKI ARLENE E FAA1
BORLA JANICE LYNNE GRAD
BORMET GARRY R FAA1
BORN CHRISTOPHER P ENG3
BORN GERALD LLOYD GRAD
BORNHOFF WILLIAM J LASl
BQROVEC JACOUELYN M LAS4
BOROWSKI MARCIA B ED 1
BOROWSKI MARK C FAA1
BOROWSKI MICHAEL C FAA2
BORRENPOHL LAVONNE LAS3
BORRENPOHL NANCY L LAS4
BORRENPOHL TERRY E AGR2
BORROR WILLIAM ELDON GRAD
BORROWMAN PHILLIP E FAA3
BORROWMAN VALERIE K AGR2
BORST GAYLE E LASl
BORTH DAVID E ENG2
BORTON THOMAS ERNEST GRAD
BORTZ SHERI L LAS4
BORTZ STEVEN J ENG1
BORTZ TRUDY L ED 2
BORUCH MARIANNE J ED 3
BORUFF STEPHEN L FAA4
BORUSZAK ALLAN N LASl
BORYK ANN WILSON GRAD
BORYS CHERYL L LAS4
BOSANAC STEVAN N COM3
BOSCH ELIZABETH M LAS2
BOSCH KATHRYN L AGR
1
BOSE DEBASISH GRAD
BOSKEY DAVID W LAS2
BOSKEY DONALD B BUS3
BOSLEGO BARBARA E ENG3
BOSMENY BRUCE E LAS2
BOSOLD PATRICIA A LAS4
BOSSARD CARLA C GRAD
BOSSERT MICHAEL G FAA2
BOSSOV WAYNE H ENG1
BOST BARBARA A LAS4
BOSTIAN SANDRA L LAS2
BOSTIC VICTORIA E LAS4
BOSTON VINCENT G LASl
BOSTROM MARY BETH FAA4
BOSWELL PARLEY A LASl
BOSY GEORGE S LAS2
BOTELSON ROGER A VM 1
BOTTERBUSCH RITA K LASl
BOTTERON MARY A LAS4
URH ALLEN 365 U
URH HOPKINS 494 C
901 S 2ND C
312 E DANIEL C
1301 WINDING LN C
56 E DANIEL C
114 HOLIOAY PARK C
309 E HEALEY 12 C
URH WESTON 390 C
URH NOBLE 221 C
URH FORBES 343 C
URH WARDALL 916 U
107 E CALIFORNIA U
901 S 1ST C
707 S 6TH 314 C
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
1305 CARVER LN C
2021 B ORCH ST U
2021 B ORCH ST U




300 S GOODWIN 409 U
409 W ELM 4 U
URH SHERMAN 108 C
URH TOWNSEND 303 U
810 W STOUGHTON U
URH WARDALL 1025 U
1409 BRIARCLIFF U
1004 E FLORIDA U
101 N BUSEY 3 U
1406 W CLARK C
1010 S 2N0 C
1007 S 3RD C
505 E STOUGHTON C
URH BLAISDELL U
802 W OREGON 31 U
MONTICELLO ILL
603 S 4TH C
1715 LYNWOOD C
205 E ARMORY C
410 E JOHN C
1819 B ORCH PL U
302 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 426 C
906 W CLARK U
906 E HARDING 201 U
URH HOPKINS 473 C
504 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 458 C
112 E DANIEL C
1002 E HARDING U
URH FORBES 325 C
405 N MCKINLEY C
URH VANOOREN 322 C
URH GARNER 391 C
URH OGLESBY 209 U
907 S WRIGHT C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
706 W OHIO U
DANVILLE ILL
303 E WHITE C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 716 U
URH SCOTT 267 C
57 POTAWATOMI TRL U
1012 S 1ST ST 1 C
URH HOPKINS 172 C
URH WARDALL 306 U
309 E CLARK C
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
907 S 4TH C
ARDMORE OKLA
509 SPNGFLD 3 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 903 U
URH WARDALL 624 U
URH DANIELS 414 U
601 S 4TH C
1009 S OAK C
FAIRLESS HILLS PA
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
2108 W WHITE 142 C
URH GARNER 490 C
URH NOBLE 222 C
EVANSTON ILL
URH EVANS 340 U
105 E GREEN 6 C
URH ALLEN 1 U
714 4TH C
URH BUSEY 325 U
201 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 281 U
805 W OHIO U




















































































2021 B ORCH ST
2021 B ORCH ST





409 W ELM 4
404 S BELT W











5625 N ST LOUIS
804 ADAMS CT
















2116 W HADDON AV
5107 N KENTON AV










365 GREEN BAY RD
365 GREEN BAY RD




216 I ST NE
2313 2ND ST
1815 S 23RD AV
33-A EKDALIA PL
11644 LOWE



















































































































BOTTERON NORMAN G SR PE 2
BOTTORFF ALANA LAS1
BOTTORFF ALLYN AGR3
BOTTUM GREGORY ELISH GRAO
BOUCEK CAROL L LAS4
BOUCHARD EMERSON M GRAO
BOUCHARO ROBERT E EO 3
BOUCHER HENRI P BUS2
BOUCHER JEAN-LOUIS GRAD
BOUCHER SCOTT LAS1
BOUDART MARY G LAS2
*BOUOREAU CHARLES A GRAO
BOUOREAU JAMES K ENG2
BOUDREAU ROBERT A LAS1
*BOUGHRUM DIANE F AGR3
BOUGHRUM RICHARD L COM3
BOUGHTON WILLIS LEE GRAD
BOUGON MICHEL G GRAD
BOUILLON LISA K LAS3
BOUILLON MICHAEL R LAS2
BOURDAGE OONALD G LAS3
BOURDAGE JAMES S LAS2
BOURGEOIS THOMAS W LAS2
BOURLAND GAYLAND D LAS2
BOURNS WILLIAM F GRAD
BOUSEMAN JOHN KEITH GRAD
*BOUSLOG LYLE EUGENE ENG4
BOUSLOG THOMAS D BUS2
BOUWKAMP JAMES WILLI LAS4
BOUWKAMP THOMAS G LAS2
BOUXSEIN FRANCIS II ENG3
BOUXSEIN JOHN P III LAW2
BOVA 8ARBARA LYNN GRAD
BOVIO MICHAEL A ENG1
BOVIO THOMAS A BUS4
BOW ROUH TYAN GRAD
BOWDON MARY S LAS3
BOWEN DEBORAH JEAN AGR2
BOWEN DENNIS P LAS2
BOWEN DON E LAS1
BOWEN DONNA JANE LAS1
BOWEN ELLA MAE GRAD
BOWEN HAROLD J AGR1
BOWEN JEFFREY H LAS1
BOWEN KEVIN F LAS2
BOWEN MARSHALL ALLEN GRAD
BOWEN MARVIN L ENG1
BOWEN ROBERT E LAS2
BOWEN SANDRA L AGR4
BOWEN STEPHEN PHILIP BUS2
BOWER PETER BUS4
BOWER SANDRA L BUS1
BOWERS JAMES A VM 3
BOWERS JAMES L JR LAS4
BOWERS KENNETH J LAS2
BOWERS MICHAEL JOHN LAS1
BOWERS PAMELA MARIE LAS1
BOWERS SANDRA L LAS1
BOWERS SUZANNE GRAD
BOWIE MORRIS B FAA2
BOWIE ROGINA L PE 2
BOWKER BARBARA K LAS3
BOWLES CYNTHIA A LAS1
BOWLES JEANETTE M LAS4
BOWLES MARLIN LYNN GRAD
BOWLIN HOWARD B FAA4
BOWLING ARTHUR L JR GRAD
BOWLING OAVIO E JR GRAD
BOWLUS STEPHEN BYRON GRAD
BOWMAN DAVID B AGR2
BOWMAN JOEL PITKIN GRAD
BOWMAN JOHN M ENG1
BOWMAN JOHN W ENG2
BOWMAN RICHARD L LAS2
BOWMAN WAYNE D FAA3
BOWN CLIFFORD K BUS3
BOWNE PETER S LAS2
BOWS RONNA L LAS2
BOWSHER GERALDINE C GRAD
BOWSHER STEVEN JAY BUS4
BOWTON CONSTANCE G LAS2
BOWTON DAVID L BMS1
BOWYER TIMOTHY H GRA-D
BOXEP GARY H LAS3
BOXER LAURENCE R GRAD
BOXER LINDA GAIL S GRAD
BOXLEY MARK LANE GRAD
BOYCE JAMES BUCKLEY GRAD
BOYCE KATHLEEN D GRAD
BOYCE TIM A BUS2
BOYD ALVIN LYLE GRAD
BOYD BRIAN E LAS4
BOYD BYRON H LAS1
BOYD CARNELL LASl
BOYD GREGORY LESTER GRAD
BOYD IVAN MAC AGR3
BOYD JOHN A LAS4
306 E PARK 106 C
URH EVANS 317 U
1010 S 2ND C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
706 S 1ST 304 C
105 E GREEN 12 C
ROSSVILLE ILL
211 E DANIEL C
1962 A ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 294 C
URH LUNDGREN 212 C
URH OGLESBY 117 U
URH SNYDER 328 C
URH TAFT 322 C
300 S GOODWIN 210 U
300 S GOODWIN 210 U
URH DANIELS 399 U
BOX 1159 C
409 E CHALMRS 1110 C
URH HOPKINS 176 C
URH OGLESBY 1130 U
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
105 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS 1114 C
709 W VERMONT U
1806 KIRBY C
606 S PRAIRIE C
906 S 1ST C
307 E HEALEY 9 C
URH TOWNSEND 367 U
URH TOWNSEND 340 U
426 FAIRLAWN U
706 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY 304 C
1006 W NEVADA 2 U
URH DANIELS 707 U
2318 BROOKSHIRE C
409 E CHALMRS 1110 C
1106 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 306 U
36 E CHALMERS C
310 E WHITE 32 C
URH FORBES 354 C
URH CARR 219 U
908 S OAK C
1117 LANORE U
1404 1/2 E MICHIGN U
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
1108 W NEVADA 2 U
508 W BEARDSLEY C
401 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 328 U
2105 M WHITE 180 C
802 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 110 C
URH TOWNSEND U
PITTSBURGH PA
URH SCOTT 293 C
URH DANIELS 242 U
1003 OREGON U
URH WARDALL 602 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
904 S LINCOLN U
502 E STOUGHTON C
502 E STOUGHTON C
1808 KIRBY C
208 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
1306 CENTENNIAL C
213 W JOHN 3 C
URH HOPKINS 364 C
1108 BRIARCLIFF U
URH BABCOCK 14 U
URH HOPKINS 293 C
URH TOWNSEND 266 U
33 1/2 E DANIEL C
612 W HEALEY C
809 S 5TH C
URH WARDALL 1111 U
FISHER ILL
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SAUNOERS 124 U
2020 N MATTIS 302 C
811 S FOLEY C
409 E CHALMRS 1302 C
1804 ORCH PL U
18 04 D ORCH PL U
1113 W GREEN 320 U
406 W MAIN U
406 W MAIN U
904 W GREEN U
502 E SPNGFLD C
307 E GREEN 3 C
URH WESTON 411 C
URH FORBES 319 C
401 EDGEBROOK C
TUSCOLA ILL













































































300 S GOODWIN 210













1033 S LESLIE LN










1079 N CHERRY ST
101 LINDEN LN

























328 E ELM ST
213 W JOHN 3
RR 4 BOX 126
1108 BRIARCLIFF
5941 WASHINGTON ST
122 N OAKWOOD AV







365 E GROVE ST
5250 EL ROBLE
81 1 S FOLEY
2204 FIR ST
1804 D ORCH PL




312 W PATTERSON ST
741 S ANDMORE
702 N LAKEVIEW DR
714 N ST LOUIS
17 MORELAND AV




































































































BOYD JON M FAA2
BOYD MARY L LAS4
BOYD MICHAEL J LAW3
BOYO ROGER W BUS2
BOYD STEPHEN DEAN GRAO
BOYD SUSAN GARRETT VM 3
BOYD THOMAS E GRAD
BOYD VENITA NEVATA GRAD
BOYDSTUN JAY BRYAN FAA4
BOYER BARBARA J AGR4
BOYER GARY K BUS3
*BOYER JOHN PARKE JR GRAD
BOYER KENNETH WAYNE GRAD
*BOYER PEGGY SMITH GRAD
*BOYER PHILIPPE F GRAD
BOYETT ROBERT L LAS2
BOYINGTON BARBARA A LAS2
BOYKIN ALICE BURNS GRAD
BOYLAN WALTER P LAS1
BOYLE BONNIE L GRAD
BOYLE FRANCIS X LAS2
BOYLE JANET DIANE GRAD
BOYLE SALLY R LAS1
*BOYLE THOMAS CHARLES LAS4
BOYNTON LAJEAN M GRAD
BOYNTON SHELA ANN GRAD
BOYSEN GREGORY P ENG3
BOYSEN JEAN L ED 4
BOZIC CAROLE S FAA1
BRAAM STEVEN J LAS3
BRAATZ DANA J AGR2
BRABETS TIMOTHY P ENG2
BRABSON JOHN SAMUEL GRAD
BRACEY DANIEL J ENG2
BRACEY ROY W AGR4
BRACHA NURIT GRAD
BRACHMAN MITCHELL E ENG1
BRACKEN ROBERT M ENG3
BRACKETT JOHN A LAS3
BRACKIN WILLIAM PAGE GRAD
BRADACH GREGORY M BUS4
*BRADACH JUDITH F LAS4
BRADBURY EMMETT L LAS3
*BRADBURY PETER J AGR4
BRADBURY RICHARD A GRAD
BRADBURY TERRY L FAA4
BRADDY STANLEY D FAA2
BRADFORD CHARLES JR ENG1
BRADFORD OUENTIN E COM3
BRADFORD RANDALL LAS1
BRADISH ROBERT H LAS2
BRAOISH SUSAN E LAS1
BRADLE WILLIAM R LAS1
BRADLEY ANN L LAS1
BRADLEY BRIAN W LAS2
BRADLEY EDWARD M LAS2
BRADLEY HALLIE LAS1
BRADLEY JAMES P VM 1
BRADNA MARYLOU A LAS3
BRADSHAW TODD E FAA2
BRADY DANIEL R LAS4
BRADY JOHN KISSLING GRAD
BRADY RICHARO A LAS4
BRAID KENNETH J PE 2
BRAILER KATHRYN ANNE GRAD
BRAINARD DALE EDWARD GRAD
BRAITHWAITE EDWIN S GRAD
BRAITHWAITE ROBERT L BUS3
BRALLEY JAMES A III LAS2
BRALLEY PATRICIA LAS4
BRAMAN WILLIAM LEE GRAD
BRAMBLE LAURA E GRAO
BRANCH JAMES HENRY PE 3
BRANDENBURG JAY WALL ENG4
BRANDFON ELLEN S ED 2
BRANDING RANDY L ENG1
BRANDL ROBERT F JR LAS3
BRANDON ERNEST M JR GRAD
BRANDON OTHA L COM4
BRANDON ROBERT C LAS1
BRANDS ROBERT HENRY BUS6
BRANOSTRADER JANET R LAS3
BRANDT DEBORAH K LAS2
BRANDT DENNIS ARNOLD LAW2
BRANOT DONNA-MARIE LAS1
BRANDT FREOERIC III LAW3
BRANDT FREDERICK E GRAO
BRANDT ROBERT T LAS1
BRANDWEIN MICHAEL K LAS1
BRANFMAN ALAN R GRAD
BRAMMAN LARRY A LAS3
BRANNAN MONTE J FAA1
BRANNOCK EUGENE R ENGI
BRANON GEORGE H LAS1
BRANSKY ANNE C GRAO
BRANTA JACK W BUS1
BRANTLEY DUANE M BUS3
310 E GREGORY C 344-1586
55 E HEALEY 104 C 344-6849
1405 KIRBY 14 C
URH SCOTT 366 C 332-1567
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1405 W KIRBY 14 C
URH DANIELS 222 U
311 E JOHN 16 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
1110 W STOUGHTON U
511 E GREEN 102 C
1701 W UNIVERSITY C 359-0277
2807 CARRELTON C 356-5310
1701 W UNIVERSITY C 359-0277
1963 A ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 110 U 332-3792
URH GARNER 471 C 332-0895
902 E HARDING 84 U 344-6568
URH WESTON 39C C 332-2046
611 W HEALEY 10 C 359-9046
1212 W CLARK U
URH SHERMAN 1167 C
URH LAR 133 U 332-2833
314 S PRAIRIE 101 C 356-8766
2069 B HAZWD CT U
511 1/2 W WASH C 352-9009
S 1ST MANOR C
URH WARDALL 423 U 332-4378
412 E GREEN C 332-0496
404 E STOUGHTON 6 C 356-9128
URH CARR 106 U 332-0848
URH HOPKINS 314 C 332-1266
606 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 123 C
58 E ARMORY 7 C 356-6128
1825 C ORCH PL U 344-7804
URH ALLEN 38 U 332-3109
310 E GREGORY C 344-5836
1104 W STOUGHTON U
909 N BUSEY U 367-0798
312 S LYNN C 359-0763
312 S LYNN C 359-0763
608 S STATE 13 C
502 W MAIN 126 U 367-8544
913 CRESTWOOD U
38 MAPLEWOOD U 344-4756
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 343 C 332-2087
CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH GARNER 221 C 332-0720
1010 S 2ND C 344-7397
1401 W HEALEY C 356-9646
URH BLAISDELL 311 U
URH BABCOCK 401 U
URH ALLEN 357 U 332-0732
URH SAUNDERS 407 U 332-3680
URH TOWNSEND 442 U 332-4207
409 E CHALMRS 1106 C 384-5393
906 SUNNYCREST U 367-7609
916 W WILLIAM C 356-5373
28 BLUE SPRUCE C 356-1254
509 E STOUGHTON C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
902 W OREGON 3 U 344-1109
DANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 752 C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U 367-6384
406 E GREEN C
1209 E MAIN U
WILSON TRLR CT 1
1
U 367-6594
URH SHERMAN 134 C 332-4636
CHICAGO ILL
107 E CHALMERS 3 C 344-5290
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C 359-0308
URH OGLESBY 305 U 332-5117
1007 S 3RD C 344-0659
1008 N WILLIS C 359-7995
707 S 6TH C
URH BARTON 422 C
303 E WHITE C 356-2157
901 S 6TH C
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
3 SANDALWOOD C
URH TRELEASE 512 U 332-5538
URH WESTON 430 C 359-8953
806 W CHURCH C
URH BARTON 417 C 332-0177
409 E CHALMERS 902 C 384-5380
1203 W MAIN 3 U 367-4827
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
URH TOWNSEND 583 U 332-4302
URH SNYDER 260 C
URH FORBES 223 C 332-1041
1318 HEDGE RD C 352-6738
202 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 311 C 344-1266
442 W LAFAYETTE






311 E JOHN 16
405 W BRADLEY












1618 LA PORTE AV
RR 1 BOX 60
314 S PRAIRIE 101
2981 YALE AV





112 E 12TH ST
223 S STEWART AV
ROUTE 4









9205 S MICHIGAN AV
1203 EMERSON AV
BOX 273 RR 3
602 E WALNUT ST
RR 1
3855 S WELLS
2877 E 77TH ST
501 W 81ST ST






5100 S STATE 1408
RR 1









206 N OAK ST
608 MASCOUTAH
608 MASCOUTAH
WILSON TRLR CT 11
2343 M/YHEW DR






1101 S COOPER 1
501 W BURTON AV
303 E WHITE
2614 HARRISON
5526 N HAMILTON RD
3 SANDALWOOD















































































































BRANTNER BONNIE L AGR4
BRANTNER DOUGLAS A LAS2
BRANTON MARILYN B GRAD
BRANTSCH UTE K LAS1
BRANZ JEANNE L LAS3
BRANZ THOMAS L LAS1
BRASEL JOHN F LAS3
*BRASEL KENNETH E GRAO
BRASH CHARLENE K LAS2
BRASH DOUGLAS E ENG3
BRASH RICHARD A LAS4
BRASHER BRETT V LAS3
BRASHIER REBECCA J FAA2
BRATLIEN SHARON L LAS2
BRATRUDE CLAUDIA B FAAl
BRATRUDE PAMELA S LAS4
BRATT JOSEPH P ENG1
BRATTON JAY PHILIP GRAD
BRAUER CAROL A LAS1
BRAUER DAVID A LAW2
BRAUER DAVID G AGR2
BRAUER ROGER LEE GRAD
BRAUGHER CHERYL A LAS1
BRAUN BARBARA Z GRAD
BRAUN DONALD P LAS4
BRAUN GORDON P ENG4
BRAUN JEROME SHELDON GRAD
BRAUN KURT ENG2
BRAUN LYNN PE 3
BRAUN MARY J LAS1
BRAUN MARYANN ROSE GRAD
BRAUN ROBERT ALAN GRAD
BRAUN ROGER E LASI
BRAUN WILLIAM D LAS4
BRAUN WILLIAM J LAS3
BRAUNSHAUSEN R W JR ENG3
BRAVERMAN BLAIR I LAS2
BRAVERMAN MARLA D LAS4
BRAWLEY JAMES V LAS1
BRAY JAMES P LAS2
BRAY JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
BRAY LINDA J ED 2
BRAY NORMAN W JR GRAO
BRAY ROBERT M GRAD
BRAYBOY MADELINE E LAS3
BRAYNDICK STEVEN D LAS4
BRAYTON DONALD MAX GRAD
BRAZAITIS EDNA C LAS4
BRAZAITIS JOHN B LAS2
BRAZEAL MICHAEL RAY GRAD
BRAZELTON DAN A ED 4
BRAZIE TOMMY LOUIS GRAD
BRDA PATRICIA M LASI
BREADEN BARBARA LAZ GRAO
BREADEN RONALD PAUL LAS4
BREADON JANNE N LAS2
BREBACH EMILY S GRAD
BREBACH RAYMOND T GRAD
BREDBERG DANIEL J LAS2
BREDBERG KARL A LAS3
BREDBERG NEAL A LAS2
BREEDEN STEPHEN L ENG3
BREGAR MICHAEL F ENGI
BREGER LANCE HARRIS GRAD
BREGMAN INEZ S PE 1
BREHM BILLY J ENG2
BREHMER STEPHEN C BUS4
BREI JEFFREY W FAA3
BREIHAN WILLIAM C LAS4
BREIT LAWRENCE M LAS2
BREITENSTEIN FRANCIS LAS3
BREITER BARBARA A LASI
BREITWISER KENNETH T BUS3
BREMER CHARLES D LAS4
BREMER DAVID L AGR2
BREMER JOAN A FAAl
BREMER NORMA MCKEAN ED 6
BRENER SCOTT H LAS4
BRENNAN ALFRED E LAS2
BRENNAN MARK T LAS3
BRENNAN RICHARD JAME ENG4
BRENNAN STEVEN E LASI
BRENNAN TERENCE J ENG2
BRENNAN THOMAS H ENG4
BRENNE LYNDA E COM3
BRENNECKE JANE A COM4
BRENNECKE SUSAN E LASI
BRENNER BARBARA JEAN GRAD
BRENNER DIANE C AGRA
BRENNER DONNA J LASI
BRENNER KAREN L LAS4
BRENNER RICHARD J AGR1
BRENNER SCOTT D LAS3
BRENNING EUGENE DALE GRAD
BRENNOLT MICHAEL R LASI
BRENZA LEONARD A LAS2
BRESE DENIS J LAS4
508 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH OGLESBY 722 U
801 FAIROAKS C
URH TRELEASE 1107 U
502 E WHITE 34 C
URH TAFT 410 C
106 E ARMORY C
110 S COTTAGE GR U
1002 COUNTRY SOI U
1004 S 2ND C
609 W MAIN 23 U
411 E GREEN 1 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 339 U
URH EVANS 228 U
505 S COLER U
URH FORBES 356 C
809 S BUSEY U
URH WARDALL 309 U
602 E STOUGHTON 33 C
211 E ARMORY C
TOLONO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
502 W OREGON U
401 E JOHN C
201 COUNTRY FR 4 C
202 E JOHN C
110 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1020 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
406 E GREEN 302 U
502 W OREGON U
1004 S 2ND C
1670 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 313 U
URH GARNER 413 C
907 S 4TH C
310 E WHITE 30 C
URH HOPKINS 294 C
URH TAFT 103 C
URH DANIELS 713 U
URH GARNER 246 C
2015 A ORCH ST U
2109 HAZWD OR 101 U
307 E WHITE 36 C
1306 W CLARK U
710 W CALIFORNIA U
209 N COLER 1 U
URH HOPKINS 244 C
909 S 1ST 6 C
URH GARNER 300 C
606 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 404 U
812 W CHURCH 3 C
STA A BOX 2824 C
URH EVANS 241 U
1107 E WASHINGTON U
11C7 E WASHINGTON U
URH WESTON 258 C
58 E JOHN 9 C
510 W GREEN U
TOLONO ILL
302 E GREGORY C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 811 U
509 E WHITE 9 C
CEDRIC 44 U
URH 8ABC0CK 105 U
508 W UNION C
409 E CHALMRS 1103 C
406 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 704 U
57 IVANHOE U
1784 VALLEY RD C
804 W OREGON U
408 N CARSON C
408 N CARSON C
1005 S 2ND C
901 S 2ND C
1006 S 3RD 9 C
1101 W PENN U
713 W OHIO U
604 E ARMORY 104 C
31 FORSYTHIA C
1110 W NEVAOA U
52 E GREEN 1 C
URH TRELEASE 831 U
713 S 6TH 201 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNOGREN 202 C
111 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 346 C
SKOKIE ILL
401 EDGEBROOK 203 C
URH NOBLE 418 C
URH FORBES 200 C






































































110 S COTTAGE GR
1O02 COUNTRY SOI
5633 LEITCH AV
6128 N CENTRAL PK
920 GREENBRIER 3
706 N 3RD ST
11130 AVENUE L
5101 DE WITT LN
5101 DEWITT LN
4443 N BEACON ST
19- POMEROY RD
18550 HOOD AV






201 COUNTRY FR 4
5522 N KIMBALL












10C7 N ILLINOIS AV
URH DANIELS 713
1133 BIRCH LN
2015 A ORCH ST
2000 OVERLAND AV








4344 S CLINTON AV
303 CENTRAL AV
STA A BOX 2824







4722 S WOOD ST
1346 HICKORY ST
4934 W CHURCH
541 E KENWOOD AV
CEDRIC 44





















614 S PARK DR




3216 ST FRANCIS DR
6534 MAXWELL DR
3637 W 58TH ST
68 KNAB OR
MENDOTA ILL

































































































BRESLICH KEITH D LAS3
BRESLIN ELIZABETH M GRAO
BRESLIN MICHAEL J LAS4
BRESLIN STEPHEN J BUS4
BRESNAHAN JAMES F VM 3
BRESNAHAN KERRY A LAS2
BRESNIK MARK S LAS3
BRESS LARRY K LAS1
BRESSLER SHARRI G EO 4
BRESSMAN ROBERT A LAS2
BRETHAUER TODD S LAS4
BRETHORST ROGER LEE GRAO
BRETT JAY F FAA1
BRETT RANDALL P LAS4
BRETTMANN JUDY K ED 1
BRETZLAFF ROBERT S ENG3
BREUNIG DIANE R ED 1
BREWBAKER DANIEL M FAA4
BREWER DANIEL F LAS1
BREWER DAVID C BUS4
BREWER DENNIS G LAS1
BREWER FRANK LYLE GRAD
BREWER JACOUELINE T ED 1
BREWER KAREN S ED 4
BREWER LINA M ED 3
*BREWER LINDA L LAS2
BREWER MICHAEL L LAS2
BREWER NANCY A LAS2
BREWER STEVEN JOHN GRAD
BREWKA MARIA E LAS1
BREWSTER JOHN S GRAD
BREYNE LEO F LAS4
BRIAN JACK HUGHES ENG4
BRICHTA RAND E COM3
BRICKER ALAN RAY BUS4
BRICKER CAROLYN A LAS2
BRICKER KATHY E LAS2
BRICKETT PAUL A LAS3
BRICKMAN HOWARD J LAS3
BRICKMAN MARK S LAS2
BRIDGELAND WILLIAM M GRAD
BRIDGEMAN WILLIAM R ENGl
BRIDGES DAVID EARL GRAD
BRIDGES DAVID LEE ENG4
BRIDGES LEONARD GRAD
BRIDGES MICHAEL R ENGl
BRIDGEWATER C K LAS4
BRIDGHAM LARRY E ENG2
BRIDGHAM STEVEN WAYN FAA4
BRIDWELL ELIZABETH A LAS3
BRIDWELL GEORGE T LAS2
BRIDWELL ROBERT K BUS3
BRIENZO KENNETH D LAS3
BRIERLEY THOMAS W ENG2
BRIESKE TINA MARIE LAS4
BRIGAGLIANO ANTHONY LAS4
BRIGGS BRUCE E AGR1
BRIGGS DANNY D AGR1
BRIGGS HERBERT E LAS1
BRIGGS LARRY L AGR2
BRIGGS MARTHA L ED 2
BRIGGS MICHAEL J LAS3
BRIGGS SARA G FAA2
BRIGHAM ALLISON R GRAD
BRIGHAM WARREN ULRIC GRAO
BRIGHT BEVERLY A LAS2
BRIGHT JUNE A LAS3
BRIGHT ROBERT W BUS1
BRIGHTBILL FREDERICK BUS2
BRIGHTON WILLIAM D LAS3
BRIGHTWELL MARTHA V LAS2
BRILL JOHN RAYMOND GRAO
BRILL LINDA A COM3
BRILL WENDY J LAS2
BRILLEMBOURG A F ENG3
BRILLHART JONATHAN L FAA1
BRIN ALICE FRANCES GRAD
BRINCK ROBERT W LAS4
BRINEGAR GEORGE B BUS4
BRINK CAROL ANN GRAO
BRINK PETER RICHARDS GRAD
BRINKER JOAN R PE 2
BRINKERHOFF JERRY L BUS3
BRINKLEY CHRISTINE P GRAD
BRINKMAN DANIEL J LAS4
BRINKMANN CARL E AGR2
BRINKMANN KATHLEEN A LAS2
BRINKMANN KENNETH G AGR4
BRINKMANN THOMAS L ENG3
BRINKMANN WILLIAM J LAWl
BRISCOE CHARLES E JR ENG4
BRISCOE MARCIA J LAS*
BRISKMAN ETHEL LAS4
BRISKMAN RANDY J ED 3
BRISTOW JENNIFER A LAS1
BRITSKY MARINA A LAS4
BRITT RITA L AGR3
409 E CHALMRS 1113 C
603 1/2 E CLARK C 356-9823
212 1/2 S HARTLE U 367-4966
URH GARNER 308 C 332-0777
205 COUNTRY FR 38 C
URH BUSEY 243 U 332-0644
309 N BUSEY 4 U
211 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5152
URH OGLESBY 1224 U 332-5407
URH FLAGG 420 C 332-0333
URH OGLESBY 112 U 332-5069
105 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 228 U 332-5463
TOLONO ILL
URH WARDALL 1120 U
1005 S 2ND C 344-4462
URH TOWNSEND 233 U 332-4070
8 OUINCE C 352-9689
URH TOWNSEND 107 U 332-3989
310 SUNNYCREST CT U 367-1596
URH ALLEN 444 U 332-3250
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
RIDGE FARM ILL
1700 PERKINS RD 53 U
URH TOWNSEND 210 U
URH VANDOREN 26 C 332-0469
43 IVANHOE ESTATES U 367-1726
URH ALLEN 204 U 332-3145
902 E HARDING 85 U 344-3038
505 E UNIVERSITY C 352-2439
212 E JOHN 4 C 352-7418
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
403 SUNNYCREST CT U
URH SCOTT 406 C 332-1572
404 1/2 ROMINE U
URH OGLESBY 1130 U 332-5381
1212 W CLARK U
110 E CHALMERS C 344-3120
HOMER ILL
URH TOWNSEND 504 U
612 W CALIFORNIA U 328-1926
1975 C ORCH ST U 367-7825
807 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 291 C 332-1251
608 E WASHINGTON C 356-3338
URH WESTON 271 C 332-1963
2049 A HAZWD CT U 344-6356
1005 S WRIGHT C
508 W STOUGHTON U 344-2080
2020 N MATTIS 202 C 356-2664
URH ALLEN 255 U 332-3308
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
807 S 1ST 34 C
304 WALNUT C
809 W PENN U 344-4069
URH BLAISDELL 221 U
URH ALLEN 3 U 332-3085
URH FORBES 415 C 332-1095
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH SCOTT 423 C 332-1588
NAT RES BLDG 272 U 333-6889
NAT RES BLDG 272 U 333-6889
207 E JOHN C 356-8738
1207 W NEVADA U 344-3378
URH CARR 3 U 332-3841
501 E DANIEL C
109 E JOHN C 356-7615
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
URH OANIELS 735 U 332-2389
509 E STOUGHTON C 356-6417
DEWEY ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5060
URH SCOTT 177 C
808 S LINCOLN 5 U 344-7328
606 S MATTIS C
1507 MAPLECREST C 352-0790
2110 W WHITE C 356-1619
101 N BUSEY U 344-5157
207 E JOHN C 356-8738
1005 W VINE C 352-0455
505 S JAMES C 356-6946
906 E CALIFORNIA U 367-2168
URH WESTON 314 C 332-2046
URH SCOTT 422 C 332-1587
URH WESTON 374 C 332-2037
CHICAGO ILL
1014 W MAIN U 344-6502
1404 SILVER 9 U
409 E CHALMERS C
58 E ARMORY 15 C 359-8341
47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
URH TRELEASE 1005 U 332-5682
812 S RACE U 344-4990
907 W MAIN U 344-5466
2Q9 DENNIS CT
603 1/2 E CLARK
212 1/2 S HARTLE
6902 W A ST












220 E 6TH ST
840 LOGAN AV
1821 HIGHLAND DR S
SHADOWOOD MBL HOME




408 S STATE ST
RR 2















ROUTE 1 BOX 141
612 W CALIFORNIA
1975 C ORCH ST











2859 S LOWE AV
RR 1
RR I BOX 51
9631 S PARKSIOE




RR 1 BOX 84
RR 1 BOX 84
1434 COVENTRY



















RR 1 BOX 214
3435 N MARSHFIELD
RR 1











































































































BRITTAIN RICHARD G FAA3
BRIXIUS WILLIAM W GRAD
BRIZGYS ANTHONY E VM 2
*BROADHURST CHARLES K GRAD
BROADHURST KATHRYN C GRAD
BROADUS EARL W LAS1
BROADUS JOHN R LAS3
BROCCARDO MICHAEL GRAD
BROCHMANN DAN M GRAD
BROCKER KENNETH R LAS3
BROCKETT JERRY KEITH BUS4
BROCKETT MARY K AGR2
BROCKMAN LAURA C LAS3
BROCKMAN STEVAN A AGR3
BROCKMEYER CHERYL A LAS3
BROCKMEYER JERRY W GRAD
BRODE ROGER W LAS!
BRODEMUS JOHN STANLE LAS4
BRODEMUS ROBERT M LAS3
BRODER JEFFREY K LAS4
BRODERICK THOMAS F LAS2
BRODERICK THOMAS S ENG3
BRODHEAD JANE LAS2
BRODIE JAMES R LAW2
BRODIN MARY ELLEN GRAD
BRODNICK GREGORY R LAS2
BRODSKY CHERYL K FAA1
BRODSKY DANIEL PAUL GRAD
BRODSKY GEORGE D LAS3
BRODSKY MICHAEL A LAS4
BRODSKY REBECCA ROTH LAS4
BROOY BARBARA D ED 3
BRODY GAIL PAMELA GRAD
BRODY JEFFREY M LAS1
BROEDEL WILLIAM R JR ENG1
BROEKER DEBORAH A LAS2
BROEKER JOAN C LAS4
BROEKER STEVEN L BUS2
BROERS SHARON K ED 3
BROGA ABIGAIL B LAS4
BROGDON STEPHEN N FAA1
BROHMAN SUSAN R LAS2
BROKAW JOHN TAYLOR LAS3
BROKAW SUSAN L LAS3
BROKOSKI CANDICE E LAS4
BROLINE JAMES CURTIS ENG4
BROLSMA BRUCE EDWARD GRAD
BROMBERG MERRICK J LAS1
BROMELAND JOYCE A AGR3
BROMIEL LINDA M LAS3
BROMLEY KATHRYN M LAS3
BRONARS PAULETTE H FAA1
BRONERSKY LOIS E LAS1
BRONGEL MARY J LAS4
BRONSTEIN JOHN M GRAD
*BRONSTEIN LINDA G LAS4
BRONSTEIN NANCY B AGR
1
BROOCKS GAY G FAA3
BROOK DEBRA A ED 1
BROOK ELAINE M ED 3
BROOKENS MARILYN E LAWl
BROOKENS MELINDA J GRAD
BROOKENS RUTH SCHURM GRAD
*BROOKRESON WILLIAM E GRAD
BROOKS ALANA L EO 1
BROOKS ALBERT CONRAD GRAD
BROOKS BEVERLY S LAS4
BROOKS CARSON CRAIG GRAD
BROOKS DAVID J PE 2
BROOKS DEBORAH B GRAD
BROOKS DEBORAH K PE 1
BROOKS EILEEN D LAS4
BROOKS JAMES C ENG3
BROOKS JOHN L AGR2
BROOKS JONES HENRY GRAD
BROOKS JULIA W GRAD
BROOKS KEVIN W BUS2
BROOKS MILDRED D GRAD
BROOKS NANCY SUE GRAD
BROOKS PETER D ENG2
BROOKS PETER ERNEST GRAD
BROOKS RICHARD L LAS4
BROOKS ROY C BUS1
BROOKS TERESSIA M ED 1
BROOKS TERRENCE J ENG1
BROOKS THOMAS G VM 4
BROOKS WILLIAM F GRAD
BROOM CLAUDIA BOVEE GRAD
BROOM DAVID A ENG4
BROOM WILLARD LESLIE COM4
BROOM WILLIAM L III LAW3
BROPHY JACQUELINE A LAS1
BROPHY KATHLEEN MARY GRAD
BROPHY MARY JILL GRAD
BROSCHKA GREGORY L LAS2
BROSE JANET D LAS1
BROSE WILLIAM R ENG4
URH WESTON 320 C
RR 3 C
506 W MICHIGAN U
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
URH TAFT 224 C
106 S GREGORY U
910 S WEBBER U
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
401 E JOHN C
403 S LYNN 5 C
602 S WESTLAWN C
RANTOUL ILL
305 E JOHN C
405 E JOHN C
1205 FLORIDA 11 U
URH TAFT 224 C
318 ELMWOOD C
318 ELMWOOD C
108 E HEALEY 4 C
URH HOPKINS 360 C
URH HOPKINS 262 C
108 E HEALEY 16 C
1106 S 2ND C
1106 EUCLID 302 C
URH TOWNSEND 276 U
409 E CHALMRS 1107 C
1015 1/2 W HARVARO C
901 S 2ND C
503 E WHITE C
1015 1/2 W HARVARD C
CHICAGO ILL
707 S 6TH 501 C
URH HOPKINS 362 C
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
URH SCOTT 314 C
URH GARNER 338 C
URH FORBES 219 C
706 S MATHEWS U
803 S MAPLE U
URH SNYDER 246 C
URH TRELEASE 602 U
URH SNYDER 343 C
802 S LOCUST 6 C
605 S COLER U
209 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 1353 C
301 E ARMORY C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH SAUNDERS 123 U
URH CLARK 232 C
URH SCOTT 330 C
URH TRELEASE 416 U
5 1 E JOHN 4 C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
505 E UNIVERSITY 1 C
409 E CHALMRS 15C6 C
URH BLAISDELL 404 U
URH WARDALL 208 U
47 E CHALMERS C
508 W MAIN U
2708 HIGH CT U
508 W MAIN U
2109 HAZWD DR 202 U
URH SCOTT 296 C
2510 SHERIDAN C
501 E SPNGFLD C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
211 E ARMORY C
118 HOLIDAY PK 359 C
URH LUNDGREN 225 C
503 STOUGHTON C
1001 S 1ST ST RD C
URH OGLESBY 1226 U
1408 EASTERN U
MT PROSPECT ILL
URH TOWNSEND 474 U
URH OANIELS 427 U
1203 W CLARK U
URH TOWNSEND 335 U
URH FLAGG 333 C
503 W GREEN 6 U
URH OGLESBY 518 U
WYSD LNCLN TRLR PK U
URH BARTON 105 C
3 DUNELLEN U
TOLONO ILL
1804 W WILLIAM 5 C
1004 S 2ND C
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
1804 W WILLIAM 5 C
URH BLAISDELL 421 U
URH DANIELS 342 U
909 S 1ST C
604 E ARMORY 117 C
URH LAR 392 U
104 S GROVE U
5281 W LAKERIDGE
356-2080 RR 3









352-5629 602 S WESTLAWN
121 E CHAMPAIGN AV
2419 S CHICAGO ST
344-0556
138 W HINES AV
332-0627 513 NORMAL RD
359-9244 318 ELMWOOD
359-9244 8220 S PERRY
356-4047 4840 W FOSTER 202
RR 1
332-1229 2606 N MANITOU TRL
359-2691 610 PRAIRIE AV
367-8399 411 N 5TH AV
75C0 BELOIT
367-3318 1410 W STEPHENSON
384-5659 710 LASELL
1015 1/2 W HARVARD
344-6501 1646 CLINTON AV
359-9804 7101 TRIPP
359-1214 1015 1/2 W HARVARD
3136 W SHERWIN
367-7722 3300 GREEN RD
6809 BULL VALLEY
332-3484 926 POPLAR
332-1509 16004 MARION DR
5800 CRAIN ST
332-0958 5800 CRAIN ST
344-0136 RR 2
803 S MAPLE
332-1704 83C S WALNUT
332-5559 2505 COUNTRY CLUB
322-1771 457 BENNETT
457 BENNETT AV
344-7272 605 S COLER
344-1414 BOX 98
17201 SUNBURST ST
344-9506 9806 N KARLOV
344-6150 RR 2
332-3506 313 S LOMBARD AV
332-0027 2625-4CTH ST
332-1523 706 ALGONQUIN AV
5844 S MELVINA
359-9554 1203 W EUCLID AV
303 E ROWE ST
352-7046 RR 2 BOX 62
384-5474 3110 NINA AV
1212 HARRISON
332-4316 457 SUMAC
356-7663 7553B N MAPLEWOOD
367-2529 508 W MAIN
328-1699 2708 HIGH CT
367-2529 50S W MAIN
344-0579 2109 HAZWD 202
1415 A E WHEELER
356-4556 2510 SHERIDAN
421 W 2ND ST
359-1089 118 HOLIDAY PARK
344-9500 622 N KENILWORTH
359-1089 1025 GEORGE ST


























RR 2 BOX 8
205 S LAKEVIEW DR
609 VINE









































































































BROSH DENNIS J LAS4
BROSI BRUCE LEE BUS3
BROSILOW RANDI S FAA1
BROSIOUS MARY A PE 3
BROSIOUS RITA A LAS3
BROSZ SALLY JEANETTE GRAO
BROTHERSON FREDERICK ENG4
BROTON ROBERT M ENG3
BROUDO MARY FAA3
BROUGHTON GARY R FAA2
BROUSEK LOUISE M FAA2
BROUWER JOEKIE LAS3
BROUWERS ELISABETH M LAS4
BROWAR DEBORAH A LAS 1
BROWAR JOHN L BUS3
BROWDEN BARBARA A BUS!
BROWER RICHARD A LAS1
BROWN ALEXANDER FREW GRAD
BROWN ANTONIUS J LAS1
BROWN BARBARA J PE 1
BROWN BARRY WAYNE BUS3
BROWN BELINDA CAROL COM4
BROWN BENNIE DREW LAW2
BROWN BEVERLY A LAS4
BROWN BRUCE A LAW2
BROWN BRUCE STILWELL GRAD
BROWN CARL HENRY GRAD
BROWN CAROLYN G FAA2
BROWN CAROLYN M ED 2
BROWN CHARLES G AGR3
BROWN CHRISTOPHER G FAA3
BROWN CLIFFORD A LAS3
BROWN CONSTANCE MARY PE 2
BROWN CRAIG T LAS3
BROWN CYNTHIA J LAS4
BROWN DALE W BUS4
BROWN DANIEL H COM3
BROWN DANNY C ED 4
BROWN DAVID G LAS3
BROWN DAVID M LAS3
BROWN DAVID SMITH GRAD
BROWN DEBORAH J LAS1
BROWN DEBORAH R LAS1
BROWN DEBORAH S AGR1
BROWN DEBORAH S LAS4
BROWN DEBRA D LAS3
BROWN DELBERT M BUS2
BROWN DENNIS ALLEN LAS1
BROWN DENNIS C GRAD
BROWN DIANE E PE 1
BROWN DONALD JEROME ED 2
BROWN DONALD LEE GRAD
BROWN DOUGLAS W ENG2
BROWN EDNA COOMER GRAD
BROWN EDWARD J LAS2
BROWN ELIZABETH ANN LAW2
BROWN ETHERIA THELMA GRAO
BROWN FORD MAC GRAD
BROWN FRANCES S AGR3
BROWN FRANK WILLIAM GRAD
BROWN GARY E BUS1
BROWN GERALD A VM 3
BROWN GERALD JUDE GRAD
BROWN GLENDA JEAN GRAD
BROWN GLENN C BUS4
BROWN HAROLD WAYNE GRAD
BROWN HEIDI GLASER FAA3
BROWN ILA D BUS2
BROWN INEZ BRACY LAS4
BROWN JACK EDWARD JR GRAD
BROWN JACKIE D BUS1
BROWN JAMES J ENG2
BROWN JAMES M LAS3
BROWN JAMES MARCE GRAD
BROWN JANICE KAY BUS3
BROWN JANICE M LAS1
BROWN JANICE MAE GRAD
BROWN JANIS L LAS1
BROWN JAY R VM 2
BROWN JEANNE E LAS1
BROWN JEFFREY PAUL GRAD
BROWN JERRY C LAS1
BROWN JERRY JOHN FAA4
BROWN JOAN M FAA1
BROWN JOAN MARIE GRAD
BROWN JOEL M FAA2
BROWN JOHN E BUS1
BROWN JOHN K JR GRAD
BROWN JOHN R LAS3
BROWN JOSEPH FRANCIS EO 6
BROWN JOSEPH N BUS4
BROWN JOSEPH ROSS JR L AW 1
BROWN JUDITH HARDIN GRAD
BROWN KEITH ASTOR F GRAD
BROWN LAURA ANN FAA4
BROWN LAUREN A LAS2
BROWN LAWRENCE E LAS1
501 E DANIEL C
410 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
307 E DANIEL C
307 E DANIEL C
2107 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 207 U
URH BARTON 23 C
101 JOHN C
URH TAFT 402 C
URH LAR 313 U
1004 S 4TH C
1207 E FLORIDA 31 U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
604 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 232 C
URH TAFT 425 C
ELMHURST ILL
URH ALLEN 476 U
URH LAR 162 U
307 W GREEN C
105 E DANIEL C
805 W HILL U
URH CLARK 332 C
URH FORBES 330 C
106 N BUSEY U
1200 S VINE 22 U
URH SCOTT 289 C
2055 D ORCH ST U
809 W PENN U
2012 S ANDERSON U
205 S LYNN U
302 E ARMORY C
1701 CHEVY CHASE C
1402 N CHAMPAIGN C
312 W WHITE C
805 1/2 W PARK U
205 E GREEN 9 C
URH CARR 226 U
URH TOWNSEND 177 U
2712 E ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 405 U
URH HOPKINS 471 C
URH TRELEASE 212 U
402 E WHITE C
URH DELTA HSE I U
URH OGLESBY 709 U
URH TOWNSEND U
1907 CYNTHIA C
URH TRELEASE 716 U
1109 W SPNGFLD C
1007 W CLARK U
203 N HARVEY U
NORMAL ILL
URH FORBES 225 C
BONOVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 511 C
RANTOUL ILL
904 S 3RD C
ODESSA N Y
1008 S 4TH C
611 SPNGFLD C
PENFIELD ILL




313 E JOHN C
216 E GREGORY 204 C
1201 E FLORIDA 22 U
URH CARR 223 U
URH SNYDER 462 C
307 E JOHN C
611 W SPNGFLD C
55 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 802 U
URH DANIELS 384 U
508 W INDIANA U
MAHOMET ILL
6 WEAVER PL U
1205 E FLORIDA 34 U
URH HOPKINS 361 C
1912 C ORCH ST U
1617 CHEVY CHASE C
907 W ILLINOIS U
110 E CHALMERS C
802 N CUNNINGHAM U
304 BRIAR LN C
404 S 6TH C
GIFFORD ILL
206 W WASHINGTON U
1201 E FLORIDA 11 U
812 OAKLAND 208 U
807 S LOCUST C
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C
WILMETTE ILL




























































RR 1 BOX 240B
2100 LINDSAY RD
2922 W FARGO
2925 N 75TH AV





314 W SUNSET 7
2437 S 10TH AV
410 GREENWOOD AV
1207 E FLORIDA 31
2772 E 75TH ST
2772 E 75TH ST














411 W MALTA PD
2012 ANDERSON












441 E MARGARET ST
905 WESTFIELD



















12512 S 73RD AV
RR 4
2918 N SAWYER AV
622 N COLUMBUS ST
350 S GROVE ST










8C74 28TH AV N
10819 S WABASH AV
1912 C ORCH ST
1617 CHEVY CHASE
907 W ILLINOIS














































































































BROWN LAWRENCE M LAS2
BROWN LEASON H JR ED 3
BROWN LINDA J FAA1
BROWN LINN C FAA2
BROWN LONDA D LAS1
BROWN LOUISE PETERS GRAD
BROWN LUANN ED 4
BROWN LYNNE L AGR4
BROWN MARC BARRON LAS2
BROWN MARGARET D LAS2
BROWN MARILYN SMITH GRAD
BROWN MARK L LAS3
BROWN MARLA EO 1
BROWN MERIDIAN AVI2
BROWN MERRAS VERNELL AGR3
BROWN MICHAEL A ENG3
BROWN MICHAEL LAUREN ENG4
BROWN MIRIAM P GRAD
BROWN NANCY A AGR2
BROWN NORTON HENRY GRAD
BROWN ORA LEE GRAD
BROWN PAMELA R LAS3
BROWN PATRICE C LAS2
BROWN PATRICIA A LAS1
BROWN PATRICIA C GRAD
BROWN PENNY B ED 1
BROWN PHILIP DONALD GRAD
BROWN PHILIP ERSKINE GRAD
BROWN PHILIP L AVI2
BROWN PHYLLIS S LAS1
BROWN PRESTON M ENG2
BROWN PRISCILLA J LAS4
BROWN RANDALL H ENG2
BROWN RANDALL S BUS4
BROWN RANDI M LAS2
BROWN RANDY LEE GRAD
BROWN REGINALD S BUS1
BROWN RENDELL F LAW2
BROWN RICHARD A ENG2
BROWN RICHARD L ENG4
BROWN RICHARD W ENG4
BROWN RICHARD W LAS3
BROWN ROBERT B BUS4
BROWN ROBERT E ENG4
BROWN ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
BROWN ROBILEE LAS2
BROWN ROGER HOWARD GRAD
BROWN ROGER K LAS2
BROWN ROGER MARK GRAD
BROWN ROLAND LAS1
BROWN RONALD CONKLIN GRAD
BROWN ROSE A AGR3
BROWN ROY LEONARD JR GRAD
BROWN RUTH ESTHER GRAD
BROWN SALLY J PE 1
BROWN SHERYL YVONNE PE 4
BROWN STEPHEN F LAS2
BROWN STEPHEN W BUS1
BROWN STEVEN N ENG4
BROWN STEWART J LAS3
BROWN TERRELL N LAW3
BROWN THOMAS H LAS2
BROWN THOMAS HENRY GRAD
BROWN THOMAS ROBERT GRAD
BROWN TIMOTHY L ENG1
BROWN TIMOTHY W LAS4
BROWN TRUDY KOPF GRAD
BROWN VERNON P LAS1
BROWN WARREN C BUS4
BROWN WILLIAM L LAS1
BROWN WILLIE E GRAD
BROWN WINIFRED FAIX GRAD
BROWNE DALLAS L GRAD
BROWNE MARCIA J LAS1
BROWNER WILLIAM J FAA3
BROWNFIELD LINDA K LAS2
BROWNFIELD RANDALL D BUS1
BROWNLEE BARBARA A LAS1
BROWNLEF MARY S LAS1
BROWNOLD ELLEN S PE 4
BROWNRIDGE BYRDIE S LAS1
BROWNRIDGE ENOS A BUS4
BROXHAM GREGORY W LAS2
BRTIS JOHN S ENG4
BRUBAKER CRAIG LAS4
BRUCE DENNIS M ENG4
BRUCE DIANE L LAS3
BRUCE JEFFREY D LAS4
BRUCE JOANNE M FAA2
BRUCE KENNETH EUGENE GRAD
BRUCE ROBERT J LAS2
BRUCE SANDRA J LAS2
BRUCE STEVEN JOHN LAS1
BRUCKER JOHN P ENG1
BRUCKER MAURICE H GRAD
BRUCKER PAUL ALLEN GRAD
BRUCKNER JAMES T ENG1
URH BABCOCK 228 U
10*6 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 725 U
URH EVANS 102 U
URH BLAISDELL 414 U
508 W INDIANA U
58 E ARMORY C
706 W OHIO U
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 104 U
808 W UNIVERSITY C
605 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
305 COUNTRY FR 76 C
58 E DANIEL 3 C
910 S 3RD C
901 S 2ND C
1304 W CLARK 4 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1107 W GREEN 235 U
805 W HILL U
908 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 726 U
URH CLARK 307 C
1005 S 6TH 18 C
910 S 3RD C
215 HESSEL C
505 E WHITE 1 C
1712 E FAIRLAWN U
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 386 C
305 E GREEN 2 C
URH WESTON 360 C
2083 D ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMRS 1106 C
ROLLA MO
URH FORBES 261 C
216 E GREGORY 204 C
URH ALLEN 263 U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
501 N RANDOLPH 5 C
205 E GREEN 2 C
1106 S EUCLID 203 C
111 S LINCOLN U
NEWMAN HALL 406 C
1403 MAPLEPARK C
URH SHERMAN 1366 C
1007 W FRANCIS C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 295 C
812 OAKLAND 208 U
401 W ELM U
2313 S 1ST 204 C
NORMAN OKLA
URH SAUNDERS 305 U
608 S STATE C
URH OGLESBY 609 U
801 SILVER U
URH TOWNSEND 437 U
211 E JOHN C
BONDVILLE ILL
311 E ARMORY C
1106 N LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 155 C
URH TOWNSEND 121 U
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SHERMAN 219 C
URH SNYDER 313 C
905 E COLORADO 47 U
URH ALLEN 366 U
2612 KIRBY C
URH DANIELS 395 U
212 E WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 516 U
603 W GREEN 2 U
URH WARDALL 1017 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 116 U
CHICAGO ILL
1211 E CLARK C
URH EVANS 105 U
URH TOWNSEND 508 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 109 U
503 W ELM U
2006 VAWTER U
3109 STONEYBROOK C
909 W ILLINOIS 5 U
URH TRELEASE 121 U
2017 E MICHIGAN U
URH SNYDER 378 C
604 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 343 C
URH WESTON 125 C
SAVOY ILL
512 S NEW C




















































































8600 N CENTRAL PK
240 SHARON DR
5421 WEBSTER






1306 W COLUMBIA AV








2083 D ORCH ST
2213 SANDY LN
1004 E 9TH
47 E 101ST PL
524 DURHAM ST
4738 N KENMORE AV
RR 8 BOX ih
RR 2
BOX 207
1106 S EUCLID 203
414 E FERNWOOD ST




65 S 3RD ST
2031 S CLARK 502
812 OAKLAND 208
RR 1 BOX 81
3430 INMAN DR NE
700 NANCY LYN TERR
927 E 1ST N
5512 S PERRY
42 SHIRLWIN DR




















1225 S CENTRAL PK
1225 S CENTRAL PK




















































































































BRUONICKI EDWIN D FAA4
BRUECKMANN RONALD R FAA1
BRUEGGERT MARLIN S ENG2
BRUEMMER STEPHEN M ENG1
BRUGGE HOLLY J LAS3
BRUHN GREGG A LAS1
BRUIN CHRISTINE M LAS2
BRULL JOHN J ENG4
BRUMFIELD EVA M LAS1




BRUMLEVE CHARLES E BUS3
BRUMLEVE M BETH GRAD
BRUMLEVE TIMOTHY R LAS3
BRUMM DOUGLAS A BUS4
*BRUMM NANCY JOHANSEN LAS3
BRUMMET DAVID J ENG2
BRUNE MARTHA COM4
BRUNE STEPHEN F LAS1
BRUNELL LARRY G BUS1
BRUNELLE CLAUDE GRAO
BRUNER JOHN C LAS4
BRUNK CHARLES LEE GRAD
BRUNK MARGARET J AGR2
*BRUNKEN JERE NEAL GRAD
BRUNKER DAVID L LAS2
BRUNKOW DAVID ALLAN ENG4
*BRUNNER HAROLD W JR BUS3
*BRUNNER JAMES WAYNE GRAD
BRUNNER SUZANNE S GRAD
BRUNO ELIZABETH A LAS2
BRUNO JOHN C LAS4
BRUNS BARBARA A LAS2
BRUNS GARY L ENG4
BRUNS GEORGE A AGR3
BRUNS JAMES WAYNE AGR4
BRUNS NANCY S FAA3
BRUNS THOMAS D AGR1
BRUNSON DEELLA L LAS1
BRUNSON FRED W JR ENG3
BRUNSON STEVEN J ENG1
BRUSH JAMES R COM4
BRUSH JAMES R LAS4
BRUSHABER PHILIP W GRAD
BRUSS ROBERT H ENG3
BRUSSEAU KAREN A ENG2
BRUTCHER RICHARD L LAS3
BRUZAS DIANE M LAS3
BRYAN BARBARA HUNT GRAD
*BRYAN BRUCE EDWARD GRAD
BRYAN GARY E LAS2
BRYAN KATHLEEN L LAS4
BRYAN RENFORD JAMES GRAD
BRYANT CRAIG D ENG4
BRYANT DANIEL C LAW2
BRYANT JUDITH A LAS3
BRYANT KATHERINE C AGRl
BRYANT LUTHER L PE 3
BRYANT MAMIE L LAS1
BRYANT MARK A ENG3
BRYANT MELTON FRANK GRAD
BRYANT ROBERT EMORY GRAD
BRYANT RONALD T BUSl
BRYANT SUSAN J ED 3
BRYANT TERRY LYNNE GRAO
BRYANT THOMAS EOWARD GRAD
BRYANT WILLIAM E BUS4
BRYER ANDREA S LAS4
BRYER LAWRENCE W LAS1
BRYJA JAMES G ENG1
BRYLES SUSAN GAIL FAA3
BRZEZINSKI MARY K LAS2
BRZEZINSKI STEVEN J GRAD
BUBERT JOHN R LAS3
BUBLEY DEBRA L ED 1
BUBON JOHN M ENG4
BUCELLUNI NANCY K GRAD
BUCHANAN ARTHUR DON ENG4
BUCHANAN DORICE LAS4
BUCHANAN ERNEST T PE 4
BUCHANAN GARY J FAA4
BUCHANAN JOSEPH P GRAD
BUCHANAN RALEIGH C GRAD
BUCHANAN WILLIAM E BUS2
BUCHAR ANN L PE 4
BUCHAR MERRI J PE 2
BUCHER MARY K LAS1
BUCHER RONALD G GRAD
BUCHHOLZ DONALD B ENG1
BUCHHOLZ LYLE A ENG4
BUCHMAN THOMAS A GRAD
BUCHMEIER MICHAEL L AGR4
BUCHSBAUM YAEL LAS4
BUCK ALAN LEO LAS3
BUCK GRETCHEN M ED 1
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 289 C
URH BLAISDELL 15 U
URH SNYDER 304 C
806 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 462 C
1202 W NEVADA U
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 206 C
URH SHERMAN 850 C
404 W ILLINOIS U
404 W ILLINOIS U
404 W ILLINOIS U
URH FORBES 269 C
58 E ARMORY 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 211 U
303 COUNTRY FAIR C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH CARR 109 U
1202 W NEVADA U
209 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 121 C
608 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 304 C
2020 A ORCH ST U
URH CLARK 414 C
2060 D ORCH ST U
1106 S 3RD C
202 S DRAPER C
62 SHEMAUGER U
1510 GRANOVIEW 5 C
1510 GRANOVIEW 5 C
213 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 278 U
URH LAR 208 U
URH CARR 311 U
SEYMOUR ILL
512 E STOUGHTON C
BOX 839 C
URH HOPKINS 245 C
URH TRELEASE 504 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 315 C
805 W STOUGHTON U
110 S GREGORY U
312 S COLER U
409 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 211 C
1109 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1128 U
1826 A ORCH ST U
36 SHEMAUGER U
URH ALLEN 259 U
508 W ILLINOIS U
1107 W GREEN 631 U
803 W OREGON U
707 S 6TH 404 C
611 E DANIEL C
1003 S ORCH ST U
55 LAKESIDE TR U
319 CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
3204 SYLVAN C
SANTA ANA CAL
URH BLAISDELL 211 U
1003 S ORCH U
408 E SPNGFLD C
604 E ARMORY C
2020 N MATTIS C
URH SCOTT 226 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 328 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 464 C
909 CRESTWOOD U
URH BABCOCK 404 U
URH LAR 378 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 214 U
URH TOWNSEND 136 U
55 E HEALEY C





302 S 4TH 4 C
URH GARNER 475 C
URH VANDOREN 309 C
1013 S ANDERSON U
URH NOBLE 426 C
URH GARNER 220 C
1809 W JOHN C
707 S 6TH C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1517 KIRBY C






































































272 E 157TH ST
2900 S LINCOLN AV
10436 S WABASH
6333 N GALVEZ ST
99TH £ KEAN
KEAN AV 99TH
99TH £ KEAN AV
304 E MAIN ST
704 N 3RD
104 E NORTH ST
303 COUNTRY FAIR







2020 A ORCH ST
RR 1









356 W HIGHT ST
RR 6












8535 S TRIPP AV
1314-9TH AV N
36 SHEMAUGER
806 E 19TH ST
1339 E LYN CT
BODLES
634 S PLEASANT ST
350 LINDEN ST
1306 BELMEADE




374 N LEE ST
RIVERSIDE DR








12542 S 75TH AV
22W350 GLEN VALLEY
22W350 GLEN VALLEY




RR 2 BOX 77-A




ROUTE 1 BOX 85
1414 CAMDEN





520 N EMERSON ST
1809 W JOHN
RR 2 PAULING RD
18426 GOTTSCHALK











































E ST LOUIS IL

























































BUCK JAMES R LAW1
BUCK JAMES W ENG1
BUCK JAMES W AGR1
BUCK RICHARD K ENGl
BUCKEL JOSEPH T ENG2
BUCKERT JOHN D ENG4
BUCKHIESTER BONNIE E LAS3
BUCKINGHAM SALLY M GRAD
BUCKLER DENISE T LAS4
BUCKLER SHARON C LAS4
BUCKLEY COZETTA W GRAD
BUCKLEY GLENN R GRAD
BUCKLEY MICHAEL J AGR3
BUCKLIN ROBERT S BUS4
BUCKMAN NORA L GRAD
BUCKNER REBECCA RUTH GRAD
BUCUR BEVERLY A EO 1
BUCZYNA KENNETH W BUS4
BUCZYNA LINDA A LAS4
BUDD GARY A LA$4
BUDD HOWARD SCOTT GRAD
BUDDE RONALD LARRY FAA4
BUDKOWSKI CAROL S ED 2
BUDNIK PAUL PETER JR GRAD
BUDZ JACK THEODORE GRAD
BUDZ JEROME T LAS4
BUDZAK PAULA J FAA1
BUDZIK PHILIP M LAS2
BUDZINSKI ROBERT L ENG4
BUECHIN MARK A AVI2
BUECHLER RALPH W GRAO
BUEHLER MARTIN G ENG4
BUEHLER WILLIAM B AVI2
BUEHLMANN DAVID M GRAD
BUEHRING ARTHUR W ENG4
BUERCKHOLTZ PAUL J ENG3
BUERGER ROBERT H BUS4
BUESCHER MELVIN H ENG3
BUETIKOFER LARRY B GRAD
BUFANO KATHRYN A LAS2
BUFORD WILLIAM E JR ENGl
BUGBEE CHRIS A FAA3
BUGGS HARREL T LAW2
BUGNO DALE J LAS1
BUGOS DAVID J AGR4
BUGYIE DEBRA J LAS3
BUHL ALLEN EDWIN GRAD
BUHNER ELIZABETH A COM4
BUHR MARCIA MAXINE GRAO
BUHR MARVIN D ENG4
BUHROW CRAIG A AGR3
BUHROW STANLEY E BUS2
BUHSE JILL A LAS3
BUIKEMA ROBERT W BUS4
BUINAUSKAS ALDONA I LAS3
BUKOWSKI JOHN M ENG3
BULAGA ROBERT W ENG3
BULARZIK JANE F GRAD
BULARZIK THOMAS M LAS1
BULINSKI CYNTHIA M LAS1
BULL ELIZABETH B LAS1
BULL JAMES E LAS3
BULLAMORE HENRY W GRAD
BULLARD MARSHALL E GRAD
BULLARD ROBERT KENT VM 3
BULLINGTON PAMELA E LAS1
BULLIS GRANT M BUS4
BULLIS KATHERINE J AGR2
BULLOCK GREGORY HERB ED 4
BULLOCK KATHY K COM4
BULLOCK PAMELA L FAA3
BULLOCK RANDALL C LAS3
BULMASH ANN LYNN GRAD
BULMASH ELLEN J LAS3
BUMPASS LAURA K GRAD
BUNCH DEBRA J LAS2
BUNCH LINDA D COM3
BUNDA ROBERT VINCENT FAA4
BUNDY JAMES A LAS1
BUNGE KATHLEEN J LAS3
BUNGER AUBREY DEAN ENG4
BUNKER ARVIN ROSS GRAD
BUNKER BETTY L LAS1
BUNKER LINDA K GRAD
BUNNETT ALFRED B GRAD
BUNNETT NANCY H GRAD
BUNS ROBERT M BUS2
BUNTIC BIRGID M LAS2
BUNTIN NORMA A AGR2
BUNTON EUEL BRADLEY ED 3
BUNYARD NANCY E LAS1
BUOL KIMBERLEY A LAS2
BUOSCIO GAIL C BUS3
BURAS ELMER JULES BUS9
BURCH BARBARA P LAS3
BURCH ROBERT J LAS4
BURCH ROGER B GRAD
465 SHERMAN C
URH FORBES 220 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 370 C
1750 VALLEY RD C
921 LINVIEW U
URH ALLEN 230 U
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
105 N COLER U
WILSON TRLR PK 2 U
URH SHERMAN 225 C
URH OANIELS 608 U
FLOSSMOOR ILL
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
PEORIA ILL
505 E CLARK U
URH ALLEN 217 U
310 E GREGORY C
CHICAGO ILL
205 W WASHINGTON C
URH FLAGG 432 C
209 E ARMORY C
TEL HUIU ISR
1302 E GREEN U
URH SCOTT 219 C
409 W ELM 1 U
URH TRELEASE 1131 U
604 E ARMORY 237 C
810 S 3RD C
805 OREGON U
OUINCY ILL
URH OGLESBY 931 U
URH TAFT 226 C
NORMAL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 213 U
108 E HEALEY 13 C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 572 U
2105 W WHITE 171 C
URH WARDALL 1122 U
URH SNYDER 246 C
URH TOWNSEND 572 U
URH SHERMAN 249 C
URH CARR 405 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS 907 C
1725 PARK HAVEN C
106 E HEALEY 16 C
JOLIET ILL
6 ROSEWOOD PL U
58 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 397 U
URH GARNER 268 C
URH OGLESBY 403 U
302 E ARMORY C
1305 N LINCOLN U
108 E HEALEY 2 C
503 E WHITE 1 C
URH SNYDER 215 C
URH LAR 107 U
URH TRELEASE 725 U
612 1/2 W ILLINOIS U
URH FLAGG 323 C
504 W MAIN 212 U
VET CLINIC SA U
910 S 3RD C
800 S MATTIS 2 C
800 S MATTIS 2 C
913 W CHURCH 8 C
913 W CHURCH 8 C
1206 W NEVADA CT 6 U
DANVILLE ILL
503 E STOUGHTON C
509 E STOUGHTON C
102 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 317 U
316 S PRAIRIE 201 C
607 W HEALEY 5 C
URH FORBES 459 C
URH ALLEN 223 U
307 W ELM U
303 ELLS C
URH LUNGREN 3 C
606 W ELM U
808 W SPNGFLD 4 U
808 W SPNGFLD 4 U
URH HOPKINS 214 C
URH LAR 265 U
URH LUNDGREN 411 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
312 E DANIEL C
409 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 211 U
































































9 E 140TH CT
383 W MAIN
1338 OAKPARK DR
U OF I GEOLOGY
BUTTERFIELD CIRCLE
414 S KNOLLWOOD DR
BOX 86
434 S BEDFORD AV
8200 S SHORE DR
3942 W MARGUETTE
5254 S PAULINA ST
205 W WASHINGTON






138 W WEBSTER ST
6020 N NASSAU AV
5413 N NEENAH AV
366 HIGHLAND AV
18 WESTVIEW DR
1910 N WABASH AV




116 HOLIDAY PK 369
RR 1 BOX 113
5541 CHERRY ST
332 BURTON AV
505 S MAYFAIR PL
17146 HILLSIDE AV
1222 GROTHE ST








305 N OAK ST
14523 S KEELER












1067 N CHERRY ST
993 N CHERRY ST
913 W CHURCH 8
913 W CHURCH 8
35 HARMON DR
GREENWOOD CEMETERY
3200 N LAKE SHORE





3205 N OAKLAND AV










8536 S JUSTINE AV
RR 4
300 FERNDALE RD







































































































BURCH THOMAS G JR LAW1
BURCHARD LUKE L LAS2
BURD MARY L FAA4
BURD RICHARD L PE 2
BUROE DIANA M ED A
BURDEN JOSEPH R LAS3
BURDENO RYAN D ENG1
BURDETT THOMAS E BUS2
BURDIAK BRIAN M ENG2
BURDICK ALAN C LAS3
BURDICK BETH A ED 1
BURDICK BETH CAROL GRAD
BURGARD JEFFREY E ENG1
BURGE DONNA L LAS2
BURGENER DAVID B ENG3
BURGENER DENNIS D ENG1
BURGENER GREGORY A PE 1
BURGENER STEPHEN S ENG4
BURGENER THOMAS G ENG4
BURGER EUGENE DAVID GRAD
BURGER KATHERINE S ED 3
BURGER MARIE C ED 1
BURGESON LINDA E LAS3
BURGESS DAVID N LAS1
BURGESS GEORGE DAVID GRAD
BURGESS GORDON A GRAD
BURGESS JANE MENZEL GRAD
BURGESS RICHARD J LAS4
BURGETT GARY D FAA2
BURGHAM DOUGLAS E GRAD
BURGHAPD HENRIETTE K LAS2
BURGHARDT WILLIAM J BUS1
BURGHART DANIEL L LAS3
BURGIN MARTHA D FAA3
BURGOS-GUEVARA HUGO GRAD
BURGUM CELESTE A LAS2
BURGWALD ROBERT A GRAD
BURISON STEVE D BUS3
BURK GREGORY M LAS1
BURK JAMES D ENG2
BURK MARILYN A LAS1
BURKART JOHN M LAS2
BURKE ALBERT G III GRAD
BURKE CHRISTOPHER R LAS4
BURKE DANIEL J AGR2
BURKE DANIEL M ENG3
BURKE DAVID KOBBEMAN BUS2
BURKE DENNIS E ENG3
BURKE JANET M ED 1
BURKE JOHN P LAS1
BURKE MARGARET M LAS4
BURKE MICHAEL JAMES PE 1
BURKE RICHARD E LAS2
BURKE THOMAS JEFFERY GRAD
BURKE THOMAS L ENG3
BURKETT BARBARA ANN GRAD
BURKHALTER ARTHUR ENG3
BURKHALTER JOHN F LAS3
BURKHALTER PAULA J LAS1
BURKHARDT GLENN B ENG1
BURKHART DALE R GRAD
BURKHART LARRY W LAS4
BURKHART OUINTON R ENG3
BURKHEAD DEBORAH A LAS2
BURKHISER RUTH ANN GRAD
BURKHOLDER KATHLEEN LAS2
BURKHOLDER PEGGY L AGR1
BURKOM HOWARD STEVEN GRAD
BURKSTRAND JAMES M GRAD
BURKUM WILLIAM R ENGl
BURKYBILE CARL WAYNE GRAD
BURKYBILE MARY A ED 1
BURKYBILE MAX R AGR3
BURKYBILE WALTER J AGR2
BURLESON ROBERT R ENG4
BURLINGAME RICHARD P LAS1
BURLOCK DONALD A BUS1
BURMAN IAN DALE GRAD
BURMAN JEANNINE LAS4
BURMAN LUAN ED 3
BURN DONALD D ENG4
BURNAM JOHN W LAS1
BURNES EDWARD M LAS1
BURNETT JAMES L ED 1
BURNETT ROSEMARY LAS1
BURNHAM SHIRLEY S FAA4
BURNKRANT ROBERT E GRAD
BURNS BETH PATRICIA GRAD
BURNS CHRISTINE M LAS4
BURNS CONNIE L AGR2
BURNS DARYL L AGR2
BURNS DAVID EUGENE GRAD
BURNS EDWARD J LAS2
BURNS GARY C COM3
BURNS HUGH S JR ENG3
BURNS JEANNINE H AGR3
BURNS JOHN M VM 2
1902 MEADOW C
402 E ARMORY C
212 E GREGORY 202 C
501 E DANIEL C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
1415 S PROSPECT C
401 DANIEL C
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
604 E ARMORY 137 C
401 S LINCOLN U
1902 CNTRY SOUIRE U
URH DANIELS 472 U
URH HOPKINS 325 C
412 E GREEN C
904 W GREEN 428 U
URH SNYDER 419 C
904 W GREEN 404 U
904 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS 608 C
705 S 1ST C
805 OHIO U
805 W OHIO U
59 E SPNGFLD C




502 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 1207 U
306 KELLY CT C
410 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 324 U
203 E ARMORY C
605 E CHALMERS C
2024 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 339 U
URH OANIELS 230 U
URH FORBES 242 C
URH SNYDER 220 C
URH TOWNSEND 145 U
URH LAR 424 U
URH ALLEN 393 U
FORT WAYNE IND
212 E STOUGHTON C
401 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 466 U
409 E GREEN C
URH WESTON 358 C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
URH FORBES 360 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 291 C
URH HOPKINS 174 C
TOLONO ILL
1109 S 4TH C
DANVILLE ILL
6 ROSEWOOD PL U
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
URH TRELEASE 709 U
URH TOWNSEND 445 U
URH FLAGG 306 C
URH WESTON 216 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 358 C
URH DANIELS U
506 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 369 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
1961 A ORCH ST U
803 W OREGON U
PENFIELD ILL
313 E JOHN C
1784 VALLEY ROAD C
804 W OREGON U
2007 PHILO RD 5 U
URH OGLESBY 831 U
URH ALLEN 258 U
707 S LOCUST C
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
1006 S 3RD 18 C
807 S BUSEY U
URH FORBES 321 C
URH FORBES 236 C
310 ELLIS U
URH SAUNDERS 408 U
MAHOMET ILL
1304 SILVER 11 U
904 S LOCUST C
1834 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C
58 E GREGORY C
LORAL MBL PK 7 U
URH HOPKINS 252 C
604 E ARMORY 114 C
210 WILBER C
STA A BOX 2329 C





























































RR 1 BOX 8
1235 MAIN ST
1231 HARRISON OR
























500 W 16TH ST 409
105 PEACH ST
9322 W MILL RD
117 E LAFAYETTE ST
PROU HNO MGUEL 181
442 W 14TH PL
116 INDIANWOOD DR
309 LINDEN
242 S 9TH ST
242 S 9TH
3528 W 65TH ST
2136 HARRISON ST
3229 WAUKASHAN PL
234 N BROADWAY AV




4932 N OCTAVIA AV
10744 S LAPORTE AV
20841 BROOKWOOD
2933 ANSBOROUGH
8117 S SAWYER AV
BOX 1041
1112 LONDONBERRY
908 F GEORGIAN DR
6 ROSEWOOD PL
202 W HITT
202 W HITT ST







RR 1 BOX 29
604 LEAFYDALE TR










2L7 N EMERSON ST














621 W HIGHLAND AV
210 WILBER
350 LOGAN ST



































































































BURNS JULIE E LAS3
BURNS LAURENCE C JR FAA2
BURNS MARIE F GRAD
BURNS MARY A LAS4
BURNS MARY E LAS1
BURNS MICHAEL E BUS2
BURNS MICHAEL R AVU
BURNS PATRICK GRADY ENG4
BURNS PEGGY LORRAINE GRAD
BURNS RICHARD L AGR2
BURNS ROBERT B JR ENG3
BURNS ROBERT BRUCE PE 4
BURNS ROBERT M ENG1
BURNS ROBERT ENG4
BURNS STEPHEN T LAS1
BURNS STEVEN R ENG3
BURNS TERRENCE E AGR1
BURNS THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
BURNS THOMAS M LAS3
BURNS THOMAS P AGR2
BURNSON RICHARD C LAS1
BURR JONATHAN H FAA2
BURR ROBERT DALE II BUS4
BURRELL ROSALIND S ED 1
BURRIGHT JAMES L ENG4
BURRIS BRUCE EDWARD GRAD
BURRIS JUDY L PE 3
BURRIS SUSAN RADKE LAS4
BURRIS WILLIAM S LAS4
BURRITT SCOTT A ENG2
BURROUGHS EILEEN F GRAO
BURROUGHS STACY R GRAD
BURROUGHS SUSAN LEE GRAD
BURROW BRUCE ALAN BUS4
BURROW DANIEL C AGR4
BURROW RICHARD C GRAD
BURROWS ROBERT L ENG2
BURROWS VINCENT C LAS2
BURRUS LORI C LAS1
BURSKI MICHAEL J LAS1
8URSON CRAIG NIMAN GRAD
BURSON JOHN S LAS2
BURSON LOREN S LAS3
BURSON MICHAEL A ENG3
BURSTEIN TOBY GRAD
BURT GLORIA A ED 3
BURT JAMES VINTON GRAD
BURT JOETTE M LAS1
BURT TIMOTHY EUGENE BUS4
BURTEN JANET G ED 3
BURTEN RICHARD P AGR2
BURTLE GARY J LAS1
BURTLE PATRICIA J LAS2
BURTLE PAUL W AGR4
BURTNESS KATHRYN G ED 3
BURTNESS NEIL J LAS2
BURTNESS ROGER W JR ENG4
BURTNESS THOMAS H LAS1
BURTON BARBARA ANN GRAD
BURTON CHARLES A LAS4
BURTON DEBORAH P FAA1
BURTON JEFFREY WADE FAA3
BURTON KENNETH A AGR1
BURTON PATRICIA G GRAD
BURTON ROY N LAW2
BURWELL PAULA H ED 3
BURWITZ LESLIE GRAD
BURY STEPHANIE C ED 3
BUS KENNETH P LAS4
BUSBOOM DEBRA J LAS4
BUSCH CAROL N LAS2
BUSCH DOUGLAS I FAA2
BUSCHBACH SUSAN K ED 3
BUSCHBACH THOMAS R ENG4
BUSE DAVID ALLEN BUS1
BUSH CHARLES NEAL GRAD
BUSH DARA M LAS3
BUSH DEBORAH S LAS3
BUSH ELLEN SUZANNE GRAD
BUSH GAIL L ED 3
BUSH KENNETH ROGER GRAD
BUSH RICHARD DALE GRAD
BUSH STEPHANIE J BUS1
BUSH WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
BUSHBY PHILIP ASA VM 4
BUSHEE DEBRA G LAS2
BUSHELL THEODORE ENG1
BUSHELLE WILLIAM R ENG4
BUSHMAN ARLAN G LAS2
BUSHMAN JOSEPH E GRAD
BUSHMAN MARIA BLANCO LAS4
BUSHMEYER GAIL E ED 3
BUSHNELL DAVID L JR ENG1
BUSHNELL NANCY L LAS1
BUSHNICK PHILIP N LAS3
BUSHUE DEBORAH J ED 3
BUSICK STEPHEN LEE AGR4
BADEN AUST
URH SCOTT 472 C
2102 W WHITE 87 C
1011 W CLARK U
URH BLAISDELL 419 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH FLAGG 422 C
903 S 4TH 2 C
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 710 U
1600 W BRADLEY 83 C
URH WESTON 292 C
510 S STATE C
URH OGLESBY 530 U
URH TOWNSEND 505 U
1110 S 2ND C
2102 W WHITE 87 C
212 E CHALMERS C
1110 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 325 C
URH TOWNSEND 172 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH WARDALL 1107 U
1004 W NEVADA U
MAHOMET ILL
611 E DANIEL C
800 S MATTIS 5 C
800 MATTIS 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 381 U
CHICAGO ILL
RR 3 BOX 10 U
56 PECANTREE U
208 W SPNGFLD C
801 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 180 U
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 303 U
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
202 N GREGORY U
URH HOPKINS 225 C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
501 E DANIEL C
SKOKIE ILL
1213 W MAIN U
814 1/2 W CHURCH U
URH VANDOREN 318 C
912 S 2ND C
58 E DANIEL C
911 S LOCUST 302 C
URH OGLESBY 110 U
706 S 2ND C
1205 E FLORIDA U
2113 ZUPPKE U
910 S 3RD C
2113 ZUPPKE U
2113 ZUPPKE DR U
1006 A STOUGHTON U
312 S ELM C
URH TRELEASE 206 U
106 E HEALEY 7 C
URH WESTON 211 C
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
207 E HEALEY 6 C
1212 N CHAMPAIGN C
248 S DEWEY U
URH SAUNDERS 213 U
ELMHURST ILL
805 W OHIO U
1005 S WRIGHT C
301 E ARMORY C
604 PARK LN C
604 PARKLANE C
URH WESTON 109 C
2003 B ORCH ST U
105 E JOHN C
1106 S LINCOLN U
307 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 1028 U
33 BLUE SPRUCE C
909 CRESTWOOD U
URH TRELEASE 911 U
101 S BUSEY U
VET CLINIC SA U
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
300 S GOODWIN 303 U
URH TOWNSEND 318 U
1600 W BRADLEY 154 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
1206 W NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 3 U
URH WARDALL 920 U
105 E ARMORY C
MILFORD ILL





































































2102 W WHITE 87
365 S NANCY
65 W 139TH ST
1612 E KEYS
4919 OAKDALE







1828 N PEORIA AV
409 W FRANKLIN
RR 1













4229 N MEADE AV
RR 3 BOX 10
56 PECANTREE ST
326 N ELMWOOD LN
RR 3
1640 S 85TH ST
474 SUMAC RD









814 1/2 W CHURCH
328 N MAIN ST
1520 VANDALIA RD
















3713 W 82ND ST






906 S 4TH ST







2222 S STATE 102
















































































































RUSK CYNTHIA J LAS1
BUSKE GARY ROBERT GRAO
BUSS DONALD C ENG4
BUSS MARLENE B LAS1
BUSS MERLE K AGR1
BUSS STEPHEN ALAN GRAD
BUSSA ROBERT G BUS4
BUSSE DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
BUSSE JOAN H BUS3
BUSSEY MARY EMILY GRAD
BUSTARD JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
BUSTER KAREN J LAS2
BUSWELL BARBARA A LAS3
BUSWELL RALPH DELOS GRAD
BUTE DANIEL J LAS3
BUTERA SUSAN D FAA3
BUTH DONALO GEORGE GRAD
BUTH JANE C M LAS1
BUTKUNAS AUDREY B LAS2
BUTKUS ALEXANDER JR ENG2
BUTLER ALAN LEE LAW3
BUTLER AUDREY K LAS3
BUTLER AVA FRANCIS GRAD
BUTLER CARL WENDELL PE 2
BUTLER CRAIG E LAS1
BUTLER DEBORAH K ED 2
BUTLER DEBORAH M BUS1
BUTLER EILEEN M FAA1
BUTLER GERALD JOSEPH ENG4
BUTLER HAROLD S GRAD
BUTLER JAMES F BUS4
BUTLER JAMES M BUS3
BUTLER JOHN GRAD
BUTLER JOHN C LAS3
BUTLER JOHN D ENG1
BUTLER JOHN ROBERT PE 3
BUTLER LARRY WYNN LAS3
BUTLER MARY P LAS3
BUTLER MICHAEL C FAA1
BUTLER ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
BUTLER ROBERTA L AGR4
BUTLER SHIRLEY W LAS2
BUTLER WILLIAM ARCH GRAD
BUTRIDGE JAMES S ENG4
BUTTERWORTH DAVID GRAD
BUTTERWORTH LYNN L LAS1
BUTTINGER PAUL R ENG2
BUTTON DEAN F FAA1
BUTTON JAMES E ENG3
BUTTRY JOHN W LAS1
8UTTS JOYCE ANN ED 3
BUTZ NANCY J AGR1
BUTZEN GERALD W ENG4
BUWOLDA JOHN W JR BUS1
BUXRAMPER BARRY B GRAD
BUY KAREN A LAS4
BUY MARY J ED 1
BUYSSE BARBARA A ED 2
BUYSSE JAMES L GRAD
BUZARD GEORGE D III BUSl
BUZELLI JAMES AVI2
BUZZELLI ANTHONY T GRAD
BYARS ROCHELLE V LAS2
BYARS WILLIAM L LAS1
BYCZYNSKI EOWARD F LAW3
BYE GARY L LAS1
BYERLY CHARLES S GRAD
BYERS BLAINE HARRY GRAD
BYERS DAVID J LAS3
BYERS DIANE R LAS1
BYERS FRANKLIN H II BUS2
BYERS LEIGH A LAS1
BYLENOK BARBARA A ED A
BYLER BENNIE LEE GRAD
BYLINA DENNIS T ED 4
BYLSMA GLENN A ENG4
BYON JAE HWANG GRAD
BYRD ARTHUR JR LAS2
BYRO DAVID J BUSl
BYRD OIANE ED 1
BYRD JAMES S BUS3
BYRD MICHAEL R BUS4
BYRNE BARBARA L GRAD
BYRNE CHRISTOPHER M FAA4
BYRNE DAVID A ENGl
BYRNE ELIZABETH A LAS3
BYRNE ROBERT JOHN GRAD
BYRNE WENDY S LAS1
BYRNES DANIEL A FAA4
BYRNES JOHN M ENG4
BYSTROM JEAN A FAA1
BYTHELL CAROL A LAS3
BZDYL DONALD GREGORY GRAD
CABALLERO DAVID LAS4
CABALLERO LUIS F FAA2
CABAY BARBARA L LAS4
CABAY TERRENCE A ENG4
URH SAUNDERS 412 U
URH DANIELS 206 U
1732 VALLEY ROAD C
1305 W COLUMBIA C
URH WESTON 268 C
BOX 2363 C
604 E ARMORY 301 C
1207 N BUSEY U
1110 W NEVADA U
301 E WHITE 5 C
904 W GREEN 406 U
611 E DANIEL C
309 E HEALEY 2 C
WATSEKA ILL
1004 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 807 U
809 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 414 C
URH WARDALL 520 U
URH GARNER 123 C
URH OGLESBY 514 U
106 N GREGORY 6 U
801 OAKLAND U
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
204 W MICHIGAN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 205 U
URH ALLEN 196 U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
2309 RAINBOW VIEW U
313 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
2002 C ORCH ST U
608 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 207 C
807 S RANDOLPH 1 C
51 CARRIAGE ESTS U
PALATINE ILL
URH OGLESBY 1111 U
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
204 W WASHINGTON U
105 E DANIELS C
DANVILLE ILL
407 1/2 S STOUGHTO C
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH HOPKINS 411 C
27 SYCAMORE C
URH ALLEN 487 U
110 E ARMORY C
211 E DANIEL C
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN 211 U
DES PLAINES ILL
URH FORBES 240 C
1408 N MCKINLEY 2 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 723 U
508 E CHALMERS C
401 W GREEN 1 C
URH FORBES 392 C
508 E WHITE C
509 S 5TH 21 C
URH WARDALL 1108 U
URH TOWNSEND 241 U
511 W GREEN U
112 E DANIEL C
308 BUENA VISTA C
606 W OHIO U
58 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 803 U
110 E ARMORY C
1712 GEORGETOWN C
108 E HEALEY 18 C
802 MAPLEPARK C
201 E JOHN C
806 W MAIN U
300 S GOODWIN 601 U
211 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 18 C
URH LAR 269 U
206 W WASHINGTON 9 U
405 1/2 E WHITE C
803 S 2ND C
314 S ELM C
URH TAFT 120 C
URH WARDALL 813 U
706 GREGORY U
URH FRENCH HSE 8 U
604 E ARMORY 427 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 208 U
URH GARNER 350 C
105 E GREEN 1 C
509 E WHITE C
309 W INDIANA U
1204 S LINCOLN U
































































1809 1ST AV SW
1315 23RD AV CT
1305 W COLUMBIA
133 RIDGEVIEW LN
1315 23RD AV CT
304 BUREAU
ROUTE 1
1504 W 186TH PL
301 E WHITE 5
408 W ROOSEVELT
464 HIGH POINT DR
546 N ACADEMY ST
221 E ASH
1506 E KENT ST
13250 S 80TH CT
809 W CALIFORNIA
101 JONES DR 3
9842 S TURNER AV
















8Q7 S RANDOLPH 1
51 CARRIAGE ESTS






1825 OAK LANE RD
804 W SPNGFLD
2925 WILLOW RD
7650 S ARTESIAN AV




RR 4 BOX 38
181 W MILLERS RD
15932 SAWYER
1408 N MCKINLEY 2
7900 131ST ST
7900 W 131ST ST
RR 1 BOX 66
















3937 W 57TH ST
2704 GOOLD ST
YANGCHON-RI














125 E PARK BLVD
105 E GREEN 1
4518 N ASHLAND AV
4518 N ASHLAND AV
6804 W HOBART AV




































































































CABLE ANN E ED 4
CABRERA EDELBERTO JO GRAO
CABRERA JOAN E LAS2
CACCIATO DARLENE LAS4
CACHEVKI KAREN LAS4
CACINI RONALD L BUS2
CADE LILLIAN FERRARA GRAD
CADWALADER ROBERT E LAS2
CADWELL RALPH C GRAD
*CADY MICHAEL LOWELL GRAD
CADY RHONDA L LAS2
*CADY WAYNE ALLEN GRAD
CAFARELLA JEAN M COM3
CAFARELLA JOHN J ENG1
CAFFARINI GARY M AVI2
CAFOUROS SUZANNE A GRAD
CAGLEY GEORGE D II AVI2
CAGLIUSO KENNETH J BUS3
CAGNEY KATHLEEN LAS4
CAGNEY MARIBETH AGR1
CAHALAN MARGARET W GRAD
CAHALAN ROBERT F GRAD
CAHAN RICHARD B LASl
CAHILL JOHN A LAS4
CAHILL KAREN E FAA1
CAHILL KATHERINE LAS3
CAHILL RAYMOND R LAS1
CAHILL SALLY E LAS2
CAHILL W R BUS4
CAHILL WILLIAM T LAW2
CAHNMANN SAMUEL J LAS1
CAILLOUET LARRY M GRAD
CAIN BRIAN WILLIAM GRAD
CAIN DIANE L LAS2
CAIN JOHN H FAA2
CAIN LEO D LAS2
CAIN MARY ANN D GRAD
CAIN MELISSA MCCOMB LAS4
CAIN MICHAEL W GRAD
CAIN NATHANIEL BUS1
CAIN ROBERT L FAA2
CAINE JANET A LAS4
CAIRNS GLORIA A GRAD
CAIRNS JOHN S LAS1
CAIRO STEVEN LAS3
CALABRESE BARBARA J LAS2
CALAFIORE LINDA C LAS2
CALAVAN MICHAEL MERL GRAD
CALAVAN SHARON K M GRAD
CALCAGNI JOHN DAVID GRAD
CALCATERRA MICHAEL L LAS1
CALCESE WILLIAM G LAS4
CALDER JUDITH A FAA3
CALDERO CARMEN LAS4
CALDERONELLO JOHN A GRAD
CALDERWOOD TERRY J BUS2
CALDWELL ELIZABETH I ED 4
CALDWELL LORETTA S ED 1
CALDWELL MARCUS L ENG2
CALDWELL RITA S FAA4
CALDWELL WILLIAM P ENG2
CALHOUN KATHRYN M LAS1
CALL JERRY MAX GRAD
CALLAGHAN PATRICK F LAS3
CALLAHAN ALAN R COM3
CALLAHAN BILL E LAS2
CALLAHAN COLLEEN R AGR3
CALLAHAN DANIEL J FAA1
CALLAHAN JAMES E BUS!
CALLAHAN JOHN A FAA3
CALLANAN MARTHA ANN GRAD
CALLE TERESA PE 3
CALLECOD ROBERT L GRAD
CALLEN HOLLY LEVY GRAD
CALLEN JOHN B GRAD
CALSYN DALE E AGR1
CALTAGERONE ROSELIE LAS1
CALTON DAVID WARREN LAS4
CALVERT CLAY A VM 4
CALVERT GLEN P ENG4
CALVETTI PAMELA J ENG4
CALVI DIANE V ED 4
CALVO LINDA BETH LAS1
CALVO MARY ELIZABETH FAA4
CAMASTA JOSEPH P ENG1
CAMERON DENNIS BRIAN GRAD
CAMERON DERRICK E BUS1
CAMERON JEFFREY S LASl
CAMERON NANCY S LAS3
CAMERON WILLIAM A LAS3
CAMILLO SUSAN M LAS4
CAMMON DALE L LAS3
CAMMON MARCELLUS LAS4
CAMP KAREN A LASl
CAMP LINDA M BUS2
CAMP MICHAEL W ENG1
URH EVANS 215 U
309 E HEALEY 14 C
2003 C ORCH ST U
URH CLARK 236 C
801 W IOWA U
802 W OREGON 13 U
DANVILLE ILL
609 S NEW C
311 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
604 W HEALEY C
410 E GREEN C
809 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 1212 U
URH BLAISDELL 11 U
URH TAFT 204 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
LA PLACE ILL
1111 1/2 S 3RD 102 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 286 U
711 W MAIN U
711 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMRS 1013 C
502 W ELM 15 U
URH LUNDGREN 16 C
URH SAUNDERS 313 U
URH FORBES 436 C
URH WARDALL 1016 U
706 S 1ST 202 C
310 E CLARK C
URH NOBLE 202 C
U OF I SPEECH U
2410 E MAIN 11 U
URH WARDALL 706 U
1111 S 1ST ST RO C
604 E ARMORY 329 C
2410 E MAIN 11 U
620 W HEALEY 2 C
717 W WASHINGTON C
URH SNYDER 424 C
1108 S 1ST C
1006 W NEVADA 5 U
1825 D ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 340 C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 427 U
HUDSON ILL
HUDSON ILL
URH SHERMAN 547 C
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
604 S LINCOLN U
58 E ARMORY 8 C
203 S COLER U
107 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 387 U
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C
105 E DANIEL C
URH TAFT 225 C
RR 2 C
9 OAKWOOD U
URH WARDALL 1225 U
802 W PARK C
1009 W PENN U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WESTON 339 C
805 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 367 C
URH SCOTT 170 C
URH WESTON 354 C
108 E JOHN C
1104 E DELAWARE U
601 E WASHINGTON U
2313 S 1ST 203 C
2313 S 1ST 203 C
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
URH LAR 368 U
904 W GREEN 612 U
MAHOMET ILL
601 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 209 U
706 S MATHEWS U
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
1007 S 3RD C
603 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
URH BABCOCK 428 U
1207 W OREGON 1 U
114 EDGEBROOK C
614 W HILL 3 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 308 C
URH WARDALL 910 U
URH WARDALL 703 U
























































518 N MARTHA ST
620 TERRY DR
2003 C ORCH ST
1223 ROSS CT
3834 W 153RD PL
6355 W RAVEN ST
204 N CALIFORNIA
609 S NEW
217 E 10TH ST
1539 HOMEWOOD AV
1909 W 33RD ST
820 COUNTRY CLUB
809 W ILLINOIS
2424 N 76TH CT























2410 E MAIN 11
620 W HEALEY 2
717 W WASHINGTON










BECKLEY HILL RR 2
232 S 9TH ST
621 SALLY LN 5
RR 2 BOX 146B
203 S COLER
2113 BAY AV





534 E 155TH ST
2839 MAURICE DR
7337 W IBSEN
221 E MADISON ST
810 W THOMAS
RR 3 BOX 64
1018 E TRIPP
412 GREENWOOD AV
810 W THOMAS ST
108 E JOHN C
1104 E DELAWARE
601 E WASHINGTON
2313 S 1ST 203
2313 S 1ST 203
837 S CONGRESS
702 ALLIANCE AV







2140 N MASON AV
2536 23RD ST





312 N MILL ST
4021 W 21ST PL
573 S HARMONY LN
573 S HARMONY LN



































































































CAMP PAUL J FAA1
CAMP RONALD L FAAA
CAMP STAPHENAE LEE GRAO
*CAMP WILLIAM F FAA9
CAMPANELLA CARL J LAS2
CAMPANINI SUSAN M GRAO
CAMPBELL BAMBI ENG1
CAMPBELL BARBARA A AGR1
CAMPBELL BETTY JANE GRAD
CAMPBELL BILLIE L FAA2
CAMPBELL BRENDA J LAS2
CAMPBELL CALVIN B GRAO
CAMPBELL CATHY LYNN GRAD
CAMPBELL CHRISTOPHER BUS2
CAMPBELL CLIVE D ENG2
CAMPBELL CRAIG C BUS3
CAMPBELL DEBORAH J LAS2
CAMPBELL DONALD ALAN GRAD
CAMPBELL ELMA R LAS2
CAMPBELL GLENDA J PE 3
CAMPBELL GLENWOOD S LAS2
CAMPBELL HAROLD S JR GRAD
CAMPBELL HOLLY G PE 3
CAMPBELL JACK DONALD GRAD
CAMPBELL JAMES A LAS3
CAMPBELL JAMES EARL LAS4
CAMPBELL JAMES EMERS BUSA
CAMPBELL JEANNETTE M LAS3
CAMPBELL JOE CHARLES GRAD
CAMPBELL JOE DAVIS GRAD
CAMPBELL JOHN A AGRA
CAMPBELL JOHN G LAS3
CAMPBELL JOHN HYDE GRAD
CAMPBELL KAREN M AGR1
CAMPBELL KRISTIN SUE ED 1
CAMPBELL LEE R BUS3
CAMPBELL LINDA M LAS3
CAMPBELL MARY E LAS2
CAMPBELL PAMELA J LAS1
CAMPBELL RAND ALAN BUSA
CAMPBELL STEVEN D BUSA
CAMPBELL TIMOTHY F LAW3
CAMPBELL WILLA A GRAD
CAMPBELL WILLIAM D LAS4
CAMPBELL WILLIAM P ENGA
CAMPHOUSE WILLIAM M FAAA
CAMPO RINCON RAFAEL GRAD
CAMRAS ROBERT A ENG2
CANADAY HOLLIS B FAAA
CANADAY RICHARD F BUS3
CANEL ROBERT L COM3
CANENE SCOTT E LAS1
CANESTARO JAMES C GRAD
CANFIELD BRETT K LAS3
CANGELOSI LARRY FRAN FAAA
CANN GERALD A BUS2
CANNEDY CARL W FAA1
CANNELIN MARGARET R LAS2
CANNELL CAROL A LAS3
CANNELL LOIS JERRINE LAW1
CANNELL LYNELL E GRAD
CANNELL SHEVA R AGRA
CANNON DAVID STUART GRAD
CANNON JAMES C LAS2
CANNON RICHARD L GRAD
CANNON SUSAN E LAS3
CANTIERI JANE M ED 1
CANTILLON WATT JOSEP GRAD
CANTNER ERNST-WALTER GRAD
CANTOR CHARLES JAY GRAD
CANTOR CHERYL A GRAD
CANTRALL DENISE G LASA
CANTRALL WILLIAM II GRAO
CANTRELL JAMES M LASA
CANTRELL JOHN K LAS2
CANTY SANDRA L ED 3
CAPADONA CAROL ANN FAA4
CAPETTINI ROBERT J GRAO
CAPILLO STEPHEN V ENG1
CAPLAN DAVID G LAS2
CAPLAN DAVID L ENG1
CAPONERA PAUL FRANK LASA
CAPORALE MICHAEL GRAD
CAPP PATRICK ENG3
CAPPEL CARL ROBERT GRAO
CAPPONI PAUL D ENG4
CAPRILE JOSEPH P FAAA
CAPRIOLA RICHARO A GRAD
CAPROW JULIAN B LAS1
CAPUTO TONI J LAS2
CARAVELLI ALFRED L PE A
CARAWAY MYRA S LAS2
CARBARY JAMES F LAS3
CARDELLA CHARLES A AVI1
CARDELLA RICHARD G LAS2
CARDELLI JAMES A LAS3
CARDILLO HARRY FRANK GRAD
URH NOBLE 20A C
609 W MAIN 25 U
A09 E CHALMERS 806 C
SAVOY ILL
3 11 E ARMORY C
308 N PROSPECT C
URH SAUNDERS 12 U
805 W OHIO U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BLAISDELL 306 U
312 S PRAIRIE 202 C
CHARLESTON ILL
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
1009 W PENN U
1111 S 2ND C
A01 E DANIEL C
602 S RACE 2 U
A01 W GREEN 2 C
URH CLARK 325 C
1837 B ORCH PL U
311 E OANIEL C
1107 E FLORIDA 12 U
URH GARNER 250 C
ONARGA ILL
1102 STOUGHTON U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
3208 W DANIEL C
URH EVANS 339 U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
NUTLEY N J
919 W HILL C
1603 VALLEY ROAD 2 C
311 S STATE 21 C
919 W HILL C
1105 MITCHEM U
706 S 1ST 301 C
URH HOPKINS A89 C
URH SCOTT 225 C
URH TRELEASE 831 U
1837 B ORCH PL U
111 E WHITE C
502 N MCKINLEY C
107 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 103 U
110A W STOUGHTON U
CICERO ILL
100A S MATTIS C
URH TOWNSEND 110 U
URH TRELEASE 506 U
ADMIN BLDG 223 U
111 E CHALMERS 16 C
URH ALLEN 293 U
A01 EDGEBROOK 202 C
313 E CHALMERS C
903 ADA C
311 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 2A C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 1119 U
URH DANIELS 67 U
URH DANIELS 279 U
URH WARDALL 1119 U
1201 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 207 U
FITHIAN ILL
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 2A2 U
202 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 359 C
306 E THOMPSON U
306 E THOMPSON U
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
60A N MAPLE 35 U
310 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 918 U
A09 E CHALMRS 1007 C
2108 ORCH ST 103 U
URH HOPKINS 270 C
1008 NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 215 U
1111 S 2ND C
A01 N MCKINLEY C
22 TULIP TREE C
90A E DELAWARE U
105 W GREEN C
909 W ILLINOIS U
ROCKFORD ILL
URH CARR 111 U
1008 S 2ND C
509 E WHITE C
URH CLARK 222 C
URH WESTON 36A C
GLENVIEW ILL
URH SNYDER 363 C







































































8 N WELLS ST
308 N PROSPECT










136 E SOUTHGATE RD













RR 1 BOX A03
82 N COUNTRY CLUB







102 N LOGAN AV
111 E WHITE
680 S LIBERTY ST
1399 N MONROE
110A W STOUGHTON




610 W ATH ST
6101 N SHERIDAN E
1513A OAK ST
A01 EDGEBROOK 202










533 S PIATT ST
MAIN ST
BOX 12




















332A N CENTRAL PK
261A ROCKTON
1085 ELM RI DGE DR
525 ILLINOIS ST
A116 N ATLANTIC AV
321 GRANT CT







































































































CARDINAL ROBERT L GRAO
CARDONI ROBERT L GRAD
CARDOZO LAWRENCE E LAS2
CAROOZO LINDA J AGRl
CAREY CLIFFORD J ENG1
CAREY DOUGLAS L LAS4
CAREY JAMES A FAA2
CAREY PATRICK KEVIN FAA6
CAREY RICHARD P LAW2
CAREY STEPHEN LEE PE 4
CAREY SUZANNE FULTON GRAD
CARICO JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CARINGELLO MARIANNE BUS3
CARIUS JEFFREY RAPP LAS4
CARKEEK THOMAS G LAS2
CARKIN JAMES W ENG3
CARLBERG KRISTINA L LAS3
CARLBORG KENNETH J LAS1
CARLETON DANIEL W LAS2
CARLEY DOROTHY DAWES GRAD
CARLEY STEPHEN E LAS2
CARLISLE DEBRA J LAS1
CARLISLE GEORGE R JR LAS3
CARLISLE REBECCA L LAS1
CARLO PEDRO PAREDES ENG4
CARLOTA ANNADAISY J GRAD
CARLS ERNEST GLENN GRAD
CARLS KENNETH R FAA4
CARLS MICHAEL E AGRl
CARLSON ALLEN M LAS4
CARLSON ANN M LAS2
CARLSON CURT A LAS1
CARLSON DAVID R LAS1
CARLSON DEBORAH L LAS2
CARLSON DOUGLAS W GRAD
CARLSON EVELYN L GRAD
CARLSON GARY J BUS2
CARLSON HILARY L PE 4
CARLSON JAY A LAS2
CARLSON JILL A AGRl
CARLSON JOAN M ED 4
CARLSON JOSEPH W LAS2
CARLSON JOY A LAS1
CARLSON JUNE E LAS2
CARLSON KEITH D LAS2
CARLSON KENNETH R FAA2
CARLSON KENNETH W GRAD
CARLSON MARTIN S LAW3
CARLSON MELISSA E PE 3
CARLSON PAUL J LAS1
CARLSON PETER JAMES LAS3
CARLSON PHILIP C BUS4
CARLSON PHILLIP A GRAD
CARLSON REBECCA I ED 2
CARLSON RICHARD A GRAD
CARLSON RICHARD A LAS4
CARLSON RICHARD L ENG1
CARLSON RICHARD W GRAD
CARLSON STEVE CARL ENG4
CARLSON STEVEN C LAS4
CARLSON STEVEN F FAA2
CARLSON STEVEN P FAA2
CARLSON SUSAN M FAA1
CARLSON THOMAS A AGRl
CARLSON THOMAS E LAS2
CARLSON WAYNE CURTIS GRAD
CARLSON WAYNE S LAS3
CARLTON REBECCA A LAS2
CARLTON ROBERT A LAS2
CARLTON SARAH L LAS3
CARLTON WILLIAM D LAS1
CARLVIN BRENDA J LAS1
CARMACK MARY A PE 3
CARMELL TIMOTHY H GRAD
CARMICHAEL CHARLES E VM 1
CARMICHAEL JANIS E ED 2
CARMICHAEL THOMAS J AGRl
CARMODY ANNE M BUS1
CARNEIRO GILSON M GRAD
CARNEY VERNON R BUS1
CAROTHERS DIANE F LAS3
CAROTHERS STEVEN W GRAD
CAROZZI MARGUERITE P LAS2
CARPARELLI FELICIA A LAS2
CARPENTER ALIDA G LAS1
CARPENTER CAROL M FAA2
CARPENTER HENRY A LAS4
CARPENTER JAMES A ENG2
CARPENTER JERRY A LAS2
CARPENTER JOHN DALE GRAD
CARPENTER MARK J FAA1
CARPENTER MARVIN R LAS3
CARPENTER MATTIE J ED 3
CARPENTER NANCY J ED 1
CARPENTER PAUL S AGR3
CARPENTER ROBERT B LAS3
CARPENTER ROBERT E BUS3
COLUMBUS OHIO
402 BRIAR LN 7 C 359-7323
409 E CHALMRS 1412 C 384-5971
409 E CHALMERS 713 C 384-5764
URH FORBES 411 C
904 S LOCUST C
112 E STOUGHTON C 359-6426
TOLONO ILL
6 10 W ELM 1 U 344-7668
212 N MCCULOUGH 1 U
814 W CHARLES C 352-4951
1600 W BRADLEY 197 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
URH BLAISDELL 112 U 332-3459
URH TOWNSENO 246 U 332-4801
1106 S 1ST ST RD C
URH HOPKINS 340 C 332-1285
1004 E DELAWARE U
PAWNEE ILL
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH EVANS 335 U 332-2752
URH ALLEN 256 U 332-1987
URH LAR 468 U 332-3050
URH TOWNSEND 175 U 332-4039
1107 W GREEN 226 U 344-5479
610 1/2 GLOVER U 344-7320
601 W UNIVERSITY C
URH NOBLE 304 C
URH GARNER 228 C 332-0726
102 S GREGORY 1 U 328-1347
URH SNYDER 416 C
URH TAFT 427 C 332-0674
URH WARDALL 703 U 332-4431
802 OAKLAND 103 U 344-7913
505 E CLARK 27 C 359-0534
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
58 E JOHN 16 C 359-2388
URH BABCOCK 127 U 337-5100
707 FAIRLAWN U
URH VANDOREN 103 C 359-1684
URH TAFT 423 C 332-0426
URH GARNER 467 C 332-0891
URH GARNER 271 C 332-0755
URH SNYDER 160 C
URH TAFT 216 C 332-0620
2101 W WHITE 115 C 352-8262
404 E GREEN 201 U 344-6285
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
URH CARR 329 U
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
2219 S 1ST ST RD C 384-5716
1404 SILVER U 367-0170
ROCKFORD ILL
RR 2 U 328-3602
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
URH NOBLE 125 C
705 W CHURCH C 359-9527
301 W BIRCH C 356-9254
URH GARNER 313 C 332-0782
URH BABCOCK 222 U 332-0431
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 346 C 332-0808
URH CGLESBY 830 U 332-5291
URH FORBES 310 C 332-1020
607 W HEALEY C 352-7151
URH CARR 426 U
1005 S WRIGHT C 384-1158
URH ALLEN 395 U 332-1831
1103 WESTLAWN C
2307 SLAYBACK U 328-1107
URH CLARK 204 C 332-0009
405 E JOHN C 344-0556
URH FLAGG 426 C 332-0342
604 W MICHIGAN U
1220 W PARK C 356-3875
URH TAFT 319 C 332-0644
URH TRELEASE 1031 U 332-5707
2106 ORCH ST 301 U 344-4987
401 E JOHN C 344-9294
404 BURKWOOD U 365-1179
SEYMOUR ILL
709 W DELAWARE U
URH WARDALL 925 U
URH ALLEN 406 U 332-3223
URH WARDALL 910 U 332-4487
2202 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-4642
URH TOWNSEND 414 U 332-4187
URH HOPKINS 215 C 332-1197
902 E HARDING 82 U
URH SNYDER 436 C 332-1835
ORANGEVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 465 C 332-0889
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
503 W CHARLES C 359-2217
709 WESTERN U 344-7840
188 CONCORD PL
RR 2 BOX 64
1440 LAKE SHORE DR
9200 CONSTANCE
315 KENILWORTH AV
221 N LOUISIANA AV
522 59TH ST




16 W 460TH 3RD AV
5614 S PULASKI
214 N 3RD




322 N GARFIELD AV
402 HARRISON ST
123 S LANCASTER
611 E BURKWOOD CT




RR 2 AIRPORT RD






















404 SW 4TH AV
100 CHEVY CHASE
602 13TH AV








5539 S MONROE ST
529 PINECREST LN
133 SHERIDAN DR
718 S MITCHELL AV
RR 1




























RR 2 BOX 103
503 W CHARLES




































































































CARPENTER THOMAS G BUS1
CARR GREGG A AGR1
*CARR KENNETH RONALD GRAD
CARR MICHAEL J LAS3
CARR ROBIN LEE GRAD
CARR ROBIN R AGR4
CARR STEVEN L ENG1
CARR WAYMON M LAS2
CARRARO ROBERT E GRAD
CARRICK JONATHAN R ENG4
CARRIGLIO JACK J LAS3
CARRIKER ROY RONALD GRAD
CARRILLO JOSEPH M VM 4
CARRISON CRAIG L ENG3
CARRODINE BARNAN M ED 4
CARROLL BRUCE J GRAD
CARROLL DAVID J III GRAD
CARROLL DIANE JUNE GRAD
CARROLL FRANK JAMES LAW2
CARROLL JANIE P BUS3
CARROLL JOHN STYLES LAW3
CARROLL KEITH E ENG1
CARROLL KENNETH J ENG4
CARROLL LARRY M LAS1
CARROLL LYNDA D LAS2
CARROLL MICHAEL G LAW3
CARROLL MONICA LAS2
CARROLL PATRICIA A LAS2
CARROLL ROBERT E LAS4
CARROLL ROBERT S ENGl
CARROLL SUSAN L LAS2
CARROW JOHN CHARLES GRAD
CARSO SUSAN CROCKER PE 3
CARSON DAVID A LAS4
CARSON MARK H LAW1
CARSON TIMOTHY J FAA1
CARTEN MICHAEL GRAD
CARTER BEATRICE FAY GRAD
CARTER CAROL A AGR2
CARTER CAROLYN E LAS2
CARTER CHARLES H VM 2
CARTER CHARLIE GRAD
CARTER CHRISTINE A LAS2
CARTER CLAUDIA S LAS4
CARTER DAVID A LAS4
CARTER DUNCAN ALBERT GRAD
CARTER GARRY L ENG4
CARTER GARY L LAS2
CARTER GEORGE E ENG3
CARTER GLENN LAS4
CARTER JAMES W JR LAW3
CARTER JANE E PE 1
CARTER JANET HILL LAS3
CARTER JOHN F GRAD
CARTER MARION L GRAD
CARTER MICHAEL A ENG2
CARTER MICHAEL W ED 3
CARTER PATRICIA Y GRAD
CARTER ROBERT L LAW1
CARTNAL MICHAEL D ENGl
CARTWRIGHT DONALD I GRAD
CARTWPIGHT KEROS GRAD
CARUANA ROGER JAMES ENG4
CARUSO ANNE T ED 4
CARVAJAL HERNAN GRAD
CARVAJAL OSCAR J GRAD
CARWILE ROBIN E PE 1
CARY BEVERLY RUTH P GRAD
CASAGRANDE JAMES B LAS2
CASCIA BRUCE A FAA1
CASCIA MARK A LAS2
CASCIO ANTHONY T ENG4
CASE JACK N ENG2
CASELLI DAVID K ENG4
CASELTON MARILYN S LAS3
CASEY GERRY SCHEIBAL GRAD
CASEY HENRINE L GRAD
CASEY JIMMY WAYNE GRAD
CASEY JOHN J JR GRAD
CASEY JOHN S LASl
CASEY PAT HAMILTON GRAD
CASH LAURENCE S LAS2
CASH PAMELA JEAN GRAD
CASH RICHARD J LAS2
CASHMAN JAMES F GRAD
CASILLAS ROBERT M BUS4
CASILLO ALBERT ENG3
CASKEY ALAN RICE GRAD
CASON KAREN A LAS3
CASON MICHAEL R BUS3
CASON THOMAS B LASl
CASPER DAVID R VM 3
CASPER JOHN W BUS1
CASPER THOMAS R LAW3
CASSADY PATRICK DAVI GRAD
CASSEL GEORGIA E LAS2
211 E DANIEL C
211 E DANIEL C
809 W PENN U
303 GREENVIEW U
URH GARNER 288 C
NORMAL ILL
800 W CHURCH C
311 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
805 W ILLINOIS U
501 S ELM C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
FISHER ILL
MAHOMET ILL
2 CARMAN CT U
306 E PARK 205 C
205 N CENTRAL U
148 E PADDOCK C
1211 W CLARK 21 U
807 S MATTIS C
URH ALLEN 309 U
1404 S COTTAGE GR U
URH WESTON 109 C
206 S GREGORY U
206 S GREGORY U
410 E BROOKENS U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH BUSEY 202 U
URH TRELEASE 525 U
311 E GREEN 4 C
211 E DANIEL C
908 S 1ST C
1909 WEAVER U
MONTICELLO ILL
807 S BUSEY U
1012 W CLARK U
URH BLAISDELL 103 U
607 1/2 W ELM U
502 SUNRISE U
URH LAR 195 U
1406 EASTERN U
903 SCOTTSDALE C
1704 S VALLEY RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
616 E DANIEL C
111 S LINCOLN U
709 W NEVADA 1 U
URH WESTON 206 C
111 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 447 U
1107 W GREEN U
2062 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 423 U
1107 W GREEN 429 U
502 SUNRISE U
URH SHERMAN 522 C
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
1308 W CLARK U
709 W NEVADA 1 U
209 E WASHINGTON C
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
309 E GREEN 9 C
310 W JOHN C
706 W OHIO U
705 STOUGHTON U
NUC ENG LAB 214 U
2014 C ORCH ST U
URH LAR 174 U
804 W CHURCH C
501 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 22 C
URH TOWNSEND 440 U
808 N LINCOLN 5 U
MAHOMET ILL
909 S 3RD C
302 E ARMORY C
311 E JOHN 13 C
1306 ELLIS U
1306 ELLIS U
311 E JOHN 13 C
707 S 6TH C
1730 VALLEY RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD 1001 C
110 E CHALMERS C
1002 S 2ND C
404 E DANIEL C
BLUE ISLAND ILL
GLENVIEW ILL
108 E HEALEY C
408 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 382 U
911 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 292 C
2084 B ORCH ST U
1976 B ORCH ST U



































































101 E RANDOLPH ST
7505 S WINCHESTER
2 CARMAN CT
306 E PARK 205
205 N CENTRAL
2104 ORCH ST 202
RR 3 BOX 236
807 S MATTIS
2108 VAN BUREN





60 8 N COURT





RR 1 MILLSTONE RD
602 E WASHINGTON
BOX 102
502 W WOLF RD
606 S WILLE
607 1/2 W ELM
502 SUNRISE
RR 2 BOX 74
1406 EASTERN DR










3511 OAK PARK AV
4 S EDISON AV
14808 WINCHESTER
502 SUNRISE
716 S 2ND E 4
619 SW 1ST AV
209 S SYCAMORE
709 W NEVADA 1
2308 E GRANDVIEW
801 RIDER ST




2022 B ORCH ST
PEREIRA
915 E 2ND AV
804 W CHURCH







311 E JOHN 13
1306 ELLIS
1306 ELLIS
311 E JOHN 13
3b7 HOLLYRIDGE CR
1730 VALLEY RD
4250 MARINE DR 736
956 E ARLINGTON
4250 MARINE DR 736








RR 1 BOX 37
2084 B ORCH ST
1976 B ORCH ST


























































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
ROCKFORD IL








































































































LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-6246
FAA3 URH WARDALL 1019 U 332-4519
BUS4 807 S RANDOLPH 3 C 359-8958
LAS2 URH TAFT 411 C 332-1977
LAS4 508 E STOUGHTON C 359-2424
LAS1 URH CLARK 338 C 332-0061
GRAD 909 S 5TH 353 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 68 U 332-2394
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 631 U 332-5232
BUS1 704 LASELL C 352-5490
LAS2 811 S LOCUST C 352-1615
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1058 C
LAW1 2205 HAZWD 203 U
GRAD MUMFORD HALL 406 U
ED 3 URH DELTA HSE 9 U 332-0653
LAS2 CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1104 U
GRAD 2116 ORCH ST 103 U 344-5618
FAA3 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1007 N DIVISION U
BUS3 URH LUNDGREN 422 C 332-0287
BUS4 306 E GREGORY C 344-0777
COM3 913 LYNN U 384-1118
LAS3 URH SCOTT 356 C 332-1537
LAS1 URH ALLEN 108 U
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 582 U
FAA1 URH GARNER 361 C 332-0815
BUS1 410 E JOHN C
GRAD KENILWORTH ILL
GRAO 1110 S ARBOR C 344-0096
ED 1 URH ALLEN 43 U 332-3112
LAS2 1715 SALEM RD C
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C
ENG1 URH FORBES 304 C 332-1016
GRAD 709 W HIGH U 367-5039
LAS3 205 E ARMORY C 344-7847
PE 2 809 OAKLAND 207 U
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1211 C
ED 4 55 E HEALEY C
ED 4 EHLERS TRLR PK 66 U
AGR3 28 SALEM RD U 367-7571
AGR3 URH BLAISDELL 409 U
ENG4 EHLERS TRLR PK 66 U
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 928 U 332-5319
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 114 U 332-3596
ENG3 904 W GREEN U 384-5845
LAS2 405 N MATTHEW U 367-1934
FAA2 NORMAL ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 341 C 332-1529
GRAD 1924 B ORCH ST U 344-7282
LAS3 1009 1/2 S LYNN U 365-2967
GRAD DECATUR ILL
GRAD URH FLAGG 307 C
VM 4 1009 1/2 S LYNN U 365-2967
LAS3 1005 S 1ST ST RD C 359-3397
GRAD 1306 N HICKORY C
FAA4 513 W OREGON U
ED 1 URH ALLEN 437 U
BUS2 301 E ARMORY C 344-9506
BUS1 URH FLAGG 409 C 332-0325
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 125 C 332-0490
GRAD 3219 KIRBY C 352-3155
GRAD 210 HOLIDAY PARK C 352-9425
GRAD 1105 E DELAWARE U 344-8283
FAA2 URH SNYDER 244 C 332-1702
FAA2 URH BUSEY 428 U 332-3151
VM 3 1302 N BERKLEY U
LAS1 1105 S 4TH C
LAS2 607 S VICTOR C
LAS1 1007 S 3RD C
LAS4 904 W GREEN 628 U
FAA3 ROCKFORD ILL
VM 2 801 W OREGON U 344-7889
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 858 C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 710 U 332-4438
LAS2 1111 S 1ST ST RD C
GRAD 505 E CLARK 31 O
LAS2 205 E GREEN 14 C 359-9172
LAW3 709 W CHURCH C 359-3359
LAS3 609 S RANDOLPH C
LAS1 URH WESTON C
LAS2 1111 S 1ST ST RD C 344-8483
VM 1 URH DANIFLS U 332-2249
PE 2 URH LAR 114 U 332-3134
GRAD 58 E JOHN 10 C 356-7362
LAS2 1102 S 2ND C 344-1716
GRAD URH SHERMAN 655 C 332-4884
LAS4 508 E WHITE C
LAS4 207 E WASHINGTON U
ENG1 207 E WASHINGTON U 344-5299
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 910 U
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 302 C 332-0526
LAS1 URH BARTON 105 C
BUS3 102 N GREGORY 2 U 328-2398
PE 2 203 E ARMORY C
ED 4 805 S 1ST 35 C 359-5287
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 711 U
3522 NE MADISON
511 FAIRVIEW BLVD







































833 GREENTREE RD 2
RR 1




1924 B ORCH ST
1009 1/2 S LIND
30 SEVENTH DR
1104 SW COLUMBIA
1009 1/2 S LYNN
892 N ENTRANCE AV
321 S MAIN ST
410 W MAPLE DR
410 MAPLE DR
525 HAWTHORNE PL













309 N DELAWARE ST








2532 S 5TH AV
239 E 113TH ST
1626 LAPORTE
907 N 21ST AV
2742 W FARRAGUT
813 CENTER ST






102 N GREGORY 2
4234 VERNON AV
5169 MORELAND DR




































































































































































































LAS3 311 E GREEN 112 c
LAS2 1002 W OREGON u
FAA4 1501 N HIGHLAND c 359-6349
GRAD 203 CRYSTAL LAKE u
GRAD 1105 W MAIN u 328-1740
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS c 384-5138
ED 4 1009 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS3 URH CARR 118 u 332-3853
AGR1 805 W OHIO u 344-4784
AGR3 805 W OHIO u 344-4784
LAW3 611 W HEALEY 1 c 359-9308
GRAD 302 LOCUST 3 u
GRAD 310 W CHARLES 3 c 359-2787
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c 344-9566
LAS4 STA A BOX 2456 c
GRAD 610 1/2 W OREGON u
GRAD 2037 D OPCH ST u
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 516 u
GRAD 505 W WASHINGTON u 344-7275
LAS4 105 E CHALMERS 201 c 344-1284
ENG3 604 E ARMORY 223 c 344-1266
LAS3 301 E ARMORY c 344-9506
GRAD
LAS4 DANVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH FORBES 262 c
LAW1 2215 S 1ST ST RD c 384-5919
LAS4 501 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 501 S ELM c 359-9002
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
FAA4 1205 E FLORIDA 21 u 367-8557
AGR3 URH GARNER 436 c 332-0869
GRAD 202 S GREGORY u 367-2060
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 319 c 344-1266
BUS2 508 E ARMORY c 334-0501
FAA2 URH FORBES 375 c 332-1070
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1355 c 332-5038
BUS1 1208 W GREEN c 356-9871
LAS2 413 E UNIVERSITY c
ED 1 URH LAR 430 u 332-2829
LAS1 URH LAR 486 u
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 266 c 332-1233
GRAD 207 COUNTRY FR 34 c
LAS3 207 COUNTRY FR 34 c
GRAD 101 W PARK u 328-2932
GRAD 101 W PARK u 328-2932
GRAD 204 N WOODS u 365-2724
LAS3 URH NOBLE 307 c 332-0405
BUS2 TWIN ORCH TRLR CT u 367-43 52
ENG2
LAS1 508 E CHALMERS c 344-1170
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS c 344-1170
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 2 u
GRAD 1010 S 1ST ST RD 8 c
GRAD STA A BOX 2335 c
GRAD 102 N GREGORY 3 u 367-1807
ENG4 404 E DANIEL c 328-3793
ED 1 URH ALLEN 191 u 332^3295
ENG4 1820 VALLEY RD c
GRAD 1204 W STOUGHTON u
GRAD ELEC ENG BLDG 155 u 359-8863
GRAD BRIDGETON N J
GRAD URH DANIELS u
LAS3 503 E STOUGHTON 12 c
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0925
LAS4 URH BUSEY 435 u 332-2608
COM3 508 E CHALMERS c 344-6375
LAS4 505 E CLARK 13 c
LAS3 312 W SPNGFLD 11 u 344-1519
LAS4 1830 VALLEY RD c
GRAD 824 OAKLAND 205 u 367-4572
ED 4 ELGIN ILL
GRAD 824 OAKLAND 205 u
GRAD 406 N POMINE u 367-1968
GRAD 1808 D ORCH ST u 367-9553
GRAD 309 E GREEN 1 c 344-6977
GRAD 1103 W OREGON u 344-7710
LAS3 207 E JOHN c
GRAD URH DANIELS 103 u
GRAD 608 E CHALMERS c 344-0481
GRAD 908 S LOCUST 103 c 356-4167
GRAD 202 S LINCOLN 8 u 344-1301
GRAD 1912 D ORCH ST u
GRAD URH DANIELS 493 u 332-2564
GRAD 307 E JOHN c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 347 c 332-4810
GRAD 1912 D ORCH ST u 344-1913
GRAD 1 DUNELLEN u 367-0456
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 901 W SPNGFLD 12 u 367-4593
GRAD 1102 NEVADA u
GRAD COMP SCI LAB 113 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 711 u
AGR2 1711 WESTHAVEN c
BUS1 409 E CHALMRS 1013 c 384-5840
LAS1 907 S 4TH c 344-9693
FAA1 URH SAUNDERS 401 u
LAS4 504 E GREEN 4 c 359-0138
1731 N SAYRE AV
1731 N SAYRE AV
14455 GREEN ST
203 CRYSTAL LAKE








120 TSAT TSE MUI 2
8538 KIMBALL AV
STA A BOX 2456
6BIS RUE COURBET
D1C HAUZ KAS ENCLV
386 BAZAAR ST
MET 6 MIN BLDG 2
329 W WASHINGTON
530 S DARTMOUTH LN
500 RAVINE DR
31 MAYWOOD DR

















207 COUNTRY FR 34
101 W PARK








59 SA PO RD




169 ARGYLE ST G/F
40 JUNCTION RD 1
18 CHERYL TERR





505 E CLARK 13





136 FEI TOU CHUNG




58 CHUNG-SHAN N RD










901 W SPNGFLD 12
TANGKONG






































































































CHAO FRED R LAS1
CHAO NANCY S LAS2
CHAO RICHARD LING C GRAD
CHAO SHOU-PO GRAD
CHAPAS RICHARD B GRAD
CHAPIN NELL M FAA4
CHAPIN RICHARD A AGR
1
CHAPIN THOMAS J GRAD
CHAPIN WILLIAM P III LAS3
CHAPLICK ROSE L M LAS2
CHAPLIN RAY KEITH GRAD
CHAPMAN DAVID A BUS2
CHAPMAN EDWARD A ENG4
CHAPMAN GAYLE MARIE GRAD
CHAPMAN GEORGE S ENG2
CHAPMAN GREGORY L AGR1
CHAPMAN JOHN W LAS1
CHAPMAN JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CHAPMAN KEITH W BUS2
CHAPMAN KIMBERLY L ENG2
CHAPMAN LEE J LAS4
CHAPMAN LESLIE B LAS4
CHAPMAN NANCY K BUS3
CHAPMAN PHILIP W LAS2
CHAPMAN RICHARD W GRAD
CHAPMAN ROGER A III LAS2
CHAPPE RICHARD M LAS4
CHAPPEL WILLIAM E AGR4
CHARBONNEAU LARRY F GRAD
CHARBONNEAU MICHAEL LAS4
CHARLES MARY C LAS3
CHARLESTON DAVID ALB AGRA
CHARLSON GARY SAMUEL GRAD
CHARLTON DONALD S FAA6
CHARM ROBERT W GRAD
CHARNESS NEAL M LAS2
CHARNEY WAYNE M FAA3
CHASE JACQUELINE M LAS2
CHASE KATHLEEN A LAS1
CHASE PENNY J AGR3
CHASE RICHARD D LAW1
CHASE ROBERT S LAW1
CHASSLER DEBORAH L FAA3
CHASTAIN SUSAN E FAA2
CHATTEN JEFFREY C AVI2
CHAU MICHAEL M GRAD
*CHAUDHARY MUHAMMAD H GRAD
CHAUDOIR LEONARD H FAA4
CHAUNCEY JOAN M LAS3
CHAUSOW ALAN M LAS4
CHAUSOW SHARON A LAS1
CHAVARRY ROBERTO G GRAD
CHAVENGSAKSONGKRAM C GRAD
CHAVEZ MIGUEL ANGEL GRAD
CHAVIN STEVEN GRAO
CHAWDHRY MUHAMMAD A GRAD
CHAZDON LANE C LAS1
CHEATHAM JAMES B GRAO
CHEATHAM STEVE H ENG1
CHEATOM CHRISTINE H LAW2
CHECK GEOFFREY DAVID ENG4
CHECKER JUDITH ANNE GRAD
CHEEK CHARLES E LAS4
CHEEVER MATTHEW A AGR2
CHELCUN GREG W LAS4
CHELEMSKY MARLENE LAS2
CHELF PATRICK LAS2
CHELSETH ROBERT S FAA3
CHEMELESKI CYNTHIA S ED 3
CHEN ALLEN WEN-SHIN GRAD
CHEN ANDREW C FAA2
CHEN ANDREW CHUNG-H GRAD
CHEN CHI-CHU WU GRAD
CHEN CHI-MEI GRACE GRAD
CHEN CHING HSIANG GRAD
CHEN CHIOU-NAN GRAD
CHEN CHONG-TONG GRAD
CHEN CONRAD K GRAD
CHEN EDWARD S ENG4




CHEN JERRY CHIH-LI GRAD
CHEN JOYCE TSAI GRAD
CHEN JULIA TSE-YEE GRAD
CHEN LIANG-MEI LIN GRAD
CHEN MATTHEW S C LAS1
CHEN NAI-FUNG GRAD
CHEN PATRICIA LIN GRAD
CHEN PETER Y LAS2
CHEN ROSITA S GRAD
CHEN SHIH YEW GRAD
CHEN SHYH-CHING GRAD
CHEN SUN NIN GRAD
CHEN THOMAS TAR-FEI GRAD
CHEN TSUN-HUEI LAS2
704 BRIGHTON U
URH SCOTT 416 C
11 SUTTON PL U
404 E DANIEL C
2010 D ORCH ST U
202 S LINCOLN 4 U
URH SNYDER 309 C
507 E CLARK 32 C
URH TOWNSEND 282 U
URH LUNDGREN 105 C
2011 PHILO RD U
703 W NEVADA U
1405 BRIARWOOD C
409 E CHALMERS 911 C
URH TOWNSEND 481 U
409 E CHALMRS 1202 C
URH TOWNSEND 304 U
2305 SOUTHWOOD C
309 E CHALMERS C
SESSER ILL
URH TOWNSEND 282 U
409 E CHALMRS 1504 C
URH LUNDGREN 116 C
501 E DANIEL C
2601 CLIFTON U
309 E CHALMERS C
1308 W CLARK U
58 E GREGORY C
2082 D ORCH ST U
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
404 EDGEBROOK C
809 S BUSEY U
1002 E WASHINGTON U
2008 W GREENDALE C
105 E CHALMERS 203 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 359 C
URH SAUNDERS 411 U
URH LAR 401 U
702 S GOODWIN U
1111 S 3RD 203 C
1111 S 3RD 203 C
59 E SPNGFLO C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 6 C
1814 VALLEY ROAD C
URH DANIELS 114 U
TURNER HALL 307 U
1310 W GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 514 U
URH TOWNSEND 106 U
URH CLARK 219 C
815 N MCKINLEY C
300 S GOODWIN 102 U
2111 HAZWD 102 U
URH DANIELS 75 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
55 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 151 C
ARTHUR ILL
2104 ORCH ST 301 U
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
607 E PARK C
212 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 150 U
URH WESTON 33C C
409 E CHALMRS 1610 C
RANTOUL ILL
1856 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1309 C
1813 B ORCH PL U
406 E SPNGFLD C
802 W ILLINOIS 5 U
300 S GOODWIN 616 U
URH DANIELS U
912 FRANK C
300 S GOODWIN 312 U
300 S GOODWIN 612 U
1916 A ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 910 U
300 S GOODWIN 207 U
1944 B ORCH ST U
512 E WHITE C
1103 W OREGON U
1115 W GREEN 318 U
300 S GOODWIN 612 U
403 EVERGREEN CT W U
1944 B ORCH ST U
403 EVERGREEN CT W U
1105 W MAIN U
802 W ILLINOIS 5 U
904 W GREEN 430 U
STA A BOX 2047 C
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
COMP SCI LAB U
URH DANIELS 81 U
1976 A ORCH ST U































































2010 D ORCH ST









16 S PRINCETON CT
83 OVERHILL RD
12310 S 76TH AV
2305 SOUTHWOOD
715 JAMIE LN




244 N ROSE AV
302 LEE CIRCLE
83 OVERHILL RO
9235 N OKETO AV
ROUTE 1
2082 D ORCHARD ST
266 N EVERGREEN AV




105 E CHALMERS 203
9237 LAVERGNE
10806 W 71ST PL
BOX 36





803 S CRESCENT AV
RR 6 NORTH 12TH
URH DANIELS 114
PUNJB AGR RES INST
1310 W GREEN









4917 S ROBERTS RD






6824 N KEELER AV
3909 CRESTWOOD DR
318 MARY ALICE RD
3 LINCOLN CT
815 ST VINCENTS AV
PINGTUNG SUGAR MIL
629 1/2 E UNIV
1 LN 10 TAITANG ST
24 MIN SHENG LN 1
6 LN CHING-TEIN ST
912 FRANK
131-4 LIOAN CHIALI
U OF I AG ECON
107 JAO-HO ST





1115 W GREEN 318
U OF I AG ECON
4G3 EVERGREEN CT W
CHUNG-SHANG N RD
403 EVERGREEN CT W
22 CAUSEOAY RD 2F
41-1 LN 57 LIN YI
481 6TH AV







































































































CHENAIL MARK S FAA2
CHENAULT W C JR GRAD
CHENEY LARRY A FAA3
CHENEY MICHAEL R FAA3
CHENG BO-CHING GRAD
CHENG CHIH-MENG GRAD
CHENG HUAI NAN GRAD
CHENG LINDA LAS4
CHENG LUKE ENG1
CHENG SLOANE M PE 2
CHENG STEVEN LAS2
CHENG YEE-GEN LAS1
CHENOWETH RICHARD E GRAD
CHERGOSKI PAMELA J LAS3
CHERMAN STEWART J BUS!
CHERNIET KEITH I PE 1
CHERO THOMAS H BUS4
CHEROT CHERYL D ED 3
CHERRY JOAN T LAS1
*CHERRY RICHARD LOUIS GRAD
CHERRY RONALD HOWARD GRAD
CHERRY THORNTON E LAW1
CHERTKOW FERN J ED 4
CHERVENY RONALD G LAS3
CHESKO KATHLEEN A LAS2
*CHESLEY GEORGE L LAW2
CHESLEY PATRICK J LAW1
CHESLOW MICHAEL D LAS1
CHESNA LAURA A LAS2
CHESROW GEORGE W LAS4
CHESSMORE RONALD B GRAD
CHEVALIER JOSEPH A ENG2
CHEVERUD THOMAS R LAS4
CHEW DEBORAH L LAS2
CHEW GREGORY S LAS4
CHEW RICHARD ALAN GRAD
CHEWNING DIANE S LAS3
CHEZ LAURY A LAS1
*CHIA MING-CHU WU GRAD
CHIA SWEE PING GRAD
*CHIANG CHIAN TANG GRAD
CHIANG ROBERT LING GRAD
CHIBA LINDA C LAS3
CHICKERNEO ALAN LEE ED 4
CHICOINE DIANE M LAS1
CHICOINE STEPHEN D LAS4
CHICOINE SUSAN E LAS2
CHIE CHAK LUN LAS1
CHIEN ANDREW KWANGNI GRAD
CHIEN LIEN LAS4




CHIKARAISHI LYNNE F ED 1
CHILCOTE PHILIP K FAA2
CHILCOTE SANDRA S LAS1
CHILD CHANDA A ED 2
CHILDERS LOUIS GRAD
CHILDRESS JO ANNE FAA1
CHILDRESS MARTIN D ENG3
CHILDS GERALD D AV I 4
CHILDS KATHERINE ANN GRAD
CHILIGIRIS MARY E LAS2
CHIN CAROLYN C GRAD
CHIN FREDERICK V ENG1
CHIN GEORGE JR LAS2
CHIN JANET SAU-YING GRAD
CHIN LEROY JR FAA2
CHIN WILLIAM S N ENG4
CHIOU CHUNG-YI GRAD
CHIPMAN JOHN A FAA4
CHIRICO JEFFREY B PE 2
CHIRICO PHILLIP R BUS1
CHIROLAS DARLENE J GRAD
CHISEK MICHAEL A LAS3




CHIU JULIE MO-HO GRAD
CHIU MAY GRAD
CHLAPATY GARY J BUS2
CHMELIR ELIZABETH B LAS3
CHMELIR PETER S ENG3
CHMURNY WILLIAM WAYN GRAD
CHO BYUNG HUI GRAD
CHO DONG WOO GRAD
CHO HAE SOOK GRAD
CHO HAN-RU GRAD
CHO HONGJA KIM GRAD
CHODAN RYSZARDA H LAS2
CHOI CHANG-KOON GRAD
CHOI MOONGUL GRAD
CHOI YOUNGSOON PARK GRAD
CHOISSER BILL LAW2
CHOISSER JAMES D BUS4
URH GARNER 110 C
808 S RANDOLPH C
481 E GREEN C
311 E DANIEL 4 C
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
409 E CHALMERS 610 C
URH DANIELS 77 U
706 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 320 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 581 U
URH SNYOER 178 C
1602 CAROLYN C
URH CLARK 305 C
URH OGLESBY 919 U
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 601 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH VANDOREN 123 C
707 S 6TH 277 C
1206 NEVADA 2 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
205 E CALIFORNIA U
URH FORBES 404 C
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
908 W CHURCH U
URH NOBLE 325 C
903 W NEVADA U
406 E HEALEY 5 C
404 E MAIN U
URH SNYDER 375 C
108 E CALIFORNIA 3 U
1106 FOOTHILL C
311 E ARMORY C
2111 HAZWD DR 301 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 114 U
2047 D HAZWD CT U
2047 D HAZWD CT U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
URH WARDALL 704 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH TRELEASE 1127 U
107 CALIFORNIA 9 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH BABCOCK 219 U
901 W MAIN U
409 W ELM U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH OGLESBY 218 U
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
URH DANIELS 285 U
URH LAR 315 U
URH TOWNSEND 348 U
URH WARDALL 1C26 U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH FLAGG 427 C
URH LAR 484 U
URH CARR 209 U
11 HERITAGE C
URH SHERMAN 304 C
301 W OREGON U
506 W CLARK C
URH NOBLE 411 C
706 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 381 U
810 HOLIDAY C
409 E HEALEY C
2004 D ORCH ST U
78 VERSAILLES FR
309 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 115 C
509 W NEVADA U
58 E JOHN 24 C
URH WARDALL 412 U
701 W CLARK U
1008 W MAIN U
1102 W NEVADA U
STA A BOX 2875 C
URH DANIELS 477 U
1007 S 3RD C
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH ALLEN 378 U
POTSDAM N Y
1813 B ORCH PL U
1962 B ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 244 U
808 W ILLINOIS 4 U
1962 B ORCH U
908 S 1ST C
2114 ORCH ST 201 U
1110 W SPNGFLD U
2114 ORCH ST 201 U
308 HOLIDAY 243 C






































































MET £ MIN BLDG
126 FEMOYER HALL


















26 N LAKE DR
1603 VALLEY RD 1
908 W CHURCH
1207 DELL









9302 N KEELER AV
SAN-CHUNG
PANTAI REMIS
U OF I CHEMISTRY
























258 S BROOKDALE LN
403 N EDWIN








2251 W 119TH ST




320 W CHANGAN RD
32 FORTRESS HL RD
5228 DOBSON
659 N EAGLE ST
BOX 328
STATE U COL ANTHRO
1813 B ORCH PL
1962 B ORCH ST
911M GRAD HSE EAST





2114 ORCH ST 201
705 DEWEY ST



































































































CHOLEWA MITCHELL M AGR1
CHOLLET RAYMOND GRAD
CHOMAITONG KANNIKAR GRAD
CHOMKO DANIEL S BUS4
CHONG DOROTHY LAS1
CHONG REGINALD KIN H GRAD
CHOO LEE KEN GRAD
CHOOKASZIAN DONALD C PE 4
CHORAK NICOLETTE LAS1
CHORBA BRUCE RICHARD GRAD
CHORBA CAROL A LAS2
CHOU CHENG KWEI GRAD
*CHOU IIH-NAN GRAD
CHOUINARD BRUCE A LAS4
CHOUINARD PAUL L GRAD
CHOVELAK ELISSA M LAS2
CHOW TSEN GRAD
CHOW TZE SHOW GRAD
CHOY DAVID MUN-HIEN GRAD
CHOY EDWIN CHING FAI LAS3
CHOY SHUI-MAN TONG GRAD
CHRISMAN BRUCE CHARL GRAD
CHRISMAN RICHARD GRAD
CHRISMAN RICHARD A LAS4
CHRIST ALAN R ENG4
CHRISTEN BARBARA A LAS2
CHRISTEN DARRYL K LAS4
CHRISTENSEN CARLO M LAS1
CHRISTENSEN DANA K AGR2
CHRISTENSEN DONALD E GRAD
CHRISTENSEN GARY M LAS4
CHRISTENSEN GARY W BUS4
CHRISTENSEN GLENN M FAA3
CHRISTENSEN GUY R ENG4
CHRISTENSEN JEROME C GRAD
CHRISTENSEN JERRY R GRAD
CHRISTENSEN JOYCE S GRAD
CHRISTENSEN ROSEANN LAS3
CHRISTENSEN THOMAS M LAS1
CHRISTERSON JAMES B FAA1
CHRISTIAN CHARLES M GRAD
CHRISTIANS CLIFFORD GRAD
CHRISTIANS OEBORAH L LAS2
CHRISTIANSEN ALAN L AGR3
CHRISTIANSEN ALAN GRAD
CHRISTIANSEN CHARLES ED 3
CHRISTIANSEN DAVID K COM3
CHRISTIANSEN JOHN N LAS1
CHRISTIANSEN LARRY W AGR2
CHRISTIANSEN NANCY A LAS2
CHRISTIANSEN SIGURD GRAD
CHRISTIANSON DUANE R GRAD
CHRISTIANSON GREGORY AGR1
CHRISTIE DONALD EARL GRAD
CHRISTIE PATRICIA J LAS2
CHRISTMAN AGNES A K GRAD
CHRISTMAN REBECCA S LAS3
CHRISTOFF RICHARD W LAS4
CHRISTOFFERSON APRIL LAS3
CHRISTON KATHARINA B GRAD
CHRISTON STEPHEN P LAS4
CHRISTOPFEL WILLIAM GRAD
CHRISTOPH RICHARD S LAS3
CHRISTOPHER BARBARA LAS3
CHRISTOPHER GUY T ED 4
CHRISTY KENNETH J GRAD
CHRISTY WILLIAM TV VM 1
CHROMEK JAMES T LAS4
CHROMEK PAUL G LAW3
CHRONIS ANTHONY G FAA1
CHRUSCIEL SOPHIA E LAS4
CHRUSCIEL YOLANDA M BUS2
CHU DAVID GRAD
CHU FANNY HSIE-FONG FAA1
CHU TERRY CHINGFAI GRAD
CHU TOM HONG-CHUEN LAS3
CHU TUNG Y ENG1
CHUBBUCK JUDSON IV LAS4
CHUCHRO CHRISTINE M LAS3
CHUN APRIL B Y FAAl
CHUN JUNG HEE LAS3
CHUNG JIN SOO GRAD
CHUNG PO SHEUN GRAD
CHUNG SUNG KEE GRAD
CHUNG WON LYANG GRAD
CHURCH ERIC FORBES GRAD
CHURCH KENNETH E AGR3
CHURCH LAUREL MADSEN GRAD
CHURCH VIRGINIA H GRAD
CHURCHILL PAUL G LAS1
CHURCHWELL LENORE M GRAD
CHURITCH PETER A LAS4
CHURNS NORA K GRAD
CHUTE DEBRA A LAS1
CHVOSTA RUTH A R LAS4
CHWISTEK LOIS J LAS1
CIACCIO JAMES A AGR3
URH BLAISDELL 108 U














1107 W GREEN 122
1920 A ORCH ST
1107 S 3RD 103
URH BABCOCK 319
1107 S 3RD 103
URH OGLESBY 1114






















1404 N MCKINLEY 3

























211 N COLER 5
211 N COLER 5
604 E ARMORY 108










408 W HILL 23
109 E CHALMERS 7
TOLONO ILL
58 E GREGORY




























































































6308 W BARRY AV
808 N SHABBONA ST
259 CHURCH HILL AV
2614 WILLIAM AV
MING-SHENG RD 8




SHING HSAN RD 5
1920 A ORCH ST
29-31 169TH ST
A14 MIRADOR MANSON
98 HAK PO ST 2ND
315 W SUMMIT
1242 HAASE AV
519 W 10TH ST
9002 ROUTE 176
10106 PELHAM ST





RR 1 BOX 71 LOT FF
20C JULIAN ST 911





LIGHTFOOT RD RR 2
932 ECHO LN




1404 N MCKINLEY 3

















995 W GLENN TRAIL
191 N "PAMELA DR
RR 1
8740 S MOZART




4922 W 29TH ST
211 N COLER 5
4650N PORT WASH RD












RR 1 BOX 150
2910 PAULSEN
1203 S ORCH ST







5826 N INDIAN RD

































































































CIASTO JOACHIM M FAA1
CICERO JOAN G LAS3
*CICHY BETTY M GRAD
CIELLO MARILEE LAS2
CIEMBRONOWICZ THOMAS AVI1
CIEMIEGA DAVID J FAA3
CIESLA GAIL ED 2
CIESLAR ALICIA MAY GRAD
CIFONELLI MARY C ED 1
CIHAK JOHN A LAS2
CIHLAR DOROTHY J LAS2
CIHLAR RONALD L LAS4
CIMA KATHLEEN ANN GRAD
CINORIC THOMAS A GRAD
CINI LYN G GRAD
CINNAMON THOMAS R BUS2
CINOFSKY TERRI B ED 2
CINOTTO CRAIG J BUS4
CINOTTO JAMES H BUS3
CINOUEGRANI JOSEPH F GRAD
CIONI RAYMOND P FAA2
CIOPER ANTHONY P FAA4
CIOPFR JAMES J LAS2
CIPRA DALE L LAS3
CIPRIANO MARY LYNN GRAD
*CIRKS CLAUDETTE T LAS4
CIRONE RONALD S GRAD
CISEK MARY T FAA1
CISKOWSKI ROBERT D LAS4
CISNA TODD B AGR1
CISSIK JOHN HENRY GRAD
CITRON DALE J AGR3
CITRON JERI A ED 1
CIUKAJ JOSEPH G ENG3
CIZMAR DAWN K LAS4
CLABAUGH JAMES R II FAA3
CLACK JEAN K AGR2
CLACK ROBERT M AGR4
*CLAEYS GARY JOSEPH VM 3
CLAFFEY TIMOTHY J BUS2
CLAGGETT JAMES R LAS3
*CLAIR WILLIAM P VM 4
CLAMAGE ARTHUR E LAS4
CLANCY MICHAEL J LAS4
CLANCY THERESE A FAA2
CLAPMAN MYRIM ENG4
CLAPPER ELIZABETH A PE 3
CLARICOATES GREGORY LAS4
CLARK ALICE A AGR2
CLARK CARMELITA L ED 3
CLARK CHARLES E ED 3
CLARK CHARLES F LAS4
CLARK CHRISTINE E GRAD
CLARK CONSTANCE M LAS3
CLARK CYNTHIA L LAS3
CLARK DAN OLIN GRAD
CLARK DONALD GEOFFRE BUS4
CLARK DONALD R LAS1
CLARK ERNEST FELTON BUS 1
CLARK FARNSWORTH D ENG3
CLARK FREEMAN GERALO GRAD
CLARK GEORGE BYRON GRAD
CLARK GEORGE L JR ENG4
CLARK GEORGE NEIL GRAD
CLARK GEORGE R JR LAW3
CLARK GEORGE W JR GRAD
CLARK GLENN R FAA1
CLARK JACQUELINE A LAS*
CLARK JANE C LAW1
CLARK JANE LILLIAN GRAD
CLARK JODELL PE 2
CLARK JOHN DENNIS GRAD
CLARK JOHN MITCHELL GRAD
CLARK LINDA A LAS2
CLARK LINDA J LAS2
CLARK LINDA M LAS2
CLARK LINDA S LAS3
CLARK LYNN M LAS2
CLARK MARCIA J ED 3
CLARK MARLENE R ED 1
CLARK MARY J FAA3
CLARK MARY KAFKA GRAO
CLARK MAUREEN T PE A
CLARK PAMELA ED 1
CLARK PATRICIA H FAA4
CLARK PAUL M BUS4
CLARK PEGGY PENNELL FAA2
CLARK RICHARD J BUS1
CLARK ROBERT R ENG1
CLARK RONALD CHARLES GRAD
CLARK ROY E LAW2
CLARK SHERWIN D FAA2
CLARK STEVEN L LAW3
CLARK SUSAN B LAS4
CLARK WESLEY JOSEPH ED 2
CLARK WILLIAM LAS1
CLARK WILLIAM C LAS1
URH TAFT 322 C
58 E ARMORY 9 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 912 U
80* E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 175 U
URH GARNER 267 C
URH DANIELS U
URH GARNER 250 C
1109 S 4TH C
715 W MICHIGAN U
508 E WHITE 12 C
URH SHERMAN 114 C
1901 MELINDA LN C
1005 S MATTIS 2-3 C
800 S MATTIS 16 C
409 E CHALMRS 906 C
205 E ARMORY C
1304 SILVER 10 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH BABCOCK 226 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH TOWNSEND 114 U
URH OGLESBY 520 U
1203 E FLORIDA 34 U
1103 W CHURCH C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 301 U
204 EAST JOHN C
URH WESTON 423 C
1003 S MATTIS 1-6 C
1104 NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
209 E ARMORY C
404 E CLARK C
RR 2 U
1828 B ORCH ST U
1828 B ORCH ST U
RR 1 BOX 79 U
901 S 2ND C
1301 S BUSEY U
906 1/2 S VINE U
2020 N MATTIS C
URH OGLESBY 1026 U
1110 W NEVADA U
401 SPNGFLD U
302 S STATE C
1108 W NEVADA 6 U
URH SAUNDERS 115 U
URH BUSEY 249 U
URH SCOTT 378 C
115 DEWEY U
WESTMONT ILL
URH ALLEN 247 U
618 E DANIEL 3 C
1404 W CHURCH C
501 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 296 C
1205 GOODWIN U
604 E ARMORY 319 C
2011 C ORCH ST U
2422 E ELM U
1004 W STOUGHTON U
404 E GREEN 302 U
1510 W LINCOLNSHIR C
2075 D ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 465 C
300 S GOOOWIN 513 U
807 W WILLIAM C
1404 W CHURCH C
907 W ILLINOIS U
54 COACHMAN U
806 W IOWA U
1207 W NEVADA U
1010 S 2ND 209 C
603 S 5TH C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
603 W LOUISIANA C
URH WARDALL 722 U
URH BUSEY 416 U
1510 W LINCOLNSHR C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH GARNER 342 C
1834 VALLEY RD C
1308 W SPNGFLD C
ROUTE 2 C
URH TAFT 425 C
1109 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 229 C
1709 RIDGELAND C
URH SNYDER 452 C
410 E JOHN C
2003 LYNWOOD C
58 E DANIEL 3 C
URH TOWNSEND U

































































3102 W 173R0 ST
557 N ARDMORE
19W018 AV NRMNDY E
6455 W 28TH ST
491 PLEASANT VIEW
354 S HAMILTON AV
BOX 22













8409 W BETTY TERR
3329 RICHMOND AV
1300 W 6TH ST
8831 KENNETH TERR
7257 N CAMPBELL AV
1851 W 35TH ST
1800 W 96TH ST
RR 2
311 S HENRY ST
311 S HENRY ST
RR 1 BOX 79
646 PROSPECT
612 CENTER ST
906 1/2 S VINE









RR 2 BOX 94
821 S WILLIAMS 403






604 E ARMORY 319





2075 D ORCH ST
2603 MARWOOD ST






637 S 22ND AV
5352 CENTER AV
603 LOUISIANA AV
RR 2 BOX 28
11753 S MAPLEWOOD
603 W LOUISIANA









PLAZA TOWN HSE 5
148 CHANCELLOR AV
1709 RIDGELAND








































































































CLARK WILLIAM K ENG1
CLARK WILLIAM W LAS3
CLARK WOODROW WILSON GRAD
CLARKE ANNE M AGR1
CLARKE ELIZABETH E LAS3
CLARKE SAMUEL F GRAD
CLARKE STEPHEN F LAS4
CLAROUIST ELIZABETH LAS4
CLARY DALE A AGR3
CLARY MICHAEL DEAN ENG4
CLARY PHILLIP S FAA3
CLASSEN RONALD C AGR4
CLATT BARRY W LAS1
CLATT CHRISTINE ED 4
CLAUSIUS KAREN I FAAl
CLAUSSEN MARC J LAS1
CLAVER MITCHELL L BUS3
CLAXON DAVID W ENG2
CLAXON WILLIAM R GRAD
CLAY ANNIE R ED 2
CLAY GLORIA DUNHAM GRAD
CLAY ROBERT R FAA4
CLAYBERG STEVEN A AVI2
CLAYPOOL KENNETH J LAS3
CLAYTON CHRISTINE F FAA4
CLAYTON JANE C LAS2
CLAYTON PAULA J LAW2
CLEARMAN DANA LOVELL LAS3
CLEARY LEONARD E JR LAS4
CLEARY MARY A LAS1
CLEARY MICHAEL E LAS1
CLEARY NANCY A PE 2
CLEARY ROBERT JOSEPH ED 3
CLEARY SUSAN M LAS1
CLEARY THOMAS M LAW2
CLEEK DIANNA JOANNE GRAD
CLEGERN ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
CLEM HARRY E LAW3
CLEMANS ALEXA NOBLE GRAD
CLEMANS JIM E GRAD
CLEMANS ROBERT JOHN GRAD
CLEMENS LYNN R GRAD
CLEMENS MICHAEL J ENG4
CLEMENS ROGER C ENG1
CLEMENT CONSTANCE J LAS2
CLEMENT JEAN LEON J GRAD
CLEMENT NEAL L FAA4
CLEMENT PATRICIA L LAS4
CLEMENTS DEBORAH K PE 3
CLEMENTS JESSE A GRAD
CLEMENTS PAUL FRANCI GRAD
CLEMENTS RUTH TABOR LAS4
CLEMENTS WILLIAM D GRAD
CLEMINS ARCHIE RAY GRAD
CLEMINS MARILYN P GRAD
CLEMMER RICHARD GRAD
CLENDENIN JAMES M ENGl
CLENNON SUZANNE F GRAD
CLENNON THOMAS M PE 3
CLEVELAND JOHN L COM4
CLEVENGER ELLEN S PE 1
CLEVENGER RICHARD F BUS1
CLIFF GERALD HOWARD GRAD
CLIFFER JILL M FAA2
CLIFFORD PATRICK J AVU
CLIFTON MITCHELL H LAS4
CLIFTON PAMELA P LAS3
CLIFTON WALTER S BUS1
CLINE CLAUDINE M LAS1
CLINE HERSCHEL M GRAD
CLINE JOSEPH R LAS1
CLINE LINDA F AGR3
CLINE LYNN S LAS4
CLINE ROBERT L AGR4
CLINE STEVEN P AGR3
CLINTON DAVID W LAS4
CLINTON LINDA R GRAD
CLINTON TYRONE M ENG4
CLOE JOHN M LAS3
CLOSEN MICHAEL L LAW1
CLOTHIER DONALD R ENG3
CLOUD ALMA J H ED 3
CLOUSE ROBERT ALAN GRAD
CLOW SCOTT FRANKLIN GRAD
CLOWER CATHERAN A FAA2
CLOWER CURTIS A JR ENGl
CLOYD SHARON L LAS3
CLUBB RAYMOND A LAS1
CLUPPER DARWIN D JR LAW3
CLUVER DENNIS P BUS2
CLYNE DAVID W LAS3
CLYNE PATRICIA S PE 1
COADY JOHN P LAS2
COALSON ALICE J LAS1
COAN WILLIAM MICHAEL GRAD
COARSON TIM R LAS2
COATES RENATA G GRAD
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
606 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
430 FAIRLAWN U
URH SCOTT 296 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 303 U
410 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 719 U
58 E GREGORY C
2011 S PHILO RD 9 U
URH TOWNSENO 517 U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SNYDER 346 C
URH WARDALL 311 U
URH LAR 396 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH TOWNSEND 219 U
GIFFORD ILL
GIFFORD ILL
URH WARDALL 323 U
724 DOVER PL C
RR 1 U
SAVOY ILL
310 E JOHN C
RR 1 U
URH HOPKINS 475 C
URH HOPKINS 480 C
401 E GREEN U
RR 1 U
URH WARDALL 816 U
604 E ARMORY 321 C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
61 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 503 U
URH SHERMAN 951 C
1727 LINCOLN RD 3 C
909 S ANDERSON U
706 S WALNUT U
WILSON TRLR CT 31 U
1930 A ORCH ST U
103 POPLAR 1 U
1974 D ORCH ST U
1974 D ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 324 C
URH ALPHA HSE 1 U
401 S MAPLE U
30 DUNELLEN U
603 W CHURCH C
801 FRANK C
801 FRANK DR C
303 W ILLINOIS U
1603 S COTTAGE GR U




URH OGLESBY 307 U
906 S VINE U
203 W HESSEL C
604 E ARMORY 318 C
1412 JOANNE LN C
1412 JOANNE LN C
508 E WHITE 6 C
2014 1/2 W WILLIAM C
706 W WASHINGTON C
URH OGLESBY 1208 U
URH WARDALL 619 U
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
URH VANDOREN 207 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TAFT 325 C
URH DELTA HSE 2 U
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
SIDNEY ILL
2028 D HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 127 U
URH DANIELS 463 U
2202 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH FORBES 410 C
URH SHERMAN 855 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
2106 LANTERN HILL U
MAHOMET ILL
1636 VALLEY RD C
1008 HOLIDAY C
1008 HOLIDAY C
URH ALLEN 249 U
102 E CHALMERS C
808 S LINCOLN U
706 W OHIO U
1202 W MAIN U
704 W STOUGHTON 3 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1225 U
1416 N MCKINLEY 4 C














































































ROUTE 5 BOX 266
48 GOLF AV












1013 N 3RD ST
8129 S MICHIGAN AV
RR 1
404 E WASHINGTON
606 N 7TH ST
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 23
1067 W VILLA
4425 51ST ST










RP 4 LOT 31 WILSON
1930 A ORCH ST
103 POPLAR 1
1974 D ORCH ST
1974 D ORCH ST
717 WELLNER
20926 HOMELAND RD






1603 S COTTAGE GR













2637 A S MICHIGAN






2028 D HAZWD CT
10 LOCUST DR
86 FARRELLY ST
2202 HAZWD DR 101




















































































































COATES WILLIAM J JR GRAD
COATS JOEL ROBERT GRAD
COBB FRED THOMAS BUS2
COBB JAMES D PE I
COBB LAURENCE J ENG4
CORB MARY E LAS3
COBB MICHAEL A LAS2
COBB ROLAND F ENG2
COBBLE JAMES F JR LAS3
COBBS FRANK JR LAS1
COBERT DAVID W ENG1
COBERT PHILIP A ENG3
COBLE BETTY OSE ED 2
COBLE ELVIS RAY GRAD
COBLE PARKS M GRAD
COBOURN STEPHEN D GRAD
COCAGNE DENNIS L BUS4
COCHRAN ANN K FAA1
COCHRAN CHRISTOPHER AGR2
COCHRAN DAVID LEE GRAD
COCHRAN DONALD K AGR2
COCHRAN GREGORY M LAS1
COCHRAN STUART ALLAN GRAD
COCHRANE JULIE A AGR1
COCHRANE WILLIAM A GRAD
COCKBILL THOMAS W COM4
COCKRELL PLORICE JR BUS2
COCKRFLL WILLIAM D GRAD
CODY ROBERT LYNN GRAD
COE JAMES D GRAD
COE LARRY R LAS1
COE ROCKY L FAA4
COEN STEVEN D ENG4
COFFEY KEVIN P FAA1
COFFING DEBORA C ED 2
COFFMAN DEAN F JR GRAD
COFFMAN GARY KEN GRAD
COFFMAN LEE EARL GRAD
COFFMAN SHARON R GRAD
COFIELD GARRETT R GRAD
COGAN ANN L LAS2
COGHLAN DAVID L LAS2
COGNATA LOUIS J ENG4
COHAN BARBARA C FAA3
COHART JUDITH NANCY GRAD
COHEN ALBERT S LAS4
COHEN BARBARA J PE 4
COHEN BARBARA J LAS1
COHEN BARRY STEVEN GRAD
COHEN BERNARD N LAS6
COHEN BERTHA L LAS1
COHEN BETTE J LAS1
COHEN BONNIE K LAS2
COHEN BONNIE M LAS1
COHEN DALE E BUS3
COHEN HARVEY SPENCER GRAD
COHEN HUGUETTE S GRAD
COHEN ISAAC I LAS1
COHEN JEFFREY D LAS3
COHEN JEROME P BUS4
COHEN JERRY L GRAD
COHEN JOSEPH E LAS1
COHEN JUDITH A LAS3
COHEN JUDITH F LAS2
COHEN JUDY M LAS3
COHEN JULIE H LAS3
COHEN LAWRENCE ALAN LAS3
COHEN LOIS E AGR2
COHEN MARLENE E ED 4
COHEN MARSHALL D GRAD
COHEN MARTIN ALLEN GRAD
COHEN MICHAEL A LAS2
COHEN MITCHELL R LAS3
COHEN NANCY J FAA3
COHEN PAMELA F PE 1
COHEN PAMELA S LAS3
COHEN PATTI K ED 2
COHEN PAUL EDWARD GRAD
COHEN PAUL FREDERICK GRAD
COHEN RHONDA M AGR1
COHEN ROBERTA S GRAD
COHEN SHARON A LAS2
COHEN STUART H LAS2
COHEN SUSAN GRAD
COHEN SUSAN E LAS1
COHIL DENNIS JOSEPH GRAD
COHLER LAWRENCE N LAS2
COHN DORITH R LAS3
COHN JOANNE COM3
COHN JUDY LAS1
COHN LAURIE E LAS3
COHN MARION E GRAD
COHN MARJORIE L LAS3
COHN PAULA B ED 4
COHN SAMUEL B BUS1
COHN WILLIAM E ENG3
COLAN MARK T ENG1
ST JOSEPH ILL
308 S FLM C
URH FORBES 380 C
716 W WASHINGTON C
211 E ARMORY C
103 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 266 C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
305 EDGEBROOK C
URH FORBES 471 C
URH TAFT 210 C
URH OGLESBY 226 U
1 ROWENA U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH DANIELS 108 U
URH DANIELS 229 U
913 S LYNN U
URH BLAISDELL 413 U
BROADVIEW ILL
WILSON TRLR PK 10 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 362 C
121 W PARK 13 U
URH LAR 488 U
ELEC ENG BLDG U
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 206 C
604 N MAPLE 15 U
1965 D ORCH ST U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 462 U
1009 W MAIN 24 U
URH WESTON 473 C
URH WARDALL 626 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1813 A ORCH PL U
811 S MATTIS 1 C
811 S MATTIS 1 C
URH SHERMAN 251 C
URH GARNER 439 C
URH OGLESBY 1105 U
1706 W PARK C
1104 NEVADA U
305 N RUSSELL C
1662 VALLEY RD C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
URH DANIELS 234 U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH LAR 394 U
510 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS 1106 C
47 E CHALMERS C
111 E CHALMERS C
908 S LOCUST 301 C
303 BURKWOOD CT U
110 E CHALMERS C
711 S RANDOLPH C
1301 STOUT U
2116 ORCH ST 301 U
301 E ARMORY C
106 E HEALEY 1 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 303 U
URH BUSEY 331 U
URH SNYDER 322 C
47 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 614 C
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SHERMAN 750 C
907 S 4TH C
1805 W JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 394 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
902 S 2ND C
CRANBURY N J
URH DANIELS 234 U
URH TRELEASE 531 U
908 S LOCUST 301 C
409 E CHALMRS 1509 C
URH OGLESBY 722 U
211 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 524 U
904 S WEBBER U
504 E UNIVERSITY C
410 E GREEN C
TAMPA FLA
1008 W CLARK 4 U
904 S 3R0 C
401 E CHALMERS 303 C
409 E CHALMRS 1106 C
58 E ARMORY 1 C
409 E CHALMRS 812 C
57 E CHALMERS 2 C






































































117 N MADI SON
1770 N CHURCH
2413 S 14TH AV
WILSON TRLR PK 10
ROUTE 4
315 W HUNTER ST




10139 S CALUMET AV










811 S MATTIS 1
811 S MATTIS A-l
219 N 30TH ST
2722 E 77TH ST
16430 S LEAVITT ST




9517 N LOREL AV
7033 N KEDZIE 113
536 N ALTA VISTA
621 ROMONA RD





908 S LOCUST 301
303 BURKWOOD CT W
411 W TANGLEWOOD









9332 N LOWELL AV
865 OLD TRAIL
49 OAK LN
140 E MANOR COURT
5722 N DRAKE AV
991 EDGEBROOK LN
21C9 E 98TH ST
145 DOVER
1524-D W PRATT
RR 1 BOX 35
538 N ALTA VISTA
827 AROUILLA DR
908 S LOCUST 301










1731 PALM BLVD 307







































































































COLANOER PATRICIA M LAS2
*COLBERG THOMAS P GRAD
COLBERT CATHY C GRAO
COLBERT JANET L LAS2
COLBERT MARC H LAS*
COLBERT NANCY L ED 2
COLBERT REBECCA S PE 2
COLBERT TERRY GOROON GRAD
COLBRESE BARBARA J PE 2
C.OLBURN THERESE J LAS4
COLBY DAVID CHARLES GRAD
COLBY GREGORY W ENG2
COLBY JEFFERY A FAA1
*COLBY SARA POWELL GRAD
COLDWATER LARRY L AGR3
COLE CLARENCE B GRAD
COLE DOUGLAS LEON GRAD
COLE FREDERICK R GRAD
COLE GARY NEAL ENG4
COLE HELENE M LAS2
COLE JEFFREY J FAA2
COLE JULIE B LAS3
COLE KIM E ED 2
COLE NANCY J LAS1
COLE PETER GRAD
COLE PETER L AGR3
COLE RODNEY W ENG4
COLE STEVEN W LAS1
COLE VALERIE Y LAS3
COLEGATE ROBERT L GRAD
COLEMAN BARBARA R FAA1
COLEMAN DENNIS DALE GRAD
COLEMAN DIANN A ED 3
COLEMAN JACQUELINE A FAA2
COLEMAN JAMES J ENG4
COLEMAN JERRY W BUS3
COLEMAN JOE N JR LAS1
COLEMAN LEE A LAS1
COLEMAN LEONARD F JR LAS3
COLEMAN LYNN A ED 3
COLEMAN LYNNE R ED 3
COLEMAN RICHANDA P ED 3
COLEMAN ROGER L PE 1
COLEMAN SHELLEY J ED 2
COLEMAN SUSAN DARE GRAD
COLEY DIANA M LAS2
COLGAN DAVID L AGR3
COLGLAZIER JEFF L AGR1
COLK ALMA LORRAINE GRAD
COLKY SCOTT C LAS2
COLLARD JANINE CLARE GRAD
COLLEBRUSCO MARK J BUS1
COLLECCHIA FRANK E LAS2
COLLET CELDAR BRUCE GRAD
COLLIER CAROL ANN GRAD
COLLIER GLENN H LAS4
COLLIER JAMES F AGR4
COLLIER MARTIN H FAA3
COLLIER SARA E LAS2
COLLIFLOWER CHARLES ENG4
COLLINS ANN M GRAD
COLLINS CANDACE C LAS2
COLLINS CATHERINE M COM4
COLLINS CECIL EUGENE LAW1
COLLINS CHARLES P LAS3
COLLINS CHARLOTTE L LAS2
COLLINS DANIEL J LAS2
COLLINS DAVID A FAA4
COLLINS DAVID A ENG1
COLLINS DENNIS M FAA1
COLLINS ELIZABETH L LAW1
COLLINS JACOUELYN B LAS2
COLLINS JAMES L LAS4
COLLINS JEAN LAS4
COLLINS JEFFREY C ENG4
COLLINS KATHERINE M AGR4
COLLINS KATHRINE GRAD
COLLINS KEITH ROBERT BUS4
COLLINS LINDA S LAS2
COLLINS LLOYD C III BUS2
COLLINS MARGARET A LAS1
COLLINS MARY LOURDES GRAD
COLLINS MARY M FAA4
COLLINS MICHAEL D LAW1
COLLINS MICHELE J BUS3
COLLINS ROBERT C JR BUS3
COLLINS ROBERT J LAS1
COLLINS ROY F BUS4
COLLINS RUTH A LAS2
COLLINS SUSAN L PE 3
COLLINS VERONICA L PE 3
COLLINS WILLIAM G JR ED 2
COLLINS WILLIAM J ENG1
COLLMEYER MICHAEL K GRAD
COLLMEYER PATRICIA M GRAD
COLLONS CINDY J LAS2
COLLORD ROSS B ENG2
503 E STOUGHTON C
2205 HAZWD OR 101 U
107 E HEALEY 17 C
1202 W NEVADA U
35 E CHALMERS C
1304 S ELM C
URH GARNER 370 C
URH OANIELS 535 U
URH GARNER 275 C
URH CLARK 406 C
903 S MATTIS 3 C
401 E DANIEL C
907 S 4TH C
903 S MATTIS 3 C
305 E JOHN C
1971 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 561 C
URH SHERMAN 1366 C
1305 SILVER U
309 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 343 C
URH TRELEASE 309 U
URH CLARK 207 C
URH LAR 403 U
1003 S MATTIS C
303 E CHALMERS C
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
306 E GREGORY C
52 E JOHN C
WILSON TRLR CT 23 U
URH TRELEASE 128 U
1215 W HEALEY C
CHICAGO ILL
708 MUMFORD U
URH BARTON 019 C
URH BABCOCK 329 U
URH SCOTT 256 C
URH TAFT 304 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 444 U
URH TRELEASE 303 U
URH TRELEASE 826 U
URH FORBES 225 C
URH EVANS 141 U
710 PARK LN C
1010 S 2ND C
1105 S 4TH C
58 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 341 U
503 E STOUGHTON C
503 E WHITE 1 C
URH CARR 323 U
URH OGLESBY 923 U
2612 E COLER U
URH SHERMAN 1167 C
URH HOPKINS 278 C
110 E CLARK C
URH NOBLE 213 C
405 E JOHN C
320 E GREGORY C
TABLE GROVE ILL
URH TRELEASE 418 U
313 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 403 C
411 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 42 8 U
URH ALLEN 283 U
2107 W WHITE 184 C
604 E ARMORY C
105 E ARMORY C
204 N WOODS U
1005 W GREGORY U
506 E SPNGFLD 6 C
58 E JOHN 2 C
306 E GREEN C
506 E SPNGFLD 5 C
9 GREENCROFT C
1722 VALLEY RD C
URH ALPHA HSE 2 U
URH GARNER 222 C
URH LAR 201 U
URH SHERMAN 123 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
109 W VINE C
106 E GREEN 4 C
901 S 2ND C
411 E GREEN C
106 E GREEN 4 C
410 E GREEN C
URH CLARK 420 C
311 E GREEN 211 C
RANTOUL ILL
409 F CHALMRS 1102 C
2604 E WASHINGTON U
2604 E WASHINGTON U
512 E STOUGHTON C
















































































12406 S 91ST AV
903 S MATTIS 3
105 KENTUCKY
8 GRAYMOOR LN
903 S MATTIS 3
BOX 200











209 N KENT RD
420 JOHN ST
522 W 56TH ST





5220 S NATOMA AV
1331 WASHBURNE















117 S 9TH ST
7830 W 46TH ST






27 N 14TH ST
BOX 247
519 HALIEN TERR
249 S STEVENS AV








1510 W 14TH PL1407
1919 HIGHLAND
6327 N KEDZIE AV
2724 CHARIOT LN
RR 1 BOX 263
9 GREENCROFT
110 E ADAMS ST
128 WARWICK ST
1051 FONDULAC DR
205 N STRATTON LN
448 WHITE ST
112 N GROVE AV
128 WARWICK
106 E GREEN 4
18505 CHRISTINA DR
7807 SUNSET DR
106 E GREEN 4
41C E GREEN










































































































COLLSEN STEVE H BUS1
COLLURA JOSEPH FAA2
COLON AUGUSTINE LAS2
COLON FRANCIS R GRAO
COLONA JULIA M LAS1
COLSON JOHN GILBERT GRAD
COLTHURST NANINE C LAS4
COLVER RICHARD J AY
E
GRAD
COLWELL BETTY LOUISE ED 1
COLWELL JOHN E BUS3
COMBS DON WHITNEY GRAD
COMBS GORDON DEAN GRAD
COMBS JEANNE E LAS1
COMBS JEANNE M LAS3
COMBS LEE RUSSELL GRAD
COMBS LOREN S ENG1
COMEAU WAYNE M VM 3
COMERFORD LEO P JR GRAD
COMERFORD NICHOLAS B LAS2
COMESS MARK P LAS3
COMFORT NANCY L LAS4
COMPTON CHARLES C LAS3
COMPTON JAMES A ENG1
COMPTON PHYLLIS F PE 5
COMPTON RAY A COM4
COMPTON THOMAS K GRAD
CONAGHAN THOMAS M BUS3
CONANT NANCY J LAS 1
CONCKLIN LEWIS F FAA3
CONDON GREGORY T BUS1
CONDON IDABELLE S ED 4
CONDON JAMES M ENG4
CONDON SUSAN J LAS2
CONDREVA KENNETH J GRAD
CONFORTI PAUL M BUS2
CONFORTI PAUL M GRAD
CONGLETON CATHLEEN C PE 4
CONGREVE DANIEL P LAS1
CONKLIN BRIAN W BUS1
CONKRIGHT JANICE F LAS5
CONKRIGHT TOMMY DEAN GRAD
CONLEE JOHN W LAS3
CONLEY CHRISTOPHER M FAA1
CONLEY JACK MICHAEL GRAD
CONLEY KATHY GRAFF GRAD
CONLIN JAMES M FAA3
CONL1N JOHN P BUS1
CONLON EDWARD J BUS3
CONLON MARY A LAS4
CONN CHARLES R AGR4
CONN JANICE KWIT LAS4
CONN WILLIAM LEE LAS4
CONNELL MICHAEL L ENG1
CONNELL VICKIE A AGR1
CONNELLY GAIL JEAN GRAD
CONNELLY HUGH THOMAS GRAD
CONNELLY RICHARD J BUS3
CONNELLY SANDRA P LAS4
CONNELLY SHANNON M COM4
CONNELLY STEPHEN D LAS3
CONNELLY TERRENCE M BUS2
CONNER ALONZO D PE 2
CONNER APRIL L PE 3
CONNER EVELYN A LAS4
CONNER JILL A LAS1
CONNER TOMMIE JEAN GRAD
CONNER WILLIAM GARY GRAD
CONNETT STEVEN T ENG4
CONNOLLY JAMES M ENG3
CONNOLLY MARY C FAA4
CONNOLLY PAUL L FAA1
CONNOLLY YOLANDA GRAD
CONNOR ANNE M FAA1
CONNOR BETH K LAS2
CONNOR GREGORY JOHN GRAD
CONNOR JOHNNY MOORE GRAD
CONNOR JOSEPH F AGR2
CONNOR JUDITH M ED 1
CONNOR REBECCA S LAS1
CONNOR THOMAS E ENG4
CONNOR TIMOTHY E VM 2
CONNOR TIMOTHY W BUS3
CONOVER MINOY L AGR2
CONOVER PATRICIA A ED 2
CONRAD CAROL A LAS1
CONRAD CYNTHIA A PE 3
CONRAD JAMES L LAS3
CONRAD MARY M GRAD
CONRAD PENNY LOUISE ED 4
CONRAD RICHARD LEE GRAD
CONRAD RONALD E VM 2
CONRADI ROBERT A LAS2
CONROY JEFFREY JOHN GRAD
CONROY JOHN A LAS3
CONROYD DAVID C LAS2
CONSTAN EVANGELO T LAS4
CONSTANTINE ADRIANN LAS3
102 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 3RD C
2016 ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 620 U
URH VANOOREN 225 C
1101 W OREGON U




207 1/2 N BUSEY U
CATLIN ILL
URH LAR 413 U
URH DELTA HSE 8 U
705 1/2 N NEIL C
401 E DANIEL C
604 N MAPLE 43 U
701 W MICHIGAN U
URH TAFT 112 C
212 E GREGORY 301 C
205 W ELM U
313 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 336 C
1107 W GREEN 322 U
1102 S 2ND C
1107 W GREEN 322 U
503 E STOUGHTON 8 C
URH TRELEASE 411 U
URH OGLESBY 806 U
303 E CHALMERS C
CATLIN ILL
305 E JOHN C
URH LAR 227 U
1106 S EUCLID C
1105 S 4TH C
203 1/2 E HEALEY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 366 U
202 E DANIEL C
1104 1/2 CRESCENT C
1104 1/2 CRESCENT C
1101 N DIVISION U
URH SCOTT 344 C
908 S LOCUST 303 C
908 S LOCUST 303 C
311 E ARMORY C
54 E GREGORY C
105 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 302 C
514 1/2 E JOHN C
RR 2 C
1105 W UNIVERSITY U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 1204 U
URH SHERMAN 965 C
109 S BUSEY 6 U
402 E ARMORY C
109 S BUSEY 6 U
508 E STOUGHTCN C
912 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 912 U
URH SNYDER 414 C
704 W STOUGHTON 3 U
103 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH GARNER 339 C
1106 W CLARK U
PHILA PA
1107 E FLORIDA 32 U
112 E OANIEL C
404 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 340 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 322 U
URH TRELEASE 1228 U
2305 TAMARACK C
300 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 311 C
URH ALLEN 302 U
URH LAR 101 U
1110 GREGORY 202 C
31 COACHMAN U
DANVILLE ILL
907 S WRIGHT C
106 N GREGORY 9 U
URH LUNOGREN 319 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 225 U
1107 W GREEN 124 U
508 E CHALMERS C
BALLWIN MO
URH CARR 305 U
URH TOWNSEND 512 U
401 W GREEN U
1007 S 3RD C
203 N HARVEY U
910 S 3RD C














































































3003 E OAKLAND AV
1112 E 5TH ST
11C7 W GREEN 322
RR 2
1107 W GREEN 322
2014 BRIARCLIFF










1001 W GREGORY ST





908 S LOCUST 303










914 S MAPLE OR
109 S BUSEY 6
20917 BROOKSIDE DR
109 S BUSEY 6
9001 GOLF RD 8H
RR 2
9821 S LEAVITT ST
983 E MOUND ST
RR 1
205 N EASTERN AV
912 N MONROE ST
4954 W FULTON ST
89 W WASHINGTON LN
2910 N SHERIDAN
1551 S BOEGER AV
3022 E ORCHARD DR
4216 W 149TH ST
303 FLETCHER HLS























221 N EDWARD ST




































































































CONSTANTINE CAROL A COM4
*CONSTANTINE PAUL E GRAD
CONTENTO MARA LAS1
CONTER THOMAS M LAW1
CONVERS RONALD JOHN GRAO
CONVERSE MICHAEL J LAS2
CONWAY JOHN D ENG2
CONWAY MARY SHARON LAS2
CONWAY PETER N LAW1
CONWAY ROBERT P LAS2
CONWAY SALLY AC ED 3
CONWAY WALTER BUS4
COOK ALVIN BERNARD PE 1
COOK DAVID E AGR1
COOK DEBRA S ED 3
COOK FRANKLIN E AGR3
COOK GARY L ENG4
COOK GAY COMA
COOK JAMES C LAS3
COOK JANET MARIE GRAD
COOK JEFFREY ALLAN GRAD
COOK JEFFREY S LAS2
COOK JOANNE H AGR1
COOK JOEL ENG4
COOK JOHN P LAS2
COOK KATHRYN J ED I
COOK MARILYN LAS4
COOK MARTIN L LAS3
COOK MARY C LAS2
COOK MICHAEL W FAA4
COOK REBECCA KEIGLEY GRAD
COOK RONALD JOHN GRAD
COOK SHERRY L BUS2
COOK THOMAS RUSH LAS4
COOK WILLIAM R JR ED 3
COOKE DAVID H LAS4
COOKE MARCIA L FAA1
COOKE PHILIP R LAS4
COOKE VIRGINIA SEARS GRAD
COOL MICHAEL L ED 4
COOLEY BENEDICT B GRAD
COOLEY GLEN D AGR3
COOLING THOMAS L ENG4
COOMBE WILLIAM D AGR4
COOMBS MARILYN R PE 3
COOMBS NANCY U GRAD
COOMBS VIRGINIA MAE GRAD
COOMES BARBARA A GRAD
COON MARVIN J ENG1
COONEN JEROME T LAS1
COONEY CHARLES E III BUS3
COONEY KENT H BUS3
COONFIELD DONALD E BUS1
COOP KENNETH F ENG2
COOPE DANIEL F GRAD
COOPER ANN T LAS3
COOPER CHARLES HENRY LAS2
COOPER DARCY J LAS2
COOPER DEBRA R LAS1
COOPER OIANE M BUS4
COOPER ELIOT D LAS3
COOPER FRED CARL GRAD
COOPER GAIL L BUS3
COOPER GARY WAYNE GRAD
COOPER GEORGE E GRAD
COOPER GEORGE K ENG2
COOPER JAMES E JR LAS4
COOPER KAREN LAS1
COOPER KAREN J ED 2
COOPER KATHRYN D LAS3
COOPER KIMBAL E FAA2
COOPER LARRY P ENG4
COOPER LINDA S LAS1
COOPER MEHERNOSH N GRAD
COOPER NANCY J AGR4
COOPER PHILIP ASA GRAO
COOPER RICHARD A BUS2
COOPER ROBERT C LAS4
COOPER ROBERT M AGR4
COOPER RONALD LAS1
COOPER TERRY L FAA1
COOPER THOMAS G ENG1
COOPER VICTORIA A FAA3
COOPER WAYNE E LAS2
COOPER WILLIAM B AGR1
COOPRIDER DAVID OLEN GRAD
COPE KENNETH RAYMOND GRAD
COPELAND ANN L AGR3
COPELAND BRUCE R LAS1
COPELAND JANE A LAS4
COPELAND JERRY LEE GRAD
COPELAND RUTH E LAS3
COPLEY NANCY FLOYD ED 2
COPLIEN GARY B GRAD
COPPER KEVIN B LAS4
COPPERNOLL PENNY SUE GRAD
904 W HILL U
302 E ARMORY C
904 W HILL U
URH ALLEN 165 U
909 S 5TH C
2203 HAZWO DR 302 U
URH GARNER 319 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
104 S GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 922 U
1705 S VINE U
URH OGLESBY 922 U
URH WESTON 432 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 407 U
401 E OANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 610 C
502 W MAIN 103 U
URH TAFT 109 C
FISHER ILL
FISHER ILL
211 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 449 U
105 E GREEN 10 C
URH HOPKINS 310 C
RR 2 U
1202 E MAIN U
904 W GREEN 630 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
MARION ILL
2109 W WHITE C
508 S MATTIS C




URH ALLEN 208 U
705 S GREGORY U
URH DANIELS 270 U
21 DUNELLEN U
808 E WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 158 C
2315 S 1ST 102 C
1108 S LINCOLN U
801 W IOWA U
116 W FLORIDA U
602 E STOUGHTON 21 C
405 S NEW C
1206 W CHARLES C
URH WESTON 460 C
1106 S 3RD C
410 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 396 C
409 E CHALMRS 902 C
106 N BUSEY U
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
203 E ARMORY C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
910 S 3RD C
106 E HEALEY 6 C
105 S LINCOLN U
609 W HEALEY C
DECATUR ILL
311 E SPNGFLD C
7 SALEM RD U
2111 HAZWD OR 101 U
2803 JUDITH C
105 E OANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 106 C
1205 FLORIDA 34 U
2103 MILLS U
URH SHERMAN 749 C
URH WARDALL 1007 U
501 1/2 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
405 S 3RD C
1101 S MATTIS 1-3 C
URH ALLEN 389 U
432 FAIRLAWN U
2803 JUDITH C
1002 W SPNGFLD 4 U
52 E ARMORY C
211 E DANIEL C
DECATUR ILL
MAHOMET ILL
805 N MCKINLEY C
401 E OANIEL C
206 S 6TH C
911 S 3RD C
205 E GREEN 4 C
105 E GREEN 6 14 C
1009 S MATTIS C
102 N GREGORY U



































































2301 N 73RD AV
2203 HAZWD DR 302
BOX 26
3720 - 23RD AV
1340 ASTOR ST
2116 ARTHUR






1700 40TH ST CT
2024 STATE ST
RR 1
107 W DIVISION ST
4726 A MAIN ST
76 DREXEL































305 E GREENWOOD ST
49 HEMLOCK
2322 E LAKE DR
9544 RIDGEWAY AV



















ROUTE 2 BOX 183










403 W 2ND ST
1223 N FRINK ST
RR 1
105 E GREEN 14





































































































CORADINI TERRENCE D FAA4
CORBETT LYN E LAS2
CORBETT PATRICIA I FAA3
CORBITT THOMAS J LAS2
CORCORAN GERARD J JR GRAD
CORCORAN JAMES PATRI GRAO
CORCORAN JEROME M LAS2
CORCORAN MARY P LAS3
CORCORAN ROBERT JOHN FAA4
CORCORAN WILLIAM J LAS2
*CORD CAROLINE SIMONS AGR2
CORD GLEN M LAW3
CORD LYNETTE A PE I
CORDOGAN STEVE C LASl
CORDOVA RANDY M BUS3
COROULACK JOHN HERBE GRAD
CORDULACK SHELLEY W GRAD
CORETZ WENDY L LAS2
CORIELL OIANE M FAA3
CORK KEVIN J ENG1
CORKE RONALD E AGR1
CORKERY KATHLEEN A LAS1
CORKINS SANDRA R LAS2
CORLEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CORLEY ROBERT L FAA2
CORMELL LAIRD RENNY GRAD
CORN LAWRENCE A BUS3
CORN LILA S LAS3
CORN PAUL S LAS2
CORNELIS IVAN GRAD
CORNELIUS GARY F ENG2
CORNELIUS JANET D GRAD
CORNELIUS JOSEPHINE LAS3
CORNELIUS MICHAEL L ENG4
CORNELIUS NORMA J ED 1
CORNELIUS PAUL LEROY GRAD
CORNELIUS STEPHEN M LAS3
CORNELIUS STEVEN G AGR3
CORNELIUS WILLIAM T BUS3
CORNELL NINA WILSON GRAD
CORNING THOMAS C ENG1
CORNUE PAUL LELAND GRAD
CORRADIDELLACOUA L GRAD
CORREALE MICHAEL G LAS2
CORREDATO THOMAS J ENG3
CORRIE ROBERT B AGR1
CORRIGAN DENNIS MICH GRAD
CORRIGAN PHILIP J LAS1
CORRIVEAU CARMEL P GRAD
CORRY DENNIS M BUS2
CORTAZZO CARMINE JR GRAD
CORTES TEODORO GRAD
CORTES-RIVERA G GRAD
CORTESI CHARLES R VM 2
CORT-ESI ROBERT R LAS3
CORUM LARRY J AGR4
CORUM SHIRLEY RHODES LAS4
CORUSY LYNNE D LAS1
CORWIN DEBORAH WELLS LAS4
CORWIN MARY E ENG4
CORZATT CLIFTON E GRAO
CORZATT SUSAN KAPPLE GRAD
CORZILIUS KAREN L FAA3
CORZINE BEVERLY RUTH PE 2
CORZINE LEON C AGR4
CORZINE ROY A III GRAD
COSENTINO PAUL A BUS4
COSER RICHARD J LAS4
COSGROVE DONNA M LAS3
COSGROVE JAMES M LAW3
COSGROVE JOHN R BUS3
COSGROVE MARGARET M BUS3
COSGROVE MARY F LAS4
COSGROVE TERRY P PE 1
COSGROVE VIOLET K COM4
COSLOW BILLY J ENG3
COSPER TANYA E LAS1
COSTA EUGENE ANTHONY GRAD
COSTA IRENE W LAS2
COSTA JOHN L ENG3
COSTA LUCIA MARIA S GRAD
COSTA PAULO MELGACO GRAD
COSTE CAROLYN LAS4
COSTELLO DAN D ENG4
COSTELLO DENNIS R FAA4
COSTELLO JEANNE A PE 4
COSTELLO JOAN M LAS1
COSTON DAVID B ENG2
COSTON PAULA S LAS1
COSTONIS MAUREEN N GRAD
COTE BABETTE DIANE GRAD
COTNER CHARLES L LAS2
COTNER MARGARET A LAS1
COTTEN DANIEL L ENG2
COTTER PATRICK M ENG4
COTTON BEVERLEY L BUS4
COTTON MARILYN R LAS2
307 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 712 U
302 W HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 463 U
2060 B ORCH ST U
BURLINGTON VT
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
URH FRENCH HSE 9 U
209 E WHITE C
1008 W NEVADA U
804 FAIRLAWN U
804 FAIRLAWN U
URH LAR 413 U
URH GARNER 488 C
1101 W PENN U
1005 S 6TH 5 C
1005 S 6TH 5 C
URH WARDALL 911 U
URH TRELEASE 322 U
URH FORBES 462 C
URH WESTON 236 C
URH ALLEN 344 U
URH CLARK 222 C
606 E COLORADO U
608 S RIDGEWAY C
823 OAKLAND 202 U
800 S MATTIS 37 C
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
URH ALLEN 396 U
300 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 269 C
PENFIELD ILL
URH VANDOREN 216 C
505 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 220 C
1913 LYNWOOD C
601 S 4TH C
1004 S 1ST C
RANKIN ILL
WASHINGTON D C
313 E CHALMERS C
205 N HARVEY U
308 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 215 U
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
205 E ARMORY C
107 E CHALMERS 1 C
URH SNYDER 496 C
URH SHERMAN 665 C
URH WESTON 376 C
RANTOUL ILL
1977 C ORCH ST U
2016 A ORCH ST U
1717 HENRY C
1004 S 4TH Bl C
RR 4 C
RR 2 C
URH SCOTT 390 C
58 E JOHN C
710 W OHIO U
603 W GREEN U
603 W GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 415 C
401 1/2 W SPNGFLO C
809 W PENN U
208 S 3RD C
309 E HEALEY 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 212 U
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
25 MAGNOLIA C
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 350 C
URH TRELEASE 1113 U
URH NOBLE 224 C
2107 PLYMOUTH C
728 S STATE C
URH TRELEASE 704 U
1107 N GREEN 323 U
1107 W GREEN 323 U
URH WESTON 218 C
1806 C ORCH PL U
1806 C ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 952 C
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
907 S BUSEY U
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN 107 U
URH FORBES 324 C
URH VANDOREN 402 C
612 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 366 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH VANDOREN 324 C
RANTOUL ILL
1110 W OREGON 9 U
52 E GREEN 1 C














































































INDIAN MND RD BX28





409 W LAKE TERR
RR 1





6440 N KILBOURN AV
8919 SAMOSET TRAIL
1313 S 15TH ST
300 S GOODWIN











2 VIA LAWZONE 123
1610 SYCAMORE DR
























5412 FAIR ELMS AV
330 MAIN
700 BRUCE LN 609




235 S ELIZABETH ST
1254 W 13TH ST
1107 N GREEN 323
1107 W GREEN
304 MASSEY LN
UNIV FED DE VICOSA
UNIV FED DE VICOSA














































































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
56
COUCEYRO CARMEN V GRAD
COUDRON PHILIP E GRAD
COUGHLIN COLLEEN LAS3
COUGHLIN RICHARD T BUS2
COUGHLIN WENOY RITA GRAD
COULIAS DALE C LAS2
COULOMBE CHARLES P LAS1
COULOMBE JOHN S LAS1
COULSON WILLIAM R LAW3
COULTAS DEWEY H ENG2
COULTAS NANCY C LAS3
COULTER GEORGE A GRAD
COULTER KENNETH M ENG1
COULTHURST JAMES J GRAD
COULTRAP MARTHA F LAW1
COUNTS MICHAEL ALAN GRAO
COUNTRYMAN IAN D GRAD
COURI PATRICIA A LAS3
COURNOYER ANN K LAS3
COURSEY EDWARD R GRAD
COURT BARBARA A LAS1
COURT MARCIA L ED 2
COURTNAGE MARGARET A LAS1
COURTOIS MARTIN P AGR3
COURTRIGHT JOHN C LAS4
COURVOISIER DAVID P LAS2
COURVOISIER JOAN M GRAO
COURVOISIER NANCY D FAA4
COUSENS CYNTHIA L LAS1
COUSINEAU ALAIN GRAD
COUSINEAU LEONARD JR FAA9
COUSINEAU THOMAS J LAS3
COUSINS DOUGLAS K AGR2
COUSLEY DAVID R FAA1
COUTANT ALAN R ENG4
COVELESKIE RICHARD A GRAD
COVENY BARBARA L AGR1
COVERSTONE WILLIAM D LAS1
COVEY CHARLES E LAS1
COVEY WILLIAM DANNY GRAO
COVICK LAWRENCE A LAS2
COVINGTON DEBRA L LAS1
COVINGTON ELAINE LAS1
COVINGTON RICHARD JR LAS3
COVINGTON VICTORIA L GRAD
COWAN JAMES A PE 1
COWAN LETA C COM4
COWDERY JEFFREY E LAS1
*COWELL JAMES L GRAD
COWES MARIA FERRER GRAD
COWGER CHARLES DAVID GRAD
COWGILL CYNTHIA A GRAD
COWIN MARK A BUS2
COWING JOHN ARTHUR ENG3
COX CAROL RUSSELL AGR3
COX CATHERINE B LAS3
COX CHRISTOPHER FRAN GRAD
COX DANIEL R AVI2
*COX DARRELL EUGENE GRAD
*COX DAVID WALTER GRAD
COX EDWARD PAUL ENG4
COX GRACE E LAS4
COX JAMES E JR ENG4
COX JAMES R AGR1
COX JUDY L LAS1
COX MARY E FAA3
COX MONICA J ED 2
COX RICHARD N LAS3
COX STEPHEN EARL LAS4
COX STEVEN C ENG2
*COX STEVEN HESTON ENG4
COX VADA D PE 4
COX VICTOR BEERY GRAD
COXWORTH ROBERT J FAA1
COY BARBARA L LAS2
COY CHARLES Y LAS2
COY MINA MCHIE LAS1
COY RUTH LOUISE GRAD
COYLE LAURA M FAA2
COYLE MARK ALAN GRAD
COYLE MATTHEW T BUS2
COYNF JOHN ANDERSON VM 2
COZZA THOMAS F LAS2
CRABILL LEMUEL D GRAD
CRABILL MARY A LAS4
CRABILL MELVIN R AGR4
CRABTREE MICHAEL A LAS1
CRABTREE PHILIP L ENG2
CRADDOCK JAMES N ENG1
CRAFT ANDREA A AGR3
CRAFT CHARLES A LAS1
CRAFT CHARLES V LAS3
CRAFT DARINKA GRAD
CRAFT JAMES W AGR1
CRAGOE DOUGLAS A LASl
CRAIG CLIFORD A LAS2
CRAIG DAVID E AGR4
URH SHERMAN 430 C
URH DANIELS 70 U
URH LUNDGREN 215 C
312 E ARMORY C
1101 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
URH TRELEASE 628 U
URH TAFT 321 C
212 E DANIEL C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
402 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 224 C
1513 W KIRBY 1 C
URH SCOTT 338 C
509 W VINE C
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
906 S VINE 303 U
1108 W NEVADA 4 U
URH TRELEASE 708 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 1011 U
508 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 718 U
URH TOWNSEND 124 U
URH OGLESBY 106 U
URH CARR 102 U
509 S 5TH 14 C
1006 S 3R0 11 C
URH TRELEASE 1125 U
1720 VALLEY RD C
106 E JOHN C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
605 S COLER U
URH HOPKINS 386 C
DANVILLE ILL
606 W OHIO U
URH SAUNDERS 128 U
PRAIRE VEW TRLR CT C
URH GARNER 125 C
308 S COLER U
URH BABCOCK 229 U
URH WARDALL 205 U
URH WARDALL 1123 U
809 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 170 U
303 E CHALMERS C
205 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 107 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
BUENOS AIRES ARGEN
1007 E MICHIGAN U
36 ROXBURY RD U




512 W WHITE C
URH CARR 10 U
3008 FLESSNER U
FT LAUDERDALE FLA
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH SAUNDERS 303 U
16 IVANHOE RR 4 U
113 W MICHIGAN U
URH ALLEN 234 U
URH TRELEASE 902 U
410 E GREEN C
113 W MICHIGAN U
808 SCOVILL U
URH ALLEN 461 U
1211 W CLARK 33 U
3C7 E JOHN C
602 S STATE C
URH NOBLE 317 C
304 HESSEL C
504 W WASHINGTON C
304 HESSEL C
605 S FAIR C
908 S 1ST C
1303 EASTERN U
URH SCOTT 443 C
1817 W JOHN C
904 W GREEN U
CHARLESTON ILL
904 S LINCOLN U
1605 LINCOLNWOOO U
URH OLGESBY 916 U
URH TOWNSEND 253 U
URH WESTON 458 C
URH BUSEY 204 U
1005 W OREGON U
2804 E WASHINGTON U
504 W DODSON U
URH SCOTT 177 C
URH ALLEN 13 U
URH GARNER 423 C


































































817 E DOUGLAS ST
ROUTE 1
370 N CATALPA AV
5427 N ROBINHOOD
5427 N ROBINHOOD
7342 N ODELL AV














4425 S HARLEM AV





















2322 E 70TH ST
BOX 387
ROUTE 3
326 S TAYLOR AV
5015 N HARDING
643 S PRINCETON





1416 N CARBAUGH AV
202 DODGE AV







RR 2 BOX 132
113 W MICHIGAN


































































































































CRAIG DAVID R LAW2
CRAIG JOHN GRAD
CRAIG LAWRENCE W LAS2
CRAIG LEON HAROLD GRAD
CRAIG LESLIE J LAS1
CRAIG TIM E BUS2
CRAIG WILSON H JR ED 2
CRAIGIF MICHAEL JAME GRAD
CRAIL THOMAS M FAA1
CRAIN LAWRENCE J LAS1
CRAIN MARTIN R LAS3
CRAIN STEPHEN P ENG1
CRALL DALE L LAS2
CRALLEY WILLIAM E ENG3
CRAMER CARTER M GRAD
CRAMER CONSTANCE B LAS2
CRAMER JEAN A LAS1
CRAMFR MARK JONATHAN GRAD
CRAMER SCOTT D ENG1
CRAMER WARD H JR GRAD
CRAMES LIZABETH G COM4
CRAMOND RICHARD JR GRAD
CRAMSEY RICHARD G AGR2
CRANDALL CLAUDIA A LAS2
CRANDALL CYNTHIA S ED 1
CRANE BRIAN R LAS3
CRANE CATHERINE L FAA2
CRANE CHARLES F LAS*
CRANE CONSTANCE C COM3
CRANE JAMES FRANK BUS4
CRANE JAMES K LAS4
CRANE JEFFREY D ENG2
CRANE JILL LAS2
CRANE JULIE F ED 4
CRANE ROBERT G LAS3
CRANE RONALD W GRAD
CRANK DAVID A VM 2
CRATER BARBARA A ED 3
CRAVEN JOHN ARVIL GRAD
CRAVENS HANS C FAA1
CRAWFORD ALICE D GRAD
CRAWFORD CATHERINE S PE 4
CRAWFORD DAVID L AGR2
CRAWFORD DEBORAH A LAS2
CRAWFORD DONNA KAY GRAD
CRAWFORD HARRIET E LAS3
CRAWFORD HARRY F III LAS3
CRAWFORD JAN LAS1
CRAWFORD JOHN ROGER GRAD
CRAWFORD LORNA C LAS2
CRAWFORD NANCY R LAS1
CRAWFORD STEVEN J AGR1
CRAWFORD TIMOTHY LEE GRAD
CRAWFORD WAYNE LAW3
CRAWFORD WILLIAM E GRAD
CRAWLEY BRENDA JOYCE GRAD
CRAYTON BETTYE JO LAS2
CRAYTON JERRY LEE COM4
CREACY CHARLES S BUS1
CREAMER BRUCE C GRAD
CREAMER JUDITH PRIDE LAS1
CREATURA PATRICIA J LAS1
CREDICOTT DAVID E GRAD
CREECH JENNIFER A ED 1
CREEDON DANIEL J BUS1
CREEDON TIMOTHY J BUS2
CREEK MARDENA B LAS4
CREEL PATRICK L LAS1
CREGER CATHY L LAS1
CREIGHTON ANDREW J LAW1
CREMER PETER M LAS1
CRENSHAW SARAH L FAA2
CRESCENZO RENE LAS1
CRESPI PAMELA L PE 3
CRESPI STEPHEN C BUS4
CRESSY MARK J ENG1
CREW STEVEN T VM 2
CRIDER LINDA S LAS3
CRILL JAMES ARTHUR LAS4
CRILL MADELYNN A LASl
CRIPE RANDY E ENG1
CRISEL JERRY E LAW2
CRIST CAREY ROTHROCK GRAD
CRIST JANET LORRAINE GRAD
CRISTY DEBORAH A LAS2
CRISTY JAY M BUS1
CRISTY LARRY W AGR3
CRITELLI JOSEPH W GRAD
CRITTENDEN BARBARA J PE 2
CRITTENDEN JOHN T LASl
CRNEKOVIC VICTORIA E LAS3
CRNKOVICH CHARLES M GRAD
CROAK DOUGLAS P LAS3
CROCKER ROBIN L LASl
CROCKETT DAVID FLOYD AVI3
CROCKETT OAVIO LYNN GRAD
CROCKETT DEBORAH M LAS3
2410 E GREEN U
1965 A ORCH ST U
<?07 N WILLIS C
103 W FLORIDA U
1104 W NEVADA U
1009 W PENN U
1815 VALLEY RD C
RR 1 BOX 49 U
URH ALLEN 396 U
409 E CHALMRS 1313 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSENO 142 U
706 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
RIVER FALLS WIS
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1126 U
CHCAGO ILL
URH WESTON 473 C
206 S GREGORY 13 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH DANIELS 424 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH LUNDGREN 417 C
URH HOPKINS 462 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
908 S 1ST C
1111 S 1ST C
904 S LINCOLN U
1419 HOLLY HILL C
207 W ILLINOIS 3 U
301 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 221 U
611 E DANIEL C
52 E ARMORY C
711 W SPNGFLD C
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH LAR 209 U
504 E CLARK 21 C
URH ALLEN 59 U
2604 SANGAMON C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
510 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
207 E HEALEY 4 C
2514 SANGAMON C
305 E JOHN C
907 S WRIGHT C
2604 SANGAMON C
URH BUSEY 301 U
URH LAR 328 U
URH OGLESBY 716 U
212 W STANAGE C
207 W OREGON U
DECATUR ILL
120 HOLIDAY PK 444 C
URH HOPKINS 466 C
301 BIRCH C
URH SCOTT 275 C
1709 VALLEY RD C
1709 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 107 U
1408 N MCKINLEY 11 C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
604 E ARMORY 203 C
604 E ARMORY 103 C
612 W CHURCH C
GLENVIEW ILL
URH WARDALL 1210 U
209 E WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 630 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 919 U
611 E DANIEL C
1006 VALLEY HILL 3 C
410 E JOHN C
2712 SANGAMON C
URH VANDOREN 107 C
403 S 6TH C
URH TRELEASE 812 U
URH HOPKINS 322 C
604 N MAPLE U
RR 2 U
216 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
204 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 602 U
URH WESTON 113 C
1109 ARBOR 5 C
207 COUNTRY FR 27 C
URH WESTON 324 C
URH TRELEASE 111 U
SAVOY ILL
URH SHERMAN 466 C



































































59 E ST NE
4800 CHICAGO BEACH
3528-3D ST
1815 D VALLEY RD




405 S 27TH ST
1004 LEXINGTON WAY
403 NORMAL AV A
RR 1 BOX 12
916 PARK LN
969 EASTVIEW DR
5480 S CORNELL 101
1620 N STEVENS AV
5735 DEARBORN PKWY
1480 W MACON







430 N PARK RD
217 S ROSEDALE
327 DUNDEE RD
975 ELM RIDGE DR
780 CAMBRIDGE













































STA A BOX 2104
4576 PEPPER DR
1005 N HEADING CT
604 N MAPLE
RR 2
216 1/2 W MAIN 1
3137 E LAKE SHORE
3137 E LAKE SHORE
6507 MCCULLOM LAKE
610 37TH ST
1130 E 42ND ST 103
9557 S MELVINA AV
1928 W CULLERTON
207 COUNTRY FR 27
749 BURNHAM DR 4-L
RR
352 E BERNICE DR
114 W CENTER ST

































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
58
CROCKETT ROGER ALAN GRAD
CROFT MICHAEL Z ENG4
CROFT STEVEN M LAS2
CROHAN ROBERT E FAA2
CROISANT WILLIAM J GRAD
CROKE LILLIAN J LAS3
CROKER REBECCA A LAS3
*CROMBIE HOWARD F GRAD
CROMBIE PETER B LAS2
*CROME VICTOR PAUL JR ENG4
CROMLEY JOHN T ENG4
CROMLICH KATHLEENE D AGR2
CROMWELL STEVEN R LAS3
CRONAU CHRISTINE ED 2
CRONE RICHARD C AGR3
CRONE RICHARD L LAS4
CRONIN MARY E LAS2
CROOK SHARON K ED 4
CROOKS DOUGLASS L ENG1
CROOKS ROBERT FERREE GRAD
CROOKS TERENCE JOHN GRAD
CROOKS THOMAS CARL LAS4
CROOKS WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
CROPPER DONALD VOLNE BUS4
CROPPER MARTHA GRAD
CROSBY SHIRLEY BELLE GRAD
CROSLIN WENDY L LAS3
CROSS ANITA LYNN GRAD
CROSS GREG W AGR2
CROSS LARRY GRAD
CROSS LISSA D FAA1
*CROSS PATRICIA M LAS2
CROSS STANLEY A GRAD
CROSSAN BRUCE G LAS2
CROSSETT LISA A FAA1
CROSSMAN RICHARD A GRAD
CROTSER LARRY EUGENE ENG1
CROTTS GLENNA GAIL GRAD
CROTTY THOMAS J ENG1
CROUCH JOHN M BUS3
CROUCH MICHAEL E LAS2
CROUSE SHIRLEY L LAS3
CROW CYNTHIA L ED 2
*CROW DAVID LEE ENG4
CROW GARY H LAS1
*CROW MARILYN B LAS1
CROW RANDALL KENYON FAA4
CROW SHARON JANSSEN LAS4
CROWDUS CLARK COM3
CROWE CYNTHIA LOUISE GRAD
CROWE DONALD OSBORNE GRAD
CROWELL ALBERTA GRAD
CROWELL RICHARD W LAS1
CROWL DANIEL ADAMS GRAD
CROWLEY CANDICE A ED 2
CROWLEY FRANCIS III GRAD
CROWLEY MICHAEL J LAS3
CROWLEY MICHAEL J ED 2
CROWLEY MICHAEL R LAS2
CROWLEY PATRICIA A LAW1
CROWLEY SHEILA L ED 1
CROWLEY TIMOTHY J LAS4
CROWN MARLYN DALE ENG4
CROZIER FRANKLIN D ENG1
CROZIER SUSAN S AGR3
CROZIER TERRY ERNEST GRAD
CRUMP NANCY A AGR1
CRUMRINE ANN LOUISE GRAD
CRUTCHER ALAN B AGR2
CRUZ CARMEN AIDA ED 3
CRUZ FE E LAS1
CRUZ MARIA CARMEN GRAD
CRUZ MARIA DEL C GRAD
CRYAN WILLIAM M LAS1
CRYER DEBRA D LAS1
CRYER PATRICIA D LAS1
CRYLEN EDWARD A ENG3
CRYSTAL HOWARD L LAS2
CSANDA DAVID L ENG2
CUADRADO JOHN L GRAD
CUDA WILLIAM K JR BUS1
CUDEK JEAN A LAS2
CUDMORE BYRON G AGR2
CUERVO CLEMENCIA LAS4
CUEVA FRANK BUS4
CULBERSON GERTRUD M LAS4
CULBERSON WAYNE B GRAD
CULICH ALEKSANDRA LAS2
CULICH DESANKA ED 2
CULLEN CARL W FAA1
CULLEN JEANIE L ED 2
CULLEN JOHN E ENG1
CULLEN PATRICE J LAS3
CULLEN ROBERT W LAS4
CULLINAN MICHAEL N LAW2
CULLINEY JAY N GRAD
CULLISON JAMES E AGRl
111 E HEALEY C
URH TOWNSEND 109 U
1102 S 2ND 1 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 719 U
904 S LINCOLN U
201 STOUGHTON U
703 S FOLEY C
URH HOPKINS 177 C
1954 B ORCH ST U
604 E ARMORY 705 C
2506 MAPLEWOOD C
204 W WASHINGTON U
1605 JEANNE C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1207 W CLARK U
611 E DANIEL C
603 S 4TH 2 C
713 W OHIO U
602 E STOUGHTON 34 C
608 S STATE 2 C
LA GRANGE ILL
808 FAIR OAKS C
URH OGLESBY 1026 U
2208 E UNIVERSITY U
URH DANIELS U
409 CHALMRS 1405 C
8 14 W STOUGHTON U
809 W PENN U
1760 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 440 C
408 W GREEN U
904 W GREEN 219 U
URH CARR 321 U
URH SCOTT 400 C
1403 MUMFORD U
915 W DANIEL C
800 S MATTIS 22 C
URH FORBES 360 C
700 S GOODWIN 2 C
URH ALLEN 376 U
904 S LINCOLN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
3 CEORIC U
410 E JOHN C
3 CEDRIC U
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
601 S BROADWAY U
806 W OHIO U
GIBSON CITY ILL
2706 S 1ST ST RD C
URH DANIELS 176 U
URH TOWNSEND 473 U
URH FLAGG 421 C
URH WARDALL 1112 U
1802 MCDONALD C
URH FORBES 264 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 14 C
1201 W OREGON U
URH VANOOREN 25 C
410 W CHURCH C
2314 S COTTAGE GR U
RANTOUL ILL
20 WAYSIDE RD U
20 WAYSIDE RD U
URH LAR 293 U
503 E WHITE 1 C
URH OGLESBY 411 U
203 N 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 412 C
1005 S MATTIS C
URH SHERMAN 325 C
URH FORBES 338 C
URH VANDOREN 209 C
URH LAR 324 U
112 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 1601 C
URH OGLESBY 1109 U
808 OAKLAND U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 504 U
205 E ARMORY C
807 S 1ST 34 C
408 E GREEN C
204 E THOMPSON U
204 E THOMPSON U
URH WARDALL 704 U
URH WARDALL 705 U
URH BARTON 12 C
URH GARNER 275 C
URH TAFT 119 C
URH WARDALL 523 U
URH SNYDER 150 C
1628 VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS 95 U












































































305 WILSHIRE DR W
3936 ENFIELD





5163 W 88TH ST






231 N LINCOLN ST
522 LINDEN AV
508 W WASHINGTON



















800 S MATTIS 22
9960 S CALIFORNIA
68 1ST S SHORES AV














8637 S K1LDARE AV
1802 MCDONALD













2014 SILVER CT W





14320 S EMERALD AV
9617 N KILDARE AV
4832 N NORDICA AV
108-14TH ST
4422 N MALDEN
5915 S KOSTNER AV








3419 52ND ST CT
115 WILLOW DR
623 S WALNUT
104 N MARION ST
509 E HIGH PT RD
7525 GINGER LN



































































































CULLOOEN CHARLES A BUS*
CULLOTTA CAROLYN LAS3
CULLUM PAUL THOMAS GRAD
CULLUM ROBERT DONALD GRAD
CULP ANTHONY E LAS2
CULP JAMES L ENG4
CULVER CHAD F ENG3
CUMBY CHARLES C JR FAA2
CUMMER CONSTANCE L LAS4
*CUMMING JOHN GRAD
CUMMINGS CHARLES K BUS2
CUMMINGS GLENN R BUS2
CUMMINGS JESSE E ENG3
CUMMINGS JOHN R BUS3
CUMMINGS LAWRENCE E ED 1
CUMMINGS MARGARET A LAS3
CUMMINGS MARK R BUS2
CUMMINS CHRISTINE M LAS2
CUMMINS DENISE L LAS3
CUMMINS PATRICIA A LAS2
CUMMINS ROBERT E LAW3
CUMMINS WANDA S GRAD
CUMMISKEY KAREN K AGR3
CUMPATA GEORGE H BUS3
CUMPATA JAMES A AGR4
CUNDALL ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
CUNEO GAIL-LESLIE K VM 1
CUNNIFF ANN M LAS2
CUNNIFF MICHAEL E AGR4
CUNNINGHAM CAROLYN K LAS1
CUNNINGHAM DALE W GRAD
CUNNINGHAM DAVID D BUS3
CUNNINGHAM DEBORAH A LAS3
CUNNINGHAM GREGORY P ENG2
CUNNINGHAM HELENA S GRAD
CUNNINGHAM IAN M GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JACK E GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JOHN F FAA2
CUNNINGHAM JOHN T ENG3
CUNNINGHAM LEE R LAS4
CUNNINGHAM MARY P LAS2
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL A LAS2
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL R BUS3
CUNNINGHAM NANCY S FAA1
CUNNINGHAM SUE A LAS2
CUNNINGHAM SUSAN M LAS1
CUNNINGHAM VIRGINIA PE 2
CUNY CHARLES DENNIS GRAD
CUPEC JAMES C LAS4
CUPPS WILLIAM DONALD GRAD
CURATOLA SANDRA ANNE GRAD
CURETON RICHARD D LAS3
CURINKA MARTIN J ENG3
CURL DAVID L LAS3
CURL MARY JEAN GRAD
CURRAN CAROL A PE 3
CURRAN CHARLES E III LAW3
CURRAN KRISTINE M LAS2
CURRAN MICHAEL P LAS4
CURRAN RANDY J ENG3
CURREN HELEN MAUREEN LAS3
CURRENT FRED RAYMOND LAW2
CURRENT RICHARD A LAS1
CURRIE ANN RILEY FAA4
CURRIE CHARLES P LAS3
CURRIE JEFFREY S COM4
CURRY DAVID LYNN GRAO
CURRY JAMES P LAS2
CURRY JAMES R BUS1
CURRY ROBERT LEE GRAD
CURRY STEVEN E ENG1
CURTIN JAMES E FAA4
CURTIN MARK R FAA2
CURTIS CAROLYN S LAS4
CURTIS CLARK B ENG3
CURTIS JAMES ALLEN GRAD
CURTIS JAMES-WYLIE A LAS4
CURTIS JONATHAN U FAA3
CURTIS KENNETH J VM 3
CURTIS RITA M LAS1
CURTIS TERESA SUE LAS4
CUSACK ANNE M LAS3
CUSACK MARGARET E GRAD
CUSACK SANORA E LAS1
CUSACK THEODORE G BUS1
CUSHING G M ED 4
CUSHNER MICHAEL R GRAD
CUSICK PATRICIA H AGR4
CUSICK ROBERT W ENG2
CUSIMANO ROBERT C ENG3
CUSTER TERRY R ED 4
CUSTER WILLIAM LAS2
CUTLER CAROLE A LAS2
CUTLER DEBORAH S LAS2
CUTLER JAMES L ENG4
CUTLER JAMES ROLAND GRAD
CUTLER JANET KLOTMAN GRAD
309 E CHALMERS C
1102 W CLARK U
104 BUENA VISTA C
1013 W CHURCH C
URH GARNER 104 C
URH FORBES 208 C
URH CARR 11 U
URH ALLEN 457 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
2110 W WHITE C
202 E DANIEL C
3509 LAKESHORE C
302 E GREGORY C
1001 S WRIGHT C
RANTOUL ILL
106 E HEALEY 17 C
URH GARNER 286 C
URH LAR 212 U
URH TRELEASE 922 U
URH ALLEN 432 U
601 E ILLINOIS U
601 E ILLINOIS U
607 N SWIGART C
1110 S ARBOR 103 C
218 E GREGORY 202 C
312 E DANIEL C
3 WESTWOOD U
URH TRELEASE 606 U
URH GARNER 292 C
URH ALLEN 440 U
2507 TRAFALGAR SO C
DANVILLE ILL
302 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 211 C
1107 W OREGON 5 U
2205 HAZWD DR 304 U
1107 W OREGON 5 U
URH ALLEN 257 U
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
1005 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 626 U
409 E CHALMERS C
211 E OANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 10 U
URH BLAISDELL 331 U
URH SNYDER 402 C
URH GARNER 322 C
1321 FREDRICK C
URH DANIELS 248 U
501 E WASHINGTON U
URH FORBES 468 C
604 E ARMORY 229 C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
1410 N MCKINLEY 5 C
122 HOLIDAY PK 432 C
URH EVANS 303 U
304 S BUSEY U
URH BLAISDELL 124 U
55 E HEALEY C
402 N ELM 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 247 U
205 COUNTRY FR C
604 E ARMORY 201 C
205 COUNTRY FR 45 C
DANVILLE ILL
2116 ORCH ST 101 U
1910 S VINE U
308 E GREEN U
URH FORBES 419 C
10 ROXBURY RO U
802 S LINCOLN U
505 S VICTOR C
910 S 3RD C
811 E MAIN U
20 BLUE SPRUCE C
URH BARTON 416 C
VET CLINIC SA 271 U
610 W BRADLEY C
811 E MAIN 2 U
412 E GREEN C
1113 ARBOR C
URH WARDALL 1221 U
211 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 208 C
URH FLAGG 313 C
SADORUS ILL
212 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 378 C
403 S COLER U
1009 W CLARK U
BARCELONA SP
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
1008 S 4TH C
1823 B ORCH PL U












































































9949 HARNEW RD W
BOX 268














207 S MORGAN AV
170 ELM





2813 W 30TH ST
14713 E D BROOKE
2502 E MAIN ST
1010 W UNION
2921-27TH ST
1107 W OREGON 5
2205 HAZWD DR 304
1107 W OREGON 5
465 N STARK DR
130 S 10TH ST
5316 CENTRAL AV




1104 E CHESTNUT ST
39 N DREXEL AV
1028 VERNON AV
112 N FOREST AV






121 S FRANKLIN ST

























811 E MAIN 2
2139 PRAIRIE ST
2139 PRAIRIE ST





153 N ENGLISH AV
2416 W 70TH ST
602 EUCLID AV
ROUTE 2 BOX 5
9042 SLEEPING BEAR
1606 E HYDE PARK
1103 W VINE




































































































CUTLER JOYCE RANG GRAO
CUTLER ROBERT B LAS2
CUTLER ROGER THAYER GRAO
CUTLER STEVEN KENT AGR2
CUTRIGHT JAMES W ENG3
CUTRIGHT JOYCE A AGR1
CUTTING WILLIAM S GRAO
CUTTONE DONNA M FAA2
CUTTS THOMAS A ENG1
CVOPA ROBERT B LAS1
CYCOTTE STEVEN R FAA2
CYCYOTA MICHAEL A ENG1
CYGAN EDWARD A LAS3
CYGAN RICHARD A AVI2
CYPHERS ANN M LAS4
CYROG JAYNE A PE 4
CZACHORSKI JOAN B LAS4
CZAJA FRANK W ED 4
CZAJKOWSKI MARC D COM4
CZAJKOWSKI PAUL G LAS4
CZAJKOWSKI PETER J GRAO
CZAPAR CAROL A LAS2
CZERKIES JOSEPH J BUS4
CZESTOCHOWSKI J S JR GRAD
CZOPEK ANDREW FRANK GRAD
CZUBA WALTER E AVI1
CZWORNIAK CAROL J LAS2
CZWORNOG MICHAEL BUS2
CZYZEWSKI PHYLLIS E GRAD
DABROSKI CRAIG ADAM GRAD
DABROSKI JANICE B LAS2
DACHMAN CAREY B LAS3
DADDIO MARIA T BUS1
DADE JERALD TYRONE GRAD
DAGEN NANCY E BUS3
DAGES MICHELE T LAS2
DAGES PETER F LAS4
DAGGETT THOMAS W LAS3
DAGLEY JACOUELYN J BUS3
DAGOSTINO ANTHONY E LAS1
DAGUE MICHAEL G LAS3
DAGUE SARA L AGR4
DAHL ALLEN G BUS2
DAHL DEBORAH A LAS1
DAHL MARGERY EILEEN GRAD
DAHL THERESE BALL LAS4
DAHL TRINE LISE GRAD
DAhLGREN JUDITH A ED 1
DAHLOUIST BRUCE ROBE FAA4
DAHLOUIST ELLEN M LAS4
DAHLSTRAND AVA C ED 3
DAHLSTRAND DONNA D PE 4
DAHLSTRAND KENTON C LAS1
DAHLSTRAND WILLIAM C GRAD
DAHMASH NAIM HUSNI GRAD
DAIGH DEBORAH A FAA1
DAILEY CATHY NORINE GRAD
DAILEY CHRISTINE L LAS2
DAILEY JOSEPH MICHAE GRAD
DAILEY MARGARET E FAA3
DAILEY WILLIAM P LAS1
DAILY DAVID A LAS1
DAILY JOHN EUGENE GRAD
DAIZOVI ROBERT BUS3
DALBANI THOMAS L BUS3
DALBELLO RICHARD LAS1
DALBEY STEVEN C AGR1
DALE ALAN T AGR2
DALE DONALD A JR LAS2
DALE RICHARD M BUS3
DALE SUSAN L LAS1
DALEIDEN MICHAEL A BUS1
DALESMAN CYNTHIA PE 1
DALEY DAVID B LAW2
DALEY DOUGLAS NORMAN GRAD
DALEY MARY J PE 2
DALEY THOMAS M LAW2
DALKOFF MALCOLM GRAD
DALLACOSTA CAREY V LAS3
DALLAS EDWARD D AGR4
DALLAS LARRY W AGR1
DALLAS LOIS ANDERSON LAS3
DALLFY CAROLYN A EO 4
DALLING MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
DALLINGER CAROL JEAN GRAD
DALLMAN CHRIS ALLEN AVI4
DALLMAN JOHN CLAY GRAD
DALLY EDWIN P COM4
OALPIAZ JOSEPH C GRAD
DALPORTO GARY A ENG2
DALSANTO LOIS D LAS3
DALTON GARY F AGR
1
DALTON GERALD R BUS4
DALTON JAMES A JR AVI2
DALUGA WILLIAM G JR BUS3
DALY ALPHA D S LAS1
DALY EUGENE M LAW3
1823 B ORCH PL U
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
811 OAKLAND 202 U
404 DUNCAN RD C
209 E JOHN C
805 W OHIO U
206 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 302 U
URH WESTON 213 C
URH SNYDER 292 C
1113 W CLARK U
112 E DANIEL U
604 E ARMORY 115 C
401 E DANIELS C
907 W MAIN U
1110 STOUGHTON 306 U
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
1110 S 2ND C
703 GREGORY U
510 W HIGH U
2208 BARBERRY C
URH BUSEY 243 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
32 1/2 E DANIEL C
1107 S EUCLID C
URH WESTON 413 C
URH WARDALL 709 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 130 U
805 OAKLAND 106 U
805 OAKLAND 106 U
URH OGLESBY 1124 U
URH WARDALL 1222 U
502 W MAIN 214 U
URH LUNDGREN 423 C
URH WARDALL 912 U
1257 LINCOLNSHIRE C
804 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 306 U
URH TAFT 209 C
URH TOWNSFND 208 U
1780 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 611 U
URH LAR 422 U
305 BROOKWOOD C
905 E COLORADO 46 U
URH DANIELS 273 U
URH LAR 173 U
704 W STOUGHTON 5 U
704 W STOUGHTON 5 U
108 E HEALEY 15 C
1801 VALLEY RD C
713 W OHIO U
OAK LAWN ILL
2038 B HAZWO CT U
URH BUSEY 337 U
6 WILLOWBROOK C
URH GARNER 440 C
903 E MICHIGAN U
709 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 395 C
URH OGLESBY 730 U
503 W GREEN 10 U
1006 S 3RD C
503 E WHITE 8 C
URH ALLEN 7 U
604 E ARMORY C
IVANHOE 59 U
URH ALLEN 374 U
URH OGLESBY 720 U
URH LUNDGREN 17 C
URH WESTON 417 C
URH TRELEASE 805 U
1209 E FLORIDA 12 U
502 W SPNGFLD 5 C
URH SAUNDERS 120 U
1011 S MATTIS 5-8 C
112 E GREEN 206 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SCOTT 254 C
TUSCOLA ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
2078 B HAZWD CT U
1201 W OREGON 15 U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
607 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WESTON 132 C
2202 HAZWD DR 203 U
URH FORBES 2 54 C
URH LUNDGREN 326 C
303 E CHALMERS C
1006 W CHURCH C
1814 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 118 C
URH SCOTT 217 C




































































3904 W 69TH ST








6314 N KOLMAR AV
2005 BOEHME ST
32 1/2 E DANIEL
926 CIRCLE AV
5719 S MAYFIELD










16035 S AVALON AV
411 MACK ST









712 E 16TH ST
704 W STOUGHTON 5




5153 W CONCORD PL
U OF JORDAN
1703 S COTTAGE GR
6 WILLOWBROOK
RR 3 BOX 314-B
903 E MICHIGAN
5201 S MORGAN
340 ST JOSEPH AV
31 MELWOOD DR











12C9 E FLORIDA 12
502 W SPNGFLD 5
8625 W 144TH ST
1011 S MATTIS 5-8
3221 35TH ST
539 W 126TH PL
8 S COLLEGE
RR 3 BOX 169
421 S YALE AV




4634 W DEMING PL
6611 MAXWELL OR
9 S 075 GRANT ST
15114 MEADOW LN
RR 1
104 N 1ST ST
52Z S DUNTON




































































































DALY KRISTIN L LAS2
DALY TIMOTHY C BUS1
DALY WILLIAM R VM 3
DAMBROGIO MARGARET M LAS4
OAMER MARY K LAS2
DAMERY DARRELL R AGR4
DAMERY RICHARD D AGR2
DAMHORST LAWRENCE C ENG1
DAMHORST MARY L AGR4
DAMICQ ANGELINA C LAS2
DAMICO DENNIS FRANK GRAD
DAMICO DONALD P FAA2
DAMMANN LAURENCE G GRAD
DAMMANN STEPHEN A ENG1
DAMOS DIANE LYNN GRAD
DAMOS DONN S PE 4
DAMOTTE DONALD L ENG4
DANA KENT OLIVER LAS4
DANBECK DANNY A ENG1
DANCA ALEXANDER E FAA4
DANCEY DAN CHARLES ENG4
DANDELLES RICHARD L LAS3
DANFK JOHN F ENG4
DANFORTH CRAIG PAUL LAS4
DANGLES GEORGE J LAS2
DANHAUS PAUL E VM 1
DANHOFF GREGORY J ENG1
DANIEL DONNIE LADD GRAD
DANIEL ELEANOR ANN GRAD
DANIEL PHILIP TERRIE GRAD
DANIEL WILLIE FRED GRAD
DANIELEWICZ E J JR GRAD
DANIELS BRUCE A FAA2
DANIELS ELLEN L BUS!
DANIELS LESLEY D LAS3
DANIELS LIDA KAYE GRAD
DANIELS MARK F LAS2
DANIELS MARLON C LAS2
DANIELS PATRICIA ELA PE 4
DANIELS WALTER L ENG2
DANIELSON CHARLES F FAA4
DANIELSON JAMES ENG4
DANIELSON RONALD LEE GRAD
DANIELSON STEVEN L ENG3
DANIS DANIELLE R LAS3
DANKERT SUSAN E LAS3
DANKO HENRY GRAD
DANLEY ANN LAS4
DANLEY BRIAN A ENG1
DANLEY PHILIP R F JR LAS1
DANN BARBARA J AGR2
DANN MICHAEL HARLEY GRAD
DANN SUSAN LAS2
DANNEHL CAROLE DEWAL ED 4
DANNELS DAVID ALLEN LAS4
DANNENBERG GARY A ENG4
DANNENBERGER JAMES M AGR1
DANNENFELDT DIANE S LAS4
DANNENFELDT JOHN C ENG2
DANNER FORREST D JR PE 2
DANNER GREGORY JAMES GRAD
DANNER MERRY A ED 3
DANS GERARD CHARLES GRAD
DANSEREAU ALFRED JR GRAD
DANTONI FRANCES MARY GRAD
DANZIGER LARRY H LAS3
DAOUST RAYMOND W JR GRAD
DAPKUS GERALD P ENG1
DAPSER WAYNE ROBERT LAS4
DARABARIS JOHN G LAS3
DARBY JOSEPH BUI LAS1
DARBY THOMAS PAUL GRAD
OARCY WARREN J GRAD
DAROEN EMMA P LAS3
DARE HENRY J AGR4
DARFLINGER JOSEPH J LAW1
DARIN A BRUCE BUS1
DARKEN WENDY K ED 4
DARLING JAMES S JR LAS4
DARLING JANINA K GRAD
DARLING SANDRA L GRAD
DARLINGTON JAMES D PE 3
DARMSTADTER LYNN E ED 3
DARNALL DENISE L AGR2
DARNELL DEBRA M LAS3
DARNER DAVID R LAS2
DARNER ROBERT G LAS3
DARR LANA ELAINE GRAD
DARRING GERALD E GRAD
DARROUGH NANCY S LAS4
DARROW CARROLL K GRAD
DARVEAUX SANDRA S LAS3
DAS DOLORES SAKRY GRAD
DAS PINAKI RANJAN GRAD
DASILVA LUIZ COSTA GRAD
DATES RICHARD JAMES GRAD
DATT6 SOMNATH GRAD
706 S MATHEWS U
1407 MAYFAIR C
3219 CAMERON C
515 BASH CT C
URH SCOTT 318 C
2 NEWPORT U
URH HOPKINS 365 C
URH GARNER 488 C
101 E JOHN C
907 W MAIN 1 U
411 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY C
409 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 318 C
708 S PROSPECT C
309 E CHALMERS C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 128 C
URH TOWNSEND 304 U
702 N RANDOLPH C
108 E WHITE C
902 W KIRBY C
1007 S 3RD C
1722 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 551 U
408 E STOUGHTGN 3 C
URH CARR 215 U
2104 ORCH ST 104 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH SNYDER 130 C
SHREVEPORT LA
2 16 E GREGORY 203 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 307 C
URH TRELEASE 829 U
408 E STOUGHTON C
1007 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 511 U
2025 D ORCH ST U
112 E JOHN C
34 E CHALMERS C
507 E CLARK 34 C
502 S BROADWAY U
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
904 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 122 U
212 E CHALMERS C
107 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 392 C
211 E DANIELS C
URH BUSEY 159 U
1005 S 6TH 25 C
902 S 2ND C
807 S LYNN C
1007 W OREGON U
907 W STOUGHTON U
604 E ARMORY C
ROCKFORD ILL
URH ALLEN 381 U
OGDEN ILL
1016 W UNION C
706 S MATHEWS U
1020 W HILL C
404 EDGEBROOK 106 C
504 W ILLINOIS U
1105 S 1ST C
58 E DANIEL 2 C
URH NOBLE 202 C
601 W GREEN U
URH BLAISDELL 8 U
URH NOBLE 109 C
707 S 6TH 408 C
1418 N MCKINLEY 2 C
2112 ORCH ST 304 U
1004 S 2ND C
505 W SPNGFLD C
907 S 4TH C
1202 W NEVADA U
RR 2 U
1820 A ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS 460 U
2202 ORCH ST 103 U
URH WARDALL 203 U
302 E ARMORY C
309 E HEALEY 14 C
URH CARR 314 U
URH CARR 314 U
GENEVA ILL
2116 ORCH ST 203 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
POTOMAC ILL
URH ALLEN 232 U
805 S CEDAR U
805 S CEDAR U
58 E DANIEL 1 C
URH SHERMAN 1361 C








































































RR 1 BOX 147
221 S ILLINOIS AV
221 S ILLINOIS AV
266 GREENBRIAR ST












204 S ELIZABETH ST
8129 S SACRAMENTO
1101 S 21ST






















8111 W 92ND PL






RR 1 BOX 13
520 N MARION ST
6712 N 2ND ST













707 S 6TH 408
14r8 N MCKINLEY






1820 A ORCH PL
2435 LINCOLN CT W
2202 ORCH ST 103
4912 W SHERWIN AV
1735 WILLOW LN










58 E DANIEL 1
3116 N 78TH AV



































































































OAUBARD CATHERINE A LAS2
DAUBARD JOHN D AGR2
DAUENHAUER DENNIS A ENG3
DAUFFENBACH MARY ANN GRAD
DAUFFENBACH R C JR GRAD
DAUGHERITY KERRY L LAS3
DAUGHERTY ELZA L GRAD
DAUGHERTY JAMES L ENG4
DAUGHERTY KAREN S LAS4
DAUK PHILIP CARL GRAD
DAUM DAVID LEE BUS3
DAUM LARRY ALLAN BUS4
DAUM PATRICK L ENG3
DAUM THOMAS D LAS2
DAUPHINAIS JAY P BUS4
*DAVE BAL KRISHNA GRAD
*DAVE GULAB SHANKER GRAD
DAVENPORT FRED T JR ENG4
DAVENPORT JANICE W GRAD
DAVENPORT KENT W BUS2
DAVENPORT LYNN A JR GRAD
DAVID BRIAN A LAW2
DAVID CAROLYN GRAD
DAVID DONALD C LAS3
DAVID JACOUELINE D LAS3
DAVID JEFFRY M LAS3
DAVIO JOYCE YARNELL GRAD
DAVID MARTIN E LAS3
DAVID MYRNA A LAS4
OAVIDIAN BAROW JAMES GRAD
DAVIDOFF SUSAN H FAA2
DAVIDSON ANDREW R GRAD
DAVIDSON DAVID G LAS1
DAVIDSON DENISE G LAS4
DAVIDSON JAMES B LAS4
DAVIDSON JANICE A LAS4
DAVIDSON JOHN ROBERT GRAD
DAVIDSON KAREN S COM4
DAVIDSON LAWRENCE I BUS4
DAVIDSON LESLIE B FAA6
DAVIDSON LINDSAY A FAA3
DAVIDSON MARK PETER GRAD
DAVIDSON PATRICK R VM 1
DAVIDSON ROBERT P ENG1
DAVIDSON SUE LAS3
DAVIDSON VICTOR L LAS2
DAVIDSON WILLIAM II GRAD
DAVIDSON WILLIAM T AGR4
DAVIES BALOGUN M E GRAD
DAVIES BRUCE GRAD
DAVIES CAROL A FAA3
DAVIES JAMES R II AGR2
DAVIES SANDRA L LAS2
DAVIES THOMAS E BUS4
DAVIES THOMAS H LAS2
DAVINROY ADRIANNE E LAS3
DAVIS ALAN F ENG4
DAVIS ALAN MARK GRAD
DAVIS ALICE F AGR3
DAVIS ANDREW FAA4
OAVIS ANN E LAS4
DAVIS ARTHUR L FAA2
DAVIS BARBARA A LAS2
DAVIS BEULAH W ED 4
DAVIS BRIDGET IONA GRAD
DAVIS BRUCE C LAS1
DAVIS BRUCE K FAA2
DAVIS CANDACE J LAS4
DAVIS CANDACE WITT LAS4
DAVIS CATHLEEN A BUS2
DAVIS CHARLES J BUS4
DAVIS CHRISTINE J LAS2
DAVIS CLAUDE RONALD ENG1
DAVIS CYNTHIA S ED 2
DAVIS CYNTHIA ZMRHAL GRAD
DAVIS DEBBIE D AGR2
DAVIS DEBRA K LAS1
DAVIS DENISE M FAA3
DAVIS DIANA P LAS3
DAVIS DONNA L FAA4
DAVIS DOROTHY E LAS1
OAVIS EOWARD W JR GRAD
DAVIS FRED A ENG4
DAVIS GARY GRAD
DAVIS GARY L GRAD
DAVIS GARY L BUS3
DAVIS GARY RAY BUS2
DAVIS HARRY G ENG4
DAVIS HOWARD J BUS2
DAVIS IRENE VASSOS GRAD
DAVIS JACOUELINE C LAS2
DAVIS JACOUELINE D ED 2
OAVIS JAMES A III GRAD
DAVIS JAMES F LAS2
OAVIS JAMES MICHAEL BUS4
DAVIS JAMES PRESTON GRAD
DAVIS JANET L LAS2
408 W ILLINOIS U
1109 S 4TH C
615 W HEALEY C
1006 S ANDERSON U
1006 S ANDERSON U
705 W SPNGFLD U
802 E MICHIGAN U
502 W SPNGFLD C
502 W SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 1149 C
SAVOY ILL
605 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 505 U
URH GARNER 290 C
208 W SPNGFLD C
1114 SPNGFLO U
512 W CALIFORNIA U
1012 W SPNGFLD 6 U
SAVOY ILL
410 E JOHN C
618 W HILL C
800 W CHURCH 2 C
1760 VALLEY RD C
1105 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMRS 809 C
211 E ARMORY C
CHARLESTON ILL
1105 S 1ST C
111 E CHALMERS 12 C
402 W OREGON 3 U
URH TRELEASE 812 U
1602 CAROLYN C
URH TOWNSEND 147 U
1206 CALIFORNIA U
1902 MELINDA C
801 W IOWA U
URH DANIELS 88 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
5 12 E STOUGHTON C
2022 D ORCH ST U
402 E ARMORY C
404 N GOODWIN U
2022 D ORCH U
URH OGLESBY 422 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 371 C
1711 VALLEY RD C
RR 2 U
1008 W CLARK U
908 S LOCUST 305 C
409 E CHALMERS 708 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH CLARK 340 C
911 S 4TH C
PARK RIDGE ILL
URH GARNER 338 C
615 W CHURCH U
10 WAYSIDE RD U
1221 GERTRUDE C
1206 W NEVADA I U
2103 HAZWD CT U
604 E ARMORY 206 C
1010 S 2ND C
1221 GERTRUDE C
TOLONO ILL
211 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 408 U
URH CLARK 215 C
2105 HAZWD 204 U
904 S 3RD C
909 S OAK C
URH TRELEASE 1209 U
URH TOWNSEND 542 U
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
118 HOLIDAY PARK 3 C
309 E JOHN C
904 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 261 U
MAHOMET ILL
307 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 232 C
ROUTE 4 C
1306 SILVER 3 U
207 E MAIN U
214 W JOHN C
1009 W PENN U
1710 RIDGELAND C
2110 ORCH ST 303 U
409 E CHALMERS C
RR 2 C
302 W LOCUST 11 U
ARCOLA ILL
1205 ORCH ST U
706 W OHIO U
914 W VINE C
2039 C HAZWD CT U












































































8ie W 47TH ST
6835 N KEELER









2845 W FARGO AV
1228 W PRATT
20 FOSTER DR




638 E GREGFORO RD
250-18 GASKELL RD
827 COLUMBUS ST
































ROUTE 1 BOX 116
1317 W GREENLEAF






















































































































*OAVIS JEFFREY A VM 4
DAVIS JEFFREY J BUS4
DAVIS JIMMY HENRY GRAD
DAVIS JOEL J LAS4
OAVIS JOHN BRYAN GRAD
DAVIS JOHN F LAS4
DAVIS JOHN G LAS2
OAVIS JOHN R LAS3
DAVIS JUDY E LAS2
DAVIS JUDY W AGR3
DAVIS KATHRYN A ENG2
DAVIS KENT S LAS1
DAVIS LARRY D FAA3
DAVIS LAUREL M LAS1
DAVIS LEROY GRAD
DAVIS LINDA J LAS3
DAVIS LINDA KAY GRAD
DAVIS LLOYD ERNEST GRAD
DAVIS LLOYD S LAS2
DAVIS MARGARET A LAS1
DAVIS MARGERY S AGR4
DAVIS MARILYN D ED 3
DAVIS MARILYN F BUS4
OAVIS MARTHA E GRAD
DAVIS MARY E L LAW1
DAVIS MICHAEL A AGR
1
DAVIS MICHAEL F BUS3
DAVIS NANCY E PE 1
DAVIS NANCY ELLEN LAS2
DAVIS NANCY J PE 1
DAVIS NANCY M LAS4
DAVIS PHILIP S ENG1
DAVIS PHILLIP HOWARD GRAD
DAVIS PHILLIP V LAS3
DAVIS PORTER HASKELL GRAD
DAVIS RANDALL D ENG2
DAVIS RANDY W ENG4
DAVIS RAYMOND S LAS4
DAVIS RHEA ELLEN FAA3
DAVIS RICHARD C GRAD
DAVIS RICHARD EARL FAA4
DAVIS RICHARD K COM3
DAVIS RICHARD L LAS1
DAVIS RICHARD MASON GRAD
DAVIS RICHARD W JR GRAD
DAVIS ROBERT C LAW3
DAVIS ROBERT F LAS4
DAVIS ROBERT MARTIN GRAD
DAVIS ROBERT W ENG4
DAVIS RONALD T BUS4
DAVIS RUSHTON ERIC GRAD
DAVIS SARA J LAS1
DAVIS STEPHEN OUANE ENG1
DAVIS SUSAN E AGR3
DAVIS THOMAS L LAS2
DAVIS THOMAS P LAS4
DAVIS THOMAS R AGR2
DAVIS TODD L ED 3
DAVIS WARREN E LAS3
DAVIS WAYNE A LAS2
DAVIS WILLIAM ARTHUR GRAD
DAVIS WILLIAM C JR LAW2
DAVIS WILLIAM M AGR1
OAVIS WILLIE JAMES LAS1
DAVISON CECIL WYMAN GRAD
DAVISON DAVID M GRAD
DAVISON JOHN L LAS3
DAVISON LINDA K LAS2
DAVISON MARILOU LAS4
DAVISON MARK LEONARD GRAD
DAVISON RICHARD LEE GRAD
DAVISSON GLENN R BUS4
DAVISSON JUDY OSTER GRAD
DAW MAUREEN B LAS1
DAWES DEANN OBORN GRAD
OAWKINS MICHAEL J ENG1
DAWN JULIA A LAS3
DAWSON BERNARR E JR ENG4
DAWSON CLYDE W LAS3
DAWSON JASMINE J LAW2
DAWSON JEFF C LAS3
DAWSON MICHEAL R BUS4
DAWSON PHILLIP BUS4
DAWSON SUSAN H COM4
DAWSON WILLIAM C LAS2
DAY CHARLES M ENG4
DAY CHERYL G PE 3
DAY DAVID ROBERT GRAO
DAY DIANE BUS1
DAY DONALD G LAS3
DAY DOUGLAS J LAS4
DAY EMMANUEL ENG2
DAY GEORGE M LAS4
DAY JOHN DOUGLAS GRAD
DAY LLOYD K ENG1
DAY MAHLON MICHAEL GRAD
DAY MICHAEL S BUS4
1002 E DELAWARE U
510 S NEW C
6C6 W OHIO U
708 W HIGH U
2103 HAZWD DR U
211 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 204 U
102 E CHALMERS C
1103 E KERR U
FITHIAN ILL
URH WARDALL 808 U
URH BABCOCK 204 U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 333 U
2003 A ORCH ST U
1006 S 3RD 23 C
URH SHERMAN 132 C
DANVILLE ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 304 U
2106 ORCH ST 202 U
810 S 3RD 4 C
1104 W NEVADA U
205 W ELM U
1201 E FLORIDA 21 U
58 E GREGORY C
1009 W MAIN U
1708 GEORGETOWN C
URH VANDOREN 21 C
URH SCOTT 419 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 324 C
2072 B ORCH ST U
103 E JOHN C
1003 W CLARK U
URH SCOTT 273 C
911 S 4TH C
406 E STOUGHTON 7 C
URH EVANS 319 U
FARMER CITY ILL
2105 HAZWD 204 U
URH BARTON 216 C
URH CARR 231 U
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
1201 E FLORIDA 21 U
URH OGLESBY 714 U
202 E JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
305 COUNTRY FR 73 C
URH SHERMAN 1057 C
1601 S ANDERSON U
URH SAUNDERS 118 U
1006 W CHURCH 1 C
108 E HEALEY 15 C
LINCOLN PK U
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH FORBES 210 C
108 W GREEN C
PAXTCN ILL
URH FORBES 102 C
2106 ORCH ST 202 U
203 W HESSEL C
58 E GREGORY C
URH GARNER 411 C
2315 BARBERRY C
URH DANIELS 735 U
711 W CHURCH 1 C
URH EVANS 340 U
219 S LOCUST C
307 S STATE 2 C
606 W OHIO U
103 S MAPLE U
103 S MAPLE U
1010 S 2ND C
DECATUR ILL
URH BARTON 220 C
1504 S GROVE U
300 GOODWIN 216 U
2104 W WHITE C
902 E HARDING 84 U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
MANSFIELD ILL
509 E STOUGHTON C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 108 C
52 1/2 E DANIEL C
907 W ILLINOIS U
505 W DELAWARE U
URH ALLEN 348 U
ROCKFORD ILL
1107 W GREEN 236 U
112 E DANIEL C
401 E JOHN C
304 N ROMINE U
URH SNYDER 250 C
7 13 W OREGON U






































































42e N VIEW ST
2003 A ORCH ST
915 S WAIOLA AV
BOX 108
POLAND RO
2056 OLD BRIAR RD
11423 CAMPBELL
2106 ORCH ST 202
9408 TRIPP
12851 N COLONY DR
842 HARRISON AV
1201 E FLORIDA 21














511 N JOHN ST
2105 HAZWD DR 204
519 S 4TH ST
531 N SEMINARY
BOX 495
1201 E FLORIDA 21
1828 YORK ST
321- EAST ST S
1223 KOEHN DR
11 S PLEASANT
6438 S KING DR
1601 S ANDERSON
1156 W MARIETTA ST
418 N WOOD
SANGAMON HEIGHTS
ANNA ST BOX 43
16015 DREXEL AV










711 W CHURCH 1
135 N ILLINOIS
7448 N SEELEY
















52 1/2 E DANIEL
2409 JOHN
505- W DELAWARE
539 W 57TH PL
1928 BOSCOBEL CT
1107 W GREEN 236








































































































DAY RAYMOND E II LAS4
DAY RICHARO J COM3
DAY ROGER A FAA2
DAY SHARON ALBERT GRAD
DAY TOM WYLES GRAD
DAYE DONALD MYRON GRAD
DAYTON KAY E LAS3
DAZEY DOYLE MARLON AGR1
DEADY MATTHEW W LAS1
DEAKIN EDWARD B III GRAD
DEAKIN GREGORY A AGR2
DEAN PAULA M LAS4
DEAN STACY L COM3
DEANE TERRY A ENG2
DEANY GAEL M LAS1
DEANY JEROME FRANCIS GRAD
DEARDORFF THOMAS C LAS2
DEARLOVE GEORGE E GRAD
DEASON DEBRA A AGR2
OEATLEY DEBRA D LAS1
DEBATES MARYJO LAS3
DEBOICE BENJAMIN R LAS4
DEBOICE MARY L ED 3
DEBORD ALAN B LAS4
DEBQUCK MICHAEL J ENG3
DEBRUIN JEROME E GRAD
DEBRUIN NANCY KNAACK GRAD
DEBRUYN RANDALL K GRAD
DECALUWE MARY C ED 2
DECANNIERE DAN A ENG1
DECARDY JOHN R ENG1
DECARLO VINCENT RALP GRAD
DECESARE MICHAEL J COM4
DECHENE GAIL S LAS2
DECHO JOANN M ED 3
DECK TERRY L LAW2
DECKER ERIC S BUS1
DECKER JOHN W BUS1
DECKER JUDY J LAS2
DECKER MARC C LAS3
DECKER STEVEN R LAS2
DECKINGA JOHN GRAD
DECLARK GARY K LAS2
DECOSTER CHARLES L COM4
DECOSTER LOREN R LAS2
DECOSTER STEPHEN M GRAD
DECYK ROXANNE J LAS3
DEDECKER BRIAN H LAS1
DEDECKER JAMES R PE 2
DEDECKER KATHLEEN A LAS2
DEDECKER MARK L AGR3
DEDONCKER DWIGHT R ENG4
DEE GAIL D LAS3
DEE SUSAN J AGR1
DEELEY SALLIE D AGR1
DEERING CAROLE M GRAD
DEES PATRICIA S LAS3
DEETER EMILY L LAS3
DEETS ALAN L AGR3
DEFFENBAUGH RODNEY E ENG4
DEFFLEY EDWARD W BUS3
DEFOREST JAMES R BUS1
DEFOREST THOMAS R FAA2
DEFOTIS CONSTANCE FAA3
DEFOTIS WILLIAM G FAA1
DEFRANK MICHAEL N LAS3
DEFREESE JAMES D GRAD
DEFRIES PAUL E LAS1
DEFRONZO MICHAEL ENG3
DEGENHARDT SUSAN M LAS1
DEGIOANNI JOSEPH J GRAD
DEGOOD MARTHA E LAS1
DEGRAFF MARC J LAS1
DEGREGORIO GARY L ENG1
DEGREIFF FRANK E GRAD
DEGUIRE DENISE M LAS4
DEGUIRE PETER J LAS2
DEHAAN LAUREL A LAS2
DEHAVEN ROBERT M FAA1
DEHERTOGH LYNNEL L PE 2
DEHMLOW NANCY JEAN FAA2
DEHR DIANA L ED 2
DEIFEL STEPHEN R BUS1
DEININGER MARK W LAS3
DEININGER MARTHA R LAS2
DEISINGER ROBERT D BUS2
DEISS DONALD DEAN AGR4
DEISTER BARRY L FAA1
DEITERS SUZANNE P BUS2
DEJESUS NELSON LYNN GRAD
DEJONG JOHN A LAW3
DEJONGE ROBERT R JR LAS4
DEKEYSER ROBERT J LAS3
DEKKER DIANE J FAA4
DEKNOCK JANICE E COM4
DELAET THOMAS E ENG1
DELAHUNT SUSAN BUS2
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
203 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C 337-5174
304 N ROMINE U
509 E SHURTS U 367-3299
CATLIN ILL
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
PAXTON ILL
URH WESTON 396 C
RR 2 U 367-6301
809 W PENN U 344-4069
1006 S 3RD 12 C 367-9936
1005 S WRIGHT C 352-0571
URH TOWNSEND 276 U 332-^103
URH GARNER 240 C 332-0732
205 N BUSEY U
105 W DELAWARE U 367-9422
111 E HEALEY C
907 S WRIGHT C 344-4974
URH TRELEASE 503 U 332-5529
1010 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 213 U 332-4058
URH SCOTT 306 C 332-1502
1202 W MAIN 3 U 356-8154
1002 S 3RD C
407 W WHITE 8 C 359-2804
407 W WHITE C 359-2807
704 W HIGH U 328-3841
URH GARNER 246 C 332-0738
URH GARNER 388 C 332-0835
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
CHARLESTON ILL
26 SALEM RD U 367-5076
412 E GREEN C 356-7901
URH TRELEASE 219 U 332-5454
1203 W MAIN 3 U 367-4827
URH OGLESBY 1116 U 332-5367
910 S 3RD C 337-5123
URH LAR 469 U 332-3051
URH OGLESBY 520 U 332-5191
907 S 4TH C 344-9694
715 W IOWA U
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
111 W CHARLES C 359-8364
URH OGLESBY 1121 U 332-5372
319 ROYAL CT C 359-4636
URH EVANS 324 U 332-2744
URH OGLESBY 116 U 332-5072
58 E JOHN 19 C
URH WARDALL 616 U 332-4419
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
505 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMRS 706 C
URH WARDALL 817 U 332-4469
URH TRELEASE 505 U
107 E CHALMERS C 344-7931
408 W CHURCH 3 C
1112 S 2ND 104 C 344-8108
URH GARNER 294 C 332-0771
1210 W CLARK U
URH WESTON 126 C 332-1903
202 E DANIEL C 352-5152
310 E JOHN C 344-1020
404 W ILLINOIS U 344-3807
URH WESTON 312 C 332-1989
604 E ARMORY 226 C 344-1266
601 S BUSEY U
1801 VALLEY RD C 359-5920
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
URH ALLEN 173 U
URH SHERMAN 267 C
URH WARDALL 921 U
910 S 3RD 727 C 337-5165
URH FORBES 320 C
2027 C HAZWD CT U
404 E HEALEY 2 C 352-9855
URH SCOTT 363 C 332-1543
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-1324
URH FORBES 100 C 332-0921
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 240 U 332-2726
715 W MICHIGAN U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
URH HOPKINS 263 C 332-1230
URH BUSEY 420 U 332-2630
URH CARR 112 U 332-3864
URH WESTON 352 C 332-2018
URH NOBLE 218 C 332-0394
EVERGREEN PARK ILL
OBERLIN OHIO
804 W HILL C 359-3C22
309 W SPNGFLD C
711 W GREEN U 367-4284
URH LUNDGREN 303 C 344-5311
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
URH FORBES 390 C
802 W OREGON 23 U






2012 S GEO HUFF
554 N MARKET ST




















2136 W ESTES AV
1108 PLAZA
2231 MANOR LN
1520 S 4TH ST
1211 W MARION RD
54 BROCKLEY DR
1559 PORTSMOUTH
















810 W GEORGE 1
245 BIPCH ST
228 S 6TH AV
403-1 N KOSTNER AV
408 W CHURCH 3
3150 N LAKE SHORE
RR 2
RR 1
117 W CENTER ST









30 E OAK ST 4W



























































































































*DELAMAR MELODY M GRAO
DELANEY BETTY K GRAO
DELANEY CAROL J LAS4
DELANEY COLLENE JAYN GRAD
DELANEY WILLIAM P GRAO
DELANOIS DIANE GRAD
DELANOIS RITA R GRAD
DELAP TIMOTHY K LAS3
DELATORRE MARIA GRAO
OELAURA RONALD E BUS3
DELAVEGA RAUL S LAS1
DELAVERIS STEVEN L LAS2
DELBECO CHARLES ERIC GRAD
DELBRIDGE SUSAN L PE 1
DELBUONO LORRAINE J FAA2
*DELEERS VINCENT J GRAD
DELFIACCO LINDA M LAS4
DELGADILLO ALEXANDER LAS2
DELGIUDICE CARMEN J COMA
DELGRECO ROBERT DAVI GRAD
DELHEIMER CAROL J LAS4
DELHEIMER DENNIS M FAA3
DELHEIMER PATRICK A AGR1
DELIA GABRIELLE M GRAD
DELL RONALD MARK GRAD
DELLAPENTA JAN C GRAD
DELLAS HERCULES A LAS3
DELLER RICHARD WILLI GRAD
DELMASTRO JOYCE A LAS3
DELOACH WILLIAM B F GRAD
DELOACHE JUDY S GRAD
DELONG DEBORAH L BUS2
*DELONG JOHN R GRAD
DELORENZO DANIEL J FAA2
DELPLAIN ROBERT C GRAD
DELUCA DON ENG3
DELVENTO CONNIE A LAS3
DEMARCO DIANE M ENG2
DEMARCO RICHARD W FAA1
*DEMAREST ROBERT E GRAD
DEMARIA MARY L LAS2
DEMARIS FRANMARIE F GRAD
DEMARIS RICHARD E LAS1
DEMARS ROBIN A LAS3
OEMAS THOMAS L BUS4
DEMENT HENRY ROBERT LAS4
OEMETRAKOPOULOS AMY GRAD
OEMETRAKOPOULOS T H GRAD
DEMETRULIAS GEORGIA LAS1
DEMIAN DAVID R AVI2
DEMIAN LARRY A FAA2
DEMICK RICHARD J ENG4
DEMING LEO DRAKE GRAD
DEMMIN JULIA LAKER GRAD
DEMOS STANLEY GEORGE GRAD
DEMOSS JON W LAW3
OEMPSEY CHARLOTTE E GRAD
DEMPSEY PAUL N LAS4
DEMPSEY WALTER E III LAS1
DEMPSTER JACOUELYN S LAS3
DEMUTH LEONARD M ED 4
DENAP FRANK A BUS3
DENARDIS MICHAEL W LAS2
DENARDO KAREN M LAS4
DENAULT BRUCE A LAS3
DENAULT JOHN LAS3
DENEEN FRANK GREGORY GRAD
DENEEN TERRENCE M LAS3
OENHARTOG GERALD A GRAD
DENHARTOG GERRIT L GRAD
DENIGHT JOSEPHINE A FAA2
DENINNO MARY A ED 3
DENIS CLYDE L LAS4
DENIS MARTIN KOPPEL GRAD
DENISON ALLEN B PE 2
DENISON DEBORAH JANE LAS1
DENK CHARLES A ENG3
DENNEAU DIANE L BUS1
DENNEY DAVID CONKLIN GRAD
*DENNHARDT W H JR GRAD
DENNIS ALBERT J LAS2
*DENNIS DONNA JEAN GRAD
DENNIS JON E LAS3
DENNIS KEITH A LAS3
DENNIS MARY L LAS4
DENNIS PATRICK D ENG4
DENNIS PATRICK L COM3
DENNIS SHARON ANN GRAD
DENNIS SUSAN E FAA2
DENNIS SUSAN L ED 4
DENNISTON ANN C LAS3
DENNY JACK W LAS3
*OENNY LORRYL WOODS LAS3
DENNY REBECCA E GRAD
DENNY RICHARD L AGR1
DENNY STEVEN K ENG4
DENORSCIA FREDERICK GRAD
304 HOLIDAY PARK C 352-5534
209 W HEALEY C 359-6243
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
103 S LINCOLN U 367-2528
209 W HEALEY C 359-6243
WESTVILLE ILL
WESTVILLE ILL
502 W ILLINOIS 4 U
2005 B ORCH ST U
204 W WASHINGTON U 344--3589
URH NOBLE 20 C 332-0358
URH CARR 430 U 332-3973
211 W OREGON U
URH LAR 277 U
309 JOHN C
SADORUS ILL
508 E CHALMERS C 344-7716
URH TOWNSEND 142 U
1106 S 3RD C 344-9442
URH SHERMAN 457 C
406 E STOUGHTON 12 C
2803 E CALIFORNIA U 344-2313
URH BABCOCK 128 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
703 W PARK 3 C 356-5419
URH SHERMAN 206 C 332-4641
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
30 JUNIPER C 352-7502
URH SAUNDERS 420 U 332-3693
1107 W GREEN 136 U 344-6325
907 W OREGON U 328-2759
1102 S LINCOLN U 328-3511
URH BLAISDELL 129 U
URH FORBES 244 C 332-0775
MAHOMET ILL
URH FLAGG 408 C 332^0324
URH BUSEY 335 U
URH SAUNDERS 329 U 332-3671
URH WESTON 107 C 332-1890
512 S MCKINLEY C 352-1C94
501 E SPNGFLD C
2 MAYFAIR CT C
705 PARK LN C 356-5043
1006 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 305 C 332-0296
702 W WASHINGTON U
401 1/2 W MICHIGAN U 344-5964
401 1/2 W MICHIGAN U 344-5964
URH SCOTT 492 C
URH TAFT 226 C 332-0629
URH TOWNSEND 407 U 332-4180
706 S 1ST 202 C 352-6095
403 E GREEN 1 C
509 W CALIFORNIA U
304 1/2 N COLER U 328-3700
1902 E VERMONT U 367-4336
901 MUMFORD U 328-2111
312 S COLER U 367-8850
URH SNYDER 156 C 332-1651
704 W STOUGHTON 2 U 328-2672
PAXTON ILL
604 E ARMORY 120 C
URH BARTON 117 C 332-0119
309 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 127 U 332-3744
URH SNYDER 214 C 332-1722
404 EDGEBROOK C
URH BABCOCK 6 U 332-0191
104 W OREGON U
250 DEWEY U 365-2649
812 W CHURCH 5 C 356-8409
207 E JOHN C 356-2945
1111 S 2ND C 344-6491
109 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1012 C 384-5974
URH GARNER 265 C 332-0749
ELGIN ILL
URH CLARK 234 C
1517 KIRBY 11 C 359-4073
1402 N MCKINLEY 5 C 359-8090
402 W OREGON U 367-2339
803 FAIRWAY C 359-7291
URH CGLESBY 1013 U 332-5335
402 W OREGON U 367-2339
605 W INDIANA U 344-7124
2812 CARRELTON C 356-9435
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
102 E DANIEL 4 C 352-9000
1106 LINCOLN U
PARIS ILL
5 SAFFER COURT U 344-8520
711 W ILLINOIS U
FISHER ILL
URH DANIELS 383 U 332-2518
205 E ARMORY C 344-7847
18 IVANHOE U 344W939





U OF I ANTH
204 OHIO AV
422 N STATE
2027 S 19TH AV
2005 B ORCH ST








8358 S BURLEY AV
281 BRADDOCK OR
1655 N MOBILE AV






2444 E B BROOK LN
30 JUNIPER















2623 W ARTHUR AV
2432 N NEVA AV
441 MITCHELL AV
401 1/2 W MICHIGAN
401 1/2 W MICHIGAN
213 KINDER ST
8319 S COLFAX AV
3415-172ND PL





536 N BATAVIA AV
945" S OAK ST
704 W STOUGHTON 2




431 S 5TH AV
INDIAN OAKS TR PK
1108 E MONROE ST
1108 E MONROE ST
18140 WENTWORTH AV
250 DEWEY

















550 W MAIN ST 134
200 HARRISON AV
63L E COURT









































































































DENOV ANGELA M LAS2
DENOVO ROBERT C LAS*
OENSLOW DAVID ALLEN ENG4
DENSLOW MARTHA F FAA2
OENSON EDWARD JOSEPH GRAD
DENST GREGORY A BUS2
DENTEN NANETTE E ED I
OENTON DIANE L COM3
DENTON MEDONA BONNER GRAD
DEOBLER ERIC BRUCE LAW3
DEOGUN JITENDER S GRAD
DEPARA DOMINGO E ENG4
DEPAUL FRANK JOSEPH GRAD
DEPEDER GEORGE D BUS4
*DEPEO MARC PIERRE S ENG4
DEPIETRO RUSSELL J FAA4
DEPINTO JACOUELINE M LAS4
DEPKE JANET M LAS2
DEPLONTY JANICE R LAS3
DEPONAI JOHN Mill GRAD
*DEPP STEVEN WADE GRAD
DEPPERT VIVIAN J FAA2
OEPROSPERIS LYNNE R COM3
DEPUTY DONN R PE 1
DERAVEDISIAN R A GRAD
DERBAK FRANK STEVEN GRAD
DEREX MICHAEL S LAS2
DEREZINSKI ROBERT T LAS1
DERITA DAVID J GRAD
DERK THOMAS LAS1
DEROO PETER D ENG4
DEROSE RALPH F BUS1
DERR BRENDA SUE GRAD
DERRIG DANIEL P ENG1
DERRIG MICHAEL K LAS1
DERRIG ROBERT G VM 1
DERUNTZ MICHAEL L LAS2
DES TROIS MAISONS P GRAD
DESCHAMPS ROBIN L LAS3
DESCHENE ALICIA H LAS3
DESCHENE JAMES LAS1
DESCHENE STEVEN R LAS3
DESHAZO PHILIP W AVI1
DESMOND WILLIAM H LAS1
DESOUSA STUART B LAS2
DESROSIERS DORIS R GRAD
DESSOUKY IBTESAM A R LAS3
DESTEFANO JAMES N COM3
DESTEFANO MICHAEL LAS2
OETELLA KATHERINE M LAS2
DETERDING MARY K GRAD
DETERS NANCY E LAS1
DETERS ROBERT L LAW1
DETHMER JOHN E FAA2
DETRAY JEFFREY D LAS3
DETRICH JEFFREY J BUS4
DETTMERING DIANE A ED 4
DEUTH JOHN ELWIN AGR1
DEUTSCH JOEL A LAW3
DEUTSCH PETER W GRAD
DEUTSCHER JANICE L LAS3
DEV AKANT GRAD
DEVACHT GLORIA L FAA3
DEVALL STEVEN C AGR3
DEVANE MARY K LAS1
DEVANEY JUDITH M BUS1
DEVANEY PATRICK W GRAD
DEVENS CHARLES J LAS2
DEVERELL DAVID A LAS4
DEVEREUX EDWARD J LAS1
DEVERMAN RONALD W ENG4
DEVICK DEBORAH A AGR1
*DEVIN FRED A JR BUS6
OEVIN LONNIE K FAA3
DEVIN PENNY F GRAD
DEVINE DANIEL JAMES LAS4
DEVINE JAMES EDWARD GRAD
DEVINE JAMES T FAA2
DEVINE PAUL JOSEPH J GRAD
DEVINEY MADELINE J FAA3
DEVITIS JOSEPH L GRAD
DEVON MARILYN C LAS2
DEVOOGO TIMOTHY JOHN GRAD
DEVORE CYNTHIA LYNNE LAS4
DEVORE ROGER K LAS3
DEVOUTON THOMAS G GRAD
DEVRIES DOUGLAS A AGR1
DEVRIES JAMES HENRY GRAD
DEVRIES JOHN GREY VM 3
DEVRIES LYLE H AGR
1
DEVRIES STEVEN R LAS2
DEVRIES SUSAN A AGR3
DEVUONO JOSEPH LAS3
OEVUONO PATRICK M LAS4
DEWAR HOWARD L LAS4
OEWEESE JOSEPH E ENG4
DEWEESE KURT RANDAL GRAD
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
121 W PARK U
403 N LYNN C
URH WARDALL 205 U
URH DANIELS 351 U
URH SCOTT 259 C
URH TRELEASE 820 U
703 NEVADA 5 U
806 SCOVILLE U
2001 A ORCH ST U
2053 D ORCH ST U
203 S WRIGHT 1 C
URH SHERMAN 354 C
1205 FLORIDA 32 U
2110 W WHITE 154 C
701 W ELM U
1204 S LINCOLN U
DANVILLE ILL
706 S 2ND 4 C
502 W MAIN 219 U
1513 KIRBY 4 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 823 U
705 W MAIN 3 U
URH DANIELS U
1201 W PARK U
911 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 104 C
URH TAFT 14 C
1011 1/2 N COLER U
URH FORBES 491 C
URH DANIELS 280 U
804 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 453 U
804 W OREGON U
606 W OHIO U
502 N MCKINLEY C
URH SAUNDERS 320 U
1104 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
1104 W SPNGFLD U
TOLONO ILL
URH ALLEN 17 U
URH FORBES 473 C
URH ALLEN 185 U
1106 MITCHEM OR U
306 E GREGORY C
58 E JOHN 24 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 505 C
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
1611 VALLEY RD C
2018 FLETCHER 3 U
URH GARNER 109 C
507 E CLARK 37 C
401 W ELM U
URH NOBLE 408 C
1401 SILVER U
1101 W STOUGHTON U
507 W ELM U
U OF I CERAMIC ENG U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 407 C
URH WARDALL 816 U
URH SCOTT 489 C
URH DANIELS 629 U
URH GARNER 309 C
URH ALLEN 363 U
URH FORBES 290 C
711 W CHURCH 10 C
URH LAR 438 U
316 CEDAR 1 C
URH HOPKINS 395 C
316 CEDAR 1 C
1403 E STOUT U
205 S 6TH C
RR 2 U
504 E GREEN 4 C
605 E CHALMERS C
300 S GOODWIN 416 U
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1834 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
1909 HARDING U
URH BLAISDELL 201 U
904 N WILLIS C
2704 JUDITH C
URH SCOTT 158 C
URH SNYDER 420 C
2704 JUDITH C
505 E CHALMERS C
404 E DANIEL C
1212 W CLARK U
2105 W WHITE 173 C
























































7725 S CRANOON AV








RR 5 BOX 55
NAWAN SHAHR
824 CHATHAM
1232 S BROPHY AV
14402 GREENLAND










705 W MAIN 3
500 S MEADOW
7902 KOSTNER
1231 E 166TH ST
412 W MAIN
5255 S MAYFIELD
1011 1/2 N COLER
253 STANLEY AV















3215 S WELLS ST
1144 CHIPPEWA CR
3823 W 212TH PL
10155 W TUSCOLA
304 S VAN DOREN
9545 S MILLARD
4101 ELLINGTON




9 WATCH HILL RD
DEPT OF PHYSICS
1810 LONG VAL RD






10710 S HAROING AV
RR 1





























































































































DEWEESE LINDA P AGR2
DEWERFF GARY ENG4
DEWEY WAYNE P ENG4
DEWHIRST MARLA S PE 3
DEWITT DIANE M LAS3
DEWITT JERALD RAY GRAD
DEWITT NANCY D GRAD
DEWITT PAMELA A AGR1
DEWITT ROGER M AGR4
OEWITT THOMAS W BUS2
DEWITTE MAARTEN J LAS3
DEWULF GERALD MICHAE BUS4
DEYOUNG MARGARET E GRAD
DEYOUNG NANCY C LASl
DEYOUNG WAYNE W VM 1
DEZORT TOMMY E BUS*
DEZWAAN JACK GRAD
DHALL SUDARSHAN K GRAD
DHAUTECOURT ALAIN H ENG4
DHINGRA ONKAR DEV GRAD
DHUSE MERRIE L AGR4
DHUSE RICHARD L VM 2
OIAL CYNTHIA E LAS1
DIAMENT FAYE H LAS4
DIAMOND DAVID L BUS2
DIAMOND HOWARD S LAS1
DIAMOND JEFFREY B BUS2
DIAMOND MARC S BUS2
DIAMOND MARTIN A GRAD
DIAMOND NANCY ALTMAN GRAD
DIAMOND PAULA S GRAD
DIAMOND ROBERT ED 4
DIAMOND RONALD M ENG2
DIANA THOMAS L LAS2
DIAZ GUILLERMO A GRAD
DIAZ-PETERSON G GRAD
DIAZ-PETERSON R GRAD
DIBB DAVID WALTER GRAD
DIBBERN LISA K LAS1
DIBELLO NANCY M LAS3
DIBENEDETTO GUY R GRAD
DIBIASE DENISE M PE 3
DIBLER HOLLY C FAA3
DICHRISTINA SAMUEL J GRAD
DICHTEL RITA C LAS1
DICK ELIZABETH J LAS1
DICK WARREN J LAS1
DICKENS CAROL J ED 1
DICKENS JUDITH R GRAD
DICKENSON MARY E LASl
DICKERMAN JOANNA GRAD
DICKERSON ANN E GRAD
DICKEY DONALD V LASl
DICKEY ELBERT CURTIS GRAD
DICKEY LAURA MEI LAS4
DICKEY LYNN E LAS4
DICKEY MARK R FAA2
DICKEY MICHAEL DENE GRAD
DICKEY PHILIP ALAN GRAD
DICKEY STEVEN L AGR4
DICKEY THOMAS L ENG1
DICKINSON BARBARA C LAS2
DICKINSON KRISTA L PE 2
DICKINSON RICHARD GRAD
DICKINSON RICHARD W AGR4
DICKINSON WILLIAM K FAA3
DICKMAN BETTY J FAA3
OICKMAN BRUCE S LAS3
DICKMAN DAVID M BUS3
DICKS ORVILLE W AGR4
DIDOMENICO JANET M LAS4
DIE BONAO GABRIEL GRAD
DIEBER WILLIAM ALLEN GRAD
DIEDRICH JOHN M AGR2
DIEiFENBACH MARK A AGR2
DIEHL ANNE L AGR3
OIEHL CATHERINE H ENG1
DIEHL MARY A LASl
DIEHL RITA J LAS4
OIEKELMANN GARY D ENG3
DIEMER GARY B ENG2
DIERBECK LEIGH J LAS3
DIERKER DONALD E AGR2
DIEROLF GARY M AGR4
DIERSTEIN JULIE J AGR3
DIESKOW LAUREL A LASl
DIESTELMEIER JOAN E ED 4
DIETFRICH DANIEL J GRAD
DIETERICH DAVID A GRAD
DIETRICH DEBRA J LAS2
DIETRICH SHARON D AGR4
DIETZ DEBORAH L FAA3
DIETZ DENNIS RAYMOND GRAD
DIFTZ JOHN D ENG3
DIETZ KATHRYN G ED 3
DIETZ KENNETH A FAA3
DIETZEN KEITH D LAS3
2105 W WHITE 173 C
URH SCOTT 338 C
208 E STOUGHTON C
51 POTOWATAMI U
302 E ARMORY C
19 SALEM RD U
19 SALEM U
1302 W GREEN C
1107 S 3RD C
1310 W COLUMBIA C
207 W PENN U
1004 W NEVADA U
LIBRARY 424 U
URH WARDALL 1217 U
801 W NEVADA U
58 E JOHN 19 C
URH SHERMAN 1357 C
1107 W GREEN 135 U
URH TOWNSEND 166 U
806 W GREEN U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
MAHOMET ILL
313 E JOHN C
107 1/2 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 420 U
URH OGLESBY 616 U
301 E ARMORY C
1934 D ORCH ST U
1603 S GROVE U
1934 D ORCH ST U
809 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 564 U
URH BLAISDELL 220 U
URH SHERMAN 1265 C
504 W MAIN 204 U
504 W MAIN 204 U
2108 ORCH ST 104 U
URH WARDALL 1122 U
506 W ELM 2 U
2 106 ORCH ST 103 U
URH LAR 271 U
910 S 3RD C
1102 BRIGHTON U
URH CLARK 339 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 489 C
URH VANDOREN 18 C
URH SHERMAN 864 C
URH EVANS 435 U
409 E CHALMERS 803 C
URH SHERMAN 201 C
URH ALLEN 494 U
PHILO ILL
108 E CALIFORNIA 4 U
7 07 S 6TH 401 C
411 E GREEN C
808 W INDIANA U
403 BRIAR LN 207 C
PHILO ILL
212 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 709 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1006 S 3RD 4 C
800 W CHURCH 3 C
1101 W PENN C
805 W OHIO U
731 S MATTIS C
1105 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 382 C
1006 S 3RD 21 C
COM W 350 U
303 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 241 C
58 E GREGORY C
108 E HEALEY 11 C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
URH BUSEY 237 U
807 W OREGON U
904 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 272 C
303 COUNTRY FR 62 C
209 E JOHN C
1001 W OREGON U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH WARDALL 911 U
409 E CHALMRS 1007 C
1006 N WILLIS C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 910 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 424 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 4 U
1302 S ELM C
410 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 328 U


















































































87 HOLLIS TERR N
15 NICHOLSON SO
ROUTE 2 BOX 28
RR 2
208 E MADISON





1934 D ORCH ST
1603 S GROVE
1934 D ORCH ST
6559 N KEDZIE AV
3 W RUTH ST
6336 W FLETCHER ST
CALZADA GUADALUPE
504 W MAIN 204
CATHOLIC UNIV
2108 ORCH ST 104
915 VERNE LN
506 W ELM 2
2106 ORCH ST 103
3304 W 84TH PL
708 MEDFORD DR
1102 BRIGHTON
11040 S CENTRAL PK







204 S HAMILTON ST
BOX 32
108 E CALIFORNIA 4
950 N CARRINGTON
211 W WILSON ST











1926 W PRATT AV
927 S 8TH




RR 2 BOX 202
119 S LEE ST
119 S LEE ST
440 S LAGRANGE RD
RR 1 BOX 60
145-35 MINERVA
218 E HENRY ST
1021 ROLLING PASS
BOX 54






1614 N 12TH ST
RR 2








































































































DIETZLER SALLY E LAS3
DIFFERDING JAMES C FAA4
DIFONZO KENNETH W BUS3
OIGANGI CLAUDIA A LAS2
OIGGLE REBECCA AGR4
DIGIACOMO CAROL A LAS3
OIGIOVINE ANTHONY J LAS4
DIIORIO ANTHONY GRAD
DIIORIO GINQ JOSEPH GRAO
OILG WALTER C JR LAS1
DILL JAMES R LAS4
DILLABAUGH SUSAN I AGR2
DILLARD DRAKE FAA3
DILLAVOU JOHN R BUS2
DILLE MARILYN S BUS2
DILLER REBECCA A AGR1
DILLER STEPHEN HUMM BUS3
OILLINER JOHN B AGR3
DILLINGHAM LARRY M FAA6
DILLION MELINDA LAS2
*DILLON JANET BRADLEY GRAD
*DILLON JOHN EDWIN GRAD
DILLON ROBERT D BUS1
DILLON ROBERT J ED 4
DILLON WILLIAM S JR LAW3
DILLOW CONNIE J FAA2
DILORENZO GLORIA A GRAD
DIM CLAUDIA E PE 2
DIMARZIO PHILIP L LAW2
DIMKE WILLIAM OAVID ENG4
DIMLER STEVFN R AGR3
*DIMMITT LOUIS A ENG4
DINATALE ACHILLE N LASl
DINEHART STEPHEN J ENG1
DINELLI MARK A ENG1
DINGER KARL E FAA3
DINGES JUDY L ED 3
DINGLE SUSAN M LAS3
DINKELMAN MICHAEL D AGR1
DINOVO BARBARA S FAA6
DINSMORE ELIZABETH A LAS2
DINSMORE REBECCA E PE 4
DIPAOLO RONALD F LAS2
DIPAZO AUGUST A ENG1
DIPERT DENISE K LAS3
DIPIETRO JOSEPH A AGR3
*DIRKS DOUGLAS LEON GRAD
DIRKS JOHN A LAW1
*DIRKSEN DENNIS D AGR4
DIRST VICTORIA A LAS3
DISABATO MICHAEL D LAS4
DISABATO NINA A LASl
DISABATO TED L LAS3
DISANTO WILLIAM J FAA1
DISPENSA GARY S BUS2
DISSELER MICHAEL A ENG3
DITOMMASO ANTHONY G BUS2
DITTIG SUSAN L LAS3
DITTMANN CHARLES W AGRA
DITTMER DAN D AGR1
DITTO GERALD R FAA4
DIVINCENZO VINCENT ENG4
DIVITO ANTHONY S ENG2
DIX KAREN T LAS2
DIX RONALD L BUS3
DIXON BOBBIE EARL ED 2
DIXON DONALD SCOTT GRAD
DIXON JAMES C ENG1
DIXON JANICE I LAS2
DIXON JEFFREY D PE i
DIXON JESSE THOMAS GRAD
DIXON JOHN W ENG1
DIXON QUEEN E LASl
DIXON REBECCA GILES GRAD
DIXON ROBERT L ENG2
DIXON SUSAN L ED 3
DIXON THERESA A LASl
DIXON WESLEY G PE 4
DIXON WILBUR D AVI2
DIXSON JAMES S I I AVI2
DIZIKES GEORGE J LAS4
DIZIKES JOAN J PE 1
DOAN DUC TICH ENG2
DOBBINS GREGORY LEE GRAD
DOBBINS TERRY A LAW2
DOBKIN JEFFRY R LAS2
DOBRANSKY RITA ANN GRAD
DOBRATZ GLENN E ENG3
DOBRINSKI THOMAS J BUS1
DOBRYMAN FRIEDA ED 4
DOBRZENIECKI MICHAEL PE 3
DOBSKI BRAD T LAS2
DOBSKI SCOTT W LAS3
DOBSON BRUCE A PE 2
OOBSON MARSHA S ED 1
DOBYNS MABEL FALBERG GRAD
DOCHTERMANN LESLIE E LASl
408 E HEALEY 4 C
713 ILLINOIS 4 U
2104 W WHITE C
CHICAGO ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
BARCELONA SP
509 E CLARK 12 C
708 W ELM U
708 W ELM U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
209 E ARMORY C
1102 S LINCOLN U
212 E CHALMERS C
3509 LAKESHORE C
503 E STOUGHTON 4 C
URH BLAISDELL 326 U
1009 W PENN U
801 W NEVADA U
RR 3 U
213 W ILLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN 115 C
1303 BRIARWOOD C
URH FORBES 343 C
URH HOPKINS 269 C
URH SHERMAN 451 C
URH EVANS 227 U
800 1/2 W WHITE C
904 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 1348 C
201 E GREEN C
1301 S BUSEY U
2101 HAZWD DR 202 U
URH HOPKINS 157 C
URH BARTON 103 C
URH TOWNSEND 2^0 U
310 E GREGORY C
1006 S 3RD C
308 S 4TH C
809 S 5TH C
105 N ELM C
URH ALLEN 213 U
603 E WHITE 1 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 491 C
503 E WHITE 3 C
URH OGLESBY 125 U
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
906 E HARDING 201 U
1211 W CHURCH 11 C
309 E HEALEY 6 C
410 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
410 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 345 C
912 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
604 E ARMORY 228 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1712 PAULA C
401 E DANIEL C
702 1/2 E UNIV U
282 PARKLAND TERR C
604 E ARMORY 217 C
URH ALLEN 336 U
207 N GREGORY U
URH BUSEY 249 U
804 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 424 C
URH HOPKINS 421 C
801 S WALNUT U
515 W UNIVERSITY U
URH OGLESBY 604 U
URH SCOTT 328 C
1404 W PARK C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 335 U
300 S GOODWIN 316 U
STA A BOX 2862 C
ODGEN ILL
1009 W PENN U
409 E CHALMRS 1408 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
702 W WASHINGTON U
609 W MAIN 32 U
URH OGLESBY 727 U
1109 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 379 U
310 E GREGORY C
EVANSTON ILL
604 E ARMORY 226 C
904 W GREEN 602 U
904 E GREEN U
1101 W PENN U
URH LAR 134 U
2016 G HUFF U






















































































115-8 S OAK PARK AV
405 CROSS ST




2532 N ROCKWOOD OR















2020 N MATTIS 203
906 MONROE DR
1211 W CHURCH 11




519 W 144TH ST






702 1/2 E UNIV
7434 KIRK DR
517 HILLSIDE AV














300 S GOODWIN 316






609 W MAIN 32
1136 CENTER CT
2323 WALTON AV
200 N BRIDGE ST
8355 BURNHAM AV
600 DEWEY
2950 E 81ST ST
RR 3 BOX 864
ROUTE 3 BOX 864
4130E PL RN PKWY N
1802 WINCHESTER
2016 GEORGE HUFF



































































































DOCHTERMANN LUANNE E LAS3
DOCZY EDWARD F 8US2
*DODD ROBERT W LAW1
DODDS JOANNE E FAA2
DODGE CAROLINE JANE GRAD
DODGE DANIEL R ENGl
DODGE NANCY RHOADES BUS3
DODGE RYLAND T III BUS 1
DODGSON DAVID S LAS2
DODSON DEBORAH JEAN GRAD
DODSON J MARION FAA1
DODSON SHAWN ENGl
DODSWORTH CLARK S JR LAS3
DOEMELT MARTHA JOAN GRAD
DOERDER FRANCIS PAUL GRAD
DOERGE GEORGE W FAA4
DOESCHER PAUL S AGR
1
DOGGETT RANDALL C FAA1
*DOHENY ROBERT C GRAD
DOHERTY MICHAEL J BUS1
DOHERTY NOREEN T BUS1
DOHMAN THOMAS P LAS3
DOHREN DAVID JOHN GRAD
DOHRN ROBERTA M ED 4
DOLAN CYNTHIA CHERRY GRAD
*DOLAN DEAN HUGH GRAD
DOLAN EILEEN P BUS2
DOLAN JOHN A LAS2
DOLAN JOHN P BUS1
DOLAN KATHRYN C LAS2
DOLAN THOMAS R LAS2
DOLAN WILLIAM H JR ENG4
DOLCE DEBORAH J AGR3
DOLD CHARLES NORMAN GRAD
*DOLD DIANE DOANE GRAD
DOLE KEVIN D FAA4
DOLE MICHAEL W AGR
DOLECEK MARIE E AGR
OOLEGOWSKI JOHN R LAS3
DOLEJS JEFFREY P BUS3
DOLEJS ROBERT A LAS3
DOLIN NANCY A LAS4
DOLIN STEWART LAS2
DOLINAJ GEORGE G AVI2
DOLL DOUGLAS C LAS2
DOLL STEVEN J VM 1
DOLL THOMAS R AGR1
DOLLAHAN JAMES BANDY GRAD
DOLLEIN JURGEN J GRAD
DOLLINGER DONNA M LAS1
DOLLINGER MARK J LAS4
OOLLINS PAUL WAYNE GRAD
*DOLSON ERNEST EUGENE GRAD
DOLSON WILLIAM R ENG2
DOLVEN TERESA J LAS1
DOMAGALA MONICA ED 2
DOMAGALA ROBERT F JR BUS2
DOMANICO DARYLE R ENG4
DOMBROWSKI JAMES H ENGl
DOMBROWSKI RONALD JR LAS3
DOMBROWSKI STEPHEN G FAA2
DOMINGUEZ JAMES M LAS1
DOMINIK DANIEL F ENG3
DOMINO DAVID A AVI6
DOMORADZKI JEANNE Y LAS4
*DOMOTO MARK PE 3
DOMOVIC RICHARD M GRAD
DON MARCIA LAS2
DONAHOE J FREDERICK ENGl
DONAHUE DANIEL M LAS2
DONAHUE FRANCES L AGR3
DONAHUE PATRIC M BUS4
DONALD RICARDO LAS3
DONALDSON CARLOS F LAS1
DONALDSON GEORGE III ENG4
DONAT PETER MITCHELL LAW1
DONAUBAUER KATHLEEN FAA1
DONCARLOS MICHAEL W LAS2
DONELSON CHARLES JOS BUS4
DONELSON KAREN R FAA1
DONEY BART J ENG3
DONG STEVEN H FAA1
DONGRE SHRIKRISHNA P GRAD
DONILE DONNA M LAS4
DONNELL CAROLYN L GRAD
DONNELL STEVEN L LAS2
DONNELLAN ANDREA S ED 1
DONNELLAN EDWARD J LAS1
DONNELLY PATRICK M GRAD
DONNELLY ROBERT E LAS3
DONNER JOHN D LAS3
DONOGHUE GEORGE III LAW3
DONOGHUE GERALD T LAS3
DONOHUE JAMES P LAS3
DONOVAN BRIAN S LAS1
DONOVAN ERIC B LAS4
DONOVAN FREDERICK W GRAD
607 W HEALEY 10 C
2103 HAZWD DR 104 U
741 S MATTIS C
URH BUSEY 203 U
1733 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 327 U
1511 HEDGE RD C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 235 U
406 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 192 U
URH BARTON 226 C
809 W INDIANA U
CHARLESTON ILL
1205 E FLORIDA 11 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH SNYDER 177 C
URH ALLEN 61 U
1002 HOLIDAY C
URH SNYDER 336 C
1010 S 2ND C
1109 W STOUGHTON U
502 FAIRLAWN U
1006 S 3RD 21 C
STA A BOX 2118 C
211 W OREGON U
313 E JOHN C
URH WESTON C
URH BARTON 324 C
412 E GREEN C
404 E WHITE C
505 S RANDOLPH C
URH EVANS 439 U
708 S BUSEY U
708 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD C
501 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 711 U
106 S GREGORY U
105 S LINCOLN U
302 W HEALEY C
107 1/2 E JOHN 304 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 374 C
705 W OREGON U
RR 4 C
807 S BUSEY U
102 E HEALEY C
605 W GREEN 6
805 W OHIO U
408 W HILL C
805 HARMON U
CHARLESTON ILL
1009 W MAIN. U
URH ALLEN 166 U
URH SAUNDERS 218 U
409 E CHALMRS 1603 C
URH TOWNSEND 254 U
URH SNYDER 409 C
URH CARR 423 U
1713 VALLEY RD C
205 S 6TH C
CHICAGO HTS ILL
310 N JAMES C
406 W OREGON 5 U
310 W COLUMBIA C
706 S RACE U
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
URH TAFT 305 C
URH HOPKINS 239 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
717 S MATTIS C
URH FORBES 392 C
1302 N ROMINE U
2042 D ORCH ST U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH VANDOREN 119 C
52 IVANHOE U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 299 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH BARTON 122 C
109 E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 307 C
URH SHERMAN 322 C
URH TOWNSEND 433 U
URH GARNER 438 C
901 S 2ND C
307 W CLARK 303 C
409 E CHALMRS 1113 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 1050 C
401 E DANIEL C
209 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 130 C
809 S BUSEY U














































































3319 N ALBANY AV
9557 S HOYNE AV
7531 COLES AV
325 LEGRANDE








6437 N WAYNE AV





4217 S HOME AV
717 S CATHERINE
3036 S CENTRAL PK
2107 E ST JAMES CT
6219 N RICHMOND
2333 LUNT
8839 S 55TH CT











3551 S HOYNE AV
10029 S CALIFORNIA
525 W FISK ST
6N 474 ANDRENE LN
6216 S ARTESIAN AV
6N4-74 ANDRENE LN
7722 S BENNETT AV
202 MARTIN LN
7100 N OVERHILL AV
2700 N HARDING AV
310 W COLUMBIA








402 S HIGH ST
1034 WOODLAND AV




20 1/2 S STATE
6348 S LAPORTE
HARIGANJ
9000 N KEATING AV
2218 LEON ST
RP 1
918 FOREST GLEN DR
918 FOREST GLEN
2004 CAPRI AV
1445 LK SHORE DR S
RR 6 BOX 3








































































































DONOVAN GORDON S ENG1
DONOVAN JANIS P COM4
DONOVAN MARGARET J GRAD
DONOVAN MARGO R AGR3
DONOVAN MICHAEL F VM 1
DONOVAN SUSAN J LAS1
DONOVAN WALTER E GRAD
DONSBACH MICHAEL A ENG2
*DONZELLA ESTHER M GRAD
DONZELLA MICHAEL A GRAD
DOODY DANIEL P LAS3
OOOLING JAMES T GRAD
DOOLING NANCY L LAS4
DOORN ANTHONY F AGR6
DOOSE DENNIS D LAS2
DOPKE KENNETH M LAS1
DOPPELT DEBRA L LAS2
DORAZIO JAMES J ENG1
DORENBOS APRIL L BUS3
OORF STEPHEN M LAS4
DORFMAN ALLEN A LAS4
OORFMAN DONALD M BUS3
DORGAN TIMOTHY M LAS2
DORN ALAN S LAS2
DORN STEVEN B LAS1
DORNAUS SARA J FAA4
*DORNER EDMUND T GRAD
*DORNER PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
DORNINK SHERRY A LAS3
DOROFF SUSAN D AGR
1
DOROGHAZI PAUL M LAS2
DOROGHAZI ROBERT M LAS3
DOROTHY ELLEN DAWSON LAS4
DOROTHY MORTON FREER GRAD
DOROTHY SARAH F AGR
DOROZYNSKY LEO G LAS4
DORRIS DAVID VERNON LAW2
DORSEY DANIEL W BUS2
DORSEY JAMES M LAS1
DORSEY PATRICK B PE 3
DORSEY ROSALIND E LAS3
DORTCH PHILIP D LAS1
DOSICK HELENE LAS3
DOSS OWEN M LAS2
DOTLICH DAVID L LAS4
DOTLICH SHERRY KAY GRAD
DOTREPPE JEAN-CLAUDE GRAD
DOTY GREGORY R LAS2
DOTY JERI L LAS1
DOTY JOHN G ENG1
DOTY KAREN F LAS3
DOTY LYNN M LAS3
*DOTY RICHARD A ENG4
DOTZ RANDI L LAS1
DOUBEK DENNIS LEE GRAO
DOUBEK RONALD A ENG2
DOUGAN DENISE D FAA1
DOUGHERTY KATHLEEN M AGR3
DOUGHERTY MARY M AGR1
DOUGHTY JOHN RICHARD GRAD
DOUGLAS ANGELINE F COM4
DOUGLAS BRADLEY R LAS1
OOUGLAS BRUCE R BUS3
DOUGLAS CHARLES N JR EO 5
DOUGLAS CHARLES R ENG4
DOUGLAS JANET JOANNE GRAD
DOUGLAS JOHN G GRAD
DOUGLAS MARY P LAS1
DOUGLAS WILLIAM M BUS2
DOVE LARRY ELDON GRAD
DOW CATHY A LAS2
DOW JAMES S AGR3
DOWO KAREN M LAS2
OOWD NANCY ELIZABETH GRAD
DOWDEN DOUGLAS C ENG3
DOWDLE TIMOTHY E ENG3
DOWELL DAVID HARRY ENG4
DOWELL DAVID RAY GRAD
DOWELL ELLEN S LAS1
DOWELL MICHAEL A FAA2
DOWELL THOMAS P L JR GRAD
DOWIAT JAMES B AVI3
DOWIAT JOHN F JR EO 5
DOWLAND JAMES H ENG2
OOWLING CHRISTINE M GRAD
DOWLING GLORIA V GRAD
OOWLING JOHN BERNARD GRAD
DOWLING KATHLEEN A PE 2
DOWLING NORMAN EDWIN GRAD
DOWNEN JAMES M BUS3
DOWNER DOREEN H AGR
DOWNES PATRICIA ANNE LAS3
DOWNEY ANN MARIE GRAD
DOWNEY CLARE M PE 1
DOWNEY JEFFERY M LAS1
DOWNEY JERRY C ED 1
DOWNEY KAREN P ED 1
604 E ARMORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 473 U
805 W OHIO U
510 E STOUGHTON C
1106 S LINCOLN U
306 N MATHEWS U
1301 S BUSEY U
3209 W WILLIAM C
3209 W WILLIAM C
1007 S 3RD C
1200 S VINE 23 U
URH GARNER 368 C
URH DANIELS 622 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 102 C
902 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 575 U
313 E JOHN C
1912 WEAVER U
1213 MAIN 4 U
1212 W CLARK U
URH SCOTT 441 C
URH TOWNSEND 473 U
URH BARTON 102 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SHERMAN 652 C
TOLONO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 430 U
409 E CHALMRS 1108 C
URH OGLESBY 427 U
URH OGLESBY 429 U
1102 W UNIVERSITY U
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
URH WARDALL 619 U
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH SHERMAN 1060 C
509 E CLARK C
URH WESTON 475 C
717 S ELM C
105 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 8 U
307 E HEALEY C
901 S 2ND C
1512 W GREEN C
URH DANIELS 348 U
URH SHERMAN 1049 C
920 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH LAR 196 U
URH TAFT 119 C
401 W ELM U
605 W MAIN U
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 431 U
606 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 406 C
URH EVANS 341 U
URH DELTA HSE 4 U
URH ALLEN 164 U
1503 HOLLYHILL C
404 EDGEBROOK 110 C
URH BABCOCK 311 U
311 E ARMORY C
709 S RACE U
110 E GREGORY 4 U
1015 W BRADLEY C
1015 W BRADLEY C
URH ALLEN 166 U
BOX 2153 STA A C
707 E CALIFORNIA U
1207 W NEVADA U
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 1126 U
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 150 U
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
203 EDGEBROOK C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 257 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH TOWNSEND 114 U
RANTOUL ILL
911 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
1115 W GREEN U
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 726 U
URH OANIELS 405 U
710 WESTERN U
URH LAR 393 U
110 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 105 C
URH LAR 487 U
URH WESTON 317 C
URH ALLEN 487 U








































































14202 S CLARK ST
10335 KENT ST
2918 W FARRAGUT
6419 N BELL AV
6625 N WHIPPLE
341 ARMY TRAIL RD
4652 W HOWARD
102 MAC ARTHUR





















4 RUE DE LHONNEUX
920 LINCOLNSHIRE
775 7TH ST BOX 128
924 CEDAR
765 S MORGAN ST
924 CEDAR AV
302 ORCHARD AV
4717 N NEW ENGLAND
606 W OHIO













BOX 2153 STA A
707 E CALIFORNIA
35^3 N NEW ENGLAND
RR 1







3205 N ILLINOIS 23
RR 1
207 N OWEN ST











210 S STRATFORD RD
605 S HUGHES RD




































































































DOWNEY PHILIP J LAS2
DOWNEY STEVEN G LAS2
DOWNEY TIMOTHY W AGR2
DOWNEY WILLIAM C BUS2
DOWNING DANIEL E LAS3
OOWNING DEBORAH L LAS2
DOWNING JOHN C ENG1
DOWNING ROBERT S ENG3
DOWNS ALAN J LAS1
DOWNS ALAN R BUS3
DOWNS ELIZABETH GAGE GRAD
DOXEY ALAN D FAA2
DOXY GREGORY R LAS1
DOY JOHN R LAS2
DOYLE DANIEL RICHARD ENG2
DOYLE DEBORAH FRY AGR2
DOYLE DOROTHY A LAS2
DOYLE DOROTHY J LAS3
DOYLE FRANK W LAS4
DOYLE JAMES FRANCIS BUS2
DOYLE JAMES J BUS1
DOYLE JOAN M LAS2
DOYLE JOHN J BUS1
DOYLE JOHN THOMAS GRAD
DOYLE LAWRENCE J AGR1
DOYLE MARGOT A LAS1
DOYLE MARY F LAS2
DOYLE MICHAEL PAUL GRAD
DOYLE NANCY HEAL GRAD
DOYLE TERRANCE A LAS4
DOYLE THOMAS E BUS4
DOZIER JACQUELINE T BUS3
DOZIER RONALD C LAW2
ORABANT DONALD J BUS3
DRABIK SUSAN J LAS1
DRACHMAN DAVID A LAS4
DRAEGE ANTHONY J AGR3
DRAGICH MARY S ED 2
DRAGO JOHN L ED 4
DRAGO JOSEPH P LAS4
DRAGO PATRICIA JOAN LAS2
DRAHNAK REGINA M LAS2
DRAHNAK TIMOTHY J LAS2
DRAINE PAULARIE LAS3
DRAKE ALLEN C ENG2
DRAKE CALEB JOSEPH LAS4
DRAKE DALE A LAS3
DRAKE DARYL A FAA1
DRAKE DAVID L COM4
DRAKE DOUGLAS A ENG4
DRAKE ELIZABETH A LAS1
DRAKE KARL E BUS3
DRAKE MARY B AGR1
DRAKE MARY E LAW1
DRAKE PRISCILLA KAY GRAD
DRAKE WILLIAM D ENG3
DRAP ALBERT JOSEPH J FAA4
DRAPER LAUREL A AGR1
ORAPP PHYLLIS H LAS3
DRASITES ROY RONALD GRAD
DRASLER GREGORY J FAA1
DRASLER JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
ORASLER WILLIAM J LAS4
DRASSLER STEPHEN J BUS4
DRAVIN STEPHEN M GRAD
DRAYTON JOHN ROBERT FAA4
DRAYTON SUSAN L AGR
1
DRAZNER FREDRICK H VM 4
DREFFEIN WILLIAM J PE 2
DREIFUSS SUSAN H ED 3
DRELL MELANIE K LAS1
DRELL STEVEN A LAS3
DRELL SUSAN W FAA3
DREMUK PATRICIA ANNE GRAD
DRESCHER DANIEL J BUS2
DRESHAR KAREN L BUS4
DRESSEL DAVID L FAA6
DRESSER CYNTHIA ANN GRAD
DRESSLER LAWRENCE T LAS4
DREVENY DONNA M LAS3
DREVENY ROBERT F JR LAS1
DREW CHRISTINE EAKLE LAS2
DREW DEBORAH A LAS2
DREW DEBRA J LAS1
DREW JANE CHRISTINE LAW2
DREW JOHN R LAS1
DREW RICHARD G ENG1
DREW ROBERT NOLAN GRAD
DREW TODD S LAS4
DREYER PAUL IAN GRAD
DREYER RICHARD F LAS3
DREYFUS IDA RUTH GRAD
DRIBIN BARBARA FAA1
DRIBIN DEBRAH SUE COM3
DRIBIN MICHELE R LAS3
DRIEMEYER DANIEL E ENG2
DRIES ALICE FAZEKAS GRAD
307 E HEALEY 2 C
URH HOPKINS 373 C
809 W PENN U
202 E OANIEL C
1010 S 2ND 204 C
URH BUSEY 205 U
URH SNYDER 3 50 C
URH NOBLE 111 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 376 C
815 W VINE C
401 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 213 C
URH SCOTT 370 C
DECATUR ILL
407 W GREEN 1 U
URH LAR 225 U
URH LUNDGREN 216 C
604 E ARMORY 343 C
407 W GREEN 1 U
URH FORBES 402 C
908 S 1ST C
604 E ARMORY 141 C
403 S COLER U
URH WESTON 296 C
URH SCOTT 488 C
URH SCOTT 318 C
409 E CHALMERS C
1918 HARDING U
205 E ARMORY C
809 W PENN U
313 E JOHN C
313 E JOHN C
1004 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 438 C
URH BABCOCK 420 U
URH BABCOCK 7 U
URH GARNER 369 C
706 W GREEN U
510 E STOUGHTON C
412 E GREEN C
801 W IOWA U
1007 S 3RD C
302 S 4TH 2 C
URH FORBES 494 C
707 W CLARK U
211 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 113 C
1211 W CLARK 32 U
1211 CLARK 32 U
802 W OREGON U
2510 ALTON C
URH ALLEN 168 U
CHARLESTON ILL
102 S GREGORY 2 U
DECATUR ILL
1103 W CHURCH 5 C
URH TRELEASE 430 U
58 E GREEN C
309 W WHITE C
813 MAIN U
510 E STOUGHTON C
510 E STOUGHTON C
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
807 W NEVADA U
502 E UNIVERSITY C
URH LAR 298 U
804 S CEDAR U
URH TOWNSEND 568 U
309 N BUSEY 8 U
910 S 3RD C
301 E ARMORY C
1207 W MAIN U
1108 KINCH U
209 E ARMORY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
104 HOLIDAY PARK C
507 W WHITE C
URH SNYDER 173 C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
URH BARTON 410 C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 4 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 318 U
703 W NEVADA 3 U
URH NOBLE 126 C
604 E ARMORY C
1010 E COLORADO U
906 1/2 W NEVADA 4 C
706 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 549 U
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
URH TRELEASE 1109 U
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
58 E JOHN 7 C
































































140 ST THOMAS LN
815 W VINE
407 N PRESIDENT 11
6947 S CARPENTER
117 W SOUTH
57 N COUNTRY CLUB
407 W GREEN 1
8158 S KILDARE
10719 S CENTRAL PK
308 ASPEN
407 W GREEN 1
12739 UNION
890 W CHICAGO ST
2380 WARWICK

















11413 S ST LOUIS
11413 S ST LOUIS
8313 S WABASH AV
505 E 2ND ST
219 N LEE ST
RR 3 BOX 233
RR 3 BOX 233
417 GILBERT TERR
417 GILBERT TERR
123 W ROYAL OR
2510 ALTON
219 N LEE ST
914 JACKSON
312 N OAK CREST
1134 S 20TH ST
225 S HOBSON ST
2149 CHERRY RD

















6843 W ARMITAGE AV
104 HOLIDAY PARK
507 W WHITE





















































































































DRIES ALLEN GUSTAV GRAD
DRIES BEVERLY L AGR2
DRINAN MARK A BUS3
DRINAN RONALD J LAW1
DRINKA DENNIS E BUS3
DRINKWATER DENISE A LAS3
DRINKWATER JOHN H JR FAA2
DRINNIN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
ORISCOLL DENNIS M BUS2
ORISCOLL JAMES R GRAD
ORISCOLL STEPHEN J BUS2
ORITZ STEVEN B LAS2
DRIVER GWEN D LAS1
DROLEN DEBORAH K LAS2
DROLET RICHARD P LAS2
DRONE FRED J LAS4
OROPKO DANIEL G FAA4
DROTNING WILLIAM D GRAD
DROY CYNTHIA A LAS2
DROZD MYROSLAWA LAS4
DROZD TARAS P LAS1
DRUCKER JANICE A LAS2
*DRUDE KENNETH PAUL GRAD
DRUDING JAMES T BUS3
DRUKER PENNY LYNN GRAD
DRUMMER MIRO MICHAEL GRAD
DRUMMET CAROL A LAS2
DRUMMING SAUNDRA T GRAD
DRUMMINGS HARRIET ED 4
DRUMMONO NANCY G GRAD
DRUMMOND PETER C LAW2
DRURY JONATHAN D GRAD
DRUZ DAVID S ENG1
DRYDEN PAUL CRAIG GRAD
DRYSDALE DENISE E LAS2
DRYSDALE WILLIAM H GRAD
DUBACH MARY A LAS3
DUBACK DAVID W ENG2
DUBAS LAWRENCE F LAS2
DUBBS JOHN W III BUS3
DUBEY DENNIS R LAS4
DUBIN BARBARA H GRAD
DUBLINSKI PAULA R FAA1
OUBLON FELICE J LAS1
DUBNER BERYLE LAS3
DUBOSE CHARLES R BUS4
DUBOSE JANE A LAS2
DUBREE THOMAS E ENG4
DUBRICK ANTHONY J LAS3
DUBRISH ROBERT E LAS2
DUBROFF RICHARD E GRAD
DUBSON GEOFFREY N LAS3
DUCASSE EDGAR GEORGE GRAD
DUCETT DONALD D COM3
DUCEY CHARLES PATOUT LAS3
DUCEY ROCH A FAA4
DUCHAMP THOMAS E GRAD
DUCHAN JUDITH FELSON GRAD
DUCHENE JOSEPH BUS3
DUCHON JANE K LAS1
DUCK KATHLEEN CLARE GRAD
DUCKWORTH WILLIAM E GRAD
DUCOFF BARBARA E LAS3
DUDA JONELL ANNE GRAD
DUDAS KAREN MARIE GRAD
DUDASH MICHAEL J ENG4
DUDDY GAIL L LAS2
DUDEK EDWARD J LAS1
DUDEK MICHAEL ENG3
DUDOVITZ DENISE R FAA3
DUECK ABRAM RONALD GRAD
DUENOW LARRY A LAS4
DUER MARGARET L M GRAD
DUERKOOP GARY CARL LAW1
DUEZ DAVID J LAW2
DUFELMEIER JAMES L PE 4
DUFFIN JOHN T LAS2
DUFFY BARBARA MILLER GRAD
DUFFY EILEEN L LAS4
DUFFY GERARD JOSEPH GRAD
DUFFY JOHN R LAW2
DUFFY KATHLEEN V LAS3
DUFFY THOMAS J BUS3
DUGAN MARY B PE 1
DUGAN ROBERT C LAS2
DUGDALE SHARON S GRAD
DUGGAN DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
DUGGAN PATRICK E ED 4
DUGGAN TIMOTHY E LAS2
DUGINGER MARILYN M FAA2
DUGINGFR ROBERT E BUS1
DUHAMEL GRAHAM G LAS2
DUITSMAN MARK W FAA4
DUITSMAN VAUGHN J ENG4
DUJMOVICH CHERYL A LAS2
DUKE CAROL A LAS2
DUKE CECIL WILLIAM LAW3
1715 VALLEY RD C
1715 VALLEY RO C
URH BABCOCK 231 U
RANTOUL ILL
501 E DANIEL C
709 S RACE 2 U
URH ALLEN 275 U
908 N RANDOLPH C
604 E ARMORY C
922 W CHARLES C
URH OGLESBY 529 U
105 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 324 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 263 C
URH ALLEN 296 U
300 S GOOOWIN 103 U
901 E COLORADO 69 U
1006 S 3RD C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 161 C
409 E CHALMRS 1005 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 11 C
713 W OHIO U
1010 S 2ND 313 C
902 E HARDING 88 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 321 C
URH WARDALL 414 U
URH TRELEASE 914 U
910 S 3RD C
24 DUNELLEN U
URH TOWNSEND 305 U
2103 HAZWD DR 203 U
RANTOUL ILL
2105 WHITE 172 C
309 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 406 U
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
1009 W PENN U
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
CARBONDALE ILL
URH SCOTT 388 C
URH WARDALL 920 U
910 S 3RD C
COLORADO 21 U
URH LAR 395 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 6 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SHERMAN 1248 C
URH HOPKINS 157 C
URH DANIELS 115 U
URH GARNER 428 C
2055 A ORCH ST U
1212 W CLARK U
104 N MCCULLOUGH U
502 W MAIN 312 U
902 HARDING U
URH SAUNDERS 222 U
URH CLARK 326 C
RALEIGH N C
1516 W CHARLES C
URH DANIELS 330 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 3 U
107 CALIFORNIA 9 U
URH SAUNDERS 411 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 806 U
311 E SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 736 U
301 E BRADLEY 21 C
805 W NEVADA U
207 COUNTRY FR 36 C
2113 W WHITE C
1010 W SPNGFLD C
URH BABCOCK 418 U
1504 BRIARCLIFF U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1104 S 4TH C
615 W HEALEY 9 C
605 S 1ST C
2217 S 1ST C
URH LAR 101 U
410 E JOHN C
603 E CALIFORNIA U
URH SHERMAN 128 C
604 E ARMORY 325 C
1005 W OREGON U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1101 M PENN U
URH CARR 12 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
MANSFIELD ILL
URH LAR 393 U
URH ALLEN 313 U









































































205 S MARTIN AV
828 S GRANT ST
828 S GRANT ST
908 N RANDOLPH
2855 W 102ND PL
4401 W 54TH ST
1112 W 102ND ST
2956 BRYN MAWR





901 E COLORADO 69
RR 1
727 N HOYNE AV
727 N HOYNE
6043 N WHIPPLE
































2055 A ORCH ST
1212 N CLARK
1010 S WOLF RD
502 W MAIN 312







1600 S MILL ST
1051 S STEWART AV
3753 S HONORE
4 N 250 AVARD
4024 W GROVE
267 PEARL ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 240
BOX 187




















111 S WILSHIRE LN



































































































DUKE LINDA ANN FAA4
DUKE SIDNEY WALTER FAA3
DUKER GREGORY JAMES BUS*
DUKES HAROLD G AGR2
DUKES KATHLEEN P AGR3
DUKES ROBERT R BUS2
DULLEA JOHN F JR ENG2
DULSKI ROY J BUS3
DULYAPACH PUNGPIS GRAO
OUMICH DONALD N ENG4
DUMICH PETER S LAS2
DUNAHEE DARRELL D ENG1
DUNBAR BARBARA W AGR4
DUNBAR BONNIE JEANNE GRAD
DUNBAR ERIC F AGR3
DUNCAN BRUCE C BUS3
DUNCAN CHARLES GRAD
DUNCAN CONSTANCE C GRAD
DUNCAN DANNY G LAS4
DUNCAN EDWARD R JR LAW3
DUNCAN JOHN 8 GRAD
DUNCAN SYLVIA GRAD
DUNCAN WILLIAM B LAS1
DUNEM LIONEL L ENG1
DUNGY KAYE C LAS1
DUNHAM RANDALL BOYER GRAD
DUNIVENT AMY A LAS2
DUNIVENT STEPHEN G LAS1
DUNIVER HELMA V LAS1
DUNKELBERGER JOHN II GRAD
DUNKER AMALIE P FAA3
OUNKER ROBERT E AGRA
DUNKLIN NATHANIEL ENG1
DUNLAP MYRTLE ED 3
DUNLAP RAYMOND N FAA4
DUNLAP ROBIN A LAS4
DUNLAP SAMUEL G JR ENG2
DUNLOP BURTON OAVID GRAD
DUNLOP WAYNE EDWARD GRAD
DUNN CAROL A ED 1
DUNN CHARLES R LAS1
DUNN DANIEL B LAS3
DUNN FANNIE R LAS1
DUNN GAYE L LAS3
DUNN JOHN A FAA1
DUNN JOHN RICHARD GRAD
DUNN LINDA ROSENMAN GRAD
DUNN MARK S LAS2
DUNN PAMELA H ED 4
DUNN SYLVIA V LAS2
DUNN TERRENCE R GRAD
DUNN TERRY L LAS3
DUNN WILLIAM ELLIS GRAD
DUNNE EILEEN A LAS2
DUNNE KATHLEEN T LAS4
DUNNING DAVID M GRAD
DUNNING MICHAEL F BUS2
DUNPHY CLYDE E VM 2
DUNSETH MAX ALLEN ED 4
DUNSETH SUSAN HUDSON BUS3
DUNSMOOR DOUGLAS D LAW2
DUNSTER SHELBY L LAS1
DUNTEMAN DARRELL L AGR1
DUNWOODY JOHN E GRAD
DUPONT JOHN R BUS4
DUPRE STEVEN C LAS2
DUPREE LESLIE M LAS1
DUPUIS BARBARA L GRAD
OUPUIS LAWRENCE R GRAD
DUPUIS MARK H LAS1
DUPUIS RUSSELL DEAN GRAD
DUPUIS WILLIAM T LAS4
DURAN PAMELA RAE BUS4
DURAND LEROY GRAD
DURBIN MICHAEL R AVI1
DURCKEL ANN E LAS1
DURFEY DALE LAWRENCE ENG4
DURHAM GAYLE L LAS2
DURHAM LEONARD D FAA3
DURING RODNEY D AGR4
DURKEE DEONNA R LAS3
DURKEE JAMES C ENG1
DURKEE MARY C LAS3
DURKIN CHARLES T FAA1
DURKIN MARK W ENGl
DURKIN MICHAEL KEVIN LAS1
DURKIN PAUL B JR FAA4
DURKIN THOMAS M ENGl
DURKIN THOMAS M LAS3
DURKIN WILLIAM F BUS1
DURMENT SUZANNE LAS2
OURRENBERGER ROBERT ENGl
DURRER WILLIAM G GRAD
DURSO LAWRENCE A LAS2
DURWARD BRUCE S ENG4
OURWARD JOHN M AGR2
DURYEA JOHN SHERMAN BUS4
61 E JOHN C
61 E JOHN C
1108 S 1ST C
1008 W NFVADA U
1106 W ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 367 C
URH TOWNSEND 451 U
502 W MAIN 213 U
URH DANIELS 367 U
URH BABCOCK 116 U
URH SNYDER 420 C
URH WESTON 416 C
609 W WHITE 4 C
URH WARDALL 714 U
MAHOMET ILL
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
154 PADDOCK E C
506 E SPNGFLD 7 C
1005 LOCUST C
201 S WRIGHT 10 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH SHERMAN 1150 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
URH LUNDGREN 15 C
404 E ELM U
URH BLAISDELL 110 U
URH HOPKINS 388 C
URH LUNDGREN 210 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 7 U
SAFFER CT 5 U
RR 4 U
URH CARR 415 U
211 W SPNGFLD 202 C
URH FORBES 494 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
612 W HEALEY C
2510 E WASHINGTON U
103 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 406 U
904 W GREEN 40 U
EVANSTON ILL
URH LAR 460 U
1404 ADAMS U
URH HOPKINS 338 C
505 E WHITE 12 C
1107 W GREEN 127 U
604 E ARMORY 404 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 622 U
1107 W GREEN 127 U
1419 HOLLY HILL C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SAUNDERS 417 U
URH VANDOREN 327 C
803 W WASHINGTON C
310 E DANIEL C
WILSON TRLR PK 47 U
805 S LINCOLN 8 U
805 S LINCOLN U
312 E WHITE C
URH LUNDGREN 113 C
TOLONO ILL
815 N MCKINLEY 30 C
211 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 189 U
STA A BOX 2832 C
58 E JOHN 14 C
URH TOWNSEND 252 U
BOX 2832 STA A C
URH OGLESBY 302 U
101 E ARMORY C
OECATUR ILL
URH NOBLE 215 C
URH TRELEASE 204 U
706 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 411 U
401 S LINCOLN U
714 W CALIFORNIA U
802 W OREGON 35 U
URH ALLEN 493 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 59 U
URH NOBLE 310 C
URH HOPKINS 219 C
606 S STATE C
URH TAFT 420 C
URH GARNER 296 C
URH NOBLE 21 C
1102 S 2ND C
1009 W MAIN 31 U
806 W OHIO U
118 S RACE U
2812 CARRELTON C
URH OGLESBY 1212 U







































































522 W HICKORY ST
472 PINE CT
502 W MAIN 213
PRAHOLYOTIN RD








506 E SPNGFLD 7
7332 S UNION
501 N PRAIRIE









10T W CALIFORNIA 7



















1107 W GREEN 127
1620 HEDGE RD
304 HOLIDAY PARK
1016 N ILLINOIS AV







RR 1 BOX 83




STA A BOX 2832
352 FARWELL TERR
1 S 465 LEWIS AV
RR 2 BOX 108




940 S MICHIGAN AV








3349 W 85TH ST
3027 NOTTINGHAM













































































































DUS MARTHA MAHLER GRAD
OUSEK ROSANNE M LAS2
DUTCH WILLIAM ALLEN LAS3
OUTKO WALTER R BUS2
OUTTON KENNETH E AVI2
OUTTON TERENCE G LAW1
DUVAL PATRICIA A AGR1
DUVICK SARAH E AGR1
DVORAK RONALD ARNEST GRAD
DVORAK SUSAN K LAS1
DVORAK WAYNE DEAN GRAD
DWIGGINS MARK E ENG1
DWYER JAMES W LAS3
DWYER LAWRENCE HENRY GRAD
DWYER PATRICE E LAS2
DWYER SHAUN P BUS4
DWYER WALTER JOSEPH GRAD
DWYER WILLIAM T JR LAW3
DWYER WILSON GRAD
DY FRANCISCO J III GRAD
DYAL JAMES ALAN GRAD
DYAR JANICE M FAA4
DYCK BRIAN G LAS1
DYCK DAVID K LAS1
DYCK RODNEY I J ENG4
DYCZKOWSKI STANLEY GRAD
DYE BARBARA ANN GRAD
DYE BRUCE K LAS1
DYE RODNEY B AGR
1
DYEN DORIS JANE GRAD
DYER CLIFFORD L PE 3
DYER DAVID CUSTER GRAD
DYER LEROY WILLIAM GRAD
DYER LYNOELL E BUS4
DYER MARK A LAS1
DYKES SARA B LAS3
DYKINS MICHELE D LAS3
DYKSTRA CLIFFORD E LAS3
DYKSTRA GREGORY LEE GRAD
DYKSTRA JOAN T ED 3
DYKSTRA LARRY R ENG4
DYKSTRA ROGER E GRAD
DYKYJ LEON W FAA2
DYMIT ALICE M FAA1
DYMIT JOSEPH M FAA2
DYREK EDWARD L BUS2
DYSERT ALAN R COM3
DYSERT TERRY GENE ENG4
DYSON BEVERLY S LAS1
DYSON MARGARET C GRAD
DZIFDZIC JOYCE E LAS3
DZIELAK GEORGE S LAW3
DZIELAK SUSAN K FAA1
DZIERZAK ELAINE A LAS1
DZIEWIONTKOSKI CATHY AGR2
DZURAK JOHN F JR GRAD
EAGAN CHERYL J LAS4
EAGAN ROBERT J VM 1
EAKIN GARRET MICHAEL GRAD
EALY THOMAS J BUS3
EARL BARBARA B LAS3
EARL RONALD K BUS3
EARL WILLIAM F LAS2
EARLE WILLIAM R ED 4
EARLEY BRYAN P AGR
EARLEY KENNETH D AGR1
EARLEY WALTER L ENG1
EARLEYWINE RACHEL A LAS1
EARLS JOHN CHARLES GRAD
EARLY MICHAEL B LAS3
EARNEST DAVID W COM3
EARNEST KEITH IRVIN GRAD
EARP LAWRENCE M FAA2
EASH MERLINE R ED 2
EASLEY SYRAL W FAA3
EASON KAREN L LAS3
EAST PATRICIA J AGR2
EASTBURN ROBERT P GRAD
EASTMAN CURTIS LEROY BUS3
EASTMAN ROBERT P ENG3
EASTON CARL LEROY ENG4
EASTON DIANA L LAS1
EASTON FREDDIE LEE GRAD
EASTON KURT L LAS1
EATON DENNIS HAMMOND GRAD
EATON JAMES E GRAD
EATON NANCY UDELL LAS4
EATON WARREN OTA GRAD
EAVES RONNIE BUS1
EBB ROGER W ENG1
EBBING STEVEN J ENG2
EBEID FRED JOSEPH GRAD
EBELING FREDERICK A GRAD
EBENS SHARON K LAS4
EBERHARD DENNIS J GRAD
EBERHARDT ARTHUR CUR GRAD
EBERHARDT NANCY M ED 2
1004 HARMON U
URH ALLEN 337 U
405 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 345 C
1105 S 4TH C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SCOTT 321 C
URH LAR 434 U
2102 W WHITE 90 C
URH TRELEASE 905 U
1102 E PENN U
URH WESTON 275 C
912 S 2ND C
502 W COLUMBIA C
CHICAGO ILL
410 S BUSEY U
OLD BETHPAGE N Y
URH CARR 316 U
48 MAPLEWOOD U
URH DANIELS U
506 W ELM U
URH GARNER 436 C
URH NOBLE 419 C
904 W GREEN U
1205 E FLORIDA 34 U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 23 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
608 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1028 U
URH DANIELS U
2113 HAZWD 201 U
1107 S 3RD 304 C
301 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 213 U
210 S GROVE U
309 W SPNGFLD 2 C
2021 D ORCH ST U
2021 ORCH ST U
1818 VALLEY RD C
309 W SPNGFLD 2 C
211 E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 3 C
URH GARNFR 128 C
URH TAFT 411 C
1101 W PENN U
210 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 260 U
1004 S WESTERN C
907 S 2ND C
1830 VALLEY RD C
URH BLAISDELL 413 U
URH SCOTT 332 C
611 S STATE 1 C
508 S JOHNSON U
1109 S 3RD 301 C
410 E JOHN C
614 W SPNGFLD C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SCOTT 400 C
501 E DANIEL C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
RR 4 C
URH BABCOCK 224 U
URH OGLESBY 311 U
URH BABCOCK 117 U
URH EVANS 317 U
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
1007 S 3RD C
NEWTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 211 U
2801 CURTISS RD C
1109 W HILL U
421 E GREEN C
508 E ARMORY C
9 SALEM U
205 S LYNN U
604 E ARMORY 331 C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
911 S LOCUST C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
2017 PHILO RD 17 U
8 16 OAKLAND 1C7 U
205 E CALIFORNIA U
909 S 5TH 763 C
URH ALLEN 483 U
904 W GREEN U
911 S 4TH C
707 S GREGORY PL U
1601 N KILER 5 C
1713 VALLEY RD C
2614 E MAIN U
1012 HARVARD C




































































8629 W 45TH ST
554 ST CHARLES RD
3503 OWL DR












1948 W 101ST PL
PHILAMLIFE
156 GLENWOOD AV














107 N 32ND ST





5425 W OTTO PL
1436 N CENTRAL PK
4N024 DUPAGE AV
4N024 DUPAGE AV























RR 1 BOX 23A
320 S LEWIS
502 S VAN BUREN
RR 2 LAKELAND ADD





907 N FELL AV
1072 TIMBERLAKE DR
501 EMERALD DR
501 S EMERALD DR
911 S LOCUST
501 S EMERALD DR















































































































EBERLE WILLIAM M GRAD
EBERLINE CHARLES N GRAD
EBERS DEBORAH L LAS2
EBERS LARRY GENE AGR3
EBERSOL LARRY C ENG1
EBERSOLE GARY L ENG4
EBERSPACHER DAVID Y LAS1
EBERSPACHER E C III LAW1
EBERT GARY LEWIS AGRl
EBERT JAMES A LAS3
EBERT JOHN E GRAD
EBERT MICHAEL R LAS2
EBREY JOHN A VM 4
ECKART GEORGE W LAS2
ECKE GARY J ENG4
ECKEL ALLAN D GRAD
ECKENSTEIN RAYMOND D LAS1
ECKERLING GORDON B LAS2
ECKERT ANTHONY D ENG3
ECKERT JUDITH A PE 2
ECKERT STEPHEN A LAS2
ECKHOFF CHARLES C ENG1
ECKHOUSE EILEEN SHIR PE 4
ECKHOUSE FELICE L LAS2
ECKLES DAVID G LAS2
ECKSTEIN BEVERLY J FAA2
EDDINGS SHARON L ED 2
EDDLEMAN DIANA E FAA4
EDDLEMAN NANCY D PE 1
EDELBROCK JILL M FAA1
EDELHEIT ELLEN B LAS4
EDELMAN DANIEL A LAS1
EDELMAN MARLA J LAS2
EDELMAN RICHARD B LAS1
EDELSON JUDY E ED 1
EDELSON MARTHA J LAS2
EDELSON RICHARD I GRAD
EDELSON STEVEN D BUS4
EDEN BRENT E ENG2
*EDEN CRAIG L ENG3
EDEN KEITH EUGENE ENG4
EDENS RHODA BELLE GRAD
EDGAR JUDY OLIVIA GRAD
EDGAR MARILYN LAS2
EDGECOMBE OALE W AGRl
EDGERTON JAMES R LAS2
EDGERTON THOMAS R BUS3
EDGINGTON JOHN M GRAD
EOGINGTON MARK E LAS4
EDISON DORETHA S LAS2
EDISON PRESTON E LAS3
EDLEFSEN STEVEN J ENG1
EDMINSTER RICHARD D GRAD
EDMONDS JONATHAN P COM3
EDMONSON DAVID A LAS3
EDMUNDS KAY SHELDON GRAD
EDMUNDS NANCY JEAN GRAD
EOSTROM CARL ALFRED GRAD
EDSTROM ROBERT C ENG2
EDUCATE ERIC J BUS2
EDWARDS BARBARA R LAS1
EDWARDS BETTY A LAS4
EDWARDS CAROL ABE GRAD
EDWARDS CHARLES G PE 2
EDWARDS DANIEL E BUS1
EDWARDS DAVID L LAW1
EDWARDS DONNA J LAS2
EDWARDS HAROLD V GRAD
EDWARDS JAMES L BUS3
EDWARDS JANET P LAS2
EDWARDS JESSIE MURLE ED 4
EDWARDS MARK F LAS2
EDWARDS MICHAEL K LAS4
EDWARDS MICHAEL R AGRl
EDWARDS NANCY L LAS2
EDWARDS OZEAN D LAS1
EDWARDS RICHARO C LAW1
EDWARDS ROBERT W ED 3
EDWARDS ROGER HARRY GRAD
EDWARDS SALLIE J LAS2
EDWARDS STEPHEN D PE 3
EDWARDS WILLIAM M ENG1
EDWARDS WILLIAM S GRAD
EELLS EARL T AGRl
EFAW JULIE ANN FAA2
EFFLAND STEPHEN E AGR3
EFFORT EDMUND DENORO LAS4
EGAN GALE SWAN LAS4
EGAN JERRY R BUS3
EGAN MARY A LAS2
EGAN ROBERT ANTHONY AGR4
EGGEMAN GEORGE WAYNE GRAD
EGGEMEYER BYRON A ED 4
EGGERDING CARL LOUIS GRAD
EGGERDING CAROLINE LAS3
EGGERS CYNTHIA M AGR2
EGGERT JOHN D ENG3
2107 HAZWD DR 203 U
1008 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 236 C
URH OGLESBY 1203 U
URH FORBES 469 C
URH TOWNSEND 333 U
202 E DANIEL C
2102 W WHITE C
801 W NEVADA U
1008 W NEVADA U
309 1/2 S VANDOREN C
211 E DANIEL C
214 W WASHINGTON C
402 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 256 C
303 E HEALEY C
1007 S 3RD C
52 E ARMORY C
311 E ARMORY C
410 E GREEN 6 C
104 1/2 E UNIV C
URH SNYDER 157 C
1111 1/2 S 3RD 201 C
URH WARDALL 618 U
URH HOPKINS 244 C
URH TRELEASE 328 U
312 E DANIEL C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
URH VANDOREN 218 C
101 S BUSEY 2 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TRELEASE 518 U
URH BARTON 17 C
URH TRELEASE 1107 U
910 S 3RD C
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
2007 PHILO RD U
706 W OHIO . U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
406 E STOUGHTON C
1008 1/2 W GREEN U
404 LAKE U
URH VANDOREN 412 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH CARR 325 U
202 E DANIEL C
260 DEWEY U
RR 2 U
1107 W GREEN 221 U
1107 W GREEN U
1727 CORONADO C
URH SHERMAN 567 C
URH WESTON 106 C
URH TOWNSEND 342. U
URH WARDALL 814 U
1201 W OREGON U
906 E MICHIGAN U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
1009 W PENN U
URH BLAISDELL 425 U
1108 S LINCOLN U
2073 C ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 304 C
21 MONTCLAIR RD U
1517 KIRBY 7 C
501 E SPNGFLD C
VILLA GROVE ILL
TAYLORVILLE ILL
URH ALLEN 239 U
BOX 354 U
205 E ARMORY C
RR I U
58 E GREGORY C
1909 ROBERT C
URH OGLESBY 419 U
URH SHERMAN 448 C
412 W GREEN C
2073 C ORCH ST U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH WESTON 395 C
URH WESTON 121 C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
URH BLAISDELL 214 U
611 E DANIEL C
1304 E PENN U
1012 1/2 MAIN 202 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
308 E ARMORY C
508 E ARMORY C
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
405 ELIOT U
MATTOON ILL
1904 D ORCH ST U
207 E JOHN C
608 E CHALMERS C




































































21C7 HAZWD DR 203
1114 SWAN DR
12743 HIGHLAND AV
RR 1 BOX 142










306 N TAYLOR ST
303 E HEALEY




636 S COUNTY LINE
402 HIGHLAND RD
1420 N SHERIDAN RD
9733 S MERRILL AV
1610 N FELL
14 VALLEY DR RR 4
207 W OLIVER
110 E 18TH ST
110 E 18TH ST
2S 461 HOPE LN
5836 N DRAKE AV
7449 N SEELEY
49C0 N MARINE DR
8905 KNIGHT ST
5844 N VIRGINIA
9101 N KENTON AV
306 HOLIDAY PARK
5844 N VIRGINIA











1600 S 17TH AV
1600 S 17TH AV
1727 CORONADO
2286 CARMtfLITA DR
2507 GABOURY DR NE






244 W 95TH ST
18003 LOOMIS AV













RR 2 BOX 566A
18003 LOOMIS AV
2073 C ORCH ST
420 W MELROSE ST




604 N 11TH ST
BOX 236
6711 S STEWART
1106 W STOUGHTON 1
RR 3
14615 LASALLE









































































































EGGERT JUDITH L ED 2
EGGERT RUSSELL R LAW2
EGGES MARTHA A LAS3
EGGLESTON PATRICIA J GRAD
EHARD KAY L AGR
1
*EHLEN DONALD HENRY GRAD
EHLERS RANDALL B LAW2
EHLERS SUSAN J LAS4
*EHLERT WILLIAM D LAW3
EHMAN DEBORAH K LAS1
EHRGOTT JOHN F ENG4
EHRHARDT CAROLYN LAS3
EHRHARDT JAMES AGR1
EHRHARDT MELVIN E LAW2
EHRLICH EDWARD S LAS2
EHRMANNTRAUT KARIN BUS*
EHRMANNTRAUT RALPH P LASI
EICHELBERGER C H JR GRAD
*EICHELBERGER LILA A GRAD
EICHER JACOUELYN M ED 4
EICHHORN LANE C ENG1
EICHORST THOMAS E LASI
EICKHORST STEVEN J LAS3
EICKSTAEDT KEITH E ENG1
EIDE MARDELLE L GRAD
EIERMANN ROBERT A GRAD
EIFERT DAVID R BUS*
EIGEL BONITA SCHOCK FAA4
•EIGHMEY GEORGE V LAW3
EIKE STEVEN E LAS4
EIKENBERRY JAMES FAA2
EILANO GAIL LASI
EILENBERGER SONJA JE GRAD
EILKEN JUDY M LAS3
EIMER BARBARA S LAS2
EIMER RONALD WILLIAM FAA4
EINBECKER DONALD G BUS1
EINHORN HOWARD L LAS4
EINHORN MARA E LASI
EINHORN STEVEN GARY GRAD
EINSTEIN MARILYN B LAS3
EIRICH LEON DUDLEY GRAD
*EISCHEN MARCIA W GRAD
EISEL DANIEL C LAS4
EISEL JOHN L LAW1
EISEL SUSAN J LAS3
EISELE BONNIE JANE LAS4
EISELE JOHN G BUS2
EISEN MARILYN E ED 1
EISENBERG ARNEE J LAW1
EISENBERG BARRY S LAS4
EISENBERG CHERI F ED 2
EISENBERG IRVING M LAS2
EISENBERG JOHN D LAS3
EISENBERG MARTIN L BUS4
EISENHAMMER FRED A LAS2
EISENHAMMER STANLEY LAW2
EISENHART MARY J AGR2
EISENSTADT RENEE G LAS3
EISENSTEIN ANN R LAS3
EISENSTEIN MARTIN I BUS4
EISENSTEIN STANLEY LAW2
EISINGER MARGARET R LASI
EISMAN CARLA LASI
EISNER SCOTT M BUS4
EISSFELDT THEODORE L BUS4
EITEL HARRY G AVIl
EITELBACH DAVID LOUI GRAD
EITZEN VINCENT G GRAD
EKBLAD JAMES A ENG2
EKBLAD JOANN LAS2
EKES ROBERT M LAS4
EKL TERRY A LAW2
EKMAN SUSAN K LAS2
EKROTH CARL S BUS2
*EKSTRAND DANIEL ROSS ENG4
EKSTROM CONSTANCE E FAA1
*EKSTROM JOHN PETER GRAD
EKSTROM TODD A BUS1
EKWERE ANIEFIOK GRAD
EL-CONSUL ALI M GRAD
EL-HENNAWI MOHAMED S GRAD
EL-KAYAL MOUSTAFA T GRAD
EL-MIR ALI GRAD
EL-MOFTY SAMAR M F GRAD
EL-SONNI MOHAMED T GRAD
ELAM DAVID A LAS2
ELAM DONALD A FAA1
ELAM EMMETT WALKER GRAD
ELBAUM SANDRA N GRAO
ELBERSEN CHERYL M FAA1
*ELBL MARSHA A S LAS4
*ELBL MICHAEL WILLIAM GRAD
*ELBL RICK T BUS4
ELBOW VALERIE A COM4
*ELDEN DOUGLAS L LAW3
ELDEN LYNN SCHWARTZ COM3
URH LUNDGREN 315 C
URH OGLESBY 1214 U
URH DELTA HSE 2 U
610 W STOUGHTON U
URH VANDOREN 416 C
1906 B ORCH PL U
211 N COLER 4 U
211 N COLER U
1207 WESTERN C
URH BLAISDELL 412 U
309 S VAN DOREN C
URH FRENCH HSE 9 U
604 E ARMORY C
RR 2 U
URH OGLESBY 623 U
1006 W NEVADA 3 U
1009 W PENN U
821 OAKLAND 105 U
812 S FA.IR C
DANVILLE ILL
URH FORBES 390 C
1106 S 3RD C
904 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 338 C
902 W OREGON 3 U
1307 WESTERN C
1204 BRIARCLIFF U
117 1/2 W UNIV C
1812 LARCH PL U
404 N ROMINE U
1005 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 311 U
ERIE PA
706 S VINE U
409 E CHALMRS 1005 C
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
312 E ARMORY C
1210 COUNTRY FR C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 435 U
409 E CHALMRS 904 C
106 HOLIDAY PARK C
GIFFORD ILL
2305 S 1ST ST RO C
1201 E FLORIDA 31 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
404 E WHITE C
202 E DANIEL C
101 W MEADOW U
307 S PRAIRIE C
710 W CHURCH 6 C
1011 S 1ST ST RD C
105 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 809 U
1213 MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 260 C
2032 D ORCH ST U
1207 W NEVADA U
58 E ARMORY 11 C
URH SAUNDERS 210 U
715 S MATTIS C
1606 MAYNARD C
URH BLAISDELL 417 U
URH TRELEASE 920 U
312 PRAIRIE 104 C
602 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 406 U
1942 D ORCH ST U
404 E CLARK C
102 E CHALMERS C
1102 S LINCOLN U
703 ILLINOIS U
905 E COLORADO U
URH WARDALL 312 U
URH TAFT 18 C
201 E- GREEN C
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
2107 HAZWD DR 304 U
URH BABCOCK 219 U
106 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN C
910 S 3RD 516 C
804 W CHURCH C
402 E CHALMERS 320 C
1107 W GREEN 222 U
2073 D ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 225 C
409 E CHALMRS 1202 C
704 W NEVADA 7 U
312 W CALIFORNIA U




URH DELTA HSE 6 U
1731 VALLEY RO C































































3712 W 81ST ST
1333 WESTCHESTER
1921 16TH ST
PALMER STA BOX 502
6129 KILKENNY DR
6600 PLYMOUTH AV N



























7648 W FOSTER AV
2929 W GREGORY











429 E 8TH AV
37 W HAZEL DELL







6615 N KEATING AV















9 N HOLLY AV
102 OXFORD
TAMARACK LN RR 2
40 DREXEL
112 DONALD CT
1571 N 9TH AV




910 S 3RD 516
804 H CHURCH
CHCUINI
1107 W GREEN 222
BOX 3216
826 E OAK ST











































































































ELDER JOHN E LAW2
ELDER JOHN H LAW3
ELDER PHILLIP DALE LAS4
ELDERTON SUSAN K LAS3
ELDRED GARY WAYNE GRAD
ELETSON BRIDGET A LAS3
ELEYAE AWOTURE GRAO
ELIAS JOEL H GRAD
ELIAS MARGARET E LAS3
ELIZONDO RAUL GRAD
ELKABAS CHARLES GRAD
ELKINS THOMAS C LAS2
ELLEDGE ROBERT A LAS2
ELLEMENT MICHAEL F LAS3
ELLEN MARTIN M BUS1
ELLENBY CHERYL I LAS2
ELLENBY MARC J LAS4
ELLER CHARLES GRAD
ELLER JANET E LAS4
ELLER JANINE M AGR1
ELLETT ROBERT CLYDE BUS3
ELLGASS MICHAEL G LAS4
ELLING MEMEL R LAS4
ELLINGER V MARIE LAS1
ELLINGHAUSEN D E JR LAS2
ELLINGSON JERRY WAYN LAS*
ELLINGWOOD BRUCE R GRAD
ELLIOTT CAROL A LAS2
ELLIOTT DOUGLAS R LAS1
ELLIOTT EDWARD C GRAD
ELLIOTT EDWIN B AGR3
ELLIOTT EMORY B JR GRAD
ELLIOTT GEORGE DAVID GRAD
ELLIOTT HERBERT A JR GRAD
ELLIOTT MARY A AGR4
ELLIOTT NANCY J AGR4
ELLIOTT RANDALL TODD BUS4
ELLIOTT ROBERT L AGR1
ELLIOTT ROBERT T FAA4
ELLIOTT RONALD L ENG3
ELLIS DEBRA L LAS3
ELLIS OORRIS J LAS4
ELLIS INGE JOHANSEN LAS4
ELLIS JEAN E LAS4
ELLIS JEFFRY R LAS2
ELLIS JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
ELLIS JOHN CONARD GRAD
ELLIS NANCY L ED 3
ELLIS RICHARD L LAS4
ELLIS ROBERT B LAS3
ELLIS ROLAND LEE GRAD
ELLIS RONALD S LAS2
ELLIS STEVEN R GRAD
ELLIS STUART HALL GRAD
ELI IS TONI S LAS1
ELLIS WENDY L COM4
ELLIS WILLIAM A III ENG2
ELLISON GARY W VM 1
ELLISON JUDITH M LAS2
ELLISON LINDA K LAS4
ELLISTON RONALD J GRAD
ELLMANN LINDA C LAS1
ELLSTRAND NORMAN C LAS2
ELLSWORTH JAMES F AGR1
ELLSWORTH LOREL BETH GRAD
ELLYNE JODY E PE 1
ELMALLAH AMIN ALY GRAD
ELMAN STEPHAN A LAW2
ELMER KAY DALBEY ED 4
ELMORE MARK A FAA4
ELMORE RONNIE GENE VM 4
ELMORE VIRGINIA K FAA4
ELMOUIST CHRISTINE L AGR4
ELMOUIST RONALD E BUS4
ELMSLIE HARRY D GRAD
ELPHINGSTONE GERALD GRAD
ELRICK ELLEN ROSEN GRAD
ELSE DANIEL H III ENG3
ELSESSER MICHAEL R ENG2
ELSHABRAWY C B GRAD
ELSHABRAWY MAHMOUD S GRAD
ELSNER SUSAN J LAS1
ELSON STANLEY E AGR3
ELSTON JETTA R LAS2
ELSTON TODD W LAS3
ELWARD THOMAS W GRAD
ELWESS LINDA N FAA4
ELY NINA M LAS1
ELY PATRICIA A PE 1
ELYN JACLYN RENDALL GRAD
EMANUEL TOM W JR GRAD
EMANUELE BETTY A LAS3
EMANUELSON SHARON P GRAD
EMBER GEORGE H BUS2
EMBERTON JAMES D BUS3
EMBLEY CYNTHIA BEACH AGR4
EMOE JOHN E PE 3
VILLA GROVE ILL
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
914 E FAIRLAWN U
URH LAR 206 U
610 HAINES C
207 E JOHN C
401 S 6TH C
305 S ELM C
611 E DANIEL C
105 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 154 C
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 380 C
907 S 4TH C
1105 W MAIN U
1415 KIRBY 7 C
2102 ORCH ST 203 U
1005 S OAK C
URH SAUNDERS 307 U
POTOMAC ILL
URH TOWNSEND 209 U
409 E CHALMRS 614 C
URH SAUNDERS 323 U
URH SNYDER 364 C
1014 W UNIVERSITY U
2001 1/2 RANBW VIW U
GILMAN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
801 S RACE U
1002 S LINCOLN U
408 HESSEL C
2511 BROWNFIELD RD U
51 E JOHN 1 C
1005 S 6TH 12 C
1005 S 6TH 12 C
707 E ILLINOIS U
807 W PENN U
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
618 W HILL C
URH LUNDGREN 117 C
101 N BUSEY 1 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 1023 U
URH FORBES 441 C
2114 ORCH ST 202 U
310 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
310 E GREGORY C
206 E CLARK C
209 E HEALEY 2 C
URH FORBES 204 C
604 SUNRISE U
1726 E FLORIDA U
910 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 242 C
URH LUNDGREN 111 C
58 E ARMORY 9 C
1712 PARKHAVEN C
URH WARDALL 426 U
URH SNYDER 368 C
1104 E PENN U
1407 S MAPLE U





202 HOLIDAY PK 291 C
GLEN ELLYN ILL
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
804 S LOCUST 1 C
1108 SILVER U
ST LOUIS MO
215 BRIAR LN C
203 E ARMORY C
212 E CHALMERS C
2009 B HAZWD CT U
2009 B HAZWD CT U
URH TRELEASE 422 U
URH TOWNSEND 422 U
410 E GREEN C
1707 W GREEN C
URH DANIELS 468 U
109 S BUSEY 3 U
URH LAR 432 U
URH SAUNDERS 422 U
909 W OREGON 207 U
114 W IOWA U
1203 1/2 MAIN U
301 W BIRCH 4 C
URH BABCOCK 317 U
TOLONO ILL
3225 CAMERON C



























































504 S SPRUCE 4 VILLA GROVE ILL
1203 BELT AV NORMAL IL
914 E FAIRLAWN URBANA ILL
1303 1/2E WASHNGTN BLOOMINGTON IL
610 HAINES
211 MARIGOLD
R T CRSCT S/L
305 S ELM
460 RIVERSIDE DR
46 SARANAC BLVD 6
350 SANS SOUCI DR
9145 DILLON










310 E PLEASANT ST
2301 W WAGNER LN
1014 W UNIVERSITY














16 N STEWART ST
RGUTE 2 BOX 339-1
603 FAIRLAWN
15237 LOOMIS AV
RR 1 BOX 76
2114 ORCH CT 202
3406 N NORTH ST
708 KENT RD
3406 N NORTH ST
601 E LINCOLN
209 E HEALEY 2
918 COMMUNITY DR
604 SUNRISE
















805 E MAIN ST
5106 RIVER AIRE DR




200 S PELHAM RD
1709 SUNSET DR
1636 SPRUCE ST
71 ABDEL AZIZ FHMY
1091N NORTHWEST HY
RR 2 BOX 100
320 S 14TH ST
1227 ELMWOOD AV
1546 RIVERVIEW
501 E NOYES ST
RR 2
7748 KINNIKINNICK
909 W OREGON 207
114 W IOWA
4338 N MASON

































































































EMERICK JOHN A LAS1
EMERICK WILLIAM E LAS4
EMERSON ELIZABETH A PE 3
EMERSON JAMES C BUS4
EMERSON TIMOTHY LYNN GRAO
EMERSON WILLIAM D GRAO
EMERY BARBARA A LAS4
EMERY LINDA K LAS1
EMERY MARY KAY GRAD
EMERY SUZANNE E GRAO
EMERY WARREN L FAA2
EMIG CHARLES D VM A
EMMERICH PHILIP AGR3
EMMONS GEORGE HERBER GRAD
EMMONS PAUL RAYMOND GRAD
EMONS CLIFFORD C LAS1
EMORY MARK E ENG1
*EMOUNGU PAUL-ALBERT GRAD
EMRATH MARTIN LOUIS GRAO
EMRATH PERRY A ENG3
EMRICH MARY J FAA4
EMRICH RHONDA J LAS3
EMRY JEFFREY H BUS2
EMSHOFF JAMES G LAS2
ENCALLADO EMELIA GRAD
ENDERS WILLIAM R ENG2
ENDLER MARLENE LYNN BUS4
ENDO LAWRENCE PAUL GRAD
ENORES MARY R FAA2
ENDRES VICTORIA A AGR3
ENORESS JAMES G AGR1
*ENDRESS STEVEN E AGR2
*ENG HARRY F BUS3
ENG OCK D FAA4
ENGBERG JOHN AGR2
ENGDAHL CYNTHIA L LAS4
*ENGEBRETSON LAVERNE GRAD
ENGEL DENISE K AGR4
ENGEL STEVEN E LAS2
ENGELBACH MARGARET A GRAD
ENGELBRECHT JOHN P FAA1
ENGELBRETSEN K L LAS3
ENGELHARDT JOHN PAUL FAA4
ENGELHARDT LUDWIG E GRAD
ENGELHARDT WILLIAM F LAS2
ENGELING PAUL DOUGLA GRAD
ENGELKEMEIR RICHARD LAS3
ENGELKING JOHNA D ED 2
ENGELMANN JARI T GRAD
ENGELMANN JOHN H LAW1
ENGELS BARBARA J LAS3
ENGELSEN VIVIAN M FAA4
ENGELSTAD TERRY A BUS3
ENGELSVOLD ORVA M LAW3
ENGERMAN MARK LAS2
ENGLAND CLARENCE JR FAA3
ENGLAND DOROTHY E GRAD
ENGLAND GEORGE M JR AGR3
ENGLAND STEPHEN J LAS3
ENGLAND WALTER G LAS1
*ENGLE DAVID C FAA4
*ENGLE HOWARD STUART BUS4
ENGLE LIWAYWAY M GRAD
ENGLER SHERI JARVA GRAD
ENGLISH DALE E AGR2
ENGLUM DONALD E AGR4
ENGSTROM JOHN C LAS4
ENGSTROM KATHY S LAS3
*ENLOE DOUGLAS A LAW2
ENLOE STUART E AGR4
ENNIS MAUREEN A LAS3
ENNIS WILLIAM D FAA2
ENRIGHT KATHLEEN N ENG1
ENSLIN BEVERLY A LAS4
ENSOR DANIEL J LAS2
*ENSTROM GEORGE E LAS4
ENSTROM KENNETH D ENG3
ENTMAN BRUCE R LAS2
ENTSMINGER B L JR BUS2
ENTSMINGER GAIL D LAS1
EOVALDI PAULA K LAS3
EPHRAIM GARY DAVID ENG4
EPHRON MARK S LAS4
EPLER JOHN E LAS3
EPNER PAUL L ED 4
EPPING MYRA L LAS4
EPPLE RONALD GARTH GRAD
EPSKY MARILYN R LAS3
EPSKY NANCY D LAS2
EPSTEEN RALPH H BUS2
EPSTEIN BEVERLY A FAA3
EPSTEIN BOB E LAS2
EPSTEIN CHARLES B COM4
EPSTEIN EDWARD L LAS2
EPSTEIN JEFFREY BUS1
EPSTEIN LLOYD M LAS2
EPSTEIN MARC A LAS2
URH BABCOCK 212 U
401 E DANIEL C
307 E DANIEL C
410 E JOHN C
202 E GREGORY 302 C
610 1/2 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 206 U
URH LAR 402 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U
1207 B FLORIDA 31 U
1612 W HEALEY C
VET CLINIC LA U
1301 S BUSEY U
904 W GREEN U
701 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 386 C
4TH £ CHALMERS C
1820 B ORCH PL U
1001 S OAK C
URH BARTON 210 C
URH BUSEY 317 U
58 E JOHN 18 C
1009 W PENN U
1005 W OREGON U
106 CRYSTAL LAKE U
URH TAFT 206 C
111 E CHALMERS 13 C
408 W CHURCH C
URH WARDALL 1026 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 322 C
LORAL PK 8 U
808 E OAKLAND 207 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH OGLESBY 431 U
3C2 E ARMORY C
501 N RANDOLPH C
107 E HEALEY 23 C
706 W OHIO U
602 E STOUGHTON 21 C
501 E DANIEL C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
1314 S STATE C
510 E STOUGHTON C
112 E JOHN C
2306 CARLISLE C
504 E STOUGHTON C
1010 S 2ND 311 C
URH DANIELS 486 U
URH DANIELS 286 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
105 E SPNGFLD C
1836 VALLEY RD C
URH SHERMAN 847 C
GLENCOE ILL
516 S ELM 4 C
405 EVERGREEN CT U
903 E PENN U
912 S 2ND C
702 W WASHINGTON U
1105 W OREGON 7 U
509 W WASHINGTON C
705 S VINE U
306 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
URH WESTON 374 C
401 E DANIEL C
58 E ARMORY C
210 BIRCH C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH VANDOREN 124 C
URH WESTON 291 C
URH LAR 499 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
212 E DANIEL C
205 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 252 C
907 S 4TH C
402 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 421 U
508 E CHALMERS C
904 W GREEN U
907 W STOUGHTON U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
201 S BIRCH U
102 N LINCOLN 7 U
204 1/2 W JOHN C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH WARDALL 916 U
URH WESTON 390 C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
605 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
52 E ARMORY C
1207 FLORIDA U


















































































209 E HANCOCK ST
3030 BROWN ST
RR 2
1820 B ORCH PL
6410 N OLYMPIA
6410 N OLYMPIA AV
626 S HARVARD AV




21 ELMWOOD DR RR 5
2923 W SHERWIN AV
408 W CHURCH
416 N PARK AV
418 N PARK AV
RR 2 BOX 75
RR 1
808 E OAKLAND 207
100 MAIN ST
4120 STERLING RD




602 E STOUGHTON 21



















405 EVERGREEN CT W

















8625 N TRUMBULL AV
3512 CARPENTER ST
3512 CARPENTER ST
1205 W MONROE ST





10511 S HALE AV
913 E OLIVE ST
913 E OLIVE ST
6611 TRUMBULL
6607 N SEELEY








































































































EPSTEIN SHARON L LAS2
ERBACH EDWARD ALAN FAA4
ERBAUGH CATHERINE J FAA4
ERCEGOVAC MILOS D GRAD
ERCEGOVAC ZORANA GRAD
ERCIUS MARK S LAS2
ERDMAN ANN M ED 3
ERDMAN RAYMOND T FAA1
ERDMAN RICHARD A ED 4
ERDMAN WILLIAM A LAW3
ERDMANN RICHARD LAW3
ERF STEPHEN D LAS1
ERICKSEN JAMES HENRY GRAD
ERICKSEN JUDITH A LAS1
ERICKSON CAREY V FAA4
ERICKSON DAVID B ENG1
ERICKSON DOUGLAS B LAS2
ERICKSON EDWARD J JR LAS1
ERICKSON JAMES E LAS4
ERICKSON JAMES R GRAD
ERICKSON JEFFREY K LAS3
ERICKSON JOHN EDWARD GRAD
ERICKSON JONATHAN R LAS2
ERICKSON KAREN J ED 3
ERICKSON KEITH B ENG2
ERICKSON KEITH R GRAD
ERICKSON LAURENCE A ENG1
ERICKSON LINDA A ED 1
ERICKSON MARGARET F GRAD
ERICKSON MARSHA L LAS3
ERICKSON MATTHEW R ENG1
ERICKSON PAMELA I LAS3
ERICKSON PAUL M ENG2
ERICKSON RICHARD E BUS*
ERICKSON RICK J LAS2
ERICKSON ROBERT M LAS1
ERICKSON ROGER H JR FAA2
ERICKSON SCOTT A LAS2
ERICKSON STEPHEN LEE GRAD
ERICKSON SUSAN L ED I
ERICKSON TERYL L LAS4
ERICKSON VICTOR G JR COM3
ERICKSON WILLIAM B LAS2
ERICSON JANICE L LAS1
ERICSON MICHAEL R LAS2
ERIKSEN BARBARA ANN GRAD
ERIN PAT COM4
ERIN ROD GRAD
ERIN STEVEN PE 3
ERION JAMES D BUS4
ERKERT PAUL W AVU
ERLANDSON HOWARD E GRAD
ERLANDSON MARY E LAS4
ERLEBACHER JOANNE ED 1
ERLWANGER STANLEY H GRAD
ERNST DAVID EARL LAS4
ERNST GARRY EUGENE VM 3
ERNST GREGORY JOHN ENG4
ERNST JEFFREY L LAS4
ERNST JUDITH A AGR1
ERNST MICHAEL EOWIN AGR3
ERNST ROBERT M BUS4
ERON JOSEPH BERNARD GRAD
EROS DAWN SMITH LAS3
ERTMER MARION J AGR4
ERVIN ALEXANDER MACK GRAD
ERVIN RICHARD J ENG1
ERVIN STANLEY C JR BUS2
ERVIN YVETTE LAS3
ERWIN LELAND R AGR4
ERWIN LINDA LEE ED 3
ERWIN MEREDITH K ED 4
ERWIN THOMAS K BUS4




ESCO DIANNE BEATRICE LAS3
ESENTHER CORT A BUS2
ESENTHER THOMAS M AGR3
ESHELMAN PAUL EDWIN GRAD
ESHKON JANE M LAS3
ESHKON JUDITH ELLEN GRAD
ESKO JEFFREY D LAS1
ESKRIDGE SAMUEL EDWA ENG4
ESLAVA RODRIOUEZ L GRAD
ESPENSCHIEO LINDA L AGR2
ESPOSITO CHARMAINE P FAA2
ESPOSITO RICK A LAS1
ESPY ROBERTA SUE GRAD
ESOUERRA ROLAND F GRAD
ESOUILIN LUIS RAMON LAW1
ESSENFELD IDYTH LAS3
ESSER OALE L LAS4
ESSER STEPHEN CARL GRAD
ESSERMAN BONNIE ROSE GRAD
ESSEX DIANE L GRAD
URH SAUNDERS 5 U
1729 VALLEY RD C
309 E JOHN C
1835 C ORCH PL U
1835 C ORCH PL U
105 E ARMORY C
805 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 294 C
808 N LINCOLN 6 U
51 E DANIEL C
905 E COLORADO 52 U
URH WESTON 238 C
1207 W CLARK U
URH LAR 233 U
1302 W CLARK 1 U
URH FORBES 492 C
1103 E KERR U
212 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 324 C
SPRINGFIELD MINN
912 S 2ND C
510 W CALIFORNIA U
809 S 5TH C
URH LAR 299 U
LE ROY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 262 U
URH WESTON 394 C
711 DOVER PL C
2201 HAZWD DR 301 U
URH WARDALL 802 U
URH SNYDER 372 C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 335 U
1504 CURTISS U
URH TOWNSEND 264 U
URH NOBLE 419 C
401 E JOHN C
401 E DANIEL C
406 W HIGH 1 U
2002 E MICHIGAN U
907 W STOUGHTON U
BONDVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
WHITE HEATH ILL
URH GARNER 300 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
618 W HILL C
713 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 316 C
RR 4 C
309 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 612 U
2021 A ORCH ST U
SUTTON PL 9 U
1005 S NEIL C
705 KENWOOD TRLR 3 C
URH SCOTT 158 C
URH LAR 434 U
401 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 113 C
616 1/2 W CLARK C
809 S 1ST 22 C
1822 VALLEY RD C
SASKATOON SASK CAN
URH SCOTT 272 C
403 BRIAR LN 105 C
1404 SILVER U
58 E GREGORY C
NORMAL ILL
805 W OHIO U
1846 VALLEY RD C
806 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN 266 C
URH SNYDER 388 C
807 S BUSEY U
307 E HEALEY 6 C
211 E OANIEL C
URH BARTON 323 C
58 E DANIEL 4 C
URH WARDALL 1117 U
1110 S ARBOR C
VILLA GROVE ILL
212 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 166 C
1107 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 227 U
URH CARR 120 U
58 E ARMORY 2 C
1952 C ORCH ST U
315 S STATE C
802 W OREGON 15 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
118 HOLIDAY PK 354 C
URH SCOTT 402 C


















































































116 HOYT AV S
823 DIANE AV
51,0 W CALIFORNIA
666 PARK AV E
4084 GARDEN AV
509 N PEARL ST


















2319 E OLIVE ST
1910 MANCHESTER
ROUTE 1
OS 629 FOREST ST
05629 FOREST ST
0S629 FOREST ST
12410 S 82ND AV
4517 NELSON DR
RR 4
215 S GARDINER AV































8231 S CALUMET AV
CALLE 8A 8-52
1107 S BUSEY
338 S EDGEWOOD AV
2336 S OAKLEY AV
4460 MADISON









































































































ESSEX VIRGINIA LEE GRAD
ESSLINGER CARL W GRAD
*ESTELITA THOMAS A GRAD
ESTEP TIMOTHY NI EL GRAD
ESTERMAN ALAN STUART GRAD
ESTES MARTHA D AGR3
ESTES THOMAS P AGR3
ESWORTHY DIANA L ED 4
ETCHASON CHERLYN S ED 2
ETHERTON BOBBY J AGR1
ETHERTON VALERIE L GRAD
ETHERTON WILLIAM J GRAO
ETTEMA WAYNE GRAD
ETTEN SHERRY S LAS1
ETTENSOHN FRANCIS R GRAD
ETZEL LINDA M FAA4
ETZKORN LARRY D LAS4
ETZKORN SHEILA M FAA2
EUBANK ALICE R ED 4
EUM YEA SUN GRAD
EUSTICE DEBORAH C COM3
EUSTON KATHLEEN E GRAD
EVANS CHARLES DAVIS PE 3
EVANS CINDY A ED 3
EVANS CLARA LINDA GRAD
EVANS CYNTHIA R LAS3
EVANS DONALD C ENG2
EVANS DONNA M BUS1
EVANS DORRETTA J GRAD
EVANS JAMES R FAA2
EVANS JOEL E GRAD
EVANS JOHN E LAW3
EVANS JOHN K BUS1
EVANS JOHN M ED 2
EVANS MARGARET A LAW1
EVANS MERLE L ED 1
EVANS MICHAEL BLAKEM GRAD
EVANS PAMELA A FAA4
EVANS RONALD JAMES GRAD
EVANS SCOTT W LAS1
EVANS SUSAN L LAS2
EVANS SUZANNE FINK GRAD
EVANS SYLVIA D GRAD
EVANS WILLIAM M ENG3
EVBUOMA STANISLAUS N GRAD
EVE BRENDA ROBINSON AGR2
EVE DONALD GRAY BUS4
EVELAND DEAN S ENG3
EVELAND LARRY WAYNE GRAD
EVERETT OALE EDWARD GRAD
EVFRS CARL L AGR2
EVERS WAYNE T AVU
EVERSOLE CARLA S LAS1
EVERSOLE DAVID A LAS2
EVERSOLE DAVID E GRAD
EVERSOLE JAMES J GRAD
EVERSOLE PAMELA TATE GRAD
EVERTS DALE EUGENE ED 3
EVINS BEVERLY I LAS2
EVNIN MICHAEL D LAS1
EVRARD STEPHEN K LAS3
EWAN JUDITH A LAS2
EWANIC DEBRA E LAS2
EWERS SUSAN L ED 2
EWING CAROLE E EO 4
EWING DOUGLAS M LAS1
EWING GENE E LAS3
EWING KATHARYN L LAS2
EWING PATRICIA A PE 3
EXNER BONNIE R ED 2
EYFELLS INGOLFUR H GRAD
EYLES RANDALL A FAA3
EYRICH JAMES S N LAS3
EYTON JOHN RONALD GRAD
EZRING MURRAY LAS3
FAAS CURTIS G BUS3
FABAC JOHN NICK ED 4
FABER EMILY C LAS4
FABER MARK R BUS1
FABER PATRICIA S ED 2
FABER TERRANCE A BUS2
FABIAN DIANE C LAS2
FABIANO LINDA A ED 2
FABIN PAUL ENG4
FABISH ROBERT P ENG1
FABISH SUSAN F LAS4
FABRI MARY R LAS2
FABRIZIO JUDITH E LAS2
FACKLER JAMES C LAS1
FADL ABDULLAHI I GRAD
FAELLACI JOHN K AGR3
FAERBER RICHARD F LAS1
FAGAN DANNY JOE FAA4
FAGAN DAVID M BUS3
FAGAN DENNIS RICHARD GRAD
FAGAN MICHAEL J ENG3
FAGAN PATRICIA A LAS3
114 HOLIOAY PARK C
DANVILLE ILL
2704 E WASHINGTON U
URH FLAGG 325 C
108 E HEALEY 4 C
URH LAR 483 U
508 E WHITE C
ST JOSEPH ILL
312 E OANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 422 U
1802 W WILLIAMS 4 C
1404 SILVER 24 U
508 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH BLAISDELL 33 1 U
URH DANIELS 233 U
813 W SPNGFLD U
2309 S 1ST 302 C
URH TRELEASE 819 U
URH ALLEN 102 U
PO GUI SEOUL KOREA
1404 S LINCOLN U
1400 N MCKINLEY 5 C
2055 D ORCH ST U
1102 S LINCOLN U
608 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 703 C
URH GARNER 208 C
URH LAR 469 U
URH SHERMAN 332 C
704 W CALIFORNIA U
312 W SPNGFLD U
URH NOBLE 104 C
401 E DANIEL C
713 W OHIO U
URH HOPKINS 430 C
910 S 3RD C
OAK PARK ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U
JACKSON MISS
903 W OREGON U
508 E CHALMERS C
JACKSON MISS
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U
URH ALLEN 378 U
1819 B ORCH PL U
401 S RACE U
401 S RACE U
PRAIRIE VW TRLR 23 C
2112 ORCH ST U
44 MAPLE CT C
809 W PENN U
URH BARTON 325 C
URH WARDALL 1024 U
409 E CHALMRS C
800 S MATTIS 3 C
RR 2 U
1716 ALLEN CT RR 2 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 525 U
907 S 4TH C
509 E CLARK 36 C
URH EVANS 328 U
URH GARNER 254 C
MASON CITY ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 460 C
701 W ELM U
715 MICHIGAN U
904 S LINCOLN U
907 S WRIGHT C
307 S LINCOLN U
402 W GREEN C
URH CARR 407 U
1408 BRIARCLIFF U
1006 S 3RD 7 C
DANVILLE ILL
RANTOUL ILL
107 1/2 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 386 C
URH GARNER 450 C
URH ALLEN 351 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 125 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH HOPKINS 238 C
901 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 20 C
URH LAR 339 U
URH OGLESBY 319 U
1104 W SPNGFLO U
20 MAPLEWOOD U
URH BLAISDELL 12 U
1410 E FLORIDA U
DANVILLE ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH FORBES 300 C




































































403 E DOUGLAS BX54
117 E 3RD ST
BOX 65
1802 W WILLIAMS 4
712 N SANGAMON







YOUNG DEUNG PO GU















5000 S CORNELL AV
209 RANDOLPH ST

























5306 N NATCHEZ AV
419 W ARCH ST
8449 S VERNON AV
2212 COTTAGE GROVE
322 N 5TH ST










2444 E 72ND ST
105 W NORTH AV
8908 OSCEOLA
105 W NORTH AV
14723 MASSASOIT AV
2217 BELL AV





1011 S GABLES BLVD
U OF KH BOX 487
215 UNION ST
244 W NORMANDY DR
RR 1
116 POLAND RD
3 1/2 PROCTOR LN
16924 DOBSON


































































































FAGBENLE HELEN H GRAD
FAGBENLE RICHARD GRAD
FAGERBFRG HOWARD D GRAD
FAGERBURG CHARLOTTE ED 2
FAGERBURG RUTH M LAS1
FAGHFOORY MOHAMAD H GRAD
FAGOT MARC B BUS1
FAGOT TAMARA A COM4
FAHLSING FREDERICK GRAD
FAHN DEBORAH S ED 1
FAIKUS SUZANNE FAA3
FAIR C JAMES LAS3
FAIR ROBERT STANLEY GRAD
FAIRBAIRN SUSAN ANN LAS3
FAIRCHILD DIANE D GRAD
FAIRCHILD JACQUELINE BUS2
FAIPCHILD JEFFREY J LAS1
FAIRCHILD MICHAEL S ENG1
FAIRCHILD TIMOTHY R GRAD
FAIRFAX BEN FLOYD GRAD
FAITH ROBERT L AGR1
FAIVRE PATRICIA COE ED 2
FAIVRE STEPHEN M AGR3
FAJEMISIN JOSEPH M GRAD
FAJERSTEIN RONALD M BUS1
FAJFAR DENNIS J ENG3
FAJGMAN LEA S PE 3
FAKES ARTHUR LAS3
FAKLIS JAMES JOHN II LAS4
FAKLIS NICHOLAS J LAS3
FALB THOMAS LAW1
FALCONER JUDITH A LAS2
FALCONER PATTI J ED 4
FALCONIO LINDA S LAS4
FALESKIN ALAN J ENG1
FALK BARBARA MARIE GRAD
FALK VINCENT P C LAS4
FALKENTHAL SCOTT V LAS3
FALKMAN GERALD A ENG3
FALLS DAVID A LAS1
FALLS DONALD M LAS3
FALTA ROBERT J LAS2
*FALVO EUGENIE GATENS GRAD
FAN YU-DAR GRAD
FANCHER LINDA Y AGR2
FANNING WILLIAM J BUS2
FANSELOW DAN LAKE GRAD
FANT LAUREL L AGR3
FARACI MICHAEL J ENG3
FARBER DANIEL ALAN GRAD
FARBER HERBERT G LAS2
FARBER NEIL H LAS3
FARBER PHILLIP A ENG1
FARBER SUSAN DONNA LAS4
FARBY BARBARA S LAS4
FARDI-RAD PARVIZ GRAD
FARISS SUSAN L AGR4
FARKAS JACQUES N LAS2
FARKAS REGINA E COM4
FARKASH SANFORD DEAN GRAD
FARLEY CARL DAVID BUS3
FARLEY DALE G LAS1
FARLEY JETAUN LAS3
FARLEY PATRICIA M LAS4
FARLEY ROBERT K AGR2
FARMER DAVID K BUS4
FARMER MICHAEL T FAA4
FARMER PAULA A LAS1
FARMER VIRGINIA GRAD
FARNEY JOHN F FAA4
FARNEY ROBERT F GRAD
FARNHAM ANOREW J FAA1
FARNHAM NANCY E LAS4
FAROUHAR RALPH R ENG3
FAROUHAR SHARON A BUS1
FARR ELLEN M LAS3
FARRAR RAYMON S GRAD
FARRELL BARBARA B GRAD
FARRELL JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
FARRELL MICHAEL E LAS4
*FARRELL MIRIAM L GRAD
FARRINGTON DOROTHY W GRAD
*FARRINGTON THOMAS A GRAD
FARRIS CATHLEEN L LAS4
FARRIS MARION EUGENE AGR2
FARRIS MICHAEL R AGR2
FARRIS RONALD STEVEN GRAD
FARRIS VICKY D LAS1
FARRUGGIA ROBERT V LAS2
FASANO SUSAN J LAS4
FASSETT NANCY J ED 3
FASULES JAMES W LAS2
FATHAUER DALE W GRAD
FATHERREE ROBERT P FAA3
FATHKE CAROL M AGR2
FATTES JOHN THOMAS GRAD
FAUBER CLIFFORD W ENG1
1825 A ORCH ST U
1825 A ORCH PL U
2 CEDRIC U
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
URH ALLEN 194 U
310 E WHITE C
409 E CHALMRS 802 C
611 E DANIEL C
1828 D ORCH PL U
URH VANDOREN 208 C
510 W GREEN C
310 E JOHN C
1833 A ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN 113 U
1905 GREENDALE C
601 S WESTERN C
URH CARR 219 U
URH WESTON 415 C
1905 GREENDALE C
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
URH NOBLE 322 C
405 E GREEN C
405 E GREEN C
300 S GOODWIN 314 U
907 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
URH TRELEASE 424 U
311 E DANIELS C
402 E ARMORY C
402 E ARMORY C
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
508 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 820 U
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
409 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 328 C
1008 W NEVADA U
602 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 340 C
1408 N MCKINLEY C
308 E ARMORY C
1802 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 191 U
URH ALLEN 207 U
URH TOWNSEND 216 U
427 FAIRLAWN U
URH LUNDGREN 2C9 C
711 W GREEN U
503 S LYNN 5 C
604 S COLER U
1004 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 511 C
111 E CHALMERS 18 C
409 E CHALMRS 1407 C
1301 S BUSEY U
904 S LINCOLN U
907 S 4TH C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
106 HOLIDAY PARK C
901 W SPNGFLD 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 115 U
URH TRELEASE 507 U
57 E JOHN 3 C
501 E DANIEL C
1113 S 2ND C
RR 1 C
URH WARDALL 823 U
118 W VERMONT U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH DANIELS 621 U
URH SNYDER 163 C
NAPERVILLE ILL
URH BARTON 215 C
URH TRELEASE 423 U
311 E GREEN C
906 1/2 S VINE 102 U
307 S WRIGHT C
307 S WRIGHT C
406 SPNGFLD C
1022 W DANIEL C
1107 1/2 E WASH U
1107 1/2 E WASH U
1725 ANITA C
48 IVANHOE U
209 E JOHN C
2016 S VAWTER 5 U
1725 ANITA C
URH BLAISDELL 220 U
URH EVANS 141 U
1202 W NEVADA U
309 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
36 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR U
2113 HAZWD DR 203 U









































































1828 D ORCH ST
6423 W 27TH PL
227 MAPLE LN


























1829 S 20TH AV
191 CREST RD
6360 S KING DR
4903 NORTHCOTT AV
1802 A ORCH PL
4 LN 27 TA-PU ST
BOX 30
5244 GRAND

































2543 W WILSON AV
1022 W DANIEL
1107 1/2 E WSHNGTN
1107 1/2 E WASH
1725 ANITA DR
30C E DOUGLAS
2016 S VAWTER 5
1725 ANITA
2623 N MELVINA
2560 W 83RD ST
404 HIGHVIEW RD
565 TAYLOR AV
32 DIXIE ACRES RD
19 MONTCLAIR
10459 TALMAN AV




































































































*FAUCHIER JESS F II GRAD
FAUCHIER MARGARET B GRAD
FAULCONER OEBRA A FAA2
FAULDS DOUGLAS R BUS4
FAULKS JEAN A PE 3
*FAULS THOMAS PATRICK GRAD
FAULSTICH GRETCHEN A LAS4
FAULSTICH LEO J LAS2
FAUST MARSHA A LAS2
FAUST THOMAS M FAA3
FAUST WILLIAM W ENG4
FAVERO KEVIN T ENG4
FAW CYNTHIA S FAA1
FAWCETT BRADLY K ENG2
FAWCETT RICHARD S GRAD
FAWCETT SHARON S LAS3
FAWCETT WILLIAM B GRAD
FAY CHARLES R BUS2
FAY FREDERICK ALLAN GRAD
FAY JAMES PAUL GRAD
FAY JOSEPH W ENG2
FAY LINDA ANNE M LAS3
FAY MARSHA IDELL COM4
FAY RICHARD BRIAN AGR3
FAY ROBERT A AGR2
FAY TIM J COM3
FAYFAR STANLEY C JR FAA3
FAYMONVILLE LORETTA LAS3
FEAGAN MARVIN C LAS2
FEBRES-CORDERO EDGAR GRAD
FECHT BARBARA ANN GRAD
FECHTIG JUDITH A LAS1
FEDER ALVIN B LAW3
FEDER STEVEN LORRY BUS3
FEDOROW BRADLEY T LAW2
FEDROWITZ JOSEPH H LAS2
FEE JO LYNN FAA1
FEE MORRIS E ENG1
FEEHAN MICHAEL J LAS2
FEEHELEY THOMAS G BUS1
FEELEY JEANNE E FAA2
FEENEY ROBERT C COM3
FEGER RICHARD L JR FAA3
FEHL MARIA RAINA GRAD
FEHL ROBERT J JR LAS1
FEHLBERG KEITH D COM4
FEHR DANIEL C AGR4
FEHR DAVID A AGR1





FEHRENBAKER DONNA L GRAD
FEICHTER MELANIE L BUS4
FEIGENBAUM LINDA S ED 1
FEIGON TERI A ED 2
FEILEN MARTIN F LAS4
FEINBERG JOYCE M LAS2
FEINBERG LOIS S LAW1
FEINBERG RONALD C BUS3
FEINBERG STEPHEN J ENG4
FEINBERG STEVEN B LAS3
FEINN JONATHAN H GRAD
FEIST LINDA L LAS3
FEITSHANS SANDRA J GRAD
FELD LAWRENCE F LAS1
FELD MERLE LEWIS GRAD
FELDER JUDITH LESLIE GRAD
FELDMAN ALAN D BUS2
FELDMAN ANITA S FAA2
FELDMAN BARRY LAS1
FELDMAN DEBORAH L LAS1
FELDMAN IRA F L FAA4
FELDMAN JACK MICHAEL GRAD
FELDMAN JAMES E LAS3
FELDMAN JEROME I LAS3
FELDMAN JILL L ED 4
FELDMAN JOHN MICHAEL ENG4
FELDMAN ROBERT J LAS4
FELDMAN STEVEN LAS4
FELDMAN WILLIAM M BUS1
FELDMANN LINDA L AGR4
FELDMANN MARK R ENG2
FELDT DANIEL D FAA4
FELESENA NORMAN D BUS4
FELICE MICHAEL J LAS3
FELLE MARY J LAS2
FELLMAN JANICE LYNN LAS4
FELLNER KAREN J LAS4
FELLOWS LELAND G COM3
FELSENTHAL RANDY I LAS2
FELT STEPHEN J LAS2
FELTENSTEIN PAUL B GRAD
FELTES CHARLES V LAW2
FELTON GLORIA L ED 1
FELTON STANTON MERLE GRAD
502 W MAIN 120 U 328-3147
502 W MAIN 120 U 328-3147
URH TRELEASE 304 U
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH LUNDGREN 223 C 332-0253
1609 VALLEY RD C 356-8712
306 E ARMORY C
311 DANIEL C
607 N SWIGART C 359-2604
803 W OREGON U
MAHOMET ILL
407 W ILLINOIS U
7 12 W CHURCH C 356-4723
106 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 613 U 332-2337
58 E JOHN C
CARLINVILLE ILL
401 E DANIEL C 332-1261
300 S GOODWIN 115 U 344-0538
401 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 406 U 332-4177
300 S GOODWIN 115 U
1010 S OAK C 359-9315
110 E ARMORY C 367-1354
110 E ARMORY C 344-1202
1106 S 3RD C 344-9442
309 E DANIEL C
903 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 452 U 332-4215
2008 B HAZWD CT U 344-4676
509 S 5TH 6 C 359-8608
URH WARDALL 718 U 332-4446
409 E CHALMRS 1404 C 384-5838
2317 S 1ST ST RD C 384-0821
305 W PARK U
910 W CALIFORNIA U 344-3526
URH VANDOREN 227 C 332-0514
URH BABCOCK 205 U 332-3751
614 W CLARK C 352-6299
604 E ARMORY C
1105 W MAIN U
106 E ARMORY C
MONTICELLO ILL
710 W INDIANA U
212 E DANIEL C
808 W INDIANA U 344-5016
702 1/2 NEVADA U 344-4846
URH SCOTT 244 C 332-1462
ST MARYS RD U
1616 SHERIDAN C 356-6785
URH VANDOREN 402 C
PHILO ILL
URH OGLESBY 1226 U 332-5407
DANVILLE ILL
210 E CLARK C 359-2992
URH TRELEASE 1007 U 332-5684
URH TRELEASE 113 U 332-5425
905 E COLORADO 47 U 367-4161
URH TRELEASE 525 U 332-5550
711 S RANDOLPH 6 C 359-7808
733 S MATTIS C
1505 KIRBY 7 C 359-1591
110 E CHALMERS C 344-8988
2007 PHILO RD U 344-0566
1006 S 3RD 23 C
303 N ORCH ST U 367-7303
105 E ARMORY C 344-4999
606 E STOUGHTON C 352-0116
811 W HILL C 352-8217
409 E CHALMRS 1114 C 384-5408
URH SAUNDERS 304 U 332-3646
910 S 3RD C 337-5158
409 E CHALMRS 1209 C 337-5302
UNIVERSITY CITY MO
SAVOY ILL
804 W OREGON U 367-3697
705 N LINCOLN U 344-8266
47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
814 W STOUGHTON U 328-1333
605 S 3RD C 359-9845
705 W HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 116 U 332-5072
URH LAR 361 U 332-3008
110 E ARMORY C 344-1202
510 W GREEN U
214 E GREGORY 201 C 344-6946
1009 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9696
URH BLAISDELL 423 U 332-3561
309 E HEALEY 11 C 352-4687
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
7 SAFFER CT U 344-4832
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
URH CARR 307 U 332-3927
URH SHERMAN 550 C
URH SHERMAN 454 C 332-4839
1005 W GREGORY C 332-3209
603 S LYNN U 384-1127
1817 7TH AV SE
1817 7TH AV S E
229 GREENFIELD DR
836 SHERWOOD RD
1465 N SHERIDAN RD










22 W 500 BROKER RD
22W500 BROKER RD
814 OAKMONT PL
300 S GOODWIN 115
ROUTE 1
8S061 SEMINOLE
300 S GOODWIN 115




































6731 N CENTRAL PK
424 W MELROSE ST
2432 W FITCH AV
2626 N LAKEVIEW
6731 N CENTRAL PK
2007 PHILO RD
41 SIGNAL HILL





























RR 1 BOX 201
5023 W MAYPOLE



































































































FELTS NANCY SUE GRAD
FELUS LEON E FAA3
FEMRITE NORMAN A ENG3
FENBERG SUSAN L LAS3
FENCHEL ROBERTA J ED 4
FENCL GLENN F LAS2
FENCL KAREN L PE 2
FENCL KATHLYNN R PE 1
FENCL RICHARD E FAA4
FENOER JEFF L AGR3
FENGEL OAVID A ENG4
FENN ELLEN M LAS3
FENN MARSHA L FAA4
*FENNEMAN DAVID BENTL GRAO
*FENROW EUGENE L GRAD
*FENSKE CANDICE S ED 3
FENSKE GEORGE R ENG4
FENSKE GREGG R LAS3
*FENSKE JANE D M GRAD
FENSKE RICHARO PAUL GRAD
FENTON DONALD LEE GRAD
FENTON JAMES G BUS*
FERBER ELLEN J LAS3
FERENCZ GLENN E LAS3
FERER MARTIN VINCENT GRAO
FERETICH ROBERT A ENG2
FERGUSON APRIL Y GRAD
FERGUSON OONNA IRWIN GRAD
FERGUSON JEFFREY J AGR4
FERGUSON MARK H LAS1
FERGUSON REBECCA K LAS4
FERGUSON REBECCA K LAS1
FERGUSON ROBERT A GRAD
FERGUSON ROBERT M FAA4
FERGUSON ROGER A AGR1
FERGUSON SANDRA K ED 1
FERGUSON TERRY R AGR2
FERGUSON THOMAS C BUS4
FERGUSON WILLIE BUD LAS2
FERMAZIN JERI LAS3
FERNALD GREGORY M E LAS*
FERNALD JUDY L LAW1
FERNALD STEPHEN C LAS2
FERNANDES DAVID A LAS1
FERNANDEZ GABRIEL GRAD
FERNANDEZ LUIS F GRAD
FERRALL HEIDI ANN AGR3
FERRANS JAMES C LAS2
FERRANTINO KENNETH J GRAD
FERRARA DANIEL P LAS2
FERRARA FRANK M FAA1
FERRARA JEFFREY F ENG1
FERRARI PROVERBIO G GRAD
FERRARO WILLIAM A LAS1
FERRE PAULA K AGR3
FERRE SHARON PETER GRAD
FERREIRA LESLIE S GRAD
FERREIRA MARIA D GRAD
FERRELL ALAN D GRAD
FERRELL HARVEY D BUS3
FERREN PATRICK T GRAD
FERRERA-BOZA RAFAEL GRAD
FERRIN JOEL H LAW2
FERRIS CHARLES A LAS3
FERRIS MERLE WILDEY GRAD
FERRO PETER A JR BUS4
FERRY CAROLE LYNN GRAO
FERRY JAMES G GRAD
FERRY JOHN L LAS3
FESL JAMES J ENG4
FETGATTER DANIEL L COM3
FETMAN LINDA J ED 3
FETT WILLIAM F LAS2
FETTER ELIZABETH A GRAD
FETTIG JUDITH A ED 2
FEUCHUK MICHAEL JAME BUS*
FEUER DEBRA H LAS2
FEWELL THOMAS WILLIA AGR4
FEY EOGAR H III BUS1
FEY JUSTINE L LAS4
FEY LAWRENCE C BUS1
FEYEN GORDON ENG3
FIALA CHARLENE M LAS2
FIALLO JOSEPH FAA2
FICEK JUDITH A LAS3
FICHTER JOHN KENNETH GRAD
FICKEN VERNON J LAS!
FICKLE JAMES STEWART GRAD
FICKLEN JOSEPH BURWE GRAD
FIDELER LOUIS E III COM4
FIOELI MARY-JO FAA1
FIDLER CHRISTINE ENG3
FIDUK KENNETH W JR ENG3
FIEBELKORN BARBARA C ED 2
FIEDLER DANIEL JOHN ENG4
FIEDLER NANCY J BUS2
FIEGENBAUM STEVEN J LAS2
901 N MCKINLEY C
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 346 U
603 W HIGH U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
911 S 4TH C
302 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 307 C
1211 W CLARK U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 178 U
1104 NEVAOA U
506 E SPNGFLD 2 C
1004 S GARFIELD U
810 OAKLAND 104 U
1962 D ORCH ST U
509 E CLARK 33 C
1962 D ORCH ST U
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN C
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
105 E GREEN 4 C
409 E CHALMRS 1208 C
307 S PRARIE C
MORGANTOWN W VA
URH TOWNSEND 440 U
URH SHERMAN 967 C
RR 3 RISING RD C
110 E CLARK C
URH BLAISDELL 107 U
2103 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH VANDOREN 209 C
2103 HAZWD DR 101 U
401 E CHALMERS 506 C
URH WESTON 410 C
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
DEWITT ILL
302 S 4TH 5 C
URH ISR 345 U
210 E CLARK C
311 E JOHN 5 C
311 E JOHN 5 C
URH SNYDER 492 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 1267 C
2082 C ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMRS 1208 C
402 E DANIEL C
903 ADA C
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
URH FORBES 108 C
URH SCOTT 475 C
1973 C ORCH ST U
URH NOBLE 118 C
801 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN 525 C
200 E ROPER C
212 E JOHN 3 C
MAHOMET ILL
402 S COTTAGE GR U
608 S 1ST C
806 S 1ST 3 C
URH FLAGG 308 C
DANVILLE ILL
610 LASELL C
11 BRIDLE LN U
203 S COLER 3 U
2102 ORCH ST 104 U
2024 D ORCH ST U
807 N LINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
47 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 393 C
URH SHERMAN 115 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1803 W JOHN C
605 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
202 E DANIEL C
1009 W MAIN 11 U
URH GARNER 421 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WAROALL 1125 U
604 E ARMORY 324 C
58 E JOHN C
202 GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 23 U
321 ROYAL CT C
803 S CEDAR U
312 W SPNGFLD U
URH LAR 472 U
509 E GREEN C
604 E ARMORY 229 C
2412 KIRBY C
208 N HARVEY U
805 W OHIO U































































9211 S 85TH CT
9211 S 85TH CT
1326 SUFFOLK
109 E OAK ST
BOX 278
1121 MICHIGAN
6226 N ALBANY AV
1004 S GARFIELD
810 OAKLAND 104
BOX 348 RR 3 HICKS
12C9 LOIS AV
2077 THORNTREE LN
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN
26 ALLISON AV
2246 S 50TH AV
606 S WESTERN
3056 W CHASE







605 E PROSPECT 2K






3536 W 13TH PL
ROUTE 1 BOX 280
311 E JOHN 5
11 MT PLEASANT ST
26t6 HERRON LN
1021 E LAKE SHORE
DIAGONAL 34 5-89







ED BUCGRE ALTO 4-2
420 DAWN





402 S COTTAGE GR
1370 WESTERN AV
SAN PEDRO

















1009 W MAIN 11
9367 S LONGWOOD DR


















































































































FIELD ANN E FAA4
FIELD DANIEL P LAW1
*FIELD JANE SUZUKIOA LAS4
FIELD JANICE L FAA2
FIELD JEAN A LAS2
FIELD MICHAEL L AGR
1
FIELD ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
FIELO SCOTT R LAS2
FIELD STEVEN D LAS3
FIELDER THOMAS J LAS1
FIELDHOUSE JAMES M LAS3
FIELDING GAYLE F AGR4
FIELDING KATHERINE B LAS4
FIELDING KENNETH G GRAD
FIELDS ALICE K S GRAD
FIELDS GARY L LAS2
FIELDS JOAN E LAS2
FIELDS JONLYN C LAS2
FIELDS SCOTT I LAS3
FIELEKE CURTIS S LAS3
FIERCE STEVEN WALTER GRAD
FIERKE CHARLES A PE 4
FIERKE WILLIAM FRANK GRAD
FIERSTEIN IRA LAS2
FIERSTEIN JEFFREY I GRAD
FIERSTEIN LINDA S LAS4
FIESER TERRY M LAS1
FIFIELO DAVID H LAW3
FIFIELD RICHARD G GRAD
FIFIELD RODERICK A FAA1
FIFIELD WILLIAM L JR FAA2
FIFTAL STEVEN D LAS2
FIGURA ROBERT M ENG4
FIGUS MARCIA ANN W GRAD
FIJOLEK BARBARA G LAS1
FIJOLEK JOHN G FAA3
FIKE DOUGLAS P LAS3
FIKE RANDALL E FAA2
FILARSKI MELODY L BUS1
FILAS CLYDE LOUIS LAS3
FILBECK LOREN HAROLD GRAD
FILBEY MELISSA A ED 4
FILDES ROGER D ENG4
FILE DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
FILECCIA MICHAEL J ENG1
FILES JAMES L COM4
FILEWICZ MARK V LAS2
FILICSKY MICHAEL B GRAD
FILION MARY A LAS4
FILIP JOANNE L FAA1
FILIP ROGER N LAS1
FILIP RUSSELL L ENG4
FILIPEK DAVID M GRAO
FILL ELLEN C ED 1
FILL JOSEPH C AVI1
FILLIP JOYCE M FAA1
FILLIPO JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
FILLMAN KRISTIN L LAS3
FILOCHE JEAN-LUC GRAD
FILSON PAMELA S GRAD
FILSON ROY G LAS4
FIMBIANTI JOSEPH P BUS1
FIMOFF MARK J ENG4
FIN TERESA M LAS4
FINBLOOM NEIL M FAA2
FINCH ANNA L BUS4
FINCH JAMES K GRAD
FINCH JANICE M LAS1
FINCKE DEBRA M LAS3
FINDLAY JAMES THOMAS GRAD
FINDLAY KATHLEEN R GRAD
FINDLAY WILLIAM G ENG2
FINDLEY ANN E LAS1
FINE CAROLE S EO 4
FINE JEROLO WESLEY GRAD
FINE LAWRENCE R LAS2
FINE RANDI L AGR1
FINE STEVEN E LAS3
FINE STEVEN M LAS2
FINERMAN EUGENE K LAS3
FINERTY JAMES HOWARD GRAD
FINET EDWINA G ED 3
FINFROCK BARBARA LEE PE 3
FINGER MARK J FAA2
FINGERHUT JAMES W LAS3
FINK BARBARA SCHNORR GRAD
FINK DEBORAH H FAA3
FINK ILENE G LAS3
FINK KARL JULIUS GRAD
FINKE DOUGLAS L ENG1
FINKE JEFFREY W LAS4
FINKE ROBERT L GRAD
FINKEL BARRY SHOLEM GRAD




1106 S 1ST C
403 BRIAR LN 110 C
306 DAVIDSON 8 C
URH LAR 227 U
URH SAUNDERS 314 U
1120 W COLUMBIA C
PHYSICS BLDG U
URH WESTON 342 C
111 CHALMERS 14 C
URH HOPKINS 238 C
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
1616 VALLEY RD C
1401 E MUMFORD U
1401 E MUMFORD U
NEW YORK N Y
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
ROBBINS ILL
306 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 631 U
307 E HEALEY 1 C
501 W JOHN C
2304 GLENOAK C
910 S 3RD C
908 S LOCUST 206 C
908 S LOCUST C
URH SNYDER 467 C
URH TOWNSEND 226 U
2305 CARLISLE OR C
2305 CARLISLE C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
1009 PENN U
910 S 3RD 517 C
1205 E DELAWARE U
URH SAUNDERS 204 U
URH ALLEN 254 U
809 W NEVADA 3 U
URH FORBES 420 C
URH TRELEASE 923 U
901 S 2ND C
4 FISHER CT U
802 W OREGON 35 U
1109 S 4TH C
807 W NEVADA U
1502 BELLE PARK C
616 W HEALEY 3 C
URH SCOTT 462 C
606 W HIGH U
813 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 512 U
URH WESTON 261 C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
1709 W JOHN 7 C
URH HOPKINS 482 C
URH NOBLE 225 C
URH SCOTT 230 C
102 S GROVE U
802 WEST OREGON U
911 LOCUST C
610 W WASHINGTON U
610 W WASHINGTON U
604 E ARMORY C
2009 PHILO RD U
207 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 226 C
URH TRELEASE 901 U
408 E MAIN 4 U
URH LUNDGREN 309 C
URH WARDALL 1102 U
101 E DANIEL C
101 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
308 W WASHINGTON C
1107 E FLORIDA 33 U
110 E CHALMERS C
705 W GREEN U
1310 W LOCK RAVEN C
211 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
611 W UNIVERSITY C
WESTVILLE ILL
1903 GEO HUFF U
URH HOPKINS 265 C
603 S BUSEY U
OAKWOOD ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 325 U
520 FAIRLAWN U
URH OGLESBY 1216 U
URH CARR 123 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
904 W GREEN 610 U
URH TRELEASE 916 U
SAVOY ILL
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U





























































































2621 W 24TH PL
1205 E DELAWARE
3307 W 109TH ST







RR 1 BOX 436








1709 W JOHN 7
642 N BEVERLY LN
561 CHERRY LN
8600 W 145TH ST
13915 W 147TH PL








RR 2 BOX 14
408 E MAIN 4











4714 C MAIN ST
1137 W MORSE AV
611 W UNIVERSITY











10314 S OAKLEY AV








































































































FINKLE RONALD L AGR4
FINKS SARA A LAS4
FINLAY GRETCHEN J LAS2
FINLAY VIRGINIA K ED 3
FINLEY CARLOS V ENG1
FINLEY JEFFREY L LAS4
FINLEY MARSHALL D ENG3
FINLEY ROBERT C III GRAD
FINLEY RONALD D LAS4
FINLON MARYANN LAS2
FINN PAULA SHEEHAN GRAD
FINN ROBERT M LAS1
FINN THOMAS W COM3
FINNEGAN DANIEL J BUS3
FINNERMAN DORIS S LAS4
FINNERTY DONNA J LAS3
FINNERTY STEPHEN R ENG1
FINNESSY THOMAS J LAS4
FINNEY BRUCE R ENG4
FINNEY CHARLES WILLI AGR4
FINNEY DANNY L LAS1
FINNEY JERRY G LAW1
FINNEY RAYMOND J GRAD
FINNEY REBECCA GRAD
FINNO RICHARD J ENG1
FINSON WILLIAM H LAW3
FIORDO RICHARD A GRAD
*FIORE JOHN PETER GRAD
FIORENZA JOHN P LAS3
FIORIO PAMELA WELLS FAA4
FIORITO JACK T BUS2
FIPPEN CHERYL LYNN FAA4
FIREBAUGH RICHARD E LAW1
FIRESTONE DIANE S LA$2
FIRESTONE GLENDA S ED 4
FIRFER BARBARA J LAS4
FIRSZT STEVEN A FAA2
FISCHBACH PETER GRAD
FISCHER BRIAN TOM FAA4
FISCHER BRUCE C GRAD
FISCHER CARL F ENG2
FISCHER CHRISTA W LAS4
FISCHER HAROLD A FAA3
FISCHER JANET L LAS2
FISCHER KAREN I LAS2
FISCHER KURT S LAS1
FISCHER LYNN E LAS1
FISCHER MARY C GRAD
FISCHER RICHARD LAS1
FISCHER WILLIAM D GRAD
FISCHER ZOLTAN GRAD
*FISER-POPOVIC ANA GRAD
FISH DIANA G ED 3
FISH GAIL LAS2
*FISH GARY LEE GRAD
FISH WARREN RICHARD GRAD
FISHBAIN MICHAEL L LAS2
FISHBECK JOHN E FAA2
FISHBEIN ELLEN B AGR1
FISHBEIN SALLY J LAS2
FISHBEIN SUE A LAW1
FISHBEIN TOBY GRAD
FISHER ALBERT JOSEPH GRAD
FISHER ANDREA R LAS4
FISHER ANNA M LAS4
FISHER ANNE M AGR3
FISHER CARLTON D LAS1
FISHER CAROL J LAS1
FISHER CAROL SMITH FAA9
FISHER CHARLES L JR GRAD
FISHER DAVE H ENG2
FISHER DAVID ELON GRAD
FISHER DEBORAH ANN BUS4
FISHER EDITH MAUREEN GRAO
FISHER EILEEN F AGR4
FISHER JAMES E ENG1
FISHER JAYNE M LAS3
FISHER JOY D LAS2
FISHER JOYCE M ED 2
FISHER KENNETH H LAS4
FISHER LAUREN I ED 3
FISHER MARILYN J ED 2
FISHER MICHELLE E PE 4
FISHER PAUL A ENG3
FISHER PAUL H BUS1
FISHER PAUL R LAS4
FISHER RALPH TALCOTT LAS4
FISHER RAYMOND L LAS3
FISHER RICHARD LYLE ED 4
FISHER RICHARD S LAS2
FISHER ROBERT A PE 1
FISHER ROLLAND ROY GRAO
FISHER ROSALIE LAS3
FISHER SCOTT H LAS4
FISHER SHERRY K LAS2
1201 W OREGON U
2017 PHILO RD 23 U
1822 VALLEY RD C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 263 C
516 W JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 918 U
803 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
1005 S 2ND C
2032 B ORCH ST U
1005 S 2ND C
URH SAUNDERS 108 U
DECATUR ILL
URH HOPKINS 354 C
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
RANTOUL ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH GARNER 359 C
URH FORBES 412 C
312 W SPNGFLO U
URH HOPKINS 262 C
2315 S 1ST 103 C
URH WESTON 222 C
310 S PRAIRIE 203 C
URH FLAGG 420 C
1903 S ANDERSON U
URH WESTON 310 C
23 MAGNOLIA DR C
1208 E DELAWARE U
716 BREEN C
402 E ARMORY C
507 N ELM C
URH OGLESBY 827 U
URH EVANS 222 U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C
309 E HEALEY C
512 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 322 C
CHICAGO ILL
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
311 E SPNGFLO C
URH TOWNSEND 141 U
510 W GREEN U
809 W INDIANA U
URH WARDALL 412 U
703 W PARK 2 C
URH ALLEN 26 U
URH VANDOREN 307 C
58 E ARMORY 2 C
401 E DANIEL C
24 SALEM RD U
907 W STOUGHTON U




NEW PALTZ N Y
802 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 202 U
URH WARDALL 913 U
URH BUSEY 205 U
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
802 W SPNGFLD C
URH FLAGG 334 C
1102 W UNIVERSITY U
801 W IOWA U
801 W IOWA U
URH SNYDER 180 C
URH VANDOREN 303 C
101 S COLER U
312 WHEATON C
URH TAFT 114 C
508 E SPNGFLD C
809 S 5TH C
URH SHERMAN 212 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 314 C
1011 S OAK C
URH BUSEY 161 U
URH GARNER 269 C
401 E GREEN 2 C
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
URH VANDOREN 14 C
1816 KIRBY C
URH TOWNSENO 178 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSENO 565 U
2115 BURLISON U
910 S 3RD C
2221 GEORGETOWN C
409 E CHALMRS 1403 C
907 S 4TH C
2313 CARLISLE C
OGDEN ILL
209 E ARMORY C











































































704 W WOOD 1
3125 N CHAPEL PL
335 MINOCQUA











2820 W 83RD PL












4516 N VIRGINIA AV
2556 WOODLAND PARK
611 MARY DR



























2514 W WESTPORT RD
101 S COLER
111 ELDER LN 5B
100 S WILLIAM ST
1108 N MARKET
406 NE 7TH AV























































































































FISHER STEPHEN C VM 2
FISHER STUART G GRAD
FISHER WALTER H PE 3
FISHER WILLIAM C GRAD
FISHMAN GLEN P BUS2
FISHMAN SHELDON BUS1
FISHMAN STEVEN A LAS4
FITCH CHERLYNNE S LAS2
FITCH JANET RAE GRAD
FITCH JOANNE S ED 4
FITCHIE R DAVID LAS1
FITTING DONALD C LAS3
FITTON ROSEMARY ED 3
FITZ DALE EDWARD GRAD
FITZGERALD CATHERINE LAS2
FITZGERALD DANIEL S BUS1
FITZGERALD FRANCES GRAD
FITZGERALD JAMES T GRAD
FITZGERALD JOAN M LAS3
FITZGERALD LAUREL A LAS4
FITZGERALD THOMAS J LAS1
FITZGERALD THOMAS M BUS4
FITZHENRY JAMES D BUS4
FITZHUGH JAMES R FAA3
FITZPATRI.CK DAVID A LAS4
FITZPATRICK DENNIS L BUS2
FITZPATRICK JOHN P LAS4
FITZPATRICK LINDA M LAS4
FITZPATRICK RAY C LAS1
FITZPATRICK RITA D LAS1
FITZSIMMONS MARY M FAA1
FJERSTAD ERIK A ENG2
FLACH MARK C LAS2
FLACH MICHAEL GENE GRAD
FLACH TERRY EDWARD GRAD
FLACK ALAN L AGR4
FLACK STEVEN L FAA3
FLAHERTY BRUCE W GRAD
FLAHERTY KURT G BUS4
FLAKE JANICE LOUISE GRAD
FLANAGAN CATHLEEN C GRAD
FLANEGIN JOAN LAS2
FLANIGAN JAMES R AGR4
FLANIGAN THOMAS EDWA GRAD
FLANNELL DANNY L LAS2
FLANNIGAN TIMOTHY R LAS2
FLASAR JAMES J VM 2
FLATHOUSE VIRGIL E GRAD
FLATNESS GAIL A GRAD
FLATT PHYLLIS K BUS4
FLEAGLE JOHN T LAS2
FLEEGEL CARL W FAA3
FLEENER BERNARD PAUL GRAD
FLEENER CHRISTINE D LAS3
FLEETWOOD ROBERT S LAS4
FLEIG WILBUR JOHN JR FAA4
FLEISCHER KENNETH J LAS3
FLEISCHHAUER G G JR LAS2
FLEISCHMANN THOMAS B GRAD
FLEISHER HOMER L III AGR2
FLEISHER JANICE M COM4
FLEISHER MARTIN JOEL GRAD
FLEISHMAN MARK L FAA3
FLEISZAR KATHLEEN A GRAD
FLEMING BERNARD M GRAD
FLEMING BRUCE J BUS2
FLEMING EDMUND T BUS1
FLEMING JAMES F GRAD
FLEMING JANE L LAS3
FLEMING KELSEY GLENN BUS4
FLEMING KEVIN J FAA1
FLEMING LINDA S PE 2
FLEMING MARSHA B GRAD
FLEMING MICHAEL A LAW1
FLEMING MICHAEL J FAA2
FLEMING RICHARD W ENG2
FLEMING THOMAS K ENG2
FLEMING WILLIAM E GRAD
FLEMINGS REGINA C LAS2
FLENER FRED GRAD
FLENNIKEN CINDY L AGR2
FLENNIKEN JOHN M AGR3
FLESHMAN JAMES PAUL PE 4
FLESSNER DARWIN AGR3
FLESSNER STEPHEN M LAS2
FLETCHER DEBORAH M LAS4
FLETCHER KAREN E LAS3
FLETCHER KENNETH A LAS2
FLETCHER LYNN A LAS1
FLETCHER MICHAEL STE FAA4
FLETTRE MARGARET A LAS2
FLEXMAN CHARLES H ENG4
FLICHT MYRA L LAS3
FLICKER GARY A VM 1
FLICKINGER ROBERT E GRAD
FLIEGEL RUTH H GRAD
FLINT PATRICIA A LAS2
2 PERSIMMON C
ion S OAK c
URH GARNER 293 C
MAHOMET ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
312 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 204 U
221 W MAIN 1 U
1504 DOBBINS C
URH HOPKINS 160 C
URH SNYDER 280 C
URH WARDALL 808 U
906 1/2 VINE 303 U
URH TRELEASE 619 U
URH WESTON 491 C
URH TRELEASE 117 U
2107 HAZWO DR 303 U
59 E SPNGFLD C
602 EVERGREEN CT E U
URH FORBES 491 C
URH TRELEASE 117 U
103 E STOUGHTON 7 C
DANVILLE ILL
603 S 1ST C
7 NEWPORT U
904 H GREEN 426 U
URH SCOTT 311 C
URH FORBES 106 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH VANDOREN 119 C
GODFREY ILL
URH GARNER 494 C
52 ROXBURY RD U
2708 W KIRBY C
1822 VALLEY RD C
1511 W CLARK C
1213 W CHARLES C
205 E ARMORY C
CHARLESTON ILL
705 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 221 U
URH FORBES 206 C
1004 BROADMOOR C
823 OAKLAND 104 U
URH WESTON 127 C
205 DEWEY U
302 KELLY CT C
406 W HEALEY C
1107 S 3RD 203 C
URH OGLESBY 508 U
URH HOPKINS 326 C
609 PARKLANE C
URH GARNER 473 C
1404 GLENDALE C
URH CLARK 105 C
SKOKIE ILL
303 E CHALMERS C
408 1/2 E CLARK C
809 W PENN U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1206 W CLARK 2 U
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
509 W MAIN 5 U
911 S LOCUST 201 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 311 C
104 W OREGON U
508 E ARMORY C
502 W MAIN 331 U
URH NOBLE 21 C
URH SCOTT 300 C
TWIN ORCH MBL SITE U
URH FLAGG 318 C
URH HOPKINS 367 C
URH ALLEN 292 U
URH BABCOCK 429 U
709 W CHURCH U
508 E WHITE 9 C
509 W UNIVERSITY C
802 W OREGON 21 U
401 BUENO VISTA C
307 E HEALEY 11 C
2706 CARRELTON C
URH TOWNSEND 574 U
207 W ILLINOIS U
410 E GREEN C
401 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1208 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
907 S WRIGHT C
103 PADDOCK E 1 C
802 W OREGON U
909 S 5TH U
1101 FRANK C
606 W CHURCH C





























































1011 S OAK 3
136 W 83RD ST
406 20TH ST
6049 N KIMBALL AV
4901 F CAROL
2870 ARLINGTON AV




320 W STATE ST
RR 2




2107 HAZWD DR 303
1420 42ND AV
602 E EVERGREEN CT
7648 S HERMITAGE
URH TRELEASE 117
226 N MAIN ST
1417 GRANT ST
66 MARNEL RD
616 N WESTERN ST
12*-39 WINCHESTER
1756 W EDMAIRE
10532 S HOYNE AV
5841 N KIMBALL
39 OUATOGA BLUFF
































911 S LOCUST 201









733 W 8TH ST









5602 N ST LOUIS
609 E COLORADO
3833 S FEDERAL 311










































































































FLINT VIVIAN W FAA4
FLINT WILLIAM W JR GRAD
FLITMAN SHARON M FAA1
FLOM KAREN A LAS3
FLOOD JAMES RICHARD GRAD
FLOORE SANDRA F LAS3
FLOR PHILLIP RUSSELL AGR4
FLORA BECKY BROWN PE 3
FLORA SCOTT HAGERTY BUS4
FLORA STEVEN K LAS2
FLORA WARE B BUS3
FLOREK GREGORY S FAA3
FLORES JAMES FAA2
FLORIN JANA S LAS3
FLCROS MICHAEL A BUS2
FLORY SYLVIA LOUISE GRAD
FLOTA JAMES E LAS1
FLOWERS ELLIOTT G JR GRAD
FLOWERS LAMONT FAA1
FLOYD CAROL EVERLY GRAD
FLOYD CHARLES R GRAD
FLUCK DEANNA M LAS3
FLUEGGE MARYLOU C LAS4
FLUMMER JAMES A LAW1
FLUNO PATRICIA M GRAD
FLUSCHE BRUCE L COM3
FLYNN JEROME P ENG1
FLYNN KATHLEEN E AGR1
FLYNN MARILYN JACOBS GRAD
FLYNN STEPHEN W BUS3
FLYNN SUSAN KINGSTON GRAD
FOOOR MICHAEL ALAN AVI4
FOELSCH RICHARD E GRAD
FOERTSCH DOUGLAS L LAS3
FOERTSCH THOMAS M BUS3
FOGARTY CATHERINE T LAS1
FOGEL GRETCHEN SUE FAA9
FOGERTY THOMAS M LAS2
FOGLE RONALD E ENG4
FOGLEMAN DELORES J GRAD
FOHRMAN LINDA L LAS4
FOHRMAN SCOTT R PE 1
FOHT WILLIAM C AGR4
FOIL BETH L LAS1
FOLEY ANNE PE 3
FOLEY DANIEL A AGR1
FOLEY DEBRA A ED 1
FOLEY JANE E EO 2
FOLEY JOSEPH E BUS3
FOLEY MICHAEL J LAS4
FOLGATE RANDALL L LAS4
FOLINSBEE JAMES T GRAD
FOLK DANIEL H LAS2
FOLKERTS CHARLES H ENG4
FOLKOFF BARBARA I LAS2
FOLLIS WILLIAM JOSEP ENG4
FOLLMER ROBERT P LAS2
FOLLSTAEDT DAVID M GRAD
FOLTER SIEGRUN H GRAD
FOLTIN BELA JR GRAD
FOLTZ CHARLES F ENG1
FOLTZ JOHN W LAW2
FOLTZ NORMA L LAS2
FOMBELLE MARTHA A LAS1
FON GERALD L BUS2
FONDA STEWART H III GRAD
FONDRIE BARBARA K LAS3
FONG PETER K LAS2
FONGER SANDRA JOY GRAD
FONNER CHRISTINA L FAA1
FONNER RANDY E LAS3
FONNER VERNON B BUS1
FONTANA THOMAS P ENG4
FONTENOT RONALD S LAS3
FOO CHOR LING GRAD
FOODY ROBERT J BUS1
FOOTE BONITA F LAS2
FOOTE ROBERT A LAS2
FOOTE ROBERT C LAS4
FOOTLIK MARC A BUS3
FOOTLIK RUSSELL D FAA2
FORAN LINDA L LAS2
FORAN PAUL G LAS3
FORBES PAMELA S BUS1
FORBES RICHARD ALLAN ENG4
FORBES STEPHEN H LAS4
FORBES STEVEN L LAS1
FORBES WAYNE PAUL GRAD
FORCUCCI RICHARD A GRAD
FORD AVALON L LAS3
FORD DEBORAH A ED 2
FORD GARY B ENG3
FORD JAMES L FAA2
FORD JAN M LAS1
FORD JEFFREY B LAS3
FORD JOHN JAMES III GRAD
FORD MARY G FAA4
2502 SHERIDAN C
2502 SHERIDAN C
URH TRELEASE 918 U
URH WARDALL 611 U
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
108 E HEALEY 1 C
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
2059 B ORCH ST U
1305 LARKSPUR LN C
410 E JOHN C
2059 B ORCH ST U
URH BABCOCK 221 U
URH OGLESBY 1112 U
705 W HIGH U
URH SCOTT 162 C
JOLIET ILL
URH WESTON 489 C
203 COUNTRY FR C
CHICAGO ILL
907 S 5TH 211 C
STA A BOX 2830 C
313 E JOHN C
404 EDGEBROOK 114 C
URH SHERMAN 350 C
URH SHERMAN 121 C
402 E ARMORY C
905 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 465 C
1831 VALLEY RD C
1210 W BROADMOOR C
1510 W GREEN C
705 W SPNGFLD U
820 E OAKLAND 107 U
URH TOWNSEND 522 U
608 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 416 U
1310 GRANDVIEW C
URH ALLEN 359 U
1010 E COLORADO 4 U
DANVILLE ILL
609 W MAIN 13 U
409 E CHALMRS 1313 C
BLACKDUCK MINN
URH ALLEN 238 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 8 U
URH BUSEY 429 U
URH GARNER 345 C
410 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 332 C
1600 W BRADLEY 113 C
1103 W HILL U
MANSFIELD ILL
604 E ARMORY 411 C
URH WARDALL 306 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 368 C
509 W MAIN 12 U
1009 S MATTIS 4-6 C
2118 ORCH ST 204 U
URH HOPKINS 358 C
23 MAGNOLIA C
URH TRELEASE 1018 U
405 E JOHN C
313 E CHALMERS C
502 W SPNGFLD 7 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 421 C
402 BRIAR LN 1 C
1212 N BERKLEY U
1713 PARKHAVEN C
URH NOBLE 308 C
706 S 1ST 202 C
URH SNYOER 389 C
URH DANIELS 190 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 160 U
URH FORBES 275 C
1002 S 2ND 2 C
1204 STOUGHTON 22 U
URH TOWNSEND 207 U
1202 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 105 C
910 S 3RD C
2007 PHILO RD 1 U
2005 S VINE U
URH HOPKINS 304 C
310 E WASHINGTON U
2604 SHERIDAN C
308 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 528 U
URH BLAISDELL 203 U
URH SCOTT 444 C
URH WARDALL 620 U
404 E STOUGHTON 6 C
SUN PRAIRIE WIS
































































2237 S 9TH AV
1106 W STOUGHTON 3
14F SAMUEL GOMPERS
17708 67TH AV
2059 B ORCH ST
328 HIGH POINT RD
451 ENTERPRISE ST











410 E CHESTNUT ST















217 E PARK BLVD
1010 E COLORADO 4
1211 HARMON
9424 N HAMLIN
40 E CEDAR ST 21A















706 N 8TH ST
1009 S MATTIS 4-6





5506 N BERNARD ST
1214 OAK TRAIL DR
31451 SLEEPY HOLLW





























































































































FORD PAMELA SUE GRAD
FORD ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
FORD ROBYN A LAS1
FORD RONALD JAMES GRAD
*FORD SHARON TENNEY GRAD
FORD WILLIAM HERSCHE GRAD
FORD WILMA J FAA2
FOREMAN CHARLENE ED 1
FOREMAN GARY D FAA4
FOREMAN HANNAH S LAS4
FOREMAN JANICE G LAS2
FOREMAN JOHN R LAS1
FOREMAN LARRY S LAS3
FOREMAN SYD A LAS4
FORESTER RICHARD M GRAD
FORGUS SILVIA PARVEI GRAD
FORMAN JANICE T PE 1
FORMAN ROBIN S FAA3
FORNANGO MARK A COM3
FORNELL PAUL ED A
FORNELLI RITA M LAS4
FORNI PHILLIP L AGR3
FORNOFF KENNETH M AGR3
FORRY SALLY J LAS4
FORSBERG CAROLE T ENG4
FORSBERG THOMAS WAYN ENG4
FORSELL JACK M FAA2
FORSNER CORINNE V FAA3
FORSYTHE GARY E LAS2
FORSYTHE ROBERT J AVU
FORTE BARRY J LAS2
FORTE CHRIST JOHN LAS4
FORTH BECKY DIANE LAS2
FORTIER ROBERT F LAW1
FORTINO JOHN GRAD
FORTMAN CHRISTINE M LAS4
FORTMEYER RUTH A LAS4
FORTNER DAVID W FAA2
FORTNER MICHAEL W GRAD
FORTNER PHYLLIS H LAS4
FORTUNA WILLIAM F II FAA4
FOSBURY LAWRENCE R GRAD
FOSKETT PAUL JOSEPH GRAD
FOSLER DICK E JR ENG4
FOSNOT FREDERICK C FAA3
FOSS CATHERINE M ED 3
FOSS RICHARD M JR COM3
FOSSBERG LAURA L LAS1
FOSSE KEVIN B FAA3
FOSSUM TRYGGVE GRAD
FOSTER CHRISTOPHER A GRAD
FOSTER CRAIG S LAS2
FOSTER DANNY S FAA1
FOSTER DAVID HERMAN GRAD
FOSTER DONALD W AGR2
FOSTER DONALD WARD GRAD
FOSTER FRANCIS R JR ENG4
FOSTER FRANKLIN JAY BUS4
FOSTER GERALD L PE 3
FOSTER GREGORY F BUS4
FOSTER JAMES CAMPBEL LAS4
FOSTER JOHN KEITH COM4
FOSTER LORN SAMUEL GRAD
FOSTER LYNN C LAS3
FOSTER MARK C BUS2
FOSTER MARY A LAS4
FOSTER MARY LOUISE LAS3
FOSTER MICHAEL C ENG3
FOSTER MICHELE J GRAD
FOSTER MIRIAM THRALL GRAD
FOSTER PATRICK A LAS1
FOSTER RANDALL D FAA1
FOSTER ROBERT K JR ENG4
FOSTER STEPHEN JAY GRAD
FOSTER STEVEN C LAS1
FOSTER STEVEN D BUS4
FOSTER TERRY J LAW3
FOSTIAK ROSTYSLAW J ENG3
FOTHERGILL TERE E FAA1
FOTZLER LINDA COFFIN LAS4
FOUKE KENNETH R BUS1
FOULDS LESLIE J LAS3
FOULKS ALAN L ENG2
FOURMAN MARLIN P JR AVI3
FOURNIE RAYMOND R COM3
FOURNIER MICHAEL R LAS3
FOURNIER PATRICIA A FAA2
FOWLER BRUCE WAYNE GRAD
FOWLER GRACE BYRNE FAA4
FOWLIE GARY A BUS3
FOX ANDY J LAS1
FOX CAROL ILENE FAA4
FOX DOUGLAS S LAS2
FOX GLORIA H LAS2
FOX JAMES F LAW1
FOX JANET E LAS2
FOX JEFFREY WILLIAM LAS3
1008 1/2 W GREEN 7 U
80ST0N N Y
URH TRELEASE 312 U
URH DANIELS 372 U
506 W STOUGHTON U
510 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 409 U
URH WARDALL 416 U
401 S RACE 1 U
401 S RACE U
409 E CHALMRS 1406 C
URH TAFT 220 C
409 E CHALMRS 1003 C
307 S PRAIRIE C
1207 E FLORIDA 31 U
1961 C ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 315 U
409 E CHALMERS 811 C
401 E DANIEL C
BERWYN ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 243 C
2309 S 1ST ST RO C
106 E JOHN C
502 W STOUGHTON 1 C
502 W STOUGHTON 1 C
713 W OHIO C
509 S 5TH C
URH HOPKINS 163 C
URH NOBLE 225 C
URH GARNER 286 C
307 E HEALEY C
URH EVANS 404 U
804 S LOCUST C
ST JOSEPH ILL
58 E JOHN 23 C
1102 S 2ND 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 321 U
2102 ORCH ST 303 U
2102 ORCH ST U
309 E DANIEL C
509 WHITE C
GRAYSLAKE ILL
409 E CHALMRS 608 C
201 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 708 C
MUNDELEIN ILL
URH ALLEN 403 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
904 W ILLINOIS 1 U
2 MCDONALD CT C
URH GARNER 486 C
URH FORBES 344 C
136 PADDOCK E C
1008 S LINCOLN U
502 W MAIN 217 U
GIBSON CITY
2101 HAZWD DR 103 U
713 W OHIO U
211 E ARMORY C
909 E PENN U
URH DANIELS 634 U
503 E WHITE 3 C
126 NOYES U
1211 W MAIN U
URH WARDALL 622 U
URH BABCOCK 218 U
2055 B ORCH ST U
208 S MATTIS C
URH WESTON 443 C
606 W PARK 16 C
310 S PRAIRIE 202 C
2055 B ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 309 C
711 W COLUMBIA C
615 W HEALEY 5 C
313 E ARMORY C
2504 MAPLEWOOD C
604 N MAPLE 45 U
URH NOBLE 420 C
1110 W NEVADA U
CARRIAGE ESTS U
511 MITCHELL CT C
1856 VALLEY RD C
407 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 458 C
6 SUTTON PL U
6 SUTTON PL U
211 E OANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 309 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 222 U
2113 HAZWD OR 302 U
URH SCOTT 304 C

















































































6133 N CENTRAL PK
1207 E FLORIDA 31















733 E MAGNOLIA CR
14226 S MICHIGAN
3501 15TH ST A




2102 ORCH ST 303
2102 ORCH ST
3048 N 15 1/2 ST
730 S PROSPECT
ROUTE 1 BOX 16
RR 4
542 E WILDWOOD
2210 OLD WILLOW RD
900 E ORCHARD 207
1427 SHELLEY DR








502 W MAIN 217
604 E 11TH ST




1926 S VICTORIA AV
5685 NEW HAMPSHIRE
1526 HEDGE RD
1916 E CHESTNUT ST




1916 E CHESTNUT ST









303 W GALENA AV




RR 2 BOX 158
ROUTE 2 BOX 158







2113 HAZWD DR 302
17 W 747 71ST PL



































































































*FOX JESSE BRUCE GRAO
FOX JOANNE K FAA2
*FOX JOEL B LAS4
FOX MARK A LAS3
FOX NANCY ANN GRAD
FOX RANDALL L LAS2
FOX RICHARD MARVIN GRAO
FOX WYLIE BURKS ENG4
FOXX JAMES D LAS1
FOY JAMES C LAS2
FOZARD JOHN G BMSl
FRACK VICTORIA C LAS3
FRADKIN STEVEN G BUS2
FRAENKEL HOWARD ALAN GRAD
FRAGGOS PENELOPE M EO 1
FRAHLMAN MARK A LAS2
FRAKER PAMELA JEAN GRAD
FRAKES JAMES TERRY GRAD
FRALEY ROBERT T AGR1
FRALICK JANET L LAS4
FRAMBERGER VICKIE L LAS1
FRAME CHARLES EDWARD ENG4
FRAME JAMES ROBERT FAA3
FRAME SUSAN C LAS4
FRANCH KENNETH D FAA4
FRANCIS BARBARA B GRAD
FRANCIS LARRY D GRAD
FRANCIS PAUL M LAW2
FRANCIS ROBERT e GRAD
FRANCIS WANDA M LAS1
FRANCIS WILLIAM A LAW1
FRANCISCO DEBORAH T LAS4
FRANCISCO RONALD A GRAD
FRANCOEUR ROGER T ENG4
FRANDSEN ROGER K LAW2
FRANK CHARLES ROY LAS4
FRANK CHERYL LYNN LAS3
FRANK CHERYL MOTEL GRAD
FRANK CHRISTINE I GRAD
FRANK CURTIS WOODROW GRAD
FRANK DIANE GRAD
FRANK DOUGLAS N LAS2
FRANK EDWARD MICHAEL GRAD
FRANK EDWIN G III BUS1
FRANK GARY BYRON GRAD
FRANK J CURT LAS1
FRANK JAMES SIDNEY GRAD
FRANK JOANN KENNY GRAD
FRANK KATHLEEN M BUS2
FRANK LAWRENCE S LAS2
FRANK MARTIN GRAD
FRANK PHILLIP H AGR2
FRANK RODNEY K AGR2
FRANK SHARON L LAS1
FRANK STEPHEN R LAW3
FRANK STEVEN L LAS4
FRANK STUART D PE 1
FRANK VIRGINIA F BUS4
FRANKE MICHAEL DAVID FAA1
FRANKEL LAWRENCE J LAS4
FRANKENBERG NATALIE GRAD
FRANKLIN ANNETTE LAS1
FRANKLIN DAVID K FAA2
FRANKLIN DEBORAH D LAS2
FRANKLIN FRANK JR ENG3
FRANKLIN MICHAEL S GRAD
FRANKLIN PAMELA J LAS4
FRANKLIN RICHARD D LAS4
FRANKLIN ROBERT C LAS2
FRANKLIN SHELDON N ENG4
FRANKLIN SHERWOOD J VM 2
FRANKLIN STEPHEN L GRAD
FRANKLIN THOMAS D JR GRAD
FRANKS DOROTHY KEMBE GRAD
FRANKS LYLE J LAS3
FRANKS LYNN ALAN GRAD
FRANKS LYNNE R GRAD
FRANKS RICHARD M GRAD
FRANKS ROBERT DAVID GRAD
FRANKS SHELLEY E PE 1
FRANKS WILLIAM C LAS3
FRANSON JAMES C LAS2
FRANSON JOHN K GRAD
FRANTSI PHILIP C ENG3
FRANTZ DENNIS A LAS3
FRANTZ LYLE D LAS3
FRANTZREB KATHY A LAS2
FRANZ JAMES ALAN GRAD
FRANZ JOHN FAA4
FRANZEN DAVID W LAS1
FRANZEN SCOTT F FAA2
FRANZINO ROBERT C GRAD
FRARY DENNIS G COM4
ERASER GORDON S GRAO
FRASER SUSAN E LAS2
FRATELLO DANIEL A LAS2
FRATTO GEORGE M BUS3
TOLONO ILL
URH GARNER 376 C
305 1/2 CUNTRY CLB U




1505 S MATTIS C
URH SNYDER 378 C
URH TOWNSEND 170 U
URH DANIELS 512 U
108 E HEALEY 18 C
URH OGLESBY 524 U
URH DANIELS 627 U
URH LAR 387 U
904 W GREEN U
BURRILL HALL 131 U
1203 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
505 E WHITE C
313 E JOHN C
306 E GREGORY C
1502 W UNIVERSITY C
1207 W NEVADA U
509 E WHITE C
1721 VALLEY RD C
809 W ILLINOIS 8 U
307 S PRAIRIE 8 C
1721 VALLEY ROAD C
URH CLARK 324 C
1502 WINSTON C
105 S LYNN U
105 S LYNN U
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
1209 E FLORIDA 11 U
208 W WASHINGTON U
401 W CALIFORNIA U
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
710 W CALIFORNIA U
2085 A ORCH ST U
EUCLID OHIO
URH SNYDER 250 C
1107 W GREEN 433 U
URH SNYDER 330 C
302 S COTTAGE GR U
603 W COLUMBIA C
1305 SILVER U
2085 A ORCH ST U
1202 W NEVADA U
DEERFIELD ILL
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
306 E GREGORY C
110 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1608 C
1804 B ORCH PL U
102 N GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 509 U
108 HOLIDAY PARK C
4TH 6 JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS 604 C
2014 1/2 W WILLIAM C
URH SCOTT 319 C
411 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 923 U
URH GARNER 489 C
36 CEDRIC LN U
310 E WHITE C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
1101 PENN U
601 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 201 U
1509 N KILER 8 C
1915 REBECCA C
1114 W PARK C
PEORIA ILL
706 S WALNUT 6 U
WILSON TRLR PK 2 U
25 WILSON TRLR PK U
1114 W PARK C
URH ALLEN 202 U
108 S GREGORY U
912 S 2ND C
2201 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH FORBES 252 C
URH WESTON 344 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 627 U
906 1/2 S VINE 303 U
URH OGLESBY 1110 U
URH WESTON 420 C
112 E DANIEL C
2085 D ORCH ST U
904 W GREEN U
210 HOLIDAY PK 340 C
URH WARDALL 419 U
URH SCOTT 468 C

































































RR 2 BOX 32
209 1/2 E CONRON
505 DIXIE HWY
16 LANE DR
















27 REGENCY CT W
3520 E 69TH PL S
1502 W UNIVERSITY
3520 E 69TH PL
509 E WHITE
2303 S 1ST 301
809 W ILLINOIS 8

















2932 DAKOTA AV S
108 HOLIDAY PARK
1305 SILVER





RR 1 BOX 33A
5000 S CORNELL AV
5219 HARMSWOOD





2014 1/2 W WILLIAM
9108 CLYDE
5531 AVON PL
























ROUTE 1 BOX 49
8536 N CLIFTON
608 E JOLIET HWY
5124 GRAND AV
408 E ELM







































































































FRAUENHOFFER JOHN A ENG1
FRAULI JEROME L ENG3
FRAUSTO BARBARA A LASl
FRAVEL PATRICIA K FAA1
FRAVER MARGARET JEAN GRAO
FRAWLEY PATRICIA ANN GRAD
FRAZEE ROBERT W BUS3
FRAZEE ROBERT WALTER GRAD
FRAZER BEATRICE C BUS3
FRAZER JANA L COM4
FRAZIER JORJA F GRAO
FRAZIER PHILIP M LAS3
FRAZIER RODNEY LYNN GRAD
FREDA JOHN STEPHEN BUS4
FREDDY COLLEEN I ED 3
FREDERIC PAUL B GRAD
FREDERICH DEBORAH A LAS3
FREDERICK DAVID M VM 2
FREDERICK KATHERINE LAS2
FREDERICK NANCY RUTH GRAD
FREDERICK PAMELA K LAS3
FREDERICK PAMELA K AGR9
FREDERICK RICHARD C LAS4
FREDERICK ROBERT G LAW3
FREDERICKS EDWARD K GRAD
FREDERICKS LOIS M GRAD
FREDERICKSON DAVID L ENG3
FREDERICKSON STANLEY GRAD
FREDLUND JANET K GRAD
FREDMAN MARK STEVEN LAS4
FREDRICKS BRIAN C BUS4
FREDRICKSON HAROLD A FAA3
FREDRICKSON JANE M AGR3
FREDRICKSON LAWRENCE LAS2
FREDRIKSON CHARLES H PE 1
FREDRIKSON JEAN M FAA4
FREDRIKSON JO ANNE GRAD
FREEBERG DIANA SUE GRAD
FREEBURG DIANE M LAS4
FREECE ALAN L ENG2
FREEDBERG LORI A AGR1
FREEDMAN BETH G ED 3
FREEDMAN LAURA B LAS2
FREEDMAN LAUREN R FAA2
FREEDMAN MARK LASl
FREEDMAN MARTIN GRAD
FREEDMAN MAURENE M GRAD
FREEDMAN NANCY C FAA4
FREEDMAN SHELLEY B LAS3
FREEDMAN SUSAN RUSSE LAS4
FREEHILL BARRY W LAS3
FREEHILL JEAN M ED 1
FREEHILL LAWRENCE R LAS2
FREEMAN ERNEST GRAD
FREEMAN GEORGE V FAA3
FREEMAN JOHN V LAW2
FREEMAN LANCE D LAS3
FREEMAN LAURIE L LAS3
FREEMAN LISA E LAS3
FREEMAN MAYNARD L LAS4
FREEMAN NANCY J LAS2
FREEMAN PAUL GLENN LAS4
FREEMAN RANDOLPH M ENG4
FREEMAN SHERILYN H GRAD
FREEMAN SHERYL A LASl
FREEMAN WAYNE L LAS3
FREEMON JAMES P BUS4
FREESE CHRISSIE E FAA2
FREESE DAVID L BUS3
FREESE GEORGE THOMAS GRAD
FREESE JOHN D ENG2
FREGEAU JAY P BUS2
FREIBAUM BERNARD BUS3
FREIDINGER EDWARD A BUS1
FREIOINGER JOY L LAS4
FREIER JEROME ELDEN GRAD
FREIMUTH GLEN ALOIS GRAD
FREIREICH VALERIE J LAS2
FREISE WAYNE H AGR4
FREISINGER SHELDON D GRAD
FREMEAU JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
FREMIN HERBERT JOSEP FAA4
FREMMING SUSAN E LAS2
FRENCH BARBARA L PE 3
FRENCH CATHERINE L ED 4
FRENCH DAVID ALLEN GRAD
FRENCH ELIZABETH G AGR
1
FRENCH GWYNNE H GRAD
FRENCH JAMES R LAS3
FRENCH LUCIA A LAS3
FRENCH PATRICE LYNNE GRAD
FRENCH ROBERT W JR AGR2
FRERICHS ROBERT N ENG2
FREUD ROBERT S LASl
FREUND ADRIAN P FAA4
FREY BARRY A LAS2
FREY CHRISTINE E GRAD
URH SNYDER 177 C
TOLONO ILL
URH SCOTT 392 C
URH BUSEY 245 U
910 S 3RD 203 C
URH SHERMAN 447 C
411 1/2 W HILL C
702 WESTERN AVENUE U
58 E JOHN 18 C
204 W WSHNGTN 14 U
808 W ILLINOIS U
303 E CHALMERS C
808 W ILLINOIS U
511 W WASHINGTON C
508 E CHALMERS C
1010 E COLORADO 38 U
710 W OHIO U
508 W MICHIGAN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1107 W GREEN 121 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
EVANSTON ILL




URH WESTON 206 C
606 E FLORIDA U
106 N GREGORY 3 U
208 W WASHINGTON U
1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
URH NOBLE 421 C
URH CLARK 311 C
1814 ROBERT C
URH HOPKINS 292 C
HOMEWOOD ILL
308 S 4TH C
2502 S ANDERSON U
112 E STOUGHTON C
15 ROWENA U
URH BLAISOELL 303 U
409 E CHALMRS 1008 C
URH TRELEASE 502 U
URH BUSEY 427 U
URH ALLEN 26 U
2037 B ORCH ST U
307 W CLARK 304 C
1108 S 1ST C
904 S 3RD C
512 E STOUGHTON C
510 W PARK C
URH BUSEY 245 U
URH OGLESBY 1218 U
NEW YORK N Y
URH BLAISDELL 14 U
1209 W CLARK U
1 HILL ST CT U
905 S 4TH C
SAFFER CT 5 U
308 W WASHINGTON U
URH LAR 471 U
URH SNYDER 170 C
302 E GREGORY C
105 E GREEN 6 C
URH SCOTT 325 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
SAVOY ILL
URH OGLESBY 406 U
URH CARR 201 U
616 W CLARK C
URH BABCOCK 106 U
1101 W PENN U
1212 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 217 C
805 W OHIO U
233 DEWEY U
7 LEXINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 417 U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
1008 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 629 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SAUNDERS 425 U
409 E CHALMRS 1210 C
EVANSTON ILL
50 MAPLEWOOO U
URH WARDALL 817 U
1319 FREDERICK C
415 MAIN U
108 S GREGORY U
206 W EUREKA C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 207 U
907 S 4TH C
2101 CURETON U
URH FORBES 318 C












































































227 W ROCKLAND RO
GEN DEL
504 W NEW YORK
14304 KENWOOD AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 64
194 SEMINARY AV









1010 E COLORADO 38
740 LAKE AV
169 E HILLSIDE RD
905 S CARLE
206 PEARL ST










6844 N WILDWOOD AV












3525 A CHURCH ST
2543CLEVELAND BLVD
33 E 208TH ST
2753 DALE AV
9533 LOWELL




425 S 6TH ST
1160 E 229TH ST
917 N 8TH AV
704 S VANBUREN




303 S MORGAN ST
3645 N 15TH ST





































































































































FREY CYNTHIA A LAS1
FREY DEBORAH A LAS2
FREY EILEEN R FAA1
FREY PAUL ENG4
FREY ROBERT W LAS2
FREYMAN WILLIAM C LAS4
FREYRE MARIA LUISA GRAD
FRIAR STEPHEN L ENG4
FRICHTL THOMAS H FAA6
FRICK ROGER DARYL AGR4
FRICK THOMAS GRAO
FRICKE BARBARA J EO 4
FRICKE OAVID A BUS4
FRICKE LYNN BARRY GRAO
FRICKE RICHARO T GRAD
FRIEDBERG LAWRENCE J FAA4
FRIEDE WENDY E LAS1
FRIEDEMAN JOHN W LAW3
FRIEDERICH ALLAN G LAS2
FRIEDKIN JO-ANN JANE AGR4
FRIEDLAND NANCY E LAS3
FRIEDLEIN BRUCE L BUS3
FRIEDLINE JAMES RAY BUS4
FRIEDMAN ANDREA JOAN GRAD
FRIEDMAN CARYN B LAS2
FRIEDMAN DARLENE D LAS2
FRIEDMAN OEBBIE M ED 2
FRIEDMAN OEBORAH J LAS2
FRIEDMAN DEBRA F LAS2
FRIEDMAN JANET L ED 3
FRIEDMAN JOAN PE 1
FRIEDMAN JOANN M ED 4
FRIEDMAN JOEL COM3
FRIEDMAN JOSEPH PAUL GRAD
FRIEDMAN JUDITH A AGR3
FRIEDMAN JUDY C LAS1
FRIEDMAN KARL A LAS2
FRIEDMAN KENNETH A LAS3
FRIEDMAN LEE LAS2
FRIEDMAN LESLIE A LAS2
FRIEDMAN MARCIA TONI GRAD
FRIEDMAN MARK E LAW2
FRIEDMAN MARK S LAW2
FRIEDMAN MARLA G LAS1
FRIEDMAN MARY SEIDEL GRAD
FRIEDMAN PAUL J LAS4
FRIEDMAN RANDALL L LAS2
FRIEDMAN ROBERT S LAS2
FRIEDMAN ROBERT S BUS3
FRIEDMAN SANDRA A ED 3
FRIEDMAN SHEILA K EO 4
FRIEDMAN STEPHEN J LAS4
FRIEORICH GREGORY J LAS2
FRIEDRICH JAMES F ENG3
FRIEOSTAT ROBERT A LAS4
FRIEND KATHLEEN D LAS2
FRIEND LAUREL H LAS3
FRIEND PHILLIP S LAS1
FRIERSON BESSIE R LAS1
FRIERSON WILLETTE LAS1
FRIES THOMAS RICHARD GRAO
FRIESEL GAIL E AGR4
FRIESEL MARK A FAA2
FRIESEMA WILLIAM F GRAD
FRIESEN BARBARA K LAS4
FRIESEN SUSAN S LAS3
FRIESNER LYNN NUGENT LAS2
FRIESNER VIRGINIA F GRAD
FRIESZ JOHN L BUS4
FRIHART CHARLES R GRAD
FRIHART DAVID A FAA1
FRILING PAUL M ENG3
FRILLMAN STEPHEN M PE 3
FRISBIE ANNE C FAA3
FRISBIE THOMAS R LAS2
FRISBY PAMELA J AGR1
FRISHMAN RICHARD A LAS3
FRISHMUTH RONALD E GRAD
FRISKE DOUGLAS A ENG4
FRITCH HARVEY L ENG4
FRITH EUGENIA C LAS4
FRITSCH JANE F LAS2
FRITSCH KATHLEEN C FAA3
FRITSCHEL LARRY E GRAD
FRITSCHER KURT W COM3
FRITTS DAVID CONRAD GRAD
FRITZ ALAN BARRY BUS4
FRITZ CHERYL M ED 3
FRITZ FREDERICK J ENG4
FRITZ GAIL L AGR2
FRITZ JOANNE GRAD
FRITZ JULIE L AGR1
FRITZE JAMES R LAW3
FRITZEN THEODORE A LAS3
FRIZELL HENRY W GRAD
FRIZZELL ROBERT W GRAD
FROBISH RUSSELL A GRAD
URH EVANS 223 U
URH GARNER 371 C
URH LAR 288 U
206 S GREGORY U
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS 511 C
105 E JOHN C
203 S WRIGHT 2 C
MAHOMET ILL
106 E HEALEY 14 C
314 S ELM 2 C
1206 W CLARK U
58 E JOHN C
204 N GREGORY U
MAHOMET ILL
URH BARTON 213 C
URH GARNER 339 C
57 E HEALEY C
707 S 6TH C
1104 W NEVADA U
412 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 317 U
703 E COLORADO U
1102 W UNIVERSITY U
904 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 301 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 412 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 446 C
107 CHALMERS 4 C
URH OGLESBY 220 U
1002 W NEVADA 2 U
47 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 211 C
109 W VINE C
802 S LINCOLN U
301 E ARMORY C
1003 W MAIN 3 U
411 E HEALEY 4 C
607 W HEALEY 15 C
URH TRELEASE 205 U
308 W ILLINOIS U
URH BLAISDELL 120 U
1105 S 1ST C
1106 S 3RD C
1006 S 3RD 15 C
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C
SKOKIE ILL
901 S 2ND C
309 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 329 C
58 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 371 C
307 HEALEY 5 C
1002 N 3RD C
URH WAROALL 223 U
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
DANVILLE ILL
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
ROSELLE ILL
509 N WILLIS C
715 W MICHIGAN U
413 N RACE U
908 S VINE U
908 S VINE U
FAIRVIEW HTS ILL
2017 PHILO RD 14 U
URH FORBES 493 C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
HUFF GYM 104 C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
URH SNYDER 445 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
907 S 2ND 2 C
2805 E CALIFORNIA U
1004 S 2ND C
408 W ELM U
507 W GREEN U
URH GARNER 236 C
URH EVANS 408 U
602 E STOUGHTON 31 C
804 W OREGON U
204 E JOHN C
410 E JOHN C
1108 W PARK C
501 N RANDOLPH C
URH WARDALL 316 U
406 N MATHEWS U
URH LAR 286 U
URH SHERMAN 1257 C
607 W STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO ILL
URH FLAGG 428 C
































































































1003 W MAIN 3






















3566 32ND ST SE
2447 HARRISON ST
413 N RACE
928 S SANTA FE
BOX 344
74 WILSHIRE DR





631 N DUNTON AV
RR 3












1616 S WESTERN AV
1331 S GREENWOOD




7018 S KING OR
457 S JEFFERSON



































































































FRODYMA RICHARD J BUS1
FROEHLE WILLY OSCAR ENG3
FROEHLICH BONNIE W LAS2
FROEHLICH KURT P LAW2
FROEHLICH PHILLIP E PE 1
FROEHLIG JOHN A FAA4
FROEHLING ALAN L LAS3
FROESE WILLIAM M LAS1
FROM BERNICE L LAS4
*FROMM WILLIAM WAYNE GRAD
FRONCZAK FRANK J JR ENG4
FRONCZAK MARY M FAA3
FROOM JOAN ELIZABETH GRAO
FROST EDGAR LEE GRAD
FROST IRA M BUS2
FROST IRWIN M ENG1
FROST JAMES LEROY ENG4
FROST PATRICIA A FAA3
FROST THOMAS J FAA4
FROTHINGHAM JOHN F ENG1
FROWEIN KAREN L ED 4
FRUEH PATRICIA L LAS1
FRUHLING JULIAN L AGR1
FRUIN DENNIS M LAS1
FRUIN RANDALL L AGR2
FRUS JOHN R ENG3
FRY FREDERICK STEELE GRAD
FRY JANE GARDNER LAS4
FRY NORMAN J ENG4
FRYE DAVID CHARLES BUS*
FRYE GLENN E ENG3
FRYE JANICE M LAS3
FRYE KAREN R LAS2
FRYE ROBERT DEAN GRAO
FRYER STEPHEN R PE 1
FRYK JAMES L FAA3
FRYKMAN DUANE V LAS4
FRYKMAN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
FRYMAN WILLIAM M ENG1
FRYML KIM G AGR3
FRYXELL JAMES RODNEY GRAD
FUCETOLA JOSEPH P GRAD
FUCHS BERRY J LAS2
FUCHS ELAINE V LAS4
FUCHS KAREN K AGR1
FUCHS LINDA A AGR3
FUCHS MARC E LAW2
FUCHS NANCY MELINDA FAA4
FUCHS RICHARD C FAA4
FUCHS SHARON JANZEN FAA2
FUEHRMEYER JOHN E AVI1
FUENTES ALINA C LAS3
FUERMANN WARREN BRYA GRAD
FUESTING STEPHAN A ENG1
FUGAMI CAROL J LAS2
FUGMAN GARY C LAS1
FUJIKATA HIROMICHI GRAD
FUJIMORI YOSHINORI GRAD
FUJIMOTO GORDON T LAS2
FUKAMI MARK K LAS1
FUKUYA SYLVIA M LAS2
FULGENZI GEORGIA L LAS3
FULK RANDAL CLAYTON GRAD
FULKERSON DON K ENG4
FULKERSON JANICE A AGR2
FULLARD JOYCE GRAD
FULLER BETTY J BEATY LAS3
FULLER CRYSTAL T LAS2
FULLER EOWIN R JR GRAD
FULLER KIM FRANCIS GRAD
FULLER MICHAEL K BUS4
FULLER SHERRY EDWINA LAS4
FULLER STEPHEN C FAA3
FULLER THEODORE D LAS3
FULLER WILLIAM CRAIG GRAD
FULLERTON DAVID A BUS3
FULLFRTON DAVID S LAW3
FULLERTON GAIL A LAS2
FULLETT SANDRA E ED 2
FULMER ANTHONY T AGR4
FULRATH DAVID W LAS3
FULTON CAROLYN D LAS2
FULTON DARREL LEON GRAD
FULTON DONNA F ED 1
FULTON GARY R ENG1
FULTON GWENDOLYN C LAS1
FULTON JOHN R FAA3
FULTON MARK ENG1
FULTON NANCY J ED 4
FULTON ROBERT F BUS3
FULTZ BONNIE RUTH LAS1
FULTZ EDWARD W LAS2
FUNDAKOWSKI BETTY J LAS1
FUNG LANCE D FAA4
FUNG MATTHEW KEN FAA4
FUNK CLINTON G AGR2
FUNK DAVID B LAS4
URH GARNER 414 C
URH SNYDER 306 C
907 S MATTIS 5 C
907 S MATTIS 5 C
409 E CHALMRS 1202 C
NORTHBROOK ILL
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 390 C
409 E CHALMRS 1007 C
803 E HARMON U
302 E GREGORY C
706 S 2ND C
1402 WAVERLY DR C
109 S BUSEY 1 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 442 C
311 E GREEN 111 C
706 VINE U
78 VERSAILLES FR
410 E JOHN U
URH WARDALL 405 U
312 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 132 C
810 W OREGON U
URH CARR 13 U
606 W OHIO U
105 E GREEN 8 C
1205 E FLORIDA 34 U
1205 FLORIDA 23 U
URH BLAISDELL 105 U
1206 W NEVADA U
710 W OHIO U
608 S STATE 4 C
502 S POPLAR U
URH TOWNSENO 446 U
2311 S 1ST 204 C
209 E HEALEY 5 C
URH CARR 114 U
URH CLARK 419 C
URH SHERMAN 1250 C
906 S VINE 301 U
409 E CHALMERS C
807 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS 909 C
409 E CHALMRS 909 C
604 E ARMORY 408 C
1107 S EUCLID 1 C
318 S PRAIRIE 204 C
314 S PRAIRIE 204 C
URH WESTON 242 C
URH WARDALL 422 U
806 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 125 C
504 E CLARK 24 C
804 OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 862 C
300 S GOODWIN 405 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 827 U
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
907 W MAIN U
1510 GRANDVIEW 3 C
1205 FLORIDA 22 U
805 W OHIO U
101 N BUSEY 4 U
GIFFORD ILL
URH WARDALL 1107 U
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
56 E DANIEL 1 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 347 U
405 1/2 E WHITE C
102 N LINCOLN 5 U
URH FORBES 220 C
1114 BROADMOOR C
URH GARNER 241 C
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
506 S DRAPER C
1731 ANITA C
URH ALLEN 113 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH CLARK 333 C
URH SNYDER 176 C
URH WARDALL 502 U
401 E JOHN C
309 E CHALMERS C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SCOTT 175 C
911 W SPNGFLD U
502 W ELM U
URH EVANS 333 U
78 VERSAILLES FR






































































907 S MATTIS 5
907 S MATTIS 5
116 N MARION ST
1111 VOLTZ RD
54 N 7TH AV
8922 BELLEFORT AV
1346 S COLUMBUS ST
803 E HARMON





4949 N RIDGEWAY AV
3144 CUYLER










105 E GREEN 8
1205 E FLORIDA 34
140 S WESTLAWN
401 CENTER ST 21
RR 1
808 S BRUNER ST




321 7TH ST WEST
365 N FAIRWAY AV
222 MAPLE RD







RR 1 BOX 9
305 FOREST AV
314 S PRAIRIE 204
16331 GREENWOOD AV
2031 W 175TH ST
1220 MAPLE
RR 2
1612 N 22ND AV
2030 N BOYD AV
SAKURA-CITY
MACHIDA
7136 W 176TH ST
704 N ELMHURST RD
7007 N CRAWFORD
7322 N OTTAWA AV
RR 1
109 E 1ST ST
RR 2
101 N BUSEY 4

































































































































FUNK LARRY G FAA1
FUNK LINDA GELFIUS AGR4
FUNK ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
FUNK TED L ENG2
FUOSS DENNIS E ENG2
FURKERT RICHARD E GRAD
FURLAN JAMES E ENG4
FURLONG JOANNE C LAS4
FURMAN RICHARD L LAS2
FURMANEK ANDREA E LAS3
FURRH DANIEL L LAW2
FURRH VAN FAA2
FURSTENAU STEPHEN B ENG1
GAAR GEOFFREY ALLAN GRAD
GABBERT WILLIAM V GRAD
GABBETT JOHANNA M LAS1
GABBETT MARY B AGR1
GABEHART GARY W AGR1
GABEL ALLAN A GRAD
GABEL ANDREW D LAS4
GABEL HOWARD ENG4
GABEL MAROEL D LAS1
GABEL WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
GABORIAULT PAUL H GRAD
GABRENYA KAREN N FAA1
GABRIEL GARRY A ENG1
GABRIEL JANE M FAA1
GABRIEL KEITH R ENG3
GABRIELSON EDWARD W LAS2
GAC FRANK D ENG3
GAC MARTHA H LAS2
GADBOIS RICHARD A BUS4
GADBURY VELMA MINER LAS1
GADE JAMES P FAA3
*GADE KATHLEEN D COM3
GADEA-OLTRA F GRAD
GADIA SHASHI KUMAR GRAD
GAETANO CAROL S FAA2
GAFFEN SANDRA E FAA1
GAFFIGAN ROBERT J ENG3
GAFFNEY DENNIS JOHN GRAD
GAFFNEY KATIE PARKER LAS3
*GAGE PATRICK ALBERT VM 2
GAGOSIAN STEPHEN D FAA4
GAHLON JAMES M GRAD
GAHR STEVEN ALLAN GRAD
GAHWILER BARBARA L LAS4
GAINES CAROL A LAS2
GAINES JANET E FAA1
GAINES RICHARD LEROY FAA4
GAINES ROBERT ALAN COM4
GAINES SAM LAS2
GAINES SCOTT P LAS2
GAINES STUART L BUS1
GAINEY BARBARA L LAS2
GAJDORUS GEORGE J JR BUS3
GALANDAK EMIL R FAA4
GALASSI THOMAS P ENG1
GALBRAITH SUE ZANE GRAD
GALBREATH DEBRA A LAS1
GALBREATH TERRY S ED 4
GALE MARSHA FAA3
GALE VIRGINIA A LAS2
GALECKE GARY A BUS2
*GALEN NANCY DOYLE LAS4
GALIOTO ALWAYNE R GRAD
GALLAGHER AUDREY L LAS3
GALLAGHER DANIEL F LAW2
GALLAGHER DANIEL H LAS2
GALLAGHER DANIEL T GRAD
GALLAGHER DAVID A GRAD
GALLAGHER DON R ENG4
GALLAGHER GERALD F FAA1
GALLAGHER JAMES P LAS2
GALLAGHER KATHRYN A GRAD
GALLAGHER MICHAEL M BUS2
GALLAGHER MOYA M LAS1
GALLAGHER ROBERT W ENG4
GALLAGHER TIMOTHY J BUS2
GALLAGHER VIRGINIA L FAA4
GALLAHER PAUL LAS1
GALLAHER STUART ALLA GRAD
GALLARDO GRACIELA LAS1
GALLAS MARTIN H LAS3
GALLATIN HARLIE KAY GRAD
GALLE JOYCE M LAS2
GALLI NICHOLAS A GRAD
GALLIS PAUL LOUIS GRAD
GALLISATH BARBARA L LAS3
GALLISATH KAREN S BUS4
GALLO JAMES M BUS2
GALLOWAY DAVID ARTHU FAA4
GALLOWAY JOEL DAVID GRAO
GALLOWAY SAMUEL H AGR3
GALO ARTURO GALO GRAD
GALT REBECCA F FAA1
GALUS KENNETH WAYNE LAS4
URH SNYDER 323 C
24 COACHMAN U
NORMAL ILL
803 W OREGON U
110 E ARMORY C
202 E GREGORY 302 C
408 W SPNGFLD C
105 N COLER U
211 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 604 U
401 EDGEBROOK 201 C
402 E DANIEL C
211 E ARMORY C
710 S ELM BLVD C
1012 S WABASH U
URH WARDALL 224 U
URH BUSEY 225 U
809 W PENN U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
207 1/2 W WILLIAM C
1007 DIVISION U
URH VANDOREN 422 C
406 W HIGH 7 U
501 N PROSPECT C
URH TRELEASE 226 U
URH TOWNSEND 253 U
URH LAR 398 U
ALTON ILL
URH WESTON 259 C
112 E DANIEL C
106 E HEALEY C
404 S LINCOLN U
606 N JAMES C
205 N BROADWAY U
205 N BROADWAY U
604 E ARMORY C
404 E HEALEY C
URH CLARK 221 C
URH LAR 187 U
2006 VAWTER U
2017 PHILO RD U
302 E PARK 303 C
47 CEDRIC U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 102 C
502 E HEALEY 307 C
902 N GREGORY U
907 S WRIGHT C
611 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 223 U
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
911 S LOCUST C
URH BABCOCK 426 U
URH OGLESBY 717 U
URH BABCOCK 401 U
URH GARNER 341 C
803 W OREGON U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 394 C
DECATUR ILL
1306 JOANNE LN C
203 E ARMORY C
3 1 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 159 U
604 E ARMORY 303 C
2107 W WHITE 182 C
1514 SUMMIT RIDGE C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
905 E COLORADO 54 U
URH OGLESBY 822 U
URH DANIELS 217 U
URH DANIELS U
URH GARNER 132 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 482 C
URH SHERMAN 107 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 417 U
URH CARR 107 U
310 E GREGORY C
1801 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 171 C
1601 N KILER C
URH VANDOREN 322 C
604 E ARMORY C
BOLIVAR MO
URH WARDALL 321 U
1727 HENRY C
6 07 HIGH U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
307 E OANIEL C
URH GARNER 390 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
MAHOMET ILL
604 N MAPLE 38 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 121 U








































































13 F LINN ST
5449 N ARTESIAN
2243 3RD AV
7348 N RIDGE BLVD
206 RICH RD
















193 W 29TH PL
3656 TERRACE LN
RR 1 BOX 473
522 S HARVARD AV
2641 WASHINGTON AV











302 E PARK 303
47 CEDRIC
1065 MASSACHUSETTS
502 E HEALEY 307
213 LAWNDALE PL
6045 ESSEX RD
11:23 BOB OLINK RD
706 E PERSHING 303
3100 SHERIDAN RD
1111 W 1ST ST










612 N BROADWAY ST
2222 W 81ST PL








4617 W 105TH PL
80 SWIFT LN
RR 2
10011 S HOYNE AV






1438 N BELL AV
1214 N BOND











478 N ELM BLVD



































































































GALUSKA DENISE R ED 2
GALUSKA RAYMOND J BUS4
GALVIN GARY C ENG1
*GALVIN MARTIN J LAW2
GAMAGE ALDEN E BUS4
GAMAGE MARK L BUS3
GAMARRA ROSA M GRAO
GAMAUF WILLIAM H LAS1
GAMBACH NANCY L LAS4
GAMBILL STEPHEN T BUS4
GAMBLE EUGENE V JR GRAD
GAMBLE JOHN CLARK GRAD
GAMBLE THOMAS E GRAD
GAMBLES LARRY ED 4
GAMBOA GEORGE A ED 1
GAMM IRA I COM4
GAMMON NATHAN ALLEN GRAD
GANAKOS BARBARA E COM4
GANDHI FIROZE D GRAD
GANDHI PARVIZ SHAVAK GRAD
GANDOLFI BOB J PE 4
GANEK DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
GANEY JAMES W ENG2
GANEY TIM M LAS3
GANEY WILLIAM M BUS1
GANG SAMUEL HIRSH GRAD
GANGE RICHARD J BUS3
GANISON OORIS J EO 2
GANLEY JAMES T GRAD
GANN JOHN R PE 2
GANNON CATHERINE B LAS1
GANNON RICHARD W LAS3
GANOW GLENNA D POET GRAD
GANOW HAROLD CURTIS GRAD
GANS ALAN R ENG2
GANSKE ELISE NORDBRO GRAD
GANSKI LINDA S LAS3
GANTI NARASIMHAM A GRAD
GANTNER JAMES FAA1
GANTZERT GORDON M AGR3
GANTZERT MARILYN A BUS2
GANZ ROSALYN ED 4
GAPEN CLARK J FAA2
GARAVALIA SHIRLEE A LAS4
GARB JEFFREY L LAS3
GARBE PAUL L LAS3
GARBER JEFFREY P LAS2
GARBER JOSEPH ALLEN GRAD
GARBER STEPHEN MICHA GRAD
GARCEA DEBRA R LASl
GARCIA ALBERTO GRAD
GARCIA EDUARDO G GRAD
GARCIA ENCARNITA M GRAD
GARCIA LUIS ENRIOUE GRAO
GARCIA PAUL ANTHONY GRAD
GARCIA REYES JORGE GRAD
GARCIA RICHARD J GRAO
GARCIA RODOLFO LASl
GARCIA-MARTINEZ A H GRAD
GARCIA-MENOCAL N GRAD
GARD GAYLORD LYNN GRAD
GARDEI BRIAN R FAA3
GARDET TERRANCE E LASl
GARDINER GLENN R FAA2
GARDNER BENJAMIN JR ENG2
GARDNER FRANCIS E JR GRAD
GARDNER FRANCIS E JR LAS2
GARDNER GLENN F BUS1
GARDNER MARGARET L AGR3
GARDNER MARK RICHARD GRAD
GARDNER MARSHA ANN LAS3
GARDNER MARY K FAA1
GARDNER MARY KENNEDY FAA3
GARDNER PHYLLIS I LAS4
GARDNER ROLLIN J FAA4
GARDNER TERRY J BUS4
GARDNER WILLIAM DEAN GRAD
GARDNER WILLIAM H ENG1
GARDZE ERIC PAUL JR GRAD
GAREISS RONALO K BUS1
GAREL JOYCE EDYTHE GRAD
GAREN WENDY S LASl
GAREPIS CHRIS N LAS4
GARESCHE GAIL M LAS2
GARFIELD LAREN H LAS2
GARFIELD MARSHA FINK LAS4
GARINGER CYNTHIA S PE 2
GARLAND ELAINE PE 3
GARLISCH LARRY A AGR4
GARMAGER KRISTOFER LAS4
GARMAGER TIMOTHY R LAS3
GARMES WILLIAM T COM3
GARMISA STEVEN P LASl
GARNIER PATRICK R GRAD
GAROON IRA LAS3
GARRET BRUCE H LASl
GARRET DIANA R LAS5
URH LAR 262 U
705 S LINCOLN U
6TH £ ARMORY C
603 FAIRLAWN U
911 S LOCUST 108 C
URH OGLESBY 1C30 U
URH SHERMAN 401 C
URH SNYDER 494 C
307 E DANIEL C
1782 VALLEY RD C
703 S BROADWAY U
2403 BRETT C
618 W GREEN C
406 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 509 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
307 KELLY CT C
509 S 5TH 23 C
1206 W MAIN U
URH DANIELS 461 U
106 WEBBER U
53 E JOHN 2 C
URH ALLEN 383 U
1006 W OREGON U
1101 W PENN U
307 EVERGREEN W U
1003 E COLORADO U
105 E DANIEL C
815 N MCKINLEY C
URH FORBES 217 C
URH HOPKINS 452 C
506 W INDIANA U
305 KELLY CT C
305 KELLY CT C
910 S 3RD 618 C
NORMAL ILL
105 E GREEN 16 C
408 E STOUGHTON 2 C
901 S 2ND C
310 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 374 C
1715 VALLEY RD C
211 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 386 U
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
URH SCOTT 378 C
910 S 3RD C
502 E WHITE 10 C
LAGUNA BEACH CAL
URH LAR 117 U
URH DANIELS U
501 N MCCULLOUGH 8 U
704 W MAPLE C
URH SHERMAN 1267 C
GAMBIER OHIO
602 E STOUGHTON C
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 315 C
704 W MAPLE C
1834 C ORCH PL U
808 S LINCOLN 9 U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
URH GARNER 491 C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 420 C
1015 S ANOERSON U
1007 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 204 C
URH SCOTT 200 C
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
URH BUSEY 215 U
1211 W PARK C
903 S 4TH C
202 S GREGORY U
411 W WHITE C
508 E STOUGHTON C
203 N LYNN 35 C
URH BARTON 223 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WESTON 424 C
URH SHERMAN 311 C
504 E SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 111 U
URH VANDOREN 122 C
1013 S 1ST ST RD C
103 E STOUGHTON C
2422 MAPLEWOOD C
URH TRELEASE 1213 U
S 1ST ST MANOR 104 C
ORCH ST U
1954 ORCH ST U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN 35 U
2001 C ORCH ST U
209 E JOHN C
1805 VALLEY RD C

































































RR 1 LK PETERSBURG
109 DAVENPORT HALL
9617 S KEOZIE AV
728 GRANT ST





2630 W DIVISION ST
4843 W LUNT AV
1010 S J ST 214




53 E JOHN 2
1030 W RICH ST
511 E OAK












5512 W 35TH ST
56 P RD
2 HENNEBERRY LN
RP 1 BOX 131
















31 S 18TH AV
704 W MAPLE
1834 C ORCH PL
1308 SHARON LN
5614 WASHINGTON
655 N CARPENTER ST
426 N CLAY ST
2N340 BERNICE AV
1015 S ANDERSON
2151 W IRVING PARK
307 ANTHONY
8214 N SOLON RD
19820 BASSETT ST
14G7 S AVERS
1211 W PARK AV
644 N LOMBARD AV
20 HICKORY BOW
BOX 244
7012 W NEWPORT AV
203 N LYNN 35
2N340 BERNICE AV
7332 N ORIOLE








3843 W MAIN ST
RR 1
892 WASHINGTON ST
1954 D ORCH ST
10201 UTICA AV
3303 W CRYSTAL ST






































































































GARRETT LAURA A BUS1
GARRETT MICHAEL L AGR1
*GARRETT PATRICIA S ED 4
GARRETT PATRICK E LAS2
GARRIGUS MARK TYLER GRAD
GARRISON CARL ELMO GRAD
GARRISON JUDITH A AGR1
GARRISON ROBERT D LAS1
GARRISON WILLIAM JR GRAD
GARRITY KIM A COM4
GARRY CONSTANCE I ED 4
GARRY MARK T COM3
GARRY PAULA M LAS2
GARST STEVEN L LAW!
GARSTECKI DEAN C GRAD
GARSTECKI KATHLEEN R GRAD
GARTNER NANCY L LAS3
GARTNER WARREN D LAS1
GARTON DAVID P BUS3
GARTON ROLAND L LAS1
GARTRELL WILLIE C LAS1
GARTZMAN MARTIN D BUS1
GARVERICK KENNETH B LAS4
GARVEY MICHAEL S VM 2
GARVIN FRANK GILBERT GRAD
GARVIN STEPHEN D BUS3
GARVIN VIRGINIA ANN GRAD
GARWIN ARTHUR H LAW1
GARWOOD CAROL J FAA1
GARWOOD JANE LOUISE LAS4
GARY BRUCE WILLARD ENG4
GARY LONNIE L ENG1
GARZA JOSEPH M LAS2
GASIOR TIMOTHY D FAA3
GASKE MARGARET A LAS4
GASKIN THOMAS JR LAS2
GASPARICH JAMES P LAS1
GASPARRO FRANK A LAS3
GASS GERALOINE L ED 4
GASS GREGORY CHARLES GRAD
GASS JEROME H AGR2
GASS JOANNE M BUS2
GASS MARILYN ATLAS LAS4
GASS VIRGIL J FAA4
GASS ZACHARY IRVING GRAO
GASSEL PATSY L LAS4
GASSMAN MARSHA A AGR2
GAST ANNE S LAS3
GAST JAMES A LAS4
GAST STEPHEN R LAS4
GAST TERESA A AGR1
GATES JAMES T GRAD
GATES JOELEN J LAS3
GATES MADELINE GRACE GRAD
GATES MARKLAND T GRAD
GATES MARY I FAA2
GATES ROBERT W AGR1
GATEWOOD WALLACE L GRAD
GATLIN STEPHEN M LAS1
GATS JAMES PAUL GRAD
GATS ROBERT J AGR4
GATSIS KAREN LAS2
GATSIS RENEE LAS4
GATTERMEIR ROBERT JR ENG3
GATTO JOHN J BUS2
GATTUSO JOHN J VM 1
GATZKE HARRY W GRAD
GATZKE KEN WALTER GRAD
GAU FRED LOUIS GRAD
GAUBAS ROBERT DAVID LAW2
GAUDIOSO LYNN M LAS3
GAUEN JO L LAS2
GAUEN KIM R LAS1
GAULRAPP MERLE K AGR3
GAULT GRETCHEN A LAS1
GAULT JUANITA VANCE GRAD
GAULT LONNE K LAS3
GAULT LUCINDA L LAS2
GAULT THEODORE D GRAD
GAULT WAYNE B ENG4
GAUMER DAVID E LAS1
GAUS PAULA J LAS3
GAUSE CAROLYN D LAS1
GAVERICK MARCIA B LAS4
GAVLIN NANCY L LAS2
GAVLIN PATRICIA K ED 1
GAVLIN SUZANNE LAS3
GAVLINSKI PATRICK JO ED 4
GAVRON MALCOLM J LAS1
GAVZER LAURA N LAS3
GAWLIK STEVEN J FAA3
GAY BARBARA FLINT LAS4
GAY KAREN M ED 2
GAY MARIAN R TAYLOR GRAD
GAYDOS ANDREA K AGR3
GAYDOS MARGUERITE R PE 1
GAYE BARBARA ANN GRAD
1405 PAULA C
TOLONO ILL
1414 W BRADLEY C
50 E HEALEY C
811 W WILLIAM C
1207 BROADMOOR C
URH LAR 435 U
URH CARR 113 U
URH FLAGG 309 C
302 E ARMORY C
706 S MATHEWS U
410 E JOHN C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH FLAGG 309 C
1105 BLOOMINGTON C
1105 BLOOMINGTON C
URH BLAISDELL 411 U
URH BABCOCK 117 U
410 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 274 C
URH ALLEN 75 U
501 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 180 C
MONTICELLO ILL
1007 S 3RD C
MONTICELLO ILL
807 N PROSPECT C
URH WARDALL 609 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1410 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 228 C
URH FORBES 211 C
URH SCOTT 152 C
309 E HEALEY 6 C
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
102 E CHALMERS C
312 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
241 S DEWEY U
604 E ARMORY 230 C
URH GARNER 338 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1960 B ORCH ST U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH CLARK 430 C
URH TRELEASE 811 U
704 S BROADWAY U
704 S BROADWAY U
305 W PARK 10 U
URH ALLEN 245 U
405 W HEALEY C
BADEN AUST
URH DANIELS 266 U
403 BRIAR LN 106 C
610 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 322 C
709 W CHURCH 1 C
URH HOPKINS 294 C
407 S STATE 2 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 411 C
DES PLAINES ILL
506 E WHITE C
URH FORBES 472 C
URH DANIELS 182 U
817 OAKLAND 207 U
MADISON CONN
901 W SPNGFLD 6 U
2017 VAWTER 2 U
1006 S 3RD 11 C
URH SCOTT 290 C
URH BARTON 1 C
254 DEWEY C
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
DECATUR ILL
URH CLARK 306 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 248 C
2108 ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 213 U
LOMBARD ILL
URH WARDALL 223 U
501 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 462 C
URH HOPKINS 442 C
URH SCOTT 310 C
207 E HEALEY C
312 E ARMORY C
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
406 E SPNGFLD C
1712 PARKSIDE TERR C
URH BUSEY 330 U
DEWEY ILL
URH WARDALL 826 U
URH WARDALL 826 U



























































































11528 S NORMAL AV
418 E MARION ST
4710 SARATOGA ST














301 N BELT E
513 KANSAS AV
1206 W STOUGHTON














HWY 15 BOX 11
6317 POWELL ST




1305 S KELLOGG ST




400 ASCOT OR 1G
2017 VAWTER 2
49 ELMIRA ST






2543 29TH AV CT
12034 S RICHARD AV
2923 WENDOVER DR
861 E PENN ST
419 W HARRISON RD




7046 N KENTON AV












































































































GAYER ROBERT J LAS3
GAYLE BRIAN G LAS2
GAYLES LINDSEY JR LAS1
GAYMONT STEPHEN A LAS1
GAYNES RANDY L LAS2
GAYNES ROBERT P LAS1
GAYNOR ALLAN F BUS1
GAYNOR JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
GAZDA PHILIP ALLEN ENG4
GAZDA THOMAS JR LAS1
GAZOZIAK ALAN J LAS2
GBANI ANTHONY BOBOR GRAD
GEALOW JOYCE E LASl
*GEAN PAMELA R GRAD
GEANIOUS GREGORY K ENGi
GEARY RALPH E ENGI
GEBEL HOWARD M LAS3
GEBHARD THEODORE A GRAD
GEBHARDT JOHN E BUS1
GEBHART BARBARA J LAS2
GEBHART PAUL A AGR3
GEBHART PENELOPE KAY GRAD
GEBIS EILEEN M LAS2
GECAN GARY JOHN LAS4
GECAN PAMELA S LAS2
GEDDES BRUCE D ENG4
GEDDES JERRY W AGR
1
GEDDIS ROBERT A FAA1
*GEDGAUDAS ROBERTA I LAS3
GEDGAUDAS THOMAS V BUS4
GEDMAN STACY BUS4
GEDWILL ANTHONY J LASl
GEDZ SUZANNE PE 1
GEE CAROLYN E LAS3
GEHL WILLIAM H III LASl
GEHLBACH ELLEN L LAS2
GEHMAN JOHN CLAYTON GRAD
GEHRIG DOUGLAS B ENG4
GEHRING DURWARD J LAS2
GEHRING JOHN J ENG3
GEHRING MARCIA A LASl
GEHRIS ROBERT J AGR3
GEHRKE LEONARD S ENGI
GEIDERMAN JOEL M LAS4
GEIER CHARLES H ENGI
GEIGER DEBORAH A LAS3
GEIGER GARREL E AGR3
GEIGER VIVIENNE L LAS4
GEIHSLER JAMES D LASl
GEIMER MICHAEL J LAS4
GEIMER STEPHEN D ENG2
GEIMER WILLIAM M LASl
GEISENDORFEP JOHN W ENG4
GEISER DENNIS R VM 4
GEISLER GARY F LAS2
GEISLER HARLYNNE ED 4
GEISSLER THOMAS E AGR
GELARDEN CAROLYN S G GRAD
GELBER ERIC R GRAD
GELBRON VICTOR A LAS4
GELFELD ADRIENNE R LAS4
*GELLAR JAMES K FAA3
GELLATLY DAVID A LAW1
*GELLER LYNDA G GRAD
GELLER NAOMI G LAS4
GELLER RICHARD M COM3
GELOIN GHISLAINE GRAD
GEMBOLIS M BETH AGR
2
GENAZE ROBERT R LAS2
GENCARELLA GARY W GRAD
GENCZO WILLIAM ENG4
GENDEK ALLEN E ENG2
*GENDLER ALAN MATTHEW GRAD
GENDLER SANDRA LYKE GRAD
GENER JOHN PAUL ED 1
GENERETTE ALBERT JR FAA1
GENGE GEORGE D BUS3
*GENGE JEROME VM 4
*GENGLER MICHAEL RICH FAA4
GENINATTI CYNTHIA R AGR1
*GENOVESE THOMAS M LAW2
GENSON JEFFREY D LAS2
GENSON STEVEN C BUS1
GENT WILLIAM J VM 3
GENTFS GERALD C BUS2
GENTRY CURTIS M LAW3
GENTRY DAVID A LAS4
GENTRY JEFFERSON L LAS3
GENZEL LINDA S LASl
*GEORGAKIS CHRISTOS GRAD
GEORGE DAVID C LAW1
GEORGE DONALD J ENG3
GEORGE EBENEZER GRAD
GEORGE GEORGE N GRAD
GEORGE KENNETH R JR LAS4
GEORGE KERRY E LAS3
GEORGE PAUL M LAS2
URH CARR 126 U
309 E HEALEY C
URH SNYDER 371 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
907 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 121 C
URH DANIELS 121 U
1722 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY 134 C
URH GARNER 414 C
309 E HEALEY 8 C
URH HOPKINS 490 C
KANKAKEE ILL
URH FORBES 415 C
URH SNYDER 440 C
409 E CHALMERS 814 C
URH SHERMAN 948 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 727 U
205 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 112 U
1807 W JOHN C
URH LAR 239 U
2309 S 1ST 303 C
URH SNYDER 316 C
URH WESTON 490 C
503 BASH CT C
503 BASH CT C
1106 EUCLID C
URH GARNER 213 C
URH BUSEY 307 U
505 E WHITE 2 C
URH ALLEN 394 U
1110 W NEVADA U
205 N BUSEY U
502 E HEALEY 210 C
URH HOPKINS 221 C
FLOSSMOOR ILL
URH HOPKINS 408 C
URH SCOTT 263 C
URH BLAISDELL 125 U
1505 KIRBY C
URH HOPKINS 358 C
907 S WRIGHT C
EUREKA ILL
509 1/2 GREEN 1 C
URH HOPKINS 346 C
409 E CHALMRS 601 C
URH GARNER 222 C
URH HOPKINS 224 C
310 E WHITE 21 C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 201 U
802 W HAINES C
1517 KIRBY 10 C
1906 D ORCH ST U
1107 E FLORIDA U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
749 S MATTIS C
URH SHERMAN 1252 C
504 SCOVILL U
1203 CLARK U
301 E ARMORY C
URH FRENCH HSE 1 U
URH TRELEASE 427 U
312 E ARMORY C
PEORIA ILL
2315 S 1ST ST MANR C
1010 S 2ND C
57 E CHALMERS 3 C
57 E CHALMERS 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 914 C
URH BABCOCK 325 U
URH GARNER 320 C
2106 ORCH ST 303 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH TRELEASE 1224 U
514 W BEARDSLEY C
URH GARNER 421 C
URH CARR 104 U
911 S 1ST C
311 E ARMORY C
401 AVONDALE C
901 S 2ND C
109 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH ALLEN 238 U
2014 D ORCH ST U
WAUKEGAN ILL
URH BABCOCK 122 U
URH DANIELS 407 U
901 S 1ST 12 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BLAISDELL 10 U






































































2956 N MASON AV
RR 3
7717 W PALATINE






530 S LIBERTY ST
605 TIMBERLANE
333 CENTER AV A-2
RR 1 BOX 67
RR 1
3528 W PALMER ST
8731 W 166TH PL
7362 S SHORE DR
29 PATTEN AV






























862 W HAINES BLVD
1517 KIRBY 10
1906 D ORCH ST
603 M PALLADIUM DR
3104 W JEROME ST
749 S MATTIS










57 E CHALMERS 3
57 E CHALMERS 3
12011 S LA FAYETTE
4849 W ADAMS
BOX 113










109 E CHALMERS 2
405 W CENTRAL










































































































GEORGE RONALD F ENG3
GEORGE STEPHEN D BUS2
GEORGE STEVE M LAS3
GEPHART MARY F LAS2
GEPPNER PATRICIA A LAS2
GER AHMET METIN GRAD
*GER GULIZ ED 1
GER WILLIAM S LAS2
GERACI ANGELYN LASl
GERACI ANN I LASl
GERACI DANIEL V GRAD
GERACI ROBERT L JR ENG1
GERAGHTY MICHAEL J FAA1
GERALD MARILYN L LAS2
GERBFR GARY E LAS4
GERBER NANCY L ED 4
GERBER RICHARDE C ED 2
GEPDES DORIS A LAS4
GERDES GARY L ENG4
GERDES MARILYN K LASl
GERDES MICHAEL I LAS3
GERDES ROGER A LAS4
GERFMIA NATALIE A LAS4
GERGANS MARK A ENG4
GERHART MARK WILLIAM GRAD
GERIG REGINALD R JR LAS3
GERIG RODNEY E ENG4
GERK ALVIN PHILLIP GRAD
GERKEN EDWIN J AGR4
GERL JAMES D LAS2
GERLACH KARL R ENG4
GERLACH STEVEN C GRAD
GERLACK NANCY L ED 1
GERMAIN EDWARD M III LAS2
GERMAN ERNEST C JR GRAD
*GERMANN CARL CLARK LAW2
GERMOND STANLEY P GRAD
GERODEMOS CHRISTINE PE 1
GEROW WARD DEMING GRAD
GERRITY ANNE T LAS4
GERSBAUGH CHRISTINE LAS2
GERSBAUGH NANCY E LASl
GERSHENZON RICHARD N GRAD
GERSHON ADRIENNE G LAW1
GERSHON NEIL L LASl
GERSICH ANDREW J FAA4
GERSICK SHELLEY A LAS4
GERSON DAVID R LAS3
GERSTEIN MARK LOWELL LAS4
GERSTEIN ROESIA H FAA3
GERSTEIN SANDRA LASl
GERSTENBERGER BESSIE GRAD
GERSTENBERGER RITA A LAS2
GERSTNER WILLIAM C LAS4
GERTEN LAWRENCE J BUS4
GERULAT GARY W FAA3
GERZA GEORGE HUGH BUS4
GESCHKE WAYNE B LAS3
GESHIWLM STEVEN C ENG1
GETSON MELINDA R LASl
GETSON PAMELA R LAS4
GETTLEMAN CHAD H BUS2
GETTS KRISTY KAY LAS4
GETTY JANET R LASl
GETZ KAREN A LAS2
GETZ MARJORIE A ED 1
GETZEL BARRY MARTIN GRAD
GETZEL PATRICIA M GRAD
GETZELMAN A ROBERT AGR4
*GETZEN RUFUS THOMAS GRAD
GETZOFF WILLIAM M LAW3
GEUTHER HAROLD W JR LAS3
GEWEKE DEBRA L PE 3
GHANI ABDUL WAHAB GRAD
GHARTEY JAMES B JR GRAD
GHAZI DJENAT M K GRAD
GHFITANCHI JAUID GRAD
GHFNT JOCELYN M GRAD
GHERE DAVID LYNN ED 4
*GHESOUIERE JAMES R GRAD
GHIDINA JULIE A LAS2
GHOLSTON FELICIA A ED 1
GIACOBE ANTHONY J LAS4
GIAGNONI DAVID E ENG1
GIAMPOLI JOHN J BUS3
GIANNESCHI CYNTHIA V LAS2
GIANNESCHI DANISE MA LAS4
GIANOPOULOS ANTHONY BUS3
GIBALA NICHOLAS J BUS3
GIBALA ROCCO GRAD
GIBBENS WILLARD D AGR4
GIBBON ANNCHEN H LAS3
GIBBONS DAVID LOUIS GRAD
GIBBONS DONNA J LAS3
GIBBONS JAMES F ENG3
GIBBONS JAMES HENRY GRAO
GIBBONS JUDY K LAS3
310 E CHALMERS U
URH ALLEN 392 U
URH FORBES 124 C
URH TRELEASE 830 U
URH SAUNDERS 218 U
2084 D ORCH ST U
2084 D ORCH ST U
1008 NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 419 U
URH ALLEN 197 U
1100 WILLARD U
URH SNYDER 240 C
URH FORBES 3-40 C
409 E CHALMRS 90 8 C
110 W CHARLES C
1104 W NEVADA U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1405 MITTENDORF C
URH BUSEY 256 U
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
508 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
909 S 5TH C
904 W CLARK 1 U
706 S 1ST 201 C
1505 W SPNGFLD C
1110 E STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 454 C
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
142 PADDOCK E C
URH ALLEN 204 U
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
WAVERLY ILL
1019 S ANDERSON U
308 BUENA VISTA C
URH VAN DOREN 407 C
1614 W PARK 6 C
307 E WHITE 22 C
501 N WILLIS C
501 N WILLIS C
2H7 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SHERMAN 866 C
910 S 3RD C
511 E WHITE 3 C
111 E CHALMERS 8 C
213 W ILLINOIS U
807 1/2 W MAIN U
URH DELTA HSE 5 U
URH TRELEASE 508 U
1309 W HEALEY C
805 W OHIO U
408 W ELM U
WASHINGTON 6 RACE U
TOLONO ILL
305 E UNIVERSITY C
402 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 322 C
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
802 W OREGON 11 U
409 E CHALMRS 1014 C
1715 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 417 C
URH BUSEY 303 U
URH TRELEASE 631 U




901 S 1ST C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
58 E JOHN 27 C
URH DANIELS 718 U
408 E STOUGHTON 7 C
1008 S BUSEY 1 U
URH SHERMAN 518 C
2014 ZUPPKE CIRCLE U
313 E CHALMERS C
2202 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
URH WARDALL 406 U
604 N MAPLE 28 U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 116 U
307 E WHITE 34 C
URH ALLEN 477 U
506 BURKWOOD CT E U
506 BURKWOOD CT U
1500 CAMBRIDGE C
1801 CARLE C
2205 DALE 2 C
410 W CALIFORNIA U
1109 S 4TH C
2033 A ORCH ST U






































































ROUTE 3 BOX 12
2222 W MELROSE
RR 1
2001 N NORTH ST
14 SOK BAHGELIVLR





26 W 421 WEISBROOK





1107 1/2 W OREGON
711 W 6TH ST
105 N HOWARD
14436 WABASH
1107 1/2 W OREGON
1860 STEWART AV
5639 N CHRISTIANA





2112 W 35TH ST










501 N WILLIS AV
501 N WILLIS
4204 MAIN ST
6343 N ALBANY AV
8908 OKETO
511 E WHITE 3
1212 42ND AV
213 W ILLINOIS
3750 LAKF SHORE DR
170 ILLINOIS BLVD
8120 S KENNETH AV
1309 W HEALEY
1309 W HEALEY
















5 BIRCHWOOD CT 2-K
715 FOREST
839 W DOUGLAS
ROUTE 3 BOX 629A
F/l DAWOOD COLONY







1026 W 110TH ST
8601 S KNOX
150 N ELMWOOD RO
2848 FLOSSMOOR RD
237 S PROSPECT AV
237 S PROSPECT
27 WOODLAND GLEN







2033 A ORCH ST


































































































GIBBONS (CATHERINE B GRAD
GIBBONS KATHLEEN K LAS4
GIBBS GREGORY P LAS1
GIBBS JOHN DAVID GRAD
GIBBS JOYCE K ED 2
GIBBS RAYMOND W GRAD
GIBBS SANDRA E GRAD
GIBBS WESLEY F JR FAA4
GIBES JOSEPH G ENG3
GIBFRIED PAUL R ED 4
GIBLIN ROSEMARY WAHL LAS4
GIBLIN WILLIAM T GRAD
GIBRICK MARSHA LYNN LAS4
GIBSON CAMILLE MARY GRAD
GIBSON CAROL ANN GRAD
GIBSON CHARLES S ENG2
GIBSON DAVID J BUS2
GIBSON KATHLEEN A LAS3
GIBSON KATHLEEN R LAS3
GIBSON MICHAEL A FAA4
GIBSON NANCY E PE 1
GIBSON PATRICIA ANN PE 4
GIBSON RANDY LAS1
GIBSON STEPHEN A PE 3
GIBSON SUE ANN LAS4
GIBSON TERRENCE LYNN ENG4
GIBSON WILLIAM H JR GRAD
GIDEL LOUIS THOMAS GRAD
GIEBELHAUSEN MARTHA LAS3
GIEHL DAVID E ENG3
GIELING THEODORUS M GRAD
GIELNIEWSKA JOLANTA LAS2
GIERING ROBERT R LAS2
GIERINGER GEORGE J AGR3
GIERKE TIMOTHY DEE GRAD
GIERMAN BARBARA S FAA3
GIERMAN MARY KAY GRAD
GIERMAN SHARON F LAS4
GIERSCH JACQUELINE J PE 4
GIES JOHN VICTOR ENG6
GIES MARIE MEI-CHU L GRAD
GIESE DOUGLAS DWIGHT ENG4
GIESF GARY D LAS1
GIESE GEORGIANA D AGR4
GIESE IRA WESLEY GRAD
GIESZELMANN DIANE L LASl
GIETL JUDITH K BUS4
GIFFORD BERNICE ED 4
GIFFORD PETER BARTON GRAD
GIFFORD TIMOTHY J LAW3
GIGLIO LORA F LAS4
GIGLOTTO JOSEPH M LAS2
GILBERT BRION C ENG4
GILBERT CHARLES F LAS2
GILBERT DONALD G LASl
GILBERT GREGORY S ENG4
GILBERT JACK A BUS1
GILBERT JOHN L LAS4
GILBERT JUDITH GRACE PE 4
GILBERT LINDA K LAS4
GILBERT MARJORY A LAS3
GILCHRIST JANE M GRAD
GILCHRIST MARY JOYCE GRAD
GILDFRSLEEVE CHARLES BUS4
GILDIG THOMAS J COM3
GILE FRANK LESLIE GRAD
GILES DAVID PE 4
GILES JANICE FISHER GRAD
GILES JOHN EDWIN GRAD
GILFILLAN JAMES W LAS3
GILFILLAN MICHAEL S FAA2
GILKESON JOHN C LAS2
GILKESON ROBERT H GRAD
GILL ANTOINETTE M LAS2
GILL DAVID B LAS4
GILL JOHN LAWSON FAA9
GILL JUDY R LASl
GILL LONNI A AGR1
GILL MARY E LAS3
GILL RONALD E VM 1
GILLEN MICHAEL P GRAD
GILLEN PATRICIA A ED 2
GILLENWATER LINDA W LAS3
GILLES TIMOTHY M LASl
GILLESPIE DANIEL L LAS4
GILLESPIE DOUGLAS L BUS3
GILLESPIE GENE E BUS4
GILLESPIE IRMA R GRAD
GILLESPIE JOAN M LAS3
GILLESPIE MARTIN P LAS4
GILLESPIE RALPH E JR FAA3
GILLESPIE VINCENT J ENG1
GILLESPIE WILLIAM S LASl
GILLETTE DALE D AGR4
GILLETTE RICHARD H LAS2
GILLHAM JAMES R GRAD
GILLHAM ROBERT W GRAD
2205 DALE 2 C
URH LUNDGREN 104 C
PAXTON ILL
1406 W BRADLEY C
URH LAR 375 U
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SHERMAN 523 C
906 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
411 W GREEN U
2061 A ORCH ST U
2061 A ORCH ST U
111 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 113 C
CHICAGO ILL
313 E ARMORY C
1109 S 4TH C
302 W LOCUST 5 U
URH EVANS 404 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH LAR 407 U
HUFF GYM 104 C
URH OGLESBY 807 U
1808 E MAIN U
URH LUNDGREN 104 C
1846 VALLEY RD C
308 W HIGH U
504 E CLARK 36 C
205 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 454 U
108 E JOHN 11 C
58 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 343 C
2102 W WHITE 89 C
2006 S VAWTER U
508 E ARMORY C
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C
3C5 E GREEN C
1110 STOUGHTON U
306 E PARK 306 C
2107 HAZWD DR 204 U
808 W MAPLE C
URH NOBLE 42 5 C
610 STOUGHTON 3 U
610 STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 495 C
509 E GREEN 300 C
1104 ALTON C
2024 A ORCH ST U
209 COTTAGE GROVE U
1211 W CLARK 22 U
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
URH SNYDER 219 C
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 336 C
506 E WHITE C
URH BARTON 18 C
1405 KIRBY 5 C
306 W NEVADA U
FRANKLIN GROVE ILL
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
705 W CHURCH C
1205 1/2 N COLER U
307 E JOHN C





URH OGLESBY 208 U
409 E CHALMERS 703 C
URH SCOTT 469 C
1006 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 290 C
111 S BUSEY U
URH FLAGG 434 C
412 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 818 U
706 S MATHEWS U
801 W NEVADA U
101 W PARK 301 U





511 N JAMES C
1401 PARKVIEW C
URH LUNDGREN 42 5 C
1111 S 1ST C
242 S DEWEY U
URH BARTON 303 C
URH FORBES 459 C
1207 FLORIDA 34 U
202 E DANIEL C
































































607 E PELLS ST
1406 W BRADLEY
15019 VINE AV
322 W 3RD ST
2124 CROSS
1600 CENTRAL











1198 SW 5TH ST







11011 N KENDALL DR
2721 N MILLBROOK
RR 2 BOX 187
RUE JOSEPH II
58 F JOHN
9738 S ALBANY AV
990 MT PROSPECT RD






2107 HAZWD DR 204
808 W MAPLE
462 ASHLAND AV
405 W 3RD ST
BOX 183
100 HASSINGER
2930 S 5TH ST
1104 ALTON
BOX 193










RR 2 BOX 69
11919 FORD RD
RR 1





























5931 W WALTON ST
1236 RAVINA PK RD
RR 1
2260 TANGLEWOOD




































































































GILLHOUSE DAVID R ENG2
GILLHOUSE LAWRENCE M FAA4
GILLHOUSE MARTHA E BUS2
GILLIARD DONALD W BUS4
*GILLIGAN PAUL M GRAD
GILLILAND DAVIO H LAS3
GILLILAND JAMES S AGR1
GILLILAND W T JR LAS2
GILLIO VICKIE A LAW3
GILLIS JAMES A ENG4
GILLIS PAUL E ENG2
GILLIS WILLIAM R AGR2
GILLMAN MARGARET M GRAD
GILLULY MAUREEN E GRAD
GILMAN ALAN D LAS2
GILMAN ERNEST S LAS2
GILMAN SHELLEY I LAS1
GILMAN STUART B BUS1
GILMAN SUSAN B ED 2
*GILMORE ANDREW R AGR2
GILMORE DOUG J ENG1
GILMORE IVY E ED 2
GILMORE JOHN T BUS3
GILMORE LINDA PARPER LAS4
GILMORE THOMAS G COM4
*GILOMEN DAVID J BUS4
GILPIN MARY J LAS3
GILPIN WALTER D JR FAA2
GIMPEL JAMES S FAA1
GINDER MARCUS D LAS2
GINDER MARIE A AGR3
GINDER SHARON K BUS2
GINGOLD ALAN ROBERT GRAD
GINN DAVID S BUS1
GINOCCHIO FRANK C LAW2
GINOS ALAN D BUS2
GINSBERG BEVERLY J LAS1
GINSBERG LESLIE J LAS4
GINSBERG MARGARET G GRAD
GINSBERG MICHAEL L LAW3
GINSBURG DAVID L BMS1
GINSBURG ELLIOT K LAS2
GINSBURG MARVIN L LAS4
*GINTHER DEAN WEBSTER GRAD
GINTHER SHARON S GRAD
GINTZLER JANICE M LAS4
GINZKEY JAMES P LAS1
GIOVANNETTI JEFFREY FAA1
GIOVENCO PATRICIA A FAA3
GIRARD DAVID R LAS2
GIRARD LINDA W GRAD
GISH RICHARD L FAA1
GISH SANDRA L ED 4
GITELIS MICHAEL LAS3
GITELIS STEVEN LAS3
GITELSON CANDACE L PE 1
GITLIS KARYN RAE GRAD
GITMAN DAVID LAS2
GITTINGS MARK D ENG2
GIUDICI BARBARA J LAS2
GIUFFRE MARY L ED 4
GIULIETTI ROSALIND V LAS3
GIVEN BARBARA J FAA1
GIVEN GAY P LAS4
GIVEN JOY CHRISTINE FAA1
GIVEN THOMAS W LAS3
GIVENS DONNA STINE GRAD
GIVENS ROBERT PARKER GRAD
GIVLER JOHN S LAS2
GJELDUM RICHARD J ENG1
*GJERDE CRAIG L GRAD
GJETNES IVAR GRAD
GLADHILL THEODORE JR ENG3
GLADSTONE BRYAN W LAS2
GLADSTONE RITA E R FAA4
GLAENZER DAVID L AGR3
GLANCE A RICHARD GRAD
GLANKWAHMDEE A GRAD
GLASA LORRAINE JEAN GRAD
GLASCOE WILLIE C ENG4
GLASCOTT KEITH F BUS4
GLASGOW JAMES W LAS4
GLASGOW WILLIAM C LAW3
GLASS CHIOUITA D LAS1
GLASS PENELOPE LAS1
GLASS THOMAS LEROY GRAD
GLASSBERG BUOD S BUS4
GLASSCOCK DAVID GENE GRAD
GLASSER JANE H LAS1
GLASSER MARCEY ANN ED 1
GLASSMAN JEFFREY LAS4
GLASSMAN MYRON GRAD
GLASSNER BARRY L LAS4
GLASSNER LISA JILL FAA4
GLATFELTER JULIANNE FAA1
GLATT BARBARA S LAS3
GLATTMAN ROSLYN LEE GRAD
409 E CHALMRS 1103 C 344-1266
150 PADDOCK C 359-5983
802 W ORFGON 12 U
1105 S 4TH C 344-9645
MAHOMET ILL
912 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 445 C
URH SNYDER 338 C
URH TRELEASE 1114 U 352-5721
1784 VALLEY RD C
212 F DANIEL C 332-1283
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
504 W ELM 14 U 367-2509
URH DANIELS 727 U 332-2383
URH OGLESBY 1124 U 332-5375
URH OGLESBY 524 U
URH TRELEASE 707 U
URH SNYDER 319 C 332-1755
URH GARNER 456 C 332-3074
1610 CHEVY CHASE C 352-6357
RR 3 C
1104 W NEVADA U 344-1987
404 N GOODWIN U
404 N GOODWIN U
311 E GREEN 106 C 384-5184
1010 E COLORADO 1 U 367-9440
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
910 S 3RD C 337-5166
URH GARNER 325 C 332-0794
108 S GREGORY U 344-2328
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
817 OAKLAND 208 U 344-4231
URH BARTON 204 C
1513-5 KIRBY C 352-0224
URH TAFT 23 C 332-0360
URH TRELEASE 408 U
111 E CHALMERS 15 C
911 W WHITE C 352-2350
2107 W WHITE C
609 W MAIN 2 U
55 E JOHN C 359-7891
605 S 3RD C
905 E COLORADO 53 U 367-6082
905 E COLORADO 53 U 367-6082
910 W NEVADA 4 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 317 C 332-0413
110 W CHARLES C 359-0837
URH WESTON 102 C
805 W PENN U 333-1850
URH HOPKINS 156 C 332-1168
1324 GRANDVIEW C 356-7165
52 ARMORY C 356-7715
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
910 S 3RD C 331-5232
510 S ELM C
105 E ARMORY C 344-9566
212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
URH LAR 108 U 332-2813
1203 N CHAMPAIGN C
1202 W UNIVERSITY U 367-0603
URH WARDALL 1211 U 332-4560
108 N GOODWIN 2 U 344-1752
URH BUSEY 259 U 356-1225
URH SNYDER 289 C 332-1732
300 S GOODWIN 509 U
300 S GOODWIN 509 U
URH TOWNSEND 237 U 332-4074
URH WESTON 458 C 332-2092
2103 W WHITE 132 C 359-7623
1316 HEDGE RD C 359-2536
806 W MAIN U
PARK FOREST ILL
707 S 6TH 511 C 328-3174
URH WESTON 332 C
1207 E FLORIDA U 344-3260
1003 W MAIN 1 U
1503 HILLCREST U 367-0028
1312 HEDGE RD C
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
604 E ARMORY 308 C 344-2152
MONTICELLO ILL
URH WARDALL 512 U
URH VANDOREN 304 C 332-0517
1604 CORONADO C
205 N BUSEY U
DECATUR ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
409 E CHALMRS 908 C 384-5021
1008 S 2ND C
310 N JAMES C 359-0361
203 S COLER U 344-4456
59 E SPNGFLD C 359-1352
URH ALLEN 103 U 332-3116
910 S 3RD C
SKOKIE ILL
1103 S 22ND
1103 S 22ND ST
1103 S 22ND ST
4829 WOODLAND AV
202 N DIVISION
1512 S 8TH ST
RR 1
229 NAUVOO ST
3950 W KEENEY ST
6754 S 78TH AV















1010 E COLORADO 1
4012 W MAPLE AV
1223 WARRINGTON RD














6148 N TALMAN AV
905 E COLORADO




82C S HOFFERT ST
35 FISHER AV
















300 S GOODWIN 509




STA A BOX 2414
214 W 4TH ST
318 MANITOWAC
20C6 W 10TH AV















6306 N RICHMOND ST
9 W 137TH PL
9118 D SKOKIE BLVD
206 FIR ST
RR 4 TORONTO RD
6757 EUCLID AV



































































































GLATZ PETER E LAS1
GLAUM CARL P FAA4
*GLAUM ELEANOR HILL AGRA
GLAZAR EDWARD J BUS1
*GLAZE JAMES REED GRAO
GLAZE KURT T LAS2
GLAZE LAUREL A ED 3
GLAZER CAROL H AGR4
GLAZER JANE B LAS2
GLAZER MARVIN A ENG3
GLEASON JAMES N ENG4
GLEASON JANET GRAD
GLEASON JOHN S III LAW3
GLEASON PATRICIA A LAS4
GLEASON VICKI L LAS4
GLEASON WILLIAM A FAA4
*GLEAVES JOHN T GRAD
GLEES ROBERT J LAS2
GLEICHER MARVIN AVRU LAS4
GLEICHER STEVEN J BUS1
*GLEICHMAN ELDON LEON GRAD
GLEICHMAN GRETCHEN K GRAD
GLEIM HOLGER D BUS2
GLEN JANET I ED 1
GLENN JAMES L FAA1
GLENN JOHN RONALD GRAD
GLENN STEPHAN DALE GRAD
GLENNER LINDA C ED 4
GLENNIE DONALD L BUS4
GLENNON KATHLEEN LAS4
GLENNON LORRAINE ANN LAS3
GLENNON WILLIAM BRUC GRAD
GLESENKAMP DAVID L BUS4
GLESNE ANN I PE 3
GLETTY BRUCE EDWARD ENG4
GLICK DANIEL H LAS1
GLICK JEFFREY S ENG3
GLICK PAMELA L FAA4
GLICK ROBERT D LAS2
GLICK ROBERTA P LAS2
GLICKEN CANDICE FAA2
GLICKER JOSEPH L ENG4
GLICKMAN ARON J GRAD
GLICKSON CYNTHIA R LAS1
GLICKSON SCOTT LESTE LAS4
GLICKSTEIN JACALYN M PE 1
GLIODEN CHARLES E GRAD
GLIDDON SCOTT W LAS3
GLIEBERMAN BRUCE A LAS3
GLINK MARTIN L LAS1
GLISPIE ALFREDA FAA2
GLOBERSON TERRY L LAS4
GLODE MICHAEL S GRAD
GLOGOVSKY BARBARA B LAS1
GLOGOWSKI ROBERT I ENG1
GLORVIGEN BRADLEY W GRAD
GLOS STEPHEN A LAS1
GLOSS DIANNE M LAS2
GLOSS RICHARD J JR FAA2
GLOSS TERESA GUERRA GRAO
GLOSSER MARY SUSAN GRAD
GLOVER DONALD RAY GRAD
GLOVER DONALD S BUS2
GLOVER LAOUIDA LAS4
GLOVER TERESA D PE 2
GLOWINSKI ANNE M LAS3
GLUCKIN SARI L LAS1
GLUECKERT CYNTHIA K PE 4
GLUSKIN LAWRENCE E LAS2
GLUSTOFF BARBARA S ED 2
GLYDE GERALD PATRICK GRAD
GLYNN ANN L ED 3
GMITEREK HENRY STANL ENG4
GMITRO ARTHUR F JR FAA2
GNAVI WALTER M JR LAS2
GNIEWEK DARLA R LAS2
GNIVECKI RICHARD L FAA1
GOBER MARY SUSAN GRAD
GOBLE BONNIE J LAS4
GOBLE JANICE E LAS2
GOCH MARTIN G LAS3
GOCK CHRISTINE M FAA4
GODAR MARY KATHRYN GRAD
GODARD WALTER S LAS1
GODOARD MARY S LAS3
GODFREY JENNIFER M LAS4
GODFREY PATRICIA J LAS1
GODLEWSKI PAUL M ENG1
GODLEWSKI PAUL S LAS4
GODOW ANNETTE GAMM GRAO
GODOW REW A JR GRAD
GODOWSKI THERESA L LAS4
GODWIN MILTON C JR LAS2
GOECKNER DANIEL J LAS4
GOECKNER MARY DEVITT LAS4
GOECKNER RONALD J VM 1
GOEDERT JEANNE E GRAD





402 S 6TH C
URH WARDALL 518 U
205 E HEALEY 5 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 705 U
408 E HEALEY 5 C
611 W HEALEY 2 C
RR 1 U
1209 W MAIN U
610 S 4TH 3 C
604 E ARMORY C
2503 1/2 CLIFTON U
URH OGLESBY 626 U
BOX 849 C
409 E CHALMRS 812 C
1304 WESTERN C
1304 WESTERN C
406 W HIGH U
URH TRELEASE 404 U
URH OGLESBY 728 U
705 HAWTHORNE U
1001 E COLORADO 33 U
SKOKIE ILL





805 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 210 C
URH SNYDER 294 C
URH CARR 106 U
902 S 2ND C
211 E JOHN C
1011 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 506 U
URH HOPKINS 371 C
3207 W KIRBY C
910 S 3RD C
1505 KIRBY 5 C
910 S 3RD C
PHILO ILL
408 W ELM U
URH BABCOCK 423 U
110 E CHALMERS C
BOX 2082 STA A C
312 W SPNGFLD U
2006 VAWTER 2 U
URH BLAISDELL 302 U
URH BARTON 206 C
101 N BUSEY 8 U
311 E ARMORY C
902 S 2ND C
1005 S 2ND C
2016 C ORCH ST U
905 S BUSEY U
1811 B ORCH PL U
URH TAFT 419 C
108 E HEALEY 7 C
709 PARKLANE C
URH ALLEN 246 U
URH ALLEN 189 U
308 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
306 E DANIEL C
1206 W WILLIAMS C
URH CLARK 412 C
3C2 E GREGORY C
VILLA GROVE ILL
310 E JOHN C
904 S LINCOLN U
305 E JOHN C
300 S GOODWIN U
102 S GREGORY 5 U
URH SCOTT 406 C
403 S 6TH C
705 W ELM U
208 E CLARK C
URH TOWNSENO 515 U
URH EVANS 405 U
URH LUNDGREN 11 C
URH WARDALL 610 U
URH FORBES 456 C
909 S 3RD C
614 E COLORADO U
614 E COLORADO U
1002 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
1010 E COLORADO 46 U
1010 E COLORADO 46 U
MAHOMET ILL





































































3 N GIBBONS AV
22 MAPLEWOOD
22 MAPLEWOOD
1441 N MONITOR AV
ROUTE 1
22010 MAIN
404 N MICHIGAN AV
205 E HEALEY 5
12-37TH ST PL
8317 N CRAWFORD AV
225 S EDSON




3132 W 100TH ST
2503 1/2 CLIFTON 2
1409 CROWN LN
6236 N TALMAN
6236 N TALMAN AV
1304 WESTERN
1304 WESTERN












110 W LINCOLN ST
305 KILPATRICK
1604 CRESCENT DR
1440 LAKE SHORE DR









313 S SYCAMORE ST
7614 N EASTLAKE
5038 HOWARD









2016 C ORCH ST
1700 W JACKSON
1811 B ORCH PL
924 W ARMORY
845 E 88TH PL
709 PARKLANE












2509 N HAMLIN AV
518 E PERU














1010 E COLORADO 46





































































































GOEHL GARY W AGR1
GOEKEN DOUGLAS K AGR1
GOELDNER PAULA A FAA2
GOELITZ ROBERT W AGR3
*GOELZ DOLORES FIGIEL GRAD
GOEPPINGER LYNNE E LAS1
GOERGER MARTIN J LAS1
GOESER RUSSEL G LAS1
GOETTER STEPHEN R LAS4
GOETTING MARK L FAA3
GOETTSCH DAVID J LAS1
GOETZ ERNEST TIMOTHY GRAD
GOETZ RICHARD G LAW3
GOETZMANN JOHN P ENG4
*GOFF DONALD LESLIE GRAD
GOFF JACOUELYN A LAW2
GOGLIA FREDERICK J FAA4
GOGLIA STEVEN J LAS4
GOGOLA PAULINE K LAS3
GOHL DEBRA A LAS2
GOIER ALLEN T ENG4
GOLAS DONALD DENNIS GRAD
GOLAS RUTH M LAS3
*GOLD DAVID EARL GRAD
GOLD DAVID L LAS3
GOLD DEBORAH T LAS4
GOLD DIANE M LAS2
GOLD ELIZABETH EVANS GRAD
GOLD G S LAS3
GOLD HARRIET L LAS4
GOLD HARRY B BUS1
GOLD HOWARD S LAS1
GOLD I RANDALL BUS3
GOLD ILYSE K ED 2
GOLD JEFFREY A LAS4
GOLD LORI S LAS1
GOLD MARSHA L LAS1
GOLD MARVIN E GRAD
GOLD NANCY J FAA2
GOLD PENNY H GRAD
GOLD ROBERT M LAS1
GOLD RONNA S LAS5
GOLDBERG ALLAN I LAS2
GOLDBERG BRUCE J BUS2
GOLDBERG ELIZABETH D GRAD
GOLDBERG FRANCINE B ED 1
GOLDBERG GEOFFREY I BUS2
GOLDBERG HERBERT L LAS3
GOLDBERG JANE ANN GRAD
GOLDBERG JANIS K LAS3
GOLDBERG JEFFREY L ENG2
GOLDBERG JEFFREY-M GRAD
GOLDBERG JULIA A LAS3
GOLDBERG LINDA G GRAD
GOLDBERG MARGARET E GRAD
GOLDBERG MARVIN EARL GRAD
GOLDBERG MICHAEL L BUS4
GOLDBERG NANCY H GRAD
GOLDBERG RENEE S ED 1
GOLDBERG ROBERT E LAS3
GOLDBERG STEPHANIE B LAS3
GOLDBERG STEVEN W FAA4
GOLDBERGER GAIL E LAS4
GOLDBLATT JODY L LAS2
GOLDBLATT SUSAN D LAS2
GOLDEN IRIS GLAZER GRAD
GOLDEN JAMES EDWARD LAS2
GOLDEN LARRY I ENG3
GOLDEN MARK IVAN GRAD
GOLDEN PATRICIA S GRAO
GOLDEN RONALD M BUS1
GOLDENBERG CAROLE H FAA4
GOLDENBERG GAIL A ED 4
GOLDENBERG MARK C LAW2
GOLDENSON CAROL J AGR
1
GOLDFARB MARIA J PE 1
GOLDFARB STANLEY M VM 4
GOLDFEIN LARRY K LAS3
GOLDFEIN MICHAEL R LAS4
GOLDFLIES LONNY G LAS3
GOLDFLIES MYLES E AGR1
GOLDHOR ELIZABETH P LAS3
GOLDIS NORMAN Z FAA4
GOLDMAN ALAN N LAS4
GOLDMAN DANIEL J LAS1
GOLOMAN DAVID B BUS1
GOLDMAN DAVID E LAS3
GOLDMAN DONALD L BUS3
GOLOMAN GARY S BUS1
GOLDMAN HAROLD S GRAD
GOLDMAN HARVEY K LAS2
GOLDMAN J C JR GRAD
GOLDMAN JANET A ED 4
GOLDMAN JAY STUART GRAD
GOLDMAN JEFFREY H LAS3
GOLDMAN JULIE R ED 3
GOLDMAN LINDA ED 2
1008 LINCOLN U
1110 S 2ND C
<507 S WRIGHT C
1108 S LINCOLN U
HINSDALE ILL
URH GARNER 268 C
URH TOWNSEND 138 U
URH OGLESBY 323 U
310 E JOHN C
STEELEVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
306 DAVIDSON 4 C
902 E DELAWARE U
209 E ARMORY C
2011 W WILLIAM C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
1010 S 1ST ST RD C
702 W ILLINOIS U
710 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 805 U
408 E STOUGHTON 7 C
804 S 1ST C
URH VANDOREN 118 C
103 S GLOVER U
409 E CHALMRS 1411 C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
409 E CHALMRS 910 C
103 S GLOVER U
1101 W PENN U
503 STOUGHTON U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 496 C
409 E CHALMRS 12 14 C
URH BUSEY 358 U
910 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 1008 U
912 W CHURCH C
URH WARDALL 909 U
1121 NORTHWOOD C
URH ALLEN 13 U
1010 BROADMOOR C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1114 C
1107 W GREEN 625 U
URH TRELEASE 10 10 U
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH EVANS 425 U
105 E ARMORY C
1107 W GREEN 625 U
24 GREENCROFT C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
CHICAGO ILL
MONTREAL CAN
106 E HEALEY C
904 W ILLINOIS 3 U
910 S 3RD C
BOX 2368 C
105 E CHALMERS C
112 E JOHN C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
1900 DIANA LN C
405 W ILLINOIS U
301 E ARMORY C
2110 ORCH ST 302 U
1106 EUCLID 302 C
CHICAGO ILL
1405 KIRBY 4 C
CHICAGO ILL
1405 KIRBY 4 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 713 C
1007 S OAK C
910 S 3RD C
708 W HIGH U
105 E ARMORY C
105 E ARMORY C
39 MAPLE CT C
1010 S 2ND C
305 W WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 373 U
910 S 3RD 515 C
907 S 4TH C
1815 W JOHN C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
1201 W NEVADA U
118 1/2 N WALNUT C
1701 W WHITE C
CHICAGO ILL
105 E JOHN 2 C
1105 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMRS 809 C

















































































216 S ROBERTS RD
710 W BREEN DR
1802 S WENONAH AV













3750 LAKE SHORE DR
352 N DEERE PARK








2046 E 59TH ST
5716 N ST LOUIS AV
824 BROMMEL
5901 N ST LOUIS AV
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD
8223 MONTICELLO
301 SOUTHGATE DR

















2110 ORCH ST. 302
131 N BRAINARD AV
7050 N ROCKWELL
1405 KIRBY 4




1110 W 18TH ST






















































































































GOLDMAN MARSHA P COM3
GOLDMAN NEIL H LAS3
GOLDMAN PAULA L LAS2
GOLDMAN PEGGY J LAS2
GOLDMAN RICHARD G LAS2
GOLDMAN STEVEN L BUS1
GOLDNER ARTHUR A BUS3
GOLDRICH HOWARD M LAS3
GOLOSCHMIOT JONA COM4
GOLDSCHMIDT MICHAEL GRAD
GOLOSCHMIOT ROBERT A LAS3
GOLDSHOLL JUDITH L ED A
GOLDSMITH GWEN GRAD
GOLDSMITH SANDRA S ED 3
GOLDSMITH SHIRLEY R GRAD
GOLDSMITH STEWART P LAS3
GOLDSMITH SUZANNE E GRAD
GOLDSTEAD ROBERT W FAA4
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES R LAS3
GOLDSTEIN HARVEY JAY FAA4
GOLDSTEIN JAMES A LAS4
GOLDSTEIN JAY L LAS2
GOLDSTEIN JOSEPH A GRAD
GOLDSTEIN JUDY ANN GRAD
GOLDSTEIN LAURENCE J LAS2
GOLDSTEIN MARCEY R LAS2
GOLDSTEIN MILDRED M BUS1
GOLDSTEIN PERRY FAA2
GOLDSTEIN RICHARD M BUS2
GOLDSTEIN WAYNE M LAS2
GOLDSTROM KAREN L LAS1
GOLDWARE MYRNA P LAS4
GOLIO JAMES PETER LAS4
GOLISH LANG MICHAEL FAA4
GOLKOWSKI GREGORY E FAA4
GOLLAY HOWARD D ENG2
GOLLAY LINDA S AGR3
GOLLUB ALLEN B LAS3
GOLMAN GAIL S LAS1
GOLOB DENNIS J LAS2
GOLOFF ALEXANDER A GRAD
GOLOFF EVA C COLLVER GRAD
GOLSHAN MAHTASH E GRAD
GOLSHAN NASSER GRAD
GOLSON JERROLD J BUS4
GOLTERMANN CARL W FAA1
GOLUBSKI MICHAEL J BUS3
GOMBERG BETH M LAS3
GOMBERG SUSAN D ED 1
GOMBOS ANDREW M GRAD
GOMEZ F ROBERTO JOSE LAS1
GOMEZ HERNANDO FAA4
GOMEZ MARIA D P GRAD
GOMEZ PAULA LAS1
GOMPERTS JOHN D BUS3
GONCZY MONIOUE C LAS1
GONDZUR GARY D ENG2
GONZALES ESCUDERO J GRAD
GONZALEZ LUIS A FAA1
GONZALEZ NELLY S GRAD
GONZALEZ PEDRO J LAS2
GONZALEZ REBECCA LAS4
GONZALEZ ROBERT A LAS4
GONZALEZ WALTER R LAS1
GONZO SUSAN TH1EDE GRAD
GOOCH MORRIS WILLIAM GRAD
GOOCH SHERWIN J ENG1
GOOD BARBARA JEAN GRAD
GOOD ELAINE S AGR3
GOOD LINDA J PE 1
GOOD NICHOLAS EUGENE FAA4
GOOD THOMAS M BUS2
GOOD VERDA HERSHBERG ED 4
GOODAPPLE PAUL T ENG4
GOODBAN JOHN N GRAD
GOODCHILD KENNETH R BUS4
GOODE JOANNE L LAS4
GOODE MARK B BUS2
GOODELL JOHN R LAS3
GOODFRIENO ARTHUR A FAA4
GOODFRIEND BONNIE S ED 1
GOODFRIEND NEAL B LAS1
GOODGION LAUREL F GRAD
GOODIN DEBRA K LAS4
GOODING ANNE E LAS3
GOODKIN IRA FAA6
GOODKIN MARIE W GRAD
GOODMAN ALLAN L LAS2
GOODMAN BETH F LAS2
GOODMAN CAROLYN J LAS3
GOODMAN DONALD B LAS3
GOODMAN DOUGLAS S GRAD
GOODMAN JERRY RONALD GRAD
GOODMAN KAREN R LAS2
GOODMAN LINDA F GRAD
GOODMAN LOWELL R GRAD
GOODMAN PAUL B LAS2
305 W WHITE C
URH BABCOCK 327 U
409 E CHALMRS 1105 C
1104 NEVADA U
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH NOBLE 219 C
905 E MAIN U
409 E CHALMRS 901 C
404 1/2 N ROMINE U
URH DANIELS 324 U
58 E JOHN C
902 S 2ND C
211 W ILLINOIS U
710 W OHIO U
107 E CHALMERS 9 C
404 S PRARIE 5 C
STA A BOX 2275 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
1004 S 4TH C
306 E GREEN C
615 W WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
1009 W MAIN 33 U
908 W NEVADA U
907 S 4TH C
907 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS 701 C
URH HOPKINS 376 C
URH OGLESBY 1007 U
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 428 U
1006 W NEVADA 3 U
404 S 6TH C
1108 S 1ST C
403 E ELM U
URH OGLESBY 226 U
URH TRELEASE 308 U
103 W OREGON U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 103 U
33 E CHALMERS 2 C
33 E CHALMERS 2 C
1814 C ORCH PL U
1814 C ORCH PL U
1912 WEAVER U
1004 S 2ND C
1001 S WRIGHT C
1104 W NEVAOA U
URH VANDOREN 302 C
URH SHERMAN C
514 S STATE C
806 W CALIFORNIA U
CHICAGO ILL
URH EVANS 205 U
1105 FAIRLAWN U
URH LAR 282 U
401 W PENN U
803 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 261 C
501 SHUMAN U
706 S 6TH 514 C
URH EVANS 106 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
501 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
1727 LINCOLN ROAD C
802 MUMFORD U
1204 BERKLEY U
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT U
309 E JOHN C
URH LAR 228 U
409 W ELM 5 U
605 MAIN U
RANTOUL ILL
1110 W SPNGFLD U
707 S RACE U
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
505 E WHITE 8 C
707 S MATTIS C
611 EVERGREEN CT E U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH ALLEN 36 U
814 OAKLANO 202 U
104 F JOHN 1 C
URH WARDALL 411 U
106 E OREGON U
106 E OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 137 U
409 E CHALMRS 1506 C
URH TRELEASE 1028 U
302 S 4TH C
608 E STOUGHTON C
1008 CRESCENT C
URH WARDALL 821 U
502 W MAIN 109 U
2704 W WILLIAMS C


































































































3138 W JARVIS AV
1116 HICKORY RD
401 MARSHMAN
























1010 S STATE ST
388C YAPURA-BRENA
3019 W 37TH PL
501 SHUMAN
1403 COLONY CT















3180 LAKE SHORE DR
2883 ARLINGTON










7844 N KOSTNER AV
1950 E WOOD ST









































































































GOODMAN PEGGY J FAA1
GOODMAN RICHARD LEE GRAD
GOODMAN ROBERT A LAS4
GOODMAN SANDRA H ED A
GOODMAN STEVEN L LAS3
GOODMAN SUE ELAINE FAA4
*GOODMAN WILLIAM G GRAD
GOODMON GREGORY G BUS4
GOOONOUGH FAYE GRAD
GOODWIN AMY LEE GRAD
GOODWIN GARY R AGR3
GOODWIN SARAH ANN LAS4
GOODWIN STEVEN E AVI1
GOODWIN SUSAN J ED 2
GOODWINE DOUGLAS J LAS2
GOODWINE JOHN E LAS3
GOODYEAR RODNEY KESS GRAD
GOODZEY JOHN R BUS3
GOOLEY JANET S COM3
GOOTRAD PETER J FAA2
GOOTZFIT DEBRA S LAS2
GOOUD GEORGE S FAA2
GORAJSKI GEORGE A BUS4
GORD DAVID WILLARD ENG4
GORDEN SUSAN ANNETTE GRAD
GORDON BELLE LIND COM3
GORDON DANIEL W ENG1
GORDON DEBORAH ANN J GRAD
GORDON FRANCINE E ED 3
GORDON GLENDA G LAS4
GORDON GLENN L LAS1
GORDON GREGORY P BUS1
GORDON JANE E FAA1
GORDON JANICE S LAS3
GORDON JANIS E LAS1
GORDON JEFFRY STUART GRAD
GORDON LINDA B ED 1
GORDON LUKE ENG4
GORDON MICHAEL D FAA3
GORDON NANCY LOU LAS3
GORDON PATRICIA M FAA1
GORDON PATRICK D LAS2
GORDON PERCY PE 4
GORDON RICHARD B ENG2
GORDON ROBERT LAS1
GORDON ROBERT DAVID GRAD
GORDON RONALD DAVID GRAD
GORDON RUSSELL H LAS4
GORDON STUART D LAW3
GORDON SUSAN E AGR
1
GORDON THOMAS E LAS2
GORDON THOMAS H GRAD
GORE CHARLES PHILIP LAS4
GORECKI DANUTA W GRAD
GORECKI JAMES L AVI2
GOREHAM STEVEN A LAS1
GOREN PHYLLIS S GRAD
GORENS EDWARD H JR ENG2
GORENSTEIN DEBRA L ED 1
GORENSTEIN MELANIE ED 4
GORENSTEIN STEVEN BUS4
GORENZ RICHARD J LAS4
GORFNZ THERESA M LAS1
GORIN ELLEN F LAS2
GORINI HELEN MARY GRAD
GORISHEK MICHAEL A FAA2
GORMAN DONALD J LAS3
GORMAN JULIAN EDWARD LAS3
GORMAN LAWRENCE J FAA3
GORMAN THOMAS M LAS2
GORMLEY CAROL JANET LAS3
GORNFY MARILYN R PE 4
GORNTO ELEANOR FRANC GRAD
GORNY RICHARD H ENG1
GORON JOYCE MARIE GRAD
GORSHE RANDAL L LAS3
GORSKI HARRIET F GRAD
GORSKI JOHN C LAS1
GORSKI STASZ T FAA4
GORTMAN SANDY I LAS1
GOSPODARCZYK M F LAS4
GOSS GREGORY V FAA3
GOSS JACK CHARLES JR BUS3
GOSS JAMES CHARLES GRAD
GOSS RICHARD M BUS4
GOSS STEPHEN ANTHONY ENG4
GOSSETT JANET K ED 3
GOTHELF PAMELA LAS2
GOTSCHALL STANLEY G ENG2
GOTTEINER ROBIN D LAS3
GOTTEMOLLER PAUL J ENG2
GOTTHEIL DIANE LEVIT GRAD
GOTTI ENRICO GRAD
GOTTLIEB NEAL HOWARD GRAD
GOUDIE JAMES E ENG3
GOUDIE SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
GOULD ARTHUR E LAS4
URH LAR 495 U
URH FLAGG 326 C
800 W GREEN C
902 S 2ND C
302 S 4TH C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
806 W DANIEL C
1723-C VALEY RD C
URH SHERMAN 207 C
LUDLOW ILL
1108 S LINCOLN U
111 E CHALMERS 3 C
FLAT ROCK ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
POTOMAC ILL
POTOMAC ILL
1010 E COLORADO 25 U
912 S 2ND C
710 W OHIO U
910 S 3RD C
URH CLARK 432 C
URH TOWNSEND 548 U
URH GARNER 112 C
310 W WASHINGTON 3 C
1205 E FLORIDA 22 U
508 W ELM U
HOMER ILL
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
904 S 3RD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
907 S 4TH C
URH SNYOER 319 C
URH ALLEN 109 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 509 U
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
910 S 3RD C
408 E STOUGHTON C
1004 S 2ND C
1107 CHURCH C
URH LAR 173 U
URH BABCOCK 105 U
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH SNYDER 426 C
1105 S 1ST C
1922 D ORCH ST U
CHICAGO ILL
STA A BOX 2088 C
508 W ELM U
910 S 3RD C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
2001 CURETON U
401 E JOHN C
510 W WASHINGTON U
1202 W MAIN U
401 E DANIEL U
1107 W GREEN 124 U
URH TOWNSEND 508 U
URH LAR 303 U
CHICAGO ILL
208 E CLARK C
URH TAFT 202 C
URH LAR 328 U
410 E GREEN C
202 N WOODS U
URH ALLEN 398 U
507 S RANDOLPH C
401 E JOHN C
802 S LINCOLN U
310 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
1216 W CHURCH C
300 S GOODWIN 613 U
URH OGLESBY 1010 U
URH DANIELS 628 U
910 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
410 W DELAWARE U
URH FORBES 418 C
1004 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WARDALL 918 U
503 E WHITE 4 C
1001 S 1ST C
901 S 1ST 14 C
1513 KIRBY 1 C
309 E HEALEY C
509 E CLARK C
TWIN ORCHARDS 94 U
URH BLAISDELL 308 U
URH WESTON 308 C
904 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 296 C
2 509 PONO U
1204 W UNIVERSITY U
111 E CHALMERS C
803 W GREEN U
SADORUS ILL



























































































RR 1 BOX 157
508 W ELM
108 S JOSEPHINE ST
408 E STOUGHTON 1













465 E ADAMS ST
17 BURCH VILLAGE
835 VERNON AV
9222 N MAJOR AV




6515 N DRAKE AV




















804 S 7TH ST
13235 WINDWARD TRL
1372 E 57TH ST
4290 DUNDEE RD
1608 N CENTER ST





2532 S 14TH AV
915 10TH ST
901 S 1ST 14
MIDDLETREE RD
712 CENTRAL














































































































GOULD LAURIE E ED 2
GOULD MARCIA E LAS3
*GOULET CAROL ED 4
GOUNDAS CHRISTINE LAS4
*GOUR SUDAMA SWARUP GRAD
GOURLEY LYNN C LAS2
*GOURLEY MICHAEL LEE LAS4
GOURLEY PATRICK J ED 4
GOVERNALE CARMEN E ENG2
GOVERNALI JOSEPH F GRAD
GOW MICHAEL J LAS1
GOWAN PAUL FAA1
GOWLER GARY W BUS1
GOWLER RONALD S FAA1
GOWLER VICKI S COM3
GOYAL LAKSHMI N GRAD
GOZDZIALSKI JAMES S FAA3
GRABAU SCOTT A ENG1
GRABB LARRY EDWARD GRAD
GRABB TERRY W ENG3
GRABBE VERN R AGR4
GRABER WILLIAM T ENG1




GRABSKI ANN M LAS2
GRACE DAVID L LAS4
GRACEFFA THOMAS G FAA4
GRACEN JORIE B FAA2
GRACEN TODD GRAD
GRACHAN ALLAN F LAS3
GRACHAN KENNETH M ENG1
GRACIE SHIELA MILLS GRAD
GRACYAS SUSAN C LAS1
GRACZYK PAULETTE M LAS2
GRAD CHARLES FAA4
GRADISHAR DULCEY LAS3
GRADL MARTIN A III ENG1
GRADLE WILLIAM J AGR2
GRADOWSKI CHARLES T GRAD
GRADY DANIEL C LAS2
GRADY THOMAS R LAS3
*GRAEFF CLAUDE L GRAD
GRAEGIN DON PAUL GRAD
GRAESSER KENNETH A BUS3
GRAESSER ROBERT J LAS4
GRAESSLE CHARLES A GRAD
GRAF MARGARET E ED 2
GRAFF DOUGLAS J AGR3
GRAFF GUSTAV GRAD
GRAFF HERBERT C LAS1
GRAFF KIM M LAS2
GRAFF LAWRENCE E ED 3
GRAFF NANCY J ED 1
GRAFFAM DAVID B LAS2
GRAFFY CATHERINE M LAS1
GRAGG KATHLEEN M LAS2
GRAHAM BRUCE L ENG3
GRAHAM CONNIE S PE 3
GRAHAM DAVID F BUS1
GRAHAM DAVID S ED 2
GRAHAM DENNIS D BUS4
GRAHAM DONALD W JR GRAD
GRAHAM GEORGE W ENG4
GRAHAM JOHN L PE 2
GRAHAM JOHN P BUS2
GRAHAM JUDITH LYNNE GRAD
GRAHAM KATHLEEN A COM3
GRAHAM KATHLEEN E LAS4
GRAHAM MICHAEL D ENG3
GRAHAM NANCY L LAS2
GRAHAM PHILIP G LAS1
GRAHAM ROBERT KEVIN AGR1
GRAHAM ROBERT S LAS4
GRAHAM ROSZANN P GRAD
GRAHAM ROY ARTHUR GRAD
GRAHAM RUPERT F JR ENG3
GRAHAM SHARON H LAS2
GRAHAM WENDY D FAA3
GRAHAM WILLIAM F GRAD
GRAHOVEC JOY D COM3
GRAMM CYNTHIA L AGR4
GRAMM DALE E ENG2
GRAMM MICHAEL L AGR4
GRAN GARY R FAA2
GRANACHER MICHAEL J BUS2
GRANATH JAMES WILTON GRAD
GRANDCHAMP BARBARA R LAS2
GRANDCOLAS SHIRLEY A LAS4
GRANDT KATHLEEN R ED 1
GRANDT TERRENCE ALAN VM 3
GRANDYS ALVIN K GRAD
GRANDYS KENNETH W ENG1
GRANFY JANET M LAW2
GRANS THOMAS M BUS2
GRANSE JANICE MILLER FAA3
URH ALLEN 402 U
313 E JOHN C
306 W IOWA U





401 E JOHN C
2101 HAZWD 104 U
URH SNYDER 220 C
URH CARR 404 U
URH SNYDER 459 C
URH SNYDER 240 C
WELDON ILL
URH DANIELS 320 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 422 C
504 N NEW C
2200 E UNIV 28 U
URH OGLESBY 1208 U
URH NOBLE 417 C
1831 VALLEY RD C
802 W OREGON 12 U
JOLIET ILL
URH BUSEY 158 U
1202 W NEVADA U
910 N BUSEY U
2201 HAZWD U
47 E CHALMERS C
506 1/2 N ELM C
URH TOWNSEND 371 U
URH TOWNSEND 374 U
URH DANIELS 392 U
URH LAR 330 U
306 W MATTHEWS C
605 S 3RD C
412 E GREEN C
URH FLAGG 410 C
URH OGLESBY 431 U
1109 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 373 C
RANTOUL ILL
207 1/2 W OREGON U
908 S LOCUST 304 C
URH WESTON 218 C
503 E STOUGHTON 2 C
701 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 241 C
58 E GREGORY C
410 DODSON U
URH HOPKINS 359 C
604 E ARMORY C
307 F GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
302 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 1005 U
URH TRELEASE 1021 U
803 W OREGON U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 27 C
TOLONO ILL
2113 W WHITE 224 C
211 W VINE 5 C
1009 W CLARK U
URH HOPKINS 220 C
URH SNYDER 415 C
19C3 S ORCH ST U
1005 S WRIGHT C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 319 U
URH LUNDGREN 24 C
401 E JOHN C
SEYMOUR ILL
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
2018 FLETCHER 17 U
CARLINVILLE ILL
2065 C ORCH ST U
2065 C ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 813 C
2018 FLETCHER 17 U
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
202 S GREGORY U
401 E GREEN C
710 1/2 RACE U
409 E CHALMRS 11C2 C
312 E ARMORY C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 204 C
708 HEALEY 5 C
URH GARNER 47C C
607 N COLER U
510 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
703 W NEVADA U





































































































718 S CHESTNUT AV
1366 W ESTES
1850 S KENSINGTON
131 N ROD LN
229 N LINCOLN ST
1801 N LAWNOALE
3712 S KING DR
636 MEYER CT
805 EDGAR AV





















516 E GROVE ST
415 FORD ST
722 CLARENCE AV


















1203 1/2 W MAIN
12505 HIGHLAND











































































































GRANT CELIA M LAS2
GRANT CHRISTINE ANNE GRAO
GRANT DEBORAH R ED I
GRANT DEBRA S LAS4
GRANT DON T ENG4
GRANT JOE WALTER JR GRAD
GRANT KELLY W LAS1
GRANT KEMALIE K FAA1
GRANT PAUL E LAS3
GRANT WILLIAM M LAS4
GRANZIN MARK E ENG1
GRAS STEVEN W AVU
GRASER DAVID S AVI1
GRASKE HENRY F JR VM 4
GRASS EUGENE R LAS2
GRASS TERRY L ENG1
GRASSEL JOANNE I ED 1
GRASSEL KEITH A LAS4
GRATE STEPHEN JAMES AGR6
GRATKOWSKI PAULETTE PE 1
GRATTEAU PHILLIP R FAA4
GRAUBART JEFFREY P LAS2
GRAUL CHARLES H LAS2
GRAVATT PAULA R FAA3
GRAVFL PHILIP LARRY GRAD
GRAVES BETTIE JEAN ED 3
GRAVES CHARLES E GRAD
GRAVES DEBORAH LAS2
GRAVES DOUGLAS B LAS3
GRAVES FRED K LAS1
GRAVES KAYE M LAS4
GRAVES STEVEN S PE 1
GRAVES SUSAN P ED 3
GRAVES VILDA J LAS3
GRAY ALBERT ED 4
GRAY CHARLES H ED 4
GRAY DALTON JAMES LAS3
GRAY DAVID LYNN GRAD
GRAY DAVID P LAS2
GRAY DEBORAH S LAS3
GRAY GARY J ENG1
GRAY GEORGENE E FAA4
GRAY JAMES A BUS3
*GRAY JAMES ROBERT GRAD
GRAY JOHN DENNIS LAS3
GRAY JULIE A LAS2
GRAY KATHERINE P FAA2
GRAY KENNETH GENE GRAD
GRAY MARTHA A LAS3
GRAY MAURICE B LAS1
GRAY MICHAEL J LAS2
GRAY ROBERT K LAS1
GRAY RODNEY JOHN GRAD
GRAY RONALD L AGR2
GRAY SUSAN E LAS1
GRAY THELMA S LAS4
GRAY VEREEN LAS1
GRAY WILLIAM T IV GRAD
GRAZIAN LAURIE J LAS3
GRAZIANI KENNETH R GRAD
GREAVES ELIZABETH J LAS2
GREAVES ELLEN C PE 4
GREAVES NANCY L ED 2
GREAVES SCOTT M LAS1
GREBEL ALICE J LAS2
GREBENAR SANDRA LEE COM4
GRECO ERNEST A LAS3
GRECO LOUIS G LAS1
GREDF FREOERICK J BUS2
GREEN CHERYL LAS1
GREEN CHERYL K LAS4
GREEN CHRISTOPHER R LAS1
GREEN CRAIG L BUS1
GREEN DAVID B LAS3
GREEN DEBRA SACKS LAS4
GREEN DENNIS W BUS3
GREEN DUANE M JR ENG3
GREEN ELIZABETH IREN LAS4
GREEN EUGENE GRAD
GREEN FRANK AUGUST GRAD
GREEN GERALD T ENG1
GREEN GUERDON R III LAS2
GREEN HAROLD A AVI2
GREEN HERBERT J ENG1
GREEN HERMAN G JR GRAD
GREEN JAMES DONALD GRAD
GREEN JAMES E BUS2
GREEN JOSEPH STUART GRAD
GREEN KAREN JOY GRAD
GREEN LARRY ARTHUR GRAD
GREEN LAWRENCE A LAS4
GREEN LEE J LAS1
GREEN LEON GRAD
GREEN LOIS PE 3
GREEN NANCY E LAS3
GREEN NEDRA J E LAS1
URH GARNER 120 C
URH WARDALL 720 U
705 S VINE U
URH BLAISDELL U
1106 EUCLID 2 C
201 BIRCH U
RR 1 BOX 61 U
URH TAFT 424 C
URH HOPKINS 443 C
907 S 2ND 4 C
111 E CHALMERS 9 C
URH BABCOCK 120 U
URH FORBES 122 C
URH HOPKINS 328 C
2303 S 1ST 203 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 321 C
URH CLARK 339 C
1007 S 3RD C
806 W OHIO U
1107 N COLER U
402 W GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
904 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
507 E CLARK 30 C
56 E DANIEL C
507 E CLARK 24 C
URH GARNER 363 C
BARCELONA SP
CHICAGO ILL
605 S 4TH 207 C
URH BARTON 304 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 422 U
501 1/2 W CALIFRNA U
ERIE ILL
402 E WHITE C
MEMPHIS TENN
URH TOWNSEND 574 U
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 24 C
1207 W NEVADA U
TGLONO ILL
2203 HAZWD 102 U
RR 3 C
URH EVANS 217 U
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
SIDNEY ILL
URH LAR 131 U
URH SCOTT 256 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 454 C
15 DUNELLEN U
801 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 492 C
311 E SPNGFLD 304 C
URH ALLEN 349 U
RANTOUL ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
2075 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 923 U
58 E JOHN 16 C
URH GARNER 278 C
WILSONS TRLR PK 89 U
URH ALPHA HSE 7 U
509 W NEVADA U
1108 W NEVADA 10 U
URH SNYDER 438 C
503 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 908 U
1402 GRANDVIEW 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 465 U
URH FORBES 296 C
1111 S 2ND C
1004 W CLARK U
1402 GRANOVIEW 2 C
URH FORBES 107 C
802 W OREGON 13 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
804 W MICHIGAN U
URH ALLEN 476 U
4C1 E DANIEL C
106 S GREGORY U
604 E ARMORY U
2201 HAZWD DR 202 U
503 FAIRLAWN U
1007 S 3RD C
RANTOUL ILL
305 E GREEN 9 C
MAHOMET ILL
407 S STATE 12 C
URH TRELEASE 202 U
2101 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
URH WARDALL 303 U















































































985 S ELM AV
23TD3 S 1ST 203
BOX 726
BOX 72 6
10938 S CENTRAL PK




1107 N LOMOND DR




1200 N PRIEUR ST B
1411 ARGONNE DR
107 S MEADOW ST
8724 S PARK
24 GLEN-AIRE DR
635 W 129TH PL
635 W 129TH PL












555 E HICKORY ST
406 BYRON CT
2911 SHEFFIELD DR
2500 S SHORE DR










2075 C ORCH ST
516 COUNTY LINE CT
516 COUNTY LINE CT
20 BRIARCLIFFE DR
CRESCENT MBL H E37
473 BUENA VISTA
2945 N MASON AV
1108 W NEVADA 10
8652 OZARK AV
14 OLD OAK TRAIL
304 N STATE ST






1616 W QUEENS CT









306 S PROSPECT ST
403 S SUNSET PL
3750 LAKE SHORE DR
CANDELWOOD EST
4223 JARVIS
3300 LAKE SHORE DR
2101 HAZWD DR 101
4541 MAIN ST
40^ W ALTON



































































































GREEN NORMA CLARK GRAD
GREEN PAMILA J ED I
*GREEN PHILIP B GRAD
GREEN PHILIP BURTON LAW2
GREEN RICHARD A LAW3
GREEN RICHARD D GRAD
GREEN ROBERT A ENG1
GREEN SHARRI E LAS4
GREEN VALERIE J LAS1
GREEN WALTER FAA1
GREENBERG ANNE S LAS1
GREENBERG BONNIE S ED 1
GREENBERG HOWARD S BUS4
GREENBERG JEFFREY S BUS3
GREENBERG LYNN ED 3
GREENBERG MARSHA K PE 3
GREENBERG MICHAEL S LAS1
GREENBERG MURRAY LAS2
GREENBERG NANCY J M FAA9
GREENBERG RICHARD A GRAD
GREENBERG ROBERTA M LAS1
GREENE BRENDAN D LAS2
GREENE ETHEL JOHNSON GRAD
GREENE JOHN S PE 1
GREENE JUNE M GRAD
GREENE KEVIN P LAS2
GREENE LARRY E BUS3
GREENE MARGARET P LAS3
GREENE NANCY ANNE ED 2
GREENE NANCY HAWLEY GRAD
GREENE RALPH DOUGLAS GRAD
GREENE RONALD L BUS1
GREENE TERRY G ENG2
GREENE VIVIAN YVONNE GRAD
GREENE WILLIAM M LAS2
GREENER JANICE L PE 3
GREENFELDT ERIC W GRAD
GREENFIELD DEBORAH N GRAD
GREENFIELD EUGENIA E GRAD
GREENFIELD HAZEL G LAS4
GREENFIELD JOHN C GRAD
GREENFIELD LAURENCE LAS1
GREENGOSS FAITH A LAS1
GREENHALGH DEBORAH J LAS4
GREENLEAF JOHN L JR AGR1
GREENLEE ANNE LAS3
GREENLEE WILLIAM J ENG2
GREENMAN DOUGLAS R BUS1
GREENSPAHN BARBARA H LAS3
GREENSPAN BENNETT S LAS4
GREENSPAN BRAD K LAS2
GREENSTEIN LARRY P LAS2
GREENSTEIN NANCY A EO 4
GREENSTEIN SANDRA J ED 3
GREENTHAL RICHARD S LAS2
GREENWALD CARL J ENG4
GREENWOOD CRAIG H LAW2
GREENWOOD KENNETH M VM 2
GREEP LARRY A ENG2
GREER GAIL ANNE LAS5
GREER WILBUR C JR GRAD
GREFFE ANNETTA J LAS4
GREGER NANCY G LAS2
GREGG DOUGLAS A VM 4
GREGG KAREN C FAA3
GREGG SANDRA J LAS1
GREGGA WILLIAM B LAS4
GREGOR JOHN D ENG4
GREGORSKI ARNELL V FAA2
GREGORY ADRIANNE D FAA4
GREGORY DALE E AVI1
GREGORY ERIK S LAS4
GREGORY JOHN F ENG2
GREGORY JOHN JOSEPH LAS3
GREGORY MARK WILLARD GRAD
GREIM BARBARA DIANE GRAD
GREINER JAMES A LAS4
GREINER JOHN A BUS3
GREINER STEVEN P LAS2
GREINER TERRY W FAA1
GREISMAN ROBERT S LAS3
GREIVE ANNETTE L FAA4
GREMBOWICZ MONICA J FAA3
GRENINGER LEONARD GRAD
GRENINGER SUE A GRAD
GRENNAN DEBRA J LAS1
GRENNAN MICHAEL J AGR4
GRESCHEK KATHLEEN A LAS2
GRESHAM RICHARD D GRAD
GRETSCHMANN KENNETH LAS3
GREVER GLENN ALBERT GRAD
GRGAS JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
GRGAS SUSAN T ED 1
GRGAS WILLIAM K BUS1
GRICE STEPHEN E LAS3
GRIDER JOHN B ENG3
GRIEB DONALD L ENG2
CHARLESTON ILL
202 LINCOLN U
2418 E NEVADA U
512 E JOHN C
207 COUNTRY FR 26 C
54 E JOHN 2 C
URH SNYDER 386 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1908 DIANA C
URH FORBES 213 C
URH HOPKINS 472 C
URH TRELEASE 1122 U
312 W SPNGFLD U
313 E CHALMERS C
47 E CHALMERS C
902 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMRS 1613 C
409 E CHALMERS C
2006 SOUTHWOOD C
813 N LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 289 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 315 C
URH NOBLE 219 C
URH DANIELS 729 U
URH TAFT 427 C
809 S BUSEY U
DKH 414 U
1006 S 3RD 16 C
URH SHERMAN 1349 C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WESTON 371 C
URH FORBES 111 C
907 S 3RD C
310 E GREGORY C
508 E WHITE 4 C
1004 S 4TH C
DANVILLE ILL
2201 HAZWD DR 202 U
107 E CHALMERS C
2201 HAZWD DR 202 U
910 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
611 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 205 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 410 C
URH BABCOCK 120 U
904 S 3RD C
401 E CHALMERS 320 C
910 S 3RD C
1720 LYNWOOD C
1102 S LINCOLN U
906 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 463 C
205 S 6TH C
804 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL
809 S MATTIS 2 C
1107 WESTFIELD C
HOMER ILL
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
711 W FLORIDA U
URH WARDALL 1025 U
URH WARDALL 612 U
410 E JOHN C
906 E WATER U
URH FORBES 489 C
904 W CLARK 4 U
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
URH SNYDER 466 C
211 E WHITE C
MOWEAOUA ILL
801 E MAIN U
307 E HEALEY 9 C
307 E HEALEY 9 C
307 E HEALEY 9 C
501 E DANJEL C
503 E STOUGHTON 8 C




1005 S WRIGHT C
809 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH GARNER 454 C
309 SUNRISE U
508 E SPNGFLD C
BOX 43 U
URH FLAGG 332 C
URH VANDOREN 205 C
1007 S 3RD C
WATSEKA ILL
URH HOPKINS 242 C







































































1616 W OUEENS PL
2418 E NEVADA
2001 GRANT ST





1702 ST CLAIR AV
122 EASTVIEW DR











9720 S MORGAN ST
346 RIDGE AV
2652 VAN DEREN DR
BOX 773







128 N ADAMS ST




2201 HAZWD DR 202
259 RIVERSIDE DR




4109 W MAIN ST
1618 CRESTVIEW AV









1915 S VINE AV
4456 SEELEY
2122 W 110TH ST
12730 S OAK PARK
1107 WESTFIELD
706 S EAST ST
1125 W ADAMS














2111 N BONNIE BROK
2111N BONNIE BROOK
2111 N BONNIE BRK
807 WILSON AV
5122 W ESTES AV
RR 1
265 E NILES AV
2704 ALTON
6320 GREEN VAL CR
BOX 686
RR
3304 N LARAMIE AV
BOX 114





310 S 9TH ST
840 MEADOWLARK LN



































































































GRIEBENOW ROBERT R FAA4
GRIEME LINDA J LAS3
GRIESEMER CHARLES T BUS3
GRIESHABER GARY H BUS3
GRIEVE MARY M LAS1
GRIEVE WILLIAM G GRAD
GRIFFARD THOMAS J FAA4
GRIFFIN ALAN D LAS4
GRIFFIN EDWARD L GRAD
GRIFFIN GARY T LAS3
GRIFFIN JAMES D JR 8US3
GRIFFIN JOE L LAS2
GRIFFIN JOHN E BUS4
GRIFFIN LORRAINE E LAS2
GRIFFIN RICHARD J LAS2
GRIFFIN TIMOTHY A BUS4
GRIFFIN VIRGINIA J GRAD
GRIFFIN WOODSON JACK ENG4
GRIFFITH DAVID EVAN GRAD
GRIFFITH GARY C BUS1
GRIFFITH HARRY D LAS3
GRIFFITH JAMES R FAA4
GRIFFITH JEFFREY A FAA2
GRIFFITH JOHN PAUL GRAD
GRIFFITH KEITH R ENG1
GRIFFITH PAUL THOMAS GRAD
GRIFFITH WALTER E GRAD
GRIFFITHS BARBARA H GRAD
GRIFFITHS STEWART K LAS1
GRIFFITHS THOMAS D GRAD
GRIFFITHS WILLIAM S BUS2
GRIGG JIMMIE L BUS2
GRIGGS JOHN R LAS2
GRIGGS NANCY M LAS3
GRIGGS RUBY LAS2
GRIGUS CAROL A FAA4
GRIMES ANNETTE LAS1
GRIMES BERNADETTE M GRAD
GRIMES COLLEEN E AGR2
GRIMES GENE DOUGLAS LAW2
GRIMES GWENDOLYN LAS4
GRIMES JAMES P LAS1
GRIMES JOHN W JR ENG3
GRIMES MICHAEL G BUS2
GRIMES PAMELA L BUS3
GRIMES WESLEY BUS3
GRIMM BILL H LAS!
GRIMM LAURENCE G GRAD
GRIMMELBEIN JEFFREY LAS2
GRIMMELBEIN MARK W LAS4
GRIMWADE FELICITY J GRAD
GRIMWADE WILLIAM P GRAD
GRINDE GERALD S GRAD
GRISCHOW PAUL R ENG2
GRISHAM CATHY L FAA3
GRISLIS AIVAR R LAS3
GRISOLANO JAMES M JR ENG2
GRISOLANO KATHY LAS3
GRISSO KARL MAX GRAD
GRISWOLD BRADLEY LYN ENG4
GRISWOLO PAULA R ED 3
GRITTON CONNIE J AGR1
GRITTON PAMELA M PE 1
GRITTON ROSANNE LAS3
GRMAN MICHAEL E ENG3
GROBARCIK MICHAEL C ENG4
GROBE GEORGE E ENG1
GROCE DAVID CHARLES GRAD
GROCH SHARON A LAS2
GROCHOCINSKI DAVID E LAS3
GROCHOWSKI JOHN J LAS2
GRODSKY SHARON D LAS4
GRODY ANNETTE M FAA4
GROEBE DAVID A FAA2
GROEBE KIMBERLY A FAA3
GROENWALD RICHARD A GRAD
GROESBECK CARL T FAA2
GROESCH GARY L LAS2
GROESCH KURT W ENG1
GROESCHEL EVERETT LY AGR4
GROGMAN BRUCE I LAS1
GROH ANNETTE M LAS3
GROHNE JAMES A LAW2
GROHNE THOMAS M LAS1
GROM PATRICIA A VM 1
GROMETER ROBERT P LAW2
GRONER GUY H ENG1
GRONER MICHAEL IRWIN GRAD
GRONEWOLD MARCIA D FAA2
GRONLI MICHAEL E ENG2
GRONSKI JAN M GRAD
GROOM GREGORY E LAS2
GROOME DAVID W LAS4
GROOMS CLYDE L ENG1
GROPPEL JACK L AGR3
GROSCH TERESA A LAS4
GROSCLAUDE SYDNOR E LAS1
78 VERSAILLES FR
108 S GREGORY U
311 E ARMORY C
320 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 330 U
1610 GLEN BURNIE C
TUSCOLA ILL
34 CARRIAGE PL U
706 S WALNUT 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
146 PADDOCK E C
CHICAGO ILL
1205 E FLORIDA U
URH WARDALL 712 U
305 W VINE C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
511 W NEVADA U
1205 FLORIDA 14 U
1101 S MATTIS C
URH BABCOCK 12 U
614 HILL C
1807 W WILLIAM C
URH OGLESBY 1003 U
48 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 321 U
502 W MAIN 331 U
909 W HILL C
807 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH ALLEN 37 U
807 W ILLINOIS 2 U
1105 S 4TH C
5 BRIDLE LN U
409 E CHALMRS 1601 C
1807 WINCHESTER C
URH GARNER 362 C
107 E CHALMERS 10 C
URH WARDALL 722 U
CHICAGO ILL
802 W OREGON 34 U
1611 VALLEY RO 2 C
1213 W CLARK U
URH ALLEN 22 U
URH NOBLE 111 C
CLEVELAND OHIO
URH LAR 209 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH FLAGG 414 C
212 E WHITE 1 C
URH GARNER 425 C
1002 W OREGON U
103 E HEALEY C
103 E HEALEY C
RR 2 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1005 U
URH OGLESBY 221 U
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
1006 S 3RD 5 C
CHARLESTON ILL
1110 W SPNGFLD U
1600 W BRADLEY 100 C
URH ALLEN 125 U
URH SCOTT 322 C
URH CLARK 336 C
305 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 372 C
URH SNYDER 470 C
1014 1/2 CRESCENT C
URH LAR 369 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH FORBES 336 C
URH TRELEASE 1017 U
307 E HEALEY 7 C
1007 S 1ST C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
WAUKEGAN ILL
911 S 4TH C
URH BABCOCK 213 U
212 E DANIEL C
901 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 378 C
URH LUNDGREN 201 C
1802 W WILLIAM 3 C
URH HOPKINS 267 C
908 S LINCOLN U
1610 W HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 77 U
2062 B ORCH ST U
603 E WHITE 3 C
1105 S 4TH C
809 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH BLAISDELL 109 U
48 CEDRIC LN U
URH HOPKINS 256 C
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
1108 E SPNGFLD U








































































9C2 W GARFIELD AV















502 W MAIN 331
909 W HILL
807 W ILLINOIS 2
2803 EAST RD
807 W ILLINOIS 2
1033 S SEMINARY
5 BRIDLE LN
901 E FAIROAKS AV
18C7 WINCHESTER
1640 W 82ND ST
9634 S AVERS
5266 S STATE 502
8943 S DANTE ST
5022 CATALPA
1611 VALLEY RD 2
90~5 A RENO PL
2448 VICTOR AV
707 N JOHNSTON AV
394 E 270TH ST









19 W 641 GEORGE
121 DAVIDSON DR




608 N TOWN AV
601 FORSYTHE AV
RR 2




928 N DEMENT AV
RR 1
5704 S TROY ST
1110 DARROW AV
541 HITCHCOCK
3610 MAPLE LEAF DR




219 W FRANKLIN ST
1020 N BOND ST
88 ARCHER AV
901 S 1ST
108 N WHEELING RD
17 WESTGATE






RR 1 BOX 263
706 DRESSER DR
U OF I MATH
BOX 81
48 CEDRIC LN
7425 N 2ND ST
1520 WORDEN AV
925 E CLAY



































































































*GROSHONG DONALD E LAW3
GROSHONG LINDA V LAS*
GROSS ALAN M BUS2
GROSS ALLEN F BUS*
GROSS BRUCE EUGENE GRAD
GROSS DAVID J LAS1
GROSS DENNIS C GRAD
GROSS GARY E LAS*
GROSS JAN M FAA*
GROSS JOHN A AGR4
GROSS KATHRYN ROSSI AGR*
GROSS KENNETH S LAS1
GROSS LARRY RAYMOND GRAD
GROSS NATHAN I BUS2
GROSS PAMELA M FAA1
GROSS PAUL MUNN GRAD
GROSS RICHARD G II BUS3
GROSS ROBERT M FAA2
GROSS ROGER A AGR*
GROSS STEVEN J BUS2
GROSS WALTER S FAA2
GROSSBECK MARTIN L GRAD
GROSSBERG JANICE E ED 1
GROSSBERG LAWRENCE GRAD
GROSSBERG STEPHEN JA FAA*
GROSSBLATT ARNOLD L LAS*
GROSSE EDWARD T LAS*
GROSSE MICHAEL W LAS2
GROSSE ROBERT CHARLE LAS*
GROSSI GILBERT J LAS3
GROSSMAN ARTHUR A GRAD
GROSSMAN BARRY GENE GRAD
GROSSMAN DENNIS L LAS3
GROSSMAN MARGARET R GRAD
GROSSMAN STEVEN J LAS2
GROSSMARK STEPHEN T LAS2
GROTEFENDT RICHARD A AGR*
GROTELUESCHEN JOWANN GRAD
GROTH STEVEN L ENG2
GROTHENDICK JAMES E LAS1
GROTTS CHARLES L LAW1
GROVE GREGORY R FAA2
GROVE KURT A LAS3
GROVE RICHARD L PE 4
GROVE WENDY S LAS2
GROVER JOEL WILLIAM GRAD
GROVER LESLIE H LAS5
GROVES CURTIS L GRAD
GROVES JUDITH A LAS3
GROVES MARY ANN S GRAD
GROVES THEODORE R GRAD
GRUBBS RICHARD LARRY GRAD
GRUBE VICTORIA J ED 3
GRUEBEL JEROLD M GRAD
GRUENDER TIMOTHY LEE GRAD
GRUENWALD SHEILA A LAS1
GRUNDISH KERRY L BUS1
GRUNDMEIER LAUREL F GRAD
GRUNER CYNTHIA H AGR3
GRUNLOH DANIEL J GRAD
GRUSH JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
GRUSSING CATHY A LASL
GRUSZKA PHILIP J AGR2
GRUTZIUS DAVID R BUS*
GRUWELL LORETTA K ED 4
GRUWELL ROBERT E BUS*
GRUZALSKI KATHY H PE 1
GRUZALSKI PHIL A LAS*
GRYGA MARILYN A COM4
GRYMALA DENISE A GRAD
GSCHWEND JOHN A LAS2
GUALTIERI HELEN E LAS1
GUDERLEY SUSAN G ED 2
GUOGEON JOHN W BUS*
GUDMUNDSEN VANCE C LAW2
GUEBERT THOMAS CARL GRAD
GUENTHER JAMES A BUS*
GUENTHER RONALD E GRAD
GUEOUIERRE JAMES S GRAD
GUERREIN ROBERT T GRAD
GUERRERO JOSE LUIS GRAD
GUEST RONALD J FAA*
GUGLIELMI THOMAS LAS*
GUHA DIPAK GRAD
GUHA JAYANTA K GRAD
GUHARDJA EDI GRAD
GUICE VIOLA MURIEL COM3
GUIDA KIM A PE 3
GUIDO DIANE C LAS2
GUIDO SALVATORE F LAS2
GUIDRY RICHARD M GRAD
GUIHER CARLA L PE 1
GUILFOYLE THOMAS J GRAO
GUIMOND DONALD L LAS1
GUINN LINDA LILLETTE GRAD
GUINN RICHARD A ENG3
GUINN STANLEY W ENG1
RR I U
RR 1 U
URH OGLESBY 607 U
*06 E STOUGHTON * C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH OGLESBY 307 U
CHARLESTON ILL
58 E JOHN 6 C
1106 EUCLID 2 C
706 S GREGORY U
*06 E STOUGHTON * C
URH CARR 120 U
1916 LYNWOOO C
URH ALLEN *51 U
URH ALLEN 173 U
909 S 5TH C
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES *72 C
FISHER ILL
910 S 3RD C
911 S *TH C
URH DANIELS 128 U
URH TRELEASE 520 U
2005 KIRBY C
1103 S 1ST ST RD C
1211 W UNIVERSITY U
808 S LINCOLN 7 U
313 E ARMORY C
616 W SPNGFLD C
20* W WASHINGTON U
103 1/2 HEALEY C
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH OGLESBY *23 U
1833 VALLEY RD C
203 S 3RD C
907 S *TH C
503 W ELM U
202 PELL CIRCLE U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 286 C
100* S *TH U
*09 E CHALMRS 1301 C
80* W OREGON U
*09 E CHALMRS 1301 C
90* S LINCOLN U
27 RAINTREE C
27 RAIN TREE C
*08 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 3*2 C
605 S COLER C
2017 C ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN *15 C
312 E DANIEL C
821 OAKLAND 205 U
OECATUR ILL
URH LAR 206 U
URH OGLESBY 32* U
1733 VALLEY RD C
*05 E JOHN C
*08 E HEALEY 2 C
807 1/2 E HIGH U
SAVOY ILL
URH CARR *25 U
1007 S 3RD C
1005 S 6TH C
1005 S 6TH C
1107 W GREEN U
1107 E GREEN 627 U
108 E HEALEY 17 C
ALBUOUEROUE N M
URH BABCOCK 103 U
URH SAUNDERS *27 U
802 OREGON U
806 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 152 C
2109 W WHITE 199 C
60* E ARMORY 128 C
206 W WASHINGTON U
102 S GROVE U
2009 D HAZWD CT U
1833 D ORCH ST U
501 S WILLIS C
60* E ARMORY 119 C
2109 HAZWD DR 201 U
100* W OREGON U
102 E ARMORY 10 C
URH EVANS 330 U
MONTICELLO ILL
*09 E CHALMERS 702 C
2107 W WHITE 189 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH VANDOREN *ll C
705 W MAIN 8 U
URH ALLEN 355 U
106 N GREGORY 6 U
URH OGLESBY 709 U






























































3223 W OLIVE AV
533 W HICKORY ST
RR 2 BOX 186-P
7*1 HARRISON
RR *






23* MAPLE HILL RD
*1 GLENWOOD DR
791 BLAIRMOOR CT









58 GREEN OAK DR
5617 S ELM ST
5617 S ELM ST



















10-33 N 3RD ST
605 S COLER AV




*?7 S MADISON ST
213 N 1ST ST
300 HASSELL RD
1733 VALLEY RD
RR 1 BOX 132
RR 3 BOX 229






725* W 173RD PL
KENTON 1*3*8
8007 W LAKE ST
3300 MORRIS NE 1*
2925 ST PHILOMENA
*30* N OLCOTT AV
1*82 BANBURY RD
77 E LARKDALE RD
605 HILL RO
2109 W WHITE 199
*208 N BELT W
206 W WASHINGTON
102 S GROVE
2(309 D HAZWD CT
PEDERNAL *78
3828 W 57TH PL
107*7 COTTAGE GR




1322 W 175TH ST
10300 CRESTWOOD LN
112 S LEWIS AV





511 W OAK ST




































































































GUITHER KENDALL R AGR3
GULLBERG JAMES R LAS3
GULLBERG JANICE L BUS3
GULLEDGE JOHN H ENG4
GULLEY WILLIAM B LAS4
GULLICKSON JAMES A LAS3
GULLO OONALD EUGENE GRAD
*GULLO MARY T GRAD
GUM MARY E AGR3
GUMBEL JOAN A ED 3
GUMBEL MICHAEL CLAIR BUS4
GUMMERSALL JOHN C AGR1
GUNDERSEN LEE K ED 4
GUNDERSON MARK R LAS4
GUNDLACH GREGORY J ENG3
GUNHOUSE CAMILLA A ED 1
GUNKEL MARGUERITE AN COM4
GUNN DONALD B ENG2
GUNN NANCY ANN PE 4
GUNN STEVEN C LAS4
GUNSALUS ROBERT P GRAD
GUNTENSPERGEN GLENN PE 2
GUNTER BERTON HAL GRAD
GUNTER CAROL G ED 3
GUNTERBERG BARBARA A LAS3
GUNTERMAN CAROL A LAS3
GUNTHER ROBERT WILLI ENG4
GUNTORIUS MICHAEL A ENG1
GUPTA AJAY GRAD
GUPTA BALDEV SAHAI GRAD
GUPTA SHIVA KUMAR GRAD
GURA KATHLEEN P LAS3
GUREWITZ PAULA S FAA2
GURGA JEFFREY JOSEPH GRAD
GURION HENRY B LAS4
GURNSEY DAVID E PE 1
GURNY CAROL J PE 1
GURWITZ DEBORAH SUZE LAS4
GUSCHL RANDOLPH J GRAD
GUSE ANNE E ED 1
GUSE DAVID P ENG2
GUSE MICHAEL P LAS4
GUSSIS MURRY S LAS3
GUST THOMAS A BUS1
GUSTAFSON CHARLES B LAS4
GUSTAFSON EARLE WAYN ENG4
GUSTAFSON ELAINE M ED 4
GUSTAFSON ERIC SCOTT GRAD
GUSTAFSON JANET A PE 2
GUSTAFSON JAY C LAS3
GUSTAFSON JEAN E LAS2
GUSTAFSON KAREN F EO 4
GUSTAFSON LARRY W GRAD
GUSTAFSON MICHAEL E LAS2
GUSTAFSON RICHARD M LAS1
GUSTAFSON ROBERT L GRAD
GUSTAFSON TERRY L ENG1
GUSTAFSON VINCENT H LAS1
GUSTAFSON WILLIAM B GRAD
GUSTAVSON SANDRA G LAS1
GUSTUS LEON T BUS2
GUTENKAUF LINDA A LAS2
GUTGESELL GARRY C ENG1
GUTGSELL JOSEPH R BUS4
GUTH BRENDA J LAS3
GUTH GLENN J LAS3
GUTH RICKY L AGR1
GUTHMANN JOEL E LAS2
GUTHRIDGE JIM ENG3
GUTHRIE CATHERINE L LAS1
GUTHRIE GALE J LAS3
GUTHRIE JOSEPH A GRAD
GUTHRIE MARK E BUS1
GUTHRIE MAX E ED 2
GUTHRIE ROGER ALAN GRAD
GUTIERREZ MARIA L ED 2
GUTMAN GREGORY W LAS2
GUTMAN JOEL H LAS3
GUTMAN MICHAEL S LAS1
GUTSHALL JAMES M AGR4
GUTTER ANDREW E VM 4
GUTTMAN MICHAEL K LAS4
GUTTU SHARA LEE GRAD
GUTZEIT DIANE L VM 3
GUY HOMER ROBERT GRAD
GUY THEODORE KING FAA4
GUYETTE JAMES W JR ENG1
GUYON GEORGE DENIS BUS2
GUYSENIR DEBORAH M ED 3
GUYTON THOMAS LEE GRAD
GUZASKI ROBERT M LAS4
GUZLAS DEAN L BUS3
GUZOWSKI PATRICIA A LAS1
GUZY LAWRENCE L ENG2
GWILLIM JERRY L AGR4
GWIN JUDITH BROWN GRAD
URH LUNDGREN 122 C 332-0230
URH NOBLE 115 C 332-0372
URH GARNER 419 C 332-0869
1006 S 3RD 21 C 344-4816
707 S 6TH 301 C 344-8316
702 N RANDOLPH C 352-5651
2109 HAZWO DR 204 U 344-2270
2017 PHILO RD U
2017 PHILO RD U
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0114
BONDVILLE ILL
1107 FLORIDA 13 U 328-2786
410 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 426 U
PARK RIDGE ILL
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
URH BUSEY 255 U 332-2625
209 E CLARK 8 C 356-8093
910 W CALIFORNIA U 344-0360
56 E DANIEL 1 C 359-0447
510 E STOUGHTON C 359-2737
604 N MAPLE 13 U 344-6149
1010 S 2ND C
2120 ORCH ST 202 U 344-0717
2120 ORCH ST 202 U 344-0717
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
802 W ILLINOIS U 344-7412
URH FORBES 259 C 332-0983
404 E HEALEY U
406 E HEALEY C
1944 D ORCH ST U
207 E JOHN C 356-8738
409 E CHALMRS 1105 C 384-5999
1014 1/2 MAIN U
401 1/2 SPNGFLD C 359-7657
URH CARR 411 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5235
103 E STOUGHTON C 356-8539
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
URH WAROALL 524 U
402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
URH OGLESBY 907 U 332-5299
URH TAFT 25 C 332-0584
53 E JOHN 2 C 352-7183
305 E JOHN C 344-1844
URH VANDOREN 110 C 332-0479
RR 4 C
1102 S LINCOLN U 332-3354
URH SNYDER 123 C 332-1662
URH GARNER 245 C 332-0737
604 S LINCOLN U 344-0858
300 S GOODWIN 105 U 344-7354
309 E DANIEL C 344-0725
URH BABCOCK 318 U 332-3795
510 W GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 154 C 332-1167
URH TAFT 109 C 332-0594
ROLING MEADOWS ILL
URH TRELEASE 1006 U 332-5683
URH WESTON 389 C 332-2045
URH SAUNDERS 226 U 332-3637
URH HOPKINS 150 C 332-1165
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C 344-7231
URH GARNER 125 C
URH WESTON 311 C 332-1988
909 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 921 U 322-4497
901 S LINCOLN U
56 E DANIEL 4 C 359-7534
URH WESTON 475 C
URH FORBES 270 C 332-0994
237 DEWEY U 328-2621
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C 384-5869
URH HOPKINS 374 C 332-1317
URH OGLESBY 705 U 332-5237
URH OGLESBY 1205 U 332-5387
1208 W NEVADA 3 U
3216 CAMERON C
STA A BOX 2062 C
MEMPHIS TENN
2221 S 1ST ST RO C 384-5894
406 N JAMES C
803 W ILLINOIS U 344-7205
LOVES PARK ILL
1008 N HIGHLAND U 367-9687
904 S 3RD C 344-2316
711 S RANDOLPH C 359-2026
URH BLAISDELL 216 U 367-9077
URH WESTON 214 C 332-1919
URH ALLEN 132 U 332-3135
URH OGLESBY 902 U 332-5294















213 N EMERSON ST
108 N SEMINARY
3 AtHAMBRA CT
30 E LINCOLN HWY
15312 INGLESIDE
1706 JEFFERSON
56 E DANIEL 1
1535 N CHARLES ST
2002 S RACE
16919 OLD ELM DR
2120 ORCH ST 202
2120 ORCH ST 202








5638 N ST LOUIS
5842 N MULLIGAN AV












4237 N MONITOR AV
519 N GENESEE ST
1734 INDIANA DR
1103 W 3RD ST
18657 HOMEWOOD AV
326 LATHROP
2407 N ROCKTON AV
RR 2
505 S 8TH AV
6209 N KEELEP
RR 2 BOX 62






3841 W 217TH ST
RR 1
7131 S HONORE ST
306 N MYERS
1329 JAMIE LN





























































































































GWIZDALSKI JAMES F AGR1
GWOZDZ PETER STANLEY GRAD
GWYN JENNIFER L LAS4
GWYNN TONYA KATHLEEN GRAD
GYENES LAWRENCE A BUS4
GYLLSTROM GREGORY W BUS3
GYLLSTROM THOMAS HAR FAA4
GYNAC GERALD C BUS3
GYURA KAREN L ED 3
HAAB DALE A AGR3
HAACKE RONALD D LAS1
HAAG GREGORY R BUS4
HAAG RANDALL F ENG4
HAAGA ERKKI I FAA2
HAAK JONATHAN RAY AGR2
*HAAK RONALD OTTO GRAD
HAAKE MARK P BUS3
HAAKE MICHAEL LEE FAA4
HAAKE ROBERT P AGR2
HAAKSMA LARRY ALAN LAS4
HAAR THOMAS BERNARD GRAD
HAAS BARRY DEAN LAS2
HAAS DAVID LEE GRAD
HAAS DEBORAH R LAS2
HAAS DEBRA A LAS1
HAAS DONNA L AGR2
HAAS JOHN C LAS4
HAAS KENNETH EDWARD ENG4
HAAS MARY C PE 3
HAAS MICHELE M PE 1
HAAS RICHARD A ENG1
HAAS ROBERT B BUS4
HAAS RUDOLPH R ENG2
HAASE GORDON L AGR1
HABBEN JOSEPH R FAA3
HABECK CARMEN C LAS2
HABECKER THOMAS J GRAD
HABERKORN MARK L PE 3
HABERKORN MICHAEL H GRAD
HABERKORN VALERIE L FAA1
HABERLEN JOHN BLACK GRAD
HABERLEN MARGITA M ED 4
HABICK TIMOTHY GRAD
HACK GREGORY P LAS3
HACK RANDOLPH L ENG4
HACKE JOSEPH F ENG1
HACKETT JANETTE I GRAD
HACKETT JOAN D LAS1
HACKETT KATHLEEN T LAS4
HACKETT SUSAN I PE 2
HACKLEMAN EDWIN C JR GRAD
HACKLER GEORGE JR GRAD
HACKMAN GEOFFREY J GRAD
HACKMAN JULIANA M GRAD
HACKMANN JOHN F ENG1
HACKMANN JOHN MORROW GRAD
HACKMANN WILLIAM S LAS4
HACKSTEIN KLAUS ENG6
*HADDAD CAROLYN K GRAD
*HADERLIE LLOYD C GRAO
HADI BHAI ABDUL S GRAD
HADICK CLAYTON L VM 1
*HADIWIGENO SOETATWO GRAD
HADLEY JOHN CLINTON BUS2
HADRABA BARBARA J AGR2
HAEFLINGER PAUL E LAS3
HAFFENDEN REBECCA A LAS1
HAFNER MARY GAYLE LAS1
*HAGA WILLIAM J GRAD
HAGAN J KEVIN AGR2
HAGAN MARGARET L LAS1
HAGAN WILLIAM K III ENG3
HAGAR STEPHEN R AGR1
HAGBERG RUSSELL K ENG2
HAGEMAN JAY A AGR2
HAGEN BETTY LOU GRAD
HAGEN CAROL ANN GRAD
HAGEN DANIEL R AGR2
HAGEN DAVID L ENG2
HAGEN DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
HAGEN DONALD G BUS4
HAGEN DONALD L GRAD
HAGEN JAMES E LAS3
HAGEN JUDY K LAS4
HAGEN ROBERT A ENG1
HAGEN ROBERT S GRAD
HAGENBUCH DIANE S LAS1
HAGENER GARY L BUS2
HAGENSICK JOHN L LAS2
HAGER JEAN CAROL GRAD
HAGER MARCIA G LAS1
HAGER ROGER R LAS3
HAGER VIRGINIA R GRAD
HAGERUP MARK L BUS4
HAGG CHRISTINE I LAS3
HAGGARD FRANCINE B LAS4
URH WARDALL 210 U
604 E ARMORY C
708 W SPNGFLD U
408 E STOUGHTON C
1510 GRANDVIEW 8 C
4 ROSEWOOD PL U
URH ALLEN 461 U
711 W GREEN U
1006 S 3RD 14 C
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 342 C
URH HOPKINS 314 C
208 W SPNGFLD C
1111 S 1ST C
202 PELL CIRCLE U
712 W HILL C
205 E ARMORY C
1016 W MAIN U
205 E ARMORY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1101 W PENN U
2102 ORCH ST 103 U
URH GARNER 256 C
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
URH GARNER 256 C
209 E ARMORY C
105 E GREEN 3 C
URH TRELEASE 922 U
URH ALLEN 215 U
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 370 C
URH WESTON 410 C
URH SCOTT 462 C
URH SAUNDERS 111 U
1304 SILVER 3 U
URH CARR 208 U
307 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 124 U
1604 CORONADO C
1604 CORONADO C
URH SHERMAN 867 C
URH SCOTT 376 C
URH GARNER 126 C
URH NOBLE 107 C
306 W WASHINGTON 2 C
309 E CLARK C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH GARNER 474 C
NORMAL ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
708 S FOLEY C
1206 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 315 C
STA A BOX 2236 C
1004 W OREGON U
URH BABCOCK 8 U
502 W NEVADA U
302 W STANAGE C
505 E CLARK 36 C
204 W PENN U
2021 C ORCH ST U
1013 1/2 S 1ST ST C
508 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
URH GARNER 446 C
URH TRELEASE 105 U
502 W GRIGGS U
URH TOWNSEND 550 U
URH LAR 475 U
1112 S 2ND 303 C
URH TAFT 308 C
URH SCOTT 471 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
107 N BUSEY 4 U
URH FORBES 324 C
URH TOWNSEND 154 U
1411 HOLLYCREST C
2105 HAZWD DR 104 U
2703 CLIFTON U
402 E DANIEL C
411 W SPNGFLD U
311 E ARMORY C
311 E ARMORY C
502 W MAIN 103 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 375 C
910 S LOCUST 2 C
URH ALLEN 434 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
NORMAL ILL
URH HOPKINS 368 C
1207 W NEVADA U















































































9041 FOREST LN W
3922 W 76TH ST
RR 2
752 W DEMPSTER ST








BOX 315 RR 1
30 AUDUBON DR






201 N AUGUST ST




314 W 4TH AV
5422 MONTCLAIR
























132 SOUTH 3 WEST
B/3 KAMLA NEBRU RD
204 W PENN
TAMAN SISWO 109
1013 1/2 S 1ST
3163 MEADOWLANE DR
8009 S MAJOR AV
1427 7TH AV
3414 W ELY RD
502 W GRIGGS











2105 HAZWD DR 104
2703 CLIFTON
3845 W SURREY CT
220 W ADAMS
13869 LINCOLN AV


































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
BELLEVILLE ILL
BELLEVILLE IL








































HAGGERTY MILDRED F GRAD
HAGGERTY TERRY LEE BUS4
HAGLER STEPHEN R COM3
HAGLUNO SAMUEL N ENG3
HAGOOD RICHARD A GRAD
HAHN BRENTON C AGRl
HAHN CHARLES A BUS4
HAHN CHARLES S ENG4
HAHN JANE E LAS2
HAHN JONATHAN H LAS2
HAHN JUDITH C LAS1
HAHN MARY LYDIA PE 2
HAHN MELVIN J AGR4
*HAHN MICHAEL FRANK ENG3
HAHN NANCY ELLEN LAS2
HAHN RICHARD L AGR2
*HAHN ROBERT HERMAN VM 3
HAHN RUSSELL S FAA4
HAHN STEPHEN R FAA4
HAHN STEPHEN R LAS3
HAHN STEVEN B BUS1
HAHN TERRI SUZANNE LAS4
HAHN VICKIE A GRAD
HAIGHT CHARLENE E LAS3
HAILS CAROL E AGR3
HAIN TIMOTHY C LAS1
HAINES MICHAEL S FAA2
HAINES RICHARD E LAS1
HAINES RICHARD PAUL GRAD
HAINES ROGER F ENG3
HAIRSTON ARBON ENG1
HAJEK PHILIP T LAS1
HAJKOWICZ KENNETH R LAS1
HAKE JANE BEALL GRAD
HAKES HARRY W BUS4
HAKES ROBERT L PE 1
HAKIMIAN ROBERT ENG1
HAKMAN ROBERT V BUS1
HALASA NICHOLAS A GRAD
HALBACH JOSEPH L LAS2
HALBACH KENNETH J VM 4
HALBACH MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
HALBACH ROBERT W FAA4
HALBUR CATHERINE L ED 1
HALBUR JOHN D LAS3
HALCOMB JERRY L AGR3
HALCROW GAYLE FEARN LAS2
HALCROW RONALD BRUCE GRAD
HALE ARTHUR HERMAN GRAD
HALE JAMES M PE 2
HALE KENNETH JOHN GRAD
HALE WILLIAM B ENG1
HALES JIMAL B LAS4
HALES JOHN H ENG2
HALEY CHRISTINE GRAD
HALEY DELORES A LAS2
HALEY DIANNE E AGR4
HALEY PATRICIA K LAS4
HALEY WILLIAM H LAW3
HALFAR STEPHEN A LAS4
HALFFIELD DONALD JR LAS2
HALFORO SCOTT B ENG3
HALFVARSON ERIC F FAA2
HALIK GEORGE R FAA3
HALL ANTHONY S BUS2
HALL BARBARA L LAS3
HALL BENJAMIN J LAS3
HALL BRENDA ROSSON LAS4
HALL CHARLES J JR GRAD
HALL CHARLES T AVI6
HALL CYNTHIA S AGR3
HALL DAVID G ENG4
HALL DEBRA A LAS2
HALL DENISE A LAS1
HALL DIANA S LAS*
HALL DONNA M ED 4
HALL DOUGLAS R ENG4
HALL GEOFFREY S ENG1
HALL GEORGE A B GRAD
HALL GREGORY W AVI3
HALL GRETCHEN R GRAD
HALL JAMES J LAS3
HALL JAMES LOWELL GRAD
HALL JEFFREY W ENG1
HALL JENNIFER C ED 1
HALL JESSIE M LAS3
HALL JOHN E AGR2
HALL JOSEPH A ENG1
HALL KENNETH J. LAW3
HALL KENTON ALLEN JR GRAD
HALL KEVIN P FAA1
HALL LINDA J COM4
HALL LISA L AGRl
HALL LOIS MARY GRAD
HALL MARY J LAS2
HALL MICHAEL F LAW3
HALL RALPH M LAS4
1500 W ANTHONY 8 C
1500 W ANTHONY 8 C
URH OGLESBY 1104 U
URH GARNER 213 C
2012 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 419 C
1807 U JOHN C
1004 W NEVADA C
DECATUR ILL
907 S 4TH C
URH LAR 274 U
WILMETTE ILL
1109 S 3RD 202 C
1107 E MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 300 C
58 E GREGORY C
WILSON TRLR CT 14 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
409 W ILLINOIS U
608 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 292 C
309 E HEALEY 16 C
WILSON TRLR CT 14 U
619 1/2 WRIGHT U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 152 C
804 W OREGON U
1101 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 664 C
URH HOPKINS 230 C
URH FORBES 388 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 25 C
1 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SNYDER 291 C
URH BABCOCK 12 U
604 E ARMORY C
814 OAKLAND 203 U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
2014 B ORCH ST U
114 SCOTTSWOOD U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH WARDALL 907 U




500 W UNIVERSITY U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 121 C
1011 N 4TH C
911 S 4TH C
312 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 606 U
406 N ROMINE U
703 W CALIFORNIA U
716 W VERMONT U
702 E MAIN 9 U
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
LITCHFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 241 U
310 E JOHN C
713 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
809 E PARK U
611 W GREEN U
13 LEXINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 323 U
2102 W WHITE 85 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1123 U
SAVOY ILL
603 1/2 S 1ST C
605 S BROADWAY U
URH NOBLE 310 C
1805 C ORCH PL U
URH NOBLE 215 C
503 E WHITE 1 C
202 E CLARK C
610 S 4TH C
URH FLAGG 432 C
URH TRELEASE 331 U
14 DUN6AR CT U
1008 S 4TH C
URH BARTON 223 C
312 S PRAIRIE 105 C
LOVINGTON ILL
URH FORBES 463 C
509 S NEIL C
SAVOY ILL
BROADWELL ILL
URH BUSEY 161 U
302 W ELLS C









































































1500 W ANTHONY 8
1500 W ANTHONY 8
501 WESTFIELD DR
RR 1 BOX 80




















































130 E SHERMAN ST
408 W ELM
RR 3 BOX 260
1209 N STATE












617 E WOOD ST
106 N GROVE











827 S 19TH ST










































































































































































































ENG4 1105 W OREGON 11 U
COM3 56 E DANIEL C
PE 2 202 S LINCOLN 6 U
LAW2 116 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAS3 2315 S 1ST ST RD C
LAS2 FOREST HEIGHTS ILL
LAS3 URH CARR 431 U
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 305 U
LAS3 1110 W STOUGHTON U
LAS2 402 E DANIEL C
COM3 509 E STOUGHTON C
PE 1 URH VANDOREN 316 C
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS C
LAS1 112 E DANIEL C
GRAD 56 E DANIEL 1 C
LAS4 205 S LYNN 8 C
AGR4 URH CARR 403 U
ENG4 508 E STOUGHTON C
GRAD 911 S LOCUST 104 C
COM4 1007 W STOUGHTON U
BUS1 URH LAR 382 U
FAA4 URH TOWNSEND 171 U
LAS1 URH LAR 312 U
ENG4 404 E DANIEL 7 C
VM 4 112 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAW2 307 S PRAIRIE C
GRAD 609 W MAIN U
FAA3 206 W WASHINGTON U
BUS2 310 E JOHN C
GRAD 2513 SHERIDAN C
BUS4 111 E WHITE C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1205 U
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 459 C
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 112 U
GRAD 214 E STOUGHTON C
GRAD 214 E STOUGHTON C
PE 1 URH SCOTT 394 C
LAS2 2061 D ORCH ST U
LAW3 2061 D ORCH ST U
LAS2 URH SNYDER 300 C
BUS2 URH TOWNSEND 250 U
LAS4 205 W ELM U
LAS1 URH BUSEY 156 U
BUS4 1505 KIRBY 5 C
BUS2 1101 W PENN U
LAS3 605 S GARFIELD C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 747 C
FAA3 103 E ARMORY C
GRAD 715 S PRAIRIE C
ENG4 211 E ARMORY C
GRAD 905 S RACE U
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 215 U
LAS4 1801 A ORCH PL U
GRAD 1304 SILVER U
LAS1 URH HOPKINS C
ENG4 405 S CHICAGO C
GRAD 1801 A ORCH PL U
LAS2 401 E JOHN C
LAS2 1009 W MAIN 31 U
LAS4 37 A LINDEN C
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT C
FAA9 503 MCHENRY U
LAS1 402 E ARMORY C
ENG6 114 PADDOCK E C
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 419 U
GRAD 205 S GROVE U
LASl 511 S PRAIRIE C
GRAD URH DANIELS 330 U
BUS3 1816 VALLEY RD C
BUS1 MAHOMET ILL
LAS3 DECATUR ILL
COM4 808 N LINCOLN 2 U
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C
AGR1 URH FORBES 342 C
ED 4 809 S BUSEY U
LAS3 URH SNYDER 388 C
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 307 U
GRAO 2112 ORCH ST 103 U
GRAD 29 SYCAMORE C
LAW1 29 SYCAMORE C
LASl URH LAR 426 U
ENG4 1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
GRAD 2201 FLETCHER U
GRAD 1009 S MATTIS 4-5 C
GRAD 904 W GREEN 406 U
GRAD 2002 WINCHESTER C
AVI2 URH CARR 10 U
FAA3 URH NOBLE 213 C
BUS2 URH CARR 323 U
GRAD 1001 W SPNGFLD C
FAA3 410 N HIGH U
BUS4 2104 W WHITE C
LAS4 701 S PROSPECT C
BUS4 911 S LOCUST 108 C
LAS4 307 E HEALEY 4 C
GRAD 1602 CAROLYN C


















































































609 E 3RD ST
706 S KOSTNER
720 WEBER DR

























2061 D ORCH ST






1Q9 S STATE ST
6C5 S GARFIELD
10249VANVLISSINGEN
75 S OAK ST
715 S PRAIRIE
8032 S ARTESIAN
609 W MAIN 1
RR 7
1801 A ORCH PL
RR 2 BOX 109
4000 N HERMITAGE
405 S CHICAGO
1801 A ORCH PL
380 PARKSIDE DR






226 S SCOVILLE AV
301 W 108TH ST 9B
511 S PRAIRIE

































































































































HANBACK DAVID L LAS4
HANCOCK JOHN M LAS4
HANCOCK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
HANCOCK LIZA B AGR4
HANCOCK ROBERT RAY GRAD
HANCOCK RONALD D ENG1
HANCOCK THOMAS F GRAD
HAND CAROL M LAS1
HAND FRANK R JR GRAD
HAND JANE M PE 2
HAND ROBERT L ENG4
HANDELMAN SUSAN FAA3
HANDELSMAN RICHARD L GRAD
HANDELSMAN SUSAN E COM3
HANOLER JOEL F LAS4
HANDLER LYNN P LAS4
HANDWERGER CAROL J LAS3
HANDWERKER MICHAEL L ENG4
HANES CAROL A LAS3
HANES JOHN LAS1
HANEY CYNTHIA KAY LAS3
HANEY FORREST LEON BUS*
HANGER GRACE C AGR1
HANGGI DIANE M PE 4
HANING RICHARD D LAS3
HANKES ELLEN FUGATE GRAD
HANKES JAMES F AGR1
HANKES RAYMOND N GRAD
HANKIN ARONA LAS3
HANKIN REBECCA J LAS3
HANKINS GROVER G LAW3
HANKINS STANLEY J ENG2
HANKINSON ANITA J LAS2
HANLEY MARILYN RUTH GRAD
HANLEY SCOTT R LAS2
HANLON ANN ELEANOR GRAD
HANLON JAMES A ENG4
HANLYN CAREN M LAS4
HANN ELIZABETH K COM3
HANN RANDY R VM 1
HANNA BRUCE F ENG3
HANNA BRUCE PHILLIPS GRAD
HANNA JEANNE TINSLEY GRAD
HANNA RONALD LAW3
HANNASCH JAMES D LAS2
HANNASCH RICHARO A LAS1
HANNASCH THOMAS P BUS4
HANNEN CHARLES DAN I
E
GRAD
HANNIBAL SUSAN D LAS2
HANNIG GARY L BUS2
HANNO MILDRED SARA GRAD
HANNON DAVID G FAA1
HANNON ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
HANNULA THOMAS L ENG3
HANOKA LENORE J LAS1
HANRAHAN PATRICK L GRAD
HANS GERALD L AGR3
HANS WILLIAM M BUS3
HANSELL PATRICIA E C LAS3
HANSEN BARBARA J ED 4
HANSEN BLAIR EUGENE GRAD
HANSEN CAROL OIANNE GRAD
HANSEN CHRISTINA L LAS4
HANSEN DAVID A AGR3
HANSEN OAVID ROY AGR4
HANSEN DEBORAH A LAS2
HANSEN DONNA J AGR1
HANSEN GEORGE C LAS1
HANSEN HOWARD A JR ENG1
HANSEN JACK M LAS1
HANSEN JOHN HERBERT GRAD
HANSEN JONATHAN C LAS2
HANSEN JOYCE M LAS4
HANSEN KAY DASEN B ED 4
HANSEN KENNETH A ENG2
HANSEN KEVEN J BUS1
HANSEN KRISTA E LAS1
HANSEN LARRY R ENG2
HANSEN LINDA S LAS3
HANSEN MARGARET S FAA4
HANSEN MICHAEL J BUS3
HANSEN RALPH GEORGE GRAD
HANSEN ROBERT M BUS3
HANSEN ROBERT M LAW!
HANSEN TIMOTHY ALLEN GRAD
HANSFIELD MINDY H ED 1
HANSMIRE WILLIAM H GRAD
HANSON ALICE MARIE GRAO
HANSON BRIAN A LAS4
HANSON CAROL L AGR2
HANSON DOLORES M GRAO
HANSON DONALD ALAN GRAD
HANSON DONALD F GRAD
HANSON DONALO R BUS1
HANSON EDWARD V ENG4
URH SHERMAN 127 C
410 E GREEN C
URH BARTON 3u2 C
1004 W OREGON U
HOBART IND
1207 M NEVADA U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH FORBES 288 C
707 S 6TH 409 C
URH HOPKINS 425 C
808 S LINCOLN 13 U
URH LAR 194 U
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1210 C
403 N HARVEY U
409 E CHALMRS 1307 C
1805 W JOHN C
304 1/2 S 5TH C
1006 S 3RD 5 C
609 W SPNGFLD C
405 E JOHN C
303 E CHALMERS C
1011 W CLARK U
706 S GREGORY U
URH TRELEASE 926 U
515 BASH CT C
URH WESTON 295 C
BOX 3072 C
58 E GREGORY C
2807 MAPLE WD C
78 VERSAILLES FR
807 W OREGON U
2105 HAZWD U
ST JOSEPH ILL
309 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 495 U
211 E ARMORY C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 313 U
207 E JOHN C
1211 W CLARK 23 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 370 C
806 W PARK C
806 W PARK C
19 APRICOT C
URH SCOTT 156 C
URH NOBLE 113 C
1508 HEDGE RD C
GLENDALE HTS ILL
URH WAROALL 316 U
604 E ARMORY 129 C
MANSFIELD ILL
604 E ARMORY 218 C
808 N LINCOLN 6 U
1750 VALLEY RD C
SIDNEY ILL
606 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 251 U
NILES ILL
502 W GRIGGS 304 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1106 W MAIN U
1101 S MATTIS 2-1 C
203 COUNTRY FR 16 C
711 W GREEN U
BLACKDUCK MINN
URH TRELEASE 1221 U
URH ALLEN 211 U
URH OGLESBY 1127 U
URH BARTON 3 C
URH BARTON 125 C
203 COUNTRY FR 16 C
URH SCOTT 446 C
1110 STOUGHTON 203 U
1106 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 286 C
URH NOBLE 21 C
URH CLARK 234 C
URH SNYDER 409 C
1213 W MAIN U
611 E DANIEL C
112 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 533 U
1004 S 3R0 C
URH DANIELS 435 U
603 S BUSEY U
910 S 3R0 C
1825 W JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 126 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 417 U
604 HARDING U
703 E COLORADO 301 U
509 1/2 E GREEN 7 C
URH OGLESBY 1225 U










































































19 E POWELL ST
4250 N MARINE OR
403 N HARVEY
4501 SEELEY




234 E CHERRY ST
603 E WASHINGTON
1003 W SHILOH





RR 1 BOX 143





















708 N PARK PLAINE
111 N ILL ST
2810 W 174TH ST
1131 NORTH AV




ROUTE 6 BOX 80
8738 OKETO AV
RR 1
346 S BURTON PL
BOX 178









3256A N BOOTH ST
504 VIRGINIA AV






5119 N ROUTE 47
310 S CHERRY HILL
2338 SCOVILLE
1G946 S CENTRAL PK
207 COTTAGE ST
RR 2 BOX 355
600 BERKELEY
1218 J ST


















































































































HANSON JOHN H JR
HANSON KAREN R
HANSON KEVIN T






















































































ED 3 1005 S WRIGHT C
GRAD 800 S MATTIS 19 C
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 905 C
ENG3 301 E CHALMERS C
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U
LAW3 2017 PHILO RD U
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 104 C
ENG4 206 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAS2 URH SCOTT 280 C
ED 4 207 E JOHN C
BUS4 312 E ARMORY C
FAA3 51 MAPLEWOOD U
AGR1 URH BUSEY 207 U
GRAD 2017 PHILO RD 5 U
BUS4 404 N ROMINE U
BUS2 URH SNYDER 412 C
ENG2 1111 S 2ND C
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 503 U
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 253 C
GRAD 2012 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 602 N LINCOLN U
ENGl URH FORBES 288 C
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 109 C
LAS2 URH FORBES 371 C
ENG4 FITHIAN ILL
ENG4 1104 W STOUGHTON U
ED 2 URH GARNER 258 C
BUS2 URH SNYDER 262 C
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 806 U
FAA1 URH ALLEN 137 U
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 631 U
PE 2 1110 W NEVADA U
GRAD 307 EVERGREEN CT U
BUS4 302 S 4TH C
PE 1 URH PAR U
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 230 U
LAS1 URH SCOTT 261 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 298 U
FAA9 1401 GARDEN HILLS C
GRAD GOLDSBORO N C
LAS2 905 S RACE U
LAS1 URH FOREES 467 U
LAS4 211 E DANIEL C
COM4 107 W OREGON 2 U
GRAD 2107 W WHITE C
BUS3 313 E CHALMERS C
LAS1 URH BARTON 102 C
GRAD URH LAR 155 U
GRAD 2063 A ORCH ST U
FAA2 105 E GREEN C
FAA3 1102 S 2ND 4 C
ED 4 905 S 2ND C
ED 4 502 S MATTIS C
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON U
LAS3 107 E HEALEY C
LAS1 URH WESTON 252 C
LAS3 103 E ARMORY C
FAA4 703 W NEVADA 3 U
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 712 U
LAS4 713 W ILLINOIS U
GRAD TOLONO ILL
LAS1 URH BUSEY 319 U
LAS1 702 W WASHINGTON U
ED 4 812 MAPLE C
LAS4 812 W MAPLE C
LAS4 604 S LINCOLN U
FAA4 RIVER FOREST ILL
AGR3 2410 E MAIN 10 U
PE 4 305 W PARK 2 U
GRAD 106 1/2 E ARMORY C
LAS3 208 HARTLE U
AGR2 URH ALLEN 447 U
LAS6 1822 CRESCENT C
ENG2 URH ALLEN 255 U
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN U
FAA3 URH TOWNSEND 576 U
LAS2 URH SNYDER 150 C
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
LAS4 RR 4 C
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2804 JUDITH OR C
ENGl URH FORBES 359 C
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1107 C
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 403 U
ENGl 604 E ARMORY C
BUS4 114 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 1006 C
AGR1 URH LAR 278 U
LAS4 502 E WHITE 34 C
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 320 U
ENG3 212 E DANIEL C
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN U
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 446 U
FAA1 URH FORBES 265 C
AGR1 809 W PENNSYLVANIA U
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 803 U























































800 S MATTIS 19
604 HARDING
BOX 424 ROUTE 71
227 ABBOTT PL






























8314 S KEDVALE AV
1414 N WASSON ST
RR 3
1804 BELLAMY




























2410 E MAIN 10





























































































































HARMS RICHARD PAUL GRAO
HARMS ROBERT W BUS2
HARMS RUTH HENDERSON GRAD
*HARMS SONIA DIETRICH GRAD
HARMS STEVEN K FAA3
HARMS TED E BUS4
HARMS THOMAS E AGR4
HARNED WILLIAM HOWAR GRAD
HARNER LYNNARD L ENG1
HARNER WILLIAM A ENG1
HARNLY JOHN CARROLL GRAD
HARNOIS DEBRA M FAA2
HAROLDSON NANCY J LAS2
HARPER GERALD CECIL GRAD
HARPER GERARD V LAS2
HARPER GREGORY L LAS4
HARPER JAMES H LAS1
HARPER PAULA M ED 3
HARPER RICHARD ALLAN VM 3
HARPER RUTH V FISHER GRAD
HARPER SCOTT T LAS2
HARR KRISTIN E PE 2
HARR RHONDA J LAS3
HARRALD MARILEE J FAA1
HARRE CHARLENE M LAS4
HARRELL HARLAN L LAS4
HARRELL TRUMAN B JR VM 3
HARRES DANIEL N ENG2
HARRING MICHAEL A LAS4
HARRING PAUL F ENG1
HARRINGTON CLAIRE S ED 4
HARRINGTON DARLENE LAS2
HARRINGTON DAVID C GRAD
HARRINGTON HAROLD L LAS4
HARRINGTON HENRINE BUS1
HARRINGTON LUTHER G GRAD
HARRINGTON MARGARET AGR2
HARRINGTON MARY C LAS2
HARRINGTON SCOTT E LAS1
HARRINGTON THOMAS A ENG4
HARRINGTON THOMAS J BUS2
HARRINGTON TIMOTHY A ENG3
HARRINGTON WARREN J LAS3
HARRIS ALBERT JR LAS1
HARRIS BRUCE R GRAD
HARRIS DALE A LAW1
HARRIS DAVID G LAS3
HARRIS DAVID M COM4
HARRIS DENNIS GEORGE GRAD
HARRIS EVERETT WAYNE GRAD
HARRIS GARY B LAS4
HARRIS GAYLE A LAS1
HARRIS HARLENE D LAS2
HARRIS HAROLD L LAS2
HARRIS HENRY JOHN H GRAD
HARRIS ILA LAS2
HARRIS JAKE J GRAD
HARRIS JANET J FAA1
HARRIS JEFFREY A ENG1
HARRIS JOHN BENJAMIN BUS4
HARRIS JONATHAN T LAS1
HARRIS JOSEPH BAILEY GRAD
HARRIS KATHLEEN W LAS2
HARRIS LORRAINE C AGR3
HARRIS LUEOELLA ED 3
HARRIS MARTHA GREY GRAO
HARRIS MAX L LAS3
HARRIS MICHAEL LLOYD LAS4
HARRIS MILES J LAS3
HARRIS NADINE D LAS1
HARRIS NAPOLEON M BUS!
HARRIS PAULA S LAS2
HARRIS RICHARD J LAS3
HARRIS RICHARD J LAS4
HARRIS RICHARD J GRAD
HARRIS RICHARD S ENG4
HARRIS ROBERT D BUS3
HARRIS ROBERT JEROME GRAD
HARRIS ROBERT L JR LAS2
HARRIS ROBERT RONALD BUS 1
HARRIS ROBERT W LAS2
HARRIS ROBIN G LAS3
HARRIS ROBIN S LAS1
HARRIS ROGER L LAS3
HARRIS ROY D FAA4
HARRIS RUBY LAS1
HARRIS SCOTT G LAS3
HARRIS SHERRY B ED 2
HARRIS STEVEN R FAA2
HARRIS SUSAN E LAS1
HARRIS THOMAS M LAW3
HARRIS THOMAS S GRAO
HARRIS TONY R LAS4
HARRIS WILLIAM H JR GRAD
HARRIS YOLANDA LAS4
HARRIS YRA G BUS1
HARRISON BARBARA E LAS!
507 W GRIGGS U
URH GARNER 393 C
203 PELL U
507 W GRIGGS U
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
913 S LYNN U
809 W PENN U
808 N LINCOLN 4 U
DECATUR ILL
MAHOMET ILL
STA A BOX 2385 C
URH SAUNDERS 108 U
URH WARDALL 313 U
2108 ORCH ST 201 U
URH ALLEN 398 U
URH BABCOCK 116 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 529 U
2106 MILLS U
2108 ORCH ST 201 U
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 216 U
URH WARDALL 1210 U
1007 E PENN U
URH GARNER 111 C
1510 W GRANDVIEW 7 C
MILLSTADT ILL
108 E HEALEY 12 C
URH TAFT 104 C
URH LUNDGREN 403 C
URH LAR 391 U
311 E JOHN 11 C
1837 D ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS 355 U
707 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH CLARK 322 C
312 E ARMORY C
1003 E COLORADO U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 270 U
URH SNYDER 156 C
URH FORBES 104 C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
109 W WILLIAM C
1407 E PENN U
212 E DANIEL C
805 OAKLAND 108 U
907 FAIRLAWN U
301 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 239 U
910 S 3RD C
753 S MATTIS C
617 W HEALEY C
904 S 3RD C
1511 KINGS WAY C
URH HOPKINS 454 C
URH FORBES 359 C
URH WESTON 252 C
URH HOPKINS 339 C
716 W IOWA U
URH WARDALL 522 U
312 E DANIEL C
1902 DIANA C
205 E HEALEY 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 1315 C
315 1/2 S STATE C
205 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 304 U
URH CARR 402 U
URH LAR 397 U
609 S 4TH 3 C
806 N PROSPECT C
1203 W MAIN 3 U
128 DEWEY U
URH FORBES 241 C
CHARLESTON ILL
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
BOX 2269 C
409 E CHALMERS C
206 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 1002 U
1010 S 2ND C
1205 E FLORIDA 21 U
URH VANDOREN 220 C
309 BUSEY U
URH LAR 166 U
1005 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 293 C
800 S MATTIS 33 C
206 E WHITE C
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
1802 W WILLIAM C
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
409 E CHALMRS 813 C
































































GOV HWY BOX 340A
203 PELL
507 W GRIGGS
915 W ST MARYS CT
3636 BLANCHAN AV
RR 3 BOX 227H
1586 E WILLARD
13 COLONY GROVE
U OF I HIST
3550 W 84TH PL
3443 BROADWAY
2108 ORCH ST 201
15501 CHAMPLAIN AV




2108 ORCH ST 201
902 HEDGEWOOD DR
9134 PARKSIDE DR




1510 W GRANDVIEW 7
612 S POLK ST












RR 3 BOX 42
RR 3 BOX 42
6831 S PAXTON























315 1/2 S STATE
148 GLENCOE RD
6827 S ADA
11619 S CHURCH ST












2117 VALLEY LO LN
1145 E 101ST ST
7239 S ABERDEEN
2400 LAKE VIEW
141 N WOLCOTT 201
132 N PARK AV
6200 N CENTRAL PK
1640 E 50TH ST






































































































































































































HASKINS LUTHER G I I
HASKITT PAUL ROBERT
JP
LAW2 502 W SPNGFLO 6 C
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 11 C
LAS2 1110 W STOUGHTON U
FAA1 URH BARTON 14 C
ENG4 1809 A ORCH ST U
LAS4 806 W OHIO U
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 434 C
PE 2 URH SCOTT 222 C
ED 3 URH LAR 282 U
BUS1 URH ALLEN 75 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1163 C
ENG1 1115 NOFFTZ C
GRAD 810 OAKLAND CR 103 U
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 224 U
BUS3 306 E DANIEL C
LAS1 212 E CHALMERS C
LAS2 1010 S 2ND C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 483 U
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 666 C
ENG1 URH ALLEN 17 U
GRAD 601 E MUMFORD U
LAS1 1314 COMMANCHE C
GRAD 2022 S RACE ST U
ENG4 1511 CURTISS U
LAS2 2007 S PHILO RO 7 U
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 221 U
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 3 U
LAS2 1107 W GREEN 121 U
GRAD NORMAL ILL
LAW2 503 S BROADWAY U
LAS3 URH BARTON 208 C
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1006 U
GRAD 55 E SPNGFLD C
LAS1 URH SNYDER 488 C
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 4 C
BUS4 1113 S 3RD C
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 214 C
GRAD 305 S STATE C
LAS3 503 E STOUGHTON 12 C
LAS2 702 W ILLINOIS U
GRAD GJBSON CITY ILL
GRAD 1306 SILVER 9 U
LAS4 708 S 1ST 11 C
VM 2 2118 ORCH ST 304 U
BUS4 907 W STOUGHTON U
LAS1 URH WARDALL 212 U
LAS1 URH FORBES 336 C
LAS3 URH FRENCH HSE 7 U
ED 3 URH BLAISDELL 313 U
FAA3 URH TAFT 24 C
FAA4 306 E ARMORY C
LAS4 705 S RANDOLPH 2 C
VM 2 608 S 1ST C
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 326 U
GRAD 307 S BUSEY U
LAS4 RR 3 U
LAS1 2032 BURLISON U
FAA4 715 S PRAIRIE C
FAA3 1010 E COLORADO 32 U
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS 7 C
LAS1 URH LAR 482 U
GRAD 208 BLISS U
LAS4 1113 S 3RD 303 C
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN U
ENG3 URH NOBLE 220 C
AGR4 706 W OHIO U
ENG3 206 S GREGORY U
AGR3 URH SNYDER 269 C
ENG4 1204 W STOUGHTON U
LAS2 URH EABCOCK 405 U
LAS2 309 HEALEY 4 C
GRAD 1812 AUGUSTA C
PE 4 1502 BRIARCLIFF C
GRAD 208 W JOHN C
LAS3 58 E JOHN 25 C
GRAD 208 W JOHN C
LAS4 616 E DANIEL 3 C
FAA1 URH BUSEY 325 U
GRAD 2311 TAMARACH C
GRAD 2202 HAZWD DR 201 U
GRAD 2202 HAZWD DR 201 U
ENG2 807 S RUSEY U
GRAD URH DANIELS 205 U
BUS3 URH WESTON 212 C
GRAD 703 1/2 S BROADWAY U
GRAD 1600 W BRADLEY 168 C
FAA3 1001 S WRIGHT C
LAS4 804 W SPNGFLD U
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 434 U
GRAD 1107 W GPEEN 434 U
LAS2 DANVILLE ILL
ENG4 102 N GREGORY U
LAS4 911 S LOCUST 106 C
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 803 C











































































810 OAKLAND CR 103
305 CLARK ST
6437 W 167TH ST
902 W CALIFORNIA
3915 W 213TH ST
14815 SEELEY






2007 PHILO RD 7
22.3 KENTUCKY
3018 OAK GROVE LN
113 E MCKENNEY ST




819 S OAK PARK AV
273 CEDAR AV
530 CANDLEWOOD EST
12100 S 74TH AV
4923 W JARVIS
RR 4 BOX 59
2674 S 28TH ST





2118 ORCH ST 304




213 E JAMES ST
3106 WOODWARD
306 E ARMORY






RR 1 BOX 51A
1010 E COLORADO 32
4920 N GLIDDEN RD






















120 E HIGH POINT









211 N KASPAR 101
9926 S WINCHESTER




































































































HASKO JOHN J GRAD
*HASLER DAVID MAX GRAD
HASLFR JOHN F GRAD
HASON NINO FAA3
HASS CARL FREDERICK GRAD
HASS JUDITH ED 3
HASS LONNIE DEE GRAD
HASSANI NASREDDIN B ENG2
HASSEBROCK FRANK L LAS1
HASSELBERG MICHAEL R GRAD
HASSFN RANDOLPH R LAS2
HASSERT RICHARD A BUS3
HASSIEPEN GAY LYNN COM4
HASSLINGER NYLE R JR AGR3
HAST GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
HASTALIS STEVEN P BUS3
HASTINGS CHARLES N GRAD
HASTINGS JAMES R JR FAA4
HASTINGS KENDALL R FAA1
HASTINGS MICHAEL L AGR2
HASTINGS SALLY A LAS4
HASTINGS SUSAN I AGR1
HASTO ROBERT J ENG2
HASTGWO SOEGYO GRAD
HASTY ELVIRA F GRAD
HASTY JAMES HICKS GRAD
HASTY ROBERT J LAS2
HATANAKA KEITH H ENG2
HATCH DANIEL J LAS1
HATCH GREGORY F PE 4
*HATCH JOSEPH RAY GRAD
HATCH ROBERT P LAS4
HATFIELD DONALD E ENG3
HATFIELD DOUGLAS PHI AGR4
HATFIELD JOSEPH W BUS 1
HATFIELD RICHARD M ENG2
HATHAWAY STEPHEN A GRAD
HATHAWAY WILLIAM L LAS2
HATTEBERG GORDON E AGR1
HATTEN ELMER BUS1
HATTENDORF TERRY D BUS4
HATTENHAUS KAREN I ED I
HATTER GWENDOLYN LAS1
HATTIS CYNTHIA E LAS3
HATTON ORIN T FAA1
HATTON ROYCE D AGR4
HATZER TIMOTHY B AGR2
HAUB WILLIAM C ENG3
HAUBOLD JANET T BUS2
HAUCK BARBARA G PE 3
HAUCK LAURA SWAIN GRAD
HAUCK PHILIP W ENG1
HAUFR WILLIAM RICHAR GRAD
HAUFE LORRAINE M ED 2
HAUGEN ROBERT K GRAD
HAUGH CHERYL E FAA3
HAUGHEY JAMES L AVI2
HAUGHNEY GARY V LAS2
HAUGHNEY JOSEPH D LAS2
HAUN MARTHA WOMACK GRAD
HAUPT CHERYL L LAS1
HAUPT EVA EDITHA GRAD
HAUPT HERMANN PAULO GRAD
HAUPTFUEHRER PATTI J ED 3
HAUPTLE MARY E LAS2
HAUPTMANN DAVID W LAW3
HAURI CHRISTINE GAIL COM4
HAURI ROBERT J GRAD
HAUSE WAYNE R VM 1
HAUSER ALAN L FAA2
HAUSMAN WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
HAUSMANN BARBARA A LAS3
HAUSWIRTH DAVID A ENG1
HAUVERSBURK R L BUS2
HAVEN LARRY A LAS1
HAVENS ARNOLD I LAW2
HAVERA STEPHEN PAUL GRAD
HAVEY DENNIS MICHAEL GRAD
HAVILL JUANITA RUTH GRAD
HAVLIK SANDRA J ED 4
HAVRANEK LOIS LAS3
HAWBAKER STUART D GRAD
HAWES ROBERT TURLEY ENG4
HAWICKHORST ALAN M LAS2
HAWK LARRY E LAS1
HAWKER DENNIS EARLE GRAD
HAWKER DIANE MARIE GRAD
HAWKER GREGORY A BUS2
HAWKINS DAVID J LAS 1
HAWKINS JANET MARIE GRAD
HAWKINS JOHN M LAS2
HAWKINS MARVIN LAS1
HAWKINS SUSAN C LAS1
HAWKINS THOMAS W FAA3
HAWKINS WILLIAM ROBE LAS4
HAWKINS WILLIE E PE 2
HAWKINSON ANN E FAA4
1713 VALLEY RD C
1207 E FLORIDA 24 U
FITHIAN ILL
616 E DANIEL C
OGDEN ILL
47 E CHALMERS C
1910 C ORCH ST U
711 W MAIN U
604 E ARMORY C
406 E MAIN 2 U
305 E JOHN C
805 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 212 U
801 W NEVADA U
1202 W CLARK C
URH WESTON 108 C
203 E MUMFORD U
617 W HEALEY C
URH SNYDER 458 C
URH PAR U
1211 W CLARK 22 U
URH SCOTT 294 C
805 W OREGON U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
2018 FLETCHER 19 U
2018 FLETCHER 19 U
URH OGLESBY 205 U
URH CARR 210 U
1107 W MAIN U
502 S HIGHLAND C
1103 SCOVILL U
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
EAST LYNN ILL
1103 S WESTLAWN C
URH SNYDER 321 C
1113 S 3RD 204 C
2112 ORCH ST 303 U
PALATINE ILL
706 W CHURCH C
VILLA GROVE ILL
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SCOTT 394 C
URH LAR 462 U
409 E CHALMRS 1208 C
1401 SCOTTSDALE C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 326 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH GARNER 245 C
1006 W NEVADA U
2508 SHERIDAN C
URH SNYDER 326 C
501 S ELM 2 C
URH LAR 362 U
106 S GREGORY U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 295 U
URH SCOTT 463 C
URH HOPKINS 264 C
HOUSTON TEX
MATTOON ILL
102 N LINCOLN 4 U
102 N LINCOLN U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 201 U
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
507 W UNIVERSITY C
2005 D ORCH ST U
810 FAIRVIEW U
807 S BUSEY U
URH SHERMAN 947 C
URH VANDOREN 426 C
1007 S 3RD C
1006 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 730 U
307 S PRAIRIE 18 C
URH SHERMAN 305 C
2205 HAZWD DR U
901 S LINCOLN U
508 E CHALMERS C
907 W OREGON 3 U
409 E GREEN C
1611 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH FORBES 269 C
URH TAFT 320 C
2110 ORCH ST 104 U
2110 ORCH ST 104 U
URH WESTON 382 C
911 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 1360 C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 293 C
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
810 W OREGON U
1670 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 254 C





































































508 N BELMONT ST
6617 N RUSTIC OAK
4143 N ALBANY
RR 2
8048 S LUELLA AV


















2305 S 1ST ST RD
BOX 37
1103 WESTLAWN
1303 W NORWOOD ST
48 SWIFT LN
2112 ORCH ST 303
225 E NORMAN DR
RR 1
RR 1









ROUTE 3 BOX 248
2508 SHERIDAN DR
7708 SUNNYSIDE AV
501 S ELM 2
708 ALMA CT 3C
936 BEACH AV









RP 2 BOX 329
330 W CHURCH
846 S HARVARD AV









207 E EMBERT PL





636 W MACON ST
203 W WALNUT ST
RR I
2110 ORCH ST 104




319 N HORN ST
5233 S MICHIGAN AV
540 S WALL ST
800 ROBERT WEBB
540 S WALL
823 S 9TH AV 59



































































































HAWN GREGORY EARL COM4
HAWN JEANINE H GRAO
HAWORTH ROBERT H ENG4
HAWS SUSAN E AGR1
HAWTHORNE JAMES M LAS3
HAWTHORNE STEVEN R AGR4
HAWTHORNE TERRY R LAS1
HAXBY KENNETH D LAS2
HAY CARL MARTIN GRAO
HAY MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
HAY ROBERT K LAS3
HAY ROBERT W JR AGR1
HAY RODGER K LAW3
HAYASAKI YOSHIHIOE GRAD
HAYASHI ELMER K GRAD
HAYASHI NANCY MASUMI LAS4
HAYDEL JUDITH F GRAD
HAYDEN CHERYL M LAS2
HAYES DAVID M COM3
HAYES GAIL L LAS1
HAYES JACOUELYN FAA1
HAYES JAMES R LAS2
HAYES JEFFREY M ENG1
HAYES JESSE M FAA6
HAYES JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
HAYES KATHLEEN E LAS2
HAYES LYDIA B LAS4
HAYES MARK L LAS3
HAYES ROBERT LEE PE 2
HAYES ROBERT MAC GRAD
HAYES RUTHERFORD B ENGL
HAYES SUSAN M LAS2
HAYES WILLIAM A LAS1
HAYLES MICHAEL K AVI2
HAYMAKER PATRICIA A GRAD
HAYMAN BRUCE M BUS4
HAYMAN SARAH FAA2
HAYMONO WILLIAM R BUS3
HAYN DON P LAS3
HAYNER CAROL KAY GRAD
HAYNES LARRY D BUS1
HAYNES LEONARD L III GRAD
HAYNES MARY SENSLEY GRAD
HAYNFS ROBERT PAUL GRAD
HAYNES ROY A JR PE 3
HAYS CRAIG W BUS3
HAYS EMILY L FESSLER GRAD
HAYS JEFFREY LEE GRAD
HAYS JONATHAN V ENG2
HAYS LEONARD K JR LAW2
HAYS MICHAEL RAY GRAD
HAYS PAUL R ENGl
HAYS STEVEN R LAS1
HAYSE KAREN M LAS3
HAYTCHER GARY L LAW2
HAYWARD DELORES J LAS3
HAYWARD LESLIE B LAS4
HAYWARD TERRI J PE 1
HAYWOOD NATHANIEL LAS1
HAYWORTH JAMES D LAS1
HAZARD CARLA MARIE GRAD
HAZARIKA BISHNU P GRAD
HAZE SUSAN J LAS2
HEAD JAMES E LAS1
HEAD KENNETH R BUS3
HEADEN THOMAS W ENGl
HEADRICK DEBRA L LAS1
HEADS TOM BALDWIN GRAO
HEADY GEORGE B LAS3
HEAL ROBERT W AGR2
HEALEY WILLIAM M GRAD
HEALY DAVID ARTHUR GRAD
HEALY JOHN J LAS4
HEALY MICHAEL J ENGl
HEALY MICHAEL J BUS1
HEALY PATRICK W LAS3
HEALY RICHARD W LAS2
HEARD BARBARA J LAS3
HEARO FREDERICK J LAS4
HEARD ROBERT L BUS4
HEARL RAYMOND EDWARD BUS4
HEARN ALLEN LEE GRAD
HEARN DAVID E FAA2
HEARN LESLIE A LAS1
HEARNE CRAIG A LAS1
HEATH DAVID L ENG2
HEATH JOHN R FAA2
HEATH KENNETH BRUCE PE 4
HEATH ROBERT B LAS2
HEATON ANN ROBINSON GRAD
HEATON LOUIS A LAS1
HEATON MARY MOON GRAO
HEATON RICHARD C GRAD
HEATON TED D AGR3
HEAVLIN SANDRA S PE 1
HEAVNER RICHARD L BUS2
HEBDA JOHN F LAS2
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH BLAISDELL 227 U
URH VANDOREN 409 C
SILVIS ILL
804 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 243 C
1109 S 4TH C
802 S VICTOR C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WESTON 488 C
2309 S 1ST 204 C
408 E GREEN 9 C
2111 HAZWD DR 201 U
1838 VALLEY RD C
RR 2 C
URH HOPKINS 428 C
URH OGLESBY 227 U
URH ALLEN 174 U
URH HOPKINS 424 C
311 E ARMORY C
1008 W DANIEL C
1911 REBECCA C
810 W DANIEL C
URH GARNER 261 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1008 W DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 254 C
807 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 246 C
904 S LINCOLN U
ALTON ILL
508 E WHITE 11 C
207 1/2 E CLARK C
1415 KIRBY C
URH VANDOREN 324 C
1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
604 S COLER U
2079 A HAZWD CT U
URH SCOTT 182 C
1910 A ORCH ST U
1910 A ORCH ST U
509 S 5TH 8 C
212 W CHALMERS C
1009 W PENN U
2803 ALTON C
805 W WILLIAM C
1510 WINSTON C
2803 ALTON C
814 W MAIN U
1510 WINSTON C
1008 S PINE C
508 E ARMORY C
1400 N MCKINLEY 10 C
URH GARNER 354 C
BAOEN AUST
URH ALLEN 344 U
URH HOPKINS 272 C
URH CARR 218 U
1809 MCDONALD C
1207 W CLARK U
URH WAROALL 623 U
URH SCOTT 272 C
504 E GREEN 3 C
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 342 U
509 E WHITE 4 C
URH HOPKINS 266 C
57 IVANHOE ROUTE 4 U
709 W NEVADA U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
408 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 221 U
1105 S 4TH C
410 E JOHN C
URH NOBLE 110 C
1920 D ORCH ST U
911 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 204 C
307 MCARTHUR U
905 S 1ST 14 C
411 E GREEN 8 C
URH TRELEASE 1011 U
URH BABCOCK 119 U
211 E ARMORY C
807 S BUSEY U
1203 N COLER U
211 E ARMORY C
207 PFEFFER RD 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 419 U
2202 GLENOAK C
207 PFEFFER RD 3 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 310 C
URH TOWNSEND 377 U













































































2111 HAZWD DR 201
















1C01 W 129TH PL
207 WISCONSIN AV
8646 BELDEN AV
207 1/2 E CLARK
8150 KOSTNER AV
711 N SALISBURY ST
2219 S 1ST 203
407 HAMLIN ST
2079 A HAZWO CT
RR 1
1?98 77TH AV













620 S 20TH AV
7008 MURRAY LN
1532 N BELMONT AV
4042 W ADAMS




938 N WILDWOOD AV
1649 E MAIN ST
RR 1
1708 S COLLEGE



















645 W GALENA BLVD
1203 N COLER
157 PLYMOUTH DR
207 PFEFFER RD 3
404 S BANKER
2202 GLENOAK
207 PFEFFER RD 3
RR 1
14300 S OAKLEY AV
5208 WICK-WAY DR



































































































HEBDON DAVID E ENG4
HEBEISEN CHERYL D LAS3
HEBEISEN KEITH A LAS2
HEBER CHERYL J LAS1
HEBERER DWIGHT H ENG2
HEBERT CAROLYN LUCIA GRAD
HEBRON WILLIAM STEPH LAS4
HECHT PATRICIA A LAS1
HECHT ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
HECK DANIEL C ENG3
HECK DENNIS JOHN FAA1
HECK JOSEPH G LAS2
HECK LUCINDA FAA9
HECKER JAMES MILLARD LAS3
HECKER JOHN C FAA4
HECKLER RODNEY R LAS2
HECKMAN DAVID C BUS2
HEOBERG BARBARA L LAS4
HEDBERG GARY G LAS3
HEDBERG SUSAN J ED 3
HEDBLOM JOHN M LAS1
HEDDINS MARY E FAA2
HEDEEN ROBERT A ENG4
HEDEL CHARLES W LAS3
HEDGE BARBARA A ED 3
HEDGES ALLAN R GRAD
HEDGES JOAN C LAS2
HEDIN BONNIE JEAN GRAD
HEDRICH NORMAN LAS4
HEDRICK DIANNE S GRAD
HEDRICK JOHN R BUS4
HEENAN MONICA M BUS2
HEENAN THOMAS A LAS1
HEEREN LEE E AGR3
HEFFERAN COLIEN JOAN GRAD
HEFFLEY EARLE F III LAS3
HEFFLEY GAY J ED 2
HEFFLEY JILL F FAA1
HEFFLEY WILLIAM D ENG1
HEFFT RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
HEFLIN JANET S LAS4
HEFNER ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
HEGENER MICHAEL W LAS1
HEGG ARLENE P LAS3
HEGLAR RONALD ENG2
HEGNER RONALD W GRAD
HEIOBREDER JAMES A BUS1
HEIDELMEIER BONNIE J FAA3
HEIDEN JOHN SCOTT 8US4
HEIDEN MARK S LAS2
HEIDER JOHN CLARENCE GRAD
HEIDER SARAH B GRAD
HEIDIG ROSEMARY F FAA4
HEIDKAMP MARY J ED 3
HEIDORN TIMOTHY B LAS2
HEIDRICH JOHN G LAS3
HEIDTKE DAVIO P FAA3
HEIDTKE THOMAS J FAA1
HEIGHO MAXWELL S GRAD
HEIKEN EDWARD F JR BUS4
HEIL NANCY J LAS2
HEIL PATRICIA ANN L GRAD
HEIL TIMOTHY GERALD GRAD
HEILE BARBARA A FAA2
HEILIG ALMA R PE 2
HEIM ALICE LEDERMAN GRAD
HEIM DAVID EUGENE GRAD
HEIM SANDRA L LAS2
HEIMANN CONSTANCE E FAA3
HEIMANN WILLIAM C ENG4
HEIMBURGER RUTH E LAS2
HEIMERDINGER WALTER GRAD
HEIMLICH ESTHER LAS3
HEIN FRANK R ENG2
HEINBUCH LYNN A AGR2
HEINE RONALD EUGENE GRAD
HEINEMANN KENNETH L GRAD
HEINEN JACOUELINE A PE I
HEINLEIN SALLY B LAS3
HEINRICH FRANK M LAS1
HEINRICH THOMAS H LAS4
HEINRICH WILLIAM M BUS3
HEINRICHS AUDREY S GRAD
HEINS CHARLES G BUS3
HEINSEN LINDSAY W LAS4
HEINSEN RICHARD DALE GRAD
HEINTZ GEORGE W LAW3
HEINZ BARBARA K LAS2
HEINZ CAROL SOUIRES GRAD
HEINZ CATHERINE L LAS1
HEINZ THOMAS A FAA4
HEINZ WILLIAM D LAW2
HEINZE JOHN EDWARD GRAD
HEINZEROTH LOREN R COM4
HEINZMANN NELSON L AGR3
HEIPLE TERESA D PE 1
HEIRES CHRISTINE A LAS2
URH FORBES 315 C
URH EVANS 403 U
URH TAFT 125 C
URH LAR 218 U
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 394 U
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 422 C
901 E DELAWARE U
509 1/2 E GREEN 6 C
RR 1 U
URH WESTON 244 C
901 S 1ST 22 C
1005 S 6TH 21 C
1005 S 6TH 21 C
303 E CHALMERS C
212 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 324 C
URH SCOTT 339 C
THE HEATHER 2 C
URH ALLEN 27 U
URH SAUNDERS 320 U
111 S BUSEY 4 U
601 S 4TH C
715 W MICHIGAN U
2087 B ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 219 U
URH SHERMAN 425 C
1200 S VINE 31 U
2501 BROWNFIELD RD U
106 HEALEY 15 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 32 U
URH BABCOCK 7 U
URH SHERMAN 254 C
504 E CLARK 37 C
URH VANDOREN 306 C
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
904 W GREEN 1 U
55 E SPNGFLD C
317 S RANDOLPH C
502 E HEALEY 109 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
1110 W NEVADA U
406 W HIGH U
1207 E FLORIDA 34 U
URH WESTON 459 C
707 W SPNGFLD U
405 E CLARK 14 C
1004 S 2ND C
1716 PAULA C
1716 PAULA C
1106 S LINCOLN U
509 STOUGHTON 305 C
URH SNYDER 210 C
403 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 356 C
URH WESTON 346 C
1104 E MUMFORD U
1305 LARKSPUR LN C
URH WARDALL 811 U
2113 HAZWD DR 103 U
2113 HAZWD DR U
URH EVANS 108 U
101 E JOHN C
609 W MAIN 16 U
1009 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 913 U
LANSING ILL
509 E STOUGHTON C
TOLONO ILL
111 S BUSEY U
111 CHALMERS 12 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH LAR 161 U
810 W OREGON U
2806 S 1ST ST RD C
URH VANDOREN 302 C
URH BLAISDELL 330 U
URH FORBES 216 C
1732 HESSEL MANOR C
URH OGLESBY 706 U
2403 WHITSON CR U
401 E JOHN C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
309 E GREEN C
1302 SILVER 10 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
906 E HARDING 303 U
URH BUSEY 357 U
1004 S 4TH 205 C
906 E HARDING 303 U
608 S MATTIS C
212 E CHALMERS C
CARLYLE ILL
URH WARDALL 922 U







































































417 W OAK ST




509 1/2 E GREEN 6
RR 1











111 S BUSEY 4
479 W JAMES WAY
1010 E COLORADO
2087 B ORCH ST
704 N ALLEN

























1133 MAPLE AV 2-L
5317 BELLE PLAINE





368 W 2ND ST
30 ARTHUR AV
2113 HAZWD DR 103
2113 HAZWD DR 103













2806 S 1ST ST RD
883 WILLOW RD
321 S PARK RD








7112 W TALCOTT AV
633 E MAIN ST
1506 MEADOWS RD
7915 KILBOURN AV









































































































































































































GRAD 707 S 6TH C
LAS4 409 E CHALMRS 1609 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 233 C
AGR1 311 E ARMORY C
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1608 C
GRAD 507 W COLUMBIA C
BUS2 URH BABCOCK 203 U
LAS4 208 W WASHINGTON U
GRAD 804 S WEBBER U
LAS3 URH NOBLE 110 C
LAS4 CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
GRAD 1004 1/2 S CRESCNT C
AGR4 1510 GRANDVIEW E 4 C
ENG4 1510 GRANDVIEW E 4 C
COM3 802 S LOCUST 6 C
ENG1 URH FORBES 238 C
FAA4 1109 S 3RD 102 C
LAS2 URH SNYDER 338 C
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 303 U
LAS2 URH WARDALL 219 U
ENG3 203 S 3RD C
LAW1 311 E GREEN C
BUS3 URH HOPKINS 170 C
LAS1 802 W OREGON U
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS C
BUS2 52 E ARMORY C
BUS3 1972 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 409 E CHALMRS 612 C
BUS3 1604 MAYNARD C
LAS1 URH LAR 461 U
FAA2 1102 S LINCOLN U
LAS3 499 S 3RD C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 234 C
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 831 U
ED 3 107 S WRIGHT C
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
LAW3 202 E GREGORY 102 C
LAW2 URH ALLEN 270 U
BUS2 401 E DANIEL C
FAA4 512 E STOUGHTON C
GRAO 802 W ILLINOIS 1 U
LAS2 1109 S 4TH C
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 538 U
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 478 C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 78 U
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 342 C
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C
GRAD 609 W HEALEY 16 C
GRAD 304 ELMWOOD C
LAS1 URH LAR 224 U
LAW2 703 W CHURCH C
LAS2 URH ALLEN 259 U
GRAD 1401 SILVER U
GRAD 2105 HAZWD DR 304 U
GRAD 2105 HAZWD DR 304 U
ENG1 URH WESTON 259 C
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 404 U
AGR2 411 E GREEN C
AGR1 807 CALIFORNIA U
AGR3 1301 S BUSTrY U
LAS2 URH BUSEY 102 U
AGR1 URH FORBES 463 C
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS U
LAS2 URH WESTON 240 C
LAS1 URH FORBES 386 C
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 928 U
AVI1 PAXTON ILL
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U
ENG2 URH TAFT 218 C
FAA1 URH BUSEY 432 U
AGR1 1101 W PENN U
LAS4 1008 W NEVADA U
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 105 U
BUS1 1007 S PINE C
FAA1 URH BLAISOELL 412 U
LAS1 106 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 411 U
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 207 U
BUS4 53 E JOHN 1 C
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 418 C
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 4 U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 474 U
LAS1 URH WESTON 378 C
AGR1 1008 W NEVADA U
FAA1 URH WARDALL 1208 U
LAS3 312 E ARMORY C
GRAD 606 W OHIO U
GRAD 105 E DANIEL C
LAS4 302 W GREEN U
LAW2 103 SCOTTSWOOD U
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS C
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
AVI2 PESOTUM ILL
LAS3 IVANHOE ESTS 27 U
GRAO 1207 W BEARDSLEY C
BUS1 URH VANDOREN 422 C






























































4067 W 58TH ST
OLD NAPERVILLE RD









2808 S 137TH ST
1032 N PLEASURE CT





124 S WAIOLA AV
7535 N BELL AV












714 N SCHOOL ST
ROUTE 2 BLUFF RD




13 COUNTRY CLUB RD
9452 N LOREL AV




18910 OAK GROVE RD
1615 W GLENN







2105 HAZWD DR 304
2105 HAZWD DR 304





ROUTE 3 BOX 324
107 E REYNOLDS
12 WOODBINE ST
















RR 5 BOX 197A
5645 N HAMILTON RD
4554 S DREXEL BLVD




406 E JACKSON ST










































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
121
HENDRICKS BEVERLY S ED 4
HENDRICKS BRYAN LYNN GRAD
HENDRICKS CATHERINE LAS3
HENDRICKS EARNEST G BUS2
HENDRICKS GLORIA H ED 4
HENDRICKS JAMES A GRAD
HENDRICKS JAMES M AGR2
HENDRICKS JERRY D ENG4
HENDRICKS KARL D LAS1
HENDRICKS MICHAEL G FAA3
HENDRICKSEN BRUCE W LAS1
HENDRICKSON DIANE W ED 3
HENDRICKSON LOWELL M ENG1
HENDRICKSON MARK S LAS3
HENDRICKSON PENNY A GRAD
HENDRICKSON PERRY C ENG1
HENDRICKSON PHILIP D ENG4
HENDRICKSON SCOTT A GRAD
HENDRICKSON TERRY R BUS4
HENDRIX DAVID FLOYD GRAD
HENDRIX LARRY L AGR3
HENDRIX MARSHA F BUS3
HENDRIX MYRON L AGRA
HENDRIX PATRICIA A COM3
HENDRON SUZANNE LEE GRAD
HENDRY DENISE F ED 3
HENEGAR KARL G FAA1
HENEK JUDITH A ED 2
HENINGER JAMES R JR FAA2
HENINGER JANE E LAS2
HENINGER STEPHEN D LAS4
HENLEY COLETTE M GRAD
HENLEY DEBORAH L LAS3
HENLEY DONALD RICHAR GRAD
HENLEY RAMONA J ED 1
HENNE BERTRAND W GRAD
HENNEGAN NEAL M LAS2
HENNEMAN MICHAEL J ENG1
HENNENFENT DONNA J GRAD
HENNESSY DANIEL ROGE GRAD
HENNESSY JOHN K LAS3
HENNIG FALKE GRAD
HENNIGAN WILLIAM F BUS4
HENNING DONALD M AGR3
HENNING JOYCE D PE 1
HENNING STEVEN M AGR3
HENNING STUART KENT ENG4
HENNINGS KENNETH E AGR4
HENRICHS KEITH AGR3
HENRICHS MARK A FAA2
HENRICKS JOHN D LAS4
HENRICKS MADELINE C FAA2
HENRICKS ROBERT LEE ENG6
HENRIKSEN CHARLES W LAS2
HENRIKSEN MARK C AGR1
HENRIKSEN RICHARD L FAA3
HENRIKSON DIANE E ED 2
HENRIOUEZ RAFAEL LAS1
HENRY DAVID G ENG3
HENRY DAVID J LAS2
HENRY DELORIS PALMER GRAD
HENRY GRANT GEORGE GRAD
HENRY MARILYN E LAS3
HENRY MATTHEW W AGR3
HENRY MICHAEL LAS1
HENRY ROBERT J FAA2
HENRY VAUGHN W AGR3
HENRY WILLIAM K LAS1
HENSEL DONALD D BUS2
HENSEL JANE E FAA1
HENSEL SARAH B LAS1
HENSLER GARY L GRAD
HENSLEY JERRY RAY GRAD
HENSLEY JOHN B BUS3
HENSLEY MARILYN J LAS3
HENSOLD JACK LAS3
HENSON DAVID A BUS3
HENSON HARLAN NEIL GRAD
HENSON OLEN DEVAULLE GRAD
HENSS WENDY A LAS1
HENTSCHEL RICHARD P AGR3
HEPPERLY PAUL R LAS2
HEPPERLY THOMAS R VM 3
HERATH ROBERT M VM 3
HERATH WILLIAM A JR VM 4
HERBECK JANICE L LAS3
HERBERGER GARY R ENG2
HERBERT GEORGE WAYNE GRAD
HERBERT GORDON J LAS3
HERBERT JAMES M ENG1
HERBERT PATRICIA I GRAD
HERBST RALPH G LAS2
HERBSTMAN ARTHUR M BUS3
HERBSTMAN BRYNA G LAS2
HERBSTMAN BURTON L LAS3
HERCER RONALD LEE LAS4
HERDRICH KATHRYN A LAS3
1310 W EUREKA U
509 E CLARK 23 C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
2044 A ORCH ST U
1214 W TREMONT U
606 SCOVILL U
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
604 E FAIRLAWN U
604 E ARMORY C
309 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 331 U
URH WAROALL 423 U
URH TOWNSENO 154 U
1109 S 4TH C
307 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 242 C
1001 W OREGON 4 U
2208 RAINBOW VIEW U
410 E JOHN C
1604 S VINE U
121 W PARK U
URH ALLEN 309 U
HERSCHER ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
408 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH GARNER 472 C
URH SCOTT 350 C
706 S MATHEWS U
1101 W PENN U
URH LUNDGREN 23 C
1829 B ORCH PL U
706 S 1ST 203 C
1009 S VICTOR C
706 S 1ST 203 C
URH LAR 328 U
12 CANTERBURY CT C
409 E CHALMRS 1614 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 311 U
703 S BROADWAY U
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH DANIELS 515 U
FLORIDA AV APT U
803 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 104 U
703 COLORADO 104 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
207 W VINE C
110 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 312 C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 468 C
401 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 230 C
2104 BRISTOL RD C
2104 BRISTOL RO C
URH TRELEASE 1021 U
URH WESTON 219 C
202 E DANIEL C





URH HOPKINS 226 C
1523 HARRINGTON C
SEYMOUR ILL
212 E DANIEL C
202 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 332 U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
701 W MICHIGAN U
DEWEY ILL
URH HOPKINS 178 C
412 E GREEN C
113 W WASHINGTON U
409 E CHALMRS 913 C
HYDERABUD 7 INDIA
SAVOY ILL
URH LAR 198 U
URH CARR 314 U
910 S 3RD C
204 W PENN U
1726 VALLEY RD C
711 W FLORIDA U
1202 W NEVADA U
PEORIA ILL
604 E ARMORY 144 C
404 S JOHNSON U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1014 U
201 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMERS C
1010 S 2ND C
110 E CHALMERS C
61 E JOHN C























































































231 S 14TH AV
220 LOCUST
7717 FARGO
1304 W MAIN CROSS
32 MCKINLEY AV
600 W SCHWARTZ
706 S 1ST 203
1009 S VICTOR
706 S 1ST 203
1107 E ASH
12 CANTERBURY CT
520 N PARK RD
1503 MAYWOOD
RR 4 BOX 141
1440 WALNUT ST
















27 N MEYER CT
911 N HAMLIN
1523 HARRINGTON
610 W DOWNER PL
915 WESTFIELO






















ROUTE 1 BOX 2964





26 W 556 BLAIR
BX524 212 S SEWARD








































































































HEREN LAWRENCE P FAA3
HERERN THOMAS J FAA3
HERGES MICHAEL J AGR2
HERGET ROBERT T LAS4
HERING WILLIAM M JR GRAD
HERINGTON JOHN R GRAO
HERL MARTHA L LAS3
HERLIEN ROBERT A ENG4
HERLINGER GAIL M LAS2
HERM ARTHUR ADAM VM 2
HERMAN GERARD A AVI1
HERMAN GREGORY S LAS1
HERMAN HOLLY L LAS2
HERMAN JEANNE BRETT GRAD
HERMAN JOHN M III GRAD
HERMAN MARJORIE A ED 4
HERMAN PATRICIA L LAS1
HERMAN PAUL R LAS2
HERMAN RAY MICHAEL GRAD
HERMAN ROBERT D LAS2
HERMANN BARBARA L AGR1
HERMANN CYNTHIA H LAS3
HERMANN DAVID E ENG1
HERMANN JOHN PATRICK GRAD
HERMANN LINDA L LAS2
HERMANN ROBERT A BUS3
HERMANSEN DOROTHEA M BUS1
HERMELE GRETA L ED 3
HERMSMEIER MARILYN S ED 4
HERNANDEZ HECTOR D GRAD
HERNANDEZ NIETO H M GRAD
HERNECHECK MARILYN S AGR2
HERNES ERIK GRAD
HERNING RONALD IPVIN GRAD
HEROD MICHAEL D BUS4
HERPE DAVID A LAS1
HERR ELLEN L LAS1
HERR JAMES L LAS2
HERREWEYERS JEROME K ENG2
HERRICK RICHARD C GRAD
HERRIMAN ROGER D AGR4
HERRIN LOUIS ANDREW VM 3
HERRIN PATRICIA ANN GRAD
HERRING JACOB HENRY GRAD
HERRINGTON T GRAD
HERRIOTT GREGORY A ENG3
HERRIOTT JOAN JONES GRAD
HERRIOTT MARK DANIEL LAS4
HERRIOTT MARSHA A ED 2
HERRMANN JEAN L AGR2
HERRMANN LORI J LAS1
HERRON KATHLEEN J ED 2
HERRON LESTER W ENG3
HERRON THOMAS Y BUS1
HERRSTROM GAIL ADELE GRAD
HERRSTROM SYLVIA J GRAD
HERSCHBACH DENNIS R GRAD
HERSCHBACH MARY P LAS4
HERSCHEDE ALFRED J GRAD
HERSCHMAN JEFFREY D LAW2
HERSH ADRIENNE J LAS4
HERSHEY JOHN BRIAN AGR3
HERSON ALBERT I LAS4
HERSTED STEVEN W BUS4
HERTFL PAMELA ANNE LAS3
HERTZ DALLAS EDWIN FAA4
HERTZ JED B BUS4
HFRTZBERG BARRY IRA BUS1
HERTZBFRG SANDRA W LAS4
HERTZMAN LEE GRAD
HERTZOG THEODORE W GRAD
HERZ GORDON I LASl
HERZBERGER DAVID K GRAD
HERZBERGER SHARON D GRAD
HERZING DENNIS R ENG1
HERZOG AVIGDOR Y GRAD
HERZOG CAROL D PE 1
HER70G DOUGLAS J LASl
HERZOG JOAN MARIE GRAD
HERZOG LAUREN S LASl
HERZOG NOEMI GRAD
HERZOG WENDY A LAS4
HESH LINDA S FAA1
HESLA STEVEN KENNETH GRAD
HESLER R08ERT LEE GRAD
HESS DIANA THOMAS GRAO
HESS GEORGE ARTHUR GRAD
HFSS JACQUELINE K GRAD
HFSS PAMELA A LAS4
HESS RANDALL K GRAD
HESS ROSANNE LYNN GRAD
HESS SUSAN B LAS3
HESSE WENDY A FAA2
HESSELGRAVE RONALD P GRAD
HESSELING ANN MARIE GRAD
HESSLER GERTRAUD H VM 2
HESTAD MARSHA A ED 3
URH SNYDER 239 C
URH BABCOCK 328 U
URH NOBLE 122 C
40 1 E JOHN C
1113 JOANNE LN C
2120 ORCH ST 303 U
URH HOPKINS 415 C
202 S LYNN U
URH VANDOREN 423 C
804 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 340 C
URH TOWNSEND 135 U




URH TRELEASE 316 U
904 W GREEN U
205 S LYNN 8 C
URH SCOTT 440 C
URH TRELEASE 327 U
1005 S 1ST ST RO C
URH CARR 3 U
2010 A ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 520 U
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
URH LAR 408 U
902 S 2ND C
712 S VINE U
URH SHERMAN 366 C
106 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 459 C
RR 2 2103 BURWELL U
302 W LOCUST 8 U
804 W PARK U
URH HOPKINS 326 C
URH EVANS 307 U
URH HOPKINS 161 C
URH FORBES 476 C
URH DANIELS 84 U
URH GARNER 389 C
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U
URH SHERMAN 510 C
1121 NORTHWOOD C
URH FLAGG 431 C
110 E ARMORY C
FISHER ILL
1303 WESTERN C
511 W GREEN U
URH LAR 362 U
URH VANDOREN 410 C
1202 W NEVADA U
113 W GREEN 206 C
URH SNYDER 412 C
URH SHERMAN 765 C
URH SHERMAN 167 C
608 W STOUGHTON C
608 W STOUGHTON U
906 S OAK C
2007 PHILO RD 8 U
105 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
401 W SPNGFLD U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
111 S BUSEY U
1307 W CLARK C
505 E STOUGHTON C
901 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL
807 W INDIANA U
909 S MATTIS 4 C
URH ALLEN 497 U
202 W HIGH U
202 W HIGH U
URH BLAISDELL 107 U
204 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 931 U
401 E OANIEL C
802 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 410 C
204 W CALIFORNIA U
612 W ELM U
412 E GREEN C
1212 W CLARK U
TOLONO ILL
RANTOUL ILL
1207 E MICHIGAN U
1207 E MICHIGAN U
1409 N CHAMPAIGN C
1012 BROADMOOR C
URH DANIELS 470 U
URH SAUNDERS 123 U
1502 S VINE U
URH DANIELS 167 U
URH DANIELS 328 U
1007 E PENN U





































































4212 W 91ST PL
3044 N 78TH CT




2010 A ORCH ST
11965 LOVE RO







RR 2 2103 BURWELL











805 S 1ST ST
307 W JOHN
RR 1
411 S YALE AV
1006 MARENGO AV
131 INDIANA ST

















1170 ELM PARK DR











888 BOB LINK RD
ROUTE 2 BOX 426
ROUTE 1
510 E POLK














































































































HESTER STEVEN J ENG1
HETT DAVID S COM4
HETZLER RONALD K LAS2
HEUER DANIEL ALAN ENG4
HEUER DOUGLAS A LAS1
HEUER THOMAS A ENG2
HEUERTZ CHARLES M FAA3
HEURICH JANET ARLENE GRAD
HFUSNER GARY L AGR3
HEUSSER ROBERT T GRAD
HEVERLY PAMELA D PE 2
HEVRDEJS JUDITH K AGR3
HEWES LINDA J LAS2
HEWETT THOMAS TAYSUM GRAD
HEWINS DANA CABLE GRAD
HEWITT GWEN T BUS1
HEWITT PETER DONALD GRAD
HEWITT WILLIAM G JR LAS4
HEWKIN GREGORY C LAS4
HEXNER GYORGY GRAD
*HEXNER PAMELA Z GRAD
HEYWARD JANET D GRAD
HEYWARD VIVIAN H GRAD
HEYWOOD GLENN R ENG2
HEYWORTH WILLIAM A GRAD
*HIATT RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
HIBBARD CAROL PERZ FAA4
HIBBARD JOHN W LAW1
HIBBARD JOSEPH DONAL GRAD
HIBBARD ROY D AGR2
HIBBE CRAIG D LAS1
HIBBELN DAVID R LAS2
HIBBERT ROBERT L JR BUS3
HIBBS MICHAEL J ENG3
*HICKEN JEFFREY P LAW3
HICKEY DONALD ROBERT GRAD
HICKEY JAMES B JR LAS1
HICKEY MATTHEW J AGR1
HICKEY MICHAEL J LAS1
HICKEY TIMOTHY J FAA3
HICKLE GREGORY A FAA3
HICKLE MARY L ED 1
HICKMAN ANDREW D LAS2
HICKMAN DONALD G GRAD
HICKMAN PAUL A LAS4
HICKMAN SUSAN K LAS2
HICKMANN BONNIE J LAS1
HICKS CONNIE J LAS3
HICKS DEBORAH L LAS3
HICKS JEFFREY L FAA2
HICKS JERRY RAY GRAD
HICKS JOHN E AGR1
HICKS MARTHELL GRAD
HICKS RAYMOND PAYNE COM3
HICKS RHONDA T LAS1
HICKS THOMAS LOGAN BUS1
HIDDE JANFT L GRAD
HIDDE LETHA J AGR3
HIENZ WILLIAM M JR GRAD
HIETT DAVID EARL ENG4
HIGA ROBERT BUS1
HIGASHI STEVEN L PE 2
HIGDON MATTHEW L COM4
HIGGINS FRANCIS G JR ENG1
HIGGINS HAROLD KENNE FAA4
*HIGGINS MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
HIGGINS PAMELA A LAS1
HIGGINS STEPHEN K AGR4
HIGGINS THOMAS C ENG1
HIGGINS THOMAS J GRAD
HIGH GREGORY E LAW3
HIGHLAND DIANE M FAA1
HIGHLAND WILLIAM R LAS3
HIGHLEY RANDALL M BUS3
HIGHSMITH CHERYL E LAS2
HIGHSMITH DOUGLAS B LAS1
HIGHT DOUGLAS S LAS4
HIGHTMAN PHILIP C VM 1
HIGHTSHUE DEBORAH L GRAD
HUBERT STEVEN R ENG2
HILDEBRAND EARBASA J LAb2
HILDEBRAND BRUCF JR PF 3
HILDFBRAND FAROLD A GRAD
HILDEBRANDT WAYNE L AGR1
HILDFRBRAND JOHN A BUS4
HILEMAN PATRICIA GRAD
HILER STEVEN E FAA2
HILFIKER CAROL D GRAD
HILL BRIAN VICTOR GRAD
HILL CATHERINE A LAS1
HILL CLOYDIA F LAS2
HILL CONNIF RAY JR GRAD
MILL DAVID A LAS1
HII I D/WID A JF L *S3
HILL ELIZABETH S FAA4
HILL GARY FUGENE RUS4
HILL JOHN C LAS4
URH SNYDER 344 C
102 E CHALMERS C
713 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
URH WESTON 286 C
URH GARNER 310 C
49 GREENCROFT C
714 W GREEN U
401 E DANIEL C
407 W WHITE 15 C
URH LAR 184 U
409 E CHALMRS 707 C
URH LAR 376 U
906 S VINE 304 U
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 1219 U
URH BARTON 108 C
302 S 4TH 12 C
1007 W OREGON U
307 S STATE 19 C
307 S STATE 19 C
509 E WHITE C
2612 SHERIDAN C
URH OGLESBY 1207 U
URH SHERMAN 462 C
DEWEY ILL
606 E ELM C
603 S BUSEY U
307 E GREEN 7 C
URH BLAISDELL 108 U
URH CARR 218 U
URH ALLEN 2 U
610 W ELM 3 U
818 OAKLAND 202 U
2029 B HAZWD CT U
405 W ILLINOIS U
401 JOHN C
602 MICHIGAN U




305 E JOHN C
1105 E MUMFORD U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH WARDALL 902 U
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
URH TRELEASE 213 U
URH WARDALL 516 U
501 E DANIEL C
1740 VALLEY RD C
URH CARR 221 U
RANTOUL ILL
1109 ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 336 C
URH SNYDER 317 C
608 S STATE 2 C
URH WARDALL 509 U
201 S PROSPECT C
203 W HESSEL C
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
814 W STOUGHTON C
URH WESTON 488 C
1113 S ARBOR C
812 W VINE C
URH LAR 163 U
107 1/2 E JOHN 104 C
URH FORBES 292 C
406 W MAIN U
604 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 102 U
404 E WHITE C
307 E HEALEY 12 C
URH EVANS 108 U
URH BABCOCK 308 U
206 W WASHINGTON 9 U
713 MATTIS C
URH SHERMAN C
URH CARR 430 U
1202 W NEVADA U
911 S MATTIS C
714 S RACE U
308 E ARMORY C
807 BALBOA C
803 S CEDAR U
801 W NEVADA U
102 N GRFGORY U
1832 A ORCH ST U
URH LAR 334 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 167 U
UkH uGLESBY 531 U
313 E ARMORY C
1211 W MAIN U
6 PLYMOUTH RD U

















































































RR 1 BOX 221
407 W WHITE 15
3005 KNOLLWOOD LN
ROUTE 2 BOX 458
245 KENMORE AV
906 S VINE 304
302 ACAPESKET RD













307 E GREEN 7





3747-80 VIS COM S
1504 TAYLOR ST
RR 1















617 E 37TH ST








202 E JOHNSON ST
4315 E LAKE SHORE
1425 SEMINOLE DR
812 W VINE
507 ST CECILIA DR
RR 2
632 KEYSTONE









RR 2 BOX 150
131 E 11TH ST
17621 Hfcf.RY ST





202 W LEAFLAND ST
102 N GREGORY
MT PLEASANT
1716 MAC LEAN CT
312 WILLOW GLEN
5606 SHADOWBROOK







































































































HILL JOHN F LASI
HILL KATHLEEN ED 3
HILL LAURENCE JAMES LAS3
HILL LOIS J FAA2
HILL MARCIA S LAS4
HILL MARLENE F AGR3
HILL MARTIN E LAS3
HILL NANCY JEAN LAS4
*HILL PATRICK D GRAD
HILL PATRICK R GRAD
•HILL REGINALD JAMES GRAD
*HILL RICHARD S FAA3
HILL ROBERT E FAA4
HILL RONALD S LAS3
HILL RUBY JEAN ED 4
HILL SHIRLEY MABREY ED 3
HILL STEPHEN TALBOTT VM 2
HILL STEVEN L AVI1
HILL SUELLA JANE AGR1
HILL SUSAN G LAS3
HILL TERRANCE E ENG3
HILL TERREL MORGAN GRAD
HILL WILLIAM FRANCIS GRAD
HILL WILLIE B PE 1
HILL WILLIE MAE GRAD
HILL YOSHIKO LAS2
HILLAN KATHLEEN M ED 2
HILLARD DIANE GRAD
HILLARY KENNETH D LAS3
HILLBRANT RICHARD H FAA1
HILLEARY JAMES W BUS3
HILLEBRAND JOHN J GRAD
HILLEN LOWELL FRANCI GRAD
HILLIARD JOHN A JR GRAD
HILLIS JAMES M ENG1
HILLIS PAUL H JR LAW2
HILLMAN ARTHUR B III LAW1
HILLMAN CAROL L LAS2
HILLMAN GAIL ANNE GRAD
HILLMAN GLENN ROBERT COM4
HILLS LARRY A AGR4
HILLS LARRY J BUS3
HILLS SALLY L FAA3
HILST KIRK M LAS2
HILTENBRAND WILLIAM FAA4
HILTIBRAN CHERYL M AGR3
HILTON DONALD W LAS1
HILTON RICHARD S LAS3
HIMEL LORRAYNE V GRAD
HIMEL RAYMOND L FAA3
HIMES FRANKLIN J FAA3
HIMLEY JAMES E LAS4
HIMLEY MARGARET H GRAD
HIMMAUGH ROBERT J II LAS2
HIMMELRICK LINDA ANN LAS3
HIMSTEDT SHARON A LAS4
HIMWICH HAROLD A GRAD
HINABER PAUL EDWARD GRAD
HINATA SATOSHI GRAD
HINDERLITER SUE ANN LAS4
HINDLE LAWRENCE WILL ENG4
HINDMAN JOHN ROBERT LAS4
HINDMAN STEPHEN P BUS4
HINDMARCH TERRY P GRAO
HINF MARK LANE ENG4
HINELY ROBERT I LAS3
HINFS PAPRY L^W3
DINES JAMES M BUS4
HINFS THOMAS J ENG3
HINES WALTER F FAA3
HINKEL DANIEL F LAW3
HINKEN JOHN R JR AGR4
HINKLE LAWRENCE RAY GRAD
HINKLE RONALD L LAS3
HINMAN MARCIA A LAS3
HINRICHS KEITH E AGR3
HINRICHS LINDA KEIR GRAD
HINRICHS NANCY A ED 1
HINRICHS PHILLIP M GRAD
HINRICHS RICHARD L ENG3
HINSBERGER MICHAEL W PE 1
HINSHAW PAUL ONFIL GRAO
HINSON GARY W LASi
HINTERBEKGER STbKHtN LASI
HINTERLONG G ROBERT BUS4
HINTHORN JAMES L GRAD
HINTON GREGORY LASI
HINTON JAMES B FAA2
HINTON JAMES E FAA3
HINTON JO A LASI
HINTON JOSEPH ALLEN GRAD
HINTON MARY B AGR2
HINTZ BARBARA J LAS3
HINUEBER JEFFREY G LAS4
HINZ DAVID H ENG1
HINZ JANICE C ED 1
HINZ PAUL R ENG4
904 W GREEN U
RANTOUL ILL
105 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 121 C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
902 S 2ND C
907 S 2ND 9 C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
310 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 507 U
MAHOMET ILL
301 E STOUGHTON 3 C
504 N NEW C
URH WESTON 344 C
1009 W MAIN 14 U
907 S 2ND 9 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH BARTON 202 C
HUME ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1610 C
URH BLAISDELL 204 U
MACKAY IDA
602 W WASHINGTON U
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
URH SHERMAN 663 C
URH VANDOREN 204 C
URH TRELEASE 116 U
2415 E OREGON U
110 E ARMORY C
1408 HICKORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 356 C
1808 CYPRESS C
503 WHITE 10 C
URH HOPKINS 328 C
1317 FREDERICK C
218 E GREGORY 201 C
URH SAUNDERS 324 U
URH DANIELS U
809 S BUSEY U
3221 CAMERON C
102 E CHALMERS C
405 E JOHN C
307 E GREEN 2 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
608 E WASHINGTON U




107 S WRIGHT C
406 E STOUGHTON 8 C
406 E STOUGHTON 8 C
58 E ARMORY 13 C
1512 W HEALEY 4 C
405 E JOHN C
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
1209 W CLARK U
300 S GOODWIN U
1007 FRANCIS 3 C
711 W CHURCH 7 C
1006 S PROSPECT C
1815 VALLEY RD C
2806 1/2 CLIFTON U
EHLEP TRLR PK 64 U
509 S LYNN C
901 E COLORADO 79 U
710 W CHURCH 7 C
URH ALLEN 473 U
1207 N LINDVIEW U
102 N LINCOLN U
3 SALEM RD U
1107B E FLORIDA U
203 W NEVADA U
618 E DANIEL 3 C
URH GARNER 294 C
502 W ILLINOIS U
URH SCOTT 496 C
502 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH BLAISDELL 117 U
604 E ARMORY 305 C
503 W GREEN U
DEKALB ILL
URH SCOTT 338 C
707 S 6TH C
1202 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 477 U
1008 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1401 C
URH BLAISDELL 421 U
305 E ILLINOIS U
1008 W WILLIAM C
409 E CHALMRS 707 C
1213 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 312 U
URH VANDOREN 310 C
























































425 E STATE ST
315 PARKVIEW RD
907 S 2ND 9




13540 NE 1ST AV
504 N NEW
421 S ELMWOOD AV
5233 W GLADYS
907 S 2ND 9
368 WAYNE ST













1201 W VOORHEES ST
1721 SEWARD
400 MEADOW LN

















406 E STOUGHTON 8






























RR 1 BOX 20-S
219 N ELLSWORTH ST







804 W BLODGETT AV
1213 W MAIN
550 AUSTIN AV
14401 S 85TH AV



































































































HIPSKINO JOHN G FAA2
HIPSKY BARBARA G FAA4
*HIRABAYASHI RICHARD GRAO
HIRAKAWA MARIANN R PE 1
HIRCHERT JANELLE J FAA1
HIRCHERT KURT W LAS4
HIRONS JAMES L BUS3
HIROSE YASUO GRAD
HIRSCH ALLEN V ENG1
*HIRSCH BERNARD ALAN GRAD
HIRSCH CLAUDIA LAS2
HIRSCH CONNIE J LAS1
HIRSCH GARY L PE 3
HIRSCH ILENE A ED 1
HIRSCH KAREN I LAS3
HIRSCH RONNIE J BUS2
HIRSCHBERG ILENE S FAA4
HIRSCHHORN SUSAN F FAA3
HIRSCHTICK ROBERT E LAS2
HIRSH DAVID JOHN AVI 1
HIRSH MARTHA E LAS1
HIRSH STEVEN J BUS1
HIRSHENSON JEFFREY LAS4
*HIRT GEOFFREY A GRAO
HIRTZER BRUCE WILLIA ENG4
HIRYAK MICHAEL C ENGl
HIRYAK PEGGY L LAS2
HISAW JUDY D LAS3
HISER MARK W LAS4
HISEROTE KIM D BUS1
HISSONG FRANK STEVEN GRAD
HITCHENS WILLIAM R GRAD
HITE RONALYN T PE 4
HITT JAMES B III ENGl
HITTLE RICHARD M LAS4
HITZEMANN JERALD D BUS*
HITZEROTH BARBARA A PE 1
HITZEROTH ROBERT W AGR2
*HIX ALMA P LAS3
HIXSON MARY A LAS4
HJERTSTEDT MARSHALL FAA4
HLAVACEK MARGARET H BUS4
HLAVATY JOSEPH V BUS3
HLETKO SANDRA JANE GRAD
HLIS PAMELA LAS1
HMURA JEANNE A AGR3
HO BILL P LAS4
HO DAVID SU-MING GRAO
HO ELLEN Y LAS3
HOAG MARGARET M LAS4
HOBAN DAVID A LAS1
HOBBS DAVIO V ENG3
HOBBS JAMES WHEELER GRAD
HOBERG MARK C LAS1
HOBFOLL STEVAN E LAS3
HOBLIT JANETTE A FAA1
HOBLIT JOHN F LASl
HOCHBERG GAIL E ED 3
*HOCHBERG MICHAEL L GRAD
HOCHBERG SUSAN M ED 3
HOCHHAUSER DANIEL E LAS4
HOCHMAN DAVIO J LAW2
HOCK KAREN P AGR1
HOCKETT MICHAEL F ED 4
*HOCKETT WILLIFORD A GRAD
HOCKMAN DANIEL MACK GRAD
HODACHOK STEPHEN N BUS4
HODAK LAWRENCE J FAA3
HODANICK ADRIENNE F ENG2
HODAPP LAWRENCE M LAWl
HODEL CHARLES A AGR3
HODEL EDWARD T JR AGR2
*HODEL RONNIE LEE FAA4
HODES MICHAEL G LAS3
HODGE ERNEST STERLIN ENG4
HODGE JAMES ARNOLD BUS1
HODGE WILLIAM A LAS2
HODGEN TIMOTHY JOHN GRAD
HODGES ROBERT LEE GRAD
HODGES WILLIAM J PE 3
HODGSON GREGORY B ENG4
*HODOUS ALBERT L GRAD
HOEBEL JOHN LOUIS GRAO
*HOEDEBECKE EDWARD L VM 4
HOEDEBECKE ROBERTA L FAA4
HOEDEBECKE TRUTH A AGR1
HOEFLINGER JAY P ENG2
*HOEFT BARBARA KEMP GRAD
*HOEFT MICHAEL EDWARD GRAD
HOEKSEMA SUSAN GRAD
HOEKSTRA MARVIN S GRAD
HOEKSTRA NOEL M LASl
HOEKSTRA PETER ENGl
*HOEL JOYCE HILL GRAO
HOENE KENNETH F AGR2
HOERNER DENNIS R JR LAS2
HOESTEREY BARBARA L LAS3
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
111 E CHALMERS 8 C
1944 A ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 202 U
URH SCOTT 420 C
URH OGLESBY 1213 U
404 EDGEBROOK 215 C
URH DANIELS 306 U
URH SNYDER 288 C
1305 SILVER U
1106 LINCOLN U
UftH TRELEASE 1120 U
1105 S 1ST ST RO C
URH SCOTT 496 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
910 S 3RD 325 C
2020 N MATTIS 104B C
505 E WHITE 8 C
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
UftH HOPKINS 439 C
URH FORBES 396 C
URH TAFT 212 C
410 W ILLINOIS U
507 E CLARK 26 C
URH NOBLE 415 C
URH LUNDGREN 25 C
409 E CHALMRS 706 C
503 STOUGHTON 6 C
1111 S 2ND C
RANTOUL ILL




206 W WASHINGTON 9 U
URH LAR 301 U
URH TOWNSEND 578 U
TUSCOAL ILL
706 S 2ND C
604 W COLUMBIA C
508 E CHALMERS C
311 E JOHN 15 C
606 S STATE C
URH TRELEASE 425 U
URH BLAISDELL 409 U
508 E SPNGFLD C
1009 W MAIN 32 U
URH WARDALL 419 U
705 W GREEN 5 U
URH CARR 322 U
URH CARR 115 U
ROCHESTER ILL
URH WESTON 464 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 288 U
URH FORBES 465 C
103 E STOUGHTON 10 C
508 W STOUGHTON U
103 E STOUGHTON C
802 N COLER U
1505 KIRBY 6 C
URH LUNDGREN 416 C
311 E CLARK C
OAKWOOD ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
108 S 4TH C
909 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 704 C
201 E GREEN C
EUREKA ILL
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
78 VERSAILLES FR
1005 S 6TH C
1107 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 157 C
PARIS ILL
URH SHERMAN 1262 C
1005 BURKWOOD U
309 E CHALMERS C
508 E STOUGHTON C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
602 E STOUGHTON 12 C
710 W CHURCH 1 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH ALLEN 439 U
URH SCOTT 157 C
312 E WHITE 3 C
312 E WHITE C
505 S COLER U
URH DANIELS 356 U
URH BUSEY 356 U
URH CARR 429 U
2108 VERMONT U
SIGEL ILL
112 E DANIEL C




































































3845 W HULL ST
7555 S CRANDON
5744 N ST LOUIS AV
2020 N MATTIS 104




7911 W MAPLE ST
1910 SANGAMON
410 W ILLINOIS
7514 W 59TH ST










101 W PINE AV
1201 WESTERN AV
1201 WESTERN AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 137A
2824 W ROHMANN
1611 W WINTHROP LN
RR 1
311 E JOHN 15
500 N OAK PARK AV











307 N W VINE ST
1502 RONCEVALLES
6157 N SHERIDAN RD
508 W STOUGHTON
2926 W BERWYN
7 S 150 MADISON ST
1505 KIRBY 6















45 E CENTRAL AV
1005 BURKWOOD
7143 W SCHREIBER
8908 S EAST END
418 BUNNING DR





312 E WHITE 3
312 E WHITE 3
505 S COLER
9851 S HOMAN AV
825 BONNIE BRAE DR




































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
MT PROSPECT IL
126
HOEVET GLENN A AGR1
HOFBAUFR BRIAN C AGR
1
HOFELDT WILLIAM A FAA2
HOFER CHARLES F BUS2
HOFF DAVID H COM4
HOFFENBERG STEVEN M LAS2
HOFFER CHARLES H VM 1
HOFFER STEFAN N GRAD
HOFFING ANN J LAS2
HOFFMAN ALAN D LAS4
HOFFMAN ALANA S LAS3
HOFFMAN ALLEN E FAA3
HOFFMAN ARTHUR C GRAD
HOFFMAN BARBARA M GRAD
HOFFMAN CHARLES W LAW1
HOFFMAN DANIEL R AGR2
HOFFMAN DENNIS LAS4
HOFFMAN DONALD J GRAD
HOFFMAN DOUGLAS H FAA1
HOFFMAN EDWARD LAS4
HOFFMAN JAMES C BUS4
HOFFMAN JAMES D ENG3
HOFFMAN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
HOFFMAN JOHN CORBUS GRAD
HOFFMAN JOHN F ENG3
HOFFMAN JOHN M ENG2
HOFFMAN LINDA S ED 4
HOFFMAN MARK F LAS3
HOFFMAN MARK L BUS2
HOFFMAN MARK R BUS2
HOFFMAN MARK W AGR2
HOFFMAN MARY M FAA4
HOFFMAN MELVIN H LAW2
HOFFMAN MICHAEL P GRAD
HOFFMAN NANCY J PE 4
HOFFMAN PATRICIA E LAS3
HOFFMAN RITCHIE L LAS2
HOFFMAN ROBERT J LAS4
HOFFMAN ROBERT S GRAD
HOFFMAN ROBIN D AGR2
HOFFMAN STEVEN C LAS2
HOFFMAN WILLIAM A LAS1
HOFFMAN WILLIAM WARD GRAD
HOFFMANN ALFRED GRAD
HOFFMANN CHRISTINE L AGR2
HOFFMANN JEWEL A PE 1
HOFFMANN KAPCY A FAA1
HOFFMANN ROGER OSCAR GRAD
HOFFMANN STEPHFN E BUS4
HOFFMANN WALTER E VM 1
HOFFMEISTER ROBERT A AGR4
HOFFNER STEVEN LAS1
HOFMAIER JAMES ALLEN GRAD
HOFMAIER SANDRA A LAS2
HOFMAIER THOMAS G FAA4
HOFMAN SUZANNE W PE 3
HOFMANN HELEN MARIA GRAD
HOFMANN JOYCE ELLEN GRAD
HOFMANN MATTHEW J ENG1
HOFMANN ROBERT C LAW1
HOFMANN ROBERT T LAS2
HOFMANN SUSAN C LAS1
HOFMEISTER PATRICIA GRAD
HOFSTRA ROBERT J LAS4
HOFSTRAND RICHARD K GRAD
HOGAN ANNE E FAA1
HOGAN ARLENE FRANCES GRAD
HOGAN COLLFEN A AGR
1
HOGAN ELIZABETH A COM4
HOGAN JOHN M LAS2
HOGAN JOSEPH W AGR4
HOGAN MARK T BUS3
HOGAN RUSSELL M PE 1
HOGAN SHARON K ED 1
HOGAN STEPHEN J BUS4
HOGAN STEPHEN M FAA4
HOGAN WILHEMINA W GRAD
HOGANSON GEORGE E LAS2
HOGLUND BARRY ROBERT GRAD
HOGSETTE SAMUEL J LAS1
HOH RONALD A LAS4
HOHENBERGER HENRY K GRAD
HOHMANN STEVEN J LAS3
HOHN CHRISTOPHER C FAA2
HOHN MARTHA ALICE GRAD
HOHULIN KEITH R GRAD
HOHULIN TIM A ENG1
HOIT BRIAN D LAS1
HOKF DALE W LAS3
HOKIN GARY S LAS4
HOLADAY BRUCE L LAS2
HOLCOMB KENNETH C ENG4
HOLCOMB MARILYNN E LAS2
HOLCOMB RUTH ALICE GRAD
HOLCOMB SUSAN R LAS3
HOLCOMBE DONALD FAA1
HOLDEN CAROL DIANE GRAD
URH WESTON 370 C
URH CARR 325 U
606 W WASHINGTON U
58 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 521 U
307 S PRAIRIE 10 C
URH FLAGG 433 C
URH SHERMAN 1247 C
910 S 3RD C
1005 S 2ND C
1104 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1612 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH LAR 381 U
URH ALLEN 70 U
716 W WASHINGTON C
604 E ARMORY 123 C
1403 E PENN U
URH TAFT 302 C
1010 S OAK C
211 W GREEN U
MOLINE ILL
301 E WHITE 1 C
NORMAL ILL
911 S 4TH C
112 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 906 C
803 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 361 C
205 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
211 W GREEN 5 U
1701 VALLEY RO C
URH DANIELS 165 U
409 E CHALMERS 906 C
706 S MATHEWS U
809 W PENN U
58 E JOHN C
301 W PARK U
URH BABCOCK 106 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 117 U
205 N HARVEY U
702 E DODSON U
306 E THOMPSON 1 U
8 SUTTON PL U
910 S 3RD C
1727 CRESCENT C
306 E THOMPSON 1 U
501 GLENN U
1011 S LOCUST C
904 W GREEN 611 U
214 E GREGORY 104 C
URH WARDALL 222 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
904 S 3RD C
MOBILE ALA
URH DANIELS 630 U
URH BARTON 16 C
602 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 159 C
URH LAR 404 U
2034 C ORCH ST U
1110 1/2 ARBOR 302 C
2604 LAWNDALE C
1105 W PARK C
206 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 439 C
105 N COLER U
URH BABCOCK 227 U
MONTICELLO ILL
604 E ARMORY 123 C
512 S RIOGEWAY C
URH BUSEY 206 U
MONTICELLO ILL
80 E EUREKA C
URH SHERMAN 210 C
URH SNYDER 223 C
715 S STATE C
URH OGLESBY 925 U
409 W ELM 10 U
BONDVILLE ILL
601 S 4TH C
2206 BOUDREAU CR U
2206 BOUDREAU CR U
420 FAIRLAWN U
1103 S BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 312 C
URH GARNER 386 C
MORTON GROVE ILL
308 E COLORADO U
104 S GROVE U
604 S 1ST C
824 OAKLAND 206 U
108 E HEALEY C

















































































239 VALLEY VIEW DR
224 KUNZ























616 OAK KNOLLS N
RR 3
5215 N VIRGINIA AV
6145 SHERIDAN RD
RR 1
1000 E FORREST HL














74 SHADY GLEN RD
1302 NAVCO RD 15





2034 C ORCH ST
10013 S SPAULDING
2604 LAWNDALE
1105 W PARK AV

































































































































HOLDFN CHRISTINE B LAS1
HOLDFN JOHN W ENG4
HOLDENER FREDERICK J ENG4
HOLDFR LINDA L FAA4
HOLDING BRIAN R LAS2
HOLDRIDGE WILLIAM E GRAD
HOLECEK BRUCE ROBERT GRAD
HOLEMAN TIMOTHY A LAS3
HOLFY JOHN F FAA1
HOLFORD BARBARA J AGR3
HOLIDAY HOWARD R PE 4
HOLLAAR LEE ALLEN GRAD
HOLLAND BEVERLY J AGR2
HOLLAND CARL L ENG2
HOLLAND MARY IRIS D GRAO
HOLLANDER JON W ENG3
HOLLANDER SHARON H ED 1
HOLLATZ LAWRENCE C ENG4
HOLLENBACH JEFFREY C LAS1
HOLLENBECK ALAN J ENG1
HOLLENBECK CAROLE L GRAD
HOLLFY JFAN L LAS1
HOLLEYMAN KIRK B LAS2
HOLLIDAY LANCE G LAS1
HOLLINGSHEAD MARK A ENG3
HOLLTNGSWORTH AMY B AGR4
*HOLLINGSWORTH HOLLY GRAD
HOLLINS DONALD LAS2
HOLLONBECK DARRELL A FAA1
HOLLONBECK STEPHEN E ENG4
HOLLOWAY SHARRON D FAA4
HOLLOWAY SHERYLL K V ED 3
*HOLM DALE ANDREW GRAD
HOLM LINDA M LAS2
HOLM TERRENCE JOSEPH BUS4
HOLMAN ANITA L LAS1
HOLMAN HEATHER J FAA1
HOLMAN HILDA I LAS2
HOLMAN JANICE M LAS1
HOLMAN LARRY LAS2
HOLMAN SOLOMAN ENG3
HOLMAN THERESA A LAS3
HOLMAN WILLIAM K LAW1
HOLMBERG BRADLEY OWE ENG4
HOLMBERG KRISTIN J PE 2
HOLMEN PHYLLIS J LAW1
HOLMFN RALPH W ENG2
HOLMFS ALICE DIANE ED 3
HOLMES BRENT D LAS1
HOLMES JEFFREY G LAS4
HOLMES LAUREL A LAS1
HOLMES MELANIE G LAS2
HOLMES ROBYN B FAA1
HOLMES ROGER W BUS3
HOLMES TED W BUS3
HOLMGREN JENNE S LAS2
HOLMGREN JOHN D ENG2
HOLMGREN STEVEN F LAS4
HOLMOUIST ANTONE G LAS3
HOLMSTROM CYNTHIA R AGR1
*HOLMSTROM JOHN T LAW1
HOLMSTROM JUNE L LAS2
HOLMSTROM ROGER K AGR3
HOLODNICKI JOHN B LAS1
HOLODNICKI STEVEN M COM3
HOLOSKA ANTHONY H ENG3
HOLOUBEK CARL M BUS2
HOLPUCH JOHN A LAS3
HOLSHOUSER ERIC J BUS1
HOLSTE DONALD ERNEST GRAD
HOLSTEAO LISA NELL GRAD
HOLSTINE JAMES R AGR3
HOLT CHARLES F GRAD
HOLT DEBRA A LAS1
HOLT GARY A AGR2
HOLT JEAN A LAS3
HOLT JON P LAS1
HOLT RITA A FAA4
HOLT WILLIAM M LAS2
HOLTAN RAMFR B JR LAW3
HOLTAWAY JOHN A LAS2
HOLTAWAY THOMAS S ENG4
HOLTZ MARILYN R FAA4
HOLTZBLATT KAREN A LAS3
HOLTZBLATT LESTER J LAS4
HOLTZMAN LYNN IRA PE 4
HOLTZMAN RICHARD M LAS3
HOLUB BARBARA C LAS3
HOLUM IVAN W LAS3
HOLVECK M SUZANNE GRAD
HOLVFRSON PAUL R LAS2
HOLWAY ROBERT GRAD
HOLY JOHN ALLEN GRAD
HOLYCROSS ORVILLE L BUS3
HOLZ PAUL D ENG3
HOLZBACH JOHN C ENG1
HOLZE DEBORAH J PE 1
URH HOPKINS 469 C
911 S 4TH C
212 E DANIEL C
1006 W SPNGFLD U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
504 E CLARK 17 C
507 F CLARK 23 C
URH FORBES 268 C
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
805 W OHIO U
1303 WESTERN C
725 S MATTIS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 209 C
RANTOUL ILL
1107 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 1125 U
2009 COUNTRY SOI U
URH SNYDER 406 C
URH HOPKINS 275 C
NEW LENOX ILL
URH ALLEN 111 U
102 E CHALMERS C
603 W CALIFORNIA U
206 S GREGORY U
1605 S ANDERSON U
2074 C ORCH ST U
603 S 5TH U
URH ALLEN 8 U
302 S 4TH 12 C
KANKAKEE ILL
2801 E ILLINOIS U
316 COTTAGE CT C
URH WARDALL 719 U
504 E CLARK 22 C
URH TRELEASE 405 U
URH VANDOREN 219 C
808 W INDIANA U
808 W INDIANA U
409 E CHALMRS 901 C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 322 U
1722 VALLEY RD C
923 W CHARLES C
URH LAR 177 U
710 W CHURCH 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 579 U
CHICAGO ILL
401 E DANIEL C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 231 U
URH TRELEASE 1212 U
URH ALLEN 162 U
URH FORBES 326 C
107 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 426 U
402 E DANIEL C
509 E STOUGHTON C
301 E CHALMERS C
805 W OHIO U
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
URH SCOTT 312 C
809 W PENN U
501 E OANIEL C
501 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 127 U
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
904 W GREEN 430 U
2030 BURLISON U
505 S MCKINLEY C
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
1008 S LINCOLN U
816 OAKLAND 108 U
URH TRELEASE 504 U
58 E GREGORY C
LTRH CLARK 422 C
212 E DANIEL C
212 E GREGORY 202 C
URH BLAISDELL 205 U
502 W SPNGFLD C
213 W ILLINOIS U
213 W ILLINOIS U
506 S LINCOLN U
1952 D ORCH ST U
1952 ORCH ST U
115 W HILL C
705 W CHURCH C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 263 C
URH SHERMAN 426 C
604 E ARMORY C
2204 GRIFFITH C
809 W ILLINOIS 5 U
509 S 6TH C
312 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 905 U





















































































846 N EAGLE ST
515 N VAN BUREN















6250 W HOLBROOK ST
6250 W HOLBROOK ST
2719 W BERWYN AV












2020 N MATTIS 103










RR 3 BOX 286
816 OAKLAND 108





824 SANTA MARIA DR
627 W STEPHENSON
420 W CHICAGO AV
420 W CHICAGO AV
506 S LINCOLN
1952 D ORCH ST
1952 ORCH ST
519 CORNELL ST
220 E 58TH ST
1325 S 57TH AV
254 N MICHIGAN AV
365 HARPER AV
RR 1
302 E 4TH ST
3036 VALLEY LN
1 MEYER ST
1019 E LAKE SHORE
353 JEFFREY LN







































































GROSSE POINT WO «
MILAN ILL
URBANA ILL

























































































































HORNSBY WILLIAM E JR
GRAD URH DANIELS 526 U 332-2318
GRAD 8C8 S WEBBER U 367-2649
AGR2 809 W PENN U 344-4C69
LAS3 CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 198 U 332-2455
LAS3 URH FORBES 123 C 332-0935
LAS2 URH SNYDER 267 C
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 9 C 332-0200
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 337-5000
LAS4 211 N COLER U
LAS4 RR 2 U
BUS4 1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-5744
LAS4 1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-5744
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 927 U 332-5318
AGR1 305 E JOHN C 344-1844
LAS4 1516 N MATTIS C 359-5488
FAA4 78 VERSAILLES FR
GRAD 1609 VALLEY RD 1 C 356-7111
AGR1 809 W PENN U
FAA3 URH CARR 309 U 332-3921
GRAD 509 E CLARK 35 C
GRAD 205 W EUREKA C 359-6404
ENG4 1202 W MAIN U
FAA4 910 W NEVADA 4 U 344-8706
LAS3 101 E JOHN C 359-0872
ENG3 312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
BUS1 312 E ARMORY C
GRAD 4 I LL INI CIRCLE U 344-6055
LAS3 601 S 4TH C 356-6891
AGR4 305 E JOHN C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1253 C
ENG2 1003 E COLORADO 32 U 344-1132
GRAD DREXEL HILL PA
GRAD 805 W NEVADA U 344-2336
GRAD URH SHERMAN 458 C 332-4843
GRAD 1814 B ORCH PL U 367-4832
BUS3 509 E GREEN 301 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 334 U
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 506 U 332-5178
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 312 U 332-5478
ENG3 801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
GRAD 906 1/2 W NEVADA 2 U 344-4813
ED 4 418 FAIRLAWN U 328-3620
GRAD 512 F STOUGHTON C 356-4695
ED 3 2012 GREENDALE C 359-3466
E.NG3 904 W GREEN 603 U
BUS4 1C08 W NEVADA U 367-9159
GRAD COLUMBUS OHIO
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 913 C 384-5030
FAA4 1C04 W OREGON U
GRAD 906 1/? NEVADA 2 U 344-4813
FAA2 904 W GREEN 613 U 384-4776
LAS4 312 COLER U 367-8850
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 417 U 332-5158
LAW3 1738 VALLEY RD C 352-5948
LAW3 1628 VALLEY RD C 359-8953
LAS4 904 W CLARK 1 U
BUS1 MONTICELLO ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 503 U
GRAD 2406 S VINE U
LAS3 1107 FLORIDA 21 U 344-1076
AGR3 URH CLARK 304 C 332-0036
ENG4 23C9 S 1ST ST RD C
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1256 C 332-5C17
LAS1 DECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 122 U 332-1238
GRAD URH SHERMAN 512 C 332-4750
LAS1 306 E DANIEL C 344-6264
LAS4 809 W CALIFORNIA U 344-3033
BUS2 409 E CHALMPS 1102 C 384-5426
ENG4 1404 GRAND VIEW E C 359-2C13
GRAD 507 E GREEN U 344-7799
GRAD STA A BOX 2171 C 352-C369
ENG2 URH FORBES 372 C 332-1067
GRAD 306 W MICHIGAN U 367-4847
GRAD 306 W MICHIGAN U 367-4847
AGR4 907 S 4TH C 344-9694
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
GRAD 405 BROOKWOOD C 359-9386
GRAD 1405 KIRBY 3 C 359-0353
BUS2 410 E JOHN C 346-2330
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1218 U 332-5754
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 109 U 332-5421
AGR1 907 S 4TH C 344-8047
LAS2 1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
ENG2 310 E JOHN C 344-0808
LAW1 1009 S MATTIS C 356-9460
LAS3 814 W MAPLE C
FAA3 URH LAR 221 U 332-2854
LAS2 808 N LINCOLN 7 U
LAS2 URH GARNER 210 C 332-0709
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1260 C
AGR4 2 PLYMOUTH RD U 344-8856
VM 2 2 PLYMOUTH RD U 344-8856
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1004 S 3RD C
97 N STATE ST
808 S WEBBER
MELVIEW RD RR 4
6301 SHERIDAN RD
22 PILGRIM DR













2230 RAVINA PK RD
ROUTE 1
313 N FAIRVIEW
















RR 1 BOX 98 W 33R0
917 W 3RD PL
409 W ILLINOIS AV
7430 EBERHART
646 VAN ZANT ST
906 1/2 W NEVADA 2





1373 W 17TH AV C
808 DESPLAINES
RR 3




BOX 352 RR 3
1253 GOLF CIRCLE
2435 14TH AV







101 S hESTDALE AV









3JD6 W MICHIGAN AV









1205 E FLORIDA 23
542 SENECA DR
401 E HESS









































































































HORSMAN ROBERT I AGR2
HORTENSTINE MARC B AGR3
HORTIN JOHN ARTHUR GRAO
HORTIN MARY J AGR2
HORTON ANDREW STEELE GRAO
HORTON DAVID M PE 3
HORTON DORETHA D FAA2
HORTON EDWARD M GRAD
HORTON JAMES F JR GRAD
HORTON JENNIFER K LAS3
*HORTON JOSEPH P LAS2
HORVATH CARY A LAS3
HORVATH STEVEN J LAS2
HORVATIN RAYMOND J ENG4
HORVICH MICHAEL A GRAD
HORWITZ ALLAN J LAS1
HORWITZ JEROME R BUS3
HORWITZ JUDD ROBERT GRAD
HORWITZ MARSHA LAS3
HORWITZ RICHARD L LAW3
HORWITZ SHELLEY MARL LAS4
HOSKIN JOHN H LAS4
HOSKIN VIRGINIA A LAS1
HOSKINS ANDREW C ENG4
HOSKINS SALLY G LAS1
HOSKINS TERESA L LAS3
HOSKINS THOMAS H BMS1
HOSMER JAMES L GRAD
HOSMER MARIAN FERTIK GRAD
HOSSFELD GEORGE E LAS1
HOSTERT JOHN D LAS4
HOSTETTER BETH A LAS2
HOTTO CLAIRE M LAS1
HOTVEDT KATHLEEN C GRAD
HOTVEDT MARTYN OLAF GRAD
HOTZE JOANNE M LAS1
HOUOFN PATRICIA A FAA2
HOUGH CHRISTINE E ED 4
HOUGH GERALD RICHARD ED 4
HOUGH JOSEPH P FAA2
HOUGH SCOTT E LAS3
HOUGH SUSAN E GRAD
HOUGH THOMAS W BUS3
HOUGH WILLIAM S GRAD
HOUGHAM ROBERT G BUS4
HOUGHTLIN JOHN J FAA1
HOUGHTON JOHN M GRAD
HOUGLAND HAROLD M JR BUS3
HOUKOM JOHN A ENG3
HOULDSWORTH PATRICIA LAS3
HOULIHAN EDWARD M FAA4
HOUSE DEBORAH M COM3
HOUSE GARY R LAS1
HOUSE PAULA J COM4
HOUSE ROXANNE LAS4
HOUSE WINIFRED L AGR3
HOUSER JOHN R AGR2
HOUSER MARK E LAS1
HOUSER PHILIP L ENG1
HOUSTON DENNIS M LAS2
HOUSTON GREGORY K LAS2
HOUSTON JERRY L LAS1
HOUSTON JOHN R JR GRAD
HOUSTON MICHAEL J GRAD
HOUSTON ROGER L FAA3
HOUTZEL RAYMOND W LAS4
HOUY MICHAEL J FAA1
HOVAR FRANK E JR LAS1
HOVDE CAROLYN J LAS1
HOVDE PETER LYNN GRAD
HOVFY MICHAEL C LAS2
HOWALD MARLIN R AGR3
HOWARD AMONNIA L LAS1
HOWARD BENJAMIN LEE GRAO
HOWARD CAROL M LAS1
HOWARD CRAIG P LAS3
HOWARD JAMES S LAW1
HOWARD JANICE ELLEN GRAD
HOWARD JEANNE A LAS3
HOWARD JOHN ANDERSON GRAD
HOWARD JOHN W LAW1
HOWARD KIM E ED 2
HOWARD LAWRENCE E GRAD
HOWARD MARILYN S BUS2
HOWARD NEIL MOOERS GRAD
HOWARD PAMELA E LAS1
HOWARD RONNIE DEAN GRAD
HOWARD SHIRLEY J LAS3
HOWARD STACEY A LAS2
HOWARD WILLIAM J JR LAW3
HOWARTH STACEY J PE 2
HOWAT JOHN DONALD GRAD
HOWDYSHELL PAUL A GRAD
HOWE CHRISTINE Z PE 3
HOWE JAMES R BUS3
HOWELL EILEEN MARIE GRAD
HOWFLL HARDY MARC GRAD
URH OGLESBY 431 U
1005 S 2ND C
105 E CHALMERS 106 C
URH SCOTT 416 C
905 S MATTIS 6 C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
2111 HAZWD DR 304 U
306 N MATHEWS U
705 S LYNN U
BAY VILLAGE OHIO
2111 HAZWD DR 304 U
1101 W PENN U
URH OGLESBY 731 U
URH SCOTT 463 C
406 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 405 U
1010 S 2ND C
808 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD C
808 S LINCOLN 10 U
111 E CHALMERS 18 C
104 1/2 E UNIV C
URH GARNER 365 C
URH FORBES 311 C
URH WARDALL 1216 U
STA A BOX 2873 C
RR 1 U
901 E COLORADO 77 U
901 E COLORADO U
URH CARR 110 U
URH BABCOCK 415 U
405 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 621 U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH VANDOREN 405 C
URH VANDOREN 423 C
URH LAR 464 U
36 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 474 C
501 E DANIEL C
909 S 5TH C
1101 W PENN U
1920 WINCHESTER C
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 238 C
2105 HAZWD DR 202 U
501 E DANIEL C
1934 A ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
ROANOKE VA
911 S 4TH C
605 W INDIANA U
408 E STOUGHTON 11 C
MOWEAOUA ILL
803 W OREGON U
102 F CHALMERS C
312 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 364 C
URH FORBES 467 C
NORWOOD MD
707 S GREGORY PL U
806 W MAIN U
108 E HEALEY C
URH TAFT 102 C
604 E ARMORY 326 C
URH LAR 432 U
URH DANIELS 623 U
URH SCOTT 470 C
604 RACE U
URH GARNER 260 C
502 E UNIVERSITY C
URH ALLEN 445 U
URH OGLESBY 430 U
1201 E FLORIDA 11 U
URH SHERMAN 331 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
2029 A HAZWD CT U
1207 E FLORIDA 14 U
URH HOPKINS 402 C
1760 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 336 C
1201 E FLORIDA 31 U
URH CLARK 209 C
LOVINGTON IND
907 W ILLINOIS U
904 S LINCOLN U
1010 E COLORADO U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1002 MCHENRY U
RR 1 U
312 E WHITE 4 C
312 E WHITE 4 C
URH DANIELS 269 U




























































105 E CHALMERS 106
4 COLLEGE BLVD
905 S MATTIS 6
138 HOLLY AV









8426 N KIMBALL AV
3-023 GREENWOOD
6628 N TRUMBULL
942C N KARLOV AV
e08 S LINCOLN 10






























1609 VALLEY RD 3













840 E SUMMER ST
408 HILL ST
201 RALSTON RD






3044 W WARREN BLVD
926 N DRYDEN AV
6304 N MT HAWLEY
2698 ALMADEN ST
BOX 247
2029 A HAZWD CT













312 E WHITE 4
312 E WHITE 4
RR 1



































































































HOWELL SHARON S ED 3
HOWELL SHERYL L LAS4
HOWELL WILLIAM C GRAD
HOWELL WILLIAM L JR FAA4
HOWELLS CHAD BURDETT GRAD
HOWERTON ROGER A GRAO
HOWLAND TIMOTHY P AGR1
HOWLEIT CHARLES L FAA3
HOWLETT LARRY OOUGLA GRAD
HOWREY GARY LOREN GRAD
HOWSE KENNETH RAYMON ENG4
HOWSER RICHARD G LAS3
HOY CYNTHIA ELLEN LAS5
*HOY MICHAEL LEE ENG4
HOYER-BOOTH GEORGE GRAD
HOYLMAN WENDY N AGR1
HOYNE CAROLYN M LAS2
HOYT LAUREL M FAA2
HRABOWSKI FREEMAN A GRAD
HRABOWSKI JACQUELINE GRAD
HREHA KATHLEEN M LAS4
HRILJAC NANCY R LAS3
HROBOWSKI RALPH LAS1
HRONEK JOHN W ENG2
HROUDA CLEMENS G LAS4
HRUBY PATRICIA A FAA3
HRYHORCZUK LEW MYKOL GRAD
HRYNCEWICZ CASIMIR V LAS4
HRYNCEWICZ RICHARD J AGR3
HSIAO MIMI WEN-PI GRAD
*HSIE CHUNG HSIUNG GRAD





HSIUNG CHRISTOPHER C GRAD
HSIUNG ESTHER CHANG GRAD
HSIUNG HANSEN M GRAD
*HSU CHEN HSUAN GRAD
HSU CHENG-KUANG GRAD
HSU CHIA-CHIA GRAD
HSU JULIA KAO GRAD
*HSU LUNG WEN GRAD




HUANG CHYONG-TZY J GRAD
HUANG DAVID TI-SHIH GRAD
HUANG DER-SHING GRAD
HUANG FRANKLIN K GRAD
HUANG HUI-MING GRAD
HUANG JIUNN WONG GRAD
HUANG KAREN LAS1
HUANG YIH-TZONG W GRAD
HUANG YONG CHING GRAD
HUBBARD BARBARA L LAS3
HUBBARD KATHLEEN G PE 3
HUBBARD KEVIN L ENG3
HUBBARD LAURENCE R LAS4
HUBBARD LINDA D LAS2
HUBBARD LYDIA E GRAO
HUBBLE HOWELL K BUS2
HUBBLE STEVEN GEORGE GRAD
HUBEL ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
HUBER ANNA C LAS2
HUBER BRUCE A ENG3
HUBER DENNIS M LAW3
HUBER ELIZABETH H GRAD
HUBER GAIL M LAS1
HUBER PAUL J LAS2
HUBER THOMAS P LAS1
HUBLER STUART ALDEN FAA4
HUBLY EDWARD C AGR3
HUBNER HELGA A LAS1
HUCK KATHLEEN M LAS1
HUCKO JOSEPHINE T LAS2
HUDACHEK MARY A PE 4
HUDOLESTON KENNETH F GRAD
HUDDLESTON RODNEY K LAS2
HUODLESTON SUSAN J LAS1
HUDOLESTONE JAMES W BUS1
HUDGENS JEFFREY W GRAD
HUDKINS GLENNA G AGR
2
HUDSON ANGELINE D PE 3
HUDSON AVA N LAS1
HUDSON CAROLINE LAS3
HUDSON CHRIS A FAA2
HUDSON CRAIG JEFFEftY GRAD
HUDSON JAMES E LAS3
HUDSON JANETTE CATON GRAD
HUDSON JEFFERY D AGR4
HUDSON JOHN A LAS4
HUDSON LYNNE LAURIE PE 1
HUDSON MARK E VM 1
HUDSON VALORIE A PE 2
URH WARDALL 1118 U




501 S MITCHEL CT C
URH WESTON 456 C
2109 ORCH ST 103 C
GRAND FORKS N D
1306 MUMFORD U
URH BLAISDELL U
URH HOPKINS 3C9 C
25 SYCAMORE C
25 SYCAMORE C
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
URH BUSEY 219 U
URH GARNER 458 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BABCOCK 129 U
URH BABCOCK 129 U
512 STOUGHTON 312 C
307 E DANIEL 4 C
URH HOPKINS 223 C
URH HOPKINS 317 C
1004 S 4TH C
GRAND RAPIDS MICH
DETROIT MICH
212 E STOUGHTON C
106 S GREGORY U
URH DANIELS 491 U
1111 W MAIN U
1111 W MAIN U
II SUTTON PL U
102 N GREGORY 3 U
1115 W GREEN 217 U
URH DANIELS 271 U
411 W SPNGFLD U
411 W SPNGFLD U
1103 W OREGON U
1956 D ORCH ST U
504 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 467 U
1002 W NEVADA U
2069 C HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 335 U
3C9 E GRFEN 1 C
201 N LINCOLN 1 U
URH DANIELS 304 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 8 U
1107 W GREEN 534 U
1970 D ORCH ST U
306 S 5TH C
1103 W OREGON U
1970 ORCH ST U
URH EVANS 326 U
1103 W OREGON U
2044 C ORCH ST U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
302 F ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
712 W GREEN U
302 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 551 C
URH SCOTT 375 C
401 FAIRLAWN U
101 N ELM C
313 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 456 U
URH HOPKINS 102 C
TOLONO ILL
URH ALLEN 346 U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 39 U
301 W WASHINGTON U
1002 S LINCOLN C
URH SAUNDERS 203 U
URH WARDALL 1117 U
URH BLAISOELL 322 U
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
2116 ORCH ST 302 U
URH GARNER 214 C
URH TRELEASE 80 8 U
URH SCOTT 458 C
2107 HAZWD OR 103 U
URH ALLEN 447 U
507 W ELM U
URH SCOTT 206 C
507 W ELM U
809 W PENN U
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
403 W INDIANA U
III S BUSEY U
913 W CHURCH 11 C
URH WARDALL 1116 U
305 E JOHN C
















































































ROUTE 2 BOX 348
1724 PHILLIPS PL
48 S 17TH CT
48 S 17TH CT
1236 N WALNUT
6616 176TH ST











12 CHIEN-KUO 3 LN
1115 W GREEN 217
TSIA-NAN RD
MUCHA









201 N LINCOLN 1
LN 80 CHANG-HSIEN
796-3 MING SHEN E







28-2 S HANGCHOW RD
156 LAKE SHORE DR




360 E 91ST ST













1006 E 2ND ST
12500 S 76TH AV
604 E 3RD ST




2107 HAZWD DR 103
940 PATTON ST
7710 S KING DR
3983 LAKE PARK 201












































































































HUDSON WANDA G LAS1
HUOZIK ALBERT G BUS3
HUEBNER DANIEL R FAA1
HUEBNER DENNIS L LAS3
HUEBNER KERRY S FAAl
*HUEHNFR DAVID ROBERT GRAD
HUELSKOETTER JOHN M ENG1
HUENFMANN KAREN E LAS3
HUENSCH PAUL R I II BUS3
HUETING GAIL PENNY GRAD
HUETT DIANA SUSAN ED 1
HUEY ROBERT A BUS1
*HUFF BRENDA CORNWELL LAS4
HUFF CHARLES J LAS4
HUFF JAMES C AGR3
HUFF JOHN EDWARD ENG1
HUFF JULIUS ALBERT GRAD
HUFF KARL A FAA3
HUFF MARTHA E LAS3
HUFF RAYMOND L LAW2
HUFF STEPHEN M LAS4
HUFF WESLEY AUGUSTUS GRAD
HUFFER GREGORY J LAS3
HUFFINGTON GARY E AGR3
HUFFMAN DEBORAH K ED 4
HUFFMAN DONALD D LAS4
HUFFMAN LARRY DUANE GRAO
HUFFMAN SHERRYL S ED 4
HUFFOPD CRAIG A PE 1
HUFFORD JEFFERY M LAS2
HUFFSTODT JAMES T GRAD
HUGGES IVY A LAS1
HUGHES BILL E LAS3
HUGHES CAROL A LAS4
HUGHES CAROL J LAS2
HUGHES CHARLES E JR ENG4
HUGHES CRAIG A LAS1
HUGHES CYNTHIA BROWN GRAD
HUGHES ETHEL MCCOART LAS2
HUGHES HENRY R ENG1
HUGHES JOHN ALBERT GRAD
HUGHES JOHN MARTIN GRAD
HUGHFS JOHN MICHEAL FAA3
HUGHES JOHN S LAS2
HUGHES JOSEPH R ENG1
HUGHES JUDITH M LAS2
HUGHES LINDA F ED 2
HUGHES MICHAEL J ENG1
HUGHES MICHAEL T ED 3
HUGHES PATRICIA A LAS3
HUGHES ROBERT OWEN GRAD
HUGHES SCOTT E ENG2
HUGHES THOMAS C GRAD
HUGHES VICTOR W JR ENG2
HUGHES VICTORIA A FAAl
HUGHES VICTORIA L LAS1
HUGLY MARGARET B GRAD
HUGUELET JEFFREY C LAS3
HUHEEY CLARA C GRAD
HUISINGA LARRY R PE 3
HUIZENGA JOHN R ENG4
HUIZINGA PAUL J GRAO
HUJWAN DOROTHY FAAl
HULDFR ELIZABETH A AGR3
HULFT JEFFERSON R LAS2
HULING KEITH ROBIN GRAD
HULKA STEVEN A PE 1
HULL CAMILLA S LAS3
HULL EMILY J ED 1
HULL HARRY EDMOND JR LAW3
HULL JOHN BRADLEY GRAD
HULL JOHN R ENG2
HULL MICHAEL R ENG1
HULL SUSAN E ED 4
HULL WILLIAM DEAN GRAD
HULS VERNON A AGR4
HULSBRINK LAWRENCE A GRAD
HULSBRINK PAMELA B ED 4
HULSEY JOHNNY LEROY GRAD
HULT DOUGLAS A LAS4
HULT KEITH C LAS4
HULT RICHARD EMANUEL GRAD
HULT SHARON SMITH GRAD
HULTMAN KENNETH L GRAD
HUME RHONDA G LAS2
HUMENIK JAMES NOEL GRAD
HUMENUK STANLEY GRAD
HUMKE ALBERT L ENG3
HUMMEL BONNIE B ED 4
HUMMFL DAVID M BUS2
HUMMEL JOHN S FAA4
HUMMEL ROBERT M BUS4
HUMMFL TERRY LEE GRAD
HUMMELAND PETER B GRAD
HUMPERT DANIEL LEE ENG4
HUMPHREVILLE ANNE E LAS3
HUMPHREVILLE JUDITH BUS3
URH LAR 185 U 332-2958
URH SNYDER 38C C 332-1799
URH GARNER 204 C 332-0705
409 E CHALMRS 1612 C 384-5964
URH ALLEN 454 U
313 N FAIR C 359-0284
URH NOBLE 321 C
409 E CHALMRS 14C6 C
105SLINC0LN U
URH SHERMAN 217 C 332-4652
URH WARDALL 308 U 332-4340
URH NOBLE 318 C 332-0414
BOX 2377 C 359-0455
URH HOPKINS 161 C 333-1173
URH GARNER 424 C 332-0863
809 W HILL C 356-1497
URH DANIELS U 332-2409
706 S 1ST 102 C 359-7015
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
1701 VALLEY RD C 356-8812
STA A BOX 2377 C 359-0455
608 S STATE 4 C 359-9877
204 W WSHNGTN 16 U 344-7872
RR 1 C
907 W OREGON 4 U 328-1343
501 W SPNGFLD C 359-9324
IVANHOE ESTS 23 U 328-3757
CATLIN ILL
URH NOBLE 217 C 332-0393
309 E CHALMERS C
201 E GREEN 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 246 U 332-4081
205 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 526 U 332-5551
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
2125 LYNWOOD C 359-2800
CHICAGO ILL
1322 HONEYSUCKLE C 352-3959
212 E DANIEL C
2105 HAZWD DR 102 U
BRYAN TEX
1108 S 1ST C 344-7071
URH TOWNSEND 268 U
URH BABCOCK 224 U 332-3770
URH ALLEN 446 U 332-3252
URH TRELEASE 622 U 332-5578
URH WESTON 120 C 332-1897
105 W WILLIAM C 352-6003
URH WARDALL 212 U 332-4320
1322 HONEYSUCKLE C 352-3959
908 E SUNNYCREST U 367^2523
2120 ORCH ST 103 U 367-0072
211 F ARMORY C
URH VAN DOREN 22 C 332-0465
URH WARDALL 1212 U 332-4561
705 S FOLEY C 352-3780
1844 VALLEY RD C 359-4034
102 N GREGORY 9 U 367-8163
URH WESTON 352 C
301 E CHALMERS C
51 E JOHN 4 C 359-9554
URH VANDOREN 226 C 332-0513
412 E GREEN C
URH CARR 127 U 332-3859
807 W ILLINOIS 11 U
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
307 HEALEY 16 C
URH TRELEASE 530 U 332-5556
404 E GREEN 201 U 344-6285
1600 W BRADLEY 160 C 352-8456
URH FORBES 424 C 332-2011
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0426
CHICAGO ILL
307 W STANAGE C 356-7493
1831 A ORCH PL U 344-7871
1831 A ORCH PL U 344-7871
1803 SOUTHWOOD C 359-5735
405 E GREEN 2 C
1111 S 1ST C
705 W NEVADA 2 U 344-1803
705 W NEVADA U 344-1803
122 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-9039
URH WARDALL 1012 U 332-4513
407 W WHITE C 352-2609
MACOMB ILL
803 W OREGON U
1003 W WILLIAM C 356-0428
409 E CHALMRS 1501 C
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
2020 N MATTIS 301 C 359-5770
403 SUNNYCREST CT U
URH SHERMAN 966 C
511 1/2 W VINE C 359-8802
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173

















874 S MCKINLEY ST
402 E 90TH ST
311 OAKWOOD ST
1832 W SMITH ST
STA A BOX 2377
60 8 S STATE 4
27 JUANITA PL
RR 1














1509 E OLIVE ST






525 N 27TH ST
12549 E NAVAJO DR




4349 W 21ST ST








51 E JOHN 4
3814 N PAULINA
1228 E JEFFERSON
505 W SUMMIT ST








2005 15TH ST A
3950 N LAKE SHORE
1017 E LONDON AV















416 N 8TH ST
10517 BULL VALLEY





































































































HUMPHREY BERNICE ED 3
HUMPHREY LEANN LAS3
HUMPHREY LYNN K PE 1
HUMPHREY MERRIF L LAS4
HUMPHREY MICHAEL ENG2
HUMPHREYS DUANE ALAN GRAD
HUMPHREYS JANET L ED 1
HUMPHREYS JO E ED 1
HUMPHREYS PATRICIA A ENG2
HUMPHREYS STFVEN L ENG2
HUMPHRIES ARLENE J LAS2
HUMPHRIES DENNIS R FAA3
HUMPHRIES GWEN COLE ED 4
HUND GERALD P FAA3
HUNG YAU YAN . GRAD
HUNGER LIANE J LAS3
HUNGERFORD MICHAEL D ENG3
HUNLEY HEATHER V AGR3
HUNLEY LOUIS H I II GRAD
HUNT CHERYL L LAS3
HUNT DAVE E PE 2
HUNT DEBORAH A LAS4
HUNT DONOVAN J LAS3
HUNT GREGORY P LAS3
HUNT IVA J LAS2
HUNT JEANNE L ED 3
HUNT JOAN L ED 2
HUNT KENNETH F GRAD
HUNT MARIE WILEY LAS4
HUNT PAUL G PE 1
HUNT PRISCILLA E AGR4
HUNT ROSLYN ELLIS ED 4
HUNTER ALICE V GRAD
HUNTER ANTHONY W ENG2
HUNTER CHARLES A FAA1
HUNTER DAVIDA L AGR3
HUNTER GAY CLAIRE GRAD
HUNTFR JAMES EDWARD GRAD
HUNTER JOY D LAS2
HUNTER MARK R LAS3
HUNTER MICHAEL A LAS2
HUNTER TERESA A LAS3
HUNTOON HARRY K BUS4
HUNTOON STEVEN MARAI GRAD
HUNZICKER MARY E GRAD
HUNZIKER JANET E LASi
HUPFER HERBERT P GRAD
HUPFER NANCY THAL GRAD
HURD DANIEL R BUS1
HURD THOMAS R BUS4
HURLEY BERNARD J LAS2
HURLEY BURTON EDWARD BUS4
HURLEY JAMES A BUS4
HURLEY RICHARD P LAS3
HURLEY STEPHEN P LAW3
HURLIMAN BETH ANN LAS2
HURSEY BETTY JEAN GRAD
HURSEY GREGORY FAA-1
HURSEY RALPH M LAS2
HURST JIMMY R LAW1
HURST KAREN L LAS2
HURST SANDRA L ED 1
HURT PHYLLIS ANN GRAD
HURTH JOSEPH T LASI
HURVITZ BRUCE L ENG2
HURWITZ GARY STEVEN GRAD
HURWITZ RICHARD D GRAD
HUSARIK STEPHEN GRAD
HUSAYKO JEROME J LAS2
HUSON JONATHAN C BUS2
HUSSELL DIANE JANE GRAD
HUSSER DEWAYNE L ENG4
HUSSER EDWARD R LAS2
HUSSEY FRANK S III LAS2
HUSTER STUART S LAS2
HUTANUWATR KRUAWAL GRAD
HUTANUWATR NARONG GRAD
HUTCHCRAFT HAROLD T GRAD
HUTCHEN GAIL V ED 3
HUTCHENS GORDON B FAA4
HUTCHENS JOHN PATE GRAD
HUTCHENS VERLIE E FAA4
HUTCHINS ARTANUE D LAS2
HUTCHINS SANDRA L LASI
HUTCHINSON DANA R LASI
HUTCHINSON DAVID H AGR1
HUTCHINSON JAMES M BUS2
HUTCHINSON LELAND JR LAS4
HUTCHINSON ROBERT H AGR3
HUTCHISON JANET A FAA2
HUTCHISON JOHN W JR LAS2
HUTCHISON RONALD M GRAD
HUTH DIANE M LAS4
HUTSON KENNEDY K FAA1
HUTSON MILES A LAS4
HUTTER LINDA A ED 3
1746 VALLEY RD C
3C7 E WHITE 25 C
207 E JOHN C
URH LAR 198 U
1746 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 302 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH LAR 423 U
URH VANDOREN 211 C
1809 S MATTIS C
110 E ARMORY C
1827 ORCH ST U
1108 S 1ST C
1827 B ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 5 U
510 W GREEN U
701 W GREEN U
313 E CHALMERS C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1109 N WALNUT C
501 E SPNGFLD C
401 E OANIEL C
104 E JOHN 8 C
BROOKLYN N Y
802 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 519 U
OANVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 269 C
1107 W GREEN 328 U
1107 W GREEN 328 U
URH FAR U
112 1/2 E GARWOOD C
CHIEF ILLINI VIL U
805 S LYNN C
WOODSTOCK ILL
URH GARNER 295 C
105 E CHALMERS 201 C
URH DANIELS U
211 BLISS U
1110 W NEVAOA U
1406 N MCKINLEY 1 C
URH BARTON 118 C
LA MOILLE ILL
312 E ARMORY C
SIDNEY ILL
502 W GRIGGS 309 U
URH WARDALL 202 U
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH BLAISDELL 12 U
310 E JOHN C
303 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 2ND C
53 E JOHN 1 C
202 E OANIEL C
URH FORBES 430 C
807 W PARK U
1408 A HILL U
1406 N ROMINE U
URH TOWNSEND 371 U
1404 N MCKINLEY 6 C
URH TRELEASE 804 U
URH ALLEN 198 U
1001 W WILLIAM C
1010 S 2ND C
1101 W PENN U
509 E CLARK C
503 W GREEN 2 U
808 S 1ST C
1105 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 175 C
URH SHERMAN 659 C
305 COUNTRY FR 80 C
URH TOWNSEND 364 U
1109 S 4TH C
1105 S 1ST C
1107 W GREEN 430 U
1107 W GREEN 430 U
1942 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 222 U
506 W ELM U
1008 W HILL U
506 W ELM U
URH TRELEASE 804 U
URH WARDALL 1209 U
URH SAUNDERS 210 U
809 W PENN U
901 S 2ND C
901 S 2ND C
1001 S WRIGHT C
URH CLARK 231 C
709 W CHURCH 6 C
1713 CORONADO C
107 1/2 E JOHN 303 C
1009 PENN U
508 E WHITE 12 C






































































1500 S WHITTIER AV
130 N WALLER B
RR
3209-46TH ST
534 N SEYMOOR AV
410 CHARLOTTE RD
35 PULASKI ST
RR 1 BOX 322
459 N 5TH AV
1809 S MATTIS
RR 1 BOX 322
7941 S EMERALD
13936 EARLY RD










82 DWIGHT ST 8D




1107 W GREEN 328
1313 CHARLESTON AV
1410 SEMOR DR




2030 S STATE 503




811 W HILL 1
T315 S PRAIRIE AV
RR 1
1848 25TH AV CT
RR
5329 S 71ST E AV
226 N LOUISIANA
2434 WESTBROOK DR













536 N 27TH ST
816 W GEORGE ST
1001 W WILLIAM
8045 S LECLAIRE
1212 N LAKE SHORE
7641N SANTA MONICA
503 W GREEN 2
10538 S SAWYER







1107 W GREEN 430






558A N 24TH ST
602 N EAST AV
7206 W 114TH ST
912 S STATE
292 E CHURCH ST
292 E CHURCH ST
912 S STATE ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 496
709 W CHURCH 6
1713 CORONADO
1932 MARLAND ST
1010 N STATE ST
14936 HIGHLAND AV



































































































HUTTON DONALD W II LAS1
HUTTON JAMES ROBERT GRAD
HUTTON MARIGENE H GRAD
HUTTON STEVEN JAMES GRAD
HUWEN JENNIFER GAIL AGR4
HUXHOLD JOHN PAUL GRAD
HUYCK REBECCA S ED 1
HWA LILY GRAD
HWA NANCEE FAA4
HWANG DONG JOON GRAD
HYATT ELIZABETH GALE GRAD
HYATT GARY W GRAD
HYATT MICHAEL H LAS3
HYDE DANIEL CLAIR GRAD
HYDE ELIZABETH P GRAD
HYDE GARY MAURICE GRAD
HYDE STEVEN ROBERT GRAD
HYDE WILLIAM P LAS4
HYDZIK PAUL J BUS2
HYKAN ROBERT A LAS2
HYLAND STANLEY E GRAD
HYLLESTAD MARCIA L AGR4
HYMAN BARBARA F BUS2
HYMAN DAVID B LAS3
HYMAN JAMES C COM3
HYMAN MIRIAM E LAS2
HYMEL SHELLEY C LAS2
HYMEN ROGER J LAS4
HYNDS TONYA MORROW LAS2
HYNEK JOEL C COM3
HYNES JO L PE 3
HYNES PAUL R ENG1
HYZER PETER C ENG4
IACOVETTI BARBARA A LAS2
IANNI MARY E LAS2
IBRAHIM KHALID M GRAD
IBSEN JEFFREY T LAS3
ICENOGLE RICHARD E LAS2
ICHEN LILA LAS3
IDEUS MARVIN DEAN PE 4
IEHL WAYNE R AGR4
IFFT NANCY J ED 3
IGNATOWICZ STEVEN A ENG4
IGOU WILLIAM MINOR BUS2
IHRIG GLENN E LAS2
IHRIG LLOYD R BUS4
IHRIG MAUREEN M PE A
IKEDA MASARU GRAD
IKEDA REITARO GRAD
IKLER JEFFREY M LAS3
ILARDO JOAN L LAS2
ILIFF RUEL L AGR
1
ILLYES ROBERT FRANK ENG4
IMBERT EARL A LAS3
IMHOFF BRUCE LAING ENG4
IMHOFF JERRY L ENG1
IMMER MARK C LAS3
IMMKE KEITH H LAS1
IMPENS WILLIAM FRANC GRAD
INCAPRERO JOSEPH F LAS4
INCE FUAT GRAD
INDIA DONALO J ENG3
INGERSOLL PEGGY L LAS1
INGLE LESLIE J LAS2
INGLEMAN DEAN RAY ENG4
INGOLD HENRY WILLARD ENG4
INGOLIA THOMAS D LAS1
INGRAHAM TIMOTHY A LAW2
INGRAM CLARK A LAS1
INGRAM ELWANDA D GRAD
INGRAM LARRY S ENG3
INGRAM RICHARD G ENG3
INGRAM ROBERT W JR GRAD
INGRAM SCOTT L BUS3
INGRASSIA LAWRENCE A LAS2
INGRASSIA PAUL J . COM4
INGRUM CHARLES H ENG1
INGWER MARSHA J LAS3
INLANDER DAVID W LAS4
INMAN DONALD R BUS4
INMAN MARGARET A LAS2
INMAN MARK M LAS2
INMAN ROBERT ALLAN FAA1
INMAN STEPHEN J LAS4
INN ANDRES GRAD
INOUE TORU GRAD
INSKEEP LEROY G LAW2
INSKEEP MARY R AGR1
INSKEEP SUSAN LOOMIS GRAD
INTAPATHAI KHOONTONG GRAD
IPPOLITO CHERYL D FAA4
IPPOLITO JOSEPHINE A GRAD
IRACKI EDWIN STANLEY GRAD
IRELANO MARIN FAE AGR3
IRELAND MARK L LAS3
IRELAND PATRICK S GRAD
IRELAND RICHARD M JR LAS2
110 E ARMORY C
302 E PARK 301 C
POTOMAC ILL
URH FLAGG 433 C
202 S LINCOLN U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH VANDOREN 320 C
URH DANIELS 267 U
509 1/2 E GREEN 3 C
502 E SPNGFLD C
1500 ROSE C
1500 ROSE C
107 E HEALEY C
509 N WILLIS C
908 W CALIFORNIA U
1103 S HOLLYCREST C
504 N ROMINE U
1302 W CLARK 2 U
URH TAFT 404 C
URH ALLEN 395 U
102 E ARMORY 7 C
711 W WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 123 U
1109 W STOUGHTON U
510 STOUGHTON 311 C
URH BLAISDELL 431 U
213 W ILLINOIS U
708 W HIGH U
1717 CINDY LYNN U
104 E JOHN 5 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 415 C
58 E DANIEL 3 C
1638 VALLEY RD C
50a E ARMORY C
310 S LOCUST C
URH BARTON 5 C
1012 W SPNGFLD U
616 E DANIEL C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1C08 S LINCOLN U
513 W OREGON U
URH BABCOCK 215 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 125 C
201 E JOHN C
1412 CAMBRIDGE C
2109 HAZWD OR 301 U
URH DANIELS 372 U
1740 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 323 C
809 W PENN U
1005 W MAIN U
URH CARR 422 U
WHITE HEATH ILL
205 W HIGH U
313 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 1154 C
402 E ARMORY C
305 W PARK 11 U
713 S 6TH C
312 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
1003 W PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
URH FORBES 364 C
421 FAIRLAWN U
9-04 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 499 U
206 S GREGORY U
911 S 3RD 6 C
707 S 6TH 316 C
1101 W PENN U
URH NOBLE 107 C
203 W HESSEL C
1829 A ORCH PL U
58 E JOHN C
111 E CHALMERS 10 C
709 W ILLINOIS U
URH BUSEY 416 U
401 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 486 U
611 W GREEN 3 U
604 W PARK U
URH DANIELS 403 U
902 E HARDING U
URH VAN DOREN 421 C
902 E HARDING U
1107 W GREEN 525 U
1207 W NEVADA U
107 E CHALMERS C
2009 HAZWD CT U
609 S PROSPECT C
URH CARR 6 U
606 W OHIO U







































































321 W FORREST HILL










306 W 9TH ST
5732 N MARMORA AV













58 E DANIEL 3
2224 S GROVE AV
4617 FOREST HILLS







277 S FULTON AV
313 E CHALMERS
1715 ARGONNE DR








400 E 33RD ST 903
3801 WESTERN
1004 W 8TH ST

























50 E NORTH AVENUE
9 REYNOLDS CT
















































































































IRION SUSAN E LAS4
IRLAM ROBERT S ENG3
IRLE JOSEPH L AGR2
IRMO STEPHEN G COM4
IRSCH CAROLYN R LAS1
IRVIN JANET E ED 1
IRVIN MARK A LAS2
IRVIN STEPHEN R ENG3
IRVINE RUSSELL JOHN GRAD
IRVING WILLI AM A FAA1
IRWIN DEBORAH ANN LAS3
IRWIN GLORIA J LAS3
IRWIN JOHN J ENG4
IRWIN LAURIE C LAS2
IRWIN MARY J SIMMONS GRAD
ISAAC STEVEN M LAS1
ISAAC SUZANNE E AGR4
I SAACS ANDREA B LAS1
I SAACS LINDA J ED 1
ISAACS NANCY BRAUN LAS4
ISAACS SUSAN C LAS3
ISAACSON BARRY JOEL GRAD
ISAACSON DAN BRUCE GRAD
ISAACSON DAVID A AVI 1
ISAACSON GAIL S FAA2
ISAACSON HAROLD R GRAD
ISAACSON IRA J LAS4
ISAACSON JAMES M GRAD
ISAACSON JAMES W BUS3
ISAACSON RICHARD E GRAD
ISBELL SUSAN M LAS3
ISENBERG BARBARA L AGR1
ISENBURG LARRY D LAS3
ISENHART KIM A ENG1
ISHERWOOD WILLIAM D ENG4
ISHIDA LYNN C ED 4
ISHIDA MERTON T GRAD
ISHMAEL ANTHONY J ENG1
ISLAM MOHAMMED A GRAD
ISMAIL BADR EL-DIN H GRAD
ISO-AHOLA SEPPO E GRAD
ISOM HARRIET C GRAD
ISOM JOHN H LAW3
ISOME RICHARD A LAS1
ISRAEL MARILYN J ED 2
ISRINGHAUSEN JOHN P LAS1
ISRINGHAUSEN M E JR LAS1
ISTANBULLUOGLU ERSIN GRAD
ISTOK ROBERT J BUS4
ITAMI RICHARD J ED 4
ITKIN LEONARD A BUS1
ITKIN STUART M LAS2
ITKONEN JARMO J LAS1
ITO DONNA S ED 3
ITO GAIL H PE 1
ITO MASAYASU GRAD
ITSCHNER THOMAS L ENG1
ITSKOWITZ ELL.EN F LAW1
ITTERSAGEN JOHN M BUS3
ITTIG JUDITH B GRAD
ITURRIETA ARNALDO J ENG4
ITZIN JEAN E LAS1
IVENER SHELLEY M LAS4
IVERSEN JANE SEXTON GRAD
IVERSON ALLEN S LAS2
IVERSON DENNIS W LAS3
IVERSON ROGER LYNN GRAD
IVERSON SHARON A LAS1
IVES MARK E LAS1
IVEY BRENDA L LAS3
IVEY RODNEY B LAS1
IVINS ROBERT E GRAD
IVSIN KATHRYN VINCKE GRAD
IVSIN MICHAL ENG4
IWAMOTQ ERIC HIROMU GRAD
IWAMOTO HARRIET S LAS1
IWAMOTO HARVEY ATARU GRAD
IWAOKA WAYNE TADASHI GRAO
IWATA RYUSHI GRAD
IWERSEN KAREN E ED 1
IWERT GARY F BUS2
IZENMAN RANDI S ED 1
JABLE GLENN E LAS3
JABLONSKY LINDA S LAS4
JABLONSKY MARY L LAS2
JABLONSKY PATRICIA J LAS2
JABLONSKY STEPHEN F GRAD
JABSEN JEAN F FAA2
JACCARD JAMES JAY GRAD
JACHIMOWICZ WOLF GRAD
JACK BRIAN M FAA3
JACK COLIN NIELSON LAS1
JACKANICZ DONALD W LAS4
JACKLIN JUDITH V FAA3
JACKOBS MEREDITH JO GRAD
JACKS GUY L ENG2
JACKSON ADA M LAS1
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 338 C
ROUTE 4 C
104 E JOHN 5 C
URH SCOTT 400 C
RANTOUL ILL
209 E JOHN C
RANTOUL ILL
TORONTO 12 ONT CAN
URH SNYDER 213 C
409 E CHALMRS 1609 C
URH TRELEASE 1027 U
402 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 626 U
CLINTON IND
URH BARTON 4 C
107 E JOHN 202 C
403 E WHITE C
URH SAUNDERS 6 U
707 S 6TH 207 C
403 E WHITE 6 C
AUGERVILLE PD U
1002 MCHENRY U
URH BLAISDELL 13 U
108 E HEALEY C
1712 KIRBY C
56 E DANIEL 3 C
1774 VALLEY RD C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
907 S MATTIS C
URH LAR 182 U
URH TRELEASE 809 U
SIDNEY ILL
203 N HARVEY U
1600 W BRADLEY C
58 E ARMORY 5 C
MAHOMET ILL
313 E ARMORY C
2112 ORCH ST 104 U
INDIANAPOLIS IND
URH DANIELS 610 U
2081 D ORCH ST U
2081 D ORCH ST U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH TRFLEASE 703 U
URH SNYDER 367 C
URH TOWNSEND 349 U
1803 PLEASANT U
1106 S 3RD C
201 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 318 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SCOTT 315 C
300 S GOODWIN 308 U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
310 E WHITE 16 C
713 W OHIO C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
1106 EUCLID 303 C
607 EVERGREEN CT E U
1006 S 3RD C
507 MITCHELL CT C
1105 S 4TH ST C
604 E ARMORY 224 C
URH SHERMAN 962 C
URH BUSEY 430 U
URH FLAGG 411 C
105 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1222 U
2203 HAZWD DR 104 U
2074 D ORCH ST U
2074 D ORCH ST U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TRELEASE 207 U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
MAHOMET ILL
602 E STOUGHTON 35 C
URH LAR 423 U
URH SCOTT 373 C
URH TRELEASE 728 U
URH GARNER 386 C
1746 VALLEY RD C




307 E WHITE C
308 F GREEN C
310 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 440 U
300 HESSEL C
301 W ILLINOIS U
12 PERSIMMON CR U
409 E CHALMRS 1514 C





































































1220 BEL AIR DR
126 W HARVEY AV
1220 BELAIR DR
428 ROSELAWN AV





PR 2 BOX 288D
16853 HEAD AV
804 LOCUST RD
8141 N KOLMAR AV
804 GREENLEAF AV
2936 SCOTT CRESCNT
8141 N KOLMAR AV
6224 N OAKLEY
BLUFF RD
2229 W MORSE AV
7033 N KEDZIE 713
1712 KIRBY













6337 MONARCH DR C
KALMARI
2081 D ORCH ST













300 S GOODWIN 308
4515 N NORTH ST




607 EVERGREEN CT E
6101 SHERIDAN RD E
507 MITCHELL CT
118 S HOME AV
3521 N BOSWORTH AV
315 TIMBERLANE
204 W 5TH ST
16225 CLEARVIEW AV
1439 HERVEY A
2203 HAZWD DR 104
Z074 D ORCH ST











1024 S RAND RD
RR 2
2206 BRETT












































































































JACKSON ALLFN E BUS4
*JACKSON ANDREW E JR GRAD
JACKSON ANDRFW J LAS4
JACKSON ARETHA COM3
JACKSON BARBARA E GRAD
JACKSON BILLY GALE GRAD
JACKSON BOBBY GRAD
JACKSON CARRIE J LAS1
JACKSON DAVID ARDEN GRAD
JACKSON DEBRA L PE 1
JACKSON DIXIE SMITH GRAD
JACKSON DONALD RAY LAW1
JACKSON DOUGLAS A LAS3
JACKSON DWIGHT T BUS1
JACKSON ED JR FAA4
JACKSON FRANCINE M LAS4
JACKSON FRANKLIN D R GRAD
JACKSON GERALD E LAS1
JACKSON GORDON L GRAD
JACKSON HENRY W GRAD
JACKSON ISABELLE C FAA4
JACKSON JAMES A LAS1
JACKSON JUANITA M LAS2
JACKSON KAREN A LAS2
JACKSON LARRY S ENG1
JACKSON LOIS P GRAD
JACKSON MALLIE BELLE BUS3
JACKSON MARGARET A ENG1
JACKSON MARIANNE LAW2
JACKSON MARK E LAW1
JACKSON MARK SENNETT GRAD
JACKSON MARY M FAA4
JACKSON MELODY LYNN GRAD
JACKSON MELVIN LOUIS COM4
JACKSON MICHAEL BURN FAA4
JACKSON MICHAEL K LAS1
JACKSON PATTI L AGR1
JACKSON PAUL WYATT GRAD
JACKSON PHYLLIS V LAS1
JACKSON RANDALL JAN COM4
JACKSON RICHARD A LAS3
JACKSON RICHARD P GRAD
JACKSON RODGER BRUCE GRAD
JACKSON ROSCOE G II GRAD
JACKSON RUTH LYNN GRAD
JACKSON SALLY A LAS2
JACKSON SHARON HOLT LAS4
JACKSON THOMAS E LAS1
JACKSON THOMAS E ENG1
JACKSON THOMAS L AGR3
JACKSON THOMAS V LAS4
JACKSON TRUMAN H GRAD
JACKSON VINEST D GRAD
JACKSON WILLIAM B JR BUS4
JACKSON WILLIE B LAS2
JACOB PAMELA E LAS1
JACOB PAUL DAVID PE 4
JACOBI NEAL H LAS2
JACOBS AARON J LAS3
JACOBS ALEXANOER M FAA2
JACOBS ALISON LAS3
JACOBS CHARLES A AGR1
JACOBS CURTIS S LAS1
JACOBS DEBRA L ED 4
JACOBS DONALD R ENG2
JACOBS EDWARD P BUSl
JACOBS ELLEN GRAD
JACOBS ELMER LOWELL GRAD
JACOBS FRANK CHARLES GRAD
JACOBS JAMES E AGR3
JACOBS JOHN R BUS3
JACOBS MARCEE L LAS1
JACOBS MARY K COM4
JACOBS PATRICIA A GRAD
JACOBS ROBERT STUART GRAD
JACOBS VINCENT E LAS3
JACOBS WILLIAM P BUS3
JACOBSEN CARL L LAS2
JACOBSEN DENNIS J LAW3
JACOBSEN DENNIS R GRAD
JACOBSON CHERYL A FAA9
JACOBSON DEBRA L ED 1
JACOBSON JACK M LAS1
JACOBSON JOANNE LAS2
JACOBSON LORETTA J LAS4
JACOBSON MARION D LAS3
JACOBSON MARTHA A FAA1
JACOBSON PAUL G LAS4
JACOBSON SHELLFY A LAS2
JACOBSON SUSAN A FAA3
JACOBUS CHARLES J ENG3
JACOUES JOHN DONALD ENG4
JACQUES VIRGUS D LAS2
JAECKLEIN FREDERICK GRAD
JAEGER DAVID THOMAS GRAD
JAFGER FREDERIC W ENG4
JAEGER PHILIP L LAW2
URH ALLEN 296 U
903 S MATTIS 4 C
1405 MITTENDOPF C
508 E WHITE C
55 E HEALEY 201 C
TAYLORVILLE ILL
URH DANIELS 97 U
URH LAR 228 U
807 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 704 U
109 E MUMFORD U
URH SHERMAN 859 C
URH TOWNSEND 165 U
URH BLAISDELL 206 U
1101 S MATTIS 1-6 C
807 W OREGON U
807 S LOCUST C
URH BLAISDELL 126 U
CHARLESTON ILL
1950 ORCH U
56 E DANIEL 4 C
604 E ARMORY 132 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
612 ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 424 U
202 1/2 S FAIR C
URH ALLEN 324 U
URH GARNER 442 C
912 S CRESCENT C
910 S 3RD C
102 GROSSBACH U
409 E CHALMRS 707 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
307 S PRAIRIE 9 C
712 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 246 C
URH SAUNDERS 308 U
814 E OAKLAND 102 U
URH ALLEN U
58 E ARMORY C
911 S 4TH C
URH FLAGG C
2201 ORCH ST 303 U
308 S ELM C
1001 E COLORADO U
55 E HEALEY 201 C
2007 CRESCENT C
URH SNYDER 423 C
URH SNYDER 174 C
804 W OREGON U
1007 S 3RD C
BEMIDJI MINN
URH DANIELS 499 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH CARR 420 U
URH TRELEASE 422 U
703 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 306 C
1001 E COLORADO 35 U
URH BABCOCK 110 U
1104 W NEVAOA U
URH FORBES 109 C
URH TOWNSEND 237 U
1107 W GREEN 124 U
URH HOPKINS 316 C
URH FORBES 338 C
309 E HEALEY 16 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
404 W HIGH 7 U
URH FORBES 109 C
311 E DANIEL C
47 E CHALMERS C
1002 BURKWOOD U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
707 S 6TH 412 C
410 S BUSEY U
URH BABCOCK 310 U
506 E WHITE 5 C
205 S WRIGHT C
2107 HAZWD OR 301 U
805 BALBOA C
URH HOPKINS 464 C
URH OGLESBY 1006 U
URH EVANS 207 U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
URH WARDALL 917 U
URH SCOTT 420 C
501 S RACE U
904 S 3RD C
706 S 2ND C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
508 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 243 C
URH DANIELS 355 U
706 W GREEN U
3C2 W ELLS C

























































2308 18TH ST A
6009 E INDIANA AV
5613 LANSDOWNE AV
5610 S WELLS
55 E HEALEY 2C1
519 E VINE





1415 W 2ND ST
235 GLENWOOD AV
3C25 W 19TH ST
1101 S MATTIS 1-6
97 ELDER ST
FRIENDSHIP COPSE





IS 561 MARSHALL RD
5825 W 90TH PL
11903 SMOKETREE RD
202 1/2 S FAIR
^14 N SHIPMAN
14C6 ELGIN AV




900 S 5TH ST
1219 S 16TH
BOX 292
6739 S LANGLEY AV
BOX 727
814 E OAKLAND





















3750 N LAKE SHORE
15429 DOBSON
RR 3 BOX 58
1501 W DEMETER DR





404 W HIGH 7



















534 W STRATFORD PL
200 SUMMERFIELD RD
126 N STOUGH








































































































JAEGER VICTORIA L PE 2
JAESCHKE FRANK E BUS3
JAFFE ALVIN NORMAN LAW2
JAFFE ANDREW STEVEN BUS3
JAFFE AUSTIN J BUS2
JAFFE LINDA J LAS1
JAFFE STEVEN H BUS3
JAGMIN LAWRENCE E LAS4
JAHANI MOHAMMAD GRAD
JAHIEL JESSICA LAS3
JAHN LAWRENCE E PE 3
JAHNKE RICHARD A ENG1
JAIN JAIN SWARUP GRAD
JAIN KANTILAL GRAD
JAIN MARY ANNE FAA4
JAKE JANICE L LAS1
JAKES DOLORES R LAS2
*JAKLE CYNTHIA A ED 3
JAKOSA RICHARD NEAL PE 4
JAKOWSKY RICHARD H ENG3
JAKSE NANCY E ENG2
JAKUBCIN ROBERT LEE LAS3
JAKUBEK MARTIN M BUS2
*JAKUBIK JEROME W LAW3
JAKUBOWSKI STEPHAN R LAS1
JAKUPCAK JOSEPH M LAS4
JAKUPCAK KENNETH A BUS2
JAKUPCAK MICHAEL JR GRAD
JAMBOR BRUNO JEAN GRAD
JAMERSON PAUL D ENG2
JAMES CHRYSANTHEMUM ED 1
JAMES DARWIN WILEY GRAD
JAMES DELORES Y LAS1
JAMES GARY D LAS1
JAMES GREGORY ROBERT LAS3
JAMES HARDIN T JR LAS3
JAMES HUSTON D JR PE 1
JAMES MARK S BUS1
JAMES MINDY C LAS1
JAMES RAYMOND SAMUEL GRAD
JAMES RICHARD A AGR2
JAMES ROBERT B BUS4
JAMES ROBERT L LAS3
JAMES ROBERT MILFORD GRAD
JAMES THOMAS C BUS2
JAMESON DAPHNE LOEW GRAD
JAMESON DAVID M GRAD
JAMESON EDWARD M ENG1
JAMESON GARY J FAA4
JAMESON WALTER GENE BUS4
JAMIESON MICHAEL W GRAD
JAMIESON ROBERT B BUS*
JAMISON GWENDOLYN A LAS1
JAMISON JAMES BYRON GRAD
JAMISON MARION M GRAD
JAMNEJAD DAILAMI V GRAD
JAMROK ROSE A FAA4
JANCO HOWARD L LAW2
JANCZAK RICHARD T ENG4
JANCZAREK KATHERINE GRAD
JANDA LUDWICK G VM 1
JANOESKA GERRY D ENG4
JANECEK JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
JANERETTE HOPE E ED 4
JANES ANN L LAS4
JANES ELIZABETH A LAS4
JANES JOHN R JR LAS2
JANES RANDALL LEWIS PE 3
JANEVICIUS RAYMOND V LAS1
JANICKI TERENCE GRAD
JANIK MARY E PE 3
JANIS PAULA J LAS3
JANISKEE ROBERT LEO GRAD
JANJIGIAN SONA GRAD
JANKAUER MARLA S PE 1
JANKAUSKIS JOSEPH J LAS2
JANKE MARK C ENG4
JANKOUSKY ALICE K LAS1
JANKOUSKY EVELYN A FAA4
JANKOWSKI CHESTER F ENG3
JANKOWSKI MICHAEL A GRAD
JANKOWSKI VICKY L LAS1
JANKOWSKI WALTER E LAS3
JANN GREGORY J LAS1
JANNOTTA DANIEL J LAS2
JANORIA MAHESH P GRAD
JANOSIK RICHARD B LAS2
JANOSKO ANDREA L AGR1
JANOTA NEIL E LAS1
JANOV RICKY ELLIOT LAW2
JANOVETZ GLORIA BETH AGR2
JANOWSKI JEAN M LAS2
JANSEN ALEXANDER R GRAD
JANSEN BERNARD JAN FAA4
JANSEN JAKE H LAS1
JANSEN JAMES H LAS2
JANSEN KATE CARUS FAA4
309 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 121 U
910 S 3RD C
WILMETTE ILL
1013 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 111 U
URH OGLESBY 701 U
603 S BUSEY U
408 E STOUGHTON C
608 S STATE 11 C
905 COLORADO 47 U
410 E JOHN U
1950 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 314 U
404 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH HOPKINS 495 C
URH LAR 183 U
1105 BRIGHTON U
1400 W WASHINGTON C
211 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1126 U
806 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 371 C
906 1/2 S VINE 302 U
URH FORBES 400 C
604 E ARMORY 344 C
604 E ARMORY 402 C
802 S LOCUST 5 C
1904 COUNTRY SOI U
URH SCOTT 258 C
URH WARDALL 507 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 404 C
URH GARNER 412 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1002 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 516 U
URH OGLESBY 303 U
URH LAR 104 U
CHICAGO ILL
1111 S 2ND C
1600 W BRADLEY 110 C
504 E UNIVERSITY C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
1101 W PENN U
2031 B ORCH ST U
2031 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
1008 W UNIVERSITY U
MAHOMET ILL
806 W OREGON C
410 W STANAGE C
URH ALLEN U
801 W HILL 1 C
KANKAKEE ILL
URH DANIELS 516 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
910 S 3RD C
1009 W MAIN 12 U
1410 N MCKINLEY 7 C
312 FAIRLAWN U
URH TOWNSEND 310 U
URH DANIELS 98 U
608 S STATE 5 C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
802 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 404 U
904 S WABASH U
URH TOWNSEND 320 U
505 E CLARK 26 C
URH SCOTT 491 C
1202 W NEVADA U
2420 E WASHINGTON U
URH DANIELS 375 U
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
URH GARNER 206 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH BUSEY 328 U
58 E ARMORY 12 C
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
URH SHERMAN 546 C
URH TRELEASE 521 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 319 C
1004 S 1ST C
1836 B ORCH PL U
1109 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 438 U
URH HOPKINS 338 C
800 S MATTIS C
3311 KIMBERLY C
802 W OREGON 25 U
2104 W WHITE 100 C
65 TWIN ORCHARD U
RR 1 U
URH SCOTT 464 C





























































9175 N PICTURE RDG
1935 SCHILLER
4-75 S PERKINS RD
520 KAREY
943 ELDER RD






1C8 N GROVE ST
KANOONGOYAN ST
12C MT CLOTH MRKT




79 S 51ST AV




906 1/2 S VINE 3C2
5218 S NORDICA AV
STRICKER CTS
STRICKER COURTS






421 S 13TH ST









1501 OLD MILL RD
1302 E VERNON
3231 RIVERVIEW F
2031 B ORCH ST
5425 N ST LOUIS AV




1708 E 86TH PL
801 W HILL 1
131 E OLIVET
SHAHABAO
11250 W 79TH ST




























1836 B ORCH PL
18636 ASHLAND AV

























































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
EVANSTON ILL

















JANSEN VIRGIL W GRAD
JANSKY STEVEN C AGR1
JANSSEN JOHN A AGR1
JANSSEN PAMELA S AGR3
JANSSEN RACHEL L AGR3
JANUS MARK E ENG3
JANU7IK GALE A LAS3
JARA GEDLU GRAO
JARBOE JACOUELYN C LAS3
JARBOE ROBERT E GRAD
JARGELLA DAVID H ENG1
JARMAN PRISCILLA S LAS2
JARNHOLM ARNE R ENG3
JAROCKI JAMES L LAS1
*JAROSCH LYNELL PLAS LAS4
JAROSEMICH STEVEN A LAS3
JAROSZ SHARON H AGR2
JARRELL KATHERINE LY AGR4
JARRELL RONALD G LAS4
JARRY ROGER ANTHONY AGR3
JARUDECHAR SUEBSAK GRAD
JARVI ESA T LAS1
JARVIS ALAN JOSEPH LAW3
JARVIS LARRY M ENG4
JARVIS PATRICIA M GRAD
*JARVIS RICHARD W BUS3
JASINSKI CAROL A FAA3
JASMICK ADAM W LAS4
JASON GARY JAMES GRAD
JASON THOMAS W ENG4
JASPER JERRY G LAS3
JASPER ROBERT LAS1
JASPER RUDY H F LAS4
JASPER STEVEN P LAS2
JASTRAM MICHAEL G ENG1
JASTROW WILLIAM T FAA2
JAUHOLA BARBARA E LAS4
JAUHOLA CHRISTINE A LAS3
JAUHOLA SUSAN C FAA1
JAUREGUI TOPETE LUIS GRAD
JAVAHERIAN SARA LAW2
JAVID SHABON H ENG3
JAVUREK CLAYTON G COM3
JAVUREK JEFFREY JAY LAS4
JAWOREK MICHAEL A LAS2
JAWORSKI LAWRENCE P ENG4
JAY WILLIAM E AGR3
JAYARAMAMURTHY S N GRAD
JAYCOX JOHN D ENG2
JAYCOX KATHLEEN M GRAD
JAYNE LINDA L LAS2
JAYNES GERALD DAVID GRAD
JEBENS DAVID P AGR1
JECKEL LAWRENCE L LAS3
JECKEL MARY D AGR1
JEDD STEVEN J FAA2
JEE DANIEL P BUS3
JEFFERIES TODD G FAA1
JEFFERY DANIEL M LAS3
JEFFREY SCOTT L ENG1
JEFFRIES ROSYLAND L LAS1
*JELEN HENRY GRAD
JELM STEVEN D ENG1
JEMISON CHARLES F FAA1
JEN KEN S ENG2
JEN TSUN-TAI GRAD
JENCO JOHN M AGR1
JENIK ROBERT A LAS2
JENISIO STEVEN LEE AVI9
JENKINS EDWARD S BUS1
JENKINS JERRY LEE LAS3
JENKINS JOSEPH J LAS2
JENKINS LEWIS ENG2
JENKINS MICHAEL OWEN GRAD
JENKINS RHONDA S LAS3
JENKINS STUART E GRAD
JENKINS THOMAS E ENG2
JENKINS WALTER M JR FAA1
JENKINSON HAROLD L GRAD
JENKINSON ROY THOMAS GRAD
JENNE ROBERT C L/TS4
JENNFR PAUL W LAS1
JENNETTEN ROBERT H LAW3
JENNINGS ERNEST R JR GRAD
JENNINGS GARRICK P ENG1
JENNINGS JERRY W BUS3
JENNINGS KENNETH M GRAD
JENNINGS LEE R AGR2
JENNINGS MARK E ENG3
JENNINGS MARY A LAS1
JENNINGS MARY ELLEN GRAD
JENNINGS MICHAEL L ENG3
JENNINGS PAUL A GRAD
JENNINGS RICHARD T BUS3
JENNINGS TERESE L FAA2
JENO MARY ELLEN LAS3
JENSEN DAVID M BUS2
5C9 E STOUGHTON C
URH SNYDER 389 C
58 E GREGORY C
216 E GREGORY 103 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 227 U
105 E GREEN 13 C
URH SHERMAN C
207 E JOHN C
2118 ORCH ST 202 U
URH CARR 211 U
URH TRELEASE 602 U
409 W OREGON U
211 E ARMORY C
SADORUS ILL
703 E COLORADO 201 U
907 S 3RD C
1404 S LINCOLN U
112 E GREEN C
511 E WHITE C
1012 S 1ST ST RD 5 C
URH BARTON 4 C
URH SHERMAN 1255 C
209 E ARMORY C
608 BREEN C
907 S 2ND C
1004 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 216 C
URH SHERMAN 666 C
307 HEALEY 10 C
URH TOWNSENO 322 U
URH HOPKINS 232 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 285 U
URH WESTON 212 C
URH TOWNSEND 321 U
609 W MAIN 31 U
URH EVANS 235 U
URH EVANS 225 U
URH SHERMAN 651 C
URH SHERMAN 422 C
101 W HILL 1 C
901 S 2ND C
901 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 111 C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U
DCL 204 U
1902 AUGUSTA C
URH SHERMAN 428 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH CARR 310 U
209 E ARMORY C
1005 S WRIGHT C
806 W MAIN U
1305 SILVER 3 U
URH SNYDER 314 C
506 W CLARK C
URH WESTON 106 C
URH EVANS 337 U
2205 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH SNYDER 341 C
URH CARR 15 U
URH SNYDER 222 C
URH DANIELS 388 U
611 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 373 U
SAVOY ILL
URH FORBES 213 C
1807 C ORCH PL U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 442 C
208 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
1111 W CHARLES C
URH ALLEN 465 U
URH BARTON 403 C
1201 E FLORIDA 23 U
NORTHFIELD ILL
URH OGLESBY 708 U
URH BARTON 326 C
3217 KIRBY C
602 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 120 C
205 E ARMORY C
1002 N JAMES C
URH CARR 9 U
URH OGLESBY 626 U
URH LAR 216 U
URH SHERMAN 316 C
URH TOWNSEND U
606 W OHIO U
1010 W DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 210 C
306 N MATHEWS U





































































2258 S 1ST AV
1135 W JEFFERY ST
1417 BUCKTHORN
1507 E MINER ST
RR 1






322 E 170TH PL





435 S MITCHELL AV
1810 RIDGEVIEW DR
161 PARK PLAZA
3030 S CHANUTE ST
907 S 2ND




913 S 5TH ST





609 W MAIN 31




101 W HILL 1
4104 S CLINTON


















2205 HAZWD DR 102
110 COOK CT
11243 S HERMOSA
202 W CERMAK RD












ROUTE 2 BOX 8
1517 S RIVER RD
62 HIBBARD RD



















































































































JENSEN DONALD P ENG1
*JENSEN GEORGIA K GRAD
JENSEN GERALD M ENG4
JENSEN JOHN R LAS4
JENSEN JOHN WAYNE ENG4
JENSEN JULIE ANNE GRAD
JENSEN KAREN LYNNE GRAD
JENSEN KENNETH EDWIN ENG3
JENSEN KIRK B LAS2
JENSEN LINDA S LAS3
JENSEN RICHARD S GRAD
JENSEN SCOTT E ENG1
JENSEN SCOTT R FAA2
JENSEN SUSAN H LAS4
JENSEN TERRY C ENG4
JEPPSON JANET L ED 1
JEPSEN ALAN M ENG2
JER MARTIN M GRAD
JERABEK JAMES S AGR4
JERABEK ROSS W LAS1
JERCH DONALD K ENG3
JERCH RICHARD A ENG3
JERIES NAHEEL GRAD
JERINA MICHAEL T FAA3
JERMAL LYNN M FAA1
JEROME JEROME S GRAD
JERRELL THOMAS A JR LAS3
JESCHAWITZ DIANE L ED 4
JESCHKE JOHN LESLIE GRAD
JESCHKE PAUL R AGR
1
JESKE KENNETH LLOYD LAS4
JESKE MARC R LAS2
JESKE STEVEN L LAS1
JESKE SUSAN E LAS2
JESKE THOMAS E BUS4
JESPERSEN DAVID NILS BUS4
JESSE BARRY W AGR1
JESSE CHARLES E BUS3
JESSEE DONALD LEE GRAD
JESSEL ROBERT ALFRED GRAD
JESSEN BARBARA G GRAD
JESSOP JUDITH MORSE AGR5
JETT BRYAN THOMAS GRAD
JETT RICHARD B LAS2
JETTON MERLIN F LAS4
*JEURISSEN THEODORE M LAS3
JEZEK KENNETH C LAS3
JILEK ANITA G LAS3
JILEK SANDRA K ED 1
JIMENEZ-SANCHEZ R L GRAD
JIMISON WALTER L ENG4
JIRKOVSKY ALAN G GRAD
JOANNIDES EVANGELINE LAS3
JOBARIS RONALD W LAS2
JOCHEM ALLEN L ENG4
JOE TERESA I LAS2
JOELLENBECK RICK R LAS1
JOERGENS RENEE S LAS4
JOGDEO CHITA JOAG GRAD
JOHANNSEN THOMAS M AVI2
JOHANSEN LANSING K GRAD
JOHANSEN SHERI P ED 3
JOHANSEN STENFORD K FAA2
JOHN ANDREW GRAD
JOHNDRO ROGER IVAN AGR3
JOHNS BERNARD JOSEPH GRAD
JOHNS GREGORY A LAS2
JOHNS IRA D BUS3
JOHNS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
JOHNS MARY ANN GRAD
JOHNS PAUL E BUS2
JOHNS RICHARD A JR FAA1
JOHNS STEPHANIE A LAS4
JOHNSEN CARL BRADLEY ED 4
JOHNSEN DAVID R BUS2
JOHNSEN LAWRENCE F ENG3
JOHNSEN LAWRENCE GRAD
JOHNSEN STEPHEN F GRAD
JOHNSEN TERRENCE GRAD
JOHNSON ADELE MARIE GRAD
JOHNSON ALAN G FAA3
JOHNSON ALLAN H LAS3
JOHNSON ALLAN P ENG4
JOHNSON ALPHONSO JR GRAD
JOHNSON ANITA L FAA3
JOHNSON ANITA LOUISE LAS2
JOHNSON ANNIE L ED 2
JOHNSON ARGIE EUGENE LAS1
JOHNSON BARBARA E GRAD
JOHNSON BARBARA L LAS1
JOHNSON BARBARA L ED 4
JOHNSON BERNADINE LAS2
JOHNSON BETH S ED 3
JOHNSON BETTY J LAS4
JOHNSON BRIAN P LAS3
JOHNSON BRIDGET M AGR2
JOHNSON BRUCE A ENG3
URH WESTON 362 C
1 MCDONALD CT C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
1105 S 4TH C
1-A HILL STREET CT U
203 1/2 W ELM U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FISHER ILL
URH ALLEN 365 U
URH WARDALL 713 U
1 MCDONALD CT C
URH SCOTT 341 C
102 E CHALMERS C
108 S GREGORY U
URH SNYDER 289 C
URH WARDALL 213 U
604 E ARMORY 308 C
404 E DANIEL C
604 N MAPLE 11 U
URH ALLEN 32 U
209 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C
704 W ILLINOIS U
URH NOBLE 421 C
URH ALLEN 115 U
URH SHERMAN 747 C
606 W OHIO U
710 W OHIO U
2C18 FLETCHER 22 U
508 E SPNGFLD C
1111 1/2 S 3RD 101 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 288 C
URH TRELEASE 720 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1005 W OREGON U
311 E ARMORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
MILFORD ILL
208 1/2 N NEIL C
1412 WINDING LN C
502 E WASHINGTON U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WESTON 306 C
112 E JOHN C
2200 PERKINS RD 5 U
URH TOWNSEND 319 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 807 U
2101 HAZWD DR U
806 W OHIO U
703 E COLORADO 10 5 U
URH VANDOREN 118 C
605 S RANDOLPH C
604 E ARMORY 340 C
URH WARDALL 503 U
URH OGLESBY 4C4 U
605 S COLER U
402 W NEVADA U
713 S 6TH 202 C
1912 KENNETH U
611 E DANIEL C
202 W IOWA U
212 E JOHN 6 C
1007 W COLUMBIA C
NANTICOKE PA
URH HOPKINS 394 C
CHICAGO ILL
801 S WRIGHT C
106 E GREEN C
URH CARR 421 U
807 S BUSEY U
106 E HEALEY 6 C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 139 U
URH ALLEN 459 U
URH DANIELS 99 U
BELTSVILLE MD
URH DANIELS 99 U
300 S GOODWIN 609 U
MAIN 34 U
1004 S 2N0 C
1108 1/2 E MICHIGN U
209 1/2 EDGEBROOK C
503 W WASHINGTON U
URH DELTA HSE 2 U
URH EVANS 140 U
URH SNYDER 424 C
1111 E MICHIGAN U
URH HOPKINS 413 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
URH GARNER 361 C
URH SCOTT 204 C
URH WARDALL 511 U
411 E GREEN C
URH CLARK 322 C
































































































40 OAK RIDGE DR
1120 CALISTA ST
1114 S 23RD AV
1114 S 23RD AV
1005 W OREGON
RR 1
4918 N KILDARE AV
BOX 166





2076 N 19TH ST




2101 HAZWD DR 303
1=557 S HARLAN ST

















TWIN ORCH MBL PK 5
236 PICK AV







2020 N MATTIS 102
15 WILSON CT







714 W 58TH ST
1627 KANSAS AV
2318 VARDON LN










































































































JOHNSON BRUCE HOLLEY GRAD 306 N HARVEY U 367-7529
JOHNSON BRUCE P BUS3 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
JOHNSON BRUCE R AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 8 u 322-3441
JOHNSON BRUCE W LAS4 609 W MAIN 23 u
JOHNSON CANDICE A LAS4 312 E DANIEL c 344-0671
JOHNSON CARL E LAS3 1008 W NEVADA U 358-5874
JOHNSON CATHY J LAS1 URH LAR 133 u 332-2833
JOHNSON CHARLES T GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 401 u 344-608 5
JOHNSON CHARLES W GRAD 804 W GREEN u 367-6354
JOHNSON CHRISTINA K ED 3 URH EVANS 308 U
JOHNSON CHRISTINA M LAS4 902 S LINCOLN 206 u 344-3114
JOHNSON CHRISTINE A LAS2 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0425
JOHNSON CHRISTINE M LAS3 702 S MCCULLOUGH u 367-3176
JOHNSON CLAUDIA D GRAD 2009 A HAZWD CT u 367-7156
JOHNSON COALE R AGR1 1107 W PARK c 356-2156
JOHNSON COLUMBUS L LAS3 1012 1/2 W MAIN u
JOHNSON CRAIG M LAS1 URH FORBES 465 c 332-1131
JOHNSON CRAIG M BUS1 URH FORBES 362 c
JOHNSON CYNTHIA K LAS3 URH CLARK 323 c 332-0049
JOHNSON CYNTHIA M LAS1 URH VANDOREN 427 c 332-0558
JOHNSON DANIELLE P K GRAD 804 W INDIANA u 367-4749
JOHNSON DAVID A ENG1 URH WESTON 392 c 332-2048
JOHNSON DAVID BERT GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON c
JOHNSON DAVID EDWARD GRAD 122 HOLIDAY PARK c
JOHNSON DAVID H LAS4 808 W INDIANA u
JOHNSON DAVID JAPE GRAD 2110 W WHITE 148 c
JOHNSON DAVID L GRAD 1206 W MAIN u
JOHNSON DAVID L LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c
JOHNSON DAVID LEROY GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTON u 344-7353
JOHNSON DAVID M LAW1 609 W WHITE 1 c 359-9464
JOHNSON DAVID R LAW3 601 S BUSEY u 328-2150
JOHNSON DAVID S BUS4 URH CARR 216 u 332-3897
JOHNSON DEBBI L PE 1 URH TRELEASE 1116 u 332-5722
JOHNSON DEBORAH A ED 1 URH WARDALL 512 u 332-4392
JOHNSON DENNIS M LAS1 504 E CLARK c
JOHNSON DERRY LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 528 u
JOHNSON DIANE A FAA1 URH WARDALL 1216 u 332-4564
JOHNSON DIANE K ED 2 URH LUNDGREN 125 c
JOHNSON DIANE R FAA3 1009 S 2ND c
JOHNSON DONALD E BUS1 URH BABCOCK 330 u
JOHNSON DONALD OTTO GRAD 1803 VALLEY RD c 359-4595
JOHNSON DONALD RAY GRAD 1010 E COLORADO u 367-3672
JOHNSON DONNA L LAS3 802 W OREGON u 344-1630
JOHNSON DOREEN N LAW1 1203 REDWOOD c 356-8799
JOHNSON DOROTHY A LAS1 508 E WHITE 9 c
JOHNSON DOUGLAS H LAS2 URH WESTON 315 c 332-1992
JOHNSON DOUGLAS R AGR3 1009 S OAK c 356-0005
JOHNSON EDWIN HENRY GRAD URH SHERMAN 417 c 332-4722
JOHNSON ELDEN R GRAD 409 E GREEN c
JOHNSON ELIJAH GRAD 507 E CLARK 16 c
JOHNSON ELIZABETH M LAS2 URH WARDALL 403 u 332-4359
JOHNSON ELLEN C LAS2 URH WARDALL 326 u 332-4357
JOHNSON ELLEN KINNEY GRAD 402 HESSEL c 356-9366
JOHNSON ERIC FOSTER GRAD 1904 MEADOW c
JOHNSON ERIC KAI LAS4 1101 W PENN u 344-973 5
JOHNSON ERIC R LAS1 URH ALLEN 39 u 332-3110
JOHNSON ERNEST M GRAD 1404 WESTFIELD c
JOHNSON ESTHER R LAS1 URH HOPKINS 496 c
JOHNSON EUGENE E BUS3 URH FORBES 278 c 332-1002
JOHNSON GARY B ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 107 u 332-3989
JOHNSON GARY J AGR3 URH CARR 223 u 332-3904
JOHNSON GARY K FAA4 PARK RIDGE ILL
JOHNSON GEORGE D LAS4 111 S BUSEY 1 u
JOHNSON GEORGE W GRAD A-2500 BADEN AUST
JOHNSON GILBERT BUS3 URH HOPKINS 206 c 332-1189
JOHNSON GLENN ROBERT ENG4 402 N DRAPER c
JOHNSON GLORIA J LAS4 912 W CHURCH c 352-6567
JOHNSON GREGORY A FAA3 706 W ELM u 367-9909
JOHNSON GREGORY R LAS3 805 PARK u 367-8152
JOHNSON GUY HENRY GRAD 505 S RANDOLPH c
JOHNSON HENRY E FAA4 1010 W SPNGFLD u 367-2740
JOHNSON HOWARD J JR GRAD 1205 W MAIN 3 u 344-1305
JOHNSON I ZONA ED 2 URH WARDALL 602 u 332-4406
JOHNSON JACK N LAS1 URH FAR u
JOHNSON JAMES A LAS3 URH CARR 124 u 332-3876
JOHNSON JAMES ALAN FAA1 URH WESTON 461 c 332-4297
JOHNSON JAMES F JR ENG1 URH SCOTT 467 c 332-1617
JOHNSON JAMES JOHN GRAD 1601 S LINDEN u 328-2469
JOHNSON JAMES M ENG1 URH FLAGG 407 c 332-0323
JOHNSON JAMES P LAS1 URH ALLEN 489 u 332-3414
JOHNSON JAMES ROBERT PE 1 URH HOPKINS 209 c
JOHNSON JANE C FAA3 URH WARDALL 1021 u 332-4521
JOHNSON JANICE I BUS1 URH WARDALL 1221 u
JOHNSON JANIS A LAS3 802 W OREGON u
JOHNSON JARED LOGAN GRAO URH DANIELS 523 u
JOHNSON JAY D LAS3 401 E DANIEL c 344-1261
JOHNSON JAY W GRAD 2805 CLIFTON u 344-5825
JOHNSON JEAN A ED 4 URH BLAISDELL 309 u 332-3516
JOHNSON JEFFREY A LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 311 u 332-4120
JOHNSON JEFFREY K LAS3 204 E CLARK c 359-3065
JOHNSON JILL MARIE AGR4 1007 S 1ST ST RD c
JOHNSON JOANN ED 4 606 W WASHINGTON c 352-1053
JOHNSON JOE S FAA2 URH FORBES 420 c
JOHNSON JOHN D ENG2 URH TAFT 404 c 332-0655
JOHNSON JOHN F GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL
JOHNSON JOHN HENRY ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1110 u 332-5362











711 S 16TH ST
902 S LINCOLN 206
3845 PRAIRIE AV
120 S CUYLER AV
2009 A HAZWD CT
1107 W PARK










2110 W WHITE 148




48C1 N NORTH ST
275 FAIR ST













7642 S DANTE AV
RR 1
418 1/2 W 6TH ST
5420 BRUNSWICK
ROUTE 1 BOX 158
1622 GARDNER RD
5532 S SHORE 14D
402 HESSEL
3010 PRESCOTT DR














1280 S 8TH AV
2639 W 107 ST
BOX 387
1212 E ALAN AV
714 W 58TH ST
574 E 36 TH ST 201





6019 N SHERIDAN RD
941 14TH AV




6019 N SHERIDAN RD
2805 CLIFTON












































































































JOHNSON JOHN JR LAS1 210 E PARK C 356-9216
JOHNSON JOHN K AGR1 URH ALLEN 15 U
JOHNSON JOHN M JR LAS3 603 HIGH u 367-A635
JOHNSON JOHN W FAA2 URH SCOTT 332 C 332-152A
JOHNSON JON E ENG1 URH FORBES 3A6 c 332-10A8
JOHNSON JOSEPH G LASA 102 E ARMORY c
JOHNSON JUDITH A FAA3 908 S 1ST c
JOHNSON JUDITH FORD PE 4 1600 W BRADLEY 205 c 359-77AA
JOHNSON JUDITH ROYCE GRAD 8 SALEM RD u 367-2778
JOHNSON JUDY A LAS1 URH ALLEN 126 u 33Z-3132
JOHNSON KAREN D PE 2 1106 LINCOLN u
JOHNSON KAREN R FAA2 802 W OREGON 25 u 3AA-8119
•JOHNSON KATHLEEN C GRAD STA A BOX 2872 c 3AA-37A7
JOHNSON KEITH R ENGA 509 BASH CT c
JOHNSON KENNETH LAS2 211 E JOHN c
JOHNSON KIM DOUGLAS GRAD 606 W OHIO u 3AA-58 12
JOHNSON KRISTEEN C LAS2 902 S 2ND c 3AA-21A5
JOHNSON KRISTIN DORE FAA2 2110 ZUPPKE u 367-3236
JOHNSON LANE A LASl URH WARDALL 213 u 332-A321
JOHNSON LARRY C BUS3 100A S 3RD c
JOHNSON LARRY F BUSA 1A02 MCKINLEY 6 c
JOHNSON LARRY G BUSA 1213 S 1ST 101 c
JOHNSON LAURENCE F LAW2 2210 RAINBOW VIEW u 367-1220
JOHNSON LEONARD K ENG2 A02 E DANIEL c 3AA-1056
JOHNSON LEONARD R LAS3 URH WESTON 295 c 332-1980
JOHNSON LESLIE S LAS3 URH CLARK 207 c 332-0011
JOHNSON LINDA A PE 1 URH LAR 228 u 332-2861
JOHNSON LINDA BANKS FAA3 260A S ANDERSON u 34A-77AA
JOHNSON LINDA J ED 3 URH TRELEASE 929 u 332-5675
JOHNSON LINWOOD J GRAD URH DANIELS 93 u
JOHNSON LOUIS I AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 231 u 332-3507
JOHNSON MARGARET J LASl URH LAR 335 u
JOHNSON MARGARET R LAS2 URH EVANS 303 u 332-2730
JOHNSON MARGO A AGRA ST JOSEPH ILL
JOHNSON MARJEAN K LAS3 802 W OREGON u
JOHNSON MARK A LAS2 URH FORBES 372 c 332-1067
JOHNSON MARK E LASl 60A E ARMORY c
JOHNSON MARTIN H FAAA A08 E GREEN c
JOHNSON MARTIN J GRAD 709 W ILLINOIS u 3A4-0A09
JOHNSON MARVIN W GRAD URH DANIELS 223 u 332-2178
JOHNSON MARY ETTA GRAD SIBLEY ILL
JOHNSON MARY K LAS2 A12 E GREEN c 359-92 1A
JOHNSON MAURICE FAA1 URH OGLESBY 60A u
JOHNSON MAURICE LASl CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON MICHAEL LASl URH ALLEN 265 u
JOHNSON MICHAEL A ENG3 2602 SHERIDAN c 359-1A95
JOHNSON MICHAEL C FAAA 107 N BUSEY 3 u 328-1952
JOHNSON MICHAEL K ENGA 703 E COLORADO 308 u 367-652A
JOHNSON MICHAEL NEAL GRAD 82A OAKLAND 106 u
JOHNSON MICHAEL W BUS1 19A0 A ORCH ST u 3AA-37A7
JOHNSON NANCY A LAS3 1112 S 2ND c 3AA-030A
JOHNSON NANCY A BUSA 611 E DANIEL c 3AA-18A0
JOHNSON NANCY J AGR3 URH LUNDGREN 209 c 332-02A1
JOHNSON NANCY J LASl URH TRELEASE 216 u 332-5A51
JOHNSON NANCY REILLY GRAD 805 1/2 W PARK u 367-8152
JOHNSON NED CHARLES AGRA 706 W OHIO u 3AA-0676
JOHNSON PATRICIA A LAS3 120A S LINCOLN u 3AA-2007
JOHNSON PATRICIA A LAS3 URH SCOTT 323 c 332-1518
JOHNSON PAUL C AGR3 509 E STOUGHTON c 356-08A9
JOHNSON PHILIP M FAA1 1001 S WRIGHT c
JOHNSON PHILLIP W BUS3 1301 N WILLIS c 356-8652
JOHNSON PRENTIS L LAS2 URH BABCOCK 201 u 332-37A7
JOHNSON R L BUS1 URH SCOTT 3A5 c
JOHNSON RALPH JAY GRAD 501 W NEVADA u 365-20A0
JOHNSON RANDALL D BUS2 1110 S 2ND c 3AA-7222
JOHNSON RANDALL JOHN BUSA 703 GREGORY PL u 367-8680
JOHNSON RANDOLPH FAA3 URH SCOTT 2A1 c
JOHNSON RAYMOND E JR GRAD 506 E SPNGFLD 1 c 352-89A8
JOHNSON RAYMOND FRAN BUSA 1600 W BRADLEY 112 c 356-7131
JOHNSON RAYMOND PETE GRAD A02 HESSEL c 356-9366
JOHNSON REBECCA A PE 2 URH TRELEASE 506 u
JOHNSON REGINALD L ED A 309 S NEW c 359-6632
JOHNSON RICHARD A VM A 1111 E MICHIGAN u 3AA-A678
JOHNSON RICHARD H GRAD 307 W CLARK 303 c 359-9366
JOHNSON ROBERT A ENG1 URH ALLEN A5 u 332-3113
JOHNSON ROBERT C LAS3 60A E ARMORY 211 c 3AA-A127
JOHNSON ROBERT H BUS3 URH OGLESBY A01 u 332-5152
JOHNSON ROBERT L LASl URH WESTON 267 c
JOHNSON RONALD M AGR3 808 W MICHIGAN u 3AA-1C37
JOHNSON RONALD W BUS3 A01 E DANIEL c 3AA-1261
JOHNSON SAM FRASER GRAD 190 CUNNINGHAM u
JOHNSON SANDRA ROSE LAS2 703 S WALNUT u 3AA-165A
JOHNSON SARAH A AGR2 URH ALLEN AA8 u
JOHNSON SCOTT A ENG3 NORTHBROOK ILL
JOHNSON SHARON B LASl URH LAR A6A u 322-30A6
JOHNSON STEPHEN A ENG1 911 S ATH c
JOHNSON STEPHEN C LASA 309 E DANIEL c
JOHNSON STEPHEN P GRAD 121A THOMAS c 356-9A32
JOHNSON STEVEN H AGRA 905 E COLORADO 55 u 367-A511
JOHNSON STEVEN L ENG3 1203 REDWOOO c 356-8799
JOHNSON STEVEN LEE GRAD 703 S WALNUT u 3A&-165A
JOHNSON STEVEN R FAA3 A02 E ARMORY c 3AA-9713
JOHNSON STEVEN R ENG1 URH SNYDER A89 c 332-1872
JOHNSON STEVEN W AGRA 502 E HEALEY 209 c 359-5755
JOHNSON SUSAN A LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1118 u 332-5726
JOHNSON SUSAN M FAA3 509 1/2 E GREEN 3 c
JOHNSON SUZANNE FAAA 1205 1/2 W MAIN 30 u
21C E PARK
8195 W BRYN MAWR
1268 LINCOLN
1613 W GIFT
RR 3 BOX 219
133 E ATH
RR 3 BOX 219





STA A BOX 2872
39A2 FRANKLIN AV
18AA S KOMENSKY
6956 N OVERHILL AV
51A N PINE
2110 ZUPPKE











21A E CHERRY ST
PR 1 BOX 133
2506 DOVE ST










A39 E A8TH ST
112A W 62ND ST
2602 SHERIDAN
726 DUNDEE AV
703 E COLORADO 308
82A OAKLAND 106
19A0 A ORCH ST
6550 W 171ST ST
1118 9TH AV
RR 2 BOX A9
632 S HARVARD AV
805 1/2 W PARK
RR 1
T01 E STATE ST
A37 S ELMHURST RD
RR 2
1639 N 5TH ST
1301 N WILLIS






506 E SPNGFLD 1






112C E OLIVE ST
719 PARK AV



















302 N DWYER AV
32A TUPELO
CHAMPAIGN ILL

































































































JOHNSON TAMARA H ED 2
JOHNSON TAYLOR F LAW3
JOHNSON THEODORE R GRAD
JOHNSON THIRL DAVID GRAD
JOHNSON THOMAS A BUS4
JOHNSON THOMAS E AGR4
JOHNSON THOMAS HOEVE GRAD
JOHNSON THOMAS R FAA1
JOHNSON THOMAS W GRAD
JOHNSON TIMOTHY V LAW3
JOHNSON TOBY D FAA1
JOHNSON VALERIE A ED 4
JOHNSON VICKI A LAS1
JOHNSON VICKI A LAS2
JOHNSON WAYNE LEE GRAD
JOHNSON WAYNE R ENG1
JOHNSON WENDLINE A LAS2
JOHNSON WILLIAM B GRAD
JOHNSON WILLIAM C LAS4
JOHNSON WILLIAM FRAN LAS4
JOHNSON WILLIAM H AGR1
JOHNSON WILLIAM L FAA4
JOHNSON WILLIAM M AGR2
JOHNSON WILLIE S GRAD
JOHNSON WILLYS G GRAD
JOHNSTON BARBARA F COM4
JOHNSTON DAVID G FAA1
JOHNSTON ELIZABETH P LAS1
JOHNSTON JUNE L LAS1
JOHNSTON PAUL HENRY FAA4
JOHNSTON PAUL L LAW3
JOHNSTON RALPH ONEY GRAD
JOHNSTON RICHARD K LAS2
JOHNSTON RICHARD K PE 3
JOHNSTON ROBERT J COM3
JOHNSTON SARAH L LAS3
JOHNSTON STEVEN C LAS3
JOHNSTON SUSAN M LAS1
JOHNSTON WILLIAM L LAS4
JOHNSTON WILLIAM R LAS2
JOINER JEWELL LAS3
JOLLEY KIM C AGR2
JOLLIE MALCOLM R LAS2
JOLLIE SUSAN A LAS1
JONAS DAVID A BUS4
JONAS JOANNE LAS2
JONCICH DAVID MICHAE GRAD
JONCICH MARCY JONES GRAD
JONES ADRIAN F ED 4
JONES ALMUT GITTER GRAD
JONES ANDRE CRAIG LAS1
JONES ANDREW R ENG1
JONES ANEDRIA A ED 3
JONES ARNOLD PEARSON GRAD
JONES ARTHUR D JR LAS1
JONES AUSTIN GRAD
JONES BARBARA A ED 2
JONES BRENDA J ED 2
JONES BRENT R ED 3
JONES CAROLYN L N ED 4
JONES CHARLES H BUS4
JONES CHRISTOPHER A LAS1
JONES CLARENCE JAMES LAS2
JONES CRAIG DOUGLAS GRAD
JONES DANA E AGR2
JONES DANA RAY BUS4
JONFS DAVID A BUS1
JONES DAVID M ENG2
JONES DAVID P ENG3
JONES DEBORA S LAS3
JONES DEBORAH A ED 2
JONES DENNIS E VM 1
JONES DONALD J LAS3
JONES EDDIE J ED 4
JONES ELAINE M LAS1
JONES ERIC L FAA4
JONES ETHEL LOUISE GRAD
JONES GREGORY E ENG2
JONES HELEN RENEE GRAD
JONES HELLEN WIESER GRAD
JONES HUBERT W ENG3
JONES IRENE M GRAD
JONES JAKE A I II FAA4
JONES JAMES A FAA3
JONES JAMES H PE 4
JONES JAMES S AGR4
JONES JENNIFER D FAA1
JONES JESSICA L LAS1
JONES JEWEL A BUS1
JONES JOHN K BUS4
JONES JUDITH A PE 1
JONES JUDITH M ED 1
JONES KAREN L FAA4
JONES KATHERYNE PE 3
JONES KATHLEEN A LAS1
JONES KATHRYN LEE GRAD
JONES KATHRYN R LAS1
103 E DANIEL 9 C
105 E JOHN C
407 W WHITE 13 C
1704 HENRY C
307 E HEALEY 10 C
705 W CHURCH C
STEVENS POINT WIS
URH BABCOCK 225 U
1202 W UNIVERSITY C
1403 S GROVE U
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
URH LUNDGREN 403 C
URH ALLEN 417 U
URH TRELEASE 623 U
214 S DEWEY U
URH CARR 312 U
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
805 1/2 W PARK U
904 W CLARK U
URH OGLESBY 203 U
401 E DANIEL C
1113 S ARBOR 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 147 U
RANKIN ILL
505 E CLARK 11 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 311 C
URH ALLEN 325 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
313 E ARMORY C
709 HAWTHORNE U
711 RANDOLPH 2 C
URH TAFT 222 C
713 W OHIO U
406 BRIAR LN 6 C
509 S 5TH C
URH BLAISDELL 7 U
URH SCOTT 321 C
706 W GREEN 4 U
URH OGLESBY 1218 U
URH GARNER 356 C
URH WESTON 386 C
URH GARNER 420 C
URH BUSEY 319 U
9 CEDRIC U
URH BLAISDELL 426 U
807 W ILLINOIS 1 U
807 W ILLINOIS 1 U
606 RICHARDS LN C
804 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 528 U
URH FORBES 100 C
1112 S 2ND 204 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WESTON 267 C
CHARLESTON ILL
410 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 1004 U
URH SNYDER 358 C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3 U
42 CEDRIC U
911 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 961 C
URH BUSEY 332 U
URH ALLEN 361 U
409 E CHALMRS 802 C
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
EAST MOLINE ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
URH WARDALL 724 U
604 W WHITE C
1106 S 3RD C
603 S 5TH C
URH SCOTT HALL C
108 HOLIDAY PARK C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 371 C
301 E WHITE 8 C
URH SHERMAN 232 C
201 DEWEY U
506 W STOUGHTON 3 U
76 VERSAILLES FR
313 E ARMORY C
1014 HOLIDAY C
805 W OREGON U
URH LAR 488 U
URH LAR 336 U
URH SAUNDERS 307 U
1110 DAVIDSON C
URH SAUNDERS 118 U
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH TRELEASE 416 U
URH EVANS 109 U
URH SHERMAN 517 C














































































5.35 E 88TH PL
1280 S 8TH AV
309 W OREGON
219A S MAPLE AV
RR 1













406 BRIAR LN 6
401 E WAIN
550 S FAIRFIELD










807 W ILLINOIS 1
606 RICHARDS LN
804 U MAIN







1216 N BELL AV
2654 E 77TH ST





716 S FAIRVIEW AV
212 E NORTH ST
405 AVENUE C
1903 FLORENCE
204 N 20TH ST
1C16 1/2 N OAK
1631 ST LOUIS AV
614 N OTTOWA ST
1408 VERNON
1322 S HEATH AV
7600 S BLACKSTONE
108 HOLIDAY PARK
207 N ELM ST
5666 W 175TH ST
301 E WHITE 8
URH SHERMAN 232
BOX 43
506 W STOUGHTON 3
307 E CHERRY ST
1014 HOLIDAY
F.R 1
114 S EWING ST
502 DEVONSHIRE LN
5318 W VAN BUREN
1110 DAVIDSON PARK
935 N OAKLAND








































































































JONES KIMMEL C LAS1
JONES LARRY B LAS1
JONES LARRY M LAW1
JONES LEE A ED 3
*JONES LESLIE A GRAD
*JONES LINOA BERGER EO 4
JONES MARILYN E LAS4
*JONES MARION H LAS4
JONES MARK W AGR3
JONES MARY ANN GRAO
JONES MARY S FAA4
JONES MCKINLEY A GRAO
JONES MELISSA AT PE 2
JONES MICHAEL J LAS2
JONES MICHAEL LAW1
JONES NELSON R ENG1
JONES PAMELA S ED 2
JONES PATRICIA S COM4
JONES PAUL B ENG1
JONES PAULA E LAS2
JONES PEGGY A LAW1
JONES PHILIP ANDREW GRAD
JONES RICHARD D LAS3
JONES RICHARD L ENG3
JONES RICHARD M LAS2
JONES RICHARD W ED 1
JONES ROBERT ALAN GRAD
JONES ROBERT W I II LAW2
JONES RONALD ALAN GRAD
JONES RONALD S COM4
JONES RONALD VANCE GRAD
JONES ROY LAW3
JONES RUSSELL W BUS4
JONES SANDRA NORRIS GRAD
JONES SANDRA Y LAS1
JONES STANLEY LEIGH GRAD
JONES STEPHAN E LAS3
JONES STEPHEN BUS2
JONES T CHRISTOPHER LAS1
JONES TERRY W COM4
JONES THOMAS ABRAHAM PE 4
JONES THOMAS L JR LAS4
JONES THOMAS S AGR2
JONES VANESSA L LAS1
JONES VINCENT C GRAD
JONES VINCENT R FAA1
JONES WALTER LAW3
JONES WANDRA L FAA1
JONES WILLIAM H ENG4
JONES WILLIAM L ENG1
JONSSON TORBJORN S GRAD
JONTES DAVID R LAW3
JOORABCHI BAHMAN GRAD
JOOS MARALEE A LAS3
JORCZAK ROBERT LEE LAS4
JORDAN ANN DOWNEN LAS4
JORDAN AUGUSTUS W GRAD
JORDAN BENNIE J GRAD
JORDAN DALE HILL GRAD
JORDAN DEBRA L LAS1
JORDAN EDDIE JR PE 1
JORDAN GARY W LAS1
JORDAN HALLIE ADAMS GRAD
JORDAN JAMES M JR AGR3
JORDAN JANIS EVELYN GRAD
JORDAN KEVIN L LAS3
JORDAN LARRY ELBERT GRAD
JORDAN LINDA M FAA2
JORDAN MARGARET A COM4
JORDAN MATTHEW A LAS1
JORDAN MICHAEL GRAD
JORDAN MICHAEL C LAS2
JORDAN PAULINE ROSE GRAD
JORDAN SHARON A LAS3
JORDAN THOMAS BRUCE GRAD
JORDAN WILLIAM H FAA1
JORDANI DAVID A FAA6
JORDON SARAH M ED 3
JORGENSEN GEORGE NOR GRAD
JORGENSEN KENNETH A LAS3
JORGENSEN SHARON S LAS4
JORGESEN BRIAN D LAS4
JORIA GERARD J FAA1
JORSTAD SUSAN K LAS3
JOSEPH GARY M LAS2
JOSEPH JUDITH E FAA1
JOSEPH LINDA S LAS1
JOSEPH RAYMOND A GRAD
JOSEPHITES DANIEL W LAS4
JOSEPHSON DONNA L LAS2
JOSHI RAGINI ED 3
JOSHI SHRIDHAR B GRAD
JOSLYN NANCY M LAW2
JOST BEATRICE HEIDI LAS3
JOST DENNIS C BUS4
JOST FRANZ A BUS4
JOUSE WAYNE C ENG1
RR 2 C
1101 PENN U
605 S STATE C
606 RICHARDS LN C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3 U
42 CEDRIC U
802 S LOCUST 3 C
1804 C ORCH PL U
110 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 216 U
612 W ELM U
801 N RANDOLPH C
807 E WASHINGTON U
URH BABCOCK 411 U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TAFT 409 C
URH TRELEASE 724 U
502 W MAIN 224 U
306 E GREGORY C
URH WARDALL 824 U
711 W MAIN U
1006 E OREGON U
URH GARNER 328 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH GARNER 212 C
URH FORBES 302 C
URH SHERMAN C
303 W GREEN C
714 S RACE U
1112 S FOLEY C
511 W VINE C
2110 ORCH ST U
509 E CLARK C
2801 LAWNDALE C
URH FAR U
806 S MCCULLOUGH U
1605 VALLEY RD C
URH BLAISDELL 3 U
URH BARTON 302 C
710 W WESTERN U
504 E CLARK C
2118 ORCH ST 102 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH FAR U
121 N RACE 15 U
URH BLAISDELL 3 U
URH SNYDER 302 C
URH VANDOREN 112 C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 413 C
URH SHERMAN 553 C
1802 W WILLIAM C
OAK PARK ILL
URH BLAISDELL 415 U
601 S 4TH C
304 S JOHNSON U
111 S BUSEY U
612 E VINE C
206 W EUREKA C
URH WARDALL 218 U
612 E VINE C
1310 W UNIVERSITY U
URH SHERMAN 762 C
502 1/2 N CUNNGHAM U
103 1/2 S 3RD C
402 E ARMORY C
1700 W BRADLEY 23 C
1002 1/2 N CUNNGHM U
1010 S 2ND 202 C
409 E CHALMRS 802 C
103 E DANIEL 11 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
121 W PARK 20 U
URH CLARK 305 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH ALLEN 268 U
301 GREEN C
301 W BIRCH C
1514 E GRANDVIEW 4 C
713 W OHIO U
904 S LINCOLN U
2104 ORCH ST 102 U
URH TOWNSEND 338 U
URH GARNER 270 C
603 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 442 C
URH TRELEASE 306 U
ST THOMAS VI
1714 VALLEY RD C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 414 U
300 S GOODWIN 605 U
1005 S 6TH C
1109 W CHARLES C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
1109 W CHARLES C






























































906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
42 CEDRIC
802 S LOCUST 3




804 N 24TH ST
807 E WASHINGTON






































228 S AUSTIN BLVD
116 N ELM ST













1002 1/2 N CUNNGHM
361 SOUTH ST
111 DAWN AV
103 E DANIEL 11
136 WEDGEWOOD DR
338 E COURT ST
903 POLK ST
35 HEATHER HILLS
919 S BLAINE ST
301 H GREEN






15 S ADAMS ST
6204 N AVERS
7643 DAVIS ST








602 E 4TH ST
1109 W CHARLES



































































































JOY MARK MAJOR GRAD
JOYCE ANNA M LAS1
*JOYCE OENO J BUS2
JOYCE JAMES E AGR3
JOYCE JANET E ED 4
JOYNER JULIE A ED 2
JOZWIAK JOANN M LAS1
*JU EU-SHYONG GRAD
*JU SHIUE-JU CHIOU GRAD
JUAREZ ANTHONY J FAA1
*JUDD ARTHUR JOSEPH BUS3
*JUDD KAREN BUMGARNER AGR3
JUDD LAURIE M LAS2
JUDD MARK S ENG2
JUDSON DOUGLAS A LAS3
JUOSON KEITH G BUS4
JUDY CONNA E LAS4
JUELL MERRY K LAS3
JUENGER BRUCE E BUS2
*JUGO BURGUERA A GRAD
JUHASZ JOSEPH J ENG1
JUHLIN BRUCE D LAS1
JUHN CHRISTINA LAS2
JULE ROBERT W ENG2
JULIAN FRANK J JR BUS2
JULIANO DIANA J BUS1
JULIUS JOSEPH ROBERT GRAD
JULIUS STEVEN M LAS3
JUMP ROBERT K FAA2
JUNAS LAURA L ENG1
JUNCER ANN MCGRATH LAS4
*JUNCER DENNIS A COM4
JUNCK LARRY R LAS4
JUNDANIAN THOMAS H LAS2
JUNE LEE NOWFT GRAD
JUNG DENNIS WILLIAM GRAD
JUNG MICHAEL E ENG4
JUNG RICHARD W LAS1
*JUNG SUNG-KYU GRAD
JUNGERS JEFFRcY A LAS1
JUNGK RICHARD A FAA3
JUNGST MARILYN LEE GRAD
JUNGST RUDOLPH GUI GRAD
JUNKER GARY R AVI4
JUNKUS JOAN C LAS2
JUPIN DAVID W ENG2
JURASKA JANICE MARIE GRAD
JURASKA KATHLEEN M LAS2
JURCA JOHN T ENG4
*JUREK KENNETH J LAW2
JUREVICS MARY A LAS1
JURGENS CARL E LAS2
JURGENS SUSAN M LAS3
JURICH DALE RADE GRAD
JURKIEWICZ JOHN E BUS1
JURKIN GARY JAMES GRAD
JURY CAROLYN LAS2
JUST CHARLES L ENGl
JUST LAWRENCE E LAS2
JUSTICE JEFFRY A LAS3
JUSTICE LARRY D FAA1
JUSTICE ROBERT E JR LAS3
JUSTICE ROBIN R AGRl
JUSTISON THOMAS A AGP.2
JUSTUS MARGIE LAS2
*JUSZAK JERRY JAMES BUS4
JUSZAK KAREN SCHNITZ GRAD
KAAR DAVID R ENG4
KAAR STEVEN E ENG3
KAARE JOHN HANNES GRAD
KAATZ KEVIN D PE 2
KABERNA MARY A LAS4
KABLE HARRY G LAS4
*KABLEP ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
KACH JAMES ALLEN GRAD
KACHEL LILLIAN LAS1
KACHRU UPENDRA K GRAD
KACSH JUOITH E ED 3
KADEN ANDREA L LAS3
KADOW CAROL L I ASA
*KAEDING IRENE P GRAD
KAEGI CHARLES E JR LAS4
*KAEISER ROBERT F GRAD
KAELIN KEVIN GERARD BUS3
KAELIN THOMAS M LAS2
KAELLNER JOHN W JR GRAD
KAEMERER DAVID W PE 1
KAFKA EDWARD M LAS2
KAGAN ROSALYN H ED 3
KAHAN ANDREW JACOB GRAD
KAHAN GAIL B GRAD
KAHANE CHARLES TOOLE GRAD
KAHL FREDERICK L ENGl
KAHLE GARY D AGRl
KAHLE PAUL R AGR3
*KAHLER LAWRENCE M BUS4
KAHLING MARK A BUS3
1201 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1016 U
908 S LOCUST C
1002 S LINCOLN U
108 E HEALEY 11 C
URH LAR 197 U
409 E CHALMRS 710 C
300 S GOODWIN 411 U
300 S GOODWIN 411 U
URH TAFT 123 C
501 S PRAIRIE C
221 S LOCUST 3 C
611 E DANIEL C
1010 E COLORADO 44 U
309 E CHALMERS C
406 W HIGH 3 U
515 BASH CT 5 C
508 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
1101 S MATTIS 2-8 C
URH BARTON 3 C
URH CARR 108 U
URH WARDALL 503 U
URH OGLESBY 1021 U
URH FORBES 273 C
302 E ARMORY C
513 W LOUISIANA C
904 W GREEN U
205 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 434 U
905 S 1ST C
905 S 1ST 16 C
806 S 1ST C
URH CARR 401 U
906 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
1203 W MAIN U
2212 E UNIVERSITY U
URH WESTON 491 C
1971 D ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 8 C
URH SCOTT 342 C
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
503 S PROSPECT C
1814 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 337 U
URH HOPKINS 256 C
58 E DANIEL 2 C
URH SCOTT 493 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
809 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH LAR 109 U
URH TOWNSEND 378 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 492 C
URH DANIELS 352 U
802 OREGON U
URH WESTON 416 C
409 E CHALMRS 1403 C
105 E GREEN 13 C
URH BABCOCK 13 U
1308 W CLARK U
1006 W NEVADA 1 U
1108 S LINCOLN U
508 E ARMORY C
403 S LYNN C
403 S LYNN C
402 E DANIEL C
402 E DANIEL C
102 N GREGORY 11 U
102 E CHALMERS C
710 W OHIO U
1402 GRANDVIEW 4 C
2024 B ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 1356 C
URH EVANS 423 U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
1006 W NEVADA 4 U
URH OGLESBY U
502 E HEALEY 305 C
ARCOLA ILL
612 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS 1601 C
DANVILLE ILL
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
911 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 325 U
111 E HEALEY C
111 E HEALEY 10 C
CRANBURY N J
URH CARR 210 U
URH WESTON 472 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
1004 E OREGON U










































































615 S 2ND 302
2750 W 70TH ST
908 S LOCUST
RR 1
5234 W CUYLER AV
14 4TH ST
1503 ST VINCENT AV
RtlOSVELT
117 LN NUN LUNG RD
1826 S 12TH AV
501 S PRAIRIE
221 S LOCUST 3
4316 N NORTH ST
8C9 N CLEVELAND
707 E PARK ST
414 ARLINGTON
201 W OREGON
1633 E CASS ST
209 E FILLMORE
URB EL ENCANTO OTA
ROUTE 1 BOX 2 28-A
560 APPLETON RD
1401 W ELMDALE AV
1530S SURREY RIDGE
36 S 50TH AV
1852 N NATCHEZ AV




722 N CHURCH ST
722 N JACKSON
404 ALANN DR
547 W 115TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 43-E
4214 N SAWYER AV
2221 W MAIN












809 W ILLINOIS 2
2005 S 11TH AV
245 N SUMMIT
245 N SUMMIT
4231 W 108TH PL OA
4021 MADISON ST
5336 N OAK PARK AV
RR 1
5502 S MADISON
2910 W SHERWIN AV
6313 W 126TH ST
729 FORESTVIEW AV
10207 MCNERNEY DR





10721 S TRIPP CT
T0721 S TRIPP CT




2024 B ORCH ST















111 E HEALEY 10








































































































KAHN DEBORAH JEAN LAS4
KAHN HELEN S LAS2
KAHN JAMES R BUS2
*KAHN MADELYN BLOCH GRAO
KAHN MARCY H LAS1
KAHN MARLA P. COM3
KAHN NADINE L ENG1
KAHN WENDY H LAS4
*KAHN WILLIAM MICHAEL GRAD
KAHR HELGA LAW1
*KAHR TOBY YALE GRAD
KAIDEN JUDY A LAS3
KAIM ALAN M LAS3
*KAIN EDWARD JAMES GRAD
KAISER CHARLES L LAS3
KAISER DENNIS L FAA3
KAISER EDDIE H AGR4
KAISER JEFFERY D LAS4
KAISER JOHN JR GRAD
KAISER JOHN P LAS2
KAISER MADELEINE M LAS3
KAISER MARC C FAA1
KAISER MARGARET A LAS1
KAISER PATRICIA S LAS4
KAISER RICHARD E ENG1
KAISER SIDNEY VAUGHN GRAD
KAJIWARA JANICE N LAS1
KAJKOWSKI CHRISTINA GRAD
KALACHNIK JOHN E LAS4
KALACHNIK MARK J LAS2
KALAN JONATHAN R COM4
KALB JUDITH A LAS1
*KALER MAXINE G LAS4
*KALEY ROBERT G II GRAD
KALIN ALAN B BUS1
KALIN DANIEL H LAS2
KALIN GENE S LAS4
KALIN MARY KATHARINE GRAD
KALINA KENNETH G JR BUS3
KALINAK KATHRYN M LAS2
KALINSKI ALICIA M LAS2
KALISH STEVE B LAS2
KALISKI CHARLES J GRAD
KALIVODA KATHRYN A LAS4
KALIVODA PAULA J LAS2
KALKANIAN GEORGETTE GRAD
*KALLAL HENRY JOSEPH GRAD
KALLAL THERESA M AGR2
KALLAL THOMAS C ENG3
KALLICK SANDY LAS2
KALLMAN DAVID R BUS2
KALLMAYER FREDERICK AGR1
KALMANSON MARK A BUS3
KALNES WILLIAM A AGR4
KALNITZ LYNNE E LAS1
KALUS JEANETTE E BUS1
KALUZNA DEBRA L AGR1
*KALUZYNSKI THOMAS A GRAD
KALYAN SUNOAR V GRAD
KAM DENNIS KOON MING GRAD
KAMANDA DANIEL S GRAD
KAMARA CHERRNOR S GRAD
*KAMATH SURESH K GRAD
KAMENEAR LINDA ROBYN LAS2
KAMHI ELLEN S ED 1
KAMHOLZ GARY L BUS3
KAMIENSKI PATRICIA L COM3
KAMIKOW RONA L ED 1
KAMIN DENNIS ROBERT ENG4
KAMIN LAWRENCE FLORI GRAD
KAMIN SCOTT P BUS3
KAMINEN CAROL J LAS4
KAMINSKI BARBARA A PE 1
KAMINSKI JAMES S LAS3
KAMINSKI JAN M FAA2
KAMINSKI MICHAEL J GRAD
KAMINSKI MICHAEL W BUS2
KAMINSKI STEPHEN J ENG3
KAMINSKI THOMAS M LAS4
KAMM MARLENE S LAS2
KAMM PEARL A WOOD GRAD
KAMM RICHARD MERLE GRAD
KAMMENZIND RICHARD H LAS3
KAMMERAHL HANNA RUTH GRAD
KAMMLADE MARILYN E LAS4
KAMOWSKI JOHN S LAS1
KAMOWSKI RICHARD M LAS4
KAMPF ELIZABETH LAS3
KAMRAOT BARBARA P LAS2
KAMRAVA MASCUD LAS4
KANAA TADDESE GRAD
KANAGY SHERMAN P II GRAD
KANALI FRED SHIMOLI GRAD
KANAPICKI CHARLES J ENG4
*KANARISH JANIS S GRAD
*KANARISH MICHAEL B GRAD
KANE CHERYL E ED 2
205 S LYNN U
URH TRELEASE 127 U
401 E JOHN C
104 FLORIDA U
WILMETTE ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1008 C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
107 1/2 JOHN C
104 W FLORIDA U
409 W ELM 8 U
803 PARK LN C
URH LAR 385 U
CHICAGO ILL
2085 B ORCH ST U
URH CARR 331 U
1108 S 1ST C
503 E WHITE 5 C
211 E ARMORY C
314 PRAIRIE 102 C
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
306 N MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 318 C
URH LAR 499 U
805 N MCKINLEY 12 C
URH SNYDER 446 C
609 W MAIN 34 U
URH LAR 437 U
URH DANIELS 368 U
303 DANIEL C
806 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
URH VANDOREN 425 C
907 SUNNYCREST U
1601 N KILER 9 C
URH FLAGG 414 C
URH WESTON 365 C
URH TOWNSEND 140 U
306 E GREEN C
1004 S 2ND C
URH LAR 195 U
URH GARNER 378 C
508 E WHITE C
901 S 1ST C
1204 S LINCOLN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 429 U
MAHOMET ILL
805 W OHIO U
110 E CLARK C
907 S 4TH C
1007 S 3RD C
402 ELIOT U
111 E CHALMERS 11 C
1205 E FLORIDA 24 U
URH ALLEN 177 U
URH TRELEASE 326 U
910 S 3RD C
2072 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 646 C
HONOLULU HA
309 E HEALEY 8 C
508 E WHITE 1 C
URH DANIELS U
106 F HEALEY L8 C
URH TRELEASE 721 U
1004 S 1ST ST RD C
802 W OREGON U
1104 W NEVADA U
1005 S 2ND C
308 W ELM U
707 MATTIS C
305 COUNTRY FR 81 C
URH LAR 332 U
410 E JOHN C
203 N HARVEY U
306 1/2 E GREEN C
URH CARR 408 U
URH WESTON 313 C
1823 W JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
304 E GEORGE HUFF U
304 GEO HUFF U
URH ALLEN 473 U
110 W CHARLES C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1007 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
1638 VALLEY RD C
306 N ROMINE 5 U
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 214 U
606 1/2 W WHITE C
STA A BOX 2856 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
1102 S 2ND 1 C
1102 S 2ND 1 C




























































































517 S EDGEWOOD AV




807 E 5TH ST
1716 EDWARDSVILLE
3320 BUTTERFIELD
609 W MAIN 34
937 ROSLYN RD
1271 N NORTHWEST
3409 N 14TH AV




1601 N KILER 9
330 VOLTZ RD
8247 E PRAIRIE RD
9231 TWIN OAKS LN
1951 TERRACE RD
2328 S 10TH AV




616 CALVIN PK BLVD





505 N LAKE SHORE
736 N GIBBONS
402 ELIOT
8912 N CRAWFORD AV
10551 S SPAULDING
7519 N CLAREMONT
170 E 25TH ST
4943 FARGO AV
2072 D ORCH ST





6700 N LA PORTE
7227 N CAMPBELL
400 RILEY DR





514 N BUTRICK ST
1620 S 50TH AV
29 MAYWOOD











2236 N ELM ST
7720 W PALATINE AV
2044 W CULLOM AV
306 N ROMINE 5
JAMI ST 199
BACKO-PROJECT
BOX 303 STAR ROUTE
1204 W CALIFORNIA
1329 CASA VERDE DR
2431 W FOREST




































































































*KANE DAVID A BUS2
KANE DENNIS J LAS4
KANE EDWARD T BUS3
KANE LAWRENCE F AGR1
KANE MICHAEL B ENG1
KANESKI LINDA L AGR1
*KANG JACK HSU-HSIUNG GRAD
KANG JOON M LAS1
KANIA KENNETH J BUS3
KANNALL GREGORY A ENG2
KANOKVICHITRA PULSRI GRAD
*KANSY JANICE W LAS4
*KANSY ROBERT J JR GRAO
KANT JACK EDWIN FAA2
KANT STEVEN D BUS2
KANTER CHARLENE R LAS3
KANTER JANICE ED 2
KANTER JOANNE LAS2
KANTER MICHAEL S AGR1
KANTER RICHARD J LAS3
KANTHAK VINCENT H ENG1
KANTNER GARY M ENG3
KANTNER JERRY B BUS2
KANTON LINDA M ED 1
KANTOR CHARLENE JOY ED 2
*KANTOR JAMES CHARLES GRAD
KANTOR MAYDA J LAS1
KANTROWITZ MARK LEE GRAO
KANZ WILLIAM F BUS1
KANZLEITF.R RAYMOND D LAS3
*KAO LIDIA LIU GRAO
*KAO RACE LI-CHAN GRAD
KAO WILLIAM HSIA GRAD
KAPCHE JAMES A FAA2
KAPELA DIANE LAS1
KAPLAN BRUCE S COM4
KAPLAN DARYL LAS2
KAPLAN DEBRA H LAS2
KAPLAN ILENE S FAA4
KAPLAN JEFFREY LAS2
KAPLAN JOHN E LAS3
KAPLAN JORDAN L LAS3
KAPLAN LESLIE S ED 1
KAPLAN LESTER J LAS4
KAPLAN LINDA B AGR3
KAPLAN LISA A ED 1
KAPLAN MAETA LAS2
KAPLAN PHILIP A AGR3
KAPLAN SHERYL ED 2
KAPLAN STEVEN J BUS4
*KAPPAUF CATHARINE H GRAD
KAPPAUF WILLIAM F LAS2
KAPPEL BRUCE R ED 4
KAPPEL THOMAS F ENG3
KAPPER RONALO D ENG4
KAPPES ROSEMARY K AGP4
KAPPES SUSAN M AGR1
KAPRAL DENNIS H ENG3
KAPROS LAURA E ED 2
KAPUSTKA LAWRENCE J FAA4
*KARA RONALD A BUS2
KARANOSKY ANNE L LAS2
KARANUSIC MAYA T FAA4
KARASEK EDWARD A BUS1
KARASEK GARY L FAA1
KARCH THOMAS L BUS2
KARDATZKE JAMES T GRAD
KARDELL GARY R LAW2
*KARDONG KENNETH V GRAD
KAREKEN JOHN A LAS3
KAREL JOHN A LAS4
KARESH JOHN W LAS3
*KARGBO YERA BOCKARI GRAD
KARI CAROLYN LAS4
KARI FRANK W AGR2
KARKOS JAMES P ENGL
KARKOW WILLIAM S LAS1
KARLEN DOUGLAS M LAW1
KARLOSKI DANIEL W LAS1
KARLOUIST DAVID W FAA4
*KARLSSON KATHRYN M GRAD
KARLSTROM DEBORAH A ED 3
KARNES DIANE S LAS2
KARNES FRANCES N GRAD
KARNETT RENEE L ED 4
KARNETT VINETTA J LAS1
OKARNIG ALBERT K GRAD
KARNS JARMILA M LAS1
KAROW ROBERT H ENG1
KARPEN WILLIAM E PE 1
KARPIAK CRAIG A ENG3
KARPLUS LESTER C LAS2
KARPOWICZ TONY M ENG1
KARPS PAUL D LAS2
KARR JAMES C ED 1
*KARR LAUREL JEAN LAS1
KARTASASMITA RADEN B GRAD
1950 D ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 239 C
1010 W SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 289 C
URH BABCOCK 115 U
URH EVANS 140 U
902 W CLARK U
URH FORBES 223 C
URH CARR 7 U
URH HOPKINS 310 C
1112 S ARBOR C
9 10 S LOCUST C
910 S LOCUST 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 545 U
URH BLAISDELL 10 U
409 E CHALMERS 614 C
URH BLAISDELL 428 U
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
URH OGLESBY 602 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSENO 248 U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 522 U
904 S 3RD C
2053 B ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1220 U
URH FLAGG 427 C
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
OAKWOOD ILL
2029 HAZWD CT U
2029 D HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 615 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH VANDOREN 309 C
URH GARNER 402 C
URH TRELEASE 121 U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
ROCKFORD ILL
URH TAFT 23 C
1406 GLENDALE C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 431 U
609 W MAIN U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 204 U
100 S 2ND C
310 E CHURCH C
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
605 E CHALMERS C
1401 WAVERLY C
1401 WAVERLY C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
URH CARR 209 U
505 E WHITE 12 C
706 S MATHEWS U
2320 E MAIN U
401 E JOHN C
1005 S WRIGHT C
617 W HEALEY C
906 HARDING 301 U
URH BUSEY 154 U
608 S STATE C
1106 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 11 U
102 F CHALMERS C
44 MAPLEWOOD U
211 E WHITE C
1934 C ORCH ST U
CANTON ILL
807 S BUSEY U
110 CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 113 U
201 S BUSEY U
312 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 124 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 227 C
URH BARTON 8 C
2219 S 1ST C
2064 B ORCH ST U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 112 C
901 SILVER U
105 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 410 U
2114 ORCH ST 203 U
URH SAUNDERS 424 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 451 U
URH SNYDER 204 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FORBES 291 C
211 E JOHN C
SEYMOUR ILL
208 S COTTAGE GR U
































































































734 E 53RD ST
384 NUTTALL RD
BOX 107
2029 D HAZWD CT
2029 D HAZWD CT
MIN OF FOREIGN AFR
1258 EARLY











3528 W 98TH PL
1700 E 56TH 2408











704 E LAKE SHORE
5107 N NEWLAND
12504 S 75TH AV
8445 S CENTRAL
4122 N SPAULDING
7015 W 29TH PL
1208 EILER RD
T41 N LINDEN AV
3913 MADISON ST
3815 MARSH AV
1934 C ORCH ST
142 N MAIN ST
2317 S 15TH AV
2355 COMMONWEALTH







4518 N BERNARD ST
HASTINGS RD 10
1013 LINCOLNSHIRE
175 KING MUIR RO
901 SILVER
1410 W 14TH ST
1410W 14TH ST 1102
2114 ORCH ST
2441 CLYDE RD





52 51 W GALITZ
RR 1
208 S COTTAGE GR




































































































KARTHEISER JAMES A LAS2
KARTUN ALLAN D COM3
KARWOSKI MICHAEL T LAS4
KARZ ROBERT STEPHEN GRAD
KASAK MARY E LAS2
KASAK STEPHEN J LAS3
KASAMOTO LESLIE J ED 1
KASCH MARJORIE A ED 3
KASH GARY G LAS2
KASH RICHARD M JR LAS1
KASH ROGER L ENG1
KASMAR KEVIN E LAS1
KASON BONNIE A BUS4
KASOW JOEL ALEC GRAD
KASOWSKI MARGARET A GRAD
KASPAR GARY C ENG4
KASPER JOHN J LAS3
KASPER STEVEN H LAS2
KASPRZYCKI ELIZABETH LAS3
KASS AARON D AGR1
KASS DEAN E FAA2
KASS IRWIN L LAS4
KASSANITS FRANK J LAS4
KASSANITS RICHARD LAS1
KASSEL DAVID J ENG1
KASSEL JAMES W ENG2
KASSLY CHRISTINE E LAS2
KASSNER DEBRA A LAS1
KASTELIC LAWRENCE L ENG3
KASTHOLM JOHN III FAA4
KASTIGAR LINDA J LAS2
KASTOR GWEN D LAS2
*KAS(JBE HERBERT EMIL GRAD
KASZYNSKI JERRY J LAS4
KATAGAS ELENA L FAA1
KATAHIRA KENNETH D LAS4
KATEL KENNETH G LAS1
KATERNDAHL DAVID A LAS3
KATES CARLA M LAS1
KATHAN ARTHUR E ENG2
KATICH JAMES ALAN ENG4
KATO ALAN D LAS1
KATO BARBARA J LAS1
KATO JO ANNE M COM3
KATOH TAKEHIKO GRAD
KATRE RAM KISHORE GRAD
KATSINAS JOHN A BUS1
KATSION GARY D ENG1
*KATULA RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
KATUZIENSKI CYNTHIA FAA2
KATZ ALAN MARVIN GRAD
KATZ ELISE R LAS1
KATZ GERALDINE R ED 3
KATZ IONE E ED 3
KATZ IRENE T LAS4
KATZ JORDON R BUS3
KATZ LEE D LAS4
KATZ LINDA L LAS4
KATZ MARK L LAS1
KATZ MICHAEL G LAW2
*KATZ PAUL D LAW2
KATZ RICHARD M LAS3
KATZ ROBERT SANFORD GRAD
KATZ SHARON E ED 4
KATZENBACK EDWARD G BUS1
KATZENSTEIN B M LAS1
KAU CHING-VEN JAMES GRAD
KAU DANIEL CHIN-SHAN GRAD
KAUAHIKAUA DWIGHT P FAA2
KAUFFMAN BYRON FORRE GRAD
KAUFFMAN JOHN A AVI2
KAUFFMAN LYNN ELAINE GRAD
KAUFFMAN PETER H LAW3
KAUFFMAN RONALD M LAS2
KAUFFMAN SANDRA E LAS3
KAUFFOLD PATRICK V GRAD
KAUFHERR JUDY L AGR1
KAUFMAN DALE M LAS4
KAUFMAN DAVID J LAS3
KAUFMAN DEBRA L LAS2
KAUFMAN GREGORY D BUS3
KAUFMAN HOWARD T BUS2
KAUFMAN JAMES A LAS4
KAUFMAN JAMES M ENG3
KAUFMAN KAREL K LAS3
KAUFMAN LINDA J LAS3
KAUFMAN MARK ALLEN GRAO
KAUFMAN MARK STEVEN FAA4
KAUFMAN ROBERT S BUS1
KAUFMAN SHEILA L ED 3
KAUFMANN LEON MARK GRAD
KAULFUSS DEBORAH L FAA2
KAUSAL JOHN F JR BUS1
KAVANAUGH MARGARET M COM3
KAVANAUGH MICHAEL R LAS1
KAVATHAS SAMUEL A JR BUS1
NASHVILLE TENN
URH GARNER 394 C
307 E HEALEY 8 C
402 E DANIEL C
407 W WHITE 21 C
URH WARDALL 916 U
LEMONT ILL
URH TRELEASE 202 U
302 S 4TH C
301 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 314 C
URH TOWNSEND 272 U
URH TAFT 319 C
407 E STOUGHTON C
105 E GREEN C
OTTAWA ONT CAN
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 225 C
URH LUNDGREN 321 C
URH WESTON 202 C
47 IVANHOE U
312 W SPNGFLD U
908 S OAK C
908 S OAK C
URH FLAGG 410 C
URH TOWNSEND 224 U
802 W OREGON 36 U
URH SCOTT 315 C
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
411 W WHITE U
URH BLAISDELL 426 U
1010 S 2ND 313 C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
1782 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 228 C
URH NOBLE 23 C
URH SNYDER 264 C
216 E GREGORY 304 C
URH BUSEY 107 U
URH HOPKINS 394 C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FORBES 486 C
URH LAR 287 U
1110 W NEVADA U
1005 W MAIN U
JABALPUR MP INDIA
407 S PROSPECT C
URH WESTON 388 C
612 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH LAR 136 U
510 S ELM 1 C
URH ALLEN 136 U
802 W OREGON U
904 S 3RD C
107 1/2 E JOHN 103 C
301 E ARMORY C
1505 KIRBY C
31 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 369 C
1607 VALLEY RD 2 C
823 OAKLAND 204 U
301 E ARMORY C
1217 JOANNE C
58 E ARMORY 1 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BLAISDELL 405 U
URH SHERMAN 1166 C
508 W OREGON U




STA A BOX 2373 C
URH SCOTT 162 C
802 W OREGON U
2203 HAZWD DR 301 U
URH TRELEASE 524 U
108 N GOODWIN U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 919 U
1717 BURNETTA C
URH SNYDER 328 C
306 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 120 U
1206 W NEVADA U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
511 A MITCHEL CT C
409 E CHALMRS 610 C
URH OGLESBY 231 U
58 E JOHN C
208 S HOLIDAY PARK C
URH EVANS 201 U
1009 W PENN U
501 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 35 U







































































407 W WHITE 21
3 W PEIFFER AV
3 W PEIFFER ST
6228 N LAWNDALE AV
2.46 IROQUOIS RD





1222 ST PAUL AV
3732 W 63RD ST
213 E KATHLEEN DR
7848 W ARCADIA ST
3409 ADAMS ST
9481 N HAMLIN AV
505 AVENUE D
9481 N HAMLIN AV




1 POWDER MILL RD
7453 W ARDMORE AV








1545 W DEMETER DR








J N AGRI U SOIL SC
407 S PROSPECT
1684 CHANNING CT
612 W CALIFORNIA 3
9430 OLIPHANT
56-14 E HAMPTON
833 N CLINTON PL
4121 GREENWOOD
7861 NILES CENTER



































3843 W JARVIS AV
208 S HOLIDAY PARK
35 W LOCUST LN
711 SURREY LN
8140 S PAULINA




































































































KAVITT BARBARA J LAS2
KAWABATA KAREN M LAS4
KAWAHARA WANDA J LAS1
KAWAMURA CHARLENE K LAS3
KAY ANNE T ED 4
KAY CAROL J ED 3
KAY DARLA I LAS2
KAY MICHAEL R COM3
KAY ROBERT K LAS4
KAY THOMAS GEORGE LAS3
KAYE BENNETT A LAS2
KAYE BRYCE WILLIAM GRAD
KAYE RUTH GUSTAFSON GRAD
KAYHS REBECCA A ED 2
KAYS KEVIN E LAS2
KAZANIWSKYJ LEO W GRAD
KAZIC TONI M LAS1
KAZMER STEVEN C LAS2
KAZMIEPOWICZ MARIE C FAA4
KAZUK KATHLEEN LAS3
KAZUK SUSAN LAS2
KEACH KELVIN G BUS3
KEADY MARIANNE C LAS2
*KEAGLE WILLIAM ROY GRAD
KEAL DEAN H ENG3
KEARL GARY WALKER LAS2
KEARLEY JAMIE P LAS4
KEARNAGHAN LINDA B GRAD
KEARNEY JAMES A LAS3
KEARNEY THOMAS J PE 1
KEARNS JAMES CANNON GRAD
KEARNS LISA T LAS2
KEASEY KATHLEEN GRAD
KEASLER ROBERT N ENG3
KEASLER WILLIAM E JR ENG4
KEAT PAMELA S ED 1
KEATING GENEVIEVE W LAS4
KEATING LENORE J AGR4
KEATING PATRICK S BUS1
KEATING SCOTT J ENG1
KEATING WILLIAM M BUS1
KEATS ROGER ALAN GRAD
KEAVENEY MADELINE MA GRAD
KEAYS JAMES HARVEY GRAD
KEBBON ROBERT N FAA4
KECK WILLIAM F FAA3
KEEFE KATHLEEN ED 3
KEEFER DAVID KNIGHT GRAD
KEEPER PHILLIP C GRAD
KEEGAN ANN J LAS1
KEEGAN JAMES FRANCIS PE 4
KEEGAN PETER C LAS4
KEEHN SUSAN J LAS3
KEEKFR SUE E LAS3
KEELE DWIGHT WENDALL GRAD
KEELER CHERRYL L AGR4
KEELEY DANIEL J ENG3
KEELEY PATRICK C LAS2
KEELING DAVID F ENG1
KEEN JAMES PATRICK COM4
KEEN JAMES W LAS1
KEENAN ROBERT E ENG4
KEENAN ROLAND PATRIC BUS4
KEENE DONALD W ENG4
KEENE MURRAY J PE 1
KEENER HARRY ELIOTT GRAO
KEENER PHILIP D BUS3
KEENER STEVEN G ENG4
KEEPLER COLUMBUS LAW1
KEESEE JOSEPH T GRAD
KEFVIL CHARLES H LAS4
KEFFER KATHRYN G FAA2
KEHIAS LAWRANCE M LAS1
KEHINDE HENRY A LAS1
KEHM BARRY S LAS2
KEHOE DANEA M LAS2
KEHOE JOHN T LAS4
KEHOE RICHARD JAMES BUS4
KEHR DEBERA J LAS4
KEHR RODNEY W AGR4
KEHRBERG CHRISTINE L GRAD
KEIGHER ELAINE K GRAD
KEIGHER KATHLEEN LAS2
KEIGHER LAURA M LAS1
KEIGHER WILLIAM FRAN GRAD
KEIL FREDERICK C BUS1
KFIL JOHN K LAS2
KEIL JOHN P III ENG3
KEIM CHARLOTTE S E AGR1
KEIM CHRISTOPHER L AGR3
KEIM CURTIS E LAS2
KEIR ROBERT A LAS4
KEISFR HAROLD W ENG4
KEISER PHILLIP W FAA4
KFISER STEVEN LUVENE LAS4
KEITH ALVIN T ENG3
KEITH JAY J LAS4
URH WARDALL 321 U 332-3515
URH BUSEY 229 U 332-2650
URH ALLEN 338 U
507 W ELM U
1106 S LINCOLN U 367-9606
409 E CHALMRS 807 C 344-7480
URH WARDALL 219 U 332-4326
1002 W OREGON U
213 W ILLINOIS U 367-6757
203 E ARMORY C 344-4240
301 E ARMORY C 344-9506
201 E CALIFORNIA U 367-7747
201 E CALIFORNIA U 367-7747
409 E CHALMRS 906 C 344-0400
705 W OREGON U 344-0610
210 W COLUMBIA C 352-8995
URH ALLEN 123 U 332-3129
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
712 W CALIFORNIA U 344-7037
302 E ARMORY C
3C2 E ARMORY C 344-8865
1205 W MAIN 1 U 344-3798
4 SAFFER CT U 344-7172
ARGENTA ILL
401 E CHALMERS C
406 W HEALEY C
710 S BROADWAY U 367-5021
204 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-2088
904 W GREEN 405 U
211 E ARMORY C
311 E JOHN 4 C
URH LAR 335 U 332-2899
URH DANIELS 497 U
URH WESTON 262 C 332-1954
305 E GREEN C
URH LAR 491 U 332-3067
103 PADDOCK E 4 C
URH WARDALL 313 U 332-4345
URH BARTON 208 C 332-0133
URH CARR 222 U
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
1002 W OREGON U 367-5511
STA A BOX 2399 C
502 W MAIN 116 U 367-6455
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH OGLESBY 707 U
SKOKIE ILL
1834 ORCH PL U
PARIS ILL
URH VANDOREN 326 C 332-0535
805 N MCKINLEY C 359-4300
2040 B ORCH ST U 344-5651
BARCELONA SP
501 E SPNGFLD 5 C
1901 ALDER LN C 356-0103
URH SCOTT 409 C 356-9339
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
107 CALIFORNIA 8 U 344-7317
URH FORBES 368 C 332-1063
503 E WHITE 12 C
114 1/2 F UNIV C
202 S LYNN U
910 S 3RD C
108 E WHITE C 352-6920
4C2 E ARMORY C 344-9713
212 E CHALMERS C 344-8120
URH BABCOCK 216 U 332-3762
KANKAKEE ILL
1111 1/2 S 3RD 201 C 328-2239
URH SCOTT 410 C 332-1575
URH HOPKINS 288 C 332-1248
URH FORBES 291 C 332-IC08
URH TAFT 303 C 359-0770
URH LAR 264 U 332-3066
508 W UNION C
509 E STOUGHTON C 359-2737
BARCELONA SP
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
504 W CLARK C 356-0705
614 E COLORADO U 367-6098
URH WARDALL 803 U 332-4429
URH WARDALL 823 U 332-4475
614 E COLORADO U 367-6098
URH CARR 429 U 332-3972
URH FORBES 328 C
URH BLAISOELL 128 U 332-3475
URH SCOTT 296 C 332-1499
801 W NEVADA U 344-2215
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
1203 W MAIN U 344-3252
1709 TARA C 352-4436
1018 1/2 CRESCENT C 352-3189
304 S 5TH C 352-9097
URH HOPKINS 202 C









542 S MICHIGAN AV
BOX 528


















304 S HICKORY ST
L405 BOEGER AV
707 S FOLEY










416 PINE MANOR DR
















1009 W PARK AV
209 N SOUTHLAND DR
RR 2
4160 S 14TH ST
1120 RIDGEWAY
813 N CHICAGO ST
7321 KEELER AV
1401 4TH AV
7935 W 98TH PL
3102 COLUMBINE CR
URH BABCOCK 216
831 S MAIN AV
1503 LINCOLN ST






1823 N NEWLAND AV
a04 S OWEN ST
RR 1



















































































































KELAHAN DENNIS P LAS2
KELIKIAN ARMEN S LAS4
KELL KEVIN J ENG4
KELLAN JAYNE F LAS3
KELLEN RICHARD T ENG4
KELLER ELAINE GRAD
KELLER GEMA E LAS3
KELLER JAMES E LAS1
KELLER JAMES R LAS3
KELLER JOAN MARIE GRAD
KELLER JOHN C LAS2
KELLER JOSEPH H GRAD
KELLER LARRY E LAS3
KELLER LAURA C ED 4
KELLER NANCY L LAS3
KELLER RAYMOND EARL GRAD
KELLER SIDNEY A ENG4
KELLER SUSAN L LAS3
KELLER TERRY W ENG1
KELLER THOMAS ENG1
KELLERHALS DOYN M LAS2
KELLERMAN MICHAEL E ENG1
KELLEY CHARLES E LAS3
KELLEY DAVID H LAS1
KELLEY DAVID J LAS4
KELLEY ELIZABETH P LAS1
KELLEY FRANCIS D AGR1
KELLFY FRANK A LAS1
KELLEY JAMES TERRY BUS4
KELLEY KATHARINE A GRAD
KELLEY KEITH WAYNE GRAD
KELLEY KENNETH BYRON GRAD
KELLEY LYNDA L LAS3
KELLEY MARK S LAS2
KELLEY MARY S LAS1
KELLEY NEIL E BUS1
KELLEY PETER R VM 2
KELLEY RITA M AGR
I
KELLEY STEVEN H GRAD
KELLEY THOMAS F AGR1
KELLEY WILLIAM T GRAD
KELLMAN JEFFREY A BUS3
KELLNER BILL L LAS2
KELLOGG JAMES EDWIN FAA4
KELLOGG RUSSELL H JR VM 3
KELLUM GREGG MICHAEL LAS1
KELLY BRIGHID A LAS4
KELLY DUANE J LAS4
KELLY EDWARD F LAW1
KELLY GEORGE F PE 3
KELLY GWENDOLYN D LAS2
KELLY JAMES D LAW3
KELLY JAMES P LAS1
KELLY JAMES PATRICK GRAD
KELLY JOHN J AGR2
KELLY JOHN P LAW1
KELLY JUDITH Z LAW1
KELLY KAREN M LAS1
KELLY KEVIN W FAA3
KELLY MARGOT C FAA2
KELLY MARY K LAS1
KELLY MARY L COM4
KELLY MAURICE C JR COM4
KELLY MICHAEL D LAS3
KELLY MILTON D GRAD
KELLY NORITA GRAD
KELLY TERENCE R FAA1
KELLY THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
KELLY THOMAS P LAS1
KELLY WILLIAM D JR BUS2
KELLY WILLIAM D JR LAS4
KELLY WILLIAM OSCAR LAW1
KELM BEVERLY A LAS3
KELMAN BRUCE JERRY GRAD
KELSEY BRUCE R LAW2
KELSEY CHRISTINE G LAS1
KELSEY CRAIG ALLEN LAS3
KELSEY DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
KELSO CHARLES K LAS1
KELTON CHRISTOPHER T FAA3
KEMAN SUMIJATI S GRAD
KEMAN SUNARJO GRAD
KEMELGOR BRUCE H GRAD
KEMEZYS ARVID J BUS3
KEMEZYS KESTUTIS P LAW2
KEMMIS JOHN L AGR2
KEMNA DANIEL J ENG1
KEMNA DOUGLAS W LAS2
KEMNER CARL A LAS2
KEMP NANCY M LASl
KEMP REBECCA E GRAD
KEMPEN WAYNE JOSEPH GRAD
KEMPER BONNIE B LAS4
KEMPF JOHN J BUS3
KEMPHUES JEAN C AGR2
KEMPKA NORMAN H ED 4







URH FRENCH HSE 4
URH ALLEN 258
2112 ORCH ST 102
URH SHERMAN 209
URH GARNER 409
306 E WHITE I
2101 HAZWD DR 30
2101 HAZWD DR 30






























312 W SPNGFLD 5
URH ALPHA HSE 3
401 E JOHN
1973 D ORCH ST
CHICAGO ILL
URH ALLEN 213




604 E ARMORY 225




URH LAR 174 U
STOUGTN GODWN APTS U
1010 W SPNGFLD C
RR 1 U
FISHER ILL
706 W CHURCH 8 C
URH WESTON 288 C
403 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 223 C
URH FORBES 239 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 1 C
URH SHERMAN 552 C
503 E WHITE 4 C
1107 W GREEN 633 U
314 S PRAIRIE 104 C
107 E HEALEY C
306 N ROMINE 3 U
502 W MAIN 107 U
URH HOPKINS 370 C
804 W OREGON U
300 S GOODWIN 51'; U
300 S GOODWIN U
2057 A ORCH ST U
901 E COLORADO 76 U
9G1 E COLORADO 76 U
58 E GREGORY C
410 E JOHN C
410 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 261 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
502 E WHITE 16 C
URH DANIELS U
2011 1/2 W WILLIAM C
409 E CHALMRS 803 C
1913 CRESCENT C
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 409 U
u 332-3760 1701 MITCHELL
u 6921 RIDGE AV
c 344-7314 1837 LEE ST
u 568GREEN VALLEY DR
c 344-9645 4160 W TOUHY
c 359-8768 1702 W CLARK
u 344-0387 2533 S 7TH
u 332-3311 7233 S CHAMPLAIN
u 9232 ROBINSON RD
c 13039 RICHWOOD RD
c 332-0848 436 S ARLINGTN HTS
c 352-7375 13 DUFF LN
1 u 344-1073 2101 HAZWD DR 301
1 u 344-1C73 2101 HAZWD OR 301
u 328-2734 6057 N 27TH ST
c 1702 W CLARK
c 356-8466 1318 S STATE
c 344-0571 5308 ARBER DR
c 332-1600 4962 BPAEWILD RD
u 1808 E EVERGREEN
c 332-1441 619 S 3RD ST
c 332-0682 RR 2 BOX 332
u 344-0276 701 W IOWA
c 35 ARABIAN TRAIL
BOX 33
u 332-5589 1212 W ARMORY
502 S LINCOLN
u 332-4271 1213 W 2ND AV
c 765 BAYER DR
u 367-6764 822 OAKLAND 204
12 C 359-0430 RR 2
u 328-2555 406 W HIGH 8
u 344-1391 756 UNION CT
c 332-0905 RR 2
c 332-1358 2302 W 119TH PL
c 332-1427 2821 W 101ST ST
u 367-8537 BOX 117




36 7-6764 822 OAKLAND 204
359-7012 11425 TONSING DR
c 359-0638 2934 W FARWELL AV
c 344-7404 1825 NOBLE AV
c 1064 SYLVAN CR
u 319 LORRAINE RD
u 344-0511 860 GLENCOE DR
c 344-5873 2200 W CRESCENT
u 344-4654 1973 D ORCH ST
7729 S LOWE
u 332-3152 9TJ39 S NORMAL AV
c 344-0413 704 COUNTY RD
c 332-2C89 2114 S 24TH AV
c 352-2415 502 W JOHN
u 332-3745 RR 1
c 344-0611 508 E SANGAMON
u 344-4654 L973 D ORCH ST
u 332-3616 2870 CLYBOURN AV
c 352-5986 68 GREENCROFT



































1107 W GREEN 633
9001 LINCOLN
66 COVENTRY RD














14 SW 12TH AV
2736 RIDGE RD























































































EAST ST LOUIS IL















































































































ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 306 U 332-4115
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 109 u 332-5421
LAS3 URH DELTA HSE 5 u
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 411 c 332-0823
ENG3 205 E ARMORY c
LAS1 URH CARR 410 U
FAA1 110 W STANAGE C
ED 2 405 E JOHN C 344-0556
AGR2 802 W OREGON u
ENG1 URH BARTON 104 c 332-0109
GRAD 207 W JOHN 5 c
ENG1 URH WESTON 263 c 332-1955
BUS2 1111 S 1ST ST RD c
LAS2 1010 S 2ND c 344-3906
LAS1 706 S MATHEWS u 332-5604
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 303 u 332-4112
LAS2 URH GARNER 261 c 332-0745
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 214 ARCADIA C c 352-1083
GRAD 3215 KIRBY c 359-8504
LASl 1002 S 3RD c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 247 u 332-3177
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1221 u
ED 1 URH LAR 109 u
GRAD 2512 POND u
GRAD 2070 C ORCH ST u 344-1394
LAS2 URH LAR 177 u 332-5421
GRAD 2070 C ORCH ST u
LAW3 108 HOLIDAY PARK c 356-1286
GRAD STA A BOX 2293 c
LASl URH BABCOCK 209 u 332-3755
AGR3 URH GARNER 2 94 c
LASl URH FORBES 225 c 332-0964
GRAD 1112 NOFFTZ c 359-4327
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN u
FAA3 URH CARR 224 u
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 531 c 332-4769
ENG1 URH SNYDER 260 c 332-1711
GRAD 601 W SPNGFLD c
LAS4 URH LAR 115 u 332-2819
ED 3 604 S RACE u 344-7982
ENG1 1212 W CLARK u 367-7877
LAW2 805 W NEVADA u 344-2336
GRAD 602 W HEALEY c 352-9597
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS c 344-0458
COM4 1404 GLENDALE c 359-8756
LAS* 1213 MAIN 1 u 344-08 53
ENG2 1008 S 4TH c 344-1207
BUS3 112 E JOHN c
FAA2 1108 S 1ST ST RD c 344-9562
LASl URH TOWNSEND 479 u 332-4234
BUS2 URH TRELEASE 604 u 332-5561
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 584 u
GRAD 2005 RAINBOW VIEW u 344-4129
LAS4 202 S LINCOLN 3 u 367-5766
AGR2 801 W NEVADA u 344-3410
BUS3 URH FORBES 312 c 332-1022
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 905 u
BUS4 42 MAPLEWOOD u 344-6458
LAS4 42 MAPLEWOOD u 344-6458
LASl URH BUSEY 255 u 332-2625
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 418 u 332-5513
GRAD 502 N MCKINLEY c 359-8845
LASl URH OGLESBY 511 u 332-5183
LAS2 58 E JOHN 15 c 356-1464
ED 3 URH SAUNDERS 105 u 332-3587
GRAD URH DANIELS 133 u 332-2129
AGR2 607 N SWIGART c
BUS4 WHEATON ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 460 c 332-0884
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 531 u 344-6132
ENG4 509 E CLARK 34 c 359-6456
ED 3 509 E CLARK 34 c 359-6456
LAS4 707 W SPNGFLD 4 u 344-5972
LAS4 207 E OREGON u 344-7477
LAS3 3104 VALLEY BROOK c
LAW1 1201 E FLORIDA u 367-3658
ENG3 URH LAR 364 u 332-3011
LAW1 602 W NEVADA u 328-3705
LAS4 602 W NEVADA u 328-3705
BUS3 1301 BUSEY u
GRAD 214 E GREGORY 101 c 367-8512
GRAD 110 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-7889
GRAD 606 CLARK c 359-9360
FAA4 211 E ARMORY c 344-5284
ENG3 310 S PRAIRIE c
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
LAW1 1007 S OAK c 359-6484
AGR3 1005 S 2ND c 344-7385
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 426 c
ENG1 910 S 3RD c 337-5237
AGR1 301 E ARMORY c
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON u 365-2586
LAS4 810 W OREGON u 344-6485
PE 3 710 W OHIO u 344-6212
GRAD 909 S 5TH 667 c 332-4896
BUS3 711 S MATTIS c 359-9470
18 SAND CREEK DR
RR 3






225 OAK TREE DR
3733 W 113TH ST
ROUTE 2













9324 S 78TH AV
2C70 C ORCH ST
721 SAMUEL CT
2070 C ORCH ST
1C8 HOLIDAY PK 417
STA A BOX 2293
1556 E VANDERHOOF
RR 1
1625 W LAKE ST
16413 WESTDALE AV
644 ROZIER ST
10101 5TH AV CUTOF


































200 S SATHORN RD
3704 RIVER RD























































































































CLARENDON HL S IL
ROCK ISLAND IL
CHICAGO IL
KERR ANN JEANINE GRAD
KERR JAMES R LAS3
KERR JEANNE WALD GRAD
KERR LESLIE ANN GRAD
KERR MARSHA L LAS1
KERR MICHAEL E ENG3
KERR NORBERT LEE GRAD
KERR RAYMOND E LAS1
KERR ROBERT W BUS2
KERR STANLEY PAUL GRAD
KERRICK MARY E FAA4
KERRINS JOHN M BUS4
KERSCHNER MORLEY IRA GRAD
KERSEY ANTOINETTE L FAA3
KERSHNER ADENA C LAS2
KERSHNER CHARLES LAS3
KERST RONALD ALBERT GRAD
KERSTEIN PAUL A ENG3
KERSTEN LOWELL H AGR4
KERTESZ CHRISTOPHER GRAD
KERVIN DENISE J LAS1
KERZNER HAROLD GRAD
KESARIS JAMES THOMAS GRAD
KESLER DAVID C FAA1
KESLER LINDA S LAS4
KESLER RICHARD K AGR1
KESMAN THOMAS L BUS3
KESNER JAMES S AGR2
KESSEL RENEE F LAW2
KESSEN CHRISTINE GRAD
KESSLER ALAN T LAS2
KESSLER DENNIS N BUS2
KESSLER JAMES J JR GRAD
KESSLER MICHAEL J GRAD
KESSLER RHONDA C LAS4
KESSLER SAMUEL LOUIS LAS4
KESWICK BRUCE H LAS3
KETCHERSID ARTHUR L GRAD
KETCHERSID BETTY T GRAD
KETCHUM RALPH A LAW3
KETELSEN MARK LOREN GRAD
KETO GARY R AVI 1
KETTEL BONNIE LEE GRAD
KETTEL DAVID W GRAD
KETTER MOSES A ENG2
KETTER WILLIAM HALE ENG1
KETTERER ROBERT F FAA4
KETTMAN DAVID LEE GRAD
KETTWICH DONALD LEE LAS3
KEVORKIAN NANCY J LAS2
KEWLEY WAYNE K LAS2
KEY RHODERICK EUGENE GRAD
KEYSER JESSE H II AGR3
KEYSER JOHN F ENG1
KEYSOR GLEN THOMAS BUS3
KEZERLE JAMES A ENG1
KHALSA MOHINDER S GRAD
KHAN MOHAMMAD AFZAL GRAD
KHARADIA VIRABHAI C GRAD
KHAWLIE MOHAMAD R GRAD
KHESHGI OMAR S LAS3
KHESHGI ZAREENA B LAS2
KHURANA NAVEEN GRAD
KIBBEY DAVID L GRAD
KIBBY WILLIAM D BUS4
KIBERT LYNN LAHEY GRAD
KIBERT RONALO EDWARD GRAD
KIBIKAS WILLIAM A LAS3
KIBURZ ARNOLD J III LAS4
KICHI JOHN ANDREW GRAD
KIDD DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
KIDD JEANNE M LAS3
KIDD KATHRYN RUTH LAS3
KIDD MILLIE MARIE LAS2
KIDD PAMELA NOVOTNY GRAD
KIDD RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
KIDD ROBERT L II I GRAD
KIDD RONALD W ENG4
KIDD STEPHEN A ENG1
KIDD SUSAN G GRAD
KIDWELL KERRY L BUS3
KIEDAISCH LAURA S PE 2
KIEFER DONALD C LAS4
KIEFER KERRY E LAS1
KIEFER SALLY MOORE BUS3
KIEFT RICHARD LEONAR GRAD
KIEGEL JOAN M FAA1
KIELHACK BERKLEY B BUS2
KIELHACK RAYMOND R BUS1
KIELHORN JANET S LAS3
KIELHORN VICKIE LYNN LAS3
KIELIAN GERALD G LAS*
KIELP DAVID L BUS2
KIELTY PATRICK ENG1
KIELTYKA CHARLES J FAA2
KIELTYKA DAVID E LAS2
KIELY MARY A LAS2
707 S 6TH 508 C
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
1717 W PARK C
STREATOR ILL
URH LAR 196 U
2002 S VINE U
1717 W PARK C
URH NOBLE 325 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 720 U
URH BUSEY 104 U
401 E OREGON U
214 E GREGORY 301 C
105 E GREEN 6 C
814 W CHURCH C
814 W CHURCH C
URH DANIELS 71 U
310 W EUREKA C
1205 FLORIDA U
WATERTOWN MASS
URH LAR 278 U
817 OAKLAND U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
RR 3 C
805 W OHIO U
110 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 576 U
URH ISR 546 U
105 E CHALMERS 103 C
DECATUR ILL
URH TOWNSEND 218 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 706 U
605 S CHICAGO C
307 S PRAIRIE 4 C
307 S PRAIRIE 13 C
309 E CHALMERS C
1310 E PENN U
1310 E PENN U
TOLONO ILL
211 E DANIEL C
310 E JOHN C
NAIROBI KENYA
NAIROBI KENYA
URH TOWNSEND 120 U
URH OGLESBY 425 U
1410 E FLORIDA U
46 MAPLEWOOD U
61 E JOHN C
307 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 222 C
CHARLESTON ILL
2018 FLETCHER U
URH HOPKINS 224 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 456 C
NAT RES BLDG 163 U
URH HOPKINS 280 C
1107 W GREEN 630 U
1104 W SPNGFLD U
URH OGLESBY 711 U
URH BUSEY 357 U
URH WESTON 480 C
604 W MAIN 4 U
URH WESTON 302 C
STA A BOX 2185 C
STA A BOX 2185 C
409 E CHALMRS 1302 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 4 C
PITTSBURGH PA
2107 HAZWD DR 201 U
710 W OHIO U
313 E JOHN C
2063 C ORCH ST U
407 E GREEN U
2063 C ORCH ST U
PITTSBURGH PA
URH TOWNSEND 307 U
URH BABCOCK 414 U
2107 HAZWD 201 U
URH TOWNSEND 234 U
URH ALLEN 325 U
407 S STATE 5 C
URH BUSEY 256 U
407 S STATE 5 C
707 S BROADWAY 2 U
URH TRELEASE 710 U
URH WESTON 445 C
URH OGLESBY 723 U
URH CLARK 233 C
URH CLARK 228 C
409 W GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 230 U
1007 S 3RD C
608 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 265 U




































































707 S 6TH 508
570 W GRANT ST
1717 W PARK




































210 BENHAM BOX 797






780 N MAIN ST
1.27TH ST




W HAVEN RD RR 2
2112 CORNELIA AV
CMR 119 FAR HILLS
14832 OAK ST









STA A BOX 2185
BOX 2185 STATION A
505 N FILLMORE ST
707 LISA RD
2519 CAREY WAY
2107 HAZWD DR 201








2107 HAZWD DR 201
RR 1
lr216 S GROVE AV
407 S STATE 5
ROUTE 1






















































TORONTO 18 ONT CAN























































KIENZLER LAWRENCE R ENG2
KIEPURA LENITA A LAS3
KIEPURA PAUL J FAA1
KIFRIG PAUL N LAS2
KIFRNAN JOAN POYSER COM4
KIES JACOUELIN LAS1
KIES KARLA K LAS2
KIFTZMAN JAMES LAS2
KIETZMAN JOHN R GRAO
KIGER SAMMY AARON GRAD
KIISKILA MARK G BUS1
KILAR JOSEPH HENRY ENG4
KILRANE ROBBYN L FAA2
KILBRIDE JOHN J ENG1
KILDAHL NICHOLAS K GRAD
KILEY JAN LAS2
KILEY MICHAEL P LAS3
KILIMNIK ROBIN L LAS2
KILLIAN JAMES M AGR2
KILLIAN JOSEPH A VM 3
KILLION AVON JR COM2
KILLION DAVID PAUL BUS4
KILLION MARK EVEREST GRAD
KILPATRICK DIANE C GRAD
KILPATRICK WILLIAM C GRAD
KILTON TOM DIXON GRAD
KIM RYUNG RO GRAD
KIM HA SUCK GRAD
KIM HAE SHIK GRAD
KIM MOON KYU GRAD
KIM NANCY COCHRAN GRAD
*KIM SEUNG JAI GRAD
KI M YF-SOON GRAD
KIM YOUNG CHOONG GRAD
KIM YOUNG JIP GRAD
KIMBALL PAUL G ENG4
KIMBALL STEVEN LYNN GRAD
KIMBERLEY WANDA J LAS4
KIME DONNA LOUISE GRAD
KIMLICKA DENISE C ED I
KIMME DENNIS A FAA4
KIMMFL ELIZABETH S GRAD
KIMMEL ERIC ALAN GRAD
KIMMEL JAMES L ENG3
*KIMMEL LESLIE ERVIN ED 4
KIMMEL MICHAEL G LAS1
KIMMEL THOMAS A LAS2
KIMMICH JOHN E FAA4
KIMNACH DONALD J JR BUS2
KIMNACH RICHARD A LAS1
KIMPTON JEFFREY S FAA4
KIMPTON JOHN S FAA1
KINCAID GARY D FAA4
KINCAID KAROL L LAS2
KINCAID MAUREEN A LAS4
KINCZEWSKI KATHY A LAS3
KINDER JO L ED 3
KINDORF WILLIAM III BUS2
KINDRED BARBARA S FAA3
KINER GARY P BUS4
KINER JULIE A FAA3
KING ARTHUR R LAS4
KING BARBARA L ED 2
KING CAROLYN S LAS2
KING DENNIS D ENG1
KING DIANE M BUS3
KING DOROTHY M ED 1
KING E RAY III AGR4
KING EDWARD J AGR2
KING EDWARD M ENG1
KING FRANK S PE 3
KING GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
KING GRENVILLE C GRAD
KING HARRY ANDREW GRAD
KING JANE L LAS2
KING JOHN WINTHROP GRAD
KING JOSEPH BERNARD BUS4
KING KEVIN MICHAEL LAS2
KING LAWRENCE S LAW2
KING LINDA R FAA1
KING MARGARET F GRAD
KING MARYANN ED 3
KING MICHAEL P FAA3
KING MICHAEL R LAS4
KING NANCY E LAS1
KING NANCY J FAA2
KING NANCY J COM4
KING PAMELA K LAS1
KING RICHARD L LAW3
KING ROBERT P LAS1
KING ROBERT WILLIAM ENG4
KING ROSEMARY AGR2
KING WARREN LEE GRAD
KING WENDY FARNHAM FAA4
KING WESLEY ALAN FAA4
KING WILLIAM A LAS4
KING WILLIAM CHARLES GRAD
URH SNYDER 413 C
410 E GREEN C
211 E ARMORY C
4C9 E CHALMERS C
509 E GREEN 201 C
508 E ARMORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
110 E ARMORY C
VILLA GROVE ILL
STILLWATER OKLA
URH OGLESBY 230 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH VANDOREN 124 C
URH HOPKINS 271 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
405 E JOHN C
202 E OANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 422 U
911 S 1ST C
1204 ELLIS U
5C9 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 334 U
502 W ILLINOIS U
BOZEMAN MONT
804 W MICHIGAN U
URH DANIELS 207 U
1107 W GREEN 431 U
408 E GREEN U
306 S 5TH C
NORMAL ILL
113 W FRANKLIN U
URH SHERMAN 528 C
1107 W GREEN 431 U
1834 A ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT 358 C
604 W CALIFORNIA U
1101 W OREGON 7 U
409 E CHALMRS 602 C
URH TRELEASE 705 U
1004 S 2ND C
503 E JOHN C
503 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 309 U
506 E WHITE 3 C
URH HOPKINS 295 C
URH TOWNSEND 378 U
1009 W PENN U
211 E ARMORY C
211 E ARMORY C
1209 W CHARLES C
1209 W CHARLES C
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH BUSEY 259 U
1113 S 3RD 103 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
508 E CHALMERS C
202 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 224 U
401 E GREEN C
314 S ELM C
406 E GREEN 201 C
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 392 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH HOPKINS 466 C
URH OGLESBY 1025 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1110 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 34C C
409 W ELM 11 U
106 N RUSSELL C
203 E HEALEY C
407 W GREEN C
107 E CHALMERS 5 C
604 E WHITE C
308 E ARMORY C
407 W WHITE 19 C
RR 2 il
WHITEHEATH ILL
211 W HIGH C
CANTON ILL
403 S BUSEY 10 U
URH EVANS 333 U
611 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 321 U
412 W HILL 1 C
URH BARTON 123 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH CLARK 424 C
2402 CAMPBELL C
604 E WHITE C
HOMER ILL
306 E DANIEL C

































































812 S 8TH AV
824 ASHLAND AV
















RR 2 BOX 118












1834 A ORCH PL
59 N EDISON AV
604 W CALIFORNIA
1509 N 17TH AV
1540 FLORIAN AV
3511 N WILTON AV
9447 S 84TH CT
503 E JOHN
50 3 E JOHN
5321 EAST DR




654 E LOCUST ST

























4138 MEADE ST NE
604 E WHITE
14 RIVIERA DR
407 W WHITE 19
RR 2
1503 E GROVE ST
211 W HIGH

















































































































KING WILLIAM J LAS2
KING WILLIAM P JR LAS3
KING WILLIAM W LAS1
KINGDON DONALD G AGR2
KINGDON DUANE ALAN GRAD
KINGERY NANCY K FAA4
KINGRY KIMBERLY J FAA4
KINGSTON MICHAEL L GRAD
KINGSTON RODNEY E LAS2
KINKA TERESA A LAS1
KINMAN BECKY J LASL
KINN DIANE E LAS1
KINNARD PAMELA L LAS1
KINNEY CAROLYN M ENG2
KINNEY EDWARD J JR BUS2
KINNEY LAWRENCE R FAA3
KINNEY TODD M LAS1
KINNY ALISON JEAN GRAD
KINSCHERFF JAMES E AGR2
KINSCHERFF JOHN M AGR3
KINSELL JAMES J LAS3
KINSELLA JOHN P ENG1
KINSER KATHLEEN A FAA4
KINSER RONALD A GRAD
KINSEY CLETUS M JR ENG3
KINSEY JOHN GRANT GRAD
KINSEY LANE A VM 1
KINSINGER DAVID W LAS3
KINTER THOMAS M ENG1
*KINTZLE DARRELL J ED 3
KINZER JOHN B LAS1
KINZER LAURA J LAS2
KIOLBASA LAURA R LAS1
KIPER MARSHA A AGR2
KIPP HAROLD S GRAD
KIPP ROBERT M ENG3
KIPPER MARY A LAS3
KIRBY CAROLYN JEAN GRAD
KIRBY EDWARD JAMES GRAD
KIRBY JOCELYN S AGR1
KIRBY JOHN R LAS4
KIRBY KATHLEEN M LAS3
KIRBY PEGGY L LAS2
KIRCHER MARCIA B LAS4
KIRCHHERR JAMES K LAS2
KIRCHHOFER MARK L LAS3
KIRCHHOFF VALERIE A LAS2
KIRCHMAN MARK A ENG3
KIRCHNER KAREN S AGR1
KIRK ELEANOR L ED 2
KIRK JAMES BRUCE GRAD
KIRK JENNIFER J COM4
KIRK PAMELA A LAS2
KIRK ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
KIRK SCOTT H LAS1
KIRK WILLIAM STEPHEN GRAD
KIRKCONNELL KRISTIN LAS2
KIRKCONNELL SCOTT W LAS4
KIRKENDALL C I LAS3
*KIRKENDOLL ROBERT P ENG4
KIRKLEY OWEN MAJOR GRAD
KIRKMAN JAMES E AVI2
KIRKOLIS DAVID A FAA1
KIRKPATRICK CONILEE GRAD
KIRKPATRICK JERRY L AGR2
KIRKPATRICK JEWELL M GRAD
KIRKPATRICK JULIE L COM4
KIRKPATRICK KEN F LAS2
KIRKPATRICK ROBERT J GRAD
KIRKTON DAVID JAMES GRAD
KIRKWOOD BETTY M LAS2
KIRKWOOD JILL F LAS3
KIRKWOOD JUDITH A LAS3
KIRNBAUER RICHARD J FAA3
KIRSCH PHILIP D LAS4
KIRSCH ROBERT B BUS2
KIRSCHKE GARY NORMAN GRAD
KIRSCHNER BARBARA L LAS4
KIRSHENBAUM SAMMY J BUS4
KIRSNER OAVID M GRAO
KIRSTEIN JULIA E LAS2
KISER FAY A LAS3
KISER KERRY A BUS 1
KISER MARGARET S M COM4
KISER STANLEY CLAREN ED 4
KISH ROGER A FAA2
KISILL CAROL J LAS2
KISSANE CHRISTINE BUS4
KISSEL JAMES E LAS3
KISSIL MARTIN SAMUEL GRAD
KISSIL MICHELE T GRAD
KIST DEBORAH S AGR1
KIST OLGA LAS4
KISTLER JOAN L LAS3
KITAGAWA MASAKI GRAD
KITCHELL FRANK A LAS2
KITCHING JOSEPH F ENG1
402 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1024 U
809 W PENN U
503 E STOUGHTON C
1116 E HILL U
705 W STOUGHTON U
404 BRIAR LN C
URH FORBES 270 C
URH GARNER 454 C
URH TRELEASE 204 U
URH LAR 191 U
URH HOPKINS 456 C
URH WARDALL 222 U
1708 RIDGELAND C
706 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 4 U
URH SHERMAN 405 C
112 W IOWA U
112 W IOWA U
903 E COLORADO U
1008 S 4TH C
1006 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
NORMAL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 506 U
2320 E UNIV 4 U
821 OAKLANO 108 U
410 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 219 C
RR 2 U
URH FORBES 426 C
URH HOPKINS 402 C
URH TRELEASE 425 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
NORMAL ILL
URH FORBES 302 C
GLENVIEW ILL
501 S RACE 7 U
314 S PRAIRIE 205 C
URH LAR 494 U
1107 E FLORIDA 11 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 399 U
306 E THOMPSON U
URH TOWNSEND 408 U
211 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
1764 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 487 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
RR 2 U
611 E DANIEL C
1304 N NEIL C
807 N PROSPECT C
URH FORBES 364 C
201 COUNTRY FR 8 C
1213 W MAIN U
1213 W MAIN U
212 E SPNGFLD C
2105 HAZWD OR U
2211 FLETCHER U
804 HAWTHORN U
URH SNYDER 473 C
406 E STOUGHTON 9 C
201 E JOHN C
WESTVILLE ILL
309 E HEALEY 2 C
1101 W PENN U
2059 A ORCH ST U
BATAVIA ILL
SULLIVAN ILL
1010 S 2ND C
603 1/2 E CLARK C
604 E ARMORY 219 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
301 E ARMORY C
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
802 W OREGON 14 U
1805 W JOHN C
URH DANIELS 536 U
URH BUSEY 226 U
309 E JOHN C
713 W OHIO U
106 E HEALEY 11 C
2204 BROOKHAVEN C
URH OGLESBY 420 U
URH LAR 264 U
911 LOCUST 307 C
301 E ARMORY C
503 S LYNN 3 C
503 S LYNN 3 C
URH TRELEASE 531 U
408 W ILLINOIS U
1110 W NEVADA U
TALBOT LAB 321 U
URH OGLESBY 123 U










































































404 BRIAR LN 7
606 E CENTER ST


























































2059 A ORCH ST
420 S JACKSON
305 S MAIN ST
705 15TH ST
318 S GARFIELD
















503 S LYNN 3
503 S LYNN 3








































































































KITE BRUCE R LAS1
KITTAKA CRAIG S LAS1
KITTLE WILLIAM LEROY GRAO
KITTLEP CHARLES E PE 2
KITTLESON SHERWIN S GRAO
KIVLAND BONNIE J FAA4
KIVLAND MICHAEL J BUS3
KIZEVIC JOSEPH G FAA4
KJELLANDER ROBERT JR GRAO
KJONNEROO LEIF ERIK GRAD
KLAAS PALMER V BUS2
KLAGES PETER H LAS4
KLAGES THOMAS NEAL BUS2
KLAMECKI BRONISLAUS GRAD
KLAMM KENNETH J ENG1
KLAMM RICHARD DALE ENG4
KLAMM VICKI SEGLIN GRAD
KLAMMT GERHARD WOLFG ENG4
KLANN LAWRENCE W LAS2
KLARMAN MARC VM 1
KLAROUIST ROBERT L LAW3
KLAROUIST VIRGINIA H GRAD
KLAS RICHARD L LAS3
KLASFN CHARLES PETER GRAD
KLATT GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
KLATT KAREN L LAS2
KLATT MARY J LAS4
KLAUKE DIANE M ED 4
KLAUKE SALLY A AGR2
KLAUS DAVID H ENG1
KLAUS WILLIAM R JR ENG1
KLAUSNER MICHAEL GRAD
KLAWANS CHARLES S LAS2
KLAWANS STEPHEN M LAS1
KLAYMAN HENRY JOSEPH GRAD
KLAZURA PAUL J ENG3
KLFBE GARY A FAA1
KLEBEK CHRISTINE J LAS4
KLECK GARY D LAS3
*KLECKA EDWARD J LAS3
KLECKA JOSEPH A GRAD
KLECKA RUTH ANN GRAD
KLECKLER DANNY R AGR2
KLECKNEP JEAN E GRAD
KLFCKNEP WILLIAM J PE 1
KLEE RUTH B LAS1
KLEEMANN JOSEPH L GRAD
KLEHM ARNOLD J AGR3
KLEIMAN ANGELA B GRAD
KLEIN ALVIN GEORGE GRAD
KLEIN BARBARA A LAS3
KLFIN BARBARA PINCUS GRAD
KLEIN BONNIE GALE GRAD
KLEIN CARTER H LAW3
KLEIN CHARLES ALLEN GRAO
KLEIN CRAIG R BUS2
KLEIN DAVID A BUS 1
KLEIN DENISE R LAS2
KLEIN DONALD J BUS3
KLEIN DREW LAS2
KLEIN EDWARD P ENG1
KLEIN ELIZABETH A LAS1
KLFIN FLYCE D LAS1
KLEIN JUDITH F ED 3
KLEIN LARRY B LAS3
KLEIN LYNN E LAS2
KLEIN MARGARET ANN GRAO
*KLEIN MARIE ANNETTE GRAD
KLEIN MARTIN E LAS4
KLEIN MARTIN IRA GRAD
KLEIN MIRIAM N ED 2
KLFIN NEAL A LAS4
KLEIN OTTO LAS1
KLEIN PAMELA ALLYN ED 3
KLEIN PAULA A LAS3
KLEIN RICHARD KURT LAS1
KLEIN RICHARD L LAS3
KLEIN ROSEMARY LAS2
KLEIN WILLIAM HARVEY GRAD
KLEINFDLFR KEITH M AGR1
KLEINER MORRIS M GRAD
KLEINFFLD DAVID A FAA1
KLEINHA.NS JAMES W LAS3
KLFTNHENZ ROBFRT J GRAD
KLEINMAN CARREN C LAW2
KLEINMAN SUSAN P GRAD
KLEINSCHMIDT DALE A AGR4
KLEINSCHMIDT GARY D GRAD
KLEISS HAROLD JOSEPH GRAO
KLEKAMP OAVID H LAS4
KLEMENS THOMAS D BUS2
KLEMENS WILLIAM H ENG3
KLEMKF JUDITH A COM4
KLEMM MARGARET A FAA3
KLEMM ROGER C LAS4
KLEMT LAURA L GRAD
KLEMT LEROY CARL GRAD
URH OGLESBY 1205 U
URH FORBES 486 C
2047 B HAZWD CT U
PRINCETON ILL
1901 WEAVER U
606 W HIGH U
805 W OREGON U
78 VERSAILLES FR
705 W CHURCH C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 139 U
17 LEXINGTON U
URH GARNER 292 C
704 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 340 C
1009 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
1009 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
909 W ILLINOIS 8 U
URH BLAISDELL 4 U
37 E GREEN C
501 MITCHEL CT C
501 MITCHELL CT C
URH NOBLE 23 C
1101 S MATTIS 2-3 C
URH DANIELS 354 U
URH WARDALL 319 U
URH LAR 115 U
611 E DANIEL C
611 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 421 U
312 E ARMORY C
403 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 623 U
URH OGLESBY 116 U
806 W OREGON U
604 S RACE U
URH NOBLE 208 C
904 W CLARK 4 U
URH GARNER 113 C
33 E HEALEY C
URH SHERMAN 1352 C
URH SHERMAN 109 C
URH HOPKINS 245 C
107 E HEALEY 20 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 460 C
60 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 408 U
SANTIAGO 8 CHILE
2061 B ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 629 U
403 W VERMONT U
209 W JOHN C
37 E GREEN 2 C
503 E WHITE 10 C
URH OGLESBY 42 5 U
910 S 3RD C
URH RUSEY 343 U
URH OGLESBY 908 U
1105 S 1ST C
URH BARTON 423 C
URH ALLEN 308 U
URH LAR 416 U
910 S 3RD 1022 C
805 OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 605 U
URH LAR HI U
RR 2 U
751 S MATTIS C
ROUTE 1 U
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
409 E CHALMERS 814 C
1009 W PENN U
911 S LOCUST C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1908 DAVID C
1505 KIRBY C
URH WARDALL 1106 U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 122 C
1727 HENRY 4 C
URH NOBLE 326 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
504 E CLARK C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 203 C
711 W CHURCH C
RANTOUL ILL
2203 HAZWD DR 2203 U
805 W STOUGHTON U
7 13 W OHIO U
1005 S MATTIS 2-7 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
105 E HEALEY 9 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
2065 D ORCH ST U


































































8056 N KENTON AV
5440 MADISON
20^7 B HAZWD CT
919 S CHURCH
1901 WEAVER
1127 N WINDSOR DR
1127 N WINDSOR DR
2206 SHERMAN AV
4212 N KEELER AV
120 HOLIDAY PARK







7679 N ROGERS 1-N




1104 E LAKE SHORE
1101 S MATTIS 2-3
URH DANIELS 354
1239-26TH AV




RR 3 BOX 71
2410 DAVIDSON




1628 E RAVINE DP
31 E JOHN
406 S CRAIG PL
3736 W 82ND ST
3428 S 61ST AV
7609 ROHRER DR
RR 2










37 E GREEN 2




5820 N MOODY AV
6615 N TRUMBULL
1044 LESLIE LN





150 E MAPLE ST
RR 2













2531 E 7TH ST
420 S DELPHIA AV
870 LONGVIEW RD






206 LEAHY CIRCLE S




2065 D ORCH ST



































































































KLEN DAVID S LAS2
KLEPPER STEVEN C FAA4
KLESH JOHN R LAS2
KLETT JAMES ELMER GRAD
KLETT JEFFREY H LAS2
KLETT KRISTI L LAS3
KLICK JUDY A LAS3
KLICKNA KIM FAA4
KLIEBENSTEIN JAMES B GRAD
KLIEMAN JANET S ED 3
KLIER GENE ANN F LAS3
KLIETSCH WILLIAM S BUS3
KLIFF MICHAEL D BUS3
KLIGER ELIZABETH L LAS2
KLIMA DAVID JAMES GRAD
KLIMEK GARY A ENG1
KLIMEK KRISTIN A LAS1
KLIMEK PATRICIA E LAS4
KLIMKOW KIRK J ENG3
KLINC JOHN R FAA1
KLINE DAVID P ENG1
KLINE JAMES W COM3
KLINE JUDITH M LAS4
KLINE PHILIP JACKSON GRAD
KLINE THOMAS F ENG4
KLINEFELTER DANNY A GRAD
KLING JANET E PE 3
KLING RICHARD J ED 4
KLING THOMAS J BUS2
KLING VICTORIA LAS2
KLINGBERG ROBERT J AV 1
1
KLINGEBIEL ANN C ED 4
KLINGEL STEPHEN CHAR BUS4
KLINGER GARY D LAS3
KLINGER UWE ROLAND GRAD
KLINGLER PAUL L ENG1
KLINT RONALD EUGENE BUS4
KLIOT KATHRYN S LAS3
KLIOT WILLIAM S BUS2
KLIPOWICZ STEVEN W LAS3
KLIPPERT LINDA S LAS4
KLITCHMAN GAIL A ED 1
KLOBUCAR JOHN M LAS2
KLOCKE DENNIS R LAS4
KLOCKENGA MICHAEL E ENG4
KLOET JOHN W BUS1
KLOKKENGA ALAN F AGR1
KLOKKENGA RUSSELL L ENG1
KLOMPMAKER DARCY L PE 4
KLONTZ JEFFREY T LAS1
KLONTZ KEITH W ENG2
KLOOCK JANET E FAA3
KLOPKE BARBARA J GRAD
KLOR BARBARA A AGR4
KLOSS DENNIS J ENG3
KLOSS SANDRA A LAS4
KLOSTERMAN JAMES C FAA2
KLOSTERMAN JULIE J ED 1
KLOTT RICHARD S LAS2
KLOTTER KEVIN A LAS3
KLOUBEC CAROL A LAS1
KLUBER PAUL J JR ENG1
KLUCK CHARLES E ENG3
KLUETZ MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
KLUG PAUL E AGR2
KLUGE JANICE V FAA2
KLUGE TIMOTHY R LAS1
KLUMPP KATHLEEN MORG GRAD
KLUNDER WILLARD CARL GRAD
KLUNDT STEVEN E AGP3
KLYMUS JUDY L BUS1
KLYNSTRA MELINDA L LAS3
KMETZ ANDY J ENG1
KMETZ ANNE M LAS3
KMIEC THOMAS KEVIN COM4
KMIOTEK ALICE M LAS2
KNAAK BEVERLY J LAS2
KNAB JOHN W AGR4
KNAPIC MARGARET C PE 1
KNAPP CHESTER A AGR1
KNAPP DAVID J ENG4
KNAPP GAYLE GRAD
KNAPP KEITH A FAA1
KNAPP KIRK ENG2
KNAPP RICHARD L FAA2
KNAPP THOMAS J LAS2
KNAPP VIRGINIA A LAS1
KNAPP WILLIAM J LAS2
KNECHT EDWARD GENE AGR4
KNECHT JAMES A LAW2
KNECHT ROBERT N LAS3
KNECHT STEPHEN E LAS2
KNECHT THOMAS A AGR1
KNECHT THOMAS WALTER GRAD
KNEEDY JANE LEROY GRAD
KNEEDY MARK J LAW3
KNELL CHARLES D LAS3
URH SCOTT 473 C
411 W WHITE C
604 E ARMORY 242 C
609 W HEALEY C
URH WESTON 365 C
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
111 E HEALEY C
1009 W PENN U
2087 C ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 1021 C
901 S LINCOLN U
1009 W PENN U
1006 S 3RD 15 C
801 W IOWA U
307 E JOHN 5 C
URH BARTON 104 C
URH LAR 214 U
15 TULIP TREE C
CHICAGO ILL
URH FORBES 409 C
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
907 S 2ND 8 C
1110 STOUGHTON U
1204 E PENN U
URH GARNER 328 C
2060 C ORCH ST U
706 S MATHEWS U
812 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 111 C
502 HIGH U
URH WESTON 425 C
1202 E MAIN U
209 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 225 C
MIDDLETOWN CONN
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
URH FLAGG 432 C
409 E CHALMRS 1008 C
URH HOPKINS 392 C
URH FORBES 242 C
307 S LINCOLN 8 U
URH HOPKINS 463 C
313 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1117 U
URH TAFT 421 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH NOBLE 417 C
1112 S 2ND 203 C
310 E GREGORY C
311 E ARMORY C
614 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 376 U
1004 S 4TH C
202 BRIAR LN C
505 E HEALEY C
URH SNYDER 170 C
URH LAR 308 U
409 E CHALMRS 1403 C
108 S GREGORY U
URH GARNER 240 C
URH ALLEN 489 U
URH NOBLE 110 C
110 E JOHN 9 C
URH TAFT 121 C
URH SAUNDERS 112 U
URH WESTON 463 C
ROCHESTER N Y
410 S BUSEY U
URH NOBLE 407 C
URH VANDOREN 23 C
1C6 E HEALEY C
1715 WESTHAVEN C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1101 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 426 U
URH ALLEN 307 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 221 U
201 E JOHN C
1813 VALLEY RD C
609 W MAIN 22 U
310 GREGORY C
URH CARR 5 U
URH CARR 330 U
URH ALLEN 291 U
URH VANDOREN 223 C
301 S 1ST C
58 E ARMORY C
2113 HAZWD OR 304 U
URH WESTON 332 C
URH TOWNSEND 281 U
URH GARNER 132 C
806 S BIRCH U
1011 S LOCUST 2 C
1011 S LOCUST 2 C
































































1209 S MAIN ST
1209 S MAIN









6132 W 128TH ST
217 S YALE AV
15 TULIP TREE
5934 N MULLIGAN






















1248 W 54TH PL
12756 MUSKEGON




16080 S PARK AV
2161 OXNARD DR
3606 W MAIN ST
7820 IOWA ST
1404 CHARTWELL
413 W WALNUT ST
3421 S ABERDEEN ST
3744 W CORNELIA
401 W DUNDEE RD
HOLIDAY DR BOX 102
9349 LINCOLNWOOD
9404 NOEL AV
215 E BLAIR ST
6908 PATRICIA LN
1502 14TH ST












2243 N MANGO AV
255 LONGCOMMON RD







1229 W MARKET ST














































































































KNELL JUDITH A AGR3
KNELL RAYMOND EDWARD GRAD
KNEPLER LOURDES TARA FAA4
KNEPLER STEVEN R AGR
3
*KNEPP GARY LYNN ENG4
KNERR ROBERT C ENG3
KNETSCH TANA S LAS2
KNIEF RONALD ALLEN GRAD
KNIERIEM DAVID W AV I 2
KNIFFIN JAMES L JR AGR1
KNIGHT CHARLES D LAS2
KNIGHT CHARLFS W ENG4
KNIGHT GEORGE W GRAD
KNIGHT JEANNE E LAS1
KNIGHT LAWRENCE L GRAD
KNIGHT MARY T LAS1
KNIGHT PAMELA JAMES GRAD
KNIGHT PRENTICE III GRAD
KNIGHT RICHARD P LAS3
KNIPE JAMES STUART GRAD
KNISKERN DAVID PAUL GRAD
KNITTEL DAVID L AGR3
KNOBBE ALAN J ENG1
KNOBLOCH DEAN A ENG3
KNODLE BEVERLY A LAS4
KNODLE LARRY LYNN GRAD
KNODLE WALTER S GRAD
KNOLL DAVID D ENG3
KNOLL GERALDINE C ED 4
KNOLL KIMBERLY A FAA1
KNOPF JENNIFER M LAS1
KNOPF MICHAEL A LAS2
KNORR FRANZ ENG3
KNORR KATHLEEN A LAS3
KNOTTS THOMAS C II LAS1
KNOWLES GAIL SHRAER ED 2
KNOWLES SCOTT E LAS2
KNOWLES WILLIAM C LAS1
KNOWLTON GORDON R ENG2
KNOX CAROLYN L ED 1
KNOX DAVID E FAA3
KNOX HELEN S VM 2
KNUCKLES THOMAS E FAA1
KNUDSON CHARLES E GRAD
KNUDSON DOUGLAS E AGR3
KNUDSON KAREN S AGR3
KNUDSON ROGER M GRAD
KNUE GEORGE M COM3
KNUEPFER DIANE E FAA3
KNUTH CYNTHIA S LAS1
KNUTSON DIANA M LAS2
KOBE RICHARD J FAA2
KOBLER ERIC R ENG1
KOBLER MARY A LAS3
KOBOLD RONALD G FAA1
KOBOS REBECCA M FAA4
KOBOSKY JEAN A LASl
KOBOSKY JUDY K LAS4
KOBRITZ LAUREN S LAS2
KOBUS RICHARD L FAA2
KOBUSSEN ANTHONY J PE 4
KOBYLECKY JOHN G LAS3
KOBYLECKY JUDITH K LAS2
KOCAL JAMES T AGR4
KOCAL JOSEPH A LASl
KOCAL LOUISE M LAS2
KOCEK CLAIRE A FAA2
KOCH ALFRED P AGR2
KOCH ALLEN R LAS3
KOCH ANN A ED 2
KOCH DENNIS L LAW2
KOCH DOUGLAS B AGR2
KOCH ERIC NEAL GRAD
KOCH GERHARDUS H GRAD
KOCH JOHN ALLEN GRAD
KOCH JOHN EDWARD GRAD
KOCH JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
KOCH LAURIE A FAA2
KOCH MARY CHAPMAN LAS4
KOCH MYRON W VM I
KOCH ROBERT EMIL GRAD
KOCH ROGER D ENG3
KOCHER EDWARD D AGR3
KOCHER RICHARD W AGR4
KOCHER VIRGINIA M LAS2
KOCINSKI EDWIN J LAS4
KOCINSKI JOAN K LAS2
KOCLANIS KATHRYN J LASl
KOCOL JAMES E ENG3
KOCZOR JUDY LAS4
KODIMER DENNIS A GRAD
KOE FRANK JR LAS4
KOE KWOCK K LAS2
KOEBERLEIN PHILIP L ENG3
KOEHL SUSAN M BUS3
KOEHLER GALE J FAA3
KOEHLER GARY P AGR2
412 E GREEN C
1909 DAVID C
2028 B HAZWD CT U
2028 B HAZWD CT U
306 FAIRLAWN U
202 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH OANIELS 126 U
URH SCOTT 282 C
URH BARTON 124 C
803 S COLER U
212 E DANIEL C
2032 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 492 C
TERRE HAUTE IND
510 W GREEN U
ST JOSEPH ILL
2109 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH GARNER 489 C
724 S BROADWAY U
2113 W WHITE 225 C
501 E DANIEL U
URH BABCOCK 415 U
1103 S BUSEY U
505 E WHITE 2 C
604 W PARK 4 U
PHYSICS BLDG 211 U
105 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 405 U
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
409 E CHALMRS 702 C
201 E JOHN C
GREGORY HALL C
503 E WHITE 7 C
URH HOPKINS 363 C
104 HOLIDAY PARK C
MATTOON ILL
URH HOPKINS 338 C
302 E GREGORY C
2201 HAZWD DR 304 U
URH GARNER 400 C
205 E CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDER 436 C
1003 E COLORADO U
MINOOKA ILL
801 W IOWA U
609 W MAIN 17 U
604 E ARMORY 301 C
LA GRANGE ILL
URH SAUNDERS 323 U
URH TRELEASE 727 U
URH OGLESBY 528 U
URH FORBES 438 C
107 E CHALMERS 10 C
URH WESTON 226 C
1003 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 603 U
1002 W NEVADA U
410 E GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
402 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE 10 C
URH SCOTT 413 C
513 W LOUISIANA C
URH HOPKINS 213 C
URH GARNER 444 C
309 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 208 C
PRAIRIE VW TRLR CT C
URH BUSEY 203 U
504 W MAIN 209 U
URH OGLESBY 212 U
603 W NEVADA U
202 S GROVE U
2018 FLETCHER 9 U
2022 C ORCH ST U
URH FLAGG 423 C
URH BUSEY 330 U
2022 C ORCH ST U
707 S 6TH C
311 E JOHN 8 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
58 E GREGORY C
1109 S 3RD 202 C
207 E JOHN C
311 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 182 U
URH LAR 214 U
URH NOBLE 412 C
108 S GREGORY U
DCL 214 U
402 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 289 C
1213 S NORTHWOOO C
409 E CHALMRS 1309 C
1 11 E CHALMERS 9 C

























































2028 B HAZWD CT














21C9 HAZWD DR 104
RR 2
724 S BROADWAY




6322 PARK RIDGE RO
RR 1
PHYSICS BLDG 211













602 NW 6TH ST
BOX 175








209 W CIRCLE OR
1359 BUFFALO
448 S YALE








7506 W 59TH ST




20 N TOWER RD 9A








2022 C ORCH ST
1111 MUNROE FALLS
RR 1







3034 N MONITOR AV
3034 N MONITOR
809 E MINER
3725 N SAWYER AV
108 S GREGORY









































































































KOEHLER KATHLEEN M GRAD
KOEHLER LEROY F LAS4
KOEHLER NANCY JEAN GRAO
KOEHLER REBECCA C PE 2
KOEHLER RICHARD F LAS2
KOEHLER SUSAN L ED 2
KOEHLER THOMAS C FAA4
KOEHLER THOMAS L ENG3
KOEHM JOHN A VM 4
KOEHN CHARLES E VM 1
KOELLING MARK A ENG3
KOELLING WAYNE D FAA1
KOELM WILLIAM WALTER GRAD
KOENIG BARBARA A FAA2
KOENIG JAMES G AGR
1
KOENIG JOHN W LAS2
KOENIG KATHI A LAS1
KOENIG MARILYN G LAS3
KOENIG THOMAS C BUS4
KOEPKE KARYL L LAS2
KOEPKE NANCY J ED 3
KOEPPEN BRUCE M LAS3
KOERLIN MARK C LAS1
KOERMENDY ADRIENNE GRAD
KOERNER KAREN S LAS4
KOERNER MAURINE LAS4
KOERTGE DOUGLAS J GRAD
KOESTER CONNIE K LAS2
KOESTER RODGER W ENG2
KOESTER VALERIE A LAS2
KOESTERER MARY P LAS3
KOFKIN ROBERT A BUS1
KOFRON JOEL J AGP2
KOGA JOHN E FAA3
*KOGAN JENNY MARGULIS LAS4
KOGUT ANTHONY C LAS2
KOHAN ROBERT D ENG4
KOHEN BRUCE M BUS1
*KOHEN WILLIAM GRAD
KOHL DAVID GRANT GRAD
KOHLBACHER KATHY A AGR
KOHLER EDWARD G LAS3
KOHLHASE JANET E LAS1
KOHLMAN JAMES C ENG4
KOHN EVA ED 1
KOHN LAWRENCE J BUS2
*KOHN NATHANIEL H GRAD
KOHN RICHARD A LAS1
KOHN RONALD P AGR
*KOHN ROZSA S LAS2
KOHN SUSAN B ED 3
KOHNEN DANIEL JOSEPH FAA4
KOHOUT DAVID B BUS2
KOHTZ RICHARD L ENG1
*KOHUT MARYANN P GRAD
KOIDIN ELLEN S LAS1
KOLACZEK DIANE J LAS1
KOLACZKOWSKI L ENG1
KOLAP KEITH C AGR1
*KOLATA DENNIS ROBERT GRAD
KOLATA ROBERT T COMA
KOLB CAROLE A LAS3
KOLB DAVID ALLEN GRAD
KOLB GEOFFREY K LAS2
KOLB MARGUERITE D GRAD
KOLBER SUSAN L ED 2
KOLESAR FEROINAND C LAS3
KOLESAR MARCY A LAS2
KOLKEBECK ANN M AGR1
KOLL STEVEN A LAS2
*KOLLER JAMES PAUL ENG4
KOLLINGER HERBERT H BUS1
*KOLMAN JOSEPH LUDWIG GRAD
KOLMAN MARGARET M LAS3
KOLMER MICHAEL G ENG1
KOLODZIEJ JAMES M ENG3
KOLOF ALAN S BUS1
KOLSTAO ERIC T ENG1
KOLTER MARSHA L LAS4
KOLTSE GEORGE GRAD
KOLTUN DAVID GRAD
KOLTVEIT DAVID E AGR3
KOLTVEIT JOHN AGR3
KOLVES BETTY JEAN GRAD
KOLWITZ DIANE B FAA1
*KOMADINA BRUCE M ENG4
*KOMADINA KRISTI M LAS3
KOMEP ALBERT G ENG4
KOMIE CYNTHIA A ED 2
KOMMERS RICHARD W LAW3
KOMP DONALD L LAS1
KONDA JEAN M COM3
KONEN BRUCE PAUL ENG4
KONETT PAULA J LAS2
*KONG ANA CHUNG GRAD
KONG LUZ L GRAD
*KONG PEDRO LEE GRAD
URH DANIELS 479 U
12 SANDALWOOD C
505 W WASHINGTON U
310 E WHITE 22 C
URH OGLESBY 1002 U
URH WARDALL 922 U
RR 2 U
URH BABCOCK 121 U
2110 ORCH ST 201 U
403 BRIAR 203 C
711 W GREEN U
401 E DANIEL C
2101 WINCHESTER C
URH BUSEY 202 U
713 W OHIO U
URH BABCOCK 323 U
URH WARDALL 625 U
302 E ARMORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 211 C
412 E GREEN C
209 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 294 C
URH WARDALL 1214 U
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
1211 W MAIN U
912 E OREGON U
URH ALLEN 441 U
410 S BUSEY U
1202 W NEVADA U
1004 S 4TH 10 C
URH FORBES 392 C
URH WESTON 254 C
URH FORBES 492 C
605 W IOWA U
409 E CHALMRS 914 C
305 E GREEN 7 C
110 E CHALMERS C
908 S LOCUST 202 C
URH SHERMAN 567 C
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TRELEASE 316 U
107 E HEALEY C
URH VANDOREN 412 C
910 S 3RD C
PERKINS RD U
URH WESTON 273 C
409 E CHALMRS 16 13 C
PERKINS RD U
902 S 2ND C
307 E JOHN C
312 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 5 C
607 S RIDGEWAY C
URH LUNDGREN 314 C
URH ALLEN 181 U
URH WESTON 464 C
URH OGLESBY 128 U
501 E FAIRLAWN U
1005 S 6TH C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1716 CAROLYN C
URH GARNER 214 C
1408 WILLIAMSBURG C
409 E CHALMRS 1406 C
URH OGLESBY 1219 U
URH TRELEASE 523 U
URH WARDALL 623 U
URH TOWNSEND 409 U
1113 S 3RD 104 C
URH OGLESBY 1123 U
1415 KIRBY 2 C
WAUKEGAN ILL
URH FLAGG 427 C
402 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
911 S 4TH C
806 S 1ST 2 C
904 W GREEN 515 U
URH DANIELS 178 U
2301 3R00KSHIRE C
201 E JOHN C
PEORIA ILL
URH LAR 102 U
502 W MAIN 201 U
502 W MAIN 201 U
1105 S 4TH C
409 F CHALMRS 1510 C
URH SHERMAN 757 C
URH WESTON 392 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
409 E CHALMERS 910 C
2083 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 80 U







































































2110 ORCH ST 201
ROUTE 2
844 OSTLE DR
ROUTE 2 BOX 45
21C1 WINCHESTER
18 N SALEM AV




5141 W BYRON ST
7151 MEYER RD
1121 VAN ST











6937 W 29TH PL
1453 KINGS RD
6C5 W IOWA
2700 W 23RD PL
1520 UNION ST
18 E WILLOW RD
908 S LOCUST 202
4516 N DRAKE
249 ELM ST















5109 W SCHUBERT AV
1907 CURTISS
340 W MADISON ST
501 E FAIRLAWN
1011 N VINE ST
1510 WILLIAM ST
303 E SHERMAN











RR 3 BOX 175
5807 S RUTHERFORD
9448 LOREL AV
261 N CLARK DR








502 W MAIN 201
7831 N ODELL
9541 N LARAMIE AV
109 RIGGS AV





88 N DOMINGO ST
































































































SAN JUN RIZAL PHIL
SAN JUAN RIZL PHIL
157
KONIFCZNY LORRAINE M COM?
KONNEKER GREGORY P ENG1
KONRAO JANF E ED 3
*KONRAD KARL-LUDWIG J GRAD
KONRAO STEVEN SCOTT ENG4
KONRAD WILLIAM K ENG2
KONRATH DONALD J BUS2
KONRATH EMIL J FAA4
KONTNEY JOHN R LAS1
*KOO YEON-CHANG GRAD
KOOB DFNISE LAS2
KOOLISH MEGAN I LAS2
KOOMJIAN RICHARD H GRAD
*KOONCE JEFFERSON M GRAD
KOONCE ROBERT L ENG3
KOONTZ STEPHEN W LAS2
KOOS DANIEL A LAS1
KOPAN MARIA LAS1
*KOPAN NICHOLAS FAA9
KOPCHAK MARTIN J ENG3
KOPFC ANOREW M LAS4
KOPEC BRUCE A ENG2
KOPEC JEFFREY B BUS3
KOPEC MICHAEL J BUS1
KOPEL ROANN R LAS4
KOPERA ANNE T LAS2
KOPF KEITH A BUS4
KOPISCH JAMES ARTHUR GRAD
KOPPFRMAN PAUL EDWAR GRAD
KOPPLIN JUDITH A LAS3
KOPRIVA EARL ROBERT GRAD
KOPRIVA JAMES W JR LAS3
KOPRIVA ROBERT S BUS3
KOPROSKF GLENN K BUS1
KOPS DEBORAH S FAA2
KORAB WESLEY S FAA2
KORAK GREGORY L ENG1
KORASEK BARBARA L PE 3
KORASEK SHARON A PF 1
KOPBA ROSEMARY FAA3
KORBAKIS LINDA GRAD
*KORBUS PATRICIA S COM4
KORBY JAMES L BUS4
KORDICK JEAN LOUISE LAS3
KORFNBLIT ALLEN D LAS4
KORENGOLD DEBORAH R ED 1
KORESCH KENNETH J AGR3
KOPEY IRVING BUS3
KOREY MICHAEL S LAS4
KORFY RICKI S ED 3
*KORITZ GARY DUANE GRAD
KORITZ RONALD L LAS1
KORITZ THOMAS F ENG1
KORN CHERI M LAS4
KORN FRAN E AGR2
KORN MARTIN ENG4
KORNBLATT IRA B LAS3
KORNBLITH ANNE LEIGH GRAD
KORNFEIND JOHN G LAS3
KORPI JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
KORR BRUCE L BUS1
KORSGAARD BARBARA B LAS4
*KORSGARD WILLIAM W FAA4
KORSMFYER STANLFY J LAS4
KORST PETER K ENG1
SKORTGF BARBARA LEWIS COM3
KORTH BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
KOSAR CRAIG JAN GRAD
KOSCHALK RICHARD S LAS1
KOSICK JOHN E BUS2
KOSIYANON NANCY GRAD
KOSMACH GEORGE S FAA3
KOSMERL JAMES J LAS1
KCSOVSKI MAURA S FAA3
KOSS FREDERICK H ENG2
KOSSINA JUDY M LAS1
KOSTAL JERI LEF GRAD
KOSTELNICK CHARLES J FAA4
KOSTELNY GERALD J BUS1
*KOSTER ELAINE M LAS4
*KOSTER MARK REMI GRAD
KOSTER NORMAN P AGR3
*KOSTUN VASIL GRAD
KOTCHABHAKDI N GRAD
KOTECKI JEFFREY D ENG3
KOTEK JOSFPH J LAS3
KOTFK RAYMOND A GRAD
KOTELES GARY T LAS2
*KOTFLFS JOHN P ENG4
KOTIN ANTHONY M LAS2
KOTLARIK JOHN J JR ENG2
KOTOWSKI DARLENE M LAS1
KOTZIN MICHAEL D ENG1
KOUBA FRANK C LAS3
*KOUBEK DORIS SCHRAFT GRAD
*KOUBEK KENNETH JAMES GRAD
KOUCHOUKOS JOHN J JR LAS2
409 F CHALMRS 1205 C
URH FORBES 211 C
1203 W MAIN U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH ALLEN 385 U
306 F GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 409 U
1005 S 1ST ST RD 6 C
URH FORBES 418 C
1008 S BUSEY 5 U
URH EVANS 101 U
URH BUSEY 158 U
909 S 1ST C
2313 BARBERRY C
702 W WASHINGTON U
311 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 119 U
URH PAR U
107 W WILLIAM C
URH TOWNSEND 545 U
1829 W JOHN C
URH ALLEN 277 U
URH OGLESBY 729 U
URH NOBLE 115 C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1018 U
706 W OHIO U
705 W CALIFORNIA U
FOREST HILLS N Y
1206 W NEVADA U
1001 S OAK C
202 E DANIEL C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 316 C
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
604 E ARMORY 326 C
URH WESTON 461 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 910 U
910 S 3RD 7 22 C
URH SHERMAN 122 C
1302 N HICKORY C
1202 E MAIN U
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 631 U
URH FORBES 344 C
58 E JOHN C
1503 W KIRBY C
409 F CHALMERS C
2106 RAINBOW VIEW U
110 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 441 U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
URH SAUNDERS 104 U
509 E CLARK 31 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
105 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 566 C
910 S 3RD C
302 1/2 BARR U
302 1/2 BARR U
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 1602 C
810 W CHURCH 2 C
STA A BOX 2255 C
707 S GREGORY PL U
URH NOBLE 320 C
URH GARNER 394 C
URH SHERMAN 5C1 C
1106 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 362 C
1C8 E HEALEY 15 C
URH FORBES 313 C
URH SCOTT 430 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
78 VERSAILLES FR
409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
HOMER ILL
HOMER ILL
URH NOBLE 407 C
2421 E OREGON U
310 E WHITE 12 C
URH GARNFR 217 C
URH WESTON 264 C
609 W WHITE C
URH ALLEN 375 U
310 W COLUMBIA C
409 E CHALMRS 1314 C
URH TOWNSEND 415 U
URH LAR 263 U
URH NOBLE 113 C
904 W GREEN U
9C7 1/2 S OAK C
907 1/2 S OAK C










































































4680 B FENIMORE CT
7701 S WOLCOTT

















1507 E WAKEMAN AV








7720 S HAMILTON AV
525 STRATFORD PL
3507 LOUISE




336 W TUPELO AV
13C2 N HICKORY
12411 S 76TH AV












4837 W GROVE ST
634 LAVERGNE
1101 ELM RIDGE DR
135 CRESCENT DR
1 INWOOD DR





810 W CHURCH 2
STA A BOX 2255
5626 FAIRMOUNT
3435 COUNTRY CLUB









2321 S 10TH AV
108 W 4TH ST
108 W 4TH ST
RR 1
2421 E OREGON







5326 N KOSTNER AV
301 S HI-LUSI AV
3826 LAKE AV
2411 S EUCLID AV
907 1/2 S OAK




































































































KOUTEK NANCY M FAA1
KOVACS NANCY E FAA1
KOVAL JANICE A LAS1
KOVAL JOAN E LAS4
KOVAL RICHARD W ENG1
KOVALCIK RAMONA A AGR3
KOVALESKI CHARLES J LAW2
KOVALIC MARY LOU LAS4
KOVANDA CAROL J LAS1
KOVAR PETER S COM3
KOVARSKY KAREN E ED 2
KOVELL GARY A ENG1
KOVELL RICHARD L FAA2
KOVICH RONALD H LAS2
KOVNAT SUSAN A LAS2
KOWACK JANINE PE 3
KOWALCZYK KENNETH J LAS3
KOWALCZYK MELODY A AGR
1
KOWALEWSKI SUZANNE M LAS1
KOWALKE PAULA L LAS4
*KOWALKE SCOTT J ED 4
KOWALL KENNETH R FAA3
KOWALL RICHARD J ENG4
KOWALL ROBERT T ENG2
KOWALSKI BRIAN LAS4
KOWALSKI SUSAN M ED 4
KOYAMA CHRISTINE M GRAD
KOZEL JAMES P BUS3
KOZEL RAYMOND J LAS1
KOZICK KAREN G LAS1
KOZICKI PERRY A ENG1
KOZIK THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
KOZIKOWSKI WAYNE E LAS1
KOZIOL FRANK S LAW3
KOZIOL FREDERICK E FAA4
KOZIOL MICHAEL F ENG1
KOZLOFF JOANNE G LAS3
KOZLOW KAREN H LAS3
KOZLOWSKI BARBARA M LAS4
KOZLOWSKI BEATRICE A LAS2
KOZLOWSKI MARIANNE C GRAD
KRAATZ JAMES M GRAD
KRABBE DIMITRA GRAD
*KRABBE SHIRLIE PAUL ENG4
KRADLE DEBORAH L LAS3
KRAFT ANDREA C GRAD
KRAFT KELLY J AGR1
KRAFT ROBERT A BUS3
KRAFT SHERRY LAS3
KRAFT SUSAN L LAS1
KRAFT THEODORE E GRAD
KRAFT WAYNE BURNS GRAD
KRAHL MARCIA T AGR4
KRAITSIK MICHAEL J ENG4
KRAIVICHIEN VIRASAK GRAD
KRAJEWSKI DANIEL J FAA4
KRAKAUER NEIL J LAS2
KRAKER KAREN K LAS3
KRAKER ROBERT G GRAD
KRAKOW AMY BETH LAS2
KRAMER BRUCE MARTIN VM 3
KRAMER CHARLES H LAS2
KRAMER DOUGLAS HENRY ENG4
KRAMER JEFFREY LAS4
KRAMER JOAN E LAS2
KRAMER JOSEPH C ENG3
KRAMER JUDITH ANN GRAD
KRAMER LESLIE A LAS2
KRAMER PETER A LAS2
KRAMER ROBERT W LAS2
KRAMER ROBIN W AGR1
KRAMER SANDRA L AGR3
KRAMER STANTON F FAA3
KRAMER SUSAN C LAS2
KRAMER TERRILL JOHN GRAD
KRAMER TOBY S LAS1
KRAMKA LEE A FAA1
KRANZ MICHAEL F BUS4
KRANZ WILLIAM P BUS2
KRASINSKI KEITH M GRAD
KRASKA MICHAEL J BUS4
KRASKA PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
KRASKA SALLY MAISON GRAD
KRASNOFF JUSTIN F GRAD
KRASNOFF MARGARET J GRAO
KRASNOSTAN ALEXA N LAS3
KRASNOW RENEE C LAS2
KRASNY SANDRA E LAS4
KRASZEWSKI C B LAS1
KRATOCHVIL CRAIG W LAS1
KRATOVIL ROBERT A GRAD
KRATS SHERYL FAA3
KRAUKLIS ANDREW T FAA3
KRAUS ANN PATTERSON GRAO
KRAUS DARREL R ENG2
KRAUS EMMETT FRANCIS GRAD
KRAUS GEORGE ALBERT ENG4
URH LAR 275 U
URH VANDOREN 308 C
URH TRELEASE 719 U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 1 C
604 E ARMORY 136 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 1052 C
508 E WHITE C
URH LAR 332 U
1115 W BRADLEY C
904 S 3RD C
1305 N LINCOLN 19 U
605 W BRADLEY C
URH OGLESBY 1118 U
409 SUNNYCREST CT C
1206 A NEVADA 6 U
104 E JOHN C
309 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 245 U
411 E GREEN C
411 E GREEN C
402 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 201 C
604 E ARMORY 201 C
810 W CHURCH C
603 W HIGH U
609 W SPNGFLD 2 C
409 E CHALMRS 1602 C
URH TAFT 320 C
URH HOPKINS 482 C
URH FORBES 400 C
204 E JOHN C
1910 ROBERT C
URH TOWNSEND 426 U
1110 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 243 C
1006 S 3RD 22 C
URH TRELEASE 1129 U
1113 S 3RD 303 C
URH SAUNDERS 324 U
608 E CHALMERS C
ENG RES LAB 258 U
1201 REDWOOD C
1201 REDWOOD C
URH WARDALL 216 U
822 OAKLAND 103 U
110 E ARMORY C
1007 W OREGON U
108 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 315 U
311 E SPNGFLD C
822 OAKLAND 103 U
URH BUSEY 228 U
1008 S 4TH C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
801 OAKLAND 107 U
409 E CHALMRS 1214 C
106 GREGORY 12 U
808 SCOVILL U
URH SCOTT 221 C
502 E WHITE 37 C
409 E CHALMRS 1312 C
408 E GREEN C
503 E WHITE C
1104 W NEVADA U
1008 S 4TH C
1202 E MAIN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
302 W LOCUST U
URH ALLEN 274 U
URH TRELEASE 827 U
802 W OREGON U
208 E STOUGHTON C
1814 MEADOW C
RENO NEV
URH WESTON 495 C
URH NOBLE 226 C
201 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 206 C
URH SHERMAN 1356 C
1704 W JOHN C
2512 POND U
2512 POND U
1107 S EUCLID 5 C
1107 S EUCLID 5 C
1600 W BRADLEY 15 C
URH TRELEASE 823 U
58 E ARMORY 14 C
URH LAR 439 U
1103 1/2 N MARKET C
URH SHERMAN 363 C
712 S VINE U
107 E HEALEY C
502 S MATTIS C
903 S MATTIS 2 C
502 S MATTIS C


















































































389 E MADISON ST
4509 DRENDEL RD
283 COLUMBINE DR
1303 N PRAIRIE AV
38179 N JULIAN
3145 N NEW ENGLAND








2452 N LOTUS AV





2415 E GROVE ST
2415 E GROVE ST
6056 W LAWRENCE AV
530 S WESLEY
10537 S PEORIA
429 W 1ST ST
RR 1
1317 POPLAR AV
6317 W 59TH ST
3718 N OAK PARK
1910 ROBERT
189 MAY
3802 W ALTGELD ST
2815 S ELEANOR ST
1212 LAKE SHORE DR
5141 W MEDILL AV
WESTERN HILLS DR












































1107 S EUCLID 5










903 S MATTIS 2
502 S MATTIS
2726 CENTRAL ST



































































































*KRAUS HERBERT P LAW3
KRAUS KATHRYN G LAS1
KRAUS LAWRENCE R BUS3
KPAUS MARSHA I LAS1
KRAUS SUSAN S ED 2
*KRAUS WILLIAM LEE GRAD
KRAUSE DEBRA A AGR1
*KRAUSE EVA D GRAD
KRAUSE JANET R ENG1
KRAUSE KENNETH E ENG3
KRAUSE LAWRENCE M ENGl
KRAUSE MARGARET A LAS1
KRAUSE MARTIN F JR LAS2
KRAUSE RANDI L AGP1
KRAUSE STFVEN E BUS4
KRAUSS CARLA N B ED 3
KRAUSS JflHN P LAS2
KRAUSS KEVIN E LAS2
KRAUSS MARGARET L LAS4
KRAUSZ KENNETH J BUS4
KRAUSZ LINDA L LAS1
KRAUT MYRA LAS1
KRAVITZ HOWARD M LAS4
KRAVITZ JODY S ENG3
KRAVITZ KENNETH M ENG2
KRAVITZ MARILYN A LAS4
KRAVITZ ROY H ENGl
KRAWCHUK GARY E BUS2
KRAWCZYK LYNN A LAS4
KRAWITZ JEFFREY S ENG3
KRAYBILL DANIEL D ENG2
*KRAYBILL DAVID MARTI GRAD
KRAZINSKI JOHN L ENG4
KRCHAK DAVID E LAS3
KREBS ALBERT T III FAA4
KREBS JOHN W JR GRAD
KREBS KAREN L LAS2
KREBS KURT H JR LAS4
KREBS LAWRENCE E ENG3
KRFDENS KENNFTH A BUS1
KREEGER JOHN L ENG3
KREFFT ROBERT H LAS2
KREGG GEOFFREY ELL 10 BUS4
KPEHBIEL COURTNEY E ENG3
KREHBIFL DAVID F BUS1
KREHER ALVIN WILLIAM VM 2
KREILING ALBERT LEE GRAD
KREITER JULIE LAS1
KRFITER MARC S LAS3
KRELLE JAMES R PE 4
KREMER BARBARA KAY GRAD
KREMPELY DENNIS T GRAD
KREMS EOGAR L ENGl
*KRENEK DAVID A GRAD
KREPEL PAUL E LAS4
KPEPS NANCY J LAS3
KRFSCA JAMES R LAS3
KRESFK ROBERT G ENG4
*KRESL STEPHEN G BUS4
KRESS CHARLES W JR FAA4
KRESS JAMES D LAW2
KRETCHMAR LAURAN D ED 1
KRETCHMAR STUART R LAS2
KRETT KAREN M FAA2
KRETZMANN KATHERINE LAS1
KRFUSFR MARY T ED 2
KREUTZER JOHN D FAA2
KRFY KURT LEON GRAD
KRICHEVSKY LAURA E LAS2
KRIDER ALAN J FAA2
KRIEBERG RICHARD J BUS3
KRIEBLE KRISTINE S LAS4
+KRIEGER BRADLEY W BUS4
*KRIEGER DIANE W GRAD
KRIEGER SCOTT E PE 1
KRIESHOK THOMAS S LAS2
KRIGBAUM LYNN C FAA1
KRIGER DIANE NATALIE GRAD
KRIISA THOMAS E LAS3
KRILF CHARLES A LAS4
KRILOFF STUART JAY GRAD
KRINGFLIS GUNARS BUS2
KRISCHFR JOEL E LAS4
KR I SCI UNAS KEVIN L LAS1
KRISTAK RICHARD MICH PE 4
KRISTEN CHRISTINE E FAA2
KRISTJANSSON SVANUR GRAD
KRIZ KENNETH J ENG2
KRIZIC GREGORY J ENGl
*KROBER VERNADINF C ED 4
KROEGFR JOHN T LAS1
KROFGER MARIANNE COM3
KROENER VICTORIA L AGP 1
KROFNIG MARK H ENG3
*KROENING JOHN F JR ENG2
*KROFNING LINDA S LAS3
URH ALLEN 260 U 332-3313
905 1/2 E ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 386 U 332-3029
409 E CHALMRS 1412 C
URH LAR 324 U 332-2890
1005 S WRIGHT C 332-0577
1211 MIMOSA C
URH BLAISDELL 301 U 332-3508
903 SILVER U 367-6952
URH LAR 184 U
URH OGLESBY 210 U 332-5092
409 E CHALMRS 1503 C 384-5260
URH ALLEN 244 U
URH SCOTT 469 C 332-1619
URH TRELEASE 827 U
708 W HIGH U
409 E CHALMRS 71*. C
1004 S 2ND C 344-7509
URH BABCOCK 207 U 332-3573
202 E GREGORY 20 1 C
2309 S 1ST 303 C 384-5430
URH HOPKINS 456 C 332-1364
URH SCOTT 488 C 332-1631
409 E CHALMERS 9C 1 C 384-5779
707 W CLARK U 344-3146
URH HOPKINS 396 C 332-1326
512 STOUGHTON 205 C 356-0828
URH BLAISDELL 13 U 332-3446
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
508 F WHITE 10 C 359-9882
1006 S 3RD 20 C 344-4762
URH OGLESBY 707 U
16C2 CRESCENT C 352-3240
URH CARR 330 U 332-3942
506 S 5TH C 352-7350
78 VERSAILLES FR
703 GREGORY PL U 344-3501
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
206 S GREGORY 2 U
302 E GREGORY C
URH SCOTT 344 C 332-1532
URH NOBLE 318 C
URH OGLESBY 1109 U 332-5361
910 S 3RD 205 C 337-5024
604 E ARMORY 131 C 344-1266
604 E ARMORY C 384-5377
MAHOMET ILL
607 W HEALEY 11 C 359-6273
309 N BUSEY U
307 E HEALEY C 359-9650
509 F WHITE C
URH DANIELS 78 U
1110 W SPNGFLD U 344-1942
URH FORBES 396 C 332-1083
2508 E WASHINGTON U 367-6207
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-8506
706 W OHIO U
1107 S 3RD 303 C 344-3667
1600 W BRADLEY 272 C
407 E MAIN U
509 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 425 C
301 E ARMORY C 344-0375
URH SCOTT 295 C 332-3201
URH LAR 218 U 332-2853
URH SAUNDERS 414 U 332-3687
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH DANIELS 73 U
802 W OREGON 31 U
URH WESTON 246 C 332-1945
1815 W JOHN .C
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
1205 E FLORIDA 31 U 367-0463
1205 E FLORIDA 31 U 367-0463
1101 PENN U
URH BABCOCK 213 U
URH TRELEASE 124 U 332-5432
910 S 3RD 211 C 337-5030
URH WESTON 210 C 332-2058
409 E CHALMRS 608 C
URH DANIELS 319 U
1004 W OREGON U 332-0758
307 S PRARIE 5 C 352-9030
URH ALLEN 4 U 332-3086
505 S 1ST C
1012 W SPNGFLD U 367-6185
909 CRESTWOOD U
URH OGLESBY 509 U 332-5181
URH SNYDER 469 C
704 N LINCOLN U 344-5652
URH WESTON 412 C
706 S 2ND C 359-9374
URH SAUNDERS 410 U
904 W GREEN U
806 W SPNGFLD U 367-6778
806 W SPNGFLD U 367-6778
2444 W SUNNYSIDE
9C5 1/2 E ILLINOIS
451 E 15TH PL
8713 TRUMBULL
916 GLEN CT











3800 LAKE SHORE DR
16 WEHRHEIM RD
301 N EDISON ST
16 WEHRHEIM RD







1935 W ALBION AV











t70 BLDR HILL PASS
2341 DESPLAINES
230 CHERRY RIDGE
7311 N OKETO AV
706 MCKINLEY
601 FOREST VIEW DR
601 FOREST VIEW DR
503 S MARKET ST
607 W HEALEY 11
6618 N CHRISTIANA
7350 N KILBOURN
400 SANS SOUCI DR
12915 CONWAY RD
1421 MONROE AV
2222 S 13TH AV




1107 S 3RD 303





52 S MEYER CT
1070 RIVER DR







1205 E FLORIDA 31




271 GROVE PK RD S
1227 S MAFFIT ST
bOl MARKET ST
3724 W WALLEN AV
ROUTE 3 BOX 280
3009 W SHERWIN
903 EDGEWATER DR














































































































KROES MICHAEL J ED 3
KROGSRUD L STEPHEN LAS4
KROICHICK ELLEN ED 1
KROL ANN M LAS2
KROL EDWARO M LAS3
KROL RONALD LEE BUS4
KROLICK KATHERINE A LAS1
KROLICK KEITH A LAS3
KROLL GLORIANE P LAS2
KROMENAKER JOSEPH G GRAD
KROMM LEROY G FAA2
KRON NICHOLAS G LAS3
KRON PRISCILLA L LAS2
KRONBERG BARBARA SUE GRAD
KRONENBERG WILLIAM E LAS4
KRONENFELD PHILLIP D PE 4
KRONST ANN M LAS1
*KRONSTED TERRY LEE GRAD
KROPE DAVID J FAA1
KROW JUDITH ELLEN GRAD
KRUC JOAN E LAS1
KRUC7EK JEROME A GRAD
KRUEGER CURTIS J BUS2
KRUEGER DONALD F LAS1
*KPUEGER GLORIA R PE 4
KRUEGER JOYCE L FAA3
KRUEGFR KFITH M LAS4
KRUEGER KERRY LAS2
KRUEGER MICHAEL M ENG1
KRUEGER PAUL M PE 1
KRUEGER PHIL R AGR3
KRUEGFR REYNOLD JACK GRAD
*KRUEGER RICHARD D ENG4
*KRUEGER TERRENCE S PE 4
KRUEGER THOMAS C BUS3
KRUG KAREN L LAS3
KRUG ROBERT F LAW2
KRUGER ANTHONY W LAS1
KRUGER KATHRYN D LAS2
KRUGER MILTON C BUS1
KRUGER SARAH L LAS4
KRUGMAN ARLENE I LAS4
KRUGMAN DEAN MARK GRAD
KRUIDENIER DANIEL T BUS1
KRUIDENIER JAMES F LAS3
KRUIDENIER JOHN R LAS4
KRUKEWITT JAMES K AGR3
KRUMDIECK KEVIN L FAA1
KRUMINS RALPH G LAS1
KRUMPOCH FRANK ED 4
*KRUMREY WILLIAM A VM 4
KRUPKA BARBARA L GRAD
KRUPP CHARLA M AGR1
KRUPP PETER C LAS3
KRUSE ANN ELIZABETH GRAD
KRUSE GLENN R ENG3
KRUSE MICHELE C LAS1
KRUSE STEPHEN K BUS4
KRUSF SUSAN L FAA3
KRUSEMARK DAVID L AGR4
*KRUSEMARK LARRY LEE GRAD
*KRUSEMARK REBECCA M AGR9
KRUSH ROBERT J ENG4
*KRUSICH STEPHEN C GRAD
*KRYCZKA MARION V GRAD
KRZECZOWSKI THOMAS E LAS4
KRZYZANIAK CHRISTINE FAA3
*KU ROBERT TIEN-HUNG GRAD
*KU SHUN GRAD
KUBALA THOMAS A FAA4
KUBAN JEANNE M FAA2
KUBCZAK JAMES T LAS2
KUBECZKO PATRICIA A LAS4
KUBIAK RONALD R LAS4
KUBIESA JAMES W LAS1
KUBIK NANCY C ED 3
KUBIK PHILIP M BUS4
KUBISAK THOMAS J BUS2
KUBY ANDREW EWING II FAA4
*KUCFRA GEOFFREY J AGR4
KUCERA GEORGE T JR BUS3
KUCERA PAUL R LAS1
KUCERA REBECCA B LAS1
KUCHAN JOSEPH M ENG1
KUCHARCZYK BARBARA A LAS4
KUCHARSKI RONALD J BUS1
KUCHARZ ROBERT S BUS1
KUCHECK GINA FAA4
KUCHEFSKI MARK E ENG3
KUCHERLAPATI RAJU S GRAD
KUCINIC EDWARD M LAS2
KUCZERPA CAROLE A LAS2
KUCZYNSKI KAREN A LAS2
KUDIRKA A GEORGE LAS2
KUDRICK JUDITH E LAS4
KUEBEL LFROY C PE 3
KUEHL DAVID E AGR3
310 SUNYCREST CT W U
URH GARNER 208 C
409 E CHALMERS C
5 SAFFER CT U
MONTICELLO ILL
912 S 2ND C
602 VENTURA RD C
104 E JOHN C
URH LAR 186 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
202 W IOWA U
SCHAUMBURG ILL
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
601 W OREGON U
506 S 5TH C
1007 W OREGON C
URH CLARK 238 C
HEYWORTH ILL
URH NOBLE 326 C
URH DANIELS 484 U
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
602 E STOUGHTON 36 C
205 E ARMORY C
504 E UNIVERSITY C
MAHOMET ILL
URH BUSEY 426 U
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 421 U
URH NOBLE 125 C
409 E CHALMRS 1102 C
URH FORBES 218 C
1515 KIRBY 5 C
2514 SHERIDAN C
MAHOMET ILL
410 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 104 U
619 W SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 816 U
BARCELONA SP
1105 S 4TH C
108 E HEALEY 14 C
404 E WHITE C
800 W CHURCH C
506 W MAIN U
506 W MAIN U
506 W MAIN U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 20 U
MOLINE ILL
701 W INDIANA C
910 S 3RD C
MAHOMET ILL
NORMAL ILL
URH TRELEASE 5.05 U
URH TOWNSEND 106 U
1109 ARBOR 4 C
URH CARR 202 U
URH SAUNDERS 122 U
URH OGLESBY 414 U
RIVERDALE ILL
58 E GREGORY C
2515 AROEN C
2515 ARDEN C
58 E JOHN 26 C
1403 W WILLIAMS C
BONDVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
603 S 5TH C
STA A BOX 2195 C
2044 C ORCH ST U
78 VERSAILLES FR
712 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 406 U
105 E JOHN 204 C
URH OGLESBY 708 U
URH OGLESBY 216 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1201 U
401 E DANIEL C
213 E CLARK 1 C
808 N LINCOLN 3 U
URH SCOTT 372 C
URH OGLESBY 326 U
URH LUNDGREN 309 C
URH TAFT 119 C
309 E HEALEY 5 C
URH ALLEN 76 U
URH GARNER 304 C
201 N GOODWIN 4 U
DANVILLE ILL
306 W WASHINGTON 4 C
URH NOBLE 307 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 427 U
202 E DANIEL C
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH BARTON 111 C
































































515 OAK PARK AV
704 N MAIN ST
PR 1
3C S WAREHAM LN
1514 SCOTDALE RD
3601 VANBUREN ST





























506 W MAIN ST
506 W MAIN





















5124 W 32ND ST
9 CARRIAGE DR
2044 C ORCH ST
615 E ROBERTA AV
11124 AVENUE N
17W556 71ST PL
4844 W POTOMAC AV
2851 E 97TH ST
8111 W BERWYN AV
9741 S LEAVITT ST
1024 PAM ANNE DR
18240 SCHOOL ST
315 S VALLEY HILL
RR 1





6226 S AUSTIN AV
2116 W HOMER ST
7042 N WASHTENAW
114 S 1ST ST










































































































KUEHL DEBRA K EO 3
KUEHN KATHERINF A AGR1
KUEHN LYNN LAS4
*KUFNSTLER WILLIAM F AGR4
KUFPFR ELIZABETH J LAS2
KUFAHL ROBFRT H GRAD
KUFAHL THERON R LAW3
KUFFFL RITA T LAS2
KUFLICK LESLIE A ED 4
KUHFUSS ALVIN L JR ENG4
KUHLMAN MYRON I GRAD
KUHLMAN THOMAS J LAS3
*KUHN ALAN K GRAD
KUHN BRENT D COMA
KUHN DONNA L LAS2
KUHN JANET A PE 3
KUHN JANET M LAS1
KUHN JANINE A LAS4
KUHN RALPH P BUS3
KUHN ROBERT H LAS4
KUHN STEVEN E AGR2
KUHN VALERIE I AGR1
KUHN WILLIAM C ENG1
KUHN WILLIAM C LAS2
*KUHNKEY PHILIP G AVI3
*KUHNS DANIEL J AGR2
*KUHNS GARY L AGR4
*KUIPERS EDWARD JAY GRAD
KUJAWA JOHNNY R ENG1
KUJAWINSKI THOMAS A LAS4
KUJAWSKI MARGARET M LAS2
KUJAWSKI MARY GRAD
KUKNYO JOHN R LAS1
KUKUCK TODD G AGR1
KULA JOHN JOSEPH FAA4
*KULCZEWSKI ALAN J GRAD
*KULCZEWSKI MARGARET GRAD
KULCZYCKI ANDREW G LAS1
KULEK DONALD J ENG3
KULICK KENNETH L GRAD
KULKARNI SUBHASH B GRAD
KULL JOHN DAVID ENG4
KULLA RAYMOND J LAW1
KULTON BARBARA A LAS2
KULWIN JOAN L LAS2
KULWIN MAURY H LAS4
KULZE FRANK A ENG1
KUMAKI MARGARET A COM3
KUMAR AMRESH GRAD
KUMAR ANANDA H GRAD
KUMAR LALIT GRAD
KUMEROW JUDITH S ED 4
KUMMEROW KAY L AGR4
KUMNICK RICHARD A FAA4
KUMOREK RAYMOND T LAS4
KUNA ROBERT J ED 1
*KUNDE CAROLYN ANN ED 4
KUNDE LYNN E LAS2
KUNIMURA RUTH A LAW2
KUNKEL DAVID W BUS2
KUNKELMANN CHARLES W ENG4
KUNKLE GEORGE L AGR2
KUNKLE JAMES E AGR4
KUNNEMANN RHONDA L GRAD
KUNTNER LINDA LOU GRAD
KUNTZ DONNA J ED 2
KUNTZ JANE E FAA2
KUNTZ JANICE A BUS2
KUNTZ MARK T FAA4
KUNTZ PAULA M LAS2
KUNTZ RAYMOND CARL GRAD
KUNZ JUDITH LOUISE GRAD
*KUO ELAINE HSU GRAD
*KUO PETER CHIH-CHAO GRAD
KUO PONG-KUEN GRAD
KUO WU-YU GRAD
KUPFER BARBARA B LAS2
KUPFERBERG BRADLEY J BUS2
KUPIEC MARILYN A LAS1
*KUPKE JOHN ELLERD GRAD
KUPPRAT INGRID C GRAD
*KURAS CAROL HAMILTON PE 4
KURAS JOHN CHARLES ENG4
*KURAS WILLIAM J PE 4
KURASCH DONALD A LAW3
KURASEK JERRY A BUS4
KURATA MARIAN LAW3
KURBY CHRISTOPHER N ENG3
KURC GARY M LAS4
*KURCZABA ALEX SIMON GRAD
*KURCZABA WENDY MARIE GRAD
KUROZIEL MICHAEL J AGR3
KURIGA SUSAN T FAA1
KURINSKY ROGER A BUS3
KURKOWSKI RICHARD M GRAD
KURLAND JUDITH D ED L
KURLINKUS DAVID J COM3
URH SAUNDERS 402 U
URH LAR 334 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
FISHER ILL
URH WARDALL 1012 U
URH SHERMAN 258 C
URH SHERMAN 950 C
URH BUSEY 217 U
502 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
1729 VALLEY RD C
507 E CLARK 25 C
310 E GREGORY C
1001 FAIRLAWN U
310 W EUREKA C
URH TRELEASE 106 U
URH VANDOREN 127 C
URH TRELEASE 616 U
205 W OREGON U
311 F ARMORY C
904 W CLARK 5 U
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH EVANS 237 U
URH WESTON 495 C





311 E ARMORY C
806 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 813 U
1106 W CLARK U
URH HOPKINS 286 C
2506 ALTON C
806 S 3RD 12 C
412 W GREEN U
412 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 443 C
URH FORBES 304 C
URH DANIELS 734 U
MAT RES LAB U
URH TOWNSEND 384 U
URH FLAGG 322 C
URH CLARK 230 C
904 S 3RD C
708 W HIGH U
URH SNYDER 256 C
710 W OHIO U
VET CLINIC LA U
1107 W GREEN 632 U
2107 HAZWD DR 101 U
2111 W WHITE 215 C
401 S COLER U
1007 S 2ND C
1006 S 3RD 17 C
URH SNYDER 215 C
1616 SANGAMON C
1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
URH DANIELS 299 U
URH OGLESBY 523 U
1820 VALLEY RD C
809 W PENN U
809 W PENN U
409 E CHALMERS C
109 E SPNGFLD C
URH WARDALL 1125 U
URH ALLEN 243 U
URH ALLEN 235 U
URH GARNER 290 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
709 S BROADWAY U
URH SHERMAN 1347 C
1914 A ORCH ST U
1914 A ORCH ST U
307 E HEALEY 10 C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 5 U
409 F CHALMRS 15C6 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
URH VANDOREN 24 C
2104 ORCH ST 203 U
808 S COTTAGE GR U
DANVILLE ILL
209 E CLARK 4 C
DANVILLE ILL
1209 W CLARK U
1101 W PENN U
1005 S 6TH 19 C
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
212 E GREGORY 301 C
2012 D ORCH ST U
2012 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 287 U
URH LAR 164 U
805 N OREGON 12 U
1707 W GREEN C
URH WARDALL 202 U






















































































1255 E CHESTNUT ST
6 1/2 S GREENWOOD
1216 LAWNWAY DR
RR 1
RR 1 80X 9
RR 1





















1107 W GREEN 632
14A64 WEA KARL BGH
2111 W WHITE 215
28 MONTCLAIR
2114 S 11TH AV
RR 1
5205 S MOZART ST
1616 SANGAMON






201 S CROWN DR
8149 ELMORE ST
513 WARREN AV
760 E BENTON ST
760 E BENTON ST
236 W KENILWORTH






16-1 LANE 9 SEC 3
8238 KILPATRICK
3324 MAPLE LEAF DR
4353 W CORTEZ ST
333 W FRANKLIN AV
808 S COTTAGE GR
407 LAFAYETTE 2




1005 S 6TH 19
2417 WEBSTER
3838 BRUMMEL
2012 D ORCH ST
2012 D ORCH ST
6435 W 93RD PL
822 BRYAN
1118 GREENFEILD LN







































































































KUROWSKI JAMES A ENG3
KUROWSKI MARY L FAA4
KURTH DALE R LAS2
KURTOCK SARAH B LAS3
KURTZ DONALD L LAS4
KURTZ JANET L AGR1
KURTZ KENNETH S BUS3
KURTZ ROBERT A LAS4
*KURTZ STEPHAN R GRAD
*KURTZ SUSAN ANDRES ED 4
KURYLO CATHERINE A LAS2
KURYLO MARGARET R AGR1
KURZ THERESE M LAS3
KUSCHMIRZ JUDITH ANN FAA4
KUSEK THOMAS H ENG2
KUSHENBACH JOHN P JR LAS2
KUSHMUK JAMES W LAS3
KUSHNER MARK S LAS3
KUSHNER ROBERT F BUS1
KUSHNER TERRY K LAS4
KUSICIEL JANET E LAS3
KUSLES RICHARD K BUS3
KUSMER DEBRA A LAS1
KUSNEPZ RAYMOND L VM 1
KUSNIR RICHARD BUS4
KUSTES JOHN T AGR4
KUSTOK ALLAN J BUS2
KUSTON CASSANDRA A LAS3
KUSTRA ROBERT WALTER GRAO
KUTAS MARTA GRAD
KUTTNER KATHY V FAA2
KUTZLER SANDRA J AGR2
KVETON MARSHA L LAS1
KWAK ANITA L LAS1
KWIATKOWSKI CAROLINE LAS4
KWIECINSKI MICHAEL S LAS1
KWIECINSKI RICHARD A BUS4
KWINN PATRICIA ANNE GRAD
KWINTIUK BARBARA M LAS3
KWOH JUO-WEI ROSIE LAS3
KWOK CASEY KIN-CHOR GRAD
KWOK CHUNG WAI ENG1
KYBURZ HENRY P AGR3
*KYLANDER ELLEN C GRAD
KYLE ALFRED F III GRAD
KYLE STEVEN P FAA4
KYLES JEAN V LAS4
KYLES WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
*KYRIAKOU LUCIA B GRAD
KYRIAS MARY K PE 2
LAAKSO LIISA L J LAS3
LABADIE LEE D LAS3
LABEDZ GERALD P ENG4
LABELLARTE LYNN M ED 3
LABELLE COLETTE A LAS1
LABELLE MARY V LAS4
LABIENIEC ARLENE G AGR3
*LABMALA SURASUGDI GRAD
LABOTKA RICHARD JOHN GRAD
LABRECOUE BRUCE D PE 2
LABRIE MICHAEL JAY GRAD
LABRIOLA ANTHONY J COM3
LABUN LANCE CONFER GRAD
LACER MICHAEL LEE BUS4
LACERENZA MARK D ENG2
*LACEY WILLIAM ANDREW GRAD
*LACH IVAN JOHN GRAD
LACH MICHAEL W ENG4
LACH NORMAN L FAA4
LACHAPELLE MICHAEL J LAS4
LACHKY JOSEPH N LAS4
LACHKY ROBERT C PE L
LACINA JANET M LAS1
*LACK CHERYL S LAS4
LACKE MICHAEL R ENG3
LACKMAN SARAH LAS3
LACKPOUR MEHRZAD GRAD
LACOMBE SUSAN K LAS2
*LACOUET JOANN M GRAD
LACROSSE JAMES PAUL LAS4
LAOAGE TERRY LEE GRAD
LADD LESLIE G ED 1
LADERSON RUBY E FAA3
LADEVICH LAUREL A LAS3
LADEW STEPHEN H ENG4
LADEWIG RICHARD D LAS1
LADOLCE OEBORAH L LAS4
LADOLCE DENISE A LAS2
LADOUCEUR LYNN E LAS2
LADWIG GAIL JEAN LAS4
LAEGELER PATRICK S BUS4
*LAERM JOHN ROLF GRAD
LAFFERTY ELIZABETH A LAS1
LAFFERTY ROBERT H LAS3
*LAFFEY CHARLOTTE M LAS4
1107 W GREEN 330 U
1107 W GREEN 330 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 206 U
URH GARNER 318 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
506 E SPNGFLD 11 C
URH SAUNDERS 109 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
407 S STATE 1 C
407 S STATE 1 C
URH WARDALL 1009 U
URH LAR 112 U
106 E HEALEY 1 C
305 E GREEN C
805 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 326 C
609 S 4TH C
305 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 373 U
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
907 S 3RD 11 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 502 U
805 N MCKINLEY 20 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
1007 S 1ST 9 C
309 E CHALMERS C
508 E CHALMERS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
58 E DANIEL 2 C
409 E CHALMRS 12C6 C
URH SAUNDERS 304 U
URH GARNER 242 C
URH LAR 132 U
204 S GREGORY U
URH FORBES 419 C
408 W SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 226 C
1004 S 4TH C
401 W ELM U
URH DANIELS 507 U
URH SNYDER 241 C
30 SALEM RD U
TUSCOLA ILL
820 OAKLANO 208 U
509 E WHITE 23 C
1211 W CHURCH 6 C
URH SHERMAN 1258 C
109 S BUSEY 5 U
611 E DANIEL C
1002 W SPNGFLD U
17 LEXINGTON U
206 S GREGORY U
URH CLARK 320 C
URH GARNER 442 C
501 E SPNGFLD C
URH SCOTT 324 C
1107 W GREEN 532 U
910 W NEVADA U
1004 S 2ND C
702 E GREEN 1 U
405 W OREGON U
512 E STOUGHTON C
809 S BUSEY U
203 E ARMORY C
107 E JOHN C
MATTOON ILL
1102 W STOUGHTON U
704 W HIGH U
1312 N BROADWAY U
310 E GREGORY C
310 E GREGORY C
URH LAR 407 U
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
DECATUR ILL
504 E CLARK 35 C
URH SAUNDERS 125 U
21 RAINTPEE C
31 E DANIEL C
2422 E NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 211 C
CHICAGO ILL
611 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO HTS ILL
URH FLAGG 412 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
608 W HEALEY C
RR 3 U
URH CLARK 231 C
URH BABCOCK 210 U





























































312 PHYA THAI RD
312 PHYATHAI RD
2445 S 10TH AV
2445 S 10TH AV






407 S STATE 1






9122 W 28TH ST
7217 CRAIN AV
1103 N HADDOW CT
6549 N CHRISTIANA
6549 CHRISTIANA
5604 N REDWOOD DR





11935 S STATE ST





IC701 W 67TH ST
ROUTE 1
4837 W 107TH ST
969 BLAZE TRAIL
969 BLAZE TRAIL
3319 W 61ST PL
1055 N KARLOV AV
346 DUNDEE RD
26 MAN WUI ST























125 N 6TH ST
1C7 E JOHN
10 COUNTRY CLUB RD
522 BARNSDALE
721 N NOBLE ST
1818 S 3RD AV
4332 W 111TH ST
4332 W 111TH ST
BOX 183
133 S CRAWFORD
























































































































LAFLEUR ALBERT L FAA4
LAFLEUR MARY S LAS3
LAFOND STEPHEN C ENG3
LAFORCE NORMAN C LAS3
LAFORET MARY A LAS1
LAFOUNTAIN WILLIAM L GRAD
LAFRANCO ROSALIE A LAS3
LAFRANK SAMUEL E ENG3
LAGER MARTHA L AGR3
LAGUNA GEORGE ROBERT GRAD
LAHANN RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
LAHEY KATHLEEN A PE 3
LAHOOD JAMES R ENG4
LAHR ALMEDA MARIE GRAD
LAHVIC CAROL L LAS1
LAHVIC RICHARD C BUS2
LAI HON TONG ENG3
LAI HUNG CHI GRAD
LAI JEH-HANG GRAD
LAI PING-KWONG GRAD
LAI STEVEN SFE SUN GRAD
LAIB DAVID S LAS3
LAIBLE DAVID M BUS4
LAIBLE MARTHA HOTT LAS3
LAIDLAW FRANCES J FAA1
LAIDLAW SCOTT R ENG1
LAIN BRUCE P LAS1
LAINE MELINDA E FD 1
LAING WILLIAM A GRAD
LAIR MICHAEL E FAA1
LAIRD LINDA M LAS3
LAIRD SANDRA LAS4
LAKE ANDREA J ED 3
LAKE JOHN C ENG3
LAKE RHONDA K LAS2
LAKE STEVEN C BUS3
LAKNER LINDA JONSON GRAD
LAKOWICZ JOSEPH R J GRAD
LAM KAI YUEN ENG3
LAM PAUL CHI-KING GRAD
LAMAGNO JOSEPH M LAS2
LAMAR MAURICE V BUS1
LAMAR SUSANNE AGP4
LAMARRE ARTHUR G LAS4
LAMB ARLENE SMITH LAS3
LAMB CONSTANCE S LAS3
LAMB EUGENIA E LAS2
LAMB GEORGE JARED GRAD
LAMB JANET M ED 3
LAMB JEFFRY E ENG3
LAMB KRISTINE STORM FAA3
LAMB MARY C LAS3
LAMB MICHAEL E ENG1
LAMB MICHELLE E LAS2
LAMB ROBERT EDWARO GRAD
LAMB STEVEN A LASl
LAMBA HARINDER S GRAD
IAMBDIN HENRY C FAA2
LAMBERT BRADLEY ENG1
LAMBERT CAROL ANN GRAD
LAMBERT CINDY L PE 1
LAMBFRT DANIEL G LAS2
LAMBERT ERNFSTINE L LAS2
LAMBERT FREDDIE LEE GRAD
LAMBERT KATHY JULINE AGR4
LAMBERT MARSHA LYNN PE 3
LAMBERT PHILIP A LASl
LAMBERT THOMAS E LASl
LAMBOOY MARY A FAA2
LAMERE RICHARD C JR BUS4
LAMKIN JUDITH A LASl
LAMKIN PHILLIP R BUS1
LAMKIN WILLIAM W LAS3
LAMM GARY L BUS4
LAMMEPS MARK R LAS4
LAMONICA MICHAEL A ENG2
LAMONT BRIDGET L GRAD
LAMONT THOMAS R LAW3
LAMONT VALAPIE C GRAD
LAMONTIA OONALD R GRAD
LAMORE RICHARD L BUS3
LAMORTE JOSEPHINE LAS4
LAMOS JOSEPH PAUL GRAD
LAMOTHE STEPHEN D BUS1
LAMPE RUSSELL W JR COM4
LAMPFRT ARGN W BUS1
LAMPERTZ DALE E GRAD
LAMPINEN JOHN A COM3
LAMPITT DANIEL I BUS3
LAMPKIN GLORIA BUS3
LAMPO JOSEPH LAS4
LAMPORT MARILYN K LAS2
LAMSZUS JANE M ENG1
LAMSZUS JOHN GEORGE ENG4
LANAGAN FRANCES E LAS2
LANAGHAN RICHARD C GRAD
604 S 3RD C
434 FAIRLAWN U
62 SHEMAUGER U
209 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 903 C
URH WARDALL 1212 U
2507 WILLIAM C
URH BLAISDELL 320 U
310 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 115 U
401 E CHALMERS C
MAHOMET ILL
58 E ARMORY 8 C
505 E WHITE C
309 S STATE 6 C
URH LAR 473 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH TOWNSEND 119 U
1107 W GREEN 424 U
300 S GOODWIN 411 U
1008 W MAIN U
URH DANIELS 256 U
URH WESTON 443 C
901 S 1ST 11 C
901 S 1ST 11 C
1005 LINCOLNSHIRE C
309 E CHALMERS C
804 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 202 U
2048 HAZWD CT U
URH NOBLE 218 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH VANDOREN 12 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 227 U
URH LAR 373 U
401 E DANIEL C
1102 S COTTAGE GR U
1009 W STOUGHTON U
510 W GREEN 2 U
URH DANIELS 312 U
URH OGLESBY 530 U
CHICAGO ILL
802 W OREGON 15 U
409 W ELM U
205 E HEALEY 29 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 122C U
1009 S MATTIS 4-3 C
BEMENT ILL
205 E HEALEY C
1011 OAK C
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH BABCOCK 126 U
URH WARDALL 404 U
710 S BROADWAY U
1106 PENN U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
402 E DANIEL C
904 W GREEN U
2111 BARBERRY C
URH TRELEASE 1019 U
URH SNYDER 441 C
URH SAUNDERS 319 U
308 N LINCOLN U
308 W GREEN 8 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 107 C
URH BARTON 125 C
URH LAR 208 U
911 S LOCUST C
1C10 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
MAHOMET ILL
313 E ARMORY C
303 E CHALMERS C
800 S MATTIS 14 C
800 S MATTIS C
ENG RES LAB 252 U
605 S BROADWAY U
ILLINI MANOR C
312 S RACE U
1321 ALMS C
1306 S ANDERSON U
URH OGLESBY 220 U
912 S 2ND C
908 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 476 U
URH CARR 428 U
1105 N 5TH 30 C
BADEN AUST
URH SCOTT 408 C
29 E HEALEY C
29 E HEALEY C































































714 E COUNTRY LN
801 S GROVE AV
1740 9TH AV
190 FRANKLIN BLVD





1 MERCER ST 2/F
1107 W GREEN 424
INST MODRN HISTORY
110 N 4TH ST
409 E CHALMERS 201
755 BUFFALO ST

























1009 S MATTIS 4-3
RR 2 BOX 107
1119 S 4TH
1011 S OAK
2130 W 103RD ST














































































































































LANCASTER DAVID RUSS GRAD
LANCASTER LARRY J LAS2
LANCASTER TERRY D AGR3
LANCASTER TOD A AGR1
LANCASTER TRUDY L H AGR1
LAND WILLIAM M AGR4
LANDAHL GREGORY WILL FAA4
LANDAU BYRON L LAS1
LANDAUER KATHLEEN M PE 3
LANDAUER MICHAEL R GRAD
LANOE ROBERT J BUS2
LANDEFELD CHARLES E FAA4
LANDEFELD MARY ANN D GRAD
LANDER EMIL GRAD
LANDERS CHARLES ALBE AGR4
LANDES LIZBETH C FAA2
LANDFRIED NANCY J LAS3
LANDIS EDITH L FAA3
LANDIS FRED SIMON GRAD
LANDIS PAULETTE L AGR2
LANDIS RICHARD C BUS3
LANDOLT SHERYL S ED 2
LANDSBERG EILEEN B LAS1
LANDSMAN HELEN C LAS1
LANDSMAN HENRY R JR LAS3
LANDWEHR BARBARA D LAW1
LANOY CRAIG ALAN LAS3
LANDY STEVEN B GRAD
LANE BRIDGET R LAS1
LANE BRUCE M LAS1
LANE DAVID M VM 1
LANE DENNIS DEL ENG4
LANE JOHN ROBERT GRAD
LANE PHILIP J ENG4
LANE RICKY JOE LAS1
LANE ROBERT C LAS1
LANE STEPHEN I AGR1
LANEY DONALD W ENG2
LANFAIR EDWARD D LAS2
LANG DAVID JAMES ENG4
LANG DOUGLAS JAMES GRAD
LANG GAYLE F PE 1
LANG GLORIA LAS2
LANG JANET M LAS3
LANG JUDITH L ED 3
LANG MARGARET A GRAD
LANG PETER D BUS2
LANG PHYLLIS MARTIN GRAO
LANG RITA A AGR4
LANG ROBERT A LAS1
LANGDON LOIS M GRAD
LANGE ARTHUR JOSEPH LAS4
LANGE GARY B BUS4
LANGE LOREN A BUS1
LANGE RICHARD C LAS2
LANGE RICHARD FRANK GRAD
LANGE RIDGLEY ELMER GRAD
LANGEFELD EDWARD P BUS3
LANGEFELD MARY P LAS1
LANGENBERG JACK L II ENG4
LANGENDORF MICHAEL C BUS1
LANGER BARBARA E LAS2
LANGERMAN DEBORAH J COM4
LANGFORD LAUREL A ED 1
LANGHAM JON A ENG1
LANGHOLFF CANDACE F FAA2
LANGILL CINDY R LAS1
LANGILLE BRUCE E BUS4
LANGLEY DEBORAH A ED 2
LANGLEY DONALD CLARK ENG4
LANGLEY ROSEMARY LAS1
LANGLOIS CHARLES A ENG1
LANGLOIS DON PAUL LAS4
LANGLOIS THOMAS G LAS3
LANGMEAD LAUREN L LAS3
LANGOUSSIS ALEXANDER LAS3
LANGSJOEN MARCIA ANN LAS3
LANGSJOEN ROSEMARY S GRAO
LANGSTON DONNELL PE 4
LANGSTON GREGORY W LAS4
LANGSTON IRA W IV GRAD
LANGSTON LINDA S ED 4
LANGWINSKI MARY C LAS3
LANGWORTHY BYRON H GRAD
LANIGAN GERALD M LAWl
LANIGAN RICHARD C LAS1
LANIGAN WILLIAM M LAW2
LANNIN SUSAN D LAS4
LANNIN WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
LANOFF VICKI J PE 1
LANSFORD CLAUDIA L AGR4
LANSFORD JAMES E GRAD
LANSING SUEANNE LAS4
LANTER JAMES E LAW2
LANTER JANET M LAS1
LANTER KENT J LAS4
LANTZ ARLENE S FAA3
1106 W STOUGHTON U
102 E CHALMERS C
308 E ARMORY C
308 E ARMORY C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
505 E CLARK C
401 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
705 W ELM 1 U
910 S 3RD C
605 S 4TH 111 C
605 S 4TH 111 C
URH DANIELS 254 U
58 E GREGORY C
1110 W NEVADA U
1110 W NEVADA U
307 E HEALEY 5 C
STA A BOX 2439 C
URH WARDALL 402 U
URH SCOTT 176 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 205 U
URH TRELEASE 925 U
1004 M OREGON U
311 E SPNGFLD 206 C
203 COUNTRY FR C
1103 W HILL U
URH VANDOREN 203 C
1007 3RD C
618 W GREEN C
1010 E COLORADO U
705 W MAIN U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
410 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
110 E CHALMERS C
11 BLUE SPRUCE C
URH FORBES 323 C
809 S BUSEY U
701 W WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
URH BUSEY 103 U
309 E JOHN C
5 SAFFER CT U
701 W WASHINGTON U
1302 SUNSET C
JACKSONVILLE ILL
706 S 1ST 304 C
URH SNYDER 294 C
7 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
1004 W NEVADA U
310 S PRAIRIE 205 C
URH NOBLE 112 C
URH BLAISDELL 15 U
URH BLAISDELL 106 U
807 W NEVADA U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH CLARK 208 C
309 S COTTAGE GR U
409 E CHALMRS 1512 C
URH SCOTT 309 C
508 W UNION C
URH GARNER 246 C
804 W OREGON U
URH BUSEY 436 U
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 296 U
1207 FLORIDA 32 U




605 1/2 W INDIANA U
312 W WHITE C
1203 BROADMOOR C
1203 BROADMOOR C
807 S 1ST C
1010 S 2ND C
2706 LAWNDALE C
2706 LAWNDALE C
URH WARDALL 720 U
1011 S MATTIS 5-1 C
1600 W BRADLEY 402 C
URH BARTON 8 C
1600 W BRADLEY 402 C
904 W NEVADA U
307 S STATE 22 C
409 E CHALMRS 614 C
411 W OREGON U
411 W OREGON U
604 S LINCOLN 2 U
1402 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
URH VANDOREN 105 C
4 ROSEWOOD PL U
























































































RR 2 BOX 81
RR 1 BOX 7
RR 2
20612 GREENWOOD DR










415 E PROSPECT ST
2809 S 13TH AV
618 W GREEN
BOX 12
705 W MAIN ST
TWIN ORCH MBL PK
RR 2
















1738 W SUPERIOR ST







309 S COTTAGE GR
324 FORESTWAY DR
8511 N DRAKE AV
1524 MULFORD












RR 1 BOX 103
1203 BROADMOOR
1203 BROADMOOR








1600 W BRADLEY 402
207 GENEVA TERR





1402 1/2 W SPNGFLD
113 E GEORGE ST
100 SOUTHGATE



































































































LANTZ DAVIO ALAN LAS4
LANTZ JAY B AGR3
LANTZ PATRICK E LAS2
LANTZ ROBERT ALLEN BUS3
LANTZ THOMAS E LAS1
LANXON JAMES D ENG1
LANYS BIRUTE MARIA GRAD
LANZEN BRIAN A ENG2
LANZEN STEVEN R ENG3
LAPAT MICHAEL J LAS4
LAPIDOS RALPH C LAS4
LAPING MARLENE LAS1
LAPINS RONALD M BUS1
LAPP KATHLEEN S LAS3
LAPP SUSAN KAY LAS4
LAPPING RONALO LAS2
LARA GENARO LAW1
LARCOMBE ELSA MARGAR LAS4
LAREAU LESLIE S GRAD
LAREDO JULIO R ENG2
LAREN TIMOTHY DANIEL FAA4
LAREY BETH A LAS2
LARIMER MARK W LAS3
LARIVIERE JOHN A AV 1
1
LARKIN JOSEPH PAYNE GRAD
LARNER BONNIE R GRAD
LAROCCO JOHN B BUS3
LAROCK RALPH C FAA3
LAROCOUE BARBARA J LAS4
LAROSA VIRGILIO A GRAD
LAROSE ROGER W LAS2
LAROSSA ROBERT A GRAD
LARRICK NANCY JANE LAS2
LARSEN DAVID W ENGI
LARSEN JOHN A FAA3
LARSEN LEONARD A GRAD
LARSEN TERESA A LAS3
LARSON ANDREA B GRAD
LARSON ANNA MARIE G GRAD
LARSON ARTHUR B LAS3
LARSON CARL HOWARD GRAD
LARSON CAROL J FAA3
LARSON CYNTHIA S LAS2
LARSON DANIEL GEORGE AVI2
LARSON DAVID W FAA1
LARSON DEAN W ENG3
LARSON DEBORAH L LAS3
LARSON ERIC A BUS3
LARSON GLORIA I FAA3
LARSON JAMES BURTON GRAD
LARSON JAMES L FAA4
LARSON JOHN A II ENGI
LARSON JOHN D II ENG4
LARSON JOHN LEONARD GRAD
LARSON JOHN M FAA1
LARSON JULIE ANN GRAD
LARSON LAURA-LEE FAA4
LARSON LAWRENCE M AGR4
LARSON LUANNE J PE 1
LARSON MARK D ENGI
LARSON MARK W LAS4
LARSON MICHAEL D ENGI
LARSON MICHAEL J LAS4
LARSON NANCY C FAA3
LARSON PAMELLA B GRAD
LARSON RAYMOND E GRAD
LARSON REID A ENGI
LARSON RICHARD C GRAD
LARSON ROBERT J FAA3
LARSON ROBERT M LAS4
LARSON RODNEY C AGR1
LARSON ROGER W LAS2
LARSON SCOTT P BUS2
LARSON STEPHEN A GRAD
LARSON STEVEN A ENG4
LARSON STEVEN L FAA2
LARSON SUSAN C LAS3
LARSON SUZANNE AGR2
LARSON TIM P FAA4
LARSON WARREN H LAS1
LARSSEN BRADLEY G LAS4
LARUE JACOUELINE FAA3
LARVENZ KENNETH M FAA4
LARVENZ SHERRY N ED 4
LASCH JEAN L LAS2
LASETER ROBERT L LAS1
LASH RALPH M ENG4
LASHER SUSAN B LAS1
LASKOWSKI JOSEPH P FAA4
LASKY MARSHA I ED 2
LASSER BRIAN A FAA3
LASSWELL DAVID C FAA3
LASTOVICKA JOHN L COM4
LASWELL ELIZABETH A LAS3
LASZEWSKI MARILYN B GRAD
LASZEWSKI RONALD M GRAD
LATCHEM KENNETH R LAS3
1007 STOUGHTON U
48 ROXBURY RD U
URH TOWNSEND 266 U
704 W NEVADA U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 415 C
305 S PRAIRIE C
URH SNYDER 362 C
1510 GRANDVIEW 12 C
WILMETTE ILL
709 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 919 U
409 E CHALMRS 1613 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
108 E HEALEY 14 C
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
2077 A HAZWD CT U
908 W NEVADA 2 U
1203 WILLARD U
604 E ARMORY 405 C
605 S 4TH 103 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 215 C
2008 OLA C
1807 D ORCH PL U
60 E HEALEY C
406 W HIGH 4 U
ANNANDALE VA
1014 W UNIVERSITY C
1806 ORCH PL U
1004 S 2ND C
405 E GREEN 1 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH BARTON 2 C
208 E CLARK 2 C
EAU CLAIRE WIS
1202 W NEVADA U
2403 S PROSPECT C
AURORA ILL
1301 S BUSEY U
2503 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 361 U
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
SAVOY ILL
URH BABCOCK 15 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 216 U
313 E ARMORY C
910 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
402 S RACE 9 U
URH NOBLE 119 C
509 S 5TH 3 C
706 W GREEN 2 U
URH WESTON 238 C
URH SHERMAN 514 C
305 E GREEN 8 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 221 U
307 S STATE 10 C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 516 U
URH TOWNSEND U
URH WARDALL 302 U
402 S RACE 9 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH SCOTT 361 C
1003 E WATER U
URH TOWNSEND 422 U
URH HOPKINS 261 C
URH NOBLE 127 C
URH BLAISDELL 111 U
URH BLAISDELL 111 U
2006 VAWTER U
1203 W MAIN 3 U
912 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
706 S MATHEWS U
1009 W MAIN 12 U
URH OGLESBY 721 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 302 U
906 W SPNGFLD U
906 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH SAUNDERS 414 U
URH OGLESBY 405 U
502 W GRIGGS 204 U
URH ALLEN 226 U
1109 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 1013 U
209 E STOUGHTON C
705 W OREGON U
1007 W MAIN 21 U
URH BUSEY 427 U
808 S LINCOLN 8 U
808 S LINCOLN 8 U




































































































BOX 26 RIDGE RD
320 E MAIN ST
10509 S LASALLE ST
1005 C ST
6525 S MULFORD RD
76 S COUNTRY CLUB
301 LAKE SHORE DR
1601 LOWELL AV
ROUTE 1
4907 116TH PL SE
402 S RACE 9
58 EASTMORELAND CT
1640 N 20TH ST






RR 3 BOX 79

















2339 CEDAR GLEN DR
6525 MULFORD RD
729 FOREST VIEW DR
2690 W WIN HAVEN
22 INDIAN TRAIL RD
3501-4TH AV
RR 2 BOX 577
8807 FAIRWAY DR
1038 W 69TH
502 W GRIGGS 204
102 S EVERGREEN
1411 W LOCUST ST
6214 N DRAKE




808 S LINCOLN 8
808 S LINCOLN 8




































































































































































































ED 1 607 W HEALEY 9 C
LAW2 504 W MAIN U
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT C
LAS? 907 S WRIGHT C
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 490 C
GRAD 702 S BROADWAY U
GRAD 56 E DANIEL 2 C
LAS4 206 WASHINGTON 12 U
VM 4 VET CLINIC SA U
LAS2 URH SCOTT 317 C
LAS1 URH SCOTT 313 C
GRAD 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
GRAD 2613 W DANIEL C
LAS3 212 F DANIEL C
ENG4 5C9 E STOUGHTON C
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 35? U
LAS2 1304 W CLARK 3 U
GRAD 201 E CALIFORNIA 1 U
GRAD 805 W NEVADA U
AGR3 1102 S LINCOLN U
LAS2 URH SNYDER 154 C
ENG2 URH SNYDER 439 C
FAA1 URH TOWNSEND 104 U
ENG3 909 S 3RD C
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 302 U
ED 4 1106 S LINCOLN U
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 14 C
ED 4 URH LUNDGREN 14 C
VM 4 MAHOMET ILL
LAS4 808 S LINCOLN 3 U
LAS2 1109 W STOUGHTON U
BUS1 1101 PENN U
LAWS RR 1 BOX 72 U
AGR4 30 5 W MICHIGAN U
GRAD 908 S LINCOLN U
FAA4 78 VERSAILLES FR
BUS1 211 F ARMORY C
LAS4 707 S 6TH C
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 907 U
LAS4 UPH OGLESBY 1001 U
ENG1 URH FORBES 352 C
LAS3 URH TRELEASF 1130 U
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 416 C
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 610 U
LAW2 610 W CALIFORNIA U
ENG4 URH WESTON 380 C
GRAD 910 1/2 S LOCUST 2 C
BUS2 URH TOWNSEND 118 U
BUS3 1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
FAA4 109 E HEALEY C
BUS1 URH WESTON 215 C
FAA2 112 E DANIEL C
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON C
ED 2 106 N GREGORY 2 U
GRAD RR 2 U
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 31C U
BUS2 URH WESTON 371 C
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN U
LAS4 407 W WHITE 1C C
LAS1 URH FORBES 320 C
GRAD 310 W HIGH U
LAS1 URH GARNER 127 C
ED 1 URH LAR 428 U
GRAD 310 E WHITE 14 C
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 109 F CHALMERS 3 U
LAS1 URH SCOTT 320 C
GRAD 800 S MATTIS C
BUS4 501 W CALIFORNIA U
FAA4 502 E WHITE 33 C
ED 3 URH OGLESBY 1017 U
GRAD 308 W GREEN 2 U
VM 2 URH OGLESBY 620 U
BUS4 707 S 6TH C
LAS2 RR 1 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 853 C
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 312 U
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U
VM 2 URH DANIELS 185 U
GRAD 1652 VALLEY RD C
PE 3 DEWEY ILL
ED 2 URH HOPKINS C
COM4 402 E WHITE C
GRAD 1904 C ORCH ST U
LAS3 1605 VALLEY RD 1 C
LAS1 1618 WILLIAMSBURG C
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA U
FAA4 604 E ARMORY C
GRAD 502 S MATTIS C
ED 3 301 E BRADLEY 18 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 410 C
ENG4 1007 S 3RD C
ENG1 302 F GREGORY C
COM4 1007 S 1ST ST PD 5 C
LAS2 410 F GREEN C








































































136TH ST RR 1
1324 JONQUIL ST NW
5742 W AINSLIE ST
1428 S 48TH CT
205 WOODLAND HILLS
843 N MONTICELLO


















808 S LINCOLN 3
225 FLOSSMOOR RD
314 N STERLING
RR 1 BOX 72
305 W MICHIGAN
908 S LINCOLN
30C W MACK IE ST
8901 N MASON AV










91C 1/2 S LOCUST 2
18 S MERRILL AV
2106 WARWICK DR
911 N SHERIDAN RD
1233 W AMERICAN ST
RP 2
121 E MADISON















203 N CHARLOTTE ST
2626 N LAKEVIEW
49C1-B CAROL ST







7tl N 76 TH ST
18657 MARSHFIELD
RR 1
126 S MITCHELL AV
708 S BENNETT















































































































LAWSON DANIEL EDWIN GRAD
LAWSON ISAIAH GRAD
LAWSON JOAN LAS4
LAWSON MARK R ENG4
LAWSON ROBERT M LAS1
LAWSON STEPHEN C LAS2
LAWTON NANCY JANE LAS4
LAWYER JAMES L LAS3
LAY MARK A ENG3
LAY PATRICK A FAA3
LAYA RICHARD J FAA4
LAYNE CYNTHIA R AGR 1
LAYTON RALPH PHILLIP GRAD
LAZ CREIGHTON B BUS2
LAZ ELIZABETH M AGR3
LAZ PEGGY A PE 4
LAZALDE CARLOS A GRAD
LAZAR JEROME MILES GRAD
LAZAR WALTER PAUL FAA4
LAZARO MICHAEL A GRAD
LAZARSKI RICHARD AUG GRAD
LAZARUS JAY L LAS4
LAZARUS JOEL D BUS4
LAZARUS RICHARD J LAS1
*LAZENBY SHARON M P GRAD
LAZEWSKI TONY GRAD
*LAZO DIMITRI DANIEL GRAD
LEACH HOWARD J LAS2
LEACH JAMES L JR FAA9
LEACH JAMES M ENG4
LEACH JEFFREY L LAS2
LEACH JON G ENG2
LEACH SANDRA A LAS1
LEACH STEPHEN M LAS3
LEADABRAND GEORGE GRAD
LEADER RICHARD E LAS4
LEAHEY GRACE EVANS LAS3
LEAHEY THOMAS HARDY GRAD
LEAHY CYNTHIA K LAS4
LEAHY KATHRYN M ED 2
LEAHY WILLIAM E LAS3
LEAMNSON ROBERT N GRAD
*LEAMON JOHN A LAS2
LEANG WILLIAM N ENG4
LEARY JAMES K BUS4
LEASMAN MARYHELEN LAS4
LEATHERS MARY E GRAD
LEATHERWOOD MARYA L FAA4
LEAVER WILLIAM H ENG4
LEAVITT ILONA S COM3
LEBAILLY ADRIENNE E LAS1
LEBBIE SAHR HAMILTON GRAD
LEBEDA DANIEL E VM 2
LEBENSORGER FRED J ENG2
LEBENSORGER WILLIAM ENG4
LEBLANC ALBERT HENRY GRAD
LEBLANG THEODORE R LAW1
LEBLEBICI HUSEYIN GRAD
LEBLOCH DOREEN K FAA4
LEBLOCH JAMES G LAW3
LEBLOCH LOIS C GRAD
LEBLOND PETER C ENG1
LEBOVITS MICHELLE L LAS2
LEBRUN FRANCIS R LAS1
LECHNER ROBERT K LAS1
LECHOWICZ LINDA M PE L
LECHOWICZ PATRICIA A LAS4
LECHTENBERG ANNE B LAW1
LECKENBY JOHN D GRAD
LECLAIR SUSAN M ED 1
LECOCO PHILIPPE L P GRAD
LECOMTE JOHN R LAW2
LECOMTE RENEE LANTAN LAS3
LEDBETTER ALAN R LAS3
LEDBETTER ANNE S LAS2
LEDBETTER CAROL A LAS3
LEDBETTER MARCIA A LAS2
LEDEN WILLIAM E ENG3
LEDENE KENNETH M JR BUS4
LEDERER LESLIE T LAW1
LEDERER ROGER JOSEPH GRAD
LEDERMAN BARBARA J GRAD
LEDEPMAN FRANK LOUIS GRAD
LEDOUX THOMAS A GRAD
LEDUC ROGER P ENG4
LEDVINA CHRISTOPHER LAS2
LEE ALFREO M ENG4
LEF AN-HORNG GRAD
LEE BARBARA A ED 3
LEE BENSON LAS4
LEE BONNIE J LAS3
LEE CHANG HAN GRAD
LEE CHENG HSIUNG GRAD
LEE CHIA-WEN M GRAD
LEE CHUNG KEEL GRAD
LEE CHUNG RYU GRAD
LEE DAVID LOUIS GRAD
1724 HENRY C
URH DANIELS 197 U
1202 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 163 C
URH FORBES 314 C
58 E ARMORY 14 C
URH OGLESBY 224 U
LEMONT ILL
1014 1/2 CRESCENT C
901 S 1ST 15 C
URH TRELEASE 430 U
URH DANIELS 413 U
202 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
1112 S 2ND 203 C
307 E JOHN C
311 W GREEN C
105 E CLARK C




URH NOBLE 32C C
ARLINGTON TEX
URH DANIELS 416 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
417 N LOUISIANNA C
814 W HILL C
URH OGLESBY 1121 U
URH ALLEN 262 U
URH VANDOREN 225 C
910 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 4C8 U
310 E DANIEL C
309 W SPNGFLD 3 C
309 W SPNGFLD 3 C
URH ALLEN 330 U
URH GARNER 236 C
ELMHURST ILL
304 N WILLIS C
WILSON TRLR PK U
1305 SILVER 3 U
2315 S 1ST 101 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 412 C
107 S WRIGHT C
LODA ILL
URH TRELEASE 609 U
URH ALLEN 1C6 U
508 E WHITE 1 C
801 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 170 U
URH TOWNSEND 134 U
404 S PRAIRIE 6 C
URH SHERMAN 1367 C
1206 W CLARK U
3C2 E ARMORY C
713 S ELM C
713 S ELM C
URH BABCOCK 302 U
URH TRELEASE 50 1 U
URH OGLESBY 206 U
URH BLAISDELL 211 U
URH TRELEASE 225 U
206 S CEDAR U
URH TRELEASE 714 U
306 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 404 U
403 S 3RD C
716 E MICHIGAN U
716 E MICHIGAN U
7 10 W CHURCH 5 C
710 W CHURCH C
1623 WILLIAMSBURG C
801 W IOWA U
2202 HAZWD DR 301 U
1007 S 3RD C
1605 VALLEY RD 2 C
RANTOUL ILL
807 W ILLINOIS 7 U
807 W ILLINOIS 7 U
710 HAINES C
10 JUNIPER C
305 E JOHN C
506 S 5TH C
103 S GREGORY U
URH EVANS 104 U
304 S BUSEY U
809 W CALIFORNIA U
306 S 5TH C
1010 W SPNGFLD U
URH DANIELS 485 U
1107 W GREEN 427 U
1107 W GREEN 427 U
















































































8135 W BRYN MAWR
2457 IDLEWILD





402 N 4TH ST B





4323 ELM ST B
8507 W 122 PL
39 OVERLOOK DR
416 9TH ST
309 W SPNGFLD 3


















404 S PRAIRIE 6
736 SELMER RD
YENISEHIR










4530 E PIGEON RD
1060CENTERFIELD CT








11316 W 72ND ST
1605 VALLEY RD 2
6124 S MAYFIELD
807 W ILLINOIS 7
807 W ILLINOIS 7
710 HAINES
10 JUNIPER
5107 N CENTRAL PK
5529 S DORCHESTER
35 TZU-YU RD












































































































LEE ELLEN C LAS4
LEF FRANK M BUS1
LEE FRANK S ED 3
LEE GAIL L FAA2
*LEE HAZEL BAKER GRAD
LEE HOWARD CHIN-HAO GRAD
LEE JEFFREY P FAA2
LEE JEROME E LAW2
LEE JOHN C ENG1
LEE JONG KOO GRAD
*LEE KI DONG GRAD
*LEE KYUNG WON GRAD
LEE LARRY W LAS3
*LEE LEZLIE WAKELAND FAA2
LEE LINDA A LAS2
LEE LISA H LAS2
LEE MARGARET YU-LING FAA6
*LEE MARJORIE W GRAD
LEE MARY ANN LAS1
LEE MARYANN LAS2
LEE MAY HONG MAN COM3
LEE MICHAEL H GRAD
LEE MYON KI GRAD
LEE NANCY DIANE GRAD
LEE PATRICIA A ED 4
LEE PETER K ENG4
LEE PETER S C LAS2
LEE PETER W ENG2
LEE PHYLLIS A LAS1
LEE REBECCA A ED 2
*LEE ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
*LEE ROBINE CHAO-LING GRAD
LEE ROGET* E ENG2
LEE SAI HYUN GRAD
LEE SHIRLEY ED 1
LEE STEPHANIE L LAS4
LEE STEPHEN E LAS1
LEE SUK WOO GRAD
LEE SUZANNE LAS4
LEE THEODORE M ENG2
*LEE THETA DICKMAN FAA4
LEE VING JICK GRAD
LEE WARREN GRAD
LEE WILLIAM M LAS3
LEE WILLIAM T PE 2
LEE YUN-KO GRAD
LEFDS MARCY K ED 2
LEEDS PHILIP B LAS2
LEEDS SETH LAS4
LEEFERS LARRY A LAS3
LEENERMAN GREGORY J ENG1
LEEPER LARRY A ED *
LEEPER MICHAEL W BUS2
LEEPER RANDALL A GRAD
LEES DOUGLAS A ENG2
*LEES LYNN JOHNSON LAS3
LEES NORWYN WENDELL ENG4
LEES RAYMOND W FAA2
LEESMAN KAREN S LAS2
LEESMAN LUTHER V AGR2
LEESMAN MARIANNE ED 2
LEETCH DAVID C FAA3
LEFCOURT RONALD L LAS3
LEFF DEAN B FAA4
LEFFKOWITZ LAUREEN LAS4
LEFKO GARY J ENG1
LEFKOW DAVID M AGR3
LEFLER MILES J LAS1
LEFORT JO C FAA4
LEGAPE OWEN L AGR4
*LEGEL ANN JOHNSON LAS4
*LEGEL DONALD ALAN GRAD
LEGER RAYMOND A ENG3
LEGGANS STEPHEN E ED 4
LEGRANDE CATHY L AGR
1
LEGWOLD GARY A LAS4
LEHARES WILLIAM P LAS3
LEHENBAUER BARBARA E GRAD
LEHENEY MICHAEL J LAS1
LEHER PAUL S LAS4
LEHMAN ELIZABETH A LAS3
LEHMAN JOHN H ENG4
LEHMAN PAUL J ENG2
LEHMANN JAY A LAS3
LEHMANN JOHN D AGR2
LEHMANN RANDALL E ENG2
LEHNEN DAVID C ENG3
*LEHOCKY ROBERT S GRAD
LEHR DEBRA DIANNE GRAD
LEHR LESLIE I LAS4
LEHRMAN MARK D ENG1
LEHRNER LINDA S ED 3
LEIBACH STEVEN J LAS2
LEIBER STEPHEN A ENG2
LEIBOWITZ PHILLIP 6US4
LEIBSON DAVID ALAN LAS4
URH BARTON 203 C
505 E WHITE 2 C
URH TAFT 307 C
2104 ORCH ST 204 U
1107 W GREEN 129 U
DANVILLE ILL
1105 W MAIN U
313 CHALMERS C
58 E JOHN 14 C
URH GARNER 496 C
1004 S 4TH 218 C
URH DANIELS 1C4 U
300 S GOODWIN 407 U
1009 N PENN U
603 S GLOVER U
1106 LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 329 U
309 E GREEN 1 C
2104 ORCH ST 204 U
URH LAR 172 U
HAZELCREST ILL
URH VAN DOREN 227 C
URH DANIELS 264 U
URH DANIELS 511 U
URH SHERMAN 967 C
703 W CALIFORNIA U
1662 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 345 C
URH ALLEN 273 U
URH WARDALL 1103 U
URH LAR 197 U
603 GLOVER U
DECATUR ILL
URH SNYDER 426 C
5 SALEM RD U
URH GARNER 356 C
909 S 1ST C
URH BARTON 205 C
300 S GOODWIN 211 U
URH TRELEASE 824 U
411 E GREEN C
801 W OHIO U
502 W GRIGGS 202 U
809 S BUSEY U
201 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 273 C
URH DANIELS 316 U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
1815 JOHN C
301 W BIRCH 3 C
RR 3 C
105 W WILLIAM C
403 BRIAR LN 109 C
804 1/2 E MAIN U
URH SCOTT 471 C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 369 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1004 W NEVADA U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SNYDER 269 C
301 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 601 C
603 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 330 U
807 S BUSEY U
408 E HEALEY C
58 E ARMORY 8 C
207 S 6TH C
821 OAKLAND 106 U
821 OAKLAND 12 U
URH CARR 202 U
106 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 803 U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
DECATUR ILL
603 W GREEN U
URH TAFT 227 C
911 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 305 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
9 11 S 4TH C
310 E GREGORY C
809 W PENN U
UKH BABCOCK 223 U
URH SCOTT 374 C
603 DOGWOOD C
910 S 3RD 728 C
802 E CALIFORNIA U
URH BARTON 120 C
904 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 15C2 C
URH OGLESBY 903 U
1113 S 3RD 203 C


























































241 W 22ND PL
8324 N K1LB0URN AV
2514 16TH AV













1130 S HIGHLAND AV
26 LN 147 HSIN-YI








4211 N LEAVITT ST
315 W 24TH PL



























6852 METRO PARK DR
1106 W STOUGHTON
1106 W STOUGHTON






7936 S KIRKLAND AV
1333 MAPLE AV












2413 NEW YORK ST
RR 1
RR 1
635 S PINE AV
669 N EAGLE ST
669 N EAGLE ST
16719 TINLEY PARK
ROUTE 1
431 S OLD RAND RD
4929 CHASE AV
603 DOGWOOD
55 E VAN NESS
150 N ELMWOOD AV
4037 JOHNSON AV
6758 E PRAIRIE RD
2854 TWIN OAKS DR





































































































LEIBSON PAUL J LAS2
LEIBY JACK L LAW1
LEICH HAROLD MCIVER GRAD
LEICHTI ROBERT J AGR2
LEIDER DAVID J AGR3
LEIDING REBA M COM4
LEIFEL DANNY JOHN LAW1
LEIFER ROBIN G BUS2
LEIFHEIT EUGENE JOHN GRAD
LEIFKER RONALD C ENG4
LEIGH JAMIE J AGR2
LEIGH JOHNNIE SAMUEL GRAD
LEIGH KAREN V BUS2
LEIGH SUSAN LAS4
LEIGHTON CHARLES H LAS4
LEIGHTON CYNTHIA L AGR1
LEINGANG HENRY J BUS4
LEININGER DAVID A LAS4
*LEIS GEORGE HAROLD GRAD
LEIS JANE K FAA2
LEISENRING JOHN R GRAD
LEITHEM WILLIAM G ENG4
LEITNER DAVID J LAS3
LEITNER GREGORY L GRAD
LEITNER RONA K ED 2
LEKAN TED BUS3
LEKI PFTER J LAS2
LEKI ROBERT H AGR3
LEKOVISH KATHLEEN A LAS2
LELAND ELINOR JANE GRAD
LELLMAN JAMES J ENG4
LEMAIRE LOUANN PE 1
LFMAN ALLEN DUANE GRAD
LFMAN DIANNE HOERR ED 3
LEMAN HOWARD DEAN GRAD
*LEMAN MARCUS L ENG4
LEMAN MARVIN G ENG4
LEMAN RUSSELL A AGR3
LEMAN STEVEN J AGR4
LEMAR EARL RAY GRAD
LEMAR JAMES K ENG2
LEMAY ROBERT P LAS1
LEMBERGER THOMAS R LAS3
LEMBKEY JILL K LAS4
LEMCOE ROBERT L ENG^
LEMEIN GREGG D ENG4
LEMEN DON JOSEPH ENG4
LEMEN ROBERT J BUS1
LEMENAGER RONALD P AGR2
*LEMKF ALAN K GRAD
LEMKE JAMES LEE GRAD
LEMKE STANLEY D ENG2
LEMME CHRISTOPHER J LAS2
LEMMEL JERRY W AGR4
LEMMON ALBERT W FAA3
LEMMONS JAMES CURTIS ENG4
LEMON KATHIE JEANNE GRAD
LENAHAN JAMES J LAS2
LENAHAN JOHN T LAS2
LENAHAN MARY K ED 1
LENAHAN RICHARD M ENG2
LENARD JANICE L ED 1
LENDRUM LESTER MARTI GRAD
LENFEST DONNA DUFF GRAD
LENGFELDER JULIE R LAS2
LENGFELDER WILLIAM G LAS3
LENHARDT TERENCE M LAS1
LENIHAN GAIL SUSAN GRAD
LENKART THOMAS ANTHO GRAD
LENNON DINAH J LAS2
LENNON ELIZABETH A LAS1
LENNON MICHAEL JAMES LAS3
LENNY DAVID M LAS4
LENOX BARBARA CLAAR GRAD
LFNOX RONALD S GRAD
LENS PATRICIA A ED 2
LENTEK GEORGE A ENG4
LENTEK SHERRY SIFRER BUS2
LENTINE FRANK G ENG4
LENZ JERALD R LAS3
LENZ PATRICIA MILNER ED 3
LENZ ROBERT A ENG3
LEN7 ROBERT L LAS4
LENZ WILLIAM J LAS2
LEONARD CAROLYN T GRAD
LEONARD DANIEL GRAD
LEONARD DAVID C GRAD
LEONARD EVELYN S LAS2
LEONARD GARRY STEPHE FAA4
LEONARD GAY E AGR3
LEONARD JAMES R LAS4
LEONARD JOHN MICHAEL PE 4
LEONARD JOHN P AGR2
LEONARD JOSEPH E JR BUS1
LEONARD LAWRENCE E GRAD
LEONARD MARCIA L LAS4
LFONARD MARY A FAA1
URH SCOTT 464 C
2116 ORCH ST 202 U
610 W ELM 2 U
310 E GREGORY C
107 DANIEL 4 C
508 E ARMORY C
CANDLEWOOD ESTATES C
910 S 3RD C
1211 W CHURCH 8 C
URH BABCOCK 313 U
805 W OHIO U
309 E HEALEY C
1202 W NEVADA U
402 W FLORIDA U
211 W GREEN 1 U
URH TRELEASE 522 U
108 1/2 N URBANA U
URH OGLESBY 819 U
1222 W DANIEL C
904 W CLARK 2 U
PRAIRIE VIL KANS
1012 W SPNGFLD 2 U
308 W GREEN U
1010 S 1ST ST RD 9 C
1104 W NEVADA U
308 E ARMORY C
809 S 5TH C
811 W CHARLES C
409 E CHALMRS 16C6 C
URH DANIELS 76 U
507 E CLARK 34 C
URH TRELEASE 909 U
1812 BROADMOOR C
405 N MATHEWS U
405 N MATHEWS U
408 E STOUGHTON 5 C
304 S 6TH C
801 W NEVADA U
1205 W CHURCH C
2113 W WHITE 228 C
URH OGLESBY 408 U
URH FORBES 458 C
1005 S 2ND C
201 S BUSEY U
2812 CARRELTON C
1005 S 6TH 22 C
209 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C
401 BUENA VISTA C
2203 HAZWO DR U
URH SHERMAN 166 C
URH TAFT 326 C
URH BABCOCK 114 U
1602 HOLMSTROM C
2 LEXINGTON U
306 E ARMORY C
202 S GREGORY U
211 E DANIEL C
211 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 116 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 12118 U
1802 W WILLIAM 6 C
802 S ELM C
1106 S LINCOLN U
310 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 242 C
URH SHERMAN C
SAVOY ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 117 U
3610 E UNIVERSITY U
102 N GREGORY 8 U
212 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
212 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
203 W STANAGE C
203 W STANAGE C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
1211 KIRBY C
906 W NEVADA U
906 W NEVADA 7 U
706 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 419 C
NORMAL ILL
1206 W CLARK 1 U
410 1/2 W ELM U
410 1/2 W ELM U
7 12 W OHIO U
URH EVANS 102 U
1708 PARKSIDE TERR C
1207 FLORIDA U
805 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 808 U
502 W GRIGGS 212 U
507 W OREGON U





































































2116 ORCH ST 202


















1900 W 71ST TERR
10017 IVANHOE ST
1925 CALVIN CT
1010 S 1ST ST RD 9
9069 GRACE AV
935 FOREST RIVER
4030 N HARDING AV
4030 N HARDING AV
208 N CASS AV
5025 WILKENS AV






508 W CRUGER AV
PR 2
RR 2


















3728 W 78TH PL
3728 W 78TH PL
3728 W 78TH PL
ei9 DILLON DR
1241 CATALPA LN
1802 W WILLIAM 6
802 S ELM
836 N METTER








212 N MCCULLOUGH 2
212 N MCCOLLOUGH 2
8639 S TRIPP AV
3738 S 58TH AV
203 W STANAGE
1215 E MAPLE ST
1211 W KIRBY
906 W NEVADA 7
906 W NEVADA 7
1019 PARK RIDGE RD
ROUTE 1 BOX 334
1101 KERN ST
20 AV ALFRED DVGNY
410 1/2 W ELM






502 W GRIGGS 202
606 W INDIANA AV



































































































LEONARD MICHAEL L ENG4
LEONARD SCOTT F LASl
LEONARD THOMAS M ENG4
LEONARDI ROBERT GRAD
LEONE HOPE CLAIR ED 4
*LEONG PETER M GRAD
LEOPOLD CHARLES J ENG4
LEPIC MICHAEL C PE 1
LEPINSKI JOHN PAUL GRAD
LEPINSKI MARY BETH F GRAD
LEPLEY JANET S LASl
LEPLEY JOHN A BUS3
*LEPP DONALO LEE GRAD
LEPPER GREGORY D AGR1
LEPPER TERRY R VM A
LEPPERD THOMAS E III LAS4
LEPSCIER JOHN JR LAS3
*LERCH MARGIE ANN GRAD
LERCHE RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
LERCHE THOMAS CURTIS LAS3
LERITZ JAYNE M LAS2
LERMIT RAYMOND J GRAD
LERNER ALAN W LASl
LERNER BRENDA FAGAN GRAD
LERNER DAVID A BUS1
LERNER EDWARD MARK GRAD
LERNER JANE L LAS4
LERNER JUDITH W LAS3
LERNER PEARL E LAS3
LERNER RUTH MAYLAND GRAD
LEROUX MICHELE D LAS4
LEROY SUSAN LASl
LESHNER NANCY L FAA2
LESHT DAVID LAS3
LESHT STEVEN W LAS3
LESIECKI DIANE M LASl
LESKE DEBORAH A ED 2
LESKOSKY RICHARD J GRAD
LESLIE CYNTHIA G LAS2
LESLIE SCOTT G ENG3
LESNER DEAN M LAS2
LESNIAK GREGORY J LAS2
LESNIAK JERRY PAUL BUS4
LESNIESKI THOMAS J LASl
LESSARIS CONSTANCE A LAS2
LESSEM ALAN PHILIP GRAD
LESSIG ROBERT W ENG3
LESSLEY JAMES V AGR4
LESTER GREGG H FAA2
LESTER LINDA S LAS3
LESTER REBECCA LAS4
LESTIKOW JAMES M LAW2
LESURE GRACE EVELYN GRAD
LESZCZYNSKI DENNIS E GRAD
LESZNER KATHLEEN M LAS2
LETCHER WAYNE A FAA1
LETHERT JAMES W GRAD
LETKO JOSEPH J ENG2
LETNER TAMMY L ED 3
LETSCHE LINDA C FAA2
LETTER TIMOTHY J BUS4
LETTS WILLIAM R JR ENG2
LEUCHS EDWARO C FAA4
LEUNG AMY LAS3
LEUNG BRIAN HUNG-TAK GRAD
LEUNG CASEY KA CHAI ENG4
LEUNG CHEUNG KWOK LASl
LEUNG CHUN-TAK D GRAD
LEUNG HENRY CHUEN GRAD
LEUNG HENRY KIN-HANG GRAD
LEUNG KIMMY MAY-TAK LAS4
LEUNG PAK-TONG GRAD
LEUNG SOPHIE LAU GRAD
LEUTLOFF CYNTHIA A FAA2
LEV JAMES R FAA4
LEVAN HOLLIS C AGR2
LEVAN STEVE DONALD FAA4
LEVANDER LARK D VM 1
LEVANTI GAILA FAA2
LEVANTI JOHN G LASl
LEVANTI MICHAEL L PE 4
LEVARO MARY KAY GRAD
LEVARO RICHARD A GRAD
LEVENICK STUART L ENG1
LEVENS JEFFREY B GRAD
LEVENSHON IRIS G LAS2
LEVENSTAM BARRY I LASl
LEVENSTEIN GARY I LAS3
LEVERENZ AMY L LAS3
LEVERICH RICHARD B LAS2
LEVERTON ETHEL M EO 3
LEVEY JOAN K FAA3
LEVI CAROL E PE 4
LEVI HUGO A GRAD
LEVIE JAMES H ENG2
LEVIE MARK R LAS3
LEVIN BARBARA M LAS3
MAHOMET ILL
401 E JOHN C
406 W WASHINGTON U
CATTOLICA IT
5 SAFFER CT U
300 S GOODWIN 301 U
URH SCOTT 274 C
URH WESTON 127 C
1 CEDAR CIRCLE U
1 CEDAR CIRCLE U
URH VANDOREN 210 C
909 S OAK C
3205 KIRBY C
809 W PENN U
2101 EASY U
911 S 4TH C
1004 S 3RD C
2213 S LYNN U
1317 COMMANCHE C
1006 S 3RD 4 C
611 E OANIEL C
URH DANIELS 418 U
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
1202 FOOTHILL C
URH TOWNSEND 405 U
901 S 1ST 4 C
903 S 4TH C
1006 S 3RD 18 C
205 E GREEN 3 C
901 S 1ST 4 C
906 W OREGON U
URH BUSEY 333 U
URH WARDALL 322 U
404 E STOUGHTON 6 C
309 E HEALEY 1 C
URH VANDOREN 410 C
904 S LINCOLN U
508 W ELM U
907 S WRIGHT C
112 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 375 C
105 E GREEN 14 C
URH ALLEN 391 U
907 S WRIGHT C
TORONTO CAN
205 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1025 U
URH SNYDER 244 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
605 S 4TH 207 C
310 E CLARK C
URH DANIELS 283 U
36 ROXBURY RD U
URH BUSEY 333 U
URH SNYDER 275 C
URH DANIELS 722 U
URH SNYDER 443 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH LUNDGREN 25 C
URH OGLESBY 507 U
URH OGLESBY 502 U
711 W MAIN U
URH BUSEY 355 U
1924 C ORCH ST U
406 W HIGH U
URH SNYDER 263 C
URH DANIELS 714 U
1400 N MCKINLEY 11 C
URH DANIELS 169 U
URH ALPHA HSE 7 U
1107 W GREEN 132 U
1924 C ORCH ST U
URH LAR 204 U
57 E CHALMERS 6 C
910 S 3RD C
505 1/2 S RACE U
URH WARDALL 906 U
608 S MCKINLEY C
608 S MCKINLEY C
608 S MCKINLEY C
1109 W CHURCH 2 C
1109 W CHURCH 2 C
URH FORBES 464 C
1201 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1229 U
URH ALLEN 37 U
1503 KIRBY C
809 S 5TH C
DANVILLE ILL
FARMER CITY ILL
5 SAFFER CT U
807 W OREGON U
606 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 425 C
409 E CHALMRS 1414 C











































































300 S GOODWIN 301




RR 1 BOX 364




t405 BROOKS IDE DR








8544 N LAWNDALE AV
901 S 1ST 4
8544 N LAWNDALE AV
3800 W ESTES AV
1359 E 55TH PL
901 S 1ST 4
906 W OREGON
4745 JOHNSON AV
1736 E 92ND PL
3237 W ARDMORE AV
6017 N CENTRAL PK











OAKDALE DR RR 4
RR 3









471 W 15TH ST
412 N 4TH ST





1924 C ORCH ST
64 MACDONNELL RD
59 BERWICK ST
12 LA SALLE RD
35 MODY RD G/F
540 WESTMINISTER
279 CASTLE PECK RD
CHEUNG SHA WAN EST




ROUTE 2 BOX 151C
6430 W PAMELA LN
404 N LINCOLN ST
608 S MCKINLEY
608 S MCKINLEY
1109 W CHURCH 2

















































































































LEVIN BARRY S LAS2
LEVIN DANIEL M LAS3
LEVIN ELLIS IRA GRAO
LEVIN GERALD S LAS2
LEVIN IRA M LAS4
LEVIN KENNETH H LAS1
LEVIN MARK H LAS3
LEVIN RICHARD L FAA2
LEVIN RICHARD N LAW1
LEVIN ROBERT B BUS 1
LEVIN ROXANNF L LAS1
LEVIN SHELLEY LAS2
LEVIN STEPHEN M LAS4
LEVIN TEDD LAS3
LEVIN TERRY A LASi
LEVIN-EPSTEIN M D LAW1
LEVINE BRUCE S AGR3
LEVINF HOWARD DENNIS GRAD
LEVINE ILENE H LASI
LEVINE ILENE R GRAD
LEVINE LAWRENCE M GRAD
LEVINE RICHARD J COM3
LEVINE RICHARD S GRAD
LEVINE SIDNEY M BUS3
LEVINE STEVEN CRAIG GRAD
LEVINE SUSAN C LAS3
LEVINSON AUDREY A LASI
LEVINSON GARY E LAS4
LEVINSON GLENN A LAS2
LEVINSON ROBFRTA A LAS3
LEVIS WILLIAM H LAW3
LEVISON WILLIAM SAMU GRAD
LEVITON FRED J LAS2
LEVITT MARTIN J LAS2
LEVON JOSFPH P ENG1
LEVUN ROY A LAS3
LEVY ALAN M LAS2
LEVY EDWARD S BUS3
LEVY JERROLD M LAS3
LFVY JILL PE 1
LFVY JOFL A LAS3
LEVY JOHN ISAAC GRAD
LEVY JOSEPH GRAD
LEVY KAREN IRIS GRAD
LEVY LAURA LAS2
LFVY MICHAEL M LAS4
LEVY MILTON JR BUS4
LFVY NANCY J LAS3
LEVY ROBERT A LASI
LEVY ROGER DAVID GRAD
LEVY SANFORD S LAS3
IEVY VICKI R ED 1
LEWALD BARRETT C LAS3
LFWANDOWSKI ARTHUR R GRAD
LEWANDOWSKI GEORGE A LAS2
LEWELLEN ANN LAVERNE GRAD
LEWEY ALLEN B FIMG1
LEWEY RUSSELL OLIVER GRAD
LEWICKI LEONARD P LAW2
LEWIN KAREN F FAA1
LEWIN MERLE S PE 4
LFWIS BARBARA LAS3
LEWIS BENNIE MAE GRAD
LEWIS BOBBY JOE GRAD
LEWIS BRENDA J LAS3
LEWIS CARL GEORGE FAA2
LFWIS CYNDFF J PE 1
LEWIS CYNTHIA A LAS2
LEWIS DANIEL JAMES GRAD
LEWIS DAVID ALLEN GRAD
LFWIS DAVID C LAS3
LFWIS DAVID J LAW2
LEWIS EDWARD MICHAEL VM 4
LEWIS EDWARD R LAS2
LEWIS EVELYN B LAS2
LEWIS GARY R ENG1
LEWIS GFRALD H LAS4
LEWIS GREGORY A VM 2
LEWIS HERMAN P BUS4
LEWIS JAMES DAVID GRAD
LEWIS JAMES M PE 2
LEWIS JAY V LAS2
LFWIS JERRY GRAD
LEWIS JOSFPH A BUS2
LEWIS KARYN S LASI
I FWIS KATHFP INF E AGP 1
LEWIS KATIE L LASI
LEWIS KENNFTH L BUS1
LFWIS LARRY LAS2
LEWIS LESLIF ROBERT GRAD
LFWIS MADELINE ED 2
LEWIS MARIANNE E LASI
LEWIS MARILYN T LAS4
LEWIS MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
LEWIS MATTIE L GRAD
LFWIS MAXINF C PF 2
LEWIS MELBA THOMAS GRAD
URH OGLESBY 616 U
URH TOWNSEND 480 U
1620 VALLEY RD C
907 S 4TH C
105 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 356 C
URH TOWNSEND 434 U
910 S 3RD C
908 W NEVADA U
110 E CHALMERS C
410 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 7C
1
C
401 W SPNGFLD U
URH OGLESBY 1029 U
URH OGLESBY 721 U
105 E JOHN 102 C
URH BABCOCK 403 U
307 W WASHINGTON C
409 E CHALMRS 709 C
URH DANIELS 361 U
806 S 3RD 19 C
502 E WHITE C
2051 D ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 720 U
809 S 1ST 32 C
904 S 3RD C
9 10 S 3RD 805 C
GALESBURG ILL
URH TOWNSEND 570 U
509 STOUGHTON C
303 W GREFN U
704 W HIGH U
105 E ARMORY. C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH TAFT 406 C
603 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1120 U
URH ALLEN 264 U
905 HARMON U
URH TRELEASE 722 U
910 S 3RD 713 C
507 W WHITE 5 C
2004 A ORCH ST U
5C5 1/2 F SPNGFLD C
URH WARDALL 802 U
URH BLAISDELL 118 U
311 E JOHN 2 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 496 U
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 162 C
URH TRELEASE 918 U
903 E COLORADO U
1811 CARLE U
URH HOPKINS 259 C
DECATUR ILL
910 S NEW C
RANTOUL ILL
1606 MAYNARD C
URH TRELEASE 428 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 268 U
1807 A ORCH PL U
1807 A ORCH PL U
1009 W MAIN 14 U
1120 W BRADLEY C
URH ALLEN 446 U
508 E CHALMERS C
108 N 3USEY U
31 WILSON TRLR PK U
URH SNYDER 339 C
602 E STOUGHTON 23 C
404 EDGEBROOK 212 C
URH OGLESBY 519 U
4C9 E CHALMRS 12C6 C
URH SNYDER 366 C
907 S 4TH C
1900 S PHILO RD U
URH OGLESBY 124 U
1107 PATTON U
313 ARMORY C
1001 E COLORADO 39 U
709 N 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 278 C
409 E CHALMRS 1408 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 423 C
URH WESTON 215 C
1605 VALLEY RD El C
PHILO ILL
URH WARDALL 802 U
URH TRFLFASE 709 U
403 N DRAPER C
59 E DANIEL C





















































































645 APPLE TREE LN
2922 W JARVIS
















9C0 LAKE SHORE DR









8527 E PRAIRIE RD
2736 W PRATT
8622 KEDVALE
2110 E FREMONT CT
851 YALE





507 W WHITE 5
2C04 A ORCH ST
3440 W BRYN MAWR
9332 HOME CT
1C124 PEACH PKWY





8147 N KEELER AV
903 E COLORADO
1811 CARLE
14C9 S 56TH CT
202 AUSTIN




2541 A W JEROME
1502 W ACRES RD
ROUTE 3 BOX 27
ROUTE 3 BOX 27





31 WILSON TRLF PK
1714 4CTH ST CT
6C2 E STOUGHTON 23
7631 W 43RD ST
1166 THORN TREE LN
612 MULFORD ST






10C1 E COLORADO 3 C
7C9 N 4TH










409 1/2 E JOEL ST
210 N ST LOUIS AV



































































































LEWIS MICHAEL J ENG4
LEWIS MOLLY ANNE GRAD
LEWIS PATRICIA AGR2
LEWIS PATRICIA M ED 3
LEWIS PAUL E AGR3
LEWIS RHONDA MARIA LAS4
LEWIS RICKY ENG4
LFWIS ROBERT W BUS4
LEWIS RONALD L FAA1
LEWIS RONDA K LAS2
LEWIS ROSA KEITH GRAD
LEWIS SPENCER H JR LAW2
LEWIS STEVEN W ENG2
LEWIS THEODIS P LAW1
LEWIS WILLIAM R BUS
2
LFWITTES MARK EVAN ENG4
I.EWKO JOHN hENRY GRAD
LEWTON LARRY L AGR4
LEY DAVID ARTHUR GRAD
LI KIN MAN GRAD
LI LI-CHUN GRAD







LIBBEY MAURICE C GRAD
LIBBIN JAMES D AGR4
LIBBRA ALAN G AGR3
LIBBY JEFFREY M LAS1
LIBBY ROBERT GRAD
LIBERMAN DEBRA A ED 4
LIBERMAN LUIS GRAD
LIBERSHER PAUL R LAS4
LIBERTY JOHN K FAA3
LIBIT REGINA M LAS3
LICHON FRANCIS S LAS2
LICHT JODY H LAS2
LICHT RHEA J AGR3
LICHTENSTEIN ALAN L LAS2
LICHTENWALTER CHRIS AGP3
LICHTER JOHN CARL ENG4
LICHTI ESTHER S GRAD
LICHTI ROGER LYNN GRAD
LICHTMAN MARC H BUS1
LICINA GEORGE JOSEPH ENG4
LICKING DORIS J LAS1
LICKISS KAREN P LAS4
LIDDLE KRISANN E ED 1
LIDE BARBARA BLUEGE GRAD
LIDECKER NANCY E AGR1
LIDHOLM THOMAS A BUS1
LIDL BARBARA A FAA4
LIDRAL KAREL ARTHUR FAA2
LIDRAL ROBERT PAUL GRAD
LIEBER DEBORAH LEE GRAD
LIEBERMAN GERALDINE GRAD
LIEBERMAN JOHN R GRAD
LIEBERMAN STUART T BUS1
LIEBERTHAL BRUCE M ENG4
LIFBLING JEFFREY SCO FAA4
LIEBOVICH LOUIS W GRAD
LIEBOVICH THEODORE LAS4
LIEBOVITZ ROBERTA I LAS1
LIFBOVITZ SUSAN G LAS4
LIECHTY RICHARD D LAS3
LIED MICHAEL R LAS1
LIEDBERG JOANNE LAS1
LIEDTKE WAYNE L ENG3
LIEHR DANIEL B AGR3
LIEHR ROGER A VM 1
LIEM KHI AN KIOE GRAD
LIEN ERIC L GRAD
LIENESCH WILLIAM C GRAD
L IERMAN JOSEPH H LAW1
LIESCH JERROLD M GRAD
LIESKE DEBBORH A LAS2
LIEWALD LISA H LAS1
LIGATE LINDA GAIL GRAD
LIGNER MARLYN J LAS1
LILJA NANCY K FAA3
LILLICH RONNIE J LAS1
LILLIE MARILYN JANE FAA1
LILLIG KIMBERLY K LAS4
LILLY GEORGE P LAS2
LILLY PAMELA M BUS1
LIMA ALMIR PAZ DE GRAD
LIMA SAMUEL S JR LAS4
LIMACHER MARY T AGR3
LIMERICK JILL PE 3
LIMERICK SAMUEL H LAS1
LIMERICK SANDRA LAS3
LIMESTALL BEVERLY A BUS1
LIMP BARBARA A LAS1
LIMSTROM KENNETH R GRAD
LIN DENNIS FONG-NAN GRAD
LIN EN JUI GRAD
1829 W JOhN C
609 W MAIN 31 U
1604 S HILLCREST U
2113 HAZWD DR 303 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
55 E HEALEY 2C3 C
1605 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH CGLESBY 603 U
1510 HOLLY HILL C
URH GARNER 258 C
2205 HAZWD DR U
2205 HAZWD DR 202 U
1006 W NEVADA 1 U
URH BABCOCK 316 U
EAST MOLINE ILL
904 W GREEN U
206 E CLARK 1 C
713 W OHIO U
606 W OHIO U
URH DANIELS 209 U
901 W SPNGFLD 12 U
URH DANIELS 530 U
FLEC ENG BLDG U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
404 E DANIEL C
1107 W GREEN 335 U
105 F GREEN 6 C
URH OGLESBY 605 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
52 E ARMORY C
1005 S 6TH 27 C
1204 STOUGHTON 34 U
505 E WHITE 4 C
806 S 1ST C
URH CARR 309 U
47 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 24 C
URH ALLEN 402 U
101 E JOHN 1 C
301 E ARMORY C
CLINTON ILL
106 N GREGORY 10 U
509 E GREEN C
509 E GREEN 203 C
301 E ARMORY C
404 E FAIRLAWN U
URH FVANS 326 U
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH LAR 172 U
RENO NEV
URH SAUNDERS 301 U
401 E JOHN C
408 E HEALEY C
URH GARNER 121 C
620 W HEALEY 4 C
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
1004 SUNNYCREST U
806 W OHIO U
301 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 503 U
903 S 4TH C
806 OAKLAND 103 U
102 N GREGORY 7 U
910 S 3RD C
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH GARNER 225 C
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
URH LAR 465 U
308 1/2 W MAPLE C
501 E DANIEL C
VILLA GROVE ILL
102 S LINCOLN U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH SHERMAN 851 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
606 W OHIO U
URH GARNER 366 C
URH ALLEN 176 U
URH SHERMAN 909 C
URH HOPKINS 410 C
410 E GREEN C
1004 W NEVADA U
301 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
705 STOUGHTON U
501 W CALIFORNIA U
105 E JOHN 103 C
1107 W GREEN 623 U
202 E DANIEL C
1207 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1609 C
URH NOBLE 20 C
207 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 319 U
URH HOPKINS 462 C
1908 CRESCENT C
300 S GOODWIN 508 U






































































13603 S 88TH AV
1915 N OAK ST
ROUTE 3








2205 HAZWD DR 202
627 W EUCLID
2925 ChESTER









11C7 W OREGON 4
114 KUANG-MING RD
1107 W GREEN 335
32 HEATHER DR




















16C1 VALLEY RD 2
3503 LAUREL LN
3520 W 7TH ST
2205 THORNWOOD AV
438-18TH AV
1927 N HOWE ST
10 COUNTRY CLUB DR























3011 S LLOYD AV
952 AUGUSTA












155 N SUMMIT AV











EAST ST LOUIS ILL






























































































LIN JANE CHIEH AGR 1
LINABURY ELIZABETH A LAS3
LINABURY MARGARET G FAA1
LINARD RITA A FAA2
LINAS CHRISTINE LAS4
LINCICOME RICK A FAA4
LINCK JOHN MICHAEL FAA3
LINCOLN CHARLES E LAS2
LIND ARTHUR J ENG3
LINO CHARLES M ED 1
LIND JANICE MARIE LAS4
LIND RICHARD E LAS3
LIND RICHARD N LAS3
LINDABERRY DOUGLAS FAA4
LINDBECK RICHARD A FAA1
LINDBERG CHARLES A BUS4
LINDBLAD VIRGINIA LAS2
LINDBLOOM VALERIE J GRAD
LINDEMAN DEBRA S LAS1
LINDEMANN BRUCE A LAS2
LINDEMANN GARY E LAS3
LINDFMULDER JANET L LAS1
LINDEN DAVID SCOTT GRAD
LINDEN DAVID W ENG3
LINDEN ELIZABETH ANN ED 4
LINDEN GARY A AGR2
LINDEN MARK W BUS1
LINDEN NICHOLAS A LAS3
*LINDEN ROWENE F AGR3
LINDENBERG GARY M AV I 1
LINOENMIER THOMAS G AGR
1
LINDER BARBARA HOLST ED 4
LINDER DAVID C LAS3
LINDER SHARON M LAS4
LINDGREN BRON E LAS1
LINDGREN MICHAEL C BUS3
LINDGREN NANCY E GRAD
LINDGREN RICHARD A LAS2
LINDGREN TIMOTHY F ENG2
LINDLEY CRAIG C LAS2
LINDLFY DOUGLAS C AGR2
LINDOUIST CAROLE E LAS4
LINDOUIST CAROLYN U GRAD
LINDOUIST SANDRA J LAS2
LINDOUIST SHARON R LAS2
LINDROTH CAROL J AGR3
LINDSAY CASEY W LAS2
LINDSAY CYNTHIA A COM4
LINDSAY DAVID ERNEST GRAD
LINDSAY JOHN E BUS1
LINDSAY KAY E VM 3
LINDSAY LAWRENCE E LAS3
LINDSAY ROBERT M JR BUS3
LINDSEY DONALD ROY ENG4
LINDSEY GERALO WAYNE BUS2
LINDSEY JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
LINDSEY THOMAS J FAA1
LINDSEY WILLIAM F LAS4
LINDSTEDT BROCK S ENG2
LINDSTROM JOHN W LAS3
LINDSTROM RANDALL S FAA1
LINDSTROM RICHARD K LAS4
LINDUSKA MARY E FAA4
LINGEMAN ALISON A FAA2
LINGLEY DENNIS A AGR3
LINGO DAVID R LAS3
LINGRELL KAREN N FAA4
LINK BRUCE DAVID GRAD
LINK CAROL BARTUSIAK GRAD
LINK JACOUELYN L BUS4
LINK KATHLEEN M LAS3
LINK MICHAEL R FAA1
LINK REGINA LEE GRAD
LINKA ROBERT A LAS3
LINKS RICHARD ARNOLD GRAD
LINKUL WILLIAM F LAW2
LINN DANIEL S FAA4
LINN GRETCHEN MARTHA GRAD
LINN JUDITH A LAS2
LINN LAWRENCE M BUS1
LINNE PERRY HARLAN ED 5
LINS DAVID ALOYSIUS GRAD
LINSKY JEAN F ED 3
LINSKY SALLY A ED 3
LINSTER CHARLES A LAS3
LINTZ GERALD A BUS3
LINZ WENDY K ED 4
LINZER ANNE FAA2
LIOU YAW-YEONG GRAD
LIPE LARRY W LAS2
LIPINSKI EDWARD J LAS4
LIPINSKI JOAN S ED 2
LIPINSKI MARTIN EDWA GRAD
LIPINSKI MICHAEL J LAS3
LIPINSKI RONALO J GRAD
1107 W GREEN 423 U
1801 C ORCH ST U
907 BROADMOOR C
URH LAR 337 U
URH ALLEN 134 U
URH BUSEY 160 U
508 E WHITE C
1711 CRESCENT C
1005 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 317 C
URH TOWNSEND 246 U
URH FORBES 328 C
903 E MAIN U
911 S 3RD C
1008 W NEVADA U
209 E WHITE C
URH NOBLE 20 C
205 E ARMORY C
106 N GREGORY 12 U
ROSEVILLE ILL
512 E SPNGFLD C
311 E ARMORY C
311 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 460 C
604 N MAPLE 47 U
URH TOWNSEND 338 U
1001 W OREGON U
310 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 363 C
309 E OANIEL C
604 N MAPLE 47 U
URH NOBLE 324 C
URH BARTON 125 C
6 POMPTON PL U
URH SNYDER 206 C
802 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 438 C
URH NOBLE 12C C
409 1/2 W PARK U
URH GARNER 396 C
URH TOWNSEND 372 U
URH SNYDER 261 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
206 W WASHINGTON U
9C7 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 505 U
URH GARNER 364 C
URH WARDALL 402 U
URH TAFT 410 C
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 2 C
FISHER ILL
URH FORBES 391 C
2221 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 904 U
401 E CHALMERS 210 C
1205 W MAIN 1 U
RR 2 U
402 BRIAR LN 8 C
312 E ARMORY C
1711 W JOHN 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 219 U
1604 CORONADO C
URH BARTON 224 C
805 W OREGON U
808 S LINCOLN 5 U
508 E CHALMERS C
9 WAYSIDE RD U
409 E CHALMRS 14C1 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
25 LEXINGTON U
300 S GOODWIN 2 14 U
108 E HEALEY 17 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH BABCOCK 403 U
25 LEXINGTON U
1752 VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS 96 U
823 OAKLAND 103 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
308 W WASHINGTON C
409 E CHALMRS 712 C
910 S 3RD C
DANVILLE ILL
1706 PAULA C
312 E DANIEL C
205 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 160 C
URH GARNER 492 C
58 E JOHN C
107 S 3RD C
300 S GOODWIN 307 U
2 11 E JOHN C
808 W ILLINOIS U
808 W ILLINOIS U
708 W ILLINOIS U
1010 S 2ND C






















































































8940 S 55TH CT
RR 2









150 S GIFFORD ST
300 S SEMINARY
1608 E ILLINOIS ST
4439 N ST LOUIS AV
619 HITCHCOCK
194 EGGLESTCN AV
4439 N ST LOUIS AV
206 W ILLINOIS
RR 1 BOX 92
411 W BERKLEY DR
907 W OREGON
2310 GLEN FLORA AV
411 W BERKLEY DR
7655 N MILWAUKEE









402 BRIAR LN 8
4314 N NELSON DR
541 PARK AV
1105 JULIEN ST
























PRAIRIE RD BOX 494
633 HIBBARD





5015 W 32ND ST
608 HARDING
708 W ILLINOIS




































































































LIPKA RICHARD PLIN GRAD
LIPKIN ARCHIE BUS4
*LIPP LINDA JEAN GRAD
LIPPI BARBARA J LAS4
LIPPOLD KAREN MARIE LAS4
LIPPOLD KATHRYN G LAS3
LIPSCHULTZ CLAIRE M LAS3
LIPSCHULTZ JOANNE B LAS1
LIPSCHULTZ SUSAN F ED 4
LIPSCOMB JOHN DEWALD GRAD
LIPSCOMB MARILYNN E LAS4
LIPSEY RICHARD LYNN GRAD
LIPSHULTZ RONALD J LAS2
LIPSKE ROBERT F JR ENG2
LIPSKI DONNA A LAS3
LIPSKIE LARRY C GRAD
LIPSKY EDWARD S LAS4
LIPSKY IRIS J ED A
LIPSKY MARTIN B PE 1
LIPSON SELMA J LAS2
LIPSON SHELLEY M ED 3
LIPTAK ALAN BUS3
LIPTON RICHARD B LAS1
LIPTRAP JAMES M LAS3
LIPTRAP MARY F FAA1
LIRTZMAN MITCHELL D LAS2
LISHKA GERALD R GRAD
LISKA SHARON J AGR1
LISKA WILLIAM M BUS4
LISOWSKI CATHERINE A LAS1
LISS MAR> B i_AS3
LISS PAUL L LAS4
LISSAK DEBRA J LAS2
LISSY MICHELE F GRAD
LIST LAWRENCE H PE 1
LIST ROBERT NELSON GRAD
LISTON JAMES WILLIAM ENG4
LISTON JEANETTE K LAS2
LITCHFIELD JOHN W AGR2
LITCHFIELD WILLIAM J LAS4
*LITE JOSEPH RICHARD GRAD
*LITE SUSAN GROSS GRAD
LITEN NAOMI K LAS3
LITOBORSKI LAWRENCE LAS2
LITROWNIK ANITA LAW1
*LITROWNIK ROBERT L GRAD
LITTELL DAVID A LAS1
LITTERST ROBERT K LAS1
LITTLE ALLEN L LAS1
LITTLE ANNE E LAS1
LITTLE CHARLES C GRAD
LITTLE CONNIE I LAS1
LITTLE JOAN ELIZABET GRAD
LITTLE KIRK F LAS4
LITTLE LARRY P BUS6
LITTLE LENNY AGR1
LITTLE LINCOLN M LAS2
LITTLE LINDA ROSE GRAD
LITTLE MARY E ED 3
LITTLE MICHAEL R ENG4
LITTLE PETER S LAS3
LITTLE ROBERTA D LAS3
LITTLE THOMAS V AGR1
LITTLE VIVIAN TROUPE GRAD
LITTLE WILLIAM IV GRAD
LITTLE WILLIAM L JR LAS4
LITTLEFIELD TED A FAA3
LITTNER BEVERLY LAS1
LITTON GARY D FAA2
LITVIN MEYER B LAW1
LITWIN DANIEL J ENG3
LITWIN DOUGLAS A BUS1
LITWIN LENORE FREODA LAS4
LITZ EMIL JOE ENG4
LITZO JOYCE M ENG1
LIU AN-TON GRAD
LIU CHAO-KAI GRAD
LIU CHAO-LI JACK GRAD
LIU CHIANG GRAD
LIU CHUN-LAN LEE GRAD
LIU HERBERT GONG GRAD
LIU NAN-I GRAD
LIU RITA YU HWA GRAD
LIU TSO-KAI GRAD
LIU WING KI GRAD
LIU YUEH-YIING CHANG GRAD
LIVEK ALLEN B AVI1
LIVENGOOD TED J ED 3
LIVERGOOD DAWN A LAS1
LIVERGOOD JON D BUS1
LIVINGSTON CATHERINE GRAD
LIVINGSTON JOHN W GRAD
LIVOVICH ROBERTA R LAS1
LIVSFY ANDREW GERALD LAS1
LIVVIX JACK M ENG1
LLACUNA ALFONSO R GRAD
LLAGUNO ELMA C GRAD
MAHOMET ILL
2003 BROADMOOR C
1005 N ELM C
1101 HARRINGTON C
508 E ARMORY C
904 S LINCOLN U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 728 U
902 S 2ND C
606 W OHIO U
1206 CRISPUS C
1922 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 425 C
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SHERMAN 267 C
903 E COLORADO U
EVANSTON ILL
URH WESTON 389 C
108 E HEALEY 16 C
409 E CHALMERS C
901 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 356 C
URH OGLESBY 613 U
URH BUSEY 230 U
301 E ARMORY C
1011 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
URH SAUNDERS 410 U
309 E HEALEY 7 C
URH ALLEN 340 U
URH SAUNDERS 412 U
409 E CHALMRS 601 C
MANSFIELD ILL
707 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 110 U
805 W GREEN U
2020 N MATTIS 304 C
BADEN AUST
809 W PENN U
509 E WHITE 23 C
2009 S PHILO 12 U
2009 S PHILO RD 12 U
411 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 475 C
2017 PHILO RD 8 U
2017 PHILO RD 8 U
URH ALLEN 363 U
401 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
CHICAGO ILL
601 S BUSEY U
URH TRELEASE 316 U
URH SHERMAN 421 C
204 W WSHNGTN 10 U
2505 W SPNGFLD C
ATKINSON ILL
URH BABCOCK 122 U
URH SHERMAN 220 C
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
RANTOUL ILL
408 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 318 U
409 E CHALMRS 1602 C
URH SHERMAN 317 C
703 E COLORADO U
1507-1 KIRBY C
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
URH HOPKINS 241 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
512 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
904 S 3RD C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 392 U
1822 B ORCH ST U
306 S 5TH C
808 W ILLINOIS 7 U
1103 W OREGON U
2505 ARDEN C
908 S RACE U
URH DANIELS 730 U
908 S RACE U
2057 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 529 U
1822 B ORCH PL U
803 W OREGON C
607 E GREEN U
URH LAR 317 U
302 N 4TH C
1704 W CHURCH C
1704 W CHURCH C
URH HOPKINS 419 C
URH SNYDER 161 C
310 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 863 C





































































15 S 3RD AV
140 FABER RD
6435 N RICHMOND




1922 A ORCH ST
10021D FRONTAGE RD
4537 SHERWOOD AV
2059 W 19TH ST
296 DUMFRIES AV







1119 S HOME AV
1119 S HOME AV
646 W BITTERSWEET














2009 S PHILO RD 12
































313 S CHURCH B-7
128 GREENLAWN
76 KUO-SHAN 1ST RD
14 SEC2 HSIN SHENG
14 2 HSIN-SHENG S




SEC 3 JEN-AI RD
2057 D ORCH ST
41 A GRAMPIAN RD
76 KUO-SHAN 1ST RD
219 E COLLEGE ST
607 E GREEN
413 W DECATUR ST
818 N WORTH ST
RR 2
RR 2








































































































LLEWELLYN CHARLES S GRAO
LLEWELLYN JULIA S FAA3
LLORENS ALBERT J LAS2
LLOYD EDWARD G BUS4
LLOYD RICHARD E JR ENG1
LLOYD RICHARD L ENG1
*LO DAVID CHAN-WAI GRAO
*LO RONNIE HUNG-KIE GRAD
L.OB CLIFFORD G ENG3
LOBB GEORGE R PE 2
LOBDELL CONSTANCE A GRAD
LOBUE PAUL V LAS1
LOCANDER ROBERT G GRAD
LOCANDER WILLIAM B GRAD
LOCHNER VIOLA D GRAD
LOCIN MITCHELL R COM3
LOCK DENNIS A ENG1
LOCK DRINDA K AGR2
LOCKARD HENRY CLAY J GRAD
LOCKE DUDLEY LAS2
LOCKE WILLIAM R LAS1
LOCKER KITTY GRAD
LOCKETTE WILLIE EARL LAW1
LOCKHART DONALD L AGR4
LOCKHART PATRICIA L GRAD
LOCKHART VICKI J AGR3
LOCKMILLER MARK W LAS1
LOCKMILLER RICHARD G LAS4
LOCKWOOD DAVID A BUS2
LOCKWOOD FRANCIS W ENG3
LOCKWOOD WAYNE N JR GRAD
LODAL BETH A FAA4
LODGE JEAN WESSEL GRAD
LODUHA PAUL P FAA4
LOEB EDWARD N BUS2
LOEBACH RUTH A LAS4
LOECHELL KIRSTEN A LAS3
LOEDING WILLIAM L ENG2
LOEFFLER JAY W LAS2
LOEHMAN WILLIAM C LAS4
LOESSEL MARGO S LAS3
LOETE JOHN M ENG3
LOEWENSTEIN DAVID H BUS4
LOEWENSTEIN MARK J LAW2
LOFGRFN JERRY L LAS3
LOFGREN JOHN R BUS1
LOFTON JOHN CLEOPHUS GRAD
LOFTUS MARY F FAA2
LOGAN JAMES BERNARD GRAD
LOGAN JONATHAN M GRAD
LOGAN LISA R ED 4
LOGAN PAUL A LAS2
LOGAN ROBERT H ENG4
LOGAN SANDRA LYNN GRAD
LOGAS WILLIAM G LAS2
LOGIN STEVEN WAYNE GRAD
LOGLI PAUL A LAW1
LOGSOON RONALD L LAS3
LOGUE MICHELE M LAS2
LOH ANDREW GRAD
LOHMANN WALTER E ENG3
LOHMEYER LINDA E LAS3
LOHNES JAMES EARL GRAD
LOHR SUSAN N LAS1
LOHRENZ JO ANN PE 1
LOHRMANN KATHLEEN V LAS1
LOHSE PATRICIA M LAS3
LOHWONGWATANA B GRAD
LOIACONO NICHOLAS A BUS2
LOISELLE LINDA A LAS4
LOLLI GERALD R BUS4
LOMAX JOHN ARTHUR BUS1
LOMAX LAURA M ED 4
LOMBAER STEVEN R ENG3
LOMBARDI HARRIET GRAD
LOMBARDI ROBERT P LAS2
LOMBARDO DAVID A AVI3
LOME LOUIS SOLOMON GRAD
LOMPERIS LINDA S LAS2
LONCKA SHIRLFY M LAS3
LONDON DEBORAH EO 4
LONDON JILL A LAS1
LONDON ROBERT ELLIOT GRAD
LONG ALLAN K LAS4
LONG BEVERLY ANN GRAD
LONG DAVID A LAS2
LONG DAVID R BUS2
LONG DIANE MARY GRAD
LONG DOUGLAS F BUS3
LONG JAMES LEE GRAD
LONG JANE E COM4
LONG JERRY E AGR
2
LONG JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
LONG JUDY K FAA4
LONG KATHLEEN C LAS2
LONG LORNA C LAS1
314 S PRAIRIE 203 C
1811 LARCH PL U
2308 DALE C
URH SNYDER 293 C
1205 E FLORIDA 24 U
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
910 S 3RD C
603 W NEVADA U
2118 ORCH ST 303 U
404 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 295 C
URH DANIELS 365 U
URH BARTON 308 C
800 S MATTIS 41 C
800 S MATTIS 41 C
URH DANIELS 261 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TAFT 309 C
805 W OHIO U
1402 S RACE U
1ST G DANIEL C
URH BARTON 10 C
1002 W SPNGFLD 6 U
URH SHERMAN 658 C
14 TULIP TREE C
810 N COLER U
617 1/2 S WRIGHT 3 C
URH OGLESBY 828 U
URH OGLESBY 217 U
211 E ARMORY C
1005 S 2ND C
NORMAL ILL
607 S LINCOLN 6 U
1701 S COTTAGE GR U
310 W COLUMBIA C
910 S 3RD C
405 W ILLINOIS U
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
URH SCOTT 362 C
604 E ARMORY 327 C
302 W HEALEY C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH TOWNSEND 507 U
302 S 4TH C
1107 S EUCLID C
102 E CHALMERS C
102 E CHALMERS C
120 E UNIVERSITY C
URH BUSEY 217 U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
611 W UNIVERSITY C
409 E CHALMRS 1407 C
URH OGLESBY 411 U
909 W ILLINOIS 9 U
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH WESTON 311 C
311 E JOHN 12 C
URH FLAGG 308 C
806 W OHIO 10 U
URH SCOTT 226 C
205 S 6TH C
URH BABCOCK 402 U
1716 W JOHN C
1208 W CLARK U
URH LAR 191 U
URH LAR 235 U
URH ALLEN 126 U
307 S LINCOLN 4 U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
401 E JOHN C
103 E STOUGHTON 6 C
804 OAKLAND 206 U
RR 4 C
OAKWOOD ILL
504 W MAIN U
102 N GREGORY U
1101 W PENN U
1806 WILLIAMS 4 C
SKOKIE ILL
URH FVANS 427 U
705 W ELM U
305 E GREEN C
803 1/2 W GREEN U
1105 N COLER U
19 LEXINGTON U
URH SHERMAN 112 C
URH OGLESBY 625 U
1111 S 1ST C
1306 W CLARK U
URH ALLEN 264 U
314 S PRAIRIE 103 C
58 E ARMORY 10 C
408 W HEALEY 3 C
502 W JOHN C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 624 U


























































































9622 W HIGGINS RD






2202 W 13TH ST
1481 BUTLER PLANK
1002 W SPNGFLD 6















103 S PLUM GROVE
128 PORTLAND PL
2308 S 22ND






1861 S MILLARD AV
1445 N KOLIN AV
2311 S 1ST ST RD
611 W UNIVERSITY



































11364 W 77TH ST
1207 W SUNSET RD
1306 W CLARK
6776 N KEOTA
314 S PRAIRIE 103









































































































































































































GRAD 507 W JOHN C
COM3 URH HOPKINS 393 C
GRAD 2609 E CALIFORNIA U
LAS3 710 W OHIO U
ENG4 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 2609 E CALIFORNIA U
LAS1 URH SNYDER 345 C
AGRA 2111 W WHITE 205 C
LAS'* 806 N PROSPECT C
LAW2 902 KIRBY C
ENG1 URH SNYDER 474 C
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 491 C
LAS4 1010 S 2ND C
GRAD 1108 S 1ST C
GRAD 603 W CHURCH 10 C
LAS4 112 E JOHN C
GRAD 501 S RACE U
FAA4 618 W CHURCH 9 C
LAS1 URH EVANS 435 U
BUS4 1205 E FLORIDA-24 U
BUS4 912 S 2ND C
LAS3 URH SCOTT 264 C
GRAD 901 E COLORADO 78 U
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 229 U
AGR1 URH ALLEN 203 U
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 219 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1351 C
LAS2 909 W ILLINOIS 14 U
BUS3 URH NOBLE 210 C
LAS2 212 E SPNGFLD C
ED 2 802 W OREGON U
LAS1 409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
LAS3 733 S MATTIS C
PE 3 URH TRELEASE 612 U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 79 U
ENG3 604 N MAPLE 3 U
LAS2 URH WESTON 362 C
COM4 611 W HEALEY C
AGR1 9 10 S 3RD C
ENG4 DUNLAP ILL
PE 1 URH LUNDGREN 224 C
LAS2 URH NOBLE 418 C
ED 2 403 E GREEN C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 810 U
BUS4 901 S 2ND C
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN U
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN U
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN U
BUS2 310 E GREGORY C
LAS2 707 6TH 311 C
BUS3 2215 S 1ST ST RD C
BUS1 URH FORBES 366 C
LAS3 405 E JOHN C
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 219 C
COM4 1107 W GREEN 125 U
FAA4 305 E UNIVERSITY C
LAS2 URH WESTON 273 C
GP.AD 1206 W STOUGHTON U
AGR1 1104 N HIGHLAND U
LAS1 URH SNYDER 366 C
AGR3 2319 S 1ST ST RD C
BUS4 614 W HILL C
LAS2 URH DELTA HSE 7 U
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 426 C
FAA4 1818 VALLEY RD C
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 7 U
LAS3 902 S 2ND C
LAS2 713 W OHIO U
GRAD 1006 S 1ST 2 C
GRAD 1754 VALLEY RD C
LAS2 URH NOBLE 411 C
GRAD 408 BURKWOOD CT W U
FAA2 URH SNYDER 418 C
LAS4 703 W CALIFORNIA U
GRAD 206 W PENN U
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 301 C
GRAD 509 W MAIN 7 U
AGR1 URH LAR 433 U
AGR1 805 W OHIO U
ENG3 URH WESTON 309 C
AGR2 809 W PENN U
LAS3 URH CARR 123 U
LAS1 URH TAFT 304 C
FAA3 706 S 2ND C
AGR4 313 F ARMORY C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1219 U
GRAD 912 W JOHN C
PE 1 1109 PHILO RD U
GRAD 623 1/2 S WRIGHT C
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1020 U
ED 3 908 S LOCUST 306 C
LAS2 URH EVANS 228 U
GRAD 910 S 3RD 210 C
BUS4 URH CARR 7 U
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 124 U
GRAD 204 E JOHN C



































































STA A BOX 2284
10628 S TRIPP AV
2609 E CALIFORNIA
RR 1 BOX 96
RP 1 BOX 57
2609 E CALIFORNIA
11364 W 77TH ST





8150 N KENNETH AV









901 E COLORADO 78
8615 E PRAIRIE RD
134 N CORNELL
1608 N SAWYER AV
216 E 34TH ST







34 N REUTER AV
1320 N SANTE FE























5327 W 90TH ST
RR 1
RR 1
9533 S KNOX AV
257 ROLFE RD
3250 HILLTOP RD
114 1ST ST 3/F
9606 KEELER
8501 S SPRINGFIELD
1006 S 1ST ST RD 2
5249 W MONTANA ST
9C4C0UNTRYSIDE HWY
408 BURKWOOD CT W













401 N WESTERN AV
912 W JOHN
1109 PHILO RD





6043 N ARTESIAN AV
5437 HYDE PARK
12 S HICKORY



































































































*LOWDEN STEPHANIE G LAS4
LOWE CAROLYN J GRAO
*LOWE FLIZABETH DRAKE GRAD
LOWE JOHN CHEUNG GRAO
*LOWF JOHN WFSLEY G GRAD
LOWF KFVIN G ENG1
LOWF LARRY A LAS2
LOWF STFVEN R ENG1
LOWE WILLIAM H JR LAS2
*LOWF WILLIAM WAYNE GRAD
LOWENSTEIN SUE E LAS3
LOWENTHAL RICHARD AL GRAD
LOWER CHRISTOPHER P AGR
1
LOWERY ELIZABETH F LAS3
LOWFRY LINDA L AGR4
*LOWEY JUDITH HARRIS GRAD
*LOWREY BRADLEY J LAS4
LOWRY ANN FRANCES GRAD
LOWRY CRAIG R LAS1
LOWRY JAMES D GRAD
LOWRY KATHLENF S GRAD
LOWRY MICHAEL M LAS4
*LOWRY PFGGY SLIFE AGR2
LOWRY STEPHEN C LAS1
LOWRY THOMAS F III BUS2
LOWRY WILLIAM E LAS2
LOWSTUTEP. BRUCE R ENG3
*LOWSTUTER WILLIAM JR ENG4
LOWY LINDA J PE 1
LOWY TED A LAS4
LOY HAROLD M AGR4
*LOY MICHAEL WARREN GRAD
*LOYET JERRY LEE GRAD
LOYET STEVE L VM 4
LOZZI GEORGE D COM3
LU PO-YUNG GRAD
LUBAWY JAMES J FAA2
LUBBEN SUZANNE MARIE FAA3
LUBBEN THOMAS H ENG1
LUBEN MARY C LAS1
LUBER JOAN M LAS4
LUBERSHANE AUDREY COM4
LUBEPSHANE ERIC BUS1
LUBIFN RAYMOND B LAS4
LUBIN MARTIN GRAD
LUBIN STUART F LAW1
LUBLINEP JODY S PE 1
LUCAS ANDREW DANIEL LAS4
LUCAS DAVID J LAS2
LUCAS DORIS MAPIE GRAD
LUCAS LINDA M LAS3
LUCAS LLOYD R BUS4
*LUCAS NANCY BEISSNER GRAD
LUCAS NANCY J LAS1
LUCAS RICHARD W JR LAS1
LUCAS STEVFN LYNN GRAD
LUCASFY LINDA M LAS1
*LUCCO JOSEPH WILLIAM LAW2
*LUCCO SUSAN MANUS GRAD
LUCIK CHRISTINE K FD 1
LUCK DAVID JOHN GRAD
LUCK JULIE A ED 2
LUCKMAN CAREY J FAA1
LUCKMANN CHARLES W LAS3
LUCKMANN JILL L ED 1
*LUCKMANN JUNF K AGR3
LUCKMANN NANCY J LAS2
LUCZKIW WALTER J LAS2
LUDDEN MARY J LAS2
LUDMFR CHARLES HENRY GRAD
LUDOWISF MICHAEL J ENG4
LUDVIGSON DAVID G BUS4
LUDVIGSON MARK T BUS1
LUDWIG DALE L LAS1
*LUDWIG DIANA KEOGH GRAD
LUDWIG FLIZABETH C FAA4
*LUOWIG JACK D AGR1
LUDWIG PAUL S AGR2
LUDWIG STEVE ENG2
LUDWIG TERRY GERALD GRAD
LUDWIG THOMAS S BUS4
LUDWIN SHARONLEF D GRAD
LUEBKE CHARLES M FAA4
LUEBKE JUDITH L GRAD
LUFBKEMAN DAVID JOHN FAA4
LUFBS CRAIG JOHN GRAD
LUFCK RUSSELL A LAS2
LUECKING DANIEL H GRAD
LUFCKING JAMES G LAS3
LUEDERS SCOTT W LAS3
LUEHRSEN KENNETH R LAS1
LUFPKF MICHAEL JAN ENG2
*LUERY DAVID ALFRED GRAD
LUETKEMEYFR JOHN L LAS4
LUETKEMEYER MARK H LAS2
*LUFKIN HOLLY SNYDER ED 1
LUFKIN JOHN K ENG4
101 N BUSEY 6 U
URH DANIELS 478 U
906 W STOUGHTON 3 U
CE HALL 3230 U
906 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 493 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 320 U
URH NOBLE 19 C
2008 E MICHIGAN U
111 CHALMERS 15 C
800 W CHURCH C
58 E GREGORY C
FRIBOURG SWITZRLND
715 W MICHIGAN U
ARCOLA ILL
706 W PARK U
91C S LOCUST 3 C
URH SNYDER 400 C
RANTOUL ILL
SULLIVAN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 174 U
2419 E ELM U
URH TOWNSEND 345 U
110 E ARMORY C
410 E JOHN C
406 E GREEN 101 C
1310 GRANDVIEW C
URH SAUNDERS 429 U
106 E HEALEY 12 C
1003 E COLORADO 25 U
406 E STOUGHTON 2 C
805 W DANIEL C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
209 E JOHN C
103 S GREGORY U
URH FORBES 389 C
URH WARDALL 513 U
URH BABCOCK 14 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
205 F GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 810 C
URH TAFT 408 C
313 E ARMORY C
907 W OREGON 5 U
908 W NEVADA 4 U
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
RR 3 C
53 E JOHN 6 C




URH HOPKINS 452 C
URH HOPKINS 296 C
URH SHERMAN 548 C
URH HOPKINS 458 C
211 W HILL C
211 W HILL C
URH LAR 266 U
1817 VALLEY RD C
409 F CHALMRS 1406 C
URH CARR 122 U
2 504 S PROSPECT C
2504 S PROSPECT C
2 504 S PROSPECT C
2504 S PROSPECT C
URH OGLESBY 222 U
406 E STOUGHTON C
214 W JOHN C
805 W OREGON U
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH HOPKINS 292 C
URH SNYDER 29C C
1831 B ORCH PL U
1202 W NEVADA U
FITHIAN ILL
604 E ARMORY 121 C
URH WESTON 126 C
1831 B ORCH ST U
715 S RANDOLPH C
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
409 W ILLINOIS U
603 W GREEN U
817 W CHURCH U
1406 STOUT U
URH FORBES 121 C
307 E HEALEY 11 C
307 E HEALEY C
1003 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 421 C
2309 S 1ST 302 C
2006 VAWTER 12 U
3 10 F JOHN C
310 F JOHN C
1 107 1/2 W OREGON U








































































444 W MAIN 204
1823 LA AV












555 S AVENUE B
248 POLK DR
4eOO CENTRAL AV






























6946 N 35TH ST
12 SPRINGCREEK RD




11426 S FAIRFI ELD

















958 CENTRAL PK AV
958 CENTRAL PARK





1831 B ORCH PL
465 E GREENWOOD










413 HARBOR VIEW LN
12611 S ELIZABETH
12611 S ELIZABETH
1107 1/2 W OREGON





































LA GRANGE PARK IL
HAZEL CREST ILL




























































LUGINBILL MARK J BUS 2
LUGOSKI JOHN D JP LAS3
LUHR ROBERT J ENG3
LUKAS JAMES C CUM3
LUKAS JOSEPH V LAS4
LUKE MICHAEL J LAS3
LUKEHART CHERYL L PE 4
LUKEHART GOROON C JR GRAD
LUKEMAN ANN ED 1
LUKEN BONNIE L LAS3
LUKENS SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
LUKES RONALD J LAS1
LUKOSUS FELIX R BUS*
LULICH DAVID J PE 4
LULLO THOMAS A BUS*
LUMPKIN ELIZABETH BUS1
LUMPKINS JAMES D JR AGR2
LUMPP PERETTE A LAS3
LUND CHRISTINE L AGR2
LUNDBERG DAVID A GRAD
LUNDBERG JAY A BUS2
LUNDBERG JEAN M LAS2
LUNDBERG MARY D LAS4
LUNDBERG OLIVIA L FAA1
LUNDE BRADFORD S ENG3
LUNDEBERG MARY A LAS1
LUNDEBERG WILLIAM A LAS3
LUNDEEN GEORGE WAYNE GRAD
LUNDEEN MATTHEW A BUS1
LUNDFELT JEAN K GRAD
LUNDFELT STEPHEN J LAS2
LUNDGREN JAMES C BUS4
LUNDGREN PAUL M GRAD
LUNDGREN THOMAS E GRAD
LUNDHOLM JEAN KAY GRAO
LUNDIN GARY V LAS4
LUNDIN RICHARD A ENG4
LUNDMARK JAMES S BUS1
LUNDSTEDT DAVID P LAS1
LUNGSTRUM RUTH MAR IE GRAD
*LUNN MADELON N ED 4
LUNSFORD WILLIE B GRAD
LUNTZ JEFFREY A VM 3
LURIE MARILYN E ED 3
LUST NANCY LYNN GRAD
LUST RONALD G FAA3
LUSTIGSON ALAN S BUS1
LUTERI GEORGE F GRAD
LUTHE MICHAEL J AGR2
LUTHER HERBERT G GRAD
LUTHI ALAN RUDOLPH BUS4
LUTHI WARD E PE 4
LUTHY LISA A LAS2
LUTSCH FRANZ M ENG1
LUTTRELL WILLIAM R GRAD
LUTZ CATHY A LAS2
LUTZ DONALD H AGR4
LUTZ JOLEEN M LAS4
LUTZ JULIE HAYNES GRAD
LUTZ PATRICIA D ED 2
LUTZ RICHARD JOHN GRAO
LUTZ ROLLIN J JR LAS4
LUTZ SUSANNE M FAA1
LUTZ THOMAS J ENG4
LUVISI PATRICIA A ED 1
LUXION DENNIS W LAS2
LUY RAYMOND G LAS1
LUYMES KEITH A LAW1
LUZZI SARAH L FAA1
LYBARGER SHERYL D LAS1
LYBARGER SUSAN K LAS1
LYBAS JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
LYKINS JOHN DAVID GRAD
LYKINS LORETTA M AGR4
LYKKEBAK BARBARA J ED 4
LYKKEBAK NANCY E ED 1
LYLE CHAPLA H LAS2
LYLE DAVID PARRY BUS3
LYLF KAREN KAY LAS3
LYLFS ELAINE R LAS1
LYMN HARRY CHARLES GRftD
LYNAUGH CELESTE M AGR3
LYNCH BARBARA SUE GRAD
LYNCH DAVID G LAW1
LYNCH OAVID M LAW1
LYNCH DENNIS E LAS2
LYNCH DIANNE C PE I
LYNCH FRANCIS L LAS4
LYNCH JAMES GARY BUS4
LYNCH JAMES M LAS2
LYNCH JAMES TIMOTHY GRAD
LYNCH JOHN C BUS2
LYNCH JOHN F BUS4
LYNCH MICHAEL JGHN GRAD
LYNCH ROBERT J LAS2
LYNCH WILLIAM K LAS1
LYNGAAS LINDA S LAS1
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH TOWNSEND 575 U
618 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 375 C
713 W ILLINOIS U
1312 W SPNGFLP C
611 E DANIEL C
612 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LUNDGREN 24 C
805 W OHIO U
OAK PARK ILL
URH BABCOCK 428 U
<511 S 4TH C
303 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 601 C
URH BLAISDELL 418 U
305 E GREEN 3 C
218 E GREGORY 302 C
313 E JOHN C
HOMER ILL
1110 S 2ND C
URH EVANS 235 U
106 E HEALEY 17 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
501 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 338 U
URH OGLESBY 122 U
410 W GREEN U
209 E ARMORY C
310 E WHITE 34 C
URH TAFT 423 C
307 E HEALEY 2 C
723 S RANDOLPH C
URH SHERMAN C
503 N MCCULLOUGH 1 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH BABCOCK 202 U
URH FORBES 273 C
URH CARR 206 U
1111 S 3RD 104 C
406 W CLARK 104 C
URH SHERMAN 653 C
907 S MATTIS 4 C
106 E HEALEY 18 C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
WILSON TRLR PK 15 U
URH NOBLE 121 C
1112 S ARBOR 103 C
604 E ARMORY 206 C
128 PADDOCK E C
103 1/2 E DANIEL 7 C
103 1/2 DANIEL 7 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 112 C
1976 D ORCH ST U
710 W OHIO U
805 W OREGON U
710 W OHIO U
PULLMAN WASH
URH WARDALL 1104 U
201 W UNIVERSITY U
1009 W PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 401 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 630 U
URH TAFT 323 C
URH HOPKINS 346 C
1201 E FLORIDA 11 U
URH LAR 476 U
1708 KIRBY C
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
URH DANIELS 90 U
VET MED ANNEX 109 U
508 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 430 U
URH GARNER 368 C
205 W HILL C
URH GARNER 243 C
306 E PARK 107 C
739 S MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
NEW ORLEANS LA
1804 W WILLIAM 1 C
311 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 440 C
2103 HAZWD CT L02 U
514 S STATE C
305 S URBANA U
URH FORBES 446 C
604 W MAIN 1 U
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
717 S MATTIS C
2103 HAZWD DR 102 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 469 C






















































































































532 EDEN PARK DR
ROUTE 2
529 DAWES ST










311 S REDFIELD CT
IFONWOOD DR
RR 3
811 N CENTER AV









715 W 5TH AV




1804 W WILLIAM 1
475 E HIGH POINT
375 WARWICK
2103 HAZWD CT 102
306 DRESSER RD
305 S URBANA
6441 S KOLIN AV
604 W MAIN 1
1507-15TH ST
116 CHESTNUT






































































































LYNGAAS MICHAEL E LAS3
LYNGE JANICE M ED 1
LYNK JILL E AGR1
LYNK MARY J COM3
LYNK WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAO
LYNN JOHN F LAS3
LYNN MICHAEL W BUS4
LYNN NORMAN S BUS4
LYNN PATRICIA M ED 1
LYON BECKY JEAN GRAD
LYON DAVID SCOTT ENG4
LYON FRANCES I LAS3
LYON JAMES CYRIL GRAD
LYON JOHN E BUS2
LYON RICHARD DEAN AGR4
LYON ROBERT A BUS2
LYONS BARRY WILSON ENG4
LYONS FRANCES DI ANNE GRAD
LYONS FREDERICK A GRAD
LYONS KAREN S GRAD
LYONS NAOMI LAS3
LYONS SALLY A LAS2
LYONS STEPHEN J LAW2
LYONS TED J LAS1
MA EVELYN T LAS1
MAACK RODNEY A LAS2
MAAS JOSEPH T LAS2
MABEE BRUCE FAA1
MABINS OTHERINE ED 2
MABLEY PATRICIA L LAS1
MABRY THOMAS W LAS3
MABUNI CLAYTON TOSHI GRAD
MACARTHUR MARY LAS2
MACCABE EDWARD H ED 3
MACCALLUM ROBERT C GRAD
MACCAUGHEY RANDOLPH ENG1
MACDONALD JAMES M FAA2
MACDONALD JEAN M LAS2
MACDONALD JOHN J ENG2
MACDONALD MARIAN L GRAD
MACDONALD REGINA M GRAD
MACDONALD RODERICK J BUS1
MACDONALD SARA JANE GRAD
MACDONALD SCOTT R ENG1
MACDONALD T JR GRAD
MACEDA EDWARD LOUIS GRAD
MACEJAK ROBERT M VM 1
MACEK CATHERINE M LAS3
MACESICH DAVID V ENG1
MACEWEN LESLIE GRAD
MACFADDEN THOMAS W LAS1
MACGREGOR ROBERT JR BUS3
MACGREGOR STEVEN W FAA2
MACH JANICE L LAS3
MACHADO NELSON C GRAD
MACHALINSKI KATHLEEN LAS1
MACHALINSKI M V ENG1
MACHENS GEORGE M BUS4
MACHETTI TERRY J BUS4
MACHULA MATTHEW E ENG1
MACHULA RUTH STROUD GRAD
MACIEJEWSKI RICHARD LAS2
MACIOROWSKI CHESTER GRAD
MACIOROWSKI MARCIA A COM3
MACK CAROLE M LAS1
MACK DAVID S LAS2
MACK FAITE ROYJIER GRAD
MACK GARY M AVI2
MACK TOM E AGR3
MACKANIN ROBERT J FAA4
MACKE DAVID L LAS3
MACKENZIE GREGORY D AGR1
MACKEY ANN L AGR3
MACKEY DANIEL B ENG1
MACKEY MAUREEN L BUS4
MACKEY NEIL H JR LAS2
MACKEY SHEILA K LAS4
MACKIE FREDERICK D GRAD
MACKIE WILLIAM A GRAD
MACKIN CAROLE A COM3
MACKINLAY WALTER M LAS4
MACKINSON JOHN M PE 9
MACKNICK ALBERT B LAS2
MACKOWIAK MARILYN I LAS2
MACKRON DEBORAH L AGR 1
MACKSEY HARRY M GRAO
MACLELLAN JOHN VM 2
MACLENNAN FRANCES C ED 2
MACLENNAN PATRICIA M ED 4
MACLENNAN TREVOR J LAW2
MACLEOD BARBARA J LAS4
MACLEOD KATHRYN C GRAD
MACLEOD MORNA W LAS5
MACLIN JOHN M LAW3
MACMARTIN ELIZABETH LAS2
MACMINN RICHARO DEAN GRAD
MACMURDO FRED DONALD GRAD
1007 S 3RD C
URH LUNDGREN 122 C
URH SCOTT 322 C
611 E DANIEL C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH FORBES 408 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
1912 WEAVER U
URH VANDOREN 306 C
409 E CHALMERS 803 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH EVANS 321 U
1804 REBECCA DR C
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
514 1/2 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 267 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 914 U
604 E ARMORY C
709 W NEVADA U
503 E STOUGHTON C
412 E GREEN C
709 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1C7 U
URH WARDALL 822 U
URH SCOTT 465 C
1007 S 3RD C
908 S OAK C
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
101 S BUSEY U
110 E ARMORY C
405 E GREEN C
URH VANDOREN 108 C
309 E HEALEY C
1014 1/2 CRESCENT C
URH NOBLE 404 C
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
905 S 1ST 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 113 U
906 S VINE 101 U
703 S BROADWAY U
URH SNYDER 225 C
STERLING KANS
URH WESTON 470 C
703 S BROADWAY U
801 W HILL 6 C
801 E OREGON U
609 W MAIN 13 U
URH NOBLE 304 C
102 S GREGORY U
URH ALLEN 9 U
SAVOY ILL
312 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 424 U
1914 D ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 828 U
URH NOBLE 207 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 385 U
1011 S ELM C
1011 S ELM C
URH ALLEN 373 U
509 E WHITE C
508 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 416 U
URH TOWNSEND 274 U
URH SHERMAN 149 C
URH BABCOCK 125 U
205 E ARMORY C
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH TOWNSEND 518 U
URH TAFT 312 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 372 C
58 E ARMORY 10 C
1605 VALLEY RD C
MANSFIELD ILL
1302 S MAPLE U
2303 S ANDERSON U
URH TRELEASE 801 U
203 S COLER 1 U
801 STRATFORD C
402 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1104 U
URH SAUNDERS 318 U
102 S DODSON U
608 S 1ST C
504 W ELM 6 U
504 W ELM 6 U
504 W ELM U
106 E GREEN 2 C
909 S 1ST 5 C
52 LAKE PK C
209 W WASHINGTON C
BARCELONA SP
1733 VALLEY RD C









































































1108 FAIR OAKS AV
RR 1















122 W OAK ST
405 E GREEN
332 W ROYAL FLAMGO
200 DIERKS DR
136 N CHICAGO AV
616 S VINE AV
1130 S MICHIGAN AV
433 NAVAJO
555 S LINCOLN AV
906 S VINE 101
19 BELLEVUE AV
1036 ARBOR LN
124 N 5TH ST











1914 D ORCH ST
2009 HERBERT DR
7783 NORDICA AV






2929 W 40TH ST
5517W SUNNYSIDE AV
299 RIDGE RD
7133 S EBERHART ST
18W232 BUCKINGHAM






3516 LILY POND RD








2951 N AVERS AV
2858 N ALBANY AV
102 S DODSON
1433 W GREGORY AV
310 E BEACH ST
310 BEACH ST
310 E BEACH ST
1159 HIAWATHA DR








































































































MACMUROO JAMES R LAS1
MACPHERSON BRYAN F GRAD
MACPHERSON RICHARO S LAS2
MACRAE MARK L FAA3
MACRANOER ALBERT T LAS4
MACRIS NICHOLAS S FAA3
MACWILLIAMS SUSAN J ED 4
MAOAWICK MICHAEL W FAA3
MADAY LOIS A LAS1
MADDEN DAVID M LAS4
MADDEN DIANA MARIE GRAD
MADDEN DONALD EUGENE ED 2
MADDEN JANET M GRAD
MADDEN MARGARET L LAS1
MADDEN PHILIP M LAS2
MADDEN TERRENCE J LAW2
MADDOX LENORE ADELE LAS4
MADEJ MARY CAROL R GRAD
MADENBERG DAVID R LAS3
MADENBERG SHELLEY P LAS2
MADISON DANA FRANK GRAD
MADISON DAVID LYON GRAD
MADISON JOHN PAUL GRAD
MADISON LARRY M BUS4
MADISON PAUL ERNEST GRAD
MADISON ROGER D LAS2
MADNICK MICHAEL S BUS1
MADSEN ELIZABETH C LAS2
MADSEN JANET L LAS3
MADSEN RONALD T LAS1
MADURA KARIN R LAS2
MAEGLIN KRISANNE FAA2
MAFFIA LAWRENCE R BUS4
MAGALHAES ANTONIO C GRAD
MAGALIS JOANNE E GRAD
MAGANA BRAVO JESUS GRAD
MAGDZIAK DENNIS A LAS3
MAGEE MICHAEL W LAS2
MAGELLI NANCY L LAS4
MAGER GERALD MARVIN GRAD
MAGERL JOHN P ENG3
MAGERL RICHARO A ENG3
MAGGIO DONALD E BUS4
MAGGIO MATHEW ROCCO GRAD
MAGGIO WILLIAM R GRAD
MAGGOS KATHRYN S ED 1
MAGGS BARBARA WIDENO GRAD
MAGIDA PAUL H LAS3
MAGILL JAMES L LAW2
MAGILL MICHAEL K BUS4
MAGIN STEPHEN G LAS4
MAGLIONE SUSAN J PE 1
MAGNER JAMES A LAS4
MAGNINI MICHAEL F LAS2
MAGNUS NANCY L ENG3
MAGNUS PAUL J BUS2
MAGNUSON CAROLE S GRAD
MAGNUSON ROBERT M ENG6
MAGOON LINDA M LAS2
MAGRAKEN JACK LAW2
MAGSAMEN KATHRYN A LAS2
MAGSAMEN MARY E PE 4
MAH DAN F LAS4
MAHACHEK PAUL E FAA2
MAHAFFEY THOMAS FAA2
MAHAN MARK W FAA1
MAHANNAH JANET L FAA1
MAHAR JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
MAHER HARRY E LAS2
MAHER JOHN TIMOTHY LAW2
MAHER PRISCILLA J FAA1
MAHIN LINDA RUTH GRAD
MAHMOUD SAMIR M GRAD
MAHON DANIEL J AVI1
MAHON GERALD P LAS1
MAHONEY DENNIS F GRAD
MAHONEY JOHN H AGR2
MAHONEY REBECCA R GRAD
MAHONEY ROSLYN M LAS4
MAHOOD MELISSA LAS3
MAHR CHRISTINE M LAS1
MAIER CAROL SIDERS PE 4
MAIER CHRIS THOMAS GRAD
MAIER DEBRA K ED 4
MAIER JOSEPH P LAS4
MAIERHOFER ROBERT L LAS2
MAIL DEBORAH A LAS1
MAILLOUX MICHELE A FAA2
MAIN DAVID MORTON GRAD
MAINES PENELOPE D FAA3
MAINWARING DANIEL R BUS2
MAINZER JAMES M BUS3
MAIONE ROSARIA A COM3
MAIS JOSEPH E JR LAS1
MAISTO KEITH D LAS4
MAITLAND MORRIS HUGO GRAD
MAJCHROWICZ DENNIS M ENG2
411 S 4TH C
606 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 327 C
URH GARNER 395 C
706 S 1ST C
110 E ARMORY C
1207 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 324 U
1006 S 3RD C
RR 3 C
RANTOUL ILL
1701 W HEALEY C
URH SAUNOERS 328 U
URH TOWNSEND 375 U
310 E CLARK C
908 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 403 C
715 S MATTIS C
111 E CHALMERS 13 C
3 BUENA VISTA CT U
3 BUENA VISTA CT U
2071 C ORCH ST U
1813 VALLEY RD C
1613 VALLEY RD 1 C
TOLONO ILL
306 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 259 C
LA MOILLE ILL
URH BARTON 308 C
URH BUSEY 237 U
508 E CHALMERS C
608 W HEALEY C
2081 A ORCH ST U
U OF I ANTH U
1114 W SPNGFLD U
1007 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 220 U
509 E GREEN 200 C
907 S WABASH U
URH OGLESBY 504 U
URH OGLESBY 5C4 U
TOLONO ILL
2101 W WHITE C
602 E STOUGHTON 22 C
<-09 E CHALMRS 712 C
2011 SILVER CT E U
1613 VALLEY RD C
206 E WHITE C
501 E DANIEL C
701 W OREGON U
914 DEVONSHIRE C
604 E ARMORY 309 C
URH OGLESBY 622 U
URH WARDALL 725 U
URH ALLEN 354 U
1501 N WILLIS C
1501 N WILLIS C
URH GARNER 364 C
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH CLARK 213 C
URH CLARK 213 C
311 E GREEN C
URH BABCOCK 223 U
1108 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 11 U
415WPARK U
SPRINGFIELD VA
URH BLAISDELL 120 U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 1225 U
711 W STOUGHTON U
U OF I LINGUISTICS U
URH WESTON 120 C
203 N HARVEY U
1206 W MAIN 1 U
URH CARR 326 U
1724 HENRY 6 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
813 W SPNGFLD U
904 LINCOLN C
404 E GREEN 301 U
URH FLAGG 429 C
58 E JOHN 23 C
404 E GREEN 301 U
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 210 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
606 W WASHINGTON U
URH WARDALL 717 U
307 1/2 W ELLS C
409 E CHALMRS 1214 C
URH LAR 291 U
URH BABCOCK 115 U
URH TOWNSEND 133 U
56 E DANIEL 2 C






















































































3 BUENA VISTA CT
3 BUENA VISTA CT
2071 C ORCH ST
443 N SEMINARY ST
1613 VALLEY RD 1
1828 STANFORD PL
9105 N LAWLER AV
2238 HAMPSHIRE
525 N 2ND AV





AV NUEVO LEON 97-5
616 E 158TH ST
415 WILLOW AV
509 E GREEN 200
907 S WABASH
9CC9 N LARAMIE
9009 N LARAMIE AV
BOX 1033
427 S WESTMORE AV
2075 W MARSHALL ST
1642 PORTSMOUTH AV
2011 SILVER CT E
541 N LOMBARD AV
22 TOPHILL LN
502 W HARRISON ST













RR 3 BOX 327










5816 N SHERIDAN 8F
12C6 W MAIN 1
3117 HIGHCREST




404 E GREEN 301
*920 PELTON PD
2336 RIVIERA DR
404 E GREEN 301
301 CHRISTIE ST
RR 1
L106 E 5TH ST
1609 OAK
299 RED FOX RD









































































































MAJDIAK CATHERINE A GRAD
*MAJERUS JOHN NEIL GRAD
MAJESKI JAMES LAS2
*MAJETICH KENNETH A FAA4
MAJFWSKI RICHARD S BUS2
MAJEWSKI TERESITA LAS2
*MAJHANOVICH LJUBO D GRAD
MAJKO RICHARD M LAS3
MAJKUT WILLIAM A ENG3
MAJOR DAVID R LAW3
MAJOR DOUGLAS I LAS4
MAJOR JOHN B JR GRAD
MAJOR LEROY BYPD GRAD
MAJOR ROBERT LEAR GRAD
MAJUMDAR S GRAD
MAJZLER KATHLEEN T FAA4
MAK KUI NANG ENG4
*MAK SUSAN PAVLINE GRAD
MAKAR JOHN ANTON GRAD
MAKEEVER GERALO W GRAD
MAKI JUDY L LAS3
MAKI PATRICIA C BUS3
MAKINO YASUKO HOSOYA GRAD
MAKIUCHI MASARU GRAD
MAKNOON REZA GRAD
MAKRICKAS RICHARD J ENG3
MAKULEC JEFFREY M ENG1
MAKURA NICHOLAS G GRAD
MAKURA TENDAI GRAD
MALAGA JOSEPH F JR LAS4
MALAISE MAURICE G ENG4
MALANY BARBARA B GRAD
MALANY COLLEEN M PE 3
MALCHICK BARBARA L LAS1
MALCIAUSKAS THOMAS S LAS1
MALCOM RICHARD L PE 3
MALDONADO RUTH D LAS1
MALE EMMA J PE 1
MALEE MAUREEN P FAA1
MALEK CHARLES J ENG2
MALEK DEBORAH J LAS3
MALEK DONALD FRANK ENG1
MALEKSETIAN AZAD GP.AD
MALEN DAVID G LAS1
MALEN JUDITH L LAS3
MALERICH THOMAS M LAS2
*MALET MARIAN W GRAD
MALEY JAMES J III BUS2
MALEY SHARON A LAS4
MALFITANO NANCY JOY GRAD
MALINA HOWARD E LAS2
MALINDA PAUL JOSEPH LAS1
MALINOWSKI ROSANN N LAS3
MALINOWSKI ROSANNE L LAS1
MAI INSKY SCOTT A PE I
MALINSKY STEVEN P LAS4
MALIS AMY B LAS1
MALISKAS EDWARD NOEL LAS4
MALK CHARLES R ED 1
*MALK EDWARD G ENG1
MALKEWICZ PHILIP P LAS3
MALKI ALAN E LAS3
MALLAK BERNARD L BUS3
MALLAK LUDMILLA CORA ED 4
MALLEN ANDREA D AGR1
MALLEN PATRICIA L LAS1
MALLEN RICHARD F ENG2
MALLFY COLLEFN FAA1
MALLICOAT HERMAN A BUS3
MALLICOAT OREN D ENG4
MALLIN THOMAS W LAS2
MALLINGER DONALD P BUS4
MALLON LANCE R LAW2
MALLORY ROBERT M BUS4
MALM DAVID A LAS1
MALMGREN PAUL D FAA4
MALMROSE JOHN H LAS3
MALO GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
MALOCHA DONALD C FNG4
MALONE CHARLES W JR LAS1
MALONE MICHAFL P LAS3
MALONE MICHAEL P LAW2
MALONE THOMAS G ENG2
MALONE WILLIAM D LAS2
MALONEY BARBARA ANN GRAD
MALONEY DIANF NORDIN GRAD
MALONEY JAMES RALPH GRAD
MALONEY JANET RINEY GRAD
MALONEY LOUISE E LAS1
MALONEY PATRICIA A LAS1
MALOTT MARGARET F LAS2
MALSBERRY PATRICK D LAS2
MALSON JOHN T ENG3
MALTMAN ALEXANDER J GRAD
MALTZ HARRY A LAS2
MALYSIAK EDWARD J JR LAS2
MAMAYEK GREGORY E ENG1
204 W INDIANA U
1944 C ORCH ST U
URH CARR 312 U
607 W HEALEY 3 C
URH FORBES 445 C
URH BUSEY 304 U
BELLF RIV ONT CAN
URH BABCOCK 221 U
906 COLLEGE CT U
710 1/2 W JOHN C
202 1/2 E CLARK C
HUDSON ILL
URH DANIELS 410 U
STA A BOX 2864 C
TALBOT LAB 306 U
409 E CHALMERS 614 C
1009 W MAIN 32 U
502 W MAIN 323 U
821 OAKLAND 206 U
1014 1/2 CRESCENT C
903 W NEVADA 1 U
URH TRELEASE 614 U
1008 SCOTTSDALE C
1107 W GREEN 536 U
URH DANIELS 192 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 469 C
2048 B HAZWD CT U
2048 B HAZWD CT U
401 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 439 C
214 W BEARDSLEY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1110 U
URH FORBES 350 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 113 U
URH SAUNDERS 429 U
URH TRELEASE 307 U
URH OGLESBY 506 U
106 N GREGORY U
URH TOWNSEND 534 U
601 S BUSEY U
301 E ARMORY C
106 E GREEN C
313 E ARMORY C
HERTFORDSHIRE ENG
106 E HEALEY C
1006 S 3RD 19 C
55 E HEALEY 304 C
409 E CHALMRS 1014 C
URH FORBES 263 C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 207 C
303 E CHALMERS C
303 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 15C9 C
605 W MAIN U
907 S 4TH C
108 N URBANA U
112 E JOHN C
5 10 E STOUGHTON C
123 S DEWEY U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 819 U
URH ALLEN 106 U
URH OGLESBY 528 U
URH LAR 322 U
809 W PENN U
1304 SILVER U
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
716 S ELM C
505 E WHITE 5 C
717 S MATTIS C
URH SNYDER 495 C
URH OGLESBY 602 U
713 W ILLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN 351 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH OGLESBY 816 U
706 W GREEN U
1418 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SNYDER 443 C
2303 S 1ST ST RD C




URH ALLEN 338 U
URH TRELEASE 822 U
URH WARDALL 717 U
URH TOWNSEND 113 U
2315 S 1ST 203 C
NAT HIST BLDG 200 U
1105 S 1ST C
310 E JOHN C







































































1944 C ORCH ST
690 N OAKWOOO AV
12 S WILLIAM
1332 S MAPLE AV
BOX 39
BOX 989
3546 N PARIS AV
2623 N PARKSIDE AV
710 1/2 W JOHN
2L9 BROADWAY
305 E CHESTNUT
ROUTE 3 BOX 56
STA A BOX 2864
308 E GREEN
330 ELMWOOD DR



















61C E 6TH ST
1408 W 18TH ST
212 MCCONAUGHY AV
2850 W 83RD ST
1638 S GROVE AV
1120 HAMILTON
1127 LORAL AV
STA A BOX 2223
950 SKOKIE RIDGE
818 MEADOW LN

























1C7 E 9TH ST
716 S ELM
6116 S KEDVALE
4926 BRYAN PL B
2633 W 122ND PL
7151 S FAIRFIELD
14651 SHEPARD DR
RR 1 BOX 208
5627 N MOODY AV
3709 W 153RD ST
1219 BARNESWOOD
14721 KEYSTONE































TORONTO 7 ONT CAN
LA GRANGE PK ILL
OTTAWA ILL
PALOS PARK IL













































































MAMER BRUCE J LAS2
MAMLOK MARGARET E PE 1
MAMMEN WAYNE CRESTON GRAO
MAMMINGA JAMES R LAS2
MAMMOSER CFLESTE R BUS2
MAMRAK SANDRA ANN GRAO
MAN DIANE G LAS3
MAN JACOUELINE A LAS4
MAN NORMAN L LAS?
MANAGAN WILLIAM III FAA1
MANAK RITA CAROL GRAD
MANAWWAR ZARINA V GRAD
MANCINI ELAINE C FAA1
MANCINI LOUIS J ENG4
MANCUSO JOSEPHINE T GRAD
MANOAT CYNTHIA ANN BUS4
MANDAT RUDOLPH J JR LAS3
MANDEL DOUGLAS J LAS3
*MANDEL ELLFN FEIST GRAD
MANDEL GAYLE S LAS3
MANDEL HECTOR LAS4
MANDEL JAMES PAUL GRAD
MANOEL LINDA S LAS2
MANDEL MIRIAM S ED 3
MANDEL TODD A AGR
1
MANDELL FLOYD A LAW2
MANDELL MICHAEL S LAS2
MANDEVILLE ROBERT A LAS2
MANELLA KATHLEEN J LAS2
MANGAS MARY E LAS4
MANGEL ALLEN W LAS1
MANGEL MARC STEVEN GRAD
MANGEL SUSAN MILKE PE 4
MANGELSDORF RONALD A ENG4
MANGIERI CHRISTINE R LAS3
MANGION GAILE E COM4
MANGO ROBERT J FAA2
MANGUN TODD R ENG3
MANGURTEN MICHAEL L LAS3
MANHART MURIEL E PE 1
MANIFOLD PATRICIA A LAS3
MANIPE DAWN L ED 3
MANKEY JENNIFER S LAS4
MANKIN LAWRENCE D GRAD
MANLEY LYNN W FAA4
MANLEY MARGARET A LAS4
MANLFY REBECCA GRAD
MANLEY SUSAN K FAA4
MANN FRED R FAA2
MANN JAMES L LAW3
MANN JAY M LAS4
MANN JORDAN L FAA1
MANN JUDITH KAY GRAD
MANN KATHLEEN A LAS3
MANN KEITH BRUCE GRAD
MANN KENT R LAS3
MANN LAWRENCE ROBERT GRAD
MANN MARGARET EMILY GRAD
MANN MARK L BUS2
MANN MARK S LAS3
MANN MARY L ED 3
MANN MICHAEL K AGR2
*MANN RICHARD LEWIS GRAD
MANN RONALD B BUS1
MANN STANLEY LINDEN ENG4
MANN STEWART R LAS4
MANN THOMAS W JR GRAD
MANNA LYNNE S LAS3
MANNERING STANTON C LAS2
MANNERS GENE DAVID GRAD
MANNERS JUNE H GRAD
MANNIK MART RAYMOND FAA4
MANNINEN CHARLES LAS3
MANNING DAVID R VM 4
MANNING GUY H VM 3
MANNING JACOUELINE E ED 4
MANNING JEANNE MARIE LAS3
MANNING JENNIFER L FAA1
MANNING JOSEPH C ENG4
MANNING MARILYN J V FAA1
MANNING MARY A ED 3
MANNING PATRICK F ENG3
MANNING SUSAN K LAS3
MANNS THOMAS E BUS2
MANNS WILLIAM J JR LAS4
MANNY M CANDACE GRAD
MANOYAN DANIEL F COM4
MANRING DARILYN D FAA1
MANROSE STEPHEN E LAW3
MANSFELDT JANICE A LAS1
MANSFIELD BILLY M JR ENG1
MANSFIELD DOUGLAS H LAS1
MANSFIELD WILLIAM F ENG1
MANSKER JOSEPH H JR ENG2
MANTAS GEORGE P GRAD
MANTEUFFEL RICHARO L LAS2
MANTEUFFEL THOMAS A GRAD
1008 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
1304 FAIRLAWN U
807 S BUSEY U
URH TRELEASE 1212 U
1835 VALLEY RD C
URH LUNDGREN 214 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 121 U
URH OGLESBY 802 U
2102 LANTERN HILL U
URH DANIELS 528 U
URH VANDOREN 119 C
618 E OANIEL C
703 W CHURCH C
1005 W NEVADA U
RANTOUL ILL
URH CARR 9 U
817 GAKLANO 2C6 U
409 E CHALMRS 1405 C
304 S 5TH C
312 W SPNGFLD 12 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 108 U
URH ALLEN 21 U
619 W SPNGFLD C
52 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
1714 SCOTTSDALE C
309 E CLARK C
URH OGLESBY 930 U
1001 W STOUGHTON U
1001 W STOUGHTON U
1001 S WRIGHT C
1005 S WRIGHT C
406 E GREEN C
605 N PRAIRIE C
1101 W PENN U
301 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 436 U
CHICAGO ILL
37 E GREEN C
URH EVANS 221 U
105 E CHALMERS 303 C
207 E HEALEY C
1106 S EUCLID 201 C
1711 LINCOLN RD C
707 S 6TH 511 C
OBLONG ILL
412 W HILL 1 C
401 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 292 C
209 E CLARK 1 C
706 S 2ND C
1108 SPNGFLD U
305 E JOHN C
BOX 190 U
STA A BOX 2107 C
301 E ARMORY C
403 E ELM U
URH EVANS 111 U
810 W OREGON U
1905 REBECCA C
URH OGLESBY 916 U
33 COACHMAN U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 9 C
BOX 2134 C
409 E CHALMERS 803 C
2505 1/2 CLIFTON U
502 S DODSON U
5C2 S DODSON U
1012 S 1ST ST RD C
7004 S 3RD C
609 W MAIN U
501 E DANIEL C
109 E CHALMERS 4 C
107 W WILLIAM C
URH LUNDGREN 22 C
1005 S 2ND C
°10 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1407 C
URH SCOTT 271 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 465 U
110 E ARMORY C
707 S 6TH 312 C
111 E CHALMERS 7 C
URH WARDALL 622 U
407 W WHITE 20 C
URH SCOTT 495 C
EAST PEORIA ILL
604 E ARMORY 135 C
URH FORBES 219 C
URH TAFT 120 C
702 U GREEN U
809 S 5TH C







































































7411 N KEDVALE AV
1304 FAIRLAWN
163 S BUELL
7020 N SIOUX AV
4087 W 56TH ST
3377 OLD MILL RD
3377 OLD MILL RD







404 1/2 E SANGAMON





312 W SPNGFLD 12












400 S MAIN ST
155 OTT AV














3341 W PRATT AV
5651 N MOZART























109 E CHALMERS 4
7742 S KEDZIE AV
MAPLE LANE RD
RR 2 BOX 171
3400 LAKE SHORE DR
BOX 95
302 BROADWAY
1080 N 8TH ST
27 FRONTENAC PL














































































































MANTON ANNF BERKLEY GRAD
MANTON DAVID FRANK GRAD
MANUS ANDREA G PE 1
MAPES BARBARA A LAS2
MAPLF ROBERT F ENG3
MAPOTHER ELLFN LAS4
MAPP JANET L LAS1
MARANTZ MARLA J LAS2
MARBACH WALTER J LAS4
MARBURY EDDIE LAS4
MARC NANCY L BUS1
MARCADO RACHELLE L FAA1
MARCADO SUSAN J LAS4
MARCANO ELBA I LAS1
MARCANTONIO DONNA M LAS2
MARCANTONIO RICHARD BUS3
MARCELLUS EMERSON C ENG4
MARCH DOUGLAS J LAW2
MARCHAND RAYMOND L H GRAD
MARCHELYA MICHAFL A LAS2
MARCHESE FRANK J LAS2
MARCHESE JULIE A PE 1
MARCHI CATHERINE A LAS2
MARCHIANDO ALBERT W LAS2
MARCHIORI LYNDA M GRAD
MARCINIAK JOHN JOSEP GRAD
MARCINIAK RICHARD L GRAD
MARCINKOWSKI GAIL M LAS1
MARCKS JANICF L LAS1
MARCO GAIL D BUS3
MARCONETT BRUCE L BUS1
MARCONI SUSAN M AGR1
MARCONNET JAMES E ENG4
MARCPOT ROGER E AGR4
MARCOTT RICHARD J BUS2
MARCOVICH DPAGOSLAV LAS3
MARCOWITZ JEFFREY L FAA3
MARCSON GREGORY S LAS4
MARCUM DUDLEY PAY GRAD
MARCUM PATRICIA J GRAD
MARCUS ALAN R LAS3
MARCUS HARVEY STEVEN BUS4
MARCUS LAURA HEARNE GRAD
MARCUS LAURA N LAS3
MARCUS LINDA F ED 4
MARCUS RICHARD H LAS4
MARCUS RICHARD J LAS2
MARCUS SUSAN L PE 1
MARCUSON RONALD DEAN GRAD
MARCYK GFRALD T ENG3
MAROER ROBERT J LAS4
MAREK GERMAINE L FAA1
MARFK RAYMOND F BUS4
MARFK SUSAN H LAS1
MARENTIC MICHAEL J ENG4
MARGENTHALER CHARLES GRAD
MARGOLICK SALLY ANNE GRAD
MARGOLIN CAROLYN AGP 1
MARGOLIS ALLISON H LAS1
MARGOLIS DIANE J ED 2
MARGOLIS MARLA JAN GRAD
MARGOLIS MICHAEL D LAS2
MARGOLIS NORMA C LAS3
MARGOLIS TOBY H LAS3
MARGONIS CYNTHIA T LASL
MARGOSCIN EDWARD JR BUS2
MARHOL IN DAVID I I GRAD
MARI PAMELA S LAS2
MARIANI CELESTE J LAS2
MARIFNTHAL JANICE LAS3
MARIETTA GARY L ENG4
MARIETTA KATHLEEN FAA3
MARINANGEL RICHARD M BUS3
MARINE JAMES ALAN GRAD
MARINE THOMAS J BUS2
MARINI PETER DONALD GRAD
MARINICH MAPYANNE A AGR3
MARION BRAD A ENG3
MARION RAYMOND H ENG4
MARIOTTO MARCO J GRAD
MARK DANIEL LEE GRAD
MARK EDWARD A GRAD
MAPK JEFFREY A VM 1
MARK JEFFRFY S FAA2
MAPKFLL RICHARD ALAN GRAD
MARKER CARL J EN63
MARKER TERRY L LAS4
MARKFRT LILA S GRAD
MARKEVICH THOMAS F GRAD
MARKEY JANICF S LAS4
MARKL STEVEN R ENG1
MARKLUND DIXIF JANE ED 4
MARKMAN BARBARA E LAS3
MARKOFF BARBARA E LAS1
MARKOFF ROBFRT G BUS3
MARKOVITZ DENNIS I LAS2
MARKOWITZ MELVIN M GRAD
401 W WASHINGTON U
401 W WASHINGTON U
910 S 3RD C
URH LUNDGREN 23 C 332-0211
URH TOWNSFND 415 U 332-4188
618 W CHURCH 7 C
URH CLARK 215 C 332-0018
709 RACE 2 U
102 N LINCOLN U 367-0267
URH BLAISDELL 219 U
URH HOPKINS 445 C 332-1361
URH TRELEASE 620 U 332-5576
SKOKIE ILL
URH EVANS 105 U 332-2687
URH WARDALL 1C10 U 332-4540
1809 VALLEY RD C 359-9400
GIBSON CITY ILL
THOMASBORO ILL
STA A BOX 2142 C 367-7657
901 S 2ND C 344-7541
URH HOPKINS 373 C 332-1310
URH EVANS 341 U 332-2756
URH SCOTT 292 C 332-1495
URH TOWNSEND 314 U 332-4123
707 S 6TH 312 C 344-8584
212 TALBOT LAB U 333-4626
PANTOUL ILL
URH LAR 365 U 332-3012
URH SAUNDERS 223 U 332-3634
409 E CHALMERS 807 C 384-7595
ESCALON CAL
URH LAR 274 U 332-2982
206 S GREGORY U 344-4143
RR 1 U 344-1053
211 S ARMORY C 344-9500
2509 COTTAGE GROVE U 344-1605
301 E ARMORY C 344-9506
207 E OREGON U 367-4808
408 W ELLS C 356-2904
1006 S LOCUST C
709 S MATTIS C 359-9691
209 W WASHINGTON C
1904 S VINE U 367-8684
URH DELTA HSE 8 U
111 E CHALMERS 12 C
713 S MATTIS C 359-9543
URH OGLESBY 105 U 337-5179
910 S 3RD C 337-5230
URH DANIELS 220 U 332-2175
URH OGLESBY 221 U
616 W HEALEY 6 C 359-9335
URH GARNER 346 C 332-08C8
509 E STOUGHTON C 359-3422
URH GARNER 440 C 332-0872
BADEN AUST
727 S MATTIS C 356-0362
1203 N DIVISION U 367-9432
409 E CHALMERS 7C2 C
409 E CHALMERS C
<U0 S 3RD C 337-5248
CHICAGO ILL
312 E ARMORY C
4 SAFFER CT U 344-7172
47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
URH LUNDGREN 18 C 332-0208
URH SCOTT 173 C 332-1426
1209 E FLORIDA 31 U 344-7388
26 DUNELLEN U
904 S LINCOLN U
BARCELONA SP
902 W OREGON 2 U 344-8724
902 W OREGON 2 U 344-8724
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
2078 D HAZWD CT U 344-7748
URH OGLESBY 719 U
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
URH TOWNSEND 417 U 332-4190
1207 1/2 LINVIEW U 367-7185
2503 CLIFTON U 367-1937
COORD SCI LAB U
1215 S 4TH 327 C 332-0314
1005 S 6TH C
^09 S 4TH C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
704 W STOUGHTON 1 U
URH BLAISDELL 416 U 332-3554
AUSTIN TEX
URH SHERMAN 506 C 332-4744
409 E CHALMRS 1514 C
CLIFTON ILL
910 S 3RD 1006 C 337-5265
409 E CHALMRS 709 C
111 F CHALMFRS C 344-8037
110 E CHALMERS C 344-3120















2359 S 2ND AV
2359 S 2ND AV
RR 2
431 MAYWOOD CT










ASH ST PR 2
8550 CONSTANCE




























2700 W CHASE AV
2142 W FARWELL
6211 N SPR INGFIELD
2433 8EL-AIR
6323 N RIDGEWAY
6240 N TALMAN AV
519 MARGARET ST
4819 N NEWLAND AV




902 W OREGON 2
9C2 W OREGON 2

























































































































MIDDLE VILLAGE N '
18*
MARKOWSKI MICHAEL R LAS2
MARKS ALAN R LAS2
MARKS ALLEN PHILIP GRAD
MARKS BARRY A LAW1
MARKS BARRY N ENG1
MARKS LESLEE ANN LAS4
MARKS PEGGY D LAS4
MARKS RICHARD ELLIS GRAD
MARKS RUSSELL GRAD
MARKS SUSAN K PE 1
MARKS SUSAN SCHACHT GRAD
MARKS WILLIAM E LAS4
MARKSTAHLER EL ED 4
MARKSTAHLER MICHAEL PE 4
MARKUNAS JEANETTE P GRAD
MAPKUS COLLEEN K FAA1
MARKUS FRANCOISE M GRAD
MARKUS FUAD IBRAHIM GRAD
MARKUSON STEPHFN H GRAD
MARKWELL CLARK ENG1
MARKWELL JOHN L LAS2
MARKWELL PATRICIA L ED 3
MARKWELL SUSAN R ED 1
MARKWOPTH NORMAN L LAS4
MARLATT SHAWN R LAS3
MARLIN JOHN CARL GRAD
MARLIN JON M LAS4
MARLIN MICHAEL P ENG4
MARLOR ALAN JAMES GRAD
MARLOW EDWARD KEITH GRAO
MARLOWE LINDA S FAA2
MARMILLION PAUL E LAS2
MARMION PATRICK J BMS1
MAROVITZ MITCHELL E COM4
MAROUARDT ALLEN R ENG1
MAROUARDT JOHN DAVID GRAD
MARQUESS CYNTHIA H LAS2
MAROUEZ IRENE LAS3
MARQUIS OSCAR LAW2
MARQUIS PAULETTE R LAS1
MARRA WILLIAM A ENG1
MARRERO JUAN F LAS4
MARRIETT JANE El LEN GRAD
MARRIOTT RICHARD J GRAD
MARRON JAMIE P GRAD
MARRON STEVEN P GRAD
MARRONF DAVID ALLEN GRAD
MARROW JOSEPH S JR GRAD
MARRS MICHAEL R BUS4
MARSAGLIA MARK J LAS1
MARSDEN CHARLES R ENG4
MARSH CATHERINE C GRAO
MARSH CHARLES S LAS2
MARSH FMILY J LAS4
MARSH FRNFST M JR ENG4
MARSH JOHN A BUS3
MARSH PATRICIA L ED 2
MARSH RANDOLPH W JR LAW3
MARSH ROBERT LEROY GRAD
MARSH ROGER WALTER GRAD
MARSH SARA L ED 1
MARSHAK LAURA E LAS3
MARSHALL DON ALLEN GRAO
MARSHALL ELIZABETH M LAS1
MARSHALL JOHN DAVID BUS4
MARSHALL LYLE F BUS4
MARSHALL MARY C LAS2
MARSHALL MICHAEL D FAA1
MARSHALL PRENTICE JR LAS2
MARSHALL ROBERT J BUS2
MARSHALL ROGER G LAS3
MARSHALL RONALD W GRAD
MARSHALL STEVFN A LAS2
MARSHALL VICKI J LAS2
MARSHALL WILLIAM G FAA2
MARSHALLA RAYMOND W LAS2
MARSHALLA ROBERT A ENG4
MAPSTON ALAN DOUGLAS GRAD
MARSTON BECKY L LAS2
MARSZALEK CHRISTINE PE 4
MARTEN CHARLFS F ENG4
MARTEN RANDY A AGR3
MARTENS CHRISTINE L LAS2
MARTFNS DALLON G ENG3
MARTENS KATHRYN I LAS2
MARTENS SUSAN TAYLOR FAA5
MARTFRSTECK C P FAA3
MARTIGNAGO ALEX A LAS4
MARTIN ANDREW K LAS1
MARTIN BARBARA DALE LAS4
MARTIN BETTY SUTFIN LAS4
MARTIN BRUCE A FNG2
MARTIN CAROL W AGR3
MARTIN CATHERINE L ED 4
MARTIN CONSTANCE BAR GRAD
MARTIN DAVID K LAS3
MARTIN DEBRA S FAA1
URH OGLESBY 222 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
803 1/2 S LOCUST C
35 IVANHOE U
URH ALLEN 77 U
102 E ARMORY G U
508 E CHALMERS C
1111 W UNIVERSITY U
604 W PARK 1 U
409 E CHALMRS 710 C
1826 B ORCH PL U
1826 B ORCH PL U
905 W SPNGFLD U
905 W SPNGFLD U
1 18 HOLIDAY PK 354 C
URH SCPTT 326 C
7C5 W HIGH U
STA A BOX 2835 C
URH FLAGG U
URH BARTON 305 C
1101 PENN U
313 E JOHN C
313 E JOHN C
308 W GREEN 9 U
508 E ARMORY C
802 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 208 U
9C6 S 1ST C
504 W MAIN 212 U
ATWOOD ILL
611 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 314 C
1305 SILVER 5 U
106 E HEALEY 15 C
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
2113 HAZWD 101 U
103 E STOUGHTGN 9 C
URH TRELEASE 1027 U
URH SHERMAN 346 C
312 E DANIEL C
1004 S 3RD C




510 E STOUGHTON C
307 E HEALEY 1 C
911 S LOCUST 207 C
309 E HEALEY 7 C
URH OGLESBY 1202 U
509 BASH CT C
1408 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH CARR 307 U
UPH EVANS 409 U
14C8 WILLIAMSBURG C
1609 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 507 U
URH CARR 416 U
DANVILLE ILL
58 E JOHN 11 C
URH HOPKINS 464 C
107 E DANIELS 3 C
208 AVONOALE C
URH BUSEY 206 U
2315 S 1ST 202 C
WILSON TRLR PK 46 U
URH ALLEN 407 U
URF GARNER 2 19 C
2106 ORCH ST U
202 E DANIEL C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FLAGG C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
UPH ALLEN 317 U
URH TOWNSEND 274 U
URH WESTON 245 C
1C09 W PENN U
CLARION PA
UPH VANDOREN 222 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
1005 SCOTTSDALE C
58 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1307 C
URH WESTON 220 C
URH TRELEASE 1105 U
310 E GREGORY C
401 F JOHN C
URH ALLEN 79 U
1010 E COLORADO U
1823 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 444 C
207 E HEALEY 5 C
311 E SPNGFLD C
ELIZABETH N J
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL











































































538 S NEWBURY PL
1111 W UNIVERSITY
604 W PARK 1
8437 ST LOUIS









RR 3 BOX 54
4C4 E WASHINGTON
513 E MAIN ST










2010 W ILLINOIS AV
1641 W ILLINOIS AV
2113 HAZWD 101
725 W ELEANOR PL
6°05 ORIOLE
5035 N OAK PARK
6910F0REST PRESEPV
5924 N HERMITAGE
1 330 N BELL
















PR 4 BOX 44
56 E JOHN 11




1016 S 5TH ST
WILSON TRLR PK 46
704 S TAYLOR AV
3743 PALM ST
2106 S ORCH ST 203
1C901-62ND ST
1016 S 5TH ST
2710 W GIDDINGS AV
GF.ANART RD
1213-14TH ST























































































































MARTIN DIANE CAROL LAS3
MARTIN DIANE M LAS4
MARTIN EDWARD JOSEPH GRAD
MARTIN ELLEN M LAS2
MARTIN GARY BUS4
MARTIN GARY C AGR
1
MARTIN GARY L AGR1
MARTIN GEORGE C LAS2
MARTIN GLEN ALLAN GRAD
MARTIN ISABEL C GRAD
MARTIN JAMES A ENG2
MARTIN JAMES A LAS4
MARTIN JAMES ANDY LAW2
MARTIN JAMES P FAA4
MARTIN JEFFREY B ENG3
MARTIN JOHN F LAW3
MARTIN JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
MARTIN JOHN R AVI2
MARTIN JOSEPH P LAS3
MARTIN KENT M VM 3
MARTIN KEVIN E AGR2
MARTIN KEVIN AV I 2
MARTIN LARRY J GRAD
MARTIN LAURA J AGR2
MARTIN LINDA L FAA2
MARTIN LINDA LEE AGR4
MARTIN MAX E AGR1
MARTIN MICHAEL C AGR2
MARTIN MICHAEL DAVID GRAO
MARTIN MICHAEL E GRAD
MARTIN MICHAEL K ED 2
MARTIN MICHAEL S BUS3
MARTIN NANCY L FAA3
MARTIN NEIL R JR GRAD
MARTIN PATRICK K ENG1
MARTIN PAUL ALBERT GRAD
MARTIN PEGGY A AGP2
MARTIN RANDAL C AGR3
MARTIN RICHARD K VM 2
MARTIN ROBERT A LAS3
MARTIN ROBERT J JR GRAD
MARTIN ROBERT L LAS4
MARTIN SAMUEL P LAS2
MARTIN SHAR.QN B LAS4
MARTIN SHEILA A LAS2
MARTIN SIDNEY A II GRAD
MARTIN STEPHEN E GRAD
MARTIN STEPHEN M LAS3
MARTIN SUSAN L FAA2
MARTIN THOMAS JEFFRE AGR4
MARTIN WILLIAM LEE GRAD
MARTIN WILLIAM LAW2
MARTINA JOSEPH P LAS2
MARTINEAU WALTER S BUS3
MARTINEK LAUREL E FAA3
MARTINEK STEPHEN J ENG3
MARTINEZ BELMA LAS1
MARTINEZ GRACE GRAD
MARTINEZ JOSEPH A FAA4
MARTINEZ-LOPEZ G GRAD
MARTINO ADRIA PE 1
MARTINO CLAUDIA COM3
MARTINO JAMES A ENG4
MARTURANO ARLENE R GRAD
MARTY GEORGANNE S GRAD
MARTY VICTOR G JR GRAD
MARTZ DEBRA A LAS4
MARUKO KEIKO LAS4
MARULANDA-POSADA A GRAD
MARUSAK PATRICIA A GRAD
MARUSARZ PHILIP M LAS1
MARUYAMA DONALD W ENG1
MARUYAMA KIYOSHI GRAD
MARVELLI PATRICIA M FAA4
MARVIN LEONARD G FAA1
MARVIN MELOOY L LAS2
MARX ALLEN L FAA4
MARX DONNA J LAS3
MARX ELLEN J FAA1
MARX LEONIE A GRAD
MARX MIRIAM KAPLAN GRAD
MARX RONALD F FAA2
MARZAL VINCENT A FAA4
MARZAN GENARO T GRAD
MARZANO WILLIAM A GRAD
MARZEC MARIANNE M LAS2
MARZONI CRAIG LOUIS LAW1
MARZONI MARK E BUS3
MASAR TERRY WILLIAMS LAS4
MASARANI MUHAMAD F GRAD
MASCHEK DAVID J LAS1
MASCO JEFFREY C FAAL
MASEK TERRENCE J LAS4
MASHKES SUSAN LAS4
MASKO FRANK RICHARD GRAD
MASLOV FOWARD I LAS3
MASLOVITZ ROCHELLE C LAS3
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
1012 S 1ST ST RD C
603 W WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 609 U
437 FAIRLAWN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 103 U
URH GARNER 107 C
1607 SHERIDAN C
KENILWORTH ILL
URH ALLEN 357 U
206 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS 609 U
MUMFORO HALL 205 U
904 W GREEN U
412 E GREEN C
1715 W PARK C
1005 CALIFORNIA U
1301 S BUSEY U
1310 S BROADWAY U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1028 U
1600 W BRADLEY 58 C
508 E CHALMERS C
509 GREEN C
106 E HEALEY 13 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 1105 U
411 E HEALEY 3 C
503 W GREEN 1 U
URH HOPKINS 352 C
URH FORBES 492 C
611 E DANIEL C
2007 REBECCA C
URH SNYDER 468 C
1604 CORONADO C
1106 LINCOLN U
1010 E COLORADO U
URH CARR 305 U
URH CARR 423 U
611 W HILL C
510 W PARK C
201 E JOHN C
609 S LINCOLN 4 U
URH SCOTT 209 C
URH SHERMAN 349 C
URH DANIELS 315 U
1823 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 818 U
207 E HEALEY 5 C
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
800 S MATTIS 27 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 225 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 124 U
URH CLARK 206 C
URH SHERMAN 329 C
1211 W CLARK U
1835 B ORCH PL U
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
207 E JOHN C
308 E ARMORY C
818 OAKLAND 204 U
3318 STONEYBROOK C
3318 STONEYBRCOK C
202 E GREGORY 201 C
URH LAR 125 U
URH SHERMAN 266 C
703 W PARK 4 C
URH FORBES 426 C
URH OGLESBY 1108 U
U OF I COMP SCI U
511 1/2 W VINE C
URH TOWNSEND 251 U
2410 E MAIN U
URH BLAISDELL 14 U
410 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 406 U
502 W ILLINOIS 3 U
808 BREEN C
URH HOPKINS 343 C
1007 S 3RD C
2072 A ORCH ST U
1203 E FLORIDA 21 U
URH WARDALL 209 U
1308 GRANDVIEW 10 C
604 N MAPLE 24 U
1816 VALLEY RD C
URH SHERMAN 352 C
URH NOBLE 122 C
URH TAFT 103 C
307 E HEALEY 4 C
111 E CHALMERS 18 C
FISHER ILL
URH OGLESBY 1005 U











































































































4018 E 45TH PL
URH DANIELS 315
1823 VALLEY RD











CARPERA 7 N 60-51
6742 S WOOD ST
6742 S WOOD ST
































404 S 1ST ST
8445 N LAWNDALE



































































































MASON AL JAY AGR4
MASON BARBARA A LAS1
MASON DAVID CRAIG GRAD
MASON DAVID R LAS1
MASON ELAINE TERRY GRAD
MASON ELIZABETH A LAS1
MASON ELIZABETH A FAA1
MASON GREGORY A ENG4
MASON GUSTAV WALTER GRAO
MASON JAMES D ENG3
MASON JAMES R LAS4
MASON JERRY L ENG3
MASON JOHN CECIL LAS4
MASON MARK A LAS3
MASON MICHELLE A LAS1
MASON PHILLIP J ENG1
MASON RICHARD J LAS3
MASON ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
MASON THOMAS WESLEY GRAD
MASONBRINK ROLLA C GRAD
MASSANARI TIMOTHY J FAA2
MASSAT HELMUTH G LAS3
MASSEY KATHRYN J LAS4
MASSEY LANNY EDWARD GRAD
MASSEY ROGER G LAS4
MASSIE KENT L FAA3
MASSIF KEVIN G AGR1
MASSIE LAURA D ED 3
MASSINGILL LARRY W ENG4
MAST CATHERINE S LAS3
MAST DONALD R ENG4
MAST NORBERT L LAS1
MAST PETER K ENG3
MAST PHILIP E LAS4
MAST TERRY L AVI2
MASTERS ALBERT R GRAD
MASTERS CURTIS B BUS2
MASTFRS DAVID A LAS2
MASTERS JOHN R AGR1
MASTERS RICHARD E JR BUS4
MASTEPSON DONALD JOS GRAD
MASUCCI LAURA D ED 2
MASUD SHARIF MD GRAD
MASULIS CHRISTINE M LAS2
MASULLA LEO G AGR1
MASUMI AHMAD E GRAD
MATA JONAS FAA1
MATALIS THOMAS V GRAD
MATAYOSHI EDMUND LAS4
MATCH JOEL JONATHAN GRAD
MATCHETT ANDREW J GRAD
MATEJCAK RAYMOND J LAS3
MATEJCEK PAUL ROBERT LAS1
MATEJKOWSKI DALE W ENG4
MATEK BETH S LAS3
MATERKO DEBORAH M FAA2
MATESKI JAMES EDWARD ENG4
MATHFNY PATRICIA LAS4
MATHFNY REBECCA J LAS3
MATHERS KRIS L ENG3
MATHFRS LAURA A BUS2
MATHERS LESLIE E III LAS4
MATHERS STEPHEN C LAW1
MATHES GARY M ENG3
MATHESON ALEC LANE GRAD
MATHEW RICHARD J BUS2
MATHEWS HARLAN P ENG1
MATHEWS KATHLEEN M LAS1
MATHEWS RICHARD A BUS1
MATHFWS STEPHEN J BUS3
MATHEWS STEVEN LEE GRAD
MATHEWSON THEODORE D GRAD
MATHIAS MARILYN M GRAD
MATHIAS ROBERT J BUS2
MATHIESON MICHAEL P BUS2
MATHIS JEANINE C LAS3
MATHIS ROBERT J ENG1
MATIC GREGORY P BUS1
MATIS CRAIG FAA3
MATIS JANET C LAS2
MATIS LOUIS P ENG4
MATOUSEK LYNN A FAA3
MATOVU HENRY L GRAD
MATRANGA MATTHEW F LAS3
MATSLER LINDA L LAS3
MATSON JON E ED 4
MATSUI EUGENE P LAS1
MATSUMOTO JANET A LAS1
MATT JOSEPH JOHN GRAD
MATT PAMELA HARRIS GRAD
MATTAS RICHARD F GRAD
MATTAX MICHAEL L FAA3
MATTE MICHELLE P GRAD
MATTES AARON LLOYD GRAO
MATTESON BARBARA A LAS4
MATTESON MICHAEL A BUS4
MATTHEESSEN WILLIAM ENG1
URH ALLEN 294 U
405 E JOHN C
2068 A HAZWD CT U
2905 E MAIN U
URH DANIELS 246 U
URH VANDOREN 224 C
URH LAR 193 U
1403 ROSEWOOD C
508 E WHITE 1 C
1750 VALLEY RD C
1829 W JOHN C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
211 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS 1612 C
URH TRELEASE 207 U




108 E WHITE C
309 E JOHN C
106 S GREGORY U
108 E HEALEY 14 C
2410 E MAIN U
307 HEALEY 15 C
501 E DANIEL C
809 W PENN U
904 S 3RD C
707 S 6TH 407 C
58 E GREEN C
707 S 6TH 504 C
604 E ARMORY C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
112 E DANIEL C
1515 MARIGOLD LN C
URH DANIELS 636 U
3 10 E JOHN C
UPH HOPKINS 396 C
URH HOPKINS 241 C
105 S URBANA U
1208 W CLARK U
2305 SOUTHMOOR C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
801 W IOWA U
URH OGLESBY 716 U
602 E STOUGHTON 16 C
URH WESTON 441 C
202 S LINCOLN 10 U
610 W ELM 4 U
406 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
URH DANIELS 94 U
URH SCOTT 264 C
STA A BOX 2476 C
1310 JOANNE LN C
URH TRELEASE 1211 U
URH LUNDGREN 124 C
URH SNYDER 2 56 C
206 S CEDAR U
URH VANDOREN 26 C
402 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 14C7 C
202 E DANIEL C
703 W CHURCH C
112 E DANIEL C
705 S RACE U
URH HOPKINS 178 C
URH CGLESBY 320 U
URH TRELEASE 510 U
URH FLAGG 409 C
URH SNYDER 359 C
1805 MELINDA LN C
BLOOMINGTON RD C
URH DANIELS 482 U
1101 W PENN U
310 E JOHN C
508 E ARMORY C
2424 CALIFORNIA U
URH BARTON 311 C
211 E JOHN 10 C
URH SCOTT 313 C
207 1/2 W WILLIAM C
1005 S WRIGHT C
CHICAGO ILL
208 SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 1026 U
307 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 486 C
URH ALLEN 104 U
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
2001 D ORCH ST U
1101 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 243 U
202 N WOODS U
907 W ILLINOIS U
SIDNEY ILL



























































708 N PINE ST
2300 COLFAX ST
1403 ROSEWOOD DR
508 E WHITE 1
1348 DAKOTA DR
420 EVERGREEN
TWIN ORCH PK RR 1
211 W GREEN











941 40TH ST CT
RP 3
RR 1 ARENZVILLE RD
2545 EDISON AV
707 S 6TH 407 7
1320 N BROADWAY
4300 HARRISON RR 7
RR 7
2039 BEECHWOOD AV
2208 S COTTAGE GR
1515 MARIGOLD LN














406 1/2 W SPNGFLD
5536 S KIMBARK 1
714 MACK ST






1C4 S 13TH ST












309 E 5TH ST
8 DIRKSEN CT
227 W PINE ST
805 E MCKINLEY ST




577 S GRACE ST
577 S GRACE ST





1733 W FOSTER AV
4851 N CENTRAL PK
BOX 286
BOX 286
2001 D ORCH ST








































































































MATTHEIS JAMES R LAS4
MATTHES JOHN E LAS1
MATTHEW CAROLYN J BUS4
MATTHEW NORMAN L LAS3
MATTHEWS ALBERT LEE ENG4
MATTHEWS OARRELL L BUS2
MATTHEWS GEORGE W LAS1
MATTHEWS KAY LAS2
MATTHEWS LAWRENCE J LAS1
MATTHEWS PAIGE E ED 3
MATTHEWS ROBERT J BUS3
MATTHEWS WILLIAM R ENG4
MATTHIAS LINOA K LAS3
MATTINGLEY GREGORY A BUS4
*MATTINGLY JANENE M LAS3
MATTINGLY THOMAS J GRAD
MATTIX DANA M LAS2
MATTSON JAMES W LAS3
MATTSON RICHARD L LAS3
MATUGA JOSEPH P LAS3
MATUSIAK RALPH C ENG3
MATUSKA JAMES H AGR4
MATYJA DENNIS J LAS1
MATZ JOANNE M LAS2
MATZ KRISTINE A FAA1
MATZDORFF PATRICIA L PE 1
MATZKO CATHERINE ED 3
MATZKO PAUL JR LAS4
MATZNER KENNETH E GRAD
MAU TERRY J LAS3
MAUCK DAVID C ENG4
MAUCK THOMAS J LAS1
MAUER JAMES A ENG1
MAUGHMER MARK D ENG4
MAUL CYNTHIA J LAS2
MAUL GREGORY A ENG4
MAUPIN ALLAN J AGR2
*MAURER DAVID L LAS4
MAURER EVA DELL GRAD
MAURER GARY R BUS2
MAURER JAMES H LAS2
MAURER MARGO B LAS4
MAURIDES GEORGE D BUS3
MAURYA SURENDRA NATH GRAD
MAUSCHBAUGH LENNY W ENG4
MAUTZ CARL DAVID GRAD
MAUTZ KRISTIN B AGR4
MAWICKE JEFFREY J LAW2
MAWSON STEVEN D AGR4
MAWULI AGOGO GRAD
MAXEINER BARBARA ANN GRAD
MAXHEIMER JUDITH A LAS2
MAXSON MARK T FAA3
MAXWELL BARRY S BUS4
MAXWELL GAIL GRAD
MAXWELL JAMES L LAS3
MAXWELL KAREN C LAS3
MAXWELL MARGARET LAW2
MAXWELL MARGO J LAS3
MAXWELL MARILYN J FAA2
MAXWELL MARK C VM 2
MAXWELL MICHAEL B LAS4
MAXWELL NANCY ANN GRAD
MAXWELL REBECCA LAW2
MAXWELL RICHARD W LAS4
MAY DAVID C AGR2
MAY DAVID C ENG3
MAY DAVID V LAS3
MAY DEAN K BUS4
MAY DEBORAH L FAA1
MAY DONALD W BUS4
MAY GERALD A ENG3
MAY JACKIE L JR BUS2
MAY JOHN V JR ENG4
MAY JOY R LAS2
MAY MARY A LAS2
MAY MELINDA M AGR1
MAY NANCY K LAS2
MAY REBECCA J LAS3
MAY ROBERT EDWARD JR FAA4
MAY THEODORE A FAA6
MAY WILLIAM A FAA4
MAYBERRY STEPHEN D AGR2
MAYE ROLAND WERNER BUS2
MAYER ALICE E LAS4
MAYER BARRY D BUS!
MAYER CYNTHIA A LAS2
MAYER DAVID B BUS1
MAYER JEAN M LAS4
MAYER JEANNE D LAS4
MAYER PAREYN ARLETTE GRAD
MAYER ROBERT GEORGE GRAD
MAYFR ROBERT K LAS3
MAYER SCOTT A LAS3
MAYER SELIM N BUS4
MAYER SHEILA M LAS3
MAYER WILLIAM C FAA2
2109 S DUNCAN C
URH BARTON 318 C
910 S 3RD C
301 W GREEN C
404 N GOODWIN U
URH SCOTT 282 C
OAKLAWN ILL
1113 W HILL U
URH TOWNSEND 515 U
RR 2 C
308 E ARMORY C
1727 ANITA C
LEOPOLDSTR W GER
URH OGLESBY 1027 U
URH TRELEASE 917 U
409 W ELM U
URH TOWNSEND 354 U
1109 S 4TH C
PARK FOREST ILL
URH BABCOCK 404 U
URH TOWNSEND 173 U
URH OGLESBY 821 U
URH SCOTT 266 C
URH SAUNDERS 221 U
URH TRELEASE 620 U
1608 SANGAMON C
URH WARDALL 409 U
LANSING ILL
705 W OREGON U
911 W SPNGFLD U
301 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 259 C
309 E CHALMERS C
211 E ARMORY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 225 U
1005 S 2ND C
707 W SPNGFLD U
502 W GRIGGS 305 U
URH BABCOCK 424 U
310 E JOHN C
707 W SPNGFLD 3 U
410 E JOHN C
AN SCI LAB 420 U
606 E ELM 3 U
1112 MAYFAIR RD C
1112 MAYFAIR RD C
405 S MCKINLEY C
1600 W BRADLEY 54 C
406 1/2 N MATHEWS U
2607 E MAIN U
508 E ARMORY C
MASON CITY ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
709 W NEVADA 2 U
410 E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 312 C
1811 VALLEY RD C
617 W JOHN C
208 W VERMONT U
1717 HENRY C
URH CARR 302 U
1202 W GREEN U
1811 VALLEY RD C
2111 W WHITE 216 C
URH SNYDER 288 C
310 S PRAIRIE C
URH ALLEN 256 U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH LAR 226 U
8 LEXINGTON U
58 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 470 U
305 E JOHN C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 432 U
URH TRELEASE 1204 U
URH TRELEASE 625 U
410 E GREEN C
803 W ILLINOIS U
404 W HILL C
1009 GRANT PL U
21 ROWENA U
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 293 C
URH ALLEN 413 U
907 S 4TH C
108 E HEALEY 17 C
503 N MCCULLOUGH U
URH SHERMAN 569 C
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C
209 E ARMORY C
58 E JOHN 20 C
503 N MCCULLOUGH U
URH BUSEY 227 U















































































39 S CENTRAL PARK
















3984 N FREEMAN RD
































709 W NEVADA 2
14306 EDBROOKE AV
505 N 8TH ST
408 W ADAMS ST
DELANEY RD RR 1
208 W VERMONT
1014 SUNSET DR









3925 E LOGAN ST
8033 W CHARMAINE
199 E LAKE SHORE
401 N BEVERLY LN
307 E 4TH ST
97 MAYFAIR PL
834 MONROE ST






4262 VIA ALTA DR
822 W AVON




211 W SPNGFLD 303
111 9TH ST






































































































MAYERFELD RUSSELL K LAS1
MAYEROFF JERRY M LAS2
MAYEROFF MARCIA E LAS3
MAYES GWYNNE E FAA1
MAYFIELD WILFRED T GRAO
*MAYHEW JERRY L GRAD
MAYNARD ANN YVONNE GRAD
MAYNARD JOHN C LAS2
MAYNES GORDON G GRAD
MAYO DAVID ALAN FAA4
MAYO MARK LAS2
MAYO MARTHA GRAD
MAYO PATRICIA A LAS3
MAYORAS BARBARA AD ED 3
MAYORAS DOUGLAS A FAA3
MAYSE MARK A LAS3
MAZAK STEPHEN GERALD GRAD
MAZAN PAUL A ENG4
MAZAWA ROBERT JIRO GRAD
MAZE CHARLES L ENG1
MAZE JUDITH A LAS2
MAZELY JON R FAA1
MAZOUR CAROL L COM3
MAZUR ANTHONY ROBERT GRAD
MAZUR NANCY G ED 4
MAZZARELLA ANDREW J BUS4
MAZZARELLI MARCELLA GRAD
MAZZONE THEODORE LAS3
MAZZUCA RICHARD J FAA4
MBANEFOH GINIGEME F GRAD
MCADAMS BONNIE L AGR
1
MCADOO KAREN GRAD
MCAFEE WILBUR C ENG2
MCALLISTER STEPHEN J ENG1
MCANALLY TONY D BUS1
MCANDREW IAN CHARLES GRAD
*MCARDLE EDWARD J FAA4
MCARDLE JUDY ANN GRAD
MCATEE ELEANOR A ED 2
MCATEE MICHAEL D AVI2
MCBAIN ALICE LYNNE GRAD
MCBRIDE AUSPEROELLA ED 3
MCBRIDE DEBORA S LAS1
MCBRIDE GEORGEANNE S AGR3
MCBRIDE JOHN F PE 3
MCBRIDE MARY M FAA3
MCBRIDE MELINDA ED 1
MCBRIDE PATRICK D BUS2
MCBRIDE RUTH BREEN GRAD
MCBRIDE TOMMY E GRAD
MCBURNEY BRUCE A AGR3
MCCABE CHARLES K ENG2
MCCABE DENNIS F LAS4
MCCABE JAMES REID GRAD
MCCABE KATHLEEN A LAS3
MCCABE PHILIP M BUS1
MCCABE ROBERT P ENG3
MCCABE VINCENT A AGRA
MCCABE WILLIAM J JR LAS3
MCCAFFERY LAWRENCE F GRAD
MCCAFFERY MARGARET G FAA4
MCCAFFREY LINDA J GRAD
MCCAIN LLOYD N LAS3
*MCCALL DONALD C LAS4
MCCALL LINDSAY L LAS2
MCCALLISTER DANA J PE 1
MCCAMERON STEVEN T FAA1
MCCAMY RAYMOND WINFI BUS4
MCCANN JAMES M LAW1
MCCANN PHYLLIS R LAS4
MCCANN WILLIAM H COM4
MCCANNON JERRY DALL GRAD
MCCANSE DONALD E LAS4
MCCARREN BARBARA J ED 1
MCCARREN DANIEL S ENG2
MCCARREN KATHLEEN A ED 4
MCCARREN LAURENCE JR PE 3
MCCARRON PATRICIA J COM4
MCCARTER ALAN R AGR2
MCCARTHY CANDACE E LAS2
MCCARTHY GAIL K LAS2
MCCARTHY JEFFREY J FAA4
MCCARTHY JOHN C GRAD
MCCARTHY KATHLEEN D AGR3
MCCARTHY KATHLEEN S GRAD
MCCARTHY MICHAEL A FAA1
MCCARTHY PATRICIA A LAS4
MCCARTHY RICHARD T LAS2
MCCARTHY THOMAS J ENG1
MCCARTHY THOMAS J BUS4
MCCARTNEY FRANCES M COM4
MCCARTNEY JAMES W BUS4
MCCARTNEY THOMAS W LAS2
MCCARTY BARBARA M LASl
MCCARTY MARTHA M GRAD
MCCARTY MARY M LAS2
MCCARTY RUTH E SMITH LAS4
URH FORBES 294 C
311 E DANIEL 1 C
412 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 804 U
2067 A HAZWD CT U
524 FAIRLAWN U
URH SHERMAN 313 C
URH BABCOCK 114 U
1514 E GRANDVIEW 8 C
207 E WHITE 1 C
1109 S 4TH C
URH OANIELS 337 U
207 E WHITE C
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
204 E CLARK C
FT WAYNE IND
1809 VALLEY RD C
502 E WHITE 17 C
URH TOWNSEND 333 U
604 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 290 C
905 S 1ST 8 C
2110 ORCH ST 301 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH ALLEN 359 U
FAYVILLE MASS
URH OGLESBY 1128 U
1003 W OREGON U
1009 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
URH WARDALL 1203 U
URH DANIELS 211 U
URH PAR 231 U
URH SNYDER 246 C
112 E DANIEL C
504 E ARMORY C
905 S MATTIS 1 C
1013 W WASHINGTON C
508 E ARMORY C
508 E GREEN C
709 N BUSEY U
URH LAR 261 U
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
909 S ELM C
1613 VALLEY RD C
909 ELM C
1313 WAVERLY C
1111 COUNTRY LN C
1111 COUNTRY LN C
404 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH BABCOCK 304 U
URH WESTON 319 C
1101 W PENN U
2064 D ORCH ST U
606 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH FORBES 424 C
URH BABCOCK 102 U
804 S BUSEY U
CHARLESTON ILL
2025 B ORCH ST U
2025 B ORCH ST U
105 E CHALMERS 302 C
402 E ARMORY C
1806 W WILLIAM 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
URH ALLEN 240 U
URH SNYDER 275 C
1003 E COLORADO 30 U
URH SHERMAN 1053 C
1402 HILLCREST U
121 W PARK 12 U
905 SCOTTSDALE C
303 N GREGORY U
URH ALLEN 179 U
904 W GREEN U
908 S 1ST C
604 E ARMORY C
109 E CHALMERS I C
604 E ARMORY 116 C
URH HOPKINS 475 C
URH WARDALL 902 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
2207 KIRBY C
8C2 W OREGON U
705 W ELM 6 U
309 E CHALMERS C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 360 U
URH FORBES 378 C
RANTOUL ILL
509 E STOUGHTON U
1600 W BRADLEY 155 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
2109 W WHITE C
URH CLARK 302 C






































































1514 E GRANDVIEW 8







2 MARTIN LUTHER DR










21 S EUCLID AV
288 CHARMILLE LN
CATGOLI SCHOOL
1314 N ELM AV
4110 W LEXINGTON
983 RILEY
725 S WALNUT AV
2505 S 57TH CT
20 HONOR ERMINGTON













242 NE AMY ST
305 E PRAIRIE
1932 S STATE ST
650 TIMBER HILL RD
2C64 D ORCH ST
606 1/2 E STOUGHTN
650 TIMBER HILL RD
140 CANTERBURY CT
310 CHAMBERLIN DR
2025 B ORCH PL
2025 B ORCH ST
2501 LOWELL AV
14503 JUSTINE ST


















5459 N SAYRE AV
2207 W KIRBY
1315 BALMORAL GLEN















































































































MCCARTY STEPHEN W LAW3
MCCAULEY JOHN P LAS2
MCCAULEY JOSEPH III FAA2
MCCAULEY LON A III GRAD
MCCAULEY MARLIN D LAS2
MCCAULLA MARCIA J ED 2
MCCAULLEY ALLEN R GRAO
MCCAW DUDLEY L VM 4
MCCHESNEY LINDA K AGR1
MCCLANE BILL F PE 3
MCCLARY ELMER R LAS2
MCCLARY RICHARD D LAS2
MCCLAYTON THOMAS R BUS4
MCCLEAN JANE ANNE LAS3
MCCLEARY KAREN A ED 3
MCCLEARY ROBERT C LAS1
MCCLELLAN GAIL J LAS4
MCCLELLAN JOHN T FAA3
MCCLELLAN LEONARO LAS4
MCCLELLAN MICHAEL B LAW1
MCCLELLAN STEVEN M ENG1
MCCLELLAND FORREST D AV 1
1
MCCLELLAND GARY M LAS4
MCCLENAHAN JOHN STEW PE 4
MCCLENDON JOHN E GRAD
MCCLENDON YVETTE N ED 3
MCCLENNY RUTH L LAS4
MCCLERNON NICKI L BUS2
MCCLINTICK MICHAEL S LAS2
MCCLINTOCK GREGORY K LAS4
MCCLINTOCK IRENE H LAS4
MCCLINTOCK JOHN R ENG3
MCCLINTON MONICA S LAS1
MCCLOSKEY MARY K LAS4
MCCLOY WILLIAM B GRAD
MCCLURE GARY L LAS1
MCCLURE LAVONNE K GRAD
*MCCLURE MARK STEPHEN GRAD
MCCLURE TIMOTHY M BUS2
MCCLUSKEY NANCY L FAA2
MCCOLGIN LINDA C PE 4
MCCOLLEY DIANE KELSE GRAD
MCCOLLUM DENISE A FAA1
MCCOLLUM STEVEN P ED 1
MCCOLLUM TOOUALEE LAS3
MCCOLM MICHAL S FAA1
MCCOMBE WILLIAM J GRAD
MCCONAGHY DANIEL R FAA3
MCCONAGHY GEORGE A GRAD
MCCONE LANA E LAS2
MCCONKEY MICHAEL R ENG2
MCCONKEY ROSEMARY A GRAD
MCCONNELL GARY F AGR
MCCONNELL PATRICIA M LAS1
MCCONNELL ROBERT REE GRAD
MCCONNELL STEPHEN L LAS4
MCCONVILLE EDWARD J BUS4
MCCOPPIN WILLIAM J ENG1
MCCORD GLORIA ANN ED 2
MCCORMACK MICHAEL E GRAD
MCCOPMACK RONALD HAR FAA4
MCCORMACK SANDRA L LAS1
MCCORMICK DANA LEE GRAD
MCCORMICK EDITH M ED 3
MCCORMICK ELLEN ED 2
MCCORMICK JAMES D ENG1
MCCORMICK JAMES T GRAD
MCCORMICK JANICE LAS3
MCCORMICK MADELINE J GRAD
MCCORMICK MARGARET M LAS1
MCCORMICK NORLYN L AGR4
MCCORMICK TERRENCE C GRAD
MCCOY JAMES S II I FAA1
MCCOY JOHN WYNNE GRAD
MCCOY KENNETH W PE 1
MCCOY MICHAEL D ENG4
MCCOY NORMA SIMS GRAD
MCCOY REBECCA S LAS4
MCCOY RICHARD W ENG4
MCCOY ROBERT G LAS4
MCCOY RUTH M LAS1
MCCPAF JAMES T LAS2
MCCRARY PAUL T ENG3
MCCRAW JOHN R LAS2
MCCRAY LEROY FAA2
MCCREDIE BONNIE F GRAD
MCCUE DON J LAW3
MCCUE GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
MCCULLAGH GRANT G FAA3
MCCULLEY JOHN R FAA2
MCCULLEY MICHAEL TOD FAA4
MCCULLEY PAMELA A LAS2
MCCULLOCH JAMES D AGR2
MCCULLOR BEVERLY LAS2
MCCULLOUGH BRENDA J LAS2
MCCULLOUGH GEORGE W LAS1
MCCULLOUGH GERALD W FAA4
703 E COLORADO 309 U
URH GARNER 321 C
URH WESTON 111 C
401 E CHALMERS 302 C
URH WESTON 338 C
URH LAR 366 U
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
801 W OREGON U
805 W OHIO U
PAXTON ILL
URH SNYDER 300 C
URH TOWNSEND 582 U
211 E DANIEL 11 C
URH VAN DOR EN 18 C
508 S MATTIS C
TOLONO ILL
1616 VALLEY RD C
1107 RAINBOWVIEW U
URH WESTON 230 C
705 W CHURCH C
URH SCOTT 368 C
URH HOPKINS 171 C
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
102 E CHALMERS C
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 729 U
707 S 6TH 502 C
710 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 454 U
210 HOLIDAY PK 347 C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
ARLINGTON VA
URH SCOTT 291 C
706 S MATHEWS U
506 W NEVADA U
1101 W PENN U
RR 1 BOX 18 U
1101 S MATTIS 2-10 C
ROUTE 1 BOX 18 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1101 S ORCH U
URH LAR 164 U
URH SCOTT 444 C
206 W WASHINGTON 3 U
409 E CHALMRS 1313 C
709 W GREEN U
208 HOLIDAY PK 328 C
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
508 E ARMORY C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
OAK PARK ILL
1010 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 442 C
MONTREAL QUE CAN
404 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 127 C
URH HOPKINS 486 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
512 E WHITE 22 C
URH TRELEASE 210 U
URH DANIELS U
1202 W NEVADA U
1202 W NEVADA U
1110 S 2ND C
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH DANIELS 362 U
URH LUNDGREN 102 C
912 S 2ND C
STORRS CONN
1705 SANGAMON C
807 W ILLINOIS 3 U
604 E ARMORY 316 C
1101 W PENN U
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
URH TRELEASE 1106 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
59 E SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 422 U
203 N HARVEY U
BEMENT ILL
806 W MAIN U




401 E DANIEL C
602 S RACE U
VERSAILLES FR
1404 S LINCOLN U
401 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 620 U
URH SAUNDERS 126 U
URH BABCOCK 214 U




























































703 E COLORADO 309
2557 W 79TH PL





















11358 S GREEN ST
DEERS RD RR3
5226 PENNSGROVE ST
707 S 6TH 502
1900 S GLENWOOD
2305 S STATE






443 N WABASH AV
RR 1 BOX 18
1101 S MATTIS 2-10
ROUTE 1 BOX 18
2531 N JACKSON ST
24 MARBERRY
1101 S ORCHARD ST
111 S 8TH ST
765 DEPOT RD
3324 SHELBY AV
80 COUNTRY CLUB DR
709 W GREEN
910-37TH ST

























807 W ILLINOIS 3
1900 E THOMAS ST
73 LAFAYETTE AV





47-6 E FULTON ST
249 W BOWYER
309 E BOND
1606 D ORCH PL
1616 S 7TH ST







3324 W 13TH ST
BOX 36
1932 DELCY DR



































































































MCCULLOUGH STEPHEN L AGR4
MCCULLY GREGORY L AGR2
MCCUMBER ROGER K BUS4
MCCUMBER THOMAS L LAS3
MCCURDY DAVID S LAW1
MCCURDY JOHN T LAS3
MCCURDY LINDA K LAS1
MCCURRY JEFFREY L LAS1
MCDADE DANIEL J JR FAA3
MCDANIEL CATHY J ED 3
MCDANIEL DAVID B LAS2
MCDANIEL DAVID J LAS4
MCDANIEL GAYLE S ED 1
MCDANIEL MARSHA ED 2
MCDANIEL PRESTON JR GRAD
MCDANIEL ROGER K ENG3
MCDANIEL SHARON K LAS1
MCDANIEL THOMAS C BUS1
MCDANIEL WILLIAM C LAS3
MCDERMOTT KATHLEEN A LAS4
MCDERMOTT MARY E LAS2
MCDERMOTT PATRICK W BUS4
MCDERMOTT PAUL BARRY GRAD
MCDERMOTT TERRI J FAA2
MCDOLE MARILYN SUE LAS4
MCDONALD ANNE M AGR1
MCDONALD CATHERINE M LAS3
MCDONALD DEBRA L LAS1
MCDONALD DIANA PELC GRAD
MCDONALO HARRY P LAS1
MCDONALD JOHN M FAA4
MCDONALD KATHLEEN A AGR3
MCDONALD KEVIN J LAS2
MCDONALD LEE F LAS4
MCDONALD MARGARET F FAA2
MCDONALD MAUREEN K PE 1
MCDONALD MAUREEN R LAS2
MCDONALD MICHAEL RAY GRAD
MCDONALD ROBERT GRAD
MCDONALD STANLEY G LAS3
MCDONALD STEPHEN E LAS1
MCDONALD TERRY L LAW2
MCDONALD THOMAS J BUS4
MCDONALD VIOLA LAS3
MCDONNELL MARY HOPE COM4
MCDONNFLL ROBERT L LAS4
MCDONOUGH DAVID L FAA3
MCDONOUGH JAMES V LAS3
MCDONOUGH MARLAINE J FAA4
MCDOWELL ANN T FAA1
MCDOWELL JAMES LYNN GRAD
MCDOWELL KENNETH P GRAD
MCDOWELL MICHAEL J FAA3
MCDOWELL NANCY E LAS1
MCDUFFEE JENNIFER L LAS2
MCDUFFY ISADORE N BUS3
MCFACHRON STEPHEN E AGR3
MCELFRESH GARY BUS3
MCELROY BRENDA J LAS3
MCELROY CHRISTOPHER FAA3
MCELROY EDWARD L BUS1
MCELROY SUSAN WALKER ENG1
MCELVAIN L P LAS3
MCELVAIN MICHAEL B LAW3
MCFLVAINE MICHAEL D LAS3
MCELWAIN JANICE M FAA4
MCELWAIN ROBERT D LAS3
MCELWEE ERMEL J JR GRAD
MCENERNEY JAMES K LAS1
MCENROE JOHN T I AS2
MCEVOY MARTIN B BUS4
MCEWAN BETTE E LAS4
MCEWEN GERALD N JR GRAD
MCEWIN JERRALD R ENG3
MCFADDEN ANDREA P FAA4
MCFADDEN JAMES E LAS2
MCFADDEN WILLIAM J GRAD
MCFARLAND BRYAN T AVU
MCFARLAND HAROLD R BUS2
MCFARLAND LAURA J FAA3
MCFARLAND LYDIA F LAS2
MCFARLAND MARY R PE 4
MCFARLAND PATRICK A BUS4
MCFARLAND ROBERT B GRAD
MCFARLAND THOMAS J BUS4
MCGANN JANICE E LAS2
MCGARY SUSAN J LAS3
MCGAW BARRY GRAD
MCGAW MARGARET S GRAD
MCGEE CHARLES F JR BUS4
MCGEE GLENN W AVI1
MCGEE JOYCE LINDA GRAD
MCGEE LILLIE M LAS3
MCGEHEE CYNTHIA L LAS2
MCGEHEE JAMES A VM 3
MCGEOUGH PAMELA A LAS2
MCGETRICK JOHN J LAS2
1008 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 223 C
2020 N MATTIS 202 C
URH BABCOCK 431 U
7 OAKWOOD U
1302 SILVER 5 U
URH LAR 305 U
URH OGLESBY 106 U
URH BABCOCK 102 U
107 E HEALEY 23 C
1101 W PENN U
1309 GARDEN HILLS C
URH ALLEN 345 U
URH VANDOREN 112 C
URH DANIELS 535 U
URH NOBLE 120 C
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
URH FAR U
409 E CHALMRS 1412 C
409 E CHALMERS 909 C
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
URH WESTON 310 C
1110 S FOLEY C
URH TRELEASE 114 U
908 W NEVADA 5 U
URH LAR 213 U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH TRELEASE 216 U
507 S CHICAGO C
1004 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 311 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 218 C
407 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LAR 122 U
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
508 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
2068 B HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 1227 U
URH OGLESBY 225 U
URH NOBLE 427 C
401 F JOHN C
56 E DANIEL C
1108 W NEVADA 1 U
1007 S 3RD C
209 PAUL 3 C
805 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL
710 S ELM C
TERRE HAUTE IND
106 E GREEN C
805 E GREEN 1 U
URH GARNER 360 C
907 S WRIGHT C
221 1/2 S WATER C
URH WESTON 328 C
203 COUNTRY FR 15 C
URH BUSEY 155 U
48 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 421 C
48 E JOHN 1 C
809 W PENN U
207 S URBANA U
1002 W OREGON U
603 1/2 E CLARK C
803 E OREGON U
2509 ROLAND C
105 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 209 C
37 CEDRIC U
URH EVANS 403 U
808 OAKLAND 208 U
1305 N LINCOLN 34 U
1402 DUNCAN RD C
711 W GREEN U
1402 DUNCAN RD C
URH SNYDER 417 C
411 1/2 W HILL C
1202 W NEVADA U
RR 2 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
307 F JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 357 C
112 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 812 U
802 OREGON U
2035 A ORCH ST U
2035 A ORCH ST U
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 611 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
707 6TH 307 C
URH VANDOREN 223 C
110 F ARMORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
































































400 S 6TH ST
402S WASHINGTON ST





717 E 40TH ST
5449 NORMANDY
BOX 59
4149 W WEST END AV
K> 9 S 1ST ST
321 S WAIOLA AV
1446 SUFFOLK
1446 SUFFOLK AV




12345 S 75TH AV
12345 S 75TH AV
434 4TH AV
507 S CHICAGO





233 S MILTON AV










1C036 S TALMAN AV
209 PAUL 3
223 S MAIN ST
36-19 N ALBANY
710 S ELM





221 1/2 S WATER
1550 W 75TH ST


























2511 W 9TH ST








ROUTE 1 BOX 7 1







































































































MCGILL ALAN JAMES BUS4
MCGILL BRIDGET G LAS2
MCGILL GENE E BUS2
MCGILL JEFFREY C LAS3
MCGILL KATHLEEN M LAS2
*MCGILL KATHLEEN READ GRAD
MCGILL MARILYN SUE GRAD
MCGILL RONALD L FAA1
MCGINNES MARILYNN T GRAD
MCGINNES PAUL R GRAD
MCGINNIS JAMES ENG2
MCGINNIS MICHAEL T BUS2
MCGINNIS MIKE J FAA4
MCGINTY JAMES E III LAS2
MCGIVERN MICHAEL J BUS1
MCGIVNEY NANCY M LAS4
MCGIVNEY ROBERT B BUS1
MCGLAUGHLIN JAN H AGR3
MCGLORY ANDREW V FAA3
MCGLORY WILLIE E LAS1
MCGONNAGLE JAMES D GRAD
MCGOUGH MARGARET E LAS3
MCGOUGH TIMOTHY P LAS2
MCGOVERN KATHLEEN A LAS2
MCGOVERN MICHAEL LAW3
MCGOVNEY JAMES E LAS3
MCGOWAN PHILIP JAMES ENG3
MCGOWEN DAWN K ED 2
MCGOWEN RANDALL E GRAD
MCGRADY CHARLES B LAS1
MCGRADY DOUGLAS J LAS4
MCGRATH DANIEL J BUS4
MCGRATH DIANE GRAD
MCGRATH ELIZABETH K AGR
1
MCGRATH GARY M BUS4
MCGRATH JAMES T BUS1
MCGRATH JOHN PHILLIP GRAD
MCGRATH KATHERINE S GRAD
MCGRATH MARY S LAS3
MCGRATH RICHARD L ENG1
MCGRATH ROBERT A GRAD
MCGRATH ROBERT E LAS1
MCGRATH THOMAS J BUS4
MCGRAW MARTIN T LAS1
MCGRAW SUE ANN GRAD
MCGREAL DONNA L LAS3
MCGREAL RICHARD J ENG1
MCGREAL SHIRLEY S GRAD
MCGREEVY CAROLYN DAL LAS6
MCGREGOR GEORGE F JR LAS4
MCGREW JUDITH A AGR1
MCGREW RALPH WAYNE VM 3
MCGRIGGS LEE A GRAD
MCGROGAN DONALD T LAS4
MCGUFFIN JAMES P JR ENG4
MCGUIRE JAMES J BUS2
MCGUIRE JOHN J LAS2
MCGUIRE JOHN W LAS4
MCGUIRE MARIANN E LAS1
MCGUIRE MAUREEN A LAS4
MCGUIRF RAYMOND J GRAD
MCGUIRE RICHARD G LAS3
MCGUIRE STEVEN M LAS1
MCGUIRE THOMAS P LAS4
MCGUIRE WILLIAM P LAS3
MCGURK JAMES A LAW2
MCHENRY DAVID S FAA1
MCHENRY EVELYN P ED 4
MCHENRY JAMES P GRAD
MCHENRY ROBERT W FAA1
MCHENRY SUSAN A LAS3
MCHUGH CAROLE A LAS4
MCHUGH HOWARD V GRAD
MCHUGH MARGERY R LAS2
MCHUGH MARY JANE LAS4
MCHUGH ROBERT K LAS1
MCILROY RICHARD W GRAD
MCILVOY KEVIN C LAS1
MCINTIRE ROBERT E LAW3
MCINTOSH JOHN K FAA1
MCINTOSH KEVIN R LAS2
MCINTOSH L K JR LAW1
MCINTOSH LLOYD L LAS1
MCINTOSH PATRICIA D ED 3
MCINTYRE CAROLYN S AGR4
MCINTYRE JAMES R ENG2
MCINTYRE JANET K FAA3
MCISAAC COLIN A III ENG3
MCKAY EDWARD D III GRAD
MCKAY HOLLY A LAS2
MCKAY LINDA CONNETT PE 2
MCKAY SCOTT L BUS2
MCKEAN DAVID B AGR1
MCKEARNAN MICHAEL J BUS4
MCKECHNIE THELMA L LAS3
MCKEE CHARLES L AGR3
URH SNYDER C
1005 S 6TH C
401 S COLER U
18 SALEM RD U
1105 S NEW C
URH BUSEY 237 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH DANIELS 493 U
URH SNYDER 472 C
601 E COLORADO U
601 E COLORADO U




URH TOWNSEND 242 U
808 W ILLINOIS 3 U
URH SCOTT 243 C
MUNCIE ILL
URH BABCOCK 325 U
URH BABCOCK 325 U
601 S BUSEY U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 353 U
URH TRELEASE 112 U
1404 N MATTIS C
URH ALLEN 297 U
604 E ARMORY 344 C
URH LAR 366 U
104 W OREGON U
212 E SPNGFLO C
108 E JOHN 2 C
108 HEALEY 13 C
BURLINGTON VT
URH LAR 483 U
URH HOPKINS 332 C
911 S 4TH C
2080 A ORCH ST U
2080 A ORCH ST U
URH CLARK 435 C
URH SCOTT 340 C
1206 E MAIN U
502 W MICHIGAN U
501 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 242 C
URH SHERMAN 307 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 316 U
1508 ALMA C
90 5 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
URH LAR 433 U
203 S BIRCH U
URH FLAGG 320 C
BOX A U
URH TOWNSEND 305 U
401 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 419 C
106 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 473 U
URH EVANS 407 U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
903 W WESTERN U
504 E FAIRLAWN U
URH BLAISDELL 224 U
URH NOBLE 411 C
707 S 6TH C
URH CARR 404 U
505 S GARFIELD C
505 S GARFIELD C
URH CARR 214 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
2806 SANGAMON C
16 DUNELLEN U
URH WARDALL 702 U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
402 E ARMORY C
2009 CLOVER LN C
604 E ARMORY C
1700 W BRADLEY 28 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 221 C
909 S 5TH 255 C
URH CARR 14 U
202 S LINCOLN 6 U
NEWMAN ILL
2704 S 1ST ST RD C
206 S CEDAR U
RANTOUL ILL
2114 ORCH ST 101 U
611 E DANIEL C
2114 ORCH ST 101 U
401 E JOHN C
BRADFORD ILL
1605 VALLEY RD 3 U
URH WARDALL 206 U














































































9209 S RICHMOND AV












119 S MAXON LN
6337 DANBURY DR
508 W OAK
508 W OAK ST
604 E MAPLE
42 N WINOOSKI









426 S CHASE AV
1144 E 170TH ST
BOX 313
2S088 BIG HORN DR
2S-C88 BIG HORN DR
1508 ALMA
905 S 1ST
579 E PARK AV
RR 2
203 S BIRCH
ROUTE 1 BOX 64-A
708 W MAIN
67 SHERIDAN AV
21 BLACK OAK DR
307 WH EATON
204 E BROADWAY









415 N 6TH ST







8350 S KEDVALE AV
2C09 CLOVER LN
62 RIVIERA DR
1700 W BRADLEY 28
222 W MAIN ST
102 N WATERMAN
3620 S RHODES 1503
ROUTE 3
1510 W 13TH ST 202
RR 1
1011 E BUTLER ST
1138 WOODROW
1732 GLEASON DR
2114 ORCH ST 101
9400 W 122ND ST











































































































































































MCMILLAN JOHN C III
MCMILLAN JOHN H
MCMILLAN MOSES W



























GRAD 1600 W BRADLEY 41 C
ED 2 36 E CHALMERS C
AGR3 201 E JOHN C
ED 3 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 103 E STOUGHTON 11 C
LAS4 307 E HEALEY 16 C
GRAD CARRIAGE PL 37 U
LAS2 URH SCOTT 440 C
GRAD 509 E WHITE C
GRAD 815 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
LAS3 2104 W WHITE C
LASl URH SNYDER 211 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 554 C
GRAD 2301 SLAYBACK U
VM 4 609 W MAIN U
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 731 U
LAS3 112 E DANIEL C
BUS2 313 E ARMORY C
LAS4 405 E WHITE C
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS 7 10 C
FAA1 URH ALLEN 21 U
LAS3 503 E WHITE C
ENG4 909 S 3RD C
GRAD 2304 TAMAROCK C
GRAD 811 W MAIN U
BUS1 604 ARMORY 140 U
BUS1 604 E ARMORY C
BUS1 309 E CHALMERS C
LAS2 URH LAR 231 U
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN 5 U
GRAD 804 W PARK 2 C
LAW2 505 W UNIVERSITY C
GRAD 505 W UNIVERSITY C
LAS2 310 E JOHN C
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 42 5 U
LAS4 262 DEWEY U
GRAD 114 BRADY LN U
LAS3 611 E DANIEL C
BUS3 MAHOMET ILL
BUS4 809 S BUSEY U
ENG4 112 W EDGEBROOK C
LAW3 208 HOLIDAY PARK C
GRAD 407 W NEVADA U
GRAD 2303 S LYNN U
ED 4 611 E DANIEL C
AGR3 58 E GREGORY C
BUS4 704 W UNIVERSITY C
ENG3 URH BARTON 425 C
LAS4 URH SCOTT 217 C
LAS2 501 E SPNGFLD C
LAS2 URH LAR 321 U
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 314 U
BUS1 URH FORBES 464 C
GRAD 1107 W OREGON 1 U
ED 4 1916 CLOVER LN C
ENG2 URH ALLEN 381 U
GRAD 606 S LOCUST C
GRAD 823 OAKLAND 201 U
LAS2 204 W WASHINGTON U
LASl URH VANDOREN 427 C
LAS3 URH CLARK 304 C
GRAD 207 E WHITE 4 C
LASl URH SAUNDERS 120 U
GRAD 5C9 S RANDOLPH C
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 309 C
LASl URH NOBLE 118 C
LAW3 116 HOLIDAY PARK C
GRAD 903 E OREGON U
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1501 C
GRAD 2030 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 108 S GREGORY U
GRAD 1509 KIRBY 9 C
GRAD 1208 W CLARK U
LAS3 706 W OHIO U
LASl URH SNYDER 258 C
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 1006 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 650 C
ENG4 ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS4 109 E JOHN C
LASl URH HOPKINS 150 C
BUS1 604 ARMORY C
GRAD 211 E HILL C
FAA2 310 E GREGORY C
ED 2 URH WARDALL 521 U
LASl URH HOPKINS 320 C
LAS4 407 W WHITE C
LAS3 407 W WHITE 23 C
LAS4 501 W CALIFORNIA U
ED 4 1209 W TPEMONT U
LAS3 URH FORBES 241 C
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 830 U
LASl 306 N MATHEWS U
ENG4 1202 1/2 W UNIV U
FAA4 55 E HEALEY 103 C
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN U










































































ROUTE 1 BOX 182






















1118 E MONROE ST
BOX 45
805 S LINCOLN














322 N 2ND ST
RR 2
322 N 2ND ST
RR 1
1C1 W 104TH ST




















1025 NW 58TH ST
2933 PEEK RD NW
242 12TH ST
8126 FOREST BLVD




617 S FESS AV
RP 2
1613 SANGAMON




8246 N NEVA AV
319 N MAPLE ST
303 S HUMPHREY












































































































MCNAMARA THOMAS A LAS1
MCNAMEE BARBARA A LAS2
MCNAUGHTON JOYCE A PE 2
MCNEAL MARVA A PE 2
MCNEE FRANCIS JOSEPH GRAD
MCNEELY CHARLES E LAW1
MCNFELY JAMES HARRY FAA4
MCNEFLY MARY A ED 4
MCNEESE DENNIS T LAS3
MCNEIL CHARLES L BUS3
MCNEIL MICHAEL R ENG1
MCNEIL ROBERT I III GRAD
MCNEILL ALLAN R GRAD
MCNEILL MYRNA R LAS4
*MCNEILL THOMAS W GRAD
MCNFLLIS THOMAS E FAA2
MCNFRNEY WILLIAM C ENG1
MCNICHOLAS JOHN P JP ENG1
MCNICHOLS DANIEL JR GRAD
MCNICHOLS MAUREEN F LAS1
MCNICHOLS PHILIP LAS2
MCNULTY CRAIG M LAS2
MCNUPNFY JOHN M GRAO
MCNURNEY THOMAS J LAS2
MCNUTT DAVID W BUS4
MCNUTT MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
MCPHERSON CRAIG R ENG1
MCPHETERS BRIAN L LAW2
MCOUALITY MARK S LAS2
MCOUARRIE DUNCAN MUI GRAD
MCQUEEN CAROL H GRAD
MCQUEEN CHARLES E LAS2
MCQUEEN CHARLES R COM3
MCQUEEN MICHAEL J LAS1
MCQUEEN PETER LAS3
MCQUEEN ROBERT W AGR3
MCQUEEN RUTH A FAA3
MCREYNOLDS DANA R LAS4
MCROBERTS KAREN M COM3
MCSHANE CHRISTOPHER LAS4
MCSHERRY WILLIAM JP LAW3
*MCSORLEY THOMAS L JR FAA3
MCSWAIN C SCOTT GRAD
MCTAGGART TERESA L AGR4
MCTEAGUE JEANNE M LAS3
MCTHUNE LUROYAL LAS1
MCVEY MICHAEL R BUS4
MCVOY TIMOTHY J BUS3
*MCVOY WALTFP SCOTT GRAD
MCWARD REBECCA L AGR4
MCWEAY CHERYL A BUS4
*MCWHERTER STEPHEN M ED 4
MCWHORTER ANTHONY AV-U
MCWILLIAMS BONNIE K ED 1
MCWILLIAMS JULIE LAS2
MCWILLIAMS MARIANNE LAS3
MCWILLIAMS MICHAEL W ENG4
MEACHAM HOWARD D FAA4
MEACHUM CAROL J LAS3
MEACHUM JANET R ED 2
MEAD BERNARD F JR GRAD
MEADE DEBORAH J LAS2
MEADE MICHAEL EUGENE AGR9
MEADE WILLIAM H PE 4
MEADOWS BYRON DAVID ENG4
MEAGHER GARY J FAA2
MEAGHER GREGORY M ENG2
MEALIFF DARYL K AGR1
MEALIFF DAVID F AGR4
MEANS JAY COURTNEY GRAD
MEANS JOSEPH BERNARD GRAD
MEANS ROBERT PALMER GRAD
MEARA JAMES LEWIS GRAD
MEARES CAROLYN ANN GRAD
MEARES HENRY ONFIL GRAD
MEARFS VICKIE SLIFE ED 6
MEARS BRUCE R VM 1
MFARS MARALEE E AGP4
MEATTE MARK C FAA3
MFCOZZI WALTFR P ENG2
MFCUM KIPLING P LAS3
MECUM TIMOTHY G LAS3
MEDDOCK TERRY D GRAD
MEDF SHARON M ED 4
MEDEARIS STEPHEN H ENG1
MEDFMA DONALO J ENG4
MEOER BENNETT JOSEPH FAA4
MFDINE ALLEN J ENG4
MEDLEY EARL GENE PE 3
MEDLEY MALINDA J FAA2
MEDLIN DOUGLAS SAM GRAD
MEDOFF LYNN W LAS3
MEDOR CAROL EVANSON GRAD
MEDOP JACK S LAS4
MEECE JOHN M AGR3
MEECE LARRY R LAS1
MEECF MELISSA J BUS3
URH ALLEN 275 U
508 E ARMORY C
402 W CLARK 12 C
URH BLAISDELL 418 U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
810 OAKLAND 101 U
106 S 3RD C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 32C C
1001 E COLORADO U
URH OGLESBY 225 U
606 W OHIO U
808 E MICHIGAN U
904 S LINCOLN U
207 N CENTRAL U
1010 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 454 C
URH NOBLE 22 C
58 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 719 U
1007 S 3RD C
3 10 E GREGORY C
SAVOY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 346 U
311 E ARMORY C
2007 BRUCE U
URH WESTON 123 C
903 E COLORADO 67 U
1101 W PENN U
ELLENSBURG WASH
6 FLORIDA U
URH ALLEN 299 U
URH ALLEN 478 U
NEWMAN ILL
6 FLORIDA U
58 E GREGORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1600 W BRADLEY 4C 3 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
705 W HEALEY C
1403 E STOUT U
907 W MAIN U
804 W PARK 3 C
1762 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 1001 U
URH WARDALL U
1006 S 3RD 14 C
713 W OHIO U
1305 SILVER 1 U
309 E HEALEY C
102 N LINCOLN 6 U
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH FORBES 246 C
URH ALLEN 198 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH LUNDGREN 424 C
211 E DANIEL C
709 W WESTERN U
508 F CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 6 U
BOX 3283 C
URH WARDALL 625 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
RR 2 U
804 W PARK U
URH ALLEN 283 U
URH ALLEN 498 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 327 U
408 N DRAPER C
HOOPESTON ILL
812 OAKLAND 2C6 U
1807 W JOHN C
52 E JOHN C
52 E JOHN C
R WILSON TRLR CT 5 U
1830 B ORCH PL U
80 5 W OHIO U
102 E ARMORY 12 C
311 E ARMORY C
1700 JEANNE C
707 S ANDERSON U
804 F WASHINGTON U
1715 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 465 C
904 W GREEN 5C8 U
609 W MAIN 1 U
703 W ILLINOIS U
313 E CHALMERS C
412 E GREEN C
1515 KIRBY 5 C
2011 W PARKDALE C
1400 N MCKINLEY 8 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 8 C
110 E ARMORY C
911 S 4TH C


































































300 N WILLE ST
2413 WAGNER LN
12621 73R0 CT
1454 E 69TH ST
2420 SEDGWICK AV
RR 2






815 1/2 E MONROE
260 WINDMONT RD
207 N CENTRAL
9215 S CENTRAL PK
3C34 GEORGE ST



























4617 W 97TH PL
5528 W ADAMS
BOX 178 ROUTE 7
445 PARK BLVD 1L
1305 SILVER 1
BOX 21
1348 MADISON ST NW
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE
6644 S MARYLAND
938 W DOWNER PL
618 N MONTGOMERY
938 W DOWNER PL




























7725 W SUNSET DR
4941 SUNRISE LN
1232 N 17TH ST
16 S ELM AV




1400 N MCKINLEY 8







































































































































































































LAS2 URH BUSEY 230 U
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1004 U
GRAD URH DANIELS 256 U
GRAD THOMASBORO ILL
ENG3 309 E CHALMERS C
GRAD RR 3 U
GRAD RR 3 U
AVI2 URH FORBES 442 C
AGR1 DELAVAN ILL
LAS4 814 W CHURCH C




LAS4 706 S MATHEWS U
GRAD FREDONIA N Y
GRAD 1201 W NEVADA U
LAS2 901 S 2ND C
PE 3 URH TRELEASE 325 U
LAS1 URH BUSEY 257 U
GRAD 804 E PENN U
PE 4 707 S 6TH 517 C
ENG3 GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 158 C
FAA3 1713 VALLEY RD C
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 334 C
BUS4 5 NEWPORT RD U
GRAD URH DANIELS 363 U
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA U
LAS1 409 E CHALMRS 1312 C
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 710 U
GRAD 901 S 1ST 25 C
AGR1 URH WARDALL 1007 U
FAA4 505 FAIRLAWN U
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 104 W OREGON U
GRAD 905 COLORADO 49 U
ENG2 501 E OANIEL C
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 220 U
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
AVI2 URH SNYDER 463 C
GRAD 407 E GREEN U
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 624 U
BUS2 URH WESTON 209 C
LAS3 803 W OREGON U
LAS3 A-2500 BAOEN AUST
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 107 U
LAS3 URH WARDALL 516 U
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U
BUS3 702 W WASHINGTON U
LAS2 911 S 1ST C
GRAD TURNER HALL 513 U
GRAD NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD PEORIA ILL
ENG3 404 S 6TH C
LAS2 URH SNYDER 170 C
AGR4 1008 S 4TH C
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 436 U
AGR1 910 S 3R0 C
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 114 C
ENG2 URH NOBLE 310 C
ENG4 2009 S PHILO RD 10 U
LAS3 1202 N NEIL C
LAS2 805 W OHIO U
GRAD URH DANIELS 184 U
GRAD 604 W MICHIGAN U
FAA1 URH NOBLE 308 C
ED 2 1301 N HICKORY C
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 168 U
ENG4 2315 S 1ST ST RD C
LAS1 URH WESTON 476 C
GRAD NORMAL ILL
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 9 C
FAA4 78 VERSAILLES FR
BUS2 URH SCOTT 239 C
GRAD 2103 HAZWD DR 302 U
LAS4 1707 FAIRLAWN U
GRAD 708 SCOVILL U
FAA4 714 CALIFORNIA U
ED 4 55 MAPLEWOOD U
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 424 U
ED 4 SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 329 U
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1306 C
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 412 U
LAS2 1009 W PENN U
ENG3 1007 S 3R0 C
LAS1 URH SNYDER 272 C
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 1112 U
BUS1 URH VANDOREN 424 C
GRAD 2069 A HAZWD CT U
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT C
GRAD 515 BASH CT C
LAS1 1209 DORIE MILLER C
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1314 C
PE 4 1102 S 2ND 3 C
332-2614 12600 RICHARD AV
332-4505 600 N 7TH ST
332-2209 BOX 36
BOX 642





356-8235 814 W CHURCH




344-0137 RR 2 BOX 148
43 COTTAGE ST
333-3340 842 S 5TH ST
344-7541 225 FAIRVIEW AV
350 N 1ST
332-2627 20608 ARCADIAN DR
804 E PENNSYLVANIA
RR 1 BOX 495
2560 CLEVELAND
332-1653 1216 N ELMWOOD
356-9306 45 KENWOOD DR
3613 SANGAMON HTS
344-0934 5 NEWPORT RD
1226 NAPIER TOWN
MING SEN E RD
384-5395 716 ARGYLE AV
332-5288 407 E 9TH
RR 2








332-1854 113 WHEELING AV
367-2705 407 E GREEN
367-5885 UARLSTR 3
332^1917 9030 28TH ST
RR 1
WOODLAND RD
332-3592 507 OAK DR
332-4398 RR 3
328-1480 455 LONDON RD
401 CHAPEL HILL LN









































310 W CHESTNUT ST
1202 N NEIL










7945 S HOMAN AV
OAKBROOK TOWERS 9H
1912 S ASHLAND AV





506 S 2N0 ST
9026 KENNETH
9349 N LAWLER AV
2649 W RASCHER AV
6414 N FAIRFIELD
1420 W 4TH ST
3-041 N ODELL AV
2456 LEWIS ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 57
16 KENDRICK ST
RR 4 IGEO MELVILLE







































































































*MENARD LLOYD RAYMOND GRAD
*MFNAPD MAYRE M LAS5




MENCHHOFF JFRRY A LAS3
MFNDFL PARRY M BUS4
MFNDELSON DONALD L COM4
MENDFLSON JUEL L LAS1
MFNDELSON MARK A BUS1
MENDFNHALL DOUGLAS R LAS3
*MENDFNHALL E H LAS2
MFNDFNHALL JOHN P FAA4
MFNFFS SHFRYL L ED 2
MENFGHINI ROBERT ENG4
MENENDEZ RONALD C GRAD
MENG PFGGY A ED 1
MFNGF JAMES R BUS2
MFNGESHA YFHUALASHET GRAD
MENN MICHAEL A FAA2
MENNENGA ARLENE K LAS2
MENNFNGA LOWELL F ENG3
MENNIF SCOTT D LAS3
MENONI MICHAEL R LAS2
MENSAVAGE JEANETTF L ED 3
MENTFN THOMAS GRANT GRAD
*MENT7ER ELLA SCHAICH GRAD
MENTZER PAY A LAS2
MENTZER STANLEY LOU GRAD
MFNZ KATHRYN A ED 2
MENZFL MICHAEL C BUS3
AMERCER BARBARA C LAS4
MERCER ELIZABETH GRAD
*MERCFR JAMES WAYNF GRAD
MERCER JON H ENG2
MFRCFR JOSFPH OLIVER GRAD
AMERCER ROBFFT L GRAD
MFRCHERSON EARL JR LAS1
MFRCHUT WILLIAM J FAA4
MFRDIAN JO A ED 3
MFRFL RICHARD A BUS3
MERHLFY LINDA M LAS4
*MFRK DAVID JAMES CRAD
MFRKFL FARL L JR COM3
MFRKEL LINDA C LAS3
MFRKFR MARY L LAS1
MFRKFR ROBFRT I LAS4
MERKIN JACALYN N ED 3
MFPKIN MICHAEL A BUS1
*MFRKIN ROBERT JOE VM 2
MERLIF MFLISSA A LAS2
MERONEK MICHAEL S ENG4
MERRICK LYNN K ED 2
MFRRICK ROBERT F LAS4
MFRRIDITH DIANNE KAY LAS4
MERRILL LESLIE A FAA1
MERRILL PATRICK C BUS1
MERPIMAN JOSEPH FRAN GRAD
MFRRION PAUL R LAS2
MFRRITT JAMES A BUS3
MERRITT LORENCE H ED 2
MFRRITT SEAPS W LAS4
*MERRITT WILLIAM R GRAD
*MFRRIWFATHFR RONALD ENG3
MERRIWFTHER ROBERT L LAS4
MFRRY GWENDOLYN V GRAD
MFRTFS DONNA D LAS1
MERTES PATRICE S LAS3
MFRTFS SUSAN GRAD
MEPTZ BRADFORD G BUS1
MERTZ RONALD R LAS3
MFRVIS STEVFN A LAS4
*MERWIN DAVID B LAW3
*MFRWIN MARY R GRAD
*MESBAH BEDI ENG2
MESETZ PENNY L LAS4
MESFWICZ NOPMAN LAS3
MFSHULAM MARK LAS3
MFSIC DENNIS ALLEN GRAD
MESKILL PATRICIA A AGR3
MESSENGER KATHARINE GRAD
MESSFNGER KENNETH II LAS2
MESSENGER MANETTE C LAS2
MFSSFR MICHAEL C LAS3
MESSIMER MARY B LAS4
MESSINA GREGORY T LAS3
MFSSINA JAN C LAS4
MFSSINA MARY L LAS2
MESSINA SHERRY L FAA1
MESSLING MARY K GRAD
*MESSNFP NICKI G LAS4
*MEST LOWELL P BUS4
METALLO SHARON M EO 2
MFTCALF MICHAFL P LAS2
METCALFE JEFFREY R LAS1
MFTRICK SCOTT A LAS2
*MFTTLING STEPHEN R LAS4




111 E CHALMERS C
112 E GREEN C
2C07 S PHILO RD 4 U
806 S 1ST 1 C
URH TRELEASE 225 U
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 327 U
BX 58 TWIN ORCHARD U
309 E HEALEY 15 C
URH BUSEY 301 U
1108 SPNGFLD U




9C7 S 4TH C
URH LAR 108 U
GIFFORD ILL
7 13 W OHIO U
HIGHWOOD ILL
GEORGETOWN ILL
STA A BOX 2089 C
URH SHERMAN C
URH CGLESBY 204 U
406 W GREEN 10 C
URH BLAISDELL 427 U
402 E DANIEL C
300 S GOODWIN 304 U
RP 2 U
300 S GOODWIN 304 U
URH TOWNSEND 348 U
URH ALTGELD 250 U
2205 HAZWD DR 103 U
URH ALLEN 464 U
1009 W MAIN 21 U
80 5 W OHIO U
307 WASHINGTON C
URH WARDALL 1022 U
708 S BIRCH U
503 F WHITE 7 C
409 E CHALMRS 1505 C
URH LAR 421 U
URH CARR 13 U
SKOKIE ILL
52 ARMORY C
25 SALEM RD U
URH LAR 371 U
807 N LINCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
910 N BUSEY U
808 HAWTHORNE U
URH ALLEN 193 U
UPH SNYDER 159 C
311 W SPNGFLD C
BERWYN ILL
1008 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
DECATUR ILL
1306 SILVER 11 U
1605 VALLEY RD 1 C
EFFINGHAM ILL
URH SCOTT 396 C
409 F CHALMERS C
109 E CHALMERS 5 C
URH SNYDER 33C U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C




1110 W NEVADA U
1106 S 3RD C
618 E DANIEL C
605 S BROADWAY U
1202 W NEVADA U
805 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
UPH TRELEASE 305 U
URH TOWNSEND 569 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH CGLESBY 811 U
504 A E UNIVERSITY C
CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO ILL
504 W HEALEY C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
704 W WESTERN U
312 E DANIEL C
1902 GOLFVIEW U
URH TOWNSEND 349 U
907 S 4TH C
7C8 W NEVADA U


































































ROUTE 6 BOX 388
7615 BOSWORTH






BX 58 TWIN ORCHARD





355 N POST OAK
MENGESHA WORKU






STA A BOX 2089
714 NORMAL AV
1041 HILLSIDE AV
15 W FREDERICK ST
602 S YALE
122 19TH ST
300 S GOODWIN 304
13 THOMPSON DR
3CC S GOODWIN 304
886 DUANE ST
1046 LINDEN














1815 N STATE ST
















12 N WESTERN AV
I BRYAN PL








3914 W NORTH AV







656 ST MARYS PKWY
II S AUSTIN BLVD
6147 S MOODY AV




4520 N OAK PARK AV
1902 GOLFVIEW






































































































MFTZ PETER R COM3
METZ RAYMONO J LAS4
METZ PUSSELL A LAS4
METZFL PEYTON S LAS4
METZGFR DENMIS W LAS3
METZGER HAROLD FRANK FAA4
MFTZOW MARION SELDA GRAO
MEVERT DAVID W FAA3
MEY STEPHEN DALE GRAD
MEYEP ALAN HARVEY GRAD
MEYER BRADLEY K LAS1
MEYFR CARLA E LAS1
MEYER CHRISTINE L LAS2
MEYER CRAIG E LAS1
MEYER DANIEL A LAS2
MEYER DAVID W LAS2
MEYER DENNIS P FAA2
MEYER DIANE M LAS2
MEYFP DONALD J BUS4
MEYER DONNA L ED 3
MEYER GARY N LAS1
MEYER GILBERT K ENG4
MEYER JAMES A AGR 1
MFYER JOAN E LAS4
MEYFR JUDITH M LAS4
MEYFR KARFN HASSETT GRAD
MEYER KAREN S LAS1
MEYER LARRY J LAS2
MEYFR LEONARD C ENG4
MEYER LINDA E AGR1
MEYFR LOUISE EVERETT GRAD
MEYER MARCIA EPSTEIN GRAD
MEYER MICHAEL J LAS4
MEYER MICHAEL LAWREN FAA4
MEYER RANDY B BUS2
MEYFR ROBERT C LAS1
MEYFR ROBFRT F GRAD
MEYER ROBERT JAY GRAD
MEYER ROGER D AGR3
MEYFR ROGER DOUGLAS GRAD
MEYER RONALD A LAS3
MEYFR RUSSELL W FAA4
MEYFR RUTH E AGR
1
MEYEP SANDRA MARIE GRAD
MEYFP STEPHEN B BUS4
MFYER STEVEN R LAS3
MEYER SUSAN L ED 2
MFYER THOMAS J LAS1
MEYER WILLIAM A LAS3
MFYER WILLIAM JEFFRE GRAD
MEYER WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
MEYERHOFF KEITH F BUS2
MEYER ING GREG M BUS2
MFYERING WILLIAM JR BUS4
MFYFRS GLENNA R LAS4
MEYEPS JANELLE G FAA3
MEYERS MARY J PE 3
MEYERS MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
MEYERS MICHAEL S GRAO
MEYERS PAMELA A LAS3
MEYERS SCOTT A LAS1
MEYEPS STEVEN F LAS3
MEYNFN RICHARD L PE 3
MEZGA DUANE MICHAEL GRAD
MICELI FRANK C BUS2
MICELI JEAN E LAS1
MICELI MICHAEL V LAS3
MICELI SUSAN A LAS1
MICETICH MARYANN I AGP3
MICHAEL DONALD G PE 3
MICHAEL GARY RAYMOND GRAD
MICHAEL GREGORY C LAS4
MICHAEL MARYJANE S LAS4
MICHAEL PATRICIA A LAS1
MICHAEL PHILLIP E LAS4
MICHAELS CHERYL MARY GRAD
MICHAELS DEBBIE L LAS2
MICHALAK CAROL J LAS1
MICHALFK MARILYN J LAS2
MICHALIK JOEL J ENG4
MICHEL KENNETH J LAS4
MICHELAU SANORA L FAA4
MICHELL RICHARD EDWA GRAD
MICHFLS MATTHEW F LAS2
MICHELSEN LINDA J LAS3
MICHELSON MARK C GRAD
MICHIELSEN PFGGY A LAS3
MICHLOVIC MICHAEL G GRAD
MICHUDA LORRAINE L LAS4
MICHUDA VICTOR R ENG4
MICK DAN N LAS4
MICKENS DEBORAH A LAS1
MICKEY DENNIS J BUS1
MICKEY MARK J BUS3
MICKIEWICZ JANICE M BUS1
MICKS KATHLEEN A ED 4
MICLOW SUSAN MARY ED 4
4C1 E DANIEL C
305 COUNTRY FR 81 C
1729 VALLEY RD C
11C S GREGORY 2 U
106 N GRFGORY 11 U
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
606 W VERMONT U
22 CEDRIC U
109 COUNTRY CLUB U
807 F HIGH U
211 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 426 C
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C
URH TOWNSEND 167 U
URH TOWNSEND 118 U
302 N HARVEY U
URH FAR U
805 W OHIO U
601 S BUSEY U
58 E ARMORY C
SIDNFY ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
801 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 516 U
106 E HEALEY 16 C
106 GREENCROFT C
URH ALLEN 240 U
910 S 3RD C
WILSON TRLR PK 3 U
URH CLARK 212 C
709 W CHURCH C
807 E HIGH U
305 N WILLIS C
617 W HEALEY C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 318 U
708 N COLER U
709 W CHURCH C
URH NOBLE 19 C
PR 2 U
113 FNNIS LN U
1111 S 3RD 204 C
URH LAR 418 U
RR 2 U
1302 W CLARK U
1740 VALLEY RD C
9 10 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 926 U
58 E ARMORY C
1510 GRANDVIEW 2 C
819 OAKLAND 102 U
URH BLAISDELL 209 U
URH BABCOCK 329 U
409 W COLUMBIA C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
904 S LINCOLN U
711 W CHURCH C
408 E STOUGHTCN 10 C
12C2 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 218 C
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 208 U
311 S STATE 1 C
URH GARNER 410 C
URH HOPKINS 418 C
1002 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 42 7 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1004 N NEIL C
307 E HEALEY 3 C
MAT RES LAB 241 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 461 C
URH OGLESBY 931 U
409 E CHALMRS 14C4 C
UPH ALLEN 407 U
URH TRELEASE 511 U
1006 S 3RD C
502 E STOUGHTON C
302 E GREGORY C
CARY ILL
2 HORT FIELD LAB U
910 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
1418 N MCKINLEY 6 C
307 E DANIEL C
URH FLAGG 307 C
401 W ELM U
800 M CHURCH 15 C
104 E JOHN 3 C
URH ALLEN 417 U
DECATUR ILL
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1006 U
904 W NEVADA U


































































421 N CARLYLE PL
12210 S 71ST AV
5S649 WRIGHT ST
9219 N PICTURE RDG
1853 PFINGSTEN RD
443 LEITCH AV
2644 N 96TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 1-F
14-430 CENTER















65 E LINCOLN HILL
106 GREENCROFT
65 E LINCOLN HILL
1C027A FRONTAGE RD





2C0 N 28TH ST







12 N ADAMS ST






6612 W 174TH PL
1510 GRANDVIEW
819 OAKLAND 102










7734 N KILBOURN AV
2308 LINDEN LEAF
311 S STATE 1
4033 W 105TH PL
4435 N HARDING
3448 N GREENVIEW













22 COUR DE LA REIN
231 VALLEY PD
309 S NEW 4
















































































































MIODLETON DIANE L LAS1
MIODLETON JOHN A ENG4
MIODLETON RANDALL L PE 3
MIDGETT DOUGLAS KENT GRAD
MIDIRI LOUIS A ENG3
MIDSTOKKE PEGGY E PE 2
MIELENZ JONATHAN R GRAD
MIELING TERENCE M GRAD
MIFRNICKI MARYANN C LAS3
MIERZWA THOMAS F LAS4
MIES MARGARET A LAS2
MIES VERA J ED 3
MIFFLIN DAVID A FNG1
MIFFLIN JOHN S ENG4
MIFFLIN SHARFN F ED 4
MIGALSKI MICHAFL E LAS2
MIGAS JAMES BRUNO LAS4
MIGDOW JEFFREY A LAS3
MIGDOW NANCY A ED 1
MIGIELICZ FRANCES A LAS2
MIGLANI SHYAM GRAD
MIGLIACIO PAUL A ENG2
MIGLIN BRUCE P LAS2
MIGLIORI ALBERT GRAD
MIGNIN ROBERT J LAW2
MIHALKO CAROL S LAS1
MIHEL ROBERT P LAS4
MIHELICH MARY K AGR2
MIHEVC NANCY THERESA GRAD
MIJANOVICH STEPHANIE FAA1
MIKA THOMAS R LAS3
MIKEL JOHANNA M LAS1
MIKES JEFFREY A LAS2
MIKES JOY F LAS4
MIKIS JANE ELLEN COM4
MIKKELSEN LISA A LAS1
MIKKELSEN MICHAEL J GRAD
MIKLOSH BONITA J LAS2
MIKNAITIS VYTAS S ENG2
MIKOLAITIS JAMES CRA ENG4
MIKOLAJCZYK JAMES E LAS1
MIKOLOSKO MICHAEL D GRAD
MIKOLS THAD E LAS4
MIKULA BARBARA J FAA3
MIKULIC CAROLYN AGR2
MIKULICH MICHAEL S BUS3
MILANO JAMES D AGR4
MILANO NICHOLAS BUS1
MILAVETZ BARRY IRA GRAD
MILBURN DAVID J BUS2
MILBURN JOHN A GRAD
MILES BEVERLY A LAS1
MILES CYNTHIA S LAS2
MI4.ES DONALD E LAS2
MILES DORIS BOWLEY GRAO
MILES DOUGLAS E BUS4
MILES JOHN EDWARD GRAD
MILES KATHY ANN T GRAD
MILES LINDA M LAS4
MILES RANDOLPH S LAS2
MILES WILLIAM C GRAD
MILESKI JUDITH E ED 3
MILFORO SCOT A LAS3
MILGRAM JACOBO GRAO
MILITZ RICHARD G LAS3
MILKE JUDITH M LAS2
MILKE THOMAS PHILLIP GRAD
MILKOWSKI ANDREW L LAS4
MILLAR WILLIAM S ENG1
MILLARD ANTHONY J LAS3
MILLARD PATRICIA A LAS4
MILLAS GRACE ANN GRAD
MILLAS JOSEPH JOHN GRAD
MILLBURG MARK L ENG1
MILLER ALAN C FAA2
MILLER ALAN E LAS4
MILLER ANN K LAS2
MILLER ARLENE C LAS2
MILLER ARNOLD REED GRAD
MILLER BARBARA V GRAD
MILLER BARRY V BUS1
MILLER BETH L BUS2
MILLER BRFNDA A LAS3
MILLER BRIAN N LAS4
MILLER BRIAN T ENG3
MILLER BRUCE D LAS2
MILLER CAROLE L BUS5
MILLER CAROLYN N LAS2
MILLER CHARLES FAA4
MILLER CHERYL A LAS4
MILLER CPAIG H GRAD
MILLER CYNTHIA A FAA2
MILLER CYNTHIA L LAS2
MILLER DALE RAY GRAD
MILLER DAVID BRIAN GRAD
MILLER DAVID EDWARD GRAD
MILLER DAVID G LAS3
URH BLAISDELL 315 U
URH GARNER 220 C
3004 VALLEYBROOK C
302 W ILLINOIS U
209 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1111 U
509 W MAIN 3 U
URH SNYDER 202 C
URH FRENCH HSE 3 U
1 110 1/2 ARBOR 202 C
307 E DANIEL C
805 W OHIO U
1008 S 4TH C
901 W SPNGFLD 7 U
901 W SPNGFLD 7 U
URH FORBES 466 C
1315 S 1ST ST RD C
1007 W OREGON U
4C9 E CHALMRS 709 C
URH WARDALL 917 U
U OF I CERAMIC ENG U
URH FORBES 218 C
URH SNYDER 224 C
407 S STATE C
910 S 3RD 617 C
URH WARDALL 220 U
113 S ENNIS LN U
207 E JOHN C
809 S MATTIS 6 C
URH HOPKINS 425 C
808 N LINCOLN 5 U
URH WARDALL 624 U
310 F JOHN C
508 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON 25 U
URH BLAISDELL 305 U
18 MAPLEWOOD U
URH BUSEY 154 U
URH GARNER 312 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 488 C
ENDICOTT NY
106 S GREGORY U
URH CLARK 439 C
URH SCOTT 417 C
605 N PRAIRIE C
205 E GREEN 11 C
URH WESTON 402 C
55 E HEALEY 204 C
URH SNYDER 490 C
2203 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH WARDALL 218 U
410 E GREEN C
809 W PENN U
7C6 E HARMON U
2C2 E DANIEL C
407 S DODSON U
DECATUR ILL
907 W STOUGHTON U
202 E DANIEL C
704 S BROADWAY U
302 E ARMORY C
102 E CHALMERS C
505 E WHITE 4 C
402 F ARMORY C
101 S BUSEY U
604 S GLOVER U
60 6 W OHIO U
URH HOPKINS 246 C
URH WESTON 393 C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
URH CARR 406 U
URH OGLESBY 803 U
205 S LYNN U
URH ALLEN 206 U
URH LAR 105 U
606 S WEBBER U
WILSON TRLR PK 45 U
URH SNYDER 476 C
1200 W NEVADA U
1110 W NEVADA U
706 S 1ST 301 C
805 W OREGON U
912 S 2ND C
STA A BOX 2960 C
URH SCOTT 304 C
401 E JOHN C
807 W OREGON U
1960 D ORCH ST U
1005 S WRIGHT C
UPH TRELEASE 72 U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
308 W GREEN 3 U
505 W UNIVERSITY 3 C










































































2108 N 8TH ST
1317 CRESTWOOD DR
509 W MAIN 3
9 SYCAMORE DR






901 W SPNGFLD 7
2115 W 175TH ST
7510 W 57TH PL
945 TIMBER HILL RD




















6l721 S ROCKWELL ST
1RC3 E GATE PKWY







244 E KATHLEEN DR
125 1ST ST S
1336 S BROPHY
1411 GLENWOOD DR













1083 5 S TRIPP
1131 PAM ANNE
604 S GLOVER







2817 W JARVIS AV
2007 39TH ST
7940 S KOLIN AV

















308 W GREEN 3
3224 S 198TH ST


































































































MILLER DAVID J ENG1
*MILLER DAVID LEE GRAD
MILLER DAVID LEROY GRAD
MILLER DAVID NEIL GRAD
MILLER DAVID R LAS2
MILLFR DEBORAH A ED 3
MILLER DEBORAH A PE 2
MILLER DEBRA S LAS2
MILLER DIANA L LAS3
MILLER DONALD C ENG3
MILLER DONALD E FAA1
MILLER DONALD L LAS1
MILLER DOUGLAS H FAA2
MILLER ELIZABETH T GRAD
MILLER ERNEST M LAS3
MILLER EUGENE H LAW2
MILLER EVELYN L C ED 3
MILLER EVERETT B JR BUS4
MILLER FREDDIE L PE 4
MILLER GALEN ELIOT AGR4
MILLER GEORGE A JR LAS3
MILLER GEORGF P BUS1
MILLER GEORGE R ED 3
MILLER GERALD JAMES GRAD
MILLER GLENN GEORGE GRAD
MILLER GLENNA G LAS4
MILLER GREGORY L FAA1
MILLER GREGORY R ENG4
MILLER GWENDOLYN A LAS1
MILLER HELEN J ED 1
MILLER HENRY F ENG2
MILLER JAMES A AGR4
MILLER JAMES ANDREW GRAD
MILLER JAMES DOUGLAS GRAD
MILLER JAMES F GRAD
MILLER JAMES H FAA3
MILLER JAMES J GRAD
MILLER JANE A LAS2
MILLER JANET BOSLEY GRAD
MILLER JANET E LAS4
MILLER JANET MOCHEL FAA4
MILLER JANICE M LAS2
MILLER JAY IAN GRAD
MILLER JEFFERY A AGR2
MILLER JEFFREY A LAS4
MILLER JEFFREY N LAS2
MILLER JEFFREY R LAW2
MILLER JEREMY N LAS2
MILLER JILL S LAS1
MILLFR JOEL E LAS4
MILLER JOHN E LAS4
MILLER JOHN E LAW1
MILLER JOHN E LAS3
MILLER JOSEPH A ENG3
MILLER JOSEPH A FAA6
MILLER JOYCE S AGR4
MILLER JUDITH MERLE LAW1
MILLER JUDY K LAS4
MILLER KAREN A LAS4
MILLER KAREN L LAS2
MILLER KATHLEEN JOAN LAS3
MILLER KENNETH EDWAR FAA4
MILLER KENNETH G LAS3
MILLER KENNETH L FAA1
MILLER KENT LOUIS GRAD
MILLER KRISTINE M LAS2
MILLER LARRY E VM 1
MILLER LAURA J LAS2
MILLER LESLEY A LAS3
MILLER LESLIE S LAS2
MILLER LINDA A LAS3
MILLER LINDA A LAW2
MILLER LINOA K FAA3
MILLER LINDA LENKART GRAD
MILLER LINDA M LAS1
MILLER MARC R LAS2
MILLER MARCIA D LAS1
MILLER MARGARET LO FAA6
MILLER MARGUERITE AN FAA4
MILLER MARK A FAA4
MILLER MARSHA ANNE LAS2
MILLER MARSHA L COM4
MILLER MARY JUSTINE GRAD
MILLER MAURICE H GRAD
MILLER MELISSA G LAS2
MILLER MICHAEL E BUS3
MILLER MICHAEL J FAA3
MILLER MICHAEL JAMES VM 1
MILLER MICHAEL LEE GRAD
MILLER MICHAEL M ENG1
MILLER MICHELLE L LAS1
MILLER NANCY L PE 4
MILLER NANCY L ED 2
MILLER NORMA JO KAYE ED 3
MILLER NORMAN L LAS4
MILLER PATRICIA D LAS2





502 W MAIN 329
604 E ARMORY 310
URH CLARK 321
COLOGNE W GER




























103 F ARMORY 7
403 N LYNN
URH ALLEN 443























1113 S ARBOR 2
503 E STOUGHTON 3
URH FLAGG 413
1201 S COTTAGE GR
104 S GROVE 2












307 E WHITE 26
202 1/2 W GREEN
URH WARDALL 821
















c 332-1097 1C25 ELMWOOD WILMETTE IL
u 601 E CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
u 202 S GROVE URBANA ILL
u 365-2278 502 W MAIN 329 URBANA ILL
c 344-1266 162 CAMBRIDGE LN HOFFMAN ESTATES IL
c 17536 SHIRLEY DR LANSING IL
3045 EMERSON FRANKLIN PARK IL
c 384-5020 1655 NORTHLAND HIGHLAND PARK IL
c 359-4531 6525 N KEATING LINCOLNWOOD IL
u 332-3920 1111 LORAL AV JOLIET IL
c 332-0332 8101 S KEDZIE AV CHICAGO IL
u 6718 LANGLEY CHICAGO IL
c RR 1 ANCHOR IL
u 344-172 1 705 S GREGORY PL URBANA IL
c 356-7715 3901 W FARGO SKGKIE IL
c 359-6493 114 HOLIDAY PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
110 DREW DR CATLIN IL
u 367-4060 1830 BARBERRY LN NORTHBROOK ILL
u 344-7387 2101 HAZWD DR 302 URBANA ILL
RR 2 MANSFIELD ILL
u 344-6781 407 W INDIANA URBANA IL
u 332-3412 12815 GREENWOOD AV BLUE ISLAND IL
c ROUTE 1 VERONA IL
u 5757 S MOZART CHICAGO IL
u 367-6C56 24 CEDRIC URBANA ILL
u 367-6056 24 CEDRIC URBANA IL
c 14317 IRVING AV DOLTON IL
c PR 2 LELAND IL
u 332-5729 1721 S ASHLAND AV PARK RIDGE IL
u 332-2584 1207 EDGEHILL JACKSONVILLE IL
c 1C119 WASHTENAW AV CHICAGO IL
c 359-3147 1405 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN IL
c 352-7126 3708 SIOUX ST GLENDALE AZ
u 9331 FREDRIC CT ROCK HILL MO
c URH FLAGG 333 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 1CC2 CHILDS WHEATON IL
c RR 1 SADORUS ILL
u 332-3249 120 S IOkA AV ADDISON IL
c 1111 S 3RD 303 CHAMPAIGN IL
u 332-3576 RR 2 ROCHESTER ILL
c 359-2844 2101 W WHITE 109 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 344-5355 10525 S HALE CHICAGO IL
c 367-5756 1111 S 3RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 337-5043 125 N WOLF RD WHEELING IL
c 1C0C BELL AV MATTOON IL
c 344-9477 2675 CRESTWOOD LN DEERFIELD IL
c 7130 N MANNING DR PEORIA IL
c 337-5225 5736 N TALMAN AV CHICAGO IL
c 332-1366 1141 ST CHARLES OUINCY IL
c 359-6138 2800LAKE SHORE2517 CHICAGO IL
c 356-5922 513 S RUSSELL CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 332-0305 13C2 LONG CT STERLING IL
u 4714 LAWN AV WESTERN SPRINGS IL
u 42 IVANHOE URBANA ILL
u 603 W GREEN URBANA IL
c 356-2116 701 W FORREST HILL PEORIA ILL
c 359-9356 3901 W FARGO SKOKIE ILL
u 344-3804 BOX 2 ELVASTON ILL
u 6 PARK PL KANKAKEE ILL
u 332-5701 1395 PARKSIDE DR PARK RIDGE IL
u 332-3291 1121 CONNWAY DR HEATH OHIO
c 300 S 52ND ST BELLEVILLE ILL
c 8009 S PHILLIPS CHICAGO IL
c 332-0329 PLUM HOLLOW RD DIXON IL
u 367-4914 VENICE UT
u 328-2845 1076 BLUESTEM LN BATAVIA ILL
u 1402 W 186TH PL HOMEWOOD IL
c 334-1860 320 BARRINGTON RD PEORIA IL
u 332-2659 915 N CHERRY ST MT CARMEL IL
u 332-4558 944 MITCHELL ELMHURST IL
u 344-3821 2741 N LARAMIE CHICAGO ILL
c 6425 MAXWELL DR WOODRIDGE ILL
u 344-8250 1417 W ARLINGTON SCHAUMBURG IL
u 344-7806 601 E CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
u 332-3292 8126 OCONTO NILES IL
c 332-2123 8435 N HARDING AV SKOKIE IL
c 1061 CANDLEWOOD DR DOWNERS GROVE IL
c 505 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 1114 MAYFAIR RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 1C25 LAKESHORE DR WINTHROP HARBOR IL
u 332-4427 1119 COUNTRY LN DEERFIELD IL
c 1915 S BELLAMY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 332-2846 14-927 S KEELER AV MIDLOTHIAN IL
u 344-1721 7C5 S GREGORY PL URBANA ILL
c 332-1579 RR 1 WINDSOR ILL
u 1207 E FLORIDA 34 URBANA ILL
c 702 S 24TH MT VERNON ILL
u 344-7880 36<il FOREST BROOKFIELD ILL
u 332-2214 1114 SPRINGLAWN AV HARRISBURG OH
c 332-0088 88-75 S MOBILE OAK LAWN IL
u 2822 S CALUMET 109 CHICAGO IL
u 328-2791 2636 W BURR OAK AV BLUE ISLAND ILL
u 332-3159 8110 S KOLMAR CHICAGO IL
c STA A BOX 2960 CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344-5719 RR 1 DENNISON IL
c 332-1349 714 TAWNEY CT CHAMPAIGN IL
c 359-3781 1216 W ARMORY CHAMPAIGN IL
MILLER PAUL J BUS1
MILLFR PAUL J LAS2
MILLER PHILIP C LAS!
MILLER PHILLIP S LAW1
MILLER PHILLIP V BUS1
MILLER REBECCA ANN GRAO
MILLER REED A AGR2
MILLER RICHARO ALLEN GRAD
MILLER RICHARD H AGR3
MILLER RICHARO L BUS3
MILLER ROBERT G BUS2
MILLER ROBERT J JR LAS2
MILLER ROBERT K VM 2
*MILLER ROBERT LYNN GRAD
MILLER ROBERT P BUS1
MILLER ROBERT S BUS1
MILLER ROBERT VERNE GRAD
MILLER ROBIN PURCELL LAS3
MILLER RODGER SCOTT GRAD
MILLER RONALD D LAS3
MILLER ROSS A FAA1
MILLER SANDRA LAS4
MILLER SCOTT C AGR3
MILLER SCOTT M LAS2
MILLER SCOTT WILLIAM LAS4
MILLER SHARON A LAS1
MILLER SHAYLE LAS2
MILLER SHELLEY BUS3
MILLER STEPHEN A LAS1
MILLER STEPHEN J GRAD
MILLEP. STEVEN J ENG4
MILLER STEVEN R LAS2
MILLER SUE RAU LAS4
MILLER SUSAN E ED 4
MILLER SUZANNE L LAS1
MILLER TERRY LYNN GRAD
MILLER THOMAS D BUS2
MILLER THOMAS R LAW2
MILLER TIMOTHY M LAS1
MILLER VICKI L LArS3
MILLER VICKIE L LAS1
MILLER VINCENT T LAS4
MILLER WALTER HUGH GRAD
MILLER WAYNE M LAS2
MILLER WENDY M LAS3
MILLER WILLIAM F BUS2
MILLER WILLIAM G GRAD
MILLER WILLIAM H LAS1
MILLER WILLIAM K LAS2
MILLICAN ANDREA NELL GRAD
MILLIGAN JAMES R AGR1
MILLIGAN KEVIN R LAS4
MILLIGAN MICHAEL R LAS3
MILLIMAKI KATHY A LAS1
MILLINGTON ELIZABETH LAS1
MILLS ANTHONY L PE 2
MILLS CRAIG ALAN GRAO
MILLS DOUGLAS R AGR2
MILLS EMILIE WARD GRAD
MILLS GEOFREY THOMAS GRAD
MILLS JOHN E AGR2
MILLS LINDA A DARIN GRAD
MILLS PETER GRAY GRAD
MILLS ROBERT D BUS3
MILLS ROBERT L BUS*
MILNE JENNIFER B LAS2
MILNER BRIAN R ENG2
MILNER SUSAN N LAS1
MILO OARLENE M LAS2
MILSK NORMAN V LAS3
MILSTEIN SIDNEY M LAS3
MILSTEIN STEVEN B BUS1
MILTNER BRIAN R LAS2
MILTON JOHN WHITNEY GRAD
MILTON MARY TAYLOR GRAD
MIMS PAULA R LAS1
MIMURA CLAYTON SUNAO GRAD
MINAHAN DEANE GEORGE GRAD
MINAMI TAKAO GRAD
MINARCIN KARYN B PE 3
MINARICH CORNELIA L LAS3
MINARIK NORMAN E LAS2
MINCEY ETHEL BERRY GRAD
MINDOCK KEVIN L BUS2
MINORUM ROBERT L LAS3
MINECONZO MICHAEL A FAA4
MINER DONALD L LAS4
MINER JANICE M LAS4
MINER JOYCE A ED 2
MINER KAREN W AGR
1
MINER MARK R LAS1
MINER SONNA LANGFORD GRAD
MINER WILLIAM H ENG3
MINETZ ROBERT S LAW2
MINICK RICHARD D FAA3
MINIKEL JEFFREY L LAS3
MINIKEL SUSAN C LAS*
804 W OREGON U
711 ILLINOIS U
URH CARR 409 U
800 S MATT IS C
URH HOPKINS 217 C
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
907 S 4TH C
URH FLAGG 310 C
URH GARNER 288 C
URH OGLESBY 1201 U
1004 S 2ND C
901 S 1ST 2 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
WILSON TRLR PK 45 U
312 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
SANTA ANA CAL
304 E WHITE C
ST JOSEPH ILL
410 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 222 C
405 E JOHN C
7 SAFFER COURT U
910 S 3RD C
804 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 315 U
301 E ARMORY C
749 S MATTIS C
URH BABCOCK 8 U
910 S 3RD C
605 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 211 C
2101 HAZWD DR 302 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1211 U
17 MAPLEWOOD U
URH SCOTT 456 C
MONTICELLO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 374 U
902 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 730 U
407 W CALIFORNIA U
1216 W UNIVERSITY C
401 E DANIELS C
412 E GREEN C
206 BUENA VISTA C
904 W GREEN 408 U
URH TAFT 21 C
16 DUNELLEN U
503 W GREEN U
KINGS ILL
210 E ARMORY C
713 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 616 U
709 S RACE U
409 E CHALMRS 902 C
205 E GREEN 19 C
URH WESTON 271 C
1710 S PROSPECT C
605 S BROADWAY U
URH WESTON 386 C
205 E GREEN 19 C
2009 BRUCE U
1118 CENTENNIAL C
111 E CHALMERS 11 C
URH LUNDGREN 18 C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH TRELEASE 326 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1005 U
112 E OANIEL C
URH SCOTT 275 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
300 S GOODWIN U
300 S GOODWIN U
URH VANDOREN 106 C
311 E GREEN C
SOUTH RANGE WIS
1322 ALMS C
URH EVANS 111 U
URH WARDALL 425 U
604 E ARMORY 104 C
2048 C HAZWD CT U
300 S GOODWIN 112 U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
701 W ELM U
806 W MAIN U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 421 C
URH VANDOREN 216 C
604 E ARMORY 136 C
RR 3 C
URH WESTON 338 C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
209 E ARMORY C
105 E GREEN 13 C











































































120 W 1ST ST
17612 GRANDVIEW
14203 LOWE AV




1561 MESA DR 122
638 N LOMBARD
822 E 3RD ST




5736 N TALMAN AV
226 OAKWOOD PL







2101 HAZWD DR 302
RR 2
330 WAVERLY
















402 E COOK ST






ROUTE 10 BOX 757
1505 MAYFAIR
RR 2




















1414 W OGDEN AV















































































































MINISCALCO WILLIAM J GRAO
MINK CAROLYN MEYER AGR4
MINK CHARLES P FAA3
MINK MARILYN E PE 2
MINKUS MARC S ENG2
MINNE BARBARA LEE GRAD
MINNEMAN MARILYN K PE 4
MINNES MASON R PE 3
MINNICK CRAIG A BUS3
MINNICK MARY J LAS2
MINNIS JOANNE E GRAO
MINOR BARBARA S FAA4
MINOR BRENOA A ED 2
MINOR CHRISTINE H GRAD
MINOR DAVID E FAA6
MINOR EARL G ENG1
MINOR GLADYS C ED 2
MINOR JOSEPH M ENG1
MINOTT BRUCE C LAS4
MINOTT CHARLENE S AGR4
MINSTER DEBORAH M GRAO
MINTEFERING JOSEPH PE 2
MINTON MARK A LAS4
MINUSKIN MICHAEL DEA BUS4
MIRANDA ROSE N LAS3
MIRANTI SANTI V LAS1
MIRAREFI ALI GRAD
MIRAREFI ALI ASGHAR GRAD
MIRAREFI MEHRNAZ K BUS2
MIRETZKY MARTIN C LAS2
MIRICH BARBARA A BUS4
MISENER GERALD C GRAD
MISFELDT MICHAEL L LAS4
MISHELL YEMIMMA J LAS1
MISHRA SANAK GRAD
MISKOCI MINDY LEE LAS2
MISLES CEIL A ED 4
MISTLES MYRA LEE ED 1
MISNER JAMES E JR GRAD
MISNER MARILYN S GRAO
MISSAL JAMES B LAS1
MISSEL STEPHEN E ENG1
MISTRETTA MARTIN J GRAD
MITCHACK JAMES A GRAD
MITCHELL ANDREA ED 1
MITCHELL ANNE C LAS3
MITCHELL BARBARA LEE GRAD
MITCHELL BRADLEY W LAS2
MITCHELL CHARLES JR GRAD
MITCHELL DAVID J AGR2
MITCHELL DAVID J ENG4
MITCHELL DENNIS F LAS4
MITCHELL EARL GRAD
MITCHELL GLORIA DEAN GRAD
MITCHELL GRETCHEN M LAS1
MITCHELL JACK WILLIA GRAD
MITCHELL JAMES W FAA3
MITCHELL JANE A LAS3
MITCHELL JANE T LAS3
MITCHELL JANET ANN LAS4
MITCHELL JEAN M LAS3
MITCHELL JERRY E LAS1
MITCHELL JERRY V LAS4
MITCHELL JOAN L GRAD
MITCHELL JOHN ROBERT GRAO
MITCHELL KAY A LAS4
MITCHELL MICHAEL R GRAD
MITCHELL NATALIE C LAS2
MITCHELL PAUL R AGR1
MITCHELL RUSINE LAS2
MITCHELL SALLIE GRAD
MITCHELL SALLY JO LAS4
MITCHELL SANDRA L GRAO
MITCHELL STANLEY E ENG3
MITCHELL STEVEN LAS1
MITCHELL SUE J ENG1
MITCHELL VICKI L AGR4
MITCHELL WILLIAM A AVI2
MITCHELL WILLIAM R ENG1
MITRI JAN H GRAO
MITRICK VERONICA J LAS3
MITSIS AMALIA G LAS2
MITSIS CHRISOULA LAS3
MITTELMAN RICHARD S LAS2
MITTELMAN SHARON I LAS2
MITTELSTAEOT LINDA P FAA2
MIURA KENICHI GRAD
MIXON ALLEN C BUS1
MIZENER DEBRA J AGR1
MIZENER MARK R LAS2
MIZERA RICHARD A LAS2
MIZERSKI MARK LOUIS PE 1
MIZOCK DEBRA L ED 2
MIZWICKI KEITH L AGR3
MKANOAWIRE JIMMY B GRAD
MLODINOFF RHONDA L GRAD
MNISZEWSKI MALVINA T ED 2
204 E CLARK C
RANKIN ILL
1005 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 313 U
URH OGLESBY 406 U
URH SHERMAN 104 C
58 E JOHN 16 C
URH SNYDER 228 C
409 E CHALMRS 1502 C
1006 S 3RD C
703 W OREGON U
305 N BUSEY U
URH GARNER 362 C
2064 C ORCH ST U
305 N BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 68 U
URH BLAISOELL 422 U
URH OGLESBY 318 U
205 COUNTRY FR 43 C
205 COUNTRY FR 43 C
2001 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH SNYDER 311 C
910 S 3RD C
1613 S VALLEY RD 3 C
910 S 3RD 814 C
URH GARNER 325 C
300 S GOODWIN 502 U
300 S GOODWIN 511 U
300 S GOODWIN 502 U
URH OGLESBY 608 U
707 S 6TH 507 C
2107 HAZWO OR 302 U
107 E HEALEY 4 C
910 S 3RD C
1206 W MAIN U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1809 VALLEY RD C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
1732 LINCOLN RD 1 C
1732 LINCOLN RD 1 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 215 U
506 E SPNGFLD C
2049 HAZWO CT U
URH SAUNDERS 203 U
302 E ARMORY C
LAKE VILLA ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
OAKWCOD ILL
1110 S 2ND C
408 E STOUGHTON 4 C
503 WHITE 5 C
2120 ORCH ST 203 U
URH DANIELS U
URH TRELEASE 625 U
COLUMBIA MD
310 E JOHN C
URH LAR 492 U
URH CLARK 312 C
BOX 2389 STA A C
907 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY 134 C
1207 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 373 U
TAMPA FLA
URH VANDOREN 406 C
210 HESSEL C
URH TRELEASE 628 U
1110 S 2ND C
58 E ARMORY 12 C
STA A BOX 2395 C
58 E ARMORY 12 C
2120 ORCH ST 203 U
URH ALLEN 477 U
URH OGLESBY 1111 U
URH WARDALL 1011 U
313 E JOHN C
GLADSTONE ILL
202 E DANIEL C
805 S LYNN C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 902 U
409 E CHALMERS 907 C
309 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1005 C
508 E CHALMERS C
907 S 2ND 10 C
URH OGLESBY 718 U
URH LAR 497 U
310 E GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 274 U
URH SNYDER C
412 E GREEN C
2107 W WHITE 190 C
300 S GOODWIN 602 U
110 E JOHN C































































626 S MEMORIAL ST
819 SUMAC RD
209 S MAPLE AV
11 KERNER DR
804 N 6TH ST
7418 W LAKE ST





5129 N PROSPECT RD
409 SANDERS ST
14831 SEELEY AV






6121 N RICHMOND ST
3614 W PALMER ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 174
300 S GOODWIN 502
3l00 S GOODWIN 511











1732 LINCOLN PL 1










408 E STOUGHTON 4
14428 LOWE AV
13001 ARANBE AV
















418 U CHURCH ST
STA A BOX 2395
112 W LINDELL ST
2120 ORCH ST 203






401 LAFAYETTE E AV





8712 N OSCEOLA AV




8642 N OKETO AV
2869 MADISON AV
7706 KOSTNER






































































































MOATE NANCY K LAS2
MOBLEY DIANA MARIE LAS1
MOBURG RICHARD HOWAR ENG4
MOCELLA MICHAEL T GRAD
MOCOGNI PAUL E LAS2
MODEROW THOMAS C LAS1
MODRY JOHN A ENG2
MOE DAVID W ENG1
MOE MARILYN SUE GRAD
MOECKEL MARK D ENG1
MOEHLING ROBERT I BUS3
MOEHLMANN JON G GRAD
MOEHRING KRISTINE L FAA2




MOELLER DARYL D ENG4
MOELLER DAVID A BUS1
MOELLER EVERETT W GRAD
MOELLER LENORA L ED 1
MOELLFR LEWIS MICHAE BUS4
MOEN CRAIG A LAW1
*MOERKE DAVID F GRAD
MOERY JANICE EVERETT BUS3
MOERY JOHN A ENG3
*MOERY ROGER M BUS3
MOEWS CYNTHIA M AGR3
MOEWS LAWRENCE P LAS3
MOEWS PAMELA A LAS2
MOGILL MICHAEL A LAS4
MOGY SHERRY S PE 1
MOHAN JUDE FRANCIS GRAD
MOHAN PAUL L ENG2
MOHANTY PRASANNA KUM GRAO
MOHAUPT RICHARD B ENG4
MOHLER KATHLEEN A LAS2
MOHLER ROBERTA JANE FAA2
MOHR DEBORAH L LAS2
MOHR JAMES P LAS1
*MOHR JON E GRAD
MOHR MARGARET A AGR2
MOHR MARILYN W ED 4
MOHR VICKI R LAS1
MOHRAZ JANE ANDERSON GRAD
MOHRBACHER BERNARD K ENG3
MOISAN LAWRENCE G AGR4
MOJE STEVEN WILLIAM GRAD
MOKWUNYE AUGUSTINE U GRAD
MOKWUNYE ELAINE GRAH ED 4
MOLDENHAUER JUDITH A FAA3
MOLDOFF DOUGLAS L VM 3
MOLE STEPHEN D ENG1
MOLINA PARDO ADOLFO GRAD
MOLINARI JANET E LAS3
MOLITOR MICHAEL J ENG3
MOLITORIS BRUCE A AGR3
MOLITORIS JANE E AGR1
MOLL DANIEL W LAS2
MOLL DAVID E BUS3
MOLL JEFFREY DAVID GRAD
MOLLENHAUER GEORGE W LAS2
MOLLER CATHERINE E GRAD
MOLLER KAREN I ED 1
MOLLET ALAN T ENG2
MOLLET MARILYN J AGR2
MOLLET WILLIAM LEE GRAD
MOLLOY BRONWYN K FAA3
MOLLOY MICHAEL KARL GRAD
MOLODOW LYNDA LAS4
MONAGHAN JAY B LAS4
MONAHAN MARY J GRAD
MONAS LINDA S LAS1
MONCELLE MICHAEL E ENG3
MONCK DAVID FRANCIS GRAD
MONCKTON SUSAN P LAS2
MONDAL MOHAMMAD HOSS GRAD
MONDRUS MICHAEL M ENG4
MONDSCHEAN JOHN S LAW3
MONFERDINI DONNA J LAS1
MONHART FRANK J III FAA3
MONIEP JAY R LAS3
MONINO FABIAN E LAS1
MONJO CARRIO JUAN GRAD
MONKE DONALD R ENG1
MONKF JAMIE J LAS1
MONKEN JON E PE 1
MONKKONEN GAYLE A FAA4
MONKS BARBARA E LAS2
MONROE CHARLES F FAA6
MONROE JAMES D LAS3
MONROE RANDY B LAS4
MONROE SHARON D AGR4
MONSON ANNE FAA3
MONSON DANA M AGR3
MONSON PAULA A LAS3
MONSON TYRUS KENT ENG4
URH TRELEASE 604 U 332-5561
URH TRELEASE U 332-5447
1600 W BRADLEY 403 C 352-8288
1211 HOLLYCREST C 352-7273
1007 S 3RD C 344-9502
URH WESTON 318 C 332-1995
URH WESTON 254 C
211 E ARMORY C 344-2227
403 S BUSEY 8 U
202 E DANIEL C 359-1229
URH TOWNSEND 383 U 332-4174
2011 PHILO RD 5 U
URH VANDOREN 16 C 332-0460
1961 ORCH ST U 367-2642
URH TRELEASE 902 U 332-5649
2062 A ORCH ST U 344-4258
URH LAR 118 U
URH HOPKINS 295 C 332-1255
URH OGLESBY 306 U 332-5118
RIDGEFARM ILL
307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
603 S BUSEY U
URH DANIELS 712 U 332-2368
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
MONTICELLO ILL
312 E DANIEL C 344-0198
313 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 231 U 332-2863
706 S 1ST 204 C 359-8094
URH HOPKINS 446 C 332-1361
206 N NEW C
URH OGLESBY 612 U 332-5132
MORRILL HALL 297 U 333-6844
112 E JOHN C
URH CLARK 237 C 332-0001
1006 S 3RD 16 C 344-5177
710 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 211 C
2104 WHITE 100 C
405 E GREEN 2 C 344-8380
BROADLANDS ILL
URH LAR 199 U
105 FLORA C 359-9389
703 N BUSEY U 367-1464
310 E DANIEL C 344-6941
2107 W WHITE 181 C 359-8808
1972 A ORCH ST U
1972 A ORCH ST U 344-0578
URH WARDALL 425 U 332-3375
1726 VALLEY RD C 352-8549
313 E CHALMERS C
1813 D ORCH PL U 344-3563
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
106 S GREGORY U 344-5565
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
URH TRELEASE 1207 U 332-5744
URH TOWNSEND 537 U 332-4266
2118 ORCH ST 103 U 344-7133
URH FLAGG 328 C 332-0315
URH SCOTT 163 C 332-1418
511 BASH CT C 359-0140
URH EVANS 203 U 332-2701
URH SNYDER 415 C 332-1821
312 E DANIEL C 344-7928
URH DANIELS 194 U 332-2451
312 W SPNGFLD 9 U 344-3678
609 W MAIN 26 U 344-2254
706 S 1ST C 359-9758
2219 S 1ST ST RD C 384-5807
URH SHERMAN 409 C 332-4714
URH TRELEASE 406 U 332-5502
1103 S BUSEY U
1113 S 2ND C 344-7030
URH SAUNDERS 225 U 332-3636
300 S GOODWIN 109 U 344-4515
509 E CLARK 25 C 359-0776
202 E GREGORY 102 U 344-6404
URH SCOTT 490 C 332-1633
411 W WHITE C 359-6979
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
URH TOWNSEND 382 U 332-4173
URH DANIELS U 332-2163
110 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 223 U 332-3634
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
907 W OREGON 3 U 344-6279
URH ALLEN 205 U 332-2848
LINCOLN TRLR CT 21 U
URH ALLEN 457 U 332-3391
509 S 5TH 3 C
815 N MCKINLEY C 352-4988
URH EVANS 208 U 332-2706
26 LEXINGTON U
URH ALLEN 306 U 332-3185
URH GARNER 210 C 332-0709
716 DIMMEYDALE
9735 S INDIANA
641 E PEARL ST
1211 HOLLYCREST
127 HIGH ST




14 OAK HILL CT
395 N 8TH AV
2011 PHILO RD 5
121 W WAXWING
































8713 W 124TH ST
2107 W WHITE 181
1972 A ORCH ST
1972 A ORCH ST
430 S MADISON ST
85 GARFIELD ST
385 MERIDIAN ST






28 W MAIN ST
RR 4 BOX 138















5251 W GALITZ 303





















































































































MONSSON JANE E ED 2
MONTALTO GARY A LAS2
MONTBLANC PATRICK E BUS3
MONTEITH JANE E LAS1
MONTEITH PHYLLIS A LAS3
*MONTENA RICHARD M FAA6
MONTGOMERY BARBARA A PE 4
MONTGOMERY BYRON BUS3
MONTGOMERY DALE E AGR4
MONTGOMERY EUGENIA GRAD
MONTGOMERY GEORGE K GRAD
MONTGOMERY GRETA L LAS1
MONTGOMERY NANCY E LAS3
MONTGOMERY ROBERT J ENG1
MONTGOMERY SYLVESTER LAS1
MONTGOMERY THOMAS W LAW3
MONTOOTH MARTHA S PE 2
MONTROY GERALD L LAW2
MONTS DAVID L LAS3
MOODY GARRY L LAS2
MOODY HUNTER C GRAD
MOODY JILL E PE 3
MOODY MARILEE ANNE GRAD
MOODY MARY A LAS3
MOODY NANCY H ED 1
MOODY RICHARD WARREN LAS1
MOODY ROBERT D FAA3
MOODY SUSAN E LAS3
MOON BYUNG SOO GRAD
MOON ROBERT R LAS1
MOON SANG HEUP GRAD
MOONEY MICHAEL JAY LAW3
MOOR BARBARA LOUISE GRAD
MOOR DAVIO MCKIM GRAD
MOORE ALAN WESLEY GRAD
MOORE ALFRED L FAA3
MOORE ANNA MARIE GRAD
MOORE BETTY BOWMAN GRAD
MOORE BUREN D LAS2
MOORE CARL A ENG4
MOORE CARL R PE 4
MOORE CATHERINE S GRAD
MOORE CHARLES L GRAD
MOORE CHRISTINE K GRAD
MOORE DAVID DONALD GRAD
MOORE DAVID R LAS3
MOORE DAVID WALTER BUS4
MOORE DAVIO WARREN GRAD
MOORE DEBRA L LAS2
MOORE DONALD L LAW2
MOORE EDWIN G LAS4
MOORE ELIZABETH A ED 3
MOORE ELIZABETH C ED 1
MOORE FRANK S GRAD
MOORE GARY M LAS1
MOORE JAMES C LAS1
MOORE JAMES RAY GRAD
MOORE JANNYCE Y LAS2
MOORE JEFFREY A ENG2
MOORE JOHN C GRAD
MOORE KAREN A LAS2
MOORE KAREN A LAS1
MOORE KAREN A LAS1
MOORE KATHRYN M ED 1
MOORE KENDRA S LAS3
MOORE KENTON P VM 4
MOORE KEVIN A LAS3
MOORE LARRY D AGR4
MOORE LYNN V LAS4
MOORE LYNNE LAS2
MOORE MARCIA PECK LAS3
MOORE MARGARET J LAS1
MOORE MARK E FAA2
MOORE MARY A BUS2
MOORE MARY A ED 4
MOORE MARY L LAS3
MOORE MELVIN MAURICE LAS2
MOORE MICHAEL J FAA2
MOORE MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
MOORE NANCY A PE 3
MOORE NANCY F AGR1
MOORE PATRICK J LAS4
MOORE PETER ROBERT GRAD
MOORE RICHARO A AGR1
MOORE RICHARO E W ENG1
MOORE ROBERT A COM4
MOORE ROBERT C LAS2
MOORE RONALD M ENG4
MOORE STEPHEN J LAS2
MOORE STEVEN L AGR3
MOORE SUSAN E FAA3
MOORE TERI A LAS3
MOORE TERI L LAS2
MOORE THOMAS WILLIAM GRAD
MOORE TIMOTHY F GRAD
MOORE VARDEMAN G GRAD
MOORE VICTORIA B AGR1
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
URH SCOTT 362 C
708 6TH C
URH SAUNDERS 227 U
515 BASH CT C
1404 E FLORIDA U
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
CHICAGO ILL
1912 CRESCENT C
URH DANIELS 462 U
1001 1/2 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 491 C
1111 1/2 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 104 C
URH HOPKINS 204 C
210 HOLIDAY ARK C
URH SCOTT 222 C
612 E PARK C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
201 E JOHN C
1909 ALTON C
509 E GREEN C
1909 ALTON C
ARCOLA ILL
URH LAR 405 U
URH SNYDER 369 C
URH HOPKINS 366 C
907 S WRIGHT C
306 S 5TH C
URH GARNER 394 C
URH DANIELS 725 U
108 ENNIS LN U
107 E CHALMERS 6 C
107 E CHALMERS 5 C
509 W HEALEY C
300 S GOODWIN 410 U
409 W ELM U
1002 E HARDING 102 U
URH SNYDER 210 C
514 S STATE C
412 FAIRLAWN U
SKOKIE ILL
508 S LYNN C
URH DANIELS 339 U
URH DANIELS 703 U
4C2 E DANIEL C
138 PADDOCK E C
305 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 287 U
1603 VALLEY RD C
809 W ILLINOIS 6 U
URH ALLEN 225 U
URH LUNDGREN 5 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 394 U
JOHNSTON CITY ILL
URH LAR 275 U
URH OGLESBY 123 U
201 E HEALEY C
URH VANDOREN 319 C
URH CLARK 237 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
FARMER CITY ILL
27 SALEM RD U
313 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1601 S GROVE U
809 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 1228 U
URH WESTON 112 C
URH VANDOREN 219 C
807 E OREGON U
108 E HEALEY 5 C
URH SNYDER 304 C
URH WESTON 321 C
BOX 190 U
710 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
1007 S 3RD C
704 E GREEN U
801 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 411 C
303 S ELM C
1007 3RD C
HIXON TENN
URH FORBES 442 C
SEYMOUR ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
1404 SILVER 19 U
URH HOPKINS 416 C
901 S 1ST C
303 S ELM C
107 E HEALEY 21 C


























































































8338 S TRIPP AV
19C9 ALTON
10843 S WOOD ST
1909 ALTON






302 N STATE ST
4-338 BERRYMAN AV 4
108 ENNIS LN
WOODCREEK RO RR 2




10-C2 E HARDING 102










201 W BUENA VISTA
1603 VALLEY RD
809 W ILLINOIS 6
734 N ROUTE 59
2706 FONDULAC DR
69 E 7TH ST
4016 CENTRAL




506 W MONROE ST
558 N HOWARD AV
2762 W WILSON AV
1236 HILLVIEW
870 W DORSET ST
1823 E ILLINOIS ST
213 E MARKET ST
2762 WILSON AV
RR 1

















331 S COLLEGE AV
602 S FINLEY RD
4176 GUNN STORE RD





3518 N 24TH ST
303 S ELM
3838 N VERSAILLES



































































































MOORE WENDY E AGRi
MOORE WILLIAM A ENG2
MOOREHOUSE MILES P FAA4
MOORMAN RONALD HUGO GRAD
MOOS PATRICK T LAW2
MOOSE PAULA ANN AGR4
MOOT DEBORAH S FAA1
MOOTZ ARLENE R GRAD
MORA FRAN L PE 3
MORA-TOVAR JOSE J GRAD
MORACHE MICHAEL A ENG4
MORAN BRUCE L LAS1
MORAN DONALD M LAS1
MORAN DONALD W LAS3
MORAN JAMES KEVIN GRAD
MORAN MAUREEN ELLEN GRAD
MORAN RICHARD M BUS3
MORAVEC ROBERT J ENG3
MORAVECEK JAMES J ENG3
MORAVEK JAMES M ENG4
MORBY ALLAN R ENG2
MORE TERRY A AGR3
MOREAU RICHARD ALAN GRAD
MOREHART ANNE M BUS4
MOREHART PATRICIA J LAS1
MORELAND BERNICE R LAS3
MORELAND MICHAEL A FAA3
MORENO HECTOR A LAS1
MORENO SAMUEL P GRAD
MORETTI ANGELO M ENG3
MOREY MATHEW J BUS4
MORF PAUL FREDERICK GRAD
MORFORD LYNN E FAA2
MORFORD RAYMOND S II LAS4
MORGALLA MICHAEL MAR GRAD
MORGAN CAROLE L LAS2
MORGAN CHARLES G ENG2
MORGAN CYNTHIA A LAS1
MORGAN DARLENE M ED 1
MORGAN DONNA D LAS3
MORGAN EDWARD A LAS4
MORGAN GIOVANNI P BUS2
MORGAN IRVING JACK BUS6
MORGAN JAMES D ENG1
MORGAN JAMES R ENG1
MORGAN JAMES W ENG2
MORGAN JOHN G ENG2
MORGAN JOHN G ' LAS2
MORGAN KEITH W AGR2
MORGAN LENNIE G ENG2
MORGAN LEONARD EUGEN FAA4
MORGAN LINDA RAE GRAD
MORGAN MARGARET E FAA2
MORGAN MARGARET LEE GRAD
MORGAN MARIAN L LAS2
MORGAN OCTAVUS BUS1
MORGAN RANDOLPH J AGR2
MORGAN REGINA L FAA1
MORGAN RICHARD W LAS2
MORGAN ROBERT B GRAD
MORGAN ROBERT M ENG4
MORGANEGG DENNIS A BUS4
MORGENSTERN ROGER W ENG1
MORHARDT KEITH A AGR2
MORIARITY SHANE R GRAD
MORIARTY DAVID JOHN GRAD
MORILLA ANTONIO GRAD
MORIN CATHERINE L GRAD
MORING GARY F ENG2
MORISATO SUSAN C LAS1
MORISHIGE DONNA P GRAD
MORITA STIRLING P COM4
MORK PEGGY A LAS1
MORLEY JEREMY DAVID GRAD
MORLOCK HAROLD A JR GRAD
MORONI JAMES J LAW2
MORPURGO HAROLD B GRAD
MORPURGO JANE S GRAD
MORR GARY FRANCIS GRAD
MORRELL JOHN H AVI3
MORREY KEVIN P BUS2
MORRICE ALAN GEORGE GRAD
MORRIE MICHAEL V BUS1
MORRILL ALLAN E BUS2
MORRIS ADRIENNE E LAS3
MORRIS ALAN E LAS4
MORRIS ALAN H LAS1
MORRIS BERTRAM C JR LAS4
MORRIS BILLY J LAS4
MORRIS CHARLES D GRAD
MORRIS CHARLES D ENG4
MORRIS CHRIS E AGRI
MORRIS CLIFFORD T LAS2
MORRIS DAVID S COM4
MORRIS DIANE K LAS1
MORRIS EDWARD K JR GRAD
MORRIS ELAINE GRAD
ROCKFORD ILL
URH ALLEN 293 U
308 E OREGON U
2001 B ORCH ST U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMERS 602 C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
1105 W OREGON 3 U
HOMEWOOD ILL
1825 B ORCH PL U
709 S BROADWAY U
URH HOPKINS 372 C
URH BARTON 123 C
URH SNYDER 206 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
805 W JOHN C
1111 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 264 C
URH GARNER 200 C
901 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH BABCOCK 414 U
URH ALLEN 435 U
1406 QUEENS WAY C
515 BASH CT 6 C
URH LAR 317 U
59 LAKE SIDE TERR U
312 S PRAIRIE 104 C
101 W PARK 101 U
URH BABCOCK 322 U
509 FAIRLAWN U
307 CEDAR C
302 E ARMORY C
211 E DANIEL C
604 E CLARK C
301 W ILLINOIS U
URH GARNER 290 C
1520 BRANCH C
URH SAUNDERS 404 U
52 MAPLEWOOD U
408 S 6TH C
URH TOWNSEND 368 U
1208 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH BLAISDELL 11C U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TAFT 424 C
URH FORBES 452 C
URH GARNER 410 C
58 E GREGORY C
RANTOUL ILL
605 S COLER U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
611 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 111 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 322 C
URH GARNER 289 C
URH GARNER 463 C
URH FORBES 413 C
1312 LARKSPUR C
502 E WHITE C
802 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 320 U
URH TOWNSEND 541 U
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
1009 W MAIN 23 U
STA A BOX 2351 C
908 W NEVADA 2 U
URH TAFT 426 C
URH EVANS 103 U
1201 W CHURCH C
307 E HEALEY 15 C
URH WARDALL 504 U
105 E JOHN C
STA A BOX 2285 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 10 C
1065 S FRANK C
1002 S FRANK C
1502 WILEY U
901 W SPNGFLD 2 U
410 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
604 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 478 U
211 W SPNGFLD 202 C
800 W CHURCH C
URH CARR 111 U
702 W GREEN U
1 ROXBURY RD U
230 DEWEY U
209 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
MCHENRY ILL
312 S ELM C
URH VANDOREN 312 C
BOX 2144 STA A C

























































4238 HARRISON AV 5
14802 GRANT ST
7C1 MADELYN DR
2001 B ORCH ST
112 HOLIDAY PARK
417 N MAPLE







8410 S KENWOOD AV










710 N WAIOLA AV
59 LAKE SIDE TERR
RR 1 BOX 27
101 W PARK 101























210 E 4TH ST
2410 BRADMOOR DR
1716 WOODLAND AV
151 S 14TH AV









436 S VILLA AV
CALIFORNIA 87
PLUM HOLLOW RD
929 E LINCOLN AV
5104 N KENMORE
12t)l W CHURCH
841 S HAWTHORNE AV











6025 N SHERIDAN RD
1514 EASTMONT PL
9044 N KEELER AV
800 GLENWOOD RD
617 1/2 E GROVE ST
512 2ND ST
230 DEWEY





BOX 2144 STA A
























LA GRANGE PARK ILl










































































































































































GRAD 200 BLISS U
LAS4 1008 S LINCOLN U
GRAD TWIN ORCH TRLR 59 U
LAS2 URH ALLEN 358 U
GRAD 309 W GREEN C
LAW3 2C18 FLETCHER U
ENG4 411 W GREEN 2 U
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
ENG4 1724 VALLEY RD C
GRAD 2114 ORCH ST 203 U
BUS4 106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
LAS1 706 S NEW C
LAS2 412 E GREEN C
VM 2 2221 S 1ST ST RD C
BUS4 405 W WHITE C
LAS3 1104 NEVADA U
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 120 C
PE 4 HOMER ILL
BUS3 2215 S 1ST ST RD C
LAS1 URH SCOTT 494 C
LAS3 URH NOBLE 307 C
VM 3 204 HOLIDAY PARK C
ENG3 DANVILLE ILL
AGR1 URH TAFT 16 C
FAA1 URH TOWNSEND 376 U
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 303 U
ENG3 807 S MATTIS 5 C
GRAD GLASSBORO N J
LAS1 URH SNYDER 259 C
ENG1 URH TAFT 107 C
GRAD 305 S PRAIRIE C
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 305 U
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 921 U
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
AGR2 URH LUNDGREN 115 C
LAW2 1646 VALLEY RD C
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 109 U
AGR4 1202 W NEVADA U
LAS3 902 E SUNNYCREST U
GRAD 1006 S 3RD 3 C
GRAD 311 HESSEL C
FAA6 THOMASBORO ILL
LAS4 911 S 4TH C
LAS3 313 E JOHN 18 C
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN U
GRAD 1304 W CLARK 2 U
AGR1 URH SNYDER 373 C
LAS1 311 HESSEL C
BUS3 3C IVANHOE U
ENG2 1963 B ORCH ST U
AGR4 40 MAPLEWOOD U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1353 C
AGR3 507 W ELM U
LAS4 508 E STOUGHTON C
GRAD 706 W CHURCH 9 C
LAS2 402 E DANIEL C
LAS2 802 S LINCOLN U
BUS2 URH SCOTT 466 C
BUS1 401 E JOHN C
ED 2 1005 S WRIGHT C
LAS3 407 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
LAW3 716 W VERMONT U
LAS1 URH TAFT 20 C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 516 U
PE 3 1838 B ORCH PL U
ENG4 3C6 E GREGORY C
LAW3 705 W CHURCH C
GRAD BOX 1151 C
ENG3 302 E GREGORY C
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1125 U
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN U
LAS1 URH TRELFASE 904 U
ED 3 URH LAR 337 U
AGR1 URH CARR 220 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1358 C
LAS3 WEST FRANKFORT ILL
PE 1 URH EVANS 137 U
GRAD 218 E GREGORY 102 C
GRAO 6 REGENT CT C
LAS2 2007 PROSPECT C
ENG3 10 FRITCHEY ESTATE U
ED 3 URH CLARK 228 C
FAA3 URH LUNDGREN 1 C
ENG4 809 W ILLINOIS U
FAA3 111 E CHALMERS 8 C
FAA3 911 S LOCUST C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 328 C
LAS4 209 N GOODWIN U
BUS4 604 S 3RD C
LAS4 URH GARNER 309 C
LAS3 206 W WASHINGTON 3 U
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 522 U
VM 4 108 IOWA U
GRAD 904 S RACE U
GRAD 904 S RACE U
ED 4 902 S 2N0 C













































































RK 1 BOX 64
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT
1C1 S EDWARD ST
309 W GREEN
BOX 912
411 W GREEN 2
RH 5
806 N 9TH ST
2114 ORCH ST 103





7307 N KARLOV AV
10106 S PERRY
410 W 4TH ST
6754 KENNETH





4 S 562 FENDER RO
1432 KRISTAN AV


















710 N WORTH ST
1304 W CLARK 2
2 LARKDALE E RD
311 HESSEL
3.0 IVANHOE
1963 B ORCH ST
RR 2






















22 RICHARD RR 3
808 E POPLAR ST





1953 E CARTER AV
1110 W 64TH ST








306 RED OAK RD
1644 STRATFORD AV
606 LA CROSSE
HICKORY HILLS RR 3




































































































MOSLFY KEITH A BUS1
MOSLEY WAYNE J LAW2
*MOSS ARTHUR Z GRAD
MOSS DAVID A AGR2
MOSS DEBRA F ED 1
MOSS JO E LAS1
MOSS KALENE E LAS3
MOSS MARK T LAS3
MOSS MERILYN S LAS2
MOSS ROBERT J LAS2
MOSS SYLVIA DAVIS GRAD
MOSS TOMMY H FAA1
MOSSER JANE L LAS2
*MOSSIOSSIAN VAROUJAN GRAD
MOSTAFAVI MASOUD GRAD
MOSTOV DEBORAH A LAS1
MOTEL ROBERT A LAS3
MOTENKO GAIL L LAS2
MOTLEY DANA T COM4
MOTT DENNIS D BUS3
MOTT STEVEN A BUS1
MOTTA JOSEPH ROGER GRAD
MOTTL GLEN J ENG2
MOTTWEILER RICHARD R LAS2
MOUEN ERNEST D GRAD
MOULDER MARY SUSAN GRAD
MOULIC JAMES RANDAL ENG4
MOULTON ROBERT B EO 4
MOUNTFORD FRANK W II AV I 1
MOUNTS ROBERT BURNS GRAD
MOUNTS RUTH C LAS3
MOUSA OSAMA M ZAKY GRAD
MOUSHMOF MILCO LAS3
MOUSSERI JOSEPH GRAD
MOVESIAN STEPHEN J LAS4
MOWERS LEILA S LAS2
MOWERS RAYMOND I GRAD
MOWERY DOROTHY J ED 4
MOWRER HOBART T ENG2
MOWRFR SUE ANN GRAD
MOWRY GEOFFREY L AGR1
MOWRY MAXWELL PEED J GRAD
MOY ALFRED BING GRAD
MOY AUDREY L ED 4
MOY COLLEEN D LAS2
MOY OONALD FAA4
MOY HERMAN YUN-CHEE GRAD
MOY MARY M LAS2
MOY MAY M LAS4
MOY ROBERT FAA4
MOY ROSE C BUS1
MOYE CHARLES E LAS2
MOYE CHRISTINE E LAS4
MOYE LAWRENCE A PE 1
MOYE MICHAEL R AGR3
MOYER ELAINE S LAS2
MOYER ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
MOYEP SUSAN K FAA1
MOYER THOMAS JEROME GRAD
MOYER THOMAS W LAS4
MOZINA PATRICIA ANN LAS3
MOZLEY VICKY L ENG3
MRAZ MARILYNN R AGR3
MREEN ROBERT A FAA1
MROCZENSKI LEO J JR BUS1
MROZEK ERNEST J LAS1
MROZEK JANICE MARIE FAA4
MROZOWICZ MICHAEL E BUS4
MRSTIK BERNARD J GRAD
MUCCI JOHN JOSEPH FAA2
MUCK DOUGLAS A BUS1
MUDGF TREVOR NIGEL GRAD
MUDGETT CLINTON C GRAD
MUDRO JEAN M BUS1
MUEHIENBEIN DAN EDWA FAA4
MUEHLING GREGORY L AGR2
MUELLFR ARTHUR H AGR3
MUELLER BARRY L ENG1
MUELLER BECKY R ED 3
MUFLLER BRUCE L ENG4
MUELLER CANDACE P LASl
MUFLLER CARLYLE G E ENG1
MUELLER CRAIG R LAS2
MUELLER DAVID E ENG1
MUELLER DAVID HENRY GRAD
MUELLER DEBORAH A PE 3
^MUELLER DONALD SCOTT GRAD
MUELLER HENRY EDWARD LAW2
MUfcLJ ER JAMES F VM 2
MUELLER JAMES I LAS3
MUELLER JAMES J ENG4
MUELLER JOYCE A AGR3
*MUFLLER KATHERINE W GRAD
MUELLER KEITH W BUS3
MUELLER LINDA S LAS4
MUELLER MARK C ENG2
MUELLER MARY J AGR3
406 W HIGH U
1710 VALLEY RD C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
501 DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 493 C
URH LAR 472 U
URH CLARK 238 C
URH NOBLF 422 C
1006 S 3RD C
403 S 6TH C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
2308 WELLAND C
1102 S LINCOLN U
2C03 D ORCH ST U
STA A BOX 2146 C
URH BUSEY 349 U
1503 KIRBY C
409 E CHALMRS 1605 C
713 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 122 C
URH BABCOCK 204 U
905 S 1ST 9 C
409 E CHALMRS 1614 C
410 E JOHN C
408 N MATHEWS U
DANVILLE ILL
105 E GREEN C
1105 S 4TH U
URH BARTON 202 C
1708 PRINCETON C
1708 PRINCETON C
STA A BOX 2163 C
MONTICELLO ILL
2004 C ORCH ST U
1004 W OREGON U
907 W ILLINOIS U
TOULON ILL
URH LAR 107 U
120 1/2 W UNIV C
18 POTAWATOMI TRL U
ST JOSEPH ILL
BUENOS AIRES ARGEN
207 E STOUGHTON C
108 E HEALEY 11 C
URH SCOTT 219 C
1005 S 6TH C
605 S 4TH 105 C
URH SCOTT 223 C
58 E ARMORY 10 C
1005 S 6TH C
URH TRELEASE 1201 U
37 E GREEN C
408 E HEALEY 3 C
URH FORBES 292 C
2C6 S GREGORY U
309 E JOHN C
RANTOUL ILL
309 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 362 C
8 CEDRIC U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH WARDALL 716 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 465 C
URH SNYDER 324 C
308 E ARMORY C
VILLA PARK ILL
702 W WASHINGTON U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
1111 W CLARK U
URH BLAISDELL 6 U
1615 SHERIDAN C
1211 NORTHWOOD S C
409 E CHALMRS 1608 C
URH OGLESBY 329 U
801 W NEVADA U
801 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
2015 BURLISON U
604 E ARMORY 209 C
URH VANDOREN 212 C
URH WESTON 488 C
6C4 E ARMORY 209 C
URH CARR 303 U
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
902 2ND C
2004 B ORCH ST U
111 1/2 S BUSEY U
URH CARR 303 U
302 W HEALEY C
312 S PRAIRIE 203 C
312 E DANIEL C
2004 B ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 441 C
7 10 K OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 820 U
















































































2003 D ORCH ST
19 OSTANDARI AV
6708 N COTTONWOOD
6315 N OAKLEY AV
6437 KNOX
713 W CHURCH
420 N KANSAS AV
1203 ST JULIAN










STA A BOX 2163
706 S BUCHANAN DR
2004 C ORCH ST
15 N 98TH ST






25 DE MAYO 596
207 E STOUGHTON
312 W GENEVA ST
312 W GENEVA ST
4449 BROADWAY
940 W GUNNISON ST
903 W 87TH ST
854 W 79TH ST
4449 N BROADWAY
327 N LARAMIE AV
RR 1
RR 1
103 S HUMPHREY AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 122
BOX 401 BARNES
102 E CHAMPAIGN AV























RR 1 BOX 193
RR 1 BOX 19C
I8W772 AV NORMANDY
RR 1 BOX 163
4012 LOCKE
8234 OLEANDER
2G04 B ORCH ST
111 1/2 S BUSEY




2004 B ORCH ST
1750 PORTAGE PASS
319 W WINDSOR AV
306 N PINE ST



































































































MUELLER MELINDA MAE BUS4
MUELLER MICHAEL FAA2
MUELLER PAMELA W GRAD
MUELLER ROBERT J ENG1
MUELLER ROBYN FAA3
MUELLER STEVE ROGER GRAD
MUELLER STEVEN W ENG1
MUELLER THOMAS JAMES ENG3
*MUELLER WILLIAM A JR LAW3
MUENCH ANN MARIE GRAD
MUENCH JACOELYN R LAS3
MUENCHOW PAUL R LAW3
MUHNEY MICHAEL J LAS3
MUHONEN GARY M ENG3
MUHS DANIEL R LAS4
MUHS LAURIE J LAS3
MUIR CHARLES R FAA4
MUIR ROBERT W ENG4
MUIR WILLIAM MARTIN GRAD
MUIRHEAD ALAN ROSS GRAD
MUIRHEAD WAYNE L LAS1
MUIRHEID WILLARD K BUS4
MUIZNIEKS VIKTORS J LAS1
MUKAI BAIYU GRAD
MUKHOPADHYAY ANUP K GRAD
MULA THOMAS P FAA3
MULARZ THOMAS E LAS4
MULCAHEY ROBERT W LAS4
MULCAHEY TOM L AVI4
MULCH ROBERT F JR LAS3
MULCH THOMAS A FAA1
MULCRONE KEVIN J BUS3
MULDER GAIL M LAS3
MULDOON JOAN C LAS3
MULHALL MARTIN F LAS2
MULHOLLAND FRANK M LAS3
MULHOLLAND JUDITH E ED 3
MULHOLLAND STEPHEN W AGR2
MULLARKEY PATRICIA D LAS1
MULLEN DENNIS M BUS4
MULLEN JOHN R JR LAS2
MULLEN PAMELA J AGR3
MULLEN VICTORIA A LAS2
MULLENDORE MARK E LAS3
MULLER RICKI SUE ED 4
MULLIGAN CHRISTOPHER BUS4
MULLIN JEFFREY L ENG2
MULLIN LINDA K LAS4
*MULLIN THOMAS F ENG2
MULLINEAUX RONALD W GRAD
MULLNER ROSS MICHAEL GRAD
MULLOR-SEBASTIAN A GRAD
MULRCY MAUREEN B LAS2
MULROY PATRICK F LAS4
MULVANY KENNETH D FAA2
MULVIHILL COLLEEN Y FAA2
MULVIHILL EILEEN R LAS4
MULVIHILL FLORENCE A PE 4
MULVIHILL RICHARD L AGR1
MUMM HOWARD E LAS3
MUMMA STANLEY ALLAN GRAD
MUMME DANIEL K LAW1
MUNAKATA YOKO H GRAD
MUNAPETTO RAYMOND F LAS4
MUNCASTER ALICE L GRAD
MUNCH DANIEL F AGR1
MUNDT GORDON K LAS3
MUNITZ MARY JEAN T GRAD
MUNN JAMES R LAS3
MUNSKI DOUGLAS C LASi
MUNSON C R AGR4
MUNSON JACK MICHAEL GRAD
MUNSON JERALD E ENG4
MUNSON JOHN MICHAEL ENG4
MUNSON LARRY A ENG1
MUNSON THELMA A LASI
MUNSTERMAN ARDELL W AGR4
MUNTON DARRELL E ENG4
MUNTON LARRY GENE GRAO
*MUNTZ RONALD LEE GRAD
MUNVEZ MARTIN R LAS2
MUNWES SONIA PE 1
MUNZ DOUGLAS B ENG4
MURABITO WILLIAM J GRAD
MURADIAN JEFFREY ENG1
MURAI SHINNICHI GRAD
MURAKAMI DIANNE T GRAD
MURAKAWA FRANK TETSU GRAD
MURASKI MARY J LASI
MURDOCH COLIN GRAD
MURDOCK JEFFREY R LASI
MURIN CAROL J ENG2
MUROWCHfCK LINDA S LAS3
MURPHY ANGELA R LAS2
MURPHY BILLY J ENG2
MURPHY BRADLEY W LAW2
MURPHY CAROLYN J GRAD
807 S 1ST 3 C
URH SCOTT 268 C
111 1/2 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 316 U
819 W JOHN C
406 E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH FORBES 352 C
409 W OREGON U
611 W NEVADA U
URH OANIELS 338 U
904 S LINCOLN U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
211 E JOHN C
URH CARR 107 U
URH FRENCH HSE 4 U
1007 S 2ND C
708 W STOUGHTON U
101 N BUSEY 7 U
807 W ILLINOIS 4 U
URH SNYDER 172 C
1013 W JOHN C
URH SCOTT 238 C
URH DANIELS 106 U
URH DANIELS 519 U
209 E STOUGHTON C
901 S 2ND C
713 S ELM C
URH SCOTT 361 C
706 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 65 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH CLARK 226 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH TAFT 110 C
DANVILLE ILL
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 461 C
410 E GREEN C
401 E JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 336 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1120 U
1305 CARVER C
107 E CHALMERS C
1829 W JOHN C
1010 E COLORADO U
707 S RACE U
2030 A ORCH ST U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 361 C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 6 U
URH GARNER 441 C
URH BARTON 301 C
URH WESTON 328 C
412 E GREEN C
605 W MAIN U
1407 CENTENNIAL C
1407 CENTENNIAL C
406 W SPNGFLD C
2711 CARRELTON C
406 W HILL 3 C
2006 BOUDREAU U
608 HEALEY C
URH SHERMAN 403 C
809 PENN U
URH WESTON 313 C
508 W UNION C
3 QUINCE C
URH BABCOCK 10 U
1003 E COLORADO 25 U
800 S MATTIS 41 C
503 W GREEN U
711 W CHURCH 7 C
URH FORBES 408 C
URH SCOTT 404 C
14 TULIP TREE C
209 PFEFFER RD 4 U
WHITE HEATH ILL
1827 D ORCH PL U
409 E CHALMRS 1304 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 306 U
13 PERSIMMON C
URH CARR 206 U
URH DANIELS 434 U
URH DANIELS 390 U
URH DANIELS 336 U
322 LUNDGREN C
307 E JOHN C
URH BARTON 317 C
URH WARDALL 824 U
GLENVIEW ILL
URH BUSEY 345 U
409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
2027 D HAZWD CT U


































































RR 1 BOX 155
111 1/2 S BUSEY
720 LAYTON RD
1819 W JOHN






5630 W EASTWOOD AV
3812 W 168TH ST
RR 3
206 E MADISON AV
206 E MADISON AV
910 N 4TH AV
708 W STOUGHTON
1540 W CAPITOL
807 W ILLINOIS 4
RR 2 BOX 199
1013 W JOHN
901 S SUMMIT ST
2909 SHOGAWA-MACHI
PO ANDAL BURDWAN













911 W GUNNISON ST
1130 S MAIN ST




3420 LAKE SHORE DP
8377 LA RIVIERA DR
209 LAWNRIDGE AV
1469 ROSEHILL DR































1827 D ORCH PL
2943 ESTES
6833 N KEDZIE







325 E 248TH ST
8 FOREST VIEW DR
672 DEVONSHIRE LN
2230 SWAINWOOD DR
1 S SCHOOL ST
340 W MAIN
RR 1



































































































MURPHY CLAIRE L LAS1
MURPHY DANIEL C LAS1
MURPHY DANIEL M COM3
*MURPHY DAVID H GRAD
MURPHY DEBRA ED 1
*MURPHY DIANA TAYLOR BUS4
MURPHY DON J PE 2
MURPHY GLENN E AGR3
MURPHY HARRY T JR EMG1
MURPHY JANIS I LAS4
*MURPHY JOAN T ED 2
*MURPHY JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
MURPHY JOSEPH S ENG1
*MURPHY JUDITH RION GRAD
MURPHY JULIA C LAS4
MURPHY JULIE A ED 2
*MURPHY KAREN KREBS GRAD
MURPHY KATHLEEN F PE 3
MURPHY LINDA A LAS3
MURPHY LYNNE A LAS2
MURPHY MARIANNA LAS3
*MURPHY MARTIN DAVID GRAD
MURPHY MARY E FAA2
MURPHY MATTHEW D ENG3
MURPHY MICHAEL C AGR1
MURPHY MICHAEL E FAA2
MURPHY PAMELA E GRAD
MURPHY PAMELA J LAS2
MURPHY REGINA L LAS2
MURPHY SALLY J AGR1
MURPHY SHIRLEY ANN ED 3
MURPHY STEPHEN E AVI 1
MURPHY SUSAN A LAS1
SMURPHY THOMAS JAMES GRAD
MURPHY THOMAS K BUS2
MURPHY WILLIAM M LAS3
*MURPHY WILLIAM S LAW2
MURRAY ALICE L LAS1
MURRAY ANNE E FAA1
MURRAY BARBARA C LAS3
MURRAY BEVERLY L COM3
MURRAY DFNNIS J LAS2
MURRAY DRUSILLA ED 1
MURRAY EDWARD J JR BUS1
MURRAY GERALOINE A LAS3
MURRAY JUDITH DAY GRAD
MURRAY LEE LAS2
MURRAY MICHAEL J BUS1
MURRAY THOMAS J PE 1
MURRELL SYLVIA ED 3
*MURRY DOROTHY J GRAD
*MURRY JACK EVAN GRAD
MURTHA MICHAEL J ENG1
MUSAK GREGORY ALAN LAS2
MUSCH THOMAS OWEN GRAD
MUSE BONNIE J LAS2
MUSE JOHN E ENG4
MUSE MICHAEL C LAS1
*MUSGROVE MONTE R VM 4
MUSGROVE RUTH ANN P ED 2
MUSIAL MICHAEL E AGR2
MUSIAL MICHAEL E ENG3
MUSIAL THOMAS E AVI1
MUSIKANTOW ROBERT A LAS2
*MUSSELMAN ARLYN L GRAD
*MUSSELMAN EUGENE E GRAD
*MUSSELMAN WANDA H GRAD
*MUSSER PHILLIP DONAL GRAD
MUSSMAN CRAIG L BUS4
MUSSULMAN RONALD LYN GRAD
MUSTAFA ABDUL AZIZ GRAD
MUSUR ROBERT J ENG2
MUSZYNSKI DAVID D GRAD
MUSZYNSKI IRVIN L JR LAS3
MUTAW KATHLEEN E LAS3
MUTH WILLIAM STEPHEN BUS*
MUTSCHLER HELEN M GRAD
MUTTER CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
MUTTFR GORDON WESLEY GRAD
MUZOS STEVEN J GRAD
MUZZY PAMELA JEAN AGR2
*MYCUE DAVID JOHN GRAD
MYER SALLY K LAS3
MYERS ALLEN D ENG2
MYERS BARBARA F AGR4
MYERS CARL B III LAW3
MYERS CATHRYN A LAS3
MYERS CURTIS W LAW2
MYERS DANIEL R LAS1
MYERS DAVID RICHARD GRAD
MYFRS DELORES G GRAD
MYFRS DENNIS L LAW3
MYERS DONNA L ED 2
MYERS GEORGE D VM 3
MYERS HARVEY N GRAD
MYERS JACK A BUS3
MYFRS JAMIE A FAA1
URH SCOTT 208 C
URH FORBES 436 C
604 E ARMORY 236 C
MATTCON ILL
URH LAR 124 U
11 DUNNELLEN U
910 S 3RD C
1108 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 276 C
206 W WASHINGTON U
300 S GOODWIN 215 U
11 DUNELLEN U
URH SNYDER 428 C
BUPRILL HALL 131 U
903 S CARLE U
508 E CHALMERS C
608 E STOUGHTON C
401 W ELM U
10C5 S WRIGHT C
508 E ARMORY C
405 E JOHN C
2031 A ORCH ST U
107 E HEALEY 13 C
305 E WHITE C
903 S CARLE U
URH ALLEN 285 U
505 E WHITE 6 C
URH VANDOREN 27 C
URH HOPKINS 478 C
URH LAR 418 U
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
URH BARTON 202 C
405 E JOHN C
608 E STOUGHTON C
601 S 4TH C
411 GREEN C
1702 ANTHONY C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
URH ALLEN 408 U
901 S 6TH C
901 S 1ST 16 C
URH FORBES 442 C
URH HOPKINS 488 C
URH FLAGG 334 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
802 PARK LN C
URH ALLEN 289 U
1008 W NEVADA U
408 W WILLIAMS C
1004 S ORCH U
CHARLESTON ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
URH FORBES 395 C
409 W ELM U
URH TAFT 126 C
URH SAUNDERS 7 U
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
URH SNYDER 408 C
305 COUNTRY FR 83 C
1012 HARVARD C
URH SCOTT 465 C
1005 S 2ND C
604 F ARMORY C





905 S 1ST 12 C
408 N ELM C
2014 A ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 524 U
308 W GREEN 6 U
308 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMERS 806 C
107 E HEALEY 22 C
NAPPANEE IND
402 S LINCOLN U
1205 E FLORIDA 14 U
810 HAWTHORNE U
URH ALLEN 303 U
2109 HAZWD DR 102 U
BADEN AUST
URH TOWNSEND 268 U
108 E CALIFORNIA 2 U
108 S 4TH C
1204 S LINCOLN U
2112 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH WESTON 418 C
URH DANIELS 288 U
2017 B ORCH ST U
2109 W WHITE 200 C
URH TRELEASE 123 U
1729 VALLEY RD C
2017 B ORCH ST U
401 E DANIEL C














































































660 W DIVISION 5C8
RP. 1
2125 DEWEY ST
310 S 3RD ST










ROUTE 1 BOX 108































3854 W 153RD ST





1200 N SILVER ST
4801 S WILDWOOD
424 S DONALD AV






206 W MAIN BOX 301
RR 2 BOX 204
RR 2 BOX 290
2014 A ORCH ST
7138 S AVERS AV
508 S MAIN ST
508 S MAIN ST
2534 ROBERTS AV
720 MONTGOMERY RD





2109 HAZWD DR 102
14 KYLE CT
2634 BURR OAK AV





12510 S ADA ST
2017 B ORCH ST
312 W MAIN ST
222 S RAMMER AV
311 S PATTON
2017 B ORCH ST
233 N 1ST ST




































































































































































































AGR1 205 E ARMORY C
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS U
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516 U
LAS2 313 E JOHN 18 C
AGR4 1208 W CHARLES C
EO 2 URH ALLEN 423 U
GRAD 1208 W CLARK U
LAS1 211 E DANIEL C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1221 U
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 384 U
LAS5 57 E CHALMERS 5 C
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN U
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1019 U
GRAD 710 S BROADWAY 3 U
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA U
ED 1 URH HOPKINS 488 C
LAW2 504 W MAIN 209 U
LAS4 102 E ARMORY C
LAS3 108 E HEALEY 9 C
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 34 C
LAS3 707 S 6TH 401 C
BUS2 URH TAFT 407 C
ENG4 904 W GREEN 530 U
LAS1 1207 W SPNGFLD U
AGR1 904 S 3RD C
FAA4 1005 S 1ST ST RD C
ED 2 URH SAUNDERS 102 U
GRAD 1922 C ORCH ST U
GRAD 1922 C ORCH ST U
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C
LAS1 URH SNYDER 292 C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 411 U
LAW3 205 W UNIVERSITY C
LAS4 58 E ARMORY 14 C
EO 1 802 OREGON U
LAS1 URH GARNER 462 C
LAS2 907 S 4TH C
BUS1 910 S 4TH C
ENG3 URH WESTON 490 C
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 140 U
GRAD 57 E JOHN 6 C
ED 1 9 10 S 3RD C
GRAD 58 E ARMORY 6 C
LAS2 URH LAR 123 U
BUS1 URH TAFT 25 C
LAS2 URH GARNER 375 C
LAS4 801 W IOWA U
LAW1 307 S PRAIRIE C
GRAD 1001 S OAK C
GRAD 104 BUENA VISTA C
ENG4 508 E WHITE C
GRAD 1213 W CLARK U
GRAD 306 E MAIN U
GRAD 2073 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 2073 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 331 U
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 331 U
GRAD 207 E HEALEY 1 C
LAS2 URH LAR 375 U
GRAD CE HALL 3109 U
LAS2 URH SCOTT 474 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 296 U
LAS2 1408 HILLCREST U
AGR1 1904 WEAVER U
LAS1 4 THE SUMMIT C
ENG3 URH FORBES 245 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 455 C
LAS1 403 W WASHINGTON U
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 417 C
GRAD 1114 W SPNGFLD U
LAS3 807 W OREGON U
FAA3 1108 S 1ST C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 849 C
LAW2 908 S LOCUST 302 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 184 U
GRAD 1803 B OftCH PL U
GRAD 1803 B ORCH PL U
LAW3 2049 C HAZWD CT U
GRAD TENAFLY N J
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON C
BUS3 102 E CHALMERS C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 232 U
BUS4 811 W PARK U
GRAD 304 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAS4 URH FORBES 272 C
ENG1 URH WESTON 468 C
LAS2 URH SCOTT 310 C
AGR3 1105 S 4TH C
GRAD 909 W CREGON 311 U
LAS2 1004 S 2ND C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 905 U
LAS3 58 E JOHN 27 C
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA U
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 318 U
LAS4 407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
LAS1 409 E CHALMRS 1503 C























































































































75 CLOSTER DOCK RD
37C1 W GROVE ST









HORT FIELD LAB 2
BOX 1474
1818 ALBANY ST
2073 B ORCH ST
7332 S DORCHESTER
















9C9 S 5TH 849
908 S LOCUST 302
P-527 RJ BSNTA ROY
MANSIONS PUDAMJEE
PADAMJEE PARK








3025 MARY KAY LN
178 N 8TH AV
440 LEGRANDE
ROOSEVELT NEEK 26
4410 W 116TH PL









































































































NATHANSON ELLEN SUE GRAD
NATHANSON LORI R ED 1
NATHANSON STEVEN A BUS1
NATHANSON WENDY C AGR1
NATHENSON LYNNE D BUS1
NATIELLO BARBARA G FAA3
NATKER ANDREA L S GRAD
NATKER ANDREW JAY GRAD
NAUGHTON PATRICIA A LAS4
NAUHEIMER JAMES F FAA3
NAUMAN DANIEL L BUS4
*NAUTA MICHAEL L GRAD
NAUYOK GEORGE F JR LAS2
NAUYOK MICHAEL G FAA3
NAVARRO MICHAEL J PE 3
NAVE MICHAEL CARROLL GRAD
NAVIDI MEENA K GRAD
NAWROCKI ALOYSIUS D GRAD
NAYLOR CORLISS R FAA3
NAYLOR J TIMOTHY ENG4
NAYLOR ROGER L AGR1
NAZIMEK LARRY EDWARD GRAD
NEADERHISER KEITH D GRAD
NEAL CRAIG T AGR
1
*NEAL GERALD L ENG1
NEAL JERRY RANDALL GRAD
*NEAL MARGARET MARY GRAD
NEAL MARY CLYDE GRAD
NEAL MARY MCGLINCHEY GRAD
NEAL PATRICIA SUE GRAD
NEAL PHILLIP G BUS3
NEAL SHIRLEY ZWOYER GRAD
NEAL VALERIE J PE 1
*NEAL WILLIAM R FAA4
NEALIS NEAL C JR ENG3
NEALIS RICHARD J PE 1
NEAR WILLIAM R LAS3
NEARING JEWELL H GRAD
NEATHAMMER VALERIA J BUS2
NEBECK HOWARD E ENG1
NEBECK JOHN H BUS4
NEBEL KATHLEEN A LAS3
NEBEL RICHARD A ENG1
NEBEN MICHAEL E BUS4
NEBLOCK EDWARD J ENG3
*NECCO CHARLES R GRAD
NECKOPULOS ANTHONY S LAS3
NEDELJKOVIC ARSENIJE GRAD
NEE JOHN M LAS1
NEECE BERT F LAS1
NEEDELMAN HOWARD W LAS4
NEEDHAM TERENCE EDWA GRAD
NEEDLER JOHN R BUS1
NEEF MARIAN HUSS LAS2
NEEL JAMES C LAS2
NEELEY MICHAEL B BUS3
NEELLEY EWING E JR GRAD
NEELY KEVIN K LA.S1
NEER MICHAEL R GRAD
NEESE ALLEN L BMS1
NEFF ANDREW N ENG2
*NEFF JOSEPH WILSON GRAD
NEFF PETER C ENG1
NEGRETE LOLA J LAS4
NEHLS DAVID S ED 1
NEIBURGER JOSEPH F BUS1
NEIBURGER JULIE V FAA3
NEIDENBACH JUDY C PE 2
NEIGHBOUR DAVID B LAS1
NEIKES DANNY E ENG3
NEILSON ARLENE L AGR3
NEILSSON GARY L LAS3
NEIMAN GARY SCOTT GRAD
NEIMAN JANET L LAS1
NEITZKE THOMAS G ENG3
NEIWEEM PAUL S BUS 1
NEJMAN MICHAEL J LAS1
NEKERVIS PATRICIA A COM3
NEKOLA MARY VIRGINIA GRAD
NEKOLNY BOB G AVI2
NELLE MARIANNE LAS4
NELSON ADRIANE L BUS4
NELSON ALFRED G ENG2
NELSON ANGELA L LAS3
NELSON BARBARA J LAS1
NELSON BRUCE GORDON ED 4
NELSON BURR LAS4
NELSON CANDICE J GRAD
NELSON CARL L LAS2
NELSON CHERYL A PE 4
NELSON CHRISTINA H GRAD
NELSON CLAYTON CHARL GRAO
NELSON CYNTHIA C AGR2
NELSON DANNY LEE GRAD
NELSON DEBRA J FAA2
NELSON DEBRA L LAS2
NELSON ELLEN P ED 4
813 OAKLAND 207 U
URH TRELEASE 331 U
URH HOPKINS 369 C
47 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 195 U
URH EVANS 329 U
2015 B ORCH U
2015 B ORCH ST U
109 E CHALMERS 4 C
URH NOBLE 311 C
904 N BROADWAY U
MATTOON ILL
URH SNYDER 278 C
URH NOBLE 220 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
ARCOLA ILL
209 E HEALEY 3 C
1108 WESTFIELD C
1006 W STOUGHTON U
711 W CHURCH 3 C
58 E GREGORY C
502 E SPNGFLD 309 C
1209 FLORIDA 23 U
706 S MATHEWS U
2113 W WHITE C
TCLONO ILL
1206 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 172 U
1827 VALLEY RD C
106 E HEALEY 9 C
URH TOWNSEND 341 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH GARNER 445 C
MAHOMET ILL
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
307 E WHITE C
1834 B ORCH PL U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 425 C
2219 S 1ST 201 C
24 MAPLEWOOD U
URH FORBES 439 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH BLAISDELL 203 U
2006 W WILLIAM C
911 S 4TH C
1107 W GREEN 521 U
URH FORBES 386 C
URH BARTON 102 C
503 E WHITE 9 C
606 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 410 C
RR 4 C
722 S BROADWAY U
401 E JOHN C
LINCOLN HALL 244 U
2310 ROLAND C
903 S 4TH C
804 W CHURCH C
1004 NEVADA U
1 LINDEN RD U
URH GARNER 395 C
URH LAR 230 U
410 E JOHN U
910 S 3RD 518 C
508 E ARMORY C
1004 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
URH BUSEY 232 U
501 E DANIEL C
901 W SPNGFLD 16 U
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 318 U
URH FORBES 444 C
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
URH WARDALL 309 U
URH DANIELS 494 U
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
409 1/2 W PARK U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
507 E CLARK C
108 E HEALEY 1 C
URH LAR 436 U
1852 VALLEY RD C
907 W STOUGHTON U
5 BEL-AIRE CT C
302 E ARMORY C
2108 GRANGE U
1015 1/2 W MAIN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
103 E GREEN C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH BLAISDELL 327 U

































































9339 N OZANAM AV
8601 AVERS
201 S MAPLE 102
2 VIRGINIA LN
2015 B ORCH ST
4659 DOBSON ST
728 HENRY ST

















105 PEYTON PL SW
2003 S VINE
225 N CARR ST








2409 W CURTIS RD
7551 W DEVON AV
7551 W DEVON
3513 W 63RD PL
24C5 PARKVIEW DR
1056 WHITEHALL DR
RR 2 BOX 189
2006 W WILLIAM
848 WASHINGTON

























6 S MAPLE ST
505 N RUSSELL ST
10305 S LARAMIE AV
194 LONGFELLOW DR
1703 W 18TH PL
4549 CENTER AV
1732 S PARK AV
1820 HULL AV
BOX 146
1700 N PARK DR
500 W HANSSLER PL
























































































5 BEL-AIRE CT CHAMPAIGN IL
903 FLORENCE AV GALESBURG ILL
2108 GRANGE URBANA ILL
290 E CRYSTAL LAKE CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
415 10TH ST
103 E GREEN
2314 W 111TH ST F
122 ALDER AV







NELSON GARY D LAS3
NELSON GARY W GRAD
NELSON GEOFFREY B LAS4
NELSON GREGORY C FAA4
NELSON HAROLO R LAS2
NELSON JAMES HENRY GRAD
NELSON JAMES P AGR1
NELSON JAMES R LAS2
NELSON JEFFREY L LAS4
NELSON JOHN E FAA3
NELSON JON H LAS3
NELSON JORDAN ROY GRAD
NELSON JOSEPH L GRAD
NELSON JOSEPH R GRAD
NELSON KATHLEEN L LAS4
NELSON KATHLEEN W AGR3
NELSON KENNETH RUSSE FAA4
NELSON KIM A FAA2
NELSON LAURA L LAS2
NELSON MARK A LAS3
NELSON MARK W ENG2
NELSON MONICA L FAA2
NELSON OLIVER W LAWl
NELSON PAUL D LAS4
NELSON PAUL M FAA2
NELSON RICHARD A AGR2
NELSON RICHARD A PE 4
NELSON RICHARD HERBE LAS4
NELSON RICHARD J VM 2
NELSON ROBERT C LAW2
NELSON ROBERT E LAW3
NELSON ROBERT M LAS3
NELSON ROBERT MARK I PE 4
NELSON ROGER W AGR3
NELSON RONALD JARL GRAD
NELSON RONALD V ENG4
NELSON RUDOLPH E ED 4
NELSON RUSSELL W LAS2
NELSON SCOTT B LAS2
NELSON SPENCER BRUCE GRAD
NELSON SUZANNE K ED 3
NELSON THOMAS E ENG4
NELSON WALTER EARL FAA4
NELSON WALTER J JR GRAD
NELSON WAYNE G AGR2
NELSON WILLIAM EDWAR ENG4
NELSON WILLIAM G AGR4
NELSON WILLIAM J LAS1
NEMANICH ARLENE M LAS3
NEMEC OONALD OTTO ENG4
NEMENOFF BRIAN M LAWl
NEMENOFF HOWARD B LAS2
NEMETH BONITA C FAA3
NEMETH CYNTHIA D LAS1
NEMETH GABRIEL B LAS1
NEMETH LUDWIG W GRAD
NEMEYER DAVID L COM3
NEMIEC PHILIP J ENG1
NENNINGER MARK H ENG4
NENSEL THOMAS F LAS2
NEPOTE JOSEPH J II GRAD
NERENBERG PATRICIA S LAS1
NERI THOMAS J BUS3
NESBIT ROGER W LAS4
NESBITT MICHAEL J LAS1
NESBITT STEPHEN L LAS2
NESHEIM SANDRA L LAS2
NESLAOEK JUDITH ANN GRAD
NESLADEK NANCY K AGR4
NESLER ANNETTE C AGR1
NESLER GARY A BUS2
NESPECHAL ROBERT JR ENG4
NESS ARNOLD RUEBEN GRAD
NESSELROAD SIDNEY L GRAD
NESSLER FREDERIC W AGR3
NESTA WILLIAM A BUS3
NESTER PATRICK ALLEN GRAD
NESTOR DANIEL C LAW3
NESVIG KRISTIN L LAS2
NETEMEYER PATRICK R ENG3
NETTER CAROLYN PAPE LAS4
NETTER CRAIG C BUS4
NETTL REBECCA C FAA1
NETTLES STEVEN S LAS4
NEUBAUER MARK A LAS1
NEUBERGER ANDREA R LAS3
NEUBERT DIANA L LAS1
NEUBERT FREDERIC B ENG3
NEUHAUS RONALD A BUS1
NEUKOMM JAN A BUS2
NEUL GWENDOLYN C GRAD
NEULEIB JANICE W GRAD
NEULEIB ROBERT DAVID GRAD
NEUMAN GLEN A LAS2
NEUMANN BETH A BUS4
NEUMANN DONALD E JR BUS1
NEUMANN MARK J BUS3
804 W SPNGFLD U
6 18 W CHURCH 2 C
808 W INDIANA U
URH FORBES 113 C
URH SNYDER 490 C
2316 GLENOAK C
URH NOBLE 127 C
URH GARNER 321 C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
1416 N MCKINLEY C
URH OGLESBY 523 U
910 S 3RD C
1903 REBECCA C
806 OAKLAND 104 U
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
103 E GREEN C
PLAINVIEW MBL HM C
URH ALLEN 323 U
URH EVANS 107 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 445 C
URH LAR 272 U
910 S 3RD 213 C
URH OGLESBY 309 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 254 C
32 APRICOT C
505 W RANDOLPH C
1717 HENRY C
910 S 3RD C
502 W GRIGGS 211 U
1009 W PENN U
2035 C ORCH ST U
1 ROSEWOOD PL U
1922 WINCHESTER C
1101 W PENN U
WESTCHESTER ILL
211 E DANIEL C
802 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 430 U
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
1410 E FLORIDA U
URH DANIELS 311 U
801 W NEVADA U
1605 VALLEY RD C
705 W STOUGHTON U
URH CARR 405 U
613 W UNION C
ARLINGTON VA
616 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS 1003 C
1007 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 403 U
URH SNYDER 312 C
1007 W STOUGHTON U
911 S 4TH C
URH CARR 211 U
604 E ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C
COLLISON ILL
URH TRELEASE 527 U
ELK GROVE VIL ILL
104 E ARMORY C
1307 ELLIS C
URH FORBES 318 C
URH BLAISDELL 408 U
1652 VALLEY RD C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH ALLEN 179 U
URH TAFT 212 C
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
3207 W WILLIAM C
404 SCOTTSWOOD U
401 E JOHN C
904 N BROADWAY U
1201 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 746 C
URH WARDALL 923 U
202 E JOHN C
1006 W CLARK U
912 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD 913 C
406 E GREEN 201 C
URH FORBES 12C C
106 E HEALEY 1 C
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
URH FORBES 107 C
URH BABCOCK 111 U
URH WESTON 210 C
211 PFEFFER 10 U
NORMAL ILL
NORMAL ILL
52 E ARMORY C
405 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 104 C


































































116 S PLUM ST
2603 SIERRA DR
646 S SEIGEL ST
738 GREGORY RD
1124 N HARVEY AV
2316 GLENOAK












12 WESTERN AV HTS
2437 E BROOK RD
7717 SUNSET DR
1S445 POPLAR AV
1014 ST ANDREWS WY
RR 4 BOX 420
101-24TH AVENUE CT
RR 1 BOX 14
32 APRICOT
10740 S HAMLIN AV
511 DIVISION ST
248 LAKEVIEW ACRES
OAK HILL RR2 BX151
2290 WYCKWOOD DR
2511 W ARDMORE PL




1014 E 2ND ST
3706 W MAIN ST
308 FLETCHER
1-638 W LAUREL ST


























24.16 S 5.7TH CT
2416 S 57TH CT
RR 2 BOX 191
RR 2 BOX 191






9340 S SAWYER AV
634 STUART LN





304 N CLINTON ST














































































































NEUMANN MARK JAMES LAS2
NEUMANN NANCY LOUISE GRAD
NEUMANN ROBERT E LAS2
NEUMANN RONALD F FAA4
NEUMANN WILLIAM J LAS1
NEUMARK JONATHAN JAY LAS4
NEUNABER DEBORAH D LAS3
*NEUTENS JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
NEVELL PATRICK L BUS*
NEVENHOVEN RICHARD A LAS4
NEVILLE GARY M COM4
NEVILS RALPH L LAS1
NEVILS RODNEY L PE 3
NEVIN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
NEW DONNY R FAA1
NEWBERG THOMAS G BUS3
NEWBERRY RALPH J LAS4
NEWCOMB JILL WOOD GRAD
*NEWCOMB MARTIN E GRAD
NEWELL CHARLES LAS3
NEWELL JANET FRANCES GRAD
NEWELL KARL MAXIM GRAD
NEWELL LARRY M LAS2
NEWELL LINDA B LAS2
NEWELL ROBERT J ENG1
NEWHAGEN PAUL ENG4
NEWHOUSE DIANE P GRAD
NEWHOUSE SHERRILL L BUS4
*NEWHOUSE WILLIAM R ENG4
NEWLAND THERYL E LAS4
*NEWLIN JAMES R JR LAS4
NEWMAN ALLAN N GRAD
NEWMAN BRUCE H LAS1
NEWMAN BRUCE I BUS2
NEWMAN CHARLES R FAA4
NEWMAN CYNTHIA S AGR3
NEWMAN DENISE L LAS2
NEWMAN DEVRA K LAS2
NEWMAN FRANCES S GRAD
NEWMAN JAMES E LAS2
NEWMAN JAY J LAS1
NEWMAN JOHN EDWIN GRAD
NEWMAN KATHLEEN E ED 1
NEWMAN LAURA A AGR3
NEWMAN MARLA SUE GRAD
NEWMAN MERWYN G ENG4
NEWMAN MICHAEL E ENG2
NEWMAN NORMAN B LAS4
NEWMAN ROBERT C LAW3
NEWMAN ROBERT H LAS2
NEWMAN ROBERT N LAS4
NEWMAN TOMMY L AGR3
NEWMAN WILLIAM M LAS3
NEWMARK DEBORAH R FAA3
NEWMEYER CAROLYN P GRAD
NEWSOM THOMAS C LAS2
NEWTON DALE E FAA4
NEWTGN DREW A BUS1
NEWTON GRANT L LAS4
NEWTGN HENRY D LAS2
NEWTON MICHAEL E GRAD
NEWTON SARAH J FAA4
NEYLON DENISE M AGR1
NEYRA CARLOS ADOLFO GRAD
NG HOW NGEE GRAD
NG KIN PING LAS3
NG PATRICK K GRAD
NG PATRICK PING GRAD
*NG SPENCER WAH-FUNG GRAD
NGO TEODORA GRAD
NGUYEN THI HUONG LAM BUS3
NIANICK CHERI L ED 3
NIBECK BARBARA J LAS2
NIBLACK ROBERT L JR LAS2
NIBLING JACK E AGR2
NICE DEBERA J COM3
NICELY JAMES EDWARD GRAD
NICHIN SHERYL JCAN GRAD
NICHOLAS CATHERINE A AGR3
NICHOLAS EDEN GRAD
NICHOLAS JOSEPH C AGR4
NICHOLAS MARGARET J LAS4
NICHOLS CHRISTINA LAS4
NICHOLS DICKRONOUHI LAS1
NICHOLS HELEN MASTEN GRAD
NICHOLS JOHN H BUS4
NICHOLS K ERNEST GRAD
NICHOLS MARTHA P GRAD
NICHOLS ROBERT H LAS2
NICHOLS SALLY ANN PE 4
NICHOLS STEVEN L LAS2
NICHOLS WILLIAM E ENG4
NICHOLSON GARRY C COM4
NICHOLSON JAMES FOYE GRAD
NICHOLSON PETER A LAS3
NICHOLSON SHARON LAS1
NICHOLSON STEVEN L ENG1
501 W PARK C
106 E HEALEY 2 C
URH OGLESBY 820 U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH HOPKINS 378 C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
405 E JOHN C
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
102 E ARMORY 9 C
1102 W SPNGFLD U
618 E DANIEL 1 C
URH OGLESBY U
302 S 4TH C
MIDDLETON WIS
URH HOPKINS 315 C




1009 W MAIN U
URH DANIELS 268 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
404 S 6TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1305 C
809 PENN U
108 E HEALEY 12 C
SIDELL ILL
1109 S ARBOR 3 C
SIDELL ILL
702 S RACE U
GEORGETOWN ILL
810 OAKCREST C
URH FLAGG 411 C
URH NOBLE 209 C
410 E JOHN C
1008 1/2 N LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 429 U
409 E CHALMRS 1510 C
705 W CHURCH C
URH SCOTT 365 C
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
246 DEWEY U
URH TRELEASE 822 U
1008 1/2 N LINCOLN U
209 E CLARK 1 C
403 BURNIE CHRISTI C
URH WESTON 342 C
733 S MATTIS C
408 E STOUGHTON 9 C
809 W PENN U
1007 S 1ST 2 C
48 ROXBURY U
408 W ILLINOIS 50 U
508 E CHALMERS C
SEATTLE WASH
URH SCOTT 354 C
113 ENNIS LN U
URH FORBES 422 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
E CHICAGO HTS ILL
819 OAKLAND 203 U
9C4 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 125 U
1972 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 426 U
URH BABCOCK 314 U
URH DANIELS 323 U
503 E WHITE 9 C
COORD SCI LAB U
309 E GREEN 1 C
901 S LINCOLN U
802 OREGON U
611 E DANIEL C
1002 W OREGON U
SEYMOUR ILL
URH VANDOREN 424 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH DANIELS U
URH ALLEN 301 U
REHAB CENTER 102 C
2506 E SLAYBACK U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 302 C
URH TRELEASE 516 U
TALLULA ILL
305 W WHITE C
CALGARY 5 ALTA CAN
303 S BUSEY 1 U
URH HOPKINS 177 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
713 W OHIO U
1008 S 4TH C
806 S 1ST 5 C
1004 E HARDING U
910 S 3RD 620 C
URH WARDALL 307 U


















































1241 N WALNUT AV
1112 N INSTITUTE




































1132 E 165TH ST
1324 MERRIMAC
246 DEWEY






















U OF I MATH
1455 W CARMEN AV
1A-J WATERLOO RD











314 N PROSPECT MNR




6943 N WESTERN AV
RR 1
1903 SYRCLE DR
22 WESTVIEW DR SW
303 S BUSEY 1
124 FORESTVIEW RD
204 W VAN BUREK

































































































WHITE BEAR LK MINN
LEBANON IL
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
FRANKFORT IL
NEW YORK N Y
E ST LOUIS IL
ROCKFORD IL
212
NICHOLSON THEODORE R GRAD
NICHOLSON TODD L BUS3
NICHTER MARK S BUS3
NICKAS GEORGE D GRAD
NICKELL DOROTHY M GRAD
NICKELS JOSEPH J JR ENG4
NICKELS PENNY G EO 3
NICKELS THOMAS HUBER GRAD
NICKELSON DEBRA K FAA1
NICKERSON THOMAS J BUS3
NICKERSON WILLIAM J GRAD
NICKESON HOLLY K ED 4
NICKLES ANA CIABURRI GRAD
NICKOLLS JOHN R ENG4
NICKOLLS JUDITH B LAS2
NICKOLS DANIEL F III LAS2
NICKOLS LINDA S LAS1
NICKSARLIAN SONYA LAS2
NICKSIC BEVERLY J COM4
NICKSIC TERRENCE D GRAD
NICOL ARTHUR D LAW1
NICOL JEANNE M FAA2
NICOL THOMAS H ENG2
NICOLAY DAVID E BUS*
NICOLAYSEN DENIS R GRAD
NIDZIEKO WALTER S LAS3
NIEBERGALL JULIE D BUS1
NIEBRUGGE OANIEL J LAS2
NIEBUR THOMAS P ENG3
NIED GERALD T VM 3
NIEDER JULIE D ED 2
NIEDFRGANG NORMAN R ENG1
NIEDERMEYER THOMAS E GRAD
NIEHAUS JEFFREY A ENG2
NIEHAUS MARTIN G AGR2
NIELSEN ALLAN V ENG3
NIELSEN ANNE M LAS2
NIELSEN CATHERINE J LAS3
NIELSEN DAVID J BUS3
NIELSEN KENNETH P BUS3
NIELSEN MARGARET R GRAD
NIELSEN MICHAEL C COM4
NIELSEN WARREN R GRAD
NIEMAN JOYCE A LAS4
NIEMANN DAVIO A ENG3
NIEMANN DAYLON A AGR4
NIEMANN JEAN MARIE GRAD
NIEMEYER DENNIS C ENG3
NIEMIEC GARRICK L FAA2
NIEMIEC JO ANN I LAS1
NIEMIEC MARILYNN L FAA3
NIENABER ROBERT J FAA3
NIEPER LOUIS PAUL F ENG4
NIERMAN MARK K AGR
1
NIERSBACH LUANNE P GRAD





NIETZEL MICHAEL TODD GRAD
NIEVA JOSE DAVID G GRAD
NIGAM SHASHI KANT GRAD
NIGG HERBERT N GRAD
NIGHTINGALE FRED M AGR4
NIGHTINGALE RICHARD AGR1
NIGRO KIRSTEN F GRAD
NIKLAS KARL JOSEPH GRAD
NIKLEWSKI JERZY B GRAO
NIKRIN DEBRA L LAS1
NILES LESLIE R AGR2
NILI-POUR REZA GRAD
NILSEN ROXANNE PE 1
NIMS JUDITH V LAS4
NIMSGERN WILLIAM G GRAD
NIMZ CHERYL KEISTER LAS4
NIN FERNANDO ENRIQUE GRAD
NINSUVANNAKUL PRAWIT GRAD
NIRULA RANJANA GRAD
NISBET PATRICIA F LAS4
NISBET ROBIN W LAS3
NISBET WALKER A FAA3
NISHIMOTO BARBARA J ED 3
NISHIMOTO LINDA S LAS1
NISHIMOTO WARREN S LAS4
NISHIMURA JANICE A LAS3
NITIBHON CHULATIP GRAD
NITITHAM SAVALEE GRAD
NIX DAN F LAS4
NIX KENNETH R LAS2
NIXON ARTHUR P BUS3
NIXON CYNTHIA D LAS1
NIXON DAVID H BUS2
NIXON RODGER D BUS1
NIXON WILLIAM F ENG4
NOBLE SCOTT W LAS2
NOBLE STEVEN L ENG4
NOBLE WILLIAM J LAS1
NOBLE WILLIAM W LAS3
URH SHERMAN 1251 C
605 E ARMORY C
58 E JOHN 9 C
OBSERVATORY U
BONDVILLE ILL
59 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BUSEY 101 U
URH CARR 128 U
902 N GREGORY U
URH TRELEASE 108 U
901 HARMON U
102 N GREGORY 10 U
URH HOPKINS 432 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 403 U
URH WARDALL 605 U
710 W OHIO U
304 N WILLIS C
URH WESTON 280 C
58 E JOHN 27 C
URH TOWNSEND 554 U
1101 S MATTIS 2-4 C
408 E STOUGHTON C
312 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 114 U
URH WESTON 317 C
URH OGLESBY 505 U
204 W PENN U
1304 SILVER 7 U
URH WESTON 336 C
1007 W HILL C
URH SCOTT 157 C
URH CARR 302 U
URH WESTON 256 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH VANDOREN 122 C
1007 S 3PD C
URH TAFT 112 C
URH SHERMAN 1346 C
706 S 1ST 302 C
4 STANFORD PL C
407 1/2 STOUGHTON C
1003 E COLORADO U
1822 VALLEY RD C
2102 W WHITE 88 C
202 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 389 C
URH LAR 273 U
302 E ARMORY C
609 W MAIN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 421 U
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 361 U
509 E CLARK 15 C
URH SHERMAN 264 C
1402 E GRANDVIEW C
DECATUR ILL
53 E JOHN 3 C
1009 W SPNGFLD 3 U
1004 SCOTTSDALE C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 1046 C
504 N ROMINE U
DEWEY ILL
MCHENRY ILL
URH FORBES 358 C
1107 W GREEN 626 U
URH VANDOREN 318 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SHERMAN 1152 C
2103 W WHITE 128 C
910 S 3RD 310 C
1010 S 1ST 8 C
URH GARNER 452 C
405 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
URH BUSEY 258 U
URH BUSEY 106 U
505 E CLARK 17 C
507 W ELM U
URH DANIELS U
URH SHERMAN 954 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
310 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1612 C




904 W GREEN U
303 COUNTRY FR C
URH HOPKINS 158 C

































































3526 W 79TH PL
1603 SHAFFER PL
1855 W JEFFERSON




102 N GREGORY 10
2'HILLTOP DR
604 PEORIA ST





23 W CANTERBURY DR















441 S RUSH ST
1117 WESTMORELAND











12742 S MOBILE AV
6G9 W MAIN 2
2825 YEOMAN
4445 FOSTER
1120 64TH ST 7
577 E TWYMAN ST
AV 2 2 40-37
U OF I GEOL DEPT
3771 MOUNDFORD AV
CA4.LE 1A N 73







1604 W CHANNEL BCH
1107 W GREEN 626
442 CRESCENT B3
608 N MAIN








1 S 355 MONTEREY
1 S 355 MONTEREY
1920 PAUOA RD







4728 N NORTH ST
1001 E SOUTH ST




































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
PEORIA IL
213
NOOELMAN CATHY C GRAO
*NODELMAN NEIL H GRAD
NODULMAN LAWRENCE J GRAD
NOE MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
NOEL DOUGLAS C ENG2
NOFFKE MATTHEW W LAS2
NOFFKE RICHARD A LAW2
NOGGLE EDWIN L ED 4
NOGGLE THOMAS LYNN GRAD
NOGUCHI DAVID A ENG2
NOHL DANIEL E LAS3
NOID DONALO WILLIAM GRAD
NOLAN MARGARET M LAS2
NOLAN MARK S ENG4
NOLAN MARY E LAS4
NOLAN MICHAEL E LAS2
NOLAN PHYLLIS LAS1
NOLAN THOMAS C LAW3
NOLAN WILLIAM J AGR1
NOLAND DAVID F LAS3
NOLAND THOMAS A JR LAS2
NOLEN DONALD MARVIN GRAD
NOLL DAVID R ENG1
NOLLE LEROY A LAS2
NOLLER THOMAS W LAS4
NOLTE RICHARD A ENG1





NOON DENNIS J LAS4
NOONAN DAVID JOHN GRAD
NOONAN DEBORAH G LAS3
NOONAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
NOONAN KATHLEEN A LAS1
*NORBY RODNEY DALE GRAD
NORBY SHONG WAN GRAD
NORD DALE R AGR1
NORD LAWRENCE R BUS4
*NORD LYNN JAEGER GRAD
NORDBERG DONALD E GRAD
NORDGREN CAROL A LAS4
NORDHEDEN ANGELENE C LAS4
NORDHEDEN RITA-MARIE GRAD
NORDHEM PATRICIA J ED 1
NORDIN HAROLD DELWIN GRAD
NORDLUND JEFFREY R LAS4
NOROLUND THOMAS M GRAD
NORDMANN BERNARD J GRAD
NORDMARK ERIC B FAA4
NORDOUIST RONALD D LAS2
NORDOUIST STEVEN L BUS3
NORDSTROM ERIC W ENG4
NORDSTROM FRANK AGR1
NORDSTROM FRED S LAS2
NORDSTROM PETER J ENG4
NOREM DENNIS G LAS1
NOREM GARY R AGR3
NOREM JOLENE F LAS2
NORGAARD JEANNE K LAS1
NORGEL KATHERINE GRAD
NORINSKY PAMELA J ED 3
NORKEWICZ NANCY J COM3
NORLIN RAYMOND HARRY VM 2
NORMAN BARBARA G LAS3
NORMAN CAROLYN D LAS4
NORMAN JERRY JEROME LAS2
NORMILE DANIEL K LAS3
NORNHOLM PAUL C PE 4
NORNHOLM RICARD G GRAD
NORR LYNETTE C LAS2
NORRIS BLAIR R FAA1
NORRIS CAROL S GRAD
NORRIS CHARLES H GRAD
NORRIS CLOVIS BYRON GRAD
NORRIS DOROTHY M GRAD
NORRIS ELIZABETH LAS1
NORRIS JAMES SCOTT AVI5
NORRIS JOHN W LAS4
NORRIS JULIE A LAS4
NORRIS KAREN DYER GRAD
NORRIS LYNDA L LAS4
NORRIS ROBERT J GRAD
NORRIS VALERIE G ED 2
NORRIS WYETTE ED 2
NORTH ALICE M LAS4
NORTH JAMES B GRAD
NORTH LAURENCE R LAS4
NORTH MARK H ENG4
NORTH ROBERT ARTHUR GRAD
NORTHERN TINA MARIE GRAD
NORTHRUP KEVIN LYLE GRAO
NORTHRUP MARK D GRAO
NORTHUP DIANA E GRAD
NORTON DEBORAH BUS3
NORTON GEORGE E III GRAD
819 E OAKLAND 204 U
819 E OAKLAND U
1101 W STOUGHTQN U
1205 E FLORIDA 11 U
URH SNYDER 422 C
1003 S RUSSELL C
RR 3 C
GEORGETOWN ILL
709 N BUSEY U
URH BABCOCK 422 U
1109 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 761 C
URH SCOTT 216 C
906 S 1ST C
1006 S 3RD C
912 S 2ND C
URH LAR 408 U
109 E JOHN C
801 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 466 U
URH ALLEN 393 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH TAFT 409 C
URH GARNER 308 C
402 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 230 U
2901 LAWNDALE C
1008 S LINCOLN U
COM W U
410 S BUSEY U
608 E STOUGHTON C
606 S MATTIS C
URH FLAGG 313 C
302 S 4TH C
605 S 4TH 211 C,
904 S LINCOLN U
1970 B ORCH ST U
1970 B ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 412 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
CHICAGO ILL
408 E SPNGFLD C
505 E UNIVERSITY 6 C
309 ELIOT U
SIDNEY ILL
URH LAR 266 U
1007 PARK C
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH DANIELS 724 U
STA A BOX 2474 C
1207 FLORIDA 32 U
310 E DANIEL C
310 E DANIEL C
58 E DANIEL 1 C
URH SNYDER 373 C
803 S COLER U
504 E STOUGHTON C
CARRIAGE ESTS 13 U
58 E GREGORY C
BARCELONA SP
URH ALLEN 401 U
URH DANIELS 275 U
URH TRELEASE 824 U
URH VANDOREN 408 C
501 S ELM 3 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
508 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 243 C
1006 S 3RD 6 C
1402 W JOHN C
1105 S 4TH C
DEWEY ILL
112 E DANIEL C
1203 SILVER U
NAT HIST BLDG GEOL U
814 W HILL C
906 E HARDING 304 U
URH TRELEASE 730 U
1658 VALLEY RD C
805 E SILVER U
URH EVANS 239 U
RICHMOND VA
508 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 366 C
1916 C ORCH PL U
1112 W CLARK U
5C2 W MAIN U
1803 W JOHN C
1112 W CLARK U
102 E ARMORY 12 C
URH DANIELS 475 U
DANVILLE ILL
602 S BUSEY U
URH SHERMAN 318 C
409 E CHALMRS 707 C























































































1430 E WILLARD AV
5350 CRAWFORDSVL








616 S CEDAR ST
1970 B ORCH ST
1970 B ORCH ST
RR 1 BOX 242
2319 COWPER
7649 E LAKE TERR
4230 W 79TH PL
120 ROBIN HILL DR
3 FROST CT
1200 N GOODWIN
119 W ROCKLAND RD
735 10TH
3905 EAGLE LN












640 S WINFIELD AV
3933 W 83RD ST
5035 N RIDGEWAY
1644 N 17TH AV
ROUTE 2 BOX 95
67 BASSFORD AV




403 S 45TH ST
















709 S WISCONSIN AV
1112 W CLARK
2144 HOYT DR
825 S RYBOLT AV
1404 N WALNUT






































































































NORTON GRETCHEN P GRAD
NORTON HERBIE R AGR3
NORTON LAUREN L PE 4
NORTON PATRICIA KERR LAS4
NORWELL WILLIAM D BUS1
NORWOOD ROBERT LEE GRAD
NOSAKA FRED GARY ENG4
NOSAL CATHERINE L LAS3
NOSBISCH KEVIN A BUS1
NOSBISCH MARLENE M AGR3
NOSBISCH TIMOTHY L ENG4
NOSEK GARY R LAS3
NOSEK MARIE A FAA2
NOSEK RICHARD D GRAD
NOSKO JOHN M ENG1
NOSKO JUDITH E LAS2
NOTARAS ALEXANDRA FAA2
NOTEBOOM CHARLES M LAS2
NOTH JAMES M ENG1
NOTHDURFT GRACE L LAS4
NOTHEISEN LAURIN D FAA3
NOTHNAGEL MARGARET E LAS4
NOTTMEYER DUANE G ENG3
*NOUR GAMAL E E GRAD
NOVACK THOMAS E LAS4
NOVAK ALLEN LESLIE GRAD
NOVAK DANIEL G ENG4
NOVAK DARRELL A BUS3
NOVAK DEBORAH G LAS2
NOVAK DEBORAH M LAS2
NOVAK EDWARD M JR BUS4
NOVAK GREGORY C ENG4
NOVAK LINDA J LAS2
NOVAK PETER E FAA2
NOVAK ROBERT A BUS3
NOVAK ROBERT E ENG1
NOVARIA ELIZABETH A LAS1
NOVARIA ROBERT J ENG3
NOVEY WILLIAM EDWARD ENG6
NOVICK ALAN J LAS3
NOVICK WILLIAM P LAS1
NOVICKAS AIDA A FAA1
NOVICKAS ALGIS J FAA3
NOVICKAS ELIZABETH S LAS1
*NOVOSAD THOMAS W FAA2
NOVOTNEY LAWRENCE G LAS4
NOVOTNY DONALD M LAS2
NOVOTNY NANCY L AGR1
NOVOTNY THOMAS J LAS1
NOWACK ELISABETH A AGR1
NOWACZYK GREGORY F ENG1
NOWAK FRANK JOHN GRAD
NOWAK GALE A LAS1
NOWAK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
NOWAK M.ICHAEL W ENG3
NOWAK RALPH G BUS3
NOWAKOWSKI DONALD J ENG2
NOWARD CHRISTI L LAS2
NOWICKI RONALD J FAA4
NOWIK EDWARD J JR LAS4
NOWLAIN ROBERT E II LAS3
NOWOBILSKI MICHAEL B LAS1
NOYES JERRALD L LAS3
NOYES RONALD W ENG3
NUCKLES VICKY L PE 1
NUDEL BARRY LAS2
NUDELMAN IRIS A FAA1
NUESSEL FRANK HENRY GRAD
NUGENT JAMES KENNETH BUS3
NUGENT PETER DANIEL GRAD
NUGENT ROBERT L LAW3
NUGER DONNA L FAA1
NUGER PAULA J LAS3
NUMBHAKDI VIYAOA GRAD
NUMMEDAL DAG GRAD
NUMRICH PAUL D LAS2
NUMRICH ROBERT C BUS1
NUNAMAKER SUSAN M LAS3
NUNEMACHER ROBERT GRAD
NUNEZ HEATHER BRUCE LAS3
NUNLEY MICHAEL R LAS3
NUNO TERESA LAS4
NURSE JANET K FAA1
NUSBAUM MARK E AGR3
NUSINOW MINDY A AGR4
NUSS WILLIAM E III BUS4
NUSSER ELIZABETH A ED 3
NUSTRA CHERYL S LAS4
NUTTING DEBORAH L LAS3
NUZZI JUDITH WHITE BUS3
NUZZI MICHAEL JOSEPH VM 4
NYBERG GARY W AGR1
NYE BRUCE RICHARD ENG4
NYE DONALD EDWARD GRAD
NYE LOUANN E ED 1
NYE NICOLE OEKEYSER GRAD
NYGREN THOMAS EUGENE GRAD
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH TOWNSEND 434 U
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
909 S 1ST 25 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
211 E WASHINGTON C
URH FORBES 243 C
URH TRELEASE 606 U
URH SCOTT 365 C
URH ALPHA HSE 8 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
804 SPNGFLD C
908 S 1ST C
503 E WHITE 12 C
URH TAFT 409 C
URH BUSEY 343 U
1 LAKE PARK C
503 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 124 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1204 S LINCOLN U
903 S 4TH C




9C4 W GREEN 506 U
URH GARNER 492 C
1104 W NEVADA U
1005 S WRIGHT C
312 E ARMORY C
401 E GREEN C
NORTH RIVERSIDE IL
URH FORBES 275 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 361 C
URH EVANS 103 U
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
102 N GREGORY 11 U
URH WESTON 320 C
URH HOPKINS 313 C
URH SCOTT 294 C
EVANSTON ILL
URH ALLEN 178 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH ALLEN 251 U
604 E ARMORY C
4C5 E JOHN C
112 E DANIEL C
207 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 478 C
3217 CAMERON C
URH WARDALL 1012 U
2505 POND U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
316 COTTAGE CT C
URH ALLEN 277 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1407 BRIARCLIFF U
1002 S 2ND 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 404 U
URH WESTON 478 C
URH OGLESBY 1027 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH LAR 272 U
URH TOWNSEND 334 U
URH GARNER 346 C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
806 N GERALDINE U
1801 D ORCH PL U
820 OAKLAND U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 337 U
URH SHERMAN 155 C
206 S GREGORY U
URH WESTON 346 C
URH ALLEN 435 U
1723 ANITA C
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
311 E GREEN C
BARCELONA SP
URH LAR 102 U
URH BABCOCK 413 U
904 S 3RD C
PAXTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 1211 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
802 W OREGON U
207 W VINE C
207 W VINE C
URH FORBES 361 C
808 S LINCOLN 2 U
307 DAVIDSON C
URH VANDOREN 320 C
808 S LINCOLN 2 U












































































4211 S MAPLE AV
T22 PENN DR







2261 W 113TH ST
RR 4
3134 CORINNA DR
217 S HI-LUSI AV
1939 S HARLEM
529 MONTGOMERY ST





















2314 S 61ST AV
720 N HICKORY ST





15C2 W BAY RD
5345 W 23RD PL








5737 W LYONS ST
3514 MAIN ST
14412 S NORMAL AV
806 N GERALDINE
1801 D ORCH PL
820 OAKLAND
2200 N 77TH AV
2200 N 77TH AV




3 S EDWARD ST
1308 WESTVIEW DR












704 W DAVIDSON ST
255 FERN DR
307 DAVIDSON
808 S LINCOLN 2



































































































NYHOLT DEBORAH L LAS4
NYTNOO MRAMBA B A GRAD
*NYITI RAPHAEL MAJALA GRAO
NYLUNO MARY K LAS3
NYMAN ALICE J LAS2
NYMAN ANORA L FAA3
*NYMAN DOUGLAS JACK GRAD
NYMAN EMILY A LAS2
NYMAN JOHN ARTHUR GRAO
NYSTROM HALVARD E ENG4
NYSTROM NANCY LEE GRAD
OADES MARY OENISE GRAD
OAKES DAVID W LAS2
OAKES HOWARD L LAS4
OAKES JULIAN D BUS3
OAKES THOMAS E LAS4
OAKLAND DENNIS A LAS3
OAKS JOHN D LAS2
OATES WAYNE R BUS2
OBAL MARY A LAS4
OBENAUF RONALD S BUS3
OBENLAND ROBERT JAME FAA4
OBENSHAIN LOUISE L GRAD
OBERHAUSEN JAMES R BUS2
OBERHOLTZER WILLIAM ENG1
OBERLE LINDA A AGR2
OBERLIN CARL A LAS1
OBERLIN LORRIE A COM3
OBERMAN MARVIN N BUS4
OBERROTMAN ALAN M BUS4
OBERSTAR JOHN D LAS1
OBERTINO JAMES R JR GRAD
*OBI CHERYL LAND LAS2
OBI IGNATIUS U GRAD
OBOYLE SUSAN E FAA2
OBRECHT GARY W AGR
1
OBRIAN BENJAMIN H JR ED 4
OBRIAN LEONARD W GRAD
OBRIEN ANNE THERESA GRAD
OBRIEN DANIEL S FAA4
OBRIEN DENNIS P VM 1
OBRIEN JAMES J LAS4
OBRIEN JAMES M LAS2
OBRIEN JAMES P LAW1
OBRIEN JILL LOUISE GRAD
OBRIEN JOHN A LAS2
OBRIEN JUDITH A LAS2
OBRIEN JULIA W FAA1
OBRIEN KATHLEEN L PE 4
OBRIEN KATHLEEN M LAS3
OBRIEN LARRY S ENG2
OBRIEN LISA M LAS3
OBRIEN M KATHLEEN LAS2
OBRIEN M SHARON LAS4
OBRIEN MARDELL J LAS4
OBRIEN MARYBETH K FAA3
OBRIEN MICHAEL J LAW1
OBRIEN MICHAEL R BUS4
OBRIEN MICHAEL T GRAD
OBRIEN MICHAEL W LAS4
OBRIEN MICHAEL WILLI GRAD
OBRIEN PAULA M LAS3
OBRIEN SHEILA MARY GRAD
OBRIEN TERRENCE E COM4
OBRIEN THOMAS P LAS3
OBRIEN YUEH-YUN C GRAD
OBRYAN MARGIE C GRAD
OBRYAN NANCY S ED 3
OBRYAN NELSON B JR GRAD
OBUCHOWSKI MARK H LAS3
OBYRNE STEPHEN M LAS4
OBYRNE TERRENCE D GRAD
OCAMPO SATURNINO JR GRAD
OCASIO ANTONIO JR LAS1
OCHAMPAUGH CLIFFORD GRAD
OCHS DAVID NICHOLAS GRAD
OCHS JOHN D AGR3
OCHS LYNN PAULETTE GRAD
OCIEPKA JOSEPH LAS1
OCIEPKA MARY ROSE GRAD
OCKERT JILL A LAS4
OCONNELL BONNE P GRAD
OCONNELL EDWARD J LAS1
OCONNELL GEORGE III GRAD
OCONNELL JANET D LAS4
OCONNELL KATHLEEN M LAS3
OCONNELL KEVIN M GRAO
OCONNELL RICHARD HAR ENG4
OCONNELL ROBERT M GRAD
OCONNELL VIRGINIA E LAS2
OCONNOR BRIAN M GRAD
OCONNOR DARLENE C GRAD
OCONNOR DONALD S GRAD
OCONNOR FRANCES M AGR3
OCONNOR GARY L EN GRAD
OCONNOR HAROLD J LAW3
OCONNOR JAMES P AGR
702 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS U
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 220 U
URH SAUNDERS 317 U
1308 W UNIVERSITY U
802 OAKLAND 203 U
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
1418 N MCKINLEY C
203 S WRIGHT C
906 1/2 S VINE 304 U
URH DANIELS 290 U
URH BLAISDELL 218 U
1507 W COLUMBIA C
903 E WASHINGTON U
307 E HEALEY 2 C
URH SCOTT 366 C
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
URH FORBES 240 C
201 COUNTRY FR 11 C
1107 S 3RD 104 C
206 E CLARK C
URH DANIELS 277 U
211 E DANIEL C
310 E JOHN C
URH CLARK 415 C
URH WESTON 288 C
1104 W NEVADA U
815 N MCKINLEY 60 C
605 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 418 C
406 W OREGON 6 U
2011 B ORCH ST U
2011 B ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 905 C
URH SNYDER 374 C
RANTOUL ILL
504 E CLARK C
1008 1/2 W GREEN U
URH NOBLE 227 C
1306 SILVER 6 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 393 C
SHEMAUGER TRAIL 28 U
58 E ARMORY 6 C
URH HOPKINS 228 C
58 E ARMORY 6 C
URH ALLEN 124 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH FRENCH HSE 3 U
URH WESTON 375 C
904 LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1110 U
URH WARDALL 711 U
409 E CHALMRS 16C7 C
409 E CHALMRS 1607 C
104 E ARMORY C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 7 C
503 E STOUGHTON 10 C
214 E GREGORY C
408 W HILL C
110 E JOHN 3 C
URH DANIELS 380 U
706 W OHIO U
URH BABCOCK 323 U
KING OF PRUSSIA PA
806 W HILL C
1110 W NEVAOA U
503 1/2 S BIRCH U
209 E JOHN C
202 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 265 U
URH SHERMAN 460 C
URH TOWNSEND 567 U
1108 W NEVADA 9 U
815 N MCKINLEY C
705 W ILLINOIS U
501 S ELM C
URH CARR 105 U
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
202 S GREGORY U
606 W ELM U
URH BABCOCK 427 U
606 W ELM U
502 E UNIVERSITY C
409 W ELM Z U
716 W VERMONT U
502 E UNIVERSITY 4 C
URH SHERMAN 456 C
URH SCOTT 426 C
URH DANIELS 228 U
1101 S RACE U
212 E JOHN 1 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
304 KELLY CT C
902 W CLARK 4 U























































































896 S 3RD AV
48 BOB-O-LINK DR
709 S HATLEN AV






RR 1 BOX 78





4C6 W OREGON 6
2011 B ORCH ST























3342 N NEWLAND AV
600 S OAK
676 LE MOYNE AV
12C4 E MAPLE ST
408 W HILL
9824 S 54TH AV
2110 W CLARK AV
718 S DOUGLAS
2145 221ST ST
649 S HENDERSON RD
806 W HILL
RR 1
503 1/2 S BIRCH





RR 1 BOX 107














136 LAKE FOREST DR
1033 ASHLAND AV
HOI S RACE






































































































OCONNOR JAMES P LAS2
OCONNOR JEROME P ENG1
OCONNOR JOHN WILLIAM LAS2
*OCONNOR JON T GRAD
OCONNOR MARY E LAS4
OCONNOR MATTHEW R LAS2
OCONNOR MICHAEL C LAS3
OCONNOR NAN G LAS1
OCONNOR PATRICIA A LAS3
OCONNOR SUSAN J COM3
OCONNOR THOMAS P LAS3
OCONNOR THOMAS P LAS4
OCONNOR WILLIAM C LAS3
OCONNOR WILLIAM H VM 1
OCVIRK ROBERT JOE FAA3
OCZKOWSKI PHILIP J COM4
OOA STANLEY M ENG3
ODAIRA MASAKAZU GRAD
*ODBERT JOHN TURNER GRAD
ODDO SANDRA M LAS3
OOEAN BARRY L ENG3
ODEAN WALLACE REID GRAD
ODEKIRK KATHLEEN A LAS1
ODELL STEVEN J LAS3
ODELL STEVEN R FAA4
OOEN SHERRI LEE GRAD
ODEN SYLVIA ANNE GRAD
*ODENWELLER T W FAA3
ODES OEBRA L ED I
ODLE MICHAEL ALAN LAS4
ODLING DAVID L BUS2
ODONNELL BARBARA J PE 3
ODONNELL JAMES F LAS4
ODONNELL JOHN PATRIC ENG4
ODONNELL KATHLEEN M LAS4
ODONNELL LINDA K GRAD
ODONNELL MAUREEN LAS3
ODONNELL MAUREEN C PE 4
ODONNELL PATRICK B LAS2
ODONNELL PHILLIP F LAS1
ODONOGHUE MICHAEL J BMS1
*ODQNOGHUE VALERIE W GRAD
ODONOVAN KATHLEEN LAS3
ODUM GEORGE E JR FAA1
OECHSEL JEANNE A LAS2
OEOEWALDT WAYNE R ENG2
OEHLSEN DENNIS W ENG4
OEHRLEIN DAWN L LAS1
OERTEL NANCY M LAS3
*OETTING VICKI R AGR4
OFLAHERTY PATRICK M LAS1
OFNER C M LAS2
*OFSA WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
OFTEDAHL GLEN FRANK BUS4
OFTEDAHL LAURA R LAS2
OGARA THOMAS C BUS2
OGASAWARA MICHAEL J LAS4
OGAWA TIMOTHY T LAS2
OGEARY MARY A ED 3
OGILVIE PAMELA J FAA3
OGILVIE PETER HAROLD GRAD
OGLE KAREN A LAS2
OGLETREE MYRTLE M LAS3
OGOLIN WILLIAM J JR LAS4
OGOZELEC MICHAEL W LAS4
OGREN MAUREEN K LAS1
OGREN ROBERT V LAW1
OGRON JANET S LAS3
OGUT SONER GRAD
OH SE HYUCK GRAD
OHALLA JOHN LEWIS GRAD
*OHALLORAN BARBARA H FAA6
OHALLORAN JOHN M LAW1
OHALLORAN RICHARD J GRAD
*OHARA DENNIS JOSEPH LAW3
OHARA EUGENE J LAS2
OHARA MAUREEN P BUS1
OHARA MICHAEL W LAS2
OHARA PATRICK J LAS2
OHARE JAMES M BUS4
OHARE KATHLEEN A LAS3
OHARROW PETER I FAA1
OHDAN EIZI GRAD
OHEARN PAUL THOMAS GRAD
OHIRA SUZUKO GRAD
OHLEMILLER GARY W LAS3
OHLENOORF RICHARO J AGR4
OHOLLERAN JOHN V ENG3
*OHR KENNETH COM4
OIEN CYNTHIA L FAA1
OISHI KAREN CHIZU GRAD
OKAMOTO BYRON Y GRAD
OKAMOTO JANE M AGR4
OKAMOTO MARTHA S GRAD
OKAMOTO MAY F LAS3
OKEEFE COLLEEN M VM 2
OKEEFE DANIEL J LAS4
URH TAFT 323 C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1704 CAROLYN C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 439 C
URH ALLEN 297 U
URH ALLEN 165 U
207 E JOHN C
508 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 224 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
911 S 4TH C
1844 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 130 C
URH SCOTT 452 C
URH FORBES 391 C
911 S LOCUST 204 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH CLARK 320 C
1009 W PENN U
307 E WHITE C
URH LAR 428 U
URH ALLEN 456 U
58 E ARMORY 13 C
1733 VALLEY RD C
509 E CLARK C
1202 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 509 U
108 S 5TH C
102 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
205 COUNTRY FR 39 C
URH OGLESBY 812 U
107 1/2 E JOHN C
MACKINAW ILL
URH LUNDGREN 402 C
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
2020 N MATTIS C
604 E ARMORY 108 C
1604 HOLMSTROM C
1604 HOLMSTROM C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH CARR 125 U
611 E DANIEL C
1856 VALLEY RD C
806 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 609 U
URH SCOTT 292 C
712 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 178 C
807 S BUSEY U
ATHENS W VA
306 W WASHINGTON C
URH WARDALL 225 U
102 E CHALMERS C
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 260 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
205 E STOUGhTON C
URH SHERMAN 766 C
URH CLARK 412 C
URH .UNDGREN 222 C
1005 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
URH GARNER 315 C
312 E DANIEL C
610 W STOUGHTON U
58 E JOHN 7 C
616 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 617 U
908 N RANDOLPH 5 C
706 W IOWA U
707 S GREGORY PL U
2109 W WHITE 197 C
406 W bLM U
1009 PENN U
URH LAR 163 U
URH GARNER 367 C
8 ROSEWOOD PL U
610 W CALIFORNIA U
712 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS 312 C
URH DANIELS 518 U
MAHOMET ILL
111 E HEALEY 7 C
URH WESTON 396 C
403 S LINCOLN U
1001 S WRIGHT C
21 CEDRIC LN U
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
URH DANIELS U
1405 KlRBY 10 C
409 W ELM 2 U
1405 KIRBY 10 C
URH SCOTT 312 C
1007 E PENN U










































































1414 N AUSTIN BLVD
2031 W 7TH AV




1213 E MAIN ST
606 HAMILTON
170 PARK























709 N BLANCHARD ST





7228 N OLCOTT AV
213 CONCORD AV
209 W 3RD ST










6268 N KNOX AV
5715 N MOZART





1609 S HOMAN AV
1025 E CORRINGTON
1428 S 57TH AV
2324-25TH ST
204 FLEETWOOD DR






2109 W WHITE 197
606 W PARK ST
606 W PARK ST
606 W PARK ST
1911 HAMILTON CT
1911 HAMILTON CT











1628 W CHASE AV
1405 KIRBY 10
4038 W 81ST ST
1405 KIRBY 10
4038 W 81ST ST
1333 HOLMES AV



































































































OKEEFE KELLY RAY GRAD
OKEEFE MARY KAY GRAD
OKEEFFE PATRICK J FAA4
*OKELLY ROY J ENG3
OKELLY TERENCE D GRAD
OKEN STUART M LAS3
OKEREN IZIM GRAD
OKFRSTROM MARK W LAS4
OKONSKI JAMES A BUS1
OKRUCH ALICE I LAS4
OLAND C BARRY ENG4
OLANDER WALTER KARL GRAD
OLBERTS KATHLEEN A ED 1
OLDENBURG JIM A LAS2
OLDENBURG MARK A LAS1
OLDENOORF WALTER P GRAD
OLDFIELD DAVID A LAS1
OLDHAM JAMES R ENG3
OLDS JUDY L LAS1
OLDWEILER CGRWIN E ENG4
OLEARY AILEEN ED 2
OLEARY KATHLEEN A LAS3
OLEARY LINDA KAY LAS1
OLEARY MARY CELINE GRAD
OLEARY MARY EILEEN GRAD
OLEARY MAUREEN ED 2
OLEARY SHEILA LAS3
OLECH RONALD C FAA4
OLEFSKY MARK J BUS3
OLEKSINSKI JOHN J LAS3
OLEKSIUK BOHDAN G LAW1
OLENICK MICHAEL R LAS3
*OLENIK RICHARD G AV I 2
OLESON CLAUDIA R PE 2
OLESON RICHARD A ENG1
OLESZYNSKI JON FELIX GRAD
OLIAZADEH BEHROUZ ENG2
OLIC RUTH L LAS3
OLIFF MARTIN B LAS1
OLIKER MICHAEL ALAN GRAD
OLIN KALEVI ANDERS W GRAD
OLIVE ALFONSO L PE 3
OLIVER BRUCE A ENG4
OLIVER GEORGE V GRAD
OLIVER GORDON GLENN ENG4
OLIVER JANET DOREEN GRAD
OLIVER WILLIAM L JR GRAD
OLIVERO SUSAN M ED 1
OLIVIERI HENRY J BUS3
OLLAR MARGIE ALEXIS LAS4
OLLINGER JANET GRAD
OLMSTEAD ALVIN DALE GRAD
OLMSTEAD SARAH L FAA2
OLORUNSOLA OLAYIWOLA GRAD
OLSEN BRET G LAS4
OLSEN CATHY A LAS1
OLSEN CHRISTINE L LAS2
OLSEN CRAIG ALAN GRAD
OLSEN DIANE E LAS1
OLSEN GEARY W LAS2
OLSEN JANELLEN LAS3
OLSEN JOANN KAY LAS3
OLSEN MARCIA D FAA2
OLSEN MARK S LAS3
OLSEN NORMAN B LAS1
OLSEN TUREE ALLISON GRAD
OLSON ALLEN W LAS4
OLSON BENJAMIN HARRY FAA4
OLSON BRADFORD A AGR2
OLSON CAROLE W FAA4
OLSON CHARLES EDWARD GRAD
OLSON DAVID F LAS1
OLSON DAVID FLOYD GRAD
O.LSON DAVID R BUS3
OLSON DAVID W BUS4
OLSON DEBORAH R LAS3
OLSON E L AGR3
OLSON ELDON W LAS1
OLSON ERNEST GARTH GRAD
OLSON EVON FICKEL LAS2
OLSON GAYLORD L AGP3
OLSON GREGORY SCOTT GRAD
OLSON GWEN AGR1
OLSON JAMES H AGR4
OLSON JANICE VAUGHN GRAD
OLSON KAREN H LAS3
OLSON KAREN M BUS4
OLSON KATHRYN L FAA3
OLSON KENNETH JAMES GRAD
OLSON LANAE J AGR3
OLSON LARRY G AGR3
OLSON LEONARD EUGENE GRAD
OLSON LOUISE M FAA1
OLSON LYNN M FAAl
OLSON MARCIA J LAS4
OLSON MARILYN SUE AGR2
OLSON MARTHA J LAS1
2105 HAZWD DR 301 U
2105 HAZWD DR 301 U
211 E ARMORY C
ST JOSEPH ILL
206 N NEW C
105 E ARMORY C
403 BRIAR LN 215 C
608 W HEALEY C
911 S 4TH C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
1837 A ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 486 C
URH TAFT 412 C
URH BABCOCK 410 U
NORMAL ILL
URH CARR 409 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 431 U
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 1026 U
312 W SPNGFLD U
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
PINE ACRES RR 2 U
URH SHERMAN 218 C
URH VANDOREN 27 C
309 E HEALEY 11 C
1 ROXBURY RD U
2117 S PLYMOUTH C
BARCELONA SP
403 E GREEN C
603 S 1ST C
207 S DEWEY U
URH GARNER 272 C
URH SNYDER 175 C
109 E JOHN 13 C
URH NOBLE 404 C
102 N GREGORY 5 U
URH FORBES 264 C
URH FLAGG 431 C
URH DANIELS 619 U
1826 D ORCH PL U
105 E GREEN 11 C
608 E HIGH U
311 E GREEN 105 C
URH SHERMAN 106 C
URH DANIELS 235 U
URH LAR 414 U
1106 S 3RD C
1112 W CLARK U
901 WESTERN U
1816 B ORCH PL U
706 S MATHEWS U
512 E WHITE C
1410 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH ALLEN 404 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
209 N COLER 2 U
URH BUSEY 328 U
URH CARR 427 U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
1404 S LINCOLN U
807 W INOIANA U
203 N HARVEY U
1417 SCOTTSDALE C
1302 W CLARK 3 U
809 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 475 U
806 HOLIDAY C
2018 FLETCHER 2 U
URH OGLESBY 816 U
1112 CENTENNIAL C
URH WESTON 132 C
ROUTE 1 TRLR 17 U
706 S MATHEWS U
805 W OHIO U
URH TAFT 21 C
2110 ORCH ST 101 U
1302 W CLARK 3 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 914 U
URH ALLEN 347 U
905 E COLORADO 55 U
2018 FLEKCHER 2 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 325 U
706 S 2ND C
723 S RANDOLPH C
URH SCOTT 419 C
58 E GREGORY C
602 S BROADWAY U
URH ALLEN 136 U
URH TRELEASE 1020 U
1207 W NEVADA U
1404 S LINCOLN U



































































2105 HAZWD DR 301







3509 W 64TH ST
1204 W STOUGHTON
211 S SYCAMORE ST
1837 A ORCH PL
2740-15TH AV
18046 OAK AV
433 W 4TH ST
21 ARDITH DR
1322 N 6TH ST
45C S OAK GLENN DR
364 CALUMET BLVD








1520 N LAWLER AV
9122 A SKOKIE BLVD
1525 CIRCLE CT
2757 W 84TH ST
840 N HUMPHREY









300 N HAMLIN AV
120 W MOUND RD
1601 MONUMENT RD
931 E HYDE PARK
URH SHERMAN 106









1923 S WESLEY AV
170 JOYCE LN
26 W 285 BLACKHAWK
256 MERTON AV
26W285 BLACKHAWK
1058 E 161ST PL
74 N 12TH AV
5603 MIDDAUGH
5603 MIDDAUGH
ROUTE 3 BOX 218
1417 SCOTTSDALE
1302 W CLARK 3
2617 JODORE
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 91
RR 1







2110 ORCH ST 101













4306 N TRIPP AV
1224 RED SILVER CT





































































































OLSON MARTHA L ED 2
OLSON NANCY P LA.S2
OLSON PAUL R ENG4
OLSON ROBERT EOWIN GRAD
OLSON ROBERT L LAS4
OLSON ROBERT T LAS1
OLSON TED A BUS4
OLSON THOMAS G BUS4
OLSSON WILLIAM A GRAD
OLT THOMAS S BUS3
OLTMAN GREGORY R AGR4
OLTMAN NORMA YOUNG EO 4
OLTMANNS BRADLEY J BUS1
OLTMANNS LARRY K FAA3
OMAHEN LYNN KATHLEEN GRAD
OMALLEY BERNARD M LAS4
OMALLEY JOHN R VM 3
OMALLEY KAREN F LAS1
OMALLEY KATHLEEN A BUS1
OMALLFY MARY M PE 2
OMALLEY WILLIAM P BUS3
OMAN STEPHEN PAUL GRAD
OMANSON RICHARD C LAS2
OMARA CAROL PATRICIA GRAD
OMEARA TERRANCE J LAS2
OMELL STACEY K LAS3
OMER FAITORI MOHAMED GRAD
ONDERISIN JANET R AGR3
ONEAL BARBARA S ED 1
ONEAL JOHN L ENG1
ONEAL VANESSA D ED 1
ONEILL DENNIS M LAS9
ONEILL EDWARD W AGR3
ONEILL EUGENE D GRAD
ONEILL TERESA M LAS1
ONEILL THOMAS M BUS2
ONEILL THOMAS S LAW3
ONG KAO-TWAN GRAD
ONG TECK LIM GRAD
ONISHI HARUO GRAD
ONO JOYCE KAZUYO GRAD
ONON NICHOLAS M ENG4
OOMS DOUGLAS W ENG1
OPACIC GORDANA GRAD
OPALEK KAREN DEAN LAS4
OPALEK ROBERT C ENG4
OPIELA DIANE J BUS1
OPILA ROBERT L JR LAS1
OPPENHEIM MARK G LAS4
OPPENHEIMER LINDA G LAS1
OPPENHEIMER WILLIAM LAS4
OPPERMAN LINDA J LAS3
OPPERT JUDY RICHARDS GRAD
OPREA DAVID M ENG4
OOUINN JANICE MARIE ED 4
ORAM DAVID E JR GRAD
ORAM RICHARD W LAS3
ORAVA JAMES A AGR4
ORBAN CONNIE D FAA3
ORCUTT DANIEL W LAS4
ORDAL CAROLYN A LAS3
ORE PEGGY D PE 1
ORECHWA BASIL FAA1
ORECHWA YURI GRAD
OREGAN JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
OREILLY ANDREW PETER GRAD
OREILLY CATHERINE E BUS1
OREILLY MARGARET M ENG4
OREILLY MARY LOUISE GRAD
ORELOVE FRED P LAS3
ORGANEK JOHN F JR GRAD
ORGILL ROXANE LAS1
ORI DAVID BRUCE BUS2
ORLANDO MARIO E LAS2
ORLINSKY GARY DAVID GRAD
ORLOWSKI DUANE E GRAD
ORLOWSKI KATHLEEN S GRAD
ORLOWSKI MARK B FAA1
ORMAN SUSAN L LAS2
ORMS JULIE BRUNS AGR4
ORMS THOMAS R LAS3
ORMSBEE DEBORAH L ED 4
ORMSBEE PAMELA L GRAD
ORNER WILLIAM R GRAO
OROSZ JERRY MICHAEL GRAD
OROURKE BERNARD JOSE FAA4
OROURKE MARGARET M LAS3
OROURKE TERESA A FAA2
OROURKE THOMAS DENIS GRAD
ORPET CATHERINE I LAS2
ORPETT MITCHELL A LASl
ORR BRUCE W LAS2
ORR HAROLD D LAS4
ORR JAMES W JR ENG3
ORR PHILIP B ENG4
ORR RICHARD KENNETH GRAD
ORR ROBERT H GRAD
URH LAR 123 U
611 E DANIEL C
510 E STOUGHTON C
RANTOUL ILL
807 N PROSPECT 3 C
401 E DANIEL C
800 S MATTIS 32 C
806 W OHIO U
800 S MATTIS 39 C
URH ALLEN 397 U
513 S PINE C
513 S PINE C
URH FORBES 122 C
URH FORBES 375 C
URH DANIELS 285 U
104 E GREGORY U
8C8 S CEDAR U
URH WARDALL 1207 U
306 E PENN U
1922 MAYNARD C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH TAFT 9 C
212 E CHALMERS C
508 W ILLINOIS 3 U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 517 U
URH DANIELS U
805 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 321 U
AUGUSTA ILL




312 W CLARK C
2C3 E ARMORY C
716 W VERMONT U
MUMFORD HALL 305 U
401 S 6TH C
307 E JOHN C
102 N GREGORY 4 U
1006 S 3RD 19 C
901 S 2ND C
300 S GOODWIN 504 U
308 W CLARK C
308 W CLARK C
URH TRELEASE 526 U
URH SNYDER 446 C
URH SHERMAN 1147 C
URH LAR 198 U
108 HEALEY 12 C
URH BUSEY 143 U
1117 W CHARLES C
907 S 4TH C
108 E HEALEY 1 C
606 S LOCUST C
URH TOWNSEND 211 U
604 E ARMORY U
58 E JOHN 15 C
302 W HEALEY C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH VANDOREN 325 C
URH BARTON 305 C
11 E LOGAN C
804 W MICHIGAN U
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH TRELEASE 126 U
1006 W NEVADA U
909 S 5TH C
URH GARNER 289 C
902 HOLIDAY C
URH SCOTT 389 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 822 U
59 E JOHN C
2120 ORCH ST 302 U
2120 ORCH ST 302 U
URH SCOTT 367 C
906 W SPNGFLD 4 U
105 E GREEN 9 C
105 E GREEN C
307 E DANIEL C
4 PERSIMMON CIRCLE U
508 E STOUGHTON C
503 E WHITE 10 C
URH OGLESBY 1219 U
URH LUNDGREN 204 C
URH GARNER 273 C
504 N ROMINE U
1102 W CLARK U
URH ALLEN 22 U
URH TOWNSEND 207 U
1011 S WRIGHT C
205 E GREEN 12 C
1206 N NEIL C
ST JOSEPH ILL
































































































3900 W 212TH PL
1027 STEPHENSON AV
2664 CONKLIN 7
44 E ALBANY ST
601 ATLANTIC AV
4900 FOREST AV 105
UNIV OF LIBYA
145TH ST FOREST HL
1300 S TRIPP
BOX 336











150 S SHORE DR
1000 N LAKE SHORE








1108 S COTTAGE GR
1117 W CHARLES
4125 N KEYSTONE
9009 S EAST END







1000 N MAIN ST










7 W 144TH ST
5000 S CORNELL
2120 ORCH ST 302
2120 ORCH ST 302
5425 N CENTRAL AV
8137 S OGLESBY AV
5136 CENTRAL AV
340 S 24TH ST
605 S MITCHELL AV
4 PERSIMMON CR
2643 BROADWAY
503 E WHITE 10
100 N COTTAGE AV






143 S 4TH ST
205 E GREEN 12
508 CORRI LN




































































































ORR TRENT W LAS2
ORRICK REBECCA A ED 3
ORRIS HOLLY A ED 4
ORSAY CHARLES P GRAD
ORTBAL JOHN D FAA2
ORTEGA BERTHA LAS1
*ORTGIESEN BRUCE W ENG4
ORTH JAMES R LAS1
ORTHWEIN KARLA F LAS2
ORTIZ OLGA LAS1
ORTO FRANKLIN S LAS4
ORTON PAUL S AGR
1
ORTON STEVEN A LAS1
ORTSCHEID MARSHA J ED 1
ORWIG DAVID L LAS2
ORWIG TROY L AGR3
ORWIN JOHN P ENG2
OSA MARY J FAA1
*OSBAKKEN THOMAS A BUS3
OSBORN CARRIE L LAS2
OSBORN CONNIE G LAS3
OSBORN LAWRENCE E ENG1
OSBORN TERENCE A VM 4
OSBORNE CERETTA A LAS2
OSBORNE DONALD L LAS2
*OSBORNE JOHN S LAS3
OSBORNE LEONARD L GRAD
*OSBORNE SOLOMON C LAW2
*OSBORNE WILMA C GRAD
OSBURN KEITH D ENG2
OSCHWALD JOSEPH M AGR1
OSENGA DAVID M FAA2
^OSGOOD JOAN S GRAD
OSGOOD JUDY K LAS2
OSGOOD THOMAS WENDEL GRAD
OSHFA MICHAEL E ENG1
*OSHEA NORMAN E ENG4
OSHEL MICHAEL V LAS3
OSHER REBECCA K ED 1
*OSIO JOSE HONORATO GRAD
OSLEY WILLIE GLENN PE 2
OSSOLA KENNETH J BUS3
OSSOWSKI TIMOTHY L BUS2
OSTEN MARTIN K ENG1
OSTEN RICHARD MICHAE GRAD
OSTENDORF DAVID E LAS3
OSTENDORF JOELLEN COM3
OSTENSEN RAYMOND W GRAD
*OSTERBERG ARVID ERIC GRAD
OSTERBERGER LARRY D LAS4
OSTERBUR CYNTHIA A LAS3
OSTERGREN PETER JON GRAD
OSTERTAG EDWARD L GRAD
OSTFELD LYNNE R GRAD
OSTGAARD LARRY A BUS3
*OSTH JOHN ANDREW GRAD
OSTLER RAYMOND J LAS4
OSTRAND JANET LOUISE GRAD
OSTRANDER BARBARA M LAS1
OSTRFICHER JEFFREY I LAS1
OSTRENGA BERNADINE A LAS2
OSTRODKA STEPHEN L LAS2
OSTROW RONALD STEVEN GRAD
OSTROWSKI CHARLES J BUS4
OSTROWSKI CHRISTINA COM4
OSTROWSKI ROBERT M ENG1
OSWALD GALE A BUS1
OSWALD GAYLE LOUISE FAA4
OSWALD KEITH J LAS2
*OTANI SHUNSUKE GRAD
OTEY NANCY A LAS3
OTOOLE BARTHOLOMEW R FAA3
OTSUKA BYRON W ENG3
OTT WILLIAM J ENG1
OTTE JOHN A AGR3
OTTENS ALLEN JAMES GRAD
OTTLE THOMAS C LAS3
*OTTMAN RICHARD D GRAD
*OTTO CHARLOTTE FORD GRAD
OTTO CRAIG W COM3
OTTO JULIANNE ED 1
OTTO LOUISE E LAS3
OTTO MERLYN W BUS4
OTTOLIN JAMES L LAS2
OUART DAVID L VM 2
OUDIN ROBERT J FAA3
OUF MAGDY MOASTAFA GRAD
OUSFPH EAYO GRAD
OUTLAW JESSE LAS4
OUVRIER ALAIN ANDRE GRAD
OVERACKER LYNN A LAS1
OVERMAN GREGORY S LAS3
OVERMAN GUY J JR FAA2
OVERMAN WARREN C JR BUS4
OVERMYER PHILLIP I GRAD
OVERSTREET CORNELE A GRAD
*OVERTURF BRAD WILLIA LAS4
1109 W STOUGHTON U
1204 S LINCOLN U
907 W STOUGHTON U
1405 KIRBY 1 C
11 SALEM RD U
URH HOPKINS 406 C
2114 ORCH ST 102 U
URH OGLESBY 323 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 220 U
209 N GOODWIN U
313 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 274 C
URH LAR 405 U
711 W GREEN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
UPH TOWNSEND 377 U
1732 E FLORIDA U
603 W HIGH U
URH LAR 373 U
FISHER ILL
URH FORBES 293 C
611 W SPNGFLD C
URH EVANS 229 U
1111 S 2ND C
DANVILLE ILL
1513 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1914 C ORCH ST U
1513 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH GARNER 492 C
1823 CRESCENT C
URH FORBES 250 C
212 E WHITE 3 C
URH SCOTT 314 C
212 E WHITE 3 C
URH NOBLE 211 C
120 HOLIDAY 442 C
410 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 139 U
201 COUNTRY FR 9 C
URH HOPKINS 212 C
401 E JOHN C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 496 C
610 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 358 C
809 S 1ST 31 C
BROOKLYN N Y
4 PENN CT U
1008 N HICKORY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
2708 HIGH CT U
51 E JOHN 5 C
1801 VALLEY RD C
1004 W OREGON U
6 FISHERS CT U
1106 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 416 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
105 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 422 C
URH TAFT 405 C
URH DANIELS 210 L>
907 W STOUGHTON U
507 S RANDOLPH C
URH TAFT 209 C
302 E ARMORY C
404 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH GARNER 413 C
2016 B ORCH ST U
517 W JOHN C
1009 W PENN U
112 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 475 U
409 S 3RD C
8 08 S LINCOLN 6 U
105 E CLARK C
MANSFIELD ILL
FAIRFIELD CONN
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 630 U
1009 S 2ND C
GRIDLEY ILL
URH FORBES 289 C
801 W OREGON U
309 E CHALMERS C
604 W COLUMBIA C
1301 W CLARK U
302 S 4TH C
1 PATRICIA CT C
URH WESTON 236 C
309 E HEALEY 1 C
URH SCOTT 375 C
1205 E FLORIDA 11 U
1804 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 130 C




































































1010 N CHURCH ST
2222 CASEY AV
22125 CENTRAL PARK









4229 W 99TH PL
1849 N CHESTNUT










2204 N ALPINE RD
907 W VOORHEES
1513 LINCOLNSHIRE

















601 E 32ND ST

















4901 ST CROIX AV
1618 N LATROBE AV
RR 2 BOX 72
132 N CARYL





1C410 S LEAVITT ST






245 UNGUOWA RD 50
236 NEBRASKA
660 S BENTON ST
833 N AVENUE
RR 2
















































































































*OVERTURF JANICE P LAS3
OVITSKY DENNIS J FAA3
OWEN DANIEL P FAA2
OWEN DEBORAH A LAS4
OWEN JANICE R ED 4
OWEN MARY K PE 1
OWEN THOMAS E LAS2
OWENS BARBARA L LAS2
OWENS DARRYL B ENG2
OWENS GERALD L ENG3
OWENS HUBERT L FAA1
OWENS JAMES L GRAD
OWENS JOHN R COM4
OWENS JOHN V JR LAS2
OWENS LOREN D BUS3
OWENS MARCIA J FAA4
OWENS PATRICIA A ED 4
OWENS RAYMOND P LAS1
OWENS REGINALD LEE GRAD
OWENS WHITLYNN A LAS3
OWINGS LORI S LAS2
OWNBY THOMAS J LAS3
*OXLEY DONALD WAYNE GRAD
OXMAN MICHELLE L LAS1
OYER VERLE C BUS3
OZELL ROBERT M LAS1
OZIMEK STEVEN J ENG2
*OZINGA ROGER LEE GRAD
OZOUF WESLEY A LAS1
*OZYURT GUNES E ENG4
OZYURT YILDIZ GULER LAS4
*PAAS ALFRED OTTO GRAD
PABALAN ROBERTA L LAS4
PABICH JAMES M ENG2
PABISCH PETER KARL GRAD
PACATTE DANIEL G LAS1
PACE CHARLES E ENG2
PACE GARY JAMES GRAD
PACE JOEL M FAA3
PACE TYRONE LAS1
PACENTA MAURINE E GRAD
PACENTA WENDY L COM3
PACEY STEPHEN R LAW1
PACHCIARZ JOHN C LAS4
PACHOLKE JANE T FAA4
PACIOREK ALAN E LAS4
PACKARD HILARY A FAA2
PACKARD LIZBETH M LAS1
PACKER TERRENCE L ENG3
PACYNSKI HARRY S AVI1
PAODICK MICHELE E AGR2
PADEN ROGER K LAS2
PADGETT MARSHA N PE 1
PADILLA MORA RAMON GRAD
PAETAU GERHARD E A FAA3
PAETAU HOLGER H PE 2
PAETSCH KENNETH T BUS1
PAETZ STEPHEN H BUS4
PAETZHOLD GEOFFREY L ED 2
PAGANO STEPHEN J LAS1
PAGE GERARD B LAS4
PAGE JAMES W PE 1
PAGE JANE GRAD
PAGE JUDITH LUCILLE GRAD
PAGE LARRY MERLE GRAD
PAGE LAWRENCE A ENG2
PAGE MICHAEL R BUS3
PAGE PATRICIA A LAS4
PAGE PAULA J PE 2
PAGE ROBERT ALLEN ENG4
PAGE ROGER L LAW1
PAGE SALLY J LAS4
PAGEL EDWARD J ENG2
PAGEL SHERWOOD H ENG4
PAGONE VINCENT C COM4
PAGORIA SHARON M LAS4
PAHLKE BARBARA J ED 4
PAHOJA MURLIDHAR H GRAD
PAHUCHY WASIL JR ENG3
*PAIK KEE DUK GRAD
PAIK KEUMJU GRAD
PAINE CECELIA ROSE FAA4
PAINE EDWARD MARK GRAD
PAINE ROBERT L AGR2
PAINE THEODORE E LAS2
PAINTER KATHLEEN A AGR1
PAINTER STEVEN A LAS3
PAKIER BRENDA R LAS1
*PALANIAPPAN S GRAD
PALASCHAK DOUGLAS A ENG4
PALCER JEFFREY L ENG1
PALCZEWSKI CARL A ENG2
PALESE RUSSELL W BUS2
PALEY DEBORAH K AGR2
PALIT DAVID K GRAD
PALIT MARTHA HOERDT GRAD
PALKO JUDITH A LAS4
1011 S LOCUST C
408 W HILL 21 C
105 E HEALEY 3 C
307 W CLARK 204 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 320 U
106 S GREGORY U
302 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 286 C
804 OREGON U
URH SNYDER 216 C
URH SHERMAN 1348 C
200 S 2ND 9 C
URH hOPKINS 306 C
1205 E FLORIDA U
1005 S 6TH 10 C
307 E HEALEY C
401 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 252 C
URH GARNER C
1102 S LINCOLN U
209 E ARMORY C
1703 W UNIVERSITY C
URH LAR 383 U
URH WESTON 204 C
910 S 3RD C
501 E DANIEL C
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
2C3 E ARMORY C
1700 W BRADLEY 44 C
611 E DANIEL C
2 506 S POND U
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
711 W ILLINOIS U
2037 A ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 262 C
901 W SPNGFLD U
501 S ELM C
702 W UNIVERSITY C
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
704 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
1001 E WASHINGTON U
URH BARTON 214 C
1002 OREGON U
403 N COLER U
409 E CHALMRS 613 C
URH SCOTT 295 C
URH EVANS 202 U
804 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 103 C
URH WARDALL 217 U
2112 S RACE U
URH BUSEY 354 U
URH SHERMAN 366 C
URH BABCOCK 5 U
URH WESTON 275 C
BLUE ISLAND ILL
1010 S 2N0 C
URH OGLESBY 427 U
URH OGLESBY 304 U
308 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 328 C
308 W GREEN 4 U
1111 JOANNE LN C
901 W SPNGFLD 14 U
URH FORBES 289 C
401 E JOHN C
BARCELONA SP
URH TRELEASE 813 U
705 W SPNGFLD 4 U
1514 GRANDVIEW 3 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1005 W OREGON U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
1400 W WASHINGTON C
EHLERS TRLR CT 53 U
1207 W MAIN U
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
2048 A HAZWD CT U
URH SHERMAN 326 C
55 E GREEN 1 C
URH DANIELS 527 U
URH WESTON 268 C
URH GARNER 486 C
805 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 245 C
URH TRELEASE 831 U
105 E HEALEY 7 C
1820 VALLEY RD C
112 E DANIEL C
201 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 173 C
URH WARDALL 320 U
1507 CENTENNIAL C
1507 CENTENNIAL C






































































?03 S DELMAR AV
4 DEVONSHIRE DR
16017 EMERALD AV
1101 E UNION AV
1101 E UNION
330 SANS SOUCI DR
22108 MAIN ST
234 RICE AV
706 E 39TH ST 705
1618 BELT AV
520 WIRT ST
611 N DIVISION ST
RR 2
171 STONEGATE RD
1514 W MASTER ST








9522 N LAVERGNE AV
1307 W COTTONWOOD
12200 CHEYENNE DR




6335 N BELL AV
1119 LOCUST RD











5731 S MENARD AV
322 DAVIS CT
322 DAVIS CT
9632 S CENTRAL AV
2725 N MANGO AV
RR 4
2112 S RACE
120 S 46TH AV
GUADALAJARA
701 S OAK PARK AV

















BOX 169 RR 3
2311 S 1ST ST RD




2740 N VISTA LN




















































E ST LOUIS IL
AKRON OHIO
PITTSBURGH PA



























































PALKO VICTORIA L AGR2
PALLAROY STEPHEN G AGR3
PALLAS BRENT J FAA3
PALM CATHERINE A LAS3
PALM JONATHAN C ENG4
PALMATIER DAVID A LAS4
PALMER CHRISTINE LAS2
PALMER DON G ED 1
*PALMER GEORGE E GRAD
PALMER HOWARD J JR ENG4
PALMER JAMES L LAW2
PALMER JANETTE B GRAD
PALMER KENNETH LEE GRAD
PALMER KENNETH M BUS2
PALMER LARRY A FAA4
PALMER LOIS M LAS4
PALMER MICHAEL K LAS2
PALMER MICHAEL R ENG1
PALMER REBECCA A LAS2
PALMER RICHARD A LAS3
PALMER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
PALMER ROLAND DENNIS GRAD
PALMER SCOTT H ENG3
PALMER TERESA M GRAD
PALMER WILLIAM H I I PE 3
PALMERI MARCIA K FAA2
PALMGREN PAUL W AGR2
PALMIERI VINCENT L BUS*
PALMINI DENNIS JOHN GRAD
PALMISANO JOHN V LAS4
PALO MICHAEL F GRAD
PALSHIS CHARLENE A LAS2
PALUCCI ROBERTA J ED 2
PALUSKA ANNETTE S COM4
PAMPE DEBRA L FAA1
PAMPE MARCIA L LAS3
PAMPEL FRED C JR LAS3
PAMPEL WILLIAM C LAS2
PAN SHENG-DER GRAD
PANANOS WILLIAM J GRAD
PANCOAST ROBERT E BUS3
PANCOTTO LINDA R LAS4
PANCZNER JOAN MARIE GRAD
PANDEY RAM K GRAD
PANDEY ROOP NARAYAN GRAD
PANDIT UMA GRAD
PANFIL JEROME R ENG
1
PANICE MICHAEL M BUS3
PANIGRAHI GODAVARISH GRAD
PANIOUE KENNETH L PE 1
PANKANIN JAMES F ENG1
PANKAU JAMES J LAS4
PANKAU JOSEPH W LAS5
PANKAU JUDITH A LAS3
PANKAUSKAS ROBERT W LAS1
PANKOW DIANNE E VM 4
PANNIER STEVEN R AGR4
PANSWAD THONGCHAI GRAD
PANT RAMESH CHANDRH GRAD
PANTELIDES SOKRATES GRAD
PANTHER MICHAEL J BUS4
PANZIRONI RICHARD J GRAD
PAOLASINI ARNOLD L GRAD
PAPANIKOLAOU BASIL GRAD
PAPAS ANDREAS M GRAD
PAPE GFRALD G ENG2
PAPE JAMES KEITH GRAD
PAPE MARLIES MARY-A GRAD
PAPERO JAMES RUSSELL AGR2
PAPKE FRANK A II I BUS1
PAPKE SUSAN A LAS4
PAPKE WILLIAM W AGR2
PAPO PAUL P ENG1
PAPP DOUGLAS J ENG1
PAPP LINDA LYTLE ED 3
PAPPAS ANTONIA D LAS1
PAPPAS LARRY GEORGE GRAD
PAPPAS MARCUS A LAS3
PAPPERT EDWARD B LAW2
PAPUSHKEWYCH G LAW1
PARCHERT WAYNE W AGR2
PARCHETA THOMAS GENE LAS4
PARDEE FRANCES G GRAD
PARDYS MICHAEL A LAS4
PARDYS SANDRA E LAS3
PARENTE DONALD EDWIN GRAD
PARENTI DENNIS W LAS2
PARHAMI PARVIZ ENG1
PARI GORDON A BUS4
PARIS GARY ARTHUR ENG4
PARIS JAN A ED 4
PARIS JILL D AGR2
PARISE FRANK S BUS3
PARISE RICHARD J BUS2
PARISH OARREL F AGR4
PARISH JAMES M LAS2
PARISH JEFFREY LEE GRAD
616 E DANIEL 1 C
URH OGLESBY 412 U
URH SCOTT 250 C
405 E JOHN C
1724 VALLEY RD C
911 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 464 C
URH TOWNSEND 407 U
NORMAL ILL
2705 SANGAMON C
1108 E MICHIGAN U
904 W NEVADA U
803 N PROSPECT C
1007 S 3RD C
WHEATON ILL
410 W JOHN C
310 E GREGORY C
URH FORBES 300 C
207 E JOHN C
809 W PENN U




401 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
1509 KILER 2 C
401 E CHALMERS 404 C
508 W ILLINOIS U
702 E MAIN 7 U
306 W HILL C
URH ALLEN 307 U
URH LUNDGREN 105 C
619 1/2 WRIGHT C
URH EVANS 309 U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 2 86 C
STA A BOX 2858 C
612 LASELL C
URH WESTON 243 C
611 E DANIEL C
814 W DANIEL C
605 W OREGON U
607 W CALIFORNIA U
2081 C ORCH ST U
911 S 4TH C
307 E WHITE C
URH DANIELS 420 U
URH FORBES 216 C
URH BARTON 203 C
RR 3 C
1912 GALEN C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 117 U
908 S LINCOLN U
601 W SPNGFLD C
STA A BOX 2366 C
MORRILL HALL 297 U
603 S 4TH 3 C
1007 S 3RD C
203 W AVONDALE C
URH SHERMAN 348 C
606 BREEN C
1954 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 351 U
L008 1/2 CRESCENT C
URH SHERMAN 661 C
706 S COLER U
URH FORBES 373 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH TAFT 121 C
URH NOBLE 222 C
URH OGLESBY 726 U
MONTICELLO ILL
705 W HEALEY C
1700 PERKINS 63 U
705 W HEALEY C
107 S PRAIRIE 9 C
310 E WHITE C
URH SNYDER 374 C
URH WESTON 130 C
SEATTLE WASH
1014 W UNIVERSITY U
1014 W UNIVERSITY U
TALLAHASSEE FLA
1007 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 170 C
301 E WHITE 7 C
DANVILLE ILL
512 E STOUGHTON C
DANVILLE ILL
401 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 524 U
2 NEWPORT U
202 E DANIEL C

































































116-B W AUSTIN AV
408 S PATTON
118 W HINTZ RD
ROUTE 4 BOX 31















1810 FT JESSE RD
1722 ROBERT
1003 20TH ST
2705 W 99TH ST
1806 N 79TH AV
508 W ILLINOIS
1139 N GROVE AV
306 W HILL
711 N HARRISON
808 N PARK AV
4824 FLINTRIDGE CT
1010 E LOCUST ST
1010 E LOCUST ST
217 N HARVARD AV
217 N HARVARD AV





























1517 W ADDISON ST
STAR ROUTE
3035 ALLINGTON AV
413 E IRVING PK
413 E IRVING PK RD





















8530 S KEELER AV
RR 3 BOX 284
209 S HARVARD



































































































PARISH JOYCELYN P LAS4
PARISH SHEILA GRAO
PARISH SYLVIA N FAA3
PARISH THOMAS S GRAD
PARISI WILLIAM PATRI PE 4
PARK ALYN S AGR3
PARK CHOONG WHAN GRAD
PARK GEORGE G AGR2
PARK IL BAHNG GRAD
PARK JOHN M LAS4
PARK KI-HONG GRAD
PARK ROBERT T LAS1
PARK ROBERT THOMAS LAW2
PARK SEUNG AHN GRAD
PARK STEPHEN M FAA2
PARK WOOK GRAD
PARKER ALAN DOUGLAS GRAD
PARKER ANDREW L LAS3
PARKER ANNELLE MC GRAD
PARKER BRIAN D LAS3
PARKER CHARLES B AGR1
PARKER CHRISTOPHER G GRAD
PARKER CYNTHIA L LAS3
PARKER DONALD W LASl
PARKER DONNA JEAN LAS3
PARKER GLORIA M ED 4
PARKER HARLEY W JR BUS4
PARKER HARVEY W III GRAD
PARKER JAMES E LAW3
PARKER KENNETH P ENG4
PARKER MARLA J LAS2
PARKER NANCY HOWALD GRAD
PARKER NANCY JEAN GRAD
PARKER PATRICIA D LASl
PARKER SCOTT R LAS2
PARKER STEVEN H BUS2
PARKER SUSAN J FAA1
PARKER SUSAN M FAA1
PARKHILL LAWRENCE J ENG2
PARKHURST HUGH J JR GRAD
PARKHURST JUDITH I GRAD
PARKHURST SCOTT R LAS2
PARKIN JEFFREY L FAA1
PARKIN JUDD L FAA2
PARKIN MARK A LAS4
PARKINSON ANN N COM3
PARKINSON DONALD R LAW3
PARKS ALFRED LEON GRAD
PARKS CHARLES LEE BUS4
PARKS CHRISTINE M VM 1
PARKS DARRYL W FAA3
PARKS DAVID LESLIE GRAD
PARKS JERALD EDWARD GRAD
PARKS JOHN L LAS3
PARKS JOHN R BUS2
PARKS JULIA L LAS2
PARKS PAMELA A LAS2
PARKS PAUL BROWNLEE GRAD
PARKS ROBIN L LASl
PARKS TERRANCE C GRAD
PARLIN BRADLEY W GRAD
PARMLEY JAMES R JR FAA1
PARMLEY JANE A FAA4
PARNELL JOHN EDWARD GRAD
PARR BILLIE J LAS3
PARR JAY ANDREW JR GRAD
PARR THOMAS ROBERT LAS4
PARRETT DOUGLAS F AGR3
PARRETT KEVAN R ENG1
PARRILLO PHILIP P LAS2
PARRIN GARY E LAS3
PARRISH MARY D LAS2
PARRISH RAYMOND A LAS3
PARRISH RODNEY D LAS3
PARRISH RONALD J GRAD
PARRO CRAIG D FAA2
PARRO DAVID R LASl
PARRY CYNTHIA A BUS4
PARSELL LARRY L AGR4
PARSHALL STEVEN A FAA3
PARSONS DONALD F GRAD
PARSONS DOUGLAS J ENG1
PARSONS JOHN LAMAR GRAD
PARSONS JON R LAS4
PARSONS JOSEPH A GRAD
PARSONS MARK A BUS4
PARVIN JON G BUS2
PARYS BARBARA R ED 2
PARYS MARY L LAS3
PARZ DANIEL JAMES LAW3
PARZYCH PHILLIP S BUS1
PASCO SHELLEY LOWREY EO 4
PASCO WILLIAM JOEL VM 4
PASCOE JEFFREY GREEN GRAD
PASK ALAN JOSEPH VM 2
PASKOV MARIJAN R GRAD
PASLAWSKY SONIA M LASl
2002 S COTTAGE GR U
103 E DANIEL 6 C
URH LAR 360 U
2002 S COTTAGE GR U
58 E ARMORY 4 C
1207 W NEVADA U
306 S 5TH C
804 E OREGON U
URH DANIELS 230 U
207 E EDGEBROOK C
806 S 3RD 24 C
URH BABCOCK 315 U
1009 W MAIN 23 U
904 W GREEN 615 U
709 W CHURCH 1 C
911 S LOCUST 105 C
401 E DANIEL C
317 S RANDOLPH 2 C
106 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 356 C
813 W WASHINGTON C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
URH BARTON 318 C
STONY BROOK N Y
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
2 SHERWOOD CT C
203 FLORA C
URH SHERMAN 565 C
313 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1009 C
2 SHERWOOD CT C
301 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
URH SAUNDERS 404 U
URH TOWNSEND 133 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 402 U
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
URH SNYDER 460 C
710 S BROADWAY U
502 W MAIN 112 U
URH OGLESBY 731 U
706 W ELM C
706 W ELM U
1213 W MAIN 4 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1416 N MARKET C
311 E JOHN 1 C
804 E MICHIGAN U
902 W OREGON 1 U
URH OGLESBY 712 U
509 ROBINSON CT C
2073 A ORCH ST U
603 W UNION C
210 ARCADIA C
URH TRELEASE 823 U
508 E ARMORY C
505 E CLARK C
URH NOBLE 420 C
PARIS ILL
BONDVILLE ILL
401 E DANIEL C
904 S 3RD C
822 OAKLAND U




URH WESTON 113 U
URH TOWNSEND 512 U
409 E CHALMRS 903 C
807 RANOOLPH 4 C
URH FORBES 396 C
URH NOBLE 409 C
URH DANIELS 410 U
URH TOWNSEND 124 U
1713 LYNWOOD C
1106 S LINCOLN U
2309 S 1ST ST RD C
1108 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 963 C
205 E ARMORY C
1807 LYNWOOD C
905 S 1ST 22 C
2113 HAZWO DR 202 U
1816 VALLEY RD C
1909 JOANNE LN C
508 E ARMORY C
508 E ARMORY C
1302 SILVER 3 U
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
909 W OREGON 208 U
909 W OREGON 208 U
2064 A ORCH ST U
801 W OREGON U
718 S STATE C






























































105 W GRANT ST




































502 W MAIN 112
RR 2 BOX 47
727 FOREST
935 SHERIDAN RD
1213 W MAIN 4
42 LANGE
905 S 1ST 18
1408 HELEN
804 E MICHIGAN

























716 37TH AV NE








10.057 S HILL TERR







909 W OREGON 208
1125 WOODVIEW RD





































































































PASOUAL NICHOLAS J GRAO
PASSAGLIA ANDREW A BUS2
PASSARELLA MICHAEL P VM 4
PASSEN ADRIENNE C FAA4
PASSEY JOEL CRAIG GRAD
PASSLER LYNN H ED 1
PASTFRIS RAYMOND M LAS1
PASTERIS TERRY L AGR1
PASTOR RICHARD A LAS4
PASTROVICH JAMES E VM I
PASVOGEL GLENN EDGAR GRAD
PASZCZYK JOSEPH R GRAD
PATAKY JERALD K AGR1
PATANELLA JAMES E BUS2
PATAY GEORGE F COM3
PATCH OLIVIA E LAS1
*PATCHETT JUNE J GRAD
PATE DENNIS E AGR2
PATEJUNAS CONSTANCE LAS2
PATEK KATHERINE J LAS3
PATEL HARIHARBHAI K GRAD
PATEY JEREMY W COM3
PATEY PRISCILLA T FAA1
*PATHAK PADMAKAR N GRAD
PATHMAN JOEL A FAA1
PATHMAN RICHARD D FAA4
PATIL BHIVARAO R GRAD
PATIN FABIAN ARNOLD GRAD
PATINKIN KAREN G LAS1
PATIS KENNETH H LAS3
PATITUCCI RALPH JOHN GRAD
PATRICK FREDRICK A FAA2
PATRICK HAROLD E ENG2
PATRICK RICHARD A ENG4
PATTEN CRAIG M FAA4
PATTEN KEITH DAVID LAS4
PATTEN LEE I AGR4
PATTERSON ALLENE B GRAD
PATTERSON C H LAS2
PATTERSON CHARLES S LAS2
PATTERSON GARY L ENG1
PATTERSON GIL A LAS1
PATTERSON GORDON R GRAD
PATTERSON GREG R AVI3
PATTERSON GWENDOLYN ED 3
PATTERSON MARK A LAS4
PATTFRSON MARK A ENG1
PATTERSON PAUL F LAS1
PATTERSON POLA NOAH GRAD
PATTERSON RAY A ENG1
PATTERSON RICHARD A ENG3
PATTERSON RODNEY A FAA4
PATTERSON ROGER KING GRAD
PATTERSON SHERRY KAY GRAD
PATTERSON SUSAN H LAS4
PATTERSON TARA M LAS3
PATTERSON THOMAS M FAA3
PATTERSON VICTORIA M FAA1
PATTI CHARLES HARVEY GRAD
PATTISON SYLVIA JEAN GRAD
PATTON CHARLES DUANE GRAD
PATTON CLAIRE E LAS1
PATTON DONALD L ENG4
PATTON PHILIP A PE 2
PATTON VERNON L LAS3
PATZER JANET G LAS1
PATZER SUSAN K LAS2
PATZKE FRANK T LAS3
PAUKSTIS STEVEN J FAA4
PAUL DEBORAH A AGR2
PAUL DENISE M COM3
PAUL JEROME ERWIN GRAD
PAUL JON F LAS1
PAUL LINDA ANN GRAD
PAUL MARLA H LAS2
PAUL SUSAN M PE 1
PAUL TERRANCE D LAWl
PAUL WILLIAM LEE LAWl
PAULASKAS ANNETTE M LAS4
PAULASKAS LINDA C GRAD
PAULDING RUSSELL K ENG1
PAULEY DOUGLAS A AGR2
PAULL FDWARD EVANS GRAD
PAULL MATTHEW H LAS4
PAULL SANDRA J ED 1
PAULS LAWRENCE G ENG1
PAULS LEROY F ENG4
PAULSEN ARNE J FAA3
PAULSEN JON PETER GRAD
PAULSEN MARK S LAS1
PAULSON BEVERLY J LAS3
PAULSON JAMES C GRAD
PAULSON JANICE G LAS1
PAULSON PAUL MERRILL GRAD
PAULSON RENEE C ED 1
PAULUS KRISTI J BUS2
PAULY JOHN JAMES JR COM4
1209 E FLORIDA 24 U
URH SNYDER 480 C
20 DUNELLEN U
805 S 1ST 35 C
2114 ORCH ST 301 U
URH TRELEASE 530 U
URH CARR 413 U
URH ALLEN 175 U
1009 S 2ND C
602 W MICHIGAN U
LITTLE ROCK ARK
1509 KILER C
URH BLAISDELL 217 U
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
1012 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH WARDALL 304 U
1003 S ELM C
501 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 224 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
614 W ILLINOIS U
1002 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 121 U
U OF I VET MED 155 U
409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
HIGHLAND PK ILL
1107 W GREEN 422 U
2110 ORCH ST 204 U
URH BUSEY 225 U
814 W STOUGHTON U
812 OAKLAND 106 U
URH GARNER 211 C
URH WESTON 276 C
URH WESTON 270 C
1007 S 2ND C
702 N RANDOLPH C
1007 S 2ND C
2021 BOUDREAU U
603 W MAIN U
URH CARR 113 U
URH GARNER 388 C
502 E WHITE C
409 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1414 C
1110 W NEVADA U
601 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 493 U
912 S 2ND C
201 COUNTRY FR 2 C
URH SNYDER 390 C
2111 COUNTRY FR C
1206 W NEVADA 7 U
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
111 E CHALMERS 13 C
1102 W CLARK U
1108 S 1ST C
URH VANDOREN 218 C
HAZEL CREST ILL
1210 W SPNGFLD U
1006 HOLIDAY C
URH BLAISDELL 423 U
URH FORBES 266 C
715 S WALNUT U
202 S LINCOLN 1 U
URH TRELEASE 511 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1108 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1003 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 429 U
105 E ARMORY C
1007 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 238 U
1104 NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 11C7 C
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
909 S 1ST 9 C
703 W NEVADA U
703 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND U
URH SNYDER 266 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 12 C
708 W HIGH U
URH ALLEN 199 U
URH WESTON 340 C
URH NOBLE 422 C
608 W GREEN 10 C
904 W GREEN 619 U
904 W GREEN 601 U
1724 HENRY 7 C
1724 HENRY C
URH WARDALL 1218 U
URH SHERMAN 656 C
URH SCOTT 390 C
1004 S 4TH C












































































2633 W HOWARO ST
1304 CAMPBELL ST
1212 CAMPBELL










1654 W 57TH ST




















916 1/2 S 8TH ST
339 S MAY ST
440 E 81 ST ST
RR 2
110 CHANDLER DR
211 S KASPAR AV
3320 W 205TH ST
107 W CYPRESS
10 E 156TH ST
201 COUNTRY FR DR2
RR 1




































608 W GREEN 10











































































































PAUTLER MARY E LAS1
PAVAO ANTONIO R GRAD
PAVELA GARY M LAW2
PAVEY MARC H LAS3
PAVIA JOSEPH D JR LAS2
PAVIA MARY J E LAS2
PAVILONIS BARBARA EO 4
PAVIS VALERIE A ED 3
PAVISH DANNY L LAS3
PAVLETIC MICHAEL M VM 2
PAVLIK EDWARD DONALD GRAD
PAVLIK MICHAEL EDWAR LAS4
PAWLAK RENEE LAS2
PAWLAK WILLIAM JAMES GRAD
PAWLICKI ALEX W GRAD
PAWLIK DANIEL PE 1
PAWLISCH JAMES RAY GRAD
PAWLISCH NELL E BUS3
PAWLOWSKI C A AGR1
PAWLOWSKI DANIEL S EMG2
PAWLOWSKI MARGARET M PE 2
PAXSON RANDALL L LASl
PAXSON WILLIAM E FAA2
PAXTON THOMAS C FAA4
PAYDON LINDA J PE 2
PAYNE BETTYE J LAS4
PAYNE EUGENIA R PE 1
PAYNE GWENDOLYN A GRAD
PAYNE JAMES GREGORY GRAD
PAYNE JOHN M BUS2
PAYNE MARILYN M ED 1
PAYNE PATRICIA ANN ED 1
PAYNE PAULA MAPIE ED 1
PAYNE THOMAS M AVI1
PAZ RAUL ENRIQUE GRAD
PAZ ROBERT LASl
PAZERO JOSEPH E JR LAS2
PEABODY ROSS R ENG1
PEALE THOMAS RAY LAS4
PEARCE ARLYCE L FAA2
PEARCE JILL S LAS3
PEARCE JOHN WILFRED AGR4
PEARD BEVERLY A LAS4
PEARD JOHN C ENG2
PEARL F S BUS3
PEARL STEPHEN LEE VM 1
PEARLMAN ANDREA KAY COM4
PEARLMAN ELLEN L LAS2
PEARLMAN MICHAEL D GRAD
PEARLSTEIN NANCY J ED 1
PEARSE ROBERT B ED 2
PEARSE SUSAN J ED 3
PEARSON ALAN HARVEY GRAD
PEARSON BARBARA L LASl
PEARSON CAROL FAA3
PEARSON CAROL L LAS3
PEARSON CHARLES E LAS4
PEARSON CYNTHIA J LAS2
PEARSON DEBORAH J FAA2
PEARSON DONALD R ENG5
PEARSON DORSET T GRAD
PEARSON GLENN A ENG3
PEARSON GREGORY E GRAD
PEARSON JAMES P ENG3
PEARSON JOY LAS2
PEARSON KENNETH C ENG1
PEARSON LARRY J AGR4
PEARSON LYNN RAE GRAD
PEARSON MARIE C LASl
PEARSON RICHARD W LAS4
PEARSON ROBERT A COM3
PEASE GEORGE E III VM 1
PEASE SARAH G LAS4
PECENY MARY C FAA2
PECH ROBERT H COM3
PECH WILLIAM C LAS4
PFCHMAN KENNETH J GRAD
PECHTER DEBORAH J ED 3
PECHTER GARY E LAS4
PECHTER MARILYN R ED 2
PECHTER SHEILA G AGR1
PECINA KEITH L ENG1
PECK DON E ENG4
PECK JAMES R LAS2
PECK JOHN ALEXANDER GRAD
PECK KEN E ENG4
PECK LINDA G FAA4
PECKNOLD KATHLEEN H PE 1
PECORA VINCENT J JR ENG3
PECORI SERGIO A ENG4
PEDDICORD CHARLES E VM 1
PEDDICORD KENNETH LE GRAD
PEDEN MARK E AGR2
PEDEN MARSHA ANNA LAS3
PEDERSEN AUDREY M FAA2
PEDERSEN BERTEL S GRAD
PEDERSEN RAYMOND F LAS3
URH ALLEN 168 U
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH OGLESBY 101 U
URH BABCOCK 311 U
URH WESTON 245 C
URH SCOTT 209 C
801 W IOWA U
URH TRELEASE 618 U
EAST ALTON ILL
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
306 MAPLE C
58 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 1 C
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
2301 S 1ST ST RD C
604 E ARMORY 207 C
205 E HEALEY 9 C
2C5 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 347 U
111 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 468 C
URH NOBLE 422 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
805 W OHIO U
400 BRIAR LN 1 C
URH LUNDGREN 102 C
107 E CHALMERS 10 C
609 W MAIN 3 U
URH WESTON 366 C
URH LAR 378 U
1111 S 3RD C
1111 S 3RD 103 C
PHILO ILL
URH SHERMAN 367 C
URH TOWNSEND 509 U
URH TOWNSEND 168 U
1106 S 3RD C
1005 S 6TH 22 C
URH TRELEASE 523 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
3C7 E HEALEY C
URH WAROALL 1C22 U
URH SNYDER 360 C
205 E ARMORY C
316 S PRAIRIE C
408 E HEALEY 1 C
URH SCOTT 309 C
1965 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 431 U
URH HOPKINS 173 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
KOKOMO IND
URH LAR 218 U
1009 W MAIN U
URH WARDALL 1213 U
1209 MAYFAIR RD C
313 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 410 C
1203 W EUREKA U
702 S LYNN C
URH WESTON 358 C
707 W SPNGFLD 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
URH BLAISDELL 315 U
URH OGLESBY 3C8 U
1008 S 4TH C
509 S 6TH C
URH WARDALL 804 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN C
URH CARR 228 U
801 W OREGON U
809 S 5TH C
URH BUSEY 201 U
URH HOPKINS 368 C
1004 S 4TH C
428 FAIRLAWN U
910 S 3RD C
311 S PRAIRIE C
URH WARDALL 208 U
URH TRELEASE 508 U
URH FORBES 411 C
1611 VALLEY RO 1 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 453 C
URH TOWNSEND 307 U
104 E JOHN 6 C
IC12 W STOUGHTON U
904 W GREEN U
212 E DANIEL C
807 S 1ST 33 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 462 C
712 CALIFORNIA U
URH EVANS 215 U
ITHACA N Y



















































































3122 S 53RD CT
625 N STOCKTON DP
10921 S HERMOSA
4 S 600 FENDER RD
RR 1
1025 RANDALL





1904 W 22ND ST






829 N BELMONT AV
1603 DOUGLAS ST












505 RUE DE CHATEAU
ROUTE 3
8014 S LAFLIN
2712 N DECHMAN AV
1209 MAYFAIR
4940 LAWN AV
2620 BURR OAK AV
1203 W EUREKA
702 S LYNN
410 S SLUSSER ST
515 ST LOUIS AV














6504 S WHIPPLE ST
1340 W TOUHY
66C6 S TROY
6504 S WHIPPLE ST
ON 281 ETHEL ST
122 S WASHINGTON
618 E JACKSON ST
9 CIRCLE DR
122 S WASHINGTON






725 BUSSE HWY 5






































































































PFEBLES JAMFS H ENG1
PFEOE RANDALL KEITH FAA4
PEFK KAREN L LAS2
PEEK VIVIAN LEE LAS2
PEEKEL RICK A ENG1
PEELE MARK L BUS2
PEGG GARY D FAA3
PEGORARO KATHLEEN M LAS2
PEGORARO ROEERT ANTH PE 4
PEHTA DONALD P BUS1
PEHTA RICHARD T VM 1
PEIFER JAMES F LAW3
PEISCH DAVID I LAS2
PEKOVICH MARIANNE LAS2
PELANT EDWARD D LAS4
PELC PAULETTE AYN GRAD
PELISH JAMES A LAW3
PELLAK DARLEEN R LAS2
PELLER ROBIN J FAA1
PELLETIER NELSON E LAW2
PELLETIER TIMOTHY G BUS1
PFLLIKAN CHRISTOPHER LAS3
PELLMAN KATHERINE K LAS3
PELLUM GEORGF A LAS1
PELLUM RONALD RAY BUS4
PELMORE WILLIE MAE ED 4
PELTZ JANET BAXTER GRAD
PELTZ RONALD E LAS1
PELZ ANN ARTHUR GRAD
PELZ VERNON D JR AGR2
PEMBERTON PAUL E FAA2
PFMBERTON SARA R ED 2
PEMBERTON SCOTT B LAS2
PEMBERTON STEPHEN C LAS4
PEMPFR MARY J LAS2
PENA FLORES MARIO F GRAD
PENCE MICHAEL M LAS4
PENCE PAMELA J LAS2
PENCE ROBERT J LAS3
PENDERGAST THOMAS J COM4
PFNOERGRASS JAMES W GRAD
PENDERGRASS JOHN L LAS4
PENDLETON CHARLES W GRAD
PENDLETON DONALD K AGR2
PENDLETON JOHN T GRAD
PENG WEI SAN LILY GRAD
PENMAN MARJORIE JEAN GRAD
PFNN CANDACE M LAS4
PENN PRISCILLA J LAS1
PENN ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
PENN RUSSELL L LAS2
*PENNA MICHAEL A GRAD
PFNNELL DANNY JOE GRAD
PENNER RAYMOND G JP LAS4
PENNER VIVI H AGR4
PENNINGTON DONALD R GRAD
PENNINGTON FLOYD C GRAD
PENNINGTON JODIE A GRAD
PENNINGTON RODNEY C BUS2
PENNINGTON WILLIAM A BUS2
PENROSE THOMAS R LAS2
PENSON JOHN B JP GRAD
PENSTONE ANN E PE 2
PENTECOST EDWIN DEAN GRAD
PENWELL WILLIAM L ENG3
PEO CAROL KANT GRAD
PFO GEORGE EDWIN JR GRAD
PEO MARGARET L LAS3
PEPPER DANIFL LAS3
PEPPING JENNIFER J LAS3
PEPPING RICHARD E ENG4
PEPPLE DELORES A AGR
1
PERA CARLOS A LAS1
PERALTA DIANA ED 1
PERBOHNER JILL E LAS1
PERCIACH SUSAN J AGR4
PFRCIVAL MARK A AGR2
PERFBINOSSOFF P R GRAD
PEREDNFY MICHAEL S GRAD
PERELLA JACK R ENG4
PERFLMAN ANDREA PE 1
PERELMAN JEFFREY S LAS3
PEPELMAN ROBERT D LAS2
PERETZ SHELLY P LAS3
PEREZ BERNARD L LAS3
PEREZ HUGO LAS2
PEREZ LINDA AGR1
PERGANDE JEFFREY S ENG1
PERISHO RONALD JAY GRAO
PERISHO RUSSELL L BUS1
PERKERS KENT J LAS4
PERKINS CAROL A LAS4
PERKINS GAWAINE FAA1
PERKINS GERALD PE 3
PERKINS HENRY J LAS1
PERKINS JAMES S LAS4
PERKINS JEFFREY L BUS1
URH WESTON 304 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1702 ALLEN CT U
URH SNYDER 236 C
401 E JOHN C
310 W COLUMBIA C
1202 W NEVADA U
1415 PROSPECT C
URH WESTON 276 C
URH BUSEY 807 U
506 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS 1003 C
URH LAR 233 U
402 E ARMORY C
410 S BUSEY U
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
URH EVANS 3C9 U
WILSON TRLR PK 40 U
URH SNYDER 271 C
1002 W OREGON U
202 W CALIFORNIA U
605 N WILLIS C
1201 N HICKORY C
2102 ORCH ST 302 U
810 W HILL C
URH FLAGG 421 C
1108 S LINCOLN 5 U
809 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 250 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
5C1 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 711 U
URH TRELEASE 220 U
URH SHERMAN C
URH HOPKINS 159 C
616 E DANIEL C
201 E JOHN C
311 E SPNGFLD C
610 1/2 E GREEN C
902 KIRBY C
URH SHERMAN 654 C
1508 ALMA C
703 1/2 S BROADWAY U
URH DANIELS 460 U
URH BLAISDELL 316 U
206 W WASHINGTON U
URH LAR 136 U
1816 LARCH PL U
URH OGLESBY 1212 U
RR 4 U
1960 C ORCH ST U
1001 W OREGON 1 U
1001 W OREGON 1 U
MAHOMET ILL
1907 SOUTHWOOD C
URH DANIELS 430 U
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH CARR 224 U
1116 W UNION C
307 E DANIELS ' C
16C5 WILEY U
4C1 E GREEN C
609 W WHITE 2 C
609 W WHITE 2 C
BADEN AUST
504 W ELM 7 U
BARCELONA SP
URH TOWNSEND 417 U
405 E JOHN C
URH NOBLE 324 C
URH WARDALL 1204 U
URH TRELEASE 703 U




409 E CHALMRS 1401 C
910 S 3RD C
2104 W WHITE 105 C
305 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 617 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 424 U
URH TRELFASE 203 U
URH WESTON 388 C
401 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 76 U
609 S 4TH 8 C
704 W STOUGHTON 1 U
1120 W PARK C
1120 W PARK C
URH ALLEN 355 U
1603 VALLEY RD 2 C















































































1909 S WESLEY AV



















3 S 254 CYPRESS DP
AV JOAN BERTIS 124
5846 CEDARHURST ST
509 E WHITE 24
13 E HICKORY
1503 SFOUOIA TRAIL
FACKLER RD RR 3
403 SOUTHLAND DR S
905 SHERIDAN RD
4185 NAKOMA RD






















609 W WHITE 2






2632 W 22ND ST
4016 ENFIELD
5959 S KENNETH AV
PR
11C8 CAMBRIDGE





















































































































PERKINS MICHAEL M LAS2
PERKINS NANCY J FAA4
PERKINS PATRICIA GAI FAA4
*PERKINS ROGER GENE GRAO
PERKINS RONALD C AGR3
PERKINS THOMAS W LAS4
PERKINSON DAVID PAUL LAS4
PERKO KFNNETH J LAS2
PERKO LAWRENCE N ENG3
PERKOWITZ BARBARA J ED 1
PERLET WILLIAM S ENG2
PERLIN LAUREN J LAS1
PERLMAN BRUCE S LAS4
PERLMAN OAVID GRAD
PERLMAN HOWARD A FAA4
PERLMAN LAURENCE A GRAD
PERLMAN REID M LAS3
PERLMUTTER STEVEN JA GRAD
PERLOW DAVID L LAS4
PERLSTEIN JAMES K GRAD
PERLSTEIN MARY A LAW1
PERMUT STEVEN ELI GRAD
PERMUT STEVEN L LAS4
PERNG SHIEN-SEN GRAD
PERNICE DEBORAH J AGR2
PEROMSIK JANIS RAE Y GRAD
PEROMSIK STANLEY EDW GRAD
PERON ROBERT LEE FAA4
PFROZZI EDMUND FRANK GRAD
PERRIER JANICE P GRAD
PERRIN LONNIE BUS 1
PERRIN MARK J ENG3
PERRINE GEORGE EMORY GRAD
PERRING JOHN L PE 2
PFRRINO LUCRETIA A LAS4
PERRY ARDELLA R ED 3
PERCY BETH A LAS1
PERRY BRUCE EDWARD GRAD
PERRY EDWARD A FAA4
PERRY HOWARD S LAW3
PERRY JAMES A BUS4
PERRY KATHLEEN JANE FAA1
PERRY LYNN L LAS1
PERRY RALPH W LAS3
PERRY RICHARD E FAA3
PERRY ROBERT STEPHEN GRAD
PFRRY THOMAS J ENG3
PERRYMAN DONALD W GRAO
PERSCHNICK GENE A ENG4
PERSIANI GUIDO F ENG4
PERSON VALERIE D LAS3
PERSSON HUGH A ED 4
PERTILE ELLEN L COM4
PERUCCA VIRGINIA R GRAD
PERUN HARRY MICHAEL GRAD
PERUN TAMARA ANNE LAS2
PERVOS RICHARD A ENG1
PERZ CHRISTINE F COM2
PERZ MICHAEL M ENG3
PESAVENTO DAVID R LAS1
PESAVENTO LINDA L LAS3
PESAVENTO LISA C PE 2
PESCHE ROBERT F AGR3
PESELY GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
PESKIN BARBARA L LAS2
PESOLA JEFFREY J BUS4
PESOVIC VERA LAS2
PESSIN BRUCE S BUS3
PESSIN STUART I LAS2
PESSONI DOUGLAS H GRAD
PESTELL BRUCE EDWARD LAS4
PESTIEN RICHARD A LAS3
PESYNA KIM L FAA3
PESZEK GERALD A BUS2
PETERIK DONALD BUS3
PETERIK RICHARD BUS2
PETERS AMY ELIZABETH FAA3
PETERS BARBARA A AGR1
PETERS BARBARA C LAS4
PETERS CAROL E LAS3
PETERS CHRISTINE R AGR4
PETERS DALE HUGH GRAD
PETERS FARLEY M LAS?
PETERS GEORGE DAVID GRAD
PETERS HAROLD E GRAD
PETERS JAMES KEITH GRAD
PETERS JANET M AGR1
PETERS JOHN A ENG2
PETERS JOHN GEORGE GRAD
PETERS JOHN M LAS1
PETERS JOSEPH R LAW1
PETERS JOYCE MAREE PE 4
PETERS MERVIN GENE GRAD
PETERS MICHAEL A LAS1
PETERS NANCY A FAA2
PETERS NIKI k LAS2
PETERS PATRICIA A PE 1
1101 W PENN U
409 E CHALMRS 1007 C
611 W CHURCH C
2105 HAZWO DR U
CHATSWORTH ILL
1305 SILVER 4 U
BUCKLEY ILL
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
811 S LOCUST C
URH BUSEY 241 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1016 U
901 S 1ST 25 C
URH SHERMAN 1365 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
801 W HILL 4 C
308 W WASHINGTON C
800 S MATTIS C
206 S 4TH C
708 HAMILTON C
103 GREGORY HALL U
401 W GREEN C
1107 W GREEN 334 U
URH HOPKINS 486 C
2023 B ORCH ST U
2023 B ORCH ST U
711 W GREEN U
1203 W MAIN 3A U
806 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS C
1600 W BRADLEY C
212 CRYSTAL LAKE U
310 E JOHN C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
2051 B ORCH ST U
URH LAR 468 U
30 LEXINGTON U
205 W HIGH U
1002 W OREGON U
212 E DANIEL C
2308 PHINNEY C
718 FLORIDA U
301 E CHALMERS 9 C




105 E GREEN 11 C
106 E HEALEY 10 C
507 W ELM U
201 S WRIGHT 5 C
307 E HEALEY 7 C
1 MONTEREY CT C
509 W IOWA U
509 W IOWA U
SKOKIE ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
302 E GREGORY C
1101 W PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 105 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 246 C
1008 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMRS 908 C
16C0 W BRADLEY 398 C
1106 LINCOLN U
307 E WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
502 E HEALEY 203 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 266 C
URH CLARK 433 C
URH TAFT 411 C
URH GARNER 311 C
URH ALLEN 497 U
106 N WEBBER U
URH ALLEN 304 U
907 S 3RD 16 C
312 W SPNGFLD 3 U
1202 W NEVADA U
OENTON TEX
URH SCOTT 391 C
1107 W GREEN 636 U
MONZE ZAMBIA
2901 LAWNDALE C
URH VANDOREN 314 C
907 S 2ND 11 C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FORBES 274 C
URH FLAGG 314 C
302 S 4TH C
LUDLOW ILL
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 403 U















































































7°26 N KEELER AV









1836 N 17TH AV
2023 B ORCH ST
2023 B ORCH ST
14704 S WABASH DOL










































625 S HARLEM AV
149 W WASHINGTON
4726 JOHNSON AV














907 S 2ND 11
210 HOLIDAY PARK





RR 1 BOX 7
1141 N OAK PARK AV



































































































PETERS REGGIE L AGR*
PETERS SHELBY MARTIN GRAD
PETERS TERRY WILLIAM GRAD
PETERS WAYNE D ED 3
PETERS WAYNE J BUS3
PETERSEN BRUCE L GRAD
PETERSEN DAVID L BUS*
PETERSEN EDWARD III FAA2
PETERSEN GARY R ENG*
PETERSEN JAMES W LAS2
PETERSEN JANET F LAS*
PETERSEN JUNE E LAS*
PETERSEN MARK C ED 1
PETERSEN MARSHA G LAS2
PETERSEN NANCY M ED 4
PETERSEN RICHARD A ENG*
PETERSEN SUZANNE K AGR3
PETERSEN THOMAS H BUS3
PETERSEN VIBEKE G GRAD
PETERSON ALEXIS F COM*
PETERSON ANDREA C AGR3
PETERSON BRIAN H BUS2
PETERSON CARLA LAS*
PETERSON CHARLES JR LAW3
PETERSON CHARLES RUS LAS*
PETERSON CHERYL R GRAD
PETERSON CHRISTOPHER LAS*
PETERSON CORDELL H AVI2
PETERSON CRAIG A VM 1
PETERSON DAVID A BUS1
PETERSON DAVID E JR LAW1
PETERSON DAVID S BUS1
PETERSON DOUGLAS K ENG1
PETFRSON ERIC K PE 2
PETERSON FREDERICK T FAA1
PETERSON GAIL F LAS3
PETERSON GARY L BUS3
PETERSON GLENN C BUS2
PETERSON GORDON E II LAS3
PETERSON GORDON M ENG*
PETERSON HARRY WILLI ENG*
PETERSON HELEN CLEGG GRAD
PETERSON JANET L BUS1
PETERSON JAY HOMER GRAD
PETERSON JOHN A LAS*
PETERSON JOHN E ED *
PETERSON KATHLEEN D LAS2
PETERSON KEITH A LAS*
PETERSON KENNETH B LAW3
PETERSON LARRY JAMES GRAD
PETERSON LEONARD S ENG*
PETERSON LEROY A ENG3
PETERSON LORETTA M LAS3
PETERSON MARK A COM*
PETERSON MARY H LAS2
PETERSON MERRITT R LAS2
PETERSON MICHAEL E ENG3
PETERSON NEAL WRIGHT FAA2
PETERSON PHILIP A ENG3
PETERSON RANDAL J AGR1
PETERSON REBECKA L PE 3
PETERSON ROBERT E VM 3
PETERSON ROBERT K ENG*
PETERSON ROBERT L LAS1
PETERSON ROBERT T LAW1
PETERSON RONALD EDWA GRAD
PETERSON SHARON M LAS3
PETERSON SUSANNE L LAS1
PETERSON VICTORIA A FAA1
PETGES RICHARD K AGR2
PETITJEAN JANICE L FAA1
PETITT KATHY A LAS2
PETITTI JOSEPH M LAS2
PETKUS LAWRENCF L LAS3
PETR JOHN J LAS2
PETRAS RODNEY J LAS1
PETRIDIS EUGENIA L GRAD
PETRIE THOMAS WALTER GRAD
PETRIK ALAN W AVI2
PETRILLI JOSEPH F ENG*
PETRITZ DAVID C GRAD
PETROFF LINDA C ED 3
PETROSKEY DOROTHY C LAS*
PETRULIS MARIA A LAS1
PETRY JANET K LAS*
PETRY JOSEPHINE A LAS2
PETRY MARY C ED 1
PETRY TERESA J PE 2
PETTAY ROBERT H LAS*
PETTERSEN MICHAEL S LAS2
PETTERSON ANN M LAS2
PETTI ROBERT C LAS*
PETTIBONE JILL E ED 3
PETTIGREW JAMES E JR GRAD
PETTIJOHN KATHY COE FAA*
PETTIJOHN TERRY LEE FAA*
PETTIS VACELLIA LAS3
1813 VALLEY RD C 356-63*2
601 S BUSEY U
1201 W NEVADA U
907 S 2ND 5 C
102 E CHALMERS C 3**-7232
806 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 805 U 332-5267
6Q* E ARMORY *07 C 3**-1266
112 E DANIEL C 328-3573
1010 S 2ND C
703 W NEVADA 2 U 367-3*89
OAK LAWN ILL
URH SNYDER 212 C 332-1678
1202 UNIVERSITY U 367-0603
1113 S 3RD 103 C
209 E JOHN C 356-973*
508 E ARMORY C 3**-0501
RR 1 U 3**-8997
512 W IOWA U 3**-51*8
1306 N HICKORY 1 C
805 W OHIO U 3**-*78*
706 W OHIO U 3**-0676
502 W ELM 9 U 328-3722
312 S GARFIELD C 356-7*73
*03 WHITE * C
2079 B HAZWD CT U 367-3625
STA A BOX 2820 C
URH NOBLE 217 C 332-0393
510 S ELM 7 C
911 S *TH C
181* D ORCH PL U 3**-*629
URH OGLESBY 216 U 332-5097
URH SNYDER 326 C 332-1762
URH WESTON 323 C 332-2C01
*02 E DANIEL C 3**-05*0
*09 E CHALMRS 705 C 38*-5*61
202 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 203 U
URH HOPKINS 267 C 332-123*
URH BLAISDELL 229 U 332-3505
2215 S 1ST ST RD C 38*-5887
103 E G HUFF U 3**-1818
*09 E CHALMRS 1*10 C
2079 B HAZWD CT U
209 E ARMORY C 3**-0580
100* S 1ST C 328-22*7
URH WARDALL 616 U 332-**19
209 E STOUGHTON C
1107 W GREEN U 3**-2286
1306 N HICKORY 1 C
URH BLAISDELL 229 U 332-3505
LINCOLN TRLR PK 16 U
*09 E CHALMRS 1*09 C
*09 E CHALMRS 1201 C 38*-5*2*
URH SAUNDERS 22* U 332-3635
*09 E CHALMRS 1303 C 38*-5227
203 E WASHINGTON C
URH SCOTT 350 C 332-1560
80* W OREGON U
URH NOBLE 212 C 332-0390
1005 S 6TH 10 C 3**-D571
MAHOMET ILL
57 E CHALMERS 2 C 359-3703
1008 S *TH C 3**-1207
*09 E CHALMERS C 38*-5075
1103 W HILL U 367-0686
IVESOALE ILL
URH LUNDGREN 103 C 332-0216
URH LAR 213 U 332-28*8
1002 S LINCOLN U 3**-3532
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
URH WARDALL 812 U 332-*393
211 E DANIEL C 3**-0727
URH FORBES 371 C 332-1066
URH WESTON 323 C 367-8*00
URH ALLEN 5 U 332-3087
CHARLESTON ILL
10* W OREGON U
URH WESTON 319 C 332-2096
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C 352-7870
1723 VALLEY RD C 359-6692
1106 S LINCOLN U 3**-3616
1110 W STOUGHTON U 3**-79*3
URH ALLEN 193 U 332-3297
URH SAUNDERS 316 U
URH LAR 376 U 332-3022
URH ALLEN' 199 U
URH CLARK 213 C 3**-0*00
*0* E WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 173 U 332-*037
URH LAR 312 U 332-2880
911 S 3RD C 3**-55*9
1102 W CLARK U 328-3580
161 S SANGAMON C 356-3C57
90* W ILLINOIS * U 367-8291
90* W ILLINOIS * U 367-8291
502 E WHITE C 359-7608
RR 1
8*00 RICHARD AV




10*0 W TAYLOR ST
221* WASHINGTON AV





190 W JACKSON AV
616 S LINCOLN AV




1306 N HICKORY 1
RR
1308 LONG CT
502 W ELM 9
312 S GARFIELD
922 PARK VIEW AV
2079 B HAZWD CT
8221 NEWCASTLE
RR 3 BOX 189
600 N EASTWOOD
3817 N HILLCREST









5*07 N BERNARD ST
920 FONTAINE PL
103 E G HUFF
20**0 KEDZIE AV
2079 B HAZWD CT
1255 E RIVERSIDE
9719 E ROUTE 173
3508-*lST AV
120*8 S STATE ST
1107 W GREEN
1306 N HICKORY 1
5*07 N BERNARD ST
*2* MELROSE AV
613 W SPRING ST
1718 N 72ND CT
3*1* W 82ND PL
2390 BEECHMOOR DR






57 E CHALMERS 2
1011 KINGSBURY RD
96 N FORESTGLEN DR
1659 CHAMBER ST
1020 ASH
ROUTE 1 BOX 207
83C1 W HILLCREST
RR 1





2003 W 70TH ST
RR 1
1121 W SCHUBERT AV
5001 ST PAUL CT
1508 STEPHENS
RR 1 BOX 381
8510 W WINONA ST







1736 E GATE PKWY
*36 ILLINOIS AV
2699 FAIRMOUNT





































































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
228
PETTIT MARGARET A PE 2
PETTIT REID A LAS4
PETTITT KENNETH FAA2
PETTY DEBORAH A AGR2
PETTY DENNIS G LAS2
PETTY DOUGLAS R LAS2
PETTY KATHERINE L GRAO
PETTY MARK T LAWl
PETTY ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
PETTYGROVE DONALD G ENG4
PETZING ROBERT D LAS3
PETZOLD LINDA R LAS1
PEUCKER WALTER C ED 3
PEUGH MERLE G AGR
1
PEVERLY HOWARD RAY GRAD
PEVERLY L PAULINE V GRAD
PEYLA PATRICIA A FAA2
PEZOLDT CHARLES W GRAD
PEZZELLE KARL E ENG3
PFAENDER THOMAS G ENG4
PFAU JOHN E LAW2
PFEFFER GEORGE ALLEN GRAD
PFEFFER SUSAN M GRAD
PFEFFERLE DANIEL A BUS3
PFEIFER DAVID FAA4
PFEIFER GARY A AVI1
PFEIFER MARY C ENG1
PFFIFFER GILBERT M BUS4
PFEIFFER MICHAEL J BUS2
PFFIFFER MICHAEL L ENG1
PFEIFFER RICHARD H VM 2
PFEISTER JOSEPH LARS GRAD
PFENDER REBECCA S PE 3
PFENDT GLENN N ENG3
PFLAUM SUSAN M LAS4
PFLUG WILLIAM G BUS2
PFLUM MICHAEL T AGR2
PFORDRESHER WILLIAM COM4
PFUSTLER RUTH HELEN GRAD
PHALEN JOHN M LAS2
PHELAN MARY H FAA1
PHELAN TERRENCE ROBE ENG4
PHELPS DANIEL JAMES GRAD
PHELPS DONALD J BUS4
PHELPS DOUGLAS J LAS2
PHELPS DOUGLAS L AVI2
PHELPS GWEN IRENE GRAD
PHELPS MARGARET L ED 4
PHELPS ROBERT L ENG2
PHELPS SCOTT R BUS1
PHELPS STEPHEN J LAS3
PHILIPAITIS GREGORY GRAD
PHILIPP BARBARA W LAS4
PHILIPPE GEORGIA A FAA1
PHILIPPI THOMAS R LAS4
PHILLABAUM JOHN S AVU
PHILLIPPE JUDITH A COM3
PHILLIPS ANDREA LYNN FAA4
PHILLIPS BILLY B LAW2
PHILLIPS CAROL A LAS3
PHILLIPS CAROL J ED 1
PHILLIPS DAVID *l BUS4
PHILLIPS DAVID R ED 4
PHILLIPS DENNIS WILL ENG4
PHILLIPS DIANA K VM 4
PHILLIPS DONALD M LAS2
PHILLIPS DOUGLAS J ENG2
PHILLIPS EDWARD E GRAD
PHILLIPS FORREST II FAA4
PHILLIPS GORDON DALE GRAD
PHILLIPS GREGORY S ENG2
PHILLIPS GWEN E LAS4
PHILLIPS JAMES E GRAD
PHILLIPS JAMES R LAS3
PHILLIPS JANET L AGR2
PHILLIPS JOHN V GRAD
PHILLIPS JORGEN C FAA3
PHILLIPS KEITH A LAS2
PHILLIPS KEITH T GRAD
PHILLIPS KEM FORDHAM GRAD
PHILLIPS KENNETH C LAS3
PHILLIPS LAWRENCE R LAS2
PHILLIPS LESLIE K PE 3
PHILLIPS MARGARET D ED 3
PHILLIPS PATRICIA G ED 1
PHILLIPS RONNIE E PE 3
PHILLIPS VERA MORGAN GRAD
PHILLIPS WILLIAM YAT LAS4
PHILSON STEPHEN B GRAD
PHIPATSERITHAM K GRAD
PHIPPS CHARLES W BUS3
PHIPPS GERALD A LAS3
PHIPPS KELSEY JANE COM3
PHIPPS ROGER N ENG2
PIACENTI MERLE A LAS4
PIASKOWY ANDREW JAME FAA4





















911 S LOCUST 303

































309 W SPNGFLD 4
URH FORBES 3<»r>
2407 AUSTIN LN
108 E HEALEY 8










2020 N MATTIS 301


























2305 S 1ST ST RO
URH OGLESBY 325
c 401 CHALMERS
c 344-0808 1406 1ST AV
c 344-1266 127 N VINE ST
U 332-5713 RR 1
U 344-8683 202 W LOWER ST
c 344-4709 URH HOPKINS 313
u 367-1629 5 FISHERS CT
1606 REYNOLDS DR
u 367-1629 FISHERS CT 5
c 2 CHARLES DR
c 352-3766 295 S DOUGLAS AV
u 332-5758 7703 W 66TH ST




c 1351 FRANKLIN AV
u 367-8800 11,07 MITCHEM
c 332-0991 BOX 825
u 344-8997 400 LINDEN AV
c 359-9396 303 REGAN ST
c 359-9466 611 13TH ST NW
c 359-8202 1612 NORMANDY
c 332-1929 365 S 1ST ST
137 GRACE
c 332-0434 137 GRACE LN
u 332-3166 1605 W GILBERT
c 356-4771 906 OAKCREST
c 344-1549 3005 N MENARD
u 332-5382 1001 ILLINOIS ST
c R& 1
c 352-6471 1219 1/2 PAULA
c 332-1518 5611 N AUSTIN
c 4124 HOWARD
u 332-5558 429 REX BLVD
c 344-9434 RR 2
u 344-3901 R* 1
c 344-0917 10C55 S WOOD ST
u 332-2473 URH DANIELS 276
u 344-9735 511 W LOCUST
u 332-3194 3629 ROSE ST
c 344-7511 7330 N MCVICKER
u 2033 B ORCH ST
c 332-1489 303 WOODSTOCK AV
u 332-3394 RR 2
u 1555 W GRAND
c 3350 JAMES WAY
u 359-4096 59 CHERRY ST
u 344-3410 7809 BOND DR
c 332-0105 Z61 NAVAJO TRAIL
c 2020 N MATTIS 303
u 508 W 4TH ST
u 367-3040 2009 CURETON
u 332-3149 224 E HICKS PL
c 309 W SPNGFLD 4
c 487 PHILLIPS AV
c 356-5954 2407 AUSTIN LN RR
1
c 352-7132 9401 LATROBE
c 312 W CHURCH 3
c 1108 FRANK
c 332-1494 4841 S EVANS
u 344-8157 8620 W NORTH TERR
u 344-3782 TOb BETHUNE CT
c 359-4817 1711 MAYFAIR
u 344-4426 6124 N MAPLEWOOD
u 332-5208 1210 HOWARD CIRCLE
c 902 FARRIS ST
u 332-2174 3738 N JANSSEN AV
c 359-4817 1711 MAYFAIR RD
u 333-1856 1613 4TH ST NW
c 332-1624 2738 W CHASE
c 359-7653 208 WARNER DR
c 359-3491 910 S 3RD
u 8620 W NORTH TERR
u 332-2753 1513 SUMMIT RIDGE
u 5401 W CULLOM
c 332-1414 2334 N KENNETH
c 332-2000 811 S LANCASTER AV
c 359-9177 3208 CAMERON
u 367-5399 912 S WEBBER
u 9 W WOOD
c 332-0702 RR 3 BOX 18 1
u 707 SUNNYCREST
c 352-4332 2001 CYPRESS
c 332-0203 2738 W CHASE
c 332-1194 5549 SPRINGFIELD
u 2515 HENRIETTA
c 367-3147 1C3 E CHALMERS
u 17607 CHEYENNE DR
u 367-2854 PATUMVAGA
c 114 GOLF RD
c 1040 N 3RD ST
c 344-1840 114 GOLF RD
c 344-7222 320 BIRCH RD
u 367-3823 234 PERU ST
c 3503 MADISON ST


































































































PIATT JAMES HOBART FAA4
PIATT SUSAN P LAS4
PIATT THOMAS J LAS3
PIAZZA JAN AGR2
PIAZZA PEGGY J PE 1
Plf.CIOLI JANICE M LAS2
*PICCIONI HORACIO GRAD
PICHAMUTHU JOSEPH P GRAD
PICHF KENT D LAS3
PICHMAN JANICE M BUS*
PICHMAN THOMAS P BUS4
PICK MICHAEL A LAS3
PICKARD ANN LOUISE GRAD
PICKARD DAWN LAS2
PICKARD JOANNE M ED 4
PICKARD KENNETH JOHN ENG3
PICKARD SCOTT STREET ENG4
PICKENS ROBERT G II GRAD
PICKENS SCOTT E BUS4
PICKENS WENDY D ED 3
PICKER RONALD STEVEN FAA4
PICKERING BETH A LAS2
PICKERING JOHN LAS2
PICKFRING MICHAEL D BUS3
PICKERING SALLY V LAS2
PICKETT ANDREW M JR GRAD
PICKETT DONN P LAS3
PICKETT MARVIN TED ENG6
PICKREL SHEILA S FAA3
PICKRFLL CONSTANCE M AGR1
PICKRELL WILLIAM H BUS4
PICL FRANK M LAS2
PICL MARY D LAS1
PIECH MICHAELENE J BUS4
PIEHN LAWRENCE D ENG1
PIEKARCZYK JAMES W ENG1
PIEKUTOWSKI MARY JO ENG1
PIELET MICHAEL GRAD
PIELET NEHAMA B GRAD
PIENKOS BARBARA L ED 2
PIENKOS JAMES M ENG4
PIENKOS PHILIP T LAS2
PIFPER DEBORAH A ED 1
PIEPER ROGER S LAS1
PIEPFR RONALD E LAS2
PIER RAYMOND T LAS2
PIERCE CAROLYN REED GRAD
PIERCE DONALD E BUS2
PIERCE JEFFREY L LAS4
PIERCE KAREN L LAS1
PIERCE MARK R LAS4
PIERCE MICHAEL E GRAD
PIERCE PATRICIA L BUS3
PIERCE ROBERT C BUS4
PIERCE RONALD G VM 4
PIERCE SCOTT E LAS2
PIERCE SHARON EMMONS GRAD
PIERCE WARREN D LAS2
PIERCY JAMES W JR ENG2
PIERDILUCA MICHAEL V FAA4
PIERNAS GAIL B FAA3
PIEROTTI LAUREL E LAS1
PIERSALL DAVID F LAS4
PIERSOL DEBORAH L LAS1
PIERSON CAMELIA E LAS1
PIERSON GLENN M LAS2
PIERSON STEVEN J FAA4
PIET JANE M FAA3
PIETRUCHA RAYMOND C BUS2
PIETPZAK JOHN J COM4
PIETRZAK LAWRENCE R FAA3
PIFKE ROBERT C JR COM3
PIFKO DANIEL L FAA3
PIGG STEVEN K ENG2
PIGMAN EOWARD W JR GRAD
PIGNATELLI ROBERTA N GRAD
PIGNOTTI BLASF J LAS1
PIGNOTTI DAVID A ENG1
PIGOTT HENRY DALE GRAD
PIGOTT SHIRLEY P GRAD
PIKF ALEXANDER M LAS1
PIKF ROBERT GRANT GRAD
PIKELIS SYLVIA LAS4
PIKSA VERNE A BUS2
PILARSKI JEFFREY H LAS2
PILATE JILL D ED 1
PILCHARD GREGORY A AGR1
PILE LARRY WILLIAM GRAD
PILGER SUE ANTHONE GRAD
PILLER DANIEL L ENG4
PILLING SUE A LAS2
PILLOTE DELPHINE M ENG2
PILLOTE SHARON A LAS4
PILLSBURY W F II I GRAD
PILOTTF DIANA M ED 3
PILTZ GLENDA S FAA4
PILZ DAVID P LAS3
909 S 1ST C
909 S 1ST 10 C
1006 W NEVADA U
710 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 421 U
URH LAR 399 U
907 W MAIN U
URH DANIELS 107 U
313 E CHALMERS C
706 S MATHEWS U
207 COUNTRY FR 26 C
1006 S 3RD 20 C
700 W OREGON U
URH BUSEY 201 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH WESTON 246 C
610 W STOUGHTON 1 U
704 S GROVE U
606 S MATTIS C
URH TRELEASE 407 U
409 E CHALMERS 813 C
410 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
310 S PRAIRE 205 C
1010 S 2ND 313 C
905 S 1ST C
805 W OREGON U
2606 SHERIDAN C
607 S LINCOLN 6 U
URH TRELEASE 621 U
309 E CHALMERS C
1009 W PENN U
URH GARNER 473 C
1780 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
URH WESTON 390 C
URH ALLEN 135 U
1914 B ORCH ST U
1914 B ORCH ST U
URH LAR 188 U
701 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 389 U
URH LAR 466 U
URH SNYDER 262 C
URH FORBFS 365 C
CHICAGO ILL
1510 CENTENNIAL C
512 N JAMES C
910 S 3RD 616 C
URH TRELEASE 706 U
503 E WHITE C
904 S WEBBER U
URH LAR 411 U
106 E HEALEY 8 C
2111 HAZWD DR 203 U
URH FORBES 470 C
2111 HAZWD 203 U
910 S 3RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
1312 N BROADWAY U
URH WARDALL 613 U
URH LAR 318 U
32 E GREEN C
56 E DANIEL 2 C
URH WARDALL 510 U
URH HOPKINS 243 C
308 E WHITE C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 286 C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
301 F ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 276 C
58 E GREGORY C
601 W COLUMBIA C
606 E STOUGHTON C
410 E JOHN C




603 S LINCOLN U
310 E WHITE C
58 E ARMORY 13 C
URH TOWNSEND 518 U
URH SAUNDERS 302 U
211 F DANIEL C
1215 S 4TH C
BEARDSTOWN ILL
8C4 U OREGON U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 204 U
URH SAUNDERS 11 U
307 E WHITE 17 C
706 S MATHEWS U
805 N MCKINLEY 15 C















































































1 HAYES RD CROSS
309 PROSPECT
13002 S 86TH AV




550 W ROSCOE ST
10344 S EMERALD






926 N REBECCA PL
171 FOREST AV
1236 WOODRUFF AV
16126 S HONORE ST








622 N RUSSEL ST
RR 1
2133 N CHURCH















222 N STATE ST
201 S BUSSE RD
2111 HAZWD DR 203












1C45 S EDGEWOOD AV
2231 N MAPLEWOOD
8424 MANISTEE AV













2921 S WOLF RD 208
8622 N OZANAK




4929 N NORMANDY AV
2419 S ANGLE CT
1871 JONQUIL CR
1871 JONQUIL CR
1149 N BROAD ST
RR 3




































































































PIME LESLIE I LAS4
PINCHOTT DONALD A ENG1
PINCHOTT GORDON A ENG4
PINFS BONNIE J LAS2
PINES JAN P LAS2
PING CHARLES W ENG1
PING CHIEH-MIN GRAD
PINGRY JOYCE M GRAD
PINILLA FRANCISCO A GRAD
PINKSTAFF LANNY CHAR ENG4
PINNER DAVID W BUS3
PINTO CLIFFORD W ENG4
*PINTO ILZA MARIA F GRAD
APINZARRONE BARBARA R FAA3
PINZARRONE JOSEPH J GRAD
PINZARRONE PAUL F FAA2
PINZUR NEIL S BUS2
PINZUR ROBERT S LAS1
PIOTPOWSKI THOMAS CA ENG4
*PIPAS GEORGE MICHAEL GRAD
PIPER BRIAN J ENG3
PIPER PAMELA L LAS3
PIPER PATRICIA K LAS4
PIPER REX MICHAEL GRAD
PIPER RITA LYNN PE 2
PIPER RONALD R LAS4
PIPHER PAMELA L ED 2
PIPKIN CYNTHIA E FAA4
PIPPION DANNY L LAS1
*PIRNAT CHARLES RAYMO GRAD
PIRSCH AORIANNE M LAS2
PISANI LOUIS L ENG2
PISCHKE KEITH M ENG2
*PISELL KENNETH E PE 2
PISTORIUS MARIE A LAS1
PISTORIUS NANCY JEAN FAA4
PISTORIUS ROSEMARY ED 4
PITAYANON TAWEEWAT GRAD
PITSCH DAVID W LAS3
PITT DANIEL AVERY GRAD
PITTMAN MARY H COM3
PITTROFF KATHRYN E LAS4
PITTS EARLY MAE ED 2
PITTS JOHN U AGR2
PITTS KENNETH E JR BUS2
PITTS LESLIE J ED 1
PITTS TERENCE R LAS4
*PITZ JAMES M GRAD
PITZEN TRACY J LAS2
PIVOVAR GREG MICHAEL LAS3
PIZER JAMES B FAA1
PJOJIAN MARGARET H GRAD
*PLACE BARRY GEORGE GRAD
PLACEK BRUCE PHILLIP LAS4
*PLACEK ROBERT WALTER GRAD
PLACHA SHERILYN M LAS1
PLACK JAMES A BUS4
PLACKE JOAN W LAS3
PLAGGE GLENN D ENG3
PLAGGE KAREN R ED 1
PLAHM DAVID ROGER FAA1
PLAISKE THOMAS C BUS3
*PLANCHON HARRY P JR GRAD
PLANOS GARY M BUS 1
PLANT CATHERINE A PE 3
*PLANTE EUGENE EDWARD ED 4
PLASS JANE P LAS2
PLATER JERRY S LAS1
PLATER ROBERT S BUS1
PLATER TERESA JAY FAA2
PLATER WILLIAM M GRAD
PLATT JANICE L LAS1
PLATT VERNON DOUGLAS GRAD
PLATTNER PAUL F LAS4
PLAUT JOHN ERNST ENG4
PLAUT MARK A ENG1
PLAYER BOBBY JOE GRAD
PLAYER JEFREY R PE 1
PLAYTIS ANTHONY J GRAD
PLECHAVICIUS RAIMA M LAS2
PLECK MARY SEYMOUR GRAD
PLECKI GERARD D LAS3
PLECKI MARGARET L LAS1
PLEMICH CARLA LAS3
PLEMICH DAMIAN T LAS2
PLENCNER ROBERT M ENG3
PLENIEWICZ RICHARD ENG4
PLENIEWICZ SHARON G GRAD
PLFSH STEPHEN ENG3
PLESKO JALIE A ED 1
PLESKO JOHN TODD LAS4
PLETCH CAROL A LAS1
PLETCHER CHRISTINE J PE 1
PLETCHER KENNETH R LAS3
PLETCHER WILLIAM R GRAD
PLETICHA MARK C ENG3
PLEVIAK ANTHONY J GRAD
505 E CLARK 37 C
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
1007 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 308 U
806 W SPNGFLD U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
1202 E MICHIGAN U
808 N LINCOLN U
509 S 5TH C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
808 SCOVILL U
1107 W GREEN 623 U
201 N GOODWIN 6 U
SAVOY ILL
201 N GOODWIN 6 U
907 S 4TH C
907 S 4TH C
1007 S 1ST ST RO 2 C
1501 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH BABCOCK 331 U
611 E DANIEL C
1108 W NEVADA 1 U
818 OAKLAND 101 U
302 E ARMORY C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
202 S LINCOLN 4 U
URH SCOTT 154 C
607 S PRAIRIE C
URH WARDALL 721 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 522 U
DECATUR ILL
URH SAUNDERS 306 U
1108 S 1ST C
309 E HEALEY 2 C
1206 W MAIN U
2511 TRAFALGAR SO C
1009 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 411 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH FAR U
313 E CHALMERS C
501 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 404 C
809 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
811 OAKLAND 204 U
URH SNYDER 363 C
507 S RANDOLPH C
URH ALLEN 61 U
URH SHERMAN 219 C
1808 A ORCH PL U
312 E ARMORY C
2113 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH VANDOREN 321 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 227 U
911 S 3RD C
URH LAR 303 U
URH TOWNSEND U
1005 S 2ND C
1811 CLOVER LN C
1007 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
PAXTON ILL
URH ALLEN 443 U
URH SNYDER 273 C
URH SCOTT 450 C
109 W MICHIGAN U
709 W NEVADA 2 U
URH LAR 499 U
URH DANIELS 229 U
1107 W MAIN U
STA A BOX 2322 C
URH NOBLE 117 C
2112 ORCH ST 302 U
409 E CHALMRS 1213 C
1205 W MAIN 3 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
2004 LYNWOOD C
107 E DANIEL 4 C
URH VANDOREN 309 C
URH GARNER 238 C
URH SNYDER 486 C
URH FORBES 404 C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
1106 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 731 U
902 HARDING 87 U
URH TRELEASE 423 U
URH GARNER 378 C
102 E CHALMERS C
410 W GREEN 2 U
URH OGLESBY 712 U















































































LN 123 TUNG-HUA ST
1202 E MICHIGAN





201 N GOODWIN 6
113 MAIN
201 N GOODWIN 6
19019 JODI TERR
19019 JODI TERR
2659 N CENTRAL PK
1501 LINCOLNSHIRE
1038 E ADAMS
RR 1 BOX 160
102 S MAIN ST











RR 2 BOX 172
RR 2 BOX 172
215 N HANOVER ST
WlSUTHIKASART RD
2511 TRAFALGAR SQ





101 S WE GO
22W640 BURR OAK DR





101 PARK FOREST RD
1808 A ORCH PL
11 MYRTLE AV
2113 HAZWD 104
1755 N CAMPBELL AV









550 N TAFT ST
2N181 ADDISON RD
RR 3 BOX 622
BOX 622
109 W MICHIGAN
RR 1 BOX 124A
314 S CEDARWOOD DR
153 HARRINGTON RD





2026 W 68TH PL
2004 LYNWOOD
7514 N ODELL







618 S MILL ST
618 S MILL
304 S RAMMER AV
218 W 9TH ST
218 W 9TH ST





































































































PLEVIAK DENIS J LAS3
PLFVIAK JOHN A LAS3
*PLEVIAK JUDITH ANN GRAD
*PLICHTA ROMAN T GRAD
PLIFNIS ANTHONY J LAS3
PLIURA VYTAUTAS F LASl
PLIZGA JOHN E LAS2
PLOCHEP STEVEN J AGR1
PLOEGFR JAMES A AVI5
PLOFTZ CATHERINE S LAS3
*PLOG MICHAEL BELLAMY GRAD
*PLOG NAOMI FFRN AGR3
PLUCINSKI ADRIENNE F BUS3
PLUISTFR DAMEL A LAS1
PLUMMER FREDERICK JR GRAD
PLUMMER VERNON L LAS4
PLUNK THOMAS M ENG3
PLUT DAVID A LAS1
PLUTCHAK MARLENE ANN LAS2
*PLYMIRF WILLIAM C GRAD
PNAZEK KEITH A BUS1
*POCHOS STEPHEN P GRAD
POCIASK RICK S LAS1
*POCIUS ALPHONSUS V GRAD
POCKLINGTON MARY A AGR4
*PODAGROSI ERNESTO G GRAD
PODELL JUDITH S ED 3
PODJASFK ANNE M ED 4
PODLASFK ROBERT J GRAD
PODLI PNIK JOHN J LAS1
PODLISKA SHARON D ED 2
PODOLSKY BARRY M BUS4
*POE CLYDE DOUGLAS GRAD
POE JAMES S ENGl
POEHLFR DAVID W LAS3
POEHLER JANE E AGR4
POEPSEL JAMES E LAS4
POESCHL ROBERT HENRY FAA4
POFFFNBERGER CRAIG A LAS3
POFFENBERGER JOHN L LAS3
POHLENZ PETER M LAS1
POHLMAN JEFFREY T ENG6
POHLMAN JUDITH K FAA3
POHLMAN MICHAEL S AV I 1
POHLMAN STEPHEN H PE 1
POHLMANN JAMES A BUS4
POHLMANN KENNETH C ENG2
POHLOD PATRICIA ANN GRAD
POHLSON HAROLD OLOF COM4
POHLSON LAWRFNCE M COM4
POHNDORFF FPEDRIC R FAA1
POHREN PERRI A LAS2
POKER DAVID B LAS3
POKIN STEVEN P LASl
POKORNY JACOUELINF A «LAS4
POKORNY LINDA SUE GRAD
POL VICTOR LAS2
POLACEK DENISE C LAS2
POLACH RAYMOND F LAS4
POLACHEK MICHAFL J BUS3
POLAK ANTHONY JAMES GRAD
POLAN DAVID E LAS3
POLAN DAVID J LAS3
POLENSKY PEGGY A FAA4
POLFSKY RICHARD W ENG4
POLETTI PATRICIA A COM4
POLFORD CECELIA M BUS1
POLHEMUS JOHN M GRAD
POLI JOSEPH J FAA2
*POLING DOW PETER GRAD
POLISKY JEFFREY I VM 3
POLISKY JOEL S BUS2
POLISKY ROBERT B BUS1
POLITIS HARRY MIKE COM4
POLITO MARIAN LAS2
POLTVKA BRIAN E LAS3
*POLIZZOTTI RICHARD S GRAD
POLJACK DIANE M LAS4
POLK CARLA P LAS3
POLK DIANA BLACKWELL LAS4
POLK GARY R ENG2
POLK JANINE L LAS2
POLLACK ALAN H BUS3
POLLACK DAVID H LASl
POLLACK DFAN A LAS2
POLLACK MICHAEL D FAA3
POLLACK RHODA E ED 2
POLLACK STUART JAY GRAD
POLLAK MICHAEL JOHN ENG2
*POLLARD CALVIN N GRAD
POLLARD VERNON M. BUS4
POLLEY FUGENE J JR GRAD
POLLEY LAWRENCE W JR LAS2
*POLLINA MARY MITTL GRAD
POLLINA RONALD R GRAD
POLLOCK AUDREY M LAS3
POLLOCK DAVID W LASl
URH CARR 226 U
1101 W PENN U
107 E STOUGHTON C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
503 E WHITE 12 C
810 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS 1012 C





URH SAUNDERS 207 U
URH SCOTT 242 C
2405 LAWNDALE C
1 105 S 4TH C
1101 W PENN U
URH NOBLE 126 C
1107 W GREEN 121 U
1109 MITCHEM U
URH TAFT 418 C
402 STANAGE C
1007 S 3RD C
6C3 E HIGH U
216 E GREGORY 103 C
RANTOUL ILL
58 E JOHN 3 C
1202 W NEVADA U
2C25 C ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 304 U
URH SCOTT 224 C
409 E CHALMRS 603 C
38 WOODHAVEN U
URH SNYDER 296 C
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
80 5 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 451 U
604 E ARMORY C
3C5 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 306 U
URH TOWNSEND 366 U
2608 BROWNFIELD PD U
6 SAFFER CT U
1008 S LINCOLN U
713 W OHIO U
604 S LINCOLN 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 365 U
106 E GREEN 6 C
408 W ILLINOIS U
802 E MAIN 5 U
URH SNYDER 441 C
URH SCOTT 417 C
URH BLAISDELL 231 U
URH BARTON 224 C
URH LAR 183 U
211 N COLER U
URH SCOTT 445 C
URH TRELEASE 605 U
106 E HEALEY 10 C
807 S BUSEY U
512 E STOUGHTON C
213 W ILLINOIS U
105 E ARMORY C
805 N MCKINLEY 15 C
604 E ARMORY C
508 E WHITE 4 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
505 E CLARK C
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
2205 S COTTAGE CR U
VET CLINIC SA U
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 912 C
URH OGLESBY 804 U
URH BLAISDELL 322 U
606 W OHIO U
52 1/2 E DANIEL C
906 S OAK C
URH TRELEASE 1117 U
2081 B ORCH ST U
RR 3 U
URH LAR 192 U
205 E HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 323 C
URH OGLESBY 923 U
604 E ARMORY 205 C
UPH VAN DOREN 411 C
208 E CLARK C
URH SCOTT 240 C
1808 S PROSPECT C
404 S LINCOLN U
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
URH BABCOCK 430 U
603 W SPNGFLD C
603 W SPNGFLD C
910 W NEVADA 1 U










































































101 W SCHOOL ST
335 EVERGREEN
RR 2
2708 CLIFTON RR 2
1004 N MITCHELL AV
656 W CENTER
RR 1
8516 S BURNHAM AV





RR 1 BOX 86
1109 MITCHEM
8837 W 131ST PL
1007 S 3RD
14748 PALMER AV






7659 W 124TH PL
510 N GARFIELD





2108 W 68TH PL
7012 W 43RD ST
207 N DIVISION
ROUTE 2



























351 S EDGEWOOD AV
950 BLANCHARD
1255 GARFIELD
2772 E 75TH ST
T020 KARLOV
2636 W GREGORY
5423 W LAWRENCE AV
7849 W DEERWOOD DR
8729 S FAIRFIELD
52 1/2 E DANIEL
7407 W 57TH PL
309 ILLINOIS ST




















































































































POLLOCK MARY ISABEL GRAD
POLLOCK TERI S LAS2
POLLYEA SUSAN L LAS1
POLOCK ROBERT J PE 2
POLSKY VIRGINIA F BUS3
POLSON KARIN S LAS2
POLSTER NEIL E LAS3
POLZIN DAVID J VM 1
POMA7AL RICHARD J GRAD
POMERANZ FERN ED 3
POMERANZ WILLIAM R LAS2
POMEROY MYLES ELLIOT GRAD
POMRENKE BONNIE J LAS4
POND DONALD A ED 4
POND STEPHEN FULLERT GRAD
PONDER GREGG C AGR4
PONFLEIT WILLIAM R LAS1
PONFIL JANET A ENG1
PONICKI CHARLES J BUS3
PONOROFF CAROL R ED 3
PONSONBY CHARLES E GRAD
PONSONBY RALPH E ENG2
POOL JANE GRAD
POOLE BEVERLY R GRAD
POOLE DIANA DOUGLAS GRAD
POOLE KENNETH LEE GRAD
POOLE THOMAS J LAS1
POON HELEN SUNG-KU GRAD
POPE CLAYTON G BUS1
POPE GARY E BUS1
POPE JAMES W LAS4
POPE JEANNE E LAS2
POPE JEANNIE E LAS1
POPE RICHARD M FAA1
POPE RICHARD S LAS2
POPE ROBERT W VM 2
POPE ROY E FAA3
POPE TERRY A AGR3
POPELKA JASON PAUL FAA4
POPHAM TERESA V LAS3




POPP CLARENCE J LAS4
POPP DANIEL L BUS4
POPP GREGORY T ENG4
PORADA ROBERT M ENG4
PORAK WESLEY F BUS1
PORCELLA BREWSTER GRAD
POREBSKI JAMES M GRAD
POREBSKI THOMAS J LAS1
PORIKOS PETER G LAW3
PORN PATRICIA M LAS3
PORTELLI RANDALL R LAS3
PORTER AARON LEE GRAD
PORTER BARBARA E LASl
PORTER BILLIE JO GRAD
PORTER BRENDA D LAS2
PORTER BRUCE T LAS4
PORTER DARCY A LAS4
PORTER GARY C VM 1
PORTER GARY R BUS1
PORTER GEORGE W II BUS2
PORTFR JOHN A ED 4
PORTER JOHN W LAW1
PORTER JOHN W LASl
PORTER JOYCE BAILEY AGR2
PORTER LINDA JEAN GRAD
PORTER LINDBERGH JR LAS4
PORTER LOUISE R PE 4
PORTER MARLENE A PE 4
PORTER MICHAEL S AGR1
PORTER MICHELLE D LAS2
PORTER PAUL S BUS1
PORTER PAULA J LAS3
PORTER ROBERT D LAS4
PORTER ROBERT L ENG3
PORTER STEVEN M FAA2
PORTER TIMOTHY J ENG3
PORTER TODD D LASl
PORTILLO MANUEL G GRAD
PORTMAN DAVID E FAA2
PORTMAN MARK L BUS2
PORTO MARY J ED 4
PORTSCHELLER ARTHUR LAS3
PORTUGAL MITCHELL T LAS2
POSKA DAVID LEE GRAD
POSKA ELAINE F LAS4
POSKA FREDERICK J BUS2
POSKOZIM JAMES G ENG4
POSLUSZNY ANN C GRAD
POST LESLIE C COM4
POST WARREN M VM I
POSTHUMUS CHARLES FAA4
POSTHUMUS THOMAS J GRAD
POSTULA MICHAEL J GRAD
311 E JOHN 10 C
801 IOWA U
URH ALLEN 196 U
309 E CHALMERS C
710 E WASHINGTON U
URH VANDOREN 114 C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
URH OGLESBY 911 U
709 W CHURCH 3 C
409 E CHALMRS 807 C
211 E JOHN C
808 W SPNGFLD U
1211 W CLARK U
208 E STOUGHTON C
1970 C ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 819 U
URH SCOTT 438 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 213 U
47 E CHALMERS C
106 E JOHN 9 C
URH TAFT 114 C
BOX 463 U
RR 1 U
110 HOLIDAY PARK C
110 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH CARR 413 U
URH DANIELS 465 U
202 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 159 C
612 W HEALEY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 412 U
URH ALLEN 65 U
2C6 S GREGORY U
1001 COLORADO 44 U
313 E ARMORY C
28 SALEM RD U
611 W CHURCH C
1009 W MAIN 13 U
107 1/2 S NEIL C
105 E JOHN C
403 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMRS 1508 C
URH WESTON 244 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
2006 S VAWTER 9 U
URH OGLESBY 122 U
410 W ELM U
URH OGLESBY 814 U
URH FORBES 438 C
URH GARNER 302 C
55 E HEALEY 102 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH FLAGG 323 C
URH LAR 308 U
111 CHALMERS 5 C
URH CLARK 209 C
706 S 1ST 201 C
URH VANDOREN 12 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 316 C
*309 S 3RD C
1105 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
1214 FOOTHILL C
806 S 1ST 4 C
101 E JOHN 3 C
LEXINGTON MISS
URH SCOTT 225 C
2010 SILVER CT W U
1112 W HEALEY C
CHICAGO ILL
URH TAFT 16 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
41 1/2 E MAIN 4 C
806 S 1ST 4 C
URH SCOTT 444 C
CARY ILL
URH OGLESBY 730 U
URH SHERMAN 366 C
52 E ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
1107 S EUCLID 1 C
209 E STOUGHTON C
110 E CHALMERS C
1115 W GREEN 117 U
1115 «l GREEN 117 U
URH ALLEN 499 U
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
URH SHERMAN 432 C
406 E SPNGFLD C
URH GARNER 202 C
1002 W NEVADA U
604 N MAPLE 27 U
































































311 E JOHN 10
708 MILL VALLEY RD
6957N ASHLAND BLVD
5149 W HOMER ST
710 E WASHINGTON
7801 OAK RIDGE DR
7319 N KARLOV
901 N LA GRANGE RD
709 W CHURCH 3
1827 CLAVEY RD
6341 N ROCKWELL
6301 N SHERIDAN RD
309 N STRATFORD RD
819 GROVER ST
1970 C ORCH ST
BOX 56


















5619 S THURLOW ST
710 S SEEGWUN




4138 W 81ST PL
3447 N KEDZIE AV
V KARADZICA 7A
490 S WALL
397 N MILWAUKEE AV
7413 W HORTENSE
RR 3 BOX 85-8






10244 S CHARLES ST
323 E JOE ORR RD





15315 SW 82ND CT
ROUTE 2







ROUTE 3 BOX. 6
63~1 CARON CT
2C10 SILVER CT W
1112 W HEALEY
6743 SANGAMON
RR 2 BOX 87
134 FAIR ST
2114 DRIVING PK RD
5647 ELEVATOR RD

















































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
LA GRANGE PK IL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
233
POTASEK MARY JOYCE GRAD
POTEMPA CHRISTINE V LAS4
POTEMPA EUGENE F AGR1
POTERACKI SCOTT J BUS1
POTHIER GUY CHARLES GRAD
POTSCH RONALD A BUS*
*POTT EDWARD JAMES GRAD
POTTEBAUM JAMES A LAS2
POTTER ALAN CAMERON GRAD
POTTER DON H JR ENG2
POTTER JAMIE LAS2
POTTER JO (CATHERINE GRAD
POTTER JOHN C LAW3
POTTER JOHN C AGR1
POTTER OTIS LEE GRAD
POTTER PAMELA S PE 2
POTTER RALPH JAY LAS1
POTTER ROBERT C ENG1
POTTORFF ROSEMARY A GRAD
POTTS CAROLYN J LAS2
POTTS EDWARD A AGR1
POTTS JANICE E LAS1
POTTS KENNETH C LAS3
POTTS MARY J LAS3
POTTS PAMELA M LAS2
POTTS RANDALL C GRAD
POTYNSKI VICTORIA FAA3
POUERIE MEJIA MANUEL LAS4
POULAKOS EMMANUEL M ENG4
POULAKOS MICHAEL A ENG1
POULOS PATRICE A LAS1
POULOS THOMAS J ENG3
POUND JACK P LAS3
POUND JAMES A LAS2
POVENMIRE HARLO K GRAD
POVILUS DAVID S ENG4
POVLSEN HOLLY P ED 1
POWDER CHARLES R GRAD
POWE BRENDA J ED 4
POWELL ARTISS L LAS4
POWELL CHARLES LAW1
POWELL GARY DEAN GRAD
POWELL GEORGE DUNCAN GRAD
POWELL JAMES M FAA3
POWELL JEFFREY R LAS2
POWELL JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
POWELL LENORA A ED 2
POWELL LINDA L LAS2
POWELL MICHAEL EDWIN GRAO
POWELL RICHARD R GRAD
POWELL ROBERT H GRAD
POWELL RONALD ROWE GRAD
POWELL SANDRA FAYE GRAD
POWELL SUSAN M FAA2
POWELL TERRY N LAS3
POWELL THOMAS J AGR3
POWER CATHERINE ANNE GRAD
POWER JEAN EILEEN ED 4
POWER JEAN F ED 1
POWER MARIAN G LAS1
POWER ROBERT J FAA4
POWERS BYRON W BUS1
POWERS CHARLES H JR LAS3
POWERS DAVID W BUS4
POWERS ELIZABETH LEE FAA9
POWERS JANIS E LAS2
POWERS JOHN D LAS2
POWERS LUCINDA J LAS1
POWERS MARK D ENG1
POWERS RICHARD J LAS1
POWERS TERENCE R BUS3
POWERS WILLIAM W VM 1
POWLES MICHAEL F BUS2
POWLESS DAVID G ENG1
POWLESS JAMES K LAW1
POWLESS SUSAN E GRAD
POY PAUL CHRISTOPHER GRAD
POY PAULA LAS2
POYHONEN JAMES E LAS1
POYNTER PAMELA F LAS3
POYNTER RICHARD ELLI BUS4
POYNTON MARK F BUS5
POYSER JOHN R LAS2
POZULP KEITH RAYMOND LAS4
PRABUDDHAM PAIBOON GRAD
PRABUDDHAM SOMSR I GRAD
PRADO RICHARD N GRAD
PRADUN GREGORY JR FAA1
PRAGER MARK L LAS3
PRAKASH OM GRAD
PRALL GEORGE M LAW3
PRANGE CLARICE DIANE LAS3
PRANGE ROBERT W AGR1
PRANGE TOBY M FAA1
PRATT CANDACE G AGR2
PRATT HAROLD T COM3
PRATT JAMES D ENG1
1106 W STOUGHTON 2 U
806 W GREEN 3 U
URH FLAGG 334 C
URH WESTON 204 C
URH SHERMAN 164 C
TOLONO ILL
2112 ORCH ST 301 U
URH CARR 324 U
2202 HAZWO DR 304 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 107 U
16 MONTCLAIR RD U
16 MONTCLAIR RD U
1002 S LINCOLN U
507 E CLARK C
802 W OREGON U
211 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 308 U
610 N PROSPECT C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH BLAISDELL 222 U
URH TRELEASE 227 U
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH WARDALL 1009 U
URH FLAGG C
URH LUNDGREN 323 C
URH TOWNSEND 369 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 290 C
URH TRELEASE 716 U
105 PFEFFER RD U
URH BABCOCK 425 U
URH BABCOCK 425 U
SAVOY ILL
903 W OREGON U
URH LAR 106 U
807 W NEVADA U
904 1/2 W HILL U
608 S STATE C
URH SHERMAN 254 C
2103 HAZWD DR 304 U
OTTAWA 1 ONT CAN
409 E CHALMRS 801 C
110 E ARMORY C
2040 D OPCH ST U
706 S MATHEWS U
107 E HEALEY C
STA A BOX 2041 C
1920 D ORCH ST U
205 E HEALEY 34 C
718 S BROADWAY U
URH DANIELS 338 U
URH VANDOREN 21 C
503 WHITE 12 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 360 U
102 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH TRELEASE 616 U
2300 1/2 E UNIV U
URH CARR 415 U
112 E GREEN C
1110 STOUGHTON 208 U
1210 COTTAGE GR U
URH SCOTT 408 C
URH ALLEN 289 U
URH BUSEY 217 U
URH WESTON 422 C
410 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 262 C
URH SNYDER 150 C
406 W HIGH 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
1207 E FLORIDA 33 U
1207 E FLORIDA 33 U
URH SHERMAN 857 C
URH SAUNDERS 225 U
URH GARNER 491 C
KANKAKEE ILL
1010 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FORBES 495 C
505 S CHESTNUT C
121 W PARK 12 U
300 S GOODWIN 404 U
300 S GOODWIN 404 U
STA A BOX 2369 C
URH FORBFS 309 C
409 E CHALMRS 1003 C
1114 W SPNGFLD U
1942 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 317 U
URH WESTON 493 C
URH NOBLE 211 C
907 S WRIGHT C
612 W HEALEY C































































8511 N OVERHILL AV
7529 N OLCOTT AV
3689 BASIN VIEW DR
2824 WALNUT AV
2112 ORCH ST 301







403 BRIAR LN 115




















8146 S KILBOURN AV
740 W STATE ST
807 W NEVADA
904 1/2 W HILL
2854 N 8TH ST
TOO LENOX AV 191
2103 HAZWD DR 304
609 OCONNOR ST
411 WILDWOOD
607 E MAIN ST
2040 D ORCH ST
9659 S TROY AV
5418 S INGLESIOE
3350 31ST WAY N
1920 D ORCH ST
730 BROOKFIELD DR
718 S BROADWAY
ROUTE 1 BOX 288-A
411 WILDWOOD









215 S WESTERN AV
1210 COTTAGE GR
1501 ELMWOOD AV
2-440 W BERWYN AV
45 CANDY LN
18330 CENTER AV
215 S WESTERN AV
7667 W 124TH PL
1501 ELMWOOD
643 S OUENTIN RD
905 N VAN BUREN
9C5 N VAN BUREN
1207 E FLORIDA
301 W 24TH ST
301 W 24TH ST
1146 N CENTRAL AV









5736 N RICHMOND ST
TURNER HALL 211
1942 C ORCH ST




158 S PLYMOUTH DR


























ELK GROVE VILL IL
CHICAGO ILL













NEW YORK N Y
URBANA ILL
























































PRATT JUDITH EDELMAN GRAD
PRATT RONALD WILBUR GRAD
PRAY ROGER MERLE VM 4
PRAZAK KENNETH J LAS1
PRAZAK LEONARO C GRAD
PREBIL JAMES M LAS1
PREBIL RICHARD L LAS2
PRECUP JAMES W LAS2
PREDICK PAUL ROBERT ENG4
PREISEL THOMAS G LAS3
PREMPAS JOHN LOUIS BUS3
PRENDERGAST JAMES R BUS3
PRENDERGAST MARY T PE 1
PRENTICE JOAN D LAS4
PRENTICE KIM D FAA3
PREO LAWRENCE STEVEN GRAD
PRESCOTT LAURANCE L LAS3
PRESCOTT RAUSIE L LAS4
PRESCOTT RICHARD G LAS2
PRESCOTT RONALD W GRAD
PRESCOTT VICKI L LAS4
PRESS JAY LLOYD GRAD
PRESSLER DONALD W BUS4
PRESSLER THOMAS D BUS2
PRESSWOOD RONALD K GRAD
PRESTON CAROL J FAA2
PRFSTON DALLAS DWAIN GRAD
PRESTON FREDRICK JR GRAD
PRESTON JOHN J COM4
PRESTON JOHN JR BUS3
PRESTON KENZIE L LAS1
PRESTON MICHAEL E ENG2
PRETNAR SUSAN M LAS2
PRETZSCH DON E BUS1
PREUSS WENDIE A COM3
*PREVES RICHARD D FAA3
PREVO MICHAEL A FAA1
PREY WILLIAM A JR ENG2
PRIBULA ALAN JOSEPH GRAD
PRIBULA CHERYL D GRAD
PRICE ANNA LESLIE LAS4
PRICE CAROL A ED 3
PRICE CAROL S FAA2
PRICE DARRELL S LAS2
PRICE DEBORAH S AGR2
PRICE EDDIE WAYNE GRAD
*PRICE ELBERT GLEN GRAD
PRICE HELENE B LAW2
PRICE JAY J BUS2
PRICE JILL M LAS2
*PRICE MARK S FAA3
PRICE MARY KATHLEEN LAW2
PRICE MAUREEN IVY FAA1
PRICE MICHAEL L ENG1
PRICE MICHAEL R FAA1
PRICE NANCY HARRIS ED 3
PRICE RODNEY ANSON GRAD
PRICE RONALD A VM <*
PRICE SUSAN L FAA3
PRICE WILLIAM A LAS2
PRICHARD DAVID A LAS1
PRIEBE NANCY JEAN GRAD
PRIEBOY THOMAS J ENG4
PRIEPKE PETER EUGENE GRAD
PRIEST JOHN B L LAS4
PRIGGIE NAN KATHRYN GRAD
PRILL JOHN LAS3
PRIMER DALE P LAS3
PRIMMER CHERYL L LAS3
PRINCE PATRICK E LAS2
PRINOLE BARRY M ENG1
PRINDLE GARY M BUS1
PRINDLE JEAN M LAS4
PRINGLE RICARDO B LAS1
PRINGLE SALLY J PF 2
PRITCHARD LESTER THO LAS4
PRITCHARD MARY J LASI
PRITCHARD SUZANNE LAS2
PRITCHETT CYNTHIA R LAS2
PRITCHETT JAMES B GRAD
PRITIKIN ARLENE M FAA3
PRITKIN NANCI H LAS3
PRITKIN RICHARD L LAS2
PRITSCH JAMES D JR FAA2
PRITZKER NANCY J ED 1
PRIVEN JAY ELLIOTT GRAD
PROANO LAWRENCE LAS4
PROBASCO LEE ELEANOR GRAD
PROBST DAVID GLEN FAA4
PROBST DENNIS A AGR2
PROBST RONALD D LAS2
PROCH KATHLEEN GRAD
PROCH RUSSELL A LAS2
PROCHASKA BRADLEY J FAA2
PROCHASKA GAIL L LAS2
PROCTER DAVID MCCALL GRAD
PROCTOR BETTY L EO 4
2103 HAZWD OR 103 U
2103 HAZWD DR 103 U
I MAPLEWOOD U
1111 S 1ST C
907 DOGWOOD C
604 F ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 244 C
305 E JOHN C
205 E HEALEY C
410 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 117 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1204 U
107 E CHALMERS C
1111 S 1ST C
II HEDGE CT C
501 E DANIEL C
1107 S 3RD 203 C
806 W MAIN U
2208 EASY U
58 E ARMORY 9 C
2901 LAWNDALE C
205 E HEALEY 6 C
1110 S 2ND C
1004 LANORE U
URH BUSEY 359 U
MACOMB ILL
703 PFEFFER RD U
309 E CHALMERS C
300 S GOODWIN 106 U
URH ALLEN 342 U
URH OGLESBY 1122 U
URH GARNER 476 C
URH OGLESBY 1024 U
URH CLARK 413 C
2120 ORCH ST 102 U
URH BLAISDELL 106 U
409 E CHALMERS 803 C
209 W SPNGFLD 1 C
209 W SPNGFLD I C
URH FRENCH HSE 3 U
URH EVANS 230 U
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
URH GARNER 415 C
URH GARNER 343 C
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
2202 HAZWD DR 303 U
910 S 3RD ST C
211 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
308 W GREEN U
822 OAKLAND 203 U
805 S ANDERSON U
604 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 369 C
308 W GREEN 10 U
311 W CLARK 101 C
506 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
URH HOPKINS 323 C
410 E JOHN C
608 W GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 551 U
1717 HENRY C
305 W PARK 10 U
URH OANIELS 347 U
402 S 6TH C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 517 U
URH CARR 213 U
URH CARR 411 U
URH CARR 317 U
URH TRELEASE 717 U
URH SCOTT 246 C
URH WARDALL 522 U
406 E GREEN 101 C
URH VANDOREN 102 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH GARNER 468 C
607 1/2 E UNIV C
58 E JOHN 8 C
HOMEWOOD ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
311 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 228 U
URH DANIELS U
509 E WHITE 3 C
1001 W OREGON 5 U
617 W HEALEY C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 494 C
BONDVILLE ILL
311 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 410 U
508 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL





































































2103 HAZWD DR 103












1013 W LINCOLN HWY














1844 W 187TH ST
635 FAYEHE ST
914 S 9TH ST
357 N 29TH ST
11605 S KENNETH
693 DOWNEY DR
11730 W 85TH AV
2120 OPCH ST 102
2408 ESSEX



























410 S PROSPECT AV
URH DANIELS 347
5247 N NAGLE AV
7321 DAVIS ST




1570 A WHITE DR
606N CENTRAL BX845
345 PARK LANE DR
557 N 14TH ST
1121 N WALNUT ST
1935 GAY
1226 JERSEY ST




5418 N BELCREST CT
2719 E 28TH ST
5C9 E WHITE 3
2213 W CUMBERLAND
512 BROAOMEADOW RD




1410 W MINER ST
501 S MAIN ST














































































EAST ST LOUIS IL
OLNEY IL




















PROCTOR TERESA C LAS2
PROEFROCK DAVID W LAS4
PROFFIT CAROL P GRAD
PROFFITT JANET L VM 1
PROHOV THEODORE H LAS2
PROKOP LINDA LEE LAS4
PROKOP POXANNE J LAS2
PROKSA ROSEMARY LAS3
PROPER ROBERTA S FAA4
PROPERNICK WILLIAM A FAA1
PROPES PATRICIA M FAA4
PROPHFTT ANDREW LEE GRAD
PROPP DOUGLAS A LAS1
PROPP SHARON R LAS2
PROPST CHARLES M LAS4
PROPST MATHIAS J ED 6
PRORAK DONALD E FAA4
PRORAK STEVEN L LAS2
PROSECKY ANNE M LAS2
PROSECKY MICHAEL A ENG3
PROSEK ALLEN RICHARD GRAD
PROSEK RICHARD J ENG1
PROSISE WILLIAM E LAS3
PROSSER DANIEL R GRAD
PROST M JACQUELINE LAS3
PROTACIO DELIA C GRAD
PROVENZANO GEORGE P GRAD
PROVEN2ANO JOANN LAS1
PROVENZANO NOLEN J R GRAD
PROVINCE RICHARD A LAS3
PROVO LINDA JEANNE GRAD
PRUET MELISSA S FAA2
PRUITT MARK ENG1
PRUITT REBECCA L LAS2
PRUNKARD DONNA E LAS4
PRUSSING LAUREL LUNT GRAD
PRUSZ RICHARD A AGR4
PRUZAN KAREN L LAS3
PPYOP SANDRA G LAS1
PRZETACZNIK THOMAS M BUS4
PRZYBYCIEN COLLETTE GRAO
PRZYBYCIN RENEE C FAA3
PRZYBYLA CYNTHIA A LAS3
PRZYBYLSKI JAMES T GRAO
PRZYBYLSKI KENNETH S LAS2
PRZYWARA KENNETH P LAS4
PSIHARIS PETER L ENG4
PSIHARIS THOMAS C FAA1
PSINAS ELVIRA G FAA1
PSIRIS JACK E BUS1
PTACIN JANICE M LAS1
PTAK JAMES R LAS3
PTAK THOMAS ENG1
PUCKETT CHERYL LYNN GRAD
PUCKETT HOYLE B JR AGR2
PUCKETT JANET F LAS3
PUCKETT ROBERT F ENG2
PUCKETT SHERRILL A GRAD
PUCZYNSKI MARK S LAS4
PUDIK JAMES N AVI1
PUERTA MANUEL GRAD
PUFSCHEL GARY E ENG4
PUETZ LARRY J ENG1
PUGH DAVID A LAS4
PUGH FREDERICK C LAS1
PUGH MARK C BUS3
PUKACZ MICHAEL J ENG4
PULEO PISANI F GRAD
PULIA SAM D ENG1
PULICK MARLA P AGR1
PULLIAM DEAN W PE 3
PULLIS DEBORAH A LAS4
PUl SFUS DWIGHT W LAW1
PUMA DEBORAH S LAS1
PUMFREY MARION A GRAD
PUMPLIN DAVID W GRAD
PUMPLIN SUSAN W GRAD
PUNCHES DENNIS ENG4
PURCFLL JAMES FRANCI BUS4
PURCELL MICHAEL F ENG4
PURCHASE DEMETPIA JR LAS2
PURCHASE DONALD L JR LAS1
PURCIARELLO DANIEL M LAS1
PURDY BARBARA A LAS3
PUROY DAVID J ENG4
PURDY GEORGE BARRY GRAD
PURDY JANE L LAS4
PURDY KATHERINE A LAS4
PURDY RICHARD R BUS1
PURI VINOD KUMAR GRAO
PURPURA ROBERT J JR BUS2
PURSE GREGORY R LAS3
PUPSELL FRANCES J LAS1
PURSELL MARCIA D BUS2
PURTLE GEORGE A ENG2
PURTSCHER PATRICK T ENG1
PURVES ANITA PARKER LAS6
URH WARDALL 207 U
RR 1 U
1831 VALLEY RD C
4C5 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1514 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 219 C
301 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 312 C
24 E CHALMERS C
URH FLAGG 424 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 618 U
URH FORBES 260 C
HOMEP ILL
404 S NEW C
1111 S 2ND C
1710 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
211 W EUREKA C
URH BARTON 16 C
URH TOWNSEND 165 U
NORMAL ILL
URH TRELEASE 308 U
URH BEVIER 567 U
2203 HAZWD DR 304 U
URH LAR 493 U
2203 HAZWD DR 304 U
FRITCHEY ESTATES 6 U
URH DANIELS 492 U
715 V MICHIGAN U
URH FORBES 110 C
URH GARNER 274 C




URH VANDOREN 321 C
106 HEALEY C
URH SHERMAN 414 C
URH WARDALL 4C7 U
URH SCOTT 311 C
2018 S FLETCHER 12 U
URH OGLESBY 704 U
706 S 1ST 302 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 425 C
URH TRELEASE 206 U
301 E WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 465 C
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
URH FORBES 108 C
312 W SPNGFLD 10 U
1600 N MARKET 9 C
1600 N MARKET 9 C
URH SNYDER 270 C
2112 QRCH ST 204 U
URH SCOTT 458 C
URH NOBLE 215 C
1212 W CLARK U
WHITE HEATH ILL
URH HOPKINS 252 C
URH SCOTT 382 C
804 VENTURA RD C
804 VENTURA RD C
301 COUNTRY FR C
1007 S MATTIS 3-4 C
URH BARTON 418 C
URH TRELEASE 427 U
31 IVAN HOE U
URH LAR 222 U
URH SCOTT 180 C
URH WARDALL 826 U
1502 CURTISS U
1 LEMON TREE LN C
1 LEMONTREE LN C
MAHOMET ILL
114 1/2 E UNIV C
604 E ARMORY 245 C
105 F GREEN 10 C
105 E GREEN 10 C
URH ALLEN 466 U
URH CLARK 436 C
1106 S EUCLID C
204 S 6TH C
204 S 6TH C
404 W SPNGFLD C
URH TOWNSEND 141 U
U OF I CERAMIC ENG U
601 S 4TH C
813 W MAIN U
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
URH WARDALL 908 U
URH HOPKINS 319 C
URH CARR 414 U

















































































40 E KATHLEEN DR




308 VAN DAMIN AV
2610 DONNA AV
7Q3 S UNIVERSITY
90 S 6TH AV 103
908 W OREGON
2203 HAZWD DR 304
715 29TH ST
2203 HAZWD DR 304
703 W ELM ST
RR 2
4900 BELMONT RD
3920 W 214TH PL







3101 W 25TH ST
8139 WHIPPLE ST
2007 W GREENLEAF
2018 S FLETCHER 12
5312 W WELLINGTON





















301 COUNTRY FR 54













105 E GREEN 10
105 E GREEN 10
4904 W GEORGE ST
301 ILLINI ST
238 W 115TH ST
204 S 6TH
204 S 6TH
810 E LOCUST ST
238 W 115TH ST
U OF I CERAMIC ENG









































































































PURVIS ALBERT C GRAO
PURVIS DAVID M LAS3
PURVY ROBERT E LAS4
PUSKAR GEORGE E BUS3
PUTMAN JENNIFER K FAA3
PUTTERMAN LAWRENCE N LAS2
PUTZ BARBARA J LAS1
PUZEY ALAN L AGR2
PUZEY JANET LOHRMANN LAS4
PYE JAMES THOMAS ENG3
PYE STEVEN R LAS4
PYRCH OREST SAMUEL GRAD
PYTKO CYNTHIA C LAS3
OADRI MOHAMMAD S GRAD
OUAID TERESA A LAS3
OUAKA THOMAS EDWARD ENG4
OUAMME PATRICIA G LAS2
OUARTELL ROBERT J LAS2
OUAST JAMES J FAA3
OUBECK STFPHEN BRUCE GRAO
OUBECK SUZANNE C ED 2
OUECKBOERNER DAVID D AGR1
OUEHL NANCY C LAS1
OUELLA JOYCE NEJEDLO GRAD
OUEYPO WESLEY FAA4
QUICK BERNDT P LAS3
QUICK DEBORAH T LAS2
QUICK JAMES D FAA3
OUICKSTAD CAROL J ED 3
OUICKSTAD SUSAN ANN GRAD
OUIGG DAVID H AGP2
OUIGLEY ANN J GRAD
OUIGLEY LEONARD T LAS2
OUIGLEY LINDA D LAS1
OUILLINAN OUINN W ENG4
OUINDRY GERALD F ENG2
OUINLAN CHRISTINA ENG1
OUINLAN GREGORY J BUS3
OUINLAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD
OUINN ELIZABETH A FAA1
OUINN GEORGE F LAS3
OUINN JAMES S ED 4
OUINN KATHRYN IRENE GRAD
OUINN KATHRYN J LAS1
OUINN MARYELLEN GRAD
OUINN MASON T ENG3
OUINN MAUREEN T LAS3
OUINN MICHAEL ALAN GRAD
OUINN NANCY K LAS1
OUINN ROBERT A PE 4
OUINN RUTHANN LAS4
OUINN YVONNE S LAS3
OUIRSFELO F C JR GRAD
OUISENBERRY MARY C LAS1
OUITNO PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
RA JONG OH GRAD
RAAB GLENN M ENG4
RAAP LINDA S PE 4
RAATZ LESLIE S ENG1
RABBANI MOHAMMAD G GRAD
RABBERS DAVID L ENG4
RABCHUK JOHN E BUS4
RABCHUK MARY K FAA2
RABIN ALAN J LAS4
RABIN DONNA LEE EO 4
RABIN LINDA S LAS3
RABINKOFF GAIL ETTA GRAD
RABYNE LAWRENCE S GRAD
RACHMELER DALE N BUS3
RACILA EDWARD J ENG3
RACINE DAVID P LAS2
RACKLEY THOMAS GWINN GRAD
RACY ALI JIHAD GRAD
RACZKIEWICZ MACIEJ A GRAD
RADAKOVITZ WILLIAM J GRAD
RADASZEWSKI G M LAS4
RADCLIFFE DAVID H GRAO
RADCLIFFE SCOTT D BUS3
RAOELL JEANNE M LAS2
RADEMACHER NANCY P LAS3
RADFR BILLIE T ED 3
RADEWAGEN JOHN R COM4
RADIN ROBERT S AGR3
RADKE EDWARD R LAS1
RAOKE RICHARD W FAA2
RADKEY WILLIAM A LAS4
RADLOFF STUART J LAS4
RADOCHONSKI PIERRE A ENG4
RADOSTA ELIZABETH A FAA3
RADOSTITS ARLENE M LAS1
RADOVANCEV MASA FAA4
RADOVICH CHARLES A LAW1
RADOYEVICH MYRA ENG2
RADTKE CAROL BRUNER LAS4
RADWINE SAMUEL B FAA2
RAETZKE CAROLYN P GRAD
RAFACZ MICHAEL A AGR3
1017 S ANDERSON U
URH SNYDER 43C C
503 E STCUGHTON 8 C
303 CHALMERS C
303 N GREGORY U
105 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 244 U
URH WESTON 386 C
800 W CHURCH 16 C
518 1/2 E GREEN C
518 1/2 E GREEN C
1504 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH WARDALL 410 U
505 E CLARK 36 C
801 W IOWA U
107 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH WARDALL 221 U
URH OGLESBY 1118 U
106 E HEALEY 7 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SNYDER 266 C
URH SAUNDERS 214 U
URH SHERMAN 309 C
61 E JOHN C
211 E ARMORY C
VILLA GROVE ILL
201 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 402 U
TWIN ORCH TRLR 39 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 424 C
401 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
402 W SPNGFLD C
501 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 191 U
1719 VALLEY RD C
1617 CRESCENT C
URH HOPKINS 492 C
1007 S 3RD C
812 OAKLAND U
104 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH GARNER 242 C
1216 W CHURCH C
507 E CLARK C
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
801 S VINE U
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
2020 W MATTIS C
1207 W NEVADA U
313 E JOHN C
509 E WHITE 16 C
URH BLAISDELL 303 U
2020 C ORCH ST U
HOLLINS COLLEGE VA
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
58 E JOHN 16 C
URH OGLESBY 330 U
705 W CALIFORNIA U
STA A BOX 2315 C
804 W PARK U
URH VANDOREN 25 C
207 W ILLINOIS U
108 E HEALEY 8 C
108 E HEALEY 9 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
203 1/2 E HEALEY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 221 C
URH OGLESBY 1007 C
817 OAKLAND 106 U
STA A BOX 2165 C
URH DANIELS 122 U
910 S 3RD 301 C
URH SCOTT 409 C
DANVILLE ILL
202 E OANIEL C
URH ALLEN 305 U
501 E SPNGFLD C
205 S LYNN C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
6 HIGH CT U
URH ALLEN 78 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 278 C
1105 S 1ST C
808 W ILLINOIS U
1007 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 320 C
610 W STOUGHTON U
807 OAKLAND 104 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
803 W SPNGFLD 3 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
605 W SPNGFLD C








































































935 E 158TH ST








6015 S NATOMA AV
BUNDER RD
12852 S WESTERN AV
ROUTE 4
16310 KENWOOD
4136 N CAMPBELL AV








210 1/2 W WASHNGTN
RR 5
5611 N GRACfcLAND
39 TWIN ORCH TR PK
RR 2





97 E 154TH ST
404 SPRUCE OR
RR 2











230 E SYCAMORE ST
RR 1 BOX 70
1710 E LIBERTY DR
1600 PULASKI ST
2020 C ORCH ST
HOLLINS COLLEGE
600 FRIAR TUCK RD
9ei3 S 54TH AV
319 HUNTINGTON LN
KACHARIPARA












STA A BOX 2165
1325 W WABASH
4652 N RIVER RD












2"514 E 91ST ST
165 DESPLAINES LN




803 W SPNGFLD 3
602 N CHEROKEE ST
605 W SPNGFLD



































































































RAFF HOWARD V LAS3
RAFFE MARC R VM 1
RAFFERTY PATRICK K LAS4
RAGALIE DIANE L PE 2
RAGALIE GLENN F LAS3
RAGAN DONALD E LASI
RAGEL STEPHEN W BUS3
RAGHEB MOUNIR GIRGIS GRAD
RAGINS RANDI J ED 1
RAGO LEONARD M ENG2
RAGON LANDIS D ENG2
RAGSDALE MICHAFL L AVI1
RAGSDALE STEPHEN M ENG2
RAHE PATRICIA A LAS2
RAHE THERESA J LAS3
RAHMAT-SAMII YAHYA GRAD
*RAHN ALICF GRISHAM GRAD
*RAHN DEBORAH MCCARTY FAA2
RAHN ERIC W LASI
*RAHN ROBERT RONALO GRAD
RAHN TAMRA L LAS4
*RAHN WILLIAM J LAS3
RAIA LOUI S J FAA2
*RAIBLEY TIMOTHY A FAA4
RAIDL MARTHA A LAS3
RAIFF JANET FAA4
RAIM ARLO JACOB GRAD
RAIMAN ROBERT A FAA2
*RAINER BRIAN L GRAD
RAINES RICHARD DEAN GRAD
RAISEN LYNN LAS2
*RAISLER ROBERT B ENG4
*RAITHER BARBARA P GRAD
*RAITHER SIEGBERT W GRAD
RAJ TILAK GRAD
RAJU PUTHANKUR ISSI S GRAD
RAKFR JAMES C ENG3
RAKER RODNEY J LAS4
RALEIGH PHILIP M LAW2
RALOFF VALGENE E ENG1
RALPH PATRICK J ENG1
RALPH WI LLI AM P LASI
RALSKY STUART LFF GRAD
RALSTON ALAN L BUS3
*RAMASWAMY MUGUR GRAD
*RAMASWAMY PADMINI GRAD
RAMBO ROBERT G ENG1
RAMCKE CARL F AGR1
RAMIREZ SONIA TERESA GRAD
*RAMJERDI JAN E LAS3
RAMLOW LINNA D PE 3
*RAMME MARSHALL MYRL GRAD
RAMON CRAIG R LAW2
*RAMP MEREDITH C BUS4
*RAMP PAMELA F A A4
RAMPA JANET MARIAN LAS4
RAMOUIST F C JR ENG4
RAMSEY JOHN W LAS3
RAMSEY LINDA K ED 3
RAMSEY MICHAEL D FAA3
*RAMSEY RICHARD N GRAD
RAMTHUN EDWARD J LAS2
*RAMU GADDEHOSUR N GRAD
RAMULT CAROLYN J LAS3
RANALLETTA MARY Y LAS3
*RANALLO JAMES JR GRAD
*RANCK ELLEN ORAVEC GRAD
*RANCK FRED N ENG6
RAND CYNTHIA COM4
*RANDA JAMES PAUL GRAD
*RANDA SUSAN BULMANN BUS2
*RANDAL NARENA LAS3
RANDALL AMY LEE GRAD
RANDALL ANNE C ED 2
RANDALL DOROTHY Y LAS4
RANDALL LAUREL W PE 3
RANDALL LEAH LAS4
RANDALL MARK C LAS4
RANDALL MARK J ENG3
RANDALL PAUL GEORGE FAA3
RANDALL PAUl ETTE L EO 4
RANDALL RENEF A LAS2
RANDALL SUSAN M LASI
RANDELL ALAN WILLIAM GRAD
RANDELL LARRY P ENG2
RANDLE CRAIG A LAWl
RANDLE JOSEPH F FAA2
RANDOLPH ANNE L ED 1
RANDOLPH BELINDA Y FAA3
RANDOLPH OTTO S ENG2
RANDOLPH ZONA S BUS2
RANGE GARY J FAA3
RANKAITIS JANET J LAS4
RANKFN RANDALL E GRAD
RANKIN DEAN L BUS4
*RANKIN DONALD E BUS3
RANKIN JAMES BLAIR GRAD
404 E GREEN 202 U
1009 W MAIN 34 U
309 E HEALEY 15 C
URH GARNER 274 C
URH GARNER 288 C
URH WESTON 469 C
508 E WHITE 7 C
4C1 S 6TH C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 224 C
URH SNYDER 486 C
URH OGLESBY 318 U
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FLAGG 426 C
809 E WASHINGTON U
TUSCOLA ILL
410 E JOHN C
2118 ORCH ST 101 U
212 E CLARK C
513 W LOUISIANNA C
URH FORBES 474 C
FARMER CITY ILL
URH FVANS 422 U
CHICAGO ILL
6 ROXBERRY U
911 S 4TH C
5C9 W GREEN 11 C
1212 W CLARK U
URH SCOTT 221 C
MAHOMET ILL
3C5 E GREEN 6 C
305 E GREEN 6 C
1102 W NEVADA U
1114 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 476 U
509 W UNIVERSITY C
1001 S OAK C
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
URH FORBES 394 C
URH WESTON 336 C
800 S MATTIS C
6C4 E ARMORY 223 C
NEW DELHI-21 INDIA
NEW DELHI-21 INDIA
313 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 112 C
909 S 1ST 14 C
2120 ORCH 301 U
904 S LINCOLN U
RANTOUL ILL
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
303 COUNTRY FP 63 C
303 COUNTRY FR 63 C
1006 W NEVADA U
804 S BUSEY U
401 E JOHN C
508 E CHALMERS C
1101 W PENN U
52 E GREEN 5 C
903 WESTERN U
KGF-1 MYSORE INDIA
111 S BUSEY 3 U
URH BUSEY 425 U
743 S MATTIS C
502 W MAIN 227 U
502 W MAIN 227 U
58 E JOHN 21 C
1910 8 ORCH ST U
1910 B ORCH ST U
1723 VALLEY RD C
911 S LOCUST 307 C
405 E JOHN C
56 E DANIEL 4 C
URH LAR 385 U
305 S PRAIRIE C
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 336 C
URH BLAISDELL 21« U
URH WARDALL 1114 U
309 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 806 U
807 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 706 U
409 E CHALMERS 609 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 231 U
URH SCOTT 223 C
904 W GREEN U
713 S 6TH C
URH FORBES 370 C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
ROCHELLE ILL
314 S VANDOREN C
2610 W DANIEL C
































































4j04 E GREEN 202
UKH OGLESBY 111
875 SMITH ST














RP 1 BOX 141
229 HANCOCK AV









509 W GREEN 11
2128 PINE ST
1706 E 91ST PL
461 MACON ST
305 E GREEN 6






1C7 N MEADOW ST
RR 2
9258 S RIDGEWAY AV
9439 LEAMINGTON










303 COUNTRY FR 63
303 COUNTRY FR 63





52 E GREEN 5
903 WESTERN




502 W MAIN 227
502 W MAIN 227
24C TOWER RD
1910 B ORCH ST






RR 2 BCX 108A
RR 2 BOX 108A
BOX 27
2541 W COLUMBIA AV
2541 W COLUMBIA AV
854 EMERALD BOX 56




4030 W CNGRES PKWY
631 S LAFAYETTE ST











































































































RANKIN JOHN P LAS4
RANKIN NANCY L ED 1
RANKIN RC1NALD A ENG3
RANKINS CRANOAL D LAS1
RANNFY RICHARD G BUS1
RANNFY THOMAS C BUS4
*RANSEL THERESE HOLMA GRAD
RANSOME FREDERICK D ENG3
RANZENBERGEP ANN L LAS3
RANZENBERGER JANE R GRAD
RAD PALADUGU V GRAD
*RAO V P GOPALA GRAD
RAPACZ RONALD P FAA3
RAPAPPRT DIANE S LAS2
RAPIER MARTHA E PE 3
RAPIN LYNN S GRAD
RAPOPOPT ALAN B FAA3
*RAPOPORT KAREN VINIK GRAD
RAPOPORT PAUL ERNEST GRAD
*RAPP PAUL ERNEST ENG4
RAPP WILLIAM ALLEN GRAD
RAPPOLD GAIL ANN GRAD
RAPPS MICHAEL W ENG4
RARDIN PATRICIA A AGR2
RARICK JOSEPH F JR LAS4
*RASCOE CHERYL ROACH FAA4
RASCOE DANIEL LEE GRAD
*RASIS ELEFTHERIOS GRAD
*RASKE DAVID T GRAD
RASMUS JAMES L LAS2
RASMUSSEN DALE A ENG2
RASMUSSEN ROOD B LAS2
RASNAK JEROME V BUS2
RASNER RICHARD LEWIS GRAD
RASO ROBFRT A LAS1
RASPLICA DONNA R FAA4
RASSENFOSS STEPHEN LAS1
RASSI CURTIS A BUS1
RASSI GREGORY G LAS3
RASTOGI PRABHAT K GRAD
RATCLIFFE LAMAR C JR GRAD
RATEY FRANK JOHN JR LAS4
RATH GALEN D LAS3
RATHBUN JANET M LAS3
RATHBUN KENT A LAW2
RATHBUN LYNN CHARLES GRAD
RATHGEB DAVID L AGR2
*RATHGEBER TERRANCE W GRAD
*RATHSACK MICHAEL W LAW3
RATKO GEORGEANN E LAS2
RATLIFF JOHN R AGR2
RATNAM BHARATI ASOKA GRAO
*RATNASIRI NALINI P GRAD
*RATNASIRI PITTUNGPAY GRAD
RATTNER ILENE GRAD
RATTO RICHARD J LAS2
RATZLAFF DAVID K GRAD
RATZLOFF SUZANNE KAY GRAO
RAU DOROTHEA NATALIE GRAD
*RAU WILLIAM CHARLES GRAD
*RAUCH EDWARD FRANCIS GRAD
RAUCH JANET GRANT GRAD
RAUCH PETER J BUS3
RAUCKMAN VICTORIA L LAS4
RAUDABAUGH MARK R ENG3
RAUEN DOROTHY J LAS2
RAUGIAS DIRK JAY ENG4
RAUH ERIC J LAS3
*RAULFFS PETER GRAD
*RAUSCH ALAN JOSEPH GRAD
RAUSCH PATRICK G ENG4
RAUSCH THOMAS J LAS4
RAUSCHENBERGER CAROL LAS2
RAUSER LARRY W ENG4
RAUWOLF WILLIAM R ENG4
*RAVENHALL MARY D GRAD
*RAVER FRANK LEWIS GRAD
RAVLIN HAROLD GEORGE ENG4
*RAVLTN LLOYD W JR ENG2
RAWLINGS OANNA M AGR1
RAWLINGS THOMAS M FAA2
*RAWLS HFNRY JAMFS GRAD
*RAWLS MARGARET W GRAO
RAWOT JOHN A ENG3
RAY ALAN B ENG3
RAY CHRISTOPHER L LAS2
*RAY DAVID A LAS3
RAY DAVID R PE 4
RAY DEBORAH A LAS4
RAY JACOUELYN LAS1
RAY MARILYN D ENG1
RAY RANDALL P LAS2
RAY RUTH A BUS3
RAY SCOTT L LAS2
*RAY TERRY K VM 1
RAYBON WANDA L LAS2
RAYBOULD MARILYN K ED 1
605 S PINE C
605 S PINE C
1005 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 504- U
URH TOWNSEND 421 U
1205 W MAIN 1 U
1106 W MAIN U
1107 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 401 U
58 JOHN 13 C
CHARLESTON ILL
1107 W GREEN 324 U
URH SCOTT 241 C
URH GARNER 270 C
KOLN W GER
URH ALLEN 145 U
505 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
809 W ILLINOIS 3 U
809 W ILLINOIS 3 U
709 N COLER U
URH DANIELS 309 U
URH OANIELS 429 U
1007 FRANCIS 2 C
URH ALLEN 448 U
408 E SPNGFLD 4 C
1500 ANTHONY 25 C
1500 ANTHONY 25 C
300 S GOODWIN 205 U
106 S FAIR C
909 S 3RD C
ROCHESTER ILL
URH GARNER 215 C
URH ALLEN 481 U
409 E CHALMRS 811 C
URH SCOTT 246 C
305 N RUSSELL C
URH BARTON 224 C
1103 S BUSEY U
1103 S BUSEY U
408 E STOUGHTON 9 C
108 W MUMFORD U
1305 SILVER 4 U
URH SNYDER 354 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
902 KIRBY C
URH DANIELS 305 U
1110 S 2ND C
207 PFEFFER RD 2 U
711 S RANDOLPH 5 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TAFT 221 C
101 N BUSEY 2 U
1107 W GREEN 524 U
1107 W GREEN 524 U
912 W CHURCH C
911 S 3RD C
508 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMERS 606 C
504 W PENN U
DANVILLE ILL
50 IVANHOE U
505 W HEALEY C
604 S COLER U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
211 F DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 327 U
505 E WHITE 3 C
URH OGLESBY 218 U
707 S 6TH 308 C
NORMAL ILL
112 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1107 U
URH BUSEY 332 U
904 W GREEN 621 U
408 E STOUGHTON 7 C
1302 W CLARK C
RANTOUL ILL
801 S URBANA U
2102 ORCH ST U
URH EVANS 137 U
103 S 3RD C
2044 A ORCH ST U
1409 ROSEWOOD C
306 E GREGORY C
904 W GREEN 630 U
203 N HARVEY U
1211 W CHURCH 12 C
1517 W GREEN C
107 E HEALEY 7 C
URH ALLEN 335 U
URH SCOTT 220 C
URH SNYDER 478 C
URH BLAISDELL 428 U
DANVILLE ILL
LINCOLN ILL
URH ALLEN 222 U









































































1509 N LOGAN AV
1509 LOGAN
1C17 ARTHUR AV
U OF I MATH
2114 N LOCKWOOD AV
6532 N DRAKE AV
538 S EVERGREEN
708 NE 16TH CT
6642 S RICHMOND
8C9 W ILLINOIS 3
9C CHILTCRN
709 N COLER
22C N MARS AV






90 V OLGAS AV
106 S FAIR
RR 1 BOX 23
4 WALBERTA DR
227 N MERRILL AV
1119N ARLINGTN HTS
6424 COFFEY ST

















B9/18 VASANT V I HAP
39 GODIGAMUWA
26C WEWALA RD














7C7 S 6TH 308
503 BRADLEY LN
20 MARIAN LN














431 W OAKDALE AV













































































































RAYBURN BETH BABCOCK GRAD
RAYBURN ERNEST W R GRAD
RAYEK ZAGA ELY GRAD
RAYFDRD MARVIN ABE 6US4
RAYMFR JFRRY N LAWl
RAYMOND JOHN WALLIS GRAD
RAYMOND RANDALL E ENG4
RAYMOND RICHARD P ENG4
RAYNAL DUDLEY JONES GRAD
RAYNAL GEORGIA P GRAD
RAZEK JOSEPH ROBERT GRAD
REA MARY E LAS3
READ CHARLES AGR3
READ DAVID THOMAS GRAD
*READ DORA B ED 3
READ JERRY A AGR2
READ ROBERT D LAS3
READ ROBERT L AGR3
READER JOHN R LAS2
READWINE SCOTT J FAA4
REAGAN BONNIE D LAS3
REAGAN DANIEL T BUS2
REAGAN ROSS S FAA3
REARDON ROBERT B LAS4
REAT JOHN B ENG2
REAT MARY F ED 2
REAVES TROY A JR GRAD
REAVILL SCOTT L ENG4
RFBECHINI ALICE IREN FAA4
REBERT PATRICK E ENG1
REBHORN ELDON A GRAD
REBHUHN DEBORAH GRAD
REBITZER SANDY J LAS4
RECHT EMILY C ENG1
RECHT SUSAN M LAS2
RECTOR JULIA ELAINE GRAD
REDARD THOMAS E LAS2
REDBORG ANNEMARIE H LAS4
REDBORG KURT ERIC GRAD
REDD MICHAEL D LAS1
REDDEN PHYLLIS J EUS4
*REDDY KETIREDDY V GRAD
REDDY PATRICIA A LAS2
*REDENBAUGH DAVID R GRAD
RFOENBAUGH JANET E GRAD
REDFNIUS RANDALL W GRAD
REDFERN ELWIN M ENG2
REDFIELD JERRY LAS1
REDFIELD JOEL PETER GRAD
REDING JOHN J LAS1
REDLICH JAMES W ENG2
REDLING MARY E GRAD
REDMAN JOHN P FAA1
REDMANN DOUGLAS H PE 6
REDMOND DONALD M GRAD
REDMOND THOMAS R LAS2
REDWOOD ANTHONY LEO GRAD
REED BARBARA LONG GRAD
REED BRUCE J AGR2
REED CATHERINE DIANA
*REED CHERYL BODINE GRAD
REED DAVID C LAS4
REFD DFBRA M LAS1
REED GERALD S BUS2
REED JEANETTE W GRAD
REED JOHN D VM 4
REED JOHN W VM 4
REED LARRY DEAN GRAD
REED MARY J ED 2
REFD NANCY A LAS3
REED PATRICIA A LAS3
REED RICHARD A VM 1
REED RICHARD C ENG4
REED PONALD OWEN GRAD
REFDER KIRSTEN R LAS4
REFDFR REBECCA T GRAD
REEOER RICHARD J LAS1
REEDER TERRENCE W ENG1
REEDY JOHN H ENG1
REEDY JOSEPH B LAS4
REEDY MAYNARD E ENG2
REFL AIMEE S VM 2
REEP JOHN DOUGLAS ENG4
REES LFMUEL R JR GRAD
REES WILLIAM M AGR4
REESE BETTY WALTERS GRAD
RFFSE DAVID L LAS1
REESE JAMES JR GRAD
REESE JAY M LAWl
REESE KARYELLYN A AGP 3
REESE ROBERT L ENG4
RFFSE SCOTT OWEN GRAD
REESER ALAN D AGR1
RFESER DOUGLAS B BUS4
RFESFR PHILIP D VM 3
REESER REBECCA L LAS1
REESFR SARA J FAA3
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
505 F WHITE 4 C
403 W GREEN 4 C
WILSON TRLR CT 21 U
604 S VICTOR C
110 S GREGORY U
305 E WHITE C
1932 D ORCH ST U
1932 D ORCH ST U
2102 ORCH ST 102 U
710 W OHIO U
501 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 325 U
OAKWOOD ILL
809 W PENN U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
810 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 360 C
3 W ELM C
508 E CHALMERS C
306 GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 510 U
1512 W HEALEY C
30.4 W CALIFORNIA U
1106 S LINCOLN U
817 OAKLAND 108 U
211 E DANIEL C
102 N LINCOLN 7 U
URH ALLEN 276 U
TERRE HAUTE IND
809 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 260 U
URH LAR 307 U
1506 DOBBINS C
URH OGLESBY 920 U
125 DEWEY U
125 DEWEY U
URH ALLEN 491 U
106 E HEALEY 16 C
505 E CLARK 23 C
URH VANDOREN 103 C
DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
103 PADDOCK 3 C
503 E STCUGHTON 3 C
URH CARR 304 U
7C6 S 1ST 104 C
URH SCOTT 258 C
305 E JOHN C
909 S 5TH C
URH TOWNSEND 172 U
711 CHURCH C
1310 W UNIVERSITY U
604 E ARMORY 117 C
2085 C ORCH ST U
703 W GRFEN U
212 E CHALMERS 3 C
1107 W GREEN 436 U
711 S RANDOLPH C
URH LAR 406 U
URH ALLEN 478 U
1013 HOLLYCREST C
RR 4 C
305 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 436 U
1307 W UNIVERSITY U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH CLARK 407 C
CATLIN ILL
1836 VALLEY RD C
1406 4 UNIVERSITY U
URH LAR 131 U
4C5 N RACE 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
URH CARR 217 U
URH TAFT 122 C
1004 W OREGON U
2108 ORCH ST U
205 E CALIFORNIA U
612 W HEALEY C
506 W HEALEY C
58 E GREGORY C
705 W HIGH 1 U
URH BARTON 10 C
705 W HIGH 1 U
804 S LOCUST 3 C
URH SAUNDERS 207 U
DANVILLE ILL
1014 S OAK C
URH NOBLE 108 C
406 E STOUGHTON C
1502 WINSTON C
URH LAR 128 U





























































WILSON TRLR CT 2
8690 15TH ST N
2304 ELM AV
140C FRANKLIN
1932 D ORCH ST
1932-D ORCH ST
2102 ORCH ST 102




RR 1 BOX 22
133 S MAIN
RR 1 BOX 22
11040 WINDSOR DR
2«16 WILSON




































2085 C ORCH ST
703 W GREEN
3616 IONIA
1107 W GREEN 436
2040 PILGRM PKWY
1412 LOCUST ST









1751 W 187TH ST
325 N 16TH ST
1381 SOMERSET LN
40 5 N RACE 2
6 RIDGE CT
1911 S ASHLAND
12C E OAK ST
125 DELMAR DR






4950 N MARINE DR
867 TERRACE AV
4950 N MARINE DR
2525 W CULLOM AV
2204 N VERMILION
634 S BELMONT AV
BOX 6
RR 1




































































































REEVE STEWART A AGR4
REEVFS CLARK MILTON GRAO
REEVES JOHN LAS1
REEVES KIM W LAS3
REGAL DIANE A AGR2
REGAL VICKI L PE 3
REGAN LUCY L LAS3
REGAN RANDY P FAA4
REGAS GUS R LAS2
REGEHR DAVID LAVONNE GRAD
REGLI LINDA K AGR1
REGNIER EMILY C FAA4
REGNIER JAMES M LAW2
REGNIER LINDA BLACK GRAD
REHFELDT STEPHEN A LAW1
REHN LYNN EDWARD GRAD
REIBOLD THOMAS J GRAD
REICH ALAN LAS1
REICH DANIEL A FAA1
REICH HENRY E COM3
REICH ROBERT E VM 4
REICHARD DAVID S BUS1
REICHART JOYCEAN B LAS1
REICHART VICKI S AGR3
REICHEN RONALD L AGR3
REICHERT SUSAN CATEY GRAD
REICHLE JOSEPH A ENG4
REICHMANN IRENE C LAS5
REICK STEVEN E BUS 1
REICKE JOACHIM GRAD
REID DENNIS A ENG4
REID JAMES W FAA6
*REID JAN TAYLER LAS3
REID JOHN NORMAN GRAD
*REID JUDITH PROWSE GRAD
REID LINDA A ED 2
REID PAUL T ENG1
REID ROBERT W BUS*
REIF THOMAS P BUS2
REIFF RICHARD PAUL ENG4
REIFFE JEFFREY GARY GRAD
REIFMAN WILLIAM J LAS3
REIFSTECK ROBERT M AGR1
REILLEY GINGER L LAS2
REILLY CHARLES C GRAD
REILLY CHRISTINA N GRAD
REILLY JOHN BARNETT GRAD
REILLY JOHN P FAA3
REILLY MICHAEL D LAS2
REILLY PATRICIA E LAS2
REIMER ELIZABETH D LAS1
REIMER FRANCIE J FAA2
REIMERS THOMAS JOHN GRAD
REIN JOHN H LAW3
REINBOLD KETURAH ANN GRAD
REINBOLT KATHLEEN M LAS3
REINEBFRG LEE J PE 1
REINEMANN MARCIA J LAS1
REINER CARL CASPER GRAD
REINER JOHN C ENG4
REINERS GARY R AGR4
REINERTSEN TORKILD R ENG1
REINGOLD RUTH N GRAD
REINHARDT GARY D LAS3
REINHART CAROL L GRAD
REINHART GREGORY D LAS4
REINHART RICK A PE 2
REINHART RONALD JOHN ED 3
REINING JUDITH L LAS1
REINMAN ROBERT A GRAD
REINNING NANCY L LAS2
REINOLD THOMAS F LAS4
REINSCHMIDT ALBERT J GRAD
REINWALD THOMAS P GRAD
REINWAND STEPHAN F FAA4
REIS DEBORAH L PE 2
REIS THOMAS L LAS4
REISER JOHN ROBERT GRAD
REISINGER MICHAEL F ENG2
REISLER JANICE MAE AGR3
REISLER LYNN E FAA3
REISMAN CARY S LAW2
REISMAN PAUL L LAS*
REISS WILLIAM L AGR4
REMACK ANDREW E LAS3
REMBE INGE AMBROS GRAD
REMBERT GEORGE E LAS3
REMESCH ANTHONY J ENG2
REMESCH DAVID W FAAl
REM^E DAVID MAHER GRAD
REMPEL RICHARO STANL GRAD
REMSEN ALLAN H FAAl
REMSING LINDA M ED 2
REMUS MARTIN S LAS2
RENA ALEMAR BRAGA GRAD
RENAUD JANET E LAS1
RENDE RICHARD J LAS2
2018 FLETCHER U
1008 W CHURCH C
URH OGLESBY 925 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 327 U
409 E CHALMERS 810 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
402 E GREEN 5 C
302 W GREEN U
2039 D HAZWO CT U
URH BUSEY 305 U
1304 S VINE U
2116 ORCH ST 104 U
2116 ORCH ST 104 U
609 W HEALEY 12 C
1208 W CLARK U
URH SHERMAN 1159 C
URH WESTON 402 C
URH CARR 212 U
1001 S 1ST C
76 TWIN ORCHARD U
1405 HILLCREST U
URH TRELEASE 222 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1103 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD C
402 E DANIEL C
205 PELL CIRCLE U
110 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 247 C
URH TOWNSEND 267 U
505 E CLARK 30 U
1005 S 6TH 14 C
1006 SCOVILL U
1006 SCOVILL U
URH EVANS 201 U
URH FORBES 394 C
1005 S 6TH 14 C
110 E ARMORY C
33 E CHALMERS 7 C
1215 S 4TH C
1815 W JOHN C
RR 2 C




603 1/2 S 1ST C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH LAR 295 U
URH BLAISDELL 321 U
603 E WHITE C
901 S 1ST 7 C
910 S 3RD C
603 W NEVADA 4 U
1110 W NEVADA U
607 S HIGHLAND C
URH TRELEASE 216 U
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
1101 S MATTIS 1-9 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 507 U
1742 VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
507 HESSEL C
URH SNYDER 218 C
URH SNYDER 291 C
705 W DODSON U
URH LUNOGREN 3 C
2705 MAPLEWOOD C
URH BLAISDELL 314 U
URH TAFT 12 C
808 S 1ST C
1603 1/2 W HEALEY C
103 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1016 U
211 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
2114 ORCH ST 302 U
URH ALLEN 249 U
808 N LINCOLN 1 U
305 COUNTRY FR C
58 E JOHN 22 C
2107 LANTERN HILL U
604 E ARMORY 404 C
NORTHBROOK ILL
401 E CHALMERS 424 C
PHILO ILL
207 CENTRAL U
1607 VALLEY RD 2 C
1118 W CHURCH C
2102 HAZWD DR 203 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 125 C
1831 C ORCH PL U
URH VANDOREN 204 C








































































20 3 W SIBLEY
310 4TH ST







2116 ORCH ST 104
2116 ORCH ST 104
148 W PARK DR






















1652 N KELLOGG ST
101 PEORIA DR










1910 S 5TH AV
RR 4
303 LINDEN AV
901 S 1ST 7
5217 W 22ND PL
60 3 W NEVADA 4
10 THOMAS DR
607 S HIGHLAND
820 N 7TH ST
624 E JOLIET ST












216 S LONDON AV
808 S 1ST
BONNEY HILL RD




2114 ORCH ST 302
3601 LYONS
1120 RIDGEWOOD DR








1607 VALLEY RD 2
1118 W CHURCH
2102 HAZWD DR 203
229 GRAYLYNN DR







































































































RENFRO CHARLES R LAS4
RENKEIM GERALD WALTER GRAD
RENKEN MARY J LAS3
RENKEN SCOTT K FAA3
RENNFLS MARGARET A LAS2
RENNER ROSINA LAS4
RENNER WILLIAM F GRAD
RENNICK ANNE C ED 3
RENNICK MARY ALICE GRAO
RENO JEFFREY M ENG2
RENOE BRIAN WILLIAM GRAD
RENSING DAVID E ENG1
*RENSVOLD RAND E GRAD
RENWICK BRIAN L ENG3
RENWICK BRUCE ALLEN ENG4
REOCK SUSAN AGR4
REPKA JANICE A LAS3
REPLINGER JOHN G JR LAS3
REPLINGER ROBERT L LAS2
REOUA DAVID L FAA2
RESCH MARGIT GRAD
RESCH TRACY W LAW2
RESH MARK S ENG4
RESNICK CECILY ANN GRAD
RESNICK DONALD I LAS4
RESNICK GARY A LAW2
RESNICK LYNNE KAREN GRAD
RESNICK VICKIE M ED 3
RESNIK DANIEL M LAS2
RESNIK SHERI I LAS2
REST CAROL PE 1
RETEL DEBRA L LAS2
RETERSTOFF JANE F LAS3
*RETH THOMAS BERNARD GRAD
RETSKY STEPHEN H BUS1
RETTBERG RANDALL D GRAD
RETTBERG RICHARD J LAS3
RETTBERG SHARON L LAS1
RFTTER FRED E BUS3
RETTERER RUSSELL F GRAD
RETTGER ROBERT E PE 1
RETTOF GEORGE RICHAR LAS4
RETZKE JEAN E LAS2
RETZSCH BRUCE W FAA3
REUBEN GAIL BETH GRAD
REUBEN GILBERT WAYNE BUS4
REUBEN GORDON P LAS2
REUHL NANCY L LAS2
REUM ROGER L AGR1
REUNING DANIEL GUY GRAD
REUSS DAVID LEE ENG4
REUTENS ANTHONY J GRAD
REUTER LINDA R LAS2
REUTERFORS DAVID LAS2
REUTERFORS ROBERT E LAW3
REVAK MARY L FAA2
REVAK ROBERT STEPHAN GRAD
REVORD SHERRY A COM3
REXROAT PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
REYES BENJAMIN BUS1
REYES VIVIAN CARIDAD GRAD
REYNOLDS ALLEN L BUS2
REYNOLDS BEVERLY A FAA1
REYNOLDS DALLAS KENT FAA4
REYNOLDS DAVID M BUS4
REYNOLDS DOUGLAS I LAS3
REYNOLDS FRANCES L LAS4
REYNOLDS JAMES P PE 4
REYNOLDS JOAN LEWIS GRAD
REYNOLDS KEITH LAS1
REYNOLDS KENNETH G ENG3
REYNOLDS MARY K FAA2
REYNOLDS PATRICK T LAS2
REYNOLDS PETER BUCK GRAD
REYNOLDS ROBERT J GRAD
REYNOLOS RONALD PAUL GRAD
REYNOLDS RUSSELL R ENG1
REYNOLDS SCOTT H LAS3
RFYNOLDS SHARON NOEL FAA1
REYNOLDS SHELLEY P LAS4
REYNOLDS SUE E LAS3
REYNOLDS TER I ELAINE GRAD
REYNOLDS VINSON B GRAD
REZNICK JOHN C LAW3
REZNIK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
REZNIK RONALD J LAS4
RHFA LORA L LAS3
RHFA TIMOTHY DICKSON GRAD
RHEINGANS JAMES E AGR2
RHEINWALD JOHN G AGR3
RHINF GORDON K VM 4
RHINEHART ROBERT F LAS3
RHOADFS BRUCE ELDON GRAD
RHOADES CATHY A ED 4
RHOADES DUANF GRAD
RHPADES MARY ROSS GRAD
URH WARDALL 614 U
1405 BRIARWOOD C
304 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 311 U
1108 S 1ST C
WESTFIELD ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1208 C
DECATUR ILL
715 W MICHIGAN U
904 W CLARK U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
1710 W KIRBY C
URH SCOTT 438 C
ALBUOUEROUE N M
102 E CHALMERS C
705 W CHURCH C
1006 S 3RD 13 C
309 E JOHN C
4 BURNETT CIRCLE U
4 BURNETT CIRCLE U
URH BABCOCK 420 U
SALT LAKE CITY UT
911 S LOCUST 303 C
51 E JOHN C
102 N GREGORY 4 U
58 E JOHN 6 C
910 S 3RD C
1103 W MAIN 2 U
58 E JOHN 25 C
309 E HEALEY 4 C
305 E GREEN 9 C
URH LAR 467 U
URH SCOTT 428 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
1406 E FLORIDA U
409 E CHALMRS 1312 C
1424 MAYFAIR RD C
URH ALLEN 466 U
URH GARNER 370 C
501 SUNRISE U
3 PATRICIA CT C
1009 W PENN U
501 E DANIEL C
410 W CALIFORNIA U
309 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
706 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 412 U
1006 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 228 U
515 S 5TH C
403 E ELM U
U OF I AGR ECON U
1109 WILLARD U
URH SCOTT 276 C
URH SHERMAN 1064 C
URH BLAISDELL 311 U
902 S NEW C
58 E JOHN C
721 W WASHINGTON C
307 E HEALY 14 C
URH SHERMAN 507 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 438 C
23 SALEM RD U
PINE ACRES TRLR CT U
102 E CHALMERS C
906 SPNGFLD 7 U
1600 W BRADLEY 398 C
FITHIAN ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH FORBES 212 C
URH GARNER 476 C
1007 3RD C
300 S GOODWIN 309 U
906 W SPNGFLD U
902 N GREGORY U
URH BABCOCK 126 U
URH CARR 4 U
23 SALEM RD U
URH TRELEASE 701 U
605 S 1ST C
611 W HEALEY C
FITHIAN ILL
2502 E ILLINOIS U
811 OAKLAND 203 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
907 S WRIGHT C
601 W WASHINGTON C
URH SNYDER 444 C
URH WESTON 232 C
ROUTE 1 U
313 E ARMORY C
1811 VALLEY RD C
1207 W NEVADA U

















































































RR 2 BOX 87 5
11604 PALM SPGS NE
521 E WALL ST
521 E WALL ST






304 NW 3RD ST
51 THORNHILL DR
722 N LOMBARD
7321 S SHORE DR
3520 W GLENLAKE AV
1103 W MAIN 2
5303 W JARVIS
6132 N HARDING
7061 N KEDZIE AV
638 PINE ST









617 S STONE AV
306 N CENTER
3140 CONCORD CT







707 N HARRISON ST








307 E HEALEY 14
2330 UNION ST
212 PROSPECT







8847 S BISHOP ST
RR 4
1474 W HAWKINS ST
1300 S STEWART
300 S GOODWIN 309
1300 S STEWART
13 HAMPTON ST











683 E BERRIEN ST
RR 2 BOX 86









































































































RHOAOES PHILIP M GRAD
RHOADS BOBBY WAYNE GRAD
RHODES ALISON JEBB LAS4
RHODES HOWARD EDGAR LAS4
RHODES KANDA D ED 4
RHODES REBECCA A ED 1
RHODES WAYNE S LAS2
RHOTON JUNE E BUS4
RHYNE LINDA D GRAD
RHYNE TRENTON G BUS3
RIAL ANNE C LASl
RIBBLE DAN A LAW2
RIBBLE LYNN HADLEY GRAD
RIBEAU SIDNEY ALLEN GRAD
RICCA DAVID E ENG4
RICCA LESLIE A ENG2
RICCARDI NICOLYN LAS4
RICCI ELLEN C LAS2
RICCIARDI ROBERT P GRAD
RICE CATHERINE N AGR2
RICE DIANE L LASl
RICE DONNA MARIE GRAD
RICE JAMES C ENG2
RICE JAN A LAS3
RICE JEROME ENG4
RICE KARL C GRAD
RICE KATHLEEN R ED 3
RICE MARTHA J LAS3
RICE MARY KATHLEEN GRAD
RICE MICHAEL D AGR1
RICE NORVEL A JR GRAD
RICE PATRICIA A ED 1
RICE ROBERT ANDREW GRAD
RICE ROBERT JAY GRAD
RICE ROBIN RAE GRAD
RICE WILLIAM DAVID GRAD
RICH GARY R ED 4
RICH KEVIN LAS4
RICH LARRY L FAA3
RICH MARSHA B ED 3
RICH MICHAEL K ENG1
RICH PHILIP J ENG4
RICH ROBERT M JR PE 4
RICH ROBERTA GRAO
RICH WILBUR CORNELIU GRAD
RICHARD ALVIN JOSEPH GRAD
RICHARD GREGORY MARK BUS2
RICHARD KRISTINA M AGR3
RICHARDS CHARLES JR LAW1
RICHARDS ELIZABETH A ENG1
RICHARDS JOHN LEWIS GRAD
RICHARDS LAUREL ANN GRAD
RICHARDS MARY J LASl
RICHARDS MARY L LAS3
RICHARDS STEPHEN J LAS2
RICHARDS TIMOTHY R LASl
RICHARDS WILLIAM F GRAD
RICHARDSON BRENDA K PE 3
RICHARDSON BRIAN W GRAD
RICHARDSON CAROL A LAS3
RICHARDSON DAVID M LASl
RICHARDSON ELIJAH LAS4
RICHAROSON EUGENIA ED 2
RICHARDSON GARY L GRAD
RICHARDSON GEORGE G ENG2
RICHARDSON JAMES J GRAD
RICHARDSON JANE A ED 4
RICHARDSON JEAN A LAS3
RICHARDSON JOHN ERNE ENG4
RICHARDSON JOHN F JR LASl
RICHARDSON KATHY M LAS4
RICHARDSON KENT T GRAD
RICHARDSON MICHAEL B GRAD
RICHARDSON PATRICIA LAS2
RICHARDSON ROY N LAS3
RICHARDSON STEPHEN M GRAD
RICHARDSON THOMAS L LAS2
RICHAROSON VERLIN D FAA4
RICHARDSON WILLIAM A ENG1
RICHAROSON WILLIAM F LAW2
RICHERT JANET E GRAD
RICHEY DELLA M LASl
RICHEY LON MASON GRAD
RICHMAN ROBERT M GRAD
RICHMOND CHARLES S BUS3
RICHMOND DORIS ED 1
RICHTER GEORGE E LAS3
RICHTER GUNTER W GRAD
RICHTER HEATHER MAE GRAD
RICHTER JAY D ENG4
RICHTER MELINDA M LAS3
RICHTER SCOTT R ENG3
RICHTER VICKI A FAA1
RICK JAMES S FAA3
RICKELMAN CYNTHIA K LASl
RICKELMAN JOSEPH G LAS2
RICKER AXEL C LAS3
GIBSON CITY ILL
1109 W CHURCH 3 C
212 W ILLINOIS U
212 W ILLINOIS U
508 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 611 U
409 E CHALMRS 14 12 C
106 E HEALEY 2 C
301 E WHITE 8 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 461 C
101 E DANIEL C
101 E DANIEL C
502 E WHITE C
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH TOWNSEND 171 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH SCOTT 393 C
903 W OREGON U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 465 U
708 S COTTAGE GR U
910 S 3RD C
405 E JOHN C
801 OAKLAND 107 U
STA A BOX 2121 C
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
706 S MATHEWS U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 462 U
109 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 343 C
2301 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SHERMAN 162 C
URH SHERMAN 526 C
704 N RANDOLPH C
911 S 3RD C
713 W ILLINOIS U
1732 VALLEY RD C
412 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
URH CARR 11 U
308 N COLER U
800 S MATTIS C
NEW HAVEN CONN
1107 W GREEN 426 U
107 E CHALMERS C
KANKAKEE ILL
1611 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH WARDALL 1011 U
108 W MUMFORD U
611 S STATE C
410 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
1101 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 496 C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
502 E WHITE C
809 W ILLINOIS 4 U
58 E JOHN 4 C
URH SCOTT 438 C
URH SNYDER 202 C
URH LUNDGREN 311 C
URH GARNER 152 C
URH TAFT 108 C
1907 COUNTRY SOI U
204 S GREGORY U
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
URH CARR 422 U
1308 W GREEN C
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS 1306 C
MONTICELLO ILL
URH SHERMAN 955 C
URH OGLESBY 622 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSENO 214 U
602 E STOUGHTON 23 C
605 S RACE U
URH TRELEASE 705 U
7 OAKWOOD U
URH SHERMAN 657 C
612 W HEALEY C
URH SCOTT 328 C
BARCELONA SP
URH SHERMAN 560 C
URH DANIELS 255 U
508 E WHITE 19 C
802 S LOCUST C
URH GARNER 106 C
URH TRELEASE 1009 U
815 N MCKINLEY C
URH LAR 388 U
URH GARNER 494 C






































































1101 N EDMER AV






6215 S ADAMS ST






708 S COTTAGE GR













































5510 S WOODLAWN AV
RR 1 BOX 77
5510 S WOODLAWN AV
1308 W GREEN
810 N SHERMAN 6
1101 W OREGON
11 VICTORIA LN






505 W MAPLE ST
3054 N CLIFTON AV
2011 53RD ST
5629 N FARNA AV
1112 BROADWAY
725 W 66TH PL
1502 W BRYN MAWR
MOHRINGEN
30 S QUINCY
407 S MAIN ST
5637 N CHRISTIANA
1028 S EDSON AV
64 CIRCLE DR E
815 N MCKINLEY
703 S 1ST
703 S 1ST ST



































































































RICKER JANE E GRAD
RICKER NANCY J EAA1
RICKER RANDALL E ENG2
RICKER SUSAN L FAA3
RICKER WALTER H GRAD
RICKERT KATHLEEN A LAS2
RICKETTS JAY S ENGl
RICKETTS JOHN A FAA3
RIDDLE CAPTORIA T ED 2
RIDDLE GUY G LAS4
RIDOLE RONALD W GRAD
*RIDER ALLEN R GRAD
RIDER STEVEN W BUS3
RIDLEN BARBARA J ED 3
*RIDLEN RICHARD LEO GRAD
RIEBEL DAVID ARTHUR BUS3
RIEBOLD THOMAS W VM 4
RIECKE JOANN GRAD
RIECKE ROBERT J LAS3
RIEOEL PHILIP A LAS4
RIEDELL CAROLYN B FAA2
RIEDL JAMES M ENGl
RIEGER BRIAN L BUS4
RIEGER GEORGE E ENG3
RIEGER JUDY E ED 3
RIEKE ARTHUR R AGR4
RIFKE DAVID P BUS4
RIEKE MARK H PE 3
RIEKER KEITH E AGRA
RIEMER JAY R LAS2
RIESTER MARK W LAS4
RIETVELD ELIZABETH A LAS1
RIEWSKI MARTIN E JR LAS3
RIFE JAMES E LAS4
RIFFER ROCHELLE B LAS4
*RIFKEN JEFFREY B LAW2
RIFLEMAN REGINALD P LAS1
RIGAL THOMAS J ENGl
RIGBY DAVID B LAS3
RIGBY PAUL E LAS1
RIGGIN LINDA J LAS4
RIGGINS ROBERT ELDON GRAD
*RIGGINS VIRGINIA G GRAD
RIGGS DONALD ROYAL GRAD
RIGGS JUDITH A GRAD
RIGO HENRI GREGOR GRAD
RIGSBY CONSTANCE M LAS4
RIGSBY MICHAEL ALAN LAS4
RILEY CHARLES M LAS2
RILEY JACK GRAD
RILEY JAMES K ENG4
RILEY JOHN E ENGl
RILEY JOHN P BUSi
RILEY JOSEPH E ENG3
RILEY KAREN S LAS1
*RILEY KENT DOUGLAS LAS4
RILEY MARGARET E LAS1
RILEY MARGARET L LAS3
*RILEY NANCY MILLS LAW3
RILEY ROBERT A BUS3
RILEY ROBERT F JR ENG6
RILEY THOMAS W LAS3
*RIM EUI-DO GRAD
*RIMAS AL A VM 2
RIMDZIUS ROBERT J LAS3
RIMM DOROTHY H LAS3
RIMNAC RANDALL C BUSI
RINCK LESLIE P ENG4
RINCKER HARRY GENE AGR4
RINCKER JAMES D GRAD
RINCKER SHARON GROVE AGR
3
RINDLER MICHAFL E BUS3
RINEHART BETSY ZEIT GRAD
RINEHART JOHN KAIN GRAD
RINEWALT JAMES R GRAD
RINGERMACHER CELIA LAS1
RINGHOFER DOUGLAS E BUS3
RINGHOFER JEFFREY A AGP 1
RINGHOFER STEPHEN M GRAD
RINGLFR GEORGE ARTHU AGR4
RINGLESPAUGH LEONARD ENG3
RINK NANCY J LAW1
RINKENBERGER JAMES A GRAD
RINKENBERGEP KENNETH AGR2
RINKFNBERGER RONALD AGRA
*RINKER ALAN D LAS4
*RINKFR CANDISS EGGER BUS4
RIORDAN KAREN ANN GRAD
RIORDAN MICHAEL M BUS4
*RIPLEY DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
RIPLEY LYNN SORENSEN GRAD
RIPPE LAWRENCE C LAW3
RIPPELMEYER KAY M LAS1
RIPPELMEYER LYNN J LAS3
RIPPEY CAROL E LAS1
RIPPOLE JOSEPH GRAD
RISATTI HOWARD A GRAD
1006 W NEVADA 3 U
URH BUSEY 104 U
URH WESTON 372 C
903 S 4TH C
504 W ELM 11 U
410 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 308 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 162 U
URH SNYDER 368 C
1503 CAMBRIDGE C
1402 MCHENRY U
URH SCOTT 250 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1208 1/2 MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 454 C
1217 S 1ST ST RD C
1211 W CLARK 21 U
1213 W MAIN U
1007 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 227 U
URH SCOTT 240 C
309 E HEALEY 9 C
112 E OANIEL C
URH SCOTT 228 C
URH OGLESBY 428 U
URH OGLESBY 1203 U
810 W OREGON U
1002 S LINCOLN U
505 E WHITE 10 C
211 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 712 C
203 N HARVEY U
URH HOPKINS 172 C
107 E CHALMERS 4 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH NOBLE 424 C
URH NOBLE 124 C
501 E DANIEL C




403 W NEVADA U
501 WINDSOR RD C
URH DANIELS 333 U
DANVILLE ILL
111 E HEALEY C
305 E JOHN C
814 HOLIDAY C
1109 S 4TH C
GEFF ILL
814 HOLIDAY C
URH SNYDER 239 C
1104 W NEVADA U
913 k CHURCH 1 C
URH BUSEY 325 U
1207 W NEVADA U
107 W MUMFORD U
211 E DANIEL C
1011 N COLER U
URH TOWNSEND 438 U
1974 A ORCH ST U
503 BASH CT C
112 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 183 U
URH FORBES 128 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 200 C
1604 CORONADO 1 C
1604 CORONADO C
203 S 3RD C
406 E STOUGHTON 1 C
406 E STOUGHTON 1 C
2107 W WHITE 183 C
URH TRELEASE 218 U
1301 S BUSEY U
102 E CHALMERS C
1005 S 2ND C
909 S 3RD C
410 E JOHN C
915 W HILL C
2606 LAWNDALE C
1103 S BUSEY U
2007 PHILO RD 5 U
502 E HEALEY 2 C
502 E HEALEY 2 C
1975 D ORCH ST U
1975 D ORCH ST U
103 E PADDOCK 1 C
103 E PADDOCK 1 C
URH SHERMAN 1162 C
URH ALLEN U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 383 U
813 OAKLAND 106 U









































































426 S 13TH ST
2661 ASBURY AV
BURNSIDES RES LAB














104 N CHARLOTTE ST
6822 W 34TH ST
1150 N TRASK RD
2729 LONGMEADOW DR
238 GILLICK ST








1752 E WILLIAM ST
RR 3
830 RAINBOW
726 E CHICAGO ST
1106 SEWARD









325 N MARKET ST
111 E HEALY
106 W LINCOLN ST
814 HOLIDAY





913 W CHURCH 1
2172 W RIVERVIEW




























502 E HEALEY 2
5C2 E HEALEY 2
128 N EUCLID
128 N EUCLID AV
1C3 PADDOCK E 1









































































































RISATTl JAMES B JR GRAD
RISATTl MICHAELINE M GRAD
RISEMAN JAY A LAS2
RISER DOROTHY MAE GRAD
RISLEY DAVID E LAS2
RISS ROGER H LAS4
RISSER NANCY ARLEEN GRAD
RISSMAN ALAN KENT GRAD
RISSMAN LANCE C BUS1
RISSMANN GEORGE C BUS4
RISSMANN WILLIAM JOH ENG4
RITA ROBERT ANTHONY GRAD
RITACCA DANIEL J LAS1
RITACCA ROBERT P LAS3
RITCHELL HERBERT M COM3
RITCHEY BRUCE N ENG3
RITCHIE ROSEMARIE LAS1
RITHOLZ MARCIA B ED 2
RITSERT LAURENCE E ED 3
RITSERT RONALD C FAA1
RITTENHOUSE ANN M PE 4
*RITTER ALLEN M ENG2
RITTER JACOUELINE K AGR3
RITTER JOSEPH H VM 2
RITTER KAREN OLEARY AGR2
RITTER MICHAEL A LAS4
RITTER MICHELLE P LAS3
RITTER RICHARD E GRAD
RITTER WILLIAM A AGR4
RITTGER SUSAN R LAS4
RITTS KAREN S LAS2
RITZ MERRILL ALLISON GRAD
RITZMAN LINDA A LAS3
RIVARD RUSSELL D LAS2
RIVAS DANIEL EUSEBIO GRAD
RIVAS FRANK WILLIAM GRAD
RIVERA ALICE M LAS2
RIVERA ANGEL L LAS1




RIVERS ANGELA M FAA1
RIVERS GORDON T LAS4
RIVKIN ANDREA E LAS4
RIZZI DOLORES LAS3
RIZZO MARK A PE 4
RIZZO MICHAEL J ENG4
RIZZOLO JEFFREY J BUS1
ROACH FRANCIS P LAS1
ROACH LAVANDA L LAS3
ROACH LINDA J PE 3
ROACH MARCIA F LAS3
ROADCAP NANCY K LAS1
ROADS CRAIG E LAS4
ROARICK GREGORY ALAN PE 4
ROBACZEWSKI LINDA A BUS*
ROBB ALLAN P GRAD
ROBB CHARLES A LAS4
ROBB FLORENCE B GRAD
ROBB JAMES HAROLD GRAD
ROBBEN ALLYN BARBARA GRAD
ROBBEN CARLA M LAS2
ROBBINS BETH ELLEN GRAD
ROBBINS BETTE RAE GRAD
ROBBINS CHRISTOPHER BUS1
ROBBINS DAVID HAROLD ENG4
ROBBINS DAVID K C ENG1
ROBBINS GERALD M GRAD
ROBBINS KENNETH E GRAD
ROBBINS ROBERT R GRAO
ROBBINS SHELLEY R LAS2
ROBBINS STEVEN B BUS1
ROBEROS THOMAS W BUS3
ROBFRSON CALVIN R BUS1
ROBERSON CHRISTEE S LAS1
ROBERSON GARVIN E LAS2
ROBERSON LENA A LAS4
ROBERTS ALICE M GRAD
ROBERTS CARLENE G GRAD
ROBERTS CAROL J ED 4
ROBERTS DARLA N FAA1
ROBERTS DAVID A LAS1
ROBERTS DAVID LYLE LAS1
ROBERTS DON C PE 4
ROBERTS DONALD W VM 1
ROBERTS DONNA J ED 4
ROBERTS GREGORY S LAS2
ROBERTS JEAN A AVI5
ROBERTS JEFFERY L COM4
ROBERTS JULIE A ED 1
ROBERTS KAREN A LAS2
ROBERTS LARRY KEITH GRAD
ROBERTS MARY A LAS4
ROBERTS PATRICIA A LAS3
ROBERTS RONALD G LAS3
ROBERTS RUSSELL P ENG1
1006 E DELAWARE U
1003 W CLARK U
20 SALEM U
URH DANIELS 385 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
712 W GREEN 3 U
705 W NEVADA 4 U
616 1/2 W CLARK C
409 E CHALMRS 913 C
604 E ARMORY 219 C
302 E GREGORY C
908 N MCKINLEY 2 C
308 E ARMORY C
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
501 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 300 C
URH LAR 278 U
902 S 2ND C
RANTOUL ILL
910 S 3RD C
312 W CLARK 304 C
6 LEXINGTON U
BARCELONA SP
801 W OREGON U
33 SHEMANGER TRAIL U
SKOKIE ILL
LINCOLN MBL PARK U
909 W ILLINOIS 4 D
33 SHEMANGER TRAIL U
313 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 432 U
1617 W LOCKRAVEN C
412 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 215 C
604 E ARMORY C
107 W STANAGE C
910 S 3RD 814 C
URH ALLEN 464 U
611 W HEALEY C
1111 1/2 S 3RD 202 C
108 N GOODWIN U
611 W HEALEY C
109 W STANAGE C
1207 W CLARK U
58 E ARMORY 15 C
1202 W UNIVERSITY U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
807 S BUSEY U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 315 C
1205 W MAIN 3 U
1010 S 2ND C
1009 W MAIN 13 U
URH VANDOREN 305 C
102 GROSSBACK U
DECATUR ILL
909 S 1ST 8 C
606 W UNION C
301 E CHALMERS C
606 W UNION C
409 W ELM 12 U
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH VANDOREN 23 C
910 S 3RD 802 C
605 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
URH SNYDER 380 C
1107 W GREEN 128 U
URH SNYDER 263 C
808 W SPNGFLD 2 U
209 W PENN U
901 S MATTIS 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 330 U
URH ALLEN 34 U
URH OGLESBY 303 U
URH BABCOCK 11 U
URH HOPKINS 438 C
URH FORBES 322 C
716 TAWNEY CT C
605 S RACE U
2213 LANTERN HILL U
2201 FLETCHER U
URH TRELEASE 1009 U
URH OGLESBY 823 U
402 E ARMORY C
201 1/2 W HEALEY C
904 W GREEN U
503 S WEBBER U
URH OGLESBY 625 U
113 W PENN U
706 S 1ST 102 C
URH LAR 314 U
URH GARNER 375 C
800 S MATTIS 8 C
702 S GOODWIN U
URH WARDALL 1102 U
909 S 3RD C































































705 W NEVADA 4





285 N DEERE PARK
285 N DEERE PARK
230 S ROSE ST
15220 WALNUT RD
315 S 23RD ST
131 MILLBROOK LN













1403 SE 2ND ST
2218 GLENVIEW RD
17953 LOOMIS
















RR 1 BOX 202
1828 PEORIA ST
944 A WAUKEGAN RD







409 W ELM 12
306 HOLIDAY PARK



















502 W LOUD ST






519 E 37TH ST
1060 CHAPEL CT
901 S MADISON ST
1417 ASH AV
5468 N MONITOR





































































































ROBERTS SANDRA S LAS3
ROBERTS SHARON K AGR2
ROBERTS STEPHEN H LAS3
ROBERTS STEPHFN T LAS2
ROBERTS SUSAN K GRAO
ROBERTS SUSAN S LAS3
ROBERTS TERRY LEE GRAO
ROBERTS THOMAS JOHN GRAD
ROBERTS TONI DALE GRAD
ROBERTS WILLIAM L ENG3
ROBERTSON AMY C ED 1
ROBERTSON DONALD E BUS2
ROBERTSON JUDITH A LAS2
ROBERTSON LOARN D GRAD
ROBERTSON LYNN E LAS2
ROBERTSON PERCY L LAS5
ROBERTSON THOMAS M GRAD
ROBERTSON W F II I COM4
ROBIN ARNOLD P LAS2
ROBIN ERWIN L LAS4
ROBIN NEIL A LAS4
ROBINS AMY L LAS1
ROBINS DAVID S ENG3
ROBINSON BEVERLY M GRAD
ROBINSON CATHERINE L LAS2
ROBINSON CHARLES D PE 4
ROBINSON CHRISTIE L LAS1
ROBINSON DEAN A AGR3
ROBINSON DIANE G LAS1
ROBINSON DONALD W ENG1
ROBINSON DOROTHY J GRAD
ROBINSON ERIK THOMAS GRAD
ROBINSON EUGENE JR LAS4
ROBINSON GALEN D LAS2
ROBINSON GARY E LAS4
ROBINSON HUGH D BUS3
ROBINSON JAMES EVERE GRAD
ROBINSON JAMES M COM4
ROBINSON JAMES N BUS1
ROBINSON JOAN A LAS3
ROBINSON JOHN GRAD
ROBINSON JOHN ALBERT GRAO
ROBINSON JULIA JEAN GRAD
ROBINSON KENT G LAS3
ROBINSON KERMIT C FAA3
ROBINSON MARGARET A LAS2
ROBINSON MARGARET T ED 2
ROBINSON MARTIN J LAS2
ROBINSON PAMELA A BUS1
ROBINSON PAUL S ENG2
ROBINSON PHILLIP JR LAS1
ROBINSON RANDALL SCO FAA4
ROBINSON RANDALL W LAS2
ROBINSON RICHARD B GRAD
ROBINSON ROBERT A GRAD
ROBINSON ROY J BUS1
ROBINSON SCOTT D COM4
ROBINSON STEPHEN M GRAD
ROBINSON SUSAN HAND GRAD
ROBINSON VICTORIA J LAS2
ROBINSON VIVIAN P GRAD
ROBINSON WILLIAM C GRAD
ROBINSON WILLIAM JR GRAD
ROBINSON WILLIAM P LAS1
ROBISON DANIEL J FAA1
ROBLEDO JOSE JESUS GRAD
ROBLES CAMILO GRAD
ROBLES HECTOR N LAS3
ROBLES IRMA P LAS3
ROBLES IVETTE LAS1
ROBY ANDREA J FAA2
ROBY BARBARA A LAS2
ROBY STEPHEN V LAS3
ROCCO CLAIRE JOYCE GRAD
ROCHE MARIA T FAA1
ROCHMAN MARSHA ELLEN LAS4
ROCK DAVID W LAS1
ROCK JEFFREY B LAS2
ROCK PATRICIA RAINS GRAD
ROCK ROY BRADLEY FAA4
ROCK STEVEN L GRAD
ROCKE JOYCE E ED 3
ROCKFL JENNIFER A LAS2
ROCKENBACH JOHN FORE BUS4
ROCKENBACH PHILIP C GRAD
ROCKHOLD MALCOLM E COM3
ROCKOFF LAWRENCE M BUS1
ROCKOFF MARK R LAS2
ROCKWOOD DONALD C LAS3
ROCKWOOD GARY F LAS2
ROCKWOOD RICHARD A AGR2
ROODY DAVID J LAS4
RODE ALEXANDER M BUS3
ROOF MARVIN WILLIAM GRAD
RODE MELISSA PIPER LAS4
RODEFFER HAROLD E VM 1
RODELL DANIEL ELIAS GRAD
802 W OREGON 26 U
805 W OHIO U
111 1/2 S BUSEY U
604 F ARMORY 342 C
URH SHERMAN 429 C
8 MUNICH 23 GER
MONTICELLO ILL
URH DANIELS 704 U
1405 MAYFAIR C
URH TOWNSEND 541 U
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH FORBES 204 C
205 S URBANA U
URH DANIELS U
910 S 3RD C
1211 N WALNUT C
507 W ILLINOIS U
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
105 E ARMORY C
404 E STOUGHTON 5 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 182 C
PROPHETSTOWN ILL
URH FORBES 276 C
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
1103 S BUSEY U
URH WARDALL 9C6 U
URH TOWNSEND 505 U
OANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 1155 C
2612 KIRBY C
802 S LINCOLN U
751 S MATTIS C
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
502 W MAIN 305 U
1316 W COLUMBIA C
410 E JOHN C
603 1/2 S 1ST ST C
URH FORBES 182 C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 476 U
205 E STUTTON C
URH NOBLE 313 C
URH WARDALL 812 U
URH LAR 215 U
URH TOWNSEND 240 U
URH LUNOGREN 203 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 419 C
605 S BROADWAY U
URH TOWNSEND 570 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
WHITE HEATH ILL
URH SNYDER 321 C
804 W PARK U
807 S WABASH U
URH BUSEY 101 U
909 W OREGON 102 U
2012 C ORCH ST U
909 W OREGON 102 U
URH FORBES 246 C
URH TAFT 10 C
URH SHERMAN 1166 C
205 W ELM U
2104 ORCH ST 303 U
2104 ORCH ST 303 U
URH HOPKINS 406 C
1010 S 2N0 202 C
URH CLARK 421 C
URH SNYDER 261 C
URH SHERMAN 431 C
URH ALLEN 305 U
1006 S 3RD 22 C
URH NOBLE 327 C
2C2 E DANIEL C
1103 1/2 HARDING U
MAHOMET ILL
1103 1/2 HARDING U
611 E DANIEL C
410 E GREEN C
1770 VALLEY RD C
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
58 E DANIEL C
UftH OGLESBY 231 U
910 S 3RD C
611 W OHIO U
305 E JOHN C
723 S MATTIS C
EVANSTON ILL
703 W OREGON U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
703 W OREGON U
1203 E MICHIGAN U



















































































2908 W FARGO AV
2908 W FARGO
2933 W JEROME
1139 W 183RD ST
8722 N CENTRAL PK
10208 S STATE








3517 S FEDERAL 801
915 N 8TH ST
2619 W BALMORAL
744 WAUKEGAN RD







314 N MAIN ST
820 WESTERN AV
1206 JACKSON
1046 E 100TH PL
107 CENTER ST










1750 W 100TH ST
909 W OREGON 102
2012 C ORCH ST




CARBJL DE LA LEOUA


















418 E BOWEN AV
8356 N LAWNDALE AV
322 SOUTHGATE DR
17W145 OAK LN






RR 2 BOX 25












LA GRANGE PARK IL
URBANA ILL



















































































*RODEN RONALD E LAW1
RODER MICHAEL J J AGR3
RODEP ICK CRAIG B LAS3
RODERICK LARRY E GRAD
RODERICK RICHARD M LAS2
RODETIS GEORGE A GRAD
RODEWALD LANCE E LAS1
RODEWALD RICHARD G AGR2
RODGERS ALICE L K ED 2
RODGERS DAVID E LAS2
ROOGERS JANICE E BUS2
RODGERS JERRY WAYNE GRAD
RODGERS LARRY WAYNE GRAD
RODGERS MILES E II VM 1
RODGERS RANDALL KENT GRAD
ROOGERS RICHARD E AV 1
1
RODGERS ROBERT W ENG3
RODICH CRAIG S BUS3
RODIN CURT N LAS4
RODIN MIRIAM B GRAD
RODNICK DAVID R PE 1
RODRIGUEZ ANDRES C R BUS4
RODRIGUEZ FLORA V GRAD
RODRIGUEZ SANTIAGO F ENG4
RODRIGUEZ-SEDA ASELA GRAD
RODRIOUEZ DALE F LAS4
ROE DAVID C AGR4
ROE MARGARET JANE GRAD
ROE PETER G GRAD
ROEBUCK STEWART M LAS3
ROECKEMAN JOHN D LAS4
ROEDER HAZEL I DAVIS GRAO
ROEDIGER GARY ARTHUR GRAD
ROEDL FREDERICK W LAS4
ROEHRICK ROBIN L LAS1
ROEHRIG JOHN T LAS2
ROEHRKASSE RICHARD E GRAD
ROEING RANDALL R BUS1
ROELLE DAVID R ENG4
ROEMER JANICE M PE 3
ROENNIGKE ROBERT J BUS2
ROEPE ROBERT F LAW1
ROEPKE ROBERT W ENG3
ROER KATHLEEN M LAS3
ROESCH SUSAN R LAS4
ROESCHLEY STEPHEN R ENG4
ROESKE ROGER H LAS3
ROETHE SHERRY L LAS1
ROETTGER LARRY W VM 1
ROGAK MAUREEN J EO 1
ROGAL BRIAN J FAA4
ROGAL IRA A BUS4
ROGAS PAUL A ENG2
ROGER JOHN FRANCIS BUS4
ROGERS BRUCE ALLAN GRAD
ROGERS CARL STANTON GRAD
ROGERS CHERYL A LAS2
ROGERS CHRIS A ED 3
ROGERS DARREL R ENG3
ROGERS FORREST A LAS1
ROGERS JAMES E JR GRAD
ROGERS JAMES K ENG1
ROGERS KATHERYN ANN GRAD
ROGERS LORLYS FAA3
ROGERS MARK K FAA1
ROGERS MICHAEL L AGR3
ROGERS PATRICK M AVI1
ROGERS ROSALIE K LAS3
ROGERS STEVEN M BUS3
ROGERS STEVEN W LAS1
ROGOTS ROBERT R LAS1
ROGOWSKEY THOMAS ALL ENG4
ROGUS KATHLEEN D ED 1
ROH CHAISUNG GRAD
ROHA WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
ROHDE DENNIS E VM 4
ROHDE JANET G LAS4
ROHLFING MICHAEL B LAS3
ROHN DAVID A III LAS3
ROHN RICHARD A AVU
ROHNER LAWRENCE C GRAD
ROHNER MARJORIE L LAS3
ROHR CAROLYN K FAA3
ROHRBACK STEVEN J AGR4
ROHRBAUGH JOHN W GRAD
ROHRER PATRICIA A LAS1
ROHRER SUSAN JANE GRAD
ROHRKASTE LINDA K ED 2
ROHRSCHEIB VERNON L AGR1
ROKHSAR ANOUSHIRAVAN GRAD
ROKOS KATHLEEN J ED 2
ROKOSCH DONALD K J LAS4
ROLAND JAMES EDWIN GRAD
ROLANDO STEVEN A ENG4
ROLEWICZ JOYCE A LAS4
ROLEY DANIEL G GRAD
ROLEY MARILYN BIDNER AGR4
24 JUNIPER C
803 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 241 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH WESTON 128 C
1973 A ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 310 U
1004 S 1ST C
2424 E ELM U
URH ALLEN 266 U
URH ALLEN 313 U
605 S BROADWAY U
2424 E ELM U
URH BLAISDELL 122 U
305 W PARK 8 U
URH FORBES 370 C
1750 VALLEY ROAD C
URH BABCOCK 310 U
2009 PHILO RD U
604 S RACE U
URH OGLESBY 926 U
501 E CLARK C
1211 W CLARK 21 U
URH TOWNSEND 365 U
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 1 C
2080 D ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 818 U
905 S 2ND 3 C
MILWAUKEE WIS
STA A BOX 2224 C
URH OGLESBY 224 U
WATSEKA ILL
1813 VALLEY RD C
1205 LINVIEW U
URH TRELEASE 925 U
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH TAFT 307 C
62 IVANHOE U
504 E CLARK C
URH OGLESBY 1023 U
URH SHERMAN 649 C
URH ALLEN 465 U
1006 S 3RD 10 C
URH BUSEY 143 U
TREMONT ILL
601 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 102 U
804 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
108 N GOODWIN U
1212 W CLARK U
MT PROSPECT ILL
411 W GREEN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
2006 C ORCH ST U
URH LAR U
2120 ORCH ST 204 U
URH ALLEN 377 U
URH ALLEN 6 U
WILSON TRLR CT 2 U
URH FORBES 256 C
707 S 6TH C
309 E JOHN C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SCOTT 461 C
URH SNYDER 356 C
1010 S 2ND C
2120 ORCH ST 204 U
URH OGLESBY 114 U
URH BLAISDELL 215 U
305 E UNIVERSITY C
URH TRELEASE 222 U
URH SHERMAN 1065 C
URH SHERMAN 959 C
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U
107 E CHALMERS 4 C
305 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 206 U
102 E CHALMERS C
439 FAIRLAWN U
3341 STONEYBROOK C
URH TRELEASE 1026 U
401 E DANIEL C
505 E HEALEY C
URH CLARK 208 C
606 W HILL C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH NOBLE 402 C
URH SHERMAN C
URH TRELEASE 702 U
DANVILLE ILL
1505 RUTLEDGE U
2207 1/2 PHILO RD U
108 W GREEN 206 C
807 W ILLINOIS 9 U
































































461 STANDI SH ST
904 S STATE
12 NEWELL
804 N SCHOOL ST
2605 MADISON AV









117 N U 4TH AV
RR 1








2080 D ORCH ST
809 W PAULINE
2902 N FARWELL AV





10745S ST LOUIS AV






9385 N LAKE DR
2729 CAROLINE
1006 S 3RD 10
9 LINDENWOOD DR
119 S WEST ST
1856 HULL AV
RR 2 BOX 12









2120 ORCH ST 204
407 S VANBUREN
5006 EIFFEL CT








2120 ORCH ST 204
444 S MADISON ST
RR 1 BREEZY ACRES
211 E RUSSELL
4137 W CRYSTAL ST
58-19 UNG AM DONG
8205 PARKVIEW RD
601 BELDEN
8807 S LUELLA AV





2625 W 122ND ST
618 S GEORGE ST
3867 PRINCETON
115 WA-rPELLA
121 W HILL ST






2207 1/2 PHILO RD
108 W GREEN 206
BOX 138



































































































ROLF JAMES K AGR4
ROLF STANLEY K AGR1
ROLFE GARY L GRAO
ROLL CHERYL LYNN LAS4
ROLL DAVID EUGENE GRAD
ROLL GARVIN D ENG3
ROLL JOHN LINDEN GRAO
ROLLAND JOHN PAUL GRAD
ROLLER ROBERT M ENG1
ROLLINS RICHARD A LAS2
ROLLINS ROGER DEAN GRAD
ROLLINS SYLVIA F LAS1
ROLNICK NETTIE E ED 1
ROLOFF RICHARD R LAS1
ROLSTON ROBERT B ENG1
ROMACK CHARLES M BUS2
ROMACK KEITH DUANE GRAD
ROMAIN BRUCE M PE 1
ROMAN NAN P LAS2
ROMAN RONALD B LAS2
ROMANOTTO PETER J ENG4
ROMANSKI PAUL ARTHUR GRAD
ROMEIN DONNA Z GRAD
ROMEIN STEPHEN D FAA4
ROMER REBECCA SUE GRAD
ROMERO LINDA WRIGHT GRAD
ROMERO LIONEL O GRAD
*ROMERO SANTIAGO LAS4
ROMERSBERGER JAMES M ENG3
ROMIG DAVID M LASL
ROMINE DENNIS K LAS3
ROMINE ROSS W LAS4
ROMINE STEVE J ENG1
ROMINE TERRY J LAS1
ROMPS ROBERT JOHN ENG4
ROMWEBER CONSTANCE T FAA1
ROMWEBER SUSAN T LAS2
RONAT CHERI R LAS4
RONAYNE DIANA GLENN FAA4
RONCEK DENNIS W GRAD
RONDINELLI ROBERT D GRAD
RONEY ELLEN E LAS3
RONGNER KRISTINA E LAS1
RONOUILLO CARLOS R ENG3
RONSVALLE JOHN LYNN GRAD
RONZ HOWARD G BUS2
ROOD PHYLLIS JEAN GRAO
ROOF JAY E LAS2
ROOF MICHAEL R LAS2
ROOF STEVEN E LAS4
ROOK DENNIS WILLIAM GRAD
ROOK FRANK E ENG1
ROOK LARRY E ENGl
ROOK RENEE R COM4
ROOKER MAUREEN E LAS3
ROOMBOS JAMES RICHAR ED 4
ROONEY TIMOTHY E GRAD
ROOP JAMES M ENG4
ROOP RAYMOND MERVIN GRAD
ROOS AOONNA J LAS3
ROOS BRADLEY ALDEN GRAD
ROOS DONALD W FAA2
ROOS SHARON L LAS1
ROOSE THOMAS R ENG2
ROOSEVELT GREG E BUS3
ROOT DEANE LESLIE GRAD
ROOT REBECCA L PE 3
ROOT ROBERT GFPALD GRAD
ROOT VICTORIA JEAN BUS1
ROOTS JOHN E BUS3
ROPER TYRONE DELANO FAA4
ROPIAK JOANNE C COM3
ROPP JAMES WALLACE GRAD
ROOUETTE CHRISTIAN GRAD
ROSALES PORFIRIO JR LAS3
ROSAPEP TERRY J ENG3
ROSBERG JOHN A JR LAW3
ROSBOROUGH DONNA J LAS4
ROSBOROUGH ELLEN M G LAS4
ROSBOROUGH MICHAEL J LAW2
ROSCETTI DENNIS A ENG3
ROSCOE JACK AVI1
ROSE ANDREA DAWN ED 3
ROSF CAROLYN S LAS2
ROSE DAVID A LAS4
ROSE DEBRA M LAS2
ROSF DENNIS F LAW3
ROSE DONALD JOHN AVI6
ROSE EILEEN STARK GRAD
ROSF ELLEN S LAS3
ROSE ERTHEL ELMO GRAD
ROSE HELEN NEMETZ GRAD
ROSE LARRY GENE GRAD
ROSE MARK A ENGl
ROSE MARK J LAS2
ROSE MAX E LAS1
ROSE PATRICIA A LAS3
809 W PENN U
809 W PENN U
21 MAPLEWOOD U
610 S 4TH 3 C
606 W OHIO U
904 W GREEN U
404 E GREEN 302 U
404 E OREGON U
URH WESTON 408 C
601 S 4TH C
1107 W GREEN 622 U
URH SAUNDERS 302 U
URH TRELEASE 809 U
URH SCOTT 238 C
URH CARR 104 U
URH TOWNSEND 210 U
LUDLOW ILL
URH BABCOCK 118 U
URH VAN DOREN 10 C
907 S 4TH C
212 E DANIEL C
1600 W BRADLEY 120 C
606 S STATE C
606 S STATE C
URH SHERMAN 231 C
624 1/2 S 5TH 3 C
808 MAPLEPARK C
624 1/2 S 5TH 3 C
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
URH SNYDER 342 C
1002 W OREGON U
1004 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 321 U
URH BLAISDELL 405 U
904 W GREEN U
URH GARNER 264 C
HAZELCREST ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
800 S MATTIS 31 C
105 E HEALEY C
404 N GOODWIN U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 223 U
401 S COLER U
705 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 110 C
53 E GREEN C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
1106 EUCLID 303 C
109 W WILLIAM C
810 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 13 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
ANTIOCH ILL
1852 VALLEY RD C
HILLSIDE ILL
URH TAFT 416 C
901 W SPNGFLD 8 U
URH BUSEY 315 U
404 E GREEN 203 U
URH FORBES 228 C
URH TRELEASE 723 U
904 W GREEN U
205 E ARMORY C
54 E JOHN 5 C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 86 U
URH BLAISDELL 325 U
102 E CHALMERS C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 408 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH SHERMAN 1054 C
BARCELONA SP
URH NOBLE 409 C
1113 ARBOR C
505 S WALNUT 2 U
2202 HAZWD DR 104 U
2202 HAZWD DR 104 U
1109 S 4TH C
2117 BRISTOL RD C
1012 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FRENCH HSE 8 U
408 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH TRELEASE 208 U
404 E GREEN 201 U
2507 BEDFORD C
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
101 E JOHN C
ARROWSMITH ILL
1311 1/2 W CLARK C
PAXTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 909 U
105 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C









































































3700 RIVER OAKS LN
2121 COLLETT LN


















800 S MATTIS 31
5032 S SEELEY
71 E ADREAN TERR
428 E BELLE












ROUTE 5 BOX 295
7960 EXECUTIVE CT
1431 S WOLF RD
11:07 BASIN DR
901 W SPNGFLD 8
11440 W 79TH
404 E GREEN 203
510 YALE AV
3828 SHERWIN
911 S CATHERINE AV
119 FAIRVIEW DR












RR 3 BOX 6 5
2202 HAZWD DR 104









1601 VALLEY RO 3
2839 W FARRAGUT











































































































ROSE RICHARD H GRAD
ROSE RONALD A LAS2
ROSE WAYNE MYRON GRAD
ROSE WILLIAM DAVID GRAD
ROSE WILLIAM H LAS4
ROSECRANS RICHARD K LAS3
ROSELLI RONALD C LAS4
ROSELLINI JAY JULIAN GRAD
ROSEN ALAN M FAA3
ROSEN BARRY I GRAD
ROSEN BARRY S LAS2
ROSEN CAROLYN A ED 3
ROSEN DEAN L GRAD
ROSEN DEBORAH MUNN GRAD
ROSEN ELISSE A LAS4
ROSEN HOWARD S LAS3
ROSEN JERROLD D LAS3
ROSEN JOANN TOBY ED 4
ROSEN JOHN F GRAD
ROSEN LESLIE J LAS2
ROSEN MARK I LAS2
ROSEN MERYL L PE I
ROSEN MICHELE S LAS1
ROSEN RANDY H BUS3
ROSEN SUSAN F AGR1
ROSENBALM RICHARD L BUS2
ROSENBARGER ROBERT LAS2
ROSENBAUM ALLEN J LAS2
ROSENBAUM DAVID N LAS4
ROSENBAUM JOHN C GRAD
ROSENBAUM JUDY J GRAD
ROSENBAUM LINDA J LAS4
ROSENBAUM MICHAEL A LAS2
ROSENBAUM RICHARD M LAS3
ROSENBAUM SHARYL H LAS4
ROSENBERG ALAN S LAS3
ROSENBERG DIANE F LAS3
ROSENBERG GERALD A AGR2
ROSENBERG IRVING C GRAD
ROSENBERG JAMES A LAS4
ROSENBERG JANE L AGR4
ROSENBERG JUDITH G GRAD
ROSENBERG JUDY H AGR4
ROSENBERG KAREN L LAS2
ROSENBERG MARC S GRAD
ROSENBERG MICHAEL S LAS3
ROSENBERG PAUL K LAS1
ROSENBERG SUSAN L LAS2
ROSENBLOOM BARRY M LAS1
ROSENBLOOM GAIL J PE 2
ROSFNBLOOM ROCHELLE LAS4
ROSENBLUM DAVID B LAS2
ROSENBLUM ELLEN B LAS1
ROSENBLUM LAURA C LAS2
ROSENBUSH STUART W LAS4
ROSENCRANZ LINDA LAW2
ROSENDAHL RICHARD L BUS1
ROSENFELD BABETTE H LAS2
ROSENFELD DAVID GRAD
ROSENFELD JUDY C BUS1
ROSENFELD MARLA J ED 2
ROSENFELD PAULA M LAS1
ROSENGREN DONALD J AGR2
ROSENGREN RICHARD I BUS4
ROSENKPANZ DENNIS A LAS4
ROSENOW ROBERT P FAA4
ROSENOUIST JOHN E ENG1
ROSENSTEIN MARTIN G BUS1
ROSENTHAL JUDITH I ED 3
ROSENTHAL KENNETH L LAS4
ROSENTHAL NANCY E PE 1
ROSENTHAL RICHARD H LAS4
ROSENTHAL ROBERT LAW3
ROSENTHAL STUART D ENG4
ROSENTHALER SUSAN E ED 4
ROSENTRETER KATHIE R LAS2
ROSENTRETER TED J LAS2
ROSENWINKEL PAMELA J LAS1
ROSENZWEIG ALAN DAVI FAA4
ROSENZWEIG ISAAC B LAS2
ROSENZWEIG SIMON GRAD
ROSETT BONNIE GAIL GRAD
ROSETT PHILLIP D LAS2
ROSHOLT ROBERT M ENG2
ROSINIA PAMELA H LAS3
ROSINSKI KENNETH A LAS2
ROSINSKI KENNETH J LAS4
ROSKOS DREW E LAS3
ROSMAN JOSEPH K LAS4
ROSMAN ROBERT T LAS1
ROSMARIN IRWIN LLOYD LAS4
ROSNER CINDY A LAS3
ROSNER KRISTINE MARI LAS4
ROSNER RAYMOND J ENG3
ROSS ALLEN MOREY JR FAA4
ROSS BLAKE T ENG1
ROSS CARL A LAS2
3 PLYMOUTH RO U
URH TAFT 26 C
704 W JOHN C
1302 SILVER 6 U
705 W MAIN 5 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH WESTON 354 C
106 N GREGORY 5 U
111 E CHALMERS C
904 COLORADO 65 U
1105 S 1ST C
508 E ARMORY C
304 W WASHINGTON C
311 E JOHN 9 C
103 E STOUGHTON 8 C
401 E DANIEL C
702 W WASHINGTON U
404 E CHALMERS C
311 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 426 U
203 N HARVEY U
URH TRELEASE 122 U
URH WARDALL 926 U
731 MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 110 U
209 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 498 U
110 E CHALMERS C
105 E CHALMERS 1C1 C
URH FLAGG 306 C
1418 LINCOLNSHIRE C
904 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
105 E CHALMERS C
503 E WHITE 9 C
410 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 492 U
508 E WHITE C
107 E HEALEY 22 C
503 E WHITE 2 C
106 E OREGON U
904 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 228 C
2215 S 1ST C
907 S 4TH C
302 E ARMORY C
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS 1105 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 315 U
URH TRELEASE 40 3 U
108 E HEALEY C
505 E WHITE 11 C
103 E ARMORY 6 C
604 E ARMORY 127 C
409 E CHALMERS C
505 E CLARK 32 C
URH TRELEASE 321 U
URH TRELEASE 528 U
409 E CHALMRS 1104 C
58 £ GREGORY C
401 E GREEN C
703 W CHURCH C
1301 S BUSEY 31 U
URH TAFT 22 C
105 E ARMORY C
309 E JOHN C
1308 CLARK U
910 S 3RD C
708 W HIGH U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1010 S 2ND C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 318 U
604 E ARMORY 228 C
URH VANDOREN 418 C
508 E WHITE 2 C
URH CARR 414 U
MANSFIELD ILL
503 E STOUGHTON C
IC5 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 453 U
909 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 295 C
211 E DANIEL C
302 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
504 W VINE C
URH SAUNDERS 11 U
1004 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 380 C
409 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 275 C










































































705 W MAIN 5
597 SARATOGA DR
1 S HIGHWAY 21
7712 W 66TH PL





311 E JOHN 9
9233 N KILPATRICK































3418 W 114TH ST
907 N ROHLWING RD

















525 NW 3RD AV
5252 DAVIS ST
309 HASTINGS RD
















601 E 32ND ST














































































































ROSS DAVID M LAS4
ROSS DONALD JR LAS3
ROSS DONNA JEAN GRAD
ROSS EDWARD LOY GRAD
*ROSS HUGH KING GRAD
ROSS JOHN WOOOROW GRAD
ROSS JOYCE L ED 4
ROSS JULIUS M JR FAA6
ROSS KATHRYN P FAA1
ROSS LEWIS H BUS1
ROSS LINDA A VM 2
ROSS MARGARET E ED 2
ROSS MARK A LAS4
ROSS MICHAEL DEAN GRAD
ROSS MICHAEL E LAS3
ROSS NORMAN E ENG3
ROSS STEPHEN P BUS3
ROSS SUSAN E FAA2
ROSS SUZANNE LAS4
ROSS THOMAS LYNN GRAD
ROSSI HARRIETT M GRAD
ROSSI MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
ROSSMAN LEWIS ALLEN GRAD
ROTER GLEN A BUS2
ROTFELD HERBERT J COM4
ROTH BARBARA M LAS3
ROTH BFN M BUS4
ROTH DAVID M LAS1
ROTH DEBORAH FAA3
ROTH FRED E LAS1
ROTH GALE L LAS2
ROTH KAREN L PE 1
ROTH MICHAEL W GRAD
ROTH RICHARD A LAS1
ROTH STEPHEN L LAS4
ROTH STEVEN DOUGLAS ENG4
ROTH WAYNE A LAS4
ROTH WILLIAM J JR LAS2
ROTHAMEL WILLIAM J GRAD
ROTHE DIANA J AGR3
ROTHE JOYCE E AGR1
ROTHE ROBERT R VM 4
ROTHENBERGER BPENDA ED 3
ROTHENBERGER GEORGE LAS2
ROTHERMEL DONALD M AVI2
ROTHES MARJORIE B LAS2
ROTHKOPF JAMES P LAS3
ROTHKOPF STEPHEN J BUS1
ROTHROCK STUART E LAS3
ROTHROCK WESLEY T JR AGR
1
ROTHSCHILD BRUCE L LAS2
ROTHSCHILD DAVID E FAA2
ROTHSCHILD EDWARD M LAW3
ROTHSTEIN RICHARD BUS2
ROTTMAN BARRY H LAS4
ROTTMAN DAVID BRUCE GRAD
ROTUNNO STEVEN J LAS1
ROTZOLL DANIEL W PE 4
ROUGHTON MICHAEL V ENG4
ROUINTREE JAMES PAUL GRAD
ROULAND SHARON L AGR4
ROUNSAVILLE WILFORD PE I
ROURKE MARY L AGR1
ROURKE NANCY B ED 2
ROURKE TIMOTHY J LAS4
ROUSE RONALD L LAS3
ROUSE WESLEY ENG4
ROUSEFF FAY E LAS3
ROUSH MICHAEL H ENG3
ROUSH PAUL KEITH LAS4
ROUSH RENE L LAS1
ROUSH TERRY AGP 1
ROUSOS LINDA A LAS2
ROUSSEAU MICHELLE LAS1
ROUX DANA E ENG1
ROVEL MARSHA H ED 2
ROVELL MICHAEL J LAW3
ROVENOLT ROBERT J GRAD
ROVENS CAROL L COM3
ROVNICK LOIS J FAA1
ROWAN HENRY J JR PE 3
ROWAN JUDITH MARRS GRAD
ROWAND KATHRYN DAVIS GRAD
ROWDEN SARA G GRAD
ROWE BARRY POHLMAN GRAD
ROWE DAVID C LAS3
ROWE DAVID D LAS4
ROWE ELIZABETH H LAS4
ROWE JEFFREY B LAS4
ROWE KATHLEEN M GRAD
ROWE LOIS WINTERS ED 4
ROWE RAYMOND GRANT GRAD
ROWE RICHARD FRANCIS GRAD
ROWE STEVEN E LAS2
ROWE SUSAN E LAS3
ROWE THOMAS R ENG3
ROWE VANCE W AGR2
603 W GREEN 2 U 344-5537
815 W CHURCH U
1205 W MAIN 2 U 344-7167
2110 W WHITE 148 C
1008 LINCOLN U
617 W HILL C 359-7483
SKOKIE ILL
1760 VALLEY RD C 359-7540
2013 CURETON U
URH BABCOCK 206 U 332-3752
1007 E PENN U 344-3726
URH HOPKINS 471 C 332-1378
609 W MAIN U
BOX 495 C
110 E CHALMERS C
206 S GREGORY U
EFFINGHAM ILL
URH BUSEY 241 U 332-2620
108 E CALIFORNIA U
1306 W CLARK U 384-1129
URH SHERMAN 515 C
UPH SHERMAN 852 C
1009 W SPNGFLD U
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9459
503 E STOUGHTON 2 C 359-0903
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS 607 C 384-5067
URH BABCOCK 227 U 332-3773
1006 S 3RD 12 C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
910 S 3RD C 337-5273
902 W GREEN 421 U
2508 MAPLEWOOD C 356-7015
204 S PROSPECT C 356-9185
URH TOWNSEND 108 U 332-3990
URH SCOTT 450 C
410 E JOHN C 332-0989
909 MAPLE PARK C
313 E JOHN C
URH LAR 108 U 332-2813
710 S FOLEY C 359-1456
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH OGLESBY 1022 U 332-5343
508 E WHITE 11 C 359-6205
615 HARDING U 367-4611
URH TOWNSEND 342 U 332-4143
URH ALLEN 34 U 332-3105
URH BABCOCK 231 U 332-3768
URH BABCOCK 230 U 332-3776
904 W GREEN U 384-5235
301 E ARMORY C 344-9506
205 E GREEN 20 C
301 E ARMORY C 337-9506
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
103 E STOUGHTON 12 C 359-7709
1007 3RD C
505 S 1ST C 356-8306
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
2303 WELLAND C 359-2666
1108 W NEVADA 2 U 344-0535
URH GARNER 412 C 332-0895
URH EVANS 204 U 332-2702
1010 S 2ND 201 C
1106 S 3RD C 344-9442
1002 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 148 U 332-4020
206 S 6TH C 352-7840
URH GARNER 418 C 332-0880
307 E HEALEY 4 C
URH ALLEN 422 U
UPH CARR 418 U 332-3961
URH SCOTT 426 C 332-1591
URH TRELEASE 310 U 332-5476
URH FLAGG 407 C 332-0323
706 S 2ND C
505 E CLARK 35 C
URH SHERMAN 364 C
URH TRFLEASE 1217 U 332-5753
409 E CHALMERS C 384-5732
1014 HOLLYCREST C 359-5868
715 KENWOOD C 359-6796
HOMER ILL
2510 SANGAMON C
502 W MAIN 215 U 344-6477
1002 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 212 U 332-4057
904 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 361 C 332-2024
502 W MAIN 215 U 344-6477
411 W HEALEY C
411 W HEALEY 1 C 359-3285
513 S MCKINLEY C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
305 E GREEN 10 C 328-3790
MAHOMET ILL
URH SNYDER 480 C 332-1869
19049 JONATHAN LN
1415 E CENTRAL RD
1925 N 23RD ST







3219 W 97TH ST
136 N STOUGH ST
1051 ROLLING DR




5430 S 5TH ST
108 E CALIFORNIA 3
3077 TURPIN RD
1374 DIVISION ST


















ROUTE 2 BOX 133
RR 2 BOX 133
710 S FOLEY












7033 N KEDZIE 901
103 E STOUGHTON 12














280 W DUNN ST
RR I LLOYD RD
8L10 AMHERST AV
















502 W MAIN 215
411 W HEALEY








































































































ROWELL RONALD LEE AGR4
ROWLANO JAMES E BUS2
ROWLAND JAY A LAW3
ROWLAND ROBERT DALE GRAD
ROWLAND VIRGINIA A AGR3
ROWLEY BARBARA E LAS1
ROWLEY ELEANOR R LASl
ROXWORTHY JAMES L AGR1
ROY ELSA BARANDUN GRAD
ROY WILLIAM ANTHONY GRAD
ROYAL CHRISTINE ENG1
ROYALTY RUTH A ED 3
ROYEM REED P ENG3
ROYER RICHARD B ENG1
ROYER THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
ROZANSKI JOSEPH M LAS2
ROZANSKI RANDALL E ENG1
ROZDAY PETER ALAN GRAD
ROZEN DAVID C LAS1
ROZENSKY NEIL R LAS2
ROZGO LUANNE M PE 1
ROZICH ROBERT L FAA3
ROZMAN ANTHONY J ENG3
ROZY JULI A LASl
ROZYCKI CARLA J LAS2
RUBAIHAYO PATRICK GRAD
RUBENACKER DENNIS L ENG1
RUBENACKER JEROME M GRAD
RUBENACKER KATHLEEN ED 4
RUBENACKER KIM T PE 1
RUBENACKER LARRY J ENG4
RUBENKING MARLA K ED 4
RUBENSTEIN JOAN B PE 3
RUBENSTEIN SHELLEY E COM4
RUBERRY THOMAS M LAS4
RUBIANO ALFONSO GRAD
RUBIOA LANA J LAS4
RUBIN ALAN E LAS2
RUBIN ALLEN J LAS3
RUBIN BERNARD R LAS4
RUBIN BRIAN NEAL BUS4
RUBIN CARYN L LAS3
RUBIN DAVID I LAS4
RUBIN DAVID M LASl
RUBIN DEBORAH R LAS3
RUBIN FRED A FAA4
RUBIN GLORIA M ED 2
RUBIN JAMES S LAW2
RUBIN JERRY A BUS3
RUBIN MARC L LAS2
RUBIN MARC R FAA3
RUBIN MICHAEL P FAA1
RUBIN ROSS N LAW2
RUBINKOWSKI ADRIENNE PE 1
RUBINSON BARRY M GRAD
RUBINSTEIN CHARISSA LAS4
RUBINSTEIN CHARLOTTE LAS2
RUBINSTEIN JOEL S LAW2
RUBINSTEIN ROBERT LASl
RUBIO-DONET JUAN M GRAD
RUBY LARRY LEE GRAD
RUBY PAUL E LASl
RUBY ROBERT A ENG3
RUCAS CAROL R ENG1
RUCH CORINNE M FAA1
RUCH PEGGIE M LAS4
RUCH PHILLIP L AGR2
RUCKES DOROTHY J LAW3
RUCKS JAMES E BUS3
RUDD STEPHEN MICHAEL GRAD
RUDOELL PAUL F GRAD
RUDINGER DAVID JOEL GRAD
RUDINS JOHN J LAS3
RUDOKAS RONALD S ENG1
RUDOLF HOMER GRAD
RUDOLPH BENNETT LLOY GRAD
RUDOLPH BRENDA A LAS3
RUDOLPH RICHARD G GRAD
RUDOLPH VIRGIE L ED 2
RUDOLPH WILLIAM A AV 1
2
RUDOLPHI ADOLPH L AGR4
RUDOLPHI DIANE E LAS2
RUDOLPHI JOSEPH P AGR2
RUDSINSKI JANICE R LAS4
RUDSINSKI SALLY A BUS3
RUDSTEIN DAVID S GRAD
RUDY LINDA S AGR2
RUEB TERESA K PE 1
RUEDI JANE WINJE GRAD
RUEFFER TERRY C COM3
RUEGEMER J J LASl
RUEGEMER KAREN L LAS2
RUEHE FREDERIC R LAS3
RUEHRWEIN DONALD N ENG4
RUEMMLER LAWRENCE L LAW3
RUESCH CAROL L FAA2
RUETER ELAINE H FAA2
206 W BEARDSLEY C
URH OGLESBY 108 U
1301 W COLUMBIA C
ST MARYS RD U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 617 U
URH TRELEASE 926 U
604 N MAPLE 19 U
908 W CALIFORNIA U
604 E BURKWOOD CT U
URH LAR 461 U
DANVILLE ILL
910 S 3R0 25 C
URH BARTON 13 C
1400 W PARK U
209 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 9 U
112 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
1004 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 726 U
1005 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
URH LAR 363 U
1110 M NEVADA U
1829 C ORCH PL U
112 E DANIEL C
1003 N JAMES C
1003 N JAMES C
1003 N JAMES C
211 E DANIEL C
107 E JOHN 302 C
105 E CHALMERS 301 C
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
211 W SPNGFLD 101 C
204 1/2 W JOHN C
316 CEDAR 4 C
106 E ARMORY C
618 E DANIEL 2 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
1010 S 2ND C
512 E STOUGHTN 2C7 C
311 F SPNGFLD C
URH CARR 212 U
306 E DANIEL C
301 S ELM C
409 E CHALMRS 1010 C
620 W HEALEY C
301 E ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
1308 N BROADWAY U
URH NOBLE 317 C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH BLAISDELL 424 U
1001 E COLORADO U
1002 W SPNGFLD U
URH GARNER 262 C
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH OGLESBY 930 U
URH DANIELS 411 U
MAHOMET ILL
904 W GREEN U
904 W GREEN 5C U
URH LAR 236 U
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
PEKIN ILL
803 W OREGON U
1203 1/2 W EADS U
URH SNYDER 336 C
2108 ORCH ST 303 U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH DANIELS 349 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 478 C
WILSON TRLR CT 55 U
101 PADDOCK E 4 C
URH SCOTT 319 C
1003 W VINE C
300 S GOODWIN 208 U
DETROIT MICH
1301 S BUSEY U
URH TRELEASE 825 U
1301 S BUSEY U
408 E MAIN 8 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1207 E FLORIDA U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 307 U
1304 S MATTIS C
1609 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 386 C
URH LAR 291 U
410 E JOHN C
312 S COLER U
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
URH BUSEY 221 U
































































4044 W 105TH ST
215 E AVENUE
604 N MAPLE 19
908 W CALIFORNIA






RR 8 BOX 317
4619 N GRACE ST
A-203 MAIN-LINE















602 E STOUGHTON 13
1C335 S HALE AV








4C56 W TOUHY AV
4056 W TOUHY
4952 N ST LOUIS
2721 W FITCH AV
4120 SUFFIELD CT
9334 N KOSTNER


















330 BRCWNLEE RD SW
28C7 WARNER AV RR3
2108 ORCH ST 303
2715 WHIPPOORWILL
750 W DELAVAN AV
610 S GREEN VALLEY
6448 S ARTESIAN
WILSON TRLR CT 55
8109 N KENTON AV
3414 W DOUGLAS
1003 W VINE








110 N MAIN BOX 267
RR 1
58 WOODHILL CT
519 W JEFFERSON AV
2041 GLENDALE AV
2041 GLENDALE AV
604 ESSEX PARK DR






































































































RUFENER JANTORN B GRAD
RUFF DONALD EUGENE LAS4
RUFF JANET M AGR1
RUFFATTI ROBERT P ENG4
RUFFIN WILLIE ED LAS3
RUFFNER GREGORY N ENG2
RUFFNER HAROLD E JR ENG1
RUFFOLO LAWRENCE M LAS4
RUGG STEPHEN KIRK GRAD
RUHL JACLYNN N ED 3
*RUHL JOHN ALLEN GRAD
RUICK GARRY C BUS1
RUIZ EDWIN R LAS1
*RUIZ EMILIANO H GRAD
RULISON JOHN F AGR3
RULISON VIRGINIA L LAS3
RUMBOLD PETER V GRAD
RUMORE CHARLES A GRAD
RUMPH HELEN JACKSON ED 3
RUNDALL RICHARD D GRAD
RUNDBLAD GARY U ENG1
RUNDE RICHARD A LAS2
RUNDE STEPHEN J ENG2
RUNDELL DANIEL R BUS3
RUNDELL EDWARD N COM4
RUNDELL KATHRYN LUTZ GRAD
RUNDGREN JAMES R AGR1
RUNDOUIST BARBARA J LAS4
*RUNGE CHERYL STEIN LAS3
RUNGE KENNETH D ENG4
RUNGE THOMAS FRED GRAD
RUNION GARTH E GRAD
RUNKLE DOUGLAS S AGR2
RUOFF JOHN CARL GRAD
RUOFF PATRICIA H GRAD
RUPERT ELIZABETH ANN GRAD
RUPP LAWRENCE E ENG3
RUPP MARY COM4
RUPP STEPHEN F ENG2
RUPP THOMAS J LAS1
RUPPERT JAMES L AGR1
RUPRECHT THOMAS L FAA2
RUSCH LEE A LAS4
RUSCHAU WILLIAM J LAS1
RUSCHLI EDWARD J JR BUS4
RUSCIOLELLI THOMAS M LAS4
RUSE BARRY R BUS1
RUSH DAVID ALAN GRAD
RUSH JAMES D FAA3
*RUSH JAMES HARVEY ENG4
RUSH JANE L LAS1
RUSH MARY E FAA3
RUSH ROBERT A LAS2
RUSHFORD KIM A LAS1
RUSHFORD MICHAEL A BUS2
RUSHING PAUL D FAA4
RUSHTON RICHARD G VM 4
RUSNIAK IRENE LAS2
RUSSELL ALAN H FAA4
RUSSELL ALLISON DEAN GRAD
RUSSELL CAROLYN ANNE AGR3
RUSSELL CHARLES R LAS2
RUSSELL GEORGE A GRAD
RUSSELL JAMES K ENG2
RUSSELL KEITH W GRAO
RUSSELL MARY ANN B FAA4
RUSSELL MARY SOLTER LAS4
RUSSELL PATRICIA L B LAS4
RUSSELL RICHARD B LAS4
RUSSELL RICHARD C GRAD
RUSSELL RICHARD K GRAD
RUSSELL ROBERT F LAW2
RUSSELL RONALD WILLI ENG4
RUSSELL STEVEN D ENG3
RUSSELL SUSAN D LAS3
RUSSELL SUZANNE J LAS4
RUSSELL THEODORE E LAS2
RUSSELL WARREN KEITH GRAD
RUSSELL WILLIAM H GRAD
RUSSO DEBORAH THOMAS LAS2
RUSSO JEAN FLORA GRAD
RUSSO JOSEPH A LAS1
RUST BERT W GRAD
RUST CHRISTINE K LAS3
RUST NANCY J FAA2
RUSTHOVEN JAMES J BMS1
RUTGARD JEFFREY J LAS2
RUTGARD MARLA B FAA4
RUTGER TERESA JO GRAD
RUTH CHARLES W ENG4
RUTH DEBORAH A COM3
RUTHENBERG DALE A AGR1
RUTHENBERG KIRK R AGRl
RUTHER JOHN GRAY GRAD
RUTHERFORD DANICE M LAS1
RUTHERFORD REGINALD GRAD
RUTHERFORD ROGER L GRAD
300 S GOODWIN 408 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 128 U
URH GARNER 126 C
2317 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 379 U
713 W OHIO U
306 E GREGORY C
606 S EDWIN C
URH EVANS 227 U
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 342 U
URH HOPKINS C
1924 A ORCH ST U
611 W UNIVERSITY C
210 W HILL C
URH SHERMAN 660 C
902 E HARDING 92 U
1212 ELLIS U
DANVILLE ILL
URH OGLESBY 530 U
URH SCOTT 270 C
301 N GREEN C
RR 2 U
58 E DANIEL 1 C
RR 2 U
201 E GREEN C
107 E JOHN 302 C
808 S LINCOLN 14 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
808 S LINCOLN 14 U
2205 HAZWD CT 301 U
809 W PENN U
804 S 1ST C
804 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 446 C
URH TOWNSEND 346 U
1211 W CLARK 31 U
URH TOWNSEND 416 U
604 E ARMORY 233 C
706 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
509 E WHITE 20 C
URH BABCOCK 208 U
1010 S 2ND C
307 E HEALEY 4 C
409 E CHALMRS 902 C
2704 KIRBY C
URH FORBES 258 C
26 JUNIPER C
URH LAR 308 U
URH LAR 130 U
URH FORBES 258 C
CLARENDON HLS ILL
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
78 VERSAILLES FR
VET MED BLDG U
1304 CLARK U
45 MAPLEWOOD U
910 N BUSEY U
805 W OHIO U
410 E JOHN C
809 MAPLE PARK C
URH CARR 109 U
126 DEWEY U
1001 HARMON U
310 W ILLINOIS U
2205 HAZWD DR 302 U
608 S STATE C
310 W ILLINOIS U
405 W OREGON U
1305 LARKSPUR LN C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
HILLSBORO ILL
1009 W MAIN 13 U
307 E HEALEY 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 528 U
1604 CORONADO 2 C
2205 HAZWD DR 302 U
1200 VINE U
1860 VALLEY RD C
1200 S VINE U
2101 HAZWD DR 102 U
ROCKFORD ILL
URH TRELEASE 825 U
618 W GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
SKOKIE ILL
204 S GREGORY U
809 W PENN U
58 E JOHN 27 C
URH ALLEN 226 U
URH SNYDER 272 C
501 S ELM C
URH LAR 486 U




































































502 10 BROECK ST
RR 1
1210 ST LOUIS AV
1664 W WAGGONER
101 LONGVIEW DR
6316 N OLCOTT AV
606 S EDWIN
56 W 140TH ST
1609 VALLEY RD 3
732 S PRINCETON
904 W GUNNISON









301 N GREEN ST
RR 2
















1707 N WILKE RD
221 CALUMET





































16050 NE 4TH AV
1200 S VINE
2101 HAZWD DR 102
2525 GUILFORD RD
240 N KANSAS AV
5524 W 99TH PL
5124 FAIRVIEW LN












































































































RUTKOVSKY PAUL M GRAO
RUTLEDGE DAVIO A LAS2
RUTLEDGE DEBORAH A AGR4
RUTLEDGE DONALD K ENG1
RUTLEDGE JAMES E GRAD
RUTLEDGE PATRICIA P GRAD
RUTTENBERG ALLEN R GRAO
RUTTENBERG DAVID S ENG3
RUUD JAMES E LAS4
RUWITCH SALLY LOUISE GRAD
RUZEVICK MICHAEL A LAS3
RUZICH STEPHEN G FAA3
RUZICKA FRANK JOHN GRAD
RYAN DAVID JON ENG3
RYAN JOAN MARIE GRAD
RYAN JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
RYAN JOSEPH S LASl
RYAN JUDY A FAA3
*RYAN KATHARINA RUDY PE 4
RYAN KATHERINE E LAS4
RYAN KATHLEEN ANNE AGR4
RYAN MARK F ENG1
RYAN MARK R LAS3
RYAN MARY ANNETTE GRAD
RYAN MARY-JOAN FAA3
RYAN MICHAEL C LAS4
RYAN MICHAEL OLIVER GRAD
RYAN NORMA J AGR3
RYAN RICHARD J ENG1
RYAN RICHARD JOHN ENG4
RYAN ROBERT C ENG1
*RYAN ROGER E LAW3
RYAN THOMAS P LAS3
RYAN WILLIAM J LAS2
RYBAR LINDA J FAA3
RYBEL VINCENT WALTER GRAD
RYBEL WILLIAM J ENG4
RYCHLIK SUSAN J ED 4
RYCZEK GARY L ENG4
RYDELEK PAUL ANTHONY GRAD
RYDEN JAMES R BUS3
*RYDER JAMES T GRAD
RYDER JOHN S BUS3
RYDING DAVID GENE ENG4
*RYDINSKY ALLEN W GRAD
RYDZEWSKI LAWRENCE E ENG2
RYERSON WAYNE THOMAS FAA4
*RYLAND JOHN RICHARD ENG6
RYMER ANDREW F LAS2
RYNIEC ALLEN W BUS2
RYNKAR JOHN F ENG1
RYOTI DON EINO GRAD
RYPINSKI ADAM D LAS2
RYUJIN NANCY YAYOI GRAD
RZEPKA PATRICIA M LAS2
RZONCA RICHARD R ENG1
RZYMSKI JOHN E LAS4
SAARI WILBERT R JR BUSl
SABATH BARRY A LAS2
SABATINO PAULA J LAS3
SABATINO ROBERT J AVI1
SABERHAGEN KATHRYN A LAS2
*SABERSON ROGER G LAW3
SABIN NETTIE F FAA3
*SABIN PHILIP D ED 4
SABIN ROBERT L BUS3
SABIN WENDY LAS2
SABO ALAN W AGR4
SABOL PHILIP MICHAEL GRAD
*SABUCO ROY A LAW2
SACCO GREGORY JOSEPH LAS3
SACHEN JACOUELYN A ED 1
SACHS JEAN LESLIE GRAD
SACHS JOSHUA LAW1
SACHS RANDI L LASl
SACHSE THOMAS P LAS4
SACHTLEBEN DALE R GRAD
SACHTLEBEN DALE W BUS4
*SACKETT PHILIP B GRAO
SACKETT VERNON P BUS4
SACKHEIM JACOUELINE LAS4
SACKHEIM SUSAN A ED 4
SACKS NANCY D LAS3
SACKS RUDOLPH B JR LAW1
SADA JOHN E ENG1
SADAUSKAS JONAS L LAS4
SADEWATER CONNIE A AGR2
SADILEK JONELLE B GRAD
*SADILEK RICHARD A GRAD
SADLAK MICHAEL T AGR2
SADLER ALICE RICE GRAD
SADLER THOMAS W LAW3
SADOWSKI DENNIS G ENG3
SAENGER RUDOLF WOLFR GRAO
SAENGER SILKE-M GRAD
SAFARCYK DEBORAH A ED 1
URH EVANS 203 U
307 W GREEN 1 C
URH BLAISDELL 122 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 408 C
601 W SPNGFLD C
1201 W HEALEY C
509 E WHITE 18 C
509 E WHITE C
26 SALEM RD U
111 E CHALMERS 1 C
URH GARNER 414 C
1111 S 2ND C
1107 S EUCLID 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 105 U
URH DANIELS 377 U
URH DANIELS 85 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH CLARK 226 C
LOMBARD ILL
811 W HEALEY 11 C
707 S 6TH 517 C
URH BARTON 320 C
101 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 333 C
URH DELTA HSE 2 U
306 E WHITE 2 C
608 E STOUGHTON 3 C
URH EVANS 430 U
URH FLAGG 408 C
808 S LINCOLN 7 U
URH WESTON 426 C
1913 MEADOW C
508 E WHITE C
604 E ARMORY 245 C
URH WARDALL 424 U
URH DANIELS 250 U
URH TOWNSEND 308 U
NORTHBROOK ILL
111 E CHALMERS 9 C
URH DANIELS 370 U




19 CEDRIC DR U
302 E GREGORY C
URH GARNER 391 C
2417 E OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 446 C
804 BELLEPARK C
30 5 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 221 C
URH VANDOREN 319 C
BURNHAM ILL
707 W SPNGFLD U
110 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 125 U
903 S 4TH 5 C
209 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 913 U
2901 WILLOWPARK C
605 E CHALMERS C
7 CEDRIC U
1105 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMRS 1209 C
URH OGLESBY 421 U
404 N GOODWIN U
RANTOUL ILL
31 MAPLEWOOD U
URH SCOTT 496 C
1007 W STOUGHTON U
208 W WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 819 U
104 S GROVE 1 U
1003 E COLORADO 26 U
401 E DANIEL C
1.611 1/2 N MARKET C
204 W WASHINGTON U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
58 E JOHN C
1003 E COLORADO U
1007 S 3RD C
51 E SPNGFLD C
URH BUSEY 358 U
908 S LOCUST 201 C
908 S LOCUST 201 C
MANSFIELD ILL
FITHIAN ILL
URH SHERMAN 463 C
URH BARTON 211 C
109 E CHALMERS C
109 E CHALMERS C










































































































6913 W 113TH ST
804 BELLEPARK
6206 S MULLIGAN AV
203 W 30TH ST
8111 N OCONTO AV
2929 E 138TH PL
857 N PAULINA ST
1010 W WOOD ST















182 LA PIER ST
6735N WASHTENAW AV
217 S ROSE ST
RR 2
RR 1
1611 1/2 N MARKET
4105 STEARNS AV
9151 N CRAWFORD AV
9151 N CRAWFORD
4133 SUFFIELD CT
1400 N STATE PKWY
17 W 130 ELDER LN
1424 W MACON ST
1001 HOLIDAY PARK
8811 CALIFORNIA AV
1544 D AV NE
10700 AVENUE B
840 MACKLER DR
8121 W BALMORAL AV





































































































SAFFIR JANICE T FAA4
SAFFOLD ROSIE M LAS4
SAFFORD JAMES H ENG3
SAFFORD SHARON ANN GRAD
SAFFRO RICHARD KENNE LAS4
SAGAN CAROLE ED 2
SAGE JUNE K BOCK GRAD
SAGF VICTOR T FAA3
SAGER BRIAN P AGR2
SAGER ZOANN J LAS2
SAGO DORIS J BUS1
SAIDANE HASSINE GRAD
SAIGH KATHLEEN M ED 1
SAIKLEY GILBERT H LAW2
SAILER LOU E AGR2
SAILLARO PATRICIA A LAS3
SAILLARD RICHARD A BUS1
SAILORS RICHARD H GRAD
SAIN JOSEPH JR LAS1
SAINATI PERRY M BUS2
SAIPF MERYL D COM3
SAJDAK JOANNE MARIE LAS4
SAJKEWYCZ IRENE A LAS4
SAKAMOTO DONNA D PE 1
SAKOL BARRE M BUS4
SAKS ARNOLD HENRY FAA4
SAKS DAVID LAW1
SAKS RANDALL W LAS1
SALADINO DAVID A GRAD
SALADINO JO-ANN C LAS2
SALAMINI ANN MARIE GRAD
SALAMON SONYA BLANK GRAD
SALAMONE DAVID E AGR1
SALATO STEVEn M ENGL
SALCH MICHAEL C GRAD
SALEFSKI GARY L ENG4
SALEFSKI MARK A ENG1
SALEM LEE A LAS2
SALEM MOHAMMAD H GRAD
SALEMI MARK S LAS2
SALERNO CARMINE D LAS3
SALETTE JOSEPH C III LAS4
SALIAN CAROL A ED 1
SALIAN SCOTT C LAS4
SALINE GARY DUANE AGR4
SALIS NANCY FAA2
SALISBURY LAIRD WADE LAW1
SALLEE RUTH GRAD
SALLER RICHARD P ENG2
SALLINGFR RICHARD J GRAD
SALM ADRIENNE K PE 1
SALM KURT LEE FAA4
SALM ROBERT JAY GRAD
SALMAN RANDY K FAA3
SALMON JACK KENDALL GRAD
SALNICK RICHARD EUGE ENG4
SALOMON ELLEN R LAS3
SALOMON LINDA J AGR1
SALOMONE ANN M LAS2
SALS TERRENCE A LAS3
SALSBURY WILLIAM C LAS1
SALSMAN FREDRICK L GRAD
SALSTROM STEPHEN L LAS4
SALTIEL DEBORAH N ED 3
SALTZ JANICE G LAS3
SALTZBERG SALLY H LAS1
SALTZMAN ARTHUR M LAS1
SALTZMAN MICHAFL A BUS3
SALVATI MICHAEL E LAS2
SALVIA JANE SEYMOUR LAS3
SALYERS STEVEN C LAS2
SALZ FRED R GRAD
SALZ NORBERT JOHN GRAD
SALZMAN DAVID J LAS2
SALZMAN GARY H LAS2
SALZMAN MARJORIE E AGR3
SAMARAS KATHRYN T FAA2
SAMATA SAM N ENG4
SAMBORSKI ROBERT FAA3
SAMELSON LOUIS J GRAD
SAMIJLENKO NICK GRAD
SAMl AND THOMAS V ENG2
SAMMANN ERNEST A ENG4
SAMMARCO GREGORY F LAS3
SAMMARCO VITO P ENG1
SAMMONS JAMIE M GRAD
SAMMONS JERRY KENT BUS4
SAMMONS MORRIS JAY GRAD
SAMOJEONY GEORGE S PE 3
SAMPLE PHILIP GEORGE GRAD
SAMPRACOS ANDREA LAS3
SAMPSON AVIS L PE 1
SAMPSON JOAN MARIE GRAD
SAMPSON KAREN LEIGH GRAD
SAMPSON LINDA L AGR2
SAMPSON RICHARD G FAA4
SAMPSON ROBERT H AVI3
111 E CHALMERS 15 C
URH VANDOREN 126 C
URH OGLESBY 109 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 5 U
1503 KIRBY 2 C
504 E SPNGFLD C
1005 FRANCIS 6 C
1101 W PENN U
904 W GREEN U
504 E SPNGFLD C
URH WARDALL U
STA A BOX 2378 C
URH LAR 204 U
504 E CLARK C
URH SAUNDERS 215 U
306 N MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 173 C
1001 S COTTAGE GR U
URH BABCOCK 211 U
211 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL
803 W GREEN U
309 E JOHN 9 C
URH SAUNDERS 305 U
715 S MATTIS C
301 S ELM C
1903 E MICHIGAN U
1105 S 1ST C
LEROY ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
312 W SPNGFLD 9 U
704 W IOWA U
URH FORBES 367 C
URH BARTON 424 C
211 E JOHN C
401 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 413 C
301 E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2174 C
411 E GREEN C
401 S 6TH C
700 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 439 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
2111 U WHITE 205 C
URH LAR 203 U
2110 S RACE U
URH WARDALL 111 U
URH SNYDER 310 C
1107 S 3RD 303 C
1306 FAIRLAWN U
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
1306 FAIRLAWN U
310 E GREGORY C
307 N GARFIELD C
505 S RANDOLPH C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 909 U
URH GARNER 345 C
308 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 930 U
505 E WHITE C
111 E CHALMERS 7 C
111 E CHALMERS 13 C
1838 D ORCH PL U
URH LUNDGREN 219 C
URH OGLESBY 231 U
URH OGLESBY 629 U
URH HOPKINS 264 C
2104 BOUOREAU U
303 F CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 433 U
5 CEDRIC U
URH FORBES 310 C
105 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
ROUTE 1 U
1002 W OREGON U
921 W DANIEL C
1103 W OREGON U
311 E ARMORY C
1110 S 2ND C
URH CARR 318 U
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
2071 B ORCH U
913 S LYNN U
2071 B ORCH ST U
210 ARMORY C
809 S BUSEY U
URH SAUNDERS 314 U
URH WARDALL 608 U
902 S LINCOLN U
1005 S 1ST 9 C
URH BLAISDELL 402 U
78 VERSAILLES FR






























































































STA A BOX 2078





3909 SUGAR LOAF LN
211 1/2 W SCHOOL
12272 N LEDGES DR
312 W SPNGFLD 9
704 W IOWA ST
3412 SPRING CREEK







401 S 6TH ST
11 CANTERBURY RD
11441 S BELL AV





































2650 N CENTRAL PK
115 INDIAN DR
515 CAMBRIDGE CR
5324 W DRUMMOND PL
5324 W DRUMMOND PL
2071 B ORCH ST
RR
2071 B ORCH ST
15140 LACROSSE
RR 5





ROUTE 3 BOX 55



































































































^SAMPSON WAYNE KENT GRAO
SAMUEL REBECCA J ED 3
SAMUELS GEORGE J LAS2
SAMUELSON CRAIG A BUS1
SAMUELSON KIM A BUS3
SAMUELSON LARRY W LAS1
SAMUELSON LESLEE J ED 1
SAMUELSON STEVEN K AGR1
SAMWEBBER MARK J LAS3
'SANAZARO JOAN H LAS4
'SANAZARO STEVEN PAUL GRAD
SANBORN BARBARA J GRAD
'SANCHE ROBERT PAUL GRAD
SANCHEZ BENNY LAS1
'SANCHFZ-SINENCIO E GRAD
SANCKEN MARGO L FAA3
SANCKEN PEGGY A AGR1
SAND DOUGLAS STUART GRAD
SANDA DONALD J FAA3
SANDBERGER JENS D GRAD
SANDEFUR WILLIAM M GRAD
SANDELSKI THOMAS S ENG2
SANDERMAN ARTHUR P LAS2
SANDERS BRUCE ZINK GRAD
'SANDERS CLAUD DUANE GRAD
'SANDERS DAVID GLENN GRAD
SANDERS DEBORAH S LAS3
SANDERS EARL LAS2
SANDERS GREG R ENG3
SANDERS JAMIE R LAS1
SANDERS JOEL L LAS4
SANDERS KENNETH S LAS3
SANDERS KENNETH W LAS1
SANDERS KEVIN W BUS1
SANDERS PHILLIP A ENG3
'SANDERS ROGER R AGR3
'SANDERS STEVEN P LAS4
SANDERSON BETTY LEE PE 4
SANDERSON GARY G FAA2
SANDERSON GRETCHEN L LAS4
'SANDERSON JEFFREY P BUS2
SANDERSON KEVIN C AGR4
SANDFORD COLLEEN M GRAD
SANDIFER IVYNNELL LAS3
SANDIFORD KEITH A GRAD
SANDLER MITCHELL H LAS1
SANDLER PHILIP W BUS3
SANDLER STEVEN A LAS3
SANDLER STEVEN M LAS2
SANDMAN CARY S LAS3
SANDNER MARY A LAS4
SANDORF MARILYN K GRAD
SANDOVAL JOHN D ENG2
SANDROLINI LAURA ED 2
'SANDS MICHAEL BRYCE GRAD
'SANDSCHAFER JOSEPH J GRAD
'SANDVALL DALE K LAS3
'SANDVALL PAMELA G LAS3
SANFORD CLARK E LAS1
SANFORD RICHARD B BUS4
SANFORD STEPHEN G GRAD
SANFORD WAYNE C GRAD
SANNER JAMES D LAW3
'SANNOH KALIL BRIMA GRAD
SANOWSKIS ALBERT J ENG2
SANTANA ROSINA LAS4
SANTANDREA MARY F LAS2
SANTANNA DESI ENG4
SANTIAGO ALFREDO JR LAS4
'SANTIAGO AURORA A GRAD
SANTIC MARTIN G ENG2
SANTOGROSSI PATRICIA LAS2
'SANTORI DAVIO J LAW3
'SANTOS VARGAS L GRAO
SANTOSTEFANO MARIA J LAS2
SANTUCCI CARLO BUS4
SAPER CLIFFORD B LAS4
SAPIENZA JAMES F ENG3
'SAPORITO FRED J ED 4
SAPOSNIK ALAN R LAS1
SAPP SUSAN D LAS1
SARACENO SUSAN M LAS2
SARAN RAM NARAYAN GRAD
SARATORE STEVE A BUS1
SARBAUGH WILLIAM M LAS3
'SARCOS OSVALDO RAMON GRAD
'SARD MARY BELL GRAD
SARENA MICHELE L LAS3
'SARFATTY GEORGE M FAA4
'SARGENT DAVID H GRAD
SARGENT JOHN M LAS1
SARGENT MARK EDWARD LAS4
SARGENT ORLETA J ENG1
SARGENT RUFUS M ENG1
SARGENT STEVEN L FAA4
SARGIS DAVID R LAS4
SARMIENTO JOHN G LAS2
DECATUR ILL
URH SCOTT 200 C
URH GARNER 409 C
URH SNYDER 342 C
URH GARNER 493 C
URH FLAGG 318 C
URH ALLEN 139 U
URH OGLESBY 830 U
GLENVIEW ILL
104 FLORA C
207 1/2 E CLARK C
300 S GOODWIN 108 U
1805 A ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT 369 C
301 COTTAGE CT C
207 E JOHN C
URH LAR 496 U
816 OAKLAND 205 U
310 E GREGORY C
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 212 U
302 E GREGORY C
URH TOWNSEND 468 U
DECATUR ILL
1109 HOLIDAY PK C
MT ZION ILL
URH WARDALL 1C19 U
URH TAFT 26 C
604 E ARMORY 105 C
URH TRELEASE 1209 U
409 E CHALMERS 811 C
URH OGLESBY 903 U
OGDEN ILL
URH FORBES 471 C
1707 W GREEN C
308 W LOCUST U
301 E WHITE 3 C
515 BASH CT C
URH TOWNSEND 381 U
904 S LINCOLN U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 260 C
905 S 2ND 5 C
105 E JOHN C
110 W GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 108 U
URH OGLESBY 724 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 616 U
707 MATTIS C
307 E JOHN 12 C
104 E JOHN 4 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH SCOTT 411 C
1956 A ORCH ST U
3222 CAMERON C
2 POMPTON PL U
2 POMPTON PL U
URH BABCOCK 211 U
1001 S WRIGHT C
504 E CLARK 31 C
404 EDGEBROOK 206 C
204 N GREGORY U
1107 W GREEN 224 U
211 F ARMORY C
309 E JOHN C
URH EVANS 301 U
108 E HEALEY 3 C
1004 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS U
URH OGLESBY 410 U
URH TRELEASE 821 U
407 S STATE 11 C
BAYAMON P R
URH ALLEN 339 U
20C6 VAWTER 9 U
URH TOWNSEND 137 U
302 E GREGORY C
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
URH BABCOCK 104 U
URH VANDOREN 219 C
1006 S 3RD 1 C
URH TURNER 315 U
1007 S 3RD C
501 E DANIEL C
502 E HEALEY 308 C
401 W NEVADA U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
78 VERSAILLES FR
407 FAIRLAWN U
313 E CHALMERS C
901 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 416 U
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
GLENVIEW ILL









































































































634 E BUCHTEL AV
1953 S HOMAN
ASHDEANE VILLAGE



























10227 S CLIFTON PK
VISALIA H-l
248 W 29TH ST




9428 N LAVERGNE AV





502 E HEALEY 308
401 W NEVADA






































































































EAST ST LOUIS IL

































































































SAYRE CLIFFORD R JR
SAYRE ROBERT J
SAZUNIC BERNARDITA M
SBERTOLI ROBERT L JR
SCAFURI RALPH L
LAS4 211 F ARMORY C 344-0336
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 110 U 332-3727
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN 4 U
LAW1 909 S 5TH C 332-4675
LAS1 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
GRAD URH DANIELS 181 U
FAA1 URH BARTON 14 C 332-0096
LAS1 URH WESTON 393 c 332-2049
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 376 u
LAS3 EDINBURGH SCOT
LAS2 CREVE COEUR MO
FAA2 4C9 E CHALMRS 1014 c 384-5899
FAA4 31 E DANIEL c
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 319 c 332-0528
GRAD 105 E CHALMERS 204 c 344-5979
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344-5812
LAS1 URH CLARK 206 c
GRAD 1203 MITCHEM u 367-0316
FAA2 URH WARDALL 506 u 332-4386
LAS1 URH LAR 117 u 332-2821
ENG1 URH SNYDER 350 c 332-1775
BUS1 URH ALLEN 362 u 332-3356
LAS3 FISHER ILL
LAS2 310 E GREGORY c 344-7113
GRAD URH DANIELS 235 u
BUS2 1002 OREGON u 344-7905
ENG2 101 E FLORIDA u 344-6642
GRAD 112 E GREEN c
AGR2 URH WARDALL 318 u 332-4349
LAS1 URH NOBLE 320 c 332-0416
GRAD 1405 KIRBY 1 c 359-4568
GRAD 910 1/2 W CLARK u 367-6926
GRAD 502 W MAIN u 367-7870
ED 3 202 S LINCOLN 6 u
BUS3 1005 W CALIFORNIA u 344-2297
AGR4 1103 S BUSEY 7 u 344-7850
FAA4 910 S 3RD c 337-5C44
AGR4 1103 S BUSEY u 344-78 50
AGR4 2311 S 1ST ST RD c 384-5738
ENG3 URH SCOTT 368 c 332-1548
FAA2 1C2 E CHALMERS c 344-1834
LAS2 URH GARNER 212 c 332-0711
LAS4 1312 N BROADWAY u 344-0984
ENG1 URH SNYDER 23C c 332-1694
ENG3 211 E JOHN c
GRAD PHYSICS BUILDING u
ENG1 URH SNYDER 489 c
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 360 c 332-1297
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
PE 1 URH LAR 277 u 332-2985
GRAD 2509 HATHAWAY c 352-6320
GRAD 1103 DELAWARE u
ED 1 URH LAR 298 u 332-3C05
FAA4 312 E WHITE 1 c 356-5757
GRAD 508 W OREGON u 367-5312
ENG3 401 E JOHN c 38 4-53 86
BUS1 1106 S 3RD c 344-9442
GRAD 1514 GRANDVIEW 6 c 352-0234
AGR1 URH LAR 336 u 332-2900
LAS2 1004 S 2ND c 344-9783
FAA3 410 W CALIFORNIA u 367-7038
ENG3 501 E DANIEL c
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1012 u 332-5334
PE 4 1211 W CLARK u
LAS2 HARVEY ILL
LAS3 110 E ARMORY c
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 314 u
BUS3 702 W WASHINGTON u
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 13 c 332-0638
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 359 c 332-1296
FAA4 57 E CHALMERS 2 c 359-3703
ED 3 107 E CHALMERS 4 c 344-1353
BUS3 910 S 3RD c 337-5163
ENG2 802 S LINCOLN u 332-5181
ENG2 URH TAFT 405 c
GRAD 109 E JOHN c
GRAD SEYMOUR ILL
GRAD SEYMOUR ILL
BUS1 URH GARNER 304 c 332-C775
GRAD 607 S 1ST c
BUS3 805 W OREGON u
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN 8 u
FAA3 1004 S 4TH 1 c
ED 4 PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS2 205 E GREEN 1 c 356-9738
COM4 1007 FRANCIS 2 c 359-9705
LAS4 912 S 2ND c 344-9732
BUS4 209 N COLER 2 u 367-5384
LAS1 2107 U WHITE 189 c 359-6013
GRAD STA A BOX 2849 c 359-6858
AGR3 802 W OREGON 21 u
FAA2 1207 W NEVADA u 344-1459
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 811 u 332-5273
BUS4 509 STOUGHTON 202 c 359-7421
LAS4 CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 508 E SPNGFLD c 352-8814






















222 E TERRA COTTA
701 N 8TH ST
10830 S DRAKE AV
33411 HIGSHIKIGKUB
7448 KEYSTONE







7549 S PRAIRIE AV




















315 W COLONIAL AV
154 GENEVA ST
204 S ELLEN ST
1514 GRANDVIEW E 6
30} W BERKLEY CT
3801 11TH AV PL
1825 E MAPLE RIDGE
4 LAKESIDE TERRACE
2815 W 82ND ST
751 RANDALL RD 19C
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315 OLD FORTE RD
RR 3







2107 W WHITE 189





2923 S WELLS ST
7N110 BRIARGATE








































































































SCAIFE DAVID R BUS3
SCALES R P LAS2
SCALES ROSEMARY LASl
SCALETTA LAWRENCE P LAS3
SCALETTA SAMUEL L PE 4
SCALFARO ARTHUR G LAS2
*SCALIATINE JOHN J BUS4
SCALIATINE MARY DEAN GRAD
SCALISE LIBeY WOLF COM4
SCALLAN MARY FRANCES GRAD
SCALLON MARY S ED 4
SCALZITTI LUANNE M FAA2
SCANLAN LAWRENCE A GRAD
*SCANLAN TARA KOST GRAD
SCAPECCHI BRUCE ALAN GRAD
SCARFO STEPHEN R AGR2
SCARLETT CAROLYN MAE GRAD
SCARPETTA JOHN P FAAl
SCARUFFI ELLEN J LAS2
SCATTERGOOD STEPHEN ENG2
SCHAADT PAMELA L ED 2
SCHAAF RONALD A COM4
SCHAAL KEVIN DEAN ENG4
SCHABER LYNNE RUTH GRAD
SCHABINGER PAUL R LAS2
SCHACHER ROBERT ALAN GRAD
SCHACK ARTHUR W GRAD
SCHACKMANN RICHARD C BUS4
SCHADER JUDITH A LAS3
SCHAEFER CAROLYN W GRAD
SCHAEFER GREGORY R LAS2
SCHAEFER JANE A LAS4
SCHAEFER MARK A ENG2
SCHAEFER PAMELA J FAAl
SCHAEFFER ANNE M LASl
SCHAEFFER RANDY C LAS3
SCHAEFFER THOMAS G ENG3
SCHAEFFER THOMAS J ENG6
SCHAFER JOSEPH L AGR2
SCHAFER KATHRYN C FAA2
SCHAFER MARY T LAS4
SCHAFFENACKER GLORIA LAS4
SCHAFFER JOAN L BUS1
SCHAFFER KARLA S GRAD
SCHAFFER NEIL W AGR1
SCHAFFER ROBERT E AGR2
SCHAFFER SARAH G LAS3
SCHAFFNER ROGER R ENG4
SCHAFFNER TRUDY MICH ED 4
SCHAFFRAN JAMIE E FAA3
SCHAIDLE WILLIAM J LAS3
SCHAIN STEPHEN GRAD
SCHALK DAVID N BUS2
SCHALLENBERG DUANE H ENG1
SCHALLER CAROL A LAS4
SCHALLER DlANE P LAS2
SCHALLER RICHARD F ENG2
SCHALLER STEVEN G GRAD
SCHALLHAMMER DAVID G LAS3
SCHANCER SALLY AGR3
SCHANTZ EDWARD G GRAO
SCHANZLE ROBERT W GRAD
SCHAPER SHERRY R COM3
SCHAPIRO SUSAN B LAS3
SCHAR PATRICIA L LAS3
SCHAR SUSAN R ED 1
SCHARF STEPHANIE J LAS2
SCHARLAU CAROL Z GRAD
*SCHARLAU EDWIN A II GRAD
SCHATTNIK DANIEL R LASl
SCHATZ JEFFREY P LAW2
SCHATZ JUEL A COM3
SCHATZMAN LYNN I LAS2
*SCHAUB RICHARD L BUS3
*SCHAUBERT DANIEL H GRAD
SCHAUBERT DANIEL R ENG4
SCHAUDT SUE E LASl
SCHAUER LYNNE A PE 1
SCHAULIN KARL J ENG3
SCHAUM JOAN L LAS3
SCHAUS MARGARET C LASl
SCHAVIETELLO DENNIS LAS3
SCHAWEL OARYL K VM 2
SCHAYER LAUREL L LAS3
SCHEAFNOCKER GLENN S FAA4
SCHECHTMAN BARBARA A FAAl
SCHECHTMAN DAVID B BUS3
SCHECK DEAN L LAS2
SCHECK LOUIS PAUL FAA4
SCHECK WILLIAM A FAA3
SCHEDEEN GLENN J LAS3
SCHEER LLOYD K LAS3
SCHEETZ GEORGE H LAS2
SCHEFFEL ROBERT W JR LASl
SCHEFFEL WILLIAM N BUS1
SCHEFFLER NANCY LYNN FAA4
SCHEFTER LINDA R LAS2
URH CARR 201 U
1002 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 305 C
URH BABCOCK 113 U
58 E JOHN 19 C
313 E CHALMERS C
811 W HILL U
811 W HILL U
103 MCCULLOUGH 2 U
204 S GREGORY U
URH GARNER 358 C
819 OAKLAND U
819 OAKLAND 2C2 U
809 W SPNGFLD U
URH TAFT 121 C
FORSYTH ILL
1108 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 213 C
904 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 1003 U
603 W UNION C
804 S BUSEY U
URH DANIELS 729 U
URH NOBLE 415 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 1261 C
705 W SPNGFLD U
905 W NEVAOA U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 433 U
1607 PARK HAVEN C
URH ALLEN 364 U
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
URH SAUNDERS 117 U
108 E HEALEY 2 C
305 E JOHN C
508 1/2 N GARFIELD C
801 W NEVADA U
URH BUSEY 345 U
1102 W CLARK U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 319 U
URH DANIELS 345 U
URH FLAGG 323 C
URH HOPKINS 321 C
904 S LINCOLN U
VENICE ILL
SKOKIE ILL
902 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 234 U
601 W UNIVERSITY C
1010 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 471 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 232 C
2C3 E ARMORY C
U OF I GER LANG U
URH OGLESBY 526 U
URH SCOTT 213 C
910 S 3RD 228 C
URH DANIELS 428 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 129 U
URH ALLEN 427 U
URH LAR 399 U
305 S URBANA U
2706 S 1ST ST RD C
S 1ST RD C
URH FORBES 456 C
505 E WHITE 9 C
URH NOBLE 412 C
904 S 3RD C
409 E SPNGFLD C
1108 W BEARDSLEY C
709 S 2ND C
410 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 320 U
112 E DANIEL C
206 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 924 U
307 W ILLINOIS U
604 E ARMORY C
1006 S 3RD C
403 N RACE U
URH SCOTT 425 C
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
411 E GREEN C
501 W MAIN 3 U
604 E ARMORY 103 C
704 W HIGH U
301 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 441 C
URH TAFT 127 C
URH TAFT 8 C
URH BUSEY 317 U
























































































3138 S HOME AV
112 S LIBERTY ST
10a N ST CLAIR
502 N CALHOUN
1638 S 47TH CT
63C SHORE RD 327




15 WESTERN AV HTS
1607 PARK HAVEN




21C E 11TH ST
508 1/2 N GARFIELD
PR BOX 46
4C3 W BERKLEY DR














442 S 24TH AV
1052 PECAN CT
23 RUSTY WIL DR
1115 BROWN
303 E MAIN ST
704 CRANE BLVD
3922 E 3RD ST
302 S 4TH





2706 S 1ST ST RD













3205 BURR OAK RD
219 S LEWIS
6100 N ARTESIAN AV
1614 SHADYWOOD AV
8304 TRUMBULL AV
60e7 N WHIPPLE ST
4547 DAVIS ST
44C4 WILSON
4832 N SUNRISE LN








































































































SCHEIBEL ROBERT G EIMG1
SCHEID RONALD H LAS4
SCHEIDEL ROY JOSEPH FAA4
SCHEIDERER EDWIN G GRAD
SCHEIDERER ELLEN C GRAD
SCHFIDT JAMES E JR LAS4
SCHEIDT MARK S ED 2
SCHEIFELE GORDON L GRAD
SCHEIFINGER CURTIS C GRAD
SCHEIFLEY WILLIAM C GRAD
SCHEIN HOWARD KARL GRAD
SCHEINMAN MURIEL GRAD
SCHEINMAN MURRAY L FAA2
SCHEITLIN MERRI L FAA3
SCHEIWE KENNETH E LAS4
SCHELKOPF MICHAEL S AGR1
SCHELL JEFFREY A LAS2
SCHELL LAURA S LAS3
SCHELL RICHARD M JR LAS4
SCHELL THOMAS C BUS3
SCHELLENBERGER R A BUS4
SCHELLER JOYCE M LAS2
SCHELLING ELMER M JR BUS3
SCHELTENS JAMES G ENG3
SCHEMENT GEORGE R GRAD
SCHEMSKE DOUGLAS W GRAD
SCHEMSKE KATHLEEN A GRAD
SCHEMSKE SANDRA G FAA3
SCHENCK JOHN J ENG1
SCHENCK PATRICK C LAS2
SCHENDEL GAY T LAS4
SCHENDEL JOEL DEL GRAD
SCHENKEL KATHLEEN L GRAD
SCHEPERS JAMES S GRAD
SCHERBROECK SUSAN L LAS3
SCHERER ANTOINETTE J LAS2
SCHERER DAN G BUS3
SCHERER DAVID L AGR2
SCHERER EDWARD M AGR2
SCHERER ELIZABETH C GRAD
SCHERER MARY HELEN GRAD
SCHERER ROBERT H ENG3
SCHERER RONALD E GRAD
SCHERER SUSAN C LAS2
SCHERMER WILLIAM H LAS3
SCHERMERHORN ROY D ENG3
SCHERR LAWRENCE M GRAD
SCHERTZ MARCIA A AGR
1
SCHERTZ MICHAEL E AGR4
SCHERTZ RANDALL W AGR3
SCHERZINGER ANN L GRAD
SCHETTLER THOMAS K AGR4
SCHEUNEMAN KURT E ED 3
SCHEWE PHILLIP F LAS4
SCHEWE STANLEY L LAS3
SCHEY JOHN F ENG2
SCHIAVONE PATRICK A BUS4
SCHICK JAMES B LAS4
SCHICKEDANZ DAVID I GRAD
SCHICKEDANZ JOHN C FAA4
SCHICKEDANZ JUDITH H GRAD
SCHICKERT WILLIAM G GRAD
SCHIEFELBEIN SUSAN E COM4
SCHIELE TERESA J LAS4
SCHIELKE PATRICK J LAS2
SCHIERER GREGORY A LAS1
SCHIFF MARK H BUS2
SCHIFFMAN KENNETH N LAS1
SCHIFFMAN MICHAEL J LAS3
SCHIKORA MICHAEL E PE 3
SCHILD RANDOLPH D FAA4
SCHILDT HERBERT E LAS3
SCHILL ROBERT J ENG3
SCHILLER BETH L FAA2
SCHILLING DALE N ENG1
SCHILLING DAVID E LAS4
SCHILLING MARY WELCH GRAD
SCHILLING RALPH E BUS2
SCHILLING STEPHEN R GRAD
SCHILLING WILLIAM J LAW3
SCHILLINGER BARBARA LAS1
SCHILT ERICH S LAS2
SCHIMERT CATHARINA FAA4
SCHINDLER BARBARA M BUS2
SCHINDLER FRFD H LAS4
SCHINDLES LAUREN R ED 2
SCHINGEL PHILLIP W BUS3
SCHINNEER C L FAA1
SCHIRA NORMA MCNABB GRAD
SCHIRMANG MICHAEL A LAS2
SCHIRMER RICHARD E LAS1
SCHLABACH EUGENE LEE GRAD
SCHLAIS WARNER F BUS2
SCHLAX DONALD R ED 1
SCHLAX JAMES A BUS4
SCHLECK BARBARA MARY GRAD
SCHLEEPER LEO B ENG3
5C6 N JAMES C
1600 W BRADLEY 162 C
706 S STATE C
711 W WASHINGTON U
711 W WASHINGTON U
JOLIET ILL
URH TAFT 208 C
RR 1 C
802 W HARVARD C
910 N BUSEY U
705 W ELM U
907 S BUSEY U
1505 KIRBY C
504 S 5TH C
1616 CHEVY CHASE C
URH FORBES 367 C
508 E WHITE 5 C
CHICAGO ILL
2210 1/2 EASY U
906 S 1ST C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 607 U
1303 EASTERN U
311 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 153 U
814 W MAIN U
814 W MAIN U
814 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 13 U
URH ALLEN 291 U
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
610 W STOUGHTON 9 U
TURNER HALL 17 U
102 E ARMORY C
706 S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 113 U
401 BUENA VISTA C
URH OGLESBY 105 U
705 W GREEN U
1002 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 444 C
1303 MUMFORD U
409 E CHALMRS 13 10 C
52 E ARMORY C
AURORA ILL
1107 W GREEN U
URH VANDOREN 206 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH BABCOCK 304 U
1107 W GREEN 232 U
2907 1/2 E MAIN U
706 W ELM 1 U
803 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 268 C
604 E ARMORY 243 C
805 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 113 U
1107 W OREGON 2 U
1005 S 6TH C
1107 W OREGON 2 U
1008 W STOUGHTON U
907 S WRIGHT C
102 N GREGORY 5 U
URH BLAISDELL 212 U
910 S 3RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 311 C
7C5 N LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 278 U
1205 E FLORIDA 24 U
URH OGLESBY 1004 U
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
409 E CHALMRS 1307 C
212 E DANIEL C
1305 SILVER 4 U
1103 W CHURCH C
URH BABCOCK 424 U
1103 W CHURCH 4 C
705 W CHURCH C
URH WARDALL 1224 U
URH TOWNSEND 311 U
1306 W CLARK U
URH WARDALL 1112 U
URH SCOTT 374 C
904 S 3RD C
1221 HOLIDAY PARK C
112 E DANIEL C
209 E HEALEY 1 C
URH CARR 327 U
URH NOBLE 118 C
3 ROSEWOOD PL U
1616 CHEVY CHASE C
URH FORBES 393 C
203 COUNTRY FR 19 C
107 E CHALMERS 10 C














































































RR 1 BOX 178













305 N PINE ST
403 HULL CT
4120 W 100TH ST
403 ELLEN AV 2
403 ELLEN AV 2
610 W STOUGHTON 9
2010 COUNTRY SOI
102 E ARMORY














RR 1 BOX 176





716 S BRUNER ST
808 S CARPENTER AV
5626 N SHORE DR
RR 1











3733 N SHERIDAN RD
518 S UNION
712 N 11TH ST







1226 E GROVE ST
419 GAYLE AV
651 CHEROKEE RD




2952 S 5TH ST











































































































SCHLEEVOGT MARY B LAS1
SCHLEICHER BARBARA A LAS3
SCHLEICHER LAWRENCE ENG2
SCHLEMBACH DAVID L FAA4
SCHLEMBACH JAMES J LAS2
SCHLENKER SUSAN E ED 1
SCHLESINGER MARC L LAS3
SCHLESINGER MICHAEL FAA2
SCHLESINGER PAUL K LAS2
SCHLESINGER STEVEN C AGR4
SCHLESSER JOSEPH E LAS4
SCHLICHTER DORIS J GRAD
SCHLICHTING JANAN M LAS2
SCHLIFKE JAMES S LAW2
SCHLIPF JANET S FAA2
SCHLIPPER DONNA M ED 2
SCHLOMANN LARRY R ENG4
SCHLOSS JOANNE L FAA2
SCHLOSS LARRY M LAS2
SCHLOSSER JAMES D ENG1
SCHLOZ CAROLE R LAS3
SCHLOZ MARY S COM4
SCHLUETER ROBERT G LAS3
SCHLUGER PAUL R GRAD
SCHLUMPF DIANA L ED 3
SCHLY HARVEY STEWART LAS3
SCHLYER DONALD E BUS3
SCHMALZ PHILIP F GRAD
SCHMALZ RICHARD J BUS1
SCHMALZ THOMAS G GRAD
SCHMENT MARIANNE B GRAD
SCHMERLING MICHAEL A GRAD
*SCHMERLING SUSAN F GRAD
SCHMID BENJAMIN D LAS4
SCHMID MARGIE L LAS4
SCHMID STEVEN R LAS1
SCHMIDT BARBARA ANN GRAD
SCHMIDT BARRY L LAS2
SCHMIDT BART DAVID LAS4
SCHMIDT BENJAMIN L ENG4
SCHMIDT BOBBIE NELL GRAD
SCHMIDT CHERYL L ED 2
SCHMIDT CHRISTY K LAS4
SCHMIDT OANIEL L LAS3
SCHMIDT GARY D COM4
SCHMIDT GENE L GRAD
SCHMIDT GREGORY A ENG3
SCHMIDT GREGORY G GRAD
SCHMIDT JAMES M VM 3
SCHMIDT JAMES R VM 3
SCHMIDT JAN ALLAN GRAD
SCHMIDT JEFFREY H GRAD
SCHMIDT JOHN D BUS3
SCHMIDT JOHN J GRAD
SCHMIDT JOHN W ENG3
SCHMIDT KEITH D AGR3
SCHMIDT LELAND W BUS1
SCHMIDT LINDA G LAS3
SCHMIDT MARK S FAA4
SCHMIDT MILTON OTTO AVI5
SCHMIDT REBECCA V VM 3
SCHMIDT ROBERT K LAS2
SCHMIDT ROBERT W LAS3
SCHMIDT RODRICK L AGR1
SCHMIDT RONALD JAMES GRAD
SCHMIDT SALLY ZINK AGR4
SCHMIDT SHARON A FAA3
SCHMID1 STEPHEN P LAS4
SCHMIDT SUSAN M BUS1
SCHMIOT TIMMY LINN BUS4
SCHMIDT WAYNE JOHN GRAD
SCHMIDT WILLIAM G BUS4
SCHMIECHEN JAMES A GRAD
SCHMIEOEKNECHT JAMES ENG3
SCHMIEDL NANCY E LAS2
SCHMIERBACH MERLE R LAS1
SCHMISSEUR ROBERT J AGR2
SCHMITT DONALD J BUS4
SCHMITT JAMES C BUS3
SCHMITT JANET E LAS1
SCHMITT JOHN C LAS1
SCHMITT KATHERINE A LASl
SCHMITT MARY K LAS2
SCHMITT RICHARD LEO ENG3
SCHMITT ROBERT R GRAD
SCHMITT STEPHEN M VM 2
SCHMITZ ALAN F FAA2
SCHMITZ KATHY A LAS3
SCHMITZ MELINDA SUE LAS3
SCHMITZ PETER JAMES GRAD
SCHMITZ ROBERTA H LAS4
SCHMUDDE JAMES F ENG3
SCHNAKE MARK A ENG4
SCHNAUFER JOYCE AGR1
SCHNAYER MICHELLE C LAS4
SCHNEIDER DANIEL LAS2
SCHNEIDER DANNY L BUS4
URH TRELEASE 421 U
307 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 242 C
809 W SPNGFLD U
809 W SPNGFLD U
405 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1414 C
URH ALLEN 360 U
910 S 3RD C
911 S 3RD 5 C
URH NOBLE 210 C
704 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 290 C
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 188 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 822 U
URH BABCOCK 411 U
URH CARR 419 U
1008 S WABASH U
302 E ARMORY C
403 S COLER U
822 1/2 HILL U
601 W SPNGFLD C
URH GARNER 122 C
WILSON TRLR PK 24 U
55 WILSON TRLR PK U
201 E JOHN C
56 E DANIEL 4 C
URH ALLEN 153 U
1835 D ORCH PL U
1835 D ORCH PL U
112 E JOHN C
301 W BIRCH 9 C
URH WESTON 462 C
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
URH FORBES 212 C
310 E JOHN C
1784 VALLEY RD C
705 W MAIN 7 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
806 N PROSPECT C
401 E DANIEL C
1107 FLORIDA U
LOMBARD ILL
110 E ARMORY C
510 E STOUGHTON C
604 N MAPLE 5 U
801 W OREGON U
PEORIA ILL
URH DANIELS 117 U
42 SHEMAUGER TRAIL U
714 CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 353 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH TAFT 312 C
409 E CHALMRS 705 C
TUSCOLA ILL
703 W OELAWARF U
604 N MAPLE 5 U
409 E CHALMRS 1402 C
409 E CHALMRS 1212 C
URH 0GLES8Y 627 U
508 E WHITE 2 C
104 6UENA VISTA 1 C
907 W OREGON U
511 S CHICAGO C
511 S CHICAGO C
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
2503 MAPLEWOOD C
1111 S 1ST C
212 WHITE C
1010 E COLORADO 44 U
URH GARNER 459 C
URH SNYDER 176 C
311 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 130 C
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
URH WARDALL 1024 U
URH FORBES 409 C
URH GARNER 444 C
URH LUNDGREN 123 C
604 E ARMORY C
2202 HAZWD DR 304 U
VET MED BLDG U
CHICAGO ILL
EVANSTON ILL
307 E WHITE 35 C
1600 W BRADLEY 168 C
207 E WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 479 U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 7 C
URH GARNER 372 C
106 E HEALEY C
1104 W CHURCH C


















































































416 S CHERRY ST














1835 D ORCH PL
1835 D ORCHARD PL
RR
183 HARTWAY DR





705 W MAIN 7
1328 6TH AV
15 OLD ORCHARD LN
1512 LOGAN ST
202 SOUTH H
1354 S FINLEY 3D
110 S SCHOOL LN
510 N MAPLE ST












604 N MAPLE 5
BOX 116
221 W 3RD ST
RR 1
763 S 6TH AV
104 BUENA VISTA 1
795 W HAWKINS






8431 S DAMEN AV
10170 S 52ND AV
318 JOAN AV
1007 1/2 OAKLEY AV
905 E ADAMS ST
4717 DADRIAN CT
17821 HIGHLAND AV














1104 W CHURCH ST



































































































SCHNEIDER DAVIO RAY ENG4
SCHNEIDER OEBRA A LAS1
SCHNEIDER ELIZABETH GRAD
SCHNEIDER GEORGE EDW FAA4
SCHNEIDER GILBERT L LAS3
SCHNEIDER GREGG A AGR4
SCHNEIDER GREGG D LAS2
SCHNEIDER JAMES C LAS3
SCHNEIDER JAY A BUS4
SCHNEIOER JOACHIM B LAS2
SCHNEIDER JOANNE N LAS1
SCHNEIDER JOHN D JR AGR1
SCHNEIDER JOHN E ENG3
SCHNEIDER JUDITH A PE 2
SCHNEIDER LINDA A LAS1
SCHNEIDER MARC FAA4
SCHNEIDER MARILYN LAS3
SCHNEIDER PETRA R LAS2
SCHNEIDER RANDAL A AV 1
1
SCHNEIDER RAYMOND W GRAD
SCHNEIDER RENEE S ED 3
SCHNEIDER RHEA K ED 4
SCHNEIDER RICHARD L FAA3
SCHNEIDER ROBERT J ENG4
SCHNEIDER RONALD W ENG4
SCHNEIDER SALLY SUE LAS4
SCHNEIDER WENDI A GRAD
SCHNEIDER WILLIAM D ENG1
SCHNEIDERMANN NAHUM GRAD
SCHNEIDMAN BRUCE A GRAD
SCHNELL KIM A LAS1
SCHNELL THEODORE A FAA4
SCHNIEDWIND L W JR LAS3
SCHNIEDWIND MARSHA L LAS1
SCHNIEPP HENRY C LAS2
SCHNIERLE BUD S LAS4
SCHNITTGRUND GARY D GRAD
SCHNITTGRUND KAREN P GRAD
SCHNIZLEIN JOHN M LAS3
SCHNULLE BETTY Z LAS2
SCHOCH LINOA S LAS2
SCHODROSKI JOHN G ENG1
SCHOENBERG KURT F ENG4
SCHOENEMAN JANET E ED 4
SCHOENEMAN LARRY FAA4
SCHOENFELD JEFFREY E BUS3
SCHOENFELD MARGIT F GRAD
SCHOENHERR BEVERLY A AGR1
SCHOENIKE JERALD W GRAD
SCHOENSTADT RICHARD PE 1
SCHOENWOLF GARY C GRAD
SCHOFFSTALL PHILLIP GRAD
SCHOFIELD BRUCE E LAS4
SCHOFIELD CAROL A P BUS3
SCHOFIELD DONALD W FAA2
SCHOFIELD JAMES M VM I
SCHOFIELD LINDA FAA1
SCHOKNECHT JEAN DONZ GRAD
SCHOLER LINDA L GRAD
SCHOLER WILLIAM C GRAD
SCHOLL MARK S AGR3
SCHOLTENS EUGENE E GRAD
SCHOLTENS LINDA H GRAD
SCHOLTES MICHAEL R ENG3
SCHOLTZ GERT J GRAD
SCHOLZ RICHARD F III LAS2
SCHOMBURG JAMES CARL BUS4
SCHOMISCH RICHARD J LAS2
SCHONERT RICKY C LAS2
SCHONEY MADELINE H GRAD
SCHONEY RICHARD A GRAD
SCHONFELD MARC E ENG2
SCHOO ALAN R LAS3
SCHOONOVER BARBARA B LAS4
SCHOONOVER CRAIG A ENG4
SCHOPP SUSAN M AGR2
SCHORR SYLVIA LAS*
SCHOTT GARY L LAS3
SCHOTT KRISTINE M ED 4
SCHOTT LAWRENCE H LAS4
SCHOUSBOE FREOERIK C LAS2
SCHOUSBOE NICOLAI B LAS3
SCHOUSBOE RAGNAR LAS1
SCHOUSBOE VIBEKE N ED 4
SCHOY KENNETH M LAS4
SCHRADER CAROL E AGR4
SCHRADER MARVIN JOHN AVI2
SCHRADER SALLY ANN GRAD
SCHRAIDT JAMES A BUS3
SCHRAIDT SALLIE M LAS2
SCHRAM RICHARD M FAA3
SCHRAMM CHARLES M LAS3
SCHRANZ NORBERT J LAS3
SCHRAUF LINDA MAE GRAD
SCHRECK REED C LAS3
SCHRECKENGOST SUSAN LAS2
SCHREIBER BENN L LAS2
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WARDALL 926 U
601 W CLARK C
112 E DANIEL C
112 E GREEN C
ROVE ILL
1105 S 1ST C
105 E ARMORY C
105 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 268 U
URH LAR 315 U
2109 PLYMOUTH C
URH OGLESBY 607 U
409 E CHALMRS 1408 C
URH ALLEN 105 U
308 W WASHINGTON U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
URH SAUNDERS 4 U
1004 S 2ND C
2013 B ORCH ST U
47 E CHALMERS C
2013 B ORCH ST U
1108 S 1ST C
URH CARR 228 U
1510 GRANDVIEW 11 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 272 U
713 W OHIO U
2607 B HAZWD DR U
1015 1/2 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 346 C
505 1/2 RACE 2 U
URH FORBES 242 C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
URH GARNER 324 C
808 W INDIANA U
1732 E FLORIDA U
1732 E FLORIDA U
URH NOBLE 312 C
407 W WASHINGTON C
URH LUNDGREN 322 C
URH BARTON 314 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
509 STOUGHTON 102 C
1104 W MAIN ST U
401 E DANIEL U
618 W JOHN C
URH ALLEN 411 U
606 S LOCUST C
907 S 4TH C
708 S 1ST 5 C
MATTOON ILL
401 E DANIEL C
206 W WASHINGTON 4 U
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
206 W WASHINGTON 4 U
URH SCOTT 388 C
2069 D HAZWD CT U
DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
1002 S LINCOLN U
309 S PRAIRIE C
309 S PRAIRIE C
112 E DANIEL C
2084 A ORCH ST U
212 E DANIEL C
2110 ORCH ST 102 U
311 E ARMORY C
106 AVONDALE C
306 N HARVEY U
306 N HARVEY U
URH FORBES 306 C
ROSELLE ILL
1107 W GREEN 134 U
1107 W GREEN 134 U
409 E CHALMRS 1510 C
URH LAR 293 U
202 E DANIEL C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
1010 S 2ND 310 C
2104 S LYNN U
2104 S LYNN U
URH BABCOCK 9 U
2104 S LYNN U
PARK RIDGE ILL
412 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 486 C
URH SHERMAN 767 C
706 W OHIO U
508 E ARMORY C
305 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 517 U
106 S GREGORY U
106 E HEALEY 2 C
901 S 2ND C
508 E ARMORY C



































































208 W 16TH ST
666 BIRCH LN
601 W CLARK
4020 N MANGO AV
632 LAWRENCE ST







709 N EASTWOOD AV
742 WESTWOOD
2772 E 75TH ST 4
6200 W CAROL LN
307 S SPARTA ST
730 COUNTRY DR
2013 B ORCH ST
3550 W ARCADIA
2013 B ORCH ST
972 S POPLAR
138 N LARAMIE AV
1510 GRANDVIEW 11
1221 GOLFVIEW
MCHENRY RD RR1 392
213 MERRIWEATHER










1460 N WEBSTER ST
3611 S AUSTIN BLVD
1172 W MAIN ST
619 LINCOLN
105 N LOUIS ST
2127 DOBSON
18434 S STEWART AV
1133 S FINLEY RD
618 W JOHN ST
328 SPRUCE DR
3029 S 18TH ST
2906 ARLINGTON AV
708 S 1ST 5
1316 S 17TH
621 SHERMAN




2069 D HAZWD CT
















RR 2 BOX 182
RR 1
1615 E CENTRAL 106













6549 S MOZART ST
50 S CLIFTON AV





































































































SCHREIBER BRIAN E ENG3
SCHREIBER NANCY H PE 2
SCHREIBER SUSAN M GRAD
SCHREIER KENNETH P ENG4
SCHREINER AXEL T GRAD
SCHREINER PAUL W GRAD
SCHREINER VIRGINIA C LAS2
SCHREMSER VICTORIA C COM3
SCHRENK HARVEY A ENG1
SCHRIBER MARGARET E LAS1
SCHRICKEL SUSAN M LAS3
SCHRICKEL THOMAS E LAS3
SCHRIVER GEORGE W LAS1
SCHRIVER KATHRYN M LAS4
SCHRIVER ROBERT E P LAS3
SCHROCK CARL M LAS4
SCHRODT CONNIE E LAS3
SCHROEDER ALAN RANDA LAS4
SCHROEDER CARL JOHN LAS1
SCHROEDER CAROL L LAS4
SCHROEDER CHARLES M GRAD
SCHROEDER DAVID H LAS1
SCHROEDER DAVID P BUS1
SCHROEDER DREW W BUS1
SCHROEDER ELLEN L LAS3
SCHROEDER GREGG W FAA2
SCHROEDER GREGORY J ENG2
*SCHROEDER GREGORY L VM 4
SCHROEDER HAROLD R BUS3
SCHROEDER JAMES E ENG3
SCHROEDER JANENE R LASl
SCHROEDER JILL S ED 3
SCHROEDER JOYCE K LAS3
SCHROEDER LORRAINE E LASl
SCHROEDER MARGARET M AGR
1
SCHROEDER MARILYN T LAS2
SCHROEDER MARK F FAA1
SCHROEDER MARYBETH LASl
SCHROEDER PAUL R ENG2
SCHROEDER PAUL R BUS3
SCHROEDER PAUL W LAW3
SCHROEDER PHILIP J BUS4
SCHROEDER RAYMOND E GRAD
SCHROEDER STEPHEN M ENG2
SCHROEDER STEVEN A LAS3
SCHROEDER THOMAS ROY FAA3
SCHROEDER WILLIAM J FAA2
SCHROEDER WILLIAM L ENG4
SCHROEN LINDA JEAN GRAD
SCHROEPPEL LESLIE E AVI2
SCHROER ANN E LAS3
SCHROM LINDA K LAS4
SCHRUMPF FREDERICK B GRAD
SCHUB ZEVA LAS4
SCHUBERT DEAN K LAS2
SCHUBERT DONALD K LAS4
SCHUBERT JEFFREY P LAS4
SCHUBERT KAREL RALPH GRAD
SCHUBERT LARRY C COM4
SCHUBERT MICHAEL R ENG1
SCHUBERT RICHARD E GRAD
SCHUBERT RICHARD N LAS2
SCHUBERT VIRGINIA S LAS4
SCHUGH JEROME P LAS2
SCHUCH PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
SCHUCH SUSAN N LASl
SCHUCKER KYLE M FAA1
SCHUCKER RUSSELL C LAS3
SCHUCKER SALLY R LAS2
SCHUELER LAUREN K BUS3
SCHUERING ERIC ROGER LAS4
SCHUERING STEVEN T LAS4
SCHUERMAN LINDA W GRAD
SCHUERMAN ROBERT L GRAD
SCHUETT LORI J LAS2
SCHUETTE DENNIS D FAA4
SCHUETTE KARLYN A FAA4
SCHUETZ CHRISTINE A LAS2
SCHUETZ DENNIS L LAS4
SCHUETZ PHILLIP W ENG4
SCHUFELDT HARLAN A LAS2
SCHULENBERG DONNA S PE 3
SCHULER GREGORY G LAS2
SCHULER MAUREEN M GRAD
SCHULER PAUL G LAW2
SCHULER SHELLEY S LAS4
SCHULGASSER HENRY W LAS3
SCHULMAN DAVID W LASl
SCHULMAN ELISSA ED 3
SCHULMAN STEVEN L LAS3
SCHULNER ROCHELLE LAS3
SCHULTE CHRISTINE G AGR3
SCHULTE DAVID K LASl
SCHULTE STEPHEN J VM 3
SCHULTZ ANDREA G FAA1
SCHULTZ CLIFFORD L LAS2
SCHULTZ DANA C ED 4
STREATOR ILL
611 E DANIEL C
FISHER ILL
308 1/2 W GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 1158 C
2201 HAZWD DR U
URH CLARK 239 C
702 S MCCULLOUGH U
112 E DANIEL C
510 W STOUGHTON U
1106 S EUCLID 304 C
1112 S 2ND 303 C
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
706 S VINE U
URH OGLESBY 412 U
1207 W CLARK U
1110 W NEVADA U
19 MAGNOLIA C
URH SNYDER 267 C
URH LAR 230 U
URH SHERMAN 1164 C
604 E ARMORY 127 C
URH TAFT 309 C
URH FORBES 394 C
313 E JOHN C
912 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 223 C
38 APPLETREE U
409 E CHALMRS 609 C
401 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 230 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 406 C
URH EVANS 327 U
1102 W PARK C
19 MAGNOLIA C
URH NOBLE 224 C
URH ALLEN 187 U
URH FORBES 202 C
410 E JOHN C
426 FAIRLAWN U
419 FAIRLAWN U
URH DANIELS 521 U
URH BLAISDELL 20 1 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1012 W SPNGFLD U
211 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
207 1/2 W WILLIAM C
1115 W BRADLEY C
405 E WHITE C
512 E JOHN C
306 E ARMORY C
306 E GREGORY C
706 S 1ST 204 C
306 E GREGORY C
208 HOLIOAY PARK C
1111 S 2ND C
URH CARR 230 U
707 W CLARK C
URH OGLESBY 209 U
1801 VALLEY RD C
106 E DELAWARE U
205 E GREEN 16 C
URH SCOTT 208 C
604 E ARMORY C
1208 E MAIN U
802 W OREGON 36 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
503 E WHITE 5 C
803 N LINCOLN U
803 N LINCOLN U
URH LAR 372 U
OGDEN ILL
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH WARDALL 1105 U
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
1782 VALLEY RD C
1105 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 224 U
URH SNYDER 206 C
2102 ORCH ST 301 U
2102 ORCH ST 301 U
1207 W NEVADA U
404 E STOUGHTON 5 C
106 E ARMORY C
1006 S 3RD C
306 E DANIELS C
47 E CHALMERS C
1208 NEVADA U
URH FORBES 314 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 187 U





























































39 COUNTRY PARK RD







1036 S 2ND ST
510 W STOUGHTON
1127 E SAYLES DR












535 N CHARLES ST

























2445 N 73RD AV
1115 W BRADLEY
4926 N KILDARE
408 E PENN AV
306 E ARMORY
1125 BLACK OAK DR
9234 KEDVALE







182 N YORK ST
58 W FRONT ST





203 A SEN OFF ROW
203A SR OFICER ROW
803 N LINCOLN




212 N MONROE ST
1202 W KOESTER
106-C N 15TH ST
2952 W JARVIS
1322 4TH ST
2010 S 6TH AV
8705 HOGBAC RD
2102 ORCH ST 301







ROUTE 2 BOX 253






































































































SCHULTZ DAVIO L FAAL
SCHULTZ OAVID W LAS4
SCHULTZ DIANE M LAS2
SCHULTZ EMERIC GRAD
SCHULTZ GERALD L AGR3
SCHULTZ JANET R LAS4
SCHULTZ JEAN E FAA2
SCHULTZ JEFFREY M AVI1
SCHULTZ JOHN M LAS2
SCHULTZ KAREN M ED 3
SCHULTZ KATHY A FAA4
SCHULTZ KEVIN L LAS2
SCHULTZ LAURA S LAS1
SCHULTZ RHONDA B ED 4
SCHULTZ RICHARD JOHN GRAO
SCHULTZ ROBERT R LAS3
SCHULTZ RONALD N LAS3
SCHULTZE OUENTIN J LAS2
SCHULZ BARBARA A LAS2
SCHULZE HOLLY E COM4
SCHUMACHER DAVID J LAS1
SCHUMACHER KENNETH N GRAD
SCHUMACHER RICHARD W LAS1
SCHUMACHER RUTH D GRAD
SCHUMAKER CAROL A AGR3
SCHUMANN MARK D ENG4
SCHUMER SCOTT L LAS1
SCHUMM GILBERT C LAS2
SCHUMM GRETA L LAS1
SCHUPBACH WILLIAM E AGR4
SCHURTER NEILL PAUL GRAD
SCHURTER PATRICIA D GRAD
SCHUSTER CARL JOHN GRAD
SCHUSTER CAROL A COM2
SCHUSTER CYNTHIA L PE 4
SCHUSTEP EDWARD T GRAD
SCHUSTER JAMES E GRAD
SCHUSTER JOHN S BUS1
SCHUSTER RICHARD L LAS4
SCHUSTER SALLY A LAS2
SCHUSTER STEVEN J LAS1
SCHUSTER STEWART ARN GRAD
SCHUTTE JOHN D ENG4
SCHUTTE SUZANNE P LAS1
SCHUTTLER GEORG W GRAD
SCHUTZ CHARLES E LAS2
SCHUTZ RONALD W BMS1
SCHUWERK ANDREW B AGR4
SCHUYLER MELISSA S AGR2
SCHVETZ AL W FAA3
SCHWAB FRANK ED 3
SCHWAB GUNTHER ENG6
SCHWAB JOHN AVI3
SCHWAB MICHAEL R ENG4
SCHWABE LYNNE E PE 2
SCHWALBACH JOHN E JR LAS2
SCHWALBE LARRY ALLEN GRAD
SCHWALL NANCY J LAS3
SCHWANDNER ANDY L BUS4
SCHWANK MARK R ENG1
SCHWANTES MICHAEL A LAS2
SCHWAPPACH KAREN M LAS2
SCHWAPPACH KATHLEEN LAS4
SCHWART JOANNE L LAS2
SCHWARTE BARBARA SUE GRAD
SCHWARTZ ARIANA M GRAD
SCHWARTZ BONNIE HELE LAS4
SCHWARTZ BRADFORD S LAS2
SCHWARTZ CHARLES M ENG2
SCHWARTZ DAVID B LAS2
SCHWARTZ DIANE P GRAO
SCHWARTZ FRANKLIN W GRAD
SCHWARTZ HARVEY S LAS3
SCHWARTZ IRVING D GRAD
SCHWARTZ JAMES C BUS 1
SCHWARTZ JAMES R BUS3
SCHWARTZ LAUREL B LAS2
SCHWARTZ LINDA J ED 2
SCHWARTZ MARK B LAS4
SCHWARTZ MARTIN J LAS1
SCHWARTZ MELANIE C LAS3
SCHWARTZ MERLE L ED 2
SCHWARTZ MICHAEL A LAW2
SCHWARTZ PAUL MORTON GRAD
SCHWARTZ ROBERT F ENG1
SCHWARTZ ROBERT L LAS2
SCHWARTZ ROBFRT W AGR2
SCHWARTZ SAMUEL C LAS2
SCHWARTZ STANLEY T AGR3
SCHWARTZ STEVEN BUS2
SCHWARTZ STEVEN H ENGl
SCHWARTZ SUSAN M LAS3
SCHWARTZ TIMMOTHY J LAS2
SCHWARTZ TRUDY A AGR1
SCHWARTZ WILLIAM H ENG2
SCHWARTZBERG ALLEN ENG4
SCHWARTZHOFF DAVID T LAS1
1901 MELANIE LN C
STA A BOX 2839 C
URH ALLEN 209 U
309 E GREEN 4 C
URH SNYDER 290 C
URH TRELEASE 613 U
URH LAR 262 U
2709 WILLOWPARK C
URH SCOTT 270 C
URH SCOTT 200 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 299 U
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
1104 W NEVADA U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1001 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WESTON 217 C
URH BLAISDELL 124 U
URH BUSEY 233 U
309 E HEALEY 11 C
URH TOWNSEND 350 U
BOX 141 U
URH FORBES 259 C
BOX 141 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH BARTON 126 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 456 C
URH ALLEN 164 U
URH FORBES 312 C
RANTOUL ILL
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
1754 VALLEY RO C
1104 W NEVADA U
1006 S 3RD C
207 E MAIN U
JOLIFT ILL
907 S 4TH C
111 E CHALMERS 10 C
URH WARDALL 316 U
URH HOPKINS 312 C
615 W SPNGFLD C
17 SALEM RD U
URH BUSEY 430 U
111 W PARK 4 U
301 E ARMORY C
1405 KIRBY C
58 E GREGORY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 270 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH BABCOCK 303 U
110 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1401 C
URH GARNER 475 C
URH NOBLE 319 C
106 N GREGORY U
512 E STOUGHTON C
106 E HEALEY 8 C
URH BLAISDELL 127 U
URH FORBES 44C C
409 E CHALMERS 910 C
111 E CHALMERS 4 C
1007 SUNNYCREST U
1111 JOANNE C
304 W EUREKA C
1207 W MAIN U
804 W OREGON U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 429 U
407 S STATE 10 C
407 S STATE 10 C
1503 KIRBY C
3108 S 1ST C
912 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
URH WARDALL 521 U
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C
111 E CHALMERS 16 C
URH OGLESBY 630 U
URH WARDALL 517 U
306 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 360 C
410 W CHURCH 14 C
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
URH HOPKINS 319 C
110 E CHALMERS C
801 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 417 C
URH LAR 284 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 423 U
URH GARNER 310 C
306 E DANIEL C






































































313 N MAPLE ST








221 E LASALLE ST
BOX 115

















RR 2 BOX 25A
308 HOLIDAY PK 242










351 N SILVER ST













106 N GREGORY 1
2136S THORNTREE LN
129 N KANSAS







4706 N DRAKE AV
9136 N LAWLER
9008 N KENNETH














410 W CHURCH 14
440 MILLER RD
2920 W JARVIS AV
230 W HICKORY PT
726 JUNIOR TERR
6906 N LARAMIE AV
1035 HOHLFELDER RD








































































































SCHWARZ CHRISTINE G LAS1
SCHWARZ FRANK G ENG2
SCHWARZ SARAH C LAS1
SCHWARZKOPF GREGORY ENG1
SCHWARZKOPF LINDA J LAS3
SCHWEIGERT ALAN L ENG4
SCHWEIGHART SANDRA K GRAD
SCHWEITZER ERIC A ENG3
SCHWEITZER FLORA J LAS3
SCHWEITZER FRANK B LAW2
SCHWEITZER JANICE A LAS1
SCHWEITZER MARILYN L LAS4
SCHWEIZER JOHN W AGR1
SCHWELLER KENNETH G GRAD
SCHWENGEL RHONDA S LAS2
SCHWERFR LOUIS S AGR1
SCHWERIN LEROY F JR ENG2
SCHWERTMAN DENNIS A ENG2
SCHWICHTENBERG B R LAS2
SCHWIERJOHN ROGER G BUS4
SCHWIESOW BEVERLY L LAS2
SCHWILK DONNA L PE 4
SCHWIMMER DONALD H LAS2
SCHWIND HERBERT L JR ENG2
SCHWINGEL JAMIE I LAS2
SCHWITZ PETER J JR ENG1
SCHWOCH GERALD A FAA4
SCHWOERER THOMAS L AGR4
SCHWULST WARREN PAUL FAA4
SCIACCHITANO ANDREW LAS3
SCIBONA GUY T FAA2
SCIFRES DONALD R GRAD
SCOFIELD EDRA JONES LAS4
SCOGGINS ELIZABETH A LAS4
SCOPP PHILIP B FAA3
SCORZA EDWIN D LAW1
SCOTT ALLAN NORMAN LAS2
SCOTT ANTHONY E PE 1
SCOTT BARBARA J ED 3
SCOTT BOBBY RANDOLPH GRAD
SCOTT BODE C LAS4
SCOTT BRETT A LAS1
SCOTT CAROL A LAS4
SCOTT CHARLES F LAS4
SCOTT DAVID C ENG2
SCOTT DAVID IVAN GRAD
SCOTT DON J LAS3
*SCOTT EDWARD RAY GRAD
SCOTT GREGORY B LAS3
SCOTT JENNIFER L FAA2
SCOTT JOHN R AGR1
SCOTT MICHAEL W BUS1
SCOTT MINNIE Z LAS2
SCOTT NANCY S AGR3
SCOTT PAMELA FAITH ED 1
SCOTT RAYMONO D JR GRAD
SCOTT RICHARD LYON GRAD
SCOTT RICHARD P LAS3
SCOTT ROBERT A LAS1
SCOTT ROBERT W LAW2
SCOTT SALLY S ED 1
SCOTT SANDRA R AGR2
SCOTT SUSAN E LAS3
SCOTT WILLIAM R LAS4
*SCOUFFAS JOHN R FAA4
SCOUFFAS NICHOLAS S LAS2
SCOVILL MARY EDITH GRAD
SCOVILLE RICKY D ENG3
SCRIBNER KENNETH W LAS1
SCUDAMORE SHULAR R ENG4
*SCUDIERO CARMEN A JR GRAD
SCUDIERO DAVID G ENGl
SCULLE KEITH ALDWYN GRAD
SCULLY CYNTHIA GRAD
SCULLY TIMOTHY J LAS2
SEA SUSAN DAWN LAS1
SEABERG DIANNE D LAS4
SEABERRY JAMES J LAS2
SEABOLD TERRY R AGR4
SEABORN STEVEN E LAS4
SEABROOK KEITH DAVID GRAD
SEALS DEBRA E FAA1
SEAMAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
SEAMAN THOMAS M LAS3
SEARS DOUGLAS F BUS1
SEARS GEORGIA T LAS3
SEATON WILLIAM HARRY GRAD
SEBASTIAN IRENE MARY GRAD
SEBASTIAN JAMES DION GRAD
SEBASTIAN JOHN T JR LAS2
SEBELA KAREN MARIE GRAD
SEBENIK MARCIA K LAS4
SEBENS GARY R AGR3
SEBENS LOWELL M AGR2
SEBOCK STEPHANIE LAS1
SEBONIA MICHAEL J ENGl
SECHAN NEIL HOWARD GRAD
URH EVANS 202 U
URH SNYDER 250 C
URH WARDALL 1220 U
URH HOPKINS 339 C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
1103 S BUSEY U
53 E JOHN 43 C
1106 S 3RD C
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH LAR 202 U
205 N BUSEY 5 U
706 W OHIO U
502 E WHITE C
URH WARDALL 1105 U
809 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 308 C
GRANITE CITY ILL
1101 W PENN U
1807 W JOHN C
309 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1508 C
311 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 417 U
URH SCOTT 495 C
ADDISON ILL
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
URH OGLESBY 931 U
1211 W UNIVERSITY U
810 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY 101 C
102 S GREGORY 3 U
705 HAINES C
1C6 E HEALEY 6 C
1008 W DANIEL C
1201 E FLORIDA 11 U
216 BROOKWOOD C
37 MAPLEWOOD U
URH TRELEASE 618 U
303 N GREGORY U
URH TOWNSEND 162 U
URH ALLEN 285 U
505 E UNIVERSITY C
505 E CLARK 24 C
URH GARNER 319 C
WOODHAVEN TRLR CT U
202 E DANIEL C
2202 HAZWD OR 204 U
313 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 405 U
URH WESTON 121 C
URH WESTON 336 C
105 E JOHN C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 308 U
MAHOMET ILL
705 W UNIVERSITY C
URH WESTON 391 C
URH WESTON 470 C
1009 FRANCIS 5 C
URH TRELEASE 209 U
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
603 S 5TH C
312 E ARMORY C
2611 KIRBY C
409 E CHALMERS 804 C
URH SHERMAN 513 C
302 E GREGORY C
2308 BROOKSHIRE C
407 S STATE 4 C
905 E HAROING U
URH WESTON 408 C
1505 KIRBY 43 C
308 W ELLS C
URH WESTON 363 C
URH LAR 114 U
1211 W UNIVERSITY U
URH HOPKINS 213 C
709 W CLARK U
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
604 E ARMORY 222 C
1115 NEVADA U
905 S MATTIS 4 C
106 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
808 FAIR OAKS C
302 S 4TH 6 C
NORMAL ILL
URH FORBES 244 C
408 E MAIN 8 U
406 W OREGON U
URH BLAISDELL 223 U
110 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 905 C
URH ALLEN 485 U




























































1729 N CHURCH ST
3010 W HOOD AV
105 N WILLE





204 HOLIDAY PK 304
9310 N FRYE RD
1002 DUNDEE RD
RR 1
3708 ST ANNS LN
















446 S BENTON ST






328 S EUCLID AV
250 RIDGELAND
303 N GREGORY
420 N 6TH ST
932 1/2 JUDSON AV
335 W DOUGLAS AV
5832 S CARPENTER
RR 2 BOX 383
421 DIVISION ST
220 S MARION ST
2202 OPCH ST 204
3434 ROCK PKWY
318 N CENTER ST
5 BELLAMY CT
925 S 4TH ST







2 E 7TH ST
3434 ROCK PKWY
7313 KEYSTONE RD


























1002 N SCHOOL ST
1709 MARGUERITE ST
408 E MAIN 8
755 S ELMWOOD AV
220 E ORCHARD AV






































































































SECRIST JOHN A III GRAO
SECTER ROBERT H COM3
SEDEHI MAHBOUBEH LAS2
SEDERBERG SCOTT R LAS2
SEDLET STEVEN M LAS1
SEDLOFF CARYN G LAS4
SEDORY DENIS R COM3
SEEBER KIM E ENG4
SEEFELOT CLARK W LAW3
SEEGER MARC A LAS4
SEEGERS DALE P LAS1
SEEGERS MARCIA L GRAD
SEELEY MARTIN B FAA3
SEELIG ROBERT A AGR1
*SEEMAN JAMES DOUGLAS GRAD
SEEMAN TIMOTHY J ENG4
SEEMAYER KATHLEEN M LAS3
SEERMON KAREN A LAS2
SEERMON LYNN THERESE GRAD
SEERS ANSON K LAS2
SEETOO WILLIAM DAH H GRAD
*SEFCIK JANICE B LAS4
*SEFCIK RICHARD L VM 4
SEFCIK STEPHAN E II LAS2
SEGAL GAYLE L LAS1
SEGAL JORY H ED 4
SEGAL NATHANIEL J FAA4
SEGALL HENRY JOHN GRAD
SEGALLA ELLEN T LAS3
SEGEL MARC KALMAN FAA4
SEGHERS PATRICIA A PE 4
SEGRE CARLO U LAS1
*SEGUIN GARY BRUNO GRAD
*SEHY STEPHEN L GRAD
SEIBEL THOMAS GENE GRAD
SEIBERLING LESLIE K LAS4
*SEIBERT DONALD B BUS3
SEIBERT JEFFREY M GRAD
SEIBERT MARY K L LAS4
SEID WILLIAM LAS2
SEIDEL AVA F ED 2
SEIDEL ROBERT C ENG3
SEIDMAN BRENDA CAROL LAS3
SEIDMAN CHRISTOPHER LAS3
SEIDMAN DAVID FAA1
SEIDMAN LISA A LAS2
SEIDMAN MARC B LAS3
SEIDMAN SHELDON LAS1
SEIDMAN TERRI A LAS2
SEIFERT GAYLENE L BUS2
SEIFERT ROBERT D LAS1
SEIFRID MARK A ENG1
SEIFRIED SUZANNE M FAA2
SEIGEL DONALD LAS4
SEIGEL LYNNE N LAS4
SEIL WILLIAM J COM4
SEIPLE STEPHEN W LAW1
*SEITZ CHARLES C BUS4
SEITZ GARY A BUS1
*SEITZ MARIANNE V GRAD
SEITZ MICHAEL W LAS4
SEKA CAROL J LAS2
SEKON JOSEPH ANDREW GRAD
SEKULSKI JANET M LAS3
SEKUTOWSKI DENNIS G GRAD
SELANDER JOHN M ENG3
SELANDER LAWRENCE L LAW3
SELBREDE STEVEN C ENG3
SELBY JOHN HUNTER ENG3
SELBY ROSEMARY LAS3
SELBY SALLY J AGR3
*SELBY THOMAS GEORGE GRAD
SELIGMAN LAURIE A LAS3
SELIGMANN RICHARD A BUS!
SELIN AUDREY E LAS1
SELIN PAUL E BUS3
SELINGER ARIE GRAD
*SELIVONCHICK DANIEL GRAD
SELKE DANIEL S BUS2
*SELKIS ROBERT F GRAD
*SELL DOUGLAS KEITH GRAD
SELLARS CONNIE V LAS3
SELLERS EARLANE L C FAA4
SELLERS GREGORY JUDE GRAD
SELLERS KATHLEEN ANN LAS4
SELLERS LINDA J LAS3
SELLERS SUE A LAS4
SELLS JOHN H LAS2
SELON MICHAEL D FAA2
SELTZER SIDNEY A PE 3
SELZER TEHILA GRAD
*SELZER UZI GRAD
SEMANIK JOSEPH S LAS3
SEMENIUK CHARMAINE I PE 1
SEMINARA ARLENE M GRAD
SEMKO CHARLES M ENG1
SEMLOW DAVID J PE 4
2035 D ORCH ST U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
909 W OREGON U
108 S GREGORY U
URH FORBES 423 C
URH TRELEASE 309 U
1005 S 2ND C
806 W MAIN U
1101 W CLARK U
309 E HEALEY 3 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
812 W ILLINOIS U
URH NOBLE 318 C
907 S 4TH C
809 W HILL C
306 E DANIEL C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS 1005 C
910 S 3RD 319 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 167 U
808 W UNIVERSITY 2 U
808 W UNIVERSITY U
105 W MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 723 U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
JERUSALEM ISR
VET MED BLDG U
502 W ELM 14 U
508 E WHITE C




URH FLAGG 430 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
RR 4 BOX 20 U
709 W CHURCH 3 C
406 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 404 C
URH GARNER 262 C
URH GARNER 226 C
809 W INDIANA U
404 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 228 U
URH SCOTT 413 C
URH GARNER 425 C
910 S 3R0 C
412 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS 1305 C
URH TOWNSEND 276 U
URH SNYDER 325 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1415 KIRBY C
613 W UNION C
1670 VALLEY RD C
1004 S 4TH C
702 W UNIVERSITY 2 C
401 E DANIEL C
702 W UNIVERSITY 2 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 204 C
206 N WOODS U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
606 W OHIO U
1714 GEORGETOWN C
412 W HILL 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
1009 W MAIN 21 U
1638 VALLEY RD C
907 S WRIGHT C
103 E CHALMERS C
902 S 2ND C
URH BLAISOELL 209 U
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
903 S LYNN C
1803 CARLE U
7 DUNELIEN U
601 S 4TH C
809 S MATTIS C
903 E DELAWARE U
4 CARMAN CT U
2905 W WILLIAM C
312 S PRAIRIE C
1005 S 6TH 11 C
810 S 3RD 4 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 389 C
URH OGLESBY 624 U
409 E CHALMERS C
2023 D ORCH U
2023 D ORCH ST U
209 E JOHN C
URH LAR 331 U
URH SHERMAN 1362 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C





















































































LN 313 AN TUNG ST















43 NEW BRITAIN AV
509 E 7TH ST
638 15TH ST
7350 N KOLMAR AV















710 S WRIGHT ST
8 APRIL AV
5128-21ST AV










15 W HALE ST
2800 MAPLE AV 23A
4035 ERIE ST
1133 N EUCLID AV











5350 BIG HOLLOW RD















































































































SEMMENS PAMELA A LAS1
SEMONIN CECELIA C LAS3
SEMPLE MARGARET A LAS2
SEMPLE ROBERT MORTON GRAD
SEMRAU TIMOTHY W ENG1
SEMUGURUKA WILLIAM GRAD
SENALIK LARRY E LAS1
SENALIK STANLEY S BUS3
SENDER IRA L LAS1
SENDRA SUSAN R LAS3
SENFF THOMAS EARL GRAD
SENG MICHAEL ENG4
SENGER ANN F FAA1
SENICA JAMES P BUS3
SENNELLO JANE M LAS2
SENNER DIANE ANITA LAS4
SENNER WILLIAM LEWIS GRAD
SENNETT JOHN P ENG2
SENNETT JUDY L LAS2
SENSENBRENNER KENNET ENG4
SENYSZYN JAMES GRAD
SEPANIAK MICHAEL J ENG3
SEPTON ALLEN M LAS4
SEPTON RHONDA E ED 1
*SERAO MICHAEL LOUIS GRAD
SERBY KAREN J LAS4
SERCHUK PETER R LAS3
SEREN NANCY G LAS4
SERENE MARILYN K LAS3
SERFASS ROSALIND E FAA4
SERGEANT RAYMOND F BUS4
SERIKAKU ROBERT J ENG1
SERLIN MARLENE F LAS1
SEROTA ARNOLD I LAS3
SERPE ROGER A ED 4
SERVI MARINA K LAS3
SERWINT NANCY J LAS3
SERZEN KEITH M BUS2
SESSION HALESTINE L GRAD
SETHI SHARANJIT KAUR GRAD
SETLAK JOHN J LAS2
SETTLE HOWARD L ENG4
SETTLE LANA KAY GRAD
SETTLER CHARLENE PE 1
SEURING RANDALL D ENG4
SEVCIK DONALD J BUS4
SEVERIN BLAINE F LAS2
SEVERIN WARREN D ENG3
SEVERINGHAUS WILLIAM GRAD
SEVERNS JOAN ZAGAR GRAD
SEVERSON SCOTT A LAS2
SEVUK AHMET SUHA GRAD
SEWARD LESLIE C III GRAO
SEXSON JANE ANN LAS3
SEXTON KATHERINE L AGR1
SEXTON MARGARET R LAS3
SEXTON ROBERT A LAS1
SEXTON TIMOTHY J FAA3
SEYB DEBORAH L PE 1
SEYB JUDY J LAS3
SEYBOLD LAUREN K LAS1
SEYFERT SHEILA S AGR2
SEYLER BARBARA L PE 3
SEYLER MARK R FAA1
SEYLLER WAYNE EDWARD FAA4
SEYMOUR ALLISON J JR GRAD
SEYMOUR CONNIE J PE 1
SEYMOUR JUDITH K GRAD
SEYMOUR SAMUEL J GRAD
SEYMOUR STEVEN P LAW3
SEYMOUR SUE KENTNER GRAD
SEYYEDIAN-CHOOBI M GRAD
SFONDILIAS JOHN S LAS2
SFONTOURIS TIMOLEON GRAD
SGRIGNOLI GARY J ENG1
SHAABAN FAROUK AHMED GRAD
SHABEL MICHAEL F LAS2
SHABSIN RICHARD L LAS3
SHACHMAN LYNN P LAS4
SHACKLETTE LAWRENCE GRAD
SHACTER STEWART M COM4
SHADDOCK DAVID R FAA1
SHADE SUSAN E AGR1
SHADE WANDA LOUISE LAS3
SHAOOW MICHAEL J GRAD
SHAE GARY S LAS1
SHAFER JAMES B FAA3
SHAFER MARTHA J LAS2
SHAFER STEPHEN CRAIG GRAD
SHAFFER JANET I LAS2
SHAFFER JERREL L ENG3
SHAFFER RONALD ALLAN ENG4
SHAFFER TODD A PE 3
SHAFTER ALBERT J LAW3
SHAFTMAN SARAH M LAS4
SHAH DILIP MANILAL GRAD
302 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 463 C
404 E WHITE C
207 E JOHN C
703 W HIGH U
URH CARR 217 U
URH DANIELS 226 U
URH WESTON 424 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 400 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
1108 S LINCOLN U
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 209 U
409 E CHALMRS 1602 C
URH GARNER 460 C
111 E CHALMRS 18 C
1101 MAYFAIR C
URH SNYDER 450 C
URH HOPKINS 474 C
1202 MUMFORD U
1012 S 1ST ST RD 6 C
409 E CHALMRS 1212 C
409 E CHALMRS 901 C
URH TRELEASE 706 U
909 S 1ST 23 C
108 E HEALEY 5 C
506 S 5TH C
1103 W MAIN 3 U
305 E COLORADO U
78 VERSAILLES FR
904 W CLARK U
URH FORBES 356 C
URH LAR 234 U
108 E HEALEY C
1111 S 1ST C
URH VANDOREN 125 C
URH EVANS 323 U
URH SNYDER 461 C
2312 TAMARACK C
URH DANIELS 371 U
URH ALLEN 354 U
TOLONO ILL
ROGERS MBL ESTS 24 C
910 S 3RD C
1912 CRESCENT C
URH OGLESBY 1018 U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1831 D ORCH PL U
1222 FOOTHILL C
211 E ARMORY C
2030 C ORCH ST U
711 FLORIDA U
710 W OHIO U
URH EVANS 117 U
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
URH WESTON 212 C
URH FORBES 124 C
URH HOPKINS 446 C
URH WARDALL 1124 U
URH WARDALL 310 U
URH LAR 188 U
HUFF GYM 104 C
502 HARDING U
807 S COTTAGE U
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 722 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
411 W GREEN 1 U
DANVILLE ILL
1110 W SPNGFLD U
607 E DANIEL C
URH FLAGG 423 C
URH TAFT 303 C
904 W HILL U
URH FORBES 406 C
1975 B ORCH ST U
309 E HEALEY 16 C
204 N GREGORY U
58 E ARMORY 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
1005 S 1ST ST RO C
810 KIRBY C
URH TOWNSEND 115 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1126 U
800 S MATTIS 42 C
902 S 2ND C
DECATUR ILL
319 E HEALEY 12 C
911 S 4TH C
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
NAPERVILLE ILL





























































1606 W MONROE ST
2523 W FARGO




233 E 1ST ST
5724 LAWN DR
9618 CRAWFORD
7120 N SHERIDAN RD
525 S WILLE
550 N 5TH
1202 E MUMFORD DR








301 N ELM ST
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT
14 MELBOURNE ST
4438 N DOVER ST





1287 BLACK HAWK DR
2312 TAMARACK
SCTR 15D HOUS 3363
2447 S ALBANY AV
2523 CASEY AV
ROGERS MBL ESTS 24
6702 N KENNETH
1900 S CUYLER AV
2763 MARCY AV
2763 MARCY AV




















5907 EL MORRO LN




2523 N 75TH CT
























































































































SHAHAB-UD-DIN ABU S GRAD
SHAHABI ALI REZA GRAD
*SHAHABI NAHID A GRAD
SHAIRD CYNTHIA R FAA1
SHAKON TERRENCE J BUS2
SHALLFNBERGER LYLE R LAS1
SHALLON JEROME J LAS1
SHALON BRUCE D BUS1
SHALVOY ROBERT SCOTT GRAD
SHAMIER VIJAYA GRAD
SHAMLEY JOHN H GRAD
SHANAHAN PATRICIA H GRAD
SHANDELSON MARLA B LAS2
SHANE NANCY E LAS2
SHANEBROOK ELAINE A LAS1
SHANER JEFFREY L BUS3
SHANK DANE G ENG1
SHANKER LAWRENCE H BUS1
SHANKS PATRICIA LONG GRAD
SHANKS ROGER D AGR3
SHANKS WILLIAM H GRAD
SHANNON EDWARD J III GRAD
SHANNON EWA MARIE GRAD
SHANNON JOSEPH P LAS4
SHANNON MARY E GRAD
SHAPIRA PAULINE H GRAD
SHAPIRO DEBORAH LAS2
SHAPIRO DEBRA A ED 3
SHAPIRO DENYSE JAN LAS4
SHAPIRO IRIS E COM3
SHAPIRO JANICE D LAS1
SHAPIRO JODI B AGR1
SHAPIRO LEON E LAS4
SHAPIRO MARGARET S LAS1
SHAPIRO MICHAEL R LAS3
SHAPIRO PAULA HOPE ED 4
SHAPIRO RICHARD A LAS3
SHAPIRO RITA A LAS4
SHAPIRO ROBYN G FAA3
SHAPIRO SARAH B VM 3
SHAPLAND HELEN S GRAD
SHAPLAND MARY C LAS4
SHAPLAND THOMAS M ENG2
SHARE ALAN M LAS3
SHARE SUSAN J PE 1
SHARKEY JOHN T ENG4
SHARMA AVOHESH KUMAR GRAD
SHARMA NAVIN CHANDRA GRAD
SHARMA SHEO MURTI GRAD
SHARMA SUSHIL KUMAR GRAD
SHARMA VISHWASHWAR D GRAD
SHARMAN HEATHER E GRAD
SHARP BARRY F LAS4
SHARP CAROLYN GRAD
SHARP GARY L AGR1
SHARP JOHN M JR GRAD
SHARP KENNETH W GRAD
SHARP MARCIA L LAS1
SHARP PAMELA ARCHER GRAD
SHARP RANDALL E LAS2
SHARP ROBERT D BUS4
SHARP SUSAN M ED 3
SHARP TERRELL L LAW2
SHARPE JAMES R ENG4
SHARPE MARCUS L AVU
SHARPE MICHAEL J BUS2
SHARROCK MICHAEL PET GRAD
SHAUMAN KENNETH H AV I 3
SHAUNFTTE MARIO LAS1
SHAVER BRIAN S ENG1
SHAVINSKY BETTY K ED 1
SHAW CAROLYN J LAS4
SHAW DUDLEY ARTHUR GRAD
SHAW FRANK LAS2
SHAW GARY E BUS2
SHAW GRANT W ENG4
SHAW ISAAC LAS1
SHAW JOHN FREDERICK GRAD
SHAW KATHY SCOTT LAS4
SHAW KEITH A LAS4
SHAW LARRY W LAS1
SHAW MARILYN COX GRAD
SHAW MARILYN R FAA1
SHAW R RONALD BUS2
SHAW RONALD J BUS4
SHAW WILLDA JEANNE GRAD
SHAW WILLIE G LAS3
SHAY ROBERT D LAS3
SHAYANI SOHRAB GRAD
SHAYMAN CAROLYN G ED 4
SHEADE EUDICE ED 4
SHEADE MICHAEL LAS2
SHFAFFER DAVID P GRAD
SHEAFFER DEAN ROBERT FAA4
SHEAFFER LANA C LAS3
SHEAGREN THOMAS G GRAD
SHEAHAN JIMMIE A C FAA3
1107 W GREEN 526 U
2116 ORCH ST 303 U 367-0096
2116 ORCH ST 303 U 367-0096
URH LAR 216 U 332-2851
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
507 E CLARK 30 C
URH SNYDER 495 C 332-1878
409 E CHALMRS 1613 C
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 260 U
902 W CLARK U
1211 WILLIAMSBURG C
URH GARNER 259 C
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
URH LAR 496 U 332-3072
S 1ST ST APTS C
URH GARNER 124 C 332-0696
409 E CHALMRS 1503 C 384-5260
805 S LINCOLN 1 U 344-1014
308 E WHITE C 359-9895
805 S LINCOLN 1 U 344-1014
1666 VALLEY RD C
708 W GREEN U
302 W HEALEY C 359-0730
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
511 W NEVADA U 344-5960
409 E CHALMRS 1610 C 384-5684
904 S 3RD C 344-5564
107 E HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS 808 C 384-5076
URH WARDALL 706 U 332-4434
910 S 3RD C 337-5234
106 E HEALEY 12 C 359-9328
URH HOPKINS 417 C 332-1339
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
503 S LYNN C
2104 W WHITE C 356-9398
201 S BUSEY U 367-7325
203 W HEALEY C 359-9163
URH ALLEN 430 U 332-3384
1515 GRANDVIEW C 356-9662
1515 GRANDVIEW C 356-9662
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
733 S MATTIS C
910 S 3RD C
301 E CHALMERS C 344-0800
610 W ELM 5 U 328-3711
614 W ILLINOIS U 367-9676
307 TURNER W U 344-5806
URH DANIELS 710 U 332-2366
VET MED BLDG 155 U
2033 C ORCH ST U 367-3715
508 HIGHLAND C 352-8998
301 W GREEN C
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
110 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-1996
404 S LINCOLN U 344-0381
URH LAR 317 U 332-2885
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 265 C 332-1957
24 WAYSIDE RO U
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
MAHOMET ILL
305 GLENN U 365-3280
URH OGLESBY 310 U
409 E CHALMRS 1514 C
URH DANIELS 417 U 332-2277
1719 N NEIL C 359-0184
URH HOPKINS 154 C 332-1167
URH SNYDER 346 C 332-1774
URH TRELEASE 409 U 332-5505
58 E JOHN 2 C 352-9165
URH SHERMAN 265 C 332-4806
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
705 W SPNGFLD U 367-1634
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 112 C
311 S PRAIRIE 6 C
105 W ILLINOIS U 344-5214
308 W GREEN 1 U
URH WESTON 409 C 332-2057
1010 W CHURCH 3 C 352-7287
705 W SPNGFLD U 367-1634
604 S COLER U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
114 HOLIDAY PK 379 C 352-5797
504 E CLARK C
URH HOPKINS 376 C
2017 S PHILO RD 16 U 344-3626
SKOKIE ILL
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
907 S 4TH C
BLOTU ILL
2010 KIRBY C 359-8516
2010 KIRBY C
107 W CALIFORNIA 7 U 344-5433
55 E CURTIS RD 44 C
50 INDIRA RD TEJGN
2116 ORCH ST 303
2116 ORCH ST 303
865 N SEDGWICK
902 S LOUIS ST
507 E CLARK 30










519 N SNYDER RD
6113 N FRANCI SCO
805 S LINCOLN 1
ROUTE 2 BOX 396






6520 N CENTRAL PK
8629 SHERMER RD
8707 N SPRINGFIELD









1621 W LUNT AV

























3414 N PEORIA AV











311 S PRAIRIE 6




































































MUZAFARNAGR UP I ND
NAINITAL IND















































SHEAHAN MICHAEL L AVI2
SHEAHAN REBECCA A PE 3
SHEAHAN STEPHEN T LAS3
SHEARBURN KIRK R LAS1
SHEARER HAROLD W AGR3
SHEARER JANIS ELAINE GRAD
SHEARER TERRANCE L ENG4
SHEDLOCK THOMAS E LAS4
SHEEHAN ELIZABETH A LAS1
SHEEHAN JOHN P ENG3
SHEEHY DANIEL G BUS2
SHEEHY STEPHANIE F COM4
SHEETS BASEL BURNETT BUS3
SHEFFER RICK L AV I 1
SHEFNER GORDON J LAS1
SHEFNER JEREMY M LAS*
SHEFSKY MARY Y ED I
SHEFT JUDITH A LAS2
SHELBY BRUCE LAS4
SHELBY RICHARD S ENG1
SHELDON GENE P ENG2
SHELDON MARLOWE G ENG3
SHELDON RORERT H LAS2
SHELEY ELIZABETH E LAS2
SHELLEY DOROTHY V GRAD
SHELLY KAREN G GRAD
SHELONZEK HENRY J JR LAS4
SHELSTROM ROBERT L LAS1
SHELTON GEORGE B LAS1
SHELTON PATRICIA J ED 4
SHELTON ROOSEVELT ENG2
SHELTON STEVEN M GRAD
SHELUS STEPHEN S ENG3
SHEMECHKO JEROME W LAS2
SHEMER MICHAEL GRAD
SHEMER RONITH GRAD
SHEN ALICE CHIH-ZA GRAD




SHENOHA MARY C LAS3
SHENTON STEPHEN G GRAD
SHEPARD ANNIE LEE GRAD
SHEPARD DAVID W ENG3
SHEPARD ELLEN S LAS4
SHEPARD JOAN MADELON LAS4
SHEPARD LORI B AGR1
SHEPARD MICHAEL J LAS3
SHEPARD RANDALL D GRAD
SHEPARD TERRY L COM4
SHEPARD TRENT A JR BUS3
SHEPHERD JAY WILLIAM GRAD
SHEPHERD MAURICE D GRAD
SHEPHERD MELINDA C LAS4
SHEPHERD PATRICK A LAS3
SHEPHERD PHYLLIS E R GRAD
SHEPHERD SALLY V LAS2
SHEPHERD STANLEY LAS1
SHEPLEY DOUGLAS M LAS1
SHEPPARD ROBERT J LAS1
SHEPPERD ROBERT A FAA2
SHERBONDY JEANETTE E GRAD
SHERER LESTER KNOX GRAD
SHEREY BRENDA LEE GRAO
SHERFEY WILLIAM J FAA2
SHERFY JOHN DENNIS GRAD
SHERIDAN CHARLES F LAS3
SHERIDAN CHARLES GRAD
SHERIDAN EILEEN MARY GRAD
SHERIDAN FRANCIS E LAS1
SHERIDAN JOHN M LAS3
SHERIDAN MARK F LAW1
SHERIDAN WILLIAM JR LAW3
SHERMAN BARBARA A LAS3
SHERMAN BETSY J LAS3
SHERMAN CYNTHIA R FAA2
SHERMAN FRANK B JR GRAD
SHERMAN GLENN H GRAD
SHERMAN IAN M LAS1
SHERMAN JOHN HOWARD GRAD
SHERMAN JUDITH F LAS2
SHERMAN LAWRENCE E ENG2
SHERMAN LINDA F LAS2
SHERMAN MARK P LAS4
SHERMAN MICHAEL R LAS3
SHERMAN PATRICIA A LAS3
SHERMAN RONALD W BUS4
SHERMAN ROSEMARY E FAA2
SHERMAN SCOTT P LAS3
SHERRILL BEVERLEY D GRAD
SHERRILL JANE A AGR3
SHERRILL JEFFERY D GRAD
SHERRON JOHN THOMAS GRAD
SHERRY RICHARD JAMES GRAD
SHERWAN SCOTT R LAS1
SHERWIN COLETTE M LAS1
55 E CURTIS RD 44 C
604 W WASHINGTON C 356-0385
2020 N MATTIS 301 C 359-5770
URH WESTON 290 C
604 E ARMORY 303 C 344-1266
307 S WRIGHT C 352-6161
1101 W PENN U
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 431 U 332-2929
208 E STOUGHTON C 359-7968
URH FORBES 468 C 332-1133
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
SAVOY ILL
1819 W JOHN C 359-3-538
URH CARR 329 U 332-3149
309 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD C 337-5240
URH SCOTT 421 C 332-1586
914 W VINE C
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 128 U 332-3475
910 W CALIFORNIA U
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
2416 CARRELTON C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
714 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WESTON 286 C 332-1972
401 E DANIEL C
612 W ELM U 344-4306
1916 C ORCH PL U
2301 S 1ST ST RD C
URH HOPKINS 375 C 332-1312
URH SCOTT 245 C 332-1463
2027 A HAZWD CT U 344-4991
2027 A HAZWD CT U 344-4991
1201 W OREGON 20 U 333-1714
1002 W SPNGFLD 5 U 367-2513
901 W SPNGFLD 12 U 367-4593
1974 B ORCH ST U 344-7214
URH WARDALL 926 U 332-4502
205 HESSEL C
URH SHERMAN 101 C 332-4606
809 S MATTIS C 356-6296
111 E CHALMERS 18 C
57 E JOHN 2 C 359-9665
URH TRELEASE 531 U 332-5557
601 W WASHINGTON C
2120 ORCH 304 U 344-0493
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
312 E ARMORY C 328-1787
URH FLAGG 324 C
CHARLESTON ILL
1101 W OREGON 7 U 367-1704
DOLTON ILL
1700 W BRADLEY 189 C 359-38,60
1005 S WRIGHT C 332-4458
URH BLAISDELL 121 U 332-3468
URH HOPKINS 345 C 332-1290
907 S 4TH C
608 W GREEN 6 C 352-7863
613 W STOUGHTON U
MONTICELLO ILL
1011 S 1ST ST RD 2 C 359-0705
A-2500 BADEN AUST
911 S LOCUST 301 C 359-4127
1004 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 129 U
URH SAUNDERS 416 U 332-3689
URH ALLEN 6 U 332-3088
903 W WHITE C 356-6708
1302 SILVER 1 U 344-6980
1628 VALLEY RD C 359-8953
302 S 4TH 10 C
47 E CHALMERS C 359-4521
DECATUR ILL
2012 VAWTER 5 U 344-4905
1605 VALLEY RD 2 C 359-6658
URH FORBES 226 C 332-0965
RANTOUL ILL
802 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
508 E STOUGHTON C 359-1935
510 STOUGHTON 311 C
URH OGLESBY 928 U 332-5319
601 S 1ST C 359-9055
208 W SPNGFLD C 356-9129
URH LUNDGREN 110 C 332-0220
URH OGLESBY 1128 U 332-5379
1411 CENTENNIAL C 359-7273
URH FAR U
1411 CENTENNIAL C 359-7273
1005 S MATTIS 2-6 C 359-4005
706 S 1ST 103 C 356-8867
URH SCOTT 354 C 332-1559
URH HOPKINS 438 C 332-1353
55 E CURTIS RD 44
604 W WASHINGTON
2020 N MATTIS 301
2247 S 19TH AV
RR 1 BOX 109









545D E VIEW PARK




310 W 5TH ST
609 N ROHLWING RD
1703 EASTMORELAND
2053 E 93RD ST
314 N WALNUT ST
2416 CARRELTON
RR 4
2038 S 2ND AV
7235 W 112TH PL




2554 W 67TH ST
7544 KIRK DR
2027 A HAZWD CT
2027 A HAZWD CT
2903 STARDUST DR





ROUTE 2 BOX 16
206 E EVERGREEN
915 E DUANE BLVD
715 LAMON AV







708 S 1ST AV
14245 MINERVA






















1605 VALLEY RD 2
2705 TURTLECREEK
1808 EATER DR












1005 S MATTIS 2-6
E 14322 ALKI AV
947 VALLEY STREAM


































































































SHERWIN MARILYN K EO 1
SHERWIN NANCY J FAA4
SHERWOOD GAGE DIXON LAW3
SHERWOOD MICHAEL F LAS2
SHERWOOD WAYNE C BUS4
SHEVIAK CHARLES JOHN GRAD
SHEVLIN DENNIS W LAW3
SHEWMAKER RODGER D AGR4
SHEWMAKER RONALD D ENG4
SHICK JAMES R LAS4
SHICK LESTER ALAN LAS4
SHIELDS CHARLES J LAS3
SHIELDS JOHN A LAS4
SHIELDS KARIL J LAS1
SHIELDS MARY S LAS2
SHIELDS MICHAEL D LAS3
SHIFFLET JAMES D GRAD
SHIFRIN CAROL A LAS3
*SHIH CELIA UENG GRAD
SHIH CHIEN-CHENG GRAD
SHIH KATHERINE I P GRAD
SHIH TSO-SHIN GRAD
SHIKAMI DEBORAH J ED 2
SHILEY DOROTHY L GRAD
SHILEY RAYMOND E LAS1
SHILGALIS THOMAS W GRAD
SHILLIDAY DAVID A LAS3
SHILLIDAY DIANE S ED 1
SHILLING LINDA K LAS4
SHIM KYUNG-KU GRAD
SHIMASHITA KENNETH L ENG1
SHIMBO PAUL KIYOSHI BUS4
SHIMEL DENNIS W AGR4
SHIMMIN LYNN R AGR2
SHIMOJIMA ANNE L ED 4
SHIMOKUBO JANICE T LAS3
SHIMOMURA GARY T ENG2
SHIMP KATHLEEN A FAA3
SHIN BYONG SIK GRAD
SHIN DOH CHULL GRAD
SHIN HYUNG TAI GRAD
SHIN KEUN SHIL GRAD
SHIN SANG HO GRAD
SHINDE CHIMANRAO B GRAD
SHINDLE JANE M LAS2
SHINE NAOMI LAS2
SHINER MARCY L LAS2
SHINER ROBERT E LAS1
SHINGI PRAKASHCHAND GRAD
SHINN SUSAN C LAS2
SHINOZAKI TERUAKI GRAD
SHINTANI TERRY T BUS4
SHIP TERRIE B LAS1
SHIPLEY DONALD T JR BUSl
SHIPLEY WILLIAM M GRAD
SHIPLEY WILLIS E GRAD
SHIPMAN BRUCE A BUS3
SHIPP HANNAH J LAS2
SHIPP WILLIAM LEE GRAD
SHIPPLETT REX A II LAS1
SHIRE AARON D PE 2
SHIRFY LARRY L LAS1
SHIRK GEORGE BERNARD GRAD
SHIRLEY MICHAEL S GRAD
SHISSLER RICHARD D FAA2
SHIU KWOK NAM ENG1
SHIUE CHYAN-CHANG GRAD
SHIVE BRADFORD W ENG3
SHIVFLY GARY LAMAR GRAD
SHIVFRS GLORIA A ED 4
SHIVVERS BARBARA E LAS3
SHLENS EDMUND GRAD
SHLOSBERG JEFFREY L LAS3
SHOCK JEFFREY M ENG1
SHOCKEY BEVERLY L AGR3
SHOCKEY DANIEL P ENG2
SHOCKEY DAVID W LAS4
SHODA GARRY T FAA3
SHOEMAKER DAVID C BUS6
SHOEMAKER DENNIS D FAA3
SHOEMAKER JAMFS R LAW3
SHOEMAKER JOEL A ED 4
SHOEMAKFR TENA D AGR3
SHOGER LAVEPNE KARL AGR4
SHOGREN JANET C ED 3
SHOGPFN S J FAA4
SHOLDER GARY LAS1
SHPLES DIANNE C ED 1
SHONKWILER JIMMY L BUS5
SHONLEY JANET ELAINE GRAD
SHOOK BRUCE ALAN BUS4
SHOOK KENNETH R ENG2
SHOOK MICHAEL V LAS3
SHOOKMAN DENNIS R ENG1
SHOOLIN JOEL S LAS4
SHOOP MARVIN R JR ENG1
SHOR TOBY I LAS3
URH TRELEASE 73 1 U
1202 W NEVADA U
2108 W WHITE C
1007 S 1ST ST RD C
58 CEDRIC U
1005 S MATTIS 2-1 C
2104 ORCH ST 103 U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
226 DEWEY U
304 E GREEN C
107 E HEALEY 5 C
1301 S BUSEY U
604 E ARMORY 137 C
URH LAR 232 U
805 S 1ST 5 C
2039 A HAZWD CT U
910 S MATTIS C
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
2029 D HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 225 C
URH DANIELS 467 U
2029 D HAZWD CT U
58 E ARMORY 5 C
SIDNEY ILL
URH OGLESBY 211 U
NORMAL ILL
202 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 243 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
2034 A ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
111 CHALMERS C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
1002 S LINCOLN U
58 E ARMORY 5 C
URH LAR 372 U
URH ALLEN 263 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
302 W LOCUST 4 U
2057 C ORCH ST U
300 S GOODWIN 507 U
1908 GALEN C
1219 W DANIEL C
NAT RES BLDG 163 U
RR 2 U
URH GARNER 472 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 442 C
204 E JOHN C
302 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS U
1004 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
1609 VALLEY ROAD 1 C
1808 C ORCH PL U
1828 A ORCH PL U
312 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 323 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 425 C
URH ALLEN 399 U
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
2075 A ORCH ST U
311 KELLY CT C
RR 3 U
URH SNYDER 276 C
615 1/2 WRIGHT 2 C
1108 N CUNNINGHAM U
403 BRIAR LN 101 C
URH TRELEASE 824 U
705 W ELM 5 U
210 W SPNGFLD C
409 E CHALMRS 1201 C
PEKIN ILL
707 W CHURCH U
1010 S 2ND C
707 W CHURCH 2 U
1211 W CLARK 14 U
2020 N MATTIS 201 C
40 ROXBURY RD U
1306 N NEIL C
1003 S 1ST ST RD C
40 ROXBURY RD U
707 HAWTHORNE U
URH SCOTT 316 C
URH LUNDGREN 409 C
409 E CHALMRS 912 C
URH TRELEASE 912 U
5 CEDAR CIRCLE U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
501 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 475 C
URH NOBLF 220 C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
58 E JOHN 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 583 U







































































1005 S MATTIS 2-1




















317 N MARKET ST
BOX 72 317N MARKET
1716 IDLEWILD LN
ULSANSI






















6319 N LAWNDALE AV
1843 DIXIE HWY
1808 C ORCH PL
1828 A ORCH PL
1722 W BAYWOOD
1635 N 25TH ST
1513 GATES DR
102 S CARLYSLE AV
538 W 65TH ST
230 N OLIVE ST
2075 A ORCH ST
311 KELLY CT
205 SOUTHGATE DR
52 BOWRING ST 4/F
BOX 79C2-10
34 COUNTRY CLUB DR
616 HILLCREST E
4043 N OZANAM AV





827 W CENTER ST
ROUTE 2
8251 S CORNELL AV






213 N YALE AV










204 W EVERGREEN ST



































































































SHORE DAVID B LAS1
SHORE SCOTT A LAS2
SHORE STEVEN F LAS1
SHORES DONNA J LAS1
SHORFS SALLY GOOD ED 4
SHOROBURA GEORGE R FAA3
SHORT BEVERLY J LAS2
SHORT BOBBIE J LAS1
SHORT CARLA L LAS4
SHORT HENRY JR BUS3
SHORT ROBERT P BUS2
SHORT STANLEY D AGR3
SHOTLIFF STANLEY GRO BUS4
SHOUSE ELAINE MARIE GRAD
SHOVE GREGORY A LAS1
SHOWTIS WILLIAM J LAW2
SHPUNTOFF ALBERT F GRAD
SHRIBER PAUL E FAA4
SHRIVER JEFFREY L LAS3
SHRIVER REBECCA L ED 2
SHRODE RICHARD IRVIN GRAD
SHU TSAO-WEN GRAD
SHUBERT LOUISE A LAS1
SHUFTAN FRANKLIN R COM3
SHUKLA VISHWA NATH GRAD
SHULE BRUCE A FAA1
SHULENBURGER DAVID E GRAD
SHULER BUDDY DWAIN ENG4
SHULL BRADLEY J AGR1
SHULL JEANNE C AGR3
SHULL ROBERT DAVID GRAD
SHULMAN MARK M ENG2
SHULMAN SALO L FAA4
SHULRUFF STUART E LAS2
SHULTZ JAMES I LAS2
*SHULTZ KENNETH L GRAD
SHULTZ RICHARD D ENG3
SHULTZ ROBERT H JR LAS1
*SHUMAN ROY GORDON LAS3
SHUMATE JANICE L AGR3
SHUMATE MACK H LAS3
SHUMATE MONROE W ENG1
SHUMWAY CANDACE R ED 1
SHUPE CHARLES E JR PE 4
SHUPE ROBERT A ENG3
SHUPE ROGER A AGR1
SHUPIENIS MINA JEAN GRAD
SHURMAN LINDA K BUS4
SHURR MARY J LAS4
SHURTLEFF ROBERT G LAS4
SHUSTITZKY JOHN W LAS3
SHUTA JAMES M BUS4
SHUTE DONALD A LAS2
SHUTE MEREDITH L PE 4
SHUTES MICHAEL R LAS2
SHUTT JANICE K ED 3
SHUTTER SHELLEY R AGR2
SHY CANDICE J COM3
SHYMAN IRA S LAS2
SIARNY VAUGHN PAUL GRAD
SIAS STEPHEN ROY ENG3
SIAVELIS SPIRO S FAA2
SIBLEY JACKIE R FAA4
SIBLEY JAMES E AGR1
SIBLEY RICKI DEAN GRAD
SIBUL RANDEE F LAS1
SICILIANO ANN K LAS2
SICKELS LAWRENCE G ENG1
SICKINGER DANIEL L BUS2
SICKS CAROL J LAS4
SIDEBOTTOM THOMAS LAS1
SIDELL BRUCE DAVID GRAD
SIDER LEE E LAS1
SIDERS JEFFREY L BUS4
SIDES DAVID N AGR1
SIDINGER KATHLENE A ED 1
SIDLER GALE G BMS1
SIDO KEVIN R LAS4
SIDRAN DEBORAH L ED 3
SIDRYS VIDA K LAS1
*SIEBENBORN DEBORAH A ED 3
SIEBERT EDWARD D LAS1
SIEBERT MARILY A LAS2
SIEBERT ROY A LAS2
SIEBRING SUSAN GRACE LAS4
SIEBURG EUGENE J BUS3
SIEBURG JEFFREY J LAS1
SIEDENTOP JAMES L AGR2
SIEDENTOP LARRY A AGR3
SIEFERT DALE F VM 4
SIFGAL HERBERT J PE 1
SIEGAN JEROME A LAW2
SIEGAN WENDY L ED 2
SIEGEL BARBARA LYNN GRAD
SIEGEL BEVERLY K GRAD
SIEGEL BROCK MARTIN GRAD
SIEGEL DAN G LAS2
311 F GREEN C
910 S 3RD 811 C
URH ALLEN 7 U
URH WARDALL 9C4 U
2006 B ORCH ST U
1112 S ARBOR C
312 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 103 U
707 S BIRCH U
909 S 1ST 13 C
1004 S 2ND C
PETERSBURG ILL
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH SHERMAN 532 C
508 W CALIFORNIA U
58 E JOHN 14 C
508 E WHITE C
7 WAYSIDE U
1004 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 413 U
RIVERDALE ILL
307 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 319 U
309 E CLARK C
CERAMICS BLDG U
209 E ARMORY C
1202 BRIARCLIFF U
1005 CENTENNIAL C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
2078 B HAZWD CT U
URH TOWNSEND 412 U
409 E CHALMERS 813 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 229 U
2017 VAWTER 5 U
WELDON ILL
310 E JOHN C
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH LAR 284 U
URH TOWNSEND 279 U
URH BARTON 23 C
URH TRELEASE 231 U
903 N COLER U
713 W OHIO U
MENDON ILL
608 S STATE 2 C
102 E ARMORY 11 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 346 C
306 E GREGORY C
1006 S 3RD 20 C
1109 W STOUGHTON U
404 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 279 U
ARTHUR ILL
903 W NEVADA U
509 S 5TH 11 C
910 S 3RD C
1006 W NEVADA 6 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 488 C
1110 W NEVADA U
58 E GREGORY C
412 W HILL 2 C
URH TRELEASE 1109 U
URH LAR 212 U
URH FORBES 100 C
URH FORBES 478 C
1102 CLARK U
601 S RACE U
WILSONS TRLR PK 63 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 122 C
RR 4 C
URH LAR 330 U
2305 S 1ST C
1005 S 6TH 15 C
802 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 526 U
1961 D ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 430 U
URH SCOTT 428 C
URH OGLESBY 407 U
504 W MAIN U
1776 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 236 C
URH BABCOCK 107 U
URH CARR 421 U
VET CLINIC SA U
URH OGLESBY 630 U
505 E WHITE 5 C
47 E CHALMERS C
605 S 4TH 210 C
310 W MICHIGAN U
2031 D ORCH ST U






























































3309 ALTA VISTA RD
277 LAKEVIEW LN
416 CRESTVIEW




9 N HILLCREST DR
14216 GRACE AV

















































2205 S 11TH ST
1830 N 77TH CT
2008 FORDHAM LN
RR 1 BOX 110











11333 W 22ND ST
17719 ROY ST
RR 4 BOX 371
383 RIDGE
902 LOWDEN RD
1961 D ORCH ST
5620 WOODLAND CT










2921 W CHASE AV
1810 BRUMMEL ST
310 W MICHIGAN
2031 D ORCH ST



































































































SIEGEL DAVID MARK GRAD
SIEGEL ELLEN BADER GRAD
SIEGEL FLORENCE L LAS3
SIEGEL FREDERICK W GRAD
*SIEGEL GARY H GRAD
SIEGEL JANET G COM3
SIEGEL JIM N LAS1
SIEGEL JUDY R ED 3
SIEGEL KEITH H FAA3
SIEGEL LAURANE GEARY GRAD
SIEGEL LAWRENCE J GRAD
SIEGEL MARTIN ALAN GRAD
SIEGEL MICHELLE J ED 3
SIEGEL NED R LAS4
SIEGEL STEVEN P BUS3
SIEGEL TERRI L LAS1
SIEGEL WILLIAM KARL LAS3
SIEGELMAN DAVID R FAA1
SIEGENTHALER DUANE L GRAD
SIEGERT KIMBERLEY A ENG2
SIEGLER DAVID M BUS1
SIEGRIST GARY D ENG1
SIEH ROBERT GREGORY GRAO
SIEJA MARK C EIMG1
SIEKERKA PATRICIA A LAS4
SIEKMAN DIANA R LAS2
SIEKMAN RANDALL R ENG4
SIEMENS TERRANCE LEE GRAD
SIEMER RICHARD C LAS3
SIEMERS RICHARD J AGR2
SIEMERS ROGER L AGR2
SIEMS WAYNE P ENG4
SIEPEL WILEY P ENG1
SIERACKI NANCY J LAS3
SIERACKI PAUL S ED 2
SIERACKI RAYMOND JOS ENG4
SIERACKI RICHARD J ENG2
SIEU BENNY L ENG3
SIEVERS EDWARD M PE 1
SIEVERS GLORIA KAY ED 4
SIEVERS MARY A ED 4
SIGGELKOW RONALD LOU FAA4
SIGLER LEONARD E GRAD
SIGNORETTI LANA MAE GRAD
SIGSWORTH GRANT WI LK GRAD
SIKKHAMONDHOL B GRAD
SIKKUT JURI ENG4
SIKORA GEORGE R BUS4
SIKORA JAMES PETER GRAD
SIKOROWSKI MARK G FAA3
SILADY FRED A GRAD
SILAVIN LOUISE D LAS3
SILAVIN SUSAN LAURIE GRAD
SILBERG NANCY JEAN GRAD
SILBERMAN HELENE E PE 3
SILBERMAN RICHARD G BUS4
SILCHUCK MICHAEL L BUS2
SILER ADA MAXWELL LAS3
SILER SUSAN CAROL ED 3
SILES STEPHEN M COM3
SILITONGA MANGASA GRAD
SILKEY LESLIE F LAS3
SILKWORTH STEPHEN J FAA2
SILL KELLY L LAS2
SILLAR MICHAEL R BUS*
SILLIMAN SCOTT E ENG4
SILLMAN WILLIAM C ENG4
SILVA GAIL R LAS2
SILVER FRANCINE S GRAD
SILVER HOWARD A GRAD
SILVER JOHN T VM 1
SILVER JUDITH F ED 2
SILVER MICHAEL L LAS4
SILVER STEVEN R AGR1
SILVER SUZANNE LAS4
SILVERGLADE BRUCE A LAS1
SILVERMAN CAROL G LAS1
SILVERMAN CRAIG L LAS2
SILVERMAN DAVID L VM 2
SILVERMAN HOWARD S LAS1
SILVERMAN IRWIN M LAS2
SILVERMAN NANCY J LAS4
SILVERMAN STUART H GRAD
SILVERN PAUL J FAA2
SILVERSTEIN MARI LYN PE 1
SILVERSTEIN MARILYN LAS3
SILVERSTEIN REGINA L LASl
SILVEY JACK D LAS4
SIMAAN MARWAN GRAD
SIMEK STANLEY M BUS4
SIMERL LAUREL ANN FAA4
SIMKINS MARGARET R AGRl
SIMKINS RONALD CYRIL GRAD
SIMMONS BRENDA L AGR3
SIMMONS GARY GENE ENG4
SIMMONS LARRY CARL ED 2
SIMMONS MOSBY L III GRAD
214 E GREGORY C
214 E GREGORY 102 C
614 S 4TH 3 C
URH SHERMAN 459 C
310 W MICHIGAN U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH FORBES 416 C
409 E CHALMRS 1104 C
1004 S 3RD C
2031 ORCH ST U
1209 E FLORIDA 31 U
821 E OAKLAND 207 U
409 E CHALMRS 806 C
URH BLAISDELL 217 U
URH TOWNSEND 218 U
910 S 3R0 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 13 U
1004 S 4TH 212 C
URH TRELEASE 1112 U
URH BABCOCK 321 U
URH FORBES 461 C
1832 B ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 350 C
103 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD 806 C
2104 W WHITE 103 C
303 EDGEBROOK C
604 E ARMORY 126 C
URH SCOTT 278 C
URH SCOTT 278 C
1105 N CLOCK C
URH HOPKINS 344 C
URH WARDALL 217 U
URH WESTON 342 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH WESTON 344 C
URH GARNER 217 C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
503 W ILLINOIS U
URH LAR 175 U
106 E HEALEY 7 C
FRITCHRY ESTATES 7 U
1111 E UNIVERSITY U
URH SHERMAN 1157 C
216 E GREGORY 303 C
1301 W CLARK U
1809 VALLEY RD C
911 HOLIDAY PK C
705 CALIFORNIA 5 U
1705 JAMES CHERRY U
706 S MATHEWS U
907 1/2 S OAK C
805 W NEVADA U
902 S 2ND C
502 S MATTIS C
1105 S 4TH C
502 E GREEN U
307 RAINBOW VIEW U
410 E JOHN C
508 W GREEN U
1005 S PINE C
URH BABCOCK 419 U
URH TAFT 109 C
1003 COLORADO 27 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 708 U
203 S WRIGHT C
203 S WRIGHT C
406 N HIGHLAND U
910 S 3RD C
111 E CHALMERS C
RR 3 U
313 E JOHN C
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 330 U
910 S 3RD C
1817 W JOHN C
910 S 3R0 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
735 S MATTIS C
1611 WILLIAMSBURG C
1005 S 6TH C
URH TRELEASE 1122 U
802 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 276 C
URH ALLEN 460 U
URH DANIELS 624 U
107 E HEALEY 15 C
205 W ELM U
URH LAR 314 U
507 W NEVADA U











































































214 E GREGORY 102
8422 N SPRINGFIELD
16616 E CORAL RO
310 W MICHIGAN
3755 W GRANVILLE
38 CREST HAVEN OR
7442 LAKE ST
6576 N OLIPHANT
2031 D ORCH ST
3794 BENDEMEER RD
821 E OAKLAND 207
9301 KENTON
38 CREST HAVEN DR
272 LESLEE LN
2540 W BALMORAL
815 N 8TH AV
5128 WEBER LN
7601 CALLAND RD







RR 2 BOX 14
303 EDGEBROOK










RR 2 BOX 194
211 S WESTGATE AV
1321 ELIDA ST
FRITCHRY ESTATES 7






8400 W NORTH AV





765:7 N SHERIDAN RD




DJ TJ BOROBUDUR 3
1005 S PINE















3438 W MAIN ST






3103 W ARTHUR AV
4004 W 93RD
19119 LOOMIS AV
413 N VIRGINIA AV
NEW MZRAA MALEKADL










































































































SIMMONS SYLVIA E LAS1
SIMMONS VICTOR H LAS4
SIMMS DEBORA A PE 1
SIMMS JAMES M BUS3
SIMMS KATHERINE C AGR1
SIMMS RANY L LAW3
SIMMS ROGER S AGR
1
SIMON CAROL ANN GRAO
SIMON ERIC E LAS4
SIMON ESTHER MARCIA GRAD
SIMON ILENE LAS4
SIMON JEFFREY M LAS4
SIMON JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
SIMON LARRY M LAS1
SIMON MARC J LAS1
SIMON MARC S LAW2
SIMON PETER D LAS4
SIMON ROBERT A PE 4
SIMON ROBERT GILBERT GRAD
SIMON ROGER A LAS2
SIMON ROSALYN WOLF GRAD
SIMON STEVEN A LAS2
SIMON SUSAN M AGR
SIMON TIMOTHY R ENG1
SIMONINI ANN E AGR2
SIMONINI JOHN W GRAD
SIMONS DAVID B BUS1
SIMONS DAVID STUART GRAD
SIMONS JANET K AGR1
SIMONS MARK G AGR3
SIMONS ROBERT A ENG4
SIMONS ROBERT WALTER LAS4
SIMONS SANDRA DALE GRAD
SIMONS THEODORE H JR LAW2
SIMONSON ALAN M LAS2
SIMONSON LLOYD L GRAD
SIMPSON AARON LEE AGR4
SIMPSON CYNTHIA R GRAD
SIMPSON GARY LAVERN GRAD
SIMPSON GLORIA R GRAD
SIMPSON JAMES R FAA4
SIMPSON JOHN R LAS3
SIMPSON THEODORE F AGR2
SIMPSON THOMAS B ENG2
SIMS BRENDA JO LAS4
SIMS DAVID M LAW3
SIMS EARL R LAS1
SIMS GLENN B AGR2
SIMS JOANNE E LAS2
SIMS MAURICE LAS3
SIMS RONALD M JR ENG3
SIMS WAYNE R AGR2
SINADINOS NICHOLAS C FAA4
SINADINOS WILLIAM LAS3
SINASON DAVID H ENG2
SINDER DALE R ENG2
SINGER JUDITH L LAS4
SINGER LOREEN A PE 1
SINGER MARC L BUS3
SINGER MARK E COM4
SINGER MARK JULIUS GRAD
SINGER RHONDA A PE 1
SINGER ROBERT GARY GRAD
SINGER THOMAS C FAA2
SINGER WENDA G GRAD
SINGH ANAND K GRAD
SINGH KUSUM GRAD
SINGH MAHENDRA GRAD
SINGH MAHENDRA PAL GRAD
SINGH SATYA PAL GRAD
SINGH SATYENDRA GRAD
SINGH YOGENDRA GRAD
SINGLER RANDEL L ED 3
SINGLETON DARRELL A LAS1
SINGLETON DEBORAH A FAA3
SINGLETON DOUGLAS A PE 1
SINGLETON RUSSELL M GRAD
SINGLETON VIVIAN G LAS3
SINISE RICHARD H LAS3
SINKHORN CLARENCE P LAS2
SINOPOLI JACOUELINE ED 4
SINORADZKI HELEN M GRAD
SINOW DAVID M LAW2
SINOUEFIELD WILLIAM LAS3
SINTOV HAROLD M LAS1
SINWELL DORIS LAS3
SIPPEL ROGER A LAS2
SIPPEL WILLIAM H GRAD
SIR LOUIS DOROTHEA M GRAD
SIS LEONARD BART GRAD
SISLOW ROBERT L AVI2
SISSON KATHRYN A FAA1
SISTER BAHR JANICE M GRAD
SISTER CLEARY C GRAD
SISTER CLOUGH JOY GRAD
SISTER DALTON JANET GRAD
SISTER ELLESEG MARY GRAD
2120 ORCH ST 103 U
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
805 W OHIO U
1108 S LINCOLN U
410 GREEN C
610 W CALIFORNIA U
GIBSON CITY ILL
URH DANIELS 295 U
708 W HIGH U
URH SHERMAN 117 C
902 S 2ND C
404 E STOUGHTON C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH GARNER 323 C
111 E CHALMERS C
823 W OAKLAND 203 U
211 W GRFEN 6 U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH FLAGG 312 C
URH OGLESBY 624 U
812 HOLIDAY C
301 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 112 U
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
1207 W NEVADA U
803 E OAKLAND 104 U




502 E SPNGFLD C
THOMASBORO ILL
609 W HEALEY 11 C
211 W SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 228 C
909 S 1ST 10 C
URH SNYDER 359 C
OAK PARK ILL
MORRILL HALL 515 U
1424 HOLLY HILL C
78 VERSAILLES FR
212 E DANIEL C
112 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 258 C
RR 1 U
1205 W MAIN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 536 U
URH WESTON 339 C
URH SAUNDERS 217 U
509 E STOUGTON 206 C
URH GARNER 317 C
URH SNYDER 404 C
806 W OHIO U
103 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 480 C
URH FORBES 313 C
JERUSALEM ISR
URH EVANS 240 U
609 S RANDOLPH C
EVANSTON ILL
CATLIN ILL
URH WARDALL 8C6 U
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH FORBES 450 C
CATLIN ILL
300 S GOODWIN 111 U
2078 C HAZWD CT U
403 1/2 E GREEN C
2078 C HAZWD CT U
1007 W NEVADA U
901 W SPNGFLD 5 U
901 W SPNGFLD 5 U
301 ILLINOIS U
URH FORBES 490 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 286 C
311 E GREEN C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH GARNER 296 C
1007 S 3RD C
1110 W NEVADA U
805 S LINCOLN 4 U
103 E DANIEL 11 C
601 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 309 U
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
1101 W PENN U
1102 MAPLEPARK C
905 S 1ST C
910 DUNCAN RD C
308 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 478 C
406 W WHITE C
604 E ARMORY C






















































4349 W 21ST ST
310 WARWICK
309 W 19TH ST
RR 4
1308 DUNCAN RD
RR 1 BOX 15
309 W 19TH ST





624 N BLUFF ST
341 SCHUBERT
9039 N CENTRAL AV
6225 N HARDING AV
460 HILL RD
10622 S HARDING











1906 W WHITE OAK
9738 S DAMEN AV
RR 1
609 W HEALEY 11
7710 S ST LAWRENCE
1161 HOMER AV
PKHL MBL EST




514 N 8TH ST
6 E LAWN DR
1909 MAPLE AV
1085 MEADOW LN




2716 8 1/2 AV
2350 S STATE 608
311 GRAHAM
107 CEDAR LN
2510 S PARK AV




7325 W 110TH PL
3644 GROVE
1523 CLEVELAND ST




50T 1/2 N SANDUSKY














3715 W 148TH PL
571 W 8TH ST














2900 W HEADING AV



































































































SISTER FAU MARY E GRAD
SISTER FEHRINGER C GRAD
SISTER FOX BERTHA M GRAD
SISTER GOLLA MARIE GRAD
SISTER HUPP JEANETTE GRAD
SISTER KENFALY AMY T GRAD
SISTER KOPEL J GRAD
SISTER LUTHER GRACE GRAD
SISTER LUTZ LOUISE M GRAD
SISTER MAHLA JEREMY GRAD
SISTER MINERT C A LAS4
SISTER OSHEA KATERI GRAD
SISTER REMINGTON L GRAD
SISTER SHEEHY JUDITH GRAD
SISTER SMALL ROSE GRAD
SISTER STANEK B A GRAD
SISTER VANDE VOORDE GRAD
SISTER WARD MARY F GRAD
SISTER ZUCCO MARY D GRAD
SISTLER FREDERICK E GRAD
SIT AMY SHUI YING BUS4
SIT IONA CHING YING BUS4
*SITARAMAIAH KAVALI GRAD
SITKO STEVE M LAS2
SITRICK DAVID H ENG4
SIU WAYNE W C FAA6
*SI VASUBRAMANIAN P GRAD
SIVERTSEN DWIGHT A ENG1
*SIWF SANDRA G GRAD
SIX JAMES A AGR2
SIXSMITH BARBARA A LAS2
SIXSMITH NANCY E GRAD
SKAFIDAS THOMAS M LAS2
SKAGER PAUL S ENG3
SKAGGS GARY M ENG3
SKALSKI PAULA J LAS1
*SKAPERDAS CLAIRE K GRAD
SKAPERDAS PETER D LAS1
SKARZYNSKI CAROL A ED 3
SKAU MICHAEL WALTER GRAD
*SKELLEY EUGENE B VM 1
SKELTON JAMES DWIGHT FAA4
SKELTON RONALD L ENG1
SKELTON WILLIAM G JR GRAD
SKIBBE WILLIAM G COM4
SKIBBE WILLIAM P LAS3
SKILES KENNETH A JR BUS4
SKILES LISSA L AGR4
*SKINNER DONALD KEITH FAA2
SKINNER ROGER E JR LAS3
SKINNER WILLIAM DALE GRAD
SKISAK CHRISTOPHER M AGR1
SKLAIR TERRY L LAS3
SKLANSKY JEAN LAS4
SKLENCAR MARY B LAS3
SKOFF RAYMOND P BUS2
SKOGSBAKKEN RUTH E LAS1
SKOGSBERG DUNCAN E GRAD
SKOGSBERG KATHY I GRAD
SKOLASKI SANDRA L LAS3
SKOLNIK CAROL S FAA4
SKOLNIK HOWARD B FAA2
SKOLNIK NANCY S LAS3
SKOOG CHARLES A BUS4
SKORBURG JOHN W BUS3
SKORNIA LEE CHARLES GRAD
*SKOUSEN ROYAL JON GRAD
SKOVRONSKI ANNETTE LAS2
SKOZA DANIEL J LAS3
SKPHA SHERRY L AGR4
SKRODZKI JANE MARY GRAD
SKRZYNIECKI ALAN F GRAD
SKUBA THOMAS D LAS1
SKUBE MARK R BUS3
SKUBIC RICHARD L ENG1
SKUPIEN RONALD J LAS2
SKVORC ROBERTA M FAA4
SKWERES MARYANN FAA2
SKWORCH TERRY A LAS1
SKY-PECK STEPHEN H LAS1
SLACK DALE E ENG4
SLACK OAVIO A FAA1
SLACK JAMES L FAA4
SLACK LAURA S LAS2
SLACK MARK BENNETT ENG4
*SLADE LEONARD ARVIE GRAD
*SLADE ROBERTA HALL GRAD
SLADE ROYDEN J LAS1
SLADEK JOHN M ENG2
SLADFN BFRNARO J LAS2
SLAGEL LINDA L LAS3
SLAGER JOSEPH ARTHUR ENG4
SLAGFR LARRY OEAN AGR4
*SLAGFR ROSEMARY V ENG3
SLAGER STEPHEN J FAA4
SLAMA MARGARET J AGR2
SLAMAR RICHARD BUS2
URH SHERMAN 324 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 398 U
904 W GREEN 503 U
206 N NEW C
SAUK VILLAGE ILL
URH SHERMAN 319 C
URH SHERMAN 314 C
207 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 378 U
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 291 U
102 E DANIEL C
405 S 6TH C
1307 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SHERMAN 312 C
707 W OREGON U
707 W OREGON U
1005 S WRIGHT C
22 ROXBURY RD U
URH LAR 374 U
URH LAR 374 U
403 E GREEN 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 384 U
1505 KIRBY 6 C
1009 W MAIN 32 U
1107 W GREEN 535 U
1004 S 2ND C
1010 W WILLIAM C
URH WESTON 309 C
508 E CHALMERS C
901 S 6TH C
1110 S 2ND C
313 E ARMORY C
112 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 308 C
912 W PARK C
912 W PARK C
710 OHIO U
516 N GARFIELD C
MAHOMET ILL
1103 S 1ST ST C
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
2207 VALLEY BROOK C
715 S RANDOLPH C
312 E ARMORY C
1832 C ORCH PL U
907 W MAIN U
2002 CRESCENT C
URH ALLEN 356 U
1203 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 462 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
305 E GREEN 1 C
507 W ELM U
211 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 217 U
1511 KIRBY 8 C
URH VAN DOREN 202 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
409 E CHALMRS 1611 C
409 E CHALMRS 907 C
301 E CHALMERS C
310 E JOHN C
1316 HEDGE RO C
2108 ORCH ST 204 U
URH WARDALL 1010 U
409 E CHALMRS 1212 C
508 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN 521 U
705 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 331 U
106 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 540 U
311 E ARMORY C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
401 S COLER U
1007 S 3RD C
URH CARR 121 U
105 E CHALMERS 304 C
313 E ARMORY C
MAPLE PL 301 C
409 E CHALMRS 1309 C
DIXON ILL
300 S GOODWIN 412 U
300 S GOODWIN 412 U
URH GARNER 209 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 108 U
103 E STOUGHTON 6 C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
1002 S LINCOLN U
505 PARK HAVEN CT C
505 PARK HAVEN CT C
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
























































4800 S LAWLER AV
3115 LEXINGTON RD
MT CARMEL








1123 W PRATT BLVD
CONVENT HOLY NAMES
2916 W 47TH ST
520 PLAINFIELD AV
2121 E 72ND ST
2408 W HEADING AV




















912 W PARK AV
415 N OAK AV
516 N GARFIELD
ROUTE 4 BOX 108-A
1302 BUCHANAN




703 W NORTH ST
RR 2
2002 CRESCENT
9 E ROCKET CIRCLE
ROUTE 1
1510 CLEVELAND













2105 S 22ND AV
2108 ORCH ST 204
5425 N KIMBALL
8240 W 91ST ST
311 S PECK AV
935 HUCKLEBERRY LN
705 W CALIFORNIA
221 W HAWLEY ST
106 HOLIDAY PARK
7722 S KEELER AV
5704 S MOODY AV
18W327 CLAREMNT DR
5712 W LELAND AV
3537 W 116TH ST
187 OLMSTED RD
9608 W ADDISON ST
1211 W LONNOUIST
309 N JOHN ST
3655 POPLAR RD
904 MYRTLE AV
300 S GOODWIN 412
300 S GOODWIN 412
128 S SEYMOUR AV
1924 NORFOLK AV
2104 S 18TH AV
919 N 6TH ST
RR 1
RR 1
505 PARK HAVEN CT





































































































SLAS RAYMOND JOSEPH GRAD
SLATE ARCH Y ENG3
SLATE MITCHELL P LAS1
SLATER ALLEN E FAA1
SLATER ANNE E LAS2
SLATER DAVID W AGR3
SLATER DIANA LYNN GRAD
SLATER JOAN C FAA2
SLATER KAY L AGR2
SLATER THEDA ED 3
SLATTERY JUDITH A COM3
SLAUGHTER NICHOLAS R LAS2
SLAVIK NELSON SIGMAN GRAD
SLAVIN LAURIE R LAW1
SLAVINSKAS LINAS K LAS1
SLAVINSKAS VIDA M BUS2
SLAWIKOWSKI JOHN W GRAD
SLAYBACK RICHARD A ENG1
SLAYBAUGH JACK ERROL GRAD
SLAYTON DENNIS P FAA4
SLAYTON MICHAEL D AGR2
SLEDD CAMELLA J LAS1
SLEDD CAMILLE J LAS1
SLEDD GREGORY J LAS3
SLEDD YVONNE V LAS1
SLEDGE YVETTE L BUS1
SLEEP RICHARD A BUS3
SLEEZER DANIEL L ENG1
SLEEZER JEANETTE C AGR2
SLEJKO FRANK LUCIANO GRAD
SLENTZ ROBERT J BUS4
SLEPICKA CHARLES H LAS3
SLEPICKA ELIZABETH A LAS1
SLEZAK CHARLENE M FAA3
SLIDER DARRELL L LAS2
SLIFE CHARLES W LAS4
*SLIFE KRISTEN B PE 4
SLIGAR STEPHEN GARY GRAD
SLIGER MARY L LAS4
SLIGHTAM ROBERT J GRAD
*SLIMMON ROBERT F GRAD
SLINGERLAND BARRY A BUS4
SLIVA NANCY A PE 1
SLIVKA VINCENT I II FAA3
SLIVKEN BETH J LAS4
SLIVKEN EDWARD C BUS4
SLIVKEN SUSAN G BUS4
SLIVON LOUISE D LAS2
SLIWINSKI BEN J ENG2
SLOAN OANA HUGH GRAD
SLOAN EUGENE DENNIS FAA4
SLOAN JANE ANN LAS3
SLOAN LINDY M LAS4
SLOAN MARLA F LAS2
SLOAN MIKEL L LAS1
SLOAN PAMELA M FAA2
SLOAN RICHARD ELMONT LAS4
SLOAN ROSELLEN J BUS2
SLOAN STEPHEN JACOB GRAO
SLOAN SUSAN S LAS3
SLOBODIN LEONARD F GRAD
SLOCUM SUZANNE M ED 3
SLOCUMB CATHERINE E LAS4
SLORP LEE HENRY GRAD
SLORP MARY ANN WAVRO GRAD
SLOSAR CATHERINE A LAS3
SLOTO JAMES R LAS3
SLOVAK CHARLES J III GRAD
SLOWIK JOHN HENRY GRAO
SLOWIKOWSKI RICHARD BUS2
SLOWINSKI BRUCE E LAS2
SLOWN DAVID J ENG3
*SLUIS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
SLUSHER CARROLL WAYN ENG4
SLUSHER LAVCNNE C GRAD
SLUSHER ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
SLUTZKY JERROLD E BUS2
SLUTZKY RODNEY CLARK LAW2
SMAARDYK JANE E FAA4
SMAGA JOHN A ENG4
*SMAIL CAROL BURRUS GRAD
*SMALL HOWARD W LAW1
SMALL JACK E JR ENG2
SMALL SUSAN J ED 1
SMALLER DANA L LAS2
SMALLEY FRANCIS E AGR1
SMALLEY JOHNNE VM 2
SMALLWOOD RICHARD L LAW3
SMALTER DIANA J AGRl
SMALTER SUSAN L ED 2
SMALZER JOSEPH FRANK LAS1
SMART BARBARA J ED 3
SMART WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
SMASON JOEL D ENG1
SMAW ALONZO L LAS3
SMEAD MARTHA J FAA1
SMEENGE DONALD R GRAD
2114 ORCH ST 104 U
URH TOWNSEND 221 C
URH TOWNSEND 269 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 317 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH SHERMAN 167 C
URH CLARK 214 C
805 W OHIO U
603 S 4TH 2 C
910 W NEVADA 1 U
URH TOWNSENO 351 U
1820 PARKDALE C
310 E WHITE C
URH WESTON 474 C
1112 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 1363 C
URH OGLESBY 502 U
605 W ILLINOIS U
ALTON ILL
URH GARNER 408 C
URH TRELEASE 410 U
URH TRELEASE 410 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
URH LUNDGREN 226 C
308 N STATE 9 C
102 E CHALMERS C
410 E GREEN C
606 W OHIO U
606 S MATTIS C
URH WESTON 266 C
URH ALLEN 415 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBES 450 C
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
805 OAKLAND 108 U
1406 PHILO RD U
602 E STOUGHTON 15 C
MANSFIELD ILL
1107 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1508 C
URH WESTON 202 C
503 E WHITE 2 C
406 SUNRISE U
406 SUNRISE U
412 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 619 U
901 S 1ST 22 C
401 1/2 N RACE U
506 S LINCOLN 4 U
NEW BOSTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 623 U
504 E PENN U
311 E SPRINGFIELD C
312 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 374 C
511 BASH CT C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 10 U
710 S ELM C
108 E HEALEY 15 C
302 E ARMORY C
2106 ORCH ST 201 U
2106 ORCH ST 201 U
URH CLARK 323 C
907 S 4TH C
300 S GOODWIN 403 U
URH DANIELS 634 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 485 U
URH HOPKINS 242 C
825 1/2 VINE C
412 W ELM U
1904 GREENDALE C
1904 GREENDALE C
910 S 3RD 418 C
505 E WHITE 9 C
URH EVANS 440 U
URH FORBES 208 C
MOWEAOUA ILL
701 W CHURCH U
904 W GREEN 608 U
105 E HEALEY C
URH ALPHA HSE I U
8001 W NEVADA 8 U
1007 E PENN U
512 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 250 C
405 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 258 C
310 E WHITE 25 C
1317 FREDERICK C
URH BABCOCK 118 U
STA A BOX 2051 C
URH CLARK 328 C








































































4155 SPUR HILL DR
1515 SCOTT AV
RR 1





3630 W 81ST ST
3630 W 81ST ST
2936 W LOGAN BLVD









308 N STATE 9
1053 N AUSTIN BLVD
ROUTE 1 BOX 243




3832 S EUCLID AV
1444 VISTA LN
1107 1/2 W OREGON











1144 S ELMWOOD AV
414 S WALNUT ST













2106 ORCH ST 201
2106 ORCH ST 201
835 RIDGE
105 E NORTHGATE RD
300 S GOODWIN 403
URH DANIELS 634
3710 S CENTRAL AV





















1235 S 23RD ST
1317 FREDERICK
471 TALALA





































































































SMELCER DAVID A BUS1
SMELCER JOHN B I I LAS2
SMELCER WILMA JEAN GRAD
SMELTZER MICHAEL K COM4
SMETKO CRAIG N LAS1
SMICKLAS KATHLEEN M LAS2
SMIDL JANET R LAS3
SMIETANSKI ALAN F LAS3
SMIETANSKI DEBRA K LAS1
'SMILEY CHARLES F GRAD
SMILEY LINDA S ED 3
SMILEY PATRICK W BUS1
SMILEY ROBERT W LAS4
SMILEY THOMAS D ENG3
SMILJANIC MILAN M GRAD
SMILOWITZ ROBERT GRAD
SMITH ALLEN HENRY ENG4
SMITH ANDREW J PE 3
SMITH ARLENE F LAS4
SMITH ARTHUR F LAS3
SMITH BARBARA E ED 2
SMITH BARBARA J LAS3
SMITH BARRY C LAS4
SMITH BETTY A ED 3
SMITH BEVERLY ANN GRAD
'SMITH BEVERLY ANN GRAD
SMITH BRADLEY T FAA2
SMITH BRIAN L ENG4
SMITH CAMPBELL D FAA3
SMITH CANDACE L ED 4
'SMITH CARL M LAS4
SMITH CAROL A LAW2
SMITH CAROL ESTHER GRAD
SMITH CAROLINE M LAS1
•SMITH CATHARINE T GRAD
'SMITH CATHERINE S ED 4
SMITH CHARLES A COM4
SMITH CHARLES LEE JR BUS4
'SMITH CHARLES M GRAD
SMITH CHARLOTTE BUS1
'SMITH CHRISTIANA KOL GRAa
SMITH CRAIG B LAS2
SMITH CRAIG M FAA2
SMITH CRAIG M LAS3
SMITH CURTIS D LAS3
SMITH CYNTHIA L LAS4
SMITH DALE R ENG1
SMITH DANIEL B BUS2
SMITH DANIEL CHARLES LAS1
SMITH DANIEL J LAS2
SMITH DANIEL L AGR2
SMITH DANIEL S AGR3
SMITH DARRYL LYLE GRAD
SMITH DAVID BRUCE LAS4
SMITH DAVID BUCK GRAD
SMITH DAVID EDWARD AGR4
SMITH DAVID H ENG1
SMITH DAVID M FAA3
SMITH DAVID R GRAD
'SMITH DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
SMITH DEBORAH A ED 1
SMITH DEBORAH K AGR1
SMITH DEBORAH S LAS1
SMITH DIANA S AGR2
SMITH DIANNA LYNNE GRAD
'SMITH DONNA SLIFER LAS4
'SMITH DOROTHEA ELLEN GRAD
'SMITH DOROTHY J HUFF GRAD
SMITH DOUGLAS A AGR3
SMITH DRAIN P BUS4
SMITH DUANE E LAS1
SMITH DYRICE ED 1
SMITH EDWARD R AVI2
SMITH ELIZABETH J AGR4
SMITH ELIZABETH J AGR2
'SMITH FSTER GOTTLIEB GRAD
'SMITH ETHEL J P LAS4
SMITH FRED L AGR3
SMITH GARY E LAS2
SMITH GARY G ENG4
SMITH GAYLE FRANCES GRAD
SMITH GERRITT F LAS3
SMITH GLENN F ENG2
'SMITH GLORIA FULLER GRAD
SMITH GREGORY H ENG1
SMITH GREGORY P LAS4
SMITH GREGORY R LAS2
'SMITH HOLLY D LAS4
SMITH JACK C ENG2
SMITH JAMES E AGR3
SMITH JAMES EDWARD ENG4
'SMITH JAMES GORDON GRAD
SMITH JAMES L BUS4
'SMITH JAMES MICHAEL GRAD
SMITH JAMES R BUS1
SMITH JAMES W ENG3
'SMITH JAMES WARD ENG3
URH CARR 128 U
1109 STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD 902 C
503 E WHITE 7 C
URH TAFT 314 C
509 E WHITE C
412 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
URH WARDALL 1006 U
602 E STOUGHTON 25 C
904 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 306 C
307 E GREEN C
URH BABCCCK 408 U
URH SHERMAN 960 C
BROOKLYN N Y
807 N LINCOLN U
1104 S HOLIDAY C
702 S GOODWIN U
301 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 1121 U
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
708 W HIGH U
URH WARDALL 1021 U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
1402 E FLORIDA U
URH SNYDER 226 C
URH WESTON 382 C
501 E DANIEL C
RR 1 C
51 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 282 U
909 S 5TH C
ALSIP ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
906 1/2 E CALIFNIA U
URH HOPKINS 156 C
409 E CHALMERS 605 C
2301 BROOKSHIRE C
URH TRELEASE 1104 U
2409 CARRELTON C
203 N HARVEY U
409 E CHALMRS 1603 C
URH GARNER 364 C
313 ARMORY C
111 S BUSEY 7 U
URH TOWNSEND 540 U
URH TOWNSEND 474 U
110 E CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND 569 U
3409 LAKESHORE C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 5 C
URH SHERMAN 160 C
614 W HILL 2 C
1009 W MAIN 33 U
MASON ILL
URH ALLEN 2 U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 5 C
1 OAKWOOD U
809 W ILLINOIS 9 U
URH ALLEN 437 U
URH TRELEASE 1225 U
URH LAR 424 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 404 C
709 S MAPLE U
2408 S POND U
104 E JOHN 2 C
RR 3 C
URH ALLEN 370 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 348 U
1814 VALLEY RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH LAR 397 U
403 PFEFFER RD U
STA A BOX 2080 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 618 U
19 LEXINGTON U
URH SHERMAN 1047 C
1004 S 4TH C
1110 S 2ND C
RANTOUL ILL
1205 W PARK C
901 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 276 C
121 W FRANKLIN U
URH BABCOCK 419 U
58 E GREGORY C
601 S 5TH C
1402 E FLORIDA U
URH OGLESBY 829 U
617 W HILL C
URH SNYDER 295 C
URH WESTON 262 C










































































920 W WALNUT ST























807 W MAPLE ST










903 W HOWETT ST
621 E SHAWNEE
301 N WILLIAMS DR
7773 S KARLOV AV
22 PEGGY ANN DR
STA A BOX 2472
444 S STEWART AV
3409 LAKESHORE




RR 1 BOX 108
1532 ROSE VIRGINIA










104 E JOHN 2
RR 2
8450 S SANGAMON ST
607 S CLINTON
839 N CLEVELAND






662 TIMBER HILL RD
1646 ASH ST
744 W IRVING PARK
121 W JACKSON










395 N CEDAR ST
9843 MEDFORD
RR 3




































































































SMITH JAN E LAS3
SMITH JANE ELEANOR GRAD
SMITH JAY A LAS2
SMITH JEFFREY S GRAD
SMITH JOANN P ED 4
SMITH JOHN B AGR2
SMITH JOHN CLAIR GRAD
SMITH JOHN T GRAD
SMITH JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
SMITH JOSEPH L ENG1
SMITH JULIE BRYANT GRAD
SMITH JULIETTE PE 3
SMITH JULIETTE M AGR1
SMITH KAREN E FAA2
SMITH KATHLEEN A LAS1
SMITH KATHRYN L LAS3
SMITH KEITH L ENG2
SMITH KENNETH J LAS1
SMITH LARRY L FAA3
SMITH LARRY PAUL GRAD
SMITH LAWRENCE LEE GRAD
SMITH LAWRENCE N GRAD
SMITH LAWRENCE S LAS3
SMITH LINDA CHERYL GRAD
SMITH LOIS E AGR1
SMITH LUCILLE OLIVIA GRAD
SMITH LUTHER A JR LAS4
SMITH MARGARET B ED 4
SMITH MARGARET J BUS2
SMITH MARILYNN UNGER GRAD
SMITH MARK A LAS2
SMITH MARK ANDREW GRAD
SMITH MARK M LAS3
SMITH MARK S AGR2
SMITH MARY HITCHCOCK LAS4
SMITH MARY MAGOALINE ED 5
SMITH MARY PRENZEL LAS3
SMITH MARY T LAS1
SMITH MEHLIN B LAS6
SMITH MICHAEL D AGR1
SMITH MICHAEL J AGR4
SMITH MICHAEL FAA4
SMITH MICHAEL R GRAD
SMITH MICHAEL W AGR3
SMITH MICHALINE M LAS1
SMITH NICKY LEE GRAD
SMITH NORMAN ROBERT GRAD
SMITH PAMELA L LAS1
SMITH PAMELA S ED 3
SMITH PATRICIA A LAS2
SMITH PATRICIA C LAS1
SMITH PATRICIA MARIE GRAD
SMITH PAUL ARTHUR ENG4
SMITH PAUL GANO GRAD
SMITH PAUL R JR GRAD
SMITH PAUL S COM3
SMITH PENINNAH AGR1
SMITH PETER B FAA2
SMITH PHILLIP D LAS4
SMITH PORTER ALEXIAN LAS3
SMITH RANDALL K ENG1
SMITH RAYMOND DEAN ED 2
SMITH RICHARD J ENG3
SMITH RICHARD J LAS3
SMITH RICHARD LEE GRAD
SMITH ROBERT A BUS1
SMITH ROBERT GORDON GRAD
SMITH ROBERT J LAS2
SMITH ROBERT J LAS2
SMITH ROBERT J JR ED 3
SMITH ROBERT LEE GRAD
SMITH ROBERT LEROY ED 4
SMITH ROBERT M LAS1
SMITH ROBERT M AGR4
SMITH ROBERT W LAW3
SMITH ROBERT W LAS4
SMITH RODNEY BUS1
SMITH ROGER KENT GRAD
SMITH ROGER L ENG3
SMITH RONALD DEE GRAD
SMITH RONALD ROY LAS4
SMITH RUSSEL EUGENE GRAD
SMITH SALLIE A PE 1
SMITH SAMUEL MARK GRAD
SMITH SANDRA A ED 3
SMITH SARAH B AGR2
SMITH SCOTT M ENG1
SMITH SHARON K LAS3
SMITH SHERRY L LAS1
SMITH SHIRLEY ANN LAS3
SMITH SHIRLEY M AGR4
SMITH STEVEN GRAD
SMITH STEVEN L ENG3
SMITH STEVEN M BUS3
SMITH SUE ELLEN GRAD
SMITH SUSAN D ENG2
SMITH SUSAN I LAS4
MANSFIELD ILL
URH SHERMAN 427 C
211 E JOHN C
300 S GOODWIN 107 U
1107 S EUCLID C
1002 S LINCOLN U
104 1/2 E ARMORY C
3227 CAMERON C
1102 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 316 C
RR 2 U
307 E HEALEY 6 C
URH ALLEN 203 U
URH CLARK 214 C
URH WARDALL 418 U
205 W WASHINGTON C
313 E ARMORY C














1972 D ORCH ST
URH BARTON 116
1002 S LINCOLN





























604 E ARMORY 109
708 S BIRCH
URH CARR 204











WILSON TRLR PK 31
311 E GREEN
1830 A ORCH PL
55 E HEALEY 204































6500 N RIDGE BLVD
2715 WEST DR
1520 W HASTINGS ST





8328 S THROEP ST
1401 AVENUE D
4118 WOODLAND AV
2002 W DEL RAY DR
2000 HARLEM BLVD
407 E GRAHAM ST
9817 S 55TH AV
12 POLASKI
21fr S WEST ST
539 RANDOLPH AV
u 367-7954 403 PFEFFER RD
u 10721 S AVERS AV
C 510 OAKRIDGE DR
u ROUTE 1 BOX 48
u 367-0089 122 W FRANKLIN
u 333 WOODLAWN AV
C 352-6C61 2608 MELROSE
C 352-3791 706 S NEW
u 365-2437 708 S BIRCH
u BOX 7
u 344-6626 1972 D ORCH ST
C 1206 WILLOW DR
u 344-3532 RR 2
c 344-7823 104 1/2 E ARMORY
1808 BAKER DR
RR 1
u 322-2874 74 PENNSYLVANIA
c 12315 81ST AV
c 356-4135 1207 W WASHINGTON
u 1010 N FORREST AV
c 352-5745 1501 CENTRE ST
u 344-5062 432 S LINCOLN LN
c PR 1
c 332-1524 7806 S WOLCOTT
u 367-1616 2405 SHARLYN
u 1012 RIVERVIEW RD
u 469-6577 2 S 122 SHEFFIELD
u 505 ELIOT
u 332-3575 206 S YALE
c 332-0606 548 GREEN VALLEY
c FT WASH AV
u 344-5587 3621 WILCOX AV
u 344-18 77 1208 BRIARCLIFF
u 367-7125 8649 N GRAND AV
u 1003 E COLORADO
c 332-0524 54 MONEE RD
c 356-7936 11W ROBIN RD
c 2136 N 6TH
u 344-0912 16W450 HNYSCHL RSE
u 332-3472 3301 W ELM ST
c 359-5136 130 COUNTRY CT
c 332-0410 317 N GRAND
c 81G LINCOLN AV
u 365-2437 708 S BIRCH
u 724 CENTRAL PK AV
c 417 CORNELIA ST
c 929 TWILIGHT LN
c 344-1549 RR 2
c 359-7029 1112 WESTFIELD
c 501 S LAFAYETTE
c 352-6963 714 DOVER PL
u 332-5221 RR 1
1501 EASTVIEW AV
u 328-2774 502 W HIGH
c 332-0411 RR 1
c 332-1211 5330 W JACKSON
u 344-7810
c ROUTE 5 BOX 65
u 367-5623 1830 A ORCH PL
c 352-2416 207 E JEFFERSON ST
c 359-3253 104 E JOHN 2
u 367-0654 RR 3
c 359-0891 8245 COLLEGE AV
u 332-5681 7333 S PRAIRIE
u 332-2731 9 ROSELAWN
u 332-4192 1005 S 3RD ST
c 344-4283 RR I
u 332-4500 BOX 586 RR 1
c 332-0275 13309 S EBERHART
c 344-4283
c 1409 W KEIM DR
c 344-1261 405 WILLIAMS
c 414^ S NEIL
u 344-0938 300 S GOODWIN 107
u 367-0567 2408 S POND


































































































SMITH SUSANNAH A GRAD
SMITH TERUKO ED 2
SMITH THOMAS ADRIAN GRAD
SMITH TIMOTHY J ENG1
SMITH TIMOTHY LAW2
SMITH TRACY FAA4
SMITH U SCOTT II I COM4
SMITH VALERIE J LASl
SMITH WARREN J PE 3
SMITH WARREN K AGR4
SMITH WAYNE EVAN GRAD
SMITH WAYNE R JR LASl
SMITH WENDY A LAS4
SMITH WILLIAM C JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM EUGENE AGR4
SMITH WILLIAM J LASl
SMITH WILLIAM P JR LAS4
SMITH WILLIAM ROY JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM YANCY GRAD
SMITHSON RONALD L VM 1
SMITHWICK THOMAS M LAS3
SMITTKAMP JERRY L BUS1
SMOCK BARBARA L FAA1
SMOCK LINDA J LAS3
SMOLEN DAVID J BUS2
SMOLICH NADINE F FAA1
SMOLIK JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
SMOOT LAWRENCE R LAS2
SMOTT PEGGY J LAS3
SMUDA FRIEDMAR F GRAD
SMYTH SUSAN D BUS4
SNAPP TEAL E LAS3
SNAVELY ROBERT JAMES GRAD
SNEARLY CYNTHIA L ED 4
SNELL GARY E ENG3
SNELL MARY ESTHER GRAD
SNELLA DEBORAH L LASl
SNELSON RODGER K JR LASl
SNIDER KIMBERLY F LAS3
SNIDER LARRY A LAS2
SNIDER WILLIAM T II BUS4
SNIESKI GARY L LAW2
SNIESKI SOPHIA HALL GRAD
SNODGRASS JOYCE L LAS2
SNODGRASS RODGER J VM 4
SNOEYENBOS SUE FAA3
SNOKE THOMAS EDWIN ENG4
SNOOK MAURICE C BUS4
SNOW JAMES B LAW1
SNOW RONALD WESLEY GRAD
SNOWBARGER VINCENT K GRAD
SNOWDEN CAROL S ED 4
SNOWDEN NANCY L LASl
SNOY PHILIP J VM 1
SNUGGS JEAN C PE 4
SNUGGS NANCY S PE 1
SNYDER ARTHUR ERNEST GRAD
SNYDER ARTHUR F ENG3
SNYDER CHARLES C BUS3
SNYDER CHARLOTTE A LAS4
SNYDER DAVID LANCE GRAD
SNYDER JERRY L BUS4
SNYDER JOHN F II I FAA3
SNYDER KOERT L BUS3
SNYDER LINDA JUNE GRAD
SNYDER LYNN J GRAD
SNYDER MARY J AGR4
SNYDER MICHAEL H LASl
SNYDER PAULA M LASl
SNYDER REBECCA A AGR1
SNYDER ROBERT A ENG4
SNYDER ROBERT J JR BUS4
SNYDER ROSALYN G GRAD
SNYDER STEVEN R LASl
SNYDER TERRY LEE GRAD
SNYOER TERRY N ENG4
SNYOER WESLEY EDWIN GRAD
SNYDER WILLIAM G ENG2
SNYDER WILLIAM L BUS2
SOBANSKI JOSEPH P ENG4
SOBCZAK JANE E LAS3
SOBELMAN MARTIN B BUS2
SOBOLEWSKI JAMES M ENG4
SOBOLEWSKI JANET H GRAD
SOBOTA JAMES S BUS4
SOCHACKI APRIL A LAS2
SOCOL ROBERT S LAS2
SODER CHERYLL M ED 4
SODERBERG MARK FAA2
SODERSTROM JANE ANN GRAO
SODERSTROM SCOTT LEE GRAD
SODERSTROM WILLIAM R LASl
SOEFKER LOUIS J JR LAS2
SOENKSEN JERRY L LAS4
SOERENSEN GARY LEE GRAD
SOETHE JOSEPH R ENG1
SOFFER GARY M BUS2
707 S 6TH 211
URH BLAISDELL 320















307 E WHITE 11








1826 C ORCH PL











509 W MAIN 2
301 E ARMORY








2305 S 1ST ST RD








911 S MATTIS 3
711 W CHURCH 4
GEORGETOWN ILL
903 W OREGON
604 E ARMORY 143









111 E CHALMERS 11















103 E ARMORY 9
URH TOWNSEND 236
410 E GREEN
1408 N MCKINLEY 9
URH FLAGG 423
URH SCOTT 171




c 344-1203 RR 2 FREEPORT IL
u 332-3527 160 N LEAMINGTON CHICAGO IL
c 359-45 84 409 1/2 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c ROUTE 2 BOX 194 WAVERLY IL
u 609 W OHIO URBANA IL
c 359-9220 1009 SUNSET CT ROCKFORD ILL
u RR 1 WEST POINT IL
c RR 1 HOMER IL
u 367-7171 805 BURKWOOD URBANA IL
c RR 1 RIDGEFARM IL
c 352-6563 54 HARMON DR LEBANON IL
c 854 SAYLOR AV ELMHURST IL
u 344-4306 43 G H BAKER URBANA IL
c 359-6425 3734 W 82ND ST CHICAGO IL
c RR 2 CASEY ILL
c 332-0646 227 N HOUSTON ST TAYLORVILLE IL
c 155 NEVADA DR DECATUR IL
c 352-4418 36 E ADAMS ST JAMESTOWN OHIO
u 344-0582 1113 N MARKET CHAMPAIGN IL
209 E SANGAMON FISHER ILL
c 344-9761 9311 CLAREMONT AV CHICAGO IL
c RR 4 PARIS IL
u 509 W PENN URBANA IL
u 332-2608 509 W PENN URBANA IL
c 332-0436 9 WARREN ST CALUMET CITY IL
u 332-5485 710 GOLF RD WAUKEGAN IL
u 344-6217 1826 C ORCH PL URBANA ILL
c 104 RIDGE DR STERLING IL
u 1873 KENSINGTON AV WESTCHESTER IL
c 1411 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
u MONROE GOODLAND IN
222 N 3RD GEORGETOWN IL
c 352-1504 506 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 367-7367 502 E FLORIDA URBANA ILL
c 224 S MAIN ST CREVE COEUR IL
c 532 TIFFANY DR WAUKEGAN IL
u 4044 LELAND AV LYONS IL
u 332-3725 420 W DECATUR DECATUR IL
u 344-5835 509 W MAIN 2 URBANA ILL
c 344-9506 1202 BURTON ST SILVER SPRING MD
u 344-5835 509 W MAIN 2 URBANA ILL
c 356-2679 311 W 5TH KEWANEE ILL
c «56-2679 18C3 VALLEY RD CHAMPAIGN IL
c 332-1579 BOX 21 DIXON IL
u RR 3 CARTHAGE ILL
RR 3 DECATUR IL
285 ILLINOIS DR RANTOUL ILL
359-5263 BOX 72 SAVOY IL
c 384-5891 1008 MAINE ST OUINCY IL
u TIMBER HLS TRLR PK URBANA ILL
u 367-2530 1279 GERTSAM BRADLEY IL
u 344-0695 3314 W SHOFF CR PEORIA ILL
u 3314W SHOFF CIRCLE PEORIA IL
u 332-3470 ROUTE 4 BOX 307 ROCKFORD ILL
c 356-6877 2035 MARSTON LN FLOSSMOOR ILL
u 332-3639 2035 MARSTON LN FLOSSMOOR IL
u 333-36 84 204 W PENN URBANA ILL
c 359-7082 911 S MATTIS 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 711 W CHURCH 4 CHAMPAIGN IL
307 S SEMINARY ST GEORGETOWN IL
u 90S W OREGON URBANA ILL
c 344-1266 214 E NEWKIRK TUSCOLA ILL
c ROUTE 3 THORNLY RD ST CHARLES ILL
u 4131 FORTUNA WAY SALT LAKE CTY UTAH
c 332-0219 24G2 ROSEMONT BLVD DAYTON CH
c 356-7049 1118 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344-3616 BOX 249 HERRIN IL
u 130 W 5TH ST ELPUSO ILL
u 332-3229 HULL IL
u 127 S MACON ST MOWEAOUA IL
c 356-6426 2125 S CUYLER BERWYN ILL
c 344-6511 5134 N CUMBERLAND NORRIDGE ILL
u 2205 HAZWD 303 URBANA ILL
u 332-4208 518 CAN-DOTA MT PROSPECT IL
c 111 N 3RD STREATOR ILL
c 705 HILLDALE EUREKA IL
u 344-7968 2205 HAZWD DR 303 URBANA ILL
c 736 HAVERFORD AV MAPLE SHADE N J
c 344-9500 2910SC0TT CRESCENT FLOSSMOOR IL
u 1820 N MARSHFIELD CHICAGO IL
44L-1 W 182ND ST CNTRY CLB HLS ILL
u 328-2976 50-03 229TH ST BAYSIDE NY
c 352-1664 311 E LAKE SHORE ROUND LAKE ILL
c 512 S RIDGEWAY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359-9686 3045 N CENTRAL PK CHICAGO IL
c 332-0804 3024 W LOGAN BLVD CHICAGO IL
c 344-9506 3438 W MAIN ST SKOKIE IL
c 344-3454 455 LAKE SHORE DR WILDWOOD ILL
u 332-4073 729 MORGAN ELGIN ILL
c 1001 RIVERSIDE AV STREATOR IL
c 356-9051 1606 FOREST AV WILMETTE IL
c 332-4199 1001 RIVERSIDE AV STREATOR IL
c 332-1420 2460 WOODLAWN RD NORTHBROOK IL
u 213 S SCHOOL ST MOUNT PROSPECT IL
1618 N JACKSON ST DANVILLE ILL
c 3509 15TH ST A MOLINE IL
u 332-4267 8432 DRAKE SKOKIE IL
276
SOFO JACOUELINE H LAS1
SOGIN MITCHELL LOYD GRAD
SOHN HAN GRAD
SOKAL JOSEPH W ENG3
SOKOL JUDITH D LAS3
SOKOL RONALD J LAS4
SOKOL RONALD P LAS4
SOKOLSKY PIERRE V GRAD
SOLA PETER A GRAD
SOLAK RICHARD GEORGE GRAD
SOLIN JOHN RICHARD GRAD
SOLING JOE L JR ENG4
SOLIS FERNANDO W FAA1
SOLNER JANICE G LAS3
SOLOF MARILYNN A GRAD
SOLOMAN JOHN R AGR
1
SOLOMON BARRY ROBERT LAS2
SOLOMON DAVID B LAS2
SOLOMON ELLEN R PE 1
SOLOMON JEFFREY P LAS4
SOLOMON JERRY S COM4
SOLOMON KEITH A ENG1
SOLOMON KEITH ROSS GRAD
SOLOMON ROBERTA H ED 3
SOLON EDWIN G AGR4
SOLON EVERETT J AGR2
SOLON JANE L LAS1
SOLON JUDITH A LAS3
SOLOVY DEAN E BUS1
SOLOVY KAREN L LAS1
SOLOW SHELDON L LAS4
SOLOWAY BARBARA I AGR2
SOLTANEK JUNE L ED 3
SOLTYS WAYNE M AVI1
SOMA JOHN T LAW2
SOMER LAWRENCE ERIC GRAD
SOMERS PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
SOMMER CHARLES J LAS3
SOMMER CYNTHIA M LAS1
SOMMER HENRY J I II ENG2
SOMMER RANDALL G ENG3
SOMMER VINCENT H JR ED 3
SOMMERS DAVID ARTHUR ENG4
SOMMERS DENISE K LAS1
SOMMERS LARRY WAYNE GRAD
SOMMERS MATTHEW W FAA2
SOMMERS RICHARD L LAS2
SOMMERS ROBERT J LAS2
SOMPONG BOONTUANG GRAD
SONABEND BARBARA S GRAD
SONDEJ DENISE FAA3
SONDGEROTH KAREN R LAS3
SONIN LEE LAS1
SONNEBORN THOMAS F LAS4
SONNEMAKER MICHAEL W LAW1
SONNEMAN MILLY R FAA1
SONNEVILLE STEPHEN T GRAD
SOO SHIRLEY A FAA2
SOONG SU-TZAI GRAD
SOORUS ROLAND GEORGE LAS3
SOPCICH JULIE A LAS1
SOPER MARY ELLEN GRAD
SOPER MICHAEL B ENG3
SOPER STEVEN P PE 1
SORENSEN DENNIS E GRAD
SORENSEN GARY L FAA2
SORENSEN JAMES E ENG1
SORENSEN JANET I LAS4
SORENSEN KAREN L BUS3
SORENSEN LARRY R BUS4
SORENSEN MARK W LAS4
SORENSEN RICHARD LEE GRAD
SORENSEN VICKI A ED 1
SORENSON JEFFREY L ENG4
SORENSON LARRY RICHA FAA4
SOREY REVIE JR PE 1
SORG THOMAS JAY GRAD
SORHAUG TERJE GRAD
SORIANO AGAPITO LAS1
SORICH SAMUEL J LAW1
SORKIN SAMUEL M BUS4
SORN RONALD R ENG4
SORUIKA GEORGIA K COM4
SOSDIAN BRIAN J GRAD
SOSIN LYNNE C FAA3
SOSKIN ROLLIN J BUS1
SOSNA NANCY E FAA2
SOSNOW JOANN MARIE GRAD
SOSS KEVIN M LAS3
SOSS SUSAN ED 3
SOSTRIN CAROL L AGR2
SOSU AUGUSTINE ETSE GRAD
SOUCY CONSTANCE M LAS2
SOUK JAMES E LAW1
SOUKUP CADY A LAS4
SOUKUP JAMES J BUS1
SOUKUP ROBERT J ENG3
504 E SPRINGFIELD C 359-7899
108 1/2 E DANIEL C 356-9398
URH DANIELS 117 U 332-2144
URH TOWNSEND 235 U 332-4072
URH BUSEY 204 U 332-2601
1503 KIRBY 4 C 359-8680
706 W OHIO U 344-0676
409 W ELM U
1960 A ORCH ST U
1201 W NEVADA U 333-3340
URH SHERMAN 1061 C 332-4978
311 E ARMORY C 344-0154
URH BABCOCK 217 U
URH WARDALL 4C2 U 332-4358
STA A BOX 2427 C 367-2206
810 W OREGON U
1204 STOUGHTON C
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
URH GARNER 340 C 332-0802
1406 GLENDALE C 359-7929
307 S PRAIRIE C 352-9C17
1008 S 4TH C
516 FAIRLAWN U 367-0971
910 S 3RD C 337-5257
1107 S 3RD 204 C
URH WESTON 211 C
URH SAUNDERS 202 U 332-3613
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
URH FORBES 369 C 332-1064
URH TRELEASE 521 U 332-5546
910 S 3R0 C
503 E WHITE 3 C 356-5176
URH SAUNDERS 12 U 332-3582
URH FORBES 496 C
URH SHERMAN 556 C 332-4863
URH SHERMAN 861 C 332-4934
307 W WHITE C 359-2166
URH FORBES 110 C
URH TRELEASE 707 U 332-5594
1111 S 1ST ST RD C 344-2225
110 S GREGORY 2 U 367-2810
RR 4 C 386-7558
2007 S PHILO RD 1 U 367-7720
URH LAR 217 U 332-2852
37 E GREEN C 356-9208
505 E WHITE C
URH SNYDER 209 C 332-1675
URH TOWNSEND 552 U
1712 PRINCETON C 359-4265
307 W CLARK 304 C 359-9489
1006 S 3RD 12 C
309 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 286 C 332-1730
908 S LOCUST 204 C 359-2C00
2215 S 1ST ST RD C 344-3603
URH LAR 485 U 332-3206
509 E STOUGHTON C 35-2-9577
URH ALLEN 409 U 367-1049
1102 W NEVADA U
707 S 6TH 419 C 344-4730
URH VANDOREN 407 C
51 E CHALMERS C 352-2472
58 E JOHN 10 C
2020 N MATTIS 304 C 359-9505
URH SHERMAN 1161 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH SNYDER 392 C 332-1805
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-5111
1809 VALLEY RD C 359-9400
816 1/2 W CLARK U 328-3796
57 E HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 436 C 332-1352
URH OGLESBY 917 U 332-5308
210 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 209 C
207 E OREGON U
1827 C ORCH PL U
URH CARR 15 U 332-3853
URH FLAGG 312 C 332-3312
1503 KIRBY C
1109 COUNTRY SOI U 367-7397
402 W FLORIDA U 344-2075
2317 S 1ST ST RD C 344-1114
814 STOUGHTON U 328-1333
910 E CHALMERS C
103 E ARMORY C
103 S MCCULLOUGH 1 U 344-2353
209 E ARMORY C 344-1414
908 S 1ST C 344-7637
1006 S 3RD 18 C
URH SHERMAN 662 C 332-4891
506 E SPNGFLD 2 C 359-8574
912 S CRESCENT C
705 W ELM U
URH SNYDER 259 C


















6090 N ALBANY AV
8533 LAWNDALE
1020 BLUFF RD
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
RR 4
516 FAIRLAWN




2006 S 9TH AV
9458 KOLMAR










RR 6 BOX 109










4155 W 82ND PL
RR 1
9328 PARKSIDE DR
908 S LOCUST 204














612~ S WILLIAM ST
2009 MILTON
656 FAIRVIEW











1013 S SEMINARY AV




103 S MCCULLOUGH 1











































































































SOULF PHILLIP E LAS4
SOULIFR JEAN ELAINE GRAD
SOULIS MAURICE EARL GRAD
SOUROUR AHMEO RAMZY GRAD
SOUTHALL OUENTIN A ED 1
SOUTHAM JOHN RALPH GRAD
SOUTHARD BURTON M GRAD
SOUTHARD JANE E LAS1
SOUTHER TIMOTHY E ENG1
SOUTHON EDWARD HENRY GRAD
SOU7A JAMES H LAS4
SOVA JEFFREY L LAS4
SOWERBY ROGER L GRAD
SOWINSKI JOHN E BUS2
SOWINSKI MICHAEL J BUS4
SOWKA MELANIE D FAA1
SOWLE SUSAN E LAS4
SPACEK DIANE MARIE LAS4
SPACHT LEE A ENG1
SPADING CLEO GOLTZ GRAD
SPADING GORDON D FAA4
SPAGAT LINDA S LAS1
SPAHN JOHN R BUS2
SPAIN GREGORY C LAS3
SPAK BRADLEY P LAS1
SPAKOWICZ CHRISTINE FAA2
SPAKOWSKI BARBARA J GRAO
SPALDING JAY A LAS4
SPANGLER PSYCHE M FAA2
SPANGLER STEVEN M LAS1
SPANN DERRICK L LAS1
SPANSKI LINDA S LAS1
SPARACIO STEVEN J LAS2
SPARBEL MARY L GRAD
SPARKS DAVID C LAS2
SPARKS MARVIN R JR FAA1
SPATA JAMES MARTIN GRAD
SPATH CARL DAVID GRAD
SPATZ JO A AGR2
SPATZ MARTHA J FAA1
SPAULDING KATHLEEN S GRAD
SPAULDING ROBERT W ENG2
SPEAKER ELAINE M ED 3
SPFAR EDWARD DOMINIC GRAD
SPEAR KIMMY L LAS1
SPEAR MICHAEL AGR4
SPEAR MICHELLE E LAS2
SPEARS RONALD D LAS3
SPECHT CHARLES U GRAD
SPECHT DONALD A BUS4
SPECK ELIZABETH L LAS1
SPECTOR BARRY A LAS3
SPEER DAVID J BUS4
SPEEP DWAIN HOBART GRAD
SPEER MICHAEL C BUS1
SPEERS ROBERT LEWIS LAW3
SPEERS STEPHEN H LAS1
SPEISER JAMES R LAS2
SPELLMAN JAMES F GRAD
SPELMAN CHARLES P AGR1
SPELTER HENRY N AGR4
SPELTZ MATTHEW LOUIS LAS4
SPENCE DAVID ROGER FAA4
SPENCE ELIZABETH H GRAD
SPENCE OLLIE I LAS3
SPENCER CANDACE A GRAD
SPENCER CHARLES M AGR1
SPENCER CRISSAN A LAS2
SPENCER DAN F II I LAS2
SPENCER GWYNNE L ENG2
SPENCER JAMES A COM4
SPENCER KEVIN C AGRl
SPENCER MARILYN L LAS1
SPENCER MARY DANA GRAD
SPENCER MIMA JEAN GRAD
SPENCER OTHELDA A FAA4
SPENCER ROGER LEE ENG4
SPENCER SAMIA I GRAD
SPENCER STEVEN C LAS2
SPENCER TERRY L AGR2
SPENGLER PAMELA LAS1
SPENGLER RICHARD A ENG4
SPENGLER SUSAN LYNN GRAD
SPENN THEODORE R LAW2
SPERLING MARC L LAS3
SPERLING RUTH S LAS2
SPEROTTO STEVEN B LAS1
SPERRY CHARLES E ENG3
SPFSE JAMES E ENG2
SPETA CHARLES JAMES GRAD
SPETZ GARY W ENG2
SPETZLER BERTRAM W LAS4
SPHAR WILLIAM M LAS3
SPICER DAVID ALAN ENG3
SPIEGEL ROSALEE A FAA1
SPIEGEL SUZANNE ED 4
SPIEGLER ALLAN J LAS4
509 E CLARK 15 C 356-9860
311 E JOHN 8 C 384-5392
412 W ELM U 344-5809
804 W CHURCH C 359-3214
2013 RAINBOW VIEW U
810 W INDIANA U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH GARNER 443 C 332-0875
112" E DANIEL C
1203 W MAIN 2 U 367-9805
904 W CLARK 2 U
58 E JOHN 22 C 359-9533
URH DANIELS 177 U
URH GARNER 495 C 332-0854
1662 VALLEY RD C
URH SAUNDERS 102 U 332-3584
802 W OREGON U
103 1/2 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 394 C 332-1324
17 COACHMAN U 367-5320
17 COACHMAN U 367-5320
1104 W NEVADA U 367-8577
409 E CHALMRS 1201 C 384-5563
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
910 S 3RD C 337-5172
313 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 239 U 332-2192
604 E ARMORY C
309 E JOHN C
AURORA ILL
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
URH EVANS 417 U 332-2766
URH GARNER 322 C 332-0802
PRARE VIEW TRLR CT C
URH SCOTT 174 C 332-1423
URH OGLESBY 223 U 332-5104
1418 N MCKINLEY C 352-9364
1108 W SPNGFLD U
904 S 3RD C 344-2316
URH ALLEN 162 U
611 W DELAWARE U 344-5997
URH TOWNSEND 482 U 332-4237
URH SCOTT 316 C 332-1511
34 BLUE SPRUCE C 359-0390
URH WESTON 466 C
GIFFORD ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1105 C 384-5799
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
120 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-4506
1004 S 1ST C 328-2247
URH TRELEASE 124 U 332-5432
711 S MATTIS C 539-9470
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1001 BRENTWOOD C 359-1204
907 S 4TH C 344-4047
502 N MCKINLEY C 359-8845
URH SCOTT 268 C 332-1478
3006 VALLEY BROOK C 352-9653
709 N BUSEY U 367-7661
508 E SPNGFLD C 352-8814
702 W UNIVERSITY C
804 W HILL C 359-3022
URH BABCOCK 423 U 332-3817
904 W ILLINOIS 3 U
URH BUSEY 157 U 332-2593
810 S 3RD C
402 E DANIEL C 344-1056
807 S BIRCH U 365-1459
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
601 S 4TH C 332-1888
OGDEN ILL 582-6920
URH FORBES 376 C 332-1071
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
601 W OREGON 3 U 344-4029
807 S BIRCH U 365-1459
211 W SPNGFLD 203 C
2017 S PHILO RD 11 U 344-4779
2111 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-1899
GALESBURG ILL
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
URH GARNER 436 C 332-0869
904 W GREEN 612 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH SHERMAN 860 C 332-4933
URH TOWNSEND 564 U 332-4283
814 W STOUGHTON U 328-1333
URH TAFT 211 C 332-0618
URH SNYDER 362 C 332-0783
URH OGLESBY 1202 U
2513 ARDEN C
URH SNYDER 217 C 332-1683
1002 S 2ND C 344-3718
1009 S OAK C 356-0005
1803 D ORCH PL U 344-7367
810 W WHITE C 356-3161
108 E HEALEY 8 C 352-7132








624 W VINE ST
3134 HIGHLAND AV
515 S CALUMET
1403 OLD FARM DR
BOX 669
5441 N MULLIGAN AV
5441 N MULLIGAN















632 N 24TH ST
825 N PATTON AV




S W HORT FIELD LAB
DAVENPORT HALL 109
4540 GREENWOOD





























3600 W 98TH ST
308 ELLEN DR
807 S BIRCH ST
308 FINLEY ST
601 W OREGON 3
807 S BIRCH
7708 ABERDEEN
309 S 5TH ST
2111 HAZWD DR 202
1651 SUMMIT ST
RR 1










12341 S HONORE ST
1906 PINE ST
1009 S OAK
1803 D ORCH PL
810 W WHITE
5604 N ST LOUIS



































































































SPIELMAN SHEILA M BUS3
SPIELMAN STEPHEN C ENG2
SPIELMAN STEWART A LAS4
SPIKE THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
SPILKER GAYLORD J AGR4
SPILLER JOHN W PE 3
SPILLER SHIRLENE ED 1
SPILLMAN HAROLD T GRAD
SPILLMAN ROBERT W GRAD
*SPILSBURY GEORGE C LAW3
SPINA RONALD L ED 3
*SPINOLER JEAN M FAA4
SPINIOLAS WALTER L ED 1
SPINNER GERALD A LAS4
SPINNEP KATHLEEN L PE 3
SPINNER LEE LOUIS GRAD
SPIRA NEAL E LAS4
SPIRA SHELLEY G ED 1
SPIRDUSO GARY A LAS4
SPIRES HOWARD RUSSEL GRAD-
SPIRN STEVEN GRAD
SPITLER OALE HARLEY GRAD
*SPITLER NANCY B LAS3
SPITTLER KAREN ANN LAS4
SPITZ ALAN J LAS2
SPITZ JULIE J LAS1
SPITZ THOMAS L ENG1
SPITZER BRUCE C LAW3
SPITZER HARRY J LAS1
SPITZER TERRY-ANN PE 2
SPITZER VICTOR M GRAD
SPITZER WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
SPITZIG JAMES F BUS3
SPITZNER LEE H ENG2
SPIVACK ANDREW L LAS2
*SPIVEY DONALD GRAD
SPIVY CORA LAS1
SPLITHOFF PATRICIA A LAS2
SPOERI JOHN W ENG1
*SPOHN TERRENCE J LAS4
SPOHN THERESA A LAS3
SPOKES PEGGY FAA4
SPORLEDER PAMELA A LAS2
SPORTOLARI LAURA R LAS1
SPORTOLARI LEDA R LAS1
SPOTO JOANNE AGR1
SPOTTS JOHN W ENG1
SPRAGUE BARBARA J FAA2
*SPRAGUE GARY EARL GRAD
SPRATLIN NANCY M LAS3
SPRECHER DAVID J AGR3
SPREHE KARLA S PE 1
*SPRENKEL RICHARD K GRAD
SPRIETSMA LYNOI R LAS3
SPRINGER BARRY A LAS3
SPRINGER BOYD J LAS1
SPRINGER VICTOR BUS3
SPRINGMAN JOHN M FAA3
SPRINGROSE JOHN H BUS1
SPRINGWATER DAVID K LAS4
*SPRINO PHILLIP JAMES GRAD
SPROAT DAVID A BUS3
SPROULS MARK WARREN LAS4
SPUDIC STEPHEN J LAS1
SPUNGEN CAROL A LAS2
SPURGEON CHARLES W VM 3
SPURGEON JOHN A LAS1
SPURGETIS JAMES P LAS4
SOUIER STEPHEN W LAS3
SOUIRE JOHN S ENG1
*SRINIVASAN CADAMBI A GRAD
SRINIVASAN R GRAD
*SRIWARANARD KOBKAEW GRAD
SROKA BARBARA J COM3
SROMEK KATHERINE A FAA1
SRONCE GARRET JOSEPH LAS3
SRONCE LYNN C PE 2
SRUTOWSKI NINA M LAS3
ST JOHN STEVEN M VM 1
*ST JULIEN KATHRYN D GRAD
ST PETERS HELEN E LAS3
STAAHL DIANE E FAA2
STABB CHARLES LAW3
STABEN CHRISTINE M LAS2
STABEN SUSAN E ED 1
STABILE STEPHEN M COM4
STABLER MARK D LAS4
STACEY PAUL H LAS2
STACHES ROBERT LAS1
STACHON JOSEPH S COM3
STACHURA JAMES S LAS2
STACHURA MICHAEL F GRAD
STACK BRIAN R ENG2
STACK CAROL A LAS3
STACK CAROL BERMAN GRAD
STACK ROBERT J ENG4
STACKENWALT FRANCIS GRAD
URH BUSEY 425 U
112 E DANIEL C
1754 VALLEY RD C
201 S COTTAGE GR U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1107 E FLORIDA U
URH BUSEY 107 U
404 EDGEBROOK 205 C
205 S 6TH C
2109 HAZWD DR 203 U
1612 GLENN PARK C
14C0 W WASHINGTON C
URH NOBLE 117 C
URH SNYOER 162 C
SANDOVAL ILL
408 E GREEN C
401 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 906 U
813 W MAIN U
1111 MIMOSA DR C
709 W CHURCH 4 C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
CENTRALIA ILL
209 E CLARK 8 C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 304 U
316 S STATE C
706 S RACE U
URH SNYDER 313 C
URH SAUNDERS 417 U
58 JOHN 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 562 U
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
1103 W HILL U
802 S LINCOLN U
927 N LINVIEW U
URH WARDALL 512 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 267 C
601 W GREEN U
601 W GREEN U
1306 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 607 U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
URH HOPKINS 490 C
URH ALLEN 306 U
URH TOWNSEND 437 U
907 S WRIGHT C
RANTOUL ILL
205 E GREEN 14 C
URH SCOTT 171 C
URH LAR 426 U
112 E CHALMERS C
404 E STOUGHTON C
1105 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 214 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
203 W NEVADA U
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL
202 E DANIEL C
ARCOLA ILL
717 S MATTIS C
22 RAINTREE C
711 W ILLINOIS U
URH GARNER 466 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 290 C
505 E CHALMERS C
901 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
1115 W GREEN 118 U
503 E STOUGHTON 10 C
URH SHERMAN 406 C
802 W OREGON 21 U
URH TRELEASE 212 U
711 S FOLEY C
1001 E FLORIDA U
907 W ILLINOIS U
801 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 297 U
URH TRELEASE 708 U
URH SCOTT 418 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SCOTT 215 C
URH TRELEASE 209 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
707 E ILLINOIS U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 226 C
402 W STANAGE C
URH TAFT 116 C
2008 D HAZWD CT U
1010 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 424 U
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
112 EDGEBROOK C































































3039 N 6TH ST
2433 N 5TH
2201 E MORGAN
690^ S PRINCE CR
20701 WESTERN AV
2523 SCOTT ST










RR 1 MOONGLOW RD
411 RUSH ST
8501 N LAWNDALE
725 S 16TH ST
316 S STATE




























9800 S 55TH AV






















RR 3 BOX 441
4720 N SACRAMENTO
1806 STATE ST
1341 N HIGHLAND AV

















































































































STACY DON M ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 467 U
STACY WILLIAM EARL ENG4 1752 VALLEY RD C
STADLER KATHRYN FAA3 108 N GOODWIN U
STADNICK STEVEN JAN GRAD 502 S ELM C 359-3308
STAEHLIN JAMES H ENG3 URH GARNER 200 c 332-0727
STAFHLING JONATHAN J ENG3 604 E ARMORY 107 c
STAFFORD JOHN ROBERT GRAD 211 E DANIEL c 344-0727
STAFFORD MARY FORD LAS3 409 E CHALMERS 705 c 384-5461
STAFSETH DAVID R BUS4 1110 W STOUGHTON U
STAGE SAMUEL GLENN GRAD 2006 VAWTER 11 u
STAGG NANCY S GRAD 809 S 5TH c 344-2220
STAGGS BRENDA BRENT GRAD RANTOUL ILL
STAGGS SARAH R LAS3 408 W ILLINOIS 3 U 344-0553
STAGGS SUE E LAS2 412 E GREEN c
*STAHL CATHERINE P GRAD 410 W GREEN 4 u 344-66 79
STAHL CHARLES S JR GRAD 203 E HEALEY c 359-6802
STAHL CHARLES W BUS3 803 S 2N0 c 359-7449
STAHL DAVID ALLAN GRAD 807 W NEVADA u 344-4320
STAHL FRED ALAN GRAD STA A BOX 2139 c
STAHL GEORG WALTER GRAD HIGH 607 u
STAHL KAREN A PE 4 508 E ARMORY c 344-0 501
STAHL MARY MANTHEI GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
STAHL MICHAEL L FAA1 1011 W COLUMBIA c 352-2831
STAHL ROGER E LAS3 1007 S 1ST ST RD c 352-8268
STAHL SONA M PE 1 URH ALLEN 438 u 332-3244
STAHLHUT RANDALL K ENG3 58 E JOHN 10 c 356-7362
STAHLMAN STEVE W ED 4 7 SAFFER CT u 344-48 32
STAHNKE JILL A AGR2 1404 S LINCOLN u 344-4611
STAHNKE PHYLLIS L AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 308 u 332-3650
STAINE EVELYN E LAS1 UPH ALLEN 343 u 332-3211
STAIR JEFFREY C LAS1 URH BABCOCK 120 u 332-3737
STAKE JEFFREY E LAS2 304 W IOWA u
STAKELON THOMAS STAN GRAD 410 W HIGH u 344-5491
STAL JANICE L LAS1 URH ALLEN 334 u 332-3202
STAL TERRY L LAS2 URH CARR 408 u 332-3948
STALCUP STANLEY F AVI2 802 S LINCOLN u
STALEY BRUCE M ENG2 202 E DANIEL c 352-5151
STALEY LAURA L LAS4 107 1/2 E JOHN c 359-9219
STALEY THOMAS EDWARD GRAD 5 10 E STOUGHTON c
STALKFR HERMAN LYNN ENG1 FARMER CITY ILL
STALLINGS CAMILLE LAS2 706 S MATHEWS u 332-4435
STALLMANN CHERYL A BUS2 URH WARDALL 1003 u 332-5637
STALLONE VERNA A LAS4 806 OAKLAND 204 u 328-2578
STALTER DANIEL J FAA4 301 E CHALMERS c
STAMAS JOAN DIANE GRAD 1005 S 6TH 17 c 344-6631
STAMBERGER MARTHA A AGR4 1205 E FLORIDA 22 u
STAMER ROXANNE M PE 4 2101 HAZWD OR 201 u 367-9040
STAMER WILLIAM A BUS4 2101 HAZWD DR 201 u 367-9C40
STAMERJOHN DAVID M LAS4 307 W ELM u
STAMERJOHN JANET H PE 4 307 W ELM u
STAMERJOHN RALPH W ENG3 URH ALLEN 379 u 332-0872
STAMM JAMES CARL ENG4 URH BARTON 115 c 332-0117
STAMP NANCY H LAS3 58 E JOHN 3 c 359-7962
STAMP STEPHEN L ENG4 110 E ARMORY c
STAMPER JAMES E GRAD RANTOUL ILL
STAMPER JOHN W FAA3 URH BLAISDELL 109 u 332-3456
STAMPS ROBERT F LAS4 30 LAKE PARK c 359-5640
STAMPS THOMAS P LAS3 30 LAKE PARK c
STANCIK MARYANN LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
STANCIL CAROL F GRAD 104 N CENTRAL u
STANCZAK MARILYN M LAS4 1.509 N KILER 4 c
STANCZUK STANLEY G ENG1 URH BARTON 15 c 332-0097
STANDERWICK BRUCE B ENG4 502 W ELM 10 u 367-5183
STANDRING ROBERT T BUS1 604 E ARMORY 305 c 344-1266
STANEK CAROLYN J LAS3 207 E JOHN c
STANGARONE WILLIAM G BUS1 URH BARTON 313 c 332-0159
STANGE CAROL S ED 4 URH DELTA HSE 1 u 344-5128
STANGEL GREGORY L ENG3 409 E CHALMRS 1302 c
STANGER DAVID C BUS2 URH FORBES 128 c 332-0940
STANGL SUSAN T AGR1 URH ALLEN 425 u 332-3416
STANHOUSE BRYAN E GRAD 120 HOLIDAY PARK c
STANIS MARIANNE C FAA4 59 E SPNGFLD c 359-8249
STANISH MICHAEL A ENG3 409 E CHALMRS 1112 c
STANISLAWSKI JANICE LAS2 URH WARDALL 1112 u 332-4537
STANKER LARRY HENRY GRAD 807 W NEVADA u 344-4320
STANKUS SYLVIA B GRAD CHICAGO ILL
STANLEY CHARLENE J ED 1 URH ALLEN u 332-3248
STANLEY DAVID W FAA4 203 W HEALEY c 359-9163
STANLEY ELIZABETH C GRAD MAHOMET ILL
STANLEY GALEN W ENG4 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE c
STANLEY JACK HOWARD GRAD 704 W UNIVERSITY c 359-9380
STANLEY LAUREL L LAS4 410 E GREEN c
STANLEY WILLIAM GRAD 1112 S 2ND 103 c
STANOWSKI DANIEL R LAS2 URH TAFT 12 c 332-0574
STANOWSKI DAVID RICH ENG4 1405 BRIARWOOD c 359-8203
STANSBURY DEAN P ENG1 URH TAFT 122 c 332-0603
STANSIL DOUGLAS B BUS3 1111 S 1ST ST RD c 334-7231
STANTON CATHERINE G GRAD URH SHERMAN 758 c 384-5408
STANTON DAVID D LAW2 1106 S EUCLID 202 c 367-7003
STANTON LAVATTA E LAS2 URH WARDALL 525 u
STANTON SUSAN L GRAD 1106 S EUCLID 202 c
STANZEL HOLLY B FAA2 501 E SPNGFLD c 332-2611
STAPFL DONNA C LAS3 URH VAN DOREN 10 c 332-0457
STAPLETON PATRICIA A GRAD 1005 S 6TH 17 c
STARCK JAMFS P FAA4 401 N PROSPECT c 359-0003
STARK GREGORY C AGR3 110 E ARMORY c 344-3295












9238 B LINCOLN DR
RR 1 BOX 108
PR 1 BOX 108



















104 W OAK ST
104 W OAK
2206 CAMPBELL









RR 1 BOX 11
2101 HAZWD DR 201
2101 HAZWD DR 201
127 CRESTVIEW
113 S INGLEWOOD DR
124 MARY PL
3931 N HOYNE AV
6635 N WHIPPLE ST
1402 23RD AV




2704 W 23RD PL
1485 CEDAR VAL LN
1509 N KILER 4
1212 NORTHWEST HWY
332 TEE LN






9732 S UTICA AV
20022 PATTON









































































































































STARK MARILYNN WIBLF GRAO
STARK RICHARD JAMES ENG4
STARK ROBERT LOZIER GRAD
STARK TERRENCE L ENG4
STARKE DAVID H LAS2
STARKEY JERRY M LAS3
STARKS LINDA J BUS2
STARKS TERRY ALLAN PE 4
STARKS THEOLA PE 4
STARNES ARTHUR ROY GRAD
STARNES ROBERT MICHA GRAD
STAROSCIK JUDY M LAS3
STARR DOROTHY A FAA3
STARR JAMES ALFRED GRAD
STARR PHILIP R GRAD
STARR RANDI LAS2
STARR R ICHARD L ENG4
STARR ROSALYN L LAS2
STARR THOMAS J J ENG1
STARR WILLIAM ERNEST FAA4
STARRICK KATHI S ED 2
STARRICK LAIRD DALE GRAD
STARWALT JACK D ENG4
STASEN EDWARD R LAS3
STASIEK CAROL A ENG1
STASIEK ROBERT J FAA3
STASIK MARK G BUS2
STASINSKI DAVID D ENG4
STATDFIELD GARY E LAS1
STATKUS FRANCINE M LAS4
STATON JOSEPH M GRAD
STAUB DAVID K BUS1
STAUBER JOSEPH W BUS4
STAUBER LOUIS F JR BUS4
STAUBER RAYMOND W JR LAW3
STAUBER SUSAN R FAA1
STAUDER DANIEL A BUS1
STAUDER MELANIE A AGR4
STAUDER MICHAEL F LAS3
STAUFF KURT ERNEST ED 3
STAUFFER DWIGHT A GRAD
STAUNTON MARY A LAS1
STAVER DAVID ROBERT LAS4
STAYTON GREGORY T ENG4
STAZZONE PETER BUS3
STEBBINS GARY LEE COM4
STEC JOHN F BUS2
STEC PAULA COM4
STECYK SANDRA L K FAA3
STECZ WILLIAM A FAA2
STEO CHARLES A LAS4
STEELE DEBORAH LAS2
STEELE GARY L AVI1
STEELE JAMES CURTIS GRAD
STEELE MALINDA A LAS4
STEELE RICHARD A ENG2
STEELE ROBERT B LAW1
STEELE THOMAS P ENG1
STEELY JOYCE E LAS3
STEEN KAREN L LAS1
STEERMAN CHRISTINE M LAS2
STEFANI JOHN D COM4
STEFANIAK ALAN L LAW2
STEFANICH RONALD J ENG3
STEFANIK ANDREW M ENG3
STEFANINI MARIO J BUS1
STEFFEN CLAIRE P AGR4
STEFFEN DANIEL EUGEN LAS4
STEFFEN JAMES R ENG2
STEFFEN KENNETH L LAS3
STEFFEN RONALD WAYNE GRAD
STEFFENS GARY A LAS4
STEFFENSEN JAMES JR LAS3
STEFFENSEN MARGARET GRAD
STFFFETER JACOUELINE ED 1
STEFFEY KAREN DEE AGR4
STEGEMEIER HENRI K LAS4
STEGER ROBERTA A LAS3
STEHMAN JAMES J LAS2
STEICHEN MICHAEL G LAS4
STEIGER WILLIAM E COM3
STEIMLE BRUCE E LAS1
STEIMLE ROBERT F LAS1
STEIN ALAN GRAD
STFIN CHERYL I LAS3
STEIN CYNTHIA A LAS3
STEIN JEFFREY S LAS3
STEIN JOHN D BUS2
STEIN JUANITA S PE 4
STEIN LARRY E LAS3
STEIN LESLEY E LAS2
STEIN LINDA H LAS3
STEIN MAREN ALLAN GRAD
STEIN MARTHA L BUS2
STEIN PHILIP L BUS1
STFIN RHONDA E LAS1
509 S 5TH C
LINCOLN ILL
112 E DANIEL C
605 S JAMES C
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH BABCOCK 405 U
WOOD RIVER ILL
URH CLARK 330 C
FAIRMOUNT ILL
300 S GOODWIN 31C U
1207 E FLORIDA 11 U
502 W MAIN 107 U
605 S COLER U
904 S LINCOLN U
804 W PARK 4 C
304 WHITE 17 C
409 E CHALMRS 1206 C
507 E CLARK 13 C
4 SAFFER CT U
910 S 3RD C
1008 S BUSEY 6 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
2206 EASY U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 442 U
604 E ARMORY 224 C
904 W GREEN U
1974 C ORCH ST U
102 E CHALMERS C
611 E DANIEL C
103 PETTOCK 3 C
URH BABCOCK 318 U
301 W BIRCH C
1108 S LINCOLN U
1507 KIRBY C
URH BUSEY 337 U
URH BLAISDELL 127 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1227 U
708 S 6TH C
820 OAKLAND 207 U
URH BLAISDELL 310 U
1008 NEVADA U
1603 W PARK C
211 E DANIEL C
501 S PRAIRIE C
URH GARNER 313 C
313 E JOHN C
209 PELL CIRCLE U
309 W INDIANA U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 187 U
URH WESTON 123 C
704 W WASHINGTON U
812 S RACE U
URH BABCOCK 422 U
1C5 E GREEN 11 C
URH GARNER 323 C
URH SAUNDERS 420 U
URH ALLEN 117 U
1507 N COLER U
306 E GREGORY C
903 COLORADO 67 U
URH CARR 308 U
URH HOPKINS 382 C
911 S 4TH C
1209 E FLORIDA U
10 LEXINGTON U
1103 S BUSEY U
CISSNA PARK ILL
409 E CHALMERS 612 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SCOTT 459 C
404 W MAIN U
URH LAR 492 U
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
410 E JOHN C
URH LAR 299 U
URH TOWNSEND 314 U
512 E WHITE 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 247 U
URH HOPKINS 354 C
URH HOPKINS 258 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
508 E CHALMERS C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
305 N GOODWIN U
301 E ARMORY C
305 N GOODWIN U
605 W UNIVERSITY C
910 S 3RD C
1107 S EUCLID 8 C
508 W GRIGGS U
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 724 U













































































3CG S GOODWIN 310










901 S 4TH ST
412 N 8TH ST
2206 EASY
RR 1
826 W CHASE ST
3917 N SAWYER AV
3917 N SAWYER AV
1C66 HUNTING DR
1974 C ORCH ST
4385 WILDWOOD LN
9326 N PINETREE RD








825 S WALNUT AV
26 LAKE SHORE DR
18259 BURNHAM
820 OAKLAND 207
1531 S BROPHY AV
44e MAIN ST
1603 W PARK AV
10912 S TRUMBULL
501 S PRARIE
10723 S TRIPP CT









2ND £ ELM ST BX116






















525 N STONE AV
12352 S LASALLE ST
1210 W GIFT AV
















































































































STEIN RICHARD H ENG2
STEIN ROGER OANIEL GRAD
STEIN ROLLY S ED 1
STEIN STEPHEN R LAS2
STEIN TINA L LAS1
STEINBACH FRED RICHA ENG4
STEINBACH SUSAN M GRAD
STEINBERG ESTHER R GRAD
STEINBERG LOUIS I LAS3
STEINBERG NAOMI A LAS3
STEINBERG SARA J LAS2
STEINBRECHEP KATHLEE PE 1
STEINDLER MARY H LAS1
STEINER DAVID WARO COM4
STEINER DONALD J LAS1
STEINER KAREN E LAS1
STEINER LESLIE J AGR2
STEINER MARTIN GRAD
STEINER RICHARD B FAA1
STEINER WILLIAM ERIC LAS4
STEINGOLD EUGENE LAW2
STEINHAGEN CAROL T GRAD
STEINHOLTZ SUSAN B LAS2
STEINKAMP DEBRA L LAS1
STEINKAMP DONALD S GRAD
STEINKAMP JEFFREY H ENG3
STEINKAMP JOHN G LAS2
STEINKAMP MARJORIE W GRAD
STEINKE MARK H FAA1
STEINKE TERRY MICHAE FAA4
STEINKEN DANIEL J LAS2
STEINMAN JANET W LAS4
STEINMAN LYNNE A LAS2
STEINMANN SANDRA J COM3
STEINSDOERFER GARY R LAS2
STEINWAY PAUL R AVI1
STEIPP RICHARD L ENG3
STEISKAL ALISON M LAS2
STEJSKAL FRANK PAUL ENG4
STEJSKAL MELODY L ED 1
STELLA MARIO A ENG4
STELLA MARVIN J ENG4
STELLATO DONALD E LAW2
STELLER GARY A GRAD
STELLHORN WILLIAM H GRAD
STELLWAY RICHARD J GRAD
STELTER DAVID A AGR1
STEMLER ALAN JAMES GRAD
STEMLER ANASTASIA L GRAD
STEMLER KENNETH H AGR2
STENDER SHIRLEY NELL LAS2
STENE LARRY MARK GRAD
STENERSON DENNIS L BUS3
STENGEL GARY L LAS3
STENGEL RICHARD J D FAA3
STENGER OAVID MICHAE AGR4
STENGER MICHAEL H GRAD
STENGER THOMAS C LAS3
STENN LOREE B BUS1
STENOIEN DANIEL V AGR1
STENOUIST RICHARD F LAS2
STENZEL ELLEN W LAS3
STENZEL MARK RAYMOND GRAD
STENZEL NORMAN KARL GRAD
STENZEL WILLIAM J ENG3
STEPANCZUK PAUL P LAS2
STEPANEK DAVID C LAS3
STEPHAN FREDERICK J FAA3
STEPHAN JAMES JACOB BUS3
STEPHAN ROBERT H ENG1
STEPHEN BARBARA J AGR2
STEPHENITCH MARK A BUS4
STEPHENITCH PAUL D BUS4
STEPHENS ANTHONY J LAS1
STEPHENS DAVID E ENG4
STEPHENS ESTHER M ED 1
STEPHENS HARRY B GRAD
STEPHENS HOWARD PAGE GRAD
STEPHENS JOHN A GRAD
STEPHENS KIRK H BUS4
STEPHENS MICHAEL H BUS2
STEPHENS MICHAEL P GRAD
STEPHENS NANCY J COM4
STEPHENS NORMA N LAS4
STEPHENSON ROBERT M LAW2
STEPINA LEE P LAS3
STEPNICKA CRAIG D LAW1
STEPP RENEE AGR1
STEPPIG BRUCE A BUS3
STERBA ANTON W LAS3
STERBA EDWARD J ENG1
STERBA STEVEN C FAA4
STERMER KAREN J LAS2
STERN ELLEN P LAS4
STERN FRANCINE ED 2
STERN GARY M BUS3




















504 W ELM 4
1005 S 6TH
1400 N MCKINLEY 12
















2303 S 1ST ST RD
URH LAR 316












409 E CHALMRS 1601
2006 VAWTER










































































































6140 N AVERS AV


















64 HIGH PT DR
6927 N WAUKESHA












803 BIG ROCK AV
182 PETERSON PKWY
1700 LONGVALLEY DR
10323N N FORST TRL
124 N AUSTIN BLVD
1 S 550 ROUTE 53
1 S 550 ROUTE 53
11422 S LOWE AV

















1059 OLD ELM LN
323 LAUREL ST




5240 S CAMPBELL AV
15912 DREXEL
410 W OAK ST
2101 JERSEY ST
307 E HEALEY 3











3418 N SUSAN DR
907 W STOUGHTON













































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL







*STERN LAURIE K PE 3
STERN LINDA S LAS3
STERN MARY C LAS4
*STERN MICHAEL C LAW2
STERN PETER A LAS2
STERN PHILIP W LAW1
STERN RICHARD 6 FAA4
STERN ROBERT S BUS4
STERN SHELLEY J LAS2
STERN STEPHEN GRAD
STERNAL JAYNE R LAS2
STERNBERG LAWRENCE I LAS3
STERNBERG SUSAN M LAS1
STERNFELD BARBARA H LAS2
STERRETT HELEN J GRAD
STETZLER REBECCA J AGR4
STEUDEL NANCY L LAS2
STEURY CHARLES P LAS4
STEURY JOHN H ENG2
STEVENS ALICE J LAS3
STEVENS BRUCE BORDEN GRAD
STEVENS CAROLYN AGR3
STEVENS ELIZABETH H LAS3
STEVENS GENE R ENG1
STEVENS JAMES E JR GRAD
STEVENS JEOFFERY J AGR4
STEVENS JOHN DAVID GRAD
STEVENS JOHN N LAS1
STEVENS KATHLEEN V LAS2
STEVENS MICHAEL J ENG2
STEVENS MIKE D BUS1
STEVENS ROSALIND A LAS2
STEVENS WENDELL L AGR4
STEVENSON CRAIG A VM 2
STEVENSON JAMES M FAA2
STEVENSON JOHN D LAS4
STEVENSON MARK L ENG1
STEVENSON SCOTT W LAS3
STEVENSON TERESA G AGR2
STEVER RONALD C GRAD
STEWARD MARY KIM LAS2
STEWART BRUCE DAVID GRAD
STEWART CHARLES NEIL GRAD
STEWART CONNIE A BUS3
STEWART DAVID L ENG4
STEWART DEBORAH L LAS2
STEWART DIANE L LAS4
STEWART DONALD K ENG4
STEWART GEORGETTE LAS1
STEWART GLEN P BUS2
STEWART IDA S GRAD
STEWART JAMES LOCKHA GRAD
STEWART JEAN A ED 1
STEWART JOHN C LAW3
STEWART JOHN GILBERT GRAD
STEWART JOHN H LAS3
STEWART KAREN J LAS1
STEWART KATHLEEN A ENG2
STEWART KATHLEEN M GRAD
STEWART LYNDA JEANNE GRAD
STEWART RALPH N ENG1
STEWART ROBERT D LAS4
STEWART STEVEN ENG3
STEWART THOMAS C PE 1
STEWART THOMAS S ENG4
STGERMAINE JOHN H LAS3
STICHA MARK W FAA3
STICKELMAIER H C III BUS2
STICKLEN ROBERT W ENG3
STICKLER JAMES HART ENG4
STICKLER SARA L FAA2
STIEFEL RONALD B ENG1
STIEGEMEIER TAMRA LY FAA4
STIEGMAN GREGORY V BMS1
STIER GLENN R ENG3
STIERMAN CHARLES F COM3
STIERMAN CYNTHIA L PE 1
STIERWALT BONITA K AGR2
STIGER TARI E LAS3
STILES LEON N JR LAS1
STILES PALMER CONLEY GRAD
STILL STEVEN MICHAEL GRAD
STILLE KENT A ENG3
STILLERMAN GAIL M FAA1
STILLERMAN SIDNEY J LAS3
STILLMAN RANDALL B LAS1
STILLWELL ALAN G AV I 1
STIMEK BARBARA L LAS3
STINAUER LAURA L PE 1
STINE BARBARA S GRAD
STINE JAMES RONALD GRAD
STINE OWEN JAY FAA4
STINEBAUGH LORELEI J LAS4
STINSON CRAIG M PE 4
STINSON KENNETH R ENG3
STINSON RICHARD A ENG4
STIPE MARY E LAS2
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
409 E CHALMRS 809 C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
1606 MAYNARD C
URH CARR 306 U
1410 N MCKINLEY C
1 ROXBURY RD U
715 S MATTIS C
58 E JOHN C
502 E WHITE C
URH WARDALL 224 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH ALLEN 334 U
URH WARDALL 909 U
706 SHERWOOD TERR C
URH TRELEASE 1029 U
URH BUSEY 257 U
URH CARR 127 U
URH FORBES 494 C
URH WARDALL 422 U
URH SHERMAN 647 C
URH BUSEY 143 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TOWNSENO 166 U
1211 W CLARK 14 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
102 S GREGORY U
309 E CHALMERS C
207 E JOHN C
302 E GREGORY C
1009 W STOUGHTON U
URH CLARK 310 C
1203 BLOOMINGTON C
2108 ORCH ST 301 U
URH GARNER 428 C
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
URH NOBLE 402 C
URH GARNER 426 C
508 E CHALMERS C
OGDEN ILL
SPRINGFIELD ILL
509 E WHITE 14 C
304 CRYSTAL LAKE U
URH BLAISDELL 326 U
URH BLAISDELL 225 U
URH SCOTT 212 C
102 E ARMORY 8 C
1846 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 325 C
URH HOPKINS 268 C
1410 ROSEWOOD DR C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
URH LAR 134 U
1110 S ARBOR 203 C
INTRA EDUC BLDG U
810 W OREGON U
501 E SPNGFLD C
312 E DANIEL C
304 CRYSTAL LAKE U
1838 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 406 C
905 E COLORADO 50 U
URH BABCOCK 218 U
URH SNYDER 325 C
906 S 1ST C
410 W GREEN U
1006 NEVADA U
1004 S 3RD C
904 W GREEN U
807 1/2 W MAIN U
405 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 126 C
910 W NEVADA 4 U
URH FLAGG 405 C
1404 SILVER RD U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
URH GARNER 340 C
URH EVANS 315 U
607 W HEALEY 8 C
URH OGLESBY 223 U
1728 ANITA C
1508 S MATTIS C
1101 E PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 405 U
509 STOUGHTON C
URH SNYDER 390 C
2509 STANFORD C
401 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 816 U
51 E JOHN 6 C
51 E JOHN 6 C
305 E GREEN 4 C
212 E WHITE 2 C
403 W HEALEY C
URH WESTON 359 C
402 W GREEN C



































































































4140 W 82ND ST
1565 MARCIA DR
BOX 297
RR 1 BOX 97











RR 1 BOX 206A
ROCK HILL RD RR 2
1286 BROADVIEW DR
2355-39TH ST
1342 W 15TH 401
2355-39TH ST
1410 ROSEWOOD
2020 N MATTIS 103
14 GOLF VIEW PL
410 N KANKAKEE
















32 CHAPEL HILL EST
7452 N KENNETH
702 S WRIGHT ST
RR 1












4944 W CORNELIA AV
5101 W 105TH ST
5130 BROOKHAVEN DR
99 BELMONT AV
615 W SOUTH ST
3260 N LAKE SHORE
403 W HEALEY





































































































STIRNIMAN JOYCE M LAS3
STIRNIMAN ROBERT PAU ENG4
STISSER MARCELLA R BUS2
STITH RUDOLPH LAS1
STITH STEPHANIE L AGR1
STITTIAM DEREK K LAS1
STIVERS JAMES DANIEL GRAD
STJOHN GREGORY J LAS4
STJOHN KENNETH A VM 3
STLOUIS GENE N LAS2
STLUKA GARY W FAA4
STLUKA THOMAS HAROLD GRAD
STOCK DARRELL A ENG4
STOCK KENNETH RICHAR FAA4
STOCK RICHARD M BUS2
STOCK ROBERTA D GRAD
STOCK TIMOTHY JOHN LAW1
STOCKER THOMAS LAS2
STOCKINGER PAUL M AGR3
STOCKNER ALAN RAY ENG4
STOCKNER DEBRA FRANK LAS4
STOCKS ARTHUR IAN GRAD
STODDARD DAVID L AGR1
STODDARD JAMES A AGR3
STODDARD MARY LAS4
STODDART MARY FRASER GRAD
STODDEN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
STOEBER JEROME DOUGL FAA4
STOEBER JONATHAN LEE GRAD
STOERGER MARY F AGR3
STOESSER BARBARA J LAS1
STOFFEL MARILYN C ED 4
STOFFELS SHELLY R LAS2
STOFFREGEN JOHN V LAS3
STOHLE MICHAEL R LAS3
STOJAK ALAN J BUS1
STOJAK WALTER S FAA4
STOJAN CURTIS C AGR3
STOKER BARBARA J PE 2
STOKES LARRY D GRAD
STOKES NANCY M BUS1
STOKES ROBERT U LAS3
STOKES RONNIE J LAS3
STOKLOSA CYNTHIA K LAS3
STOKOLS JEFFERY M LAS2
STOKOLS MARLEEN S LAS3
STOLAREK JOHN S II GRAD
STOLARSKI DENNIS P ENG3
STOLARSKY LANA S GRAD
STOLL CHARLES PETER LAS4
STOLL HANS G LAS2
STOLL HENRY W JR GRAD
STOLL JULIAN E ENG1
STOLL MICHAEL E LAS4
STOLLER JAMES J LAW1
STOLLER RONALD J LAS2
STOLTE MICHELLE P LAS1
STOLTENBERG JOAN M LAS2
STOLTZ GEORGE LEWIS ENG4
STOLTZ MARSHA KUHN COM4
STOLTZ SHELDON D ENG2
STOMPANATO DIA M LAS3
STOMPER CONNIE M ED 3
STONE CHARLES W GRAD
STONE CONSTANCE A ED 1
STONE EARL J BUS1
STONE JAMES M LAS2
STONE JANAAN C AGR2
STONE JOHN B LAS3
STONE JULIA A FAA2
STONE MARC JAY LAS4
STONE MAUREEN C ENG4
STONE REBECCA A FAA2
STONE ROBERT DOUGLAS GRAD
STONE ROBERT LEROY GRAD
STONE ROGER W BUS1
STONE RONALD W AGP2
STONE SUSAN D FAA1
STONE TERESA L LASl
STONE TERRY M FAA4
STONE WILLIAM F GRAD
STONEBURG EDWARD F ENG3
STONEBURNER ROBERT L GRAD
STONECIPHER JERRE LE ENG4
STONEHAM SANDRA L FAA4
STONEHOCKER WILLIAM LAS9
STONER GREGG D LASl
STONER JAMES R BUS2
STONER TERRY L ENG3
STONITSCH LAURA L LASl
STOOPS LEE E FAA1
STOOPS WALTER R FAA3
STORCH STEPHEN GRAD
STORM BARBARA PE 1
STORM GARY ALLYN GRAD
STORM JOHN HENRY GRAD
STORM STEWART L ENG2
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMRS 1210 C
URH TOWNSEND 516 U
URH WARDALL 502 U
URH HOPKINS 216 C
2203 HAZWD DR 204 U
1404 SILVER 13 U
2114 ORCH ST 303 U
URH WESTON 208 C
512 STOUGHTON C
512 E STOUGHTON C
510 W SPNGFLD C
306 E GREEN C
211 E ARMORY C
502 E WHITE 24 C
1101 N BUSEY U
URH WESTON 274 C
URH BABCOCK 326 U
2320 E UNIVERSITY U
2320 E UNIV 14 U
URH DANIELS 626 U
58 E GREGORY C
58 E GREGORY C
1008 W CLARK 2 U
ROUTE 1 BOX 35 U
HOMER ILL
1707 W GREEN C
NORMAL ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 229 U
URH LAR 294 U
706 S 2ND C
212 E CHALMERS 9 C
905 E MAIN U
1007 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
312 W SPNGFLD U
GIBSON CITY ILL
2112 ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 422 U
2024 BOUDREAU U
711 W GREEN U
1004 CENTENNIAL C
910 S 3RD C
106 E HEALEY 1 C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
108 HEALEY 2 C
1005 S 6TH 9 C
1111 S 3RD 304 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 79 U
URH CARR 204 U
1782 VALLEY RD C
1502 WINSTON C
52 E ARMORY C
1001 COUNTRY SOI U
URH BUSEY 433 U
1708 PERKINS RD U
709 W CHURCH 5 C
URH FORBES 126 C
1202 W UNIVERSITY C
URH SAUNDERS 208 U
824 W HARVARD C
URH LAR 378 U
URH OGLESBY 416 U
URH ALLEN 453 U
URH LUNDGREN 205 C
URH OGLESBY 203 U
706 S MATHEWS U
1707 « GREEN C
402 E WHITE C
409 E CHALMRS 1305 C
209 PFEFFER RD U
502 E HEALEY 103 C
1106 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 273 U
908 S 1ST C
800 S MATTIS 42 C
1009 S ANDERSON U
URH CARR 229 U
2309 TAMARACK C
1301 STOUGHTON U
710 S GOODWIN U
2412 CARRELTON C
URH SNYDER 475 C
URH GARNER 228 C
904 W GREEN 407 U
1005 S WPIGHT C
URH WESTON 232 C
URH ALLEN 254 U
707 S PRAIRIE C
URH LAR 128 U
2101 BURLISON U
1008 W COLUMBIA C






































































19J2 N NEWLAND AV
















1008 W CLARK 2A
ROUTE 1 BOX 35











RR 2 BOX 113






9000 N LOWELL AV
9245 KILPATRICK
1110 1/2 S ARBOR
137 N GILBERT
1005 S 6TH 9
128 N MARTIN AV
34TH £ COLGATE AV
34 BURLINGTON AV
RR






709 W CHURCH 5
3863 SEVERN RD
736 S GROVE
4605 N OSAGE AV
824 W HARVARD



































































































































STORM TIM E AGR4
STORTZUM JAY R GRAD
STORZ STEVEN E AGR4
STOTLER ROBERT WAGNE BUS4
STOTMEISTER ELLEN S LAS4
STOTMEISTER KEVIN S ENG4
STOTT MARK A ENG2
STOUT FRANK L ENG2
STOUT GARY LEON GRAD
STOUT JAMES D LAW1
STOUT JANIFER V LAS3
STOUT LAWRENCE NEFF GRAO
STOUT WILLIAM D GRAD
STOUTENBOROUGH MARY LAS1
STOVALL THOMAS STUAR FAA4
STOVER MERRY B FAA4
STOW GEORGE B JR GRAD
STOWE DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
STRACHE BERNARD E FAA1
STRACK ELIZABETH M GRAD
STRACK JAMES EDWARD GRAD
STRAHINICH DANIEL J LAS2
STRAHL GERALD A ENG4
STRAIN DAVID A ENG4
STRAL ERIC RICHARD GRAD
STRALL MARGARET A LAS4
STRALOW MARTIN J LAS4
STRAMANDI NICHOLAS ENG6
STRAND ERIC J ENG2
STRAND HELEN M LAS2
STRAND JAMES LAS1
STRAND ROBERT R ENG4
STRAND THEODORE C FAA1
STRANDBERG PAMELA R FAA3
STRANDBERG TWILA E GRAD
STRANG PHILIP ANDREW COM4
STRANG WILLIAM J BUS3
STRANGE JOHN N LAW1
STRANGE PAMELA C GRAD
STRASBURGER RITA M GRAD
STRATER DONALD BROOK GRAD
STRATMAN LYNDA LOU GRAD
STRATTON STEVEN F LAS3
STRAUB BEVERLY C FAA2
STRAUS JUSTINE J LAS2
STRAUS LYNN LAS2
STRAUSS ALAN R LAS3
STRAUSS ROBERT F LAW1
STRAWBRIDGE KENNETH LAS4
STRAYHORN EARLENE E LAS2
*STREBEL RICHARD M GRAD
*STREBENDT RICHARD E GRAD
STREEPER CONSTANCE A LAS1
STREET GAIL D LAS1
STREETER HARRISON AV I 5
STREICKER MELINDA A PE 1
STREID PETER J AGR2
STREIT THEODORE M ENG1
STREITBERGER WILLIAM GRAD
STREITMATTER MICHAEL ENG4
STRELECKY MARTIN J LAS2
STRELECKY ROBERT A LAS1
STREVER MARGARET J PE 4
STRICKLANO HOWARD S LAS1
STRICKLEN JOHN L LAS2
STRICKLER KENNETH D GRAD
STRIEGEL ROBERT F PE 2
STRIKER THOMAS ALLEN GRAD
STRILKY MIRIAM L LAS2
STRINGER ANN ELIZABE LAS4
STRINGER MARY ELINOR GRAD
STRITAR CYNTHIA R LAS2
STROBEL SANDRA LEE GRAD
STROBEL VICKI L FAA2
STRODE CARL B AGR3
STRODE ROGER D LAW3
STROHACKER FRED M GRAD
STROHL JANET C LAS3
STROHM DAVID C COM3
STROM DEBORAH K LAS4
STROM GERALD STEVEN GRAD
STROM JOHN A II LAS1
STROM MICHAEL A LAS2
STROMBERG FRANK R BUS4
STROMBERG ROBERT R BUS2
STRONG BARBARA J FAA2
STRONG CAROL DUNLAP GRAD
STRONG GARY M ENG4
STRONG JAMES THORUD GRAD
STRONG ROBYN L LAS1
STRONG SAMUEL MANLEY GRAD
STRONG SHIRLEY SUE GRAD
STRONG WILLIAM J GRAD
STROSHANE RONALD M GRAD
STROTHMANN PATRICIA ED 2
STROUD BETTY S GRAD
STROUP CLYDE E ENG2
14 TULIP TREE C
ARCOLA ILL
1205 E FLORIDA AVE U
707 S 6TH 513 C
1302 SILVER 7 U
1302 SILVER 7 U
604 E ARMORY 222 C
DEWEY ILL
2104 ORCH ST 202 U
602 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 308 C
508 E WHITE 6 C
1201 E FLORIDA U
URH WARDALL 1004 U
1010 S OAK C






1004 S 3RD C
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
1509 KIRBY 11 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
302 S 4TH 12 C
906 TIMOTHY TRAIL U
URH OGLESBY 619 U
URH SCOTT 424 C
URH SNYDER 340 C
2309 S 1ST 303 C
904 W GREEN U
404 E WHITE C
CHARLESTON ILL
PINE ACRES U
209 E ARMORY C
54 E DANIEL C
54 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 504 C
SAVOY ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
1101 W PENN U
URH BUSEY 433 U
URH LAR 384 U
URH ALPHA HSE 2 U
503 E STOUGHTON 8 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 317 U
URH LAR 187 U
804 OAKLAND 108 U
824 OAKLAND 105 U
URH TRELEASE 1101 U
105 E DANIEL C
MAHOMET ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 442 C
URH ALLEN 25 U
309 KELLY CT C
105 E GREEN 7 C
URH GARNER 390 C
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
302 E ARMORY C
202 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 315 C
207 W WASHINGTON 5 C
URH SNYDER 311 C
HOMER ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
706 S MATHEWS U
205 E GREEN 1 C
412 E GREEN 16 C
URH TRELEASE 1214 U
1006 S 3RD C
706 W OHIO U
MAHOMET ILL
1206 W STOUGHTON U
TUSCOLA ILL
WOODSTOCK ILL
1207 W NEVADA U
2106 ORCH ST 204 U
URH TOWNSEND 353 U
URH SCOTT 480 C
306 E GREGORY C
1766 VALLEY RD C
URH LAR 365 U
805 W HEALEY C
URH TOWNSEND 310 U
603 EVERGREEN CT U
309 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 1151 C
2006 RAINBOW VIEW U
805 W HEALEY C
703 E COLORADO 102 U
URH LAR 186 U
1707 JAMES CHERRY U



































































508 E WHITE 6
1201 E FLORIDA 14
229 W WASHINGTON
10 LO S OAK
38 KENWOOD ST
2050 ALLEN ST
752 N 117TH ST







6932 W ARGYLE ST





12238 S MORGAN ST
1110 S 4TH ST




































2211 W 46TH AV
3O70 CARYN LN B4
400 W GLOUCESTER
421 W CLARENDON
91 PARKHL MOBL EST
160 LINDEN AV
111 HOLIDAY OR
515 W JACKSON ST
919 W LINCOLN AV
BOX 296
919 W LINCOLN AV










304 E 7TH SOUTH






































































































STROUSF KAY E LAS3
*STROW PETER H LAW2
STRUBBE DAVID P LAS1
STRUBBE MARY A LAS4
STPUBE DAVIO C LAS4
STRUBE PAUL D ED 4
*STRUEBER THOMAS J COM4
•STRUEBING WESLEY A LAS4
*STRUFE FREDERICK E LAW2
STRUKEL JOHN W ED 4
STRUM JERRY S FAA3
*STRUS DAVID FREDRICK GRAD
STRUSS JAMES E FAA4
STRUSS STEVEN R ENG2
STRUTZ WILLIAM J LAS3
STRYJEWSKI LINDA M FAA2
STRYKER JANE L LAS2
STRZALKA MARYBETH A LAS1
STSZESZYNSKI GEORGE FAA4
STTHOMAS STEPHEN F BUS4
*STTHOMAS TERRI F ED 4
STUART RICHARD S LAS1
STUART ROBERT A JR LAW2
STUBBLEFIELD JOHN R GRAD
STUCKEL ANN F ED 1
STUCKEL MARILYN A LAS4
STUCKEMEYER ROY D BUS2
STUCKER WENDY E LAS3
STUDENCKI ANNA B GRAD
STUDIER EMMYLOU AGR4
STUDIER JOHN M ENG2
*STUDLEY WILLIAM M GRAD
STUEBE PATRICIA L LAS4
STUEHMEIER JOHN W LAS3
*STUFF J GLYNDON GRAD
STUKENBERG KENNETH H LAS2
STULGIN PATRICK W LAS4
STULKEN IMOGENE ANN GRAD
STULL JOHN DAVIS LAS2
*STULTS KENNETH P GRAD
STUMPF ALAN E AGR3
STUMPF JOHN H AGR1
STUNSON JEFF F AGR1
STUPAR MARK JOSEPH ENG4
STUPP GEORGE B JR GRAD
STURGEON DIANE M GRAD
STURGESS MICHAEL A PE 1
STURHAN WILLIAM L BUS4
STURM DAVID C BUS3
STURM LOIS B PE 1
STURM M MARGARET LAS3
STURM RICHARD W LAS1
STURMER FREDRICK C BUS2
*STURMON DANIEL E GRAD
STUTSMAN BARBARA A ED 1
STUTZ GEORGE A LAS2
STUTZ WILLIAM G BUS2
STUTZMAN STACEY L LAS2
STYNCHULA CONRAD J AGR3
STYNES DANIEL JOSEPH GRAD
STYNES JAMES BRENDAN GRAD
STYZEN MICHAEL J AVU
SUARDI MARK W LAS3
SUBBARAO KARUMURI V GRAD
*SUBBARAO SARALA K GRAO
SUBECK BRUCE A LAS3
*SUBERKROPP SHARON A ED 4
*SUBICK CAROL TARGETT GRAD
SUBJACK JAMES P LAW2
SUBJFCT DAVID PAUL GRAD
SUBRIN RICHARD I ENG4
SUCH MARK R ENG4
SUCOF JUDITH L FAA1
SUDALNIK JAMES E COM4
SUDALNIK ROBERT A LAS2
SUODATH LOVICK P III GRAO
SUDDUTH VICTOR LAS1
SUDETH GARY L LAW3
SUDMAN EMILY L PE 1
SUE IVAN P FAA3
SUESS BRADLEY H BUS3
SUESS JUDITH A LAS4
SUETRONG NIPAT GRAD
SUFFERN BRUCE C BUS4
SUFFNESS MICHAEL B LAW3
SUFFRIN EDWARD S GRAD
SUFRIN BARRY W LAW1
SUGANO SUSAN S LAS3
SUGAR DAVID S BUS4
SUGAR DIANE E ED 1
SUGARMAN ANITA F LAS4
*SUGARMAN BARRETT BUS4
*SUGARMAN JANICE N FAA3
SUGAWARA SHIGERU GRAD
SUGES RITA A LAS1
SUGGS LINDA J LAS1
SUGHRUA MARY S LAS2
904 S LINCOLN U
2102 ORCH ST 201 U
URH SNYDER 391 C
908 W NEVADA 5 U
111 E CHALMERS 7 C
211 W SPNGFLD C
706 W ELM 4 U
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
809 S RANDOLPH 6 C
URH BARTON 302 C
URH SCOTT 459 C
DECATUR ILL
704 W HIGH U
809 S 5TH C
URH NOBLE 417 C
URH CLARK 308 C
URH TRELEASE 221 U
URH HOPKINS 409 C
308 E ARMORY C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH FORBES 414 C
910 S 3RD C
ODELL ILL
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
URH SAUNDERS 212 U
1005 S 2ND C
702 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 616 U
URH LUNDGREN 419 C
URH ALLEN 294 U
RR 3 C
105 E JOHN 104 C
URH BABCOCK 306 U
1106 W JOHN C
1004 S 3RD C
1008 W STOUGHTON U
URH SHERMAN 224 C
URH TOWNSEND 379 U
605 VI JOHN C
VALMEYER ILL
URH OGLESBY 830 U
URH CLARK 115 C
URH OGLESBY 1113 U
61 E JOHN C
903 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 341 C
1606 HOLMSTROM C
URH SCOTT 178 C
URH LUNDGREN 225 C
URH LUNDGREN 217 C
311 ARMORY U
311 E ARMORY C
808 E SHURTS U
URH VANDOREN L2 1 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
CAMARGO ILL
309 E JOHN C
RR 2 C
906 1/2 S VINE U
DOUGLASTON NY
URH TAFT 209 C
212 N MCCULLOUGH 4 U
2023 C ORCH ST U
2023 C ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
1010 S 1ST ST RD C
906 1/2 S VINE 1C1 U
1009 FRANCIS 5 C
203 E HEALEY C
404 E DANIEL 4 C
502 W ELM U
URH LAR 232 U
1208 W CLARK U
303 E CHALMERS C
1410 CAMBRIDGE C
URH WESTON 241 C
705 W CHURCH C
2302 GLENOAK C
1105 S 4TH C
GREENVILLE ILL
201 S BUSEY U
2 16 E GREGORY 303 C
316 COTTAGE CT C
1203 E FLORIDA U
507 E CLARK C
618 CHURCH C
CHICAGO ILL
503 E STOUGHTON 7 C
URH TRELEASE 1007 U
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
901 W SPNGFLD 11 U
901 W SPNGFLD 11 U
URH SHERMAN 559 C
URH BLAISDELL 403 U
URH LAR 462 U





































































5811 JOHN WAYNE DR











314 37TH ST N
901 S 4TH ST
4429 DOWNERS DR
RR 3




4 E HEGELER AV
ROUTE 2
206 W MACK AV RR 2
55 PROVIDENCE LN
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 71
FAIRIVIEW RD
104 MOUND




5615 N WESTERN AV
1143 GRENOLA DR
4613 RED BLUFF DR
4613 REDBLUFF DR
RR 1 BOX 172
808 E SHURTS



















4635 N DAMEN AV
















1236 E MADISON PK
901 W SPNGFLO
2-12-45 KITA AOYMA
14501 S LOWE AV

































































KAKINADA 2 AP IND


































SUGIMOTO CLYDE Y GRAD
SUHARWARDY MOHAMMED GRAD
SUHLING BERNICE F LAS1
SUHRE DENNIS RAY GRAD
SUIDAN MAKRAM TEWFIC GRAD
SUITOR DENNIS R BUS3
SUJAK MARGARET L GRAD
SUKARJA RASJID GRAD
SULAVER RANDY K ENG1
SULCESKI CLAUDIA M LAS3
SULENSKI JEFFREY M GRAD
SULLIVAN BILL FRANK GRAD
SULLIVAN DENNJS M ENG4
SULLIVAN FAY MICHAEL AGR4
SULLIVAN GERALD B PE 1
SULLIVAN HELEN F LAS2
SULLIVAN JAMES A ENG3
SULLIVAN JAMES E GRAD
SULLIVAN JOHN E III GRAD
SULLIVAN JORETTA B L FAA3
SULLIVAN MARCIA JEAN GRAD
SULLIVAN MARY A COM4
SULLIVAN MARY D ED 3
SULLIVAN MAUREEN E LAS3
SULLIVAN MICHAEL D ENG4
SULLIVAN MICHELE D AGR3
SULLIVAN PATRICIA A COM4
SULLIVAN PATRICK F LAS1
SULLIVAN RALPH L COM4
SULLIVAN RANDALL L ENG3
SULLIVAN RICHARD J BUS1
SULLIVAN STEPHEN LAW3
SULLIVAN THERESA M GRAD
SULLIVAN THOMAS F JR LAW3
SULLIVAN THOMAS J FAA1
SULLIVAN THOMAS M ENG4
SULLIVAN TIMOTHY C GRAD
SULLIVAN TIMOTHY E LAS3
SULLIVAN TIMOTHY T LAS3
SULLIVAN WILLIAM JOH GRAD
SULLY ELIZABETH LONG GRAD
SULLY JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
SULO ROBERT M ENG2
SULOWAY JOHN J LAS4
SULSER JOHN D FAA1
SULZER JAMES M LAS1
SULZER PAULA J LAS3
SUMIEC KENNETH F ENG4
SUMMAR PAULA A AGR1
SUMMER MARK A LAS3
SUMMERFELT ELGIN H LAS4
SUMMERS DALE EDWIN GRAD
SUMMERS DAVID B LAS1
SUMMERS FRANCIS E GRAO
SUMMERS GUY F ENG1
SUMMERS HOLLIS S III GRAD
SUMMERS JAMES D FAA4
SUMMERS KATHRYN L AGR1
SUMMERVILLE VALERIAN GRAD
SUMNER JUDITH A LAS3
SUMNER STEPHEN C BUS2
SUMNICHT JOHN F FAA3
SUMSKI MICHAEL J LAS2
SUNDARARAJAN N GRAD
SUNDAY ALEXANDER A GRAD
SUNDBERG KIM S BUS4
SUNDELL DARRELL J LAS1
SUNDELL RONALD C BUS3
SUNDENE ROBERT JR ENG1
SUNDERHAUS THOMAS A ENG1
SUNDERMAN DONNA L FAA1
SUNDERMAN MARK A ENG2
SUNDERMAN WILLIAM A LAW3
SUNDHEIM LLOYD D GRAD
SUNDINE KRISTA E LAS3
SUNDLOF KENNETH C LAS4
SUNG STEPHEN H GRAD
SUPARLAN PARSUDI GRAD
SUPERAK PAUL JAMES GRAD
SUPERFINE RICHARD J LAW3
SUPPAN MICHAEL DAVID ENG1
SURAFIEL MENBERE AGR4




SURREY KAREN B ED 3
SURROZ DEBORAH L LAS2
SUPUCU A GULERMAN GRAD
SUS LINDA M AGR1
SUSAN MIHAELA GRAD
SUSIN JAMES A BUS4
SUSINA LAWRENCE M LAW1
SUSS LAYNE C LAS2
SUSSENBACH CAROL L AGR1
SUSSMAN ANA FAA1
SUSSMANN MARIO GRAD
U OF I ZOOLOGY U
505 E CLARK 36 C
URH VANDOREN 212 C
109 E JOHN C
309 E GREEN 2 C
1415 S PROSPECT C
104 E JOHN 7 C
1012 S 1ST ST RD C
URH BABCOCK 3 U
313 E JOHN C
901 S 6TH C
606 W OHIO U
610 1/2 E GREEN C
1311 W CLARK C
URH FORBES 217 C
URH WARDALL 226 U
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
1310 LARKSPUR C
2612 KIRBY C
202 S LINCOLN 4 U
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1202 W NEVADA U
307 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 408 U
409 W ELM 10 U
1009 S 2ND C
907 S 3RD 9 C
PARIS ILL
STA A BOX 2429 C
806 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 323 C
804 W HILL C
1107 W GREEN 533 U
716 W VERMONT U
1308 N MATTIS C
211 E DANIEL C
306 E GREEN 12 C
208 W SPNGFLD C
URH BABCOCK 417 U
307 E JOHN C
712 W OHIO U
712 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 478 C
706 W GREEN U
URH BARTON 404 C
URH OGLESBY 416 U
URH TRELEASE 311 U
312 S PRAIRIE 203 C
URH ALLEN 340 U
907 S 4TH C
DANVILLE ILL
704 W NEVADA U
1810 S VINE U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH WESTON 293 C
205 W HIGH U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH EVANS 209 U
2306 LANTERN HILL U
URH TRELEASE 126 U
401 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 315 C
URH OGLESBY 603 U
1114 W SPNGFLD 2 U
URH SHERMAN 351 C
1829 JOHN C
URH SNYDER 438 C
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH CARR 222 U
URH BARTON 203 C
URH WARDALL 421 U
URH TOWNSEND 375 U
1009 S MATTIS 4-4 C
CHARLESTON ILL
508 E CHALMERS C
1008 W UNIVERSITY U
URH DANIELS 188 U
307 E GREEN 1 C
604 E WHITE C
504 CLARK C
URH HOPKINS 202 C
103 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 234 U
1107 W GREEN 130 U
URH GARNER 372 C
301 E BRADLEY 21 C
URH TRELEASE 412 U
URH WARDALL 1109 U
1830 D ORCH PL U
URH TRELEASE 1207 U
2005 C ORCH ST U
505 E WHITE 12 C
706 W GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 474 C
URH TRELEASE 1224 U
2072 C ORCH ST U

























































159/3 CP & BERAR
30L W WILSON
ROUTE 3 BOX 299




112 E GARDEN ST
10528 S KOLMAR AV
901 S 6TH
904 W 1ST









912 N OAK PARK AV
14C9 W KESLINGER







116 S WE GO TRAIL











2817 W 97TH PL
5622 N NATOMA AV
4508-23RD AV
50^8 W HOWARD ST
5026 W HOWARD ST
8012 S OCONTO
39 COLLEGE BLVO





45T E 88TH PL
181 N CONGRESS
2847 N MERRIMAC AV




17 SILVER SPUR LN
513 N MCLEAN ST
19 JAYALAXMY COL
364 HIGH ST 229
725 BURNHAM DR 6-3
268A3 ROUTE 45
421 GARFIELD AV









MEOE 39 HUTAN KAJU







241 S EUCLID AV
6234 N FRANCISCO
RR 2 BOX 152-K
BILIR SOK 6/3
1823 S HARLEM AV
20C5 C ORCH ST
1345 E WOOD
717" W MAIN ST
21C6 9TH ST
RR 2
2072 C ORCH ST



































































































SUTARIK EDWARD J LAS4
SUTER SHERMAN DALE BUS2
SUTHASASNA ARONG GRAD
SUTHERLAND BETH A LAS!
SUTHERLAND IRIS ROSE GRAD
SUTHERLAND MILLICENT GRAD
SUTHERLAND PAUL W JR LAS4
SUTOR JOHN J AGR2
SUTRINA THOMAS A ENG4
SUTTER CRAIG BERNARD GRAD
SUTTER EILEEN HAYES GRAD
SUTTERLIN WESLEY L GRAD
SUTTLE BRUCE BOEHMER GRAD
SUTTLE LINDA L LAS2
SUTTLE MARJORIE LYNN EO 1
SUTTON CHERYL M GRAD
SUTTON DALE A LAS1
SUTTON DOUGLAS L AGR3
SUTTON GEORGE A AGR3
SUTTON JAMES W AGR4
SUTTON JOHN T BUS2
SUTTON KAREN K LAS3
SUTTON KENNETH CHARL ENG4
SUTTON LEE ANDER GRAD
SUTTON MICHAEL R AV I 4
SUTTON STEPHEN A GRAD
SUTTON TERRYL L ED 1
SUTTON THEODORE E LAS1
SUTTON THOMAS H LAW2
SUTTON WILLIAM PE 3
SUWANTRA ANAN ENG4
SUZUKIDA IRENE M LAS2
SVEAN KENNETH R AGR4
SVETIC RUSSELL T ENG1
SVOBODA GAIL E LAS4
SWAAR WILLIAM D AGR1
SWABOWSKI THOMAS J BUS3
SWAGER PATRICIA D AGR2
SWAGER RONALD JOHN GRAD
SWAIM JOSEPH VINCEN GRAD
SWAIM SHERYL A FAA2
SWAKON LAWRENCE W PE 2
SWAN BRENDA F LAS1
SWAN FORREST JR GRAD
SWAN LARRY GENE ENG4
SWAN ROBERT JOHN LAS1
SWANGER JAMES C LAS3
SWANK DOUGLAS A FAA3
SWANLUND ROGER L ED 1
SWANN DANA W AVI1
SWANSON ALISA L LAS1
SWANSON BARBARA J ED 4
SWANSON BARTON MARSH COM4
SWANSON CARLA J LAS3
SWANSON DAVID AUGUST GRAD
SWANSON DAVID HERBER ENG4
SWANSON GARY S LAS3
SWANSON HILARIE H ED 1
SWANSON JAN G LAS1
SWANSON JANE E LAS3
SWANSON JAY M LAS2
SWANSON JEFFREY L LAW2
SWANSON JON C GRAD
SWANSON KAREN A LAS4
SWANSON KATHY A ED 2
SWANSON KURT R BUS4
SWANSON LARRY H LAS4
SWANSON PATRICE M FAA1
SWANSON PAUL W ED 4
SWANSON PAULINE L PE 1
SWANSON ROGER W ENG1
SWANSON RUTHANN GRAD
SWANSON SANDRA J LAS3
SWANSON SHIRLEY I FAA4
SWANSON VALERIE L LAS4
SWANSTROM JOHN JAY ENG3
SWART DANIEL J GRAD
SWARTOUT EUGENE F BUS3
SWARTWOUT MARK W ENG2
SWARTZ BRIAN A AGR1
SWARTZ BRUCE H COM4
SWARTZ DOUGLAS B GRAD
SWARTZ JOHN LEE GRAD
SWARTZ PAMELA S LAS2
SWATTA MARK S GRAD
SWEARINGEN DON E GRAD
SWEARINGEN STEVEN L GRAD
SWEARINGEN WALTER S AGR4
SWEAT ALYSON A LAS2
SWEAT RANOEL R ENG1
SWEENEY ALEXANDRIA LAS2
SWEENEY CATHLEEN A LAS2
SWEENEY DANIEL L ENG2
SWEENEY GAIL M LAS2
SWEENEY JOHN L ENG1
SWEENEY KAREN A FAA1
SWEENEY KATHLEEN M LAS2
URH SCOTT 382 C
1806 MELINDA C
508 W GREEN U
URH VANDOREN 418 C
URH DANIELS U
MANSFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 108 U
313 E CHALMERS C
201 E JOHN C
904 W GREEN 513 U
43 MAPLEWOOD U
309 W UNIVERSITY C
505 1/2 S RACE 3 U
URH WARDALL 605 U
URH TRELEASE 1012 U
32 CARRIAGE ESTS U
URH FORBES 338 C
URH NOBLE 18 C
URH NOBLE 18 C
URH GARNER 300 C
PHILO ILL
URH EVANS 304 U
URH CARR 331 U
202 1/2 W GREEN U
19 DUNELLEN U
406 W HIGH 1 U
URH LAR 466 U
URH SNYDER 406 C
32 CARRIAGE ESTS U
502 E WHITE 14 C
405 S 6TH 5 C
URH TRELEASE 1024 U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
URH OGLESBY 511 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
809 W PENN U
1109 S 4TH C
12 POTAWATOMI TRL U
DAVENPORT HALL 220 U
1304 SILVER 5 U
URH LUNDGREN 22 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 526 U
912 W CHURCH C
512 E STOUGHTON C
108 S GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 423 U
1 IMPERIAL CT C
URH SCOTT 363 C
407 VI ELM U
URH GARNER 265 C
405 E JOHN C
305 E UNIVERSITY C
813 W SPNGFLD U
502 E STOUGHTON C
401 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 415 C
URH ALLEN U
URH ALLEN 123 U
408 W ILLINOIS 3 U
58 E GREGORY C
505 E WHITE 9 C
50 E CHALMERS C
105 E JOHN 204 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 548 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH WARDALL 716 U
URH SCOTT 360 C
URH VANDOREN 325 C
URH TOWNSEND 481 U
50 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 726 U
404 W ILLINOIS U
610 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 148 U
2040A ORCH ST U
303 E CHALMERS C
402 E DANIEL C
RR 3 C
RR 3 C
606 W OHIO U
1201 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
URH DANIELS 252 U
707 S 6TH 212 C
112 E DANIEL C
1010 S 2ND C
URH EVANS 209 U
URH FORBES 374 C
URH WARDALL 819 U
712 W ILLINOIS U
301 E CHALMERS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 309 C
URH LAR 396 U






































































































4902 N MASON AV
16 E ADAMS ST
N MIX ST
RR 2




RR 3 BOX 64









458 N 1ST ST
3638 W 80TH ST
3811 TENNESSEE DR




32 N LAKEWOOD DR
316 S YALE AV





1652 W 187TH ST




















707 S 6TH 212
RR 1
604 TIPTON
305 SE 5TH AV
3114 EDGEWOOD PKWY
2001 W 101ST PL







































































































SWEENEY MARVIN A LAS1
SWEENEY MICHAEL J LAS3
SWEET GAYLN L BUS2
SWEET STEVEN LEWIS LAS2
SWEETS HENRY H III GRAD
SWENGEL ANDREA J LAS1
SWENGEL CATHY L LAS4
SWENGEL STEVEN L LAS3
SWENSON BRUCE PETER GRAD
SWENSON CYNTHIA L LAS1
SWENSON GERALD SCOTT GRAD
SWENSON LORRAINE L COM3
SWENSON MARY H GRAD
SWENSON THOMAS MARK GRAD
SWERDLIN ABBY M BUS1
SWIATOWIEC SANDRA J ED 3
SWIBEL SHERI KAY LAS2
SWIDER HOWARD E LAS1
SWIFT BARBARA G ED 1
SWIFT DALE EUGENE GRAD
SWIFT MATTHEW G LAW1
SWIFT SUSAN L FAA2
SWIGERT THOMAS C GRAD
SWIGERT WAYNE E AGR2
SWIM MICHAEL A ENG4
SWIM THEO S ENG2
SWIMMER GLENN I LAS2
SWING BARBARA L AGR1
SWINGLER JAMES L LAS1
*SWINSON DEBORAH G LAS3
SWIRES BOBBIE G AGR4
SWIRES JO ANN BAKER LAS4
SWISHER VAL J LAS1
SWISS THOMAS B LAS2
SWITZER CYNTHIA K GRAD
SWITZER CAVID EUGENE GRAD
SWITZER RALPH V JR LAW3
SWITZER WINIFRED B GRAD
SWOBODA RODNEY E AGR3
SWOFFORD GERALD E GRAD
SWOFFORD STEPHEN L ED 4
SWOPE JO CAROLYN GRAD
SWOPE JOHN LEE GRAD
SWOPE PAT PECK LAS4
SYDORENKO ALEXANDER GRAD
SYDOW JEANINE W LAS2
SYE ALLEN EDWARD GRAD
SYFERT GREGORY L ENG1
SYFERT RODNEY K LAS2
SYKEE ROBERTA L PE 2
SYKES DEBRA L LAS1
SYLWESTRAK JOHN EDMU LAS4
SYPE JOHN R LAW2
SYPNIEWSKI E R LAS4
SYVERTSEN GUY ROBERT GRAD
SYZ CATHERINE A ED 2
SYZ JOAN E AGR3
SZABELA WILLIAM A ENG1
SZABO PAUL GRAD
SZAMATOWICZ MARTIN J BUS2
SZARZAK DANNY E LAS2
SZATAN JERRY W LAS4
SZCZECH CHRISTINA M LAS2
SZCZEWSKI LAWRENCE V ENG1
SZETO DANJO TAO ENG3
SZOT BARBARA ANN GRAD
SZUJEWSKI HENRY I LAS2
SZWED EDWARD BUS4
SZYDLOWICZ ROSA LAS2
SZYMAN ROBERT JOHN GRAD
SZYMANSKI ALAN R ENG2
SZYMONIAK CYNTHIA K COM3
TAAFFE DAVID A LAS2
TAAKE GREGORY A AGR2
TAAKE KENNETH R ENG2
TAAKE MARVIN L AGR1
TABACHNIK RENA LAS1
TABACKMAN MARC J GRAD
TABAK MARIALAINA LAS1
TABAT LAWRENCE MAX GRAD
TABER ELLA J B ED 4
TABER SARAH L PE 2
TABIN ROSALIE P LAS4
TABLER EDWARD J LAS4
TABOR MARYBETH A LAS2
TABORN DANNY G FAA1
TACEY DONNA J PE 3
TADEL BARBARA A LAS2
TADELMAN RICHARD E PE 2
TADEN MICHAEL L LAS2
TADLOCK SHARON E PE 4
TAGGART JEFFREY C LAS4
TAGLER GEORGE J LAS3
TAGUE JOHN A ENGl
TAIBL WILLIAM C ENGl
TAICH SUSAN G ED 1
TAITT HENRY ALBERT GRAD
URH OGLESBY 228 U
URH GARNER 490 C
309 E CHALMERS C
103 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 110 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
111 E CHALMERS 6 C
DEWEY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
819 OAKLAND 103 U
1110 W NEVADA U
819 OAKLAND 103 U
1111 MCHENRY U
URH TRELEASE 1010 U
802 W OREGON 12 U
802 W OREGON U
805 OREGON 2 U
URH VANDOREN 305 C
URH SHERMAN 966 C
403 BRIAR LN 213 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
32 LEXINGTON U
URH CARR 425 U
1101 E PENN U
URH FORBES 478 C
URH OGLESBY 809 U
RR 3 U
904 W GREEN 625 U
105 E GREEN 15 C
201 N LINCOLN U
201 N LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 808 U
1002 S 2ND C
815 W UNIVERSITY 3 C
2108 WHITE 137 C
1405 HOLLYCREST C
404 W MICHIGAN U
604 E ARMORY 418 C
2051 A ORCH ST U
1852 VALLEY RD C
1603 S MAPLE U
3211 CAMERON C
3211 CAMERON C
2101 HAZWD DR 209 U
URH ALLEN 207 U
501 S RACE 5 U
URH HOPKINS 236 C
MONTICELLO ILL
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
URH LAR 460 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 8 U
URH SHERMAN 301 C
56 E DANIEL 1 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
MORRIS ILL
URH TRELEASE 310 U
904 W GREEN 625 U
702 W WESTERN U
1007 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 356 U
1209 W MAIN C
URH WARDALL 825 U
URH NOBLE 119 C
URH BARTON 114 C
504 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 272 C
CLARENDON HLS ILL
CHICAGO ILL
3 NEWPORT RD U
URH GARNER 292 C
409 E CHALMRS 1205 C
URH TAFT 221 C
URH FORBES 358 C
URH GARNER 306 C
URH WESTON 296 C
108 E HEALEY APT 6 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
URH ALLEN 185 U
307 W ELM U
1306 S ORCH U
URH WARDALL 712 U
706 W PARK C
609 W MAIN 2 U
URH GARNER 466 C
509 STOUGHTON 106 C
URH VANDOREN 104 C
URH GARNER 373 C
DEERFIELD ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1012 C
303 W HIGH U
1419 HOLLY HILL RD C
211 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 219 C
1106 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 906 U




























































116 S GROVE ST




































205 S JOHN ST
4243 HILARIA
808 HILLSIDE DR
2200 PERKINS RD 7
1521 CUYLER
21-01 HAZWD DR 204
2 WILSON PARK DR
5418 S LOREL AV
300 S DOUGLAS
26 FOOTHILL RD










600 E 158TH ST
3547 W WOLFRAM ST
5345 FOSTER
9 S COLUMBIA ST
2146 W WALTON
17 WING ON ST
8111 N WISNER ST






1411 W 54TH PL
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 34





1306 S ORCH ST
1246 NATIONAL AV
706 W PARK
624 E JEFFERSON ST
2232 S MARSHALL
306 E SLOAN ST
2219-26TH ST





2720 W 94TH PL
4624 STERLING




































































































TAKAGISHI STEPHEN K ENG4
TAKAHASHI JOAN Y LAS2
TAKAKURA TAMIO GRAD
TAKAMI LYNNE K LAS3
TAKAMOTQ ELLEN N LAS1
TAKATA DAVID E ENG1
TAKIFF LOIS T ED 4
TALAAT MOHAMED M A GRAD
TALABER DAVID J BUS3
TALAMO JOHN J II FAA4
*TALAN RANDALL G LAW3
TALARONEK CAROL S GRAD
*TALBERT DAVID F ENG3
TALBOT DAVID JOHN GRAD
TALBOTT SHERYL L FAA1
TALIANI SANDRA M LAS1
*TALIB MOECHTAR GRAD
TALLEY JEFFPFY W COM4
*TALLEY PRISCILLA T ED 4
TALLMAN LINDA S LAS2
TALLMAN MICHAEL G GRAD
TALMADGE BARBARA J LAS3
TALMADGE RICHARD N ENG4
TALMAGE PAUL KENYON FAA4
TAM WING FAI WALTER GRAD
TAMBA PATRICK SAHR GRAD
TAMILLO JOANN C LAS2
TAMILLOW ROBERT L LAS2
TAMIMIE HEKMAT D LAS1
TAMIMIE RASHID J ENG1
*TAMMAKUL TANU GRAD
TAMMINEN MARK E LAS1
TAMNEY NANCY E LAS4
*TAN SIN-LENG GRAD
*TAN SWEE-GAIK G GRAD
TANAKATSUBO NILES S FAA4
TANAKATSUBO RAMSEY G LAS2
TANENBAUM BARBARA I LAS4
TANENBERG MARC T LAS2
TANG KWOK LUN GRAD
TANGALOS DENNIS A LAS4
TANGMAN ERIC SCOTT GRAD
TANIS RICHARD C LAS1
*TANKERSLEY JOSEPH GRAD
*TANKERSLEY MICHELE H AGR2
TANKERSLEY SHARON K ED 3
TANNER ALAN W FAA1
TANNER GERARD EDWARD GRAD
*TANNER JOHN MILFORD BUS6
TANNER JOHN P LAS1
TANNER JOSEPH R ENG4
TANNER PHILIP A COM4
*TANNER STEVEN OLIVER GRAD
TANOUYE RONALD LAS4
TANPAIBOON BENJAWAN GRAD




TANTON ROBERT LYLE LAS4
TAO WILLIAM YAN-YUEN GRAD
TAPHORN MICHAEL W LAS4
TAPSCOTT JAMES F BUS4
TARABORI JAMES ALLEN ENG4
TARAL SELCUK GRAD
TARAPA ROSS P VM 1
TARBUTTON JOHN K BUS1
TARDY HELEN A LAS3
TARDY SUSAN J FAA1
TARE NADINE S LAS3
TARKINGTON GREGORY LAS4
*TARKDY BETTY BOOS AGR3
TARKOY PETER J GRAD
TARPENNING KAREN A FAA1
TARPLEY LISA LAS4
TARR ANNA M GRACE GRAD
TARR ANNETTE PE I
TARR PAMELA L LAS1
*TARR STEPHEN BYRON GRAD
TARSON RONALD W LAS3
TARTER WILLIAM R JR AGR2
TARTOL JOHN J LAS3
*TASA DAVID WAYNE GRAD
TASAKI MINORU GRAD
TASCA DIANE A GRAD
TASHMAN IRA H LAS4
TASSLER PAUL L LAS3
TASSO MARK J LAS2
*TASSON FABIAN JOSEPH GRAO
TATARA SUSAN M LAS2
TATE KATHERINE J ED 1
TATE LOIS LAS2
TATE MELINDA B ED 1
*TATF RICHARD LEE GRAD
TATEl BAME ILEANE F ED 2
TATHAM DEAN T FAA1
TATTFRSON DAVID F GRAD
203 S WRIGHT 1 C
108 GREGORY U
ORH SHERMAN 867 C
802 W OREGON 16 U
URH TRELEASE 703 U
URH SNYDER 314 C
1211 W CLARK 22 U
502 W MAIN 203 U
308 E ARMORY C
78 VERSAILLES FR
1306 SILVER U
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
1710 TARA C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
706 S 2ND C
URH SAUNDERS U
1930 B ORCH ST U
MANSFIELD ILL
MANSFIELD ILL
URH CLARK 237 C
1206 E MAIN U
503 BURKWOOD CT U
503 BURKWOOD CT U
709 N BUSEY U
1209 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 308 U
1006 S 3RD 13 C
202 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
300 S GOODWIN 603 U
URH SNYDER 416 C
URH TRELEASE 406 U
U OF I MATH U
1107 W GREEN U
78 VERSAILLES FR
URH FORBES 200 C
205 S LYNN U
409 E CHALMRS 1414 C
URH DANIELS 112 U
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 470 U
1109 S 4TH C
2201 HAZWD DR U
2201 HAZWD DR 103 U
URH LAR 294 U
URH WESTON 321 C
910 S 3RD C
2411 LAWNDALE C
URH TAFT 124 C
1404 GLENDALE C
503 1/2 W GREEN C
2201 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH TOWNSEND 308 U
URH SHERMAN 205 C
PARIS ILL
URH SNYDER 245 C
URH DANIELS 175 U
URH SHERMAN 957 C
1008 S 4TH C
1009 W MAIN 12 U
212 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
304 W PARK 11 U
501 S ELM 3 C
URH FORBES 240 C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH BLAISDELL 431 U
902 S 2ND C
909 S OAK C
RR 1 U
RR 1 U
313 S MCKINLEY C
208 HARVEY 2 U
1814 A ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN 215 U
URH HOPKINS 482 C
1814 A ORCH PL U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 370 C
308 W GREEN U
808 S LYNN U
URH DANIELS 66 U
805 S LINCOLN U
1003 W OREGON U
510 E STOUGHTON C
209 E JOHN C
8C3 N BUSEY U
URH SCOTT 393 C
URH GARNER 238 C
URH CLARK 330 C
URH VANDOREN 208 C
116 HOLIDAY PK 364 C
706 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 339 C










































































252 EL FATH ST
1015 N EVERGREEN



























1243 W FOSTER AV
5401 HYDE PK BLVD
2714 W COYLE
8-10 HANKOW RD
315 E CHURCH ST
165 OAKMONT DR
18107 S HARLEM AV
2201 HAZWD DR
2201 HAZWD DR 103
6844 LORRAINE DR
RR 2












127 N PROSPECT ST
766 E 163RD ST
2338 W 25TH ST
CANKAYA
2813 CITY VIEW DR
839 S KENSINGTON
617 S GEORGE ST













ROUTE 59 BOX 7N621

























































































































































































TAYLOR THADDEUS L JR
TAYLOR TIM E






















LAS2 910 S 3RD C
LAS3 1005 S 6TH 8 C
ENG2 URH GARNER 417 C
GRAD 606 W OHIO U
FAA4 702 1/2 NEVADA U
BUS1 409 E CHALMRS 1203 C
ENG1 URH ALLEN 38 U
GRAD 311 E GREEN C
GRAD URH DANIELS 168 U
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 553 U
GRAD 806 S LINCOLN U
LAS1 URH WESTON 367 C
GRAD HEYWORTH ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 222 U
LAS4 901 E COLORADO 7C U
ED 4 806 S STATE C
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 426 U
GRAD 817 OAKLAND 107 U
GRAD 1642 VALLEY RD C
ENG4 505 E STOUGHTON C
PE 3 URH LAR 209 U
LAS2 111 W DELAWARE U
LAS3 109 E HEALEY 1 C
AGR2 1204 S LINCOLN U
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 613 C
GRAD 1713 CORONAOO C
LAS4 307 E HEALEY 9 C
AGR4 2315 S 1ST ST RD C
LAS4 909 W ILLINOIS U
ENG1 URH CARR 304 U
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 171 U
AGR3 909 S 3RD C
GRAD 1815 A ORCH PL U
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 428 U
GRAD 2108 ORCH ST 304 U
FAA1 URH ALLEN 108 U
BUS3 ANCHOR ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 312 C
BUS4 URH GARNER 106 C
BUS2 URH GARNER 318 C
LAS2 URH WESTON 222 C
BUS1 806 S STATE C
LAS1 809 PENN U
AGR1 URH BUSEY 436 U
AGR4 1206 W CLARK U
FAA3 705 W HEALEY C
GRAD 602 FAIRLAWN DR U
GRAD 39 MAPLEWOOD U
ENG2 306 E GREGORY C
ENG2 URH GARNER 422 C
GRAD 806 S LINCOLN U
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 907 C
BUS3 36 MAPLEWOOD DR U
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 468 U
LAS2 URH WARDALL 708 U
ENG1 3203 WILLIAM C
AGR3 1102 S LINCOLN U
ED 2 705 W MAIN U
ED 3 URH LAR 207 U
GRAD 504 W MAIN 308 U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 9 U
LAW3 103 E STOUGHTON 11 C
GRAD 1806 B ORCH PL U
FAA4 106 E HEALEY C
BUS4 502 E HEALEY C
GRAD 33 FORSYTHIA C
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
GRAD 1301 MCHENRY U
LAS4 55 E GREEN C
PE 3 907 W ILLINOIS U
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 429 U
AGR1 801 W NEVADA U
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 407 U
ENG3 13 APRICOT C
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 301 U
FAA4 304 HOLIDY PK 274 C
ENG4 33 FORSYTHIA C
GRAD URH EVANS 135 U
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C
ENG4 409 E CHALMRS 607 C
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 426 U
VM 2 8C1 W OREGON U
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1603 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 208 C
PE 3 2070 A ORCH ST U
VM 4 SEYMOUR ILL
ENG3 406 W SPNGFLD 3 U
LAS3 1007 S COTTAGE GR U
GRAD 2612 SHERIDAN C
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY U
GRAD BROADLANDS ILL
ENG4 906 W STOUGHTON U
ENG2 604 E ARMORY 307 C
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 721 U
AGR4 604 E ARMORY C









































































717 S DON-LYN CT
1461 E 55TH PL
DAR ES SALAAM
1010 N HAMPTON RD
806 S LINCOLN








AIRVW MBL HOME PK
7016 S UNION
111 W DELAWARE







235 S 1ST ST
RR 5
1S741 CARROL GATE
1815 A OPCH PL
RR 2
RR 1

























504 W MAIN 308
4710 CURVE HILL RD
420 MAURY ST















507 MADI SON ST NW
8104 N OTTAWA AV




STA A BOX 2450









1825 S 12TH ST




































































































TELLALIAN MARTIN L ENG1
TFMKIN TERRIE C GRAD
TEMPERLY TERRANCE J LAS1
TEMPLE CARLA S LAS3
TEMPLE CAROL K AGR4
TEMPLE DONALD G AGR2
TEMPLE LINDA S LAS2
TEMPLETON HELENA L LAS2
TEMPLIN NAOMI RUTH GRAD
TENCATE DALE ROBERT GRAD
*TENCATE LUCIA PALADE GRAD
TENCH RAY TERRANCE GRAD
TENCZAR PAUL JOHN GRAD
TENENBAUM MARA JAMIE GRAD
TENHOUSE ARTHUR R AGR2
TENNER RICHARD N ENG4
TENNISON KATHLEEN H LAS4
TENNYSON JOYCE A AGR2
TENTE GLENN A COMA
TENUTA BRUCE ROBERT LAS3
TENZER VIRGINIA C LAS3
TEPPER MARK J BUS2
TEPPER MICHAEL S LAS1
TERAMOTO BRUCE T FAA2
TERANDO LAWRENCE R AGR6
TERAO DAVID ENG4
TERAO MASAHIDE GRAD
TERCHEK ALICE M PE 1
TERDICH JOHN G FAA4
TEREBA ROBERT L BUS2
TERLIZZI ERIC L ENG3
TERP JAMES A AVI3
TERP SUSAN K LAS2
TERRELL EDDIE FAA2
TERRELL JAMES JOE GRAD
TERRELL LYNDA L LAS3
TERRELL TROY L LAS1
TERRILL MARILYN J LAS4
TERRY ALAN D BUS3
TERRY ALBERT E AVI2
TERRY BARBARA E LAS3
TERRY DAVID A BUS3
*TERRY DAVID RAY GRAD
TERRY DENNIS WILLIAM GRAD
TERRY JACQUELINE C GRAD
TERRY JAMES OLIVER LAS4
TERRY JEANNE M LAS3
TERRY JOSEPH LAS2
TERRY ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
TERWILLIGER EDITH R GRAD
TERWILLIGER MICHAEL ED 1
TESDALL VICTOR LAS2
TESKEY ROBERT AGR1
TESNOW CANDACE L ED 1
TESSAR PAUL A LAS4
TESSIER PHYLLIS E ED 3
TESSIN JERRY GEORGE GRAD
TESSIN KATHRYN GRAD
TESTA THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
TESTOLIN RENO B LAS4
TETER AMY H LAS1
TETER JEAN M AGR2
TETERYCZ BARBARA A LAS2
TETON GAIL R FAA4
TETREV STEVEN R LAS2
TEUSCHER VIRGINIA H LAS4
TEWES ROBIN J ENG1
THACKERAY PAULA K AGR2
THACKREY DAVID F ENG1
THAIN GERALD S BUS1
THAIN JANICE E LAS4
THAKORE HITEN M BUS3
THALGOTT JOHN S FAA1
THATCH CLINTON LEE GRAD
THAYER BARBARA J GRAD
THAYER CHESTER A II GRAD
THAYER GARY RICHARD GRAD
THEE LAWRENCE EDWARD GRAD
THEILKEN MARK S LAS4
THEIS JANE JACKSON PE 4
THEIS KENNETH R ENG4
THEIS RANDALL L ENG4
THELEN DONALD B GRAD
THEOBALD DALE EUGENE GRAD
THFDBALD DONALD D ENG3
THEOBALD GLENN E LAW3
THEOBALD JAMES R FAA4
THEOBALD WALTER J BUS2
THFRRY LINDA J AGR2
THIBEAU MARY K LAS2
THIRODEAU MARY J ED 2
THIEL CHRISTOPHER W LAS3
THIEL DENNIS LAS2
THIEL ERIC GEORGE FAA4
THIEL STANLEY K FAA1
THIELF FRIEDRICH S GRAD
URH DANIELS 721 U
'JRH NOBLE 207 C
809 S MATTIS 6 C
911 S 4TH C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1205 E FLORIDA U
809 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
802 W OREGON U
LOUISVILLE ILL
908 W CALIFORNIA U
908 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 203 U
503 W WASHINGTON U
1002 W NEVADA U
809 W PENN U
51 E CHALMERS C
211 W GREEN 1 U
1406 ROSEWOOD C
1007 S 3RD C
408 W SPNGFLD C
1208 S ANDERSON U
1008 S 4TH C
406 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 176 C
MANSFIELD ILL
404 E WHITE C
2011 D ORCH ST U
URH VANDOREN 205 C
301 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 366 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
202 W WHITE C
508 E CHALMERS C
901 S 1ST C
309 S RUSSELL C
309 S RUSSELL C
URH OGLESBY 904 U
703 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 301 U
URH SNYDER 242 C
904 S 3RD C
501 E DANIEL C
2105 HAZWD DR U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
1302 PHILO RD U
504 E CLARK C
URH CLARK 334 C
URH WESTON 315 C
801 W HILL 7 C
801 W HEALEY C
801 W HEALEY C
3 10 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 716 U
URH TRELEASE 1105 U
2001 RAINBOW VIEW U
1206 W NEVADA CT 6 U
2810 WILLOWPARK C
2810 WILLOWPARK C
102 N LINCOLN I U
801 W HILL 4 C
URH CLARK 219 C
URH SAUNDERS 217 U
URH LUNDGREN 123 C
106 E HEALEY 18 C
URH OGLESBY 719 U
23 OAKWOOD U
URH SNYDER 354 C
805 W OHIO U
URH WESTON 394 C
URH WESTON 292 C
URH WARDALL 8C7 U
URH FORBES 260 C
URH BARTON 22 C
1001 E COLORADO 34 U
1963 D ORCH ST U
1963 D ORCH ST U
1507 N MCKINLEY C
RR 1 BOX 55 U
401 E JOHN C
408 W HEALEY C
604 E ARMORY 119 C
408 W HEALEY C
1600 W BRADLEY 151 C
1701 SCOTTSDALE C
URH BLAISDELL 205 U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK 2 U
404 S NEW C
1010 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
URH TRELEASE 619 U
URH SCOTT 491 C
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
403 E WHITE 4 C
1101 PENN U






































































6628 N ATWAHL DR
















2622 N 74TH AV
703 N EASTWOOD
619 E HARDING




















RIVER RD TRLR PARK





727 E 88TH ST
















2321 S 15TH AV
23 OAKWOOD
317 N 1ST ST
RR I
208 S CEDAR
131 E MILLERS RD
131 E MILLERS RD
30G E LOCUST
4605 EXPOSITION
1101 E OCEAN VIEW
1963 D ORCH ST
1963 D ORCH ST
15C7 N MCKINLEY








TWLN ORCH MBL RR 1
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 114
7C5 GRETTA PKWY









































































































THIFLKE STEPHEN C FAA4
THIEMAN THOMAS JOHN GRAD
THIEMANN WILLIAM G LAW1
THIESS PAUL ERIC GRAD
THIESSEN JONATHON WA LAS4
THILMONY MARTIN A BUS4
THINNES JOSEPH C ENG4
THIRION NANCY L AGR3
THIRY EDWARD A LAS3
THOELE LAWRENCE A AGR2
THOENNES JOHN W AGR2
THOLEN ELOISE JONES GRAD
THOMAN BRUCE JEFFERY AGRA
THOMAN GARY EDWARD ENG4
THOMANN ALLAN M COM4
THOMAS ALISON S LAS1
THOMAS ANN M LAS3
THOMAS ANNA REGINA LAS2
THOMAS BARBARA FAA4
THOMAS BARBARA J AGR3
THOMAS BECKY S LAS2
THOMAS BERTHA F LAS1
THOMAS BETH A ED 4
THOMAS BEVERLY M ED 2
THOMAS CATHERINE E LAS1
THOMAS CHARLES A COM4
THOMAS CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
THOMAS CONNIE A LAS1
THOMAS DEBORAH M GRAD
THOMAS DEBRA L COM3
THOMAS DWIGHT LEE VM 2
THOMAS JAMES M LAS2
THOMAS JAMES W FAA3
THOMAS JO BERICK LAS4
THOMAS JOAN MARIE GRAD
THOMAS JONATHAN M LAS2
THOMAS JOSEPH R LAW1
THOMAS JUDITH K ED 3
THOMAS JUDITH WEST GRAD
THOMAS JUNE E FAA2
THOMAS KATHERINE ED 4
THOMAS LARRY CLINTON GRAD
THOMAS LAWRENCE E ENG1
THOMAS LELAND M ENG4
THOMAS LINDA M LAS4
THOMAS MADALYN L ED 4
THOMAS MAMIE SHELBY GRAD
THOMAS MARK T AGR1
THOMAS MARK W PE 1
THOMAS MARTIN J LAS1
THOMAS MICHAEL P VM 2
THOMAS OLLIE J LAS1
THOMAS PAUL D ENG3
THOMAS PAULETTE L AGR4
THOMAS REBECCA L LAS2
THOMAS RICHARD L PE 3
THOMAS RICHARD M ENG4
THOMAS RICK A LAS4
THOMAS RICK L BUS2
THOMAS ROBERT L LAS1
THOMAS ROBERT R FAA4
THOMAS RUSSELL F LAS3
THOMAS SARA HUDSON GRAD
THOMAS SHARON ANNE LAS2
THOMAS SHARON E COM3
THOMAS SHEILA LAS3
THOMAS STEVEN E LAS2
THOMAS TIMOTHY G AGR4
THOMAS VIRGINIA M GRAD
THOMAS WALT G BUS2
THOMAS WALTER B III GRAD
THOMAS WANDA F LAS3
THOMAS WILBERT JR GRAD
THOMASSON CLYDE G GRAD
THOMMA MARK S LAS3
THOMPSON ANNA L BUS2
THOMPSON CAROL A LAS2
THOMPSON CAROL S LAS4
THOMPSON CAROLYN S LAS3
THOMPSON CHARLES L GRAD
THOMPSON CHERYL ED 4
THOMPSON DAVID A LAS4
THOMPSON DAVIO ALAN GRAD
THOMPSON DAVIO E GRAD
THOMPSON DEAN ROBERT ENG4
THOMPSON DEBORAH L LAS3
THOMPSON DOUGLAS J AGR1
THOMPSON EARL G JR GRAD
THOMPSON EDWIN JOHN GRAD
THOMPSON ERIC J AVI3
THOMPSON GEORGE I GRAD
THOMPSON JAMES GLENN GRAD
THOMPSON JAMES M BUS4
THOMPSON JAMES R LAS3
THOMPSON JAMES S AGR3
THOMPSON JUDD S GRAD
THOMPSON KAREN L BUS1
306 E GREGORY C
805 W GREEN U
910 S 3RD 312 C
814 W CHURCH C
601 S 4TH C
212 E GREGORY 102 C
TOLONO ILL
1221 FOOTHILL C
URH OGLESBY 725 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 463 U
1812 ANDERSON U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
112 E DANIEL C
312 S ELM C
URH EVANS 417 U
108 N GOODWIN 4 U
714 W WASHINGTON U
111 E CHALMERS C
710 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 1024 U
URH ALLEN 321 U
58 E ARMORY 1 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WAROALL 1224 U
501 E DANIEL C
405 W GREEN U
URH LUNGREN 305 C
URH DANIELS 294 U
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
WILSON TRLR PK 28 U
911 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 491 U
109 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 124 C
203 W ELM U




207 E JOHN C
105 E CHALMERS 104 C
211 E ARMORY C
1818 VALLEY RD C
800 S MATTIS 6 C
1713 VALLEY RD C
OECATUR ILL
501 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 373 C
604 E ARMORY 324 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 361 C
910 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH WARDALL 702 U
405 W HILL C
800 S MATTIS 6 C
812 W MAIN U
209 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 373 C
URH BABCOCK 221 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
308 S LINCOLN U
501 W ILLINOIS U
URH CLARK 302 C
URH SAUNDERS 428 U
1001 S LYNN U
801 MCKINLEY C
URH DANIELS 488 U
209 E ARMORY C
308 S LINCOLN U
1202 W NEVADA U
2806 CARRELTON C
2203 EASY U
711 W MAIN U
101 S GREGORY U
58 E ARMORY 12 C
1708 RIDGELAND C
805 W OHIO U
DANVILLE ILL
202 HOLIDAY PK 296 C
710 W NEVADA U
605 E UNIVERSITY C
1014 W CHURCH C
102 N LINCOLN 3 U
URH BUSEY 233 U
URH CARR 310 U
URH FAR 4080 U
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
813 W MAIN U
502 E SPNGFLD C
IVANHOE ESTATES U
1612 MAYNARD C
508 E WHITE 3 C
809 W PENN U
FARMER CITY ILL































































60 1 S 4TH
BOX 15
























WILSON TRLR PK 28
211 E EMBERT PL
16 BLACKBURN DR
109 E CHALMERS
2811 FAIR PK BLVD
203 W ELM







80C S MATTIS 6
9859 S BELL AV




316 N WRIGHT ST
6724 S MAY




800 S MATTIS 6
439 S FORDHAM AV
RR 2





RR 3 BOX 40
104 S HAMLIN
1001 S LYNN
1010 N WEST ST
13C00 CEDAR RD







1515 N BOSWORTH AV
69 BRANDON RD






















































































































THOMPSON KIRK HENRY LAS4
THOMPSON LEO J ENG1
THOMPSON LINOSEY A ED 2
THOMPSON LORNA BUS1
THOMPSON MARK H ENG2
THOMPSON MICHAEL P ENG2
THOMPSON PATRICIA A GRAD
THOMPSON PAUL A LAS2
THOMPSON PAUL NEWMAN GRAD
THOMPSON PHYLLIS A GRAD
THOMPSON RANDALL L GRAD
THOMPSON ROBERT G BUS2
THOMPSON ROBERT L LAS4
THOMPSON ROBERT R ENG4
THOMPSON ROBERT W GRAD
THOMPSON RONALD P GRAD
THOMPSON ROY E AGR1
THOMPSON STEPHEN J GRAD
THOMPSON STEVEN G ENG3
THOMPSON STEVEN R ENG2
THOMPSON TIMOTHY K GRAD
THOMPSON TOMI RAY GRAD
THOMPSON TONI L LAS1
THOMPSON TYLER BRUCE GRAD
THOMPSON VIRGINIA C LAS4
THOMPSON WILLIAM A VM 4
THOMPSON WILLIAM J BUS1
THOMPSON WILLIAM R GRAD
THOMSON FREDERICK H ED 6
THOMSON RONALD MARK GRAD
THOMSON WILLIAM G ENG4
THORNBERRY MARTHA L FAA4
THORNBURG THOMAS A AGR2
THORNE PETER A ENG4
THORNTON DOROTHY Y GRAD
THORNTON JAMES F JR FAA3
THORNTON LEONARD M GRAD
THORNTON MARTIN G GRAD
THORNTON MICHAEL A COM3
THORNTON SHIRLEYAN W GRAD
THORPE BONNIE J PE 3
THORPE SUSAN SHEEHY GRAD
THORPE THOMAS MUIR GRAD
THORSNESS CHARLES B GRAD
THOWSEN ARILD GRAD
THRALL MARY E LAS2
THRELFALL ROBERT G BUS2
THRONEBURG DENNIS E LAS3
THRONEBURG MONTE A AGR2
THUA J B NGUYEN PHUC GRAD
THUN NANCY L FAA2
THURAU ROBERT A LAS3
THURMOND RUTHIE M LAS4
THURWACHTER RICHARD ENG1
THVEDT JOHN E LAS4
THYFAULT PAUL M ENG1
TIBBETS JOHN R LAS4
TIBBETTS ERIC W GRAD
TIBBETTS MARY J AGR2
TICE LEE D ENG3
TICE RICHARD W BUS4
TICHELBAUT KENNETH M LAS2
TICHENOR LEE A COM3
TICHENOR LEE HARRIS GRAD
TICHENOR NANCY A ENG1
TICHY JAMES C PE 1
TICHY ROBERT J AGR3
TICK MARVIN J LAS2
TICK SUSAN R LAS2
TICKMAN KAREN A PE 1
TIDWELL SYVILLA E ED 2
TIEBOUT HARRY M LAS4
TIEBOUT SHARON SMITH GRAD
TIEDEMANN THOMAS F LAS2
TIEGS TERRY N ENG3
TIELIS CLIFFORD E LAS2
TIERI VINCENT JOHN LAS3
TIERNEY JAMES E LAS2
TIERSKY MARTIN E LASl
TIETZ CHRISTOPHER M LAS2
TIETZ GERALD C JR ENG2
TIETZ MARGOT LEYH GRAD
TIETZE FRANCES J LAS2
TIGELAAR HOWARD LEE GRAD
TIGERMAN MARCY H FAA2
TIGHE CAROLYN C ED 4
TIKKOO BRIJ KRISHEN GRAD
TILBURY JAMES L ENG2
TILLIS FAYE L LAS2
TILLMAN WILLIAM G ENG1
TILTON RICHARD A II GRAD
TIMKO CRAIG STUART GRAD
TIMKO JOHN FREDRICK BUS2
TIMKO RICHARD E FAA2
TIMM DAVID V ENGl
TIMM JAMES A LAS4
URH LAR 109 U
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 301 U
URH SCOTT 404 C
URH WESTON 265 C
URH BLAISDELL 212 U
URH DANIELS 196 U
URH CARR 14 U
2014 BOUDREAU U
URH DANIELS 369 U
1703 RIDGELAND C
URH FORBES 341 C
205 S LYNN U
1405 MITTENDORF C
409 E GREEN C
2109 HAZWD DR 303 U
401 E DANIEL C
1109 1/2 E MAIN U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 230 U
SAVOY ILL
WILSON TRLR CT 23 U
URH SCOTT 490 C
URH SHERMAN 1066 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
511 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 341 C
MELVIN ILL
1115 W SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 350 U
TOLONO ILL
407 E STOUGHTON C
102 E CHALMERS C
WHEATON ILL
908 S LOCUST 101 C
1005 S 2ND C





2104 ORCH ST 304 U
2104 S ORCH ST 304 U
1726 B FLORIDA U
URH DANIELS 92 U
URH SCOTT 288 C
110 E ARMORY C
801 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 138 U
612 E PARK C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
URH OGLESBY 317 U
509 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 238 C
210 1/2 W JOHN C
URH FORBES 236 C
405 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
1202 W NEVADA U
401 N ELM C
410 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 422 C
URH TOWNSEND 517 U
15 JUNIPER C
URH GARNER 271 C
URH WESTON 290 C
310 E GREGORY C
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C





309 W CLARK C
URH GARNER 108 C
205 E ARMORY C
1010 2ND C
URH TAFT 105 C
108 S GREGORY U
901 S 2ND C
DECATUR ILL
URH GARNER 341 C
1011 S LOCUST 7 C
1006 S 3RD C
FAIRMOUNT ILL
VET MED BLDG 155 U
1111 S 2ND C
313 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 421 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
802 OAKLAND 103 U
2014 VAWTER 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 580 U
URH OGLESBY 518 U






































































315 POWDER HORN RD
1703 RIDGELAND




2109 HAZWD DR 303
239 DONLEA RD













5520 N ARROW DR
520 E HARRISON
908 S LOCUST 101
2020 E JACKSON
908 S LOCUST 101
208 S RICHMAN
64 E 98TH PL
208 S RICHMAN
9209 S MENARD
2104-304 ORCH ST S









10 COUNTRY LN CT
ROUTE 3 BOX 150-A
850 WILLOW DR
210 1/2 W JOHN





537 S 9TH AV














1610 E 94TH ST




6600 W 92ND ST
4 MILLIKIN PLACE
5831 WALL PL
1011 S LOCUST 7
2134 W ROSEMONT
RR 2












































































































*TIMMER RICHARD B GRAD
TIMMERMANN THOMAS W ENG2
TIMMONS THOMAS J AGR1
TIMMS MAX W COM3
TIMSON DAVID S BUS1
TINBERG CHARLES H BUS1
*TINDALL MICHAEL H GRAD
TING PETER DI-HSIAN GRAD
TINGLEY LOYAL H II I BUS4
TINICH ANDREW JOSEPH LAS4
TINKHAM MARILYN RENE ED 4
TINNEA JOHN S LAS2
TINSLEY NANCY LOUISE GRAD
TINSLEY PHILLIP W LAS1
TINSLEY SHARON K LAS2
TINSMAN DEBORAH E LAS2
TIPPETTS JANET S LAS2
*TIPSWORD DONALD E FAA2
TIRITILLI ELAYNE GRAD
TISCHAUSER LAURA D LAS3
TISHER JEANNETTE A ED 2
TISTEN GEORGE JULIAN GRAD
TITONE DREW FAA3
*TITSWORTH ALLAN RAY GRAD




TJARKS DAVID M LAS1
TJARKS JACK E LAS3
TKACZUK LYDIA LAS4
TOAL RUSSELL B FAA2
TOBEN JOAN M LAS1
TOBER DENISE L LAS3
TOBIAS LESTER LEE GRAD
TOBIAS PATRICIA A LAS2
TOBIASZ FRANCES M LAS4
TOBOR MARK S BUS3
TODARO STEVEN B ENG1
TODD ANDREW P FAA2
TODD HOWELL WAYNE GRAD
TODD MARION GRAD
TODD MICHAEL ALLYN GRAD
TOELKE ROGER A LAS3
TOELLE LAUREL J LAS1
TOFT STUART A LAS3
TOFTOY DAVE K ENG1
TOGNARELLI ANNETTE M ED 2
TOGTMAN MARY E ED 3
TOKARCHICK GEORGE JR ENG1
TOKARCZYK KAREN LAS2
TOKARSKI CHARLES F ENG3
TOKARZ KENNETH E LAS4
TOKARZ MARGARET M LAS2
TOKARZ MICHAEL T GRAD
TOKAY SUSAN A LAS3
TOLAN JAMES L AGR3
TOLAN MARLIS A LAS1
TOLAN ROBERTA J BUS3
TOLL RICHARD G AVI3
TOLLEY STEVEN H AGR3
TOLLIVER DOROTHY L GRAD
TOLLIVER GREGORY L LAS1
TOLLIVER MARK E ENG3
TOLMAN GLEN LEWIS GRAD
TOLZIEN JAMES R BUS4
TOMAN PENELOPE E COM3
TOMAN TERRY J AGP2
TOMASEK BRYAN J LAS3
TOMASEK JUDITH A LAS4
TOMASIEWICZ JOHN R LAS2
TOMASKA RICK J COM3
TOMASSINI PETER ANGE ENG4
TOMASSINI THOMAS J ENG2
TOMASZEWSKl DONNA M AGR1
TOMBACK JAY L AGR1
TOMBAUGH LARRY W AGR3
TOMBERLIN CAROLYN A LAS1
TOMBERLIN JACOUELYN LAS3
TOMCZYK CELIA E AGR2
TOMCZYK JANICE AGRA
TOMETICH JAMES W ENG1
TOMIC JAMES M LAS2
TOMIC SUSAN M LAS1
TOMICH RICHARD A BUS4
TOMKO THOMAS NORBERT LAS4
TOMKOVICK CHARLES L LAS1
TOMKOVICK JOHN J LAS3
TOMLIN CAROL S ED 4
TOMLINSON NANCY K LAS3
TOMLINSON RICHARD II GRAD
TOMLINSON SUSAN M LAS1
TOMM SANDRA L LAS1
TOMPKINS DAVID A LAS3
TOMSULA KATHRYN C GRAD
*TONDEUR CLAIRE-LISE GRAD
TONEATTO GIULIANO M GRAD
TONEGAWA KOICHI GRAD
TONEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
2211 S PHILO RD U
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
SAVOY ILL
1002 W OREGON U
URH BLAISDELL 103 U
URH WESTON 104 C
607 W ELM U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
2106 S VINE U
1209 W MAIN U
1406 DAWSON C
212 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
2087 D ORCH ST U
112 E CHURCH C
2002 E VERMONT U
URH GARNER 367 C
1010 E COLORADO U
901 N MCKINLEY C
207 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 418 C
58 E DANIEL 4 C
URH HOPKINS 352 C
401 EDGEBROOK 302 C
806 W GREEN U
906 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH OGLESBY 304 U
URH BABCOCK 431 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH SNYDER 288 C
URH TRELEASE 1127 U
1110 W NEVADA U
407 W SPNGFLD U
206 S 6TH C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 6 C
503 W GREEN C
URH ALLEN 45 U
201 S WRIGHT C
811 W MAIN U
310 E CHURCH C
113 1/2 S GLOVER U
1101 PENN C
URH WARDALL 806 U
1804 VALLEY RO C
313 E ARMORY C
1110 W NEVADA U
111 E CHALMERS 5 C
210 S PROSPECT C
URH GARNER 254 C
1007 S 3RD C
DECATUR ILL
309 E HEALEY 6 C
1303 WESTERN C
URH HOPKINS 422 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH BUSEY 207 U
409 E CHALMERS 705 C
102 E CHALMERS C
809 S 5TH C
DANVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 272 C
112 E DANIEL C
113 E STOUGHTON C
313 E CHALMERS C
715 W MICHIGAN U
310 E GREGORY C
MAHOMET ILL
2ND £ CHALMERS C
WESTCN CONN
URH GARNER 296 C
2104 W WHITE 99 C
URH WESTON 368 C
URH SAUNDERS 205 U
52 E ARMORY C
809 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1008 U
URH BUSEY 306 U
URH WARDALL 505 U
URH ALLEN 241 U
URH FORBES 106 C
URH ALLEN 287 U
URH CLARK 333 C
311 W CLARK 204 C
50 E HEALEY 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 9 U
URH SCOTT 342 C
102 S GREGORY U
502 E STOUGHTON C
502 W MAIN 129 U
URH HOPKINS 409 C
URH BUSEY 225 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 267 U
1903 HEMLOCK C
1111 WILLARD U
URH DANIELS 111 U



























































2211 S PHILO RD
436 S 2ND ST
48 LANGE AV
603 E WASHINGTON





304 W 118TH ST
1406 DAWSON
1363 BROWN ST







2309 N KEDVALE AV





906 W CALIFORNIA 3
BOX 175
905 W TAYLOR LN
2214 W WALTON ST










39 FOREST LAKE RD






3732 W 63RD ST
21C S PROSPECT
6675 W HAYES






109 S GARFIELD ST
1209 BURLINGTON ST
4941 W RICE ST
1800 N SEMINARY ST
1503 CHANDLER











23 N VICTORY ST
4179 W NELSON ST
9918 N KARLOV
RR 2
312 E CORNING AV
312 E CORNING
528 TIFFANY DR
716 S HOME AV
9 BRENTWOOD CT
2504 W COYLE


















































































































TONGAY PERRY T LAS2
TONIES GERARD J BUS3
TONN GARY A ENG2
TONNF AUGUST R COM3
TONOZZI THOMAS A LAW3
TONSflR PAUL ED 3
TONYAN JOAN M PE 1
TONYAN PATRICIA A LAS2
TOOLE MARCIA PARKS FAA3
*TOOLF RICHARD E FAA3
TOOLEY GORDON A ENG4
TOOLIS MICHAEL A FAA2
TOOMEY JOHN J LAS2
TOPEL FRANK W ENG4
TOPOR JOHN M LAS2
TOPORFK MORRIS ENG2
TOPPE PICHARO I LAS3
TOPPER MICHAEL A GRAD
TORELLI LATINO GRAD
TOREN CAROLYN J LAS2
TORKAR ROBERT A BUS3
TORRENCE SCOTT M BUS1
TORRFS HARRY LAS1
TORRES JOSE L PE 1
TORREZ WI LLI AM C GRAD
TORSAN JOSEPH L LAS2
TORTORA JOHN OLIVER GRAD
TOSETTI FRANK J LAS2
TOTSCH JAMES P AGR3
TOUCHBERRY ROBERT JR ENG4
*TOURKI RACHID GRAD
TOURNAY WILLIAM E JR GRAD
*TOUSEY WALTER CORNEL GRAD
TOVELL PATRICIA E LAS1
TOVIAN STEVEN M GRAD
TOVROG BENJAMIN S GRAD
TOWFLL WILLIAM P GRAD
TOWFP RICHARD W FAA4
TOWERS SUSAN P LAS4
TOWLE ROSS A LAS4
TOWNER ROBERT LEMUEL GRAD
TOWNSFND DONALD J LAW3
TOWNSEND DOUGLAS W GRAD
TOWNSEND EVELYN DEGE GRAD
TOWNSEND JANE E LAS2
TOWNSEND MARY A LAS3
TOWNSEND MARY E LAS2
TOWNSEND PATRICIA LAS1
TOWNSEND WALTER L GRAD
TOWNSLEY ASHTON L GRAD
TOWNSLFY DAVID L FAA1
TOWNSLEY JERRY D ENG3
TOWNSLEY MARGARET E GRAD
TOY ALBERT V ENG4
TOY GRACE C LAS1
TOY MAE Y LAS1
TRABUE PATTI J AGR2
TRACY DONALD CURTIS GRAD
TRACY JAMES F LAS4
TRACY JANET FLORENCE GRAD
TRACY JOAN DOYLE LAS1
TRACY JOHN S AGR4
TRACY MARY E FAA1
TRAFTON TERRY GENE GRAD
TRAFTON WALTER F JR GRAD
TRAGER JOHN C III LAS4
TRAGFR MITCHELL GRAD
TRAICOFF CHRIS J LAW3
TRAICOFF JAMES T BUS4
TRAIL JAMES HERBERT GRAD
TPAINA ROBERT LAS2
TRAINOR DENNIS R ICHA FAA4
TPAMM EDWIN C LAS2
TRAMM MARTHA ANN GRAD
TRANDFL LINDA A LAS2
TRANKINA WILLIAM W GRAD
TRANOUILLI FLLFN ANN GRAD
TRANOUILLI JOHN A GRAD
TRANOUILLI PITA M LAS2
TRANT RITA L COM4
TRANTINA GERALD GENF GRAD
TRAPANI JOHN J LAS2
TRAPP LOUIS H AGR3
TRAUB IRENE L LAS2
TRAUGHBFR AR L I E E LAW2
TRAUGHBER COLLEEN M LAS3
TRAUSCHT MICHAEL R LAW2
TRAUTMAN JACK PAUL ENG3
TRAVFR DOUGLAS S VM 2
TRAVERS TIMOTHY F LAS2
TRAVIS RICHARD W GRAD
TPAYLOR JACOUFLINE A PE 3
TRAYLOR SAMUEL J LAS2
TRAYSER CHARLES V GRAD
TREADMAN JACK E III AGR3
TRFAT HARVEY LEE AGR3
TREECE BILLY W AGR1
1111 : 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 177 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 848 C
URH HOPKINS 276 C
URH SAUNDERS 128 U
URH LUNDGREN 17 C
1103 W HILL U
1103 W HILL U
311 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 282 C
URH SNYDER 456 C
2219 S 1ST MANOR C
URH GARNER 396 C
203 N HARVEY U
URH BLAISDELL 123 U
6 15 BREEN C
1906 A ORCH ST U
URH EVANS 328 U
1776 VALLEY ROAD C
110 F ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 377 U
URH WESTON 278 C
604 W COLUMBIA C
URH WESTON 110 C
804 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMRS 1402 C
801 W NEVADA U
1402 N MCKINLEY 4 C
1838 C ORCH PL U
1108 W SPNGFLD U
1201 N COLER U
URH LAR 217 U
URH SHERMAN 452 C
1208 W CLARK U
309 E HEALEY 1 C
201 W PARK U
204 S GREGORY U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
707 W SPNGFLD 2 U
NILES ILL
URH DANIELS 733 U
1201 W NEVADA C
URH EVANS 107 U
^09 W ELM 2 U
URH TRELEASE 916 U
URH TRELEASE 211 U
EFFINGHAM ILL
507 W COLUMBIA C
URH BARTON 225 C
WILSON TRLR PK 49 U
507 W COLUMBIA C
URH TOWNSEND 554 U
UPH LAR 404 U
URH LAR 260 U
URH EVANS 219 U
LERNA ILL
IVESDALE ILL
1706 W WHITE C
2 WESTWOOD U
2 WESTWOOD PL U
URH EVANS 109 U
2221 S GEORGETOWN C
407 E STOUGHTON C
1211 M CHURCH 2 C
URH DANIELS 734 U
706 S WALNUT 6 U
309 E CHALMERS C
908 W CHARLES C
URH SNYDER 240 C
309 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
URH TAFT 106 C





URH LAR 193 U
URH SAUNDERS 116 U
109 1/2 W WASHNGTN U
907 S OAK C
1604 MAYNARD C
URH WARDALL 820 U
URH BABCOCK 416 U
STONINGTON ILL
1003 E COLORADO 24 U
910 S 3RD 706 C
103 E SPNGFLD C
508 E STOUGHTON C
39 CARRIAGE ESTS U
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
URH ALLEN 383 U
505 E OREGON U
1008 S 4TH U
509 MITCHELL CT C








































































445 S LOMBARD AV
604 W CLEVELAND ST
RR 1
702 W DOWNER
702 W DOWNER PL
11C3 W HILL
1103 W HILL
214 S MAIN ST
1637 W 85TH ST
9608 RIDGEWAY
3310 W 61ST ST




VIA S PANCRAZIO 11
1390 WALNUT AV
1027 LOIS PL 206
548 WING LN
2441 W CORTLAND AV
1338 N CAMPBELL
604 W COLUMBIA










3706 W 66TH ST
5355 FITZJAMES
3166A N PIERCE ST












RR 2 BOX 86
WILSON TRLR PK 49
5C7 W COLUMBIA










210 TEDMARK CT 8
407 E STOUGHTON





6627 N CALDWELL AV
309 1/2 S PRAIRIE
464 ENOS AV
464 ENOS
























































































































TREECE FDDIE J AGR3
*TRFECE LARRY G AGR2
*TREFSE GERTRUDE ANN GRAD
*TREFZ RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
TRFFZGER JAMES E LAS3
TREGER PATRICIA A FAA2
TREIBER RONALD L LAS2
TRFIMAN SUSAN K LAS2
TREIN CATHERINF LAS3
*TREMBLAY CLIFFORD W GRAD
TREMBLAY MICHAEL A ENG4
*TRENDOFILOV VLADO GRAD
TRENT DAVID A AGR4
TRENT ERNEST L JR ENG2
*TRENT STEPHANIE L LAS4
TREPTOW WENDY J LAS1
*TRESSLAR THOMAS KING BUS2
TRETHEWAY JAMES A GRAD
TREVEN FREDERICK J FAA2
TREVILLIAN CAROL A ED 3
TREVIRANUS KIM M LAS2
TRFVOR RICHARD P LAS2
*TREXLER BERNICE H GRAD
TRICHE JACQUELINE D LAW2
TRIEBOLD TIMOTHY B ENG1
TRIEGER ANN R LAS2
TRIELOFF TODD D ED 3
TRIGGS FDWARD ARCHER FAA4
*TRIGGS LINDA GWEN D FAA5
TRIMARCO BARBARA I AGR1
TRTMARCO CARLOTTA M ED 1
TRIMARCO GEORGE A JR LAS1
*TRIMBLE DANA D AGR4
TRIMBLF KIRSTEN L LAS1
*TRIMBLE RICHARD THOM GRAD
TRIMBLE SYLVIA S LAS1
TRIMPE DALE WILBUR GRAD
TRINKA CARRIE M LAS3
TRINKA JILL L FAA1
*TRIPLETT GEORGE H GRAD
TRIPLETT KEVIN T FAA2
TRIPP DAVID HERBERT ENG4
TRIPP PETER AMES BUS3
TRIPP THOMAS A JR LAS4
TRIPP VICTOR KENT GRAD
TRISLER JAMES WILLIA AGR4
TRITSCH JANET B ED 1
TRITSCHLER JANICE M GRAD
TRIVEDI KISHOR S GRAD
TROBAUGH ROBFRT L JR ENG1




TROLLIP STANLEY R GRAD
TROM LAWRENCE W LAS3
TROMPETER JEAN E LAW2
TROMPETER WILLIAM E COM3
TRONC ROBERT P ENG1
*TRONE THOMAS N BUS4
TROPINSKI MARK PETER FAA4
TROPPITO ANTHONY J ENG2
*TROSKY GEORGE ALBERT FAA4
TROST BARBARA L LAS4
TROST CATHERINE A LAS2
TROTTER DEBORAH A LAS4
*TROTTER EUGENE E GRAD
TROTTER MARK S LAS2
TROTTER TERREL C JR GRAD
*TROUT HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
TROWER WALTER D BUS1
TROYAN DEBRA L LAS1
TROYK PHILIP R ENG2
TRUCKENBRODT RANDALL BUS4
TRUDE WILLIAM D LAW2
TRUDEAU JOHN J JR ENG3
TRUE CHRISTOPHER B LAS2
TRUE GREGORY T FAA3
*TRUEBLOOD JANET S LAS4
TRUESDALE LINDA SUE GRAD
TRUITT HENRY FAA4
*TRUITT JACK FRANKLIN GRAD
TRUITT SHARON T GRAD
TRUMBO EUGENE F AVI2
TRUMBO STUART R LAS3
TRUMMEL JOHN E LAS4
TRUMPINSKI ALETA ANN GRAD
TRUMPINSKI THOMAS E ENG2
TRUNGALE LINDA K LAS3
TRUSCHKE DEBORAH L FAA4
TRUSSONI STEVEN J FAA3
TRYBA HOLLY A LAS2
TPYBUS THOMAS W LAS4
TRYNDA RICHARD S VM 2
TRYON VIRGINIA A AGR2
TRYTTEN STEVEN E ENG2
TSAI PAUL WEN ENG4
URH GARNER 213 C
212 E JOHN 7 C
1710 WILLOW RD U
2118 ORCH ST 104 U
URH CARR 118 U
URH GARNER 478 C
409 E CHALMRS 1603 C
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
706 S 1ST 303 C
1009 SCOTTSDALE C
408 F STOUGHTON 9 C
1107 W GREEN 233 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 269 C
310 W HILL C
URH VANDOREN 209 C
1616 W CHURCH C
302 ELLS C
URH ALLEN 455 U
URH LAR 360 U
URH SCOTT 163 C
411 E GREEN C
1015 FRANK C
1724 W HENRY 2 C
URH HOPKINS 150 C
409 E CHALMRS 15C9 C
URH TOWNSEND 278 U
1710 E MAIN U
1710 E MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 436 C
URH HOPKINS 436 C
URH FORBES 488 C
WILSON TRLR PK 26 U
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
1416 SCOTTSDALE C
URH GARNER 446 C
BEMENT ILL
URH SCOTT 228 C
URH LAR 322 U
CHARLESTON ILL
1108 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 344 C
209 E CLARK 4 C
911 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 1063 C
FAIRMOUNT ILL
URH TRELEASE 820 U
507 W GREEN U
509 E GREEN 303 C
URH BARTON 2 C
URH LAR U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
106 N GREGORY U
58 E ARMORY 13 C
URH DANIELS 412 U
501 N RANDOLPH C
URH SHERMAN 256 C
807 W INDIANA U
URH BABCOCK 205 U
601 W SPNGFLD C
1007 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 445 C
2103 HAZWD DR 30 1 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 469 C
URH WARDALL 314 U
224 DEWEY U
710 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
300 S GOODWIN 501 U
22 DUNELLEN U
312 F ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 436 U
1110 S 2ND C
313 E CHALMERS C
2307 S 1ST ST RD C
804 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 392 C
URH SNYDER 214 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SHERMAN 408 C
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
111 W WASHINGTON U
HI W WASHINGTON U
112 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 525 U
SHERIDAN WY
DECATUR ILL
URH TAFT 210 C
BARCELONA SP
706 S 2ND C
URH NOBLE 218 C
URH HOPKINS 432 C
53 E JOHN 6 C
801 W OREGON U
509 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 206 U






























































RR 2 BOX 153






























2514 N 79TH AV




























1418 N 18TH AV




















BOX 7202 N T
111 W WASHINGTON
ROUTE 3




1534 N HARLEM AV
3233 W FULLERTON
RR 1 FARM SCHOOL
3819 S WINCHESTER
2455 N MASON
1749 W 48TH ST
8133 W 129TH ST
1848 STEWART




































































































































































































GRAD 1211 W CLARK 34 U 367--78 76
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN 110 U 344--5535
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 493 C 332--1393
GRAD URH DANIELS 534 u 332--2324
ENG4 1305 SILVER 3 u
GRAD 306 S 5TH c
LAS4 1012 S 1ST 5 c 344--4C44
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 312 u 332--3789
BUS4 715 S RANDOLPH c 344--1207
LAS2 308 F ARMORY c 344--9742
GRAD 615 1/2 S WRIGHT c 359--0594
GRAD URH DANIELS 422 u 332--2282
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 225 u 367--0836
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 319 c 332--0272
LAS2 202 E DANIEL c 359--3864
AGR3 309 GLENN u 365--1073
PE 4 1211 W CLARK 11 u
AGRA 39 MAPLEWOOD u 367--6967
GRAD 1718 VALLEY RD c 352--8291
LAS1 RANTOUL ILL
ENG3 1303 N CHESTNUT c 359--7227
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 627 u 332--5228
GRAD 309 GLENN u 365--1073
LAS1 310 V. WASHINGTON c
BUS4 TUSCOLA ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 421 u 332--5667
GRAD 1407 KINCH u 328--2411
LAS1 URH ALLEN 74 u
GRAD 401 EDGEBROOK 301 c 352--4475
GRAD 105 E CHALMERS 105 c 356--80 84
LAS3 206 W WASHINGTON u
GRAD 1111 MIMOSA c 352--7126
ENG3 401 E DANIEL c 344--1261
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN u 344--9892
ENG2 1002 W NEVADA u 344--1767
FAA2 604 E ARMORY 101 c 344--1266
GRAD URH DANIELS 396 u 332--2529
GRAD 1803 PLEASANT u 344--6830
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS 1308 c 384--5937
COM4 611 E DANIEL c 344--1840
GRAO 601 N PROSPECT c 352--1351
LAS2 809 S 1ST c
GRAD 616 E DANIEL c
BUS1 URH TAFT 412 c 332--0 3 8'4
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 1210 c 384--5333
GRAD URH SHERMAN 419 c 332--4724
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
AGR3 611 E DANIEL c
BUS1 URH VANDOREN 116 c
A&R3 1002 S 2ND c 328--2718
LAS4 56 IVANHOE u
LAS4 300 S GOODWIN 112 u
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 113C u 332--5736
LAS3 6 E HIGH CT u
LAS3 SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 409 E CHALMRS 1212 c 384--5642
LAS2 1010 S 2ND 210 c
PE 3 907 FOURTH c 344--9694
BUS2 URH ALLEN 353 u 332--3347
LAS3 405 E JOHN c 34 4--0556
LAS3 410 E GRFEN c 352--7307
GRAD 2006 ORCH ST u
GRAO 2006 ORCH ST u
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 227 u 332--3503
GRAD 307 E JOHN c 384--5142
LAS2 1601 VALLEY RD 3 c
FAA2 1601 VALLEY RD 3 c
BUS3 9 10 S 3RD c 337--5185
LAS2 403 E ELM u
GRAD 706 S 1ST c 352--2216
LAS2 1010 S 2ND c
FAA3 URH EVANS 411 u 332--2764
PE 1 URH VANDOREN 316 c
ED 4 809 S 1ST 31 c 359--8218
LAS4 51C S ELM c
ENG4 5 10 E STOUGHTGN c 359- 2737
LAS3 URH SCOTT 461 c 332--1611
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 4 u 332--3572
LAW3 811 S LOCUST c 352--1615
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 221 c
GRAD 1827 A OPCH PL u 344- 649°
BUS1 410 E JOHN c 344--4039
GRAD 12 ROXBUP.Y u 367- 3471
LAS1 310 F JOHN c
GRAD 1108 .W NEVADA 7 u 367- 1574
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 508 u 332--5180
AGP1 1002 S LINCOLN u 344- 3532
VM 4 VET CLINIC LA u 333- 2000
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 524 u 332- 5549
GRAD 12 ROXBURY RD u 367- 34 71
LAW2 2108 W WHITE 144 c 352- 0942
ED 1 URH TRELFASE 519 u
LAS4 203 WRIGHT 3 c
FAA2 1106 S 3RD c 344- 9442
LAS3 2217 S 1ST ST RD c
PF 3 URH VANDOREN 127 c 332- 0492
GRAD 504 W ELM u 367- 6067
4 KUANG-MING RD














































31C0 W 80TH ST
3100 W 8CTH ST
939 BARTLETT TERR
1718 35TH ST
1922 E 52ND ST




5312 W 22ND PL
1698 ALISON DR
1S-540 MACARTHUR
05 626 EUCLID AV
527 1/2 7TH AV
2006 D ORCH ST




1601 VALLEY RD 3


















821 N 5TH ST
RR 2
821 N 5TH ST
10C3 S 6TH ST
12 ROXBURY RD
21C8 W WHITE 144
10811 S EDBROOKE
47C9 HOWARD AV




































































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
ROCK ISLAND IL
DANVILLE IL
TURNFR THOMAS G ED 4
TURNER WALTER VERNGN GRAO
*TUROK NORMA A ED 4
TUROVITZ ILEENE B LAS1
TURPEL ARTHUR R JR BUS3
TURPEL NANCY JONES ED 2
TURPIN DENNIS E ENG1
TURPPA WILLIAM J GRAD
TURSCH ILSE M LAS3
TURSKY KIM A LAS1
TUSEK JAMES E BUS3
TUSTISON RANDAL W GRAD
TUTT LUCIE E BUS4
TUTTLE ANN FAA4
TUTTLF GARY J FAA4
TUTTLE GEORGE E GRAD
*TUTTLE JACK L VM 3
TUTTLE KERRY LYNN VM 3
TUULIK JAAK L<\S1
TVERDOCHLEBOV S GRAD
TVETER DEBORAH A FAA1
TWARANOVICA JOSEPH A GRAD
TWARDY RONALD DAVID LAS4
TWAROG CHARLOTTE E LAS2
TWIFTMEYER FAITH D LAS4
TWINF KAYLA D LAS4
TWISDALE LAWRENCE JR GRAD
TWYNING JAMES V BUS4
TYBFRG GARY A LAS4
TYE FREDERICK LAS3
TYLFR ANN CUMBERLAND FAA4
TYLER JEFFREY JAMES LAS4
TYLER MARGARET C GRAD
TYLER THERESA ARLENE GRAD
TYLKA WAYNE E ENG1
TYLKE MARJOPIE K GRAD
TYNER LUCY A LAS?
TYRRFLL JANET K LAS3
TYRRELL LINDA C BUS2
TYSKA CYNTHIA A LAS3
TYSON BERNETTF LAS2
TYSON DAVID A ENG3
*TZFNG CHUN-SHAN GRAD
TZENG DIANA YU-MAAN GRAD
*TZENG SIN-FU GRAD
UBELL JOYCELYN A LAS2
UCHIDA KENNETH R BUS3
UDEHN DAVID D LAS3
UDOLPH MICHAEL E BUS3
UDWARI JOSEF J ENG3
UECKFR WILLIAM F LAS1
*UEDA PEGGY RUBIN GRAD
*UEDA REED TAKASHI GRAD
UFNO FMI ED 3
UENO RUMI LAS2
UFKES TED G ENG4
UHER CHARLES V LAS2
UHL ADRIENNE A LAS2
UHL ROSEANN C ED 4
UHLENHOP DAVID M BUS1
UHLIR RICHARD FRED GRAD
UJIIE JUNICHI GRAD
UKMAN BRENDA I ED 2
ULA TAYLAN ALI GRAD
ULFERS DONALD G AGR2
ULFERS JANET K AGR2
ULLEWEIT KENNETH M ENG1
ULLINSKEY GARY M LAS3
ULLMAN MICHAEL KEITH GRAD
ULLMANN J MICHAFL LAS1
ULLMANN MARK J ENG1
ULLRICH CHARLES R GRAD
ULLRICH DAVIO A LAS2
ULLRICH THOMAS W BUS1
ULLSPERGFR TOM L LAS1
ULMER EDWIN LAWRENCE ED 4
ULREICH SHARON L LAS3
ULRICH JOHN J LAS1
ULRICH NEIL E LAS4
ULRICH ROBERT D BUS4
ULVILA JACOB W ENG4
UMENHOFER JAMES C LAS3
UMMFL WILLA MFALIFF GRAD
UMPLEBY STUART A GRAD
UMSTED CARL ALBERT LAS3
UNAHASUVAN SAOWANEE GRAD
UNAL ALI GRAD
UNDFFN ALBERT HAROLD GRAD
UNDERHILL F H JR LAW3
UNDERWOOD ALICE OPAL GRAD
UNDERWOOD BETHEL LEE FAA3
UNDERWOOD CHERI L LAS3
UNDERWOOD GERALD LEE GRAD
UNDERWOOD MARILYN E LAS4
UNDERWOOD NEAL ROGER GRAD
UNDFRWOOD SHIRLEY F ED 1
UNDERWOOD THOMAS B LAS2
604 S 3RD 1 C
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
URH WARDALL 805 U
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U
URH SNYDER 386 C
ATLANTA GA
BADEN AUST
URH FORBES 238 C
URH BABCOCK 307 U
801 S VINE U
613 W UNION C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1113 W CLARK U
809 BUSEY U
26 MAPLEWOOD U
245 E DEWEY U
URH BABCOCK 321 U
URH DANIELS U
URH SAUNDERS 117 U
802 S URBANA U
1752 VALLEY RD C
606 OHIO U
106 E HEALEY C
911 S LOCUST 306 C
504 E CLARK 33 C
509 STOUGHTON 202 C
901 S 1ST 5 C
910 S 3RD C
1C08 W UNION C
707 S BROADWAY U
105 S MCCULLOUGH 4 U
URH SHERMAN 1148 C
CHICAGO ILL
7C7 S RACE U
412 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 626 U
URH LUNDGREN 124 C
1006 S 3RD 13 C
URH VANOOREN 221 C
URH BARTON 110 C
909 S 1ST 24 C
909 S 1ST 24 C
2017 D ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
2111 HAZWD DR U
URH HOPKINS 306 C
URH WESTON 391 C
1750 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 410 U
1107 W GREEN 234 U
1107 W GREEN 234 U
1106 S 1ST ST RD C
4 SAFFER CT U
1111 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 244 C
BADEN AUST
URH WARDALL 214 U
501 E DANIEL C
SAVOY ILL
102 E ARMORY 7 C
1104 W NFVADA U
URH DANIELS 224 U
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
617 1/2 S WRIGHT 3 C
URH BARTON 122 C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
2302 S ANDERSON U
403 BUENA VISTA C
212 E DANIEL C
2206 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH ALLEN 481 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 475 C
1752 VALLEY RD C
MT PROSPECT ILL
URH WESTON 213 C
806 W MAIN U
29 CEDRIC U
503 E STOUGHTON 6 C
1308 W UNIVERSITY U
608 W GREEN 4 C
509 1/2 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 176 C
URH SHERMAN 954 C
URH SHERMAN C
912 S LYNN U
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
MATTOON ILL
505 E CLARK C
1404 S LINCOLN U
605 S BROADWAY U
404 S LINCOLN U
901 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 421 C
























































6C4 S 3RD 1
704 1/2 W STOUGHTN
804 S MADISON
9511 KOSTNER
1205 E FLORIDA 33
1205 E FLORIDA 33
RR 1
4221 CLUB DR NE
1C3 S WILLE AV
1922 E 215TH PL
RR 1













RR 1 ROUTE 43
12534 LAFLIN
2030 2ND ST NW





1C5 S MCCULLOUGH 4
ROUTE 5 BOX 802
8437 S SCOTTSDALE
707 S RACE
1131 N CEDAR RD
RR 2
5845 S MOBILE
3817 W 59TH PL
1214 N MORGAN
1142 S ELM AV
HO-PING RD W
HO-PING W RD







11C7 W GREEN 234





















126 n hudson st
4 ironwood'ct
























































































































UNDERWOOD WILLIAM K BUS3
UNEWITZ PETER P LAS2
UNEY CHARLFNE PAULA GRAD
UNGER DONALD J LAS4
UNGER JOHN THOMAS GRAD
UNGER LLOYD G JR BUS4
UNGER MICHAEL L LAS1
UNGER MICHAEL WILLIA LAS4
UNO KIMIO GRAD
UNTER JAN EUGENE ENG4
UNTI DAVID LOUIS BUS4
UNUMB DEAN D BUS3
UNVER BAHTIYAR GRAD
UNVERZAGT NEIL G GRAD
UNZICKER SANDRA J AGR2
UPCHURCH MERRILL R ENG4
UPHOFF ROGER A ENG3
UPHOFF SCOTT F ENG2
UPTON JERRY DEAN GRAD
URAL ABIDIN TURGAY GRAD
URBA MARTIN A LAS2
URBAN CAROL A LAS3
URBAN CHRISTINA D COM3
URBAN JANICE M GRAD
URBAN JOHN L LAS3
URBAN LINDA J LAS3
URBAN MARGARET A LAS3
URBAN MARK A ENG1
URBAN KICHAEL OWEN PE 1
URBAN RANDY M ENG2
URBANEK KENNETH F LAS5
URBANI ROGER L ENG2
URBAS JOHN V ENG3
URBEN MARK W ENG1
UREMOVICH GEORGE E BUS2
URETZ MICHAEL D ENG1
URH FRED L ENG2
URH KAREN S LAS1
URI NOEL DEAN GRAD
URICK VANCE D BUS1
URISH PATRICIA DIANE AGR4
URSCHEL JOSEPH M LAS2
URSICH ROBERT J LAS4
URTON GARY DWAYNE GRAD
URTON SINDA GREGORY GRAD
URZUA JORGE LUIS GRAD
USELDING LINDA J FAA4
UTES FRANK A LAS4
UTHAISRI SATHIT GRAD
UTHOFF LINDA B LAS3
UTLEY BEVERLY J FAA3
UTNE FRED TRYGRE BUS4
UTZINGER DENNIS M FAA4
UVODIC KATHLEEN T LAS2
VAALER GLORIA LOMMEN GRAD
VAALER JEFFREY DAVID GRAD
VACHERLON MARY E AGR3
VACI TERESE A LAS2
VACKETTA ORE H LAS2
VAICEKONIS SAULIUS LAS3
VAIL JANE E AGR3
VAIL KATHERINE ELLEN GRAD
VAISHAMPAYAN SHARAO GRAD
VAKLYES EDMOND J JR BUS1
VALADKA VIOLETA M LAS1
VALBERT PAUL EVERLY GRAD
VALCIK LOUIS III BUS2
VALDES RICHARO A GRAD
VALEN A T ENG2
VALENCIA SAMUEL J ENG1
VALENTI CORNELIUS D LAS2
VALENTINE ARLENE F LAS2
VALENTINE CATHY L LAS2
VALENTINE CRYSTAL C LAS4
VALENTINE DEBORAH A LAS2
VALENTINE FREIDA J LAS4
VALENTINE IRA PEYTON LAS3
VALENTINE MICHAEL D GRAD
VALENTINE ROBERT S ENG3
VALENTINE SHIRLEY A ENG1
VALENTINO GAIL A LAS3
VALERIO CHARLES J BUS4
VALIUKENAS SARUNAS GRAD
VALLADARES CARLOS M LAS1
VALLANDIGHAM PAUL H LAW3
VALLANDIGHAM PETER L GRAD
VALLEJO RICHARD BUS4
VALLEY DAVID B GRAD
VALLEY RAYMOND R LAS1
VALLOW LOU A LAS1
VALOS NICHOLAS A GRAD
VAN TRAN BAO GRAD
VAN TRAN THI THU ENG1
VANAGAS LOUIS F AGR4
VANAGS HARRY E ENG2
VANALLEN MARGO I GRAD
VANALSTINE WM R JR VM 3
1103 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 455 U
URH DANIELS 630 U
909 W ILLINOIS U
407 1/2 N ELM C
704 W UNIVERSITY C
409 E CHALMRS 912 C
807 S BUSEY U
2205 HAZWD 201 U
610 W WASHINGTON U
216 E GREGORY 304 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 485 U
805 1/2 W WHITE C
1500 S WESTERN C
2C1 S BIRCH U
RR 2 C
URH TAFT 218 C
501 E DANIEL C
501 N WILLIS C
URH GARNER 312 C
4 SAFFER CT U
906 W SPNGFLD 6 U
307 E JOHN C
URH NOBLE 312 C
URH TRELEASE 426 U
URH WARDALL 1106 U
URH FORBES 368 C
URH OGLESBY 826 U
URH ALLEN 276 U
2802 W LAWNDALE C
URH OGLESBY 1023 U
WESTVILLE ILL
URH BLAISDELL 218 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 489 C
URH EVANS 324 U
604 W MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 359 C
204 W WSHNGTN 21 U
311 E DANIEL C
1106 S 3RD C
2025 A ORCH ST U
2025 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 186 U
312 W SPNGFLD 11 U
URH SNYDER 218 C
300 S GOODWIN 503 U
URH EVANS 323 U
310 E WHITE 15 C
406 W CLARK 304 C
808 N LINCOLN 2 U
907 S WRIGHT C
2067 D HAZWD CT U
2067 HAZWD CT U
409 E CHALMRS 1205 C
URH WARDALL 226 U
205 E ARMORY C
BADEN AUST
907 S WRIGHT C
58 E ARMORY 2 C
300 S GOODWIN 212 U
URH OGLESBY 319 U
URH LAR 439 U
405 N PROSPECT C
209 E ARMORY C
309 W ELLS C
URH TOWNSEND 217 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 473 C
1006 W NEVADA 5 U
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
6 MEADOW CT C
URH EVANS 219 U
URH LAR 181 U
404 EDGEBROOK C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 347 U
URH LUNDGREN 119 C
URH ALLEN 245 U
1105 S 4TH C
1201 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 118 C
304 W EUREKA C
211 W EUREKA C
9C5 S 1ST 20 C
2116 ORCH ST 102 U
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
URH WARDALL 1209 U
URH DANIELS U
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
408 E STOUGHTON 6 C
URH SNYDER 478 C
207 W JOHN C


























































































BOX 41 ARMOUR RD
ODTU ELEKTRIK B06
6526 S ROCKWELL ST
7117 S WHIPPLE ST
6106 N NEVA AV






6 S ALBERT ST
2802 W LAWNDALE
3509 OMEGA ST











2025 A ORCH ST
2025 A ORCH ST
1527 MONTEWEGRO
8118 OTTAWA AV
1095 S WOLF RD
300 S GOODWIN 503
834 N SHORE DR
7012 S EUCLID
2228 N KEDZIE
808 N LINCOLN 2
1741 W GARFIELD
2067 D HAZWD CT
2067 D HAZWD CT
169 WOODSIDE RD
RR 2 BOX 240
426 S STATE ST
359 PARK ST
500 E 7TH ST
1213 MIDDLEBURY LN
300 S GOODWIN 212
26W271 BLACKHAWK
7906 CORTLAND PKWY


















4548 N CENTRAL PK
304 W EUREKA
25 HOWARD AV
905 S 1ST 20
2116 ORCH ST 102
3138 VIRGINIA PL
203 E 3RD ST
2449 N SAWYER AV
3 TRAN KHAC CHAN
3 TRAN KHAC CHAN
ROUTE 1 BOX 109
2738 N CENTRAL PK
5 WOODLAND MOUNDS



































































































VANARENOONK ARTHUR M GRAD
VANARSDALE JANET L LAS'*
VANARSDALE JOHN D BUS1
VANARSDALL PAUL J ENG2
VANAPSDALL ROY T GRAD
VANARSDELL STEPHEN C BUS4
VANAS PAUL DANA GRAD
VANBLADEREN JOHN A ENG4
VANBLARICUM MICHAEL ENG4
VANBLARICUM STEVEN L ENG1
VANBUSKIRK LAURA E FAA4
VANCE GARY MILES GRAD
VANCE JUDITH L LAS4
VANCE ROBERT E LAS1
VANCE SUE E PE 1
VANCE THOMAS CARTER GRAD
VANCE TIMOTHY H LAS3
VANCE TOYIA A LAS1
VANCE WILLIAM F ED 4
VANDELL CRAIG A ENG4
VANDENBERG DENNIS A BUS3
VANDENBOSSCHE B A LAS1
VANDER JAGT GAIL GRAD
VANDER MEER ALIDA M ED 4
VANDER MEULEN DAVID GRAD
VANDER-GHEYNST PAUL GRAD
VANDERBORG WILLIAM P ENG2
VANDERBY BERT A BUS1
VANDERBY RENAY BUS3
VANDERLAAN RUTH A A LAS2
VANDERMEER KEES W GRAD
VANDERMEER PHILIP R GRAD
VANDEROSTYNE DEBORAH AGR4
*VANDERPLOEG WILLIAM GRAD
VANDERSNICK LARRY S LAS3
VANDERSPOOL JAN P II ENG2
VANDERWAAL JOEL K FAA1
VANDERWERFF JOSEPH A ENG4
VANDEUSEN DEREK L BUS4
VANDEVUSSE KAREN K BUS1
VANDINE DORA E GRAD
VANDOSKE LAWRENCE H LAS2
VANDRESER PATRICIA L FAA4
VANDRUNEN PAUL LAS1
VANDUIJN JACOB J GRAD
VANDUYN THEODORE W J LAS4
VANDUZOR DOLORES N FAA3
VANDUZOR WILLIAM M GRAD
VANDYKE CHARLES S LAS2
VANDYKE CHRISTINE M LAS2
VANDYKE LINDELL H JR LAS1
VANEGMOND LINDA K LAS3
VANES BETTE PERKEL GRAD
VANETTEN GARY D LAS1
VANEYLEN MARGARET M LAS2
VANGELDER NANCY C LAS4
VANHAGEY CONNIE W GRAD
VANHAGEY WILLIAM LAW3
VANHASSEL JOHN H LAS3
VANHELTEBRAKE JERRY BUS2
VANHERIK LISA MARIE LAS3
VANHOESEN SUSAN H ED 2
VANHOOK PHILIP A LAS1
VANHOOZEN ALLEN L ENG4
VANHORNE JOHN T FAA4
VANHUELE CHRISTINE H LAS2
VANINWEGEN RICHARD G GRAD
VANKOUGHNETT LESLIE LAS3
VANLANDINGHAM JOHN T FAA2
VANLANDINGHAM LES W GRAD
VANMELLE WILLIAM J LAS3
VANMETER JERRY R GRAD
VANORMAN DAVID M AGR4
VANPOUCKE STEPHEN M VM 2
VANPROYEN PAUL D AVI1
VANRHEEDEN CONNIE JO AGR4
VANROON GUS A ENG1
VANROSENDALE JOHN R ENG4
VANRYSWYK ROY JOHAN GRAD
VANSANT TERRENCE A FAA3
VANSCHYNDEL ROBERT L ENG4
VANSLYKE BRUCE M LAS3
VANTIL THEA DAWN GRAD
VANWASSENHOVE JOSEPH LAS2
VANWERINGH JANET J GRAD
VANZELE GARY J AGR2
VARCHETTO KATHERINE LAS1
VAREL BRENDA SUSAN GRAD
VAREL VINCENT HENRY GRAD
VARJIAN RICHARD D GRAD
VARLAND DAVID A LAS3
VARNADO OSCAR L BUS1
VARNER DONALD GILES GRAD
VARNER LEO BENTLEY GRAD
VARSHNFY PRAMOD K ENG4
VARSHNEY RAJ KUMAR GRAO
VARVERIS NICK ENG1
2014 VAWTER 8 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH WESTON 214 C
911 S 4TH C
903 DOGWOOD C
209 W MICHIGAN U
1302 W CLARK 6 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 340 U
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
710 W CHURCH 8 C
URH DELTA HSE 7 U
URH BARTON 218 C
URH BUSEY 303 U
DANVILLE ILL
1006 S 3RD 2 C
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
1317 S STATE C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 5 C
503 E WHITE 8 C
URH WARDALL 710 U
1005 S OAK C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SHERMAN 1067 C
LODA ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1012 C
URH WESTON 240 C
1006 S 3RD 14 C
802 W OREGON 21 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
532 FAIRLAWN U
508 E CHALMERS C
416 E FAIRLAWN U
401 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 421 C
1108 S 1ST ST RD C
1724 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 224 C
URH CLARK 321 C
1607 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH HOPKINS 265 C
URH EVANS 302 U
URH FLAGG 412 C
505 S MAPLE U
502 E SPNGFLD C
AURORA ILL
AURORA ILL
410 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 228 U
5 STANFORD PL C
313 E JOHN C
3309 BRENTWOOD C
309 W INDIANA U
URH SCOTT 210 C
URH TRELEASE 1023 U
2801 CARRELTON C
2801 CARRELTON C
URH GARNER 314 C
URH TAFT 124 C
902 W CLARK U
URH LAR 203 U
URH FORBES 458 C
URH GARNER 109 C
78 VERSAILLES FR
4 SAFFER CT U
3207 BROWNFIELD RD U
URH GARNER 238 C
30 REDBUD C
909 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
510 E STOUGHTON C
803 W OREGON U
611 W HEALEY 2 C
URH SNYDER 428 C
URH NOBLE 426 C
309 S NEW 2 C
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
402 E DANIEL C
1101 W PENN U
406 N MATTHEWS U
311 F ARMORY C
1615 SHERIDAN RD C
105 S GLOVER U
URH LAR 226 U
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
109 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 555 C




1107 W GREEN 522 U
1107 W GREEN 522 U










































































16 N 1ST ST
RR 1







346 E 49TH ST
509 S PROSPECT
RR 1 BOX 10
510 N DEMENT AV

















2130 N ASH ST
1024 IRWIN AV
94 N 2ND ST
11159 S PRELLER
629 S STEWART AV
430 ARLINGTON LN
505 S MAPLE




















429 S LINCOLN LN
3207 BROWNFIELD RD































































































































































































































VIDAS DANIEL F JR
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 318 U 332-3660
BUS4 1111 S 1ST c 344-3613
GRAD 512 W PARK 3 C 359-0251
GRAD 512 W PARK 3 C 359-0251
COM3 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
BUS1 URH SCOTT 274 C 332-1484
GRAD 205 E HEALEY c 359-5122
ENG4 1302 SILVER 11 u 344-38 51
GRAD URH SHERMAN 958 c 332-4953
LASl URH TAFT 21 c 332-0580
ENG4 705 KENWOOD 3 c
LAS3 1208 E MAIN u
ED 4 MUNDELEIN ILL
FAA4 502 W ELM 6 u
GRAD 1525 LINCOLNSHIRE c 352-3227
LAW1 311 E SPNGFLD 202 c
ENG4 705 KENWOOD c 352-5317
FAA2 URH SCOTT 280 c 332-1431
ENG4 1003 W MAIN 2 u
LAS2 60 LAKESIDE TERR u 365-3127
LASl URH WESTON 378 c
ENG4 307 E HEALEY 1 c
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR 41 c
BUS1 URH SNYDER 488 c 332-1871
BUS3 910 S 3RD 616 c 337-5155
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 130 u 328-2249
LAS3 501 1/2 E GREEN c
LAS3 903 S 4TH 3 c
LASl URH LAR 113 u
LAS4 8 FISHER CT u
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 513 u
LASl 303 E CHALMERS c 344-9861
LAS3 1110 1/2 ARBOR 201 c 344-8717
LASl URH BABCOCK 111 u
BUS2 706 S MATHEWS u
GRAD URH DANIELS 313 u 332-2220
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c 356-7936
BUS1 309 E CHALMERS c
AGR2 202 E DANIEL c 352-5151
ENG1 1004 W NEVADA u
AGR4 504 W OREGON u
LASl 1004 S 4TH 5 c
ENG3 16 DUNELLEN u
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 409 u 332-3682
FAA2 1009 W PENN u 344-0087
LAS3 BARCELONA SP
LAS4 1207 W MAIN u 367-6996
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 431 u
ENG4 URH SCOTT 260 c 332-1470
GRAD 1110 RAINBOW VIEW u 344-8058
GRAD URH SHERMAN 263 c
GRAD 2002 A ORCH ST u 344-6578
GRAD 404 E HEALEY 3 c 356-4429
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 608 u
LAS3 1101 W PENN u 32 8-2895
GRAD 311 E GREEN 302 c
FAA3 2022 A ORCH ST u 367-3570
LAS3 2022 A ORCH ST u 367-3570
ED 3 611 E DANIEL c 344-1840
LAW1 URSA ILL
ENG3 1005 S 2ND c
GRAD 506 E GREEN u 367-5708
GRAD 506 E GREEN u 367-5708
ED 4 CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 323 u 332-3530
ENG1 URH FORBES 363 c 332-1058
LAS4 1823 W JOHN c 352-5531
GRAD 510 S 4TH c
LAS4 1007 S 2ND c 344-3665
GRAD 705 W SPNGFLD u 333-3429
GRAD 2040 C ORCH ST u
GRAD 211 W SPNGFLD 302 c
FAA1 URH ALLEN 66 u 332-3261
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN u 344-5111
GRAD 606 W OHIO u
BUS2 310 E JOHN c
FAA1 URH SNYDER 394 c
LAS2 URH EVANS 217 u 332-2710
LAS2 URH FORBES 475 c
LAS3 106 S GREGORY u 344-5568
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON c
LAS3 706 S COLER 7 u
BUS4 401 E JOHN c 344-1650
GRAD 708 S 1ST 9 c 359-0747
LAS2 URH SCOTT 493 c 332-3143
AGR4 1804 VALLEY RD c 359-1128
LAS4 26 DUNELLEN u
LAS3 505 E UNIVERSITY c
LASl URH WESTON 318 c 332-2068
AGR4 604 E ARMORY 318 c 344-1266
AGR2 604 E ARMORY 340 c
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 627 u 332-5583
ED 3 706 S 2ND c 356-7486
GRAD HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
LAS4 URH LUNDGREN 310 c 332-0162
LASl 411 E GREEN c
GRAD 201 S HARTLE u 367-0934
4057 N PUEBLO AV
6506 N OLYMPIA AV
512 W PARK 3





321 U GLEN PARK
2318 DOUGLAS ST
903 N HOWARD
914 W 4TH ST
234 WALKER PL
234 E WALKER PL
1525 LINCOLNSHIRE
311 E SPNGFLD 202
705 KENWOOD RD
11855 BROADMOOR DR







5169 E STATE ST
1430 GRANVILLE






107 W CYPRESS ST
65 ROLLINGWOOD DR
427 N KENSINGTON




541 W BONNIE BRAE
339 JANET DR
RR 1 BOX 229
433 FOULDS AV









1413 N WEBSTER ST













RR 1 BOX 207
705 W SPNGFLD







WOODLEA RD RR 2
951 E 164TH CT
823 INDEPENDENCE
230 WHITNEY AV
1516 S 19TH ST
423 STONEGATE RD
15406 E 12TH AV
2209 OAKLAWN DR






134 N GLENWOOO AV
1156 S HUMPHREY
2101 W SUTHERLAND














































































































VIDAS LOUISE WALCZAK GRAD
VIDICAN DONALD E LAS3
VIELEY LARRY LEE ENG4
VIEREGG JAMES R BUS4
VIEREGG MARY LYNN LAS4
VIETTI TONA ROBERTA ED 4
VIGILANTE PATRICIA D LAS2
VIGLIETTA KEITH P LAS4
VIGNEULLE ROY M GRAD
VIGNOCCHI MADALENA J BUS2
VIGON BRUCE W LAS3
VIHON ROBERT S LAS2
VIJARNSORN CHAMCHAN GRAD
VIJARNSORN PISOOT GRAD
VI JAYALAKSHMI G GRAD
VILARDI MICHAEL J LAS1
VILLANI DAVID P LAS1
VILLANO JAMES N ED 3
VILLARI PAULA LAS3
VILVEN ROBERT JOSEPH LAS9
VINCENT SHARRON L FAA4
VINCENTI MICHAEL R AGR3
VINE RONALD A LAS3
VINKLER GREGORY J FAA4
VINKLER PAUL S BUS*
VINSON SHIRLEY P LAS3
VINSON VALERIE D LAS1
VIOLAS PATRICIA S AGR2
VIRAVEC ANDREA L LAS2
VIRELLA MICHAEL J BUS!
VIRTEL LEE T BUS2
VISCONTI RALPH F BUS2
VISCUM KATHLEEN A LAS2
VISEL THOMAS ALAN ENG2
VISIN DEBORAH J LAS4
VISK WILLIAM K LAS1
VISSER BARBARA J ED 1
VISSER JOHN RICHARD ENG4
VISSER LINDA H ED 4
VISWANADHAM R K GRAD
VITALI ALBERT L VM 2
VITKUS JAMES VICTOR GRAD
VITT BARBARA A ED 2
VITT PAUL J BUS2
VIVIER MARCEL W ENG3
VIVIER STEPHEN D BUS2
VIVONA LOUISE F LAS3
VLADIKA DIANE C PE 2
VLIEGER RODNEY J ENG4
VOBORNIK FREDERICK C BUS4
VOEGTLE PHILIP J GRAD
VOELKER GARY H LAS4
VOELKER JUDITH OUINE GRAD
VOELZ CAROL VINCENT GRAD
VOELZ JEFFREY F ENG4
VOGEL PATRICK A GRAD
VOGEL PAULA M FAA1
VOGEL TYRONE R LAS2
VOGELSINGER THOMAS D BUS4
VOGELZANG RICHARD L BUS1
VOGT CANDICE G LAS2
VOGT KATHRYN BENZ GRAD
VOGT LINDA A LAS3
VOGT LOUIS EUGENE BUS4
VOGT RICHARD LEE GRAD
VOIGT CHARLES EDWARD AGR4
VOIGT DEBORAH J LAS2
VOIGT DONALD JEFFRY GRAD
VOIGT JERRY RAY FAA2
VOISE ADRIENNE R LAS2
VOISE VALERIE K LAS3
VOISS ROGER A ENG3
VOKAC RUTH MILLER GRAD
VOKAC THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
VOKAC WILLIAM BERAN GRAD
VOLCHKO MARLENE LAS2
VOLDEN BARBARA J LAS2
VOLK MICHAEL W ENG4
VOLK PHYLLIS L COM3
VOLK RHEA M AGR2
VOLKERT JAMES F GRAD
VOLKMAR FREDDIE R LAS4
VOLPE THOMAS M LAS1
VOLTAGGIO FRANK T LAS3
VOLTZ LINDA SKAGGS AGR4
VOLTZ RICHARD J ED 4
VOLZ GEORGE R LAS2
VON DON MICHAEL GRAD
VONARX FRANK E ENG1
VONBARGEN GARY M ENG2
VONBAUMGARTEN B M GRAD
VONBAUMGARTEN GEORGE GRAD
VONBEHREN AUGUST ALA ENG4
VONBRECHT JOHN H LAS1
VONDERHAAR JULIE A LAS2
VONDRACEK ROBERT J LAS1
VONGREYERZ WALO GRAD
201 S HARTLE U
URH ALLEN 281 U
805 OAKLAND U
509 1/2 E GREEN 4 C
509 1/2 E GREEN 4 C
807 W CLARK C
410 E GREEN C
912 S 2ND C
810 N COLER U
URH TRELEASE 530 U
202 BRIAR C
301 E ARMORY C
300 S GOODWIN 204 U
300 S GOODWIN 204 U
URH DANIELS 461 U
URH FORBES 428 C
URH CARR 105 U
511 N RANDOLPH C
URH BLAISDELL 415 U
ROYAL ILL
116 HOLIDAY PK 366 C
203 E ARMORY C
1301 S BUSEY U
209 E STOUGHTON C
706 S GREGORY U
2310 MARY LOU U
URH ALLEN 426 U
210 W VERMONT U
URH EVANS 302 U
URH TOWNSEND 535 U
URH ALLEN 399 U
410 E JOHN C
58 E JOHN C
HUDSON ILL
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 203 C
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
103 N COLER U
103 N COLER U
300 S GOODWIN 104 U
1305 SILVER U
URH DANIELS 73 U
409 E CHALMRS 1510 C
903 E COLORADO U
205 E ARMORY C
1006 S 3RD C
706 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1020 U
URH HOPKINS 158 C
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
502 S DUNCAN RD C
STOUGHTN GDWN APTS U
610 W NEVADA U
1 SALEM RD U
1 SALEM RD LINCOLN U
1011 1/2 N COLER U
URH SCOTT 432 C
URH CARR 321 U
310 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 369 C
URH ALLEN 237 U
207 S WRIGHT 2 C
URH TRELEASE 311 U
410 E JOHN C
1808 B ORCH PL U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
313 E JOHN C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
1108 S 1ST C
611 E DANIEL C
URH LUNDGREN 213 C




307 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 468 C
409 W ILLINOIS U
802 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 830 U
1018 CRESCENT C
205 E STOUGHTON C
809 W PENN U
2 LEMON TREE C
2 LEMON TREE C
102 E CHALMERS C
RANTOUL ILL
URH FORBES 223 C
URH FORBES 306 C
210 W STANAGE C
210 W STANAGE C
208 E CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND 520 U
URH CLARK 230 C









































































35C8 W 118TH ST
1197 GRIFFITH RD












12600 S 83RD AV
8414 S SCOTTSDALE
2310 MARY LOU DR
306 W 108TH PL
210 W VERMONT









5601 W 98TH PL











502 S DUNCAN RD




1011 1/2 N COLER
8016 S MAJOR
414 S 16TH ST
117 S CHICAGO ST
RR 2 BOX 269
17 W ROBERTSON
700 N MAIN










17 N CHARLOTTE B
647 E PELLS
621 E CHESTNUT
5701 N SHERIDAN RD
236 NOFSINGER RD































































LA GRANGE PARK IL



















































VONNAHME MARK CONRAD GRAD
VONNER JACKIE L PE 3
VONPLACHECKI PHYLLIS LAS1
VOORHEES GREGORY LAS3
VORIS CRAIG H FAA2
VOSBURGH BRUCE A BUS3
VOSE GARY M BUS3
VOSEN VICTOR V LAS2
VOSS GARY W FAA4
VOSS GEORGE DENNIS GRAD
VOSS MARIE R ED 1
VOSS PHILLIP E VM 3
VOSS STEPHEN R BUS1
VOSSLER CARLA S GRAD
VOSSLER ROGER ALAN GRAD
*VOSSOUGHI HOSSEIN GRAD
VRANEK KYLE L BUS3
VRANICAR DAVID J LAS4
VRHFL KEITH D BMS1
VRINER PETER S LAS2
VROOM JAY J AGR2
VUYLSTEKE LESLIE V GRAD
VYBORNY GLENNA LAS3
VYDRA FRANK N LAS2
VYDUNA JAMES B ENG3
VYSKOCIL KENNETH J ENG1
VYSKOCIL THOMAS G BUS4
WAAG CARL MICHAEL GRAD
WAALER DIANE STEVENS LAS1
WACASER JOY J PE 2
WACHEL LESLIE M LAS1
WACHS THEODORE R GRAD
WACHTEL LINDA WATTS GRAD
WACHTEL RAYMOND LOUI ENG4
WACHTEL THOMAS J LAS4
WACHTER DONALD H H GRAD
WACK RICHARD GEORGE FAA4
WACKERLIN GARY G GRAD
WACKERLIN KARYL M LAS3
WADDEY RALPH COLE GRAD
WAOE JAMES L III LAS2
WADE MARTIN LOUIS BUS4
WADE MICHAEL J LAS2
WADE PATRICIA JONES GRAD
WADE ROGER ORVILLE GRAD
WADINGTON JAMES L GRAD
WADOLNY DAVID J LAS2
WAECHTER JAMES W GRAD
WAGENBRETH PAUL P GRAD
WAGENKNECHT PHILIP L VM 2
WAGER BRUCE M ENG1
WAGGONER JOAN E LAS1
WAGGONER MARGARET A BUS3
WAGHER BONNIE N VM 1
WAGNER ALAN PHILIP GRAD
WAGNER CATHERINE A GRAD
WAGNER DAVID ALLAN BUS4
WAGNER DAVID K AGR1
WAGNER DENNIS W AGR4
WAGNER ELIZABETH M GRAD
WAGNER FRANK S GRAD
WAGNER JAMES L LAS2
WAGNER JAMES R FAA1
WAGNER JEFFREY LAS3
WAGNER JERRY ALLEN ENG4
WAGNER JOHN A III BUS2
WAGNER LARRY J AGR2
WAGNER LAWRENCE JOHN ENG4
WAGNER LINDA C LAS3
WAGNER LINDA J LAS3
WAGNER PAUL R BUS1
WAGNER RALPH J ENG4
WAGNFR REBECCA A LAS4
WAGNER RICHARD C COM3
WAGNER RICHARD M LAS4
WAGNER ROBERT A BUS3
WAGNER ROBERT G LAS4
WAGNER STEVFN LAS2
WAGNER STEVEN M BUS2
WAGNER TERRY L FAA2
WAGNER THOMAS JAMES LAW2
WAGNER VICKI SUE GRAO
WAGNER WILLIAM C JR GRAD
WAGONER JOSFPH L ENG4
WAGONER NANCY R PE 2
WAHI PURUSHOTAM LAL GRAD
WAHL JANE M LAS2
WAHL MYRON D AGR1
WAHLERT STEVEN L ENG3
WAHLGRFN MARGARET L LAS4
WAHLS RICHARD S BUS2
WAI KWOK KWONG ENG1
WAICUKAUSKI JOHN A GRAD
WAIDE JANE A LAS4
WAIDE MICHAEL JOSEPH BUS4
WAINDLE LOUISE MARIE GRAD
WAIT ERIC E AGR2
1304 SILVER 8 U
110 E CHURCH C
URH TRELEASE 1120 U
310 E GREGORY C
203 N HARVEY U
URH SCOTT 482 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 456 C
1102 W SPNGFLD U
502 W GRIGGS 312 U
URH LAR 296 U
206 W BEARDSLY C
212 E DANIEL C
909 SUNNYCREST U
909 SUNNYCREST U
URH DANIELS 505 U
URH OGLESBY 1018 U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
1104 S WABASH U
301 E CLARK C
58 E GREGORY C
603 S BUSEY U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
112 E DANIEL C
201 E JOHN C
201 E JOHN C
508 W ELM U
1412 BRIARWOOD C
FIN
URH LAR 176 U
506 E STOUGHTON U
706 W CHURCH 11 C
706 W CHURCH 11 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
1103 MAPLEPARK C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
120 HOLIDAY PK 434 C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
1109 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 476 C
1112 S FOLEY C
UR44-F-9K-BES 267 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
121 W PARK 10 U
501 W SPNGFLD C
URH TAFT 310 C
507 E CLARK C
504 E CLARK 15 C
715 W PENN U
URH TAFT 219 C
URH BUSEY 426 U
URH BUSEY 232 U
203 S COTTAGE GR U
715 S PRAIRIE C
1009 S LYNN U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SNYDER 309 C
519 1/2 E JOHN U
105 E JOHN C
600 S LOCUST C
702 E MAIN U
URH NOBLE 103 C
901 S 2ND C
905 E COLORADO 45 U
310 E GREGORY C
URH TAFT 220 C
902 E HARDING U
904 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 513 U
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
2011 PHILO RD U
405 E JOHN C
FISHER ILL
1009 S LYNN U
204 HOLIDAY PARK C
1110 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 413 C
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
URH BLAISDELL 323 U
607 W WHITE C
22 E CHALMERS C
1810 VALLEY RD C
CALIFORNIA CT 2 U
URH GARNER 272 C
MUMFORD HALL 305 U
URH TRELEASE 919 U
URH TOWNSEND 452 U
URH WESTON 217 C
URH CLARK 240 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 271 C
203 COUNTRY FR 18 C
ALTON ILL
1708 RIDGELAND C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U



















































































530 S LINCOLN ST
10511 PRESTON ST
301 LAWTON RD






7050 W 29TH ST
1711 W ATKINSON RD
706 W CHURCH 11
RR 1












101 E 146TH ST
908 ARTHUR DR
504 E CLARK 15
RR
665 TAHOE TRAIL
639 E COURT ST
639 E COURT ST
203 S COTTAGE GR
2140 CEDAR RD
1009 S LYNN
1229 W FARWELL AV
335 E LENA ST
RR 1 BOX 74
710 GERTEN AV





111 PT BLUFF DR









1002 N 9TH AV
2027 W LAUREL ST
1799 WEEG WAY





















































































































WAIT JAY JENNER GRAO
WAIT MARY K LAS2
WAIT NANCY H FAA3
WAITEK PATRICIA LYNN FAA3
WAITZ NANCY H LAS1
WAKAT DIANE KAY GRAD
WAKAT MARY C LAS3
WAKAT ROSANNE E LAS2
WAKEFIELD ANN M LAS4
WAKEFIELD CONNIE L GRAD
WAKEFIELD DAVID D ENG1
WAKEFIELD DAVID L ENG2
WAKEFIELD JOHN F LAS2
WAKEFIELD NECIA T COM4
WAKEFIELD STEVEN F LAS3
WAKELEY ROBERT A II BUS4
WAKEMAN ALICE J PE 3
WAKEMAN LESLIE C LAS1
WALAS JO ANN AGR4
WALAS JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
WALBORN NANCY A AGR2
WALBRING JACK L ENG1
WALCHIRK SUSAN H ED 4
WALCZAK MICHAEL R GRAD
WALD SUSAN L FAA3
WALDBAUER STEPHANIE GRAD
WALDBUSSER MICHAEL C LAS1
WALDEN CLARA K FAA1
WALDEN ELLEN J AGR2
WALDEN FREDERIC E LAS1
WALDEN LINDA AILEEN GRAD
WALDMAN BRUCE S LAS1
WALDMAN GARY DAVID GRAD
WALDMANN KAREN R FAA4
WALDMANN NANCY C LAS2
WALDO PROCTOR C III ENG1
WALDORF WILLIAM J FAA2
WALDRON ELIZABETH P LAS3
WALDRON JANIS L LAS2
WALDRON KAREN S LAS3
WALDROP PARK D ENG4
WALDSCHMIDT ELMER C GRAD
WALDSCHMIDT JULIA R AGR1
WALES SHERYL E ED 3
WALFIELD ALAN MARK GRAD
WALGRAVE STEVEN C ENG4
WALK KATHLEEN A AGR1
WALKER ALICE I LAS3
WALKER ARDIS L LAS3
WALKER BONNIE R LAS3
WALKER BRUCE A LAS3
WALKER CATHERINE L AGR1
WALKER CHAMP EUGENE PE 4
WALKER CHRIS EUGENE VM 2
WALKER CONSTANCE W GRAD
WALKER CURTIS AUSTIN ENG1
WALKER DANA R AGR1
WALKER DAVID L ENG1
WALKER DONALD CARL E GRAD
WALKER DORIS F LAS1
WALKER DUANE DAVID GRAD
WALKER EDITH SHARON GRAD
WALKER EVAN PATRICK GRAD
WALKER FRANCES M FAA1
WALKER GEORGE WARREN BUS4
WALKER GRAHAM C GRAD
WALKER HELEN FILDES GRAO
WALKER JAMES R AGR3
WALKER JAMES WILEY GRAD
WALKER JANET H GRAD
WALKER JOANNE BELL GRAD
WALKER JOHN DAVIES GRAD
WALKER JOHN L ENG4
WALKER KAREN S AGR3
WALKER KATHLEEN M LAS!
WALKER KENNETH HUGH GRAO
WALKER KENNETH R GRAD
WALKER LAWRENCE A LAS3
WALKER LU ANN LAS2
WALKER MELVIN E JR GRAD
WALKER MICHAEL B AGR3
WALKER MICHAEL C PE 3
WALKER MICHAEL J ENG1
WALKER MICHAEL S FAA2
WALKER NORMA E GRAD
WALKER PETER GRAD
WALKER RICHARD A LAS3
WALKER ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
WALKER ROBERT S AGR1
WALKER SAMUEL V ENG1
WALKER SHARON R FAA2
WALKER SHERRY L LAS3
WALKER SHIRLEY A GRAD
WALKER STEVEN C FAA4
WALKER SUSAN L LAS1
WALKER THOMAS E LAS1
WALKER WINSTON K GRAD
404 E GREEN 302 U 344-4840
URH GARNER 441 C 332-0873
807 W OREGON U
URH LAR 166 U 332-2945
URH WARDALL 905 U 332-4482
606 W ELM U 365-1068
URH WARDALL 1102 U 332-4527
URH WARDALL 207 U 332-4315
URH BUSEY 235 U 332-2618
URH WARDALL 1014 U 332-4515
HOMER ILL
URH HOPKINS 341 C 332-1286
URH SCOTT 273 C 332-1483
306 E PARK 105 C 356-6114
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 372 C 332-1309
URH CLARK 221 C 367-3361
URH LAR 398 U
1205 W MAIN 2 U 344-7167
URH DANIELS 509 U 332-2301
902 S 2ND C
URH TAFT 319 C
1011 S 1ST ST RD 2 C 359-0705
307 E HEALEY 1 C 359-0297
808 S LINCOLN 11 U 328-1345
1806 MAYNARD C 359-3124
URH BARTON 225 C 332-0147
912 S VINE U 367-4771
312 W SPNGFLD U 344-1288
305 N MATHEWS U 367-2355
705 W CLARK C 359-8009
URH CARR 313 U 332-3925
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
106 N GREGORY 9 U
URH SCOTT 306 C 332-1502
911 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 102 C 332-0370
MANSFIELD ILL
URH GARNER 239 C 332-3293
1010 S 2ND 316 C
2011 PRAIRIE VIEW U 344-1798
2305 RODNEY C 359-6654
URH LAR 487 U
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1462
910 S 3RD C 337-5175
306 E DANIELS C
URH TRELEASE 802 U 332-5619
MANCHSTR M139PL UK
URH CLARK 204 C 332-0009
URH ALLEN 113 U 333-3124
2006 S ANDERSON U 367-7290
805 W OHIO U 344-4875
203 S FAIR C 356-9567
409 E CHALMRS 1513 C
1416 N MCKINLEY 5 C 352-0394
URH WESTON 343 C 332-2087
804 W OREGON U
112 E DANIEL C
MAHOMET ILL
URH ALLEN 426 U 332-3236
1009 W MAIN 23 U 367-6192
1203 E FLORIDA 34 U
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C 352-8046
URH TRELEASE 1018 U 332-5694
909 W ILLINOIS 7 U
1011 S LOCUST 6 C 352-2713
608 W ILLINOIS U 365-1614
1776 VALLEY RD C
2071 A ORCH ST U
1011 S LOCUST 6 C 352-2713
1408 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-8998




713 S WALNUT U 344-3802
913 W CHURCH 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 539 U
302 E ARMORY C 344-7323
URH OANIELS 409 U
809 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 276 C
604 E ARMORY C
405 W HILL C 359-7300
604 S BUSEY U 344-4434
305 S URBANA U 365-2003
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH DANIELS 510 U
2006 S ANDERSON U 367-7290
313 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 420 C 332-1342
URH LAR 292 U 332-2999
2402 MELROSE C 359-2945
31 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 292 U 332-2999
URH ALLEN 391 U 332-3375










107 N ELLEN ST
107 N ELLEN ST
3520 CROSBY ST
2727 LINCOLN ST
306 E PARK 105








5201 S CORNELL 17F
25 S 57TH AV E
199 LESTER RD
1806 MAYNARD
RR 1 BOX 139


























1416 N MCKINLEY 5
4217 ST LAWRENCE
RR 2 BOX 125
208 N HIGH ST
BOX 428 KENDALL ST





1242 N 46TH ST
78 FULTON AV
608 W ILLINOIS
RR 2 BOX 114




2615 N LINN ST
RR 4
1511 N 9TH AV
506 W SHIAWASSEE
4203 HOLMES 2
217 N HICKORY ST
412 SHERATON DR
















347 S PULASKI RD



































































































WALKUP MICHAEL JOHN LAS4
WALL DEBORAH S FAA3
WALL FRED K ENG2
WALL MARK T AGR3
WALL PAMELA A FAA4
WALL RICHARD F JR LAS2
WALLACE DAVID C BUS4
WALLACE DAVID M PE 1
WALLACE HARRISON JR BUS1
WALLACE JANE FAA1
WALLACE JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
WALLACE JONATHAN D FAA3
WALLACE JOSEPH M BUS4
WALLACE JUDITH A LAS3
WALLACE JUDITH M LAS3
WALLACE LYNN SMITH ED 1
WALLACE NANCY SIMS GRAD
WALLACE OSCAR JR PE 2
WALLACE RICHARD R ENG4
WALLACE SHERRI M PE 1
WALLACE STEVEN J ENG1
WALLACE THOMAS C BUS3
WALLACE THOMAS E GRAD
WALLACE TIMOTHY G VM 3
WALLACE VINCENT C LAS3
WALLACE WILLIAM D BUS3
WALLACE YVONNE MARIA GRAD
WALLACH BARBARA P GRAD
WALLACH STANLEY J BUSl
WALLAT RICHARD J GRAD
WALLE DENNIS FRANCIS GRAD
WALLER CATHY LYNN LAS4
WALLER DAN R LAS3
WALLER MARCIA L FAA1
WALLER MICHAEL C ENG1
WALLER MICHAEL J LAW2
WALLER WILLIAM G BUS6
WALLER WILLIAM S GRAD
WALLERSTEIN BETTE E LAS2
WALLICK NANCY E LAS3
WALLIN JUDY LYNN GRAD
WALLIN STEVEN CRAIG ENG4
WALLINGFORD DONALD A LAW2
WALLIS MARK D BUS3
WALLJASPER PAUL JOHN GRAD
WALLMAN LAWRENCE HEN GRAD
WALLRICH ROBERT A AGR1
WALLS DEBRA J PE 3
WALOWITZ PAULA A LAS2
WALROD RONALD C LAS4
WALROTH PHILIP ROBER BUS4
WALSH APRIL KATHLEEN GRAD
WALSH BEVERLY A LAS1
WALSH CATHERINE T ED 1
WALSH DANIEL J LAS3
WALSH DANIEL J JR BUS3
WALSH DONALD F LAS4
WALSH JANET M LAS2
WALSH JEANMARIE BUS4
WALSH LINDA E AGR3
WALSH MARK RICHARD GRAD
WALSH PATRICIA A COM3
WALSH PATRICK D BUSl
WALSH PATRICK LEO GRAD
WALSH TERRENCE M LAS4
WALSH THOMAS HARRY GRAD
WALSON ROBERT PAUL GRAD
WALSTEN JUDITH KAY GRAD
WALSTEN MICHAEL COLE GRAD
WALTER BELINDA ED 3
WALTER DAVID F GRAD
WALTER DONALD K LAS2
WALTER DOUGLAS A PE 1
WALTER HELMUT ERNST ENG6
WALTER JANE PRASHKER GRAD
WALTER JOAN E ED 3
WALTER KATHRYN J FAA1
WALTER KIM A LAS2
WALTER MARY A LAS3
WALTER NORA E LAS1
WALTER PAUL F ENG2
WALTER PHILIP EARL GRAD
WALTER STEPHEN J ENG3
WALTER WILLIAM C GRAD
WALTERS DONALD SCOTT GRAD
WALTERS GARY B LAS2
WALTERS JOSEPH J ENG4
WALTERS KATHARINE P GRAD
WALTERS LYNN FAA4
WALTERS MARY J LAS3
WALTERS MONTY L LAS1
WALTERS PAUL D BUS4
WALTERS SHARON S LAS3
WALTERS THOMAS B FAA1
WALTERS TIMOTHY LAWT ENG4
WALTERS WILLIAM P GRAD
WALTHER PAUL G GRAD
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH DELTA HSE 9 U
URH FORBES 200 C
URH WESTON 236 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
SIDNEY ILL
24 APRICOT C
URH SCOTT 242 C
2020 MATTIS 304 C
URH LAR 235 U
1952 A ORCH ST U
101 W OREGON U
611 S LYNN C
105 E GREEN 6 C
813 W SPNGFLD U
24 APRICOT C
2016 VAWTER 2 U
URH HOPKINS C
209 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 931 U
URH NOBLE 207 C
2217 S 1ST ST RD C
1404 SILVER 18 U
URH GGLESBY 614 U
616 W HEALEY C
1611 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH SHERMAN 330 C
708 S URBANA U
URH TOWNSEND 351 U
204 GREEN U
2203 HAZWD DR 203 U
5t)9 1/2 E GREEN C
URH SCOTT 262 C
URH TRELEASE 1020 U
URH SNYDER 317 C
310 E CLARK C
807 S BUSEY U
1003 W OREGON U
URH LAR 194 U
507 W ILLINOIS U
1403 S KINCH U
1011 FRANCIS 4 C
1005 S ANDERSON U
29 SHEMAUGER U
603 BURKWOOD CT U
701 N PROSPECT C
URH WESTON 472 C
URH LUNDGREN 222 C
105 E JOHN 202 C
RR 1 U
208 W SPNGFLD C
URH SHERMAN 222 C
URH WARDALL 726 U
706 S FOLEY C
1004 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 250 U
1009 W UNIVERSITY U
URH EVANS 302 U
903 E MAIN U
1404 S LINCOLN U
901 S MATTIS 5 C
201 S BUSEY U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 261 C
URH GARNER 322 C
708 S 1ST C
406 W CLARK 302 C
1500 ANTHONY 18 C
1500 ANTHONY 18 C
URH WAROALL 613 U
502 W MAIN 225 U
URH CARR 322 U
URH FORBES 452 C
609 RIDGWOOD CT C
804 E MUMFORD U
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
501 E DANIEL C
WILSONS TRLR CT 34 U
URH ALLEN 134 U
809 W PENN U
1910 D ORCH ST U
URH CARR 229 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1009 FRANCIS 2 C




URH SAUNDERS 313 U
URH FORBES 214 C
1405 KIRBY 15 C
URH WARDALL 611 U
URH BABCOCK 409 U
805 W OREGON U






































































108 W LINCOLN ST











4631 WHT HORSE TRL
717 S YORK ST





5226 N CAMPBELL AV
309 KEYSTONE ST
2203 HAZWD DR 203
8535 SPRINGFIELD
8943 FAIRWAY DR
























7552 S SEELEY AV
7552 S SEELEY
518 N JOHN ST
17 OSBORNE TERR


























RR 2 BOX 147
36 GOLDEN LARCH DR




117 N HAMILTON ST
1115 10TH AV




































































































WALTHER ROGER S LAS1
WALTON OIANA S LAS2
WALTON ERIC KELLER GRAD
WALTON LAMONT LAS4
WALTON LONITA M GRAD
WALTON ROBERT P ENG1
WALTZ ROBERT KEITH GRAD
WALTZ SAMUEL LEROY GRAD
WALUSEK ROBERT A LAS2
WALZ BARBARA A LAS3
WAMPLER ROBERT N LAS4
WANAMAKER CHARLES A GRAD
WANAMAKER PAMELA M GRAD
WANDA ELISE A ED 1
WANDELL DANA J AGR3
WANOELL DENNIS N FAA4
WANDKE GAIL L LAS1
WANERUS PRISCILLA J LAS1
WANEX LEONARD A JR ENG2
*WANG ANDREW HWEI-J GRAD
WANG BENJAMIN S GRAD
WANG CAROLINE K GRAD
WANG CHANG-YEAN GRAD
WANG CHARLES YI-JER GRAD
WANG CHIU-TZE YANG GRAD
WANG CHIUNG-TI ELLEN GRAD
WANG JING-KONG P GRAD
WANG KUAN-CHUNG GRAD
WANG PAUL JANG-CHING GRAD
WANG PYNG GRAD
WANG TUN-SOO GRAD
WANG WEIYT DAVID GRAD
WANG YU GRAD
WANGEN RANDALL S LAS3
WANGLES PAUL B BUS2
WANKERL DEBORAH A LAS2
WANKERL VERNON J LAS4
WANKO MARTINA LAS1
WANNA SALMA S GRAD
WANNEMAKER KAY LAS1
WANNEMAKER ROBERT W BUS3
WANNER JANETTE L LAS1
WANSERSKI LARA FAA2
WARADY BRADLEY A LAS2
WARADY MONICA S LAS4
WARBINGTON BERT JOHN GRAD
WARBURTON RICHARD R LAS1
WARCHOL CAROL S LAS1
WARCHOL CHRISTINE L LAS1
WARCHOL JOAN FRANCES GRAD
WARD ALBERT J III ENG3
WARD BRUCE L ENG3
WARD DARRELL THOMAS BUS4
WARD DAVID F BUS2
WARD DAVID ROBERT GRAD
WARD DONALD J BUS3
WARD DONNA LAS1
WARD ETHEL M LAS3
WARD FREDERICK A LAS4
WARD HOWARD L LAW3
WARD JAMES LAS1
WARO JAMES EDWARD GRAD
WARD JAMES G BUS4
WARD JOEL FOREMAN JR LAS2
WARD JOHN G LAS2
WARD LAWRENCE R BUS3
WARO MARGARET SMITH LAS4
WARD MARK A AGR3
WARD MERRILL C AGR2
WARD MICHAEL J LAS3
WARO PATRICE ANN GRAD
WARD PATRICK GEORGE GRAD
WARD RYAN D ENG2
WARD SANDRA L FAA1
WARD TERENCE R BUS1
WARD VIVIAN LEE GRAD
WARD WILLIAM TRENT LAS4
WARDER DONALD SCOTT GRAD
WARDWELL SALLY S PE 2
WARDZALA EDWARD D ENG2
WARE BENNIE RAY GRAD
WARE DAVID E FAA3
WARE ERROL JOHN LAW2
WARE ISABEL G GRAD
WARE LUTHER D LAS1
WARE THOMAS D ENG3
WAREN WILLIAM T LAS4
WARFEL MICHAEL R LAS2
WARFIELD LINDA LAS1
WARGO CHRISTINE A FAA3
WARHOL CINDY A FAA4
WARING SARAH E FAA4
WARKINS MICHAEL S ENG4
WARMA AMY MARIE COM4
WARMA KATHRYN A LAS2
WARMAN ROBIN S ED 2
WARMOTH THOMAS B LAS3
URH OGLESBY 916 U
RR 2 C
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
209 E CLARK C
URH SHERMAN 846 C
URH OGLESBY 327 U
FAIRMOUNT ILL
1011 S ANDERSON U
604 E ARMORY 330 C
URH WARDALL 408 U
409 W ELM 5 U
4 POMPTON PL U
4 POMPTON U
URH TRELEASE 331 U
209 E ARMORY C
55 W GREEN C
URH GARNER 240 C
URH SAUNDERS 419 U
URH OGLESBY 212 U
300 S GOODWIN 414 U
306 S 5TH C
2051 C ORCH ST U
1932 B ORCH ST U
1940 C ORCH ST U
1107 W GREEN 428 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 1 U
U OF I CHEM ENG U
2062 D ORCH ST U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
1107 W GREEN 428 U
URH DANIELS 173 U
1103 W OREGON U
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH SCOTT 359 C
URH LAR 132 U
URH FORBES 243 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 527 C
URH LAR 326 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 408 U
1102 S 2ND 2 C
URH OGLESBY 1127 U
57 E JOHN 2 C
203 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 1103 U
URH SAUNDERS 317 U
URH LAR 475 U
URH SHERMAN 423 C
205 E ARMORY C
TWIN ORCH MBL PARK U
609 S JAMES C
URH GARNER 390 C
2319 S 1ST ST RD C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
409 E CHALMRS 712 C
URH VAN DOREN C
RANTOUL ILL
2077 B HAZWD CT U
URH FORBES 104 C
604 E ARMORY C
306 E GREEN U
603 W NEVADA 5 U
609 S JAMES C
URH SCOTT 482 C
2077 B HAZWD CT U
URH BABCOCK 326 U
URH HOPKINS 268 C
DECATUR ILL
805 OAKLAND U
URH DANIELS 525 U
URH ALLEN 292 U
URH WARDALL 721 U
URH TAFT 211 C
308 W GREEN 3 U
403 S COLER U
1401 SILVER 11 U
URH SCOTT 214 C
URH TOWNSEND 573 U
203 S 4TH C
1844 VALLEY RD C
1733 VALLEY RO 3 C
1733 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 112 C
MOLINE ILL
604 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 107 U
URH EVANS 205 U
2614 E MAIN U
603 E WHITE 1 C
903 S 4TH 4 C
106 HEALEY 8 C
111 W CHARLES C
720 S BROADWAY U
904 S 3RD C


























































1110 N E GLENDALE
1902 LIGHTER ST




















1932 B ORCH ST
1940 C ORCH ST
8-44 CHI-DU N ST
CHIN HUA ST
U OF I CHEM ENG
SINGYI RD
BOX 30
8-44 CHI-DU N ST














3812 W LUNT AV
4919 KIMBALL
URH OGLESBY 1103
3031 S SCOTT ST
3452 W DIVERSEY AV
11 SAVAGE ST









2077 B HAZWD CT
7018 S WABASH
4716 ELLSWORTH 901
RR 3 BOX 303
603 W NEVADA 5
609 S JAMES
809 EDGEWOOD DR






14240 S KOSTNER AV
1675 PORTAGE PASS
809 EDGEWOOD DR













7629 S PERRY AV
202 SIWIHA DR
217 N BUCHANAN ST







































































































WARMOTH WILLIAM J LAW1
WARNECKE DENNIS RAY FAA4
WARNER CHRIS J BUS3
WARNER ELBERT LAS1
WARNER FRANCES CLAIR GRAD
WARNER HANSFORD B II FAA4
WARNER HENRY A LAS4
WARNER JOAN REFFEITT GRAD
*WARNER MADELINE L LAS4
WARNER RICHARD B GRAD
WARNER TERRY W ENG4
WARNES THOMAS P LAS1
WARNICK JEFFREY L ENG1
WARP WILLIAM E LAS1
WARPINSKI NORMAN R GRAD
WARREN ANN M LAS1
WARREN BARBARA A FAA1
WARREN CAROLYN P FAA4
WARREN CHARLES ALLEN GRAD
WARREN CHERYL R FAA3
WARREN DON ENG4
WARREN ELIZABETH H COM3
WARREN JAMES RICHARD GRAD
WARREN JOHN BROOKS GRAD
WARREN JOHN M ENG4
WARREN JUANITA W GRAD
WARREN LELAND J LAS2
WARREN LOIS L LAS1
WARREN LORRAINE L LAS3
WARREN MICHAEL THOMA FAA4
WARREN NEIL FAA4
WARREN RICHARD M COM4
WARREN STUART L AGR2
WARREN THOMAS G LAS2
WARREN TOM P BUS2
WARREN WILLIAM D LAS3
WARREN WILLIAM T GRAD
WARRENFELTZ STEVE J BUS2
WARRINGTON JAMES M BUS1
WARSASKI DEBRA A ED 2
WARSHAWSKY SANDEE L LAS2
WARSING RICHARD W BUS3
WARTHER GEMMA P LAS1
WARWICK PAULA L M GRAD
WARWICK VICTORIA R LAS1
WARYJAS CRAIG M GRAD
WASHATKO ALLEN F FAA4
WASHBURN BRADLEY J BUS1
WASHBURN DAVID ALAN GRAD
WASHBURN THEODORE E GRAD
WASHINGTON BOBBY L LAS3
WASHINGTON BRUCE FAA2
WASHINGTON ELAINE PE 4
WASHINGTON INEZ C LAS2
WASHINGTON LILLIE J ED 3
WASHINGTON OSCAR LAS3
WASHINGTON WALTER H GRAD
WASHINGTON WANDA E LAS1
WASKELO JACQUELINE L LAS3
WASMER MICHAEL L ED 4
WASSEL TINA J ED 4
WASSERMAN JULIE BETH LAS2
WASSERMAN LOUIS FAA4
WASSERMAN MARK IRA BUS2
WASSON MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
WASZ DONALD G BUS3
WATERMAN JOHN D ENG4
WATHEN SAMUEL A AGR1
WATKINS ALFRED GRAD
WATKINS ANNETTE M GRAD
WATKINS CURTIS M LAS1
WATKINS DAVID G BUS1
WATKINS ELIZABETH A LAS2
WATKINS GAIL A LAS1
WATKINS JOHN W AGR3
WATKINS JUANITA M LAS3
WATKINS JUDITH M LAS2
WATKINS MARY RACHEL GRAD
WATKINS NOEL HARVEY GRAD
WATKINS RICHARD K FAA3
WATKINS RICHARD WARR FAA4
WATKINS TIMOTHY T LAS1
WATNE CHRISTINE A ED 2
WATSON BARBARA L AGR4
WATSON BRENDA J COM3
WATSON CARLIN M JR LAW2
WATSON CHARLES LYNN BUS6
WATSON CRAIG A LAS4
WATSON DAVID N LAS1
WATSON DENNIS A GRAD
WATSON GEOFFREY G GRAD
WATSON GEORGE C FAA3
WATSON JAMES LEE LAS4
WATSON JAMES STUART ENG2
WATSON JERALD W JR PE 2
WATSON JOHN C ENG1
WATSON JOHN R AGR2
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
305 E GREEN 4 C
URH SCOTT 443 C
URH OGLESBY 718 U
502 W MAIN 218 U
425 FAIRLAWN U
1766 VALLEY RD C
1905 COUNTRY SOI U
425 FAIRLAWN U
1703 VALLEY RD C
RR 2 U
URH GARNER 111 C
URH TOWNSEND 436 U
URH WESTON 465 C
318 ELMWOOD C
URH TRELEASE 1218 U
URH ALLEN 124 U
703 W CALIFORNIA U
304 W WASHINGTON C
1110 S ARBOR C
1402 N MCKINLEY 4 C
209 N COLER U
MANSFIELD ILL
URH SHERMAN 1254 C
1003 E COLORADO 26 U
URH SHERMAN 420 C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 441 C
502 W GRIGGS 210 U
803 W ILLINOIS U
209 N COLER U
502 E WHITE 26 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 474 C
DECATUR ILL
1112 S 2ND C
1204 E PENN U
211 E DANIEL C
1111S 1ST ST RD C
904 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
609 W MAIN 24 U
URH TRELEASE 327 U
906 1/2 S VINE U
1003 W SPNGFLD U
304 S BUSEY U
79 VERSAILLES FR
409 E CHALMRS 1202 C
1726 WESTHAVEN C
PHYSICS BLDG U
URH TOWNSEND 511 U
URH BABCOCK 201 U
118 N WALNUT C
URH BLAISDELL 410 U
107 1/2 E JOHN 204 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1202 NOFFTZ C
URH VANDOREN 220 C
1010 S 2ND C
58 E GREGORY C
508 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
78 VERSAILLES FR
409 E CHALMRS 1502 C
54 CEDRIC U
URH CARR 301 U
901 S 1ST 27 C
URH WESTON 468 C
609 W MAIN U
507 E CLARK 20 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
110 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 926 C
URH TRELEASE 1104 U
801 W NEVADA U
805 W GREEN 5 U
105 S DODSON U
1410 E PENN U
303 W HIGH U
LOVINGTON ILL
URH SCOTT 345 C
URH WESTON 292 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
710 W OHIO U
904 S LINCOLN U
2303 S 1ST ST RD C
BOX 1086 C
URH HOPKINS 330 C
URH TOWNSEND 454 U
RANTOUL ILL
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1106 S 2ND C
50 GREENCROFT C
904 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 123 U
URH SNYOER 471 C








































































315 W 3RD S STREET
5700 S GRANT ST
16 SICKLES DR
1144 TAFT
9331 S 55TH CT
27 N PORTER AV
211 S 45TH AV












521 N LIBERTY ST
700 DOVER PL














553 WHITE PINE RD
1327 FAIRVIEW AV
318 S 5TH ST
1226 N HARVEY AV
72 WILLOW AV
736 N 72ND ST
1440 W 13TH ST 809
7713 EAST END AV
1440 W 13TH ST 809
107 1/2 E JOHN 204
7317 S ABERDEEN
2202 HAZWD DR 203
5002 PRAIRIE AV
913 WENTWORTH AV



















1201 W CASON ST
RR 2
117 S WESTLAWN
503 S LASALLE ST
227 S OAK ST
RR 2















































































































WATSON JOHN W AGR
1
WATSON MARGARET M LAS2
WATSON MARGARET M LAS3
WATSON MICHAEL R BUS1
WATSON RICHARD A GRAO
WATSON ROBERT JOHN ENG4
WATSON RODNEY B ENG3
WATSON SAMMIE EARL BUS3
WATSON THOMAS HENRY BUS4
WATSON VIVIAN L LAS1
WATSON WILLIAM M JR GRAD
WATT BRADLEY A LAS1
WATT RICHARD C FAA3
WATT ROBERT M LAS3
WATT STEPHEN M LAS3
WATTFRS CLAYTUS J AV I 2
WATTERSON JAMES R GRAD
WATTS ANN MCNAIR LAS3
WATTS CHRISTOPHER LAS4
WATTS CURTIS L LAS1
WATTS DAVID C AGR3
WATTS GARY J FAA3
WATTS JAY M LAS3
WATTS KIMBERLEE S LAS2
WAUNG SHERREN GRAD
WAVERLY LYNN L LAS2
WAX CAROLYN JANE GRAD
WAX JOHN ERVIN AGR4
WAX MARTHA M AGR2
WAX STEVEN GARY GRAO
WAYNE DANIEL R LAS4
WAYNE MARLENE I PE 1
WAYNE MELBA L LAS1
WAYNER MILDRED GRAD
WAZNIS THOMAS E LAS3
WEABER KENNETH G JR GRAD
WEADOCK JOHN C BUS2
WEAR THOMAS G ENG3
WEAST GORDON J LAS1
WEATHERHEAD PAUL D LAS4
WEATHERHEAD SUSAN L LAS1
WEATHERS JAMES R GRAD
WEATHERS WILLIAM LEE AGR3
WEATHERSPOON JANICE BUS3
WEATHERSPOON LEVOTER PE 2
WEATHERSPOON WENDA L LAS3
WEATHINGTON F L JR GRAD
WEAVER ALFRED C GRAD
WEAVER ANNE STONE LAS4
WEAVER BARBARA J LAS1
WEAVER DAVID E ENG1
WEAVER DONNA HARPOLD GRAD
WEAVER FRANCES E GRAD
WEAVER GARY A VM 2
WEAVER GWENDOLYN N GRAD
WEAVER JANE L FAA2
WEAVER JANICE E GRAD
WEAVER KENNETH L LAS1
WEAVER KIT T ENG1
WEAVER STANLEY B JR BUS4
WEAVER TIMOTHY A LAW1
WEAVER VAUN CLAYTON GRAD
WEAVER WALTER LESLIE GRAD
WEBB BARBARA L LAS4
WEBB DEBORAH GARLAND BUS1
WEBB DONALD GRAHAM GRAD
WEBB JUDITH D LAS3
WEBB JULIUS B LAS2
WEBB KIRK E ENG3
WEBB MICHAEL R LAS3
WEBB NEAL R ENG1
WEBB PATRICIA A LAS1
WEBB PATRICIA J BUS1
WEBB ROBERT DEAN GRAD
WEBB ROGER A LAS2
WEBB SUSAN E LAS4
WEBB TERRENCE BYRNE COM4
WEBB TERRY L AGR1
WEBBER CARL M LAW2
WEBBER DEBORAH L LAS3
WEBBER MICHAEL A LAS4
WEBEL STEPHEN KENT GRAD
WEBER ALAN MELCHIOR GRAD
WEBER ALISON PARKS GRAD
WEBER ANNE E FAA3
WEBER BARBARA J AGR2
WEBER CHARLES R BUS4
WEBER CHRISTINA A FAA3
WEBER DARRELL J AV I 5
WEBER DAVID PAUL GRAD
WEBER DON WAYNE ENG4
WEBER ELIZABETH A LAS1
WEBER FREDERICK C FAA3
WEBER GRETCHEN J LAS3
WEBER JOHN ROGER GRAD
WEBER JOHN W BUS1
WEBER KATHLEEN A LAS4
URH SNYDER 212 C
URH EVANS 101 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 476 C.
TREMCNT ILL
URH TOWNSEND 224 U
URH NOBLE 111 C
903 W ILLINOIS U
306 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 302 U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
URH TAFT 116 C
301 S ELM C
313 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
2502 ALTON C
1717 LINCOLN RD C
2101 W WHITE C
112 E GREEN C
401 E DANIEL C
2101 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 510 U
1107 E FLORIDA 11 U
508 E ARMORY C
704 E CALIFORNIA U
URH LUNDGREN 101 C
1005 SUNNYCREST U
1740 VALLEY RD C
805 W OHIO U
804 S LOCUST 55 C
URH HOPKINS 175 C
URH GARNER 340 C
1005 LINCOLN U
MATTOON ILL
302 S 4TH 5 C
513 W LOUISIANA C
URH SNYDER 175 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 322 C
URH FORBES 280 C
URH SCOTT 392 C
2080 B ORCH ST U
HUME ILL
610 E BEARDSLEY C
URH SNYDER 322 C
917 N 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 183 U
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
205 COUNTRY FR 48 C
URH VANDOREN 211 C
1012 W WASHINGTON C
CHICAGO ILL
1604 CORONADO 8 C
1710 PERKINS RD U
URH SHERMAN 520 C
URH TRELEASE 1202 U
1002 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 8 U
904 WEST GREEN 401 U
1711 CRESCENT C
707 S LOCUST C
205 COUNTRY FR 48 C
310 S LOCUST C
201 1/2 W HEALEY C
602 S JAMES C
1007 MAPLEPARK C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
406 W CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 317 C
201 1/2 W HEALEY C
HOMER ILL
URH WARDALL 1002 U
URH TRELEASE 724 U
206 E JOHN C
706 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 1013 U
711 W CHURCH 2 C
313 CHALMERS C
1808 LARCH PL U
2601 S ANDERSON U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
WILSON TRLR CT 51 U
306 S LOCUST C
2024 BURLISON U
URH SCOTT 218 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 205 U
508 E CHALMERS C
1619 W PARK C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1110 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
204 W WASHINGTON U
802 W OREGON U
502 E HEALEY 109 C














































































































1025 7TH ST NE
610 E BEARDSLEY












RR 3 BOX 767
RR 3
707 S LOCUST
205 COUNTRY FR 48
45C W JACKSON





303 E SOUTH ST
201 1/2 W HEALEY
303 E SOUTH ST
111 A E 9TH ST
RR 1
1 NOYES CT










1725 W 106TH PL










































































































ELK GROVE VI L IL
309
WEBER LARRY D AGR
1
WEBER LARRY FRANCIS GRAD
WEBFR MARY L LAS3
WEBER MARY WALSH GRAO
WEBER PATRICIA L LAS1
WEBER PAUL M BUS3
WEBER RAYMOND K LAS4
WEBER RICHARD JOHN LAS3
WEBFR RONALD J LAW2
WEBER RONALD L GRAD
WEBER SHIRLEY NIXON FAA9
WEBFR SUSAN M ED 1
WEBER THOMAS J ENG1
WEBER TIMOTHY JOHN GRAD
WEBER WAYNE E AGR4
WEBER WILLIAM R BUS2
WEBNFR GLEN R LAS4
WEBSTER DAVID J LAS1
WEBSTER HARRY T GRAD
WEBSTFR THOMAS W ENG4
WFCHSLER MICHAEL J BUS2
WECHTER DAVID T LAS1
WECHTER SHELDON J BUS1
WECK EDWARD A LAS2
WECK LARRY DFLNO GRAD
WECKER MICHAEL E ED 1
WECKER SALLY MARCIA LAS2
WEDDING JAMES B GRAD
WEDENOJA LINDA A COM3
WEDER ROBERT A ENG1
WEECH GREGORY C LAS3
WEECH TERRY L GRAD
WEED PAULA M LAS1
WEEDA DONALD S LAS3
WEEDEN MARSHA CAROL GRAD
WEEKS GREGORY PAUL GRAD
WEEKS JANICE L LAS1
WEEKS KENNETH A LAS1
WEEKS LARRY R LAW3
WEEKS MARJORIE E LAS2
WEEMS WILLIAM ARTHUR GRAD
WEGEL MARTHA J LAS1
WEGENER HANS HERMAN GRAD
WEGER LAURA M LAS3
WEGLARZ DENNIS M ENG4
WEGLOSKI VICTORIA M LAS3
WEGMAN LARRY W LAS4
WEGMAN STEVEN S ENG2
WEGNFR GARY M ENG4
WEGNER THEODORE H GRAD
WEGRZYN LAWRENCE M BUS*
WEHMER JAMES A LAS3
WEHRLY DOROTHY L LAS1
WEHRLY PETER J AGR2
WEHRMAN ANN C LAS1
WEI GUANG-JONG GRAD
WEI JOHN SHI SUN GRAD
WEIDEMIER STEVEN G ENG4
WEIDENFELD DANNY DAV GRAD
WEIDNER STEPHANIE A FAAl
WEIER FREDERICK E ENG3
WEIGAND JOAN L ED 1
WEIGEL GEORGE A GRAD
WEIGEL RICHARD J GRAD
WEIGFL VICKI A AGR
WEIK MICHAEL J AGR1
WFIKART GEORGE S ENG4
WEIL CARLA D PE 1
WEIL KENNETH W ENG2
WEIL RONALD A LAS3
WEILER JANICE LAS1
WEILER NANCY ANN GRAD
WEIMER RICHARD E ENG1
WEIMER RICHARD MORSE GRAD
WEINBAUM FRANCINE S GRAD
WEINBAUM STEVEN ALAN GRAD
WEINBERG CAROL A LAS3
WEINBERG DEEORAH AGR1
WEINBERG DEBORAH M LAS3
WEINBERG HAROLD G LAW2
WEINBERG HAROLD ROY GRAD
WEINBERG JOHN S ENG4
WEINBERG MARIAN J FAA3
WEINBERG RICKY ARTHU ED 4
WEINBERG SHARON M ED 1
WEINBERGER KENNETH J BUS3
WEINDRUCH RICHARD H LAS4
WEINECKE MICHAFL H LAS3
WEINER BARBARA C LAS3
WEINER BARRY A LAS3
WEINER CLAIRE LAS3
WEINER LAWRENCE M PE 1
WEINER LEE H LAS4
WEINER LESLIE C LAS3
WEINER MARC L BUS3
WEINGART SHERRY E LAS1
WEINGARTEN JOEL C LAW3
706 WEST OHIO U
707 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
1212 W PARK C
306 S LOCUST C
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
410 E JOHN C
1962 C ORCH ST U
508 STOUGHTON C
1009 S MATTIS 4-4 C
606 S STATE ST C
505 W MICHIGAN U
URH SAUNDERS 202 U
URH TOWNSEND 467 U
912 S 2ND C
1301 S BUSEY U
1001 E COLORADO 42 U
1764 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 226 C
815 OAKLAND 103 U
URH OGLESBY 812 U
409 E CHALMRS 1512 C
URH FORBFS 414 C
907 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 473 C
610 RICHARDS LN C
910 S 3RD C
502 W ELM 5 U
710 DOGWOOD C
1108 W NEVADA 1 U
112 E DANIEL C
809 S BUSEY U
107 N COLER U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH BLAISDELL 104 U
URH SHERMAN 866 C
300 S GOODWIN 506 U
URH TRELEASE 1222 U
9 11 S 3RD C
508 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
713 W WASHINGTON U
205 E MICHIGAN U
URH LAR 406 U
311 E GREEN 112 C
URH EVANS 424 U
2315 S 1ST ST RD C
OAK BROOK ILL
URH SNYDER 208 C
URH HOPKINS 293 C
916 W MAPLE C
1201 E FLORIDA 12 U
8 SUTTON PL U
705 KIRBY C
URH WARDALL 1017 U
URH HOPKINS 211 C
URH SCOTT 390 C
1107 W GREEN 634 U
306 N MATHEWS 3 U
2602 W JOHN C
NUC ENG LAB 21 U
URH VANDOREN 420 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 414 C
505 E HEALEY C
105 E GREEN C C
URH LAR 185 U
URH SCOTT 344 C
504 E CLARK 37 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 115 U
1102 W SPNGFLD U
URH BUSEY 431 U
ASHMORE ILL
URH NOBLE 222 C
3 OAKWOOD U
5 BURNETT U
311 S PRAIRIE 5 C
405 E JOHN C
URH LUNOGREN 124 C
202 S LINCOLN 5 U
1511 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
800 W CHURCH 14 C
URH WARDALL 705 U
809 S BUSEY U
URH TRELEASE 1025 U
303 E CHALMERS U
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 220 U
403 S COLER U
801 OAKLAND 208 U
802 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS 813 C
509 S RACE U
105 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C



















































































205 N RIOGE AV 1-K















300 S GOODWIN 506
7630 W 66TH PL
1136 DOVE CT
713 W WASHINGTON
ROUTE 1 BOX 258
603 W ARMSTRONG AV
4421 N ARTESIAN
RR 2



























RR 1 BOX 86
520 S WISCONSIN AV
3 OAKWOOD
5 BURNETT CR




6101 N SHERIDAN RD
2784 EUCLID HTS














1641 E 91ST PL


























PARK FOREST S IL








































































WEINGARTEN JOHN D LAW1
WEINGARTNER POLLY S LAS1
WEINHOFF MARCY ANN EO 2
WEINHOFF SAMUEL J LAS4
WEININGER DAVID A LAW1
WEINMEISTER KENT P LAS4
WEINMEISTER PATTI J LAS3
WEINREICH THOMAS AGR1
WEINSTEIN ANDREA J BUS4
WFINSTEIN BERTHOLD W GRAO
WEINSTEIN CANDEE S ED 1
WEINSTEIN DEBRA E COM3
WEINSTEIN JERRALD COM4
WEINSTEIN LESLIE G ED 3
WEINSTEIN LINDA M ED 2
WEINSTEIN LYNN GAIL ED 4
WEINSTEIN MICHAEL B LAW1
WEINSTEIN PAUL E BUS3
WEINSTEIN SANDRA L GRAD
WEINSTEIN SUSAN C AGR1
WEINSTEIN TERRI S LAS3
WEINSTOCK STEVEN R ENG2
WEINTHALER DIANE L ED 2
WEINTRAUB ALAN IRWIN LAW3
WEINTRAUB NAOMI B GRAD
WEINTRAUB NEIL H LAS1
WEINTROB DEBORAH L FAA4
WEIR ANITA ZACK LAS4
WEIR ERIC EDWARD GRAD
WEIR MARY KNOX GRAD
WEIR RICHARD ARTHUR GRAD
WEIRATHER RANOY R GRAD
WEIRICH ROBERT A ENG4
WEIS EDWARD WAYLAND GRAD
WEISBART EDMOND S . LAS1
WEISBERG SUSAN E LAS1
WEISBROT MARK A ENG1
WEISE ROBERT WILLIAM GRAO
WEISEL WILLIAM MARK LAS1
WEISER ALAN W BUS3
WEISER CALLIE L AGR1
WEISER PHILIP J LAS3
WEISER RONALD A BUS3
WEISHAUS ENID R LAS2
WEISKOPF EDNA LAS2
WEISKOPF JOAN FAA4
WEISMAN BONNIE P LAS1
WEISMAN CINDY ED 2
WEISMAN JAMES ALAN LAS4
WEISMAN JOSEPH LAS1
WEISMAN MICHAEL I AGR1
WEISMAN ROBERT A LAW1
WEISMAN STEVEN P LAS3
WEISS BARBARA SHARI LAS4
WEISS BARRY HOWARD GRAD
WEISS CAREY A LAS2
WEISS DONNA R PE 1
WEISS EDWARD JAY LAW3
WEISS ELIZABETH R LAS2
WEISS ERIC WILLIAM GRAD
WEISS GLENN L LAS1
WEISS JONATHAN DAVID GRAO
WEISS KATHRYN A LAS4
WEISS KEITH E LAS2
WEISS LANCE J LAS4
WEISS MARGO K ED 2
WEISS MERLE ELLEN LAS4
WEISS PAMELA A AGR4
WEISS PATTI J PE 1
WEISS RICHARD S ENG4
WEISS SANDRA CARL GRAD
WEISS SHELDON A LAS4
WEISS STEVEN D LAS3
WEISSMAN DIANE M AGR3
WEISSMAN JOEL S LAS3
WEISSMAN SANDRA T ED 4
WEISSMAN STEVEN JAY GRAD
WEISSMAN SUSAN J LAS2
WEISSMAN THOMAS M LAS3
WEISSMANN KAREN L LAS2
WEISZ CAREN L LAS1
WEITH GARY GEORGE BUS4
WEITZ VIRGINIA ED 2
WEITZMAN EILEEN LAS3
WEITZMAN RONNI L PE 1
WELACHA NANCY A LAS1
WELBORN MICHAEL E LAS4
WELCH BRADFORD M BUS2
WELCH BRYANT E LAS4
WELCH CATHERINE E PE 1
WELCH CHARLES LYNN GRAD
WELCH GEORGE LEE FAA4
WELCH HOLLY M LAS4
WELCH JANE EO 4
WELCH JERRI LU BUS3
WELCH MICHAEL T BUS4
WELCH MYRON DELFORD GRAD
206 E WHITE 1 C
URH HOPKINS 441 C
URH WAROALL 326 U
110 E CHALMERS C
204 S POPLAR U
204 W WSHNGTN 22 U
1206 W NEVADA 6 U
918 W WHITE C
910 S 3RD C
235 DEWEY U
910 S 3RD C
510 E STOUGHTON C
503 E STOUGHTON 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
1104 W NEVADA U
902 S 2N0 C
2075 B ORCH ST U
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
910 S 3RD C
BROADVIEW ILL
URH ALLEN 361 U
611 E DANIEL C
806 S LOCUST C
806 S LOCUST C
URH HOPKINS 346 C
CHICAGO ILL
1600 W BRADLEY 115 C
910 S 3RD 713 C
602 W OREGON U
1600 W BRADLEY 115 C
604 E ARMORY 220 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
502 E HEALEY 303 C
URH TAFT 205 C
904 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 424 C
2078 HAZWO CT U
40 E UNIVERSITY C
OWANECO ILL
805 W OHIO U
311 E DANIEL C
301 E ARMORY C
807 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
503 E WHITE C
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
1006 S 3RD 17 C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
1105 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
800 S MATTIS C
BARCELONA SP
CHICAGO ILL
2112 WHITE 159 C
910 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
57 E CHALMERS 4 C
URH TRELEASE 125 U
URH DANIELS 218 U
409 E CHALMRS 1512 C
URH SHERMAN 764 C
1110 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
503 E STOUGHTON 7 C
URH GARNER 450 C
403 E WHITE 6 C
2801 E ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 110 U
URH FORBES 239 C
2112 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 1012 U
725 S STATE C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 913 U
807 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 751 C
URH TRELEASE 127 U
1102 COUNTRY LN C
410 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS 713 C
910 S 3R0 C
URH LUNDGREN 221 C
1112 S ARBOR 204 C
URH TRELEASE 122 U
URH CLARK 328 C
306 W WASHINGTON C
58 E GREGORY C
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
711 LASELL C
URH DANIELS U
401 E GREEN C
404 W SPNGFLD 2 C
605 INDIANA U
707 S 6TH 219 C
912 S 2N0 C








































































404 NW 4TH AV
404 NW 4TH AV
918 W WHITE
6634 KIMBALL AV






7615 N TRIPP AV










6251 N HAMLIN AV
1653 SUNNYSIDE






3010 W BIRCHWOOO A
7029 GREENLEAF AV
2907 W MORSE





































6149 N ST LOUIS


















7425 N ROUTE 88





































































































WELChl PAMELA J ED 4
WELCH PATRICIA CECIL G^AD
WELCH ROBERT F LAS4
*WELCH ROBERT L LAW3
WELCH RUTH K AGR4
WELCH STEVEN K BUS3
WELDIN PAUL J AGR1
*WELDON DAVID EUGENE GRAD
WELKER JON W FAA2
WELKER PEGGY J LAS3
WELKER WESTON J LAS2
WELLE STEPHEN L LAS2
WELLER DOUGLAS P AGR4
WELLER KAREN V LAS3
WELLER KATHRYN A AGR
1
*WELLER LARRY M BUS4
WELLER PETER JOHN GRAD
WELLER ROBERT F BUS3
WELLER SUSAN ANN V GRAD
WELLEVER ANTHONY L LAS3
WELLHAUSEN STEVEN H ENG3
WELLMAN JANET A LAS1
WELLS BRUCE C LAS1
WELLS CATHERYN E ED 4
WELLS DAVID E LAS1
WELLS DAVID K ENG1
WELLS DIANE E ED 1
WELLS ELAINE M LAS1
WELLS GARY W FAA1
WELLS GRACE A LAS1
WELLS JAMES FRANK LAW2
WELLS KERMIT JACK FAA4
WELLS LEON P LAS3
WELLS MELVIN WESLEY GRAD
WELLS MICHAEL E PE 3
WELLS MICHAEL J LAS2
WELLS MICHAEL K ENG1
WELLS RALPH K LAS1
WELLS SARA L LAS2
WELLS THURMAN LEE LAS2
WELLWOOD JOHN D LAS1
WELSCH AMELIA A AGR1
WELSCH ERIC D BUS2
WELSCH ROBERT J LAS4
WELSH ELLEN M FAA4
WELSH JAMES G PE 4
WELSH JOHN C LAS3
WELSH MARK W LAS1
WELSH RANDALL J AGR1
WELSH RIKKI LYNN GRAD
WELTER STEPHEN E GRAD
WELTER SUSAN A LAS3
WEMLINGER JOHN C ENG2
WEMLINGER MERRIE H LAS4
WEMPEN CHRISTINE LAS3
WEMPEN JULIANA GRAD
WEMPEN RICHARD L ED 4
WEN KUO YEN GRAD
WENC NORINE M LAS3
WENCEL JUNE D LAS2
WENCEL MARGARET L LAS2
WENDE GAIL A AGR4
WENDE KAREN J ED 3
WENDEL JAMES PAUL ENG4
WENDELKEN DAVID H LAW1
WENDELKEN JOHN F GRAD
WENDELL DEBORAH B GRAD
WENDELL STEVEN JOHN FAA4
WENDER HOWARD M LAS3
WENDLAND GARY A LAS2
WENDLER BRUCE H ENG2
WENDT CLAUDIA E ED 1
WENDT GARY F FAA3
WENDTE KEITH W ENG1
WENDTE LEON W AGR2
WENER JEFFREY L LAS2
WENER LYNDA H FAAl
WENGER MARILYN LAS1
WENGERHOFF DAVID L AGR1
WENGERHOFF SUSAN M ED 4
WENGROFF CHERYL D LAS2
WENK CAROLYN ELISE GRAD
WENNERHOLM ROBERT W LAW2
WENTA ANONA E LAS2
WENTA DAVID JOSEPH PE 4
WENTE MIKE M BUS2
WENTHE LINDELL L ENGl
WENTWORTH DENNIS F AGR2
WENTWORTH STEVEN A AGR4
WENTZ JAMES PAUL GRAD
WENZEL BRIAN L AGR3
WENZEL DUANE E LAS3
WENZEL FRANCES L AGR4
WENZEL JEANNE M LAS2
WENZEL LYNN MARCUS GRAD
WEPRIN MARK S ENGl
WERCH SHIFRA E FAA3
300 E GR€EN 300 C
711 LASELL C
401 E DANIEL C
1204 S ANDERSON U
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
URH HOPKINS 332 C
URH ALLEN 15 U
1113 1/2 JOANNE LN C
URH SNYDER 450 C
GLENVIEW ILL
URH TOWNSEND 372 U
URH BLAISDELL 115 U
58 E GREGORY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 1219 U
2408 CAMPBELL C
707 S 6TH 406 C
711 W GREEN U
DANVILLE ILL
201 S WRIGHT 8 C
URH SCOTT 470 C
URH ALLEN 197 U
604 E ARMORY 231 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH TAFT 406 C
URH WESTON 404 C
URH GARNER 438 C
URH ALLEN 181 U
1216 THOMAS C
URH GARNER 367 C
URH FORBES 230 C
408 W ILLINOIS 2 U
501 E DANIEL C
1207 E FLORIDA C
410 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 702 U
911 S 4TH C
501 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH FORBES 316 C
URH TRELEASE 1202 U
URH TOWNSEND 506 U
URH OGLESBY 605 U
58 E ARMORY 8 C
1010 W SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 396 C
URH CARR 213 U
310 E JOHN C
4 OAKWOOD U
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 513 U
1105 S 4TH C
711 S RANDOLPH 10 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH OANIELS 490 U
504 E CLARK 22 C
404 E DANIEL C
URH VANDOREN 409 C
URH CLARK 338 C
508 E ARMORY C
904 S LINCOLN U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 352 U
URH FLAGG 321 C
2017 1/2 CURETON U
53 MAPLEWOOD U
53 MAPLEWOOD U
707 S MATTIS C
9 10 S 3RD C
706 W OHIO U
URH SAUNDERS 10 U
713 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 209 C
706 W OHIO U
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
306 N BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 135 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 828 U
URH DANIELS 474 U
509 E GREEN C
1010 S 2ND C
405 N RACE 4 U
URH SNYDER 265 C
URH TAFT 316 C
1611 VALLEY RD 1 C
58 E GREGORY C
1103 E KERR U
809 W PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 174 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 376 C
1009 HIGHLAND U
URH CARR 214 U








































































913 W MAIN ST
RR 1
406 S PECK AV
406 S PECK AV
2408 CAMPBELL
711 S MILWAUKEE AV
113 E SOUTH ST
107 E WINTER
21-534 LEMON D






RR 6 BOX 52






8034 S ST LAWRENCE
606 HESTER AV
55 RIDGE DALE DR
705 S 6TH ST
2252 OAKLAWN DR
104 POINT BLUFF DR
2515 W JACKSON 709
215 WYNNWOOD DR
DIXIE HWY N
RR 3 DIXIE HWY N























































































































































WERDERITS DONNA J LAS3
WERDERITS JOHN R BUS3
WERENICZ KATHARINA N ED 1
WERENICZ MARY ED 1
WERESZCZYNSKI B W LAS2
WERHAN LEE W FAA4
WERMCRANTZ JOHN D GRAO
WERNER EDWIN LEFEVRE GRAD
WERNER GARY T LAS2
WERNER GERALD C ENG3
WERNER JACK L ENG4
WERNER JOAN A LAS2
WERNER JOHN R ENG4
WERNER LYNDON A AGR2
WERTEPNY ALAN D ENG3
WERTEPNY STEVEN D LAS1
WERTH JOEL TOBIN GRAD
WERTH MARK H ENG1
WERTHEIMER JAY S LAS3
WERTHEIMER TED B ENG2
WESBY JAMES S ENG3
WESBY JOHN P JR ENG4
WESCOTT GREGORY T BUS3
WESLEY GLENN D LAS3
WESLY EDWARD J LAS2
WESOLOWSKI JAMES J COM4
WESSEL JODI L PE 2
WESSEL PAUL S LAS2
WESSEL PETER C LAS2
WESSELS THOMAS G GRAD
WESSELY JAMES R LAS2
WESSELY ROBERT P LAS4
WESSNER JOHN C LAS1
WESSON GREGORY D AGR3
WESSON WILLIAM W AGR4
*WEST AVERILL ALLEN GRAD
WEST BARBARA T LAS2
WEST CRYSTAL K LAS4
WEST DENNIS J ED 3
WEST DOUGLAS I BUS3
WEST EUGENIA S LAS1
WEST GARY D ENG1
WEST GEORGE J AGR2
WEST HAROLD EDWIN GRAD
WEST JAMES ARTHUR LAS3
WEST JOB G LAS1
WEST LEE DUVALL GRAD
WEST MICHAEL D ENG3
WEST PATRICIA BRUCH GRAD
WEST STANTON R LAS3
WEST TIMOTHY E FAA3
WESTBERG GAIL A LAS1
WESTBY DONALD LLOYD GRAD
WESTCOTT JANICE A LAS2
WESTEFER ROBERT A LAS2
WESTERBERG KAREN A COM3
WESTERHOLD KAREN S LAS1
WESTERHOLD ROGER W VM 3
WESTERMEIER MARIA H AGR1
WESTERVELT JAMES D LAS2
WESTJOHN MICHAEL H AVI2
WESTLAKE DONALD DEAN FAA4
WESTLAKE WALTON H FAA4
WESTLUND PAUL HARRY GRAD
WESTMAN CATHERINE E ED 4
WESTMAN RONALD A ED 3
WESTON EDWARD G LAS2
WESTON JEFFREY M LAW2
WESTON RANDY L AVI1
WESTON RAYMOND A ED 4
WESTON WILLIAM F GRAD
WESTPHAL JAY V LAS1
WESTPHAL ROGER ALLEN GRAD
WESTPHAL THEODORE M LAS4
WESTRA CHERYL L ENG2
WESTRICK MARY A BMS1
WESTRUP BRADFORD C BUS3
WETENKAMP JOYCE R LAS2
WETENKAMP SCOTT F GRAO
WETHERFORD MARGARET GRAD
WETTMAN GREGORY R BUS1
WETTON KERRY E FAA1
WETTSTEIN NORMAN D AGR2
WETZEL DOREEN BETH FAAl
WETZEL MARK JULIAN LAS4
WETZEL NORMAN RODNEY GRAD
WEXLER BARRY I LAS3
WEXLER HOWARD B LAS4
WEYANO RICHARD F LAS1
WEYGANDT STEVEN L ENG2
WEYHRICH THOMAS L FAAl
WEYRAUCH JOHN B FAA3
WEYRAUCH JOHN R ENG4
WHALEN DANIEL A ENG3
WHALEN MICHAEL R BUS4
WHALEN WENDY L FAA2
WHALEY ALFRED DENNIS ENG3
802 W OREGON U
429 E FAIRLAWN U
URH ALLEN 424 U
1111 1/2 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1018 U
107 N BUSEY 3 U
URH SHERMAN 648 C
504 BUSEY U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
204 E JOHN 2 C
503 E WHITE 11 C
URH TRELEASE 328 U
324 FAIRLAWN U
209 E ARMORY C
112 E DANIEL C
112 E DANIEL C
206 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 309 C
56 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 573 U
604 W GREEN 407 U
URH FORBES 325 C
1006 S 3RD 14 C
URH CARR 324 U
URH SNYDER 492 C
41 1/2 E MAIN C
611 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 424 U
URH OGLESBY 409 U
ROCKFORD ILL
URH OGLESBY 704 U
WIEN AUST
URH BARTON 324 C
300 S GOODWIN 315 U
1205 FLORIDA 31 U
1208 E PENN U
URH TRELEASE 420 U
106 N WEBBER U
301 W UNIVERSITY C
308 S VANDOREN C
URH ALLEN 137 U
FOOSLAND ILL
URH ALLEN 468 U
URH SHERMAN 1153 C
URH FLAGG 330 C
URH TOWNSEND 550 U
MT PULASKI ILL
CATLIN ILL
1208 E PENN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 438 U
URH LAR 431 U
2083 A ORCH ST U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 224 C
508 E WHITE 4 C
URH LAR 403 U
801 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 1123 U
URH SCOTT 174 C
URH HOPKINS 320 C
1805 LINWOOD C
704 E CALIFORNIA 3 U
2110 ORCH ST 202 U
209 W GREEN 3 C
209 W GREEN 3 C
3 10 E JOHN C
2012 VAWTER 6 U
208 ARCADIA C
1404 MAPLECREST C
2110 ORCH ST 304 U
URH FLAGG 415 C
STA A BOX 2831 C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 410 U
I860 VALLEY RD C
1603 VALLEY RD C
1310 MUMFORD U
616 1/2 CLARK C
1420 MAYFAIR C
URH LAR 382 U
URH SCOTT 244 C
805 W OHIO U
307 E WHITE 23 C
RANTOUL ILL
1212 CLARK U
908 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 396 C
201 N GOODWIN U
URH FORBES 265 C
URH SNYDER 160 C
309 E HEALEY 15 C
PEORIA ILL
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
802 W OREGON U





























































3312 W FAIRWAY DR
BOX 448 RAVINE DR
134 BROAD ST
510 S CRESTWOOD LN
529 S ELM AV
































410 N KENOSHA AV
BOX 48 8


















2110 ORCH ST 202
1009 W CHURCH ST
1107 HOLIDAY
834 LANGE ST
707 S 6TH 310
208 ARCADIA
1404 MAPLE CREST
2110 ORCH ST 304
103 S ADAMS ST
2525 WILMETTE AV
12000 NATCHEZ AV

























































































































































































































GRAD 16 WAYSIDE RD U 328-2030
GRAD 304 W STANAGE C 356-5495
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 212 U
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 328 U 332-3670
GRAD 205 W CALIFORNIA U 367-0569
AGR3 URH TRELEASE 402 U 332-5498
AGR4 4 NEWPORT RD u 367-3739
GRAD 901 S 1ST 29 C 352-8640
GRAD 901 S 1ST C 352-8640
BUS1 URH TAFT 207 C 332-0614
FAA1 URH SCOTT 494 C 332-1637
BUS2 308 E ARMORY c 344-9742
GRAD 2502 MAPLEWOOD C 356-3040
LAS4 614 W HILL 3 C 356-7450
LAS3 713 W OHIO u 344-5434
LAS3 103 E JOHN C
LAS3 URH BUSEY 103 u
GRAD 606 W OHIO u
FAA4 109 E HEALEY c 352-1437
GRAD 4 1/2 SHARLYN u 328-3988
GRAD 706 W GREEN 1 u 344-0263
FAA1 URH LAR 201 u
FAA3 4 1/2 SHARLYN u 328^3988
LAS3 307 S PRAIRIE 26 C
GRAD 2319 S 1ST ST RD c 384-5236
AGR3 1204 S LINCOLN u 344-9892
LAW1 3102 W DANIEL C 359-7149
LAW1 MATTOON ILL
ENG1 URH ALLEN 41 u
GRAO 326 FAIRLAWN u 367-0291
ENG3 URH FORBES 410 c 332-1090
BUS1 URH SCOTT 269 c
LAS4 406 S VINE u 328-2117
BUS4 1207 E FLORIDA 34 u
COM4 1002 S 2ND c 359-7318
AGR1 58 E GREGORY c
LAS1 URH TAFT 204 c 332-0611
LAS1 313 E CHALMERS c 344-7613
LAS3 DURHAM ENG
LAS3 106 N WEBBER u 344-4586
GRAD DECATUR ILL
ED 4 503 E WHITE c 359-0045
LAS4 804 SCOVILL u 367-2261
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1009 u 332-5331
ED 4 URH LUNDGREN 211 c 359-8913
GRAD 312 W SPNGFLD 7 u 367-8045
FAA3 1207 W NEVADA u
FAA1 URH BUSEY 354 u
FAA4 58 E DANIEL 1 c 359-8913
LAS1 2507 SANGAMON c
LAS2 514 S WILLIS c 356-0927
GRAD 206 HOLIDAY PARK c
FAA4 58 E JOHN 10 c 356-7362
LAS4 105 E DANIEL c 344-9723
LAS3 76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
ENG1 RR 2 u
LAS2 URH WESTON 261 c 332-2017
ENG4 110 E ARMORY c 344-5680
GRAD 209 E WASHINGTON c
GRAD 301 W BIRCH c
LAS2 URH NOBLE 107 c 337-5C65
AVU URH SNYDER 417 c 332-1823
BUS1 RR 2 u
GRAD 1607 VALLEY RD 1 c 352-0932
LAS2 612 S 4TH c
FAA4 509 E WHITE 17 c
ENG4 804 SCOVILL u 367-2261
GRAD 306 W COLUMBIA c 356-3484
PE 2 URH ALLEN 327 u 332-3199
PE 4 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1937
FAA3 1003 E COLORADO 3C u 367-5833
COM3 406 W ELLS c
BUS* 1003 E COLORADO 3C u 367-5833
GRAD 606 W OHIO u 344-5812
GRAD 707 S MAPLE u 344-3321
LAS2 902 S LOCUST c
ENG2 904 W GREEN 602 u
FAA3 405 E JOHN c 359-0527
ED 1 1607 VALLEY RD 1 c 352-0932
LAW2 RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 1005 S 2ND c
ENG3 1010 E COLORADO 39 u 328-1113
BUS2 1111 S 1ST ST RD c
LAS3 401 S BUSEY u 328-1830
FAA1 URH ALLEN 242 u 332-3172
LAS2 312 E DANIEL c 332-3221
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS 1405 c 384-5630
COM4 314 S PRAIRIE 205 c 356-9047
LAS4 707 S BIRCH u 367-0358
GRAD 707 S MAPLE u 344-3321
GRAD 1006 E MICHIGAN u 367-0644
LAS2 URH FORBES 466 c 332-1132
FAA4 710 WESTERN u
PE I URH SNYDER 225 c
LAS4 309 S VANDOREN 1 c 359-0746
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 175 c 332-1181

















444 S LAGRANGE RD







2051 W LAKE 110
205 E HIGH ST





ROUTE 3 BOX 320




















301 N 2ND ST










1607 VALLEY RD 1











109 S OWEN ST


















309 S VAN DOREN 1













































































































































































































ED 1 URH WARDALL 510 U
LAS3 1829 D ORCH PL U
GRAD 301 W BIRCH C
LAW3 107 E CHALMERS 5 C
AGR3 122 HOLIDAY PARK C
LAS2 1010 S 2ND C
LAS4 URH BUSEY 228 U
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 476 C
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 204 U
BUS1 URH HOPKINS 208 C
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 208 C
GRAD 606 W GREEN C
FAA4 RR 1 BOX 51 U
GRAD 1707 TARA C
FAA4 RR 1 BOX 51 U
GRAD PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD 1207 E FLORIDA 32 U
ED 2 611 E DANIEL C
BUS2 912 S 2ND C
LAS2 501 W HIGH U
ENG4 17 SALEM RD U
VM 4 VET MED BLDG U
AGR2 209 PAUL C
GRAD 103 E ARMORY 5 C
AGR3 312 E DANIEL C
VM 3 1105 S ANDERSON U
LAS3 503 E STOUGHTON C
LAS1 URH ALLEN C
PE 4 TOLONO ILL
COM3 URH ALLEN 205 U
LAS2 710 W OHIO U
LAW2 URH LAR 481 U
LAS4 31 MAPLEWOOD U
ED 4 801 W IOWA U
LAS4 203 W OREGON U
LAS4 409 W ELM U
LAS3 58 E JOHN 9 C
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA U
LAS4 2410 E MAIN 7 U
GRAD 2111 HAZWD DR 302 U
ED 2 1005 S WRIGHT C
ENG4 101 W BUSEY 7 U
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1128 U
BUS2 URH TAFT 22 C
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 226 U
LAS4 URH FLAGG 422 C
ED 4 509 E STOUGHTON C
AGR3 URH BUSEY 305 U
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 324 U
LAS2 URH ALLEN 459 U
GRAD 604 E ARMORY 143 C
GRAD 1004 S 4TH C
FAA1 URH BARTON 402 C
LAS4 1846 VALLEY RD C
AVI5 2219 S 1ST ST RD C
LAS3 1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
GRAD URH CARR 116 U
AGR1 URH SNYDER 236 C
PE 4 2002 ORCH ST U
LAS2 URH ALLEN 237 U
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 124 U
LAS4 URH WESTON 244 C
GRAD PESOTUM ILL
FAA4 403 S BUSEY 9 U
LAS2 501 E SPNGFLD C
ENG1 302 E GREGORY C
LAS2 URH WESTON 269 C
GRAD 1977 D ORCH ST U
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 314 C
AGR4 1110 W NEVADA U
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1013 U
LAS1 URH BUSEY 356 U
GRAD 107 W G HUFF U
LAS2 1010 2ND 311 C
ENG4 802 W PARK C
ENG1 URH TAFT 219 C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 74 U
LAS2 URH ALLEN 236 U
AGR3 MORTON ILL
LAS3 705 W HIGH U
COM4 1754 VALLEY ROAD C
ENG1 URH BARTON 325 C
AVI1 904 W GREEN U
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 116 U
PE 2 1207 W NEVADA U
GRAD 1703 GLEN PARK DR C
GRAD 1703 GLEN PARK C
ENG4 1110 W SPNGFLD U
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C
GRAD 404 S BIRCH U
BUS3 1107 E FLORIDA U
BUS3 509 E STOUGHTON C
GRAD 904 W GREEN U
BUS4 RANTOUL ILL
BUS3 RR 4 C






























































401 N 4TH ST
URH DANIELS 204
793 E 100TH PL
790 E 100TH PL
606 W GREEN
RR 1 BOX 51
1707 TARA
RR 1 BOX 51
315 TODD ST
3618 OOUGALL RD
211 N MAIN ST
111 S HOUSTON
3508 IVANHOE




610 N MCLEAN ST
1105 S ANDERSON
7128 N KARLOV
RTE 2 BOX 3737
706 N VORCEY
1215 CATHERINE ST
433 S BANBURY RD
1732 BATES
1236 W 97TH ST






2111 HAZWD DR 302
302 NEWMAN CT
RR 1
833 S 18TH AV
1830 W WALNUT
15625 WOODLAWN E






138 ORLIN AV SE
7955 KEENEY ST
117 N EASTWOOD AV
2219 S 1ST ST RD
6333 W FLETCHER
150 S MONTCLAIRE
314 W HELLEN RD
314 W HELLEN RD
1326 MICHELE DR
1822 HILLCREST RD
641 E CALHOUN ST
SURRY LN BOX 285
4825 N KOSTNER
3509 37TH AV
3036 W 36TH PL
607 FLORENCE DR





156 W LANARK AV
5319 N KNOXVILLE
517 S 5TH ST
334 WILSHIRE DR E








1703 GLEN PARK DR












































































































WIFMFRSLAGE WAYNE L LAW1
WIEN PERRY LAS2
WIEN WENDY LAS2
WIENCEK HENRY Z LAS2
WIENHOFF DONALD E ENG2
WIENS ARNOLD EMERSON GRAD
WIER KAREN J BUS4
WIERENGA LEANNE BETH GRAD
WIERER LAWRENCE L BUS2
WIERS MICHELLE E FAA4
WIERSMA DANIEL JOHN GRAD
WIESBROCK DANIEL R LAS2
WIESBROOK GREGG E LAS3
WIESLER WENDY A LAS2
WIFSSNEP JOHN H LAS4
WIGELAND MARION A LAS2
WIGFIELD ALLAN L LAS3
WIGGAM STEPHANIE E ED 3
WIGGER JOHN F PE 1
WIGGINS DONALD GLEN GRAD
WIGGS TERRY ALLEN LAS4
WIGHT JAMES KENNETH GRAD
WIGODA HAL A LAS3
WIGODA KIRA A LAS2
WIGODNFR BARNEY J LAS1
WIGTON GREGORY L LAS4
WIJAS MARCIA IRENE ED 4
WIKHOLM ROYCE J ENG2
WIKOFF JOHN P LAS4
WIKOFF NANCY JEAN GRAD
WILBER CLYDE A ENG2
WILBERG RICHARD W JR BUS6
WILBON CAROLYN D LAS3
WILBRANDT LAURENCE A FAA2
WILBRANDT ROBERT A LAS4
*WILBUR DAVID JAMES GRAD
WILBUR RONNIE BRING GRAD
WILCHER PAUL DAVID LAW3
WILCOCK DEBORAH J LAS2
WILCOX BARBARA LEE GRAD
WILCOX DONALD W JR COM4
WILCOX EDWARD A GRAD
WILCOX JOHN A ENG4
WILCOX JOHN E LAS1
WILCOX NANCY SUE GRAD
WILCOXEN RICHARD L BUS2
WILCOXON ARTHUR E ENG3
WILCOXON DEBRA J ED 1
WILCOXON MARK L BUS4
WILDE ROBERT R GRAD
WILDEBOER JOHN L LAW2
WILDEMUTH JAMES H ENG4
WILDENRADT MARVIN C ENG3
WILDHAGEN ERIC C ENG4
WILDMAN LINDA FAA4
WILDPICK EDWARD III GRAD
WILENSKY MICHAEL J AGR
1
WILENSKY SARA L S LAS4
WILEY BIRDIE L LAS1
WILEY LARRY G LAS1
WILEY MARK D LAS1
WILEY PAMELA E LAS3
WILEY SHEILA RYAN GRAD
WILEY WANDA LUTTRELL GRAD
WILFORD LYNNE M LAS3
WILHELM CHARLES MICH BUS4
WILHFLM DAVID E ENG1
WILHELM DEAN W ENG1
WILHELM JOSEPH L LAS4
WILHFLM KURT ENG1
WILHELMSON BETTY E GRAD
WILHELMSON NANCY R GRAD
WILHELMSON ROBERT B GRAD
WILHITE JACK EDWARD GRAD
WILIMZIG ROBERT L LAS3
WILKEN LYNDELL K PE 4
WILKEN PHYLLIS A GRAD
WILKEN SCOTT A AGR1
WILKEN THEODORE R ENG3
WILKENS RAY E AGR3
WILKFNS TERRY L ENG3
WILKFRSON DANNY G ENG3
WILKERSON GFORGIA R LAS1
WILKERSON JACK P ENG4
WILKERSON JERRI LEE LAS4
WILKERSON VERNON F BUS2
WILKES VINCENT G LAS2
WILKEY MICHAEL L ENG4
WILKFY PATRICK L ENG1
WILKIE GREGORY D LAS3
WILKIN CHARLES CLARK GRAD
WILKIN FRED ROBERT GRAD
WILKIN REBECCA S LAS2
WILKINS DIANA AGR1
WILKINS FREDERICK M GRAD
WILKINS GREGORY L GRAD
WILKINS RONALD WAYNE GRAD
909 S 5TH C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 461 C
URH SNYDER 492 C
URH ALLEN 362 U
2113 W WHITE C
1012 S 1ST ST RD C
1008 S BUSEY 1 U
BERWYN ILL
URH BUSEY 329 U
1209 W CLARK U
604 E ARMORY 241 C
617 W SPNGFLD C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 310 C
URH CLARK 210 C
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
502 SUNNYCREST CT U
409 E CHALMRS 1113 C
3 JUNIPER C
307 S LINCOLN 6 U
2034 B ORCH ST U
1002 W OREGON U
URH EVANS 226 U
URH SNYDER 422 C
401 F DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
309 E DANIEL C
708 W WASHINGTON U
CLINTON ILL
URH GARNER 392 C
800 S MATTIS 40 C
URH VANDOREN 120 C
58 E JOHN 24 C
406 E SPNGFLD C
STA A BOX 248C C
STA A BOX 2480 C
2110 W WHITE 145 C
710 W MICHIGAN U
301 E WHITE 5 C
404 E DANIEL C
2608 W DANIEL C
509 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 306 C
URH SHERMAN 213 C
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
RR 4 C
URH VANDOREN 404 C
RR 4 C
3308 SYLVAN C
33 E CHALMERS C
807 S BUSEY U
509 E STOUGHTON C
402 E WHITE C
808 S LINCOLN U
1803 VALLEY RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
503 E WHITE 2 C
URH ALLEN 343 U
URH HOPKINS 296 C
URH HOPKINS 318 C
URH EVANS 421 U
1007 S BUSEY U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH WARDALL 1109 U
1305 SILVER 9 U
1109 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY 142 C
604 E ARMORY 227 C
211 E ARMORY C
906 W NEVADA 10 U
1201 W OREGON U
906 W NEVADA 10 U
701 N COLER U
URH OGLESBY 713 U
1205 MAYFAIR RD C
1205 MAYFAIR C
809 W PENN U
310 E DANIEL C
GREENVILLE ILL
512 E WHITE 1 C
ARCOLA ILL
URH HOPKINS 467 C
1965 B ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 324 U
604 E ARMORY 114 C
URH WESTON 496 C
819 E OAKLAND 104 U
URH OGLESBY 828 U
URH WESTON 239 C
806 CENTENNIAL C
910 S 3RD C
806 CENTENNIAL C
URH ALLEN 349 U
1817 W JOHN C
404 EOGEBROOK C


































































602 W PARK ST
2113 W WHITE
RR
5525 OAK CENTER DR
3803 CUYLER AV











307 S LINCOLN 6
2034 B ORCH ST
1905 WESTERN AV
1905 WESTERN AV
5115 N CENTRAL PK
2801 RICHMOND





800 S MATTIS 40
124 N HOYNE 302
480 OXFORD LN
480 OXFORD LN
STA A BOX 2480
908 CRESTWOOD
2110 W WHITE 145
710 W MICHIGAN
301 E WHITE



















114 E JACKSON AV
2610 WAYNE AV





















1135 E HYDE PARK
1806-46TH ST
1004 S MAIN
717 W HENDERSON ST
1420 WALTER AV












































































































WILKINS SALLY FOOTE GRAD
WILKINSON BARRY C AGR1
WILKINSON GARY W AGR4
WILKINSON HAROLD L GRAD
WILKINSON JOANNE LAS2
WILKINSON LONNIE D GRAD
WILKINSON MARK D FAA2
WILKINSON MICHAEL C BUS4
WILKINSON THOMAS H GRAD
WILKUS EDWARD F LAS2
WILKLJS JANICE A ED A
WILL CHARLES A AGR
3
WILL SCOTT D AGR1
WILLAND TIMOTHY N LAS4
WILLARD CHARLES ARTH GRAD
WILLARD DERALD DEAN GRAD
WILLARD DONALD A BUS1
WILLARD LEE E FAA4
WILLAUER EDWARD T GRAD
WILLAVIZE SUSAN A LAS2
WILLEMS JOAN M LAS3
WILLENBORG BRIDGETTE LAS1
WILLENBORG DAVID L ENG4
WILLENBORG GERALD G BUS1
WILLENS DEBORAH M LAS1
WILLENSKY HARVEY GRAD
WILLER TIMOTHY C ENG2
WILLETT MARK MOSLEY GRAD
WILLETT PATRICIA S GRAD
WILLIAMS ALBERT M LAS3
WILLIAMS BARBARA P LAS1
WILLIAMS BEVERLY S GRAD
WILLIAMS BINNIE N LAS4
WILLIAMS BRETT GRAD
WILLIAMS CLARK W BUS2
WILLIAMS CRYSTAL A LAS1
WILLIAMS CYNTHIA A LAS2
WILLIAMS DALE D AGR4
WILLIAMS DANIEL L LAS4
WILLIAMS DARLENE J AGR1
WILLIAMS DAVID A GRAD
WILLIAMS DAVID C GRAD
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS DAVID W ENG4
WILLIAMS DEBORAH S GRAD
WILLIAMS DEBRA A PE 1
WILLIAMS OENNIS G LAS1
WILLIAMS DONALD LAS3
WILLIAMS DONALD L LAS3
WILLIAMS DORIS D LAS4
WILLIAMS EARL H ENG4
WILLIAMS EDDIE H LAS1
WILLIAMS EDMOND A GRAD
WILLIAMS ELBERT E JP ENG2
WILLIAMS EMILYE GRAD
WILLIAMS ETHEL MCCOY GRAD
WILLIAMS FREDDIE LAS1
WILLIAMS GEOFFREY P GRAD
WILLIAMS GEOFFREY T ENG1
WILLIAMS GEORGE B LAS3
WILLIAMS GREGORY V VM 1
WILLIAMS H E IV ENG4
WILLIAMS HAROLD D LAS4
WILLIAMS HOMER F LAS2
WILLIAMS JAMFS G JR BUS3
WILLIAMS JAMES T BUS2
WILLIAMS JILL D LAS3
WILLIAMS JOANN E AGRA
WILLIAMS JOHN A BUS4
WILLIAMS JOHN J ENG3
WILLIAMS JOHN W GRAD
WILLIAMS JOHN WESLEY GRAD
WILLIAMS JOSEPH B GRAD
WILLIAMS JOSEPH S LAS2
WILLIAMS JUDY ERLEAN LAS1
WILLIAMS KAREN G LAS1
WILLIAMS KATHLEEN M LAS4
WILLIAMS KATIE R B LAS4
WILLIAMS KEITH R ENG2
WILLIAMS KERRY G GRAD
WILLIAMS LARRY JAMES GRAD
WILLIAMS LARRY JAMES GRAD
WILLIAMS LAWRENCE E LAW1
WILLIAMS LIZBETH L LAS3
WILLIAMS LYNNE LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS MARGARET B LAS4
WILLIAMS MARK B GRAD
WILLIAMS MARK EDWARO GRAD
WILLIAMS MARK N LAS1
WILLIAMS MARLA KAY ENG4
WILLIAMS MARY HALEY GRAD
WILLIAMS MARYLENE K LAS3
WILLIAMS MAURICE ENG1
WILLIAMS MICHAEL J LAS1
WILLIAMS MITSUKO N GRAD
WILLIAMS NADINE K LAS1
WILLIAMS NANCY CHASE GRAD
2 BUENA VISTA CT U
URH TAFT 305 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
2008 A HAZWD CT U
URH LAR 265 U
URH DANIELS 174 U
1002 S 2ND C
1107 S EUCLID 9 C
814 W STOUGHTON U
1301 S BUSEY U
1001 W OREGON U
209 E JOHN C
58 E GREGORY C
URH SCOTT 339 C
502 S MATTIS C
2311 RAINBOW VIEW U
401 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 252 C
NEWTON ILL
URH ALLEN 439 U
URH LAR 276 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
407 W WHITE 20 C
URH OGLESBY 1123 U
URH TRELEASE 924 U
800 S MATTIS 12 C
604 E ARMORY 310 C
1510 E GRANDVIEW 9 C
1510 E GRANDVIEW 9 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
1005 S LINCOLN C
303 SUNNYCREST CT U
HOMEP ILL
401 W GREEN C
URH FORBES 428 C
URH WARDALL 307 U
URH BUSEY 304 U
1404 SILVER U
URH HOPKINS 380 C
URH LAR 467 U
URH FLAGG 332 C
URH OGLESBY 414 U
207 HESSFL C
1107 W OREGON 3 U
URH DANIELS 238 U
URH BUSEY 429 U
URH WESTON 369 C
908 S LOCUST 306 C
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
URH EVANS 428 U
307 F HEALEY 2 C
URH WESTON 326 C
URH DANIELS 406 U
URH ALLEN 266 U
505 E WHITE 6 C
GEORGETOWN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
303 1/2 KELLY CT C
URH SNYDER 392 C
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
STREATOR ILL
313 E CHALMERS C
607 E FAIRLAWN U
306 E GREEN 5 C
510 S 6TH 310 C
105 E JOHN C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 281 U
806 S 1ST 5 C
205 W HIGH 1 U
1918 CRESCENT C
2082 B ORCH ST U
918 W MAPLE C
URH GARNER 411 C
URH TRELEASE 125 U
URH LAR 236 U
1107 W OREGON 3 U
205 W HIGH 1 LI
54 IVANHOE U
1008 1/2 W UNIV U
CHARLESTON ILL
818 W VINE C
2104 ORCH ST 101 U
302 E ARMORY C
2313 S 1ST ST RD C
1110 W NEVADA U
RR 3 C
809 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 419 C
1004 W STOUGHTON U
1505 W WASHINGTON C
URH SAUNDERS 214 U
URH FORBES 388 C
URH CARR 418 U
809 W STOUGHTON U








































































2 BUENA VISTA CT
731-67TH ST
406 W CAMP




1107 S EUCLID 9
3017 ENOCH
326 N ORCHARD

















1510 E GRANDVIEW 9










21603 S MAIN ST
82,8 S OUINCY ST
401 N MITCHELL ST
2644 E 24TH
207 HESSEL
680 S MANOR CT
1114 DUNBAR AV
4000-29TH AV











303 1/2 KELLY CT
1305 KLEIN DR
408 E 89TH ST
1501 WEST ST
124 FORESTWAY DR
304 E 1ST ST
306 E GREEN 5
933 ARCADIA AV
14733 WINCHESTER










691 S MANOR CT
RR 1
54 IVANHOE
1008 1/2 W UNIV
511 TAFT ST
818 W VINE

















































































































WILLIAMS PATRICIA R GRAD
WILLIAMS RAMONA V LAS1
WILLIAMS RANDOLPH GRAD
WILLIAMS RENEE M LAS4
WILLIAMS RHON L ENG3
WILLIAMS RICHARD C AVI2
WILLIAMS ROBERT CLAR GRAD
WILLIAMS ROBERT KIM COM4
WILLIAMS ROBERT L LAS1
WILLIAMS ROBERT L JR PE 1
WILLIAMS ROGER T ED 1
WILLIAMS ROXANNE C LAS1
WILLIAMS RUSSELL K FAA4
WILLIAMS SAMUEL M BUS3
WILLIAMS SARAH M AGR2
WILLIAMS SHARON P GRAD
WILLIAMS SHERRY A LAS1
WILLIAMS SHERYL FAA1
WILLIAMS SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
WILLIAMS STEVEN D BUS4
WILLIAMS STEVEN M AGR4
WILLIAMS SUSAN J AGR2
WILLIAMS SUSAN J FAA1
WILLIAMS TERRI L ENG1
WILLIAMS THERESA K GRAD
WILLIAMS THOMAS A LAS2
WILLIAMS TOMMIE L LAS2
WILLIAMS TROYCE D LAS1
WILLIAMS WARREN EARL GRAD
WILLIAMS WILLIE P ED 1
WILLIAMSON ALEX N GRAD
WILLIAMSON ALOYSIUS ENG1
WILLIAMSON DAVID M GRAD
WILLIAMSON JAMES F LAS4
WILLIAMSON JAMES P LAW2
WILLIAMSON JANET L FAA3
WILLIAMSON LESLIE B LAS2
WILLIAMSON NANCY M LAS2
WILLIAMSON STEPHEN M BUS4
WILLIAMSON STEPHEN R LAS1
WILLIAMSON WARREN L ENG4
WILLIS ANTHONY G GRAD
WILLIS HARRY GLEN ENG4
WILLIS JEFFREY OWEN GRAD
WILLIS LEON M LAS4
WILLIS LUDIE L III FAA1
WILLIS RAMONA S LAS4
WILLIS RICHARD AGR2
WILLIS SHELBY E GRAD
WILLIS STAN V BUS 1
WILLIS STEPHEN I BUS3
WILLIS WILLIAM C GRAD
WILLIS WILLIAM JOSEP AGR4
WILLITS STEVEN L AGR3
WILLMAN CHARLES H BUS4
WILLMER DORIS I GRAD
WILLMER JAMES LESTER GRAD
WILLMOTT GAIL ANN LAS4
WILLS BOBBY J AGR2
WILLS DONALD N ENG4
WILLS DOUGLAS J BUSl
WILLS HOWARD W LAS2
WILLS RICHARD T LAS4
WILLSKEY JOYCE L LAS1
WILLSKEY ROBERT T LAS4
WILLSON LAWRENCE JR ENG4
WILLYARD JAMES D LAS1
WILMES STEPHFN J ENG1
WILMOT ALYS OWENS GRAD
WILMOT TERRY MILLER GRAD
WILNER DOUGLASS OWEN ENG4
WILSON ANNE M LAS2
WILSON ANNE WHITE GRAD
WILSON ARNOLD K GRAD
WILSON AVERY D LAS1
WILSON BARRY GILMORE LAS4
WILSON BARRY S AGR3
WILSON CAROL H FAA4
WILSON CHARLES B LAS2
WILSON CHARLES E GRAD
WILSON CHARLES K GRAD
WILSON CHRISTINE L AGR1
WILSON CORALIE A LAS4
WILSON DAVID A GRAD
WILSON DAVID D LAW3
WILSON DAVID K AGR3
WILSON DEBORAH A PE 4
WILSON DELLA BENNETT GRAD
WILSON DENNIS W VM 1
WILSON DONALD EDWARD GRAD
WILSON DONALD EUGENE GRAD
WILSON DONALD J BUS3
WILSON DOUGLAS GRAY GRAD
WILSON EARL W ENG1
WILSON ERVIN R LAS2
WILSON FOREST R II GRAD
URH LAR U
1940 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 424 U
1708 PAULA C
808 N LINCOLN 1 U
904 W GREEN U
508 E WHITE 11 C
1971 C ORCH ST U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH PAR U
URH NOBLE 117 C
1105 S 4TH C
107 E HEALEY 1 C
907 S WRIGHT C
112 E JOHN C
URH LAR 105 U
URH TRELEASE 814 U
URH WARDALL 526 U
54 IVANHOE U
505 E WHITE 6 C
1305 SILVER 7 U
312 E ARMORY C
405 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 321 U
URH LAR 333 U
307 W CLARKE 102 C
URH ALLEN 392 U
URH CARR 420 U
URH WESTON 278 C
1940 D ORCH ST U
1005 GREGORY C
URH FLAGG 320 C
URH FORBES 490 C
504 E CLARK 26 C
912 S 2ND C
1309 WILLIAMSBURG C
12C7 W NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 430 U
URH LAR 227 U
506 S 5TH C
URH SNYDER 344 C
1107 E FLORIDA 14 U
404 E WHITE 4 C
1107 W MAIN U
2410 E MAIN 2 U
URH FORBES 362 C
URH WESTON 367 C
112 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 120 C
FITHIAN ILL
URH HOPKINS 290 C
52 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
108 E HEALEY 14 C
201 E JOHN C
111 E CHALMERS 9 C
807 W ILLINOIS 6 U
807 W ILLINOIS 6 U
URH ALLEN 177 U
58 E GREGORY C
211 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 325 C
URH FORBES 295 C
1714 VALLEY RD C
204 W CHARLES C
204 W CHARLES C
URH TOWNSEND 117 U
URH BARTON 17 C
URH WESTON 308 C
512 W SPNGFLD C
512 W SPNGFLD C
WOODSTOCK ILL
508 E CHALMERS C
705 W GRFEN U
2513 SANGAMON C
1932 C ORCH ST U
ELMHURST ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH EVANS 406 U
508 S MCKINLEY C
505 W VERMONT U
2120 ORCH ST 101 U
URH ALLEN 241 U
306 W WASHINGTON 7 C
301 COUNTRY FR 57 C
1700 W BRADLEY 201 C
604 E ARMORY C
103 E SPNGFLD C
CHRISMAN ILL
25 HERITAGE C
806 W OHIO 4 U
703 E COLORADO 106 U
802 S LINCOLN U
307 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 420 C
1107 S EUCLID 11 C































































1940 D ORCH ST





1971 C ORCH ST
444 E WASHINGTON



















1940 D ORCH ST
3118 W ARTHINGTON
ROUTE 1 BOX 80
708 N 74 TH ST
504 E CLARK 26
4633 W 105TH PL
1309 WILLIAMSBURG





1107 E FLORIDA 14
512 VICTORIA AV
26C W OAK ST
2410 E MAIN 2
1306 S KOMENSKY
7957 S OGELSBY









807 W ILLINOIS 6
807 W ILLINOIS 6
5785 WEAVER RD
RR






736 N CEDAR ST
25W700 FLINT CREEK













2120 ORCH ST 101
RR 1 BOX 46
519 SANGAMON
301 COUNTRY FR 57
255 E CENTRAL ST






624 N EAST ST
4320 DEVONSHIRE





































































































WILSON FREDERIC T LAS4
WILSON GARY A LAS2
WILSON GARY D BUS1
WILSON GREGORY LANCE LAS1
WILSON JAMES C LAS2
WILSON JAMES H LAS4
WILSON JAMES M BUS4
WILSON JANICE L LAS1
WILSON JANICE M GRAO
WILSON JOHN CLINTON PE 1
WILSON JOHN R LAS2
WILSON JUDITH F ED 3
WILSON JUDITH KAY GRAD
WILSON JULIE LAS1
WILSON KATHLEEN J FAA1
WILSON LAURA DALE GRAD
WILSON LESLIE C GRAD
WILSON LINDA L GRAD
WILSON LOREN G LAS2
WILSON MARK SHELTON GRAD
WILSON MARTHA VETTER LAS4
WILSON MARTIN S BUS3
WILSON MARVIN F BUS4
WILSON MELVIN N GRAD
WILSON MICHAEL G LAS4
WILSON MICHAEL S FAA3
WILSON MICHAEL W FAA3
WILSON MICHAEL X LAS1
WILSON OLA MAE LASl
WILSON PAUL R JR LAW1
WILSON PECOLIA LAS1
WILSON RANDALL J LAS1
WILSON REED J LAS2
WILSON RICHARD F GRAD
WILSON RICHARD J LAW3
WILSON ROBERT C BUS4
WILSON ROBERT L LAS1
WILSON RODNEY L LAS1
WILSON SCOTT C FAA2
WILSON SHEILA ANN GRAD
WILSON STEPHAN D BUS4
WILSON SUSAN J FAA4
WILSON SUSAN P LAS3
WILSON TED D LAS3
WILSON TERRY LEE GRAD
WILSON TIMOTHY LAS 1
WILSON VICTOR T ENG1
WILSON WILLIAM MARK GRAD
WILSON WINIFRED M LAS2
WILTGEN RICHARD J GRAD
WILTON JAMES H LAS3
WILTSIE JAN L FAA4
WILZBACH KENNETH S LAW3
WIMPEE JOHN F GRAD
WIMPEE MARGARET S GRAD
WIMSATT JEFF M ENG2
WINAND JOHN H COM4
WINBURN ALICE HUGHEY GRAD
WINCEK THOMAS J ENG2
WINCKLER MICHAEL W AGR1
WINDHORN ROGER DEAN AGR4
WINDLE PHYLLIS N LAS4
WINDMILLER ANNE C FAA2
WINDMILLER JAMES R ENG1
WINDMILLER ROBERT A PE 4
WINDMILLER SCOTT A AVI4
WINDSOR ISOBEL G GRAD
WINDSOR RICHARD A GRAD
WINDY GARY R PE 2
WINE STEVEN H BUS1
WINEBRENNER JANE A LAS1
WINER RICHARD E BUS2
WINET MICHAEL J AGR1
WINFREY JANICE S ED 3
WINFREY SAMUEL J GRAD
WING JED D FAA2
WING PHILIP LEWIS GRAO
WINGATE CLARENCE K LAS1
WINGERD ROBERT W GRAD
WINGFIELD JUDITH G AGR4
WINGLER LORNA LYNN VM 3
WINGO REGINALD GRAD
WINHOLD LARRY M BUS4
WINICK JOEL A LAS2
WINKELHAKE BETH L LAS1
WINKELHAKE CLAUDIA J GRAD
WINKELMANN ROBERT E AGR3
WINKFIELD CLYDE J GRAD
WINKLE THOMAS LAS2
WINKLEBLACK ROBERT W LAS2
WINLEY RONALD R LAS4
WINN KRISTINE ANN GRAD
WINSHIP STEVEN K LAS3
WINSKE DAN GRAD
WINSLOW ALAN KENT GRAD
WINSTON ALBERT P BUS1
WINSTON ANDREW S GRAD
303 N GREGORY U
904 W GREEN U
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
URH SNYDER 265 C
2007 S VINE U
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1227 U
104 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 220 C
1204 S CARLE U
1400 N MCKINLEY C
202 S LINCOLN 7 U
URH BLAISDELL 403 U
URH ALLEN 302 U
111 S BUSEY 7 U
701 W MICHIGAN U
1932 B ORCH ST U
206 S GREGORY U
MORRILL HALL 197 U
25 HERITAGE C
1400 N MCKINLEY C
URH TOWNSEND 435 C




URH CARR 205 U
57 BRADLEY MCKINLY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH TRELEASE 507 U
URH HOPKINS 246 C
1001 S WRIGHT C
907 S MATTIS 6 C
1105 W OREGON 10 U
410 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 440 C
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
URH BLAISDELL 7 U
502 E WHITE 22 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 415 U
LOMBARD ILL
909 HOLIDAY C
305 S STATE C
812 DODDS C
URH WESTON 263 C
URH SHERMAN 262 C
URH WARDALL 508 U
1603 1/2 W HEALEY C
PEORIA ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
406 E STOUGHTON C
311 W HIGH 2 U
311 W HIGH U
URH GARNER 211 C
309 E HEALEY 9 C
DEWEY ILL
URH HOPKINS 392 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1836 D ORCH PL U
URH BUSEY 143 U
URH LUNDGREN 126 C
URH TAFT 421 C
2002 D ORCH ST U
111 E CHALMERS C
2105 HAZWD DR 302 U
112 E JOHN C
PERU ILL
52 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 349 U
301 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 471 C
2039 D HAZWD CT U
URH FLAGG 425 C
URH TAFT 18 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
1204 ELLIS U




2101 W WHITE 116 C
501 E DANIEL C
205 E MUMFORO U
107 W CALIFORNIA 5 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 153 C
2059 ORCH ST U
309 E CHALMERS C
2103 HAZWD DR 303 U
OECATUR ILL
OUINCY ILL
URH DANIELS 310 U
1602 SUMMIT RIDGE C
URH FORBES 296 C






























































1907 S WIRT AV
12117 LADUE HTS DR
RR 1
335 E WI SCONSIN AV
2007 S VINE
524 LOCUST ST IB
10331 5TH AV CUTOF
1712 SPAATZ DR
104 W PENN













22J.8 E LAWRENCE AV
TWIN ORCH MBL HM
1005 S OAK
BOX 71









1135 N CEDAR RD
606 S HIGH ST
502 E WHITE 22
2917 N SPRINGFIELD
3110 LONGFORD LN
















3315 W 112TH PL
RR 1 BOX 159
331 S EVERGREEN












2077 D HAZWD CT
RR 2
364 SUFFOLK DR




51 N MUNN AV
2101 W WHITE 116
62 WOODHILL CT
205 E MUMFORD DR
205 E MUMFORD DR
RR
7533 S EVANS
2059 D ORCH ST
7S754 RICHMOND AV
2103 HAZWD DR








































































































WINSTON BEATRICE L GRAD
WINSTON LAURA K LAS4
WINTER BRUCE L GRAD
WINTER CAROLIN L LAS3
WINTER DALE E LAS4
WINTER DANIEL J LAS2
WINTER DOUGLAS EARL GRAD
WINTER GERALD J LAS2
WINTER LARRY A BUS2
WINTER MARK A FAA1
WINTER MICHAEL J LAS2
WINTER ROBERT GRAD
WINTER STEPHEN M ENG4
WINTER WESLEY D AGR2
WINTERBAUER CAROLE A LAS4
WINTERBAUER NANCY V COM4
WINTERGREEN DONNA B LAS2
WINTERS CARL W GRAD
WINTERS CLYDE LAS3
WINTERS DANIEL W LAW3
WINTERS LOUISE F AGR3
WINTERS SARAH BETH AGR4
WINTHEISER ROBERT W VM 3
WINZELL JAMES R GRAD
WIPERT MARCIA G AGR4
WIPPOLD WILLIAM M LAW3
WIRE GARY LEE GRAD
WIRSING ROBERT KURTH GRAD
WIRSING WALTER A LAS4
WIRT WILLIAM S BUS1
WIRTH LARRY GENE GRAD
WIRTH LINDA J PE 3
WIRTH LUCILLE R BUS1
WIRTH RONALD BUS4
WIRTH STEPHEN A ENG1
WIRTZ JOSEPH JOHN GRAD
WISAN GAIL RAE GRAD
WISCHNOWSKI HARVEY R BUS4
WISE DAVID OAKLEY GRAD
WISE JACK R FAA3
WISE JOHN LEE AGR3
WISE JON DONALD PE 3
WISE KATHLEEN T LAS3
WISE MICHAEL VM 3
WISE OLGA JEAN GRAD
WISE RICHARD L GRAD
WISE STEVEN R AGR3
WISEGARVER STACY D FAA1
WISEMAN DEBRA J LAS2
WISEMAN DENNIS GENE GRAD
WISEMAN GLENNA M ED 3
WISEMAN ROBERT F GRAD
WISHART CHARLES M GRAD
WISHNE BERDINE S LAS2
WISINSKI LAWRENCE J LAS3
WISLOW NANCY L AGR3
WISNER GAYLE S PE 3
WISNIEWSKI CHARMAINE ENG2
WISNIEWSKI FREDERICK LAS4
WISNIEWSKI GREGORY P FAA3
WISNIEWSKI MARY F LAS3
WISNOSKY MARK G LAS3
WISNOSKY VALERIE L S LAS3
WISSMILLER GEORGE H ENG3
WISSMILLER KATHRYN A FAA4
WISSOT JAY H GRAD
WISWALL ROBERT R ENG3
WIT SAMUEL J ENG2
WITEK RICHARD S LAW3
WITHAM DOUGLAS R GRAD
WITHEE CARL J GRAO
WITHERS ROBERT L AVI2
WITHROW JAMES MCCLAN BUS4
WITHROW STEPHEN PARK GRAD
WITKINS JAMES P LAS4
WITKOVSKY ELLEN E LAS3
WITKOWSKY BEVERLY M PE 4
WITLIN BARRY E BUS1
WITLIN JACK L BUS3
WITNEY RUSSELL E GRAD
WITRUK CAROLYN ED 1
WITSCHY CARL E LAS2
WITT BRIAN L AGR3
WITT JOHN DREW BUS4
WITT RICHARD N BUS1
WITTE BENJAMIN M ENG4.
WITTENAUER JOHN P ENG2
WITTENBERG DANNY R BUS2
WITTENBORN C M JR LAS2
WITTENSTEIN BRUCE H LAS1
WITTERT CYNTHIA LAS4
WITTHAUER STEVEN B LASl
WITTMER DALE E ENG3
WITTMEYER JULIE A AGR1
WITTNER ANDREA M LASl
WITTWER STEVEN M FAA4
WITVOET PETER J ED 1
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
813 W SPRINGFIELO U
URH SHERMAN 230 C
URH LUNDGREN 416 C
URH TOWNSEND 116 U
705 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 501 U
URH HOPKINS 259 C
URH OGLESBY 1224 U
1110 S 2ND C
301 E ARMORY C
1707 CAROLYN C
907 S 2ND 6 C
809 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 413 U
508 E ARMORY C
108 E HEALEY 16 C
2301 S 1ST MANOR C
1813 C ORCH PL U
502 W MCKINLEY C
510 E STOUGHTON C
57 E JOHN 3 C
1017 W JOHN C
905 E SUNNYCREST U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1003 S 1ST C
3212 CAMERON C
20 ROXBURY RD U
201 S WRIGHT 7 C
URH TAFT 318 C
901 E COLORADO 74 U
URH CLARK 411 C
URH LAR 306 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 410 U
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
1204 W OREGON U
406 W HIGH 3 U
725 S STATE C
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
BETHANY ILL
6 BLOOMFIELD CT C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
VET CLINIC SA C
725 S STATE C
VILLA GROVE ILL
307 W ELM U
110 E ARMORY C
410 E GREEN C
112 SCOTTSWOOD U
907 W ILLINOIS U
608 FAIRLAWN U
PARIS ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 519 U
702 S GOODWIN 1 U
URH CLARK 432 C
URH WARDALL 211 U
404 E DANIEL C
1007 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
1780 VALLEY RD C
307 W ELM LI
307 W ELM U
URH BARTON 212 C
706 S MATHEWS U
2110 W WHITE 152 C
806 W MAIN 5 U
401 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 466 C
OAK LAWN ILL
1107 W GREEN 230 U
1309 E PENN U
308 GREEN 9 U
U OF I PHYSICS U
402 E GREEN 2 C
205 E GREEN 3 C
1830 VALLEY ROAD C
105 E ARMORY C
1207 FLORIDA 33 U
2 PATRICIA CT C
URH LAR 199 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 417 U
502 S MATTIS C
515 1/2 W BEARDSLY C
URH ALLEN 385 U
URH ALLEN 358 U
URH TOWNSEND 217 U
MELROSE PARK ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 416 C
108 W GREEN 101 C
URH SCOTT 432 C
URH LUNDGREN 304 C
78 VERSAILLES FR































































1755 W EAUBN TR SE
231 GALE AV
105 N ST CLAIR











1235 W NORTH SHORE


















2020 N MATTIS 103
1204 W OREGON




























643 S NEWBURY PL
8722 S MERRIMAC
9145 S MENARD




22C9 N 15TH ST
4940 S EASTEND 8B
217 MIAMI
3530 LAKE SHORE DR
3530 LAKE SHORE DR
2 PATRICIA CT
1312 LIND
517 N MILL ST
411 N GREEN
1217 THOMAS
515 1/2 W BEARDSLY
ROUTE 3 BOX 49
RR 2




108 W GREEN 101
402 W PROSPECT ST
3738 S AUSTIN BLVD
450 HAGER DR



































































































WITZIG VIRGINIA NELL GRAD
WITZIG WILLIAM E GRAD
WIZA JOHN F PE 3
WLADYKA LINDA L FAA1
WLODARCZYK STEVEN A GRAD
WNEK JAMES F LAS3
WO CATHERINE WEI GRAD
*WO YIU KWAN GRAD
WOAN RONALD JEN-JIN GRAD
WOBITH DONALD D ENG1
WODETZKI CYNTHIA S LAS4
WOEHR WILLIAM A ENG4
WOELFEL MARY W GRAD
WOERTZ GAIL TONELLI FAA3
WOERTZ GLENN RUSSELL GRAD
WOESSNER KRISTINA K LAS2
WOFFORD FRANCES L LAS4
WOGMAN JUDITH S ED 1
WOGNUM BARBARA S AGR3
WOHLSTEIN RONALD T GRAD
WOJCIK DELPHINE M LAS1
WOJCIK JOHN B LAS1
WOJCIK VICKI L LAS1
WOJDYGO LINDA LAS3
WOJEWNIK KAREN M ED 3
WOJICK LARRY FRANK FAA2
WOJNAR DEBORAH L LAS4
WOJNAROWSKI JEFFERY ENG1
WOJSLAW RICHARD J GRAD
WOLAK KATHLEEN M LAS4
WOLD BARBARA ROSE LAS4
WOLD GARY R COM3
WOLF BRENDA J LAS4
WOLF DANIEL JAY GRAD
WOLF DIANA C LAS2
WOLF EARL STEWART LAS4
WOLF GARY L ENG3
WOLF GREGORY ERHARD ENG4
WOLF JACOUELINE H COM3
WOLF JAN F AGR4
WOLF JOAN MARCIA GRAD
WOLF JON ROBERT AGR4
WOLF KATHRYN M LAS3
WOLF KENNETH E LAS1
WOLF LINDA K AGR3
WOLF LOUIS M COM4
WOLF MARY J LAS1
WOLF PAMELA J LAS3
WOLF PAMELA PIERCE LAS4
WOLF PETER H LAS4
WOLF PHILIP M LAS3
WOLF RANDALL C AGR2
WOLF ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
WOLF ROBERT LESLIE GRAD
WOLF SANDRA A LAS2
WOLF STEPHEN MICHAEL GRAD
WOLFE DAVID L BUS3
WOLFE DIANE S LAS1
WOLFE HAROLD L LAS2
WOLFE JANET OUERRY LAS2
WOLFE KERRY B BUS1
WOLFE LYNN M COM4
WOLFE MARY J LAS2
WOLFE ROBERT L LAS3
WOLFE SALLY JANE GRAD
WOLFE SUSAN M LAS3
WOLFE TIMOTHY LYNN LAS4
WOLFE WALTER F BUS2
WOLFERT CATHERINE A LAS4
WOLFF CHARLES PAUL GRAD
WOLFF DARREL E ENG3
WOLFF EMERALD J LAS3
WOLFF GEORGE M LAS4
WOLFF IRA F COM3
WOLFF MARCY P LAS3
WOLFF MARTIN ENG1
WOLFF MERCEDES M LAS4
WOLFF SANDRALEE A ED 3
WOLFF SHARON L LAS2
WOLFF STEPHEN S ENG2
WOLFF TERESA M LAS2
WOLFGRAM LYNN B ED 4
WOLFINGER KENNETH F ENG4
WOLFMAN DALE PE 1
WOLFORD DONALD J JR GRAD
WOLFRED TIMOTHY ROBE GRAD
WOLFRUM PAUL L ENG2
WOLFSON BARBARA J GRAD
WOLFSON DONALD M AGR2
WOLFSON MARK A BUS2
WOLGAMOTT MICHAEL A ENG4
WOLGEL SARI L ED 2
WOLINETZ MIRIAM L ED 4
WOLINSKY ROBERT J FAA3
WOLINSKY SHELDON J LAS2
WOLKE MICHELLE E ED 1
WOLKEN BENAY C LAS1
URH TRELEASE 414 U
504 E CLARK 11 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 421 U
504 S CHICAGO C
URH FORBES 244 C
STA A BOX 2112 C
STA A BOX 2112 C
1115 W GREEN 218 U
URH HOPKINS 366 C
201 S BUSEY U
302 W EUREKA C
306 HESSEL C
511 E WHITE 4 C
511 E WHITE 4 C
908 S 1ST C
508 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
302 E ARMORY C
806 HAWTHORNE U
URH TRELEASE 527 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH VANDOREN 326 C
508 E WHITE C
1110 W NEVADA U
809 S BUSEY U
1503 W CHARLES C
URH WESTON 421 C
URH DANIELS 609 U
508 E CHALMERS C
110 S GREGORY PL 3 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
505 E WHITE 8 C
408 1/2 E CLARK C
611 E DANIEL C
307 W WASHINGTON C
URH GARNER 386 C
903 S 4TH C
307 E HEALEY C
1511 HONEYSUCKLE C
703 W WASHINGTON U
809 W PENN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 5 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
2007 PHILO RD U
URH SAUNDERS 312 U
URH CLARK 233 C
509 1/2 S 6TH C
URH OGLESBY 125 U
1111 S 2ND C
1108 S LINCOLN U
PARIS ILL
703 W WASHINGTON U
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
509 1/2 S 6TH C
706 W OHIO U
URH LAR 309 U
306 MCGEE RD U
1934 B ORCH ST U
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 161 U
TOLONO I'LL
104 S MCCULLOUGH U
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
809 W NEVADA U
1934 B ORCH ST U
URH VANOOREN 20 C
URH TOWNSEND 103 U
112 E DANIEL C
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
205 E ARMORY C
111 E CHALMERS C
512 STOUGHTON 206 C
305 W VERMONT U
108 HEALEY 17 C
URH BLAISDELL 309 U
47 E CHALMERS C
PARK FOREST ILL
URH SCOTT 288 C
207 E WHITE C
404 N ROMINE U
URH WARDALL 305 U
URH DANIELS U
DANVILLE ILL
URH SCOTT 460 C
404 EDGEBROOK 201 C
409 E CHALMRS 12 14 C
1013 S 1ST ST RD C
707 S 6TH 203 C
409 E CHALMRS 1207 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH ALLEN 368 U
1008 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C




































































6518 S ALBANY AV
146 CHAO CHOW ST
STA A BOX 2112














207 N 18TH ST
1627 NEWCASTLE AV
























509 1/2 S 6TH
160 LOVELL ST
1311 ADIRONDACK













311 N ELMHURST AV
91 FARIES PARK
420 E 7TH
1934 B ORCH ST
1623 OAK
104 S ALDINE AV







813 S ARDMORE AV
9429 CROCKETT DR
414 SHERMAN ST
1118 E PINE ST
422 W LAKE ST B
9503 GROSS POINT
914 COLUMBUS DR
2645 N 4TH ST
RR 3




60 W 25TH ST
4615 W 82ND PL







































































































WOLL PEGGY MAUDINE AGR3
WOLL STANLEY BERNARD GRAD
WOLLAM PAMELA J FAA3
WOLLEK ELLEN K AGR4
WOLLRAB WARPEN L BUS1
WOLLRAB WENDY FAA3
WOLNAK KENNETH M LAS1
WOLOD GARY PAUL LAS3
WOLOD WILLIAM W LAS1
WOLOWITZ DAVID LAW1
WOLSKI CHRISTINE ANN GRAD
WOLSKI WILLIAM J LAS3
WOLSKO JOHN G ENG2
WOLSZON MARSHA A LAS4
WOLTER RANDALL A LAW1
WOLTER ROBERT K LAS1
WOLTERS BRUCE D BUS4
WOLTZEN LISA A LAS2
*WON JONG KYUNG GRAD
WONDERS WARREN W LAS3
WONG ALBERT M ENG2
WONG ALBERT YAO CHEE GRAD
*WONG AMY LAI GRAD
WONG BERT K W LAS2
*WONG BETSY P LAW1
WONG EDDIE LAS2
WONG EDWARD HUNG-HAY GRAD
WONG KAI SIN ENG2
WONG LAWRENCE K GRAD
WONG STEPHEN SHUN GRAD
WONG TSZE YUE LAS2
WONSOWSKI GARY A PE 1
WOO ANGELA CHIA-WOAN LAS1
WOO ANNA M LAS4
WOO RICHARD M ENG4
WOO RUTH M LAS2
*WOO TONY C GRAD
WOOD CHARLES F PE 4
WOOD DONALD E LAS2
WOOD DONNIE ALLEN GRAD
WOOD DOUGLAS A GRAD
WOOD EDDIE CHO HING ENG3
WOOD HAROLD J BUS3
WOOD JOHN W AGR1
WOOD KFNNETH C ENG2
WOOD LARRY C COM4
WOOD LAWRENCE E ENG4
WOOD MICHAEL W PE 3
WOOD OLIVER D ENG4
WOOD PATRICIA ANN GRAD
WOOD RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
WOOD ROBERT H LAS3
WOOD STEPHEN J LAS1
WOOD THOMAS C LAS4
WOOD WENDY L LAS1
WOOD WILLIAM BERRY BUS3
WOOD WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
WOOD WILLIAM S JR LAS2
WOODALL SUSAN LIND GRAD
WOODARD CAROLYN J LAS3
WOODARD SCOTT E ENG3
WOODARD STANLEY V LAS2
WOODCOCK LARRY R GRAD
WOODHULL MARK A FAA3
WOODIN MARC C LAS4
WOODLEY THOMAS J GRAD
WOODRICK MARLA D LAS4
WOODRING DORIS G GRAD
WOODRING RICHARD C GRAD
WOODROW MARILYN M LASI
WOODRUFF LINDA SMITH LAS3
WOODRUFF ROBYN D LAS4
WOODRUFF STEVEN D LAS2
WOODRUFF TERRY A GRAD
WOODRUM DEAN A BUS4
WOODS ALFRED LLOYD GRAD
WOODS DAVID J LASI
WOODS DEBORAH A ED 4
WOODS DENNIS MEADE GRAD
WOODS JANET R BUS2
WOODS KRISTINE J FAA4
WOODS MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
WOODS PHEDORO J LASI
WOODS ROBERT JAMES FAA4
WOODS RUBY C ED 4
WOODS THOMAS STEPHEN GRAD
WOODSON HUGH ENG1
WOODSON TERRY EDWARD LAS2
WOODSUM SUSAN M LAS3
WOODWARD JOHN G AGR2
WOODWARD MARK R LAS2
WOODWARD PAMELA A BUS3
WOOOYARD JOHN P ENG2
WOOLARD CHARLES S ENG1
WOOLDRIDGE KENT E GRAD
WOOLDRIDGE SUSAN G FAA6
WOOLEN LINDA D ED 4
312 W CLARK 304 C
104 W OREGON U
1102 S 2ND 4 C
608 S STATE C
URH WESTON 376 C
409 E CHALMRS 703 C
110 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 315 C
105 E JOHN 102 C
910 S 3RD 208 C
106 E HEALEY 7 C
URH HOPKINS 389 C
1202 W NEVADA U
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH FORBES 296 C
501 W CALIFORNIA U
508 E CHALMERS C
1805 D ORCH PL U
1107 S EUCLID C
URH BABCOCK 124 U
URH DANIELS 321 U
2079 D HAZWD CT U
URH TOWNSEND 571 U
1508 ALMA C
URH TOWNSEND 579 U
2079 D HAZWD CT U
STA A BOX 2182 C
STA A BOX 2435 C
URH SHERMAN 367 C
URH OGLESBY 902 U
URH SNYDER 464 C
1408 S VINE U
802 W ILLINOIS 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 208 U
URH GARNER 469 C
2020 ORCH ST U
311 S LYNN C
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
ARCOLA ILL
606 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 522 U
URH BLAISDELL 102 U
URH FORBES 222 C
URH WESTON 272 C
901 W SPNGFLD 9 U





1004 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 342 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 488 C
205 E ARMORY C
110 E JOHN 6 C
URH BABCOCK 112 U
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 E CHALMRS 1309 C
604 E ARMORY 320 C
301 E BRADLEY 25 C
STA A BOX 2116 C
URH FORBES 321 C
508 STOUGHTON C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
616 E DANIEL C
809 W STOUGHTON U
809 W STOUGHTON U
312 E DANIEL C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
1106 S LINCOLN U
7 13 W OHIO U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
805 S 1ST 36 C
URH SHERMAN 464 C
901 MCHENRY U
108 E HEALEY 7 C
ST MARYS RD U
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
CICERO ILL
2008 BROADMOOR C
5 1 E JOHN C
204 W WSHNGTN 10 U
311 E GREEN 207 C
2039 B HAZWD CT U
URH SNYDER 393 C
CHICAGO ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U
313 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 315 C
1006 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY 345 C
URH FLAGG 324 C
RR 2 U
RR 2 U







































































1345 W MACON ST
39 COUNTRY CLUB PL
5717N SPAULDING AV
132 S PATTON












326 W 24TH ST
177 LOCKHART RD




144 A BOUNDARY ST
BOX 6503
STA A BOX 2435




321 W 24TH PL
219 W 22ND PL









210 E LEE ST
RR 2







333 S HARVARD AV
1034 DEKALB AV
504 EDEN PARK DR
110 E JOHN 6
3100 W 100TH ST
310 HOLIDAY PARK
603 E LOCUST ST
RR 2
1302 PARKVIEW
STA A BOX 2116
LAMBERT AV 162
907 JEFFERSON ST






5C7 W MADISON ST
808 PLANTATION CT
3660 N VERMILION




420 W 7TH ST
2008 BROADMOOR
51 E JOHN
242 N WOLF RD
1510 W 13TH ST














































































































WOOLFSON JACOB LEON GRAD
WOOLRIDGE CECIL JR BUS3
WOOLSEY THOMAS R LAW1
WOOSLEY JOHN C BUS1
WOOTEN ORVIN L BUS1
WOOTEN ROBERT U LAS2
WOOTTON ROBERT T LAS2
WORDEN JACQUELINE L FAA1
WORDEN MURIEL F BUS4
WORK DONNA M LAS3
WORK ROBERT LAS2
WORK WILLIAM JAMES GRAO
WORKMAN KENORA K PE 2
WORKMAN STEVEN E BUS3
WORLEY CHRISTINE P LAS3
WORLEY PAUL BUS2
WORM HOLLY D LAS4
WORMLEY JOHNNY OEON FAA4
WORN WILLIAM W LAS3
WORNER NANCY E LAS2
WOROSZ BARBARA FAHEY GRAD
WOROSZ THEOPHIL J GRAD
WORRELL DELBERT JR ENG2
WORRELL DOUGLAS W LAS1
WORRELLS CECIL E GRAD
WORTHEM DENNIS W AGR2
WORTHINGTON KENNETH BUS1
WORTHINGTON MARY M LAS4
WORTHLEY SANDRA E ED 2
WORTIS RUTH EMERSON GRAD
WORTMAN JEAN METCALF GRAD
WOSTRATZKY DONALD A LAS3
WOTELL GREGORY M ENG4
WOTRUBA BARBARA L ED 1
WOUTERS PETER J BUS4
WOYWOD FERDINAND A GRAD
WOZNIAK JOANN F GRAD
WOZNIAK. PAMELA A FAA4
WRAY GREGORY G FAA2
WRAY TAWNEY A LAS3
WRENCH JON W ENG1
WRENCHER ROSE MARY ED 3
*WRENN CHRISTIE H GRAD
WRENN ROBERT E LAS4
WRIGHT BOBBY WAYNE GRAD
WRIGHT COLETTE ANN GRAD
WRIGHT DAVID J BUS3
WRIGHT DAVID TERRY GRAD
WRIGHT DENNIS R ENG1
WRIGHT DONALD R LAS2
WRIGHT FRANK D JR GRAD
WRIGHT GARY D BUS3
WRIGHT GARY E ENG1
WRIGHT GARY AGR4
WRIGHT GWENITA M LAS3
WRIGHT HAROLD WILLIA ENG4
WRIGHT JAMES J LAS3
WRIGHT JAMES LYNN GRAD
WRIGHT JAMES RICHARD GRAD
WRIGHT JAMES W FAA3
WRIGHT JOHN R LAS2
WRIGHT KARIN OLILA FAA4
WRIGHT KEITH L FAA2
WRIGHT LARRY ALLEN LAS4
WRIGHT LORELYN R ED 4
WRIGHT MARIANNE G FAA1
WRIGHT MARTHA L LAS2
WRIGHT MICHAEL D BUS2
WRIGHT MICHAEL K LAS2
WRIGHT PAULETTE R LAS1
WRIGHT REBECCA L GRAD
WRIGHT RICHARD A GRAD
WRIGHT RICHARD L BUS3
WRIGHT RONALD G LAS4
WRIGHT SANDRA MASON GRAD
WRIGHT STEVEN L BUS4
WRIGHTSMAN LOY D LAS4
WROBEL BARBARA A LAS2
WROBEL JOSEPH F GRAD
WROBLEWSKI ALICE E FAA2
WROBLEWSKI KENNETH A ENG4
WROBLEWSKI LINDA M LAS4
WRONKE KENNETH L AV I 6
WRONKIEWICZ JAMES A GRAD
WSZOLEK DANIEL BUS4
WU CHUNG-YUNG ROBERT GRAD
WU HORACE CHI SING ENG4
WU JANG-MEI GLORIA GRAD
WU KUNG-TUNG GRAD
WUBBEN JULIAN E ENG3
WUBBEN ROBERT C ENG4
WUEBBLES BARBARA Y LAS4
WUEBBLES DONALD J GRAD
WUEBBLES NANCY M LAS1
WUELLNER CHRISTOPHER ED 3
WUELLNER DOUGLAS E AGR1
WUELLNER JAMES F ENG1
409 W CALIFORNIA U
911 S 4TH C
WILSON TRLR PK 50 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 221 C
URH BLAISDELL 126 U
URH TOWNSEND 478 U
URH LAR 495 U
502 W MAIN U
WHEATON ILL
1010 S 2ND C
819 E OAKLAND 102 U
508 E CHALMERS C
1009 W PENN U
MT MORRIS ILL
606 W WASHINGTON U
310 W COLUMBIA C
201 S WRIGHT 2 C
103 1/2 GROSSBACH U
URH WARDALL 420 U
1113 W GREEN 120 U
1113 W GREEN U
905 E ILLINOIS U
URH SNYDER 365 C
2120 ORCH ST 104 U
URH FORBES 222 C
305 COUNTRY FR 79 C
302 1/2 W HEALEY C
URH GARNER 450 C
904 W CALIFORNIA U
702 W MICHIGAN U
205 E ARMORY C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 621 U
1405 HOLLYCREST C
608 W GREEN 9 C
1 ROSEWOOD PL U
312 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 343 C
502 W ELM U
MONTICELLO ILL
URH LUNDGREN 316 C
1107 W GREEN 628 U
1107 W GREEN 628 U
URH FLAGG 424 C
409 E CHALMRS 1311 C
1101 W PENN U
14 BAY TREE C
URH BARTON 225 C
ROCK ISLAND ILL
110 E JOHN 5 C
URH WESTON 302 C
URH OGLESBY 322 U
58 E GREGORY C
105 E OANIEL C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
901 W SPNGFLD 15 U
2120 ORCH ST 201 U
1208 N WALNUT C
401 E DANIEL C
1208 N WALNUT C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
1107 FLORIDA 13 U
2112 GALEN C
URH WARDALL 1205 U
CHICAGO ILL
2112 GALEN C
URH BABCOCK 108 U
URH LAR 261 U
URH DANIELS 386 U
2067 C HAZWD CT U
608 S STATE 3 C
FINDLAY ILL
408 N PRAIRIE 8 C
URH FORBES 250 C
203 S 3RD C
URH VANDOREN 107 C
610 W WASHINGTON U
307 E DANIEL C
1904 E MICHIGAN U
508 E WHITE 10 C
HOMER ILL
112 EDGEBROOK C
307 E HEALEY C
1107 W GREEN 227 U
505 E CLARK 21 C
URH DANIELS 464 U
702 W WASHINGTOM U
1010 E COLORADO 14 U
1306 N HICKORY C
56 E GREEN C
56 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 413 C
TOLONO ILL
URH SNYDER 316 C




































































133 E RAYMOND AV
1312 OHAWA AV
826 S GABLES
828 S GRABLES BLVD
19tO MENDOCINO ST
885 E ORLEANS
218 S WEST ST
301 W BRAYTON RD
RR 2 BOX 353
310 W COLUMBIA
RR 2
2830B CHAYES PK DR
1909 AUGUSTA
1113 W GREEN 120
1113 W GREEN
905 E ILLINOIS
RR 1 BOX 36
2120 S ORCH ST 104
329 HILLSIDE AV
305 COUNTRY FR 79
302 1/2 W HEALEY







608 W GREEN 9
1 ROSEWOOD




5215 W VAN BUREN
1107 W GREEN 628
1107 W GREEN 628
624 BETHEL ST





110 E JOHN 5
209 KEMMERER ST
RR 6 BOX 22
BOX 66A
















61 LINKWOOD RD NW











208 S MAIN ST
1400 N 5TH AV
17416 FISK AV
34 FWU-FENG ST
505 E CLARK 21
14 LN 12 SINING N
5584 BALSAM CT




3116 W 173RD ST
1502 BACON



































































































WUELLNEP JOSEPH W ENG3
WUELLNER WILLIAM W ENG4
*WUERTH ROBERT DAVID GRAO
WULC CAROLYN LAS4
WULF ARTHUR S LAW2
WULF DAVID E BUS4
*WULFF GEORGE J L III GRAD
WUNDERLICH MITCHELL GRAD
WUORENMA RUTH A LAS2
WURFL MARGARITA GRAD
WURGLITZ WILLIAM A ENG3
WURST DOROTHY A LAS3
WURTH GENE R LAS3
WURTZEL DOUGLAS M COM3
WURTZEL JOSEPH L FAA3
WURZBURGER LARRY ALA BUS4
WUTHRICH LAURELEE LAS3
WUTHRICH MARK E ENG4
WUTHRICH WILLIAM J FAA3
WUTTKE STEPHEN A LAS2
WYANT FRANK GRAD
WYATT DENNIS LEE GRAD
*WYCHE CLIFTON T LAS4
WYCHE LAMONTE GEORGE GRAD
WYDICK SUSAN E FAA2
WYLAND CARAN E GRAD
WYLDER JAMES R LAS1
WYLIE ANNE E LAS2
WYLIE SCOTT E BUS3
WYLLIE JAMES P LAS2
WYMAN JOHN FOWLER GRAD
WYNKOOP WALKER A ED 3
WYNN THOMAS GRANT GRAD
WYNNE JUDITH BROOKS GRAD
WYSE ALLEN MICHAEL GRAD
WYSOCKI CONSTANCE S LAS2
WYSOCKI KATHERINE LAS2




*YADAVA UMEDI LAL GRAD
YADRON PAUL MICHAEL LAS1
YAFFE ALAN GRAD
*YAFFEE RICHARD S GRAD
YAGOW DANNY ROGER AGR3
YAGUCHI KOJI ED 4
YAHNKE GAYLE GRAD
*YAJIMA KATSUSUKE GRAD
YALE PATRICIA RUTH GRAD
YAMADA MASAAKI GRAD
YAMAMOTO JIRO GRAD




YAMANAKA JUNJI CARY GRAD
YAMANAKA WAYNE M BUS3
*YAMASHITA TED K GRAD
YANCEY CHARLES T FAA2
YANCEY ROBERT M LAS4
YANCHUS STANLEY H BUS1
YANDELL KAREN L LAS4
YANEY JOHN H BUS2
*YANG BUNLI GRAD
YANG CHARLES Y GRAD
YANG MICHAEL LAS4
YANG VIVIAN E PING FAA4
YANKE JAMES W ENG3
*YANKO GREGORY L FAA1
YANNEY JOAN E FAA2
*YANO ATSUKO SUGAYAMA GRAD
*YANO KAZUYUKI GRAD
YANOV JOHN ANDREW ENG2
YANUSHKA ARTHUR A GRAD
*YAO CHIN-WEN CHU GRAD
*YAO HSUEH-CHUN GRAD
YAP FRANCISCO D GRAD
*YAP MICHAEL WAI LIM GRAD
*YAPHE JUDITH SHARE GRAD
YAPHE MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
*YARDLEY SERENA SAVAG GRAD
YARNALL TERRENCE G BUS3
YARRINGTON PAUL GRAD
YASSKY CHARLES L FAA4
YASUHARA KAZUKO GRAD
YASUI TOSHIO GRAD
YATES BARBARA ANN AVI6
YATES PHYLLIS C LAS2
YATES ROGER L VM 1
YAU JOHN C ENG4
YEAGER ROBERT F GRAD
YEANEY DAVID A E ED 2
YEATER REED L LAS3
YEATS ELIZABETH H LAS4
YECK JOHN F III FAA1
YEDINAK JAMES E ENG4
YEDNOCK JOHN D LAS1
YEGANEH TAYMOUR R AVU
*YEH HSING-CHUNG GRAD
URH WESTON 221 C
TOLONO ILL
408 W NEVADA U 367-7924
302 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 116 U 332-3463
BROWFIELD TRLR CT U
604 W PARK U
202 N GREGORY U 344-6585
URH ALLEN 413 U 332-3234
316 CEDAR C 359-7719
205 E ARMORY C 344-7847
URH FRENCH HSE 7 U
URH OGLESBY 703 U 332-5235
401 E DANIEL C 344-3279
111 E CHALMERS C
212 E GREGORY 102 C
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
MORTON ILL
612 W HEALEY C 359-3759
904 W GREEN U
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
307 S LINCOLN 8 U
1801 B ORCH PL U 328-3921
2111 HAZWD DR 204 U 344-7557
DECATUR IL-L
302 S 4TH 9 C
URH WESTON 466 C
NORTHBROOK ILL
312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
1111 S 1ST C
1203 W MAIN 2 U 367-9805
605 1/2 W INDIANA U 344-8450
URH DANIELS 326 U 332-2234
901 S 1ST 24 C
URH FLAGG 330 C 332-0317
815 W UNIVERSITY C 356-9552
902 S NEW C 359-1721
504 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 423 C 332-0862
1906 C ORCH ST U 365-2507
300 S GOODWIN 206 U 328-1921
URH NEWMAN C 344-0162
609 N MCKINLEY C 356-8908
ST JOSEPH ILL
402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
30 DUNELLEN U 344-5669
1302 WINDING LN C 359-6239
2110 W WHITE 155 C 359-8780
409 E CHALMERS 606 C 344-1672
1903 S VINE U
311 E JOHN 6 C
3 13 E JOHN C 344-0730
URH DANIELS 227 U
URH DANIELS 607 U 332-2331
URH CARR 428 U
805 WESTFIELD C
513 S EDWIN C 356-1540
508 W ILLINOIS U 384-1185
406 BRIAR LN 4 C 356-8362
802 W OREGON 13 U 384-1114
713 W OHIO U 344-5434
U OF I PHYSICS U
203 S WRIGHT 4 C 359-9981
STA A BOX 2859 C
906 1/2 S VINE 304 U 367-8182
806 W SPNGFLD U 367-6778
DANVILLE ILL
509 S 5TH 7 C 356-6426
707 S 6TH 516 C
707 S 6TH 516 C 367-8945
907 W STOUGHTON U 344-8714
801 W HILL 6 C
1107 W GREEN 332 U
1107 W GREEN 332 U 328-3515
URH SHERMAN C 332-4983
1209 E FLORIDA 22 U 344-4948
1316 GARDEN LN C
1316 GARDEN LN C
1601 ROSEWOOD C 356-1063
URH BARTON 101 C
2118 S ORCH ST 301 U
309 S PRAIRIE C 359-9C92
URH DANIELS 281 U 332-2478
902 W CLARK 5 U 344-4941
510 W JOHN C 356-1633
URH WARDALL 1121 U 332-4545
TOLONO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 271 U 332-4158
509 S 5TH C
STA A BOX 2821 C 367-0801
209 E ARMORY C 344-5086
706 GREEN U 344-8055
URH CARP 203 U 332-3884
URH TOWNSEND 209 U 332-4P54
URH HOPKINS 290 C 332-1250
URH BARTON 103 C 332-0108
1105 W OREGON 8 U 367-7918
1502 BACON
3116 W 173RD ST
1141 BELLEMEADE AV







1930 W EDDY ST
4355 GRAND AV











9647 S DOB SON













4109 N PULASKI RD
140 HEMLOCK ST




316 S ELM BOX 436
RR 1
906 E PATTEN DR
1302 WINDING LN
1853 KAMEINO





5044 N SAWYER AV









STA A BOX 2859
10021 Vi 146TH ST
2215 STATE ST
1621 N GILBERT




801 W HILL 6








2118-301 S ORCH ST


















































































































YEH MARY CHANG-LOH GRAO
YEH SHU-JEN CHANG GRAD
YELLIN LINDA C COM3
YELLIN SANDRA P COM3
YELMOKAS WANDA E GRAD
YELTON ROBERT C II I LAS3
YELVERTON ROBERT GLE ENG4
YEN ANDREW CHIEN-CHO GRAD
YEN GEORGE SHIH-TUNG GRAD
YEN JONG-TSENG GRAD
YEPSEN KAREN E LAS1
YERGES JOHN R ENG3
YERGES KATHRYN A LAS1
YERGOVICH RONALD A ENG1
YERKES ROBERT S GRAD
YERLES MAGDELEINE GRAD
YEUNG KAM EOOK GRAD
YEZAVITAS JAMES P LAS3
YIM KALVIN WAI-KIN LAS3
YIMER MAKONNEN GRAD
YIN CHANG-LUNG GRAD
YOCHIM ELISA J FAA1
YOFFE BONNIE L LAS1
YOKOTE GAIL AUDREY GRAD
YOKOYAMA KAZUHIRO GRAD
YOKOYAMA TSUNEKO GRAD
YONCE HENRY DERYL GRAD
YONGKITTIKUL C GRAD
YONGKITTIKUL T GRAD
YONKE FRED H FAA1
YONKERS KENNETH S JR GRAD
YONKO CHARLES PAUL GRAD
YONKO JOY H M GRAD
YONTZ RUTH A LAS3
YOON SUN GRAD
YOON WOO YONG GRAD
YORK GARY M ENG2
YORK JEFFREY U ENG1
YORK JOHN R ENG2
YORK LINDA M LAS4
YORK MICHAEL L ENG1
YORK MICHAEL LAMBERT GRAD
YORK ROBERT H PE 1
YORK ROBERT T BUS2
YORK VICKIE J ED 3
YORKE PATRICK H III AGR2
YOSHA MICHAEL J LAS2
YOSHIMURA OWEN K S GRAD
YOSHIMURA ROBERT T ENG1
YOSHIOKA GERALDINE A GRAD
YOSHIZUMI MARCIA LAS1
YOULE ROBERT E BUS3
YOUNG ALAN HERSHEL GRAD
YOUNG ANDREW L LAS1
YOUNG BARBARA DIANE GRAD
YOUNG BELINDA J ED 2
YOUNG BENNIE L LAS3
YOUNG BETSY F LAS3
YOUNG BEVERLY J LAS2
YOUNG CATHERINE A LAS4
YOUNG CEDRIC E LAS1
YOUNG CHARLES H LAW2
YOUNG CHARLES JR GRAO
YOUNG CHARMAINE L GRAD
YOUNG CLIFFORD R LAS3
YOUNG CURTIS J LASl
YOUNG DAVID C FAA3
YOUNG DENNIS M FAA1
YOUNG DUANE D LAW2
YOUNG EDWARD C FAA4
YOUNG ELAINE I ED 3
YOUNG ELVAN SHIU GRAD
YOUNG ETHEL RUTH M GRAD
YOUNG GRACE HALSTEAD GRAD
YOUNG GREGORY ENG2
YOUNG GREGORY F BUS3
YOUNG HARRY CHIN ENG4
YOUNG HARRY W LAS4
YOUNG HELEN C LAS2
YOUNG HENRY L LASl
YOUNG JAMES A LAS3
YOUNG JAMES R ENG1
YOUNG JAN A LAS4
YOUNG KATHLEEN JOYCE GRAD
YOUNG KENNETH R ENG2
YOUNG LINDA L LAS4
YOUNG LLOYD MARTIN GRAD
YOUNG MARK J LAS3
YOUNG MARK S LAS3
YOUNG MICHAEL B LAS2
YOUNG MICHAEL F GRAD
YOUNG MICHAEL J LAS2
YOUNG MICHAEL P LAS2
YOUNG OTTIE L LASl
YOUNG PEGGY J LASl
YOUNG RAYMOND P GRAD
YOUNG ROBERT LAS3
URH DANIELS 245 U
1105 W OREGON 8 U
409 E CHALMRS 1609 C
106 E HEALEY C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 1 U
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
802 W ILLINOIS U
STA A BOX 2383 C
402 W MICHIGAN U
1817 B ORCH PL U
URH LAR 326 U
205 E HEALEY 6 C
205 E HEALEY 6 C
URH FORBES 496 C
311 S PRAIRIE 2 C
705 W GREEN 8 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH OGLESBY 1004 U
URH TOWNSEND 271 U
STA A BOX 2405 C
HYDROSYSTEMS LAB U
URH TRELEASE 318 U
URH TRELEASE 716 U
URH DANIELS 237 U
2061 C ORCH ST U
2061 C ORCH ST U
2038 A HAZWD CT U
300 S GOODWIN 608 U
300 S GOODWIN 608 U
URH TAFT 402 C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
2038 C HAZWD CT U
2038 C HAZWD CT U
203 S COLER U
URH DANIELS 241 U
1107 W GREEN 0228 U
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
1109 S 4TH C
1109 S 4TH C
1008 W CLARK U
URH NOBLE 309 C
106 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL
713 W OHIO U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 221 C
609 S 4TH C
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
1009 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 278 U
URH TRELEASE 907 U
309 E CHALMERS C
704 W NEVADA 1 U
URH FAR U
604 S WESTERN C
2077 D HAZWD CT U
202 DEWEY U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1207 W NEVADA U
1006 W NEVADA 4 U
URH SCOTT 467 C
2112 ORCH ST 101 U
URH SHERMAN 1048 C
1813 VALLEY RD C
URH BLAISDELL 104 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 270 C
501 E DANIEL C
1212 JOANNE LN C
URH WESTON 282 C
CISSNA PARK ILL
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
2068 D HAZWD CT U
URH OANIELS 344 U
107 DEWEY U
201 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 282 C
URH GARNER 495 C
URH WARDALL 809 U
URH OGLESBY 512 U
713 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 412 C
2704 SHERIDAN C
URH SHERMAN 521 C
205 E ARMORY C
24 MAPLEWOOD U
1920 C ORCH ST U
312 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 306 U
URH DANIELS 603 U
URH GARNER 128 C
URH GARNER 291 C
URH HOPKINS 488 C
URH SAUNDERS 230 U
URH DANIELS 517 U









































































906 1/2 W NEVADA 1
447 W HARRISON RD
ROUTE 1







311 S PRAIRIE 2
265 W MOUNT-ROYAL
4C WONGNEICHNG GAP
1619 W MORSE AV
TIN HAU TEMPLE RD
BOX 30139
PU-YEN
1103 NEW TRIER CT
3139 WILMETTE AV
4695 REINHARDT DR
2061 C ORCH ST
2061 C ORCH ST
2038 A HAZWD CT
300 S GOODWIN 608
21 CHAKPET ST
RR 7 BOX 338
10307 SPRINKLE RD
16 HOLLAND ST












203 N DENEEN LN
635 S BEVERLY LN
1147 DIVISON ST
1106 W STOUGHTON 3
4438 N DOVER ST
330 HEMA PL
4520 N CHRISTIANA
614 S SCHOOL ST
704 VI NEVADA 1
5408 S WELLS ST
604 S WESTERN









426 N LOCUST ST
TEXAS RD
4149 W 26TH ST
1015 BRIARBRAE DR
1212 JOANNE LN
4149 W 26TH ST
BOX 398
5 BUSH ST





















111 N WOOD 1202
124 S CALHOUN
5826 N WAYNE AV



































































































YOUNG ROBERT ALLEN GRAO
YOUNG ROBERT BOYD GRAD
YOUNG ROGER A ENG4
YOUNG RONALD D BUS*
*YOUNG RUSSELL M BUS4
YOUNG SANDRA A AGR1
YOUNG STEPHEN WARREN GRAD
YOUNG STEVEN R LAS4
YOUNG THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
YOUNG THOMAS LYLE GRAD
YOUNG VICKI S PE 1
YOUNG VICKIE S LAS2
YOUNG VIRGINIA E FAA4
YOUNGMAN GRANT E BUS3
YOUNGSTRUM CHRISTINE LAS3
YOUNIS SAMIR M GRAD
YOUNKER GENE H ENG1
YOUNKER KAREN M AGR1
YOUNKER WILLIS F ENG4
YOUNKIN SCOTT W LAS3
YOUNT BRUCE G LAS2
YOUSLING SARA J FAA2
YPELAAR MARYAGELIA LAS1
YU JIH-MIN GRAD
YUCEMEN MEHMET SEMIH GRAD
YUDCHITZ CHRISTINE W LAS4
YUDCHITZ WILLIAM L FAA4
YUDIN FREDERICK LEE GRAD
YUEN JOSEPH D C ENG1
YUEN SIK KEE GRAD
YULISH STEPHEN M GRAD
YUNG BERNICE M COM3
YUNG MOY E BUS3
YUNKER KATHY C LAS4
YUNKER MARILYN J AGR2
YURIECI MARY H VM 2
YURKEVICH DALE A ENG4
YURKOVICH DAVID P AGR3
YUSKO DAVID ALBERT LAS2
YUZUGULLU OZAL GRAD
ZAANDER MARK C LAS3
ZABEK STANLEY S BUS1
ZABEL DEBRA L LAS2
ZABIELSKI KENNETH R BUS3
ZABINSKI ROSEMARIE C GRAD
ZABLEN LAWRENCE B GRAD
ZACHARY LAWRENCE S LAS2
ZACK GREGORY WILLIAM GRAD
ZACK JAMES J COM3
ZACK JENNIFER BAKER LAS4
ZACK MARGARET A LAS3
ZACK ROBERT JUSTIN GRAD
ZADER WILLIAM JAY GRAD
ZAGER LAWRENCE H BUS1
ZAGGY ALAN P LAS1
ZAHARA DONNA JEAN LAS2
ZAHAVI SHOSHANA GRAD
ZAHORIK ANTHONY JOHN GRAD
ZAHOS SALLY WORZ AGR3
ZAHOS STEPHEN C ENG4
ZAHOUR ALONZO H LAW1
ZAHRADNIK ALAN R ENG3
ZAIDEMAN ROBERT J BUS1
ZAIMAN DEBORAH LAS2
ZAITLIN MARK PAUL GRAD
ZAJAC JOAN LAS1
ZAJONC MARGARET E FAA4
ZAKARAS JANET E PE 1
ZAKARAS ROBERT E FAA3
ZAKAS JOSEPH C LAS4
ZAKER RICHARD R LAS2
ZAKHARIA GEORGE FUAD GRAD
ZAKIBE JANE E LAS3
ZAKOSEK THOMAS J LAS2
ZAKRZEWSKI ADAM BUS 1
ZAKRZEWSKI PAUL LAS4
ZALAR CHARLES R LAW3
ZALESKI PETER M FAA1
ZALESKI ROBERT P AVI2
ZALL LAWRENCE R BUS3
ZALON MADELYN E AGR3
ZALTZMAN LAUREN S ED 4
ZALTZMAN ROBIN L LAS1
ZALUCKY HENRY K GRAD
ZALUCKY MARIA R GRAD
ZAMMUTO RAYMOND F BUS3
ZAMZOW LORRAINE A LAS1
ZANDER DEBORAH J AGR3
ZANDER WARREN E ENG4
ZANGERL ARTHUR R LAS2
ZANGFRL CARL HERMAN GRAO
ZANGERL LAUREL S GRAD
ZANONI JOSEPH E ENG4
ZANOTTI HARRY J JR LAS4
ZANT KENNETH RUSSELL LAS*
ZANTER DOUGLAS L ENG1
ZAPP PHILIP EMERSON GRAD
MUMFORD HALL 211 U
2110 E MAIN U
1014 W VINE C
24 MAPLEWOOD U
905 E DELAWARE U
2704 SHERIDAN C
110 HOLIDAY PARK C
305 W PARK U
615 W UNIVERSITY C
URH LAR 387 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1006 S 3RD 24 C
713 W OHIO U
1110 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 406 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 415 C
112 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 804 U
310 E JOHN C
SYCAMORE ILL
URH LUNDGREN 207 C
URH DANIELS 635 U
CE HALL 2111 U
507 E CLARK 36 C
507 E CLARK 36 C
1103 S 1ST C
URH BARTON 303 C
203 S WRIGHT 4 C
1007 S MATTIS 3-2 C
ALEXIS ILL
URH HOPKINS 324 C
404 W COLUMBIA C
312 E DANIEL C
504 E CLARK C
URH TAFT 416 C
56 E DANIELS 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 279 U
1802 C ORCH PL U
1004 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 499 U
409 E CHALMERS C
604 W COLUMBIA C
URH SHERMAN 534 C
16 LFXINGTON U
105 E ARMORY C
102 N GREGORY U
1111 S 1ST ST RO C
61 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS 1608 C
61 E JOHN C
3 NEWPORT RD U
URH OGLESBY 919 U
URH SNYDER 345 C
1205 W MAIN U
2047 A HAZWD CT U
105 S GLOVER U
2105 W WHITE 170 C
2105 W WHITE 170 C
URH WESTON 266 C
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 470 C
URH SHERMAN 450 C
URH VANDOREN 24 C
1302 W CLARK U
URH VANDOREN 108 C
310 E GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY 239 C
604 E ARMORY 335 C
102 E ARMORY 10 C
309 E JOHN C
310 E JOHN C
110 E ARMORY C
110 E JOHN C
406 W CLARK 30* C
209 E JOHN C
306 E GREGORY C
1505 N KIRBY C
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
1104 W NEVADA U
1104 W VEVADA U
203 W VERMONT U
203 W VERMONT U
104 1/2 E UNIV C
URH LAR 118 U
302 E ARMORY C
1101 W PENN U
1010 2ND C
509 E CLARK 32 C
LINCOLN HALL U
304 S 6TH C
1206 W CLARK U
810 S 3RD 2 C
URH CARR 121 U



































































508 S 6TH ST
BOX 368
*09 S 11TH ST
1*07 W CLAREWOOD
16506 S EVANS AV
300 S GOODWIN *06
RR 1 BOX 1*0
RR 2
RR 1 BOX 1*0
22* E HAZEL DELL




502 W GRIGGS 205
507 E CLARK 36
507 E CLARK 36
15 SHADY LN
136*WILHLMINA RISE
CASTLE RD BLK F 8F
1007 S MATTIS 3-2
RR 1


























2105 W WHITE 170
2105 W WHITE 170
*025 S CLINTON AV
2655 W FITCH
6027 N DAMEN
118 S CLIFFWOOD AV
1318 N WOOD ST






5213A N MOODY AV
710 MCCLARAN AV
2812 SUNNYSIDE
2917 E 127TH ST
1206 CATON AV
*52* OPAL AV









133 N JULIAN ST
586 W 16TH PL
3100 LONGFELLOW
207 COUNTRY FR 34
LINCOLN HALL 361
1000 S 23R0 AV
4113 N MAPLEWOOD




































































































ZARA GARY M BUS4
ZARA SHARON REED GRAD
ZARNOT MICHAEL W LAS'*
ZARNOW DAVIO F ENG2
ZARUBA JEFFREY W FAA1
ZASLAVSKY MICHAEL A LASl
ZAUBERIS LAWRENCE C BUS1
ZAUCHA DENNIS E LASl
ZAVACKI RONALD P FAA2
ZAVERL FRANK GRAD
ZAWADZKI RICHARD P LASl
ZAYNER NANCY A LAS2
ZAZOVE DANIEL A LAW2
ZBOROWSKI CHESTER AL BUS4
ZBOROWSKI DAVID G ENG4
ZBOROWSKI LEONARD J BUS1
ZOANOWICZ RICHARD J GRAD
ZOARSKY MICHAEL G ENG2
ZDEBLICK WILLIAM J ENG1
ZDENEK LINDA A AGR1
ZDENEK WILLIAM A PE 3
ZDUNEK JAMES M LAS4
ZEARS RUSSELL W ENG3
ZE8ARTH DANIEL R BUS2
ZEBE BETH E ED 1
ZEBRAUSKAS DONALD W LASl
ZEDD PAMELA A LAS2
ZEECE MICHAEL GEORGE GRAD
ZEEDYK JOHN W ENG3
ZEGAR EDWARD J LAS2
ZEGAR MARILYN J LAS2
ZEGARSKI CHRISTINE M LAS3
ZEGART ELEANOR B M LAS3
*ZEGART LESLEY ROBERT AGR4
ZEHNER RANDALL P FAA2
*ZEHP MARGARET C FAA3
ZEIGLER BARBARA A FAA4
ZEIGLER ROBERT G GRAD
ZEIGLER ROBERT S LAS4
ZEIKUS ANN P GRAD
ZEILENGA WAYNE A VM 3
ZEITERS BARBARA J ED 2
ZEITZ EILEEN MOLLIE GRAD
ZEKOFF STEVE E LAS3
ZELEDON KATHRYN MICH LAS4
ZELEK EUGENE F JR LAS2
ZELENKA SUSAN M LAS4
ZELENT DEBORAH R PE 3
ZELENT JOAN L FAA2
ZELINGER ALLAN B LAS3
ZELISKO SANDRA P ED 4
ZELL WILLIAM B BUS3
ZELL WILLIAM ROGER ENG4
ZELLER DEBORAH J FAA3
ZELLER RICHARD L VM 2
ZEMAN ANDREW E LAS4
ZEMAN BARBARA JEAN GRAD
ZEMAN CHRISTINE G LAS2
ZEMAN JAMES F LAS4
ZEMAN JOHN D ENG3
ZEMAN PAUL A LAW3
ZENDEJAS JOHN J FAA2
ZENI ROBERT J LAS2
ZENIOS MARIOS C ENG2
ZENISEK STEVEN C LAS4
ZEPECKI DONNA D GRAD
ZEPECKI ROBERT G VM 3
ZEPLIN LINDA A LAS2
ZERBEL STEVEN R LAS3
ZERBENSKI GLORIA J LAS3
ZERETZKE DAVID L ED 4
ZERGER DONNA GRABER GRAD
*ZERGER RICHARD PAUL GRAD
ZERWEKH ROBERT A LAS4




ZIAK ADRIENNE G LAS4
ZIARKO MITCHELL J BMSi
ZICHTERMAN MICHAEL J LAS2
ZIDER STEVEN J LAS2
ZIEBARTH CHARLES M ENG3
ZIECH THOMAS R ENG4
ZIEGENHORN ROSS A ENG3
ZIEGLER OONALD BURR ENG4
ZIEGLER MARY E LAS4
ZIEGLER NANCY R LAS4
ZIEGLER ROY KENNETH GRAD
ZIEGWEID LUCY f. LAS2
*ZIEL WALTER BERNARD GRAD
ZIELINSKI ANNA M LAS3
ZIELINSKI EDWARD L ENG2
ZIELINSKI ROBERT V LAS4
ZIELINSKI ROBERT W FAA1
ZIELKE DAVID R BUS2
ZIELKE ELIZABETH A LAS2
504 S 5TH C
504 S 5TH C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 493 C
105 E ARMORY C
201 E GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 331 U
URH FORBES 476 C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 1222 U
1110 W NEVADA U
505 E WHITE C
1203 E FLORIDA 21 U
901 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH NOBLE 221 C
202 N GREGORY U
URH SNYDER 430 C
URH SNYDER 350 C
URH SAUNDERS U
312 E ARMORY C
1209 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS 1103 C
URH WESTON 364 C
710 E SUNNYCREST U
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
URH WARDALL 420 U
2106 ORCH ST 304 U
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH CARR 112 U
URH LAR 384 U
313 E JOHN C
101 W PARK 203 U
101 W PARK U
311 E OANIEL C
FOOSLAND ILL
307 W DELAWARE U
URH SHERMAN 1156 C
2008 S ANDERSON U
820 OAKLAND 105 U
1726 VALLEY RD C
URH SCOTT 308 C
58 E ARMORY 3 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
310 E WHITE 33 C
URH GARNER 291 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 463 C
OAKLAWN ILL
801 W IOWA U
URH WESTON 324 C
URH TOWNSEND 134 U
201 N GOODWIN U
58 E JOHN 14 C
1107 E FLORIDA 34 U
URH DANIELS 480 U
URH WARDALL 1023 U
609 W MAIN 14 U
URH NOBLE 409 C
310 W WASHINGTON 6 C
URH OGLESBY 1022 U
912 S 2ND C
603 S 4TH 3 C
URH OGLESBY 702 U
811 FAIROAKS C
811 FAIR OAKS C
URH TRELEASE 111 U
29 E JOHN C
105 E GREEN C
502 W SPNGFLD 8 C
901 W SPNGFLD 13 U
901 W SPNGFLD U
204 W WSHNGTN 10 U
910 S 3RD C
103 E STOUGHTON 7 C
115 W MICHIGAN U
115 W MICHIGAN U
911 S LOCUST 306 C
2305 S 1ST 202 C
713 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMERS C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
906 W SPNGFLD 8 U
URH TOWNSEND 222 U
CHICAGO ILL
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
503 E WHITE 3 C
607 W SPNGFLD 9 C
URH WARDALL 412 U
1004 S LYNN U
URH BUSEY 261 U
904 W GREEN U
613 W CHURCH C
URH ALLEN 41 U
112 E DANIEL C






































































3450 N LAKE SHORE
5235 FAIR ELMS AV
6541 KILBOURN
RR 3 BOX 346
434 W LAKE VIEW DR
4850 N MERRIMAC
705 W CALIFORNIA
3328 S MORGAN ST
8726 S MARSHFIELD
9353 EWING ST
3309 S 59TH CT
1311 PULASKI ST
72 NORTHGATE RD
8922 N OAK PARK AV









20 W STONEGATE DR














RR 1 BOX 38A
2800 N LAKE SHORE
127 STILES
3204 S WELLS ST
1829 KENSINGTON AV










4947 S TRIPP AV
3109 WILCOX
234 N LINCOLN ST
4116 W 109TH ST
310 W WASHINGTON 6
2634 W AUGUSTA
1961 E ROOSEVELT
603 S 4TH 3
3200 S HARVEY AV
811 t=AIR OAKS
15 GODIER DR
ROUTE 4 BOX 141A
634 WEBSTER ST
2336 S 23RD AV
907 N ALPINE RD
RR 1 BOX 19







12512 S RICHARD AV
8713 N OLEANDER

















































































































ZIELKE LINDA J LAS3
ZIELNICKI ROBERT J BUS2
ZIELONKA THOMAS A BUS3
ZIEMER BRUCE L BUS1
ZIEMINSKI GEORGE H LAS2
ZIEMINSKI RENAOE M LAS2
ZIENTARA GARY S LAS3
*ZIEREN JAMES JOSEPH VM 3
ZIERFUSS RANDALL W LAS4
ZIERK BRUCE A AGR4
ZIEROLD EDWARD JR GRAO
ZIFF HOWARD D BUS4
ZIKA CAROL ANN GRAD
*ZIKA KENNETH JOSEPH GRAD
ZIKMUND LARRY PAUL GRAD
*ZIKMUND ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
ZILES GREGORY E LAS1
ZILIS MARK R LAS1
ZILKER DANIEL P JR GRAD
ZILLMER RANDI E LAS1
ZIMA JUDITH A LAS4
ZIMBLEMAN MICHAEL J LAS3
ZIMMER JACK A ENG1
ZIMMERLY ISABELLE M GRAD
ZIMMERMAN ARLENE C LAS1
ZIMMERMAN ARLIS D AGR
1
ZIMMERMAN BARBARA A LAS3
ZIMMERMAN EURA B PE 3
ZIMMERMAN FRANK LAS4
ZIMMERMAN GIFFORD S GRAD
ZIMMERMAN HOWARD J PE 3
ZIMMERMAN JACALYN J COM3
ZIMMERMAN JAN M LAS1
ZIMMERMAN JOHN E ENG3
ZIMMERMAN JOYCE E PE 2
ZIMMERMAN RICHARD II AGR3
ZIMMERMAN ROBERT C LAS2
ZIMMERMAN SUSAN B FAA2
ZIMMERMAN TERRY S BUS1
ZIMMERMAN WILLIAM L LAS4
ZIMMERMAN ZOE ANN LAS3
ZIMNY ROBERT W BUS1
ZINDELL RICHARD D BUS1
ZINDELL STUART M LAS4
ZINKIEWICZ LAWRENCE LAS1
ZINN CHARLES MADISON ENG4
ZINN MARY E AGR1
ZINSER CHARLES IRWIN GRAD
ZINTEL NANCY L FAA4
ZIPFEL HARRIETT J LAS3
ZIPPPICH GREGORY ADA ED 4
ZIPPRICH KATHLEEN L LAS1
ZIRINIS DESSY SANDRA LAS3
ZIRLIN DEBRA A LAS2
ZIRLIN SHELLEY R PE 1
ZISOOK PHILLIP J BUS1
ZITCH LAURA B LAS4
ZITNY CHRISTOPHER J ENG4
ZITO BRUCE EVAN GRAD
ZITT LUANNE M PE 1
ZITTER ROBERT E LAS2
ZITZMAN LEWIS HENRY GRAD
*ZIV YAEL GRAD
ZIVIC JERROLD S LAS3
ZLATIN BARBARA S LAS2
ZLOCHEN STANLEY D GRAD
ZLOTNIK DEBORAH JEFF FAA4
ZMIJA MELANIE GRAD
ZOBAC GREGORY S FAA4
ZOBERMAN MALLY F AGR1
ZOCHERT DAVID J LAS4
ZOELLICK MARILYN M GRAD
ZOLINE KENNETH LAS2
ZOLL ANDREA L ED 2
ZOLL JEFFERY M LAS1
ZOLLO PEGGY L LAS3
ZORDANI PAMELA A LAS1
ZORN JOE A LAS2
ZOPNS SUSAN WAGNER FAA3
ZOROS JOAN S LAS1
*ZORR WILLIAM GEORGE GRAD
ZUBAK BARBARA A LAS2
ZUBE JOHN M LAS3
ZUBER KRISTNA S AGR4
ZUBER THOMAS E AVI2
ZUBINSKI PAUL K LAS4
ZUBRICKAS GEORGE J LAS2
ZUCKER ALAN J LAS2
ZUCKER CYNTHIA A LAS3
ZUCKER NAIDA DEBORAH GRAD
ZUCKER PAUL S BUS1
ZUCKERMAN HYMAN J GRAD
ZUGENBUFHLER BARBARA LAS1
ZUIDEMA GREG A LAS4
ZUK KATHIE L LAS2
ZUKOR PAUL R BUS2
ZUKOSKY CYNTHIA RUTH LAS4
5 SAFFER CT U
URH SNYDER 450 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH GARNER 206 C
URH TOWNSEND 167 U
410 E GREEN C
33 E HEALEY C
R WILSON TRLR CT U
409 W ELM 1 U
1600 W BRADLEY 399 C
RANTOUL ILL
1102 W SPNGFLD U




URH SNYDER 396 C
URH BARTON 303 C
2049 B HAZWD CT U
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
1110 CENTENNIAL C
URH BABCOCK 209 U
2019 BURLISON U
URH LAR 482 U
1110 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 489 C
URH GARNER 104 C
910 3RD C
2030 D ORCH ST U
211 E DANIEL C
904 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 526 U
URH BABCOCK 3C9 U
505 BASH CT C
502 W MAIN 216 U
1004 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 323 U
URH TRELEASE 321 U
911 S 4TH C
1103 N MARKET 4 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 366 C
2317 S 1ST ST RD C
URH CARR 203 U
1201 E FLORIDA 31 U
URH LAR 117 U
1520 HOLLY HILL C
910 S 3RD C
906 S OAK C
1107 S 3RD 104 C
207 E JOHN C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH GARNER 273 C
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
409 E CHALMRS 1503 C
1004 S 4TH 9 C
211 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 520 U
URH LAR 103 U
URH BABCOCK 104 U
205 E HEALEY 24 C
TEL-AVIV ISR
307 E HEALEY C
URH WARDALL 324 U
RANTOUL ILL
907 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 323 C
URH WESTON 220 C
910 S 3RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
603 W GREEN 7 U
110 E CHALMERS C
58 E JOHN 18 C
URH SNYDER 254 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH LUNDGREN 125 C
310 E JOHN C
906 W NEVAOA 8 C
URH HOPKINS 442 C
2C37 C ORCH ST U
508 E ARMORY C
901 E COLORADO U
1007 S 1ST ST RD 3 C
1004 S 3RD C
302 S 4TH 12 C
URH CARR 407 U
URH BLAISDELL 9 U
711 W MAIN U
1106 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 110 C
1101 S MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
206 S GREGORY U
URH WARDALL 519 U
306 E GREGORY C
































































3620 S 56TH CT
RR 5
977 CLARK LN









2049 B HAZWD CT
6711 N LOLETA




RR 1 CREAM RIDGE
RR1 CREAM RIDGE
233 TRAVER AV









































5651 S KOLIN AV
9648 LAWLER








9C6 W NEVADA 8
7800 N LOTUS
2037 C ORCH ST
2307 S 13TH AV
901 E COLORADO










305 N ORANGE ST
8814 BOTANICAL AV




































































































ZUKOSKY MARCIA A LAS1
ZUKOSKY WILLIAM C LAS2
ZUKROWSKI SOPHIE M LAS3
ZULKEY EDWARO J LAW2
ZUMBAHLEN LOUIS H JR ENG2
ZUMWALT ANN A FAA4
ZUMWALT CONNIE B LAS3
ZUMWALT CYNTHIA A LAS1
ZUMWALT MERLE L LAS1
ZUMWALT PHILIP F LAS3
ZUN JEFFERY BUS3
ZUPANCIC JOANNA LAS2
ZUREK MICHAEL W LAS4
*ZVAN GARRY ROBERT GRAD
ZWART MICHAEL J LAS4
ZWEIBAN BRUCE E LAS3
ZWEIG BARBARA A LAS2
*ZWEIG HERBERT M GRAD
ZWEIG KAYE TOBY GRAD
ZWICK SOMARA C FAA1
ZWICKER HARRY RICHAR GRAD
ZWIERLEIN VICTOR A AVI 2
ZWIERZYNA ANNE M LAS4
ZWIERZYNA MARYBETH J LAS2
ZWILLING KENNETH W AGRA
ZWILLING PAUL E ENG2
ZYCH CARMEN KOZIOL LAS2
ZYCH MARY E ED 3
ZYCH PETER M ENG1
ZYDEK CAROLE L LAS4
ZYTKO JAMES S LAS3
URH SAUNDERS 204 U 332-3615
URH TAFT 223 C 332-0626
URH LAR 331 U 332-2895
URH SHERMAN 1051 C 332-4968
URH TOWNSEND 334 u
1207 W NEVADA u 344-1459
1006 S 3RD 11 C 367-5333
URH TRELEASE 816 u 332-5632
URH CARR 412 u 332-3955
URH TOWNSEND 364 u 332-4155
1006 S 3RD C
1106 S LINCOLN u
312 E ARMORY c 344-9761
804 S LYNN u 344-7008
URH OGLESBY 1107 u 332-5359
301 E ARMORY c 344-0628
47 E CHALMERS c 356-7663
2103 HAZWD DR 204 u
2103 HAZWD DR u 344-3794
URH ALLEN 115 u
408 N MATHEWS u
URH OGLESBY 1002 u 332-5324
409 W ELM 8 u 344-6574
412 E GREEN c
705 W ILLINOIS u 344-1344
705 W ILLINOIS u 344-1344
402 E GREEN 4 c 359-6849
508 E ARMORY c 344-0501
303 E CHALMERS c 344-9861
URH CLARK 337 c 332-0060
1205 E FLORIDA 12 u
307 W 1ST N
307 1ST NORTH
2121 N 75TH AV
5923 N MOBILE AV




























































Governor of Illinois Springfield 62706
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TERM 1971-1977
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To Report University Campus Emergencies




OFFICE HOURS— URBANA-CHAMPAIGN CAMPUS
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign administrative offices are open
daily from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Fri-
day, but not on Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.
An information center is located in the north entrance lobby of the lllini
Union Building. The center is open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. daily, includ-
ing Saturdays, and from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Sundays. The center's
telephone number is 333-4666.
The person charging this material is re-
sponsible for its return to the library from
I which it was withdrawn on or before the
Latest Date stamped below.
Theft, mutilation, and underlining of books are reasons
for disciplinary action and may result in dismissal from
the University.
fo renew call Telephone Center, 333-8400
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS LIBRARY AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
V 6m
OCT 2 U 1)93









Sept. 11, Mon.-Sept. 17, Sun New Student Program.
Sept. 13, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Sept. 14, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-Sept. 16,
Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Sept. 16, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 16, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Michigan State University).
Sept. 19, Tues., 7 :00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 23, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Southern
California)
.
Sept. 29, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program
range.
Oct. 2, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Oct. 2, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Oct. 7, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity).
Oct. 9, Mon Columbus Day (not a holiday).
Oct. 16, Mon October graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Oct. 21, Sat Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. University
of Michigan).
Nov. 1, Wed Financial aid applications for spring semester
1973 available.
Nov. 7, Tues Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks instruction
completed)
.
Nov. 9, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 10, Fri Nonacademic holiday (day before Veterans Day).
Nov. 11, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Indiana Uni-
versity) .
Nov. 11, Sat Veterans Day.
Nov. 13, Mon., 5 :00 p.m. Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw from
a course without penalty.
Nov. 13, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to change Pass-Fail Option to Reg-
ular Grade Option.
Nov. 14, Tues. -Nov. 21, Tues Advance enrollment for Spring 1973 continuing
students.
Nov. 18, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Wisconsin).
Nov. 22, Wed., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 23, Thurs.-Nov. 24, Fri Thanksgiving (all-campus holidays).
Nov. 28, Tues., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Nov. 30, Thurs Deadline for submitting spring semester 1973
financial aid applications.
Dec. 3, Sun Illinois Day (state admitted to the Union, 1818).
Dec. 6, Wed Latest date for students currently enrolled to
apply for student teaching assignment in fall
or spring semester 1973-74.
Dec. 12, Tues Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
Dec. 18, Mon Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks instruction
completed).
Dec. 22, Fri., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Dec. 25, Mon Christmas (all-campus holiday).
Jan. 1 , Mon New Year (all-campus holiday)
.
Jan. 3, Wed., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 4, Thurs 1973-74 financial aid applications available.
Jan. 13, Sat Last day of instruction.
Jan. 15, Mon.-Jan. 23, Tues Semester examinations.
Feb. 15, Thurs February graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Second Semester, 1972-73
Jan. 29, Mon. -Feb. 4, Sun New Student Program.
Jan. 31, Wed., 8:00 and 10:00 a.m Early registration (special permit required).
Jan. 31, Wed., 11:00 a.m.-Feb. 2,
Fri., 12 :00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Feb. 1, Thurs Summer session 1973 financial aid applications
available.
Feb. 5, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Feb. 12, Mon Lincoln's birthday (not a holiday).
Feb. 15, Thurs Graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
Feb. 15, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition (except non-
refundable portion) if withdrawing from the
University or reducing program range.
Feb. 19, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Feb. 19, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Feb. 19, Mon Washington's birthday (not a holiday).
March 1, Thurs Latest date to return Summer 1973 financial aid
applications. Latest date to return 1973-74
financial aid applications for first priority
processing.
March 2, Fri University Day (University opened, 1868 — not
a holiday).
March 26, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks instruction
completed).
March 29, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
April 2, Mon Latest date to change Pass-Fail Option to Reg-
ular Grade Option.
April 2, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduate students to with-
draw from a course without penalty.
April 14, Sat., 1 :00 p.m Spring vacation begins.
April 20, Fri Good Friday (all-campus holiday).
April 23, Mon., 1 :00 p.m Spring vacation ends.
April 25, Wed.-May 2, Wed Advance enrollment for Fall 1973 continuing
students.
May 4, Fri Honors Day (classes dismissed at 12:00 noon)
.
May 4, Fri.-May 6, Sun Campus Mother's Day weekend.
May 4, Fri. 5 :00 p.m Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
May 8, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks instruction
completed).
May 24, Thurs.-May 25, Fri Registration for 1973 Summer Session off-campus
courses and College of Law, including pay-
ment of tuition and fees.
May 26, Sat Last day of instruction.
May 28, Mon Memorial Day (all-campus holiday).
May 29, Tues.-June 6, Wed Semester examinations.
June 1, Fri Last day to apply for an Illinois State Scholar-
ship Commission monetary award.
June 9, Sat Commencement.
Eight-Week Summer Session, 1973
May 24, Thurs.-May 25, Fri Registration for 1973 Summer Session off-
campus courses and College of Law, including
payment of tuition and fees.
June 11, Mon.
-July 12, Thurs Advance enrollment for new and readmitted
students.
June 11, Mon.-July 18, Wed First session summer Law Program.
June 13, Wed., 3:00-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
June 14, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. and
June 15, Fri., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
June 15, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from first five and one-half week Law term
(first five days).
June 18, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
June 21, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from eleven-week Law term (first ten days).
June 22, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program
range in eight-week session (first five days).
June 25, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to elect Pass-Fail Option (first
week).
June 25, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course (first week).
June 29, Fri Deadline for submitting 1973-74 financial aid
application.
July 4, Wed Independence Day (all-campus holiday).
July 16, Mon Beginning of second four-week courses.
July 16, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to change from Pass-Fail Option to
Regular Grade Basis.
July 16, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw
from a course without penalty.
July 17, Tues Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (four weeks instruction
completed), except College of Law.
July 19, Thurs.-Aug. 25, Sat Second session summer Law Program.
July 20, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
. m from second four-week courses only (first five
days).
July 24, Tues., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second five and one-half week Law ses-
sion (first five days).
July 25, Wed., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from the University
without petitioning for readmission.
July 31, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (six weeks instruction com-
pleted), except College of Law.
Aug. 8, Wed Last day of instruction in eight-week session.
Aug. 9, Thurs.-Aug. 11, Sat Summer session final examinations.
Aug. 13, Mon August graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
First Semester, 1973-74
Aug. 20, Mon.-Aug. 26, Sun New Student Program.
Aug. 22, Wed., 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m Early Registration (special permit required).
Aug 22, Wed., 11:00 a.m.-Aug. 24, Fri.,
12 :00 noon Registration of undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students.
Aug. 27, Mon., 7 :00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 3, Mon Labor Day (all-campus holiday).
Sept. 7, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program
range.
Sept. 10, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Sept. 10, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Sept. 29, Sat I Men's Day (Football : Illinois vs. West
Virginia University).
Oct. 6, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Stanford University).
Oct. 8, Mon Columbus Day (not a holiday).
Oct. 13, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Purdue Uni-
versity).
Oct. 15, Mon October graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Oct. 20, Sat Homecoming (Football : Illinois vs. Michigan
State University).
Oct. 18, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 1, Thurs Financial aid applications for spring semester
1974 available.
Nov. 10, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Michigan).
Nov. 12, Mon Nonacademic holiday (day after Veterans Day).
Nov. 17, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Minnesota).
Nov. 19, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduate students to with-
draw without petitioning for readmission.
Nov. 20, Tues., 5 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 22, Thurs. -Nov. 23, Fri Thanksgiving (all-campus holidays).
Nov. 26, Mon., 7:00 a.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Nov. 30, Fri Deadline for submitting spring semester 1974
financial aid applications.
Dec. 3, Mon Illinois Day — state admitted to Union, 1818
(not a holiday).
Dec. 14, Fri Last day of instruction.
Dec. 15, Sat. -Dec. 22, Sat Semester examinations.
Dec. 25, Tues Christmas (all-campus holiday).
Jan. 1, Tues New Year's Day (all-campus holiday).
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN CAMPUS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
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Academic Year Institute Mathematics 221 A.H. 333-2168
Accountancy 360 Commerce (W) 333-2451
Admissions and Records - Undergraduate
Admissions 178 Adm. 333-3283
S.E.O.P. Admissions 177 Adm. 333-0302
Graduate & Foreign Admissions 312 M.M.B. 333-0306
Records and Registration 69 Adm. 333-0210
Statistics 69 Adm. 333-0218
Advertising 103 G.H. 333-1603
Aeronautical and Astronautical
Engineering 101 T.B. 333-2650
African Studies Rm. 101, 1208 W. Calif., U. 333-6335
Afro-American Studies Academic
Program 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7781
Afro-American Campus-Community
Relations 346 S.S.B. 333-2009
Afro-American Cultural Center. . .1003 W. Nevada, U. 333-2092
Agricultural Economics 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Agricultural Education 357 Education 333-3166
Agricultural Engineering 241 Agr. Eng. 333-3570
Agricultural Finance 310a Mumford Hall 333-6193
Agricultural Law 151 Bevier Hall 333-1829
Agriculture, College of 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Agronomy W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Air Force Aerospace Studies 230 Armory 333-0113
Ambulance (to call an ambulance) -
Non-emergency Service U of I Police 333-1212
Emergency Service - FROM U OF I PHONES ONLY 1-1-1
Animal Science 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Anthropology 109c Davenport Hall 333-3616
Architecture 106 Arch. 333-1330
Art 143 F.A.B. 333-0855
Art Education, Graduate 120 F.A.B. 333-3083
Undergraduate 116 F.A.B. 333-3986
Art History 217 D.K.H. 333-4497
Asian Studies Center 1208 W. Calif., U. 333-4850
Assembly Hall, Box Office Manager. .. .Assembly Hall 333-3141
Astronomy Observatory 333-3090
Athletic Association - Ticket
Manager 100 Assembly Hall 333-3470
Aviation, Institute of Terminal Bldg. , Airport 333-2410
Bands 144 Band 333-3026
Basic Medical Sciences -
School of 1205 W. Calif. , U. . 333-9284
Bicycle Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
Biochemistry 413 E. Chem. 333-3945
Biology 393 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Botany, S.N.H. Surv 385 N.R. 333-6886
Bursar's Division, Bus. Affairs Ofc 162 Adm. 333-2184
Business Administration 350 Commerce(W) 333-4240
Business and Technical Writing 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Car Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
Career Development and Placement Ofc 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Ceramic Engineering 203 Cer
.
333-0965
Chancellor's Ofc 112 E.B. 333-6290
Chemical Engineering 113 E. Chem. 333-3641
Chemical Sciences, School of 108 N.L. 333-0710
Chemistry 108 N.L. 333-0710
Child Development 210 CD. 333-0896
Civil Engineering 1114 C.E.B. 333-3814
Classics 4072b F.L.B. 333-1008
Commerce and Business Administration,
College of 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
Communications, College of 119 G.H. 333-2350
Communications Graduate Program. .1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
Comparative Literature Graduate
Program 2070 F.L.B. 333-4987
Computer Science 252 D.C.L. 333-4428
Coordinated Science Lab 287 C.S.L. 333-2510
Correspondence Courses 104 I.H. 333-1321
Counseling Center, Psychological and 206 S.S.B. 333-3705
Daily Illini Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Dairy Science 315 A.S.L. 333-3462
Dairy Technology 104 D.Mfrs. 333-4441
Dance 162 K.C.P.A. 333-1011
Dean of Students 310 S.S.B. 333-1300
Economics 330 Commerce (W) 333-0120
Education, College of-Undergraduate. .120 Education 333-2800
Graduate 110 Education 333-0962
Educational Administration and
Supervision 320 Education 333-2155
Educational Placement Ofc 140 Education 333-0740
Educational Psychology 210 Education 333-2245
Electrical Engineering 158 E.E.B. 333-2300
Elementary Education 360a Education 333-2560
Emergency Calls-Ambulance FROM U OF I PHONE ONLY.. 1-1-1
Fire 333-2424
First Aid. . .McKinley Health Center Emergency Rm 333-2700
Police 1-1-1
Employment Office, Student. . .Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0601
Engineering, College and Station 106 E.H. 333-2150
Engineering, General 115 T.B. 333-2730
English 100 E.B. 333-2391
Entomology 318c Morrill Hall 333-2910
Environmental Studies Program 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Finance 340 Commerce (W) 333-2110
Fine and Applied Arts, College of 110 Arch. 333-1661
Fire (to report a campus fire) 333-2424
First Aid McKinley Health Center Emergency Rm.
.
333-2700
Food Science 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Foreign Student/Staff Affairs 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Foreign Students - English as a Second
Language 3070 F.L.B. 333-1506
Forestry 222 Mumford Hall 333-2770
French 2090h F.L.B. 333-2020
Genetics 102 An. Gen. 333-2900
Geography 220 Davenport Hall 333-1881
Geology 249 N.H. 333-3540
Germanic Languages andtiteratures 3072 F.L.B. 333-1288
Graduate College 330 Adm. 333-0035
Greek 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Gymnasiums 110 Huff Gym 333-3268
Health and Safety Education 117 Huff Gym 333-2307
Health Professions Information Ofc 2 S.S.B. 333-7079
Health Service (McKinley) . .McKinley Health Center. 333-2701
Hearing Clinic 336 I.H. 333-3103
History 309 G.H. 333-4193
History & Philosophy of Education 368 Education 333-2446
Home Economics 260 Bevier Hall 333-3790
Honors Programs, University. .. .1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Horticulture 125 Mumford Hall 333-0350
Housing Division 420 S.S.B. 333-1421
Switchboard (information) 333-0920
Ice Rink 406 E. Armory, C. 333-1764
Illini Union 165 I.U.(E) 333-0161
Student Activities, Illini Union 284 I.U.(S) 333-3660
Ticket Ofc 174 I.U. (W) 333-1262
Illio 205 Arcade 333-1284
Individual Plans of Study.. 408 S. Goodwin, #220, U. 333-7492
Information - Faculty, staff & Ofc. numbers 333-1000
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
Campus Information Services 115 I.U. (N) 333-4666
Student Activities Information 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Insurance Ofc B-l Coble Hall 333-3111
International Programs and Studies. 309 IlliniTower 333-6104
Intramural Activities, Division of 170 I.M.P.E. 333-3513
Italian 4080 F.L.B. 333-3391
Journalism 120a G.H. 333-0709
Krannert Art Museum 163 K.A.M. 333-1861
Krannert Center for the Performing
Arts - Tickets K.C.P.A. 333-6280
Labor and Industrial Relations,
Institute of 249 L.I.R. 333-1482
Landscape Architecture 205 Mumford Hall 333-0175
Language Lab G93 F.L.B. 333-2862
Latin 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Latin-American Studies Center. . .1208 W. Calif., U. 333-3182
Law, College of 209 Law 333-0930
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of 294 L.H. 333-1705
General Curriculum 912 S. Fifth, C. 333-4710




Library Science, Graduate School of 329 Lib. 333-3280
Life Sciences, School of 387 Morrill Hall 333-3044
Linguistics 4088b F.L.B. 333-3563
Mathematics 273 A. H. 333-3350
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. . .148 M.E.B. 333-1175
Metallurgy and Mining Engineering 201 M.M.B. 333-1440
Microbiology 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
Military Science 110 Armory 333-1551
Motorcycle Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
Music, School of 100 S.M.H. 333-2622
Natural History Museum 438 N.H. 333-2517
Naval Science 236 Armory 333-1061
Nuclear Engineering 216 N.E.L. 333-2295
Occupational Therapy 1115 W. Oregon, U. 333-7780
Ombudsman 322 I.U. 333-1345
Painting, Graduate 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Undergraduate 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Parking and Transportation 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-7217
Philosophy 105 G.H. 333-2889
Physical Education, College of 107 Huff Gym 333-2131
Physics 215 Physics Bldg. 333-3760
Physiology and Biophysics 524 Burrill Hall 333-1735
Placement, Career Development and 2 S.S.B. 333-2534
Plant Pathology 218 Mumford Hall 333-3170
Police (to call campus police) -
Non Emergency Service 333-1212
Emergency Service (From U of I phones only) .... 1-1-1
Political Science 361 L.H. 333-3880
Portuguese 4080 F.L.B. 333-3391
President f s Of
c
364 Adm. 333-3071
Psychological and Counseling Center 206 S.S.B. 333-3705
Psychology 308 Psych. Bldg. 333-0631
Radio and Television 121b G.H. 333-2352
Reading and Study Methods Counseling 2L9 S.S.B. 333-3707
Recreation and Park Administration 104 Huff Gym 333-0105
Regulations, Campus, Ofc 310 S.S.B. 333-3853
Rehabilitation-Education Services
,
Division of Rehab-Educ Center 333-1970
Residence Halls, Information 420 S.S.B. 333-1421
Rhetoric Ofc 100 E.B. 333-2392
ROTC - Air Force 232 Armory 333-1927
Army Ill Armory 333-1550
Navy 239 Armory 333-1062
Russian and East European Center. 1208 W.Cal,#154,U 333-1244
Scholarship Information. . .Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C 333-0100
Secondary and Continuing Education. .. 395 Education 333-0227
Selective Service 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Slavic Languages and Literatures 3092e F.L.B. 333-0681
Social Work, Jane Adams Graduate
School of 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2260
Sociology 326 L.H. 333-1950
Spanish 4080d F.L.B. 333-3390
Special Education 1005 W. Nevada, U. 333-0260
Speech 247b L.H. 333-2683
Speech Clinic 601 E. John, C. 333-2230
Student Discipline 331 S.S.B. 333-3680
Student Financial Aids Ofc 707 S. Sixth, #109, C. 333-0100
Student Organizations and Activities. .. .110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Student Personnel Ofc 130 S.S.B. 333-0050
Student Programs and Services 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Theatre 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 212 T.L. 333-2321
Undergraduate Library U.L. 333-1031
Unit I Allen Hall 333-8351
Urban and Regional Planning 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Veterans Affairs 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Veterinary Biological Structure 335 V.M. 333-1025
Veterinary Clinical Medicine 244 S.A.C. 333-7434
Veterinary Medicine, College of 131 V.M. 333-2760
Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene 61 V.M. 333-2499
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmachology. . .263 V.M. 333-2506
Vocational & Technical Education 340 Education 333-0807
WILL Radio Station 228 G.H. 333-0850
WILL Television Station 1110 W. Main, U. 333-1070
World Heritage Museum 484 L.H. 333-2360
WPGU Radio Station Weston Hall 333-2016
Writing Clinic 311 E.B. 333-1656
Zoology 287 Morrill Hall 333-3431
EXPLANATION OF LISTING
This directory includes all students registered in the Urbana-Champaign
departments of the University of Illinois on September 22, 1972. Each
student's entry shows his college and class, local address and phone
number, and home address. An asterisk (*) precedes the names of stu-
dents who are married. All addresses in Urbana have zip code 61801,
those in Champaign 61820. Telephone numbers for both Urbana and
Champaign have area code 217. A few entries are incomplete because
information was lacking on the student's registration card.
Names of the colleges and schools are abbreviated as follows:
AGR College of Agriculture
AVI Institute of Aviation
BUS College of Commerce and Business Administration
COM College of Communications
ED College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate College
LAS College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
LAW College of Law
PE College of Physical Education
VM College of Veterinary Medicine
Class years for undergraduate students are indicated following the
college or school in which the student is enrolled. Class years are not





5 Unclassified (not candidates for degrees)
6 Irregular (holding degrees but registered for undergrad-
uate work)
INFORMATION
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
General University Information. ..North Entrance, lllini Union 333-4666
Student Activities Information. . .110 Student Services Building 333-7060
AAB JAMES L LAW3
AAOSEN DUANE RODNEY GRAD
AALTONEN MATTI T ENG4
AARON BRIAN E AGR1
AARON BRITT L LAS3
AARON ROBERT LLOYD GRAD
AARON SUSAN M LAS1
AAVANG TERRY L AVI2
ABANIME PATRICK GRAD
ABATAN AYODELE GRAD
ABATE ALEX M LAW2
ABATE ELLANI M GRAD
ABATE MARK R BUS*
ABBAS KAY LENORE GRAD
ABBATE FRANK M BUS*
ABBEY DAVID J LAS3
ABBEY DAVID R ENG4
ABBOTT ALFRED R AGR3
ABBOTT CYNTHIA L PE 2
ABBOTT DARRELL E BUS1
ABBOTT DAVID F LAS2
ABBOTT DENISE J FAA1
ABBOTT GARY PETER GRAD
ABBOTT PAMELA P GRAD
ABBOTT RUSSELL ALLEN GRAD
ABBOTT STEPHEN C ENG3
ABBOTT STUART MILTON GRAD
ABBUEHL PATRICIA SUE LAS2
ABDEL AZIZ YOUSSEF I GRAD
ABDEL-AZIM JANE Y LAW1
ABDELNOUR JAMAL GRAD
ABDELNOUR MARIANA K GRAD
ABDERHALDEN DEBRA L LAS2
ABOULLA ERROL S ENG3
ABEL JACQUELINE J LAS3
ABEL KEITH A ENG2
ABELL NANCY JOB GRAD
ABELL STEVEN GRAD
ABELSON RICHARD W LAS4
ABENDROTH JOHNNIE R PE 3
ABERLE LINDA M ENG3
ABERLE ROBERT W BUS3
ABERNATHY DONNA G LAS2
ABERNATHY PHILIP B ENG2
ABERT JAMES R ENG4
ABLEMAN BONNIE F LAS2
ABNEY PAUL B ED 3
ABOW STEVEN E LAW2
ABRAHAM JEAN A FAA1
ABRAHAM MAVIS A FAA3
ABRAHAM REVA NADINE GRAD
ABRAHAMS GAIL S AGR2
ABRAHAMS KENNETH N LAS3
ABRAHAMS NANCY G LAS2
ABRAHAMS PHILIP S ENG2
ABRAM JOYCE P LAS1
ABRAMAT HANS-DIETER LAS3
ABRAMITIS RICHARD W BMS1
ABRAMITIS W R LAW1
ABRAMS ELLIOTT LAS4
ABRAMS IRA S LAS2
ABRAMS IRWIN R LAS3
ABRAMS JEFFREY R LAS3
ABRAMS LOUISE B BUS1
ABRAMS MARTIN EZRA GRAD
ABRAMS ROBIN W AGR1
ABRAMSON JANICE M LAS*
ABRAMSON PAMELA A LAS1
ABREU EVA J GRAD
ABU-SABA MARY B GRAD
ABUL-FATIH HUSSAIN A GRAD
ACCIARI LAWRENCE BUS*
ACHTERHOF BENTON J LAS2
ACHTERHOF CAROL LAS1
ACHTERHOF KIM T BUS1
ACHUTAMURTHY P N GRAD
ACKER ALAN S BUS3
ACKERMAN BRUCE GRAD
ACKERMAN DARCY J AGR1
ACKERMAN EMERY E LAS*
ACKERMAN JANET L FAA2
ACKERMAN JOAN MARIE FAA3
ACKERMAN ROBERT A BUS*
ACKERMAN STEVEN LAS6
ACKERMAN SUSAN B LAS1
ACKERMANN ANNE S LAS1
ACKERMANN ARTHUR J GRAD
ACKERMANN BARBARA B AGR3
ACKERMANN KATHERINE FAA2
ACKLEY JOHN W ENG2
ACOSTA RICHARD AGR1
ACTON JAMES C LAW2
ADACHI KAKUICHIRO GRAD
ADAM MARY L LAS3
ADAMCHAK EDWARD R JR AGR1
ADAMCZYK ANDREW A GRAD
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DANVILLE ILL





C 213 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359-3*96 KIESTER MN
u 328-3*73 401 W MICHIGAN URBANA ILL
c RR 4 CARBONDALE IL
u RR 4 CARBONDALE IL
c 359-1576 6106 N WINCHESTER CHICAGO IL
c 4445 LYONS SKOKIE IL
c 9105 ALGONQUIN HUNTLEY IL
c BOX 3 NIMO NIGERIA
u 332-2313 URH DANIELS URBANA ILL
c 359-6780 1309 SUNSET CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359-6780 1309 SUNSET CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359-0854 368 KNOLLWODD CT PALATINE IL
u 3**-3279 GERMAN VALLY IL
c 359-32*1 5230 N OKETD CHICAGO IL
RR 1 CROPSEY IL
u 367-2 6*7 2023 A ORCH ST URBANA ILL
c RR 1 FULTON IL
c 356-0028 701 LASELL DP CHAMPAIGN IL
u 332-3361 4646 W POLK CHICAGO IL
c 612 W HIGH ST EDWARDSVILLE IL
u 332-*550 8200 S MANISTEE AV CHICAGO IL
c 333-098* 6402 CORVALIS AV N MINNEAPOLIS MN
c 40 N ELM LN GLENWOOD IL
c 40 N ELM LN GLENWOOD IL
c 3**-9766 1501 PRAIRIE VIEW RANTOUL IL
c RR 6 AUBURN NY
c 1301 HOLIDAY PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 359-9682 18 GAD EID ST DOKY GIZA EG
u 356-2723 159 PADDOCK E CHAMPAIGN ILL
u STA A BOX 2847 CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 3**-0587 JEANNE DARC ST BEIRUT LEBANON
u 34*-**96 2406 SHARLYN URBANA ILL
c 359-759* 106 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 367-0872 544 LANTERMAN ST BRIDGEPORT IL
u 332-5340 3624-24TH AV ROCK ISLAND IL
u 344-1349 1807 B ORCH PL URBANA ILL
u 344-1349 1807 B ORCH PL URBANA ILL
c 352-5653 6256 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL
c 352-3356 RR 2 ST ELMO IL
u 505 S BUSEY 401 URBANA ILL
u 367-0405 2632 N ELLIS PEORIA IL
RR 1 FITHIAN IL
c 220 S STATE ST ELGIN IL
u RR NEW DOUGLAS IL
u 367-4166 1717 MULFORD ST EVANSTON IL
1153 EASTVIEW DR RANTOUL IL
c 1610 E 102ND ST BROOKLYN NY
c 3908 MADEIRA DR NE ALBUQUERUQE NM
c 332-0827 1524 GLEASON DR RANTOUL IL
1524 GLEASON RANTOUL ILL
c 367-6207 910 DRYDEN LN HIGHLAND PARK IL
c 1605 ST ANDREWS DR OFALLON IL
c 332-5679 6166 N SHERIDAN CHICAGO ILL
c 337-5068 8635 N AVERS SKOKIE IL
c 359-7131 324 S CHANUTE ST RANTOUL IL
c 344-9795 885 ASTOR AV PALATINE IL
c 1315 59TH ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c 1315 59TH ST DOWNERS GROVE IL
c 359-7916 6149 N WOLCDTT CHICAGO IL
u 332-4096 820 SUNSET DR GLENWOOD IL
u 6252 N HAYNE CHICAGO ILL
c 332-1227 666 WRIGHTWOOD CHICAGO ILL
c 324 7 PINE CIRCLE HIGHLAND PARK IL
u 344-7634 7658 WILLIAMS WAY ELKINS PARK PA
c 337-5225 2538 W ESTES CHICAGO IL
c 359-9875 2651 W GREEN LEAF CHICAGO IL
c 337-5274 4418 W CHURCH ST SKOKIE IL
u 6912 N LAKEWOOD CHICAGO ILL
1204 N PARKSIDE DR PEORIA ILL
c 332-4895 URH SHERMAN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 344-9766 4750 N MANOR CHICAGO IL
c 359-2429 405 S GENESEO ST GENESEO IL
u 4248 SARATOGA AV DOWNERS GROVE IL
u 332-5114 405 S GENESEO ST GENESEO IL
u 344-0564 2359 CHAMUNDIPURAW KYSORE-4 INDIA
c 344-9459 4944 BRUMMEL SKOKIE IL
c 344-3 882 3018 W GRANVILLE CHICAGO IL
c ROUTE 1 CARMI ILL
u 2908 STATE GRANITE CITY ILL
c 27 PERMAC RD JACKSONVILLE IL
c 352-0350 603 W HENRY MT PROSPECT ILL
c 359-9187 RR 1 ATHENS IL
u 3018 W GRANVILLE CHICAGO ILL
u 332-55*1 1014 S SAXBY AV FREEPORT IL
u 333-2583 458 SUNSET RD WINNETKA IL
c 352-866* 701 HAMILTON CHAMPAIGN IL
c 359-2801 1009 HOLLYCREST CHAMPAIGN IL
c 458 SUNSET RD WINNETKA IL
c 3**-9783 2415 18TH ST C MOLINE IL
c 2710 S MILLARD AV CHICAGO IL
511 WARRINGTON AV DANVILLE ILL
u 367-8968 5-2-15 NAGASAKI TOKYO JAP
1224 N WALNUT DANVILLE IL
c 332-1*13 806 VANBUREN ST STREATOR ILL
u 2018 FLETCHER 10 URBANA ILL
u 367-5881 2018 FLETCHER 10 URBANA ILL
ADAMCZYK RICHARD S BUS4
ADAMI PAUL E LAW1
AOAMICK RAYMOND C JR FAA1
ADAMS ALAN M AGR4
ADAMS ALAN S LAS2
ADAMS ARNOLD L LAS2
ADAMS CHERYL LYNN GRAD
ADAMS CONSTANCE D PE 1
ADAMS DAVID GRAY GRAD
ADAMS DEBRA S LAS1
ADAMS FLOYD W III ENG4
ADAMS FRANCENA LAS2
ADAMS GLENN E PE 1
ADAMS GREGORY L ENG3
ADAMS HUGH W JR GRAD
ADAMS JANET M PE 1
ADAMS JAY M COM4
ADAMS JEROME THOMAS GRAD
ADAMS JOANNE L PE 4
AOAMS JOHN MERLIN GRAD
ADAMS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
ADAMS JOSEPH H LAS1
ADAMS KATHRYN A PE 3
ADAMS KENT M BUS1
ADAMS KINNY GWEN S GRAD
ADAMS LAWRENCE J BUS4
ADAMS MARC A LAS1
ADAMS MARK JOHN GRAD
ADAMS MARTHA J LAS3
ADAMS MARY L BUS4
ADAMS MATT CORDELL FAA4
ADAMS MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
ADAMS NANCY J FAA1
ADAMS PAUL N LAS1
ADAMS RAYMOND ALAN LAS1
ADAMS VERA A LAS3
ADAMS WARREN R JR GRAD
ADAMSKI KLEMENCE JR BUS1
ADAMSON JAMES R LAS3
ADAVAL SURESH C GRAD
ADDIS JAMES D FAA1
ADDIS STEPHANY L LAW3
ADDY SANDRA TUPNEY GRAD
ADE MARY E FAA3
ADELMAN BETTE OROVAN GRAD
ADELMAN JAMES E ENG4
ADELMAN MARGUERITE L LAS2
ADELMAN MELVIN LEONA GRAD
ADELT JAMES M ENG1
ADEN BRENDA LEE GRAD
ADEN KATHRYN MARIE GRAD
ADER RICHARD A LAS3
ADER SHIRIN D FAA1
ADER STEPHEN P FAA4
ADES MARTHA LAMKIN GRAD
ADES WILLIAM E BUS4
ADESSO NICHOLAS A LAS4
ADINKU WILLIAM GRAD
ADINOLFI DEBRA A PE 1
ADKINS CHARLES D LAS3
ADKINS RUSSELL L ENG3
ADKINSON SHFRYL S LAS4
ADKISSON STANLEY W LAS3
ADLER DARCY A AGR1
ADLER ELIZABETH A LAS1
ADLER JOAN M LAS4
ADLER JOELLEN LAS2
ADLER PAUL D BUS1
ADOM KWAME GRAD
ADRIAN JEROME M BUS1
ADZIMA LEONARD J GRAD
AEGERTER JULIA JOYCE GRAD
AESCHLEMAN RODNEY L ENG4
AFFELT GERALD GEORGE GRAD
AFFRUNTI ROBERT E ENG2
AFT BRUCE D LAS1
AGBORUA ACHOJANO F GRAD
AGHAMIRZA-GHAVAM S A GRAD
AGIN PHODA LEAH GRAD
AGINS HOWARD J LAS2
AGNEW CHARLES R LAS1
AGNOLETTI JANET L LAS2
AGOCS ENDRE J COM4
AGOOS MIRIAM D LAS1
AGOSTINELLI JOHN E ENG4
AGOSTINO GUY J LAS3
AGRELLA CANDACE LAS4
AGUSTI FILIBERTO LAS2
AHASIC THOMAS J LAS4
AHEARN JOSEPH P III GRAD
AHERN ARTHUR F LAS4
AHERN JOHN E BUS4
AHERN PHILIP FOWLER GRAD
AHL CHRISTINE M LAS1
AHLBERG ROBERT B BUS1
AHLFIELD STEVEN R ENG3
AHLGREN VALERIE ANN LAS3
316 COTTAGE CT C
807 N PROSPECT C
URH WESTON 488 C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 359 C
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
509 W MAIN 4 U
URH ALLEN 442 U
309 S DRAPER C
URH SCOTT 295 C
BOX 204 C
URH BUSEY 103 U
1525 LINCOLNSHIRE C
905 S LYNN C
5 DUNNELLEN U
409 E CHALMRS C
58 E GREGORY C
1832 D ORCH PL U
URH WESTON 224 C
707 S BROADWAY U
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C
URH OGLESBY 1224 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 623 U
106 S GLOVER 3 U
1004 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 443 C
604 W CALIFORNIA U
1207 W NEVADA U
401 E CHALMERS 509 C
910 S 3RD 1303 C
1012 S 1ST 5 C
URH LAR 317 U
URH ALLEN 265 U
URH GARNER 290 C
709 W ILLINOIS U
BELLFLOWER ILL
604 E ARMORY 2417 C
URH SNYDER 363 C
406 E HEALEY C
108 E HEALEY 12 C
404 W ILLINOIS U
1706 GOLFVIEW U
312 W SPNGFLD 3 U
910 W WHITE C
604 N MAPLE 8 U
URH SCOTT 330 C
810 SCOVILL U
1105 S 4TH C
60 SHEMAUGER TRAIL U
1317 LARKSPUR LN C
URH GARNER 218 C
1113 W GREEN 119 U




URH DANIELS 436 U
URH ALLEN 339 U
410 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
URH ALLEN 387 U
URH TRELEASE 1103 U
WELDON ILL
907 S 2ND 4 C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 1128 C
URH DANIELS 522 U
313 E ARMORY C
606 W OHIO U
1607 VALLEY RD 3 C
1600 W BRADLEY 338 C
309 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 420 U
URH BLAISDELL 206 U
URH TAFT 126 C
307 E JOHN 4 C
CHICAGO ILL
409 E CHALMRS 812 C*
URH WESTON 490 C
409 E CHALMERS 601 C
1301 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD 910 C
2018 FLETCHER 24 U
311 E ARMORY C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 208 U
URH SAUNDERS 210 U
2511 LAWNDALE C
103 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 360 U
209 PAUL 6 C
URH GARNER 369 C
URH SNYDER 340 C
409 E CHALMRS C
































































200 1/2 W LEWIS
10554 S WALLACE
309 S DRAPER
321 N HANOVER ST
BOX 204
1609 MCDANIEL




822 E UNION AV







106 S GLOVER 3
1910 W BAY RD
8233 S CHAPPEL
688 2ND
585 W 8TH ST
19 WAGNER DR
4814 SEINE DR
811 W 15TH ST






2324 W 111TH PL
NARSINGH
RR 1
RR 2 BOX 90
1706 GOLFVIEW
312 W SPNGFLD 3
910 W WHITE
1020 W MAPLE S
























1607 VALLEY RO 3
RR 1
1353 ILLINOIS











8446 W 50TH ST
1735 N 75TH CT
424 HARMON











































































































AHLSTEAD MARIANNE T PE 3
AHLSTEDT RICHARD A BUS3
AHLUND CARL C G GRAO
*AHLUWALIA HARSHARAN GRAD
*AHMEO ELIZABETH C GRAD
AHMED SAAD NOAH LAS2
AHNELL AROEN D LAS3
AHUJA ROSHAN D BUS2
AIBAR ELENA JESUS GRAD
*AIEX NOLA KORTNER GRAD
AIGEN ALLEN ARTHUR GRAD
AIKEN JOHN D LAS4
AIKEN THOMAS D ENG1
AIKENS CLORA M LAS1
AIKUS DOROTHY A LAS3
AIMARO JOSEPH P ENG4
AIROLA JAMES T ENG1
AIST REBECCA T FAA2
AIZUSS ELLEN S LAS3
AJOLORE OLUSOLA GRAD
*AKAI JANE AUSTIN GRAD
*AKAI TEPRENCE JOHN GRAD
AKAN ALI OSMAN GRAD
AKERMAN MARGO M GRAD
AKERMAN MARVIN A GRAD
AKERS OEANNA L LAS3
AKERS MARCELLE J LAS5
AKHTAR MASOOD AHMAD GRAD
AKIN CHRISTOPHER B BUS2
AKINS KENNETH E BUS2
AKINS MAURICE M COM4
AKINYELE ISAAC GRAD
AKIYAMA MICHIHIKO GRAD
AKK ANNE A ED 2
AKTAN AHMET EMIN GRAD
AKULOW OKSANA A LAS3
AL-BAGDADI FAKHRI A GRAD
AL-QURAINI SAMEER A ENG2
ALAJAJIAN PHILIP M ENG1
ALBAN LAURIE SUE GRAD
ALBANO DEBORAH L LAS3
ALBARRAN MARIO F GRAD
ALBAUM ANDREA L ED 2
ALBERS ELIZABETH J LAS1
ALBERS ROBERT J LAS4
ALBERS ROBERTA S LAS2
ALBERT EDNA GRAD
ALBERT JON B FAA2
ALBERT KAREN K FAA2
ALBERT LAURIE A FAA2
ALBERT TERENCE R ENG1
ALBERT THOMAS RUSSEL GRAD
ALBERTI RONALD E ENG2
ALBERTSON ROBERT JR BUS3
ALBERTSON THOMAS J FAA3
ALBIERO SUSAN M LAS3
ALBIN PERRY S AGR4
ALBIN RICHARD W GRAD
ALBINO BRIAN EDWIN GRAD
ALBRECHT CAROL J LAS3
ALBRECHT LITA ANNE LAS3
ALBRECHT MARTHA J AGR2
ALBRECHT PETER D ENG4
ALBRECHT WILLIAM N LAS2
ALBRIGHT JOHN BURTON GRAD
ALBUM CARL J LAS3
ALCORN JOHN RANDOLPH LAS3
ALCORN RICHARD S GRAD
ALCORN SUSAN M AGR2
ALOE DOUGLAS M GRAD
ALDEN LUCY A LAS1
ALDEN LYNN ELLEN GRAD
ALDERFER W K JR LAS2
ALDEPSON CURTIS R ENG1
ALDERSON SUSAN K ED 4
ALDOBOLYI NAGY M GRAD
ALDRICH C H III GRAD
ALDRICH DAVID BUS3
ALDRICH PHYLLIS J ED 4
ALENDEP JEFFREY R LAS2
ALESANDRINI SUE E AGR1
ALEX CAROLANN PE 1
ALEX ELFRIEDA G ED 2
ALEXANDER ABBIE A AGR1
ALEXANDER BENNIE JR AGR4
ALEXANDER BRIAN E LAS4
ALEXANDER BUDDY P BUS3
ALEXANDER CHARLES R GRAD
ALEXANDER DEANNA J ED 4
ALEXANDER ELVERSE GRAD
ALEXANDER EUGENE S ENG1
ALEXANDER JAMES C ENG1
ALEXANDER JOAN L LAS1
ALEXANDER JUDY E LAS2
ALEXANDER KIM V LAS1
ALEXANDER M JR GRAD
ALEXANDER PATRICK L GRAD
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0698
604 W BEARDSLEY C 356-4973
909 5TH C 332-5010
URH OGLESBY 114 U 352-2188
52 ROXBURY RD U
52 ROXBURY RD U
412 W HILL C
1004 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 270 U 332-2467
4 SHUMAN CIRCLE U 367-8097
URH SHERMAN 467 C
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
URH TAFT 321 C 332-0646
URH TRELEASE 1008 U 332-8565
URH VANDOREN 304 C 332-0517
605 S 5TH C
URH OGLESBY 912 U
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5679
802 W OREGON U 337-5243
1818 A ORCH PL U 367-5001
1924 D ORCH ST U 367-9924
1924 D ORCHARD ST U 367-9924
502 E HEALEY 307 C 359-8016
57 E CHALMERS 3 C 352-3882
57 E CHALMERS 3 C 352-3882
URH LAR 321 U 332-2887
1803 C ORCH PL U 344-1225
508 W GREEN U 367-2854
URH HOPKINS 478 C 332-1384
106 E HEALEY C
307 W ARMORY C
1972 A ORCH ST U 344-3270
URH DANIELS 70 U 332-2396
URH ALLEN 417 U 332-3230
2015 D ORCH ST U 367-7696
1010 S 2ND C 332-3573
U OF I VET MED U 333-1025
URH TOWNSEND 520 U 332-4257
URH BARTON 211 C 332-0135
907 S 2ND 7 C 344-1287
CHICAGO ILL
504 W ILLINOIS U 344-7655
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
URH HOPKINS 386 C
URH SCOTT 376 C
URH CARR 209 U 332-3890
1828 C ORCH PL U 344-4775
URH ALLEN 485 U
URH LAR 273 U 332-3057
DECATUR ILL
604 E ARMORY 2203 C
907 W COLUMBIA C 352-6927
PEORIA ILL
1212 CLARK U 344-1156
911 S 1ST C 352-2991
URH CARR 418 U 332-3961
710 E MICHIGAN U 344-1528
1509 KILER 6 C 356-6939
604 E ARMORY C 333-2043
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH WARDALL 413 U
URH SAUNDERS 319 U 332-3656
36 LEXINGTON U 367-5861
URH SNYDER 241 C 332-1699
510 W OREGON U 367-2884
59 E JOHN C 352-8416
302 S 4TH 5 C
1817 KIRBY C 359-1339
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
103 S GREGORY U
URH TRELEASE 530 U
508 W IOWA U 344-0124
2206 DALE 1 C 359-0845
613 BREEN C
URH WESTON 224 C 332-1929
UNIVERSITY CLUB U
URH SHERMAN 856 C
703 W OREGON U 367-1288
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-1718
URH OGLESBY 402 U
URH TRELEASE 923 U 332-5669
910 S 3RD 1012 C 337-5271
URH VANDOREN 424 C 332-0555
309 E JOHN 4 C 332-3249
108 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-0318
1503 KIRBY 6 C 359-7400
716 W HARVARD C 352-1650
1108 W NEVADA 10 U 367-1631
RR 4 C
1963 A ORCH ST U 344-3424
URH BLAISDELL 122 U
URH NOBLE 119 C
URH WESTON 240 C
URH ALLEN 185 U 332-3292
URH LUNDGREN 122 C
616 W HEALEY C





















1924 D ORCH ST
1924 D ORCH ST
DEMIRTEPE
ROUTE 1 BOX 91
57 E CHALMERS 3
ROUTE 3
1803 C ORCH PL
RAHMANIA H S
2226 GOEBBERT RD
651 W 63RD PL






1107 W GREE>J 130
URH TOWNSEND 520
16 KIMBALL TERR
3126 W JARVIS AV
3733 N KENNETH
504 W ILLINOIS
9433 N LAWLER AV
2429 S CLARENCE AV
1513 W TETON DR




877 S YATES AV
907 W COLUMBIA


























414 W DAYTON ST











401 S 14TH AV
217 BEVERLY
3346 W 204TH ST
818 HILL ST
1911 N EASTWOOD DR



































































































ALEXANDER REX WAYNE BUS*
ALEXANDER RICHARD B LAS3
ALEXANDER RONALD K ENG3
ALEXANDER SHEILA L LAS1
ALEXANDER SUSAN J LAS2
ALEXANDER SYBILIA D GRAD
ALEXANDER WILLIAM A LAW3
ALEXANDER WILLIAM D BUS4
ALF THOMAS B BUS3
ALFANO DON JOSEPH LAS1
ALFANO VEDA D LAS3
ALFELO ANN ROSALIA GRAD
ALFELD PHILIP L LAS1
ALFORD KATHLEEN S LAS2
ALFORS DOUGLAS S GRAD
ALFORS INEZ LARSON GRAD
ALFREDSON GARY W FAA3
ALFREDSON THOMAS V LAS4
*ALI ABDULLAH GRAD
ALI SAIYED M ENG3
ALISAFAKIS SPYRIDON ENG2
ALKEMA SUSAN K LAS2
ALLAN MERLE B LAS1
ALLAN RICHARD ARNOLD GRAD
ALLARDICE BRUCE S LAS3
ALLBRITTEN GEORGE C 8US4
ALLCOCK STEPHEN W FAA4
ALLEMAN DEBRA L PE 3
ALLEMAN KIMREY D AGR1
ALLEMONG JOHN J ENG4
ALLEN ANDREW T BUS1
ALLEN ARNOLD M LAS1
ALLEN BARBARA L LAS3
*ALLEN BENJAMIN J GRAD
ALLEN CAROL A LAS3
ALLEN CAROLYN M LAS5
ALLEN CATHERINE L LAS3
ALLEN CATHERINE S ED 4
ALLEN CHARLES EDWARD GRAD
ALLEN DANIEL M ENG3
ALLEN DAVID M LAS4
ALLEN DEBORAH L FAA2
ALLEN DEBRA C LAS2
ALLEN DONALD K AGR3
ALLEN EDWARO LEE GRAD
ALLEN ELIZABETH M ED 4
ALLEN ESTHER L LAS4
ALLEN GARY BRUCE GRAD
ALLEN GREGORY C BUS1
ALLEN JAE L LAS1
ALLEN JAMES P AGR1
ALLEN JEFFREY P LAS3
ALLEN JERRY D ENG4
ALLEN JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
ALLEN JOHN P LAS4
ALLEN JOHN S LAS3
ALLEN JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
ALLEN JOSEPH T ENG1
ALLEN JOY D PE 1
ALLEN KATHERINE G FAA3
ALLEN KERRY KENN GRAD
ALLEN LARRY DONELL LAS3
ALLEN LARRY L BUS1
ALLEN LOUISA MAY GRAD
ALLEN MAROELLA LAS1
ALLEN MARIBETH LAS2
ALLEN PATRICIA C LAS3
ALLEN PATRIE G FAA1
ALLEN PAUL CLEMENT GRAD
ALLEN ROBERT B LAS4
ALLEN ROBERT BATES LAS3
ALLEN STEPHEN M ENG3
ALLEN SUSAN SMITH GRAD
ALLEN VERDI P LAS1
ALLEN WILLIAM C GRAD
ALLEN WILLIAM H LAS3
ALLEN WILLIE J BUS1
ALLEN WYLONN Y II ED 1
ALLENDER CAROLYN G AGR3
ALLENDER DAVID W GRAD
ALLENDER JULIE A LAS4
ALLES BARBARA A AGR3
ALLES JERI L LAS2
ALLES WESLEY F GRAD
ALLEY DEBORAH H LAS2
ALLEY GLENN M PE 3
ALLGAIER BEVERLY A LAS2
ALLHANDS RODGER V VM 2
ALLIN MARY M LAS2
ALLISON BONNIE J ED 4
ALLISON BRUCE LOWELL FAA3
ALLISON DIANE BOND FAA4
ALLISON JAMES DWIGHT FAA6
ALLISON JOHN M LAS3
ALLMAN MICHAEL E ENG4
ALLMEYER PAUL KELLER GRAD
ALLMON JAMES EDWARD GRAD
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
810 W OREGON U 344-6485
URH SCOTT 162 C 332-1415
URH TRELEASE 1023 U 332-5699
58 E ARMORY 10 C 356-1438
BLOOMINGTON ILL
2709 TRAFALGER C 352-1954
URH TOWNSEND 571 U
URH SCOTT 239 C
URH SNYDER 268 C
URH WARDALL 711 U 332-4439
401 E CHALMERS 319 C 367-8723
910 S 3RD C 337-5122
URH TRELEASE 1126 U 332-5737
NORTHFIELD MINN
NOPTHFIELD MINN
304 1/2 S 5TH C 359-0761
405 E GREEN 2 C
102 E ARMORY 10 C 344-5598
URH TOWNSEND 267 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH GARNER 254 C 332-0740
URH WARDALL 418 U
504 N NEW C 352-7610
URH OGLESBY 1011 U 332-5333
1600 W BRADLEY 340 C
710 W CALIFORNIA U
805 W OHIO U 344-4874
809 W PENN U 344-4069
409 E CHALMERS 412 C
URH SNYDER 442 C
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
405 E JOHN C 344-0556
1622 CLOVER LN C 356-4931
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
6C7 S LYNN 1 C 359-6553
1102 S LINCOLN U 328-1301
607 S LYNN 1 C 359-3719
2305 S 1ST ST RD C
305 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 146 U 332-4018
1104 W NEVADA U
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
RICGE FARM ILL
904 SHURTS U 367-4627
205 E HEALEY 9 C 359-1649
DCWNERS GROVE ILL
307 E ARMORY 303 C
URH TAFT 324 C 332-0649
URH SAUNDERS 114 U 332-3596
SMITHSHIRE ILL
805 N MCKINLEY C
DECATUR ILL
1010 HOLIDAY C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
211 E JOHN 1 C
WILSON TRLR PK 70 U 344-6028
URH GARNER 209 C 332-0708
URH LAR 483 U
1404 S LINCOLN U 367-8214
1822 ALDER LN C 359-7649
1011 FRANCIS 1 C
URH FORBES 113 C
904 SHURTS U 367-4621
URH LAR 199 U
802 W OREGON U 344-6124
1622 CLOVER LN C 356-4931
URH CLARK 406 C 332-0064
URH DANIELS 507 U 332-2299
1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-6195
1003 E WASHINGTON U
URH OGLESBY 829 U 332-5281
1822 ALDER C 359-7649
URH TRELEASE 219 U 332-5454
606 W OHIO U
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
URH TOWNSEND 505 U
URH EVANS 228 U 332-2719
14 DUNELLEN U 328-2771
14 DUNELLEN U 328-2771
111 S BUSEY 11 U 344-4849
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 302 U 332-5468
714 VENTURA RD C
2118 ORCH ST 201 U 344-8894
2118 ORCH 201 U 344-8894
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0114
801 W OREGON U 344-7889
TOLONO ILL
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
57 E HEALEY C
1971 D ORCH ST U 344-6964
LINCOLN ILL
1971 D ORCH ST U 344-6964
URH GARNER 108 C










852 N NORTHWEST HY
1510 HALSTEO RD
1510 HALSTED RD
821 S 6TH ST
821 S 6TH ST


















1102 S VALE ST
RR 1
1622 CLOVER LN
505 E PERRY ST
2111 LYNWOOD
718 KING ST








706 W JOHN ADAMS
4632 WILSON AV
RR 1
8839 S EAST END
RR 5
RR
















505 N LK SH3RE DR
5344 GUINEA RD
1209 N JEFFERSON




1630 GOLF CLUB DR
504 S DONALD AV
652 POST PL
10600 S EMERALD AV
14 DUNELLEN
14 DUNELLEN




2118 ORCH ST 201
2118 ORCH ST 201
7329 W BREEN




1971 D ORCH ST
66 TERRACE DR





































































































ALLOCCO LOUIS J ENG3
ALLSUP MARK S FAA4
ALLWOOO SUSAN A FAA2
ALLYN WILLIAM R ENG4
ALMAN DEBRA A PE 2
ALMAN ROBERT E BUS2
ALMAN STEVEN A LAS4
ALMCRANTZ GLEN R LAS1
ALMELEH STEPHEN A AGR1
ALMON WILLIAM R LAS1
ALMOUIST EDWARD ENG4
ALONSO PEDRO R LAS1
ALPER BRUCE R LAS2
ALPER JOSEPH B LAS1
ALPER MARLA K LAS3
ALPERT BARRY E LAS2
ALPERT GARY S BUS2
*ALPERT JOEL SANFORD GRAD
ALPERT VIVIAN LEAH GRAD
ALPI JAMES E FAA2
ALSBERG JANE M GRAD
ALSIP JAMES FRANKLIN LAS6
ALSIP KRISTINE E LAS4
*ALSIP RUSSELL HOWARD GRAD
ALSUP MARGARET J FAA1
ALT JAMES T ENG2
ALT MARK E ENG3
ALTADONNA MARK W ENG1
ALTAIRAC GILLES M FAA5
ALTAY DERIN J FAA1
ALTAY EROL M FAA4
ALTAY KAREN A LAS2
ALTENBAUMER MARY L LAS!
ALTER BARBARA P LAS*
ALTER JAN H LAS3
*ALTHAUS DAVID G AGR4
ALTHAUS DIANE J AGR3
ALTIERI SEAN CURLEY GRAD
ALTIMUS SHELLEY L LAS1
ALTMAIER CHARLFS W FAA2
ALTMAIER FRANK J LAS3
ALTMAN CYNTHIA J LAS1
*ALTSCHUL JOEL HENRY GRAD
ALTSCHUL LYNN F GRAD
ALTSCHUL MARLA K FAA4
ALTSTADT AUDREY L LAS2
ALTUR ALAN FAA1
ALVARADO ARTURO LAS1
ALVAREZ MONICA D LAS4
ALVAREZ-TOSTACO JOHN GRAD
ALVERSON DAVID LEE GRAD
ALWARD PHILLIP D GRAD
AMADO RICHARD STEVEN GRAD
AMANDES LORRAINE E FAA2
*AMARA DENIS SEWA GRAD
AMATO ANGELA E LAS4
AMATULLI RICHARD P GRAD
AMAYA PINTO MANUEL F ENG3
AMBERG SUSAN JEAN GRAD
AMBERS SCOIT J LAS2
AMBORS DAVID W ENG1
AMBROSE ALBERT J BUS3
AMBROZE KRISTINE A LAS1
AMBRY JANICE M FAA2
AMECHI PATRICK C ENG2
AMEEL MARK A AVI1
AMELSE JEFFREY A LAS2
AMEN DONALD LEE GRAD
AMERMAN THELMA E LAS3
AMES JEFFREY C AGR2
AMIRHOR JACQUELINE Q GRAD
AMIRHOR PARVIZ GRAD
AMLING JENNIFER L LAS3
AMMONS ELIZABETH M GRAD
AMMONS MARK WALTON GRAD
AMMONS RONALD R BUS1
AMONI LARRY M LAS4
AMORUSO ROBERT N LASl
AMORUSO WILLIAM B LAS4
AMRAM JACK C LAS3
AMRHEIN CARL G BUS1
AMSLER PAMELA J LASl
AMSTER ELLEN F AGR1
AMSTER MAIDA LAS3
AMSTUTZ PAUL E LAS3
AMUNDSON KATHLEEN G LAS3
ANACKER MARILYNN L GRAD
ANDE CARL E BUS1
ANDER MELODY L LASl
ANDEPBERG STEPHEN J ED 4
ANDERS AMANDA J AGR1
ANDERS HERBERT J BUS1
ANDERSEN BARBARA A LASl
ANDERSEN BARBARA L LAS4
ANDERSEN DENNIS D AGR4
ANDERSEN FAYE A AGR4
URH TOWNSEND 454 U
VERSAILLES FR
1110 W NEVADA U
506 E STOUGHTON C
1110 W NEVADA U
309 N BUSEY 9 U
309 N BUSEY U
211 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1120 U
URH FORBES 496 C
209 E JOHN 6 C
URH TOWNSEND 352 U
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 109 C
904 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 205 C
402 E MICHIGAN 6 U
802 W GREEN 206 U
1108 S 1ST C
5 BUENA VISTA CT U
1502 DAWSON C
217 PADDOCK E C
217 PADDOCK E C
URH EVANS 107 U
URH HOPKINS 282 C
2070 D ORCH ST U
604 E ARMORY 321 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH LAR 277 U
308 N PROSPECT C
207 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 423 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
4C9 E CHALMRS C
904 N BROADWAY 5 U
802 W OREGON U
907 S MAPLE U
URH WARDALL 1005 U
1008 W NEVADA U
501 S ELM C
412 E GREEN 5 C
1005 S MATTIS 2-1 C
1005 S MATTIS C
SKOKIE ILL
URH ALLEN 101 U
URH FORBES 418 C
URH OGLESBY 1024 U
URH WESTON 112 C
106 E GREEN C
508 W MICHIGAN U
7 MAPLEWOOD U
1513 KIRBY 5 C
209 E STOUGHTON C
1003 W MAIN 2 U
505 S BUSEY U
2011 PRAIRIE VIEW U
URH OGLESBY 127 U
ST ANNE ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
URH NOBLE 404 C
1005 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
300 S GOODWIN 108 U
604 E ARMORY 211 C
URH HOPKINS 474 C
1411 N MARKET C
RANTOUL ILL
713 W OHIO U
2114 ORCH ST 301 U
2114 ORCH 301 U
405 E JOHN 17 C
301 S ELM C
301 S ELM C
URH FORBES 256 C
1111 S 1ST C
313 E CHALMERS C
313 E CHALMERS C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 439 C
URH ALLEN 443 U
URH TRELEASE 322 U
407 1/2 W CALIF U
FORREST ILL
101 PADDOCK E C
404 ROMINE U
URH NOBLE 209 C
URH LAR 364 U
908 W CHURCH U
URH WARDALL 1125 U
URH HOPKINS 236 C
URH TRELEASE 616 U
URH WARDALL 1020 U
2608 BROWNFEILD RD U














































































402 E MICHIGAN 6
5323 WASHINGTON
RR 2 BOX 21A





8529 S WOOD ST
119 S 1ST
215 SE 4TH AV
























311 E JOHN 7
506 LAKE ST
















2114 ORCH ST 301
2114 ORCH ST 301
























































































































ANDERSEN JACK E JR BUS3 18 JUNIPER C 3 59- 7412
ANDERSEN JAMES A AGRA 604 E ARMORY 1345 C
ANDERSEN LINDA A VM 2 2608 BROWNFIELD RD u 367- 4737
ANDERSEN MARY K LAS4 504 E SPNGFLD c 359- 6835
ANDERSON ALAN JAMES LAS4 910 S 3RD C
ANDERSON ALFRED LAS1 URH SNYDER 413 c
ANDERSON ALICE LONG GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL
ANDERSON ALICE V ED 3 410 CALIFORNIA u 367- 0923
ANDERSON ANTHONY B ED 1 URH FORBES 267 c
ANDERSON BARBARA A AGR1 URH BABCOCK 312 u 332- 3789
ANDERSON BARBARA J LAS4 MONTICELLO ILL
ANDERSON BETTY L AGR1 URH FLAGG 422 c 332--0335
ANDERSON BRADLEY C BUS4 2025 D ORCH ST u 367- 7188
ANDERSON BRENDA JEAN GRAD 106 N GREGORY 12 u 367--4610
ANDERSON CARL M ENG4 2106 ORCH ST 309 u 344- 5492
ANDERSON CAROL L LAS1 URH WARDALL 816 u 332--4468
ANDERSON CAROL S AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 112 u 332--3495
ANDERSON CHARLES E FAA4 704 NEVADA u 344--5529
ANDERSON CHARLES M AGR1 904 W GREEN u
ANDERSON CHERYL L LAS4 808 S LINCOLN 8 u
ANDERSON CHET F ENG6 4C8 E STOUGHTON 3 c
ANDERSON CHRISTINE M LAS* URH BLAISDELL 313 u 332--3520
ANDERSON CLYDE RAY GRAD 1005 E HARDING u 367--7263
ANDERSON CRAIG L BUS4 1009 W PENN u 328--2561
ANDERSON CRIS J LAS4 URH LAR 192 u
ANDERSON DAVID M ENG3 URH GARNER 324 c 332--0793
ANDERSON DAVID M AGR2 URH FORBES 290 c 332--1007
ANDERSON DAVID W GRAD 57 E JOHN 7 c 359--1235
ANDERSON DEAN E ENG1 URH BARTON 202 c
ANDERSON DEBORAH L LAS1 URH ALLEN 302 u
ANDERSON DENNIS M FAA4 705 W ELM 8 u 344--4419
ANDERSON DENNIS R AGR4 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152
ANDERSON DERRICK A AGR1 URH TAFT 216 c 332--1939
ANDERSON DIANE L FAA3 106 E HEALEY 7 c
ANDERSON DONALD A AGR4 GENOA ILL
ANDERSON DOROTHY LAS4 1116 W CHURCH c 352--2824
ANDERSON DOUGLAS J LAS1 URH GARNER 488 c 332--0901
ANDERSON EDWARD A AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 411 u
ANDERSON EDWARD J ENG2 URH ALLEN 294 u
ANDERSON EDWARD L GRAD 104 E JOHN 3 c 359--6591
ANDERSON EMILY V FAA1 910 S 3RD c 337--5058
ANDERSON FENWICK GRAD 307 E WHITE 23 c
ANDERSON GARTH S LAS2 1111 S 1ST c
ANDERSON GARY A BUS3 301 E CHALMERS 4 c 384--5102
ANDERSON GARY ALAN GRAD 1002 E HARDING u 32 8--2458
ANDERSON GARY E ENG4 713 W OHIO u 344--5434
ANDERSON GARY LEE GRAD 210 HOLIDAY PK 343 c 359--0042
ANDERSON GARY ODELL GRAD 803 N BUSEY u
ANDERSON GERARO V BUS1 URH FORBES 465 c 332--1131
ANDERSON GREGORY C GRAD 714 S STATE c 352--8667
ANDERSON GREGORY D AGR1 110 E ARMORY c 344--7690
ANDERSON GREGORY R GRAD 1211 W CLARK 34 u 367--5371
ANDERSON HAROLD D LAS4 1007 S 1ST 10 c 359--1876
ANDERSON HARRY R GRAD 1401 ADAMS u 367--8858
ANDERSON HENRY W ENG1 URH SCCTT 160 c 332--1415
ANDERSON HOLLY J LAS1 URH WARDALL 819 u
ANDERSON HOLLY LYNN LAS1 1202 HARRINGTON c
ANDERSON HOLLY S LAS3 1206 W CALIFORNIA u 328--1585
ANDERSON JAMES D LAS2 409 E CHALMRS c 384--5575
ANDERSON JAMES R FAA2 910 S 3RD c 337--5185
ANDERSON JAMES S BUS3 FISHER ILL
ANDERSON JANE L LAS1 URH WARDALL 1109 u 332--4534
ANDERSON JANET IVY GRAD 307 W OREGON u
ANDERSON JAYNE S LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1027 u 332--5703
ANDERSON JENNIFER A LAS5 1109 W GREEN c 356--0339
ANDERSON JOHN E LAS1 URH SNYDER 428 c 332--1833
ANDERSON JOHN H JR ENG4 1205 W CLARK u
ANDERSON JONATHAN J LAS4 701 S MATTIS c 352--1382
ANDERSON JUDITH L LAS1 URH LAR 164 u
ANDERSON KAREN A LAS6 212 E CLARK c 352--5497
ANDERSON KAPLA J PE 3 URH BUSEY 157 u
ANDERSON KATHLEEN A LAS3 URH WESTON 216 c 332--1921
ANDERSON KENNETH W GRAD OGDEN ILL
ANDERSON KIM S BUS3 110 E ARMORY c 344--7690
ANDERSON KIMBALL R LAS3 URH SCOTT 156 c 332--1411
ANDERSON LARRY ALLEN GRAD 2212 BROADMOOR c 352--0670
ANDERSON LARRY E GRAD RR 1 c
ANDERSON LIEF AGR1 GODFREY ILL
ANDERSON LINDA M FAA1 URH LAR 486 u 332--3064
ANDERSON LINDA S ED 1 URH SCOTT 396 c
ANDERSON LOPEN E LAS1 1005 S 1ST 4 c
ANDERSON MARCIA L LAS1 URH ALLEN 243 u
ANDERSON MARK C BUS2 URH GARNER 126 c 332--0698
ANDERSON MARK JAPED GRAD 307 E HEALEY 8 c 359--9650
ANDERSON MARK STEVEN LAS1 211 E ARMORY c 344-9500
ANDERSON MARTHA K LAS1 URH FLAGG 423 c
ANDERSON MARTIN D BUS1 URH WESTON 402 c 332-20
ANDERSON MARY B LAS1 URH VANDOREN 219 c 332- 0506
ANDERSON MARY E FAA1 URH LAR 108 u
ANDERSON MARY J LAS1 URH ALLEN 335 u 332- 3203
ANDERSON MARY N COM4 1208 W STOUGHTON u 344- 8250
ANDERSON MELODY M LAS3 2410 E MAIN u 344- 5969
ANDERSON MICHAEL C GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS 3 u 344- 1747
ANDERSON MICHAEL H LAS1 URH HOPKINS 246 c 332- 1221
ANDERSON MICHAEL J AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 170 u 332- 4034
ANDERSON MORRY R FAA4 812 W MAIN u 32 8-1097
ANDERSON NANCY JO GRAD 409 E CHALMRS c
236 CHICAGO AV








726 W WILSON ST
RR 1
ROUTE 1 BOX 65
2025 D ORCH ST
822 6TH ST E






1209 S 5TH ST
3537 W CAPITOL DR
RR 1
328 S WINDSOR DR
851 E CANTRELL
MAIN ST BOX 576
RR 4
57 E JOHN 7
15550 WOODLAWN E
1606 N FRANKLIN







RR 1 BOX 147
311 N MINERAL SPS
10945 S CENTRAL PK
3275 WESTCHESTER
5529 N 19TH ST
222 E PHILMAR
464 DUBLIN DR




1822 S WESLEY AV














ROUTE 3 BOX 200
1109 W GREEN
4080 ROSE AV
311 N MINERAL SPR
9 WOODRUFF DR
901 LOCUST
311 N MINERAL SPRS
403 DAVIDSON









315 W 151ST PL
17822 CHICAGO AV
10350 S LEAVITT
719 N 20TH ST
5343 WRIGHT TERR
131 S 3RD AV
BOX 63
514 LINDEN
RR 2 BOX 293
3161 LAWN
426 LINDEN ST







































































































ANDERSON NANCY L PE 4
ANDERSON NANCY L LAS3
ANDERSON NATHANIEL LAS1
ANDERSON NEAL F LAS3
ANDERSON PAMELA A LAS2
ANDERSON PATRICIA C LAS3
ANDERSON PATTI W LAS*
ANDERSON PAUL E ENG*
ANDERSON PAUL R AGR3
ANDERSON PHILIP J ENG3
ANDERSON RAMONA L LAS2
ANDERSON RICHARD ERM GRAO
ANDERSON RICHARD G AGR3
ANDERSON RICHARD LEE AGR*
ANDERSON RITA B ED 4
ANDERSON RIVERA D AGR1
ANDERSON ROBERT C BUS1
ANDERSON ROBERT M AVI*
ANDERSON ROBERTA SUE LAS*
ANDERSON ROBIN L FAA3
ANDERSON ROGER SCOTT GRAD
ANDERSON RONALD D ENG*
ANDERSON RONALD S LAS3
ANDERSON ROSS BYRON GRAD
ANDERSON ROSS T FAA2
ANDERSON RUTH E LAS1
ANDERSON RUTH H LAS1
ANDERSON SAMMY L ENG*
ANDERSON SANDRA L LAS1
ANDERSON SCOTT P ENG1
ANDERSON SIDNEY D PE 4
ANDERSON STEPHEN C LAS3
ANDERSON STEPHEN K LAS3
ANDERSON STEPHEN R ENG2
ANDERSON STEVEN G LAS*
ANDERSON STEVEN K ENG2
ANDERSON STEVEN R LAS*
ANDERSON STUART D AGR3
ANDERSON STUART D GRAD
ANDERSON SUSAN K AGR2
ANDERSON THOMAS E LAS3
ANDERSON TIMOTHY LEE GRAD
ANDERSON WALTRAUD Z LAS2
ANDERSON WAYNE F AGR3
ANDERSON WILLIAM F BUS3
ANDERSON WILLIAM J AGR3
ANDERSON WILMA F AGR2
ANDERTON CYNTHIA FOX LAS*
ANDERTON STEPHEN S GRAD
ANDES STEVEN GRAD
ANDRASEK MARIANNE ENG2
ANDRE DIANE K LAS1
ANDRE JEFFREY A FAA3
ANDRFJASICH MICHAEL LAS1
ANDRES GLENN R AGR1
ANDRES ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
ANDRES RUSSELL A JR BUS*
ANDRESEN JOHN M LAS1
ANDRESKI VINCENT J GRAD
ANDREW HAROLD F LAW3
ANDREW TERRY R FAA2
ANDREWS ALAN RICHARD GRAD
ANDREWS ANITA J ED 4
ANDREWS CAROL ANN GRAD
ANDREWS GEORGE JAMES GRAD
ANDREWS HEATHER A LAS1
ANDREWS JEFFREY L GRAD
ANDREWS JENNIFER ED 3
ANDREWS KENNETH R GRAD
ANDREWS MARCIA A LAS1
ANOREWS MICHAEL T FAA3
ANDREWS ROBERT L FAA3
ANDREWS SHARON M LAS2
ANDREWS SUSAN M LAS1
ANDREWS THOMAS W LAS1
ANDRICHIK DAVID W FAA4
ANDRICHIK DIANE D LAS4
ANDRIS LUCY RUTH GRAD
ANDRUCH JOHN P JR AGR4
ANDRUCZK LEIGH A BUS1
ANDRUSKA DONALD L LAS3
ANDRUSKA GARY M ENG1
ANESTOS THEMISTOCLES GRAD
ANFIELD CAROLINE L LAS1
ANG EVELYN LINN LAS1
ANGEL CECIL B LAS1
ANGEL ROGER K LAW2
ANGELI ROBERT ENG2
ANGELO JOSEPH E LAS2
ANGERAME WAYNE GRAD
ANGEVINE ROGER L GRAD
ANGILERI MICHAEL JR LAS1
ANGSTADT KEITH D LAS1
ANGUS JOHN A COM4
ANGUS MICHAEL G BUS1
ANGUS PAMELA K PE 1
ANIOLOWSKI JEROME J LAW3
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 415 C
URH TOWNSEND 315 U
URH SAUNDERS 304 U
1110 W NEVADA U
2025 D ORCH ST U
302 ENG HALL U
409 E CHALMRS C
31 ASHLEY LN 214 C
URH LAR 287 U
2068 C HAZWD CT U
1101 W MAIN U
2410 E MAIN 6 U
704 W NEVADA 1 U
409 E CHALMRS 1013 C
URH ALLEN 495 U
2 SALEM U
605 HARWOOD CT C
509 E STOUGHTON C
310 E CHALMERS C
1*06 STOUT U
201 E JOHN C
1003 E COLORADO 22 U
URH BABCOCK 225 U
URH ALLEN 121 U
URH FLAGG 312 C
209 E HEALEY 4 C
URH WESTON 243 C
URH BABCOCK 115 U
103 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 280 U
URH SCOTT 354 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 1114 U
PEORIA ILL
2217 S 1ST 301 C
PAXTON ILL
1205 W MAIN 1 U
312 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 12*3 C
318 ELMWOOD C
817 OAKLAND 208 U
URH TOWNSEND 513 U
TUSCOLA ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WARDALL 212 U
707 S 6TH 214 C
707 S 6TH 214 C
URH DANIELS 254 U
URH WARDALL 805 U
URH CARR 401 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 474 C
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
310 E CHALMERS 106 C
310 E WHITE 24 C
URH NOBLE 210 C
710 S BIRCH U
304 BRIAR LN C
HALLFAX NS CAN
1007 S 1ST 9 C
RCCKFORD ILL
1205 E FLORIDA 21 U
URH WESTON 300 C
URH SHERMAN 566 C
405 E JOHN 12 C
206 S GREGORY U
URH SCOTT 388 C
401 E CHALMERS 321 C
170 PADDOCK E C
URH WARDALL 612 U
2707 ALTON C
URH NOBLE 418 C
206 PADDOCK E C
206 PADDOCK E C
PEORIA HTS ILL
URH OGLESBY 603 U
3216 BRENTWOOD C
URH TAFT 420 C
URH WESTON 350 C
1213 W CLARK U
URH VANDOREN 106 C
2204 COMBES U
1303 SUMMIT RIDGE C
802 SCOTTSWOOD U
URH HOPKINS 243 C
604 E ARMORY 322 C
1108 W NEVADA 10 U
707 W CHURCH U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH NOBLE 22 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH BARTON 323 C
302 E ARMORY C

































































2068 C HAZWD CT
RR 1




ROUTE 2 BOX 143
605 HARWOOD CT
ROUTE 2 BOX 110A
629 N LOMBARD
103 NE 6TH ST
RR 1 BOX 20
4007 S CALUMET

















RR 2 BOX 26*
102 NORTH LINE RD
RR 2
RR 1
707 S 6TH 21*
707 S 6TH 21*
95*6 S COLFAX
96*7 S TULLEY AV
916 MEADOW LN
1937 E SPRUCE ST











392 E CHURCH ST
PRINCIPIA COLLEGE
73*0A AMHERST AV










1019 E WAR MEMORAL




















































































































ANKENBRANDT E M LAS1
ANKIN JACELYN S FAA2
ANSEL DONNA CRAWFORD GRAD
ANSEL LESLIE F LAS4
ANSEL MARC J LAW2
ANSELMO THOMAS J BUS1
ANSEMS ROELAND GRAD
ANSERVITZ ROBERT M GRAD
ANSLOW DAVID D ENG2
ANSOLABEHERE JEAN M GRAD
ANSPACH KENNETH G LAS3
ANSPACH WILLIAM N JR LAW2
ANTHONY DEBRA CRAIN LAS3
ANTHONY JULIANNE V GRAD
ANTHONY PAUL J ENG4
ANTHONY WELLINGTON F GRAD
ANTHONY WILLIAM D BUS3
ANTLE BETSY LASl
ANTMAN FAYE ED 4
ANTOFF RICHARD C LAS3
ANTOS STPEHN JOHN GRAD
ANTRIM PAMELA J LAS3
APEL MARK C ENG1
APHIMETEETAMRONG V GRAD
APKE MARIE J ED 1
APLINGTON DAVID R BUS2
APLINGTON KATHLEEN A LASl
APP BENJAMIN R PE 2
APPEL ALAN M BUS3
APPELBAUM LAURA RUTH GRAD
APPELBAUM STEWART N BUS2
APPELL THOMAS J ENG3
APPENZELLER BILLIE K BUS4
APPENZELLER DIANA M BUS1
APPIER BRADLEY W FAA3
APPIER JANE A AGR1
APPLE MARY K AGR
1
APPLE NEAL L LAS3
APPLEBAUM ALAN J LAS*
APPLE8AUM ELLEN F LAS2
APPLEBEY JOHN P BUS3
APPLEMAN JAMES D LAS2
APPLEMAN JOHN S ENG3
APRILL KAREN L LAS3
APTER JOHN ROBERT GRAD
AQUINO JOHN W FAA1
APASZEWSKI LORETTA J LASl
ARBUCKLE SUSAN K GRAD
ARBUTHNOT BONNIE J LASl
ARCHER JOHN T LASl
ARCHER ROBERT S VM 3
ARDISSONO JAMES A BUS3
ARDISSONO PAUL E BUS3
ARENBERG MARY E LASl
ARENDS LEONARD W ENG4
ARENSON PETER T LAS3
ARENSON RANDY K LASl
ARENSON RAYMOND R FAA3
ARENSON SUSAN L LAS3
ARENTZ JOAN MARIE LAS4
AREY RICHARD W FAA1
ARFA JACK A LAW2
ARGO PATRICIA LYNN GRAD
ARGO SHARON KELLEY GRAD
ARGO THEODORE FRANCI FAA4
ARGOSH MARK A LAS2
ARGYRAKIS PANAYIOTIS GRAD
ARIEW ROBERT ABEL GRAD
ARIEW ROGER GRAD
ARIEW SUSAN A GRAD
ARISTIZABAL OCHOA J GRAD
ARKENBERG SCOTT J LASl
ARMENGOL ARMANDO GRAD
ARMES NANCY RUTH GRAD
ARMOLD KATHY J LASl
ARMON WILLIAM J JR AGR4
ARMOND PAUL A JR GRAD
ARMOUR JAMES E LAS4
ARMOUR ROXANNE GRAD
ARMSTRONG ALLEN L FAA4
ARMSTRONG BENTON L T BUS4
ARMSTRONG CLINTON L ENG4
ARMSTRONG DAVID E LAS2
ARMSTRONG El IZABETH PE 3
ARMSTRONG GREGORY FAA2
ARMSTRONG MARGOT R AGR3
ARMSTRONG MARY BETH GRAD
ARMSTRONG MICHAEL J BUS3
ARMSTRONG RALPH W FAA5
ARMSTRONG RAY L AGR4
ARMSTRONG REBECCA S BUS3
ARMSTRONG ROBERT E L LAS3
ARMSTRONG ROGER G FAA3
ARMSTRONG ROY M GRAD
ARMSTRONG RUSSELL D BUS4
ARMSTRONG SALLY J ED 2
ARMSTRONG SHARON LEE GRAD
URH BUSEY 357 U
1104 W NEVADA U
410 W CHURCH 1 C
309 HEALEY 9 C
410 W CHURCH 1 C
604 E ARMORY 1129 C
2011 A ORCH DR U
58 E DANIEL 4 C
URH HOPKINS 152 C
2807 WILLOW PARK C
1207 W CLARK U
311 E WHITE 24 C
54 MAPLEWOOO U
URH TRELEASE 117 U
901 W SPNGFLD 4 U
1001 S COLLEGE CT U
54 MAPLEWOOD CT U
URH WARDALL 1026 U
CHICAGO ILL
604 E ARMORY 333 C
2708 HIGH CT U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 394 C
URH SHERMAN 650 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH TAFT 10 C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
1004 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 492 C
603 E WHITE C
212 E DANIEL C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 425 C
URH VANDOREN 404 C
11C8 S 1ST C
URH EVANS 117 U
910 S 3RD C
206 W WASHINGTON U
609 W CALIFORNIA U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 478 U
1109 S 4TH C
807 S RANDOLPH C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
711 W CHURCH C
URH OGLESBY 411 U
URH CLARK 305 C
DEWEY ILL
URH GAMMA HSE 8 C
604 E ARMORY 1126 C
407 W CALIFORNIA U
201 E JOHN C
201 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 288 C
WOODLANDS APTS 22 U
105 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
111 E CHALMERS 12 C
EVANSTON ILL
805 E MAIN U
805 W OREGON U
706 S 1ST 304 C
605 S 4TH 1 C
207 E WHITE C
903 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
608 S STATE 7 C
1601 N KILER C
1207 GARDEN LN C
1207 GARDEN LN C
2205 HAZWD DR 204 U
URH BARTON 10 C
2111 HAZWD DR U
602 E STOUGHTON 22 C
URH SAUNDERS 301 U
PHILO ILL
URH SHERMAN 347 C
111 E CHALMERS 9 C
1205 E FLORIDA 22 U
1006 S 3RD 6 C
2610 E ILLINOIS U
1207 GARDEN HILLS C
URH ALLEN 15 U
1202 W NEVADA U
711 W ILLINOIS U
MENDOTA ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
212 E DANIEL C
812 W HILL C
RR 3 C
ROUTE 150 U
209 E ARMORY C
PR 3 C
CE BLDG B211 U
1016 CRESCENT C

































































410 W CHURCH 1
9157 S CHAPPEL










351 N MISSION AV
1001 S COLLEGE CT
54 MAPLEWOOD CT
24 AV MALMAISON
2546 B W JEROME ST







5918 N ELM LN
24 HAMILTON AV







3318 33RD AV CT




821 N SPRING ST
10 HARMON DR
10 HARMON DR
1739 E 86TH ST
219 LEE
ROUTE 2 BOX 210
























CRERA 83 C 33-71
930 N FORREST AV





111 E CHALMERS 9




















































































































ARMSTRONG SUSAN L FAA1
ARMSTRONG THOMAS W GRAD
ARMSTRONG WANDA GRAD
ARMSTRONG WILLIAM GRAD
ARNOT DANIEL L AGR1
ARNDT RUTH C LAS2
ARNDT THOMAS C LAS3
ARNETT JEAN M LAS1
ARNETT RICHARD D LAS2
ARNOFF LAWRENCE H LAS2
ARNOLD CHARLES D ENG3
ARNOLD CLIFTON BUS3
ARNOLD DOUGLAS S LAS4
ARNOLD JEAN MARIAN LAS4
ARNOLD JOHN M LAS2
ARNOLD JOSEPH H JR GRAD
ARNOLD KATRINA LAS2
ARNOLD KENNETH D LAS1
ARNOLD PATRICIA C LAS2
ARNOLD PHYLLIS JEAN GRAD
ARNOLD ROBERT JAMES GRAD
ARNOLD RONALD G ENG4
ARNOLD SANDRA L PE 1
ARNOLD STEVEN G BUS3
ARNOLD VOIZA OLSON GRAD
ARNOST MICHAEL J LAS3
APNOTE JAN G LAS3
ARNSTEIN SYLVIA C FAA1
ARNTZEN DAVID M BUS3
ARON ALYSA B LAS1
ARONESTI SHEILA R ED 1
ARONS RAND E AGR1
ARONSON EVERETT VM 2
ARONSON JUDITH LAS1
ARORA ANIL KUMAR GRAD
ARREGUIN ESTHER R GRAD
APRIGHY RONALD FAA1
ARRIGO DINA M LAS1
ARSONS GEORGEAN E M GRAD
ARTEBERRY JOAN KAY GRAD
ARTER DAVIO BRUCE GRAD
ARTER JUDITH LAND GRAD
ARTHOFER DONNA A LAS1
ARTHUR DOUGLAS P BUS2
ARTHUR ROBERT BRUCE BMS1
ARTS ARNOLD MARTIN GRAD
APTZ ROSANNE L AGR1
ARVEY STEVEN M LAS2
ASANO SHIRO GRAD
ASBURY THOMAS SCOTT GRAD
ASCHAUER RUTH E LAS3
ASCHER BARRY H ENG4
ASCHWANOEN CHARLES R LAS2
ASENSIO JUAN A LAS2
ASH ANTHONY DECOSTA GRAD
ASH JAMES R FAA4
ASH WILLIAM B LAS6
ASHBAUGH JIMMY H BUS4
ASHBAUGH JOHN DAVID GRAD
ASHBURN NANCY F LAS4
ASHBY FRANKLIN E BUS4
ASHBY JOHN A LAS1
ASHE TIMOTHY J LAS1
ASHE WILLIAM M BUS4
ASHEIM PAUL W BUS3
ASHER DEBORAH L LAS1
ASHER IRA M LAS3
ASHER LOUIS TOPPY ED 4
ASHER SHARON KAY GRAD
ASHER SHELDON D BUS2
ASHFORD ADRIENNE R LAW1
ASHFORD JOHN LEWIS FAA2
ASHLEY DANIEL J LAS3
ASHLEY JAY E LAS4
ASHLEY LANE J LAS4
ASHLEY LAUREN P FAA1
ASHLDCK GILBERT L AGR3
ASHLOCK RANDALL E ENG2
ASHTON JAMES B LAS4
ASHTON MARGARET J LAS2
ASHWELL SUSAN M LAS3
ASHWORTH CATHLEEN C FAA2
ASKEW CHARLES P FAA4
ASKEW DUANE CLYDE GRAD
ASKEW GERTRUDE A GRAD
ASPELIN JOHN H LAW3
ASPER CHERYL D LAS4
ASPER MARY J AGR3
ASPLUND CHARLES E LAS1
ASSEFA ZEWDINEH GRAD
ASSELBORN DEAN E BUS3
ASSELIN GILLES P GRAD
ASTROLOGFS GARY W GRAD
ASZMAN MICHAEL J LAS1
ATCHISON LINDA J LAS3
ATCHLEY DARYL N FAA4









604 E ARMORY 244
402 W GREEN 2
URH OGLESBY 720
302 S 4TH 2
109 W WILLIAM



























2116 ORCH ST 204
2116 ORCH ST 204
URH GAMMA HSE 6
604 E ARMORY





501 1/2 E GREEN
URH ALLEN 301




2116 ORCH ST 201
ALTON ILL
800 S MATTIS 20
502 WELM 13
608 S STATE 13
118 HOLIDAY PK 35f
URH FORBES 396
URH SCOTT 463
1605 N SUMMIT RDG
212 E DANIEL
URH LAR 235
910 S 3RD 1123
1005 CALIFORNIA
502 E WHITE 36
URH OGLESBY 1107
1110 1/2 S ARBOR


























































































































613 W 6TH ST
431 SILVERLEAP




















9232 N KOSTNER AV
8945 CHAPPEL
3813 SHERWIN AV





1712 W 103RD ST
2408 E NEVADA
221 S 2ND ST






1343 W NEWPORT AV
260 LAKESIDE PL
5-339 KAKESU-TOYA
501 1/2 E GREEN
4344 ELM ST
2410 E MAIN 12





800 S MATTIS 20
502 W ELM 13
406 23RD ST
118 HOLIDAY PARK
IS 285 EUCLID AV
9647 S VANDERPOEL
1605 N SUMMIT RIDG
1605 E WASHINGTCN
4900 N GLENWOOD AV
505 MANCHESTER DR
322 JACKSON
502 E WHITE 36
5261 FARGO
7649 S EBERHART















RR 1 BOX 130
RR 2




909 S 5TH 260





































































































ATEN SCOT S LAS1
ATHANASES STEVEN Z LAS2
ATHEY RALPH RANDOLPH GRAD
ATKIN ROBERT STEWART GRAD
ATKINS BEVERLY ANN GRAD
ATKINS GEORGE W BUS3
*ATKINS KENNETH LEE GRAD
ATKINS RONALD LEE LAS2
ATKINSON CAVIO E LAS4
ATKINSON DAVID TRACY GRAD
ATKINSON JOHN K LAS2
ATKINSON OBBIE T LAS6
ATLAS ALVIN C LAS3
ATLAS BARRY F LAS4
ATLAS DAVID S LAS1
ATLAS ROBIN A LAS3
ATLAS SUSAN J LAS1
ATON GERRY RAPLEY GRAD
ATON RUTH C FAA2
ATON THOMAS JOHN GRAD
ATOR R GREGORY BUS3
ATTAJARUSIT T GRAD
ATTEBERRY MARTHA S GRAD
ATTIG JOHN N AVI3
ATWELL ROBERT D AGR1
ATWOOD CHARLES L FAA3
ATWOOD DOUGLAS WAYNE GRAO
ATWOOD HERBERT W ED 3
ATWOOD JIMMY DEE GRAD
AU HARRIS SIU YAN ENG2
AU JOSEPH JIM-SAI GRAD
AU POUNG-SHOW GRAD
AU YUF-KONG GRAD
AUBRECHT KATHRYN A LAS4
AUCUNAS DANIEL AGR3
AUDO ANTHONY JAMES FAA6
AUERBACH MYRON B LAS4
AUERBACH VIVIAN S LAS3
AUFDERHEIDE ANN B LAS4
*AUFMUTH RAYMOND E GRAD
AUGELLO ELISSA M LAS1
AUGITTO JOSEPH ANTHO FAA4
AUGUST BRETT A LAS3
AUGUST SUSAN L AGR2
AUGUSTINE A J JR LAW3
AUGUSTINE KATHRYN N GRAD
AUGUSTINE WILLIAM L VM 2
AUKERMAN LYNN GRAD
AUKERMAN RONALD K ENG6
AUKES LEWIS EHME GRAD
AUL JERRY S AGR3
AULD RONALD C ENG2
AULERT ROBERT H JR BUS4
AULT DONALD F LAS3
AULT RONALD GEORGE BUS6
AUMENT HARRY GLEN GRAD
AUMILLER BARBARA B GRAO
AUMILLER BILL J FAA4
AUMILLER ROBERT M BUS4
AUPPERLE DAVID A AGR4
AUREAU DOMINIQUE FAA5
AURFLIUS DEBBIE L FAA1
AURENCHE JEAN-PIERRE GRAD
AUSBECK PAUL J AGR2
AUSICH WILLIAM I LAS3
AUSTERMUEHLE PAUL F LAS2
AUSTIN DAVID C LAS1
AUSTIN DAVID ROSS GRAD
AUSTIN DREW E FAA1
AUSTIN ROBERT H GRAD
AUSTIN THEODORE R BUS2
AUTH ERIC A LAS1
AUTH MARY K FAA3
AUTOR STEPHEN ROGER GRAD
AVAKIAN NANCY L AGR3
AVCIN MATTHEW JOHN GRAD
AVCIN SUSAN BOSWORTH GRAD
AVELLANEDA ANDRES GRAD
AVELLANEDA MARGARITA GRAD
AVERY CAROL J FAA2
AVERY CHAD H AGR2
AVERY CHRIS LAS1
AVERY GALEN W BUS3
AVERY JAMES PAUL GRAD
AVERY SUSAN RYKALA GRAD
AVIGDOR DAVID GRAD
AVNER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
AVRIL GARY L ENG3
AWALT MICHAEL J LAS1
AWE DARVIN R BUS3
AWKER RANDAL WILLIAM GRAD
AWOYALF JAMES Y GRAD
AWUWOLOYE EZEKIEL GRAD
AX BARBARA HERMANN ED 4
AX ROY L JR AGR4
AX WAYNE A LAS3
AXELPOD DAVID J LAS2
803 E OREGON U 344-3116
URH ALLEN 259 U 332-3343
1409 N HICKORY C 356-6499
507 N PRAIRIE 2 C 359-5090
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
1107 S 3RD 303 C
LA CRESCENTA CAL
101 S GRFGORY U
URH TOWNSEND 245 U 332-4080
BCURBONNAIS ILL
URH TAFT 323 C 332-0648
607 HARWOOD CT C
610 W WASHINGTON U
1505 KIRBY 4 C 356-0275
907 S 4TH C
701 W ELM U 344-6820
910 S 3RD C 337-5195
1021 ANDERSON U 344-7633
203 W NEVADA U 328-3907
1021 ANDERSON U 344-7633
409 E CHALMRS C 332-1731
STA A BOX 2886 C 333-1657
MATTOON ILL
112 E JOHN C 3 56-7678
URH SCOTT 240 C
URH TOWNSEND 253 U 332-4088
2207 PHILO RD U 328-2956
RANTOUL ILL
908 CRESCENT 14 C 359-8568
URH TOWNSEND 413 U 332-4186
313 MET Z. MIN BLDG U 333-4940
304 W CALIFORNIA U
1204 W STOUGHTON U 367-8674
1202 W NEVADA U 328-1420
EVANSTON ILL
GILLESPIE ILL
307 E HEALEY 15 C
401 E CHALMERS 524 C 367-0550
808 S LINCOLN 8 U
2603 VALKAR C 356-2186
URH LAR 467 U
318 ELMWOOD C 359-9244
PEORIA ILL
BOX 502 U
307 S PRAIRIE 18 C 359-8705
URH SHERMAN 1347 C
1406 E FAIRLAWN U 344-7632
DANVILLE ILL
2320 E UNIVERSITY C 328-3763
RANTOUL ILL
604 E CHALMERS C 344-1558
40 MAPLEWOOD U 344-6281
1111 S 1ST C 344-8483
URH SNYDER 171 C 332-1660
URH SHERMAN 228 C 332-4663
214 W WASHINGTON 5 C
2003 B ORCH ST U
2003 B ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 172 C 332-1421
408 E MICHIGAN 5 U
1108 S 1ST C 34^-9562
URH LAR 118 U
810 W STOUGHTON U 367-3365
URH SNYDER 467 C
URH GARNER 420 C 332-0859
URH SAUNDERS 408 U 332-3785
URH BARTON 118 U 332-0201
1405 BRIARCLIFF U 367-0161
URH EVANS 205 U
909 W MAIN U
105 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 1208 C 334-1266
URH VANDOREN 121 C 332-0206
DANVILLE ILL
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
905 S 1ST 24 C
1005 S 6TH 23 C 344-1774
905 S MATTIS 3 C 359-8887
905 S MATTIS 3 C 359-8887
URH SCOTT 216 C 332-1441
1010 S 2ND C 332-1872
URH FORBES 406 C 332-1090
305 S 4TH 7 C
1001 E COLORADO 41 U 344-5274
1001 E COLORADO 41 U 344-5274
403 S COLER U
1607 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 278 U 332-4105
URH ALLEN 277 U
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
903 E COLORADO 65 U
URH DANIELS 104 U
405 S 6TH C 359-8318
30 MAPLEWOOD U 344-8460
30 MAPLEWOOD U 344-8460
1111 S 1ST C 344-7231
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9^59
10
115 E FULLER
681 VALLEY PARK DP
1409 N HICKORY




60 E 100TH PL
1352 MARGRET ST
LASALLE OR




















4830 N CNTRL PK AV













307 S PRAIRIE 18










3632 W 55TH ST
3649 N MAIN
1933 N 75TH CT
7632 DEVON
103 SUNSET
8 RUE DU FOUR
14808 SHEPARD DR
46 RUE PIERE DUPNT
17631 GOLFVIEW AV











905 S 1ST 24
1005 S 6TH
905 S MATTIS 3




915 N HELFRICH AV
415 HILLCREST DR














































































































AXELROO JANICE A ED 3
AXELROO SUSAN BURD GRAD
AXELSON CARL MARK GRAD
AXEN WENDI L ED 2
AXFORD ROY A ENG1
AXNESS JOHN K ENG2
AYERS BETH ANN GRAD
AYERS JAMES RODNEY BUS4
AYERS ROBERT R AGR1
AYERS TERRY G ENG2
AYERS WILLIAM R ENG3
AYLWARD LINCA L ED 3
AYRAULT GUY GRAD
AYRES KATHLEEN M LAS2
AYRES RICHARD A ENG1
AYRTON MICHAEL R LAS2
AZMA JAHANGIR GRAD
AZOFF SHARI L LAS3
AZWAR NORMAN RAZIEF GRAD
8ABAKHANIAN GRACE S GRAD
BABAMOV VASIL KRUM GRAD
BABB RICHARD A BUS2
BABBITT JEAN H FAA4
BABBITT ROBERT H LAS4
BABBS ELIZABETH M ED 4
BABCOCK BOBBY R LAS2
BABCOCK MEAD D BUS2
BABENDIR BRUCE J BUS1
BABIARZ CAROL J LAS3
BABIN STEVEN L LAS3
BABULA DAVID A BUS1
BACCHI OIANE M FAA4
BACE LYNN A LAS3
*BACH DUANE REUBEN BUS3
BACH EDWARD E JR BUS3
BACH HAROLD WILLIAM AGR4
BACH JULIE M LAS1
BACH LYDIA A LAS4
BACH MARY L LAS4
BACH ROBERT FAA4
BACHAR ROBERT S AGR1
BACHELDER LYNN A LAS4
BACHERT PAULA K LAS1
*BACHHUBER JOHN J GRAO
*BACHHUBER KPISTINE F LAS2
BACHHUBER ROBERT W COM4
BACHHUBER WENDY L LAS3
BACHLEDA MATTHEW E AGR2
BACHMAN DEAN E AGR4
*BACHMAN GEORGE T GRAD
BACHMAN JANET M GRAD
BACHMAN PAULA L FAA1
BACHMAN PHILIP L GRAD
BACHMAN THEODORE J FAA1
BACHNER THOMAS J BUS1
BACHRACH BURTON FRED GRAD
BACHRACH MARGARET S FAA4
BACHTA JOSEPH K BJS4
BACKE CAROL LYNNE LAS3
BACKEY CELIA M GRAD
BACKEY JAMES EARL GRAD
BACKOF CHARLES A JR GRAD
BACKS WILLIAM M LAS4
BACKUS CAROLYN ALICE GRAD
BACON NED ALAN GRAD
BACON THOMAS F LAS2
BACONE JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
BADAL JULIA CAROLINE GRAD
BADE COLLEEN L LAS1
BADER RICHARD MYRLEN GRAD
BADESCH SCOTT B LAS2
BADGLEY BRAD L LAS3
BADGLEY KIRK W BUS1
BADNER LAURA D LAS1
BAECHLE BARBARA M AGR3
BAECHLE CLARE A FAA1
BAECHLE DANIEL A LAS4
BAECHLE FRED B BUS3
BAEDER ALICE J LAS4
BAEDER ARTHUR III VM 4
BAEK YOUNG KEE GRAD
BAER DAVIO A LAS4
BAER JEFFREY A FAA4
BAER KEITH D LAS2
BAER NANCY B AGR1
BAER RICHARD K LAS3
BAER ROBERT BONHAM LAS4
BAER ROBERT S LAS3
BAGANS JULIE A LAS1
BAGBY BEATRICE HILL GRAD
BAGBY ROBIN E FAA2
BAGDONAS SAULIUS C ENG2
BAGLFY KAREN D LAS3
BAGNES DIANE M GRAD
BAHLER GLENN R FAA2
BAHR JANICE M GRAD
BAHR PHILLIP H FAA2
512 E CLARK 32 C
2702 N DALE C
2017 PHILO RD 18 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 425 U
URH GARNER 211 C
1405 E STOUT U
1402 MCKINLEY 1 C
1 10 E ARMORY C
3109 WILLIAM C
110 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 305 U
1007 S OAK C
404 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 231 U
BADEN AUST
URH DANIELS 353 U
512 E STOUGHTON C
1934 C ORCH ST U
706 W PENN U
300 S GOODWIN 213 U
211 E ARMORY C
907 S WRIGHT C
1105 S 1ST C
305 DODSON W U
25 MAGNOLIA C
URH TOWNSEND 214 U
910 S 3RD C
308 N ROMINE U
105 S GLOVER U
URH NOBLE 117 C
616 W HILL C
302 E ARMORY C
1714 ALLEN CT U
312 E ARMORY C
1505 KIRBY 7 7 C
URH LAR 117 U
411 E HEALEY C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
VERSAILLES FR
URH FORBES 461 C
57 E JOHN 1 C
URH EVANS 205 U
2063 B ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 328 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 366 C
809 W PENN U
1201 E FLORIDA 22 U
201 E CALIFORNIA U
URH CLARK 231 C
1219 JOANNE LN C
URH WESTON 454 C
URH ALLEN 477 U
1010 COLORADO U
800 1/2 S VINE U
1106 S 3RD C
311 E GREEN C
201 N LYNN 30 C
201 N LYNN 30 C
907 S 2ND C
2C7 E HEALEY 4 C
109 S BUSEY 5 U
2017 VAWTER U
911 S 4TH C
808 N LINCOLN 7 U
620 W HEALEY C
URH CARP 204 U
URH OGLESBY 714 U
910 S 3RD C
713 W OHIO U
713 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1024 U
5C2 E HEALEY 203 C
110 E ARMORY C
EAPCELONA SP
PR 1 U
1835 A ORCH PL U
STA A BX 2816 C
603 S BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 341 U
URH HOPKINS 330 C
309 E DANIEL C
TUSCOLA ILL
URH LUNDGREN 307 C
URH LAR 425 U
RR 2 C
6 SAFFER CT U
URH ALLEN 15 U
510 E CLARK 22 C
216 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
1108 S 1ST C
406 W WHITE C










































































6217 N ST LOUIS
2702 N DALE
13729 FORDHAM CT
561 MARY JANE LN









200 E AIRLINE OR






















3440 N EMERSON ST
5206 W NELSON
4 LANCELOT PL




1380 W MAIN ST 4
429 JANSSEN AV
625 S EDWARD ST
625 S EDWARD ST
RR 1 BOX B 9







800 1/2 S VINE
12408 S EGGLESTON
1707 GRANT AV
201 N LYNN 30





9652 S HOYNE AV












304 E SCHOOL LN
PR 1







907 E MARION ST
316 ANTHONY ST
RR 2
512 N SHELDON ST
7236 S FAIRFIELD
840 E HARRISON
216 1/2 W MAIN 3
4836 WASHINGTON
815 S 9TH


































































































BAHRY DONNA LYNN GRAD
BAIER JAMES P BUS3
BAIER JON DAVID GRAD
BAIER THOMAS E LAS1
BAIETTO MICHAEL E PE 2
BAIL JAMES L LAS4
BAILEN JOHN R LAS4
BAILEY BONNIE I FAA4
BAILEY DEBORAH J LAS1
BAILEY FRENCHIE H GRAD
*BAILEY JACK BOWMAN GRAD
BAILEY JAMES R JR LAS3
BAILEY JAMES STEPHEN GRAD
*BAILEY JAMES ZUILL GRAD
BAILEY JANE E LAS2
BAILEY JANE M ED 1
BAILEY JOHN L LAS4
BAILEY JOHN M LAS4
BAILEY JOHN T ENG1
BAILEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
BAILEY KATHLEEN C GRAD
BAILEY KEITH DONALD GRAD
BAILEY LINDA L AGR3
BAILEY MARSHA L LAS3
BAILEY MARTHA JANE GRAD
BAILEY NORMA J GRAD
BAILEY OLA SISTONIA GRAD
BAILEY PAMELA MARY GRAD
BAILEY PHYLLIS MARIE GRAD
BAILEY RAYMOND LAS3
BAILEY ROBERT ELLIS GRAD
BAILEY ROBERT G LAS1
BAILEY ROBERT W FAA3
BAILEY SHARON S LAS2
BAILEY SUSAN J LAS3
BAILEY WILLIE HENRY GRAD
BAILEY YVONNE LAS2
BAILIE DAVID A LAW1
BAILLEU KENNETH ROSS GRAD
BAIN GARY LAS2
BAIN HOWARD MITCHELL GRAD
BAINBRIDGE CHARLES D LAS1
BAINBRIDGE ROBERT C LAS3
BAINS NORMA JENCKES GRAD
BAIR CYNTHIA M LAS3
BAIR KATHLEEN L LAS3
BAIR STEVE LOWELL LAS6
BAIRD BARBARA S LAS1
BAIRD CRAIG A LAS2
BAIRD JAMES W FAA1
BAITS CYNTHIA J LAS1
BAJARS RITA N LAS3
BAJJALIEH NICHOLI L AGR3
BAJJALIEH SANDRA M LAS2
BAKER ALLEN R ENG3
BAKER BETTY J LAS2
BAKER BR ION ENGl
BAKER BRUCE J LAS1
BAKER DANIEL L JR FAA4
BAKER DAVID GENE GRAD
BAKER DONALD S VM 1
BAKER EDWARD E AGR4
BAKER EILEEN M VM 1
BAKER ELIZABETH R LAS4
BAKER GARY GENE PE 4
BAKER GARY S ENGl
BAKER HOLLIS J LAS2
BAKER JAMES SCOTT GRAD
BAKER JEFFREY A BUS3
BAKER JEFFREY EWING GRAD
BAKER JOHN ALAN GRAD
BAKER JOHN HAYWARD LAS3
BAKER JOYCE ANN GRAD
BAKER MARGARET L LAS4
BAKER MARY B AGR2
BAKER MICHAEL EUGENE GRAD
BAKER MONTY RAY GRAD
BAKER NANCY K BUS3
BAKER NICHOLAS C LAS2
BAKER PAMELA J PE 1
BAKER PAUL A ENG4
BAKER RICHARD H LAS2
BAKER SUZANNE I LAS3
BAKER THOMAS HOWARD BUS6
BAKER TIMOTHY G AGR4
BAKHREBAH SALEH A GRAD
BAKKE N1LES K BUS3
BAKORI MUHAMMADU D AGR5
BAKOWSKI EDWIN C ENG2
BALAKRISHNAN T R GRAD
BALANDRIN JORGE E ENGl
BALASI MARK G FAA3
BALAZS RONALD M ENG3
BALBACH EDITH D COM3
BALBACH MARGARET K GRAD
BALCH CLIFTON J FAA1
BALDACCI JOHN W ENG3
602 S BROADWAY U
URH TAFT 407 C
204 PADDOCK E C
URH HOPKINS 225 C
309 E CHALMERS C
1316 1/2 S ALMS C
502 S MATTIS C
URH GARNER 372 C
URH WARDALL 504 U
2203 HAZWD DR 201 U
406 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH FORBES 211 C
406 W HEALEY C
2110 ORCH ST 303 U
URH WESTON 106 C
URH CARR 423 U
605 S 5TH 11 C
1412 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SCOTT 382 C
206 W WHITE C
409 W ELM 11 U
17 DUNELLEN U
309 E HEALY 11 C
1004 S 4TH C
811 S MATTIS 5 C
DANVILLE ILL
1108 S LINCOLN U
605 S BIRCH U
URH SHERMAN 323 C
URH FORBES 319 C
605 S BIRCH U
URH ALLEN 43 U
1007 S 3RD C
1009 W EUREKA C
313 E JOHN C
2203 HAZWD DR 201 U
URH BUSEY 233 U
110 S GREGORY U
601 W CLARK C
409 E CHALMRS C
807 S RANDOLF 3 C
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
45 IVANHOE RR 4 U
PROVIDENCE R I
URH WARDALL 525 U
DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL
405 F JOHN 17 C
601 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 1 U
URH LAR 113 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH HOPKINS 471 C
URH LAR 313 U
904 W GREEN 421 U
1905 N CUNNINGHAM U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
216 E GREGORY 304 C
501 W SPNGFLD C
2028 D HAZWD CT U
2608 BROWNFLD RD U
2028 HAZWD CT U
907 W MAIN 1 U
310 S PRAIRIE 101 C
URH SNYDER 388 C
URH TRELEASE 203 U
PARK FOREST ILL
URH BLAISDELL 128 U
156 PADDOCK E 3 C
904 N BROADWAY 9 U
1004 S 4TH C
703 E COLORADO 302 U
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
508 E ARMORY C
510 E CLARK 12 C
1206 FOOTHILL C
904 W GREEN 502 U
URH FORBES 313 C
URH LAR 132 U
309 S NEIL 2 C
112 E JOHN C
410 E GREEN C
302 E JOHN 1102 C
57 IVANHOE RR 4 U
2028 A HAZWD CT U
1101 W PENN U
205 W HIGH U
URH OGLESBY 821 U
614 W ILLINOIS U
212 E CHALMERS 9 C
58 E JOHN C
311 E ARMORY C
58 E JOHN 9 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 731 U


















































1096 S MAIN ST
8145 S CENTRAL AV
204 PADDOCK E
8145 S CENTRAL




1142F E 81ST ST
2203 HAZWD DR 201
2349 ORA DR














16 W 16TH ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 63
605 S BIRCH
923 W 21ST ST
2207 SPRING ST
605 S BIRCH




ROUTE 1 BOX 13
8412 S KERFOOT
1130 WESTERN AV






1708 ST CLAIR DP
1571 W DECATUR ST
1571 W DECATUR
851 S MCKINLEY








30 N AHWAHNEE RD
1125 HEATHERFIELD
3817 S DAMEN
1703 W 3RD ST
422 S CENTER ST
2608 BROWNFIELD RD
422 S CENTER ST
416 E 66TH TERR
310 S PRAIRIE 101




156 PADDOCK E 3
1745 187TH ST
659 RAMBLEWOOD

















157 W KIAWAI NAGAR
1318 W WINNEMAC
305 MELODY LN







































































































BALDINI GENE F FAA3
BALDINO SANDRA C GRAD
*BALDINO THOMAS J GRAD
BALDO ELIZABETH LAS3
BALDONI JOSEPH G II GRAD
BALDRIGE KAREN S VM 1
BALDWIN GARY JOHN GRAD
BALDWIN JEFFREY D ENG2
BALDWIN JOHN JAY III GRAD
BALDWIN LINDA J ED 1
BALDWIN PAMELA ROSE LAS2
BALEIKO SUSAN E FAA2
BALESH EDWARD T LAS2
BALGLEY KATHLEEN A LAS3
BALIKA MARY B LAS1
BALIN PAULA M LAS3
BALINSKI DEBRA M LAS1
BALIS RICHARD A LAS1
BALKEMA CAROLYN JO GRAD
BALKEY JACK T BUS3
BALKIN SHEREE B LAS1
BALL BONNIE L AGR4
BALL CHRISTINE L LAS3
*BALL JOE GRAHAM GRAD
BALL JON W ENG1
*BALLARD EDWARD NEAL GRAD
BALLARD JOYCE E GRAD
BALLARD KARL D AGR3
BALLARD LINDA J LAS3
BALLARD LON R ENG2
BALLARD MARK J LAS2
BALLARD NEAL C BUS3
BALLARD REBECCA J BUS3
BALLARD VIRGINIA M PE 2
BALLENGER ROSE M LAS1
BALLENGFR THERESA I LAS1
BALLHEIM JOHN W GRAD
BALLIET EARL JAMES GRAD
BALLIN BARBARA J LAS1
BALLIN SHARON G COM3
BALLIS LINDA S LAS1
BALLOU ALAN E ENG4
BALLWANZ SANDRA J LAS1
BALQG CYRIL EDWARD GRAD
BALSAN JOHN R ENG4
BALSANO BRUCE BUS4
BALSIS GLENN R BUS1
BALSLEY LAURENCE E ENG4
BALSONE JAMES V BUS3
BALSTER NANCY LOUISE GRAD
BALSTERS KENNETH E AGR4
BALTAXE JAMES BERNAR GRAD
BALTHAZOR TERRELL M GRAD
BALU DALE M ENG3
BAMBERGER JUDY A LAS3
BANAK TATIANA E AGR1
BANBURY RICHARD H ENG4
BANDOLIK STEVEN D BUS1
BANDSTRA ARNOLD B JR GRAD
BANDY JOHN R LAS4
BANE DAVID P AGR3
BANE GEORGE E AGR1
BANE GERALDINE ANN ED 1
BANET DAVID J LAS2
BANFI CARL E LAS2
BANG JOHN G BUS3
BANGASSER LINDA K FAA2
BANGHAM MARY RAFTERY GRAD
BANGO GERALD J GRAD
BANICH WILLIAM R LAS4
BANIES DIANE FAA1
BANIEWICZ ROBERT J ENG3
BANIHASHEM ALI ENG2
BANION RONALD L GRAD
BANK HARRIET R ED 2
BANKS ANNE C LAS1
BANKS BEVERLY A BUS3
BANKS CAROLYN J GRAD
BANKS DANIEL L ENG1
BANKS DAWSON III LAS1
BANKS DEBORAH KAYE FAA4
BANKS FREDERICK Z ENG3
BANKS KASANDREA J GRAD
BANKS MARSHALL D GRAD
BANKS NATHANIEL C FAA4
BANKS RICARDO ONEALE LAS1
BANKS WILSON PALMER GRAD
BANKSON CLYDE R JR BUS1
BANNER JOHN G BUS4
BANNON JILL A LAS4
BANNON RICHARD M BUS1
BANON HOOSHANG ENG1
BANOV DAVID W GRAD
BANSBACH CHARLES J BUS1
BANTZ JAMES R BUS3
BANTZ LINDA M PE 1
BAO MARY Y LAS3
408 E GREEN C
2055 B ORCH ST U
2055 B ORCH ST U
313 E JOHN 6 C
BOX 114 C
34 LEXINGTON U
URH GARNER 130 C
1006 W WHITE C
300 S GOODWIN 307 U
URH SCOTT 225 C
407 S STATE 8 C
URH CARR 224 U
URH SCOTT 343 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 125 U
205 E CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 404 U
URH SNYDER 492 C
221 W MAIN 2 U
501 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
905 E COLORADO 46 U
409 E CHALMERS C
2020 N MATTIS 303 C
1111 S 1ST C
2004 CURETON U
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
502 E WHITE 17 C
402 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 294 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 125 U
904 W GREEN U
URH GARNER 243 C
URH TRELEASE 1127 U
URH SHERMAN 360 C
807 W NEVADA U
URH EVANS 311 U
712 W ILLINOIS U
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
605 S BROADWAY U
URH LAR 387 U
1005 S MATTIS 2-8 C
URH FORBES 123 C
2025 C ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 1121 U
2305 W RODNEY C
306 1/2 E GREEN U
URH DANIELS 374 U
801 W NEVADA U
CAVENPORT HALL 109 U
1113 W GREEN 319 U
NORMAL ILL
506 E SPNGFLD C
URH SCOTT 290 C
510 W PARK C
409 E CHALMRS C
406 S EDWIN C
206 W WASHINGTON U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 624 U
URH HOPKINS 294 C
URH ALLEN 373 U
1002 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 912 U
107 E HEALEY 10 C
504 E ARMORY DR C
804 W PARK U
URH LAR 304 U
URH OGLESBY 1017 U
URH OGLESBY 607 U
308 E MICHIGAN U
904 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 226 U
URH GARNER 358 C
URH SHERMAN 767 C
URH HOPKINS 338 C
923 N LINVIEW U
407 N 3RD C
910 S 3RD 514 C
CHICAGO ILL
205 BLISS U
407 N 3RD C
106 E HEALEY C
NORMAL ILL
MOUNDS ILL
URH OGLESBY 801 U
1108 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 325 C
URH HOPKINS 172 C
1809 S LYNNWOOD C
804 W OREGON U
1002 W OREGON U
URH LAR 391 U























































1618 S CLARION ST
2706 S 16TH ST
851 S WOLF RD
14 HACKNEY LN






6043 W GIDDINGS ST












ROUTE 1 BOX 182
818 SHADWELL
905 S ELM ST
RR 1
3620 S RHODES 201
RR 1
RR 4
101 W LESLIE LN
RR 1
1031 CHERRY




1905 N 76TH CT
1905 N 76TH CT
220 BRAEBURN LN
1117 HAWKINSON 11
4818 W SCHOOL ST
1005 S MATTIS 2-8
10642 S TERRY DR
935 S 8TH AV
816 BRYAN ST
2305 W RODNEY
306 1/2 E GREEN
2 DAWN DR
RR 1 BOX 10
DAVENPORT HALL 109
1113 W GREEN 319
605 W PINE 15
506 E SPNGFLD 2
1936 S 24TH AV









413 S CARLYLE PL
1314 W LINCOLN





















5531 W AGATITE AV
22 DALE ALLEN DR
15044 CHICAGO RD
28 KHORSHID ST KKH
1809 S LYNNWOOD
700 N STONE
7 N WILLIAM ST




































































































BAPST LAWRENCE J ENG1
BARACH KAREN G FAA4
BARAN BRIAN C AGR1
BARAN JOHN P FAA6
BARAN LEONARD C ENG2
BARAN MARY A LAS4
BARAN SANFORD B ENG4
BARANOWSKI JAMES R LAS1
BARANOWSKI WAYNE S BUS4
BARANSKI RICHARD A LAS1
BARAVIK DAVID P BUS*
BARBAKOFF ROBIN B ED 2
BARBARO ANTHONY J ENG3
BARBASCH DAN M GRAD
*BARBER ANNE D LAS3
BARBER ANTHONY W AGR2
BARBER CARLA S ED 3
BARBER JEFFREY ALAN GRAD
BARBER KAREN A BUS3
BARBER MICHAEL T LAS2
BARBER PAUL FREDRICK GRAD
BARBER RICHARD E COM3
BARBER STEVE E LAS!
BARBERIE SUSAN E BUS1
BARBIER WAYNE A BUS2
BARBOUR DALE KEITH GRAD
BARBOUR JAMES L LAS1
BARBRE ALAN R AGR3
BARBULESCO NOEL K GRAD
BARCLAY ALLEN K LAS1
BARCLAY CRAIG ROBERT GRAD
BARCLAY DOROTHEA S LAS1
BARCLAY JANICE L LAS2
BARCLAY WILLIAM P VM 1
BARCROFT ERIN W GRAD
BARCUS DAVID L LAS1
BARD HELENE M LAS3
BARD MICHAEL R FAAl
BARDEAU ROBERT T BUS1
BAROELMEIER DENNIS G VH 4
BARDEN YVONNE DEE GRAD
BARDUSCH ALBERT T GRAD
BARDUSCH VIRGINIA E LAS2
BAREN BARBARA S AGR1
BARENDREGT EEA J BUS2
BARENFANGER C JR GRAD
BARENFANGER WALTER E FAA2
BARESEL CRAIG F LAS2
BARG JUDITH J LAS2
BARGER ROBERT CALVIN GRAD
BARGPEN ELIZABETH L LAS4
BARGREN PAUL E COM4
BARHAM JOEL R LAS4
BARHARC DANA LAS1
BARIFF MARTIN LOUIS GRAD
BARILLA BRUCE W BUS2
BARISH ROBIN I COM3
BARISKA ARTHUR J JR LAS2
BARITAKIS EMMANUEL ENG3
BARK CARYN F BUS1
BARKAT RAM MEEPA BUS1
BARKER MARSHA L ED 3
BARKLEY BRUCE OWEN GRAD
BARLOW KATHLEEN L FAAl
BARMASH MARILYN R LAS4
BARMINSKI VERNA J ENG1
BARNAL EDGAP M ENG2
BARNARD CHRISTIE KAY GRAD
BARNARO DENNIS L AGR3
BARNARD JAMES B LAS3
BARNARD PATRICIA L LAS2
BARNARD THOMAS B LAS6
BARNES ALLEN G ED 3
BARNES BARBARA ANNE GRAD
BARNES BRUCE C ENG4
BARNES CHARLES L ENG2
BARNES DONALD E GRAD
BARNES CONALD G ENG1
BARNES DORA J LAS2
BARNES HENRY M BUS3
BARNFS JACK D ENG4
BARNES JAMES A LAS1
BARNFS JAMES RALPH GRAD
BAPNES JOHN BRUCE GRAD
BARNES JOHN JACOB GRAD
BARNFS LAURIE L LAS3
BARNES LEE BRYANT LAW1
BARNES LINDA S BUS2
BARNES MALCOLM D LAW3
BARNES MAUREEN C LAS2
BARNES MICHELE M FAA2
BARNES PATRICIA A LAS4
BARNES PAUL F LAS4
BARNES RICHARD W LAS2
BARNES SCOTT R BUS2
BARNES THOMAS R GRAD
BARNES WILLIAM J JR AGR4
URH TAFT 321 C
103 E STOUGHTON 7 C
URH NOBLE 315 C
VERSAILLES FR
RANTOUL ILL
URH WARDALL 707 U
707 W CLARK U
1007 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 412 U
1007 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 2206 C
904 W ILLINOIS U
308 DAVIDSON C
705 W HEALEY C
URH WARDALL 811 U
URH SHERMAN 246 C
611 E DANIEL C




1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 304 C
108 HOLIDAY PARK C
1101 W PENN U
CROSSVILLE ILL
506 E STOUGHTON 37 C
URH TOWNSEND 211 U
707 W SPNGFLD C
URH HOPKINS 309 C
LA GRANGE ILL
URH DANIELS 728 U
511 1/2 W VINE C
URH GARNER 386 C
1102 S 2ND 1 C
206 S 4TH C
URH LUNDGREN 425 C
1005 S NEIL C
58 E ARMORY 9 C
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
910 S 3RD C
505 W MAIN U
506 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 402 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 304 U
MOORESVILLE NC
106 N GREGORY 9 U
106 N GREGORY 9 U
8 OUDLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 709 U
705 W CHURCH C
URH WESTON 426 C
605 S 5TH 24 C
URH BABCOCK 103 U
URH HOPKINS 458 C
910 S 3RD C
1107 B E FLORIDA U
1507 S MATTIS C
711 W CALIFORNIA U
URH HOPKINS 388 C
902 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 611 U
URH TOWNSEND 353 U
57 E HEALEY 307 C
BLUE MOUND ILL
313 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 810 U
110 E JOHN C
PAXTON ILL
807 S MATTIS 4 C
1103 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
WESTERN SPRS ILL
URH FORBES 240 C
URH BLAISDELL 324 U
201 E JOHN C
505 S BUSEY 201 U
URH ALLEN 255 U
809 S BUSEY U
URH SHERMAN 1067 C
807 S MATTIS 4 C
URH BUSEY 430 U
806 S RANDOLPH C
706 S MATHEWS U
11C7 W GREEN 321 U
URH GARNER 270 C
603 S 5TH C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
606 GLOVER U
810 W OREGON U
40 1 E JOHN C
707 GREGORY PL U
























































7440 N KEYSTONE AV
6430 N FRANCISCO
3210 S EMERALD AV




























328 S 7TH AV
7S460 DONWOOD DR
511 1/2 W VINE
1239 HEATHER HILL
217 E DOOGE AV
217 E DODGE AV
4311 W 83RD ST
RR 7










106 N GREGORY 9
106 N GREGORY
8 DUDLEY RD
9756 S OAKLEY AV
705 W CHURCH
7538 S HOMAN AV













924 N OAKWOOD TERR
9500 N CRAWFORD
924 N OAKWOOD TERR
402 W PINE





3835 W HARRISON ST
846 GREENWOOD AV
BOX 206
448 S MARTHA ST
2428 E 290TH ST
29 BERWICK PL
807 S MATTIS 4
RR 1 BOX 222B
6900 HAMLIN AV
2112 W OVERBROOK





2428 E 290TH ST






































































































BARNETT BRUCE A LAS3
BARNETT DORIS JEAN LAS2
BARNETT LYNN ANNE GRAD
BARNETT MAXINE J LAS1
BARNETT MICHAEL A BUS3
BARNETT PAUL A LAS*
BARNETT RITA L COM3
BARNETT ROBERT GRAD
BARNETT SCOTT A ENG1
BARNEWOLT DEBRA D LAS1
BARNEY CHARLES R VM 3
BARNEY JOHN S BUS1
BARNEY ROBERT J LAS3
BARNHART CHERYL S ED 3
BARNHART JOHN G LAS5
BARNHART PATRICIA J GRAD
BARNHILL ELIZABETH P FAA2
BARNOWSKI ROBERT E ENG3
BARNWELL JOHN D LAS2
BARON APTHUP F BUSl
BARON AUGUSTINE JR GRAD
BARON BARRY F BUS3
BARON DANIEL T ENG*
BARON DAVID S FAA2
BARON DENNIS JOSEPH LAS*
BARON DENNIS MICHAEL GRAD
BARON MARY KELLEY GRAD
BARON PHILIP B FAA2
BARON WENDY S ED 2
BARR DANIEL P FAA2
BARR DAVID CAMPBELL GRAD
BARR GEORGE A LAS2
BARR JOHN T BUSl
BARR JOHN W JR LAS2
BARR KAYE L PE 1
BARR KENNETH HARRY GRAD
BARR LAWRENCE M LAS2
BARR LINDA J LAS2
BARR MARTIN P LAS*
BARR MICHAEL J BUS*
BARR VALARIE A LAS1
BARRATT STEPHEN J BUS*
BARRERA RAYMOND R LAS2
BARRETT BRADLEY C BUS3
BARRETT DONALD R ENG1
BARRETT ELEANOR M PE 2
BARRETT JUDITH C LAS1
BARRETT MICHAEL P LAW1
BARRETT MICHAEL R LAS2
BARRETT NANCY LYNN ED 3
BARRETT ROBERT C COM3
BARRETT ROBERT K BUSl
BARRETT ROBERT LEWIS BUS*
BARRICK NANCY L AGR1
BARRON ELISSA F LAS2
BARRON JAMES ALDEN GRAD
BARRON MARGARET MARY GRAD
BARRCN PAUL W LAS3
BARRON SARAH HUTTON GRAD
BARRON VICKI L LAS2
BARROW RANDALL D FAA3
BARROWMAN LIANE LAS2
BARRY CATHERINE M LAS3
BARRY DONALD JOSEPH BUSl
BARRY EDWARD J JP FAA2
BARRY JOHN B LAS2
BARRY MARY J LAS1
BARRY PATRICIA E LAS*
BARSHINGER NANCY L ENG2
BARSI CHRISTOPHER P LAS2
BARSKY ARNOLD M LAS2
BARSKY BONNIE L LAS2
BARSKY ESTHER HELEN GRAD
BARSKY GARY J LAS*
BARSTIS LYNN GRAD
BARTASH JOANNE M LAS3
BARTASH PAULETTE A ED *
BARTEL ALEXANDRA A LAS2
BARTEL CAROL R LAS1
BARTEL RICHARD J BUS*
BARTELL LORRAINE M ED *
BARTELL RICHARD W BUS2
BARTELS BARBARA A ED *
BARTELS WILLIAM J LAS2
BARTH ELIZABETH A FAA1
BARTH JON BUS2
BARTH MARVIN EDWARD GRAD
BAPTH ROBERT J LAS3
BARTH ROBERT J AGR1
BARTH ROBERT J JR GRAD
BARTH ROGER E ENG3
BARTH STEPHEN W LAS2
BARTHOLOMEW BRUCE R ENG1
BARTHOLOMEW CHARLES GRAD
BARTHOLOMEW TERRY J ENG3
BARTIK STEVEN R LAS2
BARTILSON STANLEY JR LAS3
*09 E CHALMERS 701 C
CHICAGO ILL
1806 W WILLIAM 2 C
910 S 3RD C
1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1*0* N MCKINLEY 3 C
506 E SPNGFLD 9 C
URH DANIELS 223 U
302 E GREGORY C
*09 E CHALMRS C
WILSON TRLR CT 1* U
1009 W PENN U




URH WESTON 312 C
URH HOPKINS *50 C
60* E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 311 U
1106 S EUCLID 301 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH OGLESBY 230 U
*10 S BUSEY U
1206 W NEVADA 1 U
1006 S WESTLAWN C
1010 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 125 C
URH LAR 205 U
212 E DANIEL C
2085 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 21 U
*09 E CHALMRS C
URH HOPKINS 2*6 C
URH ALLEN 202 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 363 U
URH VANDOREN *19 C
1007 S 3RD C
501 E DANIEL C
207 E JOHN 11 C
510 S *TH C
508 E STOUGHTON C
205 E HEALEY 29 C
URH FORBES 318 C
306 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 239 U
713 S ELM C
URH TOWNSEND 2*1 U
*0* W SPNGFLD C
1111 S 1ST C
313 E ARMORY C
100* KINCH U
URH BLAISDELL 312 U
URH HOPKINS *22 C
1116 BROADMOOR 2 C
905 S 1ST 2 C
URH SAUNDERS 215 U
URH DANIELS 2*2 U
810 S 3RD C
131* W UNIVERSITY U
802 W OREGON 31 U
GLENVIEW ILL
160* S PROSPECT C
URH ALLEN *87 U
URH ALLEN 22 U
URH LAR *16 U
312 E DANIEL C
50 8 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 308 C
URH CARR 112 U
910 S 3RD C
111 S BUSEY U
*01 F CHALMERS *01 C
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN **1 U
GEORGETOWN ILL
*12 E GREEN 2* C
URH LAR *87 U
316 CEOAR 3 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
RANTOUL ILL
605 S COLER U
800 W CHURCH 9 C
231 CLARK C
713 W OHIO U
7C8 DOVER C
PEKIN ILL
URH NOBLE 208 C
URH DANIELS U
URH ALLEN 39* U
URH ALLEN *87 U
URH TOWNSEND 50* U
1001 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
URH FORBES *0* C











































7935 S EMERALD AV




782 N AVENUE C
2622 N MENOMNE RIV
321 N HARVARD
RR 2 BOX 110


















86 LARKDALE E DR
1256 HICKORY RD
73 BALLYSHANNON RD
595* S KOLIN AV
1105 S ROSE









507 W 27TH ST
117 TENNYSON DR




*71 RAINTREE CT IB
709 W CLARK
31* S PEARL ST







*13 N EUFAULA AV
128 E HAWTHORN















6325 S FAIRVIEW AV
31* CLARK ST














6721 N GEM CT
527 N PINE ST
1001 RAINBOW VIEW
RR 2 BOX 1*8




































































































BARTKOWIAK JOSEPH M FAA2
BARTLETT DONALD I GRAD
BARTLETT EVAN A FAA4
BARTLETT GAIL M AGR2
BARTLETT JUDITH A FAA2
BARTLETT SANDRA J LAS3
BARTLEY ROBERT W LAS2
BARTLOTTI LEONARD N LAS4
BARTOLINI LAURIE W GRAD
*BARTOLINI LEANDRO A GRAD
BARTOLONI ANN E LAS4
BARTOLONI MARY K GRAD
BARTON ELLEN B BUS1
BARTON JANICE M GRAD
BARTON JEFFREY J LAS1
BARTON MARY C LAS2
BARTON RICHARD J LASl
BARTON SUSANNA A LAS1
BARTOS MARK F FAA3
BARTSCHT CRAIG M ED 4
BARTZ ALLAN THOMAS ENG4
BARUSSAUD STEPHAN GRAD
BARWICK CYNTHIA F FAA4
BARZ THOMAS EINAR AVI2
BARZ WILLIAM A BUS6
BASALAY PAUL R FAA4
BASCH ELIZABETH T LASl
BASCH MIRIAM GRAD
BASGALL EOWARD J LAS2
BASH JAMES W LAS3
BASH PATRICIA J FAA4
BASIC BARBARA L BUS4
BASIL LAWRENCE P FAA4
BASILE EVELYN L COM3
BASINGER DAVID P COM4
BASINGER JONATHAN LAS2
BASINSKI DAVID G AGR4
BASKIN CRAIG P LAS4
BASKIN JANICE A COM3
BASKIN MICHAEL S LAS3
BASLER APRIL L LASl
BASLER DAVID BRUCE GRAD
BASLER ROBERT C JR GRAD
BASLER SUZANNE C PE 1
BASOFIN PETER LAS3
BASS ALAN STEPHEN LASl
BASS ANNA M LASl
BASS DEBORAH S LAS4
BASS LARRY A LAS3
BASS MINDY ED 1
BASS STEVEN A LAS2
BASSIS BARBARA ANNE GRAD
BASSO RAY G FAA1
BAST ELIZABETH A LASl
BASTEN JAMES A BUS1
BASTIAN JOHN F LAS4
BASTING GRANT W AGR1
BATCHELOR BARBARA A GRAD
BATEMAN ALAN G AGR1
BATEMAN FRED ALLEN ENG2
BATEMAN JAMES R JR LAS3
BATEMAN KRISTINE M LAS4
BATES CHRISTOPHER J BUS3
BATES DENITA LASl
BATES DENNIS E ENG2
BATES HOMER LEE GRAD
BATES JAMES C FAA1
BATES JANET E LAS2
BATES JOHN J BUS1
BATES KENT CLARK GRAD
BATES LOU A BUS4
BATES MICHAEL JULIAN GRAD
BATES ROBERT J JR LAS4
BATES SANDREA T GRAD
BATES WILLIAM LAS2
*BATH CATHERINE CRANE FAA3
BATH THOMAS J FAA4
BATHKE CHARLFS GARY GRAD
BATINA THOMAS J BUS1
BATISTA DAVID FAA6
BATISTA PHILIP A LASl
BATISTA ROBERT M ENG1
BATKA LAUREL P COM4
BATSCHA PAUL L GRAD
BATT KEITH F LAS2
BATTAGLIA ANTHONY J ENG1
BATTAGLIA AUGUST F FAA3
BATTAGLIA RICHARD J LAW3
BATTENBERG REXFORD A LASl
BATTERMAN KAREN S ED 4
BATTERMAN KEITH H ENG4
BATTERSHELL RICHARD FAA2
BATTLE FRANCIS L JR GRAD
BATTLES KATHERINE S LASl
BATTY RICHARD G AGR3
BATY WILLIAM M LAS4
BAUDERER NANCY J PE 1
URH SNYDER 432
RR 1 LOT 69
1006 S 3RD 16
URH WARDALL 605
309 E JOHN 12
502 W SPNGFLD
707 KENWOOD















104 N URBANA U
401 E CHALMERS 104 C
1002 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 423 U
URH SHERMAN 1358 C
URH SCOTT 271 C
505 1/2 W UNIV C
502 HESSEL C
1302 SILVER 11 U
101 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 310 C
809 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 1207 U
910 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 0325 U
1107 W GREEN 0325 U
409 E CHALMRS C
401 E MICHIGAN U
306 1/2 E GREEN U
1110 W NEVADA U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SNYDER 160 C
URH LAR 434 U
1304 W CLARK 1 U
1006 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 624 U
105 DANIELS C
509 W MAIN U
URF NOBLE 324 C
312 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 401 C
909 ILLINOIS U
801 W NEVADA U
504 E STOUGHTON C
311 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
303 E CHALMERS C
605 S 5TH 21 C
503 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT 218 C
503 W MICHIGAN U
2200 E UNIV U
URH SCOTT 238 C
URH GARNER 271 C
URH SCOTT 442 C
403 W COLUMBIA C
511 N CARSON C
406 E STOUGHTON 4 C
605 S BROADWAY U
611 W HEALEY 13 C
403 S 6TH C
2C8 N HARVEY U
208 N HARVEY U
406 W HIGH 12 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 407 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TOWNSEND 508 U
207 E JOHN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
106 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 200 C
809 S 5TH C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH TOWNSEND 269 U
605 S COLER U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
1209 FLORIDA 33 U
URH LAR 435 U
URH ALLEN 465 U
605 5TH C
URH LAR 134 U
c 332-1880 9150 S 53RD AV OAK LAWN IL
u 367-5838 RR 1 LOT 69 URBANA IL
c 367-6744 205 SHADY LAWN DR RANTOUL IL
u 332-4413 7631 S SHORE DR CHICAGO IL
c 332-3147 1623 MELAIK PEORIA ILL
c 714 LIBERTY MORRIS IL
c 359-8955 707 KENWOOD CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 344-0530 1008 W CLARK 1 URBANA ILL
c 352-4979 409 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN IL
u 333-3643 409 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
u BOX 5 TONICA IL
u BOX 5 TONICA ILL
u 332-4570 605 NA WA TA MT PROSPECT IL
c 99 W MCMILLAN CINCINNATI OH
u 332-5285 10745 MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO IL
u 954 WALTER AV DES PLAINES ILL
c 904 KAY MORTON IL
u 1312 CHIPPEWA OTTAWA IL
c 344-7113 5301 W SHORE DR MCHENRY IL
c 356-8648 251 ABBOTSFORD CT GLEN ELLYN IL
c 344-9783 524 COUNTRY CLUB ITASCA ILL




















































1212 N LAKE SHORE
950 BEAU DR 104
917 CASTLEWOOD
917 CASTLEWOOD
4915 S ASHLAND AV
8612 N ST LOUIS
6608 W 173RD PL






710 N 5TH ST
710 N 5TH
9004 SAMOSET













721 W 116TH ST
355 S WESTDALE
















8S 680 LINDEN AV
608 S EDWARD ST
3041 LINDEN AV 34
4700 OLD ORCH 204












CNTRY CLUB HLS IL










































































BAUEP BARBARA A LAS3
BAUER BARBARA L BUS2
BAUER BECKIE S AGR2
BAUER CAROL A ENG4
SAUER DAVID W ENG4
BAUER DOUGLAS P LAS3
BAUER GERARD M LAS2
BAUER JACK H AGR3
BAUER JAMES EDWARD GRAD
BAUEP JOANNE L FAA4
BAUER JOHN E VM 1
BAUER KNUT T FAA4
BAUER LEILA M LAS5
BAUER TERRI L LAS1
BAUER WILLIAM C BUS6
BAUERLE SAMUEL E LAS3
BAUERNFEIND RICHARD LAS1
BAUERNSMITH JAMES L LAS4
BAUGHMAN DAVID E LAS4
BAUGHMAN JANIE M LAS1
BAUKERT EMIL E VM 1
BAUM PATRICIA H LAS3
BAUMAN DOREFN A AGR4
BAUMAN ROBERT A GRAD
BAUMANN ALAN J FAA1
BAUMANN JEAN F PE 1
BAUMANN PAUL E AGR1
BAUMANN TERRY A ENG2
BAUMBERGER NANCY J AGR3
BAUMER DEBORAH S LAS2
BAUMGARDNER ROBERT L BUS2
BAUMGARTEN DEAN J GRAD
BAUMGARTNER G B JR GRAD
BAUMHEUTER LINDA M LAS3
BAUMLER KURT T LAS4
BAUNBACH MARTIN B LAS2
BAUSER JOHN EDWARD FAA4
BAUTISTA JOVITO B JR ENG1
BAUWENS DALE E LAS2
BAVESTER SAPA K BUS3
BAXENDALE RANDALL W FAA1
BAXTER OANIFL A ENG1
BAXTER DAVID K ENG4
BAXTER DEBORAH C ED 4
BAXTER MARK A ENG3
BAXTER WILLIAM J III LAS4
BAXTER WILLIAM M FAA1
BAY PAULINE H LAS1
BAYAN RICHARD PAUL GRAD
BAYER ROBERT G LAW1
BAYER SARA J LAS2
BAYERS MICHAEL R ENG2
BAYGOOD MARLA A FAA1
BAYKO EMIL T LAW3
BAYLER DFBOPAH J AGR1
BAYLEY PAYMCND E FAA1
BAYNE NANCY RUTH GRAD
BAZIL CHARLES ELVIN LAS3
BAZILIAUSKAS RENATA GRAD
BAZZETTA JAMES J LAS3
BAZZETTA ROBERT P BUS2
BEACH DAVID K LAS4
BEACH EDGAR S FAA4
BEACH SUSAN RENEE GRAD
BEACH T A LAS1
BEADLESTON THOMAS S LAW1
BEAGLE JAMES WILLIAM ENG3
BEAGLES RITA M AGR3
BEAIRD MICHAEL E ENG1
BEAL ANTHONY J BUS1
BEAL DAVID W LAS1
BEAL JANICE A LAS2
BEAL JOHN P ENG2
BEAL REBECCA S ED 3
BEAL ROYCE GRAD
BEALAND GEOPGE F JR ED 4
BEALE DAVID LOUIS FAA6
BEALES MARCIA K LAS1
BEALS RICHARD N LAS1
BEAM BRUCE F BUS2
BEAM CAROL L AGR4
BEAM CHRISTOPHER M GRAD
BEAMAN BEVERLY A ED 2
BEAMAN BRUCE EDWARD BUS1
BEAMAN LARRY GENE GRAD
BEAMAN SUSAN G LAS2
BEAMER NORMAN H GRAD
BEAMS DAVID M ENG3
BEAMS MARK A FAA1
BEAMS MARK V ENG1
BEAN MELISSA A LAS2
BEAN PHILIP GARTH GRAD
BEAN THOMAS ALAN GRAD
BEANBLOSSOM GERRY L BUS3
BEANBLOSSOM LARRY S AGR4
BEAR KAREN S LAS3
BEARD ALFRED L COM3
URH LAR 161 U
URH LAR 269 U
URH EVANS 335 U
1006 W NEVADA 4 U
103 E STOUGHTON 1 C
207 W CLARK C
URH BABCOCK 413 U
807 S BUSEY U
ROSSVILLE ILL
605 S COLER U
805 E GREEN 1 U
211 W VINE C
BADEN AUST
904 W GREEN U
804 OAKLAND 207 U
URH OGLESBY 519 U
NEWMAN HALL 228 C
12C8 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 278 U
URH BUSEY 261 U
801 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 466 C
309 N BUSEY U
2303 S 1ST 203 C
URH SAUNDERS 224 U
URH ALLEN 181 U
URH BABCOCK 230 U
177 PADDOCK E C
405 E JOHN 5 C
TOLONO ILL
1001 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 30 U
URH SHERMAN 1259 C
713 W ILLINOIS U
209 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT 242 C
309 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
URH OGLESBY 1142 U
URH FORBES 204 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH OGLESBY 706 U
URH TOWNSEND 428 U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH TOWNSEND 573 U
URH BABCOCK 201 U
URH TRELEASE 820 U
URH DANIELS 408 U
1012 S 1ST 1 C
108 S GREGORY U
URH SCOTT 373 C
910 S 3RD C
1956 C ORCH ST U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 220 U
URH SHERMAN 505 C
212 E DANIEL C
504 S 5TH C
URH SNYDER 400 C
URH WESTON 292 C
310 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 110 C
1205 FLORIOA 22 U
1212 W HEALEY C
URH SHERMAN 267 C
URH GARNER 425 C
URH EVANS 235 U
1711 BRIARCLIFF U
301 E CHALMERS 5 C
MCNMOUTH ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 510 U
907 S WRIGHT C
407 LOUISIANA C
1410 BRIARCLIFF U
1007 S 1ST 2 C
URH ALLEN 132 U
110 E ARMORY C
1109 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
504 E FAIRLAWN U
URH BUSEY 203 U
URH HOPKINS 228 C
1003 S MATTIS 1-8 C
1110 W NEVADA U
1101 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 423 C
URH SNYDER 232 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 265 U
CHICAGO ILL
1950 B ORCH ST U
1110 S 2ND C
1110 S 2ND C
58 E ARMORY 4 C




























































5420 N NEENAH AV
73 RIDGELANE DR
BOX 44
1006 W NEVADA 4






805 E GREEN 1
211 W VINE
7525 N OAKLEY








ROUTE 1 BX 406A
569 E 93RD ST
38 BAY BRIDGE RO 3
501 RATZLAFF

























































10727 S CHURCH ST
25 RIVERVIEW TERR
1003 S MATTIS 1-8
1844 SYCAMORE RD
4107 CRESTVIEW RD
2201 S 14TH ST
2201 S 14TH ST
BOX 274
418 MAPLE AV
400 E RANDOLPH ST
1950 B ORCH ST
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 62




































































































BEARD CAROL BOWERS GRAD
BEARD CHERYL B LAS1
BEARD DAVID J LAS3
BEARD DEBORAH M LAS1
BEARD JAMES L LAS1
BEARD LERONCE DOCK GRAD
BEARD MARY A LASl
BEARD RHONDA K LAS4
BEARD RONALD R AGR2
BEARD SANDRA CLAIRE GRAD
*BEASLEY LARRY E GRAD
BEASLEY RONALD D VM 3
BEASLEY STEVEN A ENG4
BEASTON JOHN ROGER GRAD
BEATTY DALE L BUS4
BEATTY KEVIN D BUS3
BEATTY RANDOLPH P LAS3
BEATTY ROBERT B BUS3
BEATY CATHERINE COM3
BEAUBIEN GORDON E BUS1
BEAUDETTE ROBERT W LAS2
BEAUDRY ARTHUR J GRAD
BEAUDRY JAMES GEORGE GRAD
BEAUMONT GARY LANE GRAD
BEAUMONT JAMES M LAS4
BEAUMONT JOHN B BUS2
BEAUMONT JOYCE L ED 4
BEAUMONT MARTHA T GRAD
*BEAURLINE ANDREW G BUS3
BEAVER PATRICIA E ED 2
BEAVER SUSAN C LASl
BEAVERS JOHN A ENG4
BEBERMAN ELIZABETH C GRAD
BEBERMAN JOHN R GRAD
BEBOUT MARCIA E FAA1
BECCAR-VARELA DAMIAN GRAD
BECCUE DALE L ENG1
BECHLY THOMAS E LAS3
BECHT WILLIAM A AGR1
BECHTOLD KATHRYN A LAS3
BECK BRUCE ALLEN GRAD
BECK DANNY C LASl
BECK DAVID A LASl
BECK DAVID A ENG4
BECK DAVID J BUS3
BECK DAVID P LAS2
BECK DENVER MAURICE PE 4
BECK OIANE S FAA3
BECK GARY L AGR1
BECK GREGORY W ED 2
BECK HOWARD W LAS2
BECK JAMES R BUS3
BECK JANICE H LASl
BECK JEAN-LUC ENG2
BECK JOHN LEONARD GRAD
BECK JULIE F AGR4
BECK LINDA E AGR1
BECK MANNIE LASl
BECK PAUL J LAS3
BECK PENNY J PE 3
BECK PHILIP BUS1
BECK ROBIN P LASl
BECK SUE E LAS3
BECK SYLVIA R LAS2
BECK THOMAS A LASl
BECKENBAUGH VICKI L LASl
BECKER ALAN D ENG1
BECKER BOBBIE F LASl
BECKER CATHIE ANN LAS3
BECKER CRAIG H LASl
BECKER DAVID B FAA1
BECKER DEAN R ENG2
BECKER DEBORAH A FAA1
BECKER DONALD A LASl
BECKER ELLEN LAURIE GRAD
BECKER HOWARD S LASl
BECKER JAMES KALEV GRAD
BECKER JEFFREY M ENG1
BECKER JOHN HENRY GRAD
BECKER KATHRYN MARIE GRAD
BECKER KIMBERLY L LAS2
BECKER LAWRENCE F LAS3
BECKER LEE AVRUM LAS4
BECKER LINDA GRAD
BECKER LOIS S LASl
BECKER MARGARET K AGR2
BECKER MARK E BUS3
BECKER MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
BECKER MICHAEL I FAA1
BECKER MICHAEL W LAW3
BECKER RICHARD A FAA4
BECKER ROBERT C JR LAW1
BECKER SHARI A ED 2
BECKER THEODORE A FAA4
BECKER WILLIAM A JR BUS2
BECKER WILLIAM B LAS3
BECKER WILLIAM J COM4
712 W GRFEN 2 U
CHANDLERVILLE ILL
910 W CALIFORNIA 7 U
URH CLARK 232 C
URH BABCOCK 120 U
1977 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 432 U
904 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 431 U
URH SHERMAN 847 C
152 PADDOCK E C
2 PERSIMMON OR C
1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C
302 W LOCUST 1 U
URH OGLESBY 501 U
URH BLAISDELL 117 U
RANTOUL ILL
313 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 103 U
1513 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SCOTT 372 C
URH DANIELS U
CARLISLE PENN
308 W LOCUST 3 U
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
211 E DANIEL C
1005 S WRIGHT C
308 W LOCUST U
108 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 307 U
URH HOPKINS 332 C
2505 STANFORO C
606 S HIGHLAND C
606 S HIGHLAND C
1211 FOOTHILL C
2038 A HAZWD CT U
706 W OHIO U
10C8 S 2ND C
URH TAFT 121 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
209 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 140 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 178 C
URH SCOTT 359 C
211 W SPNGFLD 111 C
108 E WHITE C
110 E ARMORY C
1105 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 362 C
604 E CHALMERS C
URH FLAGG 414 C
803 OREGON U
306 S 5TH C
58 E JOHN 8 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 445 C
URH OGLESBY 317 U
412 E GREEN 6 C
URH SCOTT 254 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WARDALL 1003 U
902 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY 1122 C
URH FLAGG 410 C
URH SNYDER 444 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1003 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 23 C
102 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 326 C
URH OGLESBY 308 U
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
409 E CHALMRS C
512 W GRIGGS U
WHITE HEATH ILL
203 W BRADLEY C
203 W BRADLEY C
URH LAR 498 U
910 S 3RD C
1121 WESTFIELD C
STOCKTON ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 239 C
ST CHARLES ILL
12 10 W STOUGHTON U
1108 S 1ST C
904 N BROADWAY 105 U
205 W OREGON U
2001 E VERMONT U
302 E JOHN 1212 C
615 W HEALEY 9 C
URH WESTON 363 C
910 S 3RD 1308 C





























































34 N FOX MILL LN
RR 4



























210 S 4TH ST
5 WESTWOOD CT
6016 N LANDERS AV
353 AYRSHIRE LN
1107 1/2 W OREGON
1809 E DECATUR
1124 W 191ST ST
464 OTIS RD
26 THORN CREEK DR
2043 WOODLAWN
211 W SPNGFLD 111
326 E ARDMORE
BOX 6





3520 S 55TH AV
1018 FLORENCE AV





117 W CHAMPAIGN AV






5200 W HOME AV
RR 2 BOX 15
149 W PARK DR
610 GILBERT
118 S UNION ST
9343 KENNETH AV





203 W BRADLEY AV
2211 PINE ST
3150 N LAKE SHORE
2800 N LAKE SHORE
234 N MAIN
2800 N LAKE SHORE
808 S KENSINGTON
520 S 13TH ST
1000 LAKE SHORE DR
2925 W JEROME
1116 13TH AV
617 S MISSOURI AV
2001 E VERMONT
6957 N FRANCISCC
118 S UNION ST
17926 OAKWOOD AV










































































































BECKER WILLIAM N GRAO
BECKERLE MICHAEL J ENG3
BECKETT JOHN S LAW3
BECKFELD MARY C LAS4
BECKHART JULIA A FAA1
BECKHART PAUL E BUS'*
BECKMAN ALAN T LAS2
BECKMAN ANNE LAW3
BECKMAN PAMELA A LASI
BECKMAN PATRICK F FAA3
BECKMAN ROBERT G BUS2
BECKMAN STEPHEN ALAN GRAD
BECKMANN MARY LEE GRAD
BECKRUM GAYRETTA L V BUS2
BECKHITH KATHLEEN A LASI
BECVAR ROBERT A ENG1
•BEDALOW JOHN F PE 4
BEOELL MARION CARTER LAS4
BEDFORD SHELLEY R LAS3
BEDNAR RICHARD K LAS2
BEDNAR RICHARD OLIN GRAD
BEDNAR SUSAN G LAS4
BEDNARCZYK JEROME R ENG3
BEDNARZ RALPH L LAS2
BEDNARZ SUZANNE PE 1
BEDNARZ THERESE F LASI
BEDOLLI MICHAEL P BUS2
BEDOWS ELLIOTT DAVID GRAD
BEDOWS ROBERT L LAS4
BEDWORTH DAVID A GRAD
BEEBE JEFFREY S BUS1
BEEBE LARRY LEE BUS3
BEEDIE JAMES STEPHEN BUS3
BEELEP JOSEPH K LAS4
BEELER JUDY A LAS4
BEELER KIM M LASI
BEEN CAROL A LASI
BEEN STEVEN A LAS3
BEENE CARL J LAS2
BEER DANIEL J ED 3
BEERS KATHLEEN F LAS3
BEESON DON EVERETT GRAD
BEESON KARL WAYNE GRAD
BEGICH MICHAEL T FAA4
BEGITSCHKE VERNON C LAS2
BEGLEY THOMAS REID GRAD
BEHAN MICHAEL J JR AGR1
BEHENSKY JAMES F JR GRAD
BEHENSKY PATRICIA M COM3
BEHGOOY MOHAMAD J GRAD
BEHLE CHARLOTTE A AGR2
BEHLES KENNETH L FAA4
BEHR LOREN A LAS2
BEHRENDS CAROLE L LAS4
BEHRENOS DOUGLAS K FAA2
BEHRENDS MAPLA M AGR2
BEHRENS CLIFFORD H LAS2
BEHRENS GARY A ENG1
BEHRENS GARY M LAS2
BEHRENS PAUL J ENG2
BEHRENSMEYER MICHAEL ENG4
BEHRENT MARK S LASI
BEIEPMANN JEROME L ENG4
BEIERS BRUCE M ENG1
*BEIL RICHARD EUGENE GRAD
BEIMAN ABBIE W GRAD
*BEIMAN IRVING H JR GRAD
BEINKE LUANNE E ENG2
*BEISNER STEVEN DUANE GRAD
BEITMAN LAWRENCE BUS1
BEITNER LELY S LAS2
BEITZ LINDA M ED 3
BEKATA NUR GRAD
BEKENSTEIN SUSAN LAS2
BEKERMEIER JANET M LAS2
BELAIR ALAN R ENG2
BELAK BARBARA JEAN GRAD
BELANGEE EDDIE L ENG3
BELANGER JAMES L GRAD
BELCHER DENNIS W BUS1
BELCOVE JANET S LAS2
BELDEN JEFFERY L LAS*
BELDEN JOHN PHILLIP GRAD
BELDON RONALD L ENG1
BELEC ADELE V LAS2
BELFORD SANDRA L LAS5
8ELGRAM VICKY M LAS4
BELKIN ROD I LASI
BELL ADRIENNE L LAS2
BELL BRADLEY J BUS3
BELL CAROL DITSCH LAS3
BELL CHRISTY A LASI
BELL CYNTHIA S PE 4
BELL DAVID G LASI
BELL DEBRA R LAS3
BELL DEBRA S LAS4
BELL DONNA JEAN LAS4
32 IVANHOE U
URH GARNER 225 C
513 E FAIRLAWN U
308 ROMINE 1 U
URH LAR 298 U
1600 W BRADLEY 400 C
604 S COLER U
402 W IOWA U
URH WARDALL 820 U
1011 S 1ST ST RD C
910 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN 14 C
1809 S LYNNWOOD C
1210 N BUSEY U
URH FLAGG 313 C
URH OGLESBY 628 U
205 S LYNN C
309 S COLER U
2504 KIRBY C
URH HOPKINS 200 C
210 CRYSTAL LAKE U
711 S RANDOLPH 9 C
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
URH CARR 110 U
URH WARDALL 1216 U
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1200 S VINE 39 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
2005 A ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMRS C
111 E CHALMERS 14 C
1106 CAMBRIDGE C
409 E CHALMERS C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 1202 U
URH ALLEN 193 U
317 S RANDOLF C
URH TAFT 304 C
URH SCOTT 467 C
409 E CHALMRS C
GIBSON CITY ILL
URH DANIELS 625 U
112 E DANIEL C
904 W GREEN U
2210 1/2 EASY U
110 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 355 U
URH TRELEASE 420 U
STA A BOX 2438 C
URH WARDALL 1213 U
311 E JOHN 4 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
904 N BROADWAY 213 U
URH SNYDER 320 C
805 W OHIO U
ROYAL ILL
URH SNYDER 336 C
306 E GREGORY C
ROYAL ILL
604 E ARMORY 336 C
URH HOPKINS 340 C
58 E JOHN 12 C
URH BARTON 215 C
422 FAIRLAWN U
2206 1/2 E RAINBOW U
2206 1/2 E RAINBOW U
URH GARNER 359 C
404 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 225 C
410 E GREEN C
URH SHERMAN 211 C
URH TRELEASE 917 U
URH LAR 402 U
URH WESTON 417 C
408 E STOUGHTON C
804 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 110 C
URH OGLESBY 1203 U
URH WARDALL 513 U
URH BABCOCK 402 U
1410 N MCKINLEY C
1108 S NEW C
URH GARNER 269 C
WHEATON ILL
106 E HEALEY 8 C
URH NOBLE 424 C
URH TRELEASE 504 U
401 E JOHN C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 1124 U
302 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
1004 W MAPLE C
308 E GREEN C











































































401 SANS SOUCI DR
1210 N BUSEY
9020 S FRANCISCO





1667 N PRAIRIE ST
711 S RANDOLPH 9
347 E 119TH ST
817 CHICAGO AV
1031 GREENVIEW AV
5421 S SAWYER AV
1601 N 28TH









1702 W BEL-AIRE AV
1702 W BEL-AIRE
7626 W 64TH ST
557 W ORLEANS
2623 HIGHCREST RD





504 GLEN LAKE RD
2313 S 61ST CT
2313 S 61ST CT




904 N BROADWAY 213
363 E 214TH ST





1132 QUEEN ANNE ST
422 FAIRLAWN
2206 1/2 E RAINBOW
2206 1/2 E RAINBOW




5049 N KILDARE AV
URH SHERMAN 211
5201 S CORNELL AV
204 WOODLAND




ROUTE 1 BOX 84
263 PARK AV


















































































































*BELL GREGORY S LAW1
BELL JOANNE LAS2
BELL JOY J LAS2
BELL JUDY R PE 2
BELL LAIRD A LAS4
BELL MARCUS D LAS1
BELL MARVIN R AGR4
BELL RICHARD S LAS1
BELL SCOTT A FAA3
BELL STEVEN G LAS3
BELL THOMAS J LAS2
BELL TIMOTHY G LAS4
BELLEN JANICE M LAS3
BELLER ROSANNE S LAS4
BELLITO MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
BELLOCCHIO LORENZO J ENG1
BELLOWS DAVID A LAS3
BELLOWS JANIS C LAS2
BELLOWS MICHAEL F LAS4
BELMAN MARILYN G GRAD
BELMAN SHELDON LARY GRAD
BELMONTE DOMINIC LAS1
BELOSKY DIANE C LAS1
*BELOW JEROLD ROBERT ENG2
BELSLEY KATHRYN GENE GRAD
BELSON DAWN LAS2
BELSON RHONCA LAS1
BELT ALICE A BUS4
BELT DAVID M ENG3
BELTER RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
BELTRAMI CARLA L GRAD
BELTRAMI ROGER D GRAD
*BELTRAMINI RICHARD F GRAD
BEMI MICHAEL JOSEPH GRAD
*BEMIS LAWRENCE P LAW2
BEMIS THOMAS M LAS1
BENANTI SAMUEL G LAS3
BENAS JEANNE M FAA3
BENAVENTE VICTOR A GRAD
BENCINI BETH C GRAD
BENCINI DAVID A ENG1
BEND DONALD D VM 2
BENDEL LAURA G LAS1
BENDER CAROL J ED 3
BENDER DANIEL E LAS3
BENDER DAVID A ENG2
BENDER EDWARD DAVID GRAD
BENDER JOHN L LAS1
BENDER NANCY L BUS1
BENDER STEPHEN J ENG3
BENDERWALD CATHY A LAS2
BENECKI STANLEY GRAD
BENEDECK WAYNE D ENG2
BENES MARYGRACE LAS4
BENFORD ROBERT J FAA4
BENGTSON BRUCE G LAS2
BENGTSON JANICE F GRAD
BENGTSON MICHAEL B ENG1
BENHABIB ROBERTO J ENG1
BENIK BRUCE M ENG4
BENJAMIN CLAUDIA GRAD
BENJAMIN GARY L GRAD
BENJAMIN JAMES C BUS3
BENJAMIN MICHAEL FAA2
BENJAMIN RANDALL H BUS3
BENJAMIN TIMOTHY J AGR2
BENKER DENNIS E LAS3
BENNE JOSEPH PAUL ENG3
BENNER BETH E FAA4
BENNER BYRON G AGR2
BENNETT ARNOLD A LAS1
BENNETT BARBARA A LAS4
BENNETT BONNIE C LAS1
BENNETT CATHERINE J ED 3
BFNNETT CHRISTINE LAS2
BENNETT DAVID A ENG1
BENNETT EVAN DAVID GRAD
BENNETT FORDYCE R GRAD
BENNETT FREDERICK P LAS2
BENNETT GREGORY R ENG4
BENNETT JOHN K LAS1
BENNETT JOYCE M AGR2
BENNETT JUDITH K LAS2
BENNETT KAREN R AGR1
BENNETT MARGUERITE H GRAD
BFNNETT MARY M LAS4
BENNETT MICHAEL K LAS2
BENNETT RICHARD DOUG GRAD
BENNETT RICHARD P BUS*
BENNETT ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
BFNNETT SARI JOHANNA GRAD
BENNETT SUSAN J LAS3
BENNETT THEODORE A COM4
BENNETT WILLIAM S FAA1
BENNETTS SANDRA L ED 4
BENNINGFIELD LONNIE GRAD
BENNINK MAURICE RAY GRAD
SAVOY ILL
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
907 W ILLINOIS U 332-3030
910 S 3RD C 337-5250
URH BLAISDELL 11 U 332-3444
URH SNYDER 396 C 332-1809
MAHOMET ILL
URH NOBLE 225 C
505 W UNIVERSITY 3 C 356-1799
910 S 3RD C 337-5081
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
1004 W STOUGHTON U 367-7946
309 E JOHN C 384-5902
URH SAUNDERS 314 U 332-3643
URH SHERMAN 466 C 332-4e51
URH BARTON 4 C
508 W HEALEY C 359-3395
URH TRELEASE 1131 U 332-5709
211 E JOHN 5 C 359-6146
404 S LINCOLN U
404 S LINCOLN U 344-0381
URH NOBLE 325 C 332-0420
URH SCOTT 430 C
248 S DEWEY U 367-8977
2607 W DALE C
910 S 3RD C 337-5231
URH TRELEASE 431 U 332-5526
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
31 E JOHN C 359-4720
305 S ELM C 352-4557
211 W GREEN 1 U 367-9608
211 W GREEN 1 U 367-9608
1600 W BRADLEY 292 C 359-4062
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0773
1600 W BRADLEY 97 C 356-8510
209 E ARMORY C 344-1414
8 ROSEWOOD PL U 328-2637
URH TRELEASE 913 U 332-5660
URH DANIELS 197 U 332-2454
911 S LOCUST 201 C
910 S 3RD C
WATERMAN ILL
URH BLAISDELL 409 U
URH GARNER 473 C 332-0987
THOMASBORO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 268 U 332-4095
PEORIA ILL
THCMASBORO ILL
URH LAR 366 U
URH SNYDER 176 C 332-1665
902 S 2ND C 344-2027
711 W CHURCH C 359-8413
URH SCOTT 175 C 332-1424
1102 S 2ND C 367-1553
813 W MAIN U 328- 2088
URH TAFT 408 C 332-0659
2503 COTTAGE GROVE U 365-2386
2503 COTTAGE GR U 328-2386
105 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 467 U 332-4222
MADISON WIS
WHEATON ILL
1004 S 4TH 115 C
URH WESTON 263 C 332-1932
URH OGLESBY 1027 U 332-5348
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
804 W OREGON U
407 S 6TH C
URH VANDOREN 421 C 332-0552
URH CARR 326 U 332-3938
URH BARTON 202 C
URH BABCOCK 15 U
803 W STOUGHTON U 344-5353
URH LAR 193 U 332-3037
910 S 3RD C 337-5261
URH SCOTT 468 C
105 DANIEL C
1002 W SPNGFLD 1 U 365-2354
108 S GREGORY U 344-2328
605 S BROADWAY U
URH OGLESBY 526 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH KARDALL 603 U 332-4407
URH EVANS 207 U
1002 W SPNGFLD 1 U 365-2354
1609 VALLEY RD C 356-3239
313 E ARMORY U
NORMAL ILL
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
201 W VERMONT U
911 S LOCUST 301 C 359-0623
MAHOMET ILL
408 E MICHIGAN 9 U
URH GARNER 390 C
BLCOMINGTON ILL
AKRON OHIO
112 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-7431





1646 N SAYRE AV
RR
853 S WRIGHT
946 N SPRING ST
8944 MANSFIELD
2011 S ASHLAND AV
2220 SPRING
6220 W BARRY AV
404 WATSEKA
833 N PATTON AV
2713 N 73RD CT





3107 N 77TH CT
1709 SOUTH BLVD





505 N LK SHRE 1108
27 W SHORE DR
211 W GREEN 1
211 W GREEN 1
2228 W KELLOGG AV
3068 SUNNYDALE AV
264 DONLEA RD
1132 N DEMENT AV
85 COTTAGE GROVE





















1416 W LUNT AV
5140 LINCOLN















1229 N EAGLE ST
501 WILKIN
1002 W SPNGFLD 1
2312 N BIGELOW





1002 W SPNGFLD 1
483 WHITE OAK DR
3 E ARNOLD RD












































































































BENO TERRY L LAS2
BENOIT DENNIS J ENG1
BENSEMAIM VIRGINIA L PE 3
BENSEN GARY W FAA2
BENSEN ROBERT R GRAD
BENSON BRADLEY HANCE BUS3
BENSON CHARLES G AGR3
BENSON CHERYL Y LAS3
BENSON CHRISTOPHER LAS2
BENSON CORY D ENG3
BENSON J D LAS4
BENSON JAMES E VM 3
BENSON JANET A LAS4
BENSON KENNETH R AGR2
BENSON LESLIE J ENG4
BENSON ROBERT F GRAD
BENSON RODGER A AGR2
BENSON THOMAS A LAS1
BENTE ROSS J FAA4
BENTHAUS JULIE L LAS3
BENTHAUS LINDA S LAS3
BENTLEY ROBERT ALLAN GRAD
*BENTLEY RONALD RALPH GRAD
BENTON ANTHONY S GRAD
BENTON BRIAN T LAS1
BENTON FRED WARREN GRAD
BENTON MARK C ENG3
BENTZ RICHARD S LAS1
BENWAY JOHN S ENG1
BENWAY RALPH B ENG3
BENZ STEVEN E BUS*
BENZON ARLYS A AGR3
BENZON STEVEN P VM 1
BENZULY ROBERT D ENG4
BERANEK EDWARD J BUS4
BERANEK MARION LAS1
BERBERICH STEVEN M FAA4
BERCH STEPHEN W ENG1
BERCOS MICHAEL J LAW2
BEPE JAMES F JR GRAD
BEREITER DAVID ALLEN GRAD
BEREITER MARILYN P GRAD
BERENDSON RONALD A LAS2
BERENDT JAMES L BUS1
BERENSON SHARON M FAA4
BERG BENNETT D BUS1
BERG JAMES D LAS2
BERG KENNETH D ENG3
BERG LESLIE S LAS3
*BERG MARY ANN S GRAD
BERG MARY C FAA3
BERG PAMELA A AGR1
BERG RICHARD G BUS4
BERG ROBERT M BUS4
BERG ROBERT PAUL GRAD
BERG STEVEN W LAS2
BERGADON ROBERT N BUS1
BERGAN KATHLEEN E GRAD
BERGAN MICHAEL R LAS2
BERGEN KATHY ANN FAA1
BERGER ARLENE R LAS3
BERGER BARBARA J LAS2
BERGER BARBARA M FAA4
BERGER CAREN R ED 2
BERGER CATHY M LAS3
BERGER GLORIA J LAS2
BERGER KEVIN J BUS1
BERGER MARC A LAS2
BERGER MICHAEL S FAA3
BERGER PENEE ILENE LAS4
BERGER SUSAN J ED 4
BERGERHOUSE JOHN E LAS1
BERGERON ANN L FAA1
BERGERON DEBORAH A FAA4
BERGGPEN LORILEE J P GRAD
BERGH KATHRYN M LAS1
BERGHOFF CHARLES J AGR3
BERGLUND MAPY KARIN GRAD
BERGLUND TERRY L LAS2
BERGMAN B FRANK GRAD
BERGMAN CARL E BUS4
BERGMAN CRAIG ALAN GRAD
BERGMAN DOLORES R LAS4
BERGMAN EDWARD III LAS1
BERGMAN GARY EVAN LAS1
BERGMAN GARY L LAS3
BERGMAN JAN E PE 3
BERGMAN JUDITH ANN LAS1
BERGMAN ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
BERGMAN SHELLEY FAA3
BERGMAN STEVEN C AGR4
BERGMANN HARRY W JR LAS4
BERGNER GREGORY W BMS1
BERGQUIST MARY E GRAD
BERGOUIST PHILIP J LAS1
BERGREN MARK H LAS1
BERGSCHNEIDER ROBERT LAS4
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
URH WESTON 490 C
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH SNYOER 490 C
407 W MAIN U
606 E STOUGHTON 10 C
604 E ARMORY 315 C 344-1266
509 E GREEN 300 C
804 W HILL C 359-3022
URH ALLEN 364 U
1102 W SPNGFLD U 344-1904
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U 344-1786
1004 W STOUGHTON U 344-7773
1010 S 2ND C
2118 ORCH ST 302 U 367-3599
813 N WILLIS C 356-7564
904 W GREEN 528 U
URH ALLEN 479 U
2311 S 1ST 301 C
URH TRELEASE 821 U 332-5637
URH TRELEASE 821 U
203 S DODSON U 367-1487
49 KICKAPOO TRAIL U
MAROA ILL
URH SNYDER 266 C 332-1717
502 W JOHN C
URH SCOTT 154 C 332-1410
URH FORBES 396 C 332-1083
URH BABCOCK 427 U 332-3635
URH BABCOCK 410 U 332-3818
1205 FLORIDA 13 U 344-5303
1 MAPLEWOOD U
MAPLEWOOD U
512 E STOUGHTON C 356-7159
TUSCOLA ILL
URH TRELEASE 924 U
408 E GREEN 12 C
URH WESTON 250 C 332-1885
709 W NEVADA U 367-4312
2215 S 1ST 303 C
106 N BUSEY U 328-2551
106 N BUSEY U 328-2551
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
URH BABCOCK 427 U 332-3835
1108 W NEVADA 5 U 344-6971
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5342
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
1207 E FLORIDA 34 U 344-4539
URH LAR 360 U 332-3007
401 ELIOT U 344^7212
909 W OREGON 102 U 344-2063
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
1420 S WESTERN C 352-7136
306 E DANIEL C 344-6264
URH DANIELS 722 U
URH BLAISDELL 106 U 332-3453
URH NOBLE 18 C 332-0356
205 N BUSEY 3 U 328-3564
604 E ARMORY 2119 C 344-1266
URH WESTON 214 C 332-1919
605 S 5TH C 356-1776
URH WARDALL 904 U 332-4481
1007 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS C 332-5545
WESTCHESTER ILL
403 E WHITE C
ELMHURST ILL
1950 DAVID C 356-9304
409 E CHALMRS 1314 C
208 W WASHINGTON U 344-7140
309 N BUSEY 7 U 344-4332
URH OGLESBY 716 U 332-5742
208 W MICHIGAN U 367-7266
910 W NEVADA 3 U 344-5471
1211 W PARK C 352-7913
URH CLARK 312 C 332-0043
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 102 U 332-2809
DECATUR ILL
MAHOMET ILL
904 N BROADWAY 10 U
1003 1/2 HARDING U 367-3158
202 E DANIEL C
URH LUNDGREN 225 C 332-0225
URH CARR 320 U 332-3932
111 E CHALMERS C 344-0120
904 N BROADWAY 10 U 344-0500
1003 1/2 HARDING U 367-3158
URH BUSEY 228 U
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
308 E ARMORY C 344-9742
708 S 1ST C 352-4453
407 W GREEN C 359-6228
URH FORBES 109 C
URH NOBLE 317 C
51 E CHALMERS C 356-5527








748 E NORTH ST
1705 CNTRY CLUB
859 OSTERMAN AV
RR 6 BOX 154
41 RUGBY RD
11034 HIAWATHA
2118 ORCH ST 302
541 I ST


















701 N MAIN ST
396 BERKLEY AV
RR 1 BOX 232C

















643 BIRCH LN S
209 N CHURCH
1105 W CYPRESS DR
505 N PARK





















1045 W CENTER ST
346 LOGAN
904 N BROADWAY 10
1003 1/2 HARDING
117 BARTON RD
1817 G WEST HOOD
215 S SMITH ST
1009 BONNIE BRUE
904 N BROADWAY 10
1003 1/2 HARDING










































































































BERGSTRAND MARY J C FAA4
BERGSTROM JOAN M BUS2
BERINGER DENNIS B GRAO
BERK ANDREA M LAS2
BERK JEFFERY A AVI2
BERK MITCHELL LEWIS GRAD
BEPKE TERRY G COM4
BERKER AHMET NIHAT GRAD
BERKER TERRELL D LAS4
BERKESCH TIMOTHY J GRAD
BERKLEY KENT A BUS1
BERKMAN PETER M LAS3
BERKOVER ROBERT L LAW3
BERKOWICZ HOWARD H LAS4
BERKOWITZ KENNETH R LAS3
BERKSON ALICE GRAD
BERKSON CANDICE J LAS3
BERKSON DOROTHY W GRAD
BERKSON MICHAEL A GRAD
BERLAK ANDREA C AGR4
BERLIANT LAWRENCE E LAS2
BERLIANT MARC N LAS4
BERLINER RONALD RICH GRAD
BERMAN ALLAN STUART GRAD
BERMAN ANDREW H LAW1
BERMAN BONNIE S LAS4
BERMAN CAROL L LAS3
BERMAN CHARLES H BUS3
BERMAN CHERYL R COM3
BERMAN LESLIE C ED 2
BERMAN LINDA F ED 4
BERMAN MYLES D LAS2
BERMAN PAULETTE KAY FAA2
BERMAN RICHARD A LAS4
BERMAN RONALD C LAW2
BERMAN WENDY C ED 4
BERNACKI EVA A LAS1
BERNACKI JOHN J LAS2
BERNARD IRIS L ED 2
BERNARDI DONNA A LAS2
BERNARDI THOMAS F LAW2
BERNARDONI RICHARD J BUS4
BERNARDY JOHANNA M LAS3
BERNARDY MARIA L LAS1
BERNATOWICZ FRANK A ENG1
BERNBERG MICHAEL N LAS3
BERNDT SUE E LAS1
BERNEE RONALD A LAS3
BERNER HAROLD G LAS4
BERNETT MARK D ENG2
BERNFELD DIANE LOIS GRAD
BERNGARD SAMUEL J LAS2
BERNIER JEAN- JACQUES GRAD
BERNING BEVERLY J LAS3
BERNING GERALD V AGR4
BERNING RANDALL KARL LAS4
BERNSEE DONNA L LAS1
BERNSTEIN ALAN D ENG3
BERNSTEIN AVIS M GRAD
BERNSTEIN FERN A LAS2
BERNSTEIN GAIL S LAS4
BERNSTEIN HARLAN N LAS2
BERNSTEIN HELANE I PE 3
BERNSTEIN JANE A LAS1
BERNSTEIN KAREN S LAS3
BERNSTEIN MARCIA A FAA3
BERNSTEIN ROBIN M FAA3
BERNSTEIN TINA H ED 2
BERNSTEN JANICE G GRAD
BERNSTEN RICHARD H GRAD
BERNTHAL DAVID G LAW1
BERO CAROL A LAS4
BEROSKY JOHN M BUS4
BEROWSKI DONALD F ENG4
BERQUIST ROBERT J LAS1
BERRICK ROBIN A AGR1
BERRIOS-ORTIZ ANGEL GRAD
BERRY CATHERINE A LAS3
BERRY CINDA L LAS1
BERRY DAVID P LAS3
BERRY ERNESTINE LAS4
BERRY JAMES F LAS3
BERRY JUDITH ANNE GRAD
BERRY KRISTA L LAS5
BERRY MICHAEL D LAS1
BERRY SUSAN M LAS1
BERRY SUZANNE D PE 4
BERRYMAN RODNEY K AGR3
BERS ALAN B LAW3
*BERS TRUDY HAFFRON GRAD
BERSHAD BLAINE D FAA3
BERSIN ALEX G ENG4
BERSIN BETH E FAA1
BERSON BRUCE A LAW1
BERT DENNIS S ENG1
BERTAGNOLLI LESLIE A GRAD
BERTELSEN JANET D LAS2
809 W ILLINOIS 1 U
409 E CHALMERS C
315 N ORCH 9 U
505 E WHITE C
URH LUNDGREN 410 C
301 W GREEN 6 C
URH OGLESBY 614 U
911 S MATTIS 5 C
911 S MATTIS 5 C
1010 W GREEN 629 U
52 E ARMORY C
52 E ARMORY C
1107 S EUCLID C
306 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 159 C
1108 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 317 U
2111 HAZWO DR U
2111 HAZWD DR 103 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 142 U
209 E WHITE C
511 E MITCHELL CT C
901 S 1ST 21 C
605 S 3RD C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS C
301 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
SKCKIE ILL
URH OGLESBY 1012 U
907 S WRIGHT C
EDINBURGH SCOT
2017 S PHILO 17 U
309 N BUSEY 6 U
URH FLAGG 420 C
URH SCOTT 250 C
URH TRELEASE 320 U
412 E GREEN 16 C
502 N MCKINLEY C
1601 VALLEY RD C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
URH FORBES 428 C
URH OGLESBY 626 U
URH SCOTT 221 C
802 E CALIFORNIA U
404 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH HOPKINS 271 C
URH DANIELS 364 U
907 S 4TH C
603 W CLARK C
302 E ARMORY C
1856 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 617 U
URH HOPKINS 392 C
URH TOWNSEND 245 U
207 E WHITE 2 C
313 E JOHN 1 C
409 E CHALMRS C
205 S LYNN 9 C
904 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 818 U
MORTON GROVE ILL
905 W STOUGHTON U
204 W WASHINGTON U
904 S 3RD C
RR 4 C
PR 4 C
1702 W BRADLEY C
207 E JOHN 1 C
1111 S 1ST C
403 E ELM U
URH TOWNSEND 328 U
URH SCOTT 406 C
402 W OREGON U
URH BUSEY 330 U
URH CARR 415 U
105 E CLARK C
1005 S 6TH 9 C
1305 SILVER 9 U
URH DANIELS 348 U
BADEN AUST
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 117 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1115 WESTFIELD C
307 S PRAIRIE 17 C
PARK RIDGE ILL
813 W HILL C
URH OGLESBY 1129 U
URH TRELEASE 1112 U
URH HOPKINS 452 C
URH LUNDGREN 212 C
401 E CHALMERS C






































































911 S MATTIS 5
911 S MATTIS 5
21808 KINGSVILLE
8155 N KEELER







2111 HAZWD DR 103
5736 N MOBILE AV
676 TIMBER HILL RD
676 TIMBER HILL RD




















800 OUTER PARK DR























200 PARK AV PH22
6020 N MONTICELLO





7214 N OVERHILL AV
94 WESTGATE RD
4308 GREENWOOD ST
STA A BOX 2155
4824 S LA PORTE
18 BRIGHTON LN
342 CUSTER AV



















































































































BERTELSFN JULIA S LAS4
BERTHOLD BARBARA L AGR1
BERTHOLD ROBERT C AGR3
BFRTINETTI RICHARD J LAS4
BERTRAM DAVID M FAA1
BERTRAM KENNETH A LAS1
BERTRAM NORMAN P ENG3
BERTPAND MAPY S PE 1
BERTSCHE RICHARD W FNG2
BERTSCHY TIMOTHY L LAS3
BERTUCCI SIDNEY J GRAD
BERTUCCI THOMAS F LAS2
BERZ BARBARA G AGR1
BESECKER JOHN F LAS1
BFSHOAR DEBORAH A BUS3
BESHOAR JOHN D BUS1
BESORE MARY A FAA3
BESSE ANITRA S FAA4
BESSETTE PHILIP G BUS4
BESSFY MARK C FAA1
BEST CLYDE EDWARD LAS3
BEST DAVID A LAS3
BEST LOUIS BROWN GRAD
BEST MAE H GRAD
BEST PATRICIA LOIS GRAD
BESTA RENEE M LAS2
BESTE RANDY T ENG4
BET-LACHIN SPARTAC FAA1
BETANCOURT JORGE A GRAD
BETCHART WILL B GRAD
BETHFL ROBERT W JR AGR4
BETHELL BEVERLY F LAS2
BETHIN CHRISTINE Y GRAD
BETHIN JAMES ROGER GRAD
BETIAN HERBERT G JR LAS2
BETKA JEAN F FAA1
BETLEY MICHAEL JOHN VM 2
BETTENHAUSEN KENNETH BUS2
BETTMAN BARBARA A ED 3
BETTNER ALLEN WAYNE GRAD
BETTS MARILYN Y LAS1
BETTS THOMAS E BUS3
BETZ MEPVIN A GRAD
BEUGFLSDIJK TONY J GRAD
BEUTLER CARL E ENG4
BEVER GLENN A ENG2
BEVER JOSEPH FRANK LAS4
BEVILL JOHN C BUS3
BEYAK RICHARD A LAS1
BEYDA ARTHUR D ENG1
BEYDA MARCIA L LAS4
BEYER DONALD W ENG1
BEYERS JOSEPH W ENG3
BEYERS MICHAEL E ENG1
BEYERS ROBERT J LAW2
BEYERS STEPHEN J AGR2
BEYERS THOMAS F BUS2
BEYERS THOMAS G AGR3
BEZAN KENNETH T LAS1
BEZDFK ANNA M GRAD
BEZRUKI DONEL B LAS2
BHAGAT RABI SANKAR GRAD
BHARGAVA VINAY GRAD
BHASKAP SHOBHA GRAD
BHASKAR WILLIAM C LAS3




BHOWAL PRABIR RANJAN GRAD
BIAGI THOMAS J BUS4
BIAGIONI RICHARD N LAS3
BIAL CATHERINE A LAS4
BIAL MARK G PE 1
BIALY BENITA M ENG1
BIANCALANA FLORA E LAS4
BIANCHETTA ROBERT J ENG3
BIANCHI RICHARD L ED 4
BIANCO BETH A AGR2
BIANG GEORGE L BUS4
*BIBB ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
BIBEF JACK L GRAD
BIBI-MESSI SUZANNE C GRAD
BIBLE WALLACE BRUCE LAS6
BICEK NANCY A E FAA2
BICKER ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
BICKET JOHN GREGORY LAS3
BICKFORD KENNETH G GRAD
BICKUS JULIE JEAN GRAD
BIDDLE FREDRICK D ENG4
BIDENKAP JAY L LAS4
BIDLE DOUGLAS C LAS3
BIDWELL DOUGLAS F GRAD
BIEBEL ROBERT I BUS4
BIEBER DEBRA L LAS1
BIEBER GLORIA AGR1
BIEBER MARK S BUS4
URH BUSEY 258 U
URH LAR 308 U
401 F DANIEL C 367-9348
1605 VALLEY RD C
URH BARTON 4 C 332-0090
604 E ARMORY 1105 C
URH FORBES 408 C
URH LAR 476 U
312 E ARMORY C 332-0611
URH CARR 331 U 332-3943
URH DANIELS 72 U
URH CARR 313 U
URH CLARK 226 C 332-0023
URH OGLESBY 310 U 332-5122
URH SAUNDERS 313 U
211 E DANIEL C 344-3329
509 E STOUGHTON C 352-0231
2106 ORCH ST 104 U 367-7650
1836 B ORCH PL U 344-7351
URH TOWNSEND 369 U
URH SCOTT 174 C
URH FORBES 271 C 332-0995
1836 C ORCH PL U
URH SHERMAN 1148 C
URH SHERMAN 419 C 332-4704
904 W GREEN 511 U 344-4692
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH HOPKINS 156 C 332-1168
1004 S 4TH C 344-8452
1805 B ORCH PL U 344-4311
1603 VALLEY RD C 359-5044
URH SCOTT 489 C 332-1633
2017 D ORCH ST U 344-0457
2017 D ORCH ST U 344-0457
URH WESTON 460 C 332-2094
URH BUSEY 357 U 332-2661
IVESDALE ILL
1008 S 4TH C
709 W OREGON U 344-5421
307 E JOHN C 384-5994
URH CLARK 330 C 332-0054
507 E GREEN U 367-4441
URH SHERMAN 161 C
1805 C OPCH PL U 367-6341
409 W ILLINOIS U 344-0609
LANCASTER CAL
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
10C8 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY 1108 C
URH NOBLE 120 C
105 E JOHN 101 C 35^-9384
URH OGLESBY 318 U
604 E ARMORY 204 C 344-4355
604 E ARMORY 2235 C
604 W COLUMBIA C 356-5763
URH HOPKINS 391 C 332-1321
604 E ARMORY 1134 C 344-1266
URH HOPKINS 311 C 332-1263
604 E ARMORY 1132 C
SEYMOUR ILL
705 W ELM U 344-2189
URH SHERMAN 1253 C 332-5014
300 S GOODWIN 609 U 367-9089
1103 MUMFORD U
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
506 W NEVADA U 367-2546
URH HOPKINS 352 C
URH DANIELS 75 U 332-2401
203 S WRIGHT C 359-7722
1206 W MAIN U 344-4593
111 E CHALMERS C 344-8038
URH BLAISDELL 10 U 332-3443
302 E ARMORY C 328-2935
1101 PENN U
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
1302 W CLARK 2 U
604 E ARMORY 1310 C
URH GARNER 111 C 332-0689
URH BLAISDELL 408 U 332-3682
2 04 E JOHN C
1305 E GREEN U
COON RAPIDS MINN
URH DANIELS 473 U 332-2546
508 W FLORIDA U 367-0858
URH ALLEN 117 U 332-3122
407 W WHITE 7 C 359-5700
1109 S 4TH C 344-1609
802 E GRFEN U 367-7214
2017 PHILO RD 11 U
807 N PROSPECT C 359-6245
SHADOWWOOD MBL PK C
906 S 1ST C 344-1552
URH SHERMAN 461 C 332-4846
1727 HENRY 5 C 356-3720
URH SAUNDERS 120 U 332-3602
910 S 3RD C 337-5270
111 E CHALMERS 17 C 367-1290
2720 31ST AV
1422 MARCUS CT E
1422 MARCUS CT E
RP 3
1830 KENILWORTH PL
733 W AV H-7

















ROUTE 2 BOX 339






































332 SL BHARGAVA RD
1103 MUMFORD
1203 HILL ST











60 E PINE ST
303 W 2ND ST
3822 N HARVARD




213 N LONG ST
5407 HARVEY AV






601 S SUMMIT AV
72 MIDDLE ST







































































































































































































LAS4 56 E DANIEL C
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 282 C
GRAD 1975 C ORCH ST U
LAS3 1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
GRAD 1801 S VINE U
LAS1 1008 S 4TH C
LAS2 URH FLAGG 413 U
ENG1 302 E GREGORY C
BUS4 1101 W PENN U
LAS1 URH CARR 405 U
FAA1 110 E ARMORY C
GRAD 904 N BROADWAY 206 U
AGR1 URH FLAGG 422 C
LAS3 207 E JOHN 2 C
FAA2 URH CARR 220 U
GRAD 612 LASELL C
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 360 C
LAS1 URH LAR 40 8 U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1360 C
BUS3 501 E DANIEL C
PE 4 505 E CHALMERS C
LAS1 306 E GREGORY C
ENG4 809 W NEVADA U
LAS6 809 W NEVADA U
LAS1 URH LAR 217 U
GRAD 504 W MAIN 303 U
LAS3 910 W CALIFORN 4 U
FAA2 URH WESTON 323 C
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 222 U
GRAD 1940 B ORCH ST U
GRAD 106 E HEALEY 4 C
LAS3 709 E CHALMERS 709 C
ENG3 2305 ROLAND C
LAS4 704 W HIGH U
LAS1 URH LAR 488 U
EO 3 1109 S 3RD 302 C
BUS1 JACKSONVILLE ILL
AVI5 201 BLISS U
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 567 C
FAA2 1102 S LINCOLN U
ENG1 URH FORBES 492 C
GRAD 111 S BUSEY U
BUS1 1104 W NEVADA U
BUS3 MCLEAN ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 322 U
LAS4 204 E WHITE C
BUS1 URH SNYDER 440 C
ENG1 102 E CHALMERS C
LAS1 URH SNYDFR 280 C
BUS4 RANTOUL ILL
AGR1 110 E ARMORY C
GRAD 303 1/2 E UNIV C
LAS4 106 E GREEN C
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN U
GRAD 401 E CHALMERS 406 C
LAS4 403 E WHITE 4 C
ENG1 URH LUNDGREN 104 C
LAS4 409 E CHALMRS C
LAS4 507 E CLARK 16 C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 194 U
LAS3 409 W GRIGGS U
PUS1 URH WESTON 482 C
BUS1 URH WESTON 482 C
GRAD 505 S RACE U
AGR2 URH BLAISDELL 213 U
LAS2 URH LAR 196 U
ED 1 URH WARDALL 920 U
EO 3 1102 S LINCOLN U
LAS1 URH SNYDER 262 C
LAS1 URH LAR 383 U
LAS1 ENFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 491 C
LAS2 1004 W OREGON U
LAS4 912 S 2ND C
ED 4 2107 KIRBY C
ED 4 FRITCHEY ESTATES U
PE 4 201 S LINCOLN U
LAS1 URH LAR 112 U
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 466 C
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS C
ENG2 1311 FAIRLAWN U
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 802 RICHARDS LN C
AGR4 1837 D OPCH PL U
GRAD 711 W CHURCH 11 C
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C
FAA1 305 E JOHN C
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 264 C
ENG3 URH ALLEN 362 U
LAW1 1107 W GREEN 222 U
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 402 U
AGR1 URH FORBES 390 C
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 222 U
GRAD 509 E WHITE 5 C



























































1828 N PAULINA ST
4700 W WELLINGTON
3203 BILTMORE AV
519 S PARK RD
BOX 62
904 N BROADWAY 206
RP 2 BOX 60
8101 ADDISON
8924 HARLEM





1889 BIG BEND DR
1802 W SCHOOL
410 E DIVISION ST
809 W NEVADA
809 W NEVADA
































103 E COVENTRY LN
26W141 MENOMINI









2902 N EASTON PL
405 S EDGEWOOD
912 CUNNINGHAM
725 S CENTRAL PARK
RR 3 BOX 100





808 S 25TH ST
901 HARRIS ST
1612 HIGHLAND AV










1107 W GREEN 222
4320 N NORTH ST
RR 2 BOX 97A
1107 W GREEN 222
2850 OAKMAN BLVD


































































































RISHOP STEVEN EUGENE FAA4
BISHOP THOMAS B JR FAA4
BISHOP TRACEY A LAS1
BISHOP WILLIAM A AGR2
BISHOP WILLIAM M GRAD
BISKUP ROSEMARY A AGR2
BISNETTE LINDA PAGE GRAD
*BISNETTF PAUL JARRY GRAD
BISPING RANDY L LAS1
BISPLINGHOFF ROSS L ENG4
BISSELL LEIGH J FAA1
BISSU GRACE GRAD
BITHER DAVID L LAS1
BITNER JAMES R LAS3
BITO TAKASHI GRAD
BITSCHURA PETER W LAS1
BITTFR MICHAEL J AGR1
BITTERMANN DAVID L FAA3
BITZ DONALD M LAS4
BITZER ANN E PE 2
BITZER JOHN L LAS3
BIZAR JANET S ED 4
BJERREGAARD WAYNE J BUS1
BJORLING RUSSELL L AGR4
BJORSFTH RICHARD E GRAD
BJURSTROM DONALD R LAS3
BJURSTROM SHARON A LAS1
BLACK ALEXANDER JR ENG2
BLACK ELLEN J LAS3
BLACK FRANK J LAW2
BLACK HENRY W LAS3
BLACK JENNIFER J PE 2
BLACK JOHN WILLIAM ENG4
BLACK MARCIA LEA LAS4
BLACK ROBERT N ENG1
BLACK RONALD ALAN VM 3
BLACK WENDY P LAS1
BLACKBURN DALE E VM 1
BLACKBURN JAY H LAS3
BLACKWELDER PEGGY J GRAD
BLACKWELL AVE M LAS1
BLACKWELL DONALD K BUS4
BLACKWELL RICHARD Q GRAD
BLAHA SHARALYN R COM3
BLAHNIK CYNTHIA K ED 2
BLAIN ROBERT K LAW3
BLAINE VALERIE M LAS1
BLAIP CULVEPSON E GRAD
BLAIR CURTIS J LAS4
BLAIP DIANA K BUS1
BLAIR EDWARD A BUS4
BLAIR GUY W R LAS2
BLAIR HAROLD ROBERT GRAD
BLAIP JANET A AGR3
BLAIR JANET M BUS2
BLAIR MARY GELLE LAS3
BLAIP RICHARD N BUS1
BLAIR STEPHEN T LAS4
BLAIR TERRY M PE 4
BLAIR TIMOTHY R GRAD
BLAIR WILLIAM B III ENG1
BLAIS ALLAIN W BUS4
BLAKE DAVID BARNARD GRAD
BLAKE DIANE ADAMS GRAD
BLAKE GARY L AGR3
BLAKE JUNE SWANGO GRAD
BLAKE KAREN R LAS3
BLAKE LUANA SHIRLEY GRAD
BLAKE MARSHA S LAS1
BLAKE MARSHALL A LAS1
BLAKE RHONDA LYNNE GRAD
BLAKE ROBERT C II GRAD
BLAKELEY FREDERICK M GRAD
BLAKELY CRAIG H LAS3
BLAKELY ELEANOR A GRAD
BLAKEMAN CLYDE T LAW1
BLAKEY HARRY L JR PE 4
BLAKEY MARTHA A FAA2
BLALOCK DENISE LAS2
BLAN CATHERINE J GRAD
BLANC ERIK I LAW1
BLANC PETER D LAS3
BLANC PETER L LAS3
BLANCHARD JAMES D BUS4
BLANCHARD R III LAS2
BLANCHAPD RAY MILTON GRAD
BLANCHARD WILLIAM JR BUS3
BLANCHFIELD JOAN L BUS1
BLANCO JOSE M LAS3
BLANCO MICHAEL A LAW1
BLAND ROBERT S BUS1
BLAND STEVEN D AGR3
BLAND THOMAS ANTHONY GRAD
BLANDA WALTER FRANK GRAD
BLANDFORD DICK K GRAD
BLANDFORD JAMES B GRAD
BLANDFORD SUSAN M PE 2
1600 W BRADLEY 37 C
103 N COLER U
URH BABCOCK 9 U
58 E GREGORY C
1905 JOANNE LN C
409 E CHALMRS C
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
311 E ARMORY C
203 S 3RD 2 C
URH NEWMAN 604 U
URH DANIELS U
202 E DANIEL C
UPH TOWNSEND 106 U
2C84 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 26 U
58 E GREGORY C
406 N EDWIN C
URH DANIELS 622 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
202 E DANIEL C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 158 C
809 S 5TH C
309 E HEALEY C
53 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 1208 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH FRENCH HSE 3 U
404 E DANIEL 4 C
1304 1/2 EADS C
108 ELMWOOD C
904 W GREEN U
109 E SPNGFLD C
URH SCOTT 463 C
407 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BLAISDELL 415 U
508 W MICHIGAN U
301 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 371 U
URH TRFLEASE 1023 U
URH FORBES 470 C
402 W SPNGFLD U
1106 S LINCOLN U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN 257 C
URH WARDALL 916 U
502 E WHITE 13 C
311 W OREGON U
URH BLAISDELL 405 U
509 S 5TH C
508 LANDO PL C
301 COUNTRY FR 60 C
URH TRELEASE 510 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
509 S 5TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
501 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
1603 VALLEY RD 1 C
910 S 3RD C
911 S LOCUST 106 C
508 W BEARDSLEY C
TWIN ORCH TRLR 72 U
BROADWAY 14 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 1026 U
DECATUR ILL
URH EVANS 105 U
URH TOWNSEND 113 U
401 E CHALMERS 114 C
RR 1 U
URH SHERMAN 154 C
706 S 1ST 303 C
1010 W GREEN U
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH TAFT 22 C
URH LAR 424 U
URH HOPKINS 406 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 562 C
PEORIA ILL
BUSEY APTS 306 U
112 E DANIEL C
211 E JOHN 10 C
407 E GREEN U
6C4 E ARMORY 2305 C
910 S 3RD C
211 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN C
910 S 3RD 1116 C
URH TAFT 426 C
107 E CHALMERS 5 C
512 W SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 512 U
714 S STATE C










































































ROUTE 1 BOX 5-1
1208 S SCHOOL AV
611 N 6TH





599 W 2ND ST

























301 COUNTRY FR 60
RR 1











502 E WHITE 25




9023 N KENTON AV
RR 1
725GREENWAY CIRCLE
706 S 1ST 303
944 NOLAN WAY
1220 KEMPT ST
13083 S ELLIS AV
672 MT VERNON DR












818 W HICKORY ST
RR 2
38 SHELBY ST





































































































BLANK JAMES L LAS1
BLANK ROBERT SIMPSON BUS3
BLANK RUTH E VM 1
BLANKE SCOTT B LAS2
BLANKENSHIP BONNIE L GRAO




BLASCO TERRI F FAA1
'BLASINGHAM MARY V GRAO
BLASS DOUGLAS A LAS2
BLASZKA HAROLD M LAS4
BLATCHLEY DAVID W ENG3
BLATT KAREN P GRAD
BLATT PAMELA M LAS1
'BLATTER ALFRED WAYNE GRAD
BLAUSER DOUGLAS S BUS3
BLAUSER LINDA C PE I
'BLAUVELT GORDON ALAN GRAD
BLAZE THOMAS E PE 3
BLAZEK JUDITH J COM3
BLECHA ROBERT D BUS2
BLECHL ANN E LAS2
BLECK JAMES H FAA1
BLECK THOMAS G LAS3
BLES JOHN S ENG3
BLESSMAN ROBERT W LAS2
'BLEUER PATRICIA L AGR3
BLEVINS CHARLES W GRAD
'BLEVINS DAVID EUGENE GRAD
'BLEVINS DONNA BUHS GRAD
BLICHARZ WAYNE T FAA4
BLICKENSDERFER T L PE 3
BLIEFNICK DEBORAH M LAS2
'BLIGH THOMAS JAMES GRAD
BLINICK ARTHUR LEE GRAO
BLINSKI ADRIENNE J ED 3
BLIX BRUCE E LAS2
BLOCK CYNTHIA S BUS3
BLOCK DIANE I LAS3
BLOCK ELKA MIRA GRAD
BLOCK GFRALD A LAS4
BLOCK JAMES I LAW1
BLOCK LAURIE PE 1
BLOCK MARC BENNET LAS4
BLOCK MARY R FAA4
BLOCK MICHAEL J LAS1
BLOCK RICHARD NORMAN GRAD
BLOCK ROBERT D BUS2
BLOCK RONALD D LAS2
BLOCK SHEREE A LAS2
'BLOCK VERNE DAVID FAA4
'BLOCK WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
'BLOCKMAN ARNOLD F LAW3
BLODGETT CYNTHIA S GRAD
BLODC-ETT DENNIS J VM 3
BLOEBAUM JANIS RUTH LAS3
BLOECKS RENATE S FAA4
BLOEMENDAAL RALPH E LAS3
BLOEMER PAUL T BUS3
BLOEMER ROBERT W GRAD
BLOESE RODNEY T LAS4
BLOGG GEORGF P FAA2
BLOMMAERT THERESE M LAS1
'BLOMQUIST DONALD A ENG4
BLOMSTEDT ERIK R GRAD
BLOND BARBARA J LAS1
BLONDER JEFFREY ALAN GRAD
BLONN REBECCA A LAS3
BLOOD CHARLES W JR FAA3
BLOOM AUDREY E FAA4
BLOOM BARBARA L LAS4
BLOOM FREDERICK R LAS3
BLOOM JOANNE ED 2
BLOOM MARK L BUS4
BLOOM STEPHEN C GRAD
BLOOM THEODORE A LAS2
"BLOOM THOMAS KIRBY GRAD
BLOOMFIELD MICHAEL J AGR3
BLOOMFIELD TERRY L LAS2
BLOOMQUIST JAMFS L ENG4
BLOUNT DALE R AGR3
BLOW DEBPA A PE 1
BLUDORN GREGORY A AVI2
BLUE GRFG THOMAS ENG4
BLUE JAMES M COM3
BLUE RONALD A LAS2
BLUE STEPHEN T LAS2
BLUESTONE ROBIN J LAS4
BLUHM EUGENF LEE ENG6
'BLUHM LEROY H AGR6
BLUHM LINDA M LAS4
sBLUHM LOUIS H GRAD
BLUHM PAUL F AGR1
BLUM ANDREA B LAS5
BLUM DAVID S ENG3
URH TOWNSEND 436 U
1208 NORTHWOOD S C
58 E JOHN 9 C
URH OGLESBY 403 U
1316 GRANOVIEW C
3002 PERKINS U
911 S 4TH C
SHERWOOO LODGE 23 C
3002 PERKINS RD U
URH ALLEN 235 U
INDPLS IND
URH SNYDER 490 C
CHICAGO ILL
601 S 4TH 11 C
URH DANIELS U
URH WARDALL 507 U
904 HOLIDAY C
URH SCOTT 466 C
URH SCOTT 408 C
OGOEN ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH ALLEN 327 U
URH SNYDER 466 C
URH GARNER 475 C
URH LUNDGPEN 304 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 276 C
URH OGLESBY 1021 U
1604 S HILLCREST U
DECATUR ILL
805 N MCKINLEY C
805 N MCKINLEY C
1001 S 1ST C
306 E GREGORY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
819 OAKLAND U
108 N GOODWIN U
910 S 3RD C
701 W INDIANA U
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 2 C
616 W SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 385 U
511 W CALIFORNIA U
505 1/2 S RACE I U
URH TRELEASE 830 U
106 E HEALY C
106 E HEALEY C
604 E ARMORY 2234 C
505 S LOCUST C
907 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 902 U
902 S 2ND C
2205 HAZWD OR 304 U
3311 RIDGEWOOD C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WARDALL 714 U
55 E HEALEY 101 C
ALGONQUIN ILL
58 E JOHN C
1207 W CLARK U
604 E ARMORY C
1209 W CLARK U
1004 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 408 C
URH LAR 305 U
1813 VALLEY RD C
509 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 3 U
703 W NEVADA U
715 W MICHIGAN U
604 E ARMORY 2317 C
202 S LINCOLN 5 U
307 E HEALEY 13 C
105 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 612 U
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
205 N COLER U
URH HOPKINS 342 C
606 N BROADWAY U
1109 S 4TH C
207 E JOHN C
203 S 3RD 4 C
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
URH HOPKINS 359 C
706 W SPNGFLD C
102 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 212 C
503 E WHITE C
37 MAPLEWOOD C
800 S MATTIS 34 C
505 S BUSEY 501 U
RIO GRAND SUL BRAZ
RR 3 C
CHICAGO ILL










































































5205 S NEENAH AV
104 E GARDEN AV
239 HATLEN AV
2800 N SHERIDAN RD













645 N GIBBONS AV








3658 W 83RD ST
3009 W JEROME
1801 SEWARD ST
4935 N HAMLIN AV
6636 N MONTICELLO
48 N DEVERON






























645 S EOSON AV
16951 OAK PARK AV
215 CREST RD
217 E 4TH ST
RR 1 BOX 25
6318 N RICHMOND








































































































BLUM EVA MANDL GRAD
BLUM LEONA A LAS4
BLUM STEVEN T LAS3
BLUM SUSAN A LAS4
BLUMBERG JOANNE C AGR1
BLUNE R J LAS1
BLUMEN IRA J LAS2
BLUMENFELD BETH J LAS2
BLUMENTHAL OIANE H GRAD
BLUMENTHAL DOROTHY A LAS1
BLUMENTHAL HOWARD M LAS4
BLUMENTHAL MARC J LAS4
BLUMERSHINE RUTH V LAS5
BLUMHARDT ELLEN V LAS1
BLUMHARDT KAREN R LAS2
BLUNIER DORIS E LAS3
BLUNIER JANET KAY LAS3
BLUNIER STANLEY R AGR3
BLUSTEIN JOSEPH N LAS2
BLUSTEIN JUDY P LAS4
BLYLY DON A ENG4
BOAN BECKY A AGR2
BOAN JAMES S FAA4
BOARD STEVEN C LAS2
BOARD THOMAS G JR ENG2
BOARDLEY DIANNE M GRAD
BOARDMAN CHRISTINE S GRAD
BOARDMAN GREGORY W LAS1
BOBBITT RONALD A LAS1
BOBERG RICHARD J LAS1
BOBERG THOMAS E ENG4
BOBINSKY TIM GAPETH GRAD
BOBISUTHI JAMES F FAA3
BOBLETT VICTOR N PE 2
BOBLICK JAMES J LAS1
BOBULA CHARLES M III LAS4
BOBUS JAMES M BUS3
BOBZIEN BONNIE R LAS4
BOBZIEN FRED L JR ENG1
BOBZIEN RENEE A ED 2
BOCHENEK MICHAEL P BUS1
BOCHENKO LAWRENCE E ENG3
BOCIAN DIANE M LAS1
BOCK JUDITH R FAA1
BOCK LINDA KOTCHER GRAD
BOCK MARY E JOHNSTON GRAD
BOCK ROGER W AGR4
BOCKA LARRY EUGENE GRAD
BOCKMANN MARK H LAS2
BOCKSTRUCK LLOYD D GRAD
BOCSKAY TINA M LAS2
BOCZULAK MARILYN LAS2
BODANIS AUDREY G FAA2
BODDY MICHAEL S AGR4
BODE CRAIG H LAS1
BODE KENNETH D LAS1
BODEE RICHARD L BUS4
BODEM CHARLES R LAS4
BODEN DAVID D ENG1
BODENSTAB PAUL R ENG3
BODENSTAB VALERIE K FAA3
BODENSTEIN SANDRA L PE 1
BODLE THOMAS L ENG2
BODMAN BARBARA S LAS3
BODMER MERLE H JR AGR3
BODNAR MAUREEN M LAS2
BODNAR PETER D FAA4
BODNAR SUSAN M LAS4
BODNER DENISE G AGR1
BOEBEL ROBERT FAA3
BOEHM DOUGLAS A ENG2
BOEHM FREDERICK J II LAS4
BOEHM GERALD LEONARD ENG2
BOEHM GORDON FAA6
BOEHMER JOHN MICHAEL LAS4
BOEHMER MICHELLE T LAS2
BOEHNER SUSAN D LAS2
BOEKELMAN JOHN R LAS4
BOEKHAUS KENNETH L ENG4
BOERMA CYNTHIA WURTH AGR4
BOERMA HENRY ROGER GRAD
BOERSCHINGER MICHAEL LAS2
BOESEN ANN M BUS1
BOESEN THOMAS P LAS3
BOESSEN CAROLYN A GRAD
BOETTCHER EDWARD A AVI2
BOETTCHER ROBERT CAR FAA4
BOGAN MELISSA J LAS4
BOGARD WILLIAM TERRY GRAD
BOGART BELLE A LAS3
BOGART MOLLIE M ED 4
BOGDANOFF ROBERT J BUS2
i BOGDANSKI SUSAN D AGR3
BOGE DAVID S GRAD
[
BOGEN LYNN C FAA1
BOGER RALPH E LAS4




1006 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 321 C
URH OGLESBY 724 U
907 S 4TH C
306 E OANIEL C
706 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 902 U
505 S BUSEY 305 U
503 E STOUGHTON 2 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH LAR 431 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 221 U
513 W OREGON U
804 W SPNGFLD U
401 CHALMERS 517 C
504 W MAIN 203 U
URH HOPKINS 170 C
312 E DANIEL C
404 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH ALLEN 25 U
URH CARR 311 U
URH DANIELS 238 U
URH DANIELS 251 U
URH FORBES 295 C
URH OGLESBY 809 U
URH ALLEN 75 U
908 W NEVADA 1 U
107 E CHALMERS 5 C
411 E HEALEY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH FORBES 336 C
107 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 407 C
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
URH LUNDGREN 222 C
URH LAR 239 U
URH LUNDGREN 110 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 478 U
URH LAR 412 U
2103 GRANGE U
RR 3 U
909 N BUSEY U
61 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 264 C
URH DANIELS 703 U
710 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 106 U
URH ALLEN 203 U
510 S ELM 8 C
FOX RIVER GR ILL
511 W PARK C
1101 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 206 C
309 E CHALMERS C
1008 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 195 U
1104 W NEVADA U
FARMER CITY ILL
802 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 620 U
409 E CHALMRS C
RR 2 U
409 E CHALMERS C
PENN U
309 E HEALEY 14 C
URH SNYDER 218 C
51 E SPNGFLD C
803 W OREGON U
303 S ELM C
512 E CLARK C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 345 C
312 E ARMORY C
804 E CALIFORNIA U
2044 D ORCH ST U
2044 D ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 180 C
URH WARDALL 721 U
1419 HOLLYHILL RD C
907 S 3RD C
SAVOY ILL
58 E JOHN 15 C
314 S PRARIE 101 C
102 N LINCOLN 5 U
URH EVANS 233 U
DANVILLE ILL
306 E GREGORY C
802 W GREEN U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 1112 U
2114 ORCH ST 304 U




































































313 E CENTER ST
2940 W GREENLEAF
607 DODGE AV





42 LAKE SHORE DR






825 W RUSSELL ST
225 S BRAINARD


























3847 W 115TH ST
105 S COLES ST
1970 KOEHLER DR
3318 W 31ST ST
2856 W JARVIS AV
RR 2






319 S EDWARD ST
9124 KILBOURN
717 E HIGH










712 N LIBERTY ST
512 E CLARK
905 MARTIN OR
2001 N 6TH ST
135 E GRANTLEY
BOX 95
2044 D ORCH ST
2044 D ORCH ST
2206 MILES AV
1032 W LOIS ST
1032 W LOIS AV




700 E 6TH ST
807 W MAIN ST
111 W 7TH








































































































BOGGS OONALD L AGR2
BOGGS MARY A LAS1
BOGGS STEPHEN H LAS2
BOGIN JAMIE E LAS4
BOGNER DEAN L ENG4
BOGNER LORAINE E AGR3
BOGORAD JANICE L LAS1
BOGORAD JERCLD P LAS2
BOGOT FERN T LAS2
BOGUE PATRICIA LOU P GRAD
BOHACEK ROBERT J VM 3
BOHAN CHRISTOPHER J LAS1
BOHAN KIMBERLY L A FAA4
BOHANON ANTHONY T ENG1
BOHARIC KATHLEEN K GRAD
BOHARIC ROBERT V LAW3
BOHL KENNETH R ENG3
BOHLEN LINDA LOU LAS4
BOHLIN RAYMOND G LAS2
BOHN ANNA E LAS3
BOHN JOSEPH W LAS2
BOHN RICHARD N ENG3
BOHN ROBERT ERNEST GRAD
*BOHNING RAYMOND G ENG4
BOHNSAK MAUREEN A LAS1
BOHRER BRUCE F LAS4
BOHRER ROBERT A LAW2
BOI MARTIN T ENG4
BOIM DAVID S LAS3
*BOIRUM RALPH NEIL GRAD
BOJAN MICHAEL J LAS3
BOKINA JOHN RICHARD GRAD
BOKOSKY JOHN E LAS1
BOKSA KAREN A LAS3
BOLAND HAROLD J LAS1
BOLAND KEITH D BUS4
BOLANDER LARRY A ENG4
BOLDEN EDGAR L JR LAS2
*BOLDEN JAMES JR FAA3
BOLDEN JOHN f LAS1
BOLDEN SHARON MALEY LAS4
BOLDREY CATHY D FAA2
BOLDREY JOHN KEVIN BUS3
BOLDT GAIL L ED 1
BOLDT JOHN R ENG3
BOLEK CAROL A AGR4
*BOLEN KENNETH R GRAD
BOLIN DIANE G FAA1
BOLIN MICHAEL F GRAD
BOLL FREDERICK E BUS4
BOLLENDORF WILLIAM E LAS1
BOLLER STEPHANIE K GRAD
BOLLERO ANN J GRAD
BOLLERO BARBARA L LAS2
BOLLHOFFER FRED C LAS1
BOLLINGER ROBERT E ENG2
BOLLMAN STEVEN D ENG4
BOLLWEG DORIS ELAINE GRAD
*BOLON HOLLY WHEELER GRAD
BOLON WARREN MARTIN GRAD
BOLOTIN ROBERT D LAS3
BOLS BERNARD K AGR4
BOLSER ROBERT L LAS1
BOLT CRAIG R ENG4
BOLT DONNA M LAS4
BOLTON WILBUR W LAS2
BOLTZ PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
BOLTZ TIMOTHY D ENG1
BOLZ RICHARD F LAS3
BOMBERG WILLIAM H BUS4
BOMZER HERBERT W GRAD
BONA STANLEY A ENG2
BONACQUISTI FRANK C LAS2
BONADONNA PROVIDENCE LAS2
BONAS BARBARA A LAS1
BONAVIA MARK SHELDEN BUS4
BOND GEORGE B JR FAA2
BOND MARK LAS2
BOND PETER R FAA2
BOND THOMAS L ENG1
BOND VERNON L ED 4
BOND WILLIAM H JR GRAD
BOND WILLIAM I LAS3
BOND WILLIAM L ENG1
BONDAD CARIDAD B GRAD
BONDESON MARK W ED 1
BONEM ROBERT E BUS1
BONEN AREND GRAD
BONETTI JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
BONETTI ROBERT A ENG1
BONETTI WILLIAM C LAS3
BONETTO FRANK J JR GRAD
BONHEIM DAVID S BUS3
BONITZER ROBERT W VM 1
BONNELL ALICE K ED 3
BONNELL LINDA M LAS4
BONNER CAMERON SCOTT GRAD
801 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
URH TOWNSEND 421 U
707 S 6TH C
201 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 338 U
URH BABCOCK 310 U
2313 S 1ST 302 C
URH ALLEN 115 U
MACOMB ILL
WILSON TRLR PK 47 U
URH NOBLE 18 C
DEERFIELD ILL
URH SCOTT 369 C
1106 S 2ND 1 C
1106 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 380 U
609 N MCKINLEY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 329 U
URH HOPKINS 373 C
302 GREGORY C
1623 W UNIVERSITY C
1107 S EUCLID 11 C
URH ALLEN 198 U
309 E HEALEY 1 C
URH CARR 316 U
1110 S ARBOR 303 C
1415 KIRBY C
TOLONO ILL
URH TAFT 102 C
2109 W WHITE C
URH SNYDER 394 C
URH WESTON 315 C
URH TAFT 221 C
817 BALBOA C
1401 SILVER 3 U
1212 W CLARK U
1833 A ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 266 C
1212 W CLARK U
1102 S LINCOLN U
SUMNER ILL
URH WARDALL 1104 U
41 1/2 E MAIN C
505 S BUSEY 407 U
DANVILLE ILL
904 S LINCOLN U
510 1/2 S NEW C
1600 W BRADLEY C
GIFFORD ILL
508 E WHITE 2 C
502 W MAIN 224 U
URH EVANS 235 U
URH FORBES 300 C
URH SNYDER 470 C
1808 WILLOW RD U
804 S LOCUST 65 C
405 W HEALEY C
405 W HEALEY C
211 E JOHN 8 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH CGLESBY 416 U
2219 S 1ST 303 C
307 E HEALEY 13 C
URH GARNER 216 C
WASHINGTON D C
URH BARTON 308 C
402 E DANIEL C
901 W SPNGFLD U
2510 STANFORD C
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
1306 W CLARK U
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 310 U
706 W SPNGFLD C
401 W GREEN C
URH ALLEN 494 U
1302 W CLARK U
904 W GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS C
309 W ELLS C
505 S BUSEY 201 U
URH FORBES 286 C
909 S 5TH C
DES PLAINES ILL
URH TAFT 409 C
105 E CHALMERS 206 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 212 U
808 N LINCOLN 5 U
1207 E FLORIDA 31 U
URH ALLEN 365 U
910 S 3RD C
1007 S 1ST C
1301 WINDING LN C



















































RR 1 BOX 85
1845 EVERGREEN RD
273 PAPKCHESTER RD
6312 N CENTRAL PK
RR 1 BOX 74
RR 1 BOX 74
1653 NORFOLK AV
1653 NORFOLK





2350 S STATE 608
1106 S 2ND ST 1
9044 BEECHNUT
1510 S OAKLAND AV
407 KERR




















955 E 62ND ST














2010 E TAYLOR ST
1016 E 16TH ST
142 N CEDAR ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 78


























306 N SWARTS ST
98 MALAKAS ST














































































































BONNER MARGARET P GRAD
BONNETTE KATHERINE M GRAD
BONNEY MARSHALL GRAD
BONNOM RANDALL C LASA
BONOMI WILLIAM J ENG3
BONVALLET ROBERT W Y GRAD
BOODNICK LYNN LAS3
BOOK JOEL E AGR1
BOOK MARLENE B ED A
BOOKER HARRY GIPSON PE A
BOOKMAN JOEL D LAS3
BOOKS PONALT K LASA
BOONE CHARLEE LAS1
BOONE CHERYL RUTH GRAD
BOONE TIMOTHY J VM 3
BOOR JOSEPH A LAS1
BOOR SUSAN ALDA GRAD
BOOTH ALAN C ENG2
BOOTH CAROL A LAS1
BOOTH MELINDA B ED A
BOOTH PAUL G BUS3
BOOTHE MICHALE L LAS1
BOPP FRITZ WILHELM GRAD
BOPP JONATHAN FREER LAS1
BORCHARD RONALD E GRAD
BORDENKIRCHER THOMAS LASA
BORDER SAMUEL J ENGA
BORECKI PATRICIA A BUS3
BOREK EVALYN ED 3
BORELLI RAYMOND F GRAD
BORGE JEFFREY ALLAN AGRA
BORGIA PETER T GRAD
BORGOGNONI WILLIAM F FAA3
BORIA PHILIP JOSEPH GRAD
BORING REBECCA JFAN GRAD
BORK RONALD D AGRA
BORKER LYNN F PE 1
BORKOWSKI JEFFREY L BUS1
BORLA JANICE LYNNE GRAO
BORMET GARRY R FAA2
BORN CHRISTOPHER P ENGA
BORN DAVID W LAS1
BORN GERALD LLOYD GRAD
BORNHOFF WILLIAM J LAS3
BORONI THOMAS ANDREW GRAD
BOROS SARAH SUSAN GRAD
BOROWSKI MAPCIA B ED 2
BOROWSKI MATTHEW C FAA1
BOROWSKI MICHAEL C FAA3
BORRELLI MICHAEL J LAS1
BOPRENPOHL NANCY LEE GRAD
BORRENPOHL TERRY E AGRA
BORRINO DAVID F LAS1
BORROWMAN PHILLIP E FAAA
BORROWMAN VALERIE K AGR2
BORST GAYLE E LAS2
BORTA DANIEL F LAS1
BORTH DAVID E ENGA
BORTON SHELLY K FAA1
BORTON THOMAS ERNEST GRAD
BORTZ STEVEN J ENG2
BOPTZ TRUDY L ED 3
BORUFF STEPHEN L FAAA
BORUSZAK ALLAN N LAS2
BORYS CHERYL L LASA
BOS JAMES W ENGA
BOSANAC STEVAN N COMA
BOSCH ELIZABETH M LAS3
BOSCH KATHRYN L AGR1
BOSCHEE DIANE S GRAD
BOSE DEBASISH GRAD
BOSKEY DAVID W BUS3
BOSKEY DONALD B BUSA
BOSLEGO BARBARA E ENGA
BOSMENY BRUCE E LAS3
BOSOLD PATRICIA ANN GRAD
BOSSERT MICHAEL G AGR3
BOSSOV WAYNE H LAS2
BOST BARBARA ANN GRAD
BOSTIAN SANDRA L COM3
BOSTIC GENEVA FOOTE LASA
BOSTICK ALVA E LAS1
BOSTON BRADFORD J ENG1
BOSTON EDWIN LESLIE ENG3
BOSTON ETHEL C GRAD
BOSTROM JEFFREY A LAS2
BOSWELL PARLEY A LAS2
BOSY GEORGE S LAS3
BOTELSON ROGER A VM 2
BOTHEN DOMINIC F ENG3
BOTTEPBUSCH RITA K LAS2
BOTTERON MARY L LAS1
BOTTERON NORMAN G SR PE 3
BOTTORFF ALANA LAS2
BOTTORFF JARDA LAS1
BOTTORFF RICHARD J BUS1
BOTTUM GREGORY ELISH GRAD
50A W MAIN 207 U
DANVILLE ILL
SAVOY ILL
1005 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 391 C
URH SHERMAN 1066 C
NORTHBPOOK ILL
58 E GREGORY C
107 E CALIFORNIA U
AOA S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1003 U
301 HIGH U
A09 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 352 C
16 COACHMAN U
URH NOBLE 318 C
A09 W ELM A U
URH TOWNSEND 315 U
URH WARDALL 505 U
108 E JOHN 11 C
108 E JOHN 11 C
URH TOWNSEND 35A U
810 W STOUGHTON U
AOA E DANIELS C
100A E FLORIDA U
10C7 S 3RD C
111A W SPNGFLD U
505 S BUSEY AOl U
802 W OREGON U
MCNTICELLO ILL
7A3 S MATTIS C
1819 B ORCH PL U
KINCAID ILL
1727 HENRY 5 C
URH DANIELS A63 U
2219 S 1ST 202 C
URH BLAISDELL 325 U
URH NOBLE A13 C
50A W PENN U
609 W MAIN U
112 E DANIEL C
112 E DANIEL C
1002 E HARDING U
2112 NOEL C
311 E WHITE 26 C
URH DANIELS A77 U
URH VANDOREN 322 C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES A86 C
712 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
URH NOBLE 107 C
AOA N JAMES C
120A S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 716 U
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
201 S BIRCH U
FLORIDA U
57 POTAWATOMI TRL U
URH HOPKINS 172 C
A10 E GREEN C
509 E WHITE C
907 S ATH C
707 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 389 U
109 E HEALEY A C
1102 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 602 U
106 HOLIDAY PARK C
203 S WRIGHT A C
708 W HIGH U
111 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 332 U
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
509 E WHITE C
801 W IOWA U
910 W CALIFORN 12 U
107 E HEALEY 10 C
URH EVANS 306 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH LAR A65 U
URH BARTON 15 C
URH TOWNSEND 318 U
20A HESSEL C
307 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 217 U
605 S 5TH 12 C
1009 COUNTRY SQI U
212 E CHALMERS C
805 W OHIO U
306 E PARK 106 C
306 E PARK 106 C
710 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE A06 U
URH OGLESBY 216 U












































































110A S 15TH ST
RR 3
10A N PARRISH LN
A09 W ELM A
901 S STONE AV
11A3 E 50TH ST
108 E JOHN 11
108 E JOHN 11
3020 WHITE PINE DR
SULZeACHCI 3





5625 N ST LOUIS
80A ADAMS CT
3835 PACIFIC AV
1819 B ORCH PL
BOX R
727 BPYN MAWR
200 LOCUST LN E
RR 1









2A60 E 12ATH ST
2116 W HADDON AV
5107 N KENTON AV












365 GREEN BAY RD




11510 W 73RD PL
1815 S 23RD AV
33-A EKDALIA PL
116AA LOWE



















306 E PARK 106
306 E PARK
125 E HARPOLE ST
125 E HARPOLE ST




































































































BOUCHARD ROBERT E EO A
BOUCHER HENRI P BUS3
BOUCHER SCOTT LAS2
BOUOAPT MARY G LAS3
BOUDRFAU JAMES K LAS3
BOUOREAU ROBERT A LAS2
BOUGHRUM DIANE F AGR4
BOUGHRUM RICHARD L GRAD
BOUGHTON BRENT G LAS1
BOUGHTON WILLIS LEE GRAD
BOUGON MICHEL G GRAD
BOUILLON LISA K LAS4
BOUILLON MICHAEL R VM 1
BOUMGARPEN NAOINE M LAS1
BOURDAGE DONALD G ENG4
BOURDAGF JAMES S LAS3
BOURDEAU JILL MARIE LAS3
BOURGASSER GENE A LAS1
BOURGEOIS THOMAS W LAS3
BOURKE PATRICIA A LAS3
BOURLAND GAYLAND D LAS2
BOURLAND GLENDA J AGR2
BOURNE GERALYN LAS1
BOURNE TIMOTHY C ENG1
BOURNS WILLIAM F GRAD
BOURQUIN JERRY L LAS1
BOUSLOG THOMAS D BUS3
BOUWKAMP THOMAS G LAS3
BOUXSEIN BETTY J LAS1
BOUXSEIN FRANCIS II ENG4
BOUXSEIN JOHN P III LAW3
BOVENKERK JANET L LAS1
BOVENZI ROBERT J JR AGR1
BOVIO MICHAEL A AGR1
BOW ROUH TYAN GRAD
*BOWDON MARY S LAS4
*BOWEN BOBBIE DUDLEY GRAD
BOWEN DEBORAH JEAN AGR2
BOWEN DON E LAS2
BOWEN ELLA MAE GRAD
BOWEN HAROLD J AGR2
BOWEN JEFFREY H LAS2
BOWEN KFVIN F LAS3
BOWEN LARRY JAMES GRAD
BOWEN MARSHALL ALLEN GRAD
BOWEN ROBERT E LAS3
BOWEN ROBERT LEE GRAD
BOWEN STEPHEN PHILIP BUS3
BOWER CAROL MILLER LAS1
BOWER GORDON LEE GRAD
BOWER PATRICIA ANN GRAD
BOWER SANDRA L BUS2
BOWERMASTER JANET M GRAD
*BOWERMASTER JON P GRAD
BOWERS JAMES A VM 4
BOWERS KENNETH J LAS3
BOWERS PAMELA MARIE LAS2
BOWERS SANDRA L LAS2
BOWIE MORRIS B FAA3
BOWIE ROGINA L PE 4
BOWLES CYNTHIA A LAS2
BOWLING ARTHUR L JR GRAD
BOWLING DAVID E JR GRAD
BOWLUS STEPHEN BYRON GRAD
BOWMAN ANN S FAA3
BOWMAN BARBARA E LAS1
BOWMAN DANA E AGR1
BOWMAN DAVID B AGR3
BOWMAN EVERETT G II BUS3
BOWMAN GREGORY R LAS1
BOWMAN JEFF C BUS1
BOWMAN JOEL PITKIN GRAD
BOWMAN JOHN M ENG2
BOWMAN JOHN W ENG3
BOWMAN RICHARD L LAS3
BOWMAN RICHARD S FAA1
BOWMAN ROGER L ENG2
BOWMAN WAYNE D FAA4
BOWMAN WILLIAM S FAA1
BOWN CLIFFORD K BUS4
BOWRING DAVID H II LAS4
BOWS RONNA L LAS3
BOWSHEP GERALOINE C GRAD
BOWTON CONSTANCE G LAS3
BOWYER TIMOTHY H GRAD
BOXER GARY H LAS4
BOXER LAURENCE R GRAD
BOYARIS KAREN L LAS1
BOYCE MARK P FAA1
BOYCE TIM A BUS3
BOYD BYRON H LAS2
BOYD CARNELL ENG3
BOYD GREGORY LESTER GRAD
BOYD IVAN MAC AGR4
BOYD JANET L FAA1
BOYD JOHN ALEXANDER GRAD
BOYD JOHN WESLEY GRAD
POSSVILLE ILL
506 S URBANA U 344-2129
409 E CHALMERS C
202 N WOODS U 344-7255
URH SNYDER 328 C 332-1763
URH TAFT 322 C
300 S GOODWIN 210 U 344-8726
300 S GOODWIN 210 U 344-8726
URH HOPKINS 446 C
URH DANIELS 399 U 332-2532
BOX 1159 C 352-5348
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH HOPKINS 176 C 332-1182
SYCAMORE ILL
707 S STATE C 359-0493
707 S STATE C 359-0493
902 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 283 U 332-4110
306 E ARMORY C 328-3817
207 E CLARK 2 C 352-8C77
618 E DANIEL 4 C
URH TRELEASE 721 U 332-5607
URH ALLEN 101 U
URH NOBLE 319 C 332-0415
709 W VERMONT U 344-6267
URH HOPKINS 342 C
404 E GREEN 202 U
URH TOWNSEND 380 U 332-4171
URH FLAGG 309 C 332-0300
105 N COLEP U 344-5672
426 FAIRLAWN U 344-3359
URH ALLEN 173 U
URH SNYDER 246 C
604 E ARMORY 402 C 344-1266
URH DANIELS 707 U
2318 BROOKSHIRE C 352-1115
1107 W GREEN 632 U 367-4347
707 S 6TH 213 C
URH OGLESBY 329 U
ILLINI MANOR 303 C
URH FORBFS 354 C 332-1051
58 E DANIEL C
1823 W JOHN C 352-5531
11C7 W GREEN 632 U 367-4347
1117 LANORE U 344-6461
URH TOWNSEND 342 U 332-4143
WELOON ILL
508 W BEARDSLEY C 359-8814
MAHOMET ILL
1833 B ORCH ST U 367-8006
SPOKANE WASH
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
29 COACHMAN U
29 COACHMAN U
2105 W WHITE 180 C 359-3735
URH GARNER 124 C 337-5365
URH CLARK 333 C 332-0057
URH SCOTT 204 C 332-1431
URH TOWNSENO 924 U 332-5412
509 E STOUGHTON C
904 S LINCOLN U
208 W CALIFORNIA 1 U 328-3635
1306 CENTENNIAL C 352-1341
801 W PARK 2 U 367-0755
309 S PRAIRIE C
3C8 W MICHIGAN U 344-4559
URH EVANS 211 U 332-2681
DECATUR ILL
MCNMOUTH ILL
205 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 309 U 332-5121
1108 BRIARCLIFF U 367-7284
URH BLAISDELL 8 U 332-3441
URH HOPKINS 363 C
505 S BUSEY 206 U 367-3642
URH LUNDGREN 114 C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-9315
309 S PRAIRIE C 359-7710
URH ALLEN 283 U 332-3330
2009 PHILO RD U 344-4428
505 E UNIVERSITY C
505 S BUSEY U
FISHER ILL
URH SAUNDERS 124 U 332-3606
811 S FOLEY C 356-0176
401 S WEBER C 344-0619
1804 D ORCH PL U 344-0863
URH WARDALL 207 U 332-4315
URH WESTON 352 C 332-2018
904 W GREEN U 384-5884
URH WESTON 411 C 332-4059
508 E WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 514 U
TUSCOLA ILL 235-2150
URH WARDALL 1126 U 332-4550
311 W OREGON U 344-7786







300 S GOODWIN 210



























23 LN 16TH TAISHUN
2318 BROOKSHIRE
1107 W GREEN 632
101 LINDEN LN
1079 N CHERRY ST



















253 W 38TH PL
500 PATERSON DR
208 W CALIFORNIA 1
328 E ELM ST
801 W PARK 2
309 S PRAIRIE
3914 ADAMS RD
RR 4 BOX 126






122 N OAKWOOD AV
107 S SHORES DR








365 E GROVE ST
811 S FOLEY
2204 FIR ST
1804 D ORCH PL
1526 HILLCREST CT
230 ABBOTT ST
312 W PATTERSON ST
702 N LAKEVIEW DR
714 N ST LOUIS
17 MORELAND AV






































































































BOYD JON M FAA3
*BOYO KENNETH M ENG3
BOYD ROGER W BUS3
BOYD SUSAN GARRETT VM 4
BOYD THOMAS E GRAD
BOYD VENITA NEVATA GRAD
BOYDSTUN JAY BRYAN FAA4
BOYER ANDREW P ENG1
BOYER BRUCE E FAA1
BOYER DAVID C ENG1
BOYER GARY K BUS*
BOYER JOHN PARKE JR GRAD
BOYER JULIE E AGR1
•BOYER KENNETH WAYNE GRAD
BOYER PAUL C LAS1
BOYETT ROBERT L LAS3
BOYKIN CASENOVER BUS1
BOYLAN WALTER P LAS2
BOYLE JOSEPH F JR FAA3
BOYLE LYNN E LAS1
BOYLE PATRICK A LAS1
BOYLE SALLY R AGR2
*BOYNTON ARTHUR JOHN GRAD
BOYSEN GREGORY P ENG4
BOYSEN RICHARD A ENG3
BOZARTH VERNON L ENG1
BOZE CECIL LAS1
BOZINOVICH LUBA V FAA1
BRAAKSMA DAVID B LAS3
BRAAH GEORGE A ENG3
BRAAM STEVEN J LAS4
BRAATZ DANA J AGR3
BRABEC MICHAEL L LAS2
BRABETS TIMOTHY P ENG3
BRABSON JOHN SAMUEL GRAD
BRACE LINDA JEAN GRAD
BRACEY DANIEL J ENG3
BRACEY STEVEN D AGR1
BRACHMAN MITCHELL E ENG2
BRACKEN KAREN S GRAD
BRACKEN MARK A AGR1
BRACKEN ROBERT M ENG4
BRACKETT JOHN A LAS4
BRADDY STANLEY D AGR3
BRADEN CHARLES E III GRAD
BRADEN JOHN H AGR2
BRADEN WILLIAM L ENG1
BRADFORD CHARLES JR LAS2
BRADFORD QUENTIN E COM4
BRADFORD RANDALL LAS1
BRADFORD WILLIAM D FAA1
BRADISH ROBERT H LAS3
BRADLEY ALLAN A ENG1
BRADLEY ANN L LAS2
BRADLEY BRIAN W LAS3
BRADLEY EDWARD M LAS3
BRADLEY EDWIN J LAW1
BRADLEY HALLIE LAS1
BRADLEY JAMES P AGR2
BRADLEY JOHN LEONARD GRAD
BRADLEY MARJORIE R BUS1
BRADLEY MATTHEW J AGR1
BRADNA MARYLOU A LAS4
BRADSHAW ERNEST M LAS1
BRADSHAW LISA K PE 1
BRADSHAW OTTO W JR ENG1
BRADY DANIEL RORY GRAD
BRAOY JEFFREY D LAS1
BRADY JOHN KISSLING GRAD
BRADY MARY MCDONOUGH GRAD
BRADY REBECCA J BUS1
BRADY TERRANCE M LAS3
BRAGG MICHAEL B ENG1
BRAID KENNETH J PE 3
BRAILER KATHRYN ANNE GRAD
BRAITHWAITE EDWIN S GRAD
BRAKEBILL JAMES M COM3
BRAKMAN CARL LEE GRAD
BRAMLET DEAN ALLEN BMS1
BRAMSON RONALD S LAS2
BRANCH JAMES HENRY PE 3
BRANDFON ELLFN S ED 3
BRANDING RANDY L LAS2
BRANDL ROBERT F JR LAS4
BRANDON ERNEST M GRAD
BRANDON MAYNARD G JR GRAD
BRANDON OTHA LEON GRAD
BRANDON ROBERT C LAS2
BRANOOW DONNA R BUS3
BPANDOW VINCENT D GRAD
BRANDSTRADER JANET R LAS4
BRANDT CAROL A LAS1
BRANDT DEBORAH K LAS3
BRANDT OENNIS ARNOLD LAW3
BRANDT ROBERT T LAS2
BRANDWEIN MICHAEL K LAS2
BRANFMAN ALAN R GRAD
310 fe GKEGUKY I. 3«»*-13tJO
1011 S LOCUST 3 C
21 SALEM RD U
1405 W KIRBY 14 C
URH DANIELS 222 U
311 E JOHN 16 C
405 W BRADLEY C 352-5873
604 E ARMORY 1109 C
URH SNYDER 350 C 332-1775
604 E ARMORY 1235 C
507 E ELM U
1701 W UNIVERSITY C 359-0277
910 S 3RD C
2807 CARRELTON C 356-5310
URH OGLESBY 1108 U 332-5360
URH BLAISDELL 110 U 332-3457
URH HOPKINS 232 C 332-1211
313 E ARMORY C
301 E WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 126 U 332-5434
URH NOBLE 108 C
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
2073 A ORCH ST U 344-0405
2311 S 1ST 204 C 384-5676
CHICAGO ILL
URH SNYDER 208 C 332-1674
306 MCKINLEY C
URH ALLEN 235 U 332-3165
305 1/2 W ELLS C
URH TOWNSEND 405 U 332-4178
210 1/2 W JOHN C 352-5046
URH CARR 122 U 332-3874
1900 S PHILO U
URH HOPKINS 443 C 332-1358
902 E HARDING 90 U
URH DANIELS U 332-2435
505 S BUSEY 404 U
BROADWELL ILL
112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
MAHOMET ILL
URH TOWNSEND 272 U
111 E CHALMERS 7 C 344-1588
1305 SILVER 6 U
MAHOMET ILL
15 LEXINGTON U 328-2486
302 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 622 U
508 E WHITE C
507 E CLARK C
URH TOWNSEND 542 U 332-4271
1108 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 221 C 332-0720
URH CARR 107 U 332-3859
106 HEALEY 1 C 359-8594
URH BABCOCK 401 U
711 W GREEN U 367-3930
11 HERITAGE DR C
URH BABCOCK 307 U 332-3784
401 S WEBBER U 344-0619
1411 CENTENIAL C 536-8623
URH LAR 272 U 332-2980
URH GARNER 326 C 332-0795
712 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
309 E JOHN 9 C 367-0639
URH SAUNDERS 430 U 332-3703
607 1/2 E UNIV C 352-1027
URH OGLESBY 331 U 332-5142
28 BLUE SPRUCE C 356-1254
208 S 1ST C 352-7430
URH BLAISDELL 413 U
URH TOWNSEND 334 U
110 E ARMORY C
302 E JOHN 1401 C 344-4341
1109 S 3RD 301 C 344-7599
URH SHERMAN 752 C
404 S 6TH C
408 E MAIN 8 U 344-6242
404 E MICHIGAN 9 U 328-3967
409 E CHALMRS C
CHICAGO ILL
902 S 2ND C 344-6647
URH BABCOCK 221 U 332-3767
909 S OAK C
1008 N WILLIS C
URH SHERMAN 417 C
1803 VALLEY RD C
809 W PENN U 344-4070
MANSFIELD ILL
MANSFIELD ILL
512 S 4TH C 359-8553
URH TRELEASE 1006 U 332-5863
1106 S 1ST C 344-8972
3 SANDALWOOD C 359-5112
URH HOPKINS 211 C 332-1193
409 E CHALMERS 501 C 384-5380
506 W NEVADA U 367-2546
**£ W LAI-ATCI I C
























208 N JEFFERSON ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 182
2454 W AINSLIE
547 HOYLES AV
3634 W 85TH PL
1221 MORGAN AV
112 E 12TH ST
1615 E DIVISION
223 S STEWART AV
ROUTE 4
1202 HOWARD CR





406 S MIDLAND AV




5100 S STATE 601
3855 S WELLS
2877 E 77TH ST
501 W 81ST ST





















630 W DEVLIN ST
RR 1




408 E MAIN 8
2 LINCOLN DR
6952 N CRAWFORD AV



















































































































BRANMAN LARRY A LAS4
BRANNAN MONTE J FAA2
BRANNOCK EUGENE R ENG2
*BRANSKY ANNE C GRAO
BRANTA JACK W BUS2
BRANTMAN LESLIE C AGR1
BRANTNER DOUGLAS A LAS3
BRANTNER RICHARO C AGR1
BRANTON JAMES C ENG2
BRANTON MARILYN B GRAD
BRANTSCH UTE K LAS2
BRANZ THOMAS L LAS2
*BRASEL KENNETH E GRAD
BRASH CHARLENE K LAS2
BRASH DOUGLAS E ENG4
BRASH SCOTT D BUS1
BRASHER BRETT V LAS4
BRASHIER REBECCA J FAA3
BRASHLER STEVEN BUS3
BRASILE FRANCIS M GRAD
BRATRUDE CLAUDIA B LAS2
BRATT JOSEPH P ENG2
BRATTIN MICHAEL A ENG1
BRAUER CAROL A LAS2
BRAUER DAVID A LAW3
BRAUER DAVID G AGR3
BRAUER ROBERT I AGR1
BRAUGHER CHERYL A LAS2
BRAUGHER DENISE LAS1
BRAUN ALEX LAS1
BRAUN BARBARA Z GRAD
BRAUN CHRISTOPHER B BUS1




BRAUN LYNN PE 4
BRAUN MARY ANN ROSE GRAD
BRAUN ROBERT A GRAD
BRAUN ROBERT C ENG1
BRAUN ROGER E LAS2
BRAUN SHELDON L BUS1
BRAUN WILLIAM J LAS4
BRAUNSHAUSEN R W JR LAS4
BRAUNSREUTER HOWARD BUS1
BRAVERMAN BLAIR I LAS2
BRAWLEY JAMES V LAS2
BRAY CONRAD J LAS1
BRAY JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
BRAY LINDA J ED 3
BRAY ROBERT M GRAD
BRAY RONALD L AGR1
BRAZAITIS BRUCE W AGR1
BRAZAITIS JOHN B LAS3
BRAZAS BRUCE A LAS1
BRAZIS SUSAN A LAS1
BRDA PATRICIA M LAS2
BREADON JANNE N LAS3
BREARLEY DONALD H FAA1
BREBACH EMILY S GRAD
BREBACH RAYMOND T GRAD
BREBNER DENNIS A LAS3
BREBNER RICHARD E LAS3
BRECHER JAMES R LAS2
BRECKENRIOGE JUANITA LAS1
BRECKENRIDGE V A LAS1
BREDBERG KARL A LAS4
BREDBERG NEAL A LAS4
BREDEMANN JOHN P FAA1
*BREEDEN STEPHEN L ENG4
BREEN MICHAEL K AGR4
BREFELD ROSEMARIE LAS2
BREGAR MICHAEL F ENG2
BREGER LANCE HARRIS GRAD
BREGIN JAMES M BUS1
BREGMAN INEZ S LAS2
BREHM BARRY L BUS1
BREHM DANA K LAS1
BREI JEFFREY W FAA4
BREITENSTEIN FRANCIS LAS4
BREITER BARBARA A LAS2
BREITWISER KENNETH T BUS4
BREKKE BARBARA A BUS1
BREMER BARBARA E GRAD
BREMER DAVID L AGR3
BREMER JAMIE KAY LAS2
BREMER JOAN A FAA1
BREMSETH STEPHEN P LAS1
BRENER JUDITH L LAS3
BRENNAN ALFRED E LAS2
BRENNAN TERENCE J ENG3
BRENNAN THOMAS P LAS1
BRENNE LYNDA E COM4
BRENNECKE SUSAN E LAS2
BRENNEKE JAMES CARL GRAD
BRENNEMANN MICHAEL B ENG1
BRENNER BONNIE S LAS1
703 W PARK 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 580 U
URH SNYDER 260 C
1318 HEDGE RD C
202 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 928 U
URH OGLESBY 702 U
809 W PENN U
801 FAIROAKS C
801 FAIROAKS C
URH TRELEASE 1107 U
URH GARNER 392 C
110 S COTTAGE GR U
1002 COUNTRY SQI U
614 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
918 S LYNN C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 468 U
911 S LOCUST C
URH EVANS 324 U
URH BABCOCK 405 U
URH NOBLE 408 C
URH WARDALL 602 U
602 E STOUGHTON C
211 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH SAUNDERS 110 U
URH HOPKINS 438 C
MORRILL HALL 297 U
URH LUNDGREN 11 C
URH SHERMAN 432 C
110 E ARMORY C
910 S NEW C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
703 W CALIFORNIA U
406 E GREEN 302 U
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
URH SNYDER 342 C
1004 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 306 U
614 W ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 128 U
907 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 294 C
URH OGLESBY 418 U
URH DANIELS 713 U
URH GARNER 246 C
2109 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH BARTON C
URH FORBES 276 C
211 N COLER U
URH TOWNSEND 428 U
URH CLARK 325 C
URH BUSEY 301 U
URH WESTON 102 C
URH HOPKINS 182 C
1107 E WASHINGTON U
1107 E WASHINGTON U
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
207 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 421 U
URH WARDALL 221 U
111 E CHALMERS 13 C
209 W JOHN C
604 E ARMORY 2135 C
3205 W KIRBY C
604 E ARMORY 2411 C
508 W HEALEY C
302 E GREGORY C
Q07 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 444 C
503 E WHITE C
911 S LOCUST C
URH BUSEY 256 U
VERSAILLES FR
404 E GREEN 202 U
URH BUSEY 416 U
57 IVANHOE U
URH SAUNDERS 105 U
503 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
1103 S BUSEY 4 U
904 W GREEN U
408 N CARSON C
52 E ARMORY C
313 E JOHN 16 C
403 WHITE C
409 F CHALMRS C
713 W OHIO U
314 S PRAIRIE C
URH TRELEASE 201 U
URH DANIELS 85 U
58 E GREGORY C

















































































110 S COTTAGE GR
1002 COUNTRY SQI
5633 LEITCH AV
6128 N CENTRAL PK
918 S LYNN ST
706 N 3RD ST
14100 KING RD
911 S LOCUST
5101 DE WITT LN
4443 N BEACON ST
707 GARFIELD AV
18550 HOOD AV
239 W 15TH PL
18550 HOOD AV
RR 1 BOX 17
646 N DRAKE



















312 N MAIN ST
URH DANIELS 713
1133 BIRCH LN





8022 W 85TH PL
4344 S CLINTON AV
7316 S PRAIRIE AV












2741 N ST LOUIS AV
407 N JEFFFRSON
4722 S WOOD ST
1346 HICKORY ST
9241 S SAWYER AV
4934 W CHURCH
541 E KENWOOD AV
541 E KENWOOD




















































































































BRENNER DONNA J LAS2
BRENNER ELLYCE A LAS1
BRENNER RICHARD J AGR2
BRENNER SCOTT LAS4
BRENNOLT MICHAEL R LAS2
BRENZA LEONARD A COM3
BRESCIA CHARLES L ENG1
BRESLICH KEITH D LAS4
BRESLIN EILEEN M PE 1
BRESLIN MICHAEL J LAS4
*BRESNAHAN JAMES F VM 4
BRESNAHAN KERRY A LAS3
BRESNAN REGINA F PE 4
BRESNIK MARK S LAS4
BRESSMAN ROBERT A LAS3
BRESSNER GARY E AGR3
BRETHAUER TODD S LAS4
BRETT JAY F FAA2
BRETTMANN JUDY K FAA2
BRETZLAFF ROBERT S ENG3
BREUNIG OIANE R ED 1
BREWBAKER DANIEL M FAA4
BREWER CHARLES C LAW1
BREWER DANIEL F FAA2
BREWER DAVID CHARLES GRAD
BREWER DENNIS G LAS1
BREWER JACQUELINE T LAS1
BREWER LINA M ED 4
BREWER MICHAEL L LAS3
BREWER NANCY A LAS3
BREWER ROBERT A LAS1
BREWKA ELIZABETH S LAS1
BREWKA MARIA E LAS1
BREWSTER JOHN S GRAD
BPEYFOGLE JOHN L ENG1
BREZINA JOHN E LAS1
BRICHTA PENNY J LAS1
BRICHTA RAND E COM4
BRICKER CAROLYN A LAS2
BRICKETT PAUL A LAS4
*BRICKEY JEFFREY W GRAO
BRICKMAN HOWARD J LAS4
BRICKMAN MARK S LAS3
BRICKMAN SUSAN L LAS1
BRIDGES EDWARD M PE 3
BRIDGES LEONARD GRAD
BRIDGES MICHAEL R ENG2
BRIDGES RHONDA K LAS1
BRIDGES WAYNE B BUS1
BRIDGEWATER C KAREN GRAD
BRIDGEWATER CORLETT LAS1
BRIDGHAM LARRY E BUS3
BRIDWELL ELIZABETH A LAS4
BRIDWELL GEORGE T LAS3
BRIDWELL ROBERT K BUS4
BRIENZO KENNETH D LAS4
BRIERLEY GARY STEVEN GRAD
BRIERLEY THOMAS W ENG3
BRIESE FREDERICK P AGR1
BRIGGS ALAN A ENG1
BRIGGS BRIAN M ENG1
BRIGGS BRUCE E AGR2
BRIGGS CAROL ANN GRAD
BRIGGS DANNY D LAS2
BRIGGS JOHN ED WRD LAW2
BRIGGS JOHN W LAS1
BRIGGS LARRY L AGR3
BRIGGS MARTHA L ED 3
BRIGGS MICHAEL J LAS4
BRIGGS PICK A FAA1
BRIGGS SARA G FAA3
BRIGHT BEVERLY A LAS3
BRIGHT GARY JAY GRAD
BRIGHT ROBERT W BUS2
BRIGHTBILL FREDERICK BUS3
BRIGHTON WILLIAM D LAS4
BRIGHTWELL MARTHA V LAS4
BRIGHTY ELAINE L GRAD
BRIICK JOHN H BUS1
BRIK EL-HANNACHI S GRAD
BRILL HOWARD WALTER GRAD
BRILL JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
BRILL KATHEPINE P GRAD
BRILL LINDA A COM4
BRILL MICHAEL D LAS1
BRILL ROSEMARY ED 1
BRILL WENDY J LAS2
BRILLEMBOURG A F ENG3
BRILLHART JONATHAN L FAA2
BRINEGAR GEORGE B GRAD
BRINK MICHAEL T ENG1
BRINK PETER RICHARDS GRAD
BRINK PHILIP EDWARD GRAD
BRINKER JOAN R PE 3
BRINKLEY CHRISTINE P GRAD
BRINKLEY GARY NED LAS2
BRINKMANN CARL E VM 1
URH WESTON 320 C
URH TRELEASE 903 U
URH FORBES 326 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 428 C
URH FORBES 200 C
URH HOPKINS 182 C
906 W SPNGFLD 4 U
URH WARDALL 726 U
401 E CHALMERS C
205 COUNTRY FR 38 C
309 E JOHN 7 C
906 W HILL C
605 W SPNGFLD C
910 S 3RD C
803 W OREGON U
606 W OHIO U
609 W MAIN 6
URH TRELEASE 228 U
URH TOWNSEND 511 U
410 E GREEN C
1112 W ILLINOIS U
1010 S 1ST 7 C
URH FORBES 278 C
8 QUINCY C
URH TOWNSEND 107 U
URH ALLEN 337 U
RIDGE FARM ILL
URH TOWNSEND 210 U
URH SCOTT 206 C
URH LUNDGREN 313 C
URH LAR 332 U
URH ALLEN 404 U
CENTURY 21 C
URH GARNER 102 C
URH LUNDGREN 319 C
URH TRELEASE 904 U
58 E JOHN 22 C
902 S 2ND C
109 E SPNGFLD C
RR 2 U
503 E STOUGHTON C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 309 U
504 W COLUMBIA C
311 E JOHN 14 C
URH HOPKINS 290 C
URH ALLEN 103 U
910 S 3RD C
803 S 2ND C
1304 ELLIS U
URH WESTON 271 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
1008 E OREGON U
201 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 399 U
1724 PARK HAVEN C
302 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
URH BARTON 10 C
809 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 532 C
URH BLAISDELL 221 U
208 S 1ST C
URH NOBLE 421 C
URH GARNER 417 C
805 W OHIO U
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 8 U
802 W OREGON U
207 E JOHN 3 C
2104 ORCH ST 201 U
1103 S BUSEY 2 U
501 E DANIEL C
609 W GREEN U
618 E DANIELS C
URH DANIELS 528 U
URH FORBES 112 C
JENDOUBA TUNISIA
2112 ORCH ST 302 U
2057 D ORCH ST U
2112 ORCH ST 302 U
1009 W MAIN U
URH GARNER 488 C
URH LAR 333 U
DEWEY ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 173 C
1507 MAPLECREST C
URH ALLEN 17 U
101 N BUSEY U
207 W HEALEY C
CLNEY ILL
505 S JAMES C
1003 W WASHINGTON C





































































3637 W 58TH ST











6919 N ASHLAND AV
582 HILLCREST AV
RR 1
220 E 6TH ST
840 LOGAN AV
825 JACKSON ST
1821 HIGHLAND DR S
8 QUINCY
114 W NORTH ST
5309 S WOODLAWN
408 S STATE ST

















ROUTE 1 BOX 59
RR 6
4101 W 96TH ST











RR 1 BOX 51
908 HELEN DR
RR 1
10520 S WOOD ST
RR 1 BOX 51
208 S 1ST
RR 3 LANCASTER PD















11 22 S TENNESSEE
400 PARK AV E















































































































BRINKMANN DEBORAH C AGR3
BRINKMANN KATHLEEN A LAS3
BRINKMANN THOMAS L ENG4
BRINKMANN WILLIAM J LAW2
BRISCOE CHARLES E JR ENG4
BRISKMAN RANDY J ED 4
BRISTOL CLAIRE M LAS1
BRISTOW JENNIFER A LAS2
BRISTOW JULIA A LAS1
BRISTOW PAMELA L LAS3
BRITT NANCY MARSH LAS4
BRITTAIN RICHARD G FAA4
BRITTAIN SUSAN L LAS1
BPITTON CHARLES R GRAD
BRIX JOHN R VM 1
BRIXIUS MARY BOUCHER LAS5
BRIXIUS WILLIAM W GRAD
BRIZGYS ANTANAS VM 3
BRIZGYS VINCENT L LAS1
BROADBENT EMER DEAN LAS1
BROADBENT MIMA GRAD
BROADUS EARL W LAS2
BROADUS JOHN R LAS4
BROCCARDO MICHAEL GRAD
BROCHMANN DEBRA M GRAD
BROCK CAROL A LAS1
BROCKAMP PHILIP L AGR1
BROCKER KAREN L LAS2
BROCKER KENNETH R LAS4
BROCKETT JERRY K LAW1
BROCKETT LESLIE AGR3
BROCKETT MARY K AGR3
BROCKMAN LAURA C LAS4
BROCKMAN LOUIS H BUS1
BROCKMAN MICHAEL R AGR1
BROCKMAN STEVAN A AGR4
BROCKMEYER CHERYL A LAS4
BROCKMEYER JERRY W GRAD
BROCKSCHMIDT CLAUDE LAS2
BROCKUS JOHN P ENG1
BRODAY STEVEN F LAS1
BRODE ROGER W LAS2
BRODEMUS JOHN S GRAD
BRODEMUS ROBERT M LAS4
BRODERICK THOMAS F LAS3
BRODERICK THOMAS S ENG4
BRODHEAD JANE D LAS3
BROONICK DONALD E ENG3
BRODNICK GREGORY R LAS3
BRODSKY CHERYL K FAA2
BRODSKY GEORGE D LAS4
BRODY BARBARA D ED 4
BRODY JEFFREY M LAS2
BRODY ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
*BRODY ROSALYN SILVER GRAD
BROEDEL WILLIAM R JR ENG2
BROEKER DEBORAH A LAS3
BROEKER STEVEN L BUS3
BROEKSMIT PETER S LAS2
BROERS SHARON K ED 4
BROFMAN ANN L LAS1
BROGAN RAYMOND F LAS1
BROGDON STEPHEN N FAA2
BROHMAN MICHAEL B LAS1
BROHMAN SUSAN R LAS3
BROICH FRANCIS B III BUS1
BROKAW JOHN TAYLOR LAS4
BROKAW SUSAN L LAS4
BROKOSKI CANDICE E GRAD
BROLINE JAMES CURTIS ENG4
BROLINE RUSSELL L ENG1
BROMBERG MERRICK J LAS2
BROMELAND JOYCE A AGR4
BROMIEL LINDA M LAS4
BROMLEY KATHRYN M LAS4
BROMLEY WILLIAM G LAS1
BROMMEL BRIAN A BUS1
BRONARS PAULETTE H FAA2
BRONN LYNNE S AGR3
BRONSTEIN JOHN M GRAD
BRONSTEIN LINDA G GRAD
BRONSTEIN NANCY B AGR2
BROOCKS GAY G FAA4
BROOK DEBRA A ED 2
BROOK ELAINE M ED 4
BROOK ROBERT D LAS1
BROOKENS MARILYN E LAW2
BROOKENS RUTH SCHURM GRAD
BROOKS ALANA L ED 2
BROOKS ALBERT CONRAD GRAD
BROOKS OAVID JAMES PE 2
BROOKS DEBORAH K LAS2
BROOKS JAMES C ENG4
BROOKS JAN SCHUBERT GRAD
BROOKS JANET L LAS3
BROOKS JOHN L AGR3
BROOKS JOHN T BUS1
1014 W MAIN U
1014 W MAIN U
AUGERVILLE RO U
1014 W MAIN U
503 W GREEN U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
312 E DANIEL C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH VANDOREN 104 C
603 W HIGH U
2205 DALE 4 C
URH WESTON 361 C
URH SAUNDERS 5 U
909 W ILLINOIS U




URH HOPKINS 202 C
1606 W HEALEY C
1606 W HEALEY C
106 S GREGORY U
106 S GREGORY U
910 S WEBBER U
805 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH BLAISDELL 213 U
URH TRELEASE 922 U
302 E JOHN 1504 C
601 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 424 U
1202 W NEVADA U
1C8 E HEALEY 3 C
URH TAFT 18 C
URH OGLESBY 627 U
409 E CHALMRS C
604 W PARK U
904 N BROADWAY 222 U
1304 W CLARK 3 U
URH NOBLE 103 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH HOPKINS 374 C
318 ELMWOOD C
318 ELMWOOD C
URH HOPKINS 358 C
URH HOPKINS 262 C
103 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 309 C
805 W STOUGHTON U
URH BUSEY 341 U
609 S RANDOLPH C
309 E HEALEY 9 C
URH HOPKINS 360 C
1600 W BRADLEY 298 C
1600 W BRADLEY 298 C
URH BLAISDELL 226 U
URH WESTON 215 C
URH GARNER 388 C
106 E ARMORY C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH TRELEASE 226 U
URH FORBES 317 C
URH SNYDER 258 C
910 S 3RD 517 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH TAFT 419 C
910 S 3RD C
807 W OREGON U
107 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
406 W HIGH U
URH NOBLE 410 C
301 E ARMORY C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH SAUNDERS 123 U
615 W UNION C
URH TOWNSEND 349 U
URH BARTON 203 C
URH SCOTT 330 C
1104 W NEVADA U
506 E WHITE 3 C
506 E WHITE 3 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH BUSEY 426 U
URH TRELEASE 205 U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS C
508 W MAIN U
508 W MAIN U
404 E STOUGHTON 4 C
2510 SHERIDAN C
211 E ARMORY C
508 E ARMORY C
2313 S 1ST C
258 DEWEY U
1212 GERTRUDE C
URH OGLESBY 1226 U






































































88 N EDGEWOOD AV
711 S 1ST























121 E CHAMPAIGN AV
716 N STATE ST
121 E CHAMPAIGN AV
2419 S CHICAGO ST
138 W HINES AV
140 HILLCREST CT














1600 W BRADLEY 298
1600 W BRADLEY 298
926 POPLAR




670 INDIAN HILL RD
3222 S PARNELL
830 S WALNUT










313 S LOMBARD AV
2625-40TH ST




303 E ROWE ST





400 PARK AV C
508 W MAIN
508 W MAIN











































































































BROOKS JONES HENRY GRAD
BROOKS KEVIN W BUS3
BROOKS MILDRED D GRAD
BROOKS PATRICIA K LASl
BROOKS PETER D ENG3
BROOKS PETER ERNEST GRAD
BROOKS RICHARD A LASl
BROOKS ROY C BUS1
BROOKS TERRENCE J LAS2
BROOKS WILLIAM F GRAD
BROOM ANNE PODJASEK GRAD
BROOM DAVID A ENG4
BROOM JAMES E ENGl
BROOM WILLAPD LESLIE GRAD
BROPHY KATHLEEN MARY GRAD
BROPHY MARY JILL GRAD
*BROQUARD MILDRED M GRAD
BROQUARD VICTOR E GRAD
BROSCHKA GREGORY L LAS3
BROSCHKA GWENDOLYN AGR2
BROSE JANET D LAS2
BROSE WILLIAM P GRAD
BROSH NANCY FASSETT ED 4
BROSI BRUCE LEE BUS4
BROSILOW RANDI S FAA2
BROSIOUS MAPY A PE 4
BROSNAN THERESA M LAS2
BROSS ALAN DAVID GRAD
BROSSARD DONALD E ENG3
BROSSMAN JAMES J AGR3
BROTHERSON FREDERICK ENG4
BROTMAN MARCY L LASl
BROTON ROBERT M ENG3
BROTTMILLER WILLIAM LAS4
BROUDO MARY FAA4
BROUGHTON GARY R FAA3
BROUNSTEIN SHEPI L LASl
BROUSEK LOUISE M LAS3
BROUWER JOEKIE LAS3
BROWAR JOHN L BUS4
BROWDEN BARBARA A BUS2
BROWER RICHARD A LAS2
*BROWN ANGIE BANTA FAA2
BROWN ANTHONY LELAND ENG4
BROWN ANTONIUS J BUS1
BROWN BARBARA E LASl
BROWN BARBARA J BUS2
BROWN BENJAMIN L BUS1
BROWN BRADLEY F AGR1
BROWN BRUCE A LAW3
BROWN CAROL A PE 1
BROWN CAROLYN G FAA3
BROWN CARRIE A AGR1
BROWN CHARLES G AGR4
BROWN CHRISTOPHER G FAA4
BROWN CRAIG T LAS3
BROWN DANIEL DWIGHT GRAD
BROWN DANNY M ENGl
BROWN DAVID M ENG4
BROWN OAVID N BUS1
BROWN DAVID WAYNE GRAD
BROWN DEBORAH J LAS2
BROWN DEBORAH S LAS2
BROWN DELBERT M BUS3
BROWN DENNIS ALLEN LASl
BROWN DENNIS C GRAD
BROWN DENNIS G ENGl
BROWN DIANE E AGR2
BROWN DORIS WALKER FAA2
BROWN DOUGLAS W ENG3
BROWN EARL RICHARD GRAD
BROWN EDNA COOMER GRAD
BROWN EDWARD J LAS2
BROWN ELIZABETH ANN LAW3
BROWN ETHERIA THELMA GRAD
BROWN FRANCES S AGR4
BROWN GARNETTA JEAN GRAD
BROWN GARY DEAN GRAD
BROWN GARY E BUS1
BROWN GARY L LAS5
BROWN GERALD A VM 4
BROWN JACK EDWARD JR GRAD
BROWN JACKIE D BUS2
BROWN JAMES J ENG3
BROWN JAMES M LAS4
BROWN JAMES MARCE GRAD
BROWN JAMES MITCHELL GRAD
BROWN JANET L BUSl
BROWN JANICE KAY BUS4
BROWN JANICE M LAS2
BROWN JANICE MAE GRAD
BROWN JANIS A LASl
BROWN JAY R VM 3
BROWN JEFFREY PAUL GRAD
BROWN JEFFREY S LASl
BROWN JERRY C LAS2
BROWN JOAN M FAA2
1408 EASTERN U 367-7116
102 E CHALMERS C
URH CLARK 240 C
URH EVANS 217 U 332-2710
URH TOWNSEND 308 U 332-4136
59 E SPNGFLD C 356-0259
URH SNYDER 445 C
URH OGLESBY 518 U
URH SCOTT 367 C 332-1547
TOLONO ILL
705 HOLLYCREST 2 C 356-6502
1004 S 2ND C
1004 S 2ND C
705 HOLLYCREST 2 C 359-6502
512 E STOUGHTON C
908 S LOCUST 206 C 359-5395
OBSERVATORY U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
604 E ARMORY 2117 C 344-1266
910 S 3RD 16 C
URH WESTON 220 C 332-1583
203 W HEALEY C 359-2279
OAKWOOD ILL
410 E JOHN C 344-2255
910 S 3RD C 337-5287
310 E WHITE 35 C 356-5469
URH HOPKINS 424 C 332-1346
106 W IOWA U 367-2530
URH TOWNSEND 466 U 332-4221
1010 N BERKLEY U 344-6706
URH OGLESBY 207 U 332-5089
URH TRELEASE 1118 U 332-5724
901 W SPNGFLD U
918 S LYNN C 352-0943
CHICAGO ILL
URH TAFT 404 C 332-0655
URH GARNER 261 C
212 SPNGFLD C 359-9878
1004 S 4TH C 367-5230
909 S LOCUST C 359-1960
URH SCOTT 232 C
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
2411 ELIZABETH U 367-1258
709 W SPNGFLD U 367-0659
506 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 125 U 332-5433
404 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 1112 C
410 E MICHIGAN 3 U 367-0123
910 S 3RD C 337-5053
URH SCOTT 289 C 332-1492
URH WESTON 322 C 332-2000
800 S MATTIS 18 C
512 E JOHN C 344-4048
1500 ANTHONY 27 C 352-7326
913 W CHURCH 7 C
URH OGLESBY 105 U
309 N BUSEY 8 U 344-0111
910 S 3RD C
404 E GREEN 301 U 344-6405
URH TRELFASE 623 U 332-5579
URH TRELEASE 211 U 332-5447
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
URH TOWNSEND 536 U 332-4265
1901 CYNTHIA C 359-7824
URH SNYDER 228 C 332-1693
1104 W NEVADA U 332-5602
506 E STOUGHTON 13 C
104 1/2 E UNIV C 359-7198
605 S 4TH 101 C
NORMAL ILL
106 E HEALEY 16 C
2109 W WHITE 194 C 359-8929
510 E CLARK 37 C 359-7441
111 E CHALMERS C 344-0212
11C9 W SPNGFLD C
207 PADDOCK E C
10C8 S 4TH C 344-1207
157 PADDOCK E C
104 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-0113
1011 N COLER U
URH SAUNDERS 225 U 332-3902
1002 S 2ND C 328-3850
307 F JOHN C
404 N HARVEY U 367-9899
205 M PENN U 367-7143
URH BLAISDELL 413 U
1205 W MAIN 3 U 367-7450
URH TRELEASE 802 U 332-5619
309 N BUSEY 4 U 333-1455
HINSDALE ILL
MAHOMET ILL
1205 E FLORIDA 34 U 344-5^54
URH BABCOCK 415 U 332-3823
URH HOPKINS 361 C 332-1298




































314 W SUNSET 7
2700 SPARTA LN
2437 S 10TH AV
410 GREENWOOD AV
2772 E 75TH ST

















1304 S 4TH ST
954 CAMPBELL ST
328 N SUMMIT AV
404 E GREEN 301
1523 WESTAIRE






361 S DESPLAINES F





















12746 GOLF CLUB DR
27 BLAINE AV
RR 1
8074 28TH AV N
441 E MARGARET ST




































































































BROWN JOAN MARIE GRAO
BROWN JODIE A LAS1
BROWN JOEL M FAA3
BROWN JOHN R LAS4
BROWN JOSEPH ROSS JR LAW2
BROWN KAREN BERGER GRAO
BROWN KATHLEEN H LAS3
BROWN KATHLEEN M LAS2
BROWN KEITH ASTOR F GRAD
BROWN LAWRENCE M LAS3
BROWN LAWRENCE T LAS2
BROWN LEO LAS3
BROWN LINDA J FAA2
BROWN LINDA SUE LAS2
BPOWN LONDA D LAS2
BROWN LORRAINE A ED 1
BROWN LOUISE PETERS GRAD
BROWN MARCIA FISCHER GRAD
BROWN MARILYN SMITH GRAD
BROWN MARK L LAS4
BROWN MARLA ED 2
BROWN MARTHA LYNNE LAS2
BROWN MARTIN C LAS1
BROWN MERIDIAN AVI3
BROWN MERRAS VERNELL AGR4
BROWN MICHAFL A ENG4
BPOWN MICHAEL P ENG1
BROWN MYRA E LAS3
BROWN NANCY A AGR3
BROWN PAMELA R LAS4
BROWN PATRICIA A LAS2
BROWN PATRICIA ANN GRAD
BROWN PATRICIA ANN LAS3
BROWN PEGGY A LAMB GRAD
BROWN PETER L FAA2
BROWN PHILIP DONALD GRAD
BROWN PHILIP L BUS3
BROWN PHYLLIS S LAS2
BROWN PPESTON M ENG3
BROWN RANDALL A LAS4
BROWN RANDALL H ENG3
BROWN RANDI M LAS2
BROWN RANDY LEE GRAD
BROWN REGINALD S BUS1
BROWN RENDELL F LAW3
BROWN RICHARD A ENG3
BROWN RICHARD A LAS2
BROWN RICHARD LYNN GRAD
BROWN RICHARD W LAS4
BPOWN ROBERT E ENG4
BROWN ROBERT FORREST BUS3
BROWN' ROBERT L LAS3
BROWN POBILEE LAS3
BROWN RODNEY L LAS1
BROWN ROGER K LAS4
BROWN ROGER MARK GRAD
BROWN ROLAND LAS1
BROWN RONALD ADRION GRAD
BROWN RONALD CONKLIN GRAD
BROWN RONALD H ENG1
BPOWN ROSE A AGR3
BROWN ROY LEONARD JR GRAD
BROWN RUTH ESTHER GRAD
BROWN SALLY J PE 2
BROWN SCOTT LANE LAS1
BROWN SCOTT M BUS1
BROWN SHERRY B ED 3
BROWN STEPHANIE LAS2
BROWN STEPHEN F LAS3
BROWN STEPHEN WELLS LAS1
BPOWN STEVEN J PE 1
BROWN STEVEN M LAS3
BROWN STEVEN N ENG4
BROWN STEWART J LAS4
BPOWN SUE DOLEZAL PE 5
BROWN TERRY D ENG1
BROWN THOMAS E LAS1
BPOWN THOMAS H LAS3
BROWN THOMAS HENRY GRAD
BROWN TIMOTHY L ENG2
BROWN VERNON PAUL LAS2
BROWN WILLIAM C JR GRAD
BROWN WINIFRED FAIX GRAD
BROWNE MARCIA J LAS2
BROWNER WILLIAM J FAA4
BROWNFIELD GARY E PE 3
BROWNFIELD LINDA K ED 3
BROWNFIELD RANDALL D BUS1
BROWNING PHILIP E BUS1
BROWNING STEVEN R LAS1
BROWNLEE BARBARA A LAS2
BROWNLEE MARY S PE 2
BROWNOLD ELLEN SUE GRAD
BROWNRIDGE BYRDIE S LAS2
BROWNRIDGE ENOS A BUS4
BPOWNSTEIN DALE S ED 2
BROXHAM GREGORY W LAS3
MATTOON ILL
A09 E CHALMRS C
110 E CHALMERS C
406 W CLARK U
502 N MCKINLEY C
1011 N COLER U
310 E WHITE 32 C
URH VAN DOREN 118 C
807 S LOCUST C
URH BABCOCK 228 U
310 E WHITE 32 C
URH TOWNSEND 326 U
URH WARDALL 822 U
801 WESTFIELD C
201 COUNTRY FR C
508 W INDIANA U
508 W INDIANA U
913 W CHURCH 7 C
808 W UNIVERSITY C
505 1/2 S RACE U
904 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 205 C
BOX 2473 C
URH SHERMAN 105 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 124 U
207 PADDOCK E C
907 S WRIGHT C
908 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 26 C
509 W BRADLEY C
CHICAGO ILL
157 PADDOCK E C
109 CHALMERS 1 C
BATAIA ILL
1712 E FAIRLAWN U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SNYDER 386 C
STA A BOX 2027 C
URH WESTON 360 C
306 E DANIELS C
407 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 261 C
216 E GREGORY 204 C
URH ALLEN 355 U
910 S 3RD C
1814 VALLEY RD C
206 E SPNGFLD C
1110 W SPNGFLD U
801 WESTFIELD C
URH BABCOCK 421 U
207 E JOHN 6 C
CHICAGO ILL
905 S 1ST C
702 S MCCULLOUGH U
URH GARNER 295 C
1934 D ORCH ST U
812 OAKLAND 208 U
URH BABCOCK 115 U
2505 BROWNFIELD FD U
209 E CLARK 6 C
NORMAN OKLA
508 E ARMORY C
402 W CLARK C
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 424 U
URH OGLESBY 609 U
210 W ILLINOIS U
URH CARR 107 U
209 W IOWA U
908 CALIFORNIA 2 U
912 W CHURCH C
BERWYN ILL
URH TAFT 14 C
URH OGLESBY 742 U
1930 C ORCH ST U
1106 N LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 315 C
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 470 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
505 W UNIVERSITY C
DANVILLE ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
202 E DANIEL C
1223 FOOTHILL C
URH GARNER 126 C
URH LAR 217 U
URH VANDOREN 427 C
910 W NEVADA U
URH EVANS 226 U
510 E STOUGHTON C
409 E CHALMRS C





































































310 E WHITE 32
7155 S UNION AV










1800 7TH ST 2D
BOX 2473
7656 S DANTE
8600 N CENTRAL PK
BOX 34
RR 1




1132 E 42ND PL 903
157 PADDOCK E
2012 ANDERSON
1211 E WILSON ST
1712 E FAIRLAWN
9212 N MERRILL AV
RP 1




47 E 101ST PL
524 DURHAM
4738 N KENMORE AV
509 MARIAN AV
RR 8 BOX 34
206 E SPNGFLD







2031 S CLARK 502




3430 INMAN DR NE
700 NANCY LYN TERR










7010 W 34TH ST
512 BRIARWOOD
709 VALLEY RD











1225 S CENTRAL PK
1225 S CENTRAL PK







































































































BROYLES CYNTHIA L LAS1
BROZ JAMES F BUS1
BROZ THOMAS ANTHONY GRAD
BRTIS JOHN S ENG4
BRUBAKER GAYLEN RAY GRAD
BRUBAKER ROBERT L LA SI
BRUBECK BECKY S COM3
BRUCE JACQUELINE D LAS2
BRUCE JOHN L LAS3
BRUCE KENNETH EUGENE GRAD
BRUCE ROBERT J LAS3
BRUCE SANDRA J LAS*
BRUCE STEVEN JOHN LAS2
BRUCKER JOHN P ENG2
BRUCKER MAURICE H GRAD
BRUCKNER JAMES T ENG1
BRUDNICKI EDWIN D FAA*
BRUE I JANE GRAD
BRUECKMANN RONALO R FAA2
BRUEGGEMAN DAVID E GRAD
BRUEGGEMANN VERNON C AVI1
BRUEGGERT MARLIN S ENG3
BRUEMMER STEPHEN M ENG2
BRUGGINK THOMAS H GRAD
BRUHN GREGG A LAS2
BRUIN CHRISTINE M LAS3
BRUMFIELD EVA M LAS1
BRUMFIELD ISAAC W GRAD
BRUMIS MELODY LAS*
BRUMLEVE CHARLES E BUS*
BRUMLEVE TIMOTHY R LAS*
BRUMM NANCY J LAS3
BRUMMET DAVID J ENG3
BRUMMETT THOMAS B LAS1
BRUNDAGE DIANE N BUS1
BRUNDAGE JOHN P LAS3
BRUNDAGE SUSAN E BUS1
BRUNE BETH A LAS1
BRUNE STEPHEN F COM2
BRUNE WALTER F JR LAS1
BRUNELL LARRY G BUS2
BRUNETTO JOHN S ENG1
BRUNETTO MICHAEL D ENG1
BRUNINGA BARRY JAMES ENG1
BRUNK MARGARET J AGR3
BRUNKEN JERE NEAL GRAD
BRUNKER DAVID L LAS2
BRUNNER HAROLD W JR BUS*
BRUNNER MARY LAFLEUR LAS*
BRUNNSTROM MARGARETA GRAD
BRUNO DOMINIC N LAS2
BRUNO ELIZABETH A LAS3
BRUNO THOMAS A BUS1
BRUNS GEORGE A AGR*
BRUNS THOMAS D AGR2
BRUNSON DEELLA L LAS1
BRUNSON FRED W JR ENG*
BRUNSON STEVEN J ENG2
BRUNTON BYRLE B AGR*
BRUSH OENNIS E BUS3
BRUSIK THOMAS G LAS*
BRUSS BERNARD GRAD
BRUSS ROBERT H ENG*
BRUSSEAU KAREN ANN LAS2
BRUSVEEN JOHN M BUS3
BRUTCHER RICHARD L LAS*
BPUZAS DIANE M LAS*
BRYAN BARBARA HUNT GRAD
*BRYAN BENNY BUREN JR GRAD
BRYANT DANIEL C LAW3
BRYANT JANET E LAS1
BRYANT JUDITH A LAS*
BRYANT KATHERINE C LAS2
BRYANT MAMIE L LAS1
BRYANT MARK A ENG*
BRYANT MARY C LAS*
BRYANT MELTON FRANK GRAD
*BRYANT ROBERT EMORY GRAD
BRYANT ROBERT M AGR1
BRYANT RONALD T BUS2
BRYANT SUSAN J EO *
BRYANT SUSAN L LASl
BRYANT TERRY LYNNE GRAD
BRYANT THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
*BRYCE PATRICIA S LAS5
BRYER LAWRENCE W FAA2
BRYER WENDY A LASl
BRYJA JAMES G ENG2
BRYK DEBORAH A LASl
BRYNICZKA CONSTANCE LAS3
8RZEZINSKI DENNIS W GRAD
BRZEZINSKI MARY K COM3
BRZEZINSKI STEVEN J GRAD
BUBEPT JOHN R LAS*
BUBLEY DEBRA L ED 2
BUBON JOHN M ENG*
BUCCI RICHARD M GRAD
1919 CLOVER LN C
URH FORBES 465 C 332-1131
506 STOUGHTON 31 C
URH TOWNSEND 109 U 332-3991
101 N BUSEY 2 J 367-0871
URH GARNER 291 C 332-0768
URH BUSEY 228 U 332-2612
905 S 1ST 18 C
903 E COLORADO U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
201 S BIRCH U 3**-5051
902 E HARDING 81 U
NORMAL ILL
2303 KIRBY C 356-66**
707 S 6TH 506 C
URH GARNER 216 C 332-0715
910 S 3RD C
PCNTIAC ILL
URH WESTON 289 C 332-197*
711 W SPNGFLD C 359-6767
URH FORBES *36 C
URH BLAISDELL 15 U 332-3**8
*09 E CHALMRS C
312 W WHITE C 356-6*9*
*01 E JOHN C 3**-9*98
1202 W NEVADA U 367-6318
URH SCOTT 213 C 332-1*38
URH SHERMAN 850 C 332-*923
1302 W CLARK U
URH FORBES 269 C 332-0993
*09 W ELM 8 U 367-8126
303 COUNTRY FR 62 C
URH CARR 109 U 332-3861
PEORIA ILL
URH SAUNDERS 7 U 332-3575
*01 E CHALMERS 61* C
URH VAN DOREN *1* C 332-5066
URH SAUNDERS 10* U
209 E ARMORY C 3**-l*l*
1008 S LINCOLN U 3**-3901
URH OGLESBY 1127 U 332-5079
URH GARNER 396 C
URH HOPKINS *50 C
505 S RIDGEWAY C 352-9813
URH VANDOREN *06 C 332-05*1
713 S WALNUT U
1823 JOHN C 352-5531
62 SHEMAUGER U 3**-8589
62 SHEMAUGER U 3**-8589
URH SHERMAN *21 C 332-*726
609 S *TH C
213 W ILLINOIS U 367-6757
URH TOWNSEND 15* U
713 S MATTIS C
URH HOPKINS 2*3 C 332-1220
URH TRELEASE 50* U 332-5530
MONTICELLO ILL
URH SNYDER 315 C 332-1751
506 N GARFIELD C
*5 CEDRIC U 367-6200
*03 BRIAR LN 11* C
BX 889 C 352-6888
211* ORCH ST 10* C
URH WESTON 209 C
908 S 1ST C 328-3217
105 N COLER U 3**-5672
URH HOPKINS *02 C 332-7882
1826 A ORCH PL U 367-7757
230* BROADMOOR C
707 S 6TH *0* C 3**-*218
URH GARNER 259 C
611 E DANIEL C
1003 S ORCH U 3**-6895
URH VANDOREN *27 C 332-0058
201 W WASHINGTON U
10* N LINCOLN U 3**-5837
320* SYLVAN C 359-8*7*
SANTA ANA CAL
1003 S ORCH ST U 3**-6895
URH BLAISDELL 211 U
1003 S ORCH U 3**-6895
URH WARDALL *25 U
URH ALLEN 130 U 359-0955
60* E ARMORY C
CATLIN ILL
609 W MAIN 6 U
URH BLAISDELL *27 U 332-3565
URH CARR 315 U
URH SCOTT 390 C
URH BUSEY *26 U
502 E WHITE C
60 ARMORY C
GLEN ELLYN ILL
711 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH LAR 176 U 332-2950
1105 S <rTH C 3**-96*5









316 W SUMNER ST
100 E EDWARDS
*633 MAIN ST
311 CRANMER DR 1
519 STUART LN
1 GARDEN DR











272 E 157TH ST
10*36 S WABASH
6333 N GALVEZ ST
99TH £ KEAN AV
30* E MAIN ST
*09 W ELM 8








132 E LOCUST ST
8*3 VERNE LN
200 N 8TH ST

















2276 E WOOD ST 5
6606 W 103RD ST
BOX 889
2613 GIDEON
1607 W YORK LN
26 N LINCOLN AV
*39 E CENTRAL




7751 S MICHIGAN AV
1306 BELMEADE
















3750 S WOOD ST
9 S HAMLIN AV
5*31 W 25TH ST
22W350 GLEN VALLEY
22W350 GLEN VALLEY




























































E ST LOUIS IL










































































































































GRAD URH TRELEASE 214 U 332-5450
LAS1 1105 S 4TH C
ENGl 313 E ARMORY c
GRAD 914 CRESCENT c 359-3258
LAS1 URH GARNER 358 c
BUS3 912 S 2ND c 344-9732
PE 3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 308 c 332-0521
GRAD 1013 S ANDERSON u 328-3517
ENGl URH FORBES 382 c 332-1159
GRAD 1707 PRINCETON c 359-8792
GRAD 1809 W JOHN c 356-3205
AGR4 208 E CLARK 4 c
LAS4 2030 E UNIVERSITY u
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 465 c 332-4850
AGR3 404 E GREEN u 344-3410
ENG2 URH FORBES 220 c 332-0959
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 631 u 333-5232
ENG2 URH SNYDER 370 c 332-1791
AVI 4 2020 N MATTIS 102 c
LAS4 URH ALLEN 430 u 332-3238
LAS1 URH ALLEN 178 u
LAS1 URH LAR 178 u
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 1002 S 2ND 1 c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 217 c
BUS1 URH OGLESBY u 332-5356
AGR4 URH WESTON 419 c 332-2067
LAS1 604 E ARMORY 1312 c
LAS1 URH SCOTT 220 c 332-1445
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
ED 2 URH ALLEN 417 u 332-3032
GRAD URH DANIELS 735 u 332-2389
GRAD 1806 W WILLIAMS c
LAS3 309 E JOHN c
COM2 910 S 3RD 413 c 337-5092
LAS1 URH NOBLE 312 c
LAS1 910 S 3RD c
LAS1 URH LAR 499 u 332-3075
LAS4 604 E ARMORY c 344-1267
GRAD 810 S 3RD c 367-4773
GRAD URH SHERMAN 651 c 352-7511
GRAD 1009 W SPNGFLD 5 u
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 913 u 332-5322
GRAD 403 S BUSEY 9 u
LAS4 403 S BUSEY 9 u
ENGl 805 S VICTOR c
BUS1 URH LAR 472 u 332-3053
ENG4 406 W HIGH 9 u
LAS1 URH LAR 234 u
ENG4 1006 S 3RD 20 c 344-6068
GRAD 802 W GREEN 306 u 344-2271
AGR3 611 E DANIEL c
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u 344-1977
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 147 u 332-4019
FAA4 1006 S 3RD c 344-6084
FAA1 409 E CHALMRS c
LAW3 12C9 W UNIVERSITY u 328-2818
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 426 u 332-3948
GRAD 2020 N MATTIS 208 c 352-5012
PE 1 2020 N MATTIS 208 c 352-5012
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1010 u 332-5687
GRAD 1725 PARK HAVEN c
ENG4 6 ROSEWOOD PL u 367-5780
AGR4 402 BRIARLANE 7 c 359-2161
AGR4 402 BRIARLANE 7 c 359-2161
BUS3 1830 VALLEY RD c
LAS4 314 S PRAIRIE 101 c 359-0641
BUS4 1004 S 4TH c
LAS1 URH LAR 103 u 332-2808
LAS* 505 S BUSEY 308 u 367-6773
ENG4 41 1/2 E MAIN c 359-0530
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON c 359-5318
ENG4 108 E HEALEY 2 c
LAS1 URH FORBES 125 c 332-0937
LAS2 URH SCOTT 439 c 332-4597
FAAl URH VANDOREN 219 c 332-0506
LAS2 URH LAR 205 u 332-2841
LAS2 URH WARDALL 822 u 332-4474
LAS4 713 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD URH DANIELS 308 u 332-2215
VM 4 VET CLINIC SA u 333-5030
GRAD 16C8 OXFORD c 356-4484
LAS2 904 W GREEN u 337-5241
AGR3 800 S MATTIS 10 c
FAA4 6 SAFFER CT u 344-8516
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON c 359-9875
LAS1 URH LAR 232 u
GRAD 211 W ILLINOIS u 367-9452
LAS3 311 E DANIEL 7 c 367-5928
ED 2 603 S ELM c 359-2327
GRAD 2116 ORCH ST 103 u 344-0456
BUS2 604 F ARMORY 2233 c
GRAD 607 W HEALEY 5 c 359-0957
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 471 u 332-4226
GRAO 303 ELLS c 356-7472
319 N SIMPSON
3870 RALPH ST S
202 S BROAD
914 CRESENT






301 E LAKE AV
1809 W JOHN
RR 2 PAULING RD











U OF I GEOLOGY
8617 S HONORE ST




425 N VERMILLION 3




1002 1 N BRONX AV
4959 N NOTTINGHAM
6 WILSON CT




1009 W SPNGFLD 5
1910 N WABASH AV
301 MLLER AV






















305 N OAK ST
14523 S KEELER
10345 S SPRINGFLD














993 N CHERRY ST
35 HARMON DR
3200 N LAKE SHORE











































































































































































































LAS2 URH LAR 287 U 332-2996
GRAD 606 W ELM U 365-1068
GRAD 508 W STOUGHTON u 367-2715
GRAD 508 W STOUGHTON 7 U
BUS3 URH GARNER 317 C 332-1196
LAS3 URH ALLEN 308 u 332-2976
AGR3 URH BUSEY 206 u
AGR2 5010 MITCHELL CT c 359-9406
ED 4 201 E GREEN c
LAS2 312 E DANIEL c 344-0671
BUS4 URH WARDALL 403 u 332-4359
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 522 u 332-5193
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1128 u 332-5734
GRAD 3004 FLESSNER u
BUS1 URH SCOTT 446 c 332-1604
LAS3 1902 MEADOW c 359-8542
LAW1 1501 WILEY u
LAW2 1902 MEADOW c 359-8542
LAS3 402 E ARMORY c
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1218 u 332-5754
GRAD URH DANIELS 333 u
PE 3 501 E DANIEL c
LAS1 URH BUSEY 355 u
GRAD 909 W ILLINOIS 8 u 344-9765
LAS4 1415 S PROSPECT c 356-8795
ENG2 401 DANIEL c 367-9348
BUS4 408 E MICHIGAN 11 u 367-0405
ENG3 1110 W STOUGHTON u
LAS4 401 S LINCOLN u
ED 2 706 S 2ND 4 c 352-4558
FAA6 LINCOLN ILL
BUS1 409 E CHALMRS c
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 470 c 332-1377
LAS1 309 E JOHN c 344-5010
LAS3 507 W GRIGGS u 367-3463
ENG4 904 W GREEN u 384-5156
FAA2 1005 S 2ND c
PE 2 904 W GREEN u 384-5399
ENG4 409 E CHALMRS c 384-1113
ED 3 805 OHIO u 344-4784
ED 2 805 W OHIO u 344-4784
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 329 u 332-3806
AGR2 703 W PARK c 356-9806
GRAD 1404 WILEY u 367-2465
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 506 u 332-4243
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 1207 u 332-5389
LAS1 URH SCOTT 395 c 332-1568
GRAD 306 KELLY CT c 359-4479
GRAD 1200 S VINE 29 u 367-6815
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 430 u 332-5171
LAS4 906 S 1ST c 344-1552
FAA4 110 E JOHN 4 c 359-5886
GRAD 2024 C ORCH ST u 344-4749
LAS3 URH ALLEN 307 u 332-3186
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 220 u
GRAD 106 E ARMORY c
LAS1 URH WESTON 493 c
BUS4 URH FORBES 252 c 332-0979
ENG3 502 E HEALEY 110 c
LAS2 URH LAR 424 u 332-2924
LAS3 URH ALLEN 395 u 332-3379
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1207 u 332-5744
AGR3 401 E DANIEL c 367-9348
ENG4 802 W GREEN 105 u 344-2075
LAS4 308 W CLARK c 359-6922
BUS3 202 S LYNN 7 u
ENG4 URH WESTON 358 c
ED 2 1110 W NEVADA u 344-0425
LAS2 URH FORBES 360 c 332-1055
FAA2 URH SNYDER 239 c
ED 1 409 E CHALMRS c 384-5341
LAS3 105 S LINCOLN u 328-1103
BUS3 GLENVIEW ILL
FAA4 308 W CLARK c 359-6922
ENG4 904 BROADWAY 13 c 367-5558
GRAD CCMMERCE TEX
ENG4 6 ROSEWOOD PL u 367-5780
LAS1 604 E ARMORY 2422 c
LAS4 606 W OHIO u 344-5812
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 925 u 332-5671
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 709 u 332-5596
LAS3 URH ALLEN 6 u 332-3088
LAS1 URH ALLEN 125 u
GRAD 307 E HEALEY 10 c 359-9203
ENG4 501 E DANIEL c 344-1510
GRAD 1205 W MAIN 2 u 344-7869
AGR2 1112 S ARBOR c 344-8090
GRAD 403 N HARVEY 2 u 367-3415
GRAD 311 ROYAL CT c 359-9455
LAS1 URH SCOTT 240 c
ENG2 803 W OREGON u 344-3116
AGR1 801 W NEVADA u 344-3410
ED 2 310 E CHALMERS c
AGRA 2215 S 1ST 103 c
AGR3 1103 S BUSEY 3 u
LAS2 309 E HEALEY b c









8536 S JUSTINE AV
RR 4
1011 E 173RD ST
7220 N KARLOV









RR 1 BOX 8
552 W 3RD ST

























500 W 16TH ST 409
105 PEACH ST
9322 W MILL RD
117 E LAFAYETTE ST
PROU HNO MGUEL 181





242 S 9TH ST
3528 W 65TH ST
2136 HARRISON ST
403 N LEWIS





4932 N OCTAVIA AV
10744 S LAPORTE AV
9515 S CLAREMONT
6452 S KEDVALE
8117 S SAWYER AV
1110 GLENVIEW RD




830 W RIVER ST
202 W HITT
202 W HITT
202 W HITT ST




1205 W MAIN 2





RR 1 BOX 158
RR 1 BOX 159
RR 1 BOX 159
RR 1 BOX 158
2319 BUCKINGHAM AV



































































































BURMAN LUAN ED 4
BURN DONALD D ENG4
BURNAM JOHN W LAS2
BURNELL LAWRENCE E LAS1
BURNES EDWARD M LAS2
BURNETT EVELYN M LAS5
BURNETT JAMES L LAS2
BURNHAM ALAN KENT GRAD
BURNHAM MICHAEL E BUS3
BURNKRANT ROBERT E GRAD
BURNS BETTY JANE GRAD
BURNS CINDY LAS1
BURNS CONNIE L AGR3
BURNS DARYL L AGR3
BURNS DAVID EUGENE GRAD
BURNS EDWARD J LAS3
BURNS GARY C COM4
BURNS HUGH S JR ENG4
BURNS JAMES JOHN ED 4
BURNS JEANNINE H AGR4
BURNS JOHN M VM 3
BURNS JULIE E LAS3
BURNS LAURENCE C JR FAA3
BURNS MARIE F GRAD
BURNS MARY E LAS2
BURNS MICHAEL E BUS3
BURNS MICHAEL R AVI2
BURNS PEGGY LORRAINE GRAD
BURNS RICHARD L AGR4
BURNS RICHARD AVI1
BURNS ROBERT B JR ENG4
BURNS ROBERT M ENG2
BURNS STEVEN R ENG4
BURNS TERRI I FAA1
BURNS THOMAS E LAW1
BURNS THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
BURNS THOMAS M LAS4
BURNS THOMAS P AGR3
BURNSIDE ERNEST L GRAD
BURNSON RICHARD C LAS2
BURR BROOKS MILO GRAD
BURR JONATHAN H FAA3
BURRELL JANIS LAS3
BURRELL JEFFREY D LAS3
BURRELL MARY A LAS1
BURRELL ROSALIND S ED 2
BURRIDGE JAMES A ENG3
BURRIS BOBBY R LAS3
BURRIS BRUCE EDWARD GRAD
BURRIS CAROLYN S ED 3
BURRIS JUDY L PE 4
BURROUGHS STACY R GRAD
BURROUGHS SUSAN LEE GRAD
BURROWS ROBERT L ENG3
BURROWS VINCENT C LAS3
BURRUS LORI C LAS2
BURRUS TODD M AGR1
BURSE MURION CHARLES GRAD
BURSKI MICHAEL J PE 2
BURSON CRAIG NIMAN GRAD
BURSON JOHN S LAS3
BURSON MICHAEL A ENG4
BURSTEIN LQPEN J BUS3
BURT ALLAN D BUS1
BURT BARBARA S LAS2
BURT JOETTE M PE 2
BURTEN JANET G ED 4
BURTEN RICHARD P AGR3
BURTEN SUMIE KURITA LAS5
BURTIS CHARLES GROVE GRAD
BURTLE GARY J LAS2
BURTLE PATRICIA J LAS3
BURTNESS KATHRYN G ED 4
BURTNESS NEIL J LAS3
BURTNESS ROGER W JR GRAD
BURTNESS THOMAS H ENG1
BURTON BENJAMIN F LAS1
BURTON DEBORAH L AGR1
BURTON JEFFREY WADE FAA4
BURTON KENNETH A AGR2
BURTON MARY ALICE ED 4
BURTON MICHAEL D GRAD
BURTON ROY N LAW3
BURTON SUSAN ESTELLE GRAD
BURWELL PAULA H ED 4
BURWELL RANDY L ENG1
BURY STEPHANIE C ED 4
BUSBOOM JANET B GRAD
BUSBY JOHN W FAA3
BUSBY NONIE L LAS1
BUSCH CAROL N LAS3
BUSCH DOUGLAS I FAA2
BUSCHBACH DEBORAH L PE 1
BUSE DAVID ALLEN BUS2
BUSH CHARLES NEAL GRAD
BUSH DARA M LAS3
907 W STOUGHTON U
SKOKIE ILL
1211 W CLARK 34 U
URH FORBES 321 C
URH SAUNDERS 403 U
910 S 3RD C
1310 ELLIS U
1310 ELLIS U
2203 HAZWD DR 101 U
URH OGLESBY 421 U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
1900 CYPRESS C
910 S 3RD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
58 E GREGORY C
LORAL MBL PK 7 U
URH HOPKINS 239 C
604 E ARMORY 110 C
2202 HAZWD DR 201 U
409 E CHALMRS C
STA A BOX 2329 C
STA A BOX 2329 C
611 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 472 C
2102 W WHITE 87 C
URH CARR 231 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 411 C
207 E JOHN C
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 442 U
502 E HEALEY 108 C
URH GARNER 289 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 206 U
URH SHERMAN 266 C
2102 W WHITE 87 C
2215 S 1ST 304 C
1110 S 2ND C
2114 ORCH ST 203 U
URH HOPKINS 474 C
1600 W BRADLEY 332 C
15 CINDY LYNN U
URH WARDALL 720 U
URH TOWNSEND 310 U
1011 FRANK C
URH WARDALL 1107 U
URH FORBES 275 C
802 W PARK C
MAHOMET ILL
DANVILLE ILL
611 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
56 PECANTREE U
URH TOWNSEND 477 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 303 U
URH NOBLE 121 C
510 W GREEN U
211 E ARMORY C
202 N GREGORY U
URH FORBES 280 C
501 E DANIEL C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 260 U
401 E CHALMERS 221 C
URH VANDOREN 318 C
307 E HEALEY C
403 E WHITE 11 C
403 E WHITE 114 C
310 ELMWOOD C
URH OGLESBY 125 U
806 S 1ST C
2113 ZUPPKE U
910 S 3RD 503 C
11C7 1/2 E WSHNGTN U
2113 ZUPPKE U
URH ALLEN 281 U
URH LAR 134 U
1C6 E HEALEY 7 C
800 W CHURCH 11 C
1600 W BRADLEY 72 C
2804 ILLINOIS U
1600 W BRADLEY 72 C
909 S 5TH C
1212 N CHAMPAIGN C
905 N HICKORY C
CHICAGO ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH CARR 327 U
URH WARDALL 408 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
208 E CLARK C
604 PARK LN C
URH WESTON 126 C
MAHOMET ILL

































































217 N EMERSON ST
















621 W HIGHLAND AV






2102 W WHITE 87

















LLOYD LN RR 3
1429 N BROAD ST





312 MC LEAN ST
RR 3
34 MIDWAY CIRCLE
RR 3 BOX 10
56 PECANTREE ST
474 SUMAC RD
717 E 89TH PL
BOX 545
BOX 24







1226 E GROVE ST
328 N MAIN ST
3300 LAKE SHORE DR
3300LAKE SHORE 14C








9111 S COTTAGE GR
5905 GRAND AV
131 MERRIE LN
800 W CHURCH 11
1600 W BRADLEY 72
6913 BENJAMIN ST
2334 MAPLE AV
165 E 99TH ST
1212 N CHAMPAIGN
905 N HICKORY












































































































BUSH DEBORAH S LAS4
BUSH ELLEN SUZANNE GRAO
BUSH GAIL L ED 4
*BUSH HARRY P III LAS3
BUSH KENNETH ROGER GRAD
*BUSH MARGARET MYERS GRAD
BUSH RITA M LAS1
BUSH STEPHANIE J BUS1
BUSH WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
*BUSH WILLIE NELL W ED 4
BUSHEE DEBRA G LAS3
BUSHELL SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
BUSHELL THEODORF D ENG2
BUSHELLE WILLIAM R ENG4
BUSHMAN JOHN K ENG1
BUSHMEYER GAIL E ED 4
BUSHNELL DAVID L JR ENG2
BUSHNELL NANCY L LAS2
BUSHNICK PHILIP N LAS4
BUSK CYNTHIA J LAS2
BUSKE GARY ROBERT GRAD
BUSS DONALD C ENG4
BUSS MERLE K BUS1
BUSS STEPHEN ALAN GRAD
BUSSA ROBERT GENE GRAD
BUSSE JOAN H BUS4
BUSSEY MARY EMILY GRAD
BUSTA GARRY M PE 1
BUSTARD JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
BUSTER KAREN J LAS3
BUSTER RUSSELL J BUS1
BUSWELL BARBARA ANNE GRAD
BUSWELL ROSANN M BUS1
BUTE DANIEL J LAS4
BUTE JANE E PE 1
BUTH DONALD GEORGE GRAD
BUTH JANE C M LAS2
BUTKUNAS AUDREY B COM3
BUTKUS ALEXANDER JR ENG3
BUTKUS JAMES W ENG1
BUTLER AUDREY K LAS4
BUTLER AVA FRANCIS GRAD
BUTLER CARL WENDELL PE 4
BUTLER CHRISTOPHER L LAS!
BUTLER DEBORAH K EO 3
BUTLER EILEEN M FAA2
BUTLER ELIZABETH A LAS1
BUTLER JAMES M BUS4
BUTLER JAMES R BUS1
BUTLER JOHN C LAS4
BUTLER LARRY WYNN LAS4
BUTLER MICHAEL C FAA1
BUTLER MICHAEL E GRAD
BUTLER SHIRLEY W PE 3
BUTLER STEPHEN D LAS2
BUTLER THOMAS J ENG1
BUTLER WILLIAM ARCH GRAD
BUTOWSKY HARRY ALLEN GRAD
BUTRIDGE JAMES S ENG4
BUTTE RONALD J ENG3
BUTTERICK ALLYN K BUS9
BUTTERWORTH DAVID GRAD
BUTTICE STEVEN A FAA1
BUTTINGER PAUL R ENG3
BUTTON JAMES E ENG4
BUTTS STANLEY FAA1
BUTZ NANCY J AGR2
BUTZOW CHARLES E FAA3
BUWOLDA JOHN W JR BUS3
BUY KAREN ALICE GRAD
BUY MARY J LAS2
BUYSSE BARBARA A ED 3
BUYSSE DAVID F LAS1
BUZARD GEORGE Dili BUS2
BUZIL PONA BUS1
BUZZARD RICHARD J LAS1
BUZZELLI ANTHONY T GRAD
BYARS ELLEN F LAS2
BYE GARY L LAS1
BYERLEY MICHAEL LAS3
BYERS AILLINN CURLEY LAS1
BYERS BLAINE HARRY GRAO
BYERS DAVID J LAS4
BYERS DAVID L BUS1
BYERS DIANE R LAS2
BYERS FRANK S LAS1
BYERS FRANKLIN H II BUS3
BYERS LEIGH A LAS2
BYERS STEWART W LAW1
BYLSMA GLENN A ENG4
BYON JAE HWANG GRAD
BYRD ARTHUR JR LAS3
BYRD DAVID J BUS2
BYRD JAMES S BUS4
BYRD MICHAEL RAY GRAD
BYRNE BARBARA L GRAD
BYRNE CATHERINE A BUS3
1302 W LLAKK U
307 S WRIGHT C
505 S BUSEY 501 U
606 S PRAIRIE C
33 BLUE SPRUCE C
MAHOMET ILL
URH VANDOREN 423 C
URH TRELEASE 911 U
507 W WHITE C
606 S PRAIRIE C
URH CARR 412 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 8 U
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
1113 W GREEN 219 U
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
705 W MAIN 2 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH WARDALL 903 U
105 E ARMORY C
611 E DANIEL C
110 E JOHN 8 C
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
URH WESTON 268 C
BOX 2363 C
733 MATTIS C
1110 W NEVADA U
301 E WHITE 5 C
604 E ARMORY C
904 W GRFEN U
611 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 2 U
310 E CLARK C
URH LAR 403 U
511 N ELM C
URH LAR 315 U
104 S GROVE 5 U
URH HOPKINS 412 C
403 E WHITE 7 C
505 S BUSEY 404 U
1007 S 3RD C
908 W STOUGHTON U
2024 B ORCH ST U
1115 W FAIRVIEW U
TOLONO ILL
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 122 U
URH BUSEY 237 U
URH WESTON 446 C
URH GARNER 288 C
1002 W OREGON U
51 CARRIAGE ESTS U
1802 B ORCH PL U
2024 B ORCH ST U
URH FLAGG 405 C
1206 W NEVADA U
313 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
WEST END N J
410 W INDIANA U
BRADFORD ILL
1011 E WILLARD U
408 W GREEN U
URH CARR 328 U
27 SYCAMORE C
110 E ARMORY C
1306 W TREMONT U
1106 S LINCOLN U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH FORBES 252 C
408 W HILL C
907 S WRIGHT C
508 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 1430 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 231 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
509 S 5TH 21 C
302 ELMWOOD RD C
112 E DANIEL C
TOLONO ILL
2001 RAINBOW VIEW U
1002 S 2ND C
7C6 W WHITE C
110 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 466 C
1007 S 3RD C
110 E ARMORY C
1712 GEORGETOWN C
1012 S 1ST C
711 W CHURCH C
300 S GOODWIN 601 U
1003 E COLORADO 28 U
URH TOWNSEND 404 U
311 W OREGON U
405 1/2 E WHITE C
2207 KIRBY C






























































2222 S STATE 102
830 S OCEAN BLVD
606 S GLOVER
12532 RICHARD AV









110 E JOHN 8
1315 23RD AV CT
133 RIDGEVIEW LN
1315 23RD AV CT
304 BUREAU AV
1504 W 186TH PL
301 E WHITE 5
6132 W HENDERSON
408 W ROOSEVELT
464 HIGH POINT OR
464 E HIGH POINT
546 N ACADEMY ST
221 E ASH ST
1506 E KENT ST
1506 E KENT
104 S GROVE 5
11101 JONES OR 3
9842 S TURNER AV
33 S PRAIRIE AV
1415 OLIVE RD
RR 2






















7650 S ARTESIAN AV
350 WESTVIEW ST
1306 W TREMONT
RR 4 BOX 38
ROUTE 1
15932 SAWYER
7900 131 ST ST
7900 W 131ST ST
RR 1 BOX 67

















ROUTE 5 BOX 36B
YANGCHON-RI
2655 ST CLAIR AV
201 S JACKSON
10108SCHILLER BLVD
405 1/2 E WHITE
2207 KIRBY



































































































BYRNE ELIZABETH A LAS*
BYRNE MICHAEL E LAS1
BYRNE WENDY S LAS2
BYRNSIOE PATRICIA LAS*
BYSTROM JEAN A FAA2
BZDYL DONALD GREGORY GRAD
CABALLERO DAVID LAS*
CABALLERO LUIS F FAA3
CABAN PAUL J III ENG3
CABAY BARBARA LYNNE GRAD
CABAY MICHAEL A ENG1
CABAY TERRENCE ALLEN GRAD
CABELL ELISABETHANN FAA3
CABRERA PHILLIP M BUS1
CADENHEAD LUCIA S BUS2
CADET MARC V GRAD
CADO KENNETH K LAS3
CADWALADER ROBERT E LAS3
CADWALLADER GEORGE W GRAD
CADWELL CATHERINE LAS2
*CAOY MICHAEL LOWELL GRAD
CADY RHONDA L LAS3
CADY TERRANCE A ENG3
CAFARELLA JEAN M COMA
CAFARELLA JOHN J ENG2
CAFOUROS SUZANNE A GRAD
CAGLEY GEORGE D II AVI3
CAGLIUSO JANE F AGR*
CAGLIUSO KENNETH J BUS*
CAGNEY MARIBETH AGR2
CAHALAN MARGARET W GRAD
CAHALAN ROBERT F GRAD
CAHAN BERTA R AGR1
CAHAN RICHARD B LAS2
CAHILL JOHN ANDREW GRAD
CAHILL KAREN E FAA2
CAHILL KATHERINE LAS*
CAHILL RAYMOND R LAS2
CAHILL ROBERT S AGR1
*CAHILL ROTRAUT G GRAD
CAHILL TIMOTHY J LAS3
CAHILL WILLIAM T LAW3
CAHNMANN SAMUEL J LAS2
CAILLOUET DIANA LAS3
CAILLOUET LARRY M GRAD
CAIN DIANE L LAS3
CAIN JOAN L LAS1
CAIN JOHN H FAA3
CAIN LEC D LAS3
CAIN LYNN A LASl
CAIN MARK W LASl
CAIN MICHAEL W GRAD
CAIN NATHANIEL BUS1
CAIN ROBERT L FAA3
CAIN STANLEY R FAA1
CAIRNS JOHN S LAS2
CAIPO STEVEN VM 1
CAJKA VICTORIA A LASl
CALABRESE ANTHONY J BUS1
CALABRESE BARBARA J LAS3
CALABRESE FRANK P LASl
CALAFIORE LINDA C LAS3
CALCATERRA MICHAEL L LASl
CALDER JUDITH A FAA*
CALDERO CARMEN LAS*
CALDERONE ELIZABETH GRAD
CALDERONELLO JOHN A GRAD
CALDERWOOD TERRY J BUS3
CALDWELL DAVID W AGR1
CALDWELL DONALD GRAH GRAD
CALOWELL KIM M ENG1
CALDWELL LORETTA S ED 3
CALDWELL MARCUS L LAS3
CALDWELL WILLIAM P ENG3
CALE ELAINE C GRAD
CALEBAUGH SUSAN D FAA1
CALHOUN KATHPYN M LAS2
CALIENDO ALBERT JOHN GRAD
CALIENDO EUGENF J FAA1
CALISCH DOUGLAS P FAA1
CALISLAR MUHTESEM BUS1
CALL JERRY MAX GRAD
CALL PAMELA R FAA3
CALLAGHAN PATRICK F LAS3
CALLAHAN ALAN R COM3
CALLAHAN CHARLES III GRAD
CALLAHAN COLLEEN R AGR*
CALLAHAN DANIEL J FAA2
CALLAHAN DIANE L LASl
CALLAHAN JAMES E BUS2
CALLAHAN JOHN A ED 4
CALLAHAN MARY LASl
CALLANAN MARTHA ANN GRAD
CALLE TERESA PE *
CALLECOD ROBERT L GRAD
CALLIGEP RICHARD J ENG3
CALLOW GARY A ENG1
1C8 E HEALEY 11 C
201 PADDOCK E C
GLENVIEW ILL
1006 S GARFIELD U
URH LAR 202 U
105 E GRFEN 1 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
309 W INDIANA U
1*9 PARKLANO TERP C
120* S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 3*6 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH EVANS *07 U
URH TAFT *21 C
URH TRELEASE 512 U
GRAMBLING LA
60* N MAPLE 18 U
31 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
910 S 3RD C
2015 A ORCH ST U
707 S 6TH 306 C
910 S 3RD 1316 C
URH WARDALL 911 U
URH TOWNSEND 573 U
*03 E WHITE 12 C
LA PLACE ILL
800 S MATTIS 31 C
800 S MATTIS 31 C
508 E ARMORY C
20* E GREGON U
20* E OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 631 U
*09 E CHALMRS 1105 C
302 E CLARK C
URH SCOTT *28 C
107 E HEALEY 23 C
URH HOPKINS **5 C
60* E ARMORY 1231 C
TUSCULOOSA ALA
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
20*2 B ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 70* U
PR * U
RR * BOX 71 U
URH WARDALL 706 U
URH FLAGG C
1111 S 1ST C
60* E ARMORY 232* C
URH TRELEASE 1118 U
URH ALLEN 255 U
717 1/2 W WASHNGTN C
URH HOPKINS 216 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 303 U
URH HOPKINS 3*0 C
1*16 N MCKINLEY * ' C
URH WARDALL *19 U
URH GARNER *86 C
1207 W NEVADA U
60* E ARMORY 1106 C
703 W HILL C
60* E ARMORY 2222 C
LCNG GROVE ILL
107 W CALIFORNIA U
713 S 6TH C
1208 S ANDERSON U
URH SCOTT 161 C
58 E GREGORY C
FREEPORT MAINE
URH SNYDER 3** C
URH SCOTT 202 C
1009 W MAIN 2* U
9 OAKWOOP U
URH DANIELS 266 U
URH EVANS 305 U
URH WARDALL 205 U
109 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH BABCOCK 128 U
URH BARTON 305 C
1203 E FLORIDA 22 U
802 W PARK C
902 S 2ND C
507 E CLARK 36 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 103 U
901 BROADWAY U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH SCOTT *12 C
URH FORBES *88 C
URH GARNER 111 C
URH ALLEN 2*5 U
108 E JOHN C
110* E DFLAWARE U
601 E WASHINGTON U
103 W FRANKLIN U





















































2039 GLEN OAK OR
1006 S GARFIELD
5923 ARTESIAN
105 E GREEN 1
*518 N ASHLAND AV
*518 N ASHLAND AV
1*09 RHODES ST
680* W HOBART
5136 N NATOMA AV
5136 N NATOMA
518 N MARTHA ST
1223 ROSS CT
1090 N SHERIDAN RD
BOX 7*9
60* N MAPLE 18
217 E 10TH ST
RR 2 BOX 185
2172 GREENBRIAR OR
1909 W 33RD ST
820 COUNTRY CLUB
6819 WOODRIDGE OR
2^2^ N 76TH CT















U OF ALA PHYSICS
723 PARADISE LN
511 S 7TH ST
7956 JEFFERY AV








717 1/2 W WASHNGTN
15*0 NW *5TH ST
803 ARGYLE AV
2928 N MISSION RD
3819 DRUMMOND RD
6106 N HARDING AV
17 WAVERLY




232 S 9TH ST





















221 E MADISON ST
509 GLENDOWER AV
RR 3 BOX 6*
1018 E TRIPP
7002 W 3*TH ST
*12 GREENWOOD AV
810 M THOMAS ST
1029 ASHLAND







































































































CALSYN DALE E AGR2
CALTAGERONE ROSELIE LAS2
CALTON OAVID WARREN LAS4
CALVERT GLEN P ENG4
CALVERT JAMES L ENG1
CALVERT KENNETH D BUS3
CAMARGO MARTIN J GRAO
CAMASTA JOSEPH P FAA2
CAMASTA THOMAS P LAS1
CAMBRON OARRELL M ENG1
CAMERON JEFFREY S LAS2
CAMERON WILLIAM A LAS3
CAMFEROAM STEVEN R LAS1
CAMP HARRIET K LAS2
CAMP KAREN A LAS2
CAMP LINDA M BUS3
CAMP PATRICIA A AGR1
CAMP PAUL J FAA2
CAMP RONALD C E LAS1
CAMP WILLIAM F FAA9
CAMPANELLA CARL J LAS3
CAMPANINI SUSAN M GRAD
CAMPBELL ALMA C LAW1
CAMPBELL BAMBI ENG2
CAMPBELL BARBARA A AGR1
CAMPBELL BILLIE L FAA3
CAMPBELL BRENDA J LAS3
CAMPBELL BRIAN D BUS1
CAMPBELL CHRISTOPHER BUS3
CAMPBELL CHRISTOPHER LAS3
CAMPBELL CLIVE D ENG3
CAMPBELL CRAIG C BUS4
CAMPBELL DARRYL ENG1
CAMPBELL DAVID BRUCE GRAD
CAMPBELL DEBORAH J LAS4
CAMPBELL DEBORAH S LAS3
CAMPBELL DONALD ALAN GRAD
CAMPBELL GLENDA J PE 4
CAMPBELL HAROLD S JR GRAD
CAMPBELL JAMES EARL LAS4
CAMPBELL JEANNETTE M LAS4
CAMPBELL JOE CHARLES GRAD
CAMPBELL JOE DAVIS GRAD
CAMPBELL JOHN HYDE GRAD
CAMPBELL JOSEPH M LAS4
CAMPBELL JUANITA E LAS1
CAMPBELL KEVIN J AGR1
CAMPBELL KRISTIN SUE LAS2
CAMPBELL LEE R BUS4
CAMPBELL LINDA M LAS4
CAMPBELL LYLE C VM 1
CAMPBELL MADALYN T LAS3
CAMPBELL MARK MUNDY GRAD
CAMPBELL MARY E LAS3
CAMPBELL MICHAEL ENG1
CAMPBELL TRACY DEVEN BUS1
CAMPBELL VERNA L LAS1
CAMPION WILLIAM J ENG1
CAMPOS FERNANDO R GRAD
CAMRAS ROBERT A ENG3
CANADAY HOLLIS B FAA4
CANADAY RICHARD F BUS3
CANADAY RONALD D ENG1
CANAVAN MARGARET C LAS2
CANDLER KAY L LAS1
CANE CYNTHIA J AGR1
CANELOS MARY E FAA3
CANESTARO JAMES C GRAD
CANFIELD BRETT K LAS4
CANN GERALD A BUS3
CANN STEPHEN R LAS4
CANNEDY CARL W FAA3
CANNELIN MARGARET R LAS3
CANNELL CAROL A LAS4
CANNELL LOIS JERRINE LAW2
CANNELL LYNELL E GRAD
CANNON ANN V LAS1
CANNON JAMES C LAS3
CANNON RICHARD L GRAD
CANTIERI JANE M LAS2
CANTNER ERNST-WALTER GRAD
CANTOR CHARLES JAY GRAD
CANTRALL OENISE G GRAD
CANTRALL REBECCA A LAS1
CANTRALL WILLIAM II GRAO
CANTRELL JAMES M LAS4
CANTRELL JOHN K LAS3
CANTRELL JOHN R ENG1
CANTU GLENN A LAS1
CANTY SANDRA L ED 4
CANTZLER GARRY C FAA1
CANZOLINO FRANK C ENG1
CAPADONA VICTOR P LAS1
CAPEL CATHERINE A LAS1
CAPETTINI ROBERT J GRAD
CAPLAN ALAN M BUS2
CAPORALE MICHAEL GRAD
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
URH LAR 363 U
506 E SPNGFLD 2 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 412 C
URH SNYDER 471 C
100 A S 4TH C
1007 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 290 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 412 U
820 OAKLAND U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 120 U
URH WARDALL 913 U
URH WARDALL 703 U
URH SAUNDERS 126 U
URH SAUNDERS 207 U
110 E ARMORY C
SAVOY ILL
311 E ARMORY C
308 N PROSPECT C
URH SCOTT 302 C
1003 W OREGON U
805 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 306 U
902 E HARDING 84 U
URH ALLEN 285 U
1009 W PENN U
1010 S 2ND C
809 S BUSEY U
401 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 288 C
1600 W BRADLEY 310 C
602 S RACE 2 U
URH WARDALL 624 U
811 E MAIN 1 U
DANVILLE ILL
1104 CRESCENT C
508 E STOUGHTON C
1007 W OREGON U
SEYMOUR ILL
CLIFTON N J
724 S BROADWAY U
URH HOPKINS 159 C
URH SCOTT 309 C
URH SCOTT 342 C
1105 MITCHEM U
909 S OAK C
313 E JOHN 11 C
909 S 5TH 134 C
724 S BROADWAY U
URH DANIELS 120 U
1102 STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 254 C
URH HOPKINS C
URH WARDALL 825 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1208 W NEVADA 6 U
URH TOWNSEND 110 U
JOLIET ILL
ADMIN BLDG 223 U
URH 4TH C
1727 LINCOLN RD 4 C
URH HOPKINS 304 C
URH LAR 367 U
1101 W UNIVERSITY C
401 EDGEBROOK 202 C
313 E CHALMERS C
311 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD 607 C
502 W HILL C
1207 W NEVADA U
CAPRON ILL
URH DANIELS 67 U
1006 N NEIL C
URH FLAGG 322 C
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
FITHIAN ILL
URH BLAISDELL 331 U
URH SHERMAN 950 C
406 E GREEN 202 U
722 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FLAGG 327 C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
4 WESTWOOD PL U
310 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 318 U
URH LUNDGREN 219 C
URH WARDALL 918 U
PARK FOREST ILL
URH NOBLE 308 C
URH FORBES 295 C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
2108 ORCH ST 103 U
57 E JOHN 3 C











































































573 S HARMONY LN


















1600 W BRAOLEY 310
136 E SOUTHGATE RD
612 PERTH

























610 W 4TH ST
403 W SPRING ST



































































































































*CAPOS PETER J JR BUS3
CAPP PATRICK ENG4
CAPPEL CARL ROBERT GRAO
CAPPEL MICHAEL R ENG1
CAPPELLINI MATTHEW A LAS1
CAPPETTA DAVID J LAS3
CAPPONI PAUL DAVID GRAD
CAPRILE JOSEPH P FAA4
CAPROW JULIAN 3 LAS3
CARABINE THOMAS J LAS1
CARACOSTIS C GEORGE GRAO
CARAWAY MYRA S LAS3
CARAWAY PATRICIA A LAS1
CARBARY JAMES F LAS4
CARDE KEITH W AGR1
CARDELLA CHARLES A BUS2
CARDELLA RICHARD G LAS3
CARDELLI JAMES A LAS4
CARDINAL JOSEPH J BUS1
CARDINALE ROBERT L S GRAD
CARDONI MICHAEL J ENG1
CARDOZO LAWRENCE E LAS3
CARDOZO LINDA J LAS2
CAREL JEROME LEE GRAD
CAREY CLIFFORD J FAA1
CAREY GERALD VERNON GRAD
CAREY PAUL R FAA1
CAREY RICHARD P LAW3
*CAREY SUZANNE FULTON GRAD
CAREY WAYNE ALAN FAA3
CARGAL JEFFREY C PE 1
*CARGILE BARNEY RAY GRAD
CARINGELLO MARIANNE BUS4
CARKEEK THOMAS G COM2
CARKIN JAMES W ENG4
CARLBORG KENNETH J LAS2
CARLETON DANIEL W LAS3
CARLETON JOHN C GRAD
CARLEY BRIAN T LAS1
CARLEY DAVID J ENG1
*CARLEY DOROTHY DAWES GRAD
CARLEY KENNETH W AV I
1
CARLEY STEPHEN E LAS3
CARLISLE DEBRA J LAS2
CARLISLE GEORGE R JR AGRA
CARLISLE REBECCA L AGR2
•CARLO PEDRO PAREDES ENG4
CARLOTA ANNADAISY J GRAD
CARLS MICHAEL E AGR2
CARLSEN CHARLES J GRAD
CARLSON ALLEN M ENG4
CARLSON CASEY L FAA3
*CARLSON CHARLOTTE H GRAD
CARLSON CURT A LAS2
CARLSON DAVID R LAS2
CARLSON DEBORAH L LAS3
CARLSON DOUGLAS W GRAD
CARLSON ELAINE M LAS1
CARLSON FREDERICK JR ENG4
CARLSON GARY J BUS3
CARLSON GRETE M LAS3
CARLSON JAN M LAS1
CARLSON JANE A BUS1
CARLSON JANICE L LAS1
CARLSON JAY A LAS3
CARLSON JEFFREY M LAS1
CARLSON JOHN A ENG1
CARLSON JOHN W ENG1
CARLSON JOSEPH W LAS3
CARLSON JOY A LAS2
CARLSON JUNE E LAS3
CARLSON KEITH D LAS3
CARLSON KENNETH R FAA2
CARLSON KENNETH W GRAD
CARLSON LANCE M FAA1
CARLSON MARY S FAA1
CARLSON MELISSA E PE 4
CARLSON NEAL A LAS1
CARLSON PAUL J LAS2
CARLSON PETER JAMES LAS3
CARLSON RICHARD A GRAD
CARLSON RICHARD JOHN GRAD
CARLSON RICHARD L ENG2
CARLSON RICHARD W GRAD
CARLSON ROBERT PAUL GRAD
CARLSON ROSMARY E ENG1
CARLSON STEVEN C LAS4
CARLSON STEVEN F BUS3
CARLSON STEVEN KARL GRAD
CARLSON STEVEN P FAA3
CARLSON SUSAN MARIE LAS2
CARLSON SYLVIA H GRAD
CARLSON THOMAS A AGR2
CARLSON WAYNE S LAS4
CARLSTON DONAL EDWIN GRAD
CARLTON CARMEN L FAA1
CARLTON LORE S BUS1
SAVOY ILL
22 TULIP TREE C
904 E DELAWARE U
112 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 218 C
DANVILLE ILL
202 HOLIDAY PK 300 C
57 E JOHN 12 C
712 W WESTERN U
URH ALLEN 27 U
506 E STOUGHTON 15 C
502 W ELM 16 U
URH ALLEN 162 U
URH WESTON 362 C
URH FORBES 302 C
713 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 372 C
213 W ILLINOIS U
URH SNYDER 482 C
COLUMBUS OHIO
911 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
RANTOUL ILL
1004 S 2ND C
MACOMB ILL
1003 W OREGON U
804 S 1ST C
706 HAMILTON C
MAHOMET ILL
110 E ARMORY C
2705 WILLOW PARK C
309 GLENN DR U
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
URH TOWNSEND 246 U
URH HOPKINS 346 C
1004 E DELAWARE U
1011 S OAK C
202 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 373 C
PAWNEE ILL
URH NOBLE 309 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH EVANS 335 U
611 BURKWOOD CT E U
805 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
1107 W GREEN 226 U
URH WESTON 438 C
MOLINE ILL
1305 SILVER 3 U
409 E CHALMERS 814 C
903 S MATTIS 5 C
312 E ARMORY C
1002 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 703 U
802 OAKLAND 103 U
URH WARDALL 726 U
204 E WHITE C
911 S 4TH C
802 OAKLAND 103 U
URH WARDALL 524 U
URH LAR 438 U
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 119 U
306 E GREGORY C
904 W GREEN 402 U
1010 S 2ND C
809 S 5TH C
313 E JOHN 12 C
BADEN AUST
URH SNYDER 150 C
401 E GREEN C
903 S MATTIS 5 C
URH LUNDGREN 113 C
URH TRELEASE 1212 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 37 U
411 E GREEN C
214 E STOUGHTON C
1904 KIRBY C
NEW YORK N Y
URH GARNER 296 C
909 S 5TH 966 C
1108 W NEVADA 4 U
URH BUSEY 101 U
706 W ELM 3 U
URH BABCOCK 223 U
1418 N MCKINLEY 5 C
6 1/2 E COLUMBIA C
URH GARNER 364 C
1108 W NEVADA 4 U
URH OGLESBY 826 U
2313 S 1ST 201 C
URH SHERMAN 949 C
URH LAR 316 U
































































36 CNTRY SQUIRE RD
RR 1
3324 N CENTRAL PK





10555 W 74TH ST




4620 W 99TH PL
188 CONCORD PL
932 E ADAMS
1440 LAKE SHORE DR
1440 N LAKE SHORE
25 JAMES RD
315 KENILWORTH AV


















611 E BURKWOOD CT







6021 CHOWEN AV S


















228 S STOTT ST
2146 N LAVERGNE
100 FULTON RD





404 SW 4TH AV
100 CHEVY CHASE DR
1904 KIRBY
45 W 94TH ST
14126 CLARK ST
845 S COLUMBIA AV
228 S STOTT ST




5539 S MONROE ST
529 PINECREST LN
1108 W NEVADA 4
133 SHERIDAN DR





































































































CARLTON REBECCA A LAS3
CARLTON ROBERT A COM3
CARLTON WILLIAM LAS3
CARLVIN BRENDA J LAS1
CARMACK MARY A PE 4
CARMAN RENEE J LAS1
CARMELL TIMOTHY H GRAD
CARMICHAEL CHARLES E VM 2
CARMICHAEL CLAUDE R LAS1
CARMICHAEL THOMAS A GRAD
CARMICHAEL THOMAS J AGR2
CARMODY ANNE M BUS2
CARMODY KAREN BUS1
CARNAHAN SHELLEY A LAS2
CARNEGIE PATRICIA L LAS2
CARNEGIE SCOTT W ENG1
CARNEIRO ANA S M GRAD
CARNEIRO GILSON M GRAD
CARNEY BARBARA J LASl
CARNEY VERNON R BUS3
CARO DAVID B LASl
CARON VICKI LAS3
CAROTHERS DIANE F LAS*
CAROTHERS STEVEN W GRAD
CAROZZI MARGUERITE P LAS3
CARPARELLI FELICIA A LAS3
CARPENTER AL I DA G LAS2
CARPENTER CAROL M FAA3
CARPENTER FRANCIS E GRAD
CARPENTER HENRY A LAW1
CARPENTER JAMES A ENG3
CARPENTER JERRY A LAS3
CARPENTER JOHN H GRAD
CARPENTER KATHLEEN A BUS2
CARPENTER MARK J FAA2
CARPENTER MARVIN R LAS4
CARPENTER MATTIE J ED 4
CARPENTER NANCY J ED 3
CARPENTER PAUL S AGR4
CARPENTER ROBERT B LAS4
CARPENTER ROGER B BUS1
CARPENTER TERRELL FAA3
CARPENTER THOMAS G BUS2
CARPIO JOSE E JR LASl
CARR CHRISTOPHER C AGR1
CARR GREGG A AGR2
CARR JAMES D BUS1
CARR KENNETH RONALD GRAD
CARR MICHAEL J LAS4
CARR REX G LASl
CARR ROBIN LEE .GRAD
CARR SUSAN J LASl
CARR WAYMON M LAS3
CARREL DARLENE R LAS3
CARRIER ROBERT A JR BUS1
CARRIG MARY T LASl
CARRIGLIO JACK J LAS4
CARRISON CRAIG L ENG4
CARRITHERS DAVID R GRAD
CARRODINE BARNAN M ED 4
CARROLL BRUCE J GRAD
CARROLL CATHERINE R LAS3
CARROLL DAVID J III GRAD
CARROLL DENNIS JOHN GRAD
CARROLL DIANE JUNE GRAD
CARROLL FRANK JAMES LAW3
CARROLL JANIE P BUS4
CARROLL JEFFREY D BUS1
CARROLL JOSEPH H JR FAA2
CARROLL KEITH E ENG1
CARROLL KENNETH J GRAD
CARROLL LARRY M LAS3
CARROLL LYNDA D LAS2
CARROLL MERRY JANE LAS5
CARROLL MONICA A LAS2
CARROLL PATRICIA A LAS3
CARROLL RICHARO J AGR1
CARROLL ROBERT S BUS2
CARROLL SUSAN L LAS3
CARROLL TIMOTHY G LAW1
CARROW JOHN CHARLES GRAD
CARSO SUSAN CROCKER PE 4
CARSON MARK H LAW2
CARSON TIMOTHY J FAA2
CARSTENS JERRY E LAS4
CARSTENSEN PAULA M LASl
CARSWELL THOMAS W II BMS1
CARTER BRENDA C BUS2
CARTER BRIAN J LASl
CARTER CAROL A AGR3
CARTER CAROLYN E LAS4
CARTER CHARLES H VM 3
CARTER CHARLIE GRAD
CARTER CHRISTA L AGR1
CARTER CHRISTINE A LAS3
CARTER CONSTANCE A AGR1
CARTER DAVID FURROW GRAD
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-4368
URH ALLEN 392 U 332-3376
809 W NEVADA U 367-4060
URH VANDOREN 423 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH FLAGG 428 C 332-0344
URH DANIELS 534 U 332-2324
1503 KIRBY 2 C
604 E ARMORY 1118 C
602 E STOUGHTON 15 C 359-0196
809 W PENN U
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
URH TRELEASE 716 U
904 S LINCOLN U 344-8175
URH WARDALL 624 U 332-4427
URH OGLESBY 611 U
2106 ORCH ST 301 U 344-4987
2106 ORCH ST 301 U 344-4987
URH ALLEN 206 U 332-3147
401 E JOHN C 344-9294
URH BARTON 105 C
216 E GREGORY C
404 BURKWOOD U 328-1179
FLAGSTAFF ARIZ
709 W DELAWARE U 344-6296
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C 384-5372
URH ALLEN 306 U 332-3185
909 W OREGON 207 U 344-1113
MCNTICELLO ILL
2202 HAZWD 202 U
URH TOWNSEND 422 U 332-4195
502 E HEALEY 1 C 352-3356
1212 S WESTERN C 356-5110
808 S ELM C 359-7357
1108 S 1ST C
402 W CLARK C
ALVIN ILL
313 E JOHN 5 C
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
408 N PRAIRIE 8 C
URH BABCOCK 113 U
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
URH OGLESBY 312 U
RR 3 C
809 W PENN U 344-4069
URH WESTON 132 C
303 GREENVIEW U 367-7345
605 S 5TH 17 C
209 E ARMORY U 344-1414
1112 S WESTERN C 359-2353
910 S 3RD 916 C
102 E CHALMERS C
708 W SPNGFLD C 359-6683
1107 E GREEN U
URH ALLEN 313 U 332-3190
302 4TH 7 C
2 CARMAN CT U 328-3047
PECRIA ILL
306 E PARK 205 C 356-2847
205 N CENTRAL U 367-1606
505 S COLER U
148 E PADDOCK C 352-6141
STOCKTON ILL
1211 W CLARK 31 U
807 S MATTIS C 359-7619
2017 PHILO RD 13 U
URH OGLESBY 623 U 332-5224
URH CARR 309 U
308 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
206 S GREGORY U
410 E BROOKENS U 367-6096
307 E WHITE 33 C 356-1273
URH FRENCH HSE 2 U
URH TRELEASE 501 U 332-5550
URH OGLESBY 230 U
211 E DANIEL C 344-3322
1013 S 1ST C
207 HESSEL C 359-8389
1909 WEAVER U 367-3114
MCNTICELLO ILL
1012 W CLARK U 367-8675
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
ROCK ISLAND ILL
URH TRELEASE 462 U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 1 U
205 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 2 U
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
603 S 5TH C 352-1843
903 SCOTTSDALE C 356-9559
1704 S VALLEY RD C 352-4048
309 E JOHN C 367-0639
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
URH TRELEASE 1225 U 332-5761



































RR 4 BOX 207
BOX 205
RR 1 BOX 367B
17871 S ANTHONY
















6602 W 173RD PL
233 KING LN
2 CARMAN CT
818 W MOSS AV




124 W MAPLE ST
RR 3 BOX 236
807 S MATTIS
2108 VAN BUREN













RR 1 MILLSTONE RD
504 SPRUCE 4




829 S 15TH ST
4609 S CHAMPLAIN
5918 ROXBURY LN
RR 2 BOX 214
1406 EASTERN DR








































































































CARTER DUNCAN ALBERT GRAD
CARTER FLORETTA L LAS1
CARTER GARRY L ENG*
CARTER GARY L COM3
CARTER GAYLE THEOLA GRAD
CARTER GEORGE E ENG*
CARTER GLENN GRAD
CARTER JANE E PE 3
CARTER JANET H LAS3
CARTER MICHAEL A BUS2
CARTER RICHARD W LAS1
CARTER ROBERT L LAW2
CARTER STEVEN B BUS1
CARTER SUSAN A ED 1
CARTNAL JEFFREY G LASl
CARTNAL JOSEPH D ENG1
CARTNAL MICHAEL D BUS3
CARTWRIGHT DONALD I GRAD
CARTWRIGHT KEROS GRAD
CARUS BETSEY AGR1
CARUSI GLORIA B LASl
CARVAJAL PINO OSCAR GRAD
CARVALLO GARNICA F R GRAD
CARVELL WILLIAM S LAS3
CARWILE ROBIN E PE 2
CARY BEVERLY P GRAD
CARY DONNA J LASl
CASADY ANN FAA1
CASAGRANDE JAMES B LAS3
CASCIA BRUCE A FAA2
CASCIA MARK A ENG3
CASE DORA L LASl
CASE ELIZABETH J AGR3
CASE JOHN P BUS1
CASELLI DAVID K ENG*
CASELLI JULIE A ED 1
CASELTON MARILYN S LAS*
CASEY HENRINE L GRAD
CASEY JAMES ROBERT GRAD
CASEY JIMMY WAYNE GRAD
CASEY PAT HAMILTON GRAD
CASEY THOMAS B III LAS3
CASH CARSON D III ENG1
CASH LAURENCE S LAS3
CASH RICHARD J LAS2
CASHMAN CHRISTOPHER LAS2
CASHMAN JAMES F GRAD
CASILLO ALBERT ENG*
CASLETON GRANT A FAA3
CASON KAREN A LAS*
CASON MICHAEL R BUS*
CASON THOMAS B LASl
CASON VANESSA R LASl
CASPER DAVID R VM A
CASPER JOHN W BUS2
CASPERSON WILLIAM J LASl
CASS STEPHEN M BUS2
CASS WILLIAM S FAA1
CASSIDY BARBARA A LAS2
CASSIDY ROSANNE LAS*
CASSIN JEFFREY P AGR1
CAST JOHN M BUS*
CASTAN RONALD F LAS3
CASTEEL KEITH W LAW1
CASTEEL MARGARETE I LAS3
CASTEEL MICHAEL S AGR1
CASTEEL MICHELE R AGR1
CASTELLANI JERRY A GRAD
CASTELLANI MICHAEL A BUS3
CASTELO ROBFRT E JR BUS1
CASTIGLIA JOHN A LAS3
CASTILLO HENRY FAA3
CASTILLO RAFAEL F GRAD
CASTILLO WILLIAM F LAW2
CASTLE ARLENE J ED 3
CASTLE DONNA J LAS3
CASTLEBERRY MICHAEL ENG*
CASTLEMAN NOEL A LAS6
CASTLES JEFFREY J BUS1
CASTLETON TOBY GRAD
CASTNER JAMES D FAA*
CASTOR STEPHEN E GRAD
CASTOR SUSAN M LASl
CASTREE JOHN W AGR1
CASWICK THOMAS F JR ENG3
CATALANO ANTHONY F GRAD
CATALDI DAN J COM*
CATANIA FRANK J LAS*
CATELLANI JEAN M LAS2
CATER HELEN V FAA1
CATIPOVIC NIKOLA M GRAD
CATLETT DAVID G LAS2
CATLIN DOUGLAS L LAS2
CATLIN MARILYN J LAS*
CATLIN ROBERT S AGR2
CATO STEPHEN N ENG2
CATON ROBIN M GRAD
709 W NEVAOA 1 U
URH WARDALL 32* U
URH WESTON 270 C
*02 E DANIEL C
901 S 1ST 26 C
URH TOWNSEND **7 U
1107 W GREEN U
802 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN *29 U
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
112 E JOHN C
915 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 367 C
URH SCOTT 208 C
URH NOBLE 311 C
URH ALLEN 251 U
URH TOWNSEND 3*6 U
309 E GREEN 9 C
310 W JOHN C
1005 S 6TH 18 C
URH TRELEASE 102 U
201* C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 391 U
311 E WHITE 31 C
URH GARNER *58 C
80* W CHURCH C
URH SCOTT 319 C
URH TRELEASE 527 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON *52 C
URH TOWNSEND **0 U
BARTONVILLE ILL
PARKLAND TERR 235 C
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
909 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 333 C
505 S BUSEY 20* U
1306 ELLIS U
2083 A ORCH ST U
1306 ELLIS U
1730 VALLEY RD C
VIENNA VA
303 E CHALMERS C
110 E CHALMERS C
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
3305 BRENTWOOD C
503 E WHITE U
713 W OHIO U
509 E STOUGHTON C
913 S LYNN U
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 526 U
911 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 286 C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
58 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 211 C
708 ILLINOIS C
120* S LINCOLN U
60* E ARMORY 2*06 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH GARNER 39* C
703 E COLORADO U
501 S RACE U
308 E ARMORY C
2320 BARBERRY C
106 E ARMORY C
1111 S 1ST C
70* LASELL C
311 E JOHN 3 C
2113 HAZWD DR U
URH SHERMAN *51 C
129 PADDOCK C
1007 S 1ST 11 C
STA A BOX 2069 C
*03 1/2 S LINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
2201 HAZWD DR 102 U
1836 VALLEY RD C
507 E CLARK 1* C
1*10 BRIARWOOD C
60* E ARMORY 1139 C
PALOS PARK ILL
608 W STOUGHTON U
913 S LYNN U
URH SCOTT 356 C
URH ALLEN 213 U
URH GARNER 361 C
URH DANIELS 718 U
*10 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN *3 U
1715 SALEM RD C
58 E GREGORY C
URH FORBES 30* C

























































* S EDISON AV
1107 W GREEN *29














55* S LEWIS AV



















*250 MARINE DR 736
*250 MARINE DR 736
123 BROOKSIDE CT






















325 E CIRCLE AV
70* LASELL DR









2201 HAZWD DR 102


































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
ROCKFORD IL
E ST LOUIS IL















































CATROW STEVEN R ENG3
CATT MARIANNE PE 3
CATTELL RODERIC G ENG3
CAUDLE KATHERINE M AGR*
CAULFIELD EDWARD M GRAD
CAULFIELD JAMES C LASl
CAVALENES MATTHEW J FAA2
CAVANAUGH ANN M LAS2
CAVANAUGH GERARD P GRAD
CAVANAUGH JOAN K LASl
CAVANAUGH MELINDA L GRAD
CAVANAUGH WILLIAM JR GRAD
*CAVATORTA MARK A LAS3
*CAVE ELBERT HARDY GRAD
CAVE ROBERT DAVI GRAD
CAVE SANDRA LEA M LAS3
CAVENAGH MARGARET M LASl
CAVENDEP PATRICIA L GRAD
CAVENY JOHN DENIS GRAD
CAVINS SUSAN N LASl
CAVOTO ROBERT F LAS2
CAWLEY ANNA POPOVIC GRAD
CAWLEY LYNN M EO 2
CEASER EDMUND H BUS3
CEBOLD RAYMOND A BUS2
CEBULSKI NEDRA K LAS3
CECCHINI GARY L GRAD
CECCIO JOSEPH F JR GRAD
CECH CLAUDE GABRIEL GRAD
CECH MARVIN K FAA3
CECH PAULA A LAS2
CECH ROBERT J LAS3
*CECHNER PAUL E VM *
CECHNER THOMAS F LAS2
CEDAR ROBERT B LAS3
CEDEPBERG DAVID J BUS2
CEDERHOLM FRED W GRAD
CEGLINSKI EUGENE W VM 3
CEKAY ROBERT A LAW3
CELA JORGE GRAD
CELLA MARY T LAS3
CELLA PAUL A LAS*
CELNIK ESTHER LAS3
CENCI EILEEN A LAW1
CENTER DAVID S LAS*
CEPEK ROBERT J LAS3
CERA CHRISTOPHER T GRAD
CERA LEE MARIE VM 2
CERBIN JOSEPH H LASl
CERCONE DAVID JOSEPH GRAD
CERKEL HARVEY B LAS2
CERKLEWSKI FLORIAN L GRAD
CERNUGEL JOSEPH M LAW1
CERNY PAMELA V LASl
CEROKE PAUL J LAS*
CEROKE ROBERT J ENG1
CEROTZKE DAVID A ENG*
CERRONE KIMBERLIE L LAS3
CERRONE MICHAEL C LAS2
CERVANTES RICHARD A BUS*
CERVENKA RICHARD C PE 3
CESAL MARGARET R LAS2
CESELSKI MARY ANNE G GRAD
CHA CHARLES WEI-YUAN GRAD
CHABAY ILAN DANDOR AVI5
CHABAY RUTH WRIGHT GRAD
CHABEN SUSAN P ED *
CHACE GORDON K LAS*
CHACE PEGGY S AGR2
CHACE PHYLLIS M AGR4
CHADESH VERONICA M LAS3
CHAFETZ RONALD S BUS2
CHAFFEE LINCA J ED 1
CHAFFIN JOHN BRENT GRAD
CHAFFIN ROGFR J S GRAD
CHAIKEN DAVID LAS4
CHAIKEN RICHARD J BUS1
CHAKER AMAR ALAIN GRAD
CHAKRAPANI DURGAM G GRAD
CHAKRAVCRTY SUDHANSU GRAD
CHALEK MICHAEL F ENG4
CHALFEN MARC J LAS4
CHALWICK JEROME T LAW2
CHAMBEPLIN THOMAS L GRAD
CHAMBERS CRAIG M GRAO
CHAMBERS GLENN A LASl
CHAMBERS JAMES THOMA GRAD
CHAMBERS MERVYN A BUS2
CHAMBERS PATRICK T LAS4
CHAMBERS PEGGY A BUS3
CHAMBERS ROBERT P BUS3
CHAMBERS ROBERT SLOA GRAD
CHAMBERS RONALD D AGR2
CHAMBERS RONALD M LAS3
CHAMBERS SUSAN D ED 2
CHAMOT ERNEST W LAS*
URH NOBLE 325 C
910 S 3RD U
1005 S 6TH 19 C
615 KIRBY C
URH BLAISDELL 411 U
310 E CHALMERS 30* C
URH WESTON *36 C
URH GARNER 389 C
URH BABCOCK 1* U
192* B ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 102* C
URH SHERMAN 526 C
*03 BRIAR LN 205 C
110 S DEWEY U
2069 D HAZWD CT U
*06 E GREEN 103 U
2069 D HAZWD CT U
URH LAR 365 U
URH DANIELS 471 U
10* W OREGON U
URH WESTON 332 C
1101 W PENN U
306 N ROMINE U
URH DELTA HSE 7 U
1*15 KIRBY C
310 E GREGORY C
802 W GREEN 203 U
3219 KIRBY C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
1105 E DELAWARE U
URH TAFT *12 C
10* E GREEN C
110 E ARMORY C
1302 N BERKLEY U
1105 S *TH C
506 S 5TH C
1007 S 3RD C
90* W GREEN U
801 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 858 C
60* E ARMORY C
URH GARNER *59 C
1111 S 1ST ST RD C
707 S 6TH 519 C
URH ALLEN 170 U
107 W VINE C
1111 S 1ST C
MILWAUKEE WISS
1007 E PENN U
URH HOPKINS 3*6 C
111 E CHALMERS 1* C
1102 S 2ND C
201 N GOOOWIN 3 U
URH SHERMAN *29 C
URH TRELEASE 103 U
207 E WASHINGTON U
207 E WASHINGTON U
203 N HARVEY U
813 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN *98 U
806 N GERALDINE U
906 S 1ST C
*09 E CHALMRS C
2005 RAINBOW VIEW U
506 W MICHIGAN U
*06 E IOWA U
*06 E IOWA U
*09 E CHALMRS C
50* E CLARK 23 C
805 W OHIO U
805 W OHIO U
910 S 3RD C
601 W GREEN U
URH PAR U
709 W WASHINGTON U
907 E GREEN U
803 OAKLAND U
SKOKIE ILL
610 1/2 W OREGON U
300 S GOODWIN 516 U
MET 6 MIN BLDG 2 U
60* E ARMORY 22* C
503 E STOUGHTON 2 C
905 S 1ST * C
501 S ELM C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
FT WORTH TEX
URH GARNER 393 C
60* E ARMORY 1*29 C
508 E ARMORY C
909 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 1355 C
1208 W GREEN C
*11 W OREGON U
508 E CHALMERS C








































































1924 B ORCH ST
1408 W NORWOOD
ROUTE 3 BOX 46
1709 HOYT AV
110 S DEWEY
2069 D HAZWD CT
406 E GREEN 103














715 S 10TH AV







309 N DELAWARE ST







2532 S 5TH AV
2033 S 82ND ST
310* OLIVE RD
*771 REDWOOD DR
907 N 21 ST AV
27*2 W FARPAGUT
813 CENTER ST







806 N GERALDINE AV
*23* VERNON AV
7023 W *OTH ST
2005 RAINBOW VIEW





RR 3 BOX 6*
RP 3









MET t MIN BLDG 2





2028 N 22ND ST
TEXAS CHRISTIAN U










































































































CHAMPION LOYD H GRAO
CHAMPION MICHAEL J GRAD
CHAMPION PAUL MORRIS GRAD
CHAMPION THOMAS G LAS4
CHAMPION WILLIAM JR BUS3
CHAN CHAU SING ENG3
CHAN CHONG PING GRAD
CHAN CRYSTAL J LAS1
CHAN DAISY S LAS2
CHAN GILBERT W ENG1
CHAN JAMES LAP-CHI GRAD
CHAN LAWRENCE K GRAD
CHAN MOLLY ED 2
CHAN SHIRLEY SUILING GRAD
CHAN SHU SUN GRAD
CHAN SUSANNA LAS1
CHAN WAI-MAN WAYNE GRAD
CHAN WILLIAM CHI-WAI BUS1
CHANCE JOHN KEPON GRAD
CHANDLER CATHERINE J LAS3
CHANDLER DEBRA E COM4
CHANDLER DIANA L GRAD
CHANEY DENNIS L LAS4
CHANEY RICHARD GRAD
CHANG CECILE JIAN GRAD
CHANG CHANG-CHUNG GRAD
CHANG CHANG-SHYAN C GRAD
CHANG CHAO-HUA D GRAD
CHANG CHIANG-TUNG GRAD
CHANG CHIN-CHIN LAS4
CHANG CHING SHING GRAD
CHANG GINGGING GRAO
CHANG HSIU-JUNG S GRAD
CHANG I-SHIH GRAD
CHANG MIN GRAD
CHANG NANCY GUO-FANG GRAD
CHANG RAYMOND S GRAD
CHANG SHIEW NAN C GRAD
CHANG SING-JU GRAD
CHANG YEAN-HSI GRAD
CHANG YOUNG JOO GRAD
CHANG YUEH GRAD
CHANG YUH-SHENG G GRAD
CHANG ZON-I GRAD
CHANGNON MAPC AGR3
CHANKIN GARRY S BUS2
CHANNON ROBERT A LAS2
CHANTARAPUNYA P GRAD
CHAO JAMES L LAS1
CHAO NANCY S LAS3
CHAPIN RICHARD A LAS2
CHAPIN THOMAS J GRAD
CHAPIN WILLIAM P III LAS4
CHAPLICK ROSE L M LAS3
CHAPLIN GLORIA ONEAL LAS9
CHAPLINSKY SUSAN J LAS1
CHAPMAN CAROL SUE GRAD
CHAPMAN CATHY A PE I
CHAPMAN DOUGLAS M BUS1
CHAPMAN EDWARD A GRAD
CHAPMAN GEORGE S ENG3
CHAPMAN GREGORY L LAS2
CHAPMAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
CHAPMAN JOHN W LAS2
CHAPMAN KEITH W BUS2
CHAPMAN KIMBEPLY L ENG3
CHAPMAN LESLIE B GRAO
CHAPMAN MARGARET L S GRAD
CHAPMAN NANCY J LAS1
CHAPMAN NANCY K BUS4
CHAPMAN PHILIP W LAS1
CHAPMAN PHILIP W LAS3
CHAPMAN REX A LAS1
CHAPMAN ROGER A III LAS3
CHAPPEL WILLIAM E GRAD
CHAPPELL GARY A FAA1
CHAPPELL SCOTT L LAS1
CHAPPLE RANDALL A FAA1
CHAPS MARY K AGR1
CHAPURAN THOMAS E GRAD
CHARAL ROBERT M BUS1
CHARLES LAURA J FAA1
CHARLES MARY C LAS4
CHARLTON DONALD S FAA6
CHARM ROBFRT W GRAD
CHARMAN MARK J PE 1
CHARNES JOANNA E LAS1
CHARNESS NEAL M LAS3
CHARNEY WAYNE M FAA4
CHARRON ROY E LAS3
CHASE JACOUELINE M LAS3
CHASE PENNY J AGR4
CHASE PETER F BUSl
CHASE RICHARD D LAW2
CHASEY JAMES CHARLES GRAD
CHASSLER DEBORAH L FAA4
CHASTAIN SUSAN E FAA3
BISMARCK ILL
101 W PARK U
204 N WOODS U
URH TOWNSEND 362 U
RR 1 U
705 W ILLINOIS U
103 S GREGORY U
URH FLAGG 429 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 254 C
URH DANIELS 483 U
STA A BOX 2335 C
910 W NEVADA U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
908 S 1ST C
UPH LAR 436 U
ELEC ENG BLDG 155 U
URH HOPKINS 341 C
BRIDGETON N J
1110 W NEVADA U
508 E CHALMERS C
107 W CALIFORNIA 7 U
ROCKFORD ILL
URH SHERMAN 561 C
URH DANIELS 292 U
18C8 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 352 U
URH DANIELS 279 U
1102 W SPNGFLD U
307 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 303 U
URH DANIELS 293 U
311 E JOHN 6 C
12C9 W CLARK U
1912 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 378 U
URH SHERMAN 753 C
1912 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 388 U
CCCR SCI LAB 3-113 U
306 S 5TH C
408 E GREEN C
TAIPEI TAIWAN
URH DANIELS 711 U
39 SHERWIN U
409 E CHALMRS C
907 S 4TH C
1206 W MAIN U
904 W GREEN U
URH LAR 216 U
URH SNYDER 309 C
507 E CLARK 32 C
802 W GREEN 202 U
103 E SPNGFLD C
305 N MCKINLEY AV C
URH ALLEN 124 U
URH DANIELS 274 U
URH LAR 384 U
110 E ARMORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
508 E GREEN C
106 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 329 U
URH TOWNSEND 338 U
309 E CHALMERS C
1306 SILVER 9 U
105 E CHALMERS 104 C
401 E CHALMERS 223 C
UPH BABCOCK 314 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1111 S 1ST C
501 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 410 C
309 E CHALMERS C
2020 N MATTIS 204 C
URH SNYDER 380 C
DECATUR ILL
URH OGLESBY 1206 U
URH TRELEASE 1228 U
1205 E FLORIDA 14 U
URH OGLESBY 910 U
URH TRELEASE U
904 W CLARK U
20C8 W GREENDALE C
105 E CHALMERS 203 C
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 364 C
URH TOWNSEND 371 U
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
102 E ARMORY C
202 E DANIEL C
1005 S 6TH C
PARK FOREST ILL
1202 E MAIN U




































































2336 W DIVERSEY AV
5321 N ASHLAND
208 W 24TH PL
1891 NEW ROAD
59 SA PO RD 7/F
255 W 22ND PL








24 W 109TH PL
912 HALSTED
40-17 ITHACA ST 20
136 FEI TOU CHUNG







261 LN WU-CHUAN RD
PING-CHEN HSIANG
SHIEN TIEN
HO-PING E RD SEC 2

















153 S 25TH AV
305 N MCKINLEY
433 N STARK DR
67 STRONG TERR
4042 ELM ST
1008 N UNION DR
715 JAMIE LN
16 S PRINCETON CT
715 JAMIE LN
6315 LYNDHURST LN















2807 W 99TH PL
1706 S 11TH ST
9512 OZARK
2828 N PINE GROVE
ROUTE 1 BOX 397
2008 W GREENDALE















































































































CHATMON ERNEST M LAS1
CHATTEN JEFFREY C ED 3
CHATTERJEE PALLAB K GRAD
CHATTERTON CRAIG B ENG1
CHAU MICHAEL M GRAO
CHAUDOIR LEONARD H FAA4
CHAUNCEY JOAN M LAS4
CHAUSOW SHARON A LAS2
CHAVEZ GAIL M GRAO
CHAVEZ MIGUEL ANGEL GRAO
CHAVIN STEVEN GRAD
CHAVKIN ALLAN R GRAD
CHAVKIN NANCY FEY GRAD
CHAWDHRY MUHAMMAD A GRAD
CHAZANOW JUDI E LAS1
CHAZDON LANE C LAS2
CHEATHAM STEVE H ENG2
*CHEATOM CECIL FRANK LAS4
CHEATOM CHRISTINE H LAW3
CHECK GEOFFREY DAVID ENG4
CHECKER JUDITH ANNE GRAD
CHEEKS CELLESTINE GRAD
CHEEVER MATTHEW A AGR3
CHELCUN GREG WILLIAM GRAD
CHELF PATRICK LAS3
CHELLURI BHANUMATHI GRAD
CHELSETH ROBERT S FAA4
CHEMELESKI CYNTHIA S ED 4
CHEN ANDREW C FAA3
*CHEN ANDREW CHUNG-H GRAD
CHEN CHENG LAS1
*CHEN CHI-CHU WU GRAD
CHEN CHI-MEI GRACE GRAD
CHEN CHING HSIANG GRAO
CHEN CHING-HWA GRACE GRAD
CHEN CHIOU-NAN GRAO
CHEN EDWARO SHI GRAD
CHEN FRANCIS H GRAD
CHEN HERBERT ENG4
CHEN HSIN-CHANG GRAD
CHEN JEROME J GRAD
CHEN LIEN-YAN GRAD
CHEN LUSHIANG W LAS2
CHEN MING-NANG GRAD
CHEN NAI-FUNG GRAD
CHEN PATRICIA LIN GRAD
CHEN PATTY Z LAS1
CHEN PETER Y LAS3
CHEN ROSITA S GRAD
CHEN SHIH YFW GRAD
CHEN SHYH-CHING GRAD
CHEN SUN NIN GRAD
CHEN TSONG-HOUR GRAD
CHEN TSUN-HUEI LAS4
CHEN YEE SAT SHIU E BUS3
CHENAIL MARK S FAA3
CHENAULT W C JR GRAD
CHENEY LARRY A FAA4
CHENEY MICHAEL R COM4
CHENG BO-CHING GRAD
CHENG CHIH-MENG GRAD
CHENG HUAI NAN GRAD
CHENG JOE SHUN-CHUEN GRAO
CHENG LUKE ENG2
CHENG MONICA FAA1
CHENG SHUN KIT A ENG1
CHENG SLOANE M PE 3
CHENG STEVEN LAS3
CHENG VINCENTA LEUNG GRAD
CHENG YEE-GEN LAS2
CHENOWETH JOHN E ENG1
CHENOWETH RICHARD E GRAD
CHERGOSKI PAMELA J LAS4
CHERNEY MARC I LAS1
CHERNIET KEITH I LAS1
CHERO THOMAS H BUS4
CHEROT B ANTONIO GRAD
CHEROT CHERYL D ED 4
CHERRY DONALD L AGR3
CHERRY JOAN T LAS2
CHERRY MONTE A ENG1
CHERRY RONALD HOWARD GRAD
CHERRY THOMAS E PE 1
CHERRY THOMAS M BUS1
CHERRY THORNTON E LAW2
CHERVENY RONALD G LAS4
CHERVINKO JAMES S GRAD
CHESKO KATHLEEN A LAS2
CHESLEY PATRICK J LAW2
CHESLOCK GEORGE J LAS1
CHESLOW MICHAEL D LAS1
CHESNA LAURA A LAS3
CHESNEL MICHEL JEAN GRAD
CHESSON GREGORY L GRAD
CHETEK JOANNE K AGR1
CHEUNG KWAN-PANG ENG1
CHEVALIER GULES GRAD
URH OGLESBY 610 U
411 1/2 W HILL C
909 S 5TH C
URH BABCOCK 219 U
URH DANIELS 114 U
1310 W GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 514 U
URH WESTON 346 C
NORMAL ILL
2111 HAZWD 102 U
205 N COLER U
105 E GREEN 15 C
105 E GREEN 15 C
1213 W CLARK U
409 E CHALMRS 1208 C
55 E JOHN C
810 W OREGON U
2104 ORCH ST 301 U
2104 ORCH ST 301 U
408 W ELM U
607 E PARK C
URH SHERMAN 224 C
URH TOWNSEND 150 U
URH WESTON 380 C
RANTOUL ILL
U OF I PHYSICS U
904 N BROADWAY 210 U
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
501 W SPNGFLD C
802 W ILLINOIS 5 U
URH TOWNSEND 165 U
300 S GOODWIN 616 U
902 S LINCOLN 104 U
912 FRANK C
300 S GOODWIN 312 U
300 S GOODWIN 312 U
809 S BUSEY U
1115 W GREEN 318 U
512 E WHITE C
1107 W GREEN 223 U
307 W ELM U
URH SHERMAN 662 C
203 S WRIGHT 6 C
URH DANIELS 629 U
URH DANIELS 723 U
802 W ILLINOIS 5 U
URH LAR 385 U
904 W GREEN U
STA A BOX 2047 C
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
CCMP SCI LAB U
URH DANIELS 81 U
615 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 387 U
1115 W GREEN 318 U
103 E ARMORY C
808 S RANDOLPH C
VERSAILLES FR
BLOOMINGTON ILL
502 E SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 182 U
STA A BOX 2133 C
1910 A ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 541 U
URH HOPKINS 423 C
1910 A ORCH ST U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 581 U
1910 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 176 C
URH 4TH C
1602 CAROLYN C
802 W GREEN 203 U
URH FORBES 292 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 601 U
OAKWOOD ILL
OAKWOOD ILL
1010 S 2ND C
309 E JOHN 1 C
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
917 LINVIEW U
URH TOWNSEND 279 U
PARK RIDGE ILL
902 E HARDING 82 U
1001 S 1ST C
1801 PERKINS RD U
1102 S 2ND 1 C
56 1/2 E GREEN 102 C
URH SNYDER 396 C
1006 W NEVADA 2 U
URH DELTA HSE 5 U
URH DANIELS 533 U
URH DANIELS 123 U
409 E CHALMRS C
























































3519 S FEOERL 1206










105 E GREEN 15




219 S ELM ST




ROUTE 3 BOX 990
5336 GRAND AV
6824 N KEELERAV
318 MARY ALICE PD
B-10 F-l CHANDULAL
3 LINCOLN CT
815 ST VINCENTS AV
629 1/2 E UNIV
1 LN 10 TAITANG ST
NEW VILLAGE
24 MIN SHENG LN 1
N 6 5 CHING-TEIN
912 FRANK
300 S GOODWIN 312
131-4 LIOAN CHIALI
8339 N CENTRAL AV
6F BLOCK Bl MT TRI
3934 N LAWNDALE
CHIN-SHAN ST




22 CAUSEQAY RD 2F
41-1 LN 57 LIN YI
165 W VALLETTE ST
481 6TH AV











MET 6 MIN BLDG
DCL
20-2 LN 61 LIN YI
8 YEE WO ST 10/A
205 LAUREL LN
5B COLLEGE RD
8 YEE WO ST
332 KINGS COVE
5216 W MADISON



















26 N LAKE DR
56 1/2 E GREEN 102
2922 N NEW ENGLAND
1006 W NEVADA
9523 S 49TH AV
5 RUE DARYSE HILSZ
RR 1 BOX 57D
1015 ELM RIDGE CR




































































































CHEVERUD THOMAS R GRAD
CHEW GREGORY S LAS4
CHEW RICHARO ALAN GRAD
CHEWNING DIANE S LAS4
CHEZ LAURY A BUS2
CHIANG CHIAN TANG GRAD
CHIARULLI LINDA JEAN GRAD
CHIBA LINDA C LAS4
CHICOINE DIANE M LAS2
CHICOINE SUSAN E COM3
CHIE CHAK LUN ENG3
CHIEN LIEN QUE GRAD
*CHIEN SOPHIE L GRAD
CHIEN TSAO-YING FAA1
CHIEN YOEN Q GRAD
CHIEN YUEH-HSIU GRAD
CHIKARAISHI LYNNE F ED 2
*CHILCOTE JANICE OWEN GRAD
CHILCOTE PHILIP K FAA3
CHILCOTE SANDRA S LAS1
CHILD CHANDA A ED 3
CHILDERS LOUIS GRAD
CHILDRESS DIANA L AGR2
CHILDRESS JO ANNE LAS2
CHILDRESS MARTIN D LAS4
CHILDS KATHERINE ANN GRAD
CHILIGIRIS MARY E LAS3
CHILLAG DAVID GRAD
CHIN EDDIE M BUS3
CHIN FREDERICK V ENG2
CHIN LEROY JR FAA3





CHIPMAN JEFFREY T LAS2
CHIPMAN JOHN A FAA4
CHIPMAN NANCY JANE LAS1
CHIRICO JEFFREY B PE 3
CHIRICO PHILLIP R BUS1
CHIROLAS DARLENE J GRAD
CHISFK MICHAEL A LAS4
CHISHOLM CAROL D AGR3
CHISHOLM MARY C LAS3
CHISHOLM THOMAS F BUS2





CHIVARI GEORGE A BUS3
CHLAPATY GARY J BUS3
CHMEL KARYN M LAS1
CHMELIR ELIZABETH B LAS4
CHMELIR PETER S ENG4
CHO BYUNG HUI GRAD
CHO HAE SOOK GRAO
CHOI CHANG-KOON GRAD
CHOI OAN YUL GRAD
CHOI YOUNGSOON PARK GRAD
CHOICE NANCY J LAS1
CHOISSER BILL LAW3
CHOLEWA DIANE L GRAD
CHOLEWA MITCHELL M AGR1
CHOMAITONG KANNIKAR GRAD
CHOMAITONG TAMPONG GRAD
CHONG CLAUDIA MARIE FAA1
CHONG DOROTHY LAS2
CHOOKASZIAN DONALD C GRAD
CHORAK NICOLETTE LAS2
CHORBA CAROL A LAS3
CHORD CANDICE L LAS1
CHOU WINLIN GRAD
CHOUINARD PAUL L GRAD
CHOVELAK CYNTHIA LAS1
CHOVELAK ELISSA M LAS3
CHOW JAMES M LAS1
CHOW TSEN GRAO
CHOW TZE SHOW GRAD
CHOWNING LARRY D LAS3
CHOY DAVID MUN-HIEN GRAD
CHOY DONALD H AGR2
CHOY EDWIN CHING FAI LAS4
CHOY SHUI-MAN TONG GRAD
CHRISMAN BRUCE CHARL GRAD
CHRISMAN JUDITH R ED 4
CHRISTEN BARBARA A LAS3
CHRISTENSEN CARLO M LAS3
CHRISTENSEN DANA K AGR3
CHRISTENSEN DAPPELL AGR2
CHRISTENSEN DENNIS S BUS6
CHRISTENSEN DONALD E GRAD
CHRISTENSEN ERNEST L AVI5
CHRISTENSEN GLENN M FAA4
CHRISTENSEN HOWARD P AV 1
1
CHRISTENSEN JAMES A FAA1
108 E CALIFORNIA 3 U
609 S RANDOLPH C
2111 HAZWD DR 301 U
407 W WHITE 10 C
URH OGLESBY 111 U
1107 W OREGON 4 U
URH DANIELS 174 U
URH WARDALL 713 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
907 S WRIGHT C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
309 E HEALEY 14 C
2013 SILVER CT E U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
DECATUR ILL
ROGER ADAMS LAB U
505 E CHALMERS C
1010 E COLORADO U
1010 E COLORADO 30 U
URH WARDALL 905 U
410 E GREEN 2 C
2106 ORCH ST 101 U
902 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 817 U
505 S BUSEY 403 U
URH SHERMAN 304 C
URH GARNER 266 C
212 E JOHN C
403 N EDWIN C
510 E DANIEL C
810 HOLIDAY C
URH SNYDER 440 C
URH LAR 409 U
URH CARR 211 U
2004 D ORCH ST U
1209 W CLARK U
910 S 3RD C
605 MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 492 C
309 E CHALMERS C
309 E CHALMERS C
509 W NEVADA U
706 W WHITE C
409 E CHALMRS C
802 W GREEN 204 U
URH OGLESBY 842 U
URH WARDALL 823 U
2008 D HAZWD CT U
1211 W CLARK 34 U
300 S GOODWIN 302 U
URH DANIELS 492 U
AURORA ILL
1007 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 325 U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
2217 S 1ST 303 C
1107 W GREEN 326 U
911 S OAK C
1107 W GREEN 231 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1107 W GREEN 231 U
URH BUSEY 358 U
308 HOLIDAY 243 C
910 S 3RD 802 C
URH BLAISDELL 108 U
300 S GOODWIN 508 U
300 S GOODWIN 508 U
URH HOPKINS 416 C
URH VANDOREN 408 C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 626 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH GAMMA HSE 6 C
URH SHERMAN 667 C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 509 U
URH WARDALL 1223 U
910 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 122 U
1920 A ORCH ST U
TILTON ILL
COORD SCI LAB U
604 E ARMORY 2221 C
URH TOWNSEND 466 U
001 W MAIN U
910 W MAPLE C
806 S 3RD 21 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 576 U
306 W IOWA U
ARMSTRONG ILL
DANVILLE ILL
1901 DIANA LN C
803 OAKCREST C
102 E CHALMERS C
NILES ILL
































































108 E CALIFORNIA 3
1106 FOOTHILL
2111 HAZWD DR 301
7407 CRYSTAL SPPS
9302 N KEELER AV
















2106 ORCH ST 101
RR 1 BOX 7






258 S BROOKDALE LN
810 HOLIDAY
18 MANSFIELD PL





3209 SOFT WATER DR




2251 W 119TH ST
13649 PLACID DR
1445 S 15TH AV
343 ARQUILLA DR




32 FORTRESS HL PD
612 MOUNTAIN ST
5228 DOBSON
119 N STEVENSON LN
659 N EAGLE ST
BOX 328
1107 W GREEN 326
193-4 JU-HYEN DONG
1107 W GREEN 231
UCKU-KUN
1107 W GREEN 231
510 W HAVEN DR
705 DEWEY ST
5237 N MEADE AV
4720 S KOSTNER




6308 W BARRY AV








SHING HSAN RD 5
1920 A ORCH ST




98 HAK PO ST 2ND
910 W MAPLE













































































































*CHRISTENSEN JANET M GRAD
CHRISTENSEN JERRY R GRAD
CHRISTENSEN THOMAS M LAS2
CHRISTENSON LEE W GRAD
CHRISTENSON ROLF III LAS1
CHRISTENSON SCOTT C LAS1
CHRISTERSON JAMES B FAA2
CHRISTIAN CHARLES M GRAD
CHRISTIANS CLIFFORD GRAD
CHRISTIANS DEBORAH L LAS4
CHRISTIANSEN ALAN L AGRA
CHRISTIANSEN CHARLES ED 4
CHRISTIANSEN DAVID K COM4
CHRISTIANSEN GARY W ENG3
CHRISTIANSEN JOHN N LAS1
CHRISTIANSEN KAY G LAS1
CHRISTIANSEN LARRY W AGR3
CHRISTIANSON GREGORY AGR2
CHRISTIANSON SALLY J LAS1
CHRISTIE RANDALL K BUS1
CHRISTMAN CANDACE R LAS1
CHRISTMAN KATHY LYNN LAS4
CHRISTMAN REBECCA S LAS4
CHRISTMANN JOHN K ENG1
CHRISTOPFEL WILLIAM GRAD
CHRISTOPH RICHARD S GRAD
CHRISTOPHER BARBARA LAS4
CHRISTY DUANE JAY GRAD
CHRISTY KENNETH J GRAD
CHRISTY WILLIAM TV VM 2
CHRONIS ANTHONY G FAA3
CHRUSCIEL YOLANDA M BUS3
CHRYSTAL WILLIAM J BUS1
CHU DAHWEY ENG1
CHU FANNY HSIE-FONG FAA2
CHU HONG CHUEN LAS4
CHU KUNG-CHAO N GRAD
CHU PING-PING VIOLET GRAD
CHU TERRY CHINGFAI GRAD
CHU TIEN-YUNG JULIAN GRAD
CHU TUNG Y ENG2
CHU TZU-SUAN GRAD
CHU YU-MEI CHEN GRAD
CHUANG CHI-FA A GRAD
CHUANG THERESA HAN GRAD
CHUMBLEY PHILIP E AGR1
CHUNG LING CHUN J GRAD
CHUNG MU JIN GRAD
CHUNG VIVIEN GRAD
CHUNG WON LYANG GRAD
CHUNN MICHAEL W BUS1
CHURAN THOMAS J LAS3
CHURCH ERIC FORBES GRAD
CHURCH KENNETH E AGR4
CHURCH LAUREL MADSEN GRAD
CHURCH VIRGINIA H GRAD
CHURCHILL DAVID J LAS4
CHURCHILL PAUL G LAS2
CHURITCH ROBIN L LAS1
CHVATAL CYNTHIA L ED 1
CHWISTEK LOIS J LAS2
CIACCIO DAVID J FAA2
CIACCIO JAMES A AGR3
CIANCHETTI ANGELA M FAA1
CIARALDI STEPHEN W ENG1
CIASTO JOACHIM M FAA2
CICCHIANI THOMAS ENG1
CICERO JOAN G LAS4
CICHOWSKI STANLEY T LAW2
CICHY BETTY M GRAD
CICIORA WILLIAM P LAS1
CIELLO MARILEE LAS3
CIEMIEGA DAVID J FAA4
CIESIELCZYK NOPEEN E GRAD
CIESLA JOHN MARION GRAD
CIESLAR ALICIA MAY GRAD
CIFONELLI MARY C ED 2
CIHAK JOHN A LAS3
CIHLAR DOROTHY J LAS3
CILYO CYNTHIA L LAS1
CIMA KATHLEEN ANN GRAD
CINNAMON THOMAS R BUS3
CINOFSKY TEPRI B ED 3
CINOTTO JAMES H BUS4
CINQUEGRANI JOSEPH F GRAD
CINTRAFILHO JOAQUIM GRAD
CIONI RAYMOND P FAA3
CIOPER ANTHONY P FAA4
CIOPER JAMES J LAS3
CIPICCHIO SUSAN T AGR4
CISEK MARY T LAS2
CISSNE NANCY J AGR3
CITRIN STEPHEN M COM3
CITRON DALE J AGR4
CITRON JEPI A ED 2
CLAAR CHARLOTTE W GRAD
CLACK JEAN K AGR2
MAHOMET ILL
301 COUNTRY FR 51 C




813 W MAIN U
2107 HAZWD DR 104 U
802 E PENN U
1202 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS C
16 WILSON TRLR CT U
503 E WHITE C
406 W HIGH U
706 W OHIO U
URH CARR 211 U
311 E ARMORY C
401 E JOHN C
URH CLARK 337 C
URH TOWNSEND 376 U
1209 FLORIDA 14 U
1003 W OREGON U
102 N GREGORY 12 U
409 E CHALMRS 1113 C
506 W NEVADA U
110 W CHARLES 4 C
CHICAGO HTS ILL
707 S 6TH 418 C
URH DANIELS 504 U
WILSONS TRLR PK 18 U
403 E WHITE 1 C
211 N COLER 5 U
URH FORBES 474 C
2904 ALTON C
URH VANDOREN 123 C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
401 S 6TH C
URH DANIELS 0290 U
URH DANIELS 317 U
306 S 5TH C
URH WESTON 418 C
2904 ALTON C
401 S 6TH C
1107 W GREEN 136 U
1107 W GREEN 136 U
LUDLOW ILL
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 360 U
URH DANIELS 43 U
109 E CHALMERS 7 C
410 E JOHN C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
TOLONO ILL
605 S 4TH 205 C
1203 S ORCH ST U
TOLONO ILL
2023 B ORCH ST U
2009 S VINE U
URH SAUNDERS 322 U
910 S 3RD C
207 E JOHN 8 C
1005 1/2 S 2ND C
1005 1/2 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 215 U
URH SNYDER 344 C
URH TAFT 322 C
904 W GREEN U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
1013 W WASHINGTON C
MAHOMET ILL
URH GARNER 107 C
313 E JOHN 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 175 U
URH DANIELS 262 U
RANTOUL ILL
504 E CLARK 15 C
URH GARNER 250 C
1109 S 4TH C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH WARDALL 1206 U
URH SHERMAN 114 C
800 S MATTIS 16 C
409 E CHALMRS C
509 E GREEN 202 C
311 E WHITE 31 C
2020 N MATTIS 301 C
URH BABCOCK 226 U
605 W MAIN U
URH TOWNSEND 114 U
DANVILLE ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
1974 D ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMRS C
1809 VALLEY RD C



























































301 COUNTRY FR 51
LIGHTFOOT RD RR 2






















995 W GLENN TRAIL
191 N PAMELA DR
534 KATHRYN ST
8740 S MOZART
WILSONS TRLR PK 18
5630 N CAMPBELL
211 N COLER 5
762 MILLS AV
2904 ALTON
6 LN 195 HO-PING E
BOX 151
5 245 NAN MEN RD
CHANG-AN E RD
821 VALLEJO ST













ROUTE 1 BOX 71
2910 PAULSEN
1203 S ORCH ST





5826 N INDIAN RD
279 W COUNTRY CT











2148 N LARAMIE AV
100 N CHANUTE ST
504 E CLARK 15
3102 W 173RD ST
557 N ARDMORE
19W018 AV NRMNDY E
429 S MADISON
491 PLEASANT VIEW










1974 D ORCH ST
5655 N CHRISTIANA
8831 KENNETH TERR
7257 N CAMPBELL AV
3329 STONEYBROOK



































































































CLACK ROBERT M VM 1
CLAEYS GARY JOSEPH VM 4
CLAFFEY TIMOTHY J FAA3
CLAGGETT JAMES R LAS4
CLAIRE BRIAN G BUS1
CLAMPITT JOHN D LAS3
CLANCY MARIANNE L LAS2
CLANCY MICHAEL J LAS4
CLANCY THERESE A FAA3
CLANTON LEOMA M LAS1
CLAPMAN MYRIM FNG4
CLAPPER PAUL A AGR1
CLARICOATES BRIAN C LAS1
CLARK ALICE A BUS3
CLARK CARMELITA L ED 3
CLARK CAROL L LAS1
CLARK CAROLE JEAN GRAD
CLARK CHARLES E LAS4
CLARK CHRISTINE E GRAD
CLARK CONSTANCE M LAS3
CLARK CYNTHIA L LAS4
CLARK DONALD R LAS2
CLARK DOUGLAS EDWARD GRAD
CLARK EDWIN HAROLD GRAD
CLARK ELLIS WAYNE BUS4
CLARK ERNEST FELTON BUS1
CLARK FARNSWORTH D ENG4
CLARK FREEMAN GERALD GRAD
CLARK GAIL DENISE LAS3
CLARK GEORGE BYRON GRAD
CLARK GEORGE W JR GRAD
CLARK GOLDENIA I LAS1
CLARK JEFFREY E LAS2
CLARK JODELL PE 4
CLARK JOHN DENNIS GRAD
CLARK JOHN VI LAS1
CLARK KENNETH EUGENE LAS1
CLARK LINDA A LAS3
CLARK LINDA MARIA ENG3
CLARK LINDA S LAS4
CLARK LUCIE W GRAD
CLARK LYNN M LAS3
CLARK MARCIA J ED 4
CLARK MARLENE R ED 2
CLARK MARY E LAS1
CLARK MAXINE L GRAD
CLARK MICHAEL L AGR1
CLARK PAMELA LAS2
CLARK REBECCA A AGR1
CLARK RICHARD J BUS2
CLARK ROBERT R LAS2
CLARK ROGER L LAS4
CLARK RONALD CHARLES GRAD
CLARK ROY E LAW3
CLARK SHERWIN DAPYL FAA4
CLARK SUSAN BOHSE GRAD
CLARK WESLEY JOSEPH ED 3
CLARK WILLIAM LAS2
CLARK WILLIAM C LAS2
CLARK WILLIAM K ENG1
CLARK WILLIAM WOOD GRAD
CLARKE ANNE M AGR1
CLARKE GREGORY L FAA3
CLARKE KEITH L LAS1
CLARKE MARTYN B GRAD
CLARKE NANCY S LAS1
CLARKE PHYLLIS G FAA3
CLARKE SHAUNA M ENG1
CLARY DALE A AGR4
CLARY PHILLIP S FAA4
CLATT BARRY W LAS2
CLAUDIN DEBORAH K LAS3
CLAURE JOAQUIN R PE 1
CLAUSEN MARCIA K BUS2
CLAUSIUS KAREN I FAA2
CLAUSS DENNIS LEE GRAD
CLAUSSEN MARC J LAS3
CLAVER MITCHELL L BUS4
CLAY ANNIE P LAS3
CLAY GLORIA DUNHAM GRAD
CLAYPOOL KENNETH J LAS3
CLAYTON JAMES HENRY GRAD
CLAYTON JANE C LAS3
CLEARMAN DANA LOVELL LAS4
CLEARY ANNE D AGR1
CLEARY LEONARD E JR GRAD
CLEARY MARY A LAS2
CLEARY MICHAEL E LAS2
CLEARY NANCY A PE 3
CLEARY SUSAN M LAS2
CLEARY THOMAS M LAW3
CLELAND DEBORAH JO FAA1
CLEMANS ALEXA NOBLE GRAD
CLEMANS JIM E GRAD
CLEMENS ROGER C ENG2
CLEMENT CONSTANCE J LAS3
CLEMENT JOAN M AGR1
1828 B ORCH PL U
RR 1 BOX 79 U
309 E CLARK C
504 W MAIN 305 U
URH OGLESBY 318 U
1005 S 2ND C
205 E GREEN 19 C
205 E GREEN 19 C
GLENWOOD ILL
URH WARDALL 222 U
506 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 289 U
URH HOPKINS 236 C
207 E JOHN 12 C
URH WARDALL 614 U
URH BLAISDELL 419 U
EVANSTON ILL
1108 S LINCOLN A U
WESTMONT ILL
1600 W BRADLEY 51 C
618 E DANIEL 3 C
URH WESTON 296 C
URH SHERMAN 367 C
3210 BRENTWOOD C
802 W PARK 2 C
1205 GOODWIN U
604 E ARMORY 2419 C
2011 C ORCH ST U
505 S BUSEY 408 U
2422 E ELM U
1977 A ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 519 U
808 KERR 205 U
2106 CURETON U
LINCOLN NEB
URH ALLEN 35 U
1107 W GREEN 622 U
1207 W NEVADA U
603 S 5TH C
310 E CHALMERS 110 C
6 PERSIMMON CR U
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
603 W LOUISIANA C
URH VANDOREN 425 C
URH ALLEN 247 U
2104 ORCH ST 103 U
58 E GREGORY C
412 E GREEN 9 C
405 E JOHN 16 C
URH TOWNSEND 451 U
1109 S 4TH C
1600 W BRADLEY 119 C
URH SHERMAN 229 C
1709 RIDGELAND C
URH SNYDER 452 C
2003 LYNWOOD C
URH SNYDER 252 C
URH TOWNSEND U
403 S 6TH C
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
606 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
910 S 3RD 728 C
3209 CAMERON C
URH NOBLE 420 C
405 S 6TH C
URH TRELEASE 109 U
40 5 S 6TH C
URH BUSEY 319 U
58 E GREGORY C
2206 DALE 5 C
EAST PEORIA ILL
907 S 3RD C
1119 LANORE U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 408 U
903 ADA C
905 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 219 U
URH WARDALL 323 U
724 DOVER PL C
310 E JOHN C
407 W GREEN 6 U
URH HOPKINS 318 C
401 E GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 310 U
TWIN ORCH TRLR 37 U
URH GARNER 467 C
609 S 4TH C
714 W WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 508 U
URH SHERMAN 951 C
1404 KIRBY C
804 OAKLAND 205 U
1930 A ORCH ST U
311 E ARMORY C
104 1/2 E UNIV C



































































1828 B ORCH PL





205 E GREEN 19




1136 E PRATT OR






821 S WILLIAMS 403
1600 W BRADLEY 51
8817 ROUTE 120
314 N MOORE




604 E ARMORY 419
2011 C ORCH ST
16246 WINCHESTER
2422 E ELM
1977 A ORCH ST





1107 W GREEN 622
637 S 22ND AV
603 LOUISIANA








2605 E BELAIRE DR
RR 2
401 MACARTHUR DR









RR 2 LEASE 71
606 1/2 E STOUGHON
40 HAWTHORNE LN
205 N FAIR
4845 N HAMLIN AV
25 ETON CLOSE
836 E JACKSON ST
200 E 13TH ST












8129 S MICHIGAN AV
606 N 7TH ST
407 W GREEN 6
RR 1 BOX 23
401 E GREEN
RR 1








1930 A ORCH ST
717 WELLNER




































































































LLtMtNl NtAL L l-flfl't-
CLEMENTS DEBCRAH K PE 4
CLEMENTS PAUL FRANCI GRAD
CLEMENTZ VIKKI M LAS3
CLENOENIN JAMES M ENG2
CLERY JOHN T BUS1
CLETTENBERG CAROL L LAS1
CLEVELAND RONALD N ENG2
CLEVENGER RICHARD F BUS2
CLIFF GERALD HOWARD GRAD
CLIFFORD PATRICK J AVI2
CLIFTON IVEPY DWIGHT GRAD
CLIFTON JACK C II LAS1
CLIFTON MITCHELL H GRAD
CLIFTON PAMFLA PPYOR GRAD
CLIFTON WILLIAM D LAS1
CLINE BEVERLY KNAAK LAS3
CLINE CLAUDINE M LAS2
*CLINE HERSCHEL M GRAD
CLINE JAMES A VM 1
CLINE JOSEPH R LAS2
CLINE LINDA F AGR4
CLINE STEVEN P AGR4
CLOBUCIAP GRACE A LAS1
CLODFELTER MICHAEL D BUS3
CLOE JOHN M LAS4
CLONINGER MARY SUSAN PE 2
CLOOS MARK P ENG1
CLOSEN MICHAEL L LAW2
CLOTFELTER KEITH ROY GRAD
CLOTHIER DONALD R ENG4
CLOUD ALMA J H ED 4
CLOUSE ROBERT ALAN GRAD
CLOWER CATHERAN A FAA3
CLOWER CURTIS A JR ENG2
CLOYD JAMES DALE GRAD
CLUBB RAYMOND A BUS2
CLUVER DENNIS P BUS3
CLUVER RITA FELLER AGR3
CLYNE DAVID W LAS4
CLYNE PATRICIA S PE 2
COADY JOHN P LAS2
COAKLEY MICHAEL J LAS1
COALE JAMES A LAW1
COALSON ALICE J LAS2
COAN WILLIAM MICHAEL GRAD
COATES JAMES EDWARD GRAD
COATES JANE L LAS1
COATES JOHN J III BUS1
COATES PHYLLIS LORNA GRAD
COATES WILLIAM J JR GRAD
COATNEY LOUIS ROBERT GRAD
COATNEY PAMELA MASON LAS3
COATS JOEL ROBERT GRAD
COATS SUSAN ORKINS GRAD
COBB FRED THOMAS JR BUS4
COBB GENEVA GRAD
COBB JAMES C PE 2
COBB LAUREL K LAS1
COBB LAURENCE J ENG4
COBB LINDA MARQUIS GRAD
COBB MICHAEL A LAS3
COBB NANCY E LAS4
COBB ROLAND F BUS3
COBB YVETTE GLORIA LAS5
COBBLE JAMES F JR LAS4
COBBS FRANK JR LAS2
COBERT DAVID W ENG2
COBERT PHILIP A ENG4
COBLE BETTY OSE ED 2
COBLE ELVIS RAY GRAD
COCAGNE DENNIS L BUS4
COCHRAN ANN K FAA2
COCHRAN ANN THERESA LAS3
COCHPAN CHRISTOPHER AGR3
COCHRAN DONALD K AGR4
COCHRAN GREGORY M LAS2
COCHRAN MARK K LAS3
COCHRANE JULIE A AGR2
COCKRELL ALONZO GRAD
COCKRELL WILLIAM D GRAD
COCOSE WILLIAM A LAS1
CODY PATRICIA GRAY FAA5
CODY ROBERT LYNN GRAD
COE JAMES D GRAD
COE JEANNINE E GRAD
COE LARRY R LAS2
COE ROCKY L LAW1
COFFEY DANIEL P FAA1
COFFEY NANCY J AGR2
COFFING DEBORA C ED 3
COFFMAN GARY KEN GRAD
COGAN ANN L LAS3
COGGINS GEORGIA R FAA1
COHAN BARBARA C FAA4
COHEN ALAN M BUS1
COHEN ALAN S LAS3
3U UUINtLLtIN U iHt-306M
801 FRANK C 359-3004
303 W ILLINOIS U 367-0371
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 281 U 332-4108
URH SNYDER 223 C
URH BLAISDELL 428 U
2705 MAPLEWOOD C 359-8555
1412 JOANNE LN C 356-5875
508 E WHITE 6 C 359-4383
706 W WASHINGTON C 352-5643
2307 BLACKTHORN C
CISCO ILL
209 E CLARK 6 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U 344-6226
URH TOWNSEND 260 U 332-3982
1301 MITCHEM 5 U 328-3018
501 E SPNGFLD 7 C 332-1569
MAHOMET ILL
RR 2 C
URH TAFT 325 C 332-0650
11C8 W SPNGFLD U
2028 C HAZWD CT U
URH SAUNDERS 315 U 332-3657
401 E JOHN C
505 S BUSEY 304 U 367-0170
URH GARNER 341 C 332-0823
URH FORBES 438 C
9 10 S 3RD C 337-5156
402 E GREEN C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
2106 LANTERN HILL U 367-7387
MAHOMET ILL
508 E STOUGHTON C 359-6243
1008 HOLIDAY C
26C8 BROWNFIELD PD U 367-9563
102 E CHALMERS C
1010 E COLORADO 41 U 328-2054
1010 E COLORADO 41 U 328-2054
108 S 2ND C 359-9575
704 W STOUGHTON 3 U 344-5283
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH SNYDER 388 C
505 E HEALEY C 356-6898
URH TRELEASE 1121 U 332-5761
1400 N MCKINLEY 5 C 359-9645
RANTOUL AFB ILL
URH BLAISDELL 304 U 332-3511
MT PROSPECT ILL
URH DANIELS 462 U 332-2535
ST JOSEPH ILL
300 S GOODWIN 505 U 344-8949
300 S GOODWIN 505 U 344-8949
ROUTE 4 C 356-8207
RR 4 C 356-8207
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
909 S 5TH C 332-4694
716 W WASHINGTON C 359-2243
URH SCOTT 496 C 332-1639
211 E ARMORY C 344-3029
2120 ORCH ST 201 U 367-0206
URH SCOTT 274 C
503 W GREEN 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 207 U 332-4052
32 FORSYTHIA C 356-8141
305 EDGEBROOK C 352-1639
720 S RANDOLPH C
URH TAFT 211 C 332-0618
203 1/2 E HEALEY C 356-5038
ROWENA 1 U
CHARLESTON ILL 345-7450
913 S LYNN U 328-3691
URH BLAISDELL 412 U
1010 E COLORADO 48 U 367-2938
URH HOPKINS 162 C 332-1174
WILSON TRLR CT 85 U 344-2364
URH HOPKINS 156 C
10C8 W NEVADA U
918 W UNION C 356-1580
407 S STATE 4 C 356-6210
604 N MAPLE 15 U 367-7301
110 E CHALMERS C
1965 D ORCH ST U 344-2155
1965 D ORCH ST U 344-2155
BLOOMINGTON ILL
401 E CHALMERS C
404 E STOUGHTON C
URH BLAISDELL 216 U
URH FORBES 336 C
URH LAR 307 U 332-2876
508 E ARMORY C
1813 A ORCH PL U 344-5003
508 E WHITE 9 C 359-7369
614 BREEN C 356-9777
1104 W NEVADA U 344-0788
URH SNYDER 388 C 332-1801






















2028 C HAZWD CT
11728 S RIDGEWAY
RP 3










3411 W WALNUT 1
2937 PARKWOOD DR
1010 E COLORADO 41






360 E JENNINGS AV
1889 BROOKWOOD DR
291 CIRCLE DR









4019 CANAL PORT AV
716 W WASHINGTON
209 N OAKWOOD DR
6401 N BROOKWOOD
2120 OPCH ST 201
344 PATRICIA DR











1010 E COLORADO 48
2413 S 14TH AV
ROUTE 4























































































































COHEN ALBERT SAMUEL GRAD
COHEN ALLEN MICHAEL GRAD
COHEN BARBARA J LAS1
COHEN BARBARA JOAN GRAD
COHEN BARRY STEVEN GRAD
COHEN BERNARD N VM 1
COHEN BERTHA L LAS2
COHEN BETTE JO LAS2
COHEN BETTE R GRAD
COHEN BONNIE K COM3
COHEN DALE E BUS4
COHEN DEBORAH S BUS1
COHEN DOROTHY ANN GRAD
COHEN HARVEY SPENCER GRAD
COHEN HOWARD C ENG1
*COHEN HUGUETTF S GRAD
COHEN ISAAC I LAS2
COHEN JANINE S LAS1
COHEN JEFFREY D LAS4
COHEN JERRY L GRAD
COHEN JOSEPH E LAS2
COHEN JUDITH A LAS4
COHEN JUDY M LAS4
COHEN LAWRENCE ALAN LAS4
COHEN LEWIS JAY GRAD
COHEN MARK A LAS1
COHEN MARLA S PE 1
COHEN MARTIN ALLEN GRAD
COHEN MICHAEL A LAS2
COHEN MICHAEL S BUS1
COHEN NANCY J FAA4
COHEN PAMELA F PE 2
COHEN PAMELA S LAS4
COHEN PATTI K ED 3
COHEN PAUL FREDERICK GRAD
COHEN RHONDA M AGR2
COHEN ROBERTA S GRAD
COHEN SHARON A COM3
COHEN STUART H LAS3
COHEN STUART KENT GRAD
COHEN SUSAN E LAS2
COHEN VERONIKA WOLF GRAD
COHLER LAWRENCE N LAS3
COHN ALLEN H LAS1
COHN ANDREW DAVID GRAD
COHN ANNE C ED 1
COHN DORITH R COM4
COHN JOANNE COM4
COHN JUDY LAS2
COHN LAURIE E LAS4
COHN MARJORIF L LAS4
COHN MELINDA E FAA1
COHN NINA L LAS1
COHN RALPH M GRAD
COHN SAMUEL B BUS2
COHN WILLIAM E ENG4
COINE MARY C LAS1
COLAN MARK T ENG2
COLANDER PATRICIA M COM4
COLARIC PAULA A LAS3
COLBERT GREGORY A GRAD
COLBERT JANET L BUS3
COLBERT KATHY G LAS4
COLBERT REBECCA S PE 3
COLBERT SUZANNE L LAS1
COLBERT TERRY GORDON GRAD
COLBRESE BARBARA J PE 3
COLBROOK FRANK J VM 1
COLBURN THERESE J LAS4
COLBY DAVID CHARLES GRAD
COLBY GREGORY W PE 3
COLBY JEFFERY A LAS2
COLBY RENEE BUS1
COLE CARL S AVI1
COLE CLARENCE B GRAD
COLE DARYL R AGR1
COLE DAVID K FAA1
COLE DOUGLAS LEON GRAD
COLE ELIZABETH C FAA1
COLE EZELL BUS1
COLE FREDERICK R GRAD
COLE HELENE M LAS3
COLE JAMES BRADFORD GRAD
COLE JANE H GRAD
COLE JEFFREY J LAS1
COLE JEFFREY J FAA3
COLE JEFFREY L BUS3
COLE JUDY M LAS3
COLE JULIE B LAS4
COLE KIM E ED 3
COLE NANCY J AGR2
COLE NORMA STEVENS LAS3
COLE PETER GRAD
COLE PETER L AGR4
COLE RODNEY W ENG4
COLE SALLY ANN GRAD
COLE STEVEN W PE 3
1662 VALLEY RD C
1209 W CLARK U
URH TRELEASE 1131 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH DANIELS 234 U
208 E CLARK C
URH LAR 195 U
408 1/2 CLARK C
1726 PARKHAVEN C
58 E JOHN 25 C
111 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS 1303 C
510 E CLARK C
908 S LOCUST 301 C
1110 S 2ND C
303 BURKWOOD CT U
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
902 W OREGON 3 U
503 W INDIANA U
301 E ARMORY C
106 E HEALEY 1 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
1805 D ORCH PL U
809 STRATFORD C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 750 C
913 W HILL C
301 E ARMORY C
1007 N RANDOLF 2 C
URH WESTON 208 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
902 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 234 U
409 E CHALMRS 1102 C
908 S LOCUST 301 C
111 E CHALMERS 18 C
URH OGLESBY 703 U
305 E WHITE C
802 W OREGON U
805 W CALIFORNIA U
504 E UNIVERSITY C
URH SNYDER 238 C
507 E CLARK 34 C
904 S 3RD C
408 E HEALEY C
401 S COLER U
403 E GREEN C
904 S 3RD C
58 E JOHN 25 C
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
205 N CENTRAL U
BOX 2264 C
409 E CHALMRS C
3218 CAMERON C
URH WARDALL 1021 U
URH ALLEN 17 U
1001 W OREGON U
309 E JOHN C
903 W MAIN U
1202 W NEVADA U
903 W MAIN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH BUSEY 160 U
URH DANIELS 535 U
302 E ARMORY C
801 W OREGON U
URH VANDOREN 410 C
903 S MATTIS 3 C
401 E DANIEL C
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 525 U
URH WESTON 250 C
1971 A ORCH ST U
URH BARTON 8 C
URH OGLESBY 830 U
1003 E COLORADO U
URH CLARK 313 C
URH HOPKINS 175 C
URH SHERMAN 1364 C
709 W OREGON U
504 E CLARK 32 C
56 E DANIEL 3 C
URH BLAISDELL 209 U
URH SCOTT 374 C
URH BLAISDELL 209 U
CHICAGO ILL
605 S 5TH 21 C
URH GARNER 273 C
URH LAR 299 U
615 W CHURCH C
1003 S MATTIS C
303 E CHALMERS C
615 W CHURCH C
57 E HEALEY 204 C











































































6400 N RIDGE AV
61-55 98TH ST 10D
7033 N KEDZIE 113
9517 N LOREL AV









908 S LOCUST 301
135 WESTWOOD DR
303 BURKWOOD CT W
411 W TANGLEWOOD
8221 N HARDING AV










140 E MANOR COURT
2711 LINCOLN LN
991 EDGEBROOK LN
2213 W MACKINAC CT
145 DOVER
1524-D W PRATT
538 N ALTA VISTA
5701 N SHERIDAN 22
908 S LOCUST 301













6301 N SHERIDAN 3P
71 GRAYMOOR LN
1174 ASH ST




2305 W WAGNER LN










12406 S 91ST AV






























































































































COLE VALERIE Y LAS*
COLEAN BRENOA D LAS1
COLEMAN BARBARA R FAA2
COLEMAN DEBORAH L ED 3
COLEMAN DENNIS OALE GRAD
COLEMAN JACQUELINE A FAA3
COLEMAN JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
COLEMAN JEFFREY H FAA1
COLEMAN JERRY M BUS*
COLEMAN JOE N JR ENG2
COLEMAN LEE A LAS1
COLEMAN LEONARD F JR LAS*
COLEMAN LYNN A ED 4
COLEMAN LYNNE R ED 4
COLEMAN MELINDA L AGR1
COLEMAN PAULINE LAS1
COLEMAN PETER C BUS1
COLEMAN RICHANDA F ED 3
COLEMAN RICHARD NEAL GRAD
COLEMAN ROGER L PE 1
COLEMAN SHELLEY J ED 3
COLEMAN STEVEN BUS2
COLEMAN SUSAN DARE GRAD
COLEMAN TONI-MARIE C GRAD
COLEY DIANA M LAS3
COLGAN DAVID L ENG*
COLGAN MARY J PE 1
COLGLAZIER JEFF L AGR2
COLK ALMA LORRAINE GRAD
COLKY SCOTT C LAS3
COLLANDER DANNY M LAS1
COLLARD JANINE CLARE GRAD
COLLEBRUSCO MARK J BUS2
COLLECCHIA FRANK E LAS3
COLLETTE TOM B ENG1
COLLIE SHEILA E AGR3
COLLIER GLENN H LAW1
COLLIER JOSEPHINE C LAS*
COLLIER MARTIN H FAA*
COLLIER SARA E LAS3
COLLINS CANDACE C LAS3
COLLINS CAROLYN SUE GRAD
COLLINS CECIL EUGENE LAW2
COLLINS CHARLES H LAS*
(COLLINS CHARLES P LAS4
COLLINS CHARLOTTE L LAS3
COLLINS DANIEL J LAS3
COLLINS DAVID A ENG2
COLLINS DAVID A FAA*
COLLINS DAVID M GRAD
COLLINS DENNIS M FAA2
COLLINS DOYLE EUGENE GRAD
COLLINS ELIZABETH L LAW2
COLLINS GREGORY D LAS1
COLLINS JANET LYNN BUS1
COLLINS JEAN GRAD
COLLINS JENNIFER J LAS1
COLLINS JOSEPH M LAS1
COLLINS LARRY LYNN LAS*
COLLINS LINDA S LAS3
COLLINS LLOYO C III BUS3
COLLINS MARGARET A LAS3
COLLINS MARY M FAA*
COLLINS ROBERT C JR BUS*
COLLINS ROBERT J LAS2
COLLINS SUSAN L PE *
COLLINS TIMOTHY L ENG1
COLLINS VERONICA L LAS*
COLLINS WILLIAM E FAA1
COLLINS WILLIAM G JR ED 3
COLLINS YVONNE M AGR1
COLLONS CINDY J LAS3
COLLORD ROSS B ENG3
COLLSEN STEVE H BUS2
COLLURA JOSEPH FAA2
COLMENARES VILLAR L GRAD
COLOMBO GERALD J FAA3
COLON AUGUSTINE ED 3
COLONA JULIA M LAS2
COLSON JOHN GILBERT GRAD
COLSON WILLIAM WILDE GRAD
COLTER BRUCE K ENG1
COLTON JAN CAROL GRAD
COLVER RICHARD JAYE GRAD
COLWELL BETTY LOUISE ED 1
COLWELL JOHN E BUS*
COLWELL RICHARD B LAS1
COMBS DAVID W LAS3
COMBS DON WHITNEY GRAD
COMBS ELIZABETH D GRAD
COMBS JANE A FAA1
COMBS JEANNE E LAS2
COMBS JEANNE M LAS3
COMBS LYLE E ENG1
COMBS PAUL D AVI1
COMEAU WAYNE M VM *
COMERFORD JOHN J BUS1
609 W MAIN 2* U
URH LAR *32 U 332-2930
1202 UNIVERSITY U 367-890*
56 1/2 E GREEN 105 C
1215 W HEALEY C 359-735*
708 MUMFORD U 367-906*
103 E STOUGHTON 3 C 356-7590
*09 E CHALMRS C
URH BABCOCK 210 U
URH SCOTT 256 C 332-1*67
URH TAFT 30* C 332-0633
205 E ARMORY C 3**-78*7
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
2067 B HAZWD CT U 3**-6157
URH TRELEASE 1225 U
URH WARDALL 526 U 332-**05
910 S 3RD C 337-509*
2067 B HAZWD CT U 3**-6157
URH DANIELS *28 U 332-2288
URH HOPKINS 209 C 332-1191
309 E JOHN 2 C 332-2980
301 E ARMORY C
710 PARK LN C 356-6907
308 W GREEN 5 U
601 W GREEN U
1105 S *TH C 3**-96*5
URH SAUNDERS 10 U
58 E GREGORY C 333-7152
512 E STOUGHTON C 359-7671
317 S RANDOLPH C
URH TOWNSEND 133 U 332-*007
505 E WHITE 6 C 359-*662
URH CARR 32* U 332-3935
URH OGLESBY 923 U 332-513*
90* W GREEN U 38*-53*0
URH CARR 217 U 332-3898
1106 S EUCLID 20* C
1106 S EUCLID 20* C 328-38*8
1113 S 3RD 30* C 367-3277
*05 E JOHN 2 C 3**-0556
*09 E CHALMRS C 38*-57*9
260* 1/2 S ANDERSN U 367-1887
902 E HARDING U
STA A BOX 2050 C
501 N RANDOLPH C 359-0667
URH BLAISDELL *18 U 332-3556
609 S *TH C
60* E ARMORY 205 C
2107 W WHITE 18* C 356-9286
300 S GOODWIN 30* U
*09 E CHALMRS C
OAKWOOD ILL
20* N WOODS U 328-272*
202 E DANIEL C
21 OAKWOOD U
905 E MAIN U 3**-7*20
URH TRELEASE 708 U 332-5595
60* E ARMORY 230 C
210 E WHITE C 359-9212
203 S COLER 1 U
URH GARNER 222 C
URH CARR *30 U
509 1/2 E GREEN 3 C
2219 S 1ST 302 C 38*-5098
21 GAKWOOD U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 356-910*
URH LUNDGREN 105 C
1005 S 6TH 25 U
URH WESTON *92 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH LAR 375 U 332-3021
307 E HEALY 1* C 359-7600
URH SCOTT 378 C 332-15**
102 E CHALMERS C
100* S 3RD C 3**-5070
1916 A ORCH ST U 367-*727
309 N BUSEY U 3**-0111
107 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BUSEY 2*9 U
1101 W OREGON U 328-379*
FORT WORTH TEX
310 E GREGORY C
*06 GREEN 203 U 367-6*7*
2007 SANGAMON C 352-3*87
PAXTON ILL
OANVILLE ILL
URH BARTON 303 C
URH FORBES 320 C 332-1030
207 1/2 N BUSEY U 3**-1052
RR 2 U 367-*82*
URH GAMMA HSE 8 C
URH TRELEASE 1217 U
1108 W SPNGFLD U 3**-7*88
URH LUNDGREN 23 C
MATTOON ILL
60* N MAPLE *3 U 367-*999
URH ALLEN 19 U 332-3082






5220 S NATOMA AV
2*5 SEMINOLE OR
*3*2 W LEXINGTON





















2630 MITCHELL DR 2
**3 NOLO AV
117 S 9TH ST
7830 W *6TH ST
RR 1
*52 TAYLOR AV
1106 S EUCLID 20*
1106 S EUCLID
1113 S 3RD 30*
502 E HIGH
519 HALIEN TERR
260* 1/2 S ANDERSN
32* W 100TH ST
3*3 10TH ST
501 N RANDOLPH







220* RIO VISTA CT








205 N STRATTON LN
112 N GROVE AV
18505 CHRISTINA DR
21 OAKWOOD





















12*18 S 81ST AV
1095 UNION ST
RR 2
*29 E OAKWOOD DR








































































































COMERFORD LEO P JR GRAO
COMERFORD NICHOLAS B AGR3
COMEPFORO PATRICIA A AGR1
COMERFORD ROBERT B ED 3
COMFORT JANET D LAS1
COMPTON CHARLES C LAS4
COMPTON JAMES A ENG2
COMPTON ROBERT R LAS!
COMPTON THOMAS K GRAO
CONAGHAN THOMAS M BUS4
CONANT NANCY J LAS2
CONANT NANCY R FAA3
CONANT RICHARD F LAS1
CONAVAY JAN A LAS3
CONDON JAMES M ENG4
CONDON SUSAN J COM3
CONFORTI PAUL M BUS3
CONFORTI PAUL M GRAD
CONGER BARBARA A BUS3
CONGREVE DANIEL P LAS2
CONGREVE GEORGE J PE 1
CONKLIN RICHARD L JR FAA3
CONKRIGHT TOMMY DEAN GRAD
CONLEE JOHN W LAS4
CONLEY CHRISTOPHER M FAA2
CONLEY JACK MICHAEL GRAD
CONLEY JAMES R BUS1
CONLIN JOHN P BUS2
CONLON EDWARD J BUS4
CONNAUGHTON MARTIN J GRAD
CONNAUGHTON THERESA GRAD
CONNELL NANCY M ED 1
CONNELL RICHARD C PE 1
CONNELLY ELIZABETH A LAS2
CONNELLY GAIL JEAN GRAD
CONNELLY HUGH THOMAS GRAD
CONNELLY RICHARD J BUS4
CONNELLY SANDRA P GRAD
CONNELLY TEPRENCE M BUS3
CONNER ALONZO D PE 3
CONNER APRIL L PE 4
CONNER GLORIA M GRAD
CONNER JILL A LAS1
CONNER PATRICIA S GRAD
CONNER RICHARD D LAS1
CONNER ROBERT D II AGR2
CONNER WILLIAM C LAS3
CONNER WILLIAM GARY GRAD
CONNERS SHEILA M LAS1
CONNERY CATHERINE M LAS1
CONNIFF NANCY J EO 1
CONNOLLEY MAUREEN A LAS1
CONNOLLY DAVID M LAS1
CONNOLLY DEBORAH A BUS1
CONNOLLY GEORGE H LAS2
CONNOLLY JOHN M ENG1
CONNOLLY MARY C FAA4
CONNOLLY PAUL L FAA2
CONNOLLY YOLANDA GRAD
CONNOR ANNE M LAS2
CONNOR BETH K LAS3
CONNOR CATHERINE M GRAD
CONNOR JOSEPH F VM 1
CONNOR REBECCA S LAS2
CONNOR SUSAN HILL GRAD
CONNOR TIMOTHY E VM 3
CONNOR TIMOTHY W BUS*
CONOVER MARY K ENG1
CONOVER MINDY L AGR3
CONOVER PATRICIA ANN ED 3
CONRAD ALAN B LAS3
CONRAD CAROL A LAS2
CONRAD CYNTHIA A PE 4
CONRAD JAMES L LAS3
CONRAD JEFFREY L LAS1
CONRAD JOHN E ENG1
CONRAD RONALD E VM 3
CONRADI ROBERT A LAS3
CONRATH JOHN D LAS1
CONROY ANN J AGR1
CONROY JOHN A LAS4
CONROYD DAVID C LAS2
CONSTAN EVANGELO T LAS4
CONTER KEVIN R LAS3
CONTER THOMAS M LAW2
CONVFRS RONALD JOHN GRAD
CONVERSE MICHAEL J LAS3
CONWAY JOHN D ENG3
CONWAY LAURIE A LAS3
CONWAY MARY L LAS1
CONWAY MARY SHARON LAS3
CONWAY MICHELLE C ENG1
CONWAY PETER N LAW2
CONWAY ROBERT P LAS3
CONWAY SALLY ANN ED 3
COOGAN KEITH R BUS2
COOK CHERYL WALKER LAS5
701 W MICHIGAN U 367-9699
313 E JOHN 23 C
903 W NEVADA U
501 E DANIEL C 332-4331
URH TRELEASE 331 U 332-5496
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
URH TOWNSEND 407 U 332-4180
313 E ARMORY C
1107 W GREEN 322 U 344-4167
503 E STOUGHTON 8 C 359-8170
313 E JOHN 4 C 384-5403
BOX 839 C 356-5991
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
1405 KIRBY 2 C 359-9874
507 W ELM U
URH LAR 221 U
1105 S 4TH C 344-9645
203 S WRIGHT C
URH EVANS 104 U 332-2686
409 E CHALMRS C 332-4213
URH SNYDER 361 C
305 COUNTRY FR 78 C 356-5462
FRETWN SIERRA LEON
1101 N DIVISION U 344-7346
BLOOMINGTON ILL
303 W HIGH U 344-7245
URH GARNER 109 C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
306 E ARMORY C 328-3817
2022 A ORCH ST U
2022 A ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH OGLESBY 803 C 332-5265
1010 S 2ND C
602 W SPNGFLD C 352-0240
109 S BUSEY 6 U
907 W STOUGHTON U 344-4209
109 S BUSEY 6 U
310 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 1ST 3 C
704 W STOUGHTON 3 U 344-5283
1803 B ORCH PL U 344-2066
207 E JOHN 8 C 332-0802
URH DANIELS 339 U 332-2245
URH FORBES 282 C 332-1156
CANTON ILL
RANTOUL ILL
1803 B ORCH PL U 344-2066
URH LAR 409 U 332-2912
URH BLAISDELL 311 U
URH CLARK 321 C 332-0047
URH CARR 421 U
1008 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C 337-5247
107 E HEALEY C
ASSUMPTION ILL
404 W ILLINOIS U 344-3807
URH HOPKINS 340 C 332-1285
CANVILLE ILL
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
802 W OREGON U 359-7318
1012 N BUSEY U 367-9877
1103 E KERR U 367-5133
URH LAR 231 U 332-2806
URH SHERMAN 520 C 322-4758
31 COACHMAN U 328-1583
409 E CHALMRS C
1010 S 2ND C
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
510 W GREEN 5 U 367-1799
URH HOPKINS 261 C 332-1228
706 S MATHEWS U 344-3534
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH SAUNDERS 225 U 332-3636
410 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 392 C
55 E HEALEY 101 C
URH TOWNSEND 335 U
URH CLARK 419 C
URH ALLEN 105 U 332-3118
1007 S 3RD C 344-9502
705 W HEALEY C 356-2284
310 E CHALMERS C
901 S 1ST C
56 E DANIEL C 359-8031
2203 HAZWD DR 302 U 344-0098
URH GARNER 319 C 332-0788
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
510 W GREEN 5 U 367-1799
URH BABCOCK 309 U 332-3786
4 SAFFER CT U 367-5148
URH LAR 298 U 332-3005
104 S GREGORY U 344-1454
URH OGLESBY 922 U 332-5313
1705 S VINE U 367-1500
404 1/2 W BEARDSLY C 359-2051






3003 E OAKLAND AV
1112 E 5TH ST
3003 E OAKLAND AV
1107 W GREEN 322
2014 BRIARCLIFF









1001 W GREGORY ST
3415 YORK RD








2022 A ORCH ST
2022 A ORCH ST
ROUTE 4
401 E WARREN ST
1244 OXFORD RD
602 W SPNGFLD 4
109 S BUSEY 6
20917 BROOKSIDE DR
109 S BUSEY 6
9821 S LEAVITT ST
983 E MOUND ST
RR 1
89 W WASHINGTON LN
912 N MONROE ST
255 AV AMERICAS 3C
BOX 122
30 S AVENUE B
1619 COWRY DR
89 W WASHINGTON LN
141 N LA GRANGE PD
303 S GIBBONS
5535 W GRACE ST
213 PEORIA ST
511 HAWTHORNE LN
217 E 6TH ST
2136 LAKE AV
115 S POPLAR
3022 E ORCHARD DR










149 OAK HILL DR
90 E WOODLAND
ROUTE 2 BOX 149 OA









8231 N KEELER AV
8231 N KEELER
4 APACHE ST
221 N EDWARD ST
9559 SCHILLER
2301 N 73RD AV
2203 HAZWD DR 302
BOX 26
3720 - 23RD AV
17 N BEREMAN RD










































































































COOK DANYCE L LAS1
COOK DAVID E AGR2
COOK DEBRA S ED 4
COOK FRANKLIN E AGR4
COOK GARY D LAS1
COOK GLENN L ED 2
*COOK GLORIA WILSON GRAD
COOK GREGORY D LAS1
COOK JAMES C LAS4
COOK JAMES M ENG1
COOK JEFFREY S LAS3
COOK JERE FAA6
COOK JOANNE H AGR2
COOK JOEL ENG4
COOK JOHN F ENG1
COOK JOHN P LAS3
COOK KATHRYN J LAS2
COOK LINDA F BUS1
COOK MARTIN L LAS4
COOK MICHAEL W FAA4
COOK REBECCA KEIGLEY GRAD
COOK RONALD JOHN GRAD
COOK SHERRY L BUS3
COOK WILLIAM NELSON GRAD
COOK WILLIAM R JR ED 4
COOKE DAVID HARLAN BMS1
COOKE MARCIA L FAA2
COOKE PAUL G FAA1
COOKE VIRGINIA SEARS GRAD
COOKS EILEEN N ED 2
COOKSEY JOHN MARION GRAD
COOLEY BENEDICT B GRAD
COOLEY CRYSTAL LYNN LAS1
COOLEY GLEN D AGR4
COOLLEY WILLIAM A BUS2
COOMBS MARILYN R PE 4
COOMBS VIRGINIA MAE GRAD
COOMER ROBERT J GRAD
COON MARVIN J BUS1
COONEN JEROME T LAS2
COONEY ANDREA LAS1
COONEY CHARLES E III LAS4
COONEY KENT H BUS4
COONFIELD DONALD E BUS2
COOP KENNETH F ENG3
COOPE DANIEL F GRAD
COOPER DARCY J LAS3
COOPER DAVID C BUS2
COOPER DAVID K FAA2
COOPER DEBRA A LAS1
COOPER DEBRA R LAS2
COOPER ELIOT D LAS4
COOPER FRED C GRAD
COOPER FREDDI E L JR AGR1
COOPER GARY WAYNE GRAD
COOPER GEORGE K ENG4
COOPER JAMES E JR ENG6
COOPER KAREN J ED 3
COOPER KATHLEEN B AGR4
COOPER KIMBAL E LAS3
COOPER LARRY PHILIP GRAD
COOPER LAWRENCE C GRAD
COOPER LESLIE J LAS1
COOPER LINDA S LAS2
COOPER MARK J LAS1
COOPER MEHERNOSH N GRAD
COOPER NANCY J AGR4
COOPER PAUL D FAA1
COOPER PHILIP ASA GRAD
COOPER RICHARD A BUS3
COOPER ROBIN KING LAS4
COOPER ROGER GRAD
COOPER RONALD LAS1
COOPER THOMAS G BUS2
COOPER VICTORIA A FAA4
COOPER WAYNE E LAS3
COOPER WILLIAM B AGR2
COOPER WILLIAM V ENG6
COOPRIDER DAVID OLEN GRAD
COORLAS VALERIE E FAA1
COPE KENNETH RAYMOND GRAD
COPELAND ANN L AGR4
COPELAND BRUCE R LAS2
COPELAND GRAHAM C GRAD
COPELAND JERRY LEE GRAD
COPELAND REBECCA GRAD
COPELAND RUTH E LAS4
COPELAND SUSANNE B ED 1
COPLEY NANCY FLOYD ED 3
COPPER KEVIN B COM4
CORBETT GARY ALAN BMS1
CORBETT KEVIN J LAS1
CORBETT LYN E COM3
CORBFTT PATRICIA L FAA4
CORBITT THOMAS J LAS3
CORCORAN JAMES PATRI GRAD
CORCORAN JEROME M LAS3
URH VAN DOREN 8 C
58 E GREGORY C
807 OREGON U
502 HIGH U
URH TOWNSEND 246 U
FITHIAN ILL
URH SHERMAN 767 C
910 S 3RD C
111 E CHALMERS 17 C
URH HOPKINS 336 C
404 E WHITE C
303 COUNTRY FR C
1102 S LINCOLN U
617 W HEALEY C
URH TOWNSEND 535 U
309 E HEALEY 2 C
5 CEDAR CIRCLE U
403 EDGEBROOK 7 C
601 W OREGON 5 U
818 OAKLAND 101 U
703 W NEVADA 2 U
508 S MATTIS C
907 W ILLINOIS U
EAST ALTON ILL
TUSCOLA ILL
1003 E COLORADO U
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C
URH OGLESBY 728 U
BALTIMORE MD
URH TRELEASE 724 U
URH SHERMAN 247 C
2903 SANGAMON C
611 E DANIEL C
1008 S LINCOLN U
BROCTON ILL
808 W SPNGFLD 2 U
602 E STOUGHTON 21 C
1302 N MATTIS C
1206 W CHARLES C
URH WESTON 460 C
URH BUSEY 243 U
409 E CHALMRS C
211 W SPNGFLD 301 C
209 E JOHN 3 C
409 E CHALMRS C
PHYSICS RES LAB C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
10C8 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH CLARK 334 C
409 E CHALMRS C
306 E ARMORY C
302 W HEALEY C
URH WESTON 410 C
904 W CLARK 2 U
2111 HAZWD DR 101 U
2803 JUDITH C
605 S 5TH 24 C
1406 1/2 GRANDVIEW C
305 E JOHN C
1205 FLORIDA 34 U
120 1/2 S RACE 1 U
URH CLARK 212 C
URH FLAGG 318 C
URH TOWNSEND 206 U
URH SHERMAN 749 C
1210 W MAIN U
URH LUNDGREN 410 C
501 1/2 E GREEN C
309 E HEALEY 8 C
WASHINGTON ILL
URH DANIELS U
URH ALLEN 389 U
2803 JUDITH C
918 W DANIEL C
52 E ARMORY C
211 E DANIEL C
210 E CHURCH C
DECATUR ILL
1010 S 2ND C
1114 BROADMOOR C
33 JUNIPER C
401 E DANIEL C
510 W GREEN 4 U
1207 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 234 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
URH FLAGG 330 C
FARMER CITY ILL
RR 1 U
901 E COLORADO 74 U
313 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON U
505 S RANDOLPH C
URH ALLEN 463 U
BURLINGTON VT







































































4726 A MAIN ST
1602 E GLEN
76 DREXEL







703 W NEVADA 2
508 S MATTIS
203 S ROCKFORD AV
941 E ROSEDALE
808 E PINZON
5601 N SHERIDAN RO
2825 WELLER LN



















2322 E LAKE DR
201 TYLER RD 314



































647 N 2ND ST
1223 N FRINK





901 E COLORADO 74
801 HESSEL
4043 W 63RD ST
1319 MULBERRY LN
502 S MERCER




































































































CORCORAN MARGARET A LASl
CORCORAN MARY P LAS4
CORCORAN ROBERT JOHN FAA*
CORCORAN WILLIAM J LAS3
CORO LYNETTE A LAS2
CORDAY LANE A LAS1
COROES RALPH T VM 1
CORDIE FRANK J ENG3
COROOGAN PATRICIA E ED 1
CORDOVA RANDY M BUS*
CORETZ WENDY L LAS3
COREY ALLAN WALTER BUS2
COREY NANCY J BUS1
CORIELL DIANE M FAA*
CORKE RONALD E AGR2
CORKERY KATHLEEN A LAS2
CORKERY THOMAS P BUS1
CORKINS SANDRA R LAS3
CORKLE NANCY W LAS1
CORLEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
CORLEY ROBERT L FAA3
CORMELL LAIRD RENNY GRAD
CORN CYNTHIA S AGR1
CORN PAUL S LAS3
CORNELIS IVAN GRAD
CORNELIUS DEBORAH B BUS*
CORNELIUS ELIZABETH FAA6
CORNELIUS GARY F ENG3
CORNELIUS JANET D GRAD
CORNELIUS MICHAEL L ENG*
CORNELIUS STEPHEN M LAS*
CORNELIUS STEVEN G GRAD
CORNELIUS WAYNE L GRAD
CORNELIUS WILLIAM T BUS*
CORNELL JOHN D BUS1
CORNER BRADLEY R GRAD
CORNING THOMAS C FAA2
CORNWELL MICHAEL D AGR1
CORNWELL RAY BRYAN AGR1
CORONA LYNN S PE 1
CORR MARTIN D LAS1
CORR THOMAS J LASl
CORRADETTI JUNE M PE 1
CORREDATO THOMAS J ENG*
CORRELL JOHN H LASl
CORRIE ROBERT B AGR2
CORRIGAN DENNIS MICH GRAD
CORRIGAN KEVIN J LASL
CORRIGAN MICHAEL J LAS2
CORRY DENNIS M BUS3
CORRY MARY E ED 1
CORTES-RIVERA G GRAD
CORTESI CHARLES R VM 3
CORTESI ROBERT R LAS*
CORUM SHIRLEY RHODES LAS*
CORUSY LYNNE D LAS2
CORWITH VAN S LAS3
CORZATT CLIFTON E GRAD
CORZATT SUSAN KAPPLE GRAD
CORZILIUS KAREN L FAA*
CORZINE ELIZABETH A AGR1
CORZINE ROY A III GRAD
COSENTINO ROBERT A AGR2
COSENZA MARY E LASl
COSGROVE DONNA M LAS*
COSGROVE MARGARET M BUS*
COSGROVE MARY F GRAD
COSGROVE MICHAELA A GRAD
COSGROVE TERRY P LAS2
COSLOW BILLY J ENG*
COSSOFF LILI H LASl
COSTA JOHN L ENG*
COSTA LUCIA MARIA S GRAD
COSTA PAULO MELGACO GRAD
COSTAKIS JAMES G BUS1
COSTALES NELLIE M GRAD
COSTANZA FRANK J LASl
COSTANZA WILLIAM A LAS3
COSTELLO DAN D ENG*
COSTELLO DAVID M BUS3
COSTELLO JAMES E LAS3
COSTELLO JOAN M LAS2
COSTELLO MARK S BUS1
COSTELLO RITA L LASl
COSTELLO THOMAS J JR GRAD
COSTIN WILLIAM T BUS2
COSTON DAVID B ENG3
COSTON PAULA S LASl
COTE BABETTE DIANE GRAD
COTIE GARY P ENG3
COTIGUALA JAC A BUS3
COTNER CHARLES L LAS3
COTNER DANEL C LAS2
COTNER MARGARET A LAS2
COTSONAS BRUCE D LAS3
COTSONAS ELENA C LASl
COTTON DEBRA A LASl
URH SAUNDERS 108 U
901 S LINCOLN U
907 W OREGON 5 U 3**-57*6
1008 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL *16 U 332-*371
1010 S 2ND C
710 1/2 S RACE U 367-5229
URH SNYOER 375 C 332-1796
URH CARR 12 U 332-3850
1101 W PENN U 3**-9735
313 E JOHN 8 C
*0* E GREEN 103 U 3**-782*
1005 GREGORY DR U 332-3280
URH TRELEASE 322 U 332-5*87
URH WESTON *62 C 332-2096
302 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 309 C 332-0263
908 W NEVADA 5 U 3**-72*9
508 E CHALMERS C 332-3186
1809 AUGUSTA C
311 E GREEN C 3**-31*l
823 OAKLAND 202 U 367-*685
URH BUSEY *30 U
URH ALLEN 396 U 332-3380
300 S GOODWIN U 3**-3507
105 E JOHN 2 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 269 C 332-1236
PENFIELD ILL
308 E CLARK C
*06 E GREEN C
1838 D ORCH PL U 3**-6*88
URH DANIELS *09 U
105 E JOHN C
ELK GROVE ILL
203 E HEALEY C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 11 U
SAVOY ILL 356-89*5
URH WESTON 2*6 C 332-19*5
URH FORBES *6* C
URH FORBES *6* C
URH GARNER 3*6 C
618 E DANIELS C
URH NOBLE *15 C 332-0*32
205 E ARMORY C 3**-2377
107 E CHALMERS 1 C 3**-7<596
URH OGLESBY 1222 U
60* E ARMORY 318 C
301 E CHALMERS 3 C
URH CLARK 321 C 332-00*7
2016 A ORCH ST U 3**-508*
505 1/2 E STOUGHTN C 352-679*
307 S PRAIRIE 2 C
RR 2 C 352-3855
URH GARNER 360 C 332-081*
311 E WHITE C
603 W GREEN U 328-19*7
603 W GREEN U 328-19*7
503 E WHITE 3 C 359-3211
*05 E JOHN 1* C 3**-0556
208 S 3RD C 352-3932
URH HOPKINS 178 C 332-118*
URH TRELEASE 916 U
807 W OREGON U 367-23*0
1112 S 2ND 30* C 3**-3727
URH DANIELS 80 U 332-260*
605 S 3RD C 359-5759
URH TOWNSEND *33 U 332-*198
728 S STATE C 356-6271
URH TRELEASE *07 U 332-5503
1837 B ORCH PL U 3**-3631
1806 C ORCH PL U 328-3693
1806 C ORCH PL U 328-3693
URH HOPKINS *** C
307 E WHITE 23 C
URH SNYDER **0 C 332-1838
910 S 3RD C 337-5295
1600 W BRADLEY C
1600 W BRADLEY C 359-77*7
80* OREGON U
URH ALLEN 107 U 332-3 120
URH ALLEN *9* U
URH CLARK 339 C 332-0062
310 E CHALMERS 101 C 367-*98*
312 E CHALMERS 107 C
*09 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER *5* C 332-0880
1852 VALLEY RD C 359-7361
WEST CHICAGO ILL
603 N ROMAINE U
110 E ARMORY C 3**-6683
URH BLAISDELL 322 U
URH VANDOREN 32* C 332-0533
URH ALLEN *7* U 332-0*0*
URH VAN DOREN 222 C 332-0509










213 S STRATFORD RO
***7 WILSON TERR




525* W 102 ST






*11 S MAIN ST
1313 S 15TH ST
300 S GOODWIN
RR 2 BOX 15*
1606 CAROLINA DR















*02 E BEVAN DR





















5*12 FAIR ELMS AV




235 S ELIZABETH ST
87*3 N ST LOUIS
30* MASSEY LN
1806 C ORCH PL
1806 C ORCH ST
612 OAK KNOLL




















125 E GLEN 121-B



































































































COTTON MARILYN R LAS2
COTTONG KATHY S LAS1
COUCH JOHN ALEXANDER GRAO
COUGHENOUR MICHAEL B LAS3
COUGHLIN COLLEEN D LAS4
COUGHLIN KENNETH LAS3
COUGHLIN KEVIN B GRAD
COUGHLIN MICHAEL F LAS1
COUGHLIN RICHARD T BUS3
COULES GEORGE J LAS1
COULIAS DALE C LAS3
COULOMBF CHARLES P LAS2
COULOMBE JOHN S LAS2
COULTAS DEWEY H ENG3
COULTAS NANCY C LAS4
COULTER GEORGE A GRAD
COULTER KENNETH M ENG2
COULTER RENEE ROOK GRAD
COULTER ROBERT W AVI1
COULTHURST JAMES J GRAD
COULTIER KATHLEEN D FAA2
COULTRAP MARTHA F LAW2
*COUNTE MICHAFL ALAN GRAD
COUNTRYMAN IAN D GRAD
COUNTRYMAN JEAN E GRAD
COURI PATRICIA A LAS4
COURSEY EDWARD R GRAD
COURT BARBARA A LAS2
COURT MARCIA L ED 3
COURTER LYNNE LOUISE GRAD
COURTNAGE MARGARET A LAS2
COURTOIS MARTIN P LAS4
COURVOISIER DAVID P PE 3
COURVOISIER JOAN M GRAD
COUSENS CYNTHIA L LAS2
COUSINEAU ALAIN GRAD
COUSINEAU THOMAS J LAS4
COUSLEY DAVID R LAS2
COVELFSKIE RICHARD A GRAD
COVENY BARBARA L AGR2
COVERSTONE RANDY D ENG1
COVERSTONE WILLIAM D LAS2
COVEY CHARLES E LAS2
COVEY ROGER E LASl
COVEY WILLIAM DANNY GRAD
COVICK LAWRENCE A LAS3
COVINGTON DEBRA L LAS2
COVINGTON ELAINE LAS2
COVINGTON RICHARD JR LAS4
COVINGTON VICTORIA L GRAD
COWAN JAMES A PE 2
COWAN MARK RANDAL ENG2
COWGER CHARLES D GRAO
COWGILL CYNTHIA A GRAD
COWGILL WILLIAM A GRAD
COWGUR BRUCE EPWIN BUS3
COWIN MARK A LAS3
COWING JOHN ARTHUR ENG4
COWLES ROBERT K ENG3
COX BRENDA J AGR1
COX CAROL RUSSELL AGR4
COX CATHERINE B LAS3
; COX EDWARD PAUL ENG4
COX JAMES EDWARD JR GRAD
COX JEFFREY A BUS1
i COX JUOY L LAS2
COX LOUISE RAE FAA3
! COX MARCELLA K BUS1
I COX MARY E FAA4
! COX PATRICIA E LASl
COX RICHARD N LAS4
COX STEVEN C ENG3
COX VIRGINIA GOLDING GRAD
COXWORTH JAMES L FAA1
COY BARBARA L LAS3
. COY CHARLES Y LAS3
: COY MINA MCHIE LASl
J
COY RUTH LOUISE GRAD
! COYLE COLLEEN M LASl
j COYLE LAURA M FAA3
COYLE MARK ALAN GRAD
COYLE MATTHEW T BUS3
COYLE ROBERT W LASl
! COYLE STEPHEN J LASl
COYNE JOHN ANDERSON VM 3
COZZA THOMAS F LAS3
CRABILL MELVIN R AGR4
CRABTREE MICHAEL A LAS2
CRABTREE MICHAEL R ENG1
CRABTREE PHILIP L ENG2
CRACKEL KIM A LASl
CRADDOCK JAMES N ENG2
' CRAFT ANDREA A AGR4
CRAFT CHARLES V LAS4
CRAFT DARTNKA GRAD
CRAFT JAMES W AGR2
CRAFT ROBERT P LASl
300 S GOODWIN 214 U
URH BUSEY 436 U
DECATUR ILL
904 W STOUGHTON U
302 S STATE 5 C
1111 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
312 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 628 U
URH TAFT 318 C
212 E DANIEL C
402 E DANIEL C
URH ALPHA HSE 6 U
807 W ILLINOIS 9 U
URH FORBES 409 C
807 W ILLINOIS 9 U
BETHLEHEM PA
509 W VINE C
1207 W NEVADA U
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
906 S VINE 303 U
3001 FLESSNER U
3001 FLESSNER U
URH SCOTT 209 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
508 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 342 U
URH WARDALL 718 U
705 W OREGON U
302 S 4TH C
606 E STOUGHTON C
URH TRELEASE 1123 U
1720 VALLEY RD C
2311 S 1ST ST RD C
1101 W PENN U
606 W OHIO U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 108 U
808 W ILLINOIS U
URH GARNER 125 C
URH NOBLE 318 C
510 W UNIVERSITY C
605 1/2 INDIANA U
URH WARDALL 205 U
2313 S 1ST C
800 S MATTIS 21 C
URH LAR 111 U
303 E CHALMERS C
1010 E COLORADO 38 U
1007 E MICHIGAN U
36 ROXBURY RD U
NEWARK DEL
CLINTON ILL
907 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 581 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
312 E DANIEL C
PR 4 IVANHOE 16 U
307 E JOHN C
1110 RAINBOW VIEW U
16 IVANHOE U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
URH ALLEN 434 U
1206 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 226 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 397 U
113 W MICHIGAN U
URH ALLEN 461 U
609 W MAIN 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 249 U
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
504 W WASHINGTON C
304 HESSEL C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FLAGG 407 C
801 W PARK U
1303 EASTERN U
URH SCOTT 460 C
URH HOPKINS 459 C
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
800 S MATTIS 21 C
904 W GREEN U
1605 LINCOLNWOOD U
URH OGLESBY 911 U
URH TOWNSEND 522 U
2105 HAZWD DR 201 U
URH TAFT 110 C
URH WESTON 367 C
505 S BUSEY 202 U
2804 E WASHINGTON U
LIBRARY 225 U
URH SCOTT 173 C
































































3045 LAKE BLUFF DR
284 OUINCY RD
370 N CATALPA AV
2239 W 80TH PL
2239 W 80TH PL
RR 5 TIMBERLAND DR
5427 N ROBINHOOD
6830 COUNTY LINE
7342 N ODELL AV
406 S 14TH ST
533 LINCOLN ST
RR 2
KESPOHL ST RR 3
807 W ILLINOIS 9
RP










4425 S HARLEM AV



















2322 E 70TH ST
BOX 387
ROUTE 3



















1390 LAKE SHORE DR
113 W MICHIGAN
1631 N OAKCREST
















1104 E POPLAR ST






307 N LOCUST ST
307 N LOCUST ST


































































































CRAGEL VALERIE L LAS1
CRAIG BECKY L AGR1
CRAIG BRENDA L AGR1
CRAIG CLIFOPD A LAS3
CRAIG DALE ROBERT GRAO
CRAIG DAVID R LAW3
CRAIG KEVIN R LAS1
CRAIG LAWRENCE W BUS3
CRAIG LESLIE J LAS2
CRAIG RICHARD J LAS1
CRAIG TIM E BUS3
CRAIG TONI A AGR1
CRAIG WILLIAM PAY GRAD
CRAIG WILSON H JR ED 2
CRAIGIE MICHAEL JAME GRAD
CRAIL THOMAS M FAA2
CRAIN GILBERT WARREN GRAD
CRAIN LAWRENCE J LAS2
CRAIN MARTIN R LAS4
CRAIN STEPHEN P ENG2
CRAINE DAVID SCOTT FAA3
CRAINE PAUL M PE 2
CRALL DALE L LAS3
CRALLEY WILLIAM E ENG4
CRAMER CONSTANCE B LAS3
CRAMER SCOTT D ENG2
CRAMMOND RANDALL J LAS4
CRAMOND RICHARD JR GRAD
CRAMSEY RICHARD G AGR3
CRANDALL CLAUDIA A AGR3
CRANDALL CYNTHIA S BUS2
CRANDALL JAMES E LAS2
CRANDALL MICHAEL J ENG1
CRANE BRIAN R LAS4
CRANE CONSTANCE C COM4
CRANE JANN M LAS6
CRANE JEFFREY D ENG3
CRANE JILL LAS3
CRANE KEITH A ENG1
CRANE RONALD W GRAD
CRANE TERRY M FAA3
CRANK DAVID A VM 3
CRAVEN JOHN ARVIL GRAD
CRAVEN SHARON A AGR1
CRAVENS HANS C FAA2
CRAWFORD ALICE GRAD
CRAWFORD ARTHUR B GRAD
CRAWFORD CATHERINE S PE 6
CRAWFORD CHERYL A BUS1
CRAWFORD DAVID L AGR2
CRAWFORD HARRIET E LAS4
CRAWFORD HARRY F III LAS4
CRAWFORD JACQUELINE ED 3
CRAWFORD JOHN ROGER GRAD
CRAWFORD KENNETH E BUS3
CRAWFORD KRISTINE M LAS1
CRAWFORD NANCY R LAS2
CRAWFORD ROBIN J FAA1
CRAWFORD STEVEN J LAS2
CRAWFORD SUSAN M LAS1
CRAWLEY BRENDA JOYCE GRAD
CRAY HELEN P LAS1
CRAYS CHAUNCEY W BUS2
CREACY CHARLES S BUS3
CREASMAN NANCY L LAS1
CREATURA PATRICIA J LAS2
CREDICOTT DAVID E GRAD
CREECH JENNIFER A ED 2
CREEDON DANIEL J BUS2
CREEDON TIMOTHY J BUS3
CREEKMUR LARRY G AGR4
CREGER CATHY L LAS2
CREIGHTON ANDREW J LAW2
CREIGHTON SHARON ANN LAS1
CPEMEP PETER M LAS2
CRENSHAW MARGO D LAS1
CRENSHAW SARAH L FAA3
CRESCENZO RENE LAS2
CRESPI PAMELA L PE 4
CRESSE STEWART C LAS1
CRESSY MARK J ENG2
CREW STEVEN T VM 3
CRIBBS VALERIE R FAA1
CRIDER LINDA S LAS4
CRILL MADELYNN A LAS2
CRIPE RANDY E ENG3
CRISCI JOAN A FAA1
CRISEL JERRY E LAW3
CRIST CAREY ROTHROCK GRAD
CRIST EDWARD J II ENG2
CRIST JANET LORRAINE GRAD
CRISTOL MINDY L PE 1
CRISTOL STEVEN MARC GRAD
CRISTY JAY M BUS1
CPISTY LARRY W AGR3
CRISWELL THOMAS L AGR1
CRITCHLOW C C GRAD
URH ALLEN 164 U
URH SCOTT 296 C
URH SCOTT 296 C
URH SCOTT 172 C
2071 D OPCH ST U
2410 E GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 211 U
6C7 N WILLIS C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 338 C
2 072 ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 292 C
1815 VALLEY RD C
PR 1 U
URH ALLEN 36 U
14 ROXBURY RD U
409 E CHALMRS 1308 C
209 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
108 HEALEY 12 C
108 HEALEY 12 C
706 W OHIO U
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 442 C
604 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 424 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH HOPKINS 315 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 417 U
URH TOWNSEND 512 U
112 E GREEN C
904 S LINCOLN U
508 S LYNN C
301 E ARMORY C
909 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 304 C
508 S LYNN C
URH FORBES 260 C
800 S MATTIS 21 C
504 E CLARK 21 C
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
401 E CHALMERS C
2604 SANGAMON C
URH DANIELS 419 U
URH VAN DOREN 304 C
910 S 3RD 728 C
307 E ARMORY C
1626 VALLEY RD C
301 E CHALMERS 6 C
905 S 1ST 18 C
2604 SANGAMON C
707 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 290 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH TRELEASE 111 U
URH OGLESBY 730 U
URH WARDALL 1025 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH CLARK 311 C
210 S GROVE U
URH SCOTT 276 C
URH WARDALL 220 U
URH ALLEN 211 U
1408 N MCKINLEY 11 C
302 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 2103 C
409 E CHALMRS C
DECATUR ILL
URH WARDALL 705 U
1410 GARDEN LN C
URH CARR 425 U
URH OGLESBY 618 U
URH WARDALL 420 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 902 U
503 BASH CT C
URH FORBES 242 C
410 E JOHN C
2712 SANGAMON C
URH TRELEASE 302 U
305 E GREEN 7 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 369 C
URH CARR 13 U
604 N MAPLE U
RR 2 U
804 W OREGON U
STCNINGTON ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 552 C
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
URH CARR 124 U





































































3259 S MANOR DR
5101 GUNN AV F
5101 GUNN AV F
1326 NORTH AVENUE


















403 NORMAL AV A
916 PARK LN
1620 N STEVENS AV
4708 DADRIAN CT







430 N PARK RD
508 S LYNN












ROUTE 5 BOX 418
307 E ARMORY
1626 VALLEY RD
710 W RANDOLPH ST
530 E 89TH PL
2604 SANGAMON
707 S 6TH



















2614 W BERWYN AV


















3137 E LAKE SHORE
6507 MCCULLOM LAKE
RR 3





























































































WONDER LAKE IL 1
WONDER LAKE IL |
BLOOMINGTON IL
URBANA ILL
CRITCHLOW NANETTE A LAS2
CRITELLI JOSEPH W GRAO
CRITELLI SANORA N LAS4
CRITES JAMES M ENG1
CRITTENDEN BARBARA J PE 3
CRITTENDEN JOHN T LAS2
CRIVELLONE THOMAS P BUS1
CROAK DOUGLAS P COM4
CROCKETT PETER J FAA1
CROCKETT RONALD W JR GRAO
CROFT JANIS L LAS1
CROFT MICHAEL Z ENG4
CROFT STEVEN M LAS4
CROHAN ROBERT E FAA3
CROHN ERICA S LAS2
CROISANT PHYLLIS T GRAD
CROISANT WILLIAM J GRAD
CROKE LILLIAN J LAS4
*CROMBIE HOWARD F GRAD
CROMBIE PETER B LAS3
CROME VICTOR PAUL GRAD
CROMLEY JOHN TIMOTHY GRAD
CROMPTON CHARLES C BUS1
CROMWELL STEVEN R ED 4
CRONAU CHRISTINE ED 3
*CRONE RICHARD C AGR4
CRONIN MARY E LAS3
CRONIN NEIL H LAS1
CROOK JOHN A III ENG1
CROOKS DOUGLASS L BUS1
CROOKS ERIC IVAN GRAD
CROOKS MINA S GRAD
CROOKS ROBERT FERREE GRAD
CROOKS TERENCE JOHN GRAD
CROOKS WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
CROOM WARREN J JR GRAD
CROPPER MARTHA GRAD
CROSS CAROL A AGR1
CROSS GREG W AGR3
CROSS LARRY GRAD
CROSS LISSA D FAA2
CROSS PATRICIA M LAS4
CROSS STANLEY A GRAD
CROSS STEVEN DEWITT LAS2
CROSS THOMAS M FAA4
CROSSAN BRUCE G LAS3
CROSSEN JANE LAS1
CROSSETT LISA A FAA2
CROTTS GLENNA GAIL GRAD
CROTTY THOMAS J BUS2
CROTZ DARRELL K LAS1
CROUCH CAROL A AGR1
CROUCH JOAN K LAS4
CROUCH JOHN M BUS*
CROUCH JOHN RICHARD GRAD
CROUCH MICHAEL E LAS3
CROUCH SARA J LAS2
CROW CYNTHIA L ED 3




CROWL DANIEL AOAMS GRAD
CROWLEY CANDICE A ED 3
CROWLEY MICHAEL J LAS4
CROWLEY MICHAEL J ED 3
CROWLEY MICHAEL R LAS3
CROWLEY PATRICIA A LAW2
CROWLEY PATRICIA I LAS3
CROWLEY PATRICIA M LAS1
CROWLEY SHEILA L ED 1
CROZIER SUSAN S AGR4
CRUES JOHN V III GRAD
CRUM ALAN K PE 3
CRUMP NANCY A AGR2
CRUMRINE ANN LOUISE GRAD
CRUMRINE RHONDA L LAS1
CRUSIUS JANET A LAS1
CRUTCHER ALAN B AGR3
CRUTTENDEN ARTHUR T ED 1
CRUTTENDEN CATHARINE LAS3
CRUZ CARMEN AIDA ED 4
CRUZ FE E LAS2
CRUZ MARIA CARMEN GRAD
CRUZ MARIA DEL C GRAD
CRYAN WILLIAM M LAS2
CRYER DEBRA D LAS2
CRYLEN EDWARD A ENG3
CRYSTAL HOWARD L LAS3
CSANDA DAVID L ENG3
CUADRADO JOHN L GRAD
CUCA JAMES R GRAD
CUCHNA JOHN RICHARD BUS1
CUDA WILLIAM K JR BUS3
CUDEK JEAN A LAS3
CUDMORE BYRON G PE 3
CUDZEWICZ MARY P LAS1
2013 C ORCH ST U
201 1/2 W HEALEY C
201 1/2 W HEALEY C
URH LUNDGREN 411 C
404 E STOUGHTON 9 C
JRH WESTON 127 C
910 S 3RD C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 1 U
BOX 1206 C
URH GARNER 240 C
302 S 4TH 10 C
209 E CLARK 1 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH WESTON 244 C
2075 D ORCH ST U
2075 D ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
703 S FOLEY C
605 S 5TH C
1954 B ORCH ST U
604 E ARMORY 1144 C
910 S 3RD C
905 E COLORADO U
1605 JEANNE C
1603 HOLMSTROM C
611 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 23 C
209 E ARMORY C
713 W OHIO U
FARMER CITY ILL
608 S STATE 2 C
403 N ELM C
608 S STATE 2 C
2017 PHILO RD 3 U
URH SHERMAN 948 U
2208 E UNIVERSITY U
URH LAR 366 U
809 W PENN U
1605 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 461 C
11 DUNELLEN U
904 W GREEN 219 U
512 E CLARK 17 C
11 DUNELLEN U
URH CARR 321 U
URH BABCOCK 317 U
URH SCOTT 230 C
800 S MATTIS 22 C
URH FORBES 360 C
URH OGLESBY 709 U
URH LAR 494 U
1009 S ANDERSON U
1009 S ANDERSON U
409 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 378 U
URH BUSEY 333 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 6 U
URH EVANS 227 U
806 W OHIO U
105 E GREEN 12 C
105 E JOHN 102 C
505 S BUSEY 504 U
807 S RANDOLPH C
205 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 14 C
703 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 618 U
URH TRELEASE 212 U
710 W OHIO U
20 WAYSIDE RD U
510 E STOUGHTON C
709 W CHURCH C
706 S MATHEWS U
505 E WHITE 6 C
URH BUSEY 158 U
URH LAR 431 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
410 E MICHIGAN U
410 E MICHIGAN 1 U
103 E ARMORY 4 C
URH HOPKINS 412 C
1011 S MATTIS 5 C
307 E JOHN C
110 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON 22 U
112 E DANIEL C
802 W GREEN 300 U
URH OGLESBY 1109 U
8C8 OAKLAND U
URH SHERMAN 1258 C
604 E ARMORY 1228 C
1203 N COLER U
1207 W NEVADA U
205 E ARMORY C



































































2013 C ORCH ST
610 37TH ST
201 1/2 W HEALEY
301 PARKVIEW RD
1130 E 42ND ST 103
9557 S MELVINA AV
1340 N AUSTIN BLVD
1110 W STOUGHTON
355 W NEW YORK ST
2 WOODS WAY
ROUTE 5 SHADY LN
305 WILSHIRE DR W
3936 ENFIELD
8001 S KARLOV AV
6220 N TALMAN












18 E LAUREL AV
441 BUENA VISTA
48 E SOUTHGATE AV
433 CLINTON 17
608 S STATE 2
309 RIDGE AV
64 STANLEY CRESCNT








904 W GREEN 219
512 E CLARK 17
11 DUNELLEN
614 S 22ND
1708 W ACRE RD
318 N SHERMAN





68 1ST S SHORES AV
714 ST GENEVIEVE
ROUTE 3 BOX 417
BOX 68
519 W GALENA


















2719 W WESTPORT RD
1418 N CLINTON
410 E MICHIGAN
410 E MICHIGAN 1
1889 N WINNEBAGO
2014 SILVER CT W




14320 S EMERALD AV
9617 N KILDARE AV
4832 N NORDICA AV
808 OAKLAND
1163 E PADDOCK DR
3519 PARK AV
4422 N MALDEN
5915 S KOSTNER AV
27 W 724 N LANE
2644 W 22ND PL
URBANA ILL


































































































CUFF KAREN A LAS1
CULBERTSON CHERYL C GRAD
CULICH ALEKSANDRA LAS3
CULICH DESANKA LAS3
CULKIN JOHN ANTHONY BUS3
CULL JOHN THOMAS LAS9
CULL THERESA J LAS1
CULLEENEY MAUREEN A LAS1
CULLEN CARL W FAA2
CULLEN JEANIE L ED 3
CULLEN JOHN A LAS1
CULLEN JOHN E ENG2
CULLEN ROBERT W AGR6
CULLINAN MICHAEL N LAW3
CULLINEY JAY N GRAD
CULLINS NANCY GRIGGS LAS4
CULLISON JAMES E AGR2
CULLOTTA CAROLYN D LAS4
CULP JAMES LAURENCE ENG4
CULVER CHAD F ENG4
CUMBY CHARLES C JR FAA3
CUMMINGS CHARLES K BUS3
CUMMINGS GLENN R LAS3
CUMMINGS JOHN R BUS4
CUMMINGS LAWRENCE E ED A
CUMMINGS MARGARET A LAS4
CUMMINGS MARK R BUS3
CUMMINS CHRISTINE M LAS3
CUMMINS DENISE L LAS4
CUMMINS MICHAEL J ENG1
CUMMINS PATRICIA A LAS3
CUMMISKEY KAREN K AGR4
CUNDALL ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
CUNEO GAIL-LESLIE K VM 2
CUNNIFF ANN M LAS3
*CUNNIFF LORI C LAS3
CUNNINGHAM CAROLYN K LAS2
CUNNINGHAM DALE W GRAD
CUNNINGHAM DAVID D BUS4
CUNNINGHAM GREGORY P ENG4
CUNNINGHAM HELENA S GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JACK E GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JANICE E AGR1
CUNNINGHAM JOHN E JR GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JOHN F FAA3
CUNNINGHAM JOHN T ENG4
CUNNINGHAM JOSEPH J GRAD
CUNNINGHAM KATHLEEN BUS1
CUNNINGHAM KATHRYN J LAS1
CUNNINGHAM LAWRENCE ENG1
CUNNINGHAM LEE R GRAD
CUNNINGHAM LUCY M LAS1
CUNNINGHAM MARGARET PE 1
CUNNINGHAM MARY P LAS3
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL A LAS3
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL J LAS3
CUNNINGHAM MICHAEL R BUS3
CUNNINGHAM NANCY S PE 1
CUNNINGHAM PAMELA G LAS2
CUNNINGHAM PATRICIA BUS3
CUNNINGHAM ROBERT JR ENG4
CUNNINGHAM SUE A LAS2
CUNNINGHAM SUSAN M LAS2
CUNY CHARLES DENNIS GRAD
CUNY RONALD C GRAD
CUPEC JAMES C GRAD
CUPPS WILLIAM DONALD GRAD
CURCIJA MLADEN ENG3
CURCIO PAUL D FAA1
CURETON RICHARD D LAS3
CURINGTON GEORGE W LAS1
CURINKA MARTIN J ENG4
CURL DAVID L LAS4
CURL LOUIS P ENG1
CURNOCK ROBERT M GRAD
CURRAN CAROL A PE 4
CURRAN KRISTINE M LAS3
CURRAN MICHAEL P LAS4
CURRAN NANCY E AGR1
CURRAN PHYLLIS E FAA1
CURRAN RANDY J ENG4
CURREN HELEN MAUREEN LAS4
CURRENT RICHARD A LAS2
CURRIE CHARLES P LAS4
CURRY ADRIENNE LAS1
CURRY DAVID LYNN GRAD
CURRY JAMES E ENG1
CURRY JAMES P LAS3
CURRY JAMES R BUS1
CURRY MARLO L LAS2
CURRY PHILLIP L VM 1
CURRY STEVEN E LAS2
CURTIN KATHLEEN J PE 1
CURTIN MARK R COM4
CURTIS JAMES ALLEN GRAD
CURTIS JONATHAN R BUS3
URH SHERMAN 324 C
URH LAR 396 U
OANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 717 U
URH WARDALL 716 U
503 E WHITE C
905 W STOUGHTON U
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
URH CLARK 206 C
URH WESTON 122 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1110 U
URH TAFT 123 C
512 E JOHN C
1628 VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS 95 U
601 N LYNN C
URH TOWNSEND 484 U
210 W GREEN C
URH FORBES 208 C
1103 S BUSEY 2 U
URH ALLEN 489 U
310 E CHALMERS 314 C
410 BUSEY 8 U
1001 S WRIGHT 2 C
RANTOUL ILL
106 E HEALEY 17 C
505 E WHITE C
URH ALLEN 413 U
1107 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 390 C
410 E GREEN 6 C
801 W HILL 6 C
312 E DANIEL C
3 WESTWOOD U
URH TRELEASE 606 U
102 N GREGORY 2 U
URH ALLEN 349 U
2507 TRAFALGAR SQ C
DANVILLE ILL
106 N GREGORY U
1107 W OREGON 5 U
1107 W OREGON 5 U
URH BLAISDELL 330 U
OAK RIDGE TN
807 S BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 1213 U
NASHVILLE TENN
URH LAR 472 U
URH HOPKINS 400 C
URH GARNER 495 C
51 E CHALMERS C
URF GARNER 368 C
URH SCOTT 390 C
409 E CHALMRS C
512 E CLARK 12 C
URH TAFT 402 C
211 E DANIEL C
ANNA ILL
URH FLAGG 431 C
707 S 6TH 213 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U
7C6 S MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 402 C
NORMAL ILL
2101 W WHITE 116 C
1012 NORTHWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 482 U
URH FORBES 365 C
501 E WASHINGTON U
407 1/2 W MAPLE C
URH FORBES 468 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
604 E ARMORY 2321 C
URH SHERMAN 1161 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 5 C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
304 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 163 U
URH VAN DOREN 8 C
URH BLAISDELL 124 U
2112 ORCH ST 201 U
URH TOWNSEND 247 U
604 E ARMORY 2201 C
URH ALLEN 134 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND U
2116 ORCH ST 101 U
1910 S VINE U
504 E CLARK 33 C
BRUCE ACRES 8 U
URH HOPKINS 376 C
2001 LYNWOOD C
809 W NEVADA U
811 E MAIN U








































































3419 52ND ST CT
3419 52ND ST CT
115 WILLOW DR
104 N MARION ST
509 E HIGH PE RO
7525 GINGER LN
601 N LYNN













BOX 115 502 W MACK
5415 POTOMAC




102 N GREGORY 2
2802 ELISHA
14713 E D BROOKE
1127 WILKIN RD
2921-27TH ST
1107 W OREGON 5
1107 W OREGON 5
1515 S ASHLAND AV
106 MOUNTAINVIEW
465 N STARK DR
130 S 10TH ST
7424 STACY DR











9534 S KNOX AV
2925 W 99TH PL
PSC 1 BOX 6861
1104 E CHESTNUT ST
39 N DREXEL AV
URH OGLESBY 122
108 W CHERRY
2101 W WHITE 116
1012 NORTHWOOD
3029 S TRIPP
RR 31 BOX 182
501 E WASHINGTON














421 E 88TH PL
1411 N FRANKLIN
8019 EVANS











































































































CURTIS JONATHAN U FAA4
CURTIS KENNETH J VM 4
CURTIS RANDALL S LAS1
CURTIS RITA M LAS2
CURTTRIGHT CHARLES V FAA1
CURTTRIGHT MARGARET LAS3
CUSACK ANNE M LAS4
CUSACK SANDRA E LAS2
CUSACK THEODORE G BUS3
CUSHMAN JOHN GRANT GRAD
CUSHMAN PENELOPE J GRAD
*CUSICK PATRICK KEVIN GRAD
CUSICK ROBERT W ENG3
CUSIMANO ROBERT C ENG4
CUSTER DEBRA B LAS3
CUTHBERTSON ROBERT S ENG1
CUTLER CAROLE A LAS3
CUTLER DEBORAH S LAS3
CUTLER JAMES ROLAND GRAD
CUTLER JANET KLOTMAN GRAD
CUTLER JOYCE RANG GRAD
CUTLER ROBERT B ENG4
CUTLER ROGER THAYER GRAD
CUTLER STEVEN KENT AGR3
CUTRIGHT DEBORAH K LAS1
CUTRIGHT JAMES W ENG4
CUTRIGHT JOYCE A AGR2
CUTTING MARIANNE G LAS1
CUTTONE DONNA M FAA3
CUTTS THOMAS A ENG2
CUVA MARTIN DENNIS BUS1
CUZZORT CAROL LYNN GRAD
CUZZORT GLENN S FAA2
CVOPA ROBERT B BUS2
CYBULSKI GEORGE R JR LAS2
CYCYOTA MICHAEL A ENG1
CYGAN EDWARD A JR LAS4
CYGAN RICHARD A BUS3
CYRIAOUE JEANNE C GRAD
CZAJA FRANK W ED 4
CZAJKOWSKI MARC D COM4
CZAJKOWSKI MICHAEL S PE 1
CZAJKOWSKI PETER J GRAD
CZAPAR CAROL A LAS3
CZAPIGA DOROTHY J ED 1
CZECHOWICZ TOM W BUS1
CZERNIAK GLORIA A LAS3
CZESTOCHOWSKI J S JR GRAD
CZOPEK ANDREW FRANK GRAD
CZUBA WALTER E AV 1
2
CZWORNIAK CAROL J LAS3
CZWORNOG MICHAEL BUS3
CZYZEWSKI PHYLLIS E GRAD
DAANEN MARK J BUS1
DABICH KATHY LAS1
DACHMAN CAREY B LAS4
OADANT MELISSA JANE GRAD
DADE JERALD TYRONE GRAD
DADE MARTHA C GRAD
DAGEN NANCY E BUS4
DAGES MICHELE T BUS3
DAGGETT THOMAS W LAS4
DAGIAU ROBERT PE 1
DAGLEY MARCIA LYNN AGR1
DAGUE EARL EMERSON GRAD
DAGUE MICHAEL G LAS4
DAHL ALLEN G BUS3
DAHL DEBORAH A LAS2
DAHL MARGERY OTTE GRAD
DAHL THOMAS J LAS1
DAHLGREN JUDITH A ED 2
DAHLSTRAND AVA C ED 4
DAHM PETER F LAW1
DAHM PHILIP L ENG3
DAHMASH NAIM HUSNI GRAD
DAIGH OEBORAH A FAA2
DAILEY CHRISTINE L LAS3
DAILEY GEORGE JAMES GRAD
DAILEY MARGARET E FAA3
DAILEY WILLIAM P LAS2
DAILY DAVID A LAS2
DAILY ROBERT F GRAD
DAIZOVI ROBERT BUS4
DALBANI THOMAS L BUS4
DALBELLO RICHARD LAS2
DALBY GARY PAY BUS6
DALE DAVID TIMOTHY GRAD
OALE RICHARD M BUS4
DALEIDEN MICHAEL A BUS2
DALESMAN CYNTHIA ED 2
DALEY CHRISTINE M ENG1
DALEY DAVID B LAW3
DALEY DOUGLAS NORMAN GRAD
DALEY LESLIE NORBERT GRAD
DALEY MARY J PE 3
DALEY PATRICK D ENGl
DALEY THOMAS M LAW3
URH SCOTT 156 C 332-1937
VET CLINIC SA 271 U 344-5030
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
610 W BRAOLEY C 356-6960
URH SNYDER 242 C 332-1700
205 W HEALEY C
STA A BOX 2820 C 344-5917
URH WARDALL 806 U 332-4459
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
1942 D ORCH ST U
1942 D ORCH ST U
1001 HARDING U 344-5336
212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
21 SALEM RD U
DELANO ILL
URH HOPKINS 338 C
58 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5346
1823 B ORCH PL U 344-1217
811 OAKLAND 202 U 367-6548
1823 B ORCH PL U
URH TOWNSEND 445 U
811 OAKLAND 202 U 367-6548
137 PADDOCK E C 359-8047
207 BRIAR LN C 352-2512
702 W WASHINGTON U
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
URH WARDALL 723 U 332-4451
1202 W NEVAOA U 332-4334
604 E ARMORY 1114 C 344-1266
510 S 1ST 6 C
205 S URBANA U 328-2730
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH SNYDER 289 C 332-1738
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
112 E DANIEL U 356-7936
714 W GREEN U
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
6C8 W GREEN 5 C
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
703 GREGORY U 344-7983
1911 DAVID C
2208 BARBERRY C 352-0211
URH BUSEY 143 U 332-2620
URH BLAISDELL 320 U 689-3387
URH FORBES 370 C
412 E GREEN C
808 S LYNN U 367-1868
304 W WASHINGTON C 359-2869
URH SCOTT 441 C 332-1599
802 W OREGON U 344-1080
202 E CANIEL C 352-5151
58 E ARMORY 3 C 359-7970
URH BABCOCK 425 U
URH CARR 410 U
401 E CHALMERS 609 C
310 E CHALMERS 105 C 344-1778
306 E MICHIGAN 2 U
510 E CLARK 30 C
URH VANDOREN 124 C 332-0^89
313 E JOHN 8 C 332-4489
808 N LINCOLN U 328-3717
URH HOPKINS 295 C 332-1255
URH VANDOREN 307 C 332-0520
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 213 U 332-4057
URH OGLESBY 609 U 332-5211
URH SCOTT 413 C 332-1578
305 BROOKWOOD C 352-4851
URH TOWNSEND 119 U 332-4001
URH GARNER 458 C 332-0882
309 N BUSEY 7 U 344-4332
1017 S ANDERSON U 344-2152
910 S 3RD C
AMMAN JORDAN
5 SAFFER CT U 344-1494
505 E CHALMERS C 344-1266
1010 S 2ND C 344-3627
31 E JOHN C 359-4720
806 S MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 722 U 332-5253
206 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-3616
1803 VALLEY RD C 359-3241
503 E WHITE 8 C 356-7141
URH ALLEN 7 U
19 APRICOT C
111 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 712 U
URH WESTON 474 C
902 S 2ND C 367-4216
URH VANDOREN 420 C
1209 E FLORIDA 12 U 344-2275
502 W SPNGFLD 1 C 359-9312
1001 E COLORADO 40 U 344-3282
604 S 5TH C 356-0988
904 W GREEN U





RR 1 BOX 290
RR 1 BOX 290
2139 PRAIRIE ST
212 E QUEENS LN
2139 PRAIRIE ST
1942 D ORCH ST
63 CHAPTER ST
1001 HARDING





1606 E HYDE PARK
1823 B ORCH PL
811 OAKLAND 202










510 S 1ST 6





3904 W 69TH ST






6314 N KOLMAR AV
1635 LINCOLN ST
3409 N AVERS
























712 E 16TH ST
RR 2
7601 S SHRE OR 205
2829 DARROW LN
U OF JORDAN ECON
1703 S COTTAGE GR
RR 3 BOX 314-B
1010 S 2ND
11070 S COLUMBUS












1209 E FLORIDA 12
502 W SPNGFLD 1
1 WADES WAY
8625 W 144TH ST
3016 WALNUT



































































































DALGAARD BRUCE R GRAD
DALGAARD KATHLEEN A GRAD
OALGISH GERARD M GRAD
DALI TAHER RAMADAN GRAD
DALKOFF SELMA UPSON LAS3
DALLAS LARRY W AGR2
*DALLAS LOIS ANDERSON LAS1
DALLUGE JAMES EDWIN GRAD
DALLY EDWIN PAUL GRAD
DALPORTO GARY A ENG3
DALRYMPLE JANET S LAS1
DALSANTO LOIS D LAS4
DALTON GARY F AGR2
DALTON JAMES A JR BUS3
DALTON LOUIS DOUGLAS GRAD
*DALTON SHARON E EO 3
DALUGA CAROL A ED 1
DALUGA WILLIAM G JR BUS4
DALY ALPHA D S LAS2
DALY JOHN C FAA1
OALY TIMOTHY C BUS2
*DALY WILLIAM R VM 4
DAM ROBERT ENG1
DAMA KEITH A LAS3
DAMATO CHERYL A AGR1
DAMER DEBRA E LAS1
DAMER MARY KAY LAS3
DAMERY RICHARD D AGR3
DAMES JOHN MICHAEL AGR4
DAMHORST LAWRENCE C ENG2
DAMICO ANGELINA C LAS3
DAMICO DONALD P FAA3
DAMICO THOMAS F LAS1
*DAMLER JAMES MICHAEL GRAD
DAMLICH CAROL L LAS1
DAMMANN LAURENCE G GRAD
DAMMANN STEPHEN A BUS2
DAMORE PATRICIA A LAS2
DAMOS DONN S PE 4
DAMROW DANIEL F GRAD
DAMROW DOUGLAS W ENG1
DANBECK DANNY A ENG2
DANBER LAWRENCE L ENG3
DANCA ALEXANDER E FAA4
OANDELLES RICHARD L LAS4
DANEK JOHN F ENG4
DANES FRANK KORB GRAD
DANFORD CHRISTINE J GRAD
DANGEL ELIZABETH J LAS3
DANGLES GEORGE J LAS3
*DANHAUS PAUL E VM 2
DANHOFF GREGORY J LAS2
DANIEL DONNIE LADD GRAD
DANIEL ELEANOR ANN GRAD
DANIEL PHILIP TERRIE GRAD
DANIELEWICZ A T GRAD
*DANIELEWICZ E J JR GRAD
DANIELLO MICHAEL JR GRAD
DANIELS BRUCE A FAA2
DANIELS LESLEY D LAS4
DANIELS MARK F LAS3
DANIELS MARLON CRAIG LAS3
DANIELS WALTER L ENG3
*DANIELSON RONALD LEE GRAD
DANIELSON STEVEN ENG4
DANIS DANIELLE R LAS4
DANKERT SUSAN E LAS4
DANKO HENRY GRAD
DANLEY BRIAN A ENG2
DANLEY PHILIP R F JR LAS2
DANN BARBARA J AGR3
DANN MICHAEL HARLEY GRAD
DANN ROBERT H LAS1
DANN SCOTT R LAS3
DANN SUSAN LAS3
DANNENBERG GARY A ENG4
DANNENFELDT DIANE S GRAD
DANNENFELDT JOHN C ENG3
DANNENFELDT NANCY A AGR1
DANNER FORREST D JR PE 3
DANNER MERRY A ED 4
DANON JOSE RAFAEL F GRAD
DANSTROM RICHARD J ENG1
DANZIGER LARRY H LAS4
*DANZY CURTIS JR PE 3
*DANZY MABLE B GRAD
DANZYGER HARRIET S AGR1
DAO FU SHING FAA4
DAPKUS GERALD P ENG2
DAR BENJAMIN SAMUEL GRAD
DARABARIS JOHN G LAS4
DARACK GLENN A BUS1
DARBY JOSEPH B III LAS3
DARBY THOMAS PAUL GRAD
*DARCY WARREN J GRAD
DARFLINGER JOSEPH J LAW2
DARGANS NEDRA LAS1
604 S LINCOLN U 344-6283
604 S LINCOLN U 344-6283
502 W GRIGGS U 344-0749
105 E GREEN 2 C
212 E WHITE 1 C 359-2691
1002 S LINCOLN U
101 S COLER U
3305 BRENTWOOD C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH OGLESBY 906 U
URH LAR 164 U
URH VANDOREN 405 C
303 E CHALMERS C
1814 VALLEY RD C
413 E BEARDSLEY C
201 N LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 1208 U
800 W CHURCH 6 C
URH SCOTT 217 C




704 W UNIVERSITY C
URH LAR 362 U
URH ALLEN 425 U
1005 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 365 C
906 S OAK C
URH GARNER 489 C
1308 W CLARK U
58 E JOHN 21 C
URH PAR U
WATSEKA ILL
URH TRELEASE 731 U
409 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 318 C
URH FLAGG 329 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 85 U
HCMEWOOD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 240 U
728 S STATE C
505 E WHITE 9 C
602 W STOUGHTON U
1007 S 3RD C
302 E JOHN 1001 C
502 E WHITE 23 C
URH LAR 161 U
DANVILLE ILL
502 S DODSON U 328-3885
URH SAUNDERS 207 U
1310 DUNCAN RD C 359-0266
TUSCOLA ILL
URH SNYDER 130 C
804 S CEDAR U
804 S CEDAR U
2042 D ORCH ST U 367-8538
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9459
1005 S 6TH 11 C
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
101 S GREGORY U
910 S 3RD C 337-5000
502 S BROADWAY U 367-0459
306 E GREEN C
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH BUSEY 230 U
311 E JOHN C 344-4187
URH FORBES 391 C
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
URH BUSEY 159 U 332-2595
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5285
907 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
907 W STOUGHTON U 344-8714
806 S 3RD 22 C 328-2917
URH ALLEN 381 U
URH SCOTT 392 C 332-1565
2 11 E ARMORY C 344-9500
706 S MATHEWS U 344-7464
URH DANIELS 83 U 332-2409
WINNETKA ILL
58 E JOHN C 352-3129
2116 ORCH ST U 344-8027
2116 ORCH ST 102 U
URH WARDALL 302 U 332-4334
108 W GREEN C 352-2446
URH FORBES 289 C 332-1006
1C9 E JOHN C
505 S BUSEY U
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5863
URH SNYDER 312 C 332-1799
707 S 6TH 408 C
1418 N MCKINLEY 2 C 356-5861
505 W SPNGFLD C 359-5027



































212 E WHITE 1
RP 3 BOX 171
101 S COLER
3305 BRENTWOOD
4634 W DEMING PL





ROUTE 4 BOX 367
201 N LINCOLN
11305 S TALMAN





117 E VERMONT ST
1338 EVERS
10005 S CENTRAL PK
2 CRESCENT CT
2 CRESCENT CT
RR 1 BOX 147
7253 W 62ND ST
221 S ILLINOIS AV
266 GREENBRIAR ST
DIANE WAY
1212 W GLENN LN








RR 3 WINDCREST A
290 LIONEL RD
505 E WHITE 9
440 ENOS AV
204 S ELIZABETH ST











2042 D ORCH ST
2777 SUMMIT AV
3838 WHITE CLOUD





515 S RIDGE AV
1306 W JOHN
6500 N ARTESIAN
8111 W 92ND PL






RR 1 BOX 13
6712 N 2N0 ST
6712 N 2ND ST
6712 N 2ND ST
110 LYNN ST
409 W DELAWARE


















































































































DARGO LESLIE V LASl
DARIN ARTHUR BRUCE BUS2
*OARLING JANINA K GRAD
DARLINGTON JAMES D PE 4
DARMSTADTER LYNN E ED 4
DARNALL DENISE L AGR3
DARNELL DAVID LEE LAS4
DARNELL DEBRA M LAS4
DARNER DAVID R LAS2
DARNER JEFFREY A BUS1
DARNER MARGARET A LASl
DARNER ROBERT G LAS4
DARR JAMES B PE 1
DARR RICHARD E JP ENG3
DARRAS NICHOLAS W ENG1
DARRING GERALD E GRAD
DARWIN DAVID GRAD
*DAS PINAKI RANJAN GRAD
DASCENZO DONALD A GRAD
DATES RICHARD JAMES GRAD
OAUBEN DANIFL R ENG4
*DAUENHAUER DENNIS A ENG4
DAUFFENBACH MARY ANN GRAD
DAUFFENBACH R C JR GRAD
DAUGHERITY KERRY L LAS4
DAUGHERTY JAMES C GRAD
DAUGHERTY JAMES LEE GRAD
DAUGHEPTY LEONARD B ENG3
DAUM DAVID LEE LAS3
DAUM JAMES M LASl
DAUM PATRICK L ENG4
DAUM THOMAS D LAS3
DAUPHINAIS JAY P GRAD
DAVE BAL KRISHNA GRAD
DAVE GULAB SHANKER GRAD
DAVENPORT GARY M LASl
DAVENPORT JANICE C GRAD
DAVENPORT JOYCE E GRAD
DAVENPORT KENT W BUS3
DAVENPORT LYNN A JR GRAD
DAVENPORT SHARON D LASl
DAVID BRIAN A LAW3
DAVID DAVID R BUS1
DAVID DONALD C LAS4
DAVID GARY L LASl
DAVID JACQUELINE D GRAD
DAVID JEFFRY M LAS4
DAVID JOYCE YARNELL GRAD
DAVID MARTIN E LAS4
DAVID OLIVER LASl
DAVIDOFF SUSAN H ED 3
DAVIDSEN LISE M FAA1
DAVIDSON ANDREW R GRAD
DAVIDSON CAROLYN U LAS3
DAVIDSON DANIEL D LASl
DAVIDSON DAVID G LAS2
DAVIDSON FREDERICK G FAA1
DAVIDSON JANICE A PE 4
DAVIDSON JOHN ROBERT GRAD
DAVIDSON KAREN SUE GRAD
DAVIDSON LESLIE B FAA6
DAVIDSON LINDA G FAA1
DAVIDSON LINDSAY A FAA4
DAVIDSON LISA PE 1
DAVIDSON LYNN E BUS1
DAVIDSON MARK PETER GRAD
DAVIDSON PATRICK R VM 2
DAVIDSON ROBERT P ENG2
DAVIDSON STEVEN A AGR3
DAVIDSON SUE LAS4
DAVIDSON VICTOR L LAS4
DAVIDSON WILLIAM II GRAD
DAVIFE DAVID L FAA3
DAVIES BRUCE GRAD
DAVIES CAROL A LAS4
DAVIES JAMES R II AGR3
DAVIES JILL MARGARET GRAD
DAVIES JOHN H AGR1
DAVIES SANDRA L LAS4
DAVIS ALAN F ENG4
DAVIS ALAN MARK GRAD
DAVIS ALICE F AGR4
DAVIS ANN E LAS4
DAVIS ARTHUR L FAA3
DAVIS BARBARA A LAS3
DAVIS BARBARA J LASl
DAVIS BEVERLY ANN GRAD
DAVIS BRUCE C LAS2
DAVIS CANDACE P LASl
DAVIS CHARLES JOSEPH GRAD
DAVIS CHRISTINE J AGR3
DAVIS CLARA F LAS3
DAVIS CYNTHIA S ED 3
DAVIS CYNTHIA ZMRHAL GRAD
DAVIS OANIEL LEE GRAD
DAVIS DEBBIE D AGR3
DAVIS DEBRA K LAS2
URH WARDALL 1122 U 332-4546
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
1820 A ORCH PL U 344-3847
2202 ORCH ST U 328-1413
SKGKIE ILL
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
412 W HILL 1 C 359-6925
7633 N GREENVIEW 3 C
URH CARR 314 U
URH BABCOCK 425 U
URH LAR 386 U 332-3029
URH CARR 319 U
URH FORBES 244 C 332-0975
904 W CLARK 3 U
URH FORBES 438 C 332-1110
2116 ORCH ST 203 U 344-5262
2003 E MICHIGAN U 344-8935
805 S CEDAR U 344-0343
RANTOUL ILL
URH SHERMAN 1361 C
711 W GREEN U 367-3930
RR 1 U 344-3589
1006 S ANDERSON U 367-0247
1006 S ANDERSON U 367-0247
STREATOR ILL
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
502 W SPNGFLD C 359-4839
5C8 E SPNGFLD C
SAVOY ILL
URH NOBLE 212 C 322-0390
URH OGLESBY 505 U
URH GARNER 292 C 332-0769
208 W SPNGFLD C
AN SCI BLDG 419 U 333-1435
HORT FIELD LAB 106 U
URH N3BLE 213 C
SAVOY ILL
URH SHERMAN 319 C
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
211 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 242 C 332-0734
211 W GREEN 5 U 367-7768
907 S 4TH C 344-3575
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
211 E ARMORY C 344-7771
604 S 1ST C 352-9763
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
1501 S ANDERSON U 367-5278
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
URH TOWNSEND 410 U
409 E CHALMERS C 384-5176
URH HOPKINS 420 C 332-1342
1602 CAROLYN C 359-5072
ARCOLA ILL
URH OGLESBY 216 U
705 W HEALEY C 356-2284
URH LUNDGREN 21 C 352-0194
58 E JOHN 17 C 359-9019
URH DANIELS 88 U
809 OAKLAND 206 U 344-8825
2022 C ORCH ST U 344-8486
URH SCOTT 488 C 332-1631
VERSAILLES FR
URH CLARK 424 C 332-0076
2203 S COTTAGE GR U
406 E GREEN C
2022 C ORCH ST U 344-8486
URH HOPKINS 342 C 332-1287
ALTON ILL
59 E SPNGFLD C 356-8053
106 E HEALEY 13 C 359-6371
2510 E WASHINGTON U 344-3218
616 E DANIEL C
908 S LOCUST 305 C
409 E CHALMRS C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7153
1727 LINCOLN RD C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7153
107 E CHALMERS 7 C 344-8796
HOMER ILL
10 WAYSIDE RD U 367-6483
1221 GERTRUDE C 356-1581
2103 HAZWD DR U 344-4752
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
NEWMAN ILL
URH WESTON 202 C
607 W HEALEY C
211 E DANIEL C 344-2168
URH FLAGG 334 C 332-0321
310 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 1109 U 352-4542
DANVILLE ILL
4 SAFFER CT U 367-5148
118 HOLIDAY PARK 3 C 356-4839
2806 CARRELTON C
309 E JOHN 11 C 384-5301
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5875
904 HI-LUSI AV
4828 W BIRCHWOOD
1820 A ORCH PL
2202 OPCH ST 103
4912 W SHERWIN AV
1735 WILLOW LN
412 W HILL 1
313 E 165TH ST
18642 LEXINGTON AV
18642 LEXINGTON AV
230 E STATE ST
18642 LEXINGTON AV
RR 1





3148 S CHANUTE ST










43M W 99TH ST
453 CHERRY ST
4341 W 99TH ST
11246 S TALMAN
1537 NAPIER TOWN
106 HORT FIELD LAB























246 S HELEN ST
1250 E CALUMET
2022 C ORCH ST
2333 GILLESPIE
638 E GREGFORD PD
4113 LAWN AV
2203 S COTTAGE GR
250-18 GASKELL RD

































































































































DAVIS DENISE M FAA4
*DAVIS DENNIS ROYAL GRAD
DAVIS DIANA P LAS4
DAVIS DIANE S AGR1
DAVIS DONALD E JR ENG1
DAVIS DOROTHY E LAS1
DAVIS ELISABETH B GRAD
DAVIS GARY L BUS*
DAVIS GARY PAY BUS4
DAVIS GORDON LAVON GRAD
DAVIS IRENE VASSOS GRAD
DAVIS JAMES F LAS3
DAVIS JAMES T BUS1
DAVI S JANET L LAS3
DAVIS JEFFREY ALAN BUS2
DAVIS JEFFREY J LAW1
DAVIS JIMMY HENRY GRAD
DAVIS JOHN BRYAN GRAD
DAVIS JOHN DAVID AGRA
DAVIS JOHN P LAS4
DAVIS JOSEPH GRAD
OAVIS JUDY E LAS3
DAVIS JUDY W AGRA
DAVIS KAREN L LAS1
DAVIS KATHRYN A ENG3
DAVIS KENT S BUS2
DAVIS LANA K BUS1
DAVIS LARRY D FAA4
DAVIS LAUREL M BUS1
DAVIS LINDA J LAS4
DAVIS LINDA KAY GRAD
DAVIS LISA J LAS1
DAVIS LLOYD R JR GRAD
OAVIS LLOYD S LAS4
DAVIS LYNNE M FAA1
DAVIS MARGARET A LAS2
DAVIS MARGERY ANN S GRAD
DAVIS MARILYN D ED 4
DAVIS MARILYNNE B LAS3
DAVIS MARVIN H GRAD
DAVIS MARY LAS1
DAVIS MARY ELIZABETH LAW2
DAVIS MICHAEL A AGR3
DAVIS MICHAEL D ENG1
DAVIS MICHAEL DENNIS GRAD
DAVIS MICHAEL F BUS4
DAVIS MICHAEL W AGR1
DAVIS MICHAEL W AGR1
DAVIS NANCY E PE 2
DAVIS NANCY ELLFN LAS3
DAVIS NANCY J PE 1
DAVIS NANCY S LAS3
DAVIS NANCY T FAA1
DAVIS NATHANIEL GRAD
DAVIS PAULA K LAS1
DAVIS PHILIP S ENG1
DAVIS PHILLIP V LAS4
DAVIS PORTER HASKELL GRAD
DAVIS RANDALL D ENG3
DAVIS RANDALL K BUS1
DAVIS RANDY J VM 1
DAVIS RHEA C PE 1
DAVIS RHEA ELLEN FAA4
DAVIS RICHARD C GRAD
DAVIS RICHARD EARL FAA4
DAVIS RICHARD L LAS2
DAVIS RICHARD MASON GRAD
DAVIS RICHARD W JR GRAD
DAVIS ROBERT FRANK VM 1
DAVIS ROBERT MARTIN GRAD
DAVIS ROBERT W ENG4
DAVIS ROLAND J LAS1
DAVIS SARA J LAS2
DAVIS SHIRLEY DEAN GRAD
DAVIS THOMAS R LAS3
DAVIS TODD L ED 4
DAVIS WAYNE A LAS3
DAVIS WILLIAM ARTHUR GRAD
DAVIS WILLIAM C JR LAW2
DAVIS WILLIAM P BUS1
DAVIS WILLIE JAMES BUS2
DAVISON CECIL WYMAN GRAD
DAVISON DAVID M GRAD
DAVISON JOHN L LAS4
DAVISON LINDA K LAS2
DAVISON MARK LEONARD GRAD
DAVISON MARTHA IRENE LAS1
DAVISON STEVEN C LAS2
OAVISSON GLFNN R BUS4
DAVISSON JUDY OSTER GRAD
DAVITO JOANNE A GRAD
DAWDY RANDY WAPREN LAS2
DAWN CAROLYN L LAS1
DAWSON CLYDE W LAS4
DAWSON EVELYN D FAA1
DAWSON GEOFFREY J ENG1
DAWSON JASMINE J LAW3
901 W SPNGFLD 11 U
RT 2 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH EVANS 219 U
604 N MAPLE 45 U
103 E CHURCH C
44 GREENCROFT C




706 W OHIO U
COLLINSVILLE ILL
1848 VALLEY RD C
301 E ARMORY C
811 S WEBBER U
606 W OHIO U
2103 HAZWD OR U
3003 BLAIR C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 656 C
56 E DANIEL 2 C
FITHIAN ILL
URH WARDALL 921 U
904 W GREEN 129 U
URH BABCOCK 230 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1004 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 345 C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
BIG ROCK ILL
URH TRELEASE 518 U
304 W STANAGE C
111 S BUSEY U
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 326 U
2106 ORCH ST 202 U
810 S 3RD 2 C
44 MAPLE CT C
609 W MAIN 23 U
URH BLAISDELL 414 U
1200 S VINE 18 U
58 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
310 E MICHIGAN 9 U
1009 W MAIN U
310 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 412 U
1708 GEORGETOWN C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SCOTT 419 C
BADEN AUST
URH TRELEASE 920 U
URH SHERMAN 352 C
409 E CHALMRS C
213 E CLARK 1 C
52 E GREEN 2 C
1003 W CLARK U
URH SCOTT 278 C
URH NOBLE 411 C
URH BLAISDELL 215 U
URH TRELEASE 728 U
SKOKIE ILL
FARMER CITY ILL
2105 HAZWD DR 204 U
URH SAUNDERS 229 U
3013 FLESSNER U
1200 S VINE 18 U
301 W WASHINGTON U
DANVILLE ILL
1613 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH ALLEN 291 U
URH SAUNDERS 118 U
PARK FOREST ILL
URH FORBES 210 C
1009 S LYNN U
URH FORBES 102 C
2106 ORCH ST 202 U
203 W HESSEL C
URH CARR 129 U
URH GARNER 410 C
2315 BARBERRY C
URH DANIELS 735 U
711 W CHURCH 1 C
URH EVANS 340 U
307 S STATE 2 C
26C8 BROWNFIELD 20 U
313 E CHALMERS C
103 S MAPLE U
103 S MAPLE U
URH SHERMAN 866 C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 187 U
33 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 108 U
URH HOPKINS 380 C































































































428 N VIEW ST












1200 S VINE 18
406 S MAPLE AV
6918 N LOREL AV



















511 N JOHN ST
2105 HAZWD DR 2 04
531 N SEMINARY
BOX 495
1200 S VINE 18
321 EAST ST S
1223 KOEHN DR
11 S PLEASANT
8724 S WABASH AV
1156 W MARIETTA ST
303 MEOTA ST
2719 W LAURA AV
1009 S LYNN
27 CLEVELAND AV






711 W CHURCH 1
135 N ILLINOIS









900 E SENECA PL
30 W116 CALUMET ST


































































































DAWSON JAYNE E LAS1
DAWSON JEFF C LAS4
DAWSON JOHN R AGR1
*DAWSON MICHEAL R GRAD
DAWSON ROBERT H LAS1
DAWSON SUSAN E LAS1
DAWSON WILLIAM C LAS3
DAY CHERYL G PE 3
DAY DALE R LAS4
DAY DONALD M LAS1
DAY EMMANUEL ENG3
*DAY JOHN DOUGLAS GRAD
DAY JOHN W AGR1
DAY LLOYD K ENG2
DAY MAHLON MICHAEL GRAD
DAY RICHARD J COM4
DAY ROGER A FAA3
DAY SCOTT M FAA1
*DAY SHARON ALBERT GRAD
DAY WINFIELD SCOTT LAS2
DAYMENT CONSTANCE A PE 1
DAYTON KAY E LAS3
DE SEVANTI GRAD
DE YOUNG RUSSELL J GRAD
DEA FRANK WOON-LUN ENG1
DEADMAN LINOA S LAS1
DEADY KEVIN GEORGE BUS2
DEADY MATTHEW W LAS2
DEADY TERENCE A LAS1
DEAKIN GREGORY A AGR3
DEAN DIANNE M LAS1
DEAN GARY N FAA1
DEAN LARRY D LAS3
DEAN MARI BELLE BUS1
DEAN SHIRLEY A BUS1
DEAN STACY L COM4
DEAN WILLIAM G LAS2
DEANE CRAIG S ENGl
DEANGELIS ALAN A LAS1
DEANY GAEL M LAS2
DEANY JEROME FRANCIS GRAD
*DEANY PATRICIA ANN M GRAD
*DEANY PATRICK V GRAD
DEARDORFF THOMAS C LAS3
DEARLOVE GEORGE E GRAD
DEASON DEBRA A AGR3
DEATLEY FRANKLIN N BUS1
DEBELLE DENISE M PE 1
DEBERNARDI DAVID M BUS1
DEBOICE MARY L ED 4
DEBOUCK MICHAEL J ENG4
DEBRUCE PEGGY A LAS1
*DEBRUYN MONICA G FAA4
DEBRUYN RANDALL K GRAD
DECANNIERE DAN A BUS2
DECARDY JOHN R ENG2
DECARLO VINCENT RALP GRAD
DECHO JOANN M ED 4
DECK TERRY L LAW3
DECKER ANDREA JOYCE LAS1
DECKER DEBORAH A AGR3
DECKER DEBORAH A PE 1
DECKER DENNIS W BUS3
DECKER EDMUND L GRAD
DECKER JOHN W BUS2
DECKER JUDY J LAS4
DECKER MARC C LAS4
DECKER RANDALL L LAS1
DECKER STEVEN R LAS3
DECLARK GARY K LAS3
DECOSTER CHARLES L GRAD
DECOSTER LOREN R COM3
DECYK ROXANNE J LAS4
DEDECKEP BRIAN H LAS2
*OEDECKER JAMES R AGR3
DEDECKER KATHLEEN A LAS3
DEDECKER MARK L AGR4
DEDMAN JAMES C LAW1
DEDONCKER DWIGHT R ENG4
DEE GAIL LAS4
DEE SUSAN J AGR2
DEEGE SUSAN A LAS1
DEELEY SALLIE D AGR2
*DEEM CHRISTINE S LAS3
DEEM CHRISTOPHER B ENGl
OEEN DOUGLAS K LAS1
DEES PATRICIA S LAS4
DEES ROBERT L BUS1
DEETJEN DAVID A BUS1
DEETS ALAN L AGR4
DEFANO JOSEPH B BUS1
DEFFLEY EDWARD W BUS4
DEFOREST JAMES R BUS1
DEFOREST THOMAS R FAA3
DEFOTIS WILLIAM G FAA2
DEFRANK MICHAEL N LAS4
*DEFREESF JAMES D GRAD
URH TRELEASE 727 U
904 N BROADWAY 110 U
URH HOPKINS 286 C
FARMER CITY ILL
LAKE BLUFF ILL
URH BLAISDELL 409 U
URH TAFT 127 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
304 1/2 GREENVIEW U
URH ALLEN 273 U
112 E DANIEL C
304 N ROMINE U
URH ALLEN 293 U
URH SNYDER 241 C
713 W OREGON U
7 SAFFER CT U
910 S 3RD C
BENSENVILLE ILL
304 N ROMINE U
401 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 505 C
2012 S GEORGE HUFF U
705 W GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 1246 C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 436 U
212 CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 396 C
URH FORBES 446 C
809 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1122 U
URH OGLESBY 107 U
2206 DALE C
903 S MATTIS 6 C
URH SCOTT 294 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 108 C
URH TOWNSEND 340 U
URH GARNER 267 C
RICHTON PARK ILL
101 N BUSEY U
101 N BUSEY U
105 W DELAWARE U
1206 CARROLL U
907 S WRIGHT C
1106 S ELM C
URH SCOTT 396 C
205 E ARMORY C
502 E HEALEY 310 C
1205 W MAIN U
URH WARDALL 608 U
704 W HIGH U
704 W HIGH U
409 E CHALMRS 1007 C
409 E CHALMRS C
CHARLESTON ILL
501 W ILLINOIS U
1600 W BRADLEY 88 C
URH TRELEASE 330 U
2218 VAWTER U
405 E JOHN 16 C
606 1/2 W WHITE C
EAST PEORIA ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 469 U
509 E WHITE 12 C
URH BLAISDELL 104 U
907 S 4TH C
310 E GREGORY C
111 W CHARLES C
805 W OREGON U
907 S WRIGHT C
1004 S 4TH C
2113 HAZWD DR 202 U
2113 HAZWD DR 202 U
804 S BUSEY U
FARMER CITY ILL
503 E WHITE 1 C
309 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 402 U
URH TRELEASE 510 U
1308 1/2 E MICH U
1308 E PENN U
URH FORBES 263 C
402 S LYNN C
2016 BOUDREAU U
313 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 200 C
URH WESTON 400 C
307 E HEALEY 5 C
202 E DANIEL C
310 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 421 U
802 W GREEN 205 U































































724 N HIGHLAND AV




1124 19 1/2 AV
304 N ROMINE





16 W 620 RED OAK
304 N ROMINE
237 W MAIN RD
7342 CAROL
2012 S GEO HUFF
UDAYAN RD 12 B
2208 PREMIER DR S
5518 W RICE ST
12221 S 74TH AV
2649 SOUTHCREST








































PR 2 BOX IK





537 W ELK ST RR 2





810 W GEORGE 1
245 BIRCH ST
416 N MADISON
228 S 6TH AV





331 W AUSTIN AV
RR 2
1602 CEDAR LN
117 W CENTER ST







































































































OEFREESE PAUL M GRAO
DEFREESE SUSAN TIETZ LAS4
DEFRONZO MICHAEL ENG4
OEGASSO ROBERT S LAS2
OEGEN GERI A LAS1
DEGENHARDT SUSAN M LAS2
OEGENKOLB LINDA B FAA1
DEGENNARO COSMO H GRAO
DEGER GREGORY A LAS1
DEGIOANNI JOSEPH J GRAD
OEGISCHER BETTE J BUS1
OEGOEDE CATHERINE M GRAD
DEGOOD MARTHA E LAS2
DEGRAFF MARC J LAS2
DEGRAFF RANDY W BUS3
DEGREGORIO GARY L ENG2
DEGUIRE DENISE MARIE GRAD
DEGUIRE PETER J LAS3
DEHAAN LAUREL A LAS3
DEHAAN PAUL H LAS1
DEHAVEN ROBERT M FAA2
DEHERTOGH LYNNEL L PE 3
DEHMLOW NANCY JEAN FAA3
OEHNER RICHARD F LAS3
DEHOFF JAMES BUS1
DEICHER STUART M LAS1
*DEIFEL STEPHEN R BUS2
DEININGER MARK W LAS3
DEININGER MARTHA R LAS3
DEISINGER ROBERT D BUS3
DEISS DEBRA K BUS1
DEISS MICHAEL S ENG3
DEIST JOHN H LAS1
DEITCH DEBORAH ANN FAA1
DEITCH MICHAEL P LAS2
DEITER RONALD EUGENE GRAD
DEITERS SUZANNE P BUS3
DEJONG DAVID A LAS1
DEJONG JOHN ALAN LAW3
DEJONGE LINDA E B LAS4
DEKEYSER ROBERT J LAS4
DEL GIUDICE DANIEL W LAS1
DELAET THOMAS E ENG2
DELANEY CAROL JEAN GRAD
DELANEY RONALD D ENG4
*DELANOIS RITA R GRAD
DELAP JAMES P ENG3
DELAP TIMOTHY K LAS4
DELAURA RONALD E LAS4
DELAVEGA RAUL S LAS2
DELBRIDGE SUSAN L LAS2
DELCAMP MICHAEL B ENG1
*DELEY MARGO CORONA GRAD
DELFS JAMES C LAS1
DELFS MARK H LAS1
DELGADILLO ALEXANDER LAS3
DELGIUDICE CARMEN J GRAD
DELGRECO ROBERT DAVI GRAD
*DELHEIMER DENNIS M FAA4
DELHEIMER PATRICK A AGR2
DELIA GABRIFLLE M GRAD
*DELIMA VENICIO ARTUR GRAD
DELINE JAMES M LAS1
DELIO ALFRED ENG4
*DELKER GERALD LEE GRAD
DELLAMORTE CARYN M LAS1
DELLARINGA ALAN J ENG1
DELLAS HERCULES A LAS4
*DELLER RICHARD WILLI GRAD
DELLINGER JOHN A LAS1
DELMASTPO JOYCE A LAS4
DELMASTRO RICHARD A LAS1
DELOACHE JUDY S GRAD
DELONG BANCHERD LAS2
DELONG CARL EDWARD GRAD
DELONG DEBORAH L BUS3
DELONG KEITH C FAA3
DELORENZO DANIEL J FAA3
DELSHADIAN MOUSSA GRAD
DELUCA DONNA M LAS1
DELVENTO CONNIE A LAS4
DEMAP JULIE C PE 1
DEMAR STEVEN F BUS1
DEMARCO CATHIE A LAS2
DEMARCO DIANE M ENG3
DEMARIA MARY L LAS4
*DEMARIS FRANMARIE F GRAD
*DEMARIS PHILIP JAMES GRAD
DEMARIS RICHARD E LAS2
DEMARS ROBIN A LAS4
DEMAY JANET S PE 1
DEMBO HAROLD S LAS1
DEMERIS CATHERINA M PE 3
*DEMETRAKOPOULOS T H GRAD
DEMETRULIAS GEORGIA LAS2
DEMIAN DAVID R BUS3
DEMIAN LARRY A FAA2
1206 W NEVADA 2 U
908 S LOCUST 102 C
211 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 127 U
405 E JOHN 15 C
509 E CLARK C
URH SNYDER 438 C
URH SHERMAN 1163 C
URH TRELEASE 423 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 925 U
1513 KIRBY 6 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TOWNSEND 303 U
404 E HEALEY 2 C
1111 S 2ND C
1102 S LINCOLN U
FLOSSMOOR ILL
1108 S 1ST C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH EVANS 239 U
URH SCOTT 268 C
URH BABCOCK 113 U
1105 S 1ST C
1111 1/2 S 3RD 202 C
906 W CLARK U
1102 S 2ND 2 C
103 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 166 U
URH TOWNSEND 480 U
409 E CHALMRS C
508 E WHITE C
3 ROXBURY RD U
2020 N MATTIS C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 475 C
56 1/2 E GREEN 204 C
803 W SPNGFLD 3 C
1107 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 330 C
URH FORBES 308 C
1638 VALLEY RD C
1410 GARDEN LN C
WESTVILLE ILL
224 S DEWEY U
502 W ILLINOIS 4 U
1507 KIRBY 6 C
URH SCOTT 446 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
911 S 4TH C
2303 S 1ST 303 C
URH OGLESBY 505 U
URH SAUNDERS 428 U
907 W STOUGHTN 303 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 457 C
2803 E CALIFORNIA U
URH BABCOCK 125 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
4809 A ORCH PL U
904 W GREEN U
711 W GREEN U
2200 E UNIVERSITY U
URH ALLEN 197 U
313 E CHALMERS C
1004 S 2ND C
30 JUNIPER C
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
106 E ARMORY 3 C
URH SNYDER 340 C
907 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 421 C
1219 PAULA C
1102 S LINCOLN U
2616 SHERIDAN C
706 GREGORY U
URH SHERMAN 859 C
URH HOPKINS 314 C
URH BUSEY 335 U
910 S 3RD C
301 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
MORRISON ILL
501 E SPNGFLD 12 C
19 MAGNOLIA C
19 MAGNOLIA C
705 PARK LN C
1006 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 611 U
409 E CHALMRS C
713 W CHURCH C
401 1/2 W MICHIGAN U
URH WESTON 212 C
218 E GREGORY 301 C




























































910 S LOCUST 2
758 EUCLID AV
856 BUCKINGHAM PL
2818 W GILBERT AV
9201 HAMLIN







144TH & 94TH AV
1041 SEMINOLE RD
RR 2
7909 S ALBANY AV
6017 S WHIPPLE ST











1131 E 170TH ST
PAXTON AV
803 W SPNGFLD 3
RR 2






2027 S 19TH AV
1405 S REDWOOD DR
115 ORCHARD
11 ALLEN BEND DR
18850 CARSON DR
2303 S 1ST 303
201 N NEBRASKA
2410 HAWTHORNE LN
8358 S BURLEY AV
281 BRADDOCK DR










2444 E B BROOK LN
30 JUNIPER
BOX 42
320 E PLYMOUTH ST










6201 N CENTRAL PK











401 1/2 W MICHIGAN
RR 4 BOX 1



































































































DEMICK RICHARD JAMES GRAD
OEMICK THEODORE J AGR3
DEMING LEO DRAKE GRAD
DEMISSIE MITIKU GRAD
DEMPSEY ANTHONY E LAS1
DEMPSEY CHARLOTTE E GRAD
DEMPSEY WALTER E III LAS2
DEMPSTER JACOUELYN S LAS3
DEMPSTER WILLIAM R ENG1
DEMSETZ TINA R LAS1
OENAP FRANK A BUS4
DENARDIS MICHAEL W LAS3
DENAULT BRUCE A LAS3
DENAULT JOHN LAS4
DENCKER CLAUDIA M LAS1
DENEEN MATTHEW J BUS1
DENEEN TERRENCE M LAS4
*DENHARTOG GERRIT L GRAD
DENINNO MARY A ED 4
DENIS CLYDE L LAS4
DENISON ALLEN B PE 3
DENISON DEBORAH JANE LAS2
DENISON EILEEN M LAS1
DENK CHARLES A ENG4
DENKER WILLIAM A LAS1
DENNEAU DIANE L BUS1
DENNHARDT GREGORY C GRAD
DENNINGTON JOHN K FAA3
DENNIS CHERI U LAS4
DENNIS DONNA JEAN GRAD
DENNIS JACKIE BUS1
DENNIS JON E LAS4
DENNIS KEITH A LAS4
DENNIS PATRICK D ENG4
DENNIS PATRICK L COM4
DENNIS SUSAN E FAA3
DENNIS THOMAS A LAS3
DENNISTON ANN C LAS4
DENNY BEN WAYNE GRAD
DENNY JACK W LAS4
DENNY LORRYL WOODS LAS4
DENNY RICHARD L AGR2
DENNY STEVEN KAY GRAD
DENNY STEVEN ROY GRAD
DENNY SUE E FAA1
DENORSCIA FREDERICK GRAD
DENOVELLIS EDWARD H BUS3
DENOVO ROBERT C GRAD
DENSLOW DAVID ALLEN GRAD
DENSON EDWARD JOSEPH GRAD
DENSON SHARON D GRAD
DENST GREGORY A BUS3
DENT PAUL E AGR1
DENTEN NANETTE E ED 2
DENTINO TERESA M BUS2
DEOGUN JITENDER S GRAD
DEPEDEP GEORGE D BUS4
DEPEO MARC PIERRE S ENG4
DEPHILLIPS VINCENT J FAA1
DFPIETRO RUSSELL J FAA4
DEPKE JANET M LAS3
DEPPERT VIVIAN J FAA3
DEPRATT WILLIAM E GRAD
DEPROSPERIS LYNNE R COM4
DEPUTY DONN R PE 1
DER KIUREGHIAN ARMEN GRAD
DERAVEDISIAN R A GRAD
DERBAK FRANK STEVEN GRAD
DERBY DORIS ADELAIDE GRAD
DEREX MICHAEL S LAS3
DEREZINSKI ROBERT T LAS2
DERITA DAVID J GRAD
DERK THOMAS LAS2
DEROO PETER D ENG4
DEROSE RALPH F BUS2
DERR MICHAEL DUANE LAS4
DERRICK JAMES M BUS1
DERRIG DANIEL P ENG2
DERRIG KATHIE A PE 1
DERRIG MICHAEL K LAS3
DERRIG ROBERT G VM 2
DERSO HAILE MARIAM GRAD
DERUNTZ MICHAEL L LAS3
DESAULNIERS GUY J JR GRAD
DESCHAMPS ROBIN L COM4
DESCHENE ALICIA H LAS4
DESCHENE DANIEL J LAS1
DESCHENE JAMES D LAS2
DESCHENE STEVEN R LAS4
DESIRAJU GAUTAM R GRAD
DESKE CLAUDIA E BUS1
DESMOND WILLIAM H LAS2
DESOUSA STUART B LAS3
DESSOUKY IBTESAM A R LAS4
DESTEFANO CARMINE R LAS2
DESTEFANO JAMES N COM4
DETELLA KATHERINE M LAS3
706 S 1ST 202 C
URH BABCOCK 123 U
1107 W GREEN 425 C
URH DANIELS 423 U
URH WESTON 471 C
901 MUMFORD U
URH SNYDER 156 C
401 1/2 W SPNGFLD C
URH TAFT 421 C
URH ALLEN 222 U
401 E CHALMERS C
307 E ARMORY 309 C
1600 W BRADLEY 400 C
103 E STOUGHTON 6 C
URH FLAGG 411 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 9 U
250 DEWEY U
207 E JOHN 2 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 7 U
809 STOUGHTON U
URH NOBLE 419 C
URH WESTON 202 C
508 W HIGH U
URH SNYDER 456 C
603 W GREEN 7 U
803 FAIRWAY C
SADORUS ILL
106 N GREGORY 3 U
603 W GREEN 7 U
603 S 1ST C
1101 W PENN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 105 U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
DANVILLE ILL
711 W ILLINOIS 4 U
FISHER ILL




205 W HIGH 1 U
604 E ARMORY 2309 C
PALOS PARK ILL
909 W OREGON 208 U
1830 B ORCH PL U
1830 B ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT 259 C
URH TOWNSEND 177 U
URH LAR 295 U
910 S 3RD 301 C
2053 D ORCH ST U
1205 E FLORIDA 32 U
2110 W WHITE 154 C
211 E DANIEL C
503 S RACE U
DANVILLE ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
CISSNA PARK ILL
1732 VALLEY RD C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1051 C
705 W MAIN 3 U
URH DANIELS 321 U
URH DANIELS 368 U
404 E WHITE C
911 S 4TH C
705 W MAIN U
313 E JOHN 23 C
9 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 491 C
509 E CLARK 30 C
URH CARR 129 U
URH BARTON 204 C
URH LAR 488 U
URH TOWNSEND 453 U
809 W BUSEY U
URH DANIELS 91 U
606 W OHIO U
BOX 85 U
URH VANDOREN 307 C
1104 W SPNGFLD U
URH TAFT 410 C
URH TOWNSEND 276 U
1104 W SPNGFLO U
URH DANIELS 183 U
URH TRELEASE U
URH ALLEN 32 U
URH TAFT 16 C
1106 MITCHEM DR U
URH GAMMA HSE 5 C
306 E GREGORY C





























































RR 1 BOX 97










431 S 5TH AV
INDIAN OAKS TR PK
518 HAWTHORN LN
1108 E MONROE
1108 E MONROE ST
250 DEWEY
13 APPLE HILL LN
8303 KEDVALE
RR 1















4307 W 82ND PL
250 N PLEASANT AV









8709 W 119TH ST
4151 WOODLAND AV
1830 B ORCH PL
1830 B ORCH PL



















1231 E 166TH ST
705 W MAIN
5255 S MAYFIELD

















4501 W 65TH ST
468 W JACKSON ST
2702 TURTLE CREEK
1106 MITCHEM
2806 S MEYERS RD
3215 S WELLS ST




































































































































































































GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD C
LAW2 1611 VALLEY RD C
AGR3 305 E JOHN C
ENG1 URH LUNDGREN 213 C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1142 U
COM4 1204 W STOUGHTON U
BUS4 1205 JOANNE LN C
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
LAS1 706 W OHIO U
GRAD 606 S MATTIS 2 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
AGR2 809 W PENN U
GRAD 2303 S ANDERSON U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1362 C
GRAD 1101 W STOUGHTON U
LAS4 802 W GREEN 200 U
ENG1 112 E DANIEL C
FAA4 508 E CHALMERS C
AGR4 1600 W BRADLEY 36 C
LAS2 URH GARNER 467 C
BUS1 911 S 4TH C
BUS2 URH SCOTT 495 C
GRAD 205 N COLER U
LAS3 URH GARNER 309 C
LAS3 309 E HEALEY 15 C
FAA2 URH FORBES 290 C
ENG4 505 E CLARK C
AGR2 508 E CHALMERS C
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS 10 C
GRAD 316 CEDAR 1 C
FAA4 58 E JOHN C
GRAD 1403 E STOUT U
LAS4 145 PADDOCK C
GRAD 205 S 6TH C
FAA2 RR 2 U
BUS6 903 E COLORADO U
GRAD 504 E GREEN 4 C
FAA4 410 S BUSEY 5 U
GRAD 1002 S 2ND 7 C
BUS3 URH GAMMA HSE 7 C
GRAD 409 E CHALMRS C
ENG1 202 E DANIEL C
ENG4 MATTOON ILL
AGR2 URH BLAISDELL 222 U
GRAD 904 N WILLIS C
VM 4 2704 JUDITH C
AGR2 URH SCOTT 171 C
BUS3 605 S 5TH 19 C
AGR4 2704 JUDITH C
LAS1 DUNDEE ILL
GRAD 408 HESSEL C
FAA3 709 S MATTIS C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 425 U
ENG4 214 E GREGORY 101 C
ENG1 URH ALLEN 366 U
PE 4 51 POTOWATAMI U
ED 3 1310 W COLUMBIA C
AGR2 1404 S LINCOLN U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 166 C
BUS3 1310 W COLUMBIA C
LAS1 URH FORBES 219 C
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1028 U
LAS2 1004 4TH C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1217 U
VM 2 193 PADDOCK E C
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1357 C
ENG1 209 E JOHN C
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 135 U
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 166 U
GRAD 806 W GREEN U
VM 3 MAHOMET ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 503 C
LAS1 URH CLARK 311 C
AGR4 508 E WHITE 8 C
GRAD 614 W CHURCH C
BUS3 910 S 3RD C
ENG1 409 E CHALMRS C
LAS1 802 S LINCOLN 1 U
BUS3 309 HEALEY C
BUS3 800 W CHURCH C
GRAD 1603 S GROVE U
BUS1 URH FORBES 364 C
GRAD 617 W HEALEY C
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 220 U
BUS2 URH BARTON 424 C
BUS1 URH FORBES 426 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 546 C
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 127 U
GRAD 504 W MAIN 204 U
GRAD 2108 ORCH ST 104 U
LAS2 410 E GREEN C
LAS4 506 W ELM 2 U
PE 3 102 E ARMORY C
FAA4 910 S 3RD 928 C
GRAD 1102 BRIGHTON U






























































RR 2 BOX 357












1415 N ASTOR ST
DEPT OF PHYSICS
1810 LONG VAL RD
3622 CLEVELAND AV






10710 S HARDING AV
51 E CHESTER










1010 N PARK ST























1244 OAK TRAIL DR
2728 WOODBINE












616 S MADISON ST
7216 S SHORE DR
3802 BORDEAUX DR







6336 W FLETCHER ST
458 W MAIN ST
211 LEWIS AV
909 S 5TH 1265
5205 S PEORIA
CATHOLIC UNIV
2108 ORCH ST 104
915 VERNE LN
506 W ELM 2







































































































DICK ELIZABETH J LAS3
DICK WARREN J LAS2
DICKENS CAROL J BUS3
DICKENS DAVID A FAA1
DICKENSON MARY E LAS2
DICKERSON ANN E GRAO
DICKEPSON LONNA H GRAD
DICKEY DAVID ROBERT GRAD
DICKEY DONALD V LAS2
DICKEY ELBERT CURTIS GRAD
DICKEY MARCIA A LAS1
DICKEY MARK R FAA3
DICKEY MARY E FAA1
DICKEY NORMAN G AGR1
DICKEY PHILIP ALAN GRAD
DICKEY SARAH A LAS1
DICKEY THOMAS L LAS3
DICKHOLTZ SHERRY P AGR1
DICKINSON BARBARA C LAS3
DICKINSON RICHARD GRAD
DICKINSON WILLIAM K FAA4
DICKISON HUGH T BUS2
DICKMAN BETTY J FAA4
DICKMAN CHRISTINA M LAS1
DICKMAN DAVID M BUS4
DICKS OPVILLE W GRAD
DICKSON MARY C FAA1
DICKSON NANCY L ED 3
DIDIER LINDA GRAD
DIDIER SHERRY D LAS1
DIEDR ICH BRIAN K LAS1
DIEDRICH JOHN M AGR3
DIEDR ICH LINDA L LAS1
DIEDRICH RONALD LEE LAS2
DIEFFNBACH MARK A AGR2
DIEGNAU PHYLLIS A BUS1
DIEHL ANNE L AGR4
DIEHL CATHERINE H ENG2
DIEHL MARY A LAS3
DIEKELMANN GARY D ENG4
DIENER RAYMOND F JR BUS2
DIENHART JOHN W GRAD
DIERBECK LEIGH J BUS4
DIERKER DONALD E AGR3
DIERSING VICTOR E GRAD
DIERSTEIN JULIE J AGRA
DIESKOW LAUREL A LAS3
*DIETERICH DANIEL J GRAD
DIETERICH DAVID A GRAD
DIETMEIER LISA A LAS1
DIETRICH DEPRA J LAS3
DIETTERLE STEVEN J ENG1
DIETZ DEBORAH L FAA4
DIETZ ELYSE A LAS1
OIETZ JOHN D ENG4
DIETZ KATHRYN G ED 4
DIETZ KENNETH A FAA4
DIETZEN KEITH D LAS4
DIETZLER SALLY E LAS4
DIFONZO KENNETH W BUS4
DIGANI THOMAS J LAW1
DIGIACOMO CAROL A LAS4
DIGNAN GERALD J LAS1
DIIORIO ANTHONY GRAD
DIIORIO GINO JOSEPH GRAD
DILG WALTER C JP LAS2
DILLARD DRAKE FAA4
DILLAVOU JAMES R LAS1
DILLAVOU JOHN R BUS3
DILLE MARILYN S BUS3
DILLER REBECCA A AGR2
DILLER STEPHEN HUMM BUS3
DILLINEP JOHN B AGR4
DILLINGHAM LARRY M FAA6
DILLION MELINDA LAS3
DILLON JANET BRADLEY GRAD
DILLON ROBERT D BUS2
DILLOW CARLA G LAS1
DILLOW DONALD W ENG1
DILLS MARK S LAS1
DIMARZIO PHILIP L LAW3
DIMIT JOHN HILL JR GRAD
DIMIT MARY G LAS1
DIMLEP STEVEN R AGR4
DIMOND JOHN M ENG1
DINATALE ACHILLE N FAA2
DINEHART STEPHEN J ENG2
DINELLI MARK A ENG2
DING DUNG-HAI GRAD
DINGES JUDY L ED 4
DINGLE SUSAN MARTHA GRAD
DINKELMAN MICHAEL D AGR3
DINOVO BARBARA S GRAD
DINOVO FRANK C FAA1
DINOVO JOHN CARL GRAD
DINSMORE ELIZABETH A LAS2
DION MICHELLE L LAS1
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 436 C
URH VANDOREN 18 C
URH SCOTT 340 C
URH EVANS 435 U
URH SHERMAN 204 C
15 BRIDLE LN U
605 S 4TH C
1103 S BUSEY 4 U
PHILO ILL
KEWANEE ILL
58 E GREEN C
URH LAR 406 U
PHILO ILL
403 BRIAR LN 207 C
URH BUSEY 245 U
212 E DANIEL C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
802 W OREGON U
1006 S 3RD 13 C
51 E SPNGFLD C
DANVILLE ILL
805 W OHIO U
URH CLARK 328 C
2219 S 1ST 302 C
17 SALEM RD U
URH ALLEN 244 U
DANVILLE ILL
1422 ROSE C
URH WESTON 100 C
URH FORBES 476 C
802 W GREEN 205 U
URH TRELEASE 1205 U
RANTOUL ILL
PHILO ILL
URH HOPKINS 396 C
108 E HEALEY 11 C
URH VANDOREN 107 C
910 S 3RD C
904 W GRFEN U
BOX 2 C
706 W GREEN U
1206 W NEVADA 1 U
209 E JOHN 12 C
MORRILL HALL 515 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
904 W GREEN U
1006 N WILLIS C
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
409 E CHALMRS C
302 E ARMORY C
909 S 1ST 21 C
801 W HILL 2 C
URH WESTON 213 C
404 E STOUGHTON 5 C
111 S BUSEY 8 U
1108 S 1ST C
205 N MCKINLEY C
SCHAUMBEPG ILL
33 E HEALEY C
2020 N MATTIS C
50<3 1/2 E GREEN C
URH FORBES 214 C
708 W ELM U
708 W ELM U
1111 S 1ST C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 229 U
703 W ILLINOIS U
1321 S STATE C
URH BLAISDELL 327 U
1009 W PENN U
801 W NEVADA U
810 KERR 104 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SHERMAN 115 C
URH SNYDER 320 C
URH ALLEN 317 U
112 E DANIEL C
1110 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 1348 C
1203 E FLORIDA 31 U
URH EVANS 101 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH GARNER 392 C
105 S LINCOLN U
211 E JOHN 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
1107 W GREEN 127 U
307 E HEALEY C
110 E JOHN 2 C
809 S 5TH C
212 W COLUMBIA C
URH ALLEN 39 U
212 W COLUMBIA C
URH ALLEN 424 U









































































311 N ADAMS ST
204 S HAMILTON ST
BOX 32
617 S CHESTNUT ST
211 W WILSON ST












1926 W PRATT AV
927 SOUTH 8
513 N BROADWAY
26 E RAYMOND AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 48
400 N LAUREL ST
345 MAIN ST
PR 1
1276 A TALBOTT RD
1276A TALBOTT RD
RR 2 BOX 202
833 W GREEN ST
1401 BURNING BUSH
1401 BURNING BUSH












1614 N 12TH ST
207 S OAK





457 W OAKWOOD DR




9523 S 54TH AV
27 ARDEN PL
27 ARDEN PL














1605 S 36TH ST
1004 SOMONUUK ST
1203 E FLORIDA 31
137 GOLF RD





1107 W GREEN 127
1835 F HOOD
110 E JOHN 2
405 N CHURCH ST
212 W COLUMBIA
7800 W 123RD PL
212 W COLUMBIA
920 PLEASANT LN



































































































OIONESOTES TEAN M FAA1
DIONISOPOULOS GEOPGE LAS1
OIOTALLEVI DONALD ENG1
DIPAOLO RONALD F COM3
DIPAZO AUGUST A ENG2
DIPERT DENISE K LAS4
DIPIETRO JOSEPH A VM 1
DIPIETRO LUISA A LAS1
DIRKS DOUGLAS LEON GRAD
DIRKS JOHN A LAW2
DIRKS VIRGINIA KERNS GRAD
DISABATO MICHAEL D LAS4
DISABATO NINA A LAS2
DISABATO TED L LAS*
OISANTO WILLIAM J FAA2
DISPENSA GARY S BUS3
DISSELER MICHAEL A ENG4
*DITMAN GERALD C GRAD
DITOMMASO ANTHONY G BUS3
DITTIG SUSAN L LAS4
DITTMANN CHARLES W AGR4
DITTMER DAN D AGR2
DITTMFR DENNIS F ENG3
DITTMER MICHAEL G AGR1
DITTO GERALD R FAA4
DITTY DOUGLAS ENG1
*DIVINCENZO VINCENT ENG4
DIVITA JENNIFER F AGR1
DIVITO ANTHONY S ENG3
DIX KAREN T LAS3
*DIX RONALD L BUS4
DIXON BOBBIE EARL LAS2
DIXON CAROL ELAINE LAS1
DIXON CAROL HELEN ED 3
DIXON DONNA M LAS1
DIXON JAMES C ENG2
DIXON JANICE I LAS2
DIXON JOHN V ENG2
DIXON QUEEN E LAS2
DIXON RANDALL G FAA4
*DIXON REBECCA GILES GRAD
DIXON ROBERT L ENG3
DIXON SCOTT AGR1
DIXON SCOTT W LAS2
DIXON SUE E LAS1
DIXON SUSAN L ED 4
DIXON THERESA A LAS2
DIZIKES GEORGE JAMES GRAD
DIZIKES JOAN J LAS3
DMITRASZ MARY A LAS5
DOAN DUC TICH ENG3
DOBBELAERE TERESA J LAS3
DOBBINS GREGORY LEE GRAD
DOBBINS MARY SUE GRAD
DOBBINS TERRY A LAW3
DOBKIN JEFFRY P LAS3
DOBRANSKY RITA ANN GRAD
DOBRATZ GLENN E ENG4
DOBRINSKI THOMAS J BUS2
DOBRZENIECKI MICHAEL PE 4
DOBSKI BRAD T LAS3
OOBSKI SCOTT W LAS4
DOBSON BRUCE A PE 3
DOBSON DEBORAH E LAS1
DOBSON MARSHA S ED 2
DOCKEPY PETER J LAW1
DOCTOR BRUCE E FAA1
DOCZY EDWARD F BUS4
DOCZY ILAMAY J AGR1
*DODD ROBERT W LAW2
DODD SCOTT J BUS1
OODDS CAROL LAS1
DOODS JOANNE E FAA3
DODGE CAROLINE JANE GRAD
DODGE COLLEFN M LAS1
DODGE DANIEL R ENG2
DODGE RYLAND T III BUS2
DODGSON DAVID S LAS3
DODGSON THOMAS H LAS1
DODSON COLLEEN FAA1
DODSON SHAWN ENG2
DODSWORTH CLARK S JR LAS4
DOEBEL KAREN A LAS1
DOEMELT MARTHA JOAN GRAD
DOENGES MARK C FAA1
DOERGE GEORGE W FAA4
DOERING DEBORAH A ED 1
DOEPING RICHARD C BUS1
DOESCHER PAUL S AGR2
DOGGETT MARY MORGAN GRAD
DOGGETT RANDALL C LAS2
DOHENY ROBERT C GRAD
DOHERTY JOHN R LAS1
DOHERTY MICHAEL J BUS2
DOHL STEVEN H AVI 1
DOHM JUPGEN ALBERT GRAD
DOHREN DAVID JOHN GRAD
URH WESTON 491 C
604 E ARMORY 1205 C
GREGORY 6 4TH C
209 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 486 C
108 N GOODWIN U
801 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 427 U
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
407 S STATE 7 C
507 W SPNGFLD C
410 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 212 C
410 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 345 C
912 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 456 C
CARROLLTON ILL
802 W GREEN 205 U
709 W ILLINOIS U
1712 PAULA C
401 E DANIEL C
603 S BUSEY U
58 E GREGORY C
702 1/2 E UNIV U
URH OGLESBY 642 U
1411 N NEIL C
1055 LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS 1002 C
910 S 3RD C
804 E MICHIGAN U
URH BUSEY 249 U
URH LAR 332 U
807 S ELM C
URH CARR 401 U
URH WESTON 294 C
URH BUSEY 306 U
403 S 6TH C
URH VANDOREN 225 C
2006VAWTER 1 U
1404 W PARK C
URH HOPKINS 456 C
URH BARTON 8 C
312 E ARMORY C
1010 S 2ND 210 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 335 U
713 W CHURCH 2 C
1110 W NEVADA U
HOMEWOOD ILL
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
412 E GREEN 16 C
URH SHERMAN 658 C
609 W MAIN 32 U
609 W MAIN 32 U
URH OGLESBY 727 U
1109 S 3RD C
904 W GREEN U
310 E GREGORY C
904 N BROADWAY U
904 W GREEN U
105 E GREEN 11 C
1101 W PENN U
URH CARR 212 U
URH LAR 306 U
URH SHERMAN 349 C
URH OGLESBY 528 U
2103 HAZWD DR 104 U
2103 HAZWD DR 104 U
741 S MATTIS C
URH OGLESBY 831 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH BUSEY 315 U
1733 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 402 U
3 10 E GREGORY C
1111 S 1ST C
°04 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 281 U
URH CLARK 411 C




URH HOPKINS 346 C
906 1/2 S VINE 302 U
URH WARDALL 704 U
URH NOBLE 418 C
URH SNYDER 178 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 279 U
1002 HOLIDAY C
1105 S 4TH C
URH SNYDER 326 C
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
58 E ARMORY 14 C
















































































519 W 144TH ST







107 W AUTUMN LN
RR 1
702 1/2 E UNIV




























609 W MAIN 32
609 W MAIN 32
1136 CENTER CT
6111 WASHINGTON ST
200 N BRIDGE ST
14114 SAGINAW AV
2950 E 81ST ST
RR 3 BOX 864
ROUTE 3 BOX 864





2103 HAZWD DR 104
2103 HAZWD 104
741 S MATTIS
26 W 270 MENOMINI















611 S COUNTY LINE
ROUTE 1 BOX 152









































































































DOHRN LAURIE STERN PE 4
DOLAN CAROLE A FAA6
*OOLAN CATE GRAO
DOLAN CYNTHIA CHERRY GRAO
DOLAN DANIEL T FAA1
DOLAN EILEEN P COM4
DOLAN JOHN A LAS3
DOLAN JOHN P ENG2
DOLAN JOSEPH M LAS3
DOLAN KATHRYN C LAS3
DOLAN THOMAS R LAS3
DOLCE DEBORAH J AGR4
DOLD CHARLES NORMAN GRAD
DOLD DIANE DOANE GRAD
DOLE MICHAEL W AGR1
DOLE ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
DOLE WANDA VICTORIA GRAD
DOLECEK MARIE E AGR2
DOLEGOWSKI JOHN R LAS4
DOLEJS JEFFREY P LAS3
DOLEZAL FREDRIC T GRAD
DOLIBER ROBERT A LAS1
DOLIN STEWART LAS3
DOLINAJ GEORGE G EO 3
DOLL DANIEL E ENG1
DOLL DOUGLAS C LAS3
DOLL MARK G LAS1
DOLL STEVEN J VM 2
DOLLAR DAVID LAUREN GRAD
DOLLEIN JURGEN J GRAD
DOLLENBERG GRETCHEN GRAD
DOLLINGER DONNA M AGR2
DOLLINS PAUL WAYNE GRAD
DOLSON ERNEST EUGENE GRAD
DOLSON WILLIAM R LAS2
DOMAGALA MONICA ED 3
DOMAGALA ROBERT F JR BUS3
DOMAGALA RONALD F GRAD
DOMAN JEFFREY I LAS4
DOMBKOWSKI DENNIS J GRAD
DOMBROSKI JOHN E PE 1
DOMBROWSKI JAMES H ENG2
DOMBROWSKI RONALD JR LAS4
DOMBROWSKI STEPHEN G FAA4
DOMINGO EVELYN A GRAD
DOMINGUEZ JAMES M BUS3
DOMINICK MARY J AGR1
DOMINIK DANIEL F ENG3
DOMINIK DEBRA J ED 2
DOMINO DAVID A GRAD
DOMORADZKI ALLAN J ENG1
DOMOTO HOLLY D GRAD
DOMOTO MARK PE 4
DON LAURIE A ENG1
OON MARCIA LAS3
DONAGHUE KEVIN J ED 1
DONAHOE J FREDERICK ENG2
DONAHOE JOHN M BUS1
DONAHUE DANIEL M LAS3
DONAHUE FRANCES L AGR4
DONAHUE JANE ANN LAS2
DONAHUE JOAN M BUS1
DONAHUE LORETTA E GRAD
DONAHUE PATRICK J AGR1
DONALDSON CARLOS F LAS2
DONALDSON GEORGE III ENG4
DONALDSON SUSAN KAY GRAD
DONART ARTHUR C GRAD
DONAT PETER MITCHELL LAW2
DONATH STEVE M BUS1
DONAUBAUER KATHLEEN FAA2
DONBERGER PATRICK F LAS1
DONCARLOS MICHAEL W LAS4
OONDANVILLE MICHAEL LAS3
DONELSON KAREN R FAA2
DONENBERG BRUCE LAS1
DONENBERG JAMES LAS2
DONEY BART J ENG4
DONG STEVEN H FAA2
DONGRE SHRIKRISHNA P GRAD
DONNA JERRY A FAA1
DONNELL STEVEN L LAS3
DONNELLAN ANDREA S ED 2
DONNELLAN EDWARD J LAS2
DONNELLY ROBERT E LAS4
DONNER JOHN D LAS4
DONOFRIO VICTOR J JR LAS1
DONOGHUE GERALD T LAS4
DONOGHUE WILLIAM J LAS1
DONOHO DANIEL P LAS3
DONOHUE GAIL MARIE GRAD
DONOHUE JAMES P LAS4
DONOVAN BRIAN S FAA3
DONOVAN FREDERICK W GRAD
DONOVAN GORDON S BUS2
DONOVAN JANE ADAMS GRAD
DONOVAN MARGO R AGR4
1511 KIRBY 8 C
PEORIA ILL
1111 ARBOR C 328-2056
SILVER SPRING MD
604 E ARMORY 1120 C
310 E CHALMERS 205 C 344-4929
503 E WHITE 9 C 359-9834
URH TOWNSEND 441 U
1012 S 1ST C
412 E GREEN 23 C 356-2946
1005 W MAIN U 344-5690
BOX 2469 C 352-7438
708 S BUSEY U 344-3578
708 S BUSEY U 344-3578
501 E DANIEL C
RCYAL ILL
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD C 352-5785
409 E CHALMRS C 332-5598
203 S 3RD C 356-3855
306 E ARMORY C 328-3 ei7
709 S MATTIS C 356-0580
URH NOBLE 104 C 332-0364
105 E ARMORY C 344-9566
URH HOPKINS 462 C 332-1311
URH BARTON 105 C 333-0110
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
RR 4 C
1950 A ORCH ST U 344-2133
605 W GREEN U 367-2365
URH SHERMAN 313 C
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
805 HARMON U 344-7476
CHARLESTON ILL
111 W PARK 3 U 344-0725
URH CARR 230 U 332-3911
409 E CHALMRS C 384-4515
1002 W HILL C 356-0967
503 E WHITE 11 C
URH DANIELS 221 U
STERLING ILL
URH SNYDER 467 C 332-1868
203 1/2 HEALEY C 356-5038
URH HOPKINS 275 C 332-1242
1005 S 6TH 13 C
308 E CLARK C
URH BABCOCK 330 U 332-3807
504 W MAIN 109 U
504 W MAIN 109 U
310 N JAMES C 359-0361
803 W OREGON U
310 W COLUMBIA C 359-9869
310 W COLUMBIA C 359-9869
URH ALLEN 226 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH FORBES 443 C 332-1116
URH TAFT 305 C
URH TAFT 418 C
58 E JOHN 21 C 359-7366
1302 W CLARK U 344-1849
307 E JOHN C 384-1190
URH FLAGG 311 C
1009 W MAIN 11 U
URH SAUNDERS 218 U
1302 N ROMINE U 367-3925
800 W CHURCH 2 C
URH DANIELS 365 U 332-2500
ABINSDON ILL
2217 S 1ST ST RD C 384-5293
URH ALLEN 260 U
6 SAFFER CT U 332-0484
TOLONO ILL
52 IVANHOE U
1807 JEANNE C 356-5197
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 719 U 332-5250
209 N GOODWIN U 344-7825
DANVILLE ILL
313 E JOHN C 332-0122
1114 W SPNGFLD U 328-2306
URH OGLESBY 726 U 332-5257
MATTOON ILL
505 E CHALMERS C 367-7546
503 E WHITE 9 C
509 E WHITE 20 C
205 E ARMORY C 344-7847
URH SNYDER 382 C 332-1646
1005 W MAIN U 344-5690
URH BARTON 302 C
910 S 3RD C 335-1583
URH SHERMAN 330 C 332-4702
209 E ARMORY C 344-1414
604 E ARMORY 2130 C 344-6308
101 PADDOCK El C 356-5016
604 E ARMORY 123 C 384-5843
FARMER CITY ILL

















4217 S HOME AV
717 S CATHERINE




8839 S 55TH CT
202 W CHANDLER DR
RR 1 BOX 98














112 W 7TH ST
317 CARDINAL DR
6216 S ARTESIAN AV
317 CARDINAL DR
350 E 223RD ST


















4133 W 99TH PL
1302 N ROMINE










4440 W CHURCH ST
7336 KEYSTONE AV




918 FOREST GLEN DR
918 FOREST GLEN E
1445 LK SHORE DR S














































































































DONOVAN MICHAEL F VM 2
DONOVAN WALTER E GRAD
DONSBACH MICHAEL A ENG3
DONZE PATRICIA J FAA3
DONZELLA MICHAEL A GRAD
DONZELLI MARIO A GRAD
DOODY DANIEL P LAS4
DOODY TIMOTHY J BUS1
DOOLEY MICHAEL P LAS1
DOONAN DONALD RAY GRAD
DOONAN MARIANNE M GRAD
DOOSE DENNIS D BUS3
DOPKE KENNETH M LAS2
DOPPELT DEBRA L LAS3
DORAZIO JAMFS J ENG2
DOREN CATHY S LAS2
DORENBOS APRIL L BUS4
DORFNFEST JULIE LAS3
DORF DEBRA S LAS3
DORFMAN DONALD M BUS4
DORGAN TIMOTHY M COM3
*DORITY THEOLA E ENG1
*DORMAN LELAND G GRAD
DORN STEVEN B LAS2
DORNER EDMUND T GRAD
*DORNER PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
DORNINK SHERRY A LAS4
DOROFF SUSAN D ED 2
DOROGHAZI PAUL M LAS3
DOROGHAZI ROBERT M LAS4
DOROSHOW WILLIAM LAS1
DOROTHY JOHN J LAS2
DOROTHY SARAH F AGR2
DORRIS DAVID VERNON LAW3
DORSEY DANIEL W LAS3
DORSEY JAMES M LAS2
DORSEY PATRICK B PE 4
DORSEY ROSALIND E LAS4
DORTCH PHILIP D LAS2
DOSS OWEN M LAS3
DOTLICH DAVID L LAS4
DOTY GRFGORY R LAS3
DOTY JOHN G ENG2
DOTY KAREN F LAS4
DOTY LYNN M LAS3
DOTY SUSAN C LAS1
DOTZ RANDI I LAS2
DOUBEK DENNIS LEE GRAD
DOUBEK RONALD A ENG2
DOUGAN DENISE D FAA2
DOUGHERTY JAMES J ENG1
DOUGHERTY KATHLEEN M AGR4
DOUGHERTY MARY M LAS2
DOUGHERTY ROBERT VM 1
DOUGHTY JOHN RICHARD GRAD
DOUGLAS BRUCE R BUS4
DOUGLAS CHARLES R ENG4
DOUGLAS ELIZABETH M LAS1
DOUGLAS JANET HOLMES GRAD
DOUGLAS JOHN G GRAD
DOUGLAS MARY L LAS2
DOUGLAS MARY P LAS2
DOUGLAS WILLIAM M COM3
DOUGLASS JAMES LAS1
DOUGLASS THURMAN GRAD
DOVER RICHARD THOMAS GRAD
DOW CATHY A LAS3
DOW CHARLES E COM3
DOW JAMES S AGR3
DOWD G K BUS1
DOWD KAREN M LAS3
DOWD NANCY ELIZABETH GRAD
DOWDEN DOUGLAS C ENG4
DOWDING ALAN K VM 1
DOWDING ROSEMARY AGR2
DOWDLE TIMOTHY E ENG4
DOWDY IRENE ELAINE GRAD
DOWELL ELLEN S LAS2
DOWELL LINDA I LAS4
DOWELL MICHAEL A FAA3
DOWELL MURRAY C AGR
1
DOWELL THOMAS P L JR GRAD
DOWERY FRANK LAS1
DOWIAT JAMES B AVI4
DOWIAT JOHN FRANK JR GRAD
DOWLAND JAMES H ENG3
DOWLING KATHLEEN A PE 3
DOWNEN JAMES M BUS4
DOWNER DOREEN H AGR2
DOWNES PATRICIA M AGR1
DOWNEY CLARE M LAS2
DOWNEY KAREN P ED 2
DOWNFY PHILIP J LAS2
DOWNEY STEVEN G LAS3
DOWNEY TIMOTHY W AGR3
DOWNEY WILLIAM C BUS3
DOWNING CRYSTAL C BUS1
RR 1 U
306 N MATHEWS U
1301 S BUSEY U
RANTOUL ILL
3209 W WILLIAM C
507 E CLARK 12 C
1007 S 3RD C
OAK LAWN ILL
URH LUNDGREN 24 C
101 N BUSEY 5 U
101 N BUSEY 5 U
1007 S 3RD C
505 S BUSEY U
902 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 576 U
105 E CHALMERS C
703 E COLORADO 101 U
910 S 3RD 717 C
909 W OREGON U
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 459 C
URH ALLEN 421 U
2111 W WHITE 216 C
URH ALLEN 498 U
NORMAL ILL
2105 TAMARACK CT C
505 S BUSEY 302 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 427 U
URH OGLESBY 429 U
407 E CHALMERS C
ST JOSEPH ILL
410 E GREEN C
URH SHERMAN 1060 C
509 E CLARK C
URH WESTON 408 C
717 S ELM C
107 E HEALEY 17 C
URH BLAISDELL 6 U
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
FREEPORT ILL
920 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SNYDER 468 C
309 N BUSEY 12 U
407 W WHITE 10 C
URH TRELEASE 230 U
URH WESTON 106 C
606 W OHIO U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH EVANS 341 U
903 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 224 U
URH DANIELS 333 U
403 BRIAR LN 101 C
311 E ARMORY C
1419 HOLLY HILL C
1207 S WESTERN C
1015 W BRADLEY C
1015 W BRADLEY C
URH SAUNDERS 121 U
URH ALLEN 227 U
BOX 2153 STA A C
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
712 S FOLEY C
401 E CHALMERS 516 C
1207 W NEVADA U
1005 S WESTERN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH FORBES 392 C
URH WARDALL 209 U
703 W NEVADA U
512 E STOUGHTON C
907 S WABASH U
907 S WABASH U
24 SALEM RD U
URH SHERMAN 405 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 476 U
202 E DANIEL C
MAHOMET ILL
URH SNYDER 410 C
URh TOWNSEND 114 U
RANTOUL ILL
911 S 4TH C
302 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 205 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 330 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 365 C
1314 W UNIVERSITY U
409 E CHALMRS C
809 W PENN U
202 E DANIEL C




















































































7061 N KEDZIE 501
6625 N WHIPPLE
341 ARMY TRAIL RD






















765 S MORGAN ST
924 CEDAR AV
107 HILLCREST DR
4717 N NEW ENGLAND
606 W OHIO











1309 W 54TH ST
427 DORSET PL




3543 N NEW ENGLAND
1005 S WESTERN
RR 1
711 W HINTZ RD
711 W HINTZ RO
PHALANX £ CREAMARY
1611 BROOKSIDE AV
801 Vi MAIN ST









207 N OWEN ST





6726 S WOOD ST
210 S STRATFORD RD
8-S-234 SEMINOLE






































































































DOWNING DANIEL E LAS4
DOWNING DEBORAH L LAS3
DOWNING ROBERT S ENG4
DOWNS ALAN J LAS2
DOWNS ALAN R BUS4
DOWNS DONALD A GRAD
DOWNS ELIZABETH GAGE GRAD
DOXEY ALAN D FAA3
DOXY GREGORY R LAS2
DOY JOHN R LAS3
DOYLE CAROL A LAS3
DOYLE DEBORAH MARIE LAS3
DOYLE DONALD DAVID GRAD
DOYLE DOROTHY A LAS3
DOYLE DOROTHY J LAS4
DOYLE JAMES FRANCIS BUS3
OOYLE JAMES J BUS3
DOYLE JOAN M LAS3
DOYLE JOHN J BUS2
DOYLE JOHN THOMAS GRAD
DOYLE KENNETH E AGR1
DOYLE LAWRENCE J AGR2
DOYLE LUCILLE A LAS1
OOYLE MARGOT A LAS2
DOYLE MARY F LAS3
DOYLE MARY K AGR1
DOYLE MICHAEL PAUL GRAD
DOYLE SUSAN ELLEN LAS1
DOZIER JACQUELINE L BUS4
DOZIER RONALD C LAW3
DRABANT DONALD J BUS4
DRABIK MARY R AGR2
DRAGICH HENRY IV BUS1
DRAGICH JOHN C GRAD
DRAGICH MARY S ED 3
DRAGO JOHN L ED 4
DRAGO PATRICIA JOAN LAS3
DRAGO STEPHEN P PE 1
DRAHNAK TIMOTHY J LAS3
DRAKE ALLEN C ENG3
DRAKE ARTHUR M LAS1
DRAKE DALE A LAS3
DRAKE DANIEL A LASl
DRAKE DARYL A FAA1
DRAKE ELIZABETH A LAS3
DRAKE KARL E BUS*
DRAKE MARY B LAS2
DRAKE MARY E LAW2
DRAKE PATRICIA L LAS3
DRAKE PRISCILLA KAY GRAD
DRAKE RICHARD L FAA1
DRAKE RODNEY A FAA2
DRAKE WILLIAM D ENG4
DRAPER LAUREL A LAS2
DRAPP PHYLLIS H LAS4
DRASLER GREGORY J FAA2
DRATNOL JCHN M LASl
DRAVIN STEPHEN M GRAD
DRAY DONALD D AGR1
DRAYTON JOHN ROBERT GRAD
DRAYTON SUSAN L AGR2
DREFFEIN WILLIAM J BUS3
DREIFUSS SUSAN H ED 4
DREISKE JACQUELINE P BUS1
DRELL MELANIE K LAS2
DRELL SUSAN W FAA4
DREMUK PATRICIA ANNE GRAD
DRENSKY BARBARA J LASl
DRESCHER CLIFFORD C ENG3
DRESCHER DANIEL J BUS3
DRESSEL DAVID L FAA6
DRESSER CYNTHIA ANN GRAD
DREVENY DONNA M LAS4
DREVENY ROBERT F JR LAS2
DREW CHRISTINE EAKLE LAS3
DREW DEBORAH A LAS3
DREW DEBRA J LAS2
OREW JAMES M BUS1
DREW JANE CHRISTINE LAW3
DREW RICHARD G ENG2
DREW TODD SCOTT GRAD
DREYER PAUL IAN GRAD
DREYER RICHARD F LAS4
DRIBIN BARBARA FAA2
DRIBIN MICHELE R LAS4
DRIBIN SANDRA G FAA1
DRIEMEYER DANIEL E ENG3
DRIES BEVERLY L AGR2
DRILLING JAMES H ENG3
DRINAN MARK A BUS4
DRINAN RONALD J LAW2
DRINKA DENNIS E BUS4
DRINKWATER JOHN H JR FAA3
DRINNIN BEVERLY S GRAD
DRISCOLL CONSTANCE H ED 1
DRISCOLL PATRICIA R COM3
DRISCOLL STEPHEN J BUS3
ROCK ISLAND ILL
1102 S 2ND 2 C
1111 S 3RD 304 C
209 E ARMORY C
804 W PARK U
703 W NEVADA U
3 PATRICIA CT C
401 E GREEN C
201 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 354 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
407 W GREEN U
1005 S LYNN U
706 S MATHEWS U
611 DANIEL C
407 W GREEN 1 U
URH FORBES 473 C
1013 S 1ST C
205 E ARMORY C
1010 S 1ST C
URH TAFT 410 C
URH WESTON 296 C
313 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 908 U
4 SAFFER CT U
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 312 C
2002 B ORCH ST U
2002 B ORCH ST U
406 W HIGH U
501 E SPNGFLD 6 C
WESTCHESTER ILL
BOX 49 5 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
312 S COLER U
3308 LAKESHORE C
URH BABCOCK 229 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 416 C
URH BABCOCK 409 U
2 11 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 226 U
211 E DANIEL C
2217 S 1ST 104 C
2510 ALTON C
DANVILLE ILL
2205 HAZWD OR 101 U
902 S 2ND C
102 S GREGORY 1 U
DANVILLE ILL
502 W GRIGGS 212 U
310 E CLARK C
1104 W NEVADA U
208 W WASHINGTON C
720 S BROAOWAY U
URH SNYDER 343 C
807 W NEVADA U
309 E CHALMERS C
BEMENT ILL
611 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 568 U
407 S BIRCH U
URH EVANS 135 U
910 S 3RD C
1011 W CLARK U
405 MCHENRY U
URH GARNER 442 C
L
209 E ARMORY C
806 E MICHIGAN U
36 E CHALMERS 4 C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
URH WESTON 428 C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 4 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 394 C
URH NOBLE 119 C
703 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 234 U
906 1/2 W NEVADA 4 U
812 S RACE U
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
URH TRELEASE 1106 U
SKCKIE ILL
URH EVANS 323 U
311 E ARMORY C
603 MUMFORD U
38 MAPLEWOOD U
1111 S 1ST C
401 E CHALMERS 410 C
1103 S BUSEY 1 U
1206 W NEVADA 1 U
507 W WHITE C
URH FLAGG 408 C
313 E JOHN C




























































140 ST THOMAS LN







RR 2 INDIAN HILL
8158 S KILDARE
10719 S CENTRAL PK
407 W GREEN 1
12739 UNION
890 W CHICAGO ST
2380 WARWICK
1010 S 1ST








2002 B ORCH ST
RR 1








11413 S ST LOUIS
505 E 2ND ST
505 E 2ND ST
RR 3 BOX 233
RR 3 BOX 233
RR 3 BOX 233







502 W GRIGGS 212
1134 S 20TH ST
2149 CHERRY RD





































205 S MARTIN AV







































































































DRISKELL GERALD R GRAD
DRITZ STEVEN B LAS3
DRIVER GWEN D LAS2
DROBNICK MARK HAROLD LAS1
DROLEN DEBORAH K LAS3
DROLET PATRICIA LUND GRAD
DROLET RICHARD P LAS3
DROLET ROBERT P GRAD
DRONEN GREGORY D ENG1
DROPKO DANIEL GLENN GRAD
DROTNING CHRISTINE B GRAD
DROTNING WILLIAM D GRAD
OROY CYNTHIA A LAS2
DROZD TARAS P LAS2
DRUCKER JANICE A LAS3
DRUDING JAMES T BUS4
DRUM MIKE GEORGE GRAO
DRUMMER MIRO MICHAEL GRAD
DRUMMINGS HARRIET GRAD
DRUMMOND DOUGLAS A BUS1
DPUMMOND LINDA LEA LAS5
DRUMMOND PETER C LAW3
DRURY JONATHAN D GRAD
DRUZ DAVID S ENG2
DRYDEN PAUL CRAIG GRAD
DRYSDALE DENISE E LAS3
DUBACK DAVID W ENG3
DUBACK JAMES R LAS1
DUBAS LAWRENCE F LAS3
DUBBS JOHN W III BUS4
DUBEY ILENE KAPLAN FAA4
DUBIN BARBARA H GRAD
DUBINA HENRY J AGR1
DUBINSKY GAIL A FAA1
DUBLGN FELICE J LAS2
DUBNER BERYLE LAS4
DUBNICEK KATHLEEN M LAS1
DUBOFF DAVID L FAA1
DUBOSE ALLEN L BUS3
DUBOSE CHARLES R BUS4
DUBOSE JANE A LAS3
DUBREE THOMAS E ENG4
DUBRICK ANTHONY J LAS4
DUBRISH ROBERT E LAS2
DUBROFF RICHARD E GRAD
DUBSON GEOFFREY N LAS3
DUCASSE EDGAR GEORGE GRAD
DUCETT DONALD D COM4
DUCEY CHARLES PATOUT LAS4
DUCEY ROCH A FAA4
DUCHAMP THOMAS E GRAD
DUCHAN JUDITH FELSON GRAD
DUCHENE JOSEPH BUS4
DUCHNOWSKI LENARD J ENG3
DUCHON JANE K LAS3
*DUCKETT NANCY K E AGR3
DUCKWORTH RICHARD L BUS1
DUCOFF BARBARA E LAS4
DUDA JONELL ANNE GRAD
DUDAS KAREN MARIE GRAD
DUDASH MICHAEL J ENG4
DUDDY GAIL L LAS3
DUDEK DIANNE SHOLES ED 1
*DUDEK MICHAEL ENG4
DUDLEY FRANZARO G GRAD
DUOOVITZ DENISE R FAA4
DUDZIK RONALD G LAS1
DUE CHARLES S PE 1
DUENSER MARK W ENG1
DUERKOOP GARY CARL LAW2
DUEZ BERNARD GRAD
DUEZ OAVID J LAW3
DUEZ TIMOTHY J LAS1
OUFELMEIER JAMES L PE 4
DUFFICY JOSEPH P LAS1
DUFFIN JOHN T LAS3
DUFFNER PAUL F GRAD
DUFFY GERARD JOSEPH GRAD
DUFFY JOHN R LAW3
DUFFY KATHLEEN V LAS4
DUFFY ROBERT L FAA3
DUFFY THOMAS J BUS4
DUFNER CHARLES ALLEN FAA2
DUGAN MARY B LAS2
DUGAN ROBERT C LAS3
DUGDALE SHARON S GRAD
DUGGAN DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
DUGGAN JEANNE M LAS1
DUGGAN PATRICK E ED 4
DUGINGER MARILYN M FAA3
DUGINGER ROBERT E BUS1
DUGOPOLSKI MARK J GRAD
DUITSMAN MARK W FAA4
DUITSMAN VAUGHN J ENG4
DUKE LINDA ANN FAA4
DUKE PATRICK L LAW1
DUKE SIDNEY WALTER FAA4
ST JOSEPH ILL
105 E ARMORY C
UKH TRELEASE 213 U
URH OGLESBY 816 U
311 W ILLINOIS U
COSTA MESA CA
URH SCOTT 263 C
URH FORBES 236 C
300 S GOODWIN 103 U
901 E COLORADO 69 U
901 E COLORADO 69 U
1006 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 161 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1207 FLORIDA 13 U
810 W INDIANA U
302 S KELLY CT C
URH WARDALL 214 U
URH SNYDER 336 C
602 SUNNYCREST CT U
47 MAPLEWOOD U
24 DUNELLEN U
URH TOWNSEND 305 U
2103 HAZWD DR 203 U
RANTOUL ILL
505 S BUSEY 307 U
URH FORBES 489 C
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
1009 W PENN U
RCCKFORD ILL
URH SHERMAN 306 C
604 E ARMORY 2430 C
URH SCOTT 314 C
URH WARDALL 903 U
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 228 U
713 W OHIO C
PARKLAND TERR 200 C
PARKLAND TERR 200 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
211 E DANIEL C
207 E OREGON U
1111 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 1248 C
311 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 115 U
212 E GREGORY 202 C
2055 A ORCH ST U
2410 E MAIN 5 U
305 S URBANA U
502 W MAIN 312 U
1306 W CLARK U
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
904 W GREEN U
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 108 U
107 E JOHN 302 C
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 3 U
1110 W SPNGFLD U
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
505 E HEALEY 3 C
505 E HEALEY 3 C
URH SHERMAN 1056 C
1004 W CLARK U
1007 S 3RD C
1715 CRESCENT C
308 E ARMORY C
207 COUNTRY FR 36 C
LE COMTE FR
801 HOLLYCREST C
311 E ARMORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 2230 C
URH BABCOCK 418 U
2805 W JOHN C
401 E CHALMERS 408 C
426 FAIRLAWN U
904 W GREEN U
212 E CHALMERS C
102 S GREGORY U
305 E GREEN 8 C
508 E CHALMERS C
410 E JOHN C
603 E CALIFORNIA U
610 W ELM 3 U
URH ALLEN 243 U
604 E ARMORY 325 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
1101 W PENN U
8 FISHER CT U
55 E HEALEY C
GIFFORD ILL
61 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 1058 C

























































4825 W POLK ST






901 E COLORADO 69


























1824 E SHADY OAK
345 W MADISON
345 W MADISON








2055 A ORCH ST
2410 E MAIN 5
305 S URBANA
502 W MAIN 312









1051 S STEWART AV
164 S EDISON
4 N 250 AVARD
310 NORTH E ST
4024 W GROVE
5020 N MEADE AV
1715 CRESCENT
8129 W LELAND AV







502 S WESTERN AV
495 LAKEVIEW PARK
219 5TH
525 W DEMPSTER ST
1025 IDLEWILD DR
5939 N CALIFORNIA
















































































































OUKES HAROLD GABRIEL LAS2
DUKES KATHLEEN P AGR4
DUKES ROBERT R BUS3
DULALUMPA KANCHANEE GRAD
DULGEROFF JAMES E BUS1
DULIN RICHARD V JR AGR1
DULISCH MARY L VM 1
DULLEA JOHN F JR ENG3
DULLIN LINDA L BUS1
*DULSKI ROY J BUS4
DUMES ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
DUMICH DONALD N ENG4
DUMICH PETEP S LAS3
DUNAGAN DANNY A LAW1
DUNATOV ELAINE TISCH GRAD
DUNCAN CONSTANCE C GRAD
DUNCAN JAMES I AGR3
DUNCAN JOHN B GRAD
DUNCAN MARGARET H GRAD
DUNCAN MELINDA K GRAD
DUNCAN MICHAEL A BUS1
DUNCAN ROBERT JAMES AGR6
DUNCAN WILLIAM B BUS2
DUNEM LIONEL L ENG1
DUNGY KAYE C LAS2
DUNHAM RANDALL BOYER GRAD
DUNHAM SUSANNE ROWE GRAD
DUNIVENT STEPHEN G BUS2
DUNIVER HELMA V LAS2
DUNKEL DENNIS MAHLON GRAD
DUNKELBEPGER JOHN II GRAD
DUNKER AMALIE P FAA4
DUNKLIN NATHANIEL ENG2
DUNLAP MYRTLE LAS4
DUNLAP SAMUEL G JR ENG3
DUNN BRIAN P LAS1
DUNN CAROL A ED 2
DUNN DANIEL HARVEY LAS3
DUNN DAVID L FNG1
DUNN HOWARD MICHAEL AV 16
DUNN JOHN A FAA2
DUNN JOHN RICHARD GRAD
DUNN KAREN J PE 1
DUNN LINDA POSENMAN GRAD
DUNN MARK S LAS3
DUNN RAY G BUS1
DUNN STEPHANIE N LAS1
DUNN TEPRENCE R GRAD
DUNN TERRY L LAS4
DUNN WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
DUNNE PATRICK R ENG1
DUNNETT TERRI LYNN FAA1
DUNNING MICHAEL F BUS3
DUNPHY CLYDE E VM 3
DUNPHY FRANCIS RENE GRAD
DUNPHY TIMOTHY J LAS3
DUNSMOOP DOUGLAS D LAW2
DUNSTER SHELBY L LAS2
DUNTEMAM DARPELL L AGR2
DUNWOODY JOHN E GRAD
DUNWOODY KENNETH R LAS1
DUNWORTH RICHARD J LAS3
DUPONT NICHOLAS GRAD
DUPONT RANDI AGR1
DUPRE STEVEN C BUS3
DUPRE THOMAS STEVEN GRAD
DUPREE LESLIE M LAS2
DUPUIS BARBARA L GRAD
DUPUIS MARK H LAS2
DUPUIS RUSSELL DEAN GRAD
DUPUIS WILLIAM T BMS1
DURAND LEROY GRAD
DURBIN MICHAEL R BUS1
DURBIN THOMAS DEAN GRAD
DURCKEL ANN E LAS2
DURFLINGER NORMAN D GRAD
DURHAM GAYLE L LAS3
DURHAM LEONARD D FAA4
DURKEE DEONNA R LAS4
DURKEE JAMES C BUS2
DURKEE MARY C LAS4
DURKIN JOHN P JR BUS2
DURKIN MARK W LAS2
DURKIN MICHAEL KEVIN LAS2
DURKIN THOMAS M BUS2
DURKIN THOMAS M LAS4
DURRENBERGEP ROBERT ENG2
DURSO LAWRENCE A LAS3
DURSO STEVEN JOSEPH ENG2
DURSO THOMAS R LAS1
DURST KENNETH WAYNE LAS3
DURSTON DIANNA FAA3
DURWARD BRUCE S ENG4
DURWARD JOHN M AGR3
DURYEA JOHN SHERMAN BUS4
DUS MARTHA MAHLER GRAD
URH TRELEASE 807 U 332-5624
1008 W NEVADA U 367-9159
1106 W ARMORY C 356-3317
URH HOPKINS 464 C
URH SHERMAN C 332-4951
URH OGLESBY 316 U
URH CARR 114 U
URH SAUNDERS 328 U 332-3670
URH TOWNSEND 470 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1804 W WILLIAMS 2 C 359-6192
905 S MATTIS 5 C
605 S 5TH 19 C 352-1641
605 S 5TH ST 19 C 352-1641
DANVILLE ILL
207 EDGEBROOK C 352-1437
616 W HEALEY 3 C 352-8948
411 E GREEN C
VILLA GROVE ILL
1815 VALLEY RD C 352-3831
MCNTICELLO ILL
URH ALLEN 458 U
MONTICELLO ILL
212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
URH OGLESBY 622 U
409 E CHALMRS C
101 W PARK 204 U 344-5442
101 W PARK 204 U 344-5442
URH HOPKINS 473 C 332-1313
URH VANDOREN 203 C 332-0494
LAFAYETTE IND
702 S MCCULLOUGH U
1005 S 6TH 14 C 344-6451
URH BABCOCK 422 U
1509 KIRBY C
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 32 U 332-3017
URH WARDALL 607 U 332-4411
URH FORBES 123 C 332-4233
URH WESTON 292 C 332-1977
915 W SPNGFLD C
URH ALLEN 353 U 332-1283
URH DANIELS 336 U 332-2242
URH WARDALL 1203 U
1206 W CALIFORNIA U 344-0510
733 S MATTIS C
URH SCOTT 240 C
URH FLAGG 322 C 332-0309
707 S 6TH 203 C 344-6341
405 E GREEN C
58 E DANIEL 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 260 U
904 W GREEN U
310 E DANIEL C 344-5132
WILSON TRLR PK 47 U 328-2593
2008 REBECCA C 359-7584
1003 E COLORADO 27 U
312 E WHITE C 359-7108
URH VANDOREN 426 C 332-0557
804 W SPNGFLO U 344-5384
815 N MCKINLEY 30 C 352-3512
URH NOBLE 421 U 332-0437
58 E ARMORY 14 C 352-6106
URH DANIELS 318 U 322-2226
URH LAR 318 U
110 E ARMORY C 344-6701
909 S 5TH 365 C 332-4828
URH ALLEN 187 U 332-3293
STA A BOX 2832 C
URH TOWNSEND 280 U 332-4107
ELEC ENG BLDG 155 U
904 W GREEN U 384-5577
DECATUR ILL
URH BABCOCK 217 U 332-3763
121 W PARK U
URH TRELEASE 204 U 332-5440
NORMAL ILL
URH ALLEN 411 U 332-3227
706 S RACE U
709 S 6TH 519 C 344-7554
URH ALLEN 493 U
LIBEPTYVILLE ILL
1010 E COLORADO 24 U 367-5688
URH WESTON 465 C 332-2099
URH HOPKINS 290 C
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
605 S 5TH 23 C 356-0455
203 N HARVEY U
118 S RACE U 367-4180
1814 ANDERSON U 367-0517
URH FORBES 232 C 332-1155
1304 W UNIVERSITY U 367-3600
910 S 3RD C 337-5260
603 S 1ST 2 C 356-8445
201 S BUSEY U 367-6858
405 W VINE C 356-5773











1804 W WILLIAMS 2
4706 TAYLOR AV




616 W HEALEY 3
3254 VISTA DR
208 W ADAMS







101 W PARK 204































RR 1 BOX 83








STA A BOX 2832
1 S 465 LEWIS AV
RR 2 BOX 108











1010 E COLORADO 24
















































































































DUSEK ROSANNE M LAS3
DUSZKA MICHELE M LAS3
DUTCH WILLIAM ALLEN LAS4
DUTKO WALTER R BUS3
OUTT NANCY J LAS3
DUTTON KENNETH E ED 3
OUTTON TERENCE G LAW2
DUVAL PATRICIA A AGR2
DUVICK SARAH E AGR2
DVORAK REBECCA SUSAN GRAD
DVORAK RONALD ARNEST GRAD
DVORAK SUSAN K LAS2
DVORAK WAYNE DEAN GRAD
DVORKIN HELAINE M ED 1
DWASS EMILY LAS1
DWIGGINS MARK E ENG2
DWORSCHAK STEVEN J BUS1
DWYER BENEDICT D LAS1
DWYER DANIEL W ENG1
OWYER PATRICE E LAS2
DY FRANCISCO J I I I GRAD
DYAL CAROLE LAS1
DYBAS JOHN L FAA1
DYCK DAVID K LAS3
DYCK RODNEY I J ENG4
DYCZKOWSKI STANLEY GRAD
DYE BARBARA ANN GRAD
DYE BONNIE J LAS3
DYE BRUCE K FAA2
DYE JANET L LAS1
DYE RODNEY B AGR2
*DYER CLIFFORD L PE 4
DYER DAVID CUSTER GRAD
DYER KEVIN E LAS1
*DYER MARK A LAS3
DYER RAYMOND E LAS1
DYKES SARA B COM4
DYKINS MICHELE D LAS4
DYKSTRA CLIFFORD E LAS4
DYKSTRA GREGORY LEE GRAD
DYKSTRA JOAN T ED 4
DYKSTRA LARRY R ENG4
DYMIT ALICE M FAA2
DYMIT JOSEPH M FAA3
DYSERT ALAN R COM4
DYSON BEVERLY S PE 2
DYSON CAROL J ED 1
DYSON MARGARET C GRAD
DZIEDZIC DONNA OLGA GRAD
DZIEDZIC JOYCE E LAS3
DZIELAK SUSAN K LAS1
DZIERZAK ELAINE A LAS2
DZIEWIONTKOSKI CATHY AGR3
DZIOPEK RICHARD K ENG1
DZWONIAREK THOMAS A ENG1
EAGAN JOANNE THALIA FAA1
EAGAN ROBERT J VM 2
EAKIN SHARON LAS3
EARING ROBERT M LAS2
EARL BARBARA B LAS4
EARL QUENTIN VICTOR GRAD
EARL WILLIAM F COM3
EARLE WILLIAM R ED 4
EARLEY KEITH B AGR1
EARLEY KENNETH D AGR1
EARLEY WALTER L ENG2
EARLEYWINE RACHEL A LAS2
EARLY KELVIN L BUS1
EARLY MARGARET D LAS1
EARLY MICHAEL B LAS4
EARLY MICHAEL T AGR4
EARNEST DAVID W COM4
EARNEST KEITH IRVIN GRAD
EARNEST MICHAEL K LAS1
EARP LAWRENCE M FAA3
EASLEY GLORIA ANNE LAS3
EASLEY RONALD DURAND GRAD
EASLEY SYRAL W FAA4
EASON KAREN L LAS4
EASOZ JOHN P ENG1
EAST PATRICIA J AGR3
EASTBERG STANLEY B GRAD
EASTERLY SUSAN L LAS3
EASTMAN CURTIS LEPOY BUS4
EASTMAN ROBERT P ENG3
EASTON DIANA L LAS2
EASTON FREDDIE LEE GRAD
EATON BARBARA L ED 1
EATON DAVID C LAS3
EATON EMILY TRASK GRAD
EATON HURLBERT LYLE GRAD
EATON JAMES E GRAD
EATON LYNN P LAS1
EATON SUSAN G LAS3
EATON WARREN OTA GRAD
EAVES DEBORAH LAS1
EAVES RONNIE BUS1
URH ALLEN 326 U
URH GARNER 468 C
GLEN ELLYN ILL
URH WESTON 478 C
URH ALLEN 426 U
1105 S 4TH C
URH BARTON 19 C
URH SCOTT 332 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 530 U
1507 KIRBY 1 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
1102 E PENN U
URH SAUNDERS 122 U
URH WESTON 100 C
URH GARNER 314 C
URH HOPKINS 464 C
URH ALLEN 291 U
URH OGLESBY 724 U
605 S 5TH C
URH DANIELS 125 U
908 W CLARK C
URH SNYDER 217 C
904 W GREEN U
809 W CALIFORNIA U
1708 W PARK C
907 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 21 U
URH WARDALL 408 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
106 N GREGORY 10 U
806 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
1005 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 631 U
58 E JOHN 26 C
210 S GROVE U
512 E CLARK 26 C
309 S NEW 4 C
309 S NEW C
1818 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 378 C
807 S BUSEY U
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 469 C
1004 S WESTERN C
1004 S WESTERN C
URH DANIELS 272 U
907 S 2ND C
802 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 332 C
202 PADDOCK E C
CHICAGO ILL
URH LUNDGREN 325 C
URH WARDALL 921 U
410 E JOHN C
1012 1/2 W MAIN 20 U
209 E JOHN 2 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1508 MAYFAIR RD C
1111 S 1ST C
RR 4 C
URH OGLESBY 627 U
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
URH WESTON 369 C
URH EVANS 317 U
URH FORBES 267 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
211 W SPNGFLD 304 C
TOUL ILL
1007 S 3RD C
310 E CHALMERS 301 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 211 U
311 E GREEN 302 C
MAHOMET ILL
1109 W HILL U
707 S 6TH 517 C
URH SNYDER 286 C
508 E ARMORY C
2082 D ORCH ST U
URH LAR 284 U
207 W COLUMBIA 2 C
313 E JOHN 22 C
URH HOPKINS 300 C
1418 N MCKINLEY 3 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 373 C
816 OAKLAND 107 U
110 S GREGORY U
816 OAKLAND 107 U
URH CARR 414 U
RANTOUL ILL
1202 N MCKINLEY C
URH LAR 435 U




























































8629 W 45TH ST
15613 POSE DR
554 ST CHARLES RD
3503 OWL DR
201 E ORCHARD LN
RR 1
2545 W 116TH ST
RR 1
RR 1









203 N 12TH ST
8406 CRANDON AV













913 E CHAIN OF RCK
RR 1
12 CROYDON PL
107 N 32ND ST


















4920 E CANTRELL ST
711 TIMBERHILL
480 E GROVE RD
1510 N GILBERT




5934 S ADA ST




1721 N DRURY LN
PR 1 BOX 23A
415 E SANGAMON
320 S LEWIS
502 S VAN BUREN
320 S LEWIS









907 N FELL AV
1072 TIMBERLAKE DR
501 S EMERALD DR












































































































EBB ROGER W BUS1
EBBING STEVEN J ENG3
EBEID FRED JOSEPH GRAO
EBELING FREDERICK A GRAD
EBELING JAN A JR LASI
*EBERHARD DENNIS J GRAD
EBERHARDT NANCY M LAS3
EBERHARDT RICHARD C ED 1
*EBERLE JANE HEIDE GRAD
EBERLE WILLIAM M GRAO
EBERLINE CHARLES N GRAD
EBERS DEBORAH L LAS3
EBERS LARRY GENE AGR4
EBERSOL LARRY C ENG2
EBERSPACHER DAVID Y LAS2
EBERSPACHER E C III LAW2
EBERT GARY LEWIS AGR2
EBERT JAMES A LAS4
EBERT MARJORIE E ED 3
EBERT MICHAEL R LAS2
EBERT REGAN D LASI
EBNER JERRY LAS3
EBY DIANE L LASI
ECCLES BEVERLY ANN GRAD
ECHTERNACH K W JR ED 3
ECKART GEORGE W COM3
ECKART ROGER C ENG3
ECKEL WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
ECKENBECK SUSAN L AGR1
ECKENSTEIN RAYMOND D LAS2
ECKERLE PATRICIA J PE 1
ECKERLING GORDON B LAS3
ECKERLING SUE E AGR1
ECKERT ANTHONY D LAS4
ECKERT JUDITH A PE 3
ECKERT STEPHEN A LAS4
ECKHOFF CHARLES C ENG2
ECKHOUSE DIANE R PE 1
ECKHOUSE FELICE L LAS3
ECKLES DAVID G LAS3
ECKOLS THOMAS A LAWl
ECKSTEIN ALAN K LASI
ECKSTEIN AUSTIN G ENG1
ECKSTEIN BEVERLY J FAA3
ECONOMOU JOHN G LASI
ECTON WILLIAM E ENG1
EDDLEMAN NANCY D PE 2
EDELBROCK JILL M AGR2
EDELMAN MARLA J LAS3
EDELMAN RICHARD B LAS2
EDELSON JUDY E ED 2
EDELSON MARTHA J LAS3
EDELSON RICHARD I GRAD
EDELSTEIN LYNN C AGR1
EDEN BRENT E ENG3
EDEN CAROLYN S FAA6
*EDEN CRAIG L ENG4
*EDEN JAMES GARY GRAD
EDEN JOSEPH M BUS3
*EDEN STANLEY RAY GRAO
EDES THOMAS E LASI
EDGAR JUDY OLIVIA GRAD
EDGAR MARILYN LAS4
EOGCOMB JIM BUS1
*EOGE RONALD DEAN GRAD
EDGECOMBE ALAN L LAS2
EDGERTON JAMES R LAS3
EDGERTON THOMAS R BUS4
*EDGINGTON JOHN M GRAD
EDIDIN NINA JOY LAS3
EDINGER ALLEN WAYNE PE 4
EDISON DORETHA S LAS4
EDISON PRESTON E LAS4
EDLIS JOAN R FAA1
EDMAN ELIAS J BUS3
EDMINSTER RICHARD D GRAD
EDMISTON CHARLES N LASI
EDMOND JAMES GRAD
EDMONDS JONATHAN P COM3
EDMONSON DAVID A LAS4
EDMUND JAMES L LASI
EDMUNDS KAY SHELDON GRAD
EDMUNDS NANCY JEAN GRAD
EDSTROM ROBERT C ENG3
EDUCATE ERIC J BUS3
EDWARDS BELVA CURRY LAS4
EDWARDS CHARLES G PE 3
EDWARDS DAVID L LAW2
EDWARDS DONNA J LAS3
EDWARDS DONNA LYNNE GRAD
EDWAROS EARL A ENG2
EDWARDS JAMES L BUS4
EDWARDS JANET P LAS3
EDWARDS KATHLEEN B GRAD
EDWARDS MARK F LAS3
EDWARDS MARY A AGR1
EDWARDS OZEAN D LAS2
409 E CHALMERS C
911 S 4TH C
CARTHAGE ILL
403 EOGEBROOK C
URH NOBLE 409 C
2614 E MAIN U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 318 C
2107 HAZWD OR 203 U
2107 HAZWD DR 203 U
1008 W MAIN U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1229 U
310 E JOHN C
202 E DANIEL C
502 S MATTIS C
801 W NEVADA U
1102 W UNIVERSITY U
706 S MATTHEWS U
211 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 478 U
112 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 426 U
307 S LINCOLN 6 U
URH ALLEN 476 U
402 ARMORY C
212 S DEWEY U
305 E ARMORY 314 C
URH CLARK 328 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH LAR 376 U
52 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 607 U
311 E ARMORY C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
605 S BROADWAY U
URH SNYDER 472 C
URH LAR 282 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
211 N COLER U
509 E CLARK C
URH OGLESBY 1222 U
URH OGLESBY 1206 U
URH TRELEASE 327 U
URH TAFT 409 C
310 E GREGORY C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 218 C
802 W ILLINOIS 6 U
URH WESTON 459 C
URH TRELEASE 1107 U
910 S 3RD C
1909 ALTON C
802 W OREGON U
DORSEY ILL
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
905 HARDING U
310 HOLIDAY PK 260 C
MORTON ILL
807 HESSEL C
URH NOBLE 219 C
404 LAKE U
URH FRENCH HSE 7 U
2003 LAWNDALE C
1960 C ORCH ST U
WESTCHESTER ILL
URH CARR 323 U
2219 S 1ST 204 C
260 DEWEY U
1006 S 3RD 22 C
1007 W OREGON U
1006 W STOUGHTON U
1006 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 662 U
1101 PENN U
URH SHERMAN 547 C
URH FORBES 244 C
807 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 128 C
311 E GREEN 101 C
URH BARTON 1 C
URH WARDALL 814 U
212 E JOHN 3 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
1009 W PENN U
1909 ROBERT C
URH WESTON 395 C
904 N BROADWAY 224 U
705 W GREEN U
URH EVANS 106 U
408 E STOUGHTON 7 C
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH ALLEN 435 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
205 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 917 U
































































9027 S RICHMOND AV
2107 HAZWD DR 203
2107 HAZWD DR 203
1114 SWAN DR
12743 HIGHLAND AV
RR 1 BOX 142





















114 1/2 E UNIV








14 VALLEY DR RR 4
2836 W 84TH ST
12283 CNTRY MANOR
110 E 18TH ST
2S 461 HOPE LN
802 W ILLINOIS 6
8905 KNIGHT ST
5844 N VIRGINIA
9101 N KENTON AV
1909 ALTON
3133 W JARVIS
RR 1 BOX 7
310 HOLIDAY PARK
RR 1














1600 S 17TH AV




601 W ADAMS ST
ROUTE 4 BOX 204
2507 GABOURY DR NE













635 N DRURY LN
1945 S LINCOLN
2705 BENNINGTON DR




































































































EDWARDS PAUL R III AGR1
EDWARDS RICHARD C LAW2
EDWARDS SALLIE J LAS3
EDWARDS STEPHEN D PE 4
•EDWARDS THOPAS EWING GRAD
EDWARDS VICKI H GRAO
EDWARDS WILLIAM R GRAD
EELLS EARL T AGR2
EFAW JULIE ANN FAA3
EFFLAND STEPHEN E AGR*
EGAN JERRY R BUS*
EGAN MARY A LAS3
EGART PETER F LAS1
EGBERT JOHN S ENG1
EGEL JULIE M LAS2
EGERTER NANCY A LAS1
EGGERDING CARL LOUIS GRAD
EGGERDING CAROLINE LAS*
EGGERDING KAYE P GRAD
EGGERS CYNTHIA M AGR3
EGGERS SUSAN P LAS1
EGGERT JUDITH L ED 3
EGGERT RUSSELL R LAW3
EGGES MARTHA A LAS*
EGGIMANN JEFFREY W ENG1
EGGLESTON LAWRENCE P GRAD
EGGLESTON PATRICIA J GRAD
EGGLETON ERIC J LAS2
EGLI JERRY D ENG2
EGLIN BARBARA GAIL GRAD
EGLOFF JOHN D BUS1
EHARD KAY L AGR2
EHLERS DONALD D GRAD
EHLERS RANDALL B LAW3
EHLKE SEAN J FAA1
EHMAN DEBORAH K LAS2
EHRHARDT CAROLYN GRAD
EHRHARDT JAMES AGR2
EHRHARDT MELVIN E LAW2
EHRLICH EDWARD S LAS2
EHRMANNTRAUT KARIN GRAD
EHRMANNTRAUT RALPH P LAS2
EICHE JAMES M FAA1
EICHENLAUB FRANK F GRAD
EICHHORN DAVID J ENG1
EICHOLTZ STEVEN C LAW1
EICKENBERG MARCIA G LAS1
EICKHORST CRAIG A LAS1
EICKHORST STEVEN J LAS*
EIDE MARDELLE L GRAD
EIFERT DAVID RAYMOND GRAD
EIKE STEVEN E FAA*
EILBRACHT ANN E LAS3
EILENBERGER SONJA JE GRAD
EILER SHARON E AGR1
EILER ING SUSAN M LAS1
EIMER BARBARA S LAS3
EIMER RONALD WILLIAM GRAD
EINBECKER DONALD G BUS1
EINHORN MARA E LAS3
EINSTEIN MARILYN B LAS*
EIRICH LEON DUDLEY GRAD
EISEL DANIEL CRAIG GRAD
EISEL JOHN L LAW2
EISEL LINDA D GRAD
EISEL SUSAN J LAS*
EISELE JOHN G BUS3
EISEN MATTHEW J LAS1
EISENBERG APNEE J LAW2
EISENBERG CHERI F ED 2
EISENBERG IRVING M BUS3
EISENBERG JOHN D LAS*
EISENBERG NANCY L GRAD
EISENHAMMER FRED A COM3
EISENHAMMER STANLEY LAW3
EISENHAMMER SUSAN B GRAD
EISENHAPT MARY J AGR3
EISENSTADT RENEE G LAS*
EISENSTEIN ANN R LAS*
EISENSTEIN MARTIN I LAW1
EISENSTEIN STANLEY LAW3
EISINGER MARGARET R LAS2
EISMAN CARLA LAS2
EISNER ANN LAS1
EISSFELDT THEODORE L GRAD
EITEL DAVID R cNGl
EITEL HARRY G AVI2
EITH ARTHUR W GRAD
EITZEN TARI STIGER LAS*
EITZEN VINCENT G GRAD
EIZENGA GEORGIA C AGR3
EKBLAD JAMES A ENG3
EKBLAD JOANN COM3
EKBLAD JUDITH ANNE GRAD
EKDAHL KERRY CURTIS LAS*
EKES CHRISTINE E LAS3
EKES ROBERT MATTHEW GRAD
809 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN **8 C 332-*833
706 S MATHEWS U 3**-0136
1600 W BRADLEY C 359-3757
1707 JAMES CHERRY U 367-2363
90* N BROADWAY 22* U
HCMER ILL
URH BLAISDELL 226 U 332-3*91
611 E DANIEL C 3**-18*0
130* E PENN U 3**-3936
*0* E STOUGHTON C 352-2170
508 E ARMORY C 3**-0501
URH TOWNSEND 113 U 332-3995
311 E ARMORY C 3**-7*53
103 S MCCULLOUGH U
URH TRELEASE 610 U
190* D ORCH ST U 367-75*9
205 E GREEN 13 C 352-0556
190* D ORCH ST U 367-75*9
309 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 325 C 332-1277
URH GARNER 276 C 332-0760
URH OGLESBY 121* U 332-5396
813 W SPNGFLD U
URH SNYDER 35* C
PAXTON ILL
*02 BRIAR LN C 359-8072
1111 COUNTRY LN C 356-9161
701 W CHURCH U
URH SHERMAN *10 C
* REGENT CT C 356-0015
URH VAN DOREN *22 C 332-0553
220* GLENOAK C 356-3525
211 N COLER * U 367-1666
URH LUNDGREN 317 C 332-0271
802 W OREGON U 3**-5732
1503 KIRBY 5 C 352-17*8
60* E ARMORY 1119 C 3**-1266
RR 2 U 328-1*66
URH OGLESBY 621 U 332-5222
705 ELM 7 U 3**-1857
1009 W PENN U 3**-0087
URH BARTON 305 C 332-0153
RANTOUL ILL
URH TAFT 319 C
2111 HAZWD DR 202 U 3**-3*9*
URH WARDALL 316 U 332-*3*7
90* W GREEN U
90* W GREEN U 38*-5558
URH SHERMAN *01 C
1829 PARKDALE C 359-2551
609 W MAIN 1* U 367-732*
605 HAMILTON C 356-6811
ERIE PA
URH SCOTT 39* C
URH WESTON 325 C 332-2003
*09 E CHALMRS C 38*-55*3
801 W HILL C 356-8763
312 E ARMORY C 3**-1292
706 S 2ND C 352-8*75
*09 E CHALMRS °0* C 38*-5525
2112 ORCH ST 30* U 3**-5082
105 E HEALEY 7 C
162 PADDOCK E 2 C 359-*662
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
120* S LINCOLN U 3**-9892
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH ALLEN *5 U 332-3113
509 W WASHINGTON C 359-8092
909 OREGON U 359-**36
105 E ARMORY C 3**-1738
URH OGLESBY 311 U 332-5123
509 W WASHINGTON C 359-9082
*09 E CHALMRS C 332-1227
2032 D ORCH ST U 3**-5592
2032 D ORCH ST U 3**-5592
1207 W NEVADA U 3**-l*59
503 E WHITE 6 C 359-38*3
URH BUSEY *36 U 332-2677
1*12 N MCKINLEY 2 C 356-519*
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-7732
URH BLAISDELL *17 U 332-3555
URH FRENCH HSE 3 U 3**-0385
812 W UNIVERSITY C 356-12*8
602 E CHALMERS C
212 E OANIEL C 359-3195
URH SAUNDERS *27 U 332-3700
2020 N MATTIS 302 C 333-1820
812 W ILLINOIS U 367-3706
812 W ILLINOIS U 367-3706
URH LAR 197 U 332-2968
102 E CHALMERS C 3**-7232
1102 S LINCOLN U 328-1*80
502 W MAIN 321 U 3**-*179
310 S PRAIRIE 20* C 359-016*
50* W ELM 13 U 3**-3078
50* W ELM 13 U 3**-3078
927 37TH AV
*20 W MELROSE ST















190* D ORCH ST
RR 1 BOX 80A-1
2*39 W WALTON












211 N COLER *








RR 11- BOX 38*
29 ALICE LN
17887 BOCK RD




























6615 N KEATING AV
2032 D ORCH ST



















2520 30TH AV CT
9 N HOLLY


































































































*EKL TERRY A LAW3
EKMAN PETER D LAS1
EKMAN SUSAN K LAS3
EKROTH CARL S BUS3
EKSTROM CONSTANCE E FAA2
EKSTROM JOHN W GRAD
EKSTROM TODD A BUS2
EKWERE ANIEFIOK GRAD
EL-CONSUL ALI M GRAD
EL-HENNAWI MOHAMED S GRAD
EL-KAYAL MOUSTAFA I GRAD
EL-MIR ALI GRAD
EL-SHAZLY TALAAT A GRAD
EL-SONNI MOHAMED T GRAD
*ELAM BELINDA PIGUE GRAD
ELAM DAVID A LAS3
ELAM DONALD A FAA1
*ELAM EMMETT WALKER GRAD
ELAND DAVE RONALD GRAD
ELBAUM SANDRA N GRAD
ELBERSEN CHERYL M FAA2
ELBERT DEBRA K FAA3
ELBEPTS RICK C ENG1
*ELBL RICK T BUS4
ELDER DAVID ANDREW GRAD
ELDER DCUGLAS J LAS1
ELDER FREDERICK F B GRAD
ELDER GREGORY A LAS1
ELDER JOHN E LAW3
ELDER LAURA SCHMIDT GRAD
ELDER PHILLIP D GRAD
ELDERTON SUSAN K LAS4
ELETSON BRIDGET A LAS4
ELEYAE AWOTURE GRAD
ELIAS DOROTHY K GRAD
ELIAS JOEL H GRAD
ELIAS MARGARET E LAS4
ELIASON C W III LAS3
ELIASON NANCEE H LAS2
ELISON SHARMAN REIKO VM 2
ELIZONDO RAUL GRAD
ELKABAS CHARLES GRAD
ELKINS THOMAS C LAS3
ELKUSS BRONWYN C FAA2
ELLEDGE JEFFREY C ENG1
ELLEDGE MARCIA ANN LAS1
ELLEMENT MICHAEL F LAS4
ELLEN MARTIN M BUS2
ELLENA LAWRENCE R ENG1
ELLENA STEPHEN E BUS3
ELLENBY CHERYL INEZ LAS2
ELLER CHARLES GRAD
ELLER DENNIS W LAW1
ELLER DENTON E LAS1
ELLER JANINE M AGR2
ELLGASS MICHAEL G GRAD
ELLINGER V MARIE LAS2
ELLINGHAUSEN D E JR LAS3
ELLINGHAUSEN DAVID B BUS1
ELLIOTT DEBORAH F ED 3
ELLIOTT DOUGLAS R LAS2
ELLIOTT EDWIN B AGR4
ELLIOTT HERBERT A JR GRAD
ELLIOTT JOHN CHARLES LAS3
ELLIOTT JOHN F LAS1
ELLIOTT PAUL HINKLE GRAD
ELLIOTT ROBERT L AGR2
ELLIOTT ROGER H BUS1
ELLIOTT RONALD L ENG4
ELLIS DEBRA L LAS4
ELLIS DONNA LAS3
ELLIS DOUGLAS R AGR1
ELLIS GLENDA Y LAS1
ELLIS JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
ELLIS JOHN CONARD GRAD
ELLIS KATHARINE B LAS4
ELLIS MARGARET P AGR3
ELLIS NANCY L ED 4
ELLIS RICHARD A LAS1
ELLIS RICHARD LYALL GRAD
ELLIS ROBERT B LAS4
ELLIS ROBERT V LAS1
ELLIS RONALD S LAS3
ELLIS STEVEN LAS1
ELLIS STEVEN ROY GRAD
ELLIS SUSAN C LAS1
ELLIS TONI S LAS2
ELLIS WILLIAM A III ENG3
ELLISON CHRIS E ENG1
ELLISON GARY W VM 2
ELLISON JUDITH M LAS3
ELLISON MARK A LAS1
ELLISTON ANGELA C GRAD
ELLISTON RONALD J GRAD
ELLMAN DAVID L BUS1
ELLMANN LINDA C LAS2
ELLSTPAND NORMAN C LAS3
904 N BROADWAY U 344-5720
URH TAFT 8 C 332-0571
URH WARDALL 313 U
URH TAFT 27 C
URH VANDOREN 116 C 332-0842
704 W PENN U
URH BABCOCK 214 U 332-3760
210 W JOHN C
504 W MAIN 101 U 344-3371
910 S 3RD 1 C 337-5381
804 W CHURCH C 359-3214
504 E GREEN 4 C
1107 W GREEN 424 U
2073 ORCH ST U 344-7414
704 W NEVADA 7 U
1009 W MAIN 24 U 344-8073
409 E CHALMRS 1601 C 384-5356
704 W NEVADA 7 U 367-5472
310 N BUSEY 4 U 344-7535
312 W CALIFORNIA U
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
406 MAIN U
112 E DANIEL C 352-3178
PHILO ILL
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
URH FORBES 288 C 332-1005
MORRILL HALL 287 U 333-4688
URH SCOTT 440 C 332-1598
VILLA GROVE ILL
ARTHUR ILL
914 FAIRLAWN U 328-2687
URH LAR 121 U
TERRE HAUTE IND
401 S 6TH C 359-1610
1511 MARIGOLD LN C
1511 MARIGOLD LN C 356-2143
611 E DANIEL C 344-0525
RR 3 C 586-3000
RR 3 C
1109 ARBOR 3 C 344-1812
URH SHERMAN 964 C 332-4959
URH SHERMAN 132 C
URH SNYDER 157 C
105 E JOHN 203 C 356-0^52
URH TOWNSEND 539 U 332-4268
URH TRELEASE 622 U 332-5578
1816 VALLEY RD C 352-7734
907 S 4TH C 344-3687
URH LUNDGREN 13 C
URH LUNDGREN 125 C 332-0233
206 6TH C
2102 ORCH ST 203 U 344-4764
12 SANDALWOOD C
7 WESTWOOD PL U 344-3555
412 E GREEN 15 C 332-3649
URH DANIELS 305 U 332-2212
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
1003 S 1ST C
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
105 PADDOCK E C 356-0250
401 E DANIEL C
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
610 LA SELL C 359-8543
910 N BUSEY U
URH TOWNSEND 475 U
105 PADDOCK E C 356-0250
809 W PENN U 344-4070
1916 GALEN C 359-6822
201 S LINCOLN U 344-0104
1004 S 4TH 6 C
401 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 338 C 332-1040
URH VANDOREN 411 C
2114 ORCH ST 202 U 344-5824
306 W ELLS C 352-8146
2114 ORCH ST 202 U 344-5824
1807 REBECCA C
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
URH ALLEN 4 U 332-3086
111 CHALMERS 7 C 344-1588
206 E CLARK C 359-1^31
URH BARTON 2 C 332-0088
MATTOON ILL
806 W MAIN U
113 W PENN U 344-2202
URH TRELEASE 609 U 332-5566
904 S 3RD C 337-5233
URH SNYDER 265 C 332-1716
URH GARNER 102 C
1838 VALLEY RD C 359-8623
LODA ILL
URH TOWNSEND 216 U 332-4061
EAST LANSING MICH
1712 PARKHAVEN C 359-7294
910 S 3RD C
412 E GREEN 6 C
201 S BIRCH U 344-5051
102 CXFORD
ROUTE 2 TAMARACK
TAMARACK LN RR 2
40 DREXEL










704 W NEVADA 7
RR 1
826 E OAK ST
476 ST NICK DR






















HDA DE LA LLAJE 24
77 DAVISVILLE AV
350 SANS SOUCI
27 W ROCKET CR
597 SPRING RD





2102 ORCH ST 203
12 SANDALWOOD
231 S LOCUST AV
1120 FOREST AV
8219 OCTAVIA AV
310 E PLEASANT ST
2301 W WAGNER LN











16 N STEWART ST
606 STUART
ROUTE 1 OWENS RD
418 GRAND AV
2114 ORCH CT 202
3406 N NORTH ST
























































































































ELLSWORTH JAMES F AGR1
ELLSWORTH RUSSELL G GRAD
ELLSWORTH SANDRA L GRAO
ELLYNE JODY E LAS2
*ELMAN STEPHAN A LAW3
ELMAN SUSAN LEPNER GRAO
ELMER KAY DALBEY ED 4
ELMORE JANE ANN GRAD
ELMORE MARK A FAA4
ELMORE PEGGY J AGR1
ELRICK ELLEN ROSEN GRAD
ELSE DANIEL H III ENG4
ELSESSER MICHAEL R ENG3
ELSEY GARY DUANE GRAD
ELSHABRAWY C B GRAD
ELSNER RONALD FREO GRAD
ELSNER SUSAN J LAS2
ELSON STANLEY E AGR4
ELSTON JETTA R LAS3
ELY JOHN D ENG1
ELY PEGGY A LAS4
ELY STEPHEN W FAA6
ELYN JACLYN RENDALL GRAD
EMALFARB SUSAN I ED 1
EMANUEL TOM W JR GRAD
EMANUELE BETTY A LAS4
EMBER GEORGE H BUS3
EMBERSON RICHARD JR GRAD
EMBERTON STEVEN M BUS1
EMDE JOHN E PE 4
EMERICK CLIFFORD H LAS3
EMERICK JOHN A LAS2
EMERSON BERTRAND II GRAD
EMERSON CATHERINE A LAS1
EMERSON ELIZABETH A PE 4
EMERSON PAUL F ENG1
EMERSON WILLIAM D GRAD
EMERY LINDA K LAS2
EMERY SUZANNE E GRAD
EMERY WARREN L FAA3
EMGE ANN C LAS3
EMGE JOHN BRADFORD AGR1
EMGE SARAH S LAS1
EMMERICH PHILIP AGR4
EMMONS PAUL RAYMOND GRAD
EMONS CLIFFORD C BUS2
EMORY MARK E ENG2
EMORY SCOTT FRANK GRAD
EMORY WALTER L AGR1
EMPTAGE MARK HENRY GRAD
EMRATH MARTIN LOUIS GRAD
EMRATH PERRY A ENG4
EMRICH MARY JEANINNE GRAD
EMRICH RHONDA J LAS4
EMRY JEFFREY H BUS3
EMS LINDA HEWEPDINE GRAD
EMS PHILLIP A PE 4
EMSHOFF JAMES G LAS3
ENDERS WILLIAM R ENG3
ENDO DAVID J LAS4
ENDO LAWRENCE PAUL GRAD
ENDRES MARY R FAA3
ENDRESON AMY L LAS1
ENDRESS JAMES G AGR2
ENDRESS STEVEN E AGR3
ENG GENGHMUN GRAD
ENG HARRY F BUS*




ENGEL STEVEN E LAS3
ENGELBERG BURT W LAS1
ENGELBERG WARREN D LAS2
ENGELBRECHT JOHN P FAA2
ENGELHARDT JEFFEPY A LAS1
ENGELHARDT LUDWIG E GRAD
ENGELHARDT WILLIAM F LAS3
ENGELHAUPT ELSIE M GRAD
ENGELKEMEIR RICHARD LAS4
ENGELMANN JARI T GRAD
ENGELMANN JOHN H LAW2
ENGELSEN VIVIAN M FAA4
ENGELSTAD TERRY A LAS4
ENGERMAN MARK LAS3
ENGERT MEREDITH C AGR1
ENGLAND CLARENCE JR FAA4
ENGLAND GEORGE M JR AGR4
ENGLAND MARK D FAA1
ENGLAND STEPHEN J LAS4
ENGLAND WALTER G LAS1
ENGLE DAVID C FAA4
ENGLE LIWAYWAY M GRAD
ENGLHARD ROBERT J FAA1
ENGLISH DALE E AGR3
ENGSTROM KATHY S LAS4
ENLOE DOUGLAS A LAW3
401 E JOHN C
1010 S 1ST 9 C
1010 S 1ST 9 C




618 E DANIEL 3 C
1203 E FLORIDA U
405 E JOHN 2 C
215 BRIAR LN C
906 S 1ST C
212 E CHALMERS C
613 W HEALEY C
2009 B HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 304 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
510 E STOUGHTON C
302 F ARMORY C
112 E DANIEL C
502 W GRIGGS U
2203 HAZWD DR 204 U
2012 VAWTER 1 U
URH TRELEASE 216 U
114 W IOWA U
URH BLAISDELL 429 U
211 E DANIEL C
1005 S PRAIRIE C
TCLONO ILL
901 S 2ND C
707 S 6TH 513 C
707 S 6TH 513 C
204 E WHITE C
URH TRELEASE 316 U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH BARTON 15 C
610 1/2 E GREEN C
URH LAR 402 U
1113 W UNIVERSITY U
URH OGLESBY 823 U
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
1004 S 2ND C
320 CLARK C
1301 S BUSEY U
701 W OREGON U
1101 W PENN U
911 S 4TH C
1009 FRANCES 6 C
58 E GREGORY C
1404 SILVER 22 U
2219 S 1ST 204 C
203 N HARVEY U
502 E HEALEY 103 C
58 E JOHN 18 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
RR 2 U
3 FRITCHEY ESTS C
51 E CHALMERS C
404 E DANIEL C
805 W ILLINOIS 2 U
408 W CHURCH C
703 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FLAGG 427 C
URH SNYDER 270 C
LCRAL PK 8 U
URH DANIELS 250 U
808 E OAKLAND 207 U
309 E HEALEY 13 C
1010 W GREEN 520 U
URH OGLESBY 431 U
501 N RANDOLPH C
706 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 248 U
1008 W NEVADA 9 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
URH DANIELS 610 U
112 E JOHN C
705 W CHURCH C
504 E STOUGHTON C
URH SHERMAN 1150 C
URH DANIELS 286 U
502 W HILL C
112 EDGEBROOK C
GLENCOE ILL
711 S PROSPECT C
516 S ELM 4 C
903 E PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 550 U
711 S MATTIS C
405 EVERGREEN U
1105 W OREGON 7 • U
507 W GREEN U
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
































































1010 S 1ST 9
1010 S 1ST 9














RR 2 BOX 100


















610 1/2 E GREEN
RR 1
ROUTE 1 BOX 207
1612 W HEALEY
304 W CHESTER ST
304 W CHESTER
304 W CHESTER ST
RR 2
209 E HANCOCK ST
3030 BROWN ST
RR 2




6410 N OLYMPIA AV
626 S HARVARD AV





21 ELMWOOD DR RR 5
5212 CHURCH
408 W CHURCH
173 S LOMBARD AV
630 BENT CREEK RDG
RR 2 BOX 75
149 W 13TH ST
























405 EVERGREEN CT W







































































































ENLOW DONALO W ENG1
ENNIS MAUREEN A LAS4
ENNIS WILLIAM D FAA3
ENOS DANIEL L AGR1
ENQUIST NANCY P LAS1
ENRIGHT JAMES L BUS1
ENRIGHT JANET R FAA2
ENRIGHT KENNETH N LAW1
ENSOR OANIEL J LAS3
ENSTROM KENNETH D ENG4
ENTMAN BRUCE R LAS3
ENTRESS TIMCTHY P LAS1
ENTSMINGER B L JR BUS3
ENTSMINGER CAIL D LAS2
EPLING LARRY PAUL BUS1
EPSKY MARILYN R LAS4
EPSKY NANCY D LAS3
EPSTEEN RALPH H BUS3
EPSTEIN BEVERLY A FAA4
EPSTEIN BOB E COM3
EPSTEIN CHARLES B GRAO
EPSTEIN EDWARD L COM3
EPSTEIN JEFFREY BUS2
EPSTEIN JOANN L PE 1
EPSTEIN LLOYD M LAS3
EPSTEIN MARC A LAS3
EPSTEIN RANDY J LAS1
EPSTEIN SHARON L LAS3
EQUIHUA CHRISTINA A LAS1
ERAZO PAQUITA E LAS1
ERB THOMAS C BUS1
ERBAUGH CATHERINE J FAA4
ERBAUGH JANET L AGR1
ERCEGOVAC MILOS D GRAD
ERCEGOVAC ZORANA GRAD
ERCIUS MARK S LAS3
ERDEVIG DORENE FAA1
ERDMAN ANN M ED 4
*ERDMAN MERLINE EASH ED 3
ERDMAN RAYMOND T FAA2
*ERDMAN RICHARD A ED 4
ERDMANN PATRICIA K LAS3
ERF STEPHEN D LAS2
ERICKSEN JENSINE E ED 1
ERICKSEN JUDITH A LAS2
ERICKSON CLARK ERWIN GRAD
ERICKSON DAVID L ENG1
ERICKSON DOUGLAS B LAS4
ERICKSON DOUGLAS S AVI1
ERICKSON ELIZABETH A FAA1
ERICKSON JOHN EDWARD GRAO
ERICKSON JONATHAN R LAS3
ERICKSON KAREN E GRAD
ERICKSON KEITH B ENG3
ERICKSON KEITH R GRAD
ERICKSON LAURENCE A ENG1
ERICKSON LINDA A AGR2
ERICKSON LINDA ELLEN GRAD
ERICKSON MARSHA L LAS4
ERICKSON PAMELA I LAS4
ERICKSON PAUL M ENG3
ERICKSON PETER N LAS1
ERICKSON RICK J BUS3
ERICKSON ROBERT M LAS2
ERICKSON ROGER H JR FAA3
ERICKSON SCOTT A LAS3
ERICKSON SUSAN L ED 2
ERICKSON TERI C PE 1
ERICKSON TEPYL LYNN GRAD
ERICKSON VICTOR G JR COM4
ERICKSON WILLIAM B LAS3
ERICSON JANICE L LAS2
ERICSON MICHAEL R LAS3
ERICSON PHILIP G ENG1
ERICSON THOMAS LEE AGR2
ERIE CATHERINE A LAS1
ERIKSEN BARBARA ANN GRAD
ERIN ROD GRAD
ERIN STEVEN PE 4
ERION JAMES D BUS4
ERKERT PAUL W AVI2
ERLEBACHER JOANNE ED 2
ERLWANGER STANLEY H GRAD
ERNEST DOROTHY A BUS3
ERNEST GAYLE CHAPMAN GRAD
ERNEST STANTON D BUS3
ERNST GARRY EUGENE VM 4
ERNST JUDITH A AGR2
ERNST MICHAEL EDWIN AGR4
ERNST PAUL J AGR2
ERNST ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
ERON JOSEPH BERNARD GRAD
ERSKINE DONALD E LAS4
ERVIN BRENDA L LAS1
ERVIN RICHARD J ENG2
ERWIN FRANK K PE 1
ERWIN LINDA LEE LAS4
URH ALLEN 359 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH WESTON 291 C
URH BABCOCK 106 U
URH HOPKINS 419 C
URH WESTON 489 C
URH SCOTT 393 C
2414 E ILLINOIS U
212 E DANIEL C
312 S PRAIRIE 102 C
907 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 241 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 325 U
URH FORBES C
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH WARDALL 913 U
URH WESTON 391 C
808 W INDIANA U
910 S 3RD 628 C
SKCKIE ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
52 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
203 E MAPLE C
106 E HEALEY 13 C
105 E ARMORY C
704 HIGH U
URH FLAGG 425 C
URH FLAGG 308 C
URH TAFT 224 C
608 E STOUGHTON C
URH CLARK 226 C
1922 D ORCH ST U
1922 D ORCH ST U
105 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 493 U
805 W OHIO U
808 N LINCOLN 3 U
912 S 2ND C
808 N LINCOLN 6 U
1002 E HARDING 202 U
301 E CHALMERS 10 C
URH ALLEN 319 U
1110 W NEVADA U
401 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 440 C
106 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 15 U
URH SCOTT 291 C
510 W CALIFORNIA U
809 S 5TH C
PARK RIDGE ILL
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
406 W HIGH 5 U
URH WESTON 394 C
706 S 1ST 201 C
1001 W OREGON 1 U
802 W OREGON 26 U
505 W UNIVERSITY 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 304 U
URH HOPKINS 366 C
401 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 104 C
401 E JOHN C
401 E DANIEL C
2002 E MICHIGAN U
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
BGNDVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 279 U
ST CHARLES ILL
401 E CHALMERS 218 C
URH FLAGG 412 C
WHITE HEATH ILL
401 E CHALMERS 401 C
201 S LINCOLN U
722 BROADWAY 1 U
URH FORBES 316 C
802 W OREGON U
2021 A ORCH ST U
409 E CHALMERS 801 C
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
1005 S NEIL C
URH BLAISDELL 423 U
401 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 213 C
1010 GREEN C
616 1/2 W CLARK C
203 N HARVEY U
URH BUSEY 254 U
906 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 310 C




















































































913 E OLIVE ST





















RR 1 BOX 85
808 N LINCOLN 3
9043N GREENWOOD AV
808 N LINCOLN











235 N HOME AV
509 N PEARL ST
235 N HOME AV
266 TERRY LN
706 S 1ST 201
622 JAMES ST
6604 N LORON












2319 E OLIVE ST 2B
1910 MANCHESTER






12410 S 82ND AV
1204 E WILLCOX
7827 N LOTUS AV
45 GREENINGDON DR
1114 N EAST AV
2020 N MATTIS 102













































































































ERXLEBEN RITA L LAS2
ESBROOK DAVID G AGR4
ESCHE DAVID LAS4
ESCHE MARGARET A LAS3
ESCO DIANNE BEATRICE LAS4
ESENTHER COPT A BUS3
ESENTHEP THOMAS M AGR4
ESHKON JANE M LAS4
ESKO JEFFREY D LAS2
ESKRA FRED J LAS4
ESLINGER EDGAR C GRAD
ESMOND CONSTANCE L PE 1
ESPENSCHIED DAVID B AGR1
ESPENSCHIED LINDA L AGR3
ESPINOZA SALVATORE AGR1
ESPOSITO CHARMAINE P FAA3
ESPOSITO JOSEPH J BUS1
ESPOSITO RICK A LAS2
i-^SQUILIN LUIS RAMON LAW1
ESSER RICHARD L LASl
ESSEX DIANE L GRAD
>ESSLINGER CARL W GRAD
ESTEP TIMOTHY NIEL GRAD
ESTES MARTHA D AGR4
ESTES ROBERT N ENG1
ESTES THOMAS P AGR4
ESTRADA LISE D FAA1
ESTRIN ALLEN M LASl
ESTRIN GAIL EILEEN GRAD
ETCHASON CHERLYN S ED 3
ETCHESON STEVEN C LASl
>ETHERTON BOBBY J AGR3
ETHERTON TERRY DEAN GRAD
ETSON JANICE VIVIAN LAS2
ETTEMA WAYNE GRAD
ETTEN SHERRY S LAS2
ETTENSOHN FRANCIS R GRAD
ETTENSOHN RICHARD L LASl
ETTER STEPHEN JAY GRAD
ETZEL LINDA M FAA4
ETZKORN LARRY D GRAD
ETZKORN SHEILA M FAA2
EUM YEA SUN GRAD
EUSTICE DEBORAH C COM4
EVANGELISTA MARGARET LASl
EVANS BERNARD ENG4
"EVANS CAROLYN BROWN ED 2
"EVANS CHARLES DAVIS PE 4
EVANS CHRISTOPHER C ENG1
EVANS CINDY A ED 4
EVANS CYNTHIA R LAS4
"EVANS DALE P LAS3
EVANS DONALD C ENG3
EVANS DONNA M BUS2
"EVANS JAMES R FAA4
EVANS JOHN D JR LASl
EVANS JOHN K BUS1
EVANS JOHN M ED 3
EVANS KAROLE MAY R GRAD
EVANS KATHLEEN R LASl
EVANS LAURIE A FAA1
"EVANS LYNN CARRIE LAS3
EVANS MARGARET A LAW2
EVANS MARY L WILSON GRAD
EVANS MERLE L ED 2
EVANS NANCY J PE 1
EVANS RICHARD A ENG1
"EVANS RONALC JAMES GRAD
"EVANS SHARON SEEGERS LAS3
EVANS STEVEN D PE 1
EVANS SUSAN L LAS3
"EVANS SUZANNE FINK GRAD
EVANS TIMOTHY D ENG1
"EVANS WILLIAM M ENG3
"EVBUOMA STANISLAUS N GRAD
"EVELAND LARRY WAYNE GRAD
EVEN JANET BETH GRAD
EVERETT JEFFREY W FAA1
"EVERETT SUSAN DAVIS AGR4
EVERS CARL L AGR3
EVERSOLE CARLA S LAS2
EVERSOLE DAVID A AGR3
"EVERSOLE PAMELA TATE GRAD
EVERSON MARK L ENG1
EVINS BEVERLY I LAS3
EVNIN MICHAEL D LAS2
EVTUCH RAYMOND J ENG1
EWALD GUY R FAA1
EWAN JUDITH A LAS3
EWANIC DEBRA E LAS3
EWERS SUSAN L ED 4
EWERT GEORGE F ENG1
EWERT LAUREL R LASl
EWING DOUGLAS M LAS2
EWING ELAINE K LASl
EWING GENE E LAS4
EWING GREGORY EDWIN ENG1
1302 W UNIVERSITY U
308 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 386 C
URH GARNER 254 C
30<? E HEALEY 5 C
1106 S EUCLID C
1006 S 1ST C
6 SAFFER CT U
1212 W UNIVERSITY U
1410 GARDEN LN C
605 S 4TH 202 C
URH WESTON 246 C
1107 S BUSEY U
1107 S BUSEY U
URH BARTON 318 C
505 S BUSEY 207 U
URH SCOTT 260 C
URH CARR 121 U
315 S STATE C
URH SNYDER 238 C
306 S WHEATON RD C
DANVILLE ILL
URH DANIELS 395 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 1128 U
108 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 388 C
409 E CHALMRS C
307 DAVIDSON C
312 E DANIEL C
14 BAY TREE C
DONGOLA ILL
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1010 S 2ND C
508 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
1106 S LINCOLN U
901 W MAIN U
814 W CLARK C
1206 W NEVADA 1 U
204 E CLARK C
815 N MCKINLEY C
105 E GREEN 16 C
1002 W NEVADA U
707 S 6TH 413 C
910 S 3RD C
605 S RACE U
1801 C ORCH PL U
1801 C ORCH ST U
112 E DANIEL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
MUNDELEIN ILL
158 PADDOCK E 2 C
URH GARNER 224 C
URH LAR 469 U
704 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TOWNSEND 146 U
401 E DANIEL C'
713 W OHIO U
URH DANIELS 530 U
URH ALLEN 102 U
URH LAR 394 U
2065 D ORCH ST U
URH VANDOREN 403 C
THCMASBORO ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 422 U
URH FORBES 365 C
2015 C ORCH ST U
158 PADDOCK E C
URH FORBES 369 C
5C8 E CHALMERS C
2015 C ORCH ST U
313 E ARMORY C
2065 D ORCH ST U
1819 B ORCH PL U
PARIS ILL
401 E CHALMERS 214 C
URH BARTON 208 C
TOLONO ILL
809 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 813 U
URH BARTON 313 C
1716 ALLEN CT RR 2 U
URH FORBES 415 C
URH WARDALL 520 U
907 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 409 C
URH NOBLE 220 C
URH EVANS 409 U
605 S 5TH 14 C
403 S BUSEY 8 U
809 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 216 C
2212 COTTAGE GR U
URH SCOTT 311 C

















































































2049 W 19TH ST
338 S EDGEWOOD AV
5929 CHICAGO AV
2336 S OAKLEY AV
315 S STATE
605 WHITE OAK DR
306 S WHEATON RO
16 KENTUCKY ST
URH CANIELS 395















2337 S 11TH ST
3733-40TH ST PL
9241 OAK ST
105 E GREEN 16
1002 W NEVADA
206 N CHICAGO I AV
























158 PADDOCK E 2
3505 COALTOWN RD
1128 N WALNUT
2015 C ORCH ST
1025 W RANDLPH 313









1716 ALLEN CT RR 2
4636 W 98TH PL
4926 FARWELL
69 INTERLACKEN RD
3738 W 79TH PL
348 E YORK ST
335 SYCAMORE DR
5306 N NATCHEZ AV
419 W ARCH ST











































































































EWING JAMES M BUS3
EWING KATHARYN L LAS3
EWING PATRICIA A PE 4
*EWING ROBERT A ENG*
EWING RONALD D LAS1
EXNEP BONNIE R ED 3
EXNER ROBERT W JR ENG3
EYER LAWRENCE E ENG1
EYLES RANDALL A FAA*
EYRE ROBERT JOFFRE GRAO
EYRICH JAMES S N LAS*
EYSENBACH FRED AGR3
EYTON JOHN RONALO GRAD
EZRING MURRAY LAS*
FAAS CURTIS G BUS*
FAAS HAROLD T BUS1
FABBIE ANTHONY V GRAD
FABER MARK R BUS2
FABER PATRICIA S ED 3
FABER ROSEANN GRAD
FABER TERRANCE A BUS3
FABIAN DONALD J LAW1
FABIANO LINDA A ED 3
FABISH ROBERT P ENG2
FABRI MARY R LAS3
FABRIZIO JUDITH E PE 3
FACCHIN LUCIEN I GRAO
FACKLEP JAMES C LAS2
*FAODEN TONI MARIE LAS5
FADDEN WILLIAM DAVID GRAD
*FADL ABDULLAHI I GRAD
FAELLACI JOHN K AGR*
FAERBER RICHARD F LAS2
FAGAN DANNY JOE FAA*
FAGAN DAVID M BUS*
FAGAN MARY F FAA1
FAGAN MICHAEL J ENG*
FAGAN PATRICIA A LAS*
FAGBENLE HELEN H GRAD
FAGBENLE RICHARD GRAD
FAGERBURG CHARLOTTE EO 3
FAGERBURG RUTH M LAS2
*FAGHFOORY MOHAMAD H GRAD
FAGIN NANCY L LAS1
FAGOT MARC B BUS1
FAHIE CHARLES D ENG3
FAIKUS SUZANNE FAA*
FAIR C JAMES LAS*
FAIRBAIRN SUSAN ANN LAS*
FAIRCHILD JEFFREY J LAS2
FAIRCHILD KATHY J LAS1
FAIRCHILD MARGARET A LAS1
FAIRCHILD MICHAEL S ENG2
FAIRCHILD TIMOTHY R GRAD
FAIRFAX BEN FLOYD GRAD
FAIRFAX JOHNNIE L GRAD
FAIRHURST DIANE F LAS3
FAIVRE CAROLYN JOYCE PE 1
FAIVRE PATRICIA COE ED 3
FAIVRE STEPHEN M ENG*
FAJEMISIN JOSEPH M GRAD
FAJERSTEIN PONALD M BUS3
FAJFAR DENNIS J ENG*
FAKLIS NICHOLAS J LAS*
FALB THOMAS LAW2
FALCONER JUDITH A LAS3
FALDT AMY PRICE LAS3
FALESKIN ALAN J ENG1
FALK VINCENT PETER GRAD
FALKENSTROM KIM E LAS1
FALKENTHAL RICHARD F BUS1
FALKENTHAL SARAH J AGR3
FALKENTHAL SCOTT V LAS*
FALKMAN GERALD A ENG*
FALLON KATHLEEN M LAS1
FALLS DONALD M LAS*
FALLS ROBERT A FAA1
FALTA ROBERT J LAS3
FALVO EUGENIE GATENS GRAD
FAN YU-DAR GRAD
FAN YUEN-FU ROGER GRAD
FANCHER LINDA Y AGR3
FANCIULLO DEBRA LAS1
FANIZZA MICHAEL A II FAA1
FANNING WILLIAM J BUS3
FANSELOW DAN LAKE GRAD
FANT LAUREL L AGR4
FARACI MICHAEL J ENG*
FARAPOONI FARIBORZ ENG2
FARBEP DANIEL A LAW1
FARBER NEIL H VM 1
FARBMAN JOYCE GRAD
FARBY BARBARA SUSAN GRAD
FARDI-RAD PARVIZ GRAD
FARISS BARBARA J LAS1
FARKAS IRENE JOAN LAS1
FARKAS JACQUES N LAS3
URH SNYDER 376 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
904 S LINCOLN U
504 W MAIN 104 U
URH OGLESBY 216 U
907 S WRIGHT C
ILLINI APTS C
409 E CHALMRS C
504 E CLARK 26 C
722 S FOLEY C
35 IVANHOE U
URH HOPKINS 215 C
805 S LYNN U
512 E STOUGHTON C
713 S 6TH C
URH FORBES 242 C
1415 KIRBY C
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 476 C
URH SHERMAN 104 C
711 W GREEN U
1600 W BRADLEY 19 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 238 C
URH VANDOREN 24 C
URH WESTON 345 C
URH DANIELS 71 U
URH OGLESBY 430 U
1109 1/2 E MAIN U
1109 1/2 E MAIN U
1906 C ORCH ST U
20 MAPLEWOOD U
CHICAGO HTS ILL
1209 N DIVISION U
DANVILLE ILL
URH FLAGG 321 C
809 S 1ST 31 C
1732 VALLEY RD C
1825 A ORCH ST U
1825 A ORCH PL U
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
802 W OREGON U
1956 D ORCH ST U
URH HOPKINS 313 C
1101 W PENN U
1003 HARDING U
211 W GREEN U
310 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 113 U
PAXTON ILL
URH BUSEY 337 U
805 W GREEN 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 517 U
1905 GREENDALE C
FOREIGN LANG BLDG U
PATEPSON N J
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
405 E GREEN C
405 E GREEN C
300 S GOODWIN 316 U
907 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 579 U
1002 W OREGON U
2215 S 1ST ST RD C
508 E ARMORY C
104 N 5TH C
URH SNYDER 465 C
ROSELLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 203 U
402 E ARMORY C
805 S LINCOLN 4 U
805 S LINCOLN 4 U
602 S LINCOLN U
URH BABCOCK 310 U
1*08 N MCKINLEY C
URH TOWNSEND 579 U
308 E ARMORY C
506 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 721 U
URH DANIELS 255 U
URH ALLEN 423 U
URH LAR 422 U
URH SNYDER 442 C
505 E WHITE 4 C
427 FAIRLAWN U
URH WESTON 223 C
1107 W MAIN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
503 S LYNN 5 C
1004 S 3R0 C
URH DANIELS U
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
711 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
907 E MAIN U















































105 E NORTH ST









21* K MAPLE ST






105 W NORTH AV
8908 OSCEOLA
1769 RANDOLPH AV







1011 S GABLES BLVD
1109 1/2 E MAIN
1109 1/2 E MAIN
U OF KH BOX *87
20 MAPLEWOOD











1*65 W HURON ST
1530 MYRTLE
CHARLOTTE AMALIE





805 W GREEN *
276 N PEARL ST
1905 GREENDALE
6037 BROOK DR
196 GRAND ST *-G















805 S LINCOLN *
805 S LINCOLN *






* LN 27 TA-PU ST
** SEC 1 MU-CHA RD
BOX 30
1107 GRIFFITH RD
807 S DEBORAH LN
52** GRAND














































































































*FARKASH DENISE D GRAO
FARKASH SANFORD DEAN GRAD
FARLEY CARL DAVID BUS4
FARLEY DALE G LAS2
FARLEY JERRY BRUCE BUS3
FARLEY LINDA K EO 1
FARLEY MARILYN R AGR1
FARLEY ROBERT K AGR3
•FARMER DAVID K BUS*
FARMER LARRY WAYNE LASl
FARMER MICHAEL T FAA4
FARMER PAULA A PE 2
FARMER ROBERT M GRAD
FARMER STEPHEN D LAS2
FARMER VIRGINIA GRAD
FARNEY JOHN F FAA4
FARNEY ROBERT F GRAD
FARNHAM ANDREW J FAA2
FARNHAM DONALD R ENG1
FARNHAM NANCY E LAS4
FARNSWORTH JOHN R ENG3
FARNUM CAROL G GRAD
FAROOQ SHAUKAT GRAD
FARQUHAR RALPH R COM4
FARQUHAR SHARON A LAS2
FARR ELLEN M LAS4
FARRAR RAYMON S GRAD
FARRELL BARBARA B LAW1
FARRELL JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
FARRELL MARTIN F FAA1
FARRELL MICHAEL D GRAD
FARRELL ROBERTA J LASl
FARRIS CATHLEEN L LAS4
FARRIS JIM W ENG1
FARRIS MARION EUGENE AGR4
FARRIS MICHAEL R AGR3
FARRIS RONALD STEVEN GRAD
FARRIS VICKY D LAS2
FARRUGGIA ROBERT V LAS3
FARTHING DALE J LASl
FASH WILLIAM L JR LASl
FASULES JAMES W LAS3
FATHKE CAROL M AGR3
FATHKE DONNA E LASl
FATTES JOHN THOMAS GRAD
FAUBER CLIFFORD W ENG1
FAUCHIER JESS F II GRAD
FAUCHIER MARGARET B GRAD
FAULCONER DFBRA A FAA3
FAULDS DOUGLAS R GRAD
FAULKNER CHERONE W LASl
FAULKS ELIZABETH M PE 1
FAULKS JEAN A PE 4
FAULSTICH CYNTHIA S COM3
FAULSTICH JOHN T BUS1
FAULSTICH LEO J LAS3
FAUST CHERYL LEE GRAD
FAUST JAMES FRANKLIN GRAD
FAUST MARSHA A LAS3
FAUST THOMAS W FAA4
FAW CYNTHIA S FAA2
FAWCETT BRADLY K ENG3
FAWCETT RICHARD S GRAD
FAWELL RICHARD H FAA1
FAY CHARLES R BUS3
FAY JEANINE CATALANO BUS4
FAY JOSEPH W ENG3
FAY MARY KATHLEEN LASl
FAY RICHARD BRIAN AGR4
FAY ROBERT A AGR3
FAY TIM J COM4
FAY WALTER S LASl
FAYFAR STANLEY C JR FAA4
FAYMONVILLE LORETTA LAS4
FEAGAN MARVIN C LAS2
FEARDAY KENNETH L BUS2
FEAZEL LAUREL GLAZE ED 4
FEBRES-CORDERO EDGAR GRAD
FECHT BARBARA ANN GRAD
FEDEANIS DIANE M FAA1
FEDIRKO MICHAEL AGR1
FEDOSKY WAYNE M LAS4
FEDRONAS KARL ERNEST GRAD
FEE JO LYNN FAA2
FEE MORRIS E ENG2
FEEHAN MICHAEL J LAS3
FEEHAN VIRGINIA ANNE LAS3
FEEHELEY THOMAS G LASl
FEELEY JEANNE F FAA3
FEENEY NOREEN T BUS2
FEENEY ROBERT C COM4
FEEZOR DONNA S PE 1
FEGER RICHARD L JR FAA4
FEHL MARIA RAINA GRAD
FEHL ROBERT J JR LASl
FEHR DAVID A AGR2
FEHR DENNIS E FAA3
511 1/2 W WASH GTN C
106 HOLIDAY PARK C
56 E DANIEL 1 C
407 E CHALMERS 702 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 1202 U
805 W OHIO U
501 E DANIEL C
610 W STOUGHTON U
1102 S CAMBRIDGE C
RR 1 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
105 E GREEN 14 C
112 W FLORIDA U
118 W VERMONT U
205 E HEALEY 26 C
URH DANIELS 621 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH LUNDGREN 411 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
501 E DANIEL C
CANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 1367 C
106 E HEALEY 16 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
305 1/2 S NEIL C
601 E CALIFORNIA U
307 S WRIGHT C
307 S WRIGHT C
URH SCOTT 264 U
608 S STATE C
URH ALLEN 132 U
1725 ANITA C
910 S 3RD 703 C
48 IVANHOE U
209 E JOHN 11 C
2016 S VAWTER 5 U
1725 ANITA C
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
MAHOMET ILL
1003 W SPNGFLD U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 464 C
URH ALLEN 436 U
2113 HAZWD DR 203 U
803 W OREGON U
502 W MAIN 120 U
502 W MAIN 120 U
802 W OREGON U
59 E SPNGFLD C
URH WARDALL 1221 U
URH FLAGG 329 C
URH GARNER 372 C
107 N BUSEY 5 U
URH GARNER 409 C
107 N BUSEY 5 U
1774 VALLEY RD C
501 N NEW C
106 E HEALEY 17 C
1207 E FLORIDA 33 U
712 W CHURCH C
306 E GREGORY C
56 1/2 E GREEN 304 C
URH SCOTT 465 C
401 E DANIEL C
1600 W BRADLEY 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 408 U
902 S 2ND 220 C
110 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
1600 W BRADLEY 7 C
URH SAUNDERS 219 U
1007 S 2ND C
903 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 452 U
1301 S BUSEY U
904 N BROADWAY 6 U
1940 C ORCH ST U
1607 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH LAR 493 U
URH FORBES 461 C
CALUMET CITY ILL
505 E CLARK 20 C
URH BUSEY 249 U
URH BABCOCK 213 U
307 E WHITE 35 C
307 E WHITE 35 C
604 E ARMORY 1104 C
612 W ELM U
1010 S 2ND C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 308 U
MONTICELLO ILL
710 W INDIANA U
212 E DANIEL C
305 E JOHN C


































































511 1/2 W WASH
511 1/2 WASHINGTON





























6840 W 176TH ST
1725 ANITA DR
824 E LAKE DR
300 E DOUGLAS
RR 1








2113 HAZWD DR 203
5 SANDALWOOD LN
502 W MAIN 120
502 W MAIN 120
23433 S WESTERN AV
59 E SPNGFLD
3549 S FEDERAL
1465 N SHERIDAN RD





RR 9 BOX 305





444 S SLEIGHT ST
814 OAKMONT PL











904 N BROADWAY 6
MFRIDA







307 E WHITE 35
















































































































FEHRMANN THOMAS J AGR6
FEICHTER MELANIE L BUS4
FEIL PATRICE E LAS1
FEILEN JANE SCHAEFER LAS4
FEINARTZ DAVID C BUS1
FEINBERG ELFANOR K GRAD
FEINBERG JOYCE M LAS3
FEINBERG LOIS S LAW2
FEINBERG RONALO C BUS4
FEINBERG STEVEN B COM4
FEINMAN DAVID J FAA3
FEIST LINDA L LAS4
FEITSHANS LYNN J GRAD
FEIZA NANCY J FAA1
FELCAN PATRICK J AVU
FELD EDWARD GRAD
FELD LAWRENCE F LAS2
FELD LOUIS DAVID GRAD
FELD MERLE LEWIS GRAD
FELDMAN ALAN D BUS3
FELDMAN ANITA S FAA4
FELDMAN BARRY LAS2
FELOMAN DEBORAH L LAS3
FELDMAN DEBRA M LAS1
FELDMAN GARY S PE 1
FELDMAN JAMES E LAS4
FELDMAN JEROME I LAS4
FELDMAN JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
FELDMAN LAURIE S FAA1
FELDMAN LINDA A LAS1
FELDMAN MARLA AGR1
FELDMAN RICHARD LEE GRAD
FELDMAN ROBERT J LAS4
FELDMAN STEVEN LAS6
FELDMAN WILLIAM M BUS2
FELDMANN MARK R ENG3
FELICE MICHAEL J GRAD
FELICIANO EDWARD LAS1
FELLE KENNETH LAS1
FELLER JOAN WARREN GRAD
FELLOWS LELAND G COMA
FELSENTHAL RANDY I LAS3
FELT JOANNE BRUCE FAA3
FELT STEPHEN J AGR3
FELTES CHARLES V LAW3
FELTFS TIMOTHY R AGR1
FELTON GLORIA L ED 2
FELTON STANTON MERLE GRAD
FELTY DENNIS G GRAD
FELUS LEON E FAA4
FEMRITE NORMAN A ENG4
FENBERG SUSAN L LAS4
FENCHEL STEPHEN L LAS1
FENCL GLENN F LAS3
FENCL KAREN L PE 4
FENCL KATHLYNN R PE 2
FENDER JEFF L LAS4
FENDER PETER M ENG1
FENGEL DAVID A ENG4
FENN ROBERT H LAS1
FENNELL JON MICHAEL GRAD
FENNELL KATHERINE H AGR3
FENROW EUGENE L GRAD
FENSKE CANDICE S ED 4
FENSKE GEORGE ROBERT GRAD
FENSKE GREGG R LAS4
FENSKE JANE D M GRAD
FENSKE RICHARD PAUL GRAD
FENTON DONALD LEE GRAD
FERBER ELLEN J LAS4
FERENCZ GLENN E LAS4
FERER MARY TIFFANY GRAD
FERETICH ROBERT A ENG3
FERGUSON APRIL Y GRAD
FERGUSON CRAIG A LAS1
FERGUSON DONALD E ENG3
FERGUSON EVAN P GRAD
FERGUSON JOE JR AVI1
FERGUSON LAUREL C GRAD
FERGUSON MARK H LAS2
FERGUSON PETER R LAS1
FERGUSON REBECCA K LAS2
FERGUSON ROBERT MARK FAA4
FERGUSON ROGER A AGR1
FERGUSON SANDRA K ED 2
FERGUSON SUZETTE C LAS1
FERGUSON TERRY R AGR3
FERMAZIN JERI LAS4
FERNALD GREGORY M E GRAD
FERNALD JUDY L LAW2
FERNALD STEPHEN C LAS3
FEPNANOES ROBERT L ENG1
FERNANDEZDELGADO G G GRAD
1616 SHERIDAN C
809 W PENN U
URH VANDOREN 408 C
URH OGLESBY 1226 U
305 W NEVADA U
311 E GREEN 304 C
URH WARDALL 1111 U
188 PADDOCK E C
52 E ARMORY C
1704 HENRY C
URH TRELEASE 801 U
909 S 1ST C
1513 KIRBY C
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
611 W SPNGFLO C
1006 S 3RD 23 C
111 S BUSEY 1 U
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
URH LUNDGREN 322 C
606 E STOUGHTON C
105 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 208 U
606 E STOUGHTON C
1006 W NEVAOA U
502 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C
106 E HEALEY 2 C
URH TRELEASE 1208 U
110 E CHALMERS C
506 W MICHIGAN U
705 N LINCOLN U
512 S 4TH C
URH ALLEN 109 U
URH TRELEASE 731 U
910 S 3RD C
ITHACA N Y
502 E STOUGHTON C
207 W OREGON U
1111 S 1ST C
110 E ARMORY C
BOX 2881 STA A C
URH TOWNSEND 149 U
URH NOBLE 107 C
621 W WHITE C
205 N HARVEY U
1105 S 1ST C
103 N COLER U
103 N COLER U
URH SHERMAN 1146 C
URH OGLESBY 331 U
URH ALLEN 341 U
603 S LYNN U
1308 GRANDVIEW C
202 S GREGORY U
206 S GREGORY U
603 W HIGH U
910 S 3RD C
911 S 4TH C
302 E ARMORY C
508 E ARMORY C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 242 C
208 W OREGON U
907 S 4TH C
308 1/2 W GREEN U
308 1/2 W GREEN U
HIGHLAND PARK N J
1962 D ORCH ST U
1207 E FLORIDA 22 U
1962 D ORCH ST U
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN C
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
57 E JOHN 12 C
MORGANTOWN W VA
URH TOWNSEND 408 U
408 E STOUGHTON 11 C
URH HOPKINS 200 C
RR 2 U
1805 MELINDA LN C
56 E DANIEL 2 C
802 W OREGON U
URH BLAISDELL 102 U
URH WESTON 486 C
802 W OREGON 22 U
1203 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 440 C
URH CARR 210 U
URH EVANS 205 U
CLINTON ILL
307 S VINE U
1310 N NEIL C
1310 N NEIL C
203 N HARVEY U
212 E DANIEL C
































































503 S 7TH ST
305 W NEVADA
311 E GREEN 304
806 S ROBERT OR
188 PADDOCK E
8809 W GOLF RD 6J
1704 HENRY
6731 N CENTRAL PK
424 W MELROSE ST
8950 CENTRAL PARK
6731 N CENTRAL PK
90 MADISON AV
41 SIGNAL HILL
































29 W 310 N AV









9211 S 85TH CT
9211 S 85TH CT




1101 S MATTIS 25
308 1/2 W GREEN
16-D CEDAR ARMS 4
1962 D ORCH ST
1209 LOIS AV
1962 D ORCH ST
1213 1/2 JOANNE LN







400 E MONTANA AV
RR 2
1805 MELINDA LN
56 E DANIEL C-2
ROUTE 1 BOX 132
12 OAK KNOLL
324 56TH ST
605 E PROSPECT 2K
12732 F SHADYCREEK
511 MASON ST
405 N SYCAMORE ST
RR 1








































































































FEROLIE TERPY ANNE PE 2
FERRANS JAMES C LAS3
FERRARA DANIEL P LAS3
FERRARA FRANK M FAA2
FERRARA JEFFREY F ENG2
FERRARO WILLIAM A LAS2
FERRE SHARON PETER GRAD
FERRELL ELMER GRAD
FERRELL HARVEY D BUS4
FERREN PATRICK T GRAD
FERRERABOZA RAFAEL A GRAD
FERRI DOLORES J LAS1
FERRIN JOEL H LAW2
FERRO JOHN T BUS1
FERRY JAMES G GRAD
FERRY JOHN D JR LAS1
FERRY JOHN E LAS2
FERTMAN BRUCE A GRAD
FESTENSTEIN PAUL S LAS1
FETGATTER DANIEL L COM4
FETMAN LINDA J ED 4
FETT WILLIAM F LAS3
FETTIG JUDITH A ED 3
FETTINGER DAVID A ENG1
FEUERHAKEN KEITH R BUS1
FEVER DENISE R AGR1
FEY EDGAR H III BUS2
FEY LAWRENCE C BUS2
FEYEN GORDON ENG3
FIALA BEVERLY A LAS1
FIALLO JOSEPH FAA4
FICEK JUDITH A LAS4
FICKEN VERNON J LAS1
*FICKLE JAMES STEWART GRAD
*FICKLEN JOSEPH BURWE GRAD
FIQDLER JERROLD LEE LAS3
FIDLER CHRISTINE ENG4
FIDLER ROGER LEON GRAD
FIDUK KENNETH W JR ENG4
FIEBELKORN BARBARA C ED 3
FIEBELKORN ROBERT C FAA1
FIEBIG RICKY A ENG1
FIEDLER DEBORAH L LAS1
FIEDLER HERBERT M BUS1
FIEGENBAUM STEVEN J LAS2
FIELD ALAN W BUS2
FIELD CATHERINE M LAS1
FIELD DANIEL J ENG1
FIELD DANIEL P LAW2
FIELD GREGG ALLEN LAS2
FIELD JANE SUZUKIDA GRAD
FIELD JANICE L FAA3
FIELD JEAN A LAS3
FIELD LYNN B LAS2
FIELD MICHAEL L AGR2
FIELD ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
FIELD SCOTT R LAS3
FIELDER THOMAS J LAS2
FIELDHOUSE JAMES M LAS4
FIELDING KATHERINE L GRAD
FIELDING KENNETH G GRAD
FIELDS ANNETTE LAS1
FIELDS GARY L LAS3
FIELOS GLORIA EBEN COM2
FIELDS JOAN E LAS3
FIELDS JONLYN C LAS3
FIELDS SCOTT I LAS4
FIELEKE CURTIS S LAS4
FIENE DOUGLAS W ENG1
FIENE FAITH LOUISE GRAD
FIERKE WILLIAM FRANK GRAD
FIERSTEIN IRA LAS3
FIESELMANN BENJAMIN GRAD
FIESER TERRY M LAS2
FIFIELD RODERICK A FAA2
FIFIELD WILLIAM L JR FAA3
FIFTAL STEVEN D LAS3
FIJOLEK BARBARA G LAS2
FIK TERRENCE M PE 1
FIKE DOUGLAS P LAS4
FIKE RANDALL E FAA3
FILARSKI MELODY L LAS1
FILBEY MELISSA ANN GRAD
FILDES ROGER DALE GRAD
FILECCIA KATHLEEN M PE 1
FILECCIA MICHAEL J ENG1
FILECCIA ROBERT J GRAD
FILES MARGARET BRYAN GRAD
FILEWICZ MARK V LAS3
FILIP JOANNE L LAS2
FILIP ROGER N LAS2
FILIP RUSSELL L ENG4
FILIPEK DAVID M GRAD
FILIPS DONNA L PE 1
FILL ELLEN C ED 2
FILL JOSEPH C AVI2
FILLIP JOYCE M FAA2
204 W WASHINGTON U
402 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
URH FORBES 108 C
URH SCOTT 475 C
URH BABCOCK 213 U
GREGORY HALL 439 U
DANVILLE ILL
2203 E VERMONT U
312 W SPNGFLD 4 U
2053 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 245 U
107 E CHALMERS 1 C
URH SNYDER 343 C
2102 ORCH ST 104 U
URH ALLEN 296 U
604 E ARMORY C
SAVOY ILL
52 E ARMORY C
MAHOMET ILL
1280 STOUGHTON U
31 E JOHN C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TRELEASE 928 U
202 E DANIEL C
605 S 5TH C
111 S BUSEY 12 U
URH WARDALL 823 U
311 E JOHN C
311 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 287 U
321 ROYAL CT C
803 S CEDAR U
813 W MAIN U
910 W NEVADA U
705 S LYNN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1604 QUEENS WAY C
1604 QUEENSWAY C
URH WESTON 469 C
608 E STOUGHTON C
URH WESTON 402 C
401 E DANIEL C
WHEATON ILL
URH LAR 427 U
209 E JOHN 11 C
1203 E FLORIDA 34 U
909 S 1ST 17 C
306 DAVIDSON 8 C
802 W OREGON U
URH BABCOCK 6 U
904 S 3RD C
1120 W COLUMBIA C
PHYSICS BLDG U
URH WESTON 342 C
313 E JOHN C
509 E GREEN C
1401 E MUMFORD U
1401 E MUMFORD U
URH VAN DOREN 211 C
201 S BUSEY U
1005 S 6TH 9 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1105 N 5TH 27 C
201 S WRIGHT 2 C
610 W WASHINGTON U
URH TOWNSEND 520 U
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
2304 GLENOAK C
409 E CHALMRS C
606 W OHIO U
URH SNYDER 465 C
2305 CARLISLE C
1801 WILLOW RD U
904 N BROADWAY 202 U
904 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
PINE ACRES AUG RD U
1005 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 923 U
RANTOUL ILL
807 S RANDOLPH 2 C
1502 BELLE PARK C
1502 BELLE PARK C
PR 1 U
1605 HENRY C
URH SCOTT 462 C
URH TRELEASE 512 U
URH WESTON 261 C
910 S 3RD C
1709 W JOHN 7 C
URH LAR 484 U
412 E GREEN 11 C
212 E DANIEL C



















































































ROUTE 2 BOX 620
225 WING PARK BLVD
198 N GRANT
824 S STONE




















502 BEACH ST S
1138 LINDEN AV
9532 N HAMLIN AV



























3307 W 109TH ST














1709 W JOHN 7
451 S MAYFAIR PL
642 N BEVERLY LN
561 CHERRY LN


































































































FILLMAN KRISTIN L LAS4
FILLMORE BONNIE G FAA1
FILOCHE JEAN-LUC GRAO
FIMBIANTI CAROLYN M FAA1
FIMBIANTI JOSEPH P BUS3
FIMOFF MARK J ENG4
FIN TERESA MARIE FAA4
FINBLOOM NEIL M FAA3
FINCH ANNA L BUS*
FINCH JAMES MELVIN AV I 1
FINCH JANICE M LAS2
FINCH ROBERT H BUS2
FINCH ROBERT M LAW2
FINCKE OEBRA M LAS4
*FINDLAY KATHLEEN R GR AD
FINOLAY WILLIAM G ENG3
FINOLEY ANN E LAS2
FINDLEY JANICE S LAS1
FINE CINDY L LAS1
FINE IRWIN J LAS1
FINE LAWRENCE R LAS2
FINE STEVEN B BUS1
FINE STEVEN E LAS4
FINE STEVEN M LAS3
FINERMAN EUGENE K LAS4
FINERTY JOHN J ENG1
*FINET EDWINA G ED 4
FINGER MARK J FAA3
FINGERHUT JAMES W LAS4
FINK ELISE A AGR1
FINK ILENE G LAS4
FINK KARL JULIUS GRAD
FINK MIRIAM S ED 1
FINKBEINER CARL T JR GRAD
FINKE DOUGLAS L ENG2
FINKEL BARRY SHOLEM GRAD




FINLAY DOUGLAS H LAS1
FINLAY GILBERT C III PE 3
FINLAY GRETCHEN J BUS3
FINLAY VIRGINIA K ED 4
FINLAYSON BARBARA M LAS1
FINLAYSON JUDIE A LAS1
FINLEY CARLOS V ENG2
FINLEY JEFFREY LEWIS GRAD
FINLEY MARSHALL D ENG3
FINLEY NORMA S LAS1
FINLEY PAUL B AGR1
FINLEY ROBERT C III GRAD
FINLEY STEPHEN F LAS3
FINLON MARYANN LAS3
FINN DOMINICK F GRAD
FINN MARY E LAS1
FINN PAULA SHEEHAN GRAD
FINN ROBERT M LAS2
FINN THOMAS W COM4
FINNEGAN DANIEL J BUS4
FINNEGAN JAMES A VM 1
FINNEGAN MARY T LAS1
FINNERTY DONNA J LAS4
FINNERTY STEPHEN R ENG1
FINNEY BRUCE R ENG4
FINNEY DAMON W ENG1
FINNEY DANNY L LAS2
FINNEY ELEANOR S LAS1
FINNEY JERRY G LAW2
FINNEY JO A LAS1
FINNEY RAYMOND J GRAD
FINNO RICHARD J ENG2
FINSTON ELLEN K LAS1
FIORDO RICHARD A GRAD
FIORE JOHN PETER GRAD
FIORENZA JOHN P LAS4
FIORITO JACK T BUS3
FIREBAUGH RICHARD E LAW2
FIRESTONE DIANE S BUS2
FIRSZT STEVEN A LAS3
FIRTH MICHAEL S BUS3
FISCHER BARBARA F FAA1
FISCHER BRIAN TOM GRAD
FISCHER CARL F ENG3
FISCHER HAROLD A FAA4
FISCHER JANET L BUS3
FISCHER KAREN I LAS2
FISCHER KURT S LAS2
FISCHER LYNN E LAS2
FISCHER RICHARD LAS2
FISCHER ZOLTAN GRAD
FISCHL RICHARD M LAS2
FISCHMAN RICHARD N BUS1
FISH GARY LEE GRAD
FISH GORDON EDWARD GRAD
FISH JAMES ARTHUR GRAO
FISH JOHN E LAS1
1009 S 2ND C
URH VAN DOREN 414 C
300 S GOODWIN 603 U
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 1124 C
1605 VALLEY RD C
908 W STOUGHTON U
802 ILLINOIS 3 U
URH TRELEASE 901 U
URH TOWNSEND 554 U
URH WESTON 110 C
1009 CALIFORNIA U
603 BREEN C
107 1/2 E JOHN 303 C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
URH SAUNDERS 317 U
URH GARNER 244 C
URH TRELEASE U
URH FORBES 246 C
110 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMERS 804 C
908 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 405 C
WESTVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 265 C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 509 U
910 S 3RD C
520 FAIRLAWN U
URH HOPKINS 490 C
509 S 6TH C
URH OGLESBY 1212 U
904 W GREEN U
605 S 5TH 21 C
URH LAR 214 U
1120 W BRADLEY C
1201 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 3 U
516 W JOHN C
URH GARNER 262 C
516 W JOHN C
URH SCOTT 490 C
URH WARDALL 1109 U
URH OGLESBY 918 U
803 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 332 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
2032 B ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 461 C
URH DELTA HSE 9 U
URH SHERMAN 553 C
URH BUSEY 101 U
DECATUR ILL
URH HOPKINS 354 C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
404 N GOODWIN U
306 W WASHINGTON 4 C
URH GARNER 438 C
1112 S 2ND 304 C
1004 S 2ND C
503 E WHITE 12 C
604 E ARMORY 1141 C
URH WESTON 262 C
URH WARDALL 404 U
606 E ELM 3 U
URH BABCOCK 315 U
804 S LYNN U
310 E GREGORY C
URH BABCOCK 8 U
1208 E DELAWARE U
716 BREEN C
907 STOUGHTON U
309 E HEALEY 3 C
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
206 PADDOCK E C
205 E GREEN 17 C
1007 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
1108 S 1ST C
706 W OHIO U
809 W INDIANA U
802 W GREEN 204 U
URH EVANS 217 U
FAIRBURY ILL
URH VANDOREN 302 C
401 E DANIEL C
907 W STOUGHTON U
109 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
NORMAL ILL
URH DANIELS 612 U
1201 E FLORIDA 21 U




































































RR 1 BOX 94
2301 SCOUT CIRCLE






RR 2 BOX 14
RP 1
ROUTE 2 BOX 199





391 N VALLEY CT






4714 C MAIN ST
1137 W MORSE AV
5055 W WINDSOR AV









10314 S OAKLEY AV


















2323 W BANCROFT ST
313 GARTNER RD
615 W PRAIRIE 5
3125 N CHAPEL PL
335 MINOCQUA
909 W FLORENCE AV








310 S PRAIRIE 203
11 1/2 E FAIRChILD
804 S LYNN










2704 W CHASE AV
2556 WOODLAND PARK
273 N WOODDALE RD
325 BARBERRY ST
1609 EXECUTIVE LN












































































































F ISHBAIN MICHAEL L LAS3
FISHBECK JOHN E FAA3
FISHBEIN ELLEN B AGR2
FISHBEIN SALLY J LAS3
FISHBEIN SUE A LAW2
FISHER ALBERT JOSEPH GRAD
FISHER ANNE M AGR4
FISHER CARLTON D LAS2
FISHER CAROL FAA4
FISHER CAROL J LAS2
FISHFR CATHERINE W LAS1
FISHER DANIEL L LAS1
FISHER DAVE H ENG3
FISHFR DAVID ELON GRAD
FISHER DEBORAH A LAW1
FISHER DONALD J JR FAA1
FISHER ELVIN M GRAD
FISHER GAIL S LAS1
FISHER GREGORY A LAS1
FISHER JAMES E LAS2
FISHER JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
FISHER JAYNE M LAS4
FISHER JOHN J BUS1
FISHER JOHN PERRY BUS2
FISHER JOY D LAS3
FISHER JOYCE M ED 3
FISHER KENNETH H LAS4
FISHER LAUREN I ED 4
FISHER MARGARET M GRAO
FISHER MARILYN J ED 3
FISHER MARK W BUS1
FISHER MICHELLE E PE 4
FISHFR NANCI L LAS1
FISHER PAUL A ENG4
FISHER PAUL H BUS2
FISHER PAUL R LAS4
F ISHER RALPH 8 LAS1
FISHER RAYMOND L LAS4
FISHER RICHARD LYLE ED 4
FISHER RICHARD S LAS3
FISHER ROBERT A LAS2
FISHER ROSALIE LAS4
FISHER SHERRY K LAS2
FISHER STEPHEN C VM 3
FISHER STUART GIL GRAD
FISHER SUZANNE GRAD
FISHER WALTER H PE 4
FISHER WILLIAM AGR4
FISHER WILLIAM E AVI6
FISHER YVONNE LAS1
FISHERKELLER SUSAN A LAS1
FISHMAN GLEN P BUS3
FISHMAN ROBERT M LAS1
FISHMAN SHELDON LAS1
FITCH CHERLYNNE S LAS3
FITCH JANET RAE GRAD
FITCH JOHN C ENG2
FITCH PATRICE WARD GRAD
FITCHIE ROBERT DAVID LAS2
FITTING DONALD C LAS4
FITZ DALE ETWARD GRAD
FITZGERALC CATHERINE LAS3
FITZGERALD DANIEL S BUS2
FITZGERALD DOUGLAS M BUS1
FITZGERALD JOAN M LAS4
FITZGERALD PAUL J ENG1
FITZGERALD THOMAS J LAS2
FITZHENRY NANCY A LAS1
FITZHUGH JAMES R FAA4
FITZPATRICK DAVID J BUS1
FITZPATRICK DENNIS L BUS3
FITZPATRICK JOHN P LAS4
FITZPATRICK KEVIN J LAS3
FITZPATRICK LAWRENCE LAW1
FITZPATRICK RAY C LAS2
FITZPATRICK RITA D LAS2
FITZPATRICK SARA R FAA3
FITZPATRICK TONI J LAS1
FITZSIMMONS MAPY M FAA2
FJERSTAD ERIK A ENG3
FJERSTAD MARIA C LAS1
FLACH MARK C LAS3
FLACH TERRY EDWARD GRAD
FLACK ALAN LEONARD GRAD
FLACK STEVEN L FAA4
FLAKE JANICE LOUISE GRAD
FLANAGAN BYRON K LAS1
FLANAGAN CATHLEEN C GRAD
FLANAGAN KATHLEEN BUS3
FLANDERS MERLE DEAN GRAD
FLANEGIN JOAN AGR3
FLANFGIN MICHAEL H ENG1
FLANEGIN SUSAN A PE 1
FLANIGAN HOLLY C PE 4
FLANIGAN THOMAS EDWA GRAD
FLANINGAM JILL S BUS1
FLANNELL DANNY L LAS3
901 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 613 U
URH WESTON 306 C 332-4490
1107 S EUCLID C 367-3063
57 E JOHN 2 C 359-5806
306 DAVIDSON 4 C 359-7100
808 S LINCOLN 5 U 344-2210
URH SNYDER 180 C 332-1668
101 S COLER U
URH WARDALL 920 U 332-4496
URH ALLEN 178 U 332-3288
604 E ARMORY 2205 C
HUBBARD HOUSE 13 U
307 E WHITE 24 C
603 W GREEN U 344-7e79
URH NOBLE 110 C
904 N BROADWAY 216 U
URH GARNER 246 C
CHICAGO HTS ILL
URH GARNER 314 C
606 W OHIO U
1011 S OAK C
212 E DANIEL C
1203 E FLORIDA 34 U
509 E GREEN 203 C
URH GARNER 269 C
401 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL
2115 BURLISON U
URH VANDOREN 23 C
DELANO ILL
905 E COLUMBIA 45 U
URH ALLEN 102 U
URH TOWNSEND 178 U
506 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
URH NEWMAN C
505 S BUSEY 508 U
2221 GEORGETOWN C
58 E JOHN C
907 S 4TH C
OGDEN ILL
URH BUSEY 428 U
104 E JOHN C
1011 S OAK C
904 N BROADWAY 216 U
311 E WHITE 12 C
1203 E FLORIDA 24 U
1512 BROOKSHIRE C
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 497 U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 120 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH EVANS 204 U
221 W MAIN 1 U
805 OAKLAND U
805 OAKLAND U
URH HOPKINS 150 C
316 COTTAGE CT C
906 1/2 VINE 303 U
204 S GREGORY U
1009 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 271 C
501 W PENN U
URH BARTON 12 C
URH FORBES 491 C
910 S 3RD C
VERSAILLES FR
202 E DANIEL C
7 NEWPORT U
901 W SPNGFLD U
201 E GREEN C
1016 W MAIN U
URH FORBES 106 C
708 W ILLINOIS U
606 E ELM 1 U
URH SCOTT 328 C
6 SAFFER CT U
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 447 U
1301 S BUSEY U
3308 WILLIAM C
1305 SILVER U
1411 W WHITE C
1831 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 302 C
705 W MICHIGAN U 344-5073
1207 NEVADA U
TCLONO ILL
URH WESTON 313 C 332-1990
URH BARTON 208 C
URH WESTON 246 C 332-1945
MONTICELLO ILL
1004 BROADMOOR C 352-4881
URH BUSEY 243 U 332-2621










































105 N MERIDIAN ST
RP 2
213 RAYE DR W
101 S COLER
2514 W WESTPORT RD
1562 SHIRLEY DR
215 FAIRMONT DR
100 S WILLIAM ST
1108 N MARKET
406 NE 7TH AV
134 ONEIL ST
904 N BROADWAY 216
20332 HARDING














2514 W WESTPORT RD











1011 S OAK 3
904 N BROADWAY 216





6049 N KIMBALL AV
407 E ROSELAWN
4901 F CAROL





320 W STATE ST











616 N WESTERN ST
11020 KOSTNER
693 W MAIN ST
1756 W EDMAIRE
10532 S HOYNE AV
606 E ELM 1






















































































































FLANNELL ELIZABETH K LAS2
FLANNELLY KEVIN GRAO
FLANNERV ANN M LAS1
FLANNERY KEVIN M ENG1
*FLASAR JAMES J VM 3
FLATNESS JAMES A GRAD
FLAX BRIAN BUS1
FLAYNIK DONALD G ENG3
FLEAGLE JOHN T LAS3
FLEEGEL CARL W FAA4
FLEEGEL MIA ADKINS LAS3
FLEENER BERNARD PAUL GRAD
FLEENER CHRISTINE LAS4
FLEISCHER JANICE M LAS3
FLEISCHER KENNETH J LAS3
FLEISCHHAUER G G JR LAS3
FLEISCHMAN DAVID A FAA1
FLEISCHMAN DIANA L PE 1
FLEISCHMAN WILLIAM M LAS3
FLEISCHMANN THOMAS 8 GRAD
FLEISHER HOMER L III LAS3
*FLEISHER RICHARD M AGR1
FLEISHMAN ALLEN IRA GRAD
FLEISHMAN JACQUELYN GRAD
FLEISHMAN MARK L FAA4
FLEISZAR KATHLEEN A GRAD
FLEMING ANDREW J FAA1
FLEMING BRUCE J COM3
FLEMING DAWN FINCK LAS4
FLEMING EDMUND T BUS2
FLEMING JAMES F GRAD
FLEMING JAMES P LAS1
FLEMING JANE L LAS4
FLEMING KATHLEEN S ED 1
FLEMING LINDA S PE 3
FLEMING MARSHA B GRAD
FLEMING MICHAEL A LAW2
FLEMING MICHAEL J FAA3
FLEMING THOMAS K ENG3
FLEMINGS REGINA C LAS3
FLENNIKEN BARBARA S AGR4
FLENNIKEN CINDY L AGR3
FLENNIKEN JOHN M AGRA
FLESNER WALTER B LAS1
FLESSNER MARK A BUS1
FLESSNER STEPHEN M LAS3
FLESSOP THOMAS A LAS1
FLETCHER CLARENCE E FAA1
FLETCHER DAVID J LAS1
FLETCHER DEBORA L LAS1
FLETCHER KAREN E LAS4
FLETCHER KENNETH A FAA3
FLETCHER LYNN A LAS1
FLETCHER MARY L FAA1
FLETCHER MICHAEL STE FAA4
FLETTRE MARGARET A LAS3
FLEXMAN CHARLES H ENG4
FLEXMAN JAMES W LAS1
FLICKER GARY A VM 2
FLIEGEL RUTH H GRAD
FLINT GREGORY K ENG1
FLINT PATRICIA A LAS3
FLIPPIN BARBARA L LAS1
FLITMAN SHARON M FAA2
FLOHR JOHN WARREN GRAD
FLOM KAREN A LAS*
FLOM KERRY J LAS2
FLOOD CATHERINE S GRAD
FLOOD DOROTHY G LAS4
FLOOD JAMES RICHARD GRAD
FLOOD JEAN M AGR1
FLOORE CHARLES FAA3
FLOORE SHARON K LAS1
FLOR MARY BETH FAA1
FLORA BECKY BROWN PE 4
FLORA JULIANNE AGR1
FLORA STEVEN K LAS3
FLORA WARE B BUS4
FLORCZAK LINDA S LAS1
FLOREK GREGORY S FAA4
FLORENCE JUANITA GRAD
FLORY MICHAEL C LAS1
FLOTA JAMES E LAS2
FLOWERS ELLIOTT G JR GRAD
FLOWERS ETHAN LAS1
FLOWERS ROBERT A LAS1
FLOWERS STERLING LAS3
FLOYD BRIAN J ENG1
FLOYD MELVIN ED 4
FLUCHEL JANIS L LAS3
FLUHR CHRISTIAN PAUL GRAD
FLUMMER JAMES A LAW2
FLUSCHE BRUCE L COM4
FLYNN BARBARA JEANNE GRAD
FLYNN JEROME P BUS2
FLYNN JULIE M AGR1
FLYNN RICHARD J JR ENG3
194 PADDOCK E C
107 S PRAIRIE C
URH LAR 491 U
URH FORBES 392! C
205 DEWEY U
410 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 2304 C
URH OGLESBY 531 U
509 E WHITE 14 C
509 E WHITE 14 C
609 PARKLANE C
URH GARNER 470 C
URH WAROALL 810 U
URH HOPKINS 210 C
303 E CHALMERS C
410 E JOHN C
URH FLAGG 324 C
ILLINI MANOR C
408 1/2 E CLARK C
809 W PENN U
1600 BRADLEY C
807 S COTTAGE GR U
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
509 W MAIN 5 U
URH WESTON 400 C
309 E CHALMERS C
RANTOUL ILL
URH GARNER 219 C
723 S RANDOLPH C
1005 S 1ST 22 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH EVANS 328 U
URH SCOTT 324 C
TWIN ORCH MBL SITE U
808 SCOVILL U
URH HOPKINS 476 C
201 BUSEY 307 U
209 E CLARK 7 C
805 S LINCOLN 8 U
802 W OREGON U
805 S LINCOLN 8 U
URH WESTON 409 C
URH BABCOCK 121 U
URH TOWNSEND 574 U
URH OGLESBY 520 U
URH PEABODY C
URH SCOTT 443 C
URH LAR 365 U
311 E GREEN C
OAKWOOD ILL
URH TRELEASE 503 U
5 FLORA CT C
309 E HEALEY 4 C
907 S WRIGHT C
103 PADDOCK E 1 C
URH SNYDER 238 C
2006 VAWTER U
606 W CHURCH C
URH TOWNSENO 260 U
URH VANDOREN 119 C
URH FLAGG 434 C
URH TRELEASE 918 U
2108 ORCH ST 204 U
505 S BUSEY 406 U
910 S 3RD 1102 C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
110 E JOHN 6 C
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U
URH TRELEASE 428 U
55 E HEALEY C
URH TRELEASE 1120 U
207 E JOHN C
1730 LINCOLN RD 4 C
URH BUSEY 204 U
2706 CARRELTON C
1730 LINCOLN RD 4 C
URH ALLEN 121 U
URH BABCOCK 215 U
URH SHERMAN 867 C
URH TOWNSEND 428 U
313 E JOHN 21 C
U OF I PHYSICS U
URH BABCOCK 407 U
URH TOWNSEND 166 U
411 W GREEN C
URH BARTON 13 C
1206 W EADS U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH DANIELS 603 U
URH SHERMAN 350 C
909 ILLINOIS U
616 W SPNGFLD C
21 COACHMAN U



























































509 E WHITE 14



























733 W 8TH ST
1 LOGAN TERR
13340 S GREENWOOD
805 S LINCOLN 8
RR 2
805 S LINCOLN 8
2518 W MALONE
BOX 133
12508 E NAVAJO DR
1516 KEESLER DR
189 KENILWORTH
1907 S PULASKI RD
9612 GREENMOOR
RR 1
3833 S FEDERAL 311
5 FLORA CT





606 W CHURCH ST
484 OLD SURREY RD
315 EAST ELM
719 N REDWOOD DR
8539 KEELER
37 HILL DR









1730 LINCOLN RD 4
268 S WESTLAWN
451 ENTERPRISE ST












ROUTE 1 BOX 156














































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL


























FLYNN STEPHEN W BUS4
•FLYNN SUSAN KINGSTON GRAD
FLYNN WINSTON EMERY GRAD
FOBI SIMON NCHINOA GRAD
FODOR MICHAEL ALAN ED 4
FOERTSCH OOUGLAS L LAS4
FOERTSCH THOMAS M BUS4
FOGARTY CATHERINE T LAS2
FOGARTY MICHAEL J LAS1
FOGEL BRUCE A ED 1
FOGERTY THOMAS M LAS2
FOGLE RONALD E ENG4
FOGLER GLENN R LAS1
FOHRMAN APRIL B LASl
FOHRMAN SCOTT R LAS2
*FOHT WILLIAM C AGR4
FOIL BETH L LAS2
FOIST MARY H LAS4
FOLEY ANNE PE 4
FOLEY OANIEL A AGR1
FOLEY DEBRA A ED 2
FOLEY EDWARD T BUS2
FOLEY JAMES S ENG1
FOLEY JANE E ED 3
FOLEY JOHN P III ENG1
FOLEY JOSEPH E BUS4
FOLEY RICHARD H JR ENG1
FOLEY STEVEN W LASl
FOLGATE RANDALL L LAS4
FOLINSBEE JAMES T GRAD
FOLKERTS CHARLES H ENG4
FOLKOFF BARBARA I LAS3
FOLLANSBEE LINDA L LASl
FOLLIS PATRICIA J LASl
FOLLMER MARK A ENG3
FOLLMER ROBERT P BUS3
FOLLSTAEDT DAVID M GRAD
FOLTA EDITH A LASl
FOLTA MICHELE A AGR1
FOLTOS LESTER JOSEPH GRAD
FOLTZ JOHN W LAW3
FOLTZ NORMA L LAS3
FON GERALO L BUS4
FONDA STEWART H III GRAD
FONG PETER K LAS3
FONG VICTOR LASl
FONGER SANDRA JOY GRAD
FONKERT BARBARA T GRAD
FONKERT J HANSON GRAD
FONNER RANDY E LAS3
FONSECA LUIS MIGUEL FAA2
FONTANA THOMAS PAUL GRAD
FONTENOT RONALD S ENG4
FONTILLA DAVID J GRAD
FONTILLA MARION P GRAD
FOO CHOR-LING GRAD
FOOTE BONITA F LAS4
FOOTE BRIAN LASl
*FOOTE JEFFREY H GRAD
FOOTE ROBERT A LAS3
FOOTE ROBERT C LAS4
FOOTLIK MARC A BUS4
FOOTLIK RUSSELL D FAA3
FORAN LINDA L COM3
FORAN PAUL G LAS4
FORBES MARY J LASl
FORBES PAMELA S BUS2
FORBES WAYNE PAUL GRAD
FORD BARBARA JEAN GRAD
FORD CATHERINE L LAS3
FORD DAVID A AGR1
FORD DEBORAH A LAS3
FORD DEE ANN FAA4
FORD GARY B ENG4
FORD JAMES L FAA3
FORD JAN M LAS2
FORD JEFFREY B LAS4
FORD JOHN R FAA1
FORD PAMELA SUE GRAD
FORD ROBYN A LAS2
FORD RONALD JAMES GRAD
*FORD SHARON TENNEY GRAD
FORD TRENACE V LASl
FORD VIKTORIA L FAA4
FORD WILMA J FAA3
FOREMAN BENJAMIN C GRAD
FOREMAN GARY D FAA4
FOREMAN HANNAH S LAS4
FOREMAN JANET LF IGH ED 4
FOREMAN JANICE G LAS3
FOREMAN LARRY STEVEN LAS3
FOREMAN STEPHEN L ED 3
FOREMAN STEVEN B LAS2
FORESTER ELISABETH B GRAD
FORESTER RICHARD M GRAD
*FORET ARTHUR DONALD ENG3
FORGEY WILLIAM M GRAD
1210 W BROADMOOR C 356-2466
1510 W GREEN C 352-4686
1717 VALLEY RD C 352-0260
408 N MATHEWS U
705 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 236 U 332-4259
108 E HEALEY C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 531 U 332-5052
URH OGLESBY 224 U 332-5105
409 E ARMORY C
1010 E COLORADO 4 U 367-1391
URH HOPKINS 438 C
URH ALLEN 119 U 332-3078
409 E CHALMRS C 348-5708
2107 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-8214
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
202 E JOHN C 352-0882
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
URH ALLEN 274 U 332-3323
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
705 W CALIFORNIA U
58 E GREGORY C
PARIS ILL
URH BABCOCK 211 U 332-3757
410 E JOHN C 344-3977
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
URH SCOTT 270 C
310 E CHALMERS C
1103 W HILL U 367-0686
1600 W BRADLEY 104 C 352-5448
712 W ILLINOIS U
URH BUSEY 337 U
URH LAR 127 U 332-2781
EUGENE OR
301 E CHALMERS 3 C 332-2031
509 W MAIN 12 U
URH ALLEN 165 U 332-3279
URH HOPKINS 419 C
BAT AVI A ILL
310 E CLARK C 356-9569
URH TRELEASE 1013 U 332-5690
STA A BOX 2375 C 328-1889
1106 W MAIN U 344-7479
URH FORBES 421 C 332-1101
URH FORBES 421 C 332-1101
402 BRIAR LN 1 C
2003 D ORCH ST U
2003 D ORCH ST U
59 E SPNGFLD C 356-0344
118 SCOTTSWOOD U
706 S 1ST 202 C 352-6095
504 E CLARK C
410 E MICHIGAN 11 U 344-6620
410 E MICHIGAN 11 U 344-6620
306 E CLARK C
URH LAR 181 U 352-0124
URH ALLEN 295 U
1305 N HICKORY C 359-5332
URH FORBES 275 C 332-0999
904 W GREEN U 344-7318
1006 W NEVADA U 367-1310
1006 W NEVADA U
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
605 E CHALMERS 4 C
URH WARDALL 419 U 332-4374
910 S 3RD C 337-5285
310 E WASHINGTON U 367-9583
URH SHERMAN 209 C 332-4644
LA GRANGE ILL
URH OGLESBY 121 U
310 E CHALMERS 201 C 367-2657
411 S KENWOOD C 352-7376
URH BLAISDELL 203 U 332-3479
1004 W OREGON U 344-9473
706 S MATHEWS U 332-4420
URH SNYDER 202 C 332-1671
URH GARNER 418 C
1600 W BRADLEY 179 C 359-6282
URH TRELEASE 309 U 332-5475
608 S STATE 7 C 359-9121
506 W STOUGHTON U 367-1088
URH FLAGG 408 C 332-0324
404 E STOUGHTON C
212 E SPNGFLD C 359-9848
411 S MATTIS 6 C
401 S RACE 1 U 328-2827
401 S RACE U 328-2827
1017 W JOHN C 359-4718
409 E CHALMRS C
809 S 1ST C 359-9559
1017 W JOHN C 359-4718
729 S MATTIS C
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
208 HOLIDAY PK 335 C
821 OAKLAND 105 U












217 E PARK BLVD
1010 E COLORADO 4
3401 N BIGELOW
9424 N HAMLIN AV
40 E CEDAR ST 2 1A





















706 N 8TH ST
10601 S LAWLER AV
1325 ORCHARD AV
1244 S BATAVIA AV
RR 1
424 8TH PL
5506 N BERNARD ST
1214 OAK TRAIL CR
1248 W WINONA ST
1248 W WINONA ST
317 KING ST
2003 D ORCH ST





410 E MICHIGAN 11




























810 S COLLEGE AV
RR 1





















































































































FORGUS SILVIA PARVEI GRAD
FORKER NORA T LAS1
FORMAN JANICE T PE 2
FORMAN MICHAEL B LAW1
FORMAN ROBIN S FAA4
*FORNANGO I NA JEAN S COM4
FORNANGO MARK A COM4
FORNI PHILLIP L AGR4
FORNOFF KENNETH M AGR4
FOROUTAN MOHAMAD BUS2
FORREST TERRY JANE LAS2
FORRESTER GARY LAW1
FORSELL JACK M FAA3
FORSTER RONALO A BUS1
*FORSYTH CLINTON D GRAD
FORSYTHE GARY E LAS3
FORT CHARLES P BUS1
FORTADO JOHN L ENG4
FORTE BARRY J LAS3
FORTH BECKY DIANE LAS3
FORTINO JOHN GRAD
FORTMAN MARK A LAS1
FORTNER DAVID W FAA3
FORTUNA WILLIAM F II GRAD
FOSBURY LAWRENCE R GRAD
FOSHOLT LUCINDA J FAA1
FOSLER DICK E JR ENG4
FOSNOT FREDERICK C FAA4
FOSS CATHERINE M ED 4
*FOSS CHARLES M LAW1
FOSS PATRICE L ED 1
FOSSBERG LAURA L LAS2
FOSSBERG MARK A ENG1
FOSSE KEVIN B FAA4
FOSTER CAROLYN J AGR1
FOSTER CHARLOTTE A LAS3
FOSTER CHRISTOPHER A GRAD
FOSTER CRAIG S LAS3
FOSTER DANIEL L FAA1
FOSTER DANNY S FAA2
FOSTER DAVID HERMAN GRAD
FOSTER DONALD WARD GRAD
FOSTER FRANKLIN JAY BUS4
FOSTER GERALD L PE 4
FOSTER JACQUELINE GRAD
FOSTER JAMES C GRAD
FOSTER KELLY V BUS1
FOSTER LORN SAMUEL GRAD
FOSTER LYNN C LAS4
FOSTER MICHAEL C ENG4
FOSTER PATRICK A LAS2
FOSTER RANDALL D FAA2
FOSTER STEPHEN JAY GRAD
FOSTER STEVEN C LAS1
FOSTER THOMAS J LAS1
FOSTER TIMOTHY S LAS1
FOTHERGILL TERE E FAA2
FOUCHER SHEPNA LAS1
FOUKE KENNETH R BUS1
FOULDS LESLIE J LAS4
FOULKS ALAN L ENG4
FOURNELLE THOMAS A GRAD
FOURNIE RAYMOND R COM4
FOURNIER PATRICIA A FAA3
FOUSHI JOHN H ENG3
FOX ANDY J LAS2
FOX CHRISTIE L BUS3
FOX DOUGLAS S LAS3
FOX GEORGE M LAS1
FOX GLORIA H LAS3
FOX ILENE K FAA1
FOX JAMES F LAW2
FOX JANET E COM3
FOX JEFFREY WILLIAM LAS4
FOX MARK A LAS3
FOX MARY V LAS1
FOX MICHAEL H BUS1
FOX MICHAEL R BUS3
FOX MORTON E LAS1
FOX NANCY ANN GRAD
FOX PETER JOSEPH GRAD
FOX ROBERT LEE GRAD
FOX SAMUEL E LAS1
FOX WYLIE B GRAD
FOXX JAMES D LAS2
FOY JAMES C FAA3
FRACK VICTORIA C LAS4
FRADKIN STEVEN G BUS3
FRAENKEL HOWARD ALAN GRAD
FRAGGOS PENELOPE M FD 2
FRAHLMAN MARK A LAS3
FRAILEY ROBERT L GRAD
FRAKFS JAMES TERRY BMS1
FRALEY ROBERT T LAS2
FRAMBERGER VICKIE L LAS3
FRAME JAMES ROBERT LAS3
FRANCH KENNETH D FAA4
1961 C ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 176 U
409 E CHALMRS C
807 S 1ST C
510 E CLARK 35 C
1616 CORNELL C
1842 VALLEY RD C
1205 FLORIDA 14 U
2219 S 1ST 202 C
URH HOPKINS 252 C
911 S LOCUST C
CHARLESTON ILL
1001 S WRIGHT 5 C
1005 S 2ND C
FISHER ILL
URH HOPKINS 163 C
401 E JOHN C
1009 W STOUGHTON U
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH EVANS 406 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SNYDER 160 C
URH TOWNSEND 321 U
1007 S 2ND C
911 S LOCUST C
URH LAR 423 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1211 W CLARK 22 U
409 E CHALMRS C
705 W CHURCH C
URH HOPKINS 388 C
URH ALLEN 403 U
313 E ARMORY C
1111 S 1ST C
2602 LAWNDALE C
PARKLAND TERR 235 C
2 MCDONALD CT C
URH GARNER 421 C
URH OGLESBY 122 U
1004 4TH C
136 PADDOCK E C
2104 ORCH ST 203 U
GIBSON CITY
2101 HAZWD OR 103 U
URH LAR 281 U
1002 W OREGON U
1305 PARKVIEW C
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
108 N GOODWIN 1 U
URH BABCOCK 218 U
URH WESTON 443 C
106 E ARMORY C
607 W WHITE C
1113 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 492 C
URH SNYDER 359 C
2504 MAPLEWOOD C
URH SAUNDERS 303 U
URH SCOTT 261 C
707 W SPNGFLD 3 U
CARRIAGE ESTS U
604 E ARMORY C
1206 E STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 458 C
URH TOWNSEND 441 U
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
URH TRELEASE 308 U
910 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 220 C
58 E ARMORY 6 C
URH WARDALL 1102 U
2113 HAZWD DR 302 U
410 E GREEN 13 C
STA A BOX 2040 C
1603 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH ALPHA HSE 8 U
1105 S 1ST C
1010 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 276 U
TOLONO ILL
URH DANIELS 326 U
1815 ORCH PL U
URH ALLEN 37 U
1505 S MATTIS C
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
1108 S 1ST C
408 E STOUGHTON 12 C
URH OGLESBY 524 U
URH DANIELS 627 U
508 E CHALMERS C
904 W GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 1149 C
2605 E HIGH U
URH OGLESBY 1002 U
104 N LINCOLN U
1502 W UNIVERSITY C

















































































733 E MAGNOLIA CR
3501 15TH ST A
ROUTE 1
1213 W REYNOLDS ST
540 WATER ST





2210 OLD WILLOW RD
828 S OAK ST
2210 OLD WILLOW RD
1427 SHELLEY DR
1427 SHELLEY DR









604 E 11TH ST




1926 S VICTORIA AV
5685 NEW HAMPSHIRE
850 S ENGLISH
1916 E CHESTNUT ST







303 W GALENA AV










58 E ARMORY 6
570 SUMAC RD
2113 HAZWD DR 302
17 W 747 71ST PL


























































































































FRANCHINO THOMAS W LAS2
FRANCIS BARBARA B GRAD
FRANCIS CYNTHIA D LAS1
FRANCIS JANE M LAS1
FRANCIS JO E LAS1
FRANCIS JUANITA F GRAD
FRANCIS KATHLEEN Z AGR3
FRANCIS LARRY GRAD
FRANCIS PAUL M LAW3
FRANCIS RALPH C ENG2
FRANCIS ROBERT B GRAO
FRANCIS WANDA M LAS2
FRANCIS WILLIAM A LAW2
FRANCISCO RONALD A GRAD
FRANCO SERGIO GRAD
FRANDSEN CHERYL L GRAD
FRANDSEN ROGER K LAW3
FRANK CHERYL MOTEL GRAO
FRANK CHERYL NANCE LAS3
FRANK CORINNE E LAS1
FRANK DENISE M LAS1
FRANK DOUGLAS N LAS3
FRANK EDWIN G III BUS2
FRANK GARY BYRON GRAD
FRANK J CURT LAS2
FRANK KATHLEEN M BUS3
FRANK MARTIN GRAD
FRANK PHILLIP H AGR3
FRANK RICHARD LAS3
FRANK RODNEY K AGR3
FRANK STUART D LAS1
FRANKE MICHAEL DAVID FAA2
FRANKEL BARBARA GRAD
FRANKEL KAREN LAS1
FRANKLIN DAVID K FAA3
FRANKLIN DEBORAH D LAS3
FRANKLIN FRANK JR ENG4
FRANKLIN GARY GRAD
FRANKLIN JUDITH L LAS1
FRANKLIN LILLIAN C GRAD
FRANKLIN LINDA F LAS1
FRANKLIN MICHAEL S GRAD
FRANKLIN PAMELA J LAS4
FRANKLIN ROBERT C LAS3
FRANKLIN SHEILA B LAS1
FRANKLIN SHERWOOD J VM 3
FRANKLIN STEPHEN LAS4
FRANKLIN STEPHEN L GRAD
FRANKLIN-WHITE M C FAA1
FRANKS DOROTHY KEMBE GRAD
FRANKS JAMES ROBERT LAS2
FRANKS LYLE J LAS3
FRANKS LYNN ALAN GRAD
FRANKS LYNNE R GRAD
FRANKS SHELLEY E PE 2
FRANKS WILLIAM D LAS4
FRANSON JAMES C LAS3
FRANTSI PHILIP C ENG4
FRANTZ DENNIS A LAS4
FRANTZ DOROTHY E LAS2
FRANTZ LYLE D LAS4
FRANZ JAMES ALAN GRAD
FRANZ JEAN E FAA1
FRANZEN DAVID W AGR2
FRANZEN SCOTT F FAA2
FRANZINO ROBERT C GRAD
FRASER GARY J LAS1
FRASER GORDON S GRAD
FRASER SUSAN E LAS3
FRATE DENNIS ANTHONY GRAD
FRATELLO DANIEL A LAS3
FRATTO GEORGE M BUS4
FRAUENHOFFER JOHN A ENG2
FRAULI JEROME L ENG4
FRAUSTO BARBARA A LAS2
FRAVEL NEIL HAISLIP GRAD
FRAVEL PATRICIA K FAA2
FRAZAO CELSO JOHN GRAD
FRAZEE ROBERT W BUS*
FRAZER BEATRICE C BUS4
FRAZER GERALD LEE GRAD
FRAZES CHERYL D FAA1
FRAZIER PHILIP M COM4
FRAZIER RICHARD N LAS1
FRAZIER RODNEY LYNN GRAD
FRAZIER TERRY L ENG4
FREASE JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
FPECH ROGER W LAS1
FREDA JAMES J FAA2
FREDDY COLLEEN I ED 4
FREDEN DIANE K LAS3
FREDERICH DEBORAH A LAS4
FREDERICK DAVID M VM 3
FREDERICK KATHERINE LAS2
FREDERICK MARGARET A LAS1
FREDERICK NANCY L AGR2
FREDERICK PAMELA K LAS4
910 S 3RD C
1721 VALLEY RD C
URH EVANS 319 U
URH TRELEASE 416 U
MONTCLAIR RD 16 U
511 S ELM 8 C
514 S ELM C
809 W ILLINOIS 8 U
307 S PRAIRIE C
815 W VINE C
1721 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 243 C
504 W MAIN 212 U
DOLTON ILL
CSL U
1207 E FLORIDA U
1207 E FLORIDA 32 U
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
STA A BOX 2429 C
URH TRELEASE 711 U
URH WARDALL 1211 U
URH SNYDER 250 C
URH SNYDER 330 C
504 E ARMORY C
304 E CLARK C
503 W ILLINOIS U
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
306 E GREGORY C
803 W OREGON U
110 E ARMORY C
110 E CHALMERS C
109 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1351 C
313 E JOHN 9 C
58 E GREEN C
1406 W CLARK C
504 E CLARK 35 C
804 S LOCUST C
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
804 S LOCUST 45 C
URH WARDALL 323 U
36 CEDRIC LN U
1203 W STOUGHTON U
1101 W PENN U
URH WARDALL 610 U
715 W PENN U
508 W ELM U
1509 N KILER 8 C
1115 W CHURCH C
1114 W PARK C
507 W ELM U
904 W GREEN U
604 FAIRLAWN U
44 KICKAPOO TRAIL U
URH GARNER 343 C
URH TOWNSENO 319 U
912 S 2ND C
312 S PRAIRIE 102 C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
BADEN AUST
906 1/2 S VINE 303 U
URH LAR 466 U
URH WESTON 420 C
112 E DANIEL C
2085 D ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 262 C
406 HESSEL C
904 W GREEN U
611 W HEALEY 11 C
URH SCOTT 474 C
URH GARNER 109 C
URH TOWNSEND 364 U
TOLONO ILL
URH WESTON 206 C
2215 S 1ST 101 C
URH BUSEY 226 U
305 S URBANA U
201 N LYNN 27 C
58 E JOHN 18 C
608 S STATE 6 C
910 S 3RD C
303 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL
209 S COTTAGE GR U
701 W ELM U
1107 W GREEN 228 U
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
URH OGLESBY 407 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 407 U
710 W OHIO U
PHILO ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
905 S CARLE U
1006 S 3RD 21 C




























































607 S PARK ST
16 MONTCLAIR RD
511 S ELM 8
514 S ELM






219 E 140 PLACE
702 WESTERN
1207 E FLORIDA













RR 1 BOX 33A
10109 CHERRY PKWY
2011 S ANDERSON
2022 W ROGERS AV
614 HARDING
932 MORLAND

























ROUTE 1 BOX 49
918 IRVING AV
608 E JOLIET HWY
5124 GRAND AV






818 S WAVERLY RD
227 W ROCKLAND RD
BOX 807






608 S STATE 6
4640 W DOBSON




















































































































FREDERICK WILLIAM A COM3
FREDERICKS LOIS M GRAD
FREDERICKS MARY JANE GRAD
FREDERICKS MELBA KAY GRAD
FREDERICKSON DAVID L ENG4
FREDERICKSON PENNY L ED 1
FR.EDING MARK D LAS1
FREDMAN BRYAN D LAS1
FREDPICKS MARGARET J AGR1
FREDRICKSON HAROLD A FAA4
FREDPICKSON LAWRENCE FAA3
FREDRICKSON WENDY A LAS2
FREEBAIRN CATHERINE GRAD
FPEECE ALAN L ENG3
FREED JULIE JENSEN GRAD
FPEEDBERG LCRI A LAS2
FREEDLUND MARILYN M GRAD
FREEDMAN BETH G ED 4
FREEDMAN DANIEL N FAA1
FREEDMAN KERRY J FAA1
FREEDMAN LAURA B LAS3
FREEDMAN LAUREN R FAA3
FREEDMAN MARK C LAS2
FREEDMAN MARTIN GRAD
FREEDMAN NANCY CAROL GRAD
FREEDMAN SHELLEY B LAS4
FREEHILL JEAN M ED 2
FREFHILL LAWRENCE R LAS2
FREEHILL RICHARD J GRAD
FREEMAN ERNEST GRAD
FREEMAN EVEPETTE J GRAD
FREEMAN GEORGE V FAA4
FREEMAN JANICE E LAS3
FREEMAN JOANNE M LAS1
FREEMAN JOHN V LAW3
FREEMAN LAURIE L LAS4
FREEMAN LINDA D GRAD
FREEMAN LISA E LAS4
FREEMAN NANCY J LAS3
FREEMAN RANDOLPH M GRAD
FREEMAN RAYMOND W GRAD
FREEMAN SHERILYN H GRAD
FREEMAN SHERYL A AVI1
FREEMAN WAYNF L LAS4
FREEMON JAMES P BUS4
FREESE CHRISSIE E FAA3
FREESE GEORGE THOMAS GRAD
FREESE JOHN D ENG3
FREETO DAVID H FAA1
FREGEAU JAY P BUS2
FREIBAUM BERNARD BUS*
FREIDINGER EDWARD A BUS2
FREIE MICHAEL L ENG1
FREIER JEROME ELDEN GRAD
FREIMUTH GLEN ALOIS GRAD
FREIPEICH VALERIE J LAS3
FREISCHLAG JULIE A LAS1
FREJ LAWRENCE A FAA1
FREMMING SUSAN E LAS3
FRENCH BARBARA L PE 4
FRENCH DAVID ALLEN GRAD
FRENCH ELIZABETH G AGR2
FRENCH JAMES R LAS4
FRENCH LUCIA A LAS4
FRENCH MARTHA LYNN GRAD
FRENCH PATRICE LYNNE GRAO
FRENCH SALLY J LASl
FRENDREIS NANCY A LASl
FRERICHS ROBERT N ENG3
FRETZ EDWARD ROBERT GRAD
FREUD ROBERT S LAS2
FREY BARRY A LAS3
FREY CHRISTINE E GRAD
FREY CYNTHIA A LAS2
FREY EILEEN R FAA2
FREY PAUL D ENG4
FREY ROBERT W LAS3
FREYER WARREN R FAA1
FREYMAN SARAH ALLEN LAS4
FREYMAN THOMAS C LASl
FRICHTL THOMAS H FAA6
FRICHTL WILLIAM J GRAD
FRICK THOMAS D GRAD
FRICKE MARY L LASl
FRIOOLE NOVA L LASl
FRIEDBERG LAWRENCE J FAA4
FRIEDEMANN ALICE J LASl
FRIEDL MARCIA L LAS2
FRIEDLAND ELIZABETH LASl
FRIEDLAND NANCY E LAS4
FRIEDLANDER MICHAEL GRAD
FRIEDLEIN BPUCE L BUS3
FRIEDMAN BARRY D ENG1
FRIEDMAN CARYN B COM3
FRIEDMAN DANIEL W BUS1
FRIEDMAN DARLENE D LAS3
FRIEDMAN DEBBIE M ED 3
1008 W NEVADA U
1812 WINCHESTER C 356-0850
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH SHERMAN 201 C 332-4637
URH WESTON 270 C
URH TRELEASE 1127 U
URH TOWNSEND 218 U 332-4063
URH NOBLE 109 C
URH TRELEASE 521 U 332-5546
1110 STOUGHTON U
807 S BUSEY U
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
1006 W NEVADA U
15 ROWENA U 344-7234
908 N BROADWAY U 367-4510
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
NORMAL ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH ALLEN 39 U 332-3110
URH ALLEN 274 U 332-3323
URH TRELEASE 602 U 332-5559
1009 W MAIN 33 U 344-7604
URH ALLEN 26 U 332-3101
2037 B ORCH ST U 328-2250
1004 S 4TH C 344-1272
509 E STOUGHTON C 352-4269
URH BUSEY 226 U 332-2610
808 W INDIANA U 328-3370
1222 GERTRUDE C 359-2963
56 1/2 E GREEN C
2049 C HAZWD CT U
603 1/2 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 241 C
URH WARDALL 1102 U 332-4527
SULLIVAN ILL
1103 S 1ST C 344-7175
URH DANIELS 276 U
1208 W STOUGHTON U 344-8250
412 E GREEN 19 C 332-3C52
1600 W BRADLEY 111 C 359-2623
RR 2 C
103 E DANIEL 11 C 367-0394
807 S 1ST 24 C 359-4525




URH BABCOCK 106 U 332-3723
211 E DANIEL C
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH SNYDFR 226 C
904 W GREEN U
233 DEWEY U 367-9671
7 LEXINGTON U 365-2733
512 E CLARK C 356-6702
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
URH OGLESBY 1202 U
URH CARR 428 U 332-3698
703 W CALIFORNIA U 367-9872
5 AZTEC PL C 352-2815
URH WARDALL 826 U 332-4478
610 EVERGREEN CT E U 367-6426
610 W ELM 4 U 367-4731
URH SHERMAN 327 C
1213 W CLARK U
MT CARNEL ILL
URH FLAGG 410 C 332-0326
713 W OHIO U 367-1347
815 OAKLAND 202 U 344-1860
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
409 E CHALMRS C
HINDSBORO ILL
URH EVANS 140 U 332-2697
URH LAR 269 U 332-2786
904 W GREEN U 344-8994
907 S 4TH C 344-9694
URH WESTON 290 C
1010 S OAK C 359-8329
URH TOWNSEND 233 U 332-4070
MAHOMET ILL
NEWTON ILL
314 S ELM 2 C
URH BABCOCK 322 U 332-3799
URH CARR 5 U 332-3843
613 W SPNGFLD 5 C 359-«888
URH ALLEN 197 U
309 E JOHN C 344-5010
URH BABCOCK 4 U
807 S 1ST 3 C
904 N BROADWAY 3 U 344-8590
URH SAUNDERS 429 U 332-3702
105 E ARMORY C
904 S 3R0 C 344-9579
URH SNYDFR 282 C
URH TRELEASE 301 U 332-5467
1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617





















3525 A CHURCH ST
2543CLEVELAND BLVD
2037 B ORCH ST
9533 LOWELL
8231 E PRAIRIE RD
RR 1
42 5 S 6TH ST
1222 GERTRUDE
56 1/2 E GREEN
1318 ORREN ST NE 2
917 N 8TH AV






303 S MORGAN ST

































2206 S COTTAGE GR
764 HAISH









RR 4 BOX 321
2535 W 116TH ST
131 OAKWOOD AV
2646 REESE AV
2524 29TH AV CT
1020 GRACEWOOD DR
1020 GRACEWOOD DR
1660 NE 191ST ST
1200 INDIANA AV







































































































FRIEDMAN DEBORAH A LAS1
FRIEDMAN DEBORAH J LAS3
FRIEDMAN DEBRA F LAS3
FRIEDMAN CIANE PEGAL AGR3
FRIEDMAN JANET L ED 4
FRIEDMAN JO A AGR2
FRIEDMAN JOAN LAS2
FRIEDMAN JOEL COMA
FRIEDMAN JOSEPH PAUL GRAD
FRIEDMAN JUDITH A LAS4
FRIEDMAN JUDY C LAS2
FRIEDMAN KARL A BUS3
FRIEDMAN LESLIE A LAS2
FRIEDMAN MARCIA TONI GRAD
FRIEDMAN MARK E LAW3
FRIEDMAN MARK S LAW3
FRIEDMAN MARLA G LAS2
FRIEDMAN MARY SEIDEL GRAD
FRIEDMAN MONA Y LASl
FRIEDMAN MORTON S GRAD
FRIEDMAN PAUL J BMS1
FRIEDMAN ROBERT S BUS3
FRIEDMAN ROBERT S BUS4
FRIEDMAN SANDRA A ED 4
FRIEDMAN STEPHEN J LAW1
FRIEDMAN SYLVIA V GRAD
FRIEDMAN TERRI L FAA1
FPIEDRICH GREGORY J LAS3
FRIEDRICH JAMES F ENG4
FRIEFIELD BARRY R LASl
FRIEND CHARLES M LASl
FRIFND LAUREL H LAS4
FRIEND PHILLIP S LAS2
FRIERSON BESSIE R LAS2
FRIEPSON WILLETTE LASl
FRIES MICHAEL R LAS3
FRIESEL MARK A FAA3
FRIESEMA WILLIAM F GRAD
FRIESEN HENRY ABRAM GRAD
FRIESEN SUSAN S LAS4
FRIHART CHARLES P GRAD
FRIHART DAVID A FAA2
FRILING BARBARA E LASl
FRILING PAUL M ENG4
FRILLMAN JAMES W GRAD
FRINTNER JUDY A PE 1
FRISBIE ANNE C FAA4
FPISBIF THOMAS R LAS3
FRISBY PAMELA J AGR1
FRISHMAN DAVID S BUS1
FRISHMAM RICHARD A COM4
FPISKE MICHAEL W BUS1
FRISOUE SUSAN A LASl
FRITCH HARVEY LEO GRAD
FRITSCH JANE F COM3
FRITSCH KATHLEEN C FAA4
FRITSCHER KURT W BUS4
FRITTS OAVID CONRAD GRAD
FRITZ AMY EILEEN LAS5
FRITZ BPUCE A LASl
FRITZ JOANNE GRAD
FR ITZ JULIE L AGR2
FRITZ LINDA C LAS3
FRITZ STEPHEN GLENN GRAD
FRITZ WILLIAM ALBERT GRAD
FRIZZELL ROBERT W GRAD
FROBISH RUSSELL A GRAD
FRODYMA RICHARD J BUS2
FROEHLE LUCY BRENDA AGR2
FROEHLFBAUER WILLY ENG4
FROEHLICH BONNIE W LAS3
FROEHLICH JULIE A FAA1
FROEHLICH KURT P LAW3
FROEHLICH PATRICIA S VM 1
FROEHLICH PHILLIP E PE 2
FROEHLIG JOHN A FAA4
FPOEHLING ALAN L LAS4
FROESE WILLIAM M LAS2
FROLAND MARSHALL T COM4
FROMM WILLIAM WAYNE GRAD
FRONCZAK FRANK J JR GRAD
FRONCZAK MAPY M FAA4
FROOMAN HILARY W PE 1
FROST BONITA M LAS4
FROST EDGAR LEE GRAD
FROST IRA M BUS3
FROST IRWIN M LAS2
FROST PATRICIA A FAA4
FROST STEVEN B BJS1
FROST THOMAS J FAA4
FROTHINGHAM JOHN F BUS2
FRUHLING JULIAN L AGR2
FRUIN RANDALL L AGR3
FRUIN RICHARD J ENG1
FRUS JOHN R ENG4
FRY DAVID J ENG1
FRY FREDERICK STEELE GRAD
URH TRELEASE 227 U
58 E JOHN 9 C
607 W HEALEY 15 C
300 S GOODWIN 209 U
401 E CHALMERS 224 C
108 E HEALEY 1 C
409 E CHALMRS C
57 E HEALEY C
1002 W NEVADA 2 U
309 N BUSEY U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
301 E ARMORY C
705 W MAIN 4 U
411 E HEALEY C
607 W HEALEY 15 C
1104 W NEVADA U
308 W ILLINOIS U
URH BUSEY 361 U
52 E JOHN 6 C
300 S GOODWIN 209 U
1106 S 3RD C
1006 S 3RD 15 C
505 E WHITE 2 C
609 S RANDOLPH C
URH DANIELS 628 U
409 E CHALMRS C
309 E CHALMERS C
1203 1/2 W MAIN U
301 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 808 U
SKCKIE ILL
1002 N 3RD C
URH WARDALL 223 U
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
URH TOWNSEND 170 U
112 E GREEN C
5C9 N WILLIS C
408 E HEALEY C
1111 W WASHINGTON C
2017 PHILO RD 14 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 340 C
106 E GREEN 3 C
1005 HOLLYCREST C
URH WARDALL 1102 U
1006 S 3RD 23 C
URH CARR 105 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
907 S 4TH C
506 S 5TH C
1004 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMRS C
408 W ELM U
619 1/2 S WRIGHT C
URH EVANS 428 U
805 N MCKINLEY C
1107 W GREEN 123 U
608 S STATE 5 C
110 E ARMORY C
408 N MATHEWS U
611 E DANIEL C
1410 N MCKINLEY 2 C
404 E STOUGHTON 10 C
608 S STATE 5 C
URH DANIELS 715 U
1963 C ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 400 C
URH HOPKINS 321 C
711 W CHURCH C
907 S MATTIS 5 C
URH FLAGG 432 C
9C7 S MATTIS 5 C
1203 WAVERLY C
1318 ALMS C
1004 W OREGON U
302 S 4TH C
URH FORBES 308 C
STA A BOX 2184 C
803 E HARMON U
302 E GREGORY C
SKOKIE ILL
URH LAR 376 U
205 E GREEN C
1008 S BUSEY 4 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 902 U
811 W SPNGFLD U
110 E CHALMERS C
305 CHARLES C
410 E JOHN C
110 E ARMORY C
908 S LOCUST 105 C
URH GARNER 288 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
409 E CHALMRS C





































































3950 N LK SHR 205A
304 W FLORIDA
9812 N KARLOV





































2017 PHILO RD 14
1244 ROBINHOOD





631 N DUNTON AV
RR 3
1436 LITTLE MOOSE
1989 OLD BRIAR RD
916 FOREST DR




1150 S WOLF RD
14733 HUDSON RD
608 S STATE 5
660 MORNINGSIDE DR
18442 GLEN OAK AV
1716 SHAWNEE TR
1410 N MCKINLEY 2
914 N WALNUT
608 S STATE 5
URH DANIELS 715




907 S MATTIS 5
624 RIDGELAND
907 S MATTIS 5
1203 WAVERLY
116 N MARION ST
1111 VOLTZ RD
54 N 7TH AV
8922 BELLEFORT AV
STA A BOX 2184
803 E HARMON












908 S LOCUST 105
2131 CHERRY RD
1205 1/2 W MAIN 2




































































































FRY JANE GARDNER GRAO
FRY JOHN T BUS1
FRY NORMAN J LAS4
FRY ROBERT MARVIN GRAO
FRYE GLENN E ENG4
FRYE KAREN R LAS3
FRYE KAY E AGR3
FRYE ROBERT DEAN GRAD
*FRYK JAMES L FAA4
FRYKMAN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
FRYM JERRY Y BUS2
FRYMAN ALAN HOWARD LAS2
FRYMAN WILLIAM M ENG2
FRYML KIM G AGR4
FRYSTAK KATHRYN JOAN GRAD
FRYXELL JAMES RODNEY GRAD
FU PETER LINCOLN ENG1
FU PING-HO GRAD
*FUCETOLA JOSEPH P GRAD
FUCHS BERRY J LAS3
FUCHS KAREN K AGR1
FUCHS MARC E LAW3
FUCHS MARK E ENG1
FUCHS NANCY MELINDA FAA4
*FUCHS RICHARD C GRAD
*FUCHS SHARON JANZEN FAA3
FUCHS WILHELM JR AVI1
FUEHRMEYER JOHN E AVI2
FUENTES ALINA C LAS4
FUENTES RENE F FAA6
FUERMANN WARREN BRYA GRAD
FUESSLE ROBERT W GRAD
FUGAMI CAROL J LAS4
FUGMAN GARY C FAA1
FUHREP ROBIN S FAA1
FUJII MIDORI LAS*
FUJIMOTO GORDON T LAS4
FUJIMOTO ROGER A LAS1
FUJINAKA ROBERT GRAD
FUJISAKI SUMIE LAS4
FUJIU JEAN M LAS1
FUJIURA GLENN T LAS1
FUKAMI MARK K FAA2
FUKAWA JOANNE G PE 1
FUKUYA SYLVIA M LAS3
FULGENZI GEORGIA L LAS4
*FULK RANDAL CLAYTON GRAD
FULKERSON DON K ENG4
FULKERSON JANICE A AGR3
FULLARD JOYCE GRAD
FULLER BETTY BEATY ED 4
FULLER CRYSTAL T LAS3
FULLER DANIEL LEROY GRAD
FULLER EDWIN R JR GRAD
FULLER JOHN F ENG1
FULLER KIM F LAW1
FULLER MICHAEL K BUS4
FULLER PAMELA S LAS1
FULLER PHILLIP B LAS1
FULLER STEPHEN C FAA4
FULLER THEODORE D LAS4
FULLER WILLIAM CRAIG GRAD
FULLERTON DAVID A BUS4
FULLERTON GAIL A LAS3
FULLETT SANDRA E ED 3
FULMER FRED L LAS1
FULPONI LINDA GRAD
FULRATH DAVID W LAS4
FULTON CAROLYN D LAS3
*FULTON DARREL LEON GRAD
FULTON GARY R ENG2
FULTON GWENDOLYN C LAS3
FULTON JOHN R FAA4
FULTON MARK D ENG2
FULTON ROBERT F BUS4
FUNDAKOWSKI BETTY J LAS2
FUNDAKOWSKI GAIL A LAS1
FUNG LANCE D FAA4
FUNG VICTORIA M LAS1
FUNK CLINTON G AGR3
FUNK EDWINA J LAS1
FUNK JANICE L LAS1
FUNK JOHN M ENG1
FUNK LARRY G FAA2
FUNK RICHARD L AGR1
FUNK ROBERT C ENG1
FUNK ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
FUNK TED L ENG3
FUNK VICKI C BUS1
FUOSS DENNIS E ENG3
FURKERT PAULA A ENG1
FURLAN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
FURLONG JANIS P BUS1
FURLONG MICHAEL D LAS1
FURMAN RICHARD L LAS3
FURMANEK ANDREA E LAS4
FURRER EMERY C BUS1
105 E GREEN 8 C
URH FORBES 220 C
1205 E FLORIDA 34 U
CUAYAHOGA OHIO
2217 S 1ST 303 C
710 W OHIO U
405 N STATE C
102 N GREGORY 10 U
106 E GREEN 4 C
209 E HEALEY 5 C
307 E HEALEY 15 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 430 U
509 E GREEN 300 C
URH SHERMAN 528 C
URH SHERMAN 1250 C
URH HOPKINS 465 C
URH DANIELS 85 U
906 S VINE 301 U
111 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 408 C
604 E ARMORY C
VERSAILLES FR
314 S PRAIRIE 204 C
314 S PRAIRIE 204 C
WEST CHICAGO ILL
211 E DANIEL C
510 E STOUGHTON C
507 E GREEN U
806 S 3RD C
711 W CHURCH 3 C
57 E JOHN 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 116 U
URH CARR 201 U
503 W GREEN 11 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 320 C
URH SHERMAN 1066 C
909 S 1ST 18 C
URH CLARK 208 C
URH HOPKINS 438 C
309 E HEALEY 3 C
URH TRELEASE 202 U
URH SAUNDERS 107 U
907 W MAIN 1 U
1510 GRANDVIEW 3 C
1600 W BRADLEY 391 C
805 W OHIO U
101 N BUSEY 4 U
GIFFORD ILL
405 W WHITE C
ARCOLA ILL
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WESTON 259 C
302 E JOHN 1502 C
STA A BOX 2202 C
URH SCOTT 222 C
URH CARR 114 U
1205 E FLORIDA 11 U
609 W HEALEY 6 C
205 S 6TH C
URH GARNER 388 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH HOPKINS 266 C
URH DANIELS 241 U
1731 ANITA C
URH WESTON 112 C
MAHOMET ILL
401 BUENA VISTA C
404 E STOUGHTON C
VERSAILLES FR
309 E CHALMERS C
810 BURKWOOD U
URH EVANS 215 U
URH SAUNDERS 323 U
2125 SEATON CT C
2125 SEATON CT C
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 166 C
URH WESTON 240 C
URH TAFT 320 C
URH SNYDER 326 C
URH FORBES 210 C
803 W OREGON U
NORMAL ILL
803 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 316 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
1010 S 2ND C
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 1012 U
URH TOWNSEND 382 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH FRENCH HSE 9 U




















































105 E GREEN C-8
807 N LOMBARD AV
1205 E FLORIDA 34
2710 NORTHLAND ST
401 CENTER ST 21
808 S BRUNER ST
314 W WATER
609 S EAST ST
1327 COLUMBINE
321 7TH ST WEST
5340 N KENMORE
100 E BELLEVUE
365 N FAIRWAY AV
222 MAPLE RD
12942 S OAK PARK
3205 26TH AV CT







RR 1 BOX 9
314 S PRAIRIE 204
314 S PRAIRIE 204
29W075 POMEROY
16331 GREENWOOD AV




1612 N 22ND AV
2030 N BOYD AV
1521 W SHERWIN 104
1635 W TOUHY AV
7136 W 176TH ST
2023 W BALMORAL
BOX 1069
909 S 1ST 18
2780 APPLETREE LN
8447 S CONSTANCE
704 N ELMHURST RD
6031 N CAMPBELL
7007 N CRAWFORD
7322 N OTTAWA AV
109 E 1ST ST
RR 2
101 N BUSEY 4
115 SUMMIT BOX 179
1846 WESLEY AV
30 PIN OAK CT
302 HOLIDAY PARK
5619 N MAR VISTA
209 MISKELL RD

































13 E LINN ST
5924 N WASHTENAW
2243 3RD AV
206 E IVY LN
4830 PERSHING
206 RICH RD
5214 W MONTANA ST




































































































FURRH OANIEL L LAW3
FURRH VAN FAA3
FURST GREGORY SAMUEL BUS1
FURSTENAU STEPHEN B ENG2
FUTRANSKY ALAN B LAS1
FUTRANSKY BARBARA S LAS1
FUTYMOSK WILLIAM J FAAl
GAAR GEOFFREY ALLAN GRAO
GABBARD LUCINA P GRAO
GABBERT JIMMIE LEE LAS2
GABBETT JOHANNA M LAS3
GABBETT SUSAN A AGR1
GABEHART GARY W AGR3
GABEL ALLAN A GRAD
GABEL ANOREW D LAS4
GABEL HOWARD GRAO
GABEL MARDEL D AGR2
GABER DEBRA ANN LAS1
GABRIEL JANE M FAA2
GABRIEL KEITH R ENG3
GABRIELSON EDWARD W LAS3
GABURO KIRK GERARO GRAO
GAC FRANK D ENG4
GACKI JAMES R ENG1
GAOBOIS RICHARD A BUS4
GADBURY VELMA MINER LAS1
GADDY JEFFREY A BUSl
GADE JAMES P FAA4
*GAOE KATHLEEN D COM4
GADEA-OLTRA F GRAD
GAOEL BRUCE A ENG3
GADIA SHASHI KUMAR GRAD
GADOW KENNETH DEAN GRAD
GAETANO CAROL S FAA3
GAFFEN SANDRA E FAA2
GAFFIGAN ROBERT J ENG4
GAFFNEY KATIE PARKER LAS3
GAFFRON ROBERT A JR LAS6
*GAGE PATRICK ALBERT VM 3
GAGER BARRY R LAS1
GAGLIANO MICHAEL A BUSl
GAGOSIAN STEPHEN D FAA4
GAHAN WILLIAM P BMS1
GAHLON JAMES M GRAD
GAHR STEVEN ALLAN GRAD
GAINES CAROL A BUS3
GAINES SAM LAS3
GAINES STEPHEN L LAS1
GAINES STUAPT L BUS3
GAINEY BARBARA L COM3
GAJDORUS GECRGE J JR BUS4
GAL RINA GRAO
GALAS THERESE J FAA3
GALASSI ILENE M BUSl
GALASSI THOMAS R ENG2
GALBREATH OEBRA A LAS2
GALBREATH MARK E BUSl
GALBREATH TERRY S ED 4
GALE EDWARD R AGR1
GALE MARSHA FAA4
GALE VIRGINIA A LAS3
GALECKE GARY A BUS3
GALER THOMAS C BUSl
GALIS MARTIN T AVI1
GALL LELAND G LAS2
GALLAGHER DANIEL F LAW3
GALLAGHER DANIEL G GRAD
GALLAGHER DANIEL H BUS3
GALLAGHER DAVID A GRAD
GALLAGHER DON R ENG4
GALLAGHER FRANCIS M FAAl
GALLAGHER GERALD F FAA2
GALLAGHER GPEGORY M BUS3
GALLAGHER JAMES J JR GRAD
GALLAGHER JAMES P LAS4
GALLAGHER KATHPYN A GRAD
GALLAGHER KENNETH A BUS4
GALLAGHER MARK W AGR1
GALLAGHER MICHAEL M BUS3
GALLAGHER MOYA M LAS2
GALLAGHER TIMOTHY J BUS2
GALLAHER PAUL D LAS2
GALLAS MARTIN H LAS4
GALLEMBERT J GRAO
GALLENTINE MARY D GRAD
GALLEY KEVIN R ENG1
GALLISATH BARBARA L LAS4
GALLO ROBERT L ENG2
GALLOWAY DAVID ARTHU FAA4
GALLOWAY SAMUEL H AGR4
GALSTER SHELDON R LAS4
GALT ENONE S LAS4
GALUSKA OENISE R ED 3
GALVIN DFBOPAH DORNE GRAD
GALVIN GARY C BUSl
GALVIN JOHN M LAS1
GALVIN MARTIN J LAW3
401 EDGEBROOK 201 C
402 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 182 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 126 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 125 C
710 S ELM BLVD C
CHARLESTON ILL
707 S LOCUST C
101 W MEADOWS U
URH LAR 112 U
809 W PENN U
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
MANSFIELD ILL
7C7 S 6TH C
805 W OHIO U
902 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 191 U
1702 W BRADLEY 42 C
URH WESTON 260 C
URH BURRILL 524 U
112 E OANIEL C
URH NOBLE 215 C
404 S LINCOLN U
606 N JAMES C
URH SNYDER 294 C
205 N BROADWAY U
205 N BROADWAY U
806 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
404 E HEALEY C
1600 W BRADLEY 15 C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 305 U
115 S DEWEY U
302 E PARK 303 C
32 E DANIEL C
47 CEDRIC U
URH FORBES 420 C
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD 1325 C
306 W WASHINGTON 6 C
1702 W GREEN C
903 E MICHIGAN U
611 E CANIEL C
2064 ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 220 C
URH BABCOCK 401 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
2109 W WHITE 200 C
505 E CLARK 16 C
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 378 C
1306 JOANNE LN C
310 E GREGORY C
2902 CARRELTON C
URH FORBES 276 C
31 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 159 U
904 N BROADWAY U
106 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 425 C
904 W CLARK U
1600 W BRADLEY 289 C
URH SHERMAN 1354 C
URH OGLESBY 822 U
300 S GOODWIN U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 308 U
209 E ARMORY C
OAK LAWN ILL
605 S STATE C
108 E HEALEY 16 C
URH SHERMAN 107 C
112 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 494 C
310 E CHALMERS C
715 W MICHIGAN U
310 E GREGORY C
URH SNYDER 171 C
707 S 6TH 404 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 205 C
URH TAFT 219 C
1302 W CLARK U
402 E ARMORY C
700 S GOODWIN U
604 N MAPLE 38 U
503 E WHITE C
MONTICELLO ILL
URH LAR 262 U
603 FAIRLAWN U
604 E ARMORY 2104 C






































































1055 N PLEASURE CT
710 S ELM
4 ORCHARD OR










1702 W BRADLEY 42
















302 E PARK 303
32 E DANIEL







1123 BOB OLINK RD

























4617 W 105TH PL




57 W 146TH ST
1202 BERRY LN
10011 S HOYNE AV





















































































































GALWAY MARY E LAS1
GAMAGE MARK L BUS*
GAMARRA ROSA M GRAO
GAMAUF WILLIAM H BUS2
GAMBACH NANCY LEE GRAO
GAMBILL JAMES BAETY GRAD
GAMBLE THOMAS E GRAD
GAMBOA GEORGE A ED 1
GAMMAGE BRUCE W LAW1
GANDHI FIROZE GRAD
GANDHI PARVIZ SHAVAK GRAD
GANDJI FRANCOIS A GRAD
GANELLEN DAVID B LAS2
GANELLEN JEFFREY M FAA1
GANETZKY TRUDY E AGR1
GANEY JAMES W ENG3
GANEY TIMOTHY M LAS3
GANEY WILLIAM M LAS1
GANGE RICHARD J BUS4
GANISON DORIS J BUS3
GANN JOHN R PE 3
GANNON CAROLINE D LAS1
GANNON CATHERINE B LAS2
GANNON MICHAEL G LAS3
GANNS JOAN ANGELYNE GRAD
*GANOW GLENNA D POET GRAO
GANOW HAROLD CURTIS GRAD
GANS ALAN R ENG3
GANS EOWARD A LAS1
GANSKI LINDA S LAS'*
GANTENBEIN REX EARL GRAD
*GANTI NARASIMHAM A GRAD
GANTI PADMA MANTHA AGR5
GANTNER JAMES FAA2
GANTZ LOUIS E ENG1
GANTZERT ALLEN G AGR1
GANTZERT GORDON M AGR4
GANTZERT MARILYN A BUS3
GANZ ROBERT A LAS1
GANZ ROSALYN GRAD
GAPA GERALD R ENG2
GAPEN CLARK J FAA3
GARANT CARL GEORGE GRAD
GARAVALIA DAVID B LAS1
GARB JEFFREY L LAS4
GARB RICHARO I BUS2
GARBE PAUL L LAS4
GARBER GAYLA G LAS1
GARBER JEFFREY P COM3
GARBER SCOTT L FAA1
GARBER SHERRI AGR1
GARCIA ALBERTO GRAD
GARCIA ANDRES G BUS1
GARCIA CORALIA LAS1
GARCIA DONNA JEAN GRAD
GARCIA GILLES HENRI GRAD
GARCIA LUIS ENRIQUE GRAD
GARCIA RODOLFO LAS2
GARD ELLEN L GRAD
GARD GAYLORD LYNN GRAD
GARDE DENNIS FAA2
GARDET TERRANCE E LAS2
GARDI LESLIF BUS1
GARDINER GLENN R FAA3
GARDNER BARBARA J LAS4
GARDNER BENJAMIN JR ENG3
GARDNER FRANCIS E JR GRAD
GARDNER FRANCIS E JR LAS3
GARDNER GLENN F BUS2
GARDNER JOYCELYN M LAS1
GARDNER JUDITH ELLEN GRAD
GARDNER MARGARET L AGR4
GARDNER MARK RICHARD GRAD
GARDNER MARY K FAA2
GARDNER MARY KENNEDY FAA4
GARDNER MICHAEL G ENG1
GARDNER ROBERTA H FAA4
GARDNER ROLLIN J FAA4
GARDNER WILLIAM DEAN GRAD
GARDNER WILLIAM H ENG2
GARDZE CAROL A AGR1
GAREISS RONALD K BUS2
GAREN WENDY S LAS3
GAREPIS CHRIS N GRAD
GARESCHE GAIL M LAS3
GARFIELD LAPEN H LAS2
GARGIONI SEFGIO LUIZ GRAD
GARINGER CYNTHIA S PE 3
GARLAND ELAINE PE 3
GARLANGER WILLIAM M ENG1
GARMAGER TIMOTHY R LAS4
GARMES WILLIAM T COM3
GARMISA STEVEN P LAS2
GARNAAS ROBERT E LAS3
GAROON IRA LAS4
GARRET BRUCE H LAS4
GARRETT GAYLE GAY AGR2
URH WARDALL 218 U 332-4325
URH OGLESBY 1027 U 332-5348
URH SHERMAN 506 C 332-4744
URH SNYDER 491 C 332-1874
805 W GREEN 3 U 367-4366
2305 S POND U
618 W GREEN C 352-1751
1012 1/2 S MAIN U 344-3538
URH SHERMAN 555 C
1206 W MAIN U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 4 U 344-7301
CHICAGO ILL
490 CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 238 C
1838 B ORCH PL U
55 E CHALMERS C 356-5385
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH LAR 173 U 332-2948
604 E ARMORY 233 C
URH TRELEASE 1204 U 332-5741
706 S 2ND 7 C
PARK FOREST ILL
1911 HARDING U 367-6337
305 KELLY CT C 359-4281
305 KELLY CT C 359-4281
910 S 3RD C 337-5119
LINCOLN TRLR CT U 344-8058
307 E GREEN 5 C 367-8718
1209 W CLARK U
300 S GOODWIN 308 U 367-0720
300 S GOODWIN 308 U 367-0720
501 W SPNGFLD C
910 S 3RD C 337-5142
URH SNYDER 236 C
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
URH GARNER 374 C 332-0828
LINCOLNWOOO ILL
508 W ILLINOIS U
904 W GREEN U
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
OAK PARK ILL
911 S 4TH C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE U 359-8824
URH OGLESBY 1111 U 332-5363
21 SALEM RD U
URH HOPKINS 408 C 332-1330
309 E HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS C
SKOKIE ILL
URH DANIELS 604 U 332-2328
1401 SILVER 4 U
URH WARDALL 417 U
MAHOMET ILL
1106 S EUCLID C
602 E STOUGHTON 24 C 359-0M4
404 E STOUGHTON C
307 E ARMORY C
808 S LINCOLN 9 U 367-5053
URH TAFT 423 C
URH GARNER 491 C
CHICAGO ILL
313 E CHALMERS C 367-1062
703 N ORCHARD U
URH TAFT 420 C 332-0667
1015 S ANDERSON U 367-5355
1007 S 3RD C 344-9501
URH FORBES 358 C 332-1053
URH FLAGG 311 C 332-0302
URH DANIELS U
58 E ARMORY 11 C 356-9707
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C 352-6971
1206 W PARK C 352-9786
502 W ELM 3 U 367-3712
2506 MAPLEWOOD OR C 359-2850
2006 B ORCH ST U 344-4735
2006 B ORCH ST U
703 N ORCH U 344-7310
401 E GREEN C 344-1616
URH LAR 288 U 332-2997
URH WESTON 424 C 332-2072
707 W GREEN U 344-1546
URH GARNER 402 C 332-0844
503 E WHITE 2 C
1013 S 1ST ST RD C 359-9823
URH DANIELS 460 U 332-2533
2422 MAPLEWOOD C 359-2208
58 E JOHN 17 C 359-9019
URH GARNER 490 C 332-0907
1954 D ORCH ST U 328-2179
1111 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 34 U 332-3106
URH SCOTT 272 C
503 E STOUGHTON C 356-3114
1805 VALLEY RO C 356-9397
709 W CHURCH U 328-2656
RR 1
RR 1 LK PETERSBURG
DAVENPORT HALL 109




2630 W DIVISION ST







1030 W RICH ST
511 E OAK




150 OLD MILL RD












5500 W LNCOLN 200W
RR 1 BOX 131
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 131
3319 RANCE TERR


















31 S 18TH AV
52 MCNEE RD
1308 SHARON LN
RR 3 BOX 327A
655 N CARPENTER ST
2216 N LINCOLN AV








8214 N SOLON RD
19820 BASSETT ST
1206 W PARK






7332 N ORIOLE AV







58 E JOHN 17
3604 W 84TH ST
1954 D ORCH ST
10201 UTICA AV







































































































GARRETT LAURA A BUS2
GARRETT MICHAEL L AGR2
GARRIGAN PAUL C GRAO
GARRIGUS MARK TYLER GRAD
GARRISON CARL ELMO GRAD
GARRISON DEBORAH K PE 3
GARRISON JOHN F GRAD
GARRISON JUDITH A AGR2
GARRISON PAMELA S BUS3
GARRISON ROBERT D LAS2
GARRISON WILLIAM JR GRAD
GARRITY BARBARA J ED 1
GARRY MARK T COM4
GARRY PAULA M COM3
GARST STEVEN L LAW2
GARSTECKI DEAN C GRAD
GARTH GERTRUDE GRAD
GARTH JOHN MORRIS GRAD
GARTLAND MARY J LAS1
GARTNER NANCY L LAS4
GARTNER WARREN D LAS2
GARTNER WAYNE JOSEPH GRAD
GARTON DAVID P BUS4
GARTON PAY L LAS1
GARTON ROLAND L FAA2
GARTRELL WILLIE C LAS1
GARTZMAN MARTIN D LAS1
GARVERICK KENNETH B GRAD
GARVEY DALE J FAA1
GARVEY FRANK DAVID FAA1
GARVEY MICHAEL S VM 3
GARVIN FRANK GILBERT GRAD
GARVIN LINDA J GRAD
GARVIN STEPHEN D BUS4
GARWIN ARTHUR H LAW2
GARWOOD CAROL J FAA2
GARY LONNIE L ENG2
GARZA JOSEPH M LAS4
GASEOR BRIAN M ENG4
GASIOR BARBARA L LAS1
GASIOR PAUL J BUS1
GASIOR TIMOTHY D FAA4
GASKE MARGARET AGNES GRAD
GASKILL WARREN C COM4
GASKIN THOMAS JR PE 3
GASKINS JANICE KAY GRAD
GASNER JOHN THOMAS GRAO
GASPARICH JAMES P LAS2
GASPARRO FRANK A LAS4
GASS CRAIG E AVI1
GASS GREGORY CHARLES GRAD
GASS JEROME H VM 1
GASS JOANNE M BUS4
GASS MARILYN ATLAS GRAD
GASS ZACHARY IRVING GRAD
GASSEL JAMES SCOTT BUS2
GAST LETHA HIDDE AGR4
GAST STEPHEN R LAS6
GAST TERESA A AGR2
GASTON ANITA KULL GRAD
GASTON NEIL EDWARD LAW2
GATES CINDY S AGR1
GATES CYNTHIA A LAS1
GATES JOELEN J LAS3
GATES MARKLAND T GRAD
GATES REBECCA ANNE GRAD
GATES ROBERT W AGR2
GATEWOOD JOHN B GRAD
GATEWOOD WALLACE L GRAD
GATS JAMES PAUL GRAD
GATSIS KAREN LAS3
GATSIS RENEE GRAD
GATTO JOHN J BUS3
GATTUSO JOHN J VM 2
GATZKE HARRY W GRAD
GAU GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
GAU PAMELA DURAN AV I 5
GAUBAS ROBERT DAVID LAW3
GAUDUTIS PAUL LAW1
GAUEN JO L LAS3
GAUEN KIM R LAS2
GAUGER GREGG A LAS4
GAUL RICHARD F LAS1
GAULE JEFFREY I LAS1
GAULRAPP MERLE K AGR4
GAULT LONNE K LAS4
GAULT LUCINDA L LAS2
GAUS PAULA JEAN GRAD
GAUSE CAROLYN C LAS2
GAVARD JEFFREY A LAS1
GAVARIS MARIA LOUIS GRAD
GAVENDA MARY A BUS1
GAVIGAN ARTHUR JOHN GRAD
GAVLIN SUZANNE LAS4
GAVRON MALCOLM J LAS2
GAVZER LAURA N LAS4
GAWLIK STEVEN J FAA4
508 E CHALMERS C
TOLONO ILL
606 W OHIO U
907 DOGWOOD C
1207 BROADMOOR C
URH EVANS 137 U
TOLONO ILL
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 324 U
URH CARR 113 U
URH SHERMAN 1365 C
URH GARNER 338 C
410 E JOHN C
508 E CHALMERS C
801 W HILL 4 C
1105 BLOOMINGTON C
209 E CHURCH 1 C
205 W INDIANA U
URH WESTON 242 C
URH BLAISDELL 411 U
URH BABCOCK 117 U
1001 E COLORADO 38 U
1205 JOANNE C
604 E ARMORY 1127 C
604 E ARMORY 2216 C
URH HOPKINS 274 C
URH ALLEN 299 U
501 W CALIFORNIA U
URH CARR 208 U
1739 W HAVEN C
URH HOPKINS 180 C
MCNTICELLO ILL
309 E HEALEY 4 C
1007 S 3R0 C
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TAFT 118 C
207 E HEALEY 1 C
URH HOPKINS 265 C
URH CLARK 310 C
URH LUNDGREN 116 C
307 HEALEY 2 C
807 W ILLINOIS 4 U
404 E MAIN U
1115 W FAIRVIEW U
URH DANIELS U
URH DANIELS 619 U
102 E CHALMERS C
1402 N MCKINLEY 1 C
910 W CALIFORN 5 U
703 W CHURCH C
URH FORBES 404 C
URH GARNER 342 C
407 W WHITE C
407 W WHITE 21 C
409 E CHALMRS C
29 JUNIPER C
29 JUNIPER C
501 E SPNGFLD 5 C
805 S MATTIS C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
URH WARDALL 1220 U
2500 BADEN AUSTRIA
1009 W SPNGFLD U
1010 W GREEN 196 U
URH SNYDER 270 C
711 S RANDOLPH 8 C
1704 VALLEY RD C
407 S STATE 2 C
58 E JOHN 9 C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
URH FORBES 472 C
RANTOUL ILL
817 OAKLANO 207 U
101 E ARMORY C
101 E ARMORY C
803 HARDING U
801 E MAIN U
810 W OREGON 21 U
URH WESTON 286 C
209 W ILLINOIS U
URH BARTON 315 C
907 S 4TH C
254 DEWEY U
URH CLARK 326 C
208 S HARTLE U
EHLERS TRLR PK 18 U
URH WARDALL 223 U
604 E ARMORY 1305 C
713 S 6TH C
URH LAR 136 U
URH DANIELS 733 U
502 E HEALEY 310 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH FRENCH HSE 2 U




































































































311 E ELEANOR ST
418 E MARION ST










1421 E EMMERSON LN
1239 MAPLE AV
1115 W FAIRVIEW
411 W COLUMBUS ST
2030 HAMPTON RD
607 LARKIN AV
22 W 382 ROUTE 53
607 S OWEN ST
703 W CHURCH
RR 2 BOX 188
513 KANSAS AV
407 W WHITE
407 W WHITE 21
10015 BEVERLY DR
29 JUNIPER










1005 N STATE RD
HWY 15 BOX 11
407 S STATE 2
2024 PLAINFIELD DR
2024 PLAINFIELD DR






3812 W 148TH ST
1200 W CLAY ST
3129 JILL
BOX 3016 ROUTE 173




2543 29TH AV CT
419W HARRISON RO
436 N 22ND ST
334 S GROVE AV
2562 W ARGYLE ST
21640 RICHTON RD
2414 PICADILLY LN





































































































*GAY DENNIS POMAIN GRAD
GAY KAREN M ED 3
GAYDOS ANDREA K AGR4
GAYDOS MARGUERITF R PE 2
GAYE BARBARA ANN GRAD
GAYER ROBERT J LAS4
GAYLE BRIAN G LAS3
GAYLES LINDSEY JP LAS1
GAYMONT STEPHEN A LAS3
GAYNES NANCY F LAS1
GAYNES RANDY L COM3
GAYNES ROBERT P LAS2
GAYNOR ALLAN F BUS2
GAYNOR JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
GAZDA LAWRENCE W LAS3
GAZDA MICHAEL A LAS1
GAZDA PHILIP ALLEN GRAD
GAZDA THOMAS D JP LAS2
GAZDZIAK ALAN J LAS2
GEALOW JOYCE E LAS2
GEANIOUS GREGORY K ENG2
GEARY RALPH E LAS1
GEBEL HOWARD M LAS4
GEBERT ROBERT C BUS1
GEBHARD THEODORE A GRAD
GEBHARDT JOHN E BUS3
GEBHART PAUL A AGR4
GEBHART PENELOPE KAY GRAD
GEBIS EILEEN M LAS3
GECAN PAMELA S LAS3
GEDDES BRUCE D ENG4
GEDDES JERRY W AGR1
GEDMINAS RICHARD G LAS2
GEDWILL ANTHONY J LAS2
GEDZ SUZANNE LAS2
GEE BETTY H LAS1
GEE CAROLYN E LAS4
GEESEMAN RALPH H GRAD
GEHLBACH ELLEN L LAS3
GEHMAN JOHN CLAYTON GRAD
GEHRING DURWARD J LAS3
GEHRING JOHN J ENG4
GEHRING MARCIA A LAS2
GEHRIS ROBERT J AGR4
GEHRKE LFCNARD S ENG1
GEIDEPMAN RALPH S BUS1
GEIGER DEBORAH A LAS4
GEIGER GARREL E VM 1
GEIGER GLENN G JP GRAD
GEIGER JEROME AGR1
GEIHSLER JAMES D LAS2
GEIMER MICHAEL J AGR6
GEIMER STEPHEN D ENG3
GEIMER WILLIAM M LAS2
GEISLER GARY F LAS3
GEISLER HARLYNNF GRAD
GEISSLER THOMAS E LAS2
GELBEP MOLLY PE 1
GELFELD ADRIENNE R GRAD
GELFIUS MARY H AGR2
GELLAR JAMES KENT LAS4
GELLATLY DAVID A LAW2
GELLER ANN BUS2
GELLER JANE E FAA3
GELLER JUDITH L LAS1
GELLER LYNDA G GRAD
GELLER MARSHA G AGR3
GELLER NAOMI GAIL LAS4




GELVIN SUSAN K PE 1
GEMBOLIS M BETH COM4
GEMMEP PAUL JAMES GRAD
GENAZE ROBERT R LAS2
GENCZO WILLIAM ENG4
GENDE STEVEN J LAS1
*GENDLER ALAN MATTHEW GRAD
GENDLER SANDRA LYKE GRAD
GENERALLY LINDA B AGR2
GENERETTE ALBERT JR FAA1
GENGE GEORGE D BUS4
GENGENBACHEP ANNE L GRAD
GENGENBACHER G G GRAD
GENGLER BRUCE W LAS3
GENIN THERESA M LAS1
GENOVESE THOMAS M LAW3
GENSON JEFFREY D LAS4
GENSON STEVEN C BUS2
GENT WILLIAM J VM 4
GENTES GERALD C BUS3
GENTRY DAVID ALLEN GRAD
GENTRY JEFFERSON L LAS4
GENTZSCH GISELA H LAS2
GENZEL LINDA S LAS2
GEORGE DONALD J ENG4
2113 HAZWD DR 201 U
URH BUSEY 227 U
URH WARDALL 824 U
URH WARDALL 826 U
306 E GREEN 4 C
103 E STOUGHTON 2 C
309 E HEALEY 12 C
URH SNYDER 395 C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 461 U
802 W GREEN U
907 S 4TH C
401 E JOHN C
1107 W GREEN 624 U
URH GARNFR 104 C
604 E ARMORY 1142 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
604 E ARMORY 134 C
URH GARNER 489 C
URH WESTON 325 C
URH FORBES 409 C
URH TAFT 308 C
409 E CHALMERS 814 C
URH SCOTT 267 C
1111 S 3RD 203 C
202 E DANIEL C
205 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 112 U
408 W ILLINOIS U
2309 S 1ST 304 C
URH SNYDER 316 C
RANTOUL ILL
604 S COLER U
5 SAFFER CT U
1305 W EUREKA U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
218 BRIAR LN C
1110 W NEVADA U
205 N BUSEY U
URH HOPKINS 221 C
MANSFIELD ILL
URH GARNER 375 C
904 N BROADWAY 214 U
URH BLAISDELL 125 U
SKOKIE ILL
58 E ARMORY 8 C
1105 W OREGON U
1860 VALLEY RD C
URH OGLESBY 419 U
URH HOPKINS 378 C
1803 HESSEL C
URH GARNFR 222 C
402 E ARMORY C
311 E WHITE C
URH SHERMAN 424 C
802 W HAINES C
910 S 3RD C
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LAR 230 U
312 W SPNGFLD 7 U
URH SHERMAN 1252 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 616 U
504 SCOVILL U
801 OAKLAND 206 U
209 N GOODWIN U
801 E OAKLAND 206 U
910 S LINCOLN U
1004 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
1022 W ARMORY C
813 W SPNGFLD U
1004 S 4TH C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 121 U
URH BARTON 12 C
1008 S DUNCAN RD C
1008 S DUNCAN RD C
1820 D OPCH PL U
URH BABCOCK 408 U
URH GARNER 320 C
3010 FLESSNER RD U
3010 FLESNNER RD U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH CARR 411 U
514 W BEARDSLEY C
105 E JOHN 204 C
URH CARR 126 U
911 S 1ST C
311 E ARMORY C
512 S NEW C
109 E CHALMERS 2 C
1201 E FLORIDA 13 U
URH ALLEN 435 U













































































1250 PARK AV 433
1017 N LARRABEE





1107 W GREEN 624










530 S LIBERTY ST
605 TIMBERLANE
RR 1 BOX 67
RR 1
34 N HIGHVIEW
2128 W 109TH ST
29 PATTEN AV




















619 E DUNDEE RD




802 W HAINES BLVD
6117 N MOZART
3104 W JEROME ST
RR 1
312 W SPNGFLD 7
124 S PARK RD
430 WILDWOOD





801 E OAKLAND 206









1008 S DUNCAN RD
1008 S DUNCAN RD













109 E CHALMERS 2





































































































GEORGE KAREN E BUS1
GEORGE KERRY E LAS4
GEORGE PAUL M LAS3
GEORGE RONALD F FNG4
GEORGE STEPHEN D BUS3
GEORGE STEVE H LAS4
GEORGES ROBERT J LAS1
GEPHART MARY F LAS3
GER AHMET METIN GRAD
GER GULIZ LAS2
GER WILLIAM S LAS3
GERACI ANGELYN LAS2
GERACI ANN I LAS2
GERACI DANIEL V GRAD
GERACI GINA M LAS1
GERAGHTY MICHAEL J FAA2
GERALD MARILYN L LAS3
GERBER LARRY LAS1
GERBER LINDA LOU GRAD
GERBEPDING HOLLY K LAS1
GERDES BARBARA J BUS1
GERDES GARY L ENG4
GERDES MARILYN K LAS2
GERDES MICHAEL I LAS3
GERGANS MARK A ENG4
GERHART MARK WILLIAM GRAD
GERHART SUSAN ANN GRAD
GERICKE LEONA L G GRAD
GERIG REGINALD R JR LAS4
GERITY JANE LOUISE GRAD
*GERK ALVIN PHILLIP GRAD
GERKEN EDWIN J AGR4
GERKOW BRUCE L BUS1
GERKOW DON M BUS1
GERL JAMES D LAS3
GERLACH STEVEN C GRAD
GERLACK NANCY L ED 2
GERMAIN CARL J LAS1
GERMAIN EDWARD M III LAS3
GERMAN THOMAS JOHN BUS3
GFRMANN CECIL R LAS2
GERODEMOS CHRISTINE PE 2
GEROULIS MARY S BUS1
*GEROW WARD DEMING GRAD
GERRIETTS GEORGE S LAS1
GERRISH JOHN M AGR1
GERRITY TIMOTHY R GRAD
GERSBAUGH CHRISTINE LAS4
GERSBAUGH NANCY E LAS2
GERSHEN SUSAN D FAA1
GERSHENSON SHELLEY R ENG3
GERSHENZON BRUCE W LAW1
GERSHON AORIENNE G LAW2
GERSHON NEIL L LAS2
GERSICH ANDREW J FAA4
GERSON DAVID R LAS4
*GERST THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
GERSTEIN ROESIA H FAA4
GERSTEIN SANDRA LAS2
GERSTEN SAM G BUS2
GERSTENBERGER RITA A LAS3
GERTLER ERIC T ENG1
GERTNER GEORGE Z AGR3
GERVENS LYNN M FAA1
GESCHKE WAYNE B LAS4
GETSON MELINDA R LAS2
GETTLEMAN CHAD H BUS3
GETZ KAREN A LAS3
GETZ MAPJORIE A ED 2
GETZ SANDRA KATHRYN LAS3
GETZEL BARRY MARTIN GRAD
GETZEL PATRICIA M GRAD
GEVERS BRENT A BUS1
GEWEKE DEBRA L PE 4
GHAZI DJENAT M K GRAD
GHELARDINI MICHAEL LAS4
GHENT JOCELYN M GRAD
GHERE DAVID LYNN GRAD
GHESQUIERE JAMES R GRAD
GHESOUIPE BEVERLY B GRAD
GHIDINA JULIE A LAS3
GHINAZZI JOHN M ENG1
GHOLSTON FELICIA A ED 1
GIAMPOLI JOHN J 8US4
GIANNESCHI CYNTHIA V LAS3
GIANOPOULOS ANTHONY BUS4
GIBALA NICHOLAS J BUS*
GIBB JAMES B AGR3
GIBBONS DAVID LOUIS GRAD
GIBBONS DONNA J LAS3
GIBBONS GAIL A FAA1
GIBBONS JAMES F ENG4
GIBBONS JOHN W LAS2
GIBBONS KATHERINE B GRAD
GIBBONS MARY C LAS1
GIBBS CURTIS A BUS2
GIBBS GREGORY P LAS2
URH WARDALL 708 U
505 S BUSEY 402 U
URH FORBES 121 C
1405 KIRBY 1 C
URH ALLEN 394 U
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
410 E JOHN C
58 E ARMORY 5 C
2084 D ORCH ST U
2C84 D ORCH ST U
1011 STOUGHTON U
URH CARR 231 U
URH ALLEN 341 U
1100 WILLARD U
URH LAR 118 U
URH FORBES 358 C
NORTHBROOK ILL
URH NOBLE 23 C
NEW BRITAIN CONN
URH EVANS 102 U
URH BABCOCK 319 U
311 E GREEN 212 C
URH GARNER 472 C
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U
204 E WHITE C
606 S LOCUST C
URH VANDOREN 202 C
2012 N LINCOLN U
111 E HEALEY 4 C
401 E CHALMERS 208 C
1505 W SPNGFLD C
1110 E STOUGHTON U
URH LUNDGREN 21 C
URH TAFT 414 C
106 E ARMORY C
142 PADDOCK E C
URH ALLEN 404 U
311 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
1600 W BRADLEY 201 C
307 W ELM 2 U
URH WARDALL 204 U
URH TRELEASE 716 U
1614 W PARK 6 C
1110 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 307 U
614 W CLARK C
501 N WILLIS C
501 N WILLIS C
706 W WASHINGTON U
904 S 3RD C
504 E CLARK 27 C
URH SHERMAN 846 . C
910 S 3RD C
511 E WHITE 3 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
1910 C ORCH ST U
1108 W SPNGFLD U
URH BLAISDELL 420 U
408 E MICHIGAN 3 U
805 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 294 C
610 E CALIFORNIA U
URH ALLEN 427 U
402 E ARMORY C
505 S BUSEY 401 U
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH EVANS 405 U
URH ALLEN 409 U
URH LAR 273 U
601 W OREGON U
601 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 1042 U
801 W PARK U
1008 S BUSEY 1 U
503 S 4TH C
2014 ZUPPKE CIRCLE U
313 E CHALMERS C
2202 HAZWD DR 302 U
2202 HAZWD U
URH BLAISDELL 307 U
URH TOWNSEND 513 U
URH WARDALL 608 U
306 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 116 U
1830 VALLEY RD C
506 BURKWOOD CT E U
502 W MAIN 213 U
2205 DALE 2 C
BOX 2564 STA A C
URH BUSEY 207 U
908 NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 423 C
2205 DALE 2 C
URH TRELEASE 1210 U
















































































3914 N RICHMOND ST
1565 WALTERS AV

















2112 W 35TH ST
142 PADDOCK E
1730 N FRANCISCO
24 N 40TH ST
9 PICNEER DR
1600 W BRADLEY 201
313 PEARL AV
1275 BURNHAM AV










6343 N ALBANY AV
8908 OKETO








2231 S 13TH AV
9531 OSCEOLA
16618 S UNION AV
2308 DOUGLAS ST
3178 SUMMIT AV
100 S KANSAS ST
7943 WILSON TERR
RJVER RD ROUTE 2
6'01 W OREGON
601 W OREGON 1
718 LEAMINGTON









1026 W 110TH ST
2848 FLOSSMOOR RD
237 S PROSPECT AV
27 WOODLAND GLEN








916 S ADAMS ST
5511 MADISON


































































































GIBBS JOHN DAVID GRAD
GIBBS JOYCE K LAS3
GIBBS SANDRA E GRAD
GIBES JOSEPH G ENG4
GIBFRIED PAUL ROBERT ED 4
GIBLICHMAN ALAN J BUS3
GIBSON CAMILLE MARY GRAD
GIBSON CAROL ANN GRAD
GIBSON CHARLES S ENG3
GIBSON DAVID J BUS2
GIBSON DIANNE M LAS2
GIBSON EVERETT D GRAD
GIBSON KATHLEEN A LAS4
GIBSON KATHLEEN R LAS4
GIBSON MARGUERITE A FAA1
GIBSON MICHAEL A FAA4
GIBSON NANCY E PE 2
GIBSON RANDY LAS1
GIBSON SHARON BRAR GRAD
GIBSON STEPHEN A PE 4
GIBSON SUE ANN GRAO
GIBSON SUSAN H PE 1
GIBSON SUZANNE LAS1
GIBSON TERRENCE LYNN GRAD
GIBSON WILLIAM H JR GRAD
GIBSTINE CONNIE F LAS1
GIDEL LOUIS THOMAS GRAD
GIDZINSKI GEORGE L ENG1
GIEHL DAVID E ENG4
GIELNIEWSKA JOLANTA LAS3
GIERACH DENICE A BUS3
GIERING ROBERT R LAS3
GIERKE TIMOTHY DEE GRAD
GIES MARIE MEI-CHU L GRAD
GIESE GARY D LAS2
GIESEKE CORINNE J LAS1
GIESZELMANN DIANE L LAS2
GIFFORD PETER BARTON GRAD
GIFFORD RICHARD E LAS1
GIFT DOUGLAS A LAW1
GIGANTI PIETRA LAS1
GIGLIO LORA LAS6
GIGLOTTO JOSEPH M LAS3
GILBERT BARBARA JEAN GRAD
GILBERT BRION C ENG4
GILBERT CHARLES F LAS3
GILBERT DENNIS C LAS2
GILBERT DONALD G LAS2
GILBERT JACK A BUS2
GILBERT JACQUELINE A LAS1
GILBERT LYNN BUS1
GILBERT MARJORY A LAS4
GILBERT PATRICIA E LAS1
GILBERT RICHARD M FAA1
GILBERT ZACHARY L ENG1
GILBERTSEN RALPH W ENG1
GILCHRIST DAVID M GRAD
GILCHRIST JAMES M BUS1
GILCHRIST JANE M GRAD
GILCHRIST JUDITH A LAW1
GILCHRIST MARY JOYCE GRAD
GILDIG THOMAS J COMA
GILE FRANK LESLIE GRAD
GILES GEOFFREY LYNN GRAD
GILES JEAN M AGR1
GILES LINDA LAVINA GRAO
GILES ROBERT WESLEY GRAD
GILFILLAN JAMES W LAS4
GILFILLAN MICHAEL S FAA3
GILKESON JOHN C LAS3
GILKESON ROBERT H GRAD
GILL ANTOINETTE M LAS2
GILL DIANE L GRAD
GILL JOHN A ENG1
GILL JOHN LAWSON FAA6
GILL LONNI A AGR2
GILL RONALD E VM 2
GILL THEODORE R FAA4
GILLEN MICHAEL P GRAD
GILLEN PATRICIA A ED 4
GILLEN ROBERT D ENG1
GILLENWATER LINDA W LAS4
GILLESPIE DOUGLAS L BUS4
GILLESPIE IRMA R GRAD
GILLESPIE JOAN M LAS4
GILLESPIE M BETH B GRAD
GILLESPIE MAUREEN F GRAD
GILLESPIE PATRICIA J LAS1
GILLESPIE RALPH E JR FAA3
GILLESPIE VINCENT J LAS2
GILLESPIE WILLIAM S LAS2
GILLETT WILL DEAN GRAD
GILLETTE RICHARD H LAS2
GILLHOUSE DAVID R ENG3
GILLHOUSE MARTHA E BUS3
GILLIAM WIRT C III ENG1
GILLIARD DIANE M GRAD
1406 W BRADLEY C
405 E JOHN 5 C
URH SHERMAN 523 C
URH TOWNSEND 577 U
All W GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS C
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
CHICAGO ILL
313 E ARMORY C
1109 S 4TH C
1010 S 2ND C
107 E HEALEY 7 C
207 W ILLINOIS 3 U
URH EVANS 439 U
URH CARR 431 U
601 W GREEN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 425 U
601 W GREEN U
606 S LOCUST C
1113 S 3RD 303 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 330 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
308 W HIGH U
URH SCOTT C
403 S LYNN C
URH SNYDER 390 C
2101 W WHITE C
45 CEDRIC RR 4 U
802 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 374 C
406 E GREEN 201 C
2107 HAZWD DR 204 U
URH SNYDER 267 C
URH LAR 360 U
URH HOPKINS 495 C
2024 A ORCH ST U
1104 ALTON C
2009 B HAZWD CT U
URH HOPKINS 300 C
405 W ILLINOIS U
505 S BUSEY 206 U
URH DANIELS U
URH OGLESBY 1212 U
910 S 3RD C
8 IMPERIAL CT C
URH HOPKINS 374 C
URH SNYDER 265 C
URH FLAGG 420 C
URH FLAGG 432 C
1005 UNIVERSITY 2 U
URH SAUNDERS 6 U
URH LUNDGREN 122 C
URH TOWNSEND 505 U
212 E DANIEL C
1205 1/2 N COLER U
910 S 3RD C
705 W CHURCH C
URH SHERMAN 312 C
1205 1/2 N COLER U
904 N BROADWAY U
1403 BRIARWOOD C
208 W GREEN U
URH FLAGG 307 C
MACKINAW ILL
2103 HAZWD U
58 E JOHN 19 C
58 E JOHN 19 C
106 E ARMORY C
1006 S 2ND C
802 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 952 C
URH ALLEN 78 U
412 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 1113 U
5 PLYMOUTH RD U
URH ALLEN 364 U
101 W PARK 301 U
702 W GREEN U




160C W BRADLEY 84 C
12 CEDRIC U
509 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 128 U
242 S DEWEY U
URH FORBES 324 C
URH TOWNSEND 471 U
407 S STATE 8 C
202 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS C
802 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 206 C































































RR 1 BOX 66
411 W GREEN
3138 HILL LN








1632 S CLIFTON AV
1198 SW 5TH ST
5036 W MORSE AV









11011 N KENDALL DR
2591 OAKWOOD LN
RR 2 BOX 187
45 CEDRIC
9761 S 50TH CT
9738 S ALBANY AV
406 E GREEN 201
2107 HAZWD DR 204
462 ASHLAND AV




2009 B HAZWD CT
2117 N 6TH ST
405 W ILLINOIS
204 CRESTWOOD DR







1640 E 50TH 22-B
11919 FORD RD
8435 S WABASH
12501 S 76TH AV
2102 S ST LOUIS
1353 JEANNETTE

































5931 W WALTON ST




1103 S 22ND ST




































































































*GILLIARD DONALD W GRAD
GILLIGAN PAUL M GRAD
GILLILAND DAVID H LAS4
GILLILAND JAMES S AGR2
GILLILAND RICHARD S FAA3
GILLILAND W T JR LAS3
GILMAN ALAN D LAS3
GILMAN BONNIE S LAS3
GILMAN ERNEST S ENG3
GILMAN LINDA S LAS1
GILMAN SHELLEY I LAS2
GILMAN STUART B BUS2
GILMAN SUSAN B ED 3
GILMARTIN DIANE AGR1
*GILMORE ANDREW R AGR3
GILMORE BRIAN M BUS1
GILMORE DIANE E LAS1
GILMORE DIANNE AGR1
GILMORE DOUG J ENG3
GILMORE IVY E ED 3
GILMORE JAMES P BUS3
GILMORE JOHN T BUS4
GILMORE KATHIE JOAN GRAD
GILMORE KEVIN J ENG1
GILMORE LOUISE A LAS1
GILMOUR JULIA A LAS1
GILOMEN BRIAN R LAS1
*GILOMEN DAVID J BUS4
GILPIN WALTER D JR FAA3
GILSTRAP SUSAN J LAS1
GILVARY ROSEMARY J FAA1
GIMPEL JAMES S FAA2
GIMPEL MARY C BUS3
GINDER MARCUS D LAS3
GINDER MARIE A AGR4
GINDER SHARON K BUS3
GINN DAVID S LAS2
GINOS ALAN D BUS3
GINSBERG BEVERLY J LAS2
GINSBERG LESLIE J LAS6
GINSBERG MITCHELL J AGR1
GINSBURG ELLIOT K LAS3
GINSBURG VIVIAN J FAA1
GINTHER DEAN WEBSTER GRAD
GINZKEY JAMES P LAS2
GINZLER ECWARD R GRAD
GIOVANNETTI JEFFREY FAA2
GIOVENCO PATRICIA A FAA4
GIOVIANO PETER R AVI2
GIRARD DAVID R LAS3
GIRARD LINDA W GRAD
GISH RICHARD L FAA2
GISSING ROBERT D PE 3
GIST WILLIAM E ENG1
GITELIS MICHAEL LAS4
GITELMAN LYNN P LAS1
GITELSON CANDACE L LAS2
GITMAN DAVID LAS3
GITTINGS JEANNE ANN GRAD
GITTINGS MARK D ENG3
GIUOICI BARBARA J LAS3
GIUNTA JOSEPH P COM3
GIVEN BARBARA J FAA2
GIVEN THOMAS W PE 4
*GIVENS DONNA STINE GRAD
*GIVENS ROBERT PARKER GRAD
GIVENS ROBERT P AGR1
GIVLER JOHN S LAS3
GJELDUM RICHARD J ENG2
*GJERDE CRAIG L GRAD
GJERDE CRISTEL GRAD
GJERSET DOUGLAS W GRAD
GLADHILL THEODORE JR ENG4
GLAENZER DAVID L AGR4
GLANCE A RICHARD GRAD
GLANCY TRACEY K LAS1
GLANKWAHMDEE A GRAD
GLAS DIANE L AGR1
GLASA LORRAINE M GRAD
GLASA ROBERT L BUS2
GLASCOCK GAYLE DON GRAD
GLASER ANTHONY K LAS1
GLASGO DONALD MARVIN GRAD
GLASS CHIQUITA D LAS1
GLASS JEFFRFY A ENG1
GLASS LISHA A LAS4
GLASS PENELOPE FAA2
GLASS THOMAS LEROY GRAD
GLASSCOCK DAVID LEE BMS1
GLASSER DAWNA R LAS3
GLASSER JANE H LAS3




GLATT BARBARA S LAS4
GLATT FRANCES J LAS4
502 E UNIVERSITY 4 C
MAHOMET ILL
406 S VINE U
URH WESTON 454 C
1010 S 2ND C
202 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 713 U
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 524 U
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 223 U
URH SCOTT 361 C
309 E JOHN 5 C
URH BLAISDELL 309 U
U OF I U
OAK LAWN ILL
808 W LINCOLN 9 U
URH TRELEASE 220 U
RR 3 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 229 U
908 S LOCUST 203 C
URH DANIELS 249 U
URH OGLESBY 1116 U
URH ALLEN 247 U
URH HOPKINS 308 C
URH SNYDER 420 C
1010 E COLORADO 1 U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 445 U
URH FLAGG 327 C
URH GARNER 322 C
URH ALLEN 340 U
605 S 5TH 20 C
312 E DANIEL C
312 E DANIEL C
1005 S 2ND C
URH TAFT 27 C
URH WARDALL 1120 U
111 E CHALMERS 15 C
907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL
URH VANDOREN 409 C
302 E JOHN 1603 C
309 E CHALMERS C
606 W OHIO U
URH TAFT 12 C
110 W CHARLES C
2219 S 1ST 304 C
URH WESTON 123 C
CHILD RES CENTER U
1324 GRANDVIEW C
1004 COUNTRY SQI U
URH WESTON 473 C
52 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 331 U
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 433 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH ALPHA HSE 4 U
506 INDIANA U
URH WARDALL 912 U
URH SNYDER 280 C
300 S GOODWIN 509 U
300 S GOODWIN 509 U
URH NOBLE 127 C
URH TOWNSEND 237 U
URH WESTON 458 C
2103 W WHITE 132 C
2103 W WHITE 132 C
MILAN MINN
806 W MAIN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1207 E FLORIDA U
URH EVANS 404 U





URH HOPKINS 214 C
806 W GREEN U
URH WARDALL 521 U
910 S 3RD C
2109 HAZWD DR 302 U
412 E GREEN C
801 S VINE U
DECATUR ILL
URH WARDALL 710 U
605 S 5TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
502 E STOUGHTON C
310 N JAMES C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 1009 C






































































10901 S TROY ST
2120 ORCH ST 202


























2923 W JEROME ST




820 S HOFFERT ST
2944 N 77TH CT
35 FISHER AV














300 S GOODWIN 509




2103 W WHITE 132
2103 W WHITE 132
RR 1
1403 W HEALEY
RR 1 BOX 143
1967 WARRIORS RD
526 W CHURCH
1906 23RD ST NW








1935 W HILTON ST






6306 N RICHMOND ST
13839 STATE ST




































































































GLATZ PETER E LAS1
*GLAUM CARL PAUL GRAD
GLAWE CURTIS H AGR1
GLAWE WILLIAM H ENG1
GLAZAR EDWARD J BUS2
GLAZAR MARGARET M LAS1
*GLAZE JAMES REED GRAD
GLAZE KURT T LAS3
GLAZER FERN K AGR1
GLAZER JANE B LAS2
GLAZER MARVIN A ENG4
GLEASON GERALD A LAS3
GLEASON JAMES E JR ENG1
GLEASON JAMES N ENG4
GLEASON WILLIAM A FAA4
*GLEAVES JOHN T GRAD
GLEES ROBERT J LAS4
GLEESON MIKE P ENG1
GLEICHER STEVEN J BUS2
GLEICHMAN ELDON LEON GRAD
GLEICHMAN GRETCHEN K GRAD
GLEIM HOLGER D BUS3
GLEN JANET I ED 2
GLENN JAMES L FAA2
GLENN JEFFREY L ENG1
GLENN JOHN RONALD GRAD
GLENN SARAH D LAS1
GLENN STEPHAN DALE GRAD
GLENN WILLIAM M JR GRAO
GLENNIE DONALD L BUS4
GLENNON KATHLEEN LAS4
GLENNON LORRAINE ANN LAS4
GLERUM RILEY DONALD FAA4
GLESENKAMP DAVID L BUS4
GLESNE ANN I PE 3
GLETTY BRUCE EDWARD GRAD
GLICK DANIEL H BUS2
GLICK JEFFREY S ENG4
GLICK ROBERT D LAS4
GLICK RONALD M LAS1
GLICKEN CANDICE FAA3
GLICKER JOSEPH L ENG4
GLICKSON CYNTHIA R LAS2
GLICKSTEIN JACALYN M LAS2
GLIDDEN CHARLES E GRAD
GLIEBERMAN BRUCE A LAS4
GLINK MARTIN L LAS3
GLINSKY MARTIN JAY GRAD
GLISPIE ALFPEDA FAA2
GLISTA MARTIN DAVID GRAD
GLOGOVSKY BARBARA B FAA2
GLOGOWSKI GERALD E GRAD
GLOGOWSKI JOSEPH A GRAO
GLORVIGEN BRADLEY W GRAD
GLOS STEPHEN ALLEN LAS2
GLOSS DIANNF M LAS3
GLOSS TERESA GUERRA GRAD
GLOSSER MARY SUSAN GRAD
GLOVER DONALD RAY GRAD
GLOVER DONALD S BUS2
GLOVER HAYDEN M LAS1
GLOVER LAOUIDA LAW1
GLOVER TERESA D PE 3
GLOVER TERRY L AGR1
GLOVER WILLIAM KURT ENG1
GLOWINSKI ANNE M LAS3
GLUCKIN SARI L LAS2
GLUSIC JAMES J ENG1
GLUSKIN LAWRENCE E LAS3
GLUSTOFF BARBARA S ED 3
GLYDE GERALD PATRICK GRAD
GLYMAN JOHN M FAA2
GLYNIAS HARRIET FAA1
GLYNN ANN L ED 4
GLYNN JULIA LAS1
GMITRO ARTHUR F JR ENG3
GMITRO MARY K ENG1
GNAGFY LAWRENCE N GRAD
GNAHOUI BRICE ENG4
GNAVI WALTER M JR LAS3
GNIEWEK DARLA P LAS3
GNIPPE RHONDA L FAA1
GOBER MARY SUSAN GRAD
GOBLE JANICE E LAS3
GOBY CHRIS AGR3
GOCH MARTIN G LAS4
GODARD WALTER S LAS2
GODBEY DONALD E BUS1
GODDARD LOIS ANN GRAD
GODDARD ROBERTA A BUS1
GODFREY KAREN L LAS1
GODFREY PATRICIA J LAS2
GODING DAVID JASON GRAD
GODLEWSKI PAUL M ENG2
GODWIN MILTON C JR LAS3
GOE STEVEN JOHN GRAD
GOEBEL BARBARA L GRAD
305 E JOHN C 33Z-3095
22 MAPLEWOOD U
803 W OREGON U 344-3116
URH BARTON 2 C
1007 S 3RD C 344-9502
URH VANDOREN 222 C 332-0509
MAHOMET ILL
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
910 S 3RD C 337-5274
910 S 3RD C 337-5308
1208 STOUGHTON 11 U 367-6442
1301 S BUSEY U
URH BARTON 201 C 332-0127
109 E SPNGFLD C
603 S BUSEY U 344-1209
310 W ILLINOIS U 344-4304
URH OGLESBY 626 U 332-5227
URH TAFT 414 C 332-0570
307 S PRAIRIE C 359-4600
1304 WESTERN C 356-5934
1304 WESTERN C 356-5934
406 W HIGH 4 U
URH TRELEASE 831 U 332-5647
URH OGLESBY 709 U 332-5241
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
705 HAWTHORNE U 344-2171
1018 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-2362
1103 WILLARD U
503 E WHITE 10 C 359-2362
2109 W WHITE C 359-8929
1102 W STOUGHTON U 367-8715
706 W GREEN U 367-1007
308 E OREGON U 367-2031
MCNTICELLO ILL
605 W CALIFORNIA U 344-1066
203 1/2 E HEALEY C 356-5038
306 E DANIEL C 344-6264
URH CAPR 122 U 332-3874
1503 KIRBY C 356-7400
URH OGLESBY 808 U 332-5270
103 1/2 S 3RD C 352-1104
312 W SPNGFLD 3 U 328-1721
1104 W NEVADA U 344-0300
1104 W NEVADA U 337-5249
PH1L0 ILL
505 S BUSEY 301 U 367-9412
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9459
1404 SILVER U 344-7618
311 W SPNGFLD 6 C 356-9808
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH BUSEY 304 U 332-2603
2806 ROLLING ACRES C 356-2176
604 E ARMORY 2328 C
102 E ARMORY 11 C 333-3526
311 E ARMORY C 344-7453
VILLA PARK ILL
2016 C ORCH ST U 344-6747
806 S 3RD 13 C 344-1936
1811 B ORCH PL U
924 W ARMORY C 356-7074
URH OGLESBY 306 U
800 S MATTIS 38 C
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
CHICAGO ILL
URH OGLESBY 818 U
312 W SPNGFLD 10 U 344-0885
802 W OREGON U 332-3294
URH LUNDGREN 322 C 332-0274
309 E HEALEY C
306 E DANIEL C 344-6264
1206 W WILLIAMS C 352-9053
804 W OREGON U
URH CLARK 338 C 332-0061
URH BLAISDELL 316 U 332-3523
1010 S 2ND C
1212 UNIVERSITY U 344-7546
URH TRELEASE 121 U 332-5^29
MAHOMET ILL
SINFRA W AFR
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH TRELEASE 124 U 332-5432
CHICAGO ILL
URH VANDOREN 227 C 367-1364
URH CARR 14 U
704 W UNIVERSITY C 352-0725
URH TOWNSEND 515 U 332-4252
URH OGLESBY 831 U
1005 S 6TH 19 C 344-0216
910 S 3RD C 337-5279
URH TRELEASE 316 U
URH WARDALL 610 U 332-4414
401 N CARSON C
URH GARNER 414 C 332-0853
910 S 3RD 1117 C 337-5036
307 E ARMORY 312 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
3 N GIBBONS AV
22 MAPLEWOOD
RR 2
906 QUEEN ANN ST
1441 N MONITOR AV
1441 N MONITOR AV
ROUTE 1
22010 MAIN
3122 W JARVIS AV
12-37TH ST PL
8317 N CRAWFORD AV
904 W MEADOWS PL
831 GARFIELD
225 S EDSON




6236 N TALMAN AV
1304 WESTERN
1304 WESTERN
532 S SHORE DR
18844 KINGS RD
716 WILDWOOD LN
RR 1 SUNSET DR
705 HAWTHORNE
1018 LINCOLNSHIRE





1610 S 14TH AV
902 E GRANT
1312 STATE ST
110 W LINCOLN ST
305 KILPATRICK
1604 CRESCENT DR
1934 W ALBION AV
8432 TRUMBULL
1770 WINTHROP RD
312 W SPNGFLD 3











102 E ARMORY 11
114 MARENGO AV
1S192 ELIOT LN
2016 C ORCH ST
1700 W JACKSON
1811 B ORCH PL
924 V. ARMORY
1101 W CHURCH
615 E 102ND PL
709 PARKLANE
6433 S KNOX AV
1101 W CHURCH
3320 N OPAL AV
607 W MELBOURNE
































































































































*GOEBEL VIRGIL M BUS4
GOECKNER RONALD J VM 2
GOEOOEL LEE E FAA1
GOEKING BERNARD C ENG2
GOELDNER KIPK A BUS1
GOELITZ ROBERT W AGR4
GOELITZ RUTH A AGR4
*GOELZ DOLORES FIGIEL GRAD
GOELZ ELAINE F BUS1
GOENNE DORIS FRENCH GRAD
GOERGER MARTIN J LAS2
GOERS KRISTIN M LAS1
GOETTER STEPHEN RAY GRAD
GOETTING MARK L FAA4
GOETTLER SHEREF PE 3
GOETTSCH DAVID J LAS2
GOETZ EDWARD JAMES GRAD
GOETZ ERNEST TIMOTHY GRAD
GOETZ THERESE E E GRAD
GOETZINGER LAUREL K GRAD
GOETZKE MARK A LAS4
GOETZMANN JOHN PAUL GRAD
GOFF DONALD LESLIE GRAD
GOFF JACQUELYN A LAW3
GOFF THOMAS M AGR3
GOFFMAN DONALD I BUS1
GOFORTH GAIL M LAS1
GOGGINS DEBORAH L LAS1
GOGLIA FREDERICK J FAA4
GOGLIA JOSEPH MAVIO LAS2
GOGLIA STEVEN J LAS4
GOGOLA PAULINE K LAS4
GOIER ALLEN THOMAS GRAD
GOINES DOROTHY B BUS1
GOINS LYLE EUGENE LAS4
GOLAS RUTH M LAS4
GOLBiN CARYN M LAS3
GOLBUS RENEE M LAW1
GOLD DEBORAH T LAS4
GOLD DIANE M LAS3
*GOLD ELLEN PEID GRAD
GOLD G S LAS4
GOLD HARRIET LYNN GRAD
GOLD HARRY B BUS2
GOLD HOWARD S LAS2
GOLD I RANDALL BUS4
GOLD ILYSE K LAS3
GOLD JAMIE B LAS1
GOLD LOREN W BUS1
GOLD LORI S LAS3
GOLD MARSHA L LAS2
GOLD MICHAEL E LAS1
GOLD NANCY J FAA3
GOLD ROBERT M LAS2
GOLD RONNA S LAS5
GOLDASICH JOHN G ENG4
GOLDBERG ALLAN I LAS3
GOLDBERG BRUCE J LAS3
GOLDBERG CAROLE L LAS1
GOLDBERG CINDY E ED 1
GOLDBERG DEBORAH L LAS1
GOLDBERG DIANNE BUS1
GOLDBERG DORIS LEE FAA6
GOLDBERG FRANCINE B ED 2
GOLDBERG GEOFFREY I BUS3
GOLDBERG HERBERT L LAS4
GOLDBERG JACOB GRAD
GOLDBERG JAN AGR1
GOLDBERG JANIS K LAS4
GOLDBERG JEFFREY L LAS3
GOLDBERG JEFFREY-M GRAD
GOLDBERG JOAN M AGR2
GOLDBERG JULIA A LAS4
GOLDBERG LINDA G GRAD
GOLDBERG MARGARET E GRAD
GOLDBERG NANCY H GRAD
GOLDBERG RENEE S ED 2
GOLDBERG ROBERT E LAS4
GOLDBERG SANDRA E PE 1
GOLDBERG STEVEN W FAA4
GOLDBLATT SUSAN D LAS3
GOLDEN EDDYE LOU E GRAD
GOLDEN JAMES EDWARD FAA4
GOLDEN JON SCOTT BUS2
GOLDEN LARRY I ENG4
GOLDEN MARK IVAN GRAD
GOLDEN ROBERT G II LAS1
GOLDEN RONALD M BUS2
GOLDEN TIMOTHY J ENG1
GOLDEN URLA MEYER GRAD
GOLDENBERG MARK C LAW3
GOLDENBERG MINDY S LAS1
GOLDENSON CAROL J LAS1
GOLDFARB EUGENE L GRAD
GOLDFARB MARIA J FAA2
GOLDFEIN LARRY K VM 1
GOLDFINE STEVEN GRAD
1702 BRADLEY 62 C
TWIN ORCHAROS 5 U
URH SNYDER 496 C
211 E JOHN 11 C
URH NOBLE 327 C
56 1/2 E GREEN 103 C
56 1/2 E GREEN 103 C
HINSDALE ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
DECATUR ILL
URH TOWNSEND 124 U
URH BABCOCK 312 U
707 S MATTIS C
401 S WEBER U
URH WARDALL 711 U
URH TOWNSEND 247 U
107 E HEALEY 14 C
2120 ORCH ST 102 U
URH SHERMAN 426 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
405 S NEW C
912 CRESCENT 2 C
918 W COLUMBIA C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
2215 S 1ST 203 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 411 U
URH WARDALL 1209 U
704 W ILLINOIS U
702 W ILLINOIS U
702 W ILLINOIS U
710 W OHIO U
406 E STOUGHTON 2 C
800 S MATTIS 8 C
1600 W BRADLEY 288 C
CHICAGO ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
106 W IOWA U
1203 W MAIN 1 U
505 S BUSEY 204 U
LAWRENCE KANS
503 W GREEN C
808 W SPNGFLD U
110 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 400 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH HOPKINS 421 C
URH WARDALL 1225 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 1007 U
URH ALLEN 283 U
701 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 9 U
1010 BROADMOOR C
211 W SPNGFLD 204 C
111 S BUSEY U
1006 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 338 C
URH TRELEASE 1026 U
URH TRELEASE 924 U
910 S 3RD C
1009 DEVONSHIRE C
URH TRELEASE 1007 U
910 S 3RD C
2020 N MATTIS 201 C
58 E ARMORY 2 C
URH TRELEASE 823 U
URH EVANS 426 U
105 E ARMORY C
604 E FAIRLAWN U
103 E STOUGHTON C
24 GREENCROFT C
URH LINCOLN U
1213 W CLARK U
904 W ILLINOIS 3 U
CHICAGO ILL
BOX 2368 C
910 S 3RD C
112 E JOHN C
310 S DRAPER C
2110 ORCH ST 302 U
402 W ILLINOIS U
DANVILLE ILL
1503 KIRBY C
2110 ORCH ST 302 U
1010 S 2ND C
1007 S 3RD C
URH LUNDGREN 326 C
1717 GEORGETOWN C
1405 KIRBY 4 C
URH EVANS 137 U
505 E WHITE C
106 W IOWA U
409 E CHALMRS C
CHICAGO ILL


































































330 W 3RD ST
ROUTE 2
616 E GREENVIEW PL
RR 2





211 W MAIN ST
1400 FRANKLIN
703 E MAIN ST
719 W 129TH PL
929 MARSHALL
39-06 JASPER RD
2120 ORCH ST 102
319 FOREST DR S





2215 S 1ST 203
6142 N KIMBALL
364 ROANOKE DR




216 S ROBERTS RD
1802 S WENONAH AV
800 S MATTIS 8
1600 W BRADLEY 288
2917 E 96TH ST
8514 MONTICELLO












352 N DEERE PARK













5716 N ST LOUIS AV
824 BROMMEL
5901 N ST LOUIS AV









904 W ILLINOIS 3









2110 ORCH ST 302





















































































































GOLDFLIES LONNY G LAS4
GOLOFLIES MYLES E LAS2
GOLDGEHN LESLIE A LAS3
GOLDHABER RUTH LEA GRAO
GOLOHAGEN JON M ENG1
GOLDHOR BARBARA A LAS1
GOLOIN LINDA F FAA1
GOLOING ROBERT L BUS1
GOLDMAN DANIEL J LAS2
GOLDMAN DAVID B BUS1
GOLDMAN DAVID E LAS4
GOLDMAN DIANE P GRAD
GOLDMAN DONALD L LAS4
*GOLDMAN ELIZABETH K GRAD
GOLDMAN GARY S BUS2
GOLDMAN HAROLD S GRAD
GOLDMAN HARVEY K FAA4
GOLDMAN J C JR GRAD
GOLDMAN JULIE P EO 4
GOLDMAN LAURA J LAS1
GOLDMAN LINDA ED 3
GOLDMAN NEIL H LAS4
GOLOMAN PAULA L LAS3
GOLDMAN PEGGY J LAS3
GOLDMAN RICHARD G LAS3
GOLDMAN SHELLY L LAS3
GOLDMAN STEVEN L BUS2
GOLDPICH HOWARD M LAS4
GOLDRICK THOMAS A FAA1
*GOLDSCHMIDT LYNN H LAS4
GOLDSCHMIDT MICHAEL GRAD
*GOLDSCHMIDT ROBERT A LAS4
GOLDSMITH JUDELL E PE 3
GOLDSMITH LORI S FAA1
GOLDSMITH SANDRA S ED 3
GOLDSMITH STEWART P LAS4
GOLDSTEAD ROBERT W FAA4
GOLDSTEIN BARBARA BUS1
GOLDSTEIN BARBARA J GRAD
GOLDSTEIN BARRY S LAS1
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES R LAS3
GOLDSTEIN JAY L LAS3
GOLDSTEIN JEFFREY I LAS1
GOLDSTEIN LAURENCE J LAS3
GOLDSTEIN LEE BUS1
GOLDSTEIN LORI J LAS1
GOLDSTEIN MARC A GRAD
GOLDSTEIN MARCEY R LAS2
GOLDSTEIN MARTIN A LAS1
GOLDSTEIN MERLE GRAD
GOLDSTEIN MILDRED M BUS2
GOLDSTEIN NANCY L PE 1
GOLDSTEIN PERRY FAA3
GOLDSTEIN RICHARD M BUS3
GOLDSTEIN SELMA ABBE GRAD
GOLDSTEIN SUZANNE M LAS2
GOLDSTEIN WAYNE M LAS3
GOLDSTROM KAREN L LAS2
GOLIAK MARGARET A LAS1
GOLIO JOHN M ENG1
GOLISH LANG MICHAEL FAA4
GOLKOWSKI GREGORY E FAA4
GOLL JEFFREY W AGR2
GOLLAY HOWARD D ENG3
GOLLAY LINDA S AGR4
GOLLUB ALLEN B LAS4
GOLMAN GAIL S LAS3
GOLOB DENNIS J LAS3
GOLOFF ALEXANDER A GRAD
GOLOFF EVA C COLLVER GRAD
GOLSHAN NASSER GRAD
GOLTER BARBARA L FAA3
GOLTEPMANN CARL W FAA2
GOLUBSKI MICHAEL J BUS*
GOLZ KAREN M BUS1
GOMBAS ROBERT P ENG1
GOMBERG BETH M LAS4
GOMBEPG SUSAN D ED 2
GOMBOS ANDREW M GRAD
GOMEZ JORGE ANDRES FAA1
GOMEZ PAULA LAS2
GOMPERTS JOHN D BUS4
GONDZUR GARY D ENG3
GONNELLA ROBERT N ENG1
GONSER KENT ROBERT GRAD
GONZALES ANTONIO B GRAD
GONZALES ESCUDERO J GRAD
GONZALEZ AUGUSTO R LAS1
GONZALEZ JOSE A GRAD
GONZALEZ LUIS A FAA1
GONZALEZ MARGARITA R LAS1
GONZALEZ MARIA T LAS4
GONZALEZ NELLY SFEIR GRAD
GONZALEZ PEDRO J LAS2
*GONZO SUSAN THIEDE GRAD
GOOD ANN GRAD
GOOD CLARE E PE 1
2020 N MATTIS C 356-2859
105 E ARMORY C
1004 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 510 C
URH TOWNSEND 541 U
URH ALLEN 174 U 332-3284
910 S 3RD C 337-5278
907 S 4TH C
407 WHITE 22 C 359-8033
910 S 3RD C 337-5153
907 S 4TH C 367-7449
307 S PRAIRIE C 356-0555
1505 KIRBY 5 C
1701 W WHITE C 359-0068
1105 S 1ST ST RD C 344-9770
611 W HILL C 359-2398
407 W WHITE C
1701 W WHITE C 359-0068
DES PLAINES ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5239
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5091
605 S 5TH 13 C
105 E CHALMERS C 367-8198
1104 W NEVADA U
805 W ILLINOIS U 384-1192
904 S 3RD C 344-8328
301 E CHALMERS 2 C 367-1794
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5531
604 E ARMORY 1211 C
105 E CHALMERS 106 C
URH DANIELS 324 U 332-2232
105 E CHALMERS 106 C
URH BUSEY 330 U
URH BUSEY 219 U
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
309 W SPNGFLD 4 C 359-8883
609 W MAIN 14 U 367-7324
910 S 3RD C 337-5225
811 S MATTIS 5 C 359-8738
910 S 3RD C
107 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3RD C 337-5298
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
58 E ARMORY 2 C 359-0664
910 S 3RD C 337-5159
URH TRELEASE 725 U 332-5611
URH DANIELS 614 U
URF FLAGG 328 C 332-0315
URH TOWNSEND 235 U 332-4072
56 E DANIEL 1 C 359-4746
58 E JOHN 10 C
URH EVANS 328 U 332-2748
1003 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1013 U
56 E DANIEL C 359-4746
107 S WRIGHT 4 C
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
URH TRELEASE 425 U
URH LAR 388 U 332-3031
URH SNYDER 208 C 332-1674
1108 S 1ST C 352-3800
403 E ELM U 367-5391
1002 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 217 U 332-5098
605 S 5TH 21 C 356-0416
506 W ELM U 344-1228
1208 W STOUGHTON U
URH BABCOCK 103 U 328-1840
33 E CHALMERS 2 C 359-7751
33 E CHALMERS 2 C 359-7751
1814 C ORCH PL U
909 S 1ST C 352-5696
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
1001 S WRIGHT 2 C 344-1351
URH WESTON 315 C 332-1992
URH NOBLE 107 C 332-0365
58 E JOHN 13 C 359-2633
URH VANDOREN 309 C 332-0515
URH SHERMAN 163 C 332-4782
806 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5931
URH EVANS 226 U 332-2703
1105 FAIRLAWN U 367-2272
1101 W PENN U
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
2303 S 1ST 301 C 384-1136
1107 W GPEEN 533 U
VEG CROPS 101 U 333-4407
URH BLAISDELL 127 U 332-3474
1004 S 4TH C 344-1272
URH FORBES 261 C 332-0985
510 W GREEN U 367-4480
CHICAGO ILL
501 SHUMAN U 328-2934
510 W GREEN 3 U 367-4480
2308 SHURTS CIRCLE U
1210 W CHARLES C 356-5950



















9009 W GOLF RD 3B
5639 N BERNARD












2100 20 1/2 AV
2100 20 1/2 AV
126 HELEN PL
7917 EUCLID






1445 PINE PARK AV
2214 W ARTHUR AV












3138 W JARVIS AV
1116 HICKORY RD
9912 SAWYER AV















4546 W 88TH PL




CRA 20 8 5-40
1524 W CHESTNUT
1105 FAIRLAWN

















































































































GOOD LINOA J PE 2
GOOD NICHOLAS EUGENE FAA*
GOOD ROLAND G AGR1
GOOD THOMAS M BUS3
GOODBAN JOHN N GRAD
GOODCHILD KENNETH R BUS*
*GOODE JAY MARVIN GRAD
GOODE MARK B BUS*
GOODE STEVEN J BUS1
GOODELL JOHN R LAS*
GOODEN DEBORAH F BUS1
GOODFRIEND ARTHUR A FAA*
GOODFRIEND BONNIE S ED 2
GOODING ANNE E ED 4
GOODKIN IRA FAA6
GOODMAN ALLAN L LAS*
GOODMAN ANDREW S AGR1
GOODMAN BETH F COM3
GOODMAN CAROLYN J LAS*
GOODMAN DONALD B LAS*
GOODMAN GARY MARC LAS2
GOODMAN JOSEPH P LAS2
GOODMAN KAREN R COM3
GOODMAN LOWELL R GRAD
GOODMAN PAUL B LAS*
GOODMAN PEGGY J FAA2
GOODMAN PHILIP H LAS1
GOODMAN RICHARD LEE GRAD
GOODMAN STEVEN L LAS*
GOODMAN VICTORIA LAS1
GOODMAN WILLIAM G GRAD
*GOODMON GREGORY G BUS*
GOODNOW FREDERICK R ED 1
GOODRICH HERBERT A GRAD
GOODS SHARMAN L GRAD
GOODWIN BRUCE T GRAD
GOODWIN DAVID R JR GRAD
GOODWIN GARY R AGR*
GOODWIN MELVIN L LAS1
GOODWIN PAUL DOUGLAS GRAD
GOODWIN SARAH ANN GRAD
GOODWIN STEPHEN L ENG1
GOODWIN STEVEN E AV I 2
GOODWIN SUSAN J ED 3
GOODWINE DOUGLAS J LAS3
GOODWINE JOHN E LAS*
GOODZEY INEZ K LAS1
GOODZEY JOHN R BUS*
GOODZEY MARGARET A AGR1
GOOLEY JANET S COM*
GOOTRAD PETER J FAA3
GOOTZEIT OEBRA S LAS3
GOOUD GEORGE S FAA3
GORAJSKI GEORGE A BUS*
GORAN MARJORIE LAS3
GORAN RUTH E BUS1
GORDEN SUSAN ANNETTE GRAD
GORDON BARBARA A LAS*
GORDON BRADLEY H ENG1
GORDON DANIEL W BUS2
GORDON FRANCINE E ED *
GORDON GLENN L LAS2
GORDON GREGORY P LAS2
GORDON JAMES PATRICK LAS3
GORDON JANE E FAA2
GORDON JANICE S LAS3
GORDON JANIS E LAS2
GORDON LINDA B ED 1
GORDON LUKE ENG*
GORDON MICHAEL D FAA*
GORDON PATRICIA MARY FAA2
GORDON PATRICK D COM3
GORDON PERCY GRAD
GORDON RICHARD B ENG3
GORDON ROBERT DAVID GRAD
GORDON ROBERT JAMES GRAD
GORDON SUSAN E LAS2
GORDON THOMAS E COM3
GORDON THOMAS H GRAD
GORDON THOMAS R LAS3
GORE MICHAEL P FAA1
GORECKI DANUTA W GRAD
GORECKI JAMES L AVI2
GORENS EDWARD H JR ENG3
GORENS MARSHA E BUSl
GORENSTEIN DEBRA L ED 2
GORENZ KATHLEEN B LAS3
GORENZ THERESA M LAS2
GOREY KEVIN B ENG1
GOREY THOMAS M LAS2
GORHAM ROBERT S JR FAA6
GORIN ELLEN F LAS3
GORISHEK MICHAEL A FAA3
GORMAN DONALD J LAS*
GORMAN JOHN C LAS1
GORMAN JULIAN EDWARD LAS3
GORMAN LAWRENCE J FAA*
302 E ARMORY C
703 W PARK 2 C
URH BABCOCK *20 U
1210 W CHARLES C
707 S RACE U
60* E ARMORY 1311 C
800 S MATTIS C
506 S WEBBER U
907 S *TH C
507 W ELM U
URH GARNER 2*2 C
309 E HEALEY 13 C
110* W NEVADA U
802 W GREEN 201 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 137 U
URH GARNER *94 C
*03 E WHITE C
505 S BUSEY 501 U
58 E JOHN C
302 1/2 W HEALEY C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
*09 E CHALMRS C
CEDAR FALLS IOWA
58 E JOHN 22 C
903 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
STA A BOX 3029 C
58 E JOHN C
*09 E CHALMRS C
MAHOMET ILL
1506 MAYWOOD C
611 W HILL C
605 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 170 U
URH SHERMAN 1256 C
3 PATRICIA CT C
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 113 C
510 S ELM 6 C
111 E CHALMERS 3 C
DANVILLE ILL
111 E CHALMERS 3 C
1110 W NEVADA U
POTOMAC ILL
POTOMAC ILL
URH BLAISOELL *17 U
912 S 2ND C
URH LAR *87 U
100* W STOUGHTCN U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 2*1 C
709 W WESTERN U
201 E GREEN C
802 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
1600 W BRADLEY 392 C
505 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 120 C
HCMER ILL
509 E STOUGHTON C
907 S *TH C
URH OGLESBY 907 U
PENFIELD ILL
1715 GEORGETOWN C
110* W NEVADA U
611 E DANIEL C
110* W NEVADA U
309 E HEALEY 13 C
VERSAILLES FR
505 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 105 U
1002 E DELAWARE U
305 E JOHN C
FARGO N D
URH DANIELS *33 U
110* W NEVADA U
1111 S 1ST C
2001 CURETON U
URH SNYDER *32 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
510 W WASHINGTON U
OAK LAWN ILL
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH WARDALL 322 U
URH LAR 303 U
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
URH LAR 328 U
URH WESTON *1* C
60* E ARMORY C
306 W NEVADA U
603 S 5TH C
702 W WASHINGTON U
807 1/2 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 101 U
*01 E JOHN C




























































1528 W HIGHLAND AV
2883 ARLINGTON
2883 ARLINGTON AV





*7** N WASHTENAW 2
1869 CAVELL
19201 CENTER AV
78** N KOSTNER AV
1950 E WOOD ST














301 E OLIVE ST
*821 COLISEUM ST
31-*8 35TH ST
RR 1 BOX 173
RR 1 BOX 90
620 N 22ND ST

















RR 1 BOX 157
9156 SPAULDING
538 FLORENCE AV
108 S JOSEPHINE ST











70 S ALOINE ST
1002 E DELAWARE
835 VERNON AV
2307 15TH ST S
BOX *1
6515 N DRAKE AV





















































































































GORMAN LAWRENCE REIO GRAO
GORMAN THOMAS M ED 3
GORMLEY CAROL JANET LAS4
GORNTO ELEANOR FRANC GRAO
GORNY RICHARD H ENG2
GORSHE RANDAL L LAS4
GORSKI ANITA LAS1
GORSKI JOHN C LAS1
GORSKI MARIE L AGRI
GORTMAN SANDY I LAS2
GOSPO KAREN A FAA1
GOSS GREGORY V FAA4
*GOSS JACK CHARLES JR BUS4
GOSS JAMES R LAS1
GOSS STEPHEN ANTHONY GRAD
*GOSSETT JANET K ED 4
GOTFRIED JOANNE PE 1
GOTHELF PAMELA LAS3
GOTSCHALL STANLEY G ENG3
GOTTEINER ROBIN LAS4
GOTTEMOLLER PAUL J ENG3
GOTTEMOLLER SUSAN M LAS1
GOTTHEIL DIANE LEVIT GRAD
GOTTI ENRICO GRAD
GOTTLIEB RICHARD K BUS1
GOUDIE JAMES E ENG4
GOUGH SCOTT B ENG1
GOULD ARTHUR E LAW1
GOULD HERBERT JAY GRAD
GOULD KENNETH L III LAS1
GOULD LAURIE E ED 3
GOULD MARCIA E AGR4
GOULD REX F LAS1
GOULDING DEBORAH L BUS3
*GOULET CAROL Q ED 4
GOURLEY GARY W BUS3
GOURLEY LYNN C LAS3
GOVERNALI JOSEPH F GRAD
GOW MICHAEL J LAS2
GOWAN PAUL FAA2
GOWLER VICKI S COM4
GOYAL LAKSHMI N GRAD
GRABARSKI SAM WALTER GRAD
GRABB LARRY EDWARD GRAD
GRABB RONALD EUGENE GRAD
*GRABB TERRY W ENG3
GRABER WILLIAM T ENG2
GRABILL DORIS DAVIS GRAD
GRABOW ELLEN LAS2
GRABOWSKI PAUL S LAS1
GRABSKI ANN M LAS3
GRACE DIANNE LAS1
GRACE MICHAEL J LAS1
GRACE THEODORE ALLEN GRAD
GRACEN JORIE B FAA2
GRACEN TODD GRAD
GRACHAN ALLAN F LAS4
GRACHAN KENNETH M ENG2
GRACHAN MELANIE S LAS4
GRACON BRIAN EUGENE GRAD
GRACYAS SUSAN C LAS2
GRACZYK PAULETTE M LAS2
GRAD CHARLES FAA4
GRADDY GEORGE E JR LAS1
GRADL MARTIN A III LAS2
GRADLE WILLIAM J AGR3
GRADOWSKI GLENN P ENG1
GRADY DANIEL C BUS3
GRADY THOMAS R LAS4
GRAEFF CLAUDE L GRAD
GRAEGIN DON PAUL GRAD
GRAESSER KENNETH A BUS4
GRAESSER ROBERT J LAS4
GRAESSLE CHARLES A GRAD
GRAESSLEY KATHRYN L FAA1
GRAF EDITH GRAD
GRAF MARGARET E ED 3
GRAFF DENNIS A BUS1
GRAFF DOUGLAS J AGR4
GRAFF GUSTAV GRAD
GRAFF LAWRENCE E ED 4
GRAFF MARIAN R LAS1
GRAFF NANCY J ED 2
GRAFF RUTA SKAIDPITE GRAD
GRAFF SUSAN J AGRI
GRAFFAM DAVID B BUS3
GRAFFY CATHERINE M LAS2
GRAGG KATHLEEN M LAS3
GRAHAM BRUCE L ENG3
GRAHAM CONNIE S PE 4
GRAHAM DAVID F BUS2
GRAHAM DAVID S ED 3
GRAHAM DIANE LAS1
GRAHAM JOANNE LAS1
GRAHAM JOHN F LAS1
GRAHAM JOHN MORGAN LAS3
GRAHAM JOHN P BUS3
2114 ORCH ST 102 U
310 E GREGORY C
107 S WRIGHT 5 C
300 S GOODWIN 613 U
312 E ARMORY C
404 E DANIEL 1 C
URH HOPKINS 396 C
URH HOPKINS 370 C
409 E CHALMERS 509 C
410 E GREEN 17 C
URH SCOTT 326 C
1001 S 1ST C
901 S 1ST 30 C
URH TAFT 311 C
1207 E FLORIDA 22 U
TWIN ORCHARDS 94 U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 372 C
307 E HEALEY 16 C
URH HOPKINS 296 C
URH SCOTT 290 C
2509 POND U
URH SHERMAN 462 C
907 S 4TH C
1101 W CLARK U
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
605 1/2 W INDIANA U
216 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 460 U
108 E HEALEY 8 C
1600 W BRADLEY 377 C
URH ALLEN 275 U
URH TRELEASE 602 U
306 W IOWA U
44 IVANHOE U
1600 W BRADLEY 131 C
OAK PARK ILL
401 E JOHN C
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 320 U
701 MACARTHUR U
107 E HEALEY 16 C
DECATUR ILL
2200 E UNIV 28 U
URH OGLESBY 503 U
906 1/2 E CAL U
URH BUSEY 328 U
910 S 3RD C
1202 W NEVAOA U
URH WARDALL 222 U
102 E CHALMERS C
PR 2 U
409 E CHALMRS 1614 C
506 1/2 N ELM C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 374 U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 177 U
410 E GREEN 12 C
306 N MATHEWS U
605 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 283 U
URH ALLEN 361 U
URH OGLESBY 423 U
URH HOPKINS 288 C
URH WESTON 373 C
1C01 W UNIVERSITY U
207 1/2 W OREGON U
2209 PHILO RD U
URH WESTON 254 C
URH WESTON 265 C
701 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMERS 513 C
URH DANIELS 478 U
505 S BUSEY 303 U
URH OGLESBY 210 U
58 E GREGORY C
410 DODSON U
MANTINO ILL
URH CARR 8 U
URH WARDALL 1022 U
410 S OODSON U
URH CLARK 222 C
302 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 1005 U
URH TRELEASE 1022 U
803 W OREGON U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 376 U
CAVOY ILL
URH BUSEY 158 U
URH EVANS 111 U
URH WESTON 472 C
505 S LYNN C














































































300 S GOODWIN 613
4290 DUNDEE RD





1905 S 49TH CT
915 10TH ST















8944 KIL BOURN AV








1600 W BRADLEY 131
























718 S CHESTNUT ST
1366 W ESTES
20 EMPORIA AV
131 N ROD LN
229 N LINCOLN ST
7143 MONROE ST
3712 S KING DR
636 MEYER CT

























3835 ST CHARLES RD
505 S LYNN



































































































GRAHAM KATHLEEN A COM4
GRAHAM KATHLEEN EODA GRAD
*GRAHAM LINDA BARNES FAA2
GRAHAM MARVIN LOWELL GRAO
GRAHAM MICHAEL D ENG4
GRAHAM PAUL ENG3
GRAHAM PAULA G PE 1
GRAHAM PHILIP G LAS3
GRAHAM ROBERT KEVIN AGR2
*GRAHAM RUPERT F JR ENG4
GRAHAM SHARON H LAS3
GRAHAM WENDY D FAA4
GRAHAM WILLIAM F GRAD
GRAHN DAVID R LAS1
GRAMAN THOMAS L LAS3
GRAMM DALE E ENG3
GRAN GARY R BUS3
GRAN WILLIAM R FAA3
GRANACHER MICHAEL J BUS2
GRANDCHAMP BARBARA R LAS3
GRANDT JANE MARIE GRAD
GRANDT KATHLEEN R ED 3
GRANDT TERRENCE ALAN VM 4
GRANDYS KENNETH W ENG2
GRANDYS ROBERT F GRAD
GRANEY JANET M LAW3
GRANO PIERINA ANNA R GRAD
GRANS THOMAS M BUS3
GRANSE JANICE MILLER FAA4
GRANT BYRON COM4
GRANT CELIA M LAS3
GRANT DEBORAH R LAS2
GRANT JAMES EDWARD GRAD
GRANT KELLY W LAS2
GRANT KEMALIE K FAA2
GRANT THOMAS R ED 1
GRAS STEVEN W AVI2
GRASER DAVID SEAN BUS1
GRASHORN DAVID W LAS1
GRASS EUGENE R LAS3
GRASS TERRY L ENG2
GRASSIE CHARLES R GRAD
GRATE STEPHEN J VM 1
GRAUBART JEFFREY P LAS3
GRAUL CHARLES H LAS3
GRAVATT NANCY A LAS2
GRAVATT PAULA R FAA4
GRAVEL PHILIP LARRY GRAD
GRAVES CHARLES E GRAD
GRAVES DEBORAH LAS3
GRAVES DOUGLAS B LAS4
GRAVES STEVEN S PE 2
GRAVES SUSAN P ED 4
GRAVES VILDA J LAS4
GRAY ANDREA M LAS1
GRAY CLEVELAND D JR LAS1
GRAY CYNTHIA J ED 1
GRAY DALTON JAMES LAS4
GRAY DAVID P LAS3
GRAY DEBORAH S LAS4
GRAY DOUGLAS L LAS1
GRAY GARY G JR LAS1
GRAY GARY J ENG2
GRAY JAMES ROBERT GRAD
GRAY JOHN ASHLEY FAA1
GRAY JULIE A COM3
GRAY KATHLEEN ANN GRAD
GRAY KATHRYN A AGR1
GRAY KENNETH BUS1
GRAY KENNETH GENE GRAO
GRAY LORRAINE BASICH GRAD
GRAY MARK G LAS1
GRAY MARTHA A LAS4
GRAY MAURICE B LAS2
GRAY MICHAEL J LAS3
GRAY PETER A BUS1
GRAY ROBERT K BUS2
GRAY RONALD L AGR2
GRAY SUSAN E LAS2
GRAY TIMOTHY L LAS1
GRAY WILLIAM T IV GRAD
GRAYSON THOMAS E GRAD
GRAZIANI KENNETH R GRAD
GRAZIANO ROBERT J GRAD
GRAZIANO STEVEN P ENG1
GREANIAS THOMAS G GRAD
GREANIAS VASILIKI BUS1
GREATHOUSE CANDASE J BUS1
GREATHOUSE TERESA A PE 1
GREAVES ELIZABETH J LAS3
GREAVES NANCY L ED 3
GREAVES SCOTT M LAS2
GREBEL ALICE J LAS3
GRECO LOUIS G LAS2
GPEDE FREDERICK J BUS3
GPEEDER GLENN A LAS1
GREEN AGNES HAYES GRAD
1005 S WRIGHT C
907 W STOUGHTON U
SAVOY ILL
608 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSENO 348 U
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
MUNOELEIN ILL
2 SHUMAN CIRCLE U
1505 PHILO RD U
2065 C ORCH ST U
2065 C ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
2018 FLETCHER 17 U
URH TOWNSEND 384 U
204 N GREGORY U
401 E GREEN C
609 W MAIN 5 U
RICHTON PARK ILL
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 212 C
URH SHERMAN 420 C
URH GARNER 470 C
607 N COLER U
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
705 W HIGH 4 U
703 W NEVAOA U
URH DANIELS U
202 E DANIEL C
1403 E PENN U
URH SHERMAN C
611 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 303 U
2025 B ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 26 C
URH HOPKINS 393 C
604 E ARMORY 1207 C
1600 W BRADLEY 300 C
KANKAKEE ILL
URH GARNER 132 C
909 S OAK C
URH TOWNSEND 336 U
URH SHERMAN 221 C
212 CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
904 W GREEN U
902 W OREGON U
902 W OREGON 2 U
1802 D ORCH PL U
3209 KIRBY C
URH SCOTT 232 C
307 E HEALEY 5 C
604 E ARMORY 1342 C
508 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 422 U
URH CLARK 305 C
URH FORBES 215 C
URH CLARK 239 C
URH TOWNSEND 215 U
URH TOWNSEND 574 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 234 U
URH FORBES 100 C
URH WESTON 273 C
2203 HAZWD DR 102 U
411 W SPNGFLD U
1106 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 762 C
URH LAR 208 U
URH FORBES 490 C
2103 HAZWD 304 U
2109 ZUPPKE U
URH TOWNSEND 428 U
URH LAR 171 U
URH SCOTT 256 C
205 F ARMORY C
URH FORBES 442 C
URH SNYDER 454 C
801 W NEVADA U
1207 W SPNGFLD U
1010 S 2ND C
RANTOUL ILL
SAVOY ILL
2075 C ORCH ST U
701 N ORCH ST U
1109 S 4TH C
DECATUR ILL
URH BABCOCK 311 U
URH FLAGG C
URH LAR 484 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 278 C
WILSONS TRLR PK 89 U
URH ALPHA HSE 3 U
URH TOWNSEND 379 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 394 C





































































ROCK RUN ROUTE 5




















5230 W CRYSTAL ST
1212 LUNDVALL AV
705 W CLARK AV








985 S ELM AV
817 S WALNUT AV
BOX 726
BOX 726
RR 2 BOX 221
5008 44TH AV
1107 N LOMOND DR
813 W STATE ST
101 ELLIS AV
101 ELLIS AV
1802 D ORCH PL
3209 KIRBY
1411 ARGONNE DR
107 S MEADOW ST
635 W 129TH PL
635 W 129TH PL
500 E 33RD ST
3722 SPRINGDALE AV
202 BRENTWOOD








RR 1 BOX 331
555 E HICKORY ST
1640 74TH CT
20708 THORNWOOD DR
1117 W 110TH ST
2911 SHEFFIELD DR
2109 ZUPPIKE
9036 S MAPLE LN










2075 C ORCH ST











14 OLD OAK TRAIL
239 N PRAIRIF



































































































GREEN ALAN M BUS1
GREEN ALBERT D JR LAS1
GREEN BRUCE C FAA3
GREEN BRUCE C BUS3
*GREEN CARL LARRY GRAO
GREEN CHERYL LAS2
GREEN CHRISTOPHER R LAS2
GREEN DAVID B LAS4
GREEN DENNIS W BUS4
GREEN DENNIS W AGR3
GREEN DIANE S BUS1
GREEN OONALD PAUL GRAD
GREEN DUANE M JR ENG4
GREEN EUGENE GRAD
GREEN GARY L ENG1
GREEN GERALD T ENG1
GREEN GREGORY E BUS1
GREEN GUERDON R III LAS3
GREEN HERBERT J ENG2
GREEN HERMAN G JR GRAD
GREEN JAMES DONALD GRAD
GREEN JAMES E BUS2
GREEN JOEL H LAS1
GREEN JOSEPH LAS1
GREEN JOSEPH STUART GRAD
GREEN KAREN JOY GRAD
GREEN KATHLEEN M AGR1
GREEN KENNETH N LAS3
GREEN LARRY ARTHUR GRAD
GREEN LEE J LAS2
GREEN LESLIE A LAS2
GREEN LOIS PE 3
GREEN LOREE L BUS1
GREEN NANCY E AGR
1
GREEN NANCY E LAS4
GREEN NEDRA J E LAS2
GREEN NOLAN ROBERT GRAD
GREEN PHILIP B GRAD
GREEN PHILIP BURTON LAW3
GREEN RALPH D ENG1
GREEN RAYMOND B LAS1
GREEN ROBERT A AGR1
GREEN RUTH A AGR1
GREENBERG ANNE S LAS2
GREENBERG BONNIE S ED 2
GREENBERG GORDON A PE 1
GREENBERG MARSHA K PE 4
GREENBERG MURRAY COM3
GREENBERG NANCY J M FAA9
GREENBERG NEAL R LAS1
GREENBERG OWEN D LAW1
GREENBERG RONALD A GRAD
GREENBERGER STEVEN R LAS1
GREENE BRENDAN D LAS3
GREENE DEBORAH A PE 2
GREENE ETHEL JOHNSON GRAD
GREENE JAMES S BUSl
GREENE KEVIN P LAS3
GREENE LARRY E BUS4
GREENE LESLIE M AGR1
GREENE NANCY ANNE ED 3
GREENE NANCY HAWLEY GRAD
GREENE RONALD L BUS2
GREENE TERRY G ENG3
GREENE VIVIAN YVONNE GRAD
GREENE WILLIAM M ENG3
GREENER JANICE L PE 4
GREENFELDT BARBARA L GRAD
GREENFELDT ERIC W GRAD
GREENFIELD EUGENIA E GRAD
GREENFIELD GARY A LAS2
GREENFIELD JOHN C GRAD
GREENFIELD LAURENCE LAS2
GREENFIELD RICHARD M GRAD
GREENHALGH DEBORAH J LAS4
GREENLAW DAVID K GRAD
GREENLEAF JOHN L JR AGR2
GREENLEAF MARK T LAS1
GREENLEE ROBERT K BUSl
GREENLEE WILLIAM J ENG3
GREENMAN DOUGLAS R BUS2
GREENSETH WILLIAM A LAS1
GREENSPAHN BARBARA H LAS4
GREENSPAN BRAD K LAS3
GREENSPAN JEFFREY D BUSl
GREENSPON JODY G PE 1
GREENSTEIN BARRY LAS1
GREENSTEIN LARRY P LAS3
GREENTHAL RICHARD S BUS3
GREENWALD CARL J GRAD
GREENWOOD CRAIG H LAW3
GREENWOOD KENNETH M VM 3
GREENWOOD LINDA ROSS VM 3
GREENWOOD RICHARD P AVI2
GREEP LARRY A ENG4
GREER KAREN SUE ED 5
GREER NANCY R LAS1
SKOKIE ILL
URH TAFT 411 C 332-0664
URH FORBES 416 C
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5685
300 S GOODWIN 111 U
313 E JOHN 19 C
401 E DANIEL C
603 W CHURCH C
1402 GRANDVIEW 2 C 359-9867
URH TOWNSEND 309 U 332-4118
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SHERMAN 263 C 332-4804
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1302 N WALNUT C 359-6358
103 ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 468 U 332-3*06
310 E GREGORY C
401 E DANIEL C 367-6787
604 E ARMORY 2215 C 344-1266
1821 A ORCH PL U 344-4955
503 FAIRLAWN U 344-6562
1007 S 3RD C 344-9502
URH ALLEN 38 U 332-3901
URH ALLEN 13 U 332-3093
RANTOUL ILL
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 312 U 332-4344
409 E CHALMRS C
MAHOMET ILL
409 E CHALMERS C 334-5519
910 S 3RD C 337-5155
58 E JOHN 17 C 359-9019
URH TRELEASE 231 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5286
URH WARDALL 303 U 332-4335
URH TRELEASE 503 U 332-5529
109 E JOHN 7 C 356-7615
913 E CRESTWOOD U
507 E CLARK C
108 S GREGORY U
URH BLAISDELL 103 U
URH SNYDER 360 C
URH LAR 474 U
URH HOPKINS 322 C 332-1274
URH TRELEASE 1104 U 332-5711
910 S 3RD C 337-5117
902 S 2ND C 344-4217
406 E GREEN 107 C 359-0764
2006 SOUTHWOOD C 356-2390
910 S 3RD C 337-5157
401 E CHALMERS 415 C
URH DANIELS 354 U 332-2260
URH HOPKINS 344 C
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
\URH CARR 207 U
URH SHERMAN 315 C
URH HOPKINS 222 C 332-1204
1111 S 2ND C
809 S BUSEY U
URH WARDALL 316 U 332-4347
610 S 4TH C 356-4069
URH SHERMAN 1346 C 332-5029
URH WESTON 371 C 332-2034
URH FORBES 111 C 332-0929
608 E CHALMERS C 344-0481
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
311 W CLARK 101 C 359-3986
1601 KILER 4 C
1601 KILER C
1944 C ORCH ST U 344-7364
502 E ELM U
1944 C ORCH ST U 344-7364
910 S 3RD C 337-5121
111 E HEALEY 11 C 352-5625
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
URH DANIELS 230 U
1920 B ORCH ST U 367-8286
URH OGLESBY 116 U
110 E ARMORY C
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
310 E JOHN C
SKOKIE ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5173
URH SNYDER 204 C
URH TRELEASE 1126 U 332-5734
409 E CHALMRS C
1720 LYNWOOD C 356-0095
URH SNYDER 463 C
205 S 6TH C 359-7271
URH NOBLE 326 C 332-0421
SEYMOUR ILL
SEYMOUR ILL
305 E JOHN C
809 S MATTIS 2 C 359-7708
FISHER ILL





1737 MARTIN RD EXT







1616 W QUEENS CT
6243 N DRAKE





1821 A ORCH PL
503 FAIRLAWN






6243 N DRAKE AV
CANDELWOOD EST
3300 LAKE SHORE DR























1240 8 ELM ST
165 BARTRAM
9720 S MORGAN ST
825 MICHIGAN AV
BOX 773






128 N ADAMS ST




1944 C ORCH ST
7745 W LAKE




12017 210TH PL SE
4109 W MAIN ST
2431-26TH ST
RR 3




















































































































GREER SARAH HOUSER GRAD
GREER WILBUR C JR GRAO
GREETIS JAMES P FAA1
GREGER NANCY G LAS3
GREGG DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
GREGG SANDRA J LAS2
GREGOR JOHN D ENG*
GREGORSKI ARNELL V FAA3
GREGORY ANN E FAA1
GREGORY DALE E BUS2
GREGORY JOHN F BUS3
GREGORY MARK WILLARD GRAD
GREGORY RICHARD P IV GRAD
GREGORY YVONNE M LAS1
GREINER JOHN A BUS*
GREINER STEVEN P LAS3
GREINER TERRY W FAA2
GREISMAN ROBERT S LAS*
GREIVE ANNETTE L FAA*
GREMBOWICZ ANDREA N LAS1
GREMLEY RICHARD B ENG1
GRENINGER LEONARD GRAD
GRENINGER SUE A GRAD
GRENNAN DEBRA J LAS3
GRESCHEK KATHLEEN A LAS3
GRESEY CASEY N BUS2
GRESHAM RICHARD D GRAD
GRESHAM RUTH SALLEE GRAD
GRESHAM SAMUEL JR FAA2
GRETSCHMANN KENNETH LAS*
GREVE JOHN R LAS3
GREVER GLENN ALBERT GRAD
GRGAS SUSAN T ED 2
GRGAS WILLIAM K ED 2
GRIDER BARBARA A PE 1
GRIEB DONALD L FAA3
GRIEBENOW ROBERT R FAA*
GRIER BOYCE H JR ENG1
GRIERSON ANDY RAY GRAD
GRIERSON CHARLES S BUS1
GRIERSON ROBERT G LAW1
GRIESCH EILEEN E LAS1
GRIESEMER CHARLES T BUS*
GRIESHABER FREDRICK ENG2
GRIESHABER GARY H BUS*
GRIEVE JAMES I ENG1
GRIEVE MARY M LAS2
GRIEVE WILLIAM G GRAD
GRIFFIN ALAN D LAS*
GRIFFIN ANN K LAS1
GRIFFIN CHARLES L ENG1
GRIFFIN EDWARD L GRAD
GRIFFIN GARY T LAS*
GRIFFIN JAMES D JR BUS*
GRIFFIN JAMES P FAA1
GRIFFIN JAMES R ED 3
GRIFFIN JANICE D LAS*
GRIFFIN KATHRYN A LAS1
GRIFFIN LORRAINE E LAS3
GRIFFIN MICHAEL J LAW3
GRIFFIN PHILLIP E GRAD
GRIFFIN RICHARD J LAS2
GRIFFIN VIRGINIA J GRAD
GRIFFIN WILLIAM D LAS1
GRIFFITH AARON P ENG1
GRIFFITH DAVID EVAN GRAD
GRIFFITH ELAINE K LAS1
GRIFFITH JEFFREY A FAA3
GRIFFITH JOHN PAUL GRAD
GRIFFITH KEITH P ENG2
GRIFFITH NANCY H LAS2
GRIFFITH PAUL THOMAS GRAD
GRIFFITH RICHARD A LAS2
GRIFFITH VERNON D BUS1
GRIFFITH WALTER E GRAD
GRIFFITHS BARBARA H GRAD
GRIFFITHS DOUGLAS JR VM 1
GRIFFITHS STEWART K LAS2
GRIFFITHS THOMAS D GRAD
GRIFFITHS WILLIAM S BUS3
GRIGALUNAS STEPHEN A ENG*
GRIGAS MICHAEL E LAS1
GRIGG JIMMIE L BUS3
GRIGGS JAMES H JR BUS1
GRIGGS JOHN R LAS3
GRIGGS RUBY LAS3
GRILLS LYNN A AGR1
GRIMES ANNETTE LAS1
GRIMES COLLEEN E AGR3
GRIMES GENE DOUGLAS LAW3
GRIMES GEORGE A ENG1
GRIMES JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
GRIMES JAMES P LAS2
GRIMES JOHN W JR ENG*





URH NOBLE 110 C
URH WAROALL 1011 U
PENFIELD ILL
URH WARDALL 612 U
906 E WATER U
URH FORBES *89 C
URH GARNER *** C
URH BLAISDELL 228 U
URH SNYDER *66 C
60* W MICHIGAN U
2108 W WHITE 135 C
URH LAR 277 U
1006 S 3RD C
1006 S 3RD 7 C
501 E DANIEL C
503 E STOUGHTON 8 C
261* E MAIN U
URH ALLEN 16* U
302 E GREGORY C
270* ALTON C
CULVER CITY CAL
1005 S WRIGHT C
5 SAFFER CT U
909 W ILLINOIS U
309 SUNRISE U
URH WARDALL 111 U
URH WARDALL 111 U
1301 S BUSEY U
GRANITE CITY ILL
BOX *3 U
URH VANDOREN 205 C
1007 S 3RD C
1809 MEADOW C
URH SCOTT 350 C
2311 S 1ST 301 C
URH NOBLE *17 C
*01 N HIGHLAND U
RR * C
*01 EDGEBROOK 303 C
URH WARDALL 1116 U
311 E ARMORY C
320 E GREGORY C
320 E GREGORY C
702 W WASHINGTON U
DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL
3* CARRIAGE PL U
URH WARDALL 22* U
URH BARTON 12* C
706 S WALNUT * U
*09 E CHALMERS *01 C
1*6 PADDOCK E C
URH GARNER *19 C
617 W HEALEY C
1007 S COTTAGE GR U
URH VAN DOREN *09 C
URH GARNER *72 C
806 W OHIO U
161* W CHURCH C
APPLE TREE 1 U
705 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER *18 C
RR 2 BOX 82 C
105 S LYNN U
909 W HILL C
URH OGLESBY 1026 U
*8 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
502 W MAIN 331 U
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH OGLESBY 316 U
909 W HILL C
807 W ILLINOIS 2 U
SALISBURY CONN
URH ALLEN 37 U
807 W ILLINOIS 2 U
1105 S *TH C
301 W ILLINOIS U
*02 E ARMORY C
5 BRIDLE LN U
URH GARNER *91 C
*09 E CHALMRS C
108 E HEALEY 7 C
URH TRELEASE 328 U
URH VANDOREN 120 C
802 W GREEN 302 U
910 N BUSEY U
1506 DAWSON C
1107 S 3RD 203 C
705 W OREGON U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1103 N MARKET C
DANVILLE ILL







































































2108 W WHITE 135
5936 CLEVELAND ST
211 IN BONNIE BROOK
2111 N BONNIE BRK
807 WILSON AV
5122 W ESTES AV
261* E MAIN
265 E NILES AV
1280 DEER TRAIL LN
270* ALTON
6320 GREEN VAL CP
580 DARLINGTON 1*
330* N LARAMIE AV




































STA A BOX 2217
705 W STOUGHTON
9037 S MAY






302 HOLIDAY PK 235




807 W ILLINOIS 2
LINCOLN CITY RD
2803 EAST RD






901 E FAIROAKS AV
8315 S PAULINA
3*5 W MAIN ST






707 N JOHNSTON AV




































































































GRIMM BILL H LAS2
GRIMM LAURENCE G GRAD
GRIMM MICHAEL R LAS4
GRIMM STEVEN D LAS1
GRIMMELBEIN JEFFREY LAS4
GRINBERGS OAINA I LAS1
GRINDE GERALD S GRAD
GRISCHOW PAUL P ENG3
GRISHAM CATHY L FAA4
GRISLIS AIVAR R LAS4
GRISOLANO JAMES M JR ENG3
GRISSO KARL MAX GRAD
GRISWOLD BRADLEY L GRAD
GRISWOLD PAULA R ED 4
GRITTON CONNIE J AGR2
GRITTON PAMELA M LAS2
GRITTON ROSANNE LAS4
GRIZZLE DENNIS H ENG1
GRMAN MICHAEL E ENG4
GROB THOMAS J LAS1
GROBE GEORGE E ENG2
GROCH SHARON A LAS3
GROCHOCINSKI DAVID E LAS4
GROCHOWSKI JOHN J LAS2
GRODNER TEENA D LAS1
GRODZINSKY FRANCES S GRAD
GROEBE DAVID A FAA2
GROEBE KEITH W LAS1
GROEBE KIMBERLY A FAA4
GROENKE HANS ROBERT ENG1
GROESBECK CARL T FAA4
GROESCH GARY L LAS2
GROESCH KURT W ENG2
GROESCHEL EVERETT LY AGR4
GROGMAN BRUCE I LAS3
GROH ANNETTE M LAS4
GROH MICHAEL DAVID LAS2
GROHENS JOSEPH R LAS1
*GP.OHNE JAMES A LAW3
GROHNE THOMAS M LAS2
GROLLA JANET M AGR2
GROM PATRICIA A VM 2
GROMETER ROBERT P LAW3
GROMMET RONALD E AGR3
GRONEK RAYMOND K LAS1
GRONEMEIER DALE L LAW1
GRONER GUY H FAA2
GRONFR MICHAEL IRWIN GRAD
GRONEWALD JOHN WAYNE GRAD
GRONINGER LINDA C AGR2
GRONLI MICHAEL E AGR2
GRONSKI JAN M GRAD
GROOMS CLYDE L ENG2
GROPPEL JACK L AGR4
GROSCH MARY F LAS1
GROSCHF WILLIAM C FAA1
GRCSH JULIE BRUNETTE GRAD
*GROSH RONALD C GRAD
GROSS ALAN M BUS2
GROSS ALLEN FRANK GRAD
GROSS DAVID J LAS2
GROSS DENNIS C GRAD
GROSS DONALD GRAD
GROSS GARY E LAW!
GROSS JAMES S LAS2
GROSS JAN M FAA4
GROSS JANICE L LAS3
GROSS JOHN A ENG4
GROSS NATHAN I BUS3
GROSS PAMELA M LAS2
GROSS PATRICIA A LAS1
GROSS PAUL MUNN GRAD
GROSS RICHARD G II BUS4
GROSS ROBERT M FAA3
GROSS STANLEY BUS1
GROSS STEVEN J BUS3
GROSS WALTER S FAA3
GROSS WILLIAM E BUS1
GROSSBECK MARTIN L GRAD
GROSSBERG JANICE E LAS2
GROSSBEPG LAWRENCE GRAD
GROSSE MICHAEL W LAS3
GROSSI GILBERT J LAS4
GROSSMAN AMY L ENG1
GROSSMAN ARTHUR A GRAD
GROSSMAN BARRY GENE GRAD
GROSSMAN DENNIS L LAS4
GROSSMAN LAWRENCE M LAS2
GROSSMAN MARGARET R GRAD
GROSSMAN RICHAPD D LAS3
GROSSMAN ROY LAS2
GROSSMAN STEVEN J LAS3
GROSSMANN BRENTON C LAS1
GROSSMANN ROBERT D ENG1
GROSSMARK STEPHEN T LAS3
GROSSNICKLE JAMES E LAS3
GROTH LARUE VETTER GRAD
URH TOWNSEND 266 U 332-4093
212 E WHITE 2 C 352-9631
302 S 4TH 12 C
URH BLAISDELL 223 U 332-3499
605 S 5TH 10 C
URH WARDALL 1222 U
801 E OREGON U 367-4574
1010 S 2ND C
URH WARDALL 1003 U
311 E GREEN C
URH ALLEN 457 U 332-4140
CHARLESTON ILL 345-3620
1005 S 1ST 14 C 359-7927
10C9 S 2ND C 367-4607
URH LAR 286 U
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
URH SNYDER 250 C
2217 S 1ST 301 C 384-5391
URH WESTON 413 C
URH SNYDER 468 C 332-1859
URH LAR 338 U 332-3016
1503 KIRBY 6 C 356-7400
URH FORBES 342 C 332-1044
URH TRELEASE 506 U
NEW HAVEN CONN
901 W SPNGFLD U 344-4169
310 E GREGORY C
202 N WOOD 3 U
211 E DANIEL C
VERSAILLES FR
601 S 4TH 6 C
212 E DANIEL C 356-7084
1412 N MCKINLEY 5 C
URH HOPKINS 478 C 332-1384
URH WESTON 314 C
401 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 1223 C
1802 W WILLIAM 3 C 356-1663
URH HOPKINS 366 C
URH LAR 335 U
34 LEXINGTON U
1610 W HEALEY C 359-6480
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
URH NOBLE 319 C
302 W ELLS C 356-5399
URH ALLEN 275 U 332-3324
MILWAUKEE WIS
601 S BUSEY U
404 E GREEN 204 U
1105 S 4TH C 344-9645
904 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH OGLESBY 1219 U 332-1224
URH OGLESBY 1113 U 332-5365
DECATUR ILL
URH GARNER 390 C 332-0837
1207 E FLORIDA U
1207 FLORIDA 21 U
URH OGLESBY 621 U 332-5222
2020 N MATTIS 206 C 359-5615
URH TOWNSEND 281 U 332-4108
CHARLESTON ILL 345-6830
401 E CHALMERS 101 C 333-3163
509 E CLARK 14 C 359-5383
409 E CHALMERS 502 C 384-5613
CHICAGO ILL
108 E HEALEY 1 C 359-8569
706 S GREGORY U 344-0743
URH ALLEN 451 U 332-3385
URH ALLEN 127 U 332-3283
URH LAR 372 U
UPH SHERMAN 219 C
211 E ARMORY C 344-3029
URH FORBES 472 C 332-1138
UPH HOPKINS 162 C 332-1174
309 E HEALEY 8 C
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
211 E ARMORY C
308 S COLER U
313 E JOHN 17 C
2005 KIRBY C
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
1107 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
812 S RACE U 367-5064
206 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-0213
1211 W CLARK 13 U 367-3981
201 S BUSEY U
1833 VALLEY RD C 352-8352
NILES ILL
112 E GREEN 102 C
105 E DANIEL C
URH BARTON 423 C
310 E JOHN C
907 S 4TH C 344-4 867
207 COUNTRY FR 28 C
1814 B ORCH PL U 367-3111
3 PARTRIDGE LN






19 W 641 GEORGE
121 CAVIDSON DR
639 N DEE RD
1214 PORTLAND
2424 VILLAGE RD





301 E NORTH ST
1501 S WALNUT
BOX 111
928 N DEMENT AV









219 W FRANKLIN ST
1020 N BOND ST
88 ARCHER AV
1412 MCKINLEY 5




1802 W WILLIAM 3
1722 OAKMONT DR
620 E 144TH PL




RR 2 BOX 40
204 E THROP
1300 E RANDOLPH CT
RR BOX 120B
404 E GREEN 204
706 DRESSER DR
U OF I MATH






3223 W OLIVE AV










234 MAPLE HILL RD
RR 1 BOX 236
451 VICTORIA AV
791 BLAIRMOOR CT








5617 S ELM ST
1529 S 57TH CT












222 S KASPAR AV



































































































GROTH STEVEN L ENG3
*GROTH THOMAS VERN GRAD
GROTHENOICK JAMES E ED 2
GROTTS CHARLES L LAW2
GROVE GREGORY R FAA3
GROVE KURT A LAS4
GROVE RICHARO L PE A
GROVE THOMASINE LAS1
GROVE WENOY S LAS3
GROVER JOEL WILLIAM GRAD
GROVER LESLIE S LAS3
GROVES CURTIS L GRAD
GROVES JUDITH A LAS4
GROVES MARY ANN S GRAD
*GPOVFS THEODORE R GRAD
GROW SHARON D LAS1
GROZIAK PATRICIA A LAS1
GRSKOVICH KATHRYN LAS1
GRUBB JOHN ANTHONY GRAD
GRUBB ROY A ENG1
GRUBBS LYNETTE S LAS2
GRUBE VICTORIA J ED 4
GRUBER BRUCE ALAN GRAD
GRUENHUT MICHAEL P LAS3
GRUENWALD SHEILA A LAS2
GRUMISH JOHN P AGR1
GRUNDISH KERRY L BUS1
GRUNER CYNTHIA H AGR4
*GRUSH JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
GRUSIN RICHARD A LAS1
GRUSSING CATHY A LAS2
GRUSZKA PHILIP J AGR3
GRUZALSKI KATHY H LAS1
GRUZALSKI PHIL A LAS4
GRUZDIS DANIEL J BUS3
GPYBAUSKAS ARVYOAS P AGR1
GRYGIEL JOHN CARL GRAD
GRYMALA DENISE A GRAD
GRYZBEK THOMAS J LAS3
GSCHWEND JOHN A LAS3
GSTALTER ELIZABETH S LAS3
GUALTIERI HELEN E LAS2
GUDERLEY GEORGE W ENG1
GUDERLEY SUSAN G ED 3
GUDMUNDSEN VANCE C LAW3
GUEBERT JAMES K LAS1
*GUENTHER DEAN P ENG2
GUEQUIERRE JAMES S FAA6
GUERIN JEANNE T AGR1
GUERIN RAYMOND M ENG1
GUERPEIN ROBERT T GRAD
GUESS NORMA J LAS1
GUEST WALTER R JR ENG6
GUEVARA JOSE MANUEL GRAD
GUHARDJA EDI GRAD
GUICE VIOLA MURIEL COM4
GUIDA MARK J FAA1
GUIDO DIANE C LAS2
GUIDPY RICHARD M GRAD
GUIGNON ROBERT V JR GRAD
GUIHER CARLA L PE 2
GUILFOYLE THOMAS J GRAD
GUILL DANIEL A ENG4
GUILLAUME JOHN F ENG6
GUINN RICHARD A ENG4
GUINN STANLEY W ENG2
GUINN VALERIE D LAS2
GUITHER KENDALL R AGR4
GULIK LAWRENCE A BUS3
GULLAKSEN DAN JOHN GRAD
GULLBERG JAMES R LAS4
GULLeERG JANICE L BUS4
GULLEDGE JOHN HOWARD GRAD
GULLEY THOMAS P LAW2
GULLICKSON JAMES A LAS4
*GULLO DONALD EUGENE GRAD
GULLO MARY T GRAD
GULLC ROSS M LAS2
GULSON KRISTA J FAA1
GUMBEL JOAN A ED 4
GUMM ELLEN AGR1
GUMMERSALL JOHN C BUS2
GUMP STEPHEN H ENG3
GUNDERSON KIM D LAS1
GUNDLACH GREGORY J ENG4
GUNHOUSE CAMILLA A ED 1
GUNN DONALD B ENG3
GUNNISON FORREST E GRAD
GUNNISON JUDITH A K GRAD
GUNSALUS ROBERT P GRAD
GUNTENSPERGEN GLENN LAS3
GUNTER BERTON HAL GRAD
GUNTEP CAROL G ED 4
GUNTERBERG BARBARA A LAS4
GUNTERMAN CAROL A LAS3
GUNTORIUS MICHAEL A ENG2
GUPTA AJAY GRAD
1002 S LINCOLN U
1814 B ORCH PL U
URH SNYDER 278 C
401 E CHALMERS 405 C
1006 S 3RD C
808 N LINCOLN 4 U
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
1016 W NORTHWOOD C
904 S LINCOLN U
27 RAINTREE C
27 RAIN TREE C
509 E WHITE 16 C
801 W PARK U
PALISADES PARK N J
2017 C ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 216 C
URH LAR 461 U
URH ALLEN 196 U
1606 NORMANDY C
1008 S LINCOLN U
1004 S 4TH C
312 E DANIEL C
57 E CHALMERS 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 109 C
URH OGLESBY 812 U
405 E JOHN 1 C
807 1/2 E HIGH U
URH BLAISDELL 121 U
SAVOY ILL
2313 S 1ST C
1107 W GREEN 627 U
11C7 W GREEN 627 U
URH OGLESBY 1018 U




919 W BRADLEY C
URH HOPKINS 495 C
805 W CALIFORNIA U
112 E DANIEL C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 152 C
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
MAHOMET ILL
102 S GROVE U
URH WARDALL 721 U
URH OGLESBY 225 U
2009 D HAZWD CT U
URH LAR 488 U
1806 W WILLIAM 8 C
RIO PIEDPAS PR
102 E ARMORY 10 C
URH WESTON 330 C
URH WESTON 494 C
706 S 2ND 11 C
801 HARDING U
1004 S 4TH C
1202 W NEVADA U
705 W MAIN 8 U
604 E ARMORY 2334 C
STA A BOX 2611 C
501 E DANIEL C
303 E CHALMERS C
508 E WHITE 5 C
URH CARR 304 U
2018 FLETCHER U
2001 ORCH ST U
605 S 5TH 22 C
1006 S 3RD 21 C
509 BASH CT C
2020 N MATTIS C
2109 HAZWD DR 204 U
NEWTON ILL
NEWTON ILL
URH BLAISDELL 218 U
URH FLAGG 323 C
BONDVILLE ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
410 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 389 C
URH HOPKINS 486 C
911 S 4TH C
URH BUSEY 221 U
301 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
1404 DOBBINS C
1404 DOBBINS C
604 N MAPLE 13 U
805 W OREGON U
1001 FAIRLAWN U
1001 FAIRLAWN U
58 E ARMORY C
1302 W CLARK U
URH FORBES 259 C






























































1033 N 3RD ST
54 WEST EDSALL AV
2017 C ORCH ST
127 MCCABE DR






57 E CHALMERS 5
535 W BARRY
213 N 1ST ST
RR 2 BOX 5
300 HASSELL RD
RR 1 BOX 132




1107 W GREEN 627
1107 W GREEN 627
2644 W 84TH ST
2823 W 71ST ST
213 E 11TH ST
3300 MORRIS NE 14
41 166TH PL
2925 ST PHILOMENA
2252 W WINNEMAC AV
4304 N OLCOTT AV
1482 W BANBURY PD
1482 BANBURY RD
605 HILL RD











2246 S 24TH AV
10300 CRESTWOOD LN





10640 N 82ND PL
407 W OAK ST
417 N BRADY RD
3836 15TH ST
RR 1





















604 N MAPLE 13
16919 OLD ELM DP
1001 FAIRLAWN
1001 FAIRLAWN






































































































GUPTA BALDEV SAHAI GRAD
GUPTA SHIVA KUMAR GRAO
GURA KATHLEEN P LAS4
GURECKI ELIZABETH FAA1
GUREWITZ PAULA S FAA3
GURGA LEROY STEVEN GRAD
GURIAN ROBERT JAY GRAD
GURLEY GENE S ENG2
GURLEY STEPHEN E ENG3
GURNSEY DAVID E PE 2
GURNY CAROL J LAS2
GURTOHSKI KENNETH L FAA1
GUSCHL RANDOLPH J GRAD
GUSE ANNE E ED 2
GUSE DAVID P ENG3
GUSE JEFFREY P BUS1
GUSE MICHAEL PAUL GRAD
GUST GERALDINE M LAS1
GUST THOMAS A BUS2
GUSTAFSON ALBERT W GRAD
GUSTAFSON CHARLES B LAW1
GUSTAFSON CRANOON C FAA1
GUSTAFSON GARY A LAS1
GUSTAFSON JANET A PE 2
GUSTAFSON JEAN E LAS3
GUSTAFSON MICHAEL E AGR3
GUSTAFSON RICHARD M LAS2
GUSTAFSON TERRY L ENG2
GUSTAFSON VINCENT H LASl
GUSTAVSON DAVID D LASl
GUSTAVSON SANDRA G LAS2
GUSTAVSON STEPHEN E GRAD
GUSTIN GREGORY TUCK LAS4
GUSTOWSKI JANE L LASl
GUSTUS JUDITH B PE 2
GUSTUS LEON T BUS3
*GUSTUS STEPHEN G BUS3
GUTENKAUF DIANE R LASl
GUTENKAUF LINDA A LAS3
GUTERMAN DENA LAS2
GUTGESELL GARRY C BUS2
GUTH BRENDA J LAS4
GUTH GLENN J LAS4
GUTHMANN JOEL E LAS3
GUTHRIDGE JIM ENG4
GUTHRIE CATHERINE L LAS2
GUTHRIE GALE JO GRAD
GUTHRIE GAYLE M LASl
GUTHRIE JOSEPH A GRAD
GUTHRIE MARK E BUS2
GUTHRIE MAX E ED 3
GUTIERREZ MARIA L ED 3
GUTMAN GREGORY W FAA3
GUTMAN JOEL H LAS4
GUTMAN MICHAEL S LAS2
GUTMANN CARYN L BUS1
GUTMANN JAMES L LASl
GUTNAYER GLENN E BUS1
GUTTERRIDGE GAYLE A AGR2
GUTTMAN MICHAEL K GRAD
GUTZEIT DIANE L VM 4
GUTZWILLER MARLA KAY GRAD
GUY HOMER ROBERT GRAD
GUYETTE JAMES W JR ENG2
GUYMON MARK S AGR3
*GUYON GEORGE DENIS BUS2
GUYSENIR DEBORAH M ED 4
GUYSENIR DIANE D LAS3
GUZAUSKAS JEAN A BUS1
GUZLAS DEAN L BUS4
GUZY LAWRENCE L ENG3
GWINN MICHAEL D LASl
GWIZDALSKI BONITA LAS4
GWIZDALSKI JAMES F LAS2
*GWOZDZ PETER STANLEY GRAD
GWYNN TONYA KATHLEEN GRAD
GYLLSTROM GREGORY W BUS4
GYLLSTROM THOMAS H GRAD
GYNAC GERALD C BUS4
GYURA KAREN L ED 3
HAAB DALE A AGR4
HAACK DAVID M LAS2
HAACKE RONALD D LAS2
HAAG GREGORY R BUS4
HAAGA ERKKI I FAA4
HAAK JONATHAN RAY AGR3
HAAK RONALD OTTO GRAD
HAAKE CATHARINE A LASl
HAAKE HENRY CHARLES GRAD
HAAKE MARK P BUS4
HAAKE ROBERT P AGR3
HAAKSMA CAROL J LAS3
HAAKSMA LARRY ALAN GRAD
HAAR THOMAS BERNARD GRAD
HAAS BARRY DEAN LAS3
HAAS CAROL LYNN GRAD
HAAS DANIEL P FAA1
406 E HEALEY C
1954 A ORCH ST U
812 W CHURCH C
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
105 E CHALMERS C
208 E STOUGHTON C
1201 E FLORIDA U
313 E ARMORY C
508 E SPNGFLD C
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
URH FORBES 400 C
606 W OHIO U
802 W OREGON 31 U
402 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
503 E STOUGHTON C
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
313 E JOHN 20 C
TOLONO ILL
105 E GREEN 13 C
URH SCOTT 182 C
URH OGLESBY 522 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 268 C
309 E DANIEL C
1105 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 154 C
805 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 342 C
URH WESTON 344 C
1101 W OREGON U
301 KELLY CT C
URH CLARK 323 C
316 CEDAR 4 C
URH WESTON 389 C
NORMAL ILL
URH WESTON 242 C
URH CARR 222 U
URH GARNER 363 C
501 E DANIEL C
1012 S 1ST C
1111 S 1ST C
1600 W BRADLEY 343 C
909 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
1503 KIRBY 5 C
URH LAR 378 U
56 E DANIEL 4 C
URH WESTON 408 C
URH FORBES 270 C
URH GAMMA HSE 7 C
15 GREENCROFT C
512 STOUGHTON 207 C
URH OGLESBY 1205 U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 3 U
URH NOBLE 111 C
410 E GREEN 16 C
605 S 3RD C
208 S HARTLE 1 U
610 S RANDOLPH C
406 N JAMES C
1105 S 4TH C
MAHOMET ILL
1008 N HIGHLAND U
CHICAGO ILL
701 S ELM C
1002 E HARDING 104 U
202 E GREGORY 302 C
URH OGLESBY 902 U
URH OGLESBY 1124 U
URH WARDALL 403 U
604 E ARMORY 1103 C
708 W SPNGFLD U
1510 GRANDVIEW 8 C
1107 W MAIN U
801 W HILL 7 C
1006 S 3RD 14 C
URH CARR 214 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 364 C
URH FORBES 343 C
URH HOPKINS 436 C
nil s 1st c
202 PELL CIRCLE U
211 W HESSEL C
URH SAUNDERS 323 U
2020 N MATTIS C
205 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
HARVEY ILL
2311 S 1ST 201 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
1101 W PENN U
URH DANIELS 67 U












































































1203 W GLENN LN
1015 S KNIGHT
305 N ELIZABETH






505 S 8TH AV
RR 2 BOX 62














7131 S HONORE ST
1600 W BRADLEY 343
RR 1
5331 N STEPHEN CR
529 DEER TRAIL RD
198 WASHINGTON ST






























9041 FOREST LN W




















































































































HAAS DAVID LEE GRAD
HAAS DEBRA A LAS2
HAAS DONNA I AGR3
HAAS JOHN C LAWl
HAAS JON MARLIN LAS2
HAAS MARY C PE 4
HAAS MICHELE M PE 2
HAAS RICHARD A ENG2
HAAS ROBERT B BUS4
HAAS RUDOLPH R ENG4
HAAS WILLIAM S BUS1
HAASE GORDON L AGR2
HAASE JOHN LEWIS III GRAD
HAASE LINDA MARIE GRAD
HAASE PATRICIA LAS2
HAASIS MARK R LAS2
HAASIS REGINA B LAS1
HABBEN JOSEPH R FAA3
HABECK CARMEN C LAS3
HABECKER THOMAS J GRAD
HABER ARTHUR GRAD
HABERAECKER C A LAS1
HABERER MICHAEL J ENG1
HABERKORN MARK L PE 4
HABERKORN VALERIE L LAS2
HABERLEN JOHN BLACK GRAD
HABERLEN MARGITA M GRAD
HABERSETZEP BARBARA GRAD
HABICK TIMOTHY GRAD
HACK GREGORY P LAS4
HACK RANDOLPH L ENG4
HACK THOMAS C BUS3
HACKBAPTH GLENN A GRAD
HACKE JOSEPH F ENG2
HACKEL NANCY L AGR1
HACKER PAUL N AGR1
HACKETT JOAN D LAS2
HACKETT STEPHEN P FAA2
HACKETT STEVEN DIXON GRAD
HACKETT SUSAN I PE 3
HACKETT TIM A AGR3
HACKLER GEORGE JR GRAD
HACKMANN JOHN F ENG2
HACKMANN JOHN MORROW GRAD
HACKMANN WILLIAM S GRAD
HADALA PAUL F GRAD
HADDOCK ELLFN L AGR2
HADEPLIE LLOYD CONN GRAD
HADFIELD HAPOLD W JR LAS1
HADICK CLAYTON L VM 2
HADICK SUSAN P AGR4
HADIWIGENO SOETATWO GRAD
HADLER NANCY G LAS1
HADLEY BEVERLY D LAS1
HADLEY JOHN CLINTON BUS3
HADLOCK DEBORAH J AGR2
HADRABA BARBARA J AGR3
HADRABA JODY AGR1
HAEBICH JOHN R LAS1
HAEFER JOHN RICHARD GRAD
HAEFFELE BRUCE A ENG1
HAFFENDEN REBECCA A LAS2
HAFNER JAMES M LAS2
HAFNER MARY GAYLE LAS2
HAGAN ELIZABETH R GRAD
HAGAN J KEVIN AGR3
HAGAN MARGARET L LAS2
HAGAN MICHAEL PHILIP GRAD
HAGAN ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
HAGAR STEPHEN R AGR2
HAGBERG RUSSELL K JR ENG2
HAGE ERIC ALBERT AGR3
HAGEL SUSAN C PE 1
HAGEMAN JAY A AGR3
HAGEN DANIEL R AGR3
HAGEN DAVID L LAS3
HAGEN GARY D BUS3
HAGEN JAMES E LAS4
HAGEN ROBERT A ENG2
HAGENBRUCH LOUIS F GRAD
HAGENBUCH DIANE S LAS2
HAGENER GARY L BUS3
HAGER JEAN CAROL GRAD
HAGER MARCIA G LAS2
HAGER ROGER R LAS4
HAGER WILLIAM D LAW2
HAGLER STEPHEN R COM4
HAGLUND SAMUEL N ENG4
HAGSTROM JOHN C BUS1
HAHN CHARLES S ENG4
HAHN DANIEL G FAA3
HAHN DAVID D ENG3
HAHN JONATHAN H LAS3
HAHN JUDITH C LAS2
HAHN KENNETH EARL GRAD
HAHN MARY LYDIA PE 3
HAHN NANCY ELLEN LAS3
2102 ORCH ST 103 U
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
URH GARNER 256 C
1302 BRIARCLIFF U
URH FORBES 466 C
1107 W CLARK U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
502 W MAIN 320 U
URH SCOTT 370 C
URH SCOTT 241 C
URH WESTON 440 C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 245 U
1010 S 2ND C
2059 C ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 305 U
1212 W UNIVERSITY U
505 E WHITE 2 C
1111 MIMOSA C
URH DANIELS U
URH BUSEY 257 U
URH SCOTT 350 C
1605 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TRELEASE 210 U
1604 CORONADO C
1604 CORONADO C
1106 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 1049 C
URH SCOTT 376 C
409 E CHALMERS 407 C
1205 W CLARK U
412 W HILL 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 313 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH NOBLE 426 C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 N MAPLE 47 U
40 8 E STOUGHTON 6 C
508 E CHALMERS C
313 E ARMORY C
CHARLESTON ILL
512 E CLARK 24 C
BOX 2236 STA A C
1109 W UNIVERSITY U
VICKSBURG MISS
112 W IOWA U
1606 W HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 336 C
154 PADDOCK E C
154 PADDOCK E C
2021 C ORCH ST U
QUINCY ILL
URH GARNER 439 C
1013 1/2 S 1ST ST C
714 W ELM 3 U
508 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 212 U
URH FAR U
2201 HAZWD DR 201 U
URH TOWNSEND 464 U
URH GARNER 442 C
702 N RANDOLPH C
URH TRELEASE 105 U
1706 JAMES CHERRY U
URH TOWNSEND 550 U
URH LAR 274 U
1706 JAMES CHERRY U
1012 1/2 MAIN 202 U
URH TAFT 316 C
211 E JOHN 6 C
1012 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 122 U
FAIRMOUNT ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TOWNSEND 154 U
510 E CLARK C
402 E DANIEL C
311 E ARMORY C
712 W GREEN U
901 E COLORADO 70 U
312 E ARMORY C
910 S LOCUST 2 C
611 E DANIELS C
904 N BROADWAY 3 U
URH NOBLE 126 C
1007 N DIVISION U
URH FORBES 274 C
URH LUNDGREN 18 C
718 S STATE C
URH SAUNDERS 214 U
20C8 B HAZWD CT U
907 S 4TH C
STEGER ILL
805 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH WESTON 225 C





































































201 N AUGUST ST





314 W 4TH AV
8 HORIZON DR RR 1
71-32 72ND ST
14 S CAROLINE ST
2059 C ORCH ST
2532 S 6TH ST
5422 MONTCLAIR








1604 CORONADO DR 4


















905 SANTA ROSA CR
















3414 W ELY RD
5266 LAKELAND DR






















RR 1 BOX 80





26 W 31ST PLACE





































































































HAHN RICHARD L AGR3
*HAHN ROBERT HERMAN VM 4
HAHN ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
HAHN RUSSELL S FAA4
*HAHN STEPHEN JAMES ENG4
HAHN STEPHEN R LAS4
HAHN STEPHEN R FAA4
HAHN STEVEN B BUS2
*HAHN VICKIE A GRAO
HAIGH REBECCA A ED 3
HAIGHT CHARLENE E LAS4
HAIGHT STEPHANIE L LAS1
HAIN TIMOTHY C LAS2
*HAINES BARBARA B BUS2
HAINES MICHAEL S FAA3
HAINES RICHARD E AGR2
*HAINES ROGER F ENG4
HAINES RONALD C AV 1
1
HAINLINE DAVID E BUS1
*HAINSFURTHER W J III FAA1
HAIRSTON ARBON BUS1
HAIRSTON OELPHINE M LAS1
HAJEK JOHN M ENG1
HAJEK PHILIP T LAS2
HAJKOWICZ KENNETH R ENG1
HAKES ROBERT L PE 3
HAKIMIAN ROBERT ENG2
HAKMAN ROBERT V BUS2
HALASA NICHOLAS A GRAD
HALBACH JOSEPH L LAS4
HALBACH MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
HALBACH ROBERT W FAA4
HALBERG STEVEN M FAA1
HALBUR CATHERINE L ED 2
HALBUR JOHN D LAS4
HALCOMB JERRY L AGR4
HALCROW GAYLE FEARN LAS4
HALCPOW RONALD BRUCE GRAD
HALDAR ACHINTYA GRAD
HALOES GEORGE JAMES BUS3
HALE ALAN WADE LAS3
*HALE ARTHUR HERMAN GRAD
HALE CLAUDIA LEE GRAD
HALE HAROLD D LAS1
HALE JAMES M PE 3
HALE KENNETH JOHN GRAD
HALE MARSHALL T LAS1
HALES JIMAL B LAS4
HALES JOHN H ENG3
HALEY DELORES A LAS3
HALFACRE BILLY J AGR1
HALFFIELD DONALD JR LAS3
HALFVARSON ERIC F FAA3
HALIK GEORGE R FAA4
HALL ANTHONY S BUS3
HALL BARBARA L LAS4
HALL BENJAMIN J LAS4
HALL CHARLES J JR GRAD
HALL CHRISTINE L LAS3
HALL CHRISTY B BUS1
HALL DEBRA A LAS3
HALL DENISE A LAS1
HALL DOUGLAS RALPH GRAD
HALL GEOFFREY S ENG2
HALL GRETCHEN R GRAD
HALL JAMES E BUS1
HALL JAMES LOWELL GRAD
HALL JAMES R FAA4
HALL JANETTE LARAE FAA1
HALL JEFFREY W ENG1
HALL JENNIFER C ED 2
HALL JESSIE M LAS4
HALL JOANN L LAS1
HALL JOHN E AGR4
HALL JON D LAS1
HALL JULIE G FAA2
HALL KENT MINER GRAD
*HALL KENTON ALLEN JR GRAD
HALL KEVIN P FAA2
HALL LISA L LAS2
HALL LOIS MARY GRAD
HALL MARCUS E JR GRAD
HALL MARIAN HAZEN GRAD
HALL MARY J LAS3
HALL MARY LOIS LAS1
HALL MILTA YVONNE GRAD
HALL RENEE A PE 4
HALL ROBERT C LAW3
HALL ROBERT E LAS4
HALL ROBERT H LAS3
HALL RUTH ANN LAS3
HALL STEPHEN C FAA1
HALL SUSAN E LAS2
HALL TERRI R COM4
HALLAGAN JAMES E LAS1
HALLBERG MARIE C LAS1
HALLBICK ROBERT D ENG1
58 E GREGORY C
WILSON TRLR CT 14 U
1101 W MAIN U
1101 W CLARK U
2074 D ORCH ST U
1204 W CALIFORNIA U
409 W ILLINOIS U
713 W OHIO U
WILSON TRLR CT 14 U
507 1/2 MITCHELL C
108 E PENN U
108 E PENN U
URH HOPKINS 152 C
1600 W BRADLEY 300 C
1108 S 1ST C
1101 W PENN U
1106 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 419 U
URH FORBES 263 C
409 E CHALMRS 1409 C
URH FORBES 266 C
URH SCOTT C
URH SNYDER 230 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 308 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
604 E ARMORY 1229 C
814 OAKLAND 203 U
505 S BUSEY 206 U
114 SCOTTSWOOD U
605 MAIN U
URH TAFT 116 C
URH WARDALL 905 U
205 E GREEN 15 C
DELAND ILL
102 N GREGORY 6 U
1101 MAYFAIR C
1209 W CLARK U
302 E JOHN 1205 C
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
500 W UNIVERSITY U
105 E GREEN 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 164 U
309 E CHALMERS C
1302 N HICKORY C
URH FORBES 325 C
1011 N 4TH C
911 S 4TH C
313 E JOHN 10 C
URH LUNDGREN 14 C
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
URH TOWNSEND 224 U
VERSAILLES FR
713 W OHIO U
1006 S 3RD C
METROPOLIS ILL
612 W CALIFORNIA U
904 W GREEN U
713 W OHIO U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1107 U
605 S BROADWAY U
URH SCOTT 341 C
505 E WHITE 6 C
410 E JOHN C
2008 PARKDALE C
607 W HEALEY C
1809 SHADOWLAWN C
209 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 304 U
1212 EUREKA U
URH LAR 109 U
1008 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY 2416 C
URH WESTON 217 C
2001 B ORCH ST U
LOVINGTON ILL
URH TOWNSEND 478 U
SAVOY ILL
LINCOLN ILL
URH TOWNSEND 479 U
ROYAL ILL
509 E GREEN 203 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH SHERMAN 1266 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
312 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 469 C
302 E PARK C
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH TRELEASE 305 U
307 E HEALEY 7 C
URH BARTON 324 C
URH WARDALL 516 U










































































RR 2 BOX 194
RR 2
1045 CENTRAL PARK



































640 N CENTRAL PK
7236 W LUNT
MIRAMONTE AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 66
1102 BOND AV
1910 ST CLAIR OR
RR 1
RR 2
RR 3 BOX 260

































































EAST ST LOUIS IL













































































HALLELANO HENRY T BUS2
HALLELANO ROSS M AGR
1
HALLEN KITTY L PE 2
HALLEN MARK P LAS1
HALLENE ALAN M ENG3
HALLER MICHAEL ENG1
HALLERAN JOHN M ENG1
HALLEY LORELEI T GRAO
HALLINAN PATRICIA BUS2
HALLS MICHAEL D BUS1
HALPER JOEL LAW3
HALPERIN RONALD A GRAD
HALPERN RICHARD N LAS3
HALPERN SUSAN L LAS1
HALPERN TERRI L FAA4
HALPIN CLIFFORD E BUS3
*HALPIN DANIEL W GRAD
HALTER LYNNE A LAS1
HALTER NEAL R FAA1
HALTON PATRICK D LAS1
HALUZAK NADINE M PE 1
HALVORSEN DORIS ANNE GRAD
HALVORSEN MICHAEL B BUS4
HALVORSON SCOTT A LAS3
HAM ELDON L BUS3
HAMAND MARTHA CAROL GRAD
HAMB PAMELA LAS2
HAMBEL GARY A LAS1
HAMBRIGHT RANDALL E BUS3
HAMBURG MARC DAVID GRAD
HAMBY MARK FAA4
HAMDAN ABDULLATIF S GRAD
HAMEETMAN ROBERT A ENG4
HAMILL MAUREEN K AGR3
HAMILOS DANIEL L ENG4
HAMILTON ALICE A LAS1
HAMILTON ANDREA LAS1
HAMILTON BETTY P GRAD
HAMILTON BRADLEY G ED 1
HAMILTON BRIAN J ENG1
HAMILTON CHARLES T GRAD
HAMILTON DAVID A LAW1
HAMILTON DAVID PAUL GRAD
HAMILTON DIANNE B GRAD
HAMILTON J J MAURICE GRAD
HAMILTON JAY M LAS1
HAMILTON JOHN F LAS1
HAMILTON JOHN W LAS3
HAMILTON JOSEPH S GRAD
HAMILTON JOSEPH W LAS3
HAMILTON MARY J LAS4
HAMILTON NANCY M FAA4
HAMILTON NATHAN FAA1
HAMILTON RICHARD JR LAS1
HAMILTON ROBERT B GRAD
HAMILTON ROGER L ENG3
HAMILTON SARAH G LAS3
HAMILTON SHARON S GRAD
HAMITY MICHAEL LAS1
HAMM BRUCE CALDER LAS1
HAMM LUCINDA J FAA1
HAMM WILLIAM DAVID BUS4
HAMMA REINHOLD H BUS2
HAMMACK MARSHALL W BUS1
HAMMAN JANET J LAS1
HAMMAN KENNETH D LAS4
HAMMELL KATHRYN A LAS1
HAMMER DENNIS C AGR1
HAMMER RICHARD A LAS1
HAMMER VICKI L LAS1
HAMMERBERG EDWARD C ENG1
HAMMERICH THOMAS A LAS4
HAMMERMAN JANIS C LAS2
HAMMERSLEY ROBERT J GRAD
HAMMES ROBERT M JR LAW2
HAMMOND CHARLOTTE I LAS2
HAMMOND JERRY R LAS4
HAMMOND JOHN H GRAD
HAMMOND VINCENT E GRAD
HAMMONDS CLEVELAND GRAD
HAMMONTREE JAMES L GRAD
HAMOUS RONALD S BUS3
HAMP KATHRYN D ED 3
HAMPEL GUY W FAA4
HAMPER THOMAS J BUS3
HAMPLE DALE JAY GRAD
HAMPTON LINCOLN V FAA1
HAMPTON MERLE K FAA4
HAMPTON STEPHEN D LAS3
HAMPTON TERESA C LAS1
HAMPTON VERN J III LAS4
HAMRICK KEVIN G LAS1
HAMSTRA BRUCE WARREN GRAD
HAN KYE JONG GRAD
HANAFIN WILLIAM P LAS1
HANAN IRA C ENG1
HANAU HELEN LAS3
610 S 3RD 1212 C
910 S 3RD C
URH VANDOREN 316 C
URH SNYDER 446 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 478 C
904 W GREEN U
907 S 2ND C
309 E JOHN 1 C
706 W OHIO U
307 S PRAIRIE 18 C
1113 ARBOR C
307 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 427 U
901 W SPNGFLD U
310 E JOHN C
2513 SHERIDAN C
URH HOPKINS 395 C
707 S 6TH 508 C
URH SNYDER 236 C
URH LAR 478 U
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
810 S 3RD 6 C
URH SNYDER 300 C
URH TOWNSEND 278 U
705 W ELM 5 U
URH BUSEY 215 U
904 W GREEN U
1101 W PENN U
URH SHERMAN 747 C
1600 W BRADLEY 306 C
410 W CHURCH 6 C
211 E ARMORY C
1010 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 213 U
410 E GREEN C
509 S 5TH 17 C
1801 A ORCH PL U
906 S VICTOR C
409 E CHALMRS C
108 S MATTIS C
909 S 5TH 963 C
1304 SILVER U
1304 SILVER U
1801 A ORCH PL U
MOKENA ILL
URH HOPKINS 158 C
401 E JOHN C
RICHMOND VA
1218 W WILLIAM C
508 E STOUGHTON C
503 MCHENRY U
URH WESTON 410 C
402 E ARMORY C
601 E ILLINOIS U
402 E DANIEL C
309 E JOHN 2 C
205 S GROVE U
URH TAFT 309 C
1214 W CHURCH C
URH HOPKINS 496 C
205 E ARMORY C




URH GARNER 261 C
URH FORBES 321 C
URH SNYDER 344 C
URH WARDALL 1116 U
URH TOWNSEND 507 U
URH SNYDER 371 C
URH ALLEN 201 U
2112 ORCH ST 103 U
178 PADDOCK E C
URH SCOTT 417 C
1103 HILL C
1009 S MATTIS 4-5 C
401 E CHALMERS 306 C
2002 WINCHESTER C
615 E COLORADO U
URH BLAISDELL 7 U
107 E DANIEL 4 C
406 E MICHIGAN 1 U
URH CARR 325 U
1001 W SPNGFLD C




701 S PROSPECT C
904 W GREEN U
1602 CAROLYN C
1604 CORONADO 2 C
604 E ARMORY 1409 C
URH OGLESBY 604 U




























































1885 24TH AVENUE A























109 S STATE ST
10249V ANVLISSINGEN
75 S OAK ST






1801 A ORCH PL
906 S VICTOR
711 S LOMBARD AV
3908 E 112TH ST
300 E MULBERRY
RR 2 BOX 109
1304 SILVER

























4426 N HAMLIN AV
267 11TH ST
9166 BARBERRY LN
2112 ORCH ST 103
178 PADDOCK E
508 S JOHNSON







406 E MICHIGAN 1














































































































HANCb UUNALU U t-AAJ
HANCOCK JOHN WILLIAM GRAO
HANCOCK RONALD D ENG1
HANCOCK THOMAS F GRAD
HANCOCK TWANA T LAS1
HAND CAROL M LAS2
HAND JANE M PE 3
HANDELMAN SUSAN FAA4
HANDELSMAN RICHARD L GRAD
HANDELSMAN SUSAN E COM4
HANDLER LYNN P GRAD
HANDLER TOM A FAA4
HANDLEY MAJORIE J M GRAD
HANDLEY WILLIAM B GRAD
HANDMAKER NANCY J LAS1
HANDWERGER CAROL J LAS4
HANDWERKER MICHAEL L GRAD
HANDWERKER VIRGINIA ED 3
HANEGAN RUSSELL J LAS3
HANING RICHARD D LAS4
*HANKES ELLEN FUGATE GRAD
HANKES JAMES F AGR2
HANKES NICHOLAS M AGR3
HANKFS RAYMOND N GRAD
HANKIN FRANCES E FAA1
HANKIN REBECCA J LAS4
HANKINS STANLEY J ENG2
HANKINSON ANITA J LAS3
HANKLA LORETTA K ED 1
HANLE JOHN EDWARD JR GRAD
HANLFY CHERYL D ED 1
HANLEY MICHAEL E LAS1
HANLEY SCOTT R LAS3
HANLON JAMES A LAS1
HANLON LAURENE M GRAD
HANLON MARTHA S FAA1
HANLON MARY K LAS1
HANLON SHAWN P LAS1
HANN ELIZABETH K COM4
HANN RANDY R VM 2
HANNA BRUCE F ENG4
HANNA BRUCE PHILLIPS GRAD
HANNA JEANNE TINSLEY GRAD
HANNA MICHAEL HENRY GRAD
HANNA STEVEN A LAS1
HANNA THOMAS E LAS1
HANNAH ROBERT F ENG3
HANNAM GAIL L FAA1
HANNAPEL DAVID J LAS1
HANNASCH JAMES D LAS3
HANNASCH RICHARD A LAS2
HANNER DIANNE E AGR3
HANNIBAL SUSAN D LAS2
HANNIG GARY L BUS3
HANNIG TERRY JOSEPH BUS1
HANNO MILORED SARA GRAD
HANNON DAVID G FAA2
HANNULA NANCY M LAS1
HANNULA THOMAS L ENG4
HANOKA LENORE J LAS2
HANOVER THOMAS C LAS1
HANRAHAN PEGGY E AGR1
HANS GERALD L LAS4
HANS WILLIAM M FAA4
HANSCHE BRIAN ALFRED GRAD
HANSEL CHARLES R BUS3
HANSELL MICHAEL A GRAD
HANSELL PATRICIA E C LAS4
HANSELMAN FPEDERREK GRAD
HANSEN BARBARA E LAS3
HANSEN CHRISTINA L GRAD
HANSEN CRAIG J BUS1
HANSEN DAVID A AGR4
HANSEN DEBORAH A LAS3
HANSEN DONNA J AGR2
HANSEN GEORGE C LAS2
HANSEN GLENN FRED BUS4
HANSEN JACK M LAS2
HANSEN JEFFREY P BUS1
HANSEN JOHN HERBERT GRAD
HANSEN JONATHAN C LAS4
HANSEN KAREN M LAS1
HANSEN KENNETH A ENG3
HANSEN KENNETH H GRAD
HANSEN KENNETH LEIF LAS4
HANSEN KEVEN J BUS1
HANSEN KRISTA Q E LAS1
HANSEN LINDA S LAS3
HANSEN MARGARET S FAA4
HANSEN MICHAEL J BUS4
HANSEN MICHAEL R LAS3
HANSEN RALPH GEORGE GRAD
HANSEN ROBERT M LAW2
HANSEN ROBERT M BUS4
HANSEN SALLY PETERS LAS1
HANSEN SARA M LAS4
HANSEN STEPHEN W BUS3
lUbLULA ILL
HOBART IND
URH FORBES 378 C
707 S 6TH 409 C
URH WARDALL 1019 U
URH HOPKINS 425 C
707 S 2ND C
504 W MAIN 203 U
406 N HARVEY U
57 E CHALMERS 6 C
204 E SPNGFLD C
204 E SPNGFLD C
DECATUR ILL
CANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 805 U
57 E JOHN 1 C
609 W SPNGFLD C
609 W SPNGFLD C
205 E GREEN 14 C
URH WESTON 267 C
BOX 3072 C
58 E GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY 2308 C
2807 MAPLE WD C
URH BUSEY 355 U
201 N GOODWIN 6 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1012 HOLLYCREST C
URH LAR 395 U
1012 S WABASH U
URH HOPKINS 482 C
URH FORBES 319 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 365 C
URH DANIELS 247 U
1004 S 4TH C
URH LAR 288 U
URH FORBES 107 C
1211 W CLARK 23 U
1520 W JOHN C
URH SNYDER 370 C
806 W PARK C
1204 N MCKINLEY C
806 SHURTS U
URH FORBES 340 C
URH FORBES 344 C
FISHER ILL
URH WARDALL 906 U
53 E GREEN C
1101 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 158 C
URh CARR 215 U
904 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 2134 C
604 E ARMORY C
52 E GREEN 4 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 502 U
2020 N MATTIS 101 C
SIDNEY ILL
URH OGLESBY 305 U
405 E JOHN 9 C
401 W SPNGFLD U
604 RACE U
502 W SPNGFLD 5 C
1009 PENN C
502 W GRIGGS 304 U
502 W GRIGGS 304 U
URH DANIELS 705 U
6C9 N MCKINLEY C
203 W COUNTRY FR C
URH GARNER 394 C
11C7 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 1101 U
URH GARNER 346 C
309 E CHALMERS C
RANTOUL ILL
808 S LINCOLN 7 U
URH OGLESBY 422 U
203 COUNTRY FR 16 C
1212 W UNIVERSITY U
URH WARDALL 310 U
URH HOPKINS 270 C
2101 HAZWD DR 201 U
905 E COLORADO 53 U
URH HOPKINS 276 C
URH VANDOREN 16 C
1012 SPNGFLD U
PAXTON ILL
112 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 472 C
URH DANIELS 356 U
800 W CHURCH 15 C
1004 S 3RD C
8C8 S LINCOLN 7 U













































































RR 1 BOX 143
RR 1 BOX 143





413 S MAIN ST
1012 S WABASH
123 KEYSTONE
14829 S KENTON AV
10123 S KEELER
333 N PARK AV
8217 S WINCHESTER
1053 N CHERRY










101 N WEST AV
830 OLIVE




708 N PARK PLAINE
111 N ILL ST
111 N ILLINOIS











502 W GRIGGS 304
502 W GRIGGS 304
94 WATERSIDE LN
808 W IOWA




ROUTE 6 BOX 384
3300-16TH ST
304 SUNVIEW DR
808 S LINCOLN 7
508 S LINCOLN LN




2101 HAZWD DR 201
905 E COLORADO 53
7323 GREENLEAF
8262 ELIZABETH
5119 N ROUTE 47




10946 S CENTRAL PK
808 S LINCOLN 7
905 E COLORADO 53
RR 1

































































































HANSEN TIMOTHY ALLEN GRAD
HANSFIELD MINOY H ED 2
HANSMIRE WILLIAM H GRAO
HANSON ALICE MARIE GRAD
HANSON BETTE ANN GRAD
HANSON BRADLEY D ENG1
HANSON CAROL L AGR3
HANSON CRAIG A FAA4
*HANSON DONALD ALAN GRAD
HANSON DONALD F GRAD
HANSON DONALD R BUS3
CHANSON DOUGLAS B FAA6
HANSON EDWARD V ENG4
HANSON ELANA L ED 4
HANSON ELIZABETH C GRAD
HANSON GWEN LAS4
HANSON HEIDI E LAS1
HANSON HOLLY D LAS4
HANSON JOHN H JR LAS3
HANSON LAVERNE E JR FAA4
HANSON PETER R BUS3
HANSON RICHARD C AGR3
HANSON ROBERT E LAW3
HANSON SARA J LAS1
HANSOTIA BEHRAM J GRAD
HANTLE LARRY C ENG2
HANUMAIAH LINGEGOWDA GRAD
HAPKE PAMELA POTTER PE 4
HAPKE STEPHEN H LAS4
HAPP KEVIN M BUS2
HAPPEL NANCY A LAS1
HAPPEL SELMA L ED 3
HARA DEAN L BUS3
HARAMIJA MARCIA C LAS1
HARAR CLAUDETTE H LAS1
HARBACH RALPH EDWARD GRAD
HARBER KRISTEN D FAA2
HARBERT LINDA L FAA2
HARBES LINDA A LAS1
HARBOUR IRL D JR GRAD
HARCDURT MARK A ENG3
HARD HAROLD K III GRAD
HARDER HAROLD RALPH PE 2
HARDER PHILIP A BUS3
HARDGROVE RONALD J LAS2
*HARDIG ROBERT JOEL GRAD
HARDIN DEBRA A BUS1
HARDIN JOHN THOMAS GRAD
*HARDIN LINDA P ED 3
HARDIN SALLY BROSZ GRAD
HARDIN STEVEN R LAS1
HARDIN THOMAS LEWIS GRAD
HARDINE JOHN W BUS4
HARDING CRAIG T LAS2
HARDMAN OSWALD CLYDE GRAD
HARDT HOWARD E LAS2
HARDWICK JILL WHITE GRAD
HARDY BETSY L GRAD
HARDY DORIS BARNES LAS4
HARDY H S LAS4
HARDY JOHN R FAA4
HARDY JUANITA LAS1
HARDY NANCY A AGR2
HARDY ROBERT A LAS1
HARDY WILLIAM H II GRAD
HARFST LARRY A LAS2
HARGER KATHLEEN L LAS1
HARGROVE JAYNE ANNE GRAD
HARGUS GREGORY C FAA4
HARIG GEORGE N GRAD
HARJES KEN A PE 4
HARJES NANCY L AGR1
HARKNESS BARBARA T ED 3
HARKNESS CAROL LYNNE GRAD
HARKNESS CHARLES E LAS4
HARKNESS RUTH T GRAD
HARLAN BROOKE A AGR3
HARLAN JERRY W JR ENG3
HARLAN JUDITH M LAS4
HARLESS SALLY MAY GRAD
HARLEY MICHAEL S FAA4
HARLOCK ALLAN D GRAD
HARLOW REBECCA R ENG1
HARM THOMAS A LAS3
HARMESON LINDA K LAS1
HARMEYER ROBERT E LAS3
HARMON CAROL ANNE GRAD
HARMON CHRIS E FAA4
HARMON JAMES M BUS2
HARMON JANET M LAS3
HARMON MARK M ENG1
HARMON NANCY K ED 1
HARMON PEGGY L LAS3
HARMON TROY L BUS4
HARMS CAROL A LAS4
HARMS CATHERINE M AGR2
HARMS DANIEL R ENG3
603 S BUSEY U
9 10 S 3RD C
901 W SPRNGFLD U
608 E CHALMERS C
303 S BUSEY U
401 E JOHN C
802 W GREEN 201 U
707 S 6TH 409 C
703 E COLORADO 301 U
509 1/2 E GREEN 7 C
URH OGLESBY 1225 U
309 S VANDOREN 2 C
405 E GREEN 2 C
1906 WINCHESTER C
1303 WESTFIELD C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 342 U
502 E HEALEY 207 C
1304 SILVER 3 U
51 MAPLEWOOD U
1405 KINGSWAY C
311 E GREEN 203 C
URH SHERMAN 253 C
URH SCOTT 222 C
URH SHERMAN 857 C
URH FORBES 378 C
404 E HEALEY 6 C
111 E CHALMERS 5 C
111 E CHALMERS 5 C
110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 411 C
URH GARNER 258 C
806 W SPNGFLD U
URH LAR 426 U
URH CARR 8 U
39 CARRIAGE PL U
URH TRELEASE 831 U
URH ALLEN 117 U
URH ALLEN 409 U
1104 AUSTIN U
URH TOWNSEND 521 U
112 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 723 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH SCOTT 242 C
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WARDALL 1012 U
2 HILL ST CT U
905 S RACE U
2107 W WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 205 U
2107 W WHITE C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 496 U
2063 A ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
502 S MATTIS C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
706 S 2ND C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
703 W NEVADA 3 U
URH TRELEASE 712 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 412 C
TCLONO ILL
1010 E COLORADO 46 U
URH LAR 318 U
URH SHERMAN 521 C
1108 S 1ST C
1010 W GREEN U
305 W PARK 2 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1403 KINGSWAY C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
707 SPNGFLD U
URH SHERMAN 551 C
108 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 399 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 765 C
URH TOWNSEND 526 U
TAYLORVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND U
URH SNYDER 150 C
18C6 S ANDERSON U
1803 W JOHN C
207 E HEALEY C
207 E JOHN 6 C
URH FORBES 359 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 356 C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
313 E JOHN 14 C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
1006 S 3RD 24 C
URH LAR 278 U








































































703 E COLORADO 301
707 W IOWA
1000 N HART







1141 N LINCOLN AV





PARS I COLONY DADAR
26 LARKSPUR DR
% H B KRISHNAPPA
1954 BIG BEND DR















8314 S KEDVALE AV
1414 N WASSON ST
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE
121 W WHITE







2063 A ORCH ST
321 S LOCUST














624 S THURLOW ST





ROUTE 5 BOX 278
RR 5 BOX 256
418 MEACHAM AV







206 N ALLEN ST
830 S MILLER
401 N 1ST
11050 W 80TH PL









































































































HARMS KENNETH J FAA2
HARMS KEVIN E AGR2
HARMS MARCIA JANE GRAD
HARMS PAUL R ENG2
HARMS ROBERT W BUS3
HARMS RUTH HENDERSON GRAD
HARMS STEVEN K FAA4
HARMS THOMAS L LAS1
HARMS TIMOTHY C AGR3
HARNED WILLIAM HOWAR GRAD
HARNER W ANDREW LAS2
HARNOIS DEBRA M FAA3
HAROLDSON NANCY J LAS3
HARPER CONNIE J AVI1
HARPER DEBORAH J LAS1
*HARPER GERALD CECIL GRAD
HARPER GERARO V LAS3
HARPER GREGORY LEE GRAD
HARPER JAMES H LAS2
HARPER RICHARD ALLAN VM 4
HARPER RICHARD M GRAD
HARPER RUTH V FISHER GRAD
HARPER SCOTT T LAS3
HARR KRISTIN E PE 2
HARRALD MARILEE J FAA2
HARRELL HARLAN LEE GRAD
HARRELL JULES PARKER GRAD
HARRELL TRUMAN B JR VM 4
HARRELL ZABFA VIVENS GRAD
HARRES DANIEL N ENG2
HARRIER JOANN DALIDA GRAD
HARRIMAN THEODORE R BUS2
HARRING KEVIN J BUS1
HARRING PAUL F ENG2
HARRINGTON DARLENE LAS2
HARRINGTON DAVID C GRAD
HARRINGTON JACQUELYN BUS4
HARRINGTON MARY C LAS2
HARRINGTON SCOTT E LAS2
HARRINGTON THOMAS A ENG4
HARRINGTON THOMAS J BUS3
HARRINGTON TIMOTHY A ENG4
HARRINGTON WARREN J LAS4
HARRIS AARON D LAS3
HARRIS BARBARA JEAN GRAD
HARRIS BRUCE R GRAD
HARRIS C Y LAS1
HARRIS OALE A LAW2
HARRIS DAVID G LAS4
HARRIS ELIZABETH L GRAD
HARRIS EVERETT WAYNE GRAD
HARRIS GARY BURTON LAS4
HARRIS GAYLE A LAS2
HARRIS HARLENE D COM3
HARRIS HAROLD L LAS3
HARRIS ILA LAS3
HARRIS JACK NEVIL GRAD
HARRIS JAKE J GRAD
HARRIS JAMES A ENG1
HARRIS JAMES E BUS1
HARRIS JANET J FAA1
HARRIS JANETTE H GRAD
HARRIS JEAN C BUS1
HARRIS JEFFREY A ENG2
HARRIS JOE ANN GRAD
HARRIS JOHN BENJAMIN BUS4
HARRIS JONATHAN T LAS2
HARRIS JOSCLYN LAS1
HARRIS JOSEPH BAILEY GRAD
HARRIS KARON D ENG1
HARRIS LORRAINE C AGR4
HARRIS LUEDELLA ED 4
HARRIS MARVINE JR ENG1
HARRIS MAX L LAS4
HARRIS MICHAEL LLOYD GRAD
HARRIS MILES J LAS4
HARRIS NADIME D LAS2
HARRIS NAPOLEON M BUS2
HARRIS PAUL L LAS1
HARRIS PAULA S LAS3
HARRIS RENEE ALPERT LAS2
HARRIS RICHARD J GRAD
HARRIS RICHARD J LAS4
HARRIS RICHARD SHUTT GRAD
HARRIS ROBERT D BUS*
HARRIS ROBERT RONALD BUS2
HARRIS ROBIN G LAS4
HARRIS ROBIN S LAS2
HARRIS ROGER L LAS4
HARRIS RUBY LAS1
HARRIS RUTH E BUS1
HARRIS SCOTT G COM4
HARRIS STEVEN R FAA3
HARRIS SUSAN E LAS2
HARRIS SUZANNE D LAS3
HARRIS THOMAS S GRAD
HARRIS TONY R LAS4
URH FORBES 264 C
809 W PENN U
809 S 5TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 393 C
203 PELL CIRCLE U
1108 S 1ST C
URH HOPKINS 202 C
803 W OREGON U
808 N LINCOLN 4 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH SAUNDERS 128 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
TOLONO ILL
URH WAROALL 1205 U
1704 W SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 114 U
URH TOWNSEND 326 U
202 E DANIEL C
2106 MILLS U
URH SHERMAN 259 C
1007 WESTFIELD C
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH EVANS 203 U
103 E ARMORY C
1410 N MCKINLEY 4 C
1510 W GRANDVIEW 7 C
1410 N MCKINLEY 4 C
URH OGLESBY 222 U
DANVILLE ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 124 U
912 2ND C
1106 EUCLID C
814 W CHURCH U
404 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH VANDOREN 20 C
312 E ARMORY C
2020 N MATTIS 105 C
1111 S 1ST C
404 E STOUGHTON 1 C
SALEM RD 1 U
310 E MICHIGAN 1 U
801 S COLER U
603 W CHURCH 7 C
URH WARDALL 311 U
707 S 6TH 318 C
306 E DANIEL C
NORMAL ILL
907 FAIRLAWN U
706 W CHURCH C
907 S WRIGHT C
910 S 3RD C
506 E WHITE 4 C
904 S 3RD C
127 PADDOCK E C
1511 KINGS WAY C
URH CARR 115 U
URH GARNER 496 C
URH HOPKINS 306 C
1211 W CLARK 11 U
URH HOPKINS 306 C
URH TOWNSEND 115 U
57 E JOHN 10 C
508 E WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 362 C
URH SAUNDERS 109 U
716 W IOWA U
URH SCOTT 323 C
312 E DANIEL C
1902 DIANA C
URH CARR 115 U
2219 S 1ST C
1500 ANTHONY 18 C
743 S MATTIS C
URH WARDALL 304 U
URH CARR 402 U
1008 S 4TH C
URH LAR 197 U
1500 ANTHONY 18 C
1203 W MAIN 3 U
59 E JOHN C
128 DEWEY U
706 S GREGORY U
403 S 6TH C
309 W SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 1005 U
608 S STATE C
URH VANDOREN 220 C
URH BLAISDELL 425 U
605 W SPNGFLD C
1005 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
128 DEWEY U
57 E JOHN 4 C
































































GOV HWY BOX 340
A
203 PELL CR
915 W ST MARYS CT
203 PELL CIRCLE
RR 3
RR 3 BOX 227H
13 COLONY GROVE















1410 N MCKINLEY 4
1510 W GRANDVIEW 7
1410 N MCKINLEY 4
















603 W CHURCH 7
8150 S GREEN














11605 BUNNELL CT S
1 DEER CREEK LN
BOX 67













11619 S CHURCH ST
812 PRESTON LN
550 S RAND RD
1500 ANTHONY 18
1203 W MAIN 3
533 BARRY AV
128 DEWEY








132 N PARK AV
6200 N CENTRAL PK
128 DEWEY





































































































HARRIS WILLA BING GRAD
HARRIS WILLIAM B ENG1
HARRIS WILLIAM C LAS1
HARRIS WILLIAM H JR GRAD
HARRIS YOLANDA GRAD
HARRIS YRA G LAS2
HARRISON BARBARA E FAA2
HARRISON BEVERLY E LAW3
HARRISON CONNIE J LAS3
HARRISON GEORGE H LAS2
HARRISON HAROLD H GRAD
HARRISON JANICE G LAW2
HARRISON JUDITH E PE 3
HARRISON LINDA F ED 3
HARRISON MARTIN W LAS2
HARRISON REXFORD L GRAD
HARRISON SANDRA J PE A
HARRISON STEVEN W BUS*
HARRISON TODD F LAS3
HARRISON WILLIAM H FAA3
HARRO RUTH A LAS3
HARROLD CEDRIC S LAS1
HARROLD PERRY H LAW3
HARROUN DAVID JOHN ENG1
HARRY JANET I LAS2
HARSHA KAREN RAE LAS2
HARSHBARGER ROBERT D GRAD
HARSHFIELD JANETTE D LAS3
HARSHMAN HELEN H AGR3
HARSHMAN RONALD E GRAD
HARSTAD CLIFFORD JR LAW3
HARSY LEONARD G III LASA
HART BARBARA J LASA
HART CANDACE L LAS1
HART CURTIS JOHN GRAD
HART DAVID T LAS2
HART DONALD JOHN GRAD
HART DONNA E LAS2
HART GARY S BUS1
HART GREGG M ENG2
HART JAMES FREDRICK GRAD
HART JAMES G AGR1
HART JANET A LAS1
HART MICHAEL LEE ENG1
HART MICHAEL STERN LASA
HART PAMELA P FAA1
HARTER JAMES E ENG1
HARTFORD STEVEN L GRAD
HARTH WILLIAM A VM 3
HARTIG JOHN J JR ENG1
HARTL NICHOLAS A ENG3
HARTLEY MARK E LAS2
HARTLEY SONDRA L ED 4
HARTMAN DOUGLAS C FAAA
HARTMAN JEFFREY R BUS3
HARTMAN JOHN E PE A
HARTMAN KERRY E LAS4
HARTMAN LEWIS R VM 3
HARTMAN LISA A LAS2
HARTMAN PAUL L LAS3
HARTMANN MARK C FAAA
HARTNELL DORINE H AGRA
HARTNELL HELEN E LAS1
HARTNELL THOMAS K LASA
HARTRICH CATHY L LAS2
HARTSHORN MARTHA A GRAD
HARTSHORN PETER L ENG1
HARTSTIRN RANDALL R AGR3
HARTTER ALLEN GEORGE GRAD
HARTTER GARY A ENG3
HARTWIG JOHN L ENGA
HARTWIG PHILLIP M AGRA
HARTY THOMAS J LAS3
HAPTZ CHARLES E LAS3
HARTZ RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
HARTZ THOMAS A LAS1
HARTZEL RICHARD A BUS1
HARTZELL MARK D BUS2
HARVEY BRYAN LAS3
HARVEY DAVID E LAS3
HARVEY MILTON W GRAD
HARVEY ROBERT C GRAD
HARVEY SHAUNA FAA2
HARVEY WAYNE LAS1
HARVIE ROBERT A GRAD
HARWOOD KATHLEEN J GRAD
HAPWOOD WILLIAM L GRAD
HARZ HAROLD D ENG3
HASBARGEN JAMES A GRAD
HASBROUCK LAWRENCE F BUSA
HASCHKE PAUL C LAS1
HASELKORN FRANCES D GRAD
HASELKORN MICHAEL H GRAD
HASENBEPG JOHN M FAAA
HASH KIM PATRICIA LAS1
HASHBARGER JAY J AGR1
URH WARDALL 1116 U
1511 KINGS WAY C
URH FORBES A56 C
URH FORBES 3A6 C
1802 W WILLIAM C
703 W HIGH 1 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH BLAISDELL 302 U
502 W SPNGFLD 6 C
309 E HEALEY 11 C
URH WESTON 359 C
806 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN A3A C
URH GAMMA HSE 3 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 7 U
URH ALLEN 299 U
1301 MITCHEM 1 U
URH WESTON 311 C
720 S BROADWAY U
212 E CHALMERS C
305 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 308 U
URH ALLEN A83 U
A01 EOGEBROOK C
MAHOMET ILL
706 S 1ST 201 C
2007 S PHILO RD 7 U
509 W MAIN 7 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH WARDALL 1008 U
NORMAL ILL
503 S BROADWAY U
URH WESTON A67 C
URH WARDALL 1013 U
URH ALLEN 173 U
OAK PARK ILL
URH SNYDER A7A C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 309 U
910 S 3RD C
502 E HEALEY C
32 ROXBURY RD U
1112 S 2ND 203 C
URH LAR 323 U
DECATUR ILL
702 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 232 C
A09 E CHALMERS 812 C
1306 SILVER 9 U
2118 ORCH ST 30A U
URH TAFT 20 C
1816 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 328 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
A12 W HILL 1 C
RR 2 C
2A17 E ELM U
103 E SPNGFLD C
1107 S EUCLID 2 C
URH SAUNDERS 312 U
2032 BURLISON U
1010 E COLORADO 32 U
SAVOY ILL
URH HOPKINS 320 C
SAVOY ILL
URH WARDALL 817 U
URH SHERMAN 315 C
URH GARNER AOO C
WILSON TRLR PK 2 U
804 OAKLAND U
A09 E CHALMRS C
206 S GREGORY U
205 S LYNN U
501 S RACE 7 U
505 S BUSEY 502 U
URH FORBES 330 C
URH OGLESBY 927 U
URH SNYDER 29A C
90A W CLARK U
309 HEALEY 12 C
22 ROXBURY U
208 W JOHN C
URH BUSEY 217 U
URH OGLESBY 719 U
BOZEMAN MONT
606 W NEVADA U
606 W NEVADA U
807 S BUSEY U
201 W CHARLES C
305 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 310 U
809 W ILLINOIS A U
809 W ILLINOIS A U









































































AAA7 N DAMEN 3
7A28 S NORMAL
URH ALLEN 75
ROUTE 3 BOX 295
305 CLARK ST
6A37 W 167TH ST
902 W CALIFORNIA
3915 W 213TH ST
2920 GRAVES AV
1A815 SEELEY
1A815 S SEELEY AV
28 SPRINGLAKE
706 S 1ST 201
2007 PHILO RD 7
223 KENTUCKY AV
3018 OAK GROVE LN
113 E MCKENNEY ST





819 S OAK PARK AV
273 CEDAR AV
530 CANDLEWOOD EST
12100 S 7ATH AV
A923 W JARVIS
RR A BOX 59
267A S 28TH ST
20 LAKEWOOD DR






2118 ORCH ST 30A
6835 W 127TH ST
1003 GREENFIELD LN
1082 LAFAYETTE CT








1010 E COLORADO 32
BOX 3A2
11 ST ANDREWS DR
A20 E NORTH ST
1211 W JOURDAN ST
529 N 5TH ST






501 S RACE 7
306 N DEERE PK W















290 E PARK AV
22A WELTY AV









































































































HASKIN MARK A LAS3
HASKIN ROGER L ENG4
HASKINS CHRISTINE B LAS3
HASLER JOHN F GRAD
HASON NINO FAA4
HASS DAVID J FAA1
*HASS GENEVIEVE RUGG GRAD
HASS JEFFREY E LAS1
HASS JUDITH ED 4
HASSAN POUR AGHDAM A GRAD
HASSANI NASREDDIN B ENG3
HASSEBROCK FRANK L LAS2
HASSELSON JEROME L BUS1
HASSEN RANDOLPH R LAS3
HASSERT RICHARD A BUS*
HASSLER LARS GORAN GRAD
HASSLINGER NYLE R JR AGR3
HASTALIS STEVEN P BUS*
HASTINGS CHARLES N GRAD
HASTINGS JAMES L LAS3
HASTINGS KENDALL P FAA2
HASTINGS MICHAEL L AGR3
HASTINGS SUSAN I AGR1
HASTO JUDITH WALLACE LAS4
HASTO ROBERT J ENG3
HASTOWO SOEGYO GRAD
*HASTY ELVIRA F GRAD
HASTY JAMES HICKS GRAD
HASTY ROBERT J LAS3
HATA JOYCE K LAS1
HATANAKA KEITH H ENG3
HATCH DANIEL J LAS3
HATCH GREGORY F PE 4
HATCHER DANIEL R LAS1
HATCHER RUSSELL M LAS1
HATFIELD DONALD E ENG4
HATFIELD JOSFPH W BUS2
HATFIELD RICHARD M ENG3
HATHAWAY STEPHEN A GRAD
HATHAWAY WILLIAM L LAS3
HATTEBERG GORDON E AGR2
HATTEN ELMER D BUS2
HATTENHAUS KAREN I ED 2
HATTIS CYNTHIA E LAS4
HATTON ORIN T FAA2
HATZER TIMOTHY B AGR3
HAUB WILLIAM C ENG4
HAUBER TIMOTHY A LAS1
HAUBOLD JANET T BUS3
HAUCH JOHN ROBERT LAS3
HAUCK BARBARA G PE A
HAUCK PHILIP W ENG2
HAUER JAMES L BUS1
HAUFE LORRAINE M ED 3
HAUGEN ROBERT K GRAD
HAUGHNEY GARY V LAS3
HAUGHNEY JOSEPH D LAS3
HAUPTFUEHRER PATTI J ED A
HAURI ROBERT J GRAD
HAUSAM GERALD E JR AGR3
HAUSE WAYNE R VM 2
HAUSER ALAN L FAA3
HAUSER FREDA S LAS1
HAUSMAN WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
HAUSMANN BARBARA A LAS4
HAUSWIRTH DAVID A BUS2
HAVAJCIK CINDY A LAS1
HAVEN LARRY A LAS2
HAVENS ARNOLD I LAW3
HAVERA STEPHEN PAUL GRAD
HAVILL JUANITA RUTH GRAD
HAVIS MARILYN JOY GRAD
HAWICKHORST ALAN M FAA3
HAWK LARRY E LAS2
HAWKER GREGORY A BUS3
HAWKER RANDALL S LASl
HAWKINS DAVID J LAS2
HAWKINS GARLAND M GRAD
HAWKINS GARY T ENG1
HAWKINS JOHN M LAS3
HAWKINS KATHY J LASl
HAWKINS LLOYD L FAA1
HAWKINS MARGARET M LASl
HAWKINS THOMAS M JR FAA9
HAWKINS THOMAS W FAA4
HAWKINSON ANN E FAA4
HAWKINSON CARLA B LASl
HAWLEY LAWRENCE A GRAD
HAWN BRODRICK D AGR1
HAWRYSIO SUSAN F AGR3
HAWS SUSAN E AGR2
HAWTHORNE JAMES M LAS4
HAWTHORNE TERRY R LAS2
HAXBY KENNETH D LAS3
HAY CARL MARTIN GRAD
1107 W GREEN 434 U 367-8383
300 S GOODWIN 115 U 367-8383
DANVILLE ILL
102 N GREGORY U 344-6306
310 E CHALMERS C
FITHIAN ILL
616 E DANIEL C 344-3775
604 E ARMORY C
2604 CLIFTON U 344-5681
URH TOWNSEND 546 U
SKOKIE ILL
PSYCHOLOGY BLDG C 333-1547
711 W MAIN U 367-8404
604 E ARMORY 135 C 344-1266
910 S 3RD C
111 E CHALMERS 9 C 344-1642
904 W GREEN U 344-5711
URH SHERMAN 1261 C 332-5022
2706 DALE U 359-2714
URH WESTON 128 C
1012 W SPNGFLD U 367-0803
2107 KIRBY C 359-1258
URH SNYDER 426 C 332-1842
URH BLAISDELL 11 U 332-3843
URH VANDOREN 121 C 332-0486
ROUTE 1 U
EHLERS TRLR CT 20 U 643-7122
102 E ARMORY 10 C
209 PFEFFER RD 5 U 344-1545
209 PFEFFER RD 5 U 344-1545
URH OGLESBY 205 U 332-5087
URH TRELEASE 723 U 332-5609
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
807 S BUSEY U
502 S HIGHLAND C 352-9273
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
URH OGLESBY 824 U
OAKWOOD ILL
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5073
1201 E FLORIDA 24 U 344-5360
2112 S ORCH ST 303 U
1316 W WHITE C 352-6097
2006 C ORCH ST U
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
907 WRIGHT C 367-5190
307 E JOHN C
1401 SCOTTSDALE C 356-0476
URH FORBES 325 C 332-1036
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
URH WESTON 470 C
1106 S LINCOLN U 367-2527
610 W WASHINGTON U 344-0823
505 W UNIVERSITY U
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
706 W OHIO U
URH LAR 160 U 332-3009
106 S GREGORY U 344-1893
1212 W CLARK U 367-2676
URH GARNER 317 C 332-0786
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
2005 D ORCH ST U
402 E DANIEL C
810 FAIRVIEW U
609 W MAIN U 367-0612
URH GAMMA HSE 8 C
502 W MAIN 215 U 344-7164
58 E JOHN 4 C 356-5175
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
URH WARDALL 1204 U 332-4553
URH OGLESBY 730 U
307 S PRAIRIE 17 C 356-6077
URH SHERMAN 305 C
901 S LINCOLN U 344-5955
URH DANIELS 367 U 332-2502
URH FORBES 269 C 332-0993
1902 C ORCH ST U
URH WESTON 288 C 332-1973
URH SNYDER 321 C
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
1200 S VINE 26 U
URH GARNER 494 C 332-0911
307 E ARMORY 213 C
URH FLAGG 344 C 332-0321
URH SNYDER 422 C
URH ALLEN 219 U
1702 W BRADLEY 54 C
810 W OREGON U 344-6485
URH VANDOREN 14 C
URH LAR 496 U
1010 S OAK C 356-0481
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 1126 U 332-5732
URH VANDOREN 204 C 332-0495
SILVIS ILL
URH SNYDER 243 C 332-1701
1112 S FOLEY C 359-4576














508 N BELMONT ST











RR 1 EHLERS 20
RR 1
DJALAN MERDEKA 55
209 PFEFFER RD 5











2112 S ORCH ST 303








321 S 26TH AV
18525 HOOD
205 W 2ND N
505 W UNIVERSITY
7708 SUNNYSIDE AV






2005 D ORCH ST










207 E EMBERT PL
515 MULBERRY ST
615 MOOREMONT TERR





508 N MISS ST
420 COLFAX
319 N HORN ST
1115 N 49TH ST
623 E 47TH ST
421 S CUMBERLAND
1702 W BRADLEY 54
800 ROBERT WEBB
1065 N KELLOGG ST











































































































HAY GEOPGE H ENG1
HAY ROBERT K ENG4
HAYASAKI YOSHIHIDE GRAD
HAYASHI ELMER K GRAD
HAYOEN CHERYL M LAS2
HAYES CONRAD S LAS1
HAYES DAVID M COM4
HAYES ELRIDGE W GRAD
HAYES EVERELL G GRAD
HAYES GAIL L LAS2
HAYES JACQUELYN FAA2
HAYES JAMES R LAS2
*HAYES JESSE M FAA6
HAYES KATHLEEN E ED 3
HAYES LYDIA BELLE GRAD
HAYES MARK L LAS4
HAYES ROBERT LEE LAS3
HAYES ROBERT MAC GRAD
HAYES STANLEY J ENG1
HAYES SUSAN M LAS3
HAYES TRUDY A LAS1
HAYES WILLIAM B BUS1
HAYLES MICHAEL K AVI3
HAYLEY GAYLE R LAS1
HAYMAKER PATRICIA A GRAD
HAYMAN SARAH FAA3
HAYN DON P LAS4
HAYNE WILBUR L III BUS1
HAYNER CAROL KAY GRAD
HAYNES JERRY L GRAD
HAYNES JOAN SPINNER LAS2
HAYNES ROBERT PAUL GRAD
HAYNES RONALD L LAS1
HAYNES ROY A JR PE 4
HAYS CRAIG W BUS4
HAYS GREGORY W LAS1
HAYS JANE A LAS1
*HAYS JEFFREY LEE GRAD
HAYS JOHN M BUS4
*HAYS LEONARD K JR LAW3
HAYS MICHAEL RAY GRAD
HAYS PAUL ROBERT ENG2
HAYS ROBERT C ENG1
HAYS STEVEN R LAS2
HAYSE KAREN M LAS4
HAYTCHER GARY L LAW3
HAYWAPD DELORES J COM4
HAYWARD TERPI J PE 2
HAYWOOD NATHANIEL BUS1
HAYWORTH JAMES D AGR2
HAZARD JOHN M ENG1
HAZAPIKA BISHNU P GRAD
HAZEL JOHN STEPHEN GRAD
HAZEN RONALD G LAS1
HAZLEWOOO JAMES H GRAD
HEAD DEBORA D AGR1
HEAD JAMES E LAS1
HEAD KENNETH R BUS4
HEADEN THOMAS W ENG1
HEADS SOPHIE K GRAD
HEADS TOM BALDWIN GRAD
HEADY GEORGE B LAS4
HEADY JOAN S BUS1
HEAL ROBERT W AGR3
HEALD STEVE MICHAEL GRAD
HEALY CATHERINE GRAD
HEALY MICHAEL J ENG2
HEALY MICHAEL J BUS3
HEALY PATRICK W ENG4
HEALY RICHARD W LAS3
HEARD FREDERICK JESS GRAD
HEARD STEPHANIE L FAA2
HEARN ALLEN LEE GRAD
HEARN DAVID E FAA3
HEARN LESLIE A LAS2
HEARN THERESA ANN LAS2
HEARNE CRAIG A LAS2
HEATH DAVID L ENG3
HEATH JOHN R FAA3
HEATH KENNETH BRUCE GRAD
HEATH ROBERT B LAS3
HEATH SCOTT S FAA1
HEATH SEAN J FAA1
HEATON RICHARD C GRAD
HEATON SALLY E LAS1
HEATON TED D AGR4
HEAVENS JAMES A AGR4
HEAVENS PATRICIA ED 1
HEAVLIN SANDRA S PE 2
HFAVNER RICHARD L BUS3
HEBDA JOHN F LAS3
HEBOA SUSAN J LAS1
HEBEISEN CHERYL LAS4
HEBEL RICHARD A ENG1
HEBEL WILLIAM A BUS1
HEBEP CHERYL J LAS2
HEBERER DWIGHT H ENG3
604 E ARMORY 2424 C
1109 S ARBOR C
2021 B ORCH U
2111 HAZWD DR 201 U
1301 W CLARK U
URH NOBLE 219 C
URH OGLESBY 229 U
URH DANIELS 226 U
MAHOMET ILL
MANSFIELD ILL
URH HOPKINS 416 C
1005 S 1ST 21 C
1911 REBECCA C
605 S 5TH 14 C
302 S STATE 3 C
60 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 254 C
807 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 516 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 327 U
17C8 SALEM RD C
1701 VALLEY RD C
URH CARR 203 U
405 W HILL C
URH VANDOREN 324 C





509 S 5TH 8 C
URH BARTON 302 C
1112 S 2ND 104 C
1009 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 159 C
URH TRELEASE 606 U
805 W WILLIAM C




205 E ARMORY C
501 E DANIEL C
508 E ARMORY C
401 E CHALMERS 207 C
URH GARNER 354 C
URH ALLEN 306 U
URH HOPKINS 272 C
804 W OREGON U
807 S BUSEY U




URH WARDALL 1004 U
URH SCOTT 258 C
911 S 4TH C
911 S 4TH C
904 N BROADWAY 111 U
904 N BROADWAY 111 U
604 E ARMORY 2306 C
URH SCOTT 424 C
57 IVANHOE ROUTE 4 U
URH DANIELS 516 U
MANSFIELD ILL
212 E DANIEL C
1105 S 4TH C
27C6 CARRELTON C
108 S 2ND C
911 S 4TH C
1010 S 2ND C
508 S JOHNSON U
DECATUR ILL
URH WESTON 344 C
URH EVANS 241 U
URH BABCOCK 119 U
211 E ARMORY C
609 W MAIN 2 U
1117 WILLARD U
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 340 C
URH SNYDER 267 C
207 PFEFFER RD 3 U
URH GARNER 336 C
401 E DANIEL C
411 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 115 U
URH VANDOREN 314 C
URH TOWNSEND 377 U
604 E ARMORY 2131 C
URH GARNER 446 C
URH EVANS 403 U
604 E ARMORY 2112 C
604 E ARMORY 1210 C
URH LAR 227 U





























































140 S WILSHIRE LN
RR BOX 375
MINAMI-KU




125 COLVIN ST 6E





360 S WABASH AV





1001 W 129TH PL
31 BRIAR HILL RD
1708 SALEM RD
8646 BELDEN AV
2242 S 16TH AV
405 W HILL




















620 S 20TH AV
1532 N BELMONT AV
4042 W ADAMS







938 N WILDWOOD AV
1649 E MAIN ST
RR 1











24 EDGEWOOD LN N
















501 N 37TH ST
14300 S OAKLEY AV
5208 WICK-WAY DR
130 E JOE ORR RD








































































































HEBERT LUSTER MELAR GRAO
HECHT CHARLES R ED 1
HECHT PATRICIA A LAS2
HECK DANIEL C ENG4
HECK DENNIS JOHN FAA3
HECKELMAN DAVID R LAW1
HECKER JAMFS MILLARD LAS4
HECKER JOHN C FAA4
HECKLER GREGORY A ENG1
HECKLER RODNEY R LAS3
HECKMAN CYNTHIA L LAS1
HECKMAN DAVID C BUS4
HECKMAN STEPHEN J GRAD
HECTOR JOHN T LAS1
HEDBERG GARY G LAS4
HEDBERG JEAN L BUS1
HEDBERG SUSAN J ED A
HEDBERG WILLIAM E JR ENG1
HEDBLOM JOHN M LAS2
HEDDEN KIMBERLY E LAS1
HEDDINS GARTH D LAS1
HEDDINS MARY E FAA3
HEDEL CHARLES W LAS4
HEDGES ALLAN R GRAD
HEDGES JOAN C LAS3
HEDRICK DIANNE S GRAD
HEDRICK JOHN R LAW1
HEEGAN SUSAN K LAS3
HEELER LINDA KLEES GRAD
HEELER PHILLIP JOHN GRAD
HEENAN MONICA M BUS3
HEENAN THOMAS A LAS2
HEENE MARK R ENG3
HEEREN LEE E AGR4
HEEREN THEODORE E ENG1
HEFFERAN COLIEN JOAN GRAD
HEFFERNAN JAMES LAS1
HEFFLEY EARLE F III LAS4
HEFFLEY GAY J ED 3
HEFFLEY JILL F FAA2
HEFFLEY WILLIAM D ENG2
HEFFPON DENNIS C BUS3
HEFFT RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
HEGENBAPT GARY LEE GRAD
HEGENER MICHAEL W LAS2
HEGG ARLENE P LAS4
HEGGFR GARY L ENG4
HEGGER JAMES P ENG1
HEGLAR RONALD ENG3
HEGNER RONALD W GRAD
HEGSTROM LINDA L LAS3
HEHN JACK W PE 3
HEHNEP JANICE J LAS3
HEIDARI PARVIN FAA9
HEIDEL ROBERT S BUS1
HEIDELBERG KENNETH W GRAD
HEIDELMEIER BONNIE J FAA4
HEIDELMEIER JILL M AGR1
HEIOENREICH MICHAEL ENG3
HEIDKAMP MARY J ED 4
HEIDKE JAMES M LAS1
HEIOORN TIMOTHY B LAS3
HEIDRICH JOHN G LAS4
HEIDTKE DAVID P FAA4
HEIDTKE THOMAS J FAA1
HEIEP SALLY JO ED 3
HEIGHO MAXWELL S GRAD
HEIGOLD WILLIAM G GRAD
HEIL NANCY J LAS3
HEIL PATRICIA ANN L GRAD
HEIL RICHARD D LAS1
HEIL TIMOTHY GERALD GRAD
HEILE BARBARA A FAA3
HEILIG ALMA R PE 3
HEILIGENBERG PAMELA GRAD
HEILMANN CATHY M LAS1
HEIM ALICE LEDERMAN GRAD
HEIM SANDRA L LAS3
HEIMANN CONSTANCE E FAA4
HEIMBURGER RUTH E LAS3
HEIMLICH SUSAN MARIL GRAD
HEIN FRANK P ENG2
HEIN KLAUS D LAS1
HEIN MICHAEL J ENG3
HEINBUCH LYNN A AGR3
HEINDL GERALD JOHN AVI5
HEINE RONALD EUGENE GRAD
HEINEMANN KENNETH L GRAD
HEINEMANN PAM E LAS1
HEINEN JACQUELINE A BUS2
HEINLEIN SALLY B AGR4
HEINRICH FRANK M BUS2
HEINRICH THERESA A LAS2
HEINRICH WILLIAM M BUS4
HEINRICHS AUDREY S GRAD
HEINRICHS BARRY A ENG1
HEINRICHS LYNN P LAS1
NEW ORLEANS LA
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
URH WARDALL 626 U
300 S GOODWIN 611 U
RR 1 U
311 E WHITE C
710 WESTERN U
1005 S 6TH 21 C
URH NOBLE 112 C
303 E CHALMERS C
1607 N MCKINLEY C
1107 S EUCLID C
611 W SPNGFLD C
604 E ARMORY 1212 C
104 S GREGORY U
URH TRELEASE 518 U
401 N ELM C
URH FORBES 346 C
URH ALLEN 27 U
BELLEVILLE ILL
18 GPEENCROFT U
512 E CLARK 20 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
2087 B ORCH ST U
1005 S WRIGHT C
121 W PARK 16 U
1001 S 1ST C
URH EVANS 105 U
CARLINVILLE ILL
CARLINVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 342 C
705 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
1305 SILVER U
1008 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 254 C
URH SCOTT 244 C
210 1/2 E MAIN U
URH VANDOREN 306 C
URH VANDOREN 306 C
604 E ARMORY 2107 C
309 N BUSEY 3 U
55 E SPNGFLD C
1623 CLOVER LN C
1001 S WRIGHT C
1110 W NEVADA U
403 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 14 C
URH SNYDER 339 C
1207 E FLORIDA 34 U
URH GARNER 376 C
403 BRIAR LN 208 C
URH GARNER 336 C
1520 HARRINGTON C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1255 C
505 S COLER U
URH CLARK 221 C
URH FORBES 226 C
808 W INDIANA U
URH ALLEN 254 U
URH SCOTT 438 C
704 W UNIVERSITY C
VERSAILLES FR
URH SCOTT 466 C
MCRRISONVILLE ILL
1104 E MUMFORD U
705 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 809 U
RR 2 U
URH GARNER 492 C
RR 2 U
703 S GREGORY U
1001 S OAK C
URH DANIELS 479 U
URH WARDALL 1204 U
609 W MAIN 16 U
DECATUR ILL
1008 W UNIVERSITY U
TOLONO ILL
208 E CLARK 2 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 516 U
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
214 E GREGORY 302 C
510 E CLARK C
LINCOLN ILL
2806 S 1ST ST RD C
S 1ST ST C
URH VANDOREN 302 C
58 E ARMORY C
604 ARMORY 137 C
URH SCOTT 414 C
URH OGLESBY 701 U
2403 WHITSON CR U
URH OGLESBY 330 U








































































1033 W 3RD ST
1851 E 28TH









479 W JAMES WAY





























210 S 74TH ST
W NOSSRATT


















604 S REUTER DR
2659 W CATALPA
1755 JOHN GLENN RD
5225 W 105TH PL




208 E CLARK 2
4239 N ASHLAND





2806 S 1ST ST RD
S 1ST ST RD
883 WILLOW RD
321 S PARK RD




ROUTE 1 BOX 275


































































































HEINS CHARLES G BUS4
HEINSEN LINDSAY WITT GRAD
HEINSEN RICHARD DALE GRAD
HEINZ BARBARA K LAS3
HEINZ CAROL SQUIRES GRAD
HEINZ WILLIAM D LAW3
HEINZE JOHN EDWARD GRAD
HEINZEL PAUL A LASl
HEINZEN CAROL J FAA1
HEINZEROTH LOREN R GRAD
HEINZMANN NELSON L AGR4
HEIPLE TERESA D PE 2
HEISE KENNETH F GRAD
HEISLER SUZANNE GRAD
HEISNER GERALD K AGR2
HEISNER KATHLEEN J LAS3
HEISNER WILLIAM C JR BUS2
HEISTERKAMP WILLIAM LAS4
HEITZMAN MARY K COM4
HELD DENNIS P LAS3
HELD MICHAEL G ENG2
HELDT BRUCE A LAW2
HELFAND CORY M BUS4
HELFAND ELYSE B LAS2
HELFAND MARC R LAS3
HELFAND MITCHELL J BUS3
HELFAND SUSAN L LASl
*HELFER MICHAEL T BUS4
HELFRICH JOSEF M BUS4
HELFRICH KIM P PE 2
HELFRICH PATRICIA A FAA3
HELFRICH ROGER W LAS4
HELFRICH THOMAS R LASl
HELIX MAX J ENG2
HELLE DUANE V ED 4
HELLER DAVID M LAS3
HELLER EDWARD J LAW3
HELLER ERNEST LASl
HELLER HARLAN K BUS3
HELLER HOLLIS A BUS1
*HELLER JERRY DALE GRAD
HELLER MARGARET J LASl
HELLER PATRICIA L LASl
HELLER PEDRO J GRAD
HELLER RHONDA DAY GRAD
HELLER SCOTT L LASl
HELLER STEPHEN J LAS3
HELLIER WILLIAM G LASl
HELLMAN RICHARD M LAS2
HELLMICH JANET M BUS3
HELLMUTH DALE 6 LAS2
HELM CHARLES GEORGE GRAD
HELM DARRELL GENE GRAD
HELM SANDRA D LAS2
HELM STEVEN M LAW3
HELM STEVEN P LAS3
HELMER RICHARD M GRAD
HELMKE MARK S LASl
HELMS KENNETH ALLEN GRAD
HELMS RAMON E LAS4
HELMS THEODORE C AGR2
HELREGEL KENNETH L AGR3
HELSPER DANIEL W AVI1
HELSPER NORMA J LAS3
HEMASILPIN YUPAYONG GRAD
HEMBREY BRENDA J BUS3
HEMBREY KEITH J BUS3
HEMENWAY CYNTHIA LOU LAS2
HEMINGER JAMES F BUS3
HEMINGER MARY E LAS3
HEMMER GARY D LAS2
HEMMIS PATRICIA A FAA1
HEMPE DAVID B BUS1
HEMPE LINDA L LAS3
HEMPEN CAROLYN J LAS4
HEMPEN GREGORY S ENG3
HEMPEN JEANNE L FAA2
HEMPHILL KYE R LASl
HEMPHILL SCOTT A AGR2
HEMZY PHYLLIS A AGR3
HENDER THOMAS L ENG3
HENDERSON ALBERTA B GRAD
HENDERSON DAWN A FAA2
HENDERSON GEORGE L LAS2
HENDERSON GORDON W LAS3
HENDERSON JAMES A JR ENG4
HENDERSON JON H ENG1
HENDERSON JULIANNE AGR1
HENDERSON LINDA B GRAD
HENDERSON LOIS E LASl
HENDERSON MERRILL D LAS4
HENDERSON MICHAEL LASl
HENDERSON PATRICIA P LAS3
HENDERSON PIPER L FAA2
HENDERSON RICHARD C LAS4
HENDERSON RICHARD E GRAD






























605 S 5TH 11




1972 B ORCH ST





















URH DELTA HSE 2
URH ALLEN 278




211 E JOHN 7








1107 S 3RD 204
URH GARNER 456
605 W WASHINGTON
1004 S 4TH 113
1210 STOUGHTON























2039 B HAZWD CT
URH WARDALL 424
























































































633 E MAIN ST
633 E MAIN ST











































428 W STRATFORD DR PEORIA IL
4067 W 58TH ST


















2 BUNKER HILL RD
2 BUNKER HILL RD
ROUTE 2 BLUFF RD






























13 CCUNTRY CLUB RD MATTOON IL
618 FLORENCE DR
BOX 141
835 N DUNTON AV
555 WEBFORD AV












1176 SPRUCEWOOD LN LIBERTYVILLE IL
R r i PINCKNEYVILLE II
12576 MARKAIRE DR ST LOUIS MO












ROUTE 3 BOX 324











































2308 S 15TH AV
2308 S 15TH AV
5 VENUS DR



















5645 N HAMILTON RD PEORIA IL
4554 S DREXEL BLVD CHICAGO ILL
747 E 155TH CT
219 LEXINGTON AV
3202 LAKE SHORE







HENDERSON ROBERT J GRAD
HENDERSON S HUNT LAW3
HENDERSON SANDRA A FAA1
HENDERSON STANLEY I GRAD
HENDERSON STEVEN R LAS3
HENDERSON VESTA ANN GRAD
HENDERSON WILLIAM A AVI3
HENDERSON WILLIAM T GRAD
HENDOWSKI MARY A LAS1
HENDREN DONNA R AGR2
HENDRICKS ALBERT L GRAD
HENDRICKS BRIAN W BUS1
HENDRICKS BRYAN LYNN GRAO
HENDRICKS EARNEST G BUS2
HENDRICKS JAMES A GRAD
HENDRICKS KARL D LAS2
HENDRICKS MICHAEL G FAA4
HENDRICKS ROSLYN M LAS1
HENDRICKSEN BRUCE W LAS2
HENDRICKSON DIANE W ED 4
HENDRICKSON DONNA M LAS1
HENDRICKSON LOWELL M ENG2
HENDRICKSON MARK S LAS4
HENDRICKSON PERRY C ENG2
HENDRICKSON SCOTT A VM 1
HENDRIX OAVID FLOYD GRAD
HENDRIX GARY GAYLORD GRAD
HENDRIX LARRY L AGR4
HENDRY OENISE F ED 4
HENEK JUDITH A ED 3
HENERT CYNTHIA H AGR1
HENINGER JAMES R JR FAA2
HENINGER JANE E LAS2
HENKELS STEPHEN J ENG3
HENLEY BRAD L ENG1
HENLEY DONALD RICHAR GRAD
HENNE BERTRAND W GRAD
HENNEGAN NEAL M LAS3
HENNELLY PATRICK J ENG1
HENNEMAN KATHLEEN M BUS1
HENNEMAN MICHAEL J ENG2
HENNEMAN THERESA A LAS1
HENNESSIE HELEN E GRAD
HENNESSY JOHN K LAS4
HENNESSY MARTIN J PE 1
HENNIG FALKE GRAD
HENNING DONALD M AGR4
HENNING MARK G LAS2
HENNING PATRICIA A LAS1
HENNING STEVEN M AGR4
HENNINGER SAMUEL C LAS1
HENRICHS KEITH AGR3
HENRICHS MARK A FAA3
HENRICKS MADELINE C FAA3
HENRICKS ROBERT L GRAD
HENRIKSEN ALAN M AGR3
HENRIKSEN RICHARD L FAA3
HENRIKSON BRUCE W GRAD
HENRIKSON DIANE E LAS3
HENRIQUEZ RAFAEL LAS2
HENRY DAVID G ENG4
HENRY DELORIS PALMER GRAD
HENRY ERNEST LAS1
HENRY GEORGE W JR GRAD
HENRY GRANT GEORGE GRAD
HENRY MATTHEW W AGR4
HENRY MICHAEL LAS1
HENRY REBECCA A LAS1
HENRY ROBERT J FAA3
HENRY VAUGHN W AGR4
HENRY WILLIAM K LAS2
HENSEL DONALD D BUS3
HENSEL JANE E FAA2
HENSEY ROBERT SCOTT LAS4
HENSLER GARY L GRAD
HENSLEY JAMES T AGR3
HENSLEY JERRY RAY GRAD
HENSLEY JOHN B BUS3
HENSLEY JUDITH A LAS1
HENSLEY MARILYN J GRAD
'HENSLEY SUE LEEDS GRAD
HENSOLD JACK LAS4
HENSON DAVID A COM4
HENSON DENNIS RAY BUS3
HENSON HARLAN NEIL GRAD
HENSON KATHLEEN G LAS2
HENSS WENDY A LAS2
HENSTOCK WILLIAM H GRAD
HENTON RAYNAUD F GRAD
HENTRICH DONALD M FAA3
HENTSCHEL RICHARD P AGRA
HEPBURN ROBERT D LAS1
HEPP ANTHONY J LAS1
HEPP THERESA MARIE LAS6
HEPPERLY PAUL R LAS4
HEPPERLY THOMAS R VM 4
*HERATH ROBERT M VM 4
805 W HILL C
103 SCOTTSWOOD U
URH WESTON 300 C
TERRE HAUTE IND
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 509 C
PESOTUM ILL
1207 W BEARDSLEY C
URH WESTON 242 C
URH VANDOREN 422 C
312 S PRAIRIE 103 C
1203 W CHURCH C
509 E CLARK 23 C
1214 W TREMONT U
606 SCOVILL U
604 E ARMORY 2226 C
507 W ELM U
URH TRELEASE 526 U
URH OGLESBY 909 U
509 E CLARK 26 C
URH TRELEASE 128 U
URH TOWNSEND 145 U
1112 S FOLEY C
URH HOPKINS 242 C
2208 RAINBOW VIEW U
2003 A ORCH ST U
504 W MAIN 303 U
111 W PARK U
56 E DANIEL 1 C
706 S MATHEWS U
405 E JOHN 10 C
1101 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 1716 U
505 S BUSEY 307 U
1009 S VICTOR C
706 S 1ST 203 C
12 CANTERBURY CT C
804 W HILL C
URH LUNDGREN 125 C
611 E OANIEL C
202 E DANIEL C
1503 MAYWOOD C
URH ALLEN 330 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH BARTON 322 C
STA A BOX 2541 U
1207 E FLORIDA 33 U
URH BARTON 112 C
URH BLAISDELL 421 U
SAVOY ILL
SCOTT AFB ILL
PARKLAND TERR 329 C
URH WESTON 273 C
218 E GREGORY 302 C
1810 GARDEN HILLS C
URH FORBES 209 C
2104 BRISTOL RD C
PAXTON ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
310 E WHITE C
202 E DANIEL C
915 WESTFIELD C
URH HOPKINS 274 C
808 W CHURCH U
915 WESTFIELD C
401 W ELM U
URH HOPKINS 226 C
205 E GREEN 4 C
202 E DANIEL C
511 W UNIVERSITY C
910 S 3RD C
202 E DANIEL C
907 S WRIGHT C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
701 W MICHIGAN U
URH FORBES 324 C
DEWEY ILL
URH OGLESBY 813 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
1103 N BUSEY U
DEWEY ILL
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C
1110 STOUGHTON U
DANVILLE ILL
311 E JOHN C
311 E JOHN C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SHERMAN 1065 C
URH TOWNSEND 511 U
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 314 U
URH BARTON 418 C
URH TOWNSEND 381 U
624 1/2 S 5TH 3 C
505 S BUSEY U
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U

































































800 N BRAINARD AV
1203 W CHURCH









442 5 37TH AV
2203 WEBSTER AV
2208 RAINBOW VIEW
2003 A ORCH ST
231 S 14TH AV
7717 FARGO
RR 1
1304 W MAIN CROSS
32 MCKINLEY AV
242 N LYTLE DR
1009 S VICTOR
706 S 1ST 203
12 CANTERBURY CT










81 SURREY HILL CT
9620 S JEFFERY AV



















































































































































HERBECK JANICE L LAS4
*HER6ERGER GARY R ENG3
HERBERT JAMES M BUS2
HERBERT PATRICIA I GRAD
HERBERT PAUL LAS1
HERBERTS JEFFREY P LAS1
HERBST RALPH G LAS3
HERBSTMAN ARTHUR N BUS4
HERBSTMAN BRYNA G LAS3
HERBSTMAN BURTON L LAS4
HERCHE PAUL H GRAD
HEROEGEN WILLIAM III ENG1
HERDER LELANO E LAS3
HEREN LAWRENCE P FAA4
HERENDEEN GAIL A GRAD
HERERN THOMAS J FAA4
HERGES MICHAEL J AGR3
HERING SUZANNE WOLFE GRAD
HERING WILLIAM M JR GRAD
HERL MARTHA L LAS4
*HERLIEN CAROLYN S LAS4
*HERLIEN ROBERT A ENG4
HERLINGER GAIL M LAS3
HERM ARTHUR ADAM VM 3
HERM JOEL E ENG2
HERMAN BARBARA SUE GRAD
HERMAN GERARD A BUS1
HERMAN GREGORY S LAS1
HERMAN MARK STEPHEN BUS3
HERMAN NAOMI SUSAN GRAD
HERMAN PATRICIA L LAS2
HERMAN PAUL R LAS3
HERMAN PETER S BUS2
HERMAN RAY MICHAEL GRAD
HERMAN ROBERT D LAS3
HFRMANN BARBARA L BUS2
HERMANN CYNTHIA H LAS4
HERMANN DAVID E ENG1
HERMANN JOHN PATRICK GRAD
HERMANN LINDA L LAS3
HERMANN ROBFRT A BUS4
HERMANN WENDY A ED 1
HERMANOWICZ NEAL S LAS1
HERMANSEN DOROTHEA M BUS2
HERMANSON GRETA J LAS3
HERMELE GRETA L ED 4
HERMES DENNIS J AGR1
HERNAN CRAIG A ENG1
HERNANDEZ AUR EA E GRAD
HERNANOEZ DENNIS LAS2
HERNANDEZ HECTOR D GRAD
HERNANDEZ VIVIAN D LAS1
HERNANDEZ-SANCHEZ R GRAD
HERNDON JEFFREY A FAA1
HERNECHECK MARILYN S AGR3
HERNING RONALD IRVIN GRAD
HEROD MICHAEL D BUS4
HERON KEITH WAYNE GRAD
HERPE DAVID A LAS2
HERR ELLEN L LAS2
HERR JAMES L LAS3
HERREPA ZUNIGA E GRAD
HERREWEYERS JEROME K ENG3
HERRICK RICHARD C GRAD
HERRIN KATHY M LAS1
HERRIN LOUIS ANDREW VM 4
HERRIN STANLEY M ENG3
HERRING LARRY R GRAD
HERRINGTON T GRAD
HERRIOTT GREGORY A ENG4
HERRIOTT MARSHA A ED 3
HERRIOTT RICHARD C LAS1
HERRMANN JFAN L AGR3
HERRMANN LOP I J LAS2
HERRON HENDERSON S GRAD
HERRON JAMES N LAS1
HERRON KATHLEEN J ED 4
HERRON LESTER W ENG4
HERRON RONALD CLARK GRAD
HERRON THOMAS Y BUS2
HERSCHEDE ALFRED J GRAD
HERSCHMAN JEFFREY D LAW3
HERSHBERGER DAVID L ENG4
HERSHEY DANA C AGR4
HERTWIG JEANNE P LAS1
HERTZ PAUL W BUS1
HERTZBERG BARRY IRA BUS2
HERTZOG THEODORE W GRAD
HERZ GORDON I LAS2
HERZBERGER DAVID K GRAD
HERZBERGER SHARON D GRAD
HERZING DENNIS R ENG2
HERZOG AVIGDOR Y GRAD
HERZOG CAROL D LAS2
HERZOG PAVID R LAW1
HERZOG DOUGLAS J LAS2
HERZOG LAUREN S LAS2
1202 W NEVADA U
MELVINDALE MICH
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1014 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH NOBLE 415 C
201 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS C
205 E GREEN C
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
1109 ARBOR C
URH TOWNSEND 508 U
1103 S BUSEY 7 U
VERSAILLES FR
ST JOSEPH ILL
2010 SILVER CT U
212 E DANIEL C
1113 JCANNE LN C
1113 JOANNE LN C
503 E WHITE 3 C
104 BUENA VISTA C
104 BUENA VISTA 2 C
311 E GREEN 409 C
VET CLINIC LA U
307 E WHITE 36 C
1601 N KILER 5 C
308 E ARMORY C
806 W MAIN U
409 E CHALMRS C
108 E HEALFY 18 C
313 JOHN C
901 W SPNGFLD 3 U
110 E CHALMERS C
412 W ELM 3 U
URH SCOTT 440 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1107 W GREEN 529 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
2010 A ORCH ST U
58 E ARMORY 4 C
1107 W GREEN 529 U
1005 GREGORY U
604 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 325 C
URH HOPKINS 317 C
902 S 2ND C
URH FORBES C
URH OGLESBY 1208 U
2051 C ORCH ST U
601 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 748 C
URH TRELEASE 1110 U
2051 C ORCH ST U
410 E JOHN ST C
805 W OHIO U
302 W LOCUST 8 U
107 S WRIGHT 4 C
URH SNYDER C
URH HOPKINS 350 C
URH EVANS 422 U
URH HOPKINS 161 C
1834 B ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 411 C
URH DANIELS 497 U
URH WARDALL 310 U
904 N BROADWAY 112 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
803 E OREGON U
57 E JCHN 4 C
110 E ARMORY C
511 W GREEN U
FOOSLAND ILL
URH LAR 297 U
1202 W NEVADA U
1002 W WHITE C
URH SNYDER 392 C
1202 W NEVADA U
816 OAKLAND 108 U
2017 VAWTER 4 U
1405 KINGS WAY C
302 W HEALEY 1 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH GARNER 224 C
1213 W MAIN 2 U
URH LAR 233 U
URH FORBES 326 C
403 E WHITE 2 C
307 KELLY CT C
URH ALLEN 497 U
202 W HIGH U
202 W HIGH U
3 SALEM RD U
JERUSALEM ISR
802 W OREGON U
509 E CLARK C
401 E DANIEL C






















































26 W 556 BLAIR
BX524 212 S SEWARD
514 E 92ND ST
120 LUCILLE ST




1305 W 41ST ST




















4212 W 91ST PL
682 SHERIDAN RD
3044 N 78TH CT
609 S ELM ST
4328 N WOLCOTT
1107 W GREEN 529
WESTBROOK ADDITION
2010 A ORCH ST
11965 LOVE RD
1107 W GREEN 529





1101 S FINLEY RD
2051 C ORCH ST
27 W 062 OAK ST
SAN SALVADOR





















411 S YALE AV
1006 MARENGO AV
1002 W WHITE
2532 CATON FARM RD
131 INDIANA ST
RR 2 BOX 87
2017 VAWTER 4
RR 4
302 W HEALEY 1
1600 W BRADLEY 304
1033 DEKALB AV
501 E WABASH
MT ROUTE 9 KAME CT
995 S OSBORN












































































































HESH LINDA S FAA2
HESS GEORGE ARTHUR GRAD
*HESS RANDY K GRAD
HESS SUSAN B LAS4
*HESSE EDA J FAA2
HESSE WENDY A FAA3
HESSELINK THOMAS LEE BMS1
HESSLER GERTRAUD H VM 3
HESTER KATHLEEN A LAS1
HESTER STEVEN J BUS2
HESTRUP WILLIAM E LAS1
*HETNER JAMES FRANK GRAD
HETTINGER CANDICE L BUS1
HETTLER GARY A ENG1
HETTLINGER CHRISTINE LAS1
HETZLER RONALD K PE 3
HEUER DOUGLAS A ENG2
HEUER JULIA WALSH GRAD
HEUER THOMAS A ENG3
*HEUERMAN JEAN CRAMER LAS2
HEUERTZ CHARLES M FAA*
HEUSNER GARY L AGR*
*HEUSSER ROBERT T GRAD
HEUTS JOANNE M LAS1
HEVERLY CHERYL D PE 1
HEVRDEJS JUDITH K AGR*
*HEWETT THOMAS TAYSUM GRAD
HEWINS DANA CABLE GRAD
HEWITT DORIS T LAS2
HEWITT GWEN T BUS1
HEWITT WILLIAM G JR GRAD
*HEXNER GYORGY GRAD
*HEXNER PAMELA Z GRAD
HEYDUCK WESLEY M LAS1
HEYNSSENS CHRIS J FAA3
HEYWARD JANET D GRAD
HEYWARD VIVIAN H GRAD
HIBBARD JAMES CRAIG GRAD
HIBBARD JOHN W LAW2
HIBBARD JOSEPH DONAL GRAD
HIBBARD ROY D AGR3
HIBBE CRAIG D LAS2
HIBBERT ROBERT L JR BUS*
HIBBS KATHEPINE ANN GRAD
HIBBS MICHAEL J BUS*
HIBBS SANDRA C GRAO
HICKENBOTTOM V BUS2
HICKEY JAMES B JR LAS2
HICKEY KEVIN G FAA3
HICKEY MATTHEW J AGR2
HICKEY MICHAEL J LAS2
HICKEY THOMAS M AGR1
HICKLE GREGORY A FAA*
HICKLE MARY L ED 3
HICKMAN ANDREW D LAS3
HICKMAN STEPHEN R ENG1
HICKMANN BONNIE J LAS2
HICKMANN NANCY L LAS2
HICKS CONNIF J LAS*
HICKS DEBORAH L LAS*
HICKS JEFFREY L FAA3
HICKS JOHN E AGR2
*HICKS MARTHELL GRAD
HICKS RANDALL G GRAD
HICKS RAYMOND PAYNE COM*
HICKS RHONDA T LAS2
HICKS THOMAS LOGAN LAS1
HIDDE JANET L GRAD
HIENZ WILLIAM M JR GRAD
HIGA ROBERT BUS1
HIGASHIDA YOSHISUKE GRAD
HIGGINS FRANCIS G JR BUS1
HIGGINS NANCY J LAS1
HIGGINS PAMELA A LAS2
HIGGINS PATRICK J LAS1
HIGGINS ROY E LAS1
HIGGINS THOMAS C BUS2
HIGGINS THOMAS J GRAD
HIGH GREGORY EOWIN GRAD
HIGHLAND GARY J BUS1
HIGHLAND WILLIAM R LAS*
HIGHLEY RANDALL M BUS*
HIGHSMITH CHERYL E LAS3
HIGHSMITH DOUGLAS B LAS2
HIGHT DOUGLAS S LAS*
HIGHTMAN PHILIP C VM 2
HIGLEY ELWOOD J LAS6
HIITHER DIANE RAE ED 1
HIKES ELLEN B AGR1
HILAND CHARLES E VM 1
HILBEPT STEVEN R ENG3
HILBLOM RICHARD W ENG3
HILD DONALD R FAA1
HILDEBRAND BARBARA J AGR3
HILDEBRAND BRUCE JR PE *
HILDEBRAND HAROLD A GRAD
HILDERBRAND JOHN A BUS*
*12 E GREEN 20 C
1207 E MICHIGAN U
1012 BROADMOOR C
URH SAUNDERS 123 U
512 E CLARK 2* C
1502 S VINE U
60* E ARMORY C
1007 E PENN U
URH TRELEASE 331 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 12* C
502 W MAIN 129 U
URH ALLEN 123 U
1101 FOOTHILL C
URH LAR 362 U
1212 N CHAMPAIGN C
URH WESTON 286 C
OAKWOOD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 22* U
URH TRELEASE 1126 U
918 S LYNN C
*01 E DANIEL C
*07 W WHITE 15 C
313 E JOHN 10 C
URH LAR *76 U
*09 E CHALMERS *1* C
906 S VINE 30* U
20* HOLIDAY PARK C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1113 U
301 E WHITE * C
307 S STATE 19 C
307 S STATE 19 C
URH TOWNSEND 151 U
505 S BUSEY 201 U
509 E WHITE C
2612 SHERIDAN C
2506 CLIFTON U
603 S BUSEY U
307 E GREEN 7 C
URH BLAISDELL 108 U
80* W OREGON U
ST MARYS RD RR 3 U
URH SHERMAN 519 C
818 OAKLAND 202 U
818 OAKLAND 202 U
911 S LOCUST 308 C
*01 E JOHN C
120 1/2 S RACE * U
URH TOWNSEND 31* U
1007 S 3RD C
*01 E JOHN C
VERSAILLES FR
MAHOMET ILL
305 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 2*6 C
URH WARDALL 1022 U
308 N ROMINE U
CHICAGO ILL
508 E WHITE 7 C
501 E DANIEL C
*01 E JOHN C
KANKAKEE ILL
URH DANIELS 617 U
17 E UNIVERSITY C
URH GARNER 356 C
1101 W PENN U
1108 W NEVADA 2 U
201 S PROSPECT C
URH OGLESBY 1126 U
URH DANIELS 79 U
1009 PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1222 U
1826 VALLEY RD C
WONDER LAKE ILL
URH FORBES 363 C
102 E CHALMERS C
DECATUR ILL
60* S 3RD C
2209 VALLEY BROOK C
1005 W MAIN U
301 E WHITE 3 C
URH EVANS 222 U
60* E ARMORY 1319 C
90* W GREEN U
1503 KIRBY 2 C
1509 DELMONT CT 3 U
1201 E MICHIGAN U
URH LAR *96 U
RR 2 C
URH SAUNDERS *10 U
312 E ARMORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
1202 W NEVADA U


















































































206 E CENTER 13
1615 E EVERGREEN
RR 1 BOX 221
*07 W WHITE 15
506 GROSVENOR PL
3005 KNOLL WOOD LN
ROUTE 2 BOX *58
906 S VINE 30*
302 ACAPESKET RD
712 REDWOOD DR










307 E GREEN 7
105 S SLEIGHT ST
723-23RD AV CT












616 E FRANKLIN ST
315 N COOK
315 N COOK






617 E 37TH ST






4315 E LAKE SHORE
2110 W HEADING AV
507 ST CECILIA DR
*315 E LAKE SHORE
2506 CENTRAL RD
632 KEYSTONE













131 E 11TH ST








































































































hildrfth kenneth j las1
*hile theodore w bus3
hileman patricia grad
hiler steven e agr3
*hill brian victor grao
hill carolyn elaine grad
hill catherine a las2
hill cloyoia f las3
hill connie ray jr grad
hill david a las2
hill david a jr las4
hill david bruce grad
hill emily e las1
hill emily gene grad
*hill frances shirley ed 4
hill francis gordon bms1
hill james m pe 1
hill james p agr3
hill john f las2
hill kathleen ed 4
hill laurence james las4
hill lois j faa3
hill marcia sue grad
hill marlene f las4
hill martin e las3
hill michael l eng4
hill mildred a grad
hill pamela r faa1
hill patrick r grad
hill reginald james grad
hill richaro s faa4
hill rita k pe 1
hill robert d las1
hill robert e faa4
hill ronald eugene las2
hill ronald s las4
Hill ronald william faai
hill sheryl l las3
hill stephen talbott vm 3
hill steven l avi2
hill suella j agr1
hill susan g las4
hill terrance e eng4
hill terrel morgan grad
hill william f grad
hill william francis grad
hill william l eng3
hill willie b pe 1
hill yoshiko las3
hillan kathleen m ed 3
hillard diane grad
hilleary james w bus*
hillebrand john j grad
hillen lowell franci grad
hiller terrence e agr1
hilligoss wesley w agr3
hillis james m las2
hillis maxine k grad
hillis paul henry jr law2
hillman arthur b iii law2
hillman carol l las3
hills douglas a agr1
hills larry j bus*
hillsman sanders jr las1
hillstrom lance e eng3
hillyer michael e agr1
hilson danielle g grad
hilson dawn m ed 3
hilst kirk m las4
hiltibran cheryl m agr4
hiltibran karen k las1
hilton donald w las1
hilton richard s las*
hilu khidir wanni grad
himelick david e agr1
himes franklin j faa4
himmelrick linda a las3
himmes george m las1
himstedt glenn e avi1
himwich harold a grad
hinata satoshi grad
hinchman michael w eng3
hinderliter sue ann las4
hindman alice j faa4
hinds bonnie s agr2
hinds donna marie grad
hinds eric w faai
hinegardner gary joe grad
hinely robert a las4
hines cathleen l las3
hines dana s las1
hines james m grad
hines peggy j las1
hines thomas j eng4
hink bruce e eng1
hinkens lorraine k las2
hinkle lawrence ray grad
URH GARNER 428 C 332-0866
DANVILLE ILL
803 S CEDAR U 367-2850
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
1832 C ORCH PL U 344-1289
URH SHERMAN 167 C
URH WESTON 339 C 332-2010
704 W HIGH U 367-1473
504 E UNIVERSITY C 352-7590
URH OGLESBY 509 U 332-5202
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
CREST HILL ILL
URH TRELEASE 926 U
107 E CHALMERS 9 C 344-1003
913 W CHURCH 9 C 359-2903
2602 S ANDERSON U 344-6228
205 COUNTRY FR 39 C
1105 S 4TH C
913 W CHURCH C
311 E GREEN 411 C
306 E ARMORY C 328-3817
104 N URBANA U
205 N BUSEY 4 U 367-0655
302 S STATE 3 C
913 W CHURCH 9 C 359-2903
FISHER ILL
1952 C ORCH ST U 367-8061
URH TRELEASE 1030 U
903 N DIVISION U
MAHOMET ILL
713 W ILLINOIS 4 U
URH ALLEN 425 U
URH LUNDGREN 4 C 332-0198
504 N NEW C
105 E GREEN 10 C
506 E SPNGFLD 1 C
URH NOBLE 125 C 332-0380
704 W HIGH U 367-1473
MAHOMET ILL
URH HOPKINS 360 C
HUME ILL
105 E JOHN 101 C 359-9384
URH BLAISDELL 204 U
1834 C ORCH PL U 328-3634
411 W HEALEY C
602 W WASHINGTON U 344-6115
URH FORBES 271 C
URH LUNDGREN 325 C 332-0277
410 CALIFORNIA U 367-0923
URH TRELEASE 116 U 332-5427
2415 E OREGON U
505 S BUSEY 403 U
EVANSTON ILL
1808 CYPRESS C 356-5005
URH SAUNDERS U 332-3614
76 PEACH TREE U 367-6033
URH HOPKINS 350 C
705 HOLLYCREST 1 C 352-4250
705 HOLLYCREST 1 C 352-4250
1600 W BRADLEY 297 C 356-6508
URH SAUNDERS 324 U 332-3666
410 E JOHN C
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
3328 RIDGEWOOD C 359-1237
CLARENDON HILS ILL
URH LUNDGREN 321 C
1704 S RACE U 367-1409
RANTOUL ILL
211 W SPNGFLD 303 C 359-9501
608 E WASHINGTON U
608 E WASHINGTON U 367-7238
URH WESTON 267 C 332-1959
604 E HIGH U
URH SHERMAN 166 C 333-7577
601 BURKWOOD CT U
903 E COLORADO 58 U
406 E GREEN 3 C
313 E CHALMERS CT C 344-7613
URH BARTON 16 C
504 W MAIN U 367-1951
300 S GOODWIN U
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
107 W OREGON 5 U 367-6711
904 N BROADWAY 24 U
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-3909
806 S LYNN C 356-6694
1111 S 1ST C
2105 HAZWD DR 303 U 344-4939
509 S LYNN C 352-9784
URH BABCOCK 6 U
URH ALLEN 187 U 332-3293
809 BALBOA C 359-6188
URH WARDALL 526 U 332-4405
URH ALLEN 473 U 332-3403
URH SNYDER 340 C 332-1768
URH VANDOREN 309 C 332-0522
1107B E FLORIDA U
1015 S 5TH ST
438 N OAK
803 S CEDAR
RR 1 BOX 159
MT PLEASANT VIA
400 N CIRCLE
1716 MAC LEAN CT
704 W HIGH
713 CIRCLE CT
12 S COLUMBIA ST
1301 BELL AV
2425 INGALLS 101
7326 N KARLOV AV
79 CHESTNUT HILL
913 W CHURCH 9
2602 S ANDERSON
205 CNTRY FR 44
RR 1 BOX 100




425 E STATE ST
315 PARKVIEW RD










1501 F 74TH PLACE





















1807 W MORSE AV
705 HOLLYCREST 1
705 HOLLYCREST 1





5704 S WESTERN AV

















220 S 5TH ST
2937 S STATE ST








123 E 70TH ST
752 LOMBARD ST
606 N 2ND AV





































































































HINKLE MARGARET R LAS1
HINKLE RICHARD WAYNE LAS1
HINKLE RONALD L LAS4
HINRICHS KEITH E AGR4
HINRICHS NANCY A LAS2
HINRICHS RICHARD L ENG4
HINSBERGER MICHAEL W LAS2
HINSHAW JOHN RUSSELL GRAD
HINSHAW PAUL ONEIL LAS6




HINTON JAMES B FAA3
HINTON JAMES E FAA4
HINTON JAN M LAS1
HINTON JONATHAN L LAS1
HINTON KAREN S LAS1
HINTON MAPY B AGR3
HINTZ BARBARA J LAS4
HINZ DAVID H ENG2
HINZ JANICE C ED 2
HINZE MARY E LAS3
HIPSKIND JOHN G FAA3
HIPABAYASHI RICHARD GRAD
HIRAKAWA MAPIANN R LAS2
HIRATA JUOY PEIKO AGR1
HIRCHERT JANELLE J LAS2
HIRCHERT KURT W GRAD
HIRONS JAMES L BUS*
HIROSE YASUO GRAD
HIRSCH ALLEN V ENG2
*HIRSCH BERNARD ALAN GRAD
HIRSCH CLAUDIA LAS3
HIRSCH CONNIE J LAS2
HIRSCH DANIEL J BUS1
HIRSCH GARY L PE 4
HIRSCH ILENE A LAS2
HIRSCH JOHN F LAS3
HIRSCH KAREN E LAS1
HIRSCH KAREN I LAS4
HIRSCH KARYN MARLEEN LAS3
HIRSCH RONNIE J BUS3
HIRSCH WENDY I LAS1
HIRSCHBERG ILENE S FAA4
HIRSCHTICK ROBERT E LAS3
HIRSEN RONALD B GRAD
HIRSH MARTHA E LAS2
HIRSH STEVEN J BUS2
*HIRT GEOFFREY A GRAD
*HIRT LINDA LAMB GRAD
HIRYAK PEGGY L LAS3
HITCHCOCK MICHAEL J LAS4
HITCHENS SHARON P LAS3
HITCHENS WILLIAM R GRAD
HITT ROGER J VM 1
HITTLE COUGLAS CARL GRAD
HITZEROTH ROBERT W AGR3
HIYAMA MARSHA A LAS1
*HLAVATY JOSEPH V BUS*
HLIS PAMELA LAS2
HMURA JEANNE A AGR4
HO DAVID SU-MING GRAD
HO ELLEN Y LAS4
HO FRFDERICK CHIH-LI ENG1
HOADLEY MICHAEL R ENG1
*HOAG LINDA ALDERSON GRAD
HOAG MARY J PE 1
HOBAN DAVID A LAS2
HOBBS BRUCE D ENG1
HOBBS CAROLYN G LAS2
*HOBBS DAVID V ENG4
HOBEPG KAY E LAS1
HOBERG MARK CHARLES LAS2
HOBFOLL STEVAN E LAS3
HOBLIT JOHN F LAS2
HOCHBERG GAIL E ED 4
HOCHBERG MICHAEL L GRAD
HOCHBERG SUSAN M ED 4
HOCHBERGER APRIL E LAS1
HOCHHAUSER DANIEL E LAS4
*HOCHMAN DAVID J LAW3
HOCHMAN MARSHA G GRAD
HOCK KAREN P AGR3
*HOCKETT MICHAEL F ED 4
*HOCKETT RICHARD S GRAD
HOCKMAN DANIEL MACK GRAD
HOCKMAN KENNETH C LAS1
HOCKMAN MARK D LAS1
HODAK LAWRENCE J FAA4
HODANICK ADPIENNE F ENG3
HODANICK CYNTHIA A ENG1
HODAPP LAWRENCE M LAW2
HODEL EDWARD T JR ENG3
HODEL RONNIE LEE FAA4
HODES MICHAEL G LAS4
HODGE JAMES A BUS1
URH CARR 209 U
910 E WATER U
910 E WATER U
URF GARNER 200 C
URH SCOTT 426 C
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
604 E ARMORY 305 C
URH DANIELS 126 U
111 E CHALMERS 11 C
604 E ARMORY 1226 C
URH SCCTT 339 C
URH OGLESBY 1103 U
URH TOWNSEND 368 U
1008 W NEVADA U
1002 S 2ND 2 C
URH GARNER 238 C
1010 S 2ND 115 C
URH HOPKINS 391 C
1202 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
URH VANDOREN 314 C
302 E ARMORY C
311 E JOHN 4 C
1944 A ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 343 C
313 E JOHN 7 C
1208 HARRINGTON C
1006 S 3RD 5 C
404 EDGEBROOK 215 C
URH DANIELS 306 U
URH SNYDER 274 C
1305 SILVER U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 720 U
URH FORBES 443 C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
URH SCOTT 415 C
103 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 426 C
58 E JOHN C
216 E GREGORY 203 C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD 724 C
2020 N MATTIS 104B C
1105 S 1ST C
605 W UNIVERSITY 6 C
URH HOPKINS 389 C
URH FORBES 389 C
410 W ILLINOIS U
410 W ILLINOIS U
URH DELTA HSE 2 U
STA A BOX 2332 C
URH VANDOREN 412 C
URH DANIELS 709 U
601 S BUSEY U
401 EDGEBROOK C
URH TOWNSEND 5?8 U
URH LAR 317 U
311 E JOHN 15 C
URH TRELEASE 425 U
URH EVANS 408 U
URH DANIELS 435 U
1009 W MAIN 13 U
URH HOPKINS 460 C
URH BARTON 120 C
607 W HIGH U
URH HOPKINS 490 C
URH CARR 322 U
URH LUNDGREN 215 C
902 S 2ND C
610 W STOUGHTON 3 U
URH BABCOCK 13 U
URH WESTON 464 C
300 S GOODWYN U
312 E ARMORY C
1008 STOUGHTON U
508 W STOUGHTON U
510 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 516 U
1205 S ORCH U
2018 FLETCHER 19 U
2018 FLETCHER 19 U
URH BUSEY 102 U
311 E CLARK C
1104 WESTFIELD C
CHARLESTON ILL
706 EVERGEEN CR U
URH FORBES 221 C
VERSAILLES FR
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
1108 W NEVADA U
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
108 S 4TH C
102 N GREGORY U


















































































RR 1 BOX 20-S








804 W BLODGETT AV
550 AUSTIN AV
14401 S 85TH AV
6616 HAZEL
25 SIGNAL HILL













3845 W HULL ST
703 ST JAMES DR
442 57TH ST
200 PARK AV 530B
4212 GOLF
5744 N ST LOUIS AV
4922 W PRATT














5055 N DRAKE AV
311 E JOHN 15




















7-S 150 MADISON ST
2018 FLETCHER 19
2018 FLETCHER 19
















































































































HODGE RICHARD E LAS2
HODGE WILLIAM A LAS3
HODGES ALICE C LAS1
HODGES LLOYD CURRY LAS4
HODGES WILLIAM J PF 3
HODNIK JOHN A BUS1
HODSON BARBARA W GRAD
HODSON THOMAS Z LAW1
HOEBEL JOHN LOUIS GRAD
HOECKER THOMAS R LAW1
HOEDEBECKE TRUTH A AGR2
HOEFLINGER JAY P ENG3
HOEFT BARBARA KEMP GRAD
HOEFT MICHAEL EDWARD GRAD
*HOEGL EUNICE ADRIAN GRAD
HOEGL JUERGEN KLAUS GRAD
HOEGLER SUSAN B FAA1
HOEKSTRA ELIZABETH B LAS3
HOEKSTRA MARVIN S GRAD
HOEKSTRA NOEL M LAS2
HOEKSTRA PETER LAS2
HOELSCHER CHRIS W LAS1
HOELTJE JANICE E LAS1
HOEMEKE THOMAS HENRY GRAD
HOENE KENNETH F AGR3
HOERNSCHEMEYER CRAIG GRAD
HOERR DAVID M ENG1
HOESS THOMAS M LAS1
HOESTEREY BARBARA L LAS4
HOEVET GLENN A AGR3
HOFELDT WILLIAM A FAA3
HOFER CHARLES F BUS3
HOFFBERG RONNA JEAN LAS3
HOFFENBERG STEVEN M LAS3
HOFFER CHARLES H VM 2
HOFFING ANN J LAS3
HOFFMAN ALAN DALE BMS1
HOFFMAN ALANA S LAS4
HOFFMAN ALLEN E FAA4
HOFFMAN BRUCE WILSON GRAD
HOFFMAN CHARLES W LAW2
HOFFMAN DANIEL R LAS3
HOFFMAN DANIEL R ENG1
HOFFMAN DAVID B ENG1
HOFFMAN DAVID F FAA2
HOFFMAN DEBPA FRAN LAS2
HOFFMAN DENNIS GRAD
HOFFMAN DOUGLAS H FAA2
HOFFMAN GERALD H GRAD
HOFFMAN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
HOFFMAN JOHN F ENG4
HOFFMAN JOHN M ENG2
HOFFMAN KAREN L LAS1
HOFFMAN MARCI A A LAS1
HOFFMAN MARK L BUS3
HOFFMAN MARK W BUS3
HOFFMAN MARTHA F FAA1
HOFFMAN MELVIN H LAW3
HOFFMAN MICHAEL P GRAD
HOFFMAN PHILIP M FAA1
HOFFMAN RITCHIE L AGR3
HOFFMAN ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
HOFFMAN ROBERT S GRAD
HOFFMAN ROBIN D AGR3
HOFFMAN STEVEN C LAS3
HOFFMAN THOMAS E BUS1
HOFFMAN WILLIAM A LAS2
HOFFMANN JEWEL A PE 2
HOFFMANN ROGER OSCAR GRAD
HOFFMANN WALTER E VM 2
HOFFNER STEVEN LAS2
HOFMAIER JAMES ALLEN GRAD
HOFMAIER SANDRA A LAS3
HOFMAIER THOMAS G FAA4
HOFMAN DEBBIE J ED 3
HOFMAN SUZANNE W PE 4
HOFMANN BRUCE ROBERT AGR4
HOFMANN JOYCE ELLEN GRAD
HOFMANN MARCIA C LAS1
HOFMANN MATTHEW J ENG2
HOFMANN ROBERT C LAW2
HOFMANN ROBERT T LAS4
HOFMANN SUSAN C ED 2
HOFSTRAND RICHARD K GRAD
HOFTIEZER MICHAEL D LAS1
HOGAN ARLENE FRANCES GRAD
HOGAN BRIAN L COM3
HOGAN COLLEEN A AGR2
HOGAN JAMES P BUS1
HOGAN JOHN M ENG3
HOGAN JOSEPH W GRAD
HOGAN MARK T BUS4
HOGAN RUSSELL M LAS1
HOGAN SHARON K ED 2
HOGAN STEPHEN M FAA4
HOGAN STEVEN E BUS3
HOGAN WILLIAM ROBERT LAS3
804 W OREGON U
1101 W PENN U
URH LAR 172 U
606 DOGWOOD C
309 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 3RD C
808 BELLE PARK C
509 E CLARK 31 C
2020 N MATTIS 104 C
FISHER ILL
309 E JOHN 4 C
URH SCOTT 154 C
312 E WHITE 3 C
312 E WHITE C
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
URH TRELEASE 410 U
507 W COLUMBIA C
507 W COLUMBIA 2 C
BADEN AUST
URH SAUNDERS 417 U
URH TAFT 419 C




URH OGLESBY 716 U
904 W GREEN U
URH FVANS 437 U
URH WESTON 370 C
703 W OREGON U
58 E GREGORY C
309 N BUSEY U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
2006 VAWTER 11 U
910 S 3RD C
1305 SILVER 5 U
1104 W NEVADA U
201 S BUSEY U
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH ALLEN 270 U
1408 W BRADLEY C
404 S 6TH C
URH OGLESBY 504 U
SOUTHFIELD MI
URH WESTON 211 C
604 E ARMORY 123 C
910 W CALIFORN 11 U
5 TUDOR CT C
309 N FAIR C
911 S 4TH C
2018 FLETCHER 8 U
URH CLARK 432 C
URH TRELEASE 1211 U
108 E HEALEY C
313 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 206 C
1701 VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS 165 U
409 E CHALMRS C
809 W PENN U
908 S 1ST C
301 W PARK U
URH BABCOCK 126 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH BARTON 13 C
911 S 4TH C
8 SUTTON PL U
1727 CRESCENT C
501 GLENN U
501 E DANIEL C
603 W NEVADA U
LAKE BLUFF ILL
202 E JOHN C
907 W STOUGHTON U
307 E HEALEY 216 C
806 KERR 102 U
611 W HEALEY 4 C
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 359 C
602 E STOUGHTON C
URH SCOTT 159 C
URH LAR 239 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH OGLESBY 1207 U
503 E STOUGHTON C
804 W OREGON U
5 SAFFER CT U
URH SNYDER 493 C
URH BABCOCK 224 U
MCNTICELLO ILL
604 E ARMORY 225 C
512 S RIDGEWAY C
1102 S LINCOLN U
80 E EUREKA C
315 S VANDOREN C


























































521 W ALLEN ST
118 N MAIN






531 PARK AV W
4 GREEN ST 2B
316 WATER ST
4 E RAYMOND
312 E WHITE 3




1016 11TH ST NW
9851 S HOMAN AV
825 BONNIE BRAE DR
BOX 171 RR 4






























6436 N ALBANY AV










1000 E FORREST HL
974 SARATOGA DR


















5213 N MERRIMAC AV













































































































HOGANSON GEORGE E LAS3
HOGE DANIEL J ENG1
HOGGE AMY J LAS1
HOGSETTE SAMUEL J BUS1
HOH RONALD ALFRED GRAD
HOHENSEE PAMELA S LAS1
HOHLMAN ROBERT J LAS3
HOHMANN JOHN M ENG1
HOHN CHRISTOPHER C FAA3
HOHULIN KEITH R GRAO
HOHULIN TIM A BUS1
HOIT BRIAN D LAS1
HOKE DALE W LAS4
HOKE DONNA LESLIE GRAD
HOLADAY BRUCE L LAS2
HOLAWAY STUART LYNN LAS1
HOLCOMB MARC G LASl
HOLCOMB MARILYNN E LAS3
HOLCOMB SUSAN R LAS4
HOLCOMBE DONALD FAA2
HOLCZER RUDOLF ENG3
HOLDCROFT PHILLIP W ENG1
HOLDEN CAROL OIANE GRAD
HOLDEN CAROL JEAN LASl
HOLDEN CHRISTINE B LAS2
HOLDEN CYNTHIA ANN FAA1
HOLDEN ERIC A LASl
HOLDEN JOHN W ENG4
HOLDEN STEVEN R ENG1
HOLDER LINDA L FAA4
HOLDING BRIAN R COM3
HOLDRIDGE WILLIAM E GRAD
HOLECEK BRUCE ROBERT GRAD
HOLECEK MARK S ENG1
HOLEMAN BRIAN D ENG1
HOLEMAN TIMOTHY A LAS4
HOLESTINE MARKE H GRAD
HOLEY JOHN E FAA2
HOLIC DOROTHY E LASl
HOLIDAY HOWARD R PE 4
HOLLAAR AUOREY MACK LAS9
*HOLLAAR LEE ALLEN GRAD
HOLLAHAN THOMAS J LAS2
HOLLAND BEVERLY J AGR3
HOLLAND CARL WILLIAM GRAO
HOLLAND CYD E FAA1
HOLLAND EDWARD J LASl
HOLLAND MARILYN H GRAD
HOLLAND TOMMY LEE GRAD
HOLLANDER ALAN R LASl
HOLLANDER JON W ENG4
HOLLANDER SHARON H ED 2
HOLLAS DANIEL R GRAD
HOLLATZ LAWRENCE C GRAD
HOLLENBACH JEFFREY C LAS2
HOLLENBACH MARK H LASl
HOLLENBECK ALAN J ENG2
HOLLEY JEAN L LAS2
HOLLEY MARK MURRAY FAA1
HOLLEYMAN KIRK B LAS3




HOLLIS PAMELA S LASl
HOLLOMAN LILLIAN GRAD
HOLLONBECK DARRELL A LAS2
HOLLONBECK STEPHEN E ENG4
HOLLOWAY ALAN D LASl
HOLLOWAY FRED DAWSON PE 4
HOLLOWAY GAIL PE 1
HOLLOWAY SHERYLL V GRAD
HOLLY BEATRICE D LAS6
HOLM DALE ANDREW GRAO
HOLM DAVID B III LASl
HOLM JOHN R ENG1
HOLM LINDA M LAS3
HOLM MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
HOLMAN ANITA L LAS3
HOLMAN HEATHER J FAA2
HOLMAN LARRY LAS3
HOLMAN ROBERT J LASl
HOLMAN TERESA DOLVEN LAS2
HOLMAN THERESA A LAS4
HOLMAN WILLIAM K LAW2
HOLMBERG KRISTIN J PE 3
HOLMBERG STEVEN A BUS1
HOLMBLAD NOPBERT M LAS2
HOLMEN PHYLLIS J LAW2
HOLMEN RALPH W ENG3
HOLMES BRENT D LAS2
HOLMES DONNA M FAA1
HOLMES JEFFREY G LAS4
HOLMES LAUREL A LAS2
HOLMES MELANIE G LAS3
HOLMES ROBYN B FAA2
HOLMES ROGER W BUS4
708 W HIGH U
604 E ARMORY 2106 C
URH LAR 417 U
URH OGLESBY 925 U
733 S MATTIS C
URH SAUNDERS 4 U
URH FORBES 467 C
202 E DANIEL C
2206 BOUDREAU CR U
420 FAIRLAWN U
305 E JOHN C
404 E STOUGHTON 7 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SHERMAN 310 C
308 E COLORADO U
104 W OREGON U
URH OGLESBY 1103 U
604 S 1ST C
206 WASHINGTON U
2303 LATERN HILL U




1002 W SPNGFLD 4 U
2015 CURETON U
409 E CHALMRS C
911 S 4TH C
911 S 4TH C
1006 W SPNGFLD U
1111 S 1ST C
504 E CLARK 36 C
1406 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH FORBES 486 C
312 E ARMORY C
2012 B ORCH ST U
512 E CLARK 36 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 516 U
713 W CHURCH C
725 S MATTIS C
725 S MATTIS C
604 E ARMORY 2115 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1512 W GREEN C
1215 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 424 C
2502 S PROSPECT C
1600 W BRADLEY 86 C
URH ALLEN 456 U
606 W HIGH U
URH TRELEASE 1125 U
404 E WHITE 4 C
2009 COUNTRY SQI U
810 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 295 C
URH SNYDER 177 C
URH ALLEN 111 U
URH OLGESBY 1112 U
102 E CHALMERS C
206 S GREGORY U
2074 C ORCH ST U
URH GARNER 461 C
STA A BOX 2269 C
904 W GREEN U
URH SHERMAN 501 C
910 S 3RD C
911 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 214 C
2801 E ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 174 U
2801 E ILLINOIS U
307 S PRAIRIE C
2020 N MATTIS 202 C
URH OGLESBY 228 U
URH TOWNSEND 583 U
NORTHBROOK ILL
2708 WILLOWPARK C
URH TRELEASE 429 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
404 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 428 C
705 VENTURA RD C
URH EVANS 322 U
502 N MCKINLEY C
1110 W NEVADA U
211 E ARMORY C
403 N DRAPER C
808 S LINCOLN 10 U
808 S LINCOLN 10 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 239 U
601 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 228 U
806 W OREGON U
1207 W NEVADA U
































































3340 S 6TH ST
2206 BOUDREAU CP
420 FAIRLAWN










































305 E EZZELL ST
18130 W MIDLAND PL
1112 OLD POST RD











846 N EAGLE ST





















6250 W HOLBROOK ST
6250 W HOLBROOK ST









































































































HOLMES TED W BUS'*
HOLMGREN JOHN D ENG3
HOLMQUIST GARY R GRAD
HOLMSTROM CYNTHIA R AGR1
HOLMSTROM JOHN T LAW2
HOLMSTROM JUNE L LAS3
HOLMSTROM ROGER K AGR4
HOLODNICKI JOHN B LAS2
HOLODNICKI STEVEN M COM4
HOLOSKA ANTHONY H ENG4
HOLOUBEK CARL M BUS3
HOLSHOUSER ERIC J LAS2
*HOLSHOUSER MARION S GRAD
HOLST JEFFREY ALAN GRAD
HOLST RICHARD C LAW1
HOLSTINE JAMES R AGR4
*HOLT ALAIN GUSTAV GRAD
HOLT DEBRA ANNE LAS2
HOLT GARY A AGR3
HOLT JEAN A LAS4
HOLT JON P LAS2
HOLT KAREN E LAS1
*HOLT ROBERT WALLACE GRAD
HOLT WILLIAM M ENG3
HOLTZBLATT JANET LAS1
HOLTZBLATT KAREN A LAS4
HOLTZBLATT MARK A LAS1
HOLTZCLAW SARA J LAS1
HOLTZMAN DEBORAH SUE AGR2
HOLTZMAN RICHARD M LAS3
HOLUB BARBARA C LAS4
HOLUB GEORGE LEE GRAD
HOLUM IVAN W LAS4
HOLWAY ROBERT GRAD
HOLY JANE B LAS3
*HOLY JOHN ALLEN GRAD
HOLZ JOHN B ENG1
*HOLZ PAUL D ENG4
HOLZBACH JOHN C ENG2
HOLZE DEBORAH J PE 2
HOLZE GORDON HENRY GRAD
HOLZER VERENA S GRAD
HOLZGRAEFE DAVID P AGR3
HOLZHAUER DIANE SUE GRAD
HOLZMACHER DIANA M LAS3
HOLZMAN MARK I BUS1
HOLZMAN NANCY B LAS1
HOLZMAN NANCY S LAS4




HOMAN CYNTHIA A LASl
HOMAN GARY P LAS4
HOMAN PETER ROBERT GRAD
HOMER BRUCE L LAS3
*HOMER HELENE DOSICK LAS4
HOMER JFFFRFY 6 LAS4
HOMERIN CYNTHIA A LASl
HOMICZ DIANE MARIE GRAD
HOMMOWUN WILLIAM A LASl
HONDA EUGENE T ENG1




HONN DARRELL J AGR3
HONN STANLEY L FAA4
HONNOLD DOUGLAS L LASl
HONNOLD KEITH LEPOY AGR2
HONQUEST TIMOTHY J FAA4
HONTOIR YVES RAYMOND GRAD
HOOD EUGENE MICHAEL GRAD
HOOD JAMES L ENG4
HOOD JOHN WILLIAM LAS3
HOODWIN JUDY S LAS4
HOOGHEEM THOMAS J ENG4
HOOGHEEM TIMOTHY D BUS1
HOOKER ELLEN Z GRAD
HOOKFP JOSEPH E LAS4
HOOKER SUSAN BUS1
HOOKS WILMA D AGR1
HOOLKO ROBERT LUIS GRAD
HOOPER CHARLES E GRAD
HOOPER TEBOPAH A LASl
HOOSAIN RUMJAHN GRAD
HCOSLINE BARBARA K LASl
HOOVER ARLENE S BUS2
HOOVER CAROLYN JEAN GRAD
HOOVER DANIEL L BUS4
HOOVER KEITH EUGENE GRAD
HOOVER KEITH M ENG4
HOOVFP MICHELLE LAS2
HOOVER FONALD C GRAD
HOPFENSPERGER S A BUS1
HOPKIN DOROTHY J B GRAD
HOPKINS ALLAN R ENG4
107 E JOHN C
503 E STOUGHTON 11 C
57 E HEALEY 106 C
805 W OHIO U
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
309 E CLARK C
800 S MATTIS 18 C
501 E DANIEL C
501 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 127 U
URH TOWNSEND 207 U
2030 BURLISON U
2030 BURLISON U
URH DANIELS 404 U
URH DANIELS 724 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
1203 E FLORIDA 23 U
URH TRELEASE 1029 U
58 E GREGORY C
309 E HEALEY 6 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 215 U
604 N MAPLE 16 U
URH BLAISDELL 204 U
URH TRELEASE 508 U
1952 D ORCH ST U
URH BARTON 218 C
URH TRELEASE 625 U
607 1/2 ELM U
CHICAGO ILL
501 E SPNGFLD 11 C
311 E WHITE 35 C
VILLA PARK ILL
2204 GRIFFITH C
URH WARDALL 811 U
809 W ILLINOIS 5 U
312 E ARMORY C
40 GURTH U
URH TOWNSEND 305 U
URH LAR 271 U
URH DANIELS 526 U
407 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
809 W PENN U
1812 ANDERSON U
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 931 U
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 400 C
404 W ILLINOIS U
URH NOBLE 215 C
URH DANIELS 124 U
URH ALLEN 168 U
URH FORBES 123 C
1211 W CHURCH C
910 S 3RD C
904 N BROADWAY U
904 N BROADWAY 103 U
URH TRELEASE 122 U
211 N COLER U
URH OGLESBY 811 U
112 E DANIEL C
311 S PRAIRIE C
2105 HAZWD DR 103 U
URH OGLESBY 927 U
BROOKLYN N Y
1301 S BUSEY U
813 N WILLIS C
URH ALLEN 38 U
809 W PENN U
URH CARR 309 U
1107 W GREEN 623 U
205 W EUREKA C
606 W HIGH U
211 W GREEN U
1001 S OAK C
312 E ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C
4 ILLINI CIRCLE U
406 E GREEN 301 C
URH TRELEASE 716 U
URF BUSEY 257 U
713 DOVER PL C
RANTOUL ILL
URH CLARK 210 C
URH SHERMAN 458 C
URH EVANS 223 U
910 S 3RD C
1405 KINCH U
310 N BUSEY 5 U
URH DANIELS 334 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 309 U
1405 KINCH U
URH LUNDGREN 425 C
906 E HARDING U



































































2020 N MATTIS 103








768E HIGH PT TERR
1344 CAMBRIDGE SE
RR 3 BOX 286
1203 E FLORIDA 23





604 N MAPLE 16
824 SANTA MARIA DR
1822 BERKELEY RD
1952 D ORCH ST
2939 COVERT RD
7140 S HAMPTON PD
519 CORNELL
3740 N LAKE SHORE
1325 S 57TH AV
3121 S WISCONSIN
254 N MICHIGAN AV
302 E 4TH ST
1011 HULL AV
809 W ILLINOIS 5
121 S JOLIET ST
1019 E LAKE SHORE
353 JEFFREY LN
97 N STATE ST
97 N STATE ST
407 1/2 W SPNGFLD
MELVIEW RD RR 4
ROUTE 2 BOX 102
550 S ARDMORE AV
622 LEAMINGTON
2136 HAGEN LN














1455 W BALMORAL AV
311 S PRAIRIE
2105 HAZWD OR 103
110 EMILY ST





















8212 N OSCEOLA AV
9415 N TERMINAL PK
1405 KINCH
RR 1 BOX 98 W 33RD
917 W 3RD PL
409 W ILLINOIS AV
7430 EBERHART
1600 W 29TH N
605 CARTER ST
906 E HARDING

































































































































































HORNING PAUL W II








































BUS1 713 W OHIO U 344-6077
GRAO 906 1/2 W NEVADA 2 U 344-4813
GRAD 418 FAIRLAWN U 328-3620
ED 3 2012 GREENDALE C 359-3466
ENG4 604 E ARMORY 1306 C 384-5213
LAS1 URH EVANS 305 U 332-2732
GRAD COLUMBUS OHIO
AGR1 URH LAR 483 U 332-3061
BUS3 404 E WHITE C 359-7563
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 242 C 332-1217
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS 912 C
GRAD 906 1/2 NEVADA 2 U 344-4813
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 828 U
GRAD 107 W MUMFORD U 328-3791
FAA3 910 S 3RD 1201 C 337-5320
GRAD 312 COLER U 367-8850
ENG3 805 OREGON U
BUS2 MONTICELLO ILL
ENG4 201 W WASHINGTON 9 U
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1120 U
ENG1 URH LUNDGREN 325 C 332-4195
GRAD 2406 S VINE U
LAS4 802 W GREEN 104 U 328-1802
LAS4 55 E HEALEY C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 947 C 332-4942
AGR1 412 E GREEN 14 C
LAW2 107 E CHALMERS 12 C 344-2239
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 405 U
FAA3 58 E ARMORY 15 C 359-1239
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
LAS2 URH ALLEN 209 U 332-3132
LAS2 306 E DANIEL C 344-6264
BUS3 609 W MAIN 5 U
ENG4 1404 GRAND VIEW E C 359-2013
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 506 U
ENG3 909 S 3RD C
GRAD 306 W MICHIGAN U 367-4847
ED 1 UPH BABCOCK 306 U 332-3783
COM4 401 E CHALMERS C 367-9518
BUS3 302 E JOHN 1213 C
BUS3 410 E JOHN C 346-2330
BUS3 802 W OREGON U
LAS2 802 W OREGON U
LAS4 809 W NEVADA U
ED 1 URH ALLEN 338 U 332-3206
ENG3 310 E JOHN C 344-0808
LAS4 301 COUNTRY FR C
LAW2 807 W INDIANA U
GRAD PARIS ILL
LAS4 1009 S 2ND C 367-4607
LAS3 811 W HILL C
GRAO RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 481 U 332-3410
GRAD OANVILLE ILL
VM 3 2 PLYMOUTH RD U 344-8856
GRAD WATSEKA ILL
BUS1 604 E ARMORY 1219 C
LAS4 1105 W MAIN U
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 431 U
AGR4 1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-3414
AGR3 URH LAR 216 U 332-2851
GRAD 905 S MATTIS C 359-7773
PE 1 DARIEN ILL
FAA3 2111 HAZWD DR 304 U 344-2035
GRAD 1121 WESTFIELD C 359-5817
GRAD 905 S MATTIS 6 C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 508 U 332-4388
GRAD 114 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-6368
LAS4 107 E STOUGHTON C 356-4878
ENG4 1212 W CLARK U 344-1156
LAS1 409 E CHALMRS C 384-5501
LAS2 903 S 4TH 3 C 344-1848
BUS4 605 S 5TH 2 C 359-0201
ENG1 302 E GREGORY C
GRAD 205 E HEALEY C 359-6680
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 21 C 332-0464
ENG4 URH FORBES 310 C 332-1020
GRAD HOOPESTON ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 411 C 332-1333
LAS2 URH WARDALL 909 U 333-4560
LAS2 URH CARR 110 U 332-3862
LAS3 405 E JOHN 15 C 344-0556
BUS1 10C9 W PENN U
GRAD URH DANIELS 626 U
LAS3 304 W EUREKA C
LAS2 URH WARDALL 605 U 332-4424
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
BUS1 URH SCOTT 238 C 332-1456
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 303 C 332-0516
LAS3 MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 AURORA ILL
GRAO 36 E CHALMERS C 359-8178
FAA4 809 W CALIFORNIA U 367-7332
LAS4 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
BUS4 1101 W PENN U 344-9735
PE 1 URH SNYDER 273 C 332-2471
2115 TEPEE




























101 S WESTDALE AV
6530 N KENNETH AV
2848 COYLE
9246 FORESTVIEW RD
1643 S 60TH CT
306 FARRAGUT ST
10607 S CAMPBELL







12239 S 76TH AV
1107 S MOZART
542 SENECA DR
301 CNTRY FR 55
401 E HESS
11 WOODMERE DR













905 S MATTIS 6
138 HOLLY AV
2111 HAZWD DR 304
1121 WESTFIELD






8426 N KIMBALL AV
3023 GREENWOOD
6108 W GIDDINGS ST
























































































































HOUGHLUND SANDRA J GRAD
HOUGHTEN GREGORY E LAS1
HOUGHTLIN JOHN J FAA2
HOUGHTON FLORENCE M GRAD
HOUGHTON JOHN M GRAD
HOUGHTON LINDA ANN GRAD
HOUGLAND HAROLD M JR BUS4
HOUKOM JOHN A ENG4
HOUKOM NANCY B LAS1
HOULDSWORTH PATRICIA LAS4
HOULIHAN EDWARD M FAA4
HOULT HOWARD K BUS1
HOURIHAN JEREMIAH K GRAD
HOUSE DEBORAH M COM3
HOUSE GARY R LAS2
HOUSE JUSTIN F PE 1
HOUSE WINIFRED L AGR4
HOUSER JOHN R AGR3
HOUSER MARK E LAS2
HOUSER PHILIP L ENG2
HOUSTON DENNIS M LAS3
HOUSTON GREGORY K LAS3
HOUSTON JERRY L LAS2
HOUSTON JOHN R JR GRAD
HOUSTON MARK S LAS1
HOUSTON ROGER L FAA4
HOVAR FRANK E JR PE 2
HOVDE CAROLYN J LAS2
HOVEY MICHAEL C LAS3
HOVEY ROBIN B AGR3
HOWALD MARLIN R AGRA
HOWANIEC LINDA M PE 1
HOWARD AMONNIA L LAS2
HOWARO CAROL M LAS2
HOWARD CRAIG P LAS4
HOWARD DONOVAN L FAA1
HOWARD JAMES S LAW2
HOWARD JEANNE A LAS4
HOWARD JOHN W LAW2
HOWARD KIM E ED 3
HOWARD LEO J JR LAW1
HOWARD LINDA A LAS1
HOWARD LYNN K LAS1
HOWARD MARILYN S COM3
HOWARD NEIL MOOERS GRAD
HOWARD REBECCA W GRAD
HOWARD THOMAS M LAS2
HOWARD THOMAS ROBERT GRAD
HOWARD THOMAS WESTON GRAD
HOWARD URSULA E S GRAD
HOWARD WETZEL BILL LAS4
HOWARTH STACEY J PE 3
HOWAT CLAUDE RICHARD GRAD
HOWAT JOHN DONALD GRAD
HOWDYSHELL PAUL A GRAD
HOWE CHRISTINE Z PE 4
HOWE JAMES R BUS4
HOWE KEVIN J LAS3
HOWE MARIAN JACKSON GRAD
HOWELL BONNIE THORPE PE 4
HOWELL MICHAEL J GRAD
HOWELL SHARON S ED 4
HOWELL WILLIAM C GRAD
HOWELL WILLIAM L JR FAA4
HOWERTON ROGER A GRAD
HOWIE MICHAEL E LAS1
HOWK MAX E ENG3
HOWLAND TIMOTHY P AGR1
HOWLEIT CHARLES L Fi AA4
HOWREY GARY LOREN GRAD
HOWSER RICHARD G LAS4
HOY FRANCIS J FAA1
HOY MICHAEL LEE GRAD
HOYER-BOOTH GEORGE GRAO
HOYLMAN WENDY N AGR2
HOYNE CAROLYN M LAS3
HOYT JAMES BARKLEY BUS1
HOYT LAUREL M FAA2
HRABOWSKI FREEMAN A GRAD
HRABOWSKI JACQUELINE GRAD
HRIBAL JAMES FRED GRAD
HRIC MICHAEL LAW1
HROBOWSKI RALPH LAS2
HRONEK JOHN W ENG2
HROUDA CLEMENS G GRAD
HRYNCEWICZ RICHARD J AGR4




HSIEH SHIAO-LING LEE GRAD
HSIUNG CHRISTOPHER C GRAD
HSIUNG HANSEN M GRAD
HSIUNG LING-ANN WEI GRAD
HSU CHENG-KUANG GRAD
HSU CHI-MING LEE GRAD
HSU ERR-LIEH GRAD
1609 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH FORBES 354 C
URH WESTON 259 C
707 S 6TH C
2105 HAZWD DR 202 U
56 E DANIEL 3 C
501 E DANIEL C
1934 A ORCH ST U
URH BABCOCK 13 U
PARK RIDGE ILL
1609 VALLEY RD 3 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH DANIELS 726 U
611 E DANIEL C
911 S 4TH C
URH GREGORY C
302 E ARMORY C
FARMER CITY ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
312 E ARMORY C
WOOD RIVER ILL
306 ARMORY C
URH FORBES 467 C
2020 N MATTIS 201 C
URH TAFT 104 C
1113 ARBOR 1 C
609 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 325 C
1212 W CLARK U
URH WARDALL 706 U
RR 2 U
URH TRELEASE 1018 U
URH VANDOREN 225 C
URH ALLEN 349 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH TAFT 411 C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
1805 PLEASANT CR U
308 E MICHIGAN 9 U
508 E ARMORY C
503 WHITE 10 C
URH WARDALL 523 U
URH BARTON 303 U
URH GARNER 356 C
1201 E FLORIDA 31 U
808 W ILLINOIS 8 U
910 S 3RD C
RANTOUL ILL
1010 W GREEN U
RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
1102 S LINCOLN U
406 E GREEN U
406 E GREEN 102 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
312 E WHITE 4 C
312 E WHITE 4 C
1012 W SPNGFLD 8 U
1401 HOLIDAY PARK C
406 OREGON U
2021 D ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1118 U
406 W OREGON U
906 1/2 S VINE U
501 S MITCHEL CT C
604 E ARMORY 2136 C
502 E UNIVERSITY C
URH WESTON 456 C
2109 HAZWD CT U
1306 MUMFORD U
307 E HEALEY 9 C
URH FORBES 423 C
25 SYCAMORE C
904 S LOCUST C
URH BUSEY 203 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
1600 W BRADLEY 30 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH BABCOCK 129 U
URH BABCOCK 129 U
1720 CORONADO C
311 E WHITE 37 C
URH HOPKINS 252 C
BERWYN ILL
308 GREEN U
205 E STOUGHTON C
1111 W MAIN U
11 SUTTON PL U
1107 W GREEN 530 U
1115 W GREEN 217 U
411 W SPNGFLD U
1107 W GREEN 631 U
1107 W GREEN 631 U
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
18 HERITAGE C






































































1609 VALLEY RD 3
624 E MADISON
SR FINBARRS TCE









2020 N MATTIS 201
407 GEORGE ST
840 E SUMMER ST
201 RALSTON RD






3044 W WARREN BLVD
926 N DRYDEN AV
13034 S ELLIS AV
6304 N MT HAMLET
BOX 247







808 W ILLINOIS 8









312 E WHITE 4








501 S MITCHEL CT
103 MAUCK LN










18 N VILLA GROVE
37 CIRCLE DR
48 S 17TH CT
48 S 17TH CT
1720 CORONADO
1707 171ST ST
47 S 20TH AV
1535 HIGHLAND AV





1115 W GREEN 217





9 LN 57 LIN-NEE ST



































































































HSU JULIA KAO GRAD
HSU LUNG WEN GRAD
HSU SUNG-FOU BRIAN GRAD
*HSU WU-HSIUNG ERNEST GRAD
HSU YU-YI GRAD
HU CHING-PIAO GRAD
*HUANG CAROL HSIUNG GRAD
HUANG CHI-YING GRAD
HUANG CHIN-CHIAO C GRAD
HUANG DER-SHING GRAD
HUANG HUI-MING GRAD
HUANG JIUNN WONG GRAD
HUANG KAREN LAS2
HUANG TERENCE MARK FAA2
*HUANG YIH-TZONG W GRAD
HUANG YONG CHING GRAD
HUARD JEFFREY LAS1
HUBBARD KATHLEEN G PE 4
HUBBARD KEVIN L FNG4
HUBBARD MARGARET D GRAD
HUBBARD PAUL E ENG1
HUBBARD SUSAN G BUS1
HUBBARD WENOY JO LAS3
HUBBELL PHYLLIS L LAW1
HUBBLE HOWELL K BUS3
HUBBLE STEVEN GEORGE GRAD
HUBEL ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
HUBEP ANNA C LAS2
HUBER BRUCE A ENG4
HUBEP CHARLES F LAS1
HUBER GAIL M LAS2
HUBER MARK J LAS1
HUBER MARK S BUS1
HUBER PAUL J LAS3
HUBEP THOMAS P LAS2
HUBERT BLAKE L BUS1
HUBERTS GARLAN JAY GRAD
HUBLEP LARRY J ENG3
HUBLY EDWARD C AGR4
HUCK KATHLEEN M LAS1
HUCKO JOSEPHINE T LAS4
HUDDLESTON RODNEY K LAS3
HUDDLESTON SUSAN J LAS2
HUDDLESTONE JAMES W BUS3
HUDEK CAROL A BUS3
HUDETZ MARY M FAA3
HUDGENS JEFFREY W GRAD
HUDGINS SANDRA J LAS3
HUDSON ALISA ANN LAS2
HUDSON ANGELINE D PE 4
HUDSON AVA N LAS1
HUDSON CAROLINE PE 4
HUDSON CHARLES D ENG1
HUDSON CHRIS A FAA3
HUDSON CRAIG JEFFERY GRAD
HUDSON JAMES E LAS4
HUDSON JANETTE CATON GRAD
HUDSON LYNNE LAURIE PE 2
HUDSON MARK E VM 2
HUDSON MICHAEL BUS1
HUDSON THOMAS E AGR1
HUDSON VALOPIE A PE 3
HUDSON WANDA G LAS3
HUDSON WILLIAM J VM 1
HUDZIK ALBERT G BUS4
HUDZIK RICHARD F BUS3
HUEBNER DANIEL R FAA2
HUEBNER DENNIS L LAS4
HUEBNER SPENCER A LAS1
HUELSKOETTEP JAMES E ENG1
HUENEMANN KAREN E LAS4
HUENSCH PAUL R III BUS4
HUETING GAIL PENNY GRAD
HUETT DIANA SUSAN ED 2
HUEY ROBERT A BUS2
HUFF BRENDA COPNWELL LAS3
HUFF OEENA J LAS1
HUFF JAMES C AGR4
HUFF MARTHA E LAS4
HUFF RAYMOND L LAW3
HUFFER GREGORY J COM4
HUFFINGTON GARY E AGR3
HUFFMAN DALE L ENG1
HUFFMAN DONALD D LAS4
HUFFMAN GLENDA KAY ED 4
HUFFMAN KRISTA L LAS1
HUFFMAN LARRY DUANE GRAD
HUFFMAN LEO CARL GRAD
HUFFMAN RAMONA L ED 1
HUFFMAN SHERRYL S ED 4
HUFFORD CRAIG A PE 2
HUFFORD JEFFERY M COM3
HUFFORD MARY K LAS1
HUFMEYER JULIUS T LAS1
HUFTON JAMES D ENG1
HUGGES IVY A LAS2
HUGGINS MICHAEL J GRAD
311 W SPNGFLD U
2069 C HAZWD CT U
URH DANIELS 334 U
311 W SPNGFLD U
502 E SPNGFLD C
201 N LINCOLN 1 U
1107 W GREEN 531 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 260 U
1970 D ORCH ST U
1102 W SPNGFLD U
1970 D ORCH ST U
URH EVANS 108 U
URH TOWNSEND 274 U
1107 W GREEN 531 U
300 S GOODWIN 608 U
URH NOBLE 409 C
302 E ARMORY C
515 BASH CT 6 C
515 BASH CT 6 C
URH BARTON 14 C
URH LAR 482 U
202 N WOODS 6 U
URH EVANS 330 U
URH SCOTT 380 C
401 FAIRLAWN U
101 N ELM C
904 S LINCOLN U
909 W ILLINOIS U
907 W CHARLES C
URH VANDOREN 226 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 204 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 23 U
1008 S WESTERN C
501 S ELM C
1414 LINCOLNSHIRE C
110 FLORA C
6 SAFFER CT U
URH BLAISDELL 322 U
URH FORBES 202 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH SCOTT 458 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1004 S 4TH 116 C
2107 HAZWD DR 103 U
URH EVANS 204 U
904 KIRBY C
505 S BUSEY 408 U
URH SCOTT 213 C
505 S BUSEY 408 U
URH SCOTT 182 C
809 W PENN U
2601 ALTON C
26 SALEM RD C
403 W INDIANA U
URH WARDALL 1106 U
305 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 103 U
URH LUNDGREN 3 C
309 E HEALEY 7 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
2 GURTH RR 4 U
804 PARK U
URH SCOTT 473 C
1102 W NEVADA 5 U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH HOPKINS 244 C
URH FORBES 463 C
409 E CHALMRS C
306 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 414 C
URH WARDALL 724 U
URH TAFT 210 C
BOX 2377 C
MAHOMET ILL
214 E GRFGORY 202 C
907 S WRIGHT C
705 W MAIN 9 U
805 W ILLINOIS U
RR 1 C
PCTOMAC ILL
4 ROSEWOOD PL U
POTOMAC ILL
URH WESTON 338 C
23 ROWENA U
HOOPESTON ILL
910 S 3RD 810 C
CATLIN ILL
URH TAFT 308 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 242 U
1307 JOANN LN C
URH OGLESBY 1120 U
210 E STOUGHTON C







































































201 N LINCOLN 1
11 ZEN YI ST
LN 80 CHANG-HSIEN







28-2 S HANGCHOW RD
1805A WILDBERRY DR
1110 S HOMEWOOD AV
515 BASH CT 6




















1006 E 2ND ST





ROUTE 2 BOX 245
2107 HAZWD DR 103
1709 E MILLER
904 KIRBY
7710 S KING DR
3983 LAKE PARK 201
7710 S KING DR















































































































































HUGGINS PATRICIA B GRAD
HUGHES BILL E LAS4
HUGHES CAROL ANN GRAO
HUGHES CAROL J LAS3
HUGHES CHARLES E JR ENG4
HUGHES CRAIG A LAS2
HUGHES DANIEL T BUSl
HUGHES GEORGE W LAS3
HUGHES JAMES B LAS1
HUGHES JOHN ALBERT GRAD
HUGHES JOHN LEO JR LAS3
HUGHES JOSEPH P ENG2
HUGHES JUDITH M LAS3
HUGHES LINDA F ED 3
HUGHES MAPCIA F BUSl
HUGHES MICHAEL J ENG2
HUGHES MICHAEL T ED 4
HUGHES NANCY C LAS3
HUGHES PATRICIA A LAS4
HUGHES ROBERT OWEN GRAD
HUGHES SCOTT E ENG3
HUGHES SYLVIA S ED 3
HUGHES THOMAS C GRAD
HUGHES VICTOR M JR ENG3
HUGHES VICTORIA A LAS1
HUGHES VICTORIA L LAS2
HUGUELET JEFFREY C LAS4
HUHN KAPEN M LAS1
HUI ANDY M GRAD
HUISINGA LAPRY R PE 4
HUIZENGA JOHN R ENG4
HUIZENGA LINDA V LAS4
HUIZINGA JAMES A VM 1
HUJWAN DOROTHY FAA2
HULDER ELIZABETH A AGRA
HULET JEFFERSON R LAS3
HULET PAULA VILLARI LAS4
HULL CAMILLA S LAS4
HULL EMILY J ED 2
HULL JOHN BRADLEY GRAD
HULL JOHN R ENG3
HULL JOHN S BUSl
HULL MICHAEL R ENG1
HULL ROGER DALE AGR9
HULL THOMAS W ENG4
HULS LESLIE R AGR1
HULT FREDERICK E LAS1
HULT RICHARD EMANUEL GRAD
HULT SHARON SMITH GRAD
HULTMAN KENNETH L GRAD
HUMENIK JAMES NOEL GRAD
HUMENIK MARY JANE GRAD
HUMKE ALBERT L ENG4
HUMKE CAROL R AGR1
HUMMEL GLENN P LAS1
HUMMEL JOHN S FAA4
HUMMEL MICHAEL W AGR
1
HUMMEL TERRY LEE GRAD
HUMPHREVILLE ANNE E LAW1
HUMPHREVILLE MARILYN GRAD
HUMPHREVILLE MARK E BUSl
HUMPHREY BEPNICE ED 4
HUMPHREY JANICE R LAS1
HUMPHREY KENNETH E LAS4
HUMPHREY LEANN LAS*
HUMPHREY LYNN K PE 2
HUMPHREY MERRIE L LAS4
HUMPHREY MICHAEL LAS3
HUMPHREYS DUANE ALAN GRAD
HUMPHREYS JANET L ED 2
HUMPHREYS STEVEN L BUS3
HUMPHRIES DENNIS R FAA4
HUND GERALD P ED 4
HUNG YAU YAN GRAD
HUNGER LIANE J LAS4
HUNGERFORD MICHAEL D ENG4
HUNLEY HEATHER V VM 1
HUNNES FILEEN S AGR6
HUNNES ROBERT BURTON GRAO
HUNSICKER JEFFREY C LAS1
HUNSTIGER ALAN R LAS1
HUNT ALAN B ENG1
HUNT CALLYE R LAS1
HUNT CATHY SWENGEL GRAD
HUNT DAVE E PE 3
HUNT HELEN E FAA2
HUNT HENRY EUGENE GRAD
HUNT JEANNE L ED 4
HUNT JOAN L ED 3
HUNT KENNETH F GRAD
HUNT KENNY JOE BUS3
HUNT PAUL G BUSl
HUNT ROSLYN E ED A
HUNT STFPHEK RICHARD GRAD
HUNTER ANTHONY W ENG2
HUNTER CHARLES A FAA1
HUNTER GAY CLAIRE GRAD
315 N ORCH ST 8 U
1009 W MAIN 12 U
1607 N MCKINLEY C
URH TRELEASE 529 U
58 E CHALMERS C
2330 NOEL C
URH BARTON 222 C
URH TOWNSEND 179 U
URH GARNER 486 C
2105 HAZWD OR 102 U
1102 NEVADA U
URH BABCOCK 219 U
207 E JOHN 5 C
502 E WHITE 27 C
URH BUSEY 432 U
308 E ARMORY C
112 ENNIS LN U
405 E JOHN 15 C
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
1322 HONEYSUCKLE C
908 E SUNNYCREST U
405 HESSEL C
405 HESSEL BLVD C
211 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL
611 E DANIEL C
1009 COUNTRY SQI U
URH FLAGG 332 C
URh DANIELS 390 U
URH WESTON 352 C
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U
906 W SPNGFLD 3 U
1825 B ORCH PL U
URH VANDOREN 226 C
1106 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 127 U
906 W SPNGFLD 5 U
810 S 3RD C
508 E ARMORY C
218 BRIAR LN C
URH HOPKINS 368 C
912 S 2ND C
1008 S 4TH C
1600 W BRADLEY 106 C
1110 STOUGHTON U
110 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 388 C
705 W NEVADA 2 U
705 W NEVADA U
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
407 W WHITE C
407 W WHITE C
1207 E FLORIDA 33 U
URH FLAGG 309 C
1003 W WILLIAM C
605 S 5TH C
URH LUNOGREN 104 C
603 W MAIN U
310 E CHALMERS 311 C
107 1/2 E JOHN 303 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1942 ORCH ST U
URH CARR 6 U
GODFREY ILL
207 E JOHN 7 C
1207 W NEVADA U
1005 S 1ST 17 C
URH HOPKINS 463 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 416 U
110 E ARMORY C
VERSAILLES FR
URH BLAISDELL 5 U
510 E CLARK 24 C
701 W GRFEN U
313 E CHALMERS C
715 W MICHIGAN U
404 S NEW C
404 S NEW C
URH TOWNSEND 313 U
402 S 6TH C
URH TOWNSEND 522 U
URH ALLEN 248 U
909 E DELAWARE U
401 E DANIEL C
1204 S LINCOLN U
10C9 W CALIFORNIA U
DANVILLE ILL
1005 S WRIGHT C
1107 W GREEN 328 U
1522 HOLLY HILL C
403 E WHITE 8 C
30 SHEMAUGER U
909 E OELAWARE U
URH SAUNDERS 406 U
URH GARNER 295 C








































































12549 E NAVAJO DR
RR 2
1725 SUNNYSIDE






12549 E NAVAJO DR





4349 W 21ST ST
4349 W 21ST ST




5831 S EDGEWOOD AV






906 W SPNGFLD 5

































RR 1 BOX 322






ROUTE 2 BOX 166
404 S NEW
404 S NEW
915 N SALEM AV






8948 W GRAND AV
1507 WALNUT ST
5629 MURRAY DR









































































































HUNTER JAMES EDWARD GRAD
HUNTER JOY D LAS3
HUNTER KATHERINE J LAS2
HUNTER MARY E LAS1
HUNTER MICHAEL A LAS3
HUNTER TERESA A LAS4
HUNTLEY TERRY A FAA3
HUNTOON ANDREA D GRAD
HUNTOON HARRY K LAW1
HUNZICKER MARY E GRAT
HUNZIKER JEFFERY M BUS1
HUPFER HERBERT P GRAD
HUPPERT JAMES A ENG1
HURD CHRISTINE D ED 1
HURD DANIEL R LAS2
HURD JESSIE L BUS1
HURFORD SUSAN M FAA3
HURFORO TERRY A GRAD
HURLEY BERNARD J LAS3
HURLEY NORA M LAS1
HURLEY RICHARD P LAS4
HURLEY RUSSELL D FAA1
*HURLEY SARAH SHAPIRO GRAD
HURSEY BETTY JEAN GRAD
HURSEY GREGORY FAA2
HURSEY RALPH M LAS3
*HURST JAMES THOMAS GRAD
HURST JIMMY R LAW2
HURST KAREN L LAS3
HURST KATHLEEN D LAS1
HURST SANDRA LEE LAS1
HURT MONICA C LAS1
HURT ROBERT D ENG1
HURTH JOSEPH T LAS3
HURTTE FRANK E LASl
HURVITZ BRUCE L ENG3
HURWITZ GARY STEVEN GRAD
HURWITZ RICHARD D GRAD
HUSARIK STEPHEN GRAD
HUSAYKO JEROME J PE 2
HUSFELDT JERRY J LAS4
HUSON JONATHAN C BUS3
HUSSER DEWAYNE LEROY GRAD
HUSSER EDWARD R LAS3
HUSSEY FRANK S III LAS3
HUSSEY FREDERICK B LAW2
HUSSONG WILLIAM A LAS3
HUSTAD WENDY A FAA1
HUSTER STUART S LAS3
HUSTMYER KURT JOSEPH LASl
HUSTON JAMES LYNN GRAD
HUSTON MILTON LEON BUS2
*HUTANUWATR NARONG GRAD
HUTCHEN GAIL V ED 3
HUTCHEN THERESA J LASl
HUTCHENS JOHN MARTIN BUS4
HUTCHENS JOHN PATE GRAD
HUTCHINS ARTANUE D LAS3
HUTCHINS ROGER W LAS3
HUTCHINSON DANA R LAS2
HUTCHINSON DAVID H AGR1
HUTCHINSON JAMES M BUS2
HUTCHINSON LELAND JR LAW1
HUTCHINSON REESE E LASl
HUTCHINSON ROBERT H AGRA
HUTCHISON JANET A FAA3
HUTCHISON RONALD M GRAD
HUTER JOHN G LAS3
HUTSON KENNEDY K FAA2
HUTTEL RICHARD F LASl
HUTTER LINDA A ED 4
*HUTTER RONALD L FAA3
HUTTES REX A ENG2
HUTTON DONALD W II LAS2
HUTTON JAMES ROBERT GRAD
*HUTTON ROBERT ERIC GRAD
HUYCK REBECCA S ED 3
HWANG CATHERINE FAA1
*HYATT GARY W GRAD
HYATT MICHAEL H LAS4
*HYDE DANIEL CLAIR GRAD
*HYDE ELIZABETH P GRAD
HYDE GARY MAURICE GRAD
HYDZIK PAUL J COM3
HYERDALL MARK A LASl
HYKAN ROBERT A COM3
HYLAND MARY OHARA GRAD
HYLAND STANLEY E GRAD
HYMAN BARBARA F AGR3
HYMAN DAVID B LAS4
HYMAN JAMES C COM4
HYMAN MIRIAM E LAS3
HYMEL MARY P BUS1
HYMEL SHELLEY C LAS3
HYMEN ANDREA G LASl
HYNEK JOEL C COM4
HYNES JEREMIAH A LASl
211 BLISS U
314 S PRAIRIE 102 C
GREGORY HALL 122 U
URH LAR 175 U
1106 S EUCLID C
URH EVANS 140 U
URH EVANS 311 U
1902 E VERMONT U
1902 E VERMONT U
502 W GRIGGS 309 U
URH WESTON 263 C
401 E CHALMERS 421 C
312 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 437 U
URH BLAISDELL 12 U
URH LAR 398 U
URH FLAGG 328 C
1101 1/2 N COLER U
303 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 412 C
2 219 S 1ST 204 C
URH TAFT 204 C
1207 W SPNGFLD U
1408 W HILL U
1406 N ROMINE U
505 E CLARK 35 C
3610 E UNIVERSITY U
2301 S 1ST 101 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FLAGG 331 C
55 E HEALEY C
URH WARDALL 518 U
808 MCHENRY U
401 E CHALMERS 403 C
TAYLORVILLE ILL
503 W GREEN C
509 E CLARK C
503 W GREEN 2 U
808 S 1ST C
1105 S 4TH C
307 E HEALEY C
810 BURKWOOD U
305 COUNTRY FR 80 C
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
URH TOWNSEND 208 U
507 E CLARK 23 C
811 S PINE C
URH CLARK 207 C
706 S WALNUT U
URH FAR 624 U
406 E GREEN ST 202 C
AN SCI LAB 219 U
107 E HEALEY C
1005 W GREGORY U
313 E ARMORY C
110L W HILL U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 468 C
URH CARR 214 U
809 W PENN U
404 E STOUGHTON 2 C
404 E STOUGHTON 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 121 U
1001 S WRIGHT 4 C
810 S 3RD 4 C
1713 CORONADO C
1005 S 2ND C
MONTICELLO ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
CHICAGO ILL
101 N BUSEY 7 U
1010 S 2ND C
110 E ARMORY C
302 E PARK 301 C
1110 SCOVILL U
URH VANDOREN 320 C
URH VAN DOREN 305 C
PR 2 C
906 S OAK C
509 N WILLIS C
908 W CALIFORNIA U
1103 S HOLLYCREST C
URH TAFT 404 C
URH BARTON 324 C
211 E JOHN 4 C
312 W SPNGFLD U
312 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH TRELEASE 110 U
1109 W STOUGHTON U
1006 S 3RD 1 C
409 E CHALMERS 608 C
URH WARDALL 226 U
213 W ILLINOIS U
910 S 3RD C
1212 W UNIVERSITY U



























































































2301 S 1ST 101







1212 N LAKE SHORE
7641N SANTA MONICA
503 W GREEN 2
10538 S SAWYER
9210 S WOODLAWN AV
16424 S 66TH CT
1651 SILVER PINE














558A N 24TH ST
RR 1 BOX 81
7206 W 114TH ST
912 S STATE
292 E CHURCH ST
292 E CHURCH ST
9746 S FOREST
912 S STATE ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 496
1713 CORONADO
214 HICKORY LN
1010 N STATE ST
9002 POPLAR




302 E PARK 301
BOX 382







5732 N MARMORA AV
4918 PERSHING RD
7502 W DAVIS ST
312 W SPNGFLD 1











































































































HYNES JO L PE 3
HYNES PAUL R ENG2
HYNES RICHARD S LAS1
HYSELL PATRICK A COM3
HYSLOP GARY D LAS1
HYTOFF LISA D ED 1
HYZER PETER C GRAD
IACOVETTI BARBARA A PE 3
IANNI MARY E LAS3
IBEN CHRISTINE M LAS1
IBRAHIM KHALID M GRAD
*ICENOGLE JOSEPH P GRAD
ICENOGLE RICHARD E LAS3
ICHEN LILA LAS4
IERARDI BARBARA F BUS4
IFFT NANCY J ED 4
IHRIG GLENN E LAS3
IHRIG LLOYD R BUS*




*ILES LAVERNE BERRY GRAD
ILES LINDA LOWERY AGR4
ILIFF RUEL L AGR2
ILLIANO DIANNE D GRAD
ILLYES ROBERT FRANK ENG4
ILYAS MUHAMMAD B GRAD
IMBERT EARL A LAS4
*IMHOFF JERRY L ENG2
IMMEP MARK C LAS4
IMMKE KEITH H LAS2
IMPENS WILLIAM FRANC GRAD
INCE FUAT GRAD
INCINELLI VICTOR J BUS1
INCOPVATI JOSEPH E LAS1
INDIA DANIEL M BUS1
INDIA DONALD J ENG4
ING ALAN JUNG-KWON GRAD
INGFRSOLL JOHN A GRAD
INGEPSOLL PEGGY L LAS2
INGLEMAN DEAN RAY ENG4
INGOLD HENRY WILLARD ENG4
INGOLIA MARGARET M LAS1
INGOLIA THOMAS D LAS2
INGRAHAM TIMOTHY A LAW3
INGRAM CLARK A LAS2
INGRAM LARRY S ENG4
INGRAM MARK ALAN GRAD
INGRAM RICHARD G ENG4
INGRAM ROBERT W JR GRAD
INGRAM SCOTT L BUS4
INGRASSIA LAWRENCE A COM3
INGRUM CHARLES H ENG2
*INGWALSON THOMAS W FAA4
INMAN JAMES A LAS1
INMAN MARGARET A COM3
INMAN MARK M LAS3
INMAN ROBERT R ENG1
INMAN STEPHEN JOHN GRAD
INSKEEP LEROY G LAW3
INSKEEP MARY R AGR2
INSKEEP SUSAN LOOMIS GRAD
INTAPATHAI KATSUYO K GRAD
INTARATHAI KHOONTONG GRAD
INWOOD GREG ROBERT GRAD
IRFGBULEM HILARY I GRAD
IRELAND COLLEEN D AGR1
IRELAND MARIN F AGR3
IRELAND MARK L LAS4
IRELAND PATRICK S GRAD
IRELAND RICHARD M JR LAS3
IRLAM ROBERT S ENG4
IRLAND KAREN ELAINE LAS1
IRLE JOSEPH L AGR3
IRSCH CAROLYN R LAS2
IRVIN DAVID N LAS1
IRVING WILLIAM A FAA2
IRWIN GLORIA J LAS4
IRWIN JOHN J ENG4
IRWIN JOHN M LAS1
IRWIN LAURIE C LAS3
*IRWIN MARY J SIMMONS GRAD
IRWIN TERRENCE L FAA2
ISAAC RANDALL CUANE GRAD
ISAAC STEVEN M LAS2
ISAACS ANDREA B LAS2
ISAACS DARCY A FAA1
ISAACS THOMAS WALTER GRAD
ISAACSON DAVID A AVI2
ISAACSON DAVID KENT GRAD
ISAACSON GAIL S FAA3
ISAACSON HAPOLD R GRAD
ISAACSON JAMES W BUS4
ISAACSON RICHARD E GRAD
ISAACSON STEVEN M BUS1
ISAZAANGEL ALVARO GRAD
DES PLAINES ILL
URH OGLESBY 1004 U
1007 S 3RD C
55 E HEALEY 102 C
URH TOWNSEND 140 U
URH CLARK 333 C
58 E DANIEL 3 C
1732 VALLEY RD C
508 E ARMORY C
3910 CLUBHOUSE C
310 S LOCUST C
502 W MAIN 217 U
1212 W UNIV U
505 BASH CT C
2703 CLIFTON U
513 W OREGON U
702 W WASHINGTON U
201 E JOHN C
1906 AUGUSTA C
2004 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 273 U
URH DANIELS 309 U
2014 COUNTRY SQI U
201 CRYSTAL LAKE U
809 W PENN U
401 E CHALMERS C
1005 W MAIN U
508 W GREEN U
404 E OANIEL 2 C
205 W HIGH U
313 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 1154 C
305 W PARK 11 U
1007 S 3RD C
1005 S 1ST 15 C
URH BARTON 115 C
11 BLUE SPRUCE C
1831 A ORCH PL U
1111 ARBOR C
312 E DANIEL C
1003 W PARK C
STATION A BOX 2495 C
URH TRELEASE 1110 U
606 W OHIO U
421 FAIRLAWN U
1002 W OREGON U
206 S GREGORY U
616 W SPNGFLD C
2221 S 1ST C
308 E GREEN U
1101 W PENN U
1701 W HEALEY C
1829 A ORCH PL U
1109 W CHURCH 4 C
URH SCOTT 177 C
218 E GREGORY 302 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 264 C
406 E GREEN 304 U
310 E MICHIGAN 11 U
106 E HEALEY 17 C
310 E MICHIGAN U
1107 W GREEN 525 U
1107 W GREEN 525 U
1201 FLORIDA 11 U
1012 S 1ST C
URH WARDALL 405 U
609 S PROSPECT C
1922 B ORCH ST U
509 W NEVADA U
501 E DANIEL C
58 E ARMORY 7 C
910 S 3RD C
RCUTE 4 C
URH WESTON 214 C
URH OGLESBY 711 U
URH SNYDER 220 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
402 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 221 C
URH TRELEASE 601 U
812 S NEW C
CAPPENTERSVILE ILL
307 W ELM U
URH TOWNSEND 473 U
1620 RIDGELAND C
URH ALLEN 232 U
101 PADDOCK E 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 13 U
504 E CLARK 13 C
206 W WASHINGTON U
1712 KIRBY C
1106 W STOUGHTON U
1905 SANGAMON C
URH BARTON 5 C




































































55 E HEALEY 102
348 ILLINOIS
8620 ST LOUIS AV
58 E DANIEL 3
2224 S GROVE AV
2617 MONTEDERA DR
3910 CLUBHOUSE


















400 E 33RD ST 903
205 W HIGH









1216 W PRATT AV
2803 N MILLBROOK
1003 W PARK








6420 S RHODES AV
18358 MARSHFIELD
402ARROWHEAD TRAIL
1829 A ORCH PL
1109 W CHURCH 4
1322 COLUMBINE DR
5916 FRANKLIN AV
50 E NORTH AVENUE
2947 MACFARLANE
611 W GREEN 3
1700 W BRADLEY
RR 1




BOX 20 MBAITOLI PA
1511 E EUCLID
609 S PROSPECT
1922 B ORCH ST
512 N GRAHAM

















101 PADDOCK E B2
2229 W MORSE AV
932 WARREN ST














































































































ISBELL SUSAN M LAS4
ISEN8ERG BARBARA L LAS2
ISENHART KIM A LASl
ISERMANN DAVID W ENG1
ISHIDA MERTON T GRAD
ISHIWARI TED Y ENG1
ISHIZU YOSHIAKI GRAD
ISHMAEL ANTHONY J BUS2
ISOM VIRGINIA BUS1
ISOME RICHARD A LAS2
ISRAEL RICHARD A BUS1
ISTANBULLUOGLU ERSIN GRAD
ITALIA LINDA J LASl
ITAMI RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
ITKIN DAVID J LASl
ITKIN LEONARD A LAS2
ITKIN STUART M LAS3
ITKONEN JARMO J LAS2
ITO DIANE LASl
I TO DONNA S ED 3
ITO GAIL H PE 2
*ITO MASAYASU GRAD
ITSCHNER THOMAS L FAA2
*ITSKOWITZ ELLEN F LAW2
ITTER WILLIAM HARRY ENG3
ITTERSAGEN JOHN M BUS4
ITURRIETA ARNALDO J ENG4
ITZKOWITZ AVRUM E GRAD
IUTZI RODERICK V AGR3
IVANHOE ANDREA L LASl
IVERSON ALLEN S LAS3
IVERSON DENNIS W LAS4
IVERSON SHARON A LAS2
IVES GREGORY L ENG1
IVEY BRENOA L LAS4
IVEY RODNEY B FAA2
IVEY SARA E FAA1
IWAMOTO ERIC HIROMU GRAD
IWAMOTO HARRIET S LAS2
IWAMOTO HARVEY ATARU GRAD
IWAOKA WAYNE TADASHI GRAD
IWATAKE JOAN Y LASl
IWERSEN KAREN E LAS2
IWERT GARY F BUS3
IZENMAN RANDI S ED 2
JABLE GLENN E LAS3
JABLONSKI PAUL T LASl
JABLONSKY MARY L LAS3
JABLONSKY STEPHEN F GRAD
JABSEN JEAN F FAA3
JACCARD JAMES JAY GRAD
JACHIM STEPHEN P ENG1
JACK BRIAN MALCOLM FAA4
JACK COLIN NIELSON LAS2
JACKANICZ DONALD W GRAD
JACKS PENELOPE SUSAN LAW1
JACKSON AMY ED 2
JACKSON AUDREY MARIA GRAD
JACKSON BOBBY GRAD
JACKSON CAROL A LASl
JACKSON CAROL L LASl
JACKSON CAROL S LAS2
JACKSON CARRIE J LAS2
*JACKSON CYNTHIA R LAS3
JACKSON DANIEL CLARK GRAD
JACKSON DAVID ARDEN GRAD
JACKSON DAVID W VM 1
JACKSON DEBORAH J BUS2
JACKSON DEBRA L PE 2
JACKSON DELOIS JOYCE GRAD
JACKSON DIXIE SMITH GRAO
JACKSON DONALD RAY LAW2
JACKSON DOUGLAS A LAS4
JACKSON DWIGHT T BUS1
JACKSON ED JR FAA4
JACKSON FRANKLIN D R GRAD
JACKSON GERALD E LAS2
JACKSON GORDON LEE GRAD
JACKSON JUANITA M LAS2
JACKSON KAREN ANNE LAS3
JACKSON LARRY S ENG2
JACKSON LOIS JANE P GRAD
JACKSON MAGGIE J LASl
JACKSON MALLIE BELLE BUS4
JACKSON MARIANNE LAW3
JACKSON MARK E LAW2
JACKSON MARK SENNETT GRAD
JACKSON MARY WALKER GRAD
JACKSON MELODY AMOUR BUS1
JACKSON MELODY LYNN GRAD
JACKSON MELVIN C GRAD
JACKSON MICHAEL K LAS2
JACKSON ORESTES M LAS3
JACKSON PATTI L AGR2
JACKSON PHYLLIS V LAS3
JACKSON RANDALL W ENG1
JACKSON RAYMOND LEE GRAD
URH WARDALL 303 U
902 S 2ND C
103 E SPNGFLD C
URH TAFT 119 C
2047 B HAZWD CT U
URH NOBLE 415 C
URH SHERMAN 1052 C
313 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 334 C
102 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 346 C
1803 PLEASANT U
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
1600 W BRAOLEY 391 C
409 E CHALMRS C
609 S 4TH 9 C
205 W HEALEY C
604 E ARMORY 216 C
CHICAGO ILL
908 S LOCUST 102 C
URH WESTON 210 C
300 S GOODWIN 515 U
URH HOPKINS 238 C
1702 VALLEY RD C
2035 B ORCH ST U
713 W OHIO U
108 W GREEN 101 C
401 E CHALMERS C
1103 S BUSEY 7 U
URH TRELEASE 524 U
1105 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY 224 C
URH SAUNDERS 124 U
1706 JEANNE C
107 E HEALEY 17 C
URH OGLESBY 1205 U
URH WARDALL 412 U
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TRELEASE 207 J
116 HOLIDAY PARK C
109 S DEWEY U
URH ALLEN 223 U
URH SCOTT 417 C
URH SCOTT 373 C
409 E CHALMRS C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 294 C
1638 VALLEY RD C
2206 BRETT C
908 S 1ST C
702 W UNIVERSITY 3 C
URH ALLEN 266 U
VERSAILLES FR
310 E JOHN C
300 HESSEL C
106 W IOWA U
604 S 3RD 3 C
URH DANIELS 213 U
STA A BOX 2373 C
URH BLAISDELL 311 U
904 W GREEN U
1102 S LINCOLN U
403 E WHITE C
904 W CLARK 1 U
MT PROSPECT ILL
2047 D HAZWD CT U
403 W CHARLES C
1963 B ORCH ST U
URH BUSEY 416 U
URH DANIELS 429 U
109 E MUMFORD U
300 S GOODWIN 203 U
802 W GREEN 305 U
URH BLAISDELL 231 U
904 W CLARK 1 U
807 S LOCUST C
URH BABCOCK 426 U
CHARLESTON ILL
209 W PENN U
713 W ILLINOIS U
906 S 1ST C
202 1/2 S FAIR C
URH TRELEASE 1111 U
URH ALLEN 324 U
2204 E UNIVERSITY U
409 E CHALMERS C
2110 E MAIN U
1975 A ORCH ST U
1406 N MCKINLEY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
307 E ARMORY 101 C
1963 B ORCH ST U
2313 S 1ST C
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
URH ALLEN 311 U
URH TOWNSEND 519 U





























































702 S JACKSON ST
RR 1














5843 N CAMPBELL AV
6505 N WINCHESTER
5645 N SACRAMENTO
300 S GOODWIN 5 15
4515 N NORTH ST
1702 VALLEY RD






118 S HOME AV
3521 N BOSWORTH AV















1024 S RAND RD
2206 BRETT
2800 LAKE SHORE DR
570 MONTICELLO RD





604 S 3RD 3
354 W DISON AV





904 W CLARK 1
513 S HI-LUSI AV




ROUTE 3 BOX 198
109 E MUMFORD
1415 W 2ND ST
235 GLENWOOD AV
7400 S EMERALD





582 SW 90TH PL
11903 SMOKETREE RD
202 1/2 S FAIR







900 S 5TH ST
1465 SIERRA ST
6739 S LANGLEY AV
1836 S KEDZIE
BOX 727





































































































JACKSON RICHARD A LAS4
JACKSON RICHARD P GRAD
JACKSON ROBFRT C JR BUS3
JACKSON RODGER BRUCE GRAD
JACKSON ROSCOE G II GRAD
JACKSON RUTH LYNN GRAD
JACKSON SALLY A LAS3
JACKSON SHARON D LAS1
JACKSON STEVEN R LAS1
JACKSON THOMAS E LAS2
JACKSON THOMAS E ENG2
JACKSON THOMAS L AGR4
JACKSON TRUMAN H GRAD
JACKSON VELMA R LAS3
JACKSON VINEST D GRAD
JACKSON WILLIE B BUS3
JACKSTADT THOMAS J LAS1
JACOB JEFFREY A LAS1
JACOB PAMELA E LAS2
JACOB TERESA C LAS2
JACOBI NEAL H LAS4
JACOBS AARON J LAS4
JACOBS ALEXANDER M FAA3
JACOBS ALISON LAS4
JACOBS CHARLES A AGR2
JACOBS CHERYL A AGR1
JACOBS CURTIS S LAS2
JACOBS OWIGHT M LAS1
JACOBS EDWARD P BUS2
JACOBS FPEDPIC H GRAD
JACOBS GLENN A BUS1
JACOBS GORDON M ENG1
JACOBS JAMES E AGR4
JACOBS JAMES M LAS1
JACOBS JOHN R BUS4
JACOBS JUNE M LAS1
JACOBS LAWRENCE J BUS3
JACOBS MARCEE L LAS3
JACOBS ROBERT STUART GRAD
JACOBS PONNA S LAS1
JACOBS SUSAN LAS1
JACOBS WILLIAM R BUS4
JACOBSEN CARL L LAS3
JACDBSEN OENNIS J LAW3
JACOBSEN DENNIS R GRAD
JACOBSON BRENDA R LAS1
JACOBSON CAROL S LAS1
JACOBSON JACK M LAS2
JACOBSON JANET A LAS1
JACOBSON JOANNE LAS3
JACOBSON KENNETH M LAS1
JACOBSON LAURIE ED 1
JACOBSON MARTHA A LAS2
JACOBSON SHELLEY A LAS3
JACOBSON STUART T LAS3
JACOBSON SUSAN A FAA4
JACOBUS CHARLES J ENG4
JACOBUS GEORGE J ENG1
JACQUES VIRGUS D COM3
JAEGER DAVID THOMAS GRAD
JAEGER FREDERIC W GRAD
JAEGER GARY A LAS1
JAEGER PHILIP L LAW3
JAEGER VICTORIA L PE 3
JAESCHKE FRANK E BUS*
JAFFE ALVIN NORMAN LAW3
JAFFE AUSTIN J BUS3
JAFFE LARRY A BUS1
JAFFE LINDA J LAS2
JAFFE STEVEN H BUS4
JAFFE TAPA D LAS1
JAFFE YALE R BUS1
JAGMIN GARY E LAS3
JAGMIN LAWRENCE E LAS4
JAGUST NEIL M ENG3
JAHN DAVID M PE 1
JAHN LAWRENCE E PE 4
JAHNEKE CYNDE A FAA1
JAHNKE RICHARD A BUS1
JAIN KANTILAL GRAD
JAIN MARY ANNE FAA6
JAKAITIS JEANNE L LAS2
JAKAWICH EDWARD D ENG3
JAKE JANICE L LAS2
JAKES DOLORES R LAS3
JAKLE CYNTHIA A ED *
JAKOBS DAVID S AGR1
JAKOBS RONALD S LAS1
JAKOSA RICHARO NEAL GRAD
JAKOWSKY RICHARD H ENG4
JAKS ROLAND PE 1
JAKSE ALICE H LAS3
JAKSE NANCY E ENG3
JAKUBEK MARTIN M BUS3
JAKUBOWSKI STEPHAN R LAS2
JAKUPCAK KENNETH A BUS3
JAKUPCAK MICHAEL JR GRAD
911 S 4TH . C 344-9560
1207 E CLARK U
406 E VINE C 356-1529
2201 HAZWD DR 303 U
105 S POPLAR U 367-6972
410 E MICHIGAN 5 U 344-0704
55 E HEALEY 201 C 352-8935
URH WARDALL 306 U 332-4338
URH TOWNSEND 254 U 332-4089
URH SNYDER 423 C 332-1829
URH SNYDER 174 C 332-1663
808 N LINCOLN U
1301 MITCHEM 3 U 367-6019
1950 C ORCH ST U
PEORIA ILL
911 S LOCUST C
COLLINSVILLE ILL
URH BARTON 14 C 332-0096
URH TRELEASE 422 U
URH LAR 313 U 332-2881
201 S BIRCH U
1001 E COLORADO 35 U 344-7740
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
58 E JOHN 13 C 359-2633
501 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH FORBES 241 C
MAHOMET ILL
310 E MICHIGAN U 367-3568
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 424 U 332-3697
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
409 E CHALMRS C
805 N MCKINLEY 20 C 359-2049
URH WARDALL 726 U 332-4454
MAHOMET ILL
803 HAWTHORNE U
603 W MAIN U 367-3877
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 338 C 332-0800
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
2901 LAWNDALE C 352-2048
205 S WRIGHT C 359-9486
2107 HAZWD DR 301 U 344-6752
URH WARDALL 410 U 332-4366
URH SCOTT 490 C 332-1633
URH OGLESBY 1012 U 332-5352
URH SAUNDERS 11 U
1009 W MAIN 33 U
301 E ARMORY U 344-4196
URH TRELEASE 1021 U 332-5967
URH SCOTT 428 C 332-1592
904 S 3RD C 367-6356
103 E STOUGHTON C
58 E JOHN 4 C 356-5175
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U 367-1073
URH NOBLE 315 C 332-0412
URH SNYDER 243 C 332-1701
606 GLOVER U
709 S BROADWAY U 367-1748
1005 S 2ND C
509 E STOUGHTON C 359-9101
211 W GREEN U 344-6769
307 HEALEY 4 C 359-7800
602 E STOUGHTON 16 C 359-7292
214 E GREGORY 301 C 344-8523
URH FORBES 240 C
URH ALLEN 111 U 332-3123
1208 STOUGHTON 11 U 367-6442
URH FLAGG 409 C 332-0325
URH SCOTT 346 C 332-1534
URH TOWNSEND 411 U 332-4184
811 W SPNGFLD U
URH FORBES 209 C
URH TAFT 124 C 332-0605
1106 S 3RD C 367-4161
URH GARNER 366 C 332-0820
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
URH DANIELS 314 U 332-2221
PARK RIDGE ILL
910 S 3RD C 337-5215
URH WESTON 450 C
BADEN AUST
URH BUSEY 143 U 332-2588
1105 BRIGHTON U 365-1514
URH BABCOCK 429 U 332-3837
URH SAUNDERS 205 U 332-3616
402 W STANAGE C 356-2734
211 E ARMORY C 344-5591
URH TAFT 207 C
URH WARDALL 724 U
LA SALLE ILL
URH SCOTT 371 C 332-1551
URH FORBES 493 C 332-1151
101 N ELM C
40 E JOHN C 359-5161
2901 E WOOD ST 103
326 REPUBLIC RD
406 F VINE
2201 HAZWD DR 303
102 N MULBERRY
5620 W 99TH PL
22 OAKLAWN DR















3750 N LAKE SHORE
15429 DOBSON
RR 3 BOX 58






3837 SUGAR LOAF LN
RR 3 BOX 58
1215 HILLCREST DR
320 CORNELL AV
















6237 N ST LOUIS
521 CAPLETON AV










9175 N PICTURE RDG
1935 SCHILLER
475 S PERKINS RD
943 ELDER RD
2908 JARVIS









1911 W ACRES RD
108 N GROVE ST
120 MT CLOTH MRKT








79 S 51ST AV










































































































JAMERSON PAUL D ENG3
JAMES ALAN M LAW1
JAMES DAVID RAWER FAA2
JAMES DELORES Y LAS2
JAMES GARY C FAA2
JAMES HARDIN T JR LAS4
JAMES HUSTON D JR PE 2
JAMES LAURIE A AGR1
JAMES MARK ALLAN GRAD
JAMES MARK S BUS2
JAMES MINDY C LAS2
JAMES RICHARD A AGR3
JAMES ROeERT L LAS4
JAMES ROBERT MILFORD GRAD
JAMES THOMAS C BUS3
*JAMESON CYNTHIA C GRAD
JAMESON DAPHNE LOEW GRAD
JAMESON DAVID M GRAD
JAMESON EDWARD M ENG2
JAMESON WALTER GENE LAS4
JAMIESON MICHAEL W GRAD
JAMISON ANTHONY PE 2
JAMISON GWENDOLYN A LAS2
JAMISON JACQUELINE D LAS1
JAMNEJAD DAILAMI V GRAD
JANCI RICHARD M LAS1
JANCO HOWARD L LAW3
JANCZAK PAULA IANNI LAS4
JANCZAK RICHARD T ENG4
JANDA LUDWICK G VM 2
JANDESKA GAIL E LAS1
JANECEK JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
JANES JOHN P JR LAS3
JANES RANDALL LEWIS PE 4
JANETSKE JULEE A LAS1
JANEVICIUS RAYMOND V LAS2
JANG MAI-IND KOAN GRAD
JANICEK JOHN R JR LAS1
JANICK COLLEEN I LAS1
JANIK MAPY E PE 4
JANIS MICHELLE L LAS1
JANJIGIAN SONA GRAD
JANKAUER MARLA S LAS2
JANKAUSKIS JOSEPH J LAS3
JANKOUSKY ALICE K LAS2
JANKOWSKI MICHAEL A GRAD
JANKOWSKI VICKY L LAS1
JANKOWSKI WALTER E LAS4
JANN GREGORY J LAS2
JANNOTTA DANIEL J LAS3
JANNOTTA ROBERT J GRAD
JANOFF DONALD EDWIN GRAD
JANOFF NORMAN STEVEN GRAD
JANOSIK RICHARD B LAS3
JANOTA NEIL E LAS1
JANOWSKI AMY L PE 1
JANOWSKI JEAN M LAS3
JANOWSKI MICHAEL D LAS1
*JANSEN ALEXANDER R GRAO
JANSEN ANTHONY E ENG1
JANSEN JAMES H LAS3
JANSEN KATE CARUS FAA4
JANSKY STEVEN C AGR2
JANSSEN JOHN A AGR2
JANSSEN PAMELA S AGR4
JANSSEN RACHEL L AGRA
JANSSEN THOMAS L LAS1
JANUS MARK E ENG4
JANUZIK GALE A LAS4
JANUZIK SCOTT J ENG1
JARBOE JACQUELYN C LAS4
JAPBOE ROBFRT E GRAD
JARBOE WALTER R ENG1
JARGELLA DAVID H ENG2
JARKE WAYNE P LAW1
JARMAN GREGG W BUS1
JARMAN PPISCILLA S LAS3
JAPOCKI JAMES L LAS2
JAROSEMICH MARGARET ED 3
JAROSEMICH STEVEN A LAS4
JAROSZ PAUL J ENG1
JAROSZ SHARON H FAA3
JARRELL VINCENT C BUS1
JARROW BARBARA A LAS1
JARUDECHAP SUEBSAK GRAD
JARVIS JANET KLING PE 3
JARVIS JENNIFER C FAA1
JARVIS LARRY M ENG4
JARVIS MARIANN LAS1
JARVIS RICHARD W BUS4
JARVIS SUSAN E AGRA
JASELSKI JERPOLD H LAS3
JASINSKI CAROL A FAA4
JASON GARY JAMES GRAD
JASPER STEVEN P LAS3
JASS RICHARD EDWARD GRAO
JASTPAM MICHAEL G BUS2
810 BURKWOOD U
706 SHURTS U
315 N ORCH 1 U
URH HOPKINS 404 C
URH GARNER 412 C
404 E GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 516 U
404 E COLORADO U
302 E JOHN 1009 C
URH OGLESBY 1008 U
313 E JOHN 18 C
809 S BUSEY U
701 W ILLINOIS U
306 E GREEN U
NORMAL ILL
MAHOMET ILL
2031 B ORCH ST U
2031 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD 223 C
MAHOMET ILL
102 N GREGORY 10 U
401 E CHALMERS 513 C
1007 S OAK C
URH WARDALL 523 U
300 S GOODWIN 313 U
URH FORBES 342 C
602 E STOUGHTON C
310 E WHITE 34 C
310 E WHITE 34 C
906 W NEVADA 9 U
URH WARDALL 1126 U
408 E STOUGHTON 10 C
URH OGLESBY 404 U
RR 1 U
URH TRELEASE 1211 U
URH TOWNSEND 320 U
705 W GREEN U
URH BARTON 125 C
URH VANDOREN 207 C
1007 S 1ST 12 C
URH WARDALL 312 U
FOREIGN LANG BLDG U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 206 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
ALTGELD HALL 216 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1007 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 432 C
1004 S 1ST C
URH DANIELS 503 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH DANIELS 372 U
1008 W HILL U
URH HOPKINS 339 C
URH LAR 392 U
802 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 268 U
2104 W WHITE 100 C
URH LUNDGREN 125 C
1212 W CLARK U
1005 S 6TH 18 C
URH SNYDER 389 C
58 E GREGORY C
1006 S 3RD 11 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 486 C
305 W PARK U
2017 PHILO U
URH NOBLE 426 C
PENFIELD ILL
2118 ORCH ST 202 U
604 E ARMORY 2343 C
URH SAUNDERS 204 U
URH SHERMAN 655 C
PARK FOREST ILL
PARK FOREST ILL
211 E ARMORY C
2101 PHILO RD U
2101 PHILO RD U
URH LUNDGREN 304 C
407 W GREEN U
408 E GREEN C
URH FLAGG 421 C
404 E DANIEL C
412 6TH 412 C
URH LAR 485 U
LANDO APTS 412 C
URH WESTON 340 C
907 S 2ND C
905 E WASHINGTON U
604 E ARMORY 2314 C
411 S KENWOOD C
URH SHERMAN 1350 C
1008 W NEVADA U
403 E MAIN 1 U

































































315 N ORCH ST 1
700 S INDEPENDENCE









1501 OLD MILL RD
1302 E VERNON
353 LOGAN
2031 B ORCH ST
2031 B ORCH ST




1708 E 86TH PL
1708 E 86TH PL
SHAHABAD ST






408 E STOUGHTON 10




5 15 14 CHANG TRON
1 S 630 MACARTHUR





5249 S HARDING AV
702 SHERIDAN DR
















1005 S 6TH 18
2258 S 1ST AV
RR 1
1135 W JEFFERY ST
PP 1
1817 BUCKTHORN
1507 E MINER ST
1507 E MINER ST
RR 1








322 E 170TH PL
220 PULASKI RD







5124 W FLETCHER ST
907 S 2ND B
728 S LYMAN AV







































































































JASTROW WILLIAM T FAA3
JAUHOLA CHRISTINE A LAS4
JAUREGUI TOPETE LUIS GRAD
JAVIO SHABON H ENG4
JAVID SHANNON ENG1
JAVUPFK CLAYTON G COM4
JAWLIK ANDREW ALBERT GRAD
JAWOREK MICHAEL A LAS3
JAWORSKI LAWRENCE P GRAD
JAY MICHAEL V BUS1
JAY WILLIAM E AGR4
JAYARAMAMURTHY S N GRAD
JAYNE LINDA L LAS3
JAYNES GERALD DAVID GRAD
JAYNES HENRY H LAS4
JAYNES LUCINDA M LAS1
JEBENS DAVID P AGR2
JEBSEN DENNIS M AGR3
JECKEL JOHN W AGR1
JECKEL LAWRENCE L LAS4
JECKEL MARY D LAS3
JEE DANIEL P BUS4
JEFFEPIES TODD G FAA2
JEFFEPS SUSAN G FAA1
JEFFERSON CHFRYL M LAS1
JEFFERSON DARREL A LAS1
JEFFERSON DENNIS LAS1
JEFFERY DANIEL M LAS4
JEFFREY DAVID L LAS1
JEFFREY SCOTT L BUS2
JEFFRIES RICHARD LAS1
JEFFRIES POSYLAND L LAS2
JEFFRIES VINCENT D BUS1
JEHN DAVID JEROME LAS6
JELM STEVEN D ENG2
JEN KEN S ENG3
JEN TSUN-MIN GRAD
JEN TSUN-TAI GRAD
JENCIUS MARY F LAS1
JENIK ROBERT A LAS3
JENKINS DAVID R BUS6
JENKINS EDWARD S BUS2
JENKINS HAROLD W JR LAS1
JENKINS JEFFREY S ENG1
JENKINS JERRY LEE LAS4
JENKINS JOYCE P LAS2
JENKINS LEWIS AVI3
JENKINS MARY JOANN M GRAD
JENKINS MICHAEL OWEN GRAD
JENKINS PANDY H BUS3
JENKINS PHONDA S LAS4
JENKINS RONALDO V LAS1
JENKINS STUART E GRAD
JENKINS THOMAS E ENG3
JENKINS WALTER D ENG1
JENKINS WALTER M JR FAA2
JFNKS CRAIG W LAS1
JENNEP PAUL W LAS2
JENNEP ROBERT ERNEST LAS2
JENNINGS GAIL M LAS1
JENNINGS GARRICK P ENG2
JENNINGS JEPRY W BUS4
JENNINGS KENNETH M GRAD
JENNINGS KEVIN G BUS1
JENNINGS MARK E ENG4
JENNINGS MARY A LAS2
JENNINGS PAUL A GRAD
JENNINGS RICHARD T BUS4
JENNINGS ROBERT C ENG3
JENNINGS TERESE L FAA3
JENO MARY ELLEN LAS4
JENSEN DAVID M BUS3
JENSEN DENA L LAS1
JENSEN EDWARD C AGR4
JENSEN GERALD M ENG4
JENSEN KATHLEEN M LAS1
JENSEN KIRK B LAS3
JENSEN LINDA S LAS4
JENSEN RICHARD S GRAD
JENSEN SCOTT E BUS2
JENSEN SCOTT R FAA3
JENSFN STEPHEN A ENG1
JENSEN THOMAS G PE 2
JENSON GREGORY LEE GRAD
JENSON JON A FAA3
JEPPESEN JANETTE A FAA4
JEPPSON JANET L LAS1
JEPPSON JOSEPH R LAS1
JEPSEN ALAN M ENG3
JEPSEN THOMAS A BUS1
JER MARTIN M GRAD
JERABEK ROSS W LAS2
JERATH SUKHVARSH GRAD
JERCH DONALD K ENG4
JERCH RICHARD A ENG4
JEPETINA JOHN J FAA3
JERIES NAHEEL GRAD
URH TOWNSEND 321 U 332-4130
109 N BUSEY U 367-5226
URH DANIELS 484 U 332-2557
1212 W PARK C 359-3504
409 E CHALMRS C
403 E WHITE 5 C 359-0413
601 S BUSEY U
URH WESTON 126 C 332-1903
1107 W GREEN 526 U 328-1190
604 E ARMORY 2329 C
901 W SPNGFLD 18 U 344-4169
OCL 204 U
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
2607 E HIGH U 367-4059
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
URH WESTON 340 C 332-2011
URH CARR 310 U 332-3922
605 INDIANA U
58 E GREGORY C
209 E ARMORY C 367-8845
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
604 E ARMORY 1221 C 344-1266
1108 S 1ST C 332-1750
URH CLARK 308 C 332-0040
URH ALLEN 175 U 332-3285
CHICAGO ILL
URH OGLESBY 527 C 332-5196
506 W CLARK C 359-3910
URH TAFT 419 C 332-0666
308 E ARMORY C 367-2112
URH GARNER 424 C
URH EVANS 237 U 332-2724
URH SNYDER 366 C 332-1787
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
URH TOWNSEND 271 U 332-4098
URH DANIELS 462 U 332-2535
URH DANIELS 388 U
URH LAR 387 U 332-3030
404 E STOUGHTON 5 C 359-0649
502 S MATTIS C 359-7336
2059 D ORCH ST U 344-5902
URH HOPKINS 256 C
URH FORBES 390 C
1807 C ORCH PL U 328-1607
2059 D ORCH ST U 344-5902
604 S COLER U 332-1600
502 S MATTIS C 359-7336
305 E GREEN 1 C
706 WHITE C
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5540
URH TAFT 406 C
1111 W CHARLES C 356-3902
URH ALLEN 465 U
URH NOBLE 417 C
URH WESTON 439 C 332-2081
URH SNYDER 444 C 332-1842
URH TOWNSEND 110 U 332-3992
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FLAGG 412 C
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
508 E WHITE C 359-8074
1002 N JAMES C 352-2810
URH WESTON 400 C
311 E WHITE 21 C 359-6187
URH LAR 217 U
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
1010 W DANIEL C 352-9423
904 W GREEN U
212 E SPNGFLD C 359-9848
ARGO ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
URH CARR 415 U 332-3958
406 E GREEN 102 U
2311 S 1ST ST RD C 384-5676
URH ALLEN 211 U
URH ALLEN 365 U 332-3359
URH EVANS 221 U
1 MCDONALD CT C 359-5401
URH SCOTT 358 C 332-1529
102 E CHALMERS C
110 E ARMORY C 328-2700
1316 GARDEN LN C 359-4415
504 E CLARK C
804 W OREGON U
408 E STOUGHTON 2 C 359-0009
URH WARDALL 510 U 332-4319
410 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 1308 C 344-1266
URH LUNOGREN 416 C
507 E CLARK 21 C 359-1811
705 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN 430 U
406 W HIGH U 367-4533
406 W HIGH 9 U
1419 HOLLY HILL RD C 352-2790
704 W ILLINOIS U 367-3761
1320 THOMAS ST

















ROUTE 2 BOX 41
RR 2
RR 2
5936 W CHICAGO AV
660 MAGNOLIA LN
100 S 3RD









407 1/2 E STOUGHTN
110 COOK CT
202 W CERMAK RD
20 LN 44 TAISHUN
20 LN 44 TAISHUN




627 E 88TH PL
408 N 16TH ST























































































































































JERINA MICHAEL T FAA4
JERMAL LYNN M FAA2
JERNBERG GARY N GRAD
JERRELL JOHN P AGR1
JERRELL THOMAS A JR LAS4
JERSILO NORTH T BUS1
JESCHKE PAUL R AGR2
JESKE MARC R LAS3
JESKE STEVEN L LAS2
JESKE SUSAN E BUS3
JESPERSEN DAVID NILS BUS4
JESSE BARRY W AGR2
JESSE CHARLES E BUS3
JESSEE WILLIAM R JR ENG1
JESSEL ROBERT ALFRED GRAD
JESSOP JUDITH MORSE LAS5
JETT RICHARD B LAS3
JETTON MERLIN F LAS4
JEWELL RONALD DAVID BUS1
JEZEK KENNETH C LAS4
JEZIORO MICHAEL G ENG1
JIAMBALVO JAMES J GRAD
JILEK ANITA G LAS4
JILEK GLENN ENG4
JILEK SANDRA K ED 2
JIMENEZ-SANCHEZ R L GRAD
JIMISON HOLLY BRUGGE LAS4
*JIMISON WALTER LEE GRAD
JINKS ANITA PRIMMER FAA4
JIRKOVSKY ALAN G GRAD
JOANIS CONRAD W ENG3
JOANIS EDMUND W ENG2
JOANNIDES EVANGELINE LAS4
JOANNIDES JOHN C BUS1
JOBARIS RONALD W LAS4
JOBST JENNIFER A AGR1
JOE TERESA I ENG3
JOELLENBECK RICK R LAS2
JOENS JEFFREY A LAS1
JOERGENS RENEE SUE GRAD
JOERGER SUZAN J LAS1
JOGDEC CHITA JOAG GRAD
JOHANSEN JEFFREY W LAS1
JOHANSEN JUDITH L FAA1
JOHANSEN LANSING K GRAD
JOHANSEN RALPH N LAS2
JOHANSEN SHERI P ED 3
JOHN LAUPI D LAS1
JOHNDRO ROGER IVAN AGR4
JOHNS GREGORY A LAS3
JOHNS IRA D BUS4
JOHNS PAUL E BUS3
JOHNS RICHARD A JR ED 2
JOHNS THOMAS CONRAD GRAD
JOHNSEN DAVID R BUS3
JOHNSEN JANET BECKER LAS4
JOHNSEN LAWRENCE F ENG4
JOHNSEN LEE DAVID BUS3
JOHNSEN STEVEN B LAS1
JOHNSON ALAN G FAA4
JOHNSON ALLAN H LAS4
JOHNSON ALLAN R ENG4
JOHNSON ALPHONSO JR GRAD
JOHNSON ANITA L FAA4
JOHNSON ANITA LOUISE LAS4
JOHNSON ANN E LAS1
JOHNSON ANNIE L ED 2
JOHNSON ARGIE EUGENE LAS1
JOHNSON BARBARA A FAA2
JOHNSON BERNADINE LAS3
JOHNSON BETH S ED 4
JOHNSON BRADLEY S AGR3
JOHNSON BRIAN P LAS4
JOHNSON BRIAN T ENG1
JOHNSON BRIDGET M AGR3
JOHNSON BRUCE A ENG4
JOHNSON BRUCE HOLLEY GRAD
JOHNSON BRUCE L GRAD
JOHNSON BRUCE P BUS4
JOHNSON BRUCE W LAW1
JOHNSON CARL DANIEL ED 1
JOHNSON CARL E LAS3
JOHNSON CATHERINE M FAA1
JOHNSON CATHY J LAS2
JOHNSON CELESTE D GRAD
JOHNSON CHARLES PAUL AGR2
JOHNSON CHARLES S GRAD
JOHNSON CHARLES T GRAD
JOHNSON CHARLES W GRAD
JOHNSON CHRISTINA K ED 4
JOHNSON CHRISTINF A COM3
JOHNSON CHRISTINE M LAS4
JOHNSON CLAUDIA D GRAD
JOHNSON CLINTON J ENGl
JOHNSON CRAIG M LAS2
JOHNSON CRAIG M BUS2
JOHNSON CYNTHIA K LAS3
1110 STOUGHTON 203 U
URH ALLEN 113 U
211 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 324 C
606 W OHIO U
URH WESTON 375 C
1301 S BUSEY U
DECATUR ILL
URH WESTON 295 C
501 E SPNGFLD 7 C
310 E CHALMERS 104 C
311 E ARMORY C
1108 N CUNNINGHAM U
URH ALLEN 19 U
208 1/2 N NEIL C
502 E WASHINGTON U
URH WESTON 389 C
112 E JOHN C
1306 SILVER 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 319 U
URH TOWNSEND 565 U
CHICAGO ILL
715 W MICHIGAN U
1006 S 3RD 8 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
2101 HAZWD DR U
1104 W SPNGFLD U
1104 W SPNGFLD U
RR 4 C
703 E COLORADO 105 U
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
904 W GREEN U
703 W CALIFORNIA U
URH OGLESBY 1016 U
SAVOY ILL
URH TRELEASE 1004 U
509 E WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 404 U
URH FORBES 243 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
URH WARDALL 1216 U
402 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 2319 C
URH WARDALL 407 U
1912 KENNETH U
URH OGLESBY 1107 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 413 U
1007 W COLUMBIA C
URH ALLEN 453 U
306 1/2 E GREEN C
505 S BUSEY 306 U
807 S BUSEY U
2603 E ILLINOIS U
1111 S 1ST C
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH ALLEN 459 U
105 E JOHN 103 C
URH SNYDER 438 C
1009 W MAIN 34 U
1004 S 2ND C
1210 S COTTAGE GR U
609 W MAIN U
OAK PARK ILL
502 W ELM U
URH WESTON 238 C
URH EVANS 140 U
URH HOPKINS 216 C
URH HOPKINS 423 C
505 S BUSEY 405 U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
3213 KIRBY C
501 1/2 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 548 U
URH BUSEY 241 U
URH FORBES 250 C
712 W VERMONT U
817 OAKLAND 205 U
401 E JOHN C
602 E STOUGHTON 35 C
RR 2 U
509 BASH CT C
URH BABCOCK 326 U
URH LAR 133 U
1509 N KILER 4 C
1004 S 4TH U
311 S PRAIRIE 12 C
300 S GOODWIN 401 U
804 W GREEN U
401 E CHALMERS 302 C
1110 W NEVADA U
308 E GREEN C
2009 A HAZWD CT U
URH WESTON 390 C
312 E ARMORY C
401 E JOHN C






































































40 OAK RIDGE DR
1120 CALISTA ST
1114 S 23RD AV
310 E CHALMERS 104
RR 1
4918 N KILDARE AV
1923 COWING LN
208 1/2 N NEIL
502 E WASHINGTON
576 S LALONDE
2076 N 19TH ST
1306 SILVER 1
5759 S MOBILE







































1009 W MAIN 34
1700 KILLARNEY LN




2231 E GATE PKWY





155 BIG OAKS RD
220 PEMBROKE
405 FULTON AV















711 S 16TH ST
3845 PRAIRIE AV
120 S CUYLER AV







































































































JOHNSON CYNTHIA M LAS2 309 E JOHN C 220 PEMBROKE AV
JOHNSON DALE M ENG2 904 W GREEN u 1027 HUNTER RD
JOHNSON DANIEL L LAWI URH SHERMAN 466 c 332-*851 9628 SACRAMENTO
JOHNSON DANIELLE P K GRAD 804 W INDIANA u 36 7-* 7*9 804 W INDIANA
JOHNSON DAVID A ENG2 410 E JOHN c 344-9477 418 INGLESIOE AV
JOHNSON DAVID BERT GRAD 1*15 S PROSPECT c 4029 NELSON WALK
JOHNSON DAVID EDWARD GRAD 122 HOLIDAY PARK c 356-*633 122 HOLIDAY PARK
JOHNSON DAVID L BUS3 309 E CHALMERS c 3415 45TH ST
JOHNSON DAVID L ENG1 URH BABCOCK 205 u 9 GILLICK
JOHNSON DAVID L GRAD 508 E WHITE 6 c RR 1 BOX 115
JOHNSON DAVID LEROY GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTON u 3**-7353 1206 W STOUGHTON
JOHNSON DAVID R FAA1 URH FORBES 386 c RR 1 BOX 35A
JOHNSON DAVID S BUS* URH SAUNDERS 216 u 332-3897 275 FAIR ST
JOHNSON DEBBI L LAS2 107 E HEALEY 9 c 338 E ST CHARLES
JOHNSON DEBORAH A LAS2 URH WARDALL 518 u 332-*397 1407 N CHAMPAIGN
JOHNSON DENNIS M ENG3 60* E ARMORY c 3**- 1266 109 N 3RD
JOHNSON DIANE A FAA2 URH WARDALL 909 u 332-*486 1600 W ACRES
JOHNSON DIANE BURDEN GRAD RANTOUL ILL 1571 A WHITE
JOHNSON DIANE K ED 3 302 E ARMORY c 328-1263 1507 GREENMOUNT ST
JOHNSON DIANE R FAA4 1006 S 3RD 24 c 344-6614 315 S RAMMER AV
JOHNSON DONALD E BUS2 URH SAUNDERS 403 u 3150 HICKORY RD
JOHNSON DONALD L AGR4 S 1ST 203 c RR 1 BOX 589
JOHNSON DONNA M COM3 907 S WRIGHT c 344-1624 335 S EVANSTON AV
JOHNSON DOREEN N LAW2 1203 REDWOOD c 356-8799 1203 REDWOOD
JOHNSON DOROTHY A LAS3 209 E CLARK 7 c 7634 S MORGAN
JOHNSON DOUGLAS H LAS3 512 STOUGHTON c 7642 S DANTE AV
JOHNSON DOUGLAS R AGR4 FARMER CITY ILL RR 1
JOHNSON DUANE L BUS3 PAXTON ILL 243 W PATTON ST
JOHNSON EDGAR W JR LAS1 205 E ARMORY c RR 2
JOHNSON EDITH M ED 4 165 PADDOCK E c 359-5748 165 PADDOCK E
JOHNSON ELDEN R GRAD 409 E GREEN c 333-6256 5420 BRUNSWICK
JOHNSON ELIJAH GRAD 409 W ELM 5 u ROUTE 1 BOX 158
JOHNSON ELIOT R GRAD 411 S DODSON u 328-3864 411 S OODSON
JOHNSON ELIZABETH H LAS3 URH WARDALL 402 u 332-4358 1622 GARDNER RD
JOHNSON ELLEN C LAS3 1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 u 344-3699 5532 S SHORE 14D
JOHNSON ELLEN KINNEY GRAD 402 HESSEL c 402 HESSEL
JOHNSON ELLEN T AGR1 URH TRELEASE 242 u 722 FAIR OAKS
JOHNSON ERIC KAI LAS4 502 W MAIN u 344-5107 715 N FORDHAM AV
JOHNSON ERIC R LAS2 URH ALLEN 485 u 332-3412 BOX 425
JOHNSON ERNEST M GRAD 1404 WESTFIELD c 352-2436 1404 WESTFIELD
JOHNSON ESTHER R LAS2 205 N CENTRAL u 1209 S 3RD
JOHNSON EUGENE E BUS* 1002 W OREGON u 1622 GARDNER RD
JOHNSON FARLEY A BUS1 URH FORBES 256 c 7353 S UNION ST
JOHNSON FRANK P LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 264 u RR 3 BOX 240
JOHNSON GAIL DIANE GRAD URH DANIELS 260 u 332-2457 5106 W 64TH ST
JOHNSON GARY ALAN LAS3 20* W WASHINGTON u 805 6TH AV
JOHNSON GARY B ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 107 u 332-3989 ROUTE 5
JOHNSON GARY G FAA1 URH BABCOCK *20 u 332-3828 RR 1 BOX 119
JOHNSON GARY J AGR4 20*8 B HAZWD u 367-3358 2627 ATLANTIC AV
JOHNSON GEORGE W GRAD 2105 W WHITE 170 c 352-7499 8408 TRAVIS LN
JOHNSON GILBERT BUS* 1007 S 1ST c 359-1876 9353 NORMAL AV
JOHNSON GLENN C LAW3 URH SHERMAN 955 c 332-4950 3021 BALMORAL
JOHNSON GLENN R ENG4 *02 N DRAPER c 359-9047 402 N DRAPER
JOHNSON GREGORY R BUS3 805 PARK u 367-8152 1280 S 8TH AV
JOHNSON GUY HENRY GRAD 508 JOHNSON u 2639 W 107 ST
JOHNSON HOWARD J JR GRAD 1205 W MAIN 3 u 344-130 5 1212 E ALAN AV
JOHNSON I ZONA ED 4 URH VANDOREN 126 c 332-0*91 714 W 58TH ST
JOHNSON JACK LAS1 URH HOPKINS **0 c 332-1355 501 S CENTRAL
JOHNSON JAMES A LAS4 509 E WHITE 11 c 359-8271 317 W GREEN ST
JOHNSON JAMES ALAN FAA2 URH WESTON *61 c 332-2095 RR 1
JOHNSON JAMES DAVID GRAD 207 COUNTRY FR 25 c 359-1196 ROUTE 6
JOHNSON JAMES F JR ENG1 URH SCOTT *67 c 332-1617 1521 HALL AV
JOHNSON JAMES L FAA1 103 1/2 E DANIEL c 344-0707 210 E PROVOST ST
JOHNSON JAMES M ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 27* u 332-4101 1239 KENTON RD
JOHNSON JAMES P LAS2 URH ALLEN 489 u 332-3*1* 6019 N SHERIDAN RD
JOHNSON JAMES ROBERT PE 2 URH HOPKINS 209 c 332-1191 941 14TH AV
JOHNSON JANE C FAA4 102 N GREGORY 5 u 3**-7237 1560 STATE LINE AV
JOHNSON JANET L LAS1 URH LAR 386 u RR 2 BOX 91
JOHNSON JANET R AGR1 URH WARDALL 616 u 1724 EVERGREEN
JOHNSON JANICE A LAS1 URH LAR 428 u 332-2927 440 EVERGREEN
JOHNSON JANICE I BUS2 URH WARDALL 806 u 332-*569 429 HAMPTON TERR
JOHNSON JANIS A LAS4 802 W GREEN u 621 PLAMONDON CT
JOHNSON JARED LOGAN GRAD 1509 N KILER 4 c 359-02*5 214 E CHERRY
JOHNSON JAY D LAS4 502 W HIGH u 328-3890 6019 N SHERIDAN RD
JOHNSON JEFFRFY A COM3 802 S LINCOLN u 844 FLORENCE DR
JOHNSON JEFFREY K LAS4 808 S LINCOLN 12 u 3**-2110 808 S LINCOLN 12
JOHNSON JEROME M AGR1 URH BARTON 1 c 1280 S 8TH AV
JOHNSON JERRY L LAS2 NORTH CHICAGO ILL 1922 SEYMOUR AV
JOHNSON JOE S FAA3 1005 S 2ND c 509 GUTHRIE ST
JOHNSON JOHN D ENG3 URH TAFT 405 c 332-0655 RR 1
JOHNSON JOHN DAVID LAS2 71* S STATE c 5115 DIXON
JOHNSON JOHN F GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL 1108 WICKFORD DR
JOHNSON JOHN HFNRY ENG4 URH TOWNSFND 360 u 332-3983 2334 11 ST
JOHNSON JOHN JR LAS2 210 E PARK c 356-9216 210 E PARK
JOHNSON JOHN K AGR2 705 W SPNGFLD 5 u 344-1447 8195 W BRYN MAWR
JOHNSON JOHN L ED 4 RANTOUL ILL 1661 HARPER DR
JOHNSON JOHN M JR FAA4 707 HOLIDAY PARK c 1268 LINCOLN
JOHNSON JCHN W FAA3 707 S 6TH c 1613 W GIFT
JOHNSON JON E ENG2 URH FORBES 339 c 332-1041 RR 3 BOX 219
JOHNSON JON E LAS1 910 S 3RD c 337-5103 12800 S 82ND AV
JOHNSON JON STEWART GRAD *01 1/2 E MICHIGAN u 367-9653 1610 CORSICANA
JOHNSON JUDITH A FAA4 1013 S 1ST c RR 3 BOX 219
JOHNSON JUDITH FORD PE 4 1600 W BRADLEY 276 c 359-7744 1600 W BRADLEY 276
JOHNSON JUDY A LAS2 URH GARNER 365 c 332-3132 106 CHICAGO AV
JOHNSON JUDY KNOWLES LAS4 1210 S COTTAGE GR u 344-5766 1210 S COTTAGE GR
JOHNSON JULIE A LAS1 URH BUSEY 260 u 2111 OHIO PKWY


































































































JOHNSON KAREN D LAS1 URH FLAGG 310 C 332-0301
JOHNSON KAREN D PE 3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
JOHNSON KAREN R AGR3 802 W OREGON U 344-8119
JOHNSON KATHLEEN C GRAD 403 N LYNN c 359-6560
JOHNSON KATHLEEN F LAS3 1006 S 3RD 24 C 344-6614
JOHNSON KATHRYN FAA4 509 E GREEN c 344-2286
JOHNSON KEITH ROBERT GRAD 509 BASH CT c 356-0367
JOHNSON KENNETH LAS4 911 S LOCUST c 352-6321
JOHNSON KENNETH A GRAD 302 E JOHN 1015 c 367-0680
JOHNSON KIM DOUGLAS GRAD 1706 VALLEY RO c 359-6637
JOHNSON KIM LAWRENCE BUS* 1203 1/2 W MAIN u 367-1073
JOHNSON KURT A LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 470 u 332-4225
JOHNSON LARRY ALAN ENG3 PR 2 U 344-7933
JOHNSON LARRY C BUS4 409 E CHALMERS c
JOHNSON LARRY GENE GRAD 411 W OREGON U 344-4789
JOHNSON LAURENCE F LAW3 2210 RAINBOW VIEW u 367-1220
JOHNSON LEONARD K ENG3 402 E DANIEL C 344-1056
JOHNSON LEONARD R LAS4 212 E GREGORY 102 C
JOHNSON LESTER A AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 112 u
JOHNSON LETITIA P LAS1 URH GARNER 471 C
JOHNSON LINDA L BUS1 URH LAR 468 u 332-3050
JOHNSON LOIS ELAINE GRAD 1005 S 1ST 23 C 359-5098
JOHNSON LOUISE MARIE GRAD 1006 W CLARK u 328-3085
JOHNSON LYNDA K LASl URH WARDALL 1209 u 332-4558
JOHNSON LYNN L LAS1 URH LAR 299 u 332-3006
JOHNSON MARC K BUS1 31 GH BAKER u
JOHNSON MARGARET R LAS3 106 1/2 E ARMORY c 344-0118
JOHNSON MARGUERITE BUS1 URH SCOTT 321 c 332-1516
JOHNSON MARJEAN K LAS4 611 E DANIEL c
JOHNSON MARK E LAS2 604 E ARMORY 1215 c 344-1266
JOHNSON MARTHA A LAS! URH CARR 406 u
JOHNSON MARTIN HARRY GRAD 509 E GREEN 303 c 344-2 286
JOHNSON MARTIN J GRAD 305 W NEVADA u 367-4694
JOHNSON MARVIN W GRAD 1203 W MAIN 3 u 344-7586
JOHNSON MARY K LAS3 412 E GREEN 1 c 359-9214
JOHNSON MARY SEIBERT LAS4 808 S LINCOLN 12 u 344-2110
JOHNSON MAURICE FAA2 403 S 6TH c
JOHNSON MAURICE LAS3 404 E STOUGHTON c 352-0124
JOHNSON MELINDA L LASl URH LAR 325 u 332-2891
JOHNSON MELVIN A AGR3 401 E CHALMERS 220 c
JOHNSON MICHAEL A ENG3 2602 SHERIDAN c 359-1495
JOHNSON MICHAEL C GRAD 107 N BUSEY 3 u 367-3321
JOHNSON MICHAEL NEAL GRAD 1971 B ORCH ST u 344-8028
JOHNSON MICHAEL W BUS! 603 S LINCOLN u 344-3747
JOHNSON NANCY A LAS4 54 E JOHN 5 c 359-9158
JOHNSON NANCY B AGR1 URH LAR 361 u 332-3008
JOHNSON NANCY J LAS2 URH WESTON 309 c 332-1986
JOHNSON NANCY J AGR4 URH VANDOREN 416 c 332-0249
JOHNSON PATRICIA A LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN u 344-8169
JOHNSON PATRICIA A LAS4 309 E HEALEY 11 c
JOHNSON PATRICIA A LASl URH WARDALL 319 u 332-4350
JOHNSON PAUL B LASl URH TAFT 18 c 332-0577
JOHNSON PAUL C ENG4 713 S 6TH c 344-8786
JOHNSON PAUL R III ENG3 604 ARMORY 412 c
JOHNSON PEGGY M AGR1 URH HOPKINS 486 c 332-1387
JOHNSON PETER E LASl URH SAUNDERS 228 u
JOHNSON PHILIP M LAS2 1001 S WRIGHT 5 c 344-1351
JOHNSON RALPH JAY GRAD 501 W NEVADA u 328-2040
JOHNSON RANDALL D BUS3 1110 S 2ND c 344-7222
JOHNSON RANDALL JOHN GRAD 204 W WASHINGTON u
JOHNSON RANDOLPH FAA4 311 E WHITE c
JOHNSON RAYMOND E JR GRAD 205 E HEALEY 36 c 352-8948
JOHNSON RAYMOND NEAL GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON 34 c 359-5805
JOHNSON RAYMOND PETE GRAD 402 HESSEL c 356-9366
JOHNSON REBECCA A PE 3 ORE ILL
JOHNSON RICHARD H GRAD DANVILLE ILL
JOHNSON RICHARD L FAA2 1112 W GREEN c 359-1387
JOHNSON RICKY A ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 534 u 332-4263
JOHNSON ROBERT A AGR1 URH OGLESBY 431 u
JOHNSON ROBERT A LAS2 URH ALLEN 23 u 332-3098
JOHNSON ROBERT C LAS4 106 N GREGORY 2 u 367-9578
JOHNSON ROBERT H BUS4 URH OGLESBY 401 u 332-5143
JOHNSON ROBERT L LAS2 510 E STOUGHTON c
JOHNSON ROBERT LLOYD GRAD URH SHERMAN 1151 c 332-4990
JOHNSON ROBERT W GRAD 1C8 S 5TH c
JOHNSON ROGER E LAS4 2029 B HAZWD CT u 344-4021
JOHNSON RONALD M AGR4 808 W MICHIGAN u 344-1037
JOHNSON RONALD W BUS4 307 E ARMORY 315 c 367-8873
JOHNSON ROSALYN E LASl URH TRELEASE 222 u 332-5457
JOHNSON ROSEMARY G LAS3 URH WARDALL 707 u
JOHNSON ROSS E BUS1 401 E JOHN c
JOHNSON SAMUEL M LASl URH HOPKINS 272 c 332-1239
JOHNSON SANDRA ROSE LAS2 703 S WALNUT u 344-1654
JOHNSON SCOTT A ENG4 401 E GREEN c 344-1616
JOHNSON SHARON B LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 706 c 384-5766
JOHNSON SHARON F GRAD 2510 W SANGAMON c
JOHNSON SHEPRILL L BUS1 1101 W JOHN c
JOHNSON SHIRLEY MAE LAS6 501 W NEVADA u 328-2040
JOHNSON SIMEON T ED 6 1203 CARVER c 356-4963
JOHNSON STEPHEN A BUS2 911 S 4TH c 344-9560
JOHNSON STEPHEN C LAW1 1010 SPNGFLD c 352-8406
JOHNSON STEVEN K LAS3 409 E CHALMRS c 384-5477
JOHNSON STEVEN L ENG4 1203 REDWOOD c 356-8799
JOHNSON STEVFN LEE GRAD 703 S WALNUT u 344-1654
JOHNSON STEVEN R LAS4 402 E ARMORY c 344-9713
JOHNSON SUSAN A LAS3 207 E JOHN 11 c




CNTRY FR STA 3093
1006 S 3RD 24




6956 N OVERHILL AV
106 HOWE TERR











441 E 91ST PL
9651 TROY
31 G H BAKER
784 S BROAD ST
7147 S MAY ST
RR 1
488 ASH ST
5532 S SHORE OR
267 MONTEREY
1203 W MAIN 3
309 W OREGON
808 S LINCOLN 12
6417 S KIMBARK







6550 W 171ST ST
RR 4
632 S HARVARO AV
RR 2 BOX 49
701 E STATE ST
437 S ELMHURST RD
4444 S STATE 103
ROUTE 3 BOX 106
RR 2
104 W PARK
RR 2 BOX 49
2800 KNOLLWOOD LN









429 1/2 N HAZEL
1112 W GREEN
932 W 5TH ST
302 SYCAMORE AV






RR 1 BOX 92
1305 STRATFORD AV
RR 3 PRIMM RD
214 E CHERRY
2028 W GILBERT AV

















































































































JOHNSON SUSAN M LAS1
JOHNSON SUZANNE T GRAD
*JOHNSON TAMARA H ED 3
JOHNSON THOMAS D LAS1
JOHNSON THOMAS R FAA2
JOHNSON TIMOTHY P LAS1
JOHNSON TIMOTHY V GRAD
JOHNSON TOBY D FAA2
JOHNSON VICKI A BUS2
JOHNSON VICKI A COM3
JOHNSON WANDA G LAS1
JOHNSON WARREN DALE GRAD
JOHNSON WAYNE LEE GRAD
JOHNSON WAYNE R FAA2
JOHNSON WENDLINE A LAS2
JOHNSON WILLIAM FRAN LAS4
JOHNSON WILLIAM H AGR2
JOHNSON WILLIAM L FAA4
JOHNSON WILLIAM M AGR3
JOHNSON WILLIAM W GRAD
JOHNSON WILLIE S GRAD
JOHNSTON ANN L LAS1
JOHNSTON CHARLES R LAS1
JOHNSTON DAVID G FAA2
JOHNSTON ELGIN H GRAD
JOHNSTON ELIZABETH P LAS2
JOHNSTON GAIL B GRAD
JOHNSTON GEORGE E AGR1
JOHNSTON JUNE L AGR2
JOHNSTON NANCY L AGR1
JOHNSTON RALPH ONEY GRAD
JOHNSTON RICHARD K PE 4
JOHNSTON RICHARD K ED 3
JOHNSTON ROBERT J COM4
JOHNSTON RONALD L LAS4
JOHNSTON SANDRA S GRAD
JOHNSTON SARAH L LAS4
JOHNSTON SIBYL B FAA1
JOHNSTON STEVEN C LAS4
JOHNSTON SUSAN M LAS2
JOHNSTON WILLIAM R LAS3
JOINER JOSEPHINE AGR4
JOLAOSO FELIX A LAS3
JOLCOVER JEFFREY N BUS1
JOLICOEUR BRUCE C ENG1
JOLLEY KIM C AGR3
JOLLIE HAROLD V ENG1
JOLLIE MALCOLM R FAA3
JOLLIE SUSAN A LAS2
JOLLY ALESIA K FAA1
JONAS JOANNE LAS3
JONCICH DAVID MICHAE GRAD
JONE CYRENIUS M GRAD
JONES AARON BUS4
JONES ADRIAN FERRIS GRAD
JONES ALMUT GITTER GRAD
JONES ANDRE CRAIG LAS2
JONES ANDREW L LAS1
JONES ARTHUR D JR LAS2
JONES AUSTIN GRAD
JONES BARBARA A ED 3
JONES BRENDA J ED 4
JONES BRENT R ED 4
JONES BRUCE L BUS1
JONES CAMILLIA MARSH GRAD
JONES CARMEN AGR1
JONES CAROLYN L N ED 4
JONES CHARLETTE LAS1
JONES CHRISTOPHER A LAS2
JONES CLARENCE JAMES LAS4
JONES CRAIG DOUGLAS GRAD
JONES DANA E COM3
JONES DAVID A BUS2
JONES DAVID L LAS3
JONES DAVID M ENG3
JONES DAVID P ENG4
JONES DENNIS E VM 2
JONES DIANE LAS1
JONES DONALD J LAS4
JONES DOUGLAS C BUS3
JONES EDDIE J ED 4
JONES EDWARD FRANCIS GRAD
JONES ELAINE M LAS1
JONES ELIZABETH H LAS1
JONES GARY D ENG1
JONES GARY W BUS1
JONES HUBERT W ENG4
JONES JAKE A III FAA4
JONES JAMES A FAA4
JONES JAMES HENRY GRAD
JONES JAMES STEWART GRAD
JONES JEANETTE LAS1
JONES JENNIFER D FAA2
JONES JESSICA L LAS2
JONES JOANN M LAS2
JONES JUDITH A LAS1
JONES JUDITH A PE 2
URH WARDALL 220 U
URH DANIELS 268 U
103 E DANIEL 9 C
311 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 210 U
1403 S GROVE U
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
URH WARDALL 308 U
410 E GREEN 19 C
URH CARR 9 U
ELMHURST ILL
214 S DEWEY U
URH OGLESBY 706 U
URH SAUNDERS 320 U
URH OGLESBY 203 U
401 E DANIEL C
1113 S ARBOR 1 C
805 W OREGON U
2510 W SANGAMON C
RANKIN ILL
URH WARDALL 722 U
URH OGLESBY 312 U
URH TAFT 123 C
301 W GREEN 2 C
907 S WRIGHT C
301 W GREEN 2 C
URH BABCOCK 124 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH WARDALL 1025 U
711 RANDOLPH 2 C
713 W OHIO U
605 S 1ST C
406 BRIAR LN 6 C
1203 S ELM C
1502 FAIRLAWN U
803 W GREEN U
1003 W CHURCH C
505 S BUSEY 402 U
URH SCOTT 300 C
URH OGLESBY 1218 U
URH ALLEN 434 U
URH TAFT 216 C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 432 C
URH WESTON 386 C
URH WESTON 458 C
URH GARNER 420 C
URH BUSEY 319 U
URH CLARK 336 C
URH DELTA HSE 3 U
807 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH SHERMAN 463 C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
606 RICHARDS LN C
804 W MAIN U
309 INDIANA U
URH OGLESBY 809 U
URH WESTON 267 C
CHARLESTON ILL
707 S 6TH 306 C
URH TRELEASE 1011 U
URH SNYDER 358 C
URH SNYDER 365 C
1808 GOLFVIEW U
1005 W GREGORY U
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3 U
URH EVANS 228 U
911 S 4TH C
405 W WHITE C
1111 S 3RD 203 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1101 W PENN U
21 HERITAGE C
URH OGLESBY 1228 U
EAST MOLINE ILL
604 W WHITE C
URH BLAISDELL 415 U
218 E GREGORY 102 C
902 KIRBY C
URH TOWNSEND 226 U
404 EDGEBROOK 204 C
URH SCOTT 389 C
URH WESTON 338 C
URH FORBES 436 C
URH NOBLE 418 C
201 DEWEY U
405 E GREEN C
1412 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1014 HOLIDAY C
1005 E DELAWARE U
URH WARDALL 417 U
405 E JOHN 14 C
URH LAP 336 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH LAR 439 U










































































103 E DANIEL 9
617 W ELK ST
726 DUNDEE AV
53 MAPLE ST
1403 S GROVE ST
1729 W LAMONT






535 E 88TH PL
219A S MAPLE AV
RR 1







301 W GREEN 2
RR 1
11062 E LORENE ST
RR 3 BOX 223
RR 4














457 E OXFORD RD
RR 1




















906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
438 W 98TH ST
BOX 541
1861 S MILLARD
1111 S 3RD 203




204 N 20TH ST













































































E ST LOUIS ILL









































JONES JUDITH ANN GRAD
JONES JUDITH CARROLL GRAD
JONES JUDITH M ED 2
JONES JULIUS BUS1
JONES KATHEPYNE PE 4
JONES KATHRYN C LAS1
JONES KATHRYN LEE GRAD
JONES KATHRYN R LAS1
JONES KIMMEL C LAS2
JONES LARPY B LAS1
JONES LARRY M LAW2
JONES LARRY MARLIN GRAD
JONES LEE A ED 4
JONES LESLIE A GRAD
JONES LESLIE J LAS4
JONES LINDA L FAA1
JONES LINDA M AGR1
JONES MARGARET M FAA3
JONES MARION H GRAD
JONES MARJOPIE ANN GRAD
JONES MARK W AGR4
JONES MARY ANN GRAD
JONES MARY S FAA4
JONES MCKINLEY A GRAD
JONES MELISSA A T LAS2
JONES MICHAEL J LAS3
JONES MICHAEL Q LAW2
JONES NELSON R LAS2
JONES PAMELA S ED 3
JONES PAUL B ENG2
JONES PAULA E COM3
JONES PEGGY A LAW2
JONES PHILIP ANDREW GRAD
JONES RICHARD LAS3
JONES RICHARD D LAS4
JONES RICHARD E BUS1
JONES RICHARD L ENG4
JONES RICHARD M LAS3
JONES RICHARD W ED 2
JONES ROBERT ALAN GRAD
JONES RONALD ALAN GRAD
JONES RONALD DEAN GRAD
JONES RONALD S COM4
JONES ROYDEN RALPH GRAD
JONES SANDRA Y LAS1
JONES SHARON L LAS1
JONES STEPHAN E COM4
JONES STEPHANIE P LAS1
JONES STEPHEN BUS3
JONES STEPHEN MUNN GRAD
JONES T CHRISTOPHER LAS2
JONES TEODY L ENG3
JONES TERRY W LAS6
JONES THOMAS ABRAHAM GRAD
JONES THOMAS E AGR1
JONES THOMAS L JR LAS4
JONES THOMAS S AGR3
JONES VANESSA L LAS2
JONES VERNON R AGR1
JONES VINCENT C GRAD
JONES WANDRA L FAA2
JONES WILLIAM L ENG2
JORDAN ANN DOWNEN LAS4
JORDAN DALE HILL GRAD
JORDAN DEBRA L LAS2
JORDAN EDDIE JR PE 3
JORDAN GEORGE C BUS3
JORDAN JAMES M JR AGR4
JORDAN JILL M LUCAS FAA1
JORDAN JOANN LAS1
JORDAN KEVIN L LAS4
JORDAN LARRY ELBERT GRAD
JORDAN LINDA M FAA3
JORDAN MATTHEW A BUS2
JORDAN MICHAEL C LAS3
JORDAN MIRIAM W AGR4
JORDAN PATRICIA G GRAD
JORDAN PAULINE ROSE GRAD
JORDAN ROBERT D BUS1
JORDAN SHARON A LAS4
JORDAN THOMAS A LAS1
JORDAN WILLIAM H FAA1
JORDANI DAVID A FAA6
JORGENSEN KENNFTH A LAS4
JORGENSEN MARY E FAA3
JORGENSEN RICHARD J BUS1
JORGENSEN RICHARD J LAS1
JORIA DONNA M LAS1
JORIA GERARD J FAA2
JORIA MARIETTA T LAS3
JORSTAD SUSAN K PE 4
JOSEPH GARY M LAS4
JOSEPH LINDA S LAS2
JOSEPH MARK G ENG1
JOSEPH NEAL LAS1
JOSEPH RAYMOND A GRAD
JOSEPHSON DONNA L LAS3
506 W HIGH U
1203 S RACE U
URH SAUNDERS 127 U
URH BARTON 16 C
1005 S 6TH 26 C
URH ALLEN 134 U
URH SHERMAN 517 C
URH LAR 234 U
1710 W WINDSOR RD C
1101 W PENN U
198 PADDOCK E C
901 S 1ST C
606 RICHARDS LN C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 3 U
218 E GREGORY 102 C
URH LAR 322 U
URH TRELEASE 603 U
405 E GREEN C
1107 E FLORIDA 24 U
1410 E PENN U
110 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 102 C
306 N HARVEY U
8C1 N RANDOLPH C
1208 E FLORIDA C
DECATUR ILL
2217 S 1ST 302 C
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
309 BIRCH C
306 E GREGORY C
212 E SPNGFLD C
711 W MAIN U
705 S FOLEY C
409 GREEN C
1009 W MAIN 12 U
GENESEO ILL
MAHOMET ILL
1004 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 393 C
URH SHERMAN 533 C
714 S RACE U
SIDELL ILL
316 CEDAR 3 C
1410 E PENN U
URH TRELEASE 608 U
URH TRELEASE 123 U
1206 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 221 U
508 E STOUGHTON C
504 E UNIVERSITY C
URH SCOTT 367 C




2118 ORCH ST 102 U
313 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 608 U
URH SCOTT 259 C
121 N RACE 15 U
URH VANDOREN 112 C
URH SCOTT 441 C
304 S JOHNSON U
2305 W RODNEY C
URH WARDALL 218 U
612 E VINE C
1803 W JOHN C
1002 1/2 N CONNGHM U
SIDNEY ILL
URH GARNER 439 C
402 E ARMORY C
1700 W BRADLEY 23 C
411 E HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS C
102 N GREGORY 3 U
312 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 447 C
TUSCOLA ILL
URH OGLESBY 316 U
802 W GREEN 203 U
URH WESTON 121 C
PEORIA ILL
307 DAVIDSON C
1209 E FLORIDA 12 U
2207 FLETCHER U
URH OGLESBY 109 U
URH FORBES 120 C
URH ALLEN 222 U
URH ALLEN 274 U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
604 S 1ST C
206 E CLARK 4 C
URH TRELEASE 306 U
55 E HEALEY C
URH NOBLE 420 C
807 W NEVADA U



































































662 E PERSHING RD




910 S 10TH ST





906 1/2 W NEVADA 3
1408 VERNON
5666 W 175TH ST
1021 CYPRESS DR
BOX 174





804 N 24TH ST
1208 E FLORIDA
1093 W MCKINLEY AV


















18 OLD OAK TRAIL
165 N LEAMINGTON







2118 ORCH ST 102
RR 4
3316 CALUMET









1002 1/2 N CUNGHAM
ROUTE 1
2730 S STATE 508
2039 EZRA AV
3118 GARLAND














2856 W PALMER ST
4121 W 107TH ST
10905 S CAMPBELL
4121 W 107TH ST
15 S ADAMS ST
6204 N AVERS
11144 S VERNON AV







































































































JOSHI SHRIOHAR B GRAD
JOSLYN DENNIS JOSEPH GRAD
JOSLYN NANCY M LAW3
JOSSEY RUSSELL L BUS1
JOST BEATRICE HEIDI LAS4
JOST FRANZ ALPHONS GRAD
JOUSE WAYNE C ENG1
JOVANOVICH DANIEL JR ENG3
*JOY PAMELA PENCE LAS3
JOYCE ANNA M LAS2
JOYCE DENO J BUS3
JOYCE EDWARD JOSEPH GRAD
JOYCE JAMES E AGR4
JOYCE JEFFREY L LAS1
JOYCE NANCY B LAS1
JOYNER JULIE A ED 3
JOZWIAK JOANN M LAS2
*JU FU-SHYONG GRAD
JUANG KUEN-CHERNG GRAD
*JUDD ARTHUR JOSEPH BUS3
*JUDD KAREN BUMGARNER AGR4
JUDD LAURIE M LAS3
JUDD MARK S ENG3
JUDSON DOUGLAS A LAS4
JUDSON KEITH G BUS*
JUDY CONNA ELIZABETH GRAD
JUELL MERRY K LAS4
JUENGER BRUCE E BUS3
JUENGER JANA L LAS1
*JUETTNEP JOHN T GRAD
JUETTNER PAUL G ENG1
*JUGO BUPGUERA A GRAD
JUHASZ JOSEPH J ENG2
JUHLIN BRUCE D LAS2
JUHN CHRISTINA LAS3
JUHNKE FREDERICK W ENG4
JUILLETSAINT-LAGER H FAA5
JULE ROBERT W ENG3
JULIAN FRANK J JR BUS3
JULIANO DIANA J BUS2
JULIUS STEVEN M LAS3
JUMP DAVID L BUS1
JUMP ROBERT K AGR3
JUNAS LAURA L ENG2
JUNDANIAN DIANE M LAS1
JUNDANIAN THOMAS H LAS3
JUNG AUDREY MOO HING GRAD
JUNG DENNIS WILLIAM GRAD
JUNG RICHARD J LAS1
JUNG RICHARD W LAS2
JUNGERS JEFFREY A LAS2
JUNGK RICHARO A FAA4
JUNGST MARILYN LEE GRAD
JUNGST RUDOLPH G III GRAD
JUNKER GARY R ED 4
JUNKUS JOAN C LAS3
JUPIN DAVID W ENG3
JURANEK ROBERT H LAS1
JURASKA JANICE MARIE GRAD
JURASKA KATHLEEN M LAS3
JURCZAK JEFFREY S LAS3
*JUREK KENNETH J LAW3
JURGENS CARL E LAS3
JURGENS NANCY L LAS1
JURGENS SUSAN M LAS4
JURGENSEN MARIE D AGR2
JUPGENSEN MICHAEL P BUS1
JUPICH DALE RADE GRAD
JURKIEWICZ JOHN E LAS3
JUROW SUSAN M BUS1
JURY CAROLYN LAS3
JUST CHARLES L ENG2
JUST LAWRENCE E LAS3
JUST PAUL W III FAA1
JUSTICE JEFFRY A LAS4
JUSTICE LARRY D FAA2
JUSTISON THOMAS A AGR3
JUSTI SS STEPHEN P GRAD
JUSTUS CAROLEE J LAS1
JUSTUS MARGIE LAS3
JUSTUS PATTI LAS1
JUTZI KAREN A AGR1
KAAR DAVID RICHARD GRAD
*KAARE DONITA SPEAR LAS3
*KAARE JOHN HANNES GRAD
KAATZ KEVIN D PE 3
KABBES JOSEPH W ENG1
KABELKA DIANA L LAS1
KABLER ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
KABRICK DAVID JEROME GRAD
KACHEL LILLIAN LAS2
KACSH JUDITH E ED 4
KACZKOWSKI ANN L LAS1
KACZMAPSKI HENRY J GRAD
KADEN JAMES S LAS1
KADEN JOHN C LAS1
URH BUSEY 231 U
1107 W GREEN 536 U
603 W CHURCH 2 C
1005 S 6TH C
502 E WHITE C
1109 W CHARLES C
1109 W CHARLES C
411 GREEN 2 C
URH TAFT 211 C
617 W SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 921 U




URH TRELEASE 921 U
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 5 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1107 W GREEN 528 U
1010 W GREEN U
611 W UNIVERSITY C
301 S PRAIRIE C
611 E DANIEL C
1010 E COLORADO 44 U
904 N BROADWAY 222 U
406 W HIGH 3 U
201 W OREGON U
508 E CHALMERS C
802 W GREEN 306 U
409 E CHALMRS C
2103 HAZWD DR 103 U
PALATINE ILL
1101 S MATTIS 2-8 C
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
713 W OHIO U
509 E WHITE C
111 E CHALMERS 11 C
1108 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH FORBES 272 C
302 E ARMORY C
904 N BROADWAY U
401 E JOHN C
205 E ARMORY C
URH VANDOREN 207 C
URH TRELEASE 808 U
1202 1/2 UNIV U
URH DANIELS 84 U
1203 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 421 C
URH WESTON 416 C
URH TAFT 25 C
214 E GREGORY 101 C
509 W MAIN 2 U
503 S PROSPECT C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 326 U
URH OGLESBY 1219 U
URH LUNDGREN 16 C
301 E WHITE 7 C
BERWYN ILL
FRITCHEY ESTATES U
809 W ILLINOIS 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 378 U
URH LAR 128 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
311 E GREEN 312 C
URH BABCOCK 110 U
304 6TH C
801 W IOWA U
URH TRELEASE 1209 U
WASHBURN ILL
URH TAFT 427 C
706 S WALNUT 6 U
URH BARTON 20 C
509 E WHITE 8 C
URH BABCOCK 403 U
706 W OHIO U
111 1/2 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 225 U
508 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 304 U
URH BABCOCK 9 U
503 E STOUGHTON 71 C
1006 S OAK C
1006 S OAK C
102 E CHALMERS C
904 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 531 U
2C20 A ORCH ST U
RANTOUL ILL
904 S 3RD C
URH EVANS 423 U
713 W HEALEY C
512 W SPNGFLD C
URH FORBES 460 C










































































304 N ELMHURST RD
824 N RAYNOR AV
617 W SPNGFLD
2750 W 70TH ST
908 S LOCUST
403 S LYNN 5
RR 1
3610 CORONADO
2750 W 70TH ST
14 4TH ST
1503 ST VINCENT AV
ROOSVELT





707 E PARK ST
414 ARLINGTON
201 W OREGON






ROUTE 1 BOX 228-A
560 APPLETON RD
1401 W ELMDALE AV
150 N JULIAN ST
6 BERGERRONNETTES
1530S SURREY RIDGE
36 S 50TH AV





547 W 115TH ST
547 W 115TH ST
259 N KALAHEO AV
4214 N SAWYER AV
10129 PELHAM ST
231 W 24TH ST
2131 DUNNEGAN ST
817 WASHINGTON AV
509 W MAIN 2
361 E FORRESTWOCD
116 FABER AV
4044 S GROVE AV
3308 WESTGATE PKWY
1603 GREENWOOD DR
301 E WHITE 7
1436 GUNDERSON
23 S VIRGINIA











2910 W SHERWIN AV
RR 2 BOX 1
8313 W 126TH ST
729 FORESTVIEW AV
RR 1
















3635 S WOOD ST
RR 1 BOX 77A



































































































KADLEC KAREN ANN GRAO
KAEOIN6 GARY R ENG3
KAEDING IRENE P GRAO
KAEGI DEBBIE JO LAS2
KAELIN BENJAMIN E BUS3
KAELIN KEVIN GERARD BUS3
KAELIN THOMAS M LAS3
KAELL OENISE J LAS1
KAEMERER DAVID W PE 3
KAETZER JAMES A BUS1
KAFKA EDWARD M LAS3
KAGAN ROSALYN H ED 4
KAHAN ELLARY S ENG4
KAHL FREDERICK L ENG2
*KAHLER LAWRENCE M BUS4
KAHLING MARK A BUS4
KAHN DEBRA L PE 1
*KAHN GARY S GRAD
KAHN JAMES R BUS3
KAHN LESLIE J LAS1
KAHN LINDA S FAA2
*KAHN MADELYN BLOCH GRAD
KAHN MARCY H LAS3
KAHN MARLA R COM4
KAHN MITCHELL C BUS1
KAHN NADINE L AGR1
KAHN WILLIAM MICHAEL GRAD
KAHR HELGA LAW2
KAI MICHAEL SUKI GRAD
KAIDEN JUDY A LAS4
KAIKUMBA FRANCIS Y GRAD
KAIL SHELOON LAS1
KAIM ALAN M LAS4
KAISER CHARLES L LAS3
KAISER DENNIS L FAA4
*KAISER EDDIE HOWARD GRAD
*KAISER JAMES ALLEN GRAD
KAISER JOHN P LAS3
KAISER MADELEINE M LAS4
KAISER MARC C FAA2
KAISER RICHARD E ENG2
KAISER RICHARD L ENG4
KAISER ROBERT ANTON FAA3
KAISER SIDNEY VAUGHN GRAD
KAJIWARA ALAN T LAS1
KAJIWARA EILEEN T FAA1
KAJIWARA JANICE N LAS3
KAJKOWSKI CHRISTINA GRAD
KAL HARRIS J FAA1
KALACHNIK JOHN E LAS4
KALAL RANDY L ED 1
KALB JUDITH A LAS2
KALBERG GARY L BUS1
KALER MAXINE G LAS4
KALEY ROBERT G II GRAD
KALIN ALAN B BUS2
KALIN DANIEL H LAS3
KALIN RICHARD S LAS1
KALINA KENNETH G JR BUS4
KALINAK KATHRYN M LAS3
KALINSKI ALICIA M LAS3
KALISH STEVE B LAS3
KALISKI CHARLES J GRAD
KALITA SHELLEY J AGR3
KALIVODA PAULA J LAS3
KALKSTEIN KAREN M AGR2
KALLAL ELEANOR M ED 1
KALLAL THERESA M AGR3
KALLMAN DAVID R BUS4
KALLMAYER FREDERICK AGR1
KALLSTROM THOMAS F FAA1
KALMAN ALLAN J FAA1
KALMANSON MARK A BUS4
KALNITZ LYNNE E LAS2
KALTENBRONN PAMELA N GRAD
KALUS JEANETTE E BUS2
KALUZNA DEBRA L LAS2
KALUZNY DAVID J II LAS1
KALUZYNSKI THOMAS A GRAD
KAM DENNIS KOON MING GRAD
KAMANDA DANIEL S GRAD
KAMARA CHERPNOP S GRAD
KAMATH SURESH K GRAD
KAMEN REBECCA ANN GRAD
KAMENEAP LINDA ROBYN LAS4
KAMHI ELLEN S LAS2
KAMHOLZ GARY L BUS4
KAMIENSKI PATRICIA L COM4
KAMIKOW RONA L ED 2
KAMIN DENNIS ROBERT GRAD
KAMIN SCOTT P BUS3
KAMINSKI BARBARA A AGR1
KAMINSKI BAPBARA A PE 2
KAMINSKI JAMES S LAS4
KAMINSKI JAN M FAA2
KAMINSKI LOUIS M LAS1
KAMINSKI MICHAEL W BUS3
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
DECATUR ILL
410 S BUSEY U
2313 S 1ST 203 C
1206 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS 1406 C
910 S 3RD C
1006 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 124 C
301 E CHALMERS 1 C
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
CHICAGO ILL
705 W HIGH U
1004 KINCH U
312 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
401 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 11 U
502 S MATTIS C
PHILO ILL
WILMETTE ILL
111 S BUSEY 4 U
910 S 3RD C
918 S LYNN C
PHILO ILL
309 W SPNGFLD 2 C
URH DANIELS 706 U
802 W GREEN 304 U
U OF I EDUCATION U
URH SNYDER 225 C
1012 W SPNGFLD U
URH CARR 306 U
1108 S 1ST C
1709 W JOHN 2 C
505 E STOUGHTON C
NORTHBROOK ILL
306 N MATHEWS U
URH FORBES 320 C
URH SNYDER 430 C
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
904 W CLARK 7 U
609 W MAIN 34 U
URH NOBLE 220 C
URH LAR 403 U
URH LAR 102 U
URH DANIELS U
110 E CHALMERS C
105 S GLOVER U
URH TRELEASE 1025 U
URH VANDOREN 424 C
110 E ARMORY C
907 SUNNYCREST U
1601 N KILER 9 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
608 W CHURCH C
URH TOWNSEND 560 U
1004 S 2ND C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 350 C
RR 4 C
901 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD 1216 C
RCCKFORD ILL
409 E CHALMERS 808 C
805 W OHIO U
805 W OHIO U
1007 S 3RD C
402 ELIOT U
URH OGLESBY 311 U
URH GARNER 100 C
111 E CHALMERS 11 C
URH ALLEN 213 U
URH DANIELS 172 U
URH TRELEASE 326 U
910 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 104 C
1409 BRIARCLIFF U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH BARTON 306 C
506 E SPNGFLD 7 C
1107 W GREEN 327 U
605 4TH 1 C
707 S 6TH 215 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1004 S 1ST C
1108 NEVADA U
1104 W NEVADA U
1005 S 2ND C
1505 W KIRBY C
URH TRELEASE 310 U
URH WESTON 343 C
410 E JOHN C
905 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT C































































































55 LA SALLE ST














609 W MAIN 34










1601 N KILER 9
330 VOLTZ RD
608 W CHURCH
8247 E PRAIRIE RD
2328 S 10TH AV




9230 S 77TH AV






12730 S 82ND AV
5449 W DAVIS ST
8912 N CRAWFORD AV
7519 N CLAREMONT
408 SUNNYSLOPE DR









6700 N LA PORTE
7227 N CAMPBELL
400 RILEY DR




92 TERRY BOX 212
1620 S 50TH AV
410 E JOHN





































































































KAMINSKI STANLEY T BUS1
KAMINSKI STEPHEN J ENG4
KAMINSKY JAMES AGR1
KAMM JANET L FAA1
KAMM MARLENE S LAS3
*KAMM RICHARD MERLE GRAO
KAMMERAHL HANNA RUTH GRAD
KAMOWSKI JOHN S LAS2
KAMOWSKI RANOAL R LAS1
KAMPIC CINDY S AGR1
KANAGY SHERMAN P II GRAD
KANAK BRANT E LAS1
KANAPICKI CHARLES J ENG4
*KANARISH JANIS S LAW1
*KANARISH MICHAEL B GRAD
KANASKE KATHY A LAS1
*KANDEL EUNICE S GRAD
KANE CHERYL E ED 3
KANE DAVID A BUS3
KANE DENNIS JOSEPH GRAD
KANE LAWRENCE F AGR2
KANE MICHAEL B ENG2
KANESKI LINDA L AGR2
*KANG JACK HSU-HSIUNG GRAD
KANG JOON M LAS2
*KANG TAE CHONG GRAD
KANIA KENNETH J BUS4
KANNALL GREGORY A ENG3
KANNALL JANE E LAS1
KANOFF NAN LAS1
*KANSY JANICE W LAS4
KANSY ROBERT J JR GRAD
KANT JACK EDWIN FAA3
KANT MICHEL D LAS1
KANTER CHARLENE R LAS4
KANTER JANICE ED 3
KANTER JOANNE PE 3
KANTEP MICHAEL S AGR1
KANTER RICHARD J LAS4
KANTHAK VINCENT H LAS2
KANTNER GARY M ENG4
KANTNER JERRY B BUS3
KANTON LINDA M LAS2
KANTOP CHARLENE JOY ED 3
KANTOR MAYDA J LAS1
KANTROWITZ MARK LEE GRAD
KANUMILLI SUDHAKAR R GRAO
KANZ WILLIAM F BUS2
KANZAPIA MAGANLAL V GRAD
KANZLEITER RAYMOND D LAS4
KANZLER MICHAEL W BUS1
KAO JOHN HSIA ENG1
KAO WILLIAM HSIA GRAD
KAPCHE JAMES A FAA3
KAPELA DIANE LAS2
KAPILLA CHRISTOPHER GRAD
KAPLAN BONNIE S P6 1
KAPLAN BRUCE SCOTT GRAD
KAPLAN DEBRA H COM3
KAPLAN ELLEN J AGR1
KAPLAN EVALYNN J AGR3
KAPLAN HOLLIS F ED 1
KAPLAN JACQUELINE GRAD
KAPLAN JEFFREY LAS3
KAPLAN JORDAN L LAS4
KAPLAN JUDITH F LAS1
KAPLAN LISA A ED 2
KAPLAN PAUL M LAS1
KAPLAN PHILIP A LAS4
KAPLAN POSALYN BARI GRAD
KAPLAN SHERYL ED 3
KAPLINSKI CATHERINE LAS1
*KAPPAUF CATHARINE H GRAD
KAPPEL BRUCE R ED 4
KAPPEL THOMAS F ENG4
KAPRAL DENNIS H ENG4
KAPROS LAURA E ED 3
KAPTUR THOMAS R BUS!
KAPUR DEEPAK AGR6
KARA RONALD A BUS4
KARACIC JOSEPH J LAS1
KARAGAN LINDA S ED 1
KARAKUS KADIR GRAD
KARAMPELAS LYNN PE 1
KARASEK EDWARD A BUS2
KARASEK GARY L FAA2
KARASEK LINDA SUE AGR2
KARASEK SCOTT J BUS1
KARCH CYNTHIA A LAS3
KARCH THOMAS L BUS3
*KARDELL GARY R LAW3
KAREKEN JOHN A LAS4
KARELA JAMES F LAW1
KAPESH JOHN W LAS4
KARGACOS CHARLES E LAS1
*KARGBO YERA BOCKARI GRAD
KARHANEK CAROL J FAA1
URH HOPKINS 250 C
1110 1/2 ARBOR 102 C
URH BARTON C
URH LAR 331 U
604 S LINCOLN 2 U
304 GEO HUFF U
103 E DANIEL C
1007 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 122 C
URH TRELEASE 916 U
606 1/2 W WHITE C
URH HOPKINS 293 C
302 S 4TH 7 C
1102 S 2ND 1 C
1102 S 2ND 1 C
URH CLARK 323 C
FISHER ILL
309 E JOHN 5 C
1950 D ORCH ST U
1205 E FLORIDA 14 U
URH WESTON 269 C
URH BABCOCK 109 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1107 W GREEN 523 U
URH GARNER 391 C
122 SCOTTSWOOD U
106 S GREGORY U
309 E HEALEY 2 C
URH LAR 423 U
URH GARNER 443 C
910 S LOCUST C
910 S LOCUST 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 545 U
212 E DANIEL C
603 W HIGH U
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 602 U
729 S MATTIS C
URH TOWNSEND 206 U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
URH TRELEASE 522 U
904 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1005 U
307 S PRAIRIE 10 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
1103 N MARKET C
URH DANIELS U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
313 E ARMORY C
804 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 186 U
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH ALPHA HSE 1 U
402 N ELM 4 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 252 C
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
910 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH FLAGG 424 C
308 ROMINE U
313 E JOHN 27 C
URH LUNDGREN 315 C
URH TRELEASE 528 U
URH WARDALL 510 U
URH SNYDER 406 C
THE HEATHER 2 C
1005 S 6TH 8 C
409 E CHALMRS C
603 S 5TH C
1401 WAVERLY C
1701 VALLEY RD C
URH SAUNDERS 202 U
401 E JOHN C
1005 S WRIGHT C
310 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 362 C
906 HAROING 301 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 392 U
URH SHERMAN 460 C
URH WARDALL 1018 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 5 U
902 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 77 U
URH HOPKINS 324 C
904 N BROADWAY 217 U
211 E WHITE C
105 E GREEN 9 C
107 N BUSEY 3 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 114 C
URH DANIELS 113 U












































































2236 N ELM ST
7720 W PALATINE AV
3618 MCCORMICK
BOX 303 STAR ROUTE
2536 S 10TH AV
812 W JUNIOR TERR
1102 S 2ND 1-B




1950 D ORCH ST























2301 S MAYFAIR AV
8247 N KOSTNER
311 YATES






500 W FRANKLIN 4
LEIBNITZ 14-705
1258 EARLY
7101 W BERWYN AV
2 WOOD SIDE DR








3528 W 98TH PL
528 EDSON
3528 W 98TH PL
2953 W JEROME
2819 W CHASE AV
8913 KEELER
625 RIDGE AV









2850 E 130TH ST
7044 KENTON ST
8016 W 130TH ST
7015 W 29TH PL
1208 EILER RD
134 S MICHIGAN
7234 S CENTRAL AV
547 INVERWAY RD
741 N LINDEN AV
211 E WHITE
142 N MAIN ST
3716 ARTHUR
2355 COMMONWEALTH
12 N WILLIAM ST
































































































SIERRA LEONE W AFf
FRONTENAC MO
152
KARI FRANK W LAS3
KARIOTIS SHELLEY LAS1
KARKOS JAMES P ENG2
KARKOW WILLIAM S LAS2
KARLBURG RICHARD T VM 1
KARLEN DOUGLAS M LAW2
KARLEN REBEKAH R ENG1
KARLIN MICHELLE J BUS1
KARLOSKI DANIEL W LAS2
KARLQUIST DAVID W GRAD
KARLSTROM DEBORAH A ED 4
KARNES DIANE S LAS3
KARNES KATHLEEN GRAD
KARNETT VINETTA J LAS2
KARNICK SAMUEL T JR LAS1
KAROL LAWRENCE P LAS1
KARON MARTIN HOWARD LAS3
KAROW ROBERT H ENG2
KARP JANIS E PE 1
KARPEN WILLIAM E AGR2
KARPIAK CRAIG A ENG4
KARPLUS LESTER C LAS3
KARPMAN DAVID P ENG1
KARPOWICZ TONY M ENG1
KARPS PAUL D LAS3
KARR GRANT W BUS2
*KARR JAMES C ED 3
KARR JOHN R LAS1
KARR LINDA L BUS3
KARTASASMITA RADEN B GRAD
KARTEN STEVEN GRAD
KARTHEISEP JAMES A LAS2
KARTMAN DAVID PAUL GRAD
KARTUN ALLAN D COMA
KASAK MARY E LAS3
KASAK ROBERT R BUS1
KASAK STEPHEN JOSEPH BUS4
KASAMOTO LESLIE J ED 2
KASCH BRUCE DIXON BUS3
KASCH MARJORIE A ED 4
KASE LARRY E AVI1
KASE TERRY A AV I
1
KASH GARY G COM3
KASH RICHARD M JR LAS2
KASH ROGER L ENG2
KASMAR KEVIN E LAS2
KASNICK M BRADLEY GRAD
KASNICK MARY E LAS1
KASON BONNIE A BUS4
KASPAR GARY C ENG4
KASPER JOHN J LAS4
KASPER STEVEN H BUS3
KASPRZYCKI ELIZABETH COMA
*KASS DEAN E FAA3
KASS MARTIN CARL GRAD
KASSEL DAVID J ENG2
KASSEL JAMES W ENG3
KASSLY CHRISTINE E LAS3
KASSNER DEBPA A BUS3
KASTELEC DENISE S LAS1
KASTELIC LAWRENCE L ENG4
KASTHOLM JOHN III FAA4
KASTIGAR LINDA J LAS3
KASTOP GWEN D AGR3
KASTRUP RODNEY V GRAD
*KASUBE DORANN JANE GRAD
*KASUBE HERBERT EMIL GRAD
KASVINSKI DAVID A ENG1
KATAGAS ELENA L FAA2
KATAHIRA KENNETH D LAS4
KATEL KENNETH G LAS2
KATERNDAHL DAVID A LAS4
KATES CARLA M LAS2
KATES DONALD A AGR1
KATHAN ARTHUR E LAS3
KATICH BEVERLY K LAS1
KATO ALAN D FAA2
KATO BARBARA J LAS2
KATO JO ANNE M COM4
KATOVICH MICHAEL A LAS3
KATSIMPALIS THOMAS M LAS2
KATSINAS JOHN A BUS1
KATSION GARY D ENG2
*KATULA RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
KATUZIENSKI CYNTHIA FAA3
*KATZ ALAN MARVIN GRAD
KATZ ARON B LAS1
KATZ CAROL LYNN BMS1
KATZ CHARLES MAXWELL GRAD
KATZ DEBBIE KAY GRAD
KATZ DEBORA E BUS1
KATZ ELISE R LAS2
*KATZ GEPI RENEE GRAD
KATZ HOWARD MICHAEL GRAD
KATZ IONE E ED 4
KATZ JACK M BUS2
KATZ JORDON R BUS4
312 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 208 C
URH GARNER 209 C
401 E DANIEL C
804 W OREGON U
URH SHERMAN 227 C
URH LAR 413 U
URH LAR 460 U
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
406 W HIGH C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH VAN DOREN 426 C
107 E CHALMERS 10 C
URH BLAISDELL 410 U
URH FORBES 342 C
URH BARTON 110 C
401 E CHALMERS C
605 S 4TH 211 C
URH TRELEASE 121 U
URH TOWNSEND 479 U
URH SNYDER 204 C
6 1/2 E COLUMBIA C
URH TOWNSEND 524 U
URH FORBES 208 C
SKOKIE ILL
URH OGLESBY 202 U
SEYMOUR ILL
309 E CHALMERS U
URH CARR 221 U
102 E ARMORY 10 C
205 E HEALEY C
URH GARNER 308 C
201 E GREEN C
1812 CINDY LYNN U
LEMONT ILL
URH GARNER 127 C
ARMORY 6 EUCULID C
URH TRELEASE 202 U
401 E DANIEL C
706 S 1ST 101 C
URH NOBLE 204 C
SCHAUMBURG ILL
301 E ARMORY C
URH TAFT 314 C
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
102 E CHALMERS C
904 N BROADWAY 208 U
URH CLARK 207 C
901 S 1ST C
1854 VALLEY RD C
110 E ARMORY C
402 E ARMORY C
URH VANDOREN 402 C
47 IVANHOE U
307 E WHITE C
URH ALLEN 474 U
URH TOWNSEND 208 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
509 E WHITE 24 C
URH SAUNDERS 102 U
1006 S 3RD 20 C
503 S RACE U
URH DELTA HSE 3 U
605 W HIGH U
URH SHERMAN 848 C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
URH NOBLE 404 C
URH SCOTT 228 C
608 W HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH BARTON 304 C
URH BUSEY 104 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 453 U
URH LAR 413 U
URH GARNER 218 C
URH WESTON 319 C
1110 W NEVADA U
604 S BUSEY U
CHARLESTON ILL
1606 MAYFAIR RD C
URH WESTON 388 C
612 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
807 W CREGON U
510 S ELM 1 C
301 E ARMORY C
618 W GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 116 U
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 194 U
SKCKIE ILL
111 S BUSEY U
SKCKIE ILL
409 E CHALMRS C






































































ROUTE 1 BOX 54
6322 N RICHMOND ST
47 GRAYS LN
4518 N BERNARD ST
1013 LINCOLNSHIRE
175 KING MUIR RD
175 KING MUIR RD





















3 W PEIFFER AV
7731 W 65TH ST
3 W PEIFFER
6228 N LAWNDALE AV
501 N ADELAIDE
346 IROQUOIS RD
24 S WABAN CT
24 S WABAN CT




6540 WHITE DOE TRL
6540 WHITE DOE TRL
7825 S WINCHESTER
3732 W 63RD ST
213 E KATHLEEN DR






1 POWDER MILL RD
509 E WHITE 24
901 SHEILA DR










1545 W DEMETER DR












612 W CALIFORNIA 3
9430 OLIPHANT
510 S ELM 1
3030 TECHNY
360 E OTTAWA ST
1510 E 7TH ST
1420 W GLEN AV 511
6525 KILPATRICK









































































































KATZ MARK L LAS2
KATZ MICHAEL G LAW3
KATZ PAUL LAW3
KATZ RICHARD M LAS4
*KATZ ROBERT SANFORD GRAO
KATZ TED M LAS1
KATZENBACK EDWARD G BUS2
KATZENSTEIN B M LAS2
KATZIN LISBETH E LAS1
*KAU DANIEL CHIN-SHAN GRAD
KAUAHIKAUA DW IGHT P FAA3
KAUCHAK MARTIN P BUS1
KAUFFMAN JOHN A AVI3
KAUFFMAN LYNN E GRAD
KAUFFMAN RONALD M COM3
KAUFFMANN KENNETH D ENG2
KAUFFOLD PATRICK V GRAD
KAUFHERP JUDY LYNN LAS1
KAUFMAN DAVID J LAS4
KAUFMAN ELLEN AGRl
KAUFMAN EMILY GRAD
KAUFMAN GREGORY D BUS4
KAUFMAN HOWARD T BUS3
KAUFMAN JAMES M ENG4
KAUFMAN KAREL K LAS4
KAUFMAN LINDA J LAS4
KAUFMAN PAMELA KLEIN ED 4
KAUFMAN RICHARD A GRAD
KAUFMAN ROBERT S BUS2
KAUFMAN SHARI A LAS1
KAUFMAN SHEILA L ED 4
KAULFUSS DEBORAH L LAS3
KAUSAL JOHN F JR BUS2
KAUSS WILLIAM G BUS1
KAUTH ROBIN A ED 1
KAVANAUGH MARGARET M LAS4
KAVANAUGH MICHAEL R LAS2
KAVATHAS SAMUEL A JR LAS2
KAVITT BARBARA J LAS3
KAWAHARA WANDA J LAS2
KAWAMURA CHARLENE K LAS*
KAWASAKI TSUNEO GRAD
KAY CAROL J ED 4
KAY DARLA I PE 3
KAY MARK J LAS1
KAY MICHAEL R COM4
KAY THOMAS GEORGE LAS4
KAY TONI J FAA1
KAYE BENNETT A LAS3
KAYE BRYCE WILLIAM GRAD
KAYHS REBECCA A ED 3
KAYS KEVIN E LAS3
KAZIC TONI M LAS2
KAZINY RICHARD BRIAN ENG6
KAZMER STEVEN C LAS2




KEACH KELVIN G BUS4
KEADY MARIANNE C LAS3
KEAGLE WILLIAM ROY GRAD
KEAL DEAN H ENG4
KEALEY JAMES MICHAEL ENG3
KEARL GARY WALKER LAS3
KEARNEY BONITA T LAS1
KEARNEY CHARLES E AGRl
KEARNEY GREGORY J LAWl
KEARNEY JAMES A LAS4
KEARNEY KATHY L LAS1
KEARNEY THOMAS J PE 2
KEARNS JAMES C LAWl
KEARNS LISA T ENG3
KEASLER ROBERT N ENG4
KEASLER WILLIAM E JR ENG4
KEAT PAMELA S ED 2
KEATING BRUCE E LAS1
KEATING JUDITH ANNE GRAD
KEATING LAWRENCE JR BUS1
KEATING PATRICK S LAS2
KEATING SCOTT J ENG2
KEATING WILLIAM M BUS2
KEBART CYNTHIA L AGRl
KECK PAULA J ENG1
KECK WILLIAM F FAA4
KEDZIOR KAREN M PE 1
KEEFE DONALD RICHARD GRAO
KEEFE JOHN P LAS3
KEEFE KATHLEEN ED 4
KEEFER DAVID KNIGHT GRAD
KEEFER KAREN H GRAD
KEEGAN ANN J LAS2
KEEGAN SUSAN M PE 1
KEEGAN THOMAS J JR FAA2
KEEHN SUSAN J LAS4
KEELE DWIGHT WENDALL GRAD
409 E CHALMRS C
1111 S 2ND C
1903 E MICHIGAN U
823 OAKLAND 204 U
731 S MATTIS C
1217 JOANNE C
URH OGLESBY 204 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DELTA HSE 4 U
URH ALLEN 168 U
508 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 572 U
910 S 3RD C
RANTOUL ILL
402 S DUNCAN RD C
209 N GOODWIN U
310 E GREGORY C
2203 HAZWD DR 301 U
408 W CHURCH 3 C
406 E GREEN 101 C
URH EVANS 102 U
101 W PARK 103 U
1203 BLOOMINGTON C
URH SNYDER 328 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
311 E GREEN C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
SKCKIE ILL
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 202 U
910 S 3RD C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
URH EVANS 201 U
1009 W PENN U
604 E ARMORY 2210 C
URH TRELEASE 1031 U
1103 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS C
1111 S 1ST C
802 W OREGON 36 U
URH ALLEN 315 U
510 E CLARK 25 C
URH DANIELS 485 U
409 E CHALMRS C
605 S 5TH C
URH ALLEN 292 U
1002 W OREGON U
1007 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
301 E ARMORY C
201 E CALIFORNIA U
409 E CHALMRS C
705 W OREGON U
108 S GREGORY U
504 E SPNGFLD C
1004 S 2ND C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LUNDGREN 417 C
302 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
1205 W MAIN 1 U
URH VANDOREN 127 C
ARGENTA ILL
401 E CHALMERS C
THCMASBORO ILL
610 W WASHINGTON U
URH ALLEN 175 U
URH ALLEN 287 U
913 W CHURCH C
904 W GREEN U
1011 W WHITE C
211 E ARMORY C
1515 GRANDVIEW C
1006 S 3RD 21 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
305 E GREEN 7 C
URH LAR 299 U
URH LUNDGREN 225 C
URH SHERMAN C
URH WESTON 444 C
URH SNYDER 473 C
URH SAUNDERS 209 U
313 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
URH SCOTT 221 C
1206 E STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 368 U
55 E CHALMERS C
310 S 3RD C
302 E ARMORY C
1834 D ORCH PL U
1834 D ORCH PL U
URH VANDOREN 311 C
910 S 3RD 301 C
1005 S PRAIRIE C
216 1/2 W MAIN U














































































2811 W 173RD ST
303 N PENFIELO















4125 W GROVE ST
3843 W JARVIS AV
35 W LOCUST LN
711 SURREY LN
624 INDIAN HILL RD
131 S LANCASTER AV
8140 S PAULINA











ROUTE 31 BOX 8




225 MARENGO AV 4













2113 N 6TH ST
1523 1/2 W FARWELL








14432 S CLARK ST
281 MOUNTAIN RD








RR 6 BOX 196D
6920 N SHERIDAN RD
9606 KEYSTONE









































































































KEELEY CAROL PUCKETT GRAO
KEELEY MICHAEL P LAS1
KEELEY PATRICK C LAS3
KEELEY WILLIAM J BUS1
KEELING DAVID F PE 1
KEEM GARY LAWRENCE GRAD
KEEN INDIA M AGR1
KEEN JAMES W LAS2
KEENAN ROBERT E ENG4
KEENE MURRAY J LAS2
KEENER PHILIP D BUS4
KEENEY DAVID W FAA1
KEEPLER COLUMBUS LAW2
*KEESEE JOSEPH T GRAD
KEFFER KATHPYN G FAA3
KEHIAS LAWRANCE M LAS2
KEHINDE HENRY A LAS2
*KEHL GARY EUGENE BUS3
KEHM BARRY S BUS3
KEHO MARGE G LAS1
KEHOE DANEA M COM3
KEHOE RICHARD JAMES BUS6
KEHR OEBERA J LAS4
KEHRING KEITH R ENG1
KEIDAN JUDITH A AGRl
KEIGHER ELAINE K GRAD
KEIGHER LAURA M LAS2
KEIGHER WILLIAM FRAN GRAD
KEIL FREDFRICK C BUS2
KEIL JOHN K BUS3
KEIL JOHN P III ENG4
KEIM CHARLOTTE S E AGR2
KEIM CHRISTOPHER L VM 1
KEIM CURTIS E AGR3
KEISER HAROLD W GRAD
KEISER PHILLIP W FAA4
KEISER STEVEN LUVENE LAS4
*KEISTER MARK QUINN GRAD
KEITH ALVIN T ENG4
KEITTIVUTI BOONYIAM GRAD
KELL KEVIN JAMES GRAD
KELLAN JAYNE F LAS4
KELLEHER MAPYELLEN D GRAD
KELLEHEP PATRICIA A LAS1
KELLEN RICHARD T ENG4
KELLER ANDREW M LAS1
KELLER DANIEL PAUL LAS1
KELLER ELAINE GRAD
KELLER GLENDA H LAS5
KELLER GLENN A LAS1
KELLER JAMES E LAS1
KELLER JAMES R LAS4
KELLER JOHN C LAS3
KELLER JOSEPH H GRAD
KELLER JUDITH B LAS2
KELLER LARRY E LAS4
KELLER RAYMOND EARL GRAD
KELLER ROBERT A ENG3
KELLER STEPHEN F AGRl
KELLER SUSAN LOUISE GRAD
KELLER TERRY W ENG2
KELLER THOMAS ENG2
KELLERHALS DOYN M LAS2
KELLERHALS KATHY L LAS2
KELLERMAN MICHAEL E ENG2
KELLEY ELIZABETH P LAS2
KELLEY FRANCIS D AGRl
KELLEY FRANK A LAS2
KELLEY GRANT J LAS1
KELLEY JAMES TERRY BUS4
KELLEY JEFFREY W LAW1
KFLLEY JOSEPH V BUS1
KELLEY KEITH WAYNE GRAD
KELLEY LYNDA L LAS3
KELLEY MARY S LAS2
KELLEY NEIL E BUS2
KELLEY PETER R VM 3
KELLEY RICHARD A ENG3
KELLEY ROLLAND WAYNE BUS4
KELLEY STEVEN H GRAD
KELLEY THOMAS F AGR2
KELLMAN JEFFREY A BUS4
KELLNER BILL L LAS4
KELLNER MARK R LAW1
KELLNER MARY B ED 2
KELLOGG BARBARA L LAS1
KELLOGG RUSSELL H JR VM A
KELLUM GREGG MICHAEL LAS1
KELLY ANNE L BUS1
KELLY BPI AN R FAA1
KELLY CHARLES H FAA1
KELLY EDWARD F LAW2
KELLY GARY ROLLAND GRAD
KELLY GEORGE FRANCIS PE 4
KELLY JOHN J BUS3
KELLY JOHN J AGR3
KELLY JOHN L BUS3
RR 2 U
401 E JOHN C
401 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 360 U
202 E DANIEL C
610 W STOUGHTON U
URH BUSEY 261 U
1111 S 2ND C
111 E CHALMERS 13 C
910 S 3RD C
402 E ARMORY C
410 E JOHN C
URH BABCOCK 216 U
KANKAKEE ILL
URH GAMMA HSE 6 C
URH TOWNSEND 480 U
505 E WHITE C
502 W SPNGFLD 4 C
213 E CLARK 1 C
URH LAR 231 U
URH DELTA HSE 9 U
604 E ARMORY 340 C
BARCELONA SP
URH FORBES 454 C
URH WARDALL 604 U
614 E COLORADO U
URH WARDALL 825 U
614 E COLORADO U
URH SAUNDERS 410 U
10C8 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 128 U
URH WESTON 244 C
2 PLYMOUTH RD U
804 S BUSEY U
1709 TARA C
1018 1/2 CRESCENT C
605 S RACE U
1111 WILLARD U
312 S PRAIRIE 205 C
LAFAYETTE IND
714 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
710 W OHIO U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH WARDALL 1110 U
1205 FLORIDA 32 U
303 E CHALMERS C
1308 W CLARK U
1702 W CLARK C
2112 ORCH ST 102 U
URH FORBES 446 C
105 E DANIEL C
2112 ORCH ST 102 U
URH GARNER 495 C
306 E WHITE 1 C
902 S LINCOLN 106 U
2101 HAZWD DR 301 U
1702 H CLARK C
804 W OREGON U
MOLINE ILL
401 HESSEL C
URH SCOTT 465 C
URH TOWNSEND 442 U
PAXTON ILL
508 W UNION C
311 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 702 U
PHILO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 542 U
URH TAFT 218 C
410 E JOHN C
2205 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH SCOTT 365 C
1617 CORNELL C
203 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 393 C
102 E CHALMERS C
2505 CLIFTON U
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
902 BRIGHTON U
822 OAKLAND 204 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
605 E CHALMERS C
907 S 4TH C
303 COUNTRY FR C
303 COUNTRY FR C
405 E JOHN 3 C
312 W SPNGFLD 5 U
503 E STOUGHTON 2 C
URH GARNER 344 C
URH ALLEN 377 U
URH NOBLE 19 C
1973 D ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 363 U
1205 W MAIN 2 U
URH ALLEN 379 U
URH BABCOCK 125 U









































































4160 S 14TH ST
7321 KEELER AV
7935 W 98TH PL
4954 W 91ST PL
URH BABCOCK 216
831 S MAIN AV
2027 N JACKSON ST
8 W 3RD
SURULERE-YABA
502 Vt SPNGFLD 4
304 COLUMBUS DR
215 N MASON AV
1519 GLENLAKE
1823 N NEWLAND
804 S OWEN ST













RR 1 BOX 83
1111 B WILLARD
12*6 PITNER AV
727 GRAD HOUSE E
1837 LEE ST
568GREEN VALLEY DR






2112 ORCH ST 102
RR 3 LONG GROVE RD
7233 S CHAMPLAIN
9232 ROBINSON RD
436 S ARLINGTN HTS
13 DUFF LN
902 S LINCOLN 106
2101 HAZWD DR 301
1702 W CLARK
RR 2




619 S 3RD ST
508 W UNION
RP 2 BOX 332
1212 W ARMORY
BOX 117
1213 W 2ND AV






2302 W 119TH PL











503 E STOUGHTON 2
230 N CATALPA CT
860 GLENCOE DR
533 E LAFAYETTE DR
1973 D ORCH ST







































































































KELLY JOHN P LAW2
KELLY JUDITH Z LAW2
KELLY KAREN M AGR1
KELLY KATHLEEN FAA1
KELLY KEVIN W FAA4
KELLY LAUREN GAIL GRAD
KELLY MARGARET R LAS1
KELLY MARGOT C FAA3
KELLY MARK A LAS1
KELLY MARY K LAS2
KELLY MICHAEL LAS4
KELLY NORITA GRAD
KELLY ROBERT W BUS3
KELLY TERENCE R LAS2
KELLY THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
KELLY THOMAS M FAA1
KELLY THOMAS P LAS2
KELLY WILLIAM D JR BUS3
KELLY WILLIAM D JR GRAD
KELLY WILLIAM E ENG1
KELMAN BRUCE JERRY GRAD
KELMAN SCOTT SAMUEL BUS3
KELSEY BRUCE R LAW3
KELSEY CHRISTINE G COM3
KELSEY CRAIG ALLEN LAS4
KELSEY DIANE BRUCE LAS4
KELSEY JOELLYN KAY AGR2
KELSEY JOHN ANDREWS GRAO
KELSO BRUCE D LAS3
KELSO CHARLES K LAS2
KELTON CHRISTOPHER T FAA4
KEMAN SUMIJATI S GRAD
*KEMAN SUNARJO GRAD
KEMEZYS ARVID J LAS4
KEMEZYS KESTUTIS P LAW3
KEMMIS JOHN L AGR3
KEMMIS STEPHEN C GRAD
KEMNA DALENA A PE 1
KEMNA DANIEL J BUS2
KEMNA DOUGLAS W LAS3
KEMNER CARL A LAS3
KEMNETZ MARK B AGR1
KEMP JAY S LAS1
KEMP NANCY M LAS3
KEMPER BONNIE B LAS4
KEMPER JAMES W ENG1
KEMPF JOHN J ENG4
KEMPH RICHARD C FAA1
KEMPHUES JEAN C AGR3
KEMPKA NORMAN H ED 4
KEMPKE SUZANNE H GRAD
KEMPTON KEITH L LAS1
KENDALL DONALD J ENG2
KENDALL ROSEMARY A LAS4
KENDALL TONI L PE 2
KENDALL WENDY L LAS3
KENDRICK CAROL W LAS4
KENDRICK DAVID R ENG4
KENDRICK JAMES C LAS2
KENDRICK JUDITH A ED 3
KENDRICK KENNETH J ENG2
KENDRICK LYNN E FAA1
KFNDRICKS LEROY E ENG2
KENGOTT DAVID BUS3
KENIS LINDA J LAS3
KENNARD CINDY L LAS2
KENNARD RUTH I LAS3
KENNEDY BRENOA M BUS1
KENNEDY BRENDA T GRAD
KENNEDY DAN W GRAD
KENNEDY DANIEL M BUS2
KENNEDY DEBORAH J LAS2
KENNEDY DENNIS L ENG4
KENNEDY DIANE M ED 1
KENNFDY FRANCES H GRAD
KENNEDY GILBERT W JR BUS3
KENNEDY JANE THERESE LAS3
KENNEDY JANIS J LAS1
KENNFDY JOHN CALVIN GRAD
KENNEDY KENNETH F GRAD
KENNEDY KEVIN S LAS2
KENNEDY LARRY R AGR4
KENNEDY LORA M LAS3
KENNEDY MARTIN J LAW3
KENNEDY MICHAEL T ENG2
KENNEDY NEDENIA C GRAD
KENNEDY PATRICK C BUS*




KENNEL PORTIA J LAS3
KENNEY ERIC L BUS4
KENNEY THOMAS A FAA3
KENNISON JAMES A LAS2
KENNISTON LORI M ED 1
KENNY COLBY L BUS3
604 E ARMORY C
1973 D ORCH ST U
URH CARR 205 U
2005 CLOVER LN C
311 E JOHN 12 C
1108 N CHAMPAIGN C
URH CLARK 330 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
URH GARNER 469 C
RR 2 U
1413 GARDEN HILLS C
URH OGLESBY 525 U
1101 W PENN U
403 S WRIGHT C
URH ALLEN 492 U
URH SCOTT 275 C
1107 S EUCLID C
1010 W SPNGFLD C
URH LUNDGREN 25 C
300 S GOODWIN 202 U
1814 VALLEY RD C
912 CRESCENT 2 5 C
1607 VALLEY RD C
702 W UNIVERSITY 6 C
702 W UNIVERSITY 6 C
804 N LINCOLN U
1108 E FLORIDA U
2115 DUNCAN RD C
URH HOPKINS 475 C
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
300 S GOODWIN U
300 S GOODWIN 514 U
305 W PARK U
305 W PARK 7 U
58 E GREGORY C
805 S 1ST 35 C
URH CLARK 412 C
410 E JOHN C
410 E JOHN C
105 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 205 C
URH GARNER 107 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
2011 1/2 W WILLIAM C
URH GARNER 100 C
618 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS 182 C
1913 CRESCENT C
RANTOUL ILL
906 E CALIFORNIA U
1007 W CHURCH C
URH TOWNSEND 338 U
1108 W SPNGFLD U
URH SCOTT 413 C
GENEVA ILL
101 N BUSEY 6 U
101 N BUSEY 6 U
URH SAUNDERS 414 U
405 E JOHN 8 C
URH TAFT 112 C
405 E JOHN 16 C
URH SNYDER 211 C
1111 S 1ST C
706 S 2ND C
706 S MATHEWS U
605 S 5TH 14 C
106 DEWEY U
214 ARCADIA C C
3215 KIRBY C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH ALLEN 137 U
URH OGLESBY 1221 U
URH ALPHA HSE 2 U
2090 C ORCH ST U
106 DEWEY U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 418 U
2070 C ORCH ST U
STA A BOX 2293 C
URH BABCOCK 209 U
URF GARNER 200 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 531 C
URH SNYDER 260 C
601 W SPNGFLD C
605 S BROADWAY U
1205 W MAIN 1 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
602 W HEALEY C
1008 S 4TH C
1922 A ORCH ST U
305 E ILLINOIS U
1108 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 203 U
URH BUSEY 301 U







































































1973 D ORCH ST
3056 W IRVING PK
2005 CLOVER
311 E JOHN 12
524 RIDGEVIEW RD
3854 N SACRAMENTO


















702 W UNIVERSITY 6
804 N LINCOLN
GATEWAY FARM RR 2
























18 SAND CREEK DR
3537 N LEWIS AV






3733 W 113TH ST
RR 1











2070 C ORCH ST
E OUINCY ST
721 SAMUEL CT
725 N MARCELLA RD
2070 C ORCH ST












1922 A ORCH ST
309 W JEFFERSON ST
12322 S ELIZABETH
247 ASH ST






































































































KENNY EOWARD G ENG4
KENSIL DAVID R AGR3
KENSINGER ROBERT A BUS4
KENSINGER RONALD S AGR2
KENSKI GLORIA MARY GRAD
KENT PATRICIA A LAS1
KENT SUE E PE 1
KENTNER DEBRA A LAS2
KENTRA LAUREN L LAS3
*KENYON JAMES R JR GRAD
KENYON LAWRENCE A LAS2
KENYON SUSAN A LAS4
KENZEL OIANE L ED 4
KENZIE PATRICK J LAS3
KEOUGH DEBORAH E AGR3
KEPFORD KIRBY B LAW1
*KEPLEY BETTY BOHL LAS4
KEPLEY KEVIN P ENG1
KEPLEY VANCE I JR LAS4
KEPNER MARY J BUS1
KEPNER ROBERT J AGR3
KEPPLE EUGENE C LAW2
KEPPNER DEBRA L LAS1
KERANS KAREN S ENG4
KERASOTES DENIS J BUS4
*KERCHNER HAROLD R GRAD
*KEREN GIOEON GRAD
*KEREN MIRIAM LAS3
KERESTES TIMOTHY P FAA4
KERFOOT JOHN M ENG4
KERKHOFF PAUL C GRAD
KERKOVE BARBARA A AGR3
KERLIN SALLY JACKLE LAW2
KERN ALAN K LAS4
KERN ARLENE M LAS3
KERN DANICE M LAS2
KERN DAVID R AGR1
KERN RONALD ARTHUR GRAO
KERN RONALD K AGR1
KERNEP ANDREW G JR AGR3
KERNER DORA GRAD
KERNER KAREN A PE 4
KERNEY WILLIAM R BUS1
KERNS JAMES P ENG3
KEROFF STEVEN R BUS4
KERR JAMES GOULD ENG4
*KERR JEANNE WALD GRAD
KERR MARSHA L LAS2
KERR MICHAEL E ENG4
*KERR NORBERT LEE GRAD
KERR PATRICIA ANN GRAD
KERR RAYMOND E LAS2
KERR ROBERT W BUS3
KERR STANLEY PAUL GRAD
KERR THOMAS E AGR1
KERRICK MARY E GRAD
KERRIGAN WARREN J BUS1
KERST RONALD ALBERT GRAD
KERSTEIN PAUL A ENG4
KERVIN DENISE J LAS2
KESARIS JAMES THOMAS GRAD
KESEGI WILLIAM R PE 3
KESKAR KAMAL GRAD
KESLER DAVID C FAA2
KESLER LINDA SUE GRAD
KESLER MARIUS LAS3
*KESLER REBECCA PE 3
KESLER RICHARD K AGR2
KESLER ROBERT V ENG4
KESMAN THOMAS L BUS4
KESNER GREGORY T LAS1
KESNER JAMES S AGR3
KESSEL RENEE F LAW3
KESSLER ALAN T LAS3
KESSLER DAVID A LAS1
KESSLER MICHAEL J GRAD
KESSLER STEVEN J GRAD
KESSMAN CHARLES S BUS1
KESWICK BRUCE H LAS4
KETCHERSID ARTHUR L GRAD
KETCHERSID BETTY T GRAD
KETCHUM JAMES W LAS1
KETELSEN MARK LOREN GRAD
KETO GARY R BUS1
KETTEL BONNIE LEE GRAD
KETTEL DAVID W GRAO
KETTER MOSES A ENG1
KETTER WILLIAM HALE ENG2
KETTERER RALPH LARRY GRAD
KETTERER ROBERT F FAA4
KEVERN JOHN LAS2
KEVORKIAN DIANE L FAA1
KEVORKIAN NANCY J LAS2
KEWLEY WAYNE K LAS3
KEY RHODERICK EUGENE GRAD
KEYS DAVID EARL GRAD
KEYSER JESSE H II AGR4
URH TOWNSEND 584 U
801 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 228 C
URH OGLESBY 905 U
URH SHERMAN 307 C
URH CLARK 209 C
URH HOPKINS 321 C
URH BUSEY 303 U
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
2009 SOUTHWOOD RD C
URH OGLESBY 511 U
808 W INDIANA U
505 S BUSEY 302 U
502 E STOUGHTON 1 C
801 W HILL 6 C
114 1/2 E UNIV C
606 E ELM U
409 E CHALMRS C
606 E ELM 2 U
URH LAR 460 U
LENA ILL
16C9 VALLEY RD C
URH FLAGG 333 C
807 W OREGON U
1301 BUSEY U
1202 1/2 THOMAS C
406 E CLARK C
406 E CLARK C
211 E ARMORY C
1C05 W UNIVERSITY U
619 RICHARDS LN C
1202 W NEVADA U
1007 S OAK C
WILSON TRLR CT 58 U
309 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
301 E ARMORY C
907 W STOUGHTON U
1004 S 2ND C
1301 S BUSEY U
707 S 6TH C
710 W OHIO U
310 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
505 S LOCUST C
MOVILLE IOWA
1717 W PARK C
URH LAR 196 U
2002 S VINE U
1717 W PARK C
405 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH WESTON 464 C
1C08 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 720 U
URH TOWNSEND 270 U
308 W GREEN 1 U
URH LUNDGREN 112 C
1203 W MAIN 3 U
908 NEVADA U
URH LAR 278 U
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
2605 DALE C
201 W WASHINGTON U
RR 3 C
2006 VAWTER 10 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1405 LAUREL U
110 E ARMORY C
2203 HAZWD DR 304 U
401 E DANIEL C
WOODRIDGE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 571 U
105 E CHALMERS C
802 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 351 U
605 S CHICAGO C
MAHOMET ILL
URH FORBES 240 C
309 E CHALMERS C
1310 E PENN U
1310 E PENN U
URH TOWNSEND 216 U
506 S URBANA U
310 E JOHN C
1832 A ORCH PL U
1832 A ORCH PL U
58 DANIEL C
58 E DANIEL C
2112 ORCH ST 104 U
206 S DODSON U
URH SNYDER 458 C
URH FLAGG 323 C
307 E DANIEL C
309 N BUSEY 10 U
401 E CHALMERS 23 C


















































































































236 VALE AV S
343 PHILIP DR
671 N RIOGE
































780 N MAIN ST
1122 INSTITUTE


























































































TORONTO 18 ONT CAN













KEYSER JOHN E III LAS1
KEYSER LARRY L AGR3
KEYSER USE LAS!
KEYSOR GLEN THOMAS BUS*
KEZERLE JAMES A ENG2
KHALSA MOHINOER S GRAD
*KHAN SAMINA ASHFAQ GRAD
KHAN SHAHIO RAFIQ GRAD
KHAN SYED MOHAMMAD A GRAD
*KHARADIA VIRABHAI C GRAD
KHATIB MOHAMMAO T GRAD
KHAWLIE HODA MOHAMAO BUS1
KHAWLIE MOHAMAD R GRAD
KHESHGI ZAREENA B LAS3
KHURANA NAVEEN GRAD
KIBARTAS EVA J LAS3
KIBBEY DAVID L GRAD
KIBBY WILLIAM DENNIS GRAD
KIBERT RONALD E LAW1
KIBIKAS WILLIAM A LAS*
*KIDD DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
KIDD DAVID RICHARD GRAD
*KIDD DENNIS RAYMOND GRAD
KIDD JEANNE M LAS*
KIDD JOSEPH L GRAD
KIDD KATHRYN RUTH LAS*
KIDD MARK A AGR1
KIDD MILLIE MARIE LAS3
KIDD PATRICIA S AGR1
*KIDD RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
KIDD STEPHEN A ENG2
KIDDELL WILLIAM R BUS3
KIDWELL KERRY L BUS*
KIEDAISCH LAURA S PE 3
KIEDAISCH TERRI L LAS1
KIEFER KERRY E LAS2
KIEFT RICHARD LEONAR GRAD
KIEGEL JOAN M LAS2
KIELHACK RAYMOND R BUS2
KIELHORN VICKIE LYNN LAS*
KIELP DAVID L BUS2
KIELTY PATRICK ENG2
KIELTYKA DAVID E LAS3
KIELY MARY A LAS3
KIELY PATRICIA AGR1
KIENY JOHN F FAA1
KIENZLER KAREN S LAS1
KIENZLEP LAWRENCE R ENG3
KIEPURA LENITA A LAS*
KIEPURA PAUL J FAA2
KIER STEVEN L LAS1
KIERIG PAUL N LAS3
KIES JACQUELIN LAS3
KIES KARLA K LAS3
KIETZMAN JAMES AGR3
*KIETZMAN JOHN R GRAO
KIKENDALL LAWRENCE L ENG1
KILBANE LAWRENCE H LAS1
KILBANE ROBBYN L FAA3
KILBRIDE JOHN J ENG2
KILBRIDGE MICHAEL V ENG1
KILDAHL NICHOLAS K GRAD
KILEY JAN LAS3
KILEY MICHAEL P LAS*
KILGORE MARY D LAS1
KILGORE PAUL DANIEL FAA3
KILIMNIK ROBIN L LAS3
KILLEEN SHEILA J LAS1
KILLIAN JAMES M AGR3
KILLIAN JOSEPH A VM *
KILLINGSWORTH Y J LAS1
KILLION AVON JR COM*
KILLION MARK EVEREST GRAD
KILPATRICK MICHAEL T COM3
KILTON TOM DIXON GRAD
KIM BYUNG RO GRAD
KIM DONGHEE GRAD
KIM ELIZABETH J LAS1
*KIM HA SUCK GRAD
*KIM JUNG CHUN LAS*
KIM MOON GIL GRAD
*KIM MOON KYU GRAD
*KIM MYUNG-HWAN ENG*
*KIM SEUNG JAI GRAD
KIM YE-SOON GRAD
*KIM YOUNG CHOONG GRAD
*KIM YOUNG JIP GRAD
KIMBALL PAUL G ENG*
KIMBALL RALPH B LAS1
KIMBFRLIN DOUGLAS S GRAD
KIMBLE CHRISTOPHER J LAS*
KIMBLE MARIANNE LAS1
KIME DONNA LOUISE GRAD
KIMLICKA DENISE C ED 2
KIMME DENNIS A FAA*
*KIMMEL ELIZABETH S GRAD
KIMMEL ERIC ALAN GRAD
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT *71 C
URH GARNER 2*6 C
1008 S *TH C
URH WESTON *56 C
908 W CALIFORNIA U
*0* E MICHIGAN 6 U
*0* E MICHIGAN 6 U
101 VEG CROPS U
1107 W GREEN 630 U
1812 A ORCH PL U
110* W SPNGFLD U
110* W SPNGFLD U
*0* E DANIEL 5 C
URH WESTON *30 C
URH WARDALL 621 U
60* W MAIN * U
MARSHALL ILL
STA A BOX 2185 C
*09 E CHALMRS C
2107 HAZWD DR 201 U
308 N COLER U
*09 W GREEN C
710 W OHIO U
MAGNOLIA ILL
313 E JOHN * C
URH FORBES 122 C
2063 C ORCH ST U
URH LAR 203 U
2063 C ORCH ST U
URH BABCOCK *1* U
715 S PRAIRIE C
70* 1/2 S VINE U
URH ALLEN 325 U
URH LAR 218 U
URH GARNER 362 C
707 S BROADWAY 2 U
URH CARR 226 U
205 E ARMORY C
605 S 5TH C
URH OGLESBY 218 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 393 U
URH GARNER 26* C
URH GARNER 2** C
URH LUNDGREN 101 C
URH WARDALL 208 U
2313 S 1ST 302 C
*10 E GREEN C
211 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 292 C
58 E JOHN C
508 E ARMORY C
120* S LINCOLN U
110 E ARMORY C
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH OGLESBY 330 U
URH FORBES *62 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH HOPKINS 212 C
URH FORBES *52 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
*05 E JOHN 3 C
2219 S 1ST 20* C
176* VALLEY RD C
1106 E FLORIDA U
910 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 117 U
URH OGLESBY *26 U
911 S 1ST C
URH LAR 199 U
120* ELLIS U
URH DANIELS 33* U
615 W UNIVERSITY 3 C
502 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 527 U
302 W LOCUST * U
URH LAR *32 U
1107 W GREEN *31 U
1107 W GREEN 629 U
URH DANIELS 215 U
1107 W GREEN 629 U
1930 D ORCH ST U
113 W FRANKLIN U
909 S 1ST 11 C
1107 W GREEN *31 U
183* A ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT 370 C
URH BABCOCK 128 U
URH SHERMAN 1155 C
810 W CHURCH U
URH WARDALL 208 U
*09 E CHALMERS *02 C
URH DELTA HSE 8 U
100* S 2ND C
503 E JOHN C






































































CMR 119 FAR HILLS
1*832 OAK ST
N-5 GREEN PK MAIN
58 L GULBERG
102 S GREGORY 1
*06 E HEALEY
BAHADURGUNJ





*3*5 S FAIRFLD AV
60* W MAIN *
RR *
BX 2185 STATION A
505 N FILLMORE ST
2107 HAZWD DR 201
37*2 MOUNDFORD
1539 WOOD ST




2063 C ORCH ST























812 S 8TH AV















136 S ELM ST
RR 2
5020 W WEST END AV
120* ELLIS














183* A ORCH PL
59 N EDISON AV
136 S SUMMIT AV




3511 N WILTON AV




































































































KIMMEL THOMAS A LAS3
KIMMELL CONNIE F AGR3
KIMMICH JOHN E FAA4
KIMNACH RICHARD A LAS2
KIMPTON JEFFREY S FAA4
KIMPTON JOHN S FAA3
KINCAIO EARL BUS2
KINCAIO GARY FAA4
KINCAIO KAROL L LAS3
KINCZEWSKI KATHY A LAS3
KINDER JO L ED 4
KINDER RICHARD DAVID PE 3
KINDERMANN ROSS PAUL GRAD
KINDORF ROBERT E BUS1
KINDORF WILLIAM III BUS3
KINDRED BARBARA S FAA4
KINER CAROL A AGR1
KINER JULIE A FAA4
KINER SUSAN L LAS1
KING BARBARA L ED 3
KING CAROLYN S LAS3
KING CLAY MADISON LAS2
KING DAVID MERRILL GRAD
KING DEBRA L LAS1
KING DENNIS D ENG2
KING DIANE M BUS4
KING DONALD B ENG3
KING EDWARD J AGR3
KING ERIC BUS4
KING FRANK S PE 3
KING GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
KING GRENVILLE C GRAD
KING JANE L LAS3
KING JOY I ED 1
KING KENNETH J LAS1
KING KEVIN PATRICK BUS1
KING LAWRENCE S LAW3
KING LEE A LAS1
KING MARGARET P PE 1
KING MICHAEL P FAA4
KING NANCY E LAS2
KING NANCY J FAA3
KING PAMELA K LAS2
KING ROBERT P LAS2
KING ROSEMAPY AGR2
KING SAMUEL J GRAD
KING SUSAN ANGELA GRAD
KING VIVIAN F FAA2
KING WESLEY ALAN FAA4
KING WILLIAM CHARLES GRAD
KING WILLIAM J LAS3
KING WILLIAM P JR LAS4
KING WILLIAM W LAS2
KINGDON DONALD G AGR3
KINGDON OUANE ALAN GRAD
KINGERY KEVIN GENE LAS3
KINGERY NANCY K FAA4
KINGSTON ALICE A LAS3
KINGSTON RODNEY E LAS3
KINKA GEOFFREY W LAS4
KINKA TERESA A LAS3
KINKEL LESLEY J FAA3
KINMAN BECKY J PE 1
KINN DIANE E LAS2
KINN MICHAEL J LAS1
KINNARD PAMELA L LAS2
KINNEY CAROLYN M ENG4
KINNEY LAWRENCE R FAA4
KINNEY TODD M LAS2
KINNEY WILLIAM P AGR2
KINNUCAN HENRY W AGR3
KINSCHERFF JAMES E AGR3
KINSCHEPFF JOHN M AGRA
KINSELL JAMES J BUS6
KINSELLA JOHN P ENG1
KINSER KATHLEEN A FAA4
KINSER RONALD A GRAD
KINSER WILLIAM EDGAR GRAD
KINSEY CLETUS M JR ENG4
KINSEY DONNA L AGR
1
KINSEY LANE A VM 2
KINSFATHER REBECCA AGR3
KINSMAN CHERYL A AGR1
KINTER THOMAS M ENG2
KINTZLE DARRELL J ED 4
KINZEP LAURA J LAS3
KIOLBASA JOHN J BUS1
KIOLBASA LAURA R lAS2
KIPER MARSHA A AGR3
KIPP ROBERT M ENG4
KIPPER MARY A LAS3
KIRBY CAROLYN JEAN GRAD
KIRBY CATHERINE D PE 4
KIRBY DORIS SHAFFER GRAD
KIRBY EOWARD JAMES GRAD
KIRBY GREGORY ALAN GRAD
KIRBY HARRIETT S LAS3
URH TOWNSEND 378 U
DANVILLE ILL
VERSAILLES FR
2 11 E ARMORY C
1209 W CHARLES C
1209 W CHARLES C
1801 PERKINS RD 8 U
707 S 6TH 311 C




URH DANIELS 414 U
202 E DANIEL C
202 E DANIEL C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH LAR 185 U
801 W HILL 2 C
URH ALLEN 419 U
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
311 E GREEN C
309 S RANDOLPH C
URH BABCOCK 325 U
URH WESTON 378 C
706 S MATHEWS U
CATLIN ILL
URH BLAISDELL 12 U
302 FLORIDA 31 U
610 S ELM C
2116 ORCH ST 302 U
106 N RUSSELL C
407 W GREEN C
URH GARNER 445 C
URH OGLESBY 827 U
URH SNYDER 230 C
407 W WHITE 19 C
MARKHAM ILL
URH CLARK 412 C
35 MAPLEWOOD U
URH EVANS 240 U
611 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 313 U
URH BABCOCK 423 U
612 W ELM U
RANTCUL ILL
610 W STOUGHTON 11 U
1111 HOLIDAY PARK C
HOMER ILL
310 W HIGH U
402 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
805 W OREGON U
809 W PENN U
1702 W BRADLEY 74 C
1106 CENTENNIAL C
310 COTTAGE CT 5 C
401 W CALIFORNIA U
URH FORBES 270 C
904 W GREEN U
508 E WHITE 9 C
URH GARNER 262 C
URH TRELEASE 204 U
URH LAR 191 U
URH HOPKINS 244 C
URH GARNER 369 C
URH WARDALL 209 U
808 W INDIANA U
URH ALLEN 264 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 415 C
112 W IOWA U
112 W IOWA U
1500 ANTHONY 26 C




205 E GREEN C
821 OAKLAND 108 U
821 OAKLANO 108 U
ROUND LAKE ILL
URH BLAISDELL 408 U
URH SNYDER 424 C
RR 2 U
URH HOPKINS 408 C
URH ALLEN 477 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1102 S LINCOLN U
203 S WRIGHT 1 C
409 E CHALMRS C
103 E DANIEL 5 C
904 S LOCUST C
1105 S WESTERN C











































































654 E LOCUST ST
1209 W CHARLES
1209 W CHARLES









408 N PROSPECT MNR
















735 E 68TH ST
1222 S CHURCH
228 PLEASANT RIDGE
407 W WHITE 19
2952 SHERWOOD
21 WESTWOOD PL





1503 E GROVE ST
36 ARNOLD DR
HILLTOP DR BOX 314
1111 HOLIDAY PARK
RR 1
1626 S STUART ST
7930 S KILPATRICK







606 E CENTER ST
308 N ELMWOOD CT









244 E WALNUT ST

























































































ELK GROVE VIL IL

































KIRBY JOCELYN S AGR2
KIRBY KATHLEEN M LAS4
KIRBY KEVIN J ENG1
KIRBY PEGGY L LAS3
KIRCHGESNER KEVIN J FAA1
KIRCHHERR JAMES K COM3
KIRCHHOFER MARK L LAS4
KIRCHMAN MARK A ENG4
KIRCHNER KAREN S AGR2
KIRCHNER PATRICIA J LAS1
KIRK ELEANOR L LAS2
KIRK JENNIFER J COM4
KIRK PAMELA A LAS3
KIRK PATRICIA E LAS2
KIRK ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
KIRK SCOTT H LAS2
KIRK TOOO S LAS1
KIRKCONNELL KRISTIN LAS3
*KIRKCONNELL MARY R GRAD
KIRKCONNELL SCOTT W LAS4
KIRKEL ANDREA L LAS1
KIRKHAM RUSSELL OTIS GRAD
KIRKLEY OWEN MAJOR GRAD
KIRKMAN JAMES E ED 3
KIRKMAN JAMES T LAS2
KIRKOLIS DAVID A FAA2
KIRKPATRICK BRUCE L GRAD
KIRKPATRICK CONILEE GRAD
KIRKPATRICK JANICE L AGR1
KIRKPATRICK JERRY L AGR3
KIRKPATRICK JULIE L COM4
KIRKPATRICK KEN F LAS3
KIRKTON JOHN L BUS1
KIRKWOOD BETTY M LAS3
KIRKWOOD JILL F LAS4
KIRNBAUER RICHARD J FAA4
KIRSCH GERARD DENYS GRAD
KIRSCH ROBERT B BUS3
KIRSCHKE GARY NORMAN GRAD
KIRSNER DAVID M GRAD
KIRSTEIN JULIA E LAS3
KISER FAY A LAS4
KISER KERRY A BUS1
KISER MARK E LAS3
KISH ROGER A FAA3
KISILL CAROL J AGR3
KISSANE CYNTHIA L LAS1
KISSANE JOHN P BUS3
KISSEL JAMES E LAS4
KISSIL MARTIN SAMUEL GRAD
KISSIL MICHELE T GRAD
KISSLINGER SCOTT D LAS1
KITCHELL FRANK A LAS3
KITCHEN JUDITH R GRAD
KITCHING JOSEPH F ENG2
KITE BRUCE R LAS2
KITKO DAVID J GRAD
KITSUSE MARI L LAS1
KITTAKA CRAIG S LAS2
KITTLE DANIEL R LAS1
KITTLE DOUGLAS A ENG2
KITTLE WILLIAM LEROY GRAD
KITTLER CHARLES E LAS3
KITZMILLER JAMES M BUS3
KITZMILLER JOHN J BUS3
KIVIKKO KEVIN LAS1
KIVLAND MICHAEL J BUS3
KIZEVIC JOSEPH G FAA4
KIZIOR GARY JAMES GRAD
KJONNEROD LEIF ERIK GRAD
KLAAS CRAIG M LAS1
KLAAS PALMER V BUS3
KLAGES THOMAS NEAL BUS3
KLAMECKI BRONISLAUS GRAD
KLAMM KENNETH J ENG2
KLAMM VICKI SEGLIN GRAD
KLARFELD KERRY A BUS3
KLARMAN MARC VM 2
KLARQUIST VIRGINIA H GRAD
KLAS RICHARD L LAS4
KLASSMAN ANDREW R LAS3
KLATT GEORGE WILLIAM AVI5
KLATT KAREN L LAS3
KLAUKE SALLY A AGR3
KLAUS DAVID H BUS2
KLAUS WILLIAM R JR ENG2
KLAWANS STEPHEN M LAS2
KLAWITTER JEFF W PE 1
KLAYMAN HENRY JOSEPH GRAD
KLAZURA PAUL J ENG4
KLEBE GARY A FAA2
KLEBER DOUGLAS G LAS1
KLEBERG JOHN ROBERT GRAD
KLECK GARY D LAS4
KLECKA JOSEPH A GRAD
KLECKLER DANNY R VM 1
KLECKNER GERALD W BUS1
URH LAR 291 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 1343 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH TOWNSEND 416 U
209 E WHITE C
309 N BUSEY 9 U
805 W OHIO U
URH LAR 103 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
620 W HEALEY 4 C
URH WARDALL 413 U
910 S 3RD C
509 W UNIVERSITY C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH BARTON 322 C
1406 E MICHIGAN U
1406 E MICHIGAN U
1406 E MICHIGAN U




502 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 356 C
504 W MAIN 302 U
406 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH ALLEN 313 U
201 E JOHN C
802 W PARK 3 C
401 ELM U
URH TAFT 106 C
802 W OREGON U
608 S STATE 13 C
103 PADDOCK E 4 C
604 E ARMORY C
301 E ARMORY C
110 HOLIDAY PK 401 C
307 E HEALEY 1 C
URH BUSEY 332 U
309 E JOHN 10 C
713 W OHIO U
URH BLAISDELL 118 U
URH OGLESBY 420 U
903 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 440 C
1004 S 4TH 109 C
1503 KIRBY C
503 S LYNN 3 C
503 S LYNN 3 C
URH WESTON 495 C
URH OGLESBY 128 U
1002 COTTAGE GROVE U
ROCHESTER N Y
URH OGLESBY 805 U
SAVOY ILL
URH LAR 304 U
URH TAFT 203 C
URH BABCOCK 206 U
2118 ORCH ST 203 U
2078 C HAZWD CT U
309 E CHALMERS C
901 S 1ST 18 C
1414 N MCKINLEY 3 C
308 E ARMORY C
906 W SPNGFLD U
605 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
410 E MICHIGAN 12 U
URH TOWNSEND 218 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH GARNER 292 C
704 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 390 C
1009 S 1ST ST RD 2 C
ST LOUIS MO
203 S COLER U
ARLINGTON VA
201 N GOODWIN 5 U
910 S 3RD C
9C8 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS C
611 E DANIEL C
906 S 1ST C
312 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SNYDER 325 C
806 W OREGON U
605 S BROADWAY U
URH SAUNDERS 408 U
URH FORBES C
2009 REBECCA C
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH SHERMAN 1352 C
URH HOPKINS 245 C






































































RR 1 BOX 104









820 N 7TH ST
1406 E MICHIGAN
1236 MILLET ST












305 S MAIN ST
705 15TH ST
103 PADDOCK E 4
ST MARTINS ABBEY
610 STONEGATE TR











503 S LYNN 3




ROUTE 3 BOX 264






2078 C HAZWD CT
430 E GRISWOLD
901 S 1ST 18
1414 N MCKINLEY 3
ROUTE 3
1127 N WINDSOR DR
2206 SHERMAN AV
1222 W SUNSET RO
410 E MICHIGAN 12
2013 S MULFORD RD







1989 S GEORGE MSON











1628 E RAVINE DR
30 EDISON ST CLIFT
2009 REBECCA
406 S CRAIG PL




































































































KLECKNER WILLIAM J PE 2
KLEE DEBORAH J LAS1
KLEFFNFR JEANNE M LAS1
KLEHM ARNOLD J AGR4
KLEIMAN LINDA GAIL FAA4
KLEIN AGNES GRAD
KLEIN ALBERT JOHN GRAD
KLEIN ALVIN GEORGE GRAD
KLEIN BARBARA DANA LAS2
KLEIN BARBARA PINCUS GRAD
KLEIN CHARLES ALLEN GRAD
KLEIN CRAIG R BUS3
KLEIN DAVID A BUS2
KLEIN DENISE R LAS3
KLEIN DONALD J BUS4
KLEIN DREW LAS3
KLEIN EDWARD P ENG2
KLEIN ELIZABETH M LAS1
KLEIN ELYCE D LAS2
KLEIN GARY C LAS1
KLEIN GARY JOHN ENG4
KLEIN JOHN P JR ENG3
KLEIN JUDITH F EO 4
KLEIN JUNE E LAS1
KLEIN KURT E LAS1
KLEIN LARRY B LAS3
KLEIN LEW D BUS1
KLEIN LYNN E LAS3
KLEIN MARIE ANNETTE GRAD
KLEIN MARTIN IRA GRAD
KLEIN MIRIAM N ED 2
KLEIN OTTO FAA2
KLEIN PENNY ANNE F GRAD
KLEIN RICHARD KURT LAS2
KLEIN ROBERT F AGR3
KLFIN ROSEMARY LAS3
KLEIN STEVEN L LAS2
KLEIN WILLIAM HARVEY GRAD
KLEINEDLER KEITH M AGR1
KLEINER MORRIS M GRAD
KLEINEPMAN PARBY R ED 1
KLEINFELD DAVID A FAA2
KLEINHANS WAYNE S LASl
KLEINHENZ ROBERT J GRAD
KLEINMAN CARREN C LAW2
KLEINMAN SUSAN P GRAD
KLEIS RANDAL D AGR1
KLEISS ALICE JOANN GRAD
KLEITZ KATHRYN A LASl
KLEKOVIC EMILY E BUS1
KLEM CYNTHIA A LASl
KLEMENS JAMES ALBERT GRAD
KLEMENS THOMAS D BUS3
*KLEMENS WILLIAM H ENG4
KLEMM MARGARET A FAA4
*KLEMT LAURA L GRAD
KLEN DAVIO S ENG3
KLENKE JAMES R AGR3
KLEPPER STEVEN C FAA4
KLEPPER THOMAS R LASl
KLESH JOHN R LAS3
KLESH KENNETH W LASl
KLETT JAMES ELMER GRAD
KLETT JEFFREY H LAS3
KLETT KAREN L LASl
KLETT KRISTI L LAS4
KLEWITZ ROBERT L ENG3
KLIBANOW MARC STEVEN BUS1
KLICH JANINE M LASl
KLICKNA CINDA A LAS4
KLICKNA KIM FAA4
KLIEMAN JANET S ED 4
KLIEP GENE ANN F LAS4
KLIETSCH JOSEPH L BUS1
KLIETSCH WILLIAM S BUS3
KLIFF BETH BERSON ED 2
KLIFF MICHAEL D BUS4
KLIGER ELIZABETH L LAS3
KLIMA DAVID JAMES GRAD
KLIMEK GARY A ENG2
KLIMEK JOANNA M LASl
KLIMEK KRISTIN A LAS2
KLIMEK MARY E LASl
KLIMKOW KIRK J ENG4
KLINC JOHN P FAA2
KLINE DAVID P ENG2
KLINE JAMES W COM4
KLINE SUSAN L LAS4
KLING DANIEL W LAS2
KLING HARRIET LOIS GRAD
KLING RICHARD J ED 4
KLING THOMAS J BUS2
KLINGBERG JOHN DAVID GRAD
KLINGBERG ROBERT J BUS2
KLINGEL SUSAN ABBOTT FAA4
KLINGER GARY DEAN GRAD
KLINK JAMES B LASl
410 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 328 C 332-1522
URH TRELEASE 903 U 332-5650
310 W COLUMBIA C
310 E CHALMERS 210 C
512 E STOUGHTON C 359-5318
1908 DAVID C 356-1452
2061 B ORCH ST U 367-4283
309 E JOHN 8 C
403 W VERMONT U 344-6770
1006 S 3RD 16 C 367-6744
URH OGLESBY 425 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5183
URH BUSEY 345 U 332-2656
URH OGLESBY 917 U 332-5308
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
309 E HEALEY 14 C 356-5856
URH ALLEN 440 U 332-3246
URH LAR 314 U
URH BARTON 417 C 332-0177
URH TOWNSEND 467 U 332-4222
URH TOWNSEND 405 U 332-4178
910 S 3RD C 337-5268
URH TRELEASE 703 U 332-5590
URH FORBES 344 C 332-1046
106 N WEBBER U
907 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 605 U 332-5562
RR 2 U 367-7709
913 S LYNN U 328-3691
1004 S 4TH C
1009 W PENN U
RANTOUL ILL
1908 DAVID C 356-1452
604 E ARMORY 2333 C
505 E WHITE C 352-2452
1005 S 2ND C
1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-3218
209 N GOODWIN U 344-7e25
1727 HENRY 4 C
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5071
URH GARNER 106 C 332-0684
URH BARTON 17 C 332-0099
807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
910 S 3RD C 337-5366
503 E STOUGHTON 12 C 352-6970
URH HOPKINS 176 C 332-1182
TUSCOLA ILL
URH CLARK 433 C 332-0080
9 10 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 219 U 332-3079
DECATUR ILL
1209 E FLORIDA 12 U
1005 S MATTIS C
910 W NEVADA U 344-5471
ECUC BLDG 226 U 333-2604
URH SCOTT 474 C 332-1623
1010 S 2ND C
409 W OREGON U 328-1181
URH SNYDER 175 C 332-1664
604 E ARMORY 242 C 344-1266
604 E ARMORY 1121 C 344-1266
309 S STATE 23 C 352-6754
URH WESTON 365 C 332-2028
URH HOPKINS 386 C 332-1317
108 E HEALEY 11 C 359-9554
501 E DANIEL C 332-4028
URH OGLESBY 606 U
URH LAR 288 U
800 S MATTIS 15 C 352-2939
800 S MATTIS 15 C 359-2939
910 S 3RD C 337-5361
206 E GREEN C 359-2611
1009 W PENN U
1009 W PENN U 344-7082
106 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-0936
106 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-0936
1103 W OREGON U
307 E JOHN 6 C 344-1640
URH TAFT 112 C 332-0596
URH CLARK 302 C
URH LAR 225 U 332-2858
URH LAR 232 U 332-2864
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
URH OGLESBY 725 U
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
907 S 2ND 8 C 367-6740
910 S 3RD C 337-5260
407 W WHITE 13 C 352-7759
407 W WHITE 13 C 352-7759
812 W MAIN U 328-3912
URH FORBES 111 C 332-0929
URH DANIELS 493 U
URH WESTON 425 C 332-2073
1002 E HARDING U 328-2839
1305 SILVER 3 U
URH OGLESBY 319 U 332-5130
973 SHEFFER RD
721 RED OAK LN 4C





2061 B ORCH ST
516 E HAWTHORNE
403 W VERMONT































2531 E 7TH ST
2116 CAVID DR
870 LONGVIEW RD





8509 S KARLOV AV
517 S KENILWORTH
3729 MOUNDFORD AV





ROUTE 3 BOX 307
409 W OREGON




1209 S MAIN ST
1209 S MAIN
1209 S MAIN













6132 W 128TH ST
441 WASHINGTON
217 S YALE AV
217 S YALE AV
5934 N MULLIGAN











746 S ROSEVELT AV
105 FRANKLIN ST
AURORA ILL

































































































*KLINK WILLIAM ALAN GRAD
KLIOT KATHRYN S LAS3
KLIOT WILLIAM S BUS3
KLIPOWICZ STEVEN W LAS4
KLIPP DEBRA L LAS1
KLITCHMAN GAIL A ED 2
KLITZING MELVIN ROY GRAO
KLITZING THERESA J AGR1
KLITZKE MARGARET G GRAD
KLOCKE DENNIS R LAS4
KLOCKE EVELYN M LAS1
KLOCKENGA MICHAEL E ENG4
KLODT GERALD JOSEPH GRAD
KLOEMPKEN JOHN W LAS3
KLOEMPKEN RICHARD H ENG9
KLOET JOHN W BUS2
KLOKKENGA ALAN F AGR2
KLOKKENGA RUSSELL L ENG2
KLOMP CHARLES B ENG2
KLONTZ JEFFREY T LAS3
*KLONTZ KEITH W ENG3
KLOOCK JANET E FAA4
KLOS EUNICE D LAS1
KLOSS DENNIS J ENG4
KLOSTERBUER JAMES A GRAD
KLOSTERMAN JAMES C FAA3
KLOSTERMAN JULIE J ED 2
KLOSTERMAN ROBIN GRAD
KLOTT RICHARD S LAS3
KLOTTER KEVIN A LAS4
KLOUBEC CAROL A LAS2
KLUETZ MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
KLUG PAUL E AGR3
KLUGE JANICE V FAA3
KLUGE MARK W LAS1
KLUGE TIMOTHY P LAS2
KLUK EVA ELIZABETH GRAD
KLUNDER WILLARD CARL GRAD
KLUNDT STEVEN E AGRA
KLYMUS JUDY I. AGR2
KMETZ ANDY J ENG2
KMETZ ANNE M LAS4
KMETZ ROBERT J AGR1
KMIOTEK ALICE M LAS3
KMIOTEK THOMAS A ENG1
KNANISHU MARTIN J LAW1
KNAPIC MARGARET C PE 1
KNAPP CANDACE LOUISE GRAD
*KNAPP GAYLE GRAD
KNAPP GREGORY C LAS2
KNAPP KEITH A FAA2
KNAPP KIRK ENG3
KNAPP MARGARET GRAD
KNAPP RICHARD L FAA3
KNAPP THOMAS J LAS3
KNAPP VIRGINIA A LAS2
KNAPP WILLIAM J LAS3
KNAUSS CRAIG H ENG3
KNAUST LAUREL G AGRA
KNECHT EDWARD GENE GRAD
KNECHT GLORIA J LAS1
*KNECHT JAMES A LAW3
KNECHT ROBERT N LAS4
KNECHT RONALD LEE ENG6
KNECHT THOMAS A AGR1
KNECHT THOMAS WALTER GRAD
KNELL CHARLES D LAS4
KNELL JUDITH A AGR4
KNELL SUZANNE LAS1
KNELL TERRY L BUS1
KNEPLER LOURDES TARA FAA4
KNERR ROBERT C ENG4
KNETL JUDITH A LAS1
KNETSCH TANA S COM3
KNEZETICH DAVID PAUL GRAD
KNEZEVIC ZLATKO FAA4
KNIBBS LINDA GAIL GRAD
KNICKREHM JEANINE K PE 1
KNIERIEM DAVID W BUS3
KNIFFIN JAMES L JR AGR1
KNIGHT CHARLES F ED 4
KNIGHT CHARLES W GRAD
KNIGHT ERIC M ENG1
KNIGHT JANICE L ED 3
KNIGHT JEANNE E LAS2
KNIGHT JUDITH H BUS4
KNIGHT PRENTICE III GRAD
KNIGHT RICHARD P LAS4
KNISKERN OAVID PAUL GRAD
KNISKERN JONATHAN V LAS1
KNOBLETT JOHN S ENG1
KNOBLOCH DEAN A ENG4
KNODLE WALTER S GRAD
KNOPF JENNIFER M LAS2
KNOPF MICHAEL A LAS3
KNOSHER GARY R AGR1
KNOTTS THOMAS C II PE I
50 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
106 E HEALEY 13 C
203 S COLER U
409 E CHALMRS C
410 E GREEN 1 C
3003 MEADOWBROOK C
3003 MEADOWBROOK C
URH SHERMAN 508 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH HOPKINS 319 C
URH OGLESBY 1101 U
212 E WHITE 4 C
604 E ARMORY 2242 C
ARGENTA ILL
URH TAFT 422 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 705 U
512 E CLARK 16 C
310 E GREGORY C
160C W BRADLEY C
101 E JOHN C
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
212 E GREGORY 202 C
URH DANIELS 609 U
URH SNYDER 154 C
705 W CHURCH C
705 W CHURCH C
58 E JOHN C
401 E CHALMERS 412 C
1 SALEM RD U
110 E JOHN 9 C
4 SUTTON U
409 E CHALMERS 709 C
URH WESTON 423 C
URH TOWNSEND 533 U
909 S 5TH C
410 S BUSEY U
203 S WRIGHT 1 C
URH VANDOREN 23 C
1715 WESTHAVEN C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1715 W HAVEN C
URH WARDALL 412 U
URH TOWNSEND 507 U
2 FISHERS CT U
706 S MATHEWS U
102 E DANIEL C
ROGER ADAMS LAB U
911 S 4TH C
310 E GREGORY C
URH BLAISDELL 7 U
703 W ILLINOIS U
URH CARR 330 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH VANDOREN 223 C
806 N COLER U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 179 U
1203 E FLORIDA U
URH VAN DOREN 25 C
2113 HAZWD 304 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
712 W WESTERN U
308 E ARMORY C
806 S BIRCH U
1404 SILVER 24 U
203 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 492 C
URH ALLEN 475 U
2028 B HAZWD CT U
1912 CRESCENT C
URH WARDALL 1021 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 1356 C
204 E JOHN C
408 W HILL 23 C
URH BLAISDELL 304 U
106 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 214 C
1405 KIRBY 1 C
310 E CHALMERS 305 C
URH HOPKINS 343 C
2104 RAINBOW VIEW C
URH ALPHA HSE 7 U
310 E CHALMERS C
2109 HAZWD DR 104 U
111 E CHALMERS 9 C
2113 W WHITE 225 C
904 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 464 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
PHYSICS BLDG 211 U
409 E CHALMRS C
201 E JOHN C
311 E ARMORY C






















































3820 W 216TH ST




245 E WAYNE PL
RP 1
RR 2







3606 W MAIN ST
7820 IOWA ST
543 HERMITAGE DR
3421 S ABERDEEN ST
RP 1
401 W DUNDEE RD

















2243 N MANGO AV
2243 N MANGO AV
4001 31ST AV
8642 OLEANDER AV
2645 OAK GROVE PL
E CHEM 415



















105 E MAIN ST
303 W WILLIAMS
2028 B HAZWD CT
220 CIRCLE DR
10650 ESSEX
17 GOLF VIEW PL
758 BLUFF ST
ZAPRUDE 43
361N COLLEGE ST 16
111 CONRAD ST








2109 HAZWD DR 104
RR 2











































































































*KNOTTS WAYNE E ENG3
KNOWLES GAIL SHRAER ED 3
KNOHLES JOHN G ENG1
KNOWLES MICHAEL HUGH GRAD
KNOWLES MURIEL EDITH GRAD
KNOWLES SCOTT E LAS3
KNOWLES WILLIAM C LAS2
KNOWLTON GORDON R ENG3
KNOX CAROLYN L ED 2
KNOX DAVID E FAA4
KNOX HELEN S VM 3
KNOX LOUIS J BUS2
KNOX RUTH BAYARD GRAD
KNUCKEY JAMES E ENG3
KNUCKLES BARBARA M GRAD
KNUCKLES JEFFRY J LAW3
KNUDSON CHARLES E GRAD
KNUDSON DOUGLAS E AGR4
KNUDSON JOHN D BUS2
KNUDSON KAREN S AGR4
KNUDSON ROGER M GRAD
KNUE MARY L ED 1
KNUEPFER DIANE E FAA4
KNUPP PATRICIA J LASl
KNUTH CYNTHIA S LAS2
KNUTSEN JONETTE E LASl
KNUTSON DIANA M LAS3
KNUTSON GARY R LASl
KNUTSON REID MERRAY GRAD
KNUTSSON MAUD INGER GRAD
KNUTSSON TORBJORN AGR6
KO SONG AM GRAD
KOB JOHN C LAS3
KOBE PETER J JR LASl
KOBE RICHARD J FAA3
KOBLER MARY A LAS4
KOBOLD RONALD G FAA1
KOBOSKY JEAN A LAS2
KOBRITZ LAUREN S LAS2
KOBUS RICHARD L FAA3
KOBUSSEN ANTHONY J PE 4
KOBYLECKY JOHN G LAS3
KOCAL JOSEPH A LAS2
KOCAL LOUISE M COM3
KOCEK CLAIRE A FAA3
KOCH ALFRED P LAS3
KOCH ANN A ED 3
KOCH DAVIO LEE GRAD
KOCH DENNIS L LAW3
KOCH DOUGLAS B VM 1
KOCH GERHARDUS H GRAD
KOCH JEAN SOULIER GRAD
KOCH JOHN ALLEN GRAD
KOCH JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
KOCH JULIANNE S LASl
KOCH KATHLEEN J ED 4
KOCH LAURIE A FAA3
KOCH MADELYN MAUTINO GRAD
KOCH MYRON W VM 2
KOCH PETER HENRY AGR3
KOCH ROBERT EMU GRAD
KOCH ROGER D ENG3
KOCHANSKI ANDREAS S LASl
KOCHANSKI MICHAEL R FAA1
KOCHER EDWARD D AGR4
KOCHER RICHARD W GRAD
KOCHER VIRGINIA M AGR3
KOCHOFF STEPHEN T GRAD
KOCINSKI JOAN K LAS2
KOCLANIS KATHRYN J LAS2
KOCOL JAMES E ENG4
KOCZOR JUDY LAS4
KODMAN EDWARD LAS3
KOE KWOCK K LAS3
KOE YEAT Y LASl
KOEBERLEIN PHILIP L ENG4
KOEBPICH JEFFRY M LASl
KOEHL SUSAN M BUS*
KOEHLER GALE J FAA4
KOEHLER GARY P AGR3
KOEHLER KATHLEEN M GRAD
KOEHLER REBECCA C PE 3
KOEHLER RICHARD F LAS3
KOEHLER SUSAN L ED 3
KOEHLER THOMAS C FAA4
KOEHLER THOMAS L ENG4
KOEHLINGER DEBRA L LASl
KOEHN CHARLES E VM 2
KOELBL THOMAS R BUS1
KOELLING MARK A ENG4
KOELLING WAYNE D BUS2
KOENIG BARBARA A FAA3
KOENIG JAMES G AGR1
KOENIG JAMES I LASl
KOENIG JAMES V LAS3
KOENIG JOHN W COM3
KOENIG KATHI A LAS2
26 MAGNOLIA C
503 W GREEN 10 U 3*4-5883
URH SCOTT 265 C 332-1475
607 1/2 W UNIV C 359-7123
POTOMAC ILL
707 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 350 C 332-1398
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
2201 HAZWD DR 304 U 344-1338
407 S STATE 11 C
205 E CALIFORNIA U 344-8965
409 E CHALMRS C
208 PELL CIRCLE U 367-1226
804 W OREGON U
1107 W GREEN 329 U 367-7362
11C7 W GREEN 329 U 367-7362
1003 E COLORAOO U 344-5728
808 W MICHIGAN U 344-1037
URH SNYDER 496 C
808 W SPNGFLD 2 U 344-0539
1823 VALLEY RD C 352-0311
URH GARNER 338 C
RR 3 C 352-9586
URH FLAGG 431 C 332-0347
508 E ARMORY C 332-3665
URH WARDALL 406 U 332-4362
BARCELONA SPAIN
URH BARTON 220 C 332-0143
2605 E ILLINOIS U
307 E WHITE 37 C 359-5909
307 E WHITE 37 C 359-5909
311 E WHITE 22 C 359-6534
DES PLAINES ILL
CALUMET CITY ILL
URH OGLESBY 1001 U 332-5323
PALATINE ILL
URH WESTON 370 C 332-1986
DECATUR ILL
206 S 6TH C
301 E CHALMERS 302 C
907 W STOUGHTON U 344-7582
111 E HEALEY 10 C 356-4520
URH HOPKINS 278 C 332-1244
505 E CHALMERS C 332-0876
309 E JOHN C 359-6832
404 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 327 U 332-2645
1208 W CLARK U
61 E JOHN C 359-8620
URH OGLESBY 212 U
505 S MAPLE U 344-8488
311 E JOHN 8 C 384-5392
1305 SILVER 11 U
URH DANIELS 536 U 332-2326
URH LAR 218 U
2109 HAZWD DR 202 U 367-5137
URH BUSEY 235 U 332-2618
1305 SILVER 11 U 367-0631
SANDALWOOD C 359-9801
401 EDGEBROOK C
311 E JOHN 8 C 384-5392
TREMONT ILL
URH WESTON 468 C 332-2102
1108 S 1ST C 344-9562
58 E GREGORY C
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
207 E JOHN C 356-8738
307 E WHITE 18 C 352-0568
URH LAR 182 U 332-2954
URH LAR 215 U 332-2850
1009 W CLARK U 344-8361
108 S GREGORY U 344-4036
409 E CHALMRS C 384-1128
URH TOWNSEND 251 U 332-1243
URH TRELEASE 224 U 332-5459
1213 S NORTHWOOD C 356-4383
URH BARTON 122 C
310 CHALMERS 310 C
1012 S 2ND C
904 W GREEN U
904 W CLARK 2 U
105 E CHALMERS 205 C
URH OGLESBY 1026 U 332-5347
58 E ARMORY 15 C 359-1239
802 W SPNGFLD C 359-8383
URH BABCOCK 104 U 332-3721
URH CARR 213 U 332-3894
204 W PENN U 367-5093
URH FORBES 458 C 239-5363
1107 W MAIN U
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
URH ALPHA HSE 2 U
713 W OHIO U 344-5434
URH OGLESBY 304 U 332-5116
PARK FOREST ILL
DANVILLE ILL
706 S MATHEWS U 332-4420
1414 E VANBUREN
503 W GREEN 10
856 WEBSTER LN
607 1/2 W UNIV



















811 N ELMHURST RD
607 ORCHARD LN
1005 S 3RD ST
209 W CIRCLE DR














7506 W 59TH ST
1425 JACKSON ST
105 FORESTDALE PK
1324 S FINLEY RD
701 E 155TH ST
2620 BENNINGTON























3725 N SAWYER AV
108 S GREGORY







RR 6 BOX 110
904 W CLARK 2
11940 WESTERN






1641 W 92ND PL
844 OSTLE DR
ROUTE 2 BOX 45
18 N SALEM AV





































































































LA GRANGE PARK IL
163
KOENIG MARILYN G LAS4
KOENIG NANCY L LAS3
KOEPKE KARYL L BUS3
KOEPKE NANCY J ED 4
KOEPPEN BRUCE M LAS4
KOERLIN MARK C LAS2
KOERMENDY ADRIENNE GRAD
KOERNER JOHN E LAS2
KOERTGE OOUGLAS J GRAD
KOESTER VALERIE A LAS3
KOESTERER MARY P LAS4
KOESTERER PATRICIA M LAS2
KOFF ANNE L ED 1
KOFKIN ROBERT A BUS1
KOFRON JOEL J AGR3
KOGA JOHN E FAA4
KOGAN DAN DAVID ENG1
KOGAN JENNY GRAD
KOGUT ANTHONY C LAS3
KOHEN BRUCE M BUS2
*KOHEN WILLIAM GRAO
KOHL DAVID GRANT GRAD
KOHLBACHER KATHY A AGR2
KOHLER EDWARD G LAS4
KOHLER KIRK W PE 1
KOHLHASE JANET E LAS2
KOHLMEIER JAMFS A ENG3
KOHN DONALD B LAS1
KOHN EVA ED 1
KOHN LAWRENCE J BUS3
KOHN NATHANIEL H GRAD
KOHN RICHARD A LAS3
KOHN RONALD P AGR2
*KOHN ROZSA S LAS3
KOHN SUSAN B ED 4
KOHOUT DAVID B BUS3
KOHTZ RICHARD L ENG1
KOHUT MARYANN P GRAD
KOIDIN ELLEN S LAS2
KOLACZKOWSKI L ENG2
*KOLATA DENNIS ROBERT GRAD
KOLB CAROLE A LAS4
KOLB DAVID ALLEN GRAD
KOLB GEOFFREY K LAS3
KOLB MARGUERITE D GRAD
KOLB PAULA L FAA2
KOLBER MICHAEL ALLEN GRAD
KOLBER SUSAN L ED 3
KOLBERG JANIS A LAS2
KOLDITZ DENISE A LAS1
KOLENDA JOHN E VM 1
KOLESAR FERDINAND C LAS3
KOLESAR MARCY A LAS2
KOLINSKI KIM C FAA2
KOLINSKI MARY CLARE LAS3
KOLK KIMBERLY M LAS2
KOLKEBECK ANN M AGR2
KOLKEBECK HARRY J ENG1
KOLL RANA I PE 1
KOLL ROBERT K JR LAS1
KOLL STEVEN A LAS3
KOLLINGER HERBERT H LAS2
KOLLMEYER ROBERT J ENG1
KOLMAN ALENA M LAS3
KOLMAN JOHN R LAS1
KOLMAN MARGARET M LAS3
KOLMAS HILARY D FAA1
KOLMER MICHAEL G ENG2
KOLMER WILLIAM A GRAD
KOLODNY JANIS LEE FAA1
KOLOrNY JOY LAS1
KOLODZIEJ JAMES M ENG4
KOLOF ALAN S BUS2
KOLSTROM YVETTE M GRAD
KOLTER THOMAS F LAW3
KOLTUN DAVID GRAD
*KOLTVEIT DAVID E AGR4
KOLTVEIT JOHN AGR4
KOLWITZ DIANE B FAA2
KOMADINA BRUCE M ENG4
KOMADINA KRISTI M LAS4
KOMER ALBERT G ENG4
KOMIE CYNTHIA A ED 3
KOMINSKY ROBERT BUS1
KOMMERS RICHARD W LAW3
KOMP DONALD L LAS2
KONCEL MARY J COM3
KOMDA JEAN M COM4
KONECKI MICHAELENE M ED 1
KONETT LYNNE RADISCH LAS3
KONG ANA CHUNG GRAD
KONG LUZ L GRAD
KONG PEDRO LEE GRAD
KONIECZNY GREGORY L ENG1
KONIECZNY LORRAINE M COM4
KONNEKER GREGORY P ENG2
KONRAD JANE E ED 4
505 S BUSEY 308 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 209 C
412 E GREEN C
209 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
202 S LINCOLN 9 U
912 S 2ND C
912 E OREGON U
1202 W NEVADA U
401 E CHALMERS 603 C
URH WARDALL 712 U
URH SAUNDERS 12 U
URH FORBES 391 C
1106 S 3RD C
1007 S 1ST 6 C
605 W IOWA U
605 W IOWA U
409 E CHALMRS C
110 E CHALMERS C
908 S LOCUST 202 C
2020 BOUDREAU C
508 E ARMORY C
1111 S 1ST C
URH BARTON 123 C
313 E JOHN 15 C
URH TOWNSEND U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 454 C
HCMEWOOD ILL
PERKINS RD U
URH WESTON 272 C
409 E CHALMRS C
PERKINS RD U
902 S 2ND C
312 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
607 S RIDGEWAY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SCOTT 439 C
501 E FAIRLAWN U
307 E HEALEY 7 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH GARNER 225 C
1408 WILLIAMSBURG C
409 E CHALMERS 705 C
1505 KIRBY 1 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1010 S 2ND C
203 PADDOCK E C
1603 W SPNGFLD C
2417 E NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 523 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1002 NEVADA U
URH GARNER 474 C
URH WARDALL 602 U
713 W OHIO U
URH SAUNDERS 307 U
URH HOPKINS 250 C
URH TOWNSEND 409 U
309 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 344 C
504 W MAIN 202 U
URH TOWNSEND 169 U
504 W MAIN 202 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SCOTT 382 C
MOWEAQUA ILL
307 W ARMORY 212 C
URH ALLEN 189 U
907 STOUGHTON 203 U
910 S 3RD C
1912 C ORCH ST U
1308 GRANDVIEW C
URH DANIELS 178 U
911 S LOCUST C
201 E JOHN C
URH LAR 236 U
502 W MAIN 201 U
502 W MAIN 201 U
1205 E FLORIDA 32 U
409 E CHALMRS C
105 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 757 C
URH WESTON 393 C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH CARR 423 U
106 SMITH RD U
2083 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 281 U
2083 C ORCH ST U
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
505 S BUSEY 407 U
102 E CHALMERS C

















































































1508 N 17TH ST
4636 N DROMEDARY
491 RIDGE RD




2700 W 23RD PL
18 E WILLOW RD
908 S LOCUST 202
4516 N DRAKE
249 ELM ST
6049 W 128TH PL
222 SWARTHMORE AV
5248 N MERRIMAC
1266 W LOGAN ST
















8510 N ALPINE RD
1408 WILLIAMSBURG





ROUTE 2 BOX 50
501 N WALNUT
501 N WALNUT
BOX 910 KNOX COLL






4140 W 58TH ST
W S 4TH

















502 W MAIN 201
502 W MAIN 201
7831 N ODELL
9541 N LARAMIE AV
3026 HILL ST
109 RIGGS AV
614 N TOWN RD
10055 ST LOUIS AV




88 N DOMINGO ST
88 N DOMINGO ST
6237 N NAPER AV






























































































SAN JUN RIZAL PH





KONRAD KARL-LUDWIG J GRAD
KONRAO WILLIAM K ENG3
KONRATH DONALD J LAS3
KONTELAS GEORGE DALE GRAD
KONTNEY JOHN R LAS2
KOOB DENISE LAS3
*KOONCE JEFFERSON H GRAO
KOONCE ROBERT L ENG4
KOONTZ STEPHEN W COM3
KOOPMANN WILLIAM M FAAl
KOOS DANIEL A LAS2
*KOPAN NICHOLAS GRAD
KOPATZ JAMES R BUS1
KOPCHAK MARTIN J ENG4
KOPCHELL MARK CRAIG GRAD
KOPEC BRUCE A ENG3
KOPEC JEFFREY B BUS*
KOPEC MARK A ENG1
KOPEC STANLEY JOHN GRAD
KOPECKY CAROL A LASl
KOPERA ANNE T LAS3
KOPERSKI DARLENE F LASl
KOPF KEITH A BUS4
KOPISCH JAMES ARTHUR GRAD
KOPPLIN JUOITH A LAS4
KOPRIVA JAMES W JR LAS3
KOPRIVA ROBERT S BUS4
KOPROSKE GLENN K BUS3
KOPS DEBORAH S FAA3
*KOPTA JOHN EDWARD GRAD
KORAK GREGORY L ENG2
KORASEK SHARON A LASl
KORBA ROSEMARY FAA3
KORBAKIS LINDA GRAD
*KORBUS PATRICIA S GRAD
KORBUS WILLIAM EARL GRAD
KORBY JAMES L BUS4
KORENGOLD DEBORAH R ED 2
KORENGOLD HELEN L BUS3
KORENTHAL HOWARD R LASl
KORESCH KENNETH J AGR4
KOREY IRVING BUS4
KOREY PICKI S ED 4
KORGIE KIMBERLY P LASl
*KORITZ GARY DUANE GRAD
KORITZ RONALD L LASl
KORITZ THOMAS F LAS2
KORLESKI ANTHONY A ENG1
KORN FREDERICK BENJA GRAD
KORN SUSAN J LASl
KORNBLATT MICHAEL D LAS2
KORNBLITH ANNE LEIGH GRAO
KORNBLUM JAN LASl
KORNFEIND JOHN G LAS4
KORR BRUCE L BUS2
KORRY MICHELLE GRAD
KORPY RICHARD DALE LASl
KORST PETER K ENG2
KORTE LARRY DEAN GRAO
KORTE ROBERT LEIGH GRAD
KORTGE BARBARA LEWIS COM4
KORTKAMP MARY L FAA3
KORZON RONDA K LASl
KOS JOHN P ENG1
KOSAR CRAIG JAN GRAD
KOSARY CAROL L LASl
KOSCHALK RICHARD S LAS2
KOSICK HOWARD A BUS1
KOSICK JOHN E BUS3
KOSINSKI THOMAS E LAS2
KOSMACH GEORGE S FAA4
KOSMERL JAMES J LASl
KOSOVSKI MAURA S FAA4
KOSS FREDERICK H ENG3
KOSS ROBERT M LASl
KOSSINA JUDY M LAS2
KOSTE HUGH A FAAl
KOSTELNICK CHARLES J FAA4
KOSTELNICK NANCY J LASl
KOSTELNY GERALD J LASl
KOSTER NORMAN P AGR4
KOSTOGIANNES A C BUS3
KOSTUN VASIL GRAD
KOT TERESA SI-YING LASl
KOTARINOS STEVEN W BUS3
KOTAS VICTORIA A FAAl
KOTCHABHAKDI N GRAD
KOTCHABHAKDI PRANOT LASl
KOTECKI JEFFREY D ENG4
KOTEK JOSEPH J LAS4
KOTEK RAYMOND A GRAD
*KOTELES CONSTANCE C LASl
KOTELES GARY T LAS3
*KOTELES JOHN PATRICK GRAO
KOTIN ANTHONY M LAS3
KOTLARIK JOHN J JR ENG3
KOTOSKE TAMAR K FAAl
CHARLESTON ILL
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
URH OGLESBY 409 U 332-5151
703 S BROADWAY U
URH HOPKINS 373 C 332-1099
703 S GREGORY U 367-3820
2313 BARBERRY C 359-8567
800 W CHURCH 9 C
RR 2 U 344-0 542
308 E ARMORY C 334-6683
106 WEBBER U
309 S NEW C 352-1896
604 E ARMORY 2241 C
URH TOWNSEND 545 U 332-4272
705 W HIGH 2 U 344-0349
807 S BUSEY U 332-3307
URH OGLESBY 729 U 332-5260
URH SNYOER 264 C 332-1715
URH DANIELS 430 U 332-2290
URH FLAGG 418 C 332-0332
URH WARDALL 210 U 332-4318
URH LAR 314 U 332-2882
910 S NEW C 352-9089
705 W CALIFORNIA U 367-7499
6 SAFFER CT U
800 W CHURCH 14 C
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
URH SCOTT 478 C 332-1993
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 5 C 359-3137
2113 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH WESTON 461 C 332-2095
1104 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C 337-5309
URH SHERMAN 122 C
2903 WILLOWPARK C
2903 WILLOW PK C 352-3858
108 S 2ND C 359-9575
410 E GREEN 14 C 332-3246
716 E MICHIGAN U
URH SNYDER 438 C 332-1836
URH FORBES 344 C 332-1046
309 E HEALEY 1 C 359-8766
107 E CHALMERS 7 C 344-8796
URH WARDALL 1106 U
2106 RAINBOW VIEW U 344-2136
110 E ARMORY C 344-1549
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
URH SCOTT 163 C 332-1418
205 N 6TH C
URH ALLEN 103 U 332-3116
409 E CHALMRS C
802 W GREEN 206 U 367-6575
409 E CHALMERS C 384-5070
306 E ARMORY C 328-3817
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5952
702 S VINE U 344-6396
801 HAMILTON C 352-1444
1101 W PENN U 384-5624
DANVILLE ILL
905 S 1ST 20 C 359-0446
1005 W UNIVERSITY U 328-3137
805 PARK LANE C 356-3925
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5692
URH GARNER 294 C
309 N BUSEY 3 U 384-1936
URH WARDALL 819 U 332-4471
URH GARNER 306 C
URH BABCOCK 205 U 332-3751
URH GARNER 308 C 332-0777
909 S 3RD 7 C
1106 S 3RD C 344-9442
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
309 BUSEY U 344-4332
URH FORBES 312 C
1008 4TH C
URH SCOTT 430 C 332-1593
URH ALLEN 8 U 332-3090
WINDSOR PD C
URH WARDALL 1216 U 332-4564
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
203 S WRIGHT 1 C 359-7233
55 E HEALEY C 359-2328
2421 E OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 491 C 332-1391
910 S 3RD C 337-5371
URH TRELEASE 1016 U 332-5692
405 E UNIVERSITY C 352-0674
405 E UNIVERSITY C 352-0674
1305 SILVER 3 U
509 E STOUGHTON C 356-8899
609 W WHITE C 352-6137
1205 W CLARK U 367-9535
URH ALLEN 35M U 332-3351
1205 W CLARK U 367-9535
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5913
URH OGLESBY 705 U 332-5237















4629 RED BLUFF DR
1215 HEATHER HILL
1019 BURNSIDE DR
1215 HEATHER HLL C
103 COVINGTON DR
239 LINO AV
5350 S HARDING AV






7720 S HAMILTON AV
525 STRATFORD PL
2113 HAZWD DR 104






12411 S 76TH AV
2060 W CHASE
2060 W CHASE
3209 N WALKER LN W
3317 GRAND BLVD
4651 ELM TERR





329 E MAIN ST
1047 E 5TH ST
6145 W DAKIN ST
634 LAVERGNE
1101 ELM RIDGE DR
646 PINE ST
135 CRESCENT DR













5501 N REDWOOD DR































































































































KOTOVSKY KATHY L FAA3
KOTOWSKI DARLENE M LAS2
KOTfiBA ANNE LAS1
KOTTAS WILLIAM F BUS1
KOTTEMANN BRUCE C LAS3
KOTTEMANN JEFFREY E ENG1
KOTTER KENNETH D GRAD
KOTTKAMP MARY P GRAD
KOTZIN MICHAEL ENG2
KOUBA FRANK C LAS4
KOUBA RICHARD L ENG3
KOUBEK DORIS SCHRAFT GRAO
KOUBEK KENNETH JAMES GRAD
KOUCHOUKOS JOHN J JR BUS3
KOUTEK NANCY M FAA2
KOVACS NANCY E FAA1
KOVAL JANICE A LAS2
KOVAL JOAN BEVERLY GRAD
KOVAL RICHARD W BUS2
KOVALCIK RAMONA A AGR4
KOVALESKI CHARLES J LAW3
*KOVALESKI REBECCA M ED 4
KOVALSKY SUZANNE L LAS1
KOVANDA CAROL J LAS2
KOVAR JOYCE E PE 1
KOVAR KENNETH C LAS2
KOVARSKY KAREN E ED 3
KOVELL GARY A ENG1
KOVICH RONALD H LAS3
KOVNAT SUSAN A LAS3
KOVSKI JOHN R ENG3
KOWACK GLENN LAS1
KOWACK JANINE PE 4
KOWAL MARSHA ANN GRAD
KOWALCZYK GEORGE G GRAD
KOWALCZYK KENNETH J LAS4
KOWALCZYK MELODY A AGR2
KOWALEWSKI SUZANNE M LAS2
KOWALL KENNETH R FAA4
KOWALL RICHARD J GRAD
KOWALL ROBERT T BUS3
KOWALSKI SUSAN M ED 4
KOYAMA CHRISTINE M GRAD
KOZEL JAMES P BUS*
KOZEL RAYMOND J LAS2
KOZIARSKI NANCY A LAS1
KOZICK KAREN G LAS1
KOZICKI PERRY A ENG2
KOZIK SHARON J LAS1
KOZIK THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
KOZIKOWSKI WAYNE E LAS2
KOZIOL FREDERICK E FAA4
KOZIOL KATHPYN A BUS1
KOZIOL MICHAEL F ENG2
KOZLOW KAREN H LAS4
KOZLOWSKI BEATRICE A LAS3
KOZLOWSKI MARIANNE C GRAD
KOZLOWSKI THERESE A FAA1
KOZNAREK MARK E LASl
KOZUL MATTHEW GRAD
KRAATZ JAMES M GRAD
KRABBE DIMITRA GRAD
KRABBE SHIRLIE PAUL ENG4
KRADLE DEBORAH L LAS4
KRAFT CHERYL ANN GRAD
KRAFT KELLY J AGR2
KRAFT LINDA L GRAD
KRAFT ROBERT A BUS*
KRAFT ROBERT ROGER BUSl
KRAFT SHERRY LAS4
KRAFT SUSAN L LAS3
KRAFT THEODORE E GRAD
KRAFT WAYNE BURNS GRAD
KRAITSIK MICHAEL J GRAD
KRAJEWSKI DANIEL J FAA4
KRAKAUER NEIL J LAS3
KRAKER KAREN K LAS*
KRAKOW AMY BETH LAS3
KRAKOWER JAMES M GRAO
KRAL THOMAS JAMES GRAD
KRALOVEC GEORGE W ENG3
KRAM ANTHONY B LASl
KRAMER ANDREA S LASl
KRAMER BRUCE MARTIN VM *
KRAMER BRUCE MICHAEL ENG2
KRAMER CHARLES H LAS3
KRAMER CHERIS P GRAD
KRAMER DIANE L FAA1
KRAMER DOUGLAS HENRY ENG6
KRAMER GREGORY R LAS2
KRAMER HARRY M LASl
KRAMER JOAN E LAS3
KRAMER JOSEPH C ENG4
KRAMER JUDITH ANN GRAD
KRAMER KATHPYN B LAS2
KRAMER LESLIE A LAS3
KRAMER MARSHA M FAA1
57 E HEALEY 302 C
508 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
1110 S 2ND C
613 1/2 W HEALEY C
URH NOBLE 19 C
504 W MAIN 206 U
608 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
507 E CLARK 3 C
65 GURTH U
907 1/2 S OAK C
907 1/2 S OAK C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 278 U
URH VANDOREN 309 C
URH TRELEASE 724 U
107 E JOHN 101 C
604 E ARMORY 425 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 1052 C
303 1/2 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 5 U
URH WESTON 343 C
URH TRELEASE 531 U
URH SAUNDERS 203 U
904 S 3RD C
401 E GREEN C
301 E ARMORY C
103 E DANIEL 9 C
605 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 35 U
705 W MAIN U
703 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 99 U
1105 W MAIN U
309 E JOHN 12 C
URH BUSEY 201 U
402 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 201 C
604 E ARMORY 1201 C
OAK PARK ILL
609 W SPNGFLD 2 C
618 E DANIEL C
503 E WHITE 12 C
URH LAR 122 U
918 S LYNN C
URH FORBES 493 C
URH TRELEASE 1223 U
104 S GREGORY U
1106 S 3RD C
1110 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 1227 U
URH WESTON 256 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 324 U
608 E CHALMERS C
309 E JOHN 10 C
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
502 W NEVADA U




URH SHERMAN 967 C
110 E ARMORY C
505 S 4TH C
1210 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 476 C
108 E HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 309 U
505 S 4TH C
822 OAKLAND 103 U
304 COUNTRY FR 3 C
604 E ARMORY 2312 C
111 E CHALMERS 12 C
205 E CALIFORNIA U
1006 S 3RD 18 C
907 W STOUGHTON U
2055 D ORCH ST U
1708 ARDEN C
53 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
800 S MATTIS 14 C
505 E CLARK 16 C
909 S 1ST 19 C
802 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 407 U
204 E JOHN 8 C
32 1/2 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
1008 S 4TH C
1202 E MAIN U
32 1/2 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFLD ILL










































































301 S HI-LUSI AV







2*11 S EUCLID AV
65 GURTH
907 1/2 S OAK
907 1/2 S OAK
815 WE ST WOOD AV
1246 BLANCHAN AV
247 ELLIS
389 E MADISON ST
4509 DRENDAL
283 COLUMBINE DR














2452 N LOTUS AV
9 HIGHLAND AV
2452 N LOTUS AV
3147 N LOUIS ST
14622 DORCHESTER
7506 N OCCNTO
2415 E GROVE ST
2415 E GROVE ST
530 S WESLEY
10537 S PEORIA




6317 W 59TH ST
2226 S 14TH AV
3718 N OAK PARK
1910 ROBERT
7730 N OCTAVIA
1025 N LOMBARD AV
2815 S ELEANOR ST
5141 W MEDILL AV
ROUTE 2 BOX 357
608 E CHALMERS
5510 N NORMANDY
8 N MONROE ST



















907 W STOUGHTON 103
1816 WISCONSIN AV
144 MICHAUX RD
BX 171 RR 2 RTE 63
8850 N KEELER











603 E WHITE 3 C




































































































KRAMER NANCY M LAS6
KRAMFR PETER A LAS4
KRAMER ROBERT W LAS3
KRAMER ROBIN W AGR2
KRAMER SANDRA L AGR4
KRAMER STANTON F FAA4
KRAMER SUSAN C LAS3
KRAMER TOBY S LAS2
KRAMKA LEE A FAA2
KRANZ DEBPA L FAA1
KPANZ WILLIAM P BUS3
KRASKA MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
KRASKIEWICZ JOHN J FAA1
*KRASNOFF JUSTIN F LAS6
KRASNOW ARTHUR Z LAS1
KRASNOW RENEE C LAS3
KRASZEWSKI C B LAS2
*KRATOCHVIL CRAIG W LAS3
KRAUKLIS ANDREW T FAA4
*KRAUS ANN PATTERSON GRAD
*KRAUS DARREL R ENG3
*KRAUS EMMETT FRANCIS GRAD
KRAUS GFOPGE ALBERT ENG4
KRAUS GERHARD ENG3
KRAUS KATHRYN G LAS2
KRAUS MARSHA L LAS2
KRAUS SUSAN S ED 3
KRAUSE DEBRA A AGR2
KRAUSE DONALD ROBERT GRAD
KRAUSE EVA D GRAD
KRAUSE JANET R ENG2
KRAUSE JOHN J ENG1
KRAUSE KENNETH E ENG4
KRAUSE LAWRENCE M LAS2
KRAUSE MARGARET A LAS2
KRAUSE MARTIN F JR LAS3
KRAUSE MICHAEL A LAS1
KRAUSE RANDI L LAS2
KRAUSE SCOTT R LAS1
KRAUSE ULRICH ENG5
KRAUSS CARLA N B ED 4
KPAUSS EDWARD A ENG2
KRAUSS JOHN P COM3
KRAUSS KEVIN E LAS3
KPAUSZ KENNETH J BUS*
KRAUSZ LINDA L LAS2
KRAUSZ SHARON B LAS1
KRAUSZOWSKI DAVID M ENG1
KRAUT MYRA LAS1
KRAVETZ DENNIS JOHN GRAD
KRAVITZ KENNETH M LAS4
KRAVITZ ROY H ENG2
KRAWCHUK GARY E BUS2
KRAWIEC DONALD R GRAD
KRAWITZ JEFFREY S ENG4
KRAYBILL DANIEL D ENG3
KRAZINSKI JOHN LEO GRAD
KRCHAK DAVID E LAS4
KREBS ALBERT T III FAA4
KREBS CARLA M ED 1
KREBS KAREN L LAS2
KREBS KURT H JR LAS4
KREBS THOMAS GARY GRAD
KREDENS KENNETH A LAS2
KREEGER JOHN L ENG4
KREEGEP KAREN L FAA1
KREFFT DONALD A BUS1
KREFFT ROBERT H LAS3
KREHBIEL COURTNEY E ENG4
KREHBIEL DAVID F BUS2
KREHER ALVIN WILLIAM VM 3
KPEILING ALBERT LEE GRAD
KPEIS STEVEN R AGR1
KREMER BARBARA KAY GRAD
KPEMER CHARLES W LAS1
KREMERS GAYLE E FAAl
KREMESEC MATHIAS T ENG3
KREPEL PAUL E LAS4
KREPS NANCY J LAS4
KRESCA JAMES R LAS4
KRESLER ROBERT C BUS3
KRESS JAMES D LAW3
KRETCHMAR LAURAN D ED 2
KRETCHMAR STUART R LAS3
KRETT KAREN M FAA3
KRETT NANCY L LAS1
KREUSER MARY T ED 3
KREUTZER JOHN D FAA3
KRICH RODNEY MARK GRAD
KRICHEVSKY LAURA E LAS3
KRIEBERG RICHARD J BUS4
KRIECHBAUM JEANNE L GRAD
KRIEG GARY G LAS1
KRIEG GREGORY S FAAl
*KRIEGER MARY K GRAD
KPIEGER RENEE M LAS1
KRIEGER SCOTT E LAS2
SAVOY ILL
2C7 W ILLINOIS U
813 W MAIN U
URH TRELEASE 827 U
802 W GREEN U
909 S LOCUST C
1814 MEADOW C
310 S 3RD 712 C
405 E GREEN C
URH LAR 322 U
310 W WASHINGTON 4 C
103 PADDOCK C
URH SNYDER 494 C
1107 S EUCLID 5 C
URH OGLESBY 506 U
803 BRIGHTON U
URH WARDALL 1009 U
411 S KENWOOD C
906 S OAK C
502 S MATTIS C
9C3 S MATTIS 2 C
502 S MATTIS C
104 S GROVE U
URH ALLEN 354 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH VANDOREN 109 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH BLAISDELL 330 U
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
903 SILVER U
URH LAR 193 U
URH FORBES 124 C
URH OGLESBY 213 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 450 C
URH SCOTT 469 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 827 U
URH OGLESBY 630 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
CHICAGO ILL
1106 W STOUGHTON 2 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH BABCOCK 208 U
2309 S 1ST 304 C
URH GARNER 274 C
URH HOPKINS 494 C
904 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 493 C
911 S LOCUST 102 C
URH HOPKINS 396 C
URH BLAISDELL 13 U
1007 S 3RD C
WEST LAFAYETTE IND
1006 S 3RD 17 C
URH OGLESBY 707 U
904 W GREEN 503 U
506 S 5TH C
1212 W PARK C
URH LAR 334 U
710 W OHIO U
904 W GREEN U
1010 W CHURCH 3 C
2010 E SILVER CT U
URH WESTON 354 C
UPH TRELEASE 218 U
URH NOBLE 411 C
URH OGLESBY 1109 U
604 E ARMORY 131 C
604 E ARMORY 1123 C
MAHOMET ILL
607 H HEALEY 11 C
URH HOPKINS 468 C
URH DANIELS 78 U
URH SNYDER 346 C
URH LAR 334 U
604 E ARMORY 2110 C
617 W HEALEY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
706 W OHIO U
101 E JOHN 1 C
723 S RANDOLPH C
URH WARDALL 626 U
208 E CLARK C
713 S 6TH 204 C
URH EVANS 223 U
605 S 5TH C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
406 E GREEN C
802 W OREGON U
1505 KIRBY C
56 1/2 E GREEN 202 C
PROSPECT HTS ILL
KEWANEE ILL
601 W GREEN U
URH LAR 298 U





















































































903 S MATTIS 2
502 S MATTIS R
2726 CENTRAL ST
2444 W SUNNYSIDE
451 E 15TH PL
916 GLEN CT














3800 LAKE SHORE DR
3619 N OLEANDER
16 WEHPHEIM RD
301 N EDISON ST







1935 W ALBION AV
4851 W ROSCOE ST









1010 W CHURCH 3




7311 N OKETO AV
601 FOREST VIEW DR
601 FOREST VIEW DR
420 LEE
607 W HEALEY 11












52 S MEYER CT
52 S MEYER CT












































































































*KRIEGER STEFAN H LAW1
KRIEPS JACQUELINE A BUS2
KRIESHOK THOMAS S LAS3
KRIGER DIANE NATALIE GRAO
KRIISA THOMAS E LAS4
KRIKDRIAN DAVID A FAA1
KRILOFF STUART JAY GRAD
KRINGELIS GUNARS BUS3
KRINGER SCOTT LAS1
KRISCIUNAS KEVIN L LAS3
KRISCIUNAS ZITA T LAS1
KRISHNASWAMY JAY ANT GRAD
KPISTEN CHRISTINE E FAA4
*KRISTIANSEN ERIK R GRAD
KRISTJANSSON SVANUR GRAD
KRITZMAN JEFFREY D LAS1
KRIZ EDWARD F LAS1
KRIZ KENNETH J LAS3
KRIZ LINDA RAE LAS4
KRIZANIC KENNETH A GRAD
KRIZIC GREGORY J BUS2
KROAH LARRY ALLEN GRAD
KROEGEL JAMES H AV 1
1
KROEGER JOHN T LAS2
KROEGER MARIANNE COM4
KROENER VICTORIA L LAS2
KROENIG MARK H ENG4
*KROENING JOHN F JR ENG3
*KROENING LINDA S LAS4
KROES MICHAEL J ED 4
KROES ROGER A LAS1
KROICHICK ELLEN LAS3
KROL ANN M COM3
KROL EDWARD M ENG4
KROLICK KATHERINE A LAS2
KROLICK KEITH A LAS4
KROLL GLORIANE P AGR3
KROLL LESLIE J BUS1
KROMELOW GARY B AGR1
KROMM LEROY G FAA3
KRON OONALD K AGR3
KPON NANCY S LAS1
KRON NORMAN F LAS1
KRON PRISCILLA L LAS4
KRONBERGER STEVEN J GRAD
KRONE RONALD J LAS3
KRONENBERG WILLIAM E FAA6
KRONER HENRY A LAS1
KRONST ANN M LAS2
KRONST CATHERINE A PE 1
KROOKS DAVID ANDREW GRAD
KROPE DAVID J FAA2
KPUC JOAN E LAS2
KRUCZEK JEROME A GRAD
KRUEGER CURTIS J BUS3
KRUEGER DONALD F BUS2
KRUEGER JEROME R GRAD
KRUEGER JOYCE L FAA4
KRUEGER KERRY AGR2
KRUEGER MICHAEL M ENG2
KRUEGER PATRICIA R LAS1
KRUEGER PHIL R AGR4
KRUEGER RICHARD D ENG4
*KRUEGER TERRENCE S PE 4
KRUEGER THOMAS C BUS4
KRUEGER VIRGINIA L LAS2
KRUEGER WILLIAM K JR ENG4
KRUEP DALE A LAS1
KRUG ROBERT F LAW3
KRUG SANDRA S LAS1
KRUGER ANTHONY W LAS2
KRUGER KATHRYN D LAS3
KRUGER MILTON C BUS2
KRUGER THOMAS E LAS3
KRUIDENIER DANIEL T BUS1
KRUIDENIER JAMES F LAS4
KRUIDENIER WILLIAM P FAA1
KRUKE RICHARD H ENG1
KRUKEWITT JAMES K AGR4
KPULEWITCH CARA J LAS1
KRULEWITCH SUSAN R LAS3
KRUMDIECK KEVIN L FAA2
KRUMINS ARVIDS ENG1
KRUMINS RALPH G LASl
KRUMP JEFFPEY P LASl
KRUMPOCH FRANK ED 4
KRUMREY DIANE M LASl
KRUPP CHARLA M AGR2
KRUPP LAWRENCE R BUS1
KRUPP LORA S AGR1
KRUPP PETER C LAS4
KRUSE DALTON C AVI I
KRUSE GLEN W LASl
KRUSE GLENN R ENG3
KRUSE MICHELE C LAS2
KRUSE SUSAN L FAA4
KRUSEMARK DAVID LYNN AGR4
601 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 313 U
UPH TOWNSEND 422 U
602 E STOUGHTON 25 C
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
803 W OREGON U
307 E HEALEY 8 C
1004 W OREGON U
UPH TOWNSEND 339 U
205 E GREEN 11 C
UPH BUSEY 337 U
URH DANIELS 603 U
111 W CHARLES C
205 E GREEN 9 C
105 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 910 U
URH GARNER 214 C
URH OGLESBY 509 U
URH FRENCH HSE 4 U
URH DANIELS 93 U
URH SNYDER 490 C
URH DANIELS 418 U
211 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1123 U
58 E JOHN 8 C
611 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
808 S LINCOLN 3 U
808 S LINCOLN U
2215 S 1ST 301 C
URH TOWNSEND 209 U
307 E ARMORY 211 C
1005 S 6TH C
102 N LINCOLN 1 U
602 VENTURA RD C
1105 W MAIN U
URH LAR 194 U
1010 S 2ND C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
1808 W KIRBY C
URH GARNER 400 C
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
URH LUNDGREN 5 C
510 E CLARK 21 C
509 E CLARK C
2405 JOHN U
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 327 U
URH HOPKINS 410 C
URH CLARK 233 C
URH DANIELS 216 U
URH WESTON 436 C
URH ALLEN 171 U
602 E STOUGHTON 36 C
205 E ARMORY C
411 E GREEN C
URH SHERMAN 356 C
VERSAILLES FR
URH OGLESBY 421 U
401 E GREEN C
URH GARNER 368 C
508 E SPNGFLD C
2514 SHERIDAN C
2603 ANDERSON U
410 E JOHN C
URH LAR 294 U
903 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 177 U
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH BLAISDELL 302 U
URH SCOTT 344 C
1110 S ARBOR 203 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 921 U
506 W MAIN U
506 W MAIN U
506 W MAIN U
URH SNYDER 489 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 20 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 517 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 265 C
701 W INDIANA U
URH SNYDER 496 C
401 E CHALMERS 202 C
506 W CLARK 3 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 325 U
URH TRELEASE 324 U
910 S 3RD 506 C
910 S 3RD C
706 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 491 U
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
RIVERDALE ILL


































































271 GROVE PK RO S
1227 S MAFFIT ST
325 BEAU DR
3724 W WALLEN AV
ROUTE 3 BOX 366
935 W LINCOLN ST
903 EDGEWATER DR






2925 S MAPLE AV
0S744 SUMMIT AV
3701 N MONTICELLO
5820 W CERMAK RD
7747 S MOBILE
220 S 21ST ST
1112 ELMWOOD AV






310 SUNYCREST CT W
6712 W DEVON AV
9633 KEDVALE
7715 W CHASE
2836 N 74TH CT
602 VENTURA RD
140H NORTHWEST HWY





3412 15TH ST A
3837 STERLING RC
1514 SCOTDALE RD
33 EAST 208TH ST
2405 JOHN
6329 N CENTRAL PK











RR 1 BOX 164
GUADALAJARA 5





1304 W 53RD PL

































































































































*KRUSEMARK LARRY LEE GRAO
KRUZINSKI PHILIP J ENG1
KRYNICKI KENNETH J BUS3
KRZYZANIAK CHRISTINE FAA4
*KU ROBERT TIEN-HUNG GRAD
KUBALA THOMAS A FAA4
KUBAN JEANNE M FAA2
KUBCZAK JAMES T LAS3
KUBETZ RICHARD P II AGR1
KUBIESA JAMES W LAS2
KUBISAK THOMAS J BUS3
*KUBITSCHEK CRAIG E GRAD
*KUBITSCHEK MARTHA D GRAD
KUBITZ INGRIED C LAS1
*KUBOVY MIRI FAA5
*KUCERA BARBARA S FAA1
KUCERA PAUL R LAS3
KUCERA REBECCA B LAS2
KUCERA ROBERT A LAS1
KUCHARSKI RONALD J FAA2
KUCHARZ ROBERT S BUS2
KUCHARZAK DENNIS J AGR3
KUCHEFSKI MARK E ENG4
KUCHEN DIANE M LAS1
KUCICH NANCY L FAA2
KUCINIC EDWARD M LAS2
KUCZERPA CAROLE A COM3
KUCZYNSKI KAREN A LAS3
KUDIRKA A GEORGE LAS3
KUEBEL LEROY C PE 4
KUEHL DAVID E LAS4
KUEHL DEBRA K ED 4
KUEHL DOUGLAS H AGR1
KUEHL JAMES BRUCE LAW2
KUEHN KATHERINE D LAS1
KUEHN MILTON C III BUS2
KUEHN ORTRUDE S FAA1
KUEPER ELIZABETH J AGR3
*KUETHER RICHARD PAUL GRAD
KUFAHL ROBERT H GRAD
KUFFEL RITA T LAS3
KUHLE ELIZABETH W LAS1
KUHLMAN GARY ALAN FAA4
KUHLMAN THOMAS J LAS4
KUHN ALAN K GRAD
KUHN DONNA L LAS3
KUHN JAMES R BUS1
KUHN JANET A PE 4
KUHN JANET M LAS2
KUHN JOSEPH M LAS1
KUHN MARY E ED 1
KUHN PAULAMARIE F AGR2
KUHN RALPH R BUS4
KUHN ROBERT H LAS4
KUHN STEVEN E AGR3
KUHN WILLIAM C ENG3
KUHN WILLIAM C ENG2
*KUHNHENN GARY LEE GRAD
KUHNKEY PHILIP G AVI3
*KUIPERS EDWARD JAY GRAD
KUJAWA JOHNNY R ENG2
KUJAWSKI MAPGAPET M LAS3
KUJAWSKI MARY T GRAD
KUKLA CHARLES A ENG1
KUKNYO JOHN P LAS2
KUKUCK TODD G AGR2
KULAK ARTHUR J FAA2
KULAK MARCIA A LAS3
KULBARSH LEE P LAS1
KULCZYCKI ANDREW G LAS2
KULEK DONALD J ENG4
KULESZA GEORGE C GRAD
KULICK ELEANOR LAS1
KULKARNI SUBHASH B GRAD
KULL JOHN DAVID GRAD
KULLA JEAN BRYNA GRAD
KULLA RAYMOND J LAW2
KULMAN LAWRENCE A ENG1
KULOVSEK SUSAN L LAS3
KULTON BARBARA A LAS3
KULWIN JOAN L LAS3
KULWIN SHELLY B BUS1
KULZE FRANK A BUS2
KUMAKI MARGARET A COM4
KUMAR AMRESH GRAD
*KUMAR ANANDA H GRAD
KUMAR SURENDER GRAO
KUMMEROW KAY L AGR4
KUNA KRISTINE M LAS1
KUNA ROBERT J ED 3
KUNCL LINDA J LAS2
KUNIMURA RUTH A LAW3
KUNIMURA SAMUEL M FAA1
KUNKEL DAVID W BUS3
KUNKELMANN CHARLES W ENG4
KUNKLE GEORGE L AGR3
KUNTNER LINDA LOU GRAD
2515 ARDEN C
URH OGLESBY 530 U
1110 S 2ND C
710 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
502 W OREGON U
608 E MAIN U
410 S BUSEY 6 U
URH TOWNSEND 406 U
URH TOWNSEND 242 C
URH OGLESBY 219 U
401 E DANIEL C
506 E WHITE C
506 E WHITE C
URH BABCOCK 4 U
1942 A ORCH ST U
2402 ARDEN C
URH OGLESBY 1022 U
URH WARDALL 407 U
URH OGLESBY 1022 U
URH ALLEN 278 U
URH GARNER 304 C
URH SCOTT 177 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR 378 U
URH BLAISDELL 323 U
912 S 2ND C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH DELTA HSE 5 U
202 E DANIEL C
202 E GREGORY 201 C
110 E ARMORY C
204 W WASHINGTON U
110 E ARMORY C
PR 4 C
409 E CHALMERS C
401 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 722 U
URH DELTA HSE 4 U
2907 1/2 E MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 258 C
URH BUSEY 143 U
URH SCOTT 400 C
106 E ARMORY C
310 E GREGORY C
503 MCARTHUR U
URH TRELEASE 111 U
1105 S 4TH C
218 E GREGORY 201 C
URH TRELEASE 618 U
305 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 424 C
409 E CHALMRS 1212 C
307 E ARMORY C
109 E CHALMERS 2 C
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 419 U
9 SALEM RD U
TCLONO ILL
1711 W JOHN 4 C
311 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 813 U
706 S 1ST 301 C
URH LUNDGREN 22 C
URH HOPKINS 211 C
2506 ALTON C
LISLE ILL
707 W GREEN U
URH OGLESBY 631 U
URH HOPKINS 439 C
URH FORBES 315 C
URH SHERMAN 354 C
EVANSTON ILL
MAT RES LAB U
2020 N MATTIS 104 C
206 W WASHINGTON 2 U
56 E DANIEL 2 C
URH SCOTT 450 C
910 S 3RD C
605 S 5TH C
1010 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
1101 W PENN U
710 W OHIO U
VET CLINIC LA U
1107 W GREEN 221 U
ENG RES LAB 158 U
401 S COLER U
URH SCOTT 310 C
URH SNYDER 293 C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 299 U
1406 W GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 523 U
502 N HARVEY U
































































5522 S 72ND CT
408 BOHLAND AV
5124 W 32ND ST
9 CARRIAGE DR
615 E ROBERTA AV
11124 AVENUE N
17W556 71ST PL
1710 S ROUTE 12
8111 W BERWYN AV
18240 SCHOOL ST







6226 S AUSTIN AV
7508 W ARGYLE
5352 S JUSTINE
114 S 1ST ST













BOX 93 LEGION DR
1390 JEFFERSON ST
2907 1/2 E MAIN







6 1/2 S GREENWOOD
RR 5
1130 JUDSON AV






6 1/2 S GREENWOCD
1255 E CHESTNUT ST
BOX 575
BOX 972
1711 W JOHN 4







808 E CENTRAL RD
3309 MANOR CT
4149 BRIARGATE CR
2125 N 22N0 ST














1107 W GREEN 221
1213 4 R K PURAM
28 MONTCLAIR
5205 S MOZART










































































































KUNTZ DONNA J ED 3
KUNTZ JANE E FAA3
KUNTZ JANICE A BUS3
KUNTZ MARK T FAA4
KUNTZ PAULA M LAS3
KUNTZ RAYMOND CARL GRAD
KUNZ BARBARA L LAS1
KUNZ KATHLEEN ANN LAS3
KUO PONG-KUEN GRAD
KUPEC JAMES D ENG1
KUPERMAN DEBORAH R LAS1
KUPFERBERG BRADLEY J BUS3
KUPIEC MARILYN A LAS2
KURAMITSU BRYANT H LAS1
KURAS CAROL HAMILTON PE 4
*KURAS WILLIAM JAMES PE 4
KURASEK JERPY A BUS4
KURBY CHRISTOPHER N ENG4
*KURCZABA ALEX SIMON GRAD
*KURCZABA WENDY MARIE GRAD
KURDTS CLARENCE J FAA4
KURIGA SUSAN T FAA2
KURIHARA KIYOHARU LAS1
KURINSKY ROGER A BUS4
KURLAND JUDITH D ED 2
KURLAND STEVE HENRY FAA1
KURLINKUS DAVID J COM4
KURLINKUS DONNA J AGR1
KURMAROHITA KUNCHIT GRAD
KUROWSKI JAMES A ENG4
KURTH DALE R BUS3
KURTZ JANET L AGR2
KURTZ KENNETH S BUS4
KURTZ LYNN P PE 1
KURTZ PATRICIA L LAS1
KURTZ SHARON R AGR1
KURYLO CATHERINE A LAS3
KURYLO MARGARET R AGR2
*KURZ KENNETH DEAN GRAD
KURZ THERESE M LAS4
KUSCH CARL F LAS1
KUSEK THOMAS H ENG3
KUSHMUK JAMES W LAS4
KUSHNEP MARK S LAS4
KUSHNER ROBERT F LAS2
KUSLES RICHARD K BUS4
KUSMER DEBRA A LAS2
KUSNERZ RAYMOND L VM 2
KUSNIERCZYK THOMAS S LAS1
KUSSLER THOMAS E LAS1
KUSTER MARGUERITE M LAS1
KUSTES JOHN THOMAS GRAD
KUSTOK ALLAN J BUS3
KUSTON CASSANDRA A LAS4
*KUSTRA ROBERT WALTER GRAD
KUSZYNSKI BETTY A BUS1
KUTA LINDA L FAA1
KUTAS MARTA GRAD
KUTILL JILL A LAS3




KUYPERS LORELEI A FAA1
KUYPERS ROBERT A BUS2
KVISTAD GARRY M GRAD
KVISTAD RICHARD T GRAD
KWAIN GEORGE MATTHEW BUS6
KWAK ANITA L LAS2
*KWIATKOWSKI JANA F LAS4
*KWIECINSKI LINDA R ED 3
KWIECINSKI MICHAEL S LAS2
*KWIECINSKI RICHARD A GRAD
KWINTIUK BARBARA M LAS4
KWOH CHIAN K LAS1
KWOK CHUNG WAI ENG2
KWOK KING-LUN LAS1
KYBURZ HENRY P AGR4
*KYLANDER ELLEN C GRAD
KYLE ALFRED F III GRAD
KYLE STEVEN P FAA4
KYRIAS MARY K PE 3
KYRK REED A LAS1
KYSAP CALVIN I II FAA3
LAAKSO LI ISA L J LAS4
LABADIE LEE D LAS4
LABANOWICH STANLEY GRAD
LABARE JOHN C. LAS1
LABAW JAMES P LAS1
LABEDZ GERALD PAUL GRAD
LABELLARTE LYNN M ED 4
LABELLE COLETTE A LAS2
*LABHART THELMA M T GRAD
LABIAK LAWRENCE K LAS1
LABIAK WILLIAM G ENGl
LABIENIEC APLENE G ED 4
*LABMALA SURASUGDI GRAD
LABOTKA RICHARD JOHN BMS1
LABRECOUE BRUCE D PE 3
309 E JOHN 5 C
704 W DELAWARE U
704 W DELAWARE U
605 S 5TH 17 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
709 S BROADWAY U
URH TRELEASE 1218 U
1203 N COLER U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 272 C
URH SCOTT 317 C
1105 S 1ST C
RANTOUL ILL
URH LUNDGREN 324 C
DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
202 E GREGORY 201 C
2012 D ORCH ST U
2012 D ORCH ST U
401 E CHALMERS 320 C
1202 W NEVADA U
BATON ROUGE LA
906 W SPNGFLD 2 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1502 WAVERLY C
605 S 5TH 22 C
URH CLARK 237 C
1107 W GREEN 330 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 318 C
URH SAUNDERS 113 U
58 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
308 N ROMINE U
URH TRELEASE 1020 U
URH WARDALL 916 U
907 S WRIGHT C
1730 LINCOLN RD 2 C
106 E HEALEY 1 C
URH SNYDER 428 C
803 W OREGON U
618 W HEALEY 1 C
305 E JOHN C
301 E ARMORY C
601 S 1TH 7 C
URH BLAISDELL 420 U
RR 1 U
URH LUNDGREN 405 C
URH BARTON 404 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
309 N BUSEY 1 U
309 E CHALMERS C
102 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH TRELEASE 1221 U
URH HOPKINS 493 C
301 E WHITE C
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
CHILD RES CENTER C
URH WARDALL 1018 U
910 S 3RD C
3912 CARRELTON C
2812 CARRELTON C
300 HESSEL BLVD C
410 E GREEN 5 C
705 W HIGH U
45 MAPLEWOOD U
URH HOPKINS 376 C
45 MAPLEWOOD U
URH FRENCH HSE 3 U
904 W GREEN U
URH SNYDER 2 76 C
URH HOPKINS 158 C
1007 S 1ST 4 C
TUSCOLA ILL
820 OAKLAND 208 U
211 W SPNGFLD 201 C
611 E DANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 423 U
AMERICAN FLS IDAHO
1002 W SPNGFLD U
17 LEXINGTON U
309 S WHEATON C
URH OGLESBY 116 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
403 E ELM U
URH VANDOREN 20 C
309 E JOHN C
MAHOMET ILL
URH SNYDER 162 C
URH SCOTT 273 C
1011 S LOCUST 7 C
1107 W GREEN 532 U
508 E WHITE 11 C

























































101 W WILLOW ST
494 CORNELL AV





3324 MAPLE LEAF DR
4353 W CORTEZ ST
913 W AGATITE
1209 GARDEN DR E
1209 GARDEN DR E
103 ARCADIA
2417 WEBSTER
2012 D ORCH ST
2012 D ORCH ST
5404 KIMBALL PL
822 BRYAN







2445 S 10TH AV













1103 N HADDOW CT
6549 N CHRISTIANA
1018 N 15TH AV
7419 BUCKINGHAM DR
1436 S GROVE




11935 S STATE ST








8830 W 120TH PL
8830 W 120TH PL
41030 W 98TH ST







1055 N KARLOV AV
346 DUNDEE RD
425G AUEENS RD 5TH

























































































































LABRIOLA ANTHONY J COM4
LABUN LANCE CONFER GRAD
LACAMPAGNE RICHARD B LAS1
LACER MICHAEL LEE GRAD
LACEPENZA MARK ENG3
LACH IVAN JOHN GRAD
LACH MICHAEL W ENG4
LACHKY ROBERT C LAS2
LACINA JANET M LAS2
LACKE MARY J LAS1
LACKE MICHAEL P ENG4
LACKMAN SARAH LAS4
LACKNER ERWIN E GRAD
LACOMBE SUSAN K LAS3
*LACQUET JOANN M GRAD
LADO LESLIE G ED 2
LAOEVICH LAUREL A LAS4
•LADEW STEPHEN H ENG4
LAOEWIG RICHARD D LAS2
LADOLCE DENISE A LAS3
LADOUCEUR LYNN E LAS3
LAERM JOHN ROLF GRAD
LAFFERTY PATRICK W LAS1
LAFFERTY ROBERT H LAS4
LAFOND STEPHEN C ENG4
LAFORCE NORMAN C LAS4
LAFORET MARY A LAS2
LAFRANK SAMUEL E ENG4
LAGA GERRY T ENG1
LAGER MARTHA L AGRA
*LAHANN MELODY DAVIS GRAD
LAHANN RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
LAHEY KATHLEEN A PE 4
LAHEY LYNN ANN GRAD
*LAHNE ROBERT E GRAO
LAHVIC CAROL L LAS2
*LAHVIC EDANA W AGR3
LAHVIC RICHARD C BUS3
LAI HON TONG ENG4
*LAI HUNG CHI GRAD
*LAI JEH-HANG GRAD
LAI PING-KWONG GRAD
LAIB DAVID S LAS4
*LAIBLE DAVID M BUS*
*LAIBLE MARTHA HOTT LAS4
LAIDLAW FRANCES J FAA2
LAIDLAW SCOTT R ENG2
LAIN JANET A LAS3
LAIN RANDALL J FAA3
LAINE MELINDA E ED 2
*LAING WILLIAM A GRAD
LAIR MICHAEL E FAA2
LAIRD LINDA M LAS3
LAIRD PAMELA J AGR1
LAKE ANDREA J ED 4
LAKE BARBARA J LAS1
LAKE JOHN C ENG4
LAKE RHONDA K LAS3
LAKE STEVEN C BUS*
LAKEN DONALD A LAS3
LAKNER LINDA JONSON GRAD
*LAKOWICZ JOSEPH R J GRAD
LALEMAN JOSEPH P BUS2
LALINDE JAIME LAS5
LAM FRANCIS CHE C GRAD
LAM KAI YUEN ENG3
LAM PETER CHI-CHUNG GRAD
LAMAGNO JOSEPH M LAS2
LAMAR ARTHUR J LAS1
LAMAR MAURICE V BUS2
LAMB ARLENE SMITH LAS4
*LAMB GEORGE JARED GRAD
*LAMB JANET M ED 4
*LAMB JEFFRY E ENG4
LAMB JUDITH A LAS1
*LAMB MARVIN LEE GRAD
LAMB MARY C LAS4
LAMB MICHELLE E LAS3
LAMB ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
LAMB STEVEN A LAS2
LAMBA HARINDER S GRAD
LAMBOIN HENRY C FAA3
LAMBERT BRADLEY ENG2
LAMBERT CINDY L PE 2
LAMBERT DANIEL G LAS3
LAMBERT ERNESTINE L LAS2
*LAMBEPT FREDDIE LEE GRAD
LAMBERT MARSHA LYNN PE 4
LAMBERT PHILIP A LAS2
LAMBERT ROBERT D LAS3
LAMBERT THOMAS E LAS2
LAMBOOY MARY A FAA3
LAMKIN JUDITH A LAS3
LAMKIN KATHLEEN M LAS1
LAMKIN PHILLIP R BUS2
LAMKIN WILLIAM W LAS4
LAMM MARCIA GINGER LAS2
406 W HILL C
MET £ MIN BLDG 201 U
URH TOWNSEND 228 U
809 S BUSEY U
906 S 1ST C
1716 GEORGETOWN C
1209 W CLARK U
310 E GREGORY C
URH LAR 404 U
URH BABCOCK 5 U
1101 W PENN U
102 N GREGORY 12 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH SAUNDERS 125 U
21 RAINTREE C
URH VANDOREN 206 C
611 E DANIEL C
307 W ELM U
URH ALLEN 356 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
611 E DANIEL C
U OF I ZOOLOGY U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
URH OGLESBY 921 U
209 E ARMORY C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
URH WARDALL 911 U
310 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 426 C
502 E HEALEY 103 C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
58 E ARMORY 8 C
901 W MAIN U
206 E DODSON U
URH LAR 265 U
713 S ELM 2 C
207 EDGEBROOK C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1113 W GREEN 320 U
300 S GOODWIN 411 U
URH DANIELS 407 U
URH WESTON 443 C
819 W VINE C
819 W VINE C
1102 S LINCOLN U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WARDALL 621 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
1110 W NEVADA U
2048 HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 820 U
URH SCOTT 389 C
URH LAR 208 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 1224 U
URH OGLESBY 227 U
URH LAR 176 U
401 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
1102 S COTTAGE GR U
RR 1 U
306 E DANIEL C
505 E CLARK 22 C
URH DANIELS 98 U
55 E SPNGFLD C
URH DANIELS 511 U
910 W CALIFORN 1 U
URH BABCOCK 212 U
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
53 E JOHN 5 C
1009 S MATTIS 4-3 C
BEMENT ILL
53 E JOHN 5 C
URH WARDALL 722 U
2420 E WASHINGTON U
204 S GREGORY U
1106 S LINCOLN U
710 S BROADWAY U
1101 W PENN U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
402 E DANIEL C
904 W GREEN U
410 E GREEN 16 C
7C8 W HIGH U
410 E GREEN 8 C
1005 1/2 S HARDING U
302 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 374 C
708 W HIGH U
313 E JOHN C
EVANSTON ILL
13 CANTERBURY CT C
URH TRELEASE 1024 U
211 E ARMORY C
508 E WHITE 8 C


































































MET 6 MIN BLDG 201
73 IVY LN
205 W VERMONT
125 N 6TH ST
1500 RUDY AV
522 BARNSDALE
4332 W 111TH ST
910 W 86TH ST
232 FOREST PARK PL





33 N 5TH AV
9339 LONGWOOD DR
307 W ELM




124 W HARRISON ST
1536 MANCHESTER AV
1576 E LAKE SHORE
426 MALDEN
1005 MICHIGAN AV
714 E COUNTRY LN
9929 S MENARD AV
801 S GROVE AV
190 FRANKLIN BLVD
190 FRANKLIN BLVD




713 S ELM 2
165 EDGECLIFF DR
I MERCER ST 2/F
1113 W GREEN 320
























740 KINGS RD FLT 7






1009 S MATTIS 4-3














1005 1/2 S HARDING
266 5TH ST











































































































LAMONICA MICHAEL A LAS3
LAMONT MARYANNE GRAD
LAMONT VALARIE C GRAO
LAMOREUX SUE E LAS3
LAMOTHE STEPHEN D BUS3
LAMPEPT ARON W BUS1
LAMPINEN JOHN A COM4
LAMPING LESLIE LAS2
LAMPITT DANIEL I LAS4
LAMPKIN GLORIA BUS4
LAMPKIN LOUIS N JR FAA6
LAMPO JOSEPH LAS4
LAMPORT MARILYN K LAS3
LAN MING-KWONG GRAD
LANAGAN FRANCES E PE 3
LANAHAN JOSEPH A LAS1
LANCASTER LARRY J LAS2
LANCASTER TED AGR1
LANCASTER TFRRY D AGR4
LANCASTER TOD A AGR2
LAND WILLIAM M AGRA
LANDATO JEANNE C ED 1
LANDAU BYRON L LAS2
LANDAUER JEFFREY E BUS1
LANDAUEP KATHLEEN M LAS4
LANDAUER KEVIN ENG1
LANDAUER MICHAEL R GRAD
LANDE PAMELA B LAS3
LANDE ROBERT J BUS3
LANDEEN DAVID S ENG1
*LANDEFELD CHARLES E FAA4
LANDEFELD KARL F FAA6
LANDESMAN PETER BUS1
LANDFRIED NANCY J LAS4
LANDIS EDITH L FAA4
LANDIS FRED SIMON GRAD
LANDIS PAULETTE L LAS3
LANDIS RICHARD C BUS4
LANDIS THOMAS M BUS1
LANDOLT SHERYL S ED 3
LANDRETH PAMELA F FAA1
LANDSBERG EILEEN B LAS2
LANDSMAN HELEN C LAS2
LANDSMAN HENRY R JR LAS4
LANOWEHR BARBARA D LAW2
LANDY STEVEN B GRAD
LANE BRIDGET R FAA2
LANE BRUCE M LAS2
*LANE DAVID M VM 2
LANE DEBRA K COM3
LANE DENNIS DEL GRAO
LANE GILBERT S ENG1
LANE LINDA L LAS1
LANE LOUISE C LAS1
LANE MARY L LAS3
LANE PENNY S LAS1
LANE PHILIP JAMES GRAD
LANE RICKY JOE LAS1
LANE ROBERT C LAS2
LANE STEPHEN IRA AGR2
LANE SUSAN ELIZABETH GRAD
LANFAIR EDWARD LAS3
LANG DAVID JAMES FAA4
*LANG DOUGLAS JAMES GRAD
LANG GAYLE F LAS2
LANG JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
LANG JANET M LAS4
LANG JUDITH L ED 4
*LANG MARGARET A GRAD
LANG PETER D BUS4
LANG ROBERT A LAS2
LANG WILLIAM I BUS1
LANGAN DAN C LAS1
LANGAN KATHLEEN P AGR3
LANGDON CAROL A LAS1
LANGDON DONNA M BUS2
LANGE CATHERINE M LAS1
LANGE KATHERINE E LAS1
LANGE KEVIN E LAS1
LANGE LOREN A BUS2
LANGE RICHARD C LAS4
LANGE SARA JANE GRAD
LANGEFELD EDWARD P BUS4
LANGEFELD MARY P LAS2
LANGENBERG JACK L II ENG4
LANGENBERG JOAN L FAA4
LANGENDORF MICHAEL C LAS2
LANGER BARBARA E BUS3
LANGFORD MICHAEL C GRAD
LANGFORD REBECCA K PE I
LANGHAM WESLEY SAM AGR3
LANGILL CINDY R LAS3
LANGLEY DONALO CLARK ENG4
LANGLEY ROSEMARY LAS2
LANGLEY TERRY L ENG3
LANGLOIS CHARLES A ENG1
LANGLOIS MARY E LAS1
303 E CHALMERS C
401 E CHALMERS 424 C
ENG RES LAB 252 U
RANTOUL ILL
1306 S ANDERSON U
912 S 2ND C
802 W GREEN 105 U
URH SNYDFR 213 C
URH SAUNDERS 405 U
1107 W GREEN 423 U
311 E GREEN 215 C
1772 VALLEY RD C
AURORA ILL
1103 W OREGON U
907 S WRIGHT C
604 F ARMORY 2121 C
102 E CHALMERS C
308 E ARMORY C
308 E ARMORY C
216 S DEWEY U
904 W FAIRLAWN U
URH WARDALL 509 U
910 S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 111 C
505 S BUSEY 506 U
URH BARTON 17 C
705 W ELM 1 U
504 W MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
112 E DANIEL C
502 1/2 N PRAIRIE C
1114 BROADMOOR 4 C
URH NOBLE 313 C
707 W SPNGFLD 3 U
104 E JOHN 8 C
STA A BOX 2439 C
URH WARDALL 402 U
1006 S 3RD 15 C
URH TOWNSEND 381 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 401 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 704 U
1004 W OREGON U
URH GARNER 452 C
1103 W HILL U
URH WESTON 304 C
1007 S 3RD C
510 E STOUGHTON C
408 E MICHIGAN 4 U
1010 E COLORADO U
URH WESTON 463 C
URH HOPKINS 311 C
URH BUSEY 354 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH BLAISDELL 303 U
2004 WILLOW RD U
410 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 119 U
110 E CHALMERS C
407 W GREEN C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
509 E CLARK 24 C
701 W WASHINGTON U
902 S 2ND C
602 E STOUGHTON 12 C
107 E JOHN 302 C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
701 W WASHINGTON U
1302 SUNSET C
912 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 454 C
URH WESTON 438 C
410 S BUSEY U
607 S JAMES C
205 S 6TH C
URH ALLEN 225 U
URH SAUNDERS 315 U
URH SNYDER 464 C
URH FORBES 375 C
505 S BUSEY 402 U
BROCTON ILL
102 F CHALMERS C
1102 S LINCOLN U
309 S COTTAGE GR U
309 S COTTAGE GR U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 345 U
601 1/2 E MUMFORD U
URH CLARK 214 C
619 W SPNGFLD C
MOLINE ILL
206 DODSON U
URH BLAISDELL 327 U
URH TOWNSEND 383 U
1310 LINCOLNSHIRE C































































401 E CHALMERS 424





405 1/2 N STATE ST


















705 W ELM 1
4111 CHURCH


















415 E PROSPECT ST
2809 S 13TH AV
510 E STOUGHTON
RR 2 BOX 291
BOX 136
155 LINDEN AV
5832 N MEDINA AV
12012 69TH CT
321 WEBB ST
415 E PROSPECT ST
2004 WILLOW RD
906 S LEDFORO ST


























309 S COTTAGE GR
309 S COTTAGE GR
324 FORESTWAY DR
8511 N DRAKE AV
601 1/2 E MUMFORD
3721 JANSSEN









































































































LANGLOIS THOMAS G LAS4
LANGMEAD LAUREN L LAS4
LANGNER MYRA B GRAO
LANGSJOEN MARCIA ANN LAS4
LANGSJCEN ROSEMARY S GRAD
*LANGSTON DONNELL PE 4
LANGSTON GREGORY W LAS4
LANGSTON IRA W IV GRAO
*LANGSTON KATHLEEN LAS3
LANGWINSKI MARY C LAS4
LANIGAN GERALD M LAW2
LANIGAN RICHARO C LAS2
LANMAN MARY ASHBY GRAD
LANOFF VICKI J LAS2
LANSFORD CLAUDIA L GRAO
*LANSFORD JAMES E GRAD
LANSKI DEBRA R ED 2
LANTER JAMES E LAW3
LANTER JANET M LAS2
LANTZ ARLENE S FAA4
LANTZ JAY B AGR4
LANTZ KAREN SEBELA GRAD
LANTZ PATRICK E LAS3
LANTZ ROBERT ALLEN BUS4
LANTZ THOMAS E LAS1
LANXON JAMES D ENG2
LANZEN BRIAN A ENG3
LANZEN STEVEN P ENG4
LAPAYNE BRADLEY J AGR1
LAPING MARLENE LAS2
LAPINS ANNA K LAS3
LAPINS RONALD M BUS2
LAPKA THOMAS A LAS3
LAPLACA SUZANNE BUS1
LAPP KATHLEEN S LAS4
LAPP SUSAN KAY LAS4
LAPPE FREDERICK S BUS1
LAPPIN GREG I LAS1
LAPPIN LARRY D AGR1
LAPPING RONALD LAS3
LAPRADE JOSEPH EDGAR GRAD
LARA GENARO LAW2
LARA MARIE E ED 1
LARABEE PAMELA J LAS1
LAREAU GEORGE ARTHUR GRAD
LAREAU LESLIE S GRAD
LAREY BETH A LAS3
LARIMER MARK W LAS4
LAPIVIERE JOHN A AVI1
LARKIN JOSEPH PAYNE GRAD
LARKIN RICHARD W JR LAS2
LAROCCO JOHN B BUS4
LAROCK RALPH C FAA4
LAROS KATINA J LAS2
LAROSA VIRGILIO A GRAD
LAROSE ROGER W LAS3
LAROSSA ROBERT A GRAD
LAROUX KAY A LAS3
LARRABEE DIANE E FAA1
LARRAIN BARBARA M LAS3
*LARRAIN BARRY M LAS2
LARRICK BARBARA J GRAD
LARRICK NANCY JANE LAS3
LARSEN DAVID W BUS2
LARSEN JOHN A FAA4
LARSEN TERESA A LAS4
LARSON ANNA MAPIE G GRAD
LARSON ARTHUR B LAS4
LARSON BRUCE CHARLES LAS1
LARSON CARL HOWARD GRAD
LARSON CAROL J FAA4
LARSON CHRISTINE H LAS3
LARSON CYNTHIA S LAS3
LARSON DANIEL GEORGE AVI4
LARSON DAVID W FAA2
LARSON DAVID W FAA4
LARSON DEAN W ENG4
LARSON DENNIS EARL BUS3
LARSON ERIC A BUS3
LARSON GLORIA I FAA4
LARSON HENRY R LAS2
LARSON JAMES BURTON GRAD
LARSON JAMES L GRAD
LARSON JOANN L PE 1
LARSON JOHN A II BUS1
LARSON JOHN D II ENG4
LARSON JOHN LEONARD GRAD
LARSON JOHN M FAA2
LARSON KAREN A AGR1
LARSON KATHY A BUS3
LARSON KIM L PE 1
LARSON LARRY E LAS1
LARSON LARRY R LAS1
LARSON LAURA J LAS1
LARSON LAURA-LEE FAA4
LARSON LINDA A LAS1
LARSON LOUIS P LAS1
1310 LINCOLNSHIRE C
505 E UNIVERSITY C
406 W OREGON U 328-3141
1203 BROADMOOR C 356-0605
1203 BROADMOOR C 356-0605
315 N ORCH 7 U
402 W GREEN C
2706 LAWNDALE C 356-2675
315 N ORCH ST 7 U
309 E HEALEY 13 C 359-1380
312 WHEATON C 359-8600
313 E CHALMERS C 344-3136
CHARLESTON ILL 345-2912
1204 W STOUGHTON U 367-4338
412 W OREGON U 367-4565
412 W OREGON U
904 S 3RD C 344-0422
1004 E HARDING 104 U 328-2718
URH GAMMA HSE 3 C 344-1779
107 E CHALMERS C 344-3080
48 ROXBURY RD U 344-8374
6 SUTTON PL U 344-8123
1209 W WILLIAMS C 356-1241
6 SUTTON PL U
313 E CHALMERS C 344-7613
URH TOWNSEND 551 U 332-4278
URH FORBES 258 C 332-0982
1510 GRANDVIEW 12 C 359-9588
URH WESTON 121 C 332-1898
URH WARDALL 902 U 332-4479
URH WARDALL 619 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5096
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL 604-61
URH LAR 369 U 332-3016
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
807 1/2 W MAIN U 367-1886
910 S 3RD 713 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1505 W KIRBY C 356-0275
URH SHERMAN 366 C
2077 A HAZWD CT U
URH LAR 427 U 332-2784
URH LAR 175 U 332-2950
907 S ANDERSON U 367-1662
907 S ANDERSON U
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
URH FORBES 212 C 332-0952
304 BRIAR LN C 359-0775
18C7 D ORCH PL U 344-4043
910 S 3RD 601 C 337-5140
406 W HIGH 11 U 344-8867
809 W CALIFORNIA U
RANTOUL ILL
1806 ORCH PL U
1004 S 2ND C
405 E GREEN 1 C 367-2135
803 S STATE C 356-5393
URH ALLEN 234 U 332-3164
1825 D ORCH PL U 344-6972
1825 D ORCH PL U 344-6972
801 W PARK 4 U 328-2734
URH TRELEASE 507 U 332-5533
URH TOWNSEND 404 U
702 W MAPLE C 352-9514
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
AURORA ILL
1301 S BUSEY U 344-6282
1207 THOMAS C
2503 W SPNGFLD C
802 W OREGON U 332-8119
4C9 E CHALMERS 601 C
URH WESTON 108 C 332-1891
SAVOY ILL
URH BLAISDELL 3 U 332-3715
4C8 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 120 U 332-4001
21005 S 1ST 201 C
313 E ARMORY C
1108 W NEVAOA 5 U
604 E ARMORY 415 C
707 S 6TH 207 C 367-7791
402 S RACE 9 U
URH CARR 420 U 332-3963
209 E ARMORY C 344-1414
1010 S 1ST 10 C
106 N MCCULLOUGH U 344-8945
301 E CHALMERS C 367-9643
URH EVANS 303 U 322-2730
910 S 3RD 803 C 337-5202
URH BLAISDELL 205 U
URH LUNDGREN 204 C 333-0238
URH OGLESBY 830 U 332-5271
URH SCOTT 224 C 332-1449
104 E JOHN 8 C
405 E JOHN 9 C
URH TOWNSEND 277 U 332-4104
1310 LINCOLNSHIRE
1608 BURNING TRAIL
U OF I ANTHRO
1203 BROADMOOR
1203 BROADMOOR












1004 E HARDING 104












4153 N KENNETH AV
5645 N MOZART AV
20337 HELLENIC DR
35 ROYAL VALE DR
203 6TH AV





HUNT 2 ROOM 1 RPI












401 S CENTURY BLVD
1806 ORCH PL
RR 3 BOX 407
225 NETHERWOOD AV
22 W DEL RIO DR
RR 3 BOX 225
1825 D ORCH PL
1825 D ORCH PL
801 W PARK 4
12 MAYWOOD DR
9804 S MASON






320 E MAIN ST
1601 LOWELL AV
10509 S LASALLE ST
105 MAIN ST
6525 S MULFCRD RO
507 FAIRVIEW
76 S COUNTRY CLUB




4907 116TH PL SE
402 S RACE 9
RR 1
1468 E LAKESHORE
1640 N 20TH ST
316 S LASALLE ST
2312 CENTRAL ST
22W 437 BALSAM DR
2121 POPLAR
ROUTE 3 BOX 235
3705 RAYMOND AV
202 AUOREY LN






































































































LARSON LUANNE J PE 2
LARSON MARGARET S LAS4
LARSON MARK D ENG2
LARSON MICHAEL J LAS*
LARSON NANCY C FAA4
LARSON NORMAN W AGR1
LARSON PAMELLA B GRAD
LARSON PAULINE L GRAO
LARSON RAYMOND D LAS3
LARSON RAYMOND E GRAD
LARSON REGINA M LAS1
LARSON REID A ENG2
LARSON ROBERT A BUS1
LARSON ROBERT EARL GRAD
LARSON ROBERT H VM 1
LARSON ROBERT J FAA4
LARSON ROBERT MILTON GRAD
LARSON RODNEY C AGR1
LARSON ROGER W LAS3
LARSON SALLY A LAW1
LARSON SCOTT P BUS3
LARSON SHERYL L LAS1
LARSON STEPHEN A GRAD
LARSON STEVEN L LAS3
LARSON SUSAN C LAS4
LARSON SUZANNE AGR3
LARSON THOMAS M FAA1
LARSON TIM P FAA4
LARSON WARREN H LAS3
LARUE JACQUELINE FAA4
LARVENZ SHERRY N GRAD
LARVENZ SUSAN A FAA3
LASCH JEAN L COM3
LASCOE DEBORAH S LAS1
LASETER ROBERT L LAS2
*LASH RALPH MORGAN ENG4
LASHBROOK DEBORAH R GRAD
LASHER SUSAN B PE 2
LASKI JAMES E LAW1
LASKOWSKI EDWARD J GRAD
LASKY JAMES S BUS1
LASKY JERRY W LAS1
LASKY MARSHA I ED 3
LASORELLA WILLIAM T LAW1
LASSER BRIAN A FAA4
LASSITER THOMAS E VM 1
LASSNER DAVID K LAS1
LASSON REX H ENG3
LASSWELL DAVID C FAA4
LASSWELL MARK T BUS1
LASSWELL SHIRLEY H LAS4
LASTER PEYNONDA L LAS1
LASTOVICKA JOHN L GRAD
LASWELL ELIZABETH A LAS4
LASZEWSKI MARILYN B GRAD
LASZEWSKI RONALD M GRAD
LATCHEM KENNETH R LAS4
LATEER JAMES W LAW3
LATEER JANE R LAS4
LATER MELISSA J LAS1
LATHAM DEBRA L LAS1
LATHAM DONALD W ENG1
LATHPOP R DIANE LAS2
LATMAN JANICE LYNN LAS3
LATONDRESS MARY H FAA1
LATORTUE RICHARD ENG1
LATOS LINDA ANN GRAD
LATREILLE RENEE F LAS3
LATROFA NINA LAS3
LATSCH ANNE M LAS1
LATSHAW KENT M LAW1
LATTA JAMES ROGER GRAD
LATTAL JOSEPH M GRAD
LATTANZI JOHN D ENG1
LAU MARY ELIZABETH LAS3
LAU PIK SHING GRAD
LAU THOMAS YUN-WOO GRAD
LAUB LESLIE ALTER GRAD
LAUBE BRUCE ANDREW GRAD
LAUBENGAYER PAUL D GRAD
LAUBER LARRY FRANCIS GRAD
LAUBEP PATRICIA R AGR4
LAUCK THOMAS W FAA3
LAUDE JAMES M ENG1
LAUDE JOHN W LAS3
LAUDENSLAGER EDWARD ENG3
LAUDERDALE JERRY FAA1
LAUF ROBERT JOHN ENG4
LAUF WILLIAM J BUS1
LAUFFENBURGER D A LAS2
LAUFFENBURGER SANDRA ED 4
LAUGAL PAMELA J LAS3
LAUGHLIN JAMES E GRAD
LAUGHLIN PHILIP M LAS3
LAUGHLIN RAY F BUS2
LAUGHNAN PENELOPE F GRAD
LAUGHTCN JOHN F FAA4
302 E ARMORY C
209 E HEALEY 3 C
3C7 S STATE 10 C
51 E SPNGFLD C
618 W CHURCH 7 C
URH FORBES 394 C
402 S RACE 9 U
URH SHERMAN 522 C
1207 THOMAS C
1207 THOMAS C
URH FLAGG 313 C
1105 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 238 C
911 S LOCUST C
KNOXVILLE ILL
510 E STOUGHTON C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH NOBLE 20 C
URH BLAISDELL 111 U
URH FLAGG 305 C
URh BLAISDELL 111 U
URH SCOTT 225 C
306 JOHN C
912 S 2ND C
URH LAR 283 U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH FORBES 450 C
209 E HEALEY 3 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
801 W HILL C
906 W SPNGFLD 1 U
706 S 2ND C
605 S 5TH 4 C
URH TRELEASE 728 U
505 E UNIVERSITY C
502 W GRIGGS 204 U
FARMER CITY ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SHERMAN 266 C
URH OANIELS 393 U
URH OGLESBY 306 U
URH TAFT 109 C
605 S 5TH 16 C
1004 S 4TH C
209 E STOUGHTON C
SANOLEWOOD 21 C
URH ALLEN 41 U
604 E ARMORY 1341 C
1010 E COLORADO 33 U
URH SNYDER C
1010 E COLORADO 33 U
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
207 W ILLINOIS U
204 E JOHN C
404 E ELM U
404 E ELM U
607 W HEALEY 9 C
2110 W WHITE 146 C
907 S WRIGHT C
409 E CHALMERS 607 C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY C
URH WAPDALL 217 U
407 S BIRCH U
URH LAR 462 U
URH ALLEN 292 U
509 E WHITE 13 C
URH SCOTT 316 C
505 E WHITE 8 C
URH BUSEY 360 C
1506 ROSEWOOD C
1733 VALLEY RD C
310 E CHALMERS 303 C
URH BARTON 312 C
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
1102 W SPNGFLD U
507 E CLARK 31 C
URH SHERMAN 567 C
201 E CALIFORNIA 1 U
401 E CHALMERS 407 C
1708 JAMES CHERRY U
1102 S LINCOLN U
104 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 444 C
URH SNYDER 154 C
URH CARR 103 U
URH TOWNSEND 135 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH FORBES 420 C
2C9 E ARMORY C
DES PLAINES ILL
2C7 1/2 W WILLIAMS C
1301 S COTTAGE GR U
1109 W STOUGHTON U
1101 W PENN U
9C8 S LINCOLN U
































































307 S STATE 10
3244 N UNIVERSITY
18458 DUNDEE AV
RR 1 KESLINGER RD




ROUTE 1 BOX 85
215 S GRANT
506 S MAIN ST
204 S WALTON
RR 1










2339 CEDAR GLEN DR
6525 MULFORD RD
ROUTE 1
22 INDIAN TRAIL RD





502 W GRIGGS 204
412 W WILLIAMS 2
102 S EVERGREEN
14249 MINERVA AV
















808 S LINCOLN 8
607 W HEALEY 9








1324 JONQUIL ST NW












201 E CALIFORNIA 1
ROUTE 3 HIGHWAY M
1120 NORWOOD DR
542 FRANKLIN AV


















































































































LAUNHARDT GREG A BUS1
LAUNSPACH OANIEL V LAS1
LAUNSPACH JEAN A LAS3
LAUR DARRELL L LAS2
LAURENT MARTIN S GRAO
LAURIOSEN KENNETH W ENG2
LAURIN CHRISTIE L LAS*
LAURIN DANA L LAS*
LAURIN SIRI L LAS*
LAUSE MICHAEL F LAW3
LAUTERBACH ALLEN A BUS3
LAUTERBACH DENNIS L BUS*
LAUX DOUGLAS C BUS1
LAUX FRANCIS H FAA3
LAVELLE ANTHONY J BUS3
LAVELLE CHRISTINE LAS*
LAVELLE JEAN C LAS3
LAVENDER DAVID A LAS1
LAVENDER KENNETH E GRAD
LAVERY EDWARD J FAA1
LAVERY GROVER W LAS2
LAVERY JANICE M ED 1
LAVIGNE DENNIS R GRAD
LAVIGNE GEORGE M JR LAS3
LAVIGUEUR HENRY GRAD
LAVIN ANDREA SUE LAS2
LAVIN CAROLE A LAS2
LAVIN CARYL E ED 1
LAVIN DAVID GRAD
LAVINE GLENN GRAD
LAVINE RONALD M ED *
LAVITT ALAN JAY VM 3
LAW KING-LUEN ENG2
LAW MELISSA J LAS2
LAW NAOMI ALBERTA M GRAD
LAW PAMELA G LAS1
LAW PING YEE GRAD
LAWHORN GERALD M LAS*
LAWICKI JOHN H ENG1
LAWLER DENNIS F VM 3
LAWLER JOHN JOSEPH GRAD
LAWLER SALLIE A PE *
LAWLOP ROSALIE LAS2
LAWNICKI MARLA A LAS1
LAWNSBY ROBERT M LAS2
LAWRENCE GREGORY V LAS1
LAWRENCE KATIE E C GRAD
LAWRENCE LUBERTA C LAS1
LAWRENCE LUCINDA J FAA1
LAWRENCE PATRICIA L LAS*
LAWRENCE RICHARD A LAW1
LAWRENCE SHARON E LAS2
LAWRENCE SIDNEY A JR GRAD
LAWRENCE TOQUALEE M LAS*
LAWRIE DUNCAN HAMISH GRAD
LAWS JOE W LAS1
LAWS JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
LAWS NANCY C AGRl
LAWS NORMAN G JR ENG2
LAWSON ANITA L LAS3
LAWSON ANN MARIE GRAD
LAWSON DANIEL EDWIN GRAD
LAWSON JEANETTE LAS1
LAWSON MARK RICHARD GRAD
LAWSON ROBERT M AGR2
LAWSON SIDNEY LEE GRAD
LAWSON STEPHEN C LAS3
LAWSON TOM EDGAR GRAD
LAWTON CHRISTINE J GRAD
LAWTON JOAN S PE 1
LAWYER JAMES L LAS*
LAY MARK A ENG3
LAY PATRICK A FAA*
LAYA RICHARD J FAA*
LAYBOURNE NEAL T LAS1
LAYDEN SUANNE T PE 1
LAYMAN THOMAS C GRAD
LAYNE CYNTHIA R LAS2
LAYNG BPUCE E LAS1
LAYTON GEORGIA A LAS1
LAYTON RALPH PHILLIP GRAD
LAZ CREIGHTON B BUS*
LAZ ELIZABETH M AGR*
LAZ LAURIE J BUS1
LAZALDE CARLOS A GRAD
LAZAR STEVEN J LAS1
LAZARO MICHAEL A GRAD
LAZAPSKI RICHARD AUG GRAD
LAZARUS RICHARD J LAS1
LAZEWSKI TONY GRAD
LAZO DIMITRI DANIEL GRAD
LEACH HOWARD J LAS3
LEACH JAMES ALLEN GRAD
LEACH JAMES L JR FAA2
LEACH KATHRYN M FAA3
LEACH SANDRA A LAS2
URH SCOTT 161 C
211 E ARMORY C
202 E DANIEL C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 930 U
307 E WHITE 32 C
URH FORBES 352 C
URH TRELEASE 1130 U
709 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 603 U
1628 VALLEY RD C
911 S *TH C
606 E COLORADO U
1101 W PENN U
112 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 371 C
1827 W JOHN C
*07 W WHITE C
110 E CHALMERS C
205 W HILL 7 C
RR 2 U
URH GARNER 210 C
907 S WRIGHT C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
703 E COLORADO 109 U
710 W CALIFORNIA 1 U
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 300 C
910 S 3RD C
800 S MATTIS C
502 E WHITE 33 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
610 W WASHINGTON U
URH HOPKINS 261 C
RR 1 U
53 E JOHN 3 C
RR 1 U
URH SHERMAN 853 C
URH TOWNSEND 306 U
60* E ARMORY 2*12 C
URH DANIELS 180 U
URH SHERMAN *5* C
DEWEY ILL
*12 E GREEN 12 C
PARK RIDGE ILL
1610 W PARK C
URH GARNER *91 C
190* C ORCH ST U
1618 WILLIAMSBURG C
309 E JOHN 3 C
1110 W NEVADA U
1113 WILLARD U
56 1/2 E GREEN C
BOURBONNAIS ILL
2210 E UNIVERSITY U
502 S MATTIS 5 C
URH ALLEN 37* U
1007 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 917 U
302 E GREGORY C
111 S BUSEY U
URH SHERMAN 10*6 C
195 PADDOCK E C
URH BLAISOELL 301 U
107 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS 150 C
*06 E GREEN 203 U
URH FORBES 31* C
1703 VALLEY RD C
706 S WALNUT U
URH ALLEN 202 U
111 E CHALMERS 16 C
*02 E DANIEL C
101* 1/2 CRESCENT C
FISHER ILL
URH WESTON *0* C
URH TRELEASE 1*2 U
*10 W HIGH 2 U
URH TRELEASE *26 U
URH FORBES 218 C
URH TRELEASE 1209 U
URH DANIELS *13 U
202 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 293 C
300 S GOODWIN 205 U
URH TAFT *27 C
505 E WHITE C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
502 W VERMONT U
URH DANIELS *16 U
80* S 1ST C
1111 S 1ST C
620 W HEALEY 1 C
*17 W LOUSIANA C
1101 W UNIVERSITY C







































































18 S MERRILL AV
606 E COLORADO













































17*7 N 75TH CT







*06 E GREEN 203
362 EVANS AV
1703 VALLEY RD
1131 N STATE ST
915 PARK DR
717 EDGAR AV
RR 1 BOX 77
1 S *15 LEAHY RD
22515 STATE ST
























































































































LEAFGREEN MARK LOUIS BMS1
LEAHEY GRACE EVANS LAS4
LEAHEY THOMAS HARDY GRAD
LEAHY CYNTHIA KAY GRAO
LEAHY JAMES W LAS1
LEAHY KATHRYN M ED 3
LEAHY WILLIAM E LAS4
LEAMNSON ROBERT N GRAD
LEAMON DAVID R ENG1
*LEAMON JOHN A LAS4
LEANNA JERRY V ENG3
LEARNER DAVID ENG1
LEARY MICHAEL E AGRl
LEAS PAUL D BUS1
LEASMAN MARY HELEN R GRAD
LEAVITT MARVIN F LAS1
LEAVITT ROBERT A LAS3
LEBAILLY ADPIENNE E LAS2
LEBBIE SAHR HAMILTON GRAD
LEBEDA DANIEL E VM 3
LEBENSORGER FRED J ENG3
LEBENSORGER WILLIAM ENG4
LEBER MARY E ENG1
LEBLANC ALBERT HENRY GRAD
LEBLANC VICTORIA J LAS3
LEBLANG THEODORE R LAW2
LEBLEBICI HUSEYIN GRAD
*LEBLOND DAVID JOSEPH GRAD
LEBLOND PETER C ENG2
LEBO ANITA N LAS1
LEBOV HEDY LAS3
LEBOVITS MICHELLE L PE 3
LEBOW STEVEN E LAS1
LEBRUN FRANCIS R LAS2
LECHNER ROBERT K BUS2
LECHOWICZ LINDA M BUS2
LECHTENBERG ANNF B LAW2
LECLAIR SUSAN M ED 2
*LECOCQ PHILIPPE L P GRAD
*LECOMTE JOHN R LAW2
*LEOBETTER ALAN R LAS4
LEDBETTER CAROL A LAS4
LEDBETTER MARCIA A LAS4
LEDDER BARBARA C GRAD
*LEDEN WILLIAM E ENG4
LEDERER LESLIE T LAW3
*LEDERMAN BARBARA J GRAD
*LEDERMAN FRANK LOUIS GRAD
*LEDUC ROGER PAUL GRAD
LEDVINA CHRISTOPHER LAS3
LEDWON DOROTHY M LAS1
LEE ALFRED M ENG4
LEE BENNY WAYNE GRAD
*LEE CHENG HSIUNG GRAD
LEE CHIA-WEN M GRAD
*LEE CHUNG KEEL GRAD
*LEE CHUNG RYU GRAD
LEE CONSTANCE MAE GRAD
LEE DIANA GRAD
LEE DOUGLAS ENG2
LEE EDITH C LAS1
*LEE FRANK S ED 4
LEE HENRY ENG3
LEE JEANNE LAS1
LEE JEFFREY P FAA3
LEE JEROME E LAW3
LEE JOHN C ENG2
LEE JOHN LESLIE BUS3
LEE JOHNBOSCO CHI B LAS2
LEE JONG KOO GRAD
LEE KAREN E LAS1
*LEE KI PONG GRAD
*LEE KYUNG WON GRAD
*LEE LARRY W LAS4
*LEE LAWRENCE BENSON GRAD
LEE LINDA A LAS3
LEE LISA GRAD
LEE LISA H LAS3
LEE LORETTA E AGRl
LEE LYNDA L LAS1
*LEE MARJORIE W GRAD
LEE MARK S LAS1
LEE MARY ANN AGR2
LEE MARYANN LAS3
LEE MAY HONG MAN COM4
LEE MICHAEL H GRAD
LEE MYON KI GRAD
LEE NANCY DIANE GRAD
LEE PATRICIA A LAS1
LEE PATRICIA ANN GRAD
LEE PAUL GRAD
LEE PETER K ENG4
LEE PETER S C AGR3
LEE PETER W ENG2
LEE REBECCA A LAS3
LEE RHONDA S LAS1
*LEE ROBERT BRUCE BMS1
205 E HEALEY 31 C
309 W SPNGFLD 3 C
309 W SPNGFLD 3 C
EAST MOLINE ILL
604 E ARMORY 424 C
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 2 C
205 S LYNN U
304 N WILLIS C
URH NOBLE 211 C
WILSON TRLR PK U
311 E ARMORY C
URH SNYDER 332 C
URH BARTON 116 C
309 E CHALMERS C
609 W MAIN 31 U
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 206 U
506 E SPNGFLD 4 C
801 W OREGON U
502 E SPNGFLD C
901 W SPNGFLD 4 U
URH WARDALL 1210 U
404 S PRAIRIE 6 C
902 S 2ND C
URH BARTON 108 C
1206 W CLARK U
2085 B ORCH ST U
URH SAUNDERS 402 U
URH FLAGG 311 C
310 E CHALMERS 307 C
URH TRELEASE 217 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH OGLESBY 405 U
URH BLAISDELL 211 U
URH WARDALL 708 U
URH TRELEASE 714 U
URH TRELEASE 831 U
403 S 3RD C
716 E MICHIGAN U
160 PADOCK 2 C
1623 WILLIAMSBURG C
814 W STOUGHTON U
1307 E GREEN U
2202 HAZWD OR 301 U
1605 VALLEY RD 2 C
807 W ILLINOIS 7 U
807 W ILLINOIS 7 U
7 BAY TREE C
211 E WHITE C
URH ALLEN 323 U
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
601 W OREGON U
1010 W SPNGFLD U
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
1107 W GREEN 427 U
1107 W GREEN 427 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH SHERMAN 409 C
URH WESTON 392 C
URH SCOTT 424 C
2104 ORCH ST 204 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 436 U
313 E CHALMERS C
108 E HEALEY 13 C
801 W IOWA U
40 8 E STOUGHTON 3 C
602 W MICHIGAN U
909 S 1ST 11 C
URH EVANS 417 U
300 S GOODWIN 506 U
300 S GOODWIN 407 U
5 SALEM RD U
COUNTRYSIDE ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
5 SALEM RD U
URH SAUNDERS 329 U
URH GARNER 444 C
URH ALLEN 442 U
2104 ORCH ST 204 U
URH FORBES 445 C
URH LAR 263 U
502 E STOUGHTON C
410 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 397 U
409 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 1047 C
URH BABCOCK 314 U
405 S 6TH C
URH SHERMAN 961 C
1662 VALLEY RD C
31 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 362 U
619 1/2 S WRIGHT C







































































309 W SPNGFLD 3











































1605 VALLEY RD 2
807 W ILLINOIS 7
807 W ILLINOIS 7
7 BAY TREE
5107 N CENTRAL PK
11416 S SPAULDING
5529 S DORCHESTER
1014 N ELLIS ST
CHING HSUEI
85 165 N TUN-HUA
YOUNG DEUNG PO-KU
318 CHANGCHEUN-YI
3430 N COURT ST
4121 N HERMITAGE








1700 E 56TH ST
88 RCBINSON RD IB








1130 S HIGHLAND AV
17109 HOLMES
7259 S CONSTANCE
2104 ORCH ST 204










4211 N LEAVITT ST
315 W 24TH PL
316 W 24TH ST
740 SUMMIT ST




































































































*LEE ROBINE CHAO-LING GRAO
LEE ROGER E LAS3
LEE POY THOMAS BUS3
LEE SAI HYUN GRAD
LEE SANG J ENG2
*LEE SANG WOO GRAD
LEE SEKYUNG GRAD
*LEE STANLEY D PE 2
LEE STEPHEN E LAS2
LEE THEODORE M ENG3
LEE VING JICK GRAD
LEE WARREN GRAD
LEE WENDY M ED 1
LEE YUN-KO GRAD
LEECH RHONDA J LAS1
LEEDECKE CHARLES J GRAD
LEEDS MARCY K ED 3
LEEDS PHILIP B LAS3
LEENERMAN GREGORY J ENG2
LEEPER LARRY A ED 4
LEES JUDD H LAS1
*LEES LYNN JOHNSON LAS4
LEES RAYMOND W FAA3
LEESMAN KAREN S LAS3
LEESMAN LUTHER V AGR3
LEESMAN MARIANNE ED 3
LEFCOURT RONALD L LAS4
LEFEVRE LINDA C PE 1
LEFEVRE SUSAN FAYE GRAD
LEFFELMAN JEFFREY L AVI1
LEFKO GARY J ENG2
LEFKOW DAVID M LAS4
LEFKOW FRANCES E AGR2
LEFLER MILES J LAS2
LEGER RAYMOND A ENG4
LEGGE JEFFRY GARNET GRAD
LEGNER GAIL C AGR1
LEHAN TERESA L AGR1
LEHARES WILLIAM P LAS4
LEHENBAUER BARBARA E GRAD
LEHER PAUL SHERIDAN GRAD
LEHMAN ELIZABETH A LAS4
LEHMAN HELEN P AGR1
LEHMAN PAUL J ENG3
LEHMANN JAY A LAS4
LEHMANN JOHN AGR2
LEHMANN RANDALL E ENG3
LEHNEN DAVID C ENG4
LEHNERT STEPHEN E ENG1
*LEHOCKY ROBERT S GRAD
LEHPAMER PAMELLA L LAS1
*LEHR ARTHUR EDWARD GRAD
LEHRNER LINDA S ED 4
LEIB JOHN E ENG4
LEIBACH STEVEN J LAS3
LEIBER STEPHEN A ENG3
LEIBOWITZ TODD I BUS1
LEIBSON DAVID ALAN LAW1
LEIBSON PAUL J LAS3
LEICHTI DALE P AGR1
LEICHTI ROBERT J AGR3
LEIDER DAVID J AGR4
*LEIFEL DANNY JOHN LAW2
*LEIFEL PAULA RAE GRAD
LEIFHEIT EUGENE JOHN GRAD
LEIFKER RONALD C ENG4
LEIGH JAMIE J AGR3
LEIGH KAREN V BUS3
LEIGHTON CYNTHIA L AGR2
*LEIGHTON STEPHEN M ENG1
LEIHSEP SANDRA K FAA1
LEINHOS DUANE ALLAN GRAD
LEININGER JOY E LAS4
LEIS JANE K FAA3
LEISEN MARK S LAS1
LEITHEM WILLIAM G ENG4
LEITNER DAVID J LAS4
*LEITNER GREGORY L GRAD
LEITNER RONA K ED 3
LEKAN TED BUS3
LEKI ROBERT H AGR4
LEKOVISH KATHLEEN A LAS4
LELAND ELINOR JANE GRAD
LEMAIPE LOUANN PE 2
*LEMAN ALLEN DUANE GRAD
LEMAN DIANNE HOERR ED 4
LEMAN HOWARD DEAN GRAD
LEMAN JAY R FAA1
LEMAN LCRETTA MAE ED 4
LEMAN NADA J ED 2
LEMAN RUSSELL A AGR4
LEMAP JAMES K ENG3
LEMAR RICHARD CHALK AGR1
LEMAY ROBERT P LAS2
LEMBEPGER THOMAS R LAS3
LEMEN DON JOSEPH GRAD
LEMEN ROBERT J BUS3
OECATUR ILL
211 E JOHN 4 C
306 E PARK 107 C
5 SALEM RD U 328-2326
311 W ILLINOIS U
1970 A ORCH ST U 367-8944
GEOLOGY BLDG U 333-2382
707 STATE C
URH GARNER 120 C
URH ALLEN 360 U
1003 COLORADO 32 U
809 S BUSEY U 367-9935
URH VANDOREN 211 C
URH DANIELS 316 U
URH FLAGG 312 C 332-0303
910 S 3R0 C 337-5324
709 W OREGON U 344-5421
URH TOWNSEND 312 U 332-4138
1007 W SPNGFLD C 352-2212
105 W WILLIAM C 352-6003
URH OGLESBY 804 U
904 N BROADWAY 20 U 344-8863
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
715 W MICHIGAN U
706 W OHIO U 344-0676
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
503 E STOUGHTON C 359-7215
URH BUSEY 232 U 332-2616
408 N MATHEWS U
URH LUNDGREN 102 C 332-0215
URH OGLESBY 1023 U
807 S BUSEY U 367-0612
205 E GREEN 4 C
408 E HEALEY C 359-6505
908 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 1257 C 332-5018
URH FLAGG 309 C 332-0300
910 S 3RD 817 C 337-5216
1204 W STOUGHTON U 344-8708
603 W GREEN U 344-7879
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
URH TRELEASE 1224 U
911 S 4TH C 344-9 560
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
URH BABCOCK 209 U 332-3755
1207 W CLARK U
URH GARNER 112 C
603 DOGWOOD C 356-0520
URH CARR 407 U 332-3950
1412 SCOTTSDALE C 359-3651
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
810 KERR 102 U
409 E CHALMRS 1109 C
URH OGLESBY 906 U 332-5298
1105 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 426 U 332-4197
1212 W CLARK U 367-2676
URH TRELEASE 1219 U 332-5755
111 E CHALMERS C 344-1588
408 W ILLINOIS U 344-3379
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
1211 W CHURCH 8 C 359-5538
305 COUNTRY CLUB U
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
URH TRELEASE 521 U 332-5609
308 N DRAPER C 359-8425
URH EVANS 107 U 332-2689
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
302 E JOHN 1207 C
209 E STOUGHTON C 352-2178
URH GARNER 211 C 332-0710
503 N EDWIN C
308 W GREEN U 344-8715
1010 S 1ST ST RD 9 C 344-7248
1104 W NEVADA U 344-1578
308 E ARMORY C 367-5935
1850 VALLEY RD C 359-0581
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5752
URH DANIELS 490 U 332-2561
302 E ARMORY C 344-8733
1812 BROADMOOR C 352-6597
405 N MATHEWS U 367-3591
405 N MATHEWS U 367-3591
702 1/2 W NEVADA U 344-4846
1812 BROADMOOR C
2712 HIGH CT U
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
URH OGLESBY 408 U 332-5051
URH OGLESBY 808 U 332-3570
URH SCOTT 360 C 332-0e47
211 W SPNGFLD 304 C
304 COUNTRY FR 3 C 352-1402
209 E ARMORY C 344-1414
SALEM RO
4420 N PAULINA


















1812 SHADY OAK DR
904 N BROADWAY 20






1376 E 58TH ST
RP 1






5704 S MADISON ST
1030 S 1ST ST
221 E OFALLON
2413 NEW YORK ST
RP 1
635 S PINE AV
635 S PINE AV
669 N EAGLE ST
16719 TINLEY PARK
ROUTE 1






6758 E PRAIRIE RD
910 W 50TH PL
2854 TWIN OAKS DR
















410 E HIGH ST
BOX 506
209 E STOUGHTON
5215 S NORMANDY AV
10017 IVANHOE ST
1925 CALVIN CT
2460A LESLIE LN 9A
9069 GRACE AV
935 FOREST
4030 N HARDING AV


















































































































LEMENAGER RONALD P AGR3
LEMKAU BRUCE EDWARD LAS2
LEMKE JAMES LEE GRAD
LEMKE STANLEY D ENG3
LEMME CHRISTOPHER J LAS3
LEMME DAVID T BUS3
LEMMON ALBERT W FAA4
LEMMON JOHN ALLEN GRAD
LEMS KAREN K LAS3
LENAHAN JAMES J LAS3
LENAHAN JOHN T COM3
LENAHAN MARY K ED 2
LENAHAN RICHARD M ENG3
LENARD JANICE L ED 2
LENDING STEPHEN A LAW1
LENDRUM LESTER MARTI GRAD
LENGFELDER JULIE R PE 3
LENGFELDER WILLIAM G LAS4
LENHARDT TERENCE M LAS2
LENIHAN GAIL SUSAN GRAD
LENKART THOMAS ANTHO GRAD
LENNON DINAH J LAS3
LENNON ELIZABETH A FAA2
LENOX RONALD S GRAD
LENS PATRICIA A ED 3
LENTEK GEORGE A III GRAD
LENTEK SHERRY S BUS2
LENTINE CATHERINE C LAS1
LENTINE FRANK GEORGE GRAD
LENTZ HENRY W JR GRAD
LENTZ STEPHEN T FAA1
LENZ JERALD R LAS3
*LENZ PATRICIA MILNER ED 4
LENZ ROBERT A ENG4
LENZ ROBERT J BUS1
LENZ WILLIAM J LAS4
LENZI CAROL M AGR1
LEO JOHN R LAS2
LEON MICHAEL S BUS2
LEONARD DANIEL GRAD
LEONARD DAVID C GRAD
LEONARD GARRY S GRAD
LEONARD JAMES G ENG1
LEONARD JAMES R GRAD
LEONARD JOHN CHARLES GRAD
LEONARD JOHN P AGR4
LEONARD LAWRENCE E GRAD
LEONARD MARY A FAA2
LEONARD MICHAEL LYNN GRAD
LEONARD SCOTT F LAS2
LEONARD THOMAS M ENG4
LEONBERGER FREDERICK LAS1
LEONE HOPE CLAIR ED 4
LEONE ROGER F LAS1
LEONETTI ARMAND G BUS1
LEONG PETER M GRAD
LEONI NANCY A LAS3
LEOPOLD MICHAEL JON LAS3
LEOPOLD WILBUR R III GRAD
LEPIC MICHAEL C PE 2
LEPINSKI JOHN PAUL GRAD
LEPINSKI MARY BETH F GRAD
LEPLEY JANET S LAS2
LEPLEY JOHN A BUS4
LEPPER GREGORY D AGR2
LEPSCIEP JOHN JR LAS4
LERCH MARGIE ANN GRAD
LERCHE THOMAS CURTIS LAS4
LERITZ JAYNE M LAS3
LERNER BENJAMIN ENG2
LERNER BRENDA FAGAN GRAD
LERNER CAROLE D AGR1
LERNER DAVID A LAS1
LERNER EDWARD MARK GRAD
LERNER JEFFREY D ENG1
LERNER JONATHAN E LAW1
LERNER JUDITH W LAS4
LERNER MARLA S LAS1
LERNER PEARL E LAS4
LEROY SUSAN AGR2
LESHT DAVID LAS4
LESHT STEVEN W LAS4
LESIECKI DIANE M LAS2
LESKE DEBORAH A ED 3
LESKOSKY RICHARD J GRAD
LESLIE CYNTHIA G LAS3
LESLIE SCOTT G ENG4
LESNER DEAN W LAS2
LESNER LESLIE J LAS3
LESNIAK GREGORY J LAS3
LESSARIS CONSTANCE A LAS3
LESSARIS THOMAS G LAS1
LESSIG ROBERT W ENG4
LESSLEY JAMES V AGR4
LESTER DEE A LAS1
LESTER GREGG H FAA3
LESTER RAYMOND J BUS1
262 DEWEY U
1110 S 2ND C
URH DANIEL 109 U
URH TAFT 326 C
URH BABCOCK 114 U
1110 S 2ND C
2 LEXINGTON U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
56 E DANIEL 2 C
1207 E FLORIDA 31 U
1111 S 1ST C
313 E JOHN 2 C
211 E ARMORY C
611 E DANIEL C
ST LOUIS MO
1802 W WILLIAM 6 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
603 W CHURCH C
409 E CHALMERS 809 C
URH SHERMAN 1167 C
SAVOY ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 223 U
212 N MCCULLOUGH 2 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
203 W STANAGE C
203 W STANAGE C
URH BLAISDELL 407 U
309 N BUSEY U
2077 B HAZWD CT U
911 S 4TH C
907 S 2ND C
906 W NEVADA U
906 W NEVADA 7 U
URH WESTON 469 C
605 S 5TH 22 C
URH LAR 375 U
206 S 6TH C
MAHOMET ILL
406 W SPNGFLD U
410 1/2 W ELM U
712 W OHIO U
904 W GREEN U
1708 PARKSIDE TERR C
504 E WASHINGTON U
NORMAL ILL
502 W GRIGGS 212 U
URH EVANS 141 U
MAHOMET ILL
401 E JOHN C
406 W WASHINGTON U
1213 W SPNGFLD C
1208 STOUGHTON U
URH FORBES 369 C
URH WESTON 440 C
300 S GOOOWIN 301 U
501 E SPNGFLD 8 C
118 HOLIDAY PARK C
606 W OHIO U
URH WESTON 122 C
1 CEDAR CIRCLE U
1 CEDAR CIRCLE U
802 W OREGON U
605 S BROADWAY U
809 W PENN U
1004 S 3RD C
2213 S LYNN U
1006 S 3RD 13 C
TAYLORVILLE ILL
URH TOWNSEND 235 U
1202 FOOTHILL C
409 E CHALMRS C
903 S 4TH C
1202 N BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 920 U
1605 VALLEY RD 3 C
58 E ARMORY 9 C
URH FLAGG 431 C
209 E STOUGHTON C
907 S WRIGHT C
401 S WEBER U
309 E HEALEY 1 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
105 E JOHN 202 C
508 W ELM U
907 S WRIGHT C
112 E DANIEL C
401 E DANIEL C
1404 S LINCOLN U
706 S GREGORY PL U
907 S WRIGHT C
1404 W UNIVERSITY C
205 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1025 U
208 W EUREKA C
URH TAFT 412 C
DOLTON ILL
178
RR 1 CLIFTON IL
344-7222 3230 37TH AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
BOX 104 SWARTSWOOD N J
332-0651 BOX 163 MOTT ND
332-3731 2006 GARDEN ST PARK RIDGE IL
344-7222 2544 19TH AV ROCK ISLAND IL
344-6348 2 LEXINGTON URBANA ILL
717 FAIRMONT 3-B BLOOMINGTON ILL
356-8080 2305 BROWN AV EVANSTON IL
3728 W 78TH PL CHICAGO IL
332-0843 3728 W 78TH PL CHICAGO IL
332-0482 3728 W 78TH PL CHICAGO IL
344-2355 819 DILLON DR NORMAL IL
344-1840 1241 CATALPA LN NAPERVILLE IL
865 ALDAN DR ST LOUIS MO
359-2 594 1802 W WILLIAM 6 CHAMPAIGN ILL
344-3616 836 N METTER COLUMBIA ILL
836 N METTER ST COLUMBIA ILL
384-5170 15115 SUNSET DR DOLTON IL
332-5006 7516 N EASTLAKE CHICAGO IL
204 W GREEN SAVOY ILL
344-0114 1405 MAYFIELD JOLIET IL
332-3 157 1405 MAYFIELD AV JOLIET IL
328-1187 212 N MCCOLLOUGH 2 URBANA ILL
367-5449 8639 S TRIPP AV CHICAGO IL
203 W STANAGE CHAMPAIGN IL
359-8288 203 W STANAGE CHAMPAIGN IL
332-3545 1215 E MAPLE ST ARLINGTON HTS IL
344-3845 1215 E MAPLE ST ARLINGTON HTS IL
344-3161 2077 B HAZWD CT URBANA ILL
344-1260 53 OAVID ST CAHOKIA IL
367-6121 907 S 2ND CHAMPAIGN ILL
344-5864 906 W NEVADA 7 URBANA ILL
344-5864 906 W NEVADA 7 URBANA ILL
7S 400 COLLEGE RD NAPERVILLE IL
ROUTE 1 BOX 334 NAPERVILLE IL
332-3021 2N085 BERNICE ST GLEN ELLYN IL
1405 TOUHY AV CHICAGO IL
463 MACN CNDWD EST MAHOMET IL
344-1952 20 ALFRED DE V I GNY NICE 06 FR
344-4872 410 1/2 W ELM URBANA IL
344-0 372 712 W OHIO URBANA ILL
384-5262 19802 S HACKER ST MOKENA IL
1708 PARKSIDE T ER CHAMPAIGN IL
504 E WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
RR 1 BELLFLOWER IL
1101 KERN ST NORMAL ILL
332-2698 213 E 3RD ST METROPOLIS ILL
380 WAYNE ST MAHOMET IL
384-5072 THE OAKS TAYLORVILLE IL
365-1384 406 W WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
356-4400 1213 W SPNGFLD CHAMPAIGN IL
4852 N KILPATRICK CHICAGO ILL
54 YORKSHIRE WOCDS OAKBROOK IL
363 N LOMBARD AV LOMBARD IL
300 S GOODWIN 301 URBANA IL
18214 LOCUST ST LANSING IL
118 HOLIDAY PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
344-5812 29 N COUNTRY CLUB DECATUR ILL
332-1899 5913 GRAND DOWNERS GROVE ILL
367-0259 1 CEDAR CIRCLE URBANA ILL
367-0259 1 CEDAR CIRCLE URBANA IL
332-0501 RP 1 BOX 364 GENOA IL
344-3780 RR 1 BOX 364 GENOA IL
344-4069 RR 1 ASHLAND IL
15213 ROB ROY DR OAK FOREST IL
367-6544 2213 S LYNN URBANA ILL
344-0092 1693 ASHBURN CT D WHEATON ILL
700 fc VINE TAYLORVILLE IL
9411 KENNETH AV SKOKIE IL
352-3337 1202 FOOTHILL CHAMPAIGN IL
8544 LAWNDALE AV SKOKIE IL
344-1848 8544 N LAWNDALE AV SKOKIE IL
344-3418 1202 N BUSEY URBANA ILL
332-5311 3800 W ESTES LINCOLNWOOD IL
359-9143 3750 N LK SHORE DR CHICAGO IL
359-8837 3800 W ESTES AV LINCOLNWOOD IL
332-0347 1230 N GROVE OAK PARK IL
359-8994 1359 E 55TH PL CHICAGO ILL
344-3291 4745 JOHNSON AV WESTERN SPRINGS II
344-0619 3237 W ARDMORE AV CHICAGO IL
359-8766 6017 N CENTRAL PK CHICAGO ILL
344-3616 519 E 173RD ST SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
8639 OLEANDER NILES IL
328-3645 508 W ELM URBANA ILL
344-0546 241 GAGE RD RIVERSIDE IL
356-0966 ROUTE 3 BOX 292 LAKE ZURICH ILL
367-9348 3108 LEXINGTON HAZEL CREST IL
12144 S RIDGELAND PALOS HTS IL
344-0743 8406 OKETO AV NILES IL
344-0545 512 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN IL
1404 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
344-3368 OAKDALE DR RR 4 SPRINGFIELD IL
332-5346 RR 3 SPARTA ILL
BOX 1 LEWISTOWN IL
GREENFIELO WI332-1702 5326 S 51ST ST
234 RIVERSIDE DR DOLTON IL
LESTER REBECCA LAS4
LESTER ROBERT J AGR3
LESTIKOW JAMES M LAW3
LESTOURGEON DANIEL R ENG1
LESURE GRACE EVELYN GRAO
LESZCZYNSKI DENNIS E GRAD
LESZNER KATHLEEN M LAS3
LETCHER WAYNE A FAA2
LETKO JOSEPH J LAS2
LETSCHE LINDA C FAA3
LETTEN THOMAS H BUS3
LETTERLY ROBERT E AGR1
LETTS WILLIAM R JR ENG3
LEUBRIE WILLIAM R LAS3
LEUNG AMY LAS4
LEUNG BRIAN HUNG-TAK GRAD
LEUNG CASEY KA CHAI GRAD
LEUNG CHEUNG KWOK LAS2
LEUNG CHUN-TAK D GRAD
LEUNG ELEANOR C GRAD
LEUNG HELEN POON GRAD
LEUNG HENRY KIN-HANG GRAD
LEUTLOFF CYNTHIA A FAA3
LEUZINGER PETER V AGR4
LEV JAMES R FAA4
LEVAN HOLLIS C AGR3
*LEVAN KATHLEEN BUNGE LAS4
LEVAN PAUL JAN AGR3
LEVAN RICHARD P JR LAS1
LEVAN STEVE DONALD FAA4
LEVANDER LARK D VM 2
LEVANTI GAILA FAA3
LEVANTI JOHN G LAS3
LEVANTI MICHAEL L PE 4
LFVARO RICHARD A GRAD
LEVENICK STUART L ENG1
LEVENSHON IRIS G LAS2
LEVENSTAM BARRY I LAS2
LEVENSTEIN GARY I LAS4
LEVEPENTZ TODD M LAS!
LEVERENZ DAVID G GRAD
LEVERICH RICHARD B LAS3
LEVERING WILLIAM H LAS1
LEVEPTON ETHEL M ED 4
LEVEY JOAN K FAA4
LEVI CAROL ELIZABETH GRAD
LEVI HUGO ALEJANDRO GRAD
LEVIE JAMES H ENG3
LEVIE MARK R LAS4
LEVIN BARBARA A LAS1
LEVIN BARBARA M LAS4
LEVIN BARRY S LAS3
LEVIN DANIEL M LAS4
LEVIN GERALD S LAS3
LEVIN KENNETH H LAS2
LEVIN MARC P LAS4
LEVIN MARK H LAS4
LEVIN MICHAEL D LAS1
LEVIN MICHAEL ISRAEL LAS3
LEVIN NANCY S PE 2
LEVIN NEIL E FAA1
LEVIN NORMAN S LAS2
LEVIN RICHARD L FAA3
LEVIN ROBERT B BUS3
LEVIN ROXANNE L LAS3
LEVIN SCOTT M BUS1
LEVIN SHELLEY COM3
LEVIN TEDD LAS4
LEVIN TERRY A LAS3
LEVIN-EPSTEIN M D LAW2
LEVINE BARBARA JO ED 4
LEVINE BRUCE S VM 1
LEVINE DEBRA J AGR1
LEVINE HOWARD HARRIS GRAO
LEVINE HOWARD P LAS1
LEVINE ILENE H LAS2
LEVINE JAMES STEVEN GRAD
LEVINE JANET G LAW1
LEVINE JAY LAS2
LEVINE JILL CARYN GRAD
LEVINE LINDA H AGR1
LEVINE LYNNE G GRAD
LEVINE NANCY S LAS1
LEVINE PENNY A ED 1
LEVINE PHYLLIS J AGR1
LEVINE RICHARD S GRAD
LEVINE ROCHELLE F GRAD
LEVINE SIDNEY M BUS4
LEVINE STEVEN CRAIG GRAD
LEVINSON AUDREY A LAS2
LEVINSON GARY E LAS4
LEVINSON GLENN A LAS3
LEVINSON ROBERTA A LAW1
LEVITON FRED J LAS3
LEVITT CAROLE A LAS1
LEVITT DAVID H LAS1
LEVITT MARTIN J LAS4
208 W EUREKA C
MT PROSPECT ILL
1207 E FLORIDA 14 U
URH TOWNSEND 266 U
510 E CLARK 32 C
36 ROXBURY RD U
310 E CHALMERS 110 C
URH SNYDER 291 C
URH CARR 104 U
710 W CALIFORNIA 5 U
URH FORBES 200 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 502 U
307 W ELLS C
URH BUSEY 425 U
1924 C ORCH ST U
406 W HIGH U
409 E HEALEY C
806 W SPNGFLD U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 8 U
806 W SPNGFLD U
URH DANIELS 169 U
URH LAR 204 U
2105 HAZWD DR U
57 E CHALMERS 2 C
910 S 3RD C
401 DAVIDSON C
802 W GREEN 306 U
URH TOWNSEND 337 U
401 DAVIDSON DR C
URH TRELEASE 713 U
1404 S LINCOLN AV U
1101 W PENN U
608 S MCKINLEY C
2009 PHILO RD 14 U
312 E ARMORY C
1202 W UNIVERSITY U
URH OGLESBY 618 U
1505 KIRBY C
URH TOWNSEND 333 U
2034 D ORCH ST U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
105 F ARMORY C
FARMER CITY ILL
1208 W STOUGHTON U
302 S 4TH 4 C
606 W OHIO U
802 S LINCOLN 4 U
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WARDALL 724 U
1006 S 3RD 12 C
309 HEALEY 10 C
111 E CHALMERS 16 C
907 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 356 C
753 MATTIS C
802 W GREEN 305 U
URH FORBES 340 C
910 S 3RD C
904 W GREEN U
URH CARR 312 U
CHICAGO ILL
910 S 3RD C
110 E CHALMERS C
603 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 364 C
605 S 5TH 24 C
104 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 702 U
1628 VALLEY RD C
709 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BABCOCK 411 U
URH TRELEASE 805 U
URH DANIELS 634 U
URH BARTON 203 C
409 E CHALMERS C
508 N ORCH U
508 N ORCH U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
URH SHERMAN 758 C
904 S 3RD C
502 W MAIN 226 U
904 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
2051 D ORCH ST U
311 E WHITE 33 C
505 S BUSEY 508 U
URH SHERMAN 649 C
904 S 3RD C
501 W PENN U
501 W PENN U
503 E WHITE C
105 E ARMORY C
URH WARDALL 620 U
URH SNYDER 369 C












































































471 W 15TH ST






1924 C ORCH ST
64 MACDONNELL RD 5
59 BRWCK ST 2ND FL
806 W SPNGFLD








7033 N KEDZIE AV
916 KENNEBEC LN
401 DAVIDSON
6430 W PAMELA LN
404 N LINCOLN ST
608 S MCKINLEY
608 S MCKINLEY
















7033 N KEDZIE 401
6159 SACRAMENTO
2932 CENTRAL
645 APPLE TREE LN
4250 N MARINE 2628






























2051 D ORCH ST













































































































LEVITT ROBERT BRUCE BUS3
LEVON JOSEPH P BUS1
LEVUN ROY A LAS4
LEVY ALAN M LAS3
LEVY EDWARD S BUS4
LEVY JERROLD M LAS4
LEVY JILL FAA2
LEVY JOEL A LAS4
LEVY JOHN ISAAC GRAD
LEVY KFRYL L LAS1
LEVY LAURA LAS3
*LEVY MILTON JR BUS4
LEVY NANCY J LAS4
LEVY ROBERT A LAS2
LEVY ROGER DAVID GRAD
LEVY SANFORD S LAS4
LEVY STEVEN B LAS1
LEVY SUSAN TEENA LAS1
LEVY VICKI P ED 2
LEWANDOWSKI ARTHUR R GRAD
LEWANDOWSKI GEORGE A LAS3
LEWANDOWSKI JUDITH M LAS1
LEWELLEN ANN LAVERNE GRAD
LEWEN JOSEPH M ENG3
*LEWEY ALLEN B ENG2
LEWICKI LEONARD P LAW3
LEWICKI ROBERT E BUS1
LEWIN KAREN F FAA2
LEWINTHAL WENDY B LAS1
LEWIS BARBARA LAS4
LEWIS BOBBY JOE GRAD
LEWIS BPENDA J FAA4
LEWIS BRET BATEMAN GRAD
LEWIS CAROLYN R AGRA
LEWIS CHARLES EARL BUS3
LEWIS CRAIG ROGER GRAD
LEWIS CYNDEE J LAS2
LEWIS CYNTHIA A LAS3
LEWIS DANIEL R GRAD
LEWIS DAVID ALLEN GRAO
LEWIS DAVID C FAA1
LEWIS DAVID C LAS4
LEWIS DAVID J LAW3
LEWIS DEBRA L LAS1
*LEWIS DFBRAH A LAS1
LEWIS DWIGHT LEON GRAD
LEWIS EDWARD R LAS3
LEWIS GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
LEWIS GERALD H VM 1
LEWIS GREGORY ABBETT VM 3
LEWIS HERMAN PHILIP GRAD
LEWIS JAMES DAVID GRAD
LEWIS JAMES M PE 3
LEWIS JAY V COM4
LEWIS JEFFREY G LAS1
LEWIS JERRY GRAD
LEWIS JOHN ALLEN AGR4
LEWIS JOSEPH A BUS3
LEWIS KAREN L LAS1
LEWIS KARYN S LAS3
LEWIS KATIE L LAS1
LEWIS KENNETH L BUS2
LEWIS LARRY D LAS3
LEWIS LINDA LEE LAS1
LEWIS LYNNETTE LAS1
LEWIS MADELINE ED 3
LEWIS MARLENE A FAA1
LEWIS MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
LEWIS MATTIE L GRAD
LEWIS MAXINE C PE 3
LEWIS MICHAEL J ENG4
LEWIS MICHAEL R ENG3
LEWIS PATRICIA M ED 4
LEWIS PAUL E AGR4
LEWIS RICKY ENG4
LEWIS ROBERT A LAS1
LEWIS RONDA K LAS3
LEWIS ROSA KEITH GRAD
LEWIS SPENCER H JR LAW3
LEWIS THEODIS P LAW2
LEWIS WILLIAM C PE 2
LEWIS WILLIAM R BUS2
LEWKO JOHN HENRY GRAD
LEX JOSEPH P JR LAS2
LEY DAVID ARTHUR GRAD
LHEUREUX DAVID M LAS3
LI I-CHIAN GRAD
LI LI-CHUN GRAD
LI MARGARET LEE FAA6
LI MARINDA PASADENA GRAD
LI THOMAS MING-TING GRAD
LIAO YAO-HU GRAD
LIAO YUN KO GRAD
LIBBIN JAMES DAVID GRAD
LIBBRA ALAN G AGR4
LIBBRA JOYCE A LAS1
LIBBY JEFFREY M LAS3
1004 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 302 C
206 E CLARK 4 C
30<3 E HEALEY 10 C
1306 SILVER 10 U
1505 KIRBY 5 C
302 E ARMORY C
1102 W UNIVERSITY U
36 E CHALMERS 1 C
URH WESTON 238 C
802 W OREGON U
311 E JOHN 2 C
202 GREGORY U
URH ALLEN 495 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
SKCKIE ILL
110 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 918 U
1811 CARLE U
URH HOPKINS 260 C
URH ALLEN 334 U
DECATUR ILL
904 W GREEN U
807 S LYNN C
1113 S ARBOR C
URH NOBLE 419 C
409 E CHALMRS 1410 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 268 U
1807 A OPCH PL U
2006 RAINBOW VIEW U
306 E MICHIGAN 9 U
703 W OHIO U
103 ARMORY C
508 E WHITE 11 C
503 E WHITE C
508 E CHALMERS C
601 W OREGON U
703 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 494 C
203 S WRIGHT 2 C
408 E SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 404 U
301 E BRADLEY 27 C
205 N COLER U
URH OGLESBY 519 U
MAHOMET ILL
1003 E COLORADO 29 C
RR 1 U
URH SHERMAN 255 C
1107 PATTON U
URH TAFT 222 C
1001 E COLORADO 39 U
URH FORBES 390 C
709 N 4TH C
1213 PAULA C
312 S PRAIRIE 205 C
URH GARNER 265 C
409 E CHALMRS C
911 S LOCUST 308 C
URH WESTON 292 C
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
2714 E WASHINGTON U
URH TRELEASE 926 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 346 U
59 E DANIEL C
302 E PARK 304 C
1106 S EUCLID 204 C
901 W SPNGFLD U
2020 N MATTIS 101 C
2113 HAZWD DR 303 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
911 S LOCUST 308 C
URH OGLESBY 820 U
URH GARNER 258 C
2205 HAZWD DR U
2205 HAZWD DR 202 U
2109 HAZWD DR 203 U
URH WESTON 275 C
EAST MOLINE ILL
206 E CLARK 1 C
605 S COLER U
1706 S VALLEY RD C
URH TOWNSEND 418 U
103 S GREGORY C
MORRILL HALL 320 U
300 S GOODWIN 208 U
309 N BUSEY 4 U
URH DANIELS 355 U
1103 W OREGON U
1211 W CLARK 21 U
204 W PENN U
1836 HESSEL MANOR C
URH HOPKINS 486 C































































2110 E FREMONT CT
851 YALE





36 E CHALMRS 1
7734 S KARLOV
9332 HOME CT







8147 N KEELER AV
1811 CARLE
1409 S 56TH CT








1502 W ACRES RD
ROUTE 3 BOX 27
7340 S RHODES AV









1714 40TH ST CT
408 E SPNGFLD
7314 E PRAIRIE RD
301 E BRADLEY 27
RR 2







1001 E COLORADO 39
100 S 34TH ST
709 N 4TH
1213 PAULA











409 1/2 E JOEL ST
17 S MAYFIELD AV








2205 HAZWD DR 202
2109 HAZWD DR
410 LOCUST ST









5402 N MAGNOLIA AV
SEC 3 MUCHA RD






































































































LIBERSHER PAUL R LAS4
LIBERTY JOHN K FAA4
LIBFELD ALEXANDER J BUS3
LIBFELO GLORIA E LASl
LICHON FRANCIS S LAS3
LICHT DOUGLAS W BUS2
LICHT HEIDI J LASl
LICHT JODY H LAS3




*LICHTENWALTER J B LASl
LICHTMAN MARC H BUS2
LICITRA SAMUEL F BUS1
LICKERMAN NANCY R FAA1
LICKING DORIS J LAS2
LIDDAR BHUPINDER S GRAD
LIDDLE KRISANN E ED 2
LIDECKER NANCY E AGR2
LIDHOLM THOMAS A BUS2
LIDRAL KAREL ARTHUR FAA3
LIDRAL ROBERT PAUL GRAD
LIEB LAWRENCE L AGR2
LIEBENOW DEE A ED 3
LIEBER THOMAS ALAN GRAD
LIEBERMAN CLAIRE LASl
LIEBERMAN JOEL B LAS3
LIEBERMAN JOHN R GRAD
LIEBERMAN STUART T BUS2
LIEBERTHAL BRUCE M ENG4
LIEBMAN DEBORAH BETH LASl
LIEBOVITZ ROBERTA I LAS2
LIECHTY RICHARD LAS4
LIED MICHAEL R LAS2
LIEDBERG JOANNE LAS2
LIEDTKE WAYNE L ENG4
LIEHR DANIEL B AGR4
*LIEHR ROGER A VM 2
LIEHR SARAH K LASl
LIEM KHIAN KIOE GRAD
LIERMAN JOSEPH H LAW2
LIES SCOTT M LAS3
LIESCH JERROLO M GRAD
LIESKE DEBBORH A LAS3
LIFFMAN PAUL M LASl
LIFSCHULTZ BONNIE G BUS1
LIFTON WILLIAM G BUS1
LIGATE LINDA GAIL GRAD
LIGGETT JEFFREY A ENG1
LIGHTNER DREW WARREN GRAD
LIGHTSEY ROBERT H GRAD
LIGMAN CRAIG A ENG2
LIGMAN FRED R ENG1
LIGMAN STEPHEN C FAA6
LIGNER MARLYN J LAS2
LIGON JOHN EDWARD FAA9
LIGON ROBERT L LASl
LILJA NANCY K FAA4
LILLARD SHARON K LASl
LILLEHOJ ERIK P LASl
LILLICH RONNIE J LAS2
LILLIE MARILYN JANE FAA4
LILLY GEORGE P LAS3
LILLY JOHN F BUS1
LILLY PAMELA M BUS2
LIMACHER MARY T AGR4
LIMERICK SAMUEL H LAS2
LIMERICK SANDRA LAS4
LIMESTALL BEVERLY A BUS2
LIMP BARBARA A LAS2
LIMPER SUSAN K PE 1
*LIMSTROM KENNETH R GRAD
*LIN CHI-YU GRAD
LIN CHIU-TZE LASl
LIN EN JUI GRAD
*LIN FENG-NAN GRAD
LIN JANE CHIEH AGR3
*LIN PANG-CHIEH GRAD
LIN PEGGY PI-PI GRAD
*LIN WILLY GRAD
LINABURY MARGARET G LAS2
LINARD RITA A FAA3
LINCICOME RICK A FAA4
LINCOCKE GERALD S BUS1
LINCOLN CHARLES E LAS3
LINCOLN JAMES T VM 1
LINCOLN JOSEPH G LASl
LIND ARTHUR J ENG4
*LIND DAN MICHAEL GRAD
LIND JENNIFER MYERS LAS4
LIND RICHARD E LAS4
LIND RICHARD N LAS4
LINDAHL LARRY S LASl
LINDAHL MARY RUTH GRAD
LINDBERG CHARLES A BUS*
1005 S 6TH 27 C
603 HIGH U
911 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 1913 C
409 E CHALMRS C
505 S BUSEY 107 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH BABCOCK 328 U
108 E HEALEY 8 C
301 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 264 C
URH WARDALL 1117 U
610 W STOUGHTON 8 U
610 W STOUGHTON 8 U
301 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 319 C
URH TRELEASE 527 U
URH EVANS 108 U
504 E CLARK 37 C
URH GARNER 463 C
URH SAUNDERS 308 U
401 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 182 U
406 E GREEN 104 U
1101 N STATE C
URH HOPKINS 328 C
TUSCOLA ILL
107 W OREGON 2 U
111 E CHALMERS 1 C
806 W OHIO U
800 W CHURCH 16 C
205 S URBANA U
URH TRELEASE 1021 U
1104 W NEVADA U
111 S BUSEY 12 U
URH TOWNSEND 566 U
URH LAR 264 U
308 1/2 W MAPLE C
206 W WASHINGTON U
VILLA GROVE ILL
URH FLAGG 426 C
102 S LINCOLN U
411 W HILL C
1010 S 2ND C
1706 S VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 366 C
URH ALLEN 258 U
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C
URH SNYDER C
URH SHERMAN 524 C
URH SNYDER 286 C
ROCKFORD ILL
1005 DEVONSHIRE C
804 W OREGON U
804 W OREGON U
710 W CHURCH 1 C
508 E ARMORY C
3104 SYLVAN C
URH BARTON 122 C
8C8 S LINCOLN 5 U
URH CARR 425 U
URH OGLESBY 630 U
706 W OHIO U
108 E CALIFORNIA 2 U
702 N RANDOLF C
604 E ARMORY 211 C
1406 N MCKINLEY 4 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 446 C
205 E GREEN 13 C
URH TRELEASE 319 U
410 E GREEN C
910 S 3RD C
1908 CRESCENT C
307 E WHITE 17 U
URH LAR 439 U
URH SHERMAN 1055 C
1107 W GREEN 235 U
907 BROADMOOR C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1211 W CLARK 11 U
1961 A ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 820 U
807 W OREGON U
502 S ANDERSON C
CHICAGO ILL
309 W HEALEY 14 C
804 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 291 C
1600 W BRADLEY 237 U
2205 HAZWD DR 203 U
1600 W BRADLEY 237 C
2221 S 1ST C
1012 W SPNGFLD U
910 S 3RD 517 C
53 CEDRIC U











































































6408 N 12TH ST
178 WESTWOOD
610 W STOUGHTON 8









10 COUNTRY CLUB DR
406 E GREEN 104
1101 N STATE




















3011 S LLOYD AV
1200 LARCHMONT DR
976 OAK DR
5857 N WEST CIRCLE




625 CILGER ST 213
625 CILGER











1406 N MCKINLEY 4
1322 DOUGLAS ST
155 N SUMMIT AV
155 N SUMMIT AV




79 163 A SON-HO SO
5002 W MAIN
STA A BOX 2064
9 CHING KUANG LN
907 BROADMOOR
290 CHENG KUNG RD
49 1 CHAN-AN





1240 S WALNUT AV
517 HARVEY DR
202 W CHURCH ST
210 QUEENS DR









































































































LINDBERG DONNA JEAN GRAD
LINDBERG JEFFREY E FAA1
LINDBLAD VIRGINIA LAS4
LINOBOM STEPHEN M ENG4
LINDEMAN OEBRA S LAS2
LINDEMANN BRUCE A LAS3
L INDEMANN GARY E LAS4
LINOFMULOER JANET L LAS2
LINDEN DAVID W ENG4
LINDEN GARY A AGR3
LINDEN JANET K LAS2
LINDEN MARK M BUS2
LINDEN NICHOLAS A LAS4
LINDENMIER THOMAS G AGR2
*LINDER BARBARA HOLST ED 4
LINDER DAVID C LAS4
LINDEP SHARON MARIE GRAD
LINDERS TAMARA R AGR1
LINDGREN BRON E LAS2
LINDGREN MICHAEL C BUS*
LINDGREN RICHARD A LAS3
LINDGREN TIMOTHY F ENG3
LINDLEY CRAIG C LAS3
LINDLEY DOUGLAS C AGR2
LINDOUIST ALAN V LAS1
LINDQUIST CAROLYN U GRAD
LINDQUIST DONALD M GRAD
*LINDOUIST KENNETH W GRAD
LINDOUIST SANDRA J LAS4
LINDQUIST SHARON R LAS3
LINOROTH BRIAN H BUS3
LINDROTH CAROL J AGR4
LINDSAY CASEY W LAS3
LINDSAY CINDY J LAS5
LINDSAY JOHN E BUS2
LINDSAY KAY E VM 4
LINDSAY LAWRENCE E LAS4
LINDSAY MICHAEL D LAS1
LINDSEY GERALD WAYNE BUS3
LINDSEY THOMAS J FAA3
LINDSTEDT BROCK S ENG3
LINDSTROM MARY B LAS1
LINDSTROM RANDALL S FAA2
LINDUSKA MARY E FAA4
*LINGLEY DENNIS A AGR4
LINGO DAVID R LAS4
L ININGER CATHY A AGR1
LINK BRUCE DAVID GRAD
LINK DWIGHT ERIC GRAD
LINK KATHLEEN M LAS3
LINK MICHAEL R FAA2
LINK REGINA LEE GRAD
LINK STEVEN J BUSl
LINKA GARY E AGR1
LINKA ROBERT A LAS4
LINKER CATHLEEN M AGR1
LINKUL WILLIAM F LAW3
LINN DANIEL S FAA4
LINN LAWRENCE M LAS1
LINN SANDRA G ED 3
LINN SCOTT J LAS3
LINNARD JON WAYNE GRAD
LINNE PERRY HARLAN ED 5
LINNEY JEAN ANN GRAD
LINSKY JEAN F ED 4
LINSKY SALLY ANN GRAD
LINSTER CHARLES A LAS4
LINTON NORMA JEAN GRAD
LINTZ GERALD A BUS4
LIPACOMB MAPY B LAS4
LIPE BRIAN R LAS1
LIPINSKI EDWARD J GRAD
LIPINSKI JOAN S ED 3
LIPINSKI MICHAEL J LAS4
LIPINSKI RONALD J GRAD
LIPINSKI STEPHANIE A GRAD
LIPINSKI STEPHEN J LAS1
LIPKA RICHARD PL IN GRAD
LIPKIS EVAN L LAS1
LIPNER JANET M FAA3
LIPP CHARLES HERBERT GRAD
LIPPMAN RICHARD A GRAD
LIPPDLD KAREN MARIE GRAD
LIPPOLD W S ENG1
LIPSCHULTZ CLAIRE M LAS4
LIPSCHULTZ JOANNE B LAS2
LIPSCOMB JOHN DEWALD GRAD
LIPSHULTZ RONALD J LAS3
LIPSKF ROBERT F JR AGR3
LIPSKI DONNA A LAS4
LIPSKI MIRIAM ELLEN FAA2
LIPSKY MARCY S LAS1
LIPSKY MARTIN B LAS2
LIPSON SHELLEY M ED A
LIPTAK ALAN BUS3
LIPTON RICHARD B LAS2
LIPTRAP JAMES M LAS4
URH DANIELS 291 U
URH TAFT 321 C
106 N GREGORY 12 U
1207 W CLARK U
512 E SPNGFLD C
311 E ARMORY C
311 E ARMORY C
410 E GREEN 7 C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
WALNUT ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 363 C
1007 S 2ND C
URH FORBES 368 C
6 POMPTON PL U
103 E STOUGHTON 6 C
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
URH LAR 367 U
1010 S 2N0 C
406 W HIGH 11 U
URH GARNER 396 C
URH TOWNSEND 372 U
BADEN AUST
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
212 E CHALMERS C
907 W OREGON U
PONTIAC ILL
107 1/2 E JOHN 203 C
202 S LINCOLN 10 U
URH GARNER 340 C
911 4TH C
STOUGHTON-GOODWIN U
910 S 3RD C
1112 S 2ND 204 C
111 E CHALMERS 5 C
208 S HARTLE 1 U
403 E WHITE U
URH FORBES 236 C
1702 W PARK C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 219 U
URH WARDALL 326 U
URH FORBES 414 C
808 S LINCOLN 2 U
TOWANDA ILL
1002 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
25 LEXINGTON U
402 W MAIN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH BABCOCK 403 U
25 LEXINGTON U
URH BABCOCK 411 U
URH LUNDGREN 225 C
URH BABCOCK 102 U
805 W OHIO U
823 OAKLAND 103 U
404 E GREEN 102 U
910 S 3RD C
404 E GREEN 102 U
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 554 C
DANVILLE ILL
501 S ELM 2 C
312 E DANIEL C
1003 1/2 MCHENRY U
URH HOPKINS 160 C
DAVENPORT HALL 109 U
801 W IOWA U
902 E HARDING 88 U
URH GARNER 100 C
808 W ILLINOIS U
8C8 W ILLINOIS U
501 1/2 E GREEN C
50<5 S 5TH 12 C
808 S LINCOLN U
401 E GREEN C
1202 THOMAS C
907 S 4TH U
910 S 3RD C
806 W PARK C
2079 A HAZWD CT U
705 W MAIN 5 U
URH WESTON 476 C
503 E WHITE C
40Q E CHALMRS C
902 HARDING 88 U
802 S LINCOLN 6 U
URH TOWNSEND 118 U
410 W CHURCH 10 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 607 U
301 E ARMORY C
401 E CHALMERS C
608 S STATE C







































































8940 S 55TH CT







150 S GIFFORD ST
300 S SEMINARY
904 N MAPLE
1608 E ILLINOIS ST
4439 N ST LOUIS AV
194 EGGLESTON AV
4439 N ST LOUIS AV
206 W ILLINOIS






411 W BERKLEY DR
1014 KEITH AV
7655 N MILWAUKEE
315 W VANBUREN ST
700 YOUNG ST
301 INDIANAPOLIS
524 E ILLINOIS AV
1656 S KOMENSKY
524 E ILLINOIS AV
1702 W PARK





























8761 W 85TH ST
10155 WOOD ST
740 E PORTER AV
808 W ILLINOIS
808 W ILLINOIS








2079 A HAZWD CT
15 S 3RD AV
27 HILL DR
6435 N RICHMOND













































































































LIPTRAP MARY F FAA2
LIRTZMAN ALAN J BUS1
LIRTZMAN MITCHELL D LAS4
LISHKA GERALO R GRAD
LI SKA SHARON J AGR2
LISOWSKI CATHERINE A LAS2
LISOWSKI EDWARD A LAS2
LISS MARY B LAS4
LISS SHARON N LAS1
LISSAK DEBRA J LAS3
*LISSY ANTON GRAD
LIST LAWRENCE H BUS1
LIST WILLIAM WAYNE LAS2
LISTENFELT THOMAS L GRAD
LISTON JEANETTE K LAS2
LITCHFIELD JEFFERY D ENG1
LITCHFIELD JOHN W AGR3
LITCHFIELD WILLIAM J GRAD
*LITE JOSEPH RICHARD GRAD
LITHERLAND SCOTT D AGR1
LITOBORSKI LAWRENCE LAS3
LITOW BRUCE E LAS3
LITRENTA CHERYL L FAA1
LITROWNIK ANITA D LAW2
*LITROWNIK ROBERT L GRAD
LITTELL DAVID A LAS2
LITTEPST ROBERT K LAS2
LITTIG EDWARD GEORGE GRAD
LITTLE ALLEN L LAS1
LITTLE ANNE E LAS2
LITTLE BETH E FAAl
LITTLE BRUCE H LAS1
LITTLE CONNIE I FAA2
LITTLE DALLAS N JR GRAD
LITTLE JANIE S LAS1
LITTLE JOAN ELIZABET GRAD
LITTLE JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
LITTLE JONATHON N LAS3
LITTLE LENNY AGR1
LITTLE LINCOLN M ENG3
LITTLE MARY E ED 4
LITTLE RICHARD W ENG1
LITTLE ROBERTA D LAS4
LITTLE ROBIN P ENG3
LITTLE THOMAS V AGR2
LITTMAN ROGER LAS1
LITTNER BEVERLY LAS2
LITTON GARY D FAA3
LITTS STEPHEN D GRAD
LITVIN DARLENE M COM4
LITVIN MEYER B LAW2
LITWIN DANIEL J ENG4
LITWIN DOUGLAS A LAS2
LITZ ROBERT G JP ENG1
LIU AN-TON GRAD
LIU CHAO-LI JACK GRAD
LIU CHUN-LAN LEE GRAD
LIU DING-HWA EDDY GRAD
LIU DON KUI KEONG GRAD
LIU NAN-I GRAD
LIU PETER YI-CHIH GRAD
LIU RUICHEN GRAD
LIU WEN-MEI GRAD
LIU WING KI GRAD
LIU YUEH-YIING CHANG GRAD
LIVEK ALLEN B AVI2
LIVENGOOD REX LESLIE GRAD
LIVENGOOD TED J ED 4
LIVERGOOD DAWN A LAS2
LIVESAY RAYMOND H AGR3
LIVINGSTON CATHERINE GRAD
LIVINGSTON JOHN W GRAD
LIVINGSTON MARY A PE 1
LIVOVICH ROBERTA R LAS2
LIVSFY ANOREW GERALD LAS2
LIVVIX JACK M BUS1
LLACUNA ALFONSO R GRAD
LLAGUNO ELMA C GRAD
LLEWELLYN CHARLES S GRAD
LLEWELLYN JULIA S FAA3
LLEWELLYN JUNE M GRAD
LLORENS ALBERT J LAS3
LLOYD DAVID R BUS6
LLOYD RICHARD E JR BUS2
LLOYD RICHARD L ENG2
LLOYD RUBIN A FAAl
LLOYD THOMAS CARL GRAD
LO DAVID DAYUNG GRAD
LO LAURENCE F LAS1
LO RONNIE HUNG-KIE GRAD
LOB CLIFFORD G ENG4
LOBB GEORGE R PE 3
LOBUE PAUL V FAA2
LOBUE THOMAS J BUS2
LOCANDER WILLIAM B GRAD
LOCASCIO BRYAN J LAS2
LOCIN MITCHELL R COM4
URH EVANS 308 U
907 S 4TH C
731 S MATTIS C
1208 W NEVADA U
1404 S LINCOLN U
1110 W NEVADA U
506 W ELM 5 U
505 E CHALMERS C
URH TRELEASE 822 U
408 E SPNGFLD 3 C
707 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 112 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH SHERMAN 359 C
URH VANDOREN 119 C
URH NOBLE 309 C
809 W PENN U
408 W HILL 25 C
2009 S PHILO 12 U
URH BARTON 410 C
URH FORBES 475 C
506 E SPNGFLD 3 C
URH LAR 117 U
1303 MITCHEM 4 U
1303 MITCHEM 8 U
URH ALLEN 363 U
401 E JOHN C
2205 HAZWD DR 102 U
MAHOMET ILL
1111 1/2 S 3RD 201 C
URH SCOTT 410 C
URH WESTON 492 C
URH TRELEASE 319 U
1112 NOFFTZ C
URH LAR 418 U
602 E STOUGHTON 22 C
1012 1/2 CRESCENT C
1101 W OREGON 9 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH BABCOCK 122 U
410 E GREEN 8 C
URH TOWNSEND 504 U
URH GARNER 473 C
URH HOPKINS 177 C
1010 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 404 C
URH SCOTT 212 C
708 W HIGH U
RR 3 C
1828 D ORCH ST U
1828 D ORCH PL U
1836 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SNYDER 450 C
1822 B ORCH ST U
8C8 W ILLINOIS 7 U
2505 ARDEN C
URH DANIELS 303 U
URH DANIFLS 415 U
URH DANIELS 730 U
1503 CAMBRIDGE C
604 N MAPLE 35 U
1006 S 3RD 12 C
URH DANIELS 529 U
1822 B ORCH PL U
803 W OREGON U
RICGE FARM ILL
607 E GREEN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
4C9 E CHALMRS C
MAHOMET ILL
MAHCMET ILL
URH BLAISDELL 308 U
URH WARDALL 217 U
URH SNYDER 161 C
310 E JOHN C
1005 S 6TH 13 C
1107 W GREEN 336 U
2011 S COTTAGE U
1111 W GREEN C
2011 S COTTAGE GP U
2114 ORCH ST 201 U
311 E GREEN C
4C9 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 402 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1103 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMERS 501 C
2118 ORCH ST 303 U
404 E OANIEL C
911 S 4TH C
806 W MAIN U
1202 N NEIL C
800 S MATTIS 41 C
604 E ARMORY C




























































1119 S HOME AV
737 ASH
646 W BITTERSWEET
807 E MILLER ST
247 BARRON ST
8614 S DAMEN











408 W HILL 25































1828 D ORCH PL




76 KUO-SHAN 1ST RD
14 2 HSIN-SHENG S
2505 ARDEN




122C W DODRIDGE ST
72 AUDUBON RD
41 A GRAMPIAN RD
76 KUO-SHAN 1ST RD
219 E COLLEGE ST
208 N 1ST ST
607 E GREEN

















5266 S STATE 310
102 S VALE
WAN CHUAN MING SHN
704 SILVER










































































































LOCK DENNIS A BUS2
*LOCK DIANN MAY GRAD
LOCK DRINDA K AGR4
LOCK THEODORE F GRAO
LOCKARD HENRY CLAY J GRAD
LOCKE DUDLEY LAS4
LOCKE JEFFREY A LAW1
*LOCKE VIRGINIA W LAS6
LOCKE WILLIAM R LAS2
LOCKER KITTY GRAD
*LOCKETTE WILLIE EARL LAW2
LOCKHART ROBERT B GRAD
LOCKHART VICKI JO AGR4
LOCKMILLER DAVID G GRAD
LOCKMILLER MARK W LAS1
LOCKWOOD DAVID A BUS3
*LOCKWOOD WAYNE N JP GRAD
LODUHA PAUL P FAA4
LOEB EDWARD N BUS3
LOEB JACQUELINE A PE 1
LOEBMANN BERT NEWTON GRAD
LOECHL TIMOTHY S ENG1
LOEDING WILLIAM L ENG3
LOEFFLER JAY W LAS3
LOEFFLER RONALD L BUS3
LOEHR GUSTAV J I II LAS2
LOESSEL MARGO S ED 3
LOETE JOHN M ENG4
LOEWEN DEBRA GAIL FAA4
LOFGREN JERRY L LAS4
LOFGREN JOHN R LAS2
LOFGREN ROBERT CRAIG BUS3
LOFTIN MICHAEL R GRAD
LOFTUS JOSEPH L LAS2
LOFTUS MARY F FAA3
LOFTUS MICHAEL JOHN FAA4
LOGAN HENPY KELLY GRAD
LOGAN JAMES BERNARD GRAD
LOGAN JONATHAN M GRAD
LOGAN LLOYD DAVID JR GRAD
LOGAN PAUL A BUS3
LOGAN ROBERT H ENG4
LOGAS CHARLES J BUS1
LOGAS WILLIAM G LAS3
LOGEMAN RONALD E LAS1
LOGLI PAUL A LAW2
LOGUE MICHELE M LAS3
LOH ANDREW GRAD
LOH REBECCA M LAS1
LOHMAN MARK E LAS1
LOHMANN WALTER E ENG4
LOHMEYER LINDA E LAS4
LOHNES JAMES EARL GRAD
LOHR SUSAN N LAS2
LOHRENZ JO ANN PE 2
LOHRMANN KATHLEEN V LAS2
LOHRMANN PATRICIA A FAA1
LOHUIS NEAL R LAS1
LOIACONO NICHOLAS A BUS3
LOMAX JOHN ARTHUR LAS3
LOMAX LAURA M ED 4
LOMBAER STEVEN R ENG4
LOMBARDI HARRIET GRAD
LOMBARDI ROBERT P COM2
LOMBARDO DAVID A ED 4
LOME LOUIS SOLOMON GRAD
LOMPERIS LINDA S LAS3
LONCKA SHIRLEY MARIE LAS3
LONDON ROBERT ELLIOT GRAD
LONDRIGAN JANET L LAS1
LONERGAN THOMAS A GRAD
LONEY THOMAS J BUS3
LONG ALLAN KEITH GRAD
LONG DAVID A LAS3
LONG DAVID R BUS3
LONG DOUGLAS F BUS4
LONG GRACE BENINGO GRAD
LONG JAMES LEE GRAD
LONG JAMES PETER GRAD
LONG JEFFREY W BUS3
LONG JERRY E LAS3
LONG JOHN MICHAEL GRAO
LONG LORNA C LAS2
LONG LYNETTE NAVA GRAD
LONG MICHAEL G LAS3
LONG MICHELE LOPARDO GRAD
LONG PHILLIP MICHAEL GRAD
LONG REBECCA L LAS4
LONG ROBERT D AGR1
LONG ROBERT J LAS1
LONG STEWART LOUIS GRAD
LONG THOMAS E LAS2
LONGTIN ROGER L LAW3
LONGUA ROBERT J ENG2
LONGWORTH ELDORA M GRAD
LONIE PATSY V LAS1
LONIS DALE J LAS1
URH TAFT 312 C
201 V PENN U
1600 W BRADLEY C
201 W PENN U
1402 S RACE U
901 S 1ST 9 C
1004 S 4TH C
3004 BLAIR C
URH SNYDER 210 C
1120 WESTFIELD C
1804 C ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS U
309 E HEALEY 6 C
DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL
2 11 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 262 C
310 W COLUMBIA C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 830 U
505 E CLARK C
URH WESTON 488 C
URH SCOTT 362 C
604 E ARMORY 1327 C
611 W HEALEY 3 C
410 W CHURCH 9 C
603 W HIGH U
800 W CHURCH 8 C
1202 N NEIL C
111 E WHITE C
102 E CHALMERS C
2020 N MATTIS 101 C
DANVILLE ILL
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH BUSEY 143 U
1106 CENTENNIAL C
206 W WILLIAMS C
1903 S ANDERSON U
PESOTUM ILL
DANVILLE ILL
URH OGLESBY 417 U
909 W ILLINOIS 7 U
URH OGELSBY 742 U
URH WESTON 389 C
URH TAFT 109 C
801 W HILL 4 C
1102 W STOUGHTON U
504 W MAIN 309 U
URH ALLEN 108 U
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
1830 VALLEY RD C
1716 W JOHN C
1208 W CLARK U
URH LAR 191 U
1826 VALLEY RD C
710 W OHIO U
URH LAR 286 U
URH HOPKINS 446 C
401 E JOHN C
RR 4 C
GAKWOOD ILL
707 S LOCUST C
3 BUENA VISTA CT U
204 W WASHINGTON U
1806 WILLIAMS 4 C
URH SHERMAN 118 C
ELMHURST ILL
1005 W CLARK U
1105 N COLER U
URH CARR 3 U
512 W UNIVERSITY C
2102 ORCH ST 102 U
RR 4 C
URH OGLESBY 625 U
1111 S 1ST C
2018 FLETCHER 3 U
1105 1/2 WILLARD U
1105 1/2 WILLARD U
URH DANIELS 624 U
URH GARNER 122 C
408 W HEALEY 3 C
5 CNEIL CT C
409 E CHALMRS 1507 C
507 W JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
2609 E CALIFORNIA U
708 S 1ST 7 C
710 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 383 U
URH ALLEN 24 U
2609 E CALIFORNIA U
URH GARNER 294 C
602 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 473 C
4 FLORIDA CT U
URH BABCOCK 10 U





























































































103 S PLUM GROVE
128 PORTLAND PL
611 W HEALEY 3
410 W CHURCH 9





722 RIVER PARK CR
122 TENNESSEE
N LAKE RD














2327 W CHICAGO AV






424 N 7TH ST















2102 ORCH ST 102
RR 4
11364 W 77TH ST








8133 N OZARK AV




PR 1 BOX 96
ROUTE 1 BOX 33 B
822 LIBERTY BELL
2609 E CALIFORNIA








































































































LONTAI ADAM ALMOS GRAD
LOOK KURT K ENG2
LOOKFR SUSAN E FAA1
LOOMIS LAURA A LAS2
LOOMIS MARK F BUS1
LOOMIS ROBERT W GRAD
LOOS DAVID E BUS4
LOOSLI JEANNE A AGR1
LOPATER DAVID A LAS4
LOPATIN DENNIS E GRAD
LOPATIN MICHAEL A GRAD
LOPATIN RICHARD J LAS1
LOPATKA JOYCE L LAS2
LOPEZ EDWIN LAS3
LOPEZ LAWRENCE DAVID GRAD
LOPEZ TONY S LAS3
LOPIANO ROSEMARY KAY FAA6
LOPINSKI JIM S BUS4
LOPINSKI JOHN H II LAS2
LORBER GERI G ED 4
LORBER LINDA S FAA2
LORBER MARC I LAS4
LOP8ERBAUM MARLEE JO LAS4
LORD CHRISTOPHER B GRAD
LORD DANIEL P LAS1
*LOPD LAWRENCE LEO ENG4
LORD ROBERT J LAS3
LORE RICHARD E LAS2
LOREK KENNETH S GRAD
LOREN TERI R AGR2
LORENC DANIEL R ENG1
LORENTZ LORA J AGR1
LORENZ DONALD A LAS2
LORENZEN NANCY L LAS2
LORESCH PAMELA S FAA3
LOREY NANCY L PE 1
LOREY WILLIAM H BUS3
LORGE MICHAEL M LAS3
LOPIMER LAURIE E LAS2
*LOPIMER WILLIAM N LAS2
LORSCH MICHAEL D BUS2
LORSCH STEVEN R LAS1
LORTS JEFFREY M FAA3
LORUSSO DOLORES R LAS1
*LOSEE GEORGE DOUGLAS GRAD
LOSS MELANIE R LAS1
LOSSAU JOAN C LAS3
LOTFMPIC SUSAN M COM4
LOTH RODGER AAPON BUS3
LOTKA KENNETH A COM3
LOTTMAN DENISE M LAS1
LOTTMAN MARY J LAS2
LOUD REBECCA LAS3
LOUDERMAN FREDERICK LAS2
LOUDON DARREL R AGR4
LOUGH LESLIE D LAS3
LOUGHEED LINFORD L GRAD
LOUGHLIN KATHLEEN A LAS2
LOUGHLIN KEVIN J LAS1
LOUGHLIN PETER T LAS1
LOUIS ANITA F LAS4
LOURCEY LINNEA M LAS1
LOURGOS JAMES GUS LAS3
*LOUSSAEPT DALE F GRAD
*LOVBY TERJE GRAD
LOVE CHRISTIE SUE GRAD
LOVE GLFNN ALLEN LAS1
*LOVE KENNETH HAROLD GRAD
LOVE KIM FAA3
LOVE LAVERNE L AGR1
LOVE MARCIA K GRAD
LOVE MARSHA A LAS3
LOVEJOY CHRISTINE M AGR2
LOVEKAMP BONITA S AGR1
LOVEKAMP CONSTANCE L FAA1
LOVEKAMP JAMES M ENG4
LOVEKAMP JOHN A AGR3
LOVFLACF DAVID B LAS4
LOVELACE HERMAN BUS2
LOVELESS DAVID W GRAD
LOVELESS GEANNE M FAA4
LOVELESS PEGGY A LAS3
LOVELETTF CLAUDIA J LAS2
*LOVELL JEFFREY H GRAD
LOVENDAHL NANCY J BUS1
LOVER ING FRANK ALAN GRAD
LOVETT WILLIAM R GRAD
LOVINCE SONNIE JR FAA2
LOVING LINDA SUE LAS4
LOVINGEP GAIL M LAS1
LOVINGEP NAOMI A LAS2
LOVSE DANIEL WAYNE GRAD
LOVSTAD JAN BENARD AGR2
LOVSTAO JO ELLEN GRAD
LOVSTAD LEE WARREN GRAD
LOW STUART A BUS3
LOWDEN JOHN KENDALL ED 3
SOUTH BEND IND
URH SNYDER 420 C
1015 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH EVANS 415 U
URH OGLESBY 1127 C
URH DANIELS 362 U
1205 E FLORIDA 24 U
URH EVANS 325 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
901 E COLORADO 78 U
901 S 1ST 22 C
URH OGLESBY 521 U
302 F ARMORY C
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
1107 S EUCLID C
411 E GREEN C
907 S BUSEY U
DANVILLE ILL
101 S BUSEY 5 U
502 S MAIN C
URH HOPKINS 314 C
1513 KIRBY 3 C
504 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
614 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 324 U
604 N MAPLE 3 U
URH WESTON 362 C
809 S ELM C
2120 ORCH ST 304 U
URH TRELEASE 828 U
URH WESTON 496 C
802 W OREGON U
4 FLORIDA U
URH GARNER 465 C
URH BABCOCK 12 U
URH WARDALL 922 U
310 E GREGORY C
707 S 6TH 217 C
52 E GREEN 1 C
52 E GREEN 1 C
111 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 450 C
URH LUNDGREN 211 C
URH FLAGG 323 C
LINCOLN HALL U
URH TRELEASE 824 U
207 F JOHN 7 C
1107 W GREEN 125 U
603 S 1ST C
802 S LINCOLN 8 U
1104 N HIGHLAND U
1104 N HIGHLAND U
1112 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 323 C
408 E MICHIGAN 5 U
URH DELTA HSE 5 U
716 BROADWAY U
URH HOPKINS 310 C
604 E ARMORY 126 C
209 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL
URH EVANS 233 U
713 W OHIO U
1006 S 1ST 2 C
1829 D ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT 402 C
URH FORBES 471 C
408 BURKWOOD CT W U
URH SNYDER 418 C
URH BARTON 123 C
206 W PENN U
713 S ELM C
805 W OHIO U
805 W OHIO U
805 K OHIO U
605 S 5TH C
809 W PENN U
512 E WHITE 1 C
403 S 6TH C
PALMYRA ILL
1006 W CHURCH C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SCOTT 291 C
405 N GREGORY U
URH GARNER 238 C
510 E CLARK 11 C
610 W SPNGFLD C
1108 S 1ST C
908 S LOCUST 306 C
URH BABCOCK 318 U
URH EVANS 206 U




1004 S 4TH C























































901 E COLORADO 78
8615 E PRAIRIE PD
8615 E PRAIRIE
134 N CORNELL
1608 N SAWYER AV
22 34 47TH ST









2664 CONKLIN DR 4
1320 N SANTE FE











2637 W CATALPA AV
52 E GREEN 1
52 E GREEN 1
9301 KENTON
9301 N KENTON
BOX 180A RR 2
9038 CHURCHILL CR
1600 W BRADLEY 333








5327 W 90TH ST
RR 1
9533 S KNOX AV
428 N WAPELLO
257 ROLFE PD
412 N PROSPECT AV
1 BEECHWOOD CT E
9606 KEELER
350 N ST MARYS RD
8501 S SPRINGFIELD




408 BURKWOOD CT W












BOX 148 RR 1

















































































































*LOWDEN LAWRENCE JOHN GRAO
*LOWE ELIZABETH DRAKE GRAO
*LOWE JOHN CHEUNG GRAD
*LOWE JOHN WESLEY G GRAD
LOWE KEVIN G ENG2
LOWE LAPRY A LAS3
LOWE STEVEN R LAS2
*LOWE VIVIEN HOH GRAD
LOWE WILLIAM H JP LAS3
LOWENSTEIN SUE E LAS4
LOWER CHRISTOPHER P AGR2
LOWMAN JOHN J JR BUS2
LOWRANCE RICHARD M LAS1
LOWRY DONALD JAMES LAS3
LOWRY JAMES D GRAD
*LOWRY PEGGY SLIFE AGR4
LOWRY THOMAS F III BUS3
LOWRY WILLIAM E LAS3
LOWSTUTER BRUCE R ENG4
LOWY LINDA J AGR2
*LOYET JERRY LEE GRAD
LOZAR ROBERT CAPL GRAD
*LOZZI DENISE C EO 3
*LOZZI GEORGE D COM4
LU MAY DEAN GRAD
LU PO-YUNG GRAD
LUBAR DAVID G ENG1
LUBAWY JAMES J FAA3
LUBBEN SUZANNE MARIE FAA4
LUBBEN THOMAS H LAS2
LUBEN MARY C LAS2
LUBERSHANE ERIC LAS2
LUBIN STUART F LAW2
LUBLINER JODY S LAS2
LUCAS DAVID J LAS3
LUCAS DAVID ONEIL LAS1
LUCAS DORIS MARIE GRAO
LUCAS LINDA M LAS4
LUCAS PATRICIA A LAS1
LUCAS RICHARD W JR LAS2
LUCAS THOMAS F LAS2
LUCASEY LINDA M LAS2
LUCASH KATHY M AGR3
LUCCHETTI GEORGE J GRAO
LUCIK CHRISTINE K ED 2
LUCK DAVID JOHN GRAD
LUCK JULIE A ED 3
LUCKE JOSEPHINE A LAS1
LUCKMAN CAREY J FAA2
LUCKMANN JILL L ED 2
*LUCKMANN JUNE K AGR4
LUCZKIW WALTER J LAS3
LUCZO THOMAS MICHAEL FAA3
LUDDEN MARY J LAS3
LUDMEP CHARLES HENRY GRAD
LUDOWISE JOHN D LAS1
LUDOWISE MICHAEL J ENG4
LUDVIGSON DAVID G GRAD
LUDVIGSON MARK T BUS2
LUDWIG CALE L LAS2
LUDWIG DIANA KEOGH GRAD
LUDWIG JACKLYN A LAS1
LUDWIG JUDY B LAS1
LUDWIG PAUL S AGR3
*LUDWIG RANDALL C LAS3
LUDWIG STEVE ENG3
LUDWIG TERRY GERALD GRAD
LUDWIG THOMAS SETH BUS*
LUEBBERS ALFRED G LAS4
*LUEBKE CHARLES M FAA4
LUEBKE JUDITH L GRAD
LUECK RUSSELL A LAS3
LUECKING DANIEL H GRAD
LUECKING JAMES G LAS4
LUEDTKE PAUL F AGR1
LUEHRSEN KENNETH R LAS2
LUFKING BARBARA UHLS LAS2
*LUEKING GALEN F LAS3
LUERY DAVID ALFRED GRAD
LUERY NICOLETTE M GRAD
LUETKEMEYER MARK H LAS3
LUFKIN HOLLY SNYDER ED 2
LUFKIN JOHN KIMBALL GRAD
LUGINBILL MARK J BUS3
LUGOSKI JOHN D JR LAS3
LUHR JAMES FRANCIS LAS2
LUHR ROBERT J FNG4
LUK WARREN YIU HUNG ENG2
LUKAS JAMES C COM4
LUKAS VIRGINIA KAYE GRAD
LUKAWSKI KATHRYN J GRAD
LUKE MICHAEL J LAS4
LUKEMAN ANN ED 2
LUKEN BONNIE L LAS4
LULEWICZ RAYMOND T ENG1
LULIS EVELYN A LAS1
LULLO THOMAS ALAN GRAD
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
906 W STOUGHTON 3 U
CE HALL 3230 U
906 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 475 C
202 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 265 U
1965 B ORCH ST U
802 S LINCOLN 9 U
111 E CHALMERS 15 C
58 E GREGORY C
1004 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 819 U
218PADDOCK C
209 1/2 EDGEBROOK C
218 PAODOCK C
110 E ARMORY C
410 E JOHN C
1206 DEVONSHIRE C
904 S LINCOLN U
805 W DANIEL C
1001 W OREGON 2 U
611 W HEALEY 2 C
611 W HEALEY 2 C
URH DANIELS 369 U
307 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
URH TOWNSEND 253 U
910 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 3 U
501 E SPNGFLD 11 C
808 W CALIFORNIA U
908 W NEVADA 4 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
55 E HEALEY 101 C
508 W VERMONT U
2064 C ORCH ST U
505 S RANDOLPH C
NORTH CHICAGO ILL
URH HOPKINS 296 C
804 W OREGON U
410 E GREEN 7 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMERS C
508 E ARMORY C
1817 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WARDALL 1124 U
URH CARR 119 U
URH LAR 303 U
2504 S PROSPECT C
URH OGLESBY 230 U
URH BLAISDELL 4 U
1101 E MAIN U
214 W JOHN C
URH TAFT 310 C
805 W OREGON U
1404 SILVER 18 U
1404 SILVER 18 U
URH WESTON 418 C
1831 B ORCH PL U
URH WARDALL 924 U
URH TRELEASE 731 U
FITHIAN ILL
2608 E WASHINGTON U
URH WESTON 132 C
1831 B ORCH ST U
709 S BROADWAY U
409 W OREGON U
1706 ARDEN CT C
603 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 121 C
105 S LINCOLN U
105 S LINCOLN U
URH LUNDGREN 409 C
URH SNYDER 274 C
1724 HENRY C
1724 HENRY 4 C
2006 VAWTER 12 U
2006 VAWTER 12 U
310 E JOHN C
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1111 S 1ST C
WESTVILLE ILL
URH TAFT 425 C
201 S LINCOLN U
504 W MAIN 309 U
58 E DANIEL 4 C
506 E WHITE C
URH DANIELS 630 U
1312 W SPNGFLD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
2006 VAWTER 10 U
302 F GREGORY C
URH ALLEN 313 U











































































3 W PARK AV












2401 OAK TREE LN
805 W DANIEL
702 N SPRING
611 W HEALEY 2
611 W HEALEY 2
81 S GROSVENOR AV
MIN HSIUNG
604 W DEARBORN ST
725 BAPNSDALE RC
1451 63RD ST







ROUTE 2 BOX 61
762 CORNWALL
2016 WINTER AV
910 E WILLCOX AV
4205 W 99TH ST
1508 S WHITTIER
202 N CHERRY

















1831 B ORCH PL





1831 B ORCH PL
465 E GREENWOOD












1107 1/2 W OREGON
1107 1/2W 0REG0N12
290 MONTCLAIR
211 1/2 E MAIN ST
419 STUART LN
419 STUART LN
42 YEN CHOW ST 5/F
7011 S ARTESIAN
































BURMABY 2 BC CAN
CHIAYI TAIWAN
ELMWOOD IL
LA GRANGE PARK IL
LA GRANGE ILL





































































LULY MATTHEW H LAS1
LUM MABEL A LAS3
LUMAN RONALD J FAA4
LUMPKIN CALVIN ALLEN LAS3
LUMPKINS JAMES D JR AGR3
LUMPP PERETTE A LAS4
LUND CHRISTINE L AGR4
LUND KAREN A ED 1
LUND STEVEN F BUS3
LUNDBERG DAVID A GRAD
LUNDBERG JAY A BUS3
LUNDBERG JEAN M COM3
LUNDBERG OLIVIA L FAA2
LUNDE BRADFORD S ENG4
LUNDEBERG MARY A LAS2
LUNDEBERG WILLIAM A LAS3
*LUNDEEN GEORGE WAYNE GRAD
LUNDEEN JAMES E ENG1
LUNOEEN MATTHEW A BUS3
LUNDGREN SALLY D ED 1
*LUNDGREN THOMAS E GRAD
LUNDIN GARY V LAS4
LUNDIN RICHARD A ENG4
LUNDINE MARK L LAS3
LUNDMARK JAMES S LAS3
LUNDSTEDT DAVID P LAS1
LUNDY CHANDRA M ED 1
LUNGSTRUM RUTH MARIE GRAD
*LUNTZ JEFFREY A VM A
LUPSTEIN LEE BUS3
LURDING LUCY RAY LAS4
LURIE GORDON ALLEN GRAD
LUSKIN ROBERTA L LAS1
LUST RONALD G FAA4
LUSTER DAVID F LAS1
LUSTIG KAREN S LAS1
LUSTIG TERRY LAS1
LUSTIGSON ALAN S BUS2
*LUTERI GEORGE F GRAD
LUTHE MICHAEL J AGR3
LUTHI ALAN RUDOLF BUS4
LUTHI WARD EMORY PE 4
LUTHY LISA A LAS3
*LUTTRELL WILLIAM R GRAO
LUTZ CATHY A LAS3
*LUTZ KATHY A GRAD
LUTZ PATRICIA D ED 3
LUTZ RICHARD JOHN GRAD
LUTZ ROBERT I BUS1
LUTZ RONALD J LAS1
LUTZ SUSANNE M FAA2
LUVISI PATRICIA A LAS1
LUXION DENNIS WAYNE ENG4
LUY RAYMOND G AGR2
*LUYMES KEITH A LAW2
LUZZI SARAH L FAA2
LYBARGER SHERYL D LAS2
LYBARGER SUSAN K LAS2
LYBAS JOHN MICHAFL GRAD
LYCAN MARTIN R AGR1
*LYKE MURIEL A GRAD
LYKKEBAK NANCY E ED 2
LYLE CHARLA H LAS2
LYLE DAVID PARRY BUS1
LYLE KAREN KAY LAS3
LYLES ELAINE R LAS1
LYNAUGH CELESTE M AGR4
LYNAUGH JOHN P JR BUS1
*LYNCH DAVID G LAW2
LYNCH DAVID M LAW2
LYNCH DENNIS E LAS3
LYNCH EILEEN T LAS1
LYNCH FRANCIS LUKE GRAD
LYNCH JAMES D LAW1
LYNCH JAMES M COM3
LYNCH JOHN C BUS3
LYNCH JOHN M ENG1
LYNCH KATHLEEN M AGR4
LYNCH KEVIN BRYANT GRAD
LYNCH MARY M LAS1
LYNCH MARY MARGARET GRAD
*LYNCH MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
*LYNCH PATRICK B GRAD
LYNCH PETER M BUS1
LYNCH ROBERT J LAS3
LYNCH WILLIAM K LAS2
LYNGAAS LINDA S LAS2
LYNGAAS MICHAEL E LAS4
LYNGE JANICE M ED 2
LYNK JILL E AGR1
LYNK MARY J COM4
LYNN JOHN F LAS4
LYNN PATRICIA M ED 2
LYON DANIEL P COM4
LYON FRANCES I LAS4
*LYON JAMES CYRIL GRAO
*LYONS BARRY WILSON ENG4
URH NOBLE 213 C
URH WARDALL 720 U
11 LEMON TREE C
1004 E 4TH C
305 E GREEN 3 C
504 E SPNGFLD C
1004 W STOUGHTON U
URH FLAGG 424 C
URH BABCOCK 406 U
2017 VAWTER 1 U
1110 S 2ND C
URH EVANS 427 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
501 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 337 U
401 E CHALMERS 419 C
410 W GREEN U
2202 HAZWD DR 101 U
209 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 109 U
URH SHERMAN C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH BABCOCK 215 U
URH SAUNDERS 201 U
503 E STOUGHTON 5 C
1101 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1105 U
1111 S 3RD 104 C
907 S MATTIS 4 C
URH SNYDER 418 C
PAXTON ILL
URH DANIELS 466 U
409 E CHALMRS C
WILSON TRLR PK 15 U
URH SNYDER 350 C
URH FLAGG 324 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH OGLESBY 220 U
25 GURTH U
604 E ARMORY 1206 C
502 E HEALEY 309 C
502 E HEALEY 309 C
508 E ARMORY C
512 1/2 S NEW C
710 W OHIO U
805 S MATTIS 2 C
505 E CHALMERS C
805 S MATTIS 2 C
1707 CINDY LYNN U
URH HOPKINS 444 C
309 E JOHN 12 C
1202 W UNIVERSITY U
404 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 378 C
423 FAIRLAWN U
URH LAR 275 U
1708 KIRBY C
904 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 90 U
URH FORBES 367 C
907 SCOTTSDALE C
508 E CHALMERS C
307 E ARMORY 210 C
205 W HILL C
505 S BUSEY U
306 E PARK 107 C
309 N BUSEY 2 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
607 FAIRLAWN U
311 E DANIEL C
URH TAFT 424 C
URH CLARK 213 C
203 COUNTRY FR 23 C
909 S 5TH C
URH FORBES 446 C
URH OGLESBY 1130 U
410 E JOHN C
1004 S 4TH C
706 S RACE U
URH FLAGG 423 C
BEVERLY N J
2103 HAZWD DR 102 U
2063 D ORCH ST U
211 E ARMORY C
211 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 359 C
URH VANDOREN 303 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH VANDOREN 116 C
611 E DANIEL C
509 E WHITE 8 C
1007 S 1ST 4 C
URH GARNER 245 C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL













































































103 S HI-LUSI AV
2017 VAWTER 1








734 27TH AV CT
2505 13TH ST
601 DUDLEY











6447 N ST LOUIS AV
WILSON TRLR PK 15
URH SNYDER 350








512 1/2 S NEW
24 BERKSHIRE LN
805 S MATTIS 2
5915 LELAND
805 S MATTIS 2
5234 CENTRAL AV
RR 3 BOX 227Y
400 8TH ST













715 W 5TH AV
306 E PARK 107
17W130 WHITE PINE
68 YACHT CLUB RD
607 FAIRLAWN





6441 S KOLIN AV
1507-15TH ST
1015 W SIGWALT
1046 N TAYLOR AV
50 HASTINGS ST
706 ASHLAND AV
AS1 EDGE WATER PK


















































































































LYONS GARY S ENG1
LYONS GREGORY A LASl
LYONS JOHN R GRAO
LYONS KAREN S GRAD
LYONS NAOMI LAS4
LYONS NICHOLAS P LAS2
LYONS STEPHEN J LAW3
LYONS SUSAN I LASl
LYONS TEO J LAS2
LYONS THOMAS JOSEPH AGR2
LYTHBERG WILLIAM S BUS1
MA EVELYN T LAS2
MA TSO-AN GRAD
MAACK RODNEY A LAS3
MAANI-ENTESARI K GRAD
MAANI-ENTESARI S BUS2
MAAS JOSEPH T LAS3
MAASS CARL W BUS1
MABEE BRUCE FAA4
MABINS OTHERINE LAS3
MABRY THOMAS W LAS4
MACARTHUR JOHN S BUS1
MACARTHUR MARY LAS3
MACCABE EDWARD H ED 4
MACCALLUM ROBERT C GRAD
MACCALLUM SUSAN J LASl
MACCHIA DONALD DEAN GRAD
MACDONALO JAMES M FAA3
MACDONALD JEAN M LAS2
MACDONALO JEFFREY R FAA2
MACDONALD JOHN J ENG3
MACDONALD MARIAN L GRAD
MACDONALD REGINA H GRAO
MACDONALD RODERICK J BUS1
MACDONALD SCOTT R LAS2
MACDONALD T JR GRAD
MACEDA EDWARD LOUIS GRAD
MACEJAK ROBERT M VM 2
MACEK CATHERINE M LAS4
MACESICH DAVID V ENG2
MACEY ROBERT S GRAD
MACGREGOR ROBERT JR BUS*
MACGREGOR STEVEN W FAA3
MACHALINSKI KATHLEEN LAS2
MACHALINSKI M V ENG2
MACHEN THOMAS M GRAD
MACHONGA SUSAN J LASl
MACHULA MATTHEW E ENG2
MACHULA RUTH STROUD GRAO
MACIEJEWSKI RICHARD COM3
MACINNIS DONNA MARIE GRAD
MACIOROWSKI MAPCIA A COM*
MACK CAROLE M LAS2
MACK DAVID S LAS3
MACK GARY M COM3
MACK JEFFREY T LAS3
MACK PRISCILLA LASl
MACK SUSAN BRUCE GRAD
MACK TOM E AGR4
MACK VICTORIA J LASl
MACKANIN ROBERT J FAA4
MACKAY DENNIS C GRAD
MACKAY JANE CONWAY GRAD
MACKE DAVID L LAS4
MACKE STEVEN BMS1
MACKENZIE GREGORY D AGR1
MACKEY ANN L AGR4
MACKEY DANIEL B ENG2
MACKEY NEIL H JR LAS3
MACKEY RUTH L FAA1
MACKIE FREDERICK D GRAD
MACKIN CAROLE A COM3
MACKINLAY WALTER M LAS6
MACKINSON JOHN M PE 9
MACKISON STEVEN A BUS3
MACKLIN GEORGE R FAA1
MACKNICK ALBERT B LAS3
MACKOWIAK MARILYN I LAS3
MACKRON DEBORAH L AGR2
MACLAUGHLIN DEBRA J BUS2
MACLELLAN JOHN VM 3
MACLENNAN FRANCES C ED 3
MACLENNAN TREVOR J LAW3
MACMARTIN ELIZABETH LAS3
MACMURDO JAMES R LAS2
MACPHERSON CRAIG A ENG1
MACPHERSON RICHARD S LAS3
MACRAE MARY D LASl
MACRANDER ALBERT T GRAD
MACRIS NICHOLAS S FAA4
MACY DENNIS WARREN GRAD
MADAWICK MICHAEL W FAA3
MADAY GARY J LASl
MADDEN DAVID MARVIN GRAD
MADDEN DIANA MARIA GRAD
MADDEN DONALD EUGENE ED 2
MADDEN FLORENCE M PE 1
202 E OANIEL C
URH ALLEN 268 U
HARVEL ILL
709 W NEVADA U
311 E GREEN 311 C
205 N CENTRAL U
709 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 315 U
URH OGLESBY 106 U
301 W WASHINGTON U
URH TAFT 124 C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 633 U
106 E ARMORY 4 C
1107 W GREEN 124 U
1107 GREEN 124 U
1007 S 3RD C
904 W GREEN U
908 S OAK C
2014 B ORCH ST U
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH NOBLE 427 C
SARASOTA FLA
WESTERN SPRS ILL
1014 1/2 CRESCENT C
ROYAL OAK MICH
2205 HAZWD DR 103 U
909 W OREGON 208 U
512 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMERS 502 C
URH TOWNSEND 122 U
906 S VINE 101 U
703 S BROADWAY U
URH SNYDER 362 C
1009 PENN U
703 S BROADWAY U
MAHOMET ILL
801 W OREGON U
111 S BUSEY 4 U
URH TOWNSEND 469 U
1405 KIRBY 5 C
608 S STATE C
312 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 209 U
URH SAUNDERS 418 U
URH DANIELS 495 U
910 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY 2421 C
1011 S ELM C
806 W MAIN 6 U
205 E HEALEY 38 C
508 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
808 W STOUGHTON U
111 E CHALMERS 12 C
104 E JOHN 9 C
URH WARDALL 503 U
1852 VALLEY RD C
205 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 183 U
34 E CHALMERS C
2081 B ORCH ST U
2081 B ORCH ST U
206 W WASHINGTON 2 U
206 W WASHINGTON U
URH TAFT 307 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH SNYDER 376 C
1605 VALLEY RD C
URH CLARK 312 C
1302 S MAPLE U
310 E CHALMRS 208 C
506 E STOUGHTON C
801 STRATFORD C
915 W VINE C
URH FORBES 366 C
402 E DANIEL C
505 S BUSEY 504 U
URH SAUNDERS 318 U
URH TRELEASE 826 U
401 W CALIFORNIA U
URH LAR 327 U
810 KERR 203 U
58 E ARMORY 4 C
911 S 4TH C
URH SCOTT 170 C
1811 SANGAMON C
URH ALLEN 181 U
611 S STATE 5 C
110 E ARMORY C
1301 MITCHEM U
910 S 3RD C









































































2318 W 109TH ST










122 W OAK ST
1333 HUBER LN
332 W ROYAL FLAMGO
200 DIERKS DR
136 N CHICAGO AV
2825 LINWOOD AV
2205 HAZWD DR 103
1130 S MICHIGAN AV
433 NAVAJO
2717 IROQUOIS RD
555 S LINCOLN AV
906 S VINE 101
19 BELLEVUE AV
1036 ARBOR LN






















445 W OAK ST
541 N BERTRANO
3522 S 56TH CT
199 S CEDAR ST
5808 S SACRAMENTO
M-3 FOREST PARK














2951 N AVERS AV
2858 N ALBANY AV
6134 S KCLMAR AV
1433 W GREGORY AV
310 E BEACH ST
810 KERR 203
517 COTTAGE ST
321 W UNION AV
3442 LONGVIEW AV
1811 SANGAMON
328 E HILLSIDE AV










































































































MADDEN MARGARET L LAS2
MADDEN PHILIP M LAS3
MADDEN TERRENCE J LAW3
*MADDIN MICHAEL L LAS4
MADDOCKS THOMAS W LAS5
*MADDOX JANICE CORUM GRAD
MADDOX LENORE ADELE GRAD
MADELL DARYLYN C GRAD
MADENBERG DAVID R LAS4
MADIAR ROBERT C FAA3
MAOISON LOREN J ED 4
MADISON ROGER D LAS3
MADL TERENCE M FAA1
MADNICK MICHAEL S LAS3
MADON JAMES JOHN GRAD
MADSEN JANET L LAS4
MADSEN RONALD T LAS2
MADURA KARIN R LAS3
MADZIARCZYK RUTH A LAS1
MAEGLIN KRISANNE LAS3
*MAEHP JANE MARIE GRAD
MAFFENBEIER ROMAN S BUS1
MAGALHAES ANTONIO C GRAD
MAGALIS JOANNE E GRAD
MAGANUCO ROBERT J LAW1
*MAGDZIAK DENNIS A LAS4
MAGDZIAK PATRICIA R LAS3
*MAGEE MICHAEL W LAS3
MAGERL JOHN P ENG4
MAGERL RICHARD A ENG4
*MAGERS LEONARD A VM 1
MAGGARD DANNY S ENG1
*MAGGIO DONALD E GRAD
MAGGIO MATTHEW ROCCO GRAD
MAGGIO SUE E LAS1
MAGGIORE SUSAN LAS3
MAGGOS VICTORIA A LAS1
MAGGS BARBARA WIDENO GRAD
MAGID PHILIP M BUS1
MAGILL JAMES L LAW3
MAGILL MICHAEL K GRAD
MAGIN STEPHEN G LAS4
MAGLIONE SUSAN J PE 1
MAGNER JAMES A LAS4
MAGNINI MICHAEL F LAS3
MAGNUS GEORGE ANTONY GRAD
MAGNUS NANCY L ENG4
MAGNUS PAUL J BUS3
MAGNUSON BRUCE A AVI1
MAGNUSON GREGORY E BUS1
MAGNUSON ROBERT M ENG6
MAGOON LINDA M LAS3
MAGRAKEN JACK LAW3
MAGRATH TERENCE M BUS1
MAGSAMEN KATHRYN A PE 3
MAGSAMEN MARY E PE 4
MAGUIRE FRANK E JP LAS1
MAHACHEK JANET M AGR1
MAHAFFEY TEPI I LAS1
MAHAFFEY THOMAS FAA3
MAHAFFY JAMES F GRAD
MAHAN MARK W FAA2
MAHANNAH JANET L LAS2
MAHANY MICHAEL J LAS1
MAHAR JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
MAHDER ALBERT R ENG1
MAHER DANIEL LEROY GRAD
MAHER HARPY E LAS3
MAHEP JOHN TIMOTHY LAW3
MAHER NANCY A LAS1
MAHER PPISCILLA J FAA2
MAHIN LINDA RUTH GRAD
MAHMOUD SAMIR M GRAD
MAHON CARMEN A LAS1
MAHON DANIEL J AVI2
MAHONE MARJORIE K LAS1
MAHONEY DENNIS F GRAD
MAHONEY JOHN H LAS3
MAHONEY MARY E BUS1
MAHONEY ROSLYN M LAS4
MAHONEY TIMOTHY B GRAD
MAHOOD MELISSA LAS*
MAIDMENT DAVID R GRAD
MAIER CHRIS THOMAS GRAD
MAIERHOFER ROBERT L LAS3
MAIL DEBORAH A BUS2
MAILLOUX MICHELE A FAA3
MAIN PATTI LYNN PE 1
MAIN PENELOPE A LAS3
MAIN ROBERT J LAS1
MAIN STEPHEN K AGR3
MAINALI PURAN CHAND GRAD
MAINES PENELOPE D FAA4
MAINORD LAURA C LAS1
MAINZER JAMES M BUS4
MAIONE ROSAPIA A COM4
MAIS JOSEPH E JR LAS2
URH ALLEN 441 U
401 E GREEN C
310 E CLARK C
2506 1/2 CLIFTON U
2110 ORCH ST 104 U
OGDEN ILL
908 W NEVADA U
1600 W BRADLEY 82 C
URH LUNDGREN 117 C
1007 W OREGON U
TOLONO ILL
910 S 3RD C
306 E DANIEL C
1601 KILER C
LA MOILLE ILL
1109 S 4TH C
URH EVANS 230 U
URH EVANS 109 U
508 E CHALMERS C
401 W DELAWARE U
URH TOWNSEND 339 U
2081 A ORCH ST U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH SHERMAN 1359 C
1510 E GRANDVIEW C
1510 GRANDVIEW E 4 C
604 W MAIN 1 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
OLIVET ILL
1506 N MCKINLEY C
TOLONO ILL
310 HOLIDAY PK 253 C
URH LAR 131 U
URH LAR 336 U
910 S 3RD C
2011 SILVER CT U
URH TOWNSEND 578 U
206 E WHITE C
905 E COLORADO U
701 W OREGON U
914 DEVONSHIRE C
604 E ARMORY 420 C
URH OGLESBY 619 U
611 W GREEN 1 U
1107 S EUCLID 12 C
711 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 427 U
URH ALLEN 76 U
1501 N WILLIS C
URH GARNER 340 C
1324 GRANDVIEW C
URH SNYDER 321 C
WHITE HEATH ILL
311 E JOHN 10 C
URH OGLESBY 121 U
URH SAUNDERS 15 U
URH FLAGG 408 C
1108 S 1ST C
809 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 11 U
415 W PARK U
604 E ARMORY 2217 C
901 E SPNGFLD 6 U
URH FORBES 246 C
BONDVILLE ILL
URH BLAISDELL 115 U
411 W WHITE C
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH WARDALL 1219 U
711 W STOUGHTON U
401 S 6TH C
URH SAUNDERS 110 U
URH WESTON 120 C
1962 A ORCH ST U
1206 W MAIN 1 U
URH CARR 325 U
URH BLAISDELL 405 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
OAKWOOD ILL
813 W SPNGFLD U
URH DANIELS 97 U
603 W NEVADA 3 U
502 W ELM 11 U
904 S LINCOLN U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1505 WAVERLY C
URH ALLEN 106 U
URH TAFT 109 C
809 S 5TH C
106 E JOHN C
311 E WHITE 36 C
URH ALLEN 401 U
605 S 5TH C
URH LAR 294 U




















































122 N WALNUT ST
1828 STANFORD PL
1345 N MENARD AV
9105 N LAWLER AV
12106 S MICHIGAN
10 S 700 HYACINTH
5516 LA PALM DR






5740 W CORNELIA AV
1510 GRANDVIEW
1510 GRANDVIEW E 4
604 W MAIN 1
9009 N LARAMIE











502 W HARRISON ST















IS 680 CARROL GATE
ROUTE 3 BOX 327
2215 ST FRANCIS AV
2215 ST FRANCIS AV




901 E SPNGFLD 6
10834 S KEELER
564 WATER ST 233
SIMPSON DR
411 W WHITE







1206 W MAIN 1
332-3937 3117 HIGHCREST
332-3543 5109 DAWN DR
367-2721 1653 OAKWOOD AV
1059 N LEAMINGTON
332-2421 STH FEATHERSTON RD
344-1707 4920 PELTON RD
301 CHRISTIE ST
344-1391 RR 1
344-0571 1106 E 5TH ST
356-8^81 1505 WAVERLY
332-3119 2835 FLOSSMOOR RD
500 E 7TH ST
RR
352-5453 400 SACAR BAZAR
359-8355 299 RED FOX RD
306 S STATE ST
356-0545 828 OAKTON
332-3001 3656 S EMERALD


































































































MAISON BRUCE F ENG3
MAISTO BRAD R LAS1
MAITLAND MORRIS HUGO GRAD
MAJACK KATHLEEN W LAS2
MAJACK RICHARD ALLEN LAS4
MAJCHROWICZ DENNIS M ENG3
MAJDIAK CATHERINE A GRAD
MAJESKI JAMES D LAS2
MAJESTIC MARK C ENG2
MAJEWSKI MICHAEL G LAS3
MAJEWSKI RICHARD S BUS3
MAJEWSKI TERESITA LAS4
MAJKO RICHARD M LAS4
MAJKUT WILLIAM A ENG4
MAJOR JOHN P JR GRAD
MAJOR ROBERT LEAR GRAD
MAJUMDAR S GRAD
MAK JOHN P BUS1
MAK KUI-NANG GRAD
*MAK SUSAN PAULINE GRAD
MAKEEVER GERALD W GRAD
MAKENAS BRUCE JAMES GRAD
MAKI DAVID E BUS1
MAKI JUDY L LAS4
MAKI PATRICIA A LAS1
MAKI PATRICIA C BUS4
MAKNOON REZA GRAD
MAKOWSKI MICHAEL A LAS1
MAKRICKAS RICHARD J ENG4
MAKRIS PATRICK T BUS1
MAKULEC JEFFREY M ENG2
MAKURA NICHOLAS G GRAD
MALACHOWSKI JOHN LAS3
MALAGA JOSEPH F JR GRAD
MALAISE MAUPICE G ENG4
MALANY COLLEEN M PE 4
MALAWY ANDREW W BUS3
MALCIAUSKAS THOMAS S LAS2
MALCOM RICHARD L PE 4
MALDONADO RUTH LAS2
MALE EMMA J PE 2
MALE MICHAEL J AGR3
MALEK DEBORAH J LAS4
MALEKSETIAN AZAD GRAD
MALEN DAVID G LAS2
MALERICH THOMAS M LAS2
MALEY JAMES J III BUS4
MALEY MARY E LAS1
MALEY MELODY J PE 1
MALFAR DANIEL E LAS1
MALFITANO NANCY JOY GRAD
MALICK CHARLOTTE M AGR4
MALINA JOANN GRAD
MALINDA PAUL JOSEPH LAS3
MALING EVAN B BUS1
MALINICK RICHARD L LAS1
MALINOWSKI MITCH G ENG1
MALINSKI KATHY J LAS3
MALINSKY SCOTT A PE 2
MALIS AMY B LAS3
MALISKAS MICHAEL G ENG1
MALK CHARLES R ED 2
*MALK EDWARD G ENG2
MALKEWICZ PHILIP P LAS4
MALKI ALAN E LAS4
MALKOV MARILYN J PE 1
MALLEN ANDREA D BUS2
MALLEN PATRICIA L LAS2
MALLEN RICHARD F ENG3
MALLES JAMES E GRAD
MALLEY COLLEEN FAA2
MALLICOAT HERMAN A BUS4
MALLICOAT OPEN D ENG4
MALLIN THOMAS W LAS3
MALLINGER GRETA E GRAD
MALLON LANCE R LAW2
MALLORY JOSEPH BEN LAS4
MALLOY DENNIS PHILIP BUS3
MALM DAVID A LAS2
MALMGREN PAUL D FAA4
MALO GEORGE EDWARD GRAO
MALOCHA DONALD C GRAO
MALONE CHARLES W JR LAS2
MALONE DEBRA D LAS1
MALONE DENNIE L LAS3
MALONE JAMES C BUS1
MALONE KATHLEEN A LAS3
MALONE MICHAEL P LAS4
MALONE PEGINA F ED 1
MALONE THOMAS G ENG3
MALONE WILLIAM D AGR3
MALONEY BARBARA L FAAI
MALONEY LOUISE E LAS2
MALONEY MONICA LAS1
MALONEY PATRICIA A LAS2
MALOTT MARGARET F LAS2
MALSON JOHN T ENG4
604 E ARMORY 2341 C
URH NOBLE 21 C
107 S WRIGHT 3 C
104 E JOHN C
814 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 364 C
204 W INDIANA U
LAKE FOREST ILL
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
305 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 467 C
616 E DANIEL 1 C
211 W SPNGFLD 304 C
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
HUDSON ILL
STA A BOX 2864 C
TAL80T LAB 306 U
URH NOBLE 413 C
URH SHERMAN 1166 C
502 W MAIN 323 U
1014 1/2 CRESCENT C
1004 S 4TH 210 C
1007 S 3RD C
1206 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 803 U
URH TRELEASE 614 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH FAR 811 U
211 E ARMORY C
410 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 404 C
ECUC BLDG 314 U
URH FORBES 410 C
107 E JOHN 104 C
URH HOPKINS 368 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
URH BABCOCK 227 U
URH FORBES 350 C
1702 W BRADLEY C
URH WARDALL 202 U
URH CARR 429 U
1003 E COLORADO 25 U
113 N POPLAR U
601 S BUSEY U
301 E ARMORY C
313 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN 407 U
URH CARR 203 U
URH BABCOCK 315 U
URH OGLESBY 923 U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 617 U
504 E UNIVERSITY C
505 E WHITE 1 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 406 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
303 E CHALMERS C
111 E CHALMERS 18 C
1311 W UNIVERSITY C
307 S PRAIRIE C
108 N URBANA U
112 E JOHN C
510 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 826 U
URH ALLEN 106 U
URH OGLESBY 529 U
URH SHERMAN 155 C
URH VANDOREN 109 C
809 W PENN U
12C9 A FLORIDA 11 U
URH OGLESBY 1225 U
URH DANIELS U
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
MATTOON ILL
DES PLAINES ILL
URH SCOTT 241 C
URH OGLESBY 612 U
URH SHERMAN 351 C
126 DEWEY U
URH OGLESBY 823 U
URH BABCOCK 3 U
1803 SOUTHWOOD C
URH WESTON 472 C
URH BLAISDELL 329 U
312 S COLER U
URH BABCOCK 303 U
URH CARR 104 U
2110 W WHITE 155 C
URH HOPKINS 322 C
URH ALLEN 315 U
URH GARNER 440 C
1005 S WRIGHT C



































































7759 S KOMENSKY AV
22 RUE E DUBOIS
690 N OAKWOOD AV
376 MAPLEWOOD LN
7627 LAKE ST
1332 S MAPLE AV
BOX 39
3546 N PARIS AV
2623 N PARKSIDE AV
RR
STA A BOX 2864
308 E GREEN
8528 N OTTAWA
316 W 23RD PL
45 BERWICK AV
2203 SPENCER PL






5827 S NEVA AV
1420 E 156TH ST
108 KENTUCKY
2790CENTERVILLE RD







610 E 6TH ST




STA A BOX 2223
950 SKOKIE RIDGE
520 N COLLEGE ST
1301 BUFFALO AV
2234 S 16TH AV
19 SHADY LN
8426 N ST LOUIS
712 W CALIFORNIA
RP 3 BOX 97
4248 ANNA AV
BOX 40542
910 LAKE SHORE DR
3031 HARTZELL ST
5647 S HERMITAGE
















107 E 9TH ST




2633 W 122ND PL
7151 S FAIRFIELD
11819 WICKER AV






3709 W 153RD ST
511 PEARL ST
14721 KEYSTONE









































































































MALTMAN ALEXANDER J GRAO
MALTZ HARRY A LAS3
MALYSIAK EDWARD J JR LAS3
MAMER BRUCE J LAS3
MAMLOK MARGARET E LAS2
MAMMFN WAYNE CPESTON GRAD
MAMMOSEP CELESTE R BUS3
MAMRAK SANDRA ANN GRAD
MAN NORMAN I FAA3
MANAGAN WILLIAM III FAA2
MANAK RITA CAROL GRAD
MANAWWAR ZAPINA V GRAD
MANCINI ELAINE C LAS2
MANCKE KIMBALL L AGR4
MANDAT CYNTHIA ANN BUS4
MANDEL DOUGLAS J LAS4
MANDEL GAYLE S LAS4
MANDEL HECTOR GRAD
MANDEL JAMES PAUL GRAD
MANDEL LINDA S LAS3
MANDEL LOIS M BUS1
MANDEL MIRIAM S ED 4
MANDELL FLOYD A LAW3
MANDELL MARK R BUS1
MANDELL MICHAEL S LAS3
MANDEP MARY S GRAD
MANDLER SALLY A LAS1
MANECKE LARRY D LAS1
MANEK PAMESH M GRAD
MANELLA KATHLEEN J LAS3
MANGEL ALLEN W LAS2
MANGIAN DAVID K ENG1
MANGIERI CHRISTINE R LAS4
MANGO ROBERT J FAA3
MANGOFF ROBERT N LAS1
MANGUM GREGG W ENG1
MANGUN SCOT R PE 1
MANGUN TODD R ENG4
MANGURTEN MICHAEL L LAS4
MANHART MURIEL E PE 2
MANHAPT NOEL K LASl
MANIRE DAWN L ED 4
MANIS LYNN DORSEY GRAD
MANK BONNIE JUNE LAS2
MANKIN LAWRENCE D GRAD
MANLEY NANCY HILL GRAD
MANN FRED R FAA3
MANN GAIL LAS2
MANN HAROLD E III ENG3
MANN JACK C ENG3
MANN JORDAN L LAS2
MANN JUDITH KAY GRAD
MANN KEITH BRUCE GRAD
MANN KENT R LAS4
MANN LAWRENCE ROBERT GRAD
MANN MARK L BUS3
MANN MARK S LAS4
MANN MICHAEL K AGR3
MANN RICHARD LEWIS GRAD
MANN RONALD B BUS2
MANN TERESA C LASl
MANNA LYNNE S GRAD
MANNCHEN DAVID ERWIN LASl
MANNELL STEVEN H LASl
MANNERING STANTON C LAS3
MANNERS LAURIE A FAA1
MANNINEN CHARLES LAS4
MANNING GUY H VM 4
MANNING HARLEY J LASl
MANNING JENNIFER L FAA3
MANNING JOHN J LAS3
MANNING JOSEPH C ENG4
MANNING KRISTIN DALY LAS3
MANNING MARY C AGR1
MANNING PATRICK F ENG4
MANNS THOMAS E BUS3
MANOLAKES MICHAEL W LASl
MANRING DARILYN D FAA2
MANSBACHER THOMAS P ENG1
MANSELL CHERIE PE 3
MANSELL RICHARD E GRAD
MANSFIELD BILLY M JR ENG2
MANSFIELD DOUGLAS H LAS2
MANSFIELD WILLIAM F ENG2
MANSKER JOSEPH H JR ENG2
MANSON DREW E LASl
MANTAS GEORGE P GRAD
MANTEUFFEL MARY S GRAD
MANTEUFFEL RICHARD L LAS3
MANTEUFFEL THOMAS A GRAD
MANTON DAVID FRANK GRAD
MANUS ANDREA G PE 2
MAPLE LARRY CHARLES GRAD
MAPLE ROBERT E ENG4
MAPP JANET L FAA2
MAPS JOAN GRAD
MARAN DOUGLAS H BUS1
NAT HIST BLDG 200 U
1105 S 1ST C
310 E JOHN C
6 MONTCLAIR RD U
904 S 3RD C
1304 FAIRLAWN U
802 W OREGON U
201 W PARK U
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 802 U
2102 LANTERN HILL U
1008 1/2 W GREEN 5 U
1204 NEVADA U
1956 B ORCH ST U
1107 S EUCLID 4 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
409 E CHALMRS C
802 N COLER U
312 W SPNGFLD 12 U
1104 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
102 E ARMORY 9 C
408 E SPNGFLD C
URH BARTON 417 C
52 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 667 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 468 C
506 W MICHIGAN U
1714 SCOTTSDALE C
URH OGLESBY 926 U
405 W HIGH U
1005 S WRIGHT C
2 14 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 206 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 317 U
107 E STOUGHTON C
1503 KIRBY C
805 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
317 S RANDOLPH C
1510 GRANDVIEW 8 C
1318 HONEYSUCKLE C
105 E CHALMERS 303 C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
506 W INDIANA U
401 E CHALMERS 422 C
7C9 S GREGORY PL U
102 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 301 U
CENTRALIA ILL
1108 SPNGFLD U
409 W ELM 8 U
1107 S 3RD 103 C
609 S 4TH C
403 E ELM U
810 W OREGON U
1905 REBECCA C
URH OGLESBY 926 U
URH FLAGG 308 C
403 E WHITE 12 C
URH OGLESBY 624 U
URH SAUNDERS 404 U
2505 1/2 CLIFTON U
EVANSTON ILL
1004 S 3RD C
800 S MATTIS 39 C
URH SNYDER 263 C
706 S MATHEWS U
2604 ANDERSON U
1305 SILVER 5 U
800 S MATTIS 39 C
EVANSTON ILL
810 BURKWOOD U
URH GARNER 492 C
URH SNYDER 439 C
312 S STATE C
URH SCOTT 380 C
1910 B ORCH ST U
1910 B ORCH ST U
URH TAFT 211 C
604 E ARMORY 407 C
313 E JOHN C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
910 S 3RD C
702 W GREEN U
808 W ILLINOIS 1 U
809 S 5TH C
808 W ILLINOIS 1 U
401 W WASHINGTON U
505 E WHITE C
URH DANIELS U
1009 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 318 C
509 S 5TH 15 C











































































7411 N KEDVALE AV
1304 FAIRLAWN
7020 N SIOUX AV
4087 W 56TH ST





1956 B ORCH ST




312 W SPNGFLD 12











2843 TWIN OAKS DR
405 W HIGH
400 S MAIN ST












12 S COLUMBIA ST
512 E OHIO













66 W HAZEL DELL
315 LINCOLNWOOD
1541 MARCIA DR

































































































































W LONG BRANCH NJ
REGO PARK NY
191
MARBACH WALTER JOHN GRAD
MARC NANCY L BUS1
MARCACCI JANINF A LAS1
MARCADO RACHELLE L FAA2
MARCADC SUSAN JILL GRAD
MARCANO ELBA I LAS2
MARCANTONIO DONNA M LAS3
MARCELLUS EMERSON C ENG4
MARCH DOUGLAS J LAW3
MARCHAND RAYMOND L H GRAD
MARCHELYA MICHAEL A LAS3
MARCHESE JULIE A PE 2
MARCHI CATHERINE A LAS3
MARCHIANDO ALBERT W LAS3
MAPCHLEWSKI C L LAS1
MARCINIAK CATHERINE LAS1
MARCINIAK JOHN JOSEP GRAD
MARCINIAK THERESA G GRAD
MARCINKOWSKI GAIL M LAS1
MARCKS JANICE L LAS2
MARCO GAIL DIANE BUS4
MARCONETT BRUCE L BUS2
MARCONI MARCIA A LAS1
MARCONI SUSAN M AGR2
MARCONNET JAMES E ENG4
MARCOOT ROGER EARL GRAD
MARCOS JORGE GABRIEL GRAD
MARCOTT ELIZABETH A LAS1
MARCOTT RICHARD J BUS3
MARCOVICH DRAGOSLAV LAS4
MARCOWITZ JEFFREY L FAA4
MARCUCCI L L III BUS1
MAPCUM DUDLFY RAY GRAD
MARCUM PATRICIA J GRAO
MARCUS DALE G BUS1
MARCUS LAURA HEARNE GRAD
MARCUS LAURA N LAS4
MARCUS LINDA E LAW1
MARCUS RICHARD J LAS3
MARCUS SUSAN L LAS2
MARCUSON RONALD DEAN GRAD
MARCYK GERALD T ENG4
MAPEK GEORGE W JR ENG1
MAPEK GERMAINE L LAS1
MAREK MARIE T AGR1
MAPEK MARTIN J LAS1
MAREK RAYMOND FRANK BUS4
MAREK SUSAN H LAS2
MARFS JULIF A AGR1
MARESSO MARY T LAS1
MARGESON MICHAEL D GRAD
MARGOLIN CAROLYN LAS2
MARGOLIS ALISA LYNN LAS4
MARGOLIS ALLISON H LAS3
MARGOLIS DIANE J ED 3
MARGOLIS MICHAEL D LAS3
MARGOLIS NOPMA C LAS4
MARGOSCIN EDWARD JR BUS2
MARHOEFER KURT ERIC GRAD
MARHOLIN DAVID II GRAD
MARIANI CELESTE J LAS3
MARICH GREGORY J ENG1
MARIENTHAL JANICE LAS4
MARIETTA KATHLEEN Q FAA4
MARINANGEL RICHARD M BUS4
MARINE THOMAS J BUS3
MARINI PETER DONALD GRAD
MARINICH MARYANNE A AGR4
MAPINO GEORGE WAYNE GRAD
MARION BRAD A ENG4
MARIOTTO MARCO J GRAD
MARK DANIEL LEE GRAD
MARK JEFFREY A VM 2
MARK JEFFREY S FAA3
*MARK JUDY DIANN GRAD
MARKELL RICHARD ALAN GRAD
MARKER CARL J ENG4
MARKER SCOTT R FAA1
MARKL STEVEN R ENG2
MARKMAN BARBARA E LAS4
MAPKOFF BARBARA B LAS2
MARKOFF ROBERT G LAS4
MARKOVITZ DENNIS I LAS3
MAPKOWITZ MELVIN M GRAD
MARKS ALAN R LAS3
MARKS ALLEN PHILIP GRAD
MARKS BARRY A LAW2
MARKS BARRY N FAA2
MARKS JEFFREY M BUS1
MARKS LANA M S GRAD
MARKS LINDA ALLEMS GRAD
MARKS MARILYN L BUS1
MARKS MARY A LAS1
MARKS PAMELA J LAS1
MARKS SUSAN K LAS2
MARKUS COLLEEN K FAA2
MARKUS FUAO IBRAHIM GRAD
107 W CALIFORNIA U 344-3970
URH HOPKINS 300 C 332-1355
URH LAR 388 U 332-3031
1202 W UNIV U 367-8904
SKCKIE ILL
URH LAR 421 U 332-2921
605 S 5TH 16 C
1814 VALLEY RD C 356-4229
912 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-3372
STA A BOX 2142 C 367-7657
101 E JOHN 1 C
URH EVANS 341 U 332-2756
1010 W STOUGHTON U 344-3404
URH TOWNSEND 342 U 332-4143
313 E ARMORY C
904 W GREEN U
212 TALBOT LAB U 333-4626
RANTOUL ILL
URH LAR 183 U 332-3012
W NEVADA U 367-5148
111 E CHALMERS 8 C 344-0212
URH TOWNSEND 304 U 332-4113
URH FLAGG 413 C 332-0329
URH WESTON 323 C
206 S GREGORY U
RR 1 U 344-1053
URBANA LINCOLN HTL U
URH WARDALL 712 U 332-4440
2313 S 1ST C
25C9 COTTAGE GROVE U 344-1605
731 S MATTIS C 356-2089
RIVER FOREST ILL
408 W ELLS C 356-2904
1614 W WILLIAM C
910 S 3RD C
2207 S ANDERSON U 367-8684
1108 W SPRNGFLD U 344-7488
URH SHERMAN 514 C 332-4752
URH OGLESBY 106 U 332-5062
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
URH DANIELS 220 U 332-2175
URH OGLESBY 221 U 332-5102
URH FORBES 296 C
1004 S 4TH C
URH CARR 15 U 332-3853
1007 S 3RD C
604 E ARMORY C
505 E CHALMERS C 344-1266
1010 S 2ND C 344-9776
URH CARR 14 U 332-3852
608 S STATE 4 C 359-4661
605 HIGH U 344-5875
910 S 3RD C 337-5332
58 E JOHN 10 C 352-5961
910 S 3RD C 337-5311
312 E ARMORY C 367-1505
58 E JOHN C 356-9119
1006 S 3RD 15 C 344-8817
311 U CLARK 301 C
2603 CAMPBELL C 352-9733
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH BABCOCK 204 U 332-3750
URH TRELEASE 1019 U
1115 W CHURCH C 356-0647
1415 KIRBY 7 C
48 GURTH U 367-6088
2215 S 1ST 202 C
401 S COLER U 344-4563
°05 S 5TH BOX 1158 C 332-4997
705 E CALIFORNIA U 344-4980
2025 GREENDALE C 352-5886
709 HAINES C 352-4702
108 E HEALEY 13 C 359-2504
312 W SPNGFLD 3 U 328-1721
709 HAINES C 352-4702
610 W STOUGHTON 2 U 344-3481
1102 S 2ND C 344-3162
URH SCOTT 342 C 332-1530
409 E CHALMERS C
107 E CHALMERS 3 C 344-3080
409 F CHALMRS C 384-5048
111 E CHALMERS C 344-2229
110 E CHALMERS C 344-3120
704 E CALIFORNIA U 367-3053
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-5343
803 1/2 S LOCUST C 356-9005
35 IVANHOE U 344-8265
URH ALLEN 277 U 332-3326
URH TOWNSEND 348 U 332-4147
1111 W UNIVERSITY U 367-5000
814 W HILL C 359-4858
URH TRELEASE 925 U 332-5671
URH BUSEY 225 U
URH HOPKINS 304 C 332-1258
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5888
6 SAFFER CT U 332-1521







2359 S 2ND AV
RR 2
431 MAYWOOD CT
205 N BUSEY 2
4424 CENTER AV
1316 WARREN AV
7319 W TREY RO
524 MAPLE
RR 2 BOX 408
1341 W CATALPA
15741 HALSTED ST
GREEN ACRES RR1 15
3755 SANGAMON





















2126 W CUYLER AV
23 ARAPAHO OR
316 N STRATFORD RD




55 E 146TH ST
15 WREN RD
10840 ROBINHOOD ST
1275 ST JOHNS AV
1211 AVENUE D
6211 N SPRINGFIELD




4819 N NEWLAND AV
11021 S CAMPBELL









































































































































MARKUSON STEPHEN H GRAO
MARKWELL JOHN L LAS3
MARKWELL PATRICIA L ED 3
MARKWELL SUSAN R ED 2
MARLATT SHAWN R LAS4
MARLIN JOHN CARL GRAD
MARLOR ALAN JAMES GRAD
MARLOW ANN HONN GRAD
MARLOW EDWARD KEITH GRAD
MARLOW SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
MARLOWE LINDA S FAA3
MARMILLION PAUL E LAS3
MARNEY RICHARD DAVID GRAD
MAROUS MICHAEL S BUS1
MARQUARDT ALLEN R LAS2
MARQUESS CYNTHIA H LAS3
MARQUESS JAMES R LAS4
MARQUETTE DAVID S ENG1
MARQUEZ IRENE LAS4
MARQUIS DENISE M LAS2
MARQUIS OSCAR LAW2
MARQUIS PAULETTE R LAS2
MARQUIS RUSSELL M ENG4
MARRECK OENISE E LAS1
MARRERO JUAN F LAS4
MARRERO SUSAN M FAA1
MARRIAGE LENORA J BUS3
MARRON STEVEN P GRAD
MARROW JOSEPH S JR GRAO
MARRS GREGORY L ENG1
MARSAGLIA MARK J LAS2
MARSAILES THOMAS P BUS1
MARSALA PATRICIA F AGR1
MARSALA ROSE A LAS1
MARSDEN CHARLES R ENG4
MARSEE MARY E LAS3
MARSH CHARLES S LAS2
MARSH ERNEST M JR ENG4
MARSH JAMES L ENG4
MARSH JOHN A BUS4
MARSH PATRICIA J LAS1
MARSH RANDOLPH W JR LAW3
MARSH ROBERT L ENG1
MARSH ROGER A LAW2
MARSH SARA L ED 2
MARSHAK LAURA E LAS4
MARSHALL BARBARA A LAS1
MARSHALL COLIN A FAA1
MARSHALL DAVID D GRAD
MARSHALL DEBORA F AGR1
MARSHALL FRANCES A BUS1
MARSHALL LYLE F BUS4
MARSHALL MARY C PE 3
MARSHALL MARY G LAS1
MARSHALL MARY J LAS1
MARSHALL MICHAEL D FAA2
MARSHALL NEXTON P JR GRAD
MARSHALL PRENTICE JR LAS3
MARSHALL ROBERT J BUS3
MARSHALL ROGER G LAS4
MARSHALL STEVEN A LAS3
MARSHALL VICKI J LAS4
MARSHALL WILLIAM G FAA3
MARSHALLA RAYMOND W LAS3
MARSHALLA RICHARD J ENG1
MARSTERS MARK C LAS2
MARSTON BECKY L LAS3
MARTELLINO DALE E FAA2
MARTELLINO PAUL LAW1
MARTEN CHARLES F ENG4
MARTEN RANDY A AGRA
MARTENS CHRISTINE L LAS3
MARTENS DALLON G ENG4
MARTENS KATHRYN I LAS3
MARTENS MARY JANE LAS2
MARTENS PETER GEORGE GRAD
MARTENS SUSAN TAYLOR FAA5
MARTENSEN ROBERT G ENG3
MARTERSTECK C P FAA4
MARTI ANNEMARIE M AGR1
MARTIGNAGO ALEX A GRAD
MARTIN ALLAN R ENG3
MARTIN ANDREW K LAS2
MARTIN ANNE PHILLIPS GRAD
MARTIN BRUCE A ENG3
MARTIN CAROL W AGRA
MARTIN CHARLES E GRAD
MARTIN COLLEEN G LAS1
MARTIN DEBORAH A AGR1
MARTIN DEBRA S FAA2
MARTIN DOROTHY SUE GRAD
MARTIN ELLEN M LAS3
MARTIN GARY C AGR2
MARTIN GARY L AGR2
MARTIN GEORGE S AGR6
MARTIN GERALD ALLEN GRAD
MARTIN GLEN ALLAN GRAD




508 E ARMORY C
1005 W STOUGHTON U




611 E DANIEL C
604 E ARMORY 2338 C
URH DANIELS 518 U
URH HOPKINS 446 C
URH TOWNSEND 176 U
905 S 1ST 14 C
604 E ARMORY 2232 C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
505 S BUSEY 501 U
107 1/2 E JOHN 203 C
URH SHERMAN 1057 C
312 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD 1103 C
URH TRELEASE 528 U
406 N MATTHEWS U
URH WESTON 336 C
URH CARR 426 U
1006 S 3RD 1 C
606 S GLOVER U
202 E DANIEL C
501 E DANIEL C
URH NOBLE 427 C
URH SCOTT 214 C
URH FLAGG 425 C
503 W WASHINGTON C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH CARR 320 U
4 GURTH U
URH TOWNSEND 439 U
1854 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 439 U
505 E CLARK 13 C
URH CARR 108 U
1750 VALLEY RD C
410 E GREEN 22 C
1308 W MAIN U
WASHINGTON ILL
URH FORBES 492 C
1002 W NEVADA 1 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WARDALL 702 U
WILSON TRLR PK 46 U
412 E GREEN 7 C
URH WAROALL 1218 U
URH SCOTT 388 C
URH GARNER 226 C
307 E ARMORY C
2106 ORCH ST U
202 E DANIEL C
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
311 E GREEN 412 C
1205 E FLORIDA 11 U
URH SNYDER 400 C
URH SNYDER 244 C
32 SALEM RD C
410 W CALIFORN'A C
705 S RACE U
705 S RACE U
1005 SCOTTSDALE C
58 E GREGORY C
901 W SPNGFLD U
509 E WHITE 2 C
5 SAFFER CT U
HOMER ILL
310 N JAMES C
310 N JAMES C
1110 S 2ND C
VERSAILLES FR
URH VANDOREN 114 C
401 E JOHN C
212 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 79 U
RANTOUL ILL
4 ROXBURY RD U
MASON CITY ILL
RANTCUL ILL
URH WARDALL 923 U
URH HOPKINS 392 C
URH GARNER 471 C
URH DANIELS 271 U
URH TRELEASE 613 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 113 U
104 HOLIDAY PARK C
































































513 E MAIN ST









188 W KATHLEEN OR
1641 W ILLINOIS AV
725 W ELEANOR PL
689 ELMWOOD OR
18910 S BAKER AV
8905 ORIOLE
383 N JACKSON AV
5035 N OAK PARK
6910F0REST PRESERV
1616 18TH AV
5733 N SHERIDAN RD
1330 N BELL
1144 NEWBERRY AV
414 E MAIN ST
5192 CHELTENHAM








620 E MAIN ST
4 GURTH




ROUTE 3 BOX 232
1750 VALLEY RD






704 S TAYLOR AV
WILSON TRLR PK 46
704 S TAYLOR AV




2106 S ORCH ST 203
10901-62ND ST
1016 S 5TH ST
GRANART RD
1213-14TH ST















2516 22 1/2 AV





1405 HOBSON DR E
4 ROXBURY RD













































































































MARTIN GREGORY R ENG1
MARTIN HENRY R AGR1
MARTIN JAMES A ENG3
MARTIN JAMES ANDY LAW3
MARTIN JEFFREY B ENG*
MARTIN JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
MARTIN JOHN R BUS2
MARTIN JOSEPH P LAS*
MARTIN KENNETH LEE LAS*
MARTIN KENT M VM *
MARTIN KEVIN E AGR3
MARTIN KEVIN ED 3
MARTIN LAURA J AGR3
MARTIN MARILYN LEE GRAD
MARTIN MARTY F ENG1
MARTIN MARY A LAS1
MAPTIN MARY T LAS3
MARTIN MAX E AGR2
MARTIN MICHAEL C AGR3
MARTIN MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
MARTIN MICHAEL K ED 3
MARTIN MICHAEL S LAS1
MARTIN MICHAEL S BUS*
MARTIN MICHAEL S ENG1
MARTIN NANCY L FAA*
MARTIN NEIL R JR GRAD
MARTIN PAUL ALBERT GRAD
MARTIN PEGGY A AGR3
MARTIN RANDAL C AGR*
MARTIN RICHARD A JR PE 1
MARTIN RICHARD K VM 3
MARTIN ROBERT A LAS*
MARTIN ROBERT T BUS2
MARTIN ROGER A BUS3
MARTIN ROGER MONICAL GRAD
MARTIN RUTH ANN AGR3
MARTIN SHARON B LAS*
MARTIN SHEILA A LAS3
MARTIN STEPHEN E GRAD
MARTIN STEPHEN M LAS*
MARTIN SUSAN L LAS3
MARTIN THOMAS R ENG1
MARTIN THOMAS WAYNE LAS1
MARTIN WILLIAM LEE GRAD
MARTIN WILLIAM LAW3
MARTIN WILLIAM R LAS1
MARTINA JOSEPH P LAS3
MARTINEAU WALTER S BUS*
MARTINEK STEPHEN J ENG*
MARTINEZ BELMA LAS3
MARTINEZ OSCAR L FAA1
MARTINEZ OSCAR R LAS1
MARTINEZ PEDRO J LAS1
MARTINFZ-LOPEZ G GRAD
MARTINKUS SUSAN C LAS2
MARTINO ADRIA PE 2
MARTINO CLAUDIA COM*
MARTINO JAMES A ENG*
MARTINO LYNN E BUS1
MARTINOV MICHAEL L BUS3
MARTURANO ANTHONY JR LAS1
MARTY GEORGANNE S GRAD
MARTYNOWICZ CYNTHIA LAS1
MARUSAK PATRICIA A GRAD
MARUSARZ PHILIP M LAS2
MARVIN LEONARD G FAA2
MARX ALLEN L FAA*
MARX ELLEN J FAA2
MARX KAREN J ED 1
MARX LEONIE A GRAD
MARX MIRIAM KAPLAN GRAD
MARX RONALD F FAA3
MARZAL VINCENT A FAA*
MARZAN FE F B GRAD
MARZAN GENARO T GRAD
MARZANO WILLIAM A GRAD
MARZEC MARIANNE M LAS3
MARZONI MARK E BUS*
MASAP TERRY WILLIAM LAS*
MASARANI MUHAMAD F GRAD
MASARIK MARK THOMAS GRAD
MASCHEK DAVID J LAS2
MASCHER JANET S LAS1
MASCO LINDA S LAS3
MASCOTTI EDWARD C GRAD
MASEL SANDRA L LAS1
MASEMAN LYNN S FAA1
MASKO FRANK RICHARD GRAD
MASLOV EDWARD I LAS*
MASLOVITZ RCCHELLE C LAS*
MASON DALE WILLIAM GRAO
MASON DAVID R LAS2
MASON ELAINE TERRY GRAD
MASON ELIZABETH A LAS2
MASON ELIZABETH A FAA2
MASON GARY K LAS3
MASON GUSTAV WALTER GRAD
URH SNYDER *82 C
URH TOWNSEND 317 U
711 W GREEN U
STA A BOX 2811 C
90* W GREEN U
1715 W PARK C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
205 W HIGH U
URH OGLESBY 113 U
1310 S BROADWAY U
1002 S LINCOLN U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
508 E CHALMERS C
1202 N MCKINLEY C
URH TAFT 219 C
910 S 3RD C
501 E SPNGFLD 8 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 1105 U
105 S POPLAR U
URH HOPKINS 358 C
URH SNYDER *36 C
712 W GREEN 3 U
URH LUNOGREN 21* C
609 W MAIN C
20C7 REBECCA C
160* CORONADO C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1010 E COLORADO U
1009 S PINE C
1150 FLORIDA 33 U
URH TOWNSEND 237 U
1118 W DANIEL C
*09 E CHALMRS 1*01 C
20* S PROSPECT C
307 E WHITE 27 C
306 E DANIEL C
* SAFFER CT U
URH DANIELS 315 U
621 W CLARK C
505 BUSEY *06 U
909 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 313 C
CAVENPORT HALL 109 U
800 S MATTIS 27 C
315 S DRAPER C
103 STOUGHTON C
URH WESTON 265 C
302 S *TH 5 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH TOWNSEND 3*7 U
URH TOWNSEND 352 U
URH TOWNSEND 3*7 U
1835 B ORCH PL U
910 S 3RD C
207 E JOHN 1 C
207 E JOHN 7 C
308 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
60* E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 111 C
3318 STONEYBROOK C
URH WARDALL 616 U
703 W PARK * C
URH HOPKINS 371 C
11C8 S 1ST C
WINDSOR RD RR 2 C
108 E HEALEY 8 C
URH TRELEASE 216 U
803 W GREEN 1 U
808 BREEN C
21* E GREGORY 301 C
807 S 1ST C
2072 A ORCH U
2072 A ORCH ST U
*09 E CHALMERS C
1010 S 2ND C
60* N MAPLE 2* U
1813 GREENDALE C
502 E HEALEY 303 C
107 S BIRCH U
URH GARNER 291 C
URH SCOTT 319 C
*C9 1/2 W PARK U
109 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 816 U
URH WARDALL *2* U
FISHFR ILL
111 F CHALMERS 16 C
50* 1/2 E SPNGFLD C
ST JOSEPH ILL
2905 E MAIN U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
URH VANDOREN 22* C
URH ALLEN **9 U
1708 JAMES CHERRY C














































































8133 W 8*TH PL
1715 W PARK
661* W 89TH PL























1120 S 6TH ST
1118 W DANIEL




















CARRERA 7 N 60-51
180* S *8TH CT
62*0 EL MORRO LN
62*0 W ELMORRO
110 N CLEVELAND ST
1907 UNION ST
22*8 W GRANVILLE



















502 E HEALEY 303
*138 S 5TH PL




7629 W 123RD PL
22* RIDGE AV
*0* S 1ST ST
8**5 N LAWNDALE




708 N PINE ST
2300 COLFAX ST
PR 3



































































































































































































ENG4 56 E DANIEL 3 C
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON U
ENG4 TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 207 U
ENG2 203 N HARVEY U
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS3 DEERFIELD ILL
GRAD SAVOY ILL
GRAD 410 HESSEL C
GRAD 806 DOGWOOD C
FAA3 2120 ORCH ST 303 U
LAS4 406 E GREEN U
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 461 C
FAA1 URH WESTON 236 C
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 135 U
GRAD 807 1/2 W MAIN U
GRAD 2410 E MAIN U
FAA4 501 E DANIEL C
AGR2 809 W PENN U
ED 4 111 E CHALMERS 8 C
GRAD URH DANIELS 96 U
FAA5 1977 ORCH ST U
BUS1 1515 MARIGOLD C
LAS4 208 W WASHINGTON C
ENG4 604 E ARMORY 1404 C
ENG1 2208 S COTTAGE GR U
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C
ENG4 114 1/2 E UNIV C
GRAD 307 E JOHN C
LAS1 PEORIA ILL
ED 3 1515 MARIGOLO LN C
GRAD 504 E CLARK 34 C
BUS3 310 E JOHN C
LAS3 608 S 1ST C
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 259 C
BUS4 814 E UNIVERSITY U
AGR3 SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 1208 W CLARK U
GRAO 705 W CALIFORNIA U
VM 1 URH WARDALL 808 U
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 120 U
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 722 U
GRAD 1204 W STOUGHTON U
FAA2 URH WESTON 441 C
BUS1 URH LUNDGREN 402 C
GRAD 409 W COLUMBIA 3 C
GRAD 406 1/2 W SPNGFLD U
GRAD URH DANIELS 94 U
ENG4 1310 JOANNE LN C
LAS4 802 W OREGON U
GRAD 1009 W CALIFORNIA U
LAS1 URH NOBLE 210 C
BUS3 URH GARNER 112 C
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 26 C
ENG4 404 E DANIEL C
BUS4 107 E CHALMERS C
LAW2 706 W CLARK C
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 222 U
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C
FAA1 URH LAR 104 U
GRAD 911 S LOCUST 103 C
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 178 C
LAS4 2108 ORCH ST 201 U
ENG2 URH TAFT 214 C
LAS2 710 W OHIO U
BUS1 URH CARR 111 U
LAS2 303 E CHALMERS C
BUS4 509 E WHITE 2 C
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
BUS3 1101 W PENN U
BUS3 310 E JOHN C
LAS4 508 E ARMORY C
ENG1 2424 CALIFORNIA U
BUS1 312 E ARMORY C
LAS4 211 E JOHN 10 C
LAS3 URH SCOTT 295 C
LAS4 208 SPNGFLD C
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 1220 U
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U
LAS2 URH FORBES 495 C
LAS2 URH ALLEN 203 U
GRAD SAVOY ILL
GRAD 703 E COLORADO 106 U
FAA4 401 W ELM U
LAS3 102 E ARMORY 8 C
BUS1 1009 W PENN U
GRAD ROUTE 1 U
LAS4 610 W ELM U
ENG2 URH ALLEN 475 U
LAS4 2109 DUNCAN C
AGR2 URH SNYDER 319 C
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 103 U
LAS4 103 E JOHN C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1111 U
BUS3 106 E ARMORY C





























































56 E DANIEL 3
420 EVERGREEN
TWIN ORCH PK RR 1
1136WHITE MOUNTAIN
505 INDIANA ST
401 N 5TH ST
1257 KENTON RO
130 PADDOCK DR E
410 HESSEL
806 DOGWOOD
2120 ORCH ST 303
406 E GREEN
12635 S NAVAJO DR
237 COBB AV




RR 1 ARENZVILLE RD
2545 EDISON AV
18 RUE DE LIEGE
9 NEUVE NOTRE DAME
1515 MARIGOLD
1320 N BROADWAY
4300 HARRISON RR 7
2208 S COTTAGE GR
RR 7
114 1/2 E UNIV
2208 S COTTAGE GR
1320 N BROADWAY ST
1515 MARIGOLD LN















406 1/2 W SPNGFLD





851 S SPRING ST




515 W ANN ST
521 CARLYLE AV
RR 1
408 W 3R0 ST
29 GRANT ST
ROUTE 2




1106 N PLUM GR 107
RR 1
213 S RAYNOR
227 W PINE ST
805 E MCKINLEY ST








1733 W FOSTER AV
4851 N CENTRAL PK
BOX 286
703 E COLORADO 106















































































































MATTHEWS JAMES A VM 1
MATTHEWS MARY MURPHY LAS*
MATTHEWS MICHAEL J LAS1
MATTHEWS PAIGE E ED *
MATTHEWS ROBERT J BUS*
MATTHEWS SANDRA B GRAD
MATTHEWS WILLIAM R GRAD
MATTHIAS LINDA K LAS3
MATTHIESEN ROBERT L GRAD
MATTIS BERNICE C LAS2
MATTOS RODRIGO JOSE GRAD
MATTSON JAMES W LAS*
MATTSON RICHARD L LAS*
MATUGA JOSEPH P LAS4
MATULA JANET LEA FAA1
MATUSIAK MARGARFT A FAA1
MATUSIAK RALPH C ENG*
MATYJA DENNIS J LAS2
MATZ KRISTINE A FAA2
MATZDORFF PATRICIA L PE 1
MATZKO CATHERINE ED *
MAU TERRY J LAS3
MAUCK DAVID C ENG*
MAUCK THOMAS J LAS2
MAUL CYNTHIA J LAS3
MAUPIN ALLAN J AGR3
MAURER EDGAR R ENG1
MAURER EVA DELL GRAD
MAUREP GARY R BUS3
MAURER JAMES H LAS3
MAURER JOEL C ENG1
MAURER SUSAN K LASl
MAURIDES GEORGE D BUS*
MAURIZI MICHAEL R GRAD
MAURYA SURENDRA NATH GRAD
*MAUTZ GEOFFREY A COM3
MAWICKE JEFFREY J LAW3
MAWULI AGOGO GRAD
MAXEINER BARBARA ANN GRAD
MAXEINEP CAROLYN L LASl
*MAXEY FRED J ED 3
MAXEY GARY L LAS3
MAXHEIMEP JUDITH A LAS3
MAXWELL DAVID HAMMAN GRAD
MAXWELL HARRIETT H GRAD
MAXWELL JAMES L LAS*
MAXWELL KAREN C LAS*
MAXWELL MARGARET LAW3
MAXWELL MARGO J LAS*
MAXWELL MARILYN J FAA3
MAXWELL MARK C VM 3
MAXWELL REBECCA LAW3
MAY AMY C LASl
MAY DALE ENG3
MAY DAVID C AGR3
MAY DAVID C ENG*
MAY DAVID V LAS*
MAY DEBORAH L FAA2
MAY DONNA J LASl
MAY DOROTHY ALLEN GRAD
MAY GERALD A AGR3
MAY JACKIE L JR BUS3
MAY JEAN SCHROTH LAS*
MAY JOY R BUS3
MAY KENNETH LYLE FAA1
MAY MARY A LAS3
MAY MELINDA M AGR2
MAY NANCY K LAS3
MAY REBECCA J LAS*
MAY ROBERT A BUS1
MAY ROBERT EDWARD JR FAA*
MAY THEODORE A GRAD
MAYALA JACOB A JR GRAD
MAYBERPY STEPHEN D AGR3
MAYE ERIKA LUCI LAS*
MAYE ROLAND WERNER BUS*
MAYER BARRY D BUS1
MAYER CYNTHIA A COM3
MAYER DAVID B BUS1
MAYER PAREYN ARLETTE GRAD
MAYER ROBERT GEORGE GRAD
MAYER ROBERT K LAS*
MAYER SCOTT A LAS*
MAYER SHEILA M LAS*
MAYER SHIFRA WERCH FAA*
MAYER WILLIAM C FAA3
MAYERFELD RUSSELL K LAS2
MAYEROFF JERRY M COM3
MAYES GWYNNE E FAA2
MAYES MICHAEL R LAS2
MAYFIELD EDWARD D ENG2
MAYHEW JERRY L GRAD
MAYNARD JOHN C LAS3
MAYNARD PHYLLIS B LAS3
MAYO CORA LOUISE GRAD
MAYO JANICE K LASl
MAYO MARK LAS3




1722 VALLEY RD C
URH DANIELS U
1727 ANITA C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
807 W NEVADA U
DANVILLE ILL
2108 ORCH ST 202 U
1112 S FOLEY C
1006 W NEVADA U
505 S BUSEY 203 U
1206 W NEVADA U
URH WESTON 336 C
URH TOWNSEND 173 U
110 E ARMORY C
802 W OREGON 13 U
1112 MAYFAIR C
URH WARDALL *09 U
URH TRELEASE *27 U
309 N BUSEY U
303 E CHALMERS C
1207 W NEVADA U
305 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 226 C
1001 1/2 E WSHNGTN U
URH BABCOCK *2* U
310 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 288 C
URH LAR 136 U
90* E FAIRLAWN U
1836 D ORCH PL U
300 S GOODWIN 512 U
1209B FLORIDA U
*05 S MCKINLEY C
*06 1/2 N MATHEWS U
2607 E MAIN U
LANSING ILL
PAXTON ILL
URH GARNER *17 C
508 E ARMORY C
260* E WASHINGTON U
MONTICELLO ILL
*10 E JOHN C
URH SAUNDERS 116 U
1811 VALLEY RD C
1105 W OREGON 1 U
208 W VERMONT U
1011 S MATTIS 5-5 C
1811 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 830 U
URH TAFT 223 C
URH SNYDER 289 C
607 BLOOMINGTON RD C
1111 W SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 222 U
URH SCOTT *96 C
*0* W HILL C
58 E ARMORY C
501 E DANIEL C
610 W NEVADA U
110* W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 225 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
*09 E CHALMRS C
2C8 W WASHINGTON C
705 W MAIN 2 U
URH HOPKINS 236 C
318 ELMWOOD C
*0* W HILL C
2120 ORCH ST 10* U
21 ROWENA U
CHICAGO ILL
10 E MAIN U
URH GARNER 296 C
URH ALLEN *11 U
907 S *TH C
910 S 3RD 901 C
50* E CLARK 22 C
209 E ARMORY C
802 W GREEN 101 U
1006 S 3RD 23 C
802 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 225 U
102 E CHALMERS C
106 E ARMORY 7 C
1508 WAVERLY C
URH TOWNSEND 120 U
WOODHAVN MBL HM 36 U
2506 S ANDERSON U
URH BABCOCK 11* U
711 S RANDOLPH 10 C
1*C8 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH VANDOREN 221 C
































































































RR 5 BOX 190

















316 E LAFAYETTE ST
1*306 EDBROOKE AV
505 N 8TH ST
*08 W ADAMS ST










RR 1 BOX 192
*0* W HILL
3925 E LOGAN ST
610 W NEVADA
1*22 ROSE CIRCLE
9 GREAT OAK LN
*01 N BEVERLY LN
307 E *TH ST
97 MAYFAIR PL
83* MONROE ST
*905 W NEWPORT AV






*262 VIA ALTA DR
13*5 CARRIAGE HILL
91*1 CRAWFORD
910 S 3RD 901
50* E CLARK 22
111 9TH ST












1618 E 85TH PL




































































































*MAYORAS BARBARA A ED 4
MAYORAS DOUGLAS A FAA4
MAYS BRENDA L LAS1
MAYS OOUGLAS LYNN AVI2
MAYS PEARLENE BUS1
MAYSE MARK A LAS4
MAYSENT JEFFREY W LAS1
MAYVILLE MICHAEL M PE 1
*MAZAK STEPHEN GERALD GRAD
MAZAN PAUL A ENG4
MAZAWA NANCY Y ED 3
MAZE CHARLES L ENG2
MAZE JUDITH A LAS4
MAZELY JON P FAA1
MAZOUR CAROL L COM4
*MAZUR ANTHONY ROBERT GRAD
MAZUP CHERYL A LAS1
MAZUR JAMES L BUS1
*MAZZELLA MARY S AGR2
*MAZZELLA PETER P JR GRAD
MAZZINA LAQUITA GRAD
MAZZOCCC MARK E ENG3
MAZZOCCO MICHAEL A AGR1
MAZZONE THEODORE LAS4
MBANEFOH GINIGEME F GRAD
MCADAMS BONNIE L AGR2
^MCALLISTER MICHAEL L LAW1
MCALPINE JOHN F ENG1
MCANALLY TONY D BUS2
MCANDREW MARK J LAS3
MCANDREW MICHAEL W LAS1
MCANDREWS NOREEN P LAS1
*MCARDLE EDWARD J FAA4
MCARDLE PATRICIA A LAS1
MCATEE ELEANOR A ED 3
MCBAIN ALICE LYNNE GRAD
MCBRIDE AUSPERDELLA ED 4
MCBRIDE CAROL HAILS AGR4
MCBRIDE DEBORA S AGR2
MCBRIDE JOHN F PE 4
MCBRIDE MELINDA ED 2
MCBRIDE PAMELA A AGR1
MCBRIDE PATRICK D BUS3
MCBRIDE RANDAL W LAS1
MCBRYAN JOSEPH CYRIL GRAD
MCCABE CHARLES K ENG3
*MCCABE JAMES REID GRAD
MCCABE JOHN F BUS1
*MCCABE NAOMI E LAS2
MCCABE PHILIP M LAS1
MCCABE RANDALL LEE AGR1
MCCABE ROBERT P ENG4
MCCABE SHAAPON LEE GRAD
MCCABE WILLIAM J JR LAS4
*MCCAFFERY LAWRENCE F GRAD
*MCCAFFERY MARGARET G GRAD
MCCAFFREY CHARLES A LAS1
MCCAFFREY LINDA J GRAD
MCCAFFREY WILLIAM J LAS1
MCCAIN LLOYC N LAS4
MCCALL ANN SHARYL GRAD
*MCCALL DONALD C LAS4
MCCALL DOROTHY R GRAD
MCCALL LINDSAY L LAS3
MCCALL MICHAEL GLENN GRAO
MCCALLISTER DANA J PE 2
*MCCAMY RAYMOND W LAWl
MCCANN EILEFN J LAS1
MCCANN JAMES M LAW2
MCCANN THOMAS J GRAD
*MCCANNON JERRY DALL GRAD
MCCARREN BARBARA J ED 2
MCCARREN DANIEL S ENG3
MCCARREN EILEEN S BUS1
*MCCARREN LAURENCE JR PE 4
MCCARREN REBECCA C LAS4
MCCARTER ALAN R AGR3
MCCARTHY BRIAN A LAS1
MCCARTHY CANDACE E LAS3
MCCARTHY CRAIG A LAS1
MCCARTHY EDWARD C LAS3
MCCARTHY GAIL K LAS3
MCCARTHY JEFFREY J FAA4
MCCARTHY KATHLEEN D AGRA
MCCARTHY KATHLEEN S GRAD
MCCARTHY LAURIE A GRAD
MCCARTHY LEE LAS1
MCCARTHY MARGARET M AGR1
MCCARTHY MAURICE W BUS1
MCCARTHY MICHAEL A FAA3
MCCARTHY MICHAEL R ENG1
MCCARTHY PATRICIA A BUS1
MCCARTHY PAUL C PE 3
MCCARTHY RICHARD T LAS3
MCCARTHY ROBERT J LAS1
MCCARTHY THOMAS J BUS2
MCCARTHY THOMAS P LAS2
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 326 C
ChENOA ILL
URH SCOTT 294 C
204 E CLARK C
URH FORBES 441 C
URH TOWNSEND 246 C
602 E STOUGHTON 14 C
2020 N MATTIS 105 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TOWNSENO 333 U
902 E HARDING 81 U
URH FORBES 290 C
905 S 1ST 8 C
2110 ORCH ST 301 U
URH TRELEASE 412 U
1008 S 4TH C
102 N LINCOLN 4 U
102 N LINCOLN 4 U
1108 W NEVADA 7 U
1010 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 437 U
907 S 2ND 4 C
2033 D ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1226 U
SEATTLE WASH
URH TOWNSEND 115 U
112 E DANIEL C
705 S LINCOLN U
804 W OREGON U
URH LAR 430 U
2104 ORCH ST 202 U
URH HOPKINS 320 C
508 E ARMORY C
709 N BUSEY U
306 E DANIEL C
1203 E FLORIDA U
URH CARR 418 U
1613 VALLEY RD C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 282 U
1111 COUNTRY LN C
URH TOWNSEND 138 U
112 E JOHN 7 C
SPRINGFLD ILL
2062 A ORCH ST U
203 S WRIGHT C
213 PADDOCK E C
URH TOWNSEND 142 U
1206 W NEVADA U
1101 S 1ST 2 C
2010 KIRBY C
2C7 W WILLIAM C
2C7 S WRIGHT 2 C
2C7 S WRIGHT 2 C
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
105 E CHALMERS 302 C
614 S 4TH 4 C
1207 FLORIDA 13 U
405 N STATE 15 C
2607 DALE C
URH SHERMAN C
URH TOWNSEND 239 U
HICKORY N C
URH GARNER 450 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH TRELEASE 610 U
URH SHERMAN 1053 C
URH SHERMAN 251 C
905 SCOTTSDALE C
URH BUSEY 107 U
904 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 311 U
306 W HILL C
306 W HILL C
604 E ARMORY 1116 C
URH BARTON 126 C
URH HOPKINS 320 C
202 E DANIEL C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
WESTERN SPRS ILL
609 W MAIN 33 U
802 W ILLINOIS 4 U
705 W ELM 6 U
307 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 417 U
URH ALLEN 446 U
310 E GREGORY C
309 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 2212 C
URH ALLEN 226 U
LUDLOW ILL
URH ALLEN 385 U
URH SAUNDERS U
309 E CHALMERS C












































































2110 ORCH ST 301
30 CODY LN
15 N SEMINARY
102 N LINCOLN 4
102 N LINCOLN 4
203 S SAN PEDRO
900 BLUFF
900 BLUFF ST
21 S EUCLID AV
EZIOWELLE
1314 N ELM AV
3052-21 W
1220 LINCOLN AV




4742 W 87TH ST











1398 N 40TH ST
1932 S STATE ST
2062 A ORCH ST
2542 W 118TH ST
6216 W 83RD ST
650 TIMBER HILL RD




207 S WRIGHT 2









217 2ND AV NE
2244 OAK
401 N 5TH C
8426 S WOOD ST
518 MURPHY ST













5459 N SAYRE AV
1315 BALMORAL GLEN















































































































MCCARTHY TIMOTHY M LASl
MCCARTNEY BARBARA K LAS1
MCCARTNEY THOMAS W LAS3
MCCARTY BARBARA M LAS2
MCCARTY JUDY C LASl
MCCARTY MARTHA M GRAO
MCCARTY MARY M LAS3
MCCAULEY JOSEPH III FAA3
MCCAULEY LON A III GRAD
MCCAULEY MAPLIN D LAS3
MCCAULLA BRAO LASl
MCCAULLA MAPCIA J ED 3
MCCHESNEY LINDA K AGR1
MCCLAIN DANNY R ENG3
MCCLARD JAMES DALE GRAD
MCCLARY ELMER R LAS4
MCCLARY RICHARD D LAS3
MCCLEARY KAPEN A ED 4
MCCLEARY ROBERT C AGR2
MCCLELLAN JAMES L GRAD
MCCLELLAN LEONARD LAW1
MCCLELLAN MICHAEL B LAW2
MCCLELLAN NANCY P LAS3
MCCLELLAND FORREST D AVI2
MCCLENDON JOHN E GRAD
MCCLENDON MICHAEL R BUS1
MCCLENDON PEGGY J LASl
MCCLERNON NICKI L BUS3
*MCCLINTOCK GREGORY K LAW1
*MCCLINTOCK IRENE H PE 6
MCCLINTOCK JOHN R ENG3
MCCLINTON MONICA S ED 2
MCCLURE CAROL YORK BUS1
MCCLURE GEORGE S LAW1
*MCCLURE LAVONNE K GRAD
MCCLURE MARK STEPHEN GRAD
MCCLURE TIMOTHY M BUS3
MCCLUSKEY NANCY L FAA3
MCCOLGIN LINDA CAROL PE 4
MCCOLLEY DIANE KELSE GRAD
MCCOLLOUGH JOHN S BUS1
MCCOLLUM DENISE A LAS2
MCCOLM MICHAL S FAA2
MCCOMB ROBERT E GRAD
MCCOMBE WILLIAM J GRAD
MCCONAGHY DANIEL R FAA4
*MCCONAGHY GEORGE A GRAD
MCCONAUGHY RICHARD E GRAD
MCCONE LANA E LAS3
MCCONKEY MICHAEL R ENG3
MCCONKEY NANCY J PE 2
MCCONNAUGHAY PHILIP LAS2
MCCONNELL CYNTHIA L LASl
MCCONNELL ELLEN P LASl
MCCONNELL JOHN C AGR1
MCCONNELL LAURENCE M LASl
MCCONNELL PATRICIA M LAS2
MCCONNELL TIMOTHY C LASl
MCCOOL STEVEN C ENG1
MCCORD GLORIA ANN ED 3
MCCORMACK SANDRA L LAS2
MCCORMICK BRENT A BUS1
MCCORMICK ELLEN ED 3
MCCORMICK JAMES D ENG2
MCCORMICK JANICE LAS3
MCCORMICK JERRY M LASl
MCCORMICK MADELINE J GRAD
MCCORMICK MARGARET M LAS3
MCCORMICK WILLIAM M GRAD
MCCORRY STEPHANIE P GRAD
MCCOWN CAROL E PE 1
MCCOY ANGELA LASl
MCCOY BPUCE D FAA3
MCCOY DELL K AGR1
MCCOY JOHN WYNNF GRAD
MCCOY NORMA SIMS GRAD
MCCOY PATRICK M FAA3
MCCRAE JAMES T LAS3
MCCRARY PAUL T ENG4
MCCPAW DAVID E LASl
MCCRAW JOHN R LAS2
MCCRAY PONNFLL E LAS3
MCCRAY GARY M LASl
MCCRAY LEROY FAA3
MCCRFADIE MARSHA ANN GRAD
MCCULLAGH BONNIE LEE GRAD
MCCULLAGH GRANT G FAA4
MCCULLEY JAMES RILEY LAW1
MCCULLEY JEAN ANN FAA1
MCCULLEY JOHN R FAA4
MCCULLEY PAMELA A BUS3
MCCULLOCH JAMES D AGR3
MCCULLOCH JOHN DAVID BUS2
MCCULLOUGH BRENDA J LAS3
MCCULLOUGH GEORGE W LAS3
MCCULLOUGH GERALD W GRAD
MCCULLOUGH JANET L LASl
URH FORBES 232 C
URH WARDALL 517 U
212 E DANIEL C
URH BLAISDELL 406 U
414 CARR U
2109 W WHITE C
URH GARNER 271 C
1C7 1/2 S NEIL C
206 E OREGON U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 220 C
1109 S 3RD C
805 W OHIO U
1107 W GREEN 626 U
GIBSON CITY ILL
201 S BIRCH U




URH FORBES 480 C
302 W ELLS C
402 E PENN U
809 W PENN U
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH BABCOCK 212 U
URH BABCOCK 331 U
710 W OHIO U
715 S PRAIRIE C
715 S PRAIRIE C
1106 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 604 U
ST JOSEPH ILL




1204 S LINCOLN U
1101 S ORCH U
1003 W CHARLES C
904 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS C
2070 B ORCH U
709 W GREEN U
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
19C6 D ORCH ST U
1428 HOLLY HILL C
508 F ARMORY C
305 W PARK 4 U
FARMER CITY ILL
URH SCOTT 275 C
URH BABCOCK 7 U
URH WARDALL 1103 U
310 E DANIEL C
212 E DANIEL C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 138 U
URH FORBES 323 C
URH BABCOCK 10 U
URH TRELEASE 210 U
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
1202 W NEVADA U
1110 S 2ND C
506 E SPNGFLD C
STERLING ILL
505 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 226 C
803 S MATTIS 2 C
306 E PARK 108 C
URH CLARK 236 C
306 E MICHIGAN U
URH TAFT 303 C
58 E GREGORY C
807 W ILLINOIS 3 U
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
1705 W SANGAMON C
1308 W CLARK U
1604 CORONADO 7 C
URH TOWNSEND 373 U
MONTICELLO ILL
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
URH NOBLE 227 C
1806 D ORCH PL U
505 W UNIVERSITY 3 C
1103 W MAIN U
VERSAILLES FR
402 W FLOPIOA U
78 GREENCROFT C
203 E OREGON U
9C8 KIRBY C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
305 E JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1016 U
706 GREGORY U
URH HOPKINS 230 C
































































ROUTE 1 BOX 67
706 W INDIANA
850 JEWETT ST



























2531 N JACKSON ST
24 MARBERRY
1101 S ORCHARD ST
323 W RUTLEDGE
111 S 8TH ST




1906 D ORCH ST
1428 HOLLY HILL
3248 N PLAINFIELD













21 S OWEN ST
RR 2
10920 S TRUMBULL
806 E 15TH ST
34 SLINGEPLAND AV
719 LINDEN AV





RR 1 BOX 72
807 W ILLINOIS 3
14830 S KEELER AV
1705 W SANGAMON
476 E FULTON ST





1806 D ORCH PL
505 W UNIVERSITY 3














































































































MCCUL LOUGH SCOTT BUS1
MCCULLOUGH STEPHEN J FAA2
MCCULLY GREGORY L AGR3
MCCUMBER THOMAS L LAS*
MCCURDY DAVID S LAW2
MCCURDY JOHN T LAS*
MCCURDY LINDA K LAS2
MCCURRY JEFFREY L LAS2
MCDADE DANIEL J JR FAA*
MCDANIEL DAVID B LAS3
MCDANIEL DAVID J LAS*
MCDANIEL GAYLE S ED 2
MCDANIEL MARK S BUS1
MCDANIEL ROGER K ENG3
MCDANIEL SHARON K LAS2
MCDANIEL STEWART C ENG1
MCDANIEL THOMAS C BUS1
MCDANNELL DENNIS P AGR1
MCDERMOTT CAROL E AGR1
MCDERMOTT JEANNE M FAA1
MCDERMOTT KYLE L LAS2
MCDERMOTT MARY E LAS3
MCDERMOTT TERRI J FAA3
MCDEVITT THOMAS M BUS!
MCDONALD ANNE M FAA2
MCDONALD CATHERINE M LAS3
MCDONALD DEBRA L LAS2
MCDONALD DIANA PELC GRAD
MCDONALD DONELL LAS1
MCDONALD HARRY P LAS2
MCOONALD JAMES L ENG1
MCDONALD JERROLD G BUS1
MCDONALD JOHN M BUS1
MCDONALD JUDY M AGR1
MCDONALD KATHLEEN A AGR*
MCDONALD KEVIN J LAS3
MCDONALD MARGARET F FAA3
MCDONALD MAUREEN K PE 2
MCDONALD MAUREEN R LAS3
MCDONALD MILLARD B GRAD
MCDONALD SCOTT P LAS1
MCDONALD STANLEY G LAS*
MCDONALD STEPHEN E LAS2
MCDONALO SUSAN J LAS1
MCDONALD TERRY L LAW3
MCDONOUGH DAVID L FAA*
MCDONOUGH JAMES V LAS*
MCDONOUGH MARLAINE J GRAD
MCDOWELL ANN T FAA2
MCDOWELL KENNETH P GRAD
MCDOWELL MICHAEL J FAA*
MCDOWELL PATRICIA P GRAD
MCDUFFY ISADORE N BUS*
MCEACHRON STEPHEN E AGR*
MCELOOWNEY ROBERT JR BUS2
MCELFRESH GARY BUS*
MCELHANEY KAREN SUE PE 1
MCELLIGOTT ROBERT M LAS3
MCELROY BRENDA J LAS*
MCELROY CHRISTOPHER FAA*
MCELROY EDWARD L BUS2
MCELROY GREGORY P ENG1
MCELROY JAMES EARL ED 3
MCELROY SUSAN WALKER ENG3
MCELVAINE MICHAEL D VM 1
MCELWAIN ROBERT D LAS*
MCELWEE ERMEL J JR GRAD
MCENERNEY JAMES K LAS2
MCENROE JOHN T BUS3
MCENROE PATRICIA A BUS1
MCEWAN BETTE EVELYN GRAD
MCEWEN GERALD N JR GRAD
MCEWIN JERRALD R ENG*
MCFADDEN ANDREA P FAA*
MCFADDEN JAMES E LAS*
MCFADDEN KELLY T LAS3
MCFALLS MICHAEL T ENG*
MCFALLS MICHELE ED 1
MCFARLAND BRYAN T AVI2
MCFARLAND HAROLD R BUS3
MCFARLAND JOSEPH M BUS*
MCFARLAND LAURA J FAA*
MCFARLAND LYDIA F LAS2
MCFARLAND PATRICK A LAW1
MCFARLAND THOMAS J BUS*
MCFARLIN GECRGE P AGR1
MCGANN JANICE E LAS3
MCGARIGLE SARA JOAN GRAD
MCGARY SUSAN J LAS*
MCGEARY THOMAS N GRAD
MCGEE CARL M LAS1
MCGEE CHARLES F JR GRAD
MCGEE GLENN W AVI2
MCGEE JOYCE LINDA GRAD
MCGEE JUDITH EILEEN LAS2
MCGEHEE CYNTHIA L LAS3
MCGEHEE JAMES A VM *
URH SCOTT 171 C
808 W INDIANA U
103 GREEN C
URH BABCOCK *31 U
7 OAKWOOO U
308 W WASHINGTON U
URH GARNER 3*5 C
URH OGLESBY 805 U
1101 S 1ST 2 C
1101 W PENN U
1209 E FLORIDA 32 U
URH ALLEN 321 U
310 E JOHN C
505 S BUSEY 205 U
URH TRELEASE 1113 U
URH OGLESBY 100* U
310 E JOHN C
PAXTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 627 U
URH SCOTT *9* C
10 JUNIPER C
URH BABCOCK 301 U
URH TRELEASE 11* U
1007 S 3RD C
URH LAR 213 U
*08 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH GARNER *78 C
507 S CHICAGO C
URH OGLESBY 925 U
100* S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 361 U
URH GARNER 223 C
URH SCOTT 27* C
RR 2 U
1102 W STOUGHTON U
111 S BUSEY 2 U
502 1/2 E STOGHTN C
URH SAUNDERS 330 U
508 E ARMORY C
301 E WHITE * C
URH SCOTT 157 C
*03 1/2 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
URH ALLEN 189 U
URH TAFT 9 C
GURTH 36 U
805 W OREGON U
URH VANDOREN 327 C
710 S ELM C
106 E GREEN C
502 W HILL * C
106 E GREEN 6 C
221 1/2 S WATER C
1807 W SANGAMON C
DECATUR ILL
158 PADDOCK E 1 C
*03 E WHITE 3 C
1719 ROBERT C
URH BUSEY 155 U
61 E JOHN C
310 E JOHN C
1010 S 2ND C
1*08 N MCKINLEY C
61 E JOHN C
30* N WILLIS C
707 S 6TH 507 C
2509 ROLAND C
*09 E CHALMRS C
311 E GREEN C
URH LAR *99 U
URH SHERMAN 665 C
808 OAKLAND 208 U
3* ROXBURY U
1*02 DUNCAN RD C
1107 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 228 U
URH TOWNSEND *65 U
URH CARR 9 U
URH SNYDER 311 C
*11 1/2 W HILL C
SYCAMORE ILL
1202 W NEVADA U
RR 2 U
307 E JOHN C
305 E ILLINOIS U
URH NOBLE 109 C
URH WARDALL 80* U
FISHER ILL
1108 W NEVADA U
LA MESA CAL
URH OGLESBY 507 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 611 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
710 W OHIO U
URH VANDOREN *2I C

































































*00 S 6TH ST
*02S WASHINGTON ST




109 S 1ST ST
BOX *06
*1*9 W WEST END AV
321 S WAIOLA
109 S 1ST ST







123*5 S 75TH AV
123*5 S 75TH AV
*3* *TH AV
507 S CHICAGO
2033 S 13TH AV







233 S MILTON AV
30* E WALNUT ST
*00 S KENSINGTON
RR 3 BOX 52A
5337 PARK LN
205 WHITEHALL DR




223 S MAIN ST




106 E GREEN 6

























8629 S EMERALD ST
119 TUTTLE AV
*11 1/2 W HILL














RR 1 BOX 227A




































































































MCGEOUGH PAMELA A LAS3
MCGETRICK JOHN J LAS3
MCGHEE LARRY LAS1
MCGHEE SUSAN N FAA1
MCGILL BRIDGET G LAS2
*MCGILL GENE E BUS3
MCGILL JEFFREY C LAS4
MCGILL KATHLEEN M LAS3
MCGILL RICHARD J LAS1
MCGILL RONALD L FAA1
*MCGINNES PAUL R GRAD
MCGINNIS JAMES BUS2
MCGINNIS JAMES P LAS3
*MCGINNIS MARK WYATT GRAD
MCGINNIS MICHAEL E LAS1
MCGINNIS MICHAEL T BUS1
MCGINNIS MIKE J FAA4
MCGINTY JAMES E III LAS3
MCGINTY MICHAEL J GRAD
MCGIVERN MICHAEL J BUS3
MCGLAMERY MARILYN H GRAD
MCGLAUGHLIN JAN H AGR4
MCGLORY ANDREW V FAA4
MCGLORY DORETHA T LAS1
MCGLORY WILLIE E LAS2
MCGLUMPHY MARCELYN S GRAD
MCGOUGH CYNTHIA C AGR1
MCGOUGH TIMOTHY P LAS3
MCGOVERN KATHLEEN A LAS3
MCGOVNEY JAMES E LAS4
MCGOWAN PHILIP JAMES ENG4
MCGOWEN RANDALL E GRAD
MCGRADY CHAPLES B LAS3
MCGRADY MICHAEL P ENG1
MCGRATH DANIEL J LAS3
MCGRATH ELIZABETH K AGR1
MCGRATH HELEN A LAS1
MCGRATH JAMES T BUS2
MCGRATH KATHERINE P GRAD
MCGRATH MARY F BUS1
MCGRATH ROBERT A GRAD
MCGRATH WILLIAM D LAS1
MCGRAW MARTIN T LAS2
MCGREAL DCNNA L LAS4
MCGREAL RICHARD J ENG1
MCGREAL SHIPLEY S GRAD
MCGREEVY CAROL F BUS1
MCGRFEVY CAROLYN D GRAD
MCGREGOR GEORGE F JR GRAD
MCGREW JUDITH A AGR2
MCGREW RALPH WAYNE VM 4
MCGRIGGS LEE A GRAD
MCGPOGAN DONALD T GRAD
MCGUAN MARY J FAA1
MCGUFFIN JAMES P JR ENG4
MCGUIRE JAMES J BUS3
MCGUIRE JOHN J LAS2
MCGUIRE JOHN W LAS4
MCGUIRE LORRAINE D GRAD
MCGUIRE MARIANN F LAS2
MCGUIRE R ICHARD G LAS4
MCGUIRE TERRY R GRAD
MCGUIRE WILLIAM P LAS4
MCGURK JAMES A LAW3
MCGURK JEANETTE M AGR1
MCHAPRY JOHN DYER GRAD
MCHENRY DAVID S FAA2
MCHENRY ROBERT W FAA2
MCHENRY SUSAN A LAS4
MCHUGH FREDERICK W PE 3
MCHUGH PATRICIA L LAS1
MCHUGH ROBERT K LAS2
MCILRAVY DEBRA A LAS1
MCILVAIN LAURA L LAS1
MCILVOY KEVIN C LAS2
MCINTOSH DEBORAH C GRAD
MCINTOSH EILEEN D LAS3
MCINTOSH KEVIN R LAS3
MCINTOSH L K JR LAW2
MCINTOSH PATRICIA D ED 4
MCINTOSH STEVEN C AVI1
MCINTYRE CAROLYN S GRAD
MCINTYRE JAMES R ENG3
MCINTYRE JANET K FAA4
MCINTYRE JOEL K LAS1
MCINTYRE SCOTT D LAS1
MCISAAC COLIN A II I ENG4
MCKAHAN KATHLEEN LAS2
MCKALE BARBARA JEAN LAS2
MCKANE FREDERICK III ENG3
MCKAY DANIEL E VM 1
MCKAY ECWARD D III GRAD
MCKAY HOLLY A LAS3
MCKAY LINDA CONNETT PE 3
MCKAY SCOTT L BUS3
MCKEAN BERNARD J AGR1
MCKEAN DAVID B AGR1
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
URH HOPKINS 273 C 332-1240
URH SNYDER 395 C 332-1808
908 S LINCOLN U 344-2170
605 S COLER U 344-3187
TWIN ORCH TRLR PK U
1101 W PENN U 352-8033
1107 W GREEN 121 U 344-1760
URH TAFT 206 C 332-0613
URH TOWNSEND 364 U 332-1814
601 E COLORADO U 367-7854
310 E CHALMERS 308 C
URH TOWNSEND 420 U
BCNDVILLE ILL
308 E ARMORY C 344-9467
CHARLESTON ILL
2010 B ORCH ST U 344-4294
3309 STONEYBROOK C
3309 STONYBROOK C
URH TOWNSEND 479 U 332-4234
SAVOY ILL
MUNCIE ILL
205 E GREEN C
URH SAUNDERS 327 U 332-3669
URH BABCOCK 408 U 332-3802
11 SUTTON PL U 367-3418
URH CLARK 338 C 332-0061
711 W GREEN U 332-3347
URH TRELEASE 112 U 332-5424
401 SPNGFLD U 367-8475
401 N CARSON C
407 W SPRNGFLD U
108 E JOHN C
URH LUNDGREN 103 C 332-0216
URH BLAISDELL 114 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 237 U 332-3167
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
1301 STOUT U 328-1839
URH LAR 369 U 332-3016
1301 STOUT U 328-1839
502 W MICHIGAN U 344-1662
211 E OANIEL C 344-2168
URH SHERMAN 103 C 332-4607
URH OGLESBY 218 U 332-5099
1709 LINCOLN RD C 352-3390
URH ALLEN 325 U
905 S 1ST C 356-5269
610 W CALIFORNIA U
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
203 S BIRCH U 367-8869
URH SHERMAN 518 C 332-4756
RANTOUL ILL
URH CARR 409 U 332-3^52
URH TOWNSEND 342 U 332-4143
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
715 S FOLEY C 352-0608
904 W CLARK U
ECUC BLDG 220 U 333-2533
URH GARNER 465 C 332-0889
STA A BOX 2456 C
708 S 1ST C
603 1/2 S 1ST C
1007 S OAK 4 C 356-6343
CHICAGO ILL
1107 E FLORIDA 11 U 344-1581
URH SAUNDERS 215 U 332-3626
URH SAUNDERS 214 U 332-3625
505 S BUSEY 208 U 344-5961
1004 W CLARK C 356-7193
2806 SANGAMON C 359-1336
402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
URH LAR 465 U
URH TRELEASE 1102 U
604 E ARMORY 404 C 344-1266
URH SHERMAN 865 C
404 BRIAR LN 8 C 359-6113
URH GARNER 228 C 332-0720
206 W WASHINGTON 4 U 367-5864
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH GARNER 386 C
NEWMAN ILL
2704 S 1ST ST RD C 344-3718
1C08 W UNIVERSITY U 344-2280
URH OGLESBY 1216 U 332-5397
URH LUNDGREN 124 C
RANTOUL ILL
605 E UNIVERSITY C 352-1902
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
711 S RANDOLPH 6 C 356-0314
1208 W CLARK U 367-5923
2114 ORCH ST 101 U
611 F DANIEL C 344-1840
2114 ORCH ST 101 U 344-1973
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
604 E ARMORY 2231 C

























4919 W CNGRSS PKWY
4919 W CONGRESS
ROUTE 2
210 N CATALPA ST
407 IOKA





ROUTE 1 BOX 223
325 S MACARTHUR
426 S CHASE ST
865 W JEFFERY ST
1044 WESTERN AV
1301 STOUT
722 N CHURCH ST
609 S ELMWOOD
502 W MICHIGAN
1144 E 170TH ST
2S088 BIG HORN DR















8019 S MOZART ST
3725 COLUMBIA AV














208 W 32ND ST
404 BRIAR LN 8
102 N WATERMAN
3620 S RHODES 1303











16441 S BEVERLY AV
2114 ORCH ST 101
9400 W 122ND ST





































































































MCKECHNIE THELMA L LAS4
MCKEE CHARLES L AGR4
MCKEE REBECCA A PE 3
MCKEETH ROLLIN V ED 3
*MCKELVIE MARK R AGR4
MCKELVIE PATRICIA F LAS3
MCKELVIE STEPHAN P FAA1
MCKENTY GEOFFREY E GRAD
MCKENZIE ANGELA T LAS1
MCKENZIE BECKY J FAA1
MCKENZIE DAVID S ED 4
MCKENZIE ELI JR GRAD
MCKENZIE JAMES H BUS1
MCKENZIE JAMES M AGR1
MCKENZIE LEE F GRAD
MCKENZIE MARK W LAS3
MCKENZIE MARY E GRAD
MCKEON JOSEPHINE T GRAD
MCKEONE BARRY J LAS3
MCKEONE SHEILA C LAS1
MCKEOWN MARY PARK GRAD
*MCKEOWN WILLIAM E BUS4
MCKERNAN FRANCIS J LAS4
MCKEY PAULA K LAS3
MCKIBBEN SUSAN D ED 2
MCKIBBIN JOHN G LAS4
MCKIBBIN PATRICIA A GRAD
MCKINLEY JOHN R ENG3
MCKINLEY MARGARET E GRAD
MCKINLEY PAMELA A FAA2
MCKINLEY THOMAS M FAA2
MCKINLEY WILLIAM JR LAS4
MCKINNEY BILL D ENG4
MCKINNEY JAMES GRAD
*MCKINNEY MURPHY GRAD
*MCKINNEY RHONDAL LEE GRAD
MCKINNEY RONALD D BUS1
MCKINNEY WILLIAM L GRAD
MCKINNON CYNTHIA ANN GRAD
MCKINNON SHIRLEY J GRAD
MCKINSTPAY JAMES M BUS2
MCKINSTRAY NEILL C BUS2
MCKINZIE JOHN M BUS2
MCKIRGAN NANCY A LAS3
MCKNIGHT CURTIS CLAU GRAD
MCKNIGHT GEORGE H LAS1
MCKNIGHT MICHELYNN S GRAD
MCKOWN BETTE FURGANG GRAD
MCKOWN JOHN WAYNE GRAD
MCKOWN KARAN M LAS1
MCKOWN LINDA K LAW3
MCKOWN MICHAEL L LAS1
MCKOWN RUSSELL CARL GRAD
MCLAIN PETER R LAS3
MCLAIN ROSANNA M LAS1
MCLAIN SYLVIA A LAS3
MCLANE JERRY ALAN GRAD
MCLANEY AMANDA J LAS4
MCLAREN CHARLES M BUS4
MCLAREN MARK LLOYD AGR4
MCLAUGHLIN DAVID L AGR1
MCLAUGHLIN GAYLE ANN LAS2
MCLAUGHLIN MARGARET GRAD
MCLAUGHLIN MICHAEL D AGR4
MCLAUGHLIN STEPHEN L ENG4
MCLEAN ARLIS A FAA1
MCLEAN CHRISTINE R COM3
MCLEAN HOLLY B AGR1
MCLEAN SANORA VM 1
MCLEES DOUGLAS W BUS1
MCLEES MICHAEL J BUS1
MCLEVIGE WILLIAM V ENG3
MCMAHAN EVA MAE GRAD
MCMAHON DANIEL M LAS1
MCMAHON DENNIS A LASl
MCMAHON JAMES B ENG3
MCMAHON JAMES P LAS2
MCMAHON KAREN GREGG FAA4
MCMAHON KATHERINE A LAS2
MCMAHON KATHLEEN A LAS4
MCMAHON PAUL JOSEPH FAA3
MCMAHON TIMOTHY R LAS4
MCMAHON VICKI L BUS1
MCMENAMIN JOSEPH E LAS2
MCMILLAN ERIC W GRAD
MCMILLAN JOHN H LAS3
MCMILLAN MOSES W GRAD
MCMILLAN NELSON K JR GRAD
MCMILLIN DAVID R GRAD
MCMILLIN KIM I LAS4
MCMILLIN KIRK E ENG4
MCMILLIN TEFRENCE W LASl
MCMILLIN TY GREGORY LAS2
MCMINN THOMAS BUS1
MCMULLAN CANDICE G LAS3
MCMULLAN DANNY P LASl
MCMULLEN CATHY A LAS4
URH WARDALL 219 U 332-4326
1108 W NEVADA U 344-0131
CHRISMAN ILL
36 E CHALMERS C 359-6460
201 E JOHN C 352-3175
201 E JOHN C 352-3175
201 E JOHN C 356-7857
URH SHERMAN 1260 C
URH BUSEY 432 U 332-2674
URH ALLEN 440 U
RANTOUL ILL
302 W LOCUST 10 U 344-8379
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
27 SHERWIN CR U 344-0001
CARRIAGE PL 37 U
203 N HARVEY U
INDIANAPOLIS INO
815 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
URH SCOTT 438 C 332-1634
URH LAR 437 U 332-2935
1211 KIRBY C 356-6050
CLINTON ILL
302 S 4TH 10 C
910 S 3RD C 344-5041
URH TRELEASE 910 U 332-5657
52 E JOHN 20 C 352-0195
56 1/2 E GREEN 202 C 352-9533
209 E JOHN 9 C
711 S RANDOLPH 7 C 359-8250
409 E CHALMRS 1102 C 334-5925
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
301 W ILLINOIS U 344-3552
9 WAYSIDE U 367-0441
URH SHERMAN 959 C 332-4954
2304 TAMAROCK C 356-2368
605 W MAIN U 344-5610
URH SNYOER 275 C
811 W MAIN U 367-4288
609 W MAIN U 328-1219
401 EDGEBROOK 302 C
604 E ARMORY 1101 C 344-1266
604 E ARMORY 2101 C
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
716 E MICHIGAN U
805 S LINCOLN 5 U 344-1799
URH HOPKINS 157 C
805 S LINCOLN 5 U 344-1799
2001 D ORCH ST U 344-7801
2001 D ORCH ST U
URH LAR 388 U
505 W UNIVERSITY 1 C 352-6465
URH TOWNSEND 37U U 332-4162
505 W UNIVERSITY C 352-6465
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
URH HOPKINS 394 C 322-1324
URH CARR 428 U 332-3698
MAHOMET ILL
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
MAHOMET ILL 586-4883
3214 CAMERON C 359-7638
58 E GREGORY C
309 JOHN C
306 HESSEL C 359-7596
58 E GREGORY C 344-7153
URH 4TH U
URH CLARK 422 C 332-0075
106 E HEALEY C 356-4718
URH CLARK 222 C 332-0022
1002 S BUSEY U 328-1694
URH SCOTT 260 U 332-1470
312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
URH ALLEN 381 U 332-3370
315 N ORCH 6 U 344-4695
URH BARTON 303 U
URH HOPKINS 441 C 332-1356
1004 S 4TH U
502 W GRIGGS U
605 W ILLINOIS U 367-2982
309 E JOHN C
55 E HEALEY 104 C
1010 S 2ND C
1856 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 725 U 332-4453
URH CARR 306 U 332-3918
1802 C ORCH PL U 344-0549
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5283
2030 B ORCH ST U 344-5987
509 E WHITE 17 C 359-8138
1208 W CLARK U 328-1760




URH OGLESBY 924 U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH NOBLE 320 C 332-0416























302 S 4TH 10
410 E GRIDLEY RC
2304 S SPRING
56 1/2 E GREEN
1411 E LYN CT








305 N 4TH ST
811 W MAIN
609 W MAIN
ROUTE 1 BOX 308
RR 1
RR 1




805 S LINCOLN 5
2001 D ORCH ST
2001 D ORCH ST
2391 WARWICK OR




412 N MACON ST

















315 N ORCH ST 6











1802 C ORCH PL
2220 WESTVIEW DP
1025 NW 58TH ST












































































































MCMULLEN CHRISTINA L LAS4
MCMULLEN MICHAFL D ENG4
MCMURRAY BRYAN A LAS2
MCMURRAY CHARLES J BUS2
MCMURRAY DONALD T BUS2
MCMURRY STEVEN B LAS1
MCMURTRIE BRUCE E FAA3
MCMUPTRY DAVID C LAS1
MCNAB BARBARA L ED 3
MCNABB DAVID A LAS2
MCNAIR LEONARD ED 4
MCNAIR THOMAS M LAS4
MCNALLY CATHERINE LAS3
MCNALLY MARY E LAS3
MCNAMARA ELIZABETH A LAS2
MCNAMARA JAMES A ENG4
MCNAMARA JOHN B FAA4
MCNAMARA KEVIN R LAS1
MCNAMARA PHYLLIS A LAS4
MCNAMARA ROBERT R ENG4
MCNAMARA SUSAN M LAS3
MCNAMEE BARBARA A LAS3
MCNAUGHTON DAVID B LAS3
MCNAUGHTON JOYCE A PE 3
MCNEAL MARVA A PE 3
MCNEALY BRAD A LAS1
MCNEELY CHARLES E LAW2
MCNEESE DENNIS T LAS4
MCNEIL CHARLES L BUS4
MCNEIL MICHAEL R ENG2
MCNEIL NORMA ATHEY LAS3
MCNEIL PEGGY SUE FAA1
MCNEIL ROBERT I III GRAD
*MCNEILL ALLAN R GRAD
MCNEILL JAY LAW1
MCNEILL MARGARET M GRAD
MCNEILL THOMAS W VM 1
MCNETT DIANE B LAS1
MCNICHOLAS JOHN P JR ENG2
MCNICHOLS MAUREEN F LAS2
MCNICHOLS PHILIP LAS3
MCNULTY CRAIG M LAS3
MCNURNEY JOHN M GRAD
MCNUTT MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
MCPEFK RAYMOND E ED 3
MCPHEE RICHARD J FAA3
MCPHERSON CRAIG R ENG2
MCPHERSON HERBERT J BUS3
MCPHETERS BRIAN L LAW3
MCPIKE EDWARD C LAS1
MCQUADE LINDA FELBER GRAD
MCQUALITY MARK S LAS3
MCQUEEN CAROL H GRAD
MCQUEEN CHARLES E LAS3
MCQUEEN CHARLES R LAW1
MCQUEEN JAMES D GRAD
MCQUEEN MICHAEL J LAS2
MCQUEEN PETER D GRAD
MCQUEEN ROBERT W AGR4
MCQUEEN RUTH A FAA4
MCROBERTS KAREN M COM4
MCSORLEY RITA BRITT AGR4
MCSORLEY THOMAS L JR FAA4
MCSWEEN ESPERANZA A BUS1
MCTEAGUE JEANNE M LAS4
MCTHUNE LUROYAL LAS2
MCVOY KATHLEEN S PE 1
MCVOY WALTER SCOTT GRAD
MCWARD HARRY J BUS3
MCWHERTER STEPHEN M ED 4
MCWHORTER ANTHONY AVI2




MEACHUM CAROL J LAS4
MEACHUM JANET R ED 3
MEADE DEBORAH J LAS3
MEADE JAMES F BUS3
MEADE MICHAEL E AGR2
MEADE WILLIAM H PE 4
MEADO VICKI S LAS1
MEAGHER GARY J LAS3
MEAGHER GREGORY M ENG3
MEAGHER LAURA L LAS1
MEALIFF DARYL K AGR2
MEANS DONALD S LAW1
MEANS JAY COURTNEY GRAD
MEANS ROBERT PALMER GRAD
MEARES CAROLYN ANN GRAD
MEARES VICKIE SLIFE ED 6
MEARS BRUCE R VM 2
MEARS MARALEE ELAINE GRAD
MEATTE MARK C FAA4
MECCIA ROBERT M GRAD
MECH JOSEPH R BUS1
MECOZZI WALTER P ENG3
1006 S 3RD 24 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
313 E JOHN 22 C
209 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 233 U
310 E GREGORY C
URH SNYDER 386 C
403 E WHITE 7 C
URH HOPKINS 371 C
1103 1/2 N MARKET C
706 S GREGORY PL U
55 E HEALEY C
58 E ARMORY 5 C
306 N MATHEWS U
408 W OREGON U
55 E HEALEY 103 C
URH HOPKINS 293 C
509 S 5TH 20 C
800 W CHURCH 9 C
508 E ARMORY C
508 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 625 U
2217 S 1ST 104 C
URH BLAISDELL 418 U
211 E DANIEL C
808 SCOVILL U
URH GARNER 320 C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 225 U
702 W HILL C
409 E CHALMRS C
606 W OHIO U
808 E MICHIGAN U
1110 N DIVISION U
207 N CENTRAL U
207 N CENTRAL U
URH LAR 301 U
URH FORBES 488 C
URH WARDALL 622 U
1007 S 3RD C




105 E HEALEY C
URH WESTON 120 C
5 PERSIMMON CIRCLE U
URH BARTON 19 C
URH NOBLE 215 C
1107 E FLORIDA 13 U
1101 W PENN U
6 FLORIDA U
409 E CHALMERS C




107 W CALIFORNIA U
LOMBARD ILL
309 E JOHN C
704 W STOUGHTON 1 U
704 W STOUGHTON 1 U
CHICAGO ILL
410 W CALIFORNIA U
105 E JOHN 104 C
URH LAR 107 U
1833 C ORCH ST U
1772 VALLEY RD C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH OGLESBY 326 U
810 S 3RD 4 C
1207 W NEVADA U
810 S 3RD 4 C
805 W GREEN U
508 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 119 C
URH WARDALL 613 U
106 E HEALEY C
HCMER ILL
RR 2 U
URH TRELEASE 905 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 462 U
URH GARNER 344 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
306 E THOMPSON U
408 N ORAPER C
812 OAKLAND 206 U
52 E JOHN C
R WILSON TRLR CT 5 U
21 SANDALWOOD C
904 N BROADWAY 204 U
1007 S 2ND C
2303 S 1ST 203 C
URH FORBES 456 C



























































1015 W 129TH PL
2901-36TH ST
1212 HILLGROVE AV
603 E FALCON DR
32 BIRCH RD
220 S LAGRANGE RD
8246 N NEVA AV
319 N MAPLE ST





17726 OAK PARK AV
1532 CROSBY ST
809 E BALDWIN RD
1705 GLEN PARK
800 W CHURCH 9
RR 2
2413 WAGNER LN
509 S 22ND ST
12621 73RD CT







12518 S ROMA RD
507 ZECCA DR




14306 S LOWE AV












1915 NE 73 2
18539 COWING CT
910 ROMONA RD











4617 W 97TH PL
5528 W ADAMS
445 PARK BLVD 1L




938 W DOWNER PL
618 N MONTGOMERY















1089 S WOLF RD
52 E JOHN
















































































































MEDLER WI LLIAM KELLY
MEDOFF LYNN W
MEDRANO AMBROSE























































































LAS4 1700 JEANNE C
LAS4 411 W GREEN U
GRAD 804 E WASHINGTON U
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 422 U
ENG4 904 W GREEN U
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 4605 U
GRAD 1932 C ORCH ST U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 366 C
GRAD 2011 W PARKDALE C
LAS1 URH BARTON 416 C
PE 3 707 E MAIN U
AGR4 1101 W MAIN U
LAS2 911 S 4TH C
BUS3 111 S BUSEY 8 U
AGR1 110 E ARMORY C
LAS3 104 N LINCOLN U
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1366 C
ENG4 309 E CHALMERS C
AVI3 URH HOPKINS 469 C
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C
BUS6 2317 TAMARACK C
AGR3 105 N WRIGHT U
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
LAS2 901 2ND C
LAS1 URH FLAGG 308 C
PE 4 20 SALEM RD U
LAS2 LINCOLN TRLR PARK U
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
ENG4 706 W SPNGFLD C
FAA4 407 SOUTH 11 C
LAS4 1702 W BRADLEY C
GRAD 1819 HEMLOCK C
LAW1 5 NEWPORT RD U
GRAD COORD SCI LAB U
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS C
ED 1 409 E CHALMRS C
ENG4 2078 HAZEWD CT C
FAA2 URH WARDALL 924 U
BUS1 URH BARTON 18 C
FAA4 505 FAIRLAWN U
GRAD 905 COLORADO 49 U
LAS4 2078 HAZWD CT U
GRAD 905 E COLORADO U
ENG3 501 E DANIEL C
BUS3 URH SNYDER 463 C
GRAD 407 E GREEN U
FAA3 505 E CLARK C
BUS3 URH WESTON 288 C
LAS1 URH EVANS 109 U
ENG4 CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1304 SILVER 1 U
LAS3 906 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 114 U
COM3 1102 S LINCOLN U
BUS4 202 p GREGORY C
ENG4 2215 S 1ST 103 C
LAS3 EDWARDSVILLE ILL
GRAD TURNER HALL 513 U
GRAD 115 CAC U
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 8 U
LAS1 URH CARR 212 U
ENG4 906 W CLARK U
LAS3 URH SNYDER 173 C
AGR1 10C8 S 4TH C
ENG4 310 E CHALMERS 209 C
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
AGR2 1104 W NEVADA U
COM3 313 E JOHN 13 C
ENG3 46 MAPLEWOOD U
GRAD URH DANIELS 719 U
LAS3 URH WARDALL 617 U
BUS1 907 S 4TH C
LAS4 1503 WILEY U
LAS4 805 W OHIO U
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 340 U
LAS1 URH SCOTT 442 C
LAS1 URH FLAGG 415 C
GRAD URH SHERMAN 659 C
GRAD NUC ENG LAB U
GRAD 707 W INDIANA U
GRAD ST ANNE ILL
PE 1 URH CLARK 208 C
LAS3 2024 D ORCH ST U
ED 3 2024 D ORCH ST U
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 168 U
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
GRAD 1005 S 1ST 12 C
ENG4 URH ALLEN 478 U
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 440 C
GRAD 209 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
LAW1 2706 S 1ST C
LAS2 URH GARNER 219 C
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 466 C
FAA4 306 E MICHIGAN 4 U

























































7725 W SUNSET DP
4941 SUNRISE LN
1232 N 17TH ST
AV 5A N 6-32









600 N 7TH ST
733 RICHMOND ST





































401 CHAPEL HILL LN
408 E STATF





















1935 ALPHA RD 2 20
SAPVARAYA TEXTLS
6055 BETHANY RD
ROUTE 3 BOX 71A
9714 N KEDVALE
2024 D ORCH ST
2024 D ORCH ST
BCX 358
10833 KINGSTON ST
AU 3 E 62-77





5614 W 23RD ST
OAKBROOK TOWERS 9H



































































































MELLETTE DEBORAH Z FAA4
MELLETTE ROBERT R ED 4
MELLOH LAWRFNCE R ENG2
MELLOM LEA A LAS3
MELLOVITZ KEITH LAS1
MELLOW ALAN M LAS4
MELMAN JANET E LAS4
MELNICK NINA LAS3
MELNYK JOHN G LAS3
MFLNYK MARY FAA3
MELONE ANTHONY M ENG4
MELTON ALBERT JR LAS1
MELTON DOUGLAS A LAS2
MELTZ DONNA L LAS1
MELVILLE JAMES E GRAD
MELVIN ANNE M LAS3
*MELVIN BERNICE S GRAD
MELVIN DENNIS E AGR2
MELVIN TRUDI C LAS2
MELVIN TYRONE R LAS3
MELZER CAROL JEAN PE 1
MELZER SHERYL A FAA1
MEMMEN JAMES E LAS1
MENAKER RONALD LAS3
MENARD NANCY J AGR4
MENCHHOFF JERRY A LAS4
MENDELSON MARK A BUS1
MENDELSON MARLA A FAA1
MENDELSON THOMAS M AGR3
MENDENHALL E H LAS4
MENEES SHERYL L ED 3
MENEGHINI ROBERT ENG4
MENENDEZ RONALD C GRAD
MENG HSI GRAD
MENG PEGGY A ED 2
MENGE JAMES R BUS3
MENGES LOUIS J LAS3
MENGESHA YEHUALASHET GRAD
MENK KEVIN J BUS1
MENN DAVID B BUS1
*MENN LISE GRAD
MFNN MICHAEL A FAA3
MENNENGA ARLENE K COM3
MENNENGA LOWELL E ENG4
MENNIE SCOTT D LAS4
MENONI MICHAEL R LAS2
MENSAVAGE JEANETTE L ED 4
MENTEN THOMAS GRANT GRAD
MENTZER RAY A LAS3
MENZ KATHRYN A ED 3
MENZE MATTHEW H LAS1
MENZEL CHRISTINE D GRAD
MENZIES GREGG LYLE GRAD
MENZIES VIVIAN F LAS3
MERCER EDWARD A AGR3
MERCER RICHARD C ENG1
MERCER RICHARD D FAA1
MERCHANT HEATHER M ED 1
MERCHERSON EARL JR LAS1
MERCHUT WILLIAM J FAA4
MERIJOHN GEORGE K LAS1
MERKEL LINDA C LAS4
MERKEL PHILIP L LAW2
MERKER JAY HARRIS LAS2
MERKER MARY L LAS2
MERKER ROBERT I LAS4
MERKIN LAURA S LAS1
MERKIN MICHAEL A BUS2
MERKIN ROBERT JOE VM 3
MERKLE DAVID E BUS3
MERLIE MELISSA A LAS3
MERLIE PATRICIA M LAS1
MEPONEK MICHAEL S ENG4
MERRICK JILL SUZANNE FAA3
MERRICK LAWRENCE J LAS3
MERRICK LYNN K ED 3
MERRICK REX L LAS3
MERRIFIELD FRANCIS C LAS4
MERRIHEW GEORGE E BMS1
MERRILL CURTIS J JR BUS1
MERRILL LESLIE A FAA2
MERRILL PATRICK C BUS2
MFRRIMAN SUE E FAA1
MERRION PAUL R COM3
MERPITT JAMES A BUS4
MERRITT LORENCE H ED 3
MERRITT ROBERT A ENG1
MERRITT SEARS W GRAD
MERRIWEATHER LORENZO ENG2
MERRIWEATHER RONALD ENG1
MERRIWETHER ROBERT L LAW1
MERRY GWENDOLYN V GRAD
MERRYWEATHER E A ED 1
MERTES DONNA D LAS2
MERTES PATRICE S ED 4
MERTZ RONALD R LAS4




URH DELTA HSE 4 U
301 E ARMORY C
311 E GREEN C
SKCKIE ILL
CHICAGO ILL
1C09 W PENN U
910 S 3RD C
1007 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 430 U
URH SNYDER 272 C
902 S 2ND C
2069 A HAZWD CT U
907 S WRIGHT C
515 BASH CT C
BIGGSVILLE ILL
URH EVANS 207 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 706 U
URH CLARK 238 C
URH LUNDGREN 319 C
409 E CHALMRS C
813 W SPNGFLD U
105 S POPLAR U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
110 S GREGORY 2 U
BOX 2422 STA A C
URH BUSEY 435 U
1108 SPNGFLD U
1101 N COLER U
606 W OHIO U
410 E GREEN 23 C
603 S BUSEY U
604 E ARMORY 2332 C
URH SHERMAN 334 C
910 S 3RD C
907 S 4TH C
106 SCOTTSWOOD U
1505 KIRBY C
501 E SPNGFLD 10 C
GIFFORD ILL
713 W OHIO U
1007 S 3RD C
GEORGETOWN ILL
STA A BOX 2089 C
URH OGLESBY 205 U
URH DELTA HSE 4 U
URH WESTON 491 C
606 W OHIO U
104 BUENA VISTA C
104 BUENA VISTA C
402 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 413 U
URH NOBLE 421 C
URH WARDALL 1212 U
910 S 3RD 1103 C
2313 S 1ST C
310 E GREGORY C
4C9 E CHALMRS 1507 C
1306 SILVER 5 U
DEERFIELD ILL
611 E DANIEL C
1205 1/2 W MAIN U
URH WARDALL 410 U
52 E ARMORY C
25 SALEM RD U
DANFORTH ILL
URH LAR 312 U
URH LAR 177 U
603 S BUSEY U
406 N ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 123 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
4C1 BUENA VISTA C
1514 HOLLY HILL C
1107 W OREGON U
URH PEABODY C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 159 C
URH ALLEN 248 U
402 E DANIEL C
601 W SPNGFLD C
1315 GRANDVIEW C
URH SNYDER 488 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
2035 C ORCH ST U
2201 HAZWD CT 104 U
909 S 1ST 10 C
EFFINGHAM ILL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH VANDOREN 206 C
107 S WRIGHT 5 C
817 BALBOA RD C































































506 S 2ND ST
303 WILSHIRE DR E
1524 W FARWELL
9349 N LAWLER AV
2649 W RASCHER
1420 W 4TH ST
BX 33 109 E UNIV
3041 N ODELL AV
3048 W VAN BUREN
15404 TULIP CT
16 KENDRICK ST
RR 4 SGEO MELVILLE








ROUTE 6 BOX 388











36 E SCOTT RD
BOX 30175 MA
4063 W END RD
8650 N AVERS
106 SCOTTSWOOD












410 BODE RD 302
RR 1















1815 N STATE ST
1815 N STATE
2042 E 218TH ST
406 N ORCH
803 W BURR OAK DR
723 FOREST AV










RR 1 BOX 458
15701 MINERVA
5885 MITCHUM










































































































MERWIN MARY R GRAD
MERZ ANDREW T ENG1
*MESBAH BEDI ENG3
MESCHER GREGORY A LAS1
MESEWICZ NORMAN LAS4
MESHULAM MARK LAS4
MESICH TERESA B ED 4
MESKILL PATRICIA A AGRA
MESRI LORNA CRAWFORD LAS3
MESSENGER MANETTE C LAS3
MESSENGER SHARON M GRAD
MESSER MICHAEL C LAS4
MESSIMER NANCY E LAS1
*MESSINA LOUIS OONALD GRAD
MESSINA MARY L LAS2
MESSLING MARY K GRAD
MESSMAN JOHN HENRY LAS3
MESSMER STANLEY E LAS1
MESTER LAUREL L BUS1
METALLO SHARON M ED 4
METCALF BRIAN M LAS1
METCALF JANET E LAS1
METCALF LORRAINE K AGR3
METCALF MICHAEL R VM 1
METCALF ORLANDO III ENG1
METCALF PATRICIA L LAS1
METCALF STEPHEN A FAA3
METCALFE JEFFREY R LAS2
METEVIER DANIEL J LAS1
METRICK SCOTT A LAS3
METTE MICHAEL W BUS1
METZ DIANA L LAS4
METZ JOHN A AGR1
METZ MICHAEL VINCENT LAS6
MFTZ PETER P COM4
METZ REINHARD GRAD
METZ TERRY W FAA1
METZE GEORGE MARTIN GRAD
METZEL PEYTON S GRAD
MET7GER DENNIS W LAS4
METZKE CATHERINE E LAS1
METZLER PAUL W ENG1
METZLER PHILIP C BUS1
METZMAKER PETER AGR3
MEUNIER BARBARA L PE 1
*MEVEPT DAVID W FAA4
MEY STEPHEN DALE GRAD
*MEYER ALAN HARVEY GRAD
MEYER BRADLEY K COM3
MEYER CARLA E LAS2
MEYER CHERYL LYNN GRAD
MEYER CRAIG E LAS2
MEYER DANIEL A LAS3
MEYER DAVID J BUS1
MEYER DEBORAH N LAS2
MEYER DENNIS P FAA3
MEYER DIANE M LAS3
MEYER GARY N LAS2
MEYER JACK E AGR3
MEYER JAMES A AGR2
MEYER JAMES C ENG1
MEYER JAMES E VM 1
MEYER JAMES H LAS1
MEYER JERALD L BUS1
MEYER JODY MAY GRAD
MEYER JOHN E ENG3
MFYER JOHN P ENG1
MEYER KAREN A LAS1
MEYER KAREN A LAS1
MEYER KAREN HASSETT GRAD
MEYER KAREN S LAS2
MEYER LARRY J LAS3
MEYER LINDA E AGR1
MEYER LINDA L LAS3
MEYER LINDA R AGR1
MEYER LOUISE EVERETT GRAD
MEYER MARCIA EPSTEIN GRAD
MEYER PAMELA HARDY LAS3
MEYER RANDY B BUS3
MEYER RICHARD S BUS1
MEYER ROBERT C BUS2
MEYER ROBERT E LAS1
MEYER ROBERT JAY GRAD
MEYER ROGER D AGR4
MEYER ROGER DOUGLAS GRAD
MEYER RONALD A LAS4
MEYER RUSSELL S 8US1
MEYER RUSSELL W FAA4
MEYER RUTH E AGR2
MEYER SANDRA M R LAW1
MEYER STEVEN R LAS4
MEYER SUSAN L ED 3
MEYER SUZANNE M LAS1
MEYER THOMAS E BUS1
MEYER THOMAS E LAS1
MEYER THOMAS F BUS1
MEYER THOMAS J LAS2
1008 S BUSEY U
310 E GREGORY C
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH SAUNDERS 217 U
1823 JOHN C
308 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL
503 W ILLINOIS U
707 S 6TH C
802 W OREGON 26 U
104 S GROVE 4 U
102 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 274 C
319 ROYAL CT C
910 S 3RD C
212 W ILLINOIS U
1214 JULIE C
2401 JOHN U
URH WARDALL 502 U
312 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 132 C
1501 WESTERN C
502 W ELM 9 U
1902 GOLFVIEW U
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
1207 W NEVADA U
1111 ARBOR C
URH TOWNSEND 349 U
URH OGLESBY 1011 U
907 S 4TH C
309 E CHALMERS C
58 E ARMORY 12 C
URH SNYDER 244 C
304 E WHITE C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 367 C
URH WESTON 475 C
CORONADO CAL
905 E COLORADO 501 U
106 N GREGORY 11 U
URH SAUNDERS 106 U
URH FORBES 300 C
URH SNYDER 494 C
503 W GREEN 8 U
URH LAR 363 U
22 CEDRIC U
705 1/2 E CALIF U
807 E HIGH U
211 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMERS 714 C
107 E CHALMERS 11 C
URH TOWNSEND 167 U
URH TOWNSEND 118 U
URH TAFT 108 C
1201 MCHENRY U
211 E DANIEL C
805 W OHIO U
604 E ARMORY 1320 C
904 W GREEN U
801 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 488 C
1108 1/2 E MICHIGN U
1105 S 1ST C
809 W PENN U
108 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 313 C
904 W GREEN U
URH ALLEN 448 U
WHEATON ILL
106 GREENCROFT C
URH GARNER 450 C
309 E HEALEY 16 C
URH TRELEASE 405 U
412 E GREEN 5 C
904 W GREEN U
709 W CHURCH C
807 E HIGH U
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
1301 S BUSEY U
1105 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 309 U
URH SNYDER 386 C
709 W CHURCH C
402 E CHALMERS 112 C
507 W CLARK C
1102 W NEVADA 6 C
URH SNYDER 371 C
1111 S 3RD 204 C
URH WESTON 339 C
RR 2 U
106 N GREGORY 3 U
310 E CHALMERS 207 C
URH LAR 466 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 435 U
804 W OREGON U
















































































1535 1/2 14TH ST
357 E WASHINGTON
2365 28TH ST
1306 E 19TH ST
2337 SHERWOOD AV
747 IVY LN
6 LAC VERDE CIRCLE
4509 CENTRAL DR
225 W 2ND ST
3249 S 2ND
421 N CARLYLE PL
3520 ABBOTT AV
316 W NORTH ST
630 ALAMEDA BLVD






ROUTE 1 BOX 64B
22 CEDRIC














2814 W SUSAN CURVE





211 N BLUFF RD A4
1521 MARENGO AV
23 W 524TH GENEVA
106 GREENCROFT

















1111 S 3RD 204











































































































MEYER WILLIAM PAUL GRAD
MEYERHOFF KEITH F BUS3
MEYERING GREG M BUS3
MEYERING PATRICK J LAS1
MEYERS EVAN ANDERSON GRAO
MEYERS GLENNA RUTH GRAD
MEYERS JANELLE G LAS4
MEYERS MARY J PE 4
MEYERS PAMELA A LAS4
MEYERS SCOTT A LAS2
MEYERS SHEILA G GRAD
MEYERS STEVEN F LAS3
MEYNEN RICHARD L PE 4
*MEZGA DUANE MICHAEL GRAD
MIATKE LOU A FAA1
MICCI MICHAEL M ENG1
MICELI FRANK C BUS3
MICELI JEAN E AGR2
MICELI MICHAEL V LAS4
MICELI SUSAN A LAS1
MICETICH MAPYANN L AGRA
MICHAEL BRADLEY A BUS1
MICHAEL DONALD G PE 4
MICHAEL GARY RAYMOND GRAD
MICHAEL GREGORY C LAS4
MICHAEL PATRICIA A LAS2
MICHAEL PAUL RILEY GRAD
MICHAEL RUTH A LAS3
MICHAELS DEBBIE L LAS3
MICHAELSEN WARD F BUS3
MICHALIK JOAN WALTER ED 4
MICHALSKI RICHARD J BUS2
MICHEL BARBARA HEDGE ED 4
MICHEL KENNETH JOHN GRAD
MICHELS JUDITH M LAS2
MICHELS MATTHEW F LAS3
MICHELS MAXIMILIAAN GRAD
MICHELSEN ANN B FAA1
MICHELSEN LINDA JEAN LAS4
MICHELSON JOEL C LAS1
MICHELSON KATHERINE GRAD
MICHELSON MARK C GRAD
MICHIELSEN PEGGY A LAS4
MICHLOVIC MICHAEL G GRAD
MICKENBECKER NANCY L LAS1
MICKEY DENNIS J BUS2
MICKEY MARK J BUS4
MICKIEWICZ JANICE M BUS2
MICKOW LINDA M LAS1
MICKS KATHLEEN ANNE GRAD
MICKS THERESA J ED 1
MIDDLETON DIANE L COM2
MIDDLETON GEORGE T FAA2
MIDIPI LOUIS A ENG4
MIOSTOKKE PEGGY E PE 3
MIELFNZ JONATHAN R GRAD
MIELING NANCY BIXBY LAS4
MIELING TERENCE M GRAD
MIERNICKI MARYANN C LAS4
MIERZWA SHARON J AGR1
MIFFLIN CAROL J LAS1
MIFFLIN DAVID A ENG2
MIFFLIN JOHN STEVEN GRAD
MIGALSKI MICHAEL E LAS3
MIGALSKI PATRICIA R AGR1
MIGDOW JEFFREY A LAS4
MIGIELICZ FRANCES A LAS3
MIGLIACIO PAUL A ENG3
MIGLIN BRUCE P LAS3
MIGLIORI ALBERT GRAD
MIGNIN ROBFRT J LAW3
MIHALKO CAROL S LAS1
MIHELIC JACCUELINE LAS1
MIHELICH MAPY K AGR3
MIHEVC NANCY THERESA GRAD
MIJANOVICH STEPHANIF FAA2
MIKA THOMAS R LAS4
MIKEL JOHANNA M LAS2
MIKES JEFFPFY A LAS3
MIKKELSEN LISA A LAS2
MIKKELSEN MICHAEL J GRAD
MIKKELSEN PAMELA N GRAD
MIKLAS MARILYN BETH GRAD
MIKLOSH BONITA J LAS3
MIKNAITIS VYTAS S ENG3
MIKOLAJCZYK JAMES E LAS2
MIKOLS THAD E GRAD
MIKOTA KEITH W FAA1
MIKULA BARBARA J FAA4
MIKULICH MICHAEL S BUS4
MILANO KAREN M LAS3
MILAVETZ BAPRY IRA GRAD
MILAVETZ JUDITH P ED 4
MILAZZO BARBARA A LAS1
MILBRANOT RCY L FAA3
MILBURN DAVID J BUS3
MILBURN TIMOTHY J LAS1
812 OAKLAND 106 U 344-4776
URH BLAISDELL 209 U 332-3485
211 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 6 U
59 E CHALMERS C 356-3238
1746 VALLEY RD C 352-0164
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
URH HOPKINS 241 C 332-1200
DECATUR ILL
505 S BUSEY U
1006 S 3RD 20 C 344-6804
311 S STATE 1 C 359-0005
URH CARR 13 U
112 E DANIEL C 352-3276
URH GARNER 493 C 332-0910
URH HOPKINS 414 C 332-1336
1002 W OREGON U
URH CARR 429 U
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3e21
1600 W BRADLEY C 359-9192
1004 N NEIL C 359-2042
2020 N MATTIS 104 C 356-8991
MAT RES LAB 241 U 333-7456
URH LAR 471 U 332-3052
110 S GREGORY 5 U
URH WARDALL 606 U 332-4410
URH ALLEN 407 U 332-3224
211 W SPNGFLD 101 C
1600 W BRADLEY 138 C 352-8817
URH CARR 105 U
401 S 6TH C 352-8412
401 S 6TH C 352-8412
URH BLAISDELL 424 U
910 S 3RD C
502 W MAIN 316 U
URH SAUNDERS 122 U 332-3604
1707 SHERIDAN C
URH HOPKINS 258 C 332-1225
808 S LINCOLN 11 U 344-6393
808 S LINCOLN 11 U 344-6393
307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
307 E HEALEY 8 C
URH WARDALL 923 U 332-4499
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
URH WESTON 344 C
910 S 3RD C 337-5065
506 S LINCOLN U 367-7421
ELMHURST ILL
URH BLAISDELL 315 U 332-3522
904 W GREEN U
209 E JOHN 1 C 356-4313
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
404 E GREEN 203 U 367-6263
405 N MATHEWS U 367-1934
405 MATHEWS U 367-1934
URH FRENCH HSE 6 U 344-0385
307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
URH ALLEN 195 U 332-3299
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
2007 PHILO RD 6 U 367-1031
URH TAFT 16 C
URH HOPKINS 330 C 332-1397
408 E MICHIGAN 12 U 344-5866
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5644
URH GARNER 388 C 332-0963
URH SNYDER 224 C
58 E HEALEY C 356-7237
910 S 3RD C 337-5381
410 E GREEN 15 C 332-4327
URH BUSEY 356 U
2103 GRANGE U 328-3652
1101 S MATTIS 2-3 C 359-0524
URH HOPKINS 425 C 332-1347
509 E CLARK 34 C 356-3441
URH LAR 312 U 332-2880
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
URH BLAISDELL 307 U 332-3514
18 MAPLEWOOD U 367-0180
18 MAPLEWOOD U 367-0180
URH SHERMAN 333 C 332-4705
URH BUSEY 328 U 332-2646
URH GARNER 312 C 332-0781
URH SNYDER 471 C 332-1662
106 S GREGORY U 344-5565
1008 S 4TH C
VERSAILLES FR
809 S 1ST C
URH BUSEY 332 U 332-2650
105 E CHALMERS 105 C 352-2416
105 E CHALMERS 105 C 367-7498
URH WARDALL 807 U 332-4460
1118 LANORE U
URH SNYDER 462 C 332-1853
URH SNYDER 394 C 332-1807
812 OAKLAND 106








104 E SOPER ST
2423 W FOREST
7734 N KILBOURN AV
2308 LINOEN LEAF
311 S STATE 1
1612 17TH AV
1308 TEXAS AV
4033 W 105TH PL
4435 N HARDING
3448 N GREENVIEW
















230 S ORCHARD DR
502 W MAIN 316
151 S MYRTLE ST
4903 VOLTAIRE
1310 W GILBERT
808 S LINCOLN 11
808 S LINCOLN 11
1334 BUFFALO AV
1103 KIRKPATRICK











404 E GREEN 203
18657 COWING CT
9 SYCAMORE DR
4029 W 105TH PL
15944 CAROL AV
1821 NIXON AV NE
3129 STONEHILL
3129 STONEHILL
2115 W 175TH ST
2115 W 175TH ST



















6721 S ROCKWELL ST






125 1ST ST S
4440 PRATT






































































































MILES CYNTHIA S LAS3
MILES DONALD E LAS3
MILES DORIS BOWLEY GRAD
MILES OOUGLAS E LAW1
MILES JOHN EDWARD GRAD
MILES MICHAEL J LAS1
MILES SEYMOUR NELSON GRAD
MILES WILLIAM C GRAD
MILESKI JUDITH E ED 4
MILETIC MONICA M AGR1
MILEWSKIY MARGARITA LAS1
MILFORD SCOT A LAS4
MILKE JUDITH M LAS3
*MILLAGE CAROL DUKE LAS3
MILLAR WILLIAM S ENG2
MILLARD ANTHONY J LAS4
MILLARD CANDACE A LAS1
MILLARD PATRICIA ANN LAS6
MILLAS GRACE ANN GRAD
MILLAS JOSEPH JOHN GRAD
MILLBURG MARK L ENG1
MILLER ALAN C FAA3
MILLER ALAN E ENG1
MILLER ALAN J ENG1
MILLER ALISON L LAS2
MILLER ANDREW R LAS1
MILLER ANN K LAS2
MILLER ANN L PE 1
MILLER ARLENE C LAS3
MILLER ARNOLD REED GRAD
MILLER BARBARA V GRAD
MILLER BARRY V BUS2
MILLER BETH L COM4
MILLER BLAIR J FAA1
MILLER BRENDA A LAS4
MILLER BRIAN T ENG4
MILLER BRUCE D LAS3
MILLER CAROLE L R BUS1
MILLER CAROLYN N LAS3
MILLER CHARIES D FAA4
MILLER CHARLES M FAA1
MILLER CHARLES W GRAD
MILLER CRAIG LAW1
MILLER CRAIG H GRAD
MILLER CRAIG L LAS1
MILLER CYNTHIA A FAA3
MILLER DALE W ENG1
MILLER DAVID BRIAN GRAD
MILLER DAVID G LAS4
MILLER DAVID JAMES ENG1
MILLER DEBORAH A ED 4
MILLER DEBORAH A PE 2
MILLER DEBRA S LAS3
MILLER DENNIS E ENG1
MILLER DIANA L LAS4
MILLER DONALD C ENG4
MILLER DONALD L LAS1
MILLER DOUGLAS H FAA3
MILLER ELIZABETH T GRAD
MILLER ERNEST M LAS3
MILLER EUGENE H LAW3
MILLER EVELYN L C ED 4
MILLER FREDERICK A LAS1
MILLER GARIE G ENG1
MILLER GARY LEE GRAD
MILLER GARY W FAA1
MILLER GEORGE A JR LAS4
MILLER GEORGE P BUS3
MILLER GREGORY K LAS1
MILLER GREGORY L FAA2
MILLER GWENDOLYN A LAS2
MILLER HELEN J ED 2
MILLER HENRY F ENG3
MILLER JAMES A AGR4
MILLER JAMES E FAA1
MILLER JAMES F GRAD
MILLER JAMES H FAA4
MILLER JANE A LAS3
MILLER JANET BOSLEY GRAD
MILLER JANICE M LAS4
MILLER JAY IAN GRAD
MILLER JEFFREY N LAS3
MILLER JEFFREY W AGR1
MILLER JEREMY N LAS3
MILLER JILL S LAS1
MILLER JOAN SHICK GRAD
MILLER JOHN E LAW2
MILLER JOHN E LAS4
MILLER JOHN G III LAS3
MILLER JOHN P BUS1
MILLER JONATHAN M LAS2
MILLER JOSEPH A ENG4
MILLER JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
MILLER JUOITH HARTKE LAS2
MILLER JUDITH MERLE LAW2
MILLER KAREN L LAS3
MILLER KAREN L AGR3
1006 S 3RD 21 C
809 W PENN U
706 E HARMON U
805 OAKLAND 107 U
407 S DODSON U
URH TAFT 309 C
408 E HEALEY C
704 S BROADWAY U
107 E CHALMERS 7 C
URH TRELEASE 1226 U
URH SAUNDERS 12 U
904 N BROADWAY 202 U
213 W ILLINOIS U
606 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 242 C
1009 S MATTIS 4-4 C
URH LAR 372 U
712 W CALIFORNIA U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
709 W CALIFORNIA U
1202 1/2 W UNIV U
URH OGLESBY 802 U
706 W OHIO U
CHICAGO ILL
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL
904 W GREEN U
URH ALPHA HSE 6 U
URH SCOTT 411 C
URH LAR 105 U
606 S WEBBER U
WILSON TRLR PK 45 U
URH SNYDER 476 C
1207 W NEVADA U
401 E JOHN C
1110 W NEVADA U
805 W OREGON U
912 S 2ND C
URH MUMFORD 311 U
URH SCOTT 304 C
401 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 363 C
2080 A ORCH ST U
206 E CLARK 5 C
1960 D ORCH ST U
911 S 4TH C
108 N GOODWIN U
209 E ARMORY C
1204 1/2 E MICH U
307 S PRAIRIE C
310 E JOHN C
207 E JOHN 5 C
URH SCOTT 216 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH LUNDGREN 201 C
56 E DANIEL 3 C
URH CARR 308 U
URH OGLESBY 806 U
1108 S 1ST C
705 S GREGORY PL U
103 E STOUGHTON C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
CATLIN ILL
URH SNYDER 445 C
MONTICELLO ILL
1005 S 1ST 3 C
110 E ARMORY C
407 W INDIANA U
URH ALLEN 4 U
URH FORBES 132 C
URH GARNER 212 C
URH TRELEASE 707 U
706 S 2ND C
708 W HIGH U
1405 S MATTIS C
303 E JOHN 1109 C
1009 W MAIN 21 U
WHEATON ILL
URH ALPHA HSE 1 U
1111 S 3RD 303 C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
1111 S 3RD C
410 E JOHN C
1101 W PENN U
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 395 C
1718 LINCOLN RD C
307 E ARMORY 313 C
207 E HEALEYY 2 C
2204 RODNEY C
310 ROYAL CT C
212 E CHALMERS C
42 IVANHOE U
2106 ORCH ST 303 U
221 S LOCUST 1 C
9 07 1/2 S OAK C






























































































7940 S KOLIN AV
812 N OTTAWA AV



















308 W GREEN 3





























120 S IOWA AV




N POINT DR RR 1


























































































































































































































































































































































































































503 E STOUGHTON 3
302 E JOHN 1109
1201 S COTTAGE GR
URH WESTON 376
URH SHERMAN 456
802 W GREEN 100
PEORIA ILL















202 1/2 W GREEN
URH TOWNSEND 504
DEERFIELD ILL

























300 S GOODWIN 310
605 S 5TH
URH OGLESBY 1201
2105 BURWELL RR 2
1004 S 2ND
901 S 1ST 2
ST JOSEPH ILL
RR 1







406 W HIGH 12
URH GARNER 310





802 S LINCOLN 2






408 E STOUGHTON 6
URH HOPKINS 273
409 E CHALMRS 1202
310 E CHALMERS 313
1110 W NEVADA











C 332-1249 7940 S KOLIN
c 1121 CONNWAY OR
c 356-3114 8009 S PHILLIPS
c PLUM HOLLOW RD
u 367-4914
c 332-2039 17536 SHIRLEY DR
c 451 FREELAND AV
u 367-7867 1402 W 186TH PL
320 BARRINGTON RD
c 359-6978 3605 GARDENVIEW RD
u 332-2667 915 N CHERRY ST
u 332-4485 944 MITCHELL
c 332-4911 6425 MAXWELL DR
u 344-3821 2741 N LARAMIE
c 352-9549 605 S 1ST
c 337-5323 5713 N CHRISTIANA
902 CHATEAU DR
u 344-4136 1417 W ARLINGTON
c 15413 DOBSON
c 815 W ELM
c 6018 N WASHTENAW
u 8435 N HARDING AV
c 332-1561 1061 CANDLEWOOD OR
c 356-9009 512 PROSPECT LN
u 344-7716 202 1/2 W GREEN
u 3 ESTATE DP
1119 COUNTRY LN
c 4151 WOODLAND AV
c 359-6256 2206 DALE 4
u 2812 WOODSIDE DR
u 332-2 846 14927 S KEELER AV
c 359-0803 1114 MAYFAIR RD
u 332-3794 3348 W 85TH ST
u 344-1721 705 S GREGORY PL
c 384-5180 7328 N KEDVALE
c 359-7505 RR 1
c 332-2010 702 S 24TH
u 344-7889 3601 FOREST
u 332-2214 1114 SPRINGLAWN AV
u 332-4177 8875 S MOBILE
c 332-0430 9102 KILPATRICK
u 367-4516 8110 S KOLMAR
u 344-4338 2636 W BURR OAK AV
c STA A BOX 2960
c 714 TAWNEY CT
c 359-3781 1216 W ARMORY
u 202 KINGSTON DR
u 344-8575 261 CAKWOOD PL
u 1204 S CROSS
c RR 1
c 125 ADAMS
c 344-9694 3516 LAKE ST
u 344-1152 1018A-33RD AV
c 1194 SMITH RD
u 332-5383 120 W 1ST ST
u 328-3915 2105 BURWELL
c 344-9783 17612 GRANDVIEW
c 352-0576 14203 LOWE AV
902 CHATEAU DR
u RR 2 BOX 41
u 367-3223 1044 F AV
c 1307 E EUCLID
c 344-9761 1830 BARBERRY RD
c 367-2622 638 N LOMBARD
822 E 3RD ST
u 328-1688 2613 SWISS LN
c 344-9477 5932 N TRENTON LN
u 344-1008 629 28TH AV
c 332-0779 14317 IRVING
c 1302 2ND ST
c 637 S CHESTNUT
4 MITCHELL CT
u 344-7982 RP 1
c 5736 N TALMAN AV
u 344-9 506 2971 LANOWEHR
c 502 E HEALEY 209
c 337-5205 3516 LAKE ST
c 359-4892 1915 BELLAMY
c 333-3374 9555 HEATHER RD
c 2407 HARTFELL RD
1011 FAIR AV
c 356-7459 ROUTE 1
c 1637 CORA ST
c 384-5030 1796 ROSEMARY RD
c 367-0305 222 GALE AV
u 328-3863 330 WAVERLY
u 328-2372 58 E JOHN 13
u 367-3340 ROUTE 1 110 WILDWD
c 1305 W 111 PL
c 356 W EMERSON AV
c 332-1607 812 N OTTAWA
c 332-1372 532 LAVOIE
u 1740-27TH ST
451 N MARKET
u 332-4165 653 FULTON AV




































































































MILLER VINCENT T BMS1
MILLER WAYNE M LAS3
MILLER WENDY M LAS4
MILLER WILLIAM F BUS3
MILLFR WILLIAM G GRAD
MILLER WILLIAM H LAS2
MILLER WILLIAM J LAS1
MILLFR WILLIAM K LAS2
MILLER WILLIAM L JR LAS3
MILLFR WILLIE JOE BUS1
MILLICAN ANDREA NELL GRAD
MILLIGAN JAMES R AGR2
MILLIGAN MICHAEL R LAS4
MILLIGAN STUART C LAW1
MILLIKIN SUELLEN B ED 3
MILLIMAKI KATHY A LAS2
MILLIN TED P ENG2
MILLONES LUIS GRAD
MILLS ANTHONY L PE 3
MILLS CATHLEEN A LAS1
*MILLS CRAIG ALAN GRAD
MILLS DOUGLAS R AGR3
MILLS GARY A LAS1
MILLS JOAN S PE 1
MILLS JOHN E AGR3
*MILLS LINDA A DARIN GRAD
*MILLS LINDA MORRISON GRAD
MILLS ROBERT D BUS4
*MILLS ROBERT L BUS4
*MILLSAP WAYNE ANDREW BUS2
MILNER BRIAN R ENG3
*MILNER JAMES MICHAEL GRAD
MILNER SUSAN N LAS2
MILO DARLENE M LAS2
MILSK NORMAN V LAS4
MILSTEIN ANN BUS3
MILSTFIN SIDNEY M LAS4
MILSTEIN STEVEN B BUS2
MILSTER BENTON A LAS1
MILTNER BRIAN R LAS4
MILTON DAVID S AGR1
MILTON JOHN WHITNEY GRAD
MILTON MARY TAYLOR GRAD
MILTON PAMELA ANN GRAD
MIMS PAULA P LAS2
MINARCIN KAPYN B PE 4
MINARICH CORNELIA L LAS4
MINAPIK NORMAN E LAS3
MINCEY ETHEL BERRY GRAD
MINDOCK KEVIN L BUS3
MINECONZO MICHAEL A FAA4
MINER JOYCE A ED 3
MINER KAREN W AGR2
MINER MARK R LAS2
*MINEP SONNA LANGFORD GRAD
MINER WILLIAM H ENG4
MINERT FRANCIS M FAA4
*MINETZ ROBERT S LAW3
MINIKEL JEFFREY L LAS4
MINISCALCO WILLIAM J GRAD
MINK CHARLES P FAA4
MINK MARILYN E PE 4
MINK ROBERT IVAN GRAD
MINK STEVEN A LAS1
MINKUS MARC S ENG3
MINNEMAN MARILYN K PE 4
MINNES MASON R PE A
MINNICK CRAIG A BUS4
MINNICK FRANCINE P GRAD
MINNICK MARY J LAS3
MINNIS JOANNE E GRAD
MINOR BARBARA S FAA4
MINOR BRENDA A ED 3
MINOR DAVID E FAA6
MINOR EARL C- ENG2
MINOR GLADYS C ED 3
MINOR JOSEPH M ENG2
MINTEFERING JOSEPH PE 2
MINUSKIN MORRIS D LASl
MIOFSKY ANDREW J LASl
MIRANDA ROSE N LAS4
MIRANTI SANTI V LAS3
MIRAPEFI ALI GRAD
MIRAREFI ALI ASGHAR GRAD
MIRETZKY MARTIN C LAS3
MIRSKY MICHAEL L AGR1
MIRUSKY DONNA M LASl
MISCHAKOFF ANNE GRAD
MISENER DAVID LESLIE GRAD
MISENER GERALD C GRAD
MISER MARY BUS2
MISER WENDEL LEE GRAD
MISHELL YEMIMMA J LAS2
MISHRA SANAK GRAD
MISHUR ROBERT D BUS1
MISKOCI MINDY LEE LAS3
MISSAL JAMES B LAS2
509 S 5TH 24 C
401 F DANIEL C
4C8 W ILLINOIS 2 U
409 E CHALMRS C
904 W GREEN U
URH TAFT 21 C
URH WESTON 486 C
16 DUNELLEN U
904 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 274 C
506 W HIGH U
809 W PENN U
713 W OHIO U
210 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 619 U
725 S STATE C
106 E JOHN C
1405 MITTENOORF C
URH BUSEY 356 U
1600 W BRADLEY 307 C
URH WESTON 271 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH CLARK 233 C
URH WESTON 386 C
1600 N BRADLEY 307 C
2123 SEATON CT C
1118 CENTENNIAL C
1600 W BRADLEY 273 C
2101 HAZWD DR U
URH OGLESBY 1028 U
1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH TRELEASE 326 U
904 S LINCOLN U
111 E CHALMERS C
616 W SPNGFLD C
58 E JOHN 20 C
URH SCOTT 280 C
URH FORBES 224 C
1111 S 1ST C
58 E GREGORY C
207 W DELAWARE U
207 W DELAWARE U
409 E CHALMERS 409 C
URH VANDOREN 106 C
VILLA GROVE ILL
1007 S 1ST 9 C
409 E CHALMRS C
2048 C HAZWD CT U
300 S GOODWIN 112 U
306 1/2 W CALIF U
58 E JOHN 3 C
URH VAN DOREN 216 C
604 E ARMORY 2116 C
RR 3 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
401 E CHALMERS 6C7 C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
2017 PHILO RD 8 U
204 E CLARK C
1005 S 2ND C
URH TRELEASE 313 U
URH SHERMAN 1265 C
URH ALLEN 256 U
URH OGLESBY 423 U
707 S 2ND C
1108 N CUNNINGHAM U
409 E CHALMERS 501 C
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH LAR 127 U
703 W OREGON U
305 N BUSEY U
56 E DANIEL 1 C
305 N BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 294 U
URH BLAISDELL 410 U
URH OGLESBY 422 U
2103 W WHITE C
904 W GREEN U
URH OGLESBY 328 U
505 S BUSEY 507 U
URH GARNER 322 C
300 S GOODWIN 502 U
300 S GOODWIN 511 U
URH OGLESBY 608 U
904 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 907 U
914 W DANIEL C
1708 RIDGELAND C
2107 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH TRELEASE 612 U
706 E GREEN U
409 E CHALMRS C
1206 W MAIN U
310 E GREGORY C
1404 S LINCOLN U



































































































1600 W BRADLEY 307
2123 SEATON CT
1118 CENTENNIAL



















1414 W OGDEN AV













626 S MEMORIAL ST
213 SUFFOLK RD
ROUTE 2 BOX 490
819 SUMAC RD
11 KERNER DR
804 N 6TH ST
7418 W LAKE ST
BOX 428




5129 N PROSPECT RD
1903 PARK ST
14831 SEELEY AV




3614 W PALMER ST
ROUTE 2 BOX 174
300 S GOODWIN 502







1007 S BATAVIA AV
706 E GREEN
4001 W MADISON
MET £ MIN BLOG
14754 MISSION
208 WESTERN



































































































MISSEL STEPHEN E ENG2
MISSELT ALVIN LYNN GRAD
MISTRETTA JAMES M GRAD
MISTRETTA MARTIN J GRAD
MITCHACK JAMES A GRAD
MITCHELL ANDREA ED 2
MITCHELL ANNE C PE 4
MITCHELL BRADLEY W LAS3
MITCHELL CHARLENE K PE 1
MITCHELL CHARLES JR GRAD
MITCHELL CLIFTON J LAW1
MITCHELL DAVID J AGR3
MITCHELL GRETCHEN M LAS2
MITCHELL IRIS ANN ED 1
MITCHELL JAMES R GRAD
MITCHELL JAMES W FAA4
MITCHELL JANE A FAA4
MITCHELL JANE T LAS4
MITCHELL JANET ANN BUS4
MITCHELL JEAN M LAS4
MITCHELL JERRY E LAS2
MITCHELL JERRY V LAW1
MITCHELL JIM S BUS1
MITCHELL JOAN L GRAD
MITCHELL JOHN F FAA1
MITCHELL KAY A LAS4
MITCHELL KEITH A FAA1
MITCHELL LYNN K LAS3
MITCHELL MARGARET J LAS1
MITCHELL MARK ENG1
MITCHELL MAX C FAA3
MITCHELL MICHAEL R GRAD
MITCHELL NATALIE C LAS3
MITCHELL PAUL R AGR2
MITCHELL PETER L AGR2
MITCHELL RUSINE LAS3
MITCHELL SALLIE GRAD
MITCHELL SALLY JO GRAD
MITCHELL STANLEY E ENG4
MITCHELL STEVEN LAS2
MITCHELL SUE J ENG2
MITCHELL VICKI L AGR4
MITCHELL WILLIAM A GRAD
MITCHELL WILLIAM A AVI3
MITCHELL WILLIAM H BUS1
MITCHELL WILLIAM R LAS2
MITRICK VERONICA J LAS4
MITPOFF GLENN T LAS1
MITSIS AMALIA G LAS3
MITSIS CHRISOULA LAS4
MITTELMAN RICHARD S LAS3
MITTELMAN SHARON I COM3
MITTELSTAEDT BARBARA PE 1
MITTELSTAEDT LINDA P FAA3
MITTLEMAN JUDITH C GRAD
MITTLER MICHELE B LAS1
MITZKAT KATHERINE S PE 3
MITZKAT SUSANNE D PE 3
MIURA KENICHI GRAD
MIURA RFIKO GRAD
MIXON ALLEN C BUS2
MIXON MICHAEL P ENG1
MIYAGI SUSAN G ED 1
MIZENER DEBPA J AGR1
MIZERA RICHARD A LAS3
MIZERSKI MARK LOUIS PE 1
MIZOCK DEBRA L ED 3
MIZWICKI KEITH L AGR4
MKANDAWIRE JIMMY B GRAD
MKANDAWIRE SELINA M GRAD
MLODINOFF RHONDA L GRAD
MNISZEWSKI MALVINA T ED 3
MOAN ROBERT A ENG4
MOATE NANCY K LAS3
MOBED KETTY LAS1
MOBEPG GLEN P LAS3
MOBLEY DIANA MARIE LAS1
MOBURG RICHARD H GRAD
MOCELLA MICHAEL T GRAD
MOCHALSKI STEPHANIE LAS1
MOCHFL HAROLD C JR FAA2
MOCOGNI PAUL E LAS3
MODE CHARLES RICHARD LAS2
MODEPI FLIZABETH A LAS2
MODEPOW THOMAS C LAS2
MODGLIN DON M LAS1
MODICA CHARLES E LAS1
MODJESKI HOWARD F II ENG4
MODRY JOHN A ENG3
MOECKEL MARK D ENG2
MOEHLING ROBERT I BUS*
MOEHLMANN JON G GRAD
MOEHRING ERNEST DALE GRAD
MOEL SUZANNE FAA4
MOELLER CHRISTINE LAS2
MOELLER DAVID A BUS2
MOELLER DIANE J LAS1
URH SAUNDERS 212 U 332-3896
2109 HAZWD DR 201 U 344-6386
URH DANIELS 121 U
502 W ILLINOIS U 344-0947
2049 D HAZWD CT U
URH CARR 220 U 332-3901
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
1110 W STOUGHTON U 344-8657
2010 BURLISON U 344-5513
OAKWOOD ILL 354-4562
908 S LOCUST 103 C
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
URH TRELEASE 625 U 332-5581
OANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
URH LAR 311 U 332-2879
210 E STOUGHTON C 359-0391
BOX 2389 STA A C 359-4162
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
211 E ARMORY C 344-1266
512 S 4TH C 359-3693
URH SCOTT 271 C 332-1481
URH DANIELS 373 U 332-2508
URH SNYDFR 211 C
605 S 4TH 203 C 356-1305
URH WESTON 442 C 332-2084
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 438 U 332-3244
URH ALLEN 398 U 332-3382
1002 W OREGON U 344-3315
210 HESSEL C
URH TRELEASE 628 U 332-5584
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
PEORIA ILL
104 N LINCOLN U
STA A BOX 2395 C
205 N BUSEY 5 U 344-1575
206 W WASHINGTON U
URH OBLESBY 810 U 332-5272
URH WARDALL 1010 U 332-4511
313 E JOHN 3 C 384-5664
RANTOUL ILL
WILSON TRLR PK 78 U 344-4023
DES PLAINES ILL
904 W GREEN U 344-4692
505 S BUSEY 208 U
URH SAUNDERS 205 U 332-3616
313 E JOHN 6 C 332-4479
CHICAGO ILL
605 INDIANA U
904 S 3RD C 344-6874
URH CLARK 233 C 332-0028
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
1005 S 6TH 7 C 344-4478
URH GARNER 346 C 332-0808
URH WESTON 239 C 332-1937
URH WESTON 239 C 332-1937
907 S 2ND 12 C
907 S 2ND 12 C 344-5580
1971 C ORCH ST U
501 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 239 C 332-0033
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
URH ALLEN 391 U 332-3334
URH SNYDER 373 C 332-1794
SKCKIE ILL
215 PADDOCK E C 359-4887
300 S GOODWIN 602 U 384-1189
300 S GOODWIN 602 U 384-1189
56 1/2 E GREEN 101 C 356-9276
901 W SPNGFLD U 367-9098
812 W STOUGHTON U 367-4210
URH TRELEASE 629 U 332-5585
URH VANDOREN 219 C
URH SNYDER 345 C
URH BLAISDELL 301 U 332-3508
1600 W BRADLEY 281 C 356-7512
1211 HOLLYCREST C 352-7273
URH VANDOREN 209 C 332-0500
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1007 S 3RD C 344-9502
DANVILLE ILL
1010 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 411 C 332-0850
URH TOWNSEND 221 U
307 E WHITE 31 C 356-1273
URH WESTON 268 C
904 W GREEN U 384-5907
310 E CHALMERS 308 U
2011 PHILO RD 5 U
907 E DELAWARE U
NILES ILL
URH LAR 106 U 332-2811
URH OGLESBY 1005 U 332-5118
URH TRELFASE 930 U 332-5676
805 S BLOOMINGTON

























RR 1 BOX 158
2017 OLD ORCHRD RD
356 ISABELLA






418 W CHURCH ST
STA A BOX 2395
112 W LINDELL ST
1017 S 6TH ST




WILSON TRLR PK 78
918 W VILLA DR
1009 3RD ST































641 E PEARL ST
1211 HOLLYCREST










14 OAK HILL CT
395 N 8TH AV








































































































MOELLER IENORA L ED 2
MOELLER RICHARD E ENG3
MOEN CRAIG A LAW2
MOEN EMILY K LAS3
MOERY JANICE EVERETT BUS3
MOERY JOHN A ENG4
MOERY KATHRYN P GRAD
MOERY ROGER M BU S4
MOEWS CYNTHIA M LAS3
MOEWS LAWRENCE P LAS4
MOEWS PAMELA A LAS3
MOGENSEN STEVEN A ENG1
MOGIL MICHAEL S LAS1
MOGY SHERRY S LAS2
MOHAN DONNA L AGR1
*MOHAN JANE MCINERNEY AGR1
MOHAN JUDE FRANCIS GRAD
MOHAN PAUL L ENG3
MOHAUPT RICHARD B ENG4
MOHLER CAROLYN J LAS1
MOHLER KATHLEEN A LAS2
MOHN TERRY LEE GRAD
MOHR DEBORAH L LAS3
MOHR JAMES P LAS2
MOHR JON E GRAD
MOHR PATRICIA LOUISE LAS3
MOHR VICKI R LAS2
MOHRAZ JANE ANDERSON GRAD
MOHRMAN DENNIS L ENG1
MOJE STEVEN WILLIAM GRAD
MOLDENHAUER JUDITH A FAA4
MOLDOFF DOUGLAS L VM 4
MOLEK RICHARD L JR LAS1
MOLINA PARDO ADOLFO GRAD
MOLINA TERESA LAS1
MOLINARI JANET E LAS4
MOLITORIS BRUCE A AGRA
MOLITORIS JANE E AGR2
MOLL DANIEL W LAS4
MOLL DAVID E BUS4
MOLL JEFFREY DAVID GRAD
MOLLENHAUER GEORGE W LAS3
MOLLER KAREN I ED 2
MOLLER LAWRENCE B LAS3
MOLLET MARILYN J AGR4
MOLLET WILLIAM LEE GRAD
MOLLING JOSEPH M ENG2
MOLLOY BRONWYN K FAA4
MOLLOY MICHAEL KARL GRAO
MOLODOW LYNDA GRAD
MOLONEY JOHN M LAS1
MOLUF JAMES FRANKLIN GRAD
MOMENT STUART LEON AVI2
MONACO ARTHUR L BUS1
MONACO RONALD BUS2
MONAHAN MARY I LAS1
MONAHAN SUSAN CAROL GRAD
MONAS LINDA S LAS2
MONCELLE MICHAEL E ENG3
MONCK DAVID FRANCIS GRAD
MONCKTON SUSAN P LAS3
MONDAY SHARON L LAS1
MONDY DEBORAH J ENG1
MONFERDINI DONNA J LAS2
MONHART FRANK J III FAA4
MONIER HELEN J LAS1
MONIER JAY R LAS4
MONINO FABIAN E LAS2
MONK WILLIAM P FAA4
MONKE DONALD R AGR2
MONKE JAMIE J LAS2
MONKEN JON E PE 2
MONKKONEN GAYLE A FAA4
MONKMAN MARIE MORGAN GRAD
MONKMAN RUTH E LAS1
MONKS BARBARA E LAS3
MONKS VIRGINIA A PE 1
MONROE CHARLES F FAA6
MONROE JAMES D LAS4
MONSON ANNE FAA4
MONSON DANA M AGR4
MONSSON JANE E ED 3
MONTALTO GARY A COM3
MONTBLANC PATRICK E BUS4
MONTE MAYOR FEDERICO GRAD
MONTEITH JANE E LAS2
MONTEITH TEPRENCE A AVI4
MONTENA RICHARD M FAA6
MONTENA RUTH PARNALL FAA3
MONTEZ BERNARD LAS1
MONTGOMERY DALE E AGRA
MONTGOMERY GEORGE K GRAD
MONTGOMERY GRETA L LAS2
MONTGOMERY JERRY D FAA3
MONTGOMERY NANCY E LAS4
MONTGOMERY ROBERT A BUS3
MONTGOMERY ROBERT J LAS2
URH GAMMA HSE 5 C
URH FORBES 293 C
URH DANIELS 712 U
URH WARDALL 619 U
MONTICELLO ILL
1010 E COLORADO U
1010 E COLORADO 43 U
MONTICELLO ILL
312 E DANIEL C
313 E CHALMERS C
MATTOON ILL
URH TOWNSEND 415 U
301 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 324 U
703 W PARK C
703 W PARK C
URH OGLESBY 612 U
112 E JOHN C
URH VANDOREN 209 C
504 S 5TH C
2602 E HIGH U
710 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 827 U
713 W GREEN C
209 PAUL 3 C
710 W OHIO U
105 FLORA C
809 W PENN U
2107 W WHITE 181 C
603 W GREEN 2 U
800 S MATTIS 14 C
PEORIA ILL
1813 D ORCH PL U
1813 D ORCH PL U
1106 S LINCOLN U
206 W WASHINGTON U
URH WARDALL 506 U
URH TOWNSEND 537 U
2118 ORCH ST 103 U
404 W WASHINGTON C
URH SCOTT 162 C
URH WARDALL 919 U
1005 S 2ND C
312 E DANIEL C
URH DANIELS 194 U
601 S 4TH 6 C
312 W SPNGFLD 2 U
609 W MAIN 26 U
CHICAGO ILL
URH ALLEN 24 U
2202 POND U
104 1/2 E UNIV C
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH FLAGG 429 C
403 W GREEN 1 C
302 E ARMORY C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1113 S 2ND C
807 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 426 U
COLLINSVILLE ILL
URH SCOTT 489 C
306 1/2 W CALIF U
URH LAR 301 U
701 S MATTIS C
URH FORBES 466 C
305 W LOCUST U
110 E ARMORY C
4 SAFFER CT U
401 E JOHN C
907 W OREGON 3 U
RR 3 U
RR 3 U
URH EVANS 209 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1917 BROWNFIELD U
310 E CHALMERS 102 C
URH EVANS 208 U
5 SUTTON PL U
URH SAUNDERS 331 U
URH SCOTT 362 C
311 E GREEN 105 C
URH DANIELS 433 U
904 E STOUGHTON U
1205 FLORIDA 34 U
1404 E FLORIDA U
1404 E FLORIDA U
URH BLAISDELL 106 U
307 E ARMORY 305 C
1001 1/2 W HILL C
URH HOPKINS 404 C
URH CARR 312 U
STA A BOX 2407 C
DANVILLE ILL



























































ROUTE 1 BOX 191
1617 OAKTON ST
















742 N HAMMES AV









2107 W WHITE 181
430 S MADISON ST
85 GARFIELD ST
721 S KICKAPOO LN
CALLE 24 SUR 18-24





28 W MAIN ST






IN 127 WOODS AV





104 1/2 E UNIV
7701 W WINDSOR
7701 W WINDSOR
8154 S KARLOV AV
BOX 1231
1844 CAVELL
717 ARCADIA DR 1
1113 S 2ND
2N072 MILDRED AV
809 LAKE SHORE DR
922 LILLIAN AV
RR 1





















29 W 34TH PL














































































































MONTGOMERY WALTER G FAA1
MONTIETH HENRY OALE GRAO
MONTOOTH MARTHA S PE 3
MONTROY GERALD L LAW3
MONTS DAVID ALAN GRAD
MONTS DAVID L LAS4
MONYPENNY ALICE GRAD
MONYPENNY LAURA ANN GRAD
MOODY DEBORAH ANN AGR4
MOODY GARRY L BUS3
MOODY JAMES A LAS1
MOODY JILL E PE 4
MOODY MARY A LAS4
MOODY NANCY H LAS2
MOODY RICHARD WARREN LAS1
MOODY ROBERT D FAA4
MOON BYUNG SOO GRAD
MOON ROBERT R LAS2
MOON SANG HEUP GRAD
MOONEY MARK R AGR1
MOOR DAVIO MCKIM GRAD
*MOORE ALFRED L FAA3
*MOORE BARBARA BOLEYN FAA2
MOORE BETTY BOWMAN GRAD
MOORE CARL A ENG4
MOORE CATHLEEN L LAS1
MOORE CHRISTINE K GRAD
MOORE DANIEL J ENG1
MOORE DAVID R LAS3
*MOORE DAVID WALTER GRAD
*MOORE DAVID WARREN GRAD
MOORE DEBRA L LAS3
*MOORE DONALD E JR GRAD
MOORE DONALD L LAW3
MOORE DOUGLAS C ENG1
MOORE ELIZABETH A ED 4
MOORE ELIZABETH C ED 2
MOORE FRANK S GRAD
MOORE GARLAND D FAA4
MOORE GARY K LAS2
*MOOPE GEORGETTE GRAD
*MOORE JACK DORWIN FAA3
MOORE JAMES C FAA2
MOORE JAMES P ENG1
MOORE JANNYCE Y LAS3
MOORE JEFFREY A ENG3
MOORE JEFFREY L LAS1
MOORE JOYCE K GRAD
MOORE KAREN A LAS3
MOORE KAREN A LAS2
MOORE KATHRYN M ED 2
MOORE KENDRA S AGR4
MOORE KEVIN A LAS4
MOORE KURT P LAS1
MOORE LARRY D AGR4
*MOORE LESLIE JOYCE ED 4
MOORE LYNN VIRGINIA GRAD
MOORE LYNNE LAS3
MOORE MABEL M LAS1
MOORE MARGARET J LAS2
MOORE MARILYNN E LAS1
MOORE MARK E FAA3
MOORE MARY A BUS3
MOORE MARY L LAS4
MOORE MELVIN MAURICE BUS2
MOORE MICHAEL A FAA1
MOORE MICHAEL J FAA3
MOORE MINNIE JEAN GRAD
MOORE MONICA F LAS1
MOORF NANCY F AGR2
MOORE RICHARD A AGR2
MOORE RICHARD E W ENG1
MOORE ROBERT C LAS3
MOORE RONALD M ENG4
MOORE STEPHEN J LAS3
MOORE STEPHEN W AGR1
MOORE STEVEN L AGR4
MOORE SUSAN E LAS1
MOORE SUSAN E FAA4
MOORE TAMARA F LAS1
MOORE TERI A LAS4
MOORE TERI L LAS3
*MOORE THOMAS WILLIAM GRAD
MOORE TIMOTHY F GRAD
MOORE VARDEMAN G GRAD
MOORE VICTORIA B AGR2
MOORE WAYNE D BUS3
MOORE WILLIAM A ENG3
MOORE WILLIAM DAVID ED 4
MOOREHEAD GERALD L BUS1
MOOREHOUSE MILES P FAA4
*MOORMAN RONALD HUGO GRAD
*MOOS PATRICK T LAW3
*MOOTZ APLENE R GRAD
MORA FRAN L LAS4
MORAN BRUCE L LAS2
1206 CRISPUS C
URH GARNER 410 C
URH NOBLE 402 C
URH WESTON 228 C
612 E PARK C
URH DANIELS 729 U
503 E WHITE 12 C
104 E PENN U
104 E PENN U
309 N BUSEY 12 U
201 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 116 U
509 E GREEN C
1600 W BRADLEY 119 C
412 E GREEN 4 C
URH SCOTT 261 C
106 E HEALEY 12 C
306 S 5TH C
URH OGLESBY 112 U
URH DANIELS 725 U
1108 DEVONSHIRE C
810 KERR 102 U
2013 B ORCH ST U
138 PADDOCK E C
1002 E HARDING 102 U
203 COUNTRY FR 23 C
URH LAR 188 U
311 E WHITE 15 C
URH FORBES 436 C
402 E DANIEL C
138 PADDOCK E C
305 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 287 U
2073 C ORCH ST U
1603 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 309 C
URH BLAISDELL 313 U
URH VANDOREN 404 C
408 E STOUGHTON C
401 E CHALMERS 108 C
911 S 4TH C
509 W HEALEY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 396 U
URH TOWNSEND 465 U
URH LAR 293 U
URH OGLESBY 113 U
URH SNYDER 436 C
URH DANIELS 394 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH VANDOREN 218 C
313 E JOHN 2 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
27 SALEM RD U
URH BARTON 23 C
808 W MICHIGAN U
1618 RIDGELAND C
207 1/2 E CLARK C
1601 S GROVE U
URH TRELEASE 1206 U
URH WARDALL 422 U
URH LAR 398 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH VANDOREN 18 C
505 E WHITE 5 C
105 E GREEN 15 C
URH SNYDER 460 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SAUNDERS 316 U
URH SAUNDERS 3 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
801 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 411 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 442 C
URH HOPKINS 469 C
310 E JOHN C
713 S MATTIS C
509 W HEALEY C
1404 S LINCOLN U
2009 BOUDREAU U
906 S VINE U
911 W MAIN U
1110 S MATTIS C
303 S ELM C
809 W ILLINOIS 12 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
1601 S GROVE U
URH ALLEN 462 U
505 S BUSEY 403 U
URH BARTON 24 C
409 W ILLINOIS U
SALEM ILL
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
1105 W OREGON 3 U
303 W GREEN C
















































































RR 7 BOX 166
8338 S TRIPP AV
105 N ELM
10843 S WOOD





302 S STATE ST
PONGDAEMOON-KU BKA
1108 DEVONSHIRE
WOODCREEK RD RR 2
8316 S DREXEL
138 PADDOCK E
1002 E HARDING 102
214 LYNNE LN
734 N ROUTE 59
1311 E SCOTT ST




201 W BUENA VISTA
2073 C ORCH ST
1603 VALLEY RD
RR 1 BOX 122
734 N ROUTE 59
2706 FONDULAC DP





734 N ROUTE 59
18212 HIGHLAND
357 W 92ND ST
231 W WALLACE
610 WINSTON DR
2021 NW 11TH RD
1236 HILLVIEW
2762 W WILSON AV
870 W DORSET ST
1823 E ILLINOIS ST
2762 WILSON AV
590 S PARK ST
RR 1
1618 RIDGELAND










500 S ANITA ST





602 S FINLEY RD
4176 GANN STORE RD
1312 W PARK ST
126 ORR DR
RR 1





3518 N 24TH ST
303 S ELM
3838 N VERSAILLES













































































































MORAN DONALD M LAS2
MORAN DONALD W LAS4
MORAN JAMES KEVIN GRAD
MORAN RICHARD M BUS*
MORAN TERRY J LAS1
MORAN WILLIAM BARRY GRAD
MORATH CAROL A LAS1
MORAVEC ROBERT J ENG4
MORAVECEK JAMES J ENG4
MORAVEK JAMES M ENG4
MORBY ALLAN R ENG3
MORDECAI DAVID LAS1
MORDECAI DENNIS R GRAC
MORDINI GARY P LAS1
MOPE CHARLES W ENG6
MOREAU ANNIE GRAD
MOREAU RICHARD ALAN GRAD
MOREAU ROBERT C III LAS2
MORECRAFT BRUCE K ENG1
MOREHART PATRICIA J FAA2
MORELAND BERNICE R LAS4
MORELAND MICHAEL A FAA4
MORELAND VICKI R LAS1
MORESCKI SANDRA K LAS3
MORETON GLENN M GRAD
MORFTTI ANGELO M ENG4
*MOREY MATHEW J BUS4
MORFORD RAYMOND III BUS6
*MORGALLA JANINA W GRAD
MORGALLA MICHAEL MAR GRAD
MORGAN ALBERT E ENG3
MORGAN ANDREEN N GRAD
MORGAN BARBARA A FAA1
MORGAN BONNIE J LAS1
MORGAN CAROLE L LAS3
MORGAN CHARLES G ENG3
MORGAN CHERYL A BUS1
MORGAN CYNTHIA A LAS2
MORGAN DARLENE M LAS2
MORGAN DONNA DERSCH GRAD
MORGAN DOUGLAS CROWE GRAD
MORGAN EDWARD ALAN GRAD
MORGAN GIOVANNI P BUS4
MORGAN JAMES R ENG2
MORGAN JAMES W ENG3
MORGAN JOHN G LAS3
MORGAN JOHN G ENG3
MORGAN JUDITH G LAS1
MORGAN KATHLEEN A LAS1
MORGAN KEITH W AGR3
MORGAN LENNIE G ENG3
MORGAN MARGARET E FAA3
MORGAN MARIAN L LAS3
MORGAN MARTIN M BUS1
MORGAN MICHAEL B FAA1
MORGAN MICHAEL H BUS1
MORGAN OCTAVUS BUS2
MORGAN RANDOLPH J AGR3
MORGAN REGINA L FAA2
MORGAN RICHARD W LAS3
MORGAN ROBERT ALLAN GRAD
MORGAN TERRY S AGR1
MORGAN THOMAS DAVID GRAD
MORGAN TIMOTHY P FAA1
MORGENSTERN ROGER W ENG2
MORHARDT KEITH A AGR3
MORIARTY DAVID JOHN GRAD
MORIARTY JANICE M GRAD
MOPILLAGONZALEZ A GRAD
MORIMOTO STEPHEN P LAS3
MORIOKA DIANE KEIKO GRAD
MORISATO SUSAN C LAS2
MORISSETTE HELENE GRAD
MORK PEGGY A LAS2
MORKEN DANA L LAS1
MORLEY CHARLES GRAD
MORNINGSTAR WILLIAM LAS1
MORONI JAMES J LAW3
MOPPURGO HAROLD B GRAD
MORPURGO JANE S GRAD
MORRELL JOHN H BUS4
MORREY KEVIN P BUS2
MORREY TIMOTHY J BUS1
MORRICE ALAN GEORGE GRAD
MOPPIE MICHAEL V BUS1
MORRILL ALLAN E BUS2
MORRILL JEFFREY W BUS1
MORRIS ADRIENNE E LAS3
MORRIS ALAN H LAS3
MORRIS ALAN K BUS3
MORRIS BERTRAM C LAS6
MORRIS CHARLES D ENG4
MORRIS CHRIS E AGR2
MORRIS CLIFFORD T LAS3
MORRIS DIANE K LAS2
MORRIS DONALD L ENG6
MORRIS EDWARD K JR GRAD
URH HOPKINS 269 C
URH SNYDER 206 C
909 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 323 C
803 OAKLAND 104 U
URH TRELEASE 1124 U
URH WESTON 264 C
605 S 5TH C
1110 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH BABCOCK 414 U
910 S 3RD C
409 E GREEN C
1007 S 3RD C
1404 N MATTIS C
URH DANIELS 488 U
1406 QUEENS WAY C
205 E ARMORY C
URH LUNDGREN 105 C
URH SCOTT 308 C
59 LAKESIDE TERR U
VERSAILLES FR
URH EVANS 301 U
1005 S 6TH 22 C
707 W CALIFORNIA U
URH BABCOCK 322 U
509 FAIRLAWN U
1303 S WESTERN C
604 E CLARK C
604 E CLARK C
52 MAPLEWOOD U
604 W ALABAMA C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1123 U
507 W SPNGFLD C
URH GARNER 204 C
URH BUSEY 225 U
1520 BRANCH C
URH BLAISDELL 4225 U
1303 MITCHEM 3 U
710 W HILL 3 C
926 LINVIEW U
56 E DANIEL 1 C
RANTOUL ILL
1005 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 493 C
URH HOPKINS 343 C
URH WARDALL 511 U
URH WARDALL 325 U
58 E GREGORY C
DEWEY ILL
611 E DANIEL C
1204 S LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 226 U
URH OGLESBY 1006 U
URH SNYDER 239 C
507 E WHITE 11 C
URH GARNER 462 C
URH FORBES 413 C
2202 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH LAR 302 U
SAVOY ILL
URH OGLESBY 731 U
URH BABCOCK 127 U
URH TOWNSEND 150 U
703 S GREGORY U
URH SHERMAN 517 C
STA A BOX 2351 C
URH LUNDGREN 217 C
HCNOLULU HI
URH EVANS 104 U
URH SHERMAN 212 C
302 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 424 C
1807 LYNWOOO C
61 E JOHN C
1007 FRANCIS 5 C
1002 S FRANK C
1002 S FRANK C
104 HOLIDAY PARK C
410 E JOHN C
410 E JOHN C
606 W OHIO U
604 F ARMORY 1303 C
102 E CHALMERS C
1004 W HEALEY C
1509 KIRBY 7 C
URH CARR 123 U
1323 ALMS C
702 W GREEN U
209 E ARMORY C
312 F ARMORY C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH VANDOREN 312 C
810 KERR 102 U
































































14203 S STATE ST
405 S I-OKA
1340 VIRGINIA DP















710 N WAIOLA AV
59 LAKESIDE TERR
RR 1 BOX 27
RR 1
1005 S 6TH 22
BOX 792
























211 W SCHOOL ST
BOX 80





151 S 14TH AV
RR 3 BOX 111
705 W WOODLAWN
RR 2
























3459 171 ST ST














































































































MORRIS ERNEST ROLAND GRAD
MORRIS FRANK H GRAD
MORRIS GEORGE F LAS4
MORRIS GEORGE RONALD GRAD
MORRIS GREGORY E ENG2
MORRIS HOPE E LAS1
MORRIS JAMES R ENG3
MORRIS JEFFREY A ENG4
MORRIS JOANN GRAD
MORRIS KATHLEEN A LAS3
MORRIS KATHLEEN J VM 3
MORRIS LESLIE D GRAD
MORRIS LINDA M LAS4
MORRIS LOUIS K BUS3
MORRIS MARILYN J LAS1
MORRIS MARTHA A LAS1
MORRIS MARY RUTH FAA4
MORRIS REBECCA L LAS2
MORRIS RICHARD D LAS4
MORRIS RICHARD H VM 4
MORRIS ROBERT B ENG4
MORRIS ROBERT P AGR2
MORRIS SCOTT W FAA2
MORRIS TERRI L LAS1
MORRIS THOMAS E PE 1
MORRIS WILFORD ENG4
MORRISON BRUCE A BUS2
MORRISON BRUCE A AGR1
MORRISON DANIEL J ENG2
MORRISON DAVID L FAA4
MORRISON DAVID W ENG2
MORRISON DEBRA J COM3
MORRISON DWAYNF I LAW3
MORRISON EDWARD L JR LAS4
MORRISON JOHN P LAS4
MORRISON JOHN R GRAD
MORRISON JOHN W GRAD
MORRISON JON RANDALL GRAD
MORRISON JUDITH K GRAD
MORRISON LINDA L LAS4
MORRISON LYNNE AGR1
MORRISON MARY A LAS3
MORRISON MARY J GRAD
MORRISON MICHAEL W LAS1
MORRISON NANCY S LAS2
MORRISON ROBERT V GRAD
MORRISON ROGER LEE GRAD
MORRISON SANDRA S GRAD
MORRISON THERESA D AGR4
MORRISON VAUGHN WADE GRAD
MORRISON WAYNE J LAS1
MORRISON WILLIAM H GRAD
MORRITZ ROBIN J LAS1
MORROW CLAIRE A LAS1
MORROW DWIGHT W LAS3
MORROW GARY DONALD GRAD
MORROW GREGORY J LAS3
MORROW JAMES E JR BUS3
MORROW JOHN K BUS2
MORROW LEA AGR1
MORROW MARCIA E ED 3
MORROW MARK C BUS1
MORROW REBECCA A LAS3
MORSCH KENT R ENG2
MORSCHEISER JOHN C PE 4
MORSE EDWARD C ENG1
MORSE MARCIA I AGR1
MORSE MARK J LAS1
MORSE MARNELL M ENG4
MORSKI FRANK STANLEY GRAD
MOPTENSEN HAROLD H ENG4
MORTENSON JEROME A ENG4
MORTON CAROLYN A LAS3
MORTON CYNTHIA D PE 1
MORTON DIANE L LAS3
MORTON RICHARD A AGR2
MORVICH JOHN JR LAS4
MORVICH SUSAN L PE 2
MOSBERG HENRY ISAAC GRAD
MOSCHEL BARRY E BUS1
MOSELEY JONATHAN R LAS1
MOSELY JEANNINE LAS3
MOSER CARLOS W ENG4
MOSER CYNTHIA L GRAD
MOSER GAYLE JEAN FAA4
MOSES ANGELA D LAS1
MOSES BARBARA S FAA4
MOSES RICHARD A ENG1
MOSES SHELLEY FAA4
MOSES TOD M LAS1
MOSETICK GREGORY BUS1
MOSHER DAWN F FAA1
MOSHER SHARON LAS4
MOSKAL JOHN J BUS4
MOSLEY KEITH A BUS2
MOSLEY MARGO JOHNSON GRAD
MOSLEY WAYNE J LAW3
200 BLISS U 344-1619
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
DANVILLE ILL
TWIN ORCH TRLR 59 U
URH ALLEN 385 U 332-3372
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 304 U
411 W GREEN 2 U 344-5201
118 HOLIOAY PARK C 359-8361
412 E GREEN 17 C 352-6399
1600 W BRADLEY C 352-1951
411 W GREEN 2 U 344-5201
1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
DANVILLE ILL
URH SCOTT 288 C 332-1491
URH BUSEY 307 U
408 1/2 E ELM U
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
1006 W NEVAOA 2 U
204 HOLIOAY PARK C 356-5425
309 N BUSEY U
URH OGLESBY 930 U 332-0576
58 E JOHN 24 C 359-7815
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 217 C
807 S MATTIS 5 C 352-6815
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
URH SAUNDERS 419 U 332-3692
URH OGLESBY 1029 U 332-5350
604 E ARMORY 3203 C 344-3372
URH SAUNDERS 329 U 332-3671
1646 VALLEY RD C 356-1992
URH SAUNDERS 423 U 332-3726
605 S BROADWAY U 344-7888
1006 S 3RD 3 C 344-8710
905 S 2ND C 344-4284
THCMASBORO ILL
905 S 2ND 2 C 344-4284
202 S LINCOLN 8 U 367-6287
URH CLARK 234 C 332-0029
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
702 W PENN U 344-1130
301 E CHALMERS 5 C
311 HESSEL C 356-8558
DANVILLE ILL
MANSFIELD ILL
1646 VALLEY RD C 356-1992
802 W GREEN 200 U 344-1235
2040 D ORCH ST U 344-5925
910 S 3RD C 337-5125
706 W CHURCH 9 C 359-3522
URH EVANS 303 U 332-2730
URH WARDALL 522 U
402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
910 S 3RD C
105 E CLARK C 359-8248
211 E JOHN 6 C
401 E JOHN C 394-9498
URH GARNER 441 C
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
URH TAFT 220 C
311 E JOHN 3 C
URH OGLESBY 510 U 332-5182
505 S 1ST C 367-5758
URH OGLESBY 818 U
URH WARDALL 1006 U
URH TOWNSEND 412 U 332-4185
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
BOX 1151 C 352-6318
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
URH OGLESBY 1125 U 332-5376
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-4470
URH BUSEY 232 U 332-2616
URH TRELEASE 929 U 332-5675
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
AUGERVILLE RD RR 2 U
URH EVANS 141 U 332-2698
909 W OREGON 101 U 344-6181
105 E ARMORY C 344-9566
URH FORBES 496 C
2007 PROSPECT C 352-1614
10 FRITCHEY ESTATE U 367-4300
1106 W STOUGHTON U 344-7941
503 1/2 W GREEN C
URH SCOTT 321 C 332-1516
111 E CHALMERS 8 C
URH SNYDER 492 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH NOBLE 113 C 332-0371
URH OGLESBY 505 U
URH HOPKINS 492 C 332-1392
105 S POPLAR U 367-6972
503 E WHITE C 359-2362
403 S 6TH C
ST JOSEPH ILL
405 ILLINOIS U 328-3826
200 BLISS
13103 WORTHINGTON
535 S BOWMAN AV
TWIN ORCH TRLR CT
101 S EDWARD ST
1432 KRISTAN AV
824 CLEVELAND AV




411 W GREEN 2




408 1/2 E ELM





58 E JOHN 24
1432 KRISTAN AV
1619 STODDARD
807 S MATTIS 5
11344 S FOREST
RR 2










202 S LINCOLN AV 8
555 THORNEHOUSE
710 N WORTH ST
GREGORY HALL 105
2 LARKDALE E RD
311 HESSEL




2040 C ORCH ST
2603 ERIE ST
3218 N WAYNOKA































1110 W 64TH ST





8212 W MAPLE AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 97
1514 W LINCOLN
306 RED OAK RD
7325 S UNION




































































































MOSS ARTHUR Z GRAD
MOSS DAVIO A AGR3
MOSS ELLEN J FAA1
MOSS JO E LAS2
MOSS KALENE E LAS4
MOSS MARK T LAS3
MOSS ROBERT J LAS3
MOSS SYLVIA DAVIS GRAO
MOSS TOMMY H FAA1
MOSSER JANE L LAS3
MOSTACCI KATHLEEN M LAS1
MOSTAFAVI MASOUD GRAD
MOSTEK ANTHONY J LAS1
MOSTOV DEBORAH A LAS2
MOTEL ROBERT A LAS4
MOTENKO GAIL L LAS3
MOTENKO PAUL A BUS1
MOTT DENNIS D BUS4
MOTTA JOSEPH ROGER GRAD
MOTTL GLEN J ENG3
MOTTWEILER RICHARD R LAS3
MOUEN ERNEST D GRAD
MOULIC JAMES RANDAL GRAD
MOULIC JULIE A ENG1
MOUNTFOPD FRANK W II AV 1
2
MOUSA OSAMA MOHAMMED GRAD
MOUSSERI JOSEPH GRAD
MOWERS LEILA S LAS3
MOWERS RONALD PAUL GRAD
MOWRER HOBART T ENG3
MOWRY GEOFFREY L AGR2
MOWRY MAXWELL REED J GRAD
MOX MARK W BUS1
MOY COLLEEN D LAS3
MOY DONALD FAA4
MOY HERMAN YUN-CHEE GRAO
MOY MARY M COM3
MOY PETER Y ENG1
MOY ROBERT FAA4
MOY ROSE C BUS2
MOY SUSIE Y AGR2
MOY TIMOTHY Y LAS3
MOY VERA G LAS1
MOYE CHARLES E LAS3
MOYF LAWRENCE A LAS2
MOYE MICHAEL R AGR4
MOYE RAPHAEL J AV 1
1
MOYFR ELAINE S LAS3
MOYER GUY L LAS1
MOYEP MARY E LAS1
MOYEP ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
MOYER SUSAN K LAS2
MOYEP THOMAS JEROME GRAD
MOZAFFARIAN AMIR H ENG3
MRAZ MARILYNN R AGR3
MRAZFK SUSAN JANE LAS3
MREEN ROBERT A FAA2
MRIZEK PATRICIA LAS4
MROCZEK GREGORY P LAS3
MROCZENSKI LEO J JR BUS2
MROULA KATHLEEN D LAS2
MROZ GLORIA M LAS1
MROZEK ERNEST J LAS2
MRSTIK BERNARD J GRAD
MUCCI JOHN JOSEPH FAA3
MUCINO ALEX M LAW1
MUCK DOUGLAS A BUS2
MUDAY BARBARA ANDREA GRAD
MUDGE TREVOR NIGEL GRAD
MUDGETT CLINTON C GRAD
MUDRO JEAN M BUS2
MUEHLING GREGORY L AGR3
MUEHLING KAREN R AGR
1
MUELLER ARTHUR H VM 1
MUELLER BARRY L ENG2
MUELLER BECKY P ED 4
MUELLER BRUCE L ENG4
MUELLER CANDACE P LAS2
MUELLER CARLYLE G E ENG2
MUELLER CRAIG P LAS3
MUELLER DAVID E ENG2
MUELLER DAVID HENRY GRAD
MUELLER DEBORAH A PE 4
MUELLER DONALD SCOTT GRAD
MUELLER GARY R AGR1
MUELLER HENRY EDWARD LAW3
MUELLER JAMES F VM 3
MUELLER JAMES I BUS3
MUELLER JEROME W LAS6
MUELLER JOYCE A AGR4
MUELLER KEITH W BUS4
MUELLER LEONARD W II AGRl
MUELLER MARJORIE A LAS1
MUELLER MARK C ENG2
MUELLER MARY J AGR4
MUELLER MICHAEL D FAA3
MUELLER MICHAEL J AGRl
114 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-7035
URH GARNER 395 C 332-0842
URH ALLEN 217 U
URH LAR 272 U 332-2980
URH WESTON 218 C 332-1923
URH OGLESBY 1016 U 332-5337
1108 W SPNGFLD U 344-8390
114 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-7035
23C8 WELLAND C
1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
910 S 3RD C
STA A BOX 2146 C
URH OGLESBY 307 U
URH BUSEY 303 U 332-2624
508 E WHITE C 352-6381
605 S 5TH 24 C 359-6788
409 E CHALMRS C
307 E HEALEY 6 C
905 S 1ST 9 C
310 E WHITE C
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
408 N MATHEWS U 344-7433
1304 SILVER U 344-7578
URH WARDALL 1203 U 332-4552
URH WESTON 358 C
STA A BOX 2163 C 367-3129
2004 C ORCH ST U 344-7251
907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
TOLONO ILL
120 1/2 W UNIV C 35°-6030
604 E ARMORY 2140 C
URH SHERMAN 1162 C
910 S 3RD C 337-7050
URH VANDOREN 22 C 332-0465
406 E GREEN U 367-2057
504 W MAIN 304 U 328-3438
1006 S 3RD 18 C
910 S 3RD C
406 E GREEN U 367-7057
URH TRELEASE 1129 U 332-5738
URH CARR 424 U
910 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 305 U
BADEN AUST
303 E CHALMERS C 344-9861
206 S GREGORY U
206 S GREGORY U
1C7 E JOHN C 359-0514
URH TAFT 408 C
URH TRELEASE 808 U 332-5625
RANTOUL ILL
107 E JOHN C 359-0514
URH SHERMAN 362 C
703 E COLORADO 3C1 U 367-5502
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
103 E OANIEL 4 C
URH WESTON 465 C 332-2099
703 W ILLINOIK U 344-6156
506 E SPNGFLD C
URH SNYDER 324 C 332-1960
1004 S 4TH C
URH WARDALL 916 U 332-4492
308 E ARMORY C 344-9742
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
1111 W CLARK U 352-1591
401 E CHALMERS 311 C
URH BABCOCK 406 U 332-3814
URH WARDALL 1214 U
203 S WRIGHT 3 C 352-9745
1211 NORTHWOOD S C 359-5388
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5138
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
CISSNA PARK ILL
RR 1 U 694-4745
URH BLAISDELL 203 U 332-3479
809 W NEVADA U 367-0938
604 E ARMORY 2209 C 344-1266
URH VANDOREN 212 C 332-0503
URH WESTON 422 C 332-2114
604 E ARMORY 209 C 344-1266
URH CARR 303 U 332-3915
809 S 5TH C 344-0220
902 S 2ND C 344-2027
2004 B ORCH ST U 328-1040
URH FORBES 122 C 332-0634
111 1/2 S BUSEY U 328-3851
URH CARR 303 U 332-3915
302 W HEALEY C 352-2228
207 W HEALEY 1 C
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
1010 S 2ND C
URH LUNDGREN 4 C
URH TRELEASE 912 U
910 W CALIFORN 1 U 344-5012
712 S VINE U 367-5850
URH SCOTT 278 C 332-1478













4720 W 83RD ST
6708 COTTONWOOD
6315 N OAKLEY AV
6437 KNOX
6437 N KNOX
420 N KANSAS AV





709 S MOORE RD
9942 S CAMPBELL
300 S GOODWIN
2004 C ORCH ST
116 N HENDERSON ST
116 N HENDERSON




312 W GENEVA ST
4449 BROADWAY
940 W GUNNISON ST






1516 S 5TH AV
RR 1
103 S HUMPHREY AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 122
RR 1 BOX 122
BOX 401 BARNES
1537 W 186TH PL
4543 N NEW ENGLAND
102 E CHAMPAIGN AV


























RR 1 BOX 193
RR 1 BOX 190
18W772 AV NORMANDY
RR 1 BOX 163
4012 LOCKE
8234 OLEANDER
2004 B ORCH ST
1319 LINDEN RD
111 1/2 S BUSEY





319 W WINDSOR AV
205 W TAYLOR ST
306 N PINE ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 195
RR 1 BOX 210



































































































MUELLER REBECCA S LAS1
MUELLER ROBERT J AGR1
MUELLER ROBERT L FAA1
MUELLER RONALD L ENG1
MUELLER THOMAS E ENG1
MUELLER THOMAS JAMES ENG4
MUENCH GREGORY L LAS1
MUGERDITCHIAN JOHN LAS1
MUGNOLO JO A LAS1
*MUHNEY MARION J LAS4
*MUHNEY MICHAEL J BUS4
MUHONEN GARY M ENG4
MUHS OANIEL ROBERT LAS6
MUHS LAURIE J LAS4
MUI HOK M ENG1
MUIR CHARLES R FAA4
MUIR JOHN M FAA1
*MUIR ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
MUIR WILLIAM MARTIN GRAD
MUIRHEAD FRANCES E LAS1
MUIRHEAD WAYNE L LAS2
MUIRHFID WILLARD K BUS4
MUIZNIEKS VIKTORS J ENG2
MUKAI BAIYU GRAD
MUKHOPADHYAY ANUP K GRAD
MULA ANNE M PE 1
MULA THOMAS P FAA4
MULAPCZYK JOSEPH W LAS3
MULARZ THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
MULCAHY JOHN HENRY LAS6
MULCH ROBERT F JR LAS4
MULCH THOMAS A FAA1
MULCPONE DEBORAH A BUS1
MULCPONE KEVIN J BUS4
MULDER GARY A ENG2
MULESKI ROBERT T GRAD
MULHALL MARTIN F LAS3
MULHALL THOMAS P LASl
MULHOLLANO JUDITH E ED 4
MULHOLLAND STEPHEN W AGR3
MULLALLY FRANCIS R ED 3
MULLARKEY PATRICIA D LAS2
MULLEN JAMES T BUS1
MULLEN JOHN R JR LAS3
*MULLEN MIRIAM C GRAD
MULLEN VICTORIA A LAS2
MULLENDORE MARK E LAS4
MULLER CHANTAL PE 1
MULLER MARK P FAA1
MULLIKEN MARY ELLEN GRAD
*MULLIN CHRISTINE D FAA2
*MULLIN JEFFREY L ENG2
*MULLIN THOMAS F ENG3
MULLINFAUX RONALD W GRAD
MULLNER ROSS MICHAEL GRAD
MULROY MAUREEN B LAS3
MULVANEY RICHARD L AGR3
MULVANY KENNETH D FAA3
MULVEY KATHLEEN A LASl
MULVIHILL COLLEEN Y FAA3
MULVIHILL EILEEN R LAS4
MULVIHILL FLORENCE A PE 4
MULVIHILL RICHARD L AGR2
MUMM HOWARD E LAS4
MUMM JEFFREY L LASl
MUMMA STANLEY ALLAN GRAD
MUMME DANIEL K LAW2
*MUMME JULIE ARMITAGE GRAD
MUNCH DANIEL F AGR2
*MUNCY HELEN HOUSTON GRAD
*MUNCY JERRY THOMAS GRAD
MUNDT BPUCE E LASl
MUNDT GORDON K LAS4
MUNDT GREGG ALAN LASl
MUNIE MARSHA ANN GRAD
MUNIN EDWARD J FAA1
*MUNN JAMES R LAS4
*MUNN LOUISE A LAS2
MUNN WALTER D ENG1
MUNSKI DOUGLAS C LAS3
*MUNSON FLAINE WEST ED 3
MUNSON LAPRY A ENG2
MUNTER BARBARA K FAA1
*MUNTON LARRY GENE GRAD
MUNVEZ MARTIN R LAS3
MUNWES SONIA PE 2
MURADIAN JEFFREY BUS1
MURAI SHINNICHI GRAD
MURAKAMI MARGARET Y GRAD
MURASAKI CALVIN K FAA3
MURASKI CATHERINE A BUS1
MURASKI MARY J LAS3
MURATA CHERYL L LASl
MURIN CAROL J ENG3
MURIS DAVID C LASl
MUPOWCHICK JAMES B LASl
MUROWCHICK LINDA S LAS4
URH BUSEY 237 U
209 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1112 U
URH LUNDGREN 302 C
URH OGLESBY 303 U
2311 S 1ST 302 C
URH TAFT 214 C
URH TOWNSEND 311 U
URH BLAISDELL 403 U
38 CARRIAGE PL U
38 CARRIAGE PL U
606 W PARK 17 C
106 S GREGORY U
URH FRENCH HSE 4 U
URH OGLESBY 842 U
1007 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 268 U
708 W STOUGHTON U
1701 VALLEY RD C
URH WARDALL 1003 U
URH SNYDER 172 C
1013 W JOHN C
URH SCOTT 269 C
511 E WHITE 2 C
102 N LINCOLN 7 U
URH ALLEN 439 U
209 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C
608 S STATE C
705 W ELM U
706 W OHIO U
706 W OHIO U
URH WARDALL 421 U
406 W HIGH 3 U
1005 1/2 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 129 U
URH TAFT 105 C
URH TAFT 105 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 461 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
9C8 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 345 C
58 E JOHN 23 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH WARDALL 1120 U
DECATUR ILL
EVANSTON ILL
URH TAFT 208 C
URH DANIELS 330 U
1010 E COLORADO 37 U
1010 E COLORADO 37 U
314 S PRAIRE 104 C
1012 1/2 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 361 C
URH WESTON 326 C
705 W SPNGFLD 3 U
URH WESTON 367 C
URH LAR 463 U
1407 CENTENNIAL C
801 E MAIN 2 U
1407 CENTENNIAL C
1407 CENTENNIAL C
1701 W HEALEY C
URH WESTON 444 C
2711 CARRELTON C
406 W HILL 1 C
406 W HILL 1 C
809 W PENN U
1602 CRESCENT C
1602 CRESCENT C
URH GARNER 404 C
1110 1/2 S ARBOR C
URH WESTON 394 C
URH SHERMAN 428 C
211 E OANIEL C
3 QUINCE C
3 QUINCE C
URH TOWNSEND 518 U
URH BLAISDELL 10 U
MGNTICELLO ILL
306 E GREGORY C
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
WHITE HEATH ILL
503 E STOUGHTON C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
URH DANIELS 534 U
URH DANIELS 267 U
URH BLAISDELL 4 U
URH SCOTT 223 C
212 E SPNGFLD C
URH TRELEASE 426 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 216 C
URH SAUNDERS 228 U















































































206 E MADISON AV
206 E MADISON AV
265 W 23RD ST





RR 2 BOX 199
1013 W JOHN




119 E GRANT ST
5906 W 60TH ST




















309 N BRICE ST
RR 2 BOX 123
1010 E COLORADO 37
1010 E COLORADO 37














406 W HILL 1
































































































































MURPHY ANGELA R LAS3
MURPHY BILLY J ENG3
MURPHY BRADLEY W LAW3
MURPHY CATHLEEN J LAS1
MURPHY CHARLES L LAS1
MURPHY CLAIRE L LAS2
MURPHY DANIEL C LAS2
MURPHY DANIEL M COM4
MURPHY DAVID HORTON GRAD
MURPHY DAVID P LAS1
MURPHY DEBRA ED 2
MURPHY DON J PE 4
MURPHY DONEL W LAS1
MURPHY ELIZABETH A LAS3
MURPHY GLENN E AGR4
MURPHY JAMES P LAW2
MURPHY JAMES R LAS3
MURPHY JOAN T LAS3
MURPHY JOSEPH S BUS2
MURPHY JOYCE A LAS1
MURPHY JUDITH RION GRAD
MURPHY JULIE A ED 3
MURPHY KATHLEEN F LAS3
MURPHY KURT R LAS1
MURPHY LINDA A LAS4
MURPHY LYNNE A LAS3
MURPHY MARIANNA LAS3
MURPHY MARIE E AGR1
MURPHY MARTIN DAVID GRAD
MURPHY MARY E FAA3
MURPHY MATTHEW D ENG4
MURPHY MICHAEL A GRAD
MURPHY MICHAEL E FAA3
MURPHY PAMELA E GRAD
MURPHY PAMELA J LAS3
MURPHY RANDALL B FAA1
MURPHY RAYMOND J AVI1
MURPHY RAYMOND M LAS1
MURPHY SHIRLEY ANN ED 4
MURPHY STEPHEN E AV I 2
MURPHY SUSAN A LAS2
MURPHY THOMAS JAMES GRAD
MURPHY THOMAS K BUS4
MURPHY THOMAS R AGR1
MURPHY THOMAS R JR LAW1
MURPHY TIMOTHY F FAA1
MURPHY WILLIAM S LAW3
MURPHY WILLIAM S ENG1
MURRAY ALICE L LAS2
MURRAY ANN E FAA1
MURRAY ANNE E LAS2
MURRAY BEVERLY L COM4
MURRAY DENNIS J LAS3
MURRAY DRUSILLA ED 2
MURRAY EDWARD J JR BUS1
MURRAY JUDITH DAY GRAD
MURRAY LEE LAS3
MURRAY MARY FRANCES AGR4
MURRAY THOMAS J PE 2
MURREL RITA H AGR1
MUPRELL SYLVIA ED 4
MURRIN MICHAEL P LAS3
MURRY DOROTHY J GRAD
MURRY JACK EVAN GRAD
MURTAUGH CATHLEEN M LAS2
MURTHA MICHAFL J ENG2
MUSAK GREGORY ALAN LAS3
MUSCH THOMAS OWEN GRAD
MUSE JOHN EDWARD GRAD
MUSE MICHAEL C LAS2
MUSGPAVF DEBOERAH K AGR2
MUSGRAVE JACK A III ENG1
MUSIAL MICHAEL E LAS3
MUSIAL MICHAEL E ENG4
MUSIAL THOMAS E AVI1
MUSICK ESTHER L LAS1
MUSICK RANDA L LAS2
MUSIKANTOW ROBERT A LAS3
MUSSATT MARK A LAS1
MUSSEL^AN EUGENE E GRAD
MUSSELMAN ROBERT K LAS1
MUSSELMAN WANDA H GRAD
MUSTAFA ABDUL AZIZ GRAD
MUSUR ROBERT J ENG3
MUSZYNSKI DAVID D GRAD
MUSZYNSKI IRVIN L JR LAS4
MUTAW KATHLEEN E LAS4
MUTH WILLIAM STEPHEN BUS4
MUTTER CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
MUYLLE MAUREEN D LAS1
MUYSKENS KAREN S LAS1
MUZAL STEVE J FAA1
MUZOS STEVEN J GRAD
MUZZEY CAROL J LAS3
MYCUE DAVID JOHN GRAD
MYER GEORGE W LAS1
MYEP SALLY K LAS3
URH BUSEY 202 U
409 E CHALMRS C
2027 D HAZWD CT U
URH FLAGG 411 C
604 E ARMORY 122 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 359 C
205 S LYNN U
MATTOON ILL
URH FORBES 474 C
URH LAR 123 U
109 E CHALMERS 4 C
2031 A ORCH ST U
URH FLAGG 331 C
1008 S LINCOLN U
1306 SILVER U
1001 W UNIVERSITY U
300 S GOODWIN 215 U
1006 NEVADA 2 U
URH LAR 199 U
BURRILL HALL 131 U
508 E CHALMERS C
1203 W MAIN 1 U
URH HOPKINS 372 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
508 E ARMORY C
405 E JOHN 9 C
GIRARD ILL
2031 A ORCH ST U
1607 VALLEY RD C
505 E WHITE 12 C
1415 KIRBY 5 C
1008 W NEVADA U
1008 S BUSEY 3 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 236 U
URH SNYDER 338 C
URH LUNDGREN 219 C
URH BLAISDELL 416 U
102 W MUMFORD U
URH FLAGG 421 C
190 PADDOCK E C
601 S 4TH C
1002 S LINCOLN U
1306 SILVER U
URH BARTON 24 C
1702 ANTHONY C
110 E ARMORY C
RR 4 C
URH WARDALL 1202 U
URH ALLEN 405 U
401 E CHALMERS 615 C
URH HOPKINS 375 C
URH HOPKINS 488 C
URH SNYDER 268 C
802 PARK LN C
211 E JOHN 2 C
507 W OREGON U
408 W WILLIAMS C
URH ALLEN 136 U
307 E ARMORY C




URH FORBES 395 C
106 S GREGORY U
URH TAFT 202 C
509 1/2 E GREEN 1 C
1010 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SNYDER 293 C
URH SCOTT 462 C
605 S BROADWAY U
604 E ARMORY 2303 C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
DECATUR ILL
506 E STOUGHTON C
604 E ARMORY 1236 C
1411 ROSE C
URH GARNER 496 C
1411 ROSE C
2014 A ORCH ST U
102 E CHALMERS C
1008 W STOUGHTON 3 U
408 W ILLINOIS U
509 E STOUGHTON C
207 S URBANA U
307 S LINCOLN U
URH LAR 184 U
URH GARNER 441 C
402 E DANIEL C
810 HAWTHORNE U
409 E CHALMRS C
2109 HAZWD OR 102 U
URH N3BLE 312 C































































1 S SCHOOL ST
BOX 222
2027 D HAZWD CT
1528 S FAIRVIEW
401 W 11TH ST






660 W DIVISION 508














ROUTE 1 BOX 108
RR 1
2031 A ORCH ST
813 S VAIL
5828 RIDGE AV
















BOX 108 ROUTE 1
RR 4




354 W NORMAL PKWY
6851 N OLCOTT
802 PARK LN
















424 S DONALD AV








2014 A ORCH ST
7138 S AVERS AV
508 S MAIN ST






754 E 156TH PL
810 HAWTHORNE
224 N ASHLAND AV





































































































MYERS ALLEN D ENG3
MYERS BARBARA L ENG1
MYERS BEVERLY A AGR1
MYERS CHRISTINE R LAS6
MYERS CURTIS W LAW3
MYERS DANIEL R FAA2
MYERS DAVID RICHARD GRAD
MYERS OEBORAH K LAS3
MYERS DELORES YANCEY GRAD
MYERS DONNA L ED 3
MYERS GAIL S FAA1
MYERS GEORGE D VM A
MYERS HARVEY N GRAD
MYERS JACK A BUS4
MYERS JAMIE A FAA2
MYERS JEFFERY E AGR2
MYERS JILL L LAS2
MYERS JUDITH ANN GRAD
MYERS KATHY L LAS3
MYERS MARSHA LYNN AGR4
MYERS MARY S ED 3
MYERS PAUL ROBERT GRAD
MYERS RANDALL D AGR1
MYFRS RICHARD P LAS3
MYERS ROBERT J COM3
MYERS SUSAN M LAS2
MYERS TERRY L LAS3
MYERS TERRY L PE 3
MYERS THOMAS J ENG6
MYERS THOMAS R LAS4
MYERS VICTORIA L GRAD
MYERS WILLIAM J ENG2
MYLES ETHEL L ED 2
MYLES KEVIN M LAW3
MYLES LEONARD LAS1
MYLES RAYMOND GRAD
NAATZ KENNETH A BUS3
NABAVI-NOORI M ENG1
NACHENBERG CARON L AGR2
NACHOWICZ MARY K ED 3
NACHSHON VEPED GRAD
NACHSHON YEHUDA GRAD
NACHTRIEB KAREN E AGR2
NADAPSKI JUDITH A LAS4
NADDY TERENCE JOHN ENG2
NADOY TIMOTHY JAMES ENG4
NADEL ALLAN S LAS2
NADLER BARBARA M LAS2
NADOLSKI NELLA-ANNE LAS1
NADZAN ALEX MICHAEL GRAD
NAFODSI SAMMY A LAS1
NAFT BARBARA ED 2
NAFT STUART BUS1
NAGATA JANE T LAS1
NAGATA JOYCE J FAA2
NAGEL ALAN S LAS2
NAGEL FRED J BUS2
NAGEL GREGORY M ENG4
NAGFL PICHAPD A ENG4
NAGEL ROBERT J FAA1
NAGEL ROSE A LAS2
NAGEL SUZANNE R GRAD
NAGELBERG LISA FD 2
NAGLE CHRISTINE A BUS3
NAGLE GREGORY C BUS2
NAGLE JANIE B LAS3
NAGODE EDWARD G GRAD
NAGORSKY MITCHELL R LAW2
NAGUMO EILEEN A ED 1
NAGY CHRISTINE A GRAD
NAHLIK ANNE M AGR1
NAKAGAMA GENE YOSHIO GRAD
NAKAGAMA SUE M GRAD
NAKAMURA ROY MASARU GRAD
NAKAMURA TOSHIKO UNE GRAD
NAKANISHI AKINORI GRAD
NAKASHIMA CATHY Y LAS3
*NAKHATA PARICHAT GRAD
NAKHATA TAWATCHAI GRAD
NALEPA MICHAEL J LAS3
NALL DIANA J LAS2
NALLY TOMAS J LAS2
NALLY TPACI E LAS1
NALYWAJKO MICHAEL I ENG4
NAMEKATA TSUKASA GRAD
NANCE SHARON M LAS2
NANCE SUSAN KAE GRAD
NANDAKUMAR MAGAIAH S GRAD
NANJUNDIAH MALINI Y GRAD
NANNEY JEAN KELLY GRAD
NANUS ARTHUR R ENG1
NAPHIN ROSEMARY B GRAD
NAPIEP THOMAS R FAA4
NAPIEP WILLIAM ECWAR GRAD
NAPLES GREGCRY J LAW3
NAPLES ROBERTA J GRAD
NAPOLITAN BETTY ANN FAA3
512 E CLARK 33 C
URH WARDALL 1108 U
URH TRELEASE 220 U
1009 S WESTLAWN C
2112 RAINBOW VIEW U
KIRKLAND ILL
URH DANIELS 288 U
504 W PENN U
2017 B ORCH ST U
911 S LOCUST 205 C
URH WARDALL 1024 U
911 S 1ST C
2017 B ORCH ST U
401 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 104 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 505 U
URH DANIELS 296 U
310 E CHALMERS 213 C
1208 W CHARLES C
802 W OREGON 16 U
1208 W CLARK U
URH BABCOCK 203 U
211 E DANIEL C
311 GREEN C
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 384 U
URH BUSEY 349 U
2004 E MICHIGAN U
57 E CHALMERS 2 C
805 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1019 U
URH HOPKINS 488 C
1821 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 254 C
502 W MAIN 326 U
1105 S 4TH C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
904 S 3RD C
509 E GREEN 300 C
1922 C ORCH ST U
1922 C ORCH ST U
URH FLAGG 422 C
1002 S BUSEY U
1600 W BRADLEY 112 C
1600 W BRADLEY 301 C
URH CARR 301 U
URH WARDALL 411 U
URH LAR 198 U
2511 BROWNFIELD PD U
URH ALLEN 285 U
802 W OREGON U
105 E ARMORY C
URH CLARK 322 C
URH GARNER 462 C
907 S 4TH C
907 S 4TH C
313 E JOHN 21 C
802 N COLER U
URH GARNER 490 C
URH CARR 404 U
601 E CALIFORNIA U
9 10 S 3RD C
URH LAR 130 U
313 E JOHN 20 C
604 S LINCOLN U
URH OANIELS U
56 1/2 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 1004 U
1002 W NEVADA U
URH GARNER 244 C
2073 B ORCH ST U
2073 B ORCH ST U
1107 W GREEN 33 1 U
1107 W GREEN 331 U
1107 W GREEN 126 U
405 E JOHN 1 C
CE HALL 3109 U
URH SCOTT 482 C
14C8 HILLCREST U
4 THE SUMMIT C
THE SUMMIT 4 C
URH FORBES 245 C
URH SHERMAN 455 C
URH SCOTT 210 C
URH SHERMAN 317 C
1114 W SPNGFLD U
10C8 1/2 W GREEN 8 U
703 W INDIANA U
URH TAFT 122 C
901 S 1ST C
VERSAILLES FR
URH SHERMAN 849 C
908 S LOCUST 302 C
908 S LOCUST 302 C












































































2634 BURR OAK AV
16000 W 87TH AV




12510 S ADA ST
16000 W 87TH AV
2017 B ORCH ST
222 S RAMMER AV
9223 LATROBE
312 S PATTON
2017 B ORCH ST
233 N 1ST ST




























8401 W 129TH ST
809 S LYNN
1600 W BRADLEY 112
1600 W BRADLEY 301
2428 W BERWYN AV
218 INDIANA ST





700 S 10TH AV






ROUTE 2 BOX 143
75 CLOSTER DOCK RD









2073 B ORCH ST
2073 B ORCH ST
7332 S DORCHESTER


















909 S 5TH 849
908 S LOCUST 302


































































































NAPPE ELIZABFTH M LAS1
NARAYAN RAMAMOORTHI GRAD
NARCISI MAOELYN T LAS1
NASET MICHAFL R ENG1
NASH JOHN M BUS2
NASH LAURA HELEN GRAD
NASH ROBERT N BUSA
NASH SANDY L LAS1
NASH THOMAS A ENG2
NASLUND LINDA R LAS3
NASS MICHAEL R AGRA
NASSEHY GUITTY T GRAD
NASSIRI NAUSSEP ENG1
NASSOS JOHN C LAS3
NAST JUDITH A LAS3
NATAL BARBARA A LASA
NATALE GAYLE A LAS3
NATAPUS GINA L FAA2
NATHAN MORTON A LAS2
NATHANSON WENDY C LAS2
NATHENSON LYNNE D LAS2
*NATKER ANDREW JAY GRAD
NATVIG CONSTANCE LEE GRAD
NAUGHTON THOMAS J BUS1
NAUHEIMEP JAMES F FAAA
NAUMANN TERENCE D FAA1
NAUYOK GEORGE F JR LAS3
NAUYOK MICHAEL G FAAA
NAVARRO MANUEL S GRAD
NAVARRO MICHAEL J PE A
NAVE MICHAEL CARROLL GRAD
NAVICKIS ROBERTA J GRAD
*NAVIDI KASMAII MEENA GRAD
NAWROCKI ALOYSIUS D GRAD
NAYLOR GARY LYNN AGRA
NAYLOR J TIMOTHY ENGA
NAYLOR PAMELA TAYLOR AGRA
NAYLOR ROGER L AGR2
NAZEFR KHALID GRAD
NEADERHISER JOAN L D BUS3
*NEADEPHISER KEITH D GRAD
NEADERHOUSEP DALE L GRAD
NEAL BARBARA J FAA1
NEAL CHARLES E LAS1
NEAL GERALD L ENG2
*NEAL JERRY RANDALL GRAD
NEAL MAPY MCGLINCHEY GRAD
NEAL MICHAEL J LAS3
NEAL PEGGY R AGR1
NEAL PHILLIP G BUSA
NEAL ROBERT DAVID ENG1
NEAL SHIRLEY ZWOYER GRAD
NEAL VALERIE J PE 1
NEAL WAYNE FAA1
NEAL WILLIAM R FAAA
NEALIS NEAL C JP ENGA
NEALIS RICHARD J BUS2
NEAR WILLIAM R ENG3
NEATHAMMER VALERIA J BUS3
*NEATROUR MARVIN JOHN GRAD
NEBECK HOWARD E ENG2
NEBEL CATHERINE C LAS1
NEBEL KATHLEEN A LASA
NEBEL RICHARD A ENG2
NEBEN MICHAEL E GRAD
NEBES SUSAN A LAS1
NEBLOCK EDWARD J ENGA
NEBLOCK PAUL A LAS1
NECKOPULOS ANTHONY S LASA
NEDRUD BRADLEY W LAS1
NEE JOHN M LAS2
NEECE BERT F LAS2
NEECE ZACHAPY S LAS1
NEEF MARIAN HUSS LAS3
NEEL JAMES C LAS3
NEELEY MICHAEL B BUSA
NEELLEY EWING E JR GRAD
NEELY CLAIRE S LAS1
NEELY DAVID B ED 3
NEELY KEVIN K F'AA3
NEELY NANCY J FAA1
NEFF ANDREW N ED 3
NEHLS DAVID S ED 2
NEIBURGER JULIE V FAAA
NEIGHBOUR DAVID B LAS1
NEIKES DANNY E ENGA
NEILS EILEEN T AGRA
NEILS JOHN JOSEPH JR GRAD
NEILSON ARLENE L AGRA
NEILSSON GARY L LASA
NEIMAN GARY SCOTT GRAD
NEIMAM JANET L LAS2
NEINAST ROBERT A LAS1
NEITZKE THOMAS G LASA
NEIWEEM PAUL S BUS1
NEJMAN MICHAEL J LAS2
NEKEPVIS PATRICIA A COM3
URH WARDALL 1122 U
61A W ILLINOIS U
URH VANDOREN 125 C
1007 S 3RD C
60A E ARMORY 2339 C
503 E STOUGHTON 12 C
102 E CHALMERS C
509 S 5TH C
1600 W BRADLEY 18A C
1010 S 2ND C
1001 W UNIVERSITY U
300 S GOODWIN A13 U
1110 STOUGHTON 302 U
100A S 2ND C
701 W ELM U
1007 S 1ST 11 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 321 U
A09 E CHALMRS C
302 E JOHN C
501 E SPNGFLD 13 C
2015 B ORCH ST U
800 S MATTIS 13 C
URH OGLESBY 728 U
URH SNYDER 157 C
URH HOPKINS 292 C
URH SNYDER 278 C
VERSAILLES FR
2032 C ORCH ST U
A01 EDGEBROOK C
ARCOLA ILL
6C6 E STOUGHTON C
STA A BOX 2020 C
1108 WESTFIELD C
162 E PADDOCK 3 C
711 W CHURCH 3 C
162 PADDOCK E 3 C
58 E GREGORY C
507 W MAIN U
90A N BROADWAY 12 U
90A N BROADWAY 12 U
510 W ILLINOIS U
URH CLARK 238 C




108 S BUSEY U
URH ALLEN 135 U
URH TOWNSEND 3A1 U
A09 E CHALMERS 610 C
TUSCOLA ILL
URH HOPKINS 323 C
URH TOWNSEND 10A U
MAHOMET ILL
1111 S 1ST C
1111 S 1ST C
1207 FLORIDA 3A U
802 W OREGON U
1108 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 3A5 C
URH EVANS 319 U
1206 1/2 E MICHIGN U
URH HOPKINS AA5 C
705 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 3A2 C
URH BLAISDELL 225 U
URH BLAISDELL 225 U
911 S ATH C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 376 C
URH ALLEN A96 U
URH OGLESBY 331 U
503 MUMFORD U
722 S BROADWAY A U
A01 E JOHN C
LINCOLN HALL 2AA U
URH WARDALL 1205 U
205 W ORFGON U
2310 ROLAND C
URH LAR 331 U
1005 S 2ND C
206 S GREGORY U
1010 S 2ND C
100A S 2ND C
2219 S 1ST C
706 S 1ST 20A C
108 E CALIFORNIA U
509 E STOUGHTON C
501 E DANIEL C
107 E HEALEY 13 C
A09 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON A9A C
BADEN AUST
URH FORBES 389 C
310 E GREGORY C






























































6A S ARCHER AV
A9 S HOLLY RD
503 E STOUGHTON 12
BOX 173
939 N HUDSON 307
1A1 COOLIDGE
178 N 8TH AV
AAO LEGRANDE
ROOSEVELT NEEK 26
A2A W W H
AA10 W 116TH PL
701 W ELM





201 S MAPLE 102
2015 B ORCH ST
800 S MATTIS 13
6700 S OGLESBY AV
5761 S MCVICKER AV


































7551 W DEVON AV
11116 MARTINDALE
3513 W 63RD PL
1900 JEANETTE LN 8
1056 WHITEHALL DR
18121 S SACRAMENTO
RR 2 BOX 189























107 E HEALEY 13
2686 SHERIDAN RC
21W072 FLAMINGO LN
6 S MAPLE ST
505 N RUSSELL ST
10305 S LARAMIE AV



































































































NEKOLA RICHARD J LAS3
NELLA RICHARD ENG2
NELSON ALAN P ENG1
NELSON ALFRED G ENG4
NELSON ANGELA L LAS4
NELSON BARBARA J LAS2
NELSON BURR LAS4
NELSON CARL L LAS3
NELSON CHERYL A PE 4
NELSON CLAYTON CHARL GRAD
*NELSON CONSTANCE D FAA4
NELSON CONSTANCE L LAS4
NELSON CYNTHIA C AGR3
*NELSON DANIEL R GRAD
NELSON DANNY LEE GRAD
NELSON DEBORAH L BUS1
NELSON DEBRA J LAS3
NELSON DEBRA L LAS3
NELSON DONNA C ED-
1
NELSON DOROTHY A FAA1
NELSON ERIC G LAS1
NELSON FOSTER K GRAD
*NELSON GARY W GRAD
NELSON GREGORY L BUS1
NELSON HAROLD R LAS3
NELSON JAMES HENRY GRAD
NELSON JAMES P AGR2
NELSON JAMES R L«.S3
NELSON' JANA L LASI
NELSON JEFFREY HALE GRAD
NELSON JEFFREY LYNN GRAD
NELSON JOHN E FAA4
NELSON JOHN H LAS3
NELSON JON H LAS3
NELSON JOSEPH L GRAD
NELSON JOSEPH R GRAD
NELSON KAREN M LASI
NELSON KATHLEEN W AGR4
NELSON KIM A FAA3
NFLSON LAURA L CnM3
NELSON' LYN POY A0R6
NELSON MARK A LAS4
NELSON MARK W ENG3
NELSON MICHAEL ALLEN FAA1
NELSON MONICA L FAA3
NELSON OLIVER W LAW2
NELSON PAMELA S AGR1
NELSON PAUL D LAS4
NELSON PAUL M FAA2
NELSON RANDALL E ENG3
NELSON RICHARD A PE 1
NELSON RICHARD A AGR3
NELSON RICHARD F GRAD
NELSON RICHARD J VM 3
NELSON ROBERT A LASI
NELSON ROBERT C LAW3
NELSON ROBERT M LAS4
NELSON ROGER W AC-R4
NELSON RONALD C GRAD
NELSON RONALD V ENG4
NELSON RUSSELL W LAS3
NELSON SCOTT B LAS3
NELSON STEVEN P ENG1
NELSON SUZANNE K ED 4
NELSON THOMAS E GRAD
NELSON WALTER EARL FAA4
NELSON WALTER J JR GRAD
NELSON WAYNE G AGR3
NELSON WILLIAM E GRAD
NELSON WILLIAM J AGR2
NEMEC DONALD OTTO ENG4
NEMENOFF BRIAN M LAW2
NEMENOFF HOWARD B LAS3
NEMETH BONITA C FAA4
NEMETH CYNTHIA D LAS2
NEMETH JANICE L LASI
NEMETH RALPH D ENG1
NEMETH THOMAS M BUS1
NEMET2 JEFFREY A COM2
NEMEYER DAVID L COM4
NEMIEC PHILIP J ENG2
NENNINGER MARK H ENG4
NENSEL THOMAS F BUS3
NERI THOMAS J BUS4
NERLIEN LANNY E COM3
NESBITT STEPHEN L LAS3
NESBITT TERRI LYNN LASI
NESHEIM SANDRA L LAS3
NESHEK JOHN E ENG1
NESLAOEK PATRICIA A FAA1
NESLER ANNETTE C AGR2
NESLER GARY A BUS3
NESS ALBERT I GRAD
NESS ARNOLD RUEBEN GRAD
NESSELROAD SIDNEY L GRAD
NESSLER FREDERIC W AGR3
NESTA WILLIAM A BUS4
URH SNYDER 354 C
URH ALLEN 492 U
201 E JOHN C
507 E CLARK C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH BLAISOELL 423 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
5 BEL-AIRE CT C
802 W PARK 3 C
1015 1/2 W MAIN U
407 E MAIN U
1320 FREDERICK 7 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
6 DUNELLEN U
103 E.GREEN C
URH BLAISDELL 321 U
904 S LINCOLN U
58 E ARMORY 10 C
URH SCOTT 391 C
URH WARDALL 1112 U
URH ALLEN 74 U
DECATUR ILL
206 N NEW 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 624 U
1004 W OREGON U
2316 GLENOAK C
URH SCOTT 266 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 326 U
1803 PLEASANT U
902 KIRBY C
409 W ORFGON U
604 RACE U
URH OGLESBY 523 U
2106 BLACKTHORN C
806 OAKLAND U
URH TRELEASE 230 U
103 E GREEN C
610 S 4TH 2 C
MA TTCON ILL
SICNEY ILL
212 E DANIEL C
203 N HARVEY U
408 E GRFEN 9 C
309 E JOHN C
1013 W MAIN U
URH CLARK 209 C
606 W OHIO U
1004 S 2ND C
603 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 496 C
URH SCOTT 254 C
URH DANIELS 105 U
505 1/2 E STOUGHTO C
URH HOPKINS 218 C
910 S 3RD C
2706 CARRELTON C
2017 PHILO RD 6 U
URH DANIELS 92 U
1101 W PENN U
211 E DANIEL C
2105 GUNN C
URH NOBLE 312 C
505 S BUSEY 302 U
1613 VALLEY RD 2 C
705 ELM 4 U
URH DANIELS 311 U
801 W NEVADA U
1320 FREDERICK 7 C
58 E GREGORY C
302 E GREGORY C
604 W COLUMBIA C
105 E DANIEL C
1007 W STOUGHTON U
URH WARDALL 1121 U
URH LAR 492 U
URH TOWNSEND 184 U
1007 S 3RD C
103 E STOUGHTON 12 C
911 S 4TH C
URH SAUNDERS 204 U
604 E ARMORY 431 C
1007 S 3RD C
102 E CHALMERS C
711 S RANDOLPH 7 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 1012 U
URH WARDALL 1011 U
URH SNYDER 361 C
URH SAUNDERS 14 U
410 E GREEN C
URH TAFT 222 C
2018 FLETCHER 20 U
3207 W WILLIAM C
1703 RIDGELAND RD C
401 E JOHN C


























































1703 W 18TH PL
137-18 14TH AV
502 SE 1ST AV
BOX 83
1700 N PARK DR

















206 N NEW 1
511 DIVISION ST
1124 N HARVEY AV
2316 GLENOAK









2270 SANS SCUCI DR
103 E GREEN
1146 f-XFCD PD
12 Wt.:TERM AV HTS.
PR 2




1014 ST ANDREWS WY
125 DORIS LN




RP 1 BOX 14





S MALTA RL RR 1
8027 S LAVERGN^
RR 1
1014 E 2ND ST
3706 W MAIN ST
1535 HOLLY HILL DR





418 S 5TH ST
RR 4




















RR 2 BOX 191
RR 2 BOX 191











































































































NESVIG CYNTHIA J LAS1
NESVIG KRISTIN L LAS4
NETEMEYER PATRICK R ENG3
NETTL REBECCA C FAA2
*NETTNIN LEONARD H GRAD
NETZBANDT JOAN C COM3
NFUBACHER FRANZ GRAD
NEUBAUER MARK A LAS2
NEUBEP JAMFS A LAS3
NEUBERGER ANDREA R LAS4
NEUBERGER STEVEN M LAS3
NFUBERT DIANA L LAS2
NEUBERT FREDERIC B ENG4
*NEUDECKER BRUCE K GRAD
NFUDOPF HOWARD F LAS1
NEUHAUS RONALD A AGR2
NEUKOMM JAN A BUS3
*NEULEIB JANICE W GRAD
*NEULEIB ROBERT DAVID GRAD
NEUMAN GLEN A LAS4
NEUMAN HOLLY A AGR1
NEUMAN MARGARET E AGR1
NEUMANN BRUCF P GRAD
NEUMANN DARLENE W GRAD
NEUMANN DONALD E JR BUS2
NEUMANN NEIL RONALD FAA2
NEUMANN PEGGIE E LAS1
NEUMANN ROBFRT E LAS3
NEUMANN RONALD F FAA4
NEUMANN SHARON R FAA1
NEUMANN WILLIAM J BUS2
NEUMARK JONATHAN J GRAD
NEUNABER DEBORAH D LAS4
NEUREUTHER BARBARA S COM3
NEUSTADTL SARA JANE GRAD
NFUTENS JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
NEVENHOVEN RICHARD A LAS4
NEVEPS DAVID MICHAEL LAS2
NEVILLF PAUL J LAS1
NEVILS RALPH L LAS1
NEVINS MICHAEL J LAS3
NEW DONNY R FAA2
NEWBEPG THOMAS G BUS4
NEWBERN CALLIE M LAS1
NEWBERRY BARNEY D ENG3
NEWBERRY RALPH J GRAD
NEWCOMB CAROL D AGR1
NEWCOMB MARTIN E GRAD
NEWELL CHARLES LAS4
NEWELL CHRISTINE G GRAD
NEWELL JERRY C JR LAS1
NEWELL KARL MAXIM GRAD
NEWELL LINDA B AGR4
NEWELL ROBERT J ENG2
NEWHAGFN PAUL ENG4
NEWHOUSE WILLIAM R ENG4
NEWMAN ALLAN N GRAD
NEWMAN BENJAMIN E EMG3
NEWMAN BRUCE ALAN GRAD
NEWMAN BRUCE I BUS2
NEWMAN CAROL R LAS1
NEWMAN CHARLES R FAA4
NEWMAN CYNTHIA S AGR4
NEWMAN DENISE L LAS3
NEWMAN DEVRA K LAS3
NEWMAN JAMES E LAS3
NEWMAN JAMES W BUS2
NEWMAN JAY J LAS1
NEWMAN JOHN EDWIN GRAD
NEWMAN KAREN B BUS1
NEWMAN KATHLEEN F FD 2
NEWMAN LAURA A AGR3
NEWMAN LEON ALLEN GRAD
NEWMAN MARY KATHRYN GRAD
NEWMAN MERWYN G ENG4
NEWMAN MICHAEL E ENG3
NEWMAN PENELOPE C AGR1
NEWMAN ROBERT H LAS3
NEWMAN ROSE M ED 1
NEWMAN TOMMY L AGR4
NEWMAN WILLIAM M LAS4
NEWMARK DEBORAH R FAA4
NEWQUIST LAWRENCE E LAS1
NEWSOM THOMAS C LAS3
NEWTON CHRISTINA E GRAD
NEWTON DALE EDWIN GRAD
NEWTON DREW A BUS1
NEWTON ELIZABETH A COM3
NEWTON HENRY D LAS3
NEYLON DENISE M AGR2
NEYLON GREGORY J GRAD
NEYLON JOAN MANNING GRAD
NEYLON THERESE A PE 1
*NEYRA CARLOS ADOLFO GRAD
NG HOW NGEE GRAD
NG KIN PING LAS4
NG KIN-FUNG ENG1
58 E ARMORY 15 C
58 E ARMORY 15 C
806 S 3RD C
1423 CAMBRIDGE C
11 CANTERBURY CT C
URH DELTA HSE 9 U
URH DANIELS 199 U
URH SCOTT 360 C
804 W OREGON U
106 E HEALEY 1 C
1004 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 1119 U
URH FORBES 110 C
1207 E FLORIDA 24 u
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 207 U
702 1/2 W NEVADA U
NORMAL ILL
NCRMAL ILL
510 E CLARK 16 C
URH WARDALL 1006 U
URH TRELEASE 909 U
6 BELLAMY CT C
DANVILLE ILL
URH TAFT 104 C
305 1/2 S PACE 3 U
URH SCOTT 488 C
URH OGLESBY 817 U
910 S NEW C
110 W VERMONT U
URH HOPKINS 475 C
106 S POPLAR U
405 E JOHN 3 C
910 S 3RD C
705 W STOUGHTON U
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
405 N GREGORY U
URH ALLEN 373 U
URH SAUNDFRS 412 U
URH OGLESBY 527 U
URH FORBES 478 C
1828 B ORCH PL U
2313 S 1ST C
URH WAROALL 305 U
DECATUR ILL
TCLONO ILL
URH CLARK 337 C
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
306 E DANIEL C
705 S VINE U
211 E ARMORY C
705 S VINE U
309 N BUSEY 11 U
809 W PENN U




1009 FRANCES 6 C
50 GREENCROFT C
URH WESTON 240 C
410 E JOHN C
604 S 3RD 2 C
URH TRELEASE 417 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SCOTT 365 C
205 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 175 U
246 DEWEY U
URH HOPKINS 417 C
URH LAR 295 U
URH WESTON 200 C
1205 E FLORIDA U
URH SHERMAN 232 C
COUNTRY FR 128 C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 631 U
809 W PENN U
URH HOPKINS 418 C
48 ROXBURY U
URH TAFT 403 C
508 F CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 1241 C
URH SCOTT 366 C
208 HOLIDAY PARK C
113 ENNIS LN U
URH HOPKINS 370 C
706 S 2ND C
1305 SILVER U
URH ALLEN 107 U
2116 ORCH ST 202 U
2116 ORCH ST 202 U
URH TRELEASE 1228 U
1972 C ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 426 U
URH SAUNDERS 401 U






































































304 N CLINTON ST
2316 E GRANDVIEW
















408 S 1ST ST
8532 S NEWLAND










5627 W 23RD ST























8533 W 145TH ST
604 S 3RD 2
9531 MESA DR
7727 N KILBOURN










2932 N AVERS AV











620 W JOUP.DAN ST
908 E 16TH ST
1731 OAK ST
2116 ORCH ST 202
2116 ORCH ST 202
11438 ARTESIAN
JOSE LATORRE UGRTE
U OF I MATH
1455 W CARMEN AV



































































































NG LILIAN Y LAS2
NG PATRICK K GRAD
NG PATRICK PING GRAO
NG PO-WAH GRAD
*NG SPFNCER WAH-FUNG GRAO
NG YEE SEUNG ENG3
NGAN PAMELA GRAO
NGO TEODORA GRAD
NGUYEN THI HUONG LAM BUS*
NIANICK CHERI L ED *
NIBLACK ROBERT L JR LAS3
NIBLETT JAMES F FAA1
NIBLING JACK E AGR3
NICELY JAMES EDWARD GRAD
NICHIPORUK GARY S ENG3
NICHOLAS CATHERINE A AGR*
NICHOLAS JOSEPH C GRAD
NICHOLS CHRISTINE M LAS1
NICHOLS DICKRONOUHI LAS1
NICHOLS JOHN HOWARD GRAD
NICHOLS JOHN J JR ENG3
NICHOLS MARILYN J GRAD
NICHOLS ROANN LAS1
NICHOLS ROBERT H LAS3
NICHOLS STEVEN L LAS2
NICHOLSON DANIEL R LAS3
NICHOLSON DEBRA JEAN GRAD
NICHOLSON EDWARD B LAW1
NICHOLSON JEANETTE L LAS1
NICHOLSON JOHN F LAS3
NICHOLSON KAREN E FAA1
NICHOLSON MARSHA R LAS1
NICHOLSON PETER A LAS*
NICHOLSCN PETER C LAS1
NICHOLSON SHARON LAS2
NICHOLSON STEVEN L ENG2
NICHOLSON TODD L BUS*
NICHTER MARK S BUS*
NICK FRANCIS C LAS1
NICKEL TIMOTHY KIRK GRAD
NICKELL DOROTHY M GRAD
NICKELS IRENE L FAA3
NICKELS JOSFPH J JR GRAD
NICKELS KATHERINE A FAA*
NICKELS PENNY G ED *
NICKELSON DEBRA K LAS2
NICKERSON NANCY A FAA1
NICKEPSON THOMAS J BUS*
NICKERSON WILLIAM J GRAD
NICKOLLS JUDITH B LAS3
NICKOLS DANIEL F III LAS3
NICKOLS ELIZABETH A BUS1
NICKOLS LINDA S LAS2
NICKOS KEVIN P BUS1
NICKSARLIAN SONYA LAS3
NICKSIC BEVERLY J GRAD
NICKSIC TERPENCE D GRAD
NICOL ARTHUR D LAW2
NICOL THOMAS H ENG3
NICOLAIDES GEORGE L GRAD
NICOLL JANE E FAA1
NIDER LESTER L ENG1
NIDZIEKO WALTER S LAS*
NIEBERGALL JULIE D LAS2
NIEBRUGGE DANIEL J LAS3
NIEBUP THOMAS P ENG*
NIED GEPALD T VM *
NIEOBALEC MARK A LAS1
NIEDERGANG NORMAN R ENG2
NIEPERKORN MARY C FAA1
NIEHAUS JEFFREY A ENG3
NIEHAUS MARTIN G AGR3
NIELSEN ALLAN V ENG*
NIELSEN ANNE M LAS3
NIELSEN CATHERINE J LAS*
NIELSEN DAVID J BUS*
NIELSEN ERNEST K LAW2
NIELSEN KENNETH P R'JS*
NIELSEN MARY LYNN LAS1
NIELSEN STEVEN W GRAD
NIELSEN WARREN P GRAD
NIEMAN TIMOTHY P LAWl
NIEMANN DAVID A ENG*
NIEMANN LINDA M AGR3
NIEMANN WAYNE G GRAD
NIEMEPG EUGENE H ENG1
NIEMEYEP DENNIS C ENG*
NIEMI GARY GENE GRAO
NIEMI LEONARD W LAS1
NIEMI RICHARD L FAA1
NIEMIEC GARRICK L FAA3
NIEMIEC JO ANN I LAS2
NIEMIEC MARILYNN L FAA*
NIENABER ROBERT J FAA*
NIERMAN MARK K BUS1
NIERMAN SHAREE K LASl
NIERSPACH LUANNE P GRAD
*01 E CHALMERS 512 C
URH DANIELS 323 U
URH DANIELS 185 U
104 E ARMORY C
COORD SCI LAB U
URH ALLEN *5* U
*01 E CHALMERS 520 C
URH DANIELS 630 U
901 W GREEN U
GLENCOE ILL
212 E CHALMERS C
90* W GREEN U
SEYMOUR ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
90* W GREEN U
1110 W NEVADA U
2506 SLAYBACK U
URH SAUNDERS 301 U
URH TRELEASE 520 U
90 8 S OAK C
58 E JOHN 2* C
261* S 1ST RD C
*09 E CHALMERS C
URH HOPKINS **3 C
713 W OHIO U
*09 E CHALMRS C
808 S LYNN U
807 W INDIANA U
URH LAR 32* U
1111 S 1ST C
URH CLARK 30* C
URH WARDALL 306 U
910 S 3RD 1312 C
URH FORBES 206 C
URH WARDALL 307 U
URH SNYDER *30 C
60* E ARMORY 1203 C
1402 GRANDVIEW 1 C
90* W GREEN U
1008 S BUSEY 7 U
BONDVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 606 U
503 W ILLINOIS U
503 W ILLINOIS U
58 E ARMORY 12 C
*12 E GREEN * C
URH LAR 305 U
2217 S 1ST 303 C
902 N GREGORY U
URH WARDALL 910 U
*01 E JOHN C
LINCOLN ILL
710 W OHIO U
805 W OREGON U
LA GRANGE ILL
508 E STOUGHTON C
603 W CHURCH 8 C
URH WESTON 280 C
URH TOWNSEND 552 U
URH SHERMAN *13 C
URH WARDALL 80* U
URH FORBES 3*6 C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
90* S LINCOLN U
1C09 S OAK C
102 N GREGORY 8 U
312 W SPNGFLD U
URH FORBES 332 C
URH WESTON 37* C
URH BUSEY 2*5 U
307 E HEALEY 2 C
URH CARR 302 U
1210 W STOUGHTON U
°07 W ILLINOIS U
58 E ARMORY 9 C
1007 S 3RD C
305 N RUSSEL C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
URH WARDALL 1125 U
160* CORONADO 12 C
* STANFORD PL C
c 10 S 3RD 1219 C
609 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS *22 C
URH SHERMAN 1366 C
807 S BUSEY U
*03 S LINCOLN U
611 W SPNGFLD C
*09 E CHALMRS C
URH TAFT 106 C
URH SCOTT *72 C
URH WESTON 319 C
302 E ARMORY C
412 W ELM 3 U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C

























































KIU WANG MANSION E








1309 W HAMPTON PL
RR 1
1826 ASHBY DR
3*10 S 58TH CT
31* N PROSPECT MNR
2506 E SLAYBACK
RR * BOX 1*3
69*3 N WESTERN AV
1903 SYRCLE
**09 BLACKHAWK
261* S 1ST ST RD
RR 1 BOX 215
12* FORESTVIEW RD




6901 MT VERNON AV
3808 W 77TH ST
5975 N ELSTON
136 KINGWOOO










105* LA MESA PL
611 5TH ST
503 W ILLINOIS
3526 W 79TH PL
118 CYPRESS POINT
*11 N ALDINE AV











11*9 N ACADEMY ST
190 PATISSION
2908 ELM













4*1 S RUSH ST
1117 WESTMORELAND
305 N RUSSELL
603 W FRONT B
*925 PARIS DR













127*2 S MOBILE AV
*12 W ELM 3
***5 FOSTER
606 LAMON AV
































E ST LOUIS IL
BRONXVILLE N Y
CHICAGO IL

































































NIETO-PESCETTO A S GRAD
NIETZEL MICHAEL TODD GRAD
NIEVA JOSE DAVID G GRAD
NIGAM SHASHI KANT GRAD
NIGHTINGALE RICHARO AGR2
NIJIM HUSSEIN HASAN GRAD
NIKLAS KARL JOSEPH GRAD
NIKLEWSKI JERZY B GRAD
NIKRIN DE8RA L LAS3
NILES LESLIE R AGR3
NILSEN ROXANNE PE 2
NIMER SHARON RUTH GRAD
NIMS JUDITH V BUS*
*NIMZ CHERYL KEISTER GRAD
NIMZ NANCY M LAS1
NIN FERNANDO E GRAD
NINSUVANNAKUL PRAWIT GRAD
NISBET PATRICIA F GRAD
NISBET ROBIN W LAS4
NISBET WALKER A FAA4
NISHIMOTO BARBARA J EO *
NISHIMOTO LINDA S LAS2
NISHIMURA JANICE A LAS4
NISON JUDITH R LAS1
NISSEN VIRGINIA B LAS2
*NISSLY CURTIS R GRAD
NITIBHON CHULATIP GRAD
NITZ WILLIAM R ENG1
NIX KENNETH R LAS3
NIXON ARTHUR P BUS4
NIXON DAVID H BUS4
NIXON ROBERT GRAD
*NlXON WILLIAM F ENG4
NOBLE HOLLY A ED 1
NOBLE JEAN L LAS3
NOBLE SCOTT W ENG4
*NOBLE STEVEN LANE GRAD
NOBLE WILLIAM J LAS2
NOBLE WILLIAM W LAS4
NODELL CYNTHIA G LAS1
*NODELMAN NEIL H GRAD
NODULMAN LAWRENCE J GRAD
NOE CAROLYN SUE GRAO
NOE JOANN MARIE GRAD
NOE MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
NOE STEPHEN R ENG3
NOEL DOUGLAS C ENG3
*NOELL KATHPYN L GRAD
NOFFKE MATTHEW W LAS3
NOFFKF PAULETTE E ED 1
*NOFFKE RICHARD A LAW3
NOGGLE THOMAS LYNN GRAD
NOHL DANIEL E ED 4
NOID DONALD WILLIAM GRAD
*NOJIMA TAIJI GRAD
NOLAN LEONARD T LAS1
NOLAN MARGARET M LAS3
NOLAN MARK S ENG4
NOLAN MICHAEL E LAS3
NOLAN PHYLLIS LAS2
NOLAN SCOTT A LAS3
NOLAN STEVEN A FAA1
NOLAN WILLIAM J AGR3
NOLAND DAVID F LAS4
NOLAND THOMAS A JR LAS3
NOLD JAMES W FAA1
*NOLEN DONALD MARVIN GRAD
NOLL CHRIS A BUS3
NOLL DAVID R ENG2
*NOLL JON G LAW1
NOLL LUCAS LAS2
NOLLE LEROY A LAS3
NOLTF RICHARD A BUS1
NOMM CARL AGR3
NONOYAMA MICHIKO GRAD
NOONAN DEBORAH G LAS4
NOONAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
*NOONAN PATRICK K LAS2
NOONAN THOMAS J ENG3
*NOORMOHAMADIAN M GRAD
NORBY RODNEY DALE GRAD
*NORBY SHONG WAN GRAD
NORCROSS CAROL A LAS1
NORD DALE R AGR2
NORD STEVEN J BUS1
NORDBERG DONALD E GRAD
NORDER JOHN C LAS1
NORDGREN GERALD P LASl
NORDHEDEN ANGELENE C GRAD
NORDHEDEN JOHN A LASl
NORDHEM PATRICIA J ED 1
NORDLUNO JEFFREY R LAS4
NORDLUND THCMAS M GRAD
NORDMARK ERIC B FAA4
NORDOUIST STEVEN L BUS*
NORDSTROM FRANK AGR2
URH SHERMAN 1050 C
2413 E ELM U
DECATUR ILL
1107 W GREEN 332 U
1009 W SPNGFLD 3 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
301 1/2 E UNIV C
502 E WHITE C
DEWEY ILL
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 425 U
URH VANDOREN 318 C
1015 1/2 W HARVARD C
302 W LOCUST 3 U
2103 W WHITE 128 C
URH CLARK 435 C
910 S 3RD C
108 W GREEN 102 C
701 W GREEN U
301 W HIGH U
301 W HIGH U
URH BUSEY 258 U
URH BUSEY 241 U
506 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 516 U
URH HOPKINS 432 C
1814 CRESCENT C
URH OGLESBY 314 U
URH BARTON 25 C
310 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
312 E ARMORY C
508 W MICHIGAN U
TOLONO ILL
412 E GREEN 13 C
1010 S 2ND C
311 E GREEN 210 C
211 W OREGON U
105 S LINCOLN U
201 S BIRCH U
910 S 3RD 1024 C
819 E OAKLAND U
1101 W STOUGHTON U
101 S COLER U
URH DANIELS 283 U
710 W CHURCH 5 C
1004 S 4TH C
605 S 5TH 19 C
303 W ELM U
1003 S RUSSELL C
1003 S RUSSELL C
RISING RD C
SAVOY ILL
1109 S 4TH C
URH SHERMAN 564 C
URH SHERMAN 1153 C
URH GARNER 424 C
505 E CHALMERS C
415 CHALMERS C
912 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 313 C
105 E HEALEY C
409 E CHALMRS C
801 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 395 U
604 E ARMORY 1412 C
MAHOMET ILL
212 E GREGORY C
URH TAFT 209 C
1002 E HARDING U
509 S 5TH C
URH GARNER 300 C
URH SAUNDERS 208 U
1008 S LINCOLN U
608 E STOUGHTON C
706 S 1ST ST C
URH SHERMAN 657 C
SHEMAUGER 29 U
URH SCOTT 345 C
URH SHERMAN 909 C
1970 B ORCH ST U
1970 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 1123 U
URH TOWNSEND 217 U
4C8 E SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 304 U
URH TAFT 223 C
801 FLIOT U
801 ELIOT U
611 E DANIEL C
604 W PARK U
1203 W MAIN 3 U
206 S DODSON U
1005 S 6TH 3 C







































































CALLE 1A NOOTE 73
1009 W SPNGFLD 3
RR 1





1015 1/2 W HARVARD
302 W LOCUST 3







i S 355 MONTEREY
1 S 355 MONTEREY








472e N NORTH ST
7722 BENNETT











728 W JAMES ST
602 CRESTWOOD






834 W OUTER DR
404 BAUMAN AV
ROUTE 4









RR 2 BOX 204
245 GENEVA RD














133 KH ANSARY KH
1970 B ORCH ST
1970 B ORCH ST
1704 WILMETTE AV
RP 1 BOX 242
405 WILSHIRE ST





119 W ROCKLAND RD
3905 EAGLE LN







































LA GRANGE PARK IL
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
URBANA ILL




























































NORDSTROM FRED S LAS3
NORDSTROM PETER J LAS4
NORDSTROM STEVEN B BUS3
NOREM DENNIS G LAS2
NOREM GARY R AGR4
NOREM JOLENE F LAS3
NORGAARD JEANNE K LAS2
NORINSKY PAMELA J ED 4
NORKEWICZ NANCY J COM4
NORKUS DIANA C LAS3
*NORLIN RAYMOND HARRY VM 3
NORMAN BARBARA G LAS4
NORMAN CAROL ANN GR AD
NORMAN GERALD C LAS3
NORMAN JERRY JEROME LAS2
NORMAN ROSANNE GRAD
NORMILE DANIEL K LAS4
NORNHOLM PAUL C PE 4
NOPNHOLM RICARD G GRAD
NORRIS CAROL S GRAD
NORRIS ELIZABETH LAS2
*NORRIS GERALD LEE GRAD
NORRIS JAMES S FAA1
NORRIS JOHN MATTHEW GRAD
NORRIS JULIE ANN GRAD
NORRIS MICHAEL J FAA1
NORRIS VALERIE G ED 3
NORTH ALICE M LAS4
NORTH MARK H GRAD
NORTH ROBFRT ARTHUR GRAD
NORTH SARA DARRACOTT GRAD
NORTHERN TINA MARIE GRAD
NORTHPUP KEVIN LYLE GRAD
NORTHRUP MARK D GRAD
NORTHUP DIANA E GRAD
NORTON DARRELL D ENG1
NORTON DEBORAH BUS4
NORTON HERBIE P AGR4
NORTON LAUREN LYNN GRAD
NORWELL WILLIAM D BUS2
NORWOOD ROBERT LEE GRAD
NORWOOD RUSSELL W LAS1
NOSAL CATHERINE L LAS4
NOSBISCH KEVIN A BUS2
NOSBISCH MAPLENE M AGR4
NOSBISCH TIMOTHY L ENG4
NOSEK GARY P LAS3
NOSEK MARIE A FAA3
NOSEK RICHARD D GRAD
NOSKO JOHN M ENG2
NOSKO JUDITH E COM3
NOTARAS ALEXANDRA FAA2
NOTAPI CAROLANN B GRAD
NOTEBOOM CHARLES M COM3
NOTH JAMES M LAS2
NOTHDUPFT GRACE L GRAD
NOTHEISEN LAURIN D FAA4
NOTHMAGEL JAMES M LAS1
NOTHMAGEL MARGARET E GRAD
NOTTELMANN EDITHA D GRAD
NOVACK THOMAS E LAS4
NOVAK ALLEN LESLIE GRAD
NOVAK CHARLES R GRAD
NOVAK DANIEL G ENG4
NOVAK DARRELL A BUS4
NOVAK OEBORAH G LAS3
NOVAK DEBORAH M COM3
NOVAK JEFFREY G BUS1
NOVAK KIM M VM 1
NOVAK LINDA J LAS3
NOVAK PAUL E AGR1
NOVAK PETER E FAA3
NOVAK ROBERT A BUS4
NOVAK ROBERT E ENG2
NOVAK SUE J LAS1
NOVARIA ELIZABETH A LAS2
NOVARIA ROBERT J ENG4
NOVEN DANIEL A BUS1
NOVICK ALAN J LAS4
NOVICK WILLIAM P LAS3
NOVICKAS AIDA A FAA1
NOVICKAS ELIZABETH S LAS2
NOVOSAD JACK H BUS1
NOVOSAD THOMAS W FAA4
NOVOTNY THOMAS J LAS2
NOVY ROBERT C FAA1
NOWACK ELISABETH A AGR2
NOWACK PAUL F COM3
NOWACZYK GREGORY F ENG2
NOWAK GALE A LAS2
NOWAK JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
NOWAK MICHAEL E LAS1
NOWAK RALPH G BUS4
NOWAKOWSKI TONALD J ENG3
NOWARD CHRISTI L LAS3
NOWICKI RONALD J FAA4
NOWINSKI JOHN F LAS3
803 S COLER U
504 E STOUGHTON C
504 E STOUGHTON C
CARRIAGE ESTS 13 U
107 W CALIFORNIA U
405 E JOHN 15 C
URH ALLEN 413 U
URH TRELEASE 420 U
710 W OHIO U
910 S 3RD C
1833 D ORCH PL U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 512 C
404 S 6TH C
202 S LYNN 6 U
404 E DANIEL 9 C
910 S 3RD C
1402 W JOHN C
625 1/2 E GREEN C
1203 SILVER U
907 S WRIGHT C
NORMAL ILL
URH BARTON 101 C
1203 SILVER U
1107 S EUCLID 4 C
URH BARTON 223 C
305 W VERMONT U
1112 W CLARK U
1112 W CLARK U
102 E ARMORY 12 C
1303 PARKVIEW C
URH DANIELS 475 U
RR 2 C
602 S BUSEY U
305 W VINE C
URH OGLESBY 324 U
409 E CHALMERS C
802 W GREEN U
107 E CHALMERS C
1105 S 1ST ST RD C
211 E WASHINGTON C
URH SCOTT 182 C
1205 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH SCOTT 371 C
603 E WHITE 3 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
311 W SPNGFLD C
801 W PARK U
HI E CHALMERS 13 C
402 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 345 U
1 LAKE PARK C
2082 C ORCH ST U
802 W GREEN C
102 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 425 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 421 C
903 S 4TH 4 C
URH SHERMAN C
404 HIGH U
903 N DIVISION U
412 HESSEL C
1974 B ORCH ST U
3 OAKWOOD U
1104 W NEVADA U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH GARNER 386 C
URH LAR 414 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 107 C
1002 W OREGON U
313 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 361 C
URH PUSEY 307 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
410 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD 527 C
URH WESTON 361 C
URH HOPKINS 313 C
1010 S 2ND C
1206 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 307 C
WILSON TRLR CT 2 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 488 C
207 E JOHN 2 C
507 E CLARK 24 C
URH WESTON 426 C
URH WARDALL 1017 U
2505 POND U
URH TOWNSEND 433 U
316 COTTAGE CT C
807 S BUSEY U
907 S WRIGHT C
1407 BRIARCLIFF U













































































640 S WINFIELD AV
5035 N RIDGEWAY
1644 N 17TH AV
2011 W 47TH ST




202 S LYNN 6
404 E DANIEL 9
2032 SEWARD ST
1402 W JOHN




8885 N GREEN BROOK
1203 SILVER







825 S RYBOLT AV
RP 2






















1107 W GREEN 425
1132 MARY LN
2261 W 113TH ST
2261 W 113TH ST
7146 W HADLEY ST






















16532 S CLAIRE LN
WILSONS TRLR PK 2
2314 S 61ST AV
713 S STEWART
720 N HICKORY ST
529 MEMORY LN




1502 W BAY PD
5345 W 23RD PL




































































































NOWLAIN ROBERT E TI LAS4
NOWLING SCOTT ALLEN BUS2
NOWOBILSKI MICHAEL B LAS2
NOWOCIN OAVID A ENG1
NOYES JERRALO L LAS4
NOYES RONALD W ENG4
NUCKLES VICKY L PE 1
NUDELMAN IRIS A FAA2
NUESSEL FRANK HENRY GRAD
NUGENT MARK A AGR1
NUGENT PETER DANIEL GRAD
NUGEP DONNA L FAA2
NUGER PAULA J LAS4
NUMMEDAL DAG GRAD
NUMRICH ROBERT C BUS2
NUNBHAKDI VIYADA GRAD
NUNEMACHER ROBERT GRAD
NUNEZ HEATHER BRUCE LAS4
NUNLEY MICHAEL R LAS4
NUNN CURTIS A ENG1
NUNN M NELL GRAD
NUNNERY ENOCH LODA GRAD
NUNO TFRESA LAS4
NURSE JANET K FAA2
NUSBAUM MARK E AGR4
NUSINOW GARRY BJS3
NUSS MELODYE MAYE GRAD
NUSSBAUM ALAN R LAS3
NUSSER ELIZABETH A ED 4
NUTTALL JOHN L III GRAD
NUTTING DEBORAH L LAS4
NYBERG GARY WAYNE AGR2
NYBERG RANDALL G BUS3
NYBERG WILLIAM A LAW1
NYE BRUCE RICHARD ENG4
NYE DONALD EDWARD GRAD
NYE LOUANN E ED 2
NYE NICOLE DEKEYSER GRAD
NYE RICHARD R VM 1
NYE SANDRA KAY LAS1
NYGAARD ELLEN H LAS3
NYGREN THOMAS EUGENE GRAD
NYHOLT DEBORAH LYNN GRAD
NYHOLT MARTIN P BUS1
NYLUND MARY K LAS4
NYMAN ALICE J FAA3
NYMAN ANORA L FAA4
NYMAN EMILY A LAS3
OAKES DAVID W LAS3
OAKES DONNA JANE ED 1
OAKES JULIAN D BUS4
OAKLAND DENNIS A LAS4
OAKLEY DAVID WALLACE GRAD
OAKLEY SUE DONNA D GRAD
OAKS JANIS HARBOUR PE 3
OAKS JOHN D LAS3
OBAN TERRANCE D LAS3
OBENAUF ARDETH H BUS3
OBENAUF RONALD S BUS4
OBENLAND ROBERT JAME FAA4
OBERC RICHARD LEROY GRAD
OBERG PATRICK J PE 1
OBERG WILLWORTH D LAS1
OBERHAUSEN JAMES R LAS3
OBERHOLTZER WILLIAM BUS2
OBERLIN CARL A LAS2
OBERLIN LORPIE A COM4
OBERSTAP JOHN D LAS2
OBERTINO JAMES R JR GRAD
OBI CHERYL LAND LAS2
OBI IGNATIUS U GRAD
OBRADOVICH SOFIA LAS1
OBRECHT GARY W AGR2
OBPIEN CHERYL ANN FAA3
OBRIEN DANIEL S FAA4
OBRIEN DAVID JAMES GRAD
OBRIEN DENNIS P VM 2
OBRIEN FRANK A AGR1
OBRIEN JAMFS M LAS3
OBRIEN JAMES P LAW2
OBRIEN JILL LOUISE GRAD
OBRIEN JOHN A LAS3
OBRIEN JOHN F ENG1
OBRIEN JUDITH A LAS3
OBRIEN JULIA W FAA2
OBPIEN LARRY S ENG3
OBRIEN LI SA M LAS4
OBRIEN M KATHLEEN LAS3
OBRIEN MARDELL JEAN GRAD
OBRIEN MAPYBETH K FAA4
OBRIEN MICHAEL J LAW3
OBRIEN MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
OBRIEN MICHAEL W LAS4
OBRIEN MICHAEL WILLI GRAD
OBRIEN PAULA M LAS4
OBRIEN SHERRILL P GRAD
OBRIEN THOMAS P LAS4
1001 COLORADO 35 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WESTON 256 C
URH TOWNSEND 514 U
201 S WRIGHT 10 C
13 GURTH U
1826 VALLEY RD C
URH GARNER 364 C
1804 W WILLIAM 3 C
604 E ARMORY C
602 FAIRLAWN U
URH BUSEY 341 U
107 E CHALMERS 3 C
504 E CLARK 15 C
URH SCOTT 382 C
1005 S 6TH 24 C
1723 ANITA C
TWIN ORCH MBL PK U
201 E GREEN C




URH LAR 233 U
605 S 5TH 19 C
PARKLAND TERR 299 C
URH SHERMAN C
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 206 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
802 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 361 C
409 E CHALMRS C
502 W MAIN 114 U
2061 D ORCH ST U
307 DAVIDSON C
URH VANDOPEN 320 C
2061 ORCH ST U
2305 BROADMOOR C
307 DAVIDSON C
URH WESTON 107 C
907 S MATTIS 3 C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
313 E JOHN 20 C
1204 STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD 301 C
603 E WHITE C
URH SAUNDERS 317 U
URH BLAISDELL 219 U
903 E WASHINGTON U
903 E WASHINGTON U
URH SCOTT 356 C
2111 HAZWD OR 203 U
2111 HAZWD DR U
2080 D ORCH ST U
2080 D ORCH ST U
36 E GREEN C
317 E FAIRLAWN U
317 E FAIRLAWN U
402 N ELM C
505 E WHITE 12 C
209 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 248 U
708 W OREGON U
310 E JOHN C
URH WESTON 269 C
1809 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 421 C
406 W OREGON 6 U
2011 B ORCH ST U
2011 B ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 1226 U
URH SNYDER 375 C
58 E JOHN 7 C
URH TAFT 327 C
211 W OREGON U
7C7 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH ALLEN 263 U
310 E WHITE 30 C
SHEMAUGER TRAIL 28 U
58 E ARMORY 6 C
1111 S 1ST C
URH TAFT 209 C
58 E ARMORY 6 C
409 E CHALMRS C
911 S LOCUST 302 C
904 S LINCOLN U
DANVILLE ILL
409 E CHALMRS 1607 C
901 W SPNGFLD U
1701 VALLEY RD C
1207 N BUSEY U
1107 W GREEN 621 U
52 E GREEN C
110 E JOHN 5 C
1107 W GREEN 621 U
































































8109 S 85TH CT








2200 N 77TH AV
2200 N 77TH AV
3300 HOKKSUND
8537 LILLIBET
55 64 SOI KLONG
1308 WESTVIEW DR














704 W DAVIDSON ST
1115 S MAIN








907 S MATTIS 3























885 S 3RD AV
4045 NANTUCKETT
531 EVERGREEN CT
406 W OREGON 6
2011 B ORCH ST
2011 B ORCH ST





















1204 E MAPLE ST
52 E GREEN





































































































OBPIEN THOMAS P GRAO
OBRIEN TIMOTHY R LAW1
OBRYAN DEBBIE J LAS1
OBRYAN MARGIE C GRAO
OBRYAN NANCY S EO 3
OBRYAN NELSON B JR GRAD
*OBRYANT JOAN E GRAD
OBUCHOWSKI MARK H LAS4
OBYRNE STEPHEN M LAW1
*OBYRNE TERRENCE D GRAD
*OCAMPO SATUPNINO JR GRAD
OCASEK TIMOTHY R BUS1
OCASIO MIRIAM LAS1
OCHS JOHN D AGR4
OCIEPKA JOSEPH LAS2
OCIEPKA VARY ROSE GRAD
OCONNELL BRENDAN D BUS3
OCONNEtL EDWARD J LAS2
OCONNELL KATHLEEN M LAS4
OCONNELL KEVIN M GRAD
OCONNELL ROBERT M GRAD
OCONNELL SEAN M LAS1
OCONNELL THOMAS P LAS1
OCONNELL VIRGINIA E LAS3
OCONNELL WILLIAM J ENG1
OCONNOR BRIAN M GRAD
OCONNOR DARLENE C GRAD
OCONNOR DONALD S GRAD
OCONNOR FRANCES M AGR4
OCONNOR GARY LEN GRAD
OCONNOR JAMES P LAS3
OCONNOR JAMES P LAS2
OCONNOR JEROME P ENG2
OCONNOR JOAN E FAA1
OCONNOR JOHN WILLIAM LAS4
OCONNOR KEVIN P GRAD
OCONNOR MATTHEW R LAS3
OCONNOR MICHAEL C LAS3
OCONNOR NAN G LAS2
OCONNOR PATRICIA A COM4
OCONNOR PATRICIA J AGR1
OCONNOR SUSAN J COM4
OCONNOR THOMAS P LAS4
OCONNOR THOMAS P LAS4
OCONNOR WILLIAM H VM 2
OCVIRK ROBFRT JOE FAA4
OCZKOWSKI PHILIP J GRAD
ODA STANLEY M ENG4
ODARCZENKO OLGA LAS1
ODDI NANCY L LAS1
ODDO SANDRA M LAS4
ODEAN BARRY L ENG4
ODEAN WALLACE REID GRAD
ODEKIRK DANIEL E BUS1
ODEKIRK KATHLEEN A LAS2
ODELL MICHAEL B BUS3
ODELL STEVEN J LAS4
ODELSON DAVID A LAS1
ODEN SHERRI LEE GRAD
ODEN SYLVIA ANNE GRAD
ODENWELLER T W FAA4
ODES DEBRA L LAS2
ODLING DAVID L BUS3
ODLING PEGGY A LAS1
ODOM JOYCE RACKLEY GRAD
*ODOM THOMAS R ENG2
ODONNELL BARBARA J PE 3
ODONNELL EDWARD J GRAD
ODONNELL KAREN GRAD
ODONNELL KEVIN J BUS1
ODONNELL MICHAEL J ENG1
ODONNELL NANCY L LASl
ODONNELL PATRICK B LAS3
ODONOGHUE MARY A LASl
ODONDVAN KATHLEEN LAS3
ODUM GEORGE E JR FAA2
ODUM JERRY FRANKLIN ED 4
ODUNSI BABALOLA AKIN GRAD
OECHSEL JEANNE A LAS3
OEDEWALDT DENNIS R ENG1
OEDEWALDT JOANNE M LAS3
OEDEWALDT WAYNE R ENG4
OEHLSCHLAEGER FRITZ GRAD
OEHLSEN DENNIS W ENG4
OEHRING CHERYL J LASl
OEHRLEIN DAWN L LAS2
OELLIEN DEA B GRAD
OELSCHLAEGER PETER BUS1
OERTEL NANCY M LAS4
OETTING EDWARD C GRAD
OFLAHERTY PATRICK M LAS2
OFTEDAHL LAURA R COM3
OGARA THOMAS C BUS3
OGASAWARA MICHAEL J LAS4
OGDEN LAURENCE B AVU
OGDEN LOUIS E ENG1
OGILVIE PAMELA J FAA4
807 N PROSPECT C 352-4174
307 E ARMORY 113 C
902 S RACE U 328-3025
806 W HILL C 356-5178
58 E ARMORY 12 C 357-8407
503 1/2 S BIRCH U
35 SHERWIN U 344-5631
504 N ROMINE U
805 OAKLAND 107 U 344-8537
2016 D ORCH ST U 367-2880
300 S GOODWIN 303 U
URH NOBLE 313 C
URH WARDALL 320 U
705 W ILLINOIS U 367-7852
13227 S EXCHANGE U
URH SHERMAN 504 C 332-4742
URH ALLEN 357 U
URH 8ABC0CK 421 U 332-3829
807 S 1ST 3 C
530 BURRILL HALL U 333-0171
URH SHERMAN 1147 C
URH TAFT 8 C
URH FORBES 282 C 332-1156
58 E JOHN 3 C 359-0157
311 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 228 U
1101 S RACE U 367-6934
212 E JOHN 1 C
204 W WASHINGTON U 367-3124
304 KELLY CT C 352-0428
8C8 INDIANA U
URH TOWNSEND 310 U 332-4119
URH TOWNSEND 320 U
URH ALPHA HSE 4 U 334-0511
706 S WALNUT 3 U 367-2597
1115 W GREEN 118 U 344-8860
URH CARR 103 U 332^-3855
111 E CHALMERS C
URH GARNER 339 C
1109 S 3RD C 344-6093
URH BUSEY 325 U
508 E ARMORY C 344-1576
111 S BUSEY U
MCKINLEY FNDTN C
1009 COUNTRY SQI U 344-1487
URH FORBES 130 C 332-1168
URH SCOTT 452 C 332-1605
31 E JOHN C
URH CARR 218 U
412 E GREEN 5 C 332-4382
URH WESTON 218 C 332-1923
509 E STOUGHTON C
2215 S 1ST 202 C 384-5411
311 E ARMORY C 344-7453
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
814 W STOUGHTON U
URH ALLEN 455 U 332-3389
URH SCOTT 442 C 332-1600
1733 VALLEY RD C 359-7510
911 S LOCUST C
1202 W CLARK U 365-1381
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5147
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
URH WARDALL 1119 U 332-4543
RANTOUL ILL
1206 W WASHINGTON C
STA A BOX 2625 C 359-0872
URH SHERMAN 452 C 332-4837
URH DANIELS 69 U
URH LUNDGREN 210 C 332-0242
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
URH WARDALL 1008 U 332-4509
103 S MCCULLOUGH 5 U
URH CARR 4 U 332-3842
109 S LINCOLN U
URH CARR 125 U 332-3877
RANTOUL ILL
1972 A ORCH ST U 344-3270
611 E DANIEL C 344.-1840
URH GARNER 313 C 332-0782
2020 N MATTIS 203 C 359-1403
2020 N MATTIS 203 C 359-1403
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
316 COTTAGE CT C
URH WESTON 211 C 332-1916
URH WAROALL 609 U 332-4413
KANKAKEE ILL
URH FORBES 423 C 332-1103
107 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 203 U
URH SNYDER 178 C 332-1667
210 W GREEN C 359-8081
409 E CHALMRS C 344-1205
CHICAGO ILL
URH NOBLE 425 C
508 E SPNGFLD C 352-8814
904 W NEVADA U 344-0072









2016 D ORCH ST
BATAC
100 E BELLEVUE 5E
2646 W DIVISION
RP 2







2 N AHWAHNEE RO
1322 OXFORD RD











706 S WALNUT 3
14 WALTER ST
2031 W 7TH AV







1629 BURR OAK RC
231 HASKINS ST




















3819 N BELL AV
1516 HOWER RD






7228 N OLCOTT AV
213 CONCORD AV
300 S 17TH ST
YAGANKU
209 W 3RD ST
2202 W GARFIELD
2020 N MATTIS 203




















































































































OGILVIE PETER HAROLD GRAD
OGLE KAFEN A LAS3
OGLESBY JANEICE S AGR1
OGREN KENNETH J AGR1
OGREN MAUREEN K AGR2
OGREN ROBERT V LAW2
OGRON JANET S LAS4
*OGURA MASAKC GRAD
OGUREK SHARILYN J LAS1
OGUT SONER GRAD
*OH SE HYUCK GRAD
OHALLA JOHN LEWIS GRAD
OHALLEPAN PEGGY A PE 1
OHALLORAN ANNE T GRAD
OHALLORAN JCHN M LAW2
OHARA EUGENE J LAS3
OHARA GREGORY L LAS1
OHARA MAUREEN P BUS2
OHARA MICHAEL V LAS3
OHLANDER JAN H LAS1
OHLEMILLER GARY W LAS4
OHLINGEP GARY B AGR1
OHOLLERAN DAVID J ENG1
OHOLLERAN JCHN V ENG4
01 LILLY GRAD
OIFN CYNTHIA L FAA2
OIRING ILENE B LAS1
OKAMCTO BYRON Y GRAD
OKAMOTO MARTHA S GRAD
OKAMOTO MAY F LAS3
OKAWA RONALD TOPAO GRAD
*OKEEFE BARBARA J GRAD
OKEEFE COLLEEN M VM 3
OKEEFE DANIEL JAMES GRAD
OKEEFE ELLEN M FAA1
OKEEFE JOHN J BUS1
OKEEFE KELLY RAY GRAO
OKEEFE MARY KAY GRAD
OKEEFFE PATRICK J FAA4
OKELLY MEGAN M FAA1
OKELLY ROY J ENG4
OKELLY TERENCE D GRAD
OKNFR BARRY S LAS1
OKNEP ELLYN AGR1
OKCNSKI JAMES A BUS2
OLANDER JAMES L ENGl
OLBERTS KATHLEEN A ED 2
OLD ROBERT LEE JR ENG4
OLDENBURG JIM A COM3
OLDENBURG MARK A LAS2
OLDFIELD DAVID A LAS2
OLDHAM JAMES R ENG4
OLDS JUCY L LAS2
OLDWEILER CCRWIN E GRAD
OLEAPY AILEEN LAS3
OLEARY BETH M LAS1
OLEAPY DANIEL J LAS4
OLEAFY DENNIS D LAS1
OLEARY KATHLEEN A LAS4
OLEARY MICHAEL J AGR1
OLECH RONALD C FAA4
OLEFSKY MARK J BUS3
OLEKSINSKI JOHN J LAS4
OLEKSINSKI MICHAEL A ENGl
OLEKSIUK BOHDAN G LAW2
OLFNICK MICHAEL R LAS4
OLENIK RICHARD G AVI3
OLESON BRIAN R LAS1
OLESON CLAUDIA R PE 3
OLESON JOHN H AGR3
OLESON RICHARD A ENGl
OLESON STEWAPT M LAS1
OLHAVA SUSAN D LAS1
OLIAZADEH BEHROUZ ENG2
OLIC RUTH L LAS4
OLIFF MARTIN B LAS2
OLIKEP MICHAEL ALAN GRAD
OLIVE ALFONSO L PE 4
OLIVER GEORGE V GRAD
OLIVER JANET DOREEN GRAD
OLIVER WILLIAM L JR GRAD
OLIVERO DOUGLAS B BUS1
OLIVERO SUSAN M ED 2
OLIVIERI HENRY J BUS4
OLLAP MAPGIE A GRAD
OLLINGEP JANET GRAD
OLMSTEAD SAP AH L FAA3
OLOJOLA SABAINAH A GRAD
OLORUNSOLA OLAYIWOLA GRAD
OLOUGHLIN JOHN T LAS1
OLSEN CHRISTINE L LAS3
*OLSEN CRAIG ALAN GRAD
OLSEN DIANE E LAS2
OLSEN GARY L BUS1
OLSEN GEARY W VM 1





308 ARMORY C 344-9742
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
502 N MCKINLEY C 359-4463
MCRTON GROVE ILL
57 GREENCROFT C
URH LAR 230 U 332-2862
616 E DANIEL C 344-3775
806 S 3RD 11 C 367-0878
701 W CLARK U
URH BLAISDELL 402 U 332-3540
1600 W BRADLEY 55 C 359-8148
7C7 S GREGORY PL U 344-0752
1CC9 W PENN U
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
URH SCOTT 308 C 332-3002
RCSEWOOD PL 8 U 328-2637
URH TOWNSEND 416 U
310 E CHALMERS 105 C 344-1778
58 E GREGORY C
URH WESTON 496 C
1001 S WRIGHT 1 C 344-1351
URH DANIELS 285 U
302 E ARMORY C 332-0258
URH TRELFASE 1009 U 332-5686
1405 KIRBY 10 C 359-9223
1405 KIRBY 10 C 359-9223
URH SCOTT 312 C 332-1507
URH DANIELS 524 U 332-2316
612 W CALIFORNIA U 344-6410
1007 E PENN U 344-3726
612 W CALIFORNIA U 344-6410
URH ALLEN 234 U
URH SCOTT 250 C 332-1490
1708 N WILLOW U 367-3857
17C8 N WILLOW U 367-3657
700 S GOODWIN U
206 N NEW C
ST JOSEPH ILL
2311 S 1ST 303 C
URH BABCOCK 204 U 332-3750
URH FLAGG 310 C 332-0301
911 S 4TH C 344-9560
312 E ARMORY C
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
706 W SPNGFLD C 359-0894
702 W WASHINGTON U 332-0606
URH BABCOCK 410 U 332-3818
612 W CHURCH C
112 E DANIEL C 355-7936
111 E CHALMERS 2 C 328-1889
209 PFEFFER RD 6 U 344-1479
703 W CALIFORNIA U 367-9872
URH FLAGG 327 C
4C3 ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 424 U 332-5165
PROSPECT HTS ILL
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
1107 W MAIN U
103 E JOHN C 359-°538
1007 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 338 C
311 E DANIEL C
905 E WASHINGTON U 344-7370
207 S DEWEY U 328-13°8
URH OGLESBY 224 U 332"-5105
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
URH FORBES 245 C
URH SNYDER 175 C 332-1664
URH OGLESBY 924 U
URH TRELEASE 722 U 332-5608
904 W GREEN U 384-5284
102 N GREGORY 5 U 344-7237
URH FORBES 264 C 332-0988
URH SHERMAN 759 C 332-4910
1826 D ORCH PL U 344-0021
608 E HIGH U
URH SHERMAN 120 C
705 W HIGH 4 U 367-3344
604 F ARMORY 223 C
URH WARDALL 416 U 332-4371
605 S BROADWAY U 344-7982
502 W GRIGGS 205 U
901 WESTERN U 367-7874
802 W OREGON U 367-2500
URH DANIELS 284 U 332-2481
512 E WHITE C
401 E JOHN C 367-1669
1102 S LINCOLN U 328-3510
419 E FAIRLAWN DP U 367-6267
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH BABCOCK 110 U 332-3727
801 W OREGON U 344-7889
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348






204 FLE c TWOOD
6607 W BECKWITH RD
57 GREENCROFT




5008 W ORCHARD DR
626-20TH AV CT
1019 6TH ST
606 W PARK ST
2400 S STATE ST
































433 W 4TH ST
1322 N 6TH ST
450 S OAK GLENN DR
364 CALUMET BLVD
202 HOLIDAY VK 297
115 LEGRANDE BLVD
204 N SCHOENBECK




1520 N LAWLEP AV
9122 A SKOKIE BLVD
1525 CIRCLE CT
1525 CIRCLE CT













300 N HAMLIN AV
1601 MONUMENT RC
URH SHERMAN 106




STA A BOX 2344
1425 WASATCH DR
281 NORTHWOOD PC








3142 N SAYRE AV



































































































OLSEN KAREN L LAS1
OLSEN MARCIA D FAA3
*OLSFN MICHELE ROJEK GRAO
OLSEN ROBERT G FAA3
OLSEN TUREE ALLISON GRAD
OLSHAN GARY S BUS1
OLSON BRADFORD A AGR3
*OLSON CHARLES EDWARD GRAD
OLSON DAVID E ENG2
*OLSON DAVID RICHARD GRAD
OLSON DEBORAH R LAS4
OLSON DEBRA G LAS2
OLSON F L AGR4
OLSON ELDON W LAS2
*OLSON ERNEST GARTH GRAD
*OLSON EVCN FICKFL LAS3
OLSON GAYLOPD L AGR4
OLSON GWEN D AGR1
OLSON JAMES P ENG3
*OLSON JANICE VAUGHN GRAD
OLSON KAREN H LAS4
OLSON KEITH LESLEY GRAD
OLSON KEVIN L BUS1
OLSON LANAE J LAS3
OLSON LARRY G AGR4
OLSON LEONARD EUGENE GRAD
OLSON LOUISE M FAA2
OLSON LYNN M FAA2
OLSON MARILYN SUE AGR3
OLSON MARTHA J LAS2
*OLSON MARTIN JOHN GRAD
OLSON MOIRA D GRAD
OLSON NANCY A AGR3
OLSON NANCY P LAS2
OLSON PAUL R FNG4
*OLSOM PAULA THACKERY AGR3
OLSON RAYMOND A AGR1
OLSON RICHARD E ENG1
OLSON ROBERT P PE 1
OLSON ROBFRT T LAS2
OLSON PORY S BUS1
OLSON SAUNDRA LU GRAD
OLSON WILLIAM A AGR1
OLSON WILLIAM C LAS1
OLSSON WILLIAM A GRAD
OLSZOWSKI JAN P BUS1
OLT BRADLEY F BUS1
OLT THOMAS S BUS4
OLTMANNS BRADLEY J BUS2
OLTMANNS LARRY K FAA4
*OMALLEY JOHN R VM 4
OMALLEY KAREN F LAS2
OMALLEY KATHLEEN A BUS1
OMALLEY MARGARET M LAS1
OMALLEY MARY M PE 3
OMALLEY MICHAEL LAS1
OMALLEY MICHAEL J LAS2
OMANSON RICHARD C LAS3
OMEARA TERRANCE J LAS3
OMELL STACEY K LAS4
OMER FAITORI MOHAMED GRAD
ONAK GERALD P ENG2
ONCKEN RICHARD L AGR2
ONDERISIN JANET P AGRA
ONEAL BARBARA S LAS1
ONEAL VANESSA D ED 1
*ONEIL ROGER GORDON GRAD
ONEILL EDWARD W AGR4
*ONEILL EUGENE D GRAD
ONFILL JOHN E JR AGR1
ONEILL MICHAEL G GRAD
ONEILL PAMELA J LAS3
ONEILL TERESA M LAS2
ONEILL THOMAS M BUS3
*ONG KAO-TWAN GRAD
ONGMAN JOHN WILL GRAD
ONISHI HARUO GRAD
OMO JOYCE KAZUYO GRAD
OOMS DOUGLAS W ENG4
*OOMS WILLIAM JAY GRAD
OPACIC GORDANA GRAD
OPALKO JOHN G LAS1
OPIE JEFFRFY R LAS1
OPILA ROEERT L JR LAS2
OPPENHEIMER LINDA G LAS2
OPPFRMAN ALLEN H AGR3
OPPERMAN LINDA J LAS4
OPPEPMAN MARK P AGR
1
OPPERT JAMES ALLEN ENG6
*OPPEPT JUDY RICHARDS GRAD
OPRFA DAVID M FNG4
OPRYSZEK PAUL A LAS1
ORAM RICHARD W LAS4
OPAZI GINO P BUS!
ORDAL CAROLYN A LAS4
ORDAL MARY E PE 3
ORE PEGGY D LAS2
URH BLAISDELL 427 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
2010 CYPRESS C
°10 S 3RD C
806 W CHARLES C
301 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 474 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH SCOTT 264 C
SAVOY ILL
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SAUNDERS 119 U
712 S VINE U
URH TAFT 21 C
2110 ORCH ST 101 U
611 W SPNGFLD C
1002 S LINCOLN U
504 5TH C
URH TOWNSEND 284 U
TUSCOLA ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 746 C
809 W PENN U
URH SCOTT 419 C
58 E GREGORY C
602 S BROADWAY U
URH ALLEN 199 U
URH HOPKINS 315 C
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 221 U
1004 N DIVISION U
107 W CALIFORNIA 5 U
910 S 3RD C
611 E DANIEL C
204 E CLARK C
905 E COLORADO 55 U
807 S BUSEY U
URH FORBES 217 C
URH HOPKINS 266 C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 432 C
901 E COLORADO 79 U
401 E DANIEL C
RCCKFORD ILL
909 W ILLINOIS U
URH FORBES 418 C
URH SCOTT 246 C
1830 VALLEY RD C
URH FORBES 127 C
VERSAILLES FR
808 S CEDAR U
URH WARDALL 912 U
306 E PENN U
URH WARDALL 421 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH BARTON 403 C
1011 S MATTIS C
212 E CHALMERS C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TRELEASE 523 U
504 W MAIN 101 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1111 S 2ND C
805 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 343 U




URH SNYDER 222 C
206 E GPEEN C
308 S ELM C
312 W CLARK C
110 E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2136 C
URH DANIELS 233 U
307 E WHITE C
102 N GREGORY 4 U
2311 S 1ST 302 C
105 E JOHN 301 C
300 S GOODWIN 504 U
912 S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 444 C
URH TOWNSEND 365 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
801 W NEVADA U
1732 VALLEY RD C
1108 S COTTAGE GR U
1117 W CHARLES C
1117 W CHARLES C
808 N LINCOLN U
604 E ARMORY 1314 C
409 W ELM 8 U
URH TOWNSEND 277 U
POLING MFADOWS ILL
206 E MUMFORD U



























































































4306 N TRIPP AV






924 S BRUNER ST
3925 FOREST AV










4814 N MOBILE AV













4900 FOREST AV 105
UNIV OF LIBYA
14613 MCKINLEY AV
RR 2 BOX 159
145TH ST FOREST HL
1300 S TRIPP













1000 N LAKE SHORE
ROUTE 1 BOX 291-B






1108 S COTTAGE GR

















































































































0RE6AN NANCY A ENG1
OREILLY BERNARD M LAS1
OREILLY CATHERINE E LAS*
OREILLY MARY A LAS1
OREILLY MARY LOUISE GRAD
ORELL KEVIN R AGR*
ORELOVE FRED P LAS*
ORGANEK JOHN F JR GRAD
ORGILL ROXANE LAS2
ORI DAVID BRUCE BUS*
ORLANDO MARIO E LAS3
ORLICH MICHAEL J ENG1
ORLOWSKI MARK B FAA2
ORMAN SUSAN L LAS3
ORMSBEE PAMELA L GRAD
ORMSBEE TERRENCE D BUS1
OROSZ JERRY MICHAEL GRAO
OROURKE TERESA A FAA3
OROURKE THOMAS DENIS GRAD
ORPETT MITCHELL A LAS2
ORR BRUCE W BUS3
ORR HAROLD D LAS6
*ORR JAMES WILLIAM JR ENG*
ORR PHILIP B ENG*
ORR RICHARD KENNETH GRAD
*ORR ROBERT H GRAD
ORSEY DENNIS J LAS1
ORSTEAD KEVIN M LAS1
ORTBAL CONSTANCE A LAS3
ORTBAL JOHN D FAAl
ORTH JAMES P LAS2
ORTHWEIN KARLA F LAS*
ORTIZ JUAN JOSE GRAD
ORTIZ JULIO A FAA3
ORTIZ LUIS ENRIQUE GRAD
ORTIZ OLGA LAS2
ORTMAN STEPHEN R LAS3
ORTMANN JEFFREY J FAAl
ORTON PAUL S AGR2
ORTON STEVEN A LAS1
OPTSCHEID MARSHA J ED 2
ORWIG BARBARA G AGR3
ORWIG DAVID L LAS3
ORWIG LYLE E AGR3
ORWIG TROY L AGR*
ORWIN JOHN P ENG2
*OSBAKKEN THOMAS A BUS*
OSBORN CARRIE L LAS2
OSBORN CONNIE G LAS*
OSBOPN LAWRENCE E ENG2
OSBORN SARAH L PE 1
OSBORNE CERETTA A LAS3
OSBORNE DONALD L LAS3
OSBORNE JOHN S LAS*
OSBORNE LEONARO L GRAD
OSBORNE SOLOMON C LAW3
OSBORNE WILMA C GRAD
OSBRINK ROBERT E FNG1
OSBURN KEITH D ENG3
OSCHWALD JOSEPH M BUS2
OSENGA DAVID M FAA3
OSENGA WAYNE E AGR1
OSGOOD JOAN S GRAD
OSGOOD JUDY K LAS3
OSHEA JOSEPH A GRAD
OSHEA MICHAEL E BUS2
OSHEA NORMAN E ENG*
OSHEL MICHAEL V LAS*
OSHEP REBECCA K ED 2
OSHITA MARILYN H GRAD
OSLAGER SANDRA LEE GRAD
OSMUNDSEN ROBERT C LAW1
OSOBA ALAN E LAS2
OSSOLA KENNETH J BUS*
OSSOWSKI TIMOTHY L BUS3
OSTEN MARTIN K ENG2
OSTEN RICHARD MICHAE GRAD
OSTENDORF DAVID E LAS3
OSTENDORF JOELLEN COM*
OSTENSEN RAYMOND W GRAD
OSTER JAMES MICHAEL GRAD
OSTEPBERG LOIS E AGR3
OSTERBUR CYNTHIA A LAS*
OSTERGREN PETER JON GRAD
OSTERTAG LOU A LAS1
OSTRAND JANET LOUISE GRAD
OSTRANDER BARBARA M LAS3
OSTRAR MICHAEL H GRAD
OSTREICHER JEFFREY I LAS2
OSTRENGA BEPNADINE A LAS*
OSTRODKA STEPHEN L LAS3
OSTROFF RANDALL D LAS1
OSTRDM ELLEN M LAS3
OSTROWSKI BARBARA A LAS3
OSTROWSKI IRENE M COM3
1010 S 2ND CHE LOGAN C
URH SAUNDERS 111 U
URH FORBES *25 C
*09 E CHALMRS C
PALOS HTS ILL
509 E WHITE C
130* SILVER 1 U
URH BABCOCK 116 U
902 HOLIDAY C
URH GARNER 360 C
1007 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 822 U
100* S 2ND C
URH SCOTT 358 C
1012 S OAK C
* PERSIMMON CIRCLE U
URH HOPKINS 222 C
503 E WHITE 10 C
5 SAFFER CT U
901 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 22 U
1101 W PENN U
1011 S WRIGHT C
*07 FAIRLAWN U
1010 W SPNGFLD U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1008 SCOVILL U
60* E ARMORY 2108 C
URH BABCOCK 202 U
11 SALEM RD U
11 SALEM RD U
60* E ARMORY 1318 C
1*0* S LINCOLN U
1105 W OREGON 7 U
205 E GREEN 8 C
URH SHERMAN 75* C
URH WARDALL 213 U
90* W GREEN U
SKOKIE ILL
313 E ARMORY C
URH WESTON 27* C
907 W ILLINOIS U
709 W CHURCH 3 C
109 E HEALEY 1 C
17 SALEM RD U
709 W CHURCH 3 C
*09 E CHALMRS C
DECATUR ILL
FISHER ILL
377 PARKLAND TERR C
URH FORBES 293 C
URH LAR 101 U
URH EVANS 229 U
PCCKFORD ILL
1702 W BRADLEY 175 C
2121 LYNWOOD C
191* C ORCH ST U
2121 LYNWOOD C
URH FORBES **0 C
801 W IOWA U
1823 CRESCENT C
URH FORBES 250 C
801 W NEVADA U
FOUNTAIN CITY IND
URH WESTON 215 C
910 S 3RD 1118 C
608 E ARMORY C
805 N MCKINLEY C
*10 E JOHN C
URH TRELEASE 1028 U
URH DANIELS U
URH WARDALL 51* U
URH SHERMAN *27 C
URH CARR 106 U
*01 E JOHN C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
URH TAFT 111 C
610 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 358 C
1638 VALLEY RD C
102 E ARMORY 11 C
512 E CLARK 15 C
URH BLAISDELL 331 U
1600 W BRADLEY 392 C
2013 COUNTRY SQI U
313 E JOHN 5 C
URH SHERMAN *16 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 168 U
105 E ARMORY C
308 N ROMINE U
URH TAFT *02 C
URH BARTON *25 C
90* M GREEN U
*11 W GREEN C








































































123** OAK PARK AV
1529 HIGHLAND AV
















1*3 S *TH ST
*07 FAIRLAWN
508 CORRI LN
50* N MAIN ST
1008 SCOVILL
1528 CLARK AV
ROUTE 2 BOX 3*96
11 SALEM RD
11 SALEM RD
ROUTE 3 BOX *2*
BOX 2*3
1105 W OREGON 7
BOX 368
19*2 W CHICAGO AV
*237 N PAULINA
908 S BLCK PARTRDG
7*11 KOLMAR AV
ROUTE 1
*229 W 99TH PL
306 N BENCH ST
RP 1
RR 6 BOX 39
ROUTE 1 BOX 3*
RR 1
531 HOMESTEAD RD






220* N ALPINE RD
1702 W BRADLEY 175
2121 LYNWOOD
ROUTE 2 BOX 397
2121 LYNWOOD
3522 W 73RD ST
8*9 OXFORD RD
1823 CRESCENT
RR 2 BOX 1*8















601 E 32ND ST















509 E EVANS ST




































































































OSTROWSKY SAULA M FAA1
OSWALD CHERYL M BUS3
OSWALO GALE A BUS2
OSWALD KEITH J LAS3
OSWALO MARY E LAS1
OTA CLAYTON C LAS1
*OTANI SHUNSUKE GRAD
OTEY NANCY A LAS*
OTOOLE BARTHOLOMEW R FAA*
OTOOLE TIMOTHY M LAS1
OTSUKA BYRON W ENG*
*OTTE ALIEN CARL GRAD
OTTE JOHN A AGR*
*OTTE KATHLEEN KEASEY GRAD
OTTE KENNETH LEE GRAD
OTTE MICHAEL L ENG3
OTTEN LOUISE CHRISTY AGRl
*OTTENS ALLEN JAMES GRAD
*OTTENS AMY WILLIAMS GRAD
OTTO CHARLES C BUS1
OTTO CRAIG W COM4
OTTO JULIANNE ED 2
OTTO MERLYN W BUS*
OTTO REBECCA L LAS1
OTTOLIN JAMES L COM3
OTTOLIN MARK R LAS1
*OUART DAVID L VM 3
OUDERKIRK STEVEN J ENG1
OUDIN ROBERT J FAA*
OVERACKER LYNN A LAS2
OVERBY JERRY DEWAYNE GRAD
OVERCASH CURTIS A AGR3
OVEPCASH PENELOPE J LAS3
*OVERHOLT BETTY JANE GRAD
OVERHULTZ GARY L LAS4
OVERMAN GREGORY S LAS*
OVERMAN GUY J JR FAA3
OVITSKY DENNIS J LAS*
*OWEN DALE PRICE GRAD
*OWEN JEANNE MINOR GRAD
OWEN MARTHA A LAW1
*OWEN MARTHA MCLEAN GRAD
OWEN MARY K AGR2
OWEN MARY L LAS1
OWEN ROBERT A ENG*
*OWEN STEPHEN FRYE GRAD
OWEN THOMAS E ED 3
OWENS BARBARA L LAS3
OWENS DARPYL B ENG3
OWENS GERALC L ENG*
OWENS HUBERT L FAA2
OWENS JOHN F LAS1
OWENS JOHN G BUS3
OWENS JOHN V JR LAS3
OWENS KEVIN G BUSl
OWENS LETITIA P LAS*
OWENS LOREN D BUS*
OWENS MARY SUZANNE GRAD
OWENS PATRICIA ANN GRAD
OWENS RAYMOND P LAS2
OWENS ROBERT E LAS2
OWENS STEVEN L BUS*
OWENS WHITLYNN A LAS*
*OWENS WILLIAM C BUS2
OWNBY THOMAS J LAS*
OXE CALE RONALD GRAO
OXMAN MICHELLE L LAS2
OYER KANDY K PE 3
OYER VERLE C BUS*
OYOUNG MANSIE JEANNE FAA2
OZAPKA RONALD M ENG1
OZBAY ENVER BUS2
OZELL ROBERT M LAS2




OZIMEK STEVEN J BUS3
OZINGA ROC-EP LEE GRAD
OZOR JOSEPH CHIDI GRAD
OZOUF WESLEY A LAS2
OZUK RANDEE J AGRl
OZYURT YILDIZ GULER GRAD
PAAKH BARBARA J LAS1
PAALANEN MIKKO A GRAD
PAAPLBEPG RICHARD M AGR*
PABICH JAMES M ENG3
PABST VICKI L FAA1
PACATTE DANIEL G AGR2
PACE CHARLES E ENG3
*PACE GARY JAMES GRAD
PACE JOEL M FAA*
PACE ROBERT R JR IASI
PACE SUSAN OUICKSTAD GRAD
PACE TYRONE LAS1
PACENTA WENDY L COM*
PACEY STEPHEN R LAW2
URH BUSEY 2*5 U
58 E ARMORY C
302 E ARMORY C
209 N GOODWIN U
URH ALLEN 201 U
URH NOBLE 21 C
2016 B ORCH ST U
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
301 W ILLINOIS U
1007 S 3RD C
112 E DANIEL C
101 N BUSEY 3 U
2221 S 1ST C
101 N BUSEY 3 U
KALAMAZOO MICH
1010 S 2ND C
601 W WASHINGTON U
808 S LINCOLN 6 U
808 S LINCOLN 6 U
URH SNYDER 2** C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 618 U
1110 ROSEDALE U
URH HOPKINS 332 C
1005 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 215 C
1002 E HARDING U
URH CGLESBY 5*2 U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON *62 C
MODESTO ILL
8C9 V PENN U
URH LAR 306 U
609 W IOWA U
111 E CHALMERS 17 C
309 E HEALEY 1 C
1816 VALLEY RD C
10* E JOHN 1 C
BOURBONNOUS ILL
905 S BUSEY U
302 W EUREKA C
908 CRESCENT C
* SAFFER CT U
505 E CHALMERS C
909 OREGON 10* U
908 CRESCENT 1 C
106 S GREGORY U
302 E ARMORY C
505 E WHITE C
505 E WHITE 12 C
URH SNYDER 216 C
1010 S 2ND C
311 E GREEN 10* C
URH HOPKINS *5* C
URH BARTON 223 C
113 ENNIS LN U
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U
16C9 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH SHERMAN 167 C
*01 E GREEN C
209 E ARMORY C
*09 E CHALMRS 1*02 C
*01 E CHALMERS 109 C
MAHOMET ILL
1107 E FLORIDA 13 C
910 S 3RD C
309 E JOHN 10 C
FISHER ILL
100* S *TH C
URH SCOTT 228 C
URH LUNDGREN 123 C
616 E DANIEL C
1507 KIRBY 2 C
URH ALLEN 36 U
502 W MAIN 20* U
300 S GOODWIN 110 U
300 S GOODWIN 110 U
501 E DANIEL C
706 E MICHIGAN U
1012 S 1ST C
URH WESTON 26* C
URH WAROALL 812 U
55 E HEALEY 203 C
URH LAR *99 U
URH DANIELS 503 U
60* E ARMORY C
711 W ILLINOIS 1 U
URH SCOTT 315 C
UPH GARNER *92 C
503 E STOUGHTON 1 C
2506 N CAMPBELL C
211 W GREEN U
503 E STOUGHTON 1 C
2506 N CAMPBELL C
503 E STOUGHTON C
1001 E WASHINGTON U






























































1727 W PIERCE AV




71*5 N OTTAWA AV
390 E 160TH PL






808 S LINCOLN 6
808 S LINCOLN 6
710 MEADOWS RD
236 NEBRASKA
660 S BENTON ST
RR 2
1970 PYRENEES DR
208 S BEVERLY ST

















1101 E UNION AV




330 SANS SOUCI DR
22108 MAIN ST
23* RICE AV
706 E 39TH ST 705
710 E UNION AV
5327 GLEN DR
611 N DIVISION ST
















223 S JUDSON ST
11*7 W ADDISON
9522 N LAVERGNE AV
780* N TRIPP AV






851* S TRIPP AV









































































































E ST LOUIS IL
AKRON OHIO
PITTSBURGH PA
E ST LOUIS IL
CHAMPAIGN ILL




PACHCIARZ JOHN C LAS*
PACIOREK ALAN E LAS*
PACKARD HILARY A FAA3
PACKARD LIZBETH M LAS2
PACKER ROPY A LAS1
PACKER TERRENCE L ENG*
PACOLD SONIA P PE 1
PAODICK MICHELE E AGR3
PADEN ROGER K LAS3
PADEN SHELLEY LOUISE FAA1
PADGETT MARSHA N PE 2
PADILLA MCRA RAMON GRAD
PAETAU GERHARD E A FAA*
PAETAU HOLGER H PE 3
PAETH FRED WILLIAM LAS2
PAETSCH KENNETH T BUS1
PAETZHOLD GEOFFREY L ED 3
PAEZ CHARLES R GRAD
PAGANO MARY E LAS1
PAGANO STEPHEN J LAS2
PAGE COLLEEN M LAS1
PAGE IRE M ADAMS GRAD
PAGE JAMES W PE 2
PAGE KAREN PHILLIPS GRAD
PAGE KENDALL L LAS1
PAGE LAWRENCE A ENG3
PAGE MICHAEL LIND LAS*
PAGE MICHAEL R BUS*
PAGE PATRICIA A LAS*
PAGE PAULA J PE 3
PAGE ROGER L LAW2
PAGE TRACY E LAS1
PAGEL SHERWOOD H BUS*
PAHL APRIL L FAA1
PAHUCHY WASIL JR ENG*
PAINE BARBARA KINDER GRAD
PAINE EDWARD MARK GRAD
PAINE GEORGIANA VEST LAS3
PAINE ROBERT L AGR3
PAINE THEODORE E LAS3
PAINTER KATHLEEN A AGR2
PAINTER LINDA BROWN GRAD
PAINTER STEVEN A LAS*
PAJAK MONICA JEAN GRAD
PAKIEP BPENDA R LAS2
PALACE KATHLEEN F LAS1
PALAPZ WILLIAM M ENG3
PALASCHAK DOUGLAS A ENG*
PALAZZOLO JOHN P ENG1
PALESE RUSSELL W BUS3
PALFY DEBORAH K AGR3
PALEY JOANN DEE GRAD
PALIJ MYRON M PE 3
PALINCSAR JOHN E LAW2
PALIT DAVID K GRAD
PALIT MARTHA HOERDT GRAO
PALKO VICTORIA L AGR3
PALLARDY STEPHEN G AGR4
PALLAS BRENT J FAA4
PALLME ERNEST C LAS1
PALM CATHERINE A LAS*
PALMA ALLAN R BUSl
PALMER ANITA D LAS1
PALMER CHRISTINE LAS3
PALMER DON G ED 2
PALMER ELIZABETH AGR1
PALMER ERNEST JEROME GRAC
PALMER GEORGE E GRAD
PALMER HOWARD J JR GRAD
PALMFR JAMES L LAW3
PALMER JANETTE B GRAD
PALMER KENNETH M BUS3
PALMER LYNNE PE 1
PALMER MARILYN KUHN GRAD
PALMER MICHAEL R ENG2
PALMER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
PALMER RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
PALMER RICHARD D LAW1
PALMER SCOTT H AGR-3
PALMER STUART E BUSl
PALMER SUSAN P LAS2
PALMER TERESA M GRAD
PALMER WILLIAM H II PE *
PALMERI MARCI A K FAA3
PALMGREN PAUL W AGR3
PALMINI DENNIS JOHN GRAD
PALMISANO JOSEPH P BUSl
PALMOUIST STEVEN R GRAO
PALOMO MANUEL F LAS2
PALUCCI ROBERTA J ED 3
PALUCK STEVEN G BUS3
PALUSKA LARPY G BUS4
PAMPE DEBRA L FAA2
PAMPE MARCIA L LAS*
PAMPEL FRED C JR LAS*
PAN SHENG-DER GRAD
PANCOAST JOHN E BUSl
*17 E CHALMERS C
*09 E CHALMRS C
713 S 6TH 20* C
URH EVANS 202 U
*09 E CHALMERS 903 C
*01 W SPNGFLD U
URH WARDALL 70* U
706 S MATHEWS U
2112 S RACE U
2112 S RACE U
URH BUSEY 317 U
110 S GREGORY 5 U
505 S BUSEY 205 U
URH WESTON 275 C
RR 1 U
911 S *TH C
URH OGLESBY *27 U
1600 W BRADLEY 16 C
URH WARDALL 1212 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE *10 U
1814 A ORCH PL U
309 E CHALMERS C
*06 E MICHIGAN 8 U
URH NOBLE 315 C
URH FORBES 289 C
OAKLAND ILL
*01 E JOHN C
RR * C
611 E DANIEL C
*06 E MICHIGAN 8 U
URH OGLESBY *11 U
1205 E FLORIOA 3* U
URH ALLEN 211 U
305 W PARK U
DECATUR ILL
909 S 1ST 5 C
810 KERR 101 U
901 W SPNGFLD U
810 KERR 101 U
805 W OHIO U
306 N HARVEY U
800 W CHURCH 8 C
URH DANIELS U
URH TRELEASE 320 U
1004 S *TH C
310 E GREGORY C
609 S 4TH C
URH SNYDER 282 C
URH HOPKINS 173 C
8C2 W OREGON 3* U
905 S 1ST 1 C
FISHER ILL
505 E WHITE 12 C
1507 CENTENNIAL C
1507 CENTENNIAL C
616 E DANIEL 1 C
URH OGLESBY *13 U
311 OREGON U
URH NOBLE 317 C
*05 E JOHN 17 C
URH SNYDER 2*0 C
URH BLAISDELL 328 U
1620 VALLEY C





1108 E MICHIGAN U
90* W NEVADA U
1007 S 3RD C
1722 ROBERT C
DANVILLE ILL
URH FORBES 30* C
203 N GOODWIN U
SAVOY ILL
310 F CLARK C
702 SCOVILL U
910 S 3RD C
702 SCOVILL U
NORMAL ILL
*01 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVAOA U
1509 KILEP 2 C
508 W ILLINOIS U
URH NOBLE 122 C
703 E COLORADO 303 U
510 S 1ST * C
508 E WHITE 5 C
1107 E FLORIOA 2* U
106 E GREEN 3 C
URH EVANS 315 U
URH SCOTT 211 C
312 E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2858 C











































































120 S *6TH AV
GUADALAJARA
701 S OAK PARK AV





1000 N EAST AV
1000 N EAST AV
198 E ST CHARLES
181* A ORCH PL
9956 S MAPLEWOOD






807 W PARK ST
210* N WINTHROP
675 HYACINTH PL
1205 E FLORIDA 3*
623 S PROSPECT

















320 E FRANKLIN 1




































808 N PARK AV
23W611 ARDMOPE AV
305 PARK RD
1010 E LOCUST ST
1010 E LOCUST ST
217 N HARVARD AV





































































































































































































BUS4 URH HOPKINS 280 C 332-1942
GRAD 814 W OANIEL C 352-0491
GRAD 607 W CALIFORNIA u 344-5855
GRAD 2081 C ORCH ST u 344-1336
ENG2 911 S 4TH c
GRAD URH DANIELS 420 u
BUS2 910 S 3RD c 337-5 346
GRAD URH SHERMAN 464 c
LAS2 URH WESTON 392 c 332-2048
AGR4 58 E ARMORY 8 c 359-9872
BUS2 URH CARR 117 u
BUS3 NEWMAN ILL
LAS1 1101 W PENN u 344-9735
ENG3 URH SAUNDERS 227 u
AGR2 206 E WHITE 1 c
BUS1 409 E CHALMRS c 384-5657
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 446 c
ENG1 604 E ARMORY 1222 c
FAA4 107 1/2 E JOHN 304 c 352-6741
GRAD 107 1/2 E JOHN 304 c 352-6741
BUS4 402 STANACH c 356-2734
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD URH SHERMAN 348 c
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 373 u 332-4164
GRAD CLARENDON HLS ILL
BUS1 URH TRELEASE 1125 u
LAS2 URH FORBES 356 c 332-1052
GRAD 1954 C ORCH ST u 344-1934
ENG3 711 W GREEN u 367-3930
GRAD 1008 1/2 CRESCENT c 359-9478
GRAD 1116 BROADMOOR 1 c
LAS1 URH NOBLE 422 c
BUS2 URH FORBES 372 c 332-1067
AGR3 URH TAFT 121 c 332-0602
FAA1 706 OHIO u 334-0676
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 703 u 332-5257
FAA1 406 S VINE u 344-5673
GRAD 1700 PERKINS 63 u 344-7529
GRAD 1700 PERKINS 63 u
LAS2 806 S STATE c 359-2443
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 920 u
LAW3 1C7 S PRAIRIE 9 c 359-8008
LAS1 URH NOBLE 115 c 332-0372
LAW2 310 E WHITE c 359-9731
LAS3 2507 W JOHN c
AGR3 URH SNYDER 374 c 332-1795
LAS1 ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS3 1007 S 3RD c 344-9502
ENG3 URH SCOTT 163 c 352-0097
BUS4 302 E JOHN c
BUS3 URH TOWNSEND 524 u
AGR1 URH WARDALL 506 u 332-4386
LAW1 307 E ARMORY 310 c 344-6144
LAS3 310 E CHALMERS 314 c 352-5151
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD 3 c
FAA4 703 S GREGORY 2 u 367-3820
PE 4 1007 S 3RD c 344-9502
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 160 u 332-3981
AGR4 1207 W NEVADA u
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY 5 u 367-2653
GRAD 605 W GREEN u 367-2365
GRAD 806 S 3RD 24 c 367-9046
AGR1 910 S 3RD c 337-5061
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 420 u 332-3693
LAW3 813 W MAIN u 328-2088
GRAD 2106 ORCH ST 102 u
GRAD 308 E CLARK c
FAA3 707 S 6TH 417 c 367-5728
GRAD 1961 B ORCH ST u 344-1409
GRAD BISMARCK ILL
GRAD 1317 COMMANCHE c 356-5769
GRAD 1201 E FLORIDA 31 u 367-2089
LAS4 503 1/2 S 4TH c
GRAD 409 W ELM 11 u
LAS4 110 E JOHN c 356-2167
AGR2 URH WESTON 356 c 332-2020
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 519 u 332-5544
LAS2 URH ALLEN 397 u 332-3381
GRAD 132 PADDOCK E c 359-9830
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 432 c 332-1351
GRAD 203 FLORA c 356-6027
FAA4 501 MITCHELL CT c 356-8504
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS c 384-5776
GRAD 904 S LOCUST c 359-0547
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 304 u 332-3781
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 220 c 332-1202
LAS2 404 S 6TH c
LAS1 2114 ORCH ST 201 u 344-6497
LAS1 URH CARR 406 u 332-3949
LAS3 307 W DELAWARE u 328-3006
LAS1 URH FLAGG 430 c 332-0346
BUS2 OECATUR ILL
GRAD 310 N CARSON c 3 59-2441
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 431 u 332-3540
FAA2 URH CARR 224 u 332-3905









118 UNION PARK ST
52 S KFRWOOD ST
SHERIDAN CT R0UTE2
6646 S KOSTNER AV
RR 2
207 W LOCUST




211 W 5TH ST




1229 S OAK PARK AV








2123 W MARKET ST
3035 ALLINGTON AV








107 S PRAIRIE 9








8530 S KEELER AV
RR 3 BOX 284
RR 3 BOX 284
209 S HARVARD
1611 VALLEY RD 3










2106 ORCH ST 102
144-9 OR YU-DONG
6420 NIVPLAND TERR



































































































































PARKHILL LAURENCE J BUS3
0ARKHURST HUGH J JR GRAO
PARKhUPST JUDITH I GRAO
*PARKHURST LAWRENCE R GRAD
PARKHUPST SCOTT R LAS3
PARKIN JEFFERY J LAS1
PARKIN JEFFREY L FAA2
PARKIN JUDO L FAA3
PARKIN ROY A FAA1
PARKINSON ANN N COM4
PARKINSON PAUL W ENG1
PARKS CHRISTINE M GRAD
PARKS DARRYL W FAA4
PARKS GREGORY A AGR1
PARKS JOHN L LAS4
PARKS JOHN P BUS3
PARKS JULIA L COM3
PARKS PAMELA A LAS3
PARKS PAUL PROWNLEE GRAO
PARKS ROBIN L LAS1
*PARKS TEPRANCE C GRAD
PARMER DELOPES GRAO
PARMET PATRICIA E LAS2
PARNARAUSKIS JOSEPH AGR1
*PARNELL JOHN EDWARD GRAD
PAROUBEK MARY P BUS1
PARR BILLIE J LAS4
*PAPR DALE L BUS3
*PARR LYNNE H BURTON GRAD
PARRA FLAVIO A LAS1
PARRAM EMANUEL LAS1
PARRETT DOUGLAS F AGR4
PARPETT KEVAN R ENG2
PARPILLO JUDITH M LAS3
PARRILLO PHILIP P LAS3
PARR IN GARY E LAS4
PARRISH CHEFYL A LAS2
*PARRISH JUDITH ANN P GRAO
PARR ISH MARY D LAS3
PARRISH RAYMOND A LAS4
PARRISH RODNEY D LAS4
PARRISH RONALD J GRAO
PARRO CRAIG D COM3
PARPO DAVID P LAS2
PARSELL LARRY L AGR4
PARSHALL STEVEN A FAA4
PARSONS DEBFA L LAS1
PARSONS DONALD F GRAD
PARSONS DOUGLAS J AGR2
*PAPSONS JANET J C-RAO
*PARSONS JERRY L GRAO
*PARSONS JOSEPH A GRAO
PARSONS MARTIN W AGR1
PARSONS ROBERT E LAS1
PARSONS STANLEY S GRAD
PARTAK ANDREW P JP FAA3
PARVIN JON G BUS3
PARYS BARBARA F ED 3
PAPYS MARY L LAS4
*PARZIALE DAVID M LAS3
PASCHBUPG RICHARD H GRAD
*PASCOE JEFFREY GREEN GRAD
*PASHLER PATRICIA L GRAO
*PASHLEP PETER L J GRAD
PASIEPB MICHAEL S LAS1
PASIERB THEODORE J LAS1
*PASK ALAN JOSEPH VM 3
PASK JERRY E FAA3
PASKOV MARIJAN R GRAO
PASLAWSKY SONIA M LAS2
PASOUAL NICHOLAS J GRAD
PASQUINELLI RALPH J ENG1
PASSAGLIA ANDREW A BUS3
PASSEN ADRIENNE C GRAD
PASSEN CEBOPAH E LAS2
PASSLER LYNN H LAS2
PASTERIS RAYMOND M LAS2
PASTFPIS TERRY L LAS2
PASTEFNAK DONNA M LAS1
PASTROVICH JAMES E VM 2
PATAKY JEPALD K AGR2
PATAY GEORGE F COM4
PATCH OLIVIA E LAS2
PATE DENNIS E AGR3
PATE KEVIN T LAS1
PATFK KATHEPINE J LAS4
PATERSON NANCY C PE 1
PATEY JEREMY W COM3
PATEY PRISCILLA T FAA2
*PATHAK PADMAKAR N GRAD
PATHMAN RICHARD P FAA4
PATINKIN KAREN G FAA2
PATIMO JORGE P ENG4
PATIS KENNETH H LAS4
PATRICK FRFDFICK A FAA3
PATRICK HAROLD E ENG3
PATRICK MICHAEL J PE 1
4 ROXBURY U
710 S BROAOWAY U
502 W MAIN 112 U
220 ARCADIA C
URH CGLESBY 710 U
URH ALLEN 456 U
706 W ELM U
507 W ELM U
URH SNYDER 460 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 254 U
805 E GREEN 1 U
505 S BUSEY 403 U
URH OGLESBY 326 U
11C7 S 3RD 203 C
210 ARCADIA C
1207 W NEVADA U
508 E ARMORY C
505 E CLARK C
URH HOPKINS 470 C
709 W VERMONT U
302 E PARK 102 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 416 U
822 OAKLAND U
URH CLARK 230 C
URH WESTON 317 C
2111 LANTERN HILL U
2111 LANTERN HILL U
URH GARNER 406 C
URH OGLESBY 507 U
502 W MAIN 304 U
URH WESTON 127 C
URH BLAISDELL 430 U
URH TOWNSFND 512 U
409 E CHALMERS 410 C
URH ALLEN 323 U
111 E HEALEY 7 C
1107 1/2 E WASH U
URH FORBES 273 C
URH FORBES 274 C
URH DANIELS 410 U
CHICAGO ILL
1106 S 3RD C
2219 S 1ST C
809 W CALIFORNIA 2 U
URH EVANS 337 U
1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
205 E ARMORY C
WARSAW VA
101 FLORA C
8C8 E WASHINGTON U
810 W MAIN U
305 E WHITE C
URH SHERMAN 851 C
910 S 3RD C
1909 JOANNE LN C
508 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
2016 VAWTER 2 U
URH DANIELS 714 U
1807 CYPRESS C
2114 ORCH ST 303 U
2114 ORCH ST U
205 E ARMORY C
205 E ARMORY C
1011 S LOCUST C
EHLER TRLP PK 25 U
718 S STATE C
URH ALLEN 227 U
710 S BIRCH U
URH TAFT 306 C
URH SNYDER 480 C
URH LAR 481 U
URH TRELEASE 110 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SAUNDERS 421 U
802 V OREGON 13 U
URH WARDALL 1112 U
602 W MICHIGAN U
URH BLAISDELL 219 U
208 W WASHINGTON U
URH WARDALL 304 U
501 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
915 W JOHN C
700 S GOODWIN U
700 S GOODWIN U
U OF I VET MED 155 U
VERSAILLES FR
204 SPNGFLD C
2110 E MAIN U
512 S 4TH C
1410 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 276 C































































502 W MAIN 112
220 ARCADIA
RR 2 BOX 57
7307 S EUCLID AV
727 FOREST
727 FOREST AV
722 E PATTON ST
42 LANGE
117 N PINE
902 W OREGON 1
116 APPLE LN
1936 NEWCASTLE














1011 KEY ST 2
2710 S MILLARD
526 N 8TH ST
RR 1
RR 1
2948 S EMERALD AV







716 37TH AV NE
1737 W 100TH PL
1713 LYNWOOD
RP 1
8C9 W CALIFORNIA 2















2064 A ORCH ST
2114 ORCH ST 303
BOX 682
425 S STATE
425 S STATE ST
1011 S LOCUST




9001 W MONROE AV
9957 S WASHTENAW
1028 MIDWAY RD
9314 N OSCEOLA AV









1039 E VILLA DR














































































































PATRIE STEPHEN C BUS4
PATTEN MARGARET M PE 1
PATTEN RONALD B LAS1
PATTERSON BARBARA B FAA3
PATTERSON CHARLES S LAS3
PATTERSON DAVID W GRAD
PATTERSON GARY L ENG2
PATTERSON GFORGE JR LAS3
PATTERSON GIL A LAS1
PATTERSON GREG R LAS3
PATTERSON GWENDOLYN ED 4
PATTERSON JOHN R ENG2
PATTERSON RICHARD A ENG4
PATTERSON RODNEY A GRAD
PATTERSON ROTHA GRAD
PATTERSON STEVEN D LAS1
PATTERSON SUSAN H LAS4
PATTERSON TARA M LAS4
PATTERSON THOMAS A LAS1
PATTERSON THOMAS M FAA4
PATTERSON VICTORIA M FAA2
PATTIE WILLIAM T BUS1
PATTON MICHAEL M LAS2
PATTON PALMER LEROY GRAD
PATTON PHILIP A PE 4
PATZEP JANET G LAS2
PATZEP SUSAN K LAS3
PAUKSTIS STEVEN J FAA4
PAUL CAROLE DEERING GRAD
PAUL DEBORAH A AGR2
PAUL DENISE M LAS4
PAUL JAMES W AGRl
PAUL JOHN D LAS1
PAUL JOHN M ENG1
PAUL JON F LAS2
PAUL MAPLA H LAS3
PAUL SUSAN M PE 2
PAUL TERRANCE D LAW2
PAUL WILLIAM LEE LAW2
PAULAITIS MICHAEL E GRAD
PAULIN GEORGE BRUCE GRAD
PAULL EDWARD EVANS GRAD
PAULL RCSEMARIE H LAS3
PAULS LEROY F ENG4
PAULSEN ARNE J FAA4
PAULSEN JON PETER GRAD
PAULSEN MARK S LAS3
PAULSON ALWYNNE G BUS2
PAULSON BEVERLY J LAS4
PAULSON JAMES C GRAD
PAULSON JANE KINGDON GRAD
PAULSON JANICE G LAS2
PAULSON JOHN P LAS3
PAULSON PAUL MERRILL GRAD
PAULSON RANDALL W BUS1
PAULUS KRISTI J AGR3
PAULY JOHN JAMES GRAD
PAUTLEP LYNN P LAS1
PAUTLER MARY E LAS2
PAVA RONALD L PE 1
PAVEANBAMPEN SUMALEE GRAD
PAVEIA GARY M LAW2
PAVELKA FLAIME B GRAD
PAVIA JOSEPH D JR LAS3
PAVIA MARY J E LAS3
PAVIA THOMAS C ENG1
PAVIS VALERIE A ED 4
PAVISH DANNY L LAS3
PAVLAK KAREN G PE 1
PAVLETIC MICHAEL M VM 3
PAVLIK EDWARD DONALD GRAD
PAWL RICHARD J FAA1
PAWLAK RENEE LAS3
PAWLAN ANDREW H GRAD
PAWLAN SHANE E R FAA4
PAWLISCH NELL F BUS4
PAWLOWSKI C A AGR2
PAWLOWSKI DANIEL S ENG3
PAXMAN MARY BETH LAS1
PAXSON RANDALL L LAS3
PAXTON THOMAS C FAA4
PAYDON LINDA J PE 3
PAYNE eETTYF JO GRAD
PAYNE DARRELL L AGRl
PAYNE EARL ROBERT ENG3
PAYNE EUGENIA R PE 1
PAYNE JAMES GREGORY GRAD
PAYNE JEAN eYRD GRAD
PAYNE JOHN M BUS3
PAYNE MARILYN M LAS2
PAYNE THOMAS M AVI2
PAYNF THOMAS OWEN GRAD
PAYNE WILLIAM DONALO GRAD
PAZAR RALPH J LAS1
PAZERO JOSEPH E JR LAS3
PEABODY ROSS R ENG2
PEAPCE ARLYCE L FAA3
901 S 1ST C
URH BUSEY 206 U
URH LUNDGREN 403 C
904 N BROADWAY 205 U
URH CARR 109 U
904 N BROADWAY 207 U
1111 S 2ND C
505 E CLARK 23 C
CHICAGO ILL
2219 S 1ST C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
1600 W BRADLEY C
1320 FREDRICK 2 C
1503 CAMBRIDGE C
2304 TAMARACK C
URH GARNER 121 C
307 E HEALEY C
29 E JOHN C
URH FORBES 396 C
904 N BROADWAY 205 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
1009 W PENN U
2020 D ORCH ST U
212 BRADY LN U
515 W UNIVERSITY U
URH TRELEASE 511 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
3 SUTTON PL U
905 S 2ND 3 C
611 E DANIEL C
401 E CHALMERS C
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 313 C
URH TOWNSEND 133 U
1007 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
1102 S LINCOLN U
2114 ORCH ST 204 U
905 S 2ND C
305 DODSON E U
705 W CHURCH 1 C
1105 W OREGON 12 U
1105 W OREGON 12 U
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
2205 HAZWD DR 104 U
910 S 3RD C
313 E JOHN C
1610 PARKHAVEN C
189 PADDOCK E C
189 PAODPCK E C
407 HESSEL C
URH WARDALL 810 U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
NORMAL ILL
URH BARTON 3 C
604 S LINCOLN U
911 W SPNGFLD U
URH KARDALL 512 U
URH ALLEN 225 U
305 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS U
310 E CLARK C
1107 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 261 C
URH SCOTT 209 C
URH NOBLE 20 C
204 S GREGORY U
1105 S 4TH C
UPH LAR 337 U
2006 VAWTER 11 U
710 VENTURA RD C
URH GARNER 315 C
302 S STATE 5 C
907 W MAIN U
°07 S 2ND C
2605 S ANDERSON U
508 E CHALMERS C
1007 S 3RD C
306 E MICHIGAN 5 U
URH SCOTT 468 C
1011 CLARK U
805 W OHIO U
BOX 901 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
2217 S 1ST 201 C
UPH GARNER 344 U
609 W MAIN 1 U
PHILO ILL
URH WESTON 365 C
URH SCOTT 320 C
PHILO ILL
2215 S 1ST 302 C
FISHERS TRLR CT 4 U
URH FORBES 432 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
1106 S 3RD C




































































904 N BROADWAY 205
916 1/2 S 8TH ST
904 N BROADWAY 207




211 S KASPAR AV
305 E BARKER






18 W 734 20TH PL
904 N BROADWAY 205





311 N ELMWOOD LN
2044 CALVIN AV
258 N GREENVIEW













1105 W OREGON 12
1105 W OREGON 12
16720 ROBINHOOD DR
2205 HAZWD DR 104












RR 4 BOX 207




















306 E MICHIGAN 5
625 N STOCKTON DR
4 S 600 FENDER RD
RR 1
400 BRIAR LN 1
210 W WASHINGTON
1405 N COLER






2215 S 1ST 202







































































































PEARCE JILL S LAS4
PEARCE ROBERT G AGR1
PEARO JOHN C ENG3
PEARL F S BUS4
PEARL RUTH ANN GRAO
PEARL STEPHEN LEE VM 4
PEARLMAN DEBORAH E LAS2
PEARLMAN ELLEN L LAS3
PEARLMAN STEVEN B BUS1
PEARLSTEIN NANCY J EO 2
PEARSE PETER T LAS3
PEARSE ROBERT B ED 3
PEARSE SUSAN J ED 4
PEARSON BARBARA L LAS2
PEARSON CAROL FAA4
PEARSON CAROL L LAS4
PEARSON CHARLES E GRAD
PEARSON CYNTHIA J LAS3
PEARSON DAVID ALAN GRAD
PEARSON GLENN A ENG4
PEARSON GREGG J LAS1
PEARSON GREGORY E GRAD
PEARSON JAMES P ENG4
PEARSON JOY LAS3
PEARSON KATHRYN A LAS1
PEARSON KENNETH C LAS1
PEARSON MARIE C LAS2
PEARSON MELINDA J LAS1
PEARSON RANDALL A LAS3
PEARSON ROBERT A COM4
PEASCOE JUDITH GOULD GRAD
PEASE GEORGE E III VM 2
PEASE LINDA H LAS3
PEASE SUSAN JOYCE GRAD
PEASE TERRY A LAS1
PEAVEY VALERIE R LAS1
PECARO TIMOTHY S LAS1
PECENY MARY C LAS3
PECH ROBERT H COM4
PFCHMAN IRENE M GRAD
PECHTER DEBORAH J ED 4
PECHTER MARILYN R ED 3
PECHTER SHEILA G AGR2
PECINA KEITH L ENG1
PECK DON E GRAD
PECK ESTHER JACKSON GRAD
PECK JAMES A ENG2
PECK JAMES R LAS2
PECK JOHN ALEXANDER GRAD
PECK KEN E GRAD
PECK LINDA G FAA4
PECKNOLD KATHLEEN H LAS1
PECOPA VINCENT J JR ENG4
PECORI SERGIO A GRAD
PECOULAS MAPGO K LAS1
PEDDICORD CHARLES E VM 2
PEDEN MARK E LAS3
PEDEN MARSHA ANNA LAS4
PEDFRSEN AUDREY M FAA3
PEDERSEN RAYMOND F LAS4
PEDFRSEN ROBERT G LAS4
PEDIGO LYNN LOUISE GRAD
PEDRAMI MANOOCHEHR GRAD
PEDTKE ANDREW J LAS1
PEEBLES CATHY L PE 1
PEEBLES GENE D AGR1
PEEBLES JAMES H ENG2
PEEBLES MARILYN K LAS2
PEEK JOHN K LAS1
PEEK KAREN L ED 3
PEEKEL RICK A BUS1
PEELE MARK I BUS3
PEGG GARY D FAA4
PEGORARO KATHLEEN M LAS3
PFHTA DONALD P LAS2
PEHTA RICHARD T VM 2
PEIRCE DWIGHT A GRAD
PEIROS JUDI S AGR3
PEISCH DAVID I LAS2
PEISCH JEFFREY M FAA1
PEISKER AMY SUSAN GRAD
PEKISH SUSAN JUDITH GRAD
PEKOVICH MARIANNE LAS3
PELC PAULETTE AYN GRAD
PELCZAR KATHLEEN E GRAD
PELCZAR LOIS S GRAD
PELCZARSKI MARK W LAS1
PELG DALF E BUS3
PELLAK DARLFEN R LAS3
PELLER ROBIN J FAA2
PELLETIER DANIEL J ENG1
PELLETIFR NELSON E LAW3
PELLETIER TIMOTHY G BUS2
PELLETIER WILLIAM C FAA1
PELLIKAN CHRISTOPHER LAS4
PFLLUM GEORGE A LAS4
PELLUM RONALD RAY BUS4
1302 W CLARK U
310 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 372 C
743 S MATTIS C
502 W JOHN C
316 S PRAIRIE C
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
URH ALLEN 345 U
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1121 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH HOPKINS 173 C
1211 W CLARK U
URH LAR 227 U
1205 W MAIN 3 U
URH WARDALL 713 U
1209 MAYFAIR RD C
302 E ARMORY C
502 S MATTIS C
URH WESTON 358 C
706 W OHIO U
707 W SPNGFLD 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 345 U
URH BLAISDELL 315 U
URH LAR 467 U
URH OGLESBY 503 U
URH WARDALL 803 U
URH TRELEASE 502 U
1109 BROADMOOR C
912 W CHURCH C
URH DANIELS 247 C
801 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 100 C
1009 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 409 C
URH FLAGG 320 C
URH SNYDER 396 C
URH BUSEY 259 U
104 E WHITE 5 C
428 E FAIRLAWN U
310 E CHALMERS 207 C
605 S 5TH 9 C
URH TRELEASE 505 U
1004 S 2ND C
1611 VALLEY RD 1 C
3330 STONEYBROOK C
3330 STONEYBROOK C
401 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 453 C
URH DANIELS 716 U
104 E JOHN C
1004 S GARFIELD U
908 E DELAWARE U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH TRELEASE 416 U
710 S FOLEY C
URH SNYDER 462 C
LA GRANGE ILL
505 S BUSEY U
401 W SPNGFLD U
112 1/2 GARWOOD C
300 S GOODWIN 410 U
URH DANIELS 192 U
CARPENTERSVLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 415 C
105 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 395 C
910 S 3RD 726 C
410 E JOHN C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1101 W PENN U
1208 1/2 N WALNUT C
905 S RACE U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 225 C
705 W CALIFORNIA U
URH SHERMAN 261 C
409 E CHALMRS C
111 E CHALMERS 14 C
URH OGLESBY 107 U
RIVER FOREST ILL
2012 C ORCH ST U
403 E WHITE 10 C
611 W NEVADA U
509 W NEVADA U
703 S COLFR U
URH BLAISDELL 120 U
505 1/2 F SPNGFLD C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 468 C
URH WESTON 493 C
WILSON TRLR CT 40 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND U
700 S GOODWIN U
605 N WILLIS C








































































410 S SLUSSER ST
512 PEARL ST
515 ST LOUIS AV





2536 29TH AV CT
1109 BROADMOOR
912 W CHURCH





ROUTE 1 BOX 227




6504 S WHIPPLE ST
6606 S TROY
6504 S WHIPPLE ST









































218 W 11TH ST
703 S COLER
434 TRAUBE
505 1/2 E SPNGFLD
8950 S FRANCISCO
7836 LOTUS AV
2632 S 12TH AV
40 WILSON TRLR PK
121 S WESLEY






































































































*PELTZ JANET BAXTER GRAD 810 W HILL C 352-6687
PELTZ RONALD E BUS1 URH OGLESBY 828 u 332-5289
PELZ ANN ARTHUR GRAD 1108 S LINCOLN 5 U 367-8548
PEMBERTON PAUL E FAA4 909 S 1ST 15 c 359-9624
PEMBERTON SARA R ED 3 1404 S LINCOLN u 344-7260
PEMBERTON SCOTT B LAS4 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
PEMBERTON STEPHEN C LAW1 1001 W OREGON 3 u 367-0859
PEMBOR JOHN M ENG3 CARBONDALE ILL
PEMPER MARY J LAS3 URH TRELEASE 817 u 332-5633
PEMPER MICHAEL S ENG1 URH BARTON 225 C
PENA FLORES MARIO F GRAD URH SHERMAN 1164 c 332-5003
PENCE ROBERT J LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1263 C 332-5024
PENDERGRASS JAMES W GRAD 610 1/2 E GREEN c 359-0927
*PENOLETON CHARLES W GRAD NORMAL ILL
PENDLETON DONALD K AGR3 1508 ALMA c 359-0877
PENDLETON JOHN T GRAD 703 1/2 S BROADWAY u 344-4158
PENG PEI-KENG GRAD 1604 CORONADO 3 c 359-3169
PENGELLY JEAN F FAA3 URH WARDALL 709 u 332-4437
PENN DONALD E JR LAS1 URH HOPKINS 204 c 332-1188
PENN ELIZABETH ANN FAA1 611 E DANIEL c
PENN PRISCILLA JEAN LAS1 URH TRELEASE 424 u 332-5519
PENN ROBERT EDWARD GRAD 1816 LARCH PL u 328-1992
PENN RUSSELL L LAS3 CHARLESTON ILL
PENNA MICHAEL A GRAD RR 4 u 344-7964
PENNER PETEP S ENG1 103 E SPNGFLD c 356-7113
PENNER VIVI H AGR4 501 S PRAIRIE c
PENNINGTON FLOYD C GRAD 1907 SOUTHWOOD c 352-8669
PENNINGTON JOOIE A GRAD 2022 B ORCH ST u
PENNINGTON RODNEY C BUS3 102 E CHALMERS c 344-4884
PENNINGTON WILLIAM A LAS4 RANTOUL ILL
PENROSE THOMAS R LAS3 109 E HEALEY 5 c
PENSTONE ANN E PE 3 1202 W NEVADA u 344-1173
PENWELL AMY A AGR1 URH WARDALL 812 u 332-4465
PENWELL WILLIAM L BUS4 401 E GREEN c 344-1616
PEO CAROL KANT GRAD 609 W WHITE 2 c 359-7651
*PEO GEORGE EDWIN JR GRAD 609 W WHITE 2 c 359-7651
PEO MARGARET L LAS3 URH CARR 419 u
PEON ERNEST J FNG3 URH FORBES 368 c
PEPPER DANIEL LAS4 107 N BUSEY 4 u 367-3083
PEPPING JENNIFER J LAS4 DANVILLE ILL
PEPPLE DELOPES A PE 2 405 E JOHN 11 c 344-0556
PERA CARLOS A LAS2 URH WESTON 438 c 332-2079
PERANTONI STEPHEN F FAA9 1014 1/2 CRESENT c 359-9354
PERBOHNFR JILL E LAS2 409 E CHALMRS c 332-5590
PERBOHNER JOHN JAY GRAD 107 E CHALMERS c 328-3281
PERCHAK ROBERT M ENG1 1105 S 4TH c 344-9 645
PERCIVAL MAPK A AGR2 TOLONO ILL
PEPEBINOSSOFF P P GRAD 1108 CAMBRIDGE c 359-6412
PERFLMAN ANDREA PE 2 1104 W NEVADA u 344-3849
PERELMAN JEFFREY S LAS4 2104 W WHITE 105 c 359-9398
PEPELMAN ROBERT D LAS3 1004 S 4TH c
PEPETZ SHELLY P LAS4 URH TRELEASE 617 u 332-5573
PERFZ ANTONIO LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 149 u
PEREZ BERNARD L LAS4 1001 W UNIVERSITY u
PEREZ HUGO LAS3 URH OGLESBY 424 u 332-5165
PEREZ LINDA AGR2 URH TRELEASE 221 u 332-5456
PEREZ MICHAFL E LAS1 URH GARNER 406 c 332-0846
PERGANDE JEFFRFY S ENG2 URH WESTON 388 c
PERISHO RUSSELL L LAS2 501 E DANIEL c 344-1510
PERKINS GAWAINE LAS2 1120 W PARK c 356-6566
PEPK INS GORDON JR AGR1 URH BARTON 25 c
PERKINS HENRY J LAS2 711 W GREEN u
PERKINS JAMES M AGR3 MILFORD ILL
PERKINS JEFFREY L BUSl URH GARNER 219 c 332-0718
PFRKINS JOHN F GRAD THCMASBORO ILL
PERKINS LESLIE A BUSl URH LAR 398 u
PERKINS LINDA MARIE GRAD URH SHERMAN 101 c 332-4606
PEPKINS MICHAEL M LAS3 1101 W PENN u 344-4684
PERKINS PAMELA M LAS1 CHICAGO ILL
PERKINS ROGER GENE GRAD 2105 HAZWD DR u 344-4956
PERKINS RONALD C AGR4 6 GUPTH u
PEPKINSON KEITH B IAS3 409 E CHALMRS c 384-1 128
PERKO LAWRENCE N ENG4 2005 B ORCH ST u 344-3031
PERLET WILLIAM S ENG3 211 E DANIEL c 367-3438
PEPLIN LAUREN J LAS2 910 S 3RD 1001 c 33^-5260
PFRLMAN DAVID GRAD 901 N MCKINLEY c 359-5270
PEPLMAN HOWARD A FAA4 111 F CHALMERS 4 c
PEPLMAN JOELLYN B FAA2 910 S 3RD c
PFRLMAN LAUPFNCE A GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD 3 c
PEPLMAN REID M LAS4 305 E ARMORY 215 c
PEPLMAN SCOTT B LASl URH OGLESBY 1031 u 332-5352
PERLMUTTER NOEL A LAS1 URH TRELEASE 223 u 332-5458
PEPLSTEIN JAMES K GRAD MAHOMET ILL
PERLSTEIN LEE ANNE LASl 708 HAMILTON c
PEPLSTEIN MARY A LAW2 708 HAMILTON c 352-1796
PEPMUT STEVEN ELI GRAD 103 GREGORY HALL u 367-9999
PEPNG SHIEN-SEN GRAD 1107 W GREEN 422 u 367-9093
PEPMICE DEBORAH J AGR3 URH HOPKINS 324 c 332-1276
PFROL 10 MARY K AGR1 URH FLAGG 307 c 332-0298
PEROZZI FDMUND FRANK GRAD 111 S BUSEY 3 u 367-8965
PFRCZZI PHOPA FDENS GRAD 111 S BUSEY 3 u
PFRRAULT PAUL FDWARD GRAD 604 VI MAIN u
PERRIER JANICE P GRAO 806 W STOUGHTON u
PERRIN 10NNIE BUSl URH HOPKINS 273 c
PFPR IN MAPK J FNG4 1203 REDWOOD c 356-8799
PERPINE GEORGE EMORY GRAD 405 W NEVADA u




1201 S 4TH ST
1401 THORNWOOD
801 BROADWAY
1001 W OREGON 3
RR 5 WARREN RD 22
3 S 254 CYPRESS DR
3S 254 CYPRESS DR
127 AV JUAN BERTIS
13 E HICKORY
FACKLER RD RR 3
905 SHERIDAN RD
4185 NAKOMA RD
703 1/2 S BROADWAY
II TAN-YUAN HT
40 S MAIN 3G

















609 W WHITE 2
RR 5 BOX 418















944 W 50TH PL
801 KENMORE AV






















7926 N KEELER AV
4450 GPEENLEAF









1836 N 17TH AV
RR 1
111 S BUSEY 3
111 S BUSEY









































































































PERRY ARDELLA R ED 4
PERRY BETH A LAS2
PERRY DENISE M LAS1
PERRY DWIGHT A LAS1
*PERRY EDWARD A FAA4
PERRY GENEVIEVE RUTH PE 3
PERRY JAMES J LAS3
PERRY JAMES PATRICK LAS2
PERRY JANA LOUISE GRAD
PERRY JEAN LOUISE GRAD
PERRY KATHLEEN JANE FAA1
PERRY LANCE G LAS3
PEPRY LILLIAN LYNN LAS2
PERRY RALPH W LAS4
PERRY RICHARD E FAA4
PERRY ROBERT A GRAD
PERRY SANDRA J LAS1
PERRY THOMAS J ENG3
PERRYMAN DONALD W GRAD
PERSAUD TILLAK AGR4
PEPUCCA VIRGINIA R GRAD
PERVCS RICHARD A LAS1
PEPZ CHRISTINE F COM4
PERZ MICHAEL M ENG4
PESAVENTO DAVID R LAS2
PFSAVENTO LINDA L LAS*
PESAVENTO LISA C PE 3
PESCH VIRGINIA M BUS3
PESCHE PETER EDWIN AGR1
PESCHE ROBERT F AGR4
PESCITELLI DENNIS R GRAD
PESHEK PATRICK D AGR1
PESKIN BARBARA L COM3
PESOVIC OLGA LAS1
PESOVIC VERA LAS2
PESSIN BRUCE S BUS4
PESSIN STUART I LAS3
PESSONI DOUGLAS H GRAD
PESTELL BRUCE EDWARD LAS*
PESTES MICHAEL N GRAD
PESTIEN RICHARD A LAS4
PESYNA KIM L FAA4
PESZEK GERALD A BUS3
PETAK SANDRA RAE GRAD
PFTAK STEVEN M LAS1
PETERIK DONALD BUS*
PETERIK RICHARD BUS3
PETERS AMY ELIZABETH FAA4
PETERS BARBARA A AGR2
PETERS BARBARA COLE GRAD
PETERS BETH E LASl
PETERS CAROL E LAS*
PETERS CHARLES R AGR1
PETERS CHRISTINE RAE GRAD
PFTERS DAVID L ENG1
PETERS DEBORAH J LASl
PETERS EVA SCHMIDT GRAD
PETERS FARLEY M LAS3
PETERS GEORGE DAVID GRAD
PETERS GERALD P LAS3
PETFPS JANET M AGR2
PETERS JOHN A ENG3
PETERS JDHN GEORGE GRAD
PETERS JOSEPH R LAW2
PETERS MERVIN GENE GRAD
PETERS MICHAEL A LAS2
PETERS NANCY A FAA3
PETERS NIKI K LAS3
PETERS PATRICIA A PE 2
PETERS RAY EARLE JR LAS6
PETERS REGGIE L AGR*
PETERS ROSS J BUS1
PETERS WAYNE D ED *
PETERS WAYNE J BUS*
PETERS WILLIAM I JR LAS*
PETERSEN DAVID LYMAN GRAD
PETERSEN FDWARD III FAA3
PETERSEN JANET F LAS*
PETERSEN MARK C ED 2
PETERSEN MARSHA G LAS3
PETERSEN STEVEN H ENG1
PETERSEN THOMAS H BUS3
PETERSEN THOMAS W LAS3
PETERSEN VIBEKE G LASl
PETERSON ANCPEA C AGR*
PETERSON BONNIE LOU LASl
PETERSON BRIAN H BUS2
PETERSON BUPT PEADE GRAD
PETERSON CAROLE L GRAD
PETERSON CHARLES R GRAD
PETERSON CHERYL A LASl
PETERSON CHERYL R GRAD
PETERSON CRAIG A VM 2
PETERSON CRAIG A ENG1
PETERSON DAVID E JR LAW2
PETERSON DAVID L LASl
PETERSON OAVID P LAS3
2051 B ORCH ST U
URH LAR 261 U
URH LAR *26 U
URH HOPKINS 208 C
1110 1/2 N DIVISON U
WHITE HEATH ILL
105 E GREEN * C
802 W GREEN 30* U
URH DANIELS 277 U
605 S *TH 207 C
URH BUSEY 305 U
URH BABCOCK *02 U
URH SAUNDERS 310 U
301 E CHALMERS 9 C
206 W WASHINGTON 2 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH WARDALL 1208 U
URH BABCOCK 122 U
*02 W FLORIDA AV U
*02 E DANIEL C
1 MONTEREY CT C
910 S 3RD C
*09 E CHALMERS C
302 E GREGORY C
1101 W PENN U
505 S BUSEY 302 U
90* S LINCOLN U
URH CARR *26 U
503 E STOUGHTON 5 C
110* W STOUGHTON U
1320 FREDERICK 8 C
URH NOBLE 320 C
*09 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD 1216 C
910 S 3RD 1216 C
1600 W BRADLEY 3*3 C
910 S 3RD C
*02 S COLER AV U
WINDSOR RD C
600 N COLER U
URH FORBES 268 C
URH TRELEASE 81* U
1109 S ARBOR * C
910 1/2 S LOCUST 3 C
910 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 316 C
URH ALLEN *97 U
502 E STOUGHTON C
302 E ARMORY C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH FLAGG *33 C
1113 S ARBOR C
URH TOWNSEND *75 U
310 E CHALMERS 311 C
212 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 218 C
2002 OLA C
512 E STOUGHTON C
1107 W GREEN 636 U
1112 S 2ND 20* C
URH VANDOREN 311 C
907 S 2ND 11 C
210 HOLIDAY PARK C
107 E CHALMERS 12 C
LUDLOW ILL
910 S 3RD C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH DELTA HSE 2 U
*12 E GREEN 8 C
2002 OLA C
LUDLOW ILL
910 S 3RD C
CISSNA PARK ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
1209 FLORIDA 11 U
URH DANIELS 525 U
*0* S 6TH C
503 E STOUGHTON 7 C
1101 W PENN U
209 W WASHINGTON 2 C
ANCHOR ILL
*08 E MICHIGAN 9 U
CHICAGO ILL
512 W IOWA U
2006 VAWTER U
URH TRELEASE 706 U
706 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN 559 C
2501 BROWNFIELD PD U
403 EASTWHITE * C
1005 W GREGORY U
2079 B HAZWD CT U
510 S ELM 7 C
910 S 3RD 528 C
181* D ORCH PL U
URH NOBLF 310 C













































































2201 S YORKTOWN RD











1471 ARROW WOOD LN
170 RIVER RD
170 RIVER RD
2112 N 21ST ST






























907 S 2ND 11
210 HOLIDAY PARK
RR 1 RT 44
RR 1
1612 SHARON RD
RR 1 BOX 7
1141 N OAK PARK AV











190 W JACKSON AV
3RD ST
314 N HIGH POINTE





8516 214TH PL Sfc
2501 BROWNFIELD RD
922 PARKVIEW AV
12325 S 90TH AV
2079 B HAZWD CT
510 S ELM 7
9315 LATROBE
1814 D ORCH PL
14308 UNION



































































































PETERSON DAVID S BUS1
PETERSON DAVID T GRAD
PETERSON DOPEEN G LAS1
PETERSON EARL H BUS3
PETERSON ELIZABETH J LAS4
PETERSON ERIC K PE 3
PETERSON GAIL F LAS4
PETERSON GARY L BUS4
PETERSON GEPALO LEE GRAD
PETERSON GLENN C BUS3
PETERSON GORDON E II BUS4
PETERSON GOPOON M ENG4
PETERSON GREGORY A ENG1
PETERSON GREGORY R FAA3
PETERSON HELEN CLEGG GRAD
PETERSON HOWARD E ENG1
PETERSON JAMES BYRON GRAD
PETERSON JAN L LAS4
PETERSON JANICE M BUS3
PETERSON JAY HOMER GRAD
PETEPSON JEFFREY B ENG1
PETERSON JEFFREY P LAS1
PETEPSON JOHN E ED 4
PETERSON KATHLEEN D BUS3
PETERSON KAY E LAS1
PETERSON LARRY ALAN GRAD
PETEPSON LARRY JAMES GRAD
PETERSON LEONARD S GRAD
PETERSON LEROY A BUS3
PETERSON LINDA STORY GRAD
PETERSON LOPETTA M LAS4
PETEPSON LYNN E FAA1
PETERSON MARGARET L GRAD
PETERSON MARK W LAS3
PETERSON MAPY H LAS3
PETEPSON MERRITT R COM3
PETEPSON MICHAEL J LAS1
PETERSON NEAL WRIGHT FAA3
PETEPSON PAUL E AGR1
PETERSON PAUL M GRAD
PETERSON PEGGY JEAN LAS3
PETEPSON PHILIP A ENG4
PETERSON PHILIP R LAS1
PETERSON PANDAL J AGR2
PETERSON REBECKA L PE 3
PETERSON ROBERT E VM 4
PETERSON ROBERT K ENG4
PETERSON ROBERT L LAS2
PETEPSON ROBERT ROSS GRAD
PETEPSON ROBERT S LAS2
PETERSON ROBERT T GRAD
PETERSON RONALD EDWA GRAD
PETERSON ROY M JR GRAD
PETERSON SHARON M LAS4
PETERSON STEVEN H ENG3
PETERSON STEWART B GRAD
PETEPSON SUSANNE L LAS2
PETERSON TRACY A AGRl
PETERSON VICKIE J LAS1
PETERSON VICTORIA A FAA2
PETERSON WARD DONALD AGR2
PETERSON WILLIAM S AGRl
PETGES PETEP ANTHONY GRAD
PETGES RICHARD K AGR3
PETITT KATHY A LAS4
PETITTI JOSEPH M LAS3
PETKUS LAWRENCE L LAS4
PETKUS PHILLIP JOHN AVI2
PETR JOHN J LAS3
PETRAS ROONEY J LAS2
PETREE DANIEL J LAS1
PETPEK RALPH S BUS3
PETRI JILL S BUS1
PETRI SUELLYN FAA1
PETPIDIS EUGENIA L GRAD
PETRIE ANNE M FAA1
PETRIE HOWARD L LAS1
PETRIE THOMAS WALTER GRAD
PETRIK ALAN W AV I 3
PETRIK KIMEPLEE K IAS1
PETPONE JOSEPH M LAS3
PETROS JAMES TIMOTHY ENG3
PETRULIS KENNETH G LAW3
PETRULIS MAPIA A LAS2
PETRY GREGORY A AGRl
PFTRY JANET KAY GRAD
PETRY JOSEPHINE A LAS3
PETRY MARY C ED 2
PETRY STEPHEN W BUS3
PETRY TERESA J PE 2
PETTERSEN MICHAEL S LAS3
PETTERSON ANN M LAS3
PETTEPSON BARBARA A AGRl
PETTIBONE JILL E ED 4
PETTICREW DEBRA J LAS3
PETTIGREW JAMES E JR GRAD
PETTIGREW ROBERT H PUSl
URH OGLESBY 219 U
808 W NEVADA U
URH CARR 413 U
1003 E COLORADO 24 U
1200 S VINE 5 U
URH WESTON 368 C
108 W HEALEY 4 C
800 W CHURCH 14 C
1200 S VINE 5 U
URH BABCCCK 231 U
URH HOPKINS 267 C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 413 U
103 E GEORGE HUFF U
URH SAUNDERS 424 U
2005 E MICHIGAN U
503 W GREEN U
URH VANDOREN 325 C
2079 B HAZWD CT U
1721 WESTHAVEN C
URH NOBLE 117 C
1004 S 1ST C
1906 S VINE U
URH ALLEN 342 U
1218 W CHURCH C
1306 N HICKORY 1 C
207 S 6TH C
LINCOLN TRLR PK 16 U
46 GURTH U
706 S 1ST 104 C
URH CARR 15 U
URH SHERMAN 864 C
URH BLAISDELL 110 U
URH CARR 222 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH LUNDGREN 103 C
URH SCOTT 350 C
URH ALLEN 263 U
406 BRIAR LN 2 C
311 E GREEN C
206 W WASHINGTON U
904 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 415 U
1103 W MAIN 3 U
46 GURTH U
1804 VALLEY RD C
1008 S 4TH C
1009 W MAIN 21 U
310 E JOHN C
409 F CHALMERS C
1103 W HILL U
604 S BUSEY U
IVESDALE ILL
12C7 E FLORIDA 23 U
2017 PHILO RD 5 U
URH WESTON 226 C
MOHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 802 U
URH LAR 213 U
1004 S 4TH C
409 E CHALMRS C
WILSON TRLR PK 31 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
715 W MICHIGAN U
211 E DANIEL C
309 N BUSEY 10 U
CHICAGO ILL
803 W OREGON U
URH ALLEN 261 U
202 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 161 U
URH BABCOCK 14 U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH HOPKINS 394 C
URH TOWNSEND 240 U
104 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 368 C
412 E GREEN 18 C
212 E DANIEL C
901 W SPNGFLD 1 U
402 E MICHIGAN 9 U
1207 W NEVADA U
1403 PARKVIEW C





URH TOWNSEND 173 U
URH LAR 204 U
URH FLAGG 418 C
210 W GREEN C
1305 E PENN U
1615 SANGAMON C



































































1200 S VINE 5
348 DEBRA DR
STA A BOX 2890
5407 N BERNARD ST
RP 4 BOX 180
19972 STANTON 28
103 E GEORGE HUFF
5407 N BERNARD
BOX 176
503 W GREEN 7
174 E LINCOLN ST
2079 B HAZWD CT
1721 WESTHAVEN
6509 N HOYNE








613 W SPRING ST
18344 STEWART AV
216 S MINNESOTA ST
8905 KWIGHT ST




ROUTE 1 OAKLAND PL
406 BRIAR LN 2
3817 N HILLCREST
1001 N BURR
612 SHERIDAN RD 3A
5300 BLODGETT AV




5825 DEL TRIGO LN
813 CONSIDINE RC




1207 E FLORIDA 23
ROUTE 1 BOX 207
42 BRIARCLIFF DP
119 E PEARL ST
8301 W HILLCREST
101 MORNINGSIDE
301 S DELPHI A






322 S CRESTWOOD LN








1121 W SCHUBERT AV
5001 ST PAUL CT
27 W 706 SHADYWAY
2105 MARLAND ST
629 SUNSET DR


















































































































PETTIT ELSIE L LAS3
PETTIT GAYLE S LAS2
PETTIT MARGARET A PE 3
PETTIT RAYMOND C GRAO
PETTITT KENNETH D FAA3
PETTUS MICHAEL LEE GRAD
PETTY DANIEL S GRAD
PETTY DEBORAH A AGR3
PETTY DENNIS G LAS4
PETTY DOUGLAS F LAS2
PETTY KAREN KOCHEP ED 3
PETTY MARK T LAW2
PETTY ROBERT MICHAEL GRAD
PETZOLD LINTA P LAS2
PEUCKER WALTER C ED 4
PEUGH MERLE G AGR1
PEURYE CELENE N LAS3
PEVERLY HOWARD PAY GRAD
PFVSNER LINrA I FAA1
PEYLA PATRICIA A FAA3
PEZZELLF KARL E ENG4
PFANENSTIEL WILLIAM LAS3
PFAU JOHN E LAW3
PFEFFER GEORGE ALLEN GRAD
PFEFFER PAUL DAVID GRAD
PFFFFER SUSAN M GRAD
PFEFFFPLF DANIEL A BUS4
PFEFFERMAN WILLIAM L ENG1
PFEIFEP GARY A BUS1
PFEIFFR JACLYN L LAS1
PFEIFEP MAPY C LAS2
PFEIFER ROBERT V ENG3
PFEIFFER MICHAEL J BUS2
PFEIFFFP MICHAEL L ENG2
PFFIFFEP RICHARD H VM 3
PFEIFFEP ROBERT III LAS1
PFEIL THOMAS J LAS1
PFEISTEP JOSEPH LARS GRAD
PFFISTER SUSAN SELBY GRAD
PFENDER REBFCCA S PE 4
PFFNDT GLENN N ENG4
PFIESTER JAMES R ENG1
PFLFDERER DONALD J AGR3
PFLUM CONSTANCE A LAS1
PFLUM MICHAEL T AGR
3
PFOHL WILLIAM FPANK GRAO
PHALEN JOHN M COM3
PHELAN KEVIN M AGR3
PHELAN MICHAEL J LAS1
PHELPS CAROLINE AGR1
PHELPS DANIEl JAMES GRAD
PHELPS DOUGLAS J LAS3
PHFLPS DOUGLAS L AVI3
PHELPS DWIGHT A FNG1
PHELPS GWEN IRENE GRAD
PHELPS JASPER BOYD GRAD
PHELPS POeEPT K BUS1
PHELPS ROBERT L AGR3
PHFLPS STEPHEN J LAS4
PHERIGO DOUGLAS E ENG1
PHILIPPE GEORGIA A FAA2
PHILIPPI KENNETH L ENG1
PHILIPPI THOMAS P GRAD
PHILLIPPE JUDITH A COM3
PHILLIPPE MICHAFL G P.MSl
PHILLIPPE STANLFY R GRAD
PHILLIPS ANDREA LYNN FAA4
PHILLIPS ANN L LAS1
PHILLIPS BILLY B LAW3
PHILLIPS CAROL A LAS4
PHILLIPS CAFOL J ED 2
PHILLIPS DAVID M BUS4
PHILLIPS DENNIS N GRAD
PHILLIPS DOUGLAS J ENG3
PHILLIPS FCPREST II FAA4
PHILLIPS GOPDON DALE GRAD
PHILLIPS GREGORY S FNG3
PHILLIPS JAMFS F GRAD
PHILLIPS JAMES P LAS4
PHILL IPS JANET L AGR
PHILLIPS JOHN V BMS1
PHILLIPS JON A AGR1
PHILLIPS JORGEN C FAA4
PHILLIPS KFM FORDHAM GRAO
PHILLIPS KENNETH C LAS4
PHILLIPS KEVIN D ENG1
PHILLIPS LAWRENCE R LAS3
PHILLIPS LESLIE K PE 4
PHILLIPS LINCOLN L BUS1
PHILLIPS MARGARET D ED 4
PHILLIPS MAPGO E LAS1
PHILLIPS MARILYN C GRAD
PHILLIPS NANCY JOAN GRAD
PHILLIPS PATRICIA A LAS5
PHILLIPS PATRICIA G ED 1
PHILLIPS PATRICIA S LAS1
2419 MAPLEWOOD C
RR 2 U
URH BABCOCK 12 U
2419 MAPLEWOOD C
URH DANIELS 360 U
2010 SILVER CT E U
URH SHERMAN 1262 C
URH DANIELS 1 84 U
5 SAFFER CT U
106 N GREGORY 11 U
1009 W SPNGFLD 1 U
BCNOVILLE ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
FISHERS CT 5 U
URH WARDALL 225 U
1701 VALLEY RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
710 W WASHINGTON C
2315 BARBERRY C
URH TRELEASE 1116 U
URH GARNER 278 C
1110 1/2 ARBOR C
URH NEWMAN 421 C
1207 E FLORIDA 14 U
2215 S 1ST 202 C
PHILO ILL
3 BURNETT CT U
URH WESTON 446 C
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
URH TAFT 125 C
URH GARNER 240 C
710 W OHIO U
1600 BRADLEY 316 C
110 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 1131 U
VET CLINIC SA U
912 S 2ND C
604 E ARMORY 2128 C
1219 1/2 PAULA C
302 E JOHN 1400 C
1011 S LOCUST 7 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
302 E GREGORY C
201 WASHINGTON 9 U
URH LAR 405 U
507 E CLARK 22 C
305 W PARK U
1101 W PENN U
KINSMAN ILL
URH SCOTT 450 C
URH TRELEASE 816 U
2033 B ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 460 U
DECATUR ILL
URH TOWNSEND 509 U
806 S 3RD 18 C
1321 S STATE C
DELAVAN WIS
801 W NEVADA U
2020 N MATTIS 303 C
UPH CLARK 304 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
1404 E PENN U
805 1/2 S STATE C
2407 AUSTIN LN C
206 W WASHINGTON 2 U
2103 W WHITE 123 C
SKOKIE ILL
802 BRIGHTON U




1005 N ELM C
URH TAFT 227 C
604 E FLORIDA U
ALTGELD HALL U
URH SCOTT 482 C
910 S 3RD C
604 S RACE U
UPH EVANS 429 U
302 F ILLINOIS U
URH TOWNSEND 368 U
URH SCOTT 159 C
507 N PRAIRIE C
510 E OANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1125 U
URH GARNER 132 C
707 SUNNYCREST U
604 E ARMORY 1239 C
2001 CYPRESS C
URF GARNER 445 C
1006 W NEVADA U
HARVEY ILL
1018 W WILLIAM C
URH SCOTT 410 C































































127 N VINE ST
1575 E VANDERHOOF
ROUTE 1 BOX 250-A
RP 1




77C3 W 66TH ST









611 13TH ST NW
401 S ADAMS
3 BURNETT CT










236 W WINNIFRED ST
1219 1/2 PAULA












2033 B ORCH ST
PR 2
1555 W GRAND
214 S LOGAN ST
3350 JAMES WAY
RP 1
119 S 5TH ST
7809 BOND DR
2020 N MATTIS 303
6133 FLM AV
224 E HICKS PL
PP 3
805 1/2 S STATE
1416 BRIARWOOD
1208 N FRANKLIN
































































































































PHILLIPS PHIL EDWARD GRAD
PHILLIPS RONNIE E PE A
PHILLIPS RUBY J GRAD
PHILLIPS STANTON BUSl
PHILLIPS STEVE JP GRAD
PHILLIPS VIVIAN S LAS3
PHILLIPS WILLIAM B GRAD
PHILLIS MARJORIF A LAS1
PHILSON STEPHEN B GRAD
PHILSON VALORIE D LAS1
PHINNEY RAYMOND C GRAD
PHIPATSER ITHAM K GRAD
PHIPPS CHARLES W LAS3
PHIPPS GERALD A LAS3
PHIPPS JAMES A GRAD
PHIPPS KELSEY JANE COM4
PHIPPS ROGER N ENG3
PIASKCWY PAUL A LAW1
PIASKOWY RICHARD S EMG2
PIATT THOMAS J LAS4
PIAZZA MICHAEL R FAA1
PIAZZA PEGGY J PE 2
PICARD MICHEL GRAD
PICCIONI EVA K GRAD
PICCO ELIZABETH JEAN LAS3
PICHA JAMES G LAS1
PICHON VICTOR A LAWl
PICK MICHAEL A LAS4
PICK SUSAN C LAS1
PICKARD ANN LOUISE GRAD
PICKARD DAWN LAS3
PICKARD KENNETH JOHN ENG4
PICKENS ROBERT G II GRAD
PICKENS WENDY D ED 4
PICKER RONALD STEVEN GRAD
PICKERING JOHN LAS3
PICKERING PAUL S AVIl
PICKERING SALLY V LAS3
PICKERING WILLIAM ENG1
PICKETT ANDREW M JR GRAD
PICKETT JOHN S FAA1
PICKETT MARVIN TED ENG6
PICKETT STEWARD T II GRAD
PICKPELL CONSTANCE M LAS2
PICKRELL HARRY A BUSl
PICL FRANK M LAS3
PICL MARY D LAS2
PICL WILLIAM D BUSl
PIECH MICHAELENE J BUS4
PIEHN LAWRENCE D ENG3
PIEKAPCZYK JAMES W FNG2
PIEKUTOWSKI MARY JO ENG2
PIELET MICHAEL GRAD
PIFLET NFHAMA B GRAD
PIENKOS BARBARA L ED 3
PIFNKOS JAMES M ENG4
PIENKOS PHILIP T LAS3
PIFPER DEBORAH A ED 2
PIEPER POGFP S BUS2
PIEPER ROGER W BUS3
PIEPER RONALD E LAS3
PIER RAYMOND T AVI 2
PIERCE CAROLYN PEED GRAD
PIERCE DONALD E BUS*
PIERCE ELIZABETH A LAS2
PIERCE JEFFREY GRAD
PIERCF JOHN D LAS1
PIERCE KAREN L LAS2
PIERCE PATRICIA L BUS4
PIFRCE RICHARD P BUSl
PIERCE SCOTT E BUS3
PIERCE WARREN D LAS3
PIEFCEALL GREGORY M GRAD
PIFRCY CONNIE L AGR1
PIERCY JAMFS W JR BUS3
PIERNAS GAIL B FAA4
PIEROTTI LAUREL E LAS2
PIFRSMA BRENT A BUSl
PIEPSOL DEBORAH L LAS3
PIET JANE M FAA4
PIFTFUCHA RAYMOND C BJS3
PIETPZAK LAWRENCE R FAA4
PIETPZAK STFVF J BUSl
PIFER RICHARD P AGR3
PIFKE ROBERT C JP COM4
PIFKO DANIFL L FAA4
P1GG STEVEN K AGR3
PIGMAN BRUNILDA M LAS4
PIGMAN FDWARD W JR GRAD
PIGNATARO RFNEE M LASl
PIGNOTTI BLASE J LAS2
PIGOTT HENRY DALE GRAD
PIGOTT SHIRLEY P GRAD
PIKE GERALD A LAS6
PILACHOWSKI DAVID M GRAD
PILAPSKI JEFFREY H FAA3
PILATF JILL D ED 2
7C6 S ANDERSON U 344-3006
711 RANOOLPH 4 C
409 E OREGON U 344-6384
CHICAGO ILL
CHARLESTON ILL
1600 W BRADLEY 247 C 359-9301
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C 352-1677
URH CLARK 414 C 332-0070
501 S BROADWAY U
URH SAUNDERS 327 U 332-3669
1003 E COLORADO 26 U 344-8900
508 W GREEN U 367-2854
55 E HFALEY C
308 E ARMORY C 344-5350
HERSCHER ILL
611 F DANIEL C 344-1840
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
BERWYN ILL
URH OGLESBY 1021 U 332-5342
1006 W NEVADA U
212 CHAUMERS C
URH ALLEN 408 U 332-3225
SHADOWWOOD TRLR PK C 359-8444
903 W MAIN U 367-8508
901 S LINCOLN U
URH N08LE 209 C
URH FORBES 380 C 332-1072
1006 S 3RD 17 C 344-4762
URH WARDALL 1217 U 332-4565
700 W OREGON U 328-2125
URH BUSFY 326 U 332-2598
1320 FREDRICK 3 C 359-9670
704 S GROVE U 344-8530
807 W OREGON U 344-5846
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5754
1006 S 3RD 19 C 344-5897
URH TOWNSENO 554 U 332-4281
403 N COLER U 356-0988
URH OGLESBY 630 U 332-5231
905 S 1ST C 359-4221
NAPEPVILLE ILL
2606 SHERIDAN C 356-7230
URH DANIFLS 219 U 332-2174
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1381
URF GARNER 426 C 332-0865
10C9 W PENN U 344-0087
802 W OREGON U 332-0894
URH FORBFS 496 C 332-1154
806 S MCCULLOUGH U 367-2265
URH TOWNSEND 272 U 332-4099
URH WESTON 382 C 332-2042
DECATUR ILL
2010 D ORCH ST U
2010 D ORCH ST U 344-0658
505 E CHALMERS C 328-2236
50 E HEALFY 2 C 356-7536
1109 W STOUGHTON U
URH LAR 266 U 332-2977
URH SNYDER 262 C 332-1713
307 F HEALEY 1 C 359-0297
URH TOWNSEND 215 U 332-4060
313 E ARMORY C
1510 CENTENNIAL C 35<=-lC00
512 N JAMFS C 352-0825
409 E CHALMRS C
309 E HEALEY 16 C 356-5093
URH SNYDER 292 C 332-1735
409 E CHALMRS C 38A-5593
505 S BUSEY 105 U 344-4240
URH SNYDFR 494 C
URH FORBES 470 C 332-1136
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
524 E FAIRLAWN U 344-3614
URH VAN DOREN 111 C 332-2045
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
URH WARDALL 609 U 332^4413
505 E CHALMERS C
URH FORBES 454 C
56 E DANIEL 2 C 356-6644
1207 W NEVADA U 344-0459
URH HOPKINS 270 C 332-1237
711 S MATTIS C 35°-0929
URH LUNDGREN 309 C
URH OGLESBY 1119 U
3C6 1/2 E GREEN C 352-5653
URH BL-AISDELL 5 U 332-3438
56 E GREGORY C 344-7152
601 W COLUMBIA C
601 W COLUMBIA C
URH LAR 302 U 332-2871
410 F JOHN C 344-9477
909 S ANDERSON U 367-5742
909 S ANDERSON U 367-5742
320 MILLER C 356-1458
511 W NEVADA U 328-3856
URH TOWNSEND 518 U 332-4255














1040 N 3RD ST






17338 S 64TH CT
19106 CHAMPLAIN













2816 N KINGSTON DR
2611 W 171ST ST
1161 WAUKEGAN RD
2816 N KINGSTON DR
16126 S HONORE ST
325 GARTNER RD
2606 SHERIDAN







622 N RUSSEL ST
RR 1
2133 N CHURCH
2010 D ORCH ST








10437 S BELL AV
1510 CENTENNIAL
512 N JAMES
432 S ROYAL CT
309 E HEALEY 16
2600 F 24TH ST
7838 MAPLE
222 N STATE ST
937 S ADAMS ST






PR 3 BOX 534
1245 TILTON PARK
56 E DANIEL
1045 S EDGEWOOD AV
2231 N MAPLEWOOD
8006 S TRIPP AV
8724 ST LOUIS AV





86-15 DONGAN AV 4B










































































































PILCHARD GREGORY A BUS2
PILGER SUE ANTHONE GRAD
PILIBOSIAN DIANE J GRAD
PILKENTON MARK S BUS1
PILLA RICHARD LOUIS GRAD
PILLOTE DELPHINE M LAS3
PILLOTE LAWRENCE J ENG1
PILOTTE DIANA M ED 4
PILZ DAVID P LAS4
PINA MARIA D FAA1
PINALI ROBERT R ENG1
*PINANSKY ELINORE W GRAD
PINCHOTT DONALD A BUS1
PINCHOTT GORDON A ENG4
PINELESS HAL S LAS1
PINES BONNIE J LAS3
PINES JAN P LAS3
PING CHARLES W ENG2
PING CHIEH-MIN GRAD
PINGRY JOHN W AGR1
PINKHAM PATRICIA A LAS3
PINKSTAFF LANNY C ENG4
PINNER DAVID W BUS*
PINSLER JACKLIN FAA1
PINTACURA JANICE K LAS1
PINZARRONE BARBARA R FAA3
PINZARRONE JOSEPH J GRAD
PINZARRONE PAUL F FAA4
PINZUR NEIL S BUS3
PINZUR ROBERT S LAS1
PIOTROWSKI BEVERLY A LAS1
PIOTROWSKI MARSHA S LAS3
PIPER BRIAN J ENG4
PIPER REX MICHAEL GRAD
PIPER RITA LYNN PE 3
PIRAN URI GRAD
PIROK CARL J ENG1
PIRSCH ADRIANNE M LAS3
PISANI LOUIS L ENG3
PISARIK PAUL LAS1
PISCHKE DALE R ENG1
PISCHKE KEITH M ENG3
PISEL PEGGY A LAS1
PISELL KENNETH E PE 3
PISTORIUS MARIE A LAS2
PISTORIUS NANCY JEAN GRAD
PISTORIUS SUSAN D PE 1
PISZCZOR MARY C LAS1
PITAYANON TAWEEWAT GRAD
PITSCH DAVID W LAS4
PITT DANIEL AVERY GRAD
PITTMAN ANTHONY J LAS1
PITTS EARLY MAE LAS3
PITTS JOHN W AGR4
PITTS KAREN L PE 1
PITTS KENNETH E JR BUS3
PITTS LESLIE J LAS2
PITTS SANDRA S FAA4
PITTS TERENCE R GRAD
PITZ JAMES M GRAD
PITZ JEANNE STEYTLER GRAD
PITZEN THEODORE N ENG1
PITZEN TRACY J LAS3
PIZEP JAMES B FAA2
PIZZUTO JOSEPH A FAA2
PLAB PATRICIA A LAS2
PLACE BARRY GEORGE GRAD
PLACHA SHERILYN M LAS1
PLACKE JOAN W LAS*
PLACZKIEWICZ JAMES D LAS1
PLAGGE GLENN D ENG4
PLAGGE KAREN R AGR2
PLANCHON HARRY P JR GRAD
PLANOS GARY M BUS1
PLANT CATHERINE A PE 4
PLANT THOMAS KFNT GRAD
PLANTE EUGENE EDWARD ED 4
PLASS JANE P LAS3
PLATFR GAIL MAXWELL GRAD
PLATER JERRY S LAS2
PLATER ROBERT SCOTT BUS2
PLATFP TERESA JAY FAA2
PLATER WILLIAM M GRAD
PLATH PAUL JOHN GRAD
PLATH WILLIAM H ENG1
PLATT JANICE L LAS2
PLATT JEANETTE B LAS4
PLATT TERRENCE L ENG1
PLATT VERNON DOUGLAS GRAD
PLAUT JOHN ERNST GRAD
PLAUT MARK A ENG2
PLAYER JEFREY P PE 1
PLAZA TERENCE JOSEPH GRAD
PLECHAVICIUS RAIMA M LAS3
PLECKI GERARD D LAS4
PLECKI MARGARET L LAS2
PLECKI ROBERT J ENG2
1003 W JOHN C
STA A BOX 2879 C
705 W GREEN U
803 W OREGON U
URH DANIELS 171 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH BAeCOCK 206 U
706 S MATHEW U
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH WESTON 324 U
URH HOPKINS 294 C
RANTOUL ILL
910 S 3RD C
402 STANAGE C
910 S 3RD C
904 S 3RD C
802 W OREGON U
804 W SPNGFLD U
1107 W GREEN 230 U
3312 LAKFSHORE C
URH BLAISDELL 306 U
506 STOUGHTON C
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH LAR 498 U
411 E HEALEY 3 C
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
907 S 4TH C
907 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 828 C
410 W GREEN 3 U
URH SAUNDERS 431 U
INDIANAPOLIS IND
302 E ARMORY C
53 E HEALEY C
ELMWOOD ILL
1110 W NEVADA U
212 E DANIEL C
URH F0P8ES 422 C
URH NOBLE 217 C
URH TOWNSEND 537 U
URH BUSEY 259 U
DECATUR ILL
URH SAUNDERS 306 U
111 E HEALEY 5 C
URH SAUNDERS 306 U
904 W GREEN U
1206 W MAIN U
2511 TRAFALGAR SO. C
1009 W CLARK U
604 E ARMORY 1418 C
MAHOMET ILL
313 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMRS C
501 E DANIEL C
508 E CHALMERS C
504 1/2 E ELM U
504 1/2 E ELM U
811 OAKLAND 204 U
811 OAKLAND 204 U
URH GARNER 113 C
URH SNYOER 300 C
URH ALLEN 295 U
904 STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 818 U
1808 A ORCH PL U
URH VANDOREN 321 C
URH CARR 219 U
605 S 4TH C
2221 S 1ST C
1110 W NEVADA U
1811 CLOVER LN C
1007 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
ELEC ENG BLDG 200 U
PAXTON ILL
URH ALPHA HSE 1 U
709 W NEVADA 2 U
URH SNYDER 273 C
URH SCOTT 262 C
109 W MICHIGAN U
7C9 W NEVADA 2 U
908 S 1ST C
911 S 4TH C
URH LAR 291 U
704 W WESTERN U
URH TOWNSEND 481 U
URH DANIELS 412 U
STA A BOX 2322 C
URH TAFT 326 C
409 E CHALMRS C
307 E HEALEY 3 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH VANDOREN 308 C



























































































1644 W BALMORAL AV






616 N COUNTY ST
1038 E ADAMS
RR 2 BOX 155
RR 2
88 HERZEL
7734 ELM GROVE DR
8705 N TRUMBULL
2111 BARBERRY DR
901 W CERMAK RD
926 WALTER AV
926 WALTER AV
510 W VICTORY ST
258 W MAIN
RR 2 BOX 172
RR 2 BOX 172
RR 2 BOX 171
3648 W 61ST PL
WISUTHIKASART RD
2511 TRAFALGAR SQ
6810 N NEIL PL




101 S WE GO
22W640 BURR OAK OR
504 1/2 E ELM







RR 1 BOX 147
1808 A ORCH PL
5855 W ADDISON
265 SANGAMON







550 N TAFT ST
2N181 ADDISON RD
709 W NEVADA 2
RR 3 BOX 622
BOX 622
109 W MICHIGAN
70<3 W NEVADA 2
3 ORCHARD DR
1406 S 7TH
314 S CEDARWOOD DR
1635 WOODLAND AV
806 N KENNICOTT AV
153 HARRINGTON RD
STA A BOX 2322
1706 19TH AV
2420 WEBSTER ST
2026 W 68TH PL
7514 N ODELL





































































































PLEMICH DAMIAN T LAS3
PLENCNER ROBERT M ENG4
*PLENIEWICZ RICHARD ENG4
*PLENIEWICZ SHARON G GRAO
PLESH STEPHEN ENG4
PLESKO JALIE A LAS2
PLESKOFF BERNARD M GRAD
PLETCH CAROL A FAA2
PLETCHER CHRISTINE J PE 2
PLETCHER JOHN PHILIP BUS3
PLETCHER KENNETH R LAS4
PLETCHER LINDA S LAS2
PLETCHER WILLIAM R GRAD
PLETICHA MARK C ENG4
PLEVIAK OENIS J LAS4
PLEVIAK JOANNE M PE 1
PLEVIAK JOHN A LAS4
PLEWA RICHARD J LAS1
*PLICHTA ROMAN T GRAD
PLIENIS ANTHONY JOHN LAS4
PLISICH MARIE R LAS1
PLIZGA JOHN E LAS2
PLOCHER STEVEN J AGR2
PLOETZ CATHERINE S LAS3
*PLOG BARBARA JONES LAS5
*PLOG MICHAEL BELLAMY GRAD
*PLOG NAOMI FERN AGR3
PLOTKIN NATHAN GRAO
PLOTNER HOLLY S LAS1
PLUCINSKI ADRIENNE F BUS4
PLUISTEP DANIEL A LAS2
PLUMER RICHARC LEE GRAD
PLUMMEP FREDERICK JR GRAD
PLUMMER SARAH E GRAD
PLUNK THOMAS M ENG4
PLUT DAVID A LAS2
PLUTCHAK MAPLENE ANN LAS4
PLUTH ROBERT R LAS1
PLY NANCY A BUS1
PNAZEK KEITH A BUS2
POBUDA GEORGE T JR LAS3
POCIALIK PAUL V FAA1
POCIASK RICK S LAS2
*POCIUS ALPHONSUS V GRAD
*PODAGROSI ERNESTO G GRAD
PODAGROSI VICTOR E LAS1
PODESCHI DENISE M LAS1
PODLASEK JOHN E FAA1
PODLIPNIK JOHN J LAS2
POOL I SKA SHARON D LAS3
POE JAMES S ENG2
POE JANET H FAA1
POE STEVEN J LAS1
POEHLER DAVID W LAS4
POEL DIANE ROBERTA LAS1
POEPPING ELISE M AGR1
POEPSEL JAMES E LAS4
*POERTNER JOHN P GRAD
POFFENBERGER CRAIG A LAS4
POFFENBEPGEP JOHN L LAS4
POGGENSEE LYNNE M LAS1
POHLENZ PETER M LAS2
POHLMAN JEFFREY T GRAO
POHLMAN JUDITH K FAA4
POHLMAN MICHAEL S AVI2
POHLMAN STEPHEN H PE 2
POHLMANN KENNETH C ENG3
POHLOD CHARLES W ENG1
POHNOORFF FPEDRIC R LAS2
POHREN PERPI A LAS3
POKER DAVID B LAS4
POKIN STEVEN P ED 2
POKORNY LINDA SUE GRAD
POL BARBARA A LAS1
POL VICTOR LAS3
POLACEK DENISE C LAS3
POLACEK NCRBERT A LAS1
POLACHEK MICHAEL J LAS4
POLAK ANTHONY JAMES GRAD
POLAK CATHERINE L LAS1
*POLAK JAMES LOUIS GRAD
POLAN DAVID E LAS4
POLAM MICHAEL S LAS1
POLANSKY SHARON H GRAD
POLENSKY PEGGY A FAA4
PCLESKY RICHARD W GRAD
POLETTI LIUZZI D A FNG4
POLETTI MAPY C LAS3
POLFORD CECELIA M BUS1
POLHILL THOMAS L BUS3
POLHORSKY EDWARD A LAS1
POLI JOSEPH J FAA3
POLISKY JEFFRFY I VM 4
POLISKY JOEL S BUS3
POLISKY ROBERT B LAS2
*POLlTES GEORGE W GRAD
111 S BUSEY 10 U
URH SCOTT 375 C
1001 S 1ST C
208 W BEARDSLEY C
208 W BEAROSLEY C
1405 KIRBY C
URH TRELEASE 702 U
URH OGLESBY 117 U
URH WARDALL 902 U
URH GARNER 350 C
508 W UNION C
111 E WHITE C
508 W UNION C
410 W GREEN 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 354 U
1605 VALLEY RD 1 C
URH TRELEASE 1216 U
107 E STOUGHTON C
URH TAFT 221 C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
706 W WHITE C
URH CARR 405 U
305 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 174 C




2406 S PROSPECT C
URH WARDALL 203 U
904 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 243 C
809 S BUSEY C
2405 LAWNDALE C
1104 W CLARK U
MANSFIELD ILL
URH SNYDER 459 C
1107 W GREEN 121 U
550 ILLINOIS U
URH ALLEN 446 U
URH GARNER 311 C
URH GARNER 289 C
URH SCOTT 246 C
1007 S 3RD C
603 E HIGH U
RANTOUL ILL
URH SCOTT 152 C
URH TRELEASE 1202 U
URH ALLEN 45 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH VANDOREN 205 C
906 S 1ST C
URH LAR 406 U
URH HOPKINS 336 C
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
URH TRELEASE 409 U
URH EVANS 209 U
URH ALLEN 457 U
LINCOLN ILL
2217 S 1ST 30 C
605 S 5TH 13 C
URH LAR 408 U
212 E CHALMERS 10 C
1005 W UNIVERSITY U
202 W CALIFORNIA U
1301 S BUSEY U
713 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
URH NOBLE 321 C
URH TAFT 416 C
505 S BUSEY 204 U
2311 S 1ST 204 C
URH OGLESBY 905 U
211 N COLER U
URH SCOTT 400 C
203 N HARVEY U
URH TRELEASE 605 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
807 S BUSEY U
1107 E FLORIDA 12 U
URH HOPKINS 312 C
302 E JOHN 1107 C
112 E GREEN C
URH NOBLE 322 C
URH ALLEN 230 U
1210 W CLARK U
912 CRESCENT 2 C
URH HOPKINS 267 C
URH BUSEY 221 U
URH WARDALL 1002 U
URH SNYDER 339 C
URH NOBLE 209 C
1108 S 1ST C
VET CLINIC SA U
907 S 4TH C












































































218 W 9TH ST
613 W UNION
218 W 9TH ST
547 S RIVERSIDE DR





4280 W FRD CTY 407
114 HOLIDAY PARK
9841 TRUMBULL AV
323 S MAY ST
335 EVERGREEN
RR 2






8516 S BURNHAM AV
9728 S KOLMAR AV
809 S BUSEY
2405 LAWNDALE
935 ST JOHN AV
RR 1
1010 BARTHELME ST
RR 1 BOX 86
1115 WESTSHIPE DR
3734 POPLAR RD
8837 W 131ST PL
2335 13TH AV













704 S SWAIN AV
RR 2 BOX 64











RR 1 BOX 225
111 WESTWOOD DR
1520 WILLIAMSBURG
RR 1 BOX 568
3119 MONROE
211 N COLER
9631 S TROY AV















2535 HALSTED RD 7
310 IROQUOIS RD
950 BLANCHARD






































































































POLITO JOSEPH L LAW3
POLITO MARIAN LAS3
POLIVKA BRIAN E LAS4
POLIZZOTTI PICHARO S GRAO
POLJACK DIANE MARY GRAO
POLK CARLA R LAS4
POLK GARY R ENG3
POLK JANINE L LAS3
POLLACK ALAN H BUS4
POLLACK BRIAN E LASl
POLLACK DAVID H LAS2
POLLACK DEAN A LAS3
POLLACK JERILYNN FAA1
POLLACK MICHAEL D FAA4
POLLACK RHODA E ED 4
POLLACK RICHARD S ENG3
POLLAK MICHAEL JOHN ENG3
POLLAND SHARYL L LASl
POLLEY LAWRENCE W JR LAS2
*POLLINA RONALD R GRAO
POLLOCK DAVID W LAS2
POLLOCK JAMFS ANDREW GRAD
POLLOCK MARY ISABEL GRAD
POLLOCK MICHAEL E LAS3
POLLOCK TERI S LAS3
POLLYEA SUSAN L LAS2
POLOCK ROBERT J PE *
POLSKY VIRGINIA F LAS3
POLSON KAPIN S LAS3
POLSTEP NEIL E LAS3
POLZIN DAVIO J VM 2
POMAZAL RICHARD J GRAD
POMERANTZ DAVID JOEL GRAD
POMERANZ FERN ED 3
POMERANZ WILLIAM R LAS3
POMRENKE BONNIE J GRAD
POND CHARLES D AVI2
POND MICHELLE LOUISE LAS4
PONDEL BONNIE J PE 1
PONELEIT WILLIAM R LAS2
PONFIL JANET A LAS2
PONOROFF CAROL R ED *
PONSONBY RALPH E ENG3
PONTIOUS MITZI A LASl
POOL BARBARA BAILEY GRAD
POOLE MAUREEN E PE 1
POOLE THOMAS E LASl
POOLE THOMAS J LAS2
POP JOHANNA M LASl
POPE CLAYTON G BUS2
POPE DONALD M LASl
POPE GARY E BUS2
POPE JEANNIE E LAS2
POPE KAREN SMITH LAS3
POPE MARJORIE S GRAD
POPE RANDOLPH M GRAD
POPE RICHARD M FAA2
POPE RICHARD S COM3
POPE ROBERT W VM 3
POPf ROY E FAA4
POPE SARALOU RENEE FAA2
POPE TERPY A AGR4
POPE THOMAS BRENDAN GRAD
POPE THOMAS D LAS3
POPEK CHARLENE ANN GRAD
POPELKA JANET S LAS3
POPHAM TERESA V LAS4
POPIK BETTE R LAS2
POPOWSKI SUSAN M PE 4
POPPENS ELIZABETH A LASl
POPPER DIANE CAROLE AGR1
PORADA ROBERT M ENG4
PORAK WESLEY F LASl
PORCELLA BREWSTER GRAD
POREBSKI JAMES M GRAD
POPEBSKI THOMAS J LAS2
PORTELLI RANDALL R LAS*
PORTER AARON LEE GRAD
PORTER BILLIE JO GRAD
PORTER BPENDA D LAS3
PORTER GARY C VM 2
PORTER GARY R BUS2
PORTER GEORGE W II BUS3
PORTFR JOHN A ED 4
PORTER JOHN H FAA3
PORTER JOHN W LAS2
PORTER JOHN W LAW2
PORTER JOYCE BAILEY AGR3
PORTER LINDA NEWTON GRAD
PORTER LONNIE S LAS2
PORTER LOUISE RUTH PE 6
PORTER PAUL S ENG2
PORTER PAULA J LAS*
PORTER ROBERT L ENG4
PORTER STEVEN M FAA4
PORTER TERPY J AGR1
PORTER THOMAS N LASl
2112 W WHITE C 359-7513
PALOS PARK ILL
606 W OHIO U 3*4-5812
52 1/2 E DANIEL C 359-3063
906 S OAK C 359-626*
URH TRELEASE 1117 U 332-5723
RR 3 U 344-6058
706 S 2ND C
1*0* N MCKINLEY 3 C
URH OGLESBY 928 U 332-5319
802 S LINCOLN 5 U 332-1275
URH OGLESBY 928 U 332-5319
URH BLAISDELL U 332-3*76
205 E HEALEY 28 C 356-*78*
*08 WILLINOIS U
2020 N MATTIS 101 C 356-7251
URH SCOTT 250 C 332-1^90
URH TRELEASE 1210 U 332-57*7
505 S BUSEY 502 U 3*^-1086
603 W SPNGFLD C 356-2073
URH TOWNSEND *36 U 332-*201
2203 HAZWD CT 103 U 344-5509
URH SCOTT 102 C
208 W WASHINGTON U 3*^.-71*0
501 E SPNGFLD 9 C 3**-0933
URH ALLEN 213 U 332-3152
309 E CHALMERS C 3**-9620
710 E WASHINGTON U 367-*3**
1005 S WRIGHT C 3**-0571
705 N LINCOLN C 3**-575*
URH OGLESBY 901 U
2305 W RODNEY C 359-7160
PARKLAND TERR APTS C
308 E GREEN C
502 W ELM 1* U 367-9523
8C8 W INDIANA U 367-3278
NORTHBROOK ILL
709 N ORCH ST U 3**-1278
URH TRELEASE 1219 U 332-5755
URH SCOTT *6* C
910 S 3RD C 337-5083
1208 W STOUGHTON U 36T-0690
805 W OREGON U
URH CARR *02 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH BLAISDELL *02 U 332-35*0
URH FORBES *28 C 332-1107
URH SAUNDERS *22 U
URH CARR *22 U
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URH HOPKINS 256 C
URH SNYDER 150 C 332-1658
501 E SPNGFLD 9 C
RANTOUL ILL
1001 E COLORADO ** U 328-27*2
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 298 U
503 E WHITE * C 359-**5*
1001 COLORADO ** U 328-27*2
1*12 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-7012
URH SCOTT 30* C 33?-1501
1010 E COLORADO 28 U 3**-7726
5C9 W UNIVERSITY C
2102 HAZWD DR 102 U 367-*518
1005 S 6TH C 3**-6319
506 W BEARDSLEY C 359-8631
703 W ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 128 U 332-3610
906 1/2 S VINE U
PRINCETON ILL
*01 E CHALMERS C 367-3235
*09 E CHALMRS C 38*-5285
1111 S 1ST C 3**-7231
*10 W ELM U
URH OGLESBY 81* U
URH TOWNSEND 167 U 332-1116
1600 W BRADLEY 3*0 C
URH DANIELS 280 U 332-2*77
100* S *TH C
URH VANDOREN 216 C 332-0032
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON *63 C 332-2067
2303 KIRBY C
1105 S *TH C 3**-3759
70* W CALIFORNIA 1 U
1219 FOOTHILL C
910 S 3RD C 337-5000
806 S 1ST * C 359-363*
ELMHURST ILL
103 MCCULLOUGH U
709 N ORCH ST U 3**-1278
313 E JOHN 23 C 332-0576
1*0* S LINCOLN U 3**-3821
806 S 1ST * C 359-363*
100* W OREGON U 3**-9*73
URH SAUNDERS 326 U
URH OGLESBY 305 U 332-5117
2211 PENDLETON
78*9 W DEERWOOD DR
8729 S FAIRFIELD
52 1/2 E DANIEL





7858 W *6TH ST
3032 GREENLEAF AV













708 MILL VALLEY RD
6957N ASHLAND BLVD
51*9 W HOMER ST
710 E WASHINGTON
7801 OAK RIDGE DR
7319 N KARLOV
























1001 E COLORADO **
128 KIERNAN DR
19 KNOLLWOOD RD
503 E WHITE *
710 S SEEGWUN
ROUTE 1 BOX 321
RR 1
RR






906 1/2 S VINE
1* PARK AV E
10*1 IOWA





323 E JOE ORR RD




286 S FIRTH RD
2253 COLLINS ST
620 ARDMORE TERR







RP 2 BOX 87
134 FAIR ST
5647 ELEVATOR RD





































































































PORTER TIMOTHY J ENG4
PORTER TODD D LAS2
PORTER WILLIAM E BUS3
PORTILLOGALLO MANUEL GRAD
POPTMAN DAVID E BUS3
PORTMAN MARK L BUS3
PORTO MARY J ED 4
PORTUGAL MITCHELL T LAS3
PORTUGAL NANCY J AGR1
PORZECANSKI ALICIA H LAS5
PORZECANSKI LEOPOLDO GRAD
POSEY PAUL S ENG1
POSKA FREDERICK J BUS2
POST LESLIE III COM4
POST WARREN M VM 2
POSTHUMUS CHARLES FAA4
POSTON MICHAEL J LAS1
POTASFK MARY JOYCE GRAD
POTEMPA JOHN S BUS3
POTER ANN G LAS1
POTERACKI SCOTT J BUS2
POTHIER GUY CHARLES GRAD
POTSCH RONALD ALAN GRAD
*POTT EDWARD JAMES GRAD
POTTEBAUM JAMES A COM3
POTTER DON H JR FNG3
POTTER ELIZABETH L FAA3
POTTER JAMES T BUS1
POTTER JAMIE LAS3
POTTFR ROBERT C ENG2
POTTORFF ROSEMARY A GRAD
POTTS CAROLYN J LAS3
POTTS EDWARD A AGR2
POTTS JANE A LAS1
POTTS KENNETH C LAS4
POTTS LESTER NORMAN AGR2
POTTS MARY J LAS3
POTTS TOMMY LYNN GRAD
POTYM BARBARA A FAA1
POULAKOS EMMANUEL M ENG4
POULAKCS MICHAEL A ENG2
POULOS PATRICE A LAS2
POULOS THOMAS J ENG4
POULSEN HAROLD W ENG4
POULSFN IRENE M LAS2
POUND JACK P LAS4
POUND JAMES A PE 3
POUND RICHARD ERIC GRAD
POUR IVAN MICHAEL GRAD
POVILUS DAVID S ENG4
POVLSEN HOLLY P LAS2
POVSE MAX R LAS1
POWDFR CHARLES R GRAD
POWE BRENDA JOYCE GRAD
POWELL CHARLES LAW2
POWELL DON LANCF GRAD
POWELL DWAIN LAS1
POWELL GARY G BUS3
POWELL GARY S FAA1
POWELL GEORGE DUNCAN GRAD
POWELL JAMES M FAA4
POWELL JEFFREY R LAS2
POWELL JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
POWELL LAURIE A LAS1
POWELL LENOPA A EO 3
POWELL LINDA L LAS3
POWELL ROBERT H GRAD
POWELL RONALD ROWE GRAD
POWELL SUSAN M FAA3
POWELL TERRY N LAS4
POWELL THOMAS J AGR4
POWFLL TYRONE BUS1
POWER BERNARD J LAS1
POWER CATHERINE ANNE GRAD
POWER JEAN F LAS2
POWER MARIAN G BUS2
POWER ROBERT J JR GRAD
POWERS BYRON W BUS1
POWERS CHARLES H GRAD
POWERS OIANE M LAS1
POWERS EDWARD T JR LAS1
POWERS FRED ALLEN GRAD
POWERS JANIS E COM3
POWERS JOHN D LAS3
POWERS LUCINDA J BUS2
POWERS MARGARET A LAS1
POWERS RICHARD B BUS3
POWERS RICHARD J LAS3
POWERS ROGER W ENG1
POWERS RUSSELL L ENG1
POWERS SUSAN KATHRYN GRAD
POWERS TERENCE R BUS4
POWERS WILLIAM W VM 2
POWLES MICHAEL F BUS3
POWLESS DAVID G BUS2
POWLESS JAMES K LAW2
POWLEY DOUGLAS JACK GRAD
2 BLUE SPRUCE C 352-7737
URH OGLESBY 718 U 332-5225
2217 S 1ST 204 C 384-5904
2084 B ORCH ST U
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
506 S LINCOLN U 367-7^21
110 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C
58 E DANIEL 1 C 356-7347
58 E DANIEL 1 C 356-7347
URH HOPKINS 296 C 332-1256
URH ALLEN 499 U 332-3423
32 APRICOT C
35 CARRIAGE PL U 344-0066
VERSAILLES FR
URH WESTON 471 C 332-2105
URH DANIELS 198 U 332-2455
URH OGLESBY 923 U 332-5314
409 E CHALMRS C 384^5830
URH WESTON 295 C 332-1980
URH SHERMAN 164 C
TOLONO ILL
2112 ORCH ST 301 U 344-3254
URH CARR 318 U 332-3930
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
1010 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 107 U 332-3589
URH OGLESBY 1208 U
715 ARLINGTON CT C
104 N LINCOLN U 344-5837
URH BLAISDELL 222 U
URH WAPDALL 725 U 332-4453
412 E GREEN C 359-3339
402 S 6TH C
105 E JOHN 304 C 359-9464
8 ALDER CT C 359-3048
URH EVANS 207 U 332-2705
1110 W SPNGFLD U 344-1942
URH HOPKINS 291 C 332-1251
508 E ARMORY C 332-5602
105 PFEFFER RD U 328-1686
53 1/2 E HEALEY C
1010 S 2ND C
608 W HEALEY C 352-0092
URH BABCOCK 417 U 332-3434
2110 ORCH ST 203 U 344-4675
URH SHERMAN 355 C 332-4818
903 W OREGON U 344-8941
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
URH TOWNSEND 424 U 332-4196
807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
904 1/2 W HILL U
206 W WASHINGTON U 367-8543
2202 HAZWD DR 304 U
URH ALLEN 374 U 332-3364
DECATUR ILL
URH FORBES 273 C
1201 E FLORIDA 33 U
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5424
110 E ARMORY C 328-2700
2070 A ORCH ST U 344-4633
URH FLAGG 411 C 332-0327
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
307 S PRAIRIE C
2059 B ORCH ST U 344-6500
718 S BROADWAY U 328-2248
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9692
9 APPLETREE U 367-1533
809 S 1ST C
URH ALLEN 464 U
507 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
508 E ARMORY C 344-1576
URH TRELEASE 619 U 332-5575
2300 1/2 E UNIV U 344-4127
URH BABCOCK 428 U
1209 W SPNGFLD C 352-0423
URH WARDALL 502 U
710 W CHURCH 8 C
2205 HAZWD 301 U
901 W SPNGFLO 14 U 367-4310
URH ALLEN 391 U 332-3375
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-4886
URH HOPKINS 391 C 332-1321
COOKSVILLE ILL
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
URH FORBES 388 C
URH WESTON 488 C
URH SHERMAN 511 C 332-4749
1007 S 1ST 12 C 356-3978
901 W SPNGFLD U 367-4301
910 S 3RD C 337-5337
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
1207 E FLORIDA 33 U 344-4958




















6904 C N RIDGE
7529 N OLCOTT AV
3689 BASIN VIEW DR
2824 WALNUT AV
2112 ORCH ST 301
700 N 3RD ST
5719 S THURLOW
559 ILLINOIS RD




















2110 ORCH ST 203
421 E WESTLEIGH RD
8146 S KILBOURN AV
212 E STATE ST
1429 W EDWARDS
807 W NEVADA
904 1/2 W HILL








2070 A ORCH ST
400 WARREN AV





1716 W GLENN AV
RR 1 BOX 503




2258 W 35TH ST











215 S WESTERN AV
1927 SHARON AV




643 S QUENTIN RD
905 N VAN BUREN




































































































POY PAUL CHRISTOPHER GRAO
POY PAULA LAS3
POYNTER PAMELA F LAS4
POYNTON MARK F BUS5
POYSER JOHN R LAS3
POZULP NINA C LAS1
*PRABUDOHAM PAIBOON GRAD
PRA8UDDHAM SOMSRI GRAD
PRADELS JEAN LOUIS GRAD
PRADO RICHARD N GRAD
PRAOUN GREGORY JP FAA2
PRAGER MARK L LAS4
PRAKASH OM GRAD
PRALL RICHARD M LAS1
PPANGE CLARICE DIANE LAS4
PRANGE ROBERT W AGR2
PRASARTSEE C GRAD
PRAST LAWRENCE P BUS1
PRATER JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
PRATHER MARSHALL A LAS1
PRATSCHER GEORGE M BUS1
PRATT CANDACE G AGR3
PRATT GENEVIEVE J GRAD
PRATT HAROLD T COM4
PRATT JAMES D BUS2
PRATT LAWRENCE RILEY GRAD
PRATT MARGARET C PE 1
PRAZAK KENNETH J LAS2
PRAZAK MICHAEL E LAS1
PPAZFN NANCY M LAS3
PREBIL JAMES M LAS2
PREBIL RICHARD L LAS3
PREBIL WILLIAM J LAS1
PRECUP JAMES W LAS3
PREDICK PAUL ROBERT GRAD
PREGLER RANDALL C AVI1
PREISEL THOMAS G LAS4
PREISSLER SANDPA J LAS1
PREMPAS JOHN LOUIS BUS*
PRENDERGAST JAMES R BUS3
PPENDERGAST MARY T LAS2
PRENDERGAST ROBERT J BUS1
PRENTICE GUY L LAS1
PRENTICE KAPOL J ED 2
PRENTICE KIM D FAA4
PRESCOTT LAURANCE L LAS4
PRESCOTT RAUSIE LU GRAD
PRESENT MARK DAVID ENG6
PRESS JAY LLOYD GRAD
PRESSEL VICTORIA L AGR1
PRESSLEP THCMAS D BUS3
PRESTON CAROL J FAA3
PRESTON JOHN JP BUS*
PPESTON KENZIE L LAS2
PRESTON MARY M ED 3
PRESTON MICHAEL E ENG3
PRETNAR SUSAN M LAS3
PRETZSCH CON E BUS2
PREUSS WENDIE A COMA
PREVES RICHARD D FAA4
PRFVO MICHAEL A FAA2
PREY WILLIAM A JR ENG3
PRIBULA ALAN JOSEPH GRAD
PRIBULA CHERYL D GRAD
PRICE ALLYSON LOU GRAD
PRICE ANNETTE GRAD
PRICE CAROL ANN ED 4
PRICE CAROL S FAA3
PRICE CATHLEEN E BUS1
PRICE CHARLES E LAS1
PRICE DARRELL S LAS3
PRICE DEBORAH S AGR3
PRICE DEBRA S BUS1
PRICE DENNIS GEORGE GRAD
PRICE EDDIE WAYNE GRAD
PRICE ELBERT GLEN GRAD
PRICE GLENN RUSSELL GRAD
PRICE HELENE BETTE LAW2
PRICE JAY J BUS3
PRICE JILL M LAS3
PRICE KAREN JO GRAD
PRICE KATHLEEN MARIE LAS1
PRICE KEVIN G LAS1
PRICE LAURA HOUSE GRAD
PRICE MARK S FAA4
PRICE MARY KATHLEEN LAW2
PRICE MAUREEN IVY FAA4
PRICE MICHAEL L ENG2
PRICF MICHAEL R FAA2
PRICE NANCY HARRIS ED 4
PRICE RICHARD D JR LAW2
PRICE RODNEY ANSON GRAD
PRICE SUSAN L FAA4
PRICE WILLIAM A LAS3
PRICHARD DAVID A LAS2
PRIEBE CHARLES H ENG4
PRIEBOY THOMAS J ENG4
CHICAGO ILL
URH SAUNDERS 314 U
URH WESTON 311 C
HINSDALE ILL
31C E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS C
300 S GOODWIN 404 U
300 S GOODWIN U
505 E CLARK C
STA A BOX 2369 C
URH SNYDER 245 C
111 E CHALMERS 10 C
1114 W SPNGFLD U
406 W MAIN U
URH HOPKINS 302 C
URH WESTON 422 C
311 E DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1110 U
MT ZION ILL
URH FORBES 402 C
URH HOPKINS 244 C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH SHERMAN 126 C
1009 FRANCIS C
URH SAUNDERS 420 U
911 S LOCUST 303 C
URH EVANS 219 U
1111 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH CARR 404 U
604 E ARMORY C
209 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 220 C
305 E JOHN C
FISHER CT 1 U
URH SCOTT 175 C
2706 CARRELTON C
URH TRELEASE 1123 U
52 MAPLEWOOD U
1007 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 1110 U
URH PEABODY C
URH TOWNSEND 414 U
FISHER ILL
1111 S 1ST C
501 E DANIEL C
URH SHERMAN 867 C
1514 KINGSWAY C
2901 LAWNDALE C
106 E HEALEY 17 C
611 W HEALEY 1 C
URH BUSEY 359 U
300 S GOODWIN 106 U
URH ALLEN 347 U
HOMER ILL
503 E WHITE 6 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
805 W OREGON U
58 E JOHN 26 C
905 S WABASH U
URH BLAISDELL 109 U
618 E DANIEL C
1820 B ORCH PL U
1820 B ORCH PL U
510 E CLARK 26 C
606 B VERMONT U
URH TRELEASE 414 U
307 W OREGON U
URH TRELEASE 906 U
URH SNYDER 221 C
URH GARNER 415 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH WARDALL 418 U
310 MICHIGAN 3 U
2203 ORCH ST 202 U
2202 HAZWD DR 303 U
1201 FLORIDA 11 U
905 S 1ST C
211 E DANIEL C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH SHERMAN 109 C
910 S 3RD 801 C
604 E ARMORY 2423 C
2110 ORCH ST 103 U
909 S 1ST C
822 OAKLAND 203 U
805 S ANDERSON U
604 E ARMORY 403 C
URH WESTON 369 C
909 S 1ST 25 C
2110 ORCH ST 103 U
310 E WHITE 25 C
URH TRELEASE 829 U
BADEN AUST
410 E JOHN C
1308 1/2 N NEIL C




































































301 W 24TH ST
301 W 24TH ST









5736 N RICHMOND ST
TURNER HALL 211
406 W MAIN









158 S PLYMOUTH DR





























914 S 9TH ST
401 1/2 S MAIN
357 N 29TH ST
11605 S KENNETH
698 DOWNEY DR
11730 W 85TH AV
905 S WABASH
2408 ESSEX
215 W WALNUT ST
1820 B ORCH PL




























310 E WHITE 25
1506 S FERNANDEZ
1206 W ARMORY AV
334 HILL AV




































































































PRIEPKE PETEP EUGENE GRAD
PRIEST JOHN B L LAS4
PRIEST WINSTON S GRAO
PRIGGIE WILLIAM K FAA1
PRIMER DALE P LAS4
PRIMMER CHERYL L LAS4
PRIMROSE PAUL D ENG3
PRINCE JOANN LASl
PRINCE PATRICK E LAS3
PRINCE WILLIAM W GRAD
PRINDIVILLE MARY A LAS2
PRINDLE GARY M BUS2
*PRINGLE CHARLES D GRAD
PRINGLE RICARDO B LAS2
PRINGLE SALLY J PE 3
PRINKE JOHN S LAS3
PRINNER WALTRAUD GRAO
PRIPPS STEVE R ENG1
PRISLAND SARA E LAS2
PRITCHARD LESTER THO LAS4
PRITCHARD MARCUS T LAS3
PRITCHARD MARY J LAS3
PRITCHAPD SUZANNE LAS3
PRITCHETT CYNTHIA R LAS3
PRITCHETT JAMES B GRAD
PRITCHETT JANET K GRAD
PRITCHETT SANDRA L AGR1
PRITIKIN ARLENE M FAA4
PRITIKIN CAPY M PE 1
PRITKIN NANCI H LAS4
PRITZKEP NANCY J ED 2
PRIVEN JAY ELLIOTT GRAD
PROBASCO LEE ELEANOR GRAD
PROBECK WILLIAM R LAS3
PROBST DAVID GLEN FAA4
PROBST DENNIS A AGRA
PROBST DENNIS J ENG1
PROBST RONALD D LAS3
PROCH KENNETH R BUS6
PROCH PUSSELL A COM3
PPOCHASKA BRADLEY J FAA3
PROCHASKA GAIL L LAS3
PROCHNOW WILLIAM L AGR2
PROCTOR TEPESA C LAS3
PROFFIT CAROL P GRAD
PROFFITT JANET L VM 2
PROHOV FREDPIC B LASl
PROHOV THEODORF H LAS3
PROKCP ROXANNE J COM3
PROKSA ROSEMARY LAS4
PROPER ROBERTA S FAA4
PROPERNICK WILLIAM A FAA2
PROPES PATRICIA M FAA4
PROPHETT ANDREW LEE GRAD
PROPP DOUGLAS A LAS2
PROPP SHARON R LAS3
PROPST CHARLES M LAS4
PROPAK DONALD E FAA4
PRORAK STEVEN L LAS3
PROSECKY MICHAEL A ENG4
PROSEK RICHARD J ENG2
PROSISE WILLIAM E LAS4
PROST M JACQUELINE LAS4
PROTACIO DELIA CASCO GRAD
PROUT GARY L LASl
*PROVENZANO GEORGE P GRAD
PROVENZANO JOANN LAS2
PROVENZANO NOLEN J R GRAD
PROVINCE RICHARD A LAS4
PROVG LINDA JEANNE GRAD
PRUEMER ARTHUR L BUS3
PRUEMEP PATRICIA A ENG1
PRUET MELISSA S FAA3
PRUETT DEBRA J PE 1
PPUITT MARK ENG2
PRUITT PEGGY JANE GRAD
PRUITT REBECCA L LAS3
PRUITT RONALD D FAA3
PRUSA JOSEPH M LASl
PPUSS MARY B AGR4
PRUSSING LAUREL LUNT GRAD
PRUSZ RICHARD ALAN GRAD
PPUZAN KAREN L LAS3
PRUZAN RONALD A LASl
PRYBIL MARIAN K LASl
PPYOP HCMER L LASl
PRYOR SANCRA G LASl
PRZYBYCIN RENEE C FAA4
PP.ZYBYLA CYNTHIA A LAS4
PRZYBYLSKI JAMES T GRAO
PRZYBYLSKI KENNETH S LAS3
PRZYBYLSKI SANDRA H GRAD
PRZYBYSZ JCHN XAVIER GRAD
PSIHARIS PETER L ENG4
PSIHAPIS THOMAS C FAA2
PSINAS ELVIRA G FAA2
PSIRIS JACK E BUS2
1405 KIRBY 15 C
401 E CHALMERS 215 C
306 E GREEN 5 C
URH NOBLE 302 C
1805 VALLEY RD C
508 E WHITE 7 C
2108 ORCH ST 101 U
DEERFIELD ILL
URH SAUNDERS 210 U
1004 S 4TH C
902 S 2ND C
URH CARR 317 U
905 E COLORADO 48 U
URH SCOTT 258 C
403 E WHITE 7 C
URH FORBES 219 C
108 S GREGORY U
URH FORBES 452 C
URH ALLEN 322 U
707 S 6TH 510 C
306 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH VANDOREN 102 C
1005 S WRIGHT C
905 S 1ST 5 C
607 1/2 E UNIV C
SAVOY ILL
URH SCOTT 208 C
1005 S 1ST 5 C
409 E CHALMRS C
802 S LOCUST 4 C
902 S 2ND C
URH DANIELS 607 U
1001 W OREGON 5 U
601 S 4TH 8 C
STA A BOX 2801 C
1301 S BUSEY U
URH LUNDGREN 2 C
URH GARNER 404 C
DANVILLE ILL
311 E ARMORY C
205 E HEALEY C
508 E ARMORY C
1010 N BERKLEY U
308 N ROMINE U
906 1/2 E CALIFORN U
405 E JOHN 7 C
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
512 E STOUGHTON C
S 1ST MANOR 2217 C
1205 E FLORIDA 13 U
URH GARNER 113 C
24 E CHALMERS C
1503 S MATT IS C
409 E CHALMRS C
907 W STOUGHTON U
807 S RANDOLPH 5 C
1007 N DIVISION U
1111 S 2ND C
URH TOWNSEND 448 U
409 E CHALMRS C
309 N BUSEY 8 U
URH TRELEASE 308 U
BEVIER HALL 458 U
URH SNYDER 394 C
1704 S PLEASANT U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1704 S PLEASANT U
176 PADDOCK E C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
1301 S BUSEY U
URH LAR 407 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
1205 NORTHWOOD N C
1007 S 3RD C
1709 W JOHN 3 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
RR 3 C




1006 S 3RD 12 C
OAK PARK ILL
URH HOPKINS 311 C
URH BARTON 22 C
URH VANDOREN 321 C
310 E CHALMERS 202 C
202 E GREGORY 102 C
PANTOUL ILL
URH OGLESBY 717 U
RANTOUL ILL
112 E GREEN C
508 E WHITE 12 C
508 E WHITE 12 C
URH WARDALL 213 U































































410 S PROSPECT AV
519 SE SANCHEZ AV
6919 W 31ST ST
7321 DAVIS ST
2108 ORCH CT 101
859 TODD CT











345 PARK LANE DR
306 HOLIDAY PARK
557 N 14TH ST





1700 E 56TH ST 301
5501 N ROCKWELL
2840 CHAYES PARK
5418 N BELCREST CT









1M0 W MINER ST
501 S MAIN ST
1010 N BERKLEY














40 E KATHLEEN DR
40 E KATHLEEN DR
1526 MANCHESTER AV
308 VAN DAMIN AV
2610 DONNA AV












3920 W 214TH PL
1709 W JOHN 3
II PEGGY ANN OR
RR 3











1164 N CENTURY K
5312 W WELLINGTON



























EAST ST LOUIS IL
OLNEY IL











































































*PSIRIS KARA COOK LAS3
PTACIN JANICE M LAS2
PTAK ANDREW ENG1
PTAK JAMES R LAS4
PTAK THOMAS ENG2
PUCCI GREGORY P ENG1
PUCH JAMES E LAS1
PUCHOWITZ OEBRA SUE LAS1
*PUCKETT HOYLE B JR AGR3
PUCKETT ROBERT F ENG3
PUCKETT SHERRILL A GRAO
*PUERTA MANUEL GRAD
PUETZ LARRY J LAS2
PUGH FREDERICK C LAS2
PUGH MARK C BUS*
PUISZIS STEVEN M ENG1
PULASKI GREGORY J LAS1
PULCINI MARGARET J LAS3
*PULEO PISANI F GRAD
PULLIAM DALE W AGR1
*PULLIAM DEAN W PE 4
PULLIN KATHRYN B LAS2
PULSFUS DWIGHT W LAW2
PULVER DAVID L LAS2
PUMA DEBORAH S FAA2
PUMO JAMES F LAS3
PUMP GARY L LAS1
PUMPLIN DAVID W GRAD
PURCELL JANE E LAS1
PURCELL JOAN C LAS3
PURCELL MICHAEL F ENG4
PURCELL NANCY S LAS3
PURCELL SUSAN J GRAO
PURCIARELLO DANIEL M FAA2
PURDY BARBARA ANN LAS3
PURDY DAVID JOHN GRAD
*PURDY JANE L GRAD
PURDY RICHARD ROY PE 2
PURI VINOD KUMAR GRAD
PURSE GREGORY R LAS4
PURSELL FRANCES J LAS2
PURSELL MARCIA D BUS3
PURSIFULL SANDRA B LAS4
PURTLE GEORGE A ENG3
PURTSCHER JOHN P ENG1
PURTSCHER PATRICK T ENG2
PURVES ANITA PARKER GRAD
PURVIS CAVID M LAS4
PURVY ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
PUSKAR GEORGE E BUS4
PUTMAN JENNIFER K FAA4
PUTTERMAN LAWRENCE N LAS3
PUTZ BARBARA J LAS2
PUTZ NANCY M LAS1
PUZEY ALAN L AGR3
PUZEY JOHN P AGR1
PYE JAMES THOMAS ENG4
PYE STEVEN ROBERT LAS4
*PYRCH OREST SAMUEL GRAD
PYTKO CYNTHIA C LAS4
QUAMME PATRICIA G LAS3
*QUART MARGARET H BUS6
QUARTELL ROEERT J LAS3
QUAST JAMES J FAA4
QUATEMAN GARY M LAS1
*QUBECK STEPHEN BRUCE GRAD
OUECKBOERNEP DAVID D AGR2
QUEHL NANCY C LAS2
QUELLER DAVID C LAS1
QUICK BERNDT P LAS4
QUICK DEBORAH P BUS1
QUICK JAMES D FAA4
QUICK JOHN ENNIS GRAD
QUICK R R JR LAS2
QUICKSTAD CAROL J ED 4
QUIGG DAVID H AGR3
QUIGLEY JAN L LAS1
QUIGLEY LINDA D LAS2
QUIGLEY RICHARD J GRAD
QUIMBY DALE C LAS2
QUIN NANCY S AGR1
QUINDRY GERALD E ENG3
QUINLAN CHERYL L LAS1
QUINLAN CHRISTINA LAS2
QUINLAN GREGORY J BUS4
QUINLAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD
QUINLAN ROBERT B BUS3
QUINN DEIPDFE A LASl
QUINN ELIZABETH A LAS3
QUINN GEORGE F LAS3
QUINN JAMES S ED 4
QUINN JOHN M BUS1
QUINN KATHRYN J FAA2
QUINN MARTIN J BUS1
QUINN MARYELLEN GRAO
QUINN MASON T ENG4
QUINN NANCY K LAS2
1011 S LOCUST 2 C
410 E GREEN 18 C
URH SNYDER 382 C
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
URH FORBES 104 C
URH TAFT 306 C
URH CARR 120 U
503 E WHITE C
9 SANDALWOOD C
URH TOWNSEND 482 U
2112 ORCH ST 204 U
300 S GOODWIN U
URH HOPKINS 263 C
804 VENTURA RD C
804 VENTURA RD C
CHICAGO ILL
URH LUNDGREN 24 C
41 1/2 E MAIN C
1007 S MATTIS 3-4 C
URH SCOTT 296 C
BOX 190 U
URH FLAGG 322 C
URH SCOTT 180 C
910 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 826 U
1004 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 446 U
1 LEMON TREE LN C
URH LAR 418 U
URH WARDALL 712 U
402 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 244 C
902 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 466 U
1404 S LINCOLN U
714 S STATE C
204 S 6TH C
1111 S 1ST C
406 E HEALEY C
707 KENWOOO C
611 E DANIELS C
1204 S LINCOLN U
2016 S VAWTER 7 U
URH HOPKINS 472 C
URH NOBLE 121 C
URH SAUNDERS 422 U
310 W DELAWARE U
URH SCOTT 269 C
504 E CLARK 24 C
2215 S 1ST 207 C
1209 W UNIVERSITY U
105 E ARMORY C
501 E SPNGFLD 5 C
URH ALLEN 401 U
URH WESTON 386 C
URH FORBES 244 C
1006 S 1ST C
1006 S 1ST C
1805 A ORCH PL U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
307 E ARMORY 209 C
1002 E HARDING 204 U
708 W HIGH U
509 E CLARK 37 C
URH SNYDER 290 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH SNYDER 266 C
URH GARNER 475 C
910 S 3RD 416 C
1320 FREDRICK 5 C
URH LAR 162 U
1211 W CLARK U
1305 SILVER 10 U
URH SAUNDERS 426 U
204 W WASHINGTON U
58 E GREGORY C
URH WARDALL 926 U
906 W CALIFORNIA U
313 E JOHN C
212 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 237 C
206 W WASHINGTON U
URH SAUNDERS 9 U
URH ALLEN 191 U
1016 W HILL C
1817 CRESCENT C
306 N JAMES C
URH LAR 397 U
2C7 E JOHN 12 C
1007 S 3RD C
812 OAKLAND U
URH TOWNSEND 238 U
604 W HIGH U
URH SNYDER 236 C
1216 W CHURCH C
507 E CLARK C





































































1825 W HOLTZ AV
11323 GREEN ST
2651 N PRATT







8611 S TRIPP AV
8352 ESSEX AV
646 LOWE AV
AV 4 NO 23-77







7132 W STRONG ST






4904 W GEORGE ST
301 N ILLINI
238 W 115TH ST
204 S 6TH











935 E 158TH ST










6015 S NATOMA AV
16310 KENWOOD
1002 E HARDING 204
4136 N CAMPBELL AV
























QTRS 63 NAVAL BASE
500 F VAN ALLEN
832 CNTRYSIDE HWY
812 E OAKLAND
500 E VAN ALLEN







































































































QUINN WILLIAM E AGR1
QUINN YVONNE S LAS4
QUINTANA MARGARET I GRAD
OUINTON STEPHEN L BUS1
QUIROS JORGE LUIS JR ENGl
QUISENBERRY MARY C LAS2
OUISUMBING JUANITO B BUS1
*QUITNO PAUL MICHAEL GRAD
*RAABE STEVEN P VM 1
RAATZ LESLIE S ENG3
RAB WILLIAM M AGR4
RABBE PATRICIA A LAS1
RABBITT JERPY LEE LAS5
RABCHUK MARY K LAS3
RABELOW BART K LAS1
RABENS DAVID H LAS1
RABIN LOUIS L BUS1
RABINOWITZ MARK A LASl
*RACHFORD MICHAEL P BUS4
RACHMELER DALE N BUS4
*RACILA EOWAPD J ENG4
RACINE DAVID P LAS3
RACINE KAREN L PE 1
RACINE RORY J ENGl
RACY ALI JIHAD GRAD
RADAKOVITZ F E JR GRAD
RADCL IFFE ANNE C PE 1
RADCLIFFE SCOTT D BUS*
RADDATZ RUSSELL E PE 4
RADELL JEANNE M LAS3
*RADER BILLIE T ED 4
RADIS HOLLY A FAA1
RADKE ECWARD R LAS2
RADKE RICHARD W FAA3
RADLOFF MICHAEL K LASl
RADOSTA ELIZABETH A FAA4
RADOSTITS APLENE M LAS2
*RADOVICH CHARLES A LAW2
RADOYEVICH MYRA ENG3
RADTKE STEVEN R LASl
RADWINE SAMUEL B FAA3
RAETHER GARY W LAS2
*RAETZKE CAROLYN P GRAD
RAFFE MARC R VM 2
RAFFEPTY JAMES W AGR1
RAFFERTY MICHAEL P FAA3
RAFFETTO JOHN C FAA2
RAFFIN MICHAEL T ENG3
RAFFIN THOMAS G ENG3
RAGALIE DIANE L PE 3
RAGALIE GLENN F LAS4
RAGHEB MOUNIP GIRGIS GRAD
RAGINS PANDI J LAS2
RAGO LEONARD M ENG3
RAGON LANDIS D ENG3
RAGSDALE MICHAEL L BUS1
RAHE PATRICIA A LAS2
RAHE THERESA J LAS4
RAHMAT-SAMII YAHYA GRAD
*RAHN DEBORAH MCCARTY FAA3
RAHN ERIC W LAS2
RAHN MYRON A II LASl
RAHN WILLIAM J LAS3
RAIA LOUIS J FAA3
RAIBLEY TIMOTHY A FAA4
RAIDL MARTHA A LAS4
RAIM ARLO JACOB GRAD
RAINBOTH WALTER J JR GRAD
RAINE BRENDA JOYCE GRAD




RAJALA TERRY A BUS1
*RAJENDRA-PRASAD TELI GRAD
RAJIC NIKCLA ENG3
RAJKOVICH SONJA D LASl
RAJU PUTHANKURISSI S GRAD
RAKER JAMES C ENG4
*RAKEP PODNEY JAY AGR6
RAKES RITA S LAS2
RALEIGH PATRICK J BUS1
*RALPH STEPHEN D COM4
RALPH WILLIAM P LAS2
RALSTON ALAN L BUS4
RALSTON ELIZABETH A LAS2
RAMCKE CARL F AGR2
RAMFY WILLIAM E LAS3
RAMIREZ SONIA TERESA GRAD
*RAMJEPDI JAN EMILY GRAD
RAMLOW LINNA D PE 4
RAMON CRAIG P LAW3
RAMOS MARY LAS2
RAMPKE CHERYL M LASl
RAMSAY DAVID L GRAD
RAMSEY JOHN W LAS4
RAMSEY LAUREL K LAS2
313 E ARMORY C
202 S LINCOLN 8 U
URN SHERMAN 407 C
URH TOWNSEND 165 U
URH TOWNSEND 477 U
URH BLAISDELL 326 U
URH HOPKINS 461 C
2020 C ORCH ST U
1200 S VINE 31 U
409 E CHALMRS C
MCNEE ILL
URH LAR 166 U
1401 LAUREL U
605 S 4TH 109 C
907 S 4TH C
URH OGLESBY 825 U
URH SNYDER 182 C
409 E CHALMRS C
305 S FAIR C
312 E ARMORY C
PR 2 C
URF OGLESBY 1003 U
910 S 3RD C
URH TAFT 310 C
STA A BOX 2165 C
608 S STATE 3 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
202 E DANIEL C
206 E CLARK C
URH ALLEN 305 U
PHILO ILL
URH LAR 412 U
URH ALLEN 279 U
102 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 74 U
1007 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 320 C
807 OAKLAND 104 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH NOBLE 422 C
1006 S 3RD 10 C
817 BALBOA C
1107 FLORIDA 32 U
1009 W MAIN 34 U
58 E GREGORY C
604 E ARMORY 334 C
URH GARNER 204 C
408 E GREEN C
URH* GARNER 217 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
605 S 5TH 17 C
401 S 6TH C
910 S 3RD C
505 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER 480 C
URH OGLESBY 418 U
404 E WHITE C
404 E WHITE C
URH DANIELS 614 U
TUSCOLA ILL
410 E JOHN C
TUSCOLA ILL
504 W WASHINGTON C
URH FORBES 476 C
FARMER CITY ILL
URH EVANS 440 U
16 SALEM U
104 S GROVE U
URH DANIELS 240 U
509 W GREEN 11 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
1006 3PD C
1102 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 316 U
1010 W GREEN U
107 PADDOCK E C
URH SAUNDERS 8 U
1114 W SPNGFLD U
802 W GREEN U
509 W UNIVERSITY C
904 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY 2339 C
1509 KILER 3 C
URH WESTON 374 C
205 E HEALEY 28 C
708 S 1ST C
URH BABCOCK 123 U
URH TOWNSEND 275 U
°09 S 1ST 14 C
2120 ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 68 U
505 S BUSEY 507 U
URH EVANS 301 U
CHICAGO ILL
401 E JOHN C



















































2136 W 108TH PL






2020 C ORCH ST






ROUTE 4 MOORE PK
8947 MARION AV
7228 S RIDGEWAY





7033 N KEDZIE 908
127 S STOTT
511 W OREGON





















5305 N OAK PARK AV
12458 S LA SALLE
12458 S LA SALLE







1400 LAKE SHORE DR
404 E WHITE
PAHLAVI AV






1811 S 59TH AV
BOX 479 632-2ND ST
110 E 10TH ST
1871 VETTER ST
509 W GREEN 11
RR 3
8354 LINDER CT








RR 1 BOX 170
9804 S HOMAN AV
408 E MULBERRY
9258 S RIDGEWAY AV
600 S PINE AV
BOX 74A
5132 FAIR ELMS




8500 N OZARK AV
2835 N MAPLEWOOD
2236 GLEN FLORA AV








































































































































RANDOLPH THOMAS C JR
RANDOLPH ZONA S




























































ED 4 ARLINGTON HTS ILL
FAA4 1101 W PENN U
LAS3 201 E GREEN C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 219 U
BUS3 910 S 3RD C
LAS4 310 CHALMERS 311 C
ENG1 112 E DANIEL C
GRAD 502 W MAIN 227 U
ENG6 502 W MAIN 227 U
GRAD 611 W NEVADA U
GRAD 5C8 W HIGH U
BUS2 611 W NEVADA U
ED 3 405 E JOHN 1 C
LAS4 URH VAN DOREN 424 C
LAS4 1015 1/2 W MAIN U
PE 4 802 W GREEN 304 U
ENG4 1109 W STOUGHTON U
ED 4 URH WARDALL 1114 U
LAS3 412 E GREEN 2 C
LAS3 URH WESTON 107 C
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 803 U
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 530 U
GRAD 807 W NEVADA U
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 707 U
LAW2 1600 W BRADLEY 252 C
ENG1 URH SAUNDERS 221 U
GRAD 909 S 5TH 966 C
GRAD 1006 SCOVILL U
LAS1 1009 W PENN U
LAS2 URH WESTON 219 C
FAA3 URH SCOTT 215 C
PE 3 1101 N HIGHLAND U
GRAD 807 E OAKLAND 103 U
ENG1 WILMETTE ILL
ENG3 707 S 6TH 417 C
AGR3 2706 DALE C
LAS4 505 S BUSEY U
ENG1 URH FORBES 294 C
LAS1 URH FORBES 294 C
FAA4 909 S 3RD 6 C
GRAD 705 S GREGORY PL U
GRAD 512 E CLARK 35 C
BUS4 2610 W DANIEL C
ENG1 URH NOBLE 407 C
ED 2 605 S PINE C
ENG4 1009 S 2ND C
BUS2 205 W IOWA U
BUS3 15C8 AZTEC C
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
GRAD 1508 AZTEC C
GRAD 1106 W MAIN U
LAS1 2102 ORCH ST 201 U
ENG4 606 W HIGH U
BUS1 URH NOBLE 222 C
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
LAS3 1501 S MAPLE U
FAA4 204 W WASHINGTON U
LAS1 URH SNYDER 292 C
LAS3 307 E ARMORY 105 C
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 420 U
LAS1 URH FORBES 425 C
PE 3 907 W MAIN U
GRAD URH ALLEN 153 U
LAS1 URH SNYDER 296 C
GRAD 1105 1/2 W OREGON U
GRAD 1105 1/2 W OREGON U
LAS2 410 E GREEN 15 C
AGR3 URH ALLEN 448 U
GRAD 209 E JOHN 4 C
GRAD 500 ANTHONY 25 C
GRAD 1500 ANTHONY 25 C
AGR1 URH TOWNSFND 148 U
GRAD 2014 ORCH ST U
LAS3 212 F CHALMERS C
ENG3 1004 S 2ND C
LAS2 904 W GREEN U
BUS1 URH SNYDER 200 C
LAS4 606 S MATTIS C
L/(S1 URH TRELEASE 130 U
BUS4 ALVIN ILL
LAS3 URH GARNER 223 C
BUS3 512 E STOUGHTON C
LAS2 URH SCOTT 280 C
LAS1 305 E JOHN C
LAS1 URH GARNER 409 C
BUS2 702 1/2 W NEVADA U
LAS4 606 E FAIRLAWN U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 646 C
ENG1 URH FORBES 438 C
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON U
LAW3 2110 W WHITE 146 C
GRAD 1009 W MAIN 21 U
FAA2 703 E COLORADO U
AGR3 1110 S 2ND C
GRAD 207 PFEFFER RD 2 U
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C








































































1502 E BRIDGE ST
2209 SANGAMON AV
2104 E SANGAMON AV
502 W MAIN 227
502 W MAIN 227
611 W NEVADA




1015 1/2 W MAIN
TOWN COMMON RD
BOX 27
2541 W COLUMBIA AV
854 EMERALD BOX 56
2041 LOCUST









631 S LAFAYETTE ST
2021 W BOSTON AV
1101 N HIGHLAND
























2114 N LOCKWOOD AV
6532 DRAKE




708 NE 16TH CT
1663 ESTE AV
1105 1/2 W OREGON
90 CHILTERN





2007 N 25TH ST
90 V OLGAS AV


























































































































RATNASIRI NALINI P GRAO
RATZLAFF OAV I D K GRAO
*RAU LAWRENCE L GRAD
*RAU WILLIAM CHARLES GRAO
RAUCH EDWARD FRANCIS GRAD
RAUCH JANET GRANT GRAD
RAUCH PETER J BUS4
RAUOABAUGH MARK R ENG3
RAUEN DOROTHY J AGR3
RAUEN ROBERT C AGR1
RAUH ERIC J LAS*
RAUSCH THOMAS JAY GRAD
RAUSCHENBERGER CAROL LAS3
RAUWOLF WILLIAM R ENG4
RAVEN JOEL FRANKLIN GRAD
RAVENHALL MARY D GRAD
RAVER FRANK LEWIS GRAD
RAVLIN HAROLD GEORGE ENG6
*RAVLIN LLOYD W JR ENG3
RAWERS ARTHUR G ENGl
RAWLINGS DANNA M AGR2
RAWLINGS DAVID E ENG4
RAWLINGS THOMAS M FAA4
RAWLINS DANIEL D FAA1
RAWLS HENRY JAMES GRAD
RAWLS MARGARET W GRAD
*RAWLS MILDRED S LAS4
*RAWLS WILLIAM HARVEY GRAD
RAWLYK SHIRLEY ANN GRAD
RAWOT JOHN A ENG4
RAWSON JULIA A LAS3
RAY ALAN B ENG4
RAY ANGELA J LAS1
RAY JACQUELYN LAS2
RAY MARILYN D LAS1
RAY RANDALL P LAS3
RAY RUTH A BUS4
RAY SCOTT L LAS3
RAY SYLVIA DUNN PE 3
RAY TERRY K VM 2
RAYA THOMAS EDWARD BMS1
RAYBON WANDA L LAS3
RAYBOULD MARILYN K LAS2
RAYEK ZAGA ELY GRAD
RAYMER JERRY N LAW2
RAYMER JESSE D ENG3
RAYMOND DONALD C PE 1
RAYMOND RICHARD P ENG4
RAYMOND ROBERT C JR AGR4
RAYNAL DUDLEY JONES GRAD
RAYNAL GEORGIA P GRAD
RAYUNAS ROBERT J LAS3
REA MARGARET LAS1
REA MARY E LAS4
READ CHARLES AGR4
READ CHARLOTTE A LAS1
READ DAVID THOMAS GRAD
READ DORA B ED 4
READ JERRY A AGR3
READ MARK S AGR1
READ P M BUS3
READ ROBERT L AGR4
READ WILLIAM D FAA3
READER JOHN R LAS3
READWINE SCOTT JON FAA6
REAGAN BONNIE D LAS4
REAGAN DANIEL T BUS3
REAGAN ROSS S FAA4
REAL CARLOS BORIS ENG3
REAL ELIZABETH SPAHN LAW1
REAL LAWRENCE ALAN GRAD
REARDEN PHYLLIS C GRAD
REARDON BARBARA A PE 4
REAROON LINNEA K LAS3
REASOR MARILYNN R GRAD
REAT JOHN B ENG3
REAVES SHIELA I LAS1
REAVES TROY A JR GRAD
REAVIS SUSAN FAA3
REBER WAYNE H FAA3
REBEPT PATRICK E ENG2
REBHUHN DEBORAH GRAO
REBITZER SANDY JOY GRAD
RECHT EMILY C ENG2
RECHT SUSAN M LAS3
RECKERS PHILIP MERLE GRAD
RECTOR PHILLIP K ENGl
REDALEN CRAIG ELTON LAS4
REDARD THOMAS E LAS3
REDBORG KURT ERIC GRAD
REDD LINDLEY DORAN GRAD
REDDY ROBERT A FAA1
REDENBAUGH DAVID R GRAD
REDENIUS RANDALL W GRAD
REDFEPN ELWIN M ENG3
REDFIELD JERRY LAS2
REDFIELD JOEL PETER GRAD
1107 W GREEN 432 U
411 W WHITE C
109 E JOHN C
DANVILLE ILL
50 IVANHOE U
1104 S WABASH U
1111 W SPNGFLD C
901 W SPNGFLD 1 U
URH SAUNDERS 328 U
URH ALLEN 479 U
URH OGLESBY 201 U
903 E COLORADO 65 U
310 E CHALMERS 110 C
MATTOON ILL
501 W MCCULLOUGH 8 U
1302 W CLARK C
RANTOUL ILL
801 S URBANA U
2102 ORCH ST U
URH FORBES 444 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
1001 E COLORADO 36 U
510 W GREEN U
URH SCOTT 160 C
2044 A ORCH ST U
606 W ELM U
2044 A ORCH ST U
606 W ELM U
2067 C HAZWD U
306 E GREGORY C
907 W ILLINOIS U
904 W GREEN U
URH FLAGG 421 C
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 220 C
URH SNYDER 408 C
URH BLAISDELL 429 U
DANVILLE ILL
1200 WILLARD U
1005 S NEIL C
PEORIA ILL
107 E HEALEY C
URH SCOTT 209 C
403 E HEALEY 204 C
WILSON TRLR CT 2 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH LUNDGREN 3 C
1600 W BRADLEY 171 C
207 N FAIR C
1932 D ORCH ST U
1932 D ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 391 C
URH WESTON 200 C
710 W OHIO U
501 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 382 U
111 S BUSEY 2 U
QAKWOOD ILL
809 W PENN U
501 F DANIEL C
URH OGLESBY 1121 U
810 W OREGON U
URH SNYDER 212 C
URH WESTON 360 C
1103 NEVADA U
303 W GREEN 1 C
306 E GREGORY C
URH OGLESBY 1117 U
617 1/2 WRIGHT 1 C
2108 W WHITE 143 C
2108 W WHITE 143 C
CHARLESTON ILL
1510 GRANDVIEW 10 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SHERMAN 549 C
1829 W JOHN C
URH WARDALL 1225 U
817 OAKLAND 108 U
107 W OREGON U
1108 S 1ST C
BELLEVILLE ILL
809 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 260 U
URH EVANS 325 U
URH SHERMAN 666 C
URH BARTON 113 C
1009 W MAIN U
URH OGLESBY 903 U
125 DEWEY U
1107 THEODORE C
1010 S 2ND C
DANVILLE ILL
103 PADDOCK 3 C
505 E CLARK 32 C
URH BABCOCK 422 U







































































421 S OAKLAND AV
637 PROSPECT
S ROUTE 45












2044 A ORCH ST
606 W ELM
















WILSCN TRLR CT 21




1932 D ORCH ST
1932 D ORCH ST
22 S LINCOLN AV
445 SHERMAN AV 503
215 W WEBSTER ST
RR 1
RR 1
111 S BUSEY 2
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 22
RR
901 CLEARVIEW DR











































































































































REDICAN KERPY JOHN GRAD
REDING JOHN J LAS2
REDLICH JAMES W ENG3
PFDMAN DONNA G AGR1
REDMON KERRY J LAS1
REDMOND DONALD M GRAD
REDMOND JAMES THOMAS GRAD
REDMOND LAURA A LAS1
REDMOND THOMAS R LAS3
REDWINE JULIA A LAS1
REED BAF8ARA LONG GRAD
REED BRUCE J LAS3
REED CATHERINE DIANA BUS4
REED DAVID ALLEN GRAD
REED DAVID C LAS4
REED CEBPA f LAS2
REED DONALD P LAW1
REED GERALD S BUS3
REED LARRY CEAN GRAD
REED LARRY EDWARD LAS5
REED MAURA C LAS1
REED NANCY A LAS4
REED PATRICIA A LAS4
RFED RICHARD ALLAN GRAD
REED RICHARD CHARLES GRAO
REED RONALD B AGR1
REED RONALD OWEN GRAD
REEDEP LESLIE A FAA1
REEDEP RICHARD J LAS2
REEDY JAMES L ENG1
REEDY JOHN H BUS1
REEDY MAYNAPD E ENG3
REEL AIMEE S VM 3
REELAND RICHARD G LAS3
REENE JEFFREY C LAS1
*REES LEMUEL R JR GRAD
REES RICHARD D LAS3
REES ROBERT JR LAS1
REESE DAVID L LAS2
REESE JAY M LAW2
REESE JOHN HAROLD GRAD
REESE MARYELLYN A AGR4
*R^^S^ ROBERT L ENG4
REESE SCOTT OWEN GRAD
REESE TRESSIE SELBY FAA5
REESER ALAN D AGR2
REESER DOUGLAS BRUCE GRAD
REESER PHILIP D VM A
REEVES DAVID F ENG1
REEVES JOHN LAS2
REEVES JOHN E LAS1
REEVES KENT EDWARD BUS1
REEVES KIM Vi LAS4
REGAL VICKI L PE A
REGAN LUCY L LAS3
REGAN MICHAEL A BUS1
REGAN PANDY P FAA4
REGAS GUS R LAS2
REGEHR DAVID LAVONNE GRAD
REGEP GARY L LAS1
REGLI LINDA K AGR2
REGNIER JAMES M LAW3
REHFELDT STEPHEN A LAW2
REHM ESTHER N LAS2
REHM RALPH LEONARD LAS4
REHN LYNN EDWARD GRAO
REICH ALAN LAS2
REICH DANIEL A FAA2
REICH HENRY E COM4
REICHARD DAVID S BUS2
REICHARD JON D FAA1
REICHART JOYCEAN B LAS2
RFICHART VICKI S AGR4
REICHEK ELISSA RUTH GRAD
REICHEN RONALD L AGR4
REICHLE JAMES A AGR3
REICHMAN LINDA A LAS3
REICHMANN IRFNE C LAS5
REICK STEVEN E BUS2
REID DENNIS A ENG4
REID JAMES W FAA6
REID LINDA A ED 3
REID PAUL T LAS2
REID TAYLOR A LAS1
REID THOMAS LYNWOOD GRAD
REIF THCMAS P BUS3
REIFF KARL E ENG1
REIFF RICHARD PAUL ENG4
REIFSTECK FRANK S AGR1
REIFSTECK KAREN S LASl
REIFSTECK ROBERT M AGR2
REILAND ROBERT N LAW1
REILLEY GINGER L LAS4
PEILLY CHARLES C GRAD
REILLY DEBORAH J FAA2
REILLY EDWARD F LASl
REILLY JAMES T LASl
URH SHERMAN 861 C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
301 E CHALMERS 6 C
1005 LINCOLN U
UPH FORBES 225 C
1310 W UNIVERSITY U
1630 VALLEY RD C
URH TRELEASE 325 U
604 E ARMORY 1117 C
URH CLARK 307 C
7C3 W GREEN U
610 S 4TH C
BOX 2265 C
2702 N DALE C
1502 N MATTIS C
URH SCOTT 313 C
51 E JOHN 5 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
1107 W GREEN 436 U
TUSCOLA ILL
URH GARNER 446 C
310 E CHALMERS 311 C
URH VANDOREN 407 C
CATLIN ILL
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH SNYDER 213 C
1406 W UNIVERSITY U
URH CLARK 323 C
URH TOWNSEND 449 U
311 E ARMORY C
805 W OREGON U
2108 ORCH ST U
707 S BROADWAY U
504 W HEALEY C
URH BABCOCK 120 U
506 W HEALEY C
1005 CALIFORNIA U
1007 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 210 C
URH SHERMAN 1062 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH CARR 215 U
DANVILLE ILL
1014 S OAK C
RANTOUL ILL
601 S 4TH 2 C
2422 E OREGON U
504 W MAIN 212 U
313 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 806 U
1211 W CLARK 24 U
102 E CHALMERS C
102 E CHALMERS C
305 E GREEN C
505 S BUSEY 208 U
1010 S 2ND C
909 N BUSEY U
302 W GREEN U
2039 C HAZWD CT U
URH OGLESBY 307 U
URH BUSEY 333 U
2116 ORCH ST 104 U
302 W HEALEY C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
309 PAUL RR 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 419 U
URH SAUNDERS 211 U
1109 S 3RD 201 C
1405 HILLCREST U
1405 HILLCREST U
URH TRELEASE 222 U
308 E GREEN C
716 S BROADWAY U
200 PADDOCK C
505 S BUSEY 502 U
4C9 E CHALMRS C
205 PELL CIRCLE U
URH SCOTT 364 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
209 W HEALEY C
URH EVANS 201 U
URH TOWNSEND 241 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH DANIELS 119 U
1010 COLORADO 36 U
1004 S 2ND C
33 E CHALMERS 7 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
UPH SCCTT 418 C
PR 2 C
401 E CHALMERS 219 C
505 E WHITE 8 C
1608 PARKHAVEN C
910 S 3RD C
410 E JOHN C













































































1751 W 187TH ST






1751 W 187TH ST
1751 W 187TH ST




120 E OAK ST





132 S CRAIG PL
926 VALLEY RD
4950 N MARINE DR
4950 N MARINE DR
13 NAVAJO DR






PR 1 BOX 87





443 Vs HAMPTON CT
9231 RICHMOND






2116 ORCH ST 104
148 W PARK DR
304 HOLIDAY PARK
304 HOLIDAY PARK











2602 N DRYDEN PL
205 PFLL CIRCLE






STA A BOX 2011
1010 COLORADO 36
2088 RAMSEY
707 N WHITC0K6 DR











































































































REILLY JOHN EAPNETT GRAO
REILLY JOHN J LAS1
REILLY KEVIN T ENGl
REILLY MICHAEL D LAS3
REILLY PATRICIA E PE 3
REILLY WILLIAM D LAS1
REIMEPS THOMAS JOHN GRAO
REINBOLD KETURAH ANN GRAO
REINBOLO MARK LESTER GRAO
REINBOLT KATHLEEN M LAS4
REINEBACH LEONARD R BUS1
REINEBERG LEE J P= 1
REINEMANN MARCIA J LAS2
REINER JOHN C ENG4
*REINEPTSEN TORKILD R ENG2
*REINGOLD RUTH N GRAD
REINHARD GEOFFREY G GRAO
*REINHAPCT GARY D LAS4
REINHAROT GARY L AGR1
*RFINHARDT MARY LOU M EO 4
REINHAROT ROBERT C BUS3
REINHART CAROL L GRAO
RFINHART GERALD F AGR3
REINHART GREGORY D LAS4
REINHART RICK A PE 3
REINHART STEPHAN J LAS9
REINHERZ WILLIAM D ENGl
REINING JUDITH L LAS2
REINNING NANCY L LAS3
REINOLD THOMAS F LAS4
*RFINSCHMIDT ALBERT J GRAD
*REINWALD THOMAS P GRAO
REIS DEBORAH L PE 3
PREISER JOHN ROBERT GRAD
*REISINGER MICHAEL F ENG3
REISLER MAYER A LAS3
*REISMAN CARY S LAW3
*REISMAN SUZANNE S GRAD
REISS LINDA S LAS1
*REISS WILLIAM LOGAN GRAD
REITHEL DAVID A JR AGR3
REITHER MARK A LAS3
*REITZ DAVID BRUCE GRAD
REMACK ANDREW E BUS4
REMBERT GEORGE E LAS4
REMESCH MONICA A PE 1
*REMIEN ANNE HESTAD LAS5
*REMPE DAVID MAHER GRAD
REMUS MARTIN S LAS3
*RPNA ALEMAR BRAGA GRAD
RENAUD JANET E AGR2
RENCKLY THOMAS R ENG6
RENDE RICHARD J LAS3
*RENDEL CYNTHIA M GRAD
*RFNDEL JAMES FORREST GRAD
RENEGAR WAYNE R VM 1
RENKEN MARY J LAS4
RENKEN SCOTT K FAA4
*RFNKFS ROBERT JOSEPH LAW3
RENNE RANDALL S LAS1
PFNNELS MARGARET A LAS2
*RENNELS SCOTT A BUS3
RENNFR RICHARD L BUS1
RENNER RICHARD W GRAD
RENN1CK ANNE C ED 4
RFNNICK MARY ALICE GRAD
RENNOLDS WILLIAM D BUS3
RENO JEFFREY M ENG2
*RENOE BRIAN WILLIAM GRAD
*RENSHAW JAMES W GRAD
RFNSING DAVID E ENG2
RENSKEPS KEVIN J LAS1
RENWICK BRIAN L ENG4
RENZAS JAMES H LAS4
RENZI JOHN C LAS1
REPA RONALD J LAS1
REPCHAK GEORGE J ENGl
REPKA JANICE A LAS4
REPLINGEP JOHN G JR LAS4
REPPERT JAMES E LASl
REOUA DAVID L FAA3
RESCH TPACY W LAW3
RESH MAPK S BUS6
RESIDE DENNIS L FNG3
RESIDORI BEVERLY A AGR1
RESIS IDELLE LOUISE GRAD
RESLER JANET M LASl
RESNICK CECILY ANN GRAD
RESNICK GARY A LAW3
RFSNICK HOWARD ALAN LAS3
RESNICK SHFPYL P LASl
RESNICK VICKIE M ED 4
RESNIK DANIEL M LAS3
REST CAROL PE 2
RETEL DEBRA L COM3
RETOFF JILL A LAS3
RETSKY STEPHEN H FAA2
1001 W OREGON 6 U
URH LUNDGREN 314 C
1010 S 2ND C
VILLA GROVE ILL
102 E ARMORY 8 C
URH OGLESBY 916 U
901 S 1ST 7 C
603 W NEVADA 4 U
URH DANIELS 633 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH OGLESBY 526 U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 309 C
1101 S MATTIS 1-9 C
URH OGLESBY 507 U
21 MONTCLAIR RO U
FITHIAN ILL
906 1/2 W NEVADA 1 U
212 E CHALMERS C
906 1/2 W NEVADA 1 U
URH HOPKINS 160 C
507 HESSEL C
PESOTUM ILL
105 E HEALEY 3 C
TUSCOLA ILL
PESOTUM ILL
URH OGLESBY 530 U
URH GARNER 378 C
URH BLAISDELL 305 U
1006 S 3RD 17 C
808 S 1ST C
1600 W BRADLEY 259 C
MATTOON ILL
2013 D ORCH ST U
2114 ORCH ST 302 U
910 S 3RD C
2103 HAZWD DR 101 U
2103 HAZWD DR 101 U
2107 LANTERN HILL U
OVERMAN TRLR PK 6 U
URH SAUNDERS 415 U
1110 SILVER U
1203 B E FLORIDA U
104 E PARKLND TERR C
403 S COLER U
313 E JOHN 17 C
RANTOUL ILL
1607 VALLEY RD 2 C
706 W OHIO U
1831 C ORCH PL U
207 E CLARK 2 C
CHANUTE AFB ILL
312 E ARMORY C
1600 W BRADLEY 136 C
1600 W BRADLEY 136 C
801 W OREGON U
802 W GREEN 303 U
VERSAILLES FR
1810 B ORCH PL U
URH SCOTT 244 C
408 E MICHIGAN 12 U
404 E MICHIGAN U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
302 E JOHN 1104 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
102 N LINCOLN U
URH OGLESBY 1010 U
URH SNYDER 458 C
1710 KIRBY C
3102 SARATOGA C
310 E JOHN C
URH SCOTT 438 C
310 E CHALMERS 109 C
205 S LYNN U
URH FORBES 106 C
URH SNYDER 263 C
112 E CANIEL C
308 N ROMINE U
4 BURNETT CIRCLE U
URH WESTON 492 C
RANTCUL ILL
1207 E FLORIDA 14 U
302 E JOHN 1405 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH SAUNDERS 309 U
URH SHERMAN 321 C
URH LAR 416 U
610 LA SELL C
804 OAKLAND 206 U
EVANSTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 920 U
106 E HEALEY 8 C
309 E HEALEY 12 C
409 E CHALMRS C
1006 S 3RD 4 C
URH WARDALL 618 U
























































1910 S 5TH AV
614 N SUNSET AV
901 S 1ST 7





820 N 7TH ST




906 1/2 fc NEVADA
RR 1







1818 S 7TH AV
549 ARLENE DR
1604 S STATE




2013 D ORCH ST
2114 ORCH ST 302
3601 LYONS
2103 HAZWD DR 101
2103 HAZWD DR 101
2107 LANTERN HILL
OVERMAN TRLR PK 6
371 W HICKORY ST
1208 JEFFERSON ST
1203 E FLORIDA 13
8 CARAVAN LN
1223 E COOK
407 N ELM BOX 9 54
122 KIERMAN






1600 W BRADLEY 136















RR 2 BOX 87 5
15 DOLE AV



























































































































RETTBERG RICHARD J LAS4
RETTBERG SHARON L LAS3
RETTGER DAVID W BUS1
RETTGER ROBERT E BUS1
RETZSCH BRUCE W FAA4
REU REX L LAS1
REUBEN GILBERT WAYNE BUS4
REUBEN GORDON P LAS3
REUBER JANE SCHRIVER GRAD
*REUBER JEFFERY A AGR1
REUHL NANCY L LAS3
REUNING DANIEL GUY GRAD
REUSS DAVID LEE ENG4
REUTENS ANTHONY J GRAD
REUTENS MARY GRAD
REUTER LINDA R LAS2
REUTERFORS DAVID LAS3
REVAK JOANN LAS4
RFVAK MARY L FAA3
REVORO SHERRY A COM4
*REXROAD WILLIAM MAX GRAD
REXROAT PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
REXROTH CRAIG E ENG2
*REY RODOLFO GRAD
REYES BENJAMIN LAS2
REYES VIVIAN CARIDAD GRAD
REYNOLDS ALLEN L BUS3
REYNOLDS ANN ROWELL ED 2
REYNOLDS DALLAS KENT FAA4
REYNOLOS DOUGLAS I LAS4
REYNOLDS FRANCES L LAS4
REYNOLDS JAMES A JR BUS1
REYNOLOS JANET E LAS1
REYNOLDS JOHN B AGR1
REYNOLDS KEITH LAS1
REYNOLDS MARY K FAA3
REYNOLDS PATRICK T LAS3
REYNOLDS PAUL D LAS1
REYNOLDS PETER BUCK GRAD
REYNOLDS ROBERT J VM 1
REYNOLDS RONALD PAUL GRAD
REYNOLDS RUSSELL R ENG2
REYNOLDS SCOTT H GRAO
REYNOLDS SHARON NOEL FAA1
REYNOLDS SHELLEY P GRAD
REYNOLDS SUSAN S FAA2
REYNOLDS TERI ELAINE GRAD
REZNICEK AUGUST A AGR1
REZNICEK SHARON C LAS2
REZWIN JOSEPH LOUIS LAS1
RHEIN KEVIN A BUS1
RHEINWALD JOHN G AGR4
RHINEHART ROBERT E LAS4
RHOADES DUANE GRAO
RHODES HOWARD EDGAR GRAD
RHODES MARILYN S BUS1
RHODES MICHAEL W LAS1
RHODES RALPH J ENG1
RHODES REBECCA A ED 2
RHODES WAYNE S LAS3
RHYNE GEORGE TRENTON BUS4
RHYNE LINOA D GRAD
RIAL ANNE C LAS2
RIBBLE DAN A LAW3
RIBEAU SIDNEY ALLEN GRAD
RICARD GORDON W JR ENG1
RICCA LESLIE A ENG3
RICCARDO MARTIN V COM3
RICCIAPOI ROBERT P GRAD
RICE CATHERINE N AGR3
RICE DAVID M LAS1
RICE DIANE L LAS2
RICE DONNA MARIE GRAD
RICE ETHEL PATTERSON GRAD
RICE JAMES C ENG3
RICE JAMES EDWIN GRAD
RICE JAN A LAS4
RICE JOHN W BUS2
RICE JON R FAA1
RICE KATHLEEN R ED 4
RICE MICHAEL D AGR2
RICE NORVEL A JR GRAD
RICE PATRICIA A FO 2
RICE ROBERT JAY GRAO
RICE ROBERTA G GRAD
RICE RONALD L LAS1
RICE TERRY L LAS1
RICE THOMAS EDWARD COM3
RICE TODD R BUS1
RICE WILLIAM DAVID GRAO
RICH ANDERS BUS1
RICH JIMMY LEE LAS2
RICH LARRY L FAA4
RICH MAPSHA B LAS4
RICH MICHAEL K ENG2
RICH RODNEY A FAA3
RICHARD GREGORY MARK FAA3
URH ALLEN 473 U 332-3403
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
1009 W PENN U 344-0087
VERSAILLES FR
URH SNYDER 217 C 332-1683
1211 W HEALEY C 359-0180
URH BABCOCK 413 U 332-3821
808 S LINCOLN 14 U
808 S LINCOLN 14 U
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
SPRINGFIELD ILL
403 E ELM U 367-5391
U OF I AGR ECON U
1830 C ORCH ST U 344-8103
1109 WILLARD U 367-5993
604 E ARMORY 1315 C 332-1486
URH BUSEY 431 U 332-2673
URH BUSEY 431 U 332-2673
808 INDIANA U 367-3278
CARLOCK ILL
721 W WASHINGTON C 352-8931
502 E WHITE 11 C
609 W HEALEY 4 C
118 SCOTTSWOOD U 344-7035
URH SHERMAN 507 C
604 E ARMORY 2307 C
MAHOMET ILL
23 SALEM RD U 328-3274
111 E WHITE C 359.-4733
906 W SPNGFLD 7 U 344-8079
URH OGLESBY 309 U 332-5121
URH WARDALL 1016 U 332-4516
URH TAFT 119 C 332-0600
URH SNYDER 393 C
URH GARNER 476 C 332-0900
1007 S 3RD C 344-9502
URH HOPKINS 224 C 332-1206
1107 W GREEN 522 U 344-1245
906 W SPNGFLD C 344-8079
902 N GREGORY U 328-2630
URH BABCOCK 108 U
408 E SPNGFLD 5 C
23 SALEM RD U 328-3274
URH TRELEASE 914 U
505 MITCHELL CT C 352-2830
STA A BOX 2419 C 359-5493
HETTICK ILL
404 W WASHINGTON 2 C 352-9118
URH OGLESBY 819 U
URH BARTON 301 C 332-0149
2006 VAWTER 1 U
313 E ARMORY C 344-9766
2112 ORCH ST 202 U 344-2251
212 W ILLINOIS U 344-7803
312 E DANIEL C
905 S 1ST 21 C 352-1931
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
URH TRELEASE 611 U 332-5568
4C9 E CHALMERS C
209 E ARMORY C 344-1414
301 E WHITE 8 C 356-0990
URH HOPKINS 410 C 332-1332
101 E DANIEL C 344-7056
502 E WHITE C
1002 W BEARDSLEY C
URH TOWNSEND 171 U 332-4035
URH TAFT 425 C 332-1179
903 W OREGON U
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
URH BARTON 125 C 332-0125
URH LAR 264 U 332-2975
708 S COTTAGE GR U 367-1588
2103 HAZWD DR 202 U 367-1031
1110 W STOUGHTON U 344-0601
URH OGLESBY 414 U
404 S PRAIRIE 8 C 356-6349
PFORIA ILL
110 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 303 U
URH ALLEN 461 U
1010 S 1ST C 344-8447
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
1203 W MAIN U 367-4827
CHICAGO ILL
URH NOBLE 208 C 332-0386
URH TOWNSENO 152 U
1107 COUNTRY LN C
URH FORBES 439 C
704 N RANDOLPH C 35O-7970
409 E CHALMRS C
209 PAUL 2 C 356-0625
1205 FLORIDA 12 U 344-3483
814 W STOUGHTON U 328-1333
URH TOWNSEND 145 U 344-8067
204 E JOHN C
1600 W BRADLEY 201 C
4821 W GEORGE ST
1424 MAYFAIR RD
617 S STONE AV
617 S STONE AV
327 W PRAIRIE AV
330 N MADISON ST
537 CAROLINA AV
815 OAKLEY AV




707 N HARRISON ST


















314 N TRASK ST
635 S GRANT ST
1102 VAN BUREN ST
8847 S BISHOP ST
1474 W HAWKINS ST
1300 S STEWART
702 E 6TH ST
1107 W GREEN 522
906 H SPNGFLD
13 HAMPTON ST





STA A BOX 2419
RR 1
404 W WASHINGTON 2
5724 N MOZART
75 GPAYMOOR LN
10624 S HOMAN AV
BOX 251
2112 ORCH ST 202
212 W ILLINOIS
802 W MAIN
905 S 1ST 21









6215 S ADAMS ST





708 S COTTAGE GR
2103 HAZWD DR 2 02










4823 E LAKE HARRIT
1025 S 1ST AV
520 E DIVISION
1107 COUNTRY LN











































































































RICHARD KRISHNA M AGR*
RICHARD PATRICIA E LAS3
RICHARD WILLIAM A LAS1
RICHARDS ANNE GRAD
RICHARDS CHARLES JR LAW2
RICHARDS ELIZABETH A ENG2
RICHARDS HOWARD R LAS3
RICHARDS JAMES B ENG1
RICHARDS JEFFREY P BUS1
RICHARDS JOHN LEWIS GRAD
RICHARDS JON M LAS1
RICHARDS LAUREL ANN GRAO
RICHARDS MARY J LAS1
RICHARDS MARY L LAS*
RICHARDS MICHAEL J LASl
RICHARDS NANCY LEE GRAD
RICHARDS ROSA LEF U LAW3
RICHARDS SALLY A LASl
RICHARDS STEPHEN J COM3
RICHARDS TIMOTHY R ENG2
RICHARDS WENDY S LAS3
RICHARDS WILLIAM F GRAD
RICHARDSON BRENDA K PE *
RICHARDSON CAROL A LAS*
RICHARDSON DAVID M LAS2
RICHARDSON EARL T LASl
RICHARDSON ELIJAH LAW1
RICHARDSON EUGENIA LAS*
RICHARDSON GEORGE G ENG3
RICHARDSON GERALD J GRAD
RICHAROSON JEAN A LAS*
RICHARDSON JERRY W ENG1
RICHARDSON JOHN F JR LAS2
RICHARDSON KAROL H GRAD
RICHARDSON KATHY M GRAD
RICHARDSON KENT T GRAD
RICHARDSON MICHAEL B GRAD
RICHARDSON PATRICIA LAS3
RICHAROSON ROY N ED *
RICHARDSON THOMAS L LAS3
RICHARDSON WILLIAM A ENG2
RICHARDSON WILLIAM F LAW3
RICHERT CATHERINE S GRAD
RICHFY DFLLA M LAS2
RICHLER THOMAS J ENG2
RICHMAN ROBERT M GRAD
RICHMAN SUSAN M ENG1
RICHMOND CHARLES S BUS*
RICHMOND DAVID R LASl
RICHMOND DORIS ED 2
RICHTER BARBARA J AGR3
RICHTFR ERIC S GRAD
RICHTER GEORGE E LAS*
RICHTER HEATHER MAE GRAD
RICHTER JAY D FNG*
RICHTER MARIA T LASl
RICHTER MARY C FAA1
RICHTER MELINDA M LAS*
RICHTER SCOTT P ENG*
RICHTER STEVEN I GRAD
RICHTER VICKI A FAA2
RICK JAMES S FAA*
RICKARD LOREN JAMES GRAD
RICKAPD NORMA J GRAD
RICKFLMAN CYNTHIA K LAS2
RICKFLMAN JOSEPH G LAS3
RICKER AXEL C LAS*
RICKEP NANCY J FAA2
RICKER RANDALL E ENG3
RICKER SUSAN L FAA*
RICKERT KATHLEEN A LAS3
RICKETTS JOHN A FAA*
RICKMAN ROBERT LEE GRAD
RIDDLE CAPTORIA T ED 2
RIDDLE GUY G LAS*
RIDDLE JOHN FRED GRAD
RIDDLF PATRICIA K GRAD
RIDDLE PONALD W GRAD
RIDOLF SANDPA J AGR1
RIDDLE SUSAN J PE 1
RIDDLE WAYNE D LASl
RIDER STEVEN W BUS*
RIDLeAUFP. MICHAEL W BUS3
RIDLEN BARBARA J ED *
RIDLFY PATRICIA A AGR
1
RIEBFL DAVID ARTHUR BUS*
RIECKF JOANN GRAD
RIECKE ROBERT J LAS*
RIEDELL CAROLYN B FAA3
RIEDEPMAN MARK W LASl
RIEDL JAMES M ENG2
RIEGEl^AN JAMES IRA GRAD
RIFGFR GEORGE E ENG*
RIEGFR JEAN M PF 1
RIEGFR JUDY E ED 3
RIEGLER GARY M AGR2
RIEKF MARK H PE *
907 W OREGON * U
90* S 3RD C
URH NOBLE 327 C
810 KIRBY C
611 E FAIRLAWN U
URH WARDALL 1010 U
20* E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 219 C
URH BLAISDELL 10* U
1705 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 296 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
*09 E CHALMERS 613 C
HARVARD ILL
311 E ARMORY C
506 S LINCOLN U
1705 VALLEY C
URH LAR 101 U
1101 W PENN U
URH WESTON *21 C
902 S 3RD C
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
1113 S 3RD 20* C
503 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT *6* C
URH BABCOCK *0* U
607 W SPNGFLO 12 C
URH VANDOREN 310 C
URH TAFT 127 C
*03 BRIAR LN 21* C
510 E STOUGHTON C
*11 E GREEN C
KENNEY ILL
1308 W GREEN C
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W OREGON U
*09 E CHALMRS C
515 W UNIVERSITY U
URH NOBLE 202 C
OAK FOREST ILL
105 E CHALMERS 20* C
URH SHERMAN 231 C
URH DELTA HSE 1 U
URH CARR 102 U
URH SHERMAN 2*8 C
URH VANDOREN 20* C
20C9 S PHILO RD U
URH BARTON 22* C
URH VANDOREN *25 C
502 E CLAIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 210 U
1520 JOHN C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 2 U
505 E CLARK 15 C
URH LAR 37* U
URH ALLEN 109 U
509 E CLARK 15 C
120* W STOUGHTON U
URH DANIELS 191 U
URH TRELEASE 1009 U
815 N MCKINLEY C
1201 FLORIDA 32 U
1201 FLORIDA 32 U
URH TRELEASE 1028 U
1301 S BUSEY U
90* N BROADWAY 212 U
903 S *TH C
URH WESTON 372 C
903 S *TH C
HCOPFSTON ILL
110 E ARMORY C
70* 1/2 W STOUGHTN U
*0* E STOUGHTON C
201 S BIRCH U
509 S 5TH 3 C
107 W CALIFORNIA 8 U
1503 CAMBRIDGE C
URH HOPKINS *96 C
URH HOPKINS *82 C
URH GARNER 288 C
907 S 2ND 1 C
1010 S 2ND C
1102 S LINCOLN U
*09 E CHALMRS C
URH SCOTT *5* C
1211 W CLARK 21 U
1213 W MAIN U
505 S BUSEY 207 U
URH OGLESBY 520 U
URH SCOTT 2*2 C
907 S 2ND 2 C
60* E ARMORY 21** C
URH SCOTT *9* C
VILLA PARK ILL
1010 S 2ND C






























































9301 N KENTON AV










15 OAK HILL DR
3^0 S DIVISION












607 W SPNGFLD 12
7112 ST LAWRENCE
9407 RICHARDSON RD
403 BRIAR LN 21*
5510 S WOODLAWN AV
NOT GIVEN
5510 S WOODLAWN AV
BOX 5
1308 W GREEN
810 N SHERMAN 6
1101 W OREGON
11 VICTORIA LN







5629 N FARNA AV
1835E W HOOD
1112 BROADWAY
481 S NELSON AV
725 W 66TH PL
502 E CALIFORNIA
2418 ST DENIS LA
1502 W BRYN MAWR
30 S QUINCY ST
407 S MAIN ST
517 N 5TH AV
2760 WOODMONT DR
5637 N CHRISTIANA
1028 S EDSON AV
1639 W HAYES ST





703 S 1ST ST
8816 W 120TH PL
903 S 4TH
426 S 13TH ST
903 S ATH
6117 S ILLINOIS 23
BOX 285












416 S I-OKA AV
3724 W 65TH ST
256 SHARON DR
6834W 95TH ST
6822 W 34TH ST
9118 LOWELL
1150 N TRASK RD
867 E GLEN AV
238 GILLICK ST
147 E ELM ST
147 E ELM ST



































































































RIEMER JAY P LAS3
RIERMAIER MICHAEL J LAS1
RIES OAVID V LAW1
RIES DUANE H LAS1
RIFSER ROBERT A ENG3
RIETVELD ELIZABETH A LAS2
RIETVELD TIMOTHY J BUS1
RIEWFRTS PAUL R ENG3
RIEWSKI MARTIN E JP LAS*
RIFFER JOYCE N LAS1
RIFKEN JEFFREY B LAW3
RIFLEMAN REGINALD P LAS2
RIGALI THOMAS J LAS2
RIGBY DAVID B ED *
RIGBY PAUL E LAS2
RIGGIO LUANN LAS1
RIGGS DONALD ROYAL GRAD
RIGGS GREGORY EDWARD GRAD
RIGGS STEVEN E BUS2
*RIGHTNOWAR CHARLES R LAS3
RIGNEY FPNEST G JR GRAD
RIGO HENRI GREGOR GRAD
RILEY CHARLES M PE 3
RILEY CHERYL L LAS1
RILEY DEBORAH H GRAD
RILEY JACK GRAO
RILEY JAMES B LAS1
RILEY JCHN E ENG2
RILEY JOHN P BUS2
RILEY JOSEPH E ENG*
RILEY KARFN S LAS3
RILEY KATHY R LAS3
RILEY MARGARET E LAS2
RILEY MARGARET L AGR3
RILEY MATTHEW T ENG6
RILEY PETER L LAS1
RILEY ROBERT ARTHUR BUS*
RILEY THOMAS W AGR*
RIMAS ALGIS VM 3
RIMBEY BRUCE A FNG1
RIMDZIUS ROBERT J LAS*
RIMM DOROTHY H PE 4
RIMNAC RANDALL C BUS2
RINCK LESLIE PHILIP GRAD
RINDLER MICHAEL E BUS*
RINEHAPT BETSY ZEIT GRAD
RINEHART JOHN KAIN GRAD
RINEWALT JAMES R GRAD
RINGENBERG JOHN J FAA1
RINGER DEBORAH F LAS1
RINGERMACHER CELIA LAS2
RINGHOFER DOUGLAS E BUS*
RINGHOFEP JEFFREY A FAA2
RINGLER ROBERT W GRAD
RINGLESPAUGH LEONARD ENG*
RINK NANCY J LAW2
RINKENBEPGEP BPYOM R AGR1
RINKENBERGER KENNETH AGR3
RINKFR ALAN DALE GRAD
RINKFR CANDISS EGGER GRAD
RINKLIN LISA M AGR1
RIORDAN KAREN ANN GRAD
RIORDAN MICHAEL M BUS*
RIORDAN SHEILA M LAS1
RIPLEY DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
RIPLEY LYNN SOPENSEN GRAD
RIPPELMEYFR KAY M LAS2
RIPPELMEYER MARLA F LAS1
RIPPEY CAROL E LAS1
RISATTI HOWARD A GRAD
RISATTI JAMES B JR GRAO
RISATTI MICHAELINF M GRAD
RISCH NEIL JAY GRAD
RISELING POLLY T FAA3
RISER DOROTHY MAF GRAD
RISKE GERALD L LAS2
RISLEY DAVID E BUS3
RISLFY MARTIN W ENG1
RISSER NANCY APLEEN GRAD
RISSMAN ALAN KENT GRAD
RISSMAN LANCE C BUS1
RISSMANN GEORGE C BUS*
RISSMANN WILLIAM J GRAD
RISTOW MARC A PE 1
RITA ROBERT ANTHONY GRAD
RITACCA DANIEL J LAS3
RITACCA ROBERT P LAS3
RITCHELL HERBERT M COM*
RITCHEY BRUCE N ENG*
RITCHIE POSEMAPIE LAS2
RITEP STEPHEN G FAA1
RITHOLZ MARCIA B ED 3
RITSERT LAURENCE E FD 4
RITSERT RONALD C FAA2
RITT HELEN G GRAD
RITTENHOUSE ANN M GRAD
RITTENHCUSE MICHAEL ENG1
305 S MCCULLOUGH U
URH FORBES 458 C
501 S ELM C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 538 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMERS 603 C
URH BABCOCK 127 U
311 W OREGON U
URH VANDOREN 409 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH OGLESBY 604 U
102 E CHALMERS C
203 OREGON U
501 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 320 C
50 E HEALEY C
1202 N NEIL C
205 E ARMORY C
1952 B OPCH ST U
E WHITE 11 C
2020 N MATTIS 303 C
305 E JOHN C
URH HOPKINS 390 C
408 W NEVADA U
81* HOLIDAY C
URH TOWNSEND 111 U
1110 S 2ND C
81* HOLIDAY C
URH TOWNSEND 141 U
502 E STOUGHTON 2 C
URH WARDALL 719 U
URH BUSEY 217 U
58 E ARMORY 8 C
1605 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH SNYDER 220 C
211 E DANIEL C
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
503 BASH CT C
1008 S 4TH C
112 E DANIEL C
203 W AVONOALE C
URH FORBES 128 C
410 W CHURCH 7 C
615 W WHITE C
501 1/2 W CAL U
501 1/2 W CAL U
1600 W BRADLEY 27 C
URH OGLESBY 521 U
11 STANFORD PL C
URH TRELEASE 1111 U
1301 S BUSEY U
102 F CHALMERS C
70* E CALIFORNIA U
*10 E JOHN C
915 W HILL C
702 W WASHINGTON U
702 W WASHINGTON U
502 E HEALEY C
502 E HEALEY 2 C
URH ALLEN **3 U
1975 D OPCH ST U




103 E PADDOCK 1 C
103 E PADDOCK 1 C
1207 W NEVAOA U
URH ALLEN 192 U
309 E JOHN C
1003 W CLARK U
1006 E DELAWARE U
1003 W CLARK U
*09 E CHALMRS C
*1* ELLS C
URH DANIELS 385 U
503 E WHITE C
ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
705 W NEVADA * U
616 1/2 W CLARK C
*09 E CHALMRS C
60* E ARMORY 219 C
50* S 5TH C
URH BARTON 225 C
908 N MCKINLEY 2 C
308 E ARMORY C
607 W HEALEY 10 C
501 E DANIEL C
809 S 1ST 31 C
URH LAR 276 U
90* W GREEN U
*09 E CHALMRS C
NORRIDGE ILL
910 S 3RD C
NORMAL ILL
1106 CENTENNIAL C


































































RR 1 BOX 55













2020 N MATTIS 303











ROUTE 2 BOX 136












*06 E STOUGHTON 1
1600 W BRADLEY 27
203 W GRANT AV
11 STANFORD PL
9713 HASTINGS DP












580 E OLD ELM RD
103 PADDOCK E 1













705 W NEVADA *





908 N MCKINLEY 2
285 N DEERE PARK
285 N DEERE PARK
230 S ROSE ST
15220 WALNUT RD










































































































RITTFR ALLEN M ENG4
RITTER JACQUELINE K AGR3
RITTER JOSEPH H VM 3
RITTFR KAREN OLEARY AGR3
RITTFR KARL M LAS1
*RITTER MICHELLE P LAS4
RITTER SCOTT MARTIN GRAD
RITTER THOMAS W AGR3
RITTMANIC LYNNE A LAS1
RITTS KAREN S LAS3
RITTS NANCY J AGR1
RITZ MARK S LAS1
RITZMAN LINDA A LAS4
RITZMAN MARYGAIL P BUS1
RIVAS DANIEL EUSEBIO GRAD
RIVERA ALICE M LAS3
RIVERA ANGEL L LAS2
RIVERA HERMELINDA LAS3
RIVERA-FERNANDEZ J GRAD
RIVERS ANGELA M FAA2
RIZZO MARK A PE 1
ROACH JOHN F LAS2
ROACH LINDA J PE 4
ROACH MARCIA F LAS4
ROADCAP NANCY K LAS2
ROAN BEVERLY G AGR1
ROBB ALLAN P GRAD
ROBB CHARLES A LAS4
*ROBB FLORENCE B GRAD
ROBB JAMES HAROLD GRAD
ROBBEN CARLA M LAS3
ROBBINS BARBARA G GRAD
*ROBBINS DAVID HAROLD GRAD
ROBBINS DAVID K C BUS2
ROBBINS GERALD M GRAD
ROBBINS LINDA KAREN LAS2
ROBBINS MARTIN L BUS1
ROBBINS PETER B LAS1
ROBBINS ROBERT R GRAD
ROBBINS SHELLEY P LAS3
ROBERDS THOMAS W BUS3
ROBERSON CALVIN R BUS2
ROBERSON GARVIN E LAS2
ROBERSON JANE E LASl
ROBERSON LENA ANN GRAD
ROBERSON WENDY C LASl
ROBERTS ALICE M GRAD
ROBERTS BETTY Y GRAD
ROBERTS CHARLES G LASl
ROBERTS DARLA N FAA1
ROBERTS DAVID A BUS2
ROBFRTS DONALD W VM 2
ROBERTS DOUGLAS C AGR3
ROBERTS GERALD E ENG1
ROBERTS GERALDINE H GRAD
ROBERTS GREGORY S LAS3
ROBERTS JULIE A ED 2
ROBERTS KAREN A LAS3
ROBFRTS LINDA J LASl
ROBERTS MICHAEL E AGR2
ROBERTS MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
ROBERTS PAMELA J LAS3
ROBERTS RONALD G LAS4
ROBERTS SANDRA S LAS4
ROBERTS SHARON K PE 3
ROBERTS STEPHEN H LAS3
ROBERTS TERRY LEE GRAD
ROBERTS THOMAS JOHN GRAD
ROBERTS WILLIAM L ENG4
ROBERTSON AMY C ED 2
ROBERTSON BARBARA E FAA1
ROBERTSON CYNTHIA P GRAD
ROBERTSON DONALD E BUS3
ROBERTSON JOHN W LAWl
ROBERTSON LOARN D GRAD
ROBERTSON RUTH ANNE BUS1
ROBERTSON THOMAS M GRAD
ROBICHAUD MARY T LAS3
ROBILLARD THOMAS M ENG1
ROBIN ARNOLD P LAS3
ROBIN LORRY A LASl
ROBINS AMY L LAS2
ROBINS CANDICE L FAA1
ROBINS DAVID S ENG4
ROBINSON BEVERLY M GRAD
ROBINSON CATHERINE L LAS3
ROBINSON CHRISTIE L LAS3
ROBINSON DAVID E ENG1
ROBINSON DEAN A AGR4
ROBINSON DEBRA K LASl
ROBINSON OIANE G LAS2
ROBINSON DOROTHY J GRAD
ROBINSON GALEN D LAS3
ROBINSON GARY NEIL GRAD
ROBINSON HUGH D BUS4
ROBINSON JAMES N BUS2
ROBINSON JAYNE A PE 3
6 LEXINGTON U
401 E CHALMERS 222 C
801 W OREGON U
CLINTON ILL
URH SNYDER 242 C
LINCOLN MBL PARK U
1617 CORNELL OR C
BLUE MOUND ILL
URH GARNER 236 C
PARK RIDGE ILL
URH SCOTT 318 C
706 W OHIO U
STA A BOX 2459 C
URH SAUNDERS 105 U
604 E ARMORY C
505 S BUSEY 507 U
URH WESTON 478 C
207 E JOHN 4 C
106 E JOHN 1 C
109 W STANAGE C
URH BABCOCK 112 U
401 W GREEN C
307 E ARMORY 308 C
DEERFIELD ILL
URH WARDALL 808 U
409 E CHALMRS C
606 W UNION C
105 E DANIEL C
606 W UNION C
409 W ELM 12 U
403 E WHITE 9 C
1107 W GREEN 128 U
1107 W GREEN 128 U
URH SNYDER 304 C
505 E WHITE 4 C
409 E CHALMERS 502 C
301 F ARMORY C
URH BARTON 316 C
407 S STATE 6 C
58 E ARMORY 10 C
601 S 4TH 5 C
URH BABCOCK 426 U
URH FORBES 322 C
URH TRELEASE 1003 U
716 TAWNEY C




URH ALLEN 122 U
309 E CHALMERS C
206 W WASHINGTON U
URH BLAISDELL 208 U
URH FORBES 388 C
GIFFORD ILL
910 W CALIFORN 3 U
URH SCOTT 306 C
MONTICELLO ILL
GIFFORD ILL
910 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 434 U
1010 S 2ND C
2221 S 1ST C
1108 NEVADA 1 U
806 S LOCUST C
2017 PHILO RD 9 U
MCNTICELLO ILL
URH DANIELS 704 U
1209 W MAIN U
URH WESTON 313 C
URH FliGG 333 C
1204 MIMOSA C
1006 S 3RD 19 C
1204 W MOSA C
309 E HEALEY C
URH FLAGG 3 C
507 W ILLINOIS U
410 GREEN C
URH OGLESBY 1020 U
105 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
HCMEWOOD ILL
URH VAN DOREN 420 C
910 S 3RD C
URH FORBES 182 C
307 E ARMORY 107 C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH FORBES 315 C
1103 S BUSEY 1 U
URH EVANS 103 U
URH WARDALL 906 U
DANVILLE ILL
105 E CLARK C
1615 SANGAMON C
1600 W BRADLEY 128 C












































































106 E JOHN 1
109 W STANAGE
1139 N SPRINGFIELD
7 S PRINCETON CT
1828 PEORIA ST
944 A WAUKEGAN RD





409 W ELM 12
418 N 8TH ST
1107 W GREEN 128
1107 GREEN 128
175 S KENILWORTH




407 S STATE 6










502 W LOUD ST






901 S MADISON ST
RR 1
4312 N LINCOLN AV



















2908 W FARGO AV
2908 W FARGO
1139 W 183RD ST
11 STONY BROOK DR
8722 N CENTRAL PK
URH FORBES 182
RITA CT
2538 K INGSTON OR
2009 N 23RD ST
RR 1
1750 W 100TH ST
34 PARK LN
1400 RIVERCREST











































































































ROBINSON JEFFREY A ENG4
ROBINSON JOAN A LAS4
ROBINSON JOHN JR GRAD
ROBINSON JULIA JEAN GRAO
ROBINSON KAY GRAD
ROBINSON KEFMIT C FAA4
ROBINSON LONAL LAS1
ROBINSON MARGARET T EO 3
ROBINSON MARTIN J LAS3
ROBINSON MICHAEL R LAS1
ROBINSON PAMELA A BUS2
ROBINSON PHILLIP JR LAS2
ROBINSON RANDALL W LAS3
ROBINSON PICHAPD B GRAD
ROBINSON ROBERT A GRAD
ROBINSON POY J BUS2
ROBINSON SIMPSON B ENG3
ROBINSON STEVEN S ENG1
ROBINSON VICTORIA J LAS3
ROBINSON' WILLIAM P LAS2
ROBINSON WILLIAM T LAS3
ROeiNSON WILLIE J ENG3
ROBISON DANIEL J FAA2
ROPLES CAMH GRAD
ROBLES HECTOR N LAS3
ROBLFS IRMA P LAS4
ROBLES IVETTF LAS2
ROBNETT CHRISTIE J LAS4
ROBSON DOUGLAS S BUS1
ROBY ANDREA J FAA2
ROBY BAPBAPA A LAS2
ROBY STEPHEN V LAS4
ROBYN RICHARD J LAS1
ROCCO CLAIPE JOYCE GRAD
ROCHE JEAN M LAS1
ROCHE KATHLFEN M LAS1
ROCHE MARIA T FAA2
ROCHFLL NANCY C LAS3
ROCK CHARLES M BUSl
POCK DAVID W LAS3
ROCK JEFFREY B LAS3
ROCK JOSEPH ADAM JR GRAD
ROCK ROBERT P JP FNG1
ROCK STEVEN J LAS1
ROCK STEVFN L GRAD
ROCK VIRGINIA F BUS4
ROCKE JOYCE E ED 3
ROCKEL JENNIFEP A LAS2
ROCKEMBACH PHILIP C GRAD
ROCKHOLC MALCOLM E COM4
ROCKOFF LAWRENCE M LAS2
ROCKOFF MARK R LAS3
ROCKWFLL KENNETH M ENG3
ROCKWOOD GARY F LAS3
RODE ALEXANDER M BUS4
RODE CLAUS HEINRICH GRAD
RODE MARVIN WILLIAM GRAD
RODECK ALAN J ENG1
RODFFFFP GEORGIA H GRAD
RODEFFEP HAROLD E VM 2
RODELL DANIEL ELIAS GRAD
RODEN RONALD E LAW2
RODENHAUSER DARREL A PE 1
RODEP MICHAEL J J AGR4
RODERICK ALICE W PE 4
RODERICK CRAIG B LAS4
RODERICK RICHARD M LAS3
RODETIS GEORGE A GRAD
RODEWALD LANCE E LAS2
RODEWALD RICHARD G AGR3
RODGFRS ALICE L ED 2
RODGERS DAVID E LAS3
ROOGERS JANICE F BUS4
RODGFRS LARFY WAYNE GRAD
RODGERS MILES E II VM 2
RODGERS ROBERT WAYNE ENG3
RODGERS VILENF K LAS1
RODICH CRAIG S BUS4
RODIEK ANNE V AGP1
RODIN MIRIAM B GRAD
RODINO MARY M LAS!
RODNICK DAVID R LASl
RODRIGUEZ ANDRES C R BUS4
RODRIGUEZ ELSIE M LAS3
RODRIGUEZ FFPNANDO LAS2
RODRIGUFZ PHILIP JR LASl
RODRIGUEZ-SEDA ASELA GRAD
RODRIGUEZ-ZELAYA F V GRAD
RODRIGUEZCHIRINOS F GRAD
ROE CHESTER T LASl
ROEDIGER GARY ARTHUR GRAD
ROEHPICK ROBIN L LAS2
ROEHPIG JOHN T LAS3
ROEHPKASSE PICHARD E GRAD
ROEING RANDALL R BUSl
ROEING RICHARD A LAS2
ROFLLF DAVID R ENG4
209 E JOHN 4 C 359-7^97
1002 W SPNGFLD 5 U
URH FORBES 182 C 332-0916
22 E CHALMERS C 359-7e22
1106 W STOUGHTON 1 U 344-6169
1113 ARBCR C 367-1446
6C8 S STATE 10 C
2603 ALTON C 356-8283
1111 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 322 U 322-5133
URH WESTON 321 C
URH FORBES 395 C 332-1082
URH TOWNSEND 134 U 332-4289
907 W STOUGHTON U 344-4420
WHITE HEATH ILL
401 E JOHN C
609 E PARK C
910 S 3RD C
URH BUSEY 115 U 332-2586
URH SNYDER 366 C 332-7787
URH GARNER 422 C 332-0681
URH TAFT 118 C
URH TAFT 10 C 332-0573
1301 W CLARK 4 U 367-9769
905 S 1ST U
905 S 1ST C
905 S 1ST 16 C
URH LAR 399 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5136
4C9 E CHALMRS C
URH VANDCPEN 122 C 332-0487
URH SCOTT 177 U 332-1426
URH HOPKINS 240 C 332-1215
UPH SHERMAN 431 C 332-4736
URH TRELFASE 809 U 332-5623
URH LAR 187 U
URH ALLEN 185 U 332-3292
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5154
URH NOBLE 221 C 332-0397
URH SAUNDERS 230 U 332-3641
202 E DANIEL C 352-5157
604 RIOGEWOOD CT C 359-8599
112 E DANIEL C
URH ALLEN 398 U 332-3382
1103 1/2 HARDING U 344-2198
604 RIDGEWOOD CT C 359-8 c99
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
908 NEVADA U 344-4313
316 S PRAIRIE 103 C 359-7248
304 4TH 2 C
UPH OGLESBY 508 U 332-5179
1110 W STOUGHTON U 344-0601
1505 KIRBY C
111 E CHALMERS 9 C
703 W CRFGON U 344-5854
VILLA PARK ILL
710 E PENN U 344-1834
URH SMYDFP 290 C 332-1733
1201 E FLORDIA 12 U 367-3949
1201 E FLORIDA 12 U 367-3949
910 S 3RD C 337-5356
24 JUNIPER C 359-8737
604 E ARMORY C
1111 S 2ND C
2C83 D OPCH ST U 328-3374
2C83 D ORCH ST U 328-3374
URH WESTON 125 C 332-1905
410 W SPNGFLD U
URH HOPKINS 253 C 332-5130
1004 S 1ST C 328-2247
206 W BEARDSLEY C 359-5160
1306 SILVER 10 U 328-1306
URH LAR 411 U 332-2913
206 W BEARDSLEY C 359-5160
1838 VALLEY RD C 359-8623
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
URH WARDALL 925 U
UPH FORBFS 430 C 332-1108
URH CLARK 319 C 332-0C45
604 S RACE U 367-0481
URH SCOTT 288 C 332-1491
211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
STA A BOX 2030 C
URH WARDALL 519 U
GODFREY ILL
408 F GREEN C
907 S 2ND 3 C 344-7371
1211 W CLARK 31 U 328-2195
401 E CHALMERS 314 C
706 W OHIO U
307 E HEALEY 9 C 359-0715
910 S 3RD C 337-5039
URH TOWNSEND 409 U 332-4182
1734 FLORIDA U 328-2351
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
211 W SPNGFLD lp2 C
62 IVANHOE U 328-1820
802 S GRACE ST
1002 W SPNGFLD 5
UPH FORBES 182
22 E CHALMERS
ROUTE 1 BOX 173A
2240 HEATHER AV
608 S STATE 14
1046 E 100TH PL
107 CENTER ST
1303 29TH ST
2056 N RUBY ST
1605 PALM DR











CAFBJL DE LA LECUA
905 S 1ST
905 S 1ST
4850 W NORTH AV
113 HOWARD ST
1434 SEL'LFCK
17104 S WHITMAN AV
8451 S KILBOURN



















8356 N LAWNDALE AV
322 SOUTHGATE DP
1642 W GRACE





1201 E FLORDIA 12
PR 2 BOX 25




2083 D ORCH ST
2083 D ORCH ST
804 N SCHOOL ST
1973 A ORCH ST








1007 LOIS PL 307













307 E HEALEY 9
10745S ST LOUIS AV







































































































ROENNIGKE ROBERT J BUS3
ROEPE ROBERT F LAW2
ROEPKE ROBERT W ENG4
ROESCH NANCY J LASL
ROESCH RONALD M GRAO
ROESE STEVEN HOWARD LAS3
ROESKE ROGER H LAS4
ROETHF SHFRPY L LAS2
ROETTGER LARRY WAYNE GRAD
ROGAK MAUREEN J ED 3
ROGAL IRA A BUS4
ROGALA JOHN E ENG4
ROGAS PAUL A ENG3
ROGER CHARLES E PE A
ROGFRS BARBARA J BUS3
ROGERS BARRY PHILIP GRAD
ROGERS BRUCE ALLAN GRAD
ROGERS CHERYL A LAS4
ROGERS CHRIS A ED 4
ROGERS OARREL R ENG4
ROGERS DAVID W ENG1
ROGERS DONALD J FAA1
ROGERS FORREST A LAS2
ROGERS GARY A ENG3
ROGERS GARY N LAS1
ROGERS JAMES K LAS2
ROGERS JENNIFER Y LAS1
ROGFRS JOAN CAROL GRAD
ROGERS JOHN S FAA2
ROGERS JOHN T LAS1
ROGERS LAURA L LAS1
ROGERS MARY C LAS2
ROGERS MICHAEL L AGRA
ROGERS NANCY E AGR1
ROGERS PATRICK M BUS2
ROGFRS ROBERT V LAS3
ROGERS STEVEN E LAS1
ROGERS STEVEN M BUS4
ROGERS STEVEN W LAS2
ROGOTS ROBERT R LAS2
ROGOWSKI BARBARA A LAS3
ROGUS KATHLFEN D ED 2
ROH CHAISUNG GRAD
ROHLF REBFCCA SUSAN ENG2
ROHLFING LONDA J AGR3
ROHLFING MICHAEL B LAS4
ROHNER LAWRENCE C GRAD
ROHP CAROLYN K FAA4
ROHRBACK STEVEN J VM 1
ROHREP PATRICIA A LAS2
ROHRER SUSAN JANE GRAD
ROHRKASTE LINDA K ED 3
ROJANAVANIJ K GRAD
ROJC KARL J FAA1
ROJIANI KAMALUDDIN B GRAD
ROKHSAR ANOUSHIRAVAN GRAD
ROKHSAP GITY LAS4
ROKOS KATHLFEN J ED 3
ROLAND JAMES EDWIN GRAO
ROLAND SUZANNE C PE 2
ROLEY ROBERT D ENGl
ROLEY SHARON J LAS1
ROLF STANLEY K AGR2
ROLL CHERYL LYNN LAS4
ROLL DAVID EUGENE GRAD
ROLL JOHN LINDEN GRAD
ROLLING RALPH T LAS1
ROLLINGS RAYMOND JR GRAD
ROLLINS OCTAVIA LYNN ED 1
ROLLINS SYLVIA F LAS2
ROLOFF RICHARD R LAS3
ROLSTON ROBERT B ENG2
ROMACK CHARLES M BUS3
ROMACK DEBRA S ENG3
ROMAGNOLI RONALD J GRAD
ROMAIN BRUCE M PE 2
ROMAN DEBORAH G LAS3
ROMAN JESSE ENG4
ROMAN KENNFTH W PE 2
ROMAN NAN P LAS3
ROMAN RONALD B LAS3
ROMANO ANTHONY J LAS1
ROMANO LEONARD S BUS1
ROMANOTTO PETEP J ENG4
ROMANOTTO RICHARD A BUSl
ROMANSKI PAUL ARTHUR GRAD
ROMANYCH MICHAEL J ENG3
ROMFI RANOALL C LAS1
ROMEIN DANIEL C BUSl
ROMEIN DONNA Z GRAD
ROMEIN STEPHEN D FAAA
ROMERO GEYSA M BUS3
ROMEPSBERGEP JAMES M ENGA
ROMEPSBEPGER M A FAA3
ROMFRSBFRGFR RONALD AGR1
ROMESSER JAMES ALAN GRAD
ROMESSER LORRAINE C LAS3
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH SHERMAN 1251 C
URH ALLEN A5A U
URH LAR A6A U
2219 S 1ST 103 C
1006 S 3RD 17 C
910 W CALIFORN 3 U
AlO E GREEN A C
203 N HARVEY U
58 E JOHN 10 C
503 E STOUGHTON A C
2502 1/2 S ANDRSN U
202 N GREGORY U
903 W OREGON U
90A S 3RD C
UPH DANIELS 733 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
1206 W NEVADA 6 U
2120 ORCH ST 20A U
URH ALLEN 351 U
URH HOPKINS 286 C
URH TAFT 2A C
URH ALLEN U
1008 S ATH C
URH GARNER 391 C
501 E OANIEL C
URH BABCOCK 3 U
509 E CLARK C
1012 1/2 CRESCENT C
URH SNYDER AA3 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
URH ALLEN 301 U
1212 CLARK U
URH LAR 361 U
URH SNYDER A08 C
TOLONO ILL
URH TOWNSEND A8A U
2120 ORCH ST 20A U
URH OGLESBY 111 U
URH BLAISDELL 230 U
URH WESTCN 213 C
URH TRELEASE 221 U
1A01 SILVER 7 U
910 S 3RD C
1200 S VINE U
3 ROSEWOOD PL U
A39 FAIRLAWN U
1C8 N GOODWIN U
1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WESTON 318 C
606 W HILL C
907 S WRIGHT C
URH SHERMAN 766 C
URH LUNDGREN 310 C
609 S ATH 5 C
1932 B ORCH ST U
1932 B ORCH ST U
1A0A S LINCOLN U
2505 S LYNN U
A09 E CHALMERS C
1510 GRANDVIEW 6 C
805 W OHIO U
809 W PENN U
A06 W WASHINGTON C
606 W OHIO U
404 E GREEN 302 U
URH BLAISDELL 107 U
112 HOLIDAY PARK C
1205 W DUBLIN U
URH SAUNDERS 302 U
URH SCOTT 269 C
URH CARR 126 U
URH TOWNSEND 210 U
URH WARDALL 709 U
URH DANIELS 515 U
URH BABCOCK 117 U
URH LAR U
STA A BOX 251A C
URH SNYDER 323 C
603 1/2 E CLARK C
913 W HILL C
SPARTA ILL
URH WESTON 350 C
607 W HEALEY 10 C
212 E DANIEL C
A06 E MICHIGAN 10 U
UPH TOWNSEND 521 U
URH NOBLE 32A C
URH 4TH C
606 S STATE C
606 S STATE C
209 S DODSON U
BLOOMINGTON RD C
301 E UNIVERSITY C
URH LUNDGREN 122 C
1613 VALLEY RD C



































































9385 N LAKE DR
2729 CAROLINE
9 LINDENWOOD DR
1008 W 6TH ST
401 TERRACE CT
1856 HULL AV
RR 2 BOX 12










2120 ORCH ST 204
407 S VANBUREN
9318 N NORTHVIEW














ROGFRS MBL ESTS 19
220 W PLEASANT AV
2120 ORCH ST 204
444 S MADISON ST
RR 1 BREEZY ACRES
234 COLUMBIA
4137 W CRYSTAL ST
STA A BOX 2147
313 BRADLEY DR
1200 S VINE
202 W POPLAR DR
439 FAIRLAWN
108 N GOODWIN
618 S GEORGE ST
115 WA-PELLA
121 W HILL ST










RR 1 BOX 138
RR 1
406 W WASHINGTON
434 W 88TH ST
620 6TH ST











STA A BOX 2514
2410 DONNA AV
3700 RIVER OAKS LN
2121 COLLETT LN
111 PHILLIPS
RR 2 BOX 341

















































































































ROMIG DAVID M LAS2
ROMIG JOAN A BUS1
ROMIG KEITH D LAS1
ROMINE CRAIG E AGR1
ROMINE DEBORAH KAY GRAD
ROMINE DENNIS K LAS4
ROMINE ROSS W LAS*
ROMINE STEVE J ENG1
ROMINE TERRY J LAS2
ROMPS ROBERT JOHN ENG*
ROMWEBER CONSTANCE T FAA2
ROMWFBER JANE T LAS1
ROMWEBER SUSAN T LAS*
RONAT CHERI RAE GRAD
RONAYNE DIANA LYNN G GRAD
RONCEK DENNIS W GRAD
RONDEL KATHLEEN E ED 1
RONDINELLI ROBERT D GRAD
RONEY ELLEN E LAS*
RONGNER KRISTINA E LAS2
RONSKE DAVID E BUS3
RONZ HOWARD G BUS2
ROOD OMAR EDWIN JR GRAD
ROOF JAY E LAS3
ROOF MICHAEL R LAS3
ROOF STEVEN E BUS*
ROOK LARRY E ENG2
ROOK MARY S PE 1
ROOKER MAUREEN E AGR*
ROONEY CYNTHIA A LAS1
ROONEY TIMOTHY E GRAD
ROOP JAMES M ENG*
*ROOP RAYMOND MERVIN GRAD
ROORDA CAROLYN MARY FAA*
ROOS ADONNA J LAS*
ROOS BRADLEY ALDEN GRAD
ROOS DONALD W BUS3
ROOS ROBERT STEWART GRAD
ROOS SHARON L LAS2
ROOSE THOMAS R ENG3
ROOSEVELT DANIEL J BUS1
ROOSEVELT GREG E BUS*
ROOT DEANE LESLIE GRAD
ROOT DORIS DYEN GRAD
ROOT MARILYN MATHIAS GRAD
ROOT REBECCA L PE *
ROOT ROBERT GERALD GRAD
ROOT ROBERT W JR GRAD
ROOT VICTORIA JEAN LAS2
ROOTS JOHN E BUS3
ROPIAK JOANNE C COM4
ROPPEL BEVERLY KELM LAS*
ROPPEL HAROLD L BUS3
RORIG JAMES C LAS2
ROS WAYNE A VM 1
ROSA ALBERT JOSEPH GRAD
ROSA KATHLEEN ANNE LAS9
ROSA STEPHEN R AGR1
ROSALES PORFIRIO JR LAS*
ROSAPEP TERRY J ENG*
ROSBOROUGH DONNA J LAS*
ROSBOROUGH MICHAEL J LAW3
ROSCETTI OAVID V BUS3
ROSCETTI DENNIS A LAS*
ROSCOE JACK BUS3
ROSCZYK FRANCIS R ENG1
ROSE CAROLYN S LAS3
ROSE DEBRA M LAS3
ROSE ELLEN S LAS*
ROSE ERTHEL ELMO GRAD
ROSE HELEN NEMETZ GRAD
ROSE JAMES L BUS2
ROSE JEFFREY BRUCE LAS3
ROSE LEWIS L JR ENG1
ROSE MARK J LAS3
ROSE MAX ELLIS LAS2
ROSE MICHAEL E LAW1
ROSE MICHAEL P LAS1
ROSE PATRICIA A COM*
ROSE RONALD A AGR2
ROSE TERRY LANE GRAD
ROSEBERG JOHN E LAW1
ROSECPANS RICHARD K LAS*
ROSFN ALAN M FAA*
ROSEN BARRY S LAS3
ROSEN BARRY W LAS1
ROSEN CAROLYN A ED *
ROSEN CHERYL H LAS3
ROSEN DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
ROSEN DEAN L GRAD
ROSEN DEBORAH MUNN GRAD
ROSEN GARY STUART BUS1
ROSEN HOWARD S LAS*
ROSEN JERROLD D LAS*
ROSEN JOHN F GRAD
ROSEN LESLIE J LAS3
909 S 5TH C
URH SCOTT *61 C
URH VANDOREN 209 C
60* E ARMORY 2139 C
1010 S 2N0 C
810 KIRBY C
1002 W OREGON U
100* W OREGON U
110 E ARMORY C
1202 W NEVADA U
90* W GREEN U
URH GARNER 26* C
URH GARNER 265 C
URH FRENCH HSE 5 U
1*0* S LINCOLN U
2205 DALE 1 C
105 E HEALEY C
1303 E PENN U
206 E OREGON U
160C W BRADLEY 8* C
URH TRELEASE *19 U
905 S 1ST 22 C
299 PARKLAND TERR C
2020 N MATTIS 30* C
202 E DANIEL C
1005 W CALIFORNIA U
302 S *TH C
*09 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR *73 U
1007 E PENN U
URH CLARK 339 C
1107 W GREEN 333 U
URH TOWNSEND 178 U
901 W SPNGFLD 8 U
103 1/2 E HEALEY C
LA GRANGE ILL
1316 W WHITE C
URH GARNER 127 C
URH DANIELS *22 U
902 S 2ND C
90* W GREEN U
501 E DANIEL C
205 E ARMORY C
606 W MICHIGAN U
606 W MICHIGAN U
106 E GREEN 2 C
207 1/2 E CLARK C
106 E GREEN 2 C
1201 E FLORIDA 23 U
*09 E CHALMRS C
102 E CHALMERS C
1202 W NEVADA U
205 E HEALEY 3* C
205 E HEALEY C
506 E STOUGHTON 33 C
801 W OREGON U
1208 E ELIOT DR U
1208 EELIOT U
URH WESTON *13 C
*08 E GREEN C
1601 VALLEY RD 2 C
1015 1/2 W MAIN U
2202 HAZWD DR 10* U
705 W CHURCH C
1109 S *TH C
2117 BRISTOL RD C
112 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
90* S LINCOLN U
1001 S OAK C
APROWSMITH ILL
1311 1/2 W CLARK C
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
902 W OREGON U
*02 E ARMORY C
105 E ARMORY C
910 3RD C
*01 E CHALMERS 307 C
*09 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 35* C
619 W SPNGFLD C
2508 E ILLINOIS U
SAVOY ILL
1308 W CLARK U
503 E SPNGFLD C
1105 S 1ST C
55 E JOHN C
HOMEWOOD ILL
1976 D ORCH ST U
1976 D ORCH ST U
304 W WASHINGTON C
*06 BRIARLANE 8 C
52 E ARMORY C
2020 MATTIS 102 C
1208 W STOUGHTON U
406 BRIAR LN 8 C

























































































410 N HAODOW AV
113 POPLAR AV
4825 DAVIS






ROUTE 5 BOX 295
437 LAKE ST
1431 S WOLF RD
1107 BASIN DR





106 WHITE OAK DR
3828 SHERWIN











544 S 46TH AV









RP 3 BOX 65
2202 HAZWD DR 104







1311 1/2 W CLARK
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE
902 W OREGON








BOX 145AA RR 1
1308 W CLARK
8941 S CHAPPEL AV
4708 PRATT
6223 N ST LOUIS
17926 LAHAIGH RD
121 B ELMWOOD TERR
1976 D ORCH ST
304 W WASHINGTON
311 E JOHN 9
8912 CAVERGINE
314 W 16TH PL
5356 W BRUMMEL




































































































ROSEN LOUIS H AGR1
ROSEN MERYL L LAS2
ROSEN MICHELE S LAS2
ROSEN SANDRA J LAS1
ROSEN SUSAN F LAS2
ROSENBALM RICHARD L BUS3
ROSENBAUM ALLEN J LAS3
ROSENBAUM JERROLD FAA4
ROSENBAUM JOHN C GRAD
ROSENBAUM JUOY J GRAD
ROSENBAUM MICHAEL A COM3
ROSENBAUM RICHARD M LAS4
ROSENBERG ALAN S LAS4
ROSENBERG GERALD A AGR3
ROSENBERG JAMES A GRAD
ROSENBERG JERRY P GRAD
ROSENBERG JUDITH G GRAD
ROSENBERG KAREN L LAS3
ROSENBERG MARC S GRAD
ROSENBERG MICHAEL S LAS4
ROSENBERG NEIL L LAS1
ROSENBERG PAUL K LAS2
ROSENBERG RICHARD N PE 1
ROSENBERG ROBBIN S LAS2
ROSENBERG STEVEN J LAS2
ROSENBERG SUSAN L LAS3
ROSENBERGER RUSSELL FAA1
ROSENBLOOM BARRY M LAS2
ROSENBLOOM GAIL J PE 3
ROSENBLOOM ROCHELLE GRAD
ROSENBLUM DAVID B LAS3
ROSENBLUM ELLEN B LAS2
ROSENBLUM LAURA C LAS3
ROSENBLUM ROBERT JAY GRAD
ROSENBRIER LAURA M FAA1
ROSENCRANZ LESLIE J AGR1
ROSENCRANZ LINDA LAW3
ROSENDAHL RICHARD L BUS2
ROSENE PAUL EARL GRAD
ROSENFELD BABETTE H LAS3
ROSENFELD DAVID GRAD
ROSENFELD JUDY C PE 2
ROSENFELD MARLA J ED 3
ROSENFELD PAULA M LAS2
ROSENGREN DONALD J AGR3
ROSENGREN STEVE P AGR1
ROSENKPANTZ DEBORAH GRAD
ROSEMOUIST JOHN E ENG2
ROSENSHINE BARBARA S GRAD
ROSENSTEIN MARTIN G BUS2
ROSENSTEIN-POZAKIS C GRAD
ROSENTHAL KENNETH L GRAD
ROSENTHAL NANCY E LAS2
ROSENTHAL SHERPI J ED 2
ROSENTRETER KATHIE R LAS3
ROSENTRETER TED J LAS3
ROSENWINKEL PAMELA J LAS2
ROSENZWFIG ISAAC B LAS3
ROSEP DOYLE W VM 1
ROSETT PHILLIP D LAS3
ROSHOLT ROBERT M ENG3
ROSINSKI CHERYL A BUS1
ROSINSKI KENNETH A LAS3
ROSKAMP ANITA KAY AGR3
ROSKOS DREW E LAS4
ROSMAN ROBERT T LAS2
ROSNER CINDY A LAS4
ROSNEP RAYMOND J ENG4
ROSOLACK STEPHEN J GRAD
ROSOLOWSKI DENNIS E ENG1
ROSS ALICE BELL GRAD
ROSS BLAKE T BUS1
ROSS BRUCE J BUS1
ROSS CARL A COM3
ROSS COPINNE E BUS3
ROSS DONALD L ENG1
ROSS DONALD JR BUS4
ROSS GILBERT J LAS1
ROSS JERRY LAW!
ROSS JOHN WCODROW GRAD
ROSS JULIUS M JR FAA6
ROSS KATHRYN P GRAD
ROSS LARRY J BUS1
ROSS LEWIS H BJS2
ROSS LINDA A LAS1
ROSS MARGARET F ED 3
ROSS MEPPICK I LAS1
ROSS MICHAEL E LAS4
ROSS NORMAN E FNG4
ROSS SHERRY L AGR1
ROSS STEPHEN P BUS4
ROSS STEVEN H LASl
ROSS SUSAN E FAA3
ROSS SUZANNE GRAD
ROSS THEODA FAA4
ROSS THOMAS LYNN GRAD
ROSS VICKY L AGR1
503 E SPNGFLD C
1202 W UNIVERSITY U
URH WARDALL 926 U
URH SAUNDERS 13 U
409 E CHALMRS C
209 E JOHN 7 C
110 E CHALMERS C
401 E CHALMERS 210 C
URH DANIELS 717 U
1418 LINCOLNSHIRE C
503 E WHITE C
409 E CHALMRS C
1416 N MCKINLEY 4 C
1110 W STOUGHTON C
207 S URBANA U
URH SHERMAN 459 C
1400 N MCKINLEY 12 C
904 S 3RD C
101 S BUSEY U
103 E JOHN C
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
907 S 4TH C
1010 S 2ND C
306 E DANIEL C
302 E ARMORY C
506 SUNNYCREST U
907 S 4TH C
105 E CHALMERS 305 C
56 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 245 C
105 E DANIEL 2 C
1006 S 3RD C
503 E STOUGHTON 9 C
URH TRELEASE 507 U
URH WARDALL 1123 U
57 E JOHN 2 C
604 E ARMORY 2214 C
NORMAL ILL
604 S 1ST C
4C7 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH TRELEASE 321 U
310 CHALMERS 201 C
506 S 5TH C
58 E GREGORY C
58 E GREGORY C
605 W UNIVERSITY 7 C
URH TAFT 21 C
2011 BOUDREAU U
105 E ARMORY C
1506 S RACE U
703 E COLORADO 109 U
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 426 U
URH WARDALL 318 U
604 E ARMORY 1426 C
URH VANDOREN 418 C
URH SAUNDERS 40° U
206 S GREGORY U
105 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSEND 453 U
URH SCOTT 488 C
URH GARNER 215 C
1404 LINCOLN U
302 E GREGORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
1011 STOUGHTON U
1816 VALLEY RD C
SAVOY ILL
112 E DANIEL C
DECATUR ILL
1005 S 2ND C
URH FORBFS 127 C
LISLE ILL
107 E CHALMERS 6 C
URH FORBES 292 C
2706 CARRELTON C
URH BARTON 23 C
URH SHERMAN 855 C
617 W HILL C
1510 GRAND VIEW C
2013 CUPETON U
301 E ARMORY C
URH BABCOCK 214 U
URH TRELEASE 609 U
918 S LYNN C
907 S 4TH C
729 MATTIS C
306 DAVIDSON 1 C
URH CLARK 215 C
1111 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 123 U
URH BUSEY 326 U
108 E CALIFORNIA U
URH BABCOCK 210 U












































































40 N TOWER RD 8
605 WOODLAND TR





7804 W ARCADIA ST




907 N ROHLWING RD
506 SUNNYCREST









3525 W MONTROSE AV
RP 1















700 BRUCE LN A-603
PORTLAND LN
1038 JOHNSON ST





8600 S NEW ENGLAND












1415 E CENTRAL RD












MCPR IS TRNPKE RD 4
8 LEE PR
3939 GREENWOOD
4944 N OAKLEY AV






































































































ROSS WILLIAM Z LAW1
ROSSI ANNETTE M LAS3
ROSSI HARRIETT M GRAD
ROSSI MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
ROSSIE JOSEPH A ENG3
ROSSIE LINDA M BUS2
ROSSING MARY A LAS1
ROSSMAN LEWIS ALLEN GRAD
ROSSOFF MERRYCAROL FAA3
ROSTROM RICHARD C LASl
ROSZKOWSKI MARK E LAW1
ROTELLO STEPHEN J LASl
ROTER GLEN A BUS3
ROTFELD HERBERT J LAW1
ROTH BARBARA M LAS4
ROTH BEN MAC GRAD
ROTH DAVID M LAS2
ROTH DEBORAH FAA4
ROTH FRED E BUS2
ROTH GALE L LAS3
*ROTH JOHN MARTIN GRAD
ROTH KAREN L PE 2
ROTH MARY K LASl
ROTH MICHAEL M BUS1
ROTH MICHAEL W GRAD
ROTH RICHARD A LAS2
ROTH WILLIAM J JR LAS3
ROTHAMEL JCHN ROBERT BUS5
ROTHAMEL WILLIAM J GRAD
ROTHE DIANA J AGR4
ROTHE JOYCE F AGR2
ROTHENBERGER BRENDA ED 4
ROTHENBERGER GEORGE LAS3
ROTHEPMEL DAVID K AGR1
ROTHERMEL DONALD M ED 3
ROTHKOPF JAMES PAUL LAS3
ROTHKOPF STEPHEN J BUS2
ROTHLISBERGER DAVID ENG3
ROTHMAN HOLLY P PE 1
ROTHMAN ROBIN E LAS3
ROTHMAN SHEILA D LASl
ROTHPOCK STUART EARL LAS4
ROTHPOCK WESLEY T JR AGR2
ROTHSCHILD BRUCE L LAS3
ROTHSCHILD DAVID E FAA4
ROTHSTEIN RICHARD BUS3
ROTMAN PAMELA F LASl
ROTMAN SHER1 L PE 1
ROTOLO WILLIAM LAS3
ROTTMAN DAVID BRUCE GRAD
ROTUNNO STEVEN J LAS2
ROTZOLL DANIEL W PE *
ROUGHTON JULIENE A LASl
ROURKE MARY L AGR2
ROURKE NANCY B ED 3
ROURKE TIMOTHY J VM 1
ROUSE RONALD L LAS4
ROUSEFF FAY E LAS4
*ROUSH ALAN KEITH GRAD
ROUSH MICHAEL H ENG3
ROUSH RENE L LAS2
ROUSH TERRY D AGR2
ROUSKEY CHRIS D LAS3
ROUSOS LINDA A FAA3
ROUSSEAU CECIL JR LASl
ROUSSEAU MICHELLE LAS2
ROUZAN BRISBANE P JR GRAD
ROVEL MARSHA H ED 3
ROVELL HELAYNE R AGR1
ROVENS CAROL L COM4
ROVNICK LOIS J FAA2
ROWAN HENRY J JR PE 4
ROWAN JOAN M LAS3
ROWAN NANCIE M PE 3
ROWAMO SCOTT W LAS2
ROWE ELIZABETH HONOR GRAD
ROWE JEFFREY B LAS4
ROWE JOYCE I LASl
ROWE MARTHA J PE 3
ROWE MARY C LASl
ROWE PEGGY L LASl
ROWE RAYMOND GRANT GRAD
ROWE SHEILA A PE 1
ROWE STEVEN E AGR3
ROWE SUSAN D LASl
ROWE SUSAN E LAS4
ROWE THOMAS R ENG4
ROWE VANCE W AGR2
ROWELL KENNETH ALAN LAS4
ROWLAND DAVID S FAA1
ROWLAND DEBBIE K LASl
ROWLAND JAMES E BUS3
ROWLAND ROBERT DALE GRAD
ROWLAND TERI FEIGON ED 3
ROWLAND VIRGINIA A AGRA
ROWLEY BARBARA E LAS2
ROWLEY BARBARA L LASl
105 E CHALMERS 101 C
409 E CHALMRS C
MORRIS ILL
URH SHERMAN 852 C
803 W OREGON U
502 S MATTIS C
URH LAR 218 U
917 LINVIEW U
1103 S 1ST C
910 S 3RD C
1842 VALLEY RD C
604 E ARMORY C
110 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL
308 E GREEN C
706 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 344 C
402 W OREGON 3 U
58 E GREGORY C
904 S LINCOLN U
2057 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 828 U
URH CLARK 213 C
410 E JOHN C
908 E DELAWARE U
2508 MAPLEWOOD C
410 E JOHN C
507 W UNIVERSITY C
909 MAPLE PARK C
1004 W STOUGHTON C
501 E SPNGFLD C
ST JOSEPH ILL
814 W STOUGHTON U
1002 S LINCOLN U
4 NEWPORT RD U
311 E GREFN 107 C
URH ALLEN 34 U
URH TOWNSEND 214 U
910 S 3RD C
1203 1/2 W MAIN 1 U
URH FLAGG 432 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 207 U
904 W GREEN U
1600 W BRADLEY C
301 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 131 C
URH LAR 475 U
205 E GREEN 20 C
508 W HILL 1 C
1007 S 3RD C
505 S 1ST C
1006 N HIGHLAND U
508 E ARMORY C
706 S MATHEWS U
8C5 W MICHIGAN U
700 S GOODWIN U
CHICAGO ILL
111 W PARK 1 U
604 E ARMORY 2110 C
URH DELTA HSE 7 U
URH SAUNDERS 417 U
URH LUNDGREN 203 C
URH WAPDALL 620 U
URH OGLESBY 123 U
URH TRELEASE 307 U
URH SHERMAN 1156 C
108 S MATTIS C
802 W OREGON U
910 S 3RD C





904 W GREEN U
URH WESTON 354 C
URH GARNER 238 U
URH SAUNDERS 307 U
903 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMERS C
411 W HEALEY 1 C
URH LAR 393 U
58 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 106 U
405 E GREEN 2 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH TOWNSEND 474 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH NOBLE 222 C
URH LAR 317 U
1960 B ORCH ST U
ST MARYS RD U
1960 B ORCH ST U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 611 U



































































1515 N ASTOR 8
744 N ELMWOOD
1374 DIVISION ST


























ROUTE 2 BOX 133
RR 2 BOX 133






5 N MAY ST









4708 W CHURCH ST
200 N EMERSON ST
508 W HILL 1








1311 W 2ND ST
RP 1
280 W DUNN ST




RP 2 BOX 151












1917 3RD ST A
PR BCX 169
5650 N KIMBALL AV






ROUTE 1 BOX 122
607 W PINE
101 VASEL DR
1960 B ORCH ST
ST MARYS RD
1960 B ORCH ST
1209 S RACE




































































































ROWLEY ELEANOR P LAS2
ROWLEY JOHN L LAS1
ROXWORTHY PATRICK J LASl
ROY THOMAS W ENG1
ROYAL CHRISTINE ENG2
ROYAL DIANE PERRET GRAD
ROYALTY RUTH A EO 4
ROYCE JOHN C ENG1
ROYER RICHAPO B ENG2
ROYER THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
ROYSE NEIL E AGR1
ROZANSKI JOSEPH M LAS3
ROZANSKI RANDALL E ENG2
ROZEHNAL JOHN C ENG3
ROZEN DAVID C LAS2
ROZGO LUANNE M PE 2
ROZICH ROBERT L FAA4
ROZMAN ANTHONY J ENG4
ROZY JULI A LAS2
ROZYCKI CARLA J LAS3
RUBEN CAROL A ED 1
RUBENACKER DENNIS L ENG2
RUBENACKER KIM T LAS2
RUBENS IRENE K FAA1
RUBENSTEIN ASA LEE GRAD
RUBENSTEIN JILL A LAS2
RUBENSTEIN JOAN B PE 4
RUBERRY DANIEL J BUS1
RUBERRY THOMAS M GRAD
RUBIN ALAN E LAS3
RUBIN ALAN MARC GRAD
RUBIN CARYN L LAS3
RUBIN DAVID IAN GRAD
RUBIN DAVID M LAS2
RUBIN DEBORAH R LAS4
RUBIN FRED A GRAD
RUBIN GLORIA M FD 3
RUBIN JAMES S LAW3
RUBIN MARK R LASl
RUBIN MICHAFL P LAS2
RUBIN ROSS N LAW3
RUBINKOWSKI ADRIENNE LAS2
RUBINSON BAPRY M GRAD
RUBINSTEIN CHARLOTTE BUS3
RUBINSTEIN JOEL S LAW3
RUBIO-DCNET JUAN M GRAD
RUBSAM KATHLEEN MARY GRAD
RUBY DANIEL J LAS2
RUBY PAUL E LAS2
RUBY ROBERT A ENG4
RUCAS CAROL R ED 2
RUCH CORINNE M FAA2
RUCH PHILLIP L AGR3
RUCKES FRANCES J AGR3
RUCKS JAMES E BUS4
RUCKS WILLIAM G ED 1
RUCKTENWALD THOMAS E GRAD
RUDAWSKI BOHDAN LASl
RUDD DONALD J ENG1
RUODELL PAUL F GRAD
RUDENBERG GARY A BUS1
RUDER MAUREEN E LASl
RUDINGEP DAVID JOEL GRAD
RUDINS JOHN J LAS4
RUDISILL MIKE D ENG1
RUDNICKI RICHARD H ENG1
RUDOKAS RONALD S ENG2
RUDOLF HOMER GRAD
RUDOLPH BENNETT LLOY GRAD
RUDOLPH BRENDA A LAS4
RUDOLPH JANICE M LASl
RUDOLPH MARLENE S LASl
RUDOLPH VIRGIE L ED 3
RUDOLPHI DIANE E LAS3
RUDOLPHI JOSEPH P AGR3
RUDOLPHI THOMAS J GRAD
RUDSINSKI SALLY A BUS*
RUDY LINDA S AGRA
RUDZIN DAVID B BUS1
RUEDI JANE WINJE GRAD
RUEFFER TERRY C COM4
RUEHE FREDERIC R LAS4
RUEHE JOHN H AGR1
RUEHL CAROL A AGR1
RUEHRWEIN DONALD N GRAD
RUESCH CAROL L FAA3
RUESINK LUCINDA ANNE GRAD
RUETER ELAINE H FAA3
RUFF JANET M AGR1
RUFF PETER BUSl
RUFFATTI SHARON L LAS3
RUFFIBR CHRISTINE C LAS3
RUFFNER GREGORY N ENG3
RUFFNER HAROLD E JR ENG2
RUGE GEORGE NORMAN GRAD
RUGEN LINDA M LASl
RUGG DEBORAH CLIFTON GRAD
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
URH HOPKINS 206 C 332-1189
211 E ARMORY C 344-1574
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
710 W OHIO U 344-6212
206 W WASHINGTON 1 U 344-1275
DANVILLE ILL 443-3*59
URH NOBLE 411 C 332-0*29
409 E CHALMRS C 332-2096
1400 W PARK U
1008 S LINCOLN U
DECATUR ILL
URH BLAISDELL 207 U 332-3929
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C 337-5151
312 E DANIEL C
102 N GREGORY 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 577 U 332-4207
URH WESTON 220 C 332-1925
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
URH TRELEASE 225 U 332-5460
112 E OANIEL C 359-8222
1003 N JAMES C 352-8129
910 S 3RD C
URH SHERMAN 654 C 332-4883
910 S 3RD 803 C 337-5202
105 E CHALMERS C 344-7609
604 E ARMORY 2227 C
CHICAGO ILL
106 E ARMORY C 344-8006
615 W HEALEY 4 C 356-2711
605 S 5TH 24 C 359-8857
505 E CLARK 14 C
URH CARR 212 U 332-3893
URH WARDALL 411 U 322-6347
207 W JOHN C 359-8335
409 E CHALMRS 1201 C 384-1048
620 W HEALEY C 359-9571
1105 S 1ST C
1207 W CLARK C 344-1584
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-7732
URH BLAISDELL 424 U 332-3562
1001 E COLORADO U 328-2419
605 S 5TH C 359-0554
208 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-8193
URH DANIELS 411 U 359-7926
URH DANIELS 379 U 332-2514
GLEN ELLYN ILL
501 E DANIEL C 384-5325
503 W ELM U 367-1810
URH LAR 236 U 332-2868
313 E JOHN 14 C 384-1021
803 W OREGON U 344-3116
910 S 3RD C 337-5203
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
WAUKEGAN ILL
905 S 1ST 13 C
<509 S 3RD 2 C
604 E ARMORY 329 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH OGLESBY 919 U 332-5310
URH LAR 414 U
URH DANIELS 349 U
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
601 S 4TH 2 C
URH SNYDER 362 C
URH SCOTT 480 C
WILSON TRLR CT 55 U 367-1494
101 PADDOCK E 4 C 359-9744
1203 1/2 W MAIN U 344-5116
2044 C ORCH ST U 367-3270
910 S 3RD C 337-5219
1804 A ORCH PL U 367-9419
508 E CHALMERS C 367-7343
1301 S BUSEY U 344-1989
309 S NEW C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C 356-3239
204 W WASHINGTON U 367-3124
910 S 3RD C 337-5075
1004 S LYNN U
1854 VALLEY RD C 359-0006
410 E JOHN C 344-9477
URH ALLEN 78 U
URH ALLEN 204 U
704 W NEVADA 6 U
505 BUSEY 202 U 367-6159
RR 2 U
URH BUSEY 359 U 332-2663
URH LAR 132 U 332-2832
1007 S 3RD C 344-9501
URH SCOTT 393 C 332-1566
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH TOWNSEND 377 U 332-4168
713 W OHIO U 344-5434
27 SYCAMORE C 352-7762
URH BUSEY 106 U 332-2584










1216 N 6TH ST
RR 6
RR 8 BOX 317
4619 N GRACE ST
112 WALLACE DR
9601 N LOWELL AV
14550 BIRCH ST











10335 S HALE AV
10335 S HALE AV
6314 N CLAREMONT
615 W HEALEY 4
3355-28TH ST CT
7352 N LOWELL
4056 W TOUHY AV
4056 W TOUHY
4952 N ST LOUIS
2721 W FITCH AV
4120 SUFFIELD CT
















2807 WARNER AV RR3
2807 WARNER
16820 MARTHA DR





750 W DELAVAN AV
610 S GREEN VALLEY
3006 W BELMONT
6448 S ARTESIAN
WILSCN TRLR CT 55
101 PADDOCK
1804 A ORCH ST
1804 A ORCH PL
2411 W FITCH





110 N MAIN BOX 267
316 DARROW
58 WOODHILL CT
519 W JEFFERSON AV
604 ESSEX PARK DR
604 ESSEX PARK DR
PR 1















































































































*RUGG STFPHEN KIRK GRAD
RUGGLES CURTIS L LAS1
RUHL JACLYNN N LAS4
*RUHL JOHN ALLEN GRAD
RUICK GARRY C BUS2
RUKIN GARY S BUS1
RULISON MIKE K LAS1
RUM8CLD PETER V GRAD
*RUMORE CHARLES A GRAD
*RUMORF JOAN MATTHEWS GRAD
RUMPLE JOHN STUART LAS1
RUND DALE MARIA GRAD
RUND KEVIN P ENG3
RUN06LAD GARY U ENG3
RUNDBLOM DONALD G BUS2
RUNDE CHARLES W LAS1
RUNDF RICHARD A LAS3
RUNDE STEPHEN J ENG3
*RUNDELL DANIEL R BUS4
*RUNDCREN WILLIAM P GRAD
RUNDLE JOHN M FAA1
RUNDOUIST JOHN K AGR1
*RUNGE CHERYL STEIN LAS4
RUNGE KENNETH D ENG4
*RUNGE THOMAS FRED GRAD
RUNKLE DOUGLAS S AGR3
RUNNFELDT GAIL P LAS1
RUNSTROM CAROL A AGR3
*RUNYAN PHYLLIS M FAA2
RUNYON KATHY L LAW1
*RUOFF JOHN CARL GRAD
*RUCFF PATRICIA H GRAD
RUPERT ANGUS H GRAD
*RUPFRT JAMES J GRAD
*PUPLEY WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
RUPNOW TARI L LAS1
RUPP STEPHEN F ENG3
RUPP THOMAS J LAS2
*RUPPEL OOROTHY L LAS6
RUPPEL FRFDEPICK J LAS2
*RUPPEL TEPRY L ED 2
RUPPERT JAMES L AGR2
RUPRECHT THOMAS L FAA2
PUSCETTA BARBARA A LAS1
RUSCH ALVIN M FAA1
RUSCH ANN L LAS3
RUSCH MATTHEW JON BUS1
RUSCHAU MARJORIE K LAS1
RUSCHAU WILLIAM J LAS2
RUSE eARRY R BUS1
*RUSH DAVID ALAN GRAD
RUSH JAMES D FAA4
*RUSH JAMES HARVEY GRAD
RUSH JANE L LAS2
RUSH MARY E FAA4
RUSH ROBERT A ENG3
*RUSHEOGE EMMANUEL T GRAD
RUSHFCRD MICHAEL A BUS3
RUSHING PAUL D FAA4
RUSSCOL ALBERT I BUS1
RUSSELL BRENDA G LAS1
RUSSELL CHARLES R LAS3
RUSSELL GARY G LAS1
*RUSSELL GEORGE A GRAD
RUSSELL JAMES D LAW1
RUSSELL JAMES JOHN GRAD
RUSSELL JAMES K BUS2
RUSSELL JAMES P GRAD
RUSSELL MARY K AGR1
*RUSSELL MICHAEL H GRAD
RUSSELL ROBERT F LAW3
RUSSELL ROBERT W FAA1
*PUSSELL ROGER W GRAD
RUSSELL STEVEN D ENG4
RUSSELL SUSAN D LAS4
RUSSELL SUZANNE J GRAD
RUSSELL THEODORE E LAS2
*RUSSELL WARREN KEITH GRAD
*RUSSELL WILLIAM H GRAD
*RUSSO DEBORAH THOMAS LAS3
RUSSO GLORIA MARION GRAD
RUSSO JEFF M AGR1
*RUSSO JOSFPH A LAS2
RUSSO PATRICIA ANN GRAD
RUST NANCY J FAA3
RUST RETTA LAVERNE FAA4
RUST THOMAS F ENG1
RUTGARD JEFFREY J LAS3
RUTGER TERESA JO GRAD
RUTH DEBORAH A COM4
RUTHF VICTORIA K LASl
RUTHENBECK MARK A AVI 1
RUTHENBECK MCHAEL A AVI1
RUTHENBERG DALE A AGR2
RUTHENBERG KIRK R LAS2
^RUTHERFORD REGINALD GRAD
RUTHERMAN KATHERINE LAS2
606 S EDWIN C
806 W CHURCH U
401 E CHALMERS 304 C
1648 VALLEY RD C
1101 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 260 U
URH LUNDGREN 202 C
URH SHERMAN 660 C
902 E HARDING 92 U
902 E HARDING 92 U
URH ALLEN 256 U
URH WARDALL 414 U
PESOTUM ILL
910 W CALIFORN 4 U
WhEATON ILL
807 S BUSEY U
807 S BUSEY U
807 S BUSEY U
RR 2 U
804 1/2 N MCKINLEY C
URH LUNDGREN 226 C
1002 S LINCOLN U
808 W ILLINOIS 3 U
710 W CHURCH 6 C
808 W ILLINOIS 3 U
809 W PENN U
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
504 S ELM C
213 W JOHN C
804 S 1ST C
804 S 1ST C
307 E WHITE 15 C
NOKOMIS ILL
EDUC BLDG 306 U
URH SCOTT 491 C
46 MAPLEWOOD U
911 S 4TH C
1811 SANGAMON C
209 W IOWA U
1811 SANGAMON C
706 W OHIO U
URH TOWNSEND 282 U
URH WARDALL 1009 U
URH OGLESBY 930 U
907 W STOUGHTON U
URH SNYDER 296 C
URH LAR 395 U
URH BABCOCK 207 U
110 E ARMORY C
2704 KIRBY C
211 W SPNGFLD 201 C
26 JUNIPER C
URH GARNER 464 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH FORBES 258 C
CHICAGO ILL
1111 S 1ST C
608 E MAIN U
4C9 E CHALMRS C
URH LAR 328 U
410 E JOHN C
URH NOBLE 127 C
809 MAPLE PARK C
911 S LOCUST 105 C
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH CARR 123 U
URH DANIELS 130 U
805 W OHIO U
2108 ORCH ST 102 U
720 S BROAOWAY U
URH BLAISDELL 206 U
2303 BROAOMOOR C
906 W CLARK U
703 W ILLINOIS U
CE BLDG U
106 E HEALEY C
1603 S COTTAGE GR U
805 FAIRLAWN U
1200 VINE U
115 W WASHINGTON U
URH SNYDER 416 C
1200 S VINE U
CHICAGO ILL
310 E CHALMERS 309 C
URH CARR 206 U
1110 W SPNGFLD U
111 S BUSEY U
1510 GRANDVIEW 2 C
1107 S EUCLID 12 C
URH ALLEN 126 U
URH NOBLE 224 C
URH NOBLE 224 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH SNYDER 272 C
901 BURKWOOD U








































































902 E HARDING 92





1304 LAKE SIDE DR
209 WATER ST
20° WATER ST
301 N GREEN ST
RR 2















































600 S 6TH ST
10019 S PROSPECT
202 DODGE AV






1205 1/2 W MAIN 1
6310 COTTAGE GROVE






2951 N MOODY AV















































































































RUTLEOGE DAVID A LAS3
RUTLEDGE DONALD K ENG2
RUTLEDGE JAMES E GRAD
RUTLEDGE ROBERT G AGR1
RUTTENBFRG ALLEN R GRAD
RUTTENBERG DAVID S ENG4
RUTTER PAUL EDWARD GRAD
RUX ROBERT E FAA1
RUYECHAN WILLIAM T GRAD
RUZEVICK MICHAEL A LAS4
RUZICH VIOLET LAS2
RYAN DAVID JON FNG4
RYAN DENNIS P LAS3
RYAN DIANE M LAS1
RYAN GRACANME R LAS1
RYAN JOAN MARIE GRAD
RYAN JOSEPH S LAS3
RYAN JUDITH ANN GRAD
RYAN JUDY A FAA3
RYAN KATHLEEN ANNE GRAD
*RYAN LAURENCE A FAA1
RYAN MARK F FAA1
RYAN MARK R LAS4
RYAN MARY BETH GRAD
RYAN MICHAEL C LAS4
RYAN MICHAEL R FAA1
RYAN RICHARD J LAS2
RYAN RICHARC J LAS2
*RYAN PICK LEE GRAD
RYAN ROBERT C ENG2
RYAN THOMAS P COM4
RYAN WILLIAM J LAS3
RYBAK WAYNE S BUS3
RYBAR LINOA J FAA4
RYBERG BARBARA K AGR1
RYCZEK GARY L ENG4
*RYCZEK RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
RYDELEK PAUL ANTHONY GRAD
RYDEN JAMES R BUS4
RYDING DAVID GENE ENG4
*RYDINSKY ALLEN W GRAD
RYDZEWSKI LAWRENCE E ENG3
RYEPSON WAYNE T GRAD
RYGIEWICZ PAUL T AGR3
RYNIEC ALLEN W BUS3
RYNKAR JOHN F ENG2
RYPINSKI ADAM D LAS3
RYUJIN NANCY YAYOI GRAD
RZECZKOWSKI SUSAN FAA1
RZEPKA PATRICIA M LAS3
RZONCA RICHARD R ENG2
*RZYMSKI JOHN EDWARD GRAD
*RZYMSKI MARGARET H AGR3
SAAD JULIA ANN LAS2
SAAK BARBARA A FNG1
SAARI WILBERT R JR BUS3
SABATH BARRY A LAS3
SABATH MARALEE ED I
*SABATINI MICHAEL W ENG2
SABATINO ROBERT J AVI2
SABERHAGEN KATHPYN A LAS3
SABICH ROBERT N GRAD
SABIN NETTIF F FAA4
*SABIN PHILIP D FD 4
SABIN ROBERT L BUS4
SABIN WENDY LAS3
*SABLAN FRANKLIN D GRAD
*SABOL PHILIP MICHAEL GRAD
*SABUCO ROY A LAW3
SACCO GREGORY JOSEPH LAS4
SACHEN JACOUELYN A ED 2
SACHS JAN FAA1
SACHS JENNIFER A LAS1
SACHS JOSHUA LAW2
*SACHSE THOMAS PAUL GRAD
SACKETT CYNTHIA J LAS1
SACKLEY EDWARD J III BUS?
SACKS NANCY LAS4
SACKS RUDOLPH P JR LAW1
SADA JOHN E ENG2
SADEWATEP CONNIE A AGR3
*SADILEK RICHARD A GRAD
SADLER LARELIA J LAS1
SADLER WI LLIAM C GRAD
SADOWSKI DENNIS G ENG4




SAFANIE LINDA J AGR2
SAFARCYK DFBORAH A FO 2
SAFFIR JANICE T FAA4
SAFFORD JAMES H ENG4
SAFFOPD SHAPON ANN GRAD
SAFRANSKI JOHN P LAS1
SAGAN CAROLE FD 3
SAGASER JONI E LAS1
UPH BLAISDELL 118 U 332-3*65
1004 S 2ND C 344-9783
601 W SPNGFLD C 359-9810
58 E GREGORY C
505 1/2 S RACE 2 U
311 E WHITE 30 C 356-0121
URH SHERMAN 953 C 332-4948
URH OGLESBY 731 U 332-5262
URH SHERMAN 763 C
URH GARNER 422 C 332-0861
URH TRELEASE 630 U
2217 S 1ST 303 C
212 BRIAR LN C 352-2840
412 E GREEN 10 C
URH TRELEASE 412 U 332-5508
URH DANIELS 377 U
1105 S 4TH C 344-9645
URH SHERMAN 965 C
512 S 4TH C
509 S 5TH 20 C 352-8630
814 1/2 W CHURCH U 367-1601
URH SNYDER 319 C 332-^072
1003 W OREGON U 344-6395
URH SHERMAN 332 C
306 E WHITE 2 C
URH SCOTT 363 U 332-1543
ELK GROVE VLG ILL
URH OGLESBY 405 U
FISHERS CT 3 U 344-7419
309 E CHALMERS C
312 E ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 2245 C 384-5255
UPH SCOTT 174 C 332-1423
510 E STOUGHTON C 352-0155
PAXTON ILL
1002 S 2ND C
1600 W BRADLEY 91 C 359-6837
URH DANIELS 351 U
406 W HIGH 11 U 344-8867
103 E STOUGHTON C 356-7590
19 CEDRIC DR U
302 E GREGORY C 344-7511
URH GARNER 389 C 332-0836
505 S BUSEY U
309 E CHALMERS C 314-9620
URH TOWNSEND 365 U
507 W ELM U 344-4144
203 S COLER 2 U
UPH CLARK 432 C 332-0079
911 S LOCUST C
604 E ARMORY 1133 C
39 PRAIRIE VIEW C 643-7*49
39 PRAIRIE VIEW C 643-7449
1306 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-7053
URH LAR 407 U 332-2910
110 E ARMORY C 344-1549
509 E WHITE 11 C 359-8271
URH TRELEASE 218 U 332-5453
409 W GREEN C
505 BASH CT C
PARK FOREST ILL
610 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5294
317 S RANDOLPH C
904 N BROADWAY 21 U
58 E JOHN 22 C 359-5974
602 S RACE U 344-3734
2201 HAZWD DR 203 U
CAVENPORT HALL 109 U
RANTOUL ILL
314 S ELM 4 C 356-2864
URH SCOTT 415 C 332-1580
URH WESTON 232 C 332-1934
URH WARDALL 807 U
208 W WASHINGTON U 367-4436
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELFASE 427 U
URH OGLESBY 908 U 332-5300
106 E HEALEY 8 C
808 KERR 105 U 34^-6764
1C07 S 3RD C 344-0917
URH HOPKINS 421 C 332-1334
908 S LOCUST 201 C 356-1092
URH EVANS 111 U 332-2692
707 S 6TH 317 C
URH WESTON 132 C 332-1907
109 E CHALMERS C
109 E CHALMERS C
603 W HIGH U
1110 W STOUGHTON U 344-8C07
1104 W CLARK C
URH ALLEN 321 U 332-3193
111 E CHALMERS 15 C 344-8012
40 8 E STOUGHTON C
107 W CALIFORNIA 5 U 344-7°32
409 F CHALMRS C
612 W ELM U 344-4535






311 E WHITE 30
99-1635 PULIKI PL









5663 N MANOR LN
27 NEWTON HEIGHTS
7223 S LAWNDALE
69 N GILBERT AV
814 1/2 W CHURCH
1502 TAPPAN
1003 W OREGON
1806 S 4TH ST
306 F WHITE 2
456 E ILLINOIS AV
101 ESSEX
1033 S STONE AV
827 ROLLING PASS















6913 W 113TH ST
6206 S MULLIGAN AV
203 V, 30TH ST
4512 N HARDING
8111 N OCONTO AV





1010 W WOOD ST
2617 W ESTES AV









2201 HAZWD DR 203





PR 2 BOX 387
182 LA PIER ST
4 W 1ST ST
1616 W EDWARDS ST
9301 N CENTRAL PK
4133 SUFFIELD CT
1400 N STATE
17 W 130 ELDER LN
1001 HOLIDAY PARK
1544 D AV NE
1492 MATHER DR
BOX 109 ROUTE 1
8121 W BALMORAL AV
109 E CHALMERS 8
109 E CHALMERS












































































































SAGAT MARY E LAS1
SAGE JUNF K BOCK GRAD
SAGE VICTOR T FAA4
SAGEN ALAN R FAAI
SAGER BRIAN P AGR2
SAGER ROBERT FRANK GRAD
SAGO DORIS J BUS2
*SAHAYDA JOHN ALLEN GRAD
SAIKLEY GILBERT H LAW3
SAILER JAN M LAS1
SAILER LOU E AGR3
SAILLARD PATRICIA A LAS4
SAILLARD RICHARD A BUS1
SAILORS RICHARD H GRAD
SAIN JOSEPH JR LAS2
SAINATI PERRY M BUS3
SAIPE MERYL D COM4
SAJDAK JOANNE MARIE GRAD
SAKAMOTO DONNA D LAS2
SAKAMOTO NATHAN T GRAD
SAKOL BARRE M LAW1
SAKS JORI E LAS1
SALADIN KENNETH P ENG1
SALADINO JO-ANN C LAS3
SAL AM INI ANN MARIE GRAD
SALAMON SONYA BLANK GRAD
SALAMONE DAVID E AGR2
SALATO STEVEN M ENG2
SALAZAR HELFN BUS1
SALEFSKI GARY L ENG4
SALEFSKI MARK A BUS2
SALEM LEE A LAS2
SALEM MOHAMMAD H GRAD
SALEMI MARK S LAS3
SALES MARCIA A AGR1
SALETTE JOSEPH C III LAS4
SALIAN SCOTT C GRAD
SALIHAR MARK W LAS1
SALILI FARIDEH GRAD
SALINE JEAN A AGR1
SALIS NANCY FAA3
SALISBURY JOHN F LAS2
SALISBURY LAIRD WADE LAW2
SALLER RICHARD P LAS4
SALLINGER ROBERT H ENG1
SALM ROBERT JAY GRAD
SALMAN RANDY K FAA4
SALMO MICHAEL R FAA3
SALMO VIRGINIA ANN GRAD
SALMON JACK KENDALL GRAD
SALMON JOHN K AVI1
SALMON MICHAEL D LAS3
SALNA HARRY VERNON BUS3
SALOMON ELLEN R LAS4
SALOMON LINDA J BUS2
SALOMONE ANN M LAS3
SALPETER TERRY M LAS3
SALS TERRENCE A LAS*
SALSBURY MICHAEL F ENG1
SALSBURY WILLIAM C LAS2
SALTIEL DEBORAH N ED 4
SALTZBERG SALLY H LAS1
SALTZMAN ARTHUR M LAS2
SALTZMAN MARK A BUS1
SALTZMAN MICHAEL A BUS4
SALVATI MICHAEL E LAS3
SALYEPS STEVEN C LAS3
SALZ FRFD R GRAD
SALZ NORBERT JOHN GRAD
SALZMAN DAVID J LAS3
SALZMAN GARY H LAS3
SALZMAN JOHN M AGR1
SAMARAS KATHRYM T FAA3
SAMBORSKI ROBERT FAA4
SAMIJLENKO NICK GRAD
SAMMANN ERNEST A GRAD
SAMMARCO GRFGORY F ED 3
SAMMARCO VITO P ENG2
SAMMER LORRAINE D LAS3
SAMMONS MORRIS JAY GRAD
SAMOJEDNY GEORGE S PE 4
SAMPRACOS ANDREA LAS4
SAMPPACOS DIANE M FAAI
SAMPSON AVIS L LAS2
SAMPSON JEFFREY M BUS1
SAMPSON LINDA L AGR3
SAMPSON RICHARD G FAA4
SAMPSON ROBERT H BUS4
SAMRA SAMI GRAD
SAMUEL DAVID L LAS1
SAMUEL REBECCA J ED 4
SAMUELS GEOPGE J LAS3
SAMUELS PHILIP JULES BUS3
SAMUELSON GAYLE B BUS3
SAMUELSON KIM A BUS4
SAMUELSON LARRY W LAS2
SAMUELSON LESLEE J ED 1
URH LAR 186 U
1005 FRANCIS 6 C
BENSENVILLE ILL
1108 S 1ST C
904 W GREEN U
310 E WHITE C
500 S GOODWIN 510 U
2014 VAWTER 5 U
108 W GREEN 108 C
URH BLAISDELL 303 U
URH BABCOCK 15 U
306 N MATHEWS U
URH SNYDER 172 C
1001 S COTTAGE GR U
201 COUNTRY FR 7 C
211 E DANIEL C
307 E HEALEY C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SAUNDERS 121 U
1111 MIMOSA C
1412 N MCKINLEY 2 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 216 C
1204 S LINCOLN U
312 W SPNGFLD 9 U
704 W IOWA U
URH GARNER 323 C
URH WESTON 294 C
URH HOPKINS 409 C
1818 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 414 C
301 E ARMORY C
209 E CLARK 2 C
411 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 509 U
700 S GOODWIN U
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH NOBLE 212 C
300 S GOODWIN 513 U
URH TRELEASE 1020 U
508 E WHITE 10 C
105 DANIEL C
2110 S RACE U
809 W SPNGFLD U
URH ALLEN 251 U
1306 FAIRLAWN U
906 W SPNGFLD 8 U
305 E JOHN C
1005 S 6TH 21 C
307 N GARFIELD C
307 N GARFIELD C
504 S BUSEY U
1005 W WASHINGTON C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 306 U
704 W STOUGHTON U
1404 S LINCOLN U
404 E STOUGHTON 8 C
URH OGLESBY 916 U
URH OGLESBY 907 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
1202 W WHITE C
URH OGLESBY 406 U
907 S 4TH C
110 S GREGORY 2 U
URH GARNER 210 C
303 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 218 C
5 CEDRIC U
504 1/2 E GREEN C
105 E ARMORY C
PEOTONE ILL
505 BUSEY 406 U
904 W CLARK 7 U
1103 W OREGON U
904 W ILLINOIS 4 U
URH CARR 321 U
URH OGLESBY 1204 U
206 W WASHINGTON C
2071 B ORCH ST U
210 E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 319 U
URH LAR 108 U
URH WARDALL 607 U
URH NOBLE 117 C
309 N BUSEY 2 U
309 E HEALEY 4 C
110 W STOUGHTON U
1012 S 1ST 1 C
URH SCOTT 238 C
URH SCOTT 204 C
URH GARNER 425 C
156 PADDOCK 3 C
910 S 3RD C
1662 VALLEY RD C
URH SNYDER 212 C



















































































12272 N LEDGES CR
312 W SPNGFLD 9
704 W IOWA ST
3412 SPRING CREEK
942 E 171ST PL
2118 N SHEFFIELD
6507 SKYLINE DR






11441 S BELL AV



































501 N TOMAH AV
7453 N KEYSTONE
2650 N CENTRAL PK
904 W ILLINOIS 4
5324 W DRUMMOND PL
5324 W DRUMMOND PL
1605 GAMON RD
2071 B ORCH ST
15140 LACROSS
5626 N VINE AV




ROUTE 3 BOX 55
25 W 724 CHIEFTAIN
1012 S 1ST 1
353 W MAIN ST
807 S 1ST ST
202 MARQUETTE









































































































SANCKEN MARGO L FAA4
SANDA OONALD J FAA*
SANOA RONALD M LAS1
SANDAGE ELIZABETH S GRAD
SANDBERG MARK R ENG2
SANDBERG ROBERT EARL BUS1
SANDEFOP LOUISE GRAD
SANDEFUR WILLIAM M GRAD
SANDELSKI THOMAS S ENG3
SANDERMAN ARTHUR P LAS2
SANDERS BRION LAS1
SANDERS BRUCE EDWARD FAA*
SANDERS BRUCE ZINK GRAD
SANDERS CLAUD DUANE GRAD
*SANDERS DAVIO GLENN GRAD
SANDERS DEBORAH S LAS*
SANDERS EARL LAS2
SANDERS FRANCINE J LAS1
SANDERS GREG R ENG*
SANDERS JAMIE R LAS2
SANDERS JOEL L LAS*
SANDERS KENNETH S LAS*
SANDERS KENNETH W LAS2
SANDERS KEVIN W AVI1
SANDERS LENORE BETH COM3
SANDERS PAUL E AGR1
SANDERS PHILLIP A ENG*
SANDERS RENEE GERBER GRAD
SANDERS SHIPLEY A LAS2
SANDERS SIDNEY M PE 1
SANDERS SUSAN S AGR1
SANDFORD COLLEEN M GRAD
SANDHAGEN GEORGE W FAA1
SANOIFER IVYNNELL LAS*
SANDIFORD KEITH A GRAD
SANDLER MITCHELL H LAS2
SANDLER PHILIP W BUS*
SANDLER STEVEN A LAS*
SANDLER STEVEN M LAS3
SANDLOW MARJORIE E LAS1
SANDMAN CARY S LAS*
SANDOR EDWARD P JR GRAD
SANDOVAL JOHN D ENG3
SANDOUIST SUSAN L AGR3
SANDROLINI LAURA ED 3
SANDROLINI MELANIE FAA1
SANDS KENT P BJS1
SANDS MICHAEL BRYCE GRAD
SANDS PHILLIP M LAS3
SANDSCHAFER JOSEPH J GRAD
SANDSTROM CAROLE M LAS1
SANECKI ROBIN K VM 1
SANFOPD CLARK E LAS2
SANFOPD JAMES D LAS*
SANFOPD PETER D ENG1
SANNER BARBARA MOOR GRAD
SANNOH KALIL BRIMA GRAD
SANOWSKIS ALBERT J ENG3
SANTANDPEA MARY F LAS3
SANTANNA DESI ENG*
SANTIAGO ALFREDO JR LAS*
SANTIAGO AURORA A GRAD
SANTIC MARTIN G ENG3
SANTOGROSSI JOHN A LAS1
SANTOGPOSSI PATRICIA LAS3
SANTOS MICHELLE F LAS1
SANTOS VARGAS L GRAD
SANTOSTEFANO MARIA J LAS3
SANVI EDWARD R GRAD
SANVI JENNIFER R AU GRAD
SANZ MARK L LAS1
SAPER DIANE B ED 1
SAPIENZA JAMES F ENG*
SAPOSNIK ALAN R LAS2
SAPP SUSAN D LAS2
SARAN RAM NARAYAN GRAD
SARATORE STEVE A BUS1
SARBAUGH WILLIAM M PE *
SARCOS OSVALDO RAMON GRAD
SARD HANNAH BELLOCH FAA3
SARD MAPY MARSHALL GRAD
SARFATTY ARONA H LAS*
SARFATTY GEORGE M FAA*
SARGEANT JAMES R GRAD
SARGFNT JOHN M LAS2
SARGENT ORLETA J FAA2
SARGENT ROBERT A FAA*
SARGENT STEVEN L FAA*
SARICH MARK D FAA1
SAPINDU EKAPONG GRAD
SARLEY ROBERT AVI1
SAPMIENTO JCHN G LAS3
SARMIENTO JOSEPH J LAS*
SARNOWSKI JOHN R JR LAW2
SAROVICH STEVEN R BUS2
URH SCOTT 369 C 332-15*9
301 COTTAGE CT C
207 E JOHN 1 C 356-29*5
VERSAILLES FR
URH ALLEN 258 U 332-3311
106 W MEADOWS U 3**-52*7
910 S 3RD C 337-5183
605 EVERGREEN CT U 328-1989
1105 W OREGON U 3**-8781
1105 W OREGON 11 U 3**-8781
302 E GREGORY C 3*4-7511
URH TOWNSEND *68 U 332-*223
URH ALLEN 289 U 332-333*
311 W SPNGFLD 2 C 356-625*
DECATUR ILL
1109 HOLIDAY PK C
MT ZION ILL
1009 W MAIN 13 U
HCMEWOOD ILL
URH TRELEASE 127 U 332-5*35
*09 E CHALMRS C 3**-1266
URH TRELEASE 1229 U 332-5765
802 W GREEN 106 U
URH OGLESBY 903 U 332-5295
OGDEN ILL
URH FORBES *60 C 332-1135
URH WARDALL *05 U 332-*361
URH WESTON *32 C
112 EDGEBROOK C 352-6**2
CHICAGO ILL
2702 S DALE C 359-839*
*09 E CHALMRS C 38*-53*l
URH BUSEY 105 U 332-2583
905 S 2ND 5 C
URH TOWNSEND 583 U 332-*302
URH WARDALL 91* U
URH DANIELS 508 U 332-2300
URH OGLESBY 108 U 332-5065
605 S 5TH 7 U 356-05*5
307 E HEALEY 15 C 359-4389
503 E STOUGHTON 3 C 356-311*
URH BABCOCK 328 U 332-3805
802 E CALIFORNIA U 367-6379
208 S HARTLE 2 U 3**-3202
WILSONS TRLR PARK U
802 W OREGON 1* U 367-1763
*10 E GREEN 3 C 332-1576
URH SCOTT 206 C 332-1*32
URH SCOTT 2*5 C 332-1463
1956 A ORCH ST U 367-8619
HCMER ILL
DANVILLE ILL
URH LAR *33 U 332-2931
801 W OREGON U
URH SAUNDERS 221 U
201 S WRIGHT 12 C
URH HOPKINS 288 C
107 E CHALMERS 9 C 3*4-1003
1107 W GREEN 22* U 367-0529
211 E ARMORY C 3**-8092
URH EVANS 30* U 332-2731
1907 MEADOW C 359-4286
1505 KIRBY 20 C 359-659*
2C6* C ORCH ST U 3*4-8081
URH OGLESBY *12 U
URH EARTON 103 C 332-0108
802 W OREGON U 3**-3906
URH ALLEN 10* U 332-3117
316 S PRAIRIE 205 C 357-07*6
URH ALLEN 307 U 332-3186
1813 B ORCH PL U 328-3472
1813 B ORCH PL U
URH OGLESBY 931 U 332-5322
URH WARDALL 318 U
302 E GREGORY C 3**-7611
512 E STOUGHTON C 356-7159
120* S LINCOLN U 3*4-9892
URH TURNER 315 U 3*4-6628
1007 S 3RD C 3**-9501
203 E OREGON U 3**-896*
502 E HEALEY 308 C 359-9327
308 W GREEN 10 U 367-5110
401 W NEVADA U 367-9047
1829 B ORCH PL U 344-3836
1829 B ORCH PL U 344-3836
2415 E GREEN U 3*4-1947
604 W HEALEY C 359-4156
URH WARDALL 308 U 332-4340
9C9 S LOCUST C 359-1960
912 S 2ND C 344-9732
604 E ARMORY 142 C
1415 KIRBY C 356-3122
URH TOWNSEND 328 U
211 E ARMORY C 344-5693
1110 W STOUGHTON U
909 S 5TH C


































63* E BUCHTEL AV
**1 E CENTER ST
1953 S HOMAN
ASHDEANE VILLAGE












1956 A ORCH ST
308 S ELLEN ST
2*21 CHESTNUT
10150 S SEELEY AV




*130 ARMY ST 22
1107 W GREEN 22*
16600 PATRICIA





1200 S WALNUT ST
1200 S WALNUT
122* JACKSON ST
316 S PRAIRIE 205
2*8 W 29TH ST





9428 N LAVERGNE AV
















3838 N LAWNDALE AV
10C0 WINGATE RO
1000 WINGATE
e958 S PAULINA ST
1 BAYBROOK LN
CHICAGO IL
MEXICO 18 DF MEX
HOMEWOOD ILL































































































SARRACINO JOHN S GRAD
SARRING KAY L FAA1
SARRING KEVIN I FAA2
SARROS JOHN SPYROS LAS2
SARTAIN JAMES A LAS2
*SARTAIN KENNETH W ENG3
SARTORE STEPHAN J FAA3
SARUK MICHAEL L LAS3
SARVFR JAY I LAS2
SARVEP JEFFREY D FAA3
SARVER JUDY LEE J GRAD
SARWARK JOHN F LAS1
SARWINSKI SUSAN J LAS2
SASAKI NINA P LAS1
SASAMOTO KATHLEEN Y LAS1
SASAVAGE NANCY L LAS2
SASSE CHARLES EARL GRAD
SASSE CCNNIE R GRAD
SASSE WENDY J FAA3
SASUTA SUSAN R LAS2
SATHER WILLIAM M BUS2
SATHRE JEANNE L LAS4
SATKOFF VINCENT A AGR3
SATO MITSUTAKE GRAD
SATOLOE RALPH E BUS3
SATTERFIELD SCOTT T LAS1
SATTERTHWAITE R K AGR1
SATTERTHWAITE SUSAN AGR3
SATTERTHWAITE TOD F LAS2
SATTERWHITE DAVID G GRAD
SATTLER EDWARD L LAW1
SATTLER JOAN LINDA GRAD
SATYANAPAYANA P GRAD
SAUCEDO JARITA D ED 4
SAUDER HOWARD G BUS4
SAUDEP SHARON BETH GRAD
SAUER BRADLEY J ENG4
SAUER CHARLES M FAA3
SAUER DAVID L LAS3
SAUER JOSEPH E ENG2
SAUER MICHELLE A LAS1
SAUER ROBERT E ENG4
*SAUGET JOHN ALAN GRAD
SAUGET LINDA YAFFA GRAD
SAUL DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
SAULS JAMES M BUS2
SAULS ROBERT J LAS3
SAULT RUTH JEAN GRAD
SAUNDERS FRED L LAS3
SAUNDERS FRED M GRAD
SAUNDERS HOLLY K ED 2
SAUNDERS JAMES H JR GRAD
SAUNDERS JOHN T GRAD
SAUNDERS SUSAN K BUS3
SAUNDERS THOMAS M ENG4
SAUPE MARTIN J BUS2
SAURBORN EDWARD G GRAD
SAUSER JEFFREY P LAS2
SAUSSER MARTHA C LAS4
SAUTHOFF RALPH E ENG4
SAVAGE BRYAN F LAS4
SAVAGE JEFFREY S LAS1
SAVAGF JUDITH A LAS2
SAVAGE KENNY LAS1
SAVAGE MACAPTHUR LAS3
SAVAGE RICHARD J LAS4
SAVAGE ROBERT LEE GRAD
SAVAGE THOMAS H LAS1
SAVAGE WILLIAM K JR LAS4
SAVAIANO CHPIS A BUS*
SAVAIANO JACQUELINE LAS2
SAVELA JOHN L ENG1
SAVERSON ESTER JR LAS1
SAVILL SANDRA JEAN ED 3
SAVILLE DAVID M ENG4
SAVITZKY DAVID BARRY GRAD
SAVITZKY ISRAEL I ENG3
SAVOIE MICHAEL G ENG3
SAWDFY BARBARA M GRAD
SAWDEY MICHAEL PAYNO GRAD
SAWYER CANDACE A LAS1
SAWYER RAYMOND C GRAD
SAWYER SCOTT C BUS4
SAXLER ROBERT J FAA4
SAXNER JANET R LAS3
SAYERS WILLIAM KELLY COM3
SAYRE ANN J FAA3
SAYRE KATHLEEN A LAS1
SBERTOLI ROBERT L JR ENG4
SCAIFF DAVID R BUS4
SCALES P P LAS3
SCALES ROSEMARY LAS2
SCALETTA LAWRENCE P LAS*
SCALFARO ARTHUR G LAS3
SCALIATINE JOHN J GRAD
SCALIATINE MARY DEAN GRAD
SCALLAN MARY FRANCES GRAD
URH DANIELS 181 U
URH BUSEY 305 U
105 S LINCOLN U
212 E CHALMERS U
URH WESTON 396 C
1600 W BRADLEY 133 C
DECATUR ILL
602 S RACE U
808 W CALIFORNIA U
607 S LINCOLN 6 U
1007 1/2 PARK C
URH BABCOCK 202 U
URH VANDOREN 322 C
URH TRELEASE 912 U
URH LAR 437 U
URH WESTON 111 C
1203 MITCHEM U
1203 MITCHEM U
202 S LINCOLN 10 U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 366 U
1600 W BRADLEY 377 C
310 E GREGORY C
URH DANIELS 235 U
1002 W OREGON U
URH BARTON 3 C
URH WARDALL 312 U
1202 W NEVAOA U
101 E FLORIDA U
411 W GREEN U
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
1613 VALLEY RD 3 C
910 1/2 W CLARK U
505 S BUSEY U
702 W WASHINGTON U
611 W NEVADA U
URH SCOTT 368 C
904 N BROADWAY 217 U
URH GARNER 228 C
URH SNYDER 478 C
URH LAR 408 U




URH SNYDER 496 C
URH SNYDER 414 C
NORMAL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 180 U
1103 DELAWARE U
URH GARNER 272 C
1008 S BUSEY U
312 E WHITE C
URH GARNER 359 C
401 E JOHN C
1106 S 3RD C
1514 GRANDVIEW 6 C
1004 S 2ND C
107 WASHINGTON 11 U
1854 VALLEY RD C
URH WESTON 480 C
EVANSTON ILL
URH TRELEASE 109 U
CHICAGO ILL
209 E CLARK C
110 E ARMORY C
407 1/2 E STOUGHTN C
URH NOBLF 320 C
URH SAUNDERS 401 U
1207 W CLARK U
412 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 503 U
URH TOWNSEND 366 U
20* DODSON EAST U
1103 W OREGON U
107 E CHALMERS 4 C
802 S LINCOLN U
URH TAFT 405 C
306.W ILLINOIS U
306 W ILLINOIS U
URH SCOTT 494 C
607 S 1ST C
1722 VALLEY RD C
VERSAILLES FR
1103 S 1ST C
2107 W WHITE 189 C
1207 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 344 U
508 E SPNGFLD C
1205 E FLORIDA 31 U
1008 S 2ND C
BOX 382 C
307 E HEALEY 4 C
313 E CHALMERS C
811 W HILL U
811 W HILL U



































































1600 W BRADLEY 133














222 E TERRA COTTA
701 N 8TH ST








1613 VALLEY RD 3
1613 VALLEY RD 3
MADUGULA
7549 S PRAIRIE AV
316 S JAMES ST
325 OAKWOOD CR
539 MICHAEL MANOR


















204 S ELLEN ST
1514 GRANDVIEW E 6
3801 11TH AV PL
1825 E MAPLE RIDGE
4 LAKESIDE TERRACE
2815 W 82ND ST
435 DEWEY
1130 S MICHIGAN AV
8036 S EMERALD
15030 PAGE AV
339 N MAIN ST



















2107 W WHITE 189
115 6TH ST












































































































SCALLY CAROL J LAS2
SCALZITTI LUANNE M FAA3
SCANLAN JOHN BERNARD GRAD
*SCANLAN LAWRENCE A GRAD
*SCANLAN TARA KOST GRAD
SCAPECCHI BRUCE ALAN GRAO
SCARAMUZZO STEPHEN M LAS2
SCARBOROUGH JAMES N GRAD
SCARBOROUGH ROBERT D GRAD
SCARFO STEPHEN R AGR3
SCARPETTA JOHN P FAA2
SCARUFFI ELLEN J LAS3
SCHAAD JOHN W IV LAS4
SCHAADT PAMELA L EO 3
SCHAAR KEITH A LAS1
SCHABINGER PAUL R LAS3
SCHACHTER ROY ENG1
SCHACKEL SUSAN A EO 1
SCHAEFEP BARBARA ANN GRAD
SCHAEFEP JAMES M LAS1
SCHAEFER JAMFY LOU GRAD
SCHAEFER KAPLA P ED 1
SCHAEFEP MARK A ENG3
SCHAEFER MARY K LAS3
SCHAEFER PAMELA J FAA2
SCHAEFER PETER SCOTT BUS3
SCHAEFER ROBERT G LAS1
SCHAEFFER ANNE M LAS2
SCHAEFFFR RANDY C LAS4
SCHAEFFER THOMAS G ENG4
SCHAEFGES THOMAS M ENG1
SCHAFER JOSEPH L AGR3
SCHAFER KATHRYfM C LAS3
SCHAFER MARY THERESE GRAD
SCHAFFER JOAN L BUS2
SCHAFFER JOHN G BUS1
SCHAFFER KAPLA S GRAO
SCHAFFER MARYSUE J AGR1
SCHAFFER NEIL W AGR2
SCHAFFER PAULA S LAS4
SCHAFFER ROBERT E AGR3
SCHAFFER SARAH G LAS3
SCHAFFMAN MARK J GRAD
SCHAFFRAN JAMIE E FAA4
SCHAIBLE MARK C ENG1
SCHAIOLE WILLIAM J LAS4
SCHAINBLATT MEREDITH GRAD
SCHALCK DIANE K LAS1
SCHALLENBERG DUANE H AGR1
SCHALLEP CAROL ANN GRAD
SCHALLER DIANE P LAS3
SCHALLER MICHAEL J LAW1
SCHALLER RICHARD F ENG3
SCHALLER STEVEN G GRAD
SCHALLHAMMER DAVID G LAS4
SCHAMBACH LESLIE R AGR3
SCHANCEP SALLY AGR4
SCHANZLE ROBERT W GRAD
SCHANZLIN MARY L AGR1
SCHAPIRO SUSAN B LAS4
SCHAR PATRICIA L LAS4
SCHAR SUSAN R EO 2
*SCHARLAU CAROL Z GRAD
SCHARLAU EDWIN A II GRAO
SCHAPMER BARBARA A LAS1
SCHATTNIK DANIEL R LAS2
SCHATZ JOEL A COM4
SCHATZMAN LYNN I LAS3
*SCHAUB RICHARD L BUS4
SCHAUBERT DANIEL H GRAO
SCHAUER LYNNE A PE 2
SCHAULIN KARL J ENG4
SCHAUM JOAN L LAS4
SCHAUS MARGARET C LAS2
SCHAWEL OARYL K VM 2
SCHAYER LAUREL L LAS4
SCHECHTER MARK J LAS4
SCHECHTER STEWART LAS1
SCHECHTMAN CRAIG B LAS2
SCHECHTMAN DAVID B BUS4
SCHECK DEAN L LAS3
SCHECK DONALD W LAS1
SCHECK WILLIAM A FAA4
SCHEDEEN GLFNN J LAS4
SCHEEL MARION RUTH AGR2
SCHEELE GLEN EVAN LAS1
SCHEER JUDITH S LAS1
SCHEER LLOYO K LAS4
SCHEER WALTER H JR GRAO
SCHEETZ GEORGE H LAS3
SCHEFFEL ROBERT W JR LAS2
SCHEFFEL WILLIAM N BUS2
SCHEFFKE FRANK J LAS1
SCHEFFLER JULIE E LAS1
SCHEFTER LINDA R COM3
SCHEIBEL JOHN R ENG1
SCHEIDERER EOWIN G GRAD
409 E CHALMRS C
309 E JOHN C
819 OAKLAND 202 U
819 OAKLAND 202 U
1003 S 1ST C
105 S LINCOLN U
2020 N MATTIS 206 C
706 MCHENRY U
URH TAFT 121 C
1004 S 4TH C
703 HIGH U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
URH GARNER 260 C
DUQUOIN ILL
URH SCOTT 445 C
URH OGLESBY 742 U
URH LAR 122 U
CORAL GABLES FLA
910 S 3RD C
309 GLENN U
URH GARNER 250 C
CHICAGO ILL
909 W OREGON U
904 S 3RD C
307 ARMORY C
604 E ARMORY 2118 C
URH SAUNDERS 117 U
108 E HEALEY C
2217 S 1ST 301 C
URH FORBES 238 C
801 W NEVADA U
URH ALPHA HSE 2 U
806 S 3RD 3 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 260 C
URH DANIELS 345 U
RICHMOND HTS MO
URH HOPKINS 161 C
505 BASH CT C
URH HOPKINS 471 C
904 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS 608 U
1006 S 3RD 22 C
112 F DANIELS C
704 1/2 S VINE U
URH SHERMAN 125 C
URH ALLEN 249 U
205 E ARMORY C
705 W MAIN 6 U
1202 W NEVADA U
1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C
209 E ARMORY C
STA A BOX 2850 C
URH OGLESBY 513 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
URH SCOTT 206 C
1203 FLORIDA U
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
URH TRELEASE 129 U
URH BUSEY 429 U
URH CARR 408 U
2706 S 1ST ST RD C
S 1ST RD C
URH WARDALL 1223 U
URH GARNER 414 C
URH SCOTT 445 C
904 S 3RD C
409 E SPNGFLD C
1108 W BEARDSLEY C
4 SAFFER CT U
1600 W BRADLEY 291 C
LONG GROVE ILL
URH FRENCH HSE 7 U
707 W SPNGFLD 1 U
1006 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
105 E ARMORY C
1305 E SILVER 9 U
1507 KIRBY 2 C
URH OGLESBY 508 U
604 E ARMORY 3103 C
704 W HIGH U
1404 S LINCOLN U
206 S 6TH C
URH CARR 431 U
2006 VAWTER U
2020 N MATTIS 302 C
URH GARNER 411 C
URH TAFT 120 C
URH TAFT 25 C
URH WESTON 414 C
URH SCOTT 395 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 324 U





































































2020 N MATTIS 206
706 MCHENRY




3138 S HOME AV
115 GRANT AV





15 WESTERN AV HTS
8147 MCVICKER AV
8210 S MICHIGAN AV






210 E 11TH ST
8058 PROSPECT CT
RR BOX 46
403 W BERKLEY DR
















442 S 24TH AV
1052 PECAN CT
5733 N ST LOUIS AV
23 RUSTY WIL DR
1115 BROWN
203 JOYCE ST







2706 S 1ST ST RD
















6087 N WHIPPLE ST
4547 DAVIS ST
4547 DAVIS
4832 N SUNRISE LN











309 N PRAIRIE AV



































































































SCHEICT MARK S AGR3
=SCHEIFELE GORDON L GRAD
'SCHEIFINGER CURTIS C GRAO
SCHEIN HOWARD KARL GRAD
'SCHEINMAN MURIEL GRAD
SCHEINMAN MURRAY L LAS3
SCHELKCPF MICHAEL S AGR2
SCHELL LAURA S LAS3
= SCHELL THOMAS C B'JS4
SCHELLER JOYCE M LAS3
SCHELLING ELMER M JR BUS4
SCHELTENS JAMES G ENG4
'SCHEMSKE DOUGLAS W GRAD
'SCHEMSKF KATHLEEN A CRAD
SCHENCK JOHN J LAS2
SCHENCK STEVEN R ENG1
=SCHENDEL GAY T GRAD
'SCHENDEL JOEL DEL GRAD
=SCHENK GEPALDINE A GRAD
'SCHEPERS JAMES S GRAO
SCHER LIANNE LAS2
SCHERBROECK SUSAN L LAS4
SCHEREP ANTOINETTE J LAS3
'SCHEPER CHRISTIAN M GRAD
SCHERER DAN G BUS*
SCHERER DAVID L BUS3
SCHERER EDWAPD M LAS3
SCHEPER ELDON R AGR1
SCHEPEP ELIZABETH C GRAD
'SCHERER JANE BUFORD GRAD
SCHEPER ROBERT H ENG3
SCHERFR SUSAN A AGR1
SCHEREP SUSAN C LAS3
SCHEPMER WILLIAM H LAS4
SCHERMERHORN POY D ENG3
SCHEPPELZ JOHN A LAS2
'SCHEPTZ EMILY J FAA4
SCHERTZ MARCIA A AGR2
=SCHERTZ RANDALL W AGR4
SCHEPZINGER ANN L GRAD
'SCHEUNEMAN KURT F ED 4
SCHEWE PHILLIP FRANK GRAD
SCHEWE STANLEY L LAS4
SCHEY JOHN F BUS3
SCHIAPPA FRED B LASl
=SCHICKEDANZ DAVID I GRAD
'SCHICKEDANZ JOHN C FAA4
'SCHICKEDANZ JUDITH H GRAD
SCHICKFDANZ PEGGY A FAA1
SCHIEFFEP SUSAN M LASl
SCHIELKE KENT J LAS2
SCHIELKE PATRICK J LAS3
SCHIERER GREGORY A LAS2
SCHIEVE ERIC J LASl
SCHIFF JILL L LASl
SCHIFF MARK H BUS3
SCHIFF RICHARD E PUS3
SCHIFF WENDY P FAA1
SCHIFFEP SHARON A ED 1
SCHIFFMAN KENNETH N BJS1
SCHIFFMAN MICHAEL J LAS3
SCHIFFMAN RANDALL L AGR1
SCHIKORA MICHAEL E PE 4
SCHILD RANDOLPH D FAA4
SCHILDT HERBERT E LAS4
SCHILLEP JEANNE J LASl
SCHILLING DALE N ENG2
SCHILLING MARY S FAA1
SCHILLING RALPH E BUS3
SCHILT ERICH S LAS3
SCHINDLER BARBARA M BUS3
SCHINDLER BPUCE R LAS2
SCHINDLER GAIL A FAA1
SCHINOLES LAUREN R ED 3
SCHINGEL PHILLIP W BUS4
SCHINNEEP C L FAA2
!=SCHIPA NORMA MCNABB GRAD
SCHIRALLI MARTIN GUY GRAD
SCHIPMANG MICHAEL A LAS3
SCHIRMER RICHARD E LAS2
SCHIRPMACHEP ROBERT GRAD
SCHISSLER MARC F BUS1
SCHLACTER KAREN S FAA2
*SCHLAGENHAUF DON E GRAD
SCHLAIS WARNER F BUS3
f=SCHLAPP GAPY D VM 1
SCHLATTER JEANNE G AGR
1
SCHLAX DONALD P ED 2
SCHLEEPFR LEO B ENG4
SCHLEEVOIGT INGRID A LAS4
SCHLEICHER BARBARA A LAS4
SCHLEIDEN DOROTHY G GRAD
SCHLEIN ROBERT G GRAD
SCHLEMBACH DAVID L FAA4
SCHLEMBACH JAMES J LAS3
SCHLENKER SUSAN E PE 2
SCHLEPER KATHY A ED 1
404 E DANIEL C
RR 1 C
1418 ROSEWOOD C
705 W ELM U
9C7 S BUSEY U
753 MATTIS C
URH GARNER 325 C
401 1/2 N RACE U
511 E WHITE 1 C
URH TRELEASE 612 U
1303 EASTERN U
311 E ARMORY C
814 W MAIN U
709 N COLER AV U
URH BLAISDELL 8 U
URH LUNDGREN 126 C
48 BFLLEFONTAINE C
48 BELLFONTAINE C
1404 SILVER 1 U
TURNER HALL 17 U
205 STOUGHTON C
102 E ARMORY C
1207 WESTFIELD C
1105 B HARDING U
307 E HEALEY 4 C
308 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 105 U
801 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
1105 HARDING U
URH TOWNSEND 417 U
URH WARDALL 524 U
409 E CHALMRS C
505 S LOCUST C
611 W GREEN 3 U
401 E GREEN C
301 E UNIVERSITY C
URH VANDOREN 208 C
2060 B ORCH ST U
1107 W GREEN 232 U
1944 D ORCH ST U
706 S 1ST 202 C
URH FORBES 268 C
508 E WHITE 11 C
604 E ARMORY 1139 C
1107 W OREGON 2 U
402 BRIAR LN 3 C
1107 W OREGON 2 U
URH CLARK 324 C
URH SCOTT 400 C
URH BLAISDELL 22* U
URH BLAISDELL 212 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SNYDER 444 C
URH TRELEASE 230 U
110 E CHALMERS C
1010 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 808 U
601 S 4TH C
1001 S OAK C
409 E CHALMRS C
713 W CHURCH 3 C
1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
1007 N DIVISION U
901 S 1ST C
212 E DANIEL C
URH CARR 7 U
URH BABCOCK 424 U
URH TOWNSEND 314 U
505 S BUSEY U
106 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 405 U
904 S 3RD C
1221 HOLIDAY C
112 E DANIEL C
209 E HEALEY 1 C
URH SHERMAN 761 C
URH CARR 327 U
409 E CHALMRS 1107 C
502 W MAIN 216 U
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
1002 W WILLIAM C
901 E COLORADO 76 U
211 E CANIEL C
101 W PAPK 303 U
URH CARR 227 U
URH FORBES 393 C
401 S WEBER U
406 E MAIN ST U
310 E WHITE C
URH DANIELS 195 U
URH DANIELS U
809 W SPNGFLD U
809 W SPNGFLD U
903 W NEVADA U











































































401 1/2 N RACE



















729 1/2 W BRIAR PL
1105 HARDING
500 LINCOLN




7 N WHEELING RD
RR 1
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 199




716 S ERUNER ST
6269 N KEATING AV
1107 W OREGON 2
402 BRIAR 3
BOX 245



























2952 S 5TH ST





7235 N ALBANY AV
1002 W WILLIAM
722 N 13TH ST 411
302 S FORREST













































































































SCHLESINGER JANE I LAS1
•SCHLESINGER JERRY GRAD
SCHLES1MGER MARC L LASA
SCHLESINGER MICHAEL FAA3
SCHLESINGER MORTON L GRAD
SCHLESINGER PAUL K LAS3
SCHLICHTER DORIS J GRAD
SCHLICHTING JANAN M LAS3
SCHLIFKE JAMES S LAW3
SCHLIPF EDWARD J ENG1
SCHLIPF JANET S FAA3
SCHLIPF KAREN K AGR1
SCHLIPPER DONNA M ED 3
SCHLITT JEFFREY D LASA
•SCHLITT JOHN WILLIAM ENGA
•SCHLOBOHM STEPHEN N GRAD
SCHLOSS JOANNE L FAA3
SCHLOSS LARPY M LAS3
SCHLOSSER JAMES D BUS1
SCHLOTTER DEBORAH K LASl
SCHLOZ CAROLE R LAS*
SCHLUETER MARC J BJS1
SCHLUNZ THOMAS PAUL GRAD
SCHLY HARVEY STEWART LASA
•SCHLYER DONALD E BUSA
SCHMAL RAYMOND G LASl
SCHMALZ PHILIP F GRAD
SCHMALZ RICHARD J FAA2
SCHMALZ THOMAS G GRAD
SCHMAUSS JOLEN M LASl
SCHMELZEL MARK L LAS2
SCHMELZER ROBERT M ENG1
SCHMID STEVEN R LAS2
SCHMIDT BARBARA ANN GRAD
SCHMIDT BARFY L ENG3
SCHMIDT BENJAMIN L ENGA
SCHMIDT BRADLEY S ENG1
SCHMIDT CARL W LASl
SCHMIDT CHARLES E AGR3
•SCHMIDT CHERYL HOUGH LAS3
SCHMIDT CHERYL L ED 3
SCHMIDT CHRISTY KAY GRAD
SCHMIDT DANIEL L LAS3
•SCHMIDT DEBORAH FREY LASA
•SCHMIDT DENNIS J ENG3
SCHMIDT GREGORY A ENGA
SCHMIDT GREGORY E LASl
SCHMIDT GREGORY G GRAD
•SCHMIDT JAMES M VM A
SCHMIDT JAMES R VM A
SCHMIDT JENNIFER C PE 3
SCHMIDT JERROLD K ENG3
SCHMIDT JOHN J GRAD
SCHMIDT JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
SCHMIDT JUDITH E GRAD
SCHMIDT JULIE ANN GRAD
SCHMIDT KEITH C AGRA
SCHMIDT LELAND W LAS2
•SCHMIDT LEON RAY GRAD
SCHMIDT LINDA G LASA
SCHMIDT RANCALL D LASl
SCHMIDT RANDOLPH G BUS1
•SCHMIDT REBECCA V VM A
•SCHMIDT ROBERT A ENG3
SCHMIDT ROBERT K LAS3
SCHMIDT ROBERT W LASA
SCHMIDT RODRICK L AGR2
SCHMIDT RONALD JAMES GRAD
SCHMICT SHARON A FAAA
SCHMIDT STEPHEN P VM 1
•SCHMIDT SUSAN M BUSl
SCHMIECHEN JAMES A GRAD
SCHMIEDEKNECHT JAMES ENGA
SCHMIEDL NANCY E COM3
SCHMIERBACH MERLE R LAS2
SCHMILLEN DAVID A AVI1
SCHMISSEUR ROBERT J AGR3
SCHMIT MARIPETH AGR1
SCHMITT DONALD J BUSA
SCHMITT EDWARD L ENG1
SCHMITT JAMES C BUSA
SCHMITT JANET E LAS2
SCHMITT JOHN C LAS2
SCHMITT KATHERINE A LAS2
SCHMITT MARY K LAS3
SCHMITT RICHARD LEO ENGA
SCHMITT RONALD E ENG1
SCHMITT STEPHEN M VM 3
SCHMITT TERPENCE J FAA2
SCHMITZ KATHY A LASA
SCHMITZ MARLENE F LASl
SCHMITZ MELINDA SUE COM4
SCHMITZ SCOTT L LAS3
SCHMOLL SUE A BUSl
SCHMUDDE JAMES F ENGA
SCHNACKFNBEPG J C JR LASl
SCHNAUFFR JOYCE C FAA3
910 S 3RD C 337-5051
1307 LAUREL U 356-5A08
1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C 35<=-882A
URH ALLEN 385 U
512 E CLARK 3A C 352-020A
910 S 3RD C 337-5171
70A W OREGON U 367-A359
107 E CHALMERS 6 C
706 S WALNUT U 367-2597
URH NOBLE 112 C
1102 S LINCOLN U 367-5530
URH ALLEN 20A U
505 E CHALMERS C 328-2236
212 CRYSTAL LAKE U 367-080A
1318 ALMS C 352-67A6
1975 B ORCH ST U
URH WARDALL 82A U 332-AA76
URH BABCOCK A17 U 332-3819
60A E ARMORY C
URH SAUNDERS 11 U 332-3579
1110 W NEVADA U 3A^-0A25
211 W SPNGFLD C
A06 E STOUGHTON 1 C 359-0821
300 S GOODWIN U 367-88A2
121 PADDOCK E C 352-0981
URH SAUNDERS 22A U 332-3635
55 WILSON TRLR PK U
605 S 5TH 12 C 356-86A8
56 E DANIEL A C 359-753A
URH ALLEN 207 U
BOX 715 C 337-518A
URH LUNDGREN 103 C 332-0216
205 E ARMORY C
605 1/2 W INDIANA U 3A4-8450
URH FORBES 212 C 332-0951
2215 S 1ST C
URH TOWNSEND 351 U 332-A150
URH FORBES 265 C 332-0989
1103 S BUSEY 5 U
609 W MAIN 21 U 367-7028
URH ALLEN A15 U 332-3229
602 W PARK C
A01 E DANIEL C
102 S GREGORY 5 U
1962 B ORCH ST U
1600 W BRADLEY 316 C
URH SCOTT AAA C
510 E STOUGHTON C 359-A1A3
60A N MAPLE 5 U 367-5120
801 W OREGON U
25 LEICHNER C 359-7637
1A15 KIRBY 1 C 356-A337
FAB 1A3 C
URH TOWNSEND 353 U 332-A152
URH SHERMAN 226 C
MCNTICELLO ILL
58 E GREGORY C 3AA-7152
URH TAFT 323 C
PAXTON ILL
810 S 3RD 2 C 328-1925
60A E ARMORY 2105 C 3AA-1266
URH FORBES 100 C 332-0921
60A N MAPLE 5 U 367-5120
102 S GREGORY 5 U 367-136A
CRESCENT CITY ILL
310 F CHALMERS 310 C
202 E DANIEL C 332-5228
606 W OHIO U
907 W OREGON U 328-13A3
110A W CLARK 3 U
511 S CHICAGO C 356-1193
212 E WHITE C 352-8e01
1010 E COLORADO AA U 367-1A29
URH GARNER A60 C 332-088A
URH SNYDER 173 C 332-1662
URH LUNDGREN A16 C
311 E ARMOPY C 3A4-3AA1
URH LAR 377 U 332-2991
60A E ARMORY 1130 C 3AA-6308
60A E ARMORY 211A C
1305 SILVER 9 U 3AA-6230
URH WARDALL 907 U 332-AA8A
URH OGLESBY 725 U 332-5261
505 E CHALMERS C 3AA-1266
103 E SPNGFLD C 359-8823
58 E JOHN 23 C 359-8175
URH NOBLE 221 C 332-0397
VET MED BLDG U 333-3376
1605 VALLEY RO 2 C
1005 W UNIVERSITY U 367-2152
URH TRELEASE 907 U 33Z-565A
103 1/2 E HEALEY C 359-6520
STREATOR ILL
URH EVANS A35 U
307 E HEALEY 5 C
URH FORBES 296 C 332-1013































1316 ESIC DR RR 7
336 MULBERRY DR











102 S GREGORY 5
BOX 161
110 S SCHOOL LN
20 N 7TH AV
510 N MAPLE ST













213 W CHIPPEWA ST
60A N MAPLE 5
102 S GREGORY 5
BOX 116
221 W 3RD ST
PR 1
763 S 6TH AV
795 W HAWKINS
STA A BOX 2622
NOT GIVEN
9825 S CAMPBELL
8A31 S DAMEN AV





1007 1/2 OAKLEY AV








830 E 2ND SOUTH ST
1706 S RTE 31
1811 MADISON ST
2312 S 12TH AV
1A37 25TH AV
123 S WASSON ST







































































































SCHNEIDER ANDREA L PE 1
SCHNEIDER BRAD L BUS1
SCHNEIDER CONSTANCE LAS2
SCHNEIDER DAVID J ENG1
SCHNEIDER DEBRA A LAS3
SCHNEIDER GEORGE EDW FAA4
SCHNEIDER GILBERT L LAS4
SCHNEIDER GREGG D LAS3
SCHNEIDER HAROLD C GRAD
SCHNEIDER JAMES C LAS4
SCHNEIDER JOACHIM B LAS3
SCHNEIDER JOANNE N LAS2
SCHNEIDER JOHN D JR AGR2
SCHNEIDER JOHN E ENG4
SCHNEIDER JUDITH A PE 3
SCHNEIDER LINDA A LAS2
SCHNEIDER MARILYN LAS4
SCHNEIDER MARK A ENGl
SCHNEIDER MARTIN E ENG3
SCHNEIDER MICHAEL B FAA1
SCHNEIDER NANCY C ENGl
SCHNEIDER NORENE P PE 1
SCHNEIDER NORMA PE 2
SCHNEIDER PATRICIA A LAS1
SCHNEIDER PETRA R LAS4
SCHNEIOER RANDAL A ENGl
SCHNEIDER REBECCA A LAS1
SCHNEIDER RENEE S ED 4
SCHNEIDER RICHARD L FAA4
SCHNEIDER RCNALO W GRAO
SCHNEIDER SCOTT LAS1
SCHNEIDER STEVEN E LAS3
SCHNEIDERMAN PAULA J AGR1
SCHNEIDMAN BRUCE A GRAD
SCHNELL GARRY R LAS1
SCHNELL KIM A LAS2
SCHNEPPER KIM J LAS1
SCHNIEDWIND L W JR LAS4
SCHNIEDWIND MARSHA L LAS2
SCHNIEPP HENRY C LAS3
SCHNITTGRUND GARY D GRAD
SCHNITTGRUND KAREN P GRAD
SCHNITTMAN BRUCE E GRAD
SCHNITZ GARY W FAA3
SCHNITZLEIN WILLIAM GRAD
SCHNIZLEIN JOHN M LAS4
SCHNULLE BETTY Z LAS3
SCHOBERT DOUGLAS A AGR3
SCHOCH LILY MICHULA GRAD
SCHOCH LINDA S LAS3
SCHOEBEPL MARK R GRAD
SCHOEN WARREN E BUS1
SCHOENBERG ELLEN M PE 1
SCHOENBURG BERNARD A LAS1
SCHOENEMAN LARRY FAA4
SCHOENFELD JEFFREY E BUS4
SCHOENFFLD MARGIT F GRAD
SCHOENSTAOT RICHARD LAS2
SCHOENWOLF DAVID A ENGl
SCHOENWOLF GARY C GRAD
SCHOFFSTALL PHILLIP GRAD
SCHOFIELD BRUCE E LAS4
SCHOFIELD CAROL A P BUS4
SCHOFIELD DONALD W FAA3
SCHOFIELD JAMES M VM 2
SCHOFIELD LINDA FAA2
SCHOLBERG WILLIAM J ENGl
SCHOLER WILLIAM C GRAD
SCHOLL CAROL A LAS1
SCHOLL MARK S AGR4
SCHOLTES MICHAEL R ENG4
SCHOLTZ GERT J GRAD
SCHOLZ DAVIC ANTHONY GRAD
SCHOLZ JAMES M LAS3
SCHOKISCH RICHARD J LAS3
SCHONFELD MARC E ENG3
SCHONS RONALD R LAS3
SCHOC ALAN R LAS4
SCHOOLEY RALPH ELDEN GRAD
SCHOONOVER BARBARA B LAS4
SCHOONOVER CRAIG A ENG4
SCHOONOVER MARCIA J BUS1
SCHOPP SUSAN M AGR3
SCHOTEMEYFR BARBARA FAA1
SCHOTT GARY L LAS4
SCHOTT LAWRENCE H GRAD
SCHOUSBOE FPEDERIK C COM3
SCHOUSBOE JOHN T LAS1
SCHOUSBOE NICOLAI B LAS4
SCHOUSBOE RAGNAR LAS2
SCHRADER LAURA BUS1
SCHPADEP MARVIN JOHN AVI3
SCHRADER SALLY ANN GRAD
SCHRAIDT JAMES A BUS4
SCHRAIDT JOHN T BUS1
SCHRAIDT SALLIE M LAS3
SCHRAM RICHARD M FAA4
URH TRELEASE 225 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1510 GRANDVIEW 11 C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
112 E DANIEL C
112 E GREEN C
1105 S 1ST C
URH SHERMAN 249 C
2020 N MATTIS 201 C
URH ALLEN 393 U
URH SCOTT 306 C
2109 PLYMOUTH C
URH OGLESBY 607 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 209 U
409 E CHALMRS C
MCNTICELLO ILL
313 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 363 C
URH WARDALL 702 U
URH WARDALL 616 U
URH FLAGG 321 C
URH WARDALL 1026 U
URH CARR 207 U
1004 S 2ND C
URH LAR 198 U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
VERSAILLES FR
1510 GRANDVIEW 11 C
409 E CHALMRS 1202 C
604 E ARMORY 2308 C
URH TRELEASE 627 U
1005 S OAK C
URH SNYDER 259 C
URH FORBES 339 C
URH CLARK 219 C
203 S COLER 2 U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 324 C
1703 E FAIRLAWN U
1703 E FAIRLAWN U
URH SHERMAN 653 C
URH SNYDER 364 C
URH DANIELS 224 U
509 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
1816 B ORCH PL U
URH DANIELS 384 U
212 E SPNGFLD C
101 S BUSEY 3 U
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 391 U
URH SCOTT 450 C
1104 W MAIN U
401 E OANIEL C
618 W JOHN C
907 S 4TH C
URH NOBLE 321 C
708 S 1ST 5 C
MATTOON ILL
DANVILLE ILL
150 PADDOCK E C
1004 S 4TH C
150 PADDOCK E C
URH WESTON 206 C
URH TOWNSEND 384 U
CANVILLE ILL
910 S 3RD C
2020 N MATTIS 203 C
112 E OANIEL C
2084 A ORCH ST U
2403 WHITSON CR U
2080 B ORCH ST U
909 S 1ST 6 C
URH FORBES 306 C
909 S OAK C
1518 W HEALEY C
1107 W GREEN 134 U
1107 W GREEN 134 U
URH WARDALL 1103 U
401 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 462 U
706 PARK U
307 E ARMORY 214 C
2104 S LYNN U
2104 S LYNN U
2104 S LYNN U
URH BLAISDELL 9 U
URH VANDOREN 125 C
URH SNYDER 480 C
URH SHERMAN 1167 C
407 S NEW C
1007 S 3RD C












































































709 N EASTWOOD AV
742 WESTWOOD LN
6200 W CAROL LN
421 N GREELY
315 OLD MILL RD
6644 S KOLIN AV
RR 3 BOX 210
666 BIRCH LN
931 ARQUILLA DR
2455 N SAWYER AV












304 S MONROE ST
135 N WASHINGTON
135N WASHINGTON AV






1460 N WEBSTER ST
3611 S AUSTIN BLVD
RP 1
107 NORTON
1172 W MAIN ST
101 S BUSEY 3
9510 N KEYSTONE
105 N LOUIS ST
322 DEWEY
18434 S STEWART AV
1133 S FINLEY RD
618 W JOHN ST
2906 ARLINGTON AV
301 S HALE AV
708 S 1ST 5
1316 S 17TH



























528 N VAN NORTWICK








































































































SCHRAMM CHARLES M LAS4
SCHRAMM JEFFREY R LAS1
SCHRANZ NORBERT J LAS4
SCHRANZ RICHARD A LAS1
SCHRECK REED C COM4
*SCHRECK RICHARD GRAD
SCHRECKENGOST SUSAN LAS3
SCHREIBER BENN L LAS3
SCHREIBER BRIAN E ENG3
SCHREIBER CLINTON J ENG1
SCHREIBER NANCY H PE 3
SCHREINER AXEL T GRAD
*SCHREINER PAUL W GRAD
SCHREINER VIRGINIA C LAS3
SCHREMSER VICTORIA C COM4
SCHRENK HARVEY A ENG1
SCHRICKEL THOMAS E LAS4
SCHRIFFFER JANET L BUS1
SCHRIER LORI A LAS1
SCHRIVER GEORGE W LAS2
SCHRIVER ROBERT E P LAS4
SCHROCK CAROL A BUS1
SCHROCK JAMES P BUS1
SCHRODT CONNIE E LAS4
*SCHROEDER ALAN C LAS4
SCHROEDER CARL JOHN LAS2
SCHROEDER DAVID H LAS2
SCHROEDER DEAN A LAS2
SCHROEDER DRFW W BUS1
SCHROEDER ELLEN L LAS4
SCHROEDER GPEGG W FAA3
SCHROEDER GREGORY J ENG3
SCHROEDER HAROLD R BUS4
SCHROEDER JAMES E ENG4
SCHROEDER JAN M PE 2
SCHROEDER JANENF R AGR2
SCHROEDER JILL S ED 4
SCHROEDER JOYCE K LAS4
SCHROEDER KEITH K AGR3
*SCHROEDER LINDA M AGR2
SCHROEDER LCNNA L LAS1
SCHROEDER MARGARET M LAS1
^SCHROEDER MARILYN B LAS3
SCHROEDER MARK F LAS2
SCHROEDFR MARY CLARE LAS2
SCHROEDER MAPYBETH LAS2
SCHROEDER PAUL R ENG3
SCHRGEDER STEPHEN M ENG3
SCHROEDER STEVEN A LAS4
SCHROEDER SUSAN FAYE GRAD
*SCHROEDEP TERRY ALAN GRAD
SCHROEDER THOMAS ROY FAA4
SCHROEDFR WILLIAM J FAA3
SCHRUMPF CHERYL DEL LAS1
SCHRUMPF FREDERICK B GRAD
SCHUBERT DEAN K LAS3
*SCHUBERT GEORGE BUS3
SCHUBERT JAMES P FAA1
SCHUBERT JOHN C ENG1
*SCHUBERT KAPEL RALPH GRAD
SCHUBERT LINDA LAS1
SCHUBERT MICHAEL R ENG2
*SCHUBEPT RICHARD E GRAD
SCHUBERT RICHARD N LAS3
SCHUCH JEROME P LAS3
SCHUCKER KYLE M FAA2
SCHUCKEP, SALLY R LAS3
*SCHUDEL JACQUELINE A ED 2
SCHUELER GEORGIA G PE 1
SCHUELEP LAUREN K BUS4
SCHUESSLER SUE-ANN LAS4
SCHUFTT LORI J LAS3
*SCHUETTE DENNIS D FAA4
SCHUETTE KARLYN A FAA4
SCHUETZ CHRISTINE A LAS3
SCHUFTZ DENNIS L LAS4
SCHUETZ JAMES C BUS1
*SCHUETZ PHILLIP W ENG4
SCHUFELDT HARLAN A LAS3
SCHULD TONY JOSEPH FAA1
SCHULDT DAVID A BUS3
SCHULENBERG DONNA S PE 4
SCHULER GPEGORY G LAS3
*SCHULER PAUL G LAW3
SCHULEP SHELLEY SUE GRAD
SCHULGASSER JORDAN T LAS2
SCHULMAN DAVID W LAS3
SCHULMAN ELISSA ED 3
SCHULNER ROCHELLE LAS4
SCHULTE DAVID K l A S 1
SCHULTE STEPHEN J VM 4
SCHULTZ ANDREA G FAA2
SCHULTZ CLIFFORD L LAS3
SCHULTZ DAVID L FAA1
SCHULTZ EMEPIC GRAD
SCHULTZ HAROLD D LAS3
SCHULTZ JANET R LAS4
503 WHITE 10 C
URH NOBLE 322 C
106 S GREGORY U
URH SNYDER 345 C
510 S 4TH C
107 S 3RD C
508 E ARMORY C
408 E HEALEY C
U OF I YMCA C
URH NOBLE 113 C
611 E DANIEL C
105 E GREEN 5 C
2201 HAZWD DR U
1511 LINCOLNSHIRE C
802 W ILLINOIS 6 U
112 E DANIEL C
909 W ILLINOIS 11 U
URH VAN DOREN 111 C
URH LAR 364 U
3 SALEM RD U




1301 N LINCOLN 30 U
URH SNYDER 261 C
604 E ARMORY C
401 N HIGHLAND U
URH FORBES 375 C
1013 W CHURCH C
912 S 2ND C
708 W HIGH U
TCLONO ILL
401 E GREEN C
708 S ELM C
URH BUSEY 302 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
605 S 4TH 203 C
901 E COLORADO 71 U
30 LEXINGTON U
URH ALLEN 432 U
1102 W PARK C
1804 MELINDA LN C
308 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS 813 C
URH ALLEN 196 U
URH FORBES 202 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
713 S 6TH 203 C
309 W UNIVERSITY C
504 W MAIN 108 U
VERSAILLES FR
211 E DANIEL C
URH CLARK 438 C
512 E JOHN C
306 F GREGORY C
406 N RANDOLPH C
URH LUNDGREN 311 C
604 E ARMORY 1423 C
147 PADDOCK E C
URH LAR 203 U
URH SAUNDERS 229 U
707 W CLARK C
URH OGLESBY 209 U
916 FAIRLAWN U
604 E ARMORY C
611 E DANIEL C
MAHCMET ILL
URH CLARK 237 C
508 E WHITE 10 C
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
213 WALLACE C
205 W NEVADA U
BADEN AUST
401 E CHALMERS 313 C
604 E ARMORY 3303 C
1405 KIRBY 6 C
1105 S 1ST C
URH SAUNDERS U
1803 W JOHN C
URH GARNER 367 C
1111 S 2ND C
2102 ORCH ST 301 U
412 W WASHINGTON 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
106 F ARMORY C
307 E HEALEY 12 C
309 BUSEY 6 U
URH FORBES 314 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 179 U
URH GARNER 496 C
1901 MELANIE LN C
309 E GREEN 4 C
FRITCHEY ESTS RR 2 U
































































6549 S MOZART ST
8046 PROSPECT AV




39 COUNTRY PARK RD
1119 S 3RD ST
926 E 1ST AV
105 E GREEN 5
2201 HAZWD DR 204
26 HILLCREST CT
802 W ILLINOIS 6
1036 S 2ND ST
1127 E SAYLES DR
1116 PFINGSTEN





802 E SCOTT ST




535 N CHARLES ST
119 S DONALD AV
912 S 2ND
7N161 EAGLE TERR














107 N FERKEL ST
124 LOST TREE






408 E PENN AV






2110 W WHITE 154
707 W CLARK
9234 KEDVALE




825 TUPES LN S
825 TURES LN










2165 W 123RD ST
1322 4TH ST
2010 S 6TH AV
2102 ORCH ST 301
2816 W 97TH PL
2725 W BIRCHWOOC
2628 CHESAPEAKE LN
8809 GOLF RD 2G
1710 W JARVIS
ROUTE 2 BOX 253









































































































SCHULTZ JEAN E FAA3
SCHULTZ JEFFREY M AVI2
SCHULTZ JOHN A JR GRAD
SCHULTZ KAREN M ED 3
SCHULTZ KEVIN L LAS3
SCHULTZ MICHAEL J ENGl
SCHULTZ ROBERT R LAS4
SCHULTZ RONALD N LAS4
SCHULTZ STEPHEN T LAS1
SCHULTZ STEVEN P LAS1
SCHULTZ WILLIAM H JR AGR1
SCHULTZE QUENTIN J COM3
SCHULZ BARBARA A LAS3
SCHULZ CHARLES EMIL GRAD
SCHULZ GEORGE LAS1
SCHULZ JAMES R ENGl
SCHULZ LAWRENCE E ENGl
SCHUMACHER DAVID J LAS2
SCHUMACHER RICHARD W LAS1
SCHUMAKEP CAROL A AGRA
SCHUMANN MARK D ENG4
SCHUMER SCOTT L LAS2
SCHUMM GILBERT C LAS3
SCHUMM GRETA L LAS2
SCHUMMER PATRICIA M FAA1
SCHUPBACH WILLIAM E AGR4
SCHUPPAN WALTER ALAN GRAD
SCHUSTER CARL JOHN GRAD
SCHUSTER CAROL A COM4
SCHUSTER JOHN C GRAD
SCHUSTER JOHN S BUS2
SCHUSTER JUDITH R LAS3
SCHUSTER LAUREN K LAS1
SCHUSTER MARK T LAW1
SCHUSTER SALLY A LAS3
SCHUSTER STEVEN J LAS2
SCHUSTER STEWART ARN GRAD
SCHUSTER TEPRY L LAS1
SCHUTT STEPHEN L ENGl
SCHUTTE ROBERT M GRAD
SCHUTTE SUZANNE P LAS2
SCHUTTE VIRGINIA L FAA1
SCHUTZ CHARLES E LAS3
SCHUVER ANDREA M LAS3
SCHUYLER MELISSA S AGR3
SCHVFTZ AL W FAA4
SCHWAB ANTHONY J BUS1
SCHWAB FRANK ED 4
SCHWAB LOUISE OTTO LAS4
SCHWABE LYNNE E PE 3
SCHWALBACH JOHN E JR LAS3
SCHWALBE LARRY ALLEN GRAD
SCHWALL NANCY J LAS4
SCHWANDNER MARY L LAS1
SCHWANK MARK R ENG2
SCHWAPPACH KAREN M LAS3
SCHWARTE BARBARA SUE GRAD
SCHWARTZ ARIANA M GRAD
SCHWARTZ BRADFORD S LAS3
SCHWARTZ CHARLES M ENG3
SCHWARTZ OAVID B LAS3
SCHWARTZ FREYDA F ED 1
SCHWARTZ HOWARD N BUS1
SCHWARTZ JAMES C BUS2
SCHWARTZ LANA E FAA2
SCHWARTZ LAUREL B LAS3
SCHWARTZ LINDA J LAS1
SCHWARTZ LINDA J ED 3
SCHWARTZ MARC H BUS1
SCHWARTZ MARTIN J LAS2
SCHWARTZ MERLE L ED 3
SCHWARTZ MICHAEL A LAW3
SCHWARTZ ROBERT L LAS*
SCHWARTZ ROBERT W AGR3
SCHWARTZ SAMUEL C LAS4
SCHWARTZ SANDRA J ED 1
SCHWARTZ STANLEY T AGR4
SCHWARTZ STEVEN BUS3
SCHWARTZ STEVEN H LAS2
SCHWARTZ SUSAN M LAS4
SCHWARTZ TERRY T FAA1
SCHWARTZ TIMMOTHY J LAS3
SCHWARTZ TRUDY A AGR2
SCHWARTZ WILLIAM H FNG3
SCHWARTZBERG AUDREY PE I
SCHWARTZHOFF DAVID T LAS2
SCHWARZ CHRISTINE G LAS2
SCHWARZ FRANK G ENG3
SCHWARZ SARAH C LAS2
SCHWARZBACH RANDI S LAS1
SCHWARZENTRAUB GREG ENGl
SCHWARZKOPF GREGORY ENG2
SCHWARZKOPF LINDA J LAS4
SCHWEER MER1LEE ANN LAS2
SCHWEICKERT CHARLES FAA3
SCHWEITZER ERIC A ENG4
SCHWEITZER FLORA J LAS4
URH LAR 262 U 332-2973
2709 WILLOWPARK C 356-9463
502 W MAIN 210 U
58 E ARMORY 11 C 356-9707
102 N GREGORY 1 U 367-4240
URH SNYOER 317 C 332-1753
2313 S 1ST 301 C 384-1111
605 S 5TH 20 C
URH BARTON 2 C
URH NOBLE 304 C 332-0404
URH NOBLE 122 C 332-0378
URH BLAISOELL 123 U 332-3470
1111 1/2 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 236 U
URH TOWNSEND 172 U 332-4036
URH BABCOCK 121 U 332-3738
URH TOWNSEND 141 U
URH TOWNSEND 350 U 332-4149
URH FORBES 259 C 332-0983
907 WRIGHT C 344-0545
1007 S LOCUST C 352-8062
1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C 352-8802
URH SCOTT 456 C 332-1607
URH ALLEN 224 U 332-3158
URH LAR 185 U 332-2958
URH FORBES 312 C 367-3789
URH DANIELS U 332-2315
803 W HEALEY C 359-0128
58 E JOHN C
URH SHERMAN 108 C
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
712 W ILLINOIS U 359-7940
URH TRELEASE 730 U 332^5616
URH DANIELS U 332-2402
URH WARDALL 1014 U 332-4515
501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
615 W SPNGFLD C 356-4410
1110 S 2ND C
URH SNYDER 310 C
URH SHERMAN 854 C
URH BUSEY 317 U
URH BUSEY 317 U 332-2640
301 E ARMORY C 344-9506
205 E STOUGHTON C
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
505 S BUSEY U
URH SNYDER C 332-1758
162 PADDOCK E 2 C
162 PACDOCK E 2 C
1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
URH BLAISDELL 117 U 332-3464
106 N GREGORY 1 U 328-1401
1209 W CLARK U
URH CLARK 420 C 332-0073
URH BLAISDELL 122 U 332-3474
505 S BUSEY 204 U 344-4587
209 CLARK 8 C 356-4398
304 W EUREKA C 352-1253
804 W OREGON U 344-7558
110 E CHALMERS C 367-8567
URH BABCOCK 418 U 332-3826
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5030
912 S 2ND C 344-9732
1404 S LINCOLN U
902 S 2ND C 344-7246
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
409 E CHALMRS 1301 C 384-5924
910 S 3RD C 337-5067
309 E HEALEY C 359-0642
107 E CHALMERS 3 C 344-3080
URH SHERMAN 360 C 332-4823
1105 S 1ST C 344-9770
URH HOPKINS 472 C 332-1271
110 E CHALMERS C 344-9459
910 S 3RD C 337-5045
804 S BUSEY U 344-6352
309 HEALEY 8 C
URH FORBES 415 C 332-1097
PAXTON ILL
CLARENDON HLS ILL
102 E CHALMERS C 344-7232
1202 W UNIVERSITY U 367-8904
URH GARNER 300 C 332-0762
910 S 3RD C 337-5204
1002 W OREGON U
URH EVANS 202 U 332-2700
URH SNYDER 250 C
URH WARDALL 1220 U 332-4568
URH CARR 201 U 332-3882
URH TAFT 319 C
URH HOPKINS 339 C 332-1284
URH WESTON 108 C 332-0259
PALATINE ILL
212 E GREGORY 301 C
URH TOWNSEND 335 U 332-4136










7337 W TOUHY AV
ROUTE 1 BOX 87
815 OAKTON
8922 FAIRVIEW AV
12342 S 70TH CT
4433 N ARTESIAN
RR 4








208 S LOUIS ST
RR 2
9500 EUCALYPTUS DR













10055 W 143RD ST










106 N GREGORY 1
1209 W CLARK
129 N KANSAS




4200 W LAKE 2084
9008 N KENNETH













230 W HICKORY PT
726 JUNIOR TERR
320 W OAKDALE
6906 N LARAMIE AV
8335 HAMLIN RD








1729 N CHURCH ST
3010 W HOOD AV
1 E SCHILLER ST
900 S 1ST
105 N WILLE







































































































SCHWEITZER FRANK B LAW3
SCHWEITZER GAIL E LAS1
SCHWEITZER JANICE A LAS2
SCHWEITZER MARILYN L GRAD
SCHWEITZER ROBERT M LAS1
SCHWEIZER JOHN W AGR1
SCHWELLER KENNETH G GRAD
SCHWENGEL RHONDA S LAS4
SCHWERER LOUIS S AGR2
SCHWERIN LEROY F JR FAA3
SCHWERTMAN DENNIS A FNG3
SCHWICHTENBERG B R LAS3
SCHWIESOW BEVERLY L PE 3
SCHWINO HERBERT L JR ENG3
SCHWITZ PETER J JR ENG1
SCHWOCH GERALD A FAA4
SCHY SUSAN L LAS1
SCIACCHITANO ANDREW LAS4
SCIACCHITANO STEVEN LAS1
SCIBONA GUY T FAA3
SCOFIELD SUSAN C LAS1
SCOPELITE JOHN C ENG1
SCOPP PHILIP B FAA4
SCORZA EDWIN D LAW2
SCOTT BARBARA J ED 4
SCOTT BOBBY RANDOLPH GRAD
SCOTT BODE C LAW1
SCOTT BRETT A LAS2
SCOTT DANA L LAS1
SCOTT DAVID C ENG3
SCOTT DON J LAS4
SCOTT EDWARD RAY GRAO
SCOTT GARY D ENG1
SCOTT GREGORY E FAA1
SCOTT JACQUELINE K ENG3
SCOTT JEFFREY M LAS1
SCOTT JENNIFER L FAA3
SCOTT JOHN R LAS4
SCOTT JOHN R LAS2
SCOTT JOSEPHINE MAE FAA2
SCOTT LINDA A LAS1
SCOTT MARGARET A LAS4
SCOTT MICHAEL W BUS2
SCOTT MINNIE Z BUS3
SCOTT NANCY S AGR4
SCOTT PHILLIP A BUS3
SCOTT REDINA FAA1
SCOTT RICHARD P LAS4
SCOTT ROBERT A LAS2
SCOTT ROBERT W LAW3
SCOTT RUPERT ALLEN GRAD
SCOTT SALLY S ED 2
SCOTT SUSAN J LAS2
SCOTT THOMAS R LAS3
SCOTT VALERIE J BUS1
SCOTT WILLIAM R LAW1
SCOUFFAS NICHOLAS S LAS2
SCOVILLE RICKY D ENG4
SCOVILLE THOMAS H LAW2
SCRUTON ELLEN T LAS1
SCUDDER MATTHEW M FAA1
SCUDIERO DAVID G ENG2
SCULLY CYNTHIA GRAD
SCULLY TIMOTHY J LAS3
SEA SUSAN DAWN LAS2
SEABEPRY JAMES J LAS3
SEABEPRY JAMES S GRAD
SEABOLD TODD J AVI1
SEABPIGHT THOMAS W GRAD
SEAGLE BARBARA H GRAD
SEAGRAVE WILLIAM A BUS1
SEAGPEN PAUL R BUS3
SEALS DEBRA E FAA2
SEAMAN CHARLES E FNG3
SEAMAN DONNA L LAS1
SEAMAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
SEAMAN THOMAS M LAS4
SEARLES JOANN LAS1
SEARS MARK PATRICK GRAD
SEASLY JOHN M FAA1
SFATON WILLIAM HARRY GRAD
SEBALD ANTHONY V GRAD
SEBASTIAN JOHN T JR LAS3
SEBENS GARY R AGR4
SFBENS LOWELL M AGR3
SEBRING WALTER L BUS1
SECAREA REBECCA V GRAD
SECHAN NEIL HOWARD GRAD
SECKER LETA FAY HUNT GRAD
SECKINGER EDWARD L GRAD
SECOR MARK A ENG3
SECTER ROBERT H COM4
SEDEHI MAHBOUBEH LAS3
SEDERBEPG SCOTT R LAS3
SEDLAK MICHELLE S LAS3
SEDLET STEVEN M LAS2
SEDLOFF CARYN GAY GRAD
160 PADDOCK E C
URH WARDALL 426 U
URH LAR 202 U
102 N LINCOLN 3 U
URH TOWNSENO 567 U
706 W OHIO U
1204 N MCKINLEY C
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
809 W PENN U
1007 1ST 2 C
GRANITE CITY ILL
1101 W PENN U
412 E GREEN 2 C
URH SAUNDERS 409 U
2C9 E ARMORY C
2311 S 1ST 301 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 214 U
URH SCOTT 454 C
1203 N CHAMPAIGN C
URH WARDALL 1207 U
URH LUNDGREN 15 C
1106 W CLARK U
808 SCOVILL U
204 S GREGORY U
902 W OREGON U
URH TOWNSEND 162 U
506 E SPNGFLD C
URH LAR 430 U
URH GARNFR 319 C
1912 CRESCENT C
2202 HAZWD DR 204 U
URH OGLESBY 530 U
OAK BROOK ILL
506 E SPNGFLD C
604 E ARMORY 2236 C
URH BUSEY 228 U
1005 S 2ND C
URH WESTON 124 C
1304 ELIOT U
URH WESTON 245 C
509 E CLARK 27 C
URH WESTON 373 C
205 E GREEN 2 C
904 S LINCOLN U
HUME ILL
URH BUSEY 254 U
1003 S MATTIS 1-6 C
1003 S MATTIS 1-6 C
1009 FRANCIS 5 C
2060 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 209 U
6 SAFFER CT U
1008 S 4TH C
URH BABCOCK 304 U
910 S 3RD 328 C
409 E CHALMERS 804 C
401 S 6TH C
707 S 6TH 511 C
URH FLAGG 329 C
URH TOWNSEND 104 U
URH TOWNSEND 517 U
308 W ELLS C
URH WESTON 363 C
URH LAR 124 U
URH HOPKINS 278 C
URH SHERMAN 460 C
URH FORBES 386 C
406 E STOUGHTON 6 C
612 W MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 270 C
403 BRIAR LN 12 C
URH EVANS 241 U
604 S VICTOR C
URH ALLEN 240 U
604 S VICTOR C
805 S LINCOLN 2 U
324 WESTON C
205 S 6TH C
URH SNYDER 442 C
308 N COLER U
611 S LYNN C
1008 W NEVADA 9 U
ATWOOD ILL
110 E ARMORY C
308 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 513 C
307 E HEALEY 10 C
1508 W JOHN C
800 S MATTIS 37 C
604 E ARMORY 2310 C
1820 VALLEY RD C
504 E UNIV C
1109 W STOUGHTON U
613 W SPNGFLD 3 C
URH HOPKINS 372 C
































































9310 N FRYE RD
1002 DUNDEE RD
732 W HICKORY ST
RR 1
3708 ST ANNS LN



















420 N 6TH ST
506 E SPNGFLD
21W 455 CLIFTON AV
RR 2 BOX 383
220 S MARION ST










925 S 4TH ST







ROUTE 1 BOX 301
912 E FAIRFIELD CT
3131 CENTRAL
2701 34TH ST





























220 E ORCHARD AV















































































































SEDOPY DENIS R COM4
*SEEBER KIM EVERETT GRAD
*SEERFR ROSALIND G LAS4
SEED RHONDA K AGR1
SEFFELDT LYNN N LAS1
SEEGFR DAVID M LAS3
SEEGERS DALE P COM2
SEELEY MARTIN B FAA4
SFELEY PATRICIA JOAN GRAD
SEELIG ROBERT A AGR2
SEEMAN TIMOTHY J FNG4
SEEMAYER KATHLEEN M LAS4
SFERMON KAREN A LAS2
SEFRMGN LYW THERESE GRAD
SEEPS ANSON K LAS3
SEETCO WILLIAM DAH H GRAD
SEFCIK STFPHAN E I I BUS3
SEGAL BARR Z I ON GRAD
SEGAL DAVID L COM3
SEGAL EILEEN R AGR1
SEGAL GAYLE L LAS2
SEGAL JORY FINDA GRAD
SEGALL HENRY JOHN GRAD
SEGALLA ELLEN T LAS4
SEGFRT RANDALL L LAS1
*SECOVICH CATHLEEN L LAS3
SEGRE ALBERTO MARIA LAS1
SEGRE CARLO U LAS1
SEGRETI JUNE F AGR2
*SEGUIN GARY BRUNO GRAD
SEIBERLING LYNDA L PE 1
*SEI8ERT DAVID WALTER GRAD
*SEIBERT DONALD B BUS4
SEIBERT JEFFREY M GRAD
SEID WILLIAM LAS3
SEIDEL AVA F ED 3
SEIDEL ROBERT C LAS4
SEIDFNBFRG STEVFN GRAD
SEIDLER DAVID E BUS1
SEIDMAN CHRISTOPHER LAS4
SEIDMAN DAVID FAA2
SFIDMAN LISA A LAS3
SEIDMAN MARC B LAS4
SEIDMAN SHELDON LAS2
SEIDMAN TERPI A LAS3
SFIEPOE FLISABETH A BUS2
SEIF SHIREEN PE 1
SEIFERT CARYN R LAS1
SEIFERT GAYLENF L BUS4
SFIFERT ROBERT D LAS2
SEIFERT SUSAN M AGR1
SEIFPID MARK A LAS2
SEIFPIED MICHELLE A LAS1
SEIFRIEP SUZANNE M FAA3
SEIGLER DARRELL K LAS1
*SEIPLE STEPHEN W LAW2
*SEIPLF WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
SEITZ CHARLES C GRAD
SEITZ GARY A BUS3
SEITZ ROBERT C JR LAS4
*SEKON JOSEPH ANDREW GRAD
SFKULSKI JANET M LAS4
SEKUTOWSKI DENNIS G GRAD
SEKYRA WILLIAM J BUS6
SELANCER DONNA M LASl
SELANDER JOHN M ENG4
SELBE SUSAN L LAS3
SELBPEDE STEVEN C ENG4
SELBY JOHN HUNTER ENG4
SELBY ROSEMARY LAS4
SELBY SALLY J AGR4
SELDEN LEILA M LAW1
SELIGMAN CAROL J LASl
SELIGMAN LAURIE A LAS4
SELIGMANN RICHARD A BUS1
SELIN AUDREY E LAS3
SELIN PAUL E LAS4
SELINGER ARIE GRAD
*SELIVONCHICK DANIEL GRAD
SELKE DANIEL S BUS3
*SELKIS ROBERT F GRAD
*SELL DONNA-CHRISTINE GRAD
*SELL DOUGLAS KEITH GRAD
SFLLARS JANICE E PE 1
SELLERGPEN SANDRA L LASl
SELLERS CHRISTOPHER LASl
SELLERS EARLANE L C FAA6
SELLERS GREGORY JUDE GRAD
SELLERS LINDA J CCM4
SELLFRS MAUREEN C AGR1
SELLERS STEPHEN M LASl
SELLS JOHN H ENG3
SELOGIE THEODORE A ENG1
SELON MICHAEL D LAS3
SELSOR DEBRA L LASl
SELTZER SIDNEY A PE 3
*SELZER TEHILA GRAD
618 W CHUPCH 5 C 359-4700
812 W CHURCH C
812 W CHURCH 9 C 359-4986
URH LAR 325 U
UPH FLAGG 428 ' C
5 LEXINGTON U
1111 S 1ST C 367-4149
716 S FOLEY C 352-1657
111 E CHALMERS 6 C 328-3936
907 S 4TH C 344-9693
806 W MAIN 7 U
505 S BUSEY 506 U 328-3795
907 W OREGON 3 U 344-6279
407 W ORFGON U 344-6279
29 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 73 U 332-2399
105 W MICHIGAN U 367-6494
URH DANIELS 435 U
910 S 3RD C 337-5135
910 S 3RD C
902 S 2ND C 344-6064
WILMETTF ILL
VET MED BLDG U 333-0230
502 W ELM 12 U
URH LUNDGREN 403 C
101 W OREGON U
2010 BOUDREAU U 344-1043
2010 BOUDREAU U
URH BUSEY 202 U 332-2599
TUSCOLA ILL
URH LAR U 332-3054
SCUTH 1ST PD C 344-4749
RR 4 BOX 20 U 344-7074
2305 W RODNEY C 359-7160
URH SNYDER 404 C
619 1/2 S WRIGHT 2 C 356-9193
111 S BUSEY 10 U 328-3024
611 W HEALEY 1 C 356-4356
URH OGLESBY 1111 U 332-5363
1111 W SPNGFLD C
URH OGLESBY 228 U 332-5109
207 E JOHN 9 C
105 F JOHN 204 C 359-7 170
910 S 3RD C 337-5144
412 E GRFFN C 359-0300
409 F CHALMRS C
URH LAR 399 U 332-3C41
PETERSBURG ILL
409 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 282 U
URH SCOTT 409 C
URH SNYDER 360 C 332-1781
URH CLARK 236 C 332-0030
1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
URH HOPKINS 221 C 332-1203
605 W UNIVERSITY 9 C 352-7657
2101 HAZWD DR 202 U 344-3005
1603 VALLEY RD C 359-1385
401 E DANIEL C 344-8246
1C6 1/2 W IOWA U
206 N WOODS U 367-4323
506 E SPNGFLD 8 C 359-8807
1002 S 2ND C 376-6905
CHICAGO ILL
1714 GEOPGFTOWN C 356-5120
URH DANIELS 514 U 332-2306
401 1/2 N RACE U 344-4672
1009 W MAIN 14 U 344-1639
2313 S 1ST 303 C
503 W ILLINOIS U
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
URH WESTON 230 C 332-1933
URH TRELEASE 1204 U 332-5741
111 S BUSEY U 344-4849
URH BLAISDELL 221 U 332-3497
312 W SPNGFLD U 367-4322
1406 GLEMDALE C 359-7173
1803 CARLE U
7 DUNELIEN U 367-0306
505 S BUSEY 404 U
809 S MATTIS C 359-3179
204 W NEVADA U 344-3610
SIDNEY ILL
SAVOY ILL
URH WARDALL 812 U 332-4465
URH FEABODY C 332-1823
2905 W WILLIAM C 359-4968
312 S PRAIRIE C 356-1597
810 S 3RD 3 C 367-4384
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5186
URH OGLESBY 812 U
31 E JOHN C 359-0378
URH SNYDER 232 C 332-1641
409 E CHALMRS C 384-1138
URH ALLEN 165 U
409 E CHALMERS C 384-5626
2023 D ORCH ST U 344-7068
828 STONE
812 W CHURCH






111 E CHALMERS 6
300 W CHICAGO

























7350 N KOLMAP AV
9 E ROCKET CIRCLE















320 E PLEASANT AV
320 F PLEASANT AV
RR 1
605 W UNIVERSITY 9
1022 W KING ST












15 W HALE ST
2800 MAPLE AV 23A
909 SHALIMAR DR
8050 KEDVALE












406 W MORRIS ST
2905 W WILLIAM
126 ROCKLYN AV
1210 N PARKSIDE DR
1205 EVERGREEN RD










































































































SEMANIK JOSEPH S LAS4
SFMENIUK CHARMAINE I PE 2
SEMENIUK CLAUDIA G AGR1
SFMKO CHARLES M ENG1
SEMLOW OAVID J PE 4
SEMMELINK LAMBERTUS ENG4
SEMMENS PAMELA A LAS2
SEMONIN CECELIA C LAS4
SEMPLE MARGARET A LAS3
SEMPLE ROBERT MORTON GRAO
SEMPLE THOMAS G LAS1
SENALIK LARRY E LAS2
SENALIK STAMLEY S BUS4
SENDER ALAN L BUS3
SENDER IRA L LAS2
SENDER JEFFREY D LAS3
SENDRA SUSAN R LAS3
SENEK PAULA M BUS1
SENF DONNA L AGR1
SENFF THOMAS EARL GRAD
SENGEP ANN F FAA2
SFNICA JAMES P BUS4
SENN DEBORAH GRAD
SENNELLO JANE M LAS3
SENNER WILLIAM LEWIS GRAD
SENNETJ JUDY L COM3
SENNING DAVID H JR LAS1
SENSENBRENNFR W E FAA1
SENTENEY GARY EDWARD LAS6
SENTMAN MARY ALICE GRAD
SEPTON RHONDA E LAS2
SERCHUK PETER R LAS4
SEROAR GARY PAUL BUS2
SERFASS ROSALIND E FAA4
SERGENT RAY FRANCIS GRAD
SERIKAKU ROBFRT J LAS2
SERLIN MARLENE F LAS2
SEROTA ARNOLD I LAS4
SERRANO FERNANDO GRAD
SERVAITES JEROME C GRAD
SERVI MARINA K LAS4
SERVINE DON J LAW1
SERWINT NANCY J LAS4
SERZEN KEITH M BUS2
SESSION HALESTINE L GRAD
SETHBHAKDI SOMSOOK GRAD
SETHI SHARANJIT KAUR GRAD
SETLAK JOHN J LAS3
SETO HERBERT GUY GRAO
SETTLER CHAPLENE PE 2
SETTLER STEVEN BUS3
SEUPING KIRK ALLEN AGR4
SEURING RODNEY L AGR3
SEVERANCE JAMES I LAS3
SEVERIN BLAINE F LAS3
SEVERIN WARREN D ENG4
SEVER INGHAUS WILLIAM GRAD
SEVERNS JOAN ZAGAR GRAD
SEVERSON SCOTT A ENG3
SEVUK AHMET SUHA GRAO
SEVY BRUCE A ENG1
SEWELL ROBERT GEORGE GRAO
SEXSON JANE ANN LAS4
SEXTON JOHN PAUL GRAD
SEXTON KATHERINE L LAS2
SEXTON MARGARET R LAS4
SEXTON TIMOTHY J FAA4
SEXTON VALERIE J LAS2
SEYB DEEORAH L LAS2
*SEYB JUDY J LAS4
SEYBOLO HARVEY G LAS1
SFYBOLD LAUREN K LAS3
SEYLEP BARBARA LYNN GRAD
SEYLER MARK P. FAA2
SEYMOUR ALLISON J JR GRAD
SEYMOUR CONNIE J LAS2
SEYMOUR JUDITH A LAS1
SEYMOUR JUDITH K GRAD
SEYMOUR SAMUEL J GRAD
SEYMOUR SCOTT DAVIO LAS3
SEYYEDIAN-CHOOBI M GRAO
SFOMDILIAS JOHN S LAS3
SGRIGNOLI GARY J ENG1
SHABEL MICHAEL F LAS2
SHABSIN RICHARD L LAS4
SHACKLETON SUZANNE M GRAD
SHACTEP STEWART M COM4
SHAOE MICHAEL W BUS1
SHADE SUSAN E AGR2
SHADE WANDA LOUISE LAS4
SHADOW MICHAEL J GRAO
SHAE GARY S BUS2
SHAEWITZ ARIEL BETH ED 2
SHAFER DOUGLAS W LAS1
SHAFEP JAMES B FAA4
SHAFER MARTHA J LAS3
2023 D OPCH ST U
409 W OREGON U
URH LAR 339 U
URH LAR 339 U
1105 S 1ST C
110 E JOHN C
208 W SPNGFLD C
410 E GREEN 1 C
1902 CRESCENT C
206 E GREEN C
203 FLORA C
URH LUNDGREN 216 C
URH WESTON 424 C
1105 S 4TH C
57 E JOHN 3 C
110 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 338 C
1609 VALLEY RD 2 C
URH TRELEASE 931 U
URH LAR 227 U
1108 S LINCOLN U
409 E CHALMRS 1310 C
409 E CHALMRS C
RR 3 U
URH GARNER 460 C
1006 NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 328 C
URH SCOTT 343 C
URH NOBLE 217 C
ATWOOD ILL
1012 S WESTLAWN C
409 E CHALMRS C
506 S 5TH C
305 E JOHN C
714 W CAL U
501 W MAIN U
URH BABCOCK 405 U
URH GARNER 478 C
707 W GRFEN U
909 S 5TH C
1723 LINCOLN RD C
218 E GREGORY 201 C
909 S 1ST 8 C
URH EVANS 302 U
URH SNYDER 461 C
2312 TAMARACK C
URH DANIELS 264 U
1107 W GREEN 432 U
URH ALLEN 357 U
407 N STATE C
1104 W NEVADA U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
1305 SILVER U
URH GARNER 395 C
1811 SOUTHWOOD C
1009 W CALIFORNIA U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1831 OPCH PL U
1222 FOOTHILL DR C
211 E ARMORY C
2030 C ORCH ST U
URH BARTON 411 C
306 W JOHN C
71C 4 OHIO U
605- W NEVADA U
1005 S WRIGHT C
OTTAWA ILL
VERSAILLES FR
URH LAR 335 U
URH HOPKINS 316 C
57 E JOHN 5 C
URH SNYDER 380 C
URH WARDALL 317 U
605 S 5TH 1 C
502 HARDING U
310 E MICHIGAN U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 178 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
1203 1/2 W MAIN 3 U
311 E GREEN C
1110 W SPNGFLD U
809 S 5TH C
URH TAFT 302 C
URH GARNER 218 C
CHICAGO ILL
1006 S 3RD 24 C
902 KIRBY C
803 W CREGON U
1202 W NEVADA U
707 S 6TH C
810 KIRBY C
401 E CHALMERS 204 C
910 S 3RD C
RANTOUL ILL
VERSAILLFS FR










































































1606 W MONROE ST
6033 N WHIPPLE
2523 W FARGO
8130 W LYONS ST





233 E 1ST ST
2901S MICHIGAN 802
5724 LAWN DR
2424 W ESTES 5C
550 N 5TH









4438 N DOVER ST





2542 29TH AV CT
1915 S WENONAH
1287 BLACK HAWK DR
2312 TAMARACK
218 SOI SRINAKORN
SCTR 15D HOUS 3363






















57 E JOHN 5
411 E BEVAN DR
2917 21ST PL





1203 1/2 W MAIN 3




















































































































SHAFER STEPHEN CRAIG GRAD
SHAFFER GARY LEE GRAO
SHAFFER JANET I LAS3
^SHAFFER JERPEL L ENG4
SHAFFER RONALD ALLAN GRAO
SHAFFER SHEREE L EO 1
SHAFFER TOOO A PE 3
SHAH AZADKUMAR R GRAD
SHAH OILIP MANILAL GRAD
'SHAHABI ALI REZA GRAO
KSHAHABI NAHIO A GRAD
SHAKON TERRENCE J BUS3
SHAKOTKO LEONA H LAS1
SHALON BRUCE BUS2
SHALVOY ROBERT SCOTT GRAD
SHAMIER VIJAYA GRAD
SHAMLEY JOHN H GRAD
SHANDELSON MARLA B AGR3
SHANDROSS GARY D LAS1
SHANE NANCY E LAS3
SHANE PATRICK J LAS3
SHANEBROOK ELAINE A LAS2
>SHANER DALE L GRAD
SHANER JEFFREY L BUS4
'SHANHOLTZER DENNIS D GRAD
SHANK DANE G ENG2
'SHANK KATHLENE S GRAO
SHANKER LAWRENCE H BUS2
'SHANKERNARAYANAN K GRAO
SHANKS DAVID J AGR1
'SHANKS PATRICIA LONG GRAD
SHANKS ROGER D AGR4
'SHANKS WILLIAM H GRAD
SHANLEY JOHN B LAW1
'SHANNON EOWARO J III GRAD
SHANNON EWA MARIE GRAD
SHANNON TIMOTHY F PE 1
'SHAPIRA PAULINE H GRAD
'SHAPIRO CHRISTINE J LAS3
SHAPIRO DEBORAH LAS4
SHAPIRO DEBPA A ED 4
SHAPIRO ELLEN KAY FAA2
'SHAPIRO GAIL FISH LAS2
'SHAPIRO HENRY DAVID GRAD
SHAPIRO IRIS E COM4
'SHAPIRO JACQUELINE W GRAD
SHAPIRO JANICE D LAS2
SHAPIRO JEFFREY M LAS1
SHAPIRO JODI B LAS2
'SHAPIRO JONATHAN Z LAS3
SHAPIRO LAUPA F BUS1
SHAPIRO MARGARET S LAS2
SHAPIRO MICHAEL R GRAD
SHAPIRO PHYLLIS J LAS1
SHAPIRO RICHARD A LAS3
SHAPIRO RICHARO A LAS4
SHAPIRO ROBYN G FAA4
SHAPIRO SHEPRI J LAS1
SHAPLAND THOMAS M ENG3
SHARE ALAN M LAS4
SHARE SUSAN J PE 2
'SHARMA AVDHFSH KUMAR GRAD
SHARMA RAJINOER M GRAD
'SHARMA SHEO MUPTI GRAD
SHARMA SUSHIL KUMAR GRAO
SHARMA VISHWASHWAR D GRAD
SHARMAN HEATHER E GRAD
SHARP BARRY FRANKLIN GRAD
SHARP ELIZABETH LEE LAS3
'SHARP JANE SCHUMANN GRAD
'SHARP JOHN M JP GRAO
SHARP KENNETH W GRAD
SHARP MARCIA L LAS2
SHARP RANDALL E COM3
SHARP SUSAN M FD 4
SHARP TAMARA M LAS1
'SHARP TERRELL L LAW3
SHARPE BEN GRIDLEY GRAD
'SHARPE JAMES RONALD GRAD
SHARPE MARCUS L BUS]
SHARPE MICHAEL J BUS3
SHARPE PETER A BUS4
SHARPLEY MARIAN LAS1
SHARROCK MICHAEL PET GRAD
>SHASHACK WILLARD F ED 4
SHATTIL CAROLE S AGR1
SHAUGER THEODORE E LAS1
^SHAVER JOHN L ENG2
SHAVER KEITH E ENG1
SHAVINSKY BETTY K LAS2
>SHAW BARBARA WRIGHT LAS4
SHAW DAVID LAWRENCE BUS1
SHAW DUDLEY ARTHUR GRAD
SHAW FRANK LAS3
SHAW GARY E BUS3
SHAW GRANT W ENG4
SHAW JOHN D BUS1
800 S MATTIS 42 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
902 S 2ND C
301 E WHITE C
308 1/2 PRAIRIE C
URH BABCOCK 302 U
DANVILLE ILL
605 W HIGH U
201 N GOODWIN 2 U
2116 ORCH ST 303 U
2116 ORCH ST 303 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH BUSEY 358 U
105 E DANIEL C
408 E STOUGHTON C
URH DANIELS 376 U
512 E WHITE 5 C
URH GARNER 239 C
URH BLAISDELL 14 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 1211 U
URH LAR 296 U
504 W MAIN 308 U
2110 W WHITE 155 C
MATTOON ILL
URH GARNER 106 C
MATTOON ILL
910 S 3RD C
1803 A ORCH ST U
URH SNYDER 215 C
805 S LINCOLN 1 U
704 1/2 W STOGHTN C
805 S LINCOLN 1 U
505 W MAIN U
1666 VALLEY RO C
1008 1/2 W GREEN 3 U
URH BARTON 3 C
511 W NEVAOA U
309 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS C
307 E HEALEY 16 C
802 W GREEN 301 U
202 S LYNN 1 U
MAHOMET ILL
409 E CHALMERS 807 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 717 U
910 S 3RD C
1208 STOUGHTON U
202 S LYNN U
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 414 C
1111 S 3RD 304 C
URH TRELEASE 703 U
209 E WHITE 2 C
2104 W WHITE C
908 W NEVADA U
910 S 3RD C
202 E DANIEL C
1513 KIRBY C
1104 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 409 U
404 E HEALEY 7 C
307 TURNER W U
1209 CLARK U
VET MED BLDG 155 U
2033 C ORCH ST U
508 S HIGHLAND C
405 W VINE C
308 E MICHIGAN 4 U
NAT HIST BLDG 249 U
618 W CHURCH 1 C
508 E ARMORY C
UPH WESTON 258 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 418 U
MAHOMET ILL
307 ARMORY 207 C
305 GLENN U
1002 W OREGON U
409 E CHALMRS C
406 E GREEN 208 C
URH WARDALL 322 U
URH DANIELS 417 U
PANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 105 U
URH SCOTT 365 C
2604 E ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 916 U
URH TRELEASE 520 U
RANTOUL ILL
NORTHBROOK ILL
URH SHERMAN 265 C
211 E DANIEL C
705 W SPNGFLD U
58 E CHALMERS C



























































1600 W BRADLEY 283
1120 HEATHERFIELD
301 E WHITE




132 SUKHSAGAR S V
2116 ORCH ST 303
2116 ORCH ST 303
902 S LOUIS ST

















ROUTE 2 BOX 396
805 S LINCOLN 1
ROUTE 2 BOX 396






9627 S MERRION AV
6520 N CENTRAL PK
8629 SHERMER RD
1702 COLONIAL LN
202 S LYNN 1
8417 10TH AV
6709 N SEELEY AV
8417 10TH AV
6230 N WHIPPLE
18 SPOEDE HILLS DR
3547 ARCADIA
202 S LYNN















VET MED BLDG 155













3414 N PEORIA AV



















































































































SHAW JULIE E ED 1
*SHAW MARILYN COX GRAD
SHAW MARILYN R AGR2
SHAW MARTHA J FAA1
SHAW PATRICIA K FAA3
SHAW R R BUS2
SHAW SALLY S LAS1
SHAW WILLIE G LAS4
SHAY ELIZABETH L AGR1
SHAY ROBERT LAS3
SHEA CHRISTINE M GRAD
SHEA CHRISTINE R LAS2
SHEA CURTIS G ENG3
SHEA ROBERT JAMES GRAD
SHEADE MICHAEL LAS3
SHEAFFER DEAN ROBERT FAA4
SHEAFFER LANA C LAS4
SHEAFOR STEPHEN J GRAD
*SHEAHAN JIMMIE CASE FAA4
SHEAHAN REBECCA A PE 3
SHEAHAN STEPHEN T LAS4
SHEAHAN WILLIAM R FAA6
SHEAKLEY WILLIAM H GRAD
SHEARBURN KIRK R LAS2
SHEARER HAROLD W AGRA
SHEARER PAUL SCOTT GRAD
SHEARER TERRANCE L ENG4
SHEDDEN STEVEN T LAS2
SHEEHAN DEBRA A LAS1
SHEEHAN ELIZABETH A LAS2
*SHEEHAN JOHN P ENG4
SHEEHAN MARY E ENG1
SHEEHY DANIEL G BUS3
*SHEESE JANICE GOUSE GRAD
SHEETS BASEL BURNETT BUS4
SHEFFER RICK L AV 1
2
SHEFFER THOMAS J BUS1
SHEFFOLD ELAINE E LAS1
SHEFNER GORDON J LAS2
SHEFSKY MARY Y ED 2
SHEFT JUDITH A LAS4
SHELBY LORI D FAA1
SHELBY RICHARD S ENG2
SHELDON FRANCES J LAS3
SHELOON GENE P ENG3
SHELDON MARLOWE G ENG4
SHELDON ROBERT H LAS3
SHELEY FLIZABETH E LAS3
SHELLEY ROBERT E LAS3
SHELLY DOROTHY V GRAD
SHELSTROM ROBERT L ENG2
SHELTON GEORGE B LAS2
SHELTON PATRICIA J ED 4
SHELTON PAUL MATTHEW ENG3
SHELTON ROOSEVELT LAS3
SHELTON WYETTE N LAS2
SHELUS STEPHEN S ENG4
SHEMECHKO JEROME W LAS3
SHEMER MICHAEL GRAD
SHEMFR PONITH GRAD
SHEN ALICE CHIH-ZA GRAD
SHEN BETTY BAU-DAU GRAD






SHENTON DIANE B ED 2
SHENTON STEPHEN G GRAD
SHEPARD DAVID W BUS4
SHEPARD LORI B AGR2
SHEPARD RICHARD B GRAD
SHEPARD TRENT A JR BUS4
SHEPAPDSON WILLIAM H FAA1
SHFPHERD JAY WILLIAM GRAD
SHEPHERD MAURICE D GRAD
SHEPHERD PATRICK A COM4
SHEPHERC PHYLLIS E R GRAD
SHEPHERD SALLY V LAS3
SHFPHERD STANLEY LAS2
SHEPHERD STANLEY S AVU
SHEPHERD SUSAN V ED 1
SHEPHERC WILLIAM D GRAD
SHEPLEY DOUGLAS M LAS2
SHEPPAPD ELISE J FAA2
SHEPPARD GENE C LAS1
SHEPPARD ROBERT J LAS2
SHEPPELMAN CYNTHIA S BUS1
SHEPPEPD ROBERT A FAA3
SHFPSTON RONALD W II ENG2
SHERBONDY JFANETTE E GR AO
SHERER ALFRFD D JR VM 1
SHEREY BRENDA LEE GRAD
SHERFEY WILLIAM J FAA2
SHERFY DAVID P ENG2
SHERIDAN CHARLFS F LAS4
URH LAR 387 U 332-3030
505 S GARFIELD C
705 W SPNGFLD U 367-1634
URH TRELEASE 316 U
1010 S 2ND C
1611 VALLEY RD 3 C
504 N MCKINLEY C 359-5035
403 S 6TH C
URH SCOTT 292 C 332-1495
201 S WRIGHT C
URH DANIELS 465 U 332-2538
1306 W CLARK U 344-8739
505 E CLARK 25 C
1500 ANTHONY 28 C 359-2381
907 S 4TH C
712 N OHIO U 344-1995
712 W OHIO U 34^-1995
1112 S 2ND 204 C 36 7-4703
103 PADDOCK 2 C 352-3797
604 W WASHINGTON C 356-0385
1205 WESTFIELO C
CANVILLE ILL
URH SHERMAN 766 C
URH WESTON 290 C 332-1975
904 N BROADWAY 221 U 344-6173
804 S BUSEY U 344-6352
505 ALABAMA C 352-6283
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 403 U
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
2704 E WASHINGTON C
URH CLARK 228 C 332-0024
URH FORBES 473 C
URH DANIELS U
608 S STATE 1 C 352-2878
1819 W JOHN C 359-3538
URH TAFT 212 C 332-0619
URH LAR 177 U
URH CARR 330 U 332-3942
904 S 3RD C 344-9579
58 E JOHN 3 C 359-0157
URH LAR 401 U
1101 W PENN U 344-9735
309 E JOHN C
112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
2011 PHILO RD 12 U 344-3973
406 E GREEN C
508 E WHITE 9 C 359-7369
PR 3 C
2416 CARRELTON C 356-0409
URH FORBES 300 C 332-1079
401 E DANIEL C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
1010 S 2ND C
1916 C ORCH ST U
1916 C ORCH ST U 344-0617
58 E DANIEL 4 C 352-8374
URH SCOTT 263 C 332-1463
2027 A HAZWD CT U 344-4991
2027 A HAZWD CT U 344-4991
902 S LINCOLN 104 U 367-7891
URH DANIELS 727 U 332-2383
902 S LINCOLN 104 U 367-7891
URH MORRILL 287 U
311 E GREEN 112 C
901 W SPNGFLD 12 U 367-4593
2080 C ORCH ST U 344-7214
URH BARTON 204 C
415 HESSEL C 352-8376
415 HESSEL C
809 S MATTIS C 356-6296
910 S 3RD C 337-5242
2424 E ELM U 328-3896
312 E ARMORY C 328-1787
604 E ARMORY 2239 C
URH DANIFLS 393 U
CHARLESTON ILL
1209 W CLARK U
1700 W BRADLEY 189 C 359-3860
1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0094
URH BABCOCK 428 U 332-3836
409 E CHALMERS 805 C
URH WARDALL 1104 U 332-4529
1700 W BRADLEY 189 C
URH HOPKINS 345 C 332-1290
1004 S 4TH C
DANVILLE ILL
503 E STOUGHTON 9 C 352-6638
URH BUSEY 161 U 332-2597
6C8 W GREEN 6 C 352-7863
WAUKEGAN ILL
613 W STOUGHTON U 344-8354
1404 SILVER 19 U 344-6439
708 W ILLINOIS U 328-3952
1C8 S GREGORY U
URH CARP 326 U 332-3938























3411 9 1/2 AV
2247 S 19TH AV








4537 W 101ST ST
45 BYNG AV








310 W 5TH ST
2714 CRAWFORD
609 N POHLWING RD
2011 PHILO RD 12
900 SUNSET
314 N WALNUT ST
1009 ROONEY DR
2416 CARRELTON
7235 W 112TH PL
2903 N WOODED LN
1503 W CONCORD
1350 W 108TH PL
6508 ABERDEEN
1916 C ORCH ST
2554 W 67TH ST
7544 KIRK DR
2027 A HAZWD CT
2027 A HAZWD CT
2903 STARDUST DR
108 RD 4 TIEN-MOU
108 RD 4 TIEN MOU







809 S MATTIS 4







1700 W BRADLEY 189
1311 PARK AV
4121 W MAYPOLE
VINE ST BOX 36
1311 PARK AV







125 N PHILIPPA AV
613 W STOUGHTON
641 PIPER LN 2-B
5028 GPEENLEAF
BOX 157




































































































SHERIDAN EILEEN MARY GRAD
SHERIDAN FRANCIS E LAS2
SHERIDAN JOHN M LAS3
SHERIDAN REBECCA L GRAD
SHERMAN ANN L FAA1
SHERMAN BARBARA A LAS4
SHERMAN BARRY J LAS1
SHERMAN CYNTHIA R FAA3
SHERMAN DAVE A ENG1
SHERMAN EDWARD M LAS1
SHERMAN HESS M AVI1
SHERMAN IAN M LAS2
SHERMAN JOHN HOWARD GRAD
SHERMAN LAWRENCE E ENG3
SHERMAN LAWRENCE F GRAD
SHERMAN MICHAEL R LAS4
SHERMAN PATRICIA A LAS4
SHERMAN ROSEMARY E FAA3
SHERMAN SCOTT P LAS4
SHERMAN SHARON B BUS1
SHERRILL JANE A AGRA
SHERROD DANIEL W GRAD
SHERROO WILBUR L JR BUS1
SHERRY RICHARD JAMES GRAD
SHERWAN SCOTT R LAS3
SHFRWIN COLETTE M LAS2
SHERWIN MARILYN K ED 2
SHERWIN NANCY JEAN GRAD
SHERWOOD GARY T ENG1
SHERWOOD MICHAEL F LAS2
SHERWOOD WAYNE C BUS*
SHETLAR MICHAEL R AGR1
SHEVOKAS CAROLYN GRAD
SHEWMON DAVID A ENG1
SHFYA JCCELYN GRAY GRAD
SHICK JAMES PANDLE LAW1
SHIELDS CHARLES J LAS4
SHIELDS LYNNE W LAS2
SHIELDS MARY S LAS1
SHIELDS MICHAEL D LAS4
SHIELDS ROBERTA J LAS1
SHIELDS THOMAS J BUS3
SHIERK THEODORE T JR GRAD
SHIFRIN CAROL A LAS4
SHIFRIN STEVEN J AGR1
SHIH CELIA UENG GRAD
SHIH CHIEN-CHENG GRAD
SHIH KATHERINE I GRAD
SHIH TSO-SHIN GRAD
SHIKAMI BARBARA L ED 1
SHIKAMI DEBORAH J ED 3
SHILEY RAYMOND E LAS2
SHILLIDAY DAVID A LAS4
SHILLIDAY DIANE S ED 2
SHIMASHITA KENNETH L ENG2
SHIMBO PAUL KIYOSHI BUS4
SHIMIZU JEFFREY D ENG3
SHIMKUS MATT S LAS1
SHIMKUS PIChARD A ENG1
SHIMMIN LESLIE C LAS1
SHIMMIN LYNN R AGR3
SHIMOKUBO JANICE T LAS4
SHIMOKUBO RAY M ENG1
SHIMOMURA GARY T ENG3
SHIMP EOWARD R AGR1
SHIMP KATHLEEN A FAA4
SHIMPI SHIRISH A GRAD




*SHINDE CHIMANRAO B GRAD
SHINDLE JANE M LAS3
SHINE TERESA A FAA3
SHINER KENNETH S LAS1
SHINER MARCY L BUS3
SHINER ROBERT E LAS2
SHINN RANDALL ALAN GRAD
*SHINN STEPHEN THOMAS GRAD
SHINN SUSAN C LAS3
SHINNEMAN DALYNE L GRAD
SHINNEMAN DANA LYLE GRAD
SHIP TERRIE B LAS2
SHIPLEY DONALD T JR BUS2
SHIPLEY SUSIE L LAS1
SHIPLEY WILLIAM M GRAD
SHIPMAN BRUCE A BUS4
SHIPP WILLIAM LEE GRAD
SHIPPLETT REX A II LAS2
SHIRE AARON D PE 4
SHIREY LARRY L LAS2
SHIRLEY LAWRENCE H GRAD
SHIPLEY MICHAEL S GRAD
SHISSLER RICHARD D FAA3
SHIU DAN CHUNG FAA1
SHIU KWOK NAM ENG3
SHIUE CHYAN-CHANG GRAD
SHIVELY JOHN ERNEST GRAD
SHKOLNIK BARRY J LAS1
URH CARR 416 U 332-3959
CHICAGO ILL
1203 ALTON C 356-9529
606 W HILL C 356-2394
910 S 3RD C
1005 S 1ST 10 C 356-9468
301 E ARMORY C
DECATUR ILL
URH NOBLE 419 C 332-0*35
URH NOBLE 420 C
URH SNYDER 338 C
URH FORBES 226 C 332-0965
RANTOUL ILL
802 S LINCOLN 7 U
2118 ORCH ST 101 U
1004 S 3RD C
111 S BUSEY 11 U 344-4862
URH VANDOREN 103 C 332-0220
109 E SPNGFLD C 356-8943
URH SCOTT 316 C 332.-1511
1202 W NEVADA U 367-0401
406 W GREEN U 344-6460
URH SNYDER 219 C
2040 B ORCH ST U
URH SCOTT 366 C 332-1536
URH HOPKINS 308 C 332-1353
URH TRELEASE 910 U 332-5657
1638 VALLEY RD C
MENOOTA ILL
3305 BRENTWOOD C 356-8676
58 CEDRIC U 344-1044
URH NOBLE 307 C 332-1415
URH SHERMAN 117 C 332-4621
URH NOBLE 115 C
510 S JAMES C
706 S 1ST C 356-6389
1301 S BUSEY U 344-1525
URH BABCOCK 313 U 332-3790
1934 B ORCH PL U 344-3214
2039 A HAZWD CT U 367-7742
URH TRLEASE 508 U 332-5444
604 E ARMORY U
909 S 5TH 220 C
505 S BUSEY 506 U 32ff-3795
907 S 4TH C
2029 D HAZWD CT U
U OF I CHEM ENG U
URH DANIELS 380 U 332-2515
2029 D HAZWD CT U 367-2294
URH TRELEASE 402 U 332-5*98
1006 S 3RD 18 C
URH OGLESBY 211 U 332-5093
310 E CHALMERS C 344-4185
1207 W NEVADA U 344-1450
112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
URH FORBES 417 C 332-1097
URH CARR 102 U
URH FORBES 125 C 332-0937
URH LUNDGREN 222 C 332-0252
URH CLARK 204 C 332-0009
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
URH BARTON 325 C 332-0169
URH ALLEN 355 U 332-3349
58 E GREGORY C
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
URH DANIELS 190 U 332-2447
2034 A ORCH ST U
300 S GOODWIN 507 U 344-6589
NAT RES 8LDG 163 U 333-6856
1108 S LINCOLN U
URH ALLEN 449 U
URH HOPKINS 245 C
310 E CHALMERS C 344-5939
URH SNYDER 424 C 332-ie40
906 E MICHIGAN U 328-1824
HCMEWOOD ILL
302 E ARMORY C 344-7244
306 DAVIDSON 3 C
306 DAVIDSON 3 C
910 S 3RD C 337-5280
1609 VALLEY ROAD 1 C 359-6928
1808 C ORCH PL U
1808 C ORCH PL U
312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
RANTOUL ILL
URH WESTON 425 C 332-2073
307 E HEALEY 6 C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U 332-4049
311 E GREEN 106 C
311 KELLY CT C 359-7365
308 E WHITE C
310 S PRAIRIE 203 C
URH SNYDER 214 C 332-1727
URH DANIELS 613 U 332-2334
412 W WASHINGTON C 359-0924























2040 B ORCH ST
947 VALLEY STREAM






RR 2 BOX 47A
10602 RIOGEWAY AV
239 WINTHROP












CHUNGSHAN N RD 18
PEIFU RD MUSHA




317 N MARKET ST
BOX 72 317N MARKET




6748 S KEDVALE AV





RP 1 BOX 100




300 S GOODWIN 105
185 PLEASANT DR
427 W 12TH ST
1637 N SAYRE AV
65 E SCOTT






6319 N LAWNDALE AV
1609 VALLEY RD 1
1808 C ORCH PL
1808 C ORCH PL
1722 W BAYWOOD
1513 GATES DR
102 S CARLYSLE AV
538 W 65TH ST
230 N OLIVE ST
1110 W 7TH ST
311 KELLY CT
205 SOUTHGATE DR
43 STUBBS RD C-
1
52 BOWRING ST 4/F
BOX 7902-10




































































































SHKOLNIK LEON DONALD GRAD
SHLOSBERG JEFFREY L LAS4
SHOCK JEFFREY M ENG2
SHOCKENCY ROBERT E LASl
SHOCKEY BEVERLY L AGR4
SHOCKEY DANIEL P ENG3
SHOCKEY DAVID W GRAD
SHODA GARRY T FAA4
SHODA ROBERT N LASl
SHOEMAKER DAVID C BUS6
SHOEMAKER DENNIS D FAA4
SHOEMAKER JAMES D LAS5
SHOEMAKER JOEL A GRAD
SHOEMAKER TENA D AGR4
SHOGREN JANET C ED 4
SHOGREN S J FAA4
SHOLD WILLIAM G LASl
SHOLDER GARY LASl
*SHONKWILER JIMMY L GRAD
SHONLEY JANET ELAINE GRAD
SHOOK BRUCE ALAN BUS4
SHOOK KENNETH R ENG2
SHOOK MICHAEL V LAS3
SHOOKMAN DENNIS R ENG2
SHOOP MARVIN R JR ENG2
SHORE DAVID B LAS2
SHORE SCOTT A LAS3
SHORE STEVEN F LAS2
SHORES DONNA J LAS2
SHORES LEE FAUCHALD GRAD
SHORES SALLY G GRAD
SHORESMAN SANDRA M LAS6
SHORISH ZIEBA LASl
SHOROBURA GEORGE R FAA4
SHORT BEVERLY J LAS3
SHORT-BOBBIE J BUS2
SHOPT CHRISTOPHER R FAA3
SHORT HENRY JR BUS4
SHORT JANICE R LASl
SHORTER CONSTANCE A GRAD
SHOUSE ELAINE MARIE GRAD
SHOUSE JANE HALLIDAY GRAD
SHOVE MYRENE K FAA1
SHOWERS DAVID L LASl
SHOWTIS WILLIAM J LAW3
SHPUNTOFF ALBERT F GRAD
SHRADER DONALD R ENG6
SHRIBER PAUL E FAA4
SHRIVER JEFFREY L LAS4
SHRIVER REBECCA L LAS3
SHROYER DARWIN D PE 3
SHRYOCK JEPI L LAS2
SHU ALEXANDER S BUS1
SHUBART ALICIA G AGR1
SHUBECK KATHRYN M AGR1
SHUBERT LOUISE A PE 3
SHUEY WILLIAM SCOTT BUS3
SHUFTAN FRANKLIN R COM4
SHUFTAN ROBERT L LASl
SHUKLA JYOTINORA H GRAD
SHUKLA VISHWA NATH GRAD
SHULAR JEFFPEY A LASl
SHULE BRUCE A FAA3
SHULENBURGEP DAVID E GRAD
SHULER BUDDY DWAIN ENG4
SHULL BRADLEY J AGR2
SHULL GREGORY L AGR3
SHULL JEANNE CAROL GRAD
SHULL NANCY I FAA2
SHULL ROBERT DAVID GRAD
SHULMAN HOLLY S AGR1
SHULMAN MARK M ENG3
SHULRUFF DEBORAH LAS3
SHULRUFF STUART E LAS3
SHULTZ JAMES I FAA3
SHULTZ RICHARD D ENG4
SHULTZ ROBERT H JR LAS2
SHULTZ THOMAS DAVID GRAD
SHUM DAVID HONG KUEN LASl
SHUMAKE JAMIE D FAA1
SHUMATE BARBARA S AGR1
SHUMATE JANICE L AGR4
SHUMATE MACK H JR GRAD
SHUMATE MARK K LASl
SHUMATE MONROE W LAS2
SHUMWAY CANDACE R ED 2
SHUMWAY SCOTT A LASl
SHUNMUGAVEL P GRAD
SHUPE LORETTA K LAS4
SHUPE ROBERT A ENG4
SHUPE ROGER A AGR2
SHUPE WILLIAM GLENN ED 3
SHURTLEFF JANET L LASl
SHUSTER BRYAN GRAD
SHUSTITZKY JOHN W LAS4
SHUTE DONALD A LAS3
SHUTT JANICE K ED 4
CHICAGO ILL
409 E CHALMERS C 384-5798
1002 W OREGON U 344-4779
CANTON ILL
707 W CHURCH U 344-8313
904 W GREEN U 344-9776
707 W CHURCH 2 U
909 S LOCUST C 359-1960
URH BARTON 102 C 332-0107
DKH 417 U 333-7883
4C ROXBURY RD U 344-8533
2020 N MATTIS 201 C 359-4772
2020 N MATTIS C 359-4772
40 ROXBURY RD U 344-8533
58 E ARMORY 11 C 356-9707
205 W NEVADA U
URH TOWNSEND 270 U
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5958
BONDVILLE ILL
108 S GREGORY U 344-4998
107 W CALIFORNIA 9 U 344-3637
212 E CHALMERS 14 C 344-8515
301 E WHITE C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U 332-4049
URH TOWNSEND 575 U 332-4302
59 E JOHN C 352-8416
802 W GREEN 300 U 344-2186
URH ALLEN 7 U 337-3089
URH WARDALL 904 U 332-4481
911 S FOLEY AV C 352-9110
911 S FOLEY C 352-9110
1304 KIRBY C
311 E DANIEL 6 C 344-0781
1112 S ARBOR C 344-3809
312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
1600 W BRADLEY 51 C 356-3720
URfi SNYDER 170 C
1600 W BRADLEY 51 C 356-3720
312 E DANIEL C
1973 A ORCH ST U 344-8906
1005 S 6TH C
ED BLDG 347 U 333-2958
508 W CALIFORNIA U 367-8865
URH FORBES 292 C 332-1009
108 E HEALEY 13 C 359-2504
605 S 4TH C 359-8125
1003 S MATTIS 1-7 C 359-8254
7 WAYSIDE U 367-1510
1713 CORONADO C
410 E GREEN 6 C 359-4983
DECATUR ILL
409 E CHALMERS 512 C
URH LUNDGREN 323 C
URH LAR 275 U 332-2983
URH ALLEN 136 U
313 E JOHN 3 C 332-3661
WESTVILLE ILL
909 S LOCUST C 359-1960
URH HOPKINS 288 C 332-1248
URH SNYDER 302 C
CERAMICS BLDG U
URH SCOTT 244 C 332-1462
209 E ARMORY C 344-4618
1202 BRIARCLIFF U
1005 CENTENNIAL C 356-1237
1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
1010 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMRS 1111 C 344-0400
807 E FAIRLAWN U 367-0700
2101 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH CLARK 221 C 322-0021
301 E ARMORY C 344-8129
409 E CHALMRS C 384-5906
503 E STOUGHTON 10 C 356-2630
605 1/2 W INDIANA U 344-8450
1205 W MAIN 1 U
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
302 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 221 C 332-1203
803 W OREGON U
URH LAR 177 U
URH LAR 284 U 332-2992
310 E MICHIGAN U
LAKE FOREST ILL
310 E MICHIGAN 10 U 344-2279
4 SAFFER CT U 367-5148
1615 CORNELL C 352-8480
603 S BUSEY U
1609 COMMANCHE DR C 359-6092
713 W OHIO U 344-5434
1008 S LINCOLN U
1302 CENTENNIAL C 356-8620
URH BLAISDELL 419 U 332-3557
CHARLESTON ILL
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
1109 W STOUGHTON U 344-4481
401 E CHALMERS 116 C 32?-3793
5632 N KIMBALL




827 W CENTER ST
707 W CHURCH 2
8251 S CORNELL AV
8251 S CORNELL AV
1010 E COLORADO 49
40 ROXBURY RD
2020 N MATTIS 201B
2020 N MATTIS
40 ROXBURY RD
213 N YALE AV






3120 PRIAL AV 2
18137 HIGHLAND AV
2 WOODLAND DR




















4501 W 88TH ST
605 S 4TH




















































































































































SHUTTER SHELLEY R AGR3
SHWACHMAN MAPCY A BUS1
SHWETZ MARY H LAS2
SHY CANDICE J COM4
SHYMAN IRA S LAS3
SIADAK JCHN WILLIAM GRAO
SIAS STEPHEM R ENG3
SIBIGTROTH JAMES M ENG3
SIBLE KATHRYN A BUS1
SIBLEY JAMES E AGR2
SIBUL PANDEE F LAS2
SICILIANO ANN K LAS3
SICKELS LAWRENCE G ENG1
SICKINGEP DANIEL L BUS3
SICKINGER MARK J BUS1
SICKS CAROL JEAN GRAD
SICOLI PETER F LAS1
SIDEBOTTOM THOMAS LAS1
*SIDELL BRUCE DAVIO GRAD
SIDER HAL S LAS1
SIDER HOLLY W LAS3
SIDER LEE E LAS2
SIDFS DAVID N AGR1
SIDINGER KATHLENE A BUS1
SIDLER KAROLEE A FAA1
SIDLER SANDRA E LAS3
SIDNEP KEITH M FAA3
SIDO KEVIN R LAW1
SIDRAN DEBGRAH L ED 4
SIDRYS VIDA K LAS2
SIDWELL LUANN LAS1
SIE TEN-LIN GRAD
SIEBEPT EDWARD D LAS2
SIEBERT MARILY A LAS3
SIEBOLD RALPH G JR LAS4
SIEBURG EUGENE J BUS4
SIEBURG JEFFREY J LAS2
SIEDENTOP JAMES L AGR3
SIEDENTOP LARRY A AGR4
SIEDLER WILLIAM J LAS4
SIFGAL SUSAN L LAS1
SIEGAN JEROME A LAW3
SIEGEL BARBARA LYNN GRAD
*SIEGEL BEVERLY K GRAD
*SIEGEL BROCK MARTIN GRAD
SIEGEL CINDY I LAS1
SIEGEL DAN G LAS3
*SIEGEL GARY H GRAD
SIEGEL JANET G COM4
SIEGEL JEFFREY A PE 1
SIEGEL JIM N LAS2
SIEGEL JUDY P ED 4
SIEGEL KEITH HERBERT LAS3
*SIEGEL LAURANE GEARY GRAD
SIEGEL LAWRENCE J GRAD
*SIEGEL MARTIN ALAN GRAD
SIEGEL MICHAEL L LAW1
SIEGEL MCHELLE J ED 4
SIEGEL NEO ROGER GRAD
SIEGEL ROBERT I LAS1
SIEGEL STEVEN COREY GRAD
SIEGEL STEVFN P BUS4
SIEGEL WILLIAM KARL LAS4
SIEGELMAN DAVID R FAA2
SIEGENTHALEP DUANE L GRAD
SIEGLEP DAVID M LAS2
*SIEH ELLEN HAMBY GRAD
*SIEH ROBERT G LAW1
SIEJA MARK C ENG1
SIEKERKA LEON HENRY ENG4
SIEKMAN DIANA R LAS3
*SIEKMAN RANDALL R GRAD
SIEMENS TERPANCE LEE GP AD
SIEMERS RICHARD J AGR3
SIEMERS ROGER L AGR3
SIEMERS TAMARA KIM FAA2
*SIEMS PHYLLIS MCCANN GRAD
*SIEMS WAYNE P ENG4
SIEMSEN FRANK K BUS3
SIEPEL WILEY P ENG2
SIERACKI NANCY J LAS4
SIERACKI PAUL S ED 3
SIERACKI RICHARD J ENG3
SIETH JEFFREY P FAA1
SIEU BENNY L ENG4
SIEVERS EOWARD M PE 2
SIEVEPS GLORIA KAY GRAD
SIGEL JAMES A BUS1
*SIGLER LEONARO E GRAD
SIH DANIEL FAA2
SIHON TAMARA HOPE GRAD
SIKEVITZ SHARON L LASl
*SIKICH CARROLL EVANS LAS4
SIKKENGA DAVID LEE GRAD
SIKOROWSKI MARK G FAA4
SIKOPSKI RONALD GRAD
SILADY FRED A GRAD
UPH DELTA HSE 1 U
910 S 3RD C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
1605 VALLEY RD 82 C
112 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 440 U
URH CLARK 230 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH TRELEASE 1106 U
URH LAR 238 U
URH FORBES 102 C
1004 S 1ST C
URH FORBES 459 C
SAVOY ILL
URH BARTON 324 C
601 S RACE U
WILSONS TRLR PK 63 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1C8 E HEALEY C
910 S 3RD C
RR 4 C
1110 W NEVADA U
URH EVANS 323 U
1206 W NEVADA 2 U
URH OGLESBY 124 U
107 E CHALMERS 1 C
1007 S 1ST C
URH WARDALL 625 U
UPH FLAGG 326 C
UPH DANIELS 275 U
URH ALLEN 493 U
URH BABCOCK 308 U
106 1/2 W IOWA U
1776 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 259 C
URH EABCOCK 107 U
505 S BUSEY 306 U
1003 MAIN U
URH CLARK 332 C
404 E STOUGHTON 12 C
605 S 4TH 210 C
310 W MICHIGAN U
2031 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 242 U
URH SNYDER 256 C
310 W MICHIGAN U
709 W OREGON U
105 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES ^16 C
807 W OREGON U
309 E DANIEL C
2031 D ORCH ST U
2708 HIGH CT U
821 E OAKLAND 207 U
608 S STATE C
SKOKIE ILL
307 E HEALEY 10 C
URH WESTON 450 C
URH DANIELS 229 U
802 W GREEN 100 U
211 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 259 U
401 E CHALMERS 611 C
UPH SCOTT 344 C
1832 B ORCH PL U
1832 B ORCH PL U
URH HOPKINS 375 C
URH TOWNSEND 265 U
102 N GREGORY U
2104 W WHITE 103 C
303 FDGEBROOK C
UPH SCOTT 282 C
URH SCOTT 282 C
610 3RD C
502 W MAIN 324 U
502 W MAIN 324 U
1002 W OREGON U
URH HOPKINS 344 C
CHICAGO ILL
1208 W STOUGHTON 1 U
2101 S REBECCA C
URH NOBLE 218 C
1305 SILVER U
1101 W PENN U
705 W CHURCH C
409 E CHALMRS C
FPITCHRY ESTATES 7 U
910 S 3RD C
2087 C ORCH ST U
URH TRELEASE 42 8 U
804 W WILLIAM C
310 S PRAIRIE 201 C
710 W CALIFORNIA 6 U
707 S 6TH 317 C





































































2205 S 11TH ST
856 1ST ST
8700 S WOLF RD





29W 414 JAMES AV
106 W CHURCH

















RP 5 BOX 102
1121 N CHURCH ST
3655 N OAKLEY





2 C 21 W CHASE
1810 BRUMMEL
310 W MICHIGAN
2031 D ORCH ST
2527 N DRYDEN PL




38 CREST HAVEN CR
7442 LAKE ST
6576 N OLIPHANT
2031 D ORCH ST
3794 BENDEMEER RD
821 E OAKLAND 2 07
700 SHERIDAN RD
9301 KENTON

















418 S 6TH AV
502 W MAIN 324






20 W 253 87TH ST
1433 W LELAND









8400 W NORTH AV
3757 W 214TH PL



































































































SILAVIN LOUISE D LAS4
SILAVIN SUSAN LAURIE GRAD
SILBERMAN ANDREA H LAS1
SILBFRMAN HFLENE E P? 4
SILBERNIK IRWIN J FAA3
SILBFRSTEIN JUDITH A GRAD
SILBERT GARY A LAS2
SILCHUCK MICHAEL L BUS3
SILER ADA MAXWELL LAS4
SILEP BARBARA F LAS1
SILER CAROLYN E AGR1
SILFF JOHN W FAA1
SILES STEPHFN M COM4
SILKEY LESLIE F LAS4
SILKWOOD LARRY R LAW1
SILKWORTH STEPHEN J FAA3
SILL KELLY L LAS3
SILLIMAN SCOTT E ENG4
SILVA BELLO ELISEO GRAD
SILVER JOHN T VM 2
SILVER JOY E LAS1
SILVER JUDITH F ED 3
SILVERBERG HARRY G LAS2
SILVERGLADE BRUCE A LAS2
SILVERMAN BARBARA J LAS1
SILVERMAN CAROL G LAS2
SILVERMAN CRAIG L LAS3
*SILVFRMAN DAVID L VM 3
SILVERMAN HARRY M BUS1
SILVERMAN HOWARD S LAS2
SILVERMAN IPWIN M LAS3
SILVERMAN STEVI A FAA1
SILVERN PAUL J FAA3
SILVERSTEIN MARILYN LAS1
SILVEPSTFIN MARILYN LAS3
SILVERSTEIN REGINA L LAS2
SILVERTPUST SANDRA B AGR3
SILVEY JACK D LAS4
SILZFP FRANK S BUS1
SIMANTZ CAROL A LAS4
SIMCOE BARBARA J FAA1
SIMEK STANLEY M BUS*
SIMISON CHARLES T ENG1
SIMMFPFR NOFMA J LAS2
SIMMERING JAMES M ENG1
SIMMONDS KEITH CECIL GRAD
SIMMONS BRENDA L AGR4
SIMMONS GARY GENE GRAD
SIMMONS LA^RY CARL ED 4
SIMMONS REID G ENG4
SIMMONS SANDRA P GRAD
SIMMS DEBORA A PE 2
SIMMS JAMES M B'JS4
SIMMS LESLIE J LAS1
SIMOFF RICHARD A LAS1
SIMON ALAN EDWARD GRAD
SIMON ARTHUR J LAS1
SIMON BARBARA A AGR1
SIMON CAPEN LAS1
SIMON ELAINE E AGR1
SIMON ELLEN N LAS1
SIMON ELYSE WATT LAS2
SIMON ESTHER MAPCIA GRAD
SIMON FREDERICK V FAA1
SIMON JAMES L LAW1
SI MOM LARRY M LAS2
SIMON MARC J LAS3
SIMON MARC S LAW3
SIMON MARC S LAS1
SIMON RICHAPD DEL ENG1
SIMON ROBERT A PE 4
SIMON ROBERT GILBERT GRAD
SIMON ROGER A LAS3
SIMON RCSALYN WOLF GRAD
SIMON SANDRA E AGR1
SIMON STEVEN A LAS2
SIMON SUSAN KAYE LAS2
SIMON TIMOTHY R ENG2
SIMONE GARY WAYNE GRAD
SIMONF STEPHANIE FAA3
SIMONINI ANN E AGR4
SIMONS DAVID B BUS1
SIMONS DAVID STUART GRAD
SIMONS JANET K AGR2
SIMONS MARK G AGR4
SIMONS ROBERT A ENG4
SIMONS SANDPA DALE GRAD
SIMONS THEODORE H JR LAW3
SIMOMSEN CARL J ENG4
SIMON SON ALAN M LAS2
SIMOMSON MARY L LAS1
SIMPSON DAWN M LAS1
SIMPSON DWIGHT D ENG1
SIMPSON GARY LAVERN GRAD
SIMPSON HUGH MCADEN GRAD
SIMPSON JAMES R FAA4
SIMPSON JANICE L LASl
706 S MATHEWS U
907 1/2 S OAK C
URH TRELEASE 525 U
902 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMRS C
502 W JOHN C
910 S 3RD 218 C
1105 S 4TH C
502 E GREEN U
502 F GREEN U
906 S STATE C
URH OGLESBY 320 U
410 E JOHN C
1005 S PINE C
501 W SPNGFLD C
505 S BUSEY 301 U
709 S GREGORY U
58 E CHALMERS C
UPH DANIELS 370 U
406 N HIGHLAND U
URH TRELEASE 630 U
310 E CHALMERS 313 C
409 E CHALMRS C
503 E STOUGHTON C
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 409 U
910 S 3RD C
612 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD 1106 C
910 S 3RD C
1105 S 1ST C
URH WARDALL 622 U
207 W WILLIAM C
UPH TRELEASE 1104 U
502 S MATTIS C
URH GARNER 268 C
111 E CHALMERS 15 C
URH ALLEN 460 U
URH SNYDER 322 C
502 W MAIN 330 U
1010 S 2ND C
509 E CLARK 24 C
URH GARNER 296 C
603 S 5TH C
402 E ARMORY C
URF SHERMAN C
2006 VAWTER 10 U
1706 RIDGELAND C
1600 W BRADLEY 207 C
160 PADDOCK E 3 C
DANVILLE ILL
805 W OHIO U
10C8 S LINCOLN U
URH GARNER 336 C
URH ALLEN 273 U
1521 1/2 LNCLNSHRE C
409 E CHALMRS 113 C
URH BUSEY 325 U
812 HOLIDAY C
805 W OHIO U
URH SCOTT 390 C
1521 1/2 LINCLNSHR C
URH SHERMAN 328 C
URH TOWNSEND 128 U
1310 GRANDVIEW C
PALATINE ILL
58 E JOHN 6 C
806 KERR 201 U
URH OGLESBY 1124 U
URH SNYDER 282 C
2219 S 1ST ST RD C
604 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
812 HOLIDAY C
URH TRELEASE 1103 U
306 1/2 E GREEN C
1004 S 4TH C
401 E DANIEL C
901 S 1ST C
311 WHITE 27 C
1207 W NEVADA U
52 E ARMORY C
PHYSICS BLDG U
1517 ALMA C
904 N BROADWAY 202 U
310 N BUSEY U
307 W JOHN C
110 W CHARLES C
401 E GREEN C
URH HOPKINS 480 C
URH CARR 11 U
URH LAR 324 U
3C2 E GREGORY C
OAK PARK ILL
URH LUNDGPEN 109 C
608 E MAIN U




































































5006 ALTA VISTA RD
178 S DUBOIS














752 E 193RD ST
6624 N SEELEY
6933 N KEDZIE
1040 LAKE SHORE DR
7708 ARCADIA
3438 W MAIN ST
612 S 4TH












8059 S TALMAN AV








160 PADDOCK E 3
1207 VERMILION GRD













106 S PLUM ST
248 SCHILER
9039 N CENTRAL AV
6225 N HARDING AV
















1906 W WHITE OAK
9738 S DAMEN AV
307 W JOHN
7710 S ST LAWRENCE
5128 W BARRY AV
1161 HOMER AV
1813 BURLINGTON AV
3812 W PFPPIN ST
RR 2
731 S MAPLE AV
1287 TALBOT AV




































































































SIMPSON JOHN R LAS*
SIMPSON PATRICIA A LAS5
SIMPSON ROY MELVYN GRAO
SIMPSON THEODORE F AGR3
SIMS CLARK ALLEN FAA*
SIMS EARL R LAS2
SIMS GLENN B AGR3
*SIMS GREGORY F BUS3
SIMS JOANNE E LAS3
SIMS MAURICE LAS*
SIMS PHYLLIS D LAS1
SIMS SARA M LAS1
SIMS THOMAS N BUS1
SIMS WAYNE R AGR3
SIN AYLWIN YIM ENG2
SINADINOS WILLIAM LAS*
SINASON DAVID H ENG3
SINDER DALE R ENG3
SINGER JUDITH LOU GRAD
SINGER LOREEN A PE 2
SINGER MARC L BUS*
SINGER MARK JULIUS GRAD
SINGER MELISSA L FAA1
SINGER RHONDA A LAS2
SINGER RICHARD A LAS1
SINGER ROBERT GARY GRAD
SINGER THOMAS C FAA3
SINGER TIMOTHY D AGR3
SINGER WENDA G GRAD
SINGH MAHENDRA GRAD
SINGH SATYA PAL GRAD
SINGH SATYENDRA GRAD
SINGLER RANDEL L ED 4
SINGLETARY TED J GRAD
SINGLETON DARRELL A FAA2
SINGLETON DEBORAH A FAA*
SINGLETON DOUGLAS A LAS2
SINGLETON LOUISE C GRAO
SINGLETON ROBERT H BUS3
SINGLETON RUSSELL M GRAD
SINICKAS ANGELA D AGR1
SINILA LESLIE G BUS1
SINISE RICHARD H LAS*
SINKHORN CLARENCE P LAS3
SINN SALLY KATHERINE GRAD
SINOW DAVID M LAW2
SINOWAY MITCHELL BUS1
SINTOV HAROLD M LAS2
SINWELL MICHAEL J ENG3
SIPPEL ROGER A LAS2
SIRES RICKY D LAS1
SIRISINGH SATHORN GRAD
SIRON JON K PE 1
SIROTA MICHAEL L LAW1
SIS LEONARD BART GRAD
SISKA CRAIG A LAS1
SISLOW ROBERT L ED 3
SISSON ALLEN S AGR1
SISSON DAVID JOE GRAD
SISSON KATHRYN A FAA3
SISSCRS DANIEL L GRAD
SISTER GOLLA MARIE GRAD
SISTER GRIFFIN P GRAD
SISTER HAKY MARY G GRAD
SISTER HARTNEY MARIE GRAD
SISTER KENEALY AMY T GRAD
SISTER KESSELHFIM R GRAD
SISTER KONECNY MARY GRAD
SISTER LUTZ LOUISE M GRAO
SISTER MELODY LAURA GRAD
SISTER PROTEAU JANET GRAD
SISTER ROSS MARION GRAD




SITKO STEVE M ED 3
SITLER JOHN A LAS3
SITOMPUL HILLEN H GRAD
SIVASUBRAMANIAN P GRAD
SIVERTSEN DWIGHT A BUS2
SIVIN BERNARD A LAS1
SIWE SANDRA G GRAD
SIXSMITH BARBARA A LAS3
SIZEMORE DAVID MYRON LAS*
SKAFIDAS THOMAS M LAS3
SKAGER PAUL S ENG*
SKAGGS DALE A LAS3
SKAGGS GARY M ENG*
SKAGGS SUZANNE B AGR3
SKALETSKY MARC S BUS1
SKALSKI PAULA J FAA2
SKAPERDAS CLAIRE K GRAD
SKAPERDAS PETER D LAS2
SKARZYNSKI CAROL A ED *
SKAU MICHAEL WALTER GRAD
SKEENS REBECCA S LAS3
611 W GREEN 1 U
MALVERN PA
THOMASBORO ILL
112 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 353 U
URH TOWNSEND 536 U
URH SNYDER 209 C
2*12 E ELM U
605 SCOVILL U
URH TAFT 22 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR *33 U
URH SNYDER 209 C
URH SNYDER *86 C
URH TOWNSEND 5*9 C
502 E STOUGHTON C
100* S 3RD C
URH FORBES 312 C
*01 E CHALMERS 511 C
710 W OHIO U
1007 N RANDOLPH C
90* N BROADWAY U
URH WARDALL 216 U
URH WESTON 306 C
URH BARTON 102 C
305 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 13* U
ARTHUR ILL
90* N BROADWAY U
111* W SPNGFLD U
VET MED BLDG 155 U
901 W SPNGFLD 5 U
112 ENNIS LN U
3222 CAMERON DR C
URH FORBES *95 C
508 E WHITE 10 C
URH FORBES 286 C
805 E GREEN 2 U
1607 VALLEY RD 2 C
805 E GREEN 2 U
URH BLAISDELL 319 U
URH LAR 118 U
605 S 5TH 23 C
1007 S 3RD C
608 E CHALMERS C
120* E PENN U
105 E ARMORY C
803 W OREGON U
URH GARNER *08 C
1101 W PENN U
URH LUNDGREN 209 C
1107 W GREEN 636 U
URH TOWNSEND 2*6 U
902 N GREGORY U
910 DUNCAN RD C
URH BARTON 20 C
308 E ARMORY C
110 E ARMORY C
183 PADDOCK E C
305 W VINE C
URH DANIELS 630 U
1005 S 6TH 10 C
URH LAR 381 U
URH SHERMAN 113 C
URH SHERMAN 121 C
SAUK VILLAGE ILL
URH DANIELS U
URH DANIELS 616 U
1*13 GARDEN HILLS C
1*00 W PARK U
201 N BUSEY U
707 W OREGON U
*06 W WHITE C
1005 S 6TH C
HORT FIELD LAB 106 U
311 E DANIEL 2 C
URH TOWNSEND 3*6 U
URH LUNDGREN 16 C
216 E GREGORY C
1107 W GREEN 535 U
ICO* S 2ND C
URH BARTON 225 C
1010 W WILLIAM C
508 E CHALMERS C
810 W OREGON U
1110 S 2ND C
313 E ARMORY C
609 W HEALEY 1 C
1600 W BRADLEY 293 C
*0* S WILLIS C
URH OGLESBY 830 U
URH VANDOREN 21 C
912 W PARK C
912 W PARK C
WOOD DALE ILL
*01 N HIGHLAND U
































































6 E LAWN DR
2 SALEM WAY RR 1
602 SCHLUTER ST
1909 MAPLE AV




2716 8 1/2 AV





12 MING YUEN ST W















1107 W GREEN 132
TAPAI BHAWAN
RR 1




805 E GREEN 2
6 CHESTERTON LN
















3* ROYAL VALE DP
ROUTE 1 BOX 202




































912 fc PARK AV





































































































SKELLEY EUGENE B VM 2
SKELLY THOMAS M LAS1
SKELTON JAMES MORRIS GRAO
SKELTON RONALD L BUS1
SKELTON WILLIAM G JR GRAD
SKIBBE CONSTANCE B PE 4
SKIBBE WILLIAM P LAS4
SKILES BRAD FAA1
SKINNER DONALD KEITH FAA3
SKINNER JOEL R AGR1
SKINNER LANA J LAS1
SKINNER WILLIAM D AGR1
SKISAK CHRISTOPHER M AGR1
SKLAIR TERRY L LAS3
SKLAN GILLIAN C AGR1
SKLANSKY EILEEN AGR1
SKLAW LEONARD BUS1
SKLENCAR MARY B LAS4
SKOBEL KATHY A LAS2
SKOFF RAYMOND P BUS4
SKOLASKI SANDRA L LAS4
SKOLKIN MARK D LAS1
SKOLNIK CAROL S GRAD
SKOLNIK HOWARD B FAA3
SKOLNIK NANCY S LAS4
SKORBURG JOHN W BUS4
SKOVRONSKI ANNETTE LAS3
SKOWRON LORFTTA M LAS1
SKOWRONSKI JOSEPH C LAS1
SKOWRONSKI THOMAS M ENG3
SKOZA DANIEL J LAS4
SKOZA THOMAS E LAS1
SKRODZKI JANE MARY GRAD
SKRZYNIECKI ALAN F GRAD
SKUBA THOMAS D LAS2
*SKUBE MARK R BUS4
SKUBIC RICHARD L ENG2
SKUPIEN RONALD J LAS3
SKWFRES MARYANN FAA3
SKWORCH TERRY A LAS2
SKY-PECK STEPHEN H LAS2
SLACK DAVID A FAA2
SLACK JAMES L FAA4
SLACK LAURA S LAS3
SLACK MARK BENNETT ENG4
SLAOE ROBERTA HALL GRAD
SLADE ROYDEN J LAS2
SLADEK JOHN M BUS2
SLADEN BERNARD J LAS3
SLAGER OAVID A ENG1
SLAGER ROSEMARY V ENG4
SLAGER STEPHEN J FAA4
SLAMA MARGARET J AGR3
SLAMAR RICHARD BUS2
SLAMP JAMES H FAA1
SLATE ARCH Y ENG4
SLATE MITCHELL P ENG2
SLATER ANNE E AGR3
SLATER DAVID W AGR4
SLATER JOAN C FAA3
SLATER KAY L AGR3
SLATT BARBARA S GRAD
SLATTERY JUDITH A COM4
SLATTERY MARY K LAS1
SLATTERY MARY M GRAD
SLAUGHTER KEITH W LAS2
SLAUGHTER NICHOLAS R LAS3
SLAVIK MARY ANN R GRAD
SLAVIK NELSON SIGMAN GRAD
SLAVIN LAURIE R LAW2
SLAVINSKAS VIDA M BUS4
SLAWIKOWSKI JOHN W GRAD
SLAYBACK RICHARD A ENG2
SLAYBAUGH JACK ERROL GRAD
SLEATOR DANIEL D LAS1
SLEATOR LUCY V LAS4
SLEDD CAMELLA J LAS1
SLEDD CAMILLE J LAS1
St EOF GREGORY J LAS4
SLEDD YVONNE V LAS1
SLEDGE YVETTE L BUS2
SLEDZ WAYNE A LASl
SLEEP KAREN MCCURTAI FAA1
SLEEP RICHARD A BUS4
SLFEZER DANIEL L ENG2
SLEEZER JEANETTE C AGR3
SLEMFR RONALD R LASl
SLEPICKA CHARLES H LAS4
SLFVA WILLIAM G LAS2
SLEZAK CHARLENE M FAA4
SLEZAK MICHAEL A LASl
SLIDER DARRELL L LAS3
SLIFF CHARLES W LAS4
SLIFE KPISTEN B PE 4
SLIGAR STEPHEN GARY GRAD
SLIGHTAM ROBERT J GRAD
SLINGERLAND BARRY A BUS4
MAHOMET ILL
URH BABCOCK 429 U
503 S LYNN 2 C
URH BLAISDELL 210 U
2207 VALLEY BROOK C
1514 GRANDVIEW 4 C
1514 GRANDVIEW 4 C
310 E GREGORY C
2002 CRESCENT C
URH FORBES 225 C
BELLEVILLE ILL
URH ALLEN 262 U
1111 S 1ST C
408 E STOUGHTON 1 C
URH ALLEN 139 U
URH GARNER 444 C
URH FORBES 222 C
802 W GREEN 200 U
4C9 E CHALMRS C
910 N BUSEY U
715 W MICHIGAN U
URH OGLESBY 1210 U
1600 W BRADLEY 306 C
111 E CHALMERS 12 C
910 S 3RD C
310 E JOHN C
605 S 5TH 16 C
URH TRELEASE 530 U
URH BARTON 103 C
URH ALLEN 485 U
702 1/2 E GREEN U
URH SNYDER 290 C
302 S 4TH C
1106 E MICHIGAN U
URH OGLESBY 512 U
817 W WASHINGTON C
URH TOWNSEND 540 U
311 E ARMORY C
909 W OREGON 102 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH CARR 117 U
313 E ARMORY C
2020 N MATTIS 207 C
302 E ARMORY C
1104 W STOUGHTON U
300 S GOODWIN 412 U
910 S 3RD C
312 E ARMORY C
URH CARR 118 U
313 E ARMORY C
103 N COLER U
103 N COLER U
800 W CHURCH 11 C
1008 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 219 C
URH TOWNSEND 221 U
URH TOWNSEND 220 U
URH HOPKINS 430 C
58 E GREGORY C
URH VANDOREN 118 C
805 W OHIO U
405 W HILL 6 C
712 W CALIFORNIA U
URH WARDALL 802 U
CHICAGO ILL




310 E WHITE C
1006 S 3RD 11 C
URH SHERMAN 1363 C
URH OGLESBY 504 U
28 COACHMAN U
605 W MICHIGAN U
813 MAIN U
CHICAGO ILL
URH TRELEASE 825 U
1007 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 1008 U
URH TRELEASE 906 U
1005 GREGORY U
308 N STATE 9 C
308 N STATE 9 C
102 E CHALMERS C
412 E GREEN 3 C
URH LUNDGREN 204 C
58 E JOHN 12 C
604 E ARMORY 1429 C
302 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 460 C
URH BABCOCK 111 U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
1107 1/2 W OREGON U
904 N BROADWAY 107 U
505 E WHITE C



































































ROUTE 4 BOX 108-A
2520 OAK ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 339


























5240 S OAK PARK AV
8240 W 91ST ST
8240 W 91ST ST
935 HUCKLEBERRY LN
1106 E MICHIGAN
221 W HAWLEY ST
817 W WASHINGTON
7722 S KEELER AV
5704 S MOODY AV
5712 W LELAND AV
3537 W 116TH ST
187 OLMSTED RD
1211 W LONNQUIST
309 N JOHN ST
3655 POPLAR RD
904 MYRTLE AV
300 S GOODWIN 412
128 S SEYMOUR AV
1924 NORFOLK AV
2104 S 18TH AV





















3630 W 81ST ST
2936 W LOGAN BLVD










308 N STATE 9
308 N STATE 9
1053 N AUSTIN BLVD
ROUTE 1 BOX 243
RR 1 BOX 58
4048 PRESCOTT AV
105 E ARCHER AV
3832 S EUCLID AV
1105 SHERMAN
1444 VISTA LN
1107 1/2 W OREGON





































































































SLIVKA VINCENT III FAA4
SLIVKEN BETH JEWEL GRAD
SLIVKEN KARLA E LAS1
SLIVKEN KENNETH P BUS1
SLIVON LOUISE D LAS3
SLIWINSKI BEN J ENG3
SLIWOSKI LEONARD J AGR3
SLOAN ABIGAIL B FAA2
SLOAN JANE ANN LAS4
SLOAN MARC S LAS1
SLOAN MARLA F LAS3
SLOAN MARVIN H BUS1
SLOAN MIKEL L LAS2
SLOAN PAMELA M FAA3
SLOAN ROSELLEN J BUS3
SLOAN STEPHEN JACOB GRAO
SLOAN SUSAN S LAS4
SLOANE STUAPT R BUS1
SLOBODIN LEONARD F GRAD
SLOCUM SUZANNE M ED 4
SLOCUMB CATHERINE E LAS4
SLONKOSKY CRAIG L GRAD
SLORP LEE HENRY GRAD
SLOSAR CATHERINE A LAS4
SLOTO JAMES R LAS4
SLOVAK CHARLES J III GRAD
SLOWIK JOHN HENRY GRAD
SLOWIK MADELINE G GRAD
SLOWIKOWSKI RICHARD BUS3
SLOWINSKI BRUCE E LAS3
SLOWN DAVID J LAS4
SLUIZER SUZANNE I LAS3
SLUSHFR ROBERT LEWIS GRAD
SLUTZKY JERROLD E BUS3
SLUTZKY RODNEY CLARK LAW3
SMAGA JOHN ANDREW GRAD
SMALL CONNIE L LAS1
SMALL HOWARD W LAW2
SMALL JACK E JP ENG3
SMALL STACY L FAA1
SMALL SUSAN J ED 2
SMALLER DANA L LAS3
SMALLEY FRANCIS E AGR2
SMALLEY JOHNNE VM 3
SMALTER DIANA J LAS1
SMALTER SUSAN L ED 3
SMALZER JOSEPH FRANK LAS1
SMART CHARLES FLOYD FAA3
SMART DAVID W ENG1
SMART PATRICIA S LAS1
SMASON JOEL D ENG2
SMEAD MARTHA J FAA2
SMEDINGHOFF JOHN J LAS1
SMELCER DAVID A BUS2
SMELCER JOHN B II ENG3
SMELCER WILMA JEAN GRAD
SMFNTOWSKI JOHN M GRAD
SMETKO CRAIG N LAS2
SMIDL JANET R LAS4
SMIETANSKI ALAN F LAS4
SMIETANSKI DEBRA K LAS2
SMILEY JIM W AVI1
SMILEY LINDA S ED 4
SMILEY PATRICK W BUS2
SMILEY PACHELLE LAS1
SMILEY SCOTT A ENG1
SMILEY STEVEN J ENG3
SMILEY THOMAS D ENG4
SMILJANIC MILAN M GRAD
SMILOWITZ ROBERT GRAD
SMITH ALLEN H ENG4
SMITH ANDREW J PE 1
SMITH ANN COURNOYER LAS4
SMITH ANTHONY RALPH GRAD
SMITH ARTHUR F LAS4
SMITH BARBARA E COM3
SMITH BARBARA J VM 1
SMITH BETTY A ED 4
SMITH BEVERLY ANN GRAD
SMITH BEVERLY ANN GRAD
SMITH BONNIE LYNN LAS2
SMITH BRADLEY T FAA3
SMITH BRENT E AGR3
SMITH CANDACE L ED 4
SMITH CAREY E FAA4
SMITH CAROL A LAW3
SMITH CAROL ESTHER GRAD
SMITH CATHARINE T GRAD
SMITH CATHERINE J PE 1
SMITH CHARLOTTE AGR1
SMITH CHRISTIANA KOL GRAD
SMITH CHP ISTIE G FAA3
SMITH CLIFFORD J LAS1
SMITH COLETTE YVONNE GRAD
SMITH CRAIG B LAS3
SMITH CRAIG M FAA3
SMITH CRAIG M LAS4
VERSAILLES FR
CISSNA PARK ILL
URH TRELEASE 431 U
URH NOBLE 322 C
106 1/2 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 603 U
613 UNION C
910 S 3RD C
601 W WASHINGTON C
105 E ARMORY C
509 E STOUGHTON C
URH SAUNDERS 208 U
504 E PENN U
1004 W CLARK U
URH GARNER 375 C
311 S NEW C
1203 W MAIN 1 U
URH ALLEN 73 U
710 S ELM C
309 N BUSEY 7 U
107 E CHALMERS 7 C
MAHOMET ILL
2106 ORCH ST 201 U
URH VANDOREN 326 C
502 S MATTIS C
300 S GOODWIN 403 U
1600 W BRADLEY C
1600 W BRADLEY 109 C
311 E ARMORY C
1103 S BUSEY 4 U
503 E WHITE 12 C
1205 W MAIN 3 U
1904 GREENDALE C
58 E JOHN 127 C
305 N RUSSELL C
408 E STOUGHTON 4 C
405 E JOHN 11 C
701 W CHURCH U
904 W GREEN U
URH BABCOCK 319 U
105 E HEALEY C
402 E WHITE C
801 W NEVADA U
1007 E PENN U
312 E DANIEL C
405 E JOHN 8 C
202 E DANIEL C
205 COUNTRY FP 41 C
URH NOBLE 124 C
URH TRELEASE 105 U
URH BABCOCK 111 U
309 E JOHN 4 C
URH CARR 328 U
URH CARR 125 U
1109 W STOUGHTON U
910 S 3RD C
104 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 314 C
814 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 322 U
URH WARDALL 1007 U
DECATUR ILL
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
307 E GRFEN 6 C
URH WARDALL 311 U
910 S 3RD C
1004 4TH C
310 W COLUMBIA C
202 HOLIDAY PARK C
409 W ILLINOIS U
404 E DANIEL C
112 E JOHN C
TERRE HAUTE IND
410 1/2 W HIGH U
2006 VAWTER U
209 N COLER 2 U
802 E MAIN 2 U
CHICAGO ILL
112' HOLIDAY PARK C
1402 E FLORIDA U
DANVILLE ILL
404 E GREEN 304 U
TOLONO ILL
RR 1 C
1209 W CLARK U
URH DANIELS 282 U
URH SHERMAN 530 C
CHARLESTON ILL
URH HOPKINS 482 C
URH TRELEASE 1004 U
2409 CARRELTON C
910 S 3RD 816 C
URH BARTON 302 C
901 S 1ST 15 C
905 W STOUGHTON U
1006 S 3RD 10 C





344-0118 1144 S ELMWOOD AV
332-5205 414 S WALNUT ST
3938 W 66TH ST
6826 N LOWELL
359-1415 220 S VERMILLON
344-9566 15 ELLENDALE RD
15 ELLENDALE RD
9241 N OKETO AV
344-5019 504 E PENN
367-4444 7133 HAMLIN AV




359-5996 710 S ELM
344-4332 303 W MAIN
344-8793 302 PARK AV
WOODHILL 204-14
367-7460 2106 ORCH ST 201
332-0535 835 RIDGE
105 E NORTHGATE RD
300 S GOODWIN 403
356-5293 1600 W BRADLEY
356-5293 818 AZALEA DR
344-7453 3710 S CENTRAL AV
5122 S NEW ENGLAND
352-2 867 2801 GLENVIEW RD
367-7999 1205 W MAIN 3
356-1090 1904 GPEENDALE
9440 KILBOURN
359-9547 305 N RUSSELL
16008 CAROL AV
344-0556 428 E CROWN
344-1527 701 W CHURCH
384-5405 1202 WESTWOOD DR
332-3796 403 S MAIN
356-5229 105 E HEALEY




344-0556 123 INDIANA ST
332-1709 150 GREENBRIAR





332-3940 317 N MAPLE ST
332-3877 706 KEITH AV
706 KEITH
337-5007 706 KEITH AV
1420 N WAHSATCH AV
332-0641 809 S 9TH AV
352-9514 10620 ESSEX ST
332-4131 920 W WALNUT









367-2670 1616 QUENTIN RD
ROUTE 1 BOX 415





367-3524 227 WALTER CT
7433 N RIDGE BLVD
356-0210 112 HOLIDAY PARK






332-2479 112 S MILL
URH SHERMAN 530
RR 4
332-1386 1105 ELMWOOD RD
332-5681 4615 S LA CROSSE
2409 CARRELTON
337-5215 5631 S OAK ST
332-0150 1100 E 173RD PL
359-1136 70 WINTERBERRY LN
328-2665 412 W GRANT
344-6950 2717 COVINGTON



































































































SMITH CURTIS D LAS4 1505 PHILO RD U 367-7035 1016 1/2 S GALENA
SMITH DALE P ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 540 U 332-4269 7773 S KARLOV AV
SMITH DANIEL B BUS3 102 E CHALMERS C 344-4884 22 PEGGY ANN DR
SMITH DANIEL J LA S3 URH TOWNSEND 569 U 444 S STEWART AV
SMITH DANIEL L AGR2 3409 LAKESHORE C 3409 LAKESHORE
SMITH DANIEL S AGR4 PARKVILLE AUST 662 TIMBER HILL RD
SMITH DARRYL LYLE GRAD URH SHERMAN 160 C 332-4779 5708 CREEK VALLEY
SMITH DARYL WAYNE PE 4 DANVILLE ILL 2402 BATESTOWN RD
SMITH DAVID BRUCE GRAD 1207 GARDEN HILLS C 359-1375 1205 W PARK
SMITH DAVID E LAS3 URH SCOTT 375 c 1453 MANDEL AV
SMITH DAVID H ENG2 URH ALLEN 261 U 332-3314 1532 ROSE VIRGINIA
SMITH DAVID L BUS1 URH NOBLE 122 c 7 CRESTVIEW DR
SMITH DAVID M FAA4 DEERFIELD ILL 662 TIMBER HILL RD
SMITH DAVID R GRAD 1 OAKWOOD u 367-3881 1 OAKWOOD
SMITH DAVID R PE 1 URH OGLESBY 803 u 35 CHESTNUT
SMITH DAVID R LASl 706 W OHIO u 344-0676 315 S ROCKFORD AV
SMITH DAVID WILLIAM GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS 9 u 344-5306 BOX 186A
SMITH DEBORAH A ED 2 URH DELTA HSE 7 u 344-1931 206 S YALE
SMITH DEBORAH K AGR2 URH TRELEASE 1121 u 332-4379 RR 2
SMITH DEBORAH L LAS2 404 1/2 W BEARDSLY c 352-2051 704 1/2 W BEARDSLY
SMITH DEBORAH LYNN GRAD 406 E GREEN 203 u 367-6474 501 MORRIS RD
SMITH DEBORAH S LAS2 1002 LINCOLNSHIRE c 356-3200 1002 LINCOLNSHIRE
SMITH DIANA S AGR2 1207 W NEVADA u 344-1459 71 HILLCREST DR
SMITH DIANNA LYNNE GRAD URH SHERMAN 404 c 332-4709 920 DARTFORD RD
SMITH DONALD J ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 534 u 332-4263 RR 2
SMITH DONNA SLIFER LAS4 7C9 S MAPLE u 36T-5319 1407 S 4TH
SMITH DOROTHEA ELLEN GRAD 2408 S POND u 367-0567 2408 S POND
SMITH DOUGLAS A AGR4 NORMAL ILL 45A NORTHMEADW HMS
SMITH DUANE E ENG2 112 E DANIEL c 356-7464 607 S CLINTON
SMITH EDDIE L ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 139 u 332-4013 115 CARVER ST
SMITH EDWARD R BUS3 1110 W STOUGHTON u 344-0628 678 N EAGLE LN
SMITH ELIZABETH J LAS3 501 E SPNGFLD 12 c 1708 CHEVY CHASE
SMITH ESTER GOTTLIEB GRAD 403 PFEFFER RD u 367-7954 42 UZIEL ST
SMITH FRED L AGR4 804 S BUSEY u 344-6352 RR 1
SMITH FREDRICK E ED 3 409 E GREEN c 114 W BRIDGE ST
SMITH GARY E LAS3 1103 S BUSEY 5 u 662 TIMBER HILL RD
SMITH GERALD WAYNE GRAD 205 W ILLINOIS u 367-4664 205 W ILLINOIS
SMITH GORDON BERNET FAA5 621 W CLARK c 621 W CLARK
SMITH GREGORY H LAS2 1205 W PARK c 352-9376 1205 W PARK
SMITH GREGORY R LAS3 URH SCOTT 282 c 332-1489 2012 GREENFIELD LN
SMITH HOLLY D S GRAD 121 W FRANKLIN u 344-6 869 121 W FRANKLIN
SMITH HUGH N BUS3 1205 FLORIDA 31 u 327 TAYLOR AV
SMITH JACK C ENG3 505 S BUSEY 301 u 367-9412 508 E MILL RD
SMITH JAMES A BUS1 URH OGLESBY 208 u 747 S CENTRAL PK
SMITH JAMES E AGR3 NOBLE ILL RR 1
SMITH JAMES E AGR4 58 E GREGORY c 344-7152 RR 3
SMITH JAMES EDWARD GRAD 207 W VINE c 736 WALNUT ST
SMITH JAMES FRANCIS ENG2 311 E ARMORY c 344-7453 4203 NORTHCOTT
SMITH JAMES MICHAEL GRAD 617 W HILL c 356-5240 9843 MEDFORD
SMITH JAMES P LASl URH OGLESBY 716 u 33 2-5247 306 SHERWOOD DR
SMITH JAMES W ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON c 356-8899 PERRY RD ROUTE 1
SMITH JAMES WARD ENG4 703 S BROADWAY u 344-2183 807 RAINBOW DR
SMITH JAN E LAS4 108 E HEALEY 11 c 359-9554 406 VALLEY LN
SMITH JANICE ANN GRAD 1006 S 3RD 12 u 344-4545 111 E 13TH ST
SMITH JEANNE M LASl URH SAUNDERS 102 u 332-3584 718 N 4TH ST
SMITH JEFFREY J LASl URH SNYDER 382 c 332-1646 367 SUNSET DR
SMITH JEFFREY L LASl 211 E DANIEL c 324 N OHIO ST
SMITH JEFFREY L ENG3 32 SALEM RD u 328-1939 316 SIDELL AV
SMITH JEFFREY S GRAD 2027 C HAZWD CT u 2715 W DRIVE
SMITH JENNIE L BUS1 URH GARNER 275 c 332-0759 1225 N 9TH ST
SMITH JOHN B AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532
SMITH JOHN CLAIR GRAD 104 1/2 E ARMORY c 344-7823 104 1/2 E ARMORY
SMITH JOHN DALE JR ENG4 1407 AZTEC c 352-1474 1407 AZTEC
SMITH JOHN RICHARD GRAD URH DANIELS 122 u 332-2149 229 SPARTAN DR
SMITH JOHNNIE C JR LASl URH TOWNSEND 152 c 332-4024 416 E WAGGONER ST
SMITH JOSEPH L ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 403 u 511 W ILLINOIS
SMITH JUANITA BUS1 URH GARNER 275 c 332-0759 222 1/2 R EXCHANGE
SMITH JULIETTE PE 4 307 E HEALEY c 352-4254 8328 S THROAP
SMITH JULIETTE M LAS2 URH ALLEN 402 u 332-3219 1401 AVENUE D
SMITH KAREN E FAA3 URH BUSEY 160 u 33Z-2 596 4118 WOODLAND AV
SMITH KAREN HELENE GRAO URH SHERMAN 314 c 6912 CRESTON RD
SMITH KATHLEEN A LAS3 URH WARDALL 419 u 2002 W DEL RAY DR
SMITH KEITH L ENG3 313 E ARMORY c 344-9766 407 E GRAHAM ST
SMITH KENNETH J LAS2 803 W OREGON u 344-3116 9817 S 55TH AV
SMITH KEVIN R LASl 706 W OHIO u 106 W COLUMBIA
SMITH LARRY JACK GRAD 814 SCOTTSDALE c 359-1044 814 SCOTTSDALE
SMITH LARRY L FAA4 611 W BEARDSLEY c 356-5339 611 W BEARDSLEY
SMITH LAWRENCE N GRAD 403 PFEFFER RO u 367-7954 403 PFEFFER RD
SMITH LAWRENCE S LAS4 401 S WEBBER u 10721 S AVERS AV
SMITH LEONARO ALLEN ENG4 606C S GLOVER u 8148 S EAST END
SMITH LINDA C LASl URH ALLEN 438 u 332-3244 1191 CALIFORNIA AV
SMITH LOIS E AGR2 805 W OHIO u 344-4784 ROUTE 1 BOX 48
SMITH LORENZO R GRAD MCMENCE ILL BOX 362
SMITH LUCILLE OLIVIA GRAD PEORIA ILL 122 W FRANKLIN
SMITH LYNDA GALE ED 1 URH BUSEY 204 u 332-2601 926 W LINCOLN AV
SMITH MARCIA NIEMAN BUS6 1011 W WILLIAM c 359-2387 1011 W WILLIAM
SMITH MARCUS G GRAD 709 S MAPLE u 367-5319 1005 S 3RD
SMITH MARGERY MCHUGH PE 3 906 1/2 S VINE 201 u 344-3592 906 1/2 S VINE 201
SMITH MARIBETH REED LAS2 901 E COLORADO 75 u 367-0786 901 E COLORADO 75
SMITH MARILYNN UNGER GRAD 708 S BIRCH u 328-2437 708 S BIRCH
SMITH MARK A LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 224 u 332-3500 BOX 7
SMITH MARK A LASl URH SNYDER 259 c 332-1710 358 N HAMMES AV
SMITH MARK ANDREW GRAD 1972 D ORCH ST u 344-6626 1972 D ORCH ST
SMITH MARK S AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN u 344-3532 RR 2
SMITH MARK T FAA1 URH TOWNSEND 346 u 332-4144 ROUTE 1
SMITH MARY PRENZEL LAS4 ALLERTON ILL RR 1







































































































SMITH MELINDA ADELE PE 4
SMITH MELODY A AGR1
SMITH MEREOITH L LAS3
SMITH MICHAEL D AGR2
SMITH MICHAEL W AGR4
SMITH MICHALINE M LAS2
SMITH NANCY L LAS1
SMITH NANCY SCOTT LAS1
SMITH NICKY LEE GRAD
SMITH NCRMAN POBFRT GRAD
SMITH ODESSEY LAS2
SMITH PAMELA S ED 4
SMITH PATRICIA A LAS1
SMITH PATRICIA C LAS2
SMITH PATRICIA MARIE GRAD
SMITH PATRICK P BUS1
SMITH PAUL CARMAL GRAD
SMITH PAUL GANO GRAD
SMITH PAUL P JP GRAD
SMITH PAUL S COM4
SMITH PENINNAH AGR2
SMITH PETER B FAA2
SMITH PCRTEP ALEXIAN LAS4
SMITH RANDALL K BUS1
SMITH RAYMOND DEAN BUS3
SMITH RAZA L FAA1
SMITH RICHARD F ENG1
SMITH RICHARD J ENG4
SMITH RICHARD L ENG3
SMITH RICHARD LEE GRAD
SMITH RICHARD LEE GRAD
SMITH ROBERT A BUS2
SMITH ROBERT E ENG1
SMITH ROBERT J LAS2
SMITH ROBERT J LAS3
SMITH ROBERT J JR ED 4
SMITH ROBERT M LAS3
SMITH ROBERT M LAS2
SMITH ROBERT MAURICE GRAD
SMITH ROBERT S LAS1
SMITH RODNEY BUS2
SMITH ROGER A JR LAS1
SMITH ROGER KENT GRAD
SMITH ROGER L ENG3
SMITH RONALD DEE GRAD
SMITH RUSSEL EUGENE GRAD
SMITH SALLIE A PE 2
SMITH SALLY A LAS2
SMITH SAMUEL MARK GRAD
SMITH SANDRA A ED 4
SMITH SARAH B AGR3
SMITH SCOTT M ENG2
SMITH SHARON K LAS4
SMITH SHARON L ED 3
SMITH SHERPY L LAS2
SMITH SHIRLEY ANN LAS4
SMITH STEPHEN A AGR3
SMITH STEVEN GRAD
SMITH STEVFN L ENG4
SMITH SUE ELLEN GRAD
SMITH SUSAN D ENG4
SMITH SUSAN L FAA3
SMITH TERUKO LAS3
SMITH THERESA A AGR1
SMITH THOMAS WILLIAM BMS1
SMITH TIMOTHY J ENG2
SMITH TIMOTHY LAW3
SMITH TODD A ENG1
SMITH TRACY E LAS1
SMITH VALERIE J LAS2
SMITH VICKY M LAS1
SMITH VIVIAN STIRITZ GRAD
SMITH WARREN J PE 4
SMITH WAYNE R JP ENG2
SMITH WILLIAM A PE 2
SMITH WILLIAM C JR GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
SMITH WILLIAM J LAS2
SMITH WILLIAM PONALD GRAD
SMITH WILMA A LAS3
SMITH ZELDA M LAS1
SMITHSON RONALC L VM 2
SMITHWICK THOMAS M LAS4
SMOCK BARBARA L FAA2
SMOCK LINDA J LAS4
SMOCK MARILYN K GRAD
SMOGLIAN SILVIA S LAS1
SMOLEN DAVID J BUS3
SMOLEN THOMAS H BUS1
SMOLICH NADINE F FAA3
SMOLIK JOSEPH EDWARD GRAD
SMOLINSKI GAIL WIER GRAD
SMOLUCHA GREGORY F AGR3
SMOOT LAWRENCE R LAS3
SMOTT PEGGY J LAS4
SMUNT STEVEN W LAS1
SMYCZYNSKI MARK S LAS1
1319 ALMS C
URH WARDALL 1219 U
ROUTE 3 U
305 E JOHN C
101 N ELM C
URH SCOTT 300 C
URH LAR 464 U
903 W NEVADA U
2405 SHARLYN U
603 S BUSEY U
URH SCCTT 219 C
19 1/2 E MARSHALL C
URH WESTON 320 C
URH GARNER 340 C
BCNDVILLE ILL
URH HOPKINS 338 C
308 W GREEN 2 U
BOX 190 U
603 S BUSEY U
1003 E COLORADO U
URH VANDOREN 312 C
112 E DANIEL C
802 W ILLINOIS U
URH BLAISDELL 125 U
1807 W JOHN C
URH FLAGG 320 C
7 SAFFER CT U
URH TOWNSEND 582 U
URH TOWNSEND 478 U
1303 GARDEN LN C
708 S BIRCH U
URH SAUNDERS 206 U
402 E DANIEL C
URH WESTON 390 C
110 E ARMORY C
1112 WESTFIELD C
404 N GOODWIN U
URH CGLESBY 620 U
DANVILLE ILL
URH NOBLE 207 C
URH HOPKINS 232 C
2110 ORCH ST 201 U
WILSON TRLR PK 31 U
1513 LINCOLNSHIRE C
1830 A ORCH PL U
104 E JOHN 2 C
1010 E COLORADO U
412 E GREEN 12 C
501 N NEW C
URH TRELEASE 1011 U
URH EVANS 339 U
URH TOWNSEND 403 U
108 S MATTIS C
308 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH WESTON 223 C
1006 W CHURCH C
URH SCOTT 345 C
602 E STOUGHTON 23 C
2020 N MATTIS 102 C
2027 C HAZWD ST U
24C8 S POND U
1111 1/2 S 3RD 301 C
URH BLAISDELL 320 U
URH HOPKINS 392 C
909 S 5TH C
604 E ARMORY 245 C
609 W OHIO U
URH SAUNDERS 402 U
WHEATON ILL
URH VANDOREN 107 C
URH WESTON 332 C
505 ELIOT U
9C6 1/2 S VINE 201 U
409 E CHALMRS C
BCX 355 C
702 W UNIVERSITY C
2215 S 1ST 101 C
URH TAFT 312 C
EUREKA ILL
DANVILLE ILL
URH GARNER 236 C
FISHER ILL
1415 KIRBY C
509 W PENN U
505 S BUSEY 202 U
URH SHERMAN 111 C
1115 W NEVADA U
310 E JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
53 E DANIEL C
1826 C ORCH PL U
1107 W GREEN 628 U
58 E JOHN C
505 S BUSEY 203 U
1202 W NEVADA U
112 E DANIEL C























































































1511 N PARK ST
130 COUNTRY CT
1544 FLORENCE DR















2110 ORCH ST 201
615 1ST
1830 A ORCH PL






1005 S 3RD ST
RR 1
308 HOLIDAY PARK
BOX 586 RR 1
11424 S PARNELL
RR 1
1409 W KEIM DR
405 WILLIAMS




206 S YALE AV
110 E BRIARWOOD CT
ROUTE 2 BOX 194
609 W OHIO
18515 DUNDEE AV































































































































SNAPP TEAL E LAS4
SNAVELY ROBERT JAMES GRAD
SNEAP ROBIN D LAS1
SNELL GARY E ENG4
SNELL JOHN B BUS1
SNELL MARY ESTHER GRAD
SNELLA DEBORAH L LAS2
SNELSON RODGER K JR LAS3
SNEYD BARBARA BAYLES ED 3
SNIDER IVAN E ENG1
SNIDER JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
SNIDER KIMBERLY F LAS4
SNIDER IARRY A LAS3
*SNIDER LARRY DEAN GRAD
SNIDER MARGO LYNN GRAD
SNIESKI GARY L LAW3
SNIESKI SOPHIA HALL GRAD
SNIVELY STEPHEN W LAW1
SNODGRASS JOYCE L LAS3
SNODGRASS RONALD JAY GRAD
SNOEYENBOS ROY G ENG1
SNOEYENBOS SUE FAA4
SNOKF THOMAS EDWIN GRAD
SNOOK QUENTIN L JR LAS3
SNOW FREDERICK M LAS1
SNOW JAMES B LAW2
SNOW RONALD WESLEY GRAD
SNOWBARGER VINCENT K GRAD
SNOWDEN LINDA K LAS1
SNOWDEN NANCY L LAS2
SNOY PHILIP J VM 2
SNUGGS NANCY S PE 3
SNYDE* ALAN R LAS1
SNYDER ARTHUR ERNEST GRAD
*SNYDER ARTHUR F ENG4
SNYDER CHARLES C BUS4
SNYDER CHARLOTTE A LAS4
SNYDER DAVID A AGR1
SNYDER DAVID LANCE GRAD
SNYDER ELIZABETH L LAS1
SNYDER G ANN GRAD
SNYDER JAY MACKENZIE ENG6
SNYDEP JEANNE SAPORA GRAD
SNYDER JOHN F III FAA4
SNYDER JOHN W ENG1
SNYDER KATHPYN L LAS3
SNYDER KOERT L BUS4
SNYDER LARRY S LAS1
SNYDER LOIS A AGR1
SNYDER LYNN J GRAD
SNYDER MARIE L FAA1
SNYDER MICHAEL H LAS2
SNYDER PAUL A FAA3
SNYDER PAULA M LAS2
SNYDER REBECCA A AGR2
SNYDER RUSSELL W GRAD
SNYDER STEVEN R LAS2
SNYDER TERRY N ENG4
SNYDEP WFSLEY EDWIN GRAD
SNYDER WILLIAM G BUS3
SNYDER WILLIAM L BUS3
SOBANSKI JOSEPH P ENG4
SOeASKI STEPHEN T LAS1
SOBCZAK MARIE E LAS1
SOBELMAN MARTIN B BUS4
SOBOIEWSKI JAMES M ENG4
SOBOLEWSKI JANET H GRAD
SOCHACKI APRIL A LAS2
SOCHACKI ZACHARY J LAS3
SOCHON BRONISLAWA J AGR2
SOCOL ROBERT S LAS3
SODEREERG MARK FAA3
SODERBEFG TERRY E GRAD
SODERSTPOM WILLIAM R LAS2
SOEFKFR JOELLE L AGR1
SOEFKFP LOUIS J JR LAS3
SOER JOSEPH J BUS1
SOETHE JOSEPH R ENG2
SOFFEP GARY M BUS3
SOFO JACQUELINE H LAS2
SOGNNAES JOHANNE A LAS3
SOHN HAN GRAD
SOHN JUDITH A ED 2
SOKAL JOSEPH W FAA4
SOKOL JUDITH D LAS4
SOKOL KENNETH D LAS3
SOKOL LARRY A LAS1
SOKOL RONALD P LAW1
SOKOLOWSKI DANETTE ED 1
SOKOLOWSKI RICHARD J PE 3
SOKOLSKY PIERRE V GRAD
SOLGANICK BEVERLY A GRAD
SOLIN JOHN FICHARD GRAD
SOLIS FERNANDO W FAA1
SOLIS STEVEN S LAS1
SOLIS THEODORE GRAD
SOLNER JANICE G LAS4
GEORGETOWN ILL
506 W HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 411 C
106 E GREEN 3 C
URH LUNDGREN 301 C
910 S 3RD C
URH LAR 263 U
URH BLAISDELL 227 U
WESTVILLE ILL
URH NOBLE 20 C
URH LUNDGREN 19 C
811 BALBOA C
301 E ARMORY C
KANKAKEE ILL
KANKAKEE ILL
1803 VALLEY RD C
1803 VALLEY RD C
404 S PRAIRIE 5 C
207 E JOHN 10 C
309 S VANDOREN 1 C
311 E GRFEN 202 C
311 E GREEN 315 C
RANTOUL ILL
SAVOY ILL
URH CGLESBY 825 U
URH GARNER 302 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
205 COUNTRY FR 37 C
URH TRELEASE 419 U
URH LAR 309 U
1838 VALLEY RD C
1110 W NEVADA U
1105 4TH ST C
204 W PENN U




903 W OREGON U
URH SCOTT 210 C
903 W OREGON U
1005 S MATTIS 2-6 C
1321 ALMS C
505 W UNIVERSITY 4 C
102 E CHALMERS C
409 E CHALMERS C
104 N URBANA U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
URH SAUNDERS 326 U
1118 W HEALEY C
URH FLAGG 332 C
8C9 W PENN U
URH SNYDER 170 C
URH ALLEN 413 U
805 W OHIO U
709 W WASHINGTON U
URH TOWNSEND 445 U
1213 W MAIN U
2205 HAZWD OR 303 U
906 S 1ST C
211 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 202 U
URH TOWNSEND 510 U
JOLIET ILL
THE HEATHER 2 C
309 E JOHN C
309 E JOHN C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1829 W JOHN C
SHERMAN ILL
301 E ARMORY C
8C8 INDIANA U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH WESTON 356 C
URH BUSEY 106 U
1205 E FLORIDA U
604 E ARMORY 2120 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH OGLESBY 712 U
1009 W MAIN 33 U
URH BUSEY 230 U
1008 S BUSEY 5 U
803 CENTENNIAL C
RANTOUL ILL
505 S BUSEY 202 U
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
1107 S NEW C
URH GARNER 250 C
2081 D ORCH U
409 W ELM U
URH DANIELS U
URH SHERMAN 1061 C
URH BABCOCK 217 U
CHICAGC ILL
302 E JOHN C


























































2?4 S MAIN ST






RR 1 COUNTY LINE
1433 W LYNN
1202 BURTON ST
1100 W JEFFERY 65
1100 W JEFFERY 65
1803 VALLEY RD
1803 VALLEY RD










205 COUNTRY FR 37
44 W KENILWORTH
3314W SHOFF CIRCLE




809 S MATTIS 6
1321 ALMS





1005 S MATTIS 2 6
1321 ALMS







130 W 5TH ST
ROUTE 1
127 S MACON ST
518 CAN-OOTA
705 HILLDALE




213 S YALE AV
403 W BEVAN DR
50-03 229TH ST
311 E LAKE SHORE
928 N EUCLID AV
3024 W LOGAN BLVD
3024 W LOGAN BLVD
RR 1
3438 W MAIN ST
7 29 MORGAN




201 W 5TH ST









6118 N HARDING AV
RP 2
4852 S LINDER AV
2081 D ORCH ST
409 W ELM
3200 N LAKE SHORE
55 TALLYHO DR
2133 W 136TH ST
942 W BELLE PLAINE




































































































SOLOMON BARRY ROBERT LAS4
SOLOMON DAN ENG3
SOLOMON DAVID B LAS3
SOLOMON ELLEN R PE 2
SOLOMON JUDY A AGR1
SOLOMON KEITH A ENG1
SOLOMON KEITH ROSS GRAD
SOLOMON NEAL LAS1
SOLOMON ROBERTA H ED 4
SOLON EDWIN GEORGE GRAD
SOLON EVERETT J AGR3
SOLON JANE L LAS2
SOLON JUDITH A LAS4
SOLOVY DEAN E BUS1
SOLOVY DEBRA BLAIR FAA3
SOLOVY KAREN L LAS2
SOLOW ALAN P LAS1
SOLOWAY BARBARA I FAA3
SOLOWAY ROGER LAS1
SOLOYANIS SUSAN C GRAD
SOLTAN CHERIE J LAS1
SOLTYS STEPHEN M LAS1
SOMA JOHN T LAW3
SOMER LAWRENCE ERIC GRAD
SOMERS PAUL MICHAEL GRAO
SOMERS RUSSELL C ENG1
SOMMER CHARLES J LAS4
SOMMER CYNTHIA M LAS2
SOMMER HENRY J III ENG3
*SOMMER RANDALL G ENG4
SOMMER VINCENT H JR ED 4
SOMMERS ALISON ANN GRAD
SOKMERS DAVID A GRAD
SOMMERS DENISE K LAS2
SOMMERS GLENN J ENG1
SOMMERS LARRY WAYNE GRAD
SOMMERS MATTHEW W FAA3
SOMMERS RICHARD L BUS3
SOMMERS ROBERT A LAS1
SOMMERS ROBERT J LAS3
SOMPONG BOONTUANG GRAD
SONDEJ DENISE FAA4





*SONNEMAKER MICHAEL W LAW2
SOO HOO LESLYE A LAS1
SOO LYDIA M FAA1
SOO SHIRLEY A FAA3
SOONG ALPHONSO G ENG1
*SOONG MEEI-MEEI C GRAD
SOPCICH JULIE A LAS2
*SOPER MICHAEL B ENG4
SOREF DEBRA A AGR1
SORELL THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
SORENSEN APRIL A LAS1
SORENSEN CRAIG M LAS1
SORENSEN GARY L FAA3
SORENSEN GEORGIA S GRAD
SORENSEN JAMES E ENG2
SORENSEN KAREN L BUS4
SORENSEN LARRY BRICE GRAD
SORENSEN MARK WALLEN GRAD
SORENSEN RICHARD LEE GRAD
SORENSEN VICKI A ED 2
SOREY REVIE JR PE 1
SORHAUG TERJE GRAD
SORICH SAMUEL J LAW2
SORRELL LARRY W LAS1
SORRELLS GILES K ENG1
SORRENTINO ANTHONY S GRAD
SOSDIAN BRIAN J GRAD
SOSDIAN CAROL P GRAO
SOSIN LYNNE C FAA4
SOSKIN ROLLIN J BUS2
SOSS KEVIN M LAS4
SOSS SUSAN ED 4
SOSTOCK RANDY JULES BUS1
SOSU AUGUSTINE ETSE GRAD
SOUCEK STEPHANIE M GRAD
SOUDEK RADIM L LAS1
SOUILLARD ALAIN GRAD
SOUK JAMES E LAW2
SOUKUP JAMES J BUS1
SOUKUP ROBERT J ENG4
SOULE THERESA LEA GRAD
SOUROUR AHMED RAMZY GRAD
SOUTHALL OUENTIN A ED 1
SOUTHAM ANDREW THOMA GRAD
SOUTHAM JOHN RALPH GRAD
SOUTHARD BURTON M GRAD
SOUTHER TIMOTHY E ENG2
SOWA MARIAN V LASl
SOWINSKI JOHN E BUS3
URH TAFT 208 C
1006 W NEVADA U
1010 S 2ND C
52 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 341 C
910 S 3RD C
1008 S 4TH C
516 FAIRLAWN U
URH HOPKINS 442 C
CHICAGO ILL
1007 S 1ST 7 C
1007 S 1ST 7 C
904 W STOUGHTON U
1005 S WRIGHT C
1111 S 2ND C
712 W ILLINOIS U
611 E DANIEL C
910 S 3RD C
304 S 5TH C
URH GARNER 328 C
HARRISBURG PA
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 212 C
URH SHERMAN 556 C
URH SHERMAN 862 C
307 W WHITE C
IVESDALE ILL
1609 VALLEY RD C
URH CARR 223 U
1111 S 1ST C
PEORIA HTS ILL
2301 S 1ST 301 C
URH DANIELS U
MANSFIELD ILL
410 E GREEN 5 C
URH BARTON 202 C
37 E GREEN C
58 E JOHN 11 C
URH TOWNSENO 468 U
URH WESTON 495 C
URH TOWNSEND 553 U
1712 PRINCETON C
403 E WHITE 3 C
309 E JOHN C
306 S 5TH C
704 1/2 STOUGHTON U
URH CARR 112 U
119 PADDOCK E C
119 PADDOCK E C
URH CARR 5 U
2020 CURETON U
URH BUSEY 157 U
URH HOPKINS 219 C
1905 MEADOW OR C
URH WARDALL 204 U
58 E JOHN 5 C
910 S 3RD C
909 S 5TH 960 C
PEOTONE ILL
URH SCOTT 470 C
310 E GREGORY C
816 1/2 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 392 C
715 W MICHIGAN U
19C6 B ORCH ST U
816 1/2 W CLARK U
706 W ELM 1 U
1110 W NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 220 C
1827 C ORCH PL U
COLLEGE OF LAW C
URH OGLESBY 1224 U
304 HOLIDAY PARK C
505 S 1ST C
1208 1/2 E MICH U
LINCOLN 50 U
512 S 4TH C
910 S 3RD C
209 E ARMORY C
806 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 606 U
2033 A ORCH ST U
904 BROADWAY 107 U
URH OGLESBY 322 U
URH DANIELS 78 U
906 E HARDING 302 U
URH SNYDER 261 C
1107 W MAIN U
URH SHERMAN 408 C
804 W CHURCH C
909 S 3RD U
504 W CRFGON U
508 S MATTIS 21 C
ST JOSEPH ILL
112 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 1105 U



























































1410 E ROCHDALE PL





1410 E ROCHDALE PL




2006 S 9TH AV
9458 KOLMAR
1076 NORTH AV
467 E HIGH POINT
355 OSAGE
9735 KEDVALE























4155 W 82ND PL
1401 LAUREL





7733 W ARGYLE ST
2020 CURETON
2020 CURETON
664 KINGS RD B-60
1905 MEADOW
562 HARRISON ST
58 E JOHN 5
6046 N FRANCISCC
1212 PINE AV W 805
206 RATHJE RD
6700 N AVONDALE AV
6714 MEADOW CREST
816 1/2 W CLARK
2504 GEORGE ST
612 S WILLIAM ST
1906 B ORCH ST
816 1/2 W CLARK






1043 N CEDAR ST
1449 LINDEN AV
1208 1/2 E MICHGAN
1208 1/2 E MICHIGN
1107 ARBOR LN
5736 LEE ST
10006 S KILOARE AV
16055 WOODLAWN E
2380 BRIAN DR
U OF CAPE COAST
15W 734 59TH ST
107 MCCORMICK DP
16 RUE DEJUERVILLE
906 E HARDING 302
1440 EVERS AV
1440 EVERS AV











































































































SOWKA MELANIE D FAA2
SPACHT LEE A ENG2
SPADING CLEO GOLTZ GRAD
SPADING GORDON D FAA*
SPAETH DANIEL A AVI1
SPAGAT LINOA S LAS3
SPAHN JOHN P BUS3
SPAIN GREGORY C LAS*
SPAITS KIM L AVIl
SPAK BRADLEY P LAS2
SPAKOWICZ CHRISTINE FAA3
SPALDING FREDRIC E LAS*
SPALDING LINDA LAS1
SPAMPANATO PHILIP V LAS3
SPANGARD KRISTINE S LAS1
SPANGLER PSYCHE M FAA3
SPANGLER STEVEN M LAS2
SPANJER BYRON R LAS3
SPANN DERRICK L LAS1
SPANO FRANK J LAS1
SPANO GREGORY PHILIP GRAD
SPARACIO STEVEN J LAS3
SPARBEL MARY L GRAD
SPARING JAMES B LAS1
SPARKIS ROMAS ENG3
SPARKS DAVID C LAS3
SPARKS KARL D FAA1
SPARKS MARVIN R JR FAA2
SPARLING ALAN E LAS3
SPARROW ROBERT T LASL
SPATAFORA J R LAS1
SPATH CARL DAVID GRAD
SPATZ JO A AGR3
SPATZ MARTHA J FAA2
SPAULDING KATHLEEN S GRAD
SPEAKER ELAINE M ED *
SPEAKMAN OAWN A LAS1
SPEAKMAN LARY LEE GRAD
SPEAR KIMMY L LAS2
SPEAR MICHELLE E LAS3
SPEARMAN WILLIAM N BUS*
SPEARS LARRY J LAS1
SPEARS SUSAN B LAS1
SPECHT CHARLES W GRAD
SPECHT DONALD A BUS*
SPECK ELIZABETH L LAS2
SPECK MARTHA L LAS2
SPECTOR BARRY A LAS*
*SPEER DWAIN HOBART GRAD
SPEEP MICHAEL C BUS3
SPEERS STEPHEN H LAS3
SPEISER JAMES R LAS3
SPELLMAN JAMES F GRAD
SPELMAN CHARLES P AGR2
SPENADEL LINDA S BUS1
SPENCE DAVID A BUS1
SPENCE DAVID ROGER FAA*
SPENCE JUDY E LAS1
SPENCE OLLIE I LAS*
SPENCER CHARLES M AGR2
SPENCER CLOTHIELD N LAS1
SPENCER CRISSAN A LAS3
SPENCER DAN F III LAS2
SPENCER DUNSTAN S C GRAD
SPENCER EDWARD E ED 3
SPENCER GWYNNE L ENG3
SPENCER KEVIN C LAS2
SPENCER MARILYN L LAS2
SPENCER OTHELDA A FAA*
SPENCER PAULA L FAA1
SPENCER STEVEN C LAS3
SPENCER TERRY L AGR3
SPENCLEY KENNETH J GRAD
SPENGEL CAROL A FAA1
SPENGEL JEAN A LAS3
SPENGLER PAMELA LAS2
SPENGLEP SCOTT W ENG1
SPENN THEODORE R LAW3
SPERBER BRENDA M GRAD
SPERL ING MARC L LAS*
SPERC REX STEPHEN LAS3
SPEROTTO STEVEN B LAS2
SPERRY CHARLES E ENG*
SPERPY JO DONNA S GRAD
SPESf JAMES E ENG3
SPETZ GAFY W ENG3
SPETZ KEITH R ENG1
SPEZIA STEVEN P AGR3
SPICER DAVID ALAN ENG*
SPIEGEL JOHN-ALAN FAA2
SPIEGEL ROSALEE A FAA2
SPIELMAN BARBARA S LAS1
SPIELMAN LINDA S AGR1
SPIELMAN STEPHEN C ENG3
SPIER DONALD A AGR2
SPIER EDWARD MICHAEL GRAD
SPIESE MELVIN G ENG1
410 E GREEN C




110* W NEVADA U
*09 E CHALMERS C
905 W CHURCH C
URK NOBLE *07 C
1315 GRANDVIEW C
108 E WHITE C
306 E CLARK C
URH SAUNDERS 311 U
*01 E CHALMERS *0* C
URH FLAGG 318 C
3C9 E HEALEY C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH SAUNDERS 226 U
108 E HEALEY C
URH OGLESBY 325 U
1106 S EUCLID 301 C
313 E CHALMERS C
MAHOMET ILL
URH NOBLE *22 C
807 S BUSEY U
307 E HEALEY 2 C
1605 W CHARLES C
*03 S 6TH C
URH TOWNSEND 33* U
URH CARR 12* U
URH NOBLE 118 C
1108 W SPNGFLD U
904 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 162 U
611 W DELAWARE U
58 E ARMORY 11 C
URH LAR 293 U
711 W CHURCH C
*10 E JOHN C
105 E CHALMERS 301 C
IVESDALE ILL
URH HOPKINS 175 C
910 S 3RD C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
309 N BUSEY U
313 E JOHN 8 C
706 S 2ND C
507 E CLARK C
1001 BRENTWOOD C
58 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 268 C
3006 VALLEY BROOK C
709 N BUSEY U
501 E DANIEL C
URH TRELEASE 902 U
URH BABCOCK *19 U
712 W WESTERN U
URH CLARK *19 C
802 W GREEN U
*02 E DANIEL C
URH HOPKINS *89 C
807 S BIRCH U
ELMHURST ILL
103 E STOUGHTON 11 C
MAHOMET ILL
601 S *TH C
807 S BIRCH U
805 W OHIO U
1005 S 6TH 13 C
UPH LAR 39* U
313 E CHALMERS C
URH BABCOCK 126 U
CHARLESTON ILL
URH LAR *28 U
URH WESTON 300 C
URH TRELEASE 82* U
URH FORBES 382 C
URH SHERMAN 860 C
URH SHERMAN *22 C
URH TOWNSEND 56* U
806 N PROSPECT C
URH TAFT 226 C
203 S WRIGHT C
NORMAL ILL
503 W GREEN C
807 N HARRIS C
URH OGLESBY 1102 U
305 E JOHN C
1803 D ORCH PL U
810 W WHITE C
810 W WHITE C
EVANSTON ILL
910 S 3RD C
112 E DANIEL C
90* W GREEN U
*09 E GREEN C





































































7801 E PRAIRIE RD
632 N 2*TH ST
316 W OAKRIDGE
315 NICHOLLS ST
2*35 S HARVEY AV
112 CARROL






201 W OLIVE ST
1301 S KNIGHT AV
DAVENPORT HALL 109
*5*0 GREENWOOD
5750 W MIDWAY PARK
611 W DELAWARE
10215 WILLIAM ST
86*7 S 87TH AV





3927 W JARLATH ST
120 HOLIDAY PARK










17*5 W SUMMIT CT
32** N OAKLAND AV
RR 1






NJALA UNIV COL PMB
7 KATHERINE CT
17 ROUND HILL RD
807 S BIRCH ST
30e FINLEY ST
7708 ABERDEEN






5707 W ERIE ST
121 E BLODGETT AV
309 S JACKSON
BOX 9* ULSTER HTS
101 N WASHINGTON
218 S DOUGLAS




123*1 S HONORE ST
123*1 S HONORE
1309 S 1*TH ST











































































































SPIETH THOMAS N ENG1
SPIKE THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
SPILIS SCOTT G ENG1
SPILLER JOHN W PE 4
SPILLER SHIPLENE ED 2
*SPILLMAN HAPOLD T GRAD
SPILLMAN ROBERT W GRAD
SPINA PATRICK H LAS3
SPINA RONALD I ED 4
S^INIOLAS WALTER L BUS2
SPINNENWEBER SHELLEY LAS4
SPINNER GERALD A LAW1
SPINNER KATHLEEN L PE 4
SPIRA SHELLFY G LAS2
SPIRES HOWARD RUSSEL GRAD
*SPIRN STEVEN GRAD
*SPITLER DALE HAPLEY GRAD
*SPITLER NANCY B LAS4
*SPITTLEP BETH L GRAD
SPITZ ALAN J LAS3
SPITZ DAPCY A FAA1
SPITZ JULIE J LAS2
SPITZ MICHAEL EUGENE LAS3
SPITZ THOMAS L ENG2
SPITZER HARRY J LAS2
SPITZEP KAREN ANN AGR3
SPITZEP TERRY-ANN PE 3
SPITZER VICTOR M GRAD
SPITZER WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
SPITZIG JAMES F BUS*
SPITZNER LEE H ENG3
SPIVACK ANDREW L LAS3
SPIVACK LAUPEN P LAS1
SPIVY CCRA LAS1
SPOEPI JOHN W LAS2
SPOETH STEPHEN ALLEN BUS4
SPOHN THERESA A LAS4
SPORLEDER PAMELA A LAS3
SPORTOLARI LAURA R LAS2
SPORTOLAPI LEDA R LAS2
SPOTO JCANNE LAS1
SPRAGUE BARBARA J LAS3
SPRAGUE BRIAN P LAS1
SPRAGUE CAROLYN ANNE GRAD
SPRECHER DAVID J AGR4
SPRFHF KARLA S PE 2
*SPRENKEL RICHARD K GRAD
SPRETNAK BARBARA A GRAD
SPPIETSMA LYNDI R LAS4
SPRINGER BAPRY A LAS4
SPRINGER BOYD J LAS2
SPRINGER FREDERICK C LAS3
SPRINGER JOHN D BUS1
SPRINGER STEPHEN M LAS3
SPRINGER VICTOR BUS4
SPRINGMAN JOHN M FAA4
SPPINGROSE JOHN H BUS3
*SPRINO PHILLIP JAMES GRAD
SPROAT DAVID A BUS4
SPROUSE CAROLE L GRAD
SPRUNG CRAIG M LAS1
SPUPIC STEPHEN J LAS2
SPUNGEN CAROL A LAS3
*SPURGEON CHARLES W VM 4
SPURGFON JOHN A LAS2
SQUIER STEPHEN W COM3
SQUIRE JOHN S ENG2
SQUIRES BILLIE SUE M GRAD
SRAMEK MARK C BUS1
SRENASKI GALE L FAA1
SRIWARANARD KOBKAEW GRAD
SROKA BAPBAPA J COM4
SROKA JACQUELINE M GRAD
SPONCE GARRET JOSEPH AGR4
SRONCE GREGORY R AGR1
SPONCE LYNN C PE 3
SRONKOSKI JEFFREY F FAA1
SPUTOWSKI NINA M LAS4
ST GEORGE GREGORY A BUS1
ST JOHN STEVEN M VM 2
ST LEDGFR DONALD W AGR2
ST PETERS HELEN E LAS4
STAAHL DIANE E FAA3
STABEN SUSAN E ED 2
STABROWSKI PITA AGR1
STACEY PAUL H LAS3
STACHES ROBFRT LAS1
STACHON JOSEPH S COM4
STACHURA JAMFS S LAS3
STACHURA MICHAEL F GRAD
STACK BRIAN R ENG3
STACK CAROL A LAS4
*STACK CHRISTINE RUTH LAS5
STACK MARY C LAS1
STACK ROBERT B ENG1
STACK ROBERT J BUSl
*STACKENWALT FRANCIS GRAD
URH NOBLE 118 C
201 S COTTAGE GR U
URH OGLESBY 1118 U
1107 E FLORIDA U
URH BUSEY 104 U
1819 D ORCH PL U
205 S 6TH C
901 1ST 11 C
1612 GLENN PARK C
URH HOPKINS 290 C
URH TRELEASE 1130 U
URH SHERMAN 151 C
URH EVANS 304 U
313 E JOHN 1 C
1111 MIMOSA DR C
906 1/2 S VINE U
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
114 HOLIDAY PARK C
1709 JAMES CHERRY U
910 S 3RD C
URH CLARK 413 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
305 COUNTRY FR 82 C
316 S STATE C
URH SNYDER 314 C
706 W ELM U
1202 W NEVADA U
73 TWIN ORCHARD U
CHICAGO ILL
603 1ST C
310 W ELLS C
802 S LINCOLN 10 U
URH FLAGG 414 C
URH WARDALL 918 U
URH SCOTT 267 C
112 ENNIS LN U
907 W MAIN U
104 N LINCOLN U
510 S ELM C
510 S ELM C
URH ALLEN 303 U
907 S WRIGHT C
URH FORBFS 124 C
502 E WASHINGTON U
1205 E FLORIDA U
1202 W NEVADA U
112 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS U
311 E GREEN 303 C
510 E CLARK C
URH FORBES 214 C
1622 W LOCKRAVEN C
312 E ARMORY C
URH FORBES 469 C
1111 S 1ST C
VERSAILLES FR
211 E ARMORY C
ARCOLA ILL
1107 S EUCLID 3 C
URH DANIELS 299 U
URH NOBLE 21 C
711 W ILLINOIS 3 U
409 E CHALMRS 1008 C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WESTON 289 C
404 E STOUGHTON C
URH TOWNSEND 153 U
902 E HARDING 86 U
URH WESTON 489 C
URH ALLEN 217 U
URH SHERMAN 406 C
1006 S 3RD 6 C
URH SHERMAN 127 C
711 S FOLEY C
403 S WRIGHT C
1001 E FLORIDA U
URH SAUNDERS 222 U
907 W ILLINOIS U
310 S 3RD 501 C
616 W HEALEY 1 C
ALBION ILL
508 E WHITE C
505 E WHITE 8 C
URH TRELEASE 211 U
URH LAR 497 U
502 E HEALEY 203 C
URH HOPKINS 226 C
402 W STANAGE C
2 ROSEWOOD PL U
2047 C HAZWD CT U
911 S 3RD C
510 E STOUGHTON C
404 W DELAWARE U
URH BLAISDELL 318 U
URH WESTON 266 C
604 E ARMORY 1217 C


















































































6712 N BOSWORTH AV
550 S MAIN






























257 W NORTH AV
112 E CHALMERS
2021 E 226TH ST
4729 DUMOULIN
5306 N WASHTENAW
9800 S 55TH AV
1622 W LOCK RAVEN
5110 N SUNNYSIDE
9 LAKE KNOLLS





6732 N MISSOURI AV
41 CHICANOS DR


















RR 3 BOX 441
RR 1
1806 STATE ST
1341 N HIGHLAND AV
1320 N JACKSON
8104 BULL VAL RD
624 RANCH RD
2858 W WARREN BLVD
402 W STANAGE
611 S 7TH










































































































STACY DON M ENG1
STADING RUSSELL C ENG3
STAOLER KATHRYN FAA4
*STADNICK STEVEN JAN GRAO
STAEHLIN JAMES H ENG4
STAEHLING GEORGE M ENG4
STAEHLING JONATHAN J ENG4
STAFFORD OUANE A LAS1
STAFFORD JOHN ROBERT GRAD
STAFFORD MARY FORD LAS4
STAFFORD YVONNE M LAS1
STAGG NANCY S GRAD
STAGLIANO ANTHONY J GRAD
STAGNER PEGGY S PE 1
*STAHL CATHERINE P GRAD
STAHL CHARLES W BUS4
STAHL DAVID ALLAN GRAD
STAHL FRED ALAN GRAD
*STAHL MARY MANTHEI GRAD
STAHL MICHAEL L FAA2
STAHL ROGER E LAS4
STAHL SANDRA L AGR1
STAHL SONA M PE 2
STAHL SUSAN R LAS1
STAHL WILSON M GRAD
STAHLE PATRICIA L AGR1
STAHLHUT RANDALL K ENG3
STAHLMAN STEVE W ED 4
STAHNKE JILL A AGR3
STAHNKE PHYLLIS L AGR2
STAINE EVELYN E LAS1
STAIR JEFFREY C LAS2
STAIPET MARC F ENG1
STAKE BERNADINE E GRAD
STAKE JEFFREY E LAS3
STAKELON THOMAS STAN GRAD
STAL TERRY L LAS3
STALEY BRUCE M BUS2
STALEY CHARLES ALVIS GRAD
STALEY PRESTON S GRAD
STALLER RICHARD L BUS1
STALLINGS CAMILLE LAS3
STALLMAN DIANE M FAAl
STALLMANN CHERYL A BUS3
STAMAS GEORGE D LAS1
STAMERJOHN RALPH W ENG4
STAMFRJOHN RICHARD W LAS1
STAMP NANCY H LAS4
STAMP ROBERT A ED 4
STAMP STEPHEN L ENG4
STAMPER JAMES EDWARD GRAD
STAMPER JOHN W FAA4
STAMPICK DIANE E GRAD
STAMPLEP JAN S LAS1
STAMPS ROBERT H GRAD
STAMPS THOMAS P LAS4
STANCIK EDWARD F AGR1
STANCIK MARYANN LAS4
STANCIK PATRICIA J LAS1
STANCZAK JEFFERY J LASl
STANCZUK STANLEY G BUS1
STANDING GUY MAXWELL GRAD
STANDPING ROBERT T BUS2
STANFORO IRVIN E II LASl
STANGARONE WILLIAM G BUS2
STANGEL GREGORY L ENG4
STANGER DAVID C BUS3
STANGEP THOMAS E AGR1
STANGL SUSAN T AGR2
STANHOUSE BRYAN E GRAD
STANHOUSE HARRIETTE LAS2
STANIS ELIZABETH J AGR1
STANISH MARK A LASl
STANISH MICHAEL A ENG4
STANISLAW RICHARD J GRAD
STANISLAWSKI JANICE LAS3
STANKER LARRY HENRY GRAD
STANKOVICH DEBRA R AGR1
STANLEY CHAPLENE J ED 2
STANLEY JACK HOWARD GRAD
STANLEY JUDITH A FAAl
STANLEY POYA-LEI FAAl
STANLY BRUCE MARK GRAD
STANLY NANCY SEAMAN GRAD
STANOWSKI DANIEL R LAS3
STANSIL DOUGLAS B BUS4
STANTON DAVID D LAW3
STANZEL HOLLY B FAA3
STAPEL DONNA C LAS4
STAPLETON PATRICIA A GRAD
STARCK JAMES P FAA4
STARK GREGORY C AGR4
STARK MARGARET MARY FAA4
STARK MARIANNE C AGR1
STARK MARILYNN D GRAD
STARK NANCY J FAAl
STARK ROBERT LOZIER GRAD
102 E CHALMERS C
53 IVANHOE U
903 S 4TH C
506 N FAIR C
605 S 5TH 23 C
WOODSTOCK ILL
604 E ARMORY 1107 C
URH HOPKINS 286 C
1303 WESTERN C
108 W HEALEY C
URH LAR 182 U
613 W DELAWARE U
908 CRESCENT 1 C
URH SCOTT 226 C
410 W GREEN 4 U
803 S 2ND C
807 W NEVADA U
STA A BOX 2139 C
1308 S MATTIS C
1011 W COLUMBIA C
1010 W SPNGFLD C
URH CLARK 215 C
URH ALLEN 415 U
URH SCOTT 214 C
410 W GREEN 4 U
URH TRELEASE 1205 C
111 E CHALMERS 14 C
7 SAFFER CT U
1404 S LINCOLN U
URH SAUNDERS 308 U
URH ALLEN 335 U
911 S 4TH C
604 E ARMORY 409 C
304 W IOWA U
304 W IOWA U
2039 D HAZWD ST U
DANVILLE ILL
202 E DANIEL C
1200 S VINE 36 U
809 S 1ST 26 C
910 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH LAR 116 U
URH GARNER 260 C
409 E CHALMRS C
904 W GREEN 510 U
URH LUNDGREN 209 C
CHICAGO ILL
1514 E GRANDVIEW 8 C
1514 E GRANDVIEW C
PANTOUL ILL
310 E CHALMERS 302 C
URH DANIELS 84 U
URH WARDALL 404 U
404 EDGEBROOK 207 C
2217 S 1ST 201 C
URH BLAISDELL 112 U
URH TRELEASE 1109 U
URH BABCOCK 324 U
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
URH WESTON 445 C
2029 C HAZWD CT U
604 E ARMORY 305 C
TEX ICO ILL
URH TAFT 224 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH FORBES 128 C
URH FORBES 246 C
URH WESTON 110 C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
120 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH LAR 115 U
URH NOBLE 308 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1976 A ORCH ST U
505 S BUSEY 505 U
807 W NEVADA U
URH ALLEN 238 U
309 E JOHN C
508 E WHITE 11 C




URH TAFT 12 C
1111 S 1ST C
1106 S EUCLID 202 C
508 E STOUGHTON C
403 E WHITE 9 C
1005 S 6TH 17 C
401 N PROSPECT C
110 E ARMORY C
705 S 1ST C
URH FLAGG 434 C
209 E CLARK 8 C
URH VANDOREN 25 C



















































































ROUTE 2 BOX 537
4505 LINSCOTT ST
600 N MOSS TERR






9123 S WOODLAWN AV
916 VENTURA DR
2424 W 183RD 6
304 W IOWA
304 W IOWA
2039 D HAZWD CT
608 W MADISON
6508 N PATTON LN
1717 W GOVERNOR ST
1326 SHATTUCK AV
182 MAPLE HILL RD






6635 N WHIPPLE ST
1402 23RD AV
1402 23RD AV





2217 S 1ST 201
14241 WOODLAWN AV
2704 W 23RD PL










9732 S UTICA AV
20022 PATTON
120 HOLIDAY PARK






RR 2 BOX 195
3060 MILWAUKEE
520 S 2ND ST 905
601 TIMBER LN
708 NAVAJO DR
2427 S 96TH ST

















































































































STACK TFRRENCE L ENG4
STARKE DAVID H LAS3
STAPKEY JERRY M LAS3
STARKS LINDA J BUS3
STARLING DAVID R ENG3
STARON ALLEN J ENG3
STARR BENJAMIN F GRAD
*STARP BONNIE B LAS3
STARR DOROTHY A FAA4
STARR GRFGOPY A LAW1
*STARR JAMES ALFRED GRAD
*STARR MARGARET M GRAD
STARR PHILIP R GRAD
STARR RANDI LAS3
STARR RICHARD D GRAD
STARR RONALD D AGR1
STARR ROSALYN L COM3
STARR THOMAS J J ENG2
STARRICK KATHI S ED 3
STAPSIAK BETTY A BUS3
STAPSIAK DIANE L LAS3
STARWALT JACK D ENG4
STASFN EDWARD R LAS4
STASIEK CAROL A BUS2
STASIEK POBFRT J FAA4
STASIK JEFFPEY DEAN FAA1
STASIK JEFFREY MARK ENG1
STASIK MARK G BUS3
STASKO WESLFY ANDREW BUS1
STASSEN EDWARD H LAS1
STASTNY EDMUND B ENG1
STASZAK DAVID M BUS1
STATKUS FRANCINE M GRAD
*STATON JOSEPH M GRAD
STAUB DAVID K BUS2
STAUBER JOSEPH W GRAD
*STAUBER KATHLEEN W GRAD
*STAUBER LOUIS F JR GRAD
STAUBER RAYMOND W JR LAW3
STAUDER DANIEL A EUS2
STAUCEP MICHAEL F LAS4
STAUDER STEPHANIE C AGR1
*STAUFFER DWIGHT A GRAD
STAUNER JAMES PHILIP LAS1
STAUNTON JAMES P LAS1
STAUNTON MARY A LAS2
STAVROPOULOS ERNEST LAS2
STAWARZ STEVEN P ENG1
STAZZONE PETER BUS4
*STCLAIR RUSSELL J GRAD
STEAGALL STANLEY C BUS3
STEBBINS ALLEN B FAA1
STEBBINS GARY LEE COM4
STEC JOHN F BUS3
STEC THOMAS M LAW1
STECH GLENN D LAS1
STECKEL GARY LEE GRAD
*STECYK SANDRA K FAA3
STECZ WILLIAM A FAA3
STEO CHARLES ARTHUR GRAD
STEELE CATRELIA V GRAD
STEELE CURTIS L ENG1
STEELE DEBORAH LAS3
STEELE GARY L AVI2
STEELE RICHARD A ENG3
STEELE ROBERT B LAW2
STEELE THOMAS P LAS2
STEEN KAREN L LAS2
STEFANEC JOAN E LAS1
STEFANI JOHN DAVID GRAD
STEFANIAK ALAN L LAW3
STEFANICH RONALD J ENG4
STEFANIK ANDREW M ENG4
STEFANIK MARK W ENG1
STEFANINI MARIO J BUS2
STEFEN DOROTHEA L GRAD
STEFFEL RONALD W FAA2
*STEFFEN CLIFF L FAA6
*STEFFEN DANIEL E LAS4
STFFFEN DEAN E BUS1
STEFFEN JAMES R ENG3
STEFFEN LYNN HOWARD LAS3
STEFFEN MARK A ENG1
STEFFENSEN JAMES JR LAS4
STEFFENSEN MARGARET GRAD
STEFFETER JACQUELINE ED 2
STEGALL KAE E AGR1
STEGER GARY J LAS2
STEGEP ROBERTA A LAS4
*STEGEP RUSSELL W II GRAD
STEHMAN DEBBIE S ED 3
STEHMAN JAMES J LAS3
STEHNEY REGINA A FAA1
STEICHEN MICHAEL G GRAD
STEIGER WILLIAM E COM4
STEIMLE BRUCE E LAS2
STEIMLE ROBERT F LAS2
508 E SPNGFLD C
505 S BUSEY 307 U
WOODRIVER ILL
URH LAR 373 U
URH FORBES 204 C
URH TOWNSEND 538 U
1008 1/2 GREEN 7 U
1611 1/2 N MARKET C
904 S LINCOLN U
307 GREEN C
1611 1/2 N MARKET C
URH SHERMAN 329 C
606 W HIGH U
5 SAFFER CT U
URH DANIELS U
1002 S LINCOLN U
7C9 OREGON U
910 S 3RD C
1005 S WRIGHT C
URH WARDALL 710 U
URH FLAGG 331 C
714 W CALIFORNIA U
MACOMB ILL
1404 S LINCOLN U
VERSAILLES FR
904 W GREEN U
604 E ARMORY C
48 GURTH U
URH HOPKINS C
URH TAFT 324 C
URH WESTON 475 C
URH BARTON 20 C
609 W MAIN 31 U
103 PADDOCK E 3 C
310 E JOHN C
314 S PRAIRIE C
1108 S LINCOLN U
11C8 S LINCOLN 1 U
1507 KIRBY C
URH BLAISDELL 115 U
URH OGLESBY 1227 U
URH BLAISDELL 314 U
820 OAKLAND 207 U
604 E ARMORY 207 C
URH TOWNSEND 109 U
URH BLAISDELL 310 U
607 W HEALEY C
URH FORBES 386 C
211 E DANIEL C
RANTOUL ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 157 C
501 S PRAIRIE C
1111 S 1ST C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 290 C
1806 W WILLIAM 5 C
209 PELL CIRCLE U
903 W OREGON U
409 W ELM U
407 S STATE C
URH LUNDGREN 23 C
URH LAR 162 U
306 E GREGORY C
505 S BUSEY 304 U
105 E GREEN 11 C
URH GARNER 321 C
URH ALLEN 208 U
URH BLAISDELL 317 U
509 E STOUGHTON C
1600 W BRADLEY 197 C
URH CARR 308 U
URH HOPKINS 450 C
URH HOPKINS 240 C
911 S 4TH C
URH DANIELS 116 U
209 E JOHN 5 C
1014 S OAK C
4 JAMES PL U
501 E DANIEL C
1103 S BUSEY U
4 JAMES PL U
7C7 W WASHINGTON U
1212 W CLARK U
403 W NEVADA U
907 S WRIGHT C
GALVA ILL
61 E JOHN C
1823 VALLEY RD C
2104 ORCH ST 104 U
URH EVANS 340 U
URH TOWNSEND 342 U
802 W OREGON U
707 S MATTIS C
802 W l^REEN 202 U
PEORIA ILL































































1611 1/2 N MARKET
3039 POLLY LN
802 W BROADMOOR
1611 1/2 N MARKET







412 N 8TH ST
6054 W EDDY ST
8 OLYMPIA CT
RP 1
826 W CHASE ST
3917 N SAWYER AV






4 N 310 HAWTHORNE
6010 S RUTHERFORD
9326 N PINETREE RD




1108 S LINCOLN 1
1507 KIRBY 5
825 S WALNUT
26 LAKE SHORE DR
825 S WALNUT AV
820 OAKLAND 207
1104 E SAYLES
1531 S BPOPHY AV
1531 S BROPHY AV
7615 N KNOX




5311 W FOSTER AV
501 S PRARIE
10723 S TRIPP CT






ROUTE 1 BOX 203
1305 CHAMPAIGN
8571 S KENWOOD AV
1508 INDIANA AV
RR 1
2ND E ELM ST BX116

























525 N STONE AV
12352 S LASALLE ST
1210 W GIFT AV




































































































































































































GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON C 524 CREXEL AV
FAA1 409 E CHALMRS C 384-5289 156 MAPLE HILL RD
LAS1 910 S 3RE C 6931 N KILBOURN
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS c 344- 1170 510 S DUNTON
LAS4 1206 W STOUGHTON u 1103 HEMLOCK LN
LAS4 305 N GOODWIN U 328--2861 305 N GOODWIN
BUS3 802 S LINCOLN 3 U 344--9506 913B WAUKEGAN RD
GRAD 6 10 W ELM 4 u 367--4731 305 N GOODWIN
GRAD 807 W ILLINOIS 11 u 344--7022 104 LAWRENCE
LAS3 310 S CHALMERS c 7141 KEDZIA
GRAD 508 W GRIGGS U 367--2431 508 W GRIGGS
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 9701 TPIPP
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 337-5359 2225 2ND AV W
FNG3 904 W GREEN u GEN DELIVERY
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 704 U 332--5255 6945 N KEELER
LAS2 802 W OREGON u 332--5498 7321 KOSTNER
ENG3 110 E CHALMERS C 344--3144 6140 N AVERS AV
GRAD 706 S 1ST 304 c 359--0136 6101 N SHERIDAN
ED 2 409 E CHALMRS c 38 4--5521 730 SHERIDAN RD
LAS3 907 S 4TH c 344--9693 6945 N LEXINGTON
ED 1 URH WARDALL 926 u 1721 HEATHER LN
LAS2 305 N GOODWIN u 328--2861 305 N GOODWIN
VM 1 WOODHAVEN TRLR CT u WOODHAVEN TRLR CT
FAA4 204 W WASHINGTON u 344--5261 1118 W CRESCENT
LAS1 URH ALLEN 379 u 332--3369 1118 W CRESCENT
GRAD 56 E GREEN 205 c 359--3 044 56 E GREEN 205
BUS1 URH TRELEASE 1002 u 332--5679 2322 JUNIPER DR
GRAD 4 OCONNOR CT c 356--6248 4 OCCNNOR CT
BUSl DES PLAINES ILL 9744 DEE RD
LAS1 URH WARDALL 818 u 5031 N SPRINGFIELD
LAS4 401 E CHALMERS 610 c 367--7578 5031 N SPRINGFIELO
COM3 URH WARDALL 1013 u 332--4514 941 NW HOLCOMB DR
LAS1 108 W GREEN c 6335 N HAMILIN
BUS2 1104 W NEVADA u 43 GLENDALE DR
LAS2 802 W OREGON u 328--2091 411 SANDBURG ST
LAS1 313 E JOHN c RR 1
AGR2 910 S 3RD c 337--5211 ROUTE 2
BUS2 1501 QUEENS WAY c 1501 QUEENS WAY
GRAD FAIRFIELD ILL 16 PARK LN
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 476 c 332-1383 4001 BORDEAUX
LAS2 504 W ELM u 34^--8766 64 HIGH PT DR
AGR3 401 E GREEN c 344--1616 RP 1
GRAD URH SHERMAN 119 c 332--4623 1674 STATE LINE AV
FAA2 1012 S 1ST c 16 PARK LN
LAW3 1113 S ARBOR c 344--6821 6927 N WAUUESHA
GRAD 1400 N MCKINLEY 12 c 1400 N MCKINLEY 12
LAS3 312 W SPNGFLD 11 u 367--4322 1427 FOREST AV
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 218 u PR 1
GRAD 709 W WASHINGTON u 344--5265 7 NORTHFIELD LN
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN u 344-6354 325 HEMLOCK LN
GRAD DANVILLE ILL 16 1/2 ILLINOIS ST
ENG4 505 S BUSEY 205 u 344--5385 2608 LIND ST
LAS3 2 1 MAPLEWOOD u 367--4121 1901 CHERRY LN
ENG3 313 E JOHN 20 c 535 GOOD AV
LAS4 904 S ORCHARD u 344--5928 904 S ORCH
LAS3 MATTOON ILL 109 COLDREN DR
ENG1 URH GARNFR 419 c 459 ASHLAND AV
BUS3 URH TAFT 424 c 332--0671 182 PETERSON PKWY
BUS6 RANTOUL ILL 1312 CYPRUS
AVI 2 306 E GREGORY c 1700 LONGVALLEY DR
BUS3 URH SCOTT 276 c 332--1846 10323 N FOREST TRL
LAS4 6C5 S 5TH c 352--1643 124 M AUSTIN BLVD
ED 2 505 E CHALMERS c 332--2884 1 S 550 ROUTE 53
GRAD 1008 1/2 W GREEN u 3705 N LAKEWOOD
GRAD 909 W ILLINOIS u 344--9765 15201 COTTAGE GR
LAW3 1510 LINCOLNSHIRE c 359--9256 3003 MONROE ST
GRAD 404 EDGEBROOK 117 c 352--7562 15425 PARK LN
GRAD 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE c 356--9550 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE
FAA3 ROCK ISLAND ILL 1619 28TH ST
GRAD 1203 E FLORIDA 32 u 344--3830 1203 E FLORIDA 32
GRAD 502 E WHITE c 1700 E JACKSON
GRAD URH SHERMAN 316 c 1223 ASHLAND
GRAD MORRILL HALL 297 u U OF I BOTANY
GRAD 807 S CEDAR u 367--3693 807 S CEDAR
AGR3 605 S 5TH 10 c RR 2 BOX 202
LAS1 URH CLARK 221 c 332--0021 7225 LYONS ST
LAS3 106 E HEALEY c 356-0566 2855 W FITCH
GRAD 302 HOLIDAY PARK c 1502 9TH ST SOUTH
GRAD 302 HOLIDAY PK 229 c 352-•9056 104 E MAIN ST
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS c 824 PROSPECT
LAS4 212 E DANIEL c 356- 7908 2224 DUNWICH DR
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS c 384- 5888 1059 OLD ELM LN
AGR2 URH ALLEN 466 u 332- 5417 323 LAUREL ST
LAS4 1021 W CHURCH c 359- 6180 1021 W CHURCH
GRAD MAHOMET ILL 701 WOODHILL 4
ENG4 102 N LINCOLN 1 u 344- 4514 5240 S CAMPBELL AV
LAS3 1007 S 3RD c 344- 9501 15912 DREXEL
LAS4 504 W MAIN HI u 928 CRAIG PL
FAA3 104 E ARMORY c 2101 JERSEY ST
LAS1 URH LAR 186 u 332- 2959 3700 W 82ND PL
ENG2 URH SNYDER 318 c 332- 1759 122 E JEANETTE PL
BUS4 2215 S 1ST 304 c 384- 5 546 1100 JEFFERSON ST
GRAD 204 W WASHINGTON u 904 MEADOWVIEW DR
LAS2 URH ALLEN 13 u 332- 3 261 1272 CANDLEWOOC CT
LAS1 URH GARNER 415 c 332- 0854 3743 N PINE GROVE
ENG4 1604 W WASHINGTON c 205 GRAND AV








































































































STEPHENS DUANE A ENG1
STEPHENS ESTHER M ED 2
STEPHENS HARRY B GRAO
STEPHENS JACQUELYN LAS1
STEPHENS JOHN A GRAD
STEPHENS MICHAEL H BUS3
STEPHENS MICHAEL P GRAO
STEPHENS NANCY JANE GRAO
STEPHENS SAMUEL L JR AGR4
STEPHENS THOMAS L GRAD
STEPHENSEN JACK L AGR1
STEPHENSON ROBERT M LAW3
STEPINA LEE P LAS4
STEPNICKA CRAIG D LAW2
STEPP RENEE AGR2
STEPPIG BRUCE A BUS4
STERBA ANTON W LAS4
STERBA EDWARD J FNG2
STERGULZ ELLEN N GRAD
STERGULZ JOHN R GRAD
STERLING EILEEN LAS1
STERLING JILL A AGR1
STERMER KAREN J LAS3
STERN CAROL FAA2
STERN CARYN E FAA1
STERN CRAIG S BUS3
STERN DAVID R BUS1
STERN DEBRA A AGR1
STERN DEBRA J LAS1
STERN FRANCINE ED 3
STERN GARY M BUS4
STERN KAREN J LAS3
STERN LINDA S LAS4
STERN MICHAEL C LAW3
STERN PETER A LAS3
STERN PHILIP W LAW2
STERN ROBERT J ENG1
STERN SHELLEY J LAS3
STERNAL JAYNE R LAS3
STERNBERG LAWRENCE I LAS3
STERNBERG NANCY J LAS1
STERNBERG SHERI H FAA1
STERNBERG SUSAN M LAS2
STERNER ROBERT C LAS1
STERNFELD BARBARA H PE 3
STERRETT HELEN J GRAD
STESKAL JOSEPH W BUS1
STETSON PETER FOLGER GRAD
STEUDEL NANCY L LAS3
STEURY JOHN H ENG3
STEVENS ALICE J LAS4
STEVFNS BETTY WILEY GRAD
STEVFNS CAROLYN AGR4
STEVENS ELIZABETH H LAS4
STEVENS GENE R ENG1
STEVENS JANET G GRAD
STEVENS JEOFFERY J AGR4
STEVENS JOHN N LAS2
STEVENS KATHERINE I FAA1
STEVENS KATHERINE R GRAD
STFVENS KATHLEEN V LAS4
STEVENS MARK A LAS1
STEVENS MICHAEL J ENG3
STEVENS MIKE D LAS2
STEVENS NANCY S FAA1
STEVENS ROSALIND A LAS3
STEVENS SUSAN CLAIR GRAD
STEVENSON BRENOA L BUS1
STEVENSON CRAIG A VM 3
STEVENSON GLENN T AGR1
STEVENSON JAMES M FAA3
STEVENSON ROBERTA F PE 1
STEVENSON SCOTT W LAS4
STEVENSON TERESA G LAS3
STEWART BRUCE ROBERT GRAD
STEWART CHARLES NEIL GRAD
STEWART CONNIE A BUS*
STEWART DEBORAH L LAS3
STEWART DOUGLAS F LAS1
STEWART EZE A ENG2
STEWART GARY GENE ENG3
STEWART GLEN P BUS3
STEWART JAMES LOCKHA GRAD
STEWART JAMES T JR GRAD
STEWART JANIS D LAS3
STEWART JEAN A ED 2
STEWART JOHN C LAW3
STEWART JOHN G GRAO
STEWART JOHN H LAS4
STEWART KAREN J LAS3
STEWART KATHLEEN A COM3
STEWART KAY L LAS1
STEWART MARGARET K GRAD
STEWART SANDRA M GRAD
STEWART STEVEN ENG4
STEWART SUZANNE GRAD
STEWART THOMAS C LAS2
409 E CHALMRS C
907 W ILLINOIS U
CHICAGO ILL
URH CARR 422 U
264 DEWEY U
110 E ARMORY C
907 W STOUGHTON U
508 E STOUGHTON C
509 E WHITE 1 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH OGLESBY 326 U
URH SHERMAN 756 C
1823 W JOHN C
605 HARWOOD CT C
307 E ARMORY C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
502 E HEALEY 210 C
601 S 4TH C
813 OAKLAND 207 U
813 OAKLAND 207 U
URH LAR U
409 CHALMERS 509 C
URH GARNER 339 C
612 W ELM U
910 S 3R0 C
209 E JOHN 2 C
910 S 3RD C
URH TRELEASE 603 U
URH TRELEASE 126 U
409 E CHALMRS C
731 S MATTIS C
58 E ARMORY 4 C
409 E CHALMERS 911 C
1606 MAYNARD C
URH CARR 329 U
1410 N MCKINLEY 2 C
URH SCOTT 339 C
7C7 S 6TH C
URH WARDALL 207 U
202 S LINCOLN 5 U
910 S 3RD C
URH SCOTT 406 C
URH ALLEN 322 U
409 E CHALMRS C
3 13 E JOHN 2 C
7C6 SHERWOOD TERR C
URH NOBLE 119 C
215 HESSEL BLVD C
910 S 3RD 1003 C
URH GARNER 416 C
URH SCOTT 211 C
904 N BROADWAY 23 U
URH BUSEY 229 U
907 S WRIGHT C
RANTOUL ILL
710 1/2 W JOHN C
10C8 S LINCOLN U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH WESTON 204 C
1222 W DANIEL C
309 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 336 C
302 E GREGORY C
1222 W OANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 126 U
903 S 4TH 2 C
URH WARDALL 508 U
2108 ORCH ST 301 U
58 E GREGORY C
1008 S 2N0 C
URH LAR 333 U
10C8 S 2ND 2 C
508 E CHALMERS C
706 W ELM U
304 CRYSTAL LAKE U
505 S BUSEY 506 U
URH WESTON 216 C
URH NOBLE 118 C
505 E WHITE 1 C
1107 W PARK C
URH HOPKINS 268 C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
1213 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 322 C
URH LAR 307 U
1405 HOLLYCREST C
2305 1/2 S ANDERSN U
810 W OREGON U
222 DEWEY U
312 E DANIEL C
URH GARNER 438 C
702 W SPNGFLD C
1804 CARLE U
URH BABCOCK 218 U
DANVILLE ILL







































































3418 N SUSAN DR
907 W STOUGHTON




























1410 N MCKINLEY 2



















710 1/2 W JOHN
STEVENS LN
504 PATTERSON DR


















POCK HILL RD RR 2




2020 N MATTIS 103
737 FAIRVIEW
1016 MARKET
14 GOLF VIEW PL
410 N KANKAKEE







165 N DOUGLAS AV


















LA GRANGE PARK IL
















































































STEWART THOMAS C JR PE 1
STEWART WILLIAM G ENG1
STGERMAINE JOHN H LAS4
STICH MICHAEL C ENG1
STICHA MARK W FAA4
STICKELMAIER H C III BUS3
STICKLEN ROBERT W LAS4
STICKLER SAMUEL L FAA1
STICKLER SARA L FAA3
STICKLES JAMES S JR BUS3
*STIOFOLE ARTHUR F GRAD
STIEFEL RONALD B ENG2
STIEGMAN ERIC L BUS2
STIERMAN CHARLES F COM4
STIERMAN CYNTHIA L LAS2
STIERWALT BONITA K AGR3
STIFT THOMAS W LAS1
STILES LEON N JR LAS1
STILL STEVEN MICHAEL GRAD
STILLE KENT A ENG4
STILLERMAN GAIL M LAS2
STILLERMAN SIDNFY J LAS4
STILLMAN RANOALL B FAA2
STILLWELL ALAN G ENG1
STILP DAVID ERVIN GRAD
STILSON SUSAN L FAA1
STILWELL CAROLYN E LAS2
STIMEK BARBARA L LAS3
STINAUER LAURA L LAS2
STINE BARBARA S GRAD
STINE JAMES RONALD GRAD
STINSON CRAIG M GRAD
STINSON DAVID A AVI1
STINSON KENNETH R ENG4
STINSON NANCY C ED 2
STINSON RICHARD A ENG4
STINSON RICHARD J FAA1
STIPANOWICH THOMAS J FAA4
STIPE MARY E LAS3
STISSER MARCELLA R BUS3
STITES RICHARD E LAS1
STITH RUDOLPH BUS1
STITH STEPHANIE L PE 2
STITTIAM DEREK K LAS2
STJOHN KENNETH A VM 4
STLOUIS GENE N LAS4
STLUKA GARY W FAA4
STLUKA THOMAS HAROLD GRAD
STOCK KENNETH RICHAR FAA4
STOCK RICHARD M COM3
STOCK ROBERTA GRAD
STOCK TIMOTHY JOHN LAW2
STOCK WENDY LAS1
STOCKAGE STEVEN E GRAD
STOCKANES ANTHONY E LAS5
STOCKER DEBORAH C GRAD
STOCKEP FRECERICK T LAW1
STOCKER TERRANCE L GRAD
STOCKER THOMAS LAS2
STOCKING eARBAPA M GRAO
STOCK INGER PAUL M AGR4
STOCKS ARTHUR IAN GRAD
STOCKWELL ROBERT L FAA3
STODDARD DAVID L AGR2
STODDARD JAMFS A AGR4
STODDEN MICHAEL F LAS3
STOEBER JONATHAN LEE GRAD
STOECKER PAUL ALLAN ENG3
STOECKER STEPHANIE L LAS1
STOECKLIN PHILIP R BUS1
STOERGER MARY F AGR4
STOERZBACH DIANA M GRAD
STOESSFR BARBARA J LAS2
STOEVEN LARRY C BUS1
STOFFEL KEITH L LAS3
STOFFELS SHFLLY P. COM3
STOFFREGEN JOHN V LAS4
STOJAK ALAN J BUS2
STOJAK WALTER S FAA4
STOJAN CURTIS C AGR4
STOKER BARBARA J FAA2
STOKES LARRY D GRAD
STOKES NANCY M AGR2
STOKFS ROBERT W LAS4
STOKFS RONNIE J LAS3
STOKLOSA CYNTHIA K LAS4
STOKOLS JEFFERY M LAS3
STOKVIS KATHLEEN M LAS3
STOLARSKI OFNNIS P FNG4
STOLARSKY LANA S GRAD
STOLBERG RICHARD N BUS1
STOLE TORE L LAS3
STOLK RANDALL JOSEPH GRAD
STCLL HAMS G LAS3
STOLL HFNRY W JR GRAD
STOLL JULIAN E ENG2
STOLL KAREN A BUS1
1811 LYNWOOD C 352-3329
212 E DANIEL C
816 W CLARK U
URH SAUNDERS 213 U 332-3624
VERSAILLES FR
1004 S 3RD C 344-5070
904 W GREEN U 356-4563
URH SNYDER 482 C 332-1881
204 W WASHINGTON U
302 S 4TH C
620 W HEALEY 6 C
601 S 4TH C
904 W GREEN U
817 BALBOA C 359-7183
801 W PARK U 344-5789
URH EVANS 315 U 332-2738
URH NOBLE 115 C 332-0372
403 S 6TH C
1508 S MATTIS C 356-5534
1114 W SPNGFLD U
URH TRELEASE 623 U 332-5579
1009 W MAIN U
209 E JOHN 3 C 332-5092
2509 STANFORD C 356-1292
OCCNOMOWOC WIS
URH CLARK 232 C 332-0027
URH VANDOREN 422 C 332-0548
309 N BUSEY 12 U 328-3563
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
702 E GREEN 1 U 344-7142
702 E GREEN 1 U 344-7142
403 W HEALEY C
URH NOBLE 309 C 332-0407
STCUGHTON-GOODWIN U
403 W HEALEY C 359-7930
402 W GREEN C 359-7752
URH BARTON 311 U 332-0157
1007 S 1ST 2 C
1006 S 3RD 18 C
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
URH FORBES 373 C 332-1068
403 S 6TH C
512 E CLARK C 356-8677
1106 EUCLID 104 C
616 W HEALEY C 352-2626
URH TOWNSEND 106 U 332-3988
34 CHALMERS C
1302 SILVER 2 U 367-1279
306 E GREEN C 352-6848
211 E ARMORY C 344-9500
502 E WHITE 24 C 359-0395
1101 N BUSEY U 344-2068
URH ALLEN 177 U 332-3287
307 E ARMORY 304 C 367-6733
2201 VERMONT U
1200 S VINE 38 U
1200 S VINE U 367-3494
1976 C ORCH PL U
1106 S 3RD C 344-9*42
614 W CHURCH 11 C
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
STA A BOX 2345 C
710 W CALIFORNIA 2 U 328-3259
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
URH CARR 119 U 332-3871
NORMAL ILL
904 W GREEN U 367-4147
URH TRELEASE 430 U 332-5525
URH FORBES 441 C 332-1114
1600 W BRADLEY C 352-1951
5 07 S ELM C
URH BUSEY 302 U 332-2633
URH OGLESBY 931 U
URH FORBES 213 C
911 S LOCUST C
1204 W STOUGHTON U 344-2169
1007 S 3RC C 344-0917
1007 S 3RD C 344-9501
108 S 1ST C 35C-5307
GIBSON C-ITY ILL
2112 ORCH ST U 328-2169
910 S 3RD C 337-5155
2024 BOUDREAU U 344-0202
1107 W MAIN U
1004 CENTENNIAL C
910 S 3RD C 337-5145
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C 359-9161
108 HEALEY 2 C 35*5-9825
206 E CALIFORNIA 1 U 344-0924
409 E CHALMRS C
1004 S 4TH 117 C
URH SHERMAN C
BADEN AUST
205 S LYNN 7 C
1010 E COLORADO 38 U 344-3051


























4944 W CORNELIA AV
5101 W 105TH ST
702 E GREEN 1
99 BELMONT AV
403 W HEALEY
1399 W NORTH ST









































121 N 49TH ST
316 PINCKNEY ST
RR 1
394 E 160TH PL
15741 FINCH AV
PR 2 BOX 113






9000 N LOWELL AV
1601 VALLEY RD 1
137 N GILBERT
206 E CALIFORNIA 1
2540 WILMETTE AV
18302 OAKLEY AV
140 S HUDSON ST






































































































































































































FAA1 URH GARNER 286 C 332-0764
LAW2 504 W MAIN 212 U 344-3826
LAS3 52 E ARMORY c 356-7715
LAS3 1210 W MAIN u
LAS2 2204 VERMONT u 328-2673
LAS3 URH BUSEY 427 U
ENG3 URH FORBES 126 C 332-0938
LAS4 706 S 1ST 104 c 352-2490
ED 3 URH BABCOCK 301 u 332-3778
LAS1 910 S 3RD c 337-5247
ED 2 URH WARDALL 224 u 332-4331
ENG4 502 W GRIGGS 210 u 344-1531
BUS2 URH OGLESBY 406 U 332-5148
BUS1 URH LUNDGREN 5 c
LAS3 211 E DANIEL c
AGR4 URH WESTON 321 c 332-1998
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 203 u 332-5085
FAA4 7C6 S MATHEWS u 344-0136
GRAD 1003 MUMFORD U 344-4641
LAS1 LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS2 406 E GREEN 4 c
ENG4 409 W ELM 6 u 328-1313
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 721 u 332-5607
FAA3 309 N BUSEY 11 u
PE 1 910 S 3RD c 337-5202
GRAD 50 CARRIAGE EST u
BUS1 1106 S 3RD c 35 2-1267
AGR3 910 S 3RD c 337-5351
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0137
LAS3 206 S CEDAR u 328--3048
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 101 u 332-5061
LAS2 9C8 S 1ST c
FAA4 800 S MATTIS 42 c 359-7723
PE 3 2506 1/2 E MAIN u 367-7228
GRAD PR 2 u
ENG4 311 E JOHN 13 c 384-5383
GRAD 2309 TAMARACK c 352-3647
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 227 u
LAS2 URH SNYDER 475 c 332-1866
BUS3 604 S COLER u 344-5420
ENG4 206 W WASHINGTON u
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 107 u 332-3454
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT c 344-0571
FAA2 URH WESTON 423 c 332-2071
FAA4 URH ALLEN 376 u 332-3319
ENG1 1105 S 1ST c
PE 2 109 GEORGE HUFF u
GRAD 2101 BURLISON u
GRAD 1008 W COLUMBIA c 352-5630
ENG5 TURNER HALL 503 c 333-0158
ENG3 809 S 5TH c 367-1566
GRAD 2603 B CAMPBELL c
FAA3 URH BLAISDELL 217 u
FAA1 URH TAFT 24 c
FAA1 604 E ARMORY 1335 c
ENG3 6C4 E ARMORY 2244 c 344-1266
LAW2 302 W ELLS c 356-5399
LAS4 URH WESTON 316 c 332-1993
GRAD 403 S COLER u 344-5731
AGR1 URH LAR 107 u 332-2612
GRAD 712 1/2 S WABASH u 367-8640
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
FAA4 1014 1/2 W MAIN u 344-3931
FAA2 510 S 4TH c 352-2316
LAS3 201 F GREEN c
AGR1 URH LUNDGREN 205 c
LAS1 URH FLAGG 332 c
GRAD 1509 KIRBY 11 c 356-0575
ENG4 301 E WHITE 4 c 356-3399
BUS1 1111 S 1ST c
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 619 u 332-5220
LAS3 GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 177 c 332-1666
ENG4 2309 S 1ST 304 c
FAA2 1002 W OREGON u
FAA4 404 E WHITE c 352-8397
LAS1 CHICAGO ILL
PE 1 106 E MUMFORD u 344-5295
BUS4 209 E ARMORY c 344-1414
GRAD 54 E DANIEL c
GRAD 54 E DANIEL c 356-4472
LAS1 URH LAR 491 u 332-3067
ENG1 1001 S WRIGHT 4 c 334-1351
LAS1 1102 W CLARK u 344-3437
LAS4 1101 W PENN u 344-3181
GRAD 207 W JOHN c 359-8335
LAS4 1005 S 1ST 16 c 356-5424
FAA3 URH BUSEY 427 u 332-2669
LAS3 203 S COLER u
LAS4 503 E STOUGHTON 8 c 359-8170
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 407 u 332-5 503
LAS1 URH SNYDER 342 c
LAS1 URH GARNER 390 c
LAW2 907 W STOUGHTON u 344-4420
AGR1 910 S 3RD 728 c 337-5107
LAS3 102 N LINCOLN 2 u 32e-2268









4605 N OSAGE AV
4449 DAVIS











409 W ELM 6
7050 N KEYSTONE































RR 1 NELSON RD





712 1/2 S WABASH
229 W WASHINGTON
38 KENWOOD ST










12238 S MORGAN ST
1110 S 4TH ST























































































































STREBENDT RICHARD E GRAO
STREET STEPHEN E LAS1
STREICKER MELINDA A PE 2
STREIT MARY E LAS1
STREIT ROLAND F GRAD
STREIT THEODORE M ENG2
*STREITBERGER WILLIAM GRAD
STRELECKY MARTIN J LAS3
STRELFCKY ROBERT A LAS2
STREMMEL DUANE H LAS1
STRESKE NANCY ANN AGR2
STRICKER GARY DALE GRAD
STRICKLAND HOWARD S LAS3
STRICKLAND JEFFREY A AGRl
STRIEBEL ROBERT L II ENG1
STRIEBINGER LARRY A BUS3
STRIEBINGER TERRY C LAS4
STRIEGEL ROBERT F PE 3
STRILKY MIRIAM L LAS3
STRINGER ANN E GRAD
STRINGER MARY ELINOR GRAD
STRINGFELLOW MICHAEL LAS1
STRINGFELLOW STEVE J ENG3
STRINO PATRICIA M LAS3
STPITTMATTER RICHARD GRAD
STROBEL SANDRA LEE GRAD
STROBEL VICKI L FAA4
STROBERGER PENNI Z LAS5
STRODE CARL B AGR4
STROHECKER NANCY L LAS1
STROHL JANET C LAS4
STROHM DAVID C COM3
STROHM RONALD A ENG1
STROINK ANN R LAS1
STROINSKA DONNA E LAS1
STROM GERALD STEVEN GRAD
STROM JOHN A II LAS2
STROM JOHN AXEL BMS1
STROM MICHAEL A LAS3
STROMBEPG ROBERT R BUS3
STRONG BARBARA J FAA3
STRONG GARY MICHAEL GRAD
STRONG JAMES THORUD GRAO
STRONG ROBYN L LAS2
STRONG SAMUEL MANLEY GRAD
STRONG WILLIAM J GRAD
STROO KEVIN D AGRl
STROSHANE RONALD M GRAD
STROTHMANN PATRICIA FD 3
STROUD BETTY S GRAD
STROUP CLYDE E ENG3
STROUSE DARRYL J FAA1
STROUSE KAY E LAS3
STROW PETER H LAW3
STROYAN SUSAN E GRAD
STRUBBE DAVID P LAS2
STRUEBING WESLEY A ENG4
STRUFE FREDERICK E LAW3
STRUKEL JOHN W ED 4
STRUM JERRY S FAA4
STRUS DAVID FREDRICK GRAD
STRUSS KAREN SAMPSON GRAD
STRUSS STEVEN R ENG3
STRUTIN CAROL R GRAD
STRUTIN DAVID M LAS3
STRUTZ WILLIAM J BUS4
STRYKER JANE L LAS4
STRZALKA MARYBETH A FAA2
STRZELECKI SHIRLEY A LAS3
STSZESZYNSKI GEORGE FAA4
STUART LAURY E FAA1
STUART RICHARD S LAS2
STUAPT ROBERT A JR LAW3
STUART WAYNE GARY GRAD
STUBBLEFIELD JOHN R GRAD
STUBBS LINDA K LAS2
STUCKEL ANN F ED 2
STUCKEMEYER RAY A BUS*
STUCKEMEYER STEVEN R ENG1
STUCKER THOMAS A GRAD
STUCKER WENDY E LAS*
STUCKEY SUSAN J FAA1
STUDENCKI ANNA B GRAD
STUDIEP JOHN M ENG3
STUDIER PAUL L LAS1
STUDWELL JOHN S BUS1
STUEVE HENRY ErWARD GRAD
STUFF MARILYN L PE 1
STUFFELBEAM KIM L BUS1
STUFFLE LARRY RAY GRAD
STULGIN PATRICK W LAS4
STULL JOHN DAVIS LAS3
STUMPF ALAN E AGR4
STUMPF DAVID B LAW1
STUMPF JOHN H AGRl
STUPAY SCOTT A LAS3
STUPP GEORGE B JR GRAO
824 OAKLAND 105 U
URH TAFT 110 C
1104 W NEVADA U
URH LAR 330 U
604 E ARMORY C
URH ALLEN 25 U
309 KELLY CT C
310 E GREGORY C
310 E GREGORY C
URH NOBLE 207 C
2307 S 1ST 304 C
206 1/2 AVONDALE C
202 E DANIEL C
202 E DANIEL C
URH SCOTT 341 C
4 SALEM RD U
4 SALEM U
308 BUENA VISTA C
1102 W NEVAOA U
401 S COLER U
710 S BROADWAY 2 U
URH NOBLE 310 C
1010 S 2ND C
URH CARR 412 U
URH DANIELS 107 U
URH TRELEASE 314 U
1006 S 3RD C
12C9 W OREGON U
706 W OHIO U
URH ALLEN 108 U
707 S 6TH 413 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 327 U
URH EVANS 224 U
URH SCOTT 226 C
2106 ORCH ST 204 U
713 W OHIO U
604 W MICHIGAN U
URH SCOTT 480 C
504 W MAIN 301 U
URH LAR 183 U
1600 W BRADLEY 152 C
603 EVERGREEN CT U
309 E JOHN 11 C
901 S 1ST 24 C
805 W HEALEY C
58 E GREGORY C
703 E COLORADO 102 U
URH LAR 194 U
1707 JAMES CHERRY U
URH SNYDER 410 C
URH OGLESBY 528 U
904 S LINCOLN U
164 PADDOCK E C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
807 E WASHINGTON U
2016 VAWTER 4 U





809 S 5TH C
111 E HEALEY 9-10 C
706 W GREEN U
URH TAFT 203 C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH SCOTT 224 C
706 S 2ND C
1722 VALLEY RD C
URH ALLEN 302 U
604 E ARMORY 1301 C
1003 E COLORADO U
URH TOWNSEND 262 U
ODELL ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH CARR 210 U
1005 2ND C
706 W OHIO U
URH SHERMAN 563 C
902 S 2ND C
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 340 U
URH ALLEN 491 U
URH FORBES 217 C
EVANSVILLE IND
402 MCARTHUR U
URH TRELEASE 621 U
910 S 3RD C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH ALLEN 283 U
URH TOWNSEND 379 U
801 W NEVADA U
9C7 DOGWOOD C
303 E CHALMERS C
910 S 3RD C












































































616 W PARKVIEW AV
111 HOLIDAY DR
515 W JACKSON ST




919 W LINCOLN AV
RR 2 BOX 150




603 EVERGREEN CT E
1339 ROBINWOOD DR
VIA TENTERFIELD
304 E 7TH SOUTH
RR 1 BCX 342





1975 N LA SALLE ST













5812 N MERRIMAC AV





















4 E FEGELER AV
206 W MACK AV RR 2
RR 1
408 MORRISON AV
RR 1 BOX 71
1621 KIMBERLY




































































































































































































GRAD 903 W OREGON U
BJS1 URH OGLESBY 810 U
BUS4 1006 S 3RD 15 C
LAS2 302 E ARMORY C
LAS1 311 E ARMORY C
BUS3 311 E ARMORY C
ED 2 URH VANDOREN 212 C
BUS3 CAMAPGO ILL
COM3 1005 S WRIGHT C
ENG2 1004 W DANIEL C
FAA3 URH HOPKINS 171 C
AGR4 RR 2 C
GRAD 906 1/2 S VINE U
GRAD 804 W HILL C
LAS4 104 N URBANA U
GRAD 2023 C ORCH ST U
GRAD 2023 C ORCH ST U
LAS4 410 S BUSEY 8 U
GRAD 906 1/2 S VINE 101 U
LAW3 1009 FRANCIS 5 C
GRAD 203 E HEALEY C
LAS1 URH ALLEN 319 U
GRAD 302 E JOHN 1014 C
LAS2 705 W GREEN U
LAS2 PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD 509 MITCHELL CT C
LAS2 URH ALLEN 403 U
PE 3 1003 CRESTWOOD U
LAS2 URH WESTON 241 C
PE 2 4C9 E CHALMRS C
FAA4 1105 S 4TH C
FAA1 URH SNYDER 200 C
LAS2 MAHOMET ILL
BUS4 401 F CHALMERS C
LAS3 505 E UNIVERSITY C
LAS4 203 S COLER 4 U
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 305 C
LAW2 504 W WASHINGTON C
LAS1 URH TAFT 20^ C
LAS4 510 E STOUGHTON C
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 1007 U
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 426 U
GRAD 105 E JOHN 102 C
GRAD 2C9 E CLARK 2 C
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 223 C
GRAD 5C7 E CLARK C
GRAD 309 E GREEN C
BUS4 1415 S PROSPECT C
LAS3 104 E JOHN 7 C
GRAD 104 E JOHN 7 C
LAS3 309 S COLER U
GRAD 216 E GREGORY 303 C
ENG1 1111 S 1ST C
LAS4 1004 W STOUGHTON U
GRAD URH SHERMAN 225 C
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
ED 3 1511 LINCOLNSHIRE C
LAS1 URH SNYDER 232 C
AGR3 URH LUNOGREN 102 C
LAS1 URH CLARK 213 C
ENG4 610 1/2 E GREEN C
PE 2 URH NEWMAN 233 C
LAS2 802 W OREGON U
ENG4 310 E CHALMERS 106 C
GRAD 1310 LARKSPUR LN C
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 350 U
ENG3 URH BARTON 106 C
GPAD 401 E CHALMERS 414 C
FAA3 NILES ILL
LAS4 509 E GREEN 200 C
ENG4 202 E DANIEL C
BUS1 202 E DANIEL C
AGR4 1009 S 2ND C
LAS2 201 E GREEN C
BUS2 URH HOPKINS 289 C
AGR1 401 E DANI EL C
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 533 U
GRAD 306 E GREEN 12 C
LAS4 208 W SPNGFLD C
LAS4 403 E WHITE 5 C
LAS3 URH SCOTT 482 C
LAS4 605 S 1ST C
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 400 C
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 403 U
ENG4 1009 S MATTIS 4 C
LAS2 URH ALLEN 327 U
LAS3 409 E CHALMRS C
LAS4 913 W HILL C
LAS2 URH FRENCH HSE 9 U
GRAD CHATHAM ILL
BUS1 1810 S VINE U
ENG1 505 WHITE 7 C
GRAD 205 W HIGH U
FAA4 309 E HEALEY 4 C
AGR2 1204 S LINCOLN U
GRAD 1721 VALLEY RD C

























































5615 N WESTERN AV
RP 1
4613 REDBLUFF DR
RR 1 BOX 172









2023 C ORCH ST
2023 C ORCH ST
42 WILMAR DR









4635 N DAMEN AV 1R
7746 S ADA
2302 GLENOAK
6528 N TROY ST










14501 S LOWE AV
94-389 WAIPAHU ST
159/3 CP £ BERAR
301 W WILSON
ROUTE 3 BOX 299
13 JEANNE DARC ST
113 STANLEY CT
933 S GREENWOOD RD
933 S GREENWOOD
9100 S SPRINGFIELD
216 E GREGORY 303
112 E GARDEN ST






503 N VAN ST





201 N STEWART AV
108 DICKINSON RC
401 E CHALMERS 414
7328 BREEN ST











2817 W 97TH PL
605 S 1ST
71 GLENGATE AV
5028 W HOWARD ST
8012 S OCONTO
39 COLLEGE BLVD





451 E 88TH PL
205 W HIGH
2847 N MERRIMAC AV
125 N CHESTNUT ST



































































































SUMNEP BRIAN S BUS1
SUMNER JUDITH A LAS4
SUMNFR STEPHEN C BUS3
SUMNER SUSAN M LAS2
SUMNICHT JOHN F FAA4
SUMSK I MICHAEL J LAS3
SUN YU-LI GRAO
SUNDFLL DARRELL J AGR2
SUNDENE ROBERT JR ENG2
SUNDERHAUS THOMAS A ENG2
SUNDFRMAN DONNA L LAS2
SUNDERMAN MARK A BUS2
*SUNDHEIM LLOYD D GRAD
SUNDLOF KENNETH C JR LAW1
SUNG STEPHEN H GRAD
SUPAP.LAN PARSUDI GRAD
SUPERFINE RICHARD J BUS1
SUPINIE JUDY LAS3
SUPPAN MICHAEL DAVID BUS1
SURANOVIC RICHARD A LAS1
*SURBER COLLEEN FEAPN GRAD




SURPATT KEITH A AVU
SURRFY KAREN B ED 4
SURROZ DEBORAH L LAS3
*SURUCU A GULERMAN GRAD
SUPUFKA GREGORY C FAA1
SUS LINDA M AGR2
SUSINA LAWRFNCE M LAW2
SUSS LAYNE C LAS3
SUSSENBACH CAROL L AGR2
*SUSSMAN ANA FAA3
*SUSSMANN MAPIO GRAD
SUSTE JOSEPH T ENG4
*SUTHASASNA ARONG GRAD
SUTHERLAND BETH A LAS2
SUTHERLAND IRIS ROSE GRAD
^SUTHERLAND MARY A BUS3
SUTHERLAND MILLICENT GRAD
SUTOP JOHN J AGR2
*SUTRINA THOMAS A GRAD
*SUTTER EILEEN HAYES GRAD
SUTTERLIN WESLEY L GRAD
SUTTLE BRUCE BOEHMER GRAD
SUTTLE LINDA L LAS3
SUTTLE MARJCRIE LYNN ED 2
*SUTTON ALICE KESSLER GRAD
SUTTON BARBARA JEAN GRAD
SUTTON DALE A LAS2
SUTTON DALE L LAS1
SUTTON DOUGLAS L AGR4
SUTTON GEORGE A AGR4
SUTTON JOHN T BUS3
SUTTON KAREN K LAS4
SUTTON LEE ANDER GRAD
SUTTON LEE F LAS3
SUTTON MICHAEL P ED 4
SUTTON PETER ULRIC GRAD
SUTTON STEPHEN A GRAD
SUTTON TERRYL L ED 2
*SUTTON THOMAS H LAW3
SUTTON WILLIAM PE 4
SUTZ STEVEN S BUS1
SUWANSKI FRED M AGR1
SUZUKIDA IRENE M LAS3
SVAJLENKA ANTHONY M GRAD
SVAJLFNKA ROBERT T ENG1
SVANDA PANDALL J LAS1
SVENDSEN EDWARD C GRAD
SVETIC RUSSELL T ENG2
SVOBODA PEGGY L LAS1
*SWAAR WILLIAM D AGR2
*SWABOWSKI THOMAS J BUS4
*SWAGER PATRICIA D AGR3
*SWAGFR RONALD JOHN GRAD
SWAIM JOSEPH VINCEN GRAD
SWAIM SHERYL A FAA3
SWAIN ELIZAPETH G LAS1
SWAKON LAWRENCE W PE 3
SWAN BRENDA F LAS2
SWAN LINDA C BUS3
SWAM ROBERT JOHN LAS2
SWANGER DANIEL A FAA1
SWANGER JAMES C LAS4
SWANK DOUGLAS A FAA4
SWANLUND ROGER L FD 1
*SWANSON CARLA J LAS4
SWANSON CAROL D AGR1
SWANSON DANIEL G JR ENG1
SWANSON DAVID AUGUST GRAD
SWANSON DAVID E BUS1
SWANSON DAVID L BUS2
SWANSON OAVID V LASl
SWANSON DOUGLAS H BUS2
URH SCOTT 476 C 332-1626
URH TRELEASE 717 U 332-5434
401 E JOHN C 344-9498
URH TRELEASE 818 U
VERSAILLES FR
802 W MICHIGAN U
7 SAFFER CT U 344-1457
URH SNYDER 218 C 332-1684
URH SAUNDERS 213 U 332-3903
URH WESTON 392 C 332-2048
URH WARDALL 821 U 33Z-4473
URH TOWNSENO 304 U 332-4113
CHARLESTON ILL
402 W CLARK 11 C
HONG KONG
1301 W CLARK 4 U 367-3969
910 S 3RD C 337-5163
URH ALLEN 332 U
URH SNYDER 225 C
URH SNYDER 220 C 332-1686
1510 ROSEWOOD DR C 359-4811
1510 ROSEWOOD DR C
904 W NEVADA 4 U 344-0072
104 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 376 C 332-0830
URH BARTON 213 C
URH TRELEASE 413 U 332-5508
1404 S LINCOLN U
1830 D ORCH PL U
URH FORBES 350 C 332-1049
1204 S LINCOLN U
311 E DANIELS C 344-0263
412 E GREEN 9 C 332-1381
URH CARR 424 U 332-5760
2072 C ORCH ST U 344-6329
2072 C ORCH ST U 344-6329
JOLIET ILL
508 W GREEN U 367-2854
URH VANDOREN 418 C 332-0549
URH SHERMAN 320 C
806 PARK LN C 359--4039
717 S PRAIRIE C 352-4395
313 E CHALMERS C 344-7613
105 E GREEN 3 C 352-9573
43 MAPLEWOOD U 328-2884
309 W UNIVERSITY C 359-1895
505 1/2 S RACE 3 U 367-9056
907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
URH TRELEASE 1012 U 332-4452
914 W PARK C 359-5900
URH SHERMAN 515 C 332-4703
URH FORBES 352 C 332-1050
URH LUNDGREN 419 C
408 E MICHIGAN 5 U
409 E CHALMRS C
PH1L0 ILL
URH EVANS 425 U 332-2771
202 1/2 W GREEN U 344-5585
304 S 6TH C 359-7553
19 DUNELLEN U 367-7260
2215 S 1ST 101 C 384-5652
406 W HIGH 6 U
1204 S LINCOLN U
32 CARRIAGE ESTS U 367-0068
502 E WHITE 14 C 359-9734
203 N HARVEY U
URH CARR 305 U 332-3917
URH LAR 222 U 332-2855
URH DANIELS 184 U 332-2443
CHICAGO ILL
URH OGLESBY 126 U
106 E HEALEY 15 C
URH OGLESBY 511 U 332-5183
URH CARR 227 U
1008 W CLARK 1 U
11C9 S 4TH C 344-4301
12 POTAWATOMI TRL U 367-3619
CAVENPORT HALL 220 U 333-6227
1304 SILVER 5 U 367-0738
706 S MATHEWS U 344-0137
2808 ALTON C 356-0816
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
105 E JOHN 104 C 356-3867
ST JOSEPH ILL
108 S GREGORY U 344-2328
ELK GROVE VIL ILL
1211 W CLARK 13 U 367-3981
VERSAILLES FR
URH SCOTT 378 C 332-1543
710 W CHURCH 4 C
URH CLARK 307 C 332-0039
URH CARR 128 U 332-3880
502 E STOUGHTON C
58 E GREGORY C
804 W OREGON U
URH NOBLE 408 C




2513 31ST AV CT
17 SILVER SPUR LN
513 N MCLEAN ST
11-6 KWANGCHOW ST
268A3 ROUTE 45







MEDE 39 HUTAN KAJU
6231 N WHIPPLE ST
2102 RAY ST
1900 S 7TH








RR 2 BOX 152-K
ISTASYON CAD 56
301 153RD PL
1823 S HARLEM AV
717 W MAIN ST
2106 9TH ST
RR 2
2072 C ORCH ST
2072 C ORCH ST







105 E GREEN 3
43 MAPLEWOOD
309 W UNIVERSITY




















2226 N CENTRAL AV
9432 CRAWFORD
8508 S KNOX
8508 S KNOX AV
1003 N JAMES ST
3812 N 25TH ST
16 E ADAMS ST
MIX
RR 2




RR 3 BOX 64
2808 ALTON





26 COUNTRY CLUB DR
1 IMPERIAL CT
3006 BURRMONT RD
710 W CHURCH 4










































































































































































































AGR3 1404 S LINCOLN U
ED 3 URH SNYDER 363 C
GRAD 812 S RACE U
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 323 C
ED 2 1207 W NEVADA U
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 220 U
LAS2 URH ALLEN 205 U
BUS2 58 E GREGORY C
ED 3 508 E CHALMERS C
BUS4 URH TOWNSEND 548 U
LAS2 URH WARDALL 613 U
LAS1 706 S MATHEWS U
AVI1 URH LUNDGREN 107 C
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 481 U
ENG4 502 E SPNGFLD C
GRAD 2040A ORCH ST U
BUS3 303 E CHALMERS C
AGR3 1008 S LINCOLN U
ENG3 402 E DANIEL C
GRAD 407 S STATE 10 C
BUS1 1105 S 4TH C
BUS3 ST JOSEPH ILL
GRAO 407 S STATE 1 C
LAS3 6 SAFFER CT U
LAS1 URH ALLEN 419 U
GRAO URH DANIELS 252 U
GRAO 703 E COLORADO U
LAS3 URH GAMMA HSE 4 C
ENG1 URH FORBES 440 C
ENG2 URH FORBES 374 C
LAS3 505 S BUSEY 207 U
LAS2 902 S 2ND C
LAS2 1308 W CLARK U
ENG3 105 E CHALMERS 202 C
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 382 U
GRAD 1510 LINCOLNSHIRE C
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 490 C
ENG2 110 E ARMORY C
FAA2 URH CARR 408 U
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C
BUS1 URH FORBES 332 C
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 221 U
LAS4 801 W IOWA U
GRAD 2101 W WHITE 118 C
LAS3 7C7 S 6TH C
BUS2 309 E CHALMERS C
LAS3 707 S 6TH 414 C
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT C
GRAD DEWEY ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 401 U
GRAD 819 OAKLAND 103 U
COM4 1110 W NEVADA U
GRAD 819 OAKLAND 103 U
GRAD 301 W HIGH U
LAS1 URH FLAGG 428 C
LAS1 URH WARDALL 225 U
FAA1 URH NOBLE 227 C
ED 4 204 W WASHINGTON U
LAS4 712 W CALIFORNIA U
AVI1 URH NOBLE 219 C
BUS1 GLENVIEW ILL
ED 2 URH WESTON 322 C
LAS1 SAVOY ILL
GRAD 806 W OHIO U
LAW2 403 BRIAR 213 C
BUS1 URH SNYDER 367 U
FAA3 1102 S LINCOLN U
GRAD 1 PATRICIA CT C
AGR3 505 S BUSEY 306 U
AGR1 804 S VINE U
ENG4 11 BLUE SPRUCE C
ENG3 URH FORBES 478 C
LAS2 105 E DANIEL C
FAA2 209 E JOHN 11 C
BUS1 URH SNYDER 246 C
FAA1 RR 3 U
LAS2 904 W GREEN U
LAS4 623 1/2 S WRIGHT C
GRAD 623 1/2 S WRIGHT C
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 730 U
GRAD 1806 SCOTTSDALE C
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 810 U
LAS3 706 GREEN U
GRAO 703 E COLORADO 304 U
LAW3 1405 HOLLYCREST C
GRAD 404 W MICHIGAN U
AGR4 29 DUNELLEN U
GRAD 406 E MICHIGAN 7 U
LAS3 URH ALLEN 423 U
GRAD 702 1/2 E GREEN 4 U
LAS1 URH LAR 486 U
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 241 C
ENG2 MONTICELLO ILL
LAS1 1206 ELLIS U
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 331 U





































































21 N CHANNING ST
32 N LAKEWOOD DR
5425 BENNETT ST
316 S YALE AV
N 1ST ST
1652 W 187TH ST








545 W KIMBALL AV
5631 HILLCREST RD
407 S STATE 10
350 W HAWTHORNE
1513 KENSINGTON RD
407 S STATE 10
8352 RICHARD AV
503 E LYNNWOOD AV
2106EDGEWATER PKWY
604 TIPTON
716 NW 4TH AV
305 SE 5TH AV
3114 EDGEWOOD PKWY
26 W 222 TOMAHAWK
2001 W 101ST PL











2101 W WHITE 118
707 S 6TH
116 S GROVE













6310 N ROCKWELL ST
2418 HAPPY HOLLCW
1949 PHEASNT TRAIL
BX 127 14 GOLFVIEW
990 HIGHMEYER RD







110 E PLEASANT ST
5235 FARGO AV
RR 2
309 S WATER ST
RP 3
528 BIRCHWOOD RD
623 1/2 S WRIGHT 2
623 1/2 S WRIGHT
2806 E 130TH ST
1806 SCOTTSDALE
921 BROADWAY ST
606 W GALENA BLVD





2 WILSON PARK DR
5418 S LOREL AV




6622 S EBERHART AV



































































































SYLWESTPAK CLAIRE M LAS1
*SYMONS MONTE G ENG3
SYPE JOHN R LAW3
SYRACUSE JOSEPH C LAS2
SYZ CATHERINE A EO 3
SYZ JOAN E LAS4
SZABELA WILLIAM A ENG2
*SZABO PAUL GRAO
SZAM FRANK ENG2
SZAMATOWICZ MARTIN J BUS2
*SZARY RICHARD V GRAO
SZARZAK DANNY E LAS3
SZCZECH CHRISTINA M LAS3
SZCZEPANSKI JULIE A LAS1
SZCZEWSKI LAWRENCE V ENG2
SZERSZEN CAROL ANN BUS6
SZETO OANJO TAO ENG4
SZEWCZYK MARCIA R FAA2
SZLAVI RUDOLPH LAS1
SZUJEWSKI HENRY I COM3
SZUJEWSKI LAURIE J BUS1
SZURA PAUL L BUS1
SZWAJKOWSKI EUGENE W GRAD
SZYDLOWICZ POSA LAS3
SZYMAN ROBERT JOHN GRAD
SZYMANSKI ALAN R ENG3
SZYMONIAK CYNTHIA K COM4
TAAKE GREGORY A AGR3
TAAKE KENNETH R ENG3
TAAKE MARVIN L AGR2
TAAPKEN JAMES W ENG3
*TABACKMAN MARC J GRAD
TABAK MARIALAINA LAS2
TABATABAEI MOUSA G GRAD
*TA8ER ERIC S BUS3
TABER SARAH L PE 3
TABIN ROSALIE P GRAD
TABOR MARYBETH A PE 3
TABORN DANNY G FAA2
TACEY DONNA J PE 4
TACHIKAWA MAMORU GRAD
TADEL BARBARA A LAS3
TADELMAN RICHARD E PE 3
TADEN MICHAEL L LAS3
TADES FRANZ GRAD
TADISH DON E LAS3
TAEUBER PAUL A BUS4
TAGEP MICHAEL S LAS1
TAGGART JEFFREY C GRAD
*TAGGART WINSTON J LAS4
TAGGE NORBEPT C ENG1
TAGLEP GEORGE JOSEPH LAS4
TAGUE JOANNE M LAS1
TAGUE JOHN A ENG2
TAIBL WILLIAM C BUS1
TAICH SUSAN G ED 2
*TAIT ERADFOPD LAS3
TAKACS THOMAS A FAA1
TAKAGISHI STEPHEN K ENG4
TAKAHASHI JOAN Y LAS3
TAKAMI JEANNE K FAA1
TAKAMI LYNNF K LAS4
TAKAMOTO ELLEN N LAS2
TAKATA DAVID E ENG2
TAKATA SUSAN LAS1
TAKFUCHI MARK T ENG1
TALAAT MOHAMED M A GRAD
TALABER DAVID J BUS3
TALABER JAMES J ENG1
TALAMO JOHN J II FAA4
*TALBERT DAVID FLOYD GRAD
TALBOOM CHERIE L LAS1
TALBOT DAVID JOHN GRAD
TALBOTT OIANE K LAS1
TALBCTT SHERYL L FAA2
TALIANl SANOPA M LAS2
*TALIB MOECHTAR GRAD
TALLMADGE SUSAN R LAS1
*TALLMAN KENT THOMAS AGRA
TALLMAN MICHAEL G GRAD
TALMADGE BARBARA J LAS4
TALMAGE PAUL KENYON FAA4
TALWAP VEENA GRAD
TAM KIN-SHEONG JUDY BUS1
TAM SHUI-CHUEN DAVID GRAD
TAM WING FAI WALTER GRAD
TAMAYO ARMANDO JOSE ENG2
TAMIMIE HEKMAT D LAS2
TAMIMIE RASHID J LAS2
TAMMINEN MARK E FAA2
*TAN SIN-LENG GRAD
*TAN SWEE-GAIK G GRAD
TANAKA JERRY A ENG3
TANAKATSUBO NILFS S FAA4
TANENBEPG MARC T LAS3
TANG KWOK LUN GRAD
TANGALOS JANIS L LAS1
URH GARNER 266 C
905 S MATTIS 4 C
URH SHERMAN 301 C
URH FORBES 356 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH TRELEASE 307 U
904 W GREEN U
702 W WESTERN U
910 S NEW C
1007 S 3RD C
302 S STATE C
URH ALLEN 358 U
707 N SPNGFLD 4 U
URH LAR 409 U
URH GARNER 304 C
301 W GREEN 5 C
404 E DANIELS C
URH ALLEN 304 U
URH SCOTT 158 C
URH FORBES 272 C
URH CARR 409 U
409 E CHALMRS C
601 S BUSEY U
507 W WHITE 2 C
3 NEWPORT RD U
URH GARNER 292 C
505 S BUSEY 407 U
409 E CHALMRS C
URH GARNER 300 C
URH WESTON 296 C
PLEASNT PLAINS ILL
RANTOUL ILL
URH ALLEN 185 U
URH SHERMAN 357 C
MILAN ILL
1004 S 4TH ST C
706 W PARK C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH FORBES 215 C
709 W CALIFORNIA U
URH DANIELS 636 U
URH GARNER 371 C
1105 S 1ST C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH DANIELS 199 U
1010 S 2ND C
409 E CHALMERS 405 C
409 CHALMERS C
PERU ILL
310 HOLIDAY PARK C
URH SNYDER 275 C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH SAUNDERS 305 U
URH BABCO'CK 430 U
1106 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
TOLONO ILL
URH LUNDGREN 316 C
1600 W BRADLEY 152 C
BADEN AUST
URH TRELEASE 723 U
309 E HEALEY 9 C
URH TRELEASE 205 U
URH SNYDFR 314 C
410 E GREEN 15 C
212 E DANIEL C
502 W MAIN 231 U
308 E ARMORY C
308 E ARMORY C
605 W MAIN 33 U
1710 TARA C
URH GARNER 438 C
122 HOLIDAY PARK C
1704 MELANIE C
606 W PARK 17 C
URH CARR 218 U
1930 B ORCH ST U
URH EVANS 240 U
1011 S LOCUST C
DANVILLE ILL
503 BURKWOOD CT U
SAVOY ILL
1008 1/2 W GREEN 5 U
URH HOPKINS 417 C
105 DANIEL C
1209 W CLARK U
STA A BOX 2547 C
URH OGLESBY 1009 U
URH OGLESBY 1009 U
1006 W NEVADA U
U OF I MATH U
2083 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
60<3 W MAIN 33 U
2219 S 1ST 201 C
URH DANIELS 112 U



































































600 E 158TH ST
302 S STATE
3547 W WOLFRAM ST
9 S COLUMBIA ST
3909 W 63RD PL
2146 W WALTON
301 W GREEN 5
17 WING ON ST
5935 N KEATING
53 W PARK ST
11747 S BELL AV
11747 S BELL AV
4953 S LAFLIN ST
4453 W 55TH ST





RR 1 BOX 34









306 E SLOAN ST
2219-26TH ST
5-21-1 SAKAE-CHO










2720 W 94TH PL
4624 STERLING
4624 STERLING
5747 W 84TH ST
6955 LAPAMIE










252 EL FATH ST
1015 N EVERGREEN
1015 N EVERGREEN














33 BCNHAM RD 5/F
3*G BRAGA CIRCUIT
41 TIN HAU TEMPLE













































































































TANGMAN ERIC SCOTT GRAD
TANGPEN GERALO V GRAD
TANIS RICHARD C AGR3
TANKERSLFY JOSEPH GRAD
TANKERSLEY SHARON K ED 4
TANNENBAUM GAIL S LAS1
TANNER ALAN W FAA2
TANNER DONNA K LAS1
TANNER GEPAPD FDWARD GRAD
TANNER JOHN MILFORD GRAD
TANNER JOHN P LAS2
TANNFR JOSEPH R ENG4
TANNER PHILIP A COM4
TANNER RICKY C LAS3
TANNER STFVFN OLIVER GRAD
*TANOUYE GARY AKINORI GRAD
TANQUARY THOMAS R FAA3
TANTER MAURICE LAS3
TANTIMEDH AMORNCHAI GRAD
TANTON CHARLES J AGR3
TANTON ROBERT LYLE LAS4
TAO WILLIAM YAN-YUEN GRAD
TAPIO RICHARD C COM3
TAPLEY MARSHA M ED 3
TAPLEY TERRENCE A BUS3
TAPPAN GEORGIA S LAS3
*TAPPAN RICHARD JAMES GRAD
TARABAN ROMAN MYRON LAS3
TARABORI JAMES ALLEN ENG4
TARARA ROSS PETER VM 1
TARBUTTON JOHN K BUS1
TARDY HELEN A LAS3
TARDY SUSAN J FAA2
TARE NADINE S LAS4
TARGOS RICHARD JAMES BUS4
TARKOY BETTY BOOS AGRA
TARKOY PETER J GRAD
TARLINI RONALD A LAS1
TARPFNNING KARFN A LAS2
TAPPOFF PATRICIA M FAA2
TARR ANNETTE PE 2
TARR PAMELA L LAS2
TARRAN CLINE LAS1
TARRANT MARIAN P LAS1
TARTER WILLIAM R JR AGR3
TAPTOL JOHN J LAS4
TARVFP TOYE M LAS1
TARWID JOAN N LAS3
TASA RONALD DAMON GRAD
TASAKI MINOPU GRAD
TASCA DIANE A GRAD
TASHMAN IRA HERSHEL LAS4
TASKA JOHN LAWRENCE GRAD
TASSLER PAUL L LAS4
TASSLER STEPHEN C FAA1
TATAR MARLA B AGR1
*TATAR WALTER J JR ED 1
TATARA SUSAN M LAS3
TATARCHUK BRUCE J LAS1
TATE BARBARA ELLEN GRAO
TATE KATHERINE J LAS2
TATE LOIS LAS3
TATE MELINDA B ED 2
TATE MELINDA I FAA1
TATE RANEY Y LAS1
*TATE RICHARD LEE GRAD
TATE SAPA A AGR1
TATELBAME ILEANE F ED 3
TATSUOKA KIKUMI KIM GRAD
TATTERSON DAVID F GRAD
TATZ ALAN F LAS3
TAUB RICHARD E LAS4
TAUBE ARNOLD A ENG3
TAUBE PAUL R LAS1
TAUBEL EPIKA LAS1
TAUBER JUDY L LAS2
TAUBOLD RICHARD D GRAD
TAUNTON MARTHA GRAD
TAURA PICHAFD B BUS1
TAUSS GARY H LAS1
TAUTE MARK A ENG2
TAVE DOUGLAS LEWIS GRAD
TAYABJI SHIRAZ D GRAD
TAYLOR ALAN D LAS1
TAYLOR ALAN R AGR1
TAYLOR BARBARA B GRAD
TAYLOR BERNARD E BUS2
TAYLOR BRADLEY A ENG4
TAYLOR CHESLEA C II AGR4
TAYLOR CRAIG DAVID GRAD
TAYLOR CRAIG ELLIOT GRAD
TAYLOR DANNY R LAS2
TAYLOR DAVID C ENG4
TAYLCP DAVID S ENG1
TAYLOR DEAN E BUS1
TAYLOR DELANOR E PE 4
TAYLOR DENISE L LAS3
URH ALLEN 470 U
URH DANIELS 185 U
1109 S 4TH C
707 S 6TH C
LA GRANGE ILL
URH ALLEN 126 U
URH HOPKINS 224 C
URH WARDALL 521 U
105 E GREEN 5 C
2411 LAWNDALE C
DANVILLE ILL
1601 VALLEY RD 3 C
1106 CENTENNIAL C
208 E PARK C
126 PADOOCK E C
2611 W DALE C
502 E WHITE 20 C
URH TOWNSEND 112 U
URH SHERMAN 957 C
1008 S 4TH C
1008 S 4TH C
605 S 5TH 24 C
906 W SPNGFLD U
107 E HEALEY 18 C
107 E HEALEY 18 C
2106 ORCH ST 302 U
2 106 ORCH ST 302 U
URH SCOTT 473 C
401 E DANIEL C
501 S ELM 3 C
211 E DANIEL C
76 MT ST AIGNAN FR
URH BLAISDELL 431 U
902 S 2ND C
10 JUNIPER C
1304 E MAIN U
1304 E MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
313 S MCKINLEY C
302 E JOHN C
310 E CHALMERS 309 C
URH HOPKINS 317 C
URH HOPKINS 440 C
URH GARNER 263 C
URH HOPKINS 462 C
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH HOPKINS 313 C
403 BRIAR LN 204 C
502 W MAIN 121 U
2067 D HAZWO CT U
805 S LINCOLN U
502 W ELM 6 U
307 E HEALEY 3 C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH OGLESBY 122 U
URH TRELEASE 226 U
NTOUL ILL
PARIS ILL
URH SCOTT 176 C
402 S RACE 14 U
URH GARNER 259 C
URH LAR 373 U
URH VANDCREN 208 C
805 VENTURA C
URH TRELEASE 911 U
116 HOLIDAY PK 364 C
RR 2 3202 S 1ST C
706 S 2ND C
2210 VAWTER U
URH SHERMAN 358 C
910 S 3RD C
1105 W MAIN U
WATERLOO IOWA
URH OGLESBY 302 U
URH SAUNDERS 325 U
409 E CHALMRS C
606 W OHIO U
107 E CHALMERS 10 C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH ALLEN 257 U
URH ALLEN 5 U
59 E SPNGFLD C
604 S 3RD 1 C
URH TOWNSEND 564 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
806 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 367 C
URH TOWNSEND 222 U
URH OGLESBY 428 U
817 OAKLAND 107 U
1642 VALLEY RD C
303 E CHALMERS C
503 E WHITE C
313 E CHALMERS C
URH SCOTT 440 C
URH LAR 209 U
























































































107 E HEALEY 18
6917 S THRODP ST
2106 ORCH ST 302
2106 ORCH ST 302
4434 S FAIRFIELD
2338 W 25TH ST
2813 CITY VIEW DR
839 S KENSINGTON
617 S GEORGE ST












ROUTE 59 BOX 7N621
9941 S PRINCETON
432 N COOK ST
100 E SUNSET DR
SETAGAYA-KU
805 S LINCOLN
5C2 Vi ELM 6
2233 S CENTRAL AV
422 S 10TH ST





402 S RACE 14




2087 ORCH ST D
116 HOLIDAY PARK













4521 W 101ST PL
717 S DON-LYN CT
59 E SPNGFLD
BOX 4068
1010 N HAMPTON RD
PP 1
806 S LINCOLN





RR 1 BOX 290
AIRVIEW PARK 120
5505 S WASHINGTON





































































































TAYLOR DOROTHY A AGR3
TAYLOR EDWARD A GRAD
TAYLOR EDWARD LEE GRAD
TAYLOR ELIZABETH A LAS!
TAYLOR GARY L ENG3
TAYLOR GREGORY S AGR4
TAYLOR HENRY C AGR3
TAYLOR HOWARD W JR GRAD
TAYLOR IRENE M FAA2
TAYLOR JACK D BUS4
TAYLOR JAMES L LAS3
TAYLOR JAMES S BUS3
TAYLOR JAN PAULETTE GRAD
TAYLOR JEAN Z LAS3
TAYLOR JEFFREY C LAS3
TAYLOR JERRY JP BUS1
TAYLOR JILL BRACKMAN AGR1
TAYLOR JOHN P LAS2
TAYLOR JOHN R LAS2
TAYLOR KAREN G PE 1
TAYLOR KAREN S AGR1
TAYLOR KATHLEEN M FAA1
TAYLOR KEITH J FAA4
TAYLOR LANA M AGR1
TAYLOR LANCE DOYL GRAD
TAYLOR LARRY C LAS3
TAYLOR LARRY E ENG3
TAYLOR LARRY HUGH GRAD
TAYLOR LESLIE C GRAD
TAYLOP LULA LOGAN GRAD
TAYLOR MARCUS J BUS4
TAYLOR MARILYN G LAS4
TAYLOR MENNELL H GRAD
TAYLOR MICHAEL J ENG2
TAYLOR MICHELLE LAS3
TAYLOR- PAMELA R ED 3
TAYLOR PETER LEE GRAD
TAYLOR PHILIP K AGR1
TAYLOR RALEIGH E JR ENG1
TAYLOR RAYMOND R LAS2
TAYLOR RICHARD LOUIS LAS4
TAYLOR ROBERT JOE BUS3
TAYLOR RONALD P GRAD
TAYLOR RUSSELL G FAA4
TAYLOR SHARON M GRAD
TAYLOR STANLEY P LAS3
TAYLOP STEPHEN M GRAD
TAYLOR SUSAN E PE 4
TAYLOR SUSAN M LAS3
TAYLOR TERESA L LAS2
TAYLOR TERRY N AGR2
TAYLOR THAODEUS L JR LAS2
TAYLOR THOMAS G BUS3
TAYLOR TIM E ENG4
TAYLOR WILBERT B LAS3
TAYLOR WILLIAM C III LAS3
TAYLOR WILLIAM J AGR1
TAYLOR WILLIAM R GRAD
TAYLOR YVONNE L LAS1
TAYLOR YVONNE REGINA GRAD
TCHON SCOTT G LAS4
TEAGUE ROBIN WESLEY VM 3
TEAK JAMES W LAS3
TEALL JUDITH GRAD
TEBUSSEK ROBERTA H PE 4
TEDESCHI CHERYL D FAA3
TEDFORD JEFFREY W BUS1
TEDIA MEGHDATT GRAD
TEDRAHN DAVID C ENG4
TEEHAN REGIS I FAA3
TEEL RICHARD C AGR1
TEEPLE JANET BRUCE GRAD
TEGELER JAMES J AGR3
TEGTMEIER TERRENCE E BMS1
TEHAN MICHAEL J ENG3
TEICHEN FREDERICK H BUS2
TEICHLER DAVID A LAS1
TEICHMAN DEBRA L ED 2
TEIJIDO THOMAS G ENG2
TEITELBAUM SHERI A LAS1
TEKELI SAHIM GRAD
TEKIELA SUSAN J AGR1
TELLALIAN MARTIN L ENG2
TEMMAR AHMED GRAD
TEMPERLY TERRANCE J LAS2
TEMPLE CARLA S LAS4
TEMPLE DONALD G AGR3
TEMPLE LINDA S LAS2
TEMPLETON HELENA L LAS3
TEMPLETON JOHN E JR ENG4
TEMPLIN ROGER M ENG1
TENBOER JOANNA LAS1
TENCATE LUCIA PALADE GRAD
TENENBAUM MARA JAMIE GRAD
TENHCUSE ARTHUR R AGR3
TENINI GUY D LAS1
TENNANT BRENT A LAS3
1204 S LINCOLN U
306 E GREEN C
1501 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH TRELEASE 123 U
URH TOWNSEND 171 U
2221 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 426 U
PONTIAC ILL
URH BUSEY 154 U
1600 W BRADLEY 388 C
URH SNYDER 312 C
URH GARNFR 318 C
409 E CHALMERS 511 C
103 HARTLE U
URH WESTON 262 C




304 EVERGREEN CT U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH ALLEN 236 U
505 E UNIVERSITY C
URH SCOTT 409 C
905 E COLORADO 50 U
306 E GREGORY C
605 S 5TH 10 C
806 S LINCOLN U
2105 HAZWD DR 302 U
URH SHERMAN 529 C
36 MAPLEWOOD DR U
1202 W NEVADA U
739 S MATTIS C
URH TOWNSEND 472 U
602 W OREGON 12 U
RR 2 U
1408 S VINE U
58 E GREGORY C
URH BLAISDELL 214 U
1206 W NEVADA 3 U
508 W HEALEY C
DANVILLE ILL
1806 B OPCH PL U
704 W NEVADA U
33 FORSYTHIA C
URH GARNER 202 C
1301 MCHENRY U
907 W ILLINOIS U
410 S BUSEY 4 U
MAHOMET ILL
801 W NEVADA U
307 ARMORY 106 C
210 E ARMORY C
13 APRICOT C
901 S 1ST C
URH OGLESBY 301 U
URH OGLESBY 428 U
33 FORSYTHIA C
URH WARDALL 324 U
URH WESTON C
103 E ARMORY C
801 W OREGON U
1006 S 3RD 10 C
URH SHERMAN 208 C
2070 A OPCH ST U
907 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 9 U
607 W CALIFORNIA U
1104 W STOUGHTON U
1103 S 1ST C
URH SNYDER 240 C
2612 SHERIDAN C
1301 S BUSEY U
1317 FREDERICK C
604 E ARMORY 1307 C
910 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 911 U
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 1323 C
910 S 3RD C
303 E WHITE C
URH SCOTT 396 C
URH SAUNDERS 418 U
URH SHERMAN 364 C
206 S GREGORY U
1106 S LINCOLN U
8C9 W PENN U
URH TRELEASE 1001 U
802 W OREGON U
802 W GREEN 104 U
DECATUR ILL
910 S 3R0 C
2109 HAZWD DR 301 U
1002 W NEVADA U
806 S LOCUST C
URH OGLESBY 320 U


















































































751 N MAIN ST
300 E OLIVE 7
BOX 51
3002 BALMORAL CRES






















300 W PALATINE RD
RP 2
504 W MAIN 308
RR 3 BOX 118
9041 S BLACKSTONE
4710 CURVE HILL RD
508 W HEALEY
1019 GIDDINGS
















9225 S HARPER AV
4740 BENNING RD SE
8104 N OTTAWA AV
16 HAMPTON DR
5813 N PROSPECT RD
STA A BOX 2450














1825 S 12TH ST



















































































































TENNANT MICHELLF N LAS2
TENNANT TODD M BUS1
TENNER HOWARD T FAA2
*TENNIS PETEP MICHEAL ENG6
TENNYSON JOYCE A AGR3
TENZER VIRGINIA C LAS4
TEPP ROBERT JAMES PE 1
TEPPER DEBBY JOAN LAS2
TEPPER MARK J BUS3
TEPPER MICHAEL S LAS2
TEPADA DAVID Y LAS1
TERAMOTO BRUCE T FAA3
*TERAO MASAHIDE GRAD
TERCHEK ALICE M PE 2
TERDICH JOHN G FAA4
TERDICH JOSEPH G AGR1
TEREBA ROBERT L BUS3
TERK ROEERT E LAS1
TERLIZZI ERIC L ENG4
TERP JAMES A AVI4
TERP SUSAN K LAS3
*TEPRELL EDDIE FAA3
TERRFLL HERMAN BUS2
TERRELL LYNDA L LAS4
TERRELL TROY L LAS2
TERRILL MARILYN JEAN GRAD
TERRILL NANCY A LAS1
TERRONFZ PAUL ENG1
TERRY ALAN D BUS3
TERRY BARBARA E LAS4
*TERRY DAVID RAY GRAD
TERRY DEBRA F LAS1
*TERRY JACQUELINE C GRAD
*TERRY JAMES OLIVER GRAD
TERRY JANET L AGR1
TERRY JEANNE M LAS4
TERRY JOAN A AGR1
TERRY JOSEPH LAS2
*TERRY PHILIP CARL GRAD
*TERVYDIS ALGIS P ENG4
*TERWILLIGER EDITH R GRAD
TERZIAN CHARLES G LAS1
TESDALL VICTOR LAS3
TESKEY ROBERT AGR2
TESNOW CANDACE L LAS2
TESS RHONDA J LAS1
*TFSSAR PAUL ALLEN GRAD
TESSIER PHYLLIS E ED 4
*TESSIN KATHRYN GRAD
*TESTA THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
*TESTIN ROBERT ALAN GRAD
TETEP AMY H LAS2
TETER JEAN M AGR3
TETEPYCZ BARBARA A LAS3
TETREV STEVEN R LAS3
TEUFEL HAROLD L LAS1
TEWES ROBIN J ENG2
TEXLEY PONALD F GRAD
*THACKER ROBERT E BMS1
THACKREY DAVID F BUS2
*THADY THOMAS KENT LAS1
THAIN GERALD S BUS2
THAKORF HITEN M BUS4
THAL NANCY LYNN GRAD
THALGOTT JOHN S LAS2
THALMANN JAMES A ENG1
THARP GLENNA PE 3
THATCHEP BRUCE K PE 3
*THAYER CHESTER A II GRAD
*THAYEP GARY RICHARD GRAD
*THAYER JAMES E GRAD
*THAYER LINDA JEAN GRAD
*THAYER NINA NICHOLS GRAD
THEILER RICHARD FRED GRAD
THEIMER THOMAS J LAS1
THEIOS JASON E ENG1
THEIS KAREN S LAS3
THEIS KENNETH P ENG4
THEIS MARY ELIZABETH GRAO
*THENO DAVID MCLIN GRAD
^THEOBALD DALE EUGENE GRAD
THEOBALC WALTER J BUS3
THERPY LINDA J AGR3
THIBEAU MARY K LAS3
THIBODEAU MARY J ED 4
THIEL CHRISTOPHER W LAS4
THIFL DENNIS LAS3
THIEL GINA M PE 1
THIEL STANLEY K FAA2
THIELKE STEPHEN C FAA4
*THIEMAN THOMAS JOHN GRAD
THIERY RICHARD G GRAD
THIES MARI B LAS1
*THIESS PAUL ERIC GRAD
THIESSEN JONATHON W GRAD
THILL RICHARD D LAS1
THOELE LAWRENCE A AGR3
409 E CHALMRS 1413 C
1201 W CHARLES C
301 E ARMORY C
508 N GARFIELD C
1406 RCSEWOOD C
1101 W CLARK U
604 E ARMORY C
607 S PROSPECT C
1008 S 4TH C
1006 W NEVADA U
URH BARTON 10.3 C
1006 S 3RD 15 C
2011 D ORCH ST U
URH VANDOREN 227 C
301 E CHALMERS 7 C
URH GARNER 488 C
URH WESTON 366 C
105 E ARMORY C
1001 S WRIGHT 1 C
1110 STOUGHTON 205 U
508 E CHALMERS C
1107 W GREEN 435 U
CHICAGO ILL
3C9 S RUSSELL C
URH OGLESBY 904 U
611 W GREEN 4 U
URH LAR 116 U
URH BARTON 16 C
605 S 5TH 7 C
509 E STOUGHTON C
2105 HAZWD DR U
URH TRELEASE 216 U
1302 PHILO RD U
2113 HAZWD U
URH TRELEASE 705 U
URH WESTON 222 C
URH WARDALL 212 U
URH OGLESBY 314 U
2038 B HAZWD CT U
2116 ORCH ST 301 U
801 W HEALEY C
URH HOPKINS 250 C
310 F JOHN C
URH OGLESBY 730 U
URH TRELEASE 101C U
URH WARDALL 216 U
2001 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH WARDALL 1020 U
ST JOSEPH ILL
303 S BUSEY U
107 S PRAIRIE C
URH WESTON 346 C
4 SAFFER CT U
508 E WHITE 5 C
48 GURTH U
URH WESTON 406 C
409 E CHALMERS 707 C
502 W HILL 5 C
2101 HAZWD DR 104 U
URH WESTON 394 C
305 S 3RD C
URH GARNER 293 C
URH GARNER 413 C
1205 E FLORIDA 23 U
URH WESTON 276 C
URH LUNDGREN 17 C
URH WESTON 328 C
1803 W JOHN C
1963 D ORCH ST U
1507 N MCKINLEY C
1005 FAIRLAWN U
1005 E FAIRLAWN U
1507 N MCKINLEY C
606 W OHIO U
URH OGLESBY 1220 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH SAUNDERS 321 U
618 E DANIEL 5 C
307 E ARMORY 112 C
610 S JAMES C
DECATUR ILL
408 W SPNGFLD C
1113 S 3RD 203 C
204 S GREGORY U
URH SCOTT 491 C
URH TOWNSEND 450 U
URH OGLESBY 1223 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1101 W PENN U
306 E GREGORY C
805 W GRFEN U
UPH SHERMAN 1267 C
URH LAR 326 U
814 W CHURCH C
601 S 4TH 1 C
910 S 3RD C





































































3947 W 83RD ST
926 FOREST WAY



























727 E 88TH ST
822 EMERALD DR















2321 S 15TH AV
BOX 162
317 N 1ST ST
502 W HILL 5
RP 1 BOX 20
208 S CEDAR













RIVEPCREST DR RR 3





2662 S 35TH ST
RR 1 BOX 114
705 GRETTA PKWY
















































































































THOENNES JOHN W AGR3
THOENNES MARK C AVI2
THOLEN ELOISE JONES GRAO
THOM KAREN WEGENER ED 4
THCM RICHARD HENRY GRAD
THOMANN PAMELA S FAA1
THOMAS ANN M LAS4
THOMAS ANNA REGINA LAS3
THOMAS BARBARA FAA4
THOMAS BARBARA J AGR4
THOMAS BECKY S LAS3
THOMAS BEVERLY M EO 3
THOMAS CATHERINE E LAS2
THOMAS CATHLEEN S AGR1
THOMAS CHARLES A GRAD
THOMAS CHARLES SCOTT GRAD
THOMAS DANIEL R FAA3
THOMAS DAVID M LAS1
THOMAS DEBORAH M GRAD
THOMAS DONALD M AVI2
THOMAS DWIGHT LEE VM 3
THOMAS JACKIE ENG4
THOMAS JAMES M BUS3
THOMAS JAMES W FAA4
THOMAS JEANNE L LAS1
THOMAS JOAN MARIE GRAD
THOMAS JOHN CHARLES BUS3
THOMAS JONATHAN M LAS3
THOMAS JOSFPH R LAW2
THOMAS JUDITH K ED 4
THOMAS JUDITH WEST GRAD
THOMAS JUNE E FAA3
THOMAS LAWRENCE E FNG2
THOMAS LELAND M ENG4
THOMAS MARCIA LAS1
THOMAS MARK A LAS1
THOMAS MARK T BUS2
THOMAS MARK W PE 2
THOMAS MARTIN J BUS3
THOMAS MARY-JOAN R FAA4
THOMAS MICHAEL P VM 3
THOMAS OLLIE J LAS1
THOMAS PATRICK E JR LAS1
THOMAS PAUL D ENG4
THOMAS PAULETTE L AGR4
THOMAS REBECCA L LAS3
THOMAS RICHARD L PE 4
THOMAS RICHARD W GRAD
THOMAS PICK L BUS3
THOMAS ROBERT L LAS3
THOMAS FOBERT R FAA4
THOMAS RUSSELL F LAS4
THOMAS SHARON E COM4
THOMAS SHERRY L AGR1
THOMAS STANLEY R JR GRAD
THOMAS STEVEN E LAS3
THOMAS SUSAN R LAS1
THOMAS THELMA J BUS3
THOMAS VICKI DALE GRAD
THOMAS WALT G BUS3
THOMAS WANDA F LAS4
THOMASSON JAMES W GRAO
THOMLEY CAROL S AGR1
THOMPSON ALICE L LAS1
THOMPSON ANNA L BUS2
THOMPSON CAPLA J PE 1
THOMPSON CAROL A LAS3
THOMPSON CAROL S LAS4
THOMPSON CAROLYN S LAS4
THOMPSON CHARLES JR AGR1
THOMPSON DAPYL LEROY GRAD
THOMPSON DAVID ALAN GRAD
THOMPSON DAVID E GRAD
THOMPSON DEAN ROBERT ENG4
THOMPSON DEBORAH L LAS4
THOMPSON DENISE N GRAD
THOMPSON DON LEROY GRAD
THOMPSON DOUGLAS J AGR2
THOMPSON EARL G JR GRAD
THOMPSON FREDERICK C GRAD
THOMPSON GEORGE I GRAD
THOMPSON HOPE C BUS1
THOMPSON JAMES GLENN GRAD
THOMPSON JAMES M BUS4
THOMPSON JAMES R LAS3
THOMPSON JAKES S AGR4
THOMPSON JAY M LAS1
THOMPSON JUUL H LAW3
THOMPSON KAFEN L LAS2
THOMPSON KAY LAS1
THOMPSON LEO J ENG2
THOMPSON MARK H ENG3
THOMPSON MICHAEL L AGR3
THOMPSON MICHAFL P ENG3
THOMPSON MONA A LAS1
THOMPSON NEIL R BUS2
THOMPSON PATRICIA A GRAO
URH ALLEN 463 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1812 ANDERSON U
1801 D ORCH PL U
1801 D ORCH PL U
URH TRELEASE 212 U
204 W WASHINGTON 2 U
205 W CALIFORNIA U
CHICAGO ILL
710 W OHIO U
409 E CHALMRS C
MAHOMET ILL
URH WARDALL 1223 U
URH HOPKINS 396 C
403 E GREEN C
405 W GREEN U
910 S 3RD 1316 C
URH TAFT 114 C
URH DANIELS 294 U
806 W MAIN U
WILSON TRLR PK 28 U
CHICAGO ILL
911 S 4TH C
609 W MAIN 6 U
URH WARDALL 816 U
URH SHERMAN 124 C
103 E STOUGHTON 9 C
509 S 5TH 17 C
1601 VALLEY RD C
DANVILLE ILL
1607 CORNELL C
106 S 3RD C
URH SNYDER 162 C
1818 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 428 C
URH GARNER 415 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH FORBES 372 C
604 E ARMORY 1324 C
201 S ELM C
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH HOPKINS 361 C
310 E JOHN C
910 S 3RD C
706 S MATHEWS U
1203 W MAIN 2 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH DANIELS U
209 E JOHN 7 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
URH BABCOCK 221 U
201 S ELM C
58 E JOHN 26 C
URH TRELEASE 705 J
1110 W STOUGHTON U
1001 S LYNN U
URH TRELEASE 807 U
609 FAIRLAWN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
209 E ARMORY C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH DANIELS 319 U
URH BLAISDELL 312 U
405 E JOHN C
1702 RIDGELAND C
409 E CHALMRS C
104 N LINCOLN U
720 S BROADWAY U
805 W OHIO U
508 E GREEN C
604 E ARMORY C
605 E UNIVERSITY C
1014 W CHURCH C
107 W CALIFORNIA U
509 E STOUGHTON C
2030 D ORCH ST U
URH SHERMAN 153 C
URH CARR 310 U
2030 D ORCH ST U
106 E JOHN C
409 E GREEN C
URH TRELEASE 718 U
IVANHOE ESTATES U
1612 MAYNARD C
311 E WHITE 14 C
800 S MATTIS 18 C
URH NOBLE 410 C
1005 S 1ST 18 C
55 E HEALEY 301 C
1106 S LINCOLN U
1008 S LINCOLN U
URH WESTON 258 C
408 W ILLINOIS U
URH BLAISDELL 212 U
URH HOPKINS 309 C
604 E ARMORY 1233 C









































































WILSCN TRLR PK 28
7840 S ESSEX
211 E EMBERT PL
16 BLACKBURN DR
205 W WINTER AV
4213 ASPEN DR
1070 CHURCH RD













316 N WRIGHT ST
6724 S MAY
501 AUGUSTINE WAY






^544 S KING DR
407 WOODLAWN AV
611 E BROADWAY




217 N GROVE ST
609 FAIRLAWN
212 S JEFFERSON
428 N OAK ST
14 FRITCHEY ESTS
3636 16TH ST NW
RR 1
600 E 6TH ST
1702 RIDGELAND
BOX 326
1515 N BOSWORTH AV
720 S BROADWAY







7344 W 62ND PL
1105 IRVING AV
RR 1
2030 D ORCH ST







1210 S 7TH ST




2536 W FLINT ST
1120 STAFFORD





































































































THOMPSON PAUL NEWMAN GRAD
THOMPSON ROBERT G BUS3
THOMPSON ROBERT RAY GRAD
THOMPSON RONALD P GRAO
THOMPSON SANORA L GRAD
THOMPSON STEVEN G ENG4
THOMPSON STEVEN R ENG3
THOMPSON SUE H PE 2
THOMPSON SUSAN J LAS1
THOMPSON TIMOTHY J ENG1
THOMPSON TIMOTHY K GRAD
THOMPSON TONI L LAS2
THOMPSON TYLER BRUCE GRAD
THOMPSON VICKI A LAW1
THOMPSON WILLIAM J BUS1
THOMPSON WILLIAM R GRAD
THOMS ANNE E AGR1
THOMSON MARGARET M LAS1
THOMSON RONALD MARK GRAD
THOMSON WILLIAM G ENG4
THOR CARL E ENG1
THORESON NANCY L PE 1
THORNBERRY MARTHA L FAA4
THORNBERY JAMES M GRAD
THORNBURG THOMAS A AGR3
THORNBURN ROBERT J LAS2
THORNTON DOROTHY Y GRAO
THORNTON JAMES F JR FAA4
THORNTON LEONARD M GRAO
THORNTON MICHAEL A COM4
THORNTON SAMUEL M GRAD
THORPE SHELLEY L LAS1
THORPE SUSAN SHEEHY GRAD
THORPE THOMAS MUIR GRAD
THORS RICHARD ENG2
THORSEN CLAUDIA J LAS2
THORSNESS CHARLES B GRAD
THORSON JOANN K BUS1
THORSON TERRY K LAS1
THOUVENIN GARY A ENG3
THOWSEN ARILD GRAD
THRELFALL JOAN M AGR1
THRELFALL ROBERT G COM3
THRONE ROBIN M LAS1
THRONEBURG DENNIS E LAS*
THRONEBURG MONTE A ENG3
THUA NGUYEN PHUC GRAD
THUMM LAUREL A LAS1
THUN NANCY L FAA3
THURAU ROBERT A LAS4
THURMAN CAROL JANE GRAD
THURMAN VIRGIL LEON GRAD
THURMOND RUTHIE MAE GRAD
THUROW GERALD E BUS3
THURWACHTER RICHARD ENG2
THURWANGER DONNA J LAS1
THWEATT WELDON LLOYD GRAD
THYFAULT MICHEL D BUS3
THYFAULT PAUL M ENG2
TIBBETS JOHN R LAS4
TIBBETTS ALICE L BUS1
TIBBETTS MARY J AGR3
TIBERI JOSEPH D BUS1
TIBURZI DARRYL J LAW1
TICE LEE D ENG4
TICE RICHARD WILLIAM GRAD
TICHENOR DANIEL A COM4
TICHENOR LEE A COM4
TICHENOR NANCY A LAS2
TICHY JAMES C PE 2
TICHY KAREN R LAS1
TICHY ROBERT J AGR4
TICK MARVIN J LAS3
TIEBOUT BARBARA GRAO
TIEBOUT JUDITH LAS1
TIEBOUT SHARON SMITH GRAD
TIEDEMANN CHARLES D AGR3
TIEDEMANN EDWARD E ENG1
TIEDEMANN THOMAS F LAS2
TIEDT JILL DEBORAH GRAD
TIEGS TERRY N ENG4
TIELIS CLIFFORD F LAS3
TIERNEY BONITA M LAS1
TIERNEY JAMES E LAS3
TIERSKY MARTIN E LAS3
TIETZ CHRISTOPHER M COM4
TIETZ ELIZABETH I LAS1
TIETZ GERALD C JR ENG2
TIETZ LECN CLEMENS GRAD
TIETZE FRED B LAS1
TIFFIN ANDREW L FAA1
TIGERMAN MARCY H FAA3
TIGHE CAROLYN C GRAD
TIKKOO BRIJ KRISHEN GRAD
TILBURY ROBERT C LAS1
TILLIS FAYE L LAS2
TILLOU LINDA S LAS!
2014 BOUDREAU U
URH FORBES 341 C
904 W GREEN 425 U
2109 HAZWD DR 303 U
2109 HAZWD DR 303 U
1600 W BRADLEY 290 C
URH BABCOCK 222 U
1600 W BRADLEY 290 C
URH LAR 187 U
URH OGLESBY 323 U
1004 W MAIN U
URH SCOTT 495 C
1961 D ORCH ST U
57 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 341 C
MELVIN ILL
URH BABCOCK 5 U
URH LAR 434 U
URH SHERMAN 415 C
12 TWIN ORCHAROS U
URH BLAISDELL 201 U
URH CLARK 340 C
1602 S HILLCREST U
40 8 E STOUGHTON 7 C
102 E CHALMERS C
1010 W HILL C
908 S LOCUST 101 C
1005 S 2ND C
908 S LOCUST 101 C
202 S LINCOLN 2 U
OLNEY ILL
URH CARR 427 U
2104 ORCH ST 304 U
2104 ORCH ST 304 U
212 E GREGORY C
316 S PRAIRIE 103 C
1726 E FLORIDA U
805 W OHIO U
URH LAR 385 U
URH FORBES 211 C
URH DANIELS 312 U
URH TRELEASE 1220 U
110 E ARMORY C
URH GARNER 374 C
ASSUMPTION ILL
RCCKFORD ILL
612 E PARK C
URH ALLEN 317 U
103 1/2 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 313 U
1206 W NEVADA 3 U
3220 CAMERON C
506 STOUGHTON 23 C
904 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 239 C
URH LAR 463 U
RANTOUL ILL
209 E CLARK 3 C
209 E CLARK 3 C
405 E GREEN C
1902 G HUFF U
1202 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 2127 C
URH SHERMAN 566 C
301 S 1ST C
410 E JOHN C
509 S 5TH 23 C
URH TOWNSENO 517 U
URF GARNER 256 C
URH WESTON 290 C
URH LAR 309 U
310 E GREGORY C
907 S 4TH C
304 S 6TH C
URH GARNER 373 C
2014 BURLISON U
805 W OREGON U
205 E ARMORY C
409 W ELM 3 U
URH DANIELS 337 U
41 1/2 E MAIN C
URH GARNER 108 C
706 W GREEN U
2020 N MATTIS C
1513 KIRBY 6 C
802 S LINCOLN 11 U
URH BUSEY 256 U
510 S 4TH C
10C8 1/2 W GREEN 7 U
URH FORBES 445 C
URH NOBLE 407 C
304 S 5TH C
104 BUENA VISTA 4 C
VET MED BLDG 155 U
MOLINE ILL
505 E WHITE C





























































434 E CARPENTER DR
2511 DAVISSON ST
2109 HAZWD DR 303
2109 HAZWD DR 303
1532 W GOVERNOR
145 PLEASANT RD





1961 D ORCH ST
807 W BRONS








408 E STOUGHTON 7
5520 N ARROW DR
1010 W HILL
908 S LOCUST 101
2020 E JACKSON
908 S LOCUST 101
64 E 98TH PL
1010 E SOUTH
2105 W NEWMAN PKWY
2104 S ORCH 304














220 S WESTLAWN AV
5930 N KEENLAND
10 COUNTRY LN CT
OAK PARK
205 DEDHAM DR




1588 B WHITE DR
4740 W 183RD ST




425 E CHURCH ST
501 N DENEEN
301 S 1ST
537 S 9TH AV
1419 SCHILLING AV
808 N LINCOLN 8
50 S CAROLINE











626 S VILLA AV







105 5TH ST SE
5831 WALL PL
836 TULI P LN
2134 W ROSEMONT
RR 2





























































CNTRY CLUB HLS ILL








































TILTON RICHARD A II GRAD
TIMBERLAKE DAVID M GRAD
TIMBROOK EVERETT R LAS3
TIMKO RICHARD E FAA3
TIMM DAVID V ENG2
*TIMMER RICHARD B GRAD
TIMMERMANN THOMAS W ENG3
TIMMERS JULIA K LASl
TIMMS MAX W COM4
TIMS FREDERICK E BUS*
TIMSON DAVID S BUS2
TINBERG CHARLES H BUS1
TINDALL MARCIA C FAA1
*TINDALL MICHAEL H GRAD
TINDALL ROBERT B LASl
TINDILL JANIS LEE LAS6
TING LILY LEE-CHUN GRAD
*TING PETER DI-HSIAN GRAD
TINGLEY RICKY K AVU
TINKHAM MARILYN RENE GRAD
TINNEA JOHN S LAS3
TINSLEY BARBARA R BUS1
*TINSLEY CAROLYN TATE LAS3
*TINSLEY DAVID L BUS4
TINSLEY DEBORAH GAY LAS2
*TINSLEY PHILLIP W LASl
TINSMAN DEBORAH E LAS3
TIPLER WILLIAM LASl
TIPPE RONALD EDWARD GRAD
TIPPETTS JANET S LAS3
TIPPIE DENNIS P LAS2
*TIPPY IMOGENE THREAD LAS5
TIPPY ROGER DEAN GRAD
*TIPSWORD THOMAS N GRAD
TISCHAUSER LAURA D LAS4
TISHER JEANNETTE A ED 3
TITONE DREW FAA4
TITUS JAMES C FAA1
TITUS WILLIAM A PE 1
*TIWARY BASANT LAL GRAD
TJARKS JACK E LAS4
*TLOU JOSIAH S GRAD
TOAL RUSSELL B FAA3
TOBEN JOAN M LAS2
TOBER DENISE L LAS4
TOBIAS JEFFREY K LASl
TOBIAS PATRICIA A LAS2
TOBIAS ROBERT S ENG1
TOBIAS TERRY L LASl
TOBIN MAPY E LASl
TOBIN THOMAS W ENG1
TODARO STEVEN B ENG2
TODD DANIEL RAY GRAD
TODD MICHAEL ALLYN GRAD
TOFT STUART ALAN LAS4
TOFTOY DAVE K FNG2
TOGNARELLI ANNETTE M ED 3
TOGTMAN MARY E LAS4
TOKARCHICK GEORGE JR LAS2
TOKARCZYK KAREN LAS3
TOKARSKI CHARLES F ENG4
TOKARZ MARGARET M LAS3
TOKAPZ MICHAEL T GRAD
TOKAY SUSAN A LAS4
TOLAN JAMES L AGR4
TOLAN JOHN T BUS1
TOLAN MARLIS A LAS2
TOLAN ROBERTA J 8US3
TOLIVER SHARON C LASl
TOLIVER VIRGINIA F GRAD
TOLL RICHARD G ED 4
TOLLEY STEVEN H AGR4
*TOLLIVEP DOROTHY L GRAD
TOLLIVEP MARK E ENG4
*TOLMAN GLEN LEWIS GRAD
TOLZIEN MICHAEL J FAA1
TOM MARY E LAS4
TOMAN DEBRA A LASl
TOMAN FELICIA M LASl
TOMAN PFNELOPE E COM4
TOMAN TERRY J LAS3
TOMASEK eRYAN J LAS4
TOMASEK JAMES J LAS2
TOMASEK JEFFREY G BUS1
TOMASKA RICK J LAS4
TOMASSETTI GABRIEL GRAD
TOMASSINI THOMAS J BUS3
TOMASZEWSKI DONNA M AGR2
TOMAW MARK A BUS1
TOMBACK JAY L BUS2
TOMBAUGH LAPPY W AGR4
TOMBEP.LIN CAROLYN A LAS2
TOMCZYK CELIA E AGR3
TOMIC SUSAN M LAS2
TOMICH RICHARD A BUS4
TOMISEK PANPALL JOHN LAS3
TOMKINS JAMES LEE GRAD
802 RICHARDS LN C
310 E MICHIGAN U
URH GARNER 306 C
URH TOWNSEND 580 U
URH OGLESBY 518 U
2211 S PHILO RD U
URH TOWNSEND 570 U
URH TRELEASE 224 U
1002 W OREGON U
DANVILLE ILL
1101 W PENN U
URH WESTON 130 C
URH LAR 174 U
607 W ELM U
URH TAFT 418 C
407 E GREEN U
URH DANIELS 267 U
2060 D ORCH ST U
URH BARTON 224 C
1406 DAWSON C
212 E DANIEL C
199 PADDOCK E C
2C87 D ORCH ST U
199 PADDOCK E C
1210 W CHURCH U
2087 D ORCH ST U
2002 E VERMONT U
URH TOWNSEND 172 U
URH SHERMAN 647 C
URH SCOTT 422 C
DANVILLE ILL
1515 W PARK C
401 W GREEN 4 C
106 E JOHN 12 C
802 W GREEN 304 U
505 E WHITE 8 C
VERSAILLES FR
805 W NEVADA U
110 E ARMORY C
906 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH BABCOCK 431 U
EDUC BLDG C
409 E CHALMRS 1014 C
URH TRELEASE 727 U
1110 W NEVADA U
409 E CHALMRS C
515 BASH CT 2 C
URH LUNDGREN 223 C
URH ALLEN 176 U
URH TRELEASE 330 U
910 S 3RD C
URH ALLEN 11 U
URH DANIELS 206 U
113 1/2 S GLOVER U
1804 VALLEY RD C
313 E ARMORY C
1110 W NEVADA U
203 W AVONDALE C
VILLA GROVE ILL
904 S LINCOLN U
10C7 S 3RD C
URH EVANS 403 U
907 DOGWOOD C
911 W MAIN U
1002 S LINCOLN U
401 E JOHN C
URH BUSEY 304 U
108 E HEALEY 4 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH SHERMAN 308 C
106 1/2 E CHALMERS C
809 S 5TH C
DANVILLE ILL
58 E JOHN 20 C
113 E STOUGHTON C
1101 W PENN U
510 E STOUGHTON C
URH BABCOCK 7 U
URH LAR 382 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
310 E GREGORY C
1205 E FLORIDA 21 U
URH HOPKINS 292 C
URH SAUNDERS 429 U
1007 S 1ST C
401 CHALMERS U
305 E JOHN C
URH CARR 205 U
URH SNYDER 240 C
52 E ARMORY C
809 W PENN U
URH WESTON 312 C
202 LINCOLN 10 U
706 S 2ND C
405 W ILLINOIS U
URH SAUNDERS 230 U











































































2211 S PHILO RD
436 S 2ND ST
1510 FOOTHILL DP
603 E WASHINGTON
428 N JACKSON ST






















401 W GREEN 4
106 E JOHN 12
2309 N KEDVALE AV




906 W CALIFORNIA 3
905 W TAYLOR LN
111 DODSON
























109 S GARFIELD ST
1209 BURLINGTON ST
1032 E 132ND ST
ROUTE 3 BOX 563
4941 W RICE ST












12901 S 85TH CT
1701 MARVIN
2109 PARKVIEW CT
23 N VICTORY ST




312 E CORNING AV
528 TIFFANY DR






































































































TOMKOVICK CHARLES L LAS1
TOMKOVICK JOHN J LAS4
TOMLINSON DENNIS E ENG4
*TOMLINSON MARIANNE M LAS4
TOMLINSON NANCY K LAS4
TOMLINSON SUSAN M LAS2
TOMM SANDRA L LAS2
TOMPKINS CONNIE A LAS1
TOMPKINS DAVID A LAS4
TOMPKINS MICHAEL RAY GRAD
TOMSCHA BARBARA A GRAD
TOMSULA KATHRYN C GRAD
TONDEUR CLAIRE-LISE GRAD
TONEATTO GIULIANO M GRAD
TONEGAWA KOICHI GRAD
TONEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
TONEY RONALD M FAA1
TONG HUA-SOU GRAD
TONG PAULINE COM3
TONGAY PERRY TILLMAN LAS2
TONI DENITA M LAS1
TONI M J BUS1
TONIES GERARD J BUS*
TONN GARY A ENG3
TONNE AUGUST R COM4
TONNE DAVID B LAS1
TONSOR ANDREW J ENG1
*TONSOR PAUL D ED A
TONYAN JOAN M PE 2
TOOL KATHY S AGR1
*TOOL WANDA Y ED 3
TOOLE MARCIA PARKS FAA4
TOOLFS CCRDIA J ED 1
TOOLEY GORDON A ENG4
TOOLIS MICHAEL A FAA3
TOOMBS JAMES P VM 1
TOOMBS MICHAEL L ENG1
TOOMEY JOHN J COM3
TOON GREGORY G LAS1
TOPEL FRANK WILLIAM GRAD
TOPOL CLIVE M LAW1
TOPOR JOHN M LAS3
TOPOPEK MORRIS ENG3
TOPPF RICHARD I LAS4
TOPPEL GAIL ELLEN GRAD
TOPPER MICHAEL A GRAD
TOPPING HARRY F FAA4
TOPPING SHARRON H FAA4
TOPBECK RANDALL E ENG1
TORCH LOUIS DAVID LAS2
TORCHIA MICHAEL D PE 1
TORELLI LATINO GRAD
TOREN CAROLYN J FAA3
TOREN GWENDOLYN J LAS1
TORKAR ROBERT A BUS4
TORRE WILLIAM V ENG1
TOPRENGA CRAIG H AVI1
TORRES HARRY LASl
TORRES VINCENT A LASl
TORREZ WILLIAM C GRAD
TORSAN JOSEPH L LAS3
TORSTPICK REBECCA L LASl
TORTCRA JANET HANLEY GRAD
TORTORA JOHN OLIVER GRAD
TOSCANO WILLIAM A GRAD
TOSCAS JAMES GEORGE GRAD
TOSETTI FRANK J FAA3
TOTSCH JAMES PAUL GRAD
TOUSEY WALTER CORNEL GRAD
TOUSSAINT BRIAN C GRAD
TOUSSAINT VALERIE E LASl
TOVELL PATRICIA E LAS2
TOVIAN STEVEN M GRAD
TOVROG BENJAMIN S GRAD
TOWER RICHARD W FAA4
TOWERS TINA L LAS2
TOWLE RONALD R ENG3
TOWLE POSS ALBERT GRAD
TOWLER MARC D LAW1
TOWNE GARY W ENG1
TOWNER HARPY H GRAD
TOWNSEND DOUGLAS W GRAD
TOWNSEND JANE E LAS3
TOWNSEND JOHN G LAW1
TOWNSEND MAPY E LAS3
TOWNSEND PATRICIA LAS2
TOWNSHEND-SMITH R GRAD
TOWNSLEY ASHTON L GRAD
TOWNSLEY DAVID L FAA2
TOWNSLEY JEPRY D ENG4
TOWNSLEY MARGARET E GRAD
TOWSLEY MARK R BUS3
TOY ALBERT VICTOR GRAD
TOY GRACE C LAS3
TOY MAE Y LAS2
TRABUE PATTI J AGR3
TRACY APRIL J AGR1
910 S 3RD 715 C
1212 CLARK U
187 PADDOCK E C 359-7193
187 PADDOCK E C 359-7193
702 W GREEN U 367-0705
URH ALLEN 339 U 332-3207
508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
URH EVANS 224 U 332-2715
506 S URBANA U 344-2129
URH SHERMAN 1367 C
RANTOUL ILL
URH DANIELS 269 U
1903 HEMLOCK C 356-1588
1111 WILLARD U
URH DANIELS 111 U
1802 VALLEY RD C 359-0142
910 S 3RD C
URH DANIELS 635 U
URH SHERMAN 1165 C
814 STOUGHTON U 328-1333
URH FLAGG 433 C 332-0349
URH FLAGG 325 C 332-0312
604 E ARMORY 2109 C 344-1266
112 E DANIEL U 356-7936
1007 S 3RD C 344-0917
URH NOBLE 22 C 332-0360
404 S 6TH C 352-2188
304 1/2 S 5TH C 352-1107
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
URH TRELEASE 311 U
POTOMAC ILL
110 E CLARK C
URH WARDALL 305 U 332-4337
804 W PARK 2 C
URH HOPKINS 282 C
31 ROWENA U 344-4352
1009 W PENN U
211 E DANIEL C 344-2168
URH FORBES 238 C
2219 S 1ST C 384-5810
BERWYN ILL
1111 S 1ST C
905 STOUGHTON U 328-2665
1838 VALLEY RD C 359-8623
504 E SPNGFLD C 359-6835
615 BREEN C 359-1981
1506 DELMONT CT U 367-0675
1506 DELMONT CT 5 U 367-0675
406 EVERGREEN CT W U 328-3371
307 E ARMORY C
URH NOBLE 317 C
1906 A ORCH ST U 344-5780
211 W GREEN 3 U 344-6769
URH GARNER 442 C 332-0874
1776 VALLEY ROAD C 352-8566
URH LUNDGREN 424 C
URH CLARK 424 C 332-0251
URH ALLEN 351 U
URH TOWNSEND 148 U
807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
308 E ARMORY C 344-9742
UPH TRELEASE 904 U
307 W ELM U 344-8991
307 W ELM U 344-8991
102 N LINCOLN 6 U 344-1147
UPH DANIELS 106 U
5C6 E SPNGFLD 2 C 356-8586
815 N MCKINLEY C
1201 N COLER U 367-2662
603 S BUSEY U 344-6449
URH CLARK 415 C
URH LAP 214 U 332-2849
URH SHERMAN 548 C
1208 W CLARK U 328-1760
119 N RACE U
910 S 3RD C 337-5200
URH TOWNSEND 411 U
12,06 W STOUGHTON U 367-2027
URH SHERMAN 1267 C 332-5028
URH BABCOCK 12+ U
1211 W CLARK 12 U 367-8735
1107 W GREEN 234 U 367-8055
503 N STATL C
809 OAKLAND 108 U
605 S 5TH 21 C 356-0416
UPH TRELEASE 1003 U 332-5680
UPH SHERMAN 1063 C 332—4980
507 W COLUMBIA C
1008 W NEVADA U
WILSON TRLR PK 49 U 344-8785
507 W COLUMBIA C
20 IVANHOE U 344-5999
102 N GREGORY U 344-2208
URH EVANS 333 I' '32-2751
URH LAR 260 U 332-2971
1106 S 1ST C 344-8972

















647 S CREA ST







445 S LOMBARD AV














3310 W 61ST ST
7049 W 29TH PL







406 EVERGREEN CT W
2634 CENTRAL DR
BOX 26
VIA S PANCRAZIO 11
1390 WALNUT AV
1390 WALNUT AV
1027 LOIS PL 206
100 LAWNDALE CT
232 E ROOSEVELT RD
2441 W CORTLAND AV
1856 W 17TH ST
807 W NEVADA
3834 W 84TH ST
142 S LOCUST AV
307 W ELM
307 W ELM
102 N LINCOLN 6








3706 W 66TH ST
3166A N PIERCE ST




1807 ST CLAIR DR
1211 W CLARK 12
2652 VAN DEREN DR
540 SCPANTON AV
313 S 16TH ST




RR 2 BOX 86
WILSON TRLR PK 49
507 W COLUMBIA
20 IVANHOE







































































































TRACY JAMES F LAS4
TRACY JANET FLORFNCE GRAD
TRACY JOAN DOYLE AGR3
TRACY JOHN D BUS3
*TRACY JOHN STEPHEN GRAD
TRACY MARY E FAA2
TRACZ THOMAS H AGR1
TRAFTON WALTER E JR GRAD
TRAGARZ STANLEY A LAS2
TRAHEY STEPHEN D LAS2
TRAIL JAMES HERBERT GRAD
TRAILOV NADINE PE 1
TRAISE JENNIFER L AGR1
TRAMM EDWIN C LAS3
TRAMPE RICHARD DAVIS GRAD
TRANDEL LINDA A LAS2
TRANDEL RENEE M LAS2
*TRANQUILLI JOHN A GRAD
TRANOUILLI RITA M LAS3
TRAPP LOUIS H AGR4
TRAPP MICHAFL J AGR1
TRASKA SYLVIA A LASl
TRAUB IRENE L LAS3
*TRAUB JAMES RAYMOND GRAD
TRAUB JOSIE L LAS3
TRAUGHBER ARLIE E LAW3
TRAUGHBER COLLEEN M COM4
TRAUNER ANN M LAS4
TRAUSCHT MICHAEL R LAW3
TRAUTT MARY M LASl
TRAVAGLIO JOHN A BUS6
TRAVER DOUGLAS S VM 3
TRAYLOR JACQUELINE A PE 4
TRAYLOR SAMUEL J LAS3
TRAYNOR GEORGE F LASl
*TRAYSER CHARLES V GRAD
*TRAYSER SARA SCHAUB GRAD
TRAYSER THOMAS A FAA1
TREADMAN JOHN E II AGR4
TREANOR KATHLEEN M FAA1
*TREAT HARVEY L AGP3
TREECE BILLY W AGR2
TREECE EDOIE J AGR4
TREECE LARRY G AGR3
TREES GEORGIANNA LASl
TREFZ RICHARD JOSEPH GRAD
TREFZGER JAMES E LAS*
TREFZGEP ROBERT T LASl
TREGER PATRICIA A FAA3
TREGONING MICHAEL E LAS2
TREIBER RONALD L LAS3
TREIBLE R ELAINE D GRAD
TRFIMAN SUSAN K COM3
TREIMAN TERRY K FAA1
TREIN CATHERINE LAS4
TREMBCZYNSKI DARRELL BUS1
TREMBLAY MICHAEL A GRAD
TREMBLE PAULA J LASl
TRENT EPNEST L JR ENG3
TRENT THOMAS MARTIN GRAD
TREPTOW WENDY J LAS2
TRESLEY LINDA C LASl
TRESSLAR THOMAS K BUS2
TREVEN FREDERICK J FAA3
TREVILLIAN CAROL A ED 4
TPEVIRANUS KIM M LAS3
TREVOR RICHARD P LAS3
TREWARTHA MARILYN J LASl
TREXLER BERNICE H GRAD
TRICHE JACQUELINE D LAW3
TRIEBOLD TIMOTHY B ENG1
TRIEGER ANN R LAS3
TRIELOFF TODD D ED 4
TRIMARCO BARBARA I LAS2
TRIMARCO CAFLOTTA M ED 2
TRIMARCO GEORGE A JR BUS2
TRIMBLE BYRCN BUS1
TRIMBLE KIRSTEN L LAS2
TRIMBLE RICHARD THOM GRAD
TRIMBLE SYLVIA S LAS2
*TRIMPE DALE WILBUR GRAO
TRINER JEANNE E LAW1
TRINH MINH HA TH
I
GRAD
TRINKA CARRIE M LAS3
TRINKA JILL L FAA2
TRIPLETT OEBORAH K LASl
TRIPLETT GEORGE H GRAD
TRIPLETT JAMES L LASl
TRIPLETT KEVIN T FAA3
TRIPP PETER AMES BUS3
TRITSCH JANET B LAS2
TRIVEDI KISHOR S GRAD
TROBAUGH ROBERT L JR ENG2
TROGDON DARYL A LAS3
TROHALIDES DESPINA AGR4
TROJAN JOHN W FAA1
TROJANOWSKI RICHARD LAS4
IVESDALE ILL
1706 W WHITE C 359-3082
2 WESTWOOD U 344-7344
307 E WHITE C 352-9860
2 WESTWOOD PL U
URH SCOTT 326 C
604 E ARMORY 2406 C
407 E STOUGHTON C 359-7266
311 E GREEN C
306 E GREGORY C 344-9795
908 W CHARLES C 352-0157
URH BUSEY 156 U 332-2592
412 E GREEN 22 C
305 E JOHN C
1304 SILVER 11 U
RANTOUL ILL
502 W ILLINOIS 1 U
RR 3 C 386-3767
URH LAR 393 U 332-3035
609 S GLOVER U
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 210 U 344-0218
1201 E FLORIDA 14 U
313 E JOHN 16 C
URH BABCOCK 416 U 332-3824
805 W OHIO U 32S--2192
202 W WHITE C
1003 E COLORADO 21 U 367-8860
URH TRELEASE 418 U
403 1/2 S 3RD C 359-5559
103 E SPNGFLD C 359-8747
1107 W GPEEN 625 U
URH ALLEN 383 U 332-3371
URH FORBES 413 C 332-1093
708 S FOLEY C 352-4199
708 S FOLEY C 352-4199
URH OGLESBY 804 U 332-5266
1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
URH ALLEN 249 U 332-3179
3208 SYLVAN C 359-6634
URH WESTON 376 C
URH GARNER 213 C
152 PADDOCK E C
URH WARDALL 1105 U 332-4530
2118 ORCH ST 104 U 344-6467
URH CARR 118 U 332-3870
URH CARR 128 U 332-3880
814 STOUGHTON U 328-1333
CARTERVILLE ILL
503 E STOUGHTON 6 C
504 W WHITE C 359-7539
URH ALLEN 406 U 332-3223
URH BLAISDELL 404 U 332-3542
2021 GREENDALE C 359-6616
URH FORBES 370 C
408 E STOUGHTON 9 C 356-1451
URH WARDALL 406 U 332-4362
4C8 E MICHIGAN 6 U 367-7608
502 W HILL 7 C
URH WESTON 111 C 332-1894
910 S 3RD C 337-5218
1616 W CHURCH C
URH ALLEN 451 U 332-3389
802 W OREGON U 344-8119
307 E HEALEY 2 C 359-5973
203 N HARVEY C 356-7093
URH TRELEASE 905 U 332-5652
1015 FRANK C 359-0187
800 S MATTIS 38 C
309 E CHALMERS C 344-9620
111 E CHALMERS 18 C 328-1193
175 PADDOCK E C
1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
1110 M NEVADA U
URH FORBES 412 C 332-1092
URH OGLESBY 721 U
URH BABCOCK 302 U 332-3582
1416 SCOTTSDALE C 359-1874
URH GARNER 443 C 332-0875
BEMENT ILL
53 CEDRIC U 328-3647
URH DANIELS 481 U 332-2554
405 W ILLINOIS U 367-5277
URH WARDALL 705 U 332-2856
URH GARNER 436 C 332-0869
CHARLESTON ILL
URH TAFT 22 C
1108 S 1ST C 344-9562
209 E CLARK 4 C 352-9018
409 E CHALMRS 1614 C 384-5511
201 N GOODWIN 2 U 344-1971
URH TOWNSEND 473 U
305 E GREEN C 328-3790
106 N GREGORY U 328-1758
URH BARTON 217 U 332-0141















415 E 5TH ST
1801 MURA LN







1201 E FLORIDA 14
100 S ELGIN BLVD
PR 1
RP 1
RR 8 BOX 252
4042 LONGMEADOW RD
219 E CHURCH
403 1/2 S 3RD
1501 BELMONT AV
2015 MILLER AV





ROUTE 3 BOX 191
3208 SYLVAN
RR 2 BOX 153
RR 2 BOX 153
152 PADDOCK E
529 S BENNETT












201 N 6TH ST
408 E MICHIGAN 6
502 W HILL 7
415 ORIOLE TRAIL
1110 LAKE SHORE OR
1616 W CHURCH
1619 8TH ST



































































































































TROLLIP STANLEY R GRAD
TROMPETFR JEAN E LAW3
TROMPETER RONALD J LAW2
TRONC ROeERT P AGR1
TRONCOSO JORGE GRAD
TRONE DIANA SCHLUMPF ED 4
TRONE RICKIE L ENG4
TRONE THOMAS NEIL GRAD
TROPINSKI MARK PETER FAA4
TROPPITO ANTHONY J LAS3
TROSKY GEORGE ALBERT FAA4
TROSSMAN ELLEN S AGR1
TRCST CATHERINE A LAS3
TROST LYNN A ED 1
TROTTER EUGENE E GRAD
TROTTER NEIL L AGR3
TROTTER TERPEL C JR GRAD
TROUP VICKI D LAS2
TROUT MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
TROUTMAN WILLIAM W BJS1
TROWER WALTFR DAVID BUS3
TROYK PHILIP R ENG3
TRUDEAU CHARLES H JR LAS3
TRUDEAU JOHN J JR ENG4
TRUDEAU NANETTE M LAS1
TRUE GREGORY T FAA4
TRUEBE MARK A ENG4
TRUEMAN STENNIS B GRAD
TRUITT HENRY GRAD
TRUITT SHARON T GRAD
TRUMBULL JANET E LAS1
TRUMPINSKI THOMAS E ENG3
TRUNGALE LINDA K LAS4
TRUSSONI STEVEN J FAA4
TRUTNA MICHAEL A GRAD
TRUTY PPISCILLA E LAS1
TRYBA HOLLY A LAS3
TRYNDA RICHARD S VM 3
TRYON VIRGINIA A AGR3
TRYTTEN STEVEN E COM3
TSAI NAIN-REN GRAD
TSAI PAUL WEN ENG4
TSAI YUH-HUA GRAD
TSANG JAMES S K GRAD
TSAO HUNG-PING GRAD
*TSAO SHOU-MEI LEE GRAD
TSCHANNEN JUDITH C LAS1
*TSCHUDY CATHERINE L GRAD
TSCHUDY CONSTANCE B LAS2
TSCHUDY PONALD H GRAD
TSE BERNARD KAPANG GRAD
TSE EDWIN C ENG4
TSE KUM-SUEN GRAD
TSEKOURAS PANAYOTIS LAS1
TSENG MIN NAN GRAD
TSHIBANGU REMY LAS4
TSUI ELIZABETH Y GRAD
TSUI PUI-LOK ROBERT ENG3
TSUKAYAMA LAUREL L LAS1
TSUKUNO PAUL A LAS2
TSUNG YFAN-KAI GRAD
TUBBS CAROLYN J LAS3
TUBER THOMAS A BUS1
TUBEPGEN THOMAS H GRAD
TUBIS RICHARD IRVING GRAD
TUCK RICHARC C BUS3
TUCKER ALAN D LAS3
TUCKER CAROL P GRAD
TUCKER CAROLYN M AGR3
TUCKER DAVID LEO GRAD
TUCKER DONALD E JR ENG4
TUCKER OTHO B AGR2
TUCKER PAUL THOMAS GRAD
TUCKER RALPH GEHL GRAD
TUCKER THOMAS N GRAD
TUCKER TONI L LAS2
TUCKER WILLIAM B GRAD
TUCKER YASMIN E ED 1
TUDELA MARY E LAS1
TUDOR ANDREW HENRY ENG3
TUFTS JAMES J LAS4
TUGGLE POY S III GRAD
TULEJA THOMAS F ENG4
TULEY MOM A J BUS1
TULL CLAUDIA J LAS4
TULLY KAY E ENG1
TULLY TIMOTHY P LAS1
TULLY TIMOTHY R FAA3
TUMERMAN FAITH LAS3
TUMERMAN MAPC D AGR1
TUMMELSON JAY M GRAD
TUMMINELLO MONICA L LAS4
TUNCALP SECIL GRAD
TUNELL CAROL A FAA3
TUNNEY ANN M AGR4
TUNNEY JEAN T AGR1
TUNNICLIFF BROCK M AGR4
STA A BOX 2614 C 367-3e77
URH SHFRMAN 256 C 332-4797
308 N COLER U 344-5016
604 E ARMORY 2312 C
CE BLDG 2230 U
2012 VAWTER U 344-1919
MAHOMET ILL
2012 VAWTER U 344-1919
1007 S 2ND C 344-3665
URH HOPKINS 467 C 332-1374
2103 HAZWD DR 30 1 U 344-3590
4C9 E CHALMRS C 384-5267
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
UPH TRELEASE 1207 U 332-5744
2101 HAZWD DR 204 U
1206 N NEIL C 352-4624
300 S GOODWIN 501 U
URH SCOTT 219 C 332-1444
53 E CHALMERS C
604 ARMORY C
312 E ARMORY C 344-9761
1110 S 2ND C 344-7222
206 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-6783
505 E WHITE C
UPH CLARK 204 C 332-0009
916 FAIRLAWN U
309 S STATE 8 C 356-3308
URH SHERMAN 450 C
800 W CHURCH 7 C 359-4841
111 W WASHINGTON U 367-6120
UPH CARR 12 U
URH TAFT 210 C 332-0617
1110 S ARBOR 203 C
312 W SPNGFLD 9 U
MOHALL ND
URH TRELEASE 103 U 332-5416
ECINBERG SCOT
1405 KIRBY 15 C 359-1099
309 E JOHN 14 C 384-5198
URH TOWNSEND 217 U 332-4062
306 S 5TH C
910 S 3RD C 337-5339
1111 W MAIN U 367-7267
205 W HIGH U 367-1201
2035 D ORCH ST U 344-1028
2035 D ORCH ST U 344-1028
URH ALLEN 246 U 332-3176
ST JOSEPH ILL
902 S 2ND C 344-0144
ST JOSEPH ILL
DCL 203 U 333-0658
URH TOWNSEND 434 U
409 E HEALEY C 352-3214
215 HOPKINS C 332-1197
306 S 5TH C
504 W DELAWARE U 344-4044
URH DANIELS 469 U
URH TOWNSEND 375 U 332-4166
URH BABCOCK 11 U
308 E ARMORY C 344-9742
1107 W GREEN 334 U 344-0817
URH WESTON 219 C 332-1924
110 E CHALMERS C
903 E MICHIGAN U 344-0712
211 W OREGON U 367-1729
1010 E COLORADO 42 U
202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
1408 WILLIAMSBURG C 359-6170
309 GLENN U 365-1073
1718 VALLEY RD C 352-8291
1303 N CHESTNUT C 359-7227
202 E DANIEL C 332-5151
PR 3 U 328-1073
DECATUR ILL
DANVILLE ILL
URH TRELEASE 922 U 332-5668
606 W OHIO U 344-5812
URH WARDALL 719 U 332-^447
URH BLAISDELL 328 U
1208 S ANDERSON U
707 W SPNGFLD U
510 E CLARK 27 C 352-2823
401 E DANIEL C 367-9348
2210 S MATTIS C 356-5661
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
URH WESTON 341 C 332-2012
URH GARNER 486 C
404 E GREEN 304 U
403 E WHITE 4 C 352-2903
409 E CHALMRS C
615 W UNION C 356-1532
809 S 1ST C
616 E DANIEL C
URK FLAGG 330 C 332-0317
202 GREGORY U 344-1938
611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
1002 S 2ND C 344-8048









1226 S MAPLE AV
2103 HAZWD 301
310 WILSHIRE DR E
11932 S ARTESIAN
545 S WASHINGTON
2101 HAZWD DR 2 04
320 W DIVISION ST
BOX 277




3934 N HOYNE AV
172 SPRING ST
1945 BRENTWOOD LN
120 E WHITEHALL ST
888 CAMBRIDGE AV






1534 N HARLEM AV
RP 1 FARM SCHOOL
1690 CLAVINIA
3819 S WINCHESTER
1749 W 48TH ST
8133 W 129TH ST
1848 STEWART
12 183 1 HO-PING E
251 W 22ND PL
4 KUANG-MING RD
54 BOERUM ST 19J
2035 D ORCH ST
2035 D ORCH ST
















400 PARK AV H
1103 KENTON RD
411 ROCKWFLL 10
2001 M 7TH ST
403 W WALNUT












3978 W BARRY AV
1018 32ND AV











G M KEMPAL BLVD
20 LOCKPORT
3100 W 80TH ST




































































































•TUNNICLIFF GERALD T GRAD
'TUNNICLIFF JAN D GRAD
TUOMI DONNA J LAS4
TUPA HEIEN D LAS1
TURBIN ALAN W LAS4
TURBOV VICTORIA A LAS4
TURCZYN PAUL J ENG4
TUREK JOHN J LAS3
TUPEK LEE S PE 4
TUREK RUSSELL C BUS3
TUPEK SUSAN L LAS4
TUREK TALLY A LAS1
'TURETT CHRISTINE W GRAD
'TURETT JAY BARRY GRAD
TURETZKY STEVEN R LAS2
TURF LESLIE I AGR2
TURFA ALEXANDER III GRAD
TURIM MARC E BUS1
TURIM RICHAPD S BUS4
TURKOWSKI DAVID STAN GRAD
TURMAN GAYLE P LAS3
TURNBAUGH ANNE FAA4
'TURNBAUGH DONNA C GRAD
TURNBAUGH ROY C GRAD
TURNBOUGH C L JR GRAD
TURNBULL BARBARA E LAS2
'TURNER CARL B LAS1
TURNER CHARLES T ENG4
TURNER CYNTHIA S LAS2
TURNER DEBRA J LAS1
'TURNER DORETHA ED 4
TURNER EVELYN M FAA1
'TURNER GEORGE EDWIN GRAD
TURNER GEORGE W BUS2
'TURNER IAN BRUCE GRAD
TURNER JAMES A LAS2
TURNFR JAMES EDWIN GRAD
TURNER JOHN E ENG1
TURNER JOHN S AVI1
'TURNFR JOHNNIE M LAS3
TURNER LEE ANNE GRAD
TURNER MERCER D AGR2
TURNER PATRICIA A ED 2
TURNER PATRICIA A AGR2
TURNER PATRICIA ANN GRAD
'TURNER PATRICIA E GRAD
TURNER PHILLIP L LAS2
'TURNER PHILLIP LEE GRAD
'TURNER RALPH T LAW3
TURNER RENAE M ED 2
TURNER RITA P LAS3
TURNER ROBERT A FAA3
TURNFR SCOTT I BUS1
TURNER SHARFON G PE 4
TURNER STEPHEN G GRAD
TURNER WALTER V GRAD
TURNEY RICKY L LAS1
TURNIPSEED CATHLEEN LAS1
TURNIPSEED MELANIE A AGR1
'TUROK NORMA A ED 4
TUROVITZ ILEENE B LAS2
'TURPEL ARTHUR P JR 8US4
'TURPEL NANCY JONES ED 3
TURPIN DENNIS E LAS2
TURSCH ILSE M LAS3
TURSKY KIM A LAS1
TURTLE WILLIAM N GRAD
TUSEK JAMES E BUS4
TUSTISON RANDAL W GRAD
TUTEUR JUDITH HILARY GRAD
'TUTTLE GARY J FAA4
'TUTTLE JACK L VM 4
"TUTTLE KERRY LYNN VM 4
BUTTLE MARCIA B LAS4
TUTTLE MICHAEL W BUS1
TUTTLE REBECCA D LAS1
TUULIK JAAK LAS2
TVERDOCHLEBCV S GRAD
TVETER DEBORAH A FAA2
TVPDIK VALERIE RUTH GRAD
'TWARANOVICA JOSEPH A GRAD
TWAROG CHARLOTTE E LAS4
TWEET SHERMAN E JR AGR1
'TWICHELL PAUL WESLEY GRAD
TWICKLER DIANE M LAS1
TWINE KAYLA DIANE GRAD
TWOMEY MICHAEL R BUS1
TYBURSKI LAWRENCE J GRAD
TYE FREDERICK LAS4
TYLER ANN CUMBERLAND GRAD
TYLER JACKIE C LAS3
TYLER JEFFREY JAMES GRAD
TYLEP MARGARET C GRAD
"TYLER RICHARD F VM I
TYLER SARA PATTON GRAD
TYNER KATHRYN E LAS1
TYNER LUCY A LAS3
56 IVANHOE U
56 IVANHOE U
URH TRELEASE 1017 U
URH ALLEN 104 U
705 N LINCOLN U
309 E HEALEY C
509 E CLARK 36 C
408 W SPNGFLD C
1805 VALLEY RD C
711 W GREEN U
405 E JOHN 14 C
URH LAR 327 U
2006 D ORCH ST U
2006 D ORCH ST U
URH BLAISDELL 227 U
910 S 3RD C
1107 W GREEN 233 U
52 E ARMORY C
1110 W STOUGHTON U
509 S 4TH C
1010 S 2ND G
URH EVANS 411 U
2105 W WHITE 173 C
2105 W WHITE 173 C
902 E HARDING 90 U
URH VANDOREN 316 C
CHICAGO ILL
1212 W CLARK U
URH CARR 208 U
URH WARDALL 211 U
1600 W BRADLEY 207 C
URH ALLEN 346 U
2605 CARRELTON C
410 E JOHN C
12 ROXBURY U
310 E JOHN C
1716 HEDGE RD C
URH TOWNSEND 542 U
URH SNYDER 493 C
123 PADDOCK C
URH DANIELS 295 U
1002 S LINCOLN U
MAHOMET ILL
7C6 S MATHEWS U
110 W CHARLES C
12 ROXBURY RD U
GALESBURG ILL
409 W WASHINGTON C
2108 W WHITE 144 C
URH TRELEASE 519 U
URH LAR 283 U
1106 S 3RD C
URH OGLESBY 531 U
2C7 E JOHN C
504 W ELM U
7C7 E CLARK 17 C




URH WARDALL 805 U
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U
1205 E FLORIDA 33 U
URH SNYDER 374 C
1204 STOUGHTON 34 U
URH FORBES 239 C
URH SHERMAN 550 C
605 S 5TH 13 C
102 N LINCOLN 7 U
208 E CLARK C
1113 W CLARK U
26 MAPLEWOOD U
245 E DEWEY U
1113 W CLARK U
URH SNYDER 446 C
URH WESTON 236 C
211 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 491 U
405 E JOHN 8 C
OAK BROOK ILL
802 S URBANA U
1009 CUNNINGHAM U
201 E JOHN C
806 KERR 204 U
URH BABCOCK 309 U
1746 VALLEY RD C
URH LUNDGREN 11 C
URH DANIELS 256 U
910 S 3RD C
107 E WHITE C
1824 VALLEY RD C
902 S LINCOLN U
105 S MCCULLOUGH 4 U
FARMER CITY ILL
URH SHERMAN 252 C
URH SCOTT 492 C



































































5312 W 22ND PL
1698 ALISON DR
1S-540 MACARTHUR
OS 626 EUCLID AV
3&0 N BRAINAPD AV
2006 D ORCH ST




9420 N KILDARE AV




2105 W WHITE 173
2105 W WHITE 173
3306 BISCAYNE BLVD
3222 PRESTWICK LN














ROUTE 3 BOX 433
PR 2
RP 1




726 S GROVE BX 546
2108 W WHITE 144
10811 S EDBROOKE
3201 WENONAH
5760 W 84TH PL
821 N 5TH ST
2809-28TH AV
2801 TOWNWAY
707 E CLARK 17
RR 4 BOX 67
32 CEDRIC
109 S MAIN ST
804 S MADISON
9511 KOSTNER
1205 E FLORIDA 33
1205 E FLORIDA 33
702 E PINE
108 S WILLE AV
9520 S MAYFIELO
FAIRWOOD HTS
























105 S MCCULLOUGH 4
412 N WILLIAM
908 HITCHING POST
1131 N CEDAR RD




































































































TYRRELL JANET K LAS4
TYRRELL LINDA C BUS3
TYSKA CYNTHIA A LAS4
TYSON BERNETTE LAS3
TYSON DAVID A ENG4
TYSON LINDA L LAS1
TYZNIK DAVID J AGR1
TZENG DIANA YU-MAAN GRAD
TZENG SIN-FU GRAD
UBELL JOYCELYN A LAS3
*UCHIDA KENNETH R BUS4
UDOLPH MICHAEL E BUS4
UDOVIC DANIEL JOHN GRAD
UDWARI JOSEF J ENG4




*UETZ GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
UFKES TED G ENG4
UHE RONALD EUGENE GRAD
UHL ADRIENNE A LAS2
UHL GEORGE A LAS1
UHLARIK MARGARET A FAAI
UHLE WAYNE THOMAS GRAD
UHLENHOP DAVID M BUS2
UHLIR DONALD G AGR4
UITTO STEVEN M LAS3
UJCICH MICHAEL F FAAI




ULANDER PERRY A LAS2
ULATOSKI KEITH R LAS1
ULATOSKI PAUL R AGR1
ULFERS DONALD G AGR3
ULFERS JANET K AGR4
ULLEWEIT KENNETH M BUS2
ULLINSKEY GARY M LAS4
ULLINSKEY JOHN D GRAD
ULLINSKEY NANCY P LAS4
ULLMAN MICHAEL KEITH GRAD
ULLMANN ETHEL KALB GRAD
ULLMANN JEREMY M LAS2
ULLMANN MARK J ENG2
ULLMANN NANCY LEIGH LAS1
ULLRICH CHARLES A FAA4
ULLRICH CHARLES R GRAD
ULLRICH DAVID A LAS3
ULLRICH THOMAS W BUS2
ULLSPERGER TOM L LAS2
ULM JAMES R FAAI
ULMEP EDWIN LAWRENCE ED 4
ULREICH SHARON L FD 4
ULREY DENNIS J FAA3
ULRICH JOHN J LAS2
ULRICH ROBERT D BUS2
UMEMOTO MINORU GRAD
UMENHOFER JAMES C LAS4
UMPLEBY STUART A GRAD
UNAHASUVAN SAOWANEE GRAD
UNAL ALI GRAD
UNDEEN ALBERT HAROLD GRAD
UNDERWOOD BETHEL LEE FAA4
UNDERWOOD SHIRLEY F ED 1
UNDERWOOD ThOMAS B LAS3
UNEWITZ PETER P LAS3
UNEY CHARLENE PAULA GRAD
UNFER SUSAN M LAS1
UNGER JAMES B LAS3
UNGER JOHN THOMAS GRAD
UNGER LINDA E AGR1
UNGER LLOYO G JR BUS4
UNGEP MARLENE GRAD
UNGER MICHAEL L LAS2
UNGS CHARLES J LAS1
UNO KIMIO GRAD
UNSICKER GARY D AGR3
UNTERBERG JOHN J LAS2
UNUMB DEAN D BUS3
UNVERRICHT KURT W LAS1
UNWIN PHILIP JAMES B BUS1
UNWIN THEODORE G GRAD
UNZICKER CAROL M PE 2
UNZICKER MARK E LAS4
UNZICKER PC PE 2
UNZICKER SANDRA J AGR3
UPENIEKS SYLVIA M LAS1
UPTEGRAFT CYNTHIA K BUS1
UPTON JERRY DEAN GRAD
URBA MARTIN A LAS3
URBAN CHRISTINA DONA GRAD
URBAN JOHN L LAS4
URBAN LINDA J LAS4
URBAN MARGARET A LAS4
URBAN RANDY M ENG3
URBAN STANLEY S III BUS3
URH WESTON 494 C
URH WARDALL 1119 U
URH WESTON 245 C
807 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 314 U
904 W GREEN U
URH SAUNDERS 8 U
URH LUNDGREN 422 C
2082 A ORCH ST U
2017 D ORCH ST U
904 S LINCOLN U
2111 HAZWD OR U
1003 S MATTIS 1-6 C
URH SHERMAN 130 C
2020 N MATTIS C
410 E JOHN C
URH DANIELS 405 U
URH GARNER 241 C
1006 S 3RD 18 C
104 S GROVE 1 U
3601 VALLEY RD 3 C
2006 VAWTER U
108 S GREGORY U
713 W OHIO U
URH FLAGG 320 C
206 E GREEN 7 C
501 E DANIEL C
3213 KIRBY C
URH OGLESBY 110 U
URH NOBLE 310 C
1104 W NEVADA U
502 E HEALEY 305 C
501 S PRAIRIE C
URH ALLEN 73 U
312 E ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 113 U
503 E STOUGHTON 7 C
URH WESTON 274 C
704 W STOUGHTON U
1601 N KILER 6 C
704 W STOUGHTON 5 U
2302 S ANDERSON U
403 BUENA VISTA C
403 BUENA VISTA C
212 E DANIEL C
403 BUENA VISTA C
1311 WILLIAMSBURG C
2206 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH ALLEN 481 U
1007 S 3RD C
1005 S 2ND 3 C
1108 S 1ST C
1206 1/2 E MICHIGN U
310 E CHALMERS 205 C
URH SNYDER 228 C
URH WESTON 278 C
29 CEDRIC U
201 MET £ MIN BLDG U
608 W STOUGHTON U
509 1/2 E GREEN C
1005 S 6TH 24 C
URH SHERMAN 946 C
912 S LYNN U
609 E PARK C
URH BUSEY 306 U
URH ALLEN 359 U
URH ALLEN 455 U
611 W HEALEY 4 C
URH LAR 374 U
22 ROXBURY U
407 1/2 N ELM C
409 E CHALMRS C
508 E WHITE 11 C
512 E STOUGHTON C
302 S 4TH 9 C
URH WESTON 474 C
2205 HAZWD DR 201 U
702 W WASHINGTON U
LISLE ILL
205 E ARMORY C
URH SCOTT 342 C





1500 S WESTERN C
URH FLAGG 418 C
URH WARDALL 1023 U
1415 KIRBY 7 C
URH GARNER 312 C
207 S FAIR C
600 W BRADLEY 399 C
PERU ILL
505 E WHITE 5 C
URH GARNFR 221 C





























































3817 W 59TH PL
1181 W SUNSET AV




























4723 W 89TH PL















126 N HUDSON ST
4 IRCNWOOD CT
RR 2
















215 N WOLF RD


















610 N BUTRICK ST
204 LAKEVIEW RD
BOX 41 ARMOUR RD
6526 S ROCKWELL ST








































































































URBANEK KENNETH F LAS5
URBANI ROGER L LAS3
URBANIK CHERYL A ENG1
URBAS JOHN V LAS4
URBEN MARK W ENG2
URBIN TIMOTHY A LAS1
UREMOVICH GEORGE E BUS2
URETZ MICHAEL BUS1
URH CYNTHIA J LAS1
URH KAREN S LAS2
URI NOEL DEAN GRAO
URICK VANCE BUS2
URSCHEL JOSEPH M COM3
*URTON GARY DWAYNE GRAD
*URTON SINDA GREGORY GRAD
URZUA JORGE LUIS GRAD
UTES FRANK A LAS4
UTHAISRI SATHIT GRAD
UTHOFF LINDA B LAS4
UTLEY BEVERLY J FAA3
UTTERBACK CLARE W LAS1
UTTERBACK GARY W AGR1
UTZINGER DENNIS M FAA4
UVODIC KATHLEEN T LAS3
UVODICH MARY V ED 1
UYEDA SUSAN T LAS1
UZUANIS CHELLI J PE 1
*VAALEP GLORIA LOMMEN GRAO
*VAALER JEFFPEY DAVID GRAD
VACEK RICHARD R LAS1
VACHEPLON MARY E AGR4
VACHTA MAUREEN P FAA1
VACI TEPESE A LAS3
VACKETTA ORE H LAS4
VAGNIERES ROBERT JR FAA1
VAICEKONIS SAULIUS LAS3
VAIL JANE E AGR4
*VAISHAMPAYAN SHARAD GRAD
VAKLYES EDMOND J JR LAS2
VALADKA VIOLETA M LAS2
VALADKA VIRGINIA T LAS1
*VALBERT FAYE BROWN GRAD
*VALBERT PAUL EVERLY GRAD
VALCIK LOUIS III BUS3
VALDEZ HERMAN J LAS1
*VALECILLOS JESUS A GRAD
VALEN A T FNG3
VALENCIA SAMUEL J ENG2
VALENTA RITA Z LAS1
VALENTI CORNELIUS D LAS3
VALFNTINE ARLENE F LAS3
VALENTINE CATHY L LAS3
VALENTINE DEBORAH A LAS3
VALENTINE FPEIDA J GRAO
VALENTINE IRA PEYTON LAS3
VALENTINE ROBERT S ENG4
VALENTINE SHIRLEY A BUS2
VALENTINE TAMARA M LAS1
VALENTINO GAIL A LAS4
VALENTINO JOHN A LAS3
VALERIO CHARLES J BUS4
VALEPUGO SALLY M AGR1
VALLADARES CARLOS M LAS2
VALLANCE KAPLA S BUS1
VALLOW LOU A LAS2
VALLUZZI THOMAS D AGR1
VALOS NICHOLAS A GRAD
VAN DOREN MARK R GRAD
VAN EGMOND WAYNE M ENG1
VAN HORN MARY H AGR1
VAN LANDINGHAM J M BUS1
VAN SCHYNDEL ROBERT GRAD
*VAN TRAN BAC GRAD
*VAN TRAN THI THU ENG3
*VANA RICHARD E GRAD
VANALLEN MAPGO I GRAD
VANALSTINE WM R JR VM 4
VANANTWEPP ROBERT M COM3
VANARSDALE JOHN D LAS2
VANAPSDALL PAUL J ENG3
*VANARSDALL ROY T GRAD
VANARSDELL STEPHEN C GRAD
VANAUSDALE KARTIN L BUS3
VANBLADEPEN JOHN A ENG4
*VANBLARICUM MICHAEL GRAD
VANBLARICUM PAMELA C GRAD
VANBLAPICUM STEVEN L ENG2
VANBLOKLAND PETER J GRAD
VANBUREN JOHN L GRAD
VANBUSKIPK JULIE J LAS2
VANBUSKIRK LAUPA E FAA4
VANCE GARY MILES GRAD
VANCE ROBERT E LAS2
*VANCF SALLY RUWITCH GRAD
VANCE THOMAS R LAS3
*VANCE TIMOTHY H LAS4
VANCE WILLIAM F ED 4
2802 W LAWNDALE C
URH OGLESBY 1030 U
URH WARDALL 1210 U
101 S BUSEY 5 U
URH BLAISDELL 218 U
URH TAFT 209 C
604 ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH LAR 208 U
URH EVANS 324 U
604 W MICHIGAN U
58 E GREGORY C
111 E CHALMERS C
2025 A OPCH ST U
2025 A ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 484 U
309 N BUSEY U
300 S GOODWIN 503 U
URH EVANS 302 U
51 E JOHN 2 C
910 S 3RD C
2205 POND U
DANVILLE ILL
907 S WRIGHT C
URH LAR 438 U
URH CLARK 322 C
URH WARDALL 302 U
SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
URH FORBES 100 C
505 E BUSEY 407 U
URH LAR 318 U
802 W OREGON U
205 E ARMORY C
URH TOWNSENO 403 U
1772 VALLEY RD C
907 S WRIGHT C
300 S GOODWIN 212 U
URH OGLESBY 430 U
URH LAR 235 U
URH TRELEASE 328 U
405 N PROSPECT C
405 N PROSPECT C
209 F ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 918 U
1600 W BRADLEY 177 C
502 W ILLINOIS 4 U
112 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 323 U
1212 W CLARK U
205 W OREGON U
802 W CRFGON 24 U
1108 S 1ST C
URH TRELEASE 114 U
404 EDGEBROOK C
206 S GREGORY U
URH SHERMAN 206 C
URH VANDOREN 224 C
111 E HEALEY C
205 E GRFEN C
1105 S 4TH C
URH HOPKINS 382 C
CHICAGO ILL
1011 HOLLYCREST C
URH WARDALL 1213 U
604 E ARMORY 424 C
URH DANIELS 506 U
URH DANIELS 233 U
205 E ARMORY C
URH FLAGG 434 C
URH FORBES 414 C.
314 S PRAIRIE 105 C
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
300 S GOODWIN 305 U
1211 W CLARK 14 U
904 N BROADWAY 4 U
VET CLINIC SA U
405 N STATE C
UPH WESTON 417 C
911 S 4TH C
903 DOGWOOD C
209 W MICHIGAN U
DECATUR ILL
312 F ARMORY C
8C9 W ILLINOIS 6 U
809 W ILLINOIS U




URH SAUNDERS 206 U
710 W CHURCH 7 C
URH WESTON 252 C
1011 S 1ST 1 C
617 W HFALEY C
1011 S 1ST 1 C












































































2025 A ORCH ST
2025 A ORCH ST
1527 MONTEWEGRO
1095 S WOLF RD
14 PORT AUTHORITY




315 N ROBINSON 5
1741 W GARFIELD








RR 5 BOX 260
426 S STATE ST
99 GRAYMOOR LN
350 PARK ST
500 E 7TH ST
















405 S 8TH AV
404 EDGEBROOK
309 N FAIR
405 S 8TH AV
9357 S SACRAMENTO
1103 BELOIT AV
213 N ELM ST
190 BLACKSTONE ST
1117 ALANN DR
4548 N CENTRAL PK
1011 HOLLYCREST
203 E 3RD ST
1422 NEWBERRY
2449 N SAWYER AV





3 TRAN KHAC CHAN
3 TRAN KHAC CHAN
112 S SPRING ST
5 WOODLAND MOUNDS







16 N 1ST ST
16 N 1ST ST
RR 1
3 PINEWOOD TERR
40 IVANHOE RR 4
7 GREENCROFT









































































































VANCIL TERRY WARREN GRAD
VANDELL CRAIG A ENG4
VANOENACK JULES M ENG1
VANDENBARK BECKY L FAA3
VANDFNBERG OENNIS A BUS4
VANDENBOSSCHE B A BUS2
VANDENDRIES VERA J LAS6
VANDENHONERT PETER GRAD
VANDER MEULEN DAVID GRAD
VANDER PLOEG CHERI M GRAD
VANDERBILT ANDREA I GRAD
VANDERBORG WILLIAM P ENG3
VANDERBY BERT A BUS3
VANDERBY RENAY BUS*
VANDERLAAN RUTH ANN LAS3
VANDEPMEER PHILIP R GRAD
*VANDERPLOEG WILLIAM GRAD
VANDERSNICK LARRY S LAS4
VANDERSPOOL JAN P II ENG4
VANDERWAAL JOEL K FAA2
*VANDEPWAAL JOHN A GRAD
*VANDERWAAL RUTH V GRAD
*VANDERWERFF ARLENE D LAS4
VANDEUSEN DEREK L LAW1
VANDEWOSTINE JAN L LAS1
VANDOSKE LAWRENCE H BUS3
VANDRUNEN PAUL LAS2
VANDUZOR DOLORES N FAA4
*VANDUZOR WILLIAM M GRAD
VANDYKE CHARLES S LAS3
VANDYKE CHRISTINE M LAS3
VANDYKE LINDELL H JR LAS2
*VANECEK DAVID JOHN LAS6
VANESTEPIK JOHN L GRAD
VANESTERIK PENELOPE GRAD
VANEYLEN MARGARET M ENG3
VANGELDEP JAMES C ENG1
VANGELDEP NANCY C GRAD
VANHASSEL JCHN H LAS4
VANHELTEBRAKE JERRY BUS2
VANHERIK LISA MARIE GRAD
VANHCESEN SUSAN H ED 3
VANHOOK MARY A AGR
1
VANHOOK PHILIP A LAS2
VANHOOSER DOUGLAS P GRAD
VANHOOZEN ALLEN LEE GRAD
VANHORNE JOHN T FAA4
VANHUELE CHRISTINE H LAS3
VANKAMPEN SHAWN R FNG1
*VANLANDINGHAM JOHN T FAA3
*VANLANINGHAM KAL ENG4
VANMELLE JOHN P FAA1
VANMELLE WILLIAM J LAS4
*VANMETEP JEPRY R GRAD
VANOSTEN JOHN R ENG1
VANOSTEN ROBERT J BUS3
VANPELT RICHARD A ENG1
VANPOUCKE STEPHEN M VM 3
VANPROYEN ADRIANA LAS1
VANPROYEN ARIE BUS1
VANPROYEN PAUL D AVI2
VANRHEEDEN CONNIE J LAW1
VANPOSENDALE JCHN R GRAD
VANSANT TERRENCE A FAA4
VANSLYKE BRUCE M LAS3
VANVALKENBURG JANET GRAD
VANVRANKEN JOHN W LAW1
VANWASSENHOVE JOSFPH LAS3




VARCHETTO LOUIS A LAS1
VAREL VINCENT HENRY GRAD
VARGA PETER P ENG1
VARJIAN RICHARD D GRAD
*VARLAND DAVID A LAS4
*VARLAND PAULA JANIS LAS4
VAPNADO OSCAR L BUS1
*VAPNER DONALD GILES GRAD
*VARNER LEO BENTLEY GRAD
VARNER VICKI L AGR2
VARONEN BRUCE H FAA4
VARSHNEY PRAMOD K GRAD
VARTIAK JACK P AVI1
VARVERIS NICHOLAS G BUS2
VARYU RICHARD A BUS4
VARYU SHIRLEY A PE 1
*VASAK JANET T GRAD
*VASAK JOHN MICHAEL GRAD
VASEN JCHN B ENG1
VASILION DONNA COM4
VASS ANDREW J BUS2
VAUGHAN ANDREW DOWNS GRAD
*VAUGHAN DAVID E AVI1
*VAUGHAN DAVID SIDNEY GRAD
VAUGHAN ELIZABETH S LAS5
2104 ORCH ST 303 U
RANTOUL ILL
URH TOWNSEND 467 U
1210 W CLARK U
503 E WHITE 8 C
URH GARNER 459 C
208 W IOWA U
URH DANIELS 406 U
1203 W MAIN 3 U
416 E FAIRLAWN U
URH SHERMAN 661 C
409 E CHALMRS 1312 C
311 W ILLINOIS U
1006 S 3RD 14 C
1006 S 3RD 6 C
532 FAIRLAWN U
416 E FAIRLAWN U
713 W OHIO U
URH FORBES 323 C




605 S 5TH 20 C
URH TRELEASE 430 U
1006 S 3RD 16 C
URH GARNER 220 C
1202 E DELAWARE U
1202 E DELAWARE U
410 E JOHN C
URH CAPR 219 U
5 STANFORD PL C
1003 S 1ST C
1411 W CHURCH C
1411 W CHURCH C
102 N LINCOLN 1 U
URH TOWNSEND 539 U
401 E CHALMERS 317 C
506 E STOUGHTON 36 C
URH TAFT 125 C
1106 W CLARK U
URH LAR 207 U
409 E CHALMRS C
604 E ARMORY 208 C
713 W CHURCH C
1204 W STOUGHTON U
608 E MAIN U
410 E GREEN 2 C
409 E CHALMRS C
30 REDBUD C
519 E FAIRLAWN U
URH SNYDER 295 C
URH TOWNSEND 174 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
MECINAH ILL
814 W STOUGHTON U
112 E JOHN C
612 LASELL C
URH SAUNDERS 111 U
URH BARTON 124 C
803 W OREGON U
162 PADDOCK C
512 E CLARK 33 C
7 SAFFER CT U
1101 W PENN U
URH DANIFLS 480 U
URH SHERMAN 1059 C
SHEFFIELD ILL
801 W NEVADA U
203 S WRIGHT 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
URH LAR 223 U
URH CARR 127 U
109 E JOHN C
112 E DANIEL C
602 E STOUGHTON 23 C
407 S STATE 5 C
407 S STATE 5 C
URH SNYDER 313 C
2802 KIRBY C
1307 EASTERN U
1010 S 2ND C
205 E HEALEY 23 C
109 E HEALEY 2 C
URH HOPKINS 480 C
URH TOWNSEND 137 U
1111 S 1ST C
URH CARR 4 U
512 W PARK 3 C
512 W PARK 3 C
201 E JOHN C
907 S WRIGHT C
312 F ARMORY C





























































2104 ORCH ST 303
RP 1 BOX 10
879 S YORK RD
RR 4



















2130 N ASH ST
































6934 ST MARYS RD
106 SHARON DR
17001 EVERETT
17001 S EVERETT AV
9535 SACRAMENTO
RR 3
621 E 160TH CT
7 SAFFER CT
173 W 14TH PL
BOX 206
1304 W 30TH ST
PR 1
ROUTE 3 BOX 98
203 S WRIGHT 3
809 S MARSHFIELO












COLLEGE OF AG ENG
24W475 BURLINGTCN
9125 KOLMAR
6506 N OLYMPIA AV
6506 N OLYMPIA
512 W PARK 3










































































































*VAUGHAN MAUREEN J LAS4
VAUGHAN ROBERT ELMO GRAD
VAUGHN BRADLEY K LAS2
VAUGHN GLENN R FAA1
VAUGHN JAMES RAY BUS3
VEACH JOHN C BUS3
VEACH LAURA HOUSE LAS3
VEACH ROBERT R ENG4
VEAL EDWARD T LAW2
VEAL LARRY J FAA3
VEAR TIMOTHY RAYMOND GRAD
VEASLEY VAUGHN H LAS1
VEATCH PAUL D JR BUS2
VECCHIO STEVEN G BUS4
VEDDER WOLFRAM LAS4
VEDRINE CHERYL J AGR1
VEE NANCY K LAS4
VEERMAN PAND H ENG1
VEGA HERMINIA LAS2
VEGA LILLIAN LAS1
*VEGA RICHARD LOUIS LAS4
VEHLOW P E FAA3
VEHMEYER HENRY L III BUS2
VEHOS PETER LAS4
VEIRS DANIEL L LAS2
VEITCH PATRICIA L BUS2
VEKICH ALAN JOHN GRAD
VELCICH BRUNO D LAS1
VELDE JOHN H BUS2
VELDE KAREN J PE 1




VELEZ SALDAPRIAGA I GRAD
VELTMAN RALPH E JR ENG4
VENDITTI LEX L ENG1
VENERE MICHAEL A LAS1
VENERE NANCY C LAS4
VENET JUDITH A LAS2
VENKATARAM J V GRAD
VENKATESWARAN S GRAD
VENN RAYMOND E LAS4
VENOS KENNETH G LAS4
VENOSKI RAYMOND S GRAD
VENSON LARRY FAA4
VENSON MARY HUDSON LAS4
VENSTROM DEBRA R LAS4
VENT THOMAS WEBSTER GRAD
VENVERTLOH DALE J LAW2
VEPREK CHARLES R ENG4
VERA CEDENO LUIS C GRAD
VERA OEBORAH KCLDITZ GRAD
VERBECK LINDA L LAS4
VERBOOMEN LAURIE J FAA2
VERBURG RONALD A FAA2
VEPCELLINO JOHN E ENG2
VERCILLO CAROLE T LAS2
VERCRUYSSE ROBERT R BUS1
VEREECKE MELANIE C GRAD
VERGAPA ANTONIO J GRAD
VERHULST ELIZABETH A LAS1
VERMA OM PRAKASH GRAD
VERNACE KATHLEEN L GRAD
VERNER LOUIS GRAD
VERNON CHARLES R FAA2
VERNON CYNTHIA B LAS3
VERNON ROBERT J BUS3
VERNON STANLEY ALLAN GRAD
VERONDA WILLIAM J LAS1
VEPONIE MICHAEL LAS3
VERPRAET DENNIS C BUS1
VERRY EDWARD J LAS4
VERSHAW JAMES T ENG4
VERSHAW THOMAS A LAS4
VERSMAN JULIE LAS1
VERSTEEGH JACK P LAW1
VERTICCHIO MICHAEL J GRAD
VESPA SUSAN B AGR1
VESPER PAUL R LAS1
VESS SUSAN MARIE GRAD
*VETTER PAMELA MARI LAS4
VETTORAZZI GANDARA J GRAD
VEVERKA JOYCE ANN GRAD
VEZAIN DIANE E LAS4
VEZENSKY KEITH W COM3
VIALL WILLAPD L AGR3
VIAR ALICE J LAS1
VIAP VICKI A BUS1
VIATEP CHARLES J LAS1
VICARS ELIZABETH G LAS3
VICIAN JOANNE M ED 4
VICTOR ARNOLD P LAS2
VICTOR TERRI SIEGEL LAS2
VICTORIA JOSE S GRAD
VIDAS LOUISE WALCZAK GRAD
VIDICAN DONALD E LAS4
241 S DEWEY U
508 W HEALEY C
410 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
1002 W TREMONT C
910 S 3RD C
204 THOMPSON U
204 THOMPSON U
311 E WHITE 23 C
1304 SILVER 3 U
404 S BUSEY U
506 E STOUGHTON 26 C
410 E JOHN C
605 E CHALMERS 4 C
501 1/2 E GREEN C
URH WARDALL 502 U
705 W STOUGHTON U
URH GARNER 325 U
URH WARDALL 202 U
URH WARDALL 202 U
1009 W HARVARD C
URH TOWNSEND 476 U
303 E CHALMERS C
1110 1/2 ARBOR 201 C
1009 W PENN U
706 S MATHEWS U
URH DANIELS 313 U
URH FORBES 317 C
309 E CHALMERS C
URH LAR 326 U
202 E DANIEL C
709 OREGON U
409 E CHALMERS 506 C
118 SCOTTSWOOD U
504 W OREGON U
16 DUNELLEN U
URH CLARK 430 C
URH SCOTT 176 C
105 E JOHN 304 C
URH WARDALL 603 U
2002 A OPCH ST U
404 E HEALEY 3 C
URH OGLESBY 608 U
1101 W PENN U
1006 OREGON U
2202 HAZWD OR 203 U
2202 HAZWD DR 203 U
503 BASH CT C
URH SHERMAN 558 C
171 PAODOCK E C
1009 W CLARK U
203 PADDOCK E C
203 PADDOCK E C
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 321 U
URH SNYDER 470 C
1105 S 4TH C
902 S 2ND C
906 COLLEGE CT U
111 E HEALEY 2 C
1107 W GREEN 635 U
URH CARR 402 U
705 W SPNGFLD 2 U
CANVILLE ILL
917 LINVIEW DR U
URH ALLEN 13 U
715 W MICHIGAN U
310 E JOHN C
604 W MICHIGAN U
URH NOBLE 113 C
URH FORBES 475 C
URH OGLESBY 231 U
707 HOLIDAY PARK C
1103 S 1ST C
706 S COLER 7 U
URH TRELEASE 616 U
807 W INDIANA U
GILLESPIE ILL
URH CLARK 222 C
URH TOWNSEND 370 U
302 S 4TH 6 C
26 OUNELLEN U
2003 C ORCH ST U
407 W WHITE 5 C
112 E GREEN C
409 E CHALMERS 802 C
604 E ARMORY 427 C
207 E JOHN 2 C
URH SCOTT 391 C
URH SNYDER 346 C
409 E CHALMRS C
305 S ELM 3 C
509 E GREEN C
5C9 E GREEN C
URH DANIELS 734 U
201 S HARTLE U












































































1908 W 17TH ST






107 W CYPRESS ST
2622 RIDGELAND DR
3214 S NORMAL









406 N CENTRAL AV





1413 N WEBSTER ST
28 S ELM ST
2202 HAZWD DR 203












10 N STEVENSON LN
111 E HEALEY 2
CARRERA 23 CALLE
RP 1 BOX 207
705 W SPNGFLD





1017 S HOCKEN ST
56 KNOLLWOOD LN










302 S 4TH 6
26 DUNELLEN
18 AVENUE 29-64
















































































































VIDT JEFFREY W LAS1
*VIELEY LARRY LEE GRAD
*VIEREGG JAMES ROBERT GRAO
VIEREGG MARY LYNN GRAD
VIETH MARK A LAS1
*VIGNEULLE ROY M GRAD
VIGNOCCHI MACALENA J BUS3
VIGON BRUCE W LAS4
VIHON ROBERT S LAS3
VIKANDEP NANCY A AGR1
VILLALOBOS RAUL A LAW2
VILLANI DAVID P LAS2
VILLANO JAMFS N FD A
VINARD MARGARET M ED 1
VINCENT PATRICIA F GRAD
VINCENT STEVEN W LAS1
VINCENTE HELEN M ED 1
VINCENTI MICHAEL R AGR4
VINE RONALD A LAS3
VINEYARD MARTHA J FAA1
VINKE ROB.FRT J PE 1
VINKLER GREGORY J FAA4
VINSON JERI L LAS1
VINSON NANCY C AGR1
VINSON VALERIE LAS2
*VIOLAS PATRICIA S LAS3
*VIOTTI CASSIO B GRAD
VIRAVEC ANDPEA L COM3
VIRELLA MICHAEL J euSl
VIRTEL LEE T PUS3
VISCONTI RALPH F BUS3
VISCUM KATHLEEN A LAS3
*VISEL JAMES WILLIAM ENG1
*VISEL THOMAS ALAN ENG3
VISIN DEBORAH JANE GRAD
VISK WILLIAM K LAS2
VISKANT GARY R LAS1
*VISMOR MARY A LAS2
VISMOR TIMOTHY D LAS3
*VISSCHFR HELGA B GRAD
VISSER BARBARA J ED 2
VISSERING RANDY L FNG1
VISWANADHAM R K GRAD
VITALI ALBERT L VM 3
VITEK JUDITH L LAS2
VITT BARBARA A FAA3
VIVIER MARCEL W ENG3
VIVONA LOUISE F LAS4
VIVONA RICHARD M LAS1
VLACH MARY T LAS1
VLADIKA DIANE C PE 3
VLCEK KRISTINE A BUS2
VLIEGER RODNEY J ENG4
VLIET DAN G LAS1
VODA WILLIAM CHARLES GRAD
VODICKA CYNTHIA F FAA3
VOELCKER KEVIN J LAS1
*VOELKEP JUDITH QUINE GRAD
VOGEL JONATHAN C LAS1
VOGEL PATRICK A GRAD
VOGFL PAULA M FAA2
VOGEL PHILIP B PE 4
VOGEL TYLER S FAA1
VOGEL TYRONE R LAS3
VOGELPOEL PETRUS S GRAD
VOGELSINGER THOMAS D GRAD
VOGELZANG RICHARD L AGR2
VOGEN RICHARD A AGR1
VOGT CANDICE G PE 3
*VOGT RICHARD LEE GRAD
VOIGT DEBORAH J LAS3
VOIGT EUGENE W ENG3
VOIGT JERRY RAY FAA2
VOIGT THOMAS B PE 3
VOISE ADRIENNE R LAS2
VOISE VALERIE K LAS4
VOISS ROGER A ENG4
*VOKAC LUCY VASILE GRAD
*VOKAC RUTH MILLER GRAD
*VOKAC WILLIAM BERAN GRAD
VOLCHKO MARLENE LAS3
VOLDEN BARBARA J LAS3
VOLDEN JANE M LAS1
VOLK MICHAEL W ENG4
VOLK PHYLLIS L COM4
VOLK RHEA M VM 1
VOLKERT BRUCE C ENG1
VOLKERT JAMES F GRAD
VOLKMEP SIEGLINDE M ENG1
VOLKOBER SUSAN GRAD
VOLLMAR VICKI A LAS2
VOLLRATH LORI M AGR1
VOLPE THOMAS M LAS1
VOLTAGGIO FRANK T LAS4
VOLZ GEORGE P LAS3
VONACHEN FRANK P ENG2
VONALBADE MICHELLE M BUS1
URH OGLESBY 321 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
5C9 1/2 E GREEN C
509 1/2 E GREEN C
URH CARR 305 U
1407 N MARKET C
URH TRELEASE 511 U
216 E GREGORY 304 C
802 S LINCOLN 2 U
URH WARDALL 623 U
502 W MAIN 220 U
URH OGLESBY 512 U
112 ENNIS LN U
URH HOPKINS 382 C
DANVILLE ILL
URH OGLESBY 1203 U
URH WARDALL 320 U
URH WESTON 264 C
306 E GREEN 7 C
URH LAR 184 U
URH SNYDER 391 C
209 E STOUGHTON C
1202 ALTON C
ST JOSEPH ILL
URH ALLEN 426 U
210 W VERMONT U
1942 C ORCH ST U
URH GAMMA HSE 4 C
URH TOWNSEND 535 U
URH ALLEN 365 U
410 E JOHN C
N HEALEY 2 C
602 N BUSEY U
907 N BUSEY U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH TAFT 226 C
URH NOBLE 213 C
105 E J-OHN C
105 E JOHN 201 C
620 W HEALEY 2 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
706 V OHIO U
300 S GOODWIN 104 U
VET MED PES BLDG U
1108 W SPNGFLD U
409 E CHALMERS C
205 E ARMORY C
202 N WOODS U
URH TOWNSEND 303 U
URH SCOTT 223 C
URH WARDALL 907 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 150 C
501 E DANIEL C
1107 S 3RD 103 C
URH VAN DOREN 214 C
URH FORBES 422 C
PEORIA ILL
706 W OHIO U
RR 2 C
URH SCOTT 432 C
2605 DALE C
402 E ARMORY C
OUINCY ILL
1212 W EUREKA C
PONTIAC ILL
502 E SPNGFLD C
58 E GREGORY C
1202 W NEVADA U
1808 B ORCH PL U
BADEN AUST
URH OGLESBY 227 U
1108 S 1ST C
211 E ARMORY C
611 E DANIEL C
611 E DANIEL C




204 E WHITE C
706 S MATHEWS U
URH SCOTT 318 C
409 W ILLINOIS U
401 F CHALMERS 5 18 C
58 E ARMOPY 5 C
URH FORBES 444 C
1018 CRESCENT C
URH CLARK 214 C
URH SHERMAN 866 C
1004 S 4TH C
UPH EVANS 317 U
URH OGLESBY 129 U
809 W PENN U
102 E CHALMERS C
102 N GRFGORY U


































































509 1/2 E GREFN
5255 V SCHOOL ST
3508 W 118TH ST
1197 GRIFFITH RD













525 E 160TH PL
12600 S 83RD AV
1202 ALTON
PR 2
306 W 108TH PL
210 W VERMONT
MACIEL 1423









66 S GRACE ST
12415 S 81ST AV
12415 S 81ST AV










406 N CATHERINE AV
1534 HARRISON
219 S LINCOLN ST
BOX 31
5837 NICKERSON







2312 S 11TH ST
200 SHEFFIELD DP
414 S 16TH ST
NOT GIVEN
117 S CHICAGO ST













17 N CHARLOTTE B
647 E PELLS
647 E PELLS ST
621 E CHESTNUT
5701 N SHERIDAN RD
URH TRELEASE 830


























































LA GRANGE PARK IL
LAGRANGE PARK IL
LA GRANGE PARK IL















































VONARX FRANK E ENG1
VONBARGEN GARY M FNG3
VONBAUMGARTFN B M GRAO
VCNBAUMGARTEN GEORGE GRAO
VONBERGEN THOMAS LAS3
VONDFRHAAR JULIE A LAS3
VONDRACEK ROBERT J LAS2
VONDRAK LAWRENCE M ENG1
VONDRUSKA ELCISE K GRAO
VONDRUSKA RICHARD J GRAD
VONNER JACKIE L PE 4
VONPLACHECKI PHYLLIS LAS2
VONSCHLEGELL JOHN E LASl
VONVOGT STEPHEN C LAS3
VOORHEES GREGORY D LAS4
VOORHEES SUZANNE M BUS3
VORHAUS JAMFS LOUIS GRAD
VORISEK KATHERINE J LASl
VOSBURGH BRUCE A BUS4
VOSE GARY M PUS4
VOSEN VICTOR V BUS3
VOSS GARY W FAA4
VOSS HENRY DAVID GRAD
VOSS LARRY ALLAN GRAD
VOSS MAPIF P LAS2
VOSS PHILLIP E VM 4
VOSS RICHARD SCHUMAN BUS3
VOSS STEPHEN R PUS1
VOSSLER ROGER ALAN GRAD
VOYLES WILINDA L PE 1
VRANFK STEPHEN A BUS1
VRANICAR ELIZABETH A LASl
VRENTAS GFORGF LOUIS GRAD
VRONA DAVID P PE 6
VPOOM JAY J AGR3
VPTJAK SUSAN B ED 1
VUPSELL STEPHEN A LAS4
VYBOPNY CARL JOSEPH GRAD
VYBORNY GLFNNA LAS4
VYDRA FRANK N COM3
VYDUNA JAMES B ENG4
VYSKOCIL KENNETH J ENG2
VYSKOCIL THOMAS G BUS4
WAAG CARL MICHAEL GRAD
WAALER DIANE STEVENS LASl
WAAPA KATHRYN JILL LAS3
WACASER JOY J PE 3
WACHEl LESLIE M FAA2
WACHOVSKY KAREN J LASl
WACHOWIAK LORI J LAS2
WACHDWICZ JOHN M JR GRAD
WACHS THEODORE R GRAD
WACHTEL THOMAS J LAS6
WACKER HEIDI C LASl
WACKEPLIN KAPYL M LAS4
WADA SHARON L LASl
WADDELL RANDY LEE PE 6
WADDEY MARIA DAVICO LAS2
WADDEY RALPH COLE GRAD
WADF DFAN MARABLE GRAD
WADE DEBORAH JEAN GRAD
WADE JAMES L III LAS3
WADE JULIENNE C GRAD
WADE MICHAEL JOHN LAS3
WADINGTON JAMFS L GRAD
WADINGTON MARY S GRAD
WADOLNY OAVID J LAS4
WAG CNKNECHT PHILIP L VM 3
WAGGONER JAMFS W JR GRAD
WAGGONER JOAN E LAS2
WAGGONER MARGARET A BUS4
WAGHFR BONNIF N VM 2
WAGNFP ALAN F AVI1
WAGNER CARL R ENG3
WAGNER CATHERINE A GRAD
WAGNER TAVID K LAS2
WAGNFR ELIZABETH D LASl
WAGNER FRANK SILAS C-RAD
WAGNEP JAMES R FAA1
WAGNER JANE T BUS1
WAGNFR JEFFREY LAS4
WAGNER JOHN A III BUS3
WAGNER JOYCE L LAS6
WAGNFR LAWRFNCE JOHN ENG4
WAGNFR LINDA C LAS4
WAGNER LINDA J LAS4
WAGNER MARY ANN GRAD
WAGNER MARY C LASl
WAGNEP PAUL R BUS2
WAGNER RALPH JAMES GRAD
WAGNER REBECCA ANN BMS1
WAGNFR RHONCA L BUS1
WAGNFR RICHARD C COM4
WAGNER RICHARD MARK GRAD
WAGNFR ROBERT A BUS4
WAGNER ROBERT GENE GRAD
WAGNER SANDRA J LAS3
URH FORBES 222 C 332-0961
URH FORBES 306 C 332-1017
210 W STANAGE C 352-9870
210 W STANAGE C 352-9870
910 S 3RD C
605 S 5TH C 352-1643
URH WESTON 124 C 332-1901
URH OGLESBY 330 U 332-5141
1920 D ORCH ST U 367-8299
1920 D ORCH ST U 367-8299
1106 EUCLID 104 C
URH TRELEASE 720 U 332-5606
305 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 413 C
1507 KIRBY 6 C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 214 U
URH LAR 495 U 332-3071
206 W WASHINGTON U
212 E DANIEL C 356-3470
URH SNYDER 458 C
203 NEW C
601 W PARK U
1211 W MAIN U 367-4630
URH LAR 292 U 332-2999
34 E CHALMERS C 356-9112
808 N LINCOLN U 344-8267
212 E DANIEL C 359-7464
3203 WILLIAM C 359-4273
URH BLAISDELL 325 U
URH FORBES 486 C 332-1145
URH ALLEN 195 U 332-3299
DANVILLE ILL
1010 S 1ST 11 C
58 E GREGORY C 344-7152
URH VANOOREN 114 C
10C8 W MAIN 2 U 367-0846
URH DANIELS 605 U 332-2329
715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
1111 S 1ST C 367-4149
705 E CALIFORNIA U 344-4980
201 E JOHN C 359-4669
605 S 5TH C 356-8648
508 W ELM U
305 W HIGH U 344-4628
9C7 S 3RD C
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
URH GARNER 463 C 332-2951
URH TRELEASE 630 U
URH BABCOCK 313 U 332-3790
800 S MATTIS 41 C 356-0225
506 W STOUGHTON U 344-8320
GIBSON CITY ILL
URH LAR 492 U
120 HOLIDAY PARK C 352-6570
URH WARDALL 1206 U 332-4555
202 W WHITE C 359-6389
1109 W CLARK U 344-8875
1109 W ClARK U
2005 SANGAMON C 356-9363
1302 SILVER 5 U 344-0123
URH SNYDER 476 C 332-1867
URH SHERMAN 326 C 332-4698
1 110 1/2 ARBOR C
411 E GREEN C 359-6347
411 E GREEN C 367-6347
800 W CHURCH 6 C
1002 MUMFORD U 328-1515
STA A BOX 2815 C 367-4638
URH BUSEY 321 U 332-2642
5C9 E STOUGHTON C
203 S COTTAGE GR U
URH NOBLE 22 C 332-0360
RANTOUL ILL
904 S RACE U 367-8579
URH SNYDFR 309 C 332-1745
405 E JOHN C 34^-0557
312 S PRAIRIE 201 C 352-5985
URH OGLESBY 723 U 332-5254
URH TRELEASE 718 U
510 S 4TH C 352-2316
310 E GREGORY C 344-7113
310 E CHALMERS 312 C
<902 F HARDING U 367-5603
1208 W STOUGHTON U
URH TRELEASE 513 U
607 W SPNGFLD C 359-5933
904 W GREEN 529 U
URH OGLESBY 1126 U 332-5377
405 N STATE 16 C 356-5972
1106 W STOUGHTON U 344-7941
URH TRELEASE 823 U 332-5639
508 E WHITE 1 C
904 S RACE U 367-8579
HOLIDAY PARK 333 C
1110 S 2ND C 367-7906
910 S 3RD C 337-5250




21 W 650 GLEN CT
701 FORREST AV
2630 WALLACE DR
8058 S SAWYER AV
1920 D ORCH ST
1920 D ORCH ST
110 E CHURCH
802 S HAMLIN



































7050 W 29TH ST
8306 N BENNETT
2012 CENTER CR
3411 S 53RD CT














101 E 146TH ST
RP
322 N 5TH
639 E COURT ST
639 E COURT ST
203 S COTTAGE GR
523 S WALNUT
924 N CRAFFORD ST
90^ S RACE
335 E LENA ST
RR 1

















1002 N 9TH AV
1110 S 2ND
NAV FAC ENG COM
ELMHURST IL
































































































WAGNER SCOTT CORDELL AGR3
WAGNER STEVEN LAS3
WAGNER STEVEN M BUS3
WAGNER SUSAN G LAS1
WAGNER SUSAN H FAA4
WAGNER TERRY L FAA3
WAGNER THOMAS B GRAO
WAGNER THOMAS JAMES LAW3
WAGNER WENDY M LAS1
WAGNER WILLIAM C JR GRAD
WAGONER CYNTHIA C GRAO
WAGONER NANCY R PE 3
WAGONER PATRICIA A PE 2
WAGONER THOMAS DALE GRAD
WAHL JANE M LAS3
WAHL MYRON D AGR3
WAHL STEPHAN H FAA3
WAHLBECK MARTHA A LAS1
WAHLERT STEVEN L ENG4
WAHLS RICHARD S BUS3
WAI KWOK KWONG ENG2
WAIBLE GREGG A ENG1
WAICUKAUSKI JOHN A GRAD
WAIHMAN VERNON R BUS1
WAINDLE LOUISE MARIE GRAD
WAINER MITCHEL DAVID GRAD
WAINWRIGHT HEIDI L LAS1
WAIT ERIC E AGR3
WAIT JAY JENNER GRAD
WAIT MARY K LAS3
WAIT NANCY H FAA4
WAITF JUDITH V LAS2
WAITEK PATRICIA LYNN FAA4
WAITZ NANCY H LAS2
WAKAT ADRIENNE F LAS1
WAKAT DIANE KAY GRAD
WAKAT ROSANNE F ENG3
WAKEFIELD DAVID L ENG3
WAKEFIELD JOHN F LAS3
WAKEFIELD NECIA T LAS4
WAKEFIELD STEVEN F LAS4
WAKELAND SHAWNA D LAS1
WAKELEY ROBERT A II BUS4
WAKEMAN LESLIE C AGR3
WALAS JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
WALBORN NANCY A BUS3
WALBRING JACK L ED 2
WALCHAK KENNETH R FAA6
WALCHIRK SUSAN HANNA GRAD
WALCK JAMES D ENG1
WALCZAK MICHAEL R GRAD
WALD SUSAN L FAA4
WALDBAUER STEPHANIE GRAD
WALDBUSSER MICHAEL C LAS2
WALDEN CLARA K FAA2
WALDEN LINDA AILEEN GRAD
WALDEN RICKY LAS1
WALDEN ROBERT CRAIG LAS4
WALDFOGEL BARBARA M LAS3
WALDMAN BRUCE S LAS3
WALDMANN NANCY C LAS3
WALDO PROCTOR C III ENG2
WALDORF WILLIAM J FAA3
WALDPON ANN SHEILA LAS3
WALDRON ELIZABETH P LAS3
WALDRON JANIS L LAS3
WALOSCHMIDT JULIA R AGR2
WALES SHERYL E ED 4
WALFIELD ALAN MARK GRAD
WALGRAVE STEVEN C GRAD
WALIGORA SANDRA M LAS2
WALK KATHLEFN A AGR2
WALKER ALICE I LAS3
WALKER AMY J ED 1
WALKER APDIS L LAS4
WALKER BRUCE A LAS4
WALKER CHAMP EUGENE GRAD
WALKER CHARLES V III LAS1
WALKER CHRIS EUGENE VM 3
WALKER CHRISTOPHER J LAS1
WALKER CURTIS AUSTIN ENG3
WALKER DANA R AGR2
WALKER DAVID L ENG2
WALKER DEBORAH BLAIR BUS4
WALKER DIANE TAMARA GRAD
WALKER DONALD CARL E GRAD
WALKER DONALD R BUSl
WALKER ELLEN JANE GRAD
WALKER EVAN PATRICK GRAD
WALKER FRANCES M FAA2
WALKER GRAHAM C GRAD
WALKER JAMES R BUSl
WALKER JAMES R AGR3
WALKER JAMES WILEY GRAD
WALKER JANET H GRAD
WALKP.R JOHN DAVIES GRAD
WALKER JOHN L ENG4
2509 MAPLEWOOD C
URH FORBES 228 C
211 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
1001 W STOUGHTON U
URH BLAISDELL 323 U
2601 W KIRBY C
411 W WHITE C
URH ALLEN 236 U
1604 PERKINS RD U
703 E COLORADO 309 U
904 S LINCOLN U
512 W CALIFORNIA U
703 E COLORAOO 309 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
URH TOWNSEND 452 U
URH SNYDER 412 C
URH GARNER 363 C
605 S 5TH 20 C
401 E JOHN C
URH SNYDER 271 C
URH NOBLE 125 C
203 COUNTRY FP 18 C
URH FORBES 126 C
1201 W OREGON 13 U
1012 S 1ST C
URH WESTON 342 C
URH HOPKINS 473 C
404 E GREEN 302 U
URH WESTON 326 C
610 W WASHINGTON U
309 W JOHN C
505 S BUSEY 406 U
409 E CHALMRS C
BCURBONNAIS ILL
606 W ELM U
URH WARDALL 211 U
910 W CALIFORN 12 U
EVANSTON ILL
306 E PARK 105 C
201 S ELM 4 C
BETHANY ILL
URH HOPKINS 436 C
904 W GREEN U
URH DANIELS 509 U
902 S 2ND C
URH TAFT 325 C
1108 W NEVADA 3 U
708 W ILLINOIS U
URH OGLESBY 1005 U
307 E HEALEY 1 C
401 E CHALMERS 601 C
1806 MAYNARD C
URH WESTON 252 C
912 S VINE U
705 W CLARK C
URH SCOTT 157 C
URH OGLESBY 1209 U
310 E CHALMERS 307 C
URH CARR 313 U
URH SCOTT 312 C
911 S 4TH C
URH TAFT 102 C
2018 FLETCHER 24 U
2201 HAZWD U
313 E JOHN 11 C
907 W ILLINOIS U
1202 W NEVADA U
404 E GREEN 203 U
2219 S 1ST C
URH VANDOREN 123 C
URH TRELEASE 802 U
1303 W UNIVERSITY U
URH HOPKINS 382 C
URH VANDOREN 221 C
2006 S ANDERSON U
203 S FAIR C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD 501 C
508 E WHITE 3 C
804 W CREGON U
112 E DANIEL C
1914 B ORCH ST U
URH DANIELS 263 U
MAHOMET ILL
URH GARNER 123 C
805 S 1ST 5 C
511 W GREEN U
URH EVANS 203 U
1011 S LOCUST 6 C
URH SNYDER 495 C
1776 VALLEY RD C
2071 A ORCH ST U
1011 S LOCUST 6 C










































































11241 S LOTHAIR AV
1604 PERKINS RD
703 E COLORADO 309
20407 DORIA LN
512 W CALIFORNIA
703 E COLORADO 309
RR 2 LAKE WARREN
RR 2
7647 W 66TH ST
1101 E 4TH ST
3674 176TH PL
RR 1
6 YING FAI TERR 2


















306 E PARK 105







9321 N AVERS AV
5201 S CORNELL 17F
1874 ROBERTSON AV
25 S 57TH AV E
199 LESTER RD
1806 MAYNARD
RR 1 BOX 139
912 S VINE ST
705 W CLARK
PP 1 BOX 6C
421 S ALEXANDER





















301 PINE VALLEY DR
4217 ST LAWRENCE
RR 2 BOX 125
208 N HIGH ST
16248 S PAULINA
2533 W CUMBERLAND
BOX 428 KENDALL ST
BOX 816





RR 2 BOX 114
2071 A ORCH ST
1 WITHROW AV
DAVENPORT HALL 230



































































































*WALKFR JOSEPH A BUS2
WALKER JOSEPH GRAO
WALKER KAREN S AGR4
WALKER KATHLEEN M LAS2
WALKER KATHRYN E AGR1
WALKER KEITH P LAS3
WALKER KENNETH R GRAO
WALKER LAWRENCE A LAS4
WALKER LU ANN PE 3
WALKER LUANN J PE 1
WALKER LYNN A AGR1
WALKER MAIDA L FAA1
WALKER MARGARET L AGR1
*WALKER MARILYN L LAS4
WALKER MARILYN S LAS2
WALKER MAUD KIMMELL GRAO
*WALKER MELVIN E JR GRAD
WALKER MICHAEL B AGR4
WALKER MICHAEL C PE 4
WALKER MICHAEL J LAS2
WALKER MICHAEL S FAA3
WALKER NORMA E GRAD
WALKER PETER GRAD
WALKER PHILLIP E GRAD
WALKER ROBERT EOWARD GRAD
WALKER ROBERT S PE 2
WALKER SAMUEL V AGRI
WALKER SHARON R AGR3
WALKER SHERRY L LAS4
WALKER SHIRLEY A GRAD
WALKER STEVE A FAA1
WALKER SUSAN L LAS2
WALKER THOMAS E LAS1
WALKER VERONICA Z GRAD
WALKER WILLIAM F GRAD
WALKER WILLIAM J GRAD
WALKER WINSTON K GRAD
WALL BARBARA J AGRI
WALL DEBORAH S FAA4
WALL FRED K LAS2
WALL HARVEY GRANT LAS9
WALL MARK T AGR4
WALL RICHARD F JR LAS3
WALL ROBERT L ENG3
WALLACE ANN E GRAD
WALLACE DAVID M PE 2
WALLACE JOHN RAYMOND GRAD
WALLACE JONATHAN D FAA4
WALLACE OSCAR JR PE 3
WALLACE ROBERT L BUS1
WALLACE SHERRI M LAS2
WALLACE STEVEN J LAS2
WALLACE THOMAS C BUS4
WALLACE TIMOTHY G VM 4
WALLACE VERONICA LAS1
WALLACE WILLIAM D BUS4
WALLACH BARBARA P GRAD
WALLACH STANLEY J EUS1
WALLACH STEWART LAS2
WALLAT RICHARD J GRAD
WALLE DENNIS FRANCIS GRAD
WALLER DAN R LAS4
WALLER MARCIA L FAA1
WALLER MICHAEL C ENG1
WALLER MICHAEL J LAW3
WALLER STANLEY A BUS3
WALLER WILLIAM G BUS6
WALLFRSTEIN BFTTE E LAS3
WALLFRSTEIN JAMES W GRAD
WALLICK NANCY E LAS4
WALLING JOHN ROBERT GRAD
WALLINGFORD DONALD A LAW3
WALLIS MARK D BUS4
WALLMAN ADRIENNE J LAS1
WALLNER JAMES J LAS3
WALLS DEBRA J PE 4
WALOVITZ PAULA A LAS3
WALRABENSTEIN M R LAS4
WALRAVEN BRENDA K LAS1
WALROTH GREGORY J FAAl
WALSH BEVERLY A LAS3
WALSH CATHERINE T ED 2
WALSH DANIEL J LAS4
WALSH DANIEL J JR BUS4
WALSH JANET M LAS3
WALSH JONATHAN P ENG1
WALSH PAMELA A LAS1
WALSH PATRICK D BUS2
WALSH PATRICK LEO GRAD
WALSH SHARON DALZELL GRAD
WALSH STEPHEN J AGRI
WALSH TERRENCE M GRAO
WALSON ROBERT PAUL GRAD
WALTER BELINDA LAS4
WALTER CAVID F GRAD
WALTER CONALD K LAS3
WALTER DOUGLAS A PE 1
WILSON TRLR PK 1 U
1006 W MAIN U
505 S BUSEY 208 U
302 E ARMORY C
URH LAR 115 U
605 S 4TH 212 C
706 W CHURCH 10 C
1419 HOLLY HILL C
302 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS C
URH SCOTT 292 C
URH TRELEASE 1212 U
URH BABCOCK 320 U
1107 SCOTTSDALE C
URH FLAGG 328 C
1006 W MAIN U
2061 A ORCH ST U
809 S 5TH C
1914 B ORCH ST U
604 E ARMORY 3301 C
405 W HILL C
604 S BUSEY U
305 S URBANA U
URH DANIELS U
URH DANIELS 510 U
2006 S ANDERSON U
313 E ARMORY C
1106 EUCLIO 102 C
NORTHBROOK ILL
2402 MELROSE C
URH TAFT 120 C
URH LAR 292 U
311 E WHITE 15 C
203 S FAIR C
URH DANIELS 108 U
201 E GREEN C
1010 W GREEN 209 C
2401 WHITSON CR U
502 W ELM U
URH FORBES 200 C
309 W MICHIGAN U
713 S MATTIS C
2401 WHITSON CR U
604 E ARMORY C
401 E CHALMERS 103 C
URH SCOTT 243 C
1952 A ORCH ST U
203 N NEW C
105 E OANIEL C
URH SNYOER 288 C
902 S 2ND C
402 S 6TH C
102 N GREGORY U
204 W PENN U
URH VANDOREN 104 C
1101 W CLARK U
7C8 S URBANA U
904 W GREEN U
709 CHURCH U
204 GREEN U
2203 HAZWO OR 203 U
1007 S 1ST 12 C
410 E GREEN 14 C
1101 W PENN U
1603 VALLEY RD C
705 S LINCOLN U
807 S BUSEY U
1106 S LINCOLN U
URH SHERMAN 267 C
526 E FAIRLAWN U
905 E COLORAOO 56 U
1005 S ANDERSON U
106 N GREGORY 5 U
URH LAR 468 U
URH CARR 106 U
1005 S 6TH 25 C
105 E JOHN 203 C
102 E DANIEL C
URH LAR 163 U
URH LUNDGREN 115 C
302 F ARMORY C
URH BLAISDELL 401 U
1004 W OREGON U
406 W HIGH 5 U
URH GAMMA HSE 4 C
URH SNYDER 223 C
URH BABCOCK 327 U
URH WESTON 288 C
2006 S VAWTER 6 U
307 E GREEN U
201 E JOHN C
URH SHFRMAN 1152 C
406 W CLARK 302 C
1206 W STOUGHTON U
502 W MAIN 225 U
URH CARR 322 U




































































217 N HICKORY ST
ROUTE 3
4 N PARK AV
203 WESTPORT
1301 N IRVING
RR 2 BOX 139A
1107 SCOTTSDALE
2306 W MELROSE PL
OAVENPORT HALL 109
ROUTE 2 BOX 166
563 HAWKINSON AV

















2615 N LINN ST
















4631 WHT HORSE TRL
903 N WILSHIRE LN
8003 S EXCHANGE AV
708 S URBANA
5226 N CAMPBELL AV
709 CHURCH
309 KEYSTONE ST
2203 HAZWO DR 203
8943 FAIRWAY DR







707 S MAIN ST
905 E COLORADO 56
1005 S ANDERSON
106 N GREGORY 5
II HARVEY LN
119 S RIDGE AV
6934 S EGGLESTON
















406 W CLARK 302
BOX 11





































































































WALTER GARY A AGR1
WALTFR GARY F GRAD
•WALTER JANE PRASHKER GRAD
WALTER JOHN A AGR4
WALTER JOHN W JR ENG1
WALTER KATHRYN J FAA2
WALTER KIM A LAS3
WALTER MARY A LAS4
WALTER NORA E LAS2
WALTER PAUL F ENG3
WALTER STEPHEN J ENG4
WALTER WARREN J ENG1
WALTFRS DANIEL T AGR3
WALTERS DONALD SCOTT GRAD
WALTERS GERALD R LAW2
WALTERS GRETCHEN A LAS3
WALTFRS JON H LAS1
WALTERS LYNN FAA4
WALTERS MARY J LAS4
WALTERS MONTY L LAS2
WALTERS PATRICIA L GRAD
•WALTERS PAUL DAVID GRAD
WALTERS SHARON S LAS4
WALTERS THOMAS B FAA2
WALTERS TIMOTHY L GRAD
WALTERS WESLEY V BUS3
WALTERS WILLIAM H GRAD
•WALTHER AGNES RUTH GRAD
WALTHER LAWRENCE W BUS2
WALTHER ROGER S LAS2
*WALTON BARBARA T L GRAD
•WALTON BENJAMIN F GRAD
WALTON DIANA S LAS2
•WALTON EVELYN FOSTER GRAD
•WALTON JOAN MARTIN GRAD
WALTON JOHN F ENG1
WALTON MARCUS L LAS1
•WALTON ROBERT P GRAD
WALTON ROBERT P ENG2
•WALTZ CAROL W ED 3
WALTZ ROBERT KEITH GRAD
•WALTZ SAMUEL L JR GRAD
WALUSEK ROBERT A LAS3
WALZ BARBARA A LAS4
WALZ DAVIC G ENG1
•WAMPLER WILLIAM T ENG4
WAN HENRY S FAA2
WAN SHUNG-MING GRAD
•WANAMAKEP CHARLES A GRAD
WANBERG CAROL A LAS1
WANDA ELISE A ED 2
WANDELL DANA J AGR4
WANDELL DENNIS N FAA4
WANDKE GAIL L LAS2
WANERUS PRISCILLA J LAS2
•WANG ANDREW HWEI-J GRAD
•WANG CHANG-YEAN GRAD
•WANG CHIU-TZE YANG GRAD
WANG JEFFREY PAUL GRAO
•WANG JING-KONG P GRAD




•WANG WEIYI DAVID GRAD
•WANG WEN-JAU GRAD
WANG YU GRAD
WANGEN KRISTINE K LAS1
WANGEN RANDALL S LAS4
WANGLER GARY W LAW1
WANGLES PAUL B BUS3
WANNA SALMA S GRAD
WANNEMAKER KAY LAS2
WANNEMAKER ROBERT W BUS4
WANNER JANETTE L LAS2
WANTING STEPHEN D BUS1
WARADY BRADLEY A LAS3
WARADY LISA M LAS1
WARADY MINDY S ED 1
•WAPANYUWAT AREE GRAO
WARBURTON DAVID A BUS1
WARCHOL CAROL S PE 2
WAPCHOL CHRISTINE L LAS2
WARCHOL JOAN FRANCES GRAD
WARD ALBERT J III ENG3
•WARD BRUCE L ENG4
WARD DAVID F BUS3
WARD OAVIO R LAS1
WARD DONALD J BUS4
WARD DONNA LAS2
•WARD FREDERICK A LAS4
WARD JAMES EDWARD GRAD
WARD JAY W ENG1
•WARD JOEL FOREMAN JR LAS3
WARD JOHN D LAS3
WARD JOHN G LAS3
WARD LAWRENCE R BUS3
URH FORBES 459 C
505 S GARFIELD C
2211 VALLEY BROOK C
SOUTH 1ST MANOR C
URH FORBES 392 C
209 E STOUGHTON C
501 F DANIEL C
WILSONS TRLR CT 34 U
URH ALLEN 192 U
809 W PENN U
URH CARR 221 U
URH TOWNSEND 121 U
523 HICKORY C
MGNTICELLO ILL
1201 FLORIDA 11 U
URH FLAGG 314 C
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
608 E MAIN U
107 E HEALEY C
910 W CALIFORN 10 U
URH SHERMAN 967 C
507 N LYNN C
401 E CHALMERS 216 C
URH BABCOCK 409 U
PR 2 U
MARISSA ILL
806 S 3RD 15 C
CHARLESTON ILL
105 E ARMORY C
307 ELLS C
905 S 1ST 11 C
306 E PARK 207 C
RR 2 C
306 E PARK 207 C
511 S LYNN C
URH NOBLE 218 C
URH FORBES 373 C
905 S 1ST 11 C
URH OGLESBY 525 U
905 S ORCH U
FAIRMOUNT ILL
905 S ORCH ST U
805 W OREGON U
509 E GREEN 200 C
807 S BUSEY U
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 171 C
504 E GREEN C
4 POMPTON PL U
URH FLAGG 409 C
URH TRELEASE 304 U
RR 3 U
609 S GLOVER U
URH GARNER 267 C
URH WESTON 104 C
300 S GOODWIN 414 U
2038 D HAZWD CT U
1107 W GREEN 428 U
URH DANIELS 99 U
U OF I CHEM ENG U
300 S GOODWIN 211 U
2062 D ORCH ST U
1107 W GREEN 428 U
2107 W WHITE 192 C
300 S GOODWIN 211 U
NORMAL ILL
1105 1/2 W OREGON U
URH BUSEY 237 U
1208 W STOUGHTON U
606 S LOCUST C
URH SCOTT 368 C
URH SHERMAN 527 C
1102 S LINCOLN U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH ALLEN 405 U
URH TOWNSEND 447 U
URH OGLESBY 1106 U
URH TRELEASE 1108 U
URH TRELEASE 322 U
300 S GOODWIN 405 U
URH HOPKINS 442 C
313 E JOHN 7 C
URH LAR 274 U
URH SHERMAN 423 C
205 E ARMORY C
15 GURTH DR U
1111 S 1ST C
706 W OHIO U
1111 S 1ST C
204 W WASHINGTON U
RANTOUL ILL
302 W HEALEY C
URH ALLEN 297 U
1601 PARK HAVEN C
209 E CLARK 5 C
609 S JAMES C

























































635 LAKE SHORE DR
2315 PIONEER RD





9815 S ARTESIAN AV




36 GOLDEN LARCH DR
36 GOLDEN LARCH DR





117 N HAMILTON ST
1115 10TH AV
117 N HAMILTON





306 E PARK 207
1902 LIGHTER ST












PR 2 BOX 34









2038 D HAZWD CT
8-44 CHI-DU N ST
8100 SHORE FRONT
U OF I CHEM ENG
300 S GOODWIN 211
SEC 2 SINGYI RD
8-44 CHI-DU N ST
















300 S GOODWIN 405
303 WILSHIRE DR
3031 S SCOTT ST
3452 W DIVERSEY AV
11 SAVAGE ST










1210 BURR OAK LN
609 S JAMES



































































































WARD LESLIE JEANNE GRAO
WARD MARK A AGR4
WARD MARY A LAS1
WARD MERRILL C AGR3
WARD MICHAEl J LAS4
WARD PATRICIA C LAS3
WARD PATRICK W LAS1
WARD PAUL JERALD GRAD
WARD ROBERT T AGR1
WARD RYAN D ENG3
WARD SANDRA L FAA2
WARD SHARON GAIL GRAD
WARD TERENCE R BUS2
WARD THOMAS V JR BUS1
WARD VIVIAN LEE GRAD
WARDER DONALD SCOTT GRAD
WARDWELL SALLY S PE 3
WAPDYNSKI LISA E FAA1
WARE DAVID E FAA4
WARE ERPOL JOHN LAW3
WARE GAY LEONARD AGR4
WARE ISABEL G GRAD
WARE LUTHER D LAS2
WARE THOMAS D ENG4
WARFEL ANNE HALE GRAD
WARFEL MICHAEL R LAS3
WARFIELD LINDA LAS1
WARFIELD PATRICIA L BUS1
WARGO CHRISTINE A FAA4
WARING CONSTANCE J GRAD
WARKINS MICHAEL S ENG4
WARMA KATHRYN A LAS3
WARMAN POBIN S ED 3
WARMOTH THOMAS B ENG3
WARMOTH WILLIAM J LAW2
WARNER CHRIS J BUS3
WARNER FRANCES CLAIR GRAD
WARNER HANSFORD B II FAA4
WARNER HENRY ALBERT GRAD
WARNER JOAN REFFEITT GRAD
WARNER PAY A FAA1
WARNER RICHARD B GRAD
WARNER SCOTT J AVI1
WARNER TERRY W ENG4
WARNICK JEFFREY L LAS2
WARNKE THOMAS F FAA2
WARNOCK LAURIE J ED 3
WARP WILLIAM E LAS2
WARPT/NSKI NORMAN R GRAD
WARREN BARBARA A FAA2
WARREN CAROL A AGR1
WARREN CATHERINE M GRAD
WARREN CHERYL R FAA4
WARREN DONALD E LAS3
WARREN ELIZABETH H COMA
WARREN JOHN BROOKS GRAD
WARREN LELAND EDDIE GRAD
WARREN LELAND J ENG3
WARREN LOIS L LAS2
WARREN LORRAINE L LAS4
WARREN NEIL LAS6
WARREN RICHARD M COM4
WARREN STUART L AGR3
WARREN THOMAS G LAS3
WARREN TOM P BUS3
WARREN WILLIAM D LAS4
WARREN WILLIAM J ENG1
WARRFN WILLIAM T GRAD
WARRENFELTZ STEVE J BUS3
WARSHAW STEVEN M ENG1
WARSHAWSKY SANDEE L LAS2
WARSING RICHARD W BUS4
WARTHER GEMMA P LAS2
WARWICK JAMES F GRAD
WARWICK PAULA L M GRAD
WARWICK VICTORIA R LAS2
WASCHER THOMAS B BUS3
WASHATKC ALLEN F FAA4
WASHBURN BRADLEY J LAS2
WASHBUPN CLAUOIA ANN GRAD
WASHBURN THEODORE E GRAD
WASHINGTON BOBBY L LAS3
WASHINGTON BRUCE FAA3
WASHINGTON ELAINE PE 4
WASHINGTON INEZ C ED 2
WASHINGTON OSCAR LAS4
WASHINGTON WADE B LAS1
WASHINGTON WALTER H GRAD
WASHINGTON WANDA E LAS1
WASKELO JACQUELINE L LAS4
WASKELO MARK ALAN BUS2
WASON WILLIAM T BUS3
WASSEL MARK S BUS1
WASSERMAN JULIE BETH LAS3
WASSERMAN LOUIS FAA4
WASSERMAN MARK IRA BUS3
WASSMANN BRUCE A ENG1
405 S 6TH 1 C
605 5TH 13 C
URH ALLEN 419 U
URH HOPKINS 268 C
105 E GREEN 16 C
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 583 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
URH GARNER 132 C
401 W SPNGFLD U
904 S LINCOLN U
URH DANIELS U
1C8 E HEALEY 16 C
URH SCOTT 340 C
1204 1/2 E MICH U
2201 FLECTHER U
URH SCOTT 200 C
URH LAR 399 U
305 E GREEN 2 C
1733 VALLEY RD 3 C
1500 ANTHONY 2 C
1733 VALLEY RD C
URH HOPKINS 213 C
1500 ANTHONY 2 C
57 E CHALMERS 4 C
URH BABCOCK 107 U
URH EVANS 237 U
URH WARDALL 1224 U
GRAYSLAKE ILL
URH SHERMAN 567 C
1600 W BRADLEY C
608 W HEALEY C
904 S 3RD C
912 S 2ND C
1005 S 1ST ST RD C
MAROA ILL
502 W MAIN 218 U
425 FAIRLAWN U
504 W MAIN 301 U
1905 COUNTRY SQI U
URH FORBES 238 C
1703 VALLEY RD C
URH NOBLE 321 C
RR 2 U
URH TOWNSEND 424 U
604 E ARMORY 2337 C
URH SCOTT 426 C
URH WESTON 420 C
318 ELMWOOD C
URH ALLEN 136 U
707 BURKWOOD U
903 HARDING U
1110 S ARBOR C
URH FORBES 310 C
209 N COLEP U
URH SHERMAN 1254 C
106 E OREGON U
909 S 3RD C
URH WARDALL 910 U
207 E JOHN 13 C
209 N COLER U
502 E WHITE 26 C
501 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 474 C
2107 HAZWD DR 102 U
1112 S 2ND C
URH HOPKINS 364 C
1204 E PENN U
209 E WHITE C
URH NOBLE 412 C
409 E CHALMRS C
733 S MATTIS C
URH TRELEASE 708 U
3211 CAMERON C
906 1/2 S VINE 104 U
615 W WHITE 3 C
URH TOWNSEND 371 U
501 S RACE 1 U
VANDALIA ILL
901 E OREGON U
PHYSICS BLDG U
104 LINDEN PL U
2313 S 1ST 202 C
309 E HEALEY C
URH BLAISDELL 422 U
408 E GREEN 3 C
URH OGLESBY 806 U
207 E WHITE 3 C
URH VANDOREN 220 C
608 S STATE 13 C
1004 S 4TH C
31 SYCAMORE C
URH FORBES 439 C
910 S 3RD C
404 W ILLINOIS U
409 E CHALMRS C





































































RR 1 BOX 643-0
733 WILLOW WOOD DR
1675 PORTAGE PASS
RR 3
14240 S KOSTNER AV
1675 PORTAGE PASS
3035 N W 69TH ST
809 EDGEWOOD DR
809 EDGEWOOD DR
703 BIG HOLLOW RD
1401 SILVER 11
559 OAK ST





3906 W 14TH ST
1500 ANTHONY 2
44 W RIVERGLEN DR
18617 HENRY ST






















9331 S 55TH CT












502 E WHITE 26
404 WINDSOR LN
1930 WHITE ST










125 LIMERIDGE RD W
1003 W SPNGFLD
572 S PARK RD
1327 FAIRVIEW AV
318 S 5TH ST
901 E OREGON
72 WILLOW AV
736 N 72ND ST
1440 W 13TH ST 809
7713 EAST END AV
1440 W 13TH ST 809
7317 S ABERDEEN
3414 W ADAMS












































































































WASSON LAURA E LAS1
WASSON MICHAEL DAVID GRAD
WASZ DONALD G BUS4
WATERLOG TIMOTHY Q ENG1
WATERMAN JANE ANN LAS1
WATERMANN JETTA V LAS3
WATERS JAMES M GRAD
WATERS KEVIN S EMG1
WATHEN SAMUEL A AGR2
WATKINS ANNETTE M GRAD
WATKINS CURTIS M BUS2
WATKINS DAVID G BUS2
WATKINS FLOYD L LAS1
WATKINS GAIL A LAS1
WATKINS JOHN W AGR4
WATKINS JUANITA M LAS4
WATKINS JUDITH M LAS3
WATKINS MARK B FAA1
WATKINS MICHELE LAS1
WATKINS NOEL HARVEY GRAD
WATKINS RACHELE LAS1
WATKINS RICHARD K FAA4
WATKINS TIMOTHY T LAS2
WATLAND GREGORY A BUS1
WATLING BAREARA J ENG1
WATMAN KAPFN S FO 1
WATNE CHRISTINE A ED 3
WATSCHKE DAVID R LAS3
WATSON BRENCA J COM4
WATSON CARLIN M JR LAW3
WATSON DAVID N LAS2
WATSON DENNIS A GRAD
WATSON GEOFFREY G GRAD
WATSON GEORGE C FAA4
WATSON JAMES STUART ENG3
WATSON JOHN C ENG2
WATSON JOHN R BUS3
WATSON JOHN W AGR2
WATSON KAROL M GRAD
WATSON LINDA GETMAN GRAD
WATSON MARGARET M LAS3
WATSON MARGARET M LAS4
WATSON MARLENE S LAS3
WATSON MARY K AGR1
WATSON MAPYFRANCES F GRAD
WATSON MICHAEL J FAA3
WATSON NANCY LYNN AGR1
WATSON RICHARD A GRAD
WATSON RICKE SHELTON GRAD
WATSON ROBERT C LAS1
WATSON ROBERT D LAS1
WATSON RODNEY B ENG3
WATSON SAMMIF EARL BUS4
WATSON SHEILA LAS1
WATSON VIVIAN L LAS2
WATSON WILLIAM M JR GRAD
WATT BRADLEY A LAS2
WATT JAMES R JR ENG1
WATT RICHARD C FAA3
WATT ROBERT M LAS4
WATT STFRH^r: M LAS4
WATTERS CLAYTUS J AVI3
WATTEPSON DAVID G GRAD
WATTS ADRIANNE M LAW1
WATTS ANN MCMAIR LAS3
WATTS CHRISTOPHER GRAD
WATTS CURT T S L LAS2
WATTS CYNTHIA S FAA1
WATTS DAVID C AGR4
WATTS KIMBEPLEE S COM3
WATTS MAE G LAS2
WATTS PFBECCA ANN PE 3
WATTS SHARON C LAS1
WATTS THOMAS E AGR3
WAVER BRUCE A LAS1
WAVFRLY LYNN L LAS3
WAX JOHN ERVIN GRAD
WAX MARTHA V AGR3
WAX RUTH REBECCA GRAD
WAX SAUL GRAD
WAX STEVEN GARY GRAD
WAXBURG SHEFYL H LAS1
WAXMAN CAROL BUS1
WAYMAN TIMOTHY A BUS3
WAYNE MARLENE I PF 2
WAYNE MFLBA L LAS2
WEADOCK JOHN C BUS2
WEAR ROBERT F FAA1
WEAR THOMAS G ENG4
WEAS CATHY J AGR3
WEAST GORDON J LAS2
WEATHEPHEAD PAUL D LAW1
WEATHEPHEAD SUSAN L LAS2
WEATHERS JAMES A ED 3
WEATHERS VICTOR LYNN GRAD
WEATHERS WILLIAM LEE AGR4
WFATHERSBEE PAUL S GRAD
UPH ALLEN 237 U
54 CEDRIC U 367-7302
URH CARR 319 U
URH BLAISDELL 201 U 332-3477
URH GARNER 370 C 332-0624
URH VANDOREN 108 C
610 S EDWIN C 359-0700
URH LUNDGREN 224 C
URH WESTON 416 C
1002 W NEVADA U 344-8078
VILLA GROVE ILL
110 E ARMORY C 344-1549
URH ALLEN 264 U
URH TRELEASE 1105 U
801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
300 S GOODWIN 314 U 367-7252
105 S DODSON U
URH NOBLF 313 C 332-0411
URH BABCOCK 323 U 332-3600
205 S 6TH C 359-9313
URH BABCOCK 323 U
ARTHUR ILL
URH GARNER 293 C
URH GARNER 426 C 332-0865
URH FLAGG 413 C 332-0329
URH EVANS 333 U 332-2751
1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
URH ALLEN 481 U
904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
2301 S 1ST 103 C 364-5629
URH TOWNSEND 454 U 332-4217
RANTOUL ILL
3107 W CALIFORNIA U 328-2029
1106 S 2ND C 367-8399
904 W GREEN 630 U
URH SNYDER 478 C 332-1868
URH BLAISDELL 201 U 332-3477
1101 W PENN U 344-0735
URH DANIFLS 246 U
2205 DALE C 352-0228
703 S GREGORY U 367-3620
904 W GREEN U 344-4957
URH BUSEY 201 U 332-2598
MUSCATINE IA
URH SHERMAN 403 C
604 E ARMORY 1115 C 344-6710
910 S 3RD C 337-5216
707 S 6TH C
SELMA N C
URH NOBLE 311 C 332-0409
URH TOWNSEND 160 U
OFALLON ILL
URH SNYDER 219 C 332-1685
URH ALLEN 344 U
URH BUSEY 233 U 332-2609
1205 W MAIN 3 U
1008 W NEVADA U
URH FORBES 388 C 332-1075
501 S PRAIRIE C
1010 W SPNGFLD C 352-8406
1010 W SPNGFLD C
47 ROWENA U 367-7665
6 MAYFAIR CT C
512 E CLARK 27 C
406 E STOUGHTON 3 C 359-02^4
301 E WHITE C
401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
LOMBARD ILL
406 E STOUGHTON C 359-0274
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
102 N LINCOLN U 328-2268
402 N ELM C
URH LAR 113 U 332-2617
URH OGLESBY 826 U
URH WESTON 406 C 332-2C55
URH VANDOREN 105 C 332-0474
107 E HEALEY 8 C 359-7847
805 W OHIO U 344-4784
802 VENTURA C 356-4262
909 W MAIN U 344-4154
804 S LOCUST 55 C 359-9465
URH TRELEASE 725 U
URH ALLEN 241 U 332-3171
409 E CHALMRS C 384-1128
UPH GARNFR 350 C 332-0802
URH SCOTT 394 C 332-1567
URH SNYDER 156 C 332-1664
110 E ARMORY C 344-5351
110 E ARMORY C 344-6701
URH EVANS 103 U 332-2685
UPH HOPKINS 341 C
WILMETTE ILL
URH WESTON 210 C 332-1915
305 E JOHN C
7C7 S 6TH 313 C 344-7385
1203 E DFLAWARE U 344-7697
URH SHERMAN 863 C 332-4936
409 N BRYAN ST
54 CEOPIC
ie631 LEXINGTON AV
















1201 W CASDN ST
1649 S TROY
RR 2
503 S LASALLF ST





















7245 W 109TH ST
502 W 4TH
5 1ST ST
217 N SAMPSON ST







2397 ECHO DR NE
1729 MARCEE LN






6 N LAKE AV






3620 S RHODES 2010
204 N DIVISION
30 LINCOLN














1033 N HAYES AV






















































































































































































































































































































2017 PHILO RD 21 U
URH SNYDER 322 C
917 N 4TH C
1415 KIRBY 3 C
302 HOLIDAY PARK C
802 W OREGON U
305 E JOHN C
1604 CORONADO 8 C
1710 PERKINS RD U
URH TRELEASE 329 U
URH OGLESBY 721 U
URH BLAISDELL 6 U
904 W GREEN U
408 W HEALEY 2 C
URH BUSEY 219 U
105 E CHALMERS 304 C
205 COUNTRY FR 48 C
310 S LOCUST C
408 1/2 E ELM U
704 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
1107 S 3RD C
URH BABCOCK 224 U
704 W CALIFORNIA 3 U
URH GARNER 315 C
URH GARNER 217 C
URH WARDALL 1002 U
URH BUSEY 207 U
211 W ILLINOIS U
URH DANIELS 248 U
1808 LARCH U
2601 S ANDERSON U
URH SNYDER 163 C
306 W IOWA U
306 S LOCUST C
2024 BURLISON U
40 GURTH U
204 W WASHINGTON U
611 E DANIEL C
TEUTOPOLIS ILL
705 W CHURCH C
AURORA ILL
FAIRVIEW PARK OHIO
URH LAR 223 U
1001 E COLORADO 36 U
611 E DANIEL






























604 E ARMORY 2301
907 S 4TH


























































































1025 7TH ST NE
411 E EUREKA









PR 3 BOX 767
408 W HEALEY 2
3625 7 1/2 ST
105 E CHALMERS 304
205 COUNTRY FR 48
450 W JACKSON
408 1/2 E ELM
704 W CALIFORNIA 3
109 HAVEN AV
7704 WILCOX ST
303 E SOUTH ST
303 E SOUTH ST






















1725 W 106TH PL
918 JAMES CT













1001 E COLORADO 42
309 E CLARK
563 MANISTEE
9128 S BELL AV
927 HAWTHORNE LN
1729 MONROE ST






415 S MAIN ST
2956-192ND ST





1977 B ORCH ST







ROUTE 1 BOX 258
ROUTE 3 BOX 198A-1










































































































WEGMAN OAVID D LAS1
WEGMAN LARRY WAYNE 6RA0
WEGMAN STEVEN S ENG3
WEGRZYN JOSEPH PAUL GRAD
WEGRZYN LAWRENCE M BUS4
WEHR CELESTE A COM3
WEHRLY OOROTHY L PE 2
WEHRMAN ANN C LAS2
*WEI GUANG-JONG GRAD
WEI JOHN SHI SUN GRAD
WEI PATSY SAU-KUEN GRAD
*WEICHSEL TAUBY DIANA GRAD
WEIDENFELD DANNY DAV GRAD
WEIDNER STEPHANIE A FAA2
WEIER FREDERICK E ENG4
WEIGAND JOAN L ED 2
WEIGEL GEORGE A GRAD
WEIGEL JOHNA E EO 3
*WEIGEL RICHARD J GRAD
WEIGEL RONALD M GRAD
WEIK MICHAEL J LAS2
WEIKART GEORGE S ENG4
WEIL CARLA D PE 2
WEIL DIANE R LAS1
WEIL KENNETH W BUS2
WEIL RHONDA C BUS1
WEIL RONALD A LAS4
WEILAND GREGORY C BUS1
WEILER JANICE LAS2
*WEILER NANCY ANN GRAD
WEIMER GARY L AVI1
*WEIMER RICHARD MORSE GRAD
WEINBAUM FRANCINE S GRAD
WEINBAUM STEVEN ALAN GRAD
WEINBAUM ZIPORA LAS6
WEINBERG BARBARA ANN AGR2
WEINBERG DEBORAH LAS2
WEINBERG HAROLD G LAW3
WEINBERG IDELE L LAS2
WEINBERG JOHN STEVEN GRAD
WEINBERG JONATHAN LAS2
WEINBERG MAPIAN J FAA4
WEINBERG RICKY A GRAD
WEINBERG SHARON M ED 2
WEINBERG VIRGINIA H FAA3
WEINBERGER KENNETH J BUS*
WEINDEL STEVEN G FAA1
WEINDRUCH RICHARD H GRAD
WEINECKE MICHAEL H LAS4
WEINELL RONALD A ENG1
WEINER BARBARA C LAS4
WEINER DAVID M BUS1
WEINER JOHN S LAS1
WEINER LAWRENCE M BUS2
WEINER MARC L BUS4
WEINER MARTHA J LAS2
WEINGART SAMUEL I GRAD
WEINGART SHERRY E LAS2
WEINGARTEN JOHN D LAW3
WEINGARTNER POLLY S LAS2
WFINGER KERRY R BUS1
WEINHOFF MARCY ANN ED 3
WEININGER DAVID A LAW3
WEINSTEIN BERTHOLD W GRAD
WEINSTEIN CANDEE S LAS2
WEINSTEIN DAVIO A FAA1
WEINSTEIN EILA C LAS1
WEINSTEIN GREGG S BUS1
WEINSTEIN JERILYN LAS1
WEINSTEIN LINDA M ED 3
WEINSTEIN LYNN GAIL GRAD
WEINSTEIN MICHAEL B LAW2
WEINSTEIN PAUL A LAS1
WEINSTEIN PAUL E BUS*
WEINSTEIN SANDRA L GRAD
WEINSTEIN SUSAN C LAS2
WEINSTEIN TFRRI S LAS1
WEINSTOCK STEVEN R ENG3
WEINTHALER DIANE L ED 3
WFINTRAUB NEIL H LAS2
WEINTROB DEBORAH L GRAD
*WEIR ANN LOWRY GRAD
*WEIR ERIC EDWARD GRAD
WEIR JANET L LAS1
WEIR MARY KNOX GRAD
WEISBART EDMOND S LAS2
WEISBERG AUDREY W PE 1
WEISBERG LAUREN M GRAD
WEISBERG MICHAEL A BUS1
WEISBROT MARK A LAS2
WEISF ROGER ALLEN GRAD
WEISEL WILLIAM M ENG1
WEISENBORN BARBARA L LAS3
WEISER ALAN W BUS4
WEISER CALLIE I AGR2
WEISER JOAN M LAS1
WEISER PHILIP J LAS3
702 W WASHINGTON U
103 E STOUGHTON 6 C
702 W WASHINGTON U
506 E STOUGHTON 25 C
8 SUTTON PL U
URH LAR 404 U
URH WARDALL 1017 U
604 S BUSEY U
1107 W GREEN 634 U
901 W MAIN U
URH DANIELS 343 U
305 W OREGON U
NUC ENG LAB 21 U
URH VANDOREN 210 C
205 E ARMORY C
706 S 2ND C
ST JOSEPH ILL
105 E GREEN 7 C
105 E GREEN 7 C
509 S 5TH 14 C
2010 SILVER CT U
210 1/2 E MAIN U
910 S 3RD C
URH HOPKINS 386 C
505 BUSEY 206 U
URH SCOTT 293 C
800 1/2 W WHITE C
409 E ARMORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
ASHMORE ILL
706 W OHIO U
2602 TRAFALGAR SO. C
5 BURNETT U
1912 B ORCH ST U
1912 B ORCH ST U
910 S 3RD C
111 E WHITE C
608 W GREEN C
409 E CHALMRS C
2219 S 1ST 203 C
503 E STOUGHTON C
802 W OREGON U
809 S BUSEY U
902 S 2ND C
714 W ELM U
303 E CHALMERS U
URH FORBES 107 C
410 W HIGH 4 U
URH BABCOCK 220 U
302 E GREGORY C
403 S COLER U
910 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
409 E CHALMRS C
505 S BUSEY 508 U
URH WESTON 304 C
2509 COMBES U
RR 2 U
206 E WHITE 1 C
706 S MATHEWS U
409 E CHALMRS C
409 E CHALMRS C
307 S PRAIRIE C
235 DEWEY U
409 E CHALMRS C
206 S 4TH C
SKCKIE ILL
9 10 S 3RD C
910 S 3RD C
1104 W NEVADA U
401 CHALMERS 503 C
2075 B ORCH ST U
URH TOWNSEND 460 U
404 E GREEN 201 U
1001 W OREGON 4 U
904 S 3RD C
902 S 2ND C
1301 S BUSEY U
611 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS C
909 W OREGON 101 U
910 S LOCUST 3 C
910 S LOCUST 3 C
CHICAGO ILL
602 W OREGON U
URH TAFT 205 C
URH WARDALL 409 U
309 E OANIEL C
52 E ARMORY C
URH OGLESBY 602 U
MONTICELLO ILL
40 E UNIVERSITY C
409 E CHALMRS C
1601 VALLEY RD 1 C
805 W OHIO U
URH TRELEASE 223 U







































































10544 REDBURN LN 3
305 W OREGON





105 E GREEN 7
105 E GREEN 7
509 S 5TH 14
4417 HOOVER ST












HORT FIELD LAB 114
HAGEFEN 12












410 W HIGH 4
3900 KEENLAND
BOX 162



















7640 W DAVIS ST
7615 N TRIPP AV









6251 N HAMLIN AV
910 S LOCUST 3
910 S LOCUST 3
5897 N KILBOURN
602 W OREGON














































































































WEISER RONALO A BUS4
WEISHAAR LAURA LAS1
WEISHAR ANN T BUS1
WEISKOPF EDNA LAS2
WEISLOW LEE A PE 3
WEISMAN BONNIE P LAS3
WEISMAN CINDY LAS3
WEISMAN MICHAEL I AGR2
WEISMAN ROBFRT A LAW2
WEISMAN SANDRA J PE 1
WEISMAN STEVEN P LAS4
WEISS ARTHUR R BUS1
WEISS BARRY D LAS1
WEISS BARRY HOWARD GRAD
WEISS CAREY A LAS3
WEISS CONSTANCE L LAS1
WEISS DONNA R PE 3
WEISS ELIZABETH R LAS3
WEISS FREDERICK M PE 1
WEISS GLENN L LAS2
WEISS HELEN S GRAD
WEISS JONATHAN DAVID GRAD
WEISS KEITH E LAS3
WEISS LINDA S LAS1
WEISS MATTHEW H ENG1
WEISS MICHAEL J LAS1
WEISS PATTI J LAS2
WEISS RALPH T VM 1
WEISS RICHARD S FNG4
WEISS SHELLEY F PE 1
WEISS STEVEN D LAS3
WEISSERT JOHN M FAA1
WFISSLFR MARK N LAS1
WEISSMAN DIANE M AGR4
WEISSMAN GAIL SUE AGR1
WEISSMAN JOEL S LAS4
WEISSMAN STEVEN JAY GRAD
WEISSMAN SUSAN J LAS3
WEISSMAN THOMAS M LAS4
WEISSMANN ARNOLD P LAS1
WEISSMANN KAPEN L LAS3
WEISZ CAREN L LAS2
*WEITH ELLEN MAXAM GRAD
WEITH GRACE M LAS2
WEITH THOMAS P FAA4
WEITZ VIRGINIA ED 3
WEITZBUCH SANFORD J LAS2
WEITZEL THOMAS P GRAD
WFITZMAN EILFEN LAS4
WEITZMAN RONNI L PE 2
WELCH BRADFORD M BUS3
WELCH CATHERINE E PE 2
WELCH CHARLES LYNN GRAD
WELCH JENNIE E PE 1
WELCH JERRI LU BUS3
WELCH LAWPEMCE V LAS6
WELCH MICHAEL T LAW1
WELCH MYRON DELFORD GRAD
WELCH STEVEN1 K BUS4
WELDON DAVID FUGENE GRAD
WELDON WILLIAM S ENG1
WELGE RICHARD C FAA2
WELKE HELMUT A ENG1
WELKER PEGGY J LAS4
WELKFR WESTON J LAS3
WELLE PATRICK J LAS1
WELLE STEPHEN L LAS3
WFLLEP DONNA S LAS2
WELLEP KATHPYN A AGR2
WELLER LAURIE J FAA1
WELLEP PETEP JOHN GRAO
WELLFR ROBERT F BUS4
WELL^R SUSAN VETTER GRAD
WELLEVER ANTHONY L LAS4
WELLHAUSEN SHARON I LAS1
WELLHAUSEN STEVEN H ENG4
WELLMAN GLORIA M LAS4
WELLMAN JANET A LAS2
WELLMAN SUE A FAA1
WELLS BRUCE C LAS2
WELLS OALE CLARK GRAD
WELLS DAVID E FAA3
WELLS DAVID K ENG2
WELLS DIANE E ED 2
WELLS GARY V FAA2
WELLS GRACE A LAS2
WELLS JAMES FRANK LAW3
WELLS LEON P LAS4
WELLS MELVIN WESLEY GRAD
WELLS MICHAEL E PE 3
WELLS MICHAEL J LAS3
WELLS MICHAFL K ENG2
WELLS ROBERT E BUS3
WELLS ROSEMARY L GRAD
WELLS SARA L LAS3
WELLWOOD JOHN D LAS2
WELSCH AMELIA A AGR2
1006 S 3RD 17 C
URH WARDALL 1202 U
URH FLAGG 325 C
409 E CHALMRS C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
URH ALLEN 406 U
306 DAVIDSON 8 C
910 S 3RD C
806 KERR 201 U
409 E CHALMRS C
807 1/2 W MAIN U
URH LUNDGREN 13 C
409 E CHALMRS C
2112 WHITE 159 C
4C9 E CHALMRS C
URH TRELEASE 1222 U
1104 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 113 U
301 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMRS 1514 C
207 E HEALEY 6 C
207 E HEALEY 6 C
1524 LINCOLNSHIRE C
URH WARDALL 507 U
301 E ARMORY C
804 W CREGON U
409 E CHALMRS C
801 W OREGON U
URH FORBES 239 C
910 S 3RD C
809 S BUSEY U
401 E JOHN C
URH ALLEN 257 U
1106 EUCLID 101 C
812 KERR 106 U
909 S 1ST 9 C
URH SHERMAN 751 C
102 E ARMORY 9 C
508 E WHITE C
URH ALLEN 276 U
704 S PROSPECT C
409 E CHALMRS C
26 GURTH U
212 E WHITE 8 C
26 GURTH U
1204 S LINCOLN U
103 E STOUGHTON C
1005 S 6TH 6 C
1112 S ARBOR 204 C
409 E CHALMRS C
5 8 E GREGORY C
508 E CHALMERS C
URH DANIELS 109 U
711 LA SELL C
707 S 6TH 219 C
804 W OREGON U
PR 1 U
2419 E ILLINOIS U
1856 VALLEY RD C
1113 1/2 JOANNE LN C
URH GARNER 396 C
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
URH BABCOCK 211 U
505 S RANDOLPH C
URH TOWNSEND 372 U
URH BLAISDELL 223 U
URH BLAISDELL 119 U
2111 N MARKET C
1404 S LINCOLN U
603 S WESTERN C
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
1107 W MAIN U
DANVILLE ILL
702 E MAIN 9 U
URH WARDALL 316 U
URH SCOTT 470 C
803 W SPNGFLD 2 C
305 E WHITE C
URH VANDOREN 210 C
309 E CHALMERS C
403 E GREEN C
URH TOWNSEND 451 U
URH TOWNSEND 551 U
505 E CHALMERS C
1216 THOMAS C
URH GARNER 370 C
URH FORBES 230 C
501 E DANIEL C
STA A BOX 2179 C
302 E JOHN 1401 C
309 E HEALEY 3 C
911 S 4TH C
1600 W BRADLEY 388 C
EAST LANSING MICH
904 S LINCOLN U
URH FORBES 316 C




































































1240 PARK AV W 328















207 E HEALEY 6
909 S 5TH
834 SUTTON DR



















26 GURTH ROUTE 4
217 ASTOR CT
ROUTE 1



















4653 31ST AV E
1011 ALCO
913 W MAIN ST
2111 N MARKET
406 S PECK AV
603 S WESTERN
711 S MILWAUKEE AV
113 E SOUTH ST
111 COUNTRY CLUB
1704 BIG DADDY DR
105 W THOMAS
105 W THOMAS ST
803 W SPNGFLD 2
305 E WHITE
125 DES PLAINES DP
12521 HAROLD AV
887 HOXIE RD
1405 CAKVIEW LN N
116 N MISSOURI





STA A BOX 2179
606 HESTER AV
2112 N WATER ST
705 S 6TH ST
504 N CENTER
1116 J UNIV VIL




































































































WELSCH ERIC D BUS3
WELSCH ROBERT JAMES GRAD
WELSH ELLEN M FAA*
WELSH JAMES A LAS1
WELSH JOHN C LAS*
WELSH MARK W LAS2
WELSH RANDALL J AGR2
WELTE NORMAN L LAS3
WELTER KENNETH F ENG1
*WELTFR STEPHEN E GRAO
WELTER SUSAN A LAS*
WELU MICHAEL E FAA1
WEMLINGER JOHN C ED 3
WEMLINGER PAUL M AGR1
WEMPEN CHRISTINE LAS*
WEN KUO YEN GRAD
WENC NORINE M LAS*
WENCEL GARY A ENG1
WENCEL MARGARET L LAS3
WENDE KAR EN J ED 4
WENDE TERRY J PE 1
*WENDELKEN JOHN F GRAD
WENDELL DIANE AGR1
WENDER HOWARD M LAS*
WENDER RICHARD L PE 1
WENDLAND GARY A FAA3
WENDLE KENNETH E LAS1
WENDLER BRUCE H ENG3
WENDLEP MARCELLA M FAA1
WENDORF ROBERT J GRAD
WENDT CLAUDIA E ED 2
WENDT GARY F FAA*
WENDTE KEITH W ENG2
WENDTE LEON W ENG3
WENE EDWARD GORDON GRAD
WENEP JEFFREY L LAS3
WENFP LYNDA H FAA2
WENGERHOFF DAVID L AGR2
WENGROFF CHERYL D BUS3
WENIG JANET GRACE LAS2
WENNEBORG RONALD C LAS1
WENSKUNAS NANCY J PE 1
*WENTA DIANE W LAS*
WENTE MIKE M BUS3
WENTHE LINDELL L ENG2
WENTHE ROGER W LAS1
WENTINK NANCY M PE 1
WENTZ JAMES PAUL GRAD
WENZEL BPIAN L AGR*
WENZEL DUANE E LAS*
WENZEL JEANNE M LAS3
WENZEL JEFFREY P AGR2
*WFNZEL JO MERDIAN ED *
WENZEL THOMAS D ENG2
WEPPRECHT BRENT K BUS2
WEPRIN MARK S ENG2
WERBNEP DEBORAH LAS1
WERCHUN ANNA B LAS*
WERDAN ELLEN E LAS1
WERDERITS DONNA J LAS*
*WERDFPITS JOHN R BUS*
WERENICZ MARY ED 2
WERESZCZYNSKI B W COM3
WERMCRANTZ JOHN D GRAD
WERMERS GREGORY L LAS*
WERNER GARY T LAS3
WERNER GERALD C ENG*
WERNER JOAN A LAS3
*WERNFR JOHN RAMON GRAO
WERNER LYNDON A AGR3
WERRES GEORGE E ENG1
WERSTLER WILLIAM J LAS1
WFRTEPNY ALAN D ENG*
WERTEPNY STEVEN D ENG2
WERTH MARK H ENG2
WEPTHEIMER JAY S LAS3
WEPTHEIMER TED B ENG3
WERTS DAVID X ENG1
WESA ALAN ENG1
WESBY JAMES S ENG*
WESBY JOHN P JP ENG*
WESCOTT GREGORY T BUS*
WESLEY GLENN D LAS3
WESLY EDWARD J LAS3
*WESOLOWSKI JAMES J GRAD
WESSEL JODI L PE 3
WESSEL PETER C LAS3
WFSSELS RALPH D FAAl
WESSELY JAMES R LAS3
*WESSING ROBERT GRAD
WESSNER JOHN C LAS2
WESSON GREGORY D AGR*
WFSSON JEFFREY A LAS1
*WEST AVERILL ALLEN GRAD
WEST BARBARA T LAS3
*WEST DOUGLAS I BUS*
WEST EUGENIA S LAS2
OLD TOWNE ARTS 9 U
URH OGLESBY 1025 U 332-5346
PARK FOREST ILL
URH BLAISDELL 220 U 332-3*96
1003 S MATTIS 1-6 C 352-1456
705 W HIGH I U 367-8437
310 E JOHN C 344-0808
URH OGLESBY 206 U 332-5088
URH TAFT 116 C
MAHOMET ILL
907 S WRIGHT C
URH TAFT 26 C 332-0585
1105 S 4TH C
1105 S 4TH C
1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
401 E JOHN C
STOUGHTON GOODWIN U 328-2048
URH NOBLE 410 C
508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
GLENVIEW ILL
URH TRELEASE 930 U 332-5676
2017 1/2 CURETON U 367-4369
URH LAR 384 U 332-3027
506 S WEBBER U
URH OGLESBY 204 U 332-5086
1322 ALMS C
URH NOBLE 222 C
URH TOWNSEND 345 U
UP.H LAR 428 U 332-2927
408 N DRAPER C 352-3762
URH CARR 206 U 332-3887
VERSAILLES FR
URH OGLESBY 1227 U 332-5408
706 W OHIO U 344-0676
1405 HOLLYCREST C 359-2372
301 E ARMORY C 344-6840
902 S 2ND C 344-2145
409 E CHALMRS C 334-5796
58 E ARMORY 5 C 359-8477
URH ALLEN 221 U 332-3155
604 E ARMORY 2219 C
207 E JOHN 13 C
HCMEP ILL
90* N BROADWAY 110 U
904 W GREEN U
URH FORBES 367 C
URH TRELEASE 531 U 332-5557
1103 E KERR U 367-2090
805 S LINCOLN U 367-1430
509 1/2 E GREEN 1 C 367-4589
URH GARNER 371 C 332-0825
URH CARR 302 U
805 S LINCOLN U 367-1430
53 E GREEN C
HERSCHER ILL
URH SAUNDERS 212 U
910 S 3RD 719 C 337-5188
311 F GREEN C
URH WARDALL 412 U 332-4369
307 E HEALEY C 352-3764
429 E FAIRLAWN U 367-1399
CHICAGO ILL
1009 W MAIN 13 C
URH SHERMAN 648 C
Q09 S 3RD C
1111 S 1ST C
MANSFIELD ILL
URH TRELEASE 327 U 332-5492
2108 W WHITE 133 C 359-4606
209 E ARMORY C 344-4618
URH WESTON 396 C
1710 RIDGE RD C 352-4535
112 E DANIEL C 352-3276
112 E DANIEL C 356-3276
URH WESTON 293 C 332-2077
310 E CHALMERS C
URH TOWNSEND 569 U 332-4288
URH TOWNSEND 547 U
URH LUNDGREN 223 C 332-0253
90* W GREEN U 3a4-5550
90* W GREEN U
1006 S 3RD 1* C 3**-1898
URH CARR 318 U 332-3930
1008 W NEVADA U 359-1159
SPRINGFIELD ILL
611 E DANIEL C 3**-18*0
URH OGLESBY *09 U
URH BABCOCK 203 U
URH OGLESBY 711 U 332-5236
CAVENPORT HALL 109 U
URH OGLESBY 718 U
300 S GOODWIN 315 U 3**-5851
URH SCOTT 2*6 C 332-1*6*
1208 E PENN U 328-1*03
*09 E CHALMERS C
308 S VANDOREN C 359-3787
URH ALLEN 137 U 332-3139
RR 3 DIXIE HWY N




































5*2* N BERNARD ST
201 W STATION ST
32** S PARK
502 JOHN ST







523 N 27TH ST
5028 N CIRCLE CT
RP
RR 1









BOX **8 RAVINE DR
815 PEORIA AV
510 S CRESTWOOD LN
529 S ELM AV
82*2 KEDVALE














707 W PEARL ST
9806 SILVERWCOD LN








RR 1 WHEELER RD
1208 E PENN







































































































































































































AGR3 211 E DANIEL
LAS1 URH DANIELS 227
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 550
GRAD MT PULASKI ILL
FAA3 RANTOUL ILL
PE 1 URH GARNER 367
ENG4 1829 W JOHN
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1027
FAA4 310 E CHALMERS 209
LAS2 312 E DANIEL
AGR1 URH FORBES 338
LAS3 URH SNYDER 224
ENG1 PESOTUM ILL
GRAD 2604 1/2 S ANDERSN U
COM4 54 E JOHN 5
GRAD URH DANIELS 635
LAS2 907 W ILLINOIS
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 10
VM 4 801 W OREGON
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 707
LAS3 307 HEALEY 2
FAA1 RR 2
FAA4 2301 CNTRY SQUIRE
GRAD 1404 SILVER 13
ED 4 209 W GREEN 3
LAS1 URH SCOTT 492
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS 607
LAS3 310 E JOHN
LAW3 2012 VAWTER 6
AVI2 208 ARCADIA
GRAD 2110 ORCH ST 304
LAS2 URH ALLEN 356
GRAD STA A BOX 2831
LAS3 1110 W STOUGHTON
BUS4 805 1/2 W PARK
LAS3 1310 MUMFORD
GRAD 1310 E MUMFORD
GRAD 616 1/2 W CLARK
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 509
BUS1 202 E DANIEL
FAA2 URH LAR 174
GRAD 2065 B ORCH ST
ENG3 1600 W BRADLEY 66
FAA2 805 W OHIO
AGR3 URH BARTON 424
GRAD 2111 HAZWD DR 204
LAS4 307 E WHITE 28
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 310 CHALMERS
LAS2 URH SNYDER 324
LAS1 URH BUSEY 156
ENG3 BELLEVILLE ILL
FAA2 URH FORBES 265
FAA3 WEST CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2062 B ORCH ST
ED 4 2062 B ORCH ST
ENG4 609 W HEALEY 6
LAS1 1009 W CALIFORNIA
LAS1 URH LAR 498
FAA3 204 W WASHINGTON
ENG4 610 W GREEN
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 212
LAS4 612 W WASHINGTON
GRAO 305 BROOKWOOD
AGR4 813 W SPNGFLD
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 223
GRAD 110 E JOHN 10
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 325
BUS1 URH TAFT 207
FAA2 URH SCOTT 416
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 320
BUS3 308 E ARMORY
GRAD 1109 HOLIDAY PARK
LAS4 713 W OHIO
LAS4 52 E GREEN 2
LAS4 URH BUSEY 103
GRAD URH DANIELS 117
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 931
GRAD 4 1/2 SHARLYN
GRAD 707 KENWOOD
FAA2 URH LAR 316
FAA4 4 1/2 SHARLYN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 318
GRAD FLORA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 254
FAA1 URH WARDALL 504
LAW2 3102 W DANIEL
LAW2 401 E CHALMERS 608
LAS1 URH ALLEN 11
BUS2 509 E WHITE 6
ENG4 106 N GREGORY 8
AGR1 58 E GREGORY
BUS1 URH LAR 105
LAS3 103 E STOUGHTON
LAS4 VILLA GROVE ILL
LAS2 502 E UNIVERSITY 3
C 344-9583 410 N KENOSHA AV
u 332-2182 1900 E MAIN 103-8
u 332-4277 2580 RIDGE RD
303 N VINE
1529 EATER DR
C 332-0e21 249 W DESAIBLE
c 359-7234
u 332-5703 2842 76TH CT
c 939 W WALNUT ST
c 1761 HARRISON ST
c 332-1040 1429 ROYAL OAK LN
c 332-1690 10048 S TRUMBULL
BOX 117
u 367-1887 2604 1/2 S ANOERSN
c 359-9158 320 ANDOVER CT
u 2435 INDIANA AV
u 344-0695 RR 1
U 332-3578 BOX 68
U 344-4174 RR 1
u 332-5594 231 N ROSE AV
c 269 PLYMOUTH LN
c 359-5598 RR 2
u 328-3005 2301 CTY SQUIRE
u 344-3054 763 MONROE
c 359-7270 18 MARILYN DR
c 18752 QUEENS RD
c RR 1
c 344-0608 834 LANGE ST
u 344-5994 2012 VANTER 6
c 356-8134 208 ARCADIA
u 344-7484 2110 ORCH ST 304
u 332-3404 103 S ADAMS ST
c 384-1059 RR 2
u 12000 NATCHEZ AV
u 367-8152 3913 FOREST AV
u 344-1129 1310 MUMFORD
u 344-1129 1310 MUMFORD RD
c 356-5673 616 1/2 W CLARK
u 56 WHITE PL
c 352-5151 1420 MAYFAIR RD
u 914 S DUNTON AV
u 367-3795 PR 2
c 359-0124 1600 W BRADLEY AV
u 344-4784 802 W FLORIDA
c RR 1 BOX 28
u 344-6096 2111 HAZWD DR 204
c 352-6789 307 E WHITE 28
1624 HARPER
c 7061 N KEDZIE
c 332-1760 2304 5TH ST
u 3145 S RIDGELAND
1623 WEST BLVD
c 332-0989 424 E ARCHER AV
803 HILLVIEW AV
u 344-7849 4465 FRANKLIN
u 344-7849 2062 B ORCH ST
c 4949 GRANDVIEW DR
u 344-9696 6524 IMPERIAL DR
u 332-3074 RR 1
u 344-8695 8928 BECK PL
c 610 W GREEN
u 332-3758 9 HEATHER DR
u 344-4411 9 HEATHER DR
c 352-4851 305 BROOKWOOD
u 344-7751 2530 N RIDGE AV
u 13200 S CORLISS
c 359-4934 2075 SPRINGMILL RD
c 1421 S KOSTNER
c 332--0614 4444 S STATE 801
c 33?- 1581 409 TRAUBE
u 332-3662 522 W 81ST ST
c 344-9742 5 RIDGEWOOD RD
c 1109 HOLIDAY PARK
u 344-5434 1615 E ILLINOIS ST
c 356-9026 444 S LA GRANGE
u 139 N LONG AV
u 3859 LOST VALLEY
c 332-5322 107 S ROSE
u 328-3988 4 1/2 SHARLYN
c 359-8955 ROUTE 4
u 33*-2837 515 WASHINGTON
u 328-3988 4 1/2 SHARLYN
c 1919 CASSAMIA PL
701 BURCHWOOD
u 332-3307 439 N OANIELS
u 2051 W LAKE 110
c 359-7149 3102 W DANIEL
c 344-0362 1812 GRANT AV
u 332-3092 1001 MAIN ST
c 356-1524 BOX 2N240
u 328-3119 1006 ALANN DR
c 344-8545 ROUTE 1
u 332-2810 BOX 103
c 359-0553 8301 N TRUMBULL
510 NORTH ST


































































































WHITE CHERYL LYNN GRAD
WHITE CHPISTINP S FAA4
WHITE CONNIE A FAA2
WHITE CPAIG M LAS3
WHITE OAVID H LAS3
WHITE DAVID S LAS3
WHITE DONALD JERRY GRAD
WHITE DONALD Z FAA4
WHITE DONNA COTTER FAA4
WHITE DOUGLAS GORDON LAS4
WHITE FRANCINE J LAS3
WHITE GERALD L eUS2
WHITE GORDON E LAS3
WHITE GREGORY THOMAS GRAD
WHITE GREGORY W BUS2
WHITE HENRY W LAS2
WHITE JAMES D AVI2
WHITE JAMES D ENG1
WHITE JAMES E BUS3
WHITE JANET M FAA3
WHITE JANICE L ED 1
WHITE JOHN P III AGR1
WHITE JOSEPH LOYEO GRAD
WHITE JUDITH M LAS1
WHITE JULIE L LAS1
WHITE KAREN S PE 3
WHITE LARRY J FAA4
WHITE LARRY J COM4
WHITE LAWRENCE A LAS1
WHITE LAWRENCE KEITH GRAD
WHITE LINDA DENNY GRAD
WHITE LUTHER WILLIAM GRAD
WHITE MAPIBETH S LAS3
WHITE MARK H AGR3
WHITE MARY ANN GRAD
WHITE MARY E FAA4
WHITF MARY KATHEPIN LAS2
WHITE MICHAEL B LAW3
WHITE MICHAEL K ENG4
WHITE MICHAEL M BUS3
WHITE PATRICIA AMY LAS4
WHITE PATRICIA J FAA2
WHITE PATRICK J LAS3
WHITE PENELOPE C LAS4
WHITE RICHARD J ENG3
WHITE ROBERT HARNED GRAD
WHITE ROBERT SMITH GRAD
WHITE ROGER B LAS3
WHITE ROGER G FAA4
WHITE RONALD D AGR1
WHITE SARA L LAS4
WHITE TIMOTHY A LAS3
WHITE TONI C ED 1
WHITE VFRNA M LAS1
WHITE WILLIAM F JR BUS2
WHITEBPEAD GARY L VM 1
WHITED WAYNE RUSSELL GRAD
WHITEHEAD NEIL H III GRAD
WHITEHEAD RAYMOND E GRAD
WHITEHILL DAVID L LAS1
WHITELY DONNA J AGR2
WHITENHILL ROGER BUS3
WHITENHILL RONALD BUS3
WHITESIDE STEPHEN E GRAD
WHITESIDE THOMAS MAR FAA4
WHITESIDE WILLIAM F GRAD
WHITFIFLD JANICE M LAS1
WHITFIELD MICHAEL J GRAD
WHITING DIXIE L ED 3
WHITING JOHN G LAS4
WHITLOCK JOHN F AGR2
WHITLOCK LAWRENCE R GRAD
WHITLOW WILLIAM E FAA1
WHITMAN ANN M AGR4
WHITMAN JEROME R ENG2
WHITMAN NEIL KENNETH GRAD
WHITMAN PAY A VM 4
WHITMAN RICHARD A LAS4
WHITMEP GLEN L LAS1
WHITMORE BEVERLY A LAS1
WHITMORE JAMES BYRON GRAD
WHITNELL JANE E LAS3
WHITNEY ANNE E LAS3
WHITNEY EDWARD LASl
WHITNEY HELEN R LAW3
WHITNEY JAMES C LAS3
WHITNEY JOSEPH B LASl
WHITNEY LINDA M LAS4
WHITNEY RICHARD S LAS4
WHITNEY SUSAN D PE 3
WHITSELL STEPHANIE M LASl
WHITSON GEORGE M III GRAD
WHITSON LYNN ED 3
WHITSON THOMAS W LAS3
WHITSON WILLIAM F GRAD
WHITTEN PATRICIA L LAS4
WHITTIER THEODORE BUS2
807 S LOCUST C
502 E STOUGHTON C
904 S LINCOLN AV U
714 W CALIFORNIA U
2507 SANGAMON C
1406 GLENDALE C
206 HOLIDAY PARK C
111 CHALMERS 14 C
OANVILLE ILL
509 E CLARK 11 C
210 W GREEN C
RR 2 U
3309 LAKESHORE C
202 E WASHINGTON C
2301 S 1ST 201 C
604 E ARMORY 1337 C
URH SNYDER 311 C
ROBINSON ILL
PR 2 U
29 E JOHN C
URH LAP. 188 U
URH FORBES 394 C
306 W COLUMBIA C
29 E JOHN C
URH LAR 173 U
1110 W NEVADA U
VERSAILLES FR
406 W ELLS C
URH LUNDGREN 124 C
606 W OHIO U
707 S MAPLE U
URH DANIELS 203 U
506 E SPNGFLD 11 C
904 W GREEN U
VIRGINIA ILL
WHITE HEATH ILL
1607 VALLEY RO 1 C
RANTOUL ILL
1010 E COLORADO 39 U
1111 S 1ST C
401 S BUSEY U
1207 NEVADA U
URH HOPKINS 174 C
802 W OREGON U
40 8 E STOUGHTON 8 C
707 S MAPLE U
509 V CAL U
URH TOWNSEND 174 U
710 WESTERN U
209 E JOHN C
107 E JOHN 101 C
1002 W OREGON U
URH WARDALL 623 U
URH WARDALL 526 U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
1003 E COLORADO 27 U
SAVCY ILL
714 W CALIFORNIA U
HOFFMAN EST ILL
URH WESTON 266 C
URH WESTON 341 C
56 E DANIEL C




URH CARR 6 U
1207 E FLORIDA 32 U
611 E DANIEL C
112 E JOHN C
2101 HAZWD DR 203 U
409 W ELM 10 U
URH WESTON 470 C
1007 S 1ST C
WILSON TPI R PK 72 U
1600 W BRADLEY 287 C
1105 S ANDERSON U
1109 S ARBOR C
URH LUNDGREN 123 C
URH ALLEN 340 U
TOLONO ILL
710 W OHIO U
URH BUSEY 107 U
URH BABCOCK 201 U
307 E DANIEL C
203 W OREGON U
URH NOBLE 211 C
203 H OREGON U
III E CHALMERS 13 C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH WARDALL 522 U
2111 HAZWD DR 302 U
1005 S WRIGHT C
EVANSTON ILL
205 S LYNN C
URH TRELEASE 813 U




































































RP 1 BOX 167
306 W COLUMBIA








ROUTE 3 BOX 61
506 E SPNGFLD 11
ROUTE 1 BOX 495
641 S CASS
RP

























790 E 100TH PL








2101 HAZWD DR 203
824 CHICAGO AV
9222 S PRAIRIE
610 N MCLEAN ST
PR 1




RTE 2 BOX 3737
706 N VORCEY
433 S BANBURY RD









2111 HAZWD DR 302
302 NEWMAN CT
222 BUPNHAM PL
603 N GLENWOOD PL





































































































WHITTINGTON JOHN W LAS3
WHITWORTH THOMAS W ED 4
WHOBREY DAN G BUS3
WHYTE CHRISTINE F LAS2
WHYTE ROBERT L LAS4
WIBLE EUGENE F GRAD
*WIBORG DOUGLAS HENRY GRAD
WICEVICH WILLIAM A LAS4
WICHELMAN ALLAN F GRAD
WICHLAC FRANK C FAA2
WICHTERMAN KIM P BUSl
WICKE THOMAS JAMES GRAD
WICKENHAUSEP JEFFERY LAS1
WICKERSHAM DAVID D AGR2
*WICKERSHAM DONALD N PE 4
*WICKERSHEIMER HANA FAA6
WICKERT LYNN E LAS3
WICKLIFFE JOAN M GRAD
*WICKUM DAVID PAUL GRAD
*WICKUM SUZANNE LYNN GRAD
WICKWIRE KAPEN S LAS3
WICOFF MARY M COM3
WICUS EDWARD M ENG2
WICZFR JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
*WIDDER STEPHEN KURT GRAD
WIDEBURG CHARLES A LAS3
WIDFLL LINDA M ED 2
WIDREVITZ RCCHELLE J LAS2
WIDUP ZACHARY R ENG3
WIFBER STEVFN M LAS1
*WlECZOREK INOCENTY GRAD
WIEDEMAN MARK K LAS3
WIEDEMANN ANTHONY J FNG2
WIEDEfi ROBERT H LAS2
WIEDERHOLD JUDY K LAS1
WIEDLING JUDITH L LAS3
WIEDMAN JAY A AGRA
WIEDMAN STEPHEN P LAS1
WIEGAND LARPY A LAS1
WIEGERT FRANK B ENG2
WIEGMAN DIANE R LAS3
WIEGMAN GLORIA G PE 3
WIEGMAN LYNNE A PF 1
*WIEKHOPST CAROL L GRAD
WIEKHORST WAYNE B VM 3
WIELAND JOHN A FAA2
WIELAND PATRICIA A AGR1
WIELAND THOMAS A BUS4
WIEMAN PUSSELL G BUS4
WIEMAN STEVEN CLYDE GRAD
*WIEMF WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
*WIEMER DAVID FRANCIS GRAD
WIEMERS WESLEY W BUS2
WIEMERSLAGE WAYNF L LAW2
WIEN PERRY LAS3
WIEN WENDY PE 3
WIENCEK HENRY Z LAS3
WIENEKE JOHN C FAA4
WIENEKE JUNE M GRAD
WIENHOFF DONALD E BUS2
*WIENS ARNOLD EMERSON GRAD
WIENSKI ROBERT M ENG1
WIER KAREN M LAS3
WIERENGA LEANNE BETH GRAD
WIFRFP LAWRENCE L BUS3
WIERS MICHELLE E FAA4
WIERZBICKI GLENN F FAA4
WIESBROCK DANIEL R BUS3
WIESBROOK EDWARD D ENGl
*WIESE ALICE RACHEL GRAD
WIESLER WENDY A LAS3
WIESSNEP JOHN HENRY GRAD
WIET STFPHAN G ENGl
*WIETECHA EDWARD J JR GRAD
*WIETECHA MARGARET B GRAD
*WIETFELDT WILLARD J GRAD
WIETIES FREDERICK P LAS1
WIEWEL BRAOFORC G LAS3
WIGELAND MARION A LAS3
*WIGFALL SWITZON S JR GRAD
WIGFIELD ALLAN L LAS4
WIGGAM STEPHANIE E ED A
WIGGEP JOHN E LAS2
WIGGINS HILLIARD H GRAD
*WIGGS JANE MARSHALL GRAD
WIGGS WILLIAM H BUS3
WIGHT JAMES KENNETH GRAD
WIGHT LINDA K ED 3
WIGODA HAL A LAS3
WIGODA KIRA A COM3
WIGODA LISA G LAS1
WIJAS DEBRA A AGR1
WIKHOLM ROYCE J FNG3
WIKOFF CONSTANCE L AGR3
WIKOFF JOHN PRESTON LAS4
WIKOFF KENNETH E GRAD
WIKOFF PATRICIA S AGR3
URH BABCOCK 226 U
604 E ARMORY 340 C
HAMMOND ILL
605 1/2 S STATE C
URH ALLEN 459 U
604 E ARMORY 1143 C
1105 W BEARDSLEY C
208 W EUREKA C
BOX 2479 STA A C
URH WESTON 439 C
URH TOWNSEND 204 U
URH CARR 116 U
401 E DANIEL C
URH SNYDER 256 C
410 N ELM C
1107 E FLORIDA U
1202 W NFVADA U
502 W MAIN U
MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
409 E CHALMRS 12 13 C
URH FLAGG 330 C
302 E GREGORY C
58 E JOHN 14 C
1007 S MATTIS C
408 E MICHIGAN 6 U
URH VANOOREN 311 C
URH VANDOREN 22 C
604 E ARMORY 1304 C
URH GARNER 286 C
402 E ARMORY C
1111 S 2ND C
URH ALLEN 296 U
URH WARDALL 1218 U
URH BUSEY 260 U
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
URH FORBES 463 C
URH WESTON 286 C
904 W GREEN U
URH TRELEASE 116 U
1207 W NEVADA U
URH BLAISDELL 308 U
1703 GLEN PARK OR C
1703 GLEN PARK C
604 E ARMORY 2402 C
URH WARDALL 302 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
310 E CHALMERS 303 C
904 W GREEN U
MAHOMET ILL
1944 B ORCH ST U
URH OGLESBY 1010 U
URH SHERMAN 467 C
1011 STOUGHTON U
508 E WHITE 9 C
1008 W NEVADA U
RCCKFORD ILL
807 FAIROAKS C
605 S 5TH C
2113 W WHITE C
URH TAFT 221 C
URH WARDALL 706 U
1008 S BUSEY 1 U
URH GARNER 316 C
706 W ELM 5 U
1206 W NEVADA U
604 E ARMORY 2426 C
URH FORBES 419 C
RR 2 U
1102 S LINCOLN U
606 S LOCUST C
604 E ARMORY 2129 C
11 CARRIAGE ESTS U
CARRIAGE ESTATES U
FISHERS CT 6 U
102 E CHALMERS C
604 E ARMORY 2336 C
2308 RODNEY C
2120 ORCH ST 203 U
107 W CALIFORNIA 4 U
502 SUNNYCREST CT U
910 W CALIFORN 2 U
URH OANIELS 461 U
DECATUR ILL
409 E CHALMRS C
2034 B ORCH ST U
2034 B ORCH ST U
309 E DANIEL C
504 W MAIN 202 U
URH ALLEN 240 U
URH BABCOCK 320 U
1004 S 4TH C
1209 NEWBURY C
708 W WASHINGTON U









































































3036 W 36TH PL
5650 W LYONS ST







517 S 5TH ST
334 WILSHIRE DR E
19W 309 WINTHRP WY














ROUTE 1 BOX 95
256 VERMILION











788 E LOSEY ST
5525 OAK CENTER DR
3803 CUYLER AV











49 GLEN AIRE DR
150 5 N 14TH
319 DOUGLAS ST




ROUTE 1 BOX 86
950 W DECATUR
1219 S LINCOLN











































































































WILBER CLYDE A ENG3
WILBER HAROLD T GRAD
WILBER KAETHE Q AGRl
WILBERG RICHARD W JR BUS6
WILBORN GWENDOLYN M GRAD
WILBRANDT LAURENCE A FAA3
WILBUR DAVID JAMES GRAD
WILBUR RONNIE BRING GRAD
WILCOX BARBARA LEE GRAD
WILCOX DONALD K JR LAW1
*WILCOX EDWARD A GRAD
WILCOX JOHN A ENG*
WILCOX JOHN E LAS2
WILCOX JOHN REED LAS*
WILCOX KAREN M LAS3
WILCOX SUSAN E PE I
WILCOXEN JOAN C LAS1
WILCOXEN RICHARD L BUS3
WILCOXON DEBRA J BUS1
WILCOXON MARK L BUS*
WILCOXON WILLIAM JR FAA3
WILD JANET L LAS1
WILD ROBERT J LAS1
WILDEBOER JOHN L LAW3
WILDENRADT LORRIE C BUS2
WILDENRADT MARVIN C ENG*
WILENSKY MARK E LAS1
WILENSKY MICHAEL J LAS1
WILEY CATHERINE A LAS1
WILEY EDWARD M LAS1
WILEY LARRY G LAS2
WILEY MARK D ED 3
WILEY PAMELA E LAS*
WILEY SHEILA RYAN GRAD
WILEY WANDA LUTTRELL GRAD
WILFORD JAMES ROBERT ENG2
WILFORD LYNNE M LAS*
WILGER ROBERT J ENG1
WILHELM DAVID E LAS2
WILHELM KURT ENG2
WILHELM ROBERT J GRAD
WILHELMSEN GINNY DEE AGR2
WILHELMSEN SUSAN L AGR2
WILHELMSON BETTY E GRAD
WILHITE JACK EDWARD GRAD
WILIMZIG ROBERT L LAS*
WILKEN CAROL LORENE GRAD
WILKEN PHYLLIS A GRAD
WILKEN THEODORE R ENG*
WILKENS PAUL CALVIN GRAD
WILKENS ROGER L BUS1
WILKERSON ROGER D ENG1
WILKERSON VERNON F BUS*
WILKES VINCENT G LAS2
WILKEY PATRICK L ENG2
WILKIE GREGORY D LAS*
WILKIN CHARLES CLARK GRAD
WILKIN F R LAS1
WILKIN FRED ROBERT GRAD
WILKIN REBECCA S LAS3
WILKING BRUCE A LAS1
WILKINS DEBORAH L LAS3
WILKINS GREGORY L GRAD
WILKINS RONALD WAYNE GRAD
WILKINS SALLY FOOTE GRAD
WILKINSON BARRY C AGR2
WILKINSON HAROLD L GRAD
WILKINSON JOANNE LAS3
WILKINSON LONNIE D GRAD
WILKINSON MARK D FAA3
WILKS ANDREW C GRAD
WILL CHARLES A AGR*
WILL JAMES F LAS1
WILL SCOTT D AGR2
WILLARD DONALD A BUS3
WILLAPD HELEN M LAS3
WILLARD LEE E FAA*
WILLAUEP EDWARD T GRAD
WILLAVIZE NANCY L LAS2
WILLAVIZE SUSAN A LAS3
WILLCOX DAVID ALFRED GRAD
WILLF DIANE L LAS1
WILLENBORG BRIDGETTE LAS3
WILLENBORG GERALD G BUS2
WILLENS, DEBORAH M LAS2
WILLENSKY HARVEY GRAD
WILLENSKY MARJORIE J GRAD
WILLER TIMOTHY C ENG2
WILLETT MARK MOSLEY GRAD
WILLETT PATRICIA S GRAD
WILLHAM ROBERT G LAS3
WILLIAMS ALBERT M LAS*
WILLIAMS BARBARA P LAS2
WILLIAMS BINNIE N LAS*
WILLIAMS BRETT GRAD
WILLIAMS BRUCE JOHN GRAD
WILLIAMS CLARK W BUS3
URH GARNER 326 C 332-0839
23 RAIN TREE C 356-3651
912 LINVIEW U
800 S MATTIS *0 C 352-5908
URH SHERMAN *25 C
706 W WHITE C
STA A BOX 2*80 C 367-8019
STA A BOX 2*80 C 367-8019
301 E WHITE 5 C 352-9697
1601 VALLEY RD C 359^-0536
2608 W DANIEL C 356-88**
502 E HEALEY 205 C
100* S 2ND C
112 E DANIEL C 352-3276
305 COUNTRY FAIR C
URH LAR *15 U
URH TRELEASE *16 U 332-5511
112 STOUGHTON C 352-1*61
1202 W NEVADA U 367-6318
PR * C
*09 E CHALMRS 1508 C 38*-5337
URH WARDALL 1108 U 332-*533
URH FORBES *62 C
33 E CHALMERS C 359-8859
311 E JOHN 5 C 38*-5706
311 E JOHN 5 C 38*-5706
313 E ARMORY C
110 E CHALMERS C 367-*651
URH SCOTT *18 C 332-1583
90* W GREEN U
URH HOPKINS 275 C 332-12*2
URH HOPKINS *68 C 332-1270
URH EVANS *21 U 332-2767
1007 S BUSEY U 3**-1233
CHARLESTON ILL
*03 BRIAR LN 215 C
707 S 6TH *19 C
URH TAFT 108 C 332-0593
1109 S *TH C
211 E ARMORY C 3**-8092
KANKAKEE ILL
1*0* LINCOLN U
*12 E GREEN 22 C
906 W NEVADA 10 U 3**-5729
701 N COLER U 3**-*739
800 W CHURCH 1 C 356-8657
URH DANIELS *29 U
1205 MAYFAIR C 356-6877
310 E DANIEL C 33*-*506
1118 WILLARD U 367-6928
STERLING ILL
URH ALLEN 297 U
609 S RANDOLPH C 359-031*
101 S GREGORY U
URH OGLESBY 628 U 332-5229
URH WESTON **6 C 332-2115
806 CENTENNIAL C 356-20**
*09 E CHALMERS C 38*-58**
EVANSTON ILL
806 CENTENNIAL C 356-20**
URH TOWNSEND 5*9 U
URH SCOTT 315 C
512 E CLARK C
2 BUENA VISTA CT U 367-2095
2 BUENA VISTA CT U 367^2095
URH TAFT 305 C 332-063*
2008 A HAZWD CT U
URH ALLEN 308 U 332-2976
201 S WRIGHT * C 359-8228
1008 S 2ND C
710 W CALIFORNIA 1 U 3**-6890
702 W WASHINGTON U
2C7 S WRIGHT C
58 E GREGORY C 3**-7152
*01 E JOHN C
2311 RAINBOW VIEW U
URH GARNER 252 C
NEWTON ILL
URH DELTA 8 U
URH ALPHA HSE 6 U 3**-0511
URH DANIELS 205 U 332-2160
URH HOPKINS 390 C 332-1320
1205 E FLORIDA 22 U 3**-0728
URH OGLESBY 1130 U 332-5381
313 E JOHN 17 C 332-55*6
800 S MATTIS 9 C
800 S MATTIS 9 C
112 E STOUGHTON C 352-1*61
1510 E GRANDVIEW 9 C 359-38*9
1510 E GRANDVIEW 9 C 359-38*9
RANTOUL ILL
109 E HEALEY C 356-9171
URH LAR 209 U 332-2820
HCPER ILL
305 1/2 W OREGON U 328-3000
58 E CHALMERS C 359-9563




800 S MATTIS *0
15501 HARVARD AV
*80 OXFORD LN
STA A BOX 2*80






292* W BONNIE BROK
BOX 2
80 BELLERIVE RD
116 S WESTOVER CT













11* E JACKSON AV
2610 WAYNE AV




























25*3 S FRANKLIN ST
1715 SEMINOLE LN
3605 BLUE SPRING
2 BUENA VISTA CT
2 BUENA VISTA CT
731-67TH ST










1*00 N MCKINLEY 3
RR 1








800 S MATTIS 9
6826 LONGMEADOW LN
1510 E GRANDVIEW 9










































































































WILLIAMS CRYSTAL A LAS1 URH WARDALL 307 U 332-4339
WILLIAMS CYNTHIA A LAS3 ALGONQUIN ILL
WILLIAMS DANIEL LEE GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD 2 C 359-1808
WILLIAMS DAPLENE J AGR2 URH LAR 266 U
WILLIAMS DAVID C GRAD URH OGLESBY 914 U 332-5306
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE GRAD DANVILLE ILL
WILLIAMS CAVID S BUS1 URH BARTON 203 c
WILLIAMS DAVID W GRAD 1107 W OREGON 3 U 344-7286
WILLIAMS DENISE E LAS1 URH SCOTT 323 c 332-1518
WILLIAMS DENNIS M ENG1 911 S 4TH c
WILLIAMS OONALD LAS4 908 S LOCUST 306 c 356-4186
WILLIAMS EARL HARMON GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON c 352-9577
WILLIAMS EDMOND A GRAD URH DANIELS 77 u 332-2403
WILLIAMS ELBERT E JR ENG3 URH ALLEN 376 u 332-3366
WILLIAMS EMILYE GRAD 502 W MAIN 113 U 344-4989
WILLIAMS ETHEL MCCOY GRAD GECRGETOWN ILL
WILLIAMS FRED L GRAD 1206 W NEVADA u
WILLIAMS GAYLE A LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1108 u 33 2-5756
WILLIAMS GEOFFREY T FNG1 URH SNYDER 392 c 332-1805
WILLIAMS GEORGE W ENG1 URH FAR u 332-5212
WILLIAMS GLEN A LAS1 URH WESTON 411 c
WILLIAMS GLORIA D LAS1 URH WARDALL 321 u
WILLIAMS GREGORY D LAS1 URH HOPKINS 223 c 332-1205
WILLIAMS GREGORY L LAS1 URH FORBES 302 c
WILLIAMS GREGORY V VM 2 1009 COUNTRY SQI u
WILLIAMS HOMER F LAS4 SEOUL KOREA
WILLIAMS JAMES G JR BUS* 1700 W BRADLEY 399 c
WILLIAMS JAMES T BUS3 1406 N MCKINLEY 4 c 352-9674
WILLIAMS JANE L LAS3 910 S 3RD c 337-5212
WILLIAMS JANET F LAS1 URH LAR 114 u 332-2818
WILLIAMS JEPRY B BUS1 URH SAUNDERS 411 u 332-3684
WILLIAMS JILL D LAS3 904 S LINCOLN u 344-4166
WILLIAMS JOHN C BUS1 URH SNYDER 317 c
WILLIAMS JOHN J ENG4 2078 D HAZWD CT u
WILLIAMS JOHN WESLEY GRAD 2082 B ORCH ST u 344-0942
WILLIAMS JOSEPH B GRAD DEPT ZOOLOGY u 356-1136
WILLIAMS JOSEPH D BUS1 CISCO ILL
WILLIAMS JOSEPH S BUS2 104 S 4TH 209 c
WILLIAMS JOSEPH V ENG3 904 W GREEN u 344-4957
WILLIAMS JOYCE E GRAD URH SHERMAN 216 c 332-4651
WILLIAMS JUDY ERLEAN LAS2 URH TRELEASE 108 u 332-5420
WILLIAMS KAREN G LAS2 1202 W NEVADA u 332-2868
WILLIAMS KATHRYN E LAS1 URH LAR 198 u
WILLIAMS KATIE B GRAD 2078 D HAZWD CT u
WILLIAMS KEITH R ENG3 54 IVANHOE u 328-1689
WILLIAMS KEITH T LAS1 URH ALLEN 464 u 332-3398
WILLIAMS KENNETH LEE LAS3 2 WAYSIDE u
WILLIAMS KERRY G GRAD 1008 1/2 W UNIV u
WILLIAMS LAPRY JAMES GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
WILLIAMS LILA A FAA1 URH ALLEN 232 u 332-3163
WILLIAMS MAMIE L LAS1 URH GARNER 242 c
WILLIAMS MARK J ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 549 u 333-4246
WILLIAMS MARK N LAS2 URH WESTON 419 c 332-2067
WILLIAMS MARY LAS1 URH SCOTT 294 c 332-1497
WILLIAMS MARY HALEY GRAD 1505 W WASHINGTON c 356-0094
WILLIAMS MARYLENE K LAS4 URH CARR 226 u 332-3625
WILLIAMS MICHAEL A BUS1 URH 4TH c 332-0119
WILLIAMS MICHAEL J LAS2 URH BABCOCK 109 u 332-3726
WILLIAMS MICHFLF B GRAD 310 F CHALMERS 112 c
WILLIAMS MITSUKO GRAD 1503 THORNTON DR c 359-1945
WILLIAMS NADINE K LAS2 1302 W BEECH u 367-9720
WILLIAMS NANCY CHASE GRAD 1205 W MAIN 2 u 344-7869
WILLIAMS OTHABERT JR BUS1 URH BLAISDELL 231 u
WILLIAMS PATRICIA R GRAD 1940 D ORCH ST u 367-8821
WILLIAMS RANDOLPH GRAD 1708 PAULA c
WILLIAMS RHON L ENG4 904 W GREEN u 384-5399
WILLIAMS RICHY DALE LAS1 URH HOPKINS 217 c
WILLIAMS ROBERT J GRAD 511 W VINE c 352-7106
WILLIAMS ROBERT K LAS1 URH BABCOCK 118 u
WILLIAMS ROBERT KIM GRAD 504 N ROMINE u
WILLIAMS ROBERT L LAS2 108 E HEALEY 17 c
WILLIAMS ROBERT L JR LAS2 202 E DANIEL c 352-5151
WILLIAMS ROBERT W ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 506 u
WILLIAMS ROGER T ED 2 1105 S 4TH c 344-7997
WILLIAMS RONALD C AG" 3 URH SAUNDERS 227 u
WILLIAMS ROSALIND GRAD 509 W BRADLEY c 359-8353
WILLIAMS ROSE D LAS1 URH EVANS 227 u 332-2718
WILLIAMS ROSETTA ED 1 URH GARNER 263 c 332-0747
WILLIAMS ROXANNE C LAS2 3C7 S PRAIPIE 5 c
WILLIAMS SAMUEL M BUS3 112 E JOHN c 359-2472
WILLIAMS SARAH M AGR3 508 E CHALMERS c 384-1104
WILLIAMS SCOTT R AGR1 URH WESTON 474 c
WILLIAMS SHEILA R LAS1 URH HOPKINS 326 c 332-1278
WILLIAMS SHERRY A LAS1 URH WARDALL 206 u 332-4310
WILLIAMS SONJA LEE LAS2 1003 E FAIRLAWN u
WILLIAMS STANLEY N LAS1 205 1/2 S CEDAR u
WILLIAMS STEVEN D BUS6 2018 FLETCHER 2 u 328-1232
WILLIAMS SUSAN J FAA2 URH BUSEY 321 u 354-0969
WILLIAMS TEPRI L BUS 2 1110 W NEVADA u 332-2894
WILLIAMS THEODORE R GRAD URH SHERMAN 1353 c
WILLIAMS THERESA K GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON c 359-9735
WILLIAMS THOMAS A LAS3 URH ALLEN 392 u 332-3376
WILLIAMS THOMAS H GRAD 2015 CCUNTRY SO u
WILLIAMS THURMAN LAS1 UPH GARNER 310 c 332-0779
WILLIAMS TOMMIE L LAS3 911 S LOCUST c
WILLIAMS TROYCE D LAS1 URH SNYDER 415 c 332-1821








680 S MANOR CT
4520 S DREXEL BLVD
BOX 98











421 W 65TH ST
944 NW 47TH ST
441 N 22ND ST
1009 COUNTRY SQI
306 E GREEN 5
933 ARCADIA AV




215 N WOODLAWN AV
639 S GARFIELD
2082 B ORCH ST
U OF I ZOOLOGY
BOX 27
7912 JEFFERY








1008 1/2 W UNIV
904 6TH ST
II E 3RD ST
1133 S SACRAMENTO










PED LANE RD 4
11078 S ESMOND











RR 1 BOX 135
509 W BRADLEY
7919 S DORCHESTER























































































































WILLIAMS WARREN EARL GRAD
WILLIAMS WILLIE P EO 2
WILLIAMS YVETTF R LAS1
WILLIAMSON ALEX N GRAD
WILLIAMSON ALOYSIUS FAA2
WILLIAMSON DARLENE S GRAO
WILLIAMSON DAVID M GRAD
WILLIAMSON GARY L AGR3
WILLIAMSON JAMES F GRAD
WILLIAMSON JAMES J BUS4
WILLIAMSON JAMES P LAW3
WILLIAMSON JANET L FAA4
WILLIAMSON LESLIE B LAS3
WILLIAMSON MARILYN K LAS3
WILLIAMSON PAUL A FAA1
WILLIAMSON STEPHEN M GRAD
WILLIS JEFFREY OWEN GRAD
WILLIS JILL R LAS1
WILLIS LEON M LAS4
WILLIS LUDIE L III FAA2
WILLIS RICHARD AGR3
WILLIS STEPHEN I BUS3
WILLIS SUE A FAAl
WILLMANN KURT D PE 4
WILLMEP DORIS I GRAD
WILLMEP JAMES LESTER GRAD
WILLMOTT GAIL ANN GRAD
WILLOUGHBY LENARD A FAA2
WILLS ANN CHRISTINE GRAp
WILLS BOBBY J AGR2
WILLS DONALD N ENG4
WILLS DOUGLAS J PE 1
WILLS HOWARD W COM3
WILLSKEY JOYCE L LAS2
WILLSON LAWRENCE JR ENG4
WILLWERTH DOROTHY M GRAD
WILLYARD JAMES D LAS2
WILMES STEPHEN J ENG2
WILNER DOUGLASS OWEN GRAD
WILNER NOEL S BUS1
WILSON ANNE M LAS3
WILSON ANNE WHITE GRAD
WILSON BARRY S LAS4
WILSON BONNIE DEE GRAD
WILSON BRUCE L LAS1
WILSON CHARLES A LAS3
WILSON CHARLES B COM3
WILSCN CHARLES K GRAD
WILSON CHRISTINE L AGR2
WILSON CONSTANCE A LAS1
WILSON DAVID K AGR4
WILSON DEBBIE L BUS1
WILSON DEBRA J AGR1
WILSON DENNIS R ENG1
WILSON DENNIS W VM 2
WILSON DONALD J BUS4
WILSCN DONALD W BUS*
WILSON DOUGLAS GRAY GRAD
WILSON DOUGLAS R BUS2
WILSON EARL W ED 1
WILSON ERIK R LAS1
WILSON ERVIN R LAS3
WILSON FOREST R II GRAO
WILSON FREDERIC T LAS4
WILSON GARY LAS3
WILSON GARY D BUS2
WILSON GEORGE E LAS1
WILSON HARVEY L GRAD
WILSON JAMES C COM3
WILSON JAMES HUNTER GRAD
WILSCN JENNIFER M LAS2
WILSON JOHN ROBERT LAS3
WILSON JOSEPH C LAS1
WILSCN JUDITH F ED 4
WILSON JUDITH KAY GRAD
WILSON JULIE LAS2
WILSON JULIE R PE 1
WILSON KATHLEEN J FAA2
WILSON KATHRYN HELEN LAS1
WILSON KAY CASH GRAD
WILSON KENNFTH L GRAD
WILSON LESLIE C GRAD
WILSCN MARK SHELTON GRAD
WILSON MARTIN S BUS4
WILSON MARY C WAGNER GRAD
WILSON MELVIN N GRAC
WILSON MICHAEL G LAS4
WILSON MICHAEL J LAW1
WILSON MICHAEL S FAA4
WILSON MYRON R LAS1
WILSON OLA MAE LAS2
WILSON PAUL R JR LAW2
WILSON RANDALL J BUS2
WILSON RAY ALLARD GRAO
WILSON REBECCA LYNN LAS1
WILSON PEED J LAS3
URH TOWNSEND 126 U
1940 D ORCH ST U
URH ALLEN 340 U
URH WARDALL 321 U
URH SHERMAN 1063 C
URH FORBES 490 C
1309 WILLIAMSBURG C
205 E OREGON U
801 W NEVADA U
1110 STOUGHTON U
1307 W GREEN C
1309 WILLIAMSBURG C
1207 W NEVADA U
505 S BUSEY 502 U
URH SCOTT 414 C
URH SNYDER 341 C
506 S 5TH C
2410 E MAIN 2 U
1512 RUTLEDGE U
2113 HAZWD DR 102 U
URH WESTON 467 C
URH FORBES 120 C
1110 STOUGHTON U
URH HOPKINS 406 C
CHICAGO ILL
807 W ILLINOIS 6 U
807 W ILLINOIS 6 U
URH SHERMAN 115 C
URH TAFT 212 C
911 S LOCUST 104 C
58 E GREGORY C
211 E DANIEL C
URH TOWNSEND 242 U
1006 S 3RD 19 C
204 W CHARLES C
2113 HAZWD 301 U
1108 S LINCOLN 5 U
URH WESTCN 452 C
112 E DANIELS C
8C9 W HILL C
907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL
705 W GREEN U
106 E ARMORY C
URH SHERMAN 1264 C
604 E ARMORY 1316 C
URH TOWNSENO 276 U
409 E CHALMRS C
2120 ORCH ST 101 U
508 E ARMORY C
URH TRELEASE 930 U
604 E ARMORY 2204 C
URH SAUNDERS 7 U
URH ALLEN 135 U
URH TOWNSEND 560 U
25 HERITAGE C
205 N HARVEY U
911 S 4TH C
807 W NEVADA U
410 E JOHN C
401 E GREEN C
URH SNYDER 269 C
105 S WRIGHT C
1109 W JOHN C
809 W INDIANA U
23 GURTH U
URH OGLESBY 110 U
URH TOWNSEND 117 U
1813 W JOHN C
2007 S VINE U
1211 W UNIVERSITY U
URH BUSEY 410 U
7C8 S 1ST 11 C
URH OGLESBY 60 U
1400 N MCKINLEY C
1008 1/2 W GREEN U
URH CARR 217 U
URH LAR 393 U
405 E JOHN 12 C
211 EDGEBROOK C
NEWMAN ILL
106 S GLOVER 4 U
701 W MICHIGAN U
MUMFORD HALL 219 U
1400 N MCKINLEY C
2120 ORCH ST 101 U
38 GURTH U
BOX 2463 C
2113 W WHITE C
TOLONO ILL
904 W GREEN U
57 BRADLEY MCKINLY C
RANTOUL ILL
URH HOPKINS 239 C
2109 W WHITE 198 C
1010 S 2ND C



























































1940 D ORCH ST
708 N CHRISTIANA
6547 S YALE
ROUTE 1 BOX 80




4633 W 105 PL
1307 W GREEN
1309 WILLIAMSBURG













807 W ILLINOIS 6
807 W ILLINOIS 6
5785 WEAVER RD
414 E LAFAYETTE
RR 2 BOX 312
RR










2924 E 78TH PL
1127 ASBURY AV
2431 MORSE
309 W 1ST AV
2005 W CLARKE AV
860 PARK DR
508 S MCKINLEY
2120 ORCH ST 101
RR 1 BOX 46
1733 MACLEAN CT
211 S MALTA RD
14304 NORMAL
RR 3
3817 W 86TH PL
25 HERITAGE










































































































































WILSON PICHAPD F GRAD
WILSON ROBERT A BUS3
WILSON ROBERT C LAW1
WILSON RODNEY L ENG2
WILSON RUSSFLL E LAS1
WILSON RUTH MACK GRAD
WILSON SCOTT C FAA3
WILSON SHEILA ANN GRAO
WILSON SHIRLEY ANNE GRAD
WILSON STEVEN K FAA3
WILSON SUSAN EMILIE LAS1
WILSON TED C LAS3
WILSON TERRY LEE GRAD
WILSON VICTOR T ENG2
WILSON VIRGINIA ANNE LAS3
WILSON VIRGINIA M LASl
WILSON WILLIAM H LASl
WILSON WILLIAM MARK GRAD
WILSON WILLIAM R ENG1
WILSON WILLIAM R LAS3
WILSON WINIFRED M LAS3
WILTGEN RICHARD J GRAD
WILTCN JAMES H LAS4
WILTSIE JAN L FAA4
WIMP RUTH A FAA1
WIMSATT JEFF M ENG3
WINANDY MARY A LASl
WINANS BETSY J AGR1
WINBURN JAY TE III GRAD
WINCEK THOMAS J ENG3
WINCKLER MICHAEL W AGR1
WINDMILLER ANNE C LAS3
WINOMILLER JAMES R ENG2
WINDMILLER ROBERT A PE 4
WINDMILLER SCOTT A AVI4
WINE STEVEN H BUS2
WINEBRENNER JANE A LAS2
WINER RICHARD E BUS3
WINFREY JANICE S ED 4
WING PHILIP LEWIS GRAD
WINGATE CLARENCE K LAS3
WINGERD ROBERT W VM 1
WINGFT DONALD EARL LASl
WINGLER LORNA LYNN VM 4
WINGO REGINALD GRAD
WINGROVE MARY SUE G GRAD
WINICK JOEL A LAS3
WINK DOROTHY R LASl
WINKELHAKE BETH L LAS2
WINKELHAKE BONNIE G GRAD
WINKELHAKE CLAUDIA J GRAD
WINKELHAKE JEFFREY L GRAD
WINKELMANN ROBERT E AGR4
WINKLE THOMAS LAS4
WINKLEBLACK ROBERT W ED 3
WINKLEP MORAIMA D GRAD
WINKLER SUSAN J PE 1
WINLEY RONALD R GRAD
WINN OONALD S ENG1
WINN KATHY A AGR3
WINN KRISTINE ANN GRAO
WINSHIP OAVID W AVI1
WINSHIP STEVEN K LAS4
WINSKE DAN GRAD
WINSLOW ALAN KENT GRAD
WINSLOW EDWARD F LASl
WINSLOW JOHN D LASl
WINSLOW KAREN J ED 3
WINSLOW SANDRA WHITE LAW2
WINSTON ALBERT P BUS2
WINSTON ANDREW S GRAD
WINSTON BEATRICE L GRAD
WINSTON MORTON E GRAD
WINSTON SALLY M GRAD
WINTFR BRUCE L GRAD
WINTER BRUCE W ENG1
WINTER CAROLIN L LAS3
WINTER CONSTANCF G LAS3
WINTER DALE D ENG3
WINTER DALE E LAS4
WINTER GERALD J LAS3
WINTER LARRY A BUS3
WINTFR MARK A FAA2
WINTER MICHAEL C ENG1
WINTER MICHAEL J LAS3
WINTER RICHARD R BUS1
WINTER STEVEN P LAS3
WINTER WESLEY D AGR3
WINTERGREEN CAREY L FAA1
WINTFRGPEEN DONNA B LAS3
WINTERS CLYDE LAS*
WINTERS DAVID F LAS2
WINTERS PATRICIA A ENG3
WINTFRS RICKY R FAA1
WINTERS SARAH BETH AGR4
WINTHEISER ROBERT W VM 4
WIRINGA ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
907 S MATTIS 6 C
209 E ARMORY C
904 W FAIRLAWN U
URH TOWNSEND 147 U
411 E GREEN C
319 ROYAL CT C
URH BABCOCK 102 U
602 E STOUGHTON 13 C
502 W MAIN 321 U
1010 S 2ND 113 C
805 W OHIO U
909 HOLIDAY C
301 COUNTRY FAIR C
505 E WHITE C
107 E CHALMERS 2 C
URH LAR 224 U
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
URH SHERMAN 1048 C
URH SNYDER 286 C
CANTON ILL
URH WARDALL 513 U
906 S OAK C
1101 W PENN U
309 N BUSEY 11 U
URH WARDALL 1023 U
1004 S 4TH 107 C
URH LAR 1005 U
409 E CHALMRS C
1600 W BRADLEY 123 C
405 N GREGORY U
1002 S LINCOLN U
207 E JOHN C
URH TAFT 422 C
2002 D ORCH ST U
207 E HEALEY C
52 E ARMORY C
URH BUSEY 349 U
310 E DANIELS C
2039 A HAZWD CT U
ST JOSEPH ILL
1204 ELLIS U
2102 ORCH ST 204 U
4 MAYFAIR CT C
160C W BRADLEY 326 C
PEORIA ILL
DANVILLE ILL
501 E DANIEL C
URH WARDALL 512 U
205 E MUMFORD U
1205 E HARDING U
DANVILLE ILL
1205 E HARDING U
1008 S LINCOLN U
2057 A ORCH ST U
309 E CHALMERS C
URH PANIELS 262 U
URH LAR 368 U
2103 HAZWD DR U
URH TOWNSEND 483 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL
1709 W JOHN 6 C
501 E DANIEL C
1001 COLORADO 35 U
URH DANIELS 310 U
1602 SUMMIT RIDGE C
804 W SPNGFLD U
URH SAUNDERS 404 U
902 2ND C
TCLONO ILL
910 S 3RD C
160 PADDOCK E 3 C
160 PADDOCK E 3 C
1203 N DIVISION U
1203 N DIVISION U
URH SHERMAN 230 C
URH HOPKINS 442 C
URH BUSEY 102 U
24 CFDRIC U
2120 ORCH ST 103 U
URH TOWNSEND 116 U
1110 W STOUGHTON U
402 BRIAR LN 8 C
1110 S 2ND C
URH OGLESBY 605 U
301 E ARMORY C
409 E CHALMERS C
803 W OREGON U
809 W PENN U
URH ALLEN 293 U
103 S 3RD C
1813 C ORCH PL U
1010 S 2ND C
HAMPTON VA
904 W GREEN U
301 W ILLINOIS U
911 S 1ST C




























































1135 N CEDAR RD
ROUTE 3
433 W JACKSON PKWY
ROUTE 2 BOX 674





301 COUNTRY FR 50














712 N LA GRANGE RD
37-22 85TH ST
3315 W 112TH PL
RR 1 BOX 159
387 PLUM ST
4 BRIARHILL RD





2039 A HAZWD CT
201 1/2 N 1ST ST
1204 ELLIS
2102 ORCH PL 204
4 MAYFAIR CT




205 E MUMFORD DR
1205 E HARDING
205 E MUMFORD
512 DOMER AV 202
PR












18 W 266 76TH ST
1949 TWEED RD
60 FERNDALE RD
RR 2 BOX 140
2222 EVANS RD
160 PADDOCK E 3
160 PADDOCK E 3
6006 ATLANTIC AV
1203 N DIVISION
1755 W CARIBAEA SE
216 N HUNT ST
231 GALE AV
24 CEDRIC
120 ST LEO DR
105 N ST CLAIR
201 FRANCIS ST
RR 4





1235 W NORTH SHORE
1235 W NORTH SHORE
5334 S WOODLAWN
BOX 26
1416 NOTRE DAME RD































LA GRANGE PARK ILL






































































WIRSING ROBERT KURTH GRAD
WIRT WILLIAM S LAS1
WIRTH LARRY GENE GRAD
WIRTH LINDA J PE 4
WIRTH LUCILLE R BUS2
WIRTH STEPHEN A ENG2
WIRTZ FRANCIS J BUS2
WIRTZ JOSEPH JOHN GRAO
WIRTZ MARY K FAA1
WIRTZ THERESA M GRAD
WISCHNOWSKI HARVEY R BUS4
WISF CHPISTOPHFP A AGR1
WISE DAVID OAKLEY GRAD
WISE INA MERLE GRAD
WISF JACK R FAA4
WISE JOHN LEE AGR4
WISE KATHLEEN T LAS3
WISE MICHAEL VM 4
*WISE RICHARD L GRAD
WISE STFVFN R AGR4
WISECARVER WILLIAM S BUS3
WISFGARVER STACY D FAA2
WISEMAN DAVID ALTON GRAD
WISEMAN DENMS GENE GRAD
WISEMAN GLENNA M ED 4
WISHART CHARLES M GRAD
MISHNE BERDINE S LAS3
WISINSKI LAWRENCE J LAS4
WISNER GAYLE S PE 4
WISNIEWSKI CHAPMAINE ENG3
WISNIEWSKI GREGORY P FAA4
WISNIEWSKI GUY S ENG3
WISNIOWICZ ROBERT J LAS3
WISNOSKY MARK G LAS4
WISOVATY PAUL W LAS4
WISS JEFFREY W LAS1
WISSMAN NANCY L LAS2
WISSMILLER GEORGE H ENG3
WISSMILLER KATHRYN A LAS4
WISSOT JAY HARVEY GRAO
WISWALL ROBERT R FAA4
WIT SAMUEL J ENG2
WITASZEK GEORGE FAA1
WITEK JOHN JAMES JR GRAO
WITEK MARGARET JANE GRAD
WITHEE CARL J GRAD
WITHEPBEE MARTIN L FNG1
WITHERS CHRISTOPHER CRAD
WITHROW STEPHEN PARK GRAD
WITKAY PAUL R LAS1
WITKOVSKY ELLEN E LAS4
WITKOWSKI CHARLES E LAS4
WITKOWSKY BEVERLY M GRAD
WITLIN BARRY E LAS2
WITLIN JACK L BUS4
WITNEY FRANKLIN R LAS1
WITNEY RUSSELL E GRAD
WITRUK CAROLYN ED 2
WITRUK FRIC B LAS1
WITSCHY CARL E LAS3
WITT BRIAN L AGR4
WITT JOHN DREW BUS4
WITT RICHARD N BUS1
WITTENAUER JEAN M LAS1
WITTENAUER JOHN P ENG3
WITTENBERG FANNY R BUS3
WITTENSTEIN BRUCE H LAS3
WITTERT ARTHUR L LAS2
WITTHAUER STEVEN B LAS2
WITTMAN ALICE J LAS4
WITTMEP DALE E ENG4
WITTMER DAVID L BUS1
WITTMEYER JULIE A FAA2
WITTNER ANDFEA M LAS3
WITTWFR STEVEN M FAA4
WITZIG ROBERT J BUS4
WIZA JOHN F PE 4
WLADYKA WANDA PRYBA GRAD
WNEK JAMES F LAS3
WO CATHERINE WEI GRAD
WO YIU KWAN GRAO
WOAN RONALD JEN-JIN G" AD
WODARSKI KEITH J AV 1
1
WOECKEL SUSAN M FAA3
WOEHLKE PAUL D LAS1
WOEHR WILLIAM A ENG4
WOERTZ GAIL TONELLI FAA4
WOEST KEVIN E FAA2
WOGMAN JUDITH S ED 2
WOGNUM BARBARA S AGR4
WOHLHUTER PATRICIA A PE 2
WOHLLEBER RICHARD A LAS1
WOHLSTEIN VONICE H LAS3
WOJCIFCHOWSKI GAYLE FAA3
WOJCIECHOWSKI M FAA3
WOJCIK DELPHINE M LAS2
WOJCIK JOHN B LAS2
20 ROXBURY RD U
U"H TAFT 325 C
904 N BROADWAY 101 U
URH WESTON 310 C
URH GARNER 342 C
URH SAUNDERS 425 U
910 S 3RD C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
URH SCOTT 314 C
2020 N MATTIS 103 C
406 W HIGH 3 U
PR 2 C
405 N RACE U
909 S 5TH C
10C9 W MAIN U
702 W WASHINGTON U
1106 EUCLID 101 C
VET CLINIC SA C
VILLA GPOVE ILL
56 1/2 E GREEN C
704 W NEVADA 5 U
110 E ARMORY C
2031 C ORCH ST U
1103 SCOTTSDALE C
907 W ILLINOIS U
PARIS ILL
910 S 3RD C
URH TOWNSEND 519 U
URH WESTON 241 C
URH WARDALL 520 U
59 IVANHOE U
1010 S 2ND C
URH GARNER 110 C
1600 W BRADLEY 64 C
307 E GREEN 6 C
URH FORBFS 296 C
805 F MAIN U
111 BUSEY 11 U
706 S MATHEWS U
2110 W WHITE 152 C
107 E WHITE 4 C
401 E JOHN C
URH TOWNSEND 560 U
1600 W BRADLEY 60 C
1600 W BRADLEY 60 C
300 S GOODWIN 102 U
1109 S 4TH C
1003 HARRINGTON C
U OF I PHYSICS U
URH WESTON 450 C
104 F JOHN 4 C
URH BLAISDELL 114 U
2219 S 1ST 104 C
105 E ARMORY C
803 OAKLAND 201 U
53 E GREEN C
2 PATRICIA CT C
1110 W NEVADA U
OGDEN ILL
312 E ARMORY C
810 KERR U
410 E MICHIGAN 7 U
515 1/2 W BEARDSLY C
URH ALLEN 238 U
URH ALLEN 358 U
URH TOWNSEND 217 U
910 S 3RD C
57 E HEALEY C
URH FORBES 416 C
1838 D ORCH PL U
STA A BOX 2106 C
URH NOBLE 112 C
URH SCOTT 432 C
5 SAFFEP CT U
404 E STOUGHTON C
BCNDVILLE ILL
1916 B ORCH ST U
1008 1/2 W GREEN U
1804 VALLEY RD C
STA A BOX 2112 C
STA A BOX 2112 C
1 115 W GREEN 218 U
2219 S 1ST 304 C
URH WESTON 302 C
URH OGLESBY 1216 U
211 W EUREKA C
511 E WHITE 4 C
URH SCOTT 266 C
910 S 3RD C
505 S BUSEY 308 U
1116 S LINCOLN U
URH NOBLE 218 C
806 HAWTHORNE U
910 S 3RD C
1835 VALLEY RD C
313 E JOHN C




































































904 N BROADWAY 101
RP 1
2 C 20 N SCUTHPORT
316 N VINE
1635 EVERGREEN
2020 N MATTIS 103
4637 W DFMING PL
2020 N MATTIS 103A









56 1/2 E GREEN 303
1809 ASBURY AV
RR 1
2031 C ORCH ST
1103 SCOTTSDALE











480 RIVER BLUFF RO
605 HICKORY RO
2110 W WHITE 152
RP 1
643 S NEWBURY PL
224 W BERKLEY LN
1600 W BRADLEY 60
7134 W PETERSON AV
300 S GOODWIN 102




4940 S EASTEND 88
421 W 12TH ST
217 MIAMI
3530 LAKE SHORE DR
















STA A BOX 2106
424 N 3RD AV
402 W PROSPECT ST






146 CHAO CHOW ST
STA A BOX 2112
1115 W GREEN 218
228 N BERTEAU AV
910 24TH ST
















































































































































































































LAS1 URH FLAGG 414 C 332-0330
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 305 C 332-0518
LAS4 903 W OREGON LI 344-8941
ED 4 58 E ARMORY 12 c 356-8407
LASl URH LUNDGREN 9 c 332-0200
FAA3 308 E WHITE C 352-3272
GRAD 1503 W CHARLES C 352-6273
ENG2 URH WESTON 432 c 332-2077
LASl URH NOBLE 111 c 332-0369
GRAD URH DANIELS 708 u 332-2364
ENG1 URH SNYDER 318 C
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 552 u
GRAD 407 W WHITE 10 c 356-2778
ENG1 URH WESTON 476 C 332-2110
AGR1 401 E FLORIDA U 367-9483
GRAD 4C8 1/2 E CLARK c
PE 1 910 S 3RD c
LAS3 611 E DANIEL c 34^-1840
BUS1 URH GARNER 440 c 332-0672
LASl URH TRELEASE 1026 u 332-5702
ENG4 509 E STCUGHTON c
LAS3 613 W UNION c
COM4 512 S 4TH c 359-8553
GRAD 1511 HONEYSUCKLE c 359-1241
GRAD 2215 S 1ST 204 c
LAS2 URH ALLEN 262 u 332-3087
AGR4 907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 312 u 332-3654
FAA3 204 E JOHN c
PE 4 605 S 5TH 8 c 352-1643
GRAD 509 1/2 S 6TH c
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 125 u
AGR3 2407 1/2 AUSTIN LN c 352-0337
GRAD PARIS ILL
GRAD 703 W WASHINGTON u 328-1314
LAS3 URH GARNER 456 c 332-0881
GRAD 509 1/2 S 6TH c 356-5633
LAS3 208 E CLARK c
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1016 u 332-5692
FAA1 URH GARNER 436 c
BUS4 502 W MAIN 117 u 367-0902
LAS2 URH LAR 309 u 332-2878
LASl PARIS ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD c 337-5255
LAS3 509 W NEVADA u 367-2361
BUS2 1105 S 1ST c 344-7945
AGR3 105 W ILLINOIS u 3^4-6494
LAS3 1107 W GREEN u 34^-8428
LASl URH BARTON 104 c
LAS4 TCLONO ILL
BUS3 OAKWOOD ILL
LAS4 706 S 1ST 204 c
BUS3 URH SCOTT 471 c
LAS4 1007 S 1ST 1 c 352-1557
LASl URH NOBLE 308 c
ENG4 508 E WHITE c 359-8074
LAS4 814 E UNIVERSITY u 344-6087
COM4 111 E CHALMERS 7 c 344-1588
GRAD
LAS4 307 E HEALEY 14 c 35-9-7600
ENG3 904 W GREEN u 384-5235
ED 4 207 E WHITE c 359-9862
ENG4 305 S LYNN u 344-4953
GRAD UPH DANIELS 425 u 332-2285
AGR1 604 E ARMORY 427 c
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
ENG3 URH SCOTT 460 c 332-1610
GRAD 404 EDGEBROOK 201 c 359-8167
LAS3 753 MATTIS c 352-2993
LAW1 2204 RODNEY c 356-3923
LASl 409 E CHALMRS c 384-5267
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 1224 u 332-5760
BUS3 1013 S 1ST ST RD c
GRAD 1304 W CLARK 4 u
PE 1 URH FORBES 112 c 332-0930
ENG4 208 E CLARK 4 c
BUS1 URH OGLESBY 919 u
EO 3 910 S 3RD c 384-5321
BUS2 409 E CHALMRS c 344-4176
GRAD URH DANIELS 328 u 332-2236
FAA4 URH ALLEN 378 u 332-3360
LAS3 1011 STOUGHTON u 344-7101
ED 2 807 OAKLAND u 344-4942
LAS2 409 E CHALMRS c 332-5532
FAA4 502 E STOUGHTON 1 c
LAS2 URH WESTON 393 c 332-2049
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS c 344-9459
GRAD URH DANIELS 505 u 332-2297
LAS4 1007 S 3RD c 344-0917
LASl URH TAFT 423 c 332-0670
GRAD 1973 B ORCH ST u
LASl URH FLAGG 433 c 332-0349
LAS2 1004 W OREGON u
GRAD 206 W WILLIAM c
ED 4 56 1/2 E GREEN 203 c 359-7645
LAS4 56 1/2 E GREEN 203 c 359-7645
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 454 c
5756 S NOTTINGHAM
207 N 18TH ST
1627 NEWCASTLE AV
9115 W 144TH PL




6800 W 109TH PL
34 W 14TH ST
3142 W 38TH PL
601 TOPEKA DR
7929 ESCANABA
79TH AV RR 1
401 E FLORIDA
408 1/2 E CLARK














509 1/2 S 6TH ST
160 LOVELL ST































2645 N 4TH ST
2126 W BUTLER
RR 3







4922F0ND DU LAC TR
9007 S EUCLID
60 W 25TH ST
4615 W 82ND PL
4615 W 82ND PL











132 S PATTON AV
1973 B ORCH ST
7517 N KARLCV
130-40 225TH ST
RR 1 BOX 39 CW
56 1/2 E GREEN 203


























































































ARLINGTON HTS ILL I








WOLTER ERICH W III LAS6
WOLTER RANDALL A LAW2
WOLTER ROBERT K LAS2
WOLTZEN LISA ALISON LAS2
WONG ALBERT M ENG3
WONG ALBERT YAO CHEE GRAO
WONG BERT K W LAS3
WONG BETSY P LAW2
WONG DANIEL GRAD
WONG EODIE LAS3
*WONG EDWARD HUNG-HAY GRAD
WONG MARTIN GRAO
WONG STEPHEN SHUN GRAD
WONG TSZE YUE LAS3
WONG TZE-WAH GRAD
WONG WINNIE WING-YEE LAS2
WONGSWADIWAT JIRAWAT GRAD
WONSOWSKI GARY A PE 1
WONTAMO PETROS GRAD
WOO ANGELA C LAS1
WOO ANNA MOY GRAD
WOO RICHARD MOY GRAD
WOO RUTH M LAS3
WOO TONY C GRAD
WOOD CHARLES F PE 4
WOOD DAVID N BUS1
WOOD DONALD E LAS3
WOOD DONNIE ALLEN GRAD
WOOD EDDIE CHO HING ENG4
WOOD GARY L FAA2
WOOD GREGORY L BUS4
WOOD HAROLD J BUS3
WOOD JACALYN GIBBS LAS9
WOOD JOHN W AGR2
WOOD KATHLEEN MANN LAS4
WOOD KENNETH C ENG3
WOOD LAWRENCE E ENG4
WOOD LEON J ENG1
WOOD MICHAEL W PE 3
WOOD NANCY ELIZABETH GRAO
WOOD OLIVER D ENG4
WOOD PATRICIA A FAA4
WOOD PAUL R BUS1
WOOD PRISCILLA J LAS1
WOOD RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
WOOD ROBERT H LAS4
WOOD SAM G ENG2
WOOD STEPHEN J LAS1
WOOD SUSANNE G GRAD
WOOD WENDY L LAS2
WOOD WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
WOOD WILLIAM S JR LAS3
WOGOALL GERALD OEAN GRAO
WOODALL SUSAN LINO GRAO
WOODARD AVICE ANNE GRAD
WOODARD CAROLYN J LAS4
WOODARD SCOTT E ENG4
WOODARD STANLEY V COM3
WOODARD WILFORD E ED 2
WOODBURY EDMUND C FAA1
WOODCOCK LARRY R GRAO
WOODELL SUSAN E LAS1
WOODHULL MARK A FAA4
WOODLAND TREVOR W LAS1
WOODLEY THOMAS J GRAD
WOODROW SUSAN D AGR1
WOODRUFF KEITH R LAS1
WOODRUFF LINDA SMITH LAS4
WOODRUFF MICHAEL L LAS1
WOODRUFF STEVEN D LAS2
WOODRUFF TERRY A GRAD
WOODRUM DEAN ALAN GRAD
WOODS DAVID J LAS2
WOODS DEBORAH A AGR
1
WOODS DFNNIS MEADE GRAD
WOODS OORIS A PE 3
WOODS JOHN LARUE GRAO
WOODS LILLIAN LAS1
WOODS RICHARD GRAD
WOODS ROBERT JAMES FAA4
WOODS TERESA L LAS1
WOODSUM SUSAN M LAS4
WOODWARD MARK R LAS3
WOODWARD PAMELA A BUS*
WOODWARD TIMOTHY J LAS1
WOODWARD WILLARD E GRAD
WOODWORTH STEVEN H LAS2
WOODYAPD JOHN P ENG3
WOOLARO CHARLES S LAS2
WOOLDRIDGE KENT E GRAD
*WOOLDRIDGE SUSAN G FAA6
WOOLFSON JACOB LEON GRAD
WOOLLEY DAVID R LAS1
WOOLRIDGE CECIL JR BUS*
*WOOLSEY THOMAS R LAW2
WOOSLEY JOHN C BUS2
WOOTEN DAVID A LAS3
205 S LYNN U
502 N MCKINLEY C
409 E CHALMRS C
408 S ELM C
204 N NEIL C
CE BLDG 3214 U
URH TOWNSEND 572 U
1508 ALMA C
504 E CLARK 32 C
URH SNYDER 412 C
2079 D HAZWO CT U
URH DANIELS 533 U
URH SHERMAN 363 C
212 E CHALMERS C
401 S 6TH C
URH HOPKINS 424 C
1002 W NEVADA U
URH SNYDER 464 C
URH SHERMAN 1166 C
URH VANDOREN 411 C
502 W MAIN 330 U
URH DANIELS 529 U
BAOEN AUST
1932 A ORCH ST U
2024 GREENDALE C
904 W GREEN U
URH TOWNSEND 108 U
ARCOLA ILL
1110 W STOUGHTON U
502 N ROMINE U
408 E MICHIGAN 10 U
URH BLAISDELL 102 U
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
801 W NEVADA U
1206 W STOUGHTON U
URH WESTON 272 C
812 W MAIN U
1008 S 4TH C
1205 E FLORIDA 12 U
URH DANIELS 729 U
SIDNEY ILL
205 W OREGON U
URH WESTON 476 C
URH BABCOCK 318 U
TOLONO ILL
1206 W STOUGHTON U
1603 VALLEY RD 3 C
CHARLESTON ILL
TCLONO ILL
URH SCOTT 416 C
110 E JOHN 6 C
2511 COMBES U
808 W MAPLE C
1708 W PARK C
OAKLAND ILL
107 E CHALMERS 8 C
1005 S 2ND 7 C
117 PADDOCK E C
DANVILLE ILL
URH SNYDER 341 C
STA A BOX 2116 C
URH EVANS 417 U
URH FORBES 328 C
URH SNYDER 214 C
509 S 4TH C
URH TRELEASE 1203 U
URH BLAISDELL 205 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
409 E CHALMRS C
713 W OHIO U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
2017 PHILO RD 7 U
901 MCHENRY U
312 E DANIEL C





108 W GREEN 203 C
URH TRELEASE 408 U
506 INDIANA U
URH WESTON 321 C
307 E HEALEY 12 C
URH NOBLE 225 C
1920 C ORCH ST U
ROSCOE ILL
102 E CHALMERS C
211 E ARMORY C
RR 2 U
RR 2 U
409 W CALIFORNIA U
8 MCDONALD CT C
911 S 4TH C
WILSON TRLR PK 50 U
212 E DANIEL C

























































157 S WEST AV
5558 LELAND
1224 S LINCOLN AV
515 S HARVEY




139 G GREEN RD
1805 MADISON
144 A BOUNDARY ST
253-21 86TH AV
2035 SE SHERMAN ST
2317 S PRINCETON
15 SHELL ST





321 W 24TH PL
219 W 22ND PL
321 W 24TH PL









1603 VALLEY RD 3
RR 2
1206 W STOUGHTON
210 E LEE ST
120 N HENRIETTA AV
RR 1
403 WALNUT ST
2010 GRAND PRIX NE
BOX 394









110 E JOHN 6













3118 S 112TH ST
10625 LAWLER
507 W MADISON ST
2931 MURRAY CT











242 N WOLF RD
1515 S PARK ST













WILSON TRLR PK 50





































































































































































































FAA3 706 S 2ND C 356-6796
BUS2 URH SNYDER 221 c 332-1687
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 126 u 332-3450
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 312 c 332-0266
LAS3 401 E OANIEL c
GRAD 209 E CLARK 5 c
FAA2 URH LAR 371 U 332-3017
ENG1 308 E ARMORY c 344-9742
GRAD 901 E MAIN 70 u 367-0464
VM 1 106 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-9858
LAS3 1600 W BRADLEY 400 c
GRAD 819 E OAKLANO 102 u 344-4 776
BUS'* 509 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 2106 ZUPPKE u 367-4744
BUS3 804 W SPNGFLD u 367-9310
LAS3 1909 AUGUSTA c 359-1857
GRAD 1113 W GREEN 120 u
GRAD 1113 W GREEN u 344-1703
GRAD 2020 N MATTIS 203 c 356-0218
LAS2 401 E DANIEL c 367-9348
BUS1 301 E ARMORY c 344-2360
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 219 u 332-3630
BUS3 URH WESTON 291 c
BUS2 1409 ROSEWOOD c
ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
GRAD 904 W CALIFORNIA u 344-1739
GRAD 702 W MICHIGAN u
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 205 E ARMORY c 344-7847
ED 1 508 E CHALMERS c 344-1170
GRAD 1672 VALLEY RD c 359-1460
GRAD 608 W GREEN 9 c 359-6643
GRAD 1 ROSEWOOD PL u 328-1036
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 318 u 332-3660
FAA3 604 E ARMORY 1428 c
ENG2 MCNTICELLO ILL
ED 4 406 E MAIN 6 u 344-6326
GRAD DECATUR ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 346 c 332-4809
AGR2 910 S 3RD c 337-5155
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 726 u 332-5257
BUS4 1101 W PFNN u 344-9735
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 13 u 332-3581
LAS2 URH ALLEN 397 u 332-3335
LAS2 809 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 204 E JOHN 2 c
BUS* 1600 W BRADLEY c 359-3757
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 110 c 332-0479
LAS4 406 W HIGH u 367-1000
ENG1 410 S 3RD c 337-5174
GRAD 709 S COTTAGE GR u
LAS4 201 S WRIGHT 5 c
LAS3 604 PARK u 326-3053
ENG1 URH SCOTT 338 c 332-1526
FAA2 302 E ARMORY c 328-1263
FAA1 910 W PARK c 359-4448
LAS1 URH LAR 482 u 332-3060
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 104 u 332-3721
ED 2 410 W CHURCH c
LAS1 URH WARDALL 206 u 332-4314
GRAD 2079 C HAZWD CT u 344-5302
BUS4 STA A BOX 2191 c 344-5268
GRAD 801 S VINE u
ENG1 804 W OREGON u
FAA1 URH SNYDER 306 c 332-1743
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 958 c 332-4953
LAS4 1203 W MAIN 2 u 367-8111
GRAD 1019 S ANDERSON u
ENG1 1004 MATTIS c 359-1451
AVI 6 HCHER ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 207 c
GRAD 1107 W GREEN 335 u
GRAD URH DANIELS 464 u 332-2537
GRAD URH DANIELS 367 u 332-2502
ENG4 1010 E COLORADO 14 u 344-3387
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 413 c
AGR2 URH SNYOER 316 c
BUS1
ENG4 TOLCNO ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 347 u 332-3215
LAS1 WHITE HEATH ILL
LAW3 URH SAUNDERS 416 u 332-3689
GRAD 501 W PENN u 367-6284
ENG3 1002 W OREGON u
LASl 410 E JOHN ST c
GRAD 202 N GREGORY u 344-6585
LAS4 URH BUSEY 429 u 332-2671
FNG4 205 E ARMORY c 344-7847
PE 1 805 W OHIO u 344-4874
LAS4 403 S BUSFY u 3*4-5352
LAS4 1208 W STOUGHTON u 367-6442
GRAD PADUCAH KY
GRAD 406 E STOUGHTON 8 c 352-1761
COM4 1520 W JOHN c 359-7902
FAA4 205 E GREEN c 356-6660
LAS3 302 F ARMORY c 32 8-2935






209 E CLARK 5






218 S WEST ST
2106 ZUPPKE
RR 2 BOX 353
1909 AUGUSTA
1113 W GREEN 120
1113 W GREEN
2020 N MATTIS 203

















5215 W VAN BUREN





209 S 18TH AV
16 DIANE RD
29 BERKSHIRE DR





ROUTE 2 BOX 75
213 HUNTER ST
BOX 233












ROUTE 1 BOX 364
8824 CHERRY ST
STA A BOX 2398
18301 LECLAIRE AV
208 S MAIN ST
5207 N MAGNOLIA
34 FWU-FENG ST
14 12 SINING N RD
9-3 LANE 18









1052 S DOUGLAS ST
26 SUMMIT ST
1719 YORKHOUSE
1930 W EDDY ST
BOX 27
4355 GRAND AV
862 N 73RD ST







































































































WUTHPICH WILLIAM J FAA*
WYANT FRANK GRAO
WYATT DENNIS LEE GRAO
WYATT GERALD D AVU
*WYATT HERMAN JAMES BUS3
WYATT JOHN D AVI1
WYATT MICHAEL DAVID LAS*
WYCHE ROSEMARY M GRAD
WYDEVELD GARY A BUS1
WYDICK SUSAN E FAA*
WYDRZYNSKI THOMAS J GRAD
*WYFFELS PATRICK LYNN LAS*
WYLAND CARAN E GRAD
WYLDE LINDA LOUISF LAS2
WYLDER JAMES R LAS2
*WYLER WAYNE EDWARD GRAD
WYLIE ANNE E LAS3
*WYLIE DOUGLAS JOSEPH GRAD
WYLIE JOHN P LAS1
*WYLIE PATRICIA LAMB GRAD
WYLIE SCOTT E BUS*
WYMAN JOHN FOWLER GRAD
WYNKOOP WALKER A ED 4
WYNN THOMAS GRANT GRAD
WYNNE JUDITH BROOKS GRAO
*WYSE ALLEN MICHAEL GRAO
WYSOCKI CONSTANCE S LAS3
WYSOCKI KATHERINF LAS*
WYSOCZANSKI MICHAEL FAA*
XYDES CHRIST J ENG1
*YACOUMELOS NICOLAOS GRAO
YAORON PAUL MICHAEL LAS1
YAEGER BARBARA ANNE GRAD
YAFFE MICHAEL R LAS1
*YAFFEE RICHARD S GRAD
YAGHMAII BAHRAM ENG2
YAGOW GLORIA M AGR1
*YAJIMA KATSUSUKE GRAD
YALOWITZ RHODA L LAS3
*YAMADA MASAAKI GRAD
YAMAMOTO JIRO GRAD
YAMAMOTO PATRICIA J FAA*
YAMAMOTO YUJI GRAD
YAMANAKA WAYNE M BUS3
YANAWAY JAMES W BUS1
YANCHUS STANLEY H BUS1
YANEY JOHN H BUS3
*YANG BUNLI GRAD
YANG CHARLES Y GRAD
*YANG EVELINE LIU GRAD




YANGUEZ-BERNAL J A GRAD
YANKE JAMES W ENG*
YANNEY JANET L ED 1
YANOV JOHN ANDREW LAS*
YANUSHKA ARTHUR A GRAD
*YAO HSUEH-CHUN GRAD
*YAP MICHAEL WAI LIM GRAD
YAPP MARTIN GORDON FNG6
YARLING DONALD S LAS3
YARNALL TERRENCE G BUS*
YAPRINGTON PAUL GRAD
YASSINGER WILLIAM M BUS1
YASSKY CHARLES LEWIS GRAD
YASUHARA KAZUKO GRAD
YASUTAKE SANDRA LYNN LAS1
YATEMAN DARLENE Y ENG1
YATES BARBARA ANN AVI6
YATES DEBORAH J LAS3
YATFS LOWELL ANTHONY GRAD
YATES PHYLLIS C COM3
YATES ROGER L VM 2
YAU JOHN C ENG*
YAU RICHARD DAH-KAE GRAD
YAVAPONE ANTHONY JR GRAD
YEAGER ALICE C GRAD
*YEAGER ROBERT F GRAD
*YEAGLE GARY M LAW2
YEAGLE JOHN A ENG1
*YEAKLEY FLAVIL R JR GRAD
YEARSLEY MARTHA F LAS1
YEATEP REED L LAS*
YEATER RICHARD B LAS3
YECK JOHN F III FAA2
YEDIMAK DANIEL A ENG3
YEDNOCK JOHN D LAS2
YEDOR WENDY S LAS1
YEE THERESA PE 2
*YEH HSING-CHUNG GRAD
YELLIN GINA J LAS1
YELLIN LINDA C COM*
YELLIN SANDPA P LAS*
YELNICK YVONNE J LASl
YELTON POBEPT C III LAS*
702 1/2 W NEVADA U 359-3759
210 HOLDIAY PARK C
WHITE HALL ILL
URH BARTON *02 C 332-0171
DANVILLE ILL
URH CLARK 305 C 322-0171
29 E JCHN 2 C 356-26*3
2110 ORCH ST 20* U 3**-3278
URH CARR 111 U
506 S LINCOLN U
310 E CHALMERS C
1107 S EUCLID 9 C 3**-5609
DANVILLE ILL
URH WARDALL 821 U
URH WESTON *66 C 332-2100
CHARLESTON ILL
705 W MAIN 2 U
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-5**8
URH SNYDER **6 C
1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C
312 E ARMORY C 3**-9761
508 W ELM U
605 1/2 W INDIANA U 3**-8*50
307 E HEALEY 8 C 359-9650
1106 W STOUGHTON 3 U 367-6195
1005 S 1ST 23 C 359-5098
*08 W CHURCH * C 352-532*
908 W NEVAOA 3 U
URH GARNER *23 C 332-0862
URH SAUNDERS *19 U 332-3692
1302 BRIARWOOD C 359-7075
*09' E CHALMRS C 3**-0162
URH SHERMAN 325 C 332-*697
URH OGLESBY 1031 U
103 W FLORIDA U 367-6567
URH TOWNSEND *3* U 332-*199
URH LAR 128 U
2010 C ORCH ST U 367-*022
URH WESTON 302 C
502 W GRIGGS 206 U 367-2912
107 E CHALMERS 6 C 3**-0606
602 S STATE C
511 E WHITE C 352-0369
2313 S 1ST 201 C 38*-5699
CHICAGO ILL
*06 BRIAR LN * C
713 W OHIO U 3**-5*3*
U OF I PHYSICS U
URH DANIELS 127 U 332-2*51
2311 GLENOAK C 352-3806
505 S BUSEY 505 U
URH DANIEL 399 U 332-2532
STA A BOX 2859 C
URH HOPKINS 218 C 332-1200
502 W OREGON U 367-98*7
80* W SPNGFLO U
100* S WESTERN C
907 W STOUGHTON U
508 E WHITE 6 C 359-*383
300 S GOODWIN 606 U 3**-*581
1209 E FLORIDA 22 U 3**-*9*8
605 W CALIFORNIA U
*06 W CHURCH C 352-6803
URH TAFT 103 C 332-0588
306 E CLARK C 356-2180
*09 E CHALMRS C
FAIR LAWN N J
705 W HIGH * U 367-33**
URH ALLEN 207 U 332-3287
URH SCCTT 309 C 332-150*
510 W JOHN C 356-1633
603 W HIGH U 367-960*
60* F ARMORY 1328 C
209 N COLER 2 U
WILSONS TRLR CT 18 U
URH TOWNSEND 271 U 332.-*098
DEPT OF ARCH U
BELMAR N J
SAVOY ILL
508 W JOHN C 356-72*0
503 N PROSPECT C 352-*502
URH TOWNSEND 328 U
BLGOMINGTON ILL
RR 1 U
209 E ARMORY C 3**-5086
DECATUR ILL
URH ALLEN 298 U 332-3260
URH FORBES 278 C
URH HOPKINS 291 C
URH ALLEN 199 U 332-3303
910 S 3RD C
1107 1/2 W OREGON U 367-7918
URH TRELEASE *30 U
*09 E CHALMRS C 3**-5535
605 E CHALMERS C 367-606*
*09 E CHALMRS C
90* N BROADWAY 223 U
305 W CENTER ST
210 HOLIDAY PARK
650 N MAIN
310 N PINE AV
222 W NORTH ST
310 N PINE AV
61*1 N CLAREMONT
2110 OPCH ST 20*
1*06 WILLOW RD















1106 W STOUGHTON 3
56*3-116TH PL SE
2502 S EMBERS
















50** N SAWYER AV
*25 W SURF ST
*06 BRIAR LN *
753 CONCORD LN





STA A BOX 2859
17 FNTN GARDENS 13

















903 N VAIL AV
*38 N 8TH
RR 1
WILSONS TRLR CT 18






719 N JOHN ST








50** N SAWYER AV








































































































YELTON TEDA A FAA1
YELVEPTON ROY A ENG1
YEN ANDREW CHIEN-CHO GRAD
YEN JONG-TSENG GRAD
YEPSEr* KAREN E LAS2
YERGES JOHN R ENG4
YERGES KATHPYN A LAS2
YERGOVICH RONALD A ENG2
YERKES ROBERT S GRAD
YERLES MAGDELEINE GRAD
YEST DAVID SCOTT LASl
YEUNG KAM FOOK GRAD
YEUNG KWOK-KIN ENG1
YEUNG ROBERT K ENG3
YEZAVITAS JAMES P LAS4
YILMAZ BAHATTIN S GRAD
YIMER MAKONNEN GRAD
*YIN CHANG-LUNG GRAD
YOCHERER LANCE HARRY AGR6
YOCHIK KAREN B LASl
YOCOM BPENDA R LASl
YOCOM ROBERT E LASl
*YODER KENNETH RAY GRAO
YOERGER KAREN L AGR1
YOFFE BONNIE L LAS2
YOKOYAMA KAZUHIRO GRAD
YOKOYAMA TSUNEKO GRAD
YONAN EVELYN D GRAD
YONG ANGELO AUGUSTO ENG4
YONGKITTIKUL T GRAD
YONKE FRED H FAA2
YONKERS KAREN ANN GRAO
YONKERS KENNETH S JR GRAD
YONKO CHARLES PAUL GRAD
Y0NK.0 JOY H M GRAD
YONTZ CYNTHIA MARIE GRAD
YONTZ RUTH A LAS4
YOON SUN GRAD
*YOON WOO YONG GRAD
YORK GARY M ENG3
YORK JEFFREY U AGR2
YORK JOHN R ENG3
YORK MICHAEL L BUS2
*YORK MICHAEL LAMBERT GRAD
YORK ROBERT H COM3
YORK ROBERT T BUS3
YORK VICKIE J ED 4
YORKE PATRICK H III AGR3
YOSHA MICHAEL J LAS3
YOSHIKAWA HIROSHI GRAD
YOSHIMURA OWEN K S GRAD
YOSHIMURA ROBERT T ENG2
YOSHIZUMI MARCIA LASl
YOSUA FREDERICK J JR GRAD
YOUCK DAVID A LAW1
YOULE ROBERT E BUS4
YOUNG ARTHUR PRICE GRAD
YOUNG BARBARA DIANE GRAD
YOUNG BETSY F LAS4
YOUNG BEVERLY J LAS3
YOUNG CEDRIC E LASl
YOUNG CHARLES H LAW3
YOUNG CHARMAINE L GRAD
YOUNG CLIFFORD R LAS4
YOUNG CURTIS J LAS2
YOUNG DAVID C FAA4
YOUNG OAVID C FAA1
YOUNG DEBORAH J FAA1
YOUNG DENNIS M FAA2
YOUNG DUANE D LAW3
YOUNG EOWARD C FAA4
YOUNG ELAINE I ED 4
YOUNG ERIC C LAW1
YOUNG ETHEL RUTH M GRAD
YOUNG FRANK R BUS1
YOUNG GRACE HALSTEAD GRAD
YOUNG GREGORY ENG3
YOUNG HELEN C LAS3
YOUNG HENRY L LASl
YOUNG JAMES A LAS4
YOUNG JAMES R ENG2
YOUNG KAR-KEUNG ENG3
YOUNG KENNETH R ENG3
YOUNG LINDA LACK GRAD
YOUNG MARK S LAS4
YOUNG MICHAEL B LAS3
YOUNG MICHAEL F GRAD
YOUNG MICHAEL J LAS3
YOUNG MICHAEL P LAS3
YOUNG NEWELL F JR ENG4
YOUNG NONA LEE LAS2
YOUNG OTTIE L LAS2
YOUNG PAMELA S LASl
YOUNG PEGGY J LAS2
YOUNG PENNY S LAS2




2006 A ORCH ST
1817 B ORCH PL
URH LAR 299
605 S 5TH 5
512 F CLARK 25
URH FORBES 400
311 S PRAIRIE 2




910 S 3RD 322
807 S BUSEY
URH SHERMAN 652







URH ALPHA HSE 7
URH WARDALL 603
CCMP SCI LAB 113
2061 C ORCH ST
URH SHERMAN 534
URH HOPKINS 170




2038 C HAZWD CT
2038 C HAZWD CT
206 W WASHINGTON
203 S COLER 3
1002 W NEVADA












1106 W STOUGHTON 2
1009 W PENN




















911 S LOCUST 105
2049 A HAZWD CT
910 S 3RD
URH DANIELS 118





















C 332-0078 447 W HARRISON RD
ROUTE 1 LYNNWOOD
u STA A BOX 2383
u 10 CHANG-LO ST
u 33 2-3C06 1418 TOUGHY AV
C 5209 LEE AV
C 5209 LEE AV
c 332-1154 5025 S LEAMINGTON
c 356-1840 311 S PRAIRIE 2
u 36 7-0872 265 W MOUNT-ROYAL
c 356-0024 2511 FOREST VIEW
u 344-6419 4C WONGNEICHNG GAP
u 344-5239 339 TAI HANG RD
c 337-5071 339TH HANG 2ND FL
u 344-4251 1619 W MORSE AV
c 332-4881 8/13 BESIKTAS
c 352-3209 BOX 30139
u 367-7267 PU-YEN
u 344^-7565 511 E FAIRLAWN
1103 NEW TRIER CT
u 332-3586 RR 1 BOX 156
c 332-0714 1914 W GARDEN
3231 MARYVILLE A
u 359-8272 910 KIRBY
u 332-4407 3139 WILMETTE AV
u 333-3862 2061 C ORCH ST
u 344-ie94 2061 C ORCH ST
c 3125 N CALIFORNIA
c 332-1176 JR UCAYALI 636
u 21 CHAKPET ST
c RR 7 BOX 338
u 26 WAYSIDE RD
u 344-0982 26 WAYSIDE RD
u 344-0834 2038 C HAZWD CT
u 344-0834 2038 C HAZWD CT
u 328-2372 RR 1
u RR 1
u 344-3697 252-87 UNGARM-DONG
u SUDAEUMUN-KU
u 333-4239 306 W THOMPSON ST
c 344-4301 921 COLLEGE RD
c 344-4301 921 COLLEGE RD
c 332-2083 419 U MAIN
u 906 E HARDING
c 8721 S ABERDEEN
u 344-5434 6105 S FRANCISCO
u 367-3124 812 OLD WILLOW RD
c 635 S BEVERLY LN
c 359-9746 1147 DIVISON ST
c 352-4090 7-6 SHIMOKATA-CHO
u 36 7-7219 1106 W STOUGHTON 3
u 4438 N DOVER ST





344-9620 614 S SCHOOL ST
c 384-5720 2305 S 1ST 202
c 356-7321 1414 E MAIN
c 4421 GREENWOOD ST
u 344-1450 304 JACKSON ST
c 332-1617 1948 CENTRAL AV
u 367-0289 BOX 38
c 359-9124 2032 FRECHMAN ST
u 332-3451 426 N LOCUST ST
c 344-6368 TEXAS RD
c 332-1971 4149 W 26TH ST
c 208 YORK PL
u 332-4536 516 E HILLSIDE AV
c 344-1510 1015 BRIARBRAE DR
c 356-5914 1212 JOANNE LN
c 332-1971 4149 W 26TH ST
BOX 398
c 1 KIRCHER PL
u 367-0528 587 JEROME ST
c 1513 WALNUT
u 2950 WYMAN PKWY
c 356-8264 50 E HEALEY 3
u 332-4462 6928 SUNSET AV
c 3822 WENTWORTH
c 639 S LOMBARD
c 1° W 155-18TH PL
c 332-1229 1150 N 14TH ST 604
c 344-2082 RR 2
u 367-8048 24 MAPLEWOOD
c 344-9761 7333 GRAND PKWY
u 222 HIBBARO RD
c 4016 ESTABROOK DR
c 332-0700 21 JOYCE LN
c 332-0707 38 HOWARD AV
RR 1
c 332-0898 1824 MAIN ST
c 111 N WOOD 1202
900 S 36TH ST
u 332-3641 124 S CALHOUN
u 107 DEWEY ST
u 332-2309 5826 N WAYNE AV


































































































YOUNG ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
YOUNG ROBERT W AGR1
YOUNG ROGER A ENG4
YOUNG SANDRA A AGR2
YOUNG STEVEN G ED 1
YOUNG SUSAN M AGR3
YOUNG TERRENCE A LAS1
YOUNG THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
YOUNG THOMAS LYLE GRAD
YOUNG VICKI S LAS2
YOUNG VICKIE S LAS3
YOUNG VIRGINIA F FAA4
YOUNG WILLIAM C GRAD
YOUNG WILLIAM F GRAD
YOUNG WILLIAM T LAS1
YOUNGBLUT CARL E GRAD
YOUNGMAN GRANT E BUS4
YOUNGMAN PETER G BUS1
YOUNGOUIST KEITH E FAA1
YOUNGSTRUM CHRISTINE LAS4
*YOUNIS SAMIP M GRAD
YOUNKER GENE H ENG2
YOUNKER KAREN M AGR2
YOUNKER SHEPYL A ENG1
YOUNKIN SCOTT W LAS4
YOUNT eRUCE G LAS3
YOUSLING SARA J FAA3
YOUTZY PAMELA ANN GRAD
YPELAAR MARYAGELIA LAS3
YU CLARA I GRAD
YU JIH-MIN GRAD
YUAN HSIAO-JUNG GRAD
YUCEMEN MEHMET SEMIH GRAD
*YUDCHITZ WILLIAM L FAA^
YUEN JOSEPH D C ENG2
YUEN SIK KEE GRAD
YUEN WING LAN LAS1
YULISH STEPHEN M GRAD
YUNG BERNICE M COM4
YUNKER MARILYN J AGR3
YURIECI MARY H VM 3
YURKEVICH DALE A ENG4
YURKOVICH BARBARA A GRAD
YUSKO DAVID ALBERT BUS4
ZAANDER MARK C LAS4
ZABEK STANLEY S BUS3
ZABEL DEBRA L LAS3
ZABIELSKI KENNETH R BUS4
ZABLEN LAWRENCE B GRAD
ZABOPOWSKI POY A ENG4
ZACHAR ZUZANA LAS1
ZACHARY LAWRENCE S LAS3
ZACHARY TERRY ALLEN GRAD
ZACK EDWARD DAVID JR GRAD
ZACK GREGORY WILLIAM GRAD
ZACK JAMES J COM4
ZACK MAPGARFT A LAS4
*ZACK RICHARD C LAW2
ZAGEP LAWRENCE H LAS2
ZAGGY ALAN P LAS2
ZAHARA DONNA JEAN LAS3
ZAHOS STEPHEN C GRAD
ZAHOUR ALONZO H LAW2
ZAHOUR ANDREA R LAS1
ZAHRADNIK ALAN R ENG4
ZAIDEMAN ROBERT J LAS2
ZAIDEMAN TERI S ED 1
ZAIDLICZ RONALD S VM 1
ZAITLIN MARK PAUL GRAD
ZAITZ STEVEN H BUS2
ZAJAC GERALD WALTER GRAD
ZAJAC JOAN LAS2
ZAJICEK FRANK EDWARD GRAD
ZAJICEK JCHN C FAA1
ZAKARAS JANET E PE 1
ZAKARAS ROBERT E FAA4
ZAKER RICHARD R COM3
ZAKHARIA GECRGE FUAD GRAD
ZAKOSEK THOMAS J LAS3
ZAKRZEWSKI ADAM BUS2
ZAKPZEWSKI JANET L LAS3
ZALATORIS RICHARD A BUS1
ZALECKI CELESTE M LAS1
ZALESKI PETER M FAA2
ZALESKI ROBERT P BUS3
ZALESNY MARY D BUS2
ZALON MADELYN E AGR4
ZALOUDEK MICHAEL F FAA1
ZALTZMAN ROBIN L LAS3
*ZALUCKY HENRY K GRAD
ZALUCKY MARIA R GRAD
ZAMMUTO RAYMOND F BUS4
ZAMZOW LORRAINE A LAS2
ZAMZCW NANCY E LAS1
ZANDER DEBORAH J AGR4
ZANDERS RODNEY L BUS1
ZANELLO ALEXANDER P FAA4
MUMFORD HALL 211 U
809 W PENN U
1103 S 1ST C
1202 W NEVADA U
URH NOBLE 302 C
UPH LAR 133 U
URH TOWNSEND 139 U
402 W ILLINOIS U
615 W UNIVERSITY C
1204 S LINCOLN U
102 N GREGORY U
704 W NEVADA U
302 E JOHN 1003 C
1010 W SPNGFLD C
URH LUNDGREN 9 C
1003 E COLORADO U
1212 N CHAMPAIGN C
713 W OHIO C
UPH BARTON 210 C
1110 W NEVADA U
300 S GOODWIN 406 U
112 E DANIEL C
UPH SCOTT 493 C
URH ALLEN 177 U
12C8 W STOUGHTON U
310 E JOHN C
508 E STOUGHTON C
URH SHERMAN 503 C
URH BUSEY 205 U
705 W GREEN U
TAIPEI TAIWAN
URH DANIELS 467 U
CE HALL 2111 U
203 S 4TH C
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
1204 W STOUGHTON U
1010 S 2ND 308 C
10C7 S MATTIS 3-2 C
307 E HEALEY 7 C
312 E DANIEL C
2017 PHILC RD U
409 E CHALMERS 407 C
URH SHERMAN 1266 C
308 1/2 S PRAIRIE C
CLARENDON HLS ILL
URH ALLEN 499 U
901 W SPNGFLD U
1310 N BROADWAY U
16 LEXINGTON U
801 OAKLAND U
URH ALLEN 139 U
105 E ARMORY C
404 N HARVEY U
URH SHERMAN 1160 C
102 N GREGORY U
817 BALBOA C
409 E CHALMRS C
507 E CLARK 20 C
57 E JOHN C
URH GARNER 212 C
308 W LOCUST U
2105 W WHITE 170 C
URH DANIELS 736 U
URH TRELEASE 916 U
58 E JOHN 12 C
910 S 3RD C
URH BLAISDELL 404 U
2101 HAZWD U
205 E HEALEY 21 C
105 E ARMORY C
URH DANIELS 86 U
URH VANDOREN 24 C
URH SHERMAN 128 C
1101 W PENN U
URH VANDOREN 108 C
1005 S 1ST C
211 E JOHN 9 C
102 E ARMORY 11 C
310 E JOHN C
110 E ARMORY C
910 S 3RD C
1101 W PENN U
URH GARNER 446 C
310 E CHALMERS 204 C
310 CHALMERS 204 C
207 S WRIGHT 1 C
409 E CHALMERS C
URH LUNDGREN 303 C
1104 W NEVADA U
2016 S VINE U
2016 S VINE U
605 S BROADWAY U
URH LAR 106 U
URH ALLEN 427 U
302 E ARMORY C
410 MICHIGAN 4 U































































508 S 6TH ST
BOX 368






1719 E MAPLE RIDGE
320 S WE GO TRL
16506 S EVANS AV
300 S GOODWIN 406
RR 1 BOX 140
RP 2
RR 2
224 E HAZEL DELL







502 W GRIGGS 205
901 MEADOWLAWN
1364 WILHLMNA RISE
CASTLE RD BLK F 8F
C 7TH 28 BONHAM RD





3431 N 10TH 811

























118 S CLIFFWOOD AV
5418 N SAWYER
10756 S NORMAL
1318 N WOOD ST
ROUTE 1 BOX 66









^624 W 177TH ST
4524 OPAL AV
4524 N OPAL AV









133 N JULIAN ST
206 S WARREN


















































































LA GRANGE PK IL

















































































































ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 205 U
LAS3 805 W OREGON U
GRAD RR 1 C 359-3690
ENG4 1600 W BRADLEY 391 C
GRAD 808 S WEBER U
ENG2 URH CARR 121 U 332-3873
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 319 U
GRAD 307 S PRAIRIE 10 C 35<=-5303
FAA1 URH TOWNSEND U 332-4084
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 394 C 332-1324
ENG3 910 S 3RD C 337-5328
LAS1 URH TRFLEASE 1006 U 332-5683
LAS1 URH SCOTT 492 C 332-1635
GRAD STA A BOX 2132 C 356-7563
AGR1 910 S 3RD C 384-5959
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 344-9566
LAS4 1121 WESTFIELD C 359-5817
BUS3 201 E GREEN c 359-1492
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 909 u 332-5307
FAA3 1007 S 1ST 6 c
GRAD 705 W CALIFORNIA u
LASl 310 E GREGORY c
LAW3 404 E STOUGHTON C 359-6347
BUS1 409 E CHALMRS 1103 c
GRAD 409 E CHALMRS 1404 c 384-5705
ENG4 1110 RAINBOW VIEW u 344-3957
BUS2 1111 S 1ST c 332-1770
PE 1 PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 311 C 332-0780
AGR2 1005 S WRIGHT c 344-0571
PE 4 312 E ARMORY c 344-9761
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS c
BUS3 URH WESTON 364 c 332-2027
ED 2 409 E CHALMRS c 332-2653
GRAD 1010 W GREEN 519 u 332-2311
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 407 u 332-4180
LAS3 PROSPECT HTS ILL
ENG4 305 E GREEN c
FAA1 URH LAR 117 u
AGR3 URH TAFT 119 c
LAS3 309 E JOHN 7 c 332-3027
LAS4 1302 SILVER 9 u
LAS3 1508 N BROADWAY u
GRAD 1508 N BROADWAY u
GRAD 1009 W MAIN 11 u
FAA4 1007 FRANGES 6 c 352-3801
GRAD 310 S PRAIRIE 103 c 352-1064
GRAD 310 S PRAIRIE 103 c 352-1064
AGR4 A DUNELLEN u
VM 4 206 E CALIFORNIA 4 u 367-0825
ED 3 URH WESTON 317 c 332-1994
FAA1 URH LAR 485 u 332-3063
GRAO 58 E ARMORY 3 c 359-7976
LAS4 1204 W STOUGHTON u 344-2169
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 314 u 332-3521
COM3 URH GARNER 208 c 332-0707
LASl 907 S 4TH c 367-6223
AGR2 409 E CHALMRS c
LASl URH CLARK 421 c 332-0074
PE 4 1204 S LINCOLN u 328-1752
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN u 344-3616
LAS3 512 E STAVTON 310 c
BUS* 1110 W STOUGHTON u 344-4471
VM 3 912 CRESCENT 2-1 c
LAS3 604 E ARMORY 1317 c
LAS3 505 E CLARK c 356-6300
GRAD ILIR 17 c 333-9084
ENG4 1601 VALLEY RD c
COM3 912 S 2ND c 344-9732
ENG3 603 S 4TH 3 c 352-6741
LAS2 910 S 3RD c 337-5806
GRAO 811 FAIROAKS c 352-3605
VM 4 811 FAIR OAKS c 352-3605
LAS3 611 W HEALEY c
LAS4 307 E GREEN 5 c 367-8718
GRAD 1005 W OREGON 8 u 344-4698
GRAD 1105 W OREGON 8 u
ENG1 URH FORBES 132 u
GRAO 307 S PRAIRIE 2 c
BUS1 3320 N GALE u
LASl KEWANEE ILL
GRAD 503 F WHITE 3 c 359-3211
ENG3 505 E WHITE 1 c
LAS2 115 W MICHIGAN u 344-5014
LAS3 115 W MICHIGAN u 344-5014
LASl URH HOPKINS 246 c 332-1221
LAS3 713 W OHIO u 344-5434
AGR1 URH NOBLE 221 c 332-0497
LAS3 811 S LOCUST c 359-5064
ENG4 122 HOLIDAY PARK c 359-9039
AGR2 CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 906 W SPNGFLD 8 u 367-6060
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 222 u
LAS2 1209 W UNIVERSITY u 328-1084
ENG4 1316 HEDGE RD c
BUS1 URH WESTON 328 c 332-2005
GRAD 108 S GREGORY u 344-4036
eOA U SHERMOOR
3100 LONGFELLOW




2 C BYRON RD
5001 WRIGHT TERR
608 W LAWRENCE AV
























6601 E 137TH ST
18006 CHICAGO AV











310 S PRAIRIE 103
4 DUNELLEN
206 E CALIFORNIA 4











19 BCNNI E BROOK RD





4116 W 109TH ST
1961 E ROOSEVELT





2336 S 23RD AV
RR 1 BOX 19









12512 S RICHARD AV
635 CEDAR AV
8713 N OLEANDER
328 W 109TH ST
5208 W STRONG ST
1011 ALANN DR
RP 3








































































































ZIEGWEID LUCY F LAS3
ZIELINSKI ANNA M LAS4
ZIELINSKI EDWARD L ENG3
ZIELINSKI ROBERT W FAA2
ZIELKE DAVID R BUS3
ZIELKE ELIZABETH A LAS3
ZIELKE LINDA J LAS4
ZIELKE RODNEY E LAS1
ZIELNICKI ROBERT J BUS3
ZIELONKA THOMAS A BUS4
ZIEMER BRUCE L BUS2
ZIEMINSKI GEORGE H LAS3
ZIENTARA OAVID B BUS4
*ZIEREN JAMES JOSEPH VM 4
ZIERK MICHAEL J BUS2
ZIFF HOWARD D BUS4
ZIKA CAROL ANN GR AD
*ZIKA KENNETH GRAD
ZILINSKY CHRISTINF M LAS1
ZILIS MARK P LAS2
*ZILKEP DANIEL P JR GRAD
ZILKER NANCY G M LAS4
ZILLMER RANDI E LAS3
ZIMBLEMAN MICHAEL J LAS4
ZIMMER ROBERT R LAS1
ZIMMERLY ISABELLE M GRAD
ZIMMERMAN APLENE C LAS2
ZIMMERMAN APLIS D BUS2
ZIMMERMAN BARBARA A LAS4
ZIMMERMAN BRUCE ALAN LAS4
ZIMMERMAN EURA B PE 4
ZIMMERMAN JACALYN J COM4
ZIMMERMAN JAN M LAS2
ZIMMERMAN JEFF J BUS1
ZIMMERMAN JEFFREY L LAS1
ZIMMERMAN JOEL W FAA1
ZIMMERMAN JOHN E ENG4
ZIMMERMAN JCN C GRAD
ZIMMERMAN JOSEPH III LAS3
ZIMMERMAN LARRY G FAA2
ZIMMERMAN RICHARD II AGR4
ZIMMERMAN RICHARD R GRAD
ZIMMERMAN RICHARD W AGR3
ZIMMERMAN ROBERT C BUS3
ZIMMERMAN SUSAN B FAA3
ZIMMERMAN TERRY S LAS2
ZIMMERMAN ZOE ANN FAA3
ZIMNY ROBERT W BUS2
ZINDELL HOWARD T LAS1
ZINDELL RICHARD D BUS2
ZINKE GERALD R ENG4
ZINKIEWICZ LAWRENCE LAS3
ZINN CHARLES MADISON GRAD
ZINN MARY E AGR2
ZINTEL NANCY LOUISE GRAD
ZINTL MICHAEL J ENG3
ZIPAY WILLIAM C ENG1
ZIRLIN DEBRA A LAS3
ZIRLIN LINDA C IAS2
ZIRLIN SHELLEY R FAA2
ZISCHKE MARK R AGR1
ZISOOK PHILLIP J LAS2
ZITCH LAURA BETH GRAD
ZITNY CHRISTOPHER J ENG4
ZITT LUANNE M LAS2
ZITTEP ROBERT E LAS3
*ZIV ABRAHAM ENG4
*ZIV YAEL GRAD
ZIVIC JERROLD S LAS4
ZLATIN BARBARA S LAS3
ZMIJA MELANIE GRAD
ZOELLICK WILLIAM N GRAD
ZOFINSKI MARIANNF J BUS1
ZOLFO DANIEL W LAS2
ZOLINE KENNETH LAS3
ZOLL ANDREA L ED 4
ZOLL JEFFERY M LAS2
ZOLLO PFGGY L LAS4
ZONKA MARCIA A LAS1
ZOOK PETER J LAS3
ZOPF MICHAEL J LAS2
ZORDANI PAMELA A PE 2
*ZORN JOF A LAS3
ZOPN SHARON L PE 3
ZORNS SUSAN WAGNER FAA4
ZOROS JOAN S LAS2
*ZORR WILLIAM GEORGE GRAD
ZOSCHKE JANET L FAA1
ZUBAK BARBARA A LAS3
ZUBE JOHN MICHAEL BUS3
ZUBER DONALD K AGR3
ZUBEP THOMAS E BUS4
ZUBRICKAS GEORGE J BUS3
ZUCCAPELLI JANET L ED 1
ZUCKER ALAN J LAS3
ZUCKEP CYNTHIA A LAS4
ZUCKER JFRRI L LAS2
802 W GREEN 204 U
901 W SPNGFLD 11 U
302 E GREGORY C
910 S 3RD C
112 E DANIEL C
409 E CHALMRS 1606 C
1008 W CLARK U
URH NOBLE 210 C
URH SNYDER 450 C
202 E GREGORY 302 C
URH GARNER 206 C
URH TOWNSEND 168 U
8 PERSIMMON C
R WILSON TRLR CT U
604 E ARMORY 2429 C
909 S 1ST C
301 COUNTRY FR 50 C
NORMAL ILL
URH SCOTT 317 C
URH TOWNSEND 273 U
2049 B HAZWD CT U
2049 B HAZWD CT U
302 S 4TH 3 C
1110 CENTENNIAL C
URH BARTON 104 C
2019 BURLISON U
508 E ARMORY C
1110 S 2ND C
313 E JOHN 11 C
1010 E COLORADO 10 U
1005 S 6TH C
CHICAGO ILL
URH WARDALL 625 U
409 E CHALMRS C
910 S 3RD C
URH BARTON 114 C
URH SAUNDERS 231 U
2514 SANGAMON C
702 W WASHINGTON U
MAHOMET ILL
502 W MAIN 130 U
809 S BUSEY U
610 W CALIFORNIA U
1004 S 3RD C
URH FLAGG 420 C
904 S 3RD C




408 E STOUGHTON C
904 W GREEN U
206 S DODSON U
1202 W NEVADA U
URH TRELEASE 1114 U
604 E ARMORY 2342 C
706 W OHIO U
5 SAFFER CT U
5 SAFFER CT U
107 E HEALEY 9 C
URH FORBES 319 C
910 S 3RD C
1004 S 4TH C
211 E DANIEL C
505 E CHALMERS C
802 W GREEN 102 U
403 W SPNGFLD U
403 W SPNGFLD U
307 E HEALEY C
802 W OREGON U
LANSING ILL
3 SHERWOOD CT C
URH WARDALL 203 U
305 E JOHN C
110 E CHALMERS C
58 E JOHN 18 C
URH SNYDER 254 C
503 E WHITF 6 C
904 W GREEN U
608 S STATE C
URH SAUNDERS 414 U
302 E ARMORY C
104 HOLIDAY PARK C
313 E JOHN 18 C
906 W NEVADA 8 U
302 E ARMORY C
2037 C ORCH ST U
URH CLARK 407 C
508 E ARMORY C
901 E COLORADO U
1004 S 3RD C
1004 S 3RD C
URH SAUNDERS 407 U
URH CAPR 410 U
URH 8ABC0CK 108 U
204 W CALIFORNIA U






























































9257 S ALBANY AV
22W305 BROKER RD













20*9 B HAZWD CT
2049 B HAZWD CT
6711 N LOLETA
1110 CENTENNIAL
7742 W VICTORIA ST
2019 BURLISON
RP 1 CREAM RIDGE
RR1 CREAM RIDGE
233 TRAVER AV
1010 E COLORADO 10









502 W MAIN 130
12* CARRIAGE WAY
123 ST C 110 AV
514 FORSYTHE AV
H94 23433 WESTERN



























5148 W CARMEN AV











906 W NEVADA 8
7800 N LOTUS
2037 C ORCH ST
3715 N GALE ST








































































































ELK GROVE VIL ILL
WILMETTE IL
343
ZUCKER NAIDA DEBORAH GRAD
ZUCKER PAUL S LAS2
ZUCKER PAULA A BUS1
ZUCKER SYL LAS3
ZUCKERT LISA Y LAS1
ZUEHSOW MARK J ENG1
ZUGENeUEHLEP BARBARA LAS2
ZUHONE PAMELA K AGR1
ZUK KATHIE I LAS3
ZUKOR DOROTHY JEAN GRAD
ZUKOR PAUL R BUS3
ZUKOSKY MARCIA A LAS2
ZUKOSKY WILLIAM C LAS2
ZUKROWSKI SOPHIE M LAS4
*ZULKEY EOWARD J LAW3
*ZULKEY JANICE BUREN GRAD
ZUMBAHLEN LOUIS H JR ENG3
*ZUMDAHL MARK E LAW1
ZUMWALT CONNIE B LAS4
ZUMWALT CYNTHIA A LAS2
ZUMWALT MERLE L LAS2
ZUMWALT PHILIP F LAS4
ZUN JEFFERY BUS4
ZUNIGA CARMEN MARIA GRAD
*ZUNKER ROBERT L AVI1
ZUPANCIC JOANNA LAS3
*ZUPSICH STEPHANIE C LAS4
ZUREK MICHAFL W LAS*
ZURO BARBARA A LAS1
ZUROW DEBORAH A LAS1
ZUURDEEG ROBERT J LAS1
*ZVONAP JOANN SWANSON GRAD
ZWART MICHAEL J LAS4
ZWEIBAN BRUCE E LAS4
ZWEIG BARBARA A ED 3
ZWFIG KEVIN LAS1
ZWICK BILL D AGR1
ZWICK SOMARA C FAA2
ZWIERLEIN HFIDI AGR1
ZWIFRLEIN VICTOR A AVI3
ZWILLIMG PAUL E AGR3
*ZYCH CHESTER C JR LAS6
ZYCH DONNA ANN GRAD
ZYCH MARY E ED 4
ZYCH PETER M LAS2
ZYSKO DEBRA A LAS1













706 S 1ST 204
2022 D ORCH ST
2022 D ORCH ST
203 N HARVEY
1205 E FLORIDA 11
1006 S 3RD 11
URH TRELFASF 822
1202 1/2 W UNIV
802 W GREEN 202
310 E CHALMERS
903 N DIVISION
1109 W CHURCH 3
1106 S LINCOLN
410 W CHURCH 10


















605 S 4TH 2
u 328-3829 102 N GREGORY 4
c 332-1893 7125 OAKLAND ST
c 337-5038 6456 N LAKEWOOD
u 6331 N ROCKWELL
U 332-5466 5420 N VIRGINIA
u 344-0055 3901 W 31ST ST
u 5018 ELM CIRCLE DR
u RP 2
8814 BOTANICAL AV
u 332-2196 3110 WISTERIA AV
c 344-9795 2500 S 60TH CT
u 307 W 1ST N
u 344-3859 307 1ST NORTH
c 352-6808 2121 N 75TH AV
u 344-5386 5923 N MOBILE AV
u 344-5386 5934 N MULLIGAN AV
u 2903 N EASTON PL
u 367-0586 BOX 45
c 367-5333
u 332-5638 RP 2
u 2305 N ELMWOOD
u RP 2
c 9543 N LOWELL
u 344-2087 903 N DIVISION
c RR 3
u 367-3616 17931 OAKLEY AV
c 359-1578 5838 RIDGE AV
c 6201 DIANE DR
u 332-3801 153 MICHAEL JOHN
u 34 S CHASE AV
c 332-0404 1217 GRANT ST
c 1512 WINSTON
c 14746 KARLOV AV
c 7955 WILSON TERR
c 4425 FOSTER ST
c 2752 W 84TH ST
c 332-1775 2129 E 217TH PL
u 332-3125 1720 WASHINGTON ST
u 332-3594 3S 224 SHAGBARK
u 332-5324 3S-224 SHAGBARK LN
u 367-7852 RR 1
u 1116 W HILL
c 332-4763 15214 HASTINGS DR
c 344-0501 2929 190TH ST
c 344-9861 2929 190TH ST





















































Governor of Illinois Springfield 62706
Michael J. Bakalis,
Superintendent of Public Instruction Springfield 62706
Elected Members
TERM 1967-73
Ralph C. Hahn 1 320 South State Street, Springfield 62704
Roger B. Pogue 705 North Oakland Avenue, Decatur 62525
TERM 1969-75
Earl M. Hughes 206 North Hughes Road, Woodstock 60098
Russell W. Steger Suite 2140, 135 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 60603
Timothy W. Swain 41 1 Hamilton Boulevard, Peoria 61602
TERM 1971-77
William D. Forsyth, Jr 1201 South Fourth,
P.O. Box 2209, Springfield 62703
George W. Howard III Howard Building, Box U, Mt. Vernon 62864
Earl Langdon Neal Suite 1 525,
1 1 1 West Washington Street, Chicago 60602
Officers of the Board
Earl M. Hughes, President Woodstock 60098
Earl W. Porter, Secretary Urbana 61 801
Herbert O. Farber, Comptroller Urbana 61801
R. R. Manchester, Treasurer One First National Plaza, Chicago 60670
James J. Costello, University Counsel Urbana 61801





